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Lumity Erotica
by harpy_snarlie508

Summary

Suggestions/Requests are no longer being taken as it is complete.
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She called me in Europe

flying across the windy skies with the fluffy clouds hitting her face, luz soar through the realm of
heavens with the castle on her left while the earth is below her.

being an angel means you get to do cool stuff but some certain things are prohibited. it's mostly the
temptations a normal man could have but not to an angel as it's almost considered as taboo.

luz doesn't get it since she was a human before but whatever.

a sudden sense of aura made luz stopped flying, she looked down to see she's hovering above
europe. luz dove down to the country where she felt the aura, thinking it might be a demon roaming
amongst man or just a mere distress signal. she has to find out.

swiftly landing behind an alleyway, luz's sophisticated white robes morphed into human clothes.
she has a purple and white shirt sleeved hoodie with black leggings topped by a short jean shorts
and simple white soles. she pulled her hoodie up to reveal two pairs of cat ears before jogging out
into the crowded streets.

following the aura as her eyes subtly glowed golden brown, detecting if there's a demon hiding in
plain sight. then, luz stopped walking when she came across another alleyway, at the corner of her
eye, she sees someone leaning against the wall.

"questo è uno strano gatto." they said in italian. luz fully turned around to see them. a mint green
haired girl with pink leggings and loose off shoulder black shirt along with a yellow crescent moon
necklace on her.

"pensavo di trovare qualcuno felice a caso che tu vedessi che sei quello che è venuto."

luz rose a brow "mi hai chiamato?" she asked as she walked out of the crowd and went inside the
alleyway to the girl. she can sense demonic energy radiating from her and isn't even try to hide it.
"you could say that." the girl replied, shrugging.

"what are you up to? also, who are you?" luz asked, wanting for the trivial things to get out of the
way. "amity blight. nice to meet you." amity offered her hand to luz whom looked down at it before
taking it to shake it.

then, a serpent slithered out of amity's sleeve and travelled through their shaking hands to luz's
neck. the angel, though, was unfazed. "luz noceda." she continued the introduction before pulling
their hands back.

luz touched the serpent which immediately combusts into flames and it's ashes fell to the ground.
"what's your reason for calling me?" luz asked. amity chuckles "cut to the chase huh? well, to put it
simply," she ran her finger across luz's jawline and went down to her chest which the angel caught
her wrist to stop.

"i've been watching you and i find you quite cute, noceda." amity said, coming closer to luz and
tiptoed to meet her eye level. "do you really think i'd fall for simple flirtatious words?" luz stated,
letting amity's hand go and narrowed her eyes at her.



amity darkly chuckles "not really but this will." she grabbed luz's collar to pull her down to slam
her lips for a kiss. their kiss is burning which made luz want to pull away while amity endured it,
the more they stayed like this, the heat slowly subside as luz melt on the demon's lips.

when they pulled away, amity was smirking. "told you so." she sprouted out her black wings,
letting it cover them as they teleported somewhere more private.

then, amity pushed luz out of her wings and she landed on something soft. she looked around and
realised she's in the demon's room as it's decorated with various sigils and symbols along with the
dismembered parts of her past victims.

new sets of serpents moved towards her, luz kept burning them but more kept coming till a few
coiled itself around her wrist, tying her up to the headboard while the others teared her clothes off
before strapping themselves around her body.

luz pulled her wrist, killing the snakes only for them to be replaced with a new one. she growled
and glared at the demon who's amused on seeing her nude figure while a tent is obvious. "what are
you gonna do huh? i can kill you in an instant." she threatened.

"then why didn't you do it earlier?" amity fired back which backed luz to a corner, she opened her
mouth to say something to come back at that but nothing did. amity's face morphed into half
demonic while her other side remained normal, she crawled up towards luz.

the demon's thin, snake like tongue licked luz's face while her clawed hand groped one of her tits.
"i never had a child of god before. let me enjoy this." amity said, her voice deep but her normal is
echoing.

luz twitched as she felt the demon rub her hard on against her exposed pussy, her breathing grew
heavy as she bit her lip. not wanting for the demon to think she's getting a kick out of this. but it's
hard.

she looked down to see amity pulling out her phallus, it's base dark but as it goes up the lighter is
becomes. precum oozed out of the tips which she used a sort of lube, the demon lets out a guttural
growl against luz's ear which made her shiver. "let's use that pretty mouth of yours." she said before
placing the cock in front of the angel.

luz looked at it up and down, taking in it's girth. she stuck out her tongue to lick the tip before
slowly taking it with her muscle flicking the tip, she gave the demon kitten licks which irritated her.

"you're doing it wrong." amity gripped a handful of luz's hair and shoved her cock inside her
mouth, the demon lets out a howl of pleasure at the feeling of the angel's mouth wrapped around
her. "go ahead. make it sloppy. that's your only lube." she said, not thrusting as she lets luz take it.

luz looked up to the demon's stare, a simple human would be intimidated by it and would be
hurriedly suck her off but that's not the case of luz. she, somehow, found those gold mixed with red
eyes alluring which made her slowly bob her head on amity's dick.

amity lowly hums, she watched the angel suck her with her tongue lapping around her girth. "that's
it." she mutters as she stroked luz's head which encouraged her to speed up making it as wet as
possible before amity pulled out.



seeing her saliva drenched cock and multiple strings dripped off luz's lips, the demon ordered the
snakes to get off the headboard but made luz's hands go in her back as amity sat down in bed while
she held luz with ease.

luz looked down at amity's twitching member, she started to think that it wouldn't fit as it's so big
then felt her rough hand caress her cheek "i usually don't do this but.. what's your color?" luz was
surprised to hear that a demon is even using safe words, she appreciates that.

"green." luz replied, amity nods and pushed the angel down on her. both of them moaned loudly,
filling the entire room, amity curled her upper lips to reveal her sharp fangs. luz quivered under the
demon, her insides clenched around her tightly.

amity started moving luz up and down, her tip already hitting that particular spot which made luz
lose her shit and didn't even bother on holding her voice anymore.

the demon watched the angel's tiddies vigorously bounce, she leaned down onto her smooth neck
before sinking her fangs into it which triggered the snakes to bite her as well. luz screamed and
arched her back.

they injected their venom that doesn't kill luz but it's not the only venom going inside her.

amity's frame grew bigger unconsciously as she's slowly drowning in pleasure along with her cock.
she pulled away, her teeth covered of luz's blood which fuels her more.

the demon fucked many but this is the one she's been craving for. is it because luz is an angel?
probably but she doesn't give a shit.

"aahg fuck! luz!!" amity roared, she dropped luz down onto the bed and roughly thrusts into her
which made the bed aggressively creak, threatening to break any moment. the snakes on luz's was
snapped off and she gripped onto amity's big arms while she closed her eyes as she feels euphoria
in between her legs.

"amity! fuck.. i love it!! i- i think i'm.. aaahhhh!" luz doesn't know what she's saying, her head in
complete disarray but amity seems to understand. she slammed her lips against luz's again whom
didn't hesitate on kissing back, her arms roped around the demon's neck as she let her tongue inside
her mouth.

after one final hard thrust, amity lets out an animal like roar as she came inside of luz whom arched
her back once again since they came at the same time. the angel fell limp in bed, taking in the loads
as it makes her feel warm before the demon pulled out.

letting her cum flow out of luz and more shot out till it stopped. amity's form slowly turned back to
normal, she crawled on top of luz to see her blissed out face as she calms down from her eye.
"hey." she softly whispers making luz slowly look at her.

"hi." she replied, leaning into amity's hand as she placed it on her cheek. "you didn't turn your
uterus on, did you?" she asked and luz shook her head much to amity's relief. "why? you're not
ready to have a kin?"

"yes and because you're an angel." amity snapped her fingers to get the snakes off luz, letting them
slither out of bed and their scales left a mark on her skin. "what are we even?" luz asked as the
demon dropped down beside her.



"i don't know but," she turned her head to look at the angel who's staring at her with those beautiful
hazel hues. "i want to have, whatever this is, with you." amity said as she placed a soft kiss on luz's
forehead and she scooched closer to her to cuddle with the demon's tail wrapping around her leg.

"me too."



What are you in for?

"hold this please." a policeman said as he offered a plate number and motioned luz to stand in front
of a measuring type of background as she's preparing for a mugshot.

luz held up the plate closer to her and gave an emotionless pose for the camera as it snapped a
photo of her before being guided to one of the cells she'll be staying for the next few weeks.

as the metal bars are slammed closed and locked. luz sighed deeply, she dropped down to a corner
and leaned her head against the bars. she looked down at her knuckles that are reddened from the
fights she got into before coming here.

luz touched her cheek, feeling nothing as it's a numb. she placed her arm on the bar to rest her chin
on it while slowly going into a daydream till someone within the cell talked.

"what are you in for?" they asked. luz turned her head to see a girl just by her age sitting in the
darkest corner but her mint green dyed hair is very visible. "um.. i punched some guys. almost
knocked one out to death." luz replied before pulling her eyes off.

the girl hums in acknowledgement, she cracked her neck and sighed "you know, i have 20 years left
here and it's nice to see a new face." she stood up, finally stepping into the light to let luz see her
fully.

"20 years? jeez. what are you in for then?" luz asked, she felt the girl sit down next to her and
clicked her tongue. "burnt my house down." she replied.

"oh."

"with my parents in it." the girl adds, her tone suddenly turning dark which made luz looked at her.
a little startled at that change before she saw her giggle. "don't worry. they're not the best parents
anyways." she reassured.

"oh.. okay, that makes sense." luz slowly nods "i'm luz." she offered her hand for a shake which the
girl gladly took and shook it. "amity." then, her eyes dropped down on luz's crotch, seeing a tent
which made luz pull her legs up to cover it.

amity chuckles as they pulled their hands away "don't tell me you had that while taking your
mugshot or you just found me attractive." she said, staring into luz's hazel eyes as she doesn't seem
to get enough of it.

"well.. a little bit of both." luz replied, weighing her hands about it then she felt amity's hand on her
shoulder which slowly slithered down to her arm and her legs, easing them down to show her hard
on again. "i can help, we're inmates after all." luz lets out a breathy sigh as she feels amity's hand
softly caress her there.

"i... i never done this before.." luz admits, watching amity's hand rigorously move up and down in a
caring manner to relax luz. "really?" amity was surprised "are you saving this for someone?" but
luz shook her head.

"i don't have a significant other."



amity tugged a smile "good to know. may i?" her fingers held onto the zipper, wanting it to go
down. luz gulped before giving her a green which amity pulled the zipper down, seeing the
noceda's navy blue boxers and she slowly pulled it down just enough for her phallus to fully stick
through the hole of the pants.

it twitched from the cold breeze hitting, "not bad." amity mutters, holding the 8 inched cock in her
hand. her thumb tracing it's veins before smooth running her hand up and down on it. luz softly
moans and pressed her head onto the wall.

luz watched amity's hand rub her in a delicate manner, her thumb teasing the tip while using her
precum as a sort of lube. "amity..." she whispers. "yeah?" amity replied, she placed a kiss on luz's
temple, her pace never faltering her as she can feel herself getting wetter down there.

"can you.. augh..hm.. is it okay if i.." luz tries to ask if amity could suck her off or fuck her but it's
too hard not to be embarrassed just by asking it outright. amity giggles, she leaned closer to luz's
ear which made her shiver.

"you want to nail me down, stud?" amity took the words out of luz's mouth, she softly nibbled the
noceda's ear before speeding up her hand which made her jerk up and bite her lip to not moan too
loudly. "y- yes.." luz replied, biting her finger as the pleasure is overwhelming her.

"you're so cute, it's hard to believe someone like you would be here." amity took her hand off luz
which snapped her back to reality, she looked at amity to see her taking off her pants which made
luz turn beet red.

"w- wait. maybe we should move back there?" luz pointed at the dark corner, nothing wanting to
fuck in front of other people since she noticed that they've been watching them for some time now.

"it'll be fine," amity dismisses, she placed herself onto luz's lap with her dick just inches away from
her hot pussy. "they fuck all the time when they're bored and i've been alone for some months now."
she said as she cupped luz's cheeks to make her look at her since she's been staring at the small
space between them that she just wants to disappear.

"i can tell." luz said.

"never though i'd lose it in a jail but at least you're pretty."

"wait you're a- aaahhh!" both of them moaned at the same time as amity pushed herself down into
luz, letting the tip in first. amity shuddered at the feeling, her hands moved down onto luz's
shoulder, tightly gripping it, as she slowly took her time on slipping the rest of luz inside.

luz's mouth went agar, her hands trembles at the feeling of amity wrapping around her so easily. as
the blight got everything in her, both of them softly panted, adjusting while they stared at each
other's hues. their minds filled with temptation and lust.

they pulled each other to a kiss by impulse, amity bit luz's lip which made her open her mouth. both
tongues danced with each others till luz won, her muscle travelling along amity's cavern as a low
moan escaped her throat before they pulled away.

the people in the other cells watching their session are slowly getting off as they turn the prison into
a concupiscent warehouse.



a thin string of saliva connected them only for a moment, luz's hand slowly moved up to amity's
hips as she started to feel her move up before slowly coming down again. both of them lets out
breathy moans, the grip in her hips tightened.

"amity.." the blight, now used to the girth, started bouncing on luz as she held onto her shoulders.
their moans filled the enclosed halls but it doesn't matter as they're hitting every good spot. "fuck..
luz!" amity moans, she dropped her head into luz's shoulder as she lets her hips do it's thing.

"shit.. you feel so good aahhh!" luz bit her lip, she moved her hips at the same pace as amity whom
pulled her head off her shoulder, placed her hand onto luz's cheek before leaning in for another kiss.
giving each other soft pecks, indulging themselves as they savor the feeling in between their legs.

amity pulled away and lifted up her shirt to reveal her bra which she pulled up as well. groping her
tits as she bounces into luz with her face contorted into pleasure, the noceda couldn't help but stare
till she pulled one of amity's hand off to place the nipple inside her mouth. sucking it.

the blight rolled her head back as she gripped into luz's hair, feeling her tongue flick her nipple
several times before pulling away with a pop.

then, luz pulled themselves up for a moment which surprised amity till she felt the cold stone floor
on her back and the thrusts grew harder and faster as luz is doing it. amity moaned loudly, her eyes
clenched close as she gripped onto luz's tensed arms. the noceda gritted her teeth tightly, she can
feel herself getting closer but not wanting to come inside.

"l- luz! aaahhm.. ngh aahhh! i'm so.. so close..!" amity said, luz leaned down to attack the blight's
neck, leaving soft trails of kisses before biting into her flesh to make hickey. her legs are slowly
turning numb but pushed herself till amity comes.

after a few more hard thrusts, amity arched her back and finally came onto luz. the noceda clawed
the floor as she tries hard not to come inside amity, she helped her ride down her high before
pulling out.

luz rubbed herself for a few seconds before coming, she didn't realise that her shots would fly onto
amity's stomach also getting her close to the face. both of them panted heavily, in a euphoric daze.
everyone watching them either had a great time coming or is envious as they want a fuck too.

"you okay?" luz asked, wiping her cum off amity as she pushed her sheathing phallus back inside
her pants. amity slowly sat up, pulling her hair behind her ear and looked around before her eyes
landed on luz to nod, answering her question "how long is your stay again?" she asked.

luz rubbed the back of her head as the cops really didn't specify how many weeks she'll stay here.
"a couple of weeks." she replied. then, amity leans in for a kiss while pulling her shirt and bra
down.

"extend it."



No can hear you Scream in the Woods

"amity, i think we've gone far from the camp." luz said as she followed her lover into the thick
woods with only a lantern as a light in their uncharted path. many things are alive in the nights,
critters lulling day creatures to sleep while nocturnal takes the spotlight to hunt.

as well with amity's libido. they can't have a rough one if it means on waking one of their camp
mates up.

"just a little more. we need a flat ground." amity said, holding luz's hand tightly as they trekked
down the woods till she found a clear ground that is surrounded by shrubbery with a large rock in
the front.

"here." amity placed the lantern down and looked at luz whom nodding. "cool so.. should we just
whip it out or..?" she asked, the blight giggles while shaking her head. "you're so cute." she said
before pulling the noceda into a passionate kiss.

luz kissed back, slipped her tongue inside amity's mouth which made her lowly moan as she felt the
noceda's hand rub her clothed crotch. as they pulled away, their eyes are dilated while staring at
each other "i guess we can whip it out." amity mutters and luz snickers.

both of them took off their clothes and amity motioned her lover to lean against the rock which she
followed. she got on her all fours with her hands holding onto the rock. the blight smoothly ran her
hands on luz's ass before slapping it and she leaned down onto her back.

"do you wanna be filled up, babe? you've been testing me throughout the day." amity whispers,
continuing to rub and not just shove it in. "i wasn't.." luz said as she looked over her shoulder to see
her lover's girth that she always feel overwhelmed on seeing no matter how much they have sex. it
always seems to grow everytime.

"really? while getting firewood, you backed your ass up on me. what are you trying to do, noceda?"
amity said, luz shivered as she heard her voice turn to a growl. "i didn't mean to.. they were trying
to get my stash." luz reasoned, cutely squeaking when she felt amity slap her phallus against her
clit.

"oh? you also didn't mean on rubbing on me?" luz whimpers and look away as her cheeks turn
bright red. amity chuckles "you're one naughty girl. good thing you're my bad boy." she said before
slowly finally inserting herself in luz whom softly moan.

as all of her is in, amity didn't waste anytime on thrusting into her. "aah!! amity!" luz moaned
loudly, she bit her lip tightly hold her voice. she felt amity's thumb trace her lips and started
sucking it on.

"come on, love. it's just you and me here with no camp in sight. you can scream and no one would
hear." amity said, she bit onto luz's shoulder and her hips grew blisteringly fast as she's practically
ramming into luz. she watched her body jolt each time and she buried her cock deeply into her.

amity watched luz's ass jiggle everytime she hits it, it starves her and her thrusts grew almost
bestial. she listened to her lover's erotic moans that filled the night, it's a muse to her. "nghm.. that's
it baby, you deserve this yeah?" she whispers to luz's ear.



"aaahh..." amity lowly moans, she felt luz's hand rest on top of hers "what's your color?" she asked,
worried. luz looked over her shoulder and softly smiles "green." she replied, amity nods and
continues her rapid thrusts while stopping to bury herself in luz.

"god! i love you so much!!" amity shouted at the top of her lungs as she can feel herself getting
closer. drool rolled down the side of her mouth, luz tried to lift herself off the rock a little and
continued to watch amity slam into her. "ah- i love you too!!" luz replied.

amity is right. no one would hear them making love in the woods as the creatures covered their
noises. both of them almost seeing heaven till they finally came at the same time. amity's hands
dropped onto the rock as they panted heavily, her seeds mixing with luz, filling her up as said.

"you didn't pull out." luz breathlessly said. amity softly hushed her, she kissed her head "i know but
we'll be fine. i promise." she said, not wanting to pull out just yet as luz placed her lips into hers.
their kiss overflowing with such love and passion.

"i love you." luz whispers, nuzzling up to amity whom softly smiles. the blight now pulled out and
embraced her lover, planning to head back in the camp but they want to stay like this for awhile. "i
love you too."

they both know what happens next after this but they promised each other that they can get through
it because have one another.



I Trust You

CRASH

BANG

BOOM

 

"shit shit shit!" amity rushed down the street and immediately unlocked the door of her shared
house, swinging it open to see the living room is a complete mess but it doesn't matter now.

"luz! i'm home, i got the elixir!" amity called out of her lover down the wrecked house. as she
closed the door behind her, she was suddenly pinned onto the ground, yelping as her grip on the
bag full of elixirs for luz loosened and it slides far to the side.

amity looked up to feel loud growling on top of her as hot breathes fanned her face with a pair of
dark furred arms is on either sides of her head. "luz. it's me, amity." she said, slowly raising her
hands to touch the cursed werewolf's face.

luz snarled at the hands, her upper lips curling as she's warning amity to back off but she didn't.
"shh.. it's okay, it's just me. calm down." the blight's voice is soft which slowly lulls the werewolf,
her hands finally touched luz's fluffy head. her fingers softly scratching her which made luz slowly
close her eyes as she calms down.

amity smiles, she continued to scratch luz till she opens her eyes. her blackened hues retreating to
bring her once hazel eyes under the moonlight. a whimper escaped luz's throat, worried if she hurt
her lover.

"i'm fine, baby. it's okay, you're safe." amity reassured, sitting up to place her forehead onto luz's
which made the werewolf purr which was odd but cute nonetheless. luz licked amity, the witch
giggles and pulled away but another whimper is heard "i know," amity kissed luz's head "i know it
hurts. i'll get the elixir, okay?"

everyone doesn't know what or who struck luz with the curse but now, she has to take the same
elixir like eda's.

as amity was about to get the bag, she felt her shirt getting tugged, she looked back to see luz biting
the mere edge of her shirt, holding her back. "what's wrong?" amity asked, sitting back down.

luz whines as she shook her head, she rubbed her paws up to her face and leaned down to push her
snout onto amity's crotch, sniffing her. the blight blew up in red "hey hey!" she pushed luz's head
back and frowned.

"what's wrong with you..." amity is supposed to be angry at the sudden motion but she saw the mist
of lust inside the werewolf's eyes and her eyes dropped to luz's staff unsheathed, dripping of
precum. another whine is heard which made amity look up to her lover.

now she gets it.



"oh.. i see. it's gonna be okay, luz. i'll help you." amity said, kissing luz's snout and she started to
take off her clothes, setting them to the side and lets luz watch her strip. her tail slowly wagged as
the moonlight giving the witch the spotlight.

"okay.." luz slowly slipped one of her hand to amity's waist as she sat down, showing her fully
hardened phallus. she's hesitating, amity can feel it. "hey," she placed her hand on top of luz's that
is significantly bigger. "i know you can't hurt me. i trust you." she reassured and slowly lowers
herself down into luz.

both of them moaned but a growl escaped luz's throat, amity gripped onto her fur as she continues
till everything is inside. the blight lets out a shaky sigh, she looked up to luz who's still worried. she
smiled.

"i love you, luz. always will. give me your all."

luz slowly nods, she licked the side of amity's face before grabbing her hips to lay her down to the
floor and started moving her hips into her. luz is bigger when she's in this form and it's not common
for amity to be fucked by a werewolf since luz immediately drinks the elixir when signs are
showing.

"ahh.. that's it, it's okay. i'm okay." amity continued to reassure luz as she thrusts. she heard a low
growl from her throat, then she pace started to go faster till it turned feral which made amity
screamed in pleasure.

she gripped onto luz's arms, looking at her eyes that reflects her luz while her tongue is slightly
sticking out. "aah fuck! luz, you're so big.." amity said, gulping as she feels the werewolf already
hitting that particular spot.

then, luz pulled half of amity up and increased her speed, she lets out a howl that filled the house
and the night that is mixed with the witch's moans.

the werewolf leaned down to amity's tits, licking both of her nipples simultaneously, luz looked at
her lover as she felt her hands rub her head. both of their eyes clouded with lust but love is still
there and trust. "i love you so much, so much!" amity arched her back as she shouted that.

luz licked amity's lips, it's not the same as normal kissing but it's fine. she moved down to her neck,
her hot tongue licking her before biting which made the witch twitch but gave her a pat on the head
and kiss as assurance. "oh titan.. i'm close..!"

after a few more thrusts, luz lets out another howl as she came inside amity. her load is too much,
some oozed out in the side but luz didn't pull out as her rut isn't done. she gently pulled amity off
the floor and broke through the door which surprised amity.

"w- wait, luz where are we going?!" amity asked, tapping luz's arm as she watched her lover's
formidable speed running through bonesborough. it's a relief that luz is going that fast enough for
people not to see her naked.

they reached the woods and luz jumped high to reach one of the knee, she held amity close in one
hand while still being in her while her other clawed onto the mountain with her feet. she started to
climb up till a cave met them.



luz took a sniff of the cave, she was silent for a moment before going inside as no threat is living in
there. she gently placed amity down and she can finally pull out, she licked amity once again before
peering her head down the mountain.

amity looked around the cave, she realise that she isn't sitting on cold floor and felt fabric under her
hand. she saw empty, broken bottles with some papers sprawled across the side. "is this.. where you
hid before?" amity asked and got a bark as a reply.

luz walked back inside, her paw landed on one of the papers which crumpled into a ball and turned
into light.

amity softly gasps at the sight of it.

right, luz isn't a pure blood witch like amity but her ability to do magic is still there even in her
cursed form.

luz placed all of her paws onto the papers, hopping like a puppy first time on mud, amity giggles as
she watched her lover. the cave is fully illuminated and there's one glyph left that is sitting next to
amity.

the werewolf sat down beside her, waiting for amity to do something about the glyph. the blight
touched it and it also turned into a ball of light. as all of the glyphs turned into lights, amity noticed
luz's tail is wagging behind her.

softly smiling, amity moved closer to luz whom pulled her up again and rested her onto her broad,
fluffy chest. "you're quite remarkable, luz." she said, she looked up to luz and nested her chin onto
her chest.

luz purrs, she softly combed amity's hair while nuzzling her snout to her head. "and i love you."
amity kisses the side of the werewolf's snout and wrapped her arms around luz, it barely connected
but it doesn't matter.

luz tries to say i love you back but it sounded like a husky trying to talk but amity understands and
she sleeps with a smile on her face as the lights and luz gives her warmth.



In The Dark

whimpers and whines are heard in the youngest blight's room. amity is locked in her room, the
twins aren't allowed to see her right now as she's in her heat.

amity built her nest and she's calling for an alpha that she doesn't have. her clothes are completely
off, thrown to the ground as her body is completely hot- in flames even. it doesn't look like it but it
feels so.

then, a soft tap on the window is heard which made amity slowly look up to her window before
letting out a growl. "leave me alone.." she mutters, thinking it's the twins trying to mess with her
but she saw something shining at her.

she immediately realised who it is "luz.." amity tries to stand up but she winced as her lower half
hurts. "luz." amity calls for the noceda who's head popped up to the window with her lights making
things clearer.

"hi! were you sleeping?" luz asked, her voice muffled but manageable. amity shook her head "oh,
okay. is this open?" luz pushed her hand onto the glass which slowly swung to the side, she flew
inside the blight's room ae she rode owlbert before dropping down.

"i was walking down the woods to get eda the moon root and some other ingredients for her brew
or something." while luz was talking about her journey and showed amity a light blue glowing root
before placing it back in her bag.

amity can smell luz. her musk is like fresh soil after rain, a hint of lemon and new pages of a book.
she can't decide which one it is but all of it tells it's the alpha she's been wanting, needing.. desiring.

"then i smelled something sweet which i followed and lead me here. now that i'm in your room.. it
got stronger. smells like strawberry shortcake, you know." luz said, sniffing the air which made
amity panic as now she knows that her scent has been going beyond the manor. "don't inhale it!"
she said which made luz jump.

"huh? is it poisonous? it wouldn't be a surprise since this is the boiling isles." luz chuckles but she
stopped when she saw amity's weakened state. "hey, are you okay? do you want me to get you
something?" luz approached the blight, worried about her health.

"no no.. please, just stay away.." amity tries to push the noceda away but she felt her hand onto her
forehead. "oh gods.. you're burning! the hell, why aren't your family taking care of you?!" luz
growled, her instincts kicking in. the sound of the alpha's growl made amity cower.

"luz please, i'm fine.." amity trails off as she saw the bulge on luz's jean shorts that she didn't
notice. her heat is getting in her head, now that the alpha she wants is here.. she has to take that just
to get rid of this feeling.

amity slowly reached out and her hand touched luz's clothed crotch which made her freeze.
"amity..?" she looked down at the blight who's rubbing her through her shorts. "i guess.. you don't
understand how our world works huh?" amity said, getting off her bed and dropped to her knees.



"everyone has a second gender. gus is a beta. willow is an alpha as well as miss eda and.. and i'm an
omega." amity explained it to the simplest form, she rubbed the side of her face onto luz's bulge.
"and you're an alpha.. that i need." she looked up to the noceda who was confused for a second
before slowly understanding it.

"oh.. are you sure i'm the one.. i mean, what about the person you were trying to ask for grom?"
amity sighs, she forgot how dense luz is. she unbuckled luz's shorts, pulling it down along with her
leggings and she looked at the dick in front of her.

"oh titan, i wonder how long it'll take for you to figure out why grom looked so much like you."
luz's eyes widens as realisation hits her like a griffin. "finally." amity ran her tongue up and down
on luz's member, flinching as this is a first to her.

"amity.." she hums as she took luz in her mouth, her tongue playing with her tip before slowly
bobbing her head. amity moans, her throat vibrating which makes luz twitch, she felt the human's
hand slowly grab a handful of her hair.

amity kept her eyes up on luz, seeing her pleasured face which makes her omega happy that she's
doing a good job for her alpha. then, luz's grip on the blight's tightens and she pulled out of amity's
mouth. she saw luz's eyes glow golden brown mixed with a hint of red.

"bed." amity blushed at the sudden change of luz's tone, her inner alpha is taking over which makes
amity's omega go front. the blight obliged, luz slowly got inside her omega's nest, careful not to
disturb anything. amity lowered herself, letting luz tower her.

"alpha.." amity mutters, when luz blinked the red in her eyes faded but the glowing didn't stop. "tell
me if you wanna stop, okay?" luz said, wanting to make amity comfortable as she assumes this is
her first as well. amity leaned into luz's hand and nodded.

luz softly pushed her down, she leaned down to place hot kisses on the blight's neck as she grants
her access before going up to her lips. amity immediately kissed back as she's been dreaming of
kissing one day.

when they pulled away, luz took off her jacket and as well with amity, letting them aside. a growl
emitted from luz's throat as she saw her omega's beautiful body, her hands smoothly raced along
her pale skin before moving down to her wet pussy, making it easy for luz to slip her finger in.

amity softly moans when luz inserted two fingers inside her, testing her waters before pulling it out
and licked it clean. letting amity see it which only turns her on more, luz rubbed her dick as she
aligned herself on amity.

"ready?" amity vigorously nods her head as she just wants it right now. luz shoved herself inside
the omega, both moaned loudly and the alpha started thrusting hard into amity. the bed creaked
slightly, the pleasure amity is getting is immense and makes it hard for her to keep quiet.

"nghm.. aaahh! alpha!" luz clasped her hand into amity's mouth as she heard footsteps outside the
door. she can hear adults- amity's parents talking but she's too far into this to stop. the noceda
gritted her teeth tightly which she subconsciously bit onto amity that made her let out a muffled
squeal.

luz saw the door swing open, she excepted something to hit her or an abomination to painful pull
her out of amity but she felt nothing and just heard;



"she must be dreaming."

"if so, she could get her one."

luz growls at that. get amity an alpha? she already has one and she's fucking her! luz pulled her
hand off amity before she could make a noise, she slammed her lips onto hers. their tongues
dancing along each other as amity squeaks into the kiss.

at the corner of the alpha's eye, she saw a pair of blue thumbs up. she already knew it is which
made her smirk in the kiss.

when alador and odalia finally got out of the room. luz pulled away to finally let amity moan her
moan to muse her ears and alpha, "augh... i love you! i love you!" amity chants as she wrapped her
legs around luz's hips, not wanting to let her go.

luz has been harbouring feelings towards amity ever since the library incident. she tries to deny it
and only see her as a friend but it's hard than she thought. then, the more she stays in the boiling
isles, her body is started to change and her way of thinking. she doesn't know why her human body
is having this effect but luz didn't mind it till she woke up with a dick.

she thought did a body swap on her. when she told eda about this, she explained that it's fine for
alphas, if females, would have an extra private part. luz is still at a lost, when willow and gus told
her about all of the alpha/beta/omega type of thing. she gradually understood it but not like tonight.

luz really though the blight is an alpha since the twins are betas but boy was she wrong.

luz groans when amity's insides clenches around her, she's growing to love it when she does that.
"aahh... i love you too." luz replied, she pulled amity to a sort of hug which she gladly returned and
started to feel themselves getting closer.

after a few more thrusts, luz finally rutted inside amity which is euphoric feeling to take your
alpha's load. her heat relieving as she feels luz's shots inside her which made her shudder in delight.
then, they're tied for a few minutes.

amity pulled luz down, letting her rest on top of her. a sigh escaped the noceda's lips "how are you
feeling?" she asked, slowly getting sleepy as amity softly rubbed her head. "amazing. i'm glad that
you're my mate." she replied, smiling at she finally has a mate and it's the one she loves.

luz smiles "me too. i love you." she looked up to amity to give her a soft kiss. "i love you too, luz."
amity mutters and returned the kiss. they pamper each other with love and affection even till they
slowly doze off to sleep while holding each other close.

the illusion the twins created dropped and something appeared out of the floor. owlbert came to
life, he immediately flew towards luz to get her out, good thing the tie was finished. luz didn't get
to grab her clothes but she got amity's shirt as she was carried out of the window, nearly missing an
abomination's punch.

luz swiftly pulled the shirt on and saw amity's parents glaring at her as their abomination threw
goop projectiles at them. "oh man.. come on, owlbert let's go home." disappointed that she can't
sleep with amity but happy that amity is her mate now and nothing can change that.



"don't come back you filthy heathen!" alador yelled. odalia got beside her daughter who's
discontented as luz has to leave, she brought her hand up to where her alpha bit her and smiled to
herself as she belongs to luz now. she grabbed luz's jacket, sniffing it before hugging it.

"oh amity. i'm so sorry you had to be taken advantaged like that by that insufferable human." odalia
said with spite and tried to caress amity's cheek but she pulled herself away and scoffs.

"taken advantaged? mother, that human is the one i love and need. i consider this as the best night
of my life now i have a mate."



Sweet Crimson

bursting through the big doors, revealing the big empty lobby of the manor. luz slowly stepped
inside, her soles softly clicking against the floorboards. she held her sword tightly in both hands as
the doors slammed behind her and all of the torches suddenly became alight.

as the light showers the whole manor, letting luz see beautiful lobby that seems to shine in gold. the
floors patted with blood red carpet. despite the whole place is lit by torches, it still feels below
usual temperatures.

and there's one thing stands out from the rest.

a black cloaked figure stood on top of the stairs, quietly staring down at luz whom gulped.
"vampire." she said, preparing herself for a fight.

"hunter." the vampire replied in the cold tone with it's spikes piercing through luz.

both of them stared at each other for a few seconds before a smile formed in the hunter's lips and
she sheathed her blade back to the scabbard. "hey ames!" luz waved at the vampire whom ran
towards her in full speed, her cloak getting thrown off.

then, a soft but cold pair of lips met warms ones. luz kisses back amity and they stayed like that for
a few moments before pulling away, "welcome home." amity whispers as she pressed her forehead
against the noceda's.

"thank you. you're getting better with your intimidation." luz said, booping the vampire's nose and
heads for the kitchen with amity following her. "why, thank you. more and more hunters from
molop are coming here, figured i'd give a good show before ripping their bodies apart." the vampire
said with her chest full.

it's uncommon for a vampire to fall for a hunter, a person that knows how to kill you and it's
considered as taboo to the people as well with the cathedral. they preach to the mass that those
whom fell for the vampires were enticed by the devil.

pathetic.

but amity knows luz is different than her peers and she loves the originality the noceda has. it's one
of the perks she fell for while fighting her to death. since then, luz lives with the lonely vampire,
keeping her company while she still do her job.

luz giggles at that, the lights of the kitchen opened when they stepped inside and she leaned against
the counter as she tossed an apple in the air to swiftly catch it. "i'm still baffled how you kept this
manor clean considering you can get a little messy." she said as she took a bite of the fruit.

amity shrugged "it's better to do something than waste a century hibernating." she said, leaning
closer to luz to take a piece of the apple while it's still in the hunter's mouth. her cheeks turned soft
red, she took the apple out and looked away while munching.

grinning, amity stood straight, showing off her height while luz is only by the neck. "show off." luz
playfully pushed amity back which made her laugh, her hands held the noceda's hips and started to



place softly kisses on the side of her face.

"you're a munchkin and i love it."

"a munchkin that could kill you if given the chance." amity smirks, she tilted luz's head up to make
her look at her in the eyes. "i know you won't," she pecked her lips and started to slowly trail down
to her neck. inhaling the sweet scent of her blood, amity promised that she wouldn't bite luz as
there's alot to go around but everyday is a challenge.

"wanna bet?" luz taunts while feeling a arousal from the vampire's motions. she knows amity wants
to have a gulp. she placed a hand onto the blight's head to softly caress it "it's okay." she reassures
which surprised amity.

"are you sure you can trust me? a vampire." luz softly smiles, she cupped amity's cheeks and placed
a kiss on her lips. "i wouldn't be here if i don't." she said, pulling amity back down to her neck "i
know you fantasise this." she adds which makes the blight turn red.

amity looked down at the hunter's smooth dark skin, her irises slitting with her once gold turn into
red eyes as she inhales her scent once again and her fangs protruding. she tilts luz's head more to
expose her neck under the light, she can hear her rapid heartbeat and a hint of nervousness.

the vampire licked her neck which made luz shiver, she opened her mouth and slowly lowered
herself before finally sinking her fangs into the human. pain and pleasure surged in her. luz lets out
a moan unintentionally but it's too late to take it back.

amity slowly closed her eyes as she savors the human's taste. it's sweet with a hint of copper like a
normal blood would, it's addicting and she started to see why she's the most wanted hunter in the
realm of darkness. she's one of a kind and a sense of pride rippled through amity as she's the first
one to get a taste of this delight.

not spending too much time, amity pulled away as she doesn't want to suck luz try. her blood
trickled down the side of her lips, eyes dilated and her mind is slowly getting clouded with hunger,
desire, lust.

"luz.." the blight's voice is husky and low, luz looked at her as she felt something rub against her
thigh. "you tasted so sweet.. it was a mistake letting me have you." she said, her fangs are still out
that is dripping of her blood.

"it wouldn't be a problem if it's you." luz replied, her eyes half lid as getting her blood sucked out
made her a little drowsy but she doesn't want to miss this. "why do you trust a creature of hell that
much?" amity asked with curiosity.

luz softly giggles "because i love you, dumdum." amity's cheeks really turned like a tomato as she
heard those three words from luz. it made her feel happy despite her inner beast is craving for more
of her blood.

the noceda felt herself getting lift up and placed onto the counter as amity got in between her legs.
"no one told me that they love me. not even my parents. i'm glad," amity said, kissing the top of
luz's forehead.

"i'm glad that you're the first."



"and i'm glad you're the one i love in this life." luz replied, they leaned in for another kiss. it's filled
with overflowing passion mixing with salacity, luz wrapped her arms around amity's neck to pull
her closer as they left no space at all. a low moan vibrated in their kiss when amity rubbed herself
against luz.

as they pulled away, amity unsheathed her claws to easily rip her lover's clothes off, reveal her lean
and well developed body to her. letting out a breathy sigh, amity licked her lips before she grasped
both of luz's tiddies.

amity watched the hunter's reaction as she tweaked her hardened nipple, her claws smoothly
scraping around her flesh. luz emit soft moans while she watched the vampire's hands work on her
as well that visible tent on her pants.

she teleported them to their shared room, gently settled luz down onto the bed as amity got on top
of her. her clothes disappearing when she slashed luz's pants off. "i spent half of my gold with that."
luz said, amity leaned down and placed kisses on the side of her face while her hand rubbed it.

"i'll buy a new one." amity whispers, she hums as she rubbed her tip against luz's wet clit and she
trembles at the feeling. this is her first after all and amity can sense it. "shh.. i'll take care of you."
she assured, she softly caress the noceda's cheeks.

luz nods, she watched as amity slowly push herself in her. slightly hissing, she gripped onto amity's
arms tightly, the vampire's fangs grew sharper the deeper she goes in. she fought the urge to bite luz
again till all of her is inside. both of them softly panted, amity didn't move for luz to get use to her
girth.

the blight helped luz to be at ease, she whispers sweet things to her as she kisses her neck, licking
the remaining blood off where she bit her. "feel good? can i move, luz?" she asked, her voice low
and luz nods once again.

amity slowly moved her hips, going in and out as she hears luz's breathy moans which encourages
her to go faster which made the noceda really let out of her voice. "ah! aahm.. ngh.. ames! fuck..!"
she moans, throwing her head back slightly.

the feeling of the pressure between her legs is amazing, amity stared down at luz. watching her
lewd face as she moans loudly, her tiddies bouncing at every hit she makes. amity gritted her teeth
tightly as the urge to claim the noceda is getting hard and hard, she clawed the bed then she felt a
hand on her cheek.

"aahh.. i love you!" luz said, her hazel hues staring up at amity's red ones that is slowly returning to
her golden eyes. her cheeks turned redder than it did before which made her thrusts become feral
and a squeal escaped luz's lips.

"i love you too!" amity replied, she lowered her head down to luz's neck and opened her mouth to
sink her fangs once again. luz's nails scraped amity's arms as she feels more pleasure than pain in
the bite, her mind clouding with euphoria despite slowly getting hazy from her blood getting
sucked out.

amity claimed luz. she's her mate for life, her wife and neither of them regret it.

the fluttering feeling amity has confused her whenever luz is around her, she truly never understood
emotions as she's prohibited to even have a sense of happiness for centuries of being alive. now, she



wants to feel everything with luz. even the bad ones.

amity repeated hits that one spot that drives luz coming closer to the edge. "a- amity, i'm close!!"
luz yelled, arching her back. the vampire accidentally scraped her claw on luz's hips, letting blood
trickle down but it doesn't matter as both of them are close to climaxing.

"me too.. fuck!!" amity rolled her head back, her fangs slicing her lips as she bit her lip and came
inside luz, not having enough time to pull out as the noceda also came soon after. luz shudders at
the feeling of warm loads filling her up, she exhales and looked up at amity who's slowly lowering
her head.

as she opened her eyes, her leaned down to give luz a kiss which she gladly returned while slowly
pulling out of her. "how do you feel?" amity asked, looking down for a moment to see her cum
slowly oozing out of the noceda's hole then up at luz who's softly smiling.

"amazing. thank you." she replied. amity rose a brow "why are you thanking me?" she plopped
beside luz and wrapped her arms around her, scooping her even though luz a little bigger than her.
"because i'm happy you're my first, it's better than i anticipated." she said, leaning back as she held
amity's cold arms.

amity chuckles "of course it is 'cause i'm the best." she said and luz turned around to flick amity's
nose making her grunt. "yeah, you are. i love you, ames." she buried her face up to the vampire's
neck, quickly drifting to sleep while amity is, for the first time, feeling giddy and immense joy.

she kissed the top of the noceda's head and held her close "i love you too, luz" she also started to
doze off even though she doesn't need to.



Silent Night

tap tap tap.

amity perked up as she heard faint knocking on her window, she closed her book to go towards it
and see luz standing on top of the tree, waving at her.

smiling, amity opened her window and extended her hand for luz to take and help her get in the
room. "hey puckleberry." luz winked at the blight as she sat down on the frame. amity giggles, she
leans in to give her a quick kiss "does miss eda know you're gonna stay here tonight?" she asked
and luz nods.

"yeah, she didn't like the idea at first but lets me go in the end. are your parents home?" amity
slowly nods, fiddling with her fingers "i'm sorry." she mutters but luz shook her head. she hopped
off the frame, closed the window behind her and held amity by the hips as they loosely danced in
the room.

"it's fine. it'd be a waste if i just come here for a kiss." luz said, pecking amity before she started
attacking the rest of her face while her hands tickled her sides. amity lightly laughs, she tries to pry
luz's hands off her but she kept tickling her.

"ahahaha! luz stop it!" amity laughs, then she summoned a smaller version of her abomination to
hold luz by her ankle for her to slip out of her hold. "hey, not fair! " luz pulled her ankle off the
abomination and started to chase after amity who has a bright smile on her face.

"come back!" luz whines.

"i will if you stop tickling me!" amity said, then she stopped and leaned against the wall for luz to
slam her hand next to her head. slightly panting, luz rose her head up to meet the blight's eye level.
"gotcha." she mutters.

"shh, they're just next door." amity whispers, placing her finger onto her lips. luz uttered a small
'oh' before smirking, the blight's cheeks turned rosy as she knows what her lover is thinking and it
makes her aroused.

"are you sure?" she asked, unsure and luz nods as she slowly closes in on amity who's staring down
at her plump lips. "yeah. you know how to be quiet, don't you?" amity hums in agreement before
their lips contacted.

it was filled of hunger.

luz tilts her head to the side, her tongue slowly slipping inside amity's mouth whom softly moans
and her arms looped around the noceda's neck to pull her closer. their muscles dance on each other
before they pulled away, luz's hands slipped down to amity's thighs to pull her up and she gasped
when she felt her lover rub against her.

"l- let's do it in my bed.." amity mutters, luz hums and thinks about it as she softly peppers the
witch's neck with kisses while she unbuttons her top pajama to show her bare chest.



"no. i always wanted to try this position." luz replied, she looked down at amity's exposed tits and
licked her lips. "is for me?" amity nods, she lets out breathy moan and watched her lover suck on
her nipple like a hungry newborn, her tongue flicking and her teeth playing with it before pulling
away with a pop.

luz swiftly undid her shorts while amity shimmy her pants off, letting it dangle on her feet along
with her underwear. the witch looked down to see her lover's 8 inched phallus rubbing against her
wet clit making her shudder, amity grabbed luz's collar to pull her into a kiss again to muffle herself
as luz slowly push herself inside.

the blight muffled her squeaks as she feels herself getting stretched. no matter how many times they
have sex, amity will never get over how big luz is and her insides getting accustomed to her girth.
while luz loves how tight amity always is.

none of them did moved for a moment as they continued to kiss, their tongues swirl with each other
before pulling away with a thin string of saliva between them. their eyes dilated and luz started to
slowly move her hips, amity clasped her hand into her mouth as she can't help but feel a tingle
through her body at every motion.

"you're so cute. i love being inside you, you know." luz whispers as she picked up her face which
makes it hard for amity to stay quiet. her eyes half lid and focused on luz as well with the pleasure
down there. "ahh.. ah.. luz.." she lets out muffled moans.

"luz.. i can't hold it.." amity mutters, she gripped luz's shoulder and bit her lip. "shh, come on,
ames. don't want mother and father ruin this, hm?" luz said as she leans down on the blight's neck
to leave small traces of love bites before truly ramming into amity.

"AH-" luz clasped her hand onto amity's mouth, she groans as she's slamming her cock inside her
lover, hitting all of the right spots. she can feel her hand vibrate as amity is moaning into it, it's also
getting harder for luz to hold her voice.

"fuck.. ames.." luz buried her head onto amity's neck, both of them listening at each other's quiet
but strained moans as they don't want anyone outside to stop them. "luz.. i'm so close." amity said
then her eyes widens as her ears perked up when she heard clicking of her door.

she immediately made a spell circle which made the lights turn off before her door could open.

alador and odalia peeked inside amity's room, seeing it's lights off and their daughter in bed sound
asleep her blanket covers her. it is a cold a night. the parents looked around for a few more seconds
before leaving as they thought they heard something unusual in her room.

as the door closed, luz continued her thrusts but it's slow. amity quivers, she leaned back to the
noceda who draped her arms around her waist, pulling her closer while still maintain her pace like
she's savoring this.

"luz.." amity breathlessly said as she hums. "that was close huh?" luz said, she nipped the witch's
pointed ears and stopped moving. letting her dick stay in engulfed around amity's hot insides before
her thrusts turned back to normal.

"we just have to stay quiet."



luz lifts herself up a bit and continued her hard thrusts in amity who's burying her face into the
mattress, hushing herself as she raised herself up a bit for luz.

the noceda lets out quiet groans and huffs, she bit her lip as she can feel her climax coming back
on. "amity.. fuck.." luz grunts, she bent down to nuzzle her face up on amity as she gripped the bed
sheets tightly with the bed slightly creaking underneath them.

with a few more thrusts, amity finally came in a squeak as luz pulled out and used her hands to
catch her shots to not stain on the sheets, not wanting for amity's parents to find out she was here.

luz looked down at her cum filled hand and was about to wipe in her shirt but amity caught it
"huh?" amity stuck out her tongue to start licking it clean which made the noceda turn red as she
watches amity lick of her cum while her eyed are fixated on her with her face seductive.

it immediately turns her on.

as amity finished licking it off, she laid back down to the bed with her finger beckoning for the
noceda to get on top of her again which she obliged like she's in a trance. amity leaned in for a kiss
before whispering;

"your friend down there seems to be ready for another round."



A Good Morning

slowly fluttering her eyes open, she patted the space beside her only to find it empty and cold.
softly groaning, luz sat up from bed to see her girlfriend's not in bed anymore she does smell coffee
seeping through the door.

luz pulled the covers off her and jogged out of the bedroom to the see amity in the kitchen cooking
them breakfast in a nightgown while music is playing in the background to accompany.

the noceda slowly crept towards amity before rushing up to her and tickled her sides "good
morning!" she said which made amity yelp and hit her girlfriend with the spatula. "ow.. babe." luz
giggles as she rubbed the area amity hit her.

"geez, don't scare me like that. good morning too." amity replied, softly kissing where she hit luz
and her lips before turning around to finish cooking. luz hums in delight, she placed her chin into
amity's shoulder to watch her work without noticing that she's rubbing her morning wood.

amity stopped and gulped, "luz?"

"yeah babe?"

"have you.. taken care of something when you woke up?" amity asked vaguely which luz didn't get
yet. "um no. i immediately looked for you- wait minute." luz looked over her shoulder, amity
thought that her girlfriend got it but not quite.

"is it laundry day?"

amity shook her head, she tries hard not to push herself onto luz. "oh god.. uhm.." she mutters
under her breath now this is making luz worried. "ames, what is it?" she asked.

"your.. your morning wood, luz." the blight finally said it with her face turning red. luz looked
down and saw the bulge on her short shorts, she pursed her lips "oh." but then an idea came to her
which made her smirk.

"oh."

amity froze as she noticed luz's tone turn sultry and continued to rub against her making her
tremble. "luz.." luz placed soft kisses on her pointed ear, "just on a quickie, ames." luz whispers
with her hands trailing along her girlfriend's curves and slowly lifts her nightgown.

"but what about breakfast?"

"it can wait. i don't." the noceda slipped amity's panty down to expose her smooth ass, the blight
lets out a shaky sigh and gripped onto the counter as she lets luz do her things. "i'm surprise you
didn't take care of this when you woke up." luz said, pulling her shorts down enough to take her
dick out.

"i almost did.. maybe that's why it's harder than normal." amity replied, shivering as she felt the tip
caress her wet clit. "oh. you have one hell of a sex drive, babe." luz said and she easily slipped
inside the blight making her moan softly.



"could say the same to you."

luz slowly thrusts inside amity, letting both of them enjoy this as it's early in the morning. she
gently pulled the rest of her nightgown off to reveal amity's shoulders, placing light peck as she
feels her push her ass back making the noceda smirk more.

"i love you, amity." luz whispered, she felt amity's hand place on her cheek and a soft pairs lips met
hers which she didn't hesitate on kissing back. "i love you too, luz but we really have to eat this
while it's hot." amity said and luz lets out a childish whine.

amity giggles, she gently made luz pull out of her, turn around to face her and cupped her cheeks.
"we have this day to ourselves, love. we can have sex anytime but we need breakfast first." she
said, rubbing her nose against luz before pecking her lips.

"okay." luz slowly nodded with her tone low which made amity sigh, she grabbed a fork and
stabbed a piece of her omelette "you're lucky i love you." she offered it to luz whom reluctantly ate
it and it seemed to brighten her up.

"ooh! this is good!" luz said, she was about to take another bite but she stopped when amity rubbed
her half hard cock. "ah ah ah. you're not eating this in one sitting." she said before pulling her hand
off and walked past luz with a proud grin on her face while luz was flabbergasted.

blinking, she looked down at her member then at amity who's placing down their breakfast on the
table while the sunlight from the window makes the scene look ethereal as it highlights the best
things on amity.

which is all of her.

as well of her shoulders that seem to shine, her golden eyes gleaming or luz is just daydreaming but
nonetheless this is a good morning to start their day.



Acquainted

ring ring ring

"hello?" she heard her sweet voice on the other side which brings a smile on her face.

"hey. remember me?" there was silence before small 'oh' is heard. "yeah, i remember you. in, um,
club syndicat right?" she asked and a nod is earned.

"yeah. i'm surprised you still recall despite you know." she said with a giggle that was replied with
a soft groan.

"okay, i was drunk but not that drunk. how did you get my number?"

"you gave it to me."

"i see.. so, why'd you call?"

"i'm a little lonely tonight. mind coming over? i can give you some bars." there was another silence
on the other side before a faint sigh along with an 'alright'.

"ping the location and i don't need money."

a smirk tugged on her lips as she heard that. "okay, see you and name's amity by the way."

"i'm luz. bye."

-----

leaning against the grimy wall of the alleyway with a lit cigar on her lips, amity wore a fishnet
stocking with a black crop top hidden by a letterman jacket. it's a cold night but she doesn't mind
being under dressed.

it's currently nearing midnight, many people are walking in the streets with someone in their tow as
she's next to the same nightclub she met luz.

luz. the first time amity saw her, she thought she was the innocent one in her group since she
looked out of place, turns out she's really not having a pleasant night and was about to book it till
amity stopped her. there was nothing between them when they chatted and fucked.

amity knows there's nothing between them at all.

but god, amity can't get her mind of how good luz feels wrapping around her. it makes her desire
more like she was a godsend and she got off many times just by thinking of the noceda. it makes
her have a hard on in an instant.

amity looked down at her skirt, lifted it up a little to see her underwear having a tent which made
her chuckle. then, she saw someone at the corner of her eye and fully turned her head to see luz
wearing a thick hoodie along with a cap and cargo shorts. she looked like she just got out of bed.



"thought you weren't gonna show up. i'd be very disappointed." amity said, she took her stick and
dropped it to the ground to extinguish it. luz shrugs "well, you did hit me up pretty late." she said,
rubbing the back of her neck.

amity chuckles once again, she looked at the noceda up and down before grabbing her collar then
plant the side of her face against the wall. "so, we just go at it?" luz asked, looking over her
shoulder to see the blight staring back at her with her lust filled hues.

"sorry, girlie. you've been on my mind for the past week," amity said, she pushed her hips up to
luz's ass which made her groan. she rubbed herself against her while her hands slither up inside her
hoodie to feel that she isn't wearing bra. "kinda glad you stuffed your number in my tits." she
leaned down to the noceda to nip her ear.

"what are we even?" luz asked, she bit her lip as amity continued rubbing her bulge on her. "ever
heard the term fuckbuddy? that's what we are, luz. we just have sex but no feelings." she explained
while she undid luz's shorts, it slipped down to her feet and pulled her underwear down to reveal
her wet pussy.

"so basically," luz lets out a stifled groan as she feels the blight's thumb rub her clit for a moment.
"so- so.. you can call me whenever you're horny?" she asked. "yeah. you can too as well and i'll be
happy to service you." amity coos, she pumped herself as she looks at the pussy in front of her
before aligning herself in her hole.

luz trembles at the feeling of the blight's cock slowly pushing inside her, she utters a squeak and
gripped onto the wall as amity is halfway inside. she bit the insides of her mouth, shuddering as she
finally get to be inside luz once more.

when she's fully inside, both of them moaned and amity gripped luz's hips to pull her close before
she started moving. "agh.. fuck, this is what i'm talking about." she mutters and it didn't take long
when she slammed herself into luz making her scream in pleasure.

neither of them gave a fuck, luz does for a moment but the worry diminished rather quickly as her
head is overtook by pleasure, if there's people gathering to watch them have sex in an alleyway.
things get wild when the clock strikes 12, it's not weird to see people being inside each in the
streets.

their hips slapped against each other by the blight's rapid pace, amity gripped a handful of luz's hair
to make her look up before slamming her lips against hers while her other hand pulled luz's hoodie
up to show her bouncing tiddies.

both women's tongues danced with each other, battling for dominance which neither of them won
in before pulling away. amity kept her hand on luz's hair as her fingers tweaked her nipple.

she feels nothing for her.

with sweat rolling down their bodies and faces, amity gritted her teeth tightly as she can feel herself
getting closer and her ears can only hear luz's needy moans as it's a muse to her.

she feels nothing for her.

"i'm close! am- amity!" the blight felt herself get lightheaded when she heard her name get moaned
out by luz, her thrusts became sloppy as she's getting tired but she persists to reach her climax.



she feels nothing for her.

in one last thrust, amity came inside luz which a loud moan that filled the alleyway as she throw
her head back before dropping it. luz almost rolled her eyes back as she came at the same time as
amity, both of their cum mixing while amity fills her up.

amity nearly lost her balance but managed, her grip on luz's hair loosened and both of them panted
heavily. none of them moved or said anything till they regained their breathing, amity pulled out to
see her dick covered of their cum, she stuffed it back in and saw her seeds leaking out of luz.

"wait.. did you-"

"yeah.." luz lazily nods, she slowly turns around and winced slightly which made amity want to
impulsively hold her to see if she's okay but she held herself back. "figured your pullout game
sucks." she snickers as she pulled her shorts and panty up.

"hey." amity warned which made luz giggle. she felt something inside when she heard that cute
giggle, amity shook it off and pulled it out a wad of cash to give it to luz who was confused.

"i told you i don't need money."

amity shook her head "i have alot to go around." she grabbed luz's wrist and slammed it in her palm
before walking away. luz looked down at the money and realise it's all 100 bills which made her
feel guilty that amity would give her this much. but, it's too late to hand it back as amity is gone.

softly banging her head onto the wall, amity repeated the same mantra in her head as she doesn't
want to break it again. not after what happened last time. she only met luz a week ago and she
doesn't want to hop into something she can't turn back. this is for the best.

"i feel nothing for her. right?"



Distraction

"everybody in position?" luz asked through her earpiece as she knelt down above the catwalk.
overlooking the vault of the bank they're in.

"roger. movement spotted 6 o clock." willow alerted, she's in the far east of the building. seeing a
swift shadow go past her vision.

luz removed her finger off her earpiece and kept a keen eye around the perimeter, waiting to find
whatever willow saw as she slowly took out her pocket knife. then, she heard rapid footsteps hitting
against the tiled floor coming from the east side of her and come into view before slowly stopping
in front of the metal vault.

the person wore complete black along with a black cowboy hat. luz silently walked along the
catwalk, moving to see their face but it's also covered with a mask. although, a hint of a mint made
a growl emit from luz.

they placed their gloved hand against the metal vault, about to make their own opening or disarm
the alarm but luz jumped off the catwalk and pounced on them before the person could pull out
their gun.

both of them skid across the floor, luz raised her hand that is holding the knife and about to bring it
down but the person caught it with both hands. then, they raised their knee up to luz's crotch
making her grunt and pain arose down there but she didn't curl.

the person brought their head to slam against luz's making her stumble back. they kicked was about
to kick luz in the stomach but she caught it and spun them in the air before slamming them back to
the ground. with their cowboy hat off and mask slightly lowered, luz can now finally see amity's
face.

luz placed her knife back and turned around to leave but amity said "that's it? no arresting? no
talks? how bout the question about my day?" luz sighed deeply. "you know i don't have time for
this." she said without looking at amity.

"really? then, why do you always insist on seeing me when the others are in the building?" luz
frowned when she heard that, she was about to bolt out of there and help gus and willow from
boscha and skara. but then, she felt a coil wrap around her and was pulled back.

grunting, luz looked up at amity who's smirking down at her. "you seriously don't wanna talk huh?"
she said, kneeling down to boop luz's nose which twitched slightly. "let me go, amity. this isn't a
game." luz said through her gritted teeth.

amity placed her chin on her knees and sighed "are you still holding a grudge about it? never
thought you had it in you." she said, chuckling.

"you left, remember? do you really expect me to just move on?" luz started to struggle under the
coil around her, she reached for her knife to cut it but amity only tightens it.

"looks like the girls are making them busy. how about we do as well?" amity got on top of luz and
smirked once more when she felt something poke against her. "what's this?"



"it's fucking cold out." luz retorted. her cheeks turning rosy as she feels amity rub against her, the
blight's expressions tells she's getting a kick out of this. "oh come on. don't lie to me, luz. you grew
hard when you saw me," she leaned down with her hands slithering all over the noceda's body
while she place hot kisses on her neck.

"you always have. it feels like i can turn you on with a touch."

luz scoffs "yeah right." she bit her lip as amity started to bounce on her, making it hard for luz to
hold her voice. "augh... why are you here anyways? it's not like you three would rob a small bank."
she said, getting her mind off the pleasure down there.

then, amity got off her and her hand trailed down to her pants, rubbing it which made luz softly
moan. "see?"

"shut up." amity licked her lips as she looks down at the big bulge on luz's pants, she agonisingly
pulled her zipper down slowly to reveal her boxers, she also pulled it down just enough for her
cock to stick out in it's full length.

"i bet you've been thinking about me," amity whispers, she stuck out her tongue and licked around
luz's dick, sizing her girth. luz clenched her fists tightly as she tries hard not to moan too loudly. it'll
give amity the idea she's enjoying this.

"dreaming about our old times, desiring for me every night. didn't you?" amity kissed the tip before
taking it fully, luz squeaked and she bit her tongue as that came out. she feels amity's tongue swirl
around her, play with the tip while her mouth heavenly wraps her.

then, amity pulled out for a moment but kept licking her "you know, we can have this all the time if
you just go with me." she said while luz shook her head, her eyes squeezed tight. amity placed her
hand onto her cheek, caressing it to make luz slowly open her eyes.

"don't you miss me, luz?" for the first, amity's voice became solemn like and is expecting for luz to
feel the same as she does miss the noceda after leaving her. luz softens when she hears that, she
looked to the side for a second before saying; "yeah. very.. i just want you to come back, ames.."

amity huffs, she leaned up to luz while her hand rubs her phallus and softly place her lips against
her. luz slowly kissed back as she eased down, now taking the pleasure. when they pulled away,
both of them stared at each other "you ask why we're here in this bank, right?" luz slowly nods.

then, amity pulled back and giggles "yeah, you're right. this is actually just a distraction."

luz's eyes widens as she watched amity stand up. then, an explosion is heard from outsde followed
by various screeches and howls.

"they got it!!" skara's voice is heard somewhere.

"you.. you- you tricked me!!" luz yelled, her anger returning and lust quickly diminishing. amity
snickers as she walked over to get her hat off the floor, she patted it off from dust before placing it
back on her head.

"hey, it's not my fault you have a high sex drive." amity said, she shot luz a wink. "see you in the
next coup!" then, she raced out of there, leaving luz on the ground still tied and her dick out. "no



wait wait! at least untie me!" she yelled for amity but she only threw her a small salute before
disappearing.

"amity blight!!"



Glow

roughly pushing the clothe out of the way to enter the tent. there's only one makeshift bed in the
right, a war table in the middle and it's lit by oil lanterns.

taking off her belt that has her sword attached on it and tossed it to the side making it clatter on the
floor. amity wiped the blood off her forehead, looked down at it before wiping it in her bloodied
tunic.

she dropped down on the chair, sighing deeply as she just got back from the battlefield and had to
arrange their next move for tomorrow at first light. her whole body and mind hurts but this is what
she anticipated, right?

amity placed her hand on the medallion on her chestplate, her thumb traced it as she stared at the
light of the lantern. her golden hues glimmering with her mind started to wander out of the tent and
to certain someone.

suddenly, a brown fox raced inside the tent and an almost blinding light happened behind her that is
followed by a pair of tanned arms wrap around her neck. giving her with warmth as she held it.

"was i late?" she asked, placing a soft peck on top of the young blight's head. amity shook her head,
she leaned back to feel a chestplate in the back and looked up to see the god of light staring down at
her with her eyes filled of love and admiration.

"never." amity replied. luz smiles, she bent down to give the human a kiss which she didn't hesitate
on returning. having a relationship with one of the gods of olympus is a big honor or a curse if you
just so happen to have zeus.

luz chose amity to be her lover in the day she first saw her down in the battlefield. a fierce warrior
and the most competent one the greeks have. these are one of the times luz is allowed to visit her
lover.

both of them kept this relationship to everyone. only the gods and goddesses only knew about
them. she had to go in many lengths to keep their mouth shut as she doesn't want this love they
have to be compromised. hermes or gus is the most she had to put effort on.

as they pulled away "how did it go?" luz asked, kneeling down beside of amity and held one of her
bloodied hands while she cleaned the blood off her forehead. "swell. as you can see." amity replied,
motioning down at her tunic and luz giggles.

"of course. couldn't expect less from a descendant of a great warrior." luz said, she kissed the top of
amity's hand before caressing her cheek which the blight leaned against her touch. "you seem
stressed, love. is there anyway i can get rid of that?"

amity slowly nods "indeed i am. it's hard to mandate a battalion and never get a time for yourself."
she said, she placed her hand on top of luz's curly hair, twirling it then the god stood up in her tall
height. towering amity.

"then, let's change that shall we? we have a few hours till dawn and most of the men are asleep."
luz said, amity quirked a brow at that, she also stood up and she can only reach luz's upper jaw.



"what are you proposing?"

luz hums as if she's thinking while her hands are slithering up to amity's waist "it would be a waste
of the night if we did nothing about your affliction. who knows, it might affect your performance in
battle." luz said, still being vague but amity gets where she's going.

"well, we don't want that now do we?" amity said, she coiled her arms around luz's neck and she
slowly backed up towards her cot, pulling luz along till they fell down. luz chuckles "i suppose."
she leans in for another kiss, this time their tongue twirled around with each other as they slowly
took off their armour and clothing underneath.

with the opening of tent sealing shut from luz's command, the whole tent suddenly grew hotter and
the lights of the oil lantern turned brighter but neither of them paid attention to it as amity laid
down with luz on top of her. their clothes sitting on the side.

luz takes in the view of her lover's body, it's not perfect. it's filled with battle scars which the god
finds attractive. she started placing light trails of kisses on her scars, praising them as her body
unconsciously glows from the many things she's feeling for the blight.

amity softly hums as she watches the god pamper her, her hand rubbing the top of her head. "you're
so perfect, ames. i'm lucky to have you." luz whispers, she peppers amity's neck while her hands
rubs her thighs before kissing her lips once more.

the blight held onto luz before she can pull away, pecking her as she feels pressure between her
legs. pulling away, their eyes stared deeply at each other as there is nothing that's going to ruin this
for them tonight.

"i love you." amity said, her eyes tells the truth. even if luz can read minds, she doesn't need to as
she knows she means it. her body glows more. "i love you too, so very much." luz replied, she
kissed amity's cheek before looking down at her phallus full in size as she slowly rubs it on amity's
wet slit.

shivering, a small groan escaped her lip as amity watched her lover slowly go inside of her while
she held onto her hands. intertwining them. luz is gradually push herself in till she's fully inside,
quiet moans escaped their lips and none of them moved for a few seconds till amity gave an
affirming nod.

luz pushed back before thrusting in, a groan is heard from her and she felt amity's grip on her hands
slightly tighten. she slowly picked up her pace as she bent down, burying her face in amity's neck
while slamming her hips into her now.

"aah! nghaah!! ah- fuck.. luz!" amity moans, she gripped onto luz's hands as she feels her go in and
out of her in a rapid pace. luz doesn't want to be too rough on her lover, she bit her lip as she feels
amity wrap around tightly.

"augh.. tight.." luz mutters, she felt one of amity's hands slip out of hers and grabbed a lock of her
hair, pulling her off her neck and slammed her lips into hers. their tongues fighting for domination
but luz easily won in, her muscle invaded her cavern as her hips ram harder than before.

as they pulled away, "i- i'm.. i'm close!" amity said, arching her back slightly, she can feel luz hit
that particular spot over and over again. pushing her to the edge. luz looked down at amity, she



finally noticed her glowing as their bodies are filled of sweat with the tent growing more hotter and
brighter.

"m- me too!" both of them are about to come but-

"captain?" a solider said outside, both of them stopped for a second to look at their silhouette.
"fuck- what?!" amity asked, irritated as they had to stop when they're so close.

"um.. we have a spy in our amidst!" they said. luz giggles and dropped herself onto amity. "ugh..
alright!" the god of light pulled herself out of amity whom gave her an apologetic look. "i'm sorry."
amity said while placing her clothes and armour once more.

luz shook her head "it's okay but," she placed her chin on amity's shoulder as she strapped her pair
of golden chausses on before looking at luz to finish her sentence "do you feel better?"

amity smiles, she nodded and gave her lover a kiss before standing up. "are you gonna leave?" luz
shrugged, she stood up as well and stretched her arms up in the air, not bothering to wear any
clothes on as she's going to shift anyways.

"not really. i'm not busy for the meantime, so i can stay here with you before father calls." luz
kissed amity's cheek one last time before shifting into a hawk, swiftly flying out of the tent which
surprised the soldier who's still waiting outside.

"wha-" then, amity stepped out giving her usual cold look. "why is there- um.."

"well? attend me to the spy." the soldier looked back and forth at the hawk flying away and their
captain before nodding.

"y- yes. right this way."



New Things

"are you sure you're gonna be okay?" luz asked as she opened a lighter while holding a small round
candle on the other hand. amity nods, she laid stomach first in bed with ropes wrapped around her
body.

she said she wants to try something in bed and luz never though she'd have to pour melted wax on
her back while tied up.

luz set the candle alight and got on bed, she softly rubbed amity's smooth pale skin while she waits
for the wax to melt and hesitate because it feels like she'll unintentionally hurt her.

"you know the safe words right? what's your color?" luz asked, she bent down to softly place kisses
on amity's head. "green and i'll be okay if it's you. i trust you." amity replied, looking at her lover
over her shoulder to flash a smile.

nodding, luz slowly tilts the candle and watched as the melted wax move to the edge till the first
droplet fell onto amity's back. she slightly twitched as a low hum is heard from her, luz didn't see
any signs that tells her that amity is hurt so she continued.

another one fell right next to the first one that immediately sets, "ah.." amity softly groans, she
curled her fingers and toes for a moment. luz can feel herself slowly grow hard at the noise amity is
making, her unattended hand snaked down to her boxers, feeling her bulge and started to slowly
rub herself.

drip.

"nghm.."

drip.

"ah.. ha..ah.."

drip.

"ames.." luz mutters, her mind is getting hazy at the moans escaping amity's lips. her hand rubbing
her cock grew faster through the clothe, she's growing hungry. "y- yes..?" amity replied, the pain of
the many drips seemed to have turned into pleasure as she can feel herself getting wet.

luz didn't respond to that, she held the candle tightly and gently raised amity's ass up. showing her
drenched pussy to her while her hand holding the candle is still dripping wax. "ah.. luz, what are
you- aahhh!!" amity didn't get to finish her sentence as she felt luz's long tongue drag along her wet
clit.

with the wax still dribbling down on her back, amity clenched the ropes tightly as she moans
loudly, filling the room. she wants to grab luz's hair and pull her closer but she can't, her mind is
being fogged of lust as she feels nothing but the temporary pain of the wax and her lover's tongue.

luz's half lid eyes closed as she savors this, her tongue flicking amity's nub while her other hand is
rubbing her cock fast. she pulled back with a kiss for a moment before sticking her tongue inside



amity which made the blight arch back.

pressing her head onto the bed, amity panted as she moans but it suddenly stopped. all she can feel
is cold air against her pussy "w- why'd you stop?" she asked, looking over her shoulder to see luz
licking her lips before opening one of their drawers to bring something out.

"are we on a field day tonight?" luz asked, her voice lowering in a couple of octaves. "huh..?"

"what's your color, babe?" luz trailed her hand along amity's back that is almost covered in wax and
chipped some off. "green." amity replied, then she felt something cool drip on her second hole and
luz's finger slowly pushing inside her.

"ah! ahm.. luz.." amity mutters, luz pulled her finger out and pushed another thing inside her but it
didn't move just yet as luz turned amity around to lie on her back now. amity can finally see her
lover's flustered face, a big tent in her boxers along with a bottle of lube on the side and a small
button in hand.

"can i ask three questions?" luz said, amity slowly nods and looked down to see that a small
vibrator is in her. then, she felt waves of pleasure come on her almost an instant as luz set it in mild.

"boscha gave you this idea, didn't she?" luz asked the first question, the blight nodded once again
but didn't take that as an answer. "use your mouth, love." she said as she turned the toy into max
which made amity scream in pleasure before she placed it back on mild.

"yes!!"

smirking, "good girl. you wanna be bred, don't you? you wanna be filled, covered?" luz asked the
second one as she leaned down to amity's neck to place hickeys. "yes! please.. ahh!!" amity replied,
her body slightly twisted and turned but luz held her still while grinding her hard on.

"now.. who was girl you were with yesterday?" luz asked when she pulled back, waiting for an
answer. "w- what? what girl?" amity was confused at the question then she felt the toy come on
max once again as she arched her hips up, moaning erratically.

"don't play dumb. the girl you went out with." luz clarified and now amity remembers.

"that was skara!"

luz blinked, "skara? as in, skara longfallow?"

"what, you know another skara?!" amity didn't mean to yell but luz didn't turn the toy back to mild
while she's contemplating till she turned it off to let amity breath.

panting heavily, amity's hair is completely a mess and some are on her face. she slowly turned her
head to see luz looking down as if she did something bad. "i'm sorry. i didn't know." she mutters,
still not lifting her head.

"can you take this off first?" amity said, motioning at her restrains. luz nods and easily took them
off, tossing them down the bed then, amity wrapped her arms around the noceda's neck to pull her
down onto her.

"what's the matter? as far as i can recall, you did nothing wrong." amity kissed luz's forehead but
she shook her head "i jumped to conclusions, thinking that you've gone out with someone new. i



just.. didn't recognise it was skara, you know." luz explained as she fixed her girlfriend's hair and
rested her head onto her chest.

amity hums, she softly rubbed luz's head. "yeah, i didn't recognise her at first till she told me her
name. she changed alot." she said as she chuckles then she cupped the noceda's cheek to make her
look at her.

"and it's natural if you feel jealous, it shows that you really love me and care for me." amity placed
her forehead against luz's "of course i do. i wouldn't be a good girlfriend if i didn't." luz replied,
softly rubbing her nose on amity's.

"but make sure it's not too much. besides, it looks hot on you."

luz giggles "is that so?" amity hums in affirmation before leaning in for a kiss. their lips
transferring warmth to each other as it's flowing of immense love before slowly pulling away. "i
love you." luz whispers as their eyes staring deeply into their souls "i love you too." amity replied.

then, luz felt amity lightly tap her shoulder to signal her to get off.

she was about to ask but she bit her tongue when amity's foot pressed itself onto her bulge. "ooh.
you didn't tell me you were having a hard time with this." amity coos as she moved her foot up and
down of luz's crotch, rubbing her.

softly groaning, luz watched amity's foot work on her which is a new thing for her. "well.. not
really." she bit her lip and tried to take amity's foot off so she can fuck her but the blight kicked her
hand away and shook her finger.

"figured i'd let you have the night." luz replied, her breath shaky as she tugged a grin. "how sweet
of you. mind taking it off?" luz obliged, showing her full length dick twitching at the feeling of the
cold air and she flinched when she felt amity's foot.

"look at you, getting off from a foot." amity chuckles as she watches luz's pleasured face, her beet
red cheeks while sweat rolled down the sides of her face and in between her tits. the scene makes
amity hungry and she sped up her pace which made luz throw her head back as her moans echoed
through the room.

"am- amity!" the blight hums in reply "i'm.. close.. so close!" luz started to subconsciously thrust
into amity's foot which amuses her.

"go ahead."

a few seconds later, luz finally came. letting her shots of cum fly up, some fell on the bed sheet,
luz's stomach and others dripped down on amity's foot whom raised it up to the noceda's face.

"clean it." luz didn't hesitate on licking her own seeds off amity's foot till there's nothing left while
amity watches more cum ooze out of luz's dick before slowly sheathing.

then, the blight placed her foot under luz's chin to bring her closer like an obedient dog as she laid
back down to the bed. hugging her bear of a girlfriend as they calmed down from their euphoria.

"tonight was certainly something."



Time with the Captains

"so.. what did you guys call me in for?" luz asked as she sat in the bench of the empty locker room
except it's just her, amity and boscha standing in front of her with undecipherable expressions.

"everyone in the boiling isles is talking about how special you are." boscha said clearly indicating
the sourness of how she said 'special'. "oh. i see." luz mutters, she started thinking this is one of
those times that boscha is gonna privately pick on her.

"but i'm curious," she felt the grudgby captain grab her collar to make her stand up then amity got
behind her and grabbed both of her tits. "she wants to know you better and so do i." amity whispers,
completing boscha's sentence as she softly grope luz before the two pushed her down to her knees.

the human looked up to both witches, watching them unbuckle their pants before pulling out their
hardened phallus in front of her. amity is quite big as well with boscha, luz stared at both of them
and gulped.

luz felt a hand stroke her head "take your time, human." amity assures which she nods to. she
slowly grabbed them in both hands and started rubbing, taking out of her tongue to lick their tips
which made both captains sigh blissfully. closing their eyes for a moment before looking down to
watch luz work on them.

the noceda first took amity inside her mouth while she continues to rub boscha, the blight was
pleasurably surprised and her hips subconsciously thrusts into her mouth before luz pulled away to
give boscha some attention.

"ah.. finally." boscha mutters, slowly gripping a handful of luz's locks as she move her hips as well.
luz was about to switch while amity but boscha held her in place "sorry, blight. her mouth's too
pretty to be shared." boscha flashed amity a grin before fully thrusting into luz's mouth.

boscha moans at the feeling for the human's nice, wet mouth wrapped around her cock. she's
starting to understand why the people and demons love her as well with amity. luz continues to rub
the blight while her mouth is getting fucked, small tears pricked the corners of her eyes but liked it
nonetheless.

amity is rather envious at the lack of attention she's receiving from the human, she had enough.
"come on, luz. can you be more thoughtful?" she said before pulling away from boscha. "what
the-?!" boscha was about to protest but amity made a spell circle.

boscha expected an abomination to appear and sucker punch her but nothing happened. although, a
spell circle is around luz's waist which confused her. "what's this?" she asked, looking up to the
blight. "we're going to breed you without risking getting you pregnant. now," amity replied which
made luz blush at the mention of her getting bred, she felt amity's hand grip her hair.

"finish what you've started."

luz nods, she took amity inside and started bobbing her head up and down while her tongue
enraptured her tip which made amity bit her lip. her hips started moving and luz lets her have it, she
gripped onto amity's legs for support as her thrusts grew harder and harder for her gag reflex not to
trigger.



"ahh.. i always wanted to know how you feel.. it's better than expected." amity said, stroking luz's
head for a moment before gripping it again. the noceda looked up to amity, seeing her tomato face
which amuses her.

while the two are having their time, boscha rubs herself as she watches them but her eyes are
mostly fixated on luz. she realise that she's not fully revealing herself to them which she quickly
changed as she made a spell circle to burn off luz's clothes that was hardly paid attention to. the
witch bit her lip at the sight of luz's tiddies jiggling as the blight thrusts.

amity clenched her teeth tightly, she can feel herself getting closer. luz blushes at the sight of the
witch's sharp fangs, she thinks of how it'd feel piercing through her skin. then, with one final thrust
amity finally came as she moaned, letting her cum shoot inside of luz's mouth before pulling out.

both witches watches as cum trickle down the side of the human's mouth, she gulped it down
before lazily looking up to them. waiting for them to breed her as said since that's what she wants
after hearing it. boscha smirks "my turn." she pulled luz up into the bench again, setting her in all
fours as she looked at her wet pussy.

boscha rubbed it with her thumb which made luz lowly moan in front of her. she stood straight,
gripped her dick as she lets her tip taste the human's wet slick before slowly pushing herself in. luz
closes her eyes as she moans, she gripped on both edges of the bench. enjoying the feeling of the
captain slowly pushing herself in.

as everything is inside, boscha gripped luz's hips tightly. her mind is turning into a haze at the
feeling of actually being inside luz. it's amazing. she started thrusting slow but it wasn't long till her
thrusts grew animalistic, luz moaned loudly, letting her voice fill the locker room.

"agh.. fuck! are humans this good or is it just you?" boscha leaned down to nip luz's ear before
sinking her teeth into her shoulder making her roll her head back. "f.. fu.. fuck.." the human mutters
her breath.

"hm? do you like it? do you like being used by me? i bet you never felt this good before." boscha
whispers to luz whom nods, "yes.. please!" she replied, she felt her head getting pulled back and a
soft pair of lips slammed against hers.

luz couldn't help but kiss back with the witch's thrusts aren't going fluctuate anytime soon. as they
pulled away, luz looked at amity who's sitting in front of her, her eyes in trance to the human as she
rubbed herself. listening her lewd moans, a sense of jealousy brimmed inside her but she knows
she'll get her turn.

rapid skin slapping and moans from luz filled the locker room which made whoever wants to go
inside try next time. luz's body jolts forward everytime the witch thrusts into her, amity watched her
tiddies bounce which made her cheeks grow red. she stopped rubbing since she can feel herself
getting closer, she leaned down placed her lips into luz whom reluctantly kissed back.

their tongues fought for dominance which amity easily won to, her muscle invaded the human's
cavern as her moans are muffled till she pulled away. amity looked up at boscha, seeing her
expression that tells her she's close.

after one last thrust, boscha finally came inside luz, filling her up. luz lets out a long moan,
shuddering at the feeling of shots of hot cum inside her without either of them worrying of the



human getting impregnated thanks to amity's spell. "ooh.. that's probably the best climax i ever
had." boscha said, slapping luz's ass which made her twitch.

"not bad, human." then, she pulled out of luz. letting her cum flow out of and drip onto the bench,
luz didn't move her position as she saw amity stand up and walk out of her vision that is replaced
by boscha.

amity watches the cum ooze out of luz's hole, she turned luz around to make her back rest onto the
bench while she held her legs up. "still good?" she asked, worried that boscha might've gone too far
but luz gave her a nod and prepared herself for another round.

the blight aligned herself before pushing in, luz didn't hold back on moaning. she placed the
human's legs onto her shoulder and started thrusting in, watching her body quiver under her is a
sight to remember. amity closed her eyes as she relishes the fact that she's having sex with luz. her
crush.

it's surreal but it hurts to think that luz doesn't know that the blight likes her.

amity opened her eyes, pushing those thoughts down as she just wanna have a good fuck with
someone she likes. "a.. am- amity!" luz squealed which triggered something in amity, she bent
down and pulled the noceda into a kiss, she felt her arms coil itself around her neck.

as she pulled away, amity started leaving paths of kisses on her neck before sinking her fangs to
make a hickey that made luz arch her back. "you're taking me so well, luz. so good- nghm.." amity
whispers praises and sweet things to luz as that helped drew her closer to climaxing again.

"aahhh! i'm close!" luz moans. "go ahead."

with one concluding thrust, amity came inside luz giving her a warm sensation once again which
made her shiver. both captains' cums mixed inside luz, her eyes are growing heavy with her mind
slowly turning blank.

both of them panted heavily, amity didn't pull out yet as she helped luz ride down her high and till
she finished coming. as she pulled out, amity looked at luz's sleepy face. boscha chuckles, she
stood up and looked down at luz as well.

"she can be a great pet." amity frowned at that "don't even think about." she warned, not wanting to
see luz be degraded like that.

boscha raised her hands in defence "i wasn't. i wasn't, blight. she's your problem anyways." she
said, turning around to leave. amity sighed, she made a spell circle to give luz her old clothes back
and summoned her abomination to carry her sleepy body along with her out of the locker room.

not noticing the left behind cum stains on the bench.

 

-----

 

"and then, everything was like blinding and it went- whoosh! boom! bambambam!" luz told an
anecdote about her weekend to willow and gus while she makes action noise and punching the air.



"ey, what's your problem man?!" a poltergeist exclaimed which made luz jumped "sorry! i didn't..
see you." she trailed off on the last part and shivered as she felt a cold wind brush her shoulder.

"wow, living in the owl house must be dream." gus said, hopping beside luz as he daydreams. luz
giggles "it is if you can bear cleaning your bed from king's shedding." she said, plucking a single
black fur off her tunic and it combusts into flames when it lets it fall to the ground.

"what i don't get is how did you turn giraffe feet soup into an abomination." willow questioned as
they stopped in front of their lockers. "well," luz tickled her locker which made it open it's mouth "i
used eda's potion which i thought was for seasoning."

willow gave her a look "it was in the table with no label!" luz said in her defence, and she was
about to get her textbook, a piece of crumpled paper is thrown at her face.

"ow. i thought we got past first day!" luz said to the locker whom huffed and closed itself to her.
grumbling, luz picked up the paper and opened it only to crumple it back as her cheeks turned rosy.

"what does it say?" gus asked, attempted to get the paper but luz raised it over her head "nothing!"
she dashed towards the nearest trash can and dunked inside. noticing it exploded behind her as she
ran back to the two.

they looked at the noceda questionably, she flashed them a smile "it's nothing. it's just some weird
message from.. from.. the guy." she reasoned the best she can. willow rose a brow, gus shrugged
and bought it. "oh well, let's head to class!"

 

as the classes ended and luz said her goodbyes to her best friends. when they're gone, she hurried to
down to the locker room. the letter told her to come here after school and she knows who wrote it.

silently closing the door behind her, luz looked around to see the whole room was empty and silent.
"boscha?" she called the witch's name and it was replied by a sound of pitter patter of the shower.

luz slowly went around the lockers, following the sound till she ended up in the rows of showers
with a wall that is high enough to cover everything except your shoulder and head. there she was
boscha striped naked, showering till turning her head to see the noceda.

grinning, "wanna join?" she asked, getting the soap off her head. "um.. where's amity?" luz asked as
she approached the shower. "oh, she'll be here soon. for now, it's just us." boscha replied, turning
around to look at luz whom turned red as she saw the witch's lean built. makes sense since she's the
grudgby captain.

luz started taking her uniform off, placing them to the side and timidly walked inside the shower
with boscha whom didn't hesitate to pull her into a kiss which shocked luz but she slowly melted
and kissed back as her arms snaked up to the witch's neck.

"admit it, you like me." boscha said as they pulled away, luz looked into the witch's lavender eyes
before scoffing. "no, i don't." she said, denying it as she looking but boscha doesn't seem to buy it.

"says the human who came here and rubbing me." boscha smirks as she feels luz's hand slowly rub
her hardened dick which made her recoil her hand but boscha caught it and placed it back for her to
continue.



"i like you too and so does amity." boscha said, gently holding luz's chin to make her look at her.
"you.. do?" the noceda questioned and the witch replied with a peck.

"i won't have agreed on getting down with you last week if i didn't." boscha mutters, her hands
slithered down to luz's ass, gripping them tightly that made her squirm. the captain started to place
hot kisses on luz's neck as she lifts her up by the legs.

luz shakily sighs when she felt boscha rub up against her, "shh.." the witch eased luz as she kept on
kissing her neck while her phallus slowly slipped itself inside her which made the noceda tremble
and hold onto boscha tightly.

boscha chuckles "well, aren't you a baby?" she leaned in for another kiss as she slowly moved her
hips into luz. with the shower head raining down on them, luz placed her hands on boscha's cheeks
as she kissed back with her tongue. letting the witch in her mouth.

luz softly moans at the feeling of boscha gently going in and out of her, "never though you could go
slow." she said when they pulled away. boscha rolled her eyes "do you think i'm just a brute?" luz
nods at that and giggle.

"rude of you to not let me join." both of them turned their head to see amity standing out of the
shower with her arms crossed and brow raised. "hi amity." luz waved at the blight whom did a spell
circle to take off her clothes as well for luz before stepping inside the shower.

"thought you're not coming. i was gonna spoil her." boscha said, kissing luz's cheek. amity scoffs,
she kissed the noceda's lips and held her hips. "i wouldn't miss this." she said as she trailed her lips
down onto luz's back while she rub her tip against her ass.

"w- wait.. i'm not used there.." luz said, placing her hand onto amity's to stop her for a moment. "i
know," the blight replied and gave her a reassuring kiss "i'll go slow. promise." luz gulped before
nodding and removed her hand.

amity aligned herself to the human's second hole, she wrapped her arms around her before pushing
herself in slowly. luz yelped and gripped boscha tightly, gritting her teeth tightly as she can feel
herself really stretching. the two witches are pampering the noceda with kisses to ease her till amity
got all of herself in.

they didn't move yet, they listened to the hitched breath of luz before she gave another nod. boscha
was the first to move and amity carefully thrusts as she heard luz hiss. after a few slow movements,
they started to hear the human's breathy moans.

their thrusts aren't in sync but it's okay as luz started to let out her voice, she rolled her head back
which amity took the opportunity to slip her tongue in her mouth whole boscha sucks one of her
nipples. their dicks going in and out, hitting many spots that makes it hard for luz to last longer.

"ahh! fuc.. ah.. ha..- aaahhhh!" luz leaned back against amity while she held onto boscha, "it's hard
to believe that we're your first after staying here for years." boscha said, leaning in for a kiss as
their thrusts grew erratic.

"yeah, why is that luz? don't you have someone back in the human realm?" amity asked, burying
her face in the human's neck. "no.. i- i'm not.. liked back there.. but here- ahhha!" luz tries to make
a completely sentence but it's hard as both of them are slowly getting in sync.



"i see. now i get why you wanna stay so bad. those humans who forsakened you should die."

"don't worry. we'll give you the love you need, luz."

luz can feel her insides grow warm at the those words and they haven't come yet. she stayed her for
the past four years, she felt more at home here than home itself, eda, king, willow, gus and amity
now boscha is giving luz the good things she craved back in the human realm.

acceptance and love.

both witches' eyes widens as they saw tears spill down on luz's face despite in the shower. they
stopped for a moment to see if the noceda is okay or if they hurt her in some way. "luz, are you
okay? do you want us to-"

luz sniffled and shook her head, she lets out a giggle "no no.. i'm sorry, it's just- thank you." she
said, giving them a bright smile. boscha sighs "dear titan, you had me worried." she said. amity rose
a brow and grinned "i'm sorry, did i hear that right? boscha is worried? that's new."

"shut it, blight." boscha growled. luz laughed, she gave amity a kiss "i love you." she said which
made the blight turn red then luz kissed boscha. "i love you."

boscha looked away as she also blushed. "yeah.. whatever. you good now?" she asked. luz nods
while smiling it slightly dropped when the two witches' thrusts reverted back to where they left off
with their climax coming back on.

luz started bouncing on both of them as they held her tightly, "i'm close!" she said, squeezing her
eyes close as she can feel herself closing to the edge along with them. "wait for us.." amity mutters
through her gritted teeth.

after a final shove at the same time, they all came and filled up luz in both holes. luz moans as she
feels the hot strings of cum inside her, warming her up while some dripped out since it's too much.

"i love you too." amity replied, kissing luz as she slowly pulled out of her and held her when she
almost fell when boscha also pulled out. boscha is uncertain if she should say those three words but
she gave the noceda kiss and said nothing.

luz has a smile on her face as she slowly dozed off in the witches' arms. sleeping happily while the
darkness warmly embraced her.



You're as beautiful in the day I lost

Chapter Notes

if you're reading this, it means you got through the 13 layers of hell.

have a choccy milk

hopping off the dark dragon, patting their snout and whispered something which made them nod
with a gruff before flying off. leaving their owner alone in the glacier that has a sea green hue with
a hint of blue.

taking a deep breath in, amity walked towards it, knowing nothing what's going to confront her.

she's been searching. endlessly searching for her lost love whom was taken from her years ago.
amity promised that she'll circle the entire world and back just to find luz again and hold her once
again.

luz was taken amongst the men, women and children when the raiders invaded the boiling isles.
many was retrieved, some died and the rest was not recovered. luz was in that number.

the master dragon rider wouldn't stop even if the entire boiling isles did. amity knows she'll find luz
despite what people are saying that she's dead, eaten by a rough dragon but she doesn't think so.

she knows luz better than anyone could.

amity stopped in the dark opening through the glacier, she shook her hands which made flames set
alight covering half of her arms but she doesn't feel any pain thanks to her thick coat. she stepped
inside the glacier, moving her flamed arms around for her to see the interior.

a bellow is heard all around her and she got to, what seemed like, the middle. amity threw her
hands down to the ground, creating a small fire wall and multiple growls along with screeches in
front.

with the fire beneath her feet, amity looked around to see many dragons huddled closer together,
glaring at her as they snarl. she didn't know this was a nest, she just got a report that they saw
someone up in the north flying amongst the flock.

then, a thud is heard behind her which made amity swiftly turn around only to be bonked in the
head with something. "ow!" she hissed, she glared at the person in front of her who has an odd
mask on with a thick brown coat covering their body that has a small but tattered purple cape
draped on their shoulder.

the person held a staff that has many chipped sides and scratches, it has been many battles.

"are you the people call as mother dragon?" amity asked as she pulled out her own weapon,
stepping back as they circle each other. "no. i am but a mere companion." the person replied, they



swung their staff at amity whom blocked it and pushed them back.

"then who are you?"

"you're with belos, are you not?" they replied with a question, their tone dangerous which made the
dragons around them prepare to attack the unknown person, amity. "no." the blight said but the
person didn't buy it.

they charged at amity whom used her sword to block again but the person kicked her knees making
her bend and they brought their staff across amity's face, bringing her to the ground. before amity
could stand up, the person picked up her own sword and placed it under her chin.

"then who are you?" hissing at the stinging pain on the side of her face, amity narrowed her eyes at
the person's mask, wanting to see their eyes but it wouldn't show. "amity blight, sixth chief of the
boiling isles. youngest of the blight dynasty." amity finally introduced herself to the stranger who
seemed to recognise it as they slowly lowered the sword, dropping it along with their staff which
confused amity.

"amity..?" the person repeated her name, they brought their hands up to their mask and slowly took
it off before dropping it as well. with the fire dying out, the dragons lend their flames for the two to
see each other in this dark cave.

a gasp escaped amity, her eyes turned glossy as she stared up to the stranger who is the one she's
searching for. her once lost lover now found.

"luz.." amity's voice cracked as she uttered her name, luz slowly nodded and she helped amity up
the floor. amity couldn't tear her eyes off the noceda, her face turned sharper than the last time she
saw her, a scar ran across the bridge of her nose and she grew taller than the blight.

amity hesitantly brought her hands up to luz's cheeks, cupping it to see if this is really real and not a
dream. feeling her heat in her hands, luz leaned onto her touch and softly placed her own rough
hand on top.

"you're as beautiful in the day i lost you." amity said, tears finally rolled down her cheeks and
dripped down to the floor. luz smiles, she pulled her lover into a hug. both of them holding each
other tightly as it has been so long, soft cries of happiness are heard from amity while luz held her
sobs in but is crying as she missed the blight so much.

"i missed you.." luz mutters, when they back from the hug, they stared at each other's hues "you
don't know how long i dreamt of holding you again." amity whispers as the space between them is
getting smaller till their lips finally met each other.

they instantly melted, they forgot how soft one another is and the overwhelming amount of their
passion has been revived once again. as they pulled away, their kiss lingers. neither of them wants
to separate themselves from each other but luz has so many things amity wants to tell and show her.

"what happened back in that ship?" amity asked as they pulled away, regained the space. luz picked
up their weapons and her mask. "i.. i did a coup and managed to get a good number to escape." luz
said, she handed amity's sword back and brought her mask on her back.

"but, i drifted off and didn't know where i was. i stayed in the village of gaular for awhile and found
this." luz said, motioning her hands at the many dragons whom hopped off and went towards the



noceda to nuzzle their snouts at her, purring before heading out to another opening of the cave.

"a nest?" amity followed luz, trotting to get beside her. "oh, it's better than a nest. it's like an
another world, ames." luz said, her tone mysterious but is excited which made the chief smile as
she missed that.

they have alot of catching up to do.



Bad Timing, Splendid
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"thanks for letting me stay for a week, luz." amity said as she stood by the door of the attic with her
pajamas on, luz smiles and waved her hand in dismiss. "it's cool. kinda glad to have another
sleeping buddy than king." she replied.

the human's room is lit by multiple orbs of light that floated up into the ceiling and some are
popping itself making glitter rain down for a moment before disappearing.

"i don't get why i have to sleep downstairs!" king complained, crossing his little arms while he held
his blankie. "you can sleep anywhere though." luz said as she rose a brow. the little demon said
nothing and left with a huff, he'll forget about it in the morning.

both girls looked at each other before giggling at the demon's nature, amity walked inside the room,
closing the door behind and contemplated if she should lock it or not. does luz lock her door? i
mean, it's just me and her here.. i don't want the owl lady and king to disturb us.. amity thought in
her head, without any further stalling, she quietly locked the door.

amity turned around to see luz in her sleeping attire. she has a grey spaghetti strap shirt, purple
stared shorts and a pair of socks. she seemed under dressed for the cold night but she isn't if she has
someone to hug.

the blight's cheek slowly swelled as her eyes travelled down to luz's shorts, she's sitting in a
butterfly position with her thing making an faint outline.

amity shook her head, she can feel her omega whimper- begging for the alpha in front of her but
they're not a thing. luz doesn't know the feelings that's swelling up inside her, growing bigger and..
bigger.

fucking hell! get a grip, blight! don't make this weird!! amity screamed in her head as she timidly
walked towards luz's and her sleeping bag connected, it's really just enough for two people to sleep
in.

as amity pulled the covers over her body, she looked at luz who's sitting up while staring at her with
a small smile on her face. "luz?" amity snapped the noceda out of her daze, she dropped down to
the sleeping bag and pulled her own side of the covers.

"goodnight, ames! sleep tight and literally don't let the bed bugs bite!" luz said, turning her back on
amity while she feels her cheeks heat up. she didn't realise that she was staring at the blight, it's
just... amity looked really pretty with her hair down.



it's not common to see her hair down as well with her roots growing back. luz hopes amity lets it.
she wants to see her original hair color.

meanwhile, amity stared at luz's curly brown locks that has strips of dark purple. thinking she dyed
it out of curiosity or rebellion. nonetheless, it looks good on her. amity slowly reached for luz's hair,
only a graze.

just one.

as amity's finger is only mere inches away, she clenched her fists and pulled back. she looked up to
the ceiling to see the lights grew fewer, she watched till there's only one orb left before it finally
popped. leaving them in the darkness, well, not really as there's the moonlight shining through the
window.

amity gripped her shirt near her heart, she can hear her heart drumming against her chest as she
stares at luz's sleeping form. she doesn't have a chance, does she? just by the thought of she and luz
not getting together hurts her, she turned her body around and hugged herself to sleep while her
head makes up scenarios she wants to have with luz.

knowing none of it will happen.

quietly grunting and low growles emitting from her throat, luz can feel her body grow hotter and
hotter by the minute. fuck, why now?! luz shouted in her head as this is not a good time to be in rut,
especially in a sleepover!

luz slowly looked down to see her nipples being see through her shirt and her dick hardening. she
thought of amity that could help her, she's an omega after all and if she just- no!

no no no. luz isn't gonna do that to amity. she isn't going to take advantage to her friend.. her crush.
no, that won't happen.

she just has to deal with it on her own. as per usual but she can't jack off here while amity sleeps.

luz slowly turned around to see amity's back facing, she watched her body rise and fall as she
breaths and her scent wafted the air which is intoxicating. luz extended her hand to amity, aiming to
hold her hips, pull her pajama pants down to fuck her while she sleeps-

"god... stop thinking like that!" luz cursed at herself, she pulled her hand back to knock on her head
which shook her brain a little and sighing. luz has to get out of here before she does something
she'll regret in the morning, she slipped the covers off her and was about to stand up but she gasped
when she felt amity's arm rest dangerously close to her bulge as she groans in her sleep.

luz looked over to the blight, her body is slightly tilted now and her eyes still closed. she looked
down to the witch's arm, she wanted to move it but she felt it grow heavy like it's ordering her to
lay back down which she slowly did.

with no where to go, luz doesn't have a choice. she pulled her shorts down just enough to get her
cock out and start rubbing, luz squeezed her eyes closed as light moans and groans escaped her lips.
her mind immediately thought of amity which fuelled her more.

luz remembers the time of grudgby, seeing the sweat roll the sides of amity's face, her power and
suave in the field makes want the human to submit to the blight. the noceda rubbed her tip, feeling



the precum ooze out and used it as lube.

she didn't realise the body beside her is slowly moving towards her.

the immediate scent of rut hits amity, she can't sleep and smelling it makes it hard for amity to
sleep. her cheeks turned flustered as she knows what this means and she started to think if luz
would take the initiative or would be hesitant.

either way, it makes amity horny.

it's hard to determine what kind of alpha luz is since she was only placed as an alpha a year ago.

she's not abrasive as boscha but can be in certain times while she's gentle and soft like willow.

luz is in the middle and couldn't decide where she wants to be. she's her own version of an alpha. it
leaves amity hooked.

amity hear slow shuffling behind her and luz whispering "god... stop thinking like that!" then, she
sensed that the alpha is trying to leave, she threw her arm back which resulted with a gasp. amity
kept her eyes closed as she doesn't want to be suspicious.

the blight waited for awhile till luz laid back down to the sleeping bag, then, the omega inside her
started to go crazy as the scent grew stronger behind her and lewd noises are heard. amity bit her
lip as she listens it to, she can feel herself pulsing down there. she wants the alpha so bad.

amity took the risk. she moved her body closer to luz till she felt the human up against her, she tries
not shiver as she feels luz's hot breath against her nape and she pulled amity's arm off her when she
drew closer to her.

luz can't take it anymore. she wants to breed, claim, fuck the perfect omega next to her. she doesn't
know when an opportunity like this would sprout out but she can't waste this.

the alpha gripped the omega's hips and pushed herself against her clothed ass, luz groans and
amity's blush worsens she hears. it's hard not to push back and just take off her clothes for the alpha
to claim her, she has to put on a facade she's asleep.

luz looked down to her dick that's rubbing against the blight's ass, "you feel nice.. i'm scared if i
should.." luz mutters as she smoothly trailed her hand all around amity's waist, thighs and ass.

yes please just.. fuck me.. amity said in her head as she clenched her hands tightly. just begging for
luz to just do it.

then luz slipped her thumb under the rim of her pants and underwear before slowly pulling it down
to reveal her cute, plump ass.

"i'm sorry." luz whispers as she aligned herself to amity's hole, softly moaning when she felt her
wet pussy against her tip and was about to push in till; "it's okay."

this snapped luz out of her trance and pulled back, "you're awake?" amity clased her hand onto her
mouth as she unintentionally replied to luz. shit. jig's up then.

amity slowly turned around to reveal that she's fully awake while luz is getting off on her. "hi, luz."
she said. luz's cheeks turned beet red, she grabbed a pillow and screamed into it as she really just



embarrassed herself.

"amity, i'm so sorry. this is really a bad timing, i should just-" luz was really about to stand up and
leave to die in her shame but amity caught her wrist "no please.. stay, i- i really.." amity kept biting
her tongue as it's really hard to get that out without being awkward.

luz was waiting for what the blight is trying to say then, she was taken aback as she saw amity take
off her clothes, setting them aside and pulled luz down.

"w- wait, ames..." luz watched amity, fully naked, get on top of her as both of them are completely
red. "i like it when you call that. it- it means something to you, doesn't it?" amity asked, trying to
assert something but she can feel luz's alpha doesn't want to let that happen.

"i.. i- nghah.." luz groans when she felt amity's hand grasp her rod, slowly rubbing it while she
hovered above it. "i really like you, luz. i'm more than willing to give my body to you.. ah.." amity
closed one of her eyes as she dropped down to luz's cock, making the noceda moan and roll her
head back.

impatience brimmed inside luz, her inner alpha taking the charge. she opened her eyes that glowed
red but her brown is still there, luz gripped amity's hips and shoved all over her into the omega.

"alpha!" amity squeaked which amuses the alpha, luz bites her lip and started to move her hips,
slamming at up the omega's ass. luz watched amity's tits go up and down.

as her hunger grew more, luz took her hands off amity's waist and lets her bounce on her while
listening to her moans filling the room. "ah! aahh.. luz!" she calls for the alpha as she enjoys the
feeling of her dick going inside of her and out in the rapid pace, taking her. claiming her as amity
always dreamt of happening.

"ames.. come here." luz said, opening her arms and amity didn't hesitate on complying, her eyes
widens as she felt luz's soft lips against her but she instantly melted and kissed back. the noceda's
hips started to thrust up again while her omega's moans are muffled by the kiss, she bit her lip for
access.

amity opened her mouth to let luz's tongue in, she gripped her alpha's shoulder tightly as she feels
luz's arms around her neck. their tongues swirled with each other, their minds only focused on the
pleasure below and the passionate exchange above.

as they pulled away, a thin string of saliva is seen between them before immediately disappearing.
"i like you too, amity. i love you." luz whispered to the blight which made her insides flutter just by
hearing those three words. then, she squealed as luz bit down on her neck, leaving a mark.

luz marked her.

amity smiles at that, she pulled herself up and continued to ride luz like a prized stallion. their heat
and scent are mixing in the attic, it soon travelled in the entire owl house.

it wouldn't be a surprise if eda would bang on the door and yell; "please stop having sex!"

but they can't. they're so close.



"a- ah luz! i'm close please!" luz gritted her teeth tightly as she's coming to her climax as well "i
have to- to pull out!" luz said but amity shook her head which baffled the human.

"but amity-"

"no! fuck.. please, i want your knot luz! ahh!" amity said, wanting nothing more but to make it
official that she belongs to luz. it doesn't matter what the outcome may be. she wants this. luz's
mouth went agar for a moment before slowly nodding and made her thrusts grow animalistic that
drove both of them to the edge.

with one final thrust, luz finally spewed her seed inside amity whom came at the same time as her.
the omega lets out a long, dragged out moan as she tied herself to luz. she shudders in delight in
feeling her alpha's hot cum filling her up, some dripped out even.

amity fell limp on luz whom gladly caught her, both of them panted heavily after that climax, luz
helped the blight's body to ease down as they wait for their knot to be over which would take
awhile. "feel good?" luz asked breathlessly as she softly rub amity's head while she lazily twirled
her locks.

"never better. thank you, luz." amity replied, lifting her head off her chest to look at luz who's eyes
returned to normal. softly chuckling "why are you thanking me for? it's just sex." she said but the
blight shook her head.

"it's so much more than that." amity said, she leaned to softly give luz a kiss whom reluctantly
returned it while the blight purrs as she's happy to finally have luz as her mate.

 

hearing the moans upstairs, king sighed deeply as he sat on the kitchen counter with his stuffed toy-
commander, rather. eda took a sip of her apple blood while listening to her kid is fucking a blight.
she's proud of luz but not when the other inhabitants of the owl house is trying to sleep.

"when are they gonna stop?! eda go up there and separate them!" king said, standing up as he
points at the stairs, clearly annoyed that he can't have his beauty rest when his roommate is having
sex and their moans are really fucking loud.

"already did! but they're already too deep into each other for them to stop." eda replied, dunking her
mug of her apple blood. king groans and dropped down to the counter "good thing i didn't sleep
with them." he mutters.

eda chuckles "good on you on making a good decision." then, both of them looked up as they heard
probably the loudest moan above and after that, silence.

"oh thank titan. finally!" king threw his hands up in the air as a victory. "though i had to use hooty
to knock me out."

eda sniffed the air and hissed "yep. kinda wished that happened to me."
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"oohh.. this is too precious." luz mutters, her eyes shined in awe as she scratched the back of
amity's ears that turned into cat like ones while patches of her normal pale skin turned brown.
"luz.." amity groans as she flicked her ear to get the human's hand off.

it did nothing but fuel luz's cuteness meter more.

"you're too cute!" luz cupped amity's cheeks, her eyes are closed and brows furrowed. she's like an
angry kitten and it's too much. "luz.. i'm going to- ow.." amity hissed, she pried herself off luz's
hands and curled as she feels nothing but pain.

good thing luz is here.

"i can feel it.." amity mutters, her voice trembling as she laid on luz's lap, hugging her tightly. a
blanket is draped on her lower half, luz whispers her lover comforting things while she soothingly
rubbed her.

"luz, you have to leave." amity said. "why? i'm not going anywhere." luz simply replied as she held
amity closer to her. both of them are waiting for the twins arrival with her elixir since amity has a
habit of waiting till she's out and it'll be a problem.

the twins had to call in luz to watch over their little sister. no one knows who cursed amity, they
thought it was boscha but she's innocent and there's no other suspect that would do this to the
young blight.

"you'll get hurt." luz chuckles at that "no you won't."

then, auburn fur started popping out of amity's body and bones cracking is heard. the blight grunts
in pain as her frame started to grow bigger on luz's lap, for some reason, the human doesn't feel any
sense of fear or be scared.

maybe because she lives with two cursed witches or that she knows amity wouldn't hurt her.



"wanna hold my hand?" luz offered as she hears amity's whispering pains "ow.. no, i'll only- grr..
only break it.." amity replied, hissing as she tries to contain the curse but it's getting her nowhere.
luz nods and wrapped her arms around her girlfriend while she continues to shift.

as amity finally took her cursed form. a werecat of sorts. growls emitted from her but she's at ease
since luz is here, comforting her. "shh, it's okay babe. i'm here for you, you can sleep." luz whispers
as she kisses the top of amity's head.

the werecat started purring, she nuzzled up to luz more and wrapped her big arms around her. she
about to take a rest as her bones are forced to be relocated just to achieve this form but then the
doors was wide open.

"mittens! we got the-" edric stopped as amity shot up from luz's lap, in distress at the sudden noise
which made her let out a roar at the twins. luz immediately stood up and got in front of her to stop
amity from attacking her siblings. "whoa whoa easy, ames! it's just ed and em, okay! now, calm
down."

luz said, raising her hands as she stared at amity's eyes that aren't fully overtook by the curse. the
werecat's eyes looked down to the human who's giving her a soft smile which seemed to calm her
down in a moment. "that's it. come here you big baby."

amity lets out a whine, she knelt down and rested her head on luz's hands, her eyes looking up to
the human like a cute pup. "it's gonna be okay, ames." luz said as she kissed amity's forehead and
scratched behind her ears which made the werecat purr loudly.

"wow. you're like a cursed whisperer, luz." edric said. luz giggles "it's just experience." she replied
then she looked at the twins over her shoulder. "the elixir?" emira nods, she took a glass bottle with
a nightly purple substance inside.

luz was about to grab it for amity to take but then the fur in amity's back spiked, her upper lip
curled to a snarl and swiftly scooped luz off the ground.

amity bursts through the side of the manor, breaking the fence and she ran across the woods with
her lover in hand. the twins watched their little sister get farther and farther till she's gone.

"sh- should we be worried?" emira asked. "um.. i mean, luz lives with the owl lady so.."

"amity, where are we going?" luz asked as she gripped onto amity's fluffy fur, her question was
answered with a gruff then, amity jumped high into the air and caught a cliffside by her claws, she
slides down for a moment till her claws really dug deep into the stone and started to climb up.

then, amity first placed luz on a stable platform and pulled herself up beside her. sniffing the air,
amity glared at the cave in front of them before letting out a roar which echoed in the cave. luz
covered her ears and ducked as a flock of winged beasts flew out of the cave, giving it to them.

luz pulled out her paper and pen to draw light glyphs as amity lead her inside the dark cave. as luz
thinks she made enough lights that floated up to the ceiling, she looked at amity who's staring at
them with awe as her tail swished around.

"so, why'd you take me here?" luz asked, placing her pen and paper back in her pocket. the
werecat's gaze went back to the human whom started to sniff her while slowly walking towards her,
luz was backing up till her back met the wall.



then, amity pulled the noceda down to the ground, groaning, luz was about to stand up but the
werecat got on top of her, growling as something wet dripped down on luz's legs which made her
look to realise amity completely unsheathed.

"oh.. is that why?" luz looked up at her lover's eyes that is still gold but spots of black is seen.
amity huffs, she leaned down to bite on luz's clothes, planning to tear it off but she recoiled when
she felt a slap on the head.

growling, amity narrowed her eyes at luz "hey hey, don't give me that. i can take this off myself
without tearing it off. i only packed a few clothes." luz said as she pulled her jacket off, revealing
her sleeveless white tee underneath.

"never expected i'd be staying in the boiling isles, you know. but this is better than a concentration
camp." as luz got all of her clothes off, amity open her mouth to show off her set of sharp fangs and
long, dripping tongue as she inhales her lover's musk down there.

amity snaked down to luz, grabbed both of her legs to split them apart "hey.. careful with those
chompers." luz said, watching the werecat drag her tongue on her wet pussy making luz squeak as
her body trembles.

the cursed blight lapped her tongue around the human's clit, playing with her nub to see luz's cute
but lewd reaction before slipping her muscle in making luz arch her back. "am- aah..! amity!" she
moans, dragging her nails on the jagged ground as she never expected amity to be skillful with her
tongue.

a sense of pride filled amity, she pulled out and buried her face into luz's neck whom shivered at the
feeling of her hot breath. amity licked her neck as she slowly push her pulsing cock closer to luz's
hole before sinking her teeth into her flesh and shoved herself in.

luz lets out a loud moan that echoed through and out of the cave as she wasn't prepared at the
sudden intrusion but she loved it nonetheless. she gripped onto amity's thick arms while she's still
on her neck before pulling away to see blood oozing out of the mark, amity cleaned it and started to
move her hips.

it's hard to hold the noceda's moans as the werecat is bigger than amity's. "augh.. you're so big!" she
rolled her head back. amity is loudly growling, her claw digging into the stone as she didn't hesitate
on going rough.

the werecat stared down at luz to see her jolt forward everytime she thrusts hard into her, her eyes
are tightly squeezed shut while her mouth is completely agar as her moans are a muse to amity's
ears.

the human's grew longer than the first time she came to the boiling isles, amity pulled the stray
hairs off luz's face and licked her as a form of kiss as it's hard to give luz a kiss in this form.

"amity!" the blight's ears perked up at the sound of her name sweetly rolling off of luz's tongue.
"aahh! i love you! i love you- aahhh.. fuck!" the black spots on amity's eyes quickly disappeared as
she heard those words, she lets out a howl and increased her speed to which luz started to think no
one would achieve.

amity leaned down and luz immediately coiled her arms up to her neck as she moans into her ears.
"i'm close!"



with a few more hard thrusts, amity snarled as she came inside of luz. she completely left a claw
mark on the stone beside of the human's body as she fills her up which was too much, her cum
oozed out to the ground but it doesn't matter.

amity pulled one of her hand out of the ground, retracted her claws and softly held luz's head as she
licked the side of her face. luz lightly giggles, she pulled away and kissed amity in the nose.

the werecat slowly pulled out of luz whom sighs in bliss and feels more cum leak out of her. amity
pulled her up, placed her onto her chest to rest while luz scratched amity under her chin making her
purr.

"i'll never get over this." luz said. they like that for awhile, listening to amity's purring till luz
stopped which snapped the blight back to reality and let out a meow but it sounded more of a small
snarl of a leopard.

"we have to get back and take your elixir, the twins will be worried." luz said as she slowly slipped
off amity and grabbed her clothes. amity growls while rolling her eyes, luz chuckles "hey, don't be
like that. if we go back, i'll stay in the manor to give you lots of cuddles and kisses. how's that?" she
said as she trotted up to amity to cup her face.

amity lets out a gruff as she looks down "what about another round?" her ears perked up once again
when she heard that. the blight was about to slash luz's clothes off but she jumped out of the way
and waved her finger.

"did i say when we go back?" luz reminded as she rose a brow. amity grumbles, she walked up to
her in all fours for luz to hop her back, as she's secured, amity immediately got out of the cave and
heads back to the manor.

while luz prepares herself.
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people never dreamt or thought that a feeble omega would manage a kingdom. a land filled with
people in the numbers of a hundred thousands. none of them really considered it as that is an
alpha's duty.

but, here she is. sitting upon her throne that is rightfully her and would not dare let a filthy alpha
take her place. gazing at everyone whom doubted her abilities which such enmity, it made them
cower before her power and aura despite being an omega.

amity blight, 22. youngest of the blight dynasty. heir of the boiling isles. she is perfect in any way
shape or form. a formidable fighter, she understands whatever complaints of the kingdom has and
whenever people aren't around. she tends to the children in the orphanage. they love to see the cold
depicted empress have a soft spot that remains hidden within the castle walls.

but one question only remains in everyone's minds.

when will she get a mate? everyone knows that amity is beyond hostile to every alpha, no one
knows why but the alphas of the boiling isles immediate turn away from the empress as they
should.

the sound of the heavy doors getting pushed open is heard and footsteps thumping against the red
carpet as they walked up to the throne before kneeling before the empress above.

"my empress. i have gathered report from the east border." edric said, keeping his head low with his
hand place to his armoured chest. amity tore her eyes off the book she was reading to look at her
brother before returning her attention to the book.

"you can stand, edric. proceed." amity said, she listened to the clanking noise of edric's armour as
he stood back up and cleared his throat. "an assemblage of merchants are by the border, demanding
your presence as they have things to offer you." he stated.

amity hums at that "does those offerings involve of needing a woman as a trade? tell them to leave
before i send your men out to them." she said, clearly uninterested but edric shook his head.

"no, mittens. they're offering slaves."

there was deafening silence in the throne room in those three seconds before it was shattered by a
book slamming shut. "prepare my horse." amity commanded, her teeth clenched as she placed her
book down on the armrest.



edric vigorously nodded his head and stormed out of the throne room to leave his little sister as he
can feel immense aura radiating from her that intimidates him. and he's a beta.

-----

the empress, the general and his men rode out of the king heading for the east border. when they've
arrived, amity can see the border guards talking to the merchants to just leave but they aren't
complying.

everyone stopped when they sensed another presence with them, they turned to see the empress
with a scowl on her face, dissatisfied on seeing pesky merchants. "empress." the head east border
guard bowed their head as amity walked towards them.

"we have tried to reason but they would not leave unless you've come." they explained the situation
while amity's eyes are immediately set on the caged carriages behind three men in front of her. she
grimaced as she already know they're alphas.

"state your business. i don't have time to deal with your nuisances." amity spat and the middle man
bows his head. "oh, powerful empress. i am, belos, a wander. i have travelled far across the world
and the news of you taking the throne has spiked my greatest interest. now, i have come to give you
offerings on my brothers' behalf." he said and the two men bowed as well.

"slaves. is it not?" amity snarled, her golden eyes turning dull as her patience was never here to
begin with this man. "oh no, my empress. they're not just slaves," belos motioned one of his
brothers whom nodded and hurriedly trotted over to one of the carriages.

the sound of chains clattering is heard then amity saw the merchant's brother yank someone out of
the carriage making them fall onto the mud filled ground. "come on!" the brother hissed as they
pulled onto the chain again to make the person stand up.

as belos' brother returned to his side. amity's eyes widens as she saw a girl in chains, barely dressed
at all, her body covered in slits and bruises. she's poorly kept and her musk tells she's an alpha. a
broken one.

"i have also heard you have no such interests on having an alpha beside you. that's why we have
brought you an array of them!" belos said rather avidly, he grabbed the girl's chains to bring her
closer to amity "this one is the best in her town. quite annoying but she's a quick learner!"

just by staring at the state of the girl it makes amity's blood boil.

amity doesn't like slaves nor want people to be at all! it angers at the sight of whoever is
responsible turning innocent people as slaves, they don't deserve it. especially the girl in front of
her, tears mixed with blood filled her face. she's cowering like a hurt pup.

"would you excuse me for a moment?" amity said in a polite manner which made her guards grow
tense as they know what that change of tone is but the merchant brothers are oblivious. "of course."
belos bows again and amity turns around to talk with her brother.

"what are you gonna do?" edric whispers, amity sighs "what else? make sure whoever are in those
carriages are taken safely." she said which edric nods to before walking back, his gaze narrowing at
the merchant men while his little sister walked back to them.



"do you know what i think of merchants?" amity asked, flashing a smile that held malice which
really made the guards antsy and the girl whimper. "positive things perhaps?" one of belos' brothers
answered and amity chuckles before shaking her head.

"a scum."

with one swift move, amity pulled out her sword and sliced belos' head off, watching it tumble to
the ground while his brothers was shot down by the guards' arrows. edric's men quickly heads for
the carriages to free the other enslaved people.

amity looked at the girl in front of her who's still squeezing her eyes tightly, afraid and just wants to
get this over with. the empress raised her sword to cut the chains off the hurt alpha which snapped
her eyes open and look at amity who's giving her a soft expression.

it held no second meaning.

"it's okay, you're safe now. they're gone." amity reassured, she placed her sword back and she
slowly offers her hand to the girl whom looked down at it. hesitant. "name's amity. what's yours?"
she asked, trying to ease the girl.

"l.. l-" the girl cleared her throat as it's too coarse to even raise her voice "luz. e- empress." luz
bowed down as she is at a presence of royalty. amity nods "luz. let's return to the castle and i'll tend
to your wounds." she said.

luz slowly placed her hand on top of amity whom gently closes it and lead her towards her great
steed. amity easily pulled luz up to the saddle before riding back to the kingdom.

-----

it has been 6 months since amity saved luz from slavery, she told the empress that her old town was
burned to the ground and all of the alphas, including her, are forcibly taken.

amity helped luz to get better in all aspects, despite being an alpha, amity feels nothing but
complete care for the noceda seeing how much she has gone through.

speculations are rapidly rising in the town about an alpha was able to get close to the empress
without getting decapitated.

luz is a rather gentle person, she's always there to help amity and everyone in the kingdom as this is
her new home now. amity thought this is a way to impress her but she figured out that this is just
the noceda's nature.

though her alpha instincts are still there, she engages in a fight if felt threatened. amity had to break
up a soon to be fight between luz and boscha, the right hand of edric.

luz wasn't able to go to a rut because she was in a stressful environment for awhile, the first time
she was hit by her rut, she locked herself in her room and refused to talk or let anyone in. even the
maids and especially amity. the empress was confused as to why would an alpha lock herself during
rut and not just go what normal alphas do in that kind of time.

the first time amity took in the scent of the alpha during her rut when she walked past her room. she
felt her inner omega awaken and felt obliged to relief the alpha behind the door but she composed



herself to continue walking.

after that. amity couldn't get the scent of her mind.

amity sat lonesome in her office as she's busy taking care of the many demands that piled towers on
her desk. sighing deeply, the empress took off her glasses, letting it drop on the desk and stood up
as she wants to take a break before a migraine comes in.

she walks over to the big window overlooking the massive garden, her eyes immediately landed on
a certain curly haired alpha walking with a small child beside her while the others are running
wildly.

oh right, amity remembers that some children from the orphanage would come visit her but since
she's busy, luz took up the job on being with them the entire day. a smile tugged up to her lips as
amity watched luz pick up braxus as he wants to be carried and the alpha started running towards
the other kids which made them squeal.

luz and braxus who's sitting on her shoulders chased the other kids across the garden while they
scream, squeal or laugh while running. "miss luz!" the alpha abruptly stopped and looked down to
see another child coming up to.

"need something, dawn?" luz asked as she lightly placed braxus down to let him go with the others.
dawn shook her head "nope but beaux went to the horse pen and-"

"I GOT A SWORD!!! LET'S SLAY A DRAGON!!!"

"YEAH!!!"

luz snapped her head to see a little boy speedily running with a sword raised in the air with a pitch
fork. yelling about a dragon to kill. "beaux! drop that! amity's gonna be kill me!!" she shouted and
started to race after the boy who's laughed madly, letting the alpha chase him.

amity softly laughs as she watched the mess happening in her garden. as luz finally snatched the
sharp things out of beaux's hold, she sighed deeply and looked up to see the empress was looking in
the window.

luz smiles, she gave amity a wave whom slowly reciprocated it before immediately hid behind the
wall.

"ooohhh! do you like miss amity, miss luz?" dawn asked, her brow raised. luz scoffs "no. she's a
friend whom helped me." she said.

"but you're the first alpha who could get close to miss amity." braxus said "you and beaux are
alphas. so, i don't see as to why that's something phenomenal." luz replied, she kept hearing these
things that she's the first alpha to melt the cold empress' heart.

she never got the impression that amity is cold.

"yeah but we're kids and you're an adult! there's a difference!" as luz listens to the children's bicker,
she started to think if is there a reason why she's the only alpha that could talk to her as a normal
person while the others address her as empress.



amity gripped her dark tunic tightly, feeling her rapid heartbeat drum against her chest when she
sees the alpha smile and wave at her earlier. she slowly peered her head to the window to see if
they're still there before leaning back against the wall.

the blight doesn't understand why she's feeling like this. she never had this affliction before. it's
completely foreign and it leaves her at a lost.

could she possibly be smitten?

amity frowned at that, how could she be smitten for an alpha? that goes everything she believed in.
wait...

luz is not just an alpha. she's the best person amity met and.. and that might be the reason why she's
captivated.

"well.. what do you know. i fell." amity whispers to herself, placing her hand onto her face as she
wrapped her other to her waist with her cheeks turned rosy.

-----

with night finally arriving, luz brought the kids back to the orphanage and said her goodbyes to
them. lightly huming, she stretched her arms over her head as she walked down the massive halls.

it's riddled with many designs and paintings on the left side while windows are on the right.

luz was heading for her room to rest as today was a long day, she wanted to help amity with her
kingdom work but amity insisted that she'd play with the children.

then, a servant rushed up to her "oh, hi maurice." luz waved at them whom bowed their head at her
"empress wants your company in her room." maurice said. luz nods, thanked the servant and heads
for amity's room.

as she got to amity's doors, luz knocked on it hard and it was replied with a muffled "come in."
which she did. luz opened the door just enough for her to slip inside and closes behind her as she
saw amity sitting in the bed wearing her black sleeping robes.

"you asked to see me?" luz asked as she looked over to amity "yes, i did. sit with me for a
moment." amity replied, patting the space beside her which the noceda took.

"do you have a sibling? you're quite great with younglings" amity asked, looking at luz whom
shook her head and softly chuckle "nope. i'm the only child and my town has alot of kids and i'm
sort of their big sister, you know." she explained her old life back in her town.

amity slowly nods, she started thinking of a scenario where luz would be playing with greater
numbers of children just climbing on her like she's the knee. she smiles at that thought then, she
snapped out of her daze when she saw luz go on her knees in front of her as she softly held her
hand.

"what are you doing?" amity asked, perplexed.

"you gave me all of the things a simple person would need to live. you've earned my gratitude and
trust, and i fear.. i fear that i cannot repay the blessings you've given me. empress." luz said with
her head hung low.



this is the second time amity would hear 'empress' come out of luz's mouth as she told her to call
her by her name when she took her in.

amity pulled her hands off luz's and pulled her up which made luz rise her head to look at the
empress. "you're more than a simple person, luz," she said, placing her hand under the noceda's
chin to feel her healed scars.

"you're someone whom made me see many different perspectives." before luz could question what
that meant, amity leaned down to place her lips against hers which surprised the alpha but she
slowly melted and kissed back.

amity's hands moved down from luz's chin to her dark purple tunic, gripping her collar to draw the
noceda closer which she did, making luz go in between amity's legs.

as they pulled away, both of them stared at each other's hues that seemed to complement one
another very well. amity pulled the string off luz's tunic, revealing her covered tits, the blight
quirked a brow as she also sees her well toned stomach.

luz was about to take an initiative due to her inner alpha but she forgot who really is in charged in
this bedroom. amity placed her index finger on luz's lips to stop her "easy, there love. i'm still the
empress." she whispers before slowly slipping her finger down.

luz nods "yes, empress." amity smirks at that. she leans in for another kiss with their tongues this
time, she slipped her muscle inside luz, hearing her low moan vibrate in the kiss as their tongues
battled and ended with an obvious victor. as they pulled away, amity took her robes off, she
motioned luz to do the same whom didn't hesitate on following.

with both of them naked, the bedroom seemed to have dimmed and the torches burned bright
enough for the two lovers to see each other. "you've served me well in the time of your stay in my
kingdom. will you do the same here?" amity asked as she place light pecka on luz's neck.

"yes, empress. i'll do anything just for you." luz said, all of her senses, her body is submitting to the
empress in front of her. her inner alpha is shouting for her to dominate the omega but amity is no
mere simple omega.

luz now understands why other alphas drew away from her. she's powerful.

"good girl." amity whispers, nipping luz's ear before get off the bed. "stay." the blight pressed her
hand against the noceda's stomach as she flipped her around. feeling her ridges of her forming abs.

amity stared down luz's exposed cock, standing fully it's glory and is dripping of precum. "i never
seen a reserved alpha like you." she said as she grabbed luz's phallus and started to rub her, making
the alpha tremble.

"why is that? were you saving yourself for someone?" amity cooed, she picked up her pace which
made luz twitch and moan "someone like me?"

"i.. i really don't have- nghaah.. i like you.." luz couldn't form an comprehensible sentence and she
just blurted it out. amity felt her cheeks grow warm when she heard that, she smiles before bending
down to give luz a kiss that is filled with love while her hand continued to rub luz, her speed going
faster.



"i like you too." amity mutters when they pulled away, she withdrew her hand off luz's dick which
made her look at the empress who's grabbing something from her cassone chest. "w- why'd you
stop?" luz asked as her eyes followed amity.

"a special something. you'll like it." amity replied, then under the moonlight, luz's cheeks turned red
as she saw a strap on. she looked up to the empress who's smirking down at her, "on your knees."
she ordered.

luz sat up the bed, getting off as she knelt down in front of the empress once again. she felt her
hand grip her hair and the toy is placed in front of her "go ahead. your slobber's the only lube
tonight." slowly nodding, luz stuck out her tongue and started licking it.

she held onto amity's legs as she slowly took the whole thing in, her tongue swirling around as she
started to bob her head while staring up at the empress who's lustfully watching her.

one of luz's hands tried to rub herself but she felt a tug on her hair "did i tell you to touch yourself?"
amity snarled but malice isn't evident. luz shook her head and continued to make the toy wet
enough for her.

then, amity pulled luz's mouth out her dick and narrowed her eyes at her as she softly pant "what
will you say?"

"i'm sorry, empress. i disobeyed." luz replied as she stared up at amity, licking her lips while her
eyes are clouded of lust. amity grins, she wiped the drool off the corner her lover's mouth before
cupping it. "raise yourself for me."

nodding, luz crawled back to the bed and got in all fours. amity snaked up behind her, she gripped
the alpha's asscheeks before slapping it making her moan, then, she aligned the toy to luz's wet hole
and slowly pushed herself inside.

luz gripped the bed sheets tightly as she moans, amity started to place kisses on luz's multiple whip
scars on her back, she was incredibly self conscious about it.

she wouldn't let anyone see her back just to heal it, it was amity whom stepped up to help luz. till
now, amity is the only person allowed who can really see it and she always make the alpha
comfortable in her own skin as she also has her scars.

as the toy is fully inside "that's it. you're going so good, luz." amity whispers to luz's ear whom
hums in reply, she turns her head to see the blight for her to peck the side of her face before she
started moving.

"mgh.. aahh ah.. empress.." luz moans as she has her face buried in the bed sheet. "come on, let me
hear your voice. let the whole kingdom hear you're mine!" amity said, she pulled luz's head up and
it didn't take long for the empress to slam her hips against the alpha.

"ahh! empress, i'm yours!!" luz screamed much to amity's delight, she took her hand of her lover's
hair and started to rub her once again. "ugh.. that's it! fuck!" amity growled, even though this isn't
her real dick, she weirdly feels luz's tight pussy as she rapid thrust into her. she's gradually losing
her cognitive.

amity bit her lip as she can smell luz emitting her scent, her drool is welling up in her mouth but
she swallowed it down and continued to ram into her. their musk mixing and filling the room along



with the alpha's needy moans.

it's getting harder and for luz to not come so soon as amity pounds in her while swiftly rubbing her
dick.

"a- amity! i'm so close!!" luz arched her ass back to the empress who's thighs are slowly growing
numb but she continued. she leaned down to luz's neck, taking in her scent before sinking her fangs
into her which triggered luz to finally push to the edge.

luz's upper half fell to the bed as her phallus shots out hot strings of cum in the bed sheets, amity
watched the display as they both panted heavily with bullets of sweat rolling down their bodies.

amity slowly pulled out, ripped the toy off her and dropped down beside luz, she pulled the alpha
closer to spoon her even though she's bigger. purrs escaped the empress' throat which made luz
giggles, "it's cute when omegas do that." she turned around to face amity.

"especially when you do it." amity scoffs, she kissed luz's nose "shut up. i love you, luz." she said,
resting her head up on the noceda's head.

"i love you too, ames."



A Perfect Dream

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'bow for her'

it's official.

the empress of the boiling isles finally answered the question of the masses. she finally has an alpha
in her side and as expected, she still remains in power of their relationship and luz is completely
fine with it.

others are happy that their empress found someone that could make her happy. they wouldn't defy
the empress and her soon to be emperor because they're clearly in smitten for each other.

while the other half are rather envious and despise luz as they don't see her as a competent alpha
since she didn't dominate the empress. but amity would always shut those people down.

luz changed the ways of living for everyone, especially amity. it's amazing to see the once cold
empress melt at the sight of her lover brightly smiling in the plaza when there's a festival
happening. though that the alpha helped amity soften, her treatment towards other alphas that she
doesn't personally know is still the same.

it wouldn't be a surprise if some omegas would want to get a taste of the empress' alpha. it made luz
extremely uncomfortable when omegas would horde around her and ask her rather explicit
questions. there's one incident that one of them tried to force themselves onto luz but was stopped
by emira pointing an arrow at their head.

now, amity is protective of her alpha. she would get hostile to every omega that dare to lay their
grimy hands on her beloved. luz managed to calm amity down before she massacres her entire
kingdom.

she wanted to have a guard or two to accompany luz whenever she goes out of the castle but luz
insisted that she doesn't need an entourage since willow and gus are there and promised that she'll
be fine.

luz knows how to run.

"this is boring." luz whispers to amity as they both sat in the massive war table with the other rulers
across the land that are in allegiance with amity. the empress slowly nods and yawned, she usually
bring emira with her but since luz is going to be an emperor. she figured she'd let her in the council.

"this is what i had to deal with everyday. bald, unshaven, malodorous alphas." amity whispers back
which made luz snicker, the empress giggles as well but they straightened up when a throat cleared.

amity cleared her throat as well, she leaned back against her chair and stared at the king in parallel
to her. "you were saying, wekio?" she said. "right. we are curious on when are both of you creating



heirs."

both lovers blushed at that, luz pursed her lips and looked away as she tapped her thumbs together.
amity furrowed her brows "what made you feel that question is alright to ask?" she spat. the other
kings tensed at the sudden change of the empress' tone and they better fix it before this meeting
ends sour.

"no no, please. do not take this the wrong way, empress." wekio bowed his head before continuing
"every dynasty has to live on, even past you. um.. you can't have the throne forever, empress."

"you don't think i know that?"

"ames," the empress looked to her right to see luz holding her hand, firmly squeezed it while purrs
escaped from her throat in attempt to calm the omega down. it worked but something is brimming
inside of her. amity closed her eyes and took a deep breath in before sighing as she looked at the
kings.

"this meeting is adjourned." amity stood up from her chair, luz followed and she's pulled out of the
room without saying another word. while both of them walking out of the western kingdom, amity
kept feeling something is fluttering inside her stomach while her bodily heat steadily rises.

this could only mean one thing.

amity looked over her shoulder to see luz preoccupied as she's admiring all of the castle decor. the
way the empress sees the alpha is rather proactive and she doesn't want to do it here.

-----

as they got back to the boiling isles, night has arrived. luz groans as she stretched her arms over
head while amity slowly sat down at their bed, tightly gripping both of her hands while she stares
down at her lover's pants that seems to have an outline.

"i'll take a shower, wanna join in?" amity snapped out of her daze and looked up to luz before
shaking her head "i'll just.. i'll just prepare for bed." she replied, luz nods and proceeds to head for
the bathroom.

with luz in the bathroom, this left amity alone with her heat. it's been a while since she's gone
through heat, could it be that she has an alpha now? she doesn't know but it's stronger than the
previous ones.

amity can feel her inner omega yelling for the alpha to claim, breed her. she and luz has a good sex
life, amity is mostly the one the dominant in the bed and luz doesn't have a problem with it. she
likes it. maybe tonight could be a change.

"fuck."

luz laid in the bathtub that is filled with the hot water, steam arose from her as she sighed deeply.
completely relaxed. the bathroom brings a comforting atmosphere as the lanterns are only lit in
bright enough to see yourself reflect in the water.

she thinks about what wekio said. she does want to have kids with amity but she just has to wait till
her lover is alright with that idea. luz has always been the one underneath amity, she shares her



times of being dominant but it's mostly amity and she's fine with it.

luz looked down at her cock that is standing fully, she sighs as she's through her rut again. she
grasped it with her hand and started to rub herself, she has to get rid of this before coming out of
her shower.

the alpha closes her eyes, she leans back and low moans echoed through the stone walls as she sped
up her pace. not noticing someone sneaking inside till luz inhale a sweet scent which made her snap
her eyes open.

"what do we have here?" amity whispers in luz's ear making her shiver, luz looked at the corner of
her eye to see that her lover is completely naked. "i thought you were preparing for bed?" she
asked.

"it's too cold without you." amity replied, she dipped her hand into the water and slithered down to
luz's toned stomach then stopped at her dick. "come to bed with me. i need you." the empress
kissed the side of luz's face whom slowly turned her head for amity to take her lips while her hand
slowly rubs her.

as they pulled away, luz nods and slowly stood up from the tub, amity watched the water trickle
down her alpha's body which only turns her on more. both of them headed out of the bathroom with
amity leaning the alpha till she fell to the bed with luz's drenched body is on top of her.

they leaned in for another kiss, their tongues dancing with other while amity's hands praise her
lover's body. then, luz's lips started to trail down on amity's smooth neck, she's testing if she's
taking control tonight

then, luz perked up when she heard the sound of chains clinking beside her. she looked to see a
black collar attached to a leash then at amity who's smirking but her eyes held a question is luz is
gonna be okay of what she's going to do.

"is there something special tonight?" luz asked, amity hums at that as she cupped the noceda's
cheek in one hand "you're going to breed me tonight, i know you've been dreaming about it." she
replied. luz's cheeks turned rosy when she heard she's going to breed the empress.

"r.. really?" amity nods, "i think.. it's time for us, for me to take your knot. i love you, luz and i
want to spend my whole life with you."

luz smiles, she leans in to give amity for a kiss filled with so much love and passion. "i love you
too, amity. i want to be with you forever as well." she replied as she smiles, wanting nothing more
than to have amity by her side. amity could say the same.

luz exposes her neck to let amity clip the collar on her, as it's on, the empress tugged down onto the
collar to test it. "you're taking care of me tonight. can you do that? for me." amity whispers and luz
nods.

"yes empress."

smirking, "off the bed." she gave the first order and luz obediently followed while amity sat at the
edge of the bed and spreads her legs in front of the alpha. letting her inhale her heat, turning her on
as her cock continues to ooze out precum.



"you know what to do." amity said as she tugged on the leash to bring luz closer to her wet pussy.
the alpha stuck out her tongue and started licking her omega's clit, making her let out a breathy
moan.

luz tried not to touch herself as she lapped amity's sweet nectar, she looked up to her empress to see
her looking down with her eyes engulfed by lust as she held the leash tightly. "fuck.. that's it," she
pulled onto the leash once more to bring the alpha closer.

the noceda gripped onto the edge of the bed as she stuck her tongue inside of her omega making her
squeak. luz blushed at that sound, she closed her eyes and fully immersed herself in eating amity
out as she can feel the collar pull as well on her hair.

"aah.. that's enough." amity pulled luz out of her pussy, seeing her mouth covered of her juices, luz
licked almost all of it and she gave the empress a look that almost made her submit but she isn't
going down that easily in a simple gaze.

"get on top of me." the empress commanded, the alpha did so while amity guides her by the collar.
as luz is on top of amity, she started placing kisses on her neck while her hips subconsciously grind
up to amity like a horny animal. she doesn't mind.

luz's lips travelled down on amity's tiddies, taking one of the nipple to suck. her tongue played with
it while her teeth grit against the skin. she groaned when she felt amity's knee rub against luz's
phallus, she pulled away with a pop and looked down, wondering if she should just...

"can i... should i just.." luz mutters, amity made her lean back down to her neck and whispered; "i
don't know. what do you want alpha?" amity noticed that luz's body grew tense for a few seconds
then a growl erupted from her throat. she awakened the inner alpha but both of them knows who's
still in charge.

luz opened her open, her sharp fangs in fully display, she sank her teeth into amity to mark her
which made her moan loudly and the alpha shoved herself inside the omega. pulling away, luz
licked the blood off amity's neck while she didn't waste a second on thrusting into her.

her mind turning blank as she's finally getting a taste of being inside amity. growls kept escaping
luz's throat as she gripped the bed sheets tightly, amity kept moaning that filled the entire room
along with skin rapidly slapping.

"aahh!! luz, shit!" the alpha gritted her teeth tightly as she felt amity claw her back, she looked
down on her, seeing her lewd expressions before getting pulled down for a heated kiss. their
tongues wrestled with each other while their moans are getting muffled by each other.

amity can see the red glow on luz's irises, when they pulled away, the empress forcefully pushed
luz off making her fall onto her back before the alpha could complain. the blight pounced on her
and easily slide herself down onto luz's dick.

both of them howled in pleasure, luz gripped amity's hips as she started bouncing on top of her
while she still held onto the leash and luz's arm. "augh- amity!" luz roared, she curled her up to a
snarl, she's slowly losing her mind as she thrusts harder into her omega.

"yes! ahh.. ngh.. luz fuck- i love you!" amity screamed, she's completely lost in euphoria. both of
them are. she rapidly bounced on her alpha as she pulled luz up to meet her lips once again while
both their hips move at the same time.



by now, the entire kingdom knows this night is different than the others. the scent they're emitting
is sweeter and hotter.

as they pulled away, amity hugged luz's head, placing her ear into her chest to make her hear her
fast heartbeat. she placed soft kisses across her collarbone while her hands easily held the empress'
smaller frame. both of them are drawing closer to coming.

with a final few thrusts, luz lets out an animalistic roar while amity rolled her head back as she
shouted her alpha's name that filled the night. the omega hums as she feels luz's come shoot inside
her, making her warm as both of them finally tied the knot.

luz held onto amity tightly as well with amity as they panted heavily. "wow." amity breathlessly
mutters, a soft chuckle escaped luz's lips "you can barely talk." she said.

"can you feel your dick?" amity fired back which made luz giggle, she carefully placed them down
to the pillows without disturbing their knot. the noceda looked down at the mark she gave amity,
smoothly tracing it with her thumb before hugging amity.

"we finally did it." she whispers. luz slowly nods "yeah. i.. do you want kids?"

"now you ask that after we knotted?"

"no no, well.. i mean. it's just.. um.." luz started to stumble in her words, amity playfully rolled her
eyes, she pecked her lover's cheek "of course i do, dumdum. if it's you that is."

luz smiles "think about it, little you and little me running around the castle halls with braxus and
the others." amity hums at that thought, it's a dream. "yeah, i like that." she said.

"and you," amity took off the collar and softly gripped luz's chin to make her look at her "will be
my emperor. both of us ruling the boiling isles and be the most powerful couple across the land."
luz thinks about it. anyone wouldn't hesitate on taking that offer but ruling a kingdom isn't really
the first thing luz has in mind.

she loves amity, more than power.

"that sounds amazing though i really don't know how to man a kingdom but i want to help you."
amity rubbed her nose against luz before lightly kissing her lips "i know and you'll be a perfect
emperor on my side. i love you, luz." she said, pressing her head against her lover's chest, listening
to her calm heart.

"i love you, amity." luz replied, she kissed the top of amity's head and both of them started to drift
off to sleep. happy.

-----

"oh boy, is it normal to get before wedding jitters?" luz asked as she stood in the altar with willow
being their ring bearer. she wore a white embroidered tux with a gold chain.

she shook her hands, clearly nervous as she looks at the many people gathered in the cathedral,
sitting the pews. then, at the closed doors that will soon open.

"oh yeah, it's normal." willow reassures, patting her best friend's back. "if you're marrying the
empress that is." emira adds, snickering, who's in the left side of the altar.



"you can do this, luz!" gus shot his best friend a pair of thumbs up while he held small blue flags to
support this happy and glorious day for his two friends. luz gave a nervous smile then all of the
chatters stop when the sound of the big doors clicking open.

luz watched braxus and his friend walk down the isles, throwing petals of flowers on the aisles
while yelling; "flowers for you!" it makes her chuckle and calm down a little. then, the bride's
maids turn to walk down the aisles.

it's like an angel is slowly walking out of the gates of heaven. luz felt every happy emotions burst
inside her, her cheeks turned red as she sees her wife walking down the aisles with her brother as
their parents are dead.

it's hard not to cry as the noceda watches amity come closer to the altar. she wore a white gown
riddled with diamonds and glitter that makes her shine. she's simply perfect.

as edric handed her little sister to luz, amity held both of her hands and she wiped the tears that's
threatening to fall. "why're you crying?" she asked, luz shook her head as she giggles "it's just..
you're so beautiful."

amity smiles, she was about to lean in for a kiss but the priest stopped them "i'm sorry, empress but
you have to save the kiss after the vows." they said. both lovers nod and waited for the time they
have to exchange vows.

"today, we have come into celebration of two lovers finally intertwining for life. the alpha may
exchange her vows." the priest said, motioning for luz to go first and she nods. luz took a deep
breath in as she got this memorised in her head.

"it has been four years after you saved me from slavery, took extensive care of me when you didn't
need to. i didn't realise that you were showing me a side that no one would think you'd have and to
me, that's something special. i, luz noceda, take thee, amity blight to be my wedded wife to have
and to hold from this day forward, for better, for worse, for richer, for poorer, in sickness and in
health, to love and to cherish, till death do us part, according to God's holy ordinance; and thereto I
pledge thee my faith." luz said her vows as she only stared at amity.

"in those four years with you. i felt many things that i though i'd never have but you changed that.
you are a miracle that came into my life, i want to spend this lifetime with you and forevermore. i,
amity blight, take thee, luz noceda to be my wedded wife to have and to hold from this day
forward, for better, for worse, for richer, for poorer, in sickness and in health, to love and to cherish,
till death do us part, according to God's holy ordinance; and thereto I pledge thee my faith." as
amity said her vows, both wives are trying to hold their tears for the kiss that'll seal it all.

"the rings, please." willow stepped to the wives with their rings, luz was the first the grab one of
them and she held up amity's hand. her own hand is shaking like crazy as she never thought she'd
get married with someone, let alone a powerful empress and be an emperor. ruling beside the most
beautiful girl in this world.

"oh god.. i'm sorry, it's just.." luz sighs, she took a second to just calm her nerves down. the people
lightly laugh as well with amity, it never fails to make amity love luz more. "okay..." luz sucked a
deep breath in and finally slipped the ring in amity's finger.

it's amity's time to take the other ring, she held luz's hand and easily slipped it in her finger. the
priest knows both of them are itching to just kiss each other, they closed the bible and declared;



"i dub you emperor and empress! you may now kiss the bride!"

luz and amity didn't waste anytime on pulling each other into a kiss, amity gripped luz's collar as
they tilted their head to deepen the kiss. everyone in the cathedral wildly cheered for the
newlyweds.

as they pulled away, both of them have huge smiles on their faces silently telling them they finally
did it. they're married. luz looked over her shoulder to see camila and eda clapping their hands
while camila is tearing up.

camila and eda went to the boiling isles when they heard the news of the empress there having an
alpha that really matched luz's description. luz was exalted to see her mother and godmother alive
after what happened.

luz motioned her hand at amity as if presenting her wife to her. camila gave her daughter a thumbs
up while eda is shouting; "that's my kid, right there!"

amity looked at her siblings, edric is sobbing happily while emira is clapping while also spilling
tears of joy. she chuckles and turned her gaze back at her wife who's smiling brightly.

they held on each other's hands and started running down the aisles.

-----

it's been 5 years ever since luz and amity got married, their first born is a girl who's an alpha and
their second born is a boy who's a beta. their kids are both curly haired.

azura noceda-blight, 5. she has amity's features but her personality certainly came from luz. she's a
wild type, would always go out of the castle to mess in the town with braxus and others while she
has her little brother in tow who's just glad to be involved. she gladly helps the ones in need
whether asked or not. she's a good kid.

otabin noceda-blight, 3. he's the complete opposite of his older sister, he looks more like luz but has
the personality of amity. he's reserved and distant to others, but isn't much when it comes to family.
he's fine with azura pulling him out of his room to let him taste the sun on his pale skin every once
and a while. he also took after amity's temper and abrasive behavior whenever someone crosses
him or hurts his family.

luz and amity made sure that they gave their children the best childhood while doing the necessary
things to be done in the kingdom as emperor and empress.

amity was right. both of them became the most powerful couple across the land. with the boiling
isles kept on growing of citizens, they have an ample of conquered land and won many battles lead
by luz while her wife takes care of azura and otabin.

now, luz is spending her weekend with the children in town. amity was about to come along as well
but someone stopped her from doing so. she sat on her throne, another is placed on her right and it
belongs to luz.

she emptily stared at a man in front of her, giving her trifling praises that would only work if this
man is her lover but he isn't and now, amity is growing impatient.



"i'm sorry. i wasn't listen to half of what you just said. i have my wife and children in town
spending their weekends and i planned on joining that." amity said, cutting them man off as she
stood up. "excuse me." she walked down the small flight of stairs and was going to go past the man
but he suddenly fell to his knees in front of her.

"oh, dearest empress. why settle with an incompetent alpha when there's a wide array of us that
could protect you, be at your servitude. please, choose me!" the man said while kissing amity's
soles, it disgusts her.

amity was about to kick his face till she inhaled a familiar scent which made her smirk. "is that so?
tell me more." she said, stalling the man for her to get here and see this abhorrent scene.

meanwhile, luz got back to the castle carrying both of her kids on her arms. she was about to go for
the throne room to see if her wife is there but she saw some servants and maids hogging in the
closed doors, whispering something.

"did someone die in there?" azura asked which made them turn around "emperor! oh my goodness..
um.. how should i say this?" one of the maids mutters under their breath as they tap their chin.

while waiting for an explanation, luz deeply frowned as she sniffed an unknown scent that doesn't
belong to the twins or anyone in this castle at all. "take my children to their rooms." she ordered
them, her tone of voice dangerously low.

"what's wrong, mama?" otabin asked, looking up to his mama whom looked down at him. giving
him a soft smile "i have something to deal with mommy, okay? go to your rooms for now." she
replied, patting her son's head and waited till the servants took her children away from here before
pushing the doors open to see a man on his knees in front of amity.

luz's alpha growled at the sight of another alpha in her wife's presence. while amity is anticipating
for what happens next, the man's eyes widens as at the sight of the angered higher alpha.

"you dare mock me, your emperor! scum!" luz roared, her eyes violently turning red as she snarled
at the man. he almost stumbled when he stood up "no no, my emperor! i did no such thing!" he
said, trying to lie his way out.

"you have been the most persistent on having my wife even though our wedding was widely told in
public. you still chase. i don't know if i find it amusing or annoying." luz grabbed the man's collar
and slammed him onto the ground, knocking the wind out of him.

the alpha started to kick him, punching him as luz has been bottling up anger for this man when she
saw him serenade amity which the twins sabotaged before luz did something hasty now amity isn't
even holding the alpha back.

what really ticked her off is when amity told her when she got home of a victorious war between
the northerns. the man tried to come into the castle and serve a sort of substitute of luz even though
the twins, willow and gus are here to aid her with her children.

to think that you're out in the battlefield, fighting and back home, a random stranger wants your
wife. wants to take her away from you. how would you not be pissed off?

with the man's face completely covered of blood and bruises. luz's knuckles are red and her levels
anger is slowly coming down. "get your obnoxious face out of this kingdom." she spat. the man



barely stood straight as he rushed out of the throne room, leaving the feral emperor to be calmed by
the empress.

as amity wiped the blood off luz's hands, she snapped her head at her "why did you allow him do
such deplorable act in front of you?" she asked. amity looked at her with a raised brow "a kiss in
the foot isn't that bad." she said.

amity heard the alpha growl as she turned her head away to look at the agar door. the empress
grabbed luz's cheek to make her look at her again "but you sure did made sure that he won't come
back." she said, pecking luz's cheek.

"wait a sec.." luz blinked and her normal hazel hues returned "was this your plan?"

amity giggled, "does it matter?" she tiptoed slightly to meet luz's lips, giving a soft kiss. "i love
you, my emperor." she whispers as their lips lingered for each other while they stared in their hues.

"i love you too, my empress."



Repeat After Me

Chapter Summary

yandere amity x dependant luz

requested smut

inspiration; 'repeat after me' by the weeknd

devil on my shoulder.

the light clicking of heeled shoes against the tilted floors are heard as she entered the school
building. it's rather empty and cold. maybe it's from the boiling raining? she barely managed to get
here, she didn't predict a rain was coming today.

doesnt understand. we're alone.

slowly walking across the hallway, she doesn't know why the school is so barren. she can only hear
her breathing and own heartbeat in this. she was about to open her locker to take a textbook but-

you know where.

luz jumped as a loud sound rang through the entire school, she snapped her head to side to see a
potion track student was slammed to the wall, making a big hole. luz didn't see them get up as
crimson red dripped out of the hole which made panic quickly rise in her.

devil on my shoulder.

the human fixed her bag and started to head towards the doors but it was closed, locked in front of
her. she looked over her shoulder to see a tall, teal eyed abomination standing at the end of the
hallway.

doesnt understand.

luz thought that it's going to charge and kill her but she watched it's stomach melt open to let
someone out of them. her eyes widens as she sees amity step out of the abomination, her gaze
immediately set on luz which made her smile. it's not a comforting one.

darkness again.

"luz! i thought you weren't gonna come to school today. it would've been dull." amity said while
walking towards luz whom backed up to the door. "amity, who was that?" she asked, looking at the
potion student.

darkness has come.



amity shrugged "dunno." as the blight gets closer and closer, luz can see her uniform has splatters
of blood, her pink pants and sleeves are drenched of it. luz tried to run but her abomination caught
her ankle and made her fall onto the floor.

luz was pulled back with amity staring down at her with her golden hues empty. "w- what is
happening?! what did you do?!" she yelled, she tried to pull her paper and pen out of her back,
amity kicked it out of her hand and the abomination tore her bag off.

"nothing much really. just got rid of competition. especially boscha. she's been giving you gazes
and i hate it." amity said rather vaguely, she made the abomination raise luz to meet eye level.

"you came in just in time, actually. now, i can use this." amity made a medium spell circle that
pulsed pink for a moment before turning violent red and it went through luz's face which made her
shake her head a little as it sent a little tingle.

amity stared at luz's eyes, watching her hazel hues flicker back and forth to red. "repeat after me,"
she started, her voice soothing and it enraptured luz.

"you don't love her. you don't love her. you don't love her. if you're thinking of me." amity said that
one particular phrase over and over. luz and willow got together a few months ago, amity didn't
take it well to say the least. she can't handle the thought of her crush getting taken away from her.

good thing that neither willow and gus came to school. their parents probably warned them about
the boiling rain.

"you don't love her. you're just fucking, it means nothing to me." amity watched as luz's eyes finally
settled to a color. red. her body relaxed under her abomination's hold which made amity even more.

"i don't love her." luz finally said it, in trance due from the spell and amity's sweet voice. amity
made her abomination let her crush go, her legs wobbled but the blight held onto her and made her
front body press against the doors as she slowly grinds her crotch against luz's ass.

"keep saying it." amity whispers to the human's ear, biting it which made a whimper escape her
lips. amity grew fond of round ears everytime she sees luz. she continued to rub herself against her
while her hands burned off her clothes, letting it's ashes fall in front their feet.

"i don't love her." luz mutters while the blight's hands groped her tits, her fingers twisting her
nipples that made her unintentionally push back against amity's hips. a pleasured groan emitted
from the witch.

"i don't love her." she continues, she's fully naked in front of amity, her hand slithered down to her
snatch to dampen her up. she rubbed her nub making the human tremble and claw the door. amity
placed trails of kisses across luz's shoulder as she started to slowly hump.

"i don't.. don't love her." then, amity cupped luz's cheeks to make her look over her shoulder. "then
who do you love?" she asked. both of them stared at each other's hues, then tears started spilling out
of luz's eyes.

amity softens, she hushed the poor human "you don't have to cry, love. it's natural to find someone
that treats you right but, it ain't if you fuck her out of spite." she said, kissing the tears away. she
whipped her hardened cock out, rubbed it on luz's ass.



the witch grew worried about the spell wearing so soon for a moment but that wouldn't make sense.

"come on, luz. who do you really love? half a witch willow or me?" luz shuddered at the feeling of
the dick against. she really hasn't fucked with willow yet so.. amity is her first.

"y- you." and with that, amity shoved herself into the human whom screamed in both pleasure and
pain. she clawed the door harder as amity didn't take her time into thrusting into luz. "p- please..
slow down!" she begged as new tears welled up in the corners of her eyes.

"no. you don't know how i long i waited to have myself inside you and you asked me to take my
time?" amity aggressively slapped luz's ass, watching it turn red. "we have alot of opportunities
when i can take my time. but now,"

amity grabbed luz's cheeks once again to make her look at her "i'll fuck you so hard you won't even
need anyone but me, human. just me." she slammed her lips into luz's, her tongue easily slipping
inside as she invaded her cavern.

luz's consciousness is awake but she can't do anything because of the spell. she can feel everything,
the rough kiss, the hard thrusts but she's refrained to do anything like move her limbs. she doesn't
know if she's in shock or is the spell binding her.

all she can do is watch herself get claimed by the witch.

as amity pulled away, she looked down at her phallus speedily going in and out of her crush who's
wildly moaning along with rapid skin slapping. making it known that she belongs to amity as it
echoed through the various halls.

it was lucky for luz to not see the stacks of dead bodies just around the corner. but their blood is
slowly flooding the floor.

"ugh- fuck, you're so good! fucking tight!" amity growled, her grip on luz's hips tightens as she
never thought that the witch could go faster than now. "who do you love?!" amity repeated.

"you." luz answered but amity doesn't seem satisfied. "what?" she grabbed a handful of the human's
hair to make her look up to the ceiling.

"you!" luz said it again but in her normal voice this time. amity did a single hard thrust in luz
making her scream and jolt forward, "louder, bitch." the witch hissed before resuming her thrusts as
she's drawing closer to the edge.

"ah- YOU!!!" amity smirked at the reply. "good girl." she whispers and lets go out luz's hair.

"now fucking take it!!!" amity finally came inside of luz, stuffing her with her hot seeds that is a
little too much for the human to take in. some dripped out. the witch lets out a chuckle as she
finally claimed the one she loves, she kissed luz's head before pulling out. watching her fall to her
knees with her hole leaking out of the blight's cum while panting heavily.

luz feels tired. she wants to sleep which she didn't hesitate on doing. amity placed her sheathing
cock back inside her pants, she carried luz off the floor and looked down to see her sleeping
expression which tugged the blight's heart.



"don't worry luz. i'll take care of you from now on." amity whispered to human while she
commanded her abomination to serve as their armour before bursting through the wall to head back
to the manor. taking luz home.

 

i bet i seem fine.



Freefalling

Chapter Summary
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requested fluff (i actually dont know if they wanted this as a smut but here it is)

as a red mustang parked up to it's usual spot. she turned the car off and looked at her lover who's
taking off her seatbelt "i'll head out first?" she asked as she grabbed her bag off the backseat.

nodding, "i'll follow after." she said, leaning in to give her a kiss before she heads out of the car.
waving her a temporary goodbye as she went around the car and heads for the building with no one
suspecting a thing.

"hey, did you hear? blight and noceda are dating!"

"whaat?? that's bullshit! who'd date noceda?!"

the first thing luz hears when she comes into school are rumours about her dating the school's
prettiest jock. a smart one too, never thought jocks could have brains for once.

a sigh escaped luz's lips, she pulled her hoodie up and fixed her glasses as she just have to get to
her locker and head to first hour.

"yeah but not gonna lie, she kinda bad though."

"i mean, she's cute if she isn't weird."

BANG

"shit!" everyone stopped what they're doing as they heard a locker getting slammed or punched. the
last student who opened their mouth slowly looked up to see amity blight, the pride of hexside
beside them with her fist just inches away from their head.

"o- oh.. blight. i'm sorry." they said and it sounded like a pathetic whimper. "you're blocking my
locker." amity said, her voice low and commanding which made the students get off the lockers to
give the blight space.

"i- i'm sorry again. we didn't know you were-"

"just shut the fuck up and leave me alone." amity spat, glaring at them in the corner of her eye. the
students vigorously nodded their heads and immediately rushed out of there as the blight doesn't
seem to be in the mood to talk.

while amity gathering her things, luz looked at her through the cracks of her locker door. she can
see the annoyance in amity's face but it soften slightly when her eyes landed on luz.



she tore her eyes off her as amity closed her now dented locker and speed walked past luz without
sparing another glance or a word.

as luz closed her own locker, she watched the blight get farther and farther till she stopped beside a
trashcan to throw in a crumpled piece of paper.

luz immediately rushed towards it when amity turned to a corner, she peered down on the trash and
good thing no weird stuff is underneath it as luz picked it up.

"ew what the fuck?"

"why did she- did she just pick the trash??"

"fucking weirdo."

luz ignored all of the things being said to her as she uncrumpled the paper to see a well written
letter within.

'behind the bleachers. after school.'

a soft smile came on luz's face as she read that. she neatly folded the paper and slipped it inside her
pocket before heading for her first subject. feeling a little better than the first minutes she walked in
this place.

-----

"ey ey! the only thing that's flying is the ball not the bat! do that again and you'll be the second
thing that's flying!"

"sorry coach!"

luz hid behind the bleachers, she watched the baseball team do their drills but her eyes only set on
amity who's the pitcher. the blight's concentration is impeccable, her eyes are set dead straight
while her strength.. her strength is something else.

then, amity drew her arm that held the ball back as she raised her leg up. there was a pause, luz
counted the seconds in her head before whispering "now." and amity threw the ball in all her might.
it sped past the one swinging and straight into the glove.

amity dropped her bat and started running to the bases while the cheerleader team cheers for their
next hot girl summer date. luz rolled her eyes at that, she leaned back against the bleachers to wait
for this whole thing to end.

after a few minutes, she heard the coach yell; "homerun!! alright, 5 minute break everyone!
spectacular job as always, blight." the coach patted amity's shoulder whom nodded, she looked over
to the bleachers that is empty and is just filled with bags. she can see someone behind it.

amity was about to head there but she was halted by a horde of cheerleading girls, they bombarded
her with questions about if she's free this summer, does she have someone on the side and all that
bullshit.

"sorry, i'm not interested. you can take boscha." amity dismissed all of them and went past them as
she jogs towards the bleachers, ignoring the girls' whiny groans behind.



"hey." luz jumped as she saw amity's head suddenly pop out. she lets out a breathy giggle and fixed
her glasses "hey, um, i'm guessing it's another win this season huh?" she said as amity walked in
front of her with a smile only she is allowed to see.

amity leans in to give her lover a kiss whom reluctantly kissed back. she and luz got together after
their junior prom. no one would suspect of them being girlfriends really but they still want this
thing to be a secret.

when they pulled away, luz stuck out her tongue and plucked a small hair of grass. "bleh.. did you
trip or used your teeth to lawn the field?" she said, flicking the grass off.

"just tripped." amity replied, giggling. her hands holding her waist. "you're free tonight, right?" she
asked. luz hums, she slowly coiled her arms up to the blight as her fingers softly rub her head.

"if i said yes, what's in it for me?"

"a nightly activity perhaps?" luz giggles once again, she can see amity's covet in her golden hues.
"oh but in what terms, miss blight?" the noceda tested which amity can't back down on. she slowly
leaned down on luz's neck, watching her slightly shiver as her hot breath hits her.

"do you insist on being fu-"

"HOLY FUCK! OH SHIT!!" luz impulsively pushed amity off her and her cheeks turned beet red
as she saw one of amity's teammates bewildered on see the perfect and the nerd lavishing each
other.

"YO THE RUMOURS ARE RIGHT!! I WAS RIGHT! SHIT!!! HEY EVERYBODY LOOK
WHAT I FOUND OUT-"

while amity's teammate is going to broadcast their not so secret relationship anymore. amity sighed
deeply as she pinched the bridge of her nose "um.. i'm sorry." luz said, looking down.

"no no, don't. it's not your fault, ahm.." amity rubbed the back of her head as she thinks of
something to get them out of here before a wave of fanatics come at them. "wanna ride out of
town?" she asked.

luz looked at her lover, she is free today, she told her mami she'd be going out. smiling, luz nodded
"yeah." amity offered her hand for the noceda whom gladly took it and race out of there with
people demanding answers behind them.



A Mistake doesn't always end as a Regret
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"sorry, luz but you can't come with." lucia said as she loaded her revolver with silver bullets while
her little sister is whining beside her. "why?? i'm perfectly capable of being a hunter like you and
papa!" luz said, attempting to grab the extra revolver but lucia slappped her hand.

"yeah, you have the attributes of a hunter but you're missing one thing." lucia slipped her gloves on
and tightened the strap of her belt before looking down at luz "you can't kill a werewolf. you're too
sympathetic."

luz frowns "i can apathetic! just give me a chance, lucia!" she retorts, wanting to prove she's more
than what she lets out on. lucia sighs deeply "sorry, dweeb. but i can't risk of you getting sliced into
piece." she said and ruffled luz's head.

lucia watched her little sister droop made her grumble under her breath "fine. take this." she handed
luz the extra revolver, luz weighted it as a smile came to her lips. "tha-"

"ah ah ah! you won't be going out there." lucia stopped luz as she knows what she'll say. "wha?"

"you'll stay here and guard the house, if there's a werewolf. don't hesitate on shooting it. your life
literally depends on it, luz." luz looked down at the gun once again before sighing and nodding.
"okay." she replied.

lucia softly smiles, she patted luz's back and swung the door open "i'll see you later, twit. don't
make a mess!" she reminded before heading out of the house to hunt the prominent werewolf that's
been roaming these woods for a while. making the nearby village agitated with it's presence.

luz listened to her sister's receding footsteps outside till all she can hear is a the owl hooting. she
swiftly grabbed a belt to place the gun in it's holster along with a lamp and heads for the backdoor
as she doesn't wanna go to the direction lucia went.

luz wants to prove that she's capable of killing werewolves like lucia, she knows it's capable. she
took a deep breath in and started to head down the woods with the lamp providing her light.

"i'm a good hunter like lucia. i know how to shoot a gun!" luz pepped talked herself as she trekked
down the imaginary path through the woods while listening to various sounds the place emits. "i'll
show her. i'll bring the werewolf's head home just to prove it!"

snap



"eep!" luz hastily grabbed her gun out of the holster as she heard a branch getting snapped that she
isn't responsible of. she shined her lamp around the vicinity with the revolver cocked and loaded.
luz sucked up her breath as she looked around to see if there's something or something with her.
stalking her.

then, all of the sudden, a roar is heard behind luz which snap her head to see a werecreature pounce
on her. luz grunted as her grip on the lamp loosened when she was slammed onto the ground, she
looked up to see a pair of feral gold eyes glaring down at her.

"you." luz mutters as she remembers her sister's description of the werewolf she's hunting. gritting
her teeth, luz kicked the creature's stomach and rolled out before it could crush her. the noceda
aimed the gun at the werewolf, about to pull the trigger but it slashed luz's shoulder making her
scream in pain.

backing up, luz touched her bleeding shoulder, looking down to see her blood before clenching her
fist. she aimed the gun once again at the werewolf and didn't stall on shooting it's leg. it lets out a
howl of anguish at the burning pain.

slightly panting, luz lowered the gun and winced as she held her shoulder. she slowly walked up to
the werewolf, now seeing it's auburn coat with lighter tone and has a mint green color in it's
underbelly.

"you.. you're the one who's been causing alot of trouble for everyone here. that's gonna end
tonight." luz said, lifting her gun once again to aim for the werewolf's head. it growled while it held
it's bleeding leg, luz stared at it's eyes that held spite towards the hunter along with something that
made luz have a second thought.

the longer she stares at the werewolf, the more her soft side appears. the werewolf perked up when
it saw luz's hold on her gun before dropping it with a sigh. "fuck. i can't do it. i just can't." she
mutters, hanging her head low.

"lucia's right. i can't kill you. i'm so sorry." luz placed the gun back in the holster and knelt down in
front of the werewolf who'd watching her actions. "let me fix it." she said as she plans on treating
the damage she caused.

when her hand is mere inches away, the werewolf snarls and moved away from luz. "i'm trying to
help you! it's the least i can do. i can't leave you here wounded because of me." she said, she softly
placed her hand onto the werewolf's, seeing it grow tense under her touch.

luz didn't do anything as she waited for the werewolf to trust her a little, when the creature allowed
her to remove it's hand off the wound. she saw the blood stain it's fur and ooze down to the grass,
luz pulled out a roll of bandages that comes along the belt and looked up to the werewolf.

"you might wanna bite on something. i have to take it out." luz said, the werewolf tilts it's head to
the side, trying to figure out what the hunter meant by that before it hit them. "just make sure the
thing you bite isn't me."

luz took a deep breath in and started to squeeze the creature's leg in attempt to just pop the bullet
out as she doesn't want to stick her finger inside that might do worse than good. the werewolf roars
and clawed the ground beside it as it grits it's teeth tightly.



as luz got the bullet out, she wiped the blood off the wound and hurriedly wrapped all of the
bandages around the werewolf's leg till she's satisfied. luz looked up to the werewolf who's staring
at her with it's tongue slightly out.

"the best i can do." luz said, standing up "i'm sorry again." the werewolf followed it's gaze at luz
who's walking away from them while holding her own wound.

something must've triggered inside the creature as they pushed luz down onto the ground once
again. "hey! i'm gonna bother you again, please don't kill me!" luz begged, trying to squirm out of
the werewolf's hold but she heard fabric tearing behind and she around.

"hey- nghm.." luz clasped her hand to her mouth as she felt the werewolf lick her wound, cleaning
it while it's claws tear her clothes off, leaving her bare. "stop.." luz whispers, the werewolf looked
up to her as it stopped licking.

they emitted a growl before easily lifting luz off the floor and pressed her up on the tree with them
getting in between her legs. luz gasped as she felt something hard and wet against her, she looked
down to see the werewolf unsheathed cock rubbing on her.

"you.. you're in heat.. are you?" luz asked, she looked up to the werewolf's eyes that is filled of lust.
to be honest, luz never thought she'd lose her virginity to a werewolf and it's turns her on.

the werewolf nuzzled it's snout on luz's neck as she held onto their broad shoulders. "ah.. please,
take it slow.." luz mutters. the creature replied with a huff before licking her neck and gently sank
it's fangs into the noceda's flesh as they slowly push it's phallus in.

luz moaned loudly, she gripped the werewolf's fur as she flesh it's dick slip inside her while it's
teeth are still on her neck. marking her.

when the creature is fully inside luz, it didn't move as it can sense she's in pain at the intrusion.

luz slowly gave a nod, letting the werewolf move their hips to start thrusting into her. the noceda
squeaked, she buried her head onto the wolf's chest as it didn't take long for them to quicken their
pace. she can hear it's heavy pants above her.

then, luz jolted up when the werewolf started slamming inside her "aah! ah- fuck.." the werewolf
clawed the tree as they stuck their tongue out, clearly liking fucking the human.

the woods grew quiet when it heard the werewolf mate, it listened to their moans, pants and growls
as the creature is growing relentless to the human. not sparing a moment of faltering. luz dragged
her nails on the werewolf's shoulder making them lightly roar, she looked up at them once again
only to be licked in the face as a form of kiss.

"shit.. i'm close! please aahhh!!" luz leaned against the werewolf, resting her head to it's chest as
she listens to their rapid heartbest while they gripped her ass tightly. both of them are drawing
closer to the edge.

the werewolf lets out a howl as they came inside luz, stuffing her up. they imprinted her as she's
their mate for life now. luz shuddered at the feeling of cum shooting inside her, some spilled out to
the ground but it wouldn't matter as luz can feel the creature's cock is still hard inside.



the werewolf slowly pulled out of luz, letting their seed leak out of her then they raced out of there
while holding luz close to them as they speedily went past many trees till they reached a clearing.

luz watched as the creature jumped as high as they can, clawing the cliffside and climbed up till
they reached a lit cave. the werewolf entered the cave, gently placed luz down on the makeshift cot
before shifting into their half form.

the werewolf behold itself to luz, letting her see their human form while still having were attributes.
amity looked down at her mate who's bewildered, she knelt down in front of her and caressed her
cheeks.

"i'm amity blight, your mate." she said, leaning closer to luz. "m- my what?" luz heard her but she's
confused. "my mate." amity repeats, she got in between the noceda's legs and started kissing luz's
neck. especially her mark before moving up to her lips.

luz looked at the blight girl in front of her, not gonna lie, she's quite beautiful. she kissed back
while she feels amity rub her hardened cock against her sensitive clit making her softly moan in the
kiss.

as they pulled away, amity looked down as she aligned herself once again in her mate before easily
slipping inside. both of them moaned at the same time, letting it echo in the cave walls. amity
started to thrust inside her mate, she pulled luz down for more access as their hands are tightly
intertwined.

"augh.. fuck, i like how you can easily take me!" amity growled, she looked down at luz who's
getting lost in heaven as she roughly thrust into her. "a- amity! please- ah fuck!!" luz arched her
hips up making the werewolf roll her head back and bite her up.

meanwhile down in the woods, lucia has been hearing the moans for awhile and she thought it's just
mating season and she's gonna get two kills tonight but she hasn't seen any werewolves or the one
she's after.

amity leaned down to kiss luz once again as she can feel herself get closer, she slipped her tongue
inside her mate's mouth. their tongues dances with each other as it muffled their moans till finally.

the werewolf abruptly pulled away to let out a howl as she came inside luz again, both of them
cummed at the same time. amity hung her head low as she and luz panted heavily. "what's your
name?" amity asked as she forgot the most simple question to query before claiming luz.

"luz.. luz noceda."

-----

multiple thumps on the ground is heard, they speedily passed the trees as they got out of the woods.
a roar escaped one of them when they jumped up to the mountain, climbing it with ease till they
saw a lit cave above.

amity snap awoke, she immediately shifted into a werewolf and lets out a snarl as she sees another
werewolf outside of her sanctum. the first werewolf who got to the landing shifted back to their
human form.



"where have you been?! you've been gone for 3 fucking days! you know you could've sent us a
notice you're going to-" the eldest blight, amelia, stopped talking when she smelled something.
edric and emira shifted back to their human forms as well when they reached the cave.

amelia deeply frowned, she walked inside the cave and peered her head through her little sister to
see a human clenching a blanket close to her. "you fucked a human?!" amity transformed back to
her human form and glared at her sister.

"what's your damage? i can have whatever mate i want!" amity retorted. "you-" amelia took a deep
breath in as she got the rest of the sentence "you can't have a human as a mate, amity! do you know
how fucking screwed you are if mother and father finds out?!"

"and?! let them! they don't need to be involved of what luz and i have!"

BANG

everyone jumped as they heard a gunshot below and a hook suddenly appeared, clinging onto the
edge of the landing then a war cry is heard quickly rising up to where they are and someone swiftly
landed in between the twins whom are pushed to the side.

"ALRIGHT YOU FUCKS! WHERE'S MY FUCKING BABY SISTER?!?!"

"lucia." luz mutters as she sees her sister outside the cave. she wants to hug her but she's still sore
down there. lucia flashed a relieved smiled at the sight of her little sister is face but it dropped as
she's surrounded by werewolves.

"luz, i told you i stay in the fucking house!" lucia said as she slowly walked inside the cave with
her guns pointed at the two blights. amelia seemed to recognise lucia "i can't believe it! a noceda
too?! we're fucking screwed, amity!"

"the fuck did you do to luz?!" lucia knelt down and turned luz's head to the side to reveal her mark.
amity groans as she pinched the bridge of her nose "can we use other curse words than fuck?"

"fuck you!" lucia and amelia said in unison.

"and you! i fucking know you, bitch!" lucia said, standing up as she pointed her gun at amelia
whom rolled her eyes. "oh really." she replied, her tone dripping of sarcasm. "your sister fucked
mine! now you're gonna pay with your head!"

"wait wait, please lucia stop!" luz broke up the two up before things get bloody. "i.. i accepted
amity, okay. it's not her fault." she explained as she pulled the provided blanket closer to her..

lucia deeply frowned at that, she looked at amity who's hugging luz whom hugged back. "oh this is
great. this fucking great you guys!" she said, throwing her arms in the air as she's losing her shit
over this.

"fine, you know what. if luz is happy with you, i'm fine with it but hurt her once. i won't hesitate
wiping out your bloodline." lucia threatened, making due of that promise as she glared at amelia
whom scoffed.

"i'd like to see that, hunter." she sneered. "oh you better watch your mouth, mutt." lucia warned as
she placed the gun under amelia's chin.



"also, we're having pups." amity said.

there was silence between lucia, amelia and the twins before; "pardon?"
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the sounds of many cars speedily passing by in front, the incoherent chatter in all sides surrounds
her along with the neon lights flashing behind her. she took out a half empty box of cigar as well
with the lighter, tapping one stick out and placed it on her lips.

she tried to set the lighter alight but no flame appears. frowning, she shook it for a moment and
tried once again only to end in the same result.

"need one?" she blinked as she saw a purple lighter in front of her face, she notices a fingerless
glove, her gaze followed up to their leather black jacket and to see their face. she didn't recognise it
or maybe they're just wearing an ivy cap.

"yeah. thanks." she accepted the lighter to open her cigar, finally, taking in the first puff and let it
out. "no prob." her eyes widens as she finally puts a finger on that voice.

amity snapped her head to look at the person once again to see that their hat is off to reveal their
curly hair under it and face against the neon. "hey, blight." luz tipped her hat to amity whom looked
at her up and down.

luz wore a simple white tee under her leather jacket and ripped jeans. she grew taller the last time
the blight saw her.

"the hell are you, a hot rod?" amity asked, averting her eyes from the noceda. they know each other
back in highschool, dumped a few times and became friends before having a falling out.

now, both of them are in both ends of the spectrum once again.

"oh i wish. i think the question also applies to you." luz said, placing her cap back on and swiftly
took her lighter back to have her own stick. amity scoffs as she rolled her eyes "this only part time.
it's hard to pay rent in this shithole." luz hums in acknowledgement in that.

"yeah, i feel ya but what i'm puzzled about is me seeing the little miss perfect of hexside be
standing in front of the red lights of the isles." luz looked down at amity who wouldn't spare a
glance.



the blight wore fishnet leggings along with gloves, high heels, a black buttoned short skirt and crop
top.

"i already said my reason, right? why don't you get out of my hair, hm? oh right, you don't know
how." amity sneered, still a little sour at the times luz tried (unintentionally) ruin her junior years.

"gee blight, still as welcoming as ever." luz mutters as she rolls her eyes, she took her cigar out of
her lips to let out her puff. "look at you. no longer a bitch."

the noceda chuckles, "ah well. working with the flatfoot are tough, you know. never know what's
coming next." she replied. amity stopped for a moment when she heard that one particular word,
she slowly turned her head to look at luz once again who's staring at the traffic.

"i've been watching you. you've dipped yourself into some deep shit, didn't you?" amity gulped, she
picked up her bag and tried to leave but luz caught her arm. "let me go." she said, tugging to get her
arm back but luz didn't. she's not holding her tightly.

"you've met some sketchy people-"

"this place is filled with sketchy people, luz." amity corrected and she still tries to pull her arm back
but luz still held her. "okay, fair point but hear me out, okay?" she slowly pulled the blight towards
her to talk.

amity growled, she finally able to get her arm back and crossed it. "should've told me you work
with the fucking police now." she mutters. "yeah well.." luz scratched the back of her head "and
what the fuck do you mean you've been watching me?"

"you're hard to ignore! you're an eye catcher, i guess some things never change." luz replied, raising
her hands as a sort of weighing things since she doesn't know. amity grumbles as she feels her
cheek grow warm when she heard that.

"okay, look. you've.. um.. you've met alot of people here and-"

amity scoffs "you can say 'serviced'." she said, seeing the embarrassed expression of the noceda
amuses her. "whatever. if it helps you sleep at night."

"do you know someone by the name of kikimora?" luz got to the chase as amity kept cutting her
off. amity hums, she lets out another puff while slowly swaying. "what i did? alot of people here is
a kiki." she replied.

luz rose a brow at her, she didn't say anything and just watched the blight slowly break till "fine."
she threw her hands up in frustration which made luz brighten slightly "but, getting information
here doesn't come free, stud." amity said, flicking the ashes of the cigar at luz.

"yeah, i figured. 200?" luz took out her wallet and was about to take out her bills but amity stopped
her, her eyes widens in surprise at the price "damn but i think you forgot you're in the red light
district." she said, pointing at the sudden change of the neon lights behind them. business is open.

it was a good thing that amity couldn't see the blush on luz's cheeks as the realisation hits her like a
truck.



"oh..." amity chuckles. luz placed her wallet back and started to think this through. "think about it.
you'll be a great help on my rent and you'll get the info you need as well giving it down some
slack," amity said, pointing down at luz's pants. "or it already is. either way, this is a win win for
both of us."

then settling to a conclusion as amity dropped her finished cigar, extinguishing it. sighing, "i'll
make it 250 if you tell me where they are." luz said, offering her hand to amity whom smirked at it
and gladly took it.

"let's go to the spot." amity said as both of their hands shook, sealing their deal for tonight. luz
nods, she pulled her hand back and took out her car keys, she lead the blight to the parked blue and
white striped chevrolet.

amity whistled, she smoothly dragged her hand on the front of the car. seeing herself faintly reflect
on the hood. "who would've thought your paycheck's loaded." luz chuckles as she shakes her head
"no. i just borrowed this from miss eda. come on." she said and got inside the driver's seat.

"someone's eager." amity got beside luz as she starts up the car. "i just don't wanna be spotted here
and give the station a bad image." luz replied.

"good cops doesn't exists, luz. it could with you but you have a prostitute in your car. that says
alot."

luz looked at amity at the corner of her eye, she's leaning against the door while looking out of the
window, watching the many lights passing lights. "you're not a prostitute. you're my friend." she
said.

"was." amity mutters. "no. you're still my friend and you're helping me in this case even if it means
giving my first to you." the blight's eyes widens at that, she snapped her gaze at the noceda who's
focused on the road.

"what the fuck? how old are you?" luz gave her a single glance before returning to the road.

"same age as you." amity's 24. it baffles her but at the same time, it doesn't since luz is an goody
two shoes. a tainted one.

"holy shit." amity leaned back and placed her hand to her temple, luz giggles at the blight's reaction
of her still a virgin. "holy fucking shit!" she repeated, expressing her pure bewilderment.

"i know right!" luz agrees "why the fuck- why? how?" she shrugs.

"i guess.. i haven't found the right one, yet you know and i don't know how to answer the 'how'
part." luz replied, fully turning her head to look at amity who's softly smiling while shaking her
head. both of them stopped for a moment as their eyes stared deeply into each other before amity
broke it.

"keep your eyes on road or i won't give you head." luz snapped her head eyes back onto the road
but when she caught the rest of the sentence, she pursed her lips as her cheeks heated up again "i.. i
don't know how to feel about that."

amity bursts out of laughter, luz couldn't help but laugh along as it's contagious. they rode down the
isles, the atmosphere between them is lighter than the back in the street. or perhaps amity knows



luz. who knows.

as they got to the spot where luz and amity shared their first dance. it was when amity was stood up
and luz was there for her, things weren't great between them at the time but amity had no choice but
to accept.

luz parked the car just a few inches away from the cliff, she tapped the steering wheel and timidly
gave the blight glances as she doesn't know how these kinds of things work. then, amity turned up
the radio "hey," luz looked at her and immediately felt a soft pair of something.

then, it hit her. amity is kissing her.

luz slowly closed her eyes as she kissed back. she doesn't know how loud amity turned the radio
but the music is blaring in her ears while her whole body melts under the blight. her hands travelled
around the noceda's lean figure, making her take off her jacket, throwing it to the back.

as they pulled away, they stared into their eyes once more before amity attacked luz's neck. placing
soft kisses while her hand slither down to her thighs, rubbing them and feeling her bulge. her other
hand went up to luz's shirt, grasping one of her tiddies.

"do you wanna a pop a cherry?" amity asked, her voice husky and luz slowly nods as a reply. the
blight looked down, seeing the damage she made which made her smirk, she sluggishly pulled the
zipper down and she can tell luz is getting impatient but didn't want to get forceful. how sweet.

amity motioned for luz to shimmy her pants down just enough reveal her boxers with someone
wanting to say hello to her. she pulled the boxers to pull her hard dick out, amity was surprised to
see luz is quite big.

"i'm astonished that you're still a virgin with this monster." amity said as she grabbed luz's cock
which made her flinch slightly, she didn't respond but amity doesn't mind as she ran her tongue up
on luz. "ah.." luz softly groans as she watched the blight working on her.

amity watched the noceda's expressions, her cheeks broadly exposed in the night. for some reason,
she doesn't feel a sort of emptiness for luz. whenever she looks at her clients' faces, she doesn't feel
excitement, maybe she's been doing this for a while and that she turned numb.

but not for luz.

she took the entire cock in her mouth without triggering her gag reflex, luz lets out a quiet squeak
as she tightly gripped the edges of her seat. amity grabbed one of luz's hands to place it on her
head, wanting for her to grip it which she instinctively did.

"ah.. your mouth's.. fuck.." luz mutters, she softly rubbed amity's head before looking at her ass.
she's hesitant but this is only a one time thing, figured she'd make the most of it. luz used her other
hand to grip the blight's head while she reaches for her ass.

amity hums as she felt luz's hand caress her, she looked up to see her the noceda is fixated on her
lower half which made her speed up, she felt the hand on her head turn tight.

breathy moans escaped luz's mouth as she slipped amity's thong down and rubbed her wet pussy
making her twitch. she slowly pushed her first finger inside, luz bit her lip when she felt vibration
on her dick as amity moans. she started finger the blight when she added another digit.



muffled moans are heard from amity, she bobbed her head rapidly as her tongue swirled around the
girth. when she pulled up, her tongue fiddled with the tip. seeing the cute redness of the tip made
amity chuckle but it dropped as she felt luz's fingers go faster in her.

"aah.. you're making it hard to believe that you're still pure." amity said as she slowly leans in
towards luz's lips while her hand is swiftly rubbing her cock "i've.. i've watched some.. you know."
luz replied, eyeing the blight's red lips coming closer.

"ooh. enlighten me, noceda."

"oh shut up." their lips met once again while their hands are busy pleasuring each other. amity
gripped luz's shoulders as she tilts her head to the side, wanting more, she bit luz's lips which made
her open her mouth. their tongues smoothly danced with one another then luz lets out a strained
moan as she's coming.

when they pulled away, both of them looked down at amity's hand rub her like crazy while luz's
hips unconsciously thrust up to. after a few more, amity leaned back down and took the tip inside
her mouth as luz finally came.

the blight took all of the noceda's cum inside her mouth, letting it spew inside while some trickled
out. luz panted softly, she leaned back against her seat and closed her eyes for a moment, she
groaned when she felt amity's tongue clean her tip before pulling out with a pop.

amity pushed her hair behind her ear as she gave the noceda a predatory look while cum rolled
down the side of her mouth, luz wiped it off and noticed amity is slowly bouncing down on her
hand. "get out of the car." she instructed which luz followed.

she opened the car in it's fullest and watched amity move to her seat then let out only half of her
body out. "go on. or you won't be getting that precious information." amity said, shaking her ass as
she beckons luz who's slowly losing it.

luz lifts the blight's skirt up, showing off her plump ass before slowly rubbing her phallus against
her. she heard a low hum from amity "s- should i just wing it or.." she asked.

"do you want the address or not?" amity taunts. luz gulps, she spreads her ass and pushed her tip in
first before pushing the rest of her till there's nothing left. amity moaned as she feels herself getting
stretched to get accustomed to the noceda's bulk, she bit her lip when she felt luz started to move.

"aahh.. fuck yes.." amity groans, she gripped the edge of the seat as her body slightly jolts forward
at every thrust. "ames.. you're so tight.." luz whispered as she gripped the blight's tightly, when she
sees that amity is okay in her beginning pace, she sped up which made her really let out her voice.

"fuck! oh god.. ah luz!!" amity doesn't understand why she's into this but it feels so fucking good.
she just fakes her moans to her clients since they can't pleasure her right but this? this is as good as
her first fuck. better even.

luz pulled up her shirt, biting it as she watches herself go in and out of the blight. with the
moonlight above, it gives this salacity scene an ethereal atmosphere as amity's pale complexion
shines.

amity shivered as she heard luz growl next to her ear when she bent down, she moved her hips to
follow luz's pace while she pulls her crop top down for her to grope one of her tits and trail soft



kisses across her shoulder.

"ahh.. amity, you're so good shit!" luz grits her teeth when she felt amity's insides squeeze her,
"more! more, please!" amity begs, she never begs. she rolled her head back as she felt luz go faster
than before and her hot breath against her neck. she knows what she wants to do.

"just do it." amity said, luz looked at her before biting her neck to leave a hickey and slammed her
lips against the blight's whom didn't hesitate on kissing back. as they pulled away, luz rested her
head onto amity's shoulder while her hips are relentless.

both of them are in their own world by now. engulfed by pure euphoria as none of would even
bother to check if there's a peeping tom in their vicinity. the radio kept blasting music that only sets
the mood between them. it's perfect.

"yes- ugh! luz i'm so close!" amity moaned, "wait for me.." luz lets out a gruff and she slammed her
hips one time against the blight which made her squeal before resuming. "ah.. i love you."

neither knows if it's sincere but, at least for tonight, they can say those three words. even if it's not
real.

"i love you too."

in a final thrust, amity finally came with a long moan while luz clenched her teeth as she tries not to
come inside amity. she pulled out and shot her cum onto the blight's back, letting it paint her till
she's done.

both of them panted heavily as they calmed down from their high, luz took off her shirt to wipe her
cum off amity's back and tossed it in the backseat. "you good?" luz asked, leaning down to see if
amity is okay.

a nod is earned, amity slowly pulled herself up and sat down on the seat with a sigh. "wow." she
mutters, blinking as she fixed her dishevelled hair. luz grabbed the water bottle sitting in the
compartment and handed it amity whom thanked her before drinking all of it.

"heh. you're probably the most considerate one in my list." amity said, giving the empty bottle back
to luz. "i just wanna make sure you're fine after that." she replied, she took her wallet out once
again and swiftly offered 250 dollars to amity.

but amity shook her head "no no. keep it. anyways, the person you mentioned lives down in
crouker lane, in a sort of rundown warehouse or some shit." she gave the detective the information
"you went there?" luz asked which the blight nods to.

"i see. thanks, ames. here for your rent." luz still persists on giving amity to money. "i told you, you
can keep it." she pushed the noceda's hand back but she shook her head "no way. you kept your end
of the deal, it's only fair if i did as well." she said and there's no changing in luz's mind.

sighing, amity pulled her crop top down and grabbed the money to place it in between her tits.
"thanks.. that was a good fuck." she mutters, looking away as her cheeks slowly became warm.

luz softly smiles "you were pretty good too. um.. thanks amity for.. popping my cherry." she said
still embarrassed in saying some terminologies. amity finds it cute "hey, if this whole endeavour is
done. you know where to find me." she said, pulling onto luz's bra to make her lean down to kiss.



"i'm looking forward to it." luz whispers before giving the blight a kiss again.
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"and this is king, my best friend." luz said, she placed her hand on top of a night fury but he has
horns, one is chipped. the dragon leaned up his rider's hand and narrowed his eyes at amity.

"he looks like he doesn't like me." amity said, seeing the way king looks at her. luz waved her hand
in dismiss "nah. he just needs some time to warm up with you." she said, she kneeled down beside
king and softly pat the dragon's head.

"king is a rare type of night fury. he was the one who found me stranded up shore, had a bumpy
first impression but we got there, right buddy?" king bellowed as luz started scratching his chin,
making one of his hind legs kick rapidly as he likes when luz coddle him.

amity softly giggles at the sight which broke king from his immersion and growled at the blight
"hey hey, be nice." luz said, she chuckles as she stood up again. "say, i didn't see your boat. how did
you get here?" she asked.

amity smirks "let me show you." she placed both of her fingers to her lips and whistled in a high
pitch, king looked up to the hole in the ceiling that the other dragons that fly in and out of. then, a
loud screech is heard like a shooting star.

both riders and dragon watches a dragon that didn't come from the nest swiftly flew inside and
soared through the air. the dragon passed luz and king overhead before landing beside amity.

"luz, king. this is otabin." amity introduced her dragon whom nuzzled their snout to her face. the
dragon has a brown and auburn palette, they have 10 horns all over their face and towered king
who feels offended at the height difference. otabin stared down at the night fury who's back scales
are rising, like he's telling them to back off.

meanwhile, luz beamed at the sight of the dragon. "they're so cool! how did you two meet?" she
asked, walking up to otabin, she offered her hand first to them to sniff and see that she's not a threat
before scratching them. "well, would you believe that the boiling isles accepts dragons now?"

luz stopped when she heard that, she looked at amity who's smiling as she's not lying. "i mean,
that's cool to think about but it sounds too good to be true ames." she said, bringing her hand down
to her sides.

"it's true! willow, gus, heck, even boscha has their own dragons now. everyone in the isles really
accept the dragons now." amity said, wanting for luz to see the truth. sighing, luz rubbed the back
of her neck as she contemplates on believing this or not. it's hard since both of them grew up seeing
the adults kill the dragons whom tried to steal their stock for winter.



"do you.. remember the time we raced with warthogs around the isles?" luz asked as she doesn't
wanna talk about it for now. amity easily remembers that time, they made alot of mess to say the
least. "how could i forget that?" she replied then she saw a smirk come on luz's face as she hopped
on king.

"race you to the kowik glacier!" king lets out a roar and immediately took the skies as luz said that.
both of them flew out of the nest, leaving amity flabbergast before she finally came to her sense.
"come on, otabin!" she got on her dragon and they took off as well.

up in the cold atmosphere, amity can hear luz's howls of excitement. she managed to get beside her,
seeing her arms stretched as the winds hit her making her hair and clothes fly behind her. "this is
what i like about flying!" she said as bring her hands down.

"feeling the winds against you, it makes you feel free! for years, the dragons has been free and
wanted to share that freedom with us!" luz said, closing her eyes as she engrossed herself. amity
felt her cheeks warm up at the sight of it, she never knew how much luz grown over the years.

"well, speaking of flying. some of us figured it out!" amity said, luz opened her eyes and looked at
her. about to ask what that meant but she watched amity let herself slip of otabin whom didn't go
after her, just watched as she went through the clouds.

"amity!" luz was about to fly down and get amity before she hits the frozen waters but she heard
her voice quickly arose then she appeared out of the clouds with her arms outstretched, she has
handmade wings attached and flew pass luz as she laughs.

"whoa.." luz whispers, she looked down at king who's also surprised before huffing. grinning, luz
followed after amity with otabin tailing behind their rider. "how'd you do that?!" luz asked as she
couldn't take the grin off her face.

"well, you know how i get when so much time with so little to do!" amity replied.

as both of them got to the kowik glacier, luz and king landed on the top with otabin, they waited for
amity to get down who's making circles. "come down!" luz yelled then her eyes widens as she saw
amity coming at her in full speed.

"watch out!" luz caught amity and she was slammed onto the cold iced floor with amity on top of
her. the noceda softly hissed as she wasn't prepared about that "i'm sorry!" amity said, quickly
getting off luz to let her sit up.

"haha, it's okay." luz replied with a toothy smile. amity blushed once again as she saw the smile that
always captivate her. there was silence between them when their eyes finally met but king
intervened. getting protective about his best friend.

king growled for amity to back off and otabin lightly bit their rider's clothing to pull her back. both
riders have protective dragons.

luz giggles "it's okay, bud. i'm fine." she said, softly patting king as she stood up, patting snow off
her. "it seems like you've been busy for the past 10 years." she walked towards the ledge and sat
down with king sitting beside her. "that'd be a long story." amity said, rolling her eyes as an
exaggeration.



"we have alot of time for long stories." luz patted the space beside her for amity to take as they
stared at the soon setting sun. they do have a few more hours till night comes. amity figured she'd
tell luz everything.

"things.. weren't the same without you back in the boiling isles. no one makes alot of noise than
you." amity starts as she nudged luz's arm making her chuckle but didn't add anything. "willow and
gus missed you daily, they prayed that somewhere out here. you're safe and good thing their prayers
came true." she continues.

luz softly smiles "they're good friends even if one of them hasn't returned for a decade." she
mutters. "the weirdness change has to be boscha." the noceda rose a brow at that.

"oh?" amity nods "yeah. we don't know why but she straightened up and started treating everyone
in the isles better but she's still a bitch." both of them snickered at that and there's silence once
again, a comfortable one as their dragons rested beside them.

"how are the twins?" luz asked. "annoying as ever." amity replied as she shook her head.

"how bout mami?" amity's smile slowly dropped at that question. she gulped and looked away,
otabin looked one eye to see if amity's okay as they sensed distress and hesitation.

"she's.. she's doing fine. she misses you alot, luz."

luz slowly nods "yeah. i miss the boiling isles. i missed you." she said, turning to look at the blight
whom grew flustered at that. "yeah.. me too." as they stared into each other's hues again, the space
between them started to grow less and less till their lips are only mere inches away.

ROAR

luz was abruptly pulled away by king while otabin wrapped their neck around amity. "wha- king,
lemme go, bud!" she said, trying to pull herself off king but he responded with an angry huff. "i'll
see you later, ames!" luz said, waving amity goodbye as she got carried away by the dragon.

amity waved back and looked down at otabin who's resting their head on her lap. "i was so close."
she said to them before placing her chin on top of their head. otabin replied with a low bellow like
they're agreeing.

"so close."
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comfortably laid on the bed as the sunlight shines outside the window only to be stopped by the
blinds. luz is sleeping in between amity and boscha whom held each other close, both witches
sandwiched the human.

all three of them are barely dressed as it's more cozy. luz snuggled up close to amity while boscha
scooped the noceda. it's been 2 years ever since luz dated two of the most popular witches of
hexside making her an untouchable force though luz doesn't see it.

boscha was the first to start waking up a stray of sunlight hits her directly in the eyes, softly
groaning, she slowly sat up from bed to see amity and her beloved. a small smile crept up to her
lips, she leaned down started to place soft kisses on luz's neck trailing down to her exposed back.

the witch smoothly rubbed luz's brown wings, while her own pink wings stretched as wide as it can
to awaken it. their bed is covered of shedding. boscha noticed amity twitched awake as the stripe of
sunlight is now hitting her eyes, she slowly opened her eyes and her gaze immediately fell on the
human getting pampered by boscha.

"good morning, boscha." amity mutters as she rubbed her eyes. "mornin', ames. wouldn't it a great
one if we wake her up too?" boscha replied, her eyes pointing at amity's shorts that is making her
morning wood. same goes to boscha.

"yeah," amity moved the hair out of luz's sleeping face as she softly caressed her cheek. "to think
we used to hate her because she's a human. now, we're sleeping with her, giving her love." amity
said, leaning down to give her lover a kiss on the cheek as she started whispering sweet things,
asking for her to wake up.

boscha chuckles "yeah. how the turntables, huh." she softly nipped luz's shoulder which made her
twitch. both witches pulled away as they watched their lover slowly wake up from her sleep. luz
opened her eyes to see amity and boscha looking down at her with their hues filled of love for her.

"i was having a nice dream." that was the first thing luz said. "does it involve of me fucking you?"
boscha asked as she attacked luz's neck making her neck. "nope." she replied then the witch gave
her a good morning kiss and let amity have one as well.

"what is it about?" amity asked as she kissed luz's forehead while she softly grabbed the human's
hand to place against her wood. luz slowly rubbed it and did the same to boscha without needing to
be asked. "i won't tell you." luz said as she watched her lovers' pleasured expressions.



"since you woke me up from that dream. i won't help you." luz said before slapping both amity and
boscha's crotch making them groan. the noceda giggles and flew off the bed before they could pull
her down then sped out of the room.

"hey!" boscha called for luz to come back but that usually doesn't work. "i guess she wanna that
today." amity said, spreading her wings before swiftly flying out along with boscha to see luz in the
kitchen making early morning coffee.

"come here!" boscha charged at luz, attempted to coil her arms around her but luz jumped overhead
and dodged amity. the human laughs as she avoids her lovers, both witches narrowed their eyes at
luz then boscha tried again only for luz to swerve left which amity took the opportunity to finally
catch her.

"ahaha! no, you caught me!" luz laughs, amity giggles and kissed her cheek. boscha walked in front
of luz, staring deeply into her eyes before cupping her cheeks "now i'm curious. what's up with this
dream, huh?" she asked as she pushed luz down to her knees.

"oh. where should i start?" luz said as she watched amity and boscha whip their cocks in front of
her. "beginning's good." amity replied, luz's hands gripped both dicks and started to lick their lips
simultaneously "well, we're in the house. still together but slightly older." luz starts before taking
boscha in first and continued to rubbed amity.

boscha hums, she can never get tired of luz's mouth. she lightly ran her hand on luz's head as she
bobs her head before pulling away to speak "but something's different." she said and took amity
next.

"oh? the emperor's dead?" amity guessed but luz shook her head, the blight lowly moans as she
feels the noceda's tongue fiddle with her tip "i became the emperor?" boscha took the wild guess,
when luz pulled away, she shook her head.

"we have kids."

there was no words uttered in three of them after that. "k- kids?" boscha repeats, baffled. luz nods,
both witches looked at each other which made luz sort of worry "you don't want to have kids?"

"no no! it's not that... it's just," amity grumbles as she trails off "are you sure about it?" boscha
finished the blight's thought as amity helped luz get up. "yeah, i kinda do actually." luz replied with
a dreamy look on her face as she recalls of the dream she just couldn't forgot like the rest.

sighing, the two witches sides of luz's cheeks, squishing her. "okay. let's make it happen." amity
said, grabbing luz's wrist as they lead her back to their bedroom. the saw their lover brighten up by
that.

as they got to the bedroom, boscha locked the door behind them and watched amity softly push luz
down to the bed, getting on top of her. luz and amity leaned in for a kiss, their tongues battling for
dominance while amity slipped luz's shorts off.

"let's make this special. for you." amity whispers as she took off her shirt along with luz. boscha got
beside of luz while amity praised the human's body, "hm.. i love you so much luz." the blight
whispers as her lips stopped on top of luz's tiddies, sucking on it while boscha took her lips.



amity's tongue toyed with luz's nipples, biting it softly before pulling away with a pop. boscha
moved down to her neck and started leaving love bites making luz whimper under them.

with the blinds became a mess from their ruckus earlier, it lets the sunlight in, shining down on
luz's exquisite body as her skin tone adds more to the ethereal scene in front of the witches. it's a
sight to behold.

amity grabbed both of luz's leg up as she grinds her cock against her wet clit. "ready?" she asked
and the human replies with a nod. amity pushed all of her inside luz making her moan loudly and
roll her head back, the witch sighed in bliss to feeling her lover squeeze around her.

the blight straightened her back and started to thrust into luz as she held her legs, boscha is
mesmerised on her lover's tits bouncing at every jolt and her pleasured face never ceased of turning
her on. "ah- aahh! ngh.. ames!" luz moans as she gripped the bed sheets.

luz slightly opened her eyes to look at boscha whom blew up when she saw the human's gaze, a
gaze only amity and boscha could see. "you're such a good girl, you know that." boscha said as she
softly cupped luz's cheeks, keeping her eyes on her.

"tell me you're a good girl."

"i'm- i'm a good girl.." luz repeated which made boscha smile, she gave her a sweet kiss as her hand
rubs her cock. "that's it, baby. you're a good fucking.. girl!" amity said, gritting her teeth tightly as
she slammed her hips into luz one at a time before continuing in her pace as she hears her lover's
slutty whines.

boscha placed her dick in front of luz whom opened her mouth for the witch to use her mouth. her
tongue running up boscha's girth making her have a tingling feeling. "aahh.. shit.." she mutters and
started to slowly thrust her hips as amity's pace became bestial.

amity dropped her hands to the mattress, she stared at luz's face and bent down to suck on her
boobs once again as she can feel herself get closer. the blight felt luz's hands gently grip her hair,
she looked up to the noceda's face to see boscha pulling out of her mouth for amity to kiss her.

"i'm close, luz. i'm coming.." amity whispers as she pressed her forehead against luz's. "me too!
please... please," she begs and the witch's hushes her.

with a few more thrusts, amity finally came inside luz the same time as her. the blight's wings
stretched wide, it covered both of them under it.

they both moaned in pleasure, their cum mixing inside luz which made shudder at the feeling. "i
love you." luz whispers and kisses amity again before she pulls out.

amity panted heavily as she slicked her hair back, both witches looked at their lover who's calming
down from her high. "still good, baby?" boscha asked, she floated off the bed as she carried luz and
leaned against the headboard with her sitting on her lap.

luz nods, she held onto boscha's shoulders "yeah. i'm okay." she replied. the witch ran her hands
around luz's back, smoothly rubbing her wings which made it slowly spread. "they're so beautiful."
boscha whispers.



"it was a surprise that a human like you was a able to get wings. still remember when she came to
school with these?" boscha looked at amity who's laid beside her. "yeah. everyone thought it was
breathtaking." amity adds as she smiles.

"you're special, luz. and we're so fucking lucky to have you." boscha lifts luz above her cock and
lets her slowly slide down, luz's grip on the witch's shoulders tightens as she takes her in till there's
nothing left. "i love you." boscha said and started to thrust up to her.

"i love you too! aahh! fuck-" luz moans, she rolled her head back slightly as she bounced down on
boscha while she thrusts into her. amity watched her lover get pleasured once again which made her
cock slowly turn hard, she sat up and got behind luz to start place her own love bites.

boscha took one of luz's nipples to suck on while she claws her shoulders. then, the witch picked up
her pace which made the human squeal and leaned down onto boscha as she feels her relentlessly
ram inside her.

amity plopped down next to boscha whom looked at her. they stared at each other, exchanging
unspoken things. they don't love each other but they respect one another because of luz. they love
her and would anything for her.

then, amity saw the witch grit her teeth, she can tell she's coming. "fuck.. luz, you're gonna have my
kin, aren't you?" boscha asked as she kissed her cheek. "y- yes!" luz replied. "good girl." amity
said.

when boscha came inside luz, the human lets out a dragged out moan and fell limp onto boscha as
she takes in all of her seeds. the witch sighed deeply and leaned back against the headboard, she
kissed the top of luz's head and gently settled her down beside her before pulling out.

the two of them coiled their their arms, they're bigger than the human so it's easy to spoon her. luz
is calming down in their warmth as cum leaked out of her hole. "you did so good, luz." amity
whispers, cuddling up to her.

"kinda curious to see what would our young ones look like." boscha said, burying her face to luz's
curly locks. luz softly giggles at that as she thinks about it, having her two lovers' kids, it makes her
feel warm.

"yeah. me too."

-----

a few years later. amity, luz and boscha finally got married, everyone in the boiling isles was
pleasant surprised but saw it coming as those three are head over heels for each other. while amity
and boscha's parents are rather resentful to their wife, they didn't invite them to their wedding.

their presence is not needed in that special day.

now, luz bore three kids. all of a mix of their parents and all of their wings can change according to
their moods.

the eldest hephorus has amity's looks but his personality is a mix of luz and boscha. both energetic
and full of hubris. he acts as a knight to his younger siblings but when threatened, he wouldn't
hesitate kicking your ass.



olenor is the middle child. they took after luz's curly head and looks like her, they have amity's
reserve attitude and her smarts. they have boscha's lavender hues. they're mostly the one caught in
the epicenter of their older siblings' bullshit as they were dragged along with it.

and azura is the youngest. she's the only one that could match up to her older brother's energy levels
and the second culprit of why the house was a mess when their parents came back. in appearance,
she's a mixture of luz and amity while her personality is like hephorus'.

amity and boscha laid sleeping on the bed, their arms half awake as they moved around, trying to
feel their wife but she's not with them. both witches slowly opened their eyes to see a big space
between them.

"luz?"

suddenly, the door busts open followed by a war cry. before they know it, boscha and amity was
pounced by their children with their wife walking inside the bedroom with a smile on her face.

"ow.." amity mutters "good morning, mommy!" olenor greeted as they lift their head up. the blight
softly smiles, she slowly sat up and hugged her child "good morning too, sweetheart."

"mama! mama! wake up!" hephorus and azura said in unison in front of boscha's face whom stuffed
her hands into their faces and made a weird noise. "alright, you little twits. i'm up." she said and
ruffled her kids' heads.

both witches looked at luz who's trying to hold her laugh. "you planned this, didn't you?" boscha
asked and luz giggles. "perhaps."

"oh, mami definitely did mama! she said it's our secret!" hephorus snitched all of them and himself.
"you idiot! mami said to not tell them!" azura scolded her brother as she slapped his arm making
him awkwardly giggle. "oops."

luz endearingly shook her head "it's okay, kids. breakfast's ready." she said and all of them cheered
in delight as they got out of bed, heading for the kitchen. "thought you could trick us huh." amity
smirked as she stood up to walk towards luz with boscha going behind.

"it's a worth of try." luz replied, she gave her wife a good morning kiss and looked back to give
boscha one as well. "so, is this what you dreamed of?" boscha asked, wrapping her arms around her
wife's waist.

"even better."
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ring.

with the sound of front door ring of another customer going inside, amity didn't paid much mind
about it as she lounged in the vacant area with her other colleagues. she took a bite out of her
granola bar with annoyance as she forgot to bring her lunch.

"hey, amity. seems like you're called." one of her colleagues said, snapping the blight out of her
daze. amity nods, she finished her bar and fixed herself before heading out to the front desk.

what she saw is something she didn't expect.

"luz?" the noceda turned her head from the front desk to look at amity, a smile came to her face.
"amity! what a pleasant surprise." luz said, amity's cheek turned rosy before looking at the person
behind the desk.

"right. amity would be the one taking care of you, miss noceda. is there any thing else you wanted
to add?" the person asked, luz didn't need to look at the options as there's already an answer in her
head now that she knows amity is gonna be her masseuse.

"how bout a happy ending?" amity's cheeks really turned beet red when she heard that come out of
luz. is this for real? jesus fucking christ! amity screamed inside her head.

"i see. then you'd have to pay extra." luz opened her wallet and slapped the cash to the counter to
take, "thank you. please enjoy." they said and motioned amity to take luz to one of the empty
rooms.

"c- come with me." amity said, she turned around and stiffly leads the way while luz follows behind
her, looking at everything till they reached the farthest room of the building. amity opened the door,
lets luz enter first so she can lock the door.

"i never done this before. what should i do first?" luz asked, leaning back against the platform she's
going to lie on. "um.. j- just take off your clothes and lie on your stomach there." amity said, she
turned around and started to do the mandatory things before the real thing happens.

as amity turned around, she felt her thing quickly rise under her uniform as she saw luz's nude back
in display with the towel covering her ass while her other side is facing the platform.



she took a deep breath in just calm down, blight. happy ending won't be in a few minutes. just don't
think about. she said to herself as she walks over to luz, seeing her smooth tanned skin under the
mellow lighting.

"i'll.. i'll start, okay?" luz replied with a hum, amity brought her hands down to her back, smoothly
dragging her thumb down to relax whatever is tensed in her. amity squeezed her eyes tightly as she
heard a groan of sorts from luz.

this is harder if you're massaging your fucking crush and is gonna end with a ha- god has forsaken
me.

amity continues as if nothing happened, she moved her hands up to luz's shoulders. "hm. what did
you use? it smells really good." luz said, striking up a conversation. "um.. it's a company special. i
can get you one if you want." amity replied, she hears luz hums once again. "that sounds nice."

then, amity's hands went up to luz's head "take a deep breath." she instructed which the noceda
followed before amity easily cracked her neck which made her emit a that sounded like a moan and
amity felt her thing twitch in hearing it.

"damn, you're pretty good." luz complimented, amity gulped and continued. "thanks.. you're really
tense here." she said, pushing down just above the towel and another crack is heard followed a
noise that makes it harder and harder for amity to pull herself together.

"yeah. work's been hectic. it was good that willow suggested for me to come here." that explains it.
willow knows i work her. amity said in her head. she looked down at her uniform to see a really
evident tent.

fuck. when's the happy ending?

-----

amity doesn't know how many minutes has already passed but she blacked out for a moment and
the next thing she knows, she's fingering luz under the towel.

"amity.." she heard her name escape the noceda's lips which really drove her to the ledge. she can't
take it anymore. "luz.. i can't hold it anymore." amity pulled her finger out, tore the towel off her
plump ass as she unbuckled her pants to whip her tortured cock out and got onto luz.

"is it happy ending?" luz asked as she lifts her head to look at the blight. "a happy ending that
should've happened years ago." amity replied, she rubbed her dick before slowly pushing it inside
luz as she hears her moan.

amity bit her lip tightly as she slipped all of her inside her crush, the one she's been dreaming of
fucking someday now it's finally happening. she gripped the ends of the platform as all of her is
inside luz.

none of them did anything for a few second, amity leaned down close to luz's ear. "are you okay?"
she asked and she nods. "please.." luz raised her ass up for amity which made her turn as a tomato,
she slowly pulled back before going back in. watching luz jolt forward.

amity started thrusting into luz, she closed her eyes as she savors the feeling of her tight pussy
wrapped around her. if she knew luz was this good, she should've gone this years ago. "ah.. fuck,



luz. you're so tight." amity whispers as she's not allowed to have too much fun here.

luz has her mouth agar as moans escaped her lips. she never thought that amity would be this good.
"amity.. more!" amity clasped her hand in luz's mouth and sped up her pace. "be quiet." she
whispered to the noceda's ear. she nodded and amity slowly pulled her hand off.

she hung her head low as she lets out stifled moans, trying to bite her tongue if she's being too loud.
the platform they're own started creaking from their rapid fucking but they can't get off now. amity
can feel herself coming.

in one final thrust, luz's body arched as she finally came while amity is holding it. she pulled out of
luz and came on the wall as she doesn't wanna splatter her seeds on luz's back. both panted heavily,
luz rested her head onto the platform and felt amity get off.

luz slowly raised herself and sat down on the platform, a little dazed from climaxing but fine. "that
was the best happy ending. ever."

Chapter End Notes

if you're worried that the scenarios you've been sending aren't gonna be written. don't be
because i'll be making all of it till i reached the limit.

goodnight or morning you horny bitches!
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"fall back! fall- aaahhh!!"

amity squeezed her eyes tightly, she clenched her fists tightly as she stood in front of the closed
golden doors. she took a deep breath in, placed her hands onto it's cold exterior before opened her
eyes, revealing a determined look as she swung the doors open.

"well, thought you weren't gonna come and was gonna leave them with me." she said as she sat on
her throne with a leg crossed while holding a staff that once belonging to belos who's head is under
her heel.

amity walked up to the throne, her eyes gazing at the twins helping willow and gus up the floor as
they tried to revert luz back to her normal self but she's far too gone.

"get out of here. i'll deal with her." amity whispered to the others, "mittens.. she's more powerful
with that staff. we couldn't even land a scratch." emira said but amity can't just leave luz without
her even trying.

"just go." she persists and continued to walk towards the throne, keeping her eyes on luz who's eyes
are no longer hazel. it's shifting to many colors before settling down to red as a grin rose in her lips.

as the twins got willow and gus out of the emperor's throne. luz placed her elbow onto the armrest
and nested her chin in her palm "you know, ames. i was starting to like you and thought you'd been
swooned by how powerful i am now." luz said, standing up as she kicked belos' head, letting it
tumble down the small stairs.

amity averted her eyes off the decapitated head "you already were luz. a really remarkable human
the boiling isles has ever seen. but now, you're just evil." she said and luz chuckles "isn't that the
same thing?"

then, amity summoned her abomination and sent it to attack luz whom fluidly spun her staff which
splited the abomination in half, she slammed the bottom of the staff onto it's head before it could
even regenerate back.

amity clicked her tongue, she made a bunch of glyph as she avoids luz's swings. soon enough, she
was surrounded by the blight's spell circles that ignited into pink balled flames before amity sent it
towards luz. she watched as the fires engulfed the human, thinking this is over but she saw the
flames started to swirl like a fan.



then, a hole opened to reveal luz behind it with a massive smirk on her face. amity's eyes widens as
she knows what happens next. amity was about to run but luz sent the wave of flames towards her,
hitting her directly.

amity was slammed onto the wall, making a huge crater. she hisses in pain as she slowly slides
down to the floor with her body smoking and clothes reducing to ashes. luz walked towards her and
knelt down in front of amity, tapping her staff to disappear as she cupped her cheek to look up at
her.

"you came from one of the most prestigious and powerful line of witches, ames. if you come with
me, you, we will be the most powerful couple across the boiling isles and rid the damage belos
did." luz said, she looked down at amity's clothes now fully gone, revealing her well developed
body.

"beside, don't you want to be with me?" luz started to lean in close to amity who's still dazed from
her own attack. she looked down at the noceda's lips that's getting closer and closer, she always
wondered how that would feel like against hers. "i don't know anymore, luz.. you've changed.."
amity whispered.

"everybody does, amity. wouldn't you as well?" as their lips finally met, amity couldn't help but
melt in an instant, she kissed back much to the human's favor.

when they pulled away, luz trailed her finger down on amity's soot covered body "and scoop." she
swiftly lifts the blight off the floor with her arms wrapped her neck as her cheeks turned rosy.

luz went back to the throne, gently settled amity down on the once warm throne as she hovered on
top of her. "do you like it? sitting upon a throne? i can get you one, my empress." luz asked, she
started placing soft kisses on her neck while she groped her tits.

"e- empress?" luz hums in affirmation "you and me would rule." she said. hearing whimpers escape
amity's lips as she continues to grope her boobs, "what do you say? ruling alone isn't much fun, you
know." luz said, she pushed her hips in between amity's legs, grinding herself onto the witch's
pussy making her whine.

"come on, blight." luz persisted, she brought her pants down to pull her hard cock out and rubbed it
against the witch's wet clit, letting out a stifled moan. "a future with me. don't you want it?" she
asked, she stared deeply into amity's golden hues that always seem to shine whenever it laid on her.

amity bit her lip as she looked down at the noceda's dick against her, she felt a calloused hand on
her cheek which made her look up once again to see the red glow slowly fading to remind that luz
is still in there behind a wall of flagitious.

"i just.. i just want you, luz.. i don't care about any of this, just you." amity said, placing her hand
onto luz's cheek. she watched her expression soften at that but the red came back. "i do too, amity.
all of this and you're going to be with me through it all." she said with a growl before shoving
inside amity, making her scream.

luz sighs in bliss, she started to move her lips as she watched amity's body quiver under her which
made her grow cocky. "ah, fuck yes.." she groans. she leaned down to bury her face in amity's neck
as her moans echoed throughout the emperor's castle. letting the boiling isles know that the all
powerful amity blight is nothing against the new emperor.



amity coiled her arms up to luz's neck, she rolled her head back as the pleasure is nothing like she
ever felt before. she loves it. "luz! ah.. please!!" she moans, clinging into the human tightly like she
doesn't want to lose her. "please what?" luz asked, lifting her head up to look at the blight. watching
her face contort into pure bliss.

"please what, darling? you can tell me."

"i.. aaahh!!" amity tried to talk but luz increased her pace making her tremble, she kept her eyes on
the noceda who's staring at her like a predator. "i love you! oh titan!!" she muses.

unbeknownst to the blight, a sigil appeared in the back of her neck similar to luz's.

she bit amity's neck to mark her while her hips aren't faltering as she's drawing closer to climax. luz
pulled away to see the love bite turning red with her teeth marks visible, she wipe the remaining
saliva off and chuckles. "i love you too and you'll carry my heirs, amity and we'll be a family." she
whispers as she nipped amity's pointed ears.

"do you want that?"

amity nods her head "yes! please, come inside me luz!!" she begs and luz loves it.

"ahh! fuck amity!!" luz finally came inside amity making her squeal and arch her back as she came
at the same time. the blight shivers at the feeling of the emperor's seeds filling her up and mixing to
her own cum.

she panted heavily and turns her head to the side as she catches her breath while luz calms down
from her high before pulling out. watching her cum ooze out of amity is a favorite sight for the
emperor.

"that's a good girl." luz kissed amity's cheeks, she softly carried her up so she can sit down on her
throne while amity sat on her lap as she slowly rubbed her silky thighs.

"you're going to be a great empress." luz said, she cupped the witch's cup to see her blissed out
expression. "you can rest, love. tomorrow is when the boiling isles welcomes a new era,"

the emperor softly kissed amity's cheeks before letting her rest on her chest while luz stares at the
wide throne room as many plans circulated in her mind. plans for a better future than what belos
envisioned.

"with us in the forefront."
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"luz, i think it's time for you to get a empress to have heirs with." eda said, looking up to the bored
emperor sitting in her throne. luz lets out a deep sigh as she slumped down the throne.

"i know, eda but i just don't know." luz said. eda rose a brow "what do you mean? there's literally an
array of people you could marry."

luz groans, she brought her hands up to her face "yeah but i just don't want a random person. i need
someone who could be by my side, someone i love." she explains as her mind started to linger and
travel off the throne room.

eda hums about that, she turned her gaze towards the closed doors before an idea occurred. "what
about that amity girl?" she suggested. luz slowly took her hands off her face to look at her advisor.
"what about amity?"

"oh you know. the girl likes you and you like her, then the possibility of.." eda made a hand gesture
which made luz's face blew up in red. "eda!"

"what? jesus, you're already old enough to know that!"

"amity is just my friend, okay! just a friend." luz said, she leaned back to the throne as she sighed
deeply. she and amity has been friends since childhood, she's a child of two servants for luz's
kingdom. she always sees amity as a friend, she doesn't know what changed.

maybe puberty? it's always the source of one's misfortunes. after luz isn't so innocent anymore
since eda gave the talk and she read too much romantic novels.

she's been seeing amity in different ways whenever they're together, alone and luz wants to get
away from her till she figures out what the hell's been happening to her internally but amity's been
the one avoiding.

"uh huh. yeah, sure just a friend. whatever you say, kid." eda said, clearly seeing that luz is denial
of her feelings or is just overwhelmed. either way, she knows those two won't be getting anywhere
if something happens.

luz scoffs "come on, eda. you know she's my best friend. it's not like i'd stay up all night thinking
about her because i like her." she said with certainty.

-----



she was wrong.

luz laid like a plank on her bed with all of the lights in the room extinguished and the small amount
of moonlight is only thing that illuminates the night.

"this is ridiculous. i don't actually like, amity right?" luz said as she sat up, talking to herself since it
seems to help. "i mean, her eyes are really pretty, her skin and hair's super soft then her lips.. her
smile's amazing and-" luz's eyes widens as she caught herself rambling about the blight which
made her cheek grow warm.

"oh my god.." she brought her hand onto her forehead as she's really into amity. smitten for her. it's
astonishing. she slowly looked down to see her junk is alive under her sleeping robe tonight which
made her groan as this wasn't hard before..

before she started thinking of amity.

"just one and i'll go back to sleep." luz said to herself, she lifts her robe up to reveal her hard cock
against the moonlight. "if i can sleep at all." she grasped it and started rubbing herself while her
mind automatically goes to amity.

luz leaned back to the wall as she dreams of amity below her, getting to feel her insides as she
squeezes around her tightly. "oh fuck.. ames." she whispers. then, a new dream came on now with
amity licking her dick before taking it inside her mouth. it feels so good.

"ahh.. oh gods.. amity, i love you!"

"i love you too, luz."

then, luz jumped when she heard a reply. she brought herself back to reality to see the real amity
sucking on her. she looked at the door that is slightly agar, she didn't even notice her come in.

"w- wait, how- what are you.." luz pushed amity's head off her phallus much both of their dismay
but luz has to find out what happened first. amity looked up to her emperor with lust clouding her
golden hues. "what's wrong? isn't this what you were dreaming of?" she asked.

amity couldn't sleep as well, she wandered around the castle with her libido rising till she found
herself in front of luz's bedroom door. she eavesdropped, heard the things luz has been saying and
her moans. the blight just couldn't take it anymore and just sneaked inside the bedroom without
notice to get a taste of the emperor.

"w- well. i mean.. yeah but why are you here?" luz replied. amity drew closer to her, placing her
hand onto her cheeks to caress it "i don't know what's been happening to me luz. i'm.. craving,
desiring. i just.." amity started breathing heavily as she stammers, trailing off.

luz's expression softens, she pulled the blight towards her to hug her. "shh.. it's okay. i feel the same
too." she whispers as she gently pat amity's head. "really?" amity looks up to the noceda whom
slowly nods.

"i want you, amity and i love you as well. i was afraid that you'd.. you were avoiding me and i
thought i did something wrong to make you hate me." amity frowns at that "hate you? gods, that's
impossible for you to make me hate you." she said.



luz is relieved "so.." she started thinking about it before coming to a conclusion "we've been
avoiding each other because.. we like each other?" amity shrugged her shoulders "if you say it like
that, it's alot funnier."

both of them snickered but it slowly died down as they stared into one another's hues, telling
unspoken things that they're the one whom only understood as their space is slowly disappearing
till their lips finally met.

an explosion of many things happened between them. a wave of passion washed over them as their
once bottled feelings erupted to finally be told. luz tilts her head to deepen the kiss while amity's
hand snakes back to her cock, slowly rubbing it making the noceda softly moan in the kiss.

pulling away, luz was the first to take off her night robe followed by amity, they threw their clothes
to the ground before leaning in for another kiss but it's a quick one as amity bent down to finish
what she started.

amity started down and rolled her tongue up to the top, suckling the tip before taking her once
again. "ah!" luz moans as she pushed her head back and held the blight's hair, she looked down to
watch her bob her head up and down while her gaze is seductive.

"oh amity.." amity's tongue swirled around luz's girth, she knows the noceda is big but she grew
exponentially than anticipated. she's glad that her gag reflex isn't triggering as she sucks luz off.

then, the blight felt the grip on her hair tighten and she saw slowly pulled out by luz. the emperor
wiped amity's drool off the side her mouth before gently pushing her down to the pillows while luz
got in between her legs.

"is it weird that i always fantasised on tasting you?" luz asked as she rubbed her cheek onto amity's
smooth legs. "not really. your bulge is always evident whenever you have fencing practices." amity
replied, softly giggling which made the noceda embarrassed.

"yeah... that was kinda awkward." she mutters but amity shook her head "it was hot."

luz grins, she bent down and saw amity's wet pussy, taking a sniff of her musk which made the
blight whine. "why? what's wrong?" luz asked, immediately alert if she hurt amity even though
they haven't started the real thing yet.

"no.. it's nothing, just.. don't sniff it." amity said as she averts her gaze. luz blinked before warmly
smiling, she gave the blight a kiss of reassurance and one on her nose. "don't worry, love. i'm the
only one you can have you, you don't have to be ashamed." she said and saw amity softly smile at
that.

"you trust me?"

"of course i do."

luz went back down to amity's pussy, she stuck out her tongue and dragged it along her clit making
amity squeal but she clasped her hand to her mouth. "hey hey, let me hear you. this is special." luz
said, taking amity's hand off.

the emperor licked amity's clit once again, seeing her thighs twitch before continuing. she lapped
the blight's nectar as she's slowly growing addicted to the taste. amity gripped luz's hair, pulling her



closer as lewd moans escaped her lips.

"aah! nghm.. ha..ah.. fuck-" amity looked down to see luz is staring at her with her half lid eyes
while her tongue does wonders. "luz!" she moaned her emperor's name as she slightly arched her
back.

suddenly, luz abruptly pulled away. her cock is dripping of precum as she had enough foreplay, she
got on top of amity with her arms placed on their sides of her body while the blight's legs are
loosely wrapped around her waist.

"i can't take it anymore, ames. i need you.. so bad.." luz said as she pressed her forehead onto
amity's while she rubs member against her wet clit making amity quiver. "please, luz. i love you so
much." she mutters, she kissed luz once again as she held her tensed arms.

"i love you too." luz replied when they pulled away only for a second before continuing, their
tongues dancing with each other while she slowly push her dick inside amity whom lets out a
muffled moan as she feels her insides stretch for luz.

as they pull away, luz bit her lip as she can feel how tight amity is till her everything is in. both of
them lightly panted, luz didn't move and waited for amity to get used to her size before giving an
affirming nod.

luz slowly slides herself out before going back inside making amity moan, she continued in that
pace before speeding it up which really made amity let out her voice as she gripped luz's arms
tightly.

"oh gods.. luz!" she felt luz's face against her neck placing softly kisses while her hips now slams
into her. "ahg.. amity, you're feel so- ah.. good!" luz moans as well, neither of them holding back as
they've been praying for this night to come for them.

there's no clouds blocking the moon now, letting it's light shine down on the couple to give them
more light to see each other. see their obscenity and they love it.

luz's arms lost it's strength as the euphoria is taking it's toll, she dropped herself onto amity but not
her full weight while her hips didn't stop, not even a second. amity closed her eyes tightly as she
embraced luz, her nails clawing her back which made hiss but she doesn't mind.

"ames- ames i'm close.." luz grunts, she pulled herself up and looked down at her lover's tiddies
madly bouncing at every thrust, they didn't even notice that the bed was creaking as well. luz
leaned down to suck one of amity's nipples, her teeth playing with it which made amity grip her
hair.

"aahh! luz, please kiss me!" amity said, luz pulled away with a pop and the blight cupped both of
her cheeks before slamming her lips against her. as they pulled away, they both of looked down at
each other their eyes half lid as they're lost into one another.

then, amity finally reached her climax as she arched her back once again. luz clenched her teeth
tightly as she can feel her climax as well but she swiftly pulled out and ejaculated on amity's
stomach. letting her hot seeds spew on her front and some almost got her to face.

both panted heavily before luz dropped down beside amity, she pulled the blight closer to spoon her
as they both calm down from their high. "was i too rough?" luz asked as she smoothly trailed her



thumb on amity's ear.

"no. i loved it." amity replied, she nuzzled up to luz's neck as she started to doze off while the
noceda hums her a lulling tune.

-----

a few weeks went by after amity was taken to be the emperor's wife. everyone in the town was
thrilled for the emperor while the others are rather jealous about amity and some wanted her which
luz has been seeing alot of.

now, amity is in the market. buying the items the cook trusted her in getting for tonight's dinner
while thinking of what she should get for her girlfriend and soon to be wife.

peacefully picking a ripe tomato before placing it in her basket, she paid the vendor and looked
down at the small parchment that has the things she needs to buy before heading back.

as the blight was about to exit the market to head home, she was suddenly blocked by some people.
they circled around her. "can i help you?" amity asked while her hand slowly reached for her
hidden dagger if shit hits the fan.

"yeah, actually miss blight. you seen, we've been together-"

"we weren't a thing. i don't even a thing, you bastard." amity spat, she saw the person twitch at that
response. they rolled their eyes and roughly grabbed amity's arm to pull her closer to them "let me
go, fucktard!" she tried to pull her arm back but the person held her tightly.

"listen, you can't suddenly be the emperor's fiance and leave us bachelors to dust, blight. come on,
give us a chance." amity sheepishly laughed at that as she never heard such bullshit before in her
life.

"luz is far bigger than you twits combined." amity said, her tone turning sultry for a moment before
returning to normal "now let me go at once!"

then, multiple gasps are heard behind the person that is followed by a sword unsheathing and the
blade shined beside the person's face making them slowly look at it.

"what she said unless you want me to perform a public decapitation." luz warned as her gaze
resembles her predecessor and it's not a good sign. "i'm giving you five seconds to let my lover go
and get out of my sight." she snarled, she watched the person finally lets go of amity's arm and
quickly ran out of the scene with their lankies begging for forgiveness while running.

amity sighs, she rubbed her arm and looked at luz whom sheathed her sword back the scabbard.
"think you went a little overboard." she said but luz shook her head. "papa would've done the same
but he won't hesitate on piercing that guy's throat." she said as she draped her arm on amity's
shoulder.

they started to head to the castle, not minding the curious eyes on them as they walk down the
plaza. "what are you doing out here, anyways?" amity stared up at luz's face, waiting for an answer.
"i was buying stuff." luz replied rather vaguely which made amity suspicious but she'll know later.

 



amity was serving the royal family their dinner since this is one of those times that luz's parents are
here. she bowed and was about to leave but luz caught her wrist, "eat with us." she whispered.

the blight was surprised at the offer, she slightly shook her head as this table is only reserved to the
royal family but luz beckoned her till she gave in and sat down beside luz.

neither camila or luz's father seemed to mind as they shared a toast to amity whom timidly returned
it. luz offered the blight a plate full of food which she couldn't really decline on.

while the nocedas and amity ate in peace. luz's father finally spoke up "so, when are you two
getting married?" he asked which made the two almost choke on their food. "pa!" luz said, her
cheeks heating. amity looked down as she pushed her hair behind her ear.

"well.. someday but not now." luz replied, drinking her water to swallow her food. "someday? are
you finally together?" camila asked, her tone intrigued.

amity slowly nods "yes, mami. me and amity are a couple." luz said, holding her lover's hand under
the table. feeling amity squeezed it tightly as she's partially afraid of what her parents will say next.

"huzzah! the day has arrived!" luz's father said as he raised his arms in the air in a sort of
celebration. "wait wait, you two know? why did you tell me?" luz asked, baffled. amity's grip
loosened as she's relieved that their reactions are positive.

camila nods with softly smiling "it wouldn't be fair if we told you beforehand. it took awhile but it's
worth it to see you happy with amity, mija." she said. both luz and amity looked at each other,
giving each other endearing smiles as they didn't have to worry keeping this relationship in the
closet.

then, amity stood up from her chair to bow down in front of camila and luz's dad. "thank you, my
queen. king." she said. camila shook her head "please, my dear. no need for formalities anymore.
you're family now." she said, motioning for amity to sit back down.

"also, when are you giving me grandchildren, luz?" luz's father asked as he took a bite of his dinner.

"papa!"
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"thanks for letting me stay for a week, luz." amity said as she stood by the door of the attic with her
pajamas on, luz smiles and waved her hand in dismiss. "it's cool. kinda glad to have another
sleeping buddy than king." she replied.

the human's room is lit by multiple orbs of light that floated up into the ceiling and some are
popping itself making glitter rain down for a moment before disappearing.

"i don't get why i have to sleep downstairs!" king complained, crossing his little arms while he held
his blankie. "you can sleep anywhere though." luz said as she rose a brow. the little demon said
nothing and left with a huff, he'll forget about it in the morning.

both girls looked at each other before giggling at the demon's nature, amity walked inside the room,
closing the door behind and contemplated if she should lock it or not. does luz lock her door? i
mean, it's just me and her here.. i don't want the owl lady and king to disturb us.. amity thought in
her head, without any further stalling, she quietly locked the door.

amity turned around to see luz in her sleeping attire. she has a grey spaghetti strap shirt, purple
stared shorts and a pair of socks. she seemed under dressed for the cold night but she isn't if she has
someone to hug.

the blight's cheek slowly swelled as her eyes travelled down to luz's shorts, she's sitting in a
butterfly position with her thing making an faint outline.

amity shook her head, she can feel her omega whimper- begging for the alpha in front of her but
they're not a thing. luz doesn't know the feelings that's swelling up inside her, growing bigger and..
bigger.

fucking hell! get a grip, blight! don't make this weird!! amity screamed in her head as she timidly
walked towards luz's and her sleeping bag connected, it's really just enough for two people to sleep
in.

as amity pulled the covers over her body, she looked at luz who's sitting up while staring at her with
a small smile on her face. "luz?" amity snapped the noceda out of her daze, she dropped down to
the sleeping bag and pulled her own side of the covers.

"goodnight, ames! sleep tight and literally don't let the bed bugs bite!" luz said, turning her back on
amity while she feels her cheeks heat up. she didn't realise that she was staring at the blight, it's
just... amity looked really pretty with her hair down.



it's not common to see her hair down as well with her roots growing back. luz hopes amity lets it.
she wants to see her original hair color.

meanwhile, amity stared at luz's curly brown locks that has strips of dark purple. thinking she dyed
it out of curiosity or rebellion. nonetheless, it looks good on her. amity slowly reached for luz's hair,
only a graze.

just one.

as amity's finger is only mere inches away, she clenched her fists and pulled back. she looked up to
the ceiling to see the lights grew fewer, she watched till there's only one orb left before it finally
popped. leaving them in the darkness, well, not really as there's the moonlight shining through the
window.

amity gripped her shirt near her heart, she can hear her heart drumming against her chest as she
stares at luz's sleeping form. she doesn't have a chance, does she? just by the thought of she and luz
not getting together hurts her, she turned her body around and hugged herself to sleep while her
head makes up scenarios she wants to have with luz.

knowing none of it will happen.

quietly grunting and low growles emitting from her throat, luz can feel her body grow hotter and
hotter by the minute. fuck, why now?! luz shouted in her head as this is not a good time to be in rut,
especially in a sleepover!

luz slowly looked down to see her nipples being see through her shirt and her dick hardening. she
thought of amity that could help her, she's an omega after all and if she just- no!

no no no. luz isn't gonna do that to amity. she isn't going to take advantage to her friend.. her crush.
no, that won't happen.

she just has to deal with it on her own. as per usual but she can't jack off here while amity sleeps.

luz slowly turned around to see amity's back facing, she watched her body rise and fall as she
breaths and her scent wafted the air which is intoxicating. luz extended her hand to amity, aiming to
hold her hips, pull her pajama pants down to fuck her while she sleeps-

"god... stop thinking like that!" luz cursed at herself, she pulled her hand back to knock on her head
which shook her brain a little and sighing. luz has to get out of here before she does something
she'll regret in the morning, she slipped the covers off her and was about to stand up but she gasped
when she felt amity's arm rest dangerously close to her bulge as she groans in her sleep.

luz looked over to the blight, her body is slightly tilted now and her eyes still closed. she looked
down to the witch's arm, she wanted to move it but she felt it grow heavy like it's ordering her to
lay back down which she slowly did.

with no where to go, luz doesn't have a choice. she pulled her shorts down just enough to get her
cock out and start rubbing, luz squeezed her eyes closed as light moans and groans escaped her lips.
her mind immediately thought of amity which fuelled her more.

luz remembers the time of grudgby, seeing the sweat roll the sides of amity's face, her power and
suave in the field makes want the human to submit to the blight. the noceda rubbed her tip, feeling



the precum ooze out and used it as lube.

she didn't realise the body beside her is slowly moving towards her.

the immediate scent of rut hits amity, she can't sleep and smelling it makes it hard for amity to
sleep. her cheeks turned flustered as she knows what this means and she started to think if luz
would take the initiative or would be hesitant.

either way, it makes amity horny.

it's hard to determine what kind of alpha luz is since she was only placed as an alpha a year ago.

she's not abrasive as boscha but can be in certain times while she's gentle and soft like willow.

luz is in the middle and couldn't decide where she wants to be. she's her own version of an alpha. it
leaves amity hooked.

amity hear slow shuffling behind her and luz whispering "god... stop thinking like that!" then, she
sensed that the alpha is trying to leave, she threw her arm back which resulted with a gasp. amity
kept her eyes closed as she doesn't want to be suspicious.

the blight waited for awhile till luz laid back down to the sleeping bag, then, the omega inside her
started to go crazy as the scent grew stronger behind her and lewd noises are heard. amity bit her
lip as she listens it to, she can feel herself pulsing down there. she wants the alpha so bad.

amity took the risk. she moved her body closer to luz till she felt the human up against her, she tries
not shiver as she feels luz's hot breath against her nape and she pulled amity's arm off her when she
drew closer to her.

luz can't take it anymore. she wants to breed, claim, fuck the perfect omega next to her. she doesn't
know when an opportunity like this would sprout out but she can't waste this.

the alpha gripped the omega's hips and pushed herself against her clothed ass, luz groans and
amity's blush worsens she hears. it's hard not to push back and just take off her clothes for the alpha
to claim her, she has to put on a facade she's asleep.

luz looked down to her dick that's rubbing against the blight's ass, "you feel nice.. i'm scared if i
should.." luz mutters as she smoothly trailed her hand all around amity's waist, thighs and ass.

yes please just.. fuck me.. amity said in her head as she clenched her hands tightly. just begging for
luz to just do it.

then luz slipped her thumb under the rim of her pants and underwear before slowly pulling it down
to reveal her cute, plump ass.

"i'm sorry." luz whispers as she aligned herself to amity's hole, softly moaning when she felt her
wet pussy against her tip and slowly pushed herself inside the witch till there's nothing left.

luz gripped amity's hips tightly as she shudders at the feeling of her wrapped around her cock.
amity bit her finger, silencing herself as her pussy savors the feeling of the alpha inside her.

the alpha slowly pulled out only to slam back in, amity is threatening to just shove her whole fist in
her mouth as she doesn't want luz to know she's awake. "oh fuck.. you feel so good, ames." luz



whispers and continued her thrusts while she buried her face in amity's hair, sniffing her.

as much as luz wants to mark her, she already did enough damage down there. luz slowly sat up a
little to get some angle before letting her inner alpha take control as this is the omega the alpha's
been wanting to have.

"aah! shit.. i'm so sorry.." luz apologised once again as she thinks she's taking advantage of amity,
tipping herself in a territory she desperately doesn't want to go to but she is. fucking her sleeping
best friend.

but in reality, amity's eyes attempts on rolling back as she likes this- loves this if it's luz only.

luz raised amity's leg up to grant more access and she bit her lip as this is too fucking good, it's hard
to not rut now. "i'm close.. i can't- i can't do it inside..." she mutters, resting her head onto amity's
back.

no please! oh dear titan, i want it!! amity screamed inside her head, begging for her alpha's knot.

biting her lip, luz fought herself in raising amity's ass fully and risk waking her up (which she is)
but she does wonder. luz is practically ramming into her but she hasn't made any sound or
movement that isn't caused luz. she just thinks the witch is a heavy sleeper. a really heavy one.

then, luz can feel her rut coming closer. she wants to pull out and come on her own accord but she's
far too deep into this, she just can't get enough. "i'm sorry, i'm sorry, i'm sorry." luz repeated as
drawing near.

amity happily squeals inside as luz is going to rut in her, when she hears the alpha's pleads, she just
wants to turn and assure her that she's not doing anything bad in this and she loves it.

"ah.. ah... ah- amity!" luz was about to come but her mind was suddenly pulled out of the gutter
when she heard;

"YES!!!"

"a- you- what.." luz was lost for words, she watched amity slowly turn to reveal that she's been
awake for some time now which relieved some part of her but a new worry arose.

"hi, alpha." amity said, her tone sultry as she stared up luz who's eyes are wide like dinner plates.

"why- what is.." amity pushed herself back making luz shut up. "stop talking and finish what you've
started." she said, a little demanding but her omega is still in her knees for the alpha whom reverted
back to her beast.

"so, you've been awake for awhile huh?" luz asked, her tone sultry and low as she slammed her
hips once into the omega making her scream. "yes, alpha.." she replied, she felt herself get lift off
the sleeping bag and stood in all fours while luz thrusts into her, not holding back after finding that
out.

"you naughty, blight. here i thought i was risking our friendship for a stupid rut, you actually have
a knack of being fucked asleep, do you?" luz leaned down onto the omega's back, cupping amity's
cheeks to make her look at her. "yes- aaah! yes, alpha!" amity repeated her response.



then, luz leaned in to kiss amity who was surprised and quickly kissed back as she gave her first
kiss to the alpha she wanted. "i love you, luz! so much, please- i want your knot!" amity begged as
they pulled away, her upper body lost it's strength while luz steadily held her ass high as she can
feel her rut coming back on.

"i love you too, ames!" luz replied, she rolled her head back and bit her lip hard enough to draw
blood. "you said you want my knot?" amity nods at that, she tried to lift herself up but luz gently
pushed her down as her hand slowly snaked up to her hair, gripping it.

"so badly too." luz chuckles then a growl loudly emitted from her throat, she shoved her cock
deeply one last time before she finally came inside amity making her let out a long dragged out
moan as she's tied to luz now.

amity hums in bliss at the feeling of her alpha's cum swirling inside, fermenting her. luz panted
heavily, she slowly laid both of them back down to the bags and luz spooned amity as she kept her
dick inside.

"feel good?" luz asked and amity nods. "thank you." she said, slightly turning her head to face the
noceda who's rising a brow. "for what?"

"for choosing me. i really love you since, you know." luz softly smiles at that, she placed a loving
kiss on the witch's lips and hugged herself tightly making her lightly giggle.

"i'm happy."

-----

as the morning rises, luz was first to wake up since the sunlight is hitting her face directly. she
softly groans and her hips suddenly felt numb when she tries to move, she looked down to see she's
still inside amity who's peacefully sleeping beside her.

luz carefully pulled her sheathed cock out and slipped her arm off amity's head. she stretched her
arms over her head as she yawned, she placed a soft kiss on amity's head before standing up as she
stuffed her dick inside her shorts.

heading down for the kitchen, luz saw eda and king already awake with a tired scowl on their faces.
"good morning, guys." luz greeted as she opens the fridge to get something to drink. "for you that
is." king said, huffing.

"did you have fun last night, kid?" eda asked, luz froze from that question, she slowly closed the
fridge door and slowly turning around to face eda and king who has their arms crossed at her.

"say, eda. did you hear something loud and you just wanna kill it to shut up but couldn't?" king
asked, keeping his eyes at luz.

eda nods "yeah, king. i think we all did. did you hear it as well, kid or were you too busy inside
your room?" the clawthorne and the king are really highlighting certain word and all of it is backing
luz to a corner.

"i don't know if she did, eda. maybe i think she's too caught up in fucking the blight that you forgot
you have roommates who's trying to sleep!" king finally blew up. he stood up from the counter



while holding his sleeping buddy as he extended out his arms to express his frustration that his
beauty sleep is ruined.

a king must look good and fresh ruling after all.

luz hung her head low as she didn't realise she and amity was being too loud. "i'm sorry." she said,
gripping the ends of her shirt. eda sighs deeply, she settled her mug down and walked up to the
human.

"i know it's hard to control yourself when there's an omega and you're in a rut. i've been there and
goddamnit kid, you did me proud on knocking up the blight!" eda looped her arm around luz's
neck, headlocking her head as she started to noogie her.

luz laughed as she tried to pry herself off the witch's hold. "you are? i thought you'd be mad of
losing my virginity and being too loud?" she asked.

"ah, who gives a damn about your virginity if you enjoyed losing it." eda said, waving her hand in
dismiss. "but yes, we're mad about you being too loud. you're doing deliveries for three months."

"deal!"



This is Awkward
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"hey, noceda!" luz bit the inside of her mouth as she heard her name get called behind her while
walking down the school hallway. she just wants to get home.

luz pulled her hood up and continued to walk but she felt her hood roughly pulled down followed
by a heavy arm drape on her shoulder. "what do you want." she mutters, trying to pull the arm off
but another one was topped on her.

"what's the rush, noceda? finally getting someone to get you laid?" they asked, placing their face
uncomfortably close to luz made her cringe. "no." she said in a solid tone, she pushed them off her
and started speed walking. just wanted to get far as possible from these guys.

"no? then, why don't you come with us? got drinks, people. it'd be alot of fun!" one suggested but
luz ignored it and kept on going. this slowly made them aggravated. "come on! what are you, a
fucking holy mary?! get yourself fucked! you're the only one who wouldn't get dicked down here!"
they spat.

"at least i'm not getting pregnant every semester like lorraine!" luz fired back as she had enough but
that seemed to be the wrong move as she watched their face contort into anger.

before they could charge at luz "she's right though," all three of them stopped as they heard another
voice and heels clicking against the tiled floor. then, they saw a hint of mint green in the corner of
their eye which immediately gave them the idea who is it.

"amity blight." luz looked over her shoulder to see the youngest blight have her usual cold
expression. "it wouldn't be too long if lorraine would rip her uterus out and have abortions." she
said, nonchalantly as she walked past the two guys.

"but it's sad to think that someone is still a virgin at 18." amity gave luz a single gaze in the corner
of her eye before ultimately walking past her. luz frowned at what she did, she gripped her bag
straps tightly as she watched the blight get farther and farther till she's out of the campus.

amity is one of the 'tainted ones' and claimed that she lost her virginity at 14 but she wouldn't say to
whom. when asked about it, she won't hesitate on shoving your ass to the locker and spit on you.

"whatever." luz grumbles and continued to head home as she's tired of this.

-----



with the knowledge of camila would be out for awhile. luz immediately rushed upstairs towards her
room, she tossed her bag to the side and plopped down onto her bed with her phone already out.

luz started to download the app that everyone's been demanding for her to get if she's not walking
down the red district. she waited for a few seconds before opening it and her eyes was immediately
met with exposed tits.

"oh jesus." luz dropped her phone and sat up to take a second, she placed her hands onto her face as
she groans into it. she started to contemplate "what the hell am i doing? i should be downstairs
playing smash, goddamnit." she mutters to herself.

"what's up with losing your virginity so soon? if i lose it now, how would they know?" luz looked
back at her phone that has it's screen facing the bed, she took a deep breath in before grabbing it
only to see another body part.

"ahhh??!!?" luz lets out a confused scream. she stood up and started pacing. "do i want this?! will i
even enjoy it?! what if i get someone from school, then what?! aaahh!!!" she slammed her fists onto
her bed making her pillows and stuffed toys jump as she screamed into it.

"why is being a virgin so hard..."

this is luz's last semester here in before she goes off to college. she has a few more months to waste
as a virgin and be ridiculed for it or just have sex with a random stranger that she doesn't have any
affiliation the better to stop these stupid predicament she's in.

luz raised her head to see her phone near by, still displaying the app showing it's obscenity. "fuck
it." she grabbed it and endured through the many tits, pussies, asses and dicks getting flashed in her
eyes as she tries to find someone at her age and call the fbi if they're passed 30 when they come
here.

then, luz's thumb stopped at one profile with a username just AB and doesn't have a profile pic. she
tapped the name which took her to their gallery, it has few pictures showing off their.. rather large
cock with it's red tip. some pics has cum oozing out of it, some showed their tiddies and ass but not
their face.

luz noticed that they just joined a few hours ago. they're fairly new.

luz hugged her pillow that's in between her legs, she can feel her core pulse as she continues to scan
through their gallery. she never felt this kind of arousal while she's seeing an array of body parts till
she got to this person's profile.

she checked their prises;

video & pics = $15
video chat = $50
full package = $150

"full package?" luz mutters as she read the last part, she tapped it to see what it meant. it said the
person is going to come in the house or wherever you are and have sex, full touching, full insertion,
full package.



"oh.. oh, okay." she looked down at herself to see she's fully clinging onto the pillow, she's horny
for this AB person. that's the first.

luz rushed over to her bag to take out her wallet, rimmed through her bills before taking out a
precise 150. she might add another 50 as a tip. she looked down at her phone once again till finally
settling to a conclusion.

"let's pop my cherry then."

-----

luz anxiously sat in the living room, her foot relentlessly tapping the floorboards as she chews her
finger. she doesn't know how this meeting would go, she would've probably set herself up in a bad
situation.

should she get her mami's gun? she doesn't want to have a rapist or pedo in her house or a dead
body either.

maybe she should-

ding dong

luz immediately sprung up from the couch, she almost lost her balance but she managed. she wants
to get a weapon but doesn't want to scare off AB since it feels like she'll only have them one time.

taking a deep breath, luz confidently (but is falling apart) walked up to the front door and gripped
the cold metal knob. "just calm down, luz. you don't know them, they don't know you." she twisted
it and swung it open, her mantra was shattered when she saw who's on the other side.

"a- AB?"

amity's eyes widens as she sees luz inside the house, she looked down at her phone to double check
if she got the right house. burlyn avenue, owl street, 78 and this house has the same address.

oh shit.

"luz.. what a.. what a funny coincidence that isn't really.. funny." amity said, placing her phone back
to her pocket as she cracked an awkward smile which luz copied. "yeah.. y- you can come inside if
you want to t- talk?" she asked, stepping aside as she points the inside of her house.

"um.." amity peered inside to see if there's anyone else but luz here "are your parents home?
siblings?" luz shook her head "mami's on overtime. it'd be awhile till she gets home." she explained
and amity nods, she slowly stepped inside the house.

now, they're stuck in the front door as they don't know where they should go and talk.

"where's your room?"

"should we go to my room?"

it seems they have the same thing on their minds, both of them didn't give any eye contact before
luz was the first to climb up the stairs with amity behind her.



as they got to luz's room, the noceda sat down in her bed while amity stayed near the door. leaning
against the door as she crossed her arms and stared down the floor as if that grew more interesting.

there's a tense atmosphere between them and they wouldn't even take the initiative on speaking
first. then, luz was the first to break the tension and say; "i didn't expect it was you."

amity chuckles "yeah and i didn't expect iwasnotsupposedtobehere is you." she replied, looking up
to the noceda whom sheepishly laugh as she rubbed the back of her neck.

"why are you in this app anyways?" luz asked, curious. "money for my apartment when i go to
college." amity simply replied.

"but.. aren't you rich?"

"was. my parents disowned me."

"oh... my bad." luz hisses as she shouldn't have asked.

"so, you picked full package. mind explaining that?" amity asked as she dropped her bag to the
floor and started to approach luz in a predator like manner which made her slowly back up on her
bed. "um.. well, i've been- i just don't wanna be a virgin anymore." luz said.

amity got to the bed and stopped when she heard it "i just don't get it what's so bad about being
virgin but don't wanna be one anymore just to stop all of this bullshit." luz continued as she hung
her head low, feeling that the blight might just make fun of her situation since it's so minor.

then, a scoff is heard "tell me about it. all of those assholes boasts about not being a virgin without
knowing it was taken by their uncles." she sneered and luz giggles at that. "yeah, i just don't get the
hate you know. i want to give my first to someone special and if i throw it away like it's nothing,
then, what's the point of waiting?"

amity stares at luz's face, she never really get a good look at her since she's always in the
background, overwhelmed by the crowd. she never realise how beautiful the noceda is, it makes her
insides flutter.

"me too. i really didn't lose my virginity at 14." amity admits to luz who was shocked. "huh? then
why'd you pose about it?"

amity sighs deeply "i just.. wanna fit in like what you're trying to do now. trying to fit into a group
that really doesn't suit you. mock those who aren't like us." she said, her voice low as she looks
down in shame.

"then, what are we really?"

"i don't know but.. i want to lose my virginity for real to not just fit in a stupid community. i want to
think that i gave to someone special, like you said."

both of them stared at each other's eyes, seeing many things no one would bother on finding. "do
you.. want me to be that person, luz? just for today?" amity asked as she slowly comes closer to luz
whom didn't move back anymore.

"i suppose." then their lips finally pressed against each other, they never knew how soft it was, it
was quite intoxicating. amity pushed luz back as she wanted more and luz doesn't complain, the



blight started to unbuckle her pants, taking out her hard cock and started rubbing it as they
continued to kiss.

as they pull away, luz looked down. it's bigger than the photos. her mouth started to drool and her
core pulsed even more "do you want it?" amity asked, letting go of her cock, spreading her legs to
let luz take it all in even though she's embarrassed herself.

luz looked up at amity then down at her phallus as if asking for permission before slowly bending
down. she stared at the cock, almost mesmerised till she stuck out her tongue to give it a long lick.

hearing amity softly groan from that, it encouraged luz to go on. she gripped the base and took the
tip first in her mouth, her tongue playing it with before slowly pushing her mouth down,
accommodating to the blight's girth. luz can only take half as this is her first blow job after all.

"ah... hey, take it easy. this is a first for both us." amity said as she caresse luz's cheek whom looked
up at her. luz slowly nods and started to bob her head making the blight roll her head back slightly.
"oh fuck.. use your tongue." she commanded and luz obliged.

letting her tongue swirl around amity's cock, adding more to the pleasure as luz's mouth is already a
work of wonder. amity gripped her hair and not to push down that might trigger her reflex "ahh..
ha, should've told me you have quite a pretty mouth." amity said then luz started speeding up which
made the blight almost drop to the bed at the sudden motion.

"shit.. good girl!" luz's cheeks heated up when she heard that slip out of amity. after a few more
bobs, amity finally came in luz's mouth, it surprised her but she took it all in before pull out with
the blight's cum dripping out of her and fall to the bed sheets.

amity slightly panted, she combed her hair back and watched luz swallow her seeds. she grabbed
the noceda's collar, pulling her closer to her and wiped the remaining cum off the side of her mouth.
"i'm guessing you've watched alot of porn, huh?" she asked, smirking.

"well.. aren't we just typical horny teenagers?" luz replied, amity chuckles at that. she pulled her
shirt up, grabbed one of luz's hands to place it on her tits. "since you ordered full package. you get
to touch me and i get to touch you." amity said, bringing luz's shirt up to reveal her tiddies.

both of them toyed with each other's tits while their lips connected once more, this time, amity took
the lead and bit onto luz's lips to grant her access. her tongue swirled around the noceda's cavern,
making her lowly moan. their muscles danced with each other before pulling away.

they stared at each other's eyes for a good while before amity slowly pushed luz down onto the bed
with her on top and in between her legs.

amity grinds herself into luz, making her whimper. "i'm sure you're wet enough after that foreplay."
she said as she takes off luz's pants, she looked at her drenched pussy which makes her cock grow
more excited. "p- please take it slow.." luz said.

"yeah." amity replied, she rubbed her dick before slowly rubbing her tip on the noceda's clit making
both of them groan. the blight bit her lip as she slowly pushed her first half inside luz whom
squeaked and gripped the bed sheets as she squeezed her eyes tightly.

"ah.. shit.." amity looked down at her rod going inside till she's fully in, she hung her head low as
she looked down at luz's face, seeing her pained but slowly turned into pleasured expression. "can i



move?: she asked and luz slowly nods.

amity pulled her hips back only to push back making luz whine under her, she moved in slow pace
before she saw luz is used to her size. the blight started to slam her cock inside the noceda whom
moaned loudly as the pleasure below is nothing like she had before. she loves it.

"aah! amity.. oh god!" luz grasped amity's arms that are near her head, "you feel so good, luz..
fucking tight!" she bent down to bury her head in luz's neck, licking it before biting her flesh
making luz slightly arch her back.

"it feels so good..." luz mutters, she wrapped her legs around amity's hips with her arms on her
neck. the bed is getting noisy as well as amity's thrust are turning relentless.

amity pulled her head out of luz's neck, they didn't even think twice before slamming their lips into
each other, letting their tongues taste one another as their hands having the mind of it's own. amity
held a handful of luz's curly hair while luz praised the blight's physique.

as they pulled away, amity clenched her teeth as she can feel her climax coming. then, they snapped
their head when they heard a phone ringing.

"is- is it yours?" luz asked, amity still has her pants on and she doesn't feel any vibration. "no. it's
yours." she said, luz started looking around for her phone in the messy bed till she found it leaning
towards the edge of.

"i- i have to take this.." luz said, amity doesn't want to pull out but an idea came go her a mind, she
stopped for a moment to let luz grab her phone before pulling her lower half off the bed making her
yelp as her stomach laid flat on the bed.

then, amity slapped her ass before easily sliding back inside. "answer it. i'm not gonna let a phone
call ruin this." she said. luz looked over her shoulder to see the blight returned to her original pace
while the phone is still ringing.

gulping, luz suppressed her moans before answering the call. "he- hello?"

"mija! thank goodness, what took you so long to pick up?" luz heard her mother's voice on the other
side, she bit her lip as she feels amity's not floundering, not even a second.

"i was, um.. i forgot my phone was upstairs, i was in the living room." luz excused, amity smirked
at that. she leaned down to trail soft kisses across luz's shoulder as she listens to the mother
daughter conversation.

"oh i see. anyways, i'm coming home now mija. i don't think i'll be able to cook dinner tonight, do
you want anything?"

"my cock?" amity whispers to luz's other ear making her blew in red and shake her head as she's
trying hard not to moan into the phone. "nghm.. mcdonalds?" she suggested.

"okay, mija. did you invite someone over?" luz nods "no, mami. h- have a safe trip back home. bye,
love you." as luz ends the call, she finally lets out her moans and dropped her phone to hold the
bed.



amity chuckles "you did really good holding yourself." she said, she smoothly ran her hand on luz's
silk, tanned back before going up to grip her hair to make her look at her. "when is she coming?"
she asked.

"i- i don't know.. 30 minutes?" luz guessed and that's enough for amity to ram her cock deeper into
the luz making her scream. "a- amity, i'm close!" she said.

"ye- yeah.. fuck, luz!!"

after a few more, luz finally came for the first time which is the best feeling ever. amity held herself
before pulling out, letting her cum paint luz's back. both of them panted heavily as they lost their
virginity and to each other.

"god.." luz breathlessly whispers, she slowly turns around to catch her breath and look at amity
who's fixing herself. "now, you're no longer a snub virgin." amity said.

"so were you." luz replied, softly smiling. she tries to stand up but she lost her balance and fell to
the bed "whoa hey! easy!" amity held onto the noceda whom laughed. "i'm sorry. oh god.. how am i
gonna explain this to my mom?"

"sorry." amity mutters but luz shook her head "no it's okay. i liked it, oh right," luz reached for her
pants that's on the floor now, dug through the pockets before taking out a 200 and handed it to
amity.

"what's with the extra 50?" amity asked as she took the money. "tip." luz replied, flashing the blight
a smile while pulling her pants up slowly as she doesn't know if she's sore down there. amity
looked down at the money before stuffing it in her pocket.

"thanks, luz. i, um, really enjoyed it." amity said. "me too, ames."

ames?

then, they both perked up when they heard the front door open and camila calling for luz. "shit! go
through the window!" luz winced slightly when she forced herself to stand up, amity swiftly
grabbed her bag off the floor while luz opens her window.

"wait, before i go. if you commissioned again, it's in the house." amity said as she hopped onto the
frame, giving luz a wink before pecking her lips and jumped out of the window to land onto the
bushes. she didn't waste anytime on bolting out of here.

luz softly touched her lips with her cheeks still red as she watched amity get farther and farther till
she disappeared in the night. "wow."
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luz snapped her eyes open as she felt a surge of something swell inside her, she turned around to
pull the blinds open slightly to see the bright full moon shining.

"no.. no no.." luz mutters, she looked at looked at her girlfriend who's sleeping soundly next to her
then turned her gaze down to see her bulge growing bigger by the minute. "fuck.. why now." she
slowly slipped out of the bed and hurried out of the room without waking amity.

as luz was about to rush out of the house to take care of herself, she fell to the ground and her body
started to twitch. luz gritted her teeth tightly, a growl emitted from her throat as her clothes started
to rip with her body growing in frame.

dark fur started to pop out of her skin, covering every inch of her body with her mouth elongated to
a snout and teeth growing sharper. her physique turned buff as a thick tail wags slightly with her
cock fully unsheathed and is dripping of a clear substance.

luz whines as she curls into a ball, holding herself with her heat engulfing her body. she squeezed
her eyes tightly as she clawed the floorboards while her other hand started to rub herself.

she doesn't want to wake amity just to take care of her itch. luz has to take it in her own hands. the
werewolf started panting heavily as she continued to jack off while her mind goes to the certain
witch upstairs.

imagining of amity riding on top of her, feeling her insides tightly wrap around her like a lifeline as
she held onto her arms, moaning her name to fill the night. watching her tits bounce rigorously with
her claws holding it, feeling it's softness.

luz snarls as she fastens her pace, she looked down at her red cock, seeing more precum ooze out of
the tip. she can feel her climax coming but it's in stall.

she wants to have amity. she can't take it anymore, her hands aren't enough tonight. she has to fuck
her mate. mate.

luz carefully climbed back up the stairs, pushing the door with her head as she walked up to amity's
side of the bed. the poor werewolf lets out a whine as she nudged amity's dangling hand, it
subconsciously patted her snout.

the werewolf licked amity's face which made her groan, she opens her eyes slightly to see luz
giving her the puppy eyes. she's barely awake at the time, she figured she just wants to cuddle or
something.



"come here." she mutters, pulling the covers off. luz's ears perked up at that, her tail wagged rapidly
and immediately hopped onto the bed to get on top of amity whom quickly returned to slumber
while luz easily tears her pajama pants off.

luz stuck out her tongue as she stroked her cock at amity's pussy, she leaned down to give it a lick
making amity softly moan in her sleep. with her pussy all wet and ready, luz easily slipped herself
inside her mate, her dick pulsing inside her as she pants.

the werewolf lets out a growl and started to thrust inside amity, watching her body move forward
under her at every motion. as she wants to go rough, luz leaned down onto amity's body while her
hips endearingly move as she savors the feeling of her lover wrapped around her.

amity coiled her arms around luz's neck, she can feel she's fucking her but the werewolf is growing
sleepy as luz's heat strike her when they were asleep. it was annoying but this is fine as the couple
get to really feel each other while they slowly doze off.

sleeping into each other's arms while luz's hips continued it's pace.

-----

"luz.." amity whispers, a low bellow is heard on top of her. "luz, you're crushing me.." she said as
the werewolf is still sleeping on top of her, she was the first to wake up when she felt heavy.

luz huffs, she slowly pulled out her limp cock and slides down to the side. amity was about to head
down to make breakfast but the werewolf held amity down and pulled her closer to her fluffy chest.
wanting to sleep more.

amity softly giggles, she looked up to her lover's face, seeing her eyes closed. she rested her head
onto her chest, hearing her normal heartbeat which slowly soothes her back to sleep while luz held
her small body near.
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"well, watching a scary movie was the biggest mistake in my life and i will be forever scarred." gus
said as he and the girls watched the ending credits of the movie while foreboding music plays
behind it.

they're in willow's house, they have a planned sleepover for awhile now.

luz, amity and willow snickers as they weren't really fazed, though amity did jump and scream
along with gus and held onto her girlfriend's arm tightly. making luz think she's gonna pop a vein
soon enough.

"there's a sequel to this. wanna wat-" luz was about to click for the second movie but gus yelled;
"no!" and immediately laid down on his sleeping bag, pulling his covers up as he doesn't wanna
watch anymore.

"goodnight everyone! don't let the demon drag you to the pits of hell!" gus said before zipping his
sleeping bag up to turn him to a cocoon. the girls giggles at their best friend's antics, they looked
each other as if contemplating what they should do next now that they have one down.

"it's getting pretty late anyways. i think we should hit the hay." luz said, looking up at the clock
hanging above. "yeah, i'd say. don't stay up too late you two." willow said as she yawns, she stood
up and heads for her own sleeping bag even though she has her own bed.

luz scoffs and waved her hand in dismiss "nah, ames is tired. don't wanna keep her awake for too
long." she said while amity yawns in a perfect, she rested her head onto her shoulders. willow made
a noise that she half believes of what luz is saying.

"let's sleep as well." amity whispers and luz nods, she lead them both to their shared sleeping bags,
pulling the covers on their bodies that's already tangled onto each other.

now, the entire living room is silently with a few shuffling to get comfortable as the four are dozing
off to sleep. with the sounds of the distant explosions down in bonesborough, it only helps to drown
out of the sound of someone slithering down lower till they got to the area they aimed to attack.

amity snapped her eyes open as she felt her pajama pants getting slowly pulled down, she looked to
her left to see luz is no longer there. she lifts her covers and realise she's down there, bringing her
pants along with her underwear down to reveal her pussy.

"luz, what are you doing?" amity whispers, she looked at willow and gus who laid motionless on
their sleeping bags with their bodies slowly rising and dropping. they're the ones awake in this



hour.

luz placed her finger to her lips, hushing the witch as she took out her tongue to drag it along her
clit making amity clasp her hand onto her mouth to silence herself. "luz.." amity mutters, she
averted her eyes off her lover and kept looking at the two as she doesn't want to get caught on
what's happening under the covers.

amity feels the human's thumb fiddle with her nub making her twitch while her tongue skillfully
lapped her nectar as her hands snaked up to cup her clothed tiddies. "oh gracious titan.." she
whispers, closing her eyes for a moment as she arched her hips up to luz's face.

she held her head to bring her closer while luz stares up at her lover's euphoric expression as she
continues to lick amity's pussy. she couldn't get enough of her taste, her sex drive is steady rising as
she feels the witch's grip on her hair tightens.

"ah.. nghah.. luz," then, luz shoved her tongue inside amity making her bite her tongue as she held
in her moan. amity looked down at luz to see her immersing herself in her snatch while she thrusts
her tongue.

"please.. please, luz!" the human clasped her hand on amity's mouth to shut her up, she can tell
she's drawing closer on coming just by looking into her face. amity's eyes threatens to roll back as
this feels amazing as her grip on luz's hair slowly loosens.

then, amity finally came into luz's mouth, her legs quivering for a moment before calming down.
the blight softly panted, she brought her hand up to her forehead as she catches her breath.

luz slowly raised up and topped her whole body onto amity's whom held her, "someday, you
wouldn't even hesitate on fucking me in broad daylight." she said as she wiped her cum off her
lover's mouth.

the human giggles at that "well, that idea sounds hot." she replied and amity rolled her eyes. she
leans in to give luz a sweet kiss, unbeknownst to them, willow won't be a having another sleepover
in the meantime after hearing that.



Unbridled Concupiscence

Chapter Summary

in the classroom

slam

"ahh! ah- oh dear titan yes!!" amity moans as her face and naked body is pressed against the
window of the empty classroom of hexside. luz groans, she gripped her girlfriend's hips as she
thrusts into her.

"ah shit.. ames, you're so good!" she growls, she buried her face into the witch's neck as she
gripped both of her tits. luz bit onto amity's neck, making another hickey making the blight roll her
head back

they don't know how they got here in the first place but their libido has got off the roof and found
this desolate classroom they could use to fuck till they can no longer feel their hips.

"fuck me harder! please- ah!" amity screamed as she bit her lip, she pushed her ass back to luz
making her go faster. her hips slamming against her plump ass. "yes! i'm coming- fuck!"

luz couldn't hold it in as she came inside amity, making her shudder in ecstasy. good thing amity
placed a protection spell on her before they get to it. the noceda pulled out with their cums mixing
with each other.

they aren't not done, at least, not yet.

luz lifts amity up whom immediately wrapped her arms and legs around luz before pulling her into
a kiss while she walks over to the desk. their tongues swirled together, luz settled amity down onto
the desk, not minding if it's dusty.

as they pulled away, a thin string of saliva connected them for a moment while they stared at each
other's hues. both dilated with their minds only cared about one another and their pleasures.

"more," amity whispers. "no need to tell me twice." luz replied before slamming herself back inside
amity, letting her voice fill the classroom once again. "oh god luz! i love you so much!!" amity said
as she cupped both of luz's cheeks, keeping their eyes locked while she thrusts into her.

"i love you too. so much, amity! ah- so fucking much!" luz leaned down to give her lover another
passionate kiss, she felt amity's claws scratch her back making her hiss in the kiss but didn't
complain.

luz moved her lips down to amity's tiddies, taking one in her mouth with her tongue playing with
the nipple. her teeth grazed the skin around it, when she pulled away, luz bit the witch's tits making
her squeal.



suddenly, a voice from the outside is heard. "for the students who are still in the building, please
hurry home. i don't want to deal with your parents." it sounded like principle bump on the
intercom. luz and amity promised themselves for another round here before running out of the
campus.

luz gritted her teeth as she can feel herself getting closer once again, she scraped her nails onto the
desk, leaving a mark as she shoved her cock deep into amity before she came inside her again.

"ahh!! yes!" amity took in her lover's seeds, filling her up as she enjoys the warmth it brings her.
she caught luz's body that fell on top of her, both of them panted heavily as they rested for a
moment before going for another round.

then, they felt a searing heat on their foreheads. luz saw a red line within a circle, it say; suspended
on both of them. "well.. kinda worth it." luz said as she chuckles, she slowly pulled out of amity
and helped her up while her cum still leaks out of her hole.

"can i stay in the owl house for awhile?" amity asked, she made a glyph to return her clothes back
on. luz nods "yeah, i'm sure eda wouldn't mind." she said as she pulled her pants up, her cock is still
hard but they have the entire span of their suspension to spend by being an absolute salacity.

then, rapid thumps are heard down the hall that made the couple panic as they know what that
meant. luz pulled out her paper glyphs while amity summons her abomination.

luz slapped a fire glyph on top of witch's abomination's forehead, setting them alight and waited for
the people who'll drag them down to detention. when they arrived to the classroom,

luz slammed her ice glyph on the ground, freezing the entire floor and the abomination threw
flamed goop towards the people which made them slam against the wall.

they can't pry themselves off the goop which gave luz and amity time to make a run for it out of
here.

more came out in front of them, luz threw a plant glyph under their feet, bringing an undergrowth
to life which sent busting through the roof.

amity offered her hand to her lover whom quickly took it to be lifted up onto her abomination
before it jumped off the roof and didn't stop as they immediately head to the woods. escaping with
ease as they have each other.



Blinded

Chapter Summary

emperor belos x camila

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

the emperor's coven is a big castle and the biggest room of all is the throne room. with a giant
beating heart above, he sat lonesome in his throne with no one to accompany him.

emperor belos lets out a dragged sigh as he slowly tapped his clawed finger on the armrest, bored
out of his mind. it's been a couple of weeks ever since he saw the human escape with the cursed
clawthorne and there's an indescribable familiarity when he saw luz.

he couldn't quite put a finger on it though.

"hey." belos raised his head as he heard a new voice echo through the walls of the throne room. he
looked to see someone's silhouette hiding behind the burning torches' light. "show yourself,
heathen. i do not have time to play your parlor games." he snapped, truly not impressed.

"aw, is that really a way to talk to an old friend?" as the person stepped into the light, a small gasp
is audible from the emperor's mouth. "camila." belos slowly stood up from his throne at the sight of
the woman.

sure, there are wrinkles visible but her beauty is substantial and that is breathtaking. "how did you..
why are you here?" belos asked, he watched camila drew closer towards the throne as she kept her
gaze at him.

"in fact, you shouldn't be here at all!"

"i've heard alot about you. being an emperor of an infernal land," camila chuckles midway "you
always said that you'd go farther than the rest but i didn't expect this." she said.

belos grumbles under his breath, he looked away from the noceda as he started to contemplate on
what to do with the woman. no human should be here in the boiling isles, now that luz is here, he
doesn't know how many more leaked in.

"come. i'll take you home." he said as he came to a conclusion. the emperor walked down the small
flight of stairs and stopped in front of camila, he towered over her. "why? i just got here." camila
placed her hand into her hips as she stared through belos' empty holes for eyes.

"like i said, no human are suppose to step foot into the boiling isles. i would have to wipe your
memory about it's existence." belos raised his hand, about to place it on camila's head but she
caught his hand and pulled him down to make him crouch. their eyes finally at level.



"it's been so long, belos and i couldn't even get one kiss?" camila asked, her tone lowering to a
whisper. it's quite hard to deter if the emperor is flustered behind the mask as he expressed no such
noise to indicate it.

belos stared at the noceda's shining hazel hues through the glasses, he sighed deeply "fine.. just one
and you need to leave." he said as he gave in. a smile came onto camila's lips and she started to lean
closer while belos stood still, watching her.

as there's only a mere inch between them, camila suddenly became a black mass and fell in front of
belos' feet. he gasped and backed up, he watched the substance quickly retreat away from him and
heads for the doors.

"grometheus.."

"shit, we're exposed!" a male voice is heard, belos looked up to a hint of two dark green heads burst
through his front doors before quickly disappearing as someone on a staff picked them up.

anger rapidly boiled up inside the emperor as he was duped, cheated once again. he simply cannot
take the humiliation. belos summoned his staff and slammed it's base onto the floor, making a
shock wave.

"HUMAN!!!"

Chapter End Notes

LMAAOOOOOOOOOOOOO

anyways, can somebody tell me how does onlyfans work?



This is Very Awkward

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'this is awkward'

requested smut

3 days has passed ever since that awkward incident and the bullying stopped which is a relief to luz,
they probably saw the hickey amity left.

speaking of amity, luz couldn't get the blight off her mind. there's a desire whenever she sees amity
walk down the hall with suave, her aura radiates badass and that she's not someone to be messed
with.

she acts like nothing happened to between which is understandable but luz always spotted her
giving her stares of hunger and she could say the same to her. luz wants to be under the blight
again, ever since her cherry popped, she's been having late night fun.

luz wants to be fucked again.

although, she also has harboring feelings for amity which she didn't know what. she thought it was
just lust getting in her head but no. it's something more than that.

now, luz is waiting in the back of school, waiting for amity to come as she slipped a note in her
locker earlier. she wants to talk. she stared down at the bare ground, kicking some pebbles towards
the shrubbery.

thinking, as she doesn't know if this'll work. maybe amity just sees luz as a paying client, though
she did say she's in the house for her. still, luz wants more out of this. if she can.

"hey." the noceda perked up as she heard a familiar sweet voice on her right, she looked to see
amity walking out of the corner and stood in front of luz. even though luz is taller in an inch or two,
she can't help but feel intimidated at the look amity is giving her.

"um... hi, it's good to see you again." luz said, amity chuckles "we go in the same school, luz." she
said and luz immediately saw her mistake. "oh, my bad." she tries to laugh it off, is she stalling?
she just has to get this off her chest.

"so, um, about what happened-"

"did i get you pregnant? i know i pulled out." luz detected worry in amity's tone, she shook her
head "no no, it's not that. i'm not pregnant." she assured which relieved amity. neither of them are
ready for that.

"oh, okay. sorry, continue." amity said. luz nods "i can't really explain it outright but.. there's
something inside that tells me i want you.. i want more like- like i wanna be your-" luz didn't realise



at amity was advancing towards her as she's caught up in trying to explain her feelings till she felt a
soft pair of lips against her.

bright lights flashed in luz's eyes as she feels amity kissing, she easily melted and kissed back.
amity tilts her head to deepen it with her hands smoothly running on the noceda's curves before
stopping in her hips.

as they pulled away, there's only an inch of space between them, amity stared into luz's hazel hues
while she eyes her plump lips. "you feel the same, don't you?" she whispers and luz slowly nods.
"you want us be more than fuckbuddies, huh?" luz once again nods.

"me too." they leaned for another kiss, luz's arms slowly coiled itself around amity's neck whom
lifts her by the thighs, the noceda lowly moans as she felt amity press her crotch against hers.

pulling away, both of them are slowly getting hazy with their rising sex drive. "you go home. i have
to run to 7/11, first. is your mom on overtime?" amity asked, slowly dropping luz. "yeah. why do
you need to go to 7/11?" she replied with a question.

"you'll know. now, go." luz yelped as she felt amity slap her ass, her cheeks turned rosy from that
while the blight smirks. luz gave amity one last glance before rushing off, heading home with a
smile tugging on her lips.

-----

as luz heard the doorbell ring, she immediately rushed to open the door and amity pulled her into a
kiss. luz slowly backed up as she kissed back with amity kicking the door close.

amity dropped her bag to the side and carried luz up the stairs to her room, they didn't bother on
closing the door as they're so lost in each other. she slammed luz into bed, she hastily pulled her
clothes off along with luz, tossing them to the ground.

then, amity pulled something out- a small blue box. luz quickly read it and it confirmed all of her
thoughts of why amity had to go to 7/11. the blight popped the box of condoms open, pulling out
one packet and placed the box on the nightstand.

"i haven't really used this yet but you know why now, right?" amity asked, slightly shaking it and
luz nods. "good girl." she offered it to luz to bite on, she started placing light kisses across the
noceda's collarbone before going down on her boobs.

amity groped them while slowly grinding her hard, clothed cock against luz's pussy making her
softly moan. the blight took one in her mouth, sucking down on them with her tongue playing the
nipple and she started to hump into luz, a moan emitted from her as she gripped a handful of
amity's hair.

as she pulled away, amity looked down at luz's lewd expression while she bit the edge of the
condom packet. it's a cute but at the same time, erotic scene. amity took it and ripped it open, taking
out the rubber, she took her boxers off revealing her veiny white cock with it's tip dripping.

amity slipped the condom on, it has a foreign feeling to it as she never really uses condom but it's
for luz. she aligned herself in luz's hole before pushing in, amity is starting to regret wearing a
condom as she really wants to feel luz tightly wrapping around her but she'll make do.



luz hisses slightly as she forgot how big amity is, she gripped the bed sheets under her, tightly
squeezing her eyes closed then she felt amity give her kisses to ease her "shh, you're taking me so
well, luz. that's it." she whispers and it worked.

as the dick is fully inside, amity groans while luz shudders at the girth. "ah god, luz.." amity started
to pump inside the noceda making her moan, letting it fill the room. "oh! aahmgh.. amity!!"

amity looked down at her rod quickly sliding in and out of her lover, she really just wants to take
that damn condom out. she watched luz's face contort into pleasure, her eyes dragged down to her
tits which made her hunger grow bigger.

the blight increased her speed, she leaned on luz's neck to leave love bites as she's not holding back
on leaving just one. "m- more! oh fuck, please!!" luz begs, she clawed amity's back which made her
wince. she shoved her cock deeper into luz making her scream and arch her back.

it wasn't long that the bed started creaking, shaking at their rough pace. stuffed toys and some
pillows slipped off the bed and tumbled in the ground. "aahh.. you're so tight! i fucking love you,
luz!!"

luz gasped when she heard that, she looked up at amity, seeing lust clouding her golden eyes but
there's something seeping in. a smile came on luz's face, she pulled amity down to give her a
passionate kiss, muffling their moans.

their tongues swirled with each other, amity's hips slowly turning numb as she's getting closer. as
they pulled away, luz pecked amity's nose "i love you too, ames." she whispers and the blight
smiled as well.

grunting, amity's grip on the sheets tightens "fuck.. i'm close, luz." she mutters. "m- me too.." luz
replies, she watched her lover's hips slamming into her before rolling her head back as a familiar
feeling arose within her "amity!!!" screaming her name as she came.

amity came soon after her, the condom stopped her shots mixing on luz's juices. both of them
panted heavily, amity rested her head onto luz's chest, listening to her heartbeat as they both calmed
down.

"i don't think i can't get enough of you, luz." amity said as she feels luz rubbing her head. "me
neither, ames. i love you" luz replied, amity lifts her head to lean in and give her peppered kisses on
the lips. drowning themselves in their love that they didn't even notice someone came home till a
loud gasp is heard.

luz and amity snapped back to reality to turn and see camila by the door with a shocked but soon
turned to an angered expression, mostly on amity. "mami!" luz thought camila was on overtime!

"quien diablos eres tú?! ¡¿qué le estás haciendo a mi hija?!" camila yelled in spanish which utterly
confuses the blight but she gets her point across just by in her tone.

amity pulled out of luz, grabbed her clothes off the floor while dodging camila's bag that attempted
to hit her square in the face. "please, ma'am! calm down!" amity tries to reason with luz's mother as
she struggles to get her clothes on.

"calm down?! who are you?! what are you to my daughter, huh?!" camila shouted, brimming with
anger. luz wrapped her covers around her naked body and immediately got in between her lover



and mother.

"mami, calm down. amity's my girlfriend!" camila stopped at the mention of girlfriend, she looked
at her daughter and amity who's hiding behind luz back and forth. then, camila pinched the bridge
of her nose before sighing "we need to talk." she said.

luz nods, camila heads out of the room but not before having the last word "and fix yourselves."

-----

now, luz and amity sat in the long couch with camila sitting in front of them. eyeing them like a
predator. "first things first, did you use protection?" camila asked, specifically on amity as she
narrows her eyes on the girl.

amity nods "yes, ma'am."

"then explain how did you two end up together." luz and amity looked at each other, contemplating
if they should tell the real reason why or just make one up.

taking a deep breath in, luz explained their meeting and left out the sex worker part as they don't
know how camila would react about that.

after the explanation, camila leaned back to her couch and took off her glasses for a moment to rub
her eyes as she really wasn't expecting to come home with her daughter below someone. "okay,"
she placed her glasses back on and looked at the couple.

"i'll allow you to date luz. amity, was it?" amity nods once again "take care of her or else i'll be the
one who's take care of you." amity pursed her lips as she knows what that meant "yes, ma'am. i'll
take care of luz."

camila then stood up from the couch, planning to head to the kitchen to make dinner but she looked
over her shoulder to say; "and please, close the door." both luz and amity blushed at that.

"okay, mami. my bad."

 

after that walk in, camila agreed on letting amity stay here after graduating since luz told her she
was disowned. amity found a more suitable work that could fund her and luz after quitting her sex
worker job as luz is the only one she needs.



Your sister fucked mine

Chapter Summary

amelia (betamity) x luz

requested smut

reminder; beta versions are 2 years older than canon versions

ding dong

the two sisters perked up from the sound of their doorbell being rang, amelia watched amity spring
up from the couch and immediately rushed the front door before she could ask her who's came.

sighing, amelia turned her phone and stood up to go towards the door as well to see what's getting
amity so excited about.

"lucia, luz! glad you made!" amity greeted the two noceda sisters as she opened the door, hugging
her girlfriend and her sister as well. "sorry, we're late babe." lucia said, leaning down to give amity
a soft kiss. "it's okay, you're just in time."

"yeah because you said you'll drift down the hill and almost drift us to our deaths." luz said,
crossing her arms. "you gotta admit, i'm a slick driver." lucia placed her chin in between her thumb
and index finger as she grins.

while the three are chatting, amelia saw the girl her sister's gushing about ever since they met in
school but the only person she hasn't really seen much is lucia's sister. the blight's eyes are
immediately set on luz who's being an obvious third wheel then, luz's gaze finally met amelia and
it's like the world dramatically stopped.

the two stared at each other for a long while, feeling many things that they haven't feel for awhile.
amelia felt her heart give a hard thump in her chest and luz has thousands of butterflies swarming
in her stomach, she hasn't drank any of milk today.

their gazes pierced through their souls. the attraction, the allurement, the want for one another is
growing immense the longer they keep eye contact.

"um, blight manor to luz. earth to twit!" lucia snapped her finger in front of luz's face making her
snap out of her daze and look at her. "what?" she asked, trying to play it cool. amity followed where
luz was staring at and realise that amelia hasn't stormed up to her room. she does that whenever
someone comes into the manor.

"what do you mean 'what'? it's rude to stare you know." lucia said and luz scoffs at that ad she
elbowed her sister "yeah right and who taught you that?" lucia hums for a moment before coming
up with a wild answer "george washingmachine."



"oh fuck off!"

"amelia," amity calls for her sister to come to the door so she can properly introduce her to the
noceda sisters. for the first time, amelia timidly walked up towards amity while maintaining space
as she stood in parallel of luz.

"luz, lucia this is amelia, my sister." amity said, then, she and lucia watched their sisters interact
with each other. amelia slowly offers her hand towards luz whom gulped and gladly took it, as
they're shaking their hands, amelia said; "it's nice to finally meet you, luz."

luz nods "could say the same, amelia. y- you're really pretty.." she said her thought out loud which
made both of their face blew up in red. lucia couldn't help but snicker at this along with amity.

"thanks.." amelia replied, she looked away as she pulled her hand back but they're lingering. there
was a short moment of silence before lucia clapped her hand to snap the two out of their trance.

"so, shall we get dinner?"

-----

after a dinner in the blight manor, lucia and amity did all of the talking while luz and amelia are
silent, an awkward atmosphere is sensed between them as they want to engage to a conversation
but none of them did till the nocedas was about to leave is when amelia asked for luz's number.

since then, they've been messaging, calling each other none stop. neither really thought that they
have so much in common. amelia finds luz really cute and hot at the same time while luz literally
can't get over the fact that she still hasn't met amelia and claims that she's a heaven sent.

they're either calling to accompany each other or something else.

it's been 3 months and luz finally got the courage to ask amelia on a date, lucia gave her a pep talk
that.. really didn't work but it went pretty well and it's about to get better.

amelia drove them back to the empty blight manor, amity must be out with lucia or something but it
doesn't matter. amelia slammed the door of her room behind her while not breaking the kiss with
luz, they hastily removed their clothes, letting it scatter as amelia maneuvered them to the bed.

as they pulled away in need of air, amelia started to place light kisses across luz's collarbone while
easily unhooking her bra, tossing it aside along with hers. luz's cheeks grew more red as she saw
amelia's big tits, then she felt something poke her thighs. she knows what it is.

"you're so beautiful, luz. so pretty, i love you so much." amelia whispers to her lover as she moves
to taking off their lower clothes. "amelia.." luz shudders as she feels the blight smoothly run her
nails in between her tits and down to her snatch but didn't touch her yet.

"shh. address me as mistress, love and you'll be rewarded in doing so." amelia said, she leaned
down to suck on one of luz's nipples, her tongue toying with it as her teeth scraped the skin
surround it. her hand slowly slithered down to luz's wet pussy, making her slightly twitch.

"ah.. m- mistress.." luz moans, she saw amelia look at her before pulling out with a pop. "good girl,
keep saying it." she said as she started attacking her neck, placing hickeys while her hand rubbed
luz's clit and teased on entering her.



"please.. mistress." luz begs as she gripped onto the blight's shoulders. "please what, baby?" she
asked. "please.. fuck me, mistress. i want you."

humming in delight at the response, amelia took off her black undergarment to reveal her big cock
that's as big as her tits. rock hard, it's veins visible and tip already dripping of precum. amelia
slightly rubbed herself, she got on top of luz once again with her member slowly aligning in her
pussy.

amelia can see luz is nervous, "hey, i'll take it slow, baby. i promise." she reassures and kissed luz's
forehead. "w- will it fit? it looks so good- i mean big!" luz stammered in her words and the blight
finds it cute, she continues to rub herself onto luz.

"thanks and i will make it fit." luz slowly nods, she gripped her lover's shoulder tightly as she
watched her slowly push her tip inside and then with the rest. luz gasped, she gritted her teeth
tightly as she tries not to dig her nails into amelia but she is taking it slow and it hurts.

amelia bent down to pepper luz's lips with kisses to ease her up "you're doing good, luz. just a little
more.. ngh.. so good." amelia groans midway in her sentence, luz loves the praises she's getting this
helped till all of the blight is inside her.

neither of them did anything as luz adjusts to amelia's size before giving her a nod to move. amelia
pulled herself back before gently going back in, "ngh-.. mistress." amelia's chest fluttered when she
heard her lover's moans, she's so small under her, so precious.

"luz aah.. you're my good girl, aren't you?" amelia asked, she brought her hand up to luz's throat,
not tightening it yet as she sped up her pace. "ahh! yes, mistress!" luz yelled, amelia's other hand
held her hips and made her arch her back.

amelia is the more experienced one in this relationship, she fucked some people but this could
never compare. luz is so good, it's intoxicating, it turns the blight to an addict for that pussy. her
hand on luz's throat turned tight but not enough to block her airways.

luz's moans became raspy but she loves it, she loves the control amelia has on her. "ah que bien,
amelia!" she accidentally spoke in spanish but amelia doesn't stop her, it means she's doing a great
job on fucking.

the bed vigorously creaked and moved from the rapid pace amelia is in. the whole room is filled
with the lovers' moans, they didn't notice that someone else came home with the same event
tonight. "más, señora!" luz said, gripping amelia's wrist as drool rolled down the side of her mouth.

amelia licked it off, "you're so good, baby.. i can't get enough! do you wanna be bred?!" she asked,
biting her neck to leave a love bite which made luz tip closer to climaxing.

"yes, mistress! i want your cum inside me, please!!"

"who do you belong to?!" amelia she bit her lip as she can feel insides wrap around her and her tip
hitting that one favorite spot.

"you, mistress! mnngh! you!!" luz screamed, amelia slammed her lips into her's. muffling her
moans, amelia bit her lip to give her access to explore her cavern. luz's tongue immediately lost in
the battle as she closed her eyes, letting amelia use her.



as they pulled away, amelia buried her face into luz's neck as she clenched her teeth tightly. "god..
i'm so close, luz!" she moans, gripping the bed sheets around the noceda whom eagerly nodded her
head. "a- amelia!!"

luz finally came as she screamed her lover's name, amelia came soon after her, letting out a long
moan. her balls seemed to have emptied out as it slightly inflated luz, completely filling her up.
never knew she was holding in that much.

the noceda sighed in pure euphoria as she feels her lover stuffed her. amelia lifts her head off her
neck to give luz a kiss, "you did so good, luz. i love you." she whispers in between kisses, making
sure luz feels loved.

amelia slowly pulled herself out of luz, letting their mixed cum flow out. she laid down beside her
and pulled her closer, luz rested her head into the blight's chest as she listens to her heartbeat
returning to normal.

"that was amazing." luz mutters, amelia smiles, she lazily twirled her the noceda's curls while she
softly rubbed her head. "of course it is because you did it with me." amelia replied and luz giggles
at that, she looked up to meet her golden eyes.

"yeah and i'll never get tired of you, amelia. i love you so much." luz said, leaning up to nuzzle up
to amelia's neck. "i love you too, luz." as the two lovers held each other close, about to doze off
after their intimate session.

"aaahh! aahh- nghm.. more!"

they snapped their eyes open as they heard muffled moans somewhere in someone's room- amity's.
luz and amelia looked at each other before laughing "well, would you look at that. your sister
fucked mine."
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"why the fuck did you set it loose?!" luz yelled as she ran across the school halls with amity beside
her. "me?! you dared me, asshole!!" the blight retorted, pushing luz hard to the left making her slam
through a small room.

before luz could stand up and push the blight as well, but to the creature. amity rushed inside the
room and closed the door shut. luz slowly pulled herself up by gripping the shelves, they listened
the monster rush past them with a roar and the ground shook for a moment.

sighing deeply, luz gripped her shirt and started to fan it to cool her heating body from that chase
not noticing amity is slowly backing up on her till her ass met luz's crotch.

both of them froze at the sensation it emitted through their body, luz turned her gaze down amity's
pink dress, her hands rising to slowly lift it to reveal her plump ass which made her friend down
there hungry.

then, amity pushed herself more onto luz making her walk backwards till her back met the wall.
both of them lets out a moan, luz bit her lip as she can feel her rationality diminishing the longer
this plays. luz grabbed the helm of the dress and easily tore it, showing the blight's bra which left
quickly as it appeared.

amity swiftly turned around, her lustful eyes meeting luz's, she unbuckled the human's pants and
roughly pulling them down along with her boxers to spring her hard cock for display. "did you get
turned on by being chased or me backing up?" she asked, grasping the cock to rub while her other
hand tore luz's shirt to expose her tiddies.

"half half. i liked seeing your tits bounce everytime you run." luz replied, her tone sultry as her
hands snaked down to amity's ass, groping them making her gasp. "pervert."

"says the witch begging to be fucked." luz slammed her lips into amity's, their tongues battling for
dominance as amity fastened her pace while luz rubbed her wet slick, slowly pushing her finger
inside. the blight moaned within the kiss, giving luz the opportunity to explore her mouth before
pulling away.

luz pushed amity to the ground and got in between her legs, she drove her two fingers up and down
the witch's pussy as she loves seeing her tremble in just a touch. she's gonna toy amity.



"aw, look at you. looking so desperate, it's pathetic." luz said, she leans closer to her, giving light
pecks before moving down to her boobs to see her pink nipples are completely erected. luz licked
them once and amity jolted in pleasure, she tries to grab luz's hair to just get on it but the noceda
pulls back.

"ah ah ah. no touching unless it's me." luz said, winking. amity lets out a frustrated groan which
transitioned into a moan when luz pushed two fingerd at once in her. "ah! yes!"

luz smirks at that, she moved in a sluggish pace to torture amity, she watched her lover try to gain
some friction as she just wanna be rammed. her eyes are fixated on luz's cock that is twitching,
aching to them used as there's precum oozing out of her.

"quieres mi polla, ¿no?" luz asked in spanish even though the witch doesn't understand her native
tongue. "what.." amity whispers, she lets out a desperate whine for luz to speed up but she didn't "te
follaré tan fuerte que ni siquiera sentirás enero." she said and finally doing what the witch has been
wanting.

amity slightly arched her back to grant more access while luz's tongue fiddles with her nipples till
she started sucking on it. the witch's hands hesitantly raised from the floor and aimed to grip luz's
hair before finally gripping a handful, pulling her up to for another kiss.

the blight squeaked as she felt luz go even faster, that's what she wants. their tongues once again
met, both danced with each other as luz's fingers hit that one particular spot which drives amity to
the edge but-

luz pulled away from the kiss and dropped her speed "no no, please! i'm so close!" she begged, she
brought her hips closer to luz's fingers, grinding on them but the human didn't even move a muscle.
amity is getting irritated in seeing her lover's smug face.

"i'm sorry, but were you close on coming?" luz asked, teasing amity as she wiggles her fingers
inside making her twitch. amity slowly nods "use your mouth, mi amor. that's why we have it."

"i'm close on coming... i want to come already." amity replied "please." she even said it with the
magic word then, luz pulled her fingers out as a response and made the blight watch lick her juices
off her fingers.

"since my baby asked so nicely," luz pulled amity to lie on the floor completely with her in between
her legs, her cock slowly rubbing against her wet clit making her whimper. "i guess i could make an
exception." she said before sliding inside amity whom rolled her head back at the pleasure she's
been looking for is finally given to her.

"ahh! yes, luz! fuck me!!" amity screamed which ticked something inside luz, she didn't even a
spare a second on letting the blight used to her girth as she started slamming her hips into her.

amity wrapped her arms around luz's neck, her claws digging on her back which made the human
hiss but didn't mind. "oh titan, luz harder!!" she yelled and luz doesn't need to be told twice. she
rammed her hips hard and deep into the witch's pussy, her tip already hitting her g spot which made
amity slowly turn feral as she bit down on luz's shoulder but not hard enough to draw blood.

luz moans as she feels both pain and pleasure from that bite, she leaned down to give amity one as
well. her teeth marks are evident while the flesh turns red. "fuck, ames!" she growled then she
moved up to her ear to whisper;



"quieres ser criado? quieres que me corra dentro de ti tanto, ¿no?"

even though amity doesn't know what it all meant, just by listening to the human's tone it makes her
want to just cum right then and there. "yes! i do- shit, luz you're so good!!" she coiled her legs
around luz's hips, bringing her closer.

there's a rumble in both of their stomachs, the want, the crave, the desire to just come as thinking of
it feels so good right now. luz scraped her nails on the floor as she loves how the blight wraps on
her dick as if she doesn't want to let her go.

oh ho ho, she does.

then, the familiar feeling started to quickly rise within them. "luz, i'm so close please!!" amity begs,
not wanting for her lover to suddenly pull out in the last moment but luz can't as she's in too deep
and is reaching paradise. "i know! i know- fuck, amity!!"

luz came inside amity to fulfil the witch's desires, amity's eyes threatens to roll back at the feeling
of the human's seeds filling up inside her as she loves it. "ah.. more.." she whispers while panting
heavily.

"more.." she repeated. luz pulled out to change positions, setting amity in all fours and easily
shoved herself back inside her making amity squeal in delight. luz started to thrust hard into her,
she tightly gripped amity's hips while her other squeezed her jiggling boobs.

"aahhh.. you really wanna be bred today, huh don't you slut?" luz asked, she cupped amity's cheeks
to make her look at her. "yes! please fuck me harder- i want your cum, luz!!" she submitted to the
human as this pleasure it too hard to turn down on.

satisfied with the response, luz pushed her lips into amity's, their kiss filled of obscenity and the
small room is slowly smelling like their sex. it wouldn't a surprise if a crowd or two are
eavesdropping behind the door, listening to their lewd moans.

then, luz felt the urge to come. she didn't realise how faster it came than the first but she didn't care
as she came inside amity once again making her moan in glee. luz pulled out of amity, she can feel
her legs quivering as she can only do two rounds.

yeah, she needs to up her game.

the human fixed her beanie and watched as her cum leaked out of amity's pussy, making a small
puddle under her. "ames.." she breathlessly said. luz tries to stand up but only fell on her ass as her
legs are a fucking wreck now.

"luz.. i want more." amity said without turning her head. luz slowly shook her head "no.. no more, i
can't feel my legs, amity." she said but that isn't what the blight wants. she doesn't care if luz's legs
has gone paralyzed.

"no. i want more luz," amity now slowly turns her head around to show she's serious and that her
lust has fully manifested her, blinding any of her common sense as she wants to bred as luz said.
she wants to be fucked till she can't feel anything.

"oh mierda-"



 

"i wonder where luz and amity is." gus asked, tapping his chin as he and willow has been searching
for the couple for awhile ever since the creature was subdued outside.

willow shrugged "they probably went home?" she guessed then, the sound of something getting
bust open made the two witches jump and was about to make fighting glyphs but it dropped when
they saw luz on the floor, half naked with her hair in a craze and body filled of bite marks.

panting, luz can't really feel her legs now. when she saw her best friends, a smile came on her face
"willow, gus! i need your help, please get me away fro-"

"where do you thinking you're going, baby? we're just getting started!" they heard amity's voice
dripping of lechery within the closet. luz doesn't wanna go anymore, she wants to rest!

"please, guys-" then, luz felt a hand latch on her ankle and started to pull her back inside the closet.
luz yelps, she clawed the floor and held onto the door frame, not wanting to be pulled back again
but the witch already got her.

"AY DIOS MIO!!!"

as the door is closed once again, willow clasped her hands into gus' ears to prevent him from being
tainted. "yeah.. that's not our problem, sorry."
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"no."

luz frowned at that response "why?! lucia, she's my girlfriend!" she retorts. lucia puffs out a big
cloud of smoke, letting it fly into the air before dispersing. they're on the rooftop of the owl house,
their usual spot to talk something important.

"she shouldn't be your girlfriend in the first place! and why? because she's a blight, luz! a fucking
blight!" lucia said, throwing her hands up and luz rolled her eyes "just because you had one bad
experience with amelia, doesn't mean amity is the same!" she reasoned but lucia isn't buying it.

"yeah sure."

luz lets out a frustrated gruff, she ruffled her hair in annoyance before taking a deep breath in and
sighed. "fine. i'm still going on a date with her even without your permission." she said, lucia
watched her little sister hop off the platform and walk out, leaving lucia alone.

lucia dropped her empty cigar and stomped it, she sighed deeply as she looks into the horizon,
seeing many lines of trees with some steam emitting from it which was odd but this is the boiling
isles. oddity is a beauty.

she really doesn't want luz to go out with a blight.

she knows that she's taking a portion of luz's freedom on choosing who to love but she's only doing
this for her sake since at amelia is an asshole and based on experience.

assholery runs in the family.

then, lucia heard hooty being annoying again, thinking it's probably the water bill guy again. when,
lucia peered down, she grimaced at the sight of mint green below her.

"blight." amity snapped her head up as she heard her name and saw lucia looking down at her. "oh..
hi, lucia. is luz with you?" she asked.

lucia continues to stare at amity, taking in her silk, pale looking skin, her hair neatly tied with her
gold hues staring back at her. maybe it's because of the distance, lucia sees amity being so small,
precious like she's so easy to be held. so innocent looking. it's cute.

she's like a softer version of amelia.



"yeah, she's here." then, lucia jumped off the roof and hooty easily caught her till she landed on the
ground in front of amity. the noceda is particularly taller than the blight which amuses her.

"but i'm not letting you see her." amity's pointed ears slightly drooped when hearing that which
tugged a string in lucia. this is wrong. lucia said in her head, she shouldn't be falling for a blight. it
goes against what she's saying earlier.

"oh.. why? did i do something wrong? is she mad at me?" amity asked, her voice is soft. she's
making it harder for lucia to keep a stoic face on.

"no, but i am. meet me in the griffin ledge at midnight. don't be late." before amity could ask why,
lucia walked past her and headed for the woods without another word. amity watched her disappear
in the darkness which leaves the blight in pure confusion as to why would the eldest noceda be mad
at her.

as far as she can recall, she did nothing to offend her. amity looked back at the owl house, planning
to ask luz what's up with her sister but she didn't.

she just has to go to the griffin ledge and find out.

-----

the clock strikes midnight. lucia is leaning on a tree, looking at the shining and smoking
bonesborough in the distance with the home of griffins just below this hill.

lucia is conflicted. it's weird to think that she wants the youngest blight. with only a 2 year age gap,
it feels wrong since amity chooses to be with luz not her. she doesn't know why she suddenly felt
this way.

she perked up as she heard sounds of footsteps come in her way and saw amity come out of the
woods. "punctual as always." lucia said, amity turned to face her with the half moon glowing
behind her.

"what are you mad about me?" she asked, cutting to the chase. lucia chuckles, she pulled away
from the tree and started to slowly approach amity whom stood still. "i don't know, either blight. is
it because your family wronged us?" she starts.

amity doesn't know how to answer that "i don't really trust you blights but i can make an exception
if it's you." lucia said, stopping in front of the blight whom looked up to meet her eyes.

"why me?"

"the real question is, do you really love luz?" amity didn't even bother to think about it "yes. of
course i do!" she replied which made lucia softly chuckle. "how dedicated. then, i suppose you'd do
anything just go out with her, right?" amity nods.

"good." amity jumped as she felt a hand touch her crotch, she looked down and her cheeks
immediately turned red as she saw lucia's hand rubbing her. "w- what are you doing?" she tries to
pull away but lucia firmly squeezed her to not move.

"you're going to do what i want if you wanna go on a date with my sister." lucia said, she guided
amity towards a tree, leaning her against it while her continues to rub her. enjoying on seeing the



blight's embarrassed face as she tries to suppress a moan.

"i just don't get it, amity." lucia started to feel amity grow hard "i don't get what's so special about
you that you made me want you." then, the noceda slowly unzipped amity's pants before dropping
in her knees to fully pull her pants and undergarment down.

amity's eyes widens "no no, wait lucia- ah.." she tries to pull lucia's head away from her cock but
she shivers as she felt her tongue lick her tip. lucia stroked the blight's semi hard dick, licking it as
she wants it in it's fullest form brfore taking her in her mouth.

amity squeaked, she clasped her hand into her mouth to muffle herself as she feels lucia bob her
head on her rod. "shit.. aahh-" the noceda felt amity's hand slowly grip her hair and her hips started
to subconsciously move.

smirking internally, lucia pulled away but continued to pump her hand. "look at you, all flustered
and shit. bet luz already knows how you taste." she said, giving the tip a long tip. "no.. we- we
haven't done it yet.." amity replied.

"hm. that explains it, but losing your first kiss is more special than losing your cherry." lucia said
before taking amity's cock once again, her tongue swirling around her girth as she moved up and
down. amity is slowly losing her restrains as she likes the feeling of lucia's sloppy mouth around
her cock, she does wonder if luz is the same.

"mmhn.. ah fuck.." something snapped in amity, she gripped lucia's hair tighter and started to thrust
into her mouth, surprising the noceda but took it all nonetheless. letting the blight use her as she
stared up, seeing her golden hues now swirling with lust.

amity bit the inside of her mouth as she buries her dick deep into lucia's throat, she's surprised that
her gag reflex isn't triggering. then, she started to feel her climax drawing near till she came inside
lucia's mouth.

the blight pulled herself out of lucia, letting her cum fly into her face and mouth. slightly panting,
amity's cheeks grew more redder as she sees the noceda's cum filled face and watched her swallow
her seeds. "um.."

lucia wiped the cum off her face, licking them clean as she eyes amity seductively "what? you want
more?" she asked, giggling. gulping, amity pushed lucia to the ground, setting her on all fours with
her ass grinding against amity's still hard member.

"nghm.. someone's impatient." lucia teased then shivered as she felt amity's hot breath against her
ear. "what did you to me?" she asked while her hands promptly pulled lucia's pants down to reveal
her rotund ass, tightly squeezing.

"definitely did not put some devil's dust on you." lucia replied, she just read about it on eda's
random books then she lets out a loud moan that made the griffins roar as they thought it was a call
or something.

amity hisses as she feels lucia tight snatch, her insides clenching around her which makes her lowly
groan. "ah fuck..." she whispers and started to thrust hard into the noceda, not sparing some time to
adjust.



"ah! sh- fuck yes.. amity, harder!" lucia begs, she gripped the grass below her as she arched her ass
more into amity. "what?" amity asked, pulling lucia's head off the ground to hear her clearly. lucia
bit her lip as she hears amity's once innocent tone turn dangerously alluring.

"please, fuck me harder!!" lucia repeated and amity didn't hesitate on complying, her other hand
tightly gripped the human's hips as she rams into her pussy. she wants to imagine that this is luz
she's fucking not lucia. just by holding onto her hair, it has the same curl like luz's but longer.

but that beanie. it screams lucia.

amity snatched the beanie off lucia's head now giving her imagination a leverage. "fuck.. luz.." she
whispers, she closed her eyes as she bent down to lucia's neck, sinking her teeth into her flesh,
letting blood ooze out.

lucia screams in both pain and pleasure, she looked at amity in the corner of her eye to see she's
immersing herself before pulling away. amity licked the stray blood trailing down, she looked down
to see her cock rapidly going in and out of the noceda then, her thighs tensed as she's getting closer.

"aahh! amity, i'm so close!!" lucia said, she looked over her shoulder to see the blight's face couldn't
be distinguished to a tomato now, she's letting out animal like grunts as she shoves her dick in deep
into lucia.

"amity!!" lucia screams the blight's name as she came and the griffins roars once again,
overpowering her. amity gritted her teeth, she doesn't want to come inside lucia and quickly pulled
out, letting her spews of cum land onto the grass till she's empty.

both of them are out of breath, amity's eyes travelled down to the noceda's dripping pussy, her
juices just dribbling down her thighs and to the ground. she has to clean that.

lucia groans as she tries to get out of her postion but she moans when she felt amity's tongue drag
up on her sensitive pussy, licking all of her juices. her legs quivered but amity held her still as she
cleans her.

her muscle lapping her folds as she slightly spreads to show under the moonlight till she's done.
amity wiped her lips and looked down at her now sagged penis, she stood up as she pulled her
pants up.

"are you okay?" amity asked, her soft tone returning, worried if she went too much on lucia.
chuckling, lucia slowly got out her position and sat on the floor "yeah. i always thought you were a
bottom." she said while slowly bringing her pants up.

"that's what most people thought." amity said as she helped lucia on her feet. lucia hisses softly
"yeah. that was fun, when can we do it again?" she asked, amity looked down.

"lucia, i'm sorry but i'm dating your sister."

that seemed to have slipped out of lucia's mind. "oh, right. we're not going to tell a soul about this,
got it?" she said and amity nods "but i.. really enjoyed it as well." she admitted, keeping her head
down.

"hit me up when you need me." lucia said as she winked.



-----

as lucia got back to the owl house, she saw eda and king sitting in the couch doing their own thing.
she plopped down beside eda and king immediately occupied her lap to rest on "where's luz?" she
asked.

"in her room, sulking. what did you do?" eda asked, not looking up as she continues to peel some
kind of obscure vegetable. lucia shrugged "nothing. i don't know her problem." she replied.

"ugh! you reek of that blight girl!" king complained, he got off lucia and scooched closer to eda
while covering his nose. lucia scoffs "how would you know?"

"um, demons have a significantly better senses than you humans and witches! and i smelled amity
blight on you!" king declared which made eda stop peeling when she heard that. lucia frowned
"listen, you t-" before she could say her threat to the demon, she jumped when eda snapped her
head at her.

"kid.. what did you really do?" she asked, her voice low. lucia is starting to feel guilt as she sees
eda's face contort into dismal.

eda lets out a disappointed sigh, "you know that she's with luz and you-"

"i know i know, okay! i fucked up, you don't need to broadcast it, eda!" lucia stood up from the
couch with a deep frown as she clenched her fists tightly "i'll be in my room and please don't tell
luz." she said before storming up the stairs, she shares luz's room and she doesn't wanna sleep there.
she heads for the rooftop.

lucia sat down and pulled her legs up to her chest, hugging herself. she started to beat herself up for
letting her own inhibitions take over her rational thinking. she should've just shut up and let luz
have her goddamn date with amity.

"i'm so sorry, luz.."
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"damn." lucia whispers as she took out a box of cigar, shaking a stick out and grabbed it with her
lips as she quickly set it alight. she and amelia are outside the hospital, standing guard while luz
goes into labor for amity's pups, the twins are inside consoling their little sister who's
hyperventilating.

it been 9 months ever since that meeting in the cave, lucia has been travelling along with the
blights, finding a place where luz and amity could settle in as the news of amity mating with a
human reached, somehow, to alador and odalia. now, they're hunting luz down and lucia won't let
that happen.

"never thought i'd be an aunt at 24." lucia said, leaning back against the wall. amelia, who's
squatting, looked at the noceda in the corner of her eye before scoff. the two of them have a
complicated and combobulated relationship, their siblings doesn't know if they're holding each
other back for their sake so they don't have to watch them ripping their throats out or the otherwise.

"you looked like you were bound to get pregnant at 22." she replied. lucia rolled her eyes "well,
you looked like you'll inevitably die at 20." she fired back. now amelia really turned her head to
look at her.

"you should consider yourself lucky that i'm even allowing you in my pack, noceda. your sister is
an exception because she's pregnant and actually has common sense." amelia spat and lucia lets out
a dry cackle "lucky? yeah, sure i do feel lucky, blight."

amelia's eye twitched at that "watch yourself." she warned as she slowly stood up and walked
towards lucia whom narrowed her eyes at her, she didn't move from her spot when the werewolf is
only mere inches away from her face.

"or the only noceda confined in this hospital won't be luz."

lucia took her cigar off her lips and blew her puff into amelia's face "try me, mutt." then, the blight
grabbed lucia's collar and slowly lifts off her feet, the noceda doesn't seem fazed though. "i swear,
one day you'd be knocked up by me and i won't hesitate on mauling your kin."

"ooh, you're saying that you'd kill your own kids? that's low, even for you." lucia pried herself off
amelia's hold and dropped to the ground while holding her wrist. "besides, you'd already have a
bullet in your head before you could take your pants off." she said, imitating a gunshot in the head
as she silently made a noise before giggling.



amelia quirked a brow, she leaned closer to lucia who's giggle died down and stared directly at the
blight's golden eyes. "wanna bet?" she taunts as she smirks, knowing full well in the time they've
spent that lucia doesn't know how to back down to a challenge.

"heh. bet my ass."

they perked up as they heard a noise within the woods in front of them. lucia quickly pulled out her
revolvers while amelia shifted into her werewolf form, going all fours as she glares at the woods
with a growl emitting from her throat.

"who is it?" lucia whispers. amelia closed her eyes for a second to sniff the air before snapping
them open, her pupils turned thin and her upper lip curled to a snarl along with her back fur
spiking.

lucia watched the blight let out a warning bark, she has to guess it's someone that could pose a
threat.

a threat to their family.

then, they watched two massive figured slowly walk out of the woods, amelia's growls grew louder
and she stood vanguard of lucia, extending her leg in front of her like she's protecting her or
holding her back.

as they stepped into the light, it revealed two werewolves. one having an auburn coat and the other
in a lime green one. both have glistening golden orbs that bore on lucia and amelia, the noceda had
a wild guess that they're the blight siblings' parents.

lucia fluidly spun her guns around her hands before cocking it and aimed it the two elder blights.
"sorry, chief. i don't think you're allowed to see my nephew or niece. ever." the werewolves
growled at her and amelia snapped at them to shut up.

"come on, i don't need protecting. let's kick their asses!" lucia said as she walked around amelia's
paw, she saw a glimmer in her eyes when she looked at her. a hint of worry? she doesn't know but it
doesn't matter for now.

then, a howl erupted from alador that is mixed with luz's pained screams of labor before a battle
ensued.

-----

they don't know how long they've been waiting. amity has to withstand the endless screams of luz
who's just down the hall, edric and emira held her back from storming in there since she tried the
first time.

"how is she?" amity immediately sprung up from her seat as she saw the doctor come out of the
operation room. the doctor was a little taken aback from the blight suddenly in front of them but
fixed their composure as they cleared their throat.

"yes, the operation was a success and miss noceda is taking a rest." they said, the twins walked up
behind their little sister "and the delivery?" emira asked. "two healthy pups. you may visit miss
noceda but please refrain from making any noise that'll cause disturbance." they adviced the blight
siblings nodded, the doctor excused themselves to let them be.



amity lets out a shaky but relieved exhale that her mate got through labor alive. she wasn't allowed
in the operation room, being a werewolf and all, the hospital can't risk making amity getting
agitated and stress her mate further in transforming on impulse during the process.

"how'd it go?" the three turned around when they heard lucia's voice. they saw amelia and lucia
covered of blood and scratches, their clothes are in tatters. lucia's arm draped around amelia's
shoulder, holding her. "what happened to you?" edric asked as they watched the two walk towards
them.

"nothing much. mother and father paid a visit then left quickly." amelia said nonchalantly. the
three's eyes widens at the news "they went here?"

lucia waved her hand in dismiss as she doesn't wanna talk about that now "where's luz?" she asked.
"in her room. we have to be quiet, specifically you two." amity said, shooting lucia and her sister a
look which made amelia scoff. "oh please. i can be as silent as the night." she lowkey brags but
lucia sees it as highkey.

"yeah right. don't believe the bullshit that comes out her mouth, kid." lucia whispers to amity which
made amelia let go of her, letting her drop to the ground, lowly groaning. amity sighs deeply as
there's no way in breaking these two up "just don't stress her out, okay?"

amity got to the door, she gripped the knob and slowly twisted to open it, as the door swings to the
right revealing her mate lying in bed while holding close to her. luz heard the door faintly creaking
as it opened, a tired but happy smile came on her face as she sees her family.

"hey, ames." luz softly said, amity approached her bed side and a light gasp escaped her lips as she
sees her children in her mate's arms. peacefully sleeping as they're wrapped in purple and yellow
blankets. "a- are they.. mine?" she asked, not believing that she made such beautiful treasures with
luz.

"of course they are." luz replied, softly giggling. amity slowly offered her hands as she wants to
hold one of her kids which luz gladly allows, the blight gently took the left children and cradled
them in her arms. as amity stares at their closed eyes, they're so delicate, so small and precious.

amity chokes down a sob, she wants to hug her mate and children tightly but she's still in pain from
delivering these wonderful miracles. "thank you.." she mutters, she leaned down to give luz a kiss
on the forehead as she continues to cradle her kid.

"i love you." luz said, amity nods and gave her mate one passionate kiss before pulling away. "i
love you too."

meanwhile, their siblings are near the doors, smiling at the lighthearted scene. amelia heard a
sniffle beside her, she looked to see lucia wiping her eyes "are you crying?" she asked. "psh, no! i
just got blood in my eyes." she reasoned which is really believeable.

"you know, it's perfectly fine to cry in this. it's a happy moment for all of us." amelia said, ignoring
the noceda's reasoning of not crying. lucia looks at the werewolf before dropping her hands as she
lets the joyous tears roll down her cheeks, she's happy.

"you can use my shoulder to cry on."

"don't push it, blight."



-----

"eat this sucka!"

"bam bam bang!"

"nooo!! bleghh and i'm dead!" luz pretended to play dead as her kids, azura and horace attack her.
"the beast hast fallen!" azura declared, raising her sword as she stood on top of luz's back while
horace cheers for them.

"but you forgot about me!!" lucia suddenly swooped in and grabbed azura off their mama, the little
girl lets out a squeal and laughed as lucia started to tickle her side. "no, let go of my sister!" horace
demands while hitting lucia which doesn't affect her so she grabbed her nephew as well and tickled
him as well.

all the while, the blight siblings are watching the commotion with big smiles plastered on their
faces. many years has passed ever since azura and horace was born, many things happened while
they were infants and all those stories served as their bedtime stories. it'll take them awhile to figure
out all of it is true.

luz and amity found a perfect place that they could raise their family in. far from the urban, far
from any threats that could harm them. edric and emira went on their own paths of life either
settling down like the couple or just be rough hunters but always kept touch.

as for lucia and amelia, they're radio silent about their relationship but they had to guess that they
fucked or two since they're inseparable now.

amity walked towards her wife who's standing up, patting herself off from dirt as she watched her
kids get tickled by her sister. the blight rested her head onto luz's shoulder whom coiled her arm
around her neck.

"i still can't get over that i have a family with you." amity said. the kids finally managed to get out
of lucia's hold and started to running away from her, laughing madly. luz chuckles "yeah, it just
seems like yesterday you fucked me in the woods." she said as she turned her head to face amity.

"and that was the greatest mistake i ever done." amity replied, slowly tiptoeing up to reach for luz's
lips. "i wouldn't call it a mistake. more like a serendipity, you know." the noceda said as she closed
the space between them, their lips connecting as many loves flowed through them. they certainly
can't get enough of it.

"hey, kid let me see what you have!" amelia called for her niece and nephew which made the
couple pull away to look at their children. then, azura raised their hand over her head, revealing a
silver gun that glistened against the sunlight.

lucia's eyes widens, she looked down her belt to see her holster is empty. "goddamnit!"

"aunt lucia's gun!!"

"NO!!!"



Front Row Seat

Chapter Summary

thief luz x victim amity

requested smut (not really a smut but yeh)

Thief luz x victim amity

 

parking her car just a few blocks down, she quietly went out and immediately heads for the location
she's supposed to be in. with her wearing all black, a holed mask on and skills to manipulate all of
the defense systems.

luz is prepared.

she stopped in front of a mansion she's been interested in for a while ever since she drove pass it.
she can tell that the owners are hella rich and could lose a couple of thousands to lighten up.

besides, it's better to rob the snob rich than the well offs.

now, luz doesn't bring a gun in these types of coups. she doesn't need it.

luz pulled out her rubber gloves before touching the metal bars, testing if it's powered by electricity.
she felt a tingle when she touched the bar before recoiling, luz cracked her neck as she has to do
this quickly like hopping over a track obstacle.

jumping in place slightly, luz backed up a little before bolting towards the bars, gripping onto them
as she pushed her body up and over the pointed spears then easily barrel rolled onto the grass.
letting out a relieved sigh, luz quickly stood up and started to head for the mansion while dodging
the areas where a cctv camera would be in.

as luz got to the backdoor, locked. she looked up to see a balcony just above her. she stepped back
and looked around for a way to get herself up there without needing to break something.

a tree. it's only a few feet off the balcony but luz thinks she'll make the jump on it's branches. she
started climb it till she got to the first thick branch that seems to look into a lit bedroom. lit
bedroom?!

luz ducked down and hugged the branch like a koala as she doesn't wanna be seen too soon. the
room isn't really lit but has an open lamp, she started to shimmy her way towards to near end of the
branch before slowly rising to jump.

taking a deep breath, luz took the leap and caught the railings so she can pull herself up and fall
onto the balcony. she stood up, patted herself of from dust and placed her hand onto the glass



sliding door to open it.

"heh. must've forgot to close it." she mutters herself, easily going inside the room or office it seems
as luz noticed the desk and a laptop sitting on top along with other things.

luz cautiously walked around the desk till she got behind it, she opened the small lamp open to give
her some light before she started working. luz first knelt down and to open many drawers only to
see many files and some playboy magazines which she isn't interested in.

the noceda stood up and scanned the entire officer, she want cold hard raw dollars not trivial things.
then, as she turned around, she saw a painting of an auburn haired man dressed it a sort of
edwardian era clothing with a blank expression on his face.

"swank." luz said before gripping the edges of the painting, trying to pry it open till she heard a
faint click. smirking, luz swung the secret door open to reveal a big silver safe that reflects luz's
face.

"there you are." she gripped the spinning lock, inputting random combinations which was all
wrong. luz pulled out her special tool to unlock any safe, she plastered it near the lock. while it's
doing it's thing, luz grabbed her bag and opened it just in time as a beep is heard.

luz pulled the safe door open to reveal stacks upon stacks of fresh dollars that shined in her eyes.
"you pretties are coming with me." she grabbed a handful and stuffed them in her back till it's full,
she looked at the safe to see a significant half of the safe is gone which she doesn't regret as she
knows whoever lives here can make more money to fix that small dent.

luz zipped her bag tightly before swinging it on her back again, she closed all of the doors, turned
off the lamp and heads out to the balcony ones again as this is a successful coup like the last.

before luz could jump down, she stood frozen when she heard moans to the next room where she
saw the a open lamp. she slowly peered her head to see nothing much but the moans persists, it
sounds like they're trying to muffle themselves but it's not working.

luz shook her head as she doesn't need to be a pervert and listen but when she looked down, she
saw a tent within her pants which made confused her. "how did i get turned on so fast?" she asked
herself and she doesn't have an answer.

as she continues to listen to the moans when she just jump off the balcony and bail, what she heard
next surprised her.

"luz.."

luz panicked because she thought she was spotted but it all came from that bedroom, squeezing her
eyes tightly as she started thinking. how could they know my name? did i just rob my classmates? i
mean, there's alot of rich kids in hexside but.. why did they moan my name? luz asked once again to
no one but herself.

"goddamn." she hissed to herself. luz jumped off the balcony and cushioned her fall as she barrel
rolled again, she rushed towards the electric fence and tossed her bag of money over, landing in the
bushes before returning to climb to the tree to see who this person is.



as she got to the same branch, luz sat down on it and she looks inside, she saw someone on bed
with their lower half completely exposed to the lamp's light and her eyes widens when she also sees
a vibrator getting rubbed against someone's clit while moaning her name.

luz doesn't really see the person's face as they covered it with a pillow, an attempt to muffle
themselves. she can feel cheeks glow in red as she watches that, she feels weird.

like she wants to burst through the window and give the sex the person's craving but she doesn't
wanna come off a rapist. she's not that kind of person. maybe leaving is the best option but the
noceda's too enticed to go anywhere anymore.

"ah.. ha- ngh! luz.. please.." the person moans her name once again. luz's breathing grew heavy, she
looked down to see her bulge grew in size and started pulsing as it wants to attention. "fucking hell
man.." she leaned back against the tree, tried to straighten her legs but one always dangle off the
branch.

luz unzipped her pants, pulled her undergarment down just enough to take her cock out. she
grasped it, feeling her own girth and warmth as she listens to those enchanting sounds. luz rested
her head against the tree when she started rubbing herself, using her precum as a sort of lube.

her eyes are fixated on the person whom she didn't realise that that they changed position. their ass
is up while pumping a dildo. she can see their pale plump derrière wiggle at every thrust of the toy
which only roped luz more into this.

"oh god.." luz closed her eyes as she increased her pace, she looked at them again to watch the
person masturbate about her that she still doesn't know why or who they are. but it won't matter
now.

luz slowly snaked her unoccupied hand up to her tits, softly fondling it as she tweaked her nipple
through the fabric. luz just wants the person to just slide in an inch or two so she can see their face.

"ugh.. luz, i love you so much.." luz managed to discern of what they said, she felt her insides
flutter in hearing those three words. in all of her years, luz wouldn't think she'd get that outside her
mother. it gave the whoever this is a special place in luz's heart even needing to know them.

sounds odd but it's true.

luz saw their pace quicken which made their moans grow erratic and their ass arching forward to
the toy. she followed the speed, her other hand dropped from her tit to grip the bark, letting some
crumble into dust as she bites her tongue to not make her presence known.

the noceda opened her mouth to just let rasps of pleasure as she stared at the person, both of them
getting closer into climaxing. "oh fuck.. i wonder- nghm.. i really wonder who you are?" luz
whispers, she watched their ass drop as they finally came and she followed soon after, letting her
shots fly for a moment and fell onto the branch.

luz sighs deeply, she watched her white cum slowly roll down the sides of the branch as her dick
slowly fell limp in her hand. "i can't believe i just jerked off to a stranger." she mutters to herself,
scoffing.

as luz fixed herself, she was about to jump down and leave but she heard an ear piercing scream
coming from the room. she snapped her head to see that the person has their covers pulled over



their half naked body while huddling to the corner, they bumped into the nightstand which made
the lamp tilt to finally reveal their face.

"amity?" luz's eyes widens as she saw the youngest blight, her best friend in the room. in the manor.
then, as if she completed a puzzle, everything was pieced together that she did just rob her
classmate's house. specifically, her crush.

her harbouring feelings is another story as luz saw amity's family burst through her door with the
same man in the painting was the first to get inside as he held a shotgun.

"oh shit!" luz immediately dropped down to the ground, not bothering to acknowledge the stinging
pain that arose in her legs as she heard shots behind her which made her run faster towards the
fence. she can hear the man shouting but is too busy on sprinting to even deter what he's saying.

after luz swiftly hopped over the fence, snatched her bag full of money out of the bushes and heads
back for her car to speedily drive off without anyone seeing her face, her plate number, no nothing
as she's going to dump this in the hole after.

alador fired five shots at the intruder but it all was missed and they managed to get over their fence
in a breeze like manner. clicking his tongue, alador shook his empty shells and loaded a new one
before turning to his daughter in a state of bewilderment and terror as she's curled up to a corner.

"sleep with your sister tonight. just in case that heathen returns." he ordered the twins before
walking out of the room with his wife.

amity didn't realise that guy was just sitting in the tree, watching her. she doesn't know how long
they've been there but the thought of them seeing her play with herself sickens her and she just
wants to die.

amity hugged herself while her siblings comforts her. she wants to hug luz.



A Wonderful Sin

Chapter Summary
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going into a cathedral is never the first thing a demon should do but as luz is walking with ease
across the aisles tells something about this 'house of god'.

fixing her coat and her blood red tie, luz is dressed as an exquisite person with a silver necklace
that has an upside down cross.

as luz stopped at the bottom of the altar, she stared at the copy of the cross with fixed blood rolling
down in jesus' face as his expression can only be described as anguish.

"why does your father need so much cathedrals and churches?" luz asked, she's slowly climbed up
to the empty altar, passing the eucharist that held the closed bible.

"those establishments rung empty and preach only false beliefs, this place hordes so much money
that could probably feed the homeless but what do they do? nothing." she snarled as she now stood
under the cross. she wants to tear it down.

"do you know the reason why i stood in front you now? because this cathedral isn't a house of god.
tis tainted and you are no longer praised." luz snapped her head in a full 180 which made the single
person who's kneeling down in one of pews jump and started to run out of the cathedral in complete
terror.

luz cackles, she returned her head in it's original position and something caught in the corner of her
eye which made her follow it. it lead luz out to a quadrangle, she saw someone dressed in all black
heading for another hallway.

"hey!" she called, quickly catching up to the person. as luz gets more closer, she realised they're a
nun or a religious sister. luz was about to turn back as she isn't really fond of them but when the
person turned around to see who called her.

luz felt her chest thump hard as she's immediately captivated by those golden eyes. "may i help
you?" they asked, luz blinked and opened her mouth to say something but only a quiet crack is
heard.

"um.."

"are you with the financial?" they asked once again which confused luz but she figured she has to
put up a facade. "oh yeah, i'm with the financial but aside from that, i'm luz." she said and offered
her hand to the sister whom looked down at it before lightly shaking it.



"amity blight, daughter of the priest. i am to guess that you already know father's office, yes?"
amity stared at luz's hazel hues that seems to shine. "not really. mind showing me, sister?" luz bent
down to give amity's palm a soft kiss, grinning as she looked up at her unamused face.

"follow me." amity pulled her hand back and turned around to lead the way, luz's grin widens more
and quickly got beside of the sister. "so, do you have a life out of this cathedral? a significant other
perhaps?" luz asked, bringing her hands on her back as she tries to get closer to amity.

"what prompted you to ask such ludicrous questions, miss luz?" amity replied, sparing luz a single
glance in the corner of her eye. luz chuckled "right, i forgot that no one in this place knows what
fun is but it begs the question," luz stopped walking and amity still continues to walk, getting
farther and farther.

"why does the priest have an offspring?" amity then stopped walking which made luz's grin turn
into a smirk "i mean, it's common knowledge that priests, nuns shouldn't have any inhibitions
which is stupid if you ask me." luz continues as she waves her hand.

"so the only way to have a kin is through, you know." luz eyed amity up and down as she bites her
lip.

"well, unless you're adopted. that could be one of the cases." luz shrugged as she started walking
towards amity, stopping in front of her to see her furrowed brows. "but i beg to differ, sister." luz
shot her a wink before turning around to continue walking.

amity glared at the noceda, she clenched her fists as she feels immense annoyance. she doesn't
know who luz is but she has the mad audacity to ask those things to her. she wants to give her a
piece of her mind but this place doesn't tolerate violence. she just has to suck it up.

amity took a deep breath in and lets out a exasperated sigh before following luz, just wanted this
day to be over.

-----

"strange. you're not haytham." the priest, alador blight, said as he looked at luz who's laughing on
the inside as this man is clearly the father of amity just by looking at his eyes and hair. even though
amity dyed it in mint green, the veil exposes her auburn roots.

as luz takes in all of the decor of the priest's room, a rather odd one so to speak that could only be
found down in belphegor's chamber.

human body parts stored in a yellow greenish liquid. quite strange indeed.

"no, father but he did assign me since this is my first day and the company is fairly busy." luz
quickly came up with a lie. alador slowly nods as he hums, thinking about it.

"well, it seems that we're in debt again." i wonder why, father. luz said in her head, she looked at the
corner of her eye to see amity is in dismay and looked away.

"oh, i see. i have to report it to haytham then." but alador shook his head "no need for that, child."
i'm literally eons older than you, fucker. "give us a month or two to gather the needed money. in the
meantime, you can stay here so you don't have to travel back and forth." alador offered which made
luz quirk her brow.



two months here? with amity? fuck yeah!

"oh, how humble of you, father. i am in no rush on getting the payment."

-----

it's nightmare for amity of luz being here, especially when her father assigned her to be in company
for her.

sure, she's quite annoying that she's shoving these prohibited things at amity's face to do as she
doesn't know that luz is trying to make her sin as her existence is already a sin. but when luz isn't a
nuisance and amity could talk to her like a normal human being.

amity discovered that the noceda is quite unfiltered with her feelings, she's a great person to be of
company with and she started to feel things for luz.

there was this one time that amity had to bring luz along the orphanage and the children loves her
with no doubt. it warms her heart.

the blight was uncertain about it and tried to be in denial but her suspicions of herself was
confirmed as she'd always feel her stomach flutter whenever she sees her, cheeks heat up whenever
she says something explicit or just be a flirt or see her bright smile.

amity fell hard for luz. there's no hiding it.

now, amity is heading to the room where luz stays in with a tray of food in hand. she wants to have
lunch with her and take this opportunity to tell her how she feels.

as amity slowly opens the door since she already knocked, "hey, luz i-"

luz snapped her head to the door when she heard a crash that is followed by a gasp. her eyes widens
as she saw amity on the other side while her form is in half demon, she didn't hear the knock on the
door.

she needed to let herself breath as she's been in this human form for a while.

"a- amity, please don't be afraid. i won't hurt you, okay?" luz said as she snatched her dress shirt off
the bed to quickly wear while she reverts back to her human form. amity was flabbergast as she
watches luz's horns recede into her head.

"you're a demon?" she asked, her voice is low. luz sighed, she can just erase this moment from
amity's head but she doesn't want to do her dirty. "yes, amity. i'm sorry." she said as she looked
down in shame.

amity is conflicted. from the time they've spent, she didn't expect luz to be a demon. she thought
she's just a perverted but humble person now, when she pieces everything together. it makes sense.

through the time of her stay here, the total head count of this cathedral hasn't lessen aside from the
ones getting fired. luz hasn't killed anyone. it means something, right?

amity slowly approaches luz, stopping in front of her and slowly raised her hands to softly cup luz's
cheeks, feeling her smooth tanned skin. luz met the blight's golden hues that she always loves, she
loves amity as much as she hates to admit it.



"i know you won't. you're more than what a demon is. i trust you." amity said, this surprised luz.
"even if i'm an infernal being from hell and i shouldn't be standing in this holy place?" she asked
and amity nods at that.

"this isn't a holy place to begin with." amity tiptoed to give luz a kiss whom didn't think twice on
kissing back, her hands slowly slithering down to amity's hips to pull her closer.

pulling away, both of them stared at each other's hues that's telling many unspoken things but one
remained to be said "i love you." luz was the first one to say it and amity smiles at that, she pecked
the demon's cheek.

"i love you too."

-----

as night came, sadly, luz isn't allowed to cuddle with amity which leaves her cold even with the
covers on her body. she tossed and turned around the bed, feeling restless before sighing deeply.

"i just wanna get amity out of this place." she mutters to herself as she stared at the dark, empty
stone ceiling. luz closed her eyes to get some sleep while thinking of a way to tear amity away from
this cathedral. she doesn't deserve to be here.

with the night completely silent, luz finally was able to doze off and her breathing turned hollow.
her door slowly went agar without emitting any noise as something slipped inside her room.

the thing swiftly moved towards luz's bed, standing beside her, looking down at her peaceful
sleeping face before raising a shining object- a knife over their head before bringing it down into
luz's chest, the blade dug deep which disintegrated the noceda into dust.

the man gasped in horror at the sight of luz turning to dust, he backed up as he plans to leave but a
bellow is heard behind him which made him grow frozen. with a trembling body, the man slowly
turned around to see a towering, bulk figured behind him with it's violent red eyes glaring down at
him.

before he could even register it, a giant hand latched on his face and easily squished it, letting the
blood splatter across the walls and floors. luz lets out a gruff as she lets the dead body go.

she foreseen this on happening. alador's men going after her, thinking she's another naive human
they could use to get her organs and sell to the market just to pay off their debts.

"pathetic." it angers her just by the thought how many had suffered before her. luz should've done
this the moment she's able to step in this damned place.

 

amity was oblivious of the demon being on a killing spree across the cathedral whilst sparing the
ones whom needed it and she's also oblivious of a man sneaking in to get a kick out of her while
she showers.

amity was in a state of daydream of luz. she dreams of being with her till the end of her days and
one thought that always lingers in her mind that she tries to push down but always come back.

being under the demon.



luz was able to track amity's scent and went to her room just in time to see a man undressing
thinking he'd get away with in while a demon is in their amidst. she quickly tore him apart,
sprawling his dismembered parts across the floor.

luz slowly walked inside the bathroom, her ears perked up as she heard soft humming behind the
curtains. her footsteps left bloodied trials with her body dripping of sinned blood as her huge
phallus rises.

the demon slipped inside the curtains, her eyes immediately landing on amity's smooth, pale flesh
with water quickly rolling down her body. it turns her even more. she carefully wrapped her big
arms around the human's smaller body.

amity opened her eyes as she felt arms around her, she looked down to see black clawed arms and
her breathing hitches as she feels luz's cock behind her. a low growl rumbled in the demon's throat
as she started placing soft kisses across amity's shoulder with the shower head washing the blood
off luz.

humming, amity relaxed under luz. she felt the demon nuzzle up in her neck, licking it which made
her shudder before lightly nipping it as luz doesn't want to tear off her flesh or hit a vein.

"amity.." luz bellowed, amity slowly turns around to look up to the demon, her once red eyes turned
back to hazel as she's calmed down.

the other churches and cathedrals preached on not falling for the devil's temptations but god.. amity
is falling hard for this demon.

"take me." amity said, luz's tail wrapped itself around her waist before teleporting to a desolate and
wider area than the bathroom. luz gently settled amity on a stone platform with her hovering above,
the demon stroked her cock while praising her lover.

luz took one of amity's tits in her mouth making her twitch and silently moan. she rubbed her tip on
the blight's wet clit before moving up to her neck once again "this is going to hurt. hold onto me."
luz said as she opens her mouth, revealing her sharp jaws just waiting to be deep in the human's
flesh while aligning herself.

amity gripped onto luz's broad shoulders and closed her eyes as she waits till it happened. luz's
fangs slowly sank into amity's neck with her cock pushing inside of her, amity hisses as tears
started to well up in the corners of her eyes.

she takes it in. her grip on the demon's shoulders tightens with her nails digging, then amity felt
luz's tail softly caress her cheek and wiped the tears off her eyes. assuring her as luz can't talk right
now.

as everything is inside amity, she winced and held onto luz hard. the demon didn't move a muscle
to let her lover adjust to her girth and she can taste her sweet blood swelling in her mouth.

luz saw a small nod on amity, she slowly pulled her hips back before gently sliding back in. amity
softly moans at the demon's cock is hitting all of the right spots, luz continues to go in that pace till;
"f- faster.." amity whispers.

luz complies and started to slam inside amity, her moans bounced off the stone walls, luz wants it to
be heard through the cathedral. she deepens her bite, letting her venom seep through her veins



before pulling away.

the demon lets out a guttural roar with the human's blood rolling down the side of her mouth, amity
belongs to luz now and she isn't complaining. "ah! aaahhh.. luz, oh god!!" amity arched her back as
she's growing addictive to the pleasure.

"amity.. amity! grrah- fuck!!" luz unintentionally made a ring of fire, circling them as she curled her
upper lip that glistening in the flames light. her dick is repeated hitting amity's g spot, driving her
crazy as she started chanting luz's name.

luz bit her lip as she rolled her head back, indulging herself into amity. she never had this good fuck
for awhile, she fucking loves it. then, luz saw a statue of the mother mary just over the fire with her
crying of blood.

smirking, "mine! mine! mine!" luz growled, her thrusts are never falters. amity looked at luz, seeing
red slowly swirl in her hues then gazed up at her long horns, she slowly raised her hands to grasp
them to stroke it which made luz moan and her tail excitedly whipped around.

luz leaned down to kiss amity, her snake like tongue slipping into the human's mouth. their muscles
swirling with each other, amity lets out a whimper as she feels the demon's tongue invade her
tongue before pulling away, their tongues lingering.

"i love you." amity whispers, luz nuzzled onto the human as a growl like purr escaped her throat. "i
love you too." then, amity felt luz pull her lower body closer as they both feel getting closer.

"luz, i'm close.. please- aahhh!!" amity screams, her voice now filling the empty cathedral which
attracted other lust filled creatures. searching for those ethereal moans. "go ahead, baby! come for
me!!" luz roared before shoving her cock deep one last time.

"luz!!!" amity shrieked her lover's name as she finally came, luz followed soon after. her seeds
filling amity up, it's a bit too much as some dripped out of her.

amity shudders in delight at the feeling of it. her hands dropped off luz's horns as she's slowly
getting woozy from that one hell of a climax. luz heaved deeply, she slowly pulled out and caressed
her lover's cheek.

"you did so well, ames. you can rest. i love you." luz said, kissing amity's forehead as she watched
her eyes slowly shut. softly smiling, luz looked down amity's pussy still dripping off her cum, it
makes her feel proud on claiming this beautiful human.

"amon." luz snapped her head to the entryway to see a cluster of demons huddled together as the
slowly extinguishing flames is holding them back. she knows what their intent is and she's not
letting that happen.

"hate to fuck you all over but," luz's wings suddenly bursts out of her back, spreading wide as her
eyes shifted into red and her claws unsheathing. this made some of the demons back up but some
persists on getting amity.

"this human is mine."

-----



"babe." luz tore her eyes off the dishes she's watching to looked over her shoulder to see amity
wearing one of her shirts that is big enough to be considered as a dress on amity.

"yeah, ames? need something?" luz replied, she washed the soap of her hands to turn around and
face amity. it's been a month since the demon claimed the human as her mate and their life has been
peaceful.

"shift into a demon for a sec." amity requested, luz rose a brow "why?" she asked but amity
dismissed it "just do it."

shrugging, luz took off her shirt and transformed into a demon in front of her lover with her wings
stretching as they're finally out. amity grabbed luz's big hands and leads them to the living room to
sit down on the floor.

amity stared at the demon in front of her, the demons are always depicted as ugly, gross, malevolent
beings but she's sitting in front of one now and luz is quite handsome.

the blight lifted one of luz's hands it's big enough to cover her face and more. she pressed her own
hand onto hers and the difference is laughable, luz doesn't know what amity is doing but she isn't
gonna question it.

then, she closed her hand on luz making her claws show and when pulled away. it sheathed back.

amity stared at luz's bulky arms and her stomach that has ridges of muscles. she smoothly ran her
hand across luz's abs, feeling her rough but at the same time soft skin and the hair trailing down to
luz's crotch.

then she brought her hand under luz's chin to scratch it by impulse. luz was caught off guard at the
sudden motion but a growl like purr emitted from her and she's starting to like this, amity watched
as her lover tilts her head up to be scratched more while her tail swish behind her.

"you're like a kitty cat." amity giggles, luz opened her eyes and scoffed. "no, i'm not." she said, then
amity pulled her hand back which made the demon stop purring and looked at the human.

luz pounced on amity making her slam onto the floor, "get off, you're heavy!" amity laughs as she
playfully hits luz's shoulders. "why'd you stop?" she said, nuzzling up the blight's cheek making her
giggle again.

"okay okay, you baby." amity resumed on scratching luz's chin to make her purr. "i love you." amity
gave the demon a kiss on the cheek, squishing it and smiled as she sees luz's big smile.

"i love you too. now, don't stop."



War

Chapter Summary

last dragon luz x drake amity
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traversing through the thick woods, her auburn scales shifting vigorously to mint green then back,
glistened from the moonlight piercing through the canopy. her long, bulky tail wisps behind her,
hitting some trees and shrubbery but she doesn't care.

amity is searching.

searching for a possible mate that she smelled a few miles off. she's been tirelessly looking for a
suitable mate and the longer she isn't inside someone. the more prone that whoever she'll mate will
die from her aggressive nature.

heaves and growls emitted from amity as she lost her rationality long ago when her rut hits her. she
just to mate.

matematemate

as she got out of the woods and stepped into a small clearing, the drake's eyes immediately landed
on a cave which she rushed towards in without a second thought.

then, a roar echoes through it's walls the moment amity stepped inside. when her vision adjusts to
the darkness of the cave, she saw a dark dragon with their hazel eyes glowing as they snarled at
amity. not happy to have an intruder.

amity thought that dragons are extinct ever since but she thought wrong.

amity took a small step forward and flinched when the dragon spreads their wings as a sign to back
off but amity doesn't know what that means now. she took another step and the dragon spits out
fire, just barely missing amity as a final warning.

matematemate

there was a short silence between them before amity charged at the dragon whom dodged her as
they jumped into the air. hissing, the dragon plans to just fly out as this cave isn't worth living
anymore but amity caught their ankle and pulled them back down.

"let me go, damnit!" the dragon yelled, kicking amity's hand off their leg and tried to escape but the
drake pounce on them, bit down their scaly neck which made the dragon roar in pain. since both
drake and dragon are in their humanoid like form, amity is able to hold the dragon.

it's be much harder if the dragon is in their full form.



the dragon's eyes widens as they felt a phallus rubbing against them, growling loudly, they elbowed
amity in the face hard making her groan and accidently pull away giving the dragon time to spit fire
at amity once again.

amity quickly dodged the wave flames coming at her then tried to come after the dragon once again
whom swiftly squared amity in the face but she doesn't have time to register the pain as she gripped
the dragon's throat and slammed them down onto the ground.

the drake nailed her hands onto the dragon's wrists as she bit onto their scruff once again, now fully
making the dragon immobile. "just calm down." amity said, breathlessly and the dragon replied
with a low growl, still trying to get out.

amity attempts to calm the dragon while she rubs her cock in their folds making them shudder
"you'll like this." she said.

"no the fuck i- aahhh!" the dragon clawed the ground as they feel the drake push her dick in, they
struggled to get out of amity's hold as they don't want to mate yet but it's futile. amity sank her jaws
deeper into the dragon's scuff, hearing cracks as she's slowly breaking the scales to get to the actual
skin.

amity moans as she's finally inside someone "fuck yes.." she mutters and started to thrust into the
dragon who's wailing under her but they slowly quieted down. thinking that the dragon is enjoying
this, amity smirked to herself before speeding up.

"aahh... what's your name?" amity asked, loving the feeling of the dragon's insides tightly clenching
around her. "l- luz.." she replies, she's starting to like this or that she just given up. it doesn't matter.

"you're my mate for life now, luz- nghm aaahh! you're so fucking good!!" amity moaned midway
and she picked up her pace, viciously slamming into luz who's moaning profusely under her. "fuck..
m- more!!"

the drake grinned, she took her teeth off luz's scruff along with her hands as she knows she
wouldn't be going anywhere. amity rolled her head back at the pleasure under her, finally, she can
be rough and fulfil her inhibitions without the risk of her mate dying due to aggression.

she's fucking a literal dragon right now. a creature who's on top of everything.

"aahhh! fuck yes!! more.. i want more!!" amity is slowly losing her mind, her whole body going
feral. she held luz's hips and rammed her cock deeper into her making the dragon whine as she
arched her back. "more! more! god, i'll fuck you till you can't walk, dragon!!" amity's pupils turned
thin as drool started to dribble down her mouth.

it hurts but luz takes it as the pleasure is overpowering, feeling amity repeatedly hit that one spot,
luz rolled her head back and bit her lip tightly. she never mated before with her own kind let alone
with a drake, amity is belligerent but she likes it.

"yes! fuck me harder, please!!" she begs and amity doesn't need to be told twice.

rapid skin slapping, aggressive grunts and moans is heard throughout the cave. amity dug her claws
into luz's hips as she's coming, "ah luz! i'm coming!!" she screamed before busting it.



luz lets out a long dragged out moan as she came as well with her wings spreading wide. feeling the
drake's seeds squirt inside her makes her shudder and she's tied with amity.

amity almost fell onto luz as she over exerted herself, she laid on top of the dragon as they both
panted heavily. with a small portion of amity's sanity returning, she now realised what she's done.

"i'm sorry." she said. luz groans softly, she turns her head to the side to look at amity "it's okay.. it
hurts but i'm okay." she replied. amity sighs, beating herself up as she lets her lust take over again.
it's always the same, she tries to break the cycle of her nature but she always revert back.

amity noticed the small drips of blood in luz's nape from her bite so she licked it clean. "is it true?
you're my mate for life now?" luz asked and the drake slowly nods her head.

"yeah. you.. don't want to be my mate?" luz hums about that "well.. i don't really know you or your
name even."

"oh, right. i'm amity."

"nice to meet you, as i was saying, you kinda rushed into mating and.. since we're bonded. i want to
get you better without.. this for awhile." luz said, referring to the predicament they're in now and
amity understands, she nods once more.

"agreed and i'm sorry, again."



Needed Sacrifice

Chapter Summary

dragon amity & boscha x luz

"wait wait! guys, can't we just talk this out and not throw me in a literal death cave?!" luz yelled as
she struggles to get out of the people's grip while she's getting dragged towards a foreboding cave.
drawing closer and closer.

"do not believe the lies the witch says! her sacrifice to the demons is a needed one!!" the ring leader
intervened and this fed the crowd on bringing luz more to the cave. "i'm not a witch! i just like
science-y stuff, okay?! there's a difference, i swear! there's b-"

"shut it, witch! you should be thankful you're not burning in the stake!" one man snapped at her.
there's no hope for luz, men's way of thinking is too primal to understand the complexities of the
major luz is in.

what human does not understands, they seek to destroy.

then, they roughly tossed luz into the cave letting her tumble as the jagged rocks sliced and bruised
her. wincing, luz slowly got up to see the torches and cheers receding as they thought this gives
them another year to live in the demons' mercy.

luz doesn't even believe that there's a demon living here in the first place. she doesn't feel anger,
just despair. at least her mother doesn't have to tolerate the taunts and straight up cursing them to
die but she has to deal her only child dead.

peering down, luz sees a steep drop that could kill her in an instant and there's a huge gap
separating the cave and the road so she's trapped. sighing, luz has no choice but to accept death as
she walks forward.

as luz goes deeper into the cave, she started hearing a sort of twinkling sound echoing dowh the
cave. she hits a wall several times but manages till she finds an opening, luz carefully slipped down
and stopped.

her eyes widens as she saw a giant pile of pure, shimmering gold. this could make a town rich and
build it's own empire but her jaw dropped when she saw two sleeping dragons that circled the pile
of treasures.

luz thought that dragons are just a myth! this is remarkable!

luz closed her mouth, she gulped and started to slowly walk up to one of the dragons. the first one
has a mint green color and the other is pink. she stopped in front of the mint green dragon's tail, it
has a pointed end and it's scales shines from the gold.



then, the tail moved which made luz jump back but it suddenly hit her making her fling back and
hit the wall. luz wheezed as she dropped down, she looked up to the dragons to see them sniffing
the air before snapping their eyes open with their pupils slitting.

"human." one of them bellowed.

well, at least luz knew that dragons are real. it's a good way to die.

luz closed her eyes, expecting to feel searing heat from the dragons' flames burning her alive and
leaving her charred body to the side but she didn't feel anything.

but what she did feel is someone grabbing her collar and shook her. luz opened her eyes, her cheeks
turned red as she saw barely dressed women in front of her.

"um.."

"what is a puny human doing here? you're here to stealing our gold, aren't you?!" the pink haired
one glared at luz and shook her again. "no no! i- i'm not-"

"hm, she looks like she doesn't pose a threat. say, are you from that annoying village?" the mint
green haired woman asked, luz nods and the two dragonesses looked at each other before the pink
haired lets the human go. "what's your name, runt?" she asked

"l- luz."

"i'm boscha, that's amity." boscha did a fairly quick introduction and luz nods once again. she
doesn't know if she should be scared that there's two dragonesses in front of her who can kill her
with ease or be turned on as she can see.. it.

"it's always funny to see humans overreact, thinking we're demons and ever since we moved. your
people has been sending people as a form of sacrifice." amity chuckles to herself, she turned around
as she heads for her gold with her tail grazing luz's hand. beckoning her.

"most are irritating but some are a great treat to us," boscha continued to amity's thought, they flew
up towards the two golden thrones and stared at luz like a predator making her cower.

"it seems that you could be on that list, miss luz." amity nested her chin onto her closed fist as she
eyes the human who's frozen. "step forward, human." boscha ordered, her tone could be compared
to a king.

luz didn't hesitate on complying and stopped in front of the pile of gold, looking up to the
dragonesses. "are you a maiden?" boscha asked and luz's cheeks turned redder.

"um.. yes." she replied, this seemed to intrigue amity and boscha. "very well, present yourself
then." amity said with a smirk evident on her face.

"p- pardon?"

"you heard her. this is a form of mercy, unless you don't want it." luz saw boscha's throat glow as
there's fires swelling inside with smoke emitting from her mouth. gulping, luz started to take off her
ragged tunic and pulled her pants down.

now, she stood buck naked in front of the dragonesses.



they motioned for luz to come up when she did, she gasped as boscha pulled her down to sit on her
lap. both of them started to place hot, literally, kisses on her sensitive body while boscha gropes the
human's tits.

"say, amity," boscha starts, she leaned back to her throne to look at luz's extremely flustered face.
amity hummed in response "i wanna keep this human," she said as she cupped luz's cheeks "she
seems special."

amity softly smiles at that, "yeah, she does. what was the reason you're sent here?" she asked,
looking at luz's hazel hues. "they thought i was a witch.." luz replied and the two dragons roared in
laughter.

"ah, humans are really just pigs in clothing! a pathetic waste of life, i say!"

"agreed!"

luz looked away as they dunked on her kind, "hey, no need for that face." boscha said with her tone
softening as she made luz look at her again. "aw, don't feel pity for them. they've forsaken you, you
don't need to look back." amity giggles, she leans in to give luz a kiss.

luz's eyes widens in shock, she looked at amity, seeing her eyes closed as she seems to be enjoying
this. luz kissed back and she felt the dragon's fang nip her lip as she slipped her tongue inside her
mouth making her lowly moan.

while the two are occupied, boscha stared at the gashes and other healed marks on luz's body that
contrasts her dark complexion. "look at you. you're not even properly taken care of." she said
before licking the blood off. "they have to pay for that."

as luz and amity pulled away, a string of saliva connected them for a moment. then, luz shivered
when she felt boscha's phallus rubbing against her pussy, she looked at the dragon's lavender hues
that's brimming of lust.

"do you want it, human?" she asked, her tone dripping of sultry. luz slowly nods "y- yes." she
squeaks made the two dragons smirk even more as they know how powerless and small luz to
them. "how adorable." boscha then lifts luz up to hover above her hard cock.

it has small spikes that are harmless, surrounding it as it drips of precum. it's quite big and luz
doubts that'll fit but boscha proves her wrong as she slowly pushing her down.

the human lets out a scream as it slowly penetrates her, she gripped onto boscha tightly with tears
welling up in the corner of her eyes. boscha hushed her and her tail caressed her "easy human.
you're lucky i'm even taking you slow." she said as she usually just ram into her victims but luz is a
change.

the dragon lowly groans when all of her is inside of luz, the human clenched her teeth as it hurts so
much but boscha is a little considerate tonight and lets luz adjust to her size before starting to move
her hips up.

"aahh.. ah- mghnn.." luz is slowly letting out her voice which made boscha want more on hearing
her. she tightly held the human's hips and started to pick up her speed, luz rolled her head back as
she screams, letting it echo through the cave walls.



boscha bit her lip as she feels luz squeezing her deliciously, she watched her boobs rapidly bounce
at each thrust as she makes. the dragon slithered her snake like tongue out and it licked luz's nipple
before fully taking it. her sharp teeth grazing her skin that made blood ooze out.

"ahh! fuck, human!" boscha growled, she swiftly stood up and replaced luz on the throne, making
her lie on it with boscha holding her legs up to really get all of the spots. "aahh!! oh god.. yes!!" luz
gripped both armrests as she takes the dragon's cock in her, unbearable pleasure sent shock waves
within her making her body quiver.

boscha cackles, she gripped luz's face again to see her flustered face as lewd moans comes out of
her mouth. "already a slut, huh?" she grinned before leaning down roughly kiss luz whom kissed
back, she arched her back as her moans are muffled.

their tongues battled only for a split second with the obvious victor, luz twitched as boscha's muscle
invaded more than amity did and her thrusts grew more animalistic as she's balls deep into the
human. luz pulled away from the kiss to let out her scream of a moan as she held onto boscha's
neck.

amity watched them with pure amusement as she stroked herself, her eyes are focused on luz who's
in pure bliss.

boscha sank her teeth into luz's neck, marking her which surprised amity but she lets her if she's
going to do the same to luz. "aaahh! i- i'm close!!" she moaned, boscha groans as she took a sip of
luz's blood, it tasted sweet before pulling away.

the dragon straightened her back as she watched her cock swiftly plunge deep into luz before
finally coming. "boscha!!!" luz screamed one last time and the dragon smirked at that.

her phallus' spikes activated as it plans to stay inside luz to fertilise her but boscha can see that
amity is getting antsy in her throne to get a taste of the human. it hurts but boscha slowly pulled out
of luz, she watched her seeds trickle out of her pussy and fall to the gold.

boscha rubbed her cock as she aims it at luz's face, shooting the last bit of her cum till she's empty.
snickering, boscha presented the human's cum filled, blissed out face to amity. "what do you
think?" she asked.

"she's perfect." amity replied with a smirk, she stood up from her throne and got in front of boscha
"she's all yours." boscha backed up to let the other dragon take the human.

amity watched luz calm down before turning her over, pressing her stomach against the throne and
she held her ass. the dragon slapped luz's ass hard making her jolt and tremble "you're the first to
survive boscha but can you do me?" amity whispers as she spreads her ass to show off luz's pussy.

then without any second thought, amity shoved her cock deep into luz making her moan in surprise
at the sudden intrusion. luz couldn't distinguish if amity is bigger than boscha or vise versa but it
doesn't matter as she takes it all.

"aahh.. holy shit.." amity groans, slowly getting growing addicted to how luz feels around her cock.
"she feels amazing, huh?" boscha asked as she got behind amity, grasping both of her tits while her
still hard dick rubs against the blight's ass.



"yeah.. better than anyone!" amity increased her speed, ramming to luz who's jolting forward at
every hard thrust. "f- fu- fuck! please!!" she moans, raising herself more onto amity, letting her use
her.

boscha placed softly kisses along amity's neck making her tilt her head to gain more access before
pushing her member inside. amity hums in pleasure, she looked over her shoulder and boscha leans
in to kiss amity while her hips are trying to match her speed.

as they pulled away, boscha looked down on luz who's voice is starting to crack "why do you finish
her?" she said, turning amity's head back to the human and her speed turned inhumane. "ngh..
amity! aaahhh!!"

aggressive grunts, brisk skin slapping and sounds of gold getting disturbed are heard within the
heart of the cave. as people hear it, they thought it was the gates of hell opening as their moans are
distorted through the walls.

a familiar knot is getting tied within luz's stomach. she's not in a condition to scream anymore as
her vocal cords are used up, she winced when she felt amity's claws dig on her sides and finally, the
dragon comes inside her. filling her up once again.

luz opened her open, expecting for a moan to utter but only a cracked squeak is heard. she felt
amity tie in her but she didn't stay in too long and pulled out in pain. the human panted heavily after
getting stuffed by two dragons, she's starting to feel drowsy.

boscha pulled out of amity as well and both of them watched the human pass out from the immense
pleasure running through her body while cum still leaked out of her. "let's find another place. high
up in the mountains." amity suggested as she wants to take luz far from humans and just be with
them.

"right but what about the..." boscha motioned her eyes towards the small opening luz went in that
leads out to the entrance. the village. amity huffs, she grabbed a stray blanket and draped it over
luz's nude body before carefully lifting her off the throne.

then, the blight's golden eyes glowed as she looked at boscha whom grinned. she figured out what
they want to do with that stupid village.

boscha shifted into her dragon form and lets out a deafening roar. warning across the land that a
village will suffer tonight before flying out of the cave. leaving amity to tend luz, their new mate.



Fueled by Both Ways
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"where the hell is amity?!" gus hissed as he and willow stood outside of luz's room, they're called in
the owl house by eda since luz seems to be acting more... needy than her last heats.

willow and gus are betas so they wouldn't be affected to luz's pheromones. they already did what
they can on calming luz as well in making nest but it's not enough.

they heard a loud whimper on the other side of the door along with crashes. willow scratched her
head as she looked down at her scroll, she's been bombarding the blight with various messages to
come here but it left unread.

"i don't know! she's not responding!" willow replied, making her scroll disappear as she started
thinking of another plan. "what?! she's the only alpha th-" gus stopped talking when he heard a
growl behind them.

both best friends slowly turned around to see the mint green haired alpha behind them, her pupils
thin as she smelled the omega on the other side. "i'll take care of this. you can go." amity said, her
tone low and almost authority like.

they nodded and left the scene to let the alpha handle this. amity listened to their footsteps receding
down the wooden stairs before stepping up to the door. twisting the knob open and the scent of luz's
heat hits her hard making the tent in her pants twitch.

then, a pillow was suddenly thrown at her which amity swiftly caught. she got inside the room and
locked it before pulling the pillow down to see the mess of the attic like room with a nest of pillows
and blankets standing in the middle of it.

inside of it is luz glaring at her.

"get out." she snarled. amity doesn't want to. luz regrets all of the alpha across the boiling isles
whenever she's in heat and amity is the only contender left. she knows she'll claim the human
omega.

"no. you're in heat luz, let me help." amity said, tossing the pillow back to luz whom dodge it and
growled at her as she advances. "i said get out!"

then, amity knelt down in front of the nest and stared at luz who's backing up further into her home
while snarling at the alpha. she knows she wants the alpha to knot her but this amity blight we're
talking about, luz and amity has a back and forth relationship.



there was silence between as amity did nothing but stare at luz which confused her till amity swiftly
charged at her inside the next and bit down on her neck.

luz screamed, she started to claw amity to get off but then, she heard a purr emit from amity's
throat. attempting to calm her down.

"shh.. i won't hurt you if you just calm down." amity said with her voice gentle as she continues to
purr. it seemed to work as luz eased down under amity "it hurts.." she mutters, the alpha slowly lets
go of the omega's neck and licked it.

"i know but i'll help you, okay? if you let me." amity whispers, softly rubbing her cheek against
luz's head whom grumbles, she looked at her shoulder to see the alpha hovering above her. her eyes
glowing gold.

with a shaky sigh, luz slowly nods. "okay.." she gives in as she just wants to get rid of this pain
below her. amity slowly grinds herself against luz, noticing that her pants are off and just left with
the underwear.

luz whimpers as she feels the alpha's phallus. then, amity slowly turned luz around to make her lie
on her back and she started to take off her pants mostly before leaning down to kiss luz's neck as
she senses she's still uncertain and in distress.

"it's gonna okay, i'll take care of you." amity said, moving her lips up to luz's face. she stopped just
above of her lips, amity eyed the noceda's lips before slowly closing in till they finally met.

luz slowly closed her eyes as she kisses back. they don't know if this kiss meant something or is
just a way for amity to get luz. after pulling away, amity's lips started to move down with her hands
slowly slithering up to luz's shirt, feeling her hard nipples.

the omega whimpers again, flinching as the alpha tweaked with her nipples. when amity senses that
luz is feeling safer with her, she rubbed her cock once again on luz's drenched pussy and a growl
escaped her throat making luz submit to the alpha.

"do you trust me?" amity asked, placing her hand on luz's cheek, letting her lean against her touch
before nodding. then, amity lined up on luz's pussy and slowly pushed herself in.

luz hissed in pain, amity placed soft and reassuring kisses on her omega while muttering praises.
"you're doing good, luz. just a bit more." she said and this seemed to help her as amity is quickly
sliding inside till there's nothing left.

they didn't move for a moment as amity lets luz adjust before slowly pulling her hips back and back
in making the omega moan. "more.." she whispers and amity didn't think twice on following that
request, she started to go hard on luz which made her moan louder.

the growl grows louder in amity's throat as her cock goes in deep into luz, she stared down at the
omega, watching her expression get twisted in pleasure with her hands on the alpha's shoulder,
clawing it. but the pain barely even registered.

"a- alpha.." luz looked at amity who's grunting with growls mixing, she kissed luz's cheek and
licked her neck making her shiver. "my mate." amity said before biting down on her omega and
sped her pace up making luz howl as she arched her back.



when amity marked luz as her mate for life, she pulled away to hold her hips as she's letting her
inner alpha take over. "ahh... luz!"

"amity.. amity please!!" luz moaned, she felt a thumb graze her lip before slipping inside her mouth
which she sucked on while amity ripped off their remaining clothes. "you're a good girl, aren't
you?" amity asked, she pulled her thumb out of luz's mouth and lifts one of her legs to gain more
access.

"aahh! yes! i'm a- aaahh.. i'm a good girl, alpha!!" luz replied, she bit her lip as she feels amity hit
her in all of the right spots. the alpha kisses her omega's leg as she rubbed her cheek onto it, sighing
in bliss in love of the feeling luz clenching around her.

then, amity did a single thrust that plunged her cock deep into luz hitting that one spot that drove
the omega to the edge. "r- right there!" she moaned as she claws the sheets. amity chuckles "you
like this?" she did the same thing which made luz scream and vigorously nod "yes!! please, fuck
me there!!"

amity continued to thrust far into luz, getting her closer into coming as she's feels a knot swelling
inside her. the alpha nested her forehead onto her omega as they both moaned wildly "you're going
to take my knot, aren't you?" amity softly pecked luz's lips which made her hands latch on her
cheeks and pull down into a real kiss as a response.

after a few thrusts, both of them finally came at the same time and luz tied to amity as she takes her
alpha's seeds making her shudder is euphoria. they panted heavily and luz caught amity when fell
on top of her.

"thanks.." luz whispers and amity groans in response. then, the blight lifts her head to look at luz
with a smug look which confused her "what?"

"looks like you're not the unmateable omega anymore." amity said with a grin, luz narrowed her
eyes on the alpha and made their tie turn tight which made her wince. "ow ow.."

"what was that?" luz asked, raising a brow as she's testing amity. a growl emitted from the blight
and luz challenged that as she growled as well. they both stared at each other a short while, many
unspoken taunts are being shot till amity said; "i'll pull and we'll see who'll hurt more."

"try me."



Favorite Customer

Chapter Summary

onlyfans lumity au

requested smut

"hey mittens," as emira opened her sister's room, she saw her slam her laptop close so fast that she
might've broke it. amity spun from her computer chair to look at emira.

"y- yes?" she asked, trying to play it cool and good thing emira ignored amity being jumpy since
she's jumpy all the time.

"me and ed just checked our bank account 'cause he bought loads of bullshit and we saw you pulled
$42 658 on yours. did you buy a new gaming set or something?" emira asked, leaning against the
door frame as she stared at amity. waiting for a response.

amity anxiously tapped her fingers onto her lap as she purse her lips "um... yeah, just the new ps
and- and switch. yeah." she excused and emira nods at that, she looked around her room only to see
no new game consoles.

"where is it?"

"i- i ordered it on wish.. you know how wish is." amity quickly backed her excused up, emira
seems to buy "yeah, wish does take awhile to deliver. where'd you order?" she asked.

"...singapore." emira nods, she buys it. "alright. make sure ed doesn't see it when it arrives." she
said and left without even closing door which annoys amity, she sprung up from her chair and
quickly closed it as well locking it.

amity hurriedly got back to her chair making her spin a little before stopping in front of her desk,
she opens her laptop once again and plugged her headphones on. seeing various lewd photos flash
in front of her.

it's a lie about amity buying gaming stuff, she doesn't need one. she's been giving her allowances to
someone in onlyfans and they don't really show their face but amity feels attached.

is that a good thing?

whatever.

the account has variety. ranging from the classic bikini, to cosplay, casual and to full nude which is
the most expensive but the paywall never bothers amity and she got all of the photos this person
has. her videos and livestreams.

she's sent her requests, mostly videos for her personal needs..



amity feels like she's the most prominent one in this person's 3 million subscribers platform since
her username has been dropped several times in her livestreams and amity is the first person who
she'd do commission on and get it done like a flash.

this person is truly a gift from heaven.

though amity doesn't know who this girl is, she feels a sort of connection which was weird to think
about.

as she stares at their smooth melanin complexion with her sweet voice within those videos she
sends to amity. it's divine and it makes her member grow hard once again under her shorts.

amity looked down, she saw the outline of her dick through the cloth and gulped. amity only got on
onlyfan because boscha is practically shoving it in her face and telling all these sorts of people in
there and the first one she saw is this girl.

ever since, she's been the only one she follows and the only reason why she's so fucking turned on
every damn day when the girl posts something new.

amity pulled her shorts down enough to let her cock rise fully, she started stroking while she
scrolled through the girl's account. seeing all of her pictures that shows off her plump ass and
buxom tiddies while she wears a mask. her eyes are directly looking into the camera-

as if looking at amity. telling her to come and get her.

"oh god.." amity mutters, she scrolled down more till she heard a notification ring through her
headphones. she looked in the upper right to see a message, she clicked it and almost fell from her
chair when it's the girl!

"hi! i've done your request and i added something special in there if that's alright the message says.

amity had to read that twice before she replied with; "oh thank you so much. you work really fast yk
amity frowned at her own text after she sent that. "why the fuck did i-" her sentence was cut off as
the girl was quick to respond.

"you're welcome! and, of course. you are my favourite customer after all

amity's cheeks turned rosy when she read that, she felt giddy and happy and proud to know that
she's this girl's favourite customer. then, she saw her send a video that is covered by the paywall
which isn't a problem to the blight.

after paying, amity felt like she was suddenly hit by a truck as she saw the girl laid on bed with a
purple hoodie on but nothing on her lower half. a pink vibrator is stuck in her pussy as her moans
filled amity's ears.

the best of all. she doesn't have a mask on.

amity felt her dick twitch as she's mesmerised at the scene in front of her. someone is filming her
but it doesn't matter as this is hot. the blight grasp her cock once again and started to rub it.

"ahh.. ahn- god.." the girl moans in amity's ear, turning her on more. then, amity saw the girl lift
her hoodie up to reveal her hard nipples and started to fondle herself while moaning.



amity bit her lip at this, she just wants to go through the screen and into this bedroom and fuck this
girl herself. "god.. she looks so good.." the blight mutters herself, she roughly pulled a drawer open
and pulled out a fleshlight, she easily slides it down on her dick and started to thrust into it.

"mghn.. aah.. aahh shit.." amity is imagining this toy is the girl's sweet pussy wrapped around her
cock, she gripped the armrest tightly as she watched the video more. seeing the girl is all fours now,
the camera is entirely focused on the girl's lewd expressions.

"h- harder.. nghaahh!" as amity's blush couldn't get worse than it already is. she leaned back
against her chair, closing her eyes as she immersed herself in listening to those beautiful moans
while she brought the fleshlight onto her.

"fuck.. i'm coming!" amity yelled and she came inside the toy just in time as the girl came as well.
amity lets her hand off the toy, letting it sit there to take all of her cum as she catches her breath
before looking at the screen since the moans stopped.

amity blinked as she started the thumbnail, she even has to rub her eyes till she finally realise who
the girl is. she's been so caught up from the moans that she barely paid attention to her face!

luz?



Save Your Tears

Chapter Summary

exes beta lumity au

requested smut & angst

inspiration; save your tears by the weeknd

empty.

that's what everyday feels like now. emptily staring up the blank ceiling, emptily walking across the
house like a mindless zombie and emptily typing this edgy poem in notes-

luz sighs deeply, she turned off her phone and placed it on top of her chest as she mindlessly stare
at her mess of a room. it's been months ever since she cleaned this, it's also been months ever since
she saw amity.

the last time she saw her is up in their favourite hiding spot where she told luz that she can't do this
anymore. luz doesn't know why and amity didn't tell her the truth and broke up with her.

left her on that place to ponder on where she did go wrong. that place used to hold so much happy
memories, some sappy but it's their own little world now it just held sour taste in luz's mouth.

luz spiralled into a state of no return. her friends are trying to reach out on what happened and
asking if she's fine, hell, even boscha got on the pity train but she didn't answer it. the only person
who hasn't checked up on her is amity.

luz opened her phone once again, wanting to get her mind off this and just watch random bullshit
on youtube. then, she saw a notification pop up on insta, sighing, luz tapped it without reading who
is belonged to till she realised too late when it brought her to a short video on myday.

there she is.

in a party with friends with the music blaring in the background. screaming along the crowd as she
held a bottle of beer.

having a time of her life.

while luz is stuck on her bed like she merged with it. she forgot to unfollow her but if she did, it'll
confirm all of the people's thoughts.

you look so happy when i'm not with you.

luz squeezed her eyes closed, stopping the tears from falling as she feels a familiar sting on her
chest, swelling. it'll get worse she continues like this. luz exited the app and quickly tossed it to the



side as she had enough.

the noceda took a deep breath on before slowly rising from the bed, now really looking at her
messy room which she vowed on cleaning soon.

she has to get out. just go somewhere to get her mind off this, off amity. travel far, maybe go out of
town and get stranded when luz ran out of gas.

yeah, luz has to occupy herself since amity seems to be doing that.

luz stood up from her bed and heads for the bathroom to clean herself. after a few minutes, luz got
dressed heads out of the living room to get her car keys. when she swung the door open, luz is
starting to feel good as she took a long, nice shower and fixed her room but it all crumbled.

luz's eyes widens as she saw amity on her porch with her fist raised, planning to knock but it seems
she doesn't need to.

there was a tumultuous silence between them, they stared at each other's hues in only a moment
before looking away. they're both waiting for the other to talk and engage a conversation, just a
small talk but nothing.

but when they do, they always ask each other the same time.

"are you going somewhere?"

"why are you here?"

luz fixed her beanie and huffed, she walked past amity and started heading for her car. she isn't in
the mood to talk or see amity. it hurts.

i don't know why i run away.

amity pursed her lips, she slowly rubbed her arm as she looks down. everything is so awkward
between them now, it fucking sucks and amity blames her family for this. she knows luz is more
than what her parents said to be but she can't change their minds.

i'll make you cry when i run away.

"wait, luz please. can we talk?" luz stopped when she heard that, her hand on the handle is only a
mere inches away and she just wants to leave but.. she wants closure as well so she can be in a sort
of peace.

luz turned around and gave a simple, single nod. they both entered her house, shutting the door
behind her as she watched amity timidly wander towards the living while luz sat down on the
farthest couch.

once again, silence but it's only temporary as amity took a deep breath in and started to talk without
looking at luz in the eye. "i'm sorry. i know you're wondering what you did wrong, you did nothing.
i just want you to know what you're a good girlfriend, luz and it's me who's the problem so.."

i made you think i'd always stay.



amity trailed off in the last part. even with that, luz is still confused. she was expecting for an
explanation, amity pointing out that one time she did wrong. "that's.. not the answer i'm looking
for." she said.

"then, i'm sorry. that's all i wanted to say." amity said, getting a little defensive as she stood up from
the couch with her bag strapped to her shoulder. she's heading for the door.

you could've asked me why i broke your heart.

luz had enough of these riddles, she sprung up from the couch and stormed over to amity, swiftly
turning her around and slammed her against the door. "what the hell?!" she shouted but her anger
quickly disappeared as it rose as she heard stifled sobs.

you could've told me you told me you fell apart.

"amity please.. what did i do wrong to lead us to this? you know i love you with my everything.
please, tell me.." amity's heart cracked when she heard luz's voice break as she begs for a closure
from her but she doesn't want to admit the real reason why. she has to put up a cold front like she
always did.

but you walked past me like I wasn't there.

amity pushed luz off her and glared at her even though it hurts to see tears violently rolling down
her face. "i already did. i moved on, when will you?" she turned around and gripped the doorknob,
planning to open it.

and just pretended like you didn't care.

then, amity felt luz hug her from behind. she felt her tears staining her shirt as she continues to sob
"please... i love you, amity. i want you back, i love you." luz whispers, firming her grip on amity's
waist.

girl, take me back 'cause i wanna stay.

amity clenched her fists tightly as she's holding her tears in, not wanting to cry here. she loves luz
as well but this can't work. not anymore. amity roughly shoved luz off her and didn't bother to look
at her "don't you get it?! i don't want you anymore! i don't need you! i don't love you anymore, luz!
just leave me alone because i've already moved on from you!" she yelled.

i said some things i should never say.

then, she felt a soft but trembling hand grasp her own. amity slowly turned around to see luz's teary
face, there was no words exchanged between them as luz pulled amity into a kiss which she
regretfully kissed back in.

they tilted their heads to deepen it with amity wrapping her arms around luz's neck as tears rolled
down their face. pulling away, they stared at one another's glossy hues till luz said; "no, you
haven't."

luz lifted amity up and heads for the long couch, gently settling amity down as the noceda stood on
top of her. "just get on with it." amity demands. she tries to find a substitute but it's not right the
noceda is always in her mind.



everything's not the same anymore without luz.

the waking up in the morning.

the sweet kisses which can never be replaced with someone else.

and the sex. god, it's the sex.

amity watched luz quickly unbuckle her pants, neither of them needed foreplay as that kiss alone
could turn them on. they missed each other gravely.

since amity is wearing a skirt, luz pulled it up and slipped her panty down before spreading her legs
to get in between.

the blight shudders at the feeling of luz's cock rubbing against her wet slit, luz bent down with her
arms gripping both sides of the couch as she aligned herself to amity. "do it." she whispers and luz
follows.

both of them moaned at the same time as they feel each other once again after so long of being
apart. luz bit her lip and dug her nails on the couch as she forgot how tight amity is, the blight
watched her ex slowly push inside her till there's nothing left.

amity held onto luz's tensed arms, she hums as the noceda's cock is letting her insides
accommodate to her girth before she started to move. "ah.. aah fuck.." amity mutters. she pulled luz
down for another kiss, their tongues now involve.

both muscles danced with each other and amity lets luz slip inside her mouth as her hips started to
go faster than the starting pace. as they pulled away, luz buried her face into amity's neck to leave
paths of kisses with the blight's legs wrapping around her lips, motioning her to go faster.

"aahh! oh god, yes! harder, fuck!!" amity yelled as she felt luz hit all of the right spots in her that no
one could. luz groans, she missed this feeling of amity squeezing around her. "ah shit.. ames, you
feel so good!"

amity arched her back for luz as she tightly held a handful of her hair. luz slammed her cock deep
into her ex making her scream as she hit that one particular spot that she loves. "right there! luz,
please!" she begs.

luz refrained herself from biting on amity and leaving a hickey, she's always reminding herself that
amity's not hers anymore but she wants to think otherwise after this.

"god, amity! i love you!" amity doesn't know how to respond about that. she didn't say anything as
both of them are fully engulfed in pleasure for luz to even notice that amity didn't return those three
words.

unless?

then, a recognised knot started to rise in both of them. they're getting closer as luz's thighs started to
feel numb from the rapid pace. amity rolled her head back as her mouth went agar "i'm close!!"

luz bit her lip tightly "m- me too.." she whispers.



then, "luz!!!" amity screamed her ex's name as she arched her back once again when she came hard.
the noceda quickly pulled out and came soon after her, letting her shots fall onto the floor. she'll
clean that.

both of them panted heavily and took a moment to catch their breaths from that euphoric session.

as they calmed down, amity was quick to fix herself and get off the couch. "he- hey.. is that it?" luz
asked, she was hoping that amity would come back to her but that wasn't the case.

amity stopped in front of the door once again, now able to open it and looked at luz one last time
before leaving to say; "save your tears, noceda. we're over." then, she's gone.

leaving luz again just like how it happened that day.

luz stared at the closed door before hanging her her low, she lets the fresh tears drip and fall to the
floorboards. making a small puddle as she started to think that this was all but a waste of her time.

nothing but a waste of a fucking time and love.

walking down the pavement road, getting farther and farther from luz's house. it was hard to amity
to say that as she never really meant but she has to for luz's sake.

as ironic as it seems, amity doesn't want her parents to come after her because she's being selfish.
the less she knows, the better.

 

i realize that i'm much too late.
and you deserve someone better



Alone Again

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'save your tears'

inspiration; alone again by the weeknd

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

take off my disguise

sitting quietly in the dining table is nothing new. lazily dragging her fork across the half eaten plate
as she mindlessly listens to the conversations of her family.

i'm living someone else's life

amity wore many lavishing things in her life thanks to the seemingly endless rains of money her
parents has but wearing this outfit tonight never felt so off.

suppressing who i was inside

amity glances up to her parents who are elegantly talking to each other to this person sitting beside
her. she doesn't know them or plan to know them at all. she's not interested.

so i throw two-thousand ones in the sky

then, she turned her gaze to her siblings who are bored out of their minds as she is and just wants to
get out of here. they just entertain themselves in their own world. none of them wanted to be in this
dinner.

together we're alone

it's been weeks ever since amity went to luz's house, tried to make give the noceda a sort of closure
by being vague as she doesn't want to tell her the real reason why they had to end this.

in vegas i feel so at home

amity doesn't know what's been doing in the past days. it's like everything was a blur to her and
what she did now, this is the only time she's able to remember things.

falling only for the night

amity would be lying if she didn't like the session they did but she didn't like how she ended it. she
wants so badly to stay and hug luz and tell her how much she fucked up. she did none of those.

how, how much to light up my star again



as amity looked down at the plate that held stale and cold food now. her mind started to wander far
back to their highschool days where everything was still young and innocent.

and rewire all my thoughts?

a small smile tugged on amity's lips as she recalls the time where luz took her first kiss, it was in
the end of her birthday and luz told her to go with her in the garden since she has her present there.
that was the best present the blight got.

oh baby, won't you remind me what i am?

they must've noticed amity's smile as odalia asked; "did something interest you, dear?" after
hearing her wretched mother's voice, amity's smile dropped and her face returned to humdrum. she
didn't reply as she isn't in the mood to even open her mouth.

and break, break my little cold heart

"is something the matter, amity?" alador asks, noting his daughter's sudden changes of expressions.
edric and emira looked at amity who continues to stare emptily at her plate "i don't think she's in
the mood to talk, father." edric said.

"it's not that, ed." amity, finally, says. "then what is? don't tell me you're still thinking of that no
goo-" the sound of a fork falling onto the plate interrupted odalia and amity glared at her.

"degrade her one more time, i dare you." amity said through her gritted teeth. "i'm sick, fucking
sick of pretending and following your orders! luz is the best thing that happened in my life and you
just had to be there to ruin it!!" she yelled, letting out of the many bottled up anger inside her.

alador and odalia doesn't seem to happy with this contumacy. "take your seat, amity. we'll discuss it
after dinner." alador said, remaining a calm tone as they have a guest who's awkwardly caught in
the middle.

amity slowly shook her head "no." she said. "no?" odalia repeated, her patience slowly shrinking.
"no." amity said once again as a smile is forming, she's regaining a small sliver of confidence.

"i won't follow you anymore. i'm already 22 goddamnit and i'll make my own decisions which i
already have and it's being with luz for the rest of my life!" then, odalia slammed her hands onto
the table making the utensils and plates clatter as she stood up, narrowing her eyes at amity who
isn't cowering anymore.

she doesn't have an effect anymore on amity.

"are you declaring you rather taint the blight name just to be with that runt?"

amity sneers "if it means changing my name to noceda," she slowly leans closer to whisper "then
yes." then, she pulled back and started to head upstairs as she knows she's a disowned blight
without needing to say it.

she's going to leave and leave for good.

the twins started clapping for amity for standing up, "yeah, you go mittens!" emira cheered while
edric wiped a small tears off the corner of his eye. "she's grown now." he whispers as he faked
sobbed.



i don't know if i can be alone again

while packing, amity held her phone close as she kept calling and messaging luz telling her she's
coming over there once again to finally talk for real and tell her everything.

but she isn't answering.

i don't know if i can sleep again again

amity thought that luz is probably just sleeping so she turned off her phone, stuffed it inside her
pocket as she swung her bag on her back.

as the young blight trots back down to the first floor, she saw her parents are still on the table but
the twins are waiting for her in the front door. "what are you doing?" she asked.

"we're gonna drop you off. that was one hell of a display, mittens." emira said as she patted her
little sister's shoulder. "yeah, nice job, kiddo." edric said in a slurry tone, ruffling amity's hair which
she pushed off as she clicked her tongue and fixed her hair.

"shut up, let's go." amity softly knocked the twins' heads before heading out of the manor which is
the best feeling she ever had in awhile. it was a long ride from the manor to luz's house, she bid the
twins goodbye and got of their car.

there was no lights open inside the house which slightly worries amity but she shook it off for now
as she stepped up to the porch. taking a deep breath in, amity knocked on the door and a creak is
heard. the door's unlocked.

red flags kept popping up inside amity's head as she saw this. "luz.." she fully pushed the door open
to reveal the dark living room, she flipped the lights to see clearly.

amity dropped her bag and started to scour through the house, calling for luz's name as she check
every room to see she isn't there. not even her bedroom.

as she got to the bathroom, she sees that it's slightly open for a crack to see through. when amity
opened it, her eyes widens in horror.

check my pulse for a second time

there sat luz within the overflowing bathtub, aimlessly staring at the wall in front of ber with
various bottles of pills near the tub and her dangling.

i took too much, i don't wanna die

"oh my god, luz!!" amity immediately rushed inside the bathroom, she pulled luz out of the tub and
her heart sank as she felt how cold luz is. "what happened? why did you- god!" amity is panicking
in all aspects, she snatched the nearby towel and wrapped it around luz's freezing body.

i don't know if i can be alone again

amity pressed her head against luz's chest to hear heartbeat, it's faint but it's enough. she pulled
away to look at the noceda's pale face and her eyes dull as they stare back at the blight.



tears started to well up in seeing her lover's state. amity shouldn't have broken up with luz. this took
a toll on her and it breaks her. amity swiftly pulled out her phone to call paramedics while luz's
breathing is turning hollow with her vision filling of black spots.

"a.. mi..ty."

 

i don't know if i can alone again

Chapter End Notes

it's up to you if luz dies or lives.



Under The Stars

Chapter Summary

amity & emira x luz

requested smut

luz is staying in the blight manor for tonight, since the blight siblings' parents are mostly out, amity
doesn't have to worry of luz being her.

luz is sitting on the floor, leaning against the bed while amity laid on her stomach on the mattress as
they talked about random things. azura, grudgby, magic and all that stuff.

"well well, mittens. didn't tell me you brought luz here." the two turned their heads to the see the
elder blight leaning against the door frame. luz smiles while amity grimaces at emira.

"hi, emira!" luz waved at emira whom returned the wave, walked inside amity's bedroom and sat
down next to luz, smiling at the human then looked up to see her little sister narrowing her eyes at
her.

"why are you here? i didn't even give you permission to come in my room." amity said, sitting up
as she crossed her arms. emira softly chuckles and looked at luz. "i'm sorry but were you two going
somewhere?" the question confused luz.

"going where? i don't think we can go anywhere in this hour." she said "oh not outside. in the bed
specifically." emira tried to elaborate but amity smacked her with a pillow to shut her up. the jade
haired blight bursts out of laughter while amity is glowing red.

luz is still confused but it's for the better.

"shut up! we're not- we're just talking!" amity retorts, emira sighed as she wiped the small tear off
her eye. "yeah but you sure do have a way to talk." she motioned her eye down to amity's shorts
making her glance down to see a tent. amity used the pillow to hide it and growled at emira.

"i.. i have to use the bathroom. be right back." amity said and quickly rushed out of the room,
leaving luz with her sister. "huh. that was something." luz said as she's still at a lost to whatever the
sisters were bantering about.

"it sure was." emira whispers, then, luz jumped when she felt a hand smoothly rub her thigh. she
looked down to see it was emira "emira..?" she tried to ask what's the elder blight doing but she
hushed her.

"are you sure you and amity weren't getting into anything before i got here? i'd be very sad if you
didn't let me join." emira said, the human slowly shook her head as she watches the blight's hands
move up to her shorts' top, her fingers slipping inside.



luz doesn't know if she should panic or let it be, she trusts emira. she won't do anything that she
wouldn't like, right?

"you're awfully quiet. come on, let me hear your voice." emira slowly pulled luz's shorts down
along with her panty, luz slightly sat up to let the blight fully take it off as she feels emira's softly
lips against her neck, kissing it.

luz faintly whimpers when emira rubbed her clit, wetting her up as she sucked on her flesh to leave
a hickey. the human twitched and shakily sigh when emira hits her nub making emira smirk. "that's
it." she lowered her own shorts to reveal her hard cock, unbearably horny for luz as she seems so
small under her touch.

emira grabbed one of luz's hands and made her grasp it, she motioned her hand on stroking her. "e-
emira.." luz mutters as she watched her hand rub the witch's phallus which she plays with her clit.
"hm?"

"what the fuck." both of them snap their heads to see amity on the other side with her face entirely
red while her pajama pants still has a bulge. it's hard to get rid of it when luz is here.

luz gasped, she took her hand off emira's dick but she caught it and continued to stoke it as she
pushed the first finger inside luz's pussy making her moan. this turned amity on even more "you
could've called me from the bathroom." she said, she got inside the room and turned off the lights.

"you were taking too long." emira replied, she continued to thrust her finger inside luz, loving the
sounds of her breathy moans.

amity made a light spell that floated up to the ceiling and exploded in making more orbs of light
looking like stars that shined bright enough for them to see each other.

as amity got in front of luz, starting at her half lid eyes before leaning in for kiss, finally doing what
the blight has been dreaming of. luz kissed back which made amity deepen it, biting her lower lip
for luz to grant her access in her mouth.

amity slowly pulled down her pants along with her boxers, softly rubbing her cock as she tilts her
head, feeling her and luz's tongue swirl around each other before they pulled away, lingering as soft
pants are heard between them.

"did you know amity likes you?" emira interjected the two's intimate moment. amity groans, she
pulled her sister's finger out of luz's hole and gently lifts her up to the bed, setting her in all fours
while emira got in front of the bed.

amity bit the sides of her mouth as she stared at luz's dripping pussy, she rubbed her tip against her
clit before slowly pushing in. luz gripped the bed sheets tightly as she squeaks, the youngest blight
leaned and started whispering sweet things to her.

"i love you so much, luz. you don't know how long i've waited for this, you're taking me so well."
amity nipped luz's round ears which tickled her a little. "aah.." luz quivered under the blight when
she's fully inside then she felt something tap her cheek, she looked up to see emira's cock is in front
of her.

"go on, it ain't gonna suck itself." emira said, luz opened her mouth and let the witch invade her
mouth before starting to suck her, slowly bobbing her head making emira lowly groan. then, amity



slowly moved her hips as she bits her lip, feeling the human's insides tightly clench around her.

"aahh.. luz," amity pulled luz's shirt up, showing off her smooth back and noticed she's not wearing
any undergarment. "ooh, were you expecting this, weren't you? ready to flaunt your tits at us, huh?"
amity said and started to go faster as luz got accustomed to her bulk.

"hmm! mh.. ngahh- mhg.." luz moans while sucking emira off, her moans vibrating on emira's cock
which made her moan as well. her hips subconsciously thrusts inside the human's mouth. "shit..
you're really good.."

amity tightly gripped luz's hips as she thrusts into her, she closed her eyes for a moment, letting her
savor this heavenly feeling wrapped around her. "oh titan, luz! you're so tight!" she bent down
while her hips relentlessly slam in luz as she impulsively bit down on her shoulder making the
human arch her back.

emira gripped a handful of luz's hair, rubbing it for a moment before fully thrusting in her mouth.
it's a miracle luz's reflex hasn't triggered yet. "aaahh... you seem to be enjoying yourself mittens."
emira said, watching her little sister rail the human while fondling with her tiddies.

"gh- i.. i could say the same to you, em." amity replied, she wiped the tears welling up in luz's eyes
and sped up.

"mh.. mmgh! aauhm.. mm.." under the orbs of light posing as the stars, both blight sisters are
flustered as their dicks are inside the human who's really taking them well.

"oh- i'm coming!" emira was the first to bust her nut inside luz's mouth, letting her get a taste of the
elder blight before amity comes. the jade haired blight sighed deeply as she pushed the stray hairs
off her face before pulling out, watching her seeds drip out luz's mouth as she can finally let out her
voice.

"aaahh! agh- amity!!" luz's upper half fell onto the bed, letting amity use her as she kept moaning
the witch's name which fuels her even more. "that's it.. say my name, luz." amity said, her pants
getting mixed with growls as bullets of sweat rolled down the side of her face.

emira dabbed a handkerchief on amity's face which caught her off guard "what the fuck." she
looked at her sister with a confused expression "what? i'm just wiping your sweats. can't have you
two cuddle while smelling like edric's socks." emira said innocently as she moved to wipe her cum
and sweat off luz's face.

"t- th- thanks.." luz whispers, barely able to utter that single word as the pleasure the witch gives
her is immense. that wasn't really need but it's appreciated. then, emira stepped back to watch the
two finish off.

"luz! luz, god i'm so close!!" amity clenched her teeth tightly, she quickly made a spell glyph and a
pink circle appear around luz's waist which was hardly acknowledged as luz rolled her head back,
screaming the witch's name as she came.

"amity!!!"

amity followed soon after, she came inside luz which made her shudder at the feeling of her hot
liquids spewing inside her. filling her up. both of them panted heavily, none said anything as they
try to catch their breathes till realisation hits luz.



"w- wait, you didn't-"

"you won't get pregnant. i made a protection spell just in time." amity breathlessly replied which
relieved luz. the blight slowly pulled out, letting her cum spill out and drip into the bed sheet, she
pulled luz down to lie next to her with her head resting on her arm.

"i love you so much, luz. do you love me as well?" amity asked as she softly pushed the hairs that
got on luz's face, "always has been, ames." luz said, she placed a kiss on the witch's forehead and
gave her a soft smile.

"you.. you do?" luz nods.

a trembling smile came on amity's lips, she pulled luz into a hug whom giggled and hugged back.
"thank you." she whispers as she buries her face into luz's fluffy curled hair, inhaling her scent
which slowly made her drowsy.

while the couple is slowly dozing off to sleep, emira shrugged and turned around to leave as she
doesn't wanna be their third wheel and just joined in for fun.



Lament

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'allured'

SCREECH

viney was suddenly awoken by the sounds of her griffins roaring just a few miles off from her
house. she jumped off her bed while yawning, pulling the blinds to see what's happening, she saw
within the herd, her own griffin. puddles, in the air, watching something.

the witch walked out of her home and trotted over to the pen, she whistled for puddles to come
down which they did. as the griffin landed in front of their companion, they chirped and nuzzled
their head against viney.

giggling, viney softly patted her friend's head before pulling away "what were you doing up there?
it's middle of the night." she said. puddles chirped once again and flapped their wings as if telling
viney something.

viney hums "you wanna show me something?" puddles nods at that then lowered themselves for
the witch to climb on them which she did and the griffin took off. flying high up to the cliffside till
viney saw it.

gasping, viney lowered herself and motioned for puddles to go down so they wouldn't be spotted.
she started contemplating if what she really saw is real, she slowly lifted her head up and she's
right.

there she saw amity blight and lucia noceda.

having sex.

"isn't that blight with luz?" viney whispers to herself. she knows she's seen luz with the youngest
blight in school so why is she with the human's older sister?

then, a scream is heard which made puddles and the rest of the herd to roar. viney motioned
puddles to go back down to the pen and immediately hopped off, heading back to her house as she
needs to sleep.

to think, she even had to slap herself just in case she isn't dreaming. viney stopped for a moment,
she looked back to the cliff and thought if she should tell luz. the human is a great friend along with
lucia ever since they met in detention.

viney doesn't wanna seem as a snitch but.. what would you call lucia's doing now?

-----



the next day came, luz is with willow and gus talking to them as they walked inside hexside. viney
is already there, waiting for the human to arrive with puddles beside her.

as they saw luz, puddles was the first to come up to her and pounced on her to bombarded the poor
human with licks. luz bursts out of laughter and patted the griffin's head while she tries to pry away
"good morning to you too, puddles!" she said.

"puddles, get off luz!" viney ordered and the griffin followed, she helped luz up whom still giggled.
"i'm sorry 'bout that." she apologised but luz shook it off. "nah, it's okay and long time no talk,
huh?"

viney slowly nods "yeah, long time no talk. um.. can i talk to you about something?" she asked,
wanting to get straight to the point. "oh yeah, sure." luz nods as she wiped the saliva off her face.

the witch looked at willow and gus whom seemed to have gotten the memo "i'll see you later in
class, luz." willow said as she started to head out "yeah, don't forget. we have a teamed project
today!" gus patted his best friend's back as he followed willow.

luz nods "yeah! later you guys!" she waved the two witches goodbye before turning her attention
back to viney who's looks uncertain to whatever she's going to say. "viney?" luz tilts her head.

the witch took a deep breath in before letting out a quick exhale "i don't think i have a way to say
this subtly but..." luz patiently waits for viney to say whatever she's gonna say.

"last night i saw amity blight with your sister," viney said the first half which luz thought it was the
only thing she's going to say. "oh, okay." she shrugged "wait, how'd you know this?"

"because they're in the griffin ledge and that's not all. they were.. they were having sex.." viney
really doesn't have way to say it subtly, she saw luz's drop from her normal happy face and twist
into the 5 stages of grief.

but acceptance isn't included.

luz lets out a dry laugh "t- that's pretty funny, viney. um.. don't you think it's a bit early for sex
jokes?" she said, in complete denial but viney shook her head. "no, luz. me and puddles saw it with
our own eyes. ask lucia, she won't-"

"ask me about what?" viney jumped as she saw lucia go beside luz, draping her arm on her
shoulder. "oh hey, viney. long time no see." lucia said, smiling as she gave the witch a wave.

viney could only awkwardly return the wave "uh.." she looked at luz who's still in denial as she
knows that lucia wouldn't do something like that to her, right?

"i gotta go. bye." she said and quickly hopped on puddles to fly out of here, leaving the siblings
confused at the witch being iffy but they can't do anything now.

luz thought about it then she pulled away from lucia, she tickled her locker open to get the
textbooks she needed for the first class. "hey, don't tell me you're still mad of not letting you date
amity?" lucia asked as she watched her little sister give her the silent treatment.

"no." luz mutters. lucia rolls her eyes, she roped her arms around luz's neck, getting her into a
headlock and started to noogie her. "alright, you twit! i'll let you go out with her, just promise you'd



still come home! king would get really lonely without you." she said.

luz laughs, she pulled her sister's arms off her neck and playfully pushed her off. "really?" she
asked, her eyes shining and lucia nods. "yeah, i can't really change your mind about anything." she
replied, shrugging.

luz flashed a toothy smile then she saw amity with amelia in the corner of her eye. "amity!" she
called for her lover and immediately rushed towards her. amity's face turned complete red as luz
jumped onto her with a hug.

"hi, amelia!" luz waved at the eldest blight whom held a small smile and waved back before
walking away, letting them be as she shot a glare at lucia who stuck her tongue out at her.

while luz and amity are talking, lucia stared at the youngest blight. her mind replaying the events of
last night which makes her want to recreate it. after with much consideration, if they keep this quiet
from luz, she'd be none the wiser.

then, their eyes met and lucia chuckled. she stuffed her hands into her pockets as she gave amity a
wink before walking away.

a pang of regret is swelling inside amity after what she did, she kept convincing herself that she did
just to go with luz without lucia bothering them anymore but.. it seems that wouldn't be the case.

"hey, let's head to class. you wouldn't want your perfectly clean schedule to the ruined!" luz said,
she grabbed amity's hand and started to pull her, heading for their classroom.

amity pushed the feeling down as she smiled, she wants to be luz and there's nothing between her
and lucia. their relationship is completely platonic. nothing more.

-----

lucia was the first one to go home to the owl house as she's expecting someone to come here since
luz will be a little late from her illusion track project.

as the door is closed behind her, lucia saw eda within a heep of human trash she got to sell. the
eldest noceda was about to head for her room without saying a word to the witch but she popped
her head out of the pile with disco glasses on "did you tell her?" eda asked.

lucia stopped in her tracks "no. why would i? she doesn't need to know shit." she said. king lets out
a dragged out groan "dude! this is your sister we're talking about! you gotta come clean before-"

then, lucia slammed her fist against the wall, shutting the demon up. she looked at king over her
shoulder before huffing "before nothing. end of story." she said and headed up to the bedroom.

as she got to the room, lucia made sure to lock it. she sat down at the sleeping bag and waited in
silence. after a few minutes of waiting, a faint tapping against the window is heard which made
lucia spring up and head for the window to see amity getting boosted by her abomination.

"hey cutie." lucia cooed at the youngest blight as she leaned against the window frame. "why did
you call me in?" amity asked, trying to act oblivious but she can take a guess as to why.

"why don't you come in and i'll tell you." lucia stepped back to let amity's abomination to pushes
her up to the window and into the room. "is luz here?" she asked, not wanting for her girlfriend to



see them together.

lucia shook her head "nah, she's with gus doing some project or some shit." she said nonchalantly
before grabbing the blight's collar and swiftly turned around to push her down to the sleeping bag.

amity watched as the noceda knelt down in front of her, going in between her legs while rubbing
her thighs. "where do you want this thing to go, amity?" lucia asked while slowly pulling amity's
pink legging down to reveal her semi hard cock.

"nowhere.. i just wanna be with luz, lucia." amity replied then she groaned as she felt her tongue
lick her again while stroking her. "yeah, i know and yet you still come."

amity frowned "because you-" she twitched when lucia took her whole, the blight gripped the
noceda's hair as she closed her eyes, letting her take her cock while her mind immediately goes to
luz.

lucia bobbed her head on amity's dick, her tongue swirling around before moving up to fiddle with
her tip making the blight groan. she looked up to see amity's expression, her face is completely red
which is adorable.

then, she pulled away and started to take off her own pants, tossing them to the side as she spreads
her legs in front of amity. "i already gave you head last night. it's not fair i'm the only one giving."
lucia said.

gulping, amity bent down in front of lucia's wet pussy, she stuck out her tongue and dragged it from
bottom to top, her muscle stopping on her nub as she toyed it with for a moment which made lucia
hitch.

"aah.. shit." she mutters, she grabbed a handful of amity's hair and slightly pushed her closer as she
started to lap her tongue around her folds, taking her juices in. amity looked up at lucia who's
quietly moaning then, a knock on the door is heard which made amity pull away but lucia pushed
her deeper.

"keep going." lucia whispers, "hey, lucia are you in there? i got change real quick." they heard luz's
voice on the other side as she continues to knock. lucia didn't answer it as she focused down on the
blight pleasuring her "ah.. yeah, that's it."

after a few seconds of nothing, "huh, guess she's sleeping." luz said to herself before heading back
down to the living room to chill with eda and king. oblivious of what's going on the other side.

amity seemed to the relax that luz wouldn't be seeing her in this state and continued as she listens to
the eldest noceda's moans above before abruptly pulling away which confused lucia.

"did i tell you to stop?" lucia asked, watching amity wipe her lips as her eyes seemed to glisten.
"stand up." she ordered which made lucia raise a brow, then amity stood up and grabbed the
noceda's collar to pull her up before making her lean against the green chest that is beside her
sleeping bag.

some of the objects on top of it fell to the floor.

lucia chuckles "oh, you're one of those who likes it rough huh?" she asked. "could say the same to
you." amity replied as she grabbed lucia's hair once again before plunging her cock deep into her



without warning making lucia almost scream if she didn't clasp both of her hands to her mouth.

"god.. yes." lucia bit her finger as she feels amity thrust hard into her, she moved herself back for
the blight which made her grip on her hair loosen and moved down to her hips to start slamming in.
"aahh- mghnn.. oh god, amity.." lucia moans as she bit her lip.

amity gritted her teeth as she held onto lucia, watching her rod repeatedly go in and out of her,
hitting all of the right spots as their skins slapped onto each other. her fangs glistened against the
soon setting sun through the window, the witch bent down and pulled lucia's shirt to reveal her
clean neck.

amity licked it making her shiver before sinking her teeth in, lucia squeal. she gripped onto the
chest as she feel amity pulled away. letting her blood trickle down before finding another spot to
bite on.

"ngh- you really like biting huh.. ahh.." lucia mutters, she looked over her shoulder to see a line of
her blood rolling down the side of amity's mouth which she wiped off.

"..you're so big.."

amity closed her eyes, she started to think that the one that is clenching around her cock is luz. the
one moaning her name is luz. the one she's fucking is luz. just luz. she wants no one but luz.

but luz is just downstairs, incognizant to the things happening upstairs. she's within reach yet here
she is, fucking her sister instead.

amity squeezed her eyes tight as she can feel tears started to well up. she just has to finish this and
no more comes after this. she already did her last night on going out with luz, she doesn't have to
make this harder for themselves.

then, the blight sped up her pace. practically ramming into lucia who's body is turning to a ragdoll
at every thrust amity makes. "yes!!"

 

downstairs, luz looked up to the ceiling when she heard some things tumbling and falling. "geez,
can your sister sleep like a normal human?" king snorts as he placed a card onto the small table, he
and owlbert are playing the cards eda is addicted to.

"no. she usually toss and turn alot." luz said, looking back down to the game. "aggressively." she
adds and eda chuckles "surprised you're still alive."

"welp, you learn alot when you had to sleep in your sister's room for 18 years and counting." luz
said as she shrugged. "does it involve cheating?" king asked nonchalantly then he whined when eda
slapped the back of his head.

"oh yeah. she used to cheat on this guy for answer back in the human realm, she managed to pull it
off till 9th grade." luz said, snickering at the memory of lucia's face when she got suspended when
the guy finally caught her snooping in his notes.

"not that-"



"will you shut up?" eda hissed at the demon whom shot her a glare as if he's telling the witch
something but eda shook her head. luz looked at the two back and forth, confused at their silent
exchange.

"not what?" she asked, tilting her head. both eda and king at the human who's still unsuspecting to
the whole endeavour till they heard another noise upstairs.

sighing deeply, "i knew it. she's not asleep. i should be down in bonesborough by now with amity."
luz said as she stood up, planning to head up. this made eda and king panic. "no no, kid don't go
up!" eda said but luz didn't listen and started to jog up the stairs.

"luz, come back!!" king yelled but it's too late.

"okay, i know you're-" when luz busts the door open, it was the worse mistake she ever did in her
life.

"not.. asleep.. what is this?" luz looked at her sister and lover whom are half naked in their shared
room, both are inside of each other as they stared in shock at luz who's frozen in place.

10 things coursed in luz's mind. not really 10 as there's only two that is clear to her.

stay calm. how could she? this is different that your lover cheating on someone she doesn't know.
amity is with lucia, her fucking sister.

separate yourself from the situation.

"luz! please, let me explain!" amity pulled out of lucia and snatched her legging off the floor to
cover herself as she approach luz. with only inches between them, luz clenched a paper ice glyph
tightly making a long ice spike that aimed in amity's throat, stopping her.

tears violently rolled down luz's cheeks as her body shook in anger. "explain? i think you already
did. viney was right. i'm so fucking stupid to even think you'd follow your own words!" luz said as
she glared at lucia as well.

"luz, drop the ice and let's talk." lucia said, more like commanded and luz shook her head. lucia
tried to come close to her sister but luz gripped a plant glyph on her other hand which made a
thorned vine like gauntlet cover her entire arm and aimed it at lucia to stop her from advancing.

luz slowly backed up, she clenched her teeth. "don't." that's the only thing she could say as there is
so many things swirling inside her that is hard to convey into words.

she whistled, calling for owlbert before dashing down the hallway. luz caught owlbert and quickly
got on the staff to leave this place, she wants to get out of here as she can't take it.

as luz left the owl house. amity lets out a stifled sob, she clenched her fists tightly and turned
around, heading for the window as she plans to go after luz.

"where are you going?" lucia asked, as amity got onto the window frame. she spared the eldest
noceda single glance that held knives that pierced her. "fixing this before i lose luz because of you."
she said and jumped off to be caught by her abomination, running towards the woods to find her
lover.



as lucia watched amity get farther and farther, she looked down at herself. she started to question
what did she really want out this? why did she do this in the first place even though knowing that
this wouldn't end well.

yet she rode along with it and look what happened.

-----

up in the snowy knee and with the oh so familiar cold slitherbeast cave. many bones of it's victims
are sprawled across the ground with the beast sleeping in their own spot while a ring of fire burns
in the farthest corner that melts everything.

everyone who was in the owl house are searching for luz which she wouldn't know as she spent her
time here. pondering. the sliterbeast really didn't like the human's presences when she came here
but didn't fight as they sensed luz isn't in the mood to be messed with.

"luz." she heard her name faintly being called, she knows who's voice it is and didn't bother on
turning to see them. "luz!" amity tried once again as she slowly entered the beast's den, planning to
get the human out of here.

but luz didn't respond.

"luz-"

then, amity heard a loud bone cracked which woken the slitherbeast. it looked at luz first before
looking at amity whom snarled at her, it's fur spiking up. before it could attack the blight, a giant
golden spell circle appeared and went through the beast, knocking them out.

amity turned around to see eda flying in after she got owlbert back. "you go home, kid. luz needs
some alone time." she said as she lands. amity was about to protest "go. please." she heard the
clawthorne's soft please, she looked at luz one last time before nodding as she left the scene.

eda stared at the ring of fire ahead of her, she warned lucia many times to come clean so this
wouldn't end to this but of course, she wouldn't listen. the witch approached her kid, walking
through the flames and sat down beside luz.

eda saw luz is holding a giant bone that is split into half, she's impressed that the human was able to
break it with her bare hands but that's not she should focus on as she sees her teary face and puffy
eyes.

"what did i do wrong, eda?" it breaks the witch's heart to hear luz's broken voice. eda shook her
head "nothing, kid. you did nothing wrong. it's temptations." she said, she knows luz is a good kid
and doesn't deserve this.

"i feel so... angry." luz said, her tone is confused and as if she's holding herself back. "so pissed that
i want to.." she tries to say it but she kept biting her tongue which infuriates her and threw the
broken bones at the wall.

eda placed her hand on luz's back, softly rubbing it. "i know and it's natural to feel that way. i'm
sorry this had to happen, luz." luz slowly leaned her head against eda's shoulder as new tears fall.

"am i.. not good enough?" it's heartbreaking to hear someone who's a literal sunshine ask that.



"hey, don't think like that, okay? you're worth it than what you think, i know that you still love the
blight girl and i'm not gonna tell you who to love. i just want you to take of yourself but you're
special luz." eda said as she softly patted her kid's head.

luz sniffled, she looked down at her hands and slowly closed them which made the fires die down
around them. "thanks eda. i think i need some time here alone." she said and eda nods.

the witch stood up and ruffled her kid's head one last time. "alright. make sure you come home, i'll
probably make some of your favourite soup." she said. luz softly smiled at that "okay. tell king i'll
be down." she replied.

"will do." as eda left the cave, luz sighed deeply. she combed her hair back, gripping it in the end
before letting go. luz wiped the remaining tears off her face, she doesn't want what she wants to do
with either amity or lucia but she doesn't want to sit here lonesome and isolated from everyone.

she wants to get this off her mind for awhile and spend her time with eda and king along with her
friends.



Once Upon a Fuck

Chapter Summary

empress alpha amity x peasant omega luz

requested smut

"rise and shine, princess!" amity immediately hopped off her bed to go towards the window to see a
rough looking little girl below who's sitting on someone's rooftop. softly smiling, "good morning,
luz! what are you doing there?" she asked.

luz just shrugs "it has a better view here!" she replied. "oi! what the hell are you doing up there! get
down runt!" a man said as he started to poke a stick towards luz. "meet me in the plaza!" luz said
before jumping onto the man's head and landed onto the wagon of hay.

the noceda immediately got out of the hay as she dodged the man's swings, luz waved amity
goodbye as she gets farther and farther till she turned to a corner.

amity giggles at the omega's antics, she better get ready if she wants to meet up with luz. she and
luz met in a happenstance, it was the town festival and they bumped into each other. amity was lost
and wasn't supposed to be there but good thing luz helped her get through the event whilst having
fun without her even knowing she's the princess.

as amity got into her normal clothes, she rushed out of her room, ran down the hall and got to the
long dining table to see her whole family quietly eating. amity didn't wanna have breakfast since
she's in a rush, she just grabbed a load of pastry, carrying it in her tunic and was about to head for
the doors till her mother stopped her.

"where do you think you're going, young lady?" odalia asked. "to my friend!" amity replied without
bothering to elaborate as she exited the castle. amity took a bite of her food while running down the
streets, swiftly passing many people till she got to the place she needs to be.

"ames!" the young alpha perked up as she heard luz's voice. she went through a crowd and saw luz
sitting on the fountain with a black hound beside her. "hi, king." amity greeted the dog and handed
him a pastry whom happily accepted it.

luz giggles "you don't have to bring food, you know." she said, amity offered her best friend one
which she gladly took. "well, i didn't have breakfast so figured i'd have one with you." amity
replied as she took a bite of her own piece.

"thanks, princess." the way luz says 'princess' isn't referring to her title of this kingdom. it has a
more endearing fashion and it makes amity's cheeks heat up, she watched the omega devour her
food before clapping her hands together to get rid of the crumbs.

amity slowly reached over to wipe the remaining crumbs off luz's cheek which surprised her. as luz
lets the alpha clean her face, her cheeks couldn't help but turn red at the gesture till she's done.



"sorry, it's a little messy." amity said.

luz slowly shook her head "no no.. um, it's okay." she cleared her throat as she suddenly
remembered why they're here in the first place. "come on, i wanna show you something!" luz
grasped amity's hand that is smaller than hers and stood up.

luz whistled for king to come along as they started running across the streets. "where are going?"
amity asked, she looked down at the omega's hand against her, she slowly returned the hold then
she saw luz look over her shoulder and give her a bright smile.

"somewhere special! you'll like it!"

-----

as they finally got to the place luz wanted to show, it's already nearing dusk as they got a little
sidetracked on the way. "and we're here!" luz said, stepping aside to let amity see it.

a gasp escaped her lips as she saw a beautiful, growing pink leaved tree that stood along with the
various flowers near the ledge. "what is it?" amity asked, looking at luz whom shrugged.

"i don't know but it's pretty, right?" luz slowly walked towards the tree while making sure she
doesn't step on any of the flowers. amity followed suit till they reached it.

luz softly placed her hand onto it's barks before turning to look at amity with a smile on her face.
"it's pretty just like you, ames." she said and this made the blight's cheeks extremely red.

amity looked away and cleared her throat "y- you too.. pretty." she replied, then she knelt down to
pluck a flower off the ground and placed it on luz's ear, pushing her hair back. luz turned red as
well and she grabbed as well to give it to amity.

"we're the only ones who knows about this tree so.." luz softly grabbed amity's hands "you and i
promise on taking care of it?" she asked. amity looked at the tree behind luz then back at her before
nodding.

"yeah."

as the sun is setting in the east, the space of their silhouettes are getting smaller till someone leaned
in.

 

luz and amity returned back to the village with them holding each other's hands. then, the sound of
rapid hooves from the horses are heard coming closer to them.

"halt, feign! let go of the princess at once!" a knight said as they pulled out their sword at luz which
made the others do the same as well. the poor omega raised her hands in surrender as she doesn't
wanna be sliced, amity frowned.

"put your swords down! she's my friend!" she retorts, pushing one of the blades away from luz.
"that runt is not your friend, my dear." amity immediately recognised that voice belonged to her
father.



the knights made way to the emperor and empress so they can see whom they have apprehended. "a
peasant omega. you know amity, you could've just asked you wanted an omega, we could've given
it to you." odalia said.

"luz is more than just a peasant omega! she's my best friend!" amity fired back. "now now, be
sensible as you are the heir to my throne, child. we cannot have a lower omega taint the blight
name, are we clear?" alador dismisses what his daughter just said. he growled loudly from the lack
of answer from amity making luz visibly wince as the emperor is the bigger alpha.

amity clenched her fists tightly before letting them go. "yes, father." she said, looking down. "good.
now run along swine and do not come for amity. ever." odalia warns as she glared at luz who has
her head hung low and slowly nodded. "yes, empress." she mutters.

alador offered his hand to his daughter to take, amity looked at luz one last time. "i'm sorry." she
mouthed before getting pulled up to the horse and started to ride out of there. leaving luz whom
watched them recede far.

-----

12 years has passed ever since the last time amity saw luz. after that night, she was bombarded by
many lessons on how to hold a throne and control a kingdom as the emperor.

when she came in the age of 14, her parents offered her many suitors, mostly from the wealthy
kingdoms across the land. all amity could say is that she never got one omega and that was the
worse year of her life.

the only omega on her mind is luz. she can't be replaced.

now, in the age of 20. amity's parents are dead and she took her father's throne while her mother's
remain empty. this granted the blight siblings more freedom than they dreamed off, some people
say it's bad to say that a person deserves to die but fuck alador and odalia.

neither amity, emira or edric cares after the bullshit they placed upon them.

when emira has viney and edric has jerbo who lives in the town where luz is. amity took this
opportunity to have the omega by her side now after all these years of not seeing or talking to each
other.

amity does wonder how luz grown. a fine maiden she guessed.

as amity rode out of the kingdom with a bouquet of exquisite flowers that she handpicked in her
garden. she went to the town and so many happy memories came back of luz.

then, the emperor saw a horde of children surrounding someone with a dark purple tunic, holding
them down as if they're a mountain to climb. amity slowly got off her steed and started to approach
them with her bouquet hiding behind.

the closed she gets to them, the more she sees who this person is. amity's eyes widens as she
realises it's luz. her beauty is bewitching, her height grew exponentially, she was a pimp when they
were kids, her shorter hair smoothly bounced at every motion and how her body developed is
breathtaking.



then, one of the kids noticed amity is staring "miss luz! the emperor is here!" they said, tugging
onto luz's tunic to make her look. for 12 years, their eyes finally meet their cheeks turned rosy as
this is the first time seeing each other.

"amity!!" luz charged at amity who was caught off guard then she jumped on her for a hug. amity
wheezed but giggles as she hugged back. "i missed you!" luz said, tightening her hug as it's been
awhile.

"me too." amity replied, inhaling the omega's scent which makes her inner alpha want to claim her
already but not now. as they pulled away, luz flashed her brightest smile that puts the sun to shame
as it always flutters and warms amity's heart.

"i haven't seen you since the plague." luz said in a gruff voice and amity laugh, she playfully
pushed the omega by the shoulder making her laugh as well.

"what brings you here?" luz asked, taking in how much the alpha has grown. she felt her inner
omega desire for amity to claim her but not yet. "oh.. um, i was planning to give you this.." amity
then presented the bouquet in front of luz who's eyes widens as her cheeks grew even more hotter.

"ooohhh!!"

"is the emperor courting noceda?!"

"holy shit!"

everyone around them started to banter after amity pulled the flowers out, she started to regret
doing this in public place. "oh my goodness.. thank you, ames." luz accepted the flowers and smiles
as she sniffed their beautiful aroma.

then, something hit luz "wait a minute, are you the one who.." amity nods. she's been sending gifts
to the noceda anonymously, she can only guess that her reactions on seeing them are bewildered.

then, luz accidentally sneezed which tugged a string inside amity. "bless you." she said. luz rubbed
her nose as she huffed "thank you."

"um.. are you free tonight?" amity asked, rubbing the back of her neck. luz nods "yeah. same
place?" amity nods at that, she opened her mouth to say something next but she felt a soft peck on
her cheek which really turned to a tomato.

"thanks for the flowers, amity. they're really beautiful." luz said, smiling as she stared down at the
bouquet. "like you?" amity replied, quirking a brow and the omega giggles at that.

"i see what you did there. you're not slick, blight."

"oh really? is that really how you should speak to an emperor?" amity asked as she approached luz
with little to no space left between them as they stared at each other's hues.

gasps are heard around them as if this is more entertaining than what they were doing before. luz
tugged a smirk "oh i really don't know how to behave, emperor." she said. there was a small silence
between them then-

"boop!" luz booped amity's nose and started to run away while laughing. amity watched the omega
get farther as a smile tugged on her lips. "see you later, ames!" luz looked over her shoulder and



shot a wink at the blight.

"yeah.. you too." amity mutters as she's in complete lovestruck for the noceda. when luz
disappeared, she's brought back to reality and looked around to see the people are going back to
their usual routine. she scoffed as she shook her head and quickly heads back for her stallion to get
ready for tonight.

-----

a sense of deja vu washed over to amity as she got to the special place where the pink tree is. she
saw the tree is fully grown now with it's leaves slowly swaying in the breeze.

amity approached it and stood beside the tree, placing her hand against the bark. she kept her end to
the promise, she always comes back to take care of this tree as this is the only one of it's kind
across the boiling isles or beyond.

"they grew alot." amity turned around to see luz coming out of the shrubbery. "yeah. didn't expect
to be this big." the blight replied as she watched luz stop beside her.

"so, what is it you wanna talk about?" luz asked, amity stared at her glistening hazel hues as the
setting sun shines on them. "i.." amity took a deep breath as she's been holding this in for awhile.

"i love you, luz. ever since we're kids and.. and i want to spend my life with you," amity softly
grabbed both of luz's hands and knelt down in front of her who's slowly tearing up "will you be my
mate, luz?" amity asked.

with a quivering smile, luz vigorously nods her head. "yes! yes! get up, i wanna hug you!" amity
smiles, she stood up and hugged her now mate tightly as she happily sobbed on her shoulder. "i
love you!" luz said, her voice muffled.

as they pulled away, "i love you too." amity leans in to kiss luz whom didn't hesitate on kissing
back. they both drowned themselves in their bottled up love for each other as it finally broke.

12 years ago, amity was the one whom placed a kiss on luz's cheek. now, she's gave luz, her mate, a
kiss on the lips.

when they pulled away, their lips lingered. "tomorrow, i'm going to show the entire boiling isles
that you belong to me." luz slowly nods at that but amity isn't done.

"i'll claim you in front of our subjects, tell them i'm the alpha you'll have by your side," amity
leaned in to whisper something in luz's ear which made her shudder and her lower half growing
weak as she hears her alpha lowly growl.

"are you willing to do it? though, i am in no position to force this on you. you can say no." amity
said, giving luz to back down on this as she doesn't want to come off controlling and wants luz to
be comfortable in their relationship.

"i'll do it." luz replied, giving an affirming nod as she does wants people to know that she belongs
to amity and what a better way to do it.

amity kissed her mate once again and nuzzled in luz's neck. "i love you, luz."

luz hugged amity again and started purring in joy "i love you too, amity."



-----

as the next morning came, luz woke up in amity's arms who's half bare. she is as well as amity
wanted to make the omega comfortable before the big day.

they did one hell of a foreplay.

luz smiles as she stares at her mate's sleeping face, she never thought she'd see this face, in fact, she
never thought she'd be with amity at all. it feels like a dream in a fairy tale she used to read about.

then, her eyes travelled down to amity's crotch under the covers to see her morning wood. luz eyed
her lover's cock that is twitching, wanting to be taken care off. a sudden surge of fire swelled inside
luz, she knows what it means and she doesn't care.

luz slowly slithered under the covers till she's in front of amity's dick, she gently stroked it before
taking it in her mouth. a moan vibrated in luz's throat as she tastes her sweet precum, she closed her
eyes and started to bob her head. hoping it would wake amity.

it worked.

amity slowly fluttered her eyes open as she felt a pleasurable wetness in her cock, she lifts the
covers to see luz taking her well. "hey baby." she groans as she caressed the omega's head, her one
eye opened to look at her.

amity motioned for luz to pulled away which she did "i want it.." luz whispers as she rubbed her
head against her mate's rod. "i know but we're saving it for later, remember?" amity said as she
pulled luz up.

the omega lets out a whine "i want your knot so bad alpha.." she said as she rubbed her dripping
pussy against amity whom hums. "shh, you'll have me soon enough, love." amity leaned in to kiss
luz's lips and nose.

"and what a way to wake me up as well." amity chuckles, she took the covers off them and
peppered her lover with many kisses till she's overpowered. "come and shower with me." amity
whispers as she stood up, not bothering to cover her lower half.

luz sprung up from bed and followed amity to the bathroom when she heard the word shower.

after that shower, luz stood in front of the mirror as she buttons up her blue linen long sleeved shirt
that has white and gold embroidered in the middle and wrists with the blight crest in the back. she
has a white pants that has real gold attached on her left along and heeled shoes with a blue gem in
the middle.

luz doesn't like a runt in the streets anymore but a royalty.

"it's shame that this'll only get ruined." luz said, straightening her outfit.

amity wore a simple white dress shirt under a blue blazer that is outlined with gold along with it's
buttons. a small gem is held within her tie and a gold bracelet is on her right arm. she has black
pants on with the same gold design on luz's as a golden chain that held a pendant.

amity got behind her lover and wrapped her arms around her waist, intertwining her gloved hand
"you do look lavish," she said, looking at the mirror as well.



then, she bit luz's ear making her shiver "that is soon to be ravish." she whispers. luz chuckles but it
died down as she felt amity rub her boner against her ass.

the longer this stretches. the more luz's heat becomes unbearable and amity's rut just tempting her
to just cancel the whole thing and fuck her omega right here. but no. amity planned for this for
awhile, she wouldn't let her lust get in the way just yet.

then, luz saw amity open a drawer and pull out a golden gun. "just in case someone dared to
intervene." she reassured as she felt the omega's anxiety rise when she saw the gun.

"shall we?" amity asked as she pulled away. luz looked at herself once again before nodding. they
both of them headed out of the castle, riding their own steeds. they went in a slow ride down to the
town as amity wants to show where luz is now but it's mostly to tease the poor omega.

as the horse trots, it makes luz's pussy pulse at every motion. amity watched her try to hold in a
moan as they're in front of crowd, she couldn't help but smirk to herself as she wouldn't even bother
hiding her bulge.

when they got to the place where everything will happen, amity helped luz off her stallion whom
almost fell on herself as her legs feel like jello right now. "just a little more, darling." amity
whispers before leading them up to the stage.

the emperor stood in the middle with luz standing beside her, holding it in. "thank you all for
coming in this significant time. after the death of my father and mother, the kingdom has
ameliorated under my reign." amity said and the people cheered as their deaths are really something
monumental.

amity raised her hand to stop them "today, i am proud and happy to announce that i have a mate
that would rule by my side!" she offered her hand to luz whom happily took it, then the emperor
raised both of their intertwined hands in the air.

"my heart, my soul and my eyes only belongs to luz noceda!"

the crowd cheers once again which overwhelmed luz as she doesn't get this much admiration
before. then, amity pushed luz down to her knees and faced her crotch in front of her, the people
went quiet once again as they saw that.

"and my body." amity watched luz open her pants as she's been waiting for this, both of them are.
as amity's cock is out, luz started sloppily sucking her "ahh... that's it." amity grabbed a handful of
luz's hair and started to thrust in her mouth.

the whole mass was in utter shock at the display. they don't know if they should be aroused or
disgusted but most are really into this.

amity bit her lip as she feels her lover's tongue swirl around her member, she plunged herself deep
into luz's throat and wiped the tears welling up in the corners of her eyes before moving again.
"god, fuck yes.."

then, she heard a foot step onto the wooden stage behind her. amity looked over her shoulder while
her hips are still moving, she saw an alpha with their dick out, planning to have a piece of her
omega which isn't gonna happen.



amity pulled out her gun and didn't hesitate to shoot the alpha down, she aimed on the other end of
the stage as she also saw a small group trying to walk up. "back off." she snarled then she gripped
luz's head with both hands and started to thrust hard as she's getting closer.

"ah! luz!!" amity came in luz's mouth, she pulled out and shots of cum fly in the omega's face and
mouth. the emperor stared at her lover's cum filled face, her expression in bliss.

"that's a good girl." amity purred as she traced her thump on luz's swollen lips and closed her mouth
to swallow. then, she made luz lie on the stage with amity getting in between her legs, she didn't
take her time in pulling the noceda's pants off as she just tore it off.

"i'm not going slow." amity warned and luz just nods as she just wants to feel her alpha's cock
inside her. without anything holding them back, amity slammed her cock deep into luz making her
scream "alpha!!!"

howls and growls are responded to that, the whole scene is turning obscene. the guards couldn't
help but watch their emperor claim her omega who's lewdly moaning under her, visible dents are
seen within every alphas' pants.

"fuck yeah!!" amity smirked wildly as she watched luz's risqué expressions, she grabbed both ends
of luz's dress shirt before popping all of the buttons off to reveal her well developed tiddies. "aah..
they're beautiful!" amity grabbed one of them, squeezing it and leaned down to take her nipple.

"aahhh! nghh- amity, god yes!!" luz moaned as amity pulled away with a pop, she slammed her lip
into luz's whom immediately coiled her arms around her neck as she kissed back. their tongues
dancing with each other while amity tastes herself.

the atmosphere of the entire kingdom is getting is filled of salacity and sex. there are solicited and
explicit orgies happening in the back, many are jacking off to their emperor's scene and some are
watching in pure awe. having massive respect for the new emperor of the boiling isles as no one in
this land would be bold enough to do this display.

when air became a problem, they pulled away with a thin string of saliva connecting them only for
a second. then, amity held onto luz's hips tightly as she ramming into her, her cock constantly
hitting that one spot deep into luz making her arch her back and roll her head. "amity!! right there,
please more!!" she begged as she clawed amity's back, piercing through the cloth.

suddenly, an omega appeared behind amity and started to run their hands across her body illegally.

amity growled madly, she was about to shoot this bitch down but luz raised up yowling as she
clawed the bastard's face making them fall back and retreat, whimpering.

amity was genuinely surprised, she smiled and pulled luz into another kiss as she's happy to know
that her omega is more than capable and wouldn't hesitate to kill if someone tries to cross them.

this earned the new empress mad respect and admiration as they always think the empresses before
luz are nothing but married sex toys.

"you're such a good girl, luz. you deserve my knot, don't you?" amity asked as she cupped luz's
cheeks. "yes! yes, please alpha i want your knot!!" luz replied, nodding her head strenuously.



"good- now fucking take it!!" amity plunged her cock deep into luz one last time as she finally
came inside her. both couple moaned loudly that echoed through the castle as others came as well.
amity watched luz shudder in delight as she bit her lip on feeling the alpha's seed filling inside her.

"aah yes..."

amity leaned down to whisper in luz's ear; "i'm not done. this is gonna hurt." she started to slowly
pull out even though they tied, they have alot time to tie again but amity is not done showing off
her mate.

luz hisses as it hurts, amity purred to ease her omega till she's out. the emperor sighs deeply, she
gently made luz go in all fours and groaned as she watched her cum leak out of her pussy.

amity slapped luz's ass, she placed two fingers in front of luz's mouth to suck on it, making it
sloppy before using it to slowly mollify luz's second.

then, amity pulled her fingers out and stood on her knees as she aligned her cock in her omega's ass
and slowly pushing in. luz winced, she dug her claws onto the stage as she feels amity getting
deeper and deeper till she reached the end.

the emperor didn't move for a few seconds before speeding up as she doesn't like waiting. "aaahhh!
yes, amity!!" luz screams.

everyone's eyes are now filled of lust as luz's moans fuelled their fantasies making them fulfil it to
others random them. doing it shamelessly as their emperor is broad.

drool is rolling down the side of amity's mouth as she's really claiming luz, her childhood friend
and crush, now mate and empress. it's feels so surreal but here she is, taking her every hole in front
of her kingdom.

her rationality was long gone when amity shoved deep into luz's pussy earlier. her irises thin as her
fangs sharpened. "fuck, luz! you're so good!! i fucking love you!!" amity roared before bending
down, tilting luz's neck to sink her teeth into her.

marking her.

"yes! alpha!! i love you too!! fuck me harder!!" luz flashed a trembling smile as she finally got
marked by the alpha she only wants. as amity pulled her fangs out, she licked the blood off and
grinning madly.

"don't mind if i do!!!" amity relentlessly thrusts into luz who's body is jolting forward every slam
into her. she felt a familiar feeling inside her stomach which made the emperor smirk.

"fuck, i'm coming luz!!"

"come inside me, please! i want it!!" luz shouted and amity doesn't need to be told twice as she
once again busts her nut into luz, filling her ass this time. the blight panted heavily, she combed her
hair back and looked down at her seeds speeing out on both holes which made her proud.

amity looked at the crowd and she can smell immense amount of sex in air, it's putrid. she's also
proud at the damage she did.



she stretched her hand out for a blanket to be tossed at her which she easily caught, amity draped it
over luz's body as slowly pulled out making her groan. then, amity stuffed her dripping cock inside
her pants and carefully lifts her lover up in her arms.

"you did so well, luz. you deserve all of the kisses, cuddles and everything. i love you so much."
amity whispers to luz as she placed many kisses on her face while heading for the horses.

luz wearily smiles "thank you, ames.." she tiredly said as that really that really exhausted her.
everything hurts but it wouldn't be as amity will coddle her.

after everything was over, the whole thing is just licentious and none of them, especially luz and
amity, regret it. they watched the emperor carry her empress who's covered in a blanket and got on
her stallion before swiftly riding out of there. leaving the libidinous scene to tend itself as amity has
to take care of her wife.



Follow The Light

Chapter Summary

rebellion leader luz x emperor's coven leader amity

requested smut

6 years has passed ever since the great war of boiling isles started. two sides waged war to each
other, one against oppression of using the fullest capabilities of magic the titan offered and other
with the emperor.

the witches and demons who knew the owl lady and the human who is able to do magic sided with
them as their perspective of the emperor changed after the almost petrification of edalyn clawthorne
and a young witch by the name of willow park serves as the voice of the people.

while the human, luz noceda became stronger than anyone could've anticipated and is the leader of
the rebellion. there was hesitations and second thoughts within the rebellion of a human taking the
leading role but the boiling isles is luz's home now and she wants to protect it and show everyone
she's more than what she let out on.

and she did so well in the battlefield.

luz still uses paper glyphs but they're slowly turning into backups as she's started to practice on
how a witch would do a glyph without a second party thanks to the teachings she gets from the
clawthorne sisters.

there are squadrons infiltrating the emperor's castle, namely augustus porter, edric and emira blight.
they're in an espionage mission, destroying the enemy from the inside out which carried out
successfully.

speaking of blights, while the twins are with the rebellion. amity blight was the only one their
parents managed to snatch away before the rebels could much to the young blight's dismay. she
doesn't belong in that side of the war but she's left with no other choice but to serve under the
emperor.

due to her phenomenal display of power within the forefront and her prestigious background. the
emperor excelled her as the leader of the enemy lines and his right hand since his previous one,
lilith clawthorne, betrayed and fled with her sister.

both witch and human grew alot in the in those 6 years in fighting for freedom.

there's still the shine in luz's eyes while amity has no one, not even her siblings.

both of them are the strategists of their battalion, if two brilliant minds crossed paths once again
and one of them sides with the other. the war would rather quickly. though, that's what the masses
thinks will happen.



the rebellion knows that their leader is scorned in the absence of the youngest blight as they had a
developing relationship when things were still fine but she doesn't need a pep talk about that.

meanwhile, the leader of the emperor's coven became more cold and aggressive as this whole thing
stresses her out of being in a leading role in such a young age. she doesn't trust her own men and
makes her own army of abominations as her strength grew overtime to be able to control a massive
number of abominations.

now, luz is out in night patrol with owlbert sleeping on the hood of her cape eda woven for her as
she held his staff. her height, physique and hair has grown, she didn't bother on cutting it short
anymore.

as luz stepped out of the woods, she slowly stopped walking as she found herself in front of the owl
house that is in ruins now. it's their first base before it was bombed. don't worry, hooty is still alive.
you can't really get rid of him even of his body is gone.

solemn filled the rebel leader's heart as this house is where everything started. her journey to
becoming a witch with eda and king helping her, within these woods is where she met willow,
befriended her along with gus and amity as well later on.

amity.

luz dearly missed the witch. ever since the twins relayed the news of amity not being able to
convince her in coming with them, it broke her heart as she has to fight her best friend.. her almost
lover.

then, a snap of a twig is heard which made luz swiftly hid behind a tree and started to look for
whoever made it that noise. she saw a white cloaked figure walk out of the woods and stopped to
stare at the owl house.

luz narrowed her eyes at the figure as she knows that's an emperor goon. she was about to make a
glyph but saw the person take their bird like mask, dropping it and lowered their hood to reveal a
long, mane like hair. mint green.

the human's eyes widens at the sight of a familiar color.

then, she felt owlbert shuffle inside her hood before hopping onto her shoulder to peer and see who
is she looking at. he seems happily surprised as well as he looked up at luz with his little wings
spread and eyes dilated. he wants to hoot but it would compromise their hiding spot.

luz nods as a smile tugged on her lips, she drew a circle in the air that glowed gold.

 

staring at the destroyed owl house, it breaks amity's heart in seeing a house that feels like a home
be in ruins. it held many memories, happy and sad but it's all better than the memories of the blight
manor has.

amity looked down at her right hand, seeing it makes her grimace. she wants to take it off but she
knows she can't as she doesn't have a choice. like she always does.



sighing silently, amity picked up her fallen mask, wore it back on which hides what the leader of
the emperor coven is truly feeling. only putting up a cold front as a leader should do.

as she turned around, amity halts when she saw a single ball of light slowly levitating towards her.
she slowly lifts her hand to make the light settle on it, the witch stared at it for awhile, mesmerised
till it hit her.

"luz."

amity started to follow the loose trails of lights that lit the dark woods with her cloak flying behind
her as she swiftly dodged the trees and hopped over fallen logs.

"just in case, you get lost. always follow the light!"

amity took a sharp turn, the lights are growing more prominent now. she's getting close.

"why? besides, i don't think i could ever get lost here."

then, amity got to a small clearly that seemed to be the heart of this woods and there she saw her
standing with her back facing her.

"because if you followed it. you'll see me in the end!"

luz turned around as she did the last light spell. "hey, ames." amity can feel tears prickling behind
her mask at the sight of the human after these years of not seeing each other. now, they're only a
few inches apart.

"luz.." amity's voice cracked which she cursed herself for, luz started to approach the blight whom
stepped back a little. "no.. step back, you're with the rebellion.." she mutters, lifting her hands up to
stop luz from advancing but she didn't.

"so? you're my best friend, amity. it's been so long." luz said, she softly grasped amity's gloved
hands and instantly noticed the silver ring in her ring finger. "you're... engaged?" amity looked
away, she pulled her hands away from luz and backed up more.

"and soon to be married.." amity added. luz felt her a hard string getting plucked inside her which
made the human look down, she missed her chance, didn't she? "oh.. congra-"

"i don't want my fiance. my parents arranged it and i always don't have a say in every decision they
make..." amity cuts luz off as she doesn't wanna be congratulated in something she isn't happy of.
out of all the witches within the emperor's coven, her parents picked a man.

they're mocking amity that's what.

"then, come with me. you're not supposed to be there in the first place." luz said, offering her hand
to amity whom looked down at it before slowly shaking her head. "i can't, luz.. i can't get out. so
please just leave before i turn you in. it's... good to see you again." amity said.

but, after hearing that. luz didn't budge from her spot and her hand is still extended to amity. "luz,
stop being stubborn and just go." the blight pushed the human's hand back but she still didn't move
which is slowly making amity irritated.



"i swear to titan, i will burn you, noceda if you still won't move!" amity clenched her fist setting it
alight with pink flames. luz is unfazed at the threat as owlbert flew out of her hood and nuzzled his
head against amity's cheek which caught her off guard.

luz softly smiles at the palisman still able to recognise the witch. "heh, owlbert knew you
wouldn't." she said as she started to reach for amity's mask, planning to take it off. amity tried to
back up but luz got it.

under the many orbs of light, luz can finally see the blight's face as her eyes are glossy from the
welling up tears. luz dropped the mask and caressed amity's cheek, she hesitated but gradually
leaned into the human's touch as she lets the tears fall.

"i missed you.." amity mutters as she sobs, holding on luz's hand. luz's tears fell freely down her
face, she pulled the blight into a hug which was immediately returned. "i missed you too.." luz
replied as she tightened the hug.

both of them stayed like that for awhile as they drown themselves in each other's warmth before
slowly pulling away. luz wiped the tears off amity's face with her thumb while amity looks at her
up and down, taking in her now lean figure.

"wow. you don't use paper glyphs anymore?" luz shook her head "i still do for backup, thanks to
eda and lilith i'm able to make a couple of spells how witches do it." she did another light glyph
which sparked into a fire before disappearing. amity is amazed on how luz never fails to surprise
her.

"and you don't have a weak nerd body anymore." she said which made luz softly giggle. "yeah..
willow helped." then, amity's hands moved up to luz's long curly hair, it feels really soft and
bouncy.

"speaking of which, how are they?" amity asked, recoiling her hands as she's getting a little
distracted from luz's hair. "oh, we're doing fine and..."

luz started to talk about all of the things that's been happening in the rebellion side as they sat down
against a tree. while she listens, amity couldn't help but think that besides there's a war, the rebels
are still able to keep their souls up and still have fun when there's time.

it makes her feel lonely.

then, when it's amity's time to talk. to be honest, she doesn't have much to share like luz except all
of the times where the twins and gus visit her and see how she's holding up. as she got to the fiance
subject, amity grew silence as she stared down at the ring, slightly twisting it.

luz also turned her gaze down at the ring, she doesn't like the sight of it. she placed her hand on top
of amity's, hiding the ring which made her look at her. "don't think about it. you're with me now."
luz said as she gave amity a smile.

amity stared at the human, seeing her sharper features and there's still the gleam in her eyes. the
space between them started to get smaller and smaller till their lips finally met which sent various
chills in their body.

an explosion of emotions and feelings violently waved within them like a storm in the shore. amity
deepens the kiss as she tilts her head while she slowly got on the human's lap, she felt luz's hands



hold her hips as she gripped her shoulders.

pulling away, both of them are softly panting. then, amity unclipped luz's cape letting it easily slip
off her shoulder then watched as luz did the same and started to unbutton her top to reveal her
ample breasts.

"wow.." luz rasps as she softly fondled with them making amity tremble then, the human groans
when she felt the witch straddled on her cock. "please.." amity mutters as she looks down at luz's
tent within her pants.

"shh, let me have this." luz whispers before taking one of amity's nipples, started sucking on it
while her plays with the other. "luz.." the witch continues to whimper as she started grinding harder.

while luz is preoccupied, amity started to place trails of kisses on her neck before leaving a hickey
which made luz teasingly bite her nipple making her jolt. as the human finally pulled away with a
pop, she smirked up at amity who's completely red.

"you want this little guy, huh?" then, amity started to tease back "little, you say?" she grinned and
luz deadpanned at that as she should've correctly picked her words.

"okay, it's not really little."

"no shit." luz scoffs as she playfully rolled her eyes before slowly unbuckling her pants and amity
did the rest of the work as she's getting impatient till she got the noceda's cock out, standing in it's
full glory.

amity's breathing turned hitched as she stared at it, it makes her mouth water. she started to take off
her own pants, tossed it to the side and hovered above luz's dick before slowly lowering herself.

luz groans as she feels herself easily slip inside amity "oh titan.." the witch gasped when the whole
is in. "ah.. amity." amity lifts her head and slowly leaned in for another kiss while she started to
bounce.

both of them moaned within the kiss, pleasure is reverberating below down at every bounce the
witch makes. as they pulled away, luz tightened her grip on amity's hips and started to move her
own pace, slamming up to amity.

"aah- ahh.. luz!" amity moans, she tightly gripped luz's shoulders as she rested her head onto her
chest, hearing her rapid heartbeat. "you're so tight.." luz whispers as she gritted her teeth, her mind
slowly getting clouded of lust.

"yes.. more, luz! fuck me more!" something must've snapped inside luz as she settled amity onto
the ground, raising both of her legs which confused amity for a second till luz's thrusts became
harder and faster. "aahh!! shit, yes!!" she screamed as she gripped her legs.

luz grunts as she hung her head low, her hands fell beside of amity as she continues to slam her hips
against her. the sounds of their skins clapping resonated throughout the woods along with their
grunts and moans.

"aahh.. i love you, amity!" luz said, amity smiles and opened her arms for luz to lean down "i love
you too!" she replied before pulling luz down for another kiss. amity pushed her tongue inside luz's
mouth, both muscles dancing with each other.



as they pulled away, there's a thin string of saliva connecting them before quickly disappearing. luz
buried her face in amity's neck as she leaves love bites on her, the blight started chanting those
three words over and over as she always wanted this to happen. dreamt of it.

"oh amity!" then, luz felt amity cup her cheeks to look down at her. "i love you so much, please
don't let me go.." amity said as tears are welling up in her eyes, happy tears as feelings and the
pleasure are overwhelming.

luz nods, she smiling and pecked amity's lips. "i promise. i won't let you go, ames." she replied as
she pressed her forehead against hers. a knot started to tie itself inside luz that is waiting to just
burst.

"ah! luz, i'm so close mngh-" amity screamed, she held into luz as she arched her back. "m- me too!
aah ami-"

then, an abomination forcibly pulled luz away from amity. the blight's eyes widens "luz!" she was
about to summon her abomination to help her lover till a voice spoke.

"well done, darling. though, i don't really approve of the human spoiling your goods but it got the
job done." amity snapped her head around to see her fiance coming out of the darkness along with
her parents and other emperor goons.

"you." amity snarled, she stood up and glared at all of them "let her go!"

her fiance rose a brow "why should we? that human is the most wanted person in the isles and her
presence here is the reason why the boiling isles got into a war." he said and alador made his
abomination tightly hug luz making her grunt in pain while it's goop is covering her body.

amity turned her gaze at the human who's glaring daggers at them. "seriously, did you really think
you could get your way to my daughter, human? in amidst of a war?" alador mockingly snickered.

"truly idiotic, now, we can end this senseless war at once." odalia adds as she smirks.

"you set me up?!" luz roared, she pulled her head out of the abomination but it's goop sunk her
deeper. "no! no, luz i didn't know this was-" she watched as luz sank into the abomination and there
was silence now.

a few seconds of nothing. the sparks of electricity started to emit around the abomination, it held
itself before it exploded making projectiles of goop fly overhead and around.

amity slowly lowered her arms that she used to cover her face and saw gold streaks of lightning
surrounding luz's body. there's no paper glyphs on her body. luz snapped her finger which made
owlbert fly towards her extended hand.

luz glared at them one last time with her gaze slightly softening when it came to amity. she looked
away and got on owlbert to get out of here. she regrets going on a patrol.

amity watched as the human gets farther into the sky, not looking back anymore till she's gone. she
looked down, hugging herself as the only time she felt truly happy for years is once again ruined by
them.



"Do Not Disturb"

Chapter Summary

master alpha luz x servant omega amity

requested smut

with the full moon high above the sky. the sheet of darkness are bare leaving the moon lonely.

repeatedly pacing back and forth in the big room with ragged huffs, luz gripped either sides of her
head, pulling her hair as growls emit from her throat. her pants have a very visible bulge and she's
getting in her rut.

out all of the times she could be in a rut. nature thought it'd be now when a meeting with all of the
masters across the boiling isles is amidst.

then, a knock on the door made luz snap her head at it. "w- what?" she spat, composing herself as
she heads for the door. "the other lords are awaiting for you in grand hall, master." luz felt her
insides tingle as she heard one of her servant's voice on the other side.

amity.

luz took a deep breath in, she grasped the doorknob and swung it open to see the mint green haired
beauty. her inner alpha is screaming to get amity but this is not the time to act like an animal in this
sophisticated time.

the master noceda noticed that amity is holding her long coat, she motioned her to place it on her
which she didn't hesitate on obliging. luz watched amity's small, pale hand move around her body
delicately which makes her want to move it down to her affliction.

as she's done, luz stared into the blight's golden hues that shimmered against the moonlight piercing
through the windows. she blinked and looked away "thanks." she mutters and started to walk away,
heading for the grand hall where all the grandeur are waiting.

amity watched her master walk far away from her till the doors closed. she thought she smelled a
strong scent of rut but she shrugged it off as there are many alphas here tonight.

when luz got the hall, she took the remaining seat that is the head of the long table. she stared at the
many masters and mistresses seated down on their chairs, staring at her.

"thank you all for coming and i do apologise for being late." luz started, they nodded as they
understand "no need, master noceda. you are considered as fashionably late." a man said.

after that short exchange, they started to discuss about the many trading, merchant and other
problems in their domain along with alliances and back stabbings. while that's happening, luz is



spacing out as her nose kept picking up the certain blight's scent that is just a few feet away from
her, standing still in between her siblings who's messing with her.

"no. the trading ports are too narrow to even get a cargo through." one said and luz doesn't even
know what they're talking anymore.

"and? renovate! that's the most simplest solution and you can't even do it? pathetic." one replied, a
scoff is earned by that.

"speaking of cargos, you have filed an attack in my territory, belos!" one retorts.

"now, be pragmatic, roik. why would i send a battalion at your doorstep when i simply do not have
the funding to do so?" belos replied, placing his arms onto the table to nest his chin in his palms as
if mocking the other alpha in parallel to him.

"of course, the only reason to even bother attending this meeting is to ask master noceda to grant
you the necessities." roik shot back. then, everyone's heads turned to luz who's rubbing her temple
with her mind completely transcended up the clouds.

all of this banter and luz smelling amity is slowly driving her crazy, at any moment, she'll feel like
bursting.

"master noceda." luz slowly lifts her head to meet the eyes of the other alphas, all their looks
begging to tell what she thinks of the situation. "which side do you choose?" they asked.

a single chuckle uttered from luz's throat, she fixes her coat and leaned back on her chair. "it is truly
a marvel to sit amongst the white heads, knowing that my father is right about you jest like
children." luz snarled in the end which made the omegas in the room whimper and lower their
heads while a frown slowly forms in the alphas' face.

"there's no need to be hos-"

"hostile? bellicose? rancorous? oh no dear, mistress poli. i'm just telling the mere truth." luz said,
then, she abruptly stood up with her chair making a screeching noise. the master noceda fixed her
rather begrudgingly before flashing an insensitive smile.

"this meeting is dismissed. good night." she bowed and quickly headed out of the hall, aggressively
pushing both doors wide open making it hit the walls and stormed towards her room.

amity looked at edric and emira, confused at the sudden attitude change of their master. "someone's
not having it tonight." edric whispers and emira snorts, amity elbowed both of them to shut up.

"quit it. master is clearly pissed and you two are making fun of it." amity hissed, she walked out of
the hall, planning to ask luz what's wrong since she's the only one who could talk to her like a
normal person.

"where are you going?" emira asked as she followed their little sister along with her brother. "to
luz. ask if she's okay, she isn't herself." amity replied not noticing the grow smirks on her sibling's
face. "ooh? is someone worried?" they teased which made the young blight's cheeks turn rosy.

"no." she mutters, then the twins got on her sides, showing their cheeky smirks which worsened her
blush as she's cornered. "fine! yes, only because she's my friend and my master." amity admits



which only fuelled the two to tease her more.

"only?" then, emira tossed something in air which edric swiftly caught and opened it as he cleared
his throat. "dear diary, today i walked down the aisles surrounded by wide flower beds with luz. she
told me things about-"

"hey!!" amity tried to snatch the diary out of edric's hand, panicking as there's alot of sensitive
things stored in there and her pesky siblings have it. edric started running away along with emira
while continuing to read, announcing their little sister's feelings.

amity growled, she started to run after them while yelling at them to just give her the book. "she
told me things about how these flowers around us are nothing to compare to my beauty and i swear,
i felt my heart flutter as each word uttered by her. her voice is always a muse to my ears!" edric
says in a telltale tone.

"my god, you're a simp!" emira laughed then they suddenly stopped for amity to catch up. amity
caught up, panted heavily as she glared at her siblings. she attempt to snatch the book out edric's
hold again but he dodged her hand, opened a door to toss it inside.

"what the fuck ed!" amity hissed, she didn't think when she rushed inside the room to go after her
diary. it was only when she heard her siblings snicker behind her and closed the door, she's in luz's
room.

"oh no.." amity turned to get out of the room but the twins is holding it close. shit. the blight ruffled
her hair in frustration, then she heard a sound of something clicking. she turned around to see luz
sitting in her chair near window with a glass of whiskey in hand which she slowly swirled making
the ice click on the glass.

"master... please pardon my intrusion but is it okay if i find something here?" amity bowed as she
asked, she stared at luz who continues to stare out into the window, saying nothing. amity gulped
guess she's not really in the mood. she said in her head and slowly proceeded to find her diary.

amity peers her head to the right bed side, nothing. she slowly knelt down to look under the bed
"found it." she mutters and started to reach for it. not noticing that luz finished her whiskey, settling
it down to the tray and stood up as she heads over to amity to see why is she reaching under her
bed.

luz stared down at the blight, eyeing her ass which made a growl rumble in her throat. she started to
unbuckle her pants, pulling out her twitching cock as it's begging to be taken care of before
kneeling down behind amity.

as amity finally was able to grab her diary, she froze when she felt hands smoothly running along
her body. "wha-" she looked over her shoulder to see luz is the one touching her.

"shh.. be good to your master, blight." luz said, she lifts amity's skirt to reveal her rotund ass, she
pulled her underwear down and luz's hunger grew more at the sight of it. "luz.." amity whispers,
now, she can clearly determine that the rut she smelled earlier was luz.

then, luz carried amity off the floor, leaving her diary still under the bed as luz settled the omega on
the mattress with her in between her legs. luz's growl grew louder, her rut is completely clouding
her mind and the only thing she wants now is to knot amity.



"i could never get over how beautiful you are even before i took you in. you always seem to catch
my eye." luz said, she ripped amity's top off making her gasp and her cheeks turned really red. she
looked down to see the alpha's big cock just inches away from her pulsing pussy.

"i should've claimed you from the start. you're so perfect, amity." luz leaned down to pepper the
omega's neck with kisses as she gripped her hips. amity softly whined feeling the alpha's hot breath
against her skin. then, luz slowly rubbed her tip against amity's clot before pushinh inside.

"aahh.." amity bit her lip as she feels luz invade her virgin snatch, she knows how wild an alpha
could be in their rut, she knows what she's in for and it excites her. as all of it is inside, luz didn't
bother on waiting for amity go adjust as she starts to thrust into her omega.

"ah fuck yes!!" luz growled loudly, she got off the bed so she can stand on flat ground while tightly
holding onto amity as she thrusts hard. amity bit her finger, muffling herself as she watched luz tear
her dress shirt, showing her bare top.

"ngh.. luz!! oh god!" amity moans then she felt a hand grasp her throat but not enough to block her
airways. "what." luz asked as she narrowed her eyes at amity. her voice turned raspy when she tries
to talk. "m- ma.. master!!"

luz grinned, she pulled amity up and slammed her lips against hers. the omega immediately melted
and kissed back. she wrapped her arms around luz's neck as her hand lets go of her throat. their
tongues swirled with each other, the alpha's hips never falters as she loves the feeling of amity
clenching around her.

while the two are occupied to each other, the twins were surprised to see their little sister getting
railed by their master. they weren't expecting this but at least amity got what she wanted. they saw
amity open her eyes as she's still in the kiss and she caught the twins' gaze, they shot amity thumbs
up before silently closed the door.

pulling away, luz looked down at her cock rapidly slamming inside the omega who's lewdly
moaning under her. "harder.. master, please knot me!!" amity begs. luz softly cupped her cheeks
and stared directly into her lust filled hues.

"that's the plan."

then, luz goes faster above the speed amity never thought someone would achieve. "aahh! yes, yes
fuck me!!" amity has a quivering smile as she clawed luz's back, the pain barely even registered.
"god, amity! you're so tight!!" luz's teeth grew sharper as she's preparing to mark the omega before
bending down to bite her neck hard making her scream and arch her back.

luz pulled away with blood in her mouth as she marked amity, the pain she felt from the bite is
nothing but pleasure. "more!!" she yelled and that's what the alpha did.

with a few more thrusts, luz finally came inside amity making both of them moan each other's
names loudly. the alpha licked her licks as she fills her omega's womb with her cum, she's far from
done though, she pulled out and turned around amity to go in all fours before going back inside
again.

"ah yes!" amity dropped her upper body as she raised her lower half for luz, drool escaped her
mouth while rolled down onto the bed sheet, making a spot. luz is losing her mind at each thrust
she makes in amity, she's becoming compulsive.



"god, amity i love you!!" luz shouted, rolling her head back as her claws unintentionally dug
amity's sides making her hiss but it quickly subdued as something triggered inside the omega after
hearing those three words. luz sensed this sudden change before she could ask if everything's
alright.

amity forcibly pulled herself out, turned around to grab luz's torn dress shirt to pull her closer. they
stared at each other's eyes "you love me?" she asked and luz nods as she sees in no point of lying to
her feelings.

then the blight sank her fangs into luz's neck, marking her as well making the alpha moan and her
body slightly turned jello. as amity pulled away, a growl is heard within her as if she's challenging
the alpha before stepping off the bed to slam luz into the door.

groaning, luz chuckles as she loves this new side of amity. "are you taunting me, blight? your
master." luz asked, gripping a handful of amity's hair and the omega replied with a sneer. "no,
master. i'm simply want to repay you." she replied as she kissed luz.

then, amity started to bang luz onto the door while not breaking the kiss till she managed to break
the door and luz bursts through it.

the people who was just passing by gasped as they saw their master slam against the wall her parts
exposed with blood trickling down her neck and mouth.

luz wiped it with her thumb and licked it before smirking as she looked inside the room of her feral
omega huffing aggressively.

"master noceda?" belos was about to ask luz about the alliance from earlier now he's confused
along with the other servants that just happened to be here. luz headed back to her room, not paying
any mind to them.

"do not disturb us." that's the last thing luz said before slamming the door shut even if there's a hole
on it and people could peer through but luz doubts that they will.

then, bestial moans and grunts started once again that echoed throughout the mansion which makes
it hard for everyone to sleep.

-----

"fuck!!!" as luz came for the... shit, she doesn't even know how many times she came inside the
omega as the new sun started to rise, making the entire room brighter.

they fucked all night.

luz panted heavily with her rut slowly dying down, now she feels every fiber in her body trembling
after the copious amounts of rounds they did. she tried to pull out but she forgot she's tied and she
grew slightly worried that she can't feel her dick anymore.

her body is covered of scratches, bites and sweat as well with amity.

amity.

luz looked down at amity's pussy that is continuously oozing out of her cum, she dropped down
beside her and looked at amity to see she's on the brink of passing out while being in pure bliss as



she's taken by the one and only.

"i can't feel anything.." amity mutters and luz softly giggles "me too.. sorry." but the omega shook
her head "it's okay. i liked it." she replied, the alpha pushed the hair out of amity's face and gently
kissed her.

"i love you, ames."

amity could only reply with a hum as she went to sleep now, happy to have luz beside her. finally,
while the diary still remained under the bed. discarded.



A Witch Like Her

Chapter Summary

witch luz x human amity

requested smut

there's this girl.

amity doesn't know to explain it but there's this girl in her school which was always picked on,
ridiculed but doesn't seem fazed even if it turned into death threats. she always seemed so happy,
bubbly and never touched the bad side of things.

this girl is weird.

the things she do, how she speaks or even interact is weird. amity doesn't know why but she's
attracted to this girl, even though she's weird, she likes her and that wouldn't really be a good image
for the most popular girl in school crushing on a nerd.

but she couldn't help it.

there's an aura that entices, tempts her for this girl. she has her own definition of suave and is rather
beautiful, the blight thinks she could listen to her laughs and things she'd talk about everday even if
she doesn't understand.

this girl's name is luz noceda.

she has a tanned complex, a 6 footer which towers amity. her short curly hair is always slicked back
with a single strand separated from the rest, she radiates fuckboy aura but manages to act innocent
which purely confuses everyone.

the girls would easily fall for her if she wasn't strange as they say.

now, amity is in front of luz's house is in the middle of a fucking woods. she's not joking. she stood
in her porch and in front of her front door, amity wanted to return a textbook she borrowed the
other day.

amity took a deep breath in and knocked on the door which slowly opens when she hits it. she
probably forgot to lock it or something amity said as she opens the door, letting herself in which
was a mistake.

she saw 5 luzs in the living room, cleaning. many things are flying around along with an owl that
swiftly flew overhead inside the house and landed on one of the luzs shoulder who's reading a book
while the couch is getting levitated in the air.



"what the fuck?!" the doppelgangers abruptly stopped their cleaning to look at the shocked human
who's not terrified as she doesn't know what the fuck is happening but she has to leave.

amity turned around and was about to bolt out of the door but she hit a hard chest instead, she
looked up to see luz with a raised brow along with the brown owl who's tilting it's head.

the real luz wore a white dress shirt that has it's top three buttons up, her sleeves are rolled and open
blue waistcoat. she's dressed to be elegant that failed as she's too sexy.

the real takeaway is her pointed ears.

"i wasn't expecting a guest. were you expecting one?" luz asked one of her illusions whom shook
her head, humming, she looked down again at amity. "what're you doing here um.. amity's your
name, right?"

"let me through!" amity yelled, she tries to push luz away from blocking the door but she didn't
budge at all and the owl squawked at the blight making her jump back.

"nope. you came here and saw my magic, i know you're gonna tell the entire school about it and i
won't take that risk." luz gripped amity's shoulders and pushed her back which the illusions caught
her. amity tried to pull away from them but she noticed that her clothes are getting burned off by a
blue fire till there's nothing left.

"what the-" amity was pushed down to her knees and felt something poke in between her, she
looked down to see one of the illusions laid under her while the other four unbuckled their pants to
reveal their cocks in front of the human.

as amity stared at the phallus', she started to think if this is really luz's size since it's so big. the real
luz sat down on the couch to get a better view of this "i really don't have a morbid way to keep your
mouth shut so figured pleasure would be the one." luz said, resting her elbow onto her thigh and
placed her cheek on her palm as she smirks.

softly heaving, amity looked up to the illusions and their expressions seems to distinguish from one
another like they're personalities. one is softly smiling at her (luce), one is rather worried but goes
along (lupi), one is getting antsy (luna) and one is neutral (luze).

while the one under amity is the one with the high sex drive. (luca)

"begin."

luna was the first to shove her cock into the human's mouth, surprising her and started to thrust.
luna pushed herself in amity's pussy making her moan on luna with her hands stroked lupi and luce
while luze occupies herself.

amity is overwhelmed at the many dicks in front of her, two are already inside her and she has to
take three more. then, luce gripped a handful of amity's hair to removed her from luna and have her
now. if only the illusions could talk.

tears are welling up in amity's eyes as she continuously moaned, feeling luna rapidly thrust into her
which made her start to bounce on the illusion. it's lupi's turn which made her shiver in feeling the
human's mouth around her cock.



luz watched this in pure amusing to see the human is getting a kick out of this, her eyes followed
her tits going up and down as her nipples are rock hard. "heh, you look like a whore. versions of me
so easily." luz mutters as she leaned back, spreading her legs to show her evident bulge.

as lupi pulled away for luze to take her mouth, she didn't do it immediately as she stared at amity.
listening to her moans while bouncing on luna "aahh... aaah! god.. fuck.."

then, luze got behind amity and pushed her to fall onto luna, the illusion knelt down to spit in
amity's asshole. lubricating it as she slowly pushed her finger inside to ease the human before
changing it with her own rod.

"aaahhh!!!" amity screamed as she never done anal before, she held onto luna's tightly who's
smirking below her. luze gritted her teeth tightly as the human is pretty tight, she started to thrust
into amity, both illusions stretching her holes.

"aaahhh! ah god! fuck yes!" amity rolled her head back as she bit her lip, gradually loving the
feeling of being double penetrated. luze shot luz a nod which made her snicker, she stood up from
the couch and the owl flew off her shoulder to rest on their own place while an orgy is happening.

luz covered luca's face with her hand making her whine silently as she knelt down in front of amity,
smirking at her lewd display. "look at you, miss blight. you look really hot right now." luz said,
dragging it out as her tone is dripping of sultry.

"losing your first kiss to an illusion is just sad but losing it to a witch like me is something." luz
cupped amity's cheeks and leaned into kiss her, her tongue easily slipping inside her cavern to taste
the human.

as they pulled away, luz stared deeply into amity's golden hues that is clouded of lust. the witch
returned back to the couch to let her illusions do the work as she makes a spell glyph that gives
amity protection.

luna got in front of amity, motioning her to suck her again as she noticed that her pretty little mouth
isn't doing anything. amity opened her mouth to take the illusion whom happily pushed her cock
inside, letting the human bob her head with her tongue swirling around it's girth.

then, luca hits that spot which made amity scream in pleasure but is muffled. the illusions
quickened which inundated amity as all of her holes are getting used now with luce and lupi on the
side stroking themselves in the same pace.

with a final deep thrust in her holes, the illusions finally came in and on amity filling her, covering
her with cum. luna pulled out first to let the cum in amity's mouth drip to the ground, then slowly
luze and luna.

as amity fell limp onto the floor, the 5 illusions continued to rain cum on her nude body till they're
all out. all of them panted heavily and amity is the most exhausted, shuddering at the feeling of
cum oozing out of her holes.

"well done, ladies. that was appreciated, really. thank you." luz said to her illusions as she stood up,
they all bowed before their maker made them disappear. luz knelt down once again and lifts her
head off the floor to look at her blissed out expression.



"so," luz wiped off the trail of cum on the side of her mouth "would you still tell the school that i'm
a witch?" she asked.

"no.."



Start Over

Chapter Summary

empress amity x broken minded luz

requested fluff

amity blight who is by far the youngest heir of the throne. it is a surprise to a see she's able to
manage a kingdom better than her parents could've, of course, she needs help in certain times and
her siblings are there.

she ruled fairly and the majority loves her but she does put up a cold exterior that would drive
whoever tries to cross her to turn around before the empress decapitates them.

"hey, mittens!" amity stopped talking to the person in front of her, they stood in the middle of a
empty hall till it wasn't. "we can talk about this later." amity mutters which the person nods to and
hurried out of their as the empress' siblings came up behind.

"what is-" as amity turned around, about to deal with her siblings' foolery, she stopped when she
saw a dirtied girl in rags in betaeen them, looking down as her unkempt bangs hid her eyes.

amity grabbed both edric and emira's ears to pull them away to have a word. "ow ow ow!" they
winced as amity pulled on their ear hard. when they got a reasonable distance away from the girl,
amity lets go of their ears.

"who is that, where did you find her and what the fuck did you do?!" amity hissed at them. "first,
her name is luz noceda. we found her in the alleyway of that market and-" emira explains and edric
interjects in the last second "and we did nothing! she's already like that when we saw her!" he said.

amity blinked as she took a moment to process all of that "what the hell were you doing in the
black market?" she asked.

"to buy things, duh."

the empress sighed deeply, she pinched the bridge of her nose as she tries to think of a way to help
the girl just few feet away from them who's standing completely still in the spot where they left her.
not turning her head to inspect the details of the castle.

"does she talk?" amity asked as she looked at the luz but the twins shook their heads. "not really.
she just.. came along with us." edric said, shrugging. neither him or his sister heard a word or peep
from luz.

"she's just out of it, you know."

amity hums, she continued to stare at luz. she doesn't know how much what the girl has to go
through but she wants to do something that could help her and rid whatever is contaminating her



mind.

then, she saw luz slowly lift her head and their eyes met for the first time. even though her bangs
are covering her eyes, amity could still her dark eyes. "maybe.. not entirely." she mutters.

"huh?" edric and emira are confused about that, they watched amity approach the broken girl and
stood in front of her. "hello. i'm amity." she softly said, not addressing herself as the empress in
front of her as she doesn't see the point.

luz didn't say anything and just stared at her, amity slowly reached for the noceda's hands and when
her fingers touched her, she flinched which made amity quickly recoil. "it's okay, i won't hurt you.
you're safe in my kingdom." amity reassures as she tries again, carefully this time.

as the blight's hands finally softly grasped luz's, she started to lead her towards the royal bathroom,
leaving the twins as they watched them get farther and farther till they turned to a corner.

when they arrived, amity opened the two doors to reveal a pristine looking bathroom. she walked
inside along with luz, motioned her to sit down on a platform next to the wide tub.

"i'll clean you, if you allow me that is." amity said, acknowledging the barriers luz puts up for her
without needing to say it. there was a few seconds of silence between them before a small nod is
seen.

nodding as well, amity pulled out a pair of scissors "is it okay if i cut your hair? it's kinda long and
hard to see." she said. luz nods once again, her body grew tense when she saw the scissor. amity
slowly grabbed a lock of her stiff hair and started to cut it, making it drop to the floor.

as the empress continues to cut her hair, luz gradually relaxed till she's done. amity stepped back to
see her work and she felt proud as she can finally see the noceda's eyes, luz slowly lifts her hand to
feel her now short hair. gripping it before pulling it down to look at her empty hand.

"do you like it?" amity asked which luz nods to. softly smiling, "i'll just warm up the tub for you."
she said as she turned on the faucet to fill the tub with warm water, the sound of water hitting the
empty tub made luz flinch once again.

"i'm sorry." amity turned down the water pressure and stepped back to give the girl space once
again as they wait for the tub to fill. the empress stared at luz who's emptily staring at nowhere, she
noticed that her hands are trembling.

"hey, it's okay. no one will hurt you when i'm here." amity said, she knelt down and softly placed
her hand on top of luz's which seemed to stop her trembles but she still can feel faint ripples.

"t.." amity perked up as she heard something utter from luz's mouth, she quickly turned off the
faucet so she can hear it clearly. "what?" amity asked.

"th.. tha-" luz gulped as her throat feels coarse and she hasn't talked to someone for a long while
ever since that happened. she tries again "tha.. than..."

"than.. k you..."

as those two words came out of luz's mouth, amity smiled brightly and nods her head, happy to see
that luz feels sort of comfortable to let her voice be heard.



"you're welcome, luz."

-----

3 years has passed ever since the twins brought luz in the castle and amity took care of her till she's
in tiptop shape again.

the first day she came here, luz was incredibly thin, malnourished and broken. she doesn't talk to
anyone out of amity who's helping her talk normally though there's still stutters but she's doing
better.

luz feels overwhelmed at the pampering treatment amity gives to her, of course, the empress doesn't
treat luz as a toddler. just enough to make luz feel that she's free to do anything in her domain.

luz revealed the person who left her to die in that alleyway to amity which she didn't hesitate on
sending a fleet to kill them in a heartbeat after what they've done to someone so lighthearted.

amity noticed something about luz when she's with kids, with her or with willow and gus whom she
met in the village and became friends with. she saw that she always light up like the sun above, the
colors in her eyes would return and her energy levels would skyrocket while she's just neutral to
everyone else.

it's adorable and amity felt honored to see that side of luz. what she really is.

now, amity is walking along the market with her disguise on to avoid any commotion if her
presence is known here. peacefully picking a plump tomato as she's planning a fine dinner tonight
which she'll cook herself as she gave the cooks a day off.

after paying for two or three tomatoes, amity nested them in her basket and plans to head to buy
from the butcher till she saw someone getting pushed towards an empty stand, breaking it entirely
as the person is caught within the broken mess.

the small crowd of people responsible laughed hysterically as they mock the person. amity looked
to see if they're alright and her eyes widens as she saw-

"luz?"

luz winced, she expected taunts and mock getting thrown at her. she knows she's different and
different isn't always looked up on. the whole kingdom knows she, a simpleton, lives with the
empress. having a lavishing life that a mere simpleton shouldn't have in these times.

anger quickly boiled inside amity at the sight of luz getting bullied like this. she placed her basket
down onto the stand next to her and walked up to luz, helping her up which confused the noceda as
she doesn't know it's amity under the mask.

as amity pulled the cloth off her face, luz gasped "amity? what are you doing here?" she asked,
accepting the empress' hand to pull her up. "was having a peace walk in the market till this
happened." amity replied as she pats the dust and soot off luz.

"i'm sorry.." luz mutters, looking down as she thinks that the empress blames her for ruining her
walk but amity shook her head. she cupped luz's cheek and wiped the dirt off her face as well
looking at her straight in the eye.



"it's not your fault, okay? i have to deal with this but i still have some items i need to buy." amity
said, planning to divert luz away from what she's going to do. "oh, i see. do you want me to
complete the list?" she asked which amity nods to.

"after buying this, hurry back to the castle, wash up and meet me in the roof in dusk." as amity
handed a torn piece of parchment containing her shopping list, luz rose a brow at that cryptic order.
"why? is there a special occasion?" she asked.

"you could say that. now go." luz looked down at the paper to see that she only has to buy meat,
nodding, she bid the empress goodbye and started running towards the direction of the butcher
whom she's friends with.

"oi! come back ye scum! who the hell do ye-" as amity turned around, the people whom pushed luz
gasped as they stood before the empress and she isn't happy. not one bit.

"first, you disrespect my friend." amity swiftly pulled out her sword, swinging it before aiming it
straight the middle man's heart as she slowly advanced towards them. "pushed her, mocked her,
yelled profanities at her!" she said through her gritted teeth.

they started to plead with mercy when they kneeled down in front of amity "you don't know what
she's been through you pieces of shits are here reminding her of it!" amity spat.

"please empress mercy.."

"and second, you had the audacity to raise your voice at me and now you want mercy?" amity
asked in a mocking tone, copying them as she watched the tears started to roll down their face as
they see their mistake now.

good.

"you don't deserve it after you did." amity brought her sword back to her shoulder before swinging
it at their heads, it's sharp end easily slicing their necks like it's made of butter and their body fell
like ragdolls.

they saw it coming now they paid the price.

amity flicked the blood off her blade, headed to take her basket back and proceeds to go back to the
castle as she had a date to plan and prepare of while her people cleans up the bodies which they
sincerely do not like and is glad that the empress disposed of them.



Give In

Chapter Summary

venom au

"luz.

"luz~"

"WAKE THE FUCK UP!!!"

luz jolted awake as she heard a shout just in her ear, she looked around her dark room and saw no
one next to her which made her sigh deeply as she laid her head back down to her pillow.

"what do you want, amity?" luz asked, she reached for her phone to see what time it is. "i'm horny.
the voice said without needing to hide it, luz rolled her eyes and groaned when she saw it's 3:07 in
the morning.

"you woke me up in 3AM because you're horny. goddamnit, you know i have work." luz said, she
brought her arm up to her cover her eyes so she could sleep while ignoring amity whining.

a black mass slowly came out of luz, taking shape with it's two white sharpened eyes and mouth
made for a grin to reveal it's jagged sharp teeth. "go away." luz mutters as she hears a bellow beside
her.

"come on, luz. i know you want it." amity said, she stuck out her long serpent like tongue to lick
luz's face making her swat it away. not noticing the other black tendrils swirling on her body,
slipping inside her clothes.

"i swear, i'll blast green day in your face and-" luz bites her tongue as she felt one of amity's
tendrils reach her pussy. "and what, luz?" amity taunts as that grin isn't going away anytime soon.

she lifts luz's hoodie to reveal her bare breasts while slowly pulling her shorts down, her tendrils
coiling around her legs to split it. luz trembles as she feels amity rub her lubricating clit while
tweaking with one of her nipples.

luz looks away with her flustered face as she gripped her pillows tightly "why so quiet, luz?" amity
asked, nipping luz's ear making her twitch. "fuck off.." she mutters which made the symbiote
cackle.

"often times, you'd be here laying alone in your apartment with no one railing you. sounds lonely,
doesn't it? now, you have me and both of us could have fun." amity said as she slowly pushed her
thick tendril inside luz making her whimper, closing her eyes tight as she held the pillow more.

"aaah.. ahh.. gh-" luz clasped her hand onto her mouth to shut herself up, not wanting to be too loud
as these walls aren't exactly thick. "we can't have that." amity pulled luz's hand off and pinned it to



the bed before speeding up her pace.

luz whines, her body attempts to twist but amity held her down. "moan or i'll kill you friends and
family." amity warned as she's not satisfied at the lack of moans from luz whom scoffed.

"that's a weird reason to kill someone." luz whispers then amity started to go harder on luz, her
back slightly arched as she finally lets out of her voice. "aah! aahhng- gah! fuck.." amity smirks at
that, she buried her face in luz's neck as she sucks on her flesh.

"a- am.. amity!" luz shouted her name when she hit that spot, amity hums as she feels it and started
to toy with it making luz scream as it's so good. the tendril kept thrusting inside her while playing
with her spot, it didn't take long for luz to get closer.

"aw, look at you. i wish you could see yourself now- oh! actually, you can." amity easily lifts luz's
body off the bed and made her stand in front of her mirror, letting her seeing her lewd face as her
legs are wobbling. "please.." she whispers.

"hm? what's that?" amity got in front of luz's face, both staring deeply into each other's eyes even
though luz doesn't see much. luz tries to form a sentence but she kept biting her tongue as she's
drawing nearer.

"what, you wanna come?" luz nods which made amity smirk even more, she slipped her tongue
inside of luz's agar mouth. their tongues swirling with each other as it muffles the noceda's moans,
amity easily won and her tongue invaded luz's mouth making her grow weaker in her legs.

pulling away, a string of saliva glistening between them before disappearing. then, luz's legs
convulsed and she screamed amity's name as she finally came. luz almost fell if it wasn't for amity,
the tendril slowly pulled out of her and presented it's cum filled self before shoving it inside in luz's
mouth.

"clean it." amity ordered and luz obliged, letting her tongue clean the tendril as she tastes herself
before amity pulled it out. luz panted heavily, her legs are still trembling after that high.

"can you be more adorable?" amity gently moved back to the bed and settled luz on her original
spot, her other tendrils are still wrapped around luz's body as she still plans to do another but seeing
luz's face, she might-

"let's go again."

-----

"oh deary." luz stopped midway in the stairs as she's just about to head for work and looked over
her shoulder to see the old lady next door. "oh, good morning mrs. johnson." she waved at the old
woman whom reluctantly waved back.

"last night i kept hearing noises. did you have someone over? boyfriend perhaps?" luz's cheek
turned rosy at the question, she gulped before shaking her head. "no. nope. i don't think i invited
anyone." she replied.

the elderly woman nods as she hums before shrugging "maybe it's just me. alot of things happen in
downtown, you know." she said, returning to her daily routine. luz slowly nods, she pulled her cap
down more and hurriedly trotted down the stairs.



"boyfriend, she says." amity said in her head.

"shut up." luz whispers which made the symbiote cackle.



No Shame

Chapter Summary

sorority au beta lumity

requested smut

ps; idk how college works cos im not there yet lol

"FUCK YEAH SUMMER!!!"

one of the boys from a fraternity screamed and this caused a chain of everyone losing their shit
when the bell finally rang that shouted school is done and it's time to make bad choices.

luz didn't even bother to pack up as she rushed out of the classroom, running along with the mob
which she manages to slip through. "willow! willow, where are you!" luz yelled as she and the
crowd got out of the building and into the wide campus where everyone scattered.

"luz, over here!" luz snapped her head around to find her best friend till she found her behind one
of the pillars. she rushed towards her and laughed "it's fucking summer!" she said as if this is a
monumental thing.

"i know." willow replied "it's been so long! god, i hate school. why did i even come here." luz said
as she scratched her head, she really doesn't want or need a piece of paper that declares she's
worthy for a job she'll probably quit the next week.

besides, she's super smart.

"uh, because you thought sororities are cool and wanted to join one." willow recalled the reason
"which i did and that's all i wanted." luz replied as she placed her hands onto her hips, the young
park rose a brow before shrugging.

"anyways, tonight there'll be a guest visiting in the house." willow said, she started to walk down
the steps with luz following beside her. "who? i hope it's the mu omegas, they're pretty cool." luz
said as she brought her hands up behind her head.

but willow shook her head "nope, it's the omicron tau this time." luz furrowed her brows as she
never met anyone in that house before. "the what?"

"the one boscha is in." luz made a long 'oh' noise as she knows boscha and both of them have an on
and off friendship. "yeah and president wants you behave since someone sophisticated is there too."
willow adds.

"oh? well, you can tell pres that i'll be a good girl tonight." luz said as she raised her hand and
crossed her heart as well which willow elbowed her side making her giggle. "besides, it's not like
they're a big deal or something. we'll be fine."



"yeah, maybe you're right."

 

"so, how long you are gonna coop yourself in your room?" the pink haired woman leans against the
door frame with her arms crossed as she stared at the other woman sitting in her desk.

"and? as if there's anything to do anyways."

boscha rolled her eyes "that's why we're invited by the kappa delta xi pi." she said and saw the
woman stop whatever she's doing to turn around to look at her.

"the what?"

"the house willow is in. jeez, have you been living under a rock or something?" the woman scoffs
and turned back around to continue her routine.

"i'm not interested."

"well, too late for that since prez already accepted the invitation so you better dress in your best."
boscha said as she left the room, a groan is heard from the woman. she really doesn't want to go out
and joining a sorority was a mistake but she doesn't have choice.

-----

as night finally came, all of the houses of the greek row has many lights blaring within the houses
along with the cheers of summer being here. the professors usually restrict drinking but since it's
the start of summer, they could let this one past.

omicron tau already got here while she was in the bathroom taking a shower so she didn't see
boscha's stupid face or the sophisticated yet. the entire was packed and soon enough it'll be
smelling like sweaty boozy sex.

luz watched the people losing their shit with no restrains at all, some getting thrown in the air while
others are screaming the lyrics of girl in red.

she slowly made her way through the lobby and got to the kitchen with a red cup in hand. then, she
stopped in front of a pong table with a couple of cups on one end while someone shoots for it.

luz leaned to one of her housemates ear to whispers; "what's in there?"

"most just the regular but one is full vodka with a hint of jagermeister." they replied, their words
already turning slurry. luz chuckles "wow. jager fucking meister, that's a kicker." she mutters as she
gulped her light booze down.

she's being a little mellow for a few hours before dunking the tequil she's been eyeing down half.

luz looked down at her now empty cup, she was about to refill but someone bumped into her and
spilled cold beverage onto her. luz growled as she just fucking showered "watch it!" she pushed
them off and started to wring her shirt.

"did you just push me?!" luz stopped when she heard that oh so familiar voice, she looked up and
saw the face she swore not to see again. "amity blight." she mutters as she stood straight, narrowing



her eyes at the other woman.

amity deeply frowned at the sight of the noceda "luz noceda." she snarled. the people must've seen
the rising tension between them as they started to stare and wait for whatever they're going to do
next.

"didn't i tell you i don't want to see your ugly face anymore?" luz scoffs "oh sorry. forgot your bitch
ass is in the same campus."

willow and boscha quickly squeezed through the crowd to hold both of them back before they
started fighting like cats just by how they look at each other. "whoa whoa wait. who'd you know
luz?" boscha asked.

"long story short, she pushed me down the stairs and told me 'are you fucking sorry?'." luz
explained their first meeting, amity lets out a dry laugh "you bumped me for no fucking reason and
tripped yourself!" she retorts.

"oh yeah?! i felt a hand on my back and you're the only one behind me! had to wear a fucking cone
on my head for weeks thanks to you!" luz jabbed her finger at the blight as she tries to come closer
to her but willow is holding her back.

"you shouldn't be running in the first place then fucking dumbass!" amity is now getting held back
by boscha as she wants to throw hands now with luz. both growling madly like animals and
everyone is stunned at the display.

"okay okay, stop it. we're supposed to have fun, why don't we settle this to a good ol' beer pong
hm?" willow said, she grabbed a pong ball and handed it to luz while motioning whoever's in
charge to refill the cups.

luz looked down at the ball before clenching her fist around it as she glared at amity whom glared
back. "fine whoever taps out first gets to kiss the winner's ass." she said and tossed the ball towards
the blight whom swiftly caught.

"deal."

luz smirks, she got to the other end of the table while amity stayed in the side to watch. she readied
herself before throwing the ball, making it bounce on the table and landed in one of the cups.

someone offered the cup to amity whom snatched it and drank it immediately before throwing the
empty cup behind her as she pushed luz away so she can take her own shot. "again with the
pushing." luz mutters and amity shot her a glare which she only stuck her tongue to.

amity aimed her throw "this isn't archery." luz commented which threw her off her focus, she
ignored it and tried it again. amity tossed the ball before luz could talk again and it landed on the
furthest cup.

luz accepted the cup when someone handes it to her, she didn't think twice on drinking it to the
brim till the after taste hits her like a truck. she looked down at the empty cup, smacking her lips to
figured out what the hell did she just drink then it came to her.

the vodka and jagermeister concoction. she got it and didn't even realise it was.



"aw, feeling tipsy already, noceda?" amity taunts, luz crushed the cup and tossed it to the ground.
"in your dreams, blight."

-----

as the all of the cups are now empty, both luz and amity are barely staying on their feet.

luz almost fell onto the table but managed to catch herself, she groans as she held her head, feeling
her brain rumble inside while the whole room is spinning and the lights are blinding her.

amity squeezed her eyes tightly as she feels a headache coming on, she looked at luz who's having
a hard time to stay away and not pass out as she drank that concoction of a booze. a sudden urge
risen inside amity and nothing is holding her back anymore.

the blight charged at luz, grabbed her collar and pulled her into a sloppy kiss. luz didn't hesitate on
kissing back as she gripped onto amity's arms, she finally lost her balance and fell onto the floor
with amity on top of her.

everyone was surprised, no one expected this outcome at all but they let it happen since it's
summer.

as they pulled away, both panted heavily as their faces are incredibly red and libido rapidly rising.
luz sat up with amity sitting on her lap, she lets the blight take off her jacket and shirt which turn
luz took off her clothes. now they're left with their bras.

luz leaned in for another kiss with amity's arms wrapping around her neck, pulling the noceda down
onto her as she laid on the floor. amity softly rubbed luz's head as she lets her tongue slip in her
mouth, their tongues swirl with each other while luz unbuckles the blight's pants.

they pulled away with a string of saliva that left quickly as it appeared, luz fully took amity's pants
off while heaving like a hungry animal, neither of them giving a shit that they're doing it in front of
everyone as they're drunken off by lust and beer.

luz held both of amity's legs, spreading them as she bent down in between. inhaling her musk
before starting to lick her wet pussy "ah!" amity squealed at the sudden contact, she tightly gripped
luz's hair to pull her closer.

her tongue gyrated the blight's pussy, playing with her nub made amity moan loudly without shame
"oh god, yes!" amity bit her lip and closed her eyes as she engulfs herself into the pleasure luz is
giving her.

everyone is fixated on watching the couple have sex in their kitchen without regard at all. some
started to touch themselves as hearing amity's moans are provocative, some left as they're not into
this and some started to do it someone else as they wanna see if their tongues could flip like luz's.

luz pulled away and quickly replaced her tongue with her fingers, pushing them inside amity's
sensitive pussy making her moan "aahh! god, aahhh- mmmh.." luz slammed her lips onto amity's
once again as she started to thrust her finger inside the blight, feeling her moans vibrate in the kiss
before pulling away.

"nghm.. aaahh shit luz!" amity held onto luz tightly as both of them stared into each other's hues,
seeing nothing but amorous and risque clouding their eyes. luz leaned down to leave a hickey in



amity's bare neck as her other hand slipped inside her bra, gripping one of her tits hard as it warms
her cold hand before leaning down to suck on it.

"hm, i don't know if i should be surprise if this happened or not." willow said as she watched the
scene unfold in front of her. "albeit to amity was first to do anything."

"do you want me to be the first to do something to you?" boscha asked, leaning closer as her tone is
dripping of sultry. willow finished her cup and settled it down to the table "nope. i'm going home
before i get involved in this orgy." she totally dismissed boscha's advances as she disappeared
through the masturbating people just to head upstairs.

"h- harder!" amity shouts as she tightly gripped luz's hair while continuing to suck her nipple like a
toddler before pulling away with a pop. luz obliged even though she can feel her arm getting numb
"aaahh! yes, fuck!! i'm coming!"

as amity came into luz's hands, her legs twitched for a moment before calming down, the blight
panted heavily as she covered her eyes with her arm. softly groaning when luz pulled out, she
licked amity's juices off her fingers as she started at her.

"given up already, blight?" luz teased, amity slowly pulled her arm off her eye and quickly pounced
on the noceda, sitting on her lap once again as she shot a coquettish grin which made luz bit her lip.

"in your dreams." amity whispers, she started to take luz's pants off, tossing them to the side and
she splits them apart to reveal her dripping pussy. amity rubbed her two fingers on luz's wet clit
making her shiver before pushing them in "aah.."

amity trailed kisses across luz's neck before biting one spot leave a hickey as she started to thrust
inside the noceda making her moan loudly "aahh! oh god, amity!" luz spreads her legs more as she
leaned against the wall.

she cupped amity's cheeks to make her look into her eyes once again before pulling her into a kiss
but softer this time. "mmmh! mgh.. mm.." luz moans within the kiss before they pulled away.

as this rate, the whole inhabitants of the kappa delta xi pi got into a big pile of orgy and the catalyst
of it all is luz and amity being too drunk off their asses to know decency.

then, amity quickened her pace which made luz arch her back and held onto her tightly as she
moans in her ear. "amity.. amity! i'm coming!" luz screamed, rolling her head back as she came into
the blight's fingers.

amity waited for luz to calm down before pulling out her fingers, staring at her cum covered fingers
that seemed to glisten under the fairy lights above them, she took it in her mouth to clean it.

she got onto luz's lap again, both slowly dozing off to sleep as amity listens to luz's heartbeat and
ragged breathing before passing out. neither paid attention to the damage they've caused.

-----

with the sun piercing through the thin blinds, it's rays directly landed in luz's eyes, rudely waking
her up. a low groan escaped her throat that is followed by a rippling headache.



luz hisses as she held her head, she tries to stand up to clean herself as she looks at the mess the
house is and noted that she's naked while she slept on the floor. but, she couldn't move her right
arm.

as luz looked to the side, she saw amity sitting on her arm who's also naked. it took her a moment
to realise what just happened. luz screamed and immediately pulled her arm off amity who was
woken up by the scream which set her on high alert.

"what? what? what?" amity looked around to find whatever the threat is as she fixed her lifted bra,
her eyes landed on luz who's mortified. it took her a few seconds to remember the bits of what
happened last night which is enough to confirm as to why they're naked.

then, both of them screamed; "WHAT THE FUCK?!"



Depths

Chapter Summary

siren luz x pirate amity

sort of smutty but not really

"ABANDON SHIP!!!"

"WHO THE HELL CRASHED US?!"

"hey baby." luz looked to the side to see a mint green haired pirate gripping onto a rope as she leans
onto the sinking ship that hits the jagged rocks she's sitting on.

"...amity, your ship." luz mutters, looking up at the crew panicking on the deck. "hell yeah i ship us,
babe." amity replied, she swung towards the rocks and landed in front of the siren.

luz was amazed at the guts of the pirate has, but then again, they are the rascals of the seas. "i don't
know you. we just met a couple of times." she said, resting her lands onto the rough rocks as she
watched the ship sink further.

amity's eyes immediately landed on the siren's exposed tits then travelled down to her glimmering
green overlaying yellow tail. "well, it's serendipity. i feel like i've already known you in many past
lives." amity said, tearing her eyes off the siren's exquisite body to look at her hazel hues.

luz giggles "my sisters tried to kill you and your crew in every encounter. does that count as
romantic?" she tilts her head as she eyes the pirate who's already flustered. "oh very much so,
beauty. call me a scallywag for i've fallen for you." amity said, tipping her hat at luz.

"then, you've made a mistake. you know the tall tales told about us, yes?"

"of course. but, i am more than willing to ignore that since i can feel, tell that you're different."
amity said and luz couldn't help but laugh at the foolery this pirate has, amity doesn't feel offended
as she knows what she's dipping herself into and she's ready.

as she stored a dagger behind her back.

"oh my goodness. you flatter too much, miss pirate. now, i've met a handful of your kind but never
stumbled on someone so bold." ouz said, giggling as her laughter is slowly dying down. she finally
met the pirate's eyes and gave her a small smile.

"very well then," luz's eyes widens suddenly turned feral as her claws unsheathed and her features
turned sharper. "you've chosen death." amity prepared herself as luz pounced on her making her fall
into the water.



amity pushed the siren's face away from her as they sunk far from the surface, she pulled out her
dagger and swiftly slashed luz's shoulder making her screech. in revenge, the siren dug her claws
into amity making her scream but only bubbles emitted at quickly floated up along with their blood.

luz narrowed her eyes at the pirate, she quickly wrapped herself around amity whom tried to pry
away but froze when she felt something rub against her middle. she looked down to see the siren's
unsheathed snatch.

amity looked luz who's smirking "isn't this what you wanted?" she asked, lifting amity's shirt up to
fondle one of her breasts while continuing to rub herself onto. the air in the pirate's lung is slowly
lessening and started to feel lightheaded with her grip on the dagger loosens.

amity kept her mouth shut as it's hard to moan underwater. luz leaned down and started to suck one
of her nipples. liked having the pirate fall limp in her hold. as luz pulled away with a pop, she
sneered at amity, showing off her sharp fangs before pulling herself away.

"maybe next time. you're too much of an idiot to die."

then, luz propelled amity up to the surface making her drop onto the same rock they were on that's
now occupied by her other survived crewmates who was surprised and quickly averted their eyes
when they noticed amity's shirt is up.

"what happened to you?"

"how long have you been under?"

"aye, why are you half naked?"

they bombarded amity questions that she couldn't really answer right now.

amity coughed out water in her lungs and sighed deeply, she looked down at herself seeing her
drenched body but she's more wetter in her pussy as she stared into the depths.

seeing luz looking up to her before swimming further down to the sea, disappearing into the
darkness.

"wow. call me a scallywag indeed."



Can't Say No To This

Chapter Summary

luz x mistress amity

requested smut

ps; r means random. i just cant use either emira or willow in this sorry

"luz, r! long time no see!" willow waved at her best friend who's with her married significant other.
luz smiled and waved back as they caught up with them.

"willow, gus! it's been so long!" luz hugged willow and gus tightly whom gladly returned it making
her wheeze. "who could've thought you'd be the first to get married!" edric ruffled luz's hair as she
pulled away from the hug.

luz snickers "it's good to see you ed, em." she hugged at the blight twins and her eyes landed on
amity who's behind her siblings. her eyes held something which luz couldn't help but smirk inside.
as they pulled away, luz walked up to amity.

"hey, ames." luz's voice lowered to a couple of octaves, only amity notices it as her cheeks turned
rosy. "h- hi, luz. long time no see, huh?" she said, luz nods and opened her arms for a hug which
amity slowly obliged to.

"long time no see indeed." luz whispers to amity "you look really cute today. especially the dress."
luz said, her voice dripping of sultry which triggers something in amity. they pulled away and luz
flashed the blight a normal smile that held no second meaning at all.

yes, luz has an affair with amity. she never meant to marry someone early and she isn't happy with
it, with r. she can't just file a divorse since she has to wait two years and she knows r is slowly
growing onto her. is this justifiable? no, but luz does like the rush she has with amity.

"why don't we catch up? i think i alot happened ever since, you know." r said, coming up to luz to
drape their arm on their wife whom softly smiles but amity knows otherwise.

"yeah, i know a perfect place. come on!" edric started leading the way while the younger ones
stayed behind to talk to each other. amity is walking beside luz while r's arm is still around luz's
shoulder, she feels a sense jealousy when she shouldn't be.

amity was surprised when she saw luz at her doorstep that one night, she told the blight everything
about not being happy in her marriage and just wants a divorce since it was a mistake but it won't
be easy if r is falling for luz as the days past.

then, the next thing she knew. she's under luz and it was the best sex she ever had. since then,
they've been seeing each other in many places to do it in or just in luz's house if r's not home.



as they got to the place edric pointed out, they all sat down in the table outside of the store while
the boys ordered inside and the girls talked. amity sat next to emira, her eyes kept landing on luz's
right hand where the ring is.

amity was barely listening to the conversation happening as luz is distracting her. the noceda
covered a side of her face and pushed her tongue on the side of her cheek, mimicking a blowjob
while her foot rose up to amity's skirt.

luz snickers as she sees amity's reaction, she pulled her leg down when she heard willow ask her a
question about something. amity looked down at herself, feeling her pussy getting wet and started
to pulse as she's desiring for the person in front of her.

as the boys got back to their food and drinks. while eating her pastry, luz seductively licked the
cream off her lips as she made sure amity is watching her. the blight's cheek turned redder after she
saw that, she pressed her legs as she grinds them together.

"e- excuse me." amity stood up as she can't take it anymore, she has to relieved herself. luz watched
amity got past her, she smirked and continued to eat her food.

then, luz felt a hand land on her thigh, she looked down to see r's hand resting just near her crotch.
a bulge is evident within her pants ever since she started teasing amity. she doesn't feel comfortable
in r's advances.

as amity got to the restroom, she got to the furthest stall and lifts her skirt, pulling her panty down
just enough to start touching herself. a shaky breath escaped her lips as she pushed her finger inside
and started thrusting in, clasping her hand to her mouth to muffle her moans.

while amity is preoccupied, she didn't hear someone come inside the restroom till she heard a soft
knock on the door. amity pulled her finger out and about was about fix herself till; "it's me, baby."

relief washed over her, amity stood up and unlock the door, luz swiftly got inside the stall to
immediately see the mess. "aw, are you that needy?" luz asked, she cupped amity's cheek as she
slowly leans in. "luz.. please, just fuck me.." amity whispers.

their lips softly each other, amity's hands started working on whipping luz's cock out while the
noceda continues the kiss before pulling away. luz gripped a handful of amity's hair as she started
to take her "aahh.. haha, you whore. so needy for my dick, huh?"

luz didn't hesitate on thrust into amity's mouth as she held her hair, "aaahh.. god, has anyone told
you how good your mouth is? or is it just me?" luz asked as she caresses the blight's head while
relentlessly going inside her, she bit her lip when she felt amity's tongue swirl around her girth.

amity closed her eyes, she pulled away for a second as she flicked her tongue around luz's tip
making her lowly groan before taking all of the cock once again, bobbing her head as luz continues
to thrust into her.

then, the sound of the restroom door opening made luz pull amity out of her cock and listened to
the steps against the tiled floor to figure out who it is. luz pushed amity to lean against the toilet and
slammed her lips onto hers again, amity's hands latched itself on luz's locks while she rubs her wet
clit.



"mittens? are you in there?" emira asked as she retouched her makeup. luz pulled away and
whispered to amity "answer her." before pushing her fingers inside making amity cover her mouth
to stop her from moaning too loudly

"y- yeah, em. i just.. need a little more time here." amity said, looking at luz in the eyes as she sees
her smirk. "oh okay. are you okay though?" emira asked as she looked at the stall where she sees
feet in, thinking it's amity.

"yeah.. mm- yeah, just a little constipated t- that's all." amity reasoned, luz pulled the straps of her
dress down to reveal her tits to suck on, the blight's mouth went agar when she felt luz picked up
the pace but no sound came out.

"geez, alright. just make you don't poop your life away." emiran said and heads out of the restroom,
leaving them alone once again. "more like i'll fuck your life away." luz corrected, she pulled her
fingers out and picked up amity to press her against the wall.

"please.." amity begs, luz hums as she nipped her neck but not enough to leave a hickey. "since you
asked so nicely," luz pushed her cock inside the blight making her moan quietly, rolling her head
back as she finally gets it.

"i just might." luz started to thrust into her mistress without restrain, she felt amity rest her head
onto her shoulder as it's hard to hold her moans in with luz slamming in her. "ah.. luz, god yes..."
amity gripped onto her girlfriend.

"aahh fuck.. amity, i don't think i can get enough of you.." luz whispers, she tightly held amity's ass
as she buried her face in amity's hair, sniffing her perfume which brings her into bliss.

amity started to place wet kisses across luz's neck as she still tries to hold in her moans. "hmn.. i
love you, i love you.." she mutters. luz smiles, she kissed the side of the blight's head and she
accelerated her pace as she can feel a knot forming in her stomach along with her legs turning
numb.

"i love you too." luz replied.

with a few more thrusts, luz finally came inside amity whom muted herself in burying in luz's neck
as she came at the same time. she jerked at the feeling of luz's cum shooting inside her, filling her
up.

neither of them moved for a few seconds till luz slowly pulled out and brings amity down to her
legs. luz fixed amity up while she's still in a daze, "h- how long can we keep this?" amity asked,
pushing her hair behind her ear as she looked at luz.

"i don't know," luz leans in to give her a soft kiss "but we'll keep this hidden as long as we can till i
can file the divorce papers and we'll be together."



Claimed

Chapter Summary

in front of the school

they're finally together.

thank titan for that. people thought they had to see this drag out longer than it supposed to be but
thank titan indeed.

as luz hopped off the staff "bye eda!" she waved the witch goodbye whom patted her head and
returned the wave "have a great day, kid. don't bring those tables to life again." eda said as she shot
a wink making luz giggle and nod.

luz watched the clawthorne fly back to the owl house, she turned around and started walking
towards to school with other students as well then, she felt someone lift her off the ground which
surprised her.

"wh-"

"good morning luz!" luz looked over her shoulder to see her girlfriend was the one lifting her. "hey,
ames!" she replied with a bright smile. amity made her abomination bring luz down whom
hurriedly wrapped her into a hug.

"how is the most beautiful witch in the boiling isles?" luz asked, amity's cheeks turn soft red and an
idea came on her mind. "i don't know, how are you luz?" she fired back the compliment which
made the human really flustered.

then, puking noise is heard in front of them. they saw boscha walking past them with her three eyes
reflecting pure disgust at the couple. "can you guys do that in a room? thanks." she said before
turning her back at them.

amity furrowed her brows at the witch but luz just dismissed her "come on, let's head inside." luz
said, grabbing amity's hand and was about to pull her but she was held back. "ames?" she looked to
see amity has her head hung low.

"wa.. y.. o." amity faintly whispers. luz walked up to her to hear her clearly "what?" then, amity
slowly lifts her head to reveal her dilated hues, her breathing turned ragged as she tightly held luz's
hand.

"i want you." amity repeated louder then, her abomination picked luz up once again and charged
inside the school, running towards the center. the abomination retreated back into nothing as amity
caught luz and slammed her into one of the pillars.

"um... a- amity, we can do this la-" amity cuts her off with a kiss, she snapped her lover's clothes off
easily making luz gasp as she try to hide her shame but amity took this to slip her tongue inside her



mouth.

luz softly moans within the kiss as their tongues danced with no rhythm before pulling away. amity
heaving as her eyes took in the beauty of the human's physique, it makes her want to show luz off.

which she did.

"a- amity, what are you-" amity pressed her finger on luz's lips to shut her up "i'll show the entire
boiling isles that you belong to me, luz. to me, alone." amity said, her tone turning possessive
which turns luz on.

then, the witch pulled luz off the pillar, got behind her while holding both of her arms back as she
bends her. amity looks at the every witch, demon, etc in the eye, silently telling that this girl in front
of her is hers as her phallus pulls itself out of it's containment.

luz trembled at the feeling of her lover's cock rubbing against her clit then she felt her slowly push
in making her hiss in pain as her insides are getting stretched. amity bit her lip as she pushes in, she
loves how tight luz is around her dick.

when all of amity is inside, the witch lets luz adjust to her size till she started moving. "aah..
ahngh.. haa..ahh.." luz closed her eyes as she doesn't want to see the people's reactions about this
obscene display, she just wants to feel the pleasure amity is giving her.

after the human got used to amity, it didn't take long she started to slam her hips into her. "aahh! ah-
oh.. gods, aaahh!" luz moans which is an afflatus to amity's ears, beckoning her to go faster. "oh
luz! you're so good!" amity growls as she tightens her hold on her wrists.

willow left awhile ago but boscha and the rest stayed to watch this either curious on what happens
in the end or took pride of a witch dominating a human or is just staring at the human's tits jiggle
everytime amity thrusts into her. either way, they're enticed and wanted to join in but they knew
better than to cross a blight, especially amity.

"am- amity! amity, harder!" luz yells, amity lets go of her hands and pushed her down to her knees
as the position was getting a little uncomfortable. amity gripped either sides of luz's hips and drove
her cock deeper into her making her scream, letting it echo through the halls.

luz's upper half is pressed against the cold tilted floor while her ass raised, "aahh luz! who do you
belong to?!" amity asked, "y- you.." luz replied, it's hard to talk when the ecstasy is overwhelming
her senses.

"say my name louder, slut." amity growled as she gripped luz's hair to make look at the people.
"am.. amity blight!" luz said it louder but it's not enough to apiece amity, she slapped her ass hard,
making it red instantly.

"louder." amity said as she smoothly rubbed luz's ass cheek, warning her for another slap if she
didn't say it louder. "a- AMITY BLIGHT!!!" luz screams it at the top of her lungs and amity smirks
at that, she rested luz's head back down to the floor and started to do her finishing moves.

her dick has been repeatedly hitting that spot which is bringing luz closer to her climax along with
amity. with one final, powerful thrust, amity plunged her cock deep into luz's womb, letting her
seed fill her up till there's no room left.



luz couldn't even scream anymore as her throat as been drained after that scream. amity sighs in
bliss, she slowly pulled out and stuffed her dripping cock inside her pink leggings, she summoned
her abomination again as she snapped her finger to return luz's clothes on.

the abomination carefully carried luz off the floor as it lulls her to sleep albeit of they're heading to
their class and that the bell rung 10-15 minutes ago.

"you did good, luz but you shouldn't pass out now. we still have class."



Perceptions

Chapter Summary

potion mishap scenario

requested smut

"eda, what's this? did a customer order them??" luz asked as she eyed two potions bottles sitting on
the island. one has a hot pink glow and the other is midnight purple.

"your girlfriend is coming for dinner, right?" eda asked who's stirring something in the pot while
her severed hand is served as a holder for the cook book. luz was confused at the question since she
doesn't have a girlfriend and the only person who's-

"amity's not my girlfriend!" luz said with her cheeks turning red. eda chuckles, she grabbed the
midnight purple potion and slightly shook it "not yet that is. if you take this, you won't be a wimp
anymore and get that girl!" eda explained, she popped the bottle open and offered to luz whom
hesitantly took it.

luz stared at the contents of the bottle, it's like the starry night in a bottle but darker and smell
sweet. "what does it do, to be specific?" she still has her doubts as she knew not to dabble with
unknown substances especially since this is the boiling isles.

eda groans "it just increases your libido 10 times of your normal levels." she elaborated which
made luz turn completely red "and you'll grow a dick to knock up the blight." as if her face couldn't
turn more redder.

"why do you have this?!" luz wants to throw the potion on the ground but she doesn't want to. she
likes the idea of amity under her because she's been festering these swelling feeling for the blight
and she doesn't know what to do about them but at the same time, she doesn't want to.

"hey, i'm doing you a favor and myself for revenge." eda whispered the last part out "what?"

"what? i was supposed to only get this one but it was buy one take one with this." eda said as she
took the bottle off luz's hands and pointed at the other one. "what does this do?" luz asked but the
witch just shrugged.

"dunno. so, you in or not?"

luz gulped, she stared at the bottle in eda's hands and shook her head. "thanks but no thanks eda. i
have to get ready." luz said, turning around to leave the kitchen as she leaves eda alone with king
trotting inside as he was woken by the commotion.

"what was that about?" king asked, hopping onto the island to sit down. "asked her if she wanna
have a good sex life but turned it down." eda replied as she placed the libidinous potion which king
grabs to inspect.



"heh, she still has morals eda, unlike you." king said, watching eda fill two glasses with normal
water then grabbed the hot pink potion thinking it was the libidinous potion and poured it in one
glass which instantly hides it's color.

"and what's that suppose to mean?" eda snatched the bottle out of king's hands and poured it on the
last glass before smirking to herself as she's done.

"tonight's gonna be something, king." with that, the king of demons is confused but didn't question
as he doesn't care.

-----

as night came, luz immediately hurried to the door when she heard hooty start talking. she swung
the door open to reveal amity on the other side wearing dark checkered skirt with a brown coat and
a knitted black sweater underneath.

smiling brightly, "glad you made, ames!" luz hugged the blight whom slowly returned it as her
cheeks are rosy "oh yeah, um, it's not like i want to miss this.." she said and her cheeks turned back
to normal when luz pulled away.

"come on, eda made alot of food!" luz pulled amity inside and heads for the kitchen to see eda and
king setting up the table with eda meticulously placing the glasses for each plate before sitting
down.

"oh, thank you so much for inviting me here." amity said as she bowed. eda waved her hand in
dismiss "ah, it's nothing, kid. please, take a seat. eat anything you kids want." eda said, motioning
for luz and amity to take their seats then started to take foods for their plates while luz talks about
random things.

as they started to eat, eda was watching them take a couple of sips of their waters to gulp down
their foods. unconscious of what is truly inside of it. when their glasses are empty as well with their
plates.

"and everything went blinding for a moment then- whoosh! i was sent back!" luz was telling a story
of a one time she was battling a basilisk with eda just to get it's venom for a potion. then, while luz
was talking, amity started to feel her body heating up.

amity looked down at herself, she tries to pay attention of what luz is saying but her mind is started
to get clouded of something with her chest gradually growing heavy and her in between pulsing.

the blight stares at luz who is slowly stopped talking till there's no words exchanged anymore. luz
looked down as she felt something heavy in between her legs and saw a tent, her breathing started
to turn ragged along with her bodily heat rising as her eyes wandered down to amity's thick, creamy
thighs.

"um.." luz doesn't know what to say nor think to be honest. just amity.

"i.. uhm.." amity is confused as to why she's feeling this way all of the sudden but her mind could
only think of is luz.

eda stood up from her chair and clapped her hands together which made the two levitate off their
chairs and swiftly brought to luz's room. locking the door and sound proofing it as well.



luz almost stumbled on herself after the spell was off, she looked to her side to see amity hugging
herself as she trembles. "amity.. are you okay?" she asked, wondering that the same thing about
herself.

the human tries to touch amity but she stepped away from her and shook her head "no.. stay back, i-
i don't know what's happening to me.." amity mutters as she kept to herself. "me neither but.. we'll
figure it out, okay?" luz said, resting her hands onto amity's shoulder.

amity stared into luz's eyes that is filled of something but she knows she could trust her. she slowly
unbuttoned her coat to open it, revealing two wet spots on her sweater and proceeded to take off the
rest of her clothe while luz is trying to process but ends up haywiring.

luz stared at the two rotund tits of the blight that is lactating, her throat suddenly felt dry and she
wants to get a taste of it. she grabbed one of them milkers, lightly squeezing them to watch milk
ooze out of amity's swollen nipple making her whine.

the noceda leans in, taking the nipple and started to suck. amity moans as she's quite sensitive in all
parts of her body, specifically her tits and pussy. luz hums as she's starting to like the taste of it, it
tastes like honey.

amity gripped a handful of luz's hair as she's growing weak on her knees not noticing that luz is
pulling her pants down. without pulling away, luz lifts amity up by the ass and easily pushed her
cock inside her pulsing pussy making her scream.

"aaahhh!! oh gods.. fuck!" amity bit her lips as luz started to thrust her cock inside her, she pulled
away with the witch's milk trickling down the side of her mouth as she gulped it. "you taste really
good, amity." luz whispers, leaning in towards amity's face.

"hmgh.. luz." their lips finally met and it was one of the best feeling both of them had. amity tilts
her head to deepen the kiss with luz's tongue slithering inside her mouth, their tongues battled for
dominance with luz won in.

as they pulled away, luz buried her face into amity's neck and bit on it, hard making the blight
scream once again. the pain barely registered even though there's blood oozing out as the pleasure
is so much more.

"aaah! luz, harder!" amity moans as she held onto luz's hair tightly. then, luz moved them towards
her sleeping back, gently settling amity's head onto the pillows before swiftly taking off her own
shirt to discard with the rest.

luz planted her hands in between amity's head which she held as her pace turned feral as if her
muscles aren't already screaming but she's too caught up in the euphoria in between her legs. "god,
amity!!" luz roared and came inside amity the first time.

"ahg- luz!!" amity came soon after, she doesn't want to stop and neither does luz. the human started
to move once again while her eyes are fixated on the blight's big tits again, she leaned and started to
suck on it, moaning on both amity's tight pussy and the taste of her milk.

"you.. aahh.. you kept sucking that when my lips are up here.." amity said as she pulled luz's head
off her nipple, seeing her milk rolling down luz's mouth which she wiped off. "sorry.." luz mutters.
"you taste like honey."



then, amity pushed luz off her to make her fall on her back. the blight straddled luz's lap, bringing
her cock back inside again and started bouncing on her while toying with her milkers. "aah! oh, luz
you're so big!!" amity moans with her nipples are squirting out milk that rains down on luz.

luz opened her mouth, letting some of the milk go inside while she moves her hips up, trying to
match amity's pace. "amity! i love you!" luz shouts, she latched her hands onto amity's hips as both
of them are now matching paces and their climax is nearing.

"i love you too, luz! i love you so much- aaaahhh!!!" amity's body slightly writhe when her second
climax came along with luz, her seeds shooting inside her pussy, filling her up.

luz slowly sat up and pulled out as she carried amity up, she pushed the window open. positioning
amity to grip against the frame before slamming her cock back in. wanting more for amity till the
night ends.

"LUZ!!!"

 

"hmm, this is some good tea." eda said as she took a sip of her cup, letting the hot tea warm her
insides while ignoring that the house practically shaking.

"why thank you. it was hard to get the lourp out of the nuywio's tongue, you know." king said,
taking his own sip while hooty, surprisingly, isn't rambling about random things that turn annoying
as he has a cup as well.

all three of them in complete ignorance of the violent thuds and loud moans filling the owl house
and into the night.

"wait, i didn't give the blight the libidinous potion, did i?"

-----

it was only when the sun rises, it's rays going through the single window comes into the room. their
sex drive started to die down and now they realised how numb their bodies became.

luz lets out a strained groan as she pulled out of amity only to feel nothing, her dick is gone and she
dropped beside amity who can't even more anymore. "i'm... sorry.." luz said breathlessly, staring up
to the ceiling as she watched the sun rise.

amity tries to roll herself towards luz but she can't. "it's okay.. i liked it anyways.." amity sighs, she
slowly fluttered her eyes closed and the last thing she saw is luz already passed out beside her
which she followed.



No Need

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'repeat after me'

requested smut w/ a dash of fluff and foreboding

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

sitting alone in the massive bed with nothing but an excuse of a maid outfit on. luz regained herself
back when she woke up and found herself here in amity's room, alone with no amity.

she doesn't know if she should be scared or be obedient. hell, she doesn't need to be independently
obedient because of that spell. amity did kill of the entire school, she doesn't know how to feel
about that.

luz is conflicted.

then, luz perked up when she heard a door open. it wasn't the front door but the bathroom door. she
saw amity come out, newly showered, when their eyes met, a smirk came on the blight's lips.

"glad you can still awake up." amity said as she walked up to the bed, not minding that she's
wetting it as she crawled towards luz with her towel slowly slipping off her body. luz slowly
backed up till she met the headboard behind her.

"i wish you could've joined me in the shower but this is good enough." amity was about to make
the spell but luz grabbed her wrist to stop her "n.. no need for that." luz whispers as she started to
taking off the bare minimum of a clothing she has, presenting herself in front of amity who's
pleasantly surprised.

"well, you learn quick. i'll take you slow then." amity said as she caressed luz's cheek, making her
lean against her touch before slowly pulling her down to lie on the bed with amity hovering above
her, droplets of water dripped on luz's face but she didn't mind.

amity started to place soft trails of kisses across luz's collarbone while her hands freely roamed
around her smooth body, then amity stopped on luz's lips before slowly leaning down to kiss her as
softness and gentleness is what she needs now after that rough first.

luz slowly kissed back as she closed her eyes, submitting herself to the witch without the need of
the spell. pulling away, amity stared endearingly at her lover's hazel hues before gently lifting her
legs as she got in between.

luz's breath hitch as it seemed to have triggered something, amity hushed her as she pressed her
forehead against her. "it's okay, it's okay. i'll go slow, i promise. okay?" she reassured with her tone



soft, luz listens and slowly calmed herself as she looked down to see the witch's hardened cock
awaiting.

swallowing the lump in her throat, luz finally relaxed under amity "do- do you promise?" she asked
for assurance and amity nods. she kissed her forehead, nose and lips "i will." she replied then luz
gave an affirming nod for amity to proceed.

amity stroked herself for a moment before positioning in luz's pussy, she slowly pushed her tip in
and started to move with the rest while easing luz as she felt her tightly grip on her wrist, hissing.
amity kissed the welling up tears.

as all of her is inside, amity didn't move for luz to adjust her girth for real this time till she gave
another nod. amity started to slowly pull out and push in, getting luz accustomed. it's when she
started moaning which motivated for amity to go in her own pace.

"aahh.. ahhngh.." luz softly moans, she closed her eyes and started taking the witch well. amity bit
her lip, "ah, luz. you're so good.." she leaned down to her neck, licking it before biting it hard
enough to leave a hickey.

luz grew more confused. amity was so rough and possessive the other day but now, she's gentle and
is holding herself back for her sake. what is going on?

"f- faster.." luz mutters, amity pulled herself out her neck to see if she's sure as she knows her pace
isn't ideal for someone like luz ever since their first. "please."

slowly nodding, amity placed another kiss on luz's lips "okay. tell me when to stop, okay?" she said
and luz nods. amity gripped both sides of luz's hips and started slamming her cock deep into the
human making her scream in pleasure. "amity! aahh!!"

amity grunts at each thrust, she can feel luz's insides tightly clenching around her cock which
slowly drives her mad. her eyes watched luz's tiddies bounce with her hard nipples then her gaze
moved up to luz's pleasured expression. she's enjoying it.

"gods, luz! i love you!!" amity leaned in for another kiss which luz didn't hesitate on returning with
her arms wrapping around her neck as they tilt their heads with their moans muffling each other. "i
love you too." luz replied when they pulled away.

amity felt her heart string tug after hearing those three words from luz, it's genuine. a smile cracked
in her lips as she softly giggles "thank you." she whispers before plunging her cock deep into luz
which triggered both of them to come.

"aaahhhh!!!"

both panted heavily, luz held onto amity as she feels her cum spew inside her. they stayed in that
position for awhile till amity pulled out and laid beside luz, pulling her into a hug as she started
rubbing her head to lull her to sleep.

"i'm sorry, luz for what i did." amity said, taking full responsibility of taking luz without her actual
consent and stepped into a territory she never thought she'd go to. "it's okay.. you made up for it but
was the dead bodies in the school real?" luz asked and the blight's body froze at that.

"no. they're completely fake. you don't have to worry because it doesn't matter."



Chapter End Notes

YOOOOO WE JUST REACHED A TEN THOUSAND HITS????

I NEVER THOUGHT ID MAKE IT BUT GODDAMN I LOVE YOU ALL YOU HORNY
BASTARDS

YOU DID THIS

AND I LOVE YOU
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as boscha slammed amity to the wall, the blight crossed her arms and stared directly at the three
eyed witch. "bet i can make luz come more than you." boscha challenged.

amity cocked a brow, she scoffed and grinned "impossible. we can go many rounds while your ass
is passed out," she leaned closer to boscha to whisper; "it's clear who the victor is."

"oh, don't be so sure blight. watch and learn." boscha stepped back and walks out of the hallway,
heading for the kitchen where luz is. oblivious to what the intent of the witches has for her today.

luz felt arms slowly wrap around her waist and a soft hum next to her ear. "hey, boscha." luz turned
her head to give her lover a peck on the cheek before returning her attention back to she was doing.

boscha rested her chin on luz's shoulder and watched her cut some vegetables "what're you
making?" she asked as she started to place small kisses along luz's neck with her hand slithering
down to her crotch.

"just some.." luz looked down to her girlfriend's hand just hovering on her clothed soft cock "stir
fry." she finished her sentence and saw boscha slip her hand inside her shorts, stroking her to wake
her cock up.

"sounds delicious. but wouldn't it be better if you make me in bed, hm?" boscha asked, her tone
turning sultry as she smirks in feeling luz growing harder in the passing seconds till she felt a
twitch.

gulping, luz's grip on the knife loosens and lets out a shaky chuckle "um... it's nearing lunch and..
we could do that later.." she reasoned, holding in a moan as boscha quickened her pace.

"is that so? oh well, let's make this quick then." boscha pulled luz's shorts to reveal her long cock
and started to stroke it hard and fast making luz jerk as a breathy moan escaped her lips. she
gripped the edges of the counter as her ass is pressing back against boscha who's smirking.

"boscha.." the human mutters, biting her lip as she watched her lover's hand rapidly go up and
down on her phallus that is frequently oozing of precum. boscha rubbed the tip, using the liquid as
a lube, she suckled luz's neck to leave a hickey as she knows luz is getting closer.

"b- boscha.. i'm close.." luz whines, she squeezed her eyes closed tightly as her body trembled for a
moment when she came. boscha slowed down, letting luz's cum spew onto the lower cupboards and
in her hand till she's out.



luz gulped as she slowly catch her breath, she felt boscha let go out and placed a peck on her cheek
"thanks, baby." she said before trotting back to the table where amity is whom watched to the
whole thing.

luz looked down at herself, she pulled her sheathing cock inside her shorts and sighed as she had to
clean the cupboards again.

as boscha sat down, she licked the cum off her hand and smirked at the blight. "let's face it. i do
better jobs than you." she said. amity could only chuckle at that, she competitive side isn't backing
down that easily.

"let's see about that."

 

after lunch, luz is laid in bed playing with her phone, not minding of what happened in the kitchen
since it's not a rare occurrence. then, she heard the door closed which she left open before and saw
amity.

"oh, hey ames." luz waved at her girlfriend before turning her gaze back to the game, her attention
is purely placed on it which made amity smirk. she got on bed, getting in between her legs and laid
on top of luz as she listens to her heartbeat and the faint sounds of her game.

"did you get some netherite?" amity asked while she slowly slipped down to luz's crotch. "yeah but
not enough. i've been grinding all night then i fell and died alot. so that's good." luz replied, not
noticing that amity is softly kissing her slowly hardening cock through the cloth.

"hm, that's sad." amity said as she slowly pulled luz's shorts off, sliding down to her ankle and
watched it stand on itself due to being exposed in the cold air. "can you turn up the volume?" she
requested which luz complied to and tried to ignore what's happening in between her legs.

amity listened to the sounds of luz running across the glass plains as well the groans of a mob. she
started to give kitten licks on her cock, her tongue rolling up and down which stopped to the tip as
she played it with, sucking on it. seeing luz twitch makes her smirk.

luz can hardly focus right now, she stopped moving her avatar as she softly moans, she just amity to
take her in her mouth already. then, the sound of the player getting hit is heard which made amity
stop. the noceda looked at the witch who's staring at her, her golden hues are telling her intentions
and motives.

gulping, luz started to run in game for amity to continue. as she finally got to her house, she doesn't
know how she got lost in the woods even but at least she's safe and amity continued her foreplays.
luz dropped her phone and replaced it on gripping amity's hair before shoving her cock inside,
finally.

"aah.." luz started to thrusting amity who's taking it well with some small tears prickling the
corners of her eyes. "amity.. ah fuck.." she buried her head onto the pillows, she slowly lets go of
the blight's hair as she feels she's bobbing her head on her own.

amity's tongue swiftly swirled around her lover's cock and her tip is almost hitting her throat. she
looked up see luz's flustered face as she heaves, her arm is on her forehead with her head engulfed
by the warm, sloppy pleasure of amity's mouth.



then, a familiar twist in luz's stomach started to quickly appear, her unoccupied hand gripped the
bed sheets as her hips subconsciously thrust up. "gh- i'm coming!" she yelled and she buried her
cock deep into amity's mouth as she comes.

amity feels luz's cum fill her mouth, shooting inside before pulling away. it still spews as some got
on her face while she swallowed with one trickling down the side of her mouth. the blight moved
up to give her lover a peck on her lips "thanks baby."

then, amity got off the bed and left the room. leaving luz a mess before slowly dozing off. as amity
closed the door, she looked at boscha who's staring at the cum rolling down her face.

"you were saying?" amity asked ever so innocently as she wiped the cum off the side of her mouth
and licked it. boscha rolled her eyes "bet you couldn't ride luz better than me." she taunts and amity
accepts the challenge.

"try me."

 

luz was suddenly woken by something heavy repeatedly hitting her between her legs, specifically
something warm around her cock. she blinked multiple times to come into her senses and realise
that boscha is riding her with amity sitting on a chair on the side, both naked along with her.

how long was she asleep?

"wait, stop! i'm confused!" luz stopped boscha and carefully pulled out before quickly getting off
the bed as she backs up.

"wait wait! what the hell is happening?! why are you acting like this?!" luz asked as she slowly
backs up with her two girlfriend as she warily eyes her girlfriends whom are giving her gazes, "we
had a little bet," boscha starts as she stepped off the bed.

"to see who can make you come the most but it seems it's a tie and we're going to break that." amity
finished off the sentence as she stood up and started to corner luz, loving the terrified but turned on
expression their lover has.

"oh.. oh i see then-"

"by breaking your dick." boscha followed up.

"....what?"



Bj Prince
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it's almost time.

amity turned off the lights, locked her door and shut the blinds before sitting down in front of her
open laptop. quickly opening a tab that displays a black screen, her eyes focused on the small clock
in the bottom of the screen.

9:58PM

the chat is anxiously waiting for the livestream to come on. spamming as they countdown the
seconds while the others are sending unrelated things.

9:59PM

"come on... just go live already.." she mutters, feeling a growing affliction in between her legs as
she just curses for the time going in a sluggish pace when there's only a minute left.

10:00PM

.

.

.

 

"hey, cutie."

amity's face blew up in red as she heard those two words. the same words said over and over again
in every start of a stream but never fails to capture everyone's hearts.

mostly amity's.

the blight stared at the person in front of camera. they wore a red half mask that covers their eyes,
one side has a chipped horn like a demon and a feather like design on the other like a beautiful bird.

some people say the mask has a meaning like an they're an elegant demon just how they dressed. a
distinguished infernal being. or the popular nickname; the charming devil.

bj prince.



known to be the most high rated broadcast jockeys and always remained at the top as they have a
dedicated fanbase which amity is in. every 10PM they always go on live, have a little nice talk with
the chat before the main course comes in. flaunting their well developed body and condescending
comments whenever they're in character but still manages to be loveable.

"holy shit, i just got on and you guys are already sending me gifts!" bj prince said, softly chuckling
as they read all of the notifications popping up in their screen. some has praises while others are
just obscene.

amity started typing before pressing enter and a melodic beep is heard which caught bj prince's
attention. they looked and a smirk came on their lips, "well well," their voice lowered to a couple of
octaves, leaning to be sultry but there's a hint of playfulness which drove the chatbox wild.

YOOOO DO THAT AGAIN

prince can i suck your dicc

are you single?? can i be your fuckbuddy??

"i see AB is here. thanks for the gift," bj prince said, winking into the camera which made amity's
cheek turn rosy "also don't blame me if you're broke now." they snickered before clapping their
hands together as they slowly stood up from their chair.

"this has been requested alot by you folks. tonight," bj prince gripped their dress shirt's buttons and
there was silence in the chat, waiting for the next thing to happen then-

"i'll be your horny lover!" then, they ripped their dress shirt wide open revealing their black lace
bra and toned stomach. as if amity's cheeks couldn't get more redder, her eyes are fixated on bj
prince's forming abs. their tanned complexion. their neatly tied hair. their chest- just everything.
they're an eye candy.

bj prince dropped back down to their chair, sitting rather seductively as they crossed their legs. their
black tight jeans shows off their thick, muscled thighs before spreading their legs as they lowered
their zipper to whip out their hard phallus to everyone.

the chat is practically moaning and screaming when they saw prince's 9 inched cock standing fully
in it's glory. amity grabbed a tissue to stuff in her nose as she felt something trickling down and it's
not snot.

gulping, amity is in complete trance at bj prince. she watched as they grasp their cock and started
stroking with a mischievous grin in their face. then, she heard a deep, growl like moan which
reminded the blight that she isn't wearing any headphones.

amity swiftly plugged her headphones and wore it, not wanting to miss a second of this.

"it's weird, isn't it?" bj prince said, getting into character "you talk high of yourself but grew small
when you're under me. it's laughable." a mocking cackle is heard from them.

amity looked down at legs that is quivering in need of that cock in front of her, she leaned back to
her chair and started to take off her shorts till she lets it slide down to the floor as she spreads.



"you look so pathetic down there. i could strap you up and fuck you till morning, you want that
don't you whore?" they asked, amity closed her eyes and her hand slither down to her heated
snatch, slowly rubbing her clit as she listens to prince.

then, a groan rung into amity's ears which made her push her fingers inside making her whimper.
"you like that?"

"yes.." amity whispers, she started to thrust her finger in and out of her while her other hand plays
with her tits. "aw, look at you. whimpering and whining like a little bitch. am i too big for you,
baby?" they asked with a chuckle which transitioned to a low moan.

"mgh.. no.." amity added another finger and sped up making her moan, she clasped her hand into
her mouth as she doesn't wanna be too loud. "good god. you're so fucking tight, ha.."

"f- faster.."

"what was that? say it louder, cunt."

"faster!" amity ended up replying louder before covering her mouth once again, she can feel her
hand growing numb, she grabbed a vibrator out of her drawer and set it on the highest setting
making her almost scream.

the entire chatroom is praising, moaning, wanting for bj prince as they watched the scene unfold.
loving the sounds emitting from their dirty mouth while they hungrily eye prince's cock that is
dripping of precum.

then, a guttural moan erupted from amity's ear that triggered her to come at the same time with bj
prince. amity slowly opened her eyes, she dropped the vibrator and turned her gaze back to the
screen to see cum spewing out of prince's twitching phallus, letting it fall to the floor till there's
nothing left.

"well well, there you go. you fucking horny bastards." prince said, they dropped their sheathing
phallus and didn't bother to stuff it back in their pants as they moved closer to the desk, to the
camera to see how much damage they caused.

while they were busy, many people sent them loads of gifts which made them giggle. "geez, you're
spoiling me with these gifts guys. calm down." it's astonishing to see prince's tone and aura of
supercilious become sweetish and playful.

ITS BECAUSE WE LOVE YOU

shut up and take my everything

ur godsend

as bj prince is happily answering all of the questions thrown at them after that high, it served as a
calming down plain. amity stares intently at prince, taking in their features that seems to be
sculpted by the greek gods, did she mention how their body looked?

they're perfect.

along with their bright smile that always seemed to blind everyone.



"it seems we reached our end of the stream. send me the fantasies you wanna do with me and
maybe, just maybe, i'll bring a buddy." bj prince said, shrugging at the fuckbuddy part as they're
unsure of it but this seems to be what the chat has been wanting. see someone get railed by prince
to see how powerful they are.

but amity on the other hand isn't onboard with that. there's a swelling feeling inside her that is
unnecessary as she doesn't know them personally and it's called jealousy. she shouldn't be feeling
this way as she knows her harbouring feelings wouldn't be returned.

"see you tomorrow, cutie! hope i won't fuck you in your dreams." bj prince waved at everyone
goodbye as well as ending it with something tantalizing before disappearing and they're left with
the black screen.

amity sighs, she looked down at herself, she has to clean herself. she logs off, turns off her laptop
and went to the bathroom to take a shower before heading to bed as she still has school tomorrow.

-----

"good morning, ames!" an arm draped on her shoulder, amity looked at the corner of her eye to see
the annoyance of her life. luz noceda who's happily smiling next to her.

"get off. some people already think we're dating." amity pushed luz off her whom lets out an
offended scoff "geez, a good morning back would be appreciated." she said, stuffing her hands into
her pocket as she walked beside the blight despite of her wanting for her to go away.

"wait, you two aren't already dating?" gus popped his head in between the two with willow behind
him. amity groans "no, gus. why the fuck would i date her?" she said, rolling her eyes.

"because you want her?" willow added, flashing the blight a knowing look which made amity look
down to the ground as that grew more interesting. "you want me? that's sweet of you, ames." luz
coiled her arm around amity again as she snickers.

"no, i don't. now, get off before i beat your ass." amity elbowed luz whom easily dodged it, the
noceda giggle, she kept her arm around amity which she eventually gave up on getting her off as
she just kept persisting.

but, as amity sneaked glances at luz she couldn't help but be reminded of bj prince. she has their
sharp jawline and a small dimple. amity shook her head as she shouldn't be thinking of this here.

she shouldn't be thinking of luz at all.

-----

instead of coming home like she usually do, amity is dragged to a party by boscha. why? she
doesn't know and she hates it here when she should be in her room waiting for bj prince to be live
again.

it's currently 7:33PM and she got here in 6 sharp and has been sitting in a corner drinking, not
wanting to engage in anything in this party as she watches the people dance like crazy.

amity started to feel woozy, she doesn't know how many she took but the bottle of booze near her is
almost empty.



then, two guys stumbled towards her and almost fell on themselves. they planted their hands near
amity's head and tried to flatter the blight with cheap pickup lines that rung empty, amity blinked
and finished her last shot before deciding to leave.

"hey hey, where you going baby?" one of guys asked, he grabbed amity by the arm and slammed
her to the wall. frowning, "get the fuck off me, asshole!" amity flicked and swatted the arms
wanting to touch her but they pinned her wrists "goddamnit, let go!" she struggles but they held a
tight grip on her.

"hey assholes!" a sudden hard punch was brought to one of the guy's face making him fling back
with a broken nose, then the person grabbed the second one by the collar and slammed his head
against the wall, almost breaking his skull as he wailed in pain that is drowned out by the music.

with the blaring lights, amity couldn't really make out who saved her as her vision is progressively
growing blurry till darkness.

luz swiftly caught amity when she passed out, she looked at the two guys on the floor before
scoffing. "always knew you're a light drinker." she mutters as she easily lifts amity, princess style
and headed out of the party.

but she stopped midway. "i don't know your address."

 

9:50AM

amity snap awoke at the sound of a door shutting somewhere, a headache quickly greeted her
making her hiss as she held her head.

blinking, amity looked around the room and instantly know this isn't hers. she's not in her house.
she looked down at herself, seeing that she still has clothes and still can move properly, exclude of
her being slightly drunk but sober.

"thank god." she sighed in relief as she wasn't taken advantage of. which still begs of the question
of where the hell is she? who brought her here?

amity slowly slipped of the bed, quietly twists the knob as she gently opened the door to reveal an
empty, clean kitchen that is connected to the living room. the entire house seems to have a
minimalist approach but amity could hear something, it's faint.

slowly coming out of the room with her closing the door behind her, amity silently walked around
as she plans to get out before whoever brought her here comes out somewhere.

as amity heads for the front door, she saw something at the corner of her eye. peering over to see a
yellow slinging resting in the couch. she immediately recognised it to be luz's. so this is luz's house,
it looks expensive.

9:54PM

then, amity looked at a door where she's been hearing noises. figuring that's where luz is, amity
walked towards her and didn't even think twice in swinging it wide open revealing something she
never expected.



luz having her hair neatly tied behind her, wearing tight black leather pants with a barely buttoned
velvet blazer that shows off her cleavage and the takeaway is that mask. a red mask with a chipped
horn on one side and feathers on the other.

"luz..?" amity was confused. the person whom she found on that website and went on one of their
livestreams out of curiosity and became hooked is luz? my god.

"guess i'm busted." luz said, shrugging. she walked towards amity who is frozen in place till she
felt her hand on her arm "you're bj prince?!" amity exclaimed, she tries to pull luz's hand off her but
she didn't let her go.

"wait a minute, how'd you know bj prince?" luz asked which made amity grow tense and a smirk
etched across the noceda's face. "my my, blight. what have you been doing in your room lately?"
her tone turned dangerously low.

"don't tell me you're also AB."

silence.

"oh my god. what a small world, huh! well, thanks because you have me this nice condo!" luz
laughs, she pulled amity inside and slammed the door close, locking it. she looked down at her
watch to see it's 9:58PM

"since i can't make you leave. we're going live." luz said as she pulled amity into the center of the
room before letting her go, amity watched luz grab something in a haste while she stares at her
setup. it's so professional despite what luz really do.

"wear this." luz tossed amity something which she almost didn't catch, she looked down to see a fur
coat and another mask. "what-"

"just take off your clothes and wear it. we don't have time." luz ordered with her tone almost
demanding, she's getting into character. amity's cheeks turned red after hearing that and she quickly
followed.

.

.

.

 

"hey cuties." luz started the stream. amity is out of the camera's view as she doesn't know what to
do next.

heyyyyy

you look really good tonight daddy

did you bring a fuckbuddy???

grinning as she saw that question, "i'll skip the intro because tonight's a special one," luz stepped
back from the camera, she extended her hand for amity whom slowly took it "yes i did bring



someone here. wanna see her?"

then, luz pulled amity into the camera view with a smile on her face. "ta da! now, you're probably
wondering; who is she?" she said as she started to come back to the camera, sitting down to her
chair with amity sitting on one of her legs.

"this cutie here is none other than AB. my favorite gift giver."

no cap????

ITS NOT FAIR I SHOULD BE THE ONE SITTING ON PRINCE

how does she know you?

"look at that, ames. they're envying you." luz whispers to amity as her hand slowly slithering up to
her smooth stomach and stopped on one of her breasts. amity trembled as she feels luz toy with her
boob.

"it's purely serendipity that we found each other. you've been begging for me to fuck someone now
you got it." luz, suddenly, stood up and pushed amity down onto the chair instead with her hovering
above her.

the chat went wild.

"you're going to be a good girl, aren't you AB?" luz or bj prince rather, asked as she stared deeply
into the blight's golden hues through the mask. slowly nodding, "yes.. prince." she replied and luz
smirks at that.

then, luz unzipped her pants to whip her cock out that grew hard when she saw amity in this. she
would be lying if she didn't think of amity everytime to turn her on and all of the scenarios in her
head is about amity.

amity watched luz stroke herself as she stared at the blight's pussy, then she shot the camera a look
before pushing inside. "aah!" amity accidentally moans, she clasped her hand to her mouth as she
gripped the armrest.

whoa, it must be good

please fuck me instead! im a good girl!!

thats a cute moan

luz chuckles "hey, no need for that." she pulled amity's hand off and proceeded to push the rest of
her inside till there's nothing left. "aah.. nghm.. ha..ahh.." there's tears brimming in amity's eyes,
either from the pain or the happiness of her fantasy coming true.

having bj prince inside her, fuck her in front of the camera.

having luz.

luz started to thrust inside amity as she waited long enough, she gripped her hips while amity held
onto the armrests. "ah, damn you feel so good!" luz growls, she isn't holding back.



"l- prince..! oh god, yes!" amity slipped but she held her tongue, she watched ram into her as she
listens to her grunts and pants. it feels so good being taken like this, relentless and almost
animalistic.

the blight stared up into luz's hazel hues that is inhabited of lust. a new urge arose inside her which
made her raise her arms up to her neck to pull her down for a kiss.

YOOOOOOOOO

THATS FUCKING HOT

I WANNA BE FUCKED LIKE THAT

luz's eyes widens as she feels amity's lips against her, she slowly calms down and kissed back with
her hands raising amity's legs to get a better access. "hmph! mm.. aaahh!! prince- aahngh god!!" as
they pulled away, amity rolled her head back.

after that kiss there's something swelling inside luz which she couldn't deter. this feeling of being
inside amity is almost heaven like, her moans are making her ears orgasm and the kiss was...
euphoric.

"you're such a good whore taking me whole like this!" luz almost forgot to be in character, she
latched her hand onto amity's neck hard but not enough to suffocate her. her moans turned
restrained, it turns on the blight more.

"you like this?" luz asked and amity vigorously nods her head "yes!"

"what's wrong AB? am i too big for you?" luz cocked her head as she plunged her phallus deeper
into amity making her scream in delight, drool is rolling down the side as her mouth remained agar.
"n.. no!" she replied and luz cackles.

she leans down to amity's ear to whisper; "then you wouldn't mind if i do this." luz pulled back and
slammed her balls deep into amity with her tip hitting that one spot. "aahhh!! oh gods, prince yes!!"

"you like that slut?!"

"yes, please!! right there!" amity screamed as everytime luz hits her spot the closer she gets to
utopia.

i wanna get in there

god this is hot

please daddy fuck me too

they forgot that they're live and they're fucking on camera. they're so lost in each other now that
they barely noticed it.

then, a knot started to form inside of their stomachs. "prince, i'm close!" amity moans as she
gripped onto luz's wrist tightly that is still on her throat. "god.. fuck yes!" luz roared, she thrusts
into amity a few more till a scream is heard from her as she came.



luz clenched her teeth tightly, she swiftly pulled out and lets her shots of cum fly towards amity's
face and chest. watching her liquid slowly dribble down while panting heavily, luz dropped amity's
legs and sighed deeply as she rolled her head back.

sweat rolled down the side of her face and down the valley of her tiddies, luz turned her head to the
screen, reading a few of the comments.

ngl i thought their pullout game was gon be wack

i want your cum how much

ONE MORE

chuckling, luz unbuttoned her blazer not minding of her leaking cock and stared directly into the
camera showing her mischievous smirk at the viewers.

"that's it for tonight, cutie. i'll see you tomorrow."



Power
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"how much for the human girl?" the lady blight asked as she eyed at the girl on the ground with a
metal collar wrapped around her neck, looking down. "oh, miss blight. what a pleasure to have you
tonight." the vendor said, bowing before standing straight once again.

"oh this girl is one of the rarest of them all. smooth skin," they grabbed the girl's hair to make her
look up, finally seeing her hazel hues that is slowly losing it's gradient. "perfect teeth. we even had
to take extra special care for her since we noticed some of the people are eyeing her." they
explained as they showed off the human's perfect set of pearly whites before she pulled herself
away.

"is she a maiden though?" the blight asked. "oh of course! though it was a hard to keep most of the
buyers' hands off her but she's still sacred down there."

humming, the lady blight snapped her finger to make a suitcase appear and drop in front of the
vendor for them to catch. "i'll take her." she said. the vendor took a peek inside the case before
shutting it close with a wide grin on their face.

the vendor swiftly took the chains of the collar off to where it was tied to and handed it to the lady
blight whom tugged for the human to stand up. seeing her legs tremble as she tries to walk properly
and the blight pulled her close when she's in arms reach.

"my name is amity blight, youngest of the prodigious line of witches and head of the blight manor."
amity introduced herself, she cupped the human's chin to make her look at her in the eyes "your
name?"

"luz... noceda." luz mutters and amity nods. "you are to address me mistress from now on, is that
clear human?" she tugged on the collar again, pressuring luz to answer quickly.

"yes mistress."

-----

ever since luz was bought from the market and taken by the blight. she was groomed, well fed and
well kept by her mistress as she seems she wants her to be in a good state of all aspects.

though, she's permitted on going beyond the blight estate and she sleeps, stays and eats in her
mistress' room.



she made a few friends of the servants and told her many things about the mistress. she came off as
commanding and condescending to luz but after hearing those things about her not being that bad.
she wonders.

they say that amity has her heart in the right place but her ego and the mindset her parents bestowed
on her tends to get in the way. which luz can prove as there are times that amity would coddle her
or even ask how her day was, striking up small conversations which gradually makes the human
comfortable in this new lifestyle.

now, luz is on standby outside of the big room. she was informed that other witches like amity,
powerful and rich has gathered tonight to talk about something she wouldn't understand.

amity ordered her to stay outside of the room with the guards till she was called and it's been 15
minutes. what's happening in there?

"hm, you always serve up a fine platter, lady blight." a man said as he dabbed a napkin on his lips
before raising a glass of wine as a small toast. a light chuckle escaped amity's lips whom sat in the
head of the long table.

dinner is finally over and desserts are coming in to those whom wants it.

"you flatter too much, meistro." amity said, taking a sip of her own wine. "miss blight, i've been
hearing these speculations of a human wandering your fields. is there an explanation for it?"
another person asked which made amity look at them in the corner of her eye before placing her
glass down.

"of course i have my explanations, gerad. it's no mere speculations, i'll let you that." amity said
while an unremovable grin is plastered on her face as she took a spoonful of the dessert when it got
placed in front of her.

gasps are heard all around the table "you have a human at your disposal?"

"how did you get a human?"

"are there more here?"

amity held up her hand to silence the table whom followed "i believe the only question that matters
is seeing her personally." she clapped her hands which made the guards open the doors wide and
everyone turned their heads, waited for a few moments till they saw luz timidly make herself
known.

"luz, come here. do you want some ice cream?" amity spoke ever so casually to luz whom nodded
and walked over to her mistress, she expected to sit where or at least the floor but no. amity patted
her lap for luz to sit which she hesitantly did so and she was offered of ice cream to occupy herself
with.

"she is an obedient and smart girl but certainty is not cheap." amity cupped luz's cheek, squishing
it. luz lets whatever her mistress wants to do with her, she trusts amity but there's still a hint of
uncertainty as the blight would get unpredictable.

"is she useful? resourceful?" one asked. "go on. answer them." amity motioned luz to talk as she
leaned back to her chair. "um.." luz gently settled her now empty cup of ice cream before



answering; "i mostly stay in mistress' room, master." she bowed.

"as for resourceful, yes. she makes whatever knickknacks whenever there's so much time in her
hands." amity added and the witches nodded in understandment. "well, you certainly taught her
some manners. i heard that humans are rather feral." one said and the lady blight lets out a single
chuckle.

"not her. she's special and tonight i will prove that humans are nothing but servants to our needs."
amity slammed luz's front onto the table making the utensils clatter and fall to the ground. luz
slightly winced, she looked over her shoulder to see her mistress staring down at her like a predator.

"m- mistress?" amity easily tore off luz's top and grabbed a handful of her hair to lift her up,
showing everyone her well developed tits which earned some faint ohs and gasps. luz looked away
as her cheeks turned red in embarrassment. "beautiful aren't they? just by looking at your
expressions, you want to ravish this human with me." amity said as she dropped luz onto the table
once again.

"do you trust me, luz?" amity whispers in luz's ear. she doesn't know but... "yes, mistress." luz
replied which made the blight smirk. she swiftly pulled her pants down to reveal the human's plump
ass, amity softly rubbed it before slapping it hard making luz whimper, amity slapped her ass the
second time liking how the human reacts.

"look at you, whining and whimpering like a bitch." amity sneered, she slapped it the third time
seeing luz jolt. "mistress.. please.." luz whispers, the witch's pointed ears twitched in hearing that.
she grabbed the human's hair once again to lift her head to look at everyone "say it again." amity
said as she slapped her the forth time.

"ngh... mistress, please." luz said it louder and the people chuckled at this. "what did i tell you?
she's begging for me to dominate her, isn't that right human?" amity turned luz's head to look at her
and nodded that is followed by a "yes, mistress."

"tonight, i'll conquer you, human and we'll see who'll remain on top." amity said as she unzipped
her pants to take out her hard cock, rubbing it on luz's wet clit making her shudder "oh never knew
you'd be turned on like this. do you like the attention?" amity cooed before pushing it in without
regard. luz screams in both pain and pleasure, she felt gripped her hips to start thrusting.

"aaahhh! ahh- hmgnh.. mistress!" luz moans, she dug her nails into the table as she squeezed her
eyes closed, not wanting to look at the many eyes laid on her anymore. "that's it, human! say who
you belonged to!" amity growled, she leaned down and sank her fangs deep into luz's shoulder.

amity pulled away and moved to another spot to bite once more as she wants luz to be filled of her
bites. she looked up to see the other witches watching this ordeal is slowly getting turned on,
hankering themselves under the table as they listen to the human's lewd moans.

"look at them," amity cupped luz's cheeks, shaking her head to make her open her eyes "they want
you. desiring for the pleasure you can give to them, do you want that?" amity asked as she nipped
luz's ear.

luz shook her head "no? why?"

"be- because.. because i only belong to you, mistress.." luz replied, looking at the witch at the
corner of her eye whom grew silent but her thrusts are still merciless. "you truly proved your



loyalty to me, human." she said before sinking her teeth into her neck this time.

"aahhh! mistress, please!" as amity pulled away with blood dripping out of her mouth, she slapped
luz's ass hard enough to make both cheeks red. "please what, slut?!" amity roared, she slammed
cock deep into luz that almost touched her womb.

"PLEASE MISTRESS FUCK ME HARDER!!!"

smirking wildly, "aahhh titan yes! who are you below of?!" amity asked, her hands dropped onto
the table which she clawed as her vicious thrusts is making the table rattle and some of the plates,
utensils fell. the entire dining room is only filled of the lady blight's pants and grunts along with the
human's erratic moans.

"you! i'm below you, mistress! i'm just a human!!" luz finally says it which satisfies all of the
witches in this room.

"yeah.. you're just a fucking human!!" amity plunged her phallus deep into luz as she repeatedly hit
the spot which brings luz closer.

after a one final thrust, amity spewed her cum inside luz's womb as she lets out a guttural moan that
is mixed with luz's. the human panted heavily, that drained her completely as she can't feel anything
but the cum leaking out of her hole when amity pulled out.

the lady of the blight manor fixed herself, stuffed her cock back inside her pants. she composed
herself quite good as if nothing happened. amity looked at every single witch sitting in the table
who's waiting for the next thing to happen.

"i have proven my point tonight ladies and gentlemen. have a good evening."
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"now, don't you look adorable?" amelia squished luz's cheeks after she clipped her collar on, luz
smiles as she leans into her girlfriend's touch. "hands." luz offered her hands pressed together and
amelia started to tie them together till it's secured.

"just stay still, will you?" amity tries to tie lucia but she kept squirming "stop making it tighter
then!" lucia replied and sat still for a moment which amity took the chance to finally get the ropes
on her. sighing, "jeez." amity pecked her girlfriend's lips and pinched her cheek making her
grumble.

they're in their special purple lit room, it's filled of many things a person could have a year of fun
with. the blight sisters are fully naked with their cocks out while the noceda sisters are on their
harnesses and in their knees for their lovers.

amelia walked over to the bed, spreading her legs as she lures luz towards her twitching cock along
with lucia. they started to lick the eldest blight, sharing her while amity took luz by the ass.

"aah.. that's it." amelia whispers as she pats luz's head, watching the sisters' tongue roll up and
down of her phallus while listening to luz's muffled moans as amity thrusts into her. "aahh.. damn,
luz." amity gripped her harness to get a good hold of her as she drove her cock deep into her ass.

"aaahh! ngh.. amity.." luz stopped licking for a second as she indulges on the pleasure behind her.
"hey, no one told you to stop." amelia grabbed a handful of luz's hair and made take all of her inside
her mouth while lucia sucks on her balls.

amelia pulled lucia up for a kiss, their tongues swirling with each other as the blight turned on the
vibrator in her ass making the noceda squeak within the kiss.

tears are slowly prickling in the corners of luz's eyes as she takes both of the blights' cocks in her,
her muffled moans made amelia drew closer and amity's thrusts grew relentless.

"hmm... mmphm!"

amity leaned down to sink her teeth into luz's shoulder making her arch her back. "augh.. luz,
fuck!!" the blight plunged her dick deep into luz as she shot her cum inside her making her writhe
under them, amelia also came in her mouth as well.

both blights pulled out of the youngest noceda, watching their seeds ooze out of her. neither of
them are done. amelia pulled away from the kiss, she smirks as she stared into lucia's half lid eyes
that is drunk of lust.



amelia pushed lucia to lie on the bed which amity immediately her into, they slammed each other
into a kiss while the blight grabbed the controller from her sister as she rubbed her dripping cock
on her clit. "you're a slut, aren't you?" amity asked as she cupped lucia's cheeks, her tone
dangerous.

"yes.. please fuck me." lucia whines as she grinds herself on amity's cock. "you desperate cunt."
amity sneered before slamming her dick deep into lucia making her scream. "aaahhh! fuck, amity!"

the eldest blight pulled onto the collar for luz to get on her laps. "what a good girl you are." she said
as she wiped the cum dripping off luz's mouth.

luz whimpers, she slowly rubbed herself onto amelia's still hard member. amelia rose a brow
"what? you wanna be fucked like that? merciless, without regard? hm?" she asked, gripping luz's
ass cheek hard making her twitch.

"yes, please." luz nods and amelia smirks, she made luz lay onto the bed, spreads her legs and
didn't hesitate in plunging her cock deep into her making her scream like her sister. "a- amelia!
yes!" luz clenched her tied fists tightly as she bit her lip, loving the feeling of the blight rapidly
hitting all of her spots.

lucia threw her hands over amity's neck, pulling her down to a kiss but amity tore her hands off and
raised it over her head as she shoved herself deep into her pussy, almost hitting her womb. "amity-
please, harder!" she begs.

then, amity slapped lucia across the face "what?" she snarled. lucia bit her lip in bliss, loving the
way of amity having complete control of her "mistress, go harder! fuck me till i can't walk!!" she
screamed and a hand latched on her throat, choking her making her moans raspy.

"you stupid bitch. you don't know how deep you got yourself in this now." amity cackles, her
common sense is slowly diminishing as she only wants to fuck lucia's brains out. "o- oh.. i like the
risk, mistress." lucia replied with a quivering grin as drool rolled down the side of her mouth.

"that's my girl."

"damn, baby. you're always so tight. you can't get use to me, huh?" amelia cooed as she stared at
her lover's pleasured expressions under her. "it's.. it's just- you're so big.." luz mutters and the blight
did a single deep thrust which almost made luz roll her eyes back as her mouth when agar. "fuck
yeah. who am i?" amelia asked.

"aah... d- oh god, yes!!" it's hard for luz to say it as amelia continuously rammed into her pussy, her
tip repeatedly hitting her spot which tips her closer to coming. "who am i, baby?!" amelia tugged
on luz's collar hard.

"d- daddy!! aahhh! please daddy i'm so close!" luz finally screamed it which is a muse to the
blight's ears. "you want me to stuff you up, huh?!" amelia growls as she tugged on the collar again,
luz strenuously nods her head.

"yes! fuck yes, fill me up daddy! i need it!"

"then, fucking take it!!" amelia goes deep one last time as she finally came inside her lover, making
her arch her back. "aaahh! yes.." luz shudders at the feeling of the blight's seeds shooting inside her,
some squirts out as it's too much.



both panted heavily then they heard their sisters come soon after beside. amelia combed her hair
back as she pulled out, seeing her cum dribble out of luz's pussy makes her bite her lip.

amity pulled out of lucia, loving the sight of her in ruins as cum oozed out of her. both blight sisters
looked at each other at their lovers are complete state of bliss, a chuckle escaped amity's lips as she
made a glyph that made lucia levitate and locked her into the pillory even if her legs are weak.

amelia did the same to luz, her restrains looped around the vertical metal rod that is attached onto
the wall, letting her hang. both blight sisters went towards their nocedas, amity took luz while
amelia took lucia.

"hmm, never thought you could beg, lucia." amelia said as she softly rubbed lucia's ass, a scoff is
heard "oh please. it's not like i'd ever beg for you." she retorts and a slap is earned making the
noceda tremble.

"we'll see about that."

"hey, darling." amity gently cupped luz's cheek for her to look at her. "h- hey, ames.." luz replied
with a small smile which the blight gladly returned. amity lifts luz's legs as she got in between her
"did amelia exhaust you? it'd be bummer if you went out on me now." amity whispers as she placed
softly kisses across the human's collarbone.

"hm.. no, i can still go." luz said. "that's a good girl." amity took one of her nipples in her mouth as
she easily slides inside her pussy making luz tremble.

pulling away with a pop, amity groans "wow, you're right. she's still tight as if she hasn't taken you
at all." she said as she looks over to her sister. "i told you. they're special in their own way." amelia
replied before shoving into lucia making her moan loudly.

"nghm.. god.." lucia mutters, she tries to move her hands or head but she's completely locked in the
pillory. "what was that?" amelia smirked as she leans closer to hear what the noceda is really
saying. "fuck off.."

amelia rolled her eyes "whatever you say, noceda." she gripped her hips and started to speed up her
pace, wanting for lucia to moan her name and beg.

amity leaned in to give luz a kiss before she started slamming her hips into her, feeling her moans
vibrate into the kiss as well with her legs wrapping around her waist. as they pulled away, luz raised
her head "aah.. amity, gods- aahh!"

"that's it. come on, say my name more, sweetheart." amity said, she tightly held onto luz's waist as
she brings her down into her cock, making the metal rod repeatedly clinking into it's clamp. "amity,
faster!" luz submits herself to the blight which encouraged her.

"still won't moan my name, huh?" amelia peered down to lucia who's biting her tongue, knowing
she wants to utter amelia's name but not wanting to give her the satisfaction of it. "oh well, it's not
fun if you're the only one getting a kick out of this." amelia suddenly pulled out, leaving lucia in the
air.

their two youngest watched the scene play out while still being inside each other. "w- what? hey,
you can't just pull out and leave!" lucia retorts, she attempts to pull herself out of the pillory but



ended in the same result. amelia finds it amusing seeing lucia's ass shaking when she tries to
escape.

"not unless you say it." amelia teases. "that's a stupid thing to have a tantrum on." lucia snickers but
stopped when she felt something slap her ass, it was quick but it stung. amelia slowly dragged the
crop across the noceda's ass making her shiver.

"we'll be here all night making your ass red till you can't sit unless you say it." amelia warns one
last time as she slapped her with the crop again. lucia squeezed her eyes tightly before giving in.

"fuck me, amelia." she mutters. amelia mockingly hums as she leans down to hear lucia clearer.
"say it again."

"please fuck me, amelia- aaaahhhh!!" lucia screams as amelia slammed back inside her. "agh- god,
amelia!!" she loses it and the blight is grinning madly in hearing her name come out of someone
who's only tamed by amity.

this triggered amity to go harder at luz whom loved it. "amity! fuck yes, harder!!"

the entire purple room is filled of nothing but skin slapping, erratic moans from the noceda sisters
as they're viciously fucked by the blights with animalistic like grunts escaping their throats.

they're all in a haze of immense pleasure and obscenity. a purple haze.

"fuck, i'm coming!!" amity roared, "please!" luz begs, wanting for the blight fill her womb again
which amity didn't hesitate on doing. "ugh! luz!!" amity's cock bursts it's cum hard into luz making
her twitch and almost lost consciousness as this is so much.

"you want me to come inside you, don't you?!" amelia asked as she looked down at lucia whom
vigorously nods her head "yes! god just fill me up!!" lucia screamed and the blight did just that, her
cum loading her up with her cum as some spilled out. lucia's legs quivered for a few seconds before
falling limp.

both blight sisters pulled out, they made another spell glyph to get the nocedas out of their restrains
and gently placed them into the bed. amelia spooned luz whom leaned closer to her while amity did
the same even though lucia is bigger than her.

"did i.. did i do good?" luz asked, her voice slightly cracking. amelia softly smiles, she placed a kiss
on her lover's head and hugged her tightly. "you did amazing, luz. i love you." she whispers as she
lulls both of them to sleep. "i love you too, amelia."

"you sure i didn't go too hard?" amity asked as she looks down at lucia whom shook her head "i
fucking loved it. you sure do nail being dom." she replied, smiling as she felt amity kiss the top of
her head. "i love you, lucia." the blight mutters "i love you too, amity."
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"hi.. amity." luz awkwardly waved at the blight whom sat down in front of her as they're outside of
a cafe.

amity was astounded after seeing that luz was the one behind the account and who various photos.
she's confused and amazed, that's why she wants to know or at least ask the questions that wouldn't
get out of her mind.

"hey, luz." amity waved back, she took a sip of her drink and cleared her throat. there's silence
between them as they wait for the other to engage the conversation. both of them are embarrassed.
"so, um.. you're in onlyfans?"

luz slowly nods as she hung her head low, it's not someone she'd regularly tell anyone as their
reactions are always sour and bitter. "yeah.. you think i'm a whore now, huh?" she asked but amity
vigorously shook her head.

"no no. it's just, i'm shocked in a happy way." amity said, not really seeing the problem in this as
she knows luz is earning big. "you're okay with it?" luz asked, baffled as she lifts her head to look
at the blight whom nods again.

"yeah. i admire you actually, having big guts like that and um.. i kinda.." amity rubbed the back of
her neck as her cheeks slowly turning her red, luz softly giggles "it's okay, you don't have to say it."
she grabbed her own drink to take a sip before an idea came on her head.

"i can give you an exclusive package, totally free." she said, leaning into the table as she nested her
chin onto her palm. "e- exclusive package?" amity tilts her head as she doesn't know that. luz nods.
"are you free today?"

"yeah. are we going somewhere?" amity asked as she watched luz stand up and fix her hoodie "yep.
to my loft. come on, it's only a few blocks off." luz said, motioning amity to come with whom
quickly stood up from her chair and followed after.

"hey, i'm curious. who helps you with the pictures or videos?" amity asked as she got beside luz.
"oh, lucia. she has her own account too so we sorta help each other." the blight's eyes widens in
bewilderment.

"your sister.. sees you naked?" luz nods "yeah, i mean. it's perfectly normal, i see her naked too
when i help with her photoshoots." she said nonchalantly as she shrugs.

"oh okay."



-----

"and, we're here!" luz swung the door wide open to reveal a wide white loft with big windows that
overlooks the entire skylines. they got inside and saw lucia sitting in the island with a drink in hand
as she stared at her phone.

"hey lucia." luz greeted her sister as she passed her, she took off her hoodie and tossed it on the
couch. "hey dweeb. how did it go?" lucia asked, looking up from her phone and she immediately
noticed amity. "who's this?"

"amity, my classmate remember? amity blight." luz tries to remind lucia about amity as the blights
did leave a significance in their lives. lucia squints her eyes as she thinks about it for a moment
before snapping her fingers "oh blight! damn, sorry i almost forgot you. anyways, how's your
sister? still a bitch i presume." lucia said, leaning back against the island.

"um, yeah i guess." amity replied. lucia hums while nodding "is she the one you sent the video? i
told you to never show your face but you didn't listen as always." she said, rotating her hands to
express her complacency.

"well, i'm happy to tell you that she took it well and i'm giving her the exclusive package so get out
of my house." luz said, pointing at her front door for her sister. lucia quirked a brow as she heard
those two words, she chuckles and stood up stretching her arms before sighing. "don't cause too
much trouble then, twit. take care of her, blight!" lucia gave them a single salute of goodbye before
heading out of luz's loft.

"does she live here?" amity asked when lucia left. "nope. she has her own place in other building
but likes to stay here." luz explained, she started to head upstairs with amity following behind
which took them to the bedroom with has many setups placed in the side.

"you can take a seat." luz offered, she heads for her wardrobe and pulled her shirt off which made
amity immediately look away with her cheek warming up. while luz is changing into another
clothing, amity occupies herself by looking at the setups.

"why and when did you start onlyfans?" amity asked, luz chuckles "are you a detective now? of
course, for the money." she replied then turned around. letting amity see that she's wearing a lomg
black fur coat that is almost covering her lower half which made her blew up in red.

"luz..?" amity felt her heart leap when luz graciously sat down on her lap "yes, amity?" luz asked
with her tone sultry as she slowly trails kisses across amity's neck. "is this.. the exclusive package?"
she asked, holding in a moan.

luz could only hum in reply, she grabbed one of amity's hands and slipped it inside her coat for her
to grasp her boobs. amity gulped, she gave it a firm squeeze which made luz lowly moan, she
looked up to luz's lips wondering how it feels like.

amity slowly leans in kiss luz whom kissed back, her arms coiling around the blight's neck as they
deepen the kiss. amity lets herself fall onto the bed with luz topping her without breaking the kiss
till air became a problem.

both at each other as there seems to be something between them that they couldn't make out just
yet. maybe they should go further.



amity sat up a little to take off her shirt with luz's help as well with her coat, showing off her
bosomy tits which she latched her hands on to fondle with. luz unclipped amity's bra, tossing off
the bed as she stared her pink perky nipples.

then, luz felt something poke under her making her smirk. "oh? what's this, ames?" she grinds
herself onto amity's bulge making her tremble under her. "you don't know how long i've wanted
you, luz." amity whispers as her eyes are filling of lust the longer this foreplay goes on.

"then, i'd be lying that you're not the one i always think about." luz leans in for another kiss, she bit
amity's lower lip to grant her access and their tongues danced with each other as amity carefully
switches the position with luz laying on the pillows.

pulling away, amity hastily took off her pants along with her undergarment, discarding it to the side
as her fully hardened cock twitched in the open air. she stroked it as she slowly rubbed the tip on
luz's wet clit making her whimper.

"ready?" amity asked as she aligned herself to luz whom nodded, she started to push herself in and
both moaned in bliss at the same time. luz gripped onto amity's arms as she watched her cock go in
slowly till there's nothing left. "aahh.. god, you're so big.." luz whispers.

amity gulped, she leaned down to bury her head into luz's neck, sucking on her flesh to leave
hickeys before starting to move. "aaahh.." after a few seconds of going slow, amity noticed that luz
is okay with her girth and proceeds to go faster, letting her moan loudly without regard.

"aahh! aaahh, yes amity!" luz held onto the blight tightly as she moans "gnh.. luz, tight.." amity
grabbed the noceda's tits once again to grope her, gripping them firm as she slammed her hips into
her. "ha..ahh.. luz, you're so good!"

amity bit her lip hard while staring down at the noceda's body jolt forward at every thrust, her
expressions are exquisite and amity wants to show her off, show them she's the only person who
could do this to luz.

"ah shit! fuck me, blight!" luz screamed as she arched her back, amity removed her hands off her
tiddies and gripped her hips, letting herself go deeper as she almost reaches her womb.

the entire loft is now filled of echoing moans and grunts along with the faint squeak of the mattress.
sweat continuously rolled down their bodies as they're completely lost within each other.

luz opens her arms for amity to go into, pulling her down for another kiss which she didn't hesitate
on returning. their tongues met once more, this time is battling for dominance which luz won in.
amity groans as luz explored her cavern before pulling away.

then, luz rolled her head back as she felt amity hit her spot "a- aaahhh! fuck, amity right there!"
amity can feel her hips getting numb but she continues to be relentless as she wants luz to finish.
"god... i love you, luz!" she shouts and luz felt something tug inside her chest when hearing that.

"i.. i love you, amity." amity flashed a quivering smile which instantly dropped as a knot started to
form inside her along with luz. "i- i'm close!"

"me too.."



with a few more thrusts, luz lets out a final scream of amity's name as she finally came. amity bit
the inside of her mouth, she swiftly pulled out and lets out a guttural moan when she came soon
after.

her spews of cum flew onto luz's chest and some got to her face. luz wiped one of it to lick it, she
watched amity's phallus leak out more, letting it drip onto the bed sheet till she's out.

both of them panted heavily, they stared at each other before amity slowly lets herself fall onto luz
whom wrapped her arms around her, hugging her like a big stuffed bear. "wow." amity breathes as
she ran her hand across luz's cheeks, "that was amazing."

luz softly rubbed amity's head as they both help each other get down from their high. "yeah. say, do
you wanna live with me?" she asked.

"i'd like that."



Sanguinolency & Submission

Chapter Summary

v. dom luz x v. sub amity

requested smut

the cold wisps of the air hits her stoic face as she walked along the broken road of the market. that
market. her ears are filled of incoherent noises as she passes many stands, many exhibiting alluring
objects but nothing interests her till a hint of green passed her peripheral vision.

halting, luz looked to her side to see a store with a glass displaying someone sitting lonely inside it.
her eyes took in the features of the girl has, short shoulder length mint green hair with auburn roots,
pale complexion and golden hues that met her hazel ones.

intrigued, luz walked inside the store and she's immediately met by the owner. "is there anything i
can do for you tonight?" they asked. "how much for the girl?" luz asked, motioning her head at the
girl in the window.

"oh her? just a moment." the owner grabbed the girl's leash, tugging her to follow them which she
obliged. as the girl is now standing in front of luz, she saw a muzzle on her.

"why do she have a muzzle?" luz asked, looking down at the owner. "she bites in the first day she
came here but after that, she grew tamer so you don't have to worry." they reassured. luz noticed
that the girl is staring at her with a glimmer in her eyes which confused her but didn't bother on
asking.

"take it off, then and give her more suitable attire. i can't bring her to my manor looking like a rag."
luz ordered which the owner follows, they pulled on the girl's leash to make her kneel for them to
take off her muzzle and immediately went to the back to get some decent clothes, leaving luz with
the girl whom kept staring at her.

"what's your name?" luz asked "amity blight.. master." amity replied, bowing down and the human
is surprised that she didn't need to teach this girl some manners. "luz noceda. come, i'm tired of this
place." luz grabbed amity's wrist and bolted out of the store.

amity ran along with her new master. she looked down at the bigger hand on her wrist and felt an
odd feeling of warmth. then turned her gaze at the noceda's curly head that is bouncing as they ran
out of the market.

strange that she wants luz to be her only master.

-----

as they got to luz's manor, she didn't bother on showing amity where everything is as she'll only
show her the bedroom. luz swung the door open, pushed amity inside before slamming the door



behind her.

"clean yourself, after that, go in all fours in bed. now." luz ordered as she took off her cloak, amity
doesn't want to disappoint her master so she quickly followed, discarding her ragged clothes on the
ground and looked around for the bathroom before heading inside it.

luz rolled up her sleeves, she opened her pants to take out her affliction that's been bothering her for
days now. it's the main reason why she had to go to that market and get someone to relieve her.
amity would be the best one if she does well.

the noceda crawled up to the bed and laid onto the headboard, slowly stroking her twitching phallus
as she waits for the blight to come out.

after a few minutes, luz thought she going to take it to the showers till amity got out without even
bothering to dry herself a little. doesn't matter as she got onto the bed, going in all fours and luz
saw her give that gaze again which is slowly irritating her.

"stop looking at me like that." luz hissed, she got behind amity and slapped her ass hard making her
squeak. it amuses her on how quick the cheek turned red, "you're going to be a good slut for me
tonight till i get tired of you." luz whispers as she slowly leans in, she latched her hand into amity's
nape to make her press against the pillows.

"got it?"

amity nods "yes, master."

"good." luz didn't hesitate in shoving her cock deep into amity's pussy making her scream, the
noceda shuddered at the feeling of her insides deliciously clenching around her phallus. "mm.. i'm
gonna enjoy this." she held both sides of amity's hips and started slamming in.

"aahh.. aahhh! master.." amity gripped onto the sheets as she bit her lips, enjoying how her master
is so big and is relentlessly fucking her. it feels so good. "you love it, don't know you?" luz asked,
noting the pleasured moans escaping the blight's lips.

amity nods "yes! master, i love it! aaahh!!" luz grins at that "you fucking whore." she grabbed
amity's hair to make her look up and turn her head for luz to slam her lips into hers. amity's eyes
fluttered close as she kissed back.

luz couldn't help but laugh inside as she feels the blight return the kiss. she slipped her tongue
inside her mouth and their muscles danced with each other before luz bit down on amity's tongue
making her groan.

pulling away, luz held onto amity's tongue before letting go. cackling as she sees the blight's tongue
remained stuck out as she still moans her name. "master! oh god, you're so big!!"

there's an accumulating feeling inside luz that she couldn't quite decipher. it's hording her mind
which annoys her. shaking her head, luz narrowed her eyes at amity before pulling out to swiftly
turn her over and going back inside.

"you bitch, you're getting a kick out of this, aren't you?!" luz slapped amity across the face, she
doesn't seem fazed about it as she turned her head to where it was. "aren't you?! ha! you're nothing



but a walking, talking sex toy!" she yelled at amity who's listening to every bit of what luz is
saying.

a pang of pain swelled inside her but she sucked it up as she just has to be good if she wants to be
kept by her master. "i- i am, master! i'm enjoying this very much- aahh!!" luz's eyes widens at that
reply, she frowned as this isn't supposed to be the reaction she hoped for.

frowning deeply, luz leaned down to bite amity's neck making her scream whether in pain or
pleasure. neither of them knows as luz pulled away, leaving her teeth marks on amity's flesh with a
forming red spot.

"why?!" luz started to choke amity, making her moans crack but not hard enough to make her pass
out. "i'm not your lover! i'm a stranger that can kill you! you shouldn't be enjoying this because i
am!" she yelled as she glared at amity who's gripping her wrist.

"i'm hurting you can't you see?! huh?!"

tears started rolling on the sides of amity's face "b- because i.. i like you, master.. i want serve you
even if- even if you kill me.."

luz's grip on amity's throat slowly loosens, she closed her eyes tight as she held her head, gritting
her teeth which made amity worry if she did or said something wrong. "master? are you okay?" she
asked then she saw a single teardrop escaped her eye as she snapped her eyes open.

luz's eyes wandered down to amity who's perturbed. "you.. like me?" amity didn't think twice on
nodding. a breathy laugh emitted from the noceda's throat as a crooked smile etched across her lips,
she leaned down to kiss amity again. this time, softer.

her thrusts never faltered even through that. luz can feel a knot getting tighter as she repeatedly hit
amity's spot with her moans getting muffled in the kiss before they pulled away. luz buried her face
in amity's neck as she hides her own moans.

in a final thrust, "master!!!" amity screamed as she came at the same time as luz, she shivered in
delight of feeling her master's seeds fill up inside her. it makes her feel warm.

luz sighs, she pulled out and got out of the bed. she threw the covers onto amity before heading for
a small table that has a bottle of whiskey and a single glass on top as she stuffed her sheathing cock
inside her pants.

amity watched her master pop open the bottle and poured her glass, she softly rubbed where luz bit
her. it stings but she smiles at the thought of her marking her even if it means nothing to luz. she
pulled the sheet more to cover her naked body and slowly drifts off to sleep as she stares at luz look
through the window.

luz took a sip of her booze before rubbing the back of her neck. she started emptily through the
dark fields of her estate, she looked over her shoulder to see amity is already asleep.

quietly walking over to her, luz stares down at the blight's sleeping expression, wipes the remaining
tear off the corner of her eye and finished her glass. she should get rid of amity tomorrow as she did
what she's supposed to do but at the same time,

she doesn't want to.



"liking me was a mistake."



"How the fuck-"

Chapter Summary

reminder; the blight parents will not exhibit pedophilic actions or behaviors towards luz. this is
literally like your parents paying more attention to your significant other than you.

"what is your specialized track?"

"um.. all of it, sir."

"oh my what an achiever. surely, you're not learning all of the nine tracks alone."

"yeah, i have eda teaching other spells the school won't."

amity, edric and emira could literally not believe at what they're looking at right now. luz is sitting
in between alador and odalia, answering their questions, fond of her like she's their kid as if their
three children are in front of them.

luz was staying in amity's room without the twins' or her parents' knowledge till they decided to go
to her room. luz was about to jump out of the window an abomination fist squared her in the face
but was stopped when amity's parents acted rather kindly to the human.

it's baffling.

"you dabble on dark magic? i'm surprised you still have all of your limbs." alador chuckles, he
rested his elbow onto the table with his cheek on his closed fist while staring at luz. "it's not really
dark magic, sir but-"

"aside from dark magic practices, what brings you here, human?" odalia asked, cutting luz off.
"uh.." luz looked at amity in the corner of her eye, she doesn't know why the blight parents are
treating her like normal when amity described them to be known of ridiculing lower witches and
humans.

"here to visit amity, ma'am. she's my girlfriend."

there was a momentary silence between all of them, edric and emira hid behind amity who's ready
to summon her abomination to protect luz if her parents attack. but then-

"oh titan mighty! you should've said that sooner then we'd be happily let amity date you!" alador
patted luz's back making her wheeze while the elder blight roars of laughter "what??" luz is more
than confused.

"how the fuck-" amity was about to ask what is happening, why is this happening or how is no one
dead yet but the twins clasped their hands onto amity's mouth to hush her.



"to have someone quite charming in amity's side, surely, it'd be a boost to our family name isn't that
right, darling?" odalia looked at her husband whom nodded. "here, spoil yourself, child and make
sure to bring only the finest." alador snapped his finger to make a card appear in luz's hands.

luz doesn't know what kind of card this is but she can guess it's a credit card.

"sir, i can't take thi-"

"oh amity, do make sure you take very good care of your lover. do not disappoint the blight name
any further, is that clear?" odalia gave amity a look. the youngest blight twitched as she's pissed
that she's supposed to be one spoiling luz and angry that she has to take luz far from the manor
now.

"yes, mother." she replied.

then, odalia clapped her hand "spendid! now, off you go children." she motioned luz to go with the
siblings which she hurriedly did, amity caught luz and held her close, narrowing her eyes at her
parents before all of them dashed out of the manor.

"i can't believe father gave you his black card." edric said in disbelief. "what should i do? i don't
know how to use this?" luz said as she waved the card around and emira grabbed her wrist to stop
her "we do. we can technically buy everything down in bonesborough." she explained.

"sorry you had to go through that, luz." amity said as she hung her head low "no, it's okay. they
were fine to some extent but i rather not talk to them after this." she replied which is understandable
to the siblings.

"man, wonder what would the owl lady react if she sees this." this gave luz can idea, a mischievous
one which made her smirk devilishly.

"i can imagine it."



Good Girl

Chapter Summary

master amity x pet luz x master boscha

requested smut

"aahh.. ah- mngh.. ha..ahh.."

"hm, that's it. bring your ass back more, baby." boscha purrs as she thrusts a thick pink dildo up in
luz's ass. she wore a maid outfit with the skirt lifted up on her back, sitting down on a round couch
as she shimmied her ass out more for boscha.

"how is she doing?" boscha turned around to see amity coming in the room, well dressed as she is.
chuckling, "better. come here." boscha stopped thrusting the dildo as she pulled luz up the couch
and lead her towards a longer one where amity is sitting.

boscha dropped luz to the floor and plopped next to amity, swinging her arm over her shoulder as
she spreads her legs, revealing her evident bulge. "go on, sweetheart. finish for us." amity said as
she brought her shoe under her pet's chin to make her look at them.

slowly nodding, luz started to bounce on the dildo as she held nothing but the floor. "aahh.. aaahh-
ngh.." luz closed her eyes, letting her body do it's thing as there's no need to think if she's with her
masters.

"enjoying yourself?" boscha grinned, luz nods and quickened her pace as she feel herself getting
closer. "aah.. ah! oh g- aahh!!" luz finally came, her juices dripping onto the carpet as she pants
heavily. luz slowly opens her eyes to look at amity and boscha, her gaze immediately settling on
their pants.

luz crawled towards her masters and started kissing amity's bulge while her hand softly rubbed
boscha through the cloth. "hm.. well, aren't you a good girl?" amity patted luz's head, she knows
she wants to open her pants to take her cock but not yet.

"we have to prepare for tonight." amity pushed luz's head off her crotch. she stood to, knelt down to
pull the dildo out of luz's ass making her shudder before tossing it to the side.

boscha helped luz up and fixed her attire "it was so sudden that they turned our house as a venue. it
was an annoyance but we didn't have a choice." amity said, tightening up her bow tie but ignoring
the certain affliction in between her legs as well with boscha.

"so remember to always please the guests." amity booped luz's nose before walking out. "and what
we mean by guests is us." boscha shot the noceda a wink as she followed the blight, leaving luz
flustered and still in a haze.

-----



tonight hosts an elegant party with an licentious undertone.

amity and boscha are talking to the many guests while keeping an eye to their pet that is serving
glasses of champagnes to the others. doing a great job on pleasing the guests but not quite.

as luz tray is empty, she noticed amity was the first to separate to from the group and walked over
to one of the many banquets, leaning close to it as she grabbed a pastry.

she wiped the icing off her lips, licking it as she eyes luz before wiping it in the side of her pants
which she unzips. luz knows she unzips it.

luz hurriedly walked over to the table, cautiously looking around before she goes under. she pulled
amity's hard cock out and started to lick it, making the blight bite her lip and held onto the table as
she grabbed another pastry to occupy herself.

luz stroked her master's phallus while licking her tip before taking her fully in the mouth, her
tongue swirling around her bulk as she bobs her head. the noceda squeezed her legs as she feels
herself getting wet down there, she held her hands from touching herself as that's not what her
masters want.

"i know you have a sweet tooth but take it easy, love." boscha went beside amity and snatched the
macaroon out of her hand for her to eat instead. humming in delight as she chews "the bakers sure
did excel themselves." she compliments before looking down to see luz indulging herself under the
covers.

"when is this party going to end? it's a bore." amity said, she gripped the edges of the table as she
feel a knot forming in her stomach and fought the urge to move her hips. "it barely even started.
besides," boscha leans in to amity's ear to whisper;

"it wouldn't be a total bore with her around." she gave the blight a peck on the cheek before leaving
to attend other guests.

amity lowly groans, she looked down to see luz's red cheeks with her eyes dilated and sped up her
sucking which made amity grit her teeth tightly as she held in a moan when finally bursting inside
luz's mouth.

luz made sure there's no spillage. she lingered her mouth before pulling away to gulp her master's
seeds down and cleaned her leaking cock before she stuffed her sheathing rod inside her pants.

the blight composed herself as she looks down, seeing luz wipe her mouth to get all of her cum.
"good girl. you didn't waste a drop, right?" amity asked which luz nods to, she gave the noceda a
caress on the cheek before walking away.

luz rubbed where amity caressed her. she wants to be held by her masters like that but not now.
"this is gonna be a long party." she mutters to herself.

 

"oh darling." luz turned her head to the side, she was heading for the kitchen to see if she can lend a
hand there, and saw boscha leaning against the pillar while the party is just behind her. "you forgot
to wear something."



boscha pulled out a collar and beckoned for luz to come towards her which she did. she pulled luz
onto her body when she's in arm's reach, making sure there's no space between them as luz feels her
bulge pressing against her.

"you know what happens when you don't wear your collar, but i'll dismiss it tonight since it's a
party." boscha said as she clipped the collar on luz's neck, making sure it's tight enough while
making her pet comfortable. "i'm sorry, master." luz mutters but boscha shook her head.

"it's okay." boscha softly cupped luz's chin to lean it for a kiss which the noceda didn't hesitate on
returning. she can feel her master's hands slithering to her curves and down to her ass, gripping
them.

as they pulled away, boscha stared deeply into luz's hues that is glistening of need. "i don't know
how long it's been but let's see how's it going down here." she slipped her one hand inside luz's
panty while her other stayed on her ass.

boscha was surprised to feel just how wet luz is just by mere touching her top folds. "damn, baby.
that bad, huh?" she grins as she nipped luz's ear while slowly rubbing her clit making her twitch
and lean more onto her master.

"master.. please, i need you.." luz whispers as she gripped onto boscha's shoulders, "shh, easy pet.
we have until midnight, can you wait till then?" she asked before easily slipping her finger inside
luz making her softly squeak.

"after that, me and amity will ravish till the new morning. do you want that?" luz nods as she lets
out a breathy moans, "never thought you could get wet like this. did amity do anything else than
early?" boscha asked and luz shook her head, whimpering.

"aw, you expecting be fucked by amity, huh? how adorable." boscha cackles, she added another
finger and increased her speed making luz bite her lip as she held onto her master tightly.

"be a good girl and you'll be rewarded." suddenly, boscha pulled her fingers out when luz is so
close. "ma- master, please-"

"do you want to be rewarded or not?" boscha threatens which makes luz whimper like a hurt pup,
stepping back with her head hung low as she just wants to release but she has to follow her master
if she wants to be fucked good.

smirking, "good. now, in 30 minutes head up to our room and present yourself in bed. also," boscha
whispers something in luz's ear which made her nod as her cheeks turned more red.

"so don't give me that face, baby." boscha said as she pulled away and pecked luz's lips before
walking away. this lightened luz a little as she just has to wait out

those

excruciating

30 minutes.

 



"where is she?" amity looked at boscha who's smirking while they climb the stairs after every last
guest left their manor. "oh you'll see, amity. you will see." boscha replied, amity rose a brow at that.

then, as they turned to a corner. loud moans and whines are heard down the hall, they know who
that belongs to. amity chuckles "well well, did you set this up?" she asked as she continued walking
along with boscha.

"perhaps."

as they opened the door, they saw luz nude on the bed with her harness on with leather cuffs
chained on her collar. luz writhed around the bed with a vibrator inside her pussy that she set on the
highest setting, her juices dribbling down onto the sheets.

"master.. please." luz begs as she can't take it anymore. amity and boscha stepped inside the room,
locking the door behind them as they took off their blazers, loosened their ties and undid some
buttons as they approach their pet.

"is this for us, pet?" amity asked as she hovered above luz with boscha resting against the
headboard. "she hoped you would fuck her earlier." boscha said, pulling luz up to make her head
rest against her lap.

amity quirked a brow "is that so?" she looked down at luz whom nodded "master.. i need you,
please.. fuck me." she mutters. "you did a great job pleasing us tonight. i guess we should spoil
you." amity pulled the vibrator out and replaced it with her cock.

"aahhh!! yes, thank you- aaahhh!" luz screames and rolled her head as she takes in her master, she
felt boscha's lips against hers making her kiss back while amity thrusts into her.

amity licked her lips, she leaned down to take one of luz's nipples to suck on while she twists the
other making their pet squeak within the kiss before boscha pulled away. the blight looked up to see
luz's blissed out state with drool dribbling down the side of her mouth as she lovingly moans her
name.

pulling away with a pop, amity licked the drool off before leaning in for a kiss. her tongue shoved
inside luz's mouth, her muscle didn't put up a fight as she lets her master take control of her. luz
groaned when she felt amity bite her tongue before slowly pulling back.

"aahh fuck, luz!" amity growls, she tightly gripped luz's hips as she slammed her hips into her. "m-
master! aaahh! gh.. nghm.." luz bit her lip and closed her eyes as she indulged her in the pleasure
below her.

"you love it, don't you? being fucked like this, huh?!" amity asked as her pace grew feral with her
tip persistently hitting that one particular spot. "aahhh!! yes, master! please, right t- there!!" luz
screams, she arched her back for amity as she can feel herself getting closer.

boscha softly chuckles as she caresses luz's cheeks "it's amazing to see her able to take the two of
us when the others can't." she whispers "it's because they're weak." amity replied, grunting
aggressively as she gripped the bed sheets while staring down at luz.

then, the havenstar grabbed amity's cheek to make her look at her before getting pulled into a kiss.
amity closed her eyes as she kissed back, she reached for boscha's pants to open it, letting her cock
out to hit the top of luz's head.



"oh? what's this?" boscha asks as they pulled away, "you were getting lonely up there." amity stared
into her lavender hues before pecking her lips as her hand stroked boscha's dick.

then, a familiar twist started to form in amity's stomach making her grit her teeth. "aahh! i'm close!"
luz moaned. "ah.. fuck- luz!!" amity shoved her cock deep into her pet as she cums, luz screams in
delight in feeling her master's warm cum spewing inside her.

amity slowly lets go of boscha's phallus as she heaved, she gulped and looked down to see luz
panting heavily as sweat rolled down her body. as the blight pulled out, her cum leaked out of her
pet's hole with her thighs slightly twitching.

"good girl." amity purrs as she slapped luz's ass making her jolt.

"in for another round, darling?" boscha asked as she swapped with amity, she unhooked the chain
connecting the cuffs and collar, did the same thing to cuffs then raised both of luz's legs up to bring
her hands under her legs before hooking the cuffs back on.

showing boscha her dripping pussy. luz replied with small nod. trembling when she felt her master's
cock rubbing against her clit. "just wanted to see if this feels good." boscha said before slipping
herself inside luz making her let out a breathy moan.

boscha groans, she held her pet's legs and started thrusting. feeling her insides a bit stretched but
the tightness is still there. "ah damn, baby. how are you still... tight!" boscha bit the inside of her
mouth as she plunged herself deeper.

"aahh!! master, please!" luz moans, she clenched her fists tightly as her eyes threatened to roll back
from immense pleasure. boscha bent down for a kiss, luz opened her mouth to allow her master's
tongue in, their muscles danced with each other before her master explored her wet cavern.

as they pulled away, boscha's pace suddenly turned feral making luz scream. "aahhh! god, yes!!
ngaahh!" boscha smirks, she latched her hand in one of luz's tits to squeeze it "aahh shit, luz! tell
me, who do you belong to?!" boscha asked, looking up at amity who's smirking as well as they wait
for their pet's reply.

"a- amity blight and boscha havenstar!" luz said, trying to utter it without moaning in between.
then, amity turned on the collar which sent a pleasurable shock through luz's body making her
shiver "louder, pet. and don't stutter."

"amity blight and boscha havenstar!!" luz moaned their names louder but it's not enough as boscha
slapped her and increased her pace making both of them tip closer to the edge. "louder, you fucking
whore! let the entire manor hear you!!"

"AMITY BLIGHT AND BOSCHA HAVENSTAR!!!" luz screamed it in the top of her lungs as she
came hard for the final time.

"good girl." boscha came soon after and filled her pet up once again. luz lets out a dreamy sigh in
feeling of her master's cum getting mixing with amity's and hers.

boscha slowly pulled out and unclipped luz's cuffs to make her legs drop onto the bed, she tossed
the cuffs off the bed as she dropped beside of luz with amity on the other side.



"you did good, luz. we love you." amity whispers as she looped her arm around luz's stomach,
bringing her closer while boscha tries to horde her. "yeah, you deserve a day off or two." boscha
adds, burying her face into luz's neck as she hugs her.

luz softly smiles as this is her favorite part after their highs, her masters cuddling and whispering
sweet things to her as they all drift off to a rapturous sleep.



Attention

Chapter Summary
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requested smut

it's a wonder to have the most powerful person in the boiling isles beside you. you can have
anything, do anything and never be reprimanded for it. but what's not great is them not having
enough time for you.

that's what amelia is experiencing now as she laid alone in a bed where she and her lover, luz would
share but it's only her now as luz is busy being the emperor after defeating belos. she has to clean
his mess.

amelia gets it but it's boring without luz around accompanying her. she's frustrated that luz isn't
giving her attention, her head is always deep into paper works and whenever she's horny, she has to
take one of luz's clothes and do it herself as her lover isn't here.

she's sexually frustrated and she hates it.

amelia wore luz's purple and white cat hoodie which she grew out of. she kept her nose deep into
the collar as she thinks of luz behind her. spooning her as she strokes her hard cock while
whispering sweet nothings or dirtied thoughts to her.

a whine escaped the eldest blight's lips, she needs luz. amelia slowly stood up, she looked at the
closed door, hoping luz would just come inside and fuck her good or just be here to spend time with
her but waiting after a few seconds, amelia looked down as she knows that's not gonna happen
unless she does something to get her attention.

amelia could start a fire down in bonesborough but that's not really enough to grab the emperor's
eye.

a felony? nah.

she kept thinking about it over and over till a light bulb lit up on top of her head which made a
smirk slowly form in her face. amelia sprung up from the bed, fixed herself before rushing out of
the room to initiate her plan.

 

luz lets out a weary sigh, she pinched the bridge of her nose as doing all of this brings nothing but a
never ending headache. she's never built to doing this kind of work so why is she doing this?

she knows that amelia is begging for her to stop working and just be there for her.



"i'll take a break." luz said to her assistant before standing up, she walked out of the room and
started to head for her room where amelia usually stays. planning to sleep in amelia's arms or give
her a head could help her relax.

as she walked down the long halls, the effects of belos is still evident but not as much anymore. luz
turned to a corner and immediately froze at what she's seeing that's only a few steps away.

there she saw amelia talking to a guard, luz doesn't know who they are as they wore a mask but she
ticked when she saw their hand slowly trail up the blight's thigh.

livid, luz pulled out a plant glyph and threw it to the ground making it sprout out a line of thorned
vines heading for the guard. the plant wrapped itself around the guard and pulled them away from
amelia, they tried to break free but stopped when they saw the emperor storm up to them.

"emperor." the guard bows their head which luz ignores as she grabbed amelia's wrist and started to
drag her out of here, while giving the guard a glare before rounding to a corner.

amelia is smirking as her plan worked on getting luz's attention, finally. the human swung their
bedroom door open, pushed the blight inside before slamming it shut. "who was that?" luz asked as
her brows are furrowed with resentment rising.

"oh, you mean regina?" amelia said as she nonchalantly sat down in bed, crossing her legs while
looking up at the emperor. "she's a friend who's new to the job. figured i'd welcome her." amelia
saw luz's eye twitch when she said that. she hit a nerve.

this is gonna be good. it excites her as she can feel jealousy radiating from luz.

"oh. i see." luz slowly nods her head, she started to take off her cloak, tossing it to the side as she
pulled out her array of paper glyphs. searching for a particular spell before swiftly throwing it at
amelia whom barely had enough time to react as the paper stuck to her chest and metal like binds
wrapped around her body making her fall onto the bed.

luz walked over to the restrained blight, staring down at her excited face while she tries to be scared
but failing. the emperor took out a fire glyph and gently placed it on amelia to burn off her clothes
"aw, that was your favorite hoodie." amelia said.

"i bought a special edition back in the human world anyways." luz replied, she grasped her lover's
exposed twitching phallus making her faintly gasp. she started stroking amelia "you did nothing
with regina, right?" luz asked.

"ha.. what if i did?" amelia continues to mess with luz which made her squeeze her dick making the
blight whine. "hey, are you gonna break it or what?"

"did you?" luz persists and amelia shook her head. "why'd you do it then?" luz resumed rubbing the
blight, easing her down as she spreads her legs wide to reveal her ass too.

"you- mghn.. you don't pay attention to me anymore.. i'm lonely in our bed, luz." amelia replied,
luz softened when she heard that. it is her fault that she's not giving the love she promised, now
she's gonna change that.

"i'm sorry, baby. i'll make it up to you, okay?" luz leans in for a kiss which amelia didn't even think
twice on returning. they both missed the feeling, the taste of each other's lips. it's sweet and



passionate, luz wants to let amelia know that she still loves her.

as they pulled away, luz lets go out amelia's rod which made her snap back to reality. "wha-" luz
pressed her finger against the blight's lips "shh, i said i'll make it up to you tonight, right?" she said.
amelia doesn't know what luz has in mind but she trusts her.

amelia nodded and luz walked over to a chest, opened it to bring something out. the eldest blight
watched her lover take off her clothes before strapping something in her hips which immediately
clicked in amelia's mind.

when luz returned to the bed, amelia saw a black dildo that's an inch or two bigger than hers
strapped on luz. she poured lube onto it, rubbing it as well giving amelia's asshole to wetten her up.

amelia shivered at the feeling of warm lube on her hole then she felt luz's finger slowly push inside
her making her softly moan. "i.. i thought i'd be the one on top." amelia said, luz chuckles "tonight's
a change." she replied before pulling out her finger.

"but don't worry, you'll be inside be soon enough." luz aligned herself to her lover's hole, preparing
before slowly pushing in. "aah.." amelia pressed her head onto the bed, hissed as she took her
lover's phallus even if it's not real.

luz watched as the dildo goes inside the blight till there's nothing left. she didn't move just yet till
amelia adjust when she did, she gripped the blight's legs and started thrusting in.

"aahh! aaahh- oh gods!" amelia moans, letting it fill their room. luz grins, she brought amelia's legs
onto her shoulder as she leaned closer, loving in seeing her lewd expressions.

"hm, is that good?" luz asked, she grabbed amelia's member once again, feeling it pulse in her
hand. amelia nods as she whimpers "please.. h- harder.." she mutters.

quirking a brow, luz tilts her head while rubbing amelia "what was that?" she teased. amelia pursed
her lips as her cheeks turned red "harder, luz! please!" she begged louder much to the emperor's
satisfaction.

luz shoved the dildo deeper into amelia making her scream in pleasure, she sped her pace in both
ways making it harder for the blight not to come already. as she listens to her lover's moans and her
tits bouncing in every thrust, luz can feel herself getting wet.

"tell me, what do you wanna do to me?" luz asked, amelia slowly opens her eyes to look at her. "i
wanna... wanna fuck you till you can't walk so you'd stay in bed with me." she replied then
squealed when luz twisted one of her nipples.

luz chuckles at that, she sped up her pace even though her thighs are getting numb. she used the
precum oozing out of amelia's tip to lubricate her, rubbing it as she played with her red, glossy tip.

"aahh! fuck, i'm coming!!" amelia arched her back as she came, letting her shots of cum fly onto
herself. landing on her chest and almost hitting her face. luz watched the display, her face heating
up as she saw the cum slowly trickling down on amelia's body.

luz pulled out, she tore the strapon off her and snapped her finger to make the binds release amelia
before crawling on bed and stood in all fours.



"go on. fuck me till i can't walk, blight." luz said, amelia looked at the position her lover is in which
made her smirk. she stood up, got behind the human as she held her hips. the blight's cock became
alive again at the sight of her dripping pussy.

"i missed this." amelia mutters as she pushed all of herself inside luz making both of them groan.
"missed me or just my pussy?" luz asked.

"that's up for debate." amelia replied "hey." luz warns which made amelia giggle. she bent down to
kiss the side of luz's head "of course i missed all you, dumdum. i love you."

luz softly smiles at that, she turned her head to meet amelia's glistening golden hues "i love you
too." she replied before leaning in for a kiss, their tongues met each other once again as they
danced with no rhythm before amelia started thrusting.

luz moans in the kiss, when they pulled away, amelia nipped her ear with her lips trailing down
towards her neck as her hips hits her lover's ass making it jiggle till she increased her speed.

"aahh! amelia- shit.." luz buried her face into the sheets as she arched her ass more for amelia,
letting her take her as both of them wanted this for the longest time. "gods, luz.. you grew even
more tighter!" amelia growled, her hands slipped down to luz's tits, groping them as she sank her
fangs into her shoulder.

"ha..ahh! nghm-" luz chants the blight's name, amelia smirked at that which encouraged her to go
faster. her cock pulsing inside luz's warm snatch and drool started rolling down and making a
growing spot below.

their whole room is now filled of their ceaseless moans, belligerent grunts along with their bed's
springs squeaking from the blight's relentless thrusts into the human. it's only a matter of time that
the doors and walls wouldn't be enough to muffle them.

then, a familiar knot started to rise inside amelia's stomach, she rolled her head back as she
clenched her teeth tightly. "fuck luz i'm gonna- aaahhhh!!" amelia didn't have time to finish her
sentence as she finally busts her nut inside luz whom screamed in delight.

both panted heavily, amelia stayed inside as she lets her cum fill her lover up. luz feels the blight's
cock throb inside her, shuddering at the feeling of her warm seeds inside before amelia pulled out
to flip her.

amelia planted her hands on either sides of luz's head as they both stare at each other's hues deeply,
they know they want more and there's nothing holding them back as luz pulled amelia down for
another kiss.

-----

with the new day slowly rising, the couple ended their final round a few minutes before the sun
rises in the boiling isles. amelia noticed that luz felt numb after their session so she figured she'd
give an aftercare.

amelia smiles as she softly rubbed luz's ass with some cool lotion that is quite red after their many
rounds last night. luz laid on the blight's lap, completely relaxed under her.



"feel good?" amelia asked and luz nods "you're pretty good at this." she replied, leaning closer to
her lover as she lets out a blissful sigh. "had to make sure my baby loosen up after her hard work."
she leaned down to give luz a kiss on the forehead.

"thanks, ames. i love you." luz looked up, asking for a kiss which amelia gladly gave. "i love you
too, luz."



Taken by the Dark Side, She is
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landing in the surface of the mustafar, luz and amity hopped off the cockpit, rushed over to the
boarding ramp that is slowly lowering till she felt the immense heat of the planet hit her hard but
endured it as she saw a sith lord waiting for her.

"this is the person who killed our master huh?" amity asked, motioning her head at the sith. luz
slowly nods "don't let the anger seep in, ames." she looked at the blight whom scoffed as she shook
her head.

"i'm not." amity replied as she pulled out of her lightsaber. luz can feel something is off with amity,
her aura is emitting is off putting and almost makes luz uncomfortable but she shook it off as she
can ask that later.

"ready?" amity asked, luz inhaled deeply, smelling the smoke before exhaling as she took her
lightsaber out of her holster. "we don't have a choice." luz replied and walked down the ship with
amity following suit.

luz narrowed her eyes at the sith in front of them, they wore all black but is not showing their face.
with the hot winds of the planet, it made their cloaks sway to the side.

there was an impending silence between all of them then the sith raised their hand, luz thought they
were gonna use the force on them as she sensed something behind her. when luz turned around with
her open lightsaber, she was shocked to see she blocked amity's lightsaber.

"amity?" luz is confused. amity only flashed a smirk at the noceda whom saw red in her golden
hues before pushing her back. "amity, what did you do?!" luz felt a sense betrayal rising inside her
but she pushed it down.

"what did i do? oh nothing, luz. i just did what's best for all us." amity replied nonchalantly as she
waved her weapon around while slowly approaching luz who's backing up. "well, mostly for you
and me." amity adds before snickering.

luz slowly shook her head "what-" suddenly, she dropped to the ground, knocked out, making her
lightsaber sheath back before it could roll off towards the river of lava, the sith lord stomped on it
and used the force to bring it to their hand.

amity turned off their lightsaber and walked over to luz, lifting her off the ground before looking at
the sith whom now lowered her hood to reveal a scar running across the bridge of her nose and her
two violently glowing red eyes staring at the unconscious jedi.



"i never understood why you gambled your friend in the brink of death at first but now," a smirk
etched on boscha's lips, amity looked down at luz and turned her gaze at the sith "i only made a
deal for me to have luz without the jedi interfering. it doesn't mean she belongs to you." she said.

the jedi strictly forbids the love between jedis or outside the republic. it gets in the way of your role
being the protector of the galaxy if you let emotions power you, take control of you which leads
you to the dark side.

amity could care less what side she's be on, just as long as she has luz. she'll be okay.

boscha lets out a mocking laugh. "that's where you're wrong, blight."

-----

as luz is coming to, she immediately snap awoke when she saw boscha in front of her. she tries to
move or use the force but she can't do anything. she looked down to see herself buck naked as she
sat in a long table, tied up with chains.

"what did you do to her?!" luz yelled, brimming with anger which she shouldn't be but she took
away her best friend. the only person she cared for after she was separated from her mother.

boscha chuckles "you seem to care more of your friend than your well being. how peachy." she
said, she approached the noceda whom scooched back but the sith pulled her by the legs and got in
between her. luz gasped as she felt something hard.

"you're holding back." boscha softly caressed luz's cheek making her pull away abruptly. "there's no
need to be uptight when you're with me. there's no jedi, no sith, no mustafar." boscha said as she
slowly leaned down towards the noceda.

"just me, you and your friend." boscha looked up which made luz as well to see amity going
towards the table, she's fine but the red in her eyes are more evident now. "amity.." luz looked away
as it feels like she failed.

boscha backed up as amity circled the table to get to luz, she used the force to lift luz up to sit and
between her. "hey, why're you giving that face? you usually make that when something ended
fruitlessly." amity asked as she softly cupped luz's chin to make her look at her.

"what are you going to me.." luz asked, her voice barely a whisper as her eyes turned glossy,
threatening to cry which plucked a string in amity's heart. she doesn't like to see luz crying, she
does her best to not let a single tear drop on her pretty face.

"nothing you wouldn't like, luz. you know i love you right?" amity asked which luz slowly nods her
head to. "i want us to be together but that plan won't happen if the republic is in the way." she said
as she leans in closer, their space slowly diminishing.

"don't you want that as well?"

"i.. i do but.. we don't have to go in this path, amity. we can hide it." luz replied but amity shook her
head. "we couldn't. they'd always find us and i want a child with you, luz. if they find out, they'll
take them away from us. just like what they did to our parents." she said.



"the system is corrupt, luz. everything is but not you. we can get away from all that if you just.."
amity softly cupped luz's cheeks and stared deeply into her hazel hues "just come with us, with me
and we can live the lives we're supposed to have."

luz started to think about it, she does want a family with amity, to be with her ever since she
confessed to her under that one tree they met. she knows the rules forbid feelings fogging your duty
which she found hard to obey.

"i love you too, amity. i do want to spend my life with you but not in this kind of way." amity's
expression turned blank after hearing that, her hands dropped from luz's cheeks. then, the chains
got snapped off the noceda's body only for her to be force pinned onto the table.

"amity?" luz started to panic, she watched amity lower her pants to pull out her hard phallus and
started rubbing it on her clit. "w- wait, amity-" the blight brought luz's hands over her head "i'll
show you how much i love you, luz."

then, amity slowly pushed herself in luz's pussy making her whimper and writhe slightly under the
blight but she held her down. "aahh.. amity, please..." as all of her is in, amity sighs in bliss.

"gods, luz. you feel so good.." amity started to thrust into luz, she gripped her hips in one hand as
she bit her lip, loving the feeling of luz pulsing around her cock. "aah.. fuck, luz!" she sped up her
pace.

"aahh! aaah- ngah... amity aaahhh!" luz moans, she turned her head to the side as she feels
immense pleasure flowing through her body. she wants to enjoy this but the thought of amity going
to the dark side, leaving her for it makes her droop.

amity sensed it, she leaned down and dropped luz's hands. "hey, this is for you, luz. all of this is for
you." amity whispers as she started to place kisses across luz's neck "so enjoy this." she leaned in
for a kiss.

luz looked at amity, feeling the love through the kiss which made her kiss back. amity smirked
inside, she held her lover's hips tightly as she plunged her rod deep into her making luz squeal in
the kiss.

boscha is watching this whole ordeal happen in front of her while rubbing her own phallus through
the fabric. she wants to get a taste of luz, wanting to know how would a jedi knight feel like under
her.

as they pulled away, amity kissed luz's cheek, squishing it before moving her lips down towards
luz's neck to leave many love bites. "aah.. amity.." luz's hands hesitantly held amity's shoulder as
she's slowly enjoying this.

"you two are being unfair, don't you think?" boscha made them pull away from the table with amity
holding luz while still inside, she got behind luz and whipped her cock out, she spat on her hand to
lubricate luz's ass before pushing herself in.

luz screamed in pain, she hugged amity tightly as she never got anal before and it hurts. amity
frowned at that scream, she glared at boscha "stop it! you're hurting her!" amity tried to force choke
her but boscha was quicker.



"shut up. she managed to take you, she should do the same to me." boscha sneered, amity gritted
her teeth tightly as it's getting harder for her to breath the longer boscha held her. tears started
rolling down luz's face as she whines in amity's chest.

as everything is inside, boscha lets amity go finally letting her breath. neither of them did anything
as amity held the sith still using her telekinesis to let luz accustomed to the cocks inside her.

both amity and boscha glared at each other while luz lets out a shaky sighs mixed with moans. "are
you okay, baby?" amity asked as she looked down at luz who slowly nods.

boscha didn't hesitate on thrusting in luz when she saw the nod. "aah!!" luz clenched her teeth
tightly as it was sudden, she held onto amity whom whispered reassuring things to ease her as she
started to thrust as well, slowly picking up her pace.

"aahh.. aaahhh! amity.. it hurts.." luz whispers. "shh, it's okay luz. just calm down." amity said,
kissing the side of luz's head. boscha scoffs "you should be used to it by now. pathetic."

amity glared at the sith one last time before burying her face into luz's neck as her hips returned to
it's original pace now making luz moan in pleasure. "aahhh.. gh- aahhh!" luz slightly rolled her
head back as she's finally taking both of them.

the empty office where the loosen ends of the separatists were killed by skywalker is filled with
lewd moans and pants that echoed through the room as the planet grew hotter making their bodies
sweat and temperatures rise.

mustafar is a planet where a jedi go to die. as amity opened her eyes while keeping her face in luz's
neck, the red has completely taken half of her golds. luz doesn't know how many lengths amity had
to go through just to get here, holding her tight as she fucks her.

a jedi consumed by emotions. by lust, torment, hatred and by love is not longer a jedi.

then, a knot started to manifest in amity's stomach "fuck, i'm close!" boscha tightly gripped luz's
hips tightly as she slammed her hips into her ass making it jiggle. "aahh.. gods, this is better than i
anticipated- fuck!!" boscha shoved her cock deep into the noceda making her jerk as she's the first
to come.

"luz!!" amity came next and luz followed soon after as she screamed the blight's name. all three of
them panted heavily as they kept their dicks inside luz to fill her up in both holes.

luz rested her head onto amity's shoulder, wincing slightly as boscha pulled out, letting her cum
drip out of her ass. amity walked over to the table again and gently placed luz on it as she pulled
out as well.

amity kissed luz before offering her hand which confused her. "w- what?" luz asked, still in a haze
as she looked at the blight. "come with me. you don't have to go back, you can be with forever. it
doesn't matter where it leads us as long as we have each other." amity said as there's hope in her
tone.

"that's all that matters, right?" luz looked down at amity's hand, she wants to take it and be with her
but.. there's alot of responsibility resting in her shoulders which she can't just abandon abruptly. this
is complicated.



"amity... i love you but i can't." luz replied as she looked away, she can't bear seeing amity's
expression. amity slowly clenched her fists tightly when hearing that, she wants to just drag luz
with her, choke her into submission but her small ounce of humanity held her back.

"fine." amity stuffed her sheathed dick in her pants and stormed off. boscha watched the blight
walk away before shaking her head as she chuckles "you don't know how many atrocities she had
to do just to get here and you had the audacity to say no. you're weak." boscha spat at luz before
following after amity, leaving luz alone.

luz doesn't know what the sith meant by that and she couldn't help but cry as amity isn't with her
anymore.

-----

a month or two has passed ever since the event of mustafar. luz had to return to the jedi grand
temple and report about amity's turn to the dark while excluding what really happened in that
planet.

luz has been locking herself in her room, people thought she's just coping about the lost of her best
friend but that's not the case.

she just found out that she got pregnant by amity and boscha.

which makes things harder as the higher jedis would sense another life inside luz and who knows
what they'll do to her unborn child.

luz has been feeling amity or boscha somewhat close to her but couldn't see them. she doesn't
know, maybe she's just wanting to be beside them but this thing they have is a taboo. and the fact
that she's carrying their offspring is something that the council would not tolerate.

as she anxiously walked down the hall towards the room of the high council. luz doesn't know why
she's suddenly being called in while it's night, all of the people in the temple is asleep and they
didn't even specify why she's ordered to be there.

luz stopped in front of the doors, so many things are swirling in her head but one remained clear.
they're going to ask what really happened in mustafar. taking a deep breath in, luz pushed the doors
open to see only 5 of the seated jedi masters are here tonight.

all of their eyes are glued on luz as they watched her step into the middle. there was a momentary
silence before the head master spoke; "master clawthorne has trained you well, jedi knight noceda.
your ability is phenomenal and has surprised many masters." they started off. luz nods "thank you."
she bowed briefly.

"we have been observing your attempt to recover of the lost of your friend. but we have noticed
something." they continued. luz kept a straight face but she's screaming in the inside. "and that is?
if i may ask."

"do you mind elaborating what truly happened in mustafar? where you claimed to have sighted the
sith lord that took your master's life." master joliwo said, pressing their hands together as they stare
at luz intently as if they're waiting for her to slip.

"you sought revenge, did you not?"



"revenge? no, masters. i.. it was.. no." luz started to stumble in her words, she doesn't want to
blame amity as the whole thing of coming to that planet is to kill boscha is her idea but that didn't
end as planned.

"the something we have sensed another lifeform. specifically inside you." master gopli said which
made luz tense up, she knew it but why is she surprised? "who is the father, noceda?" grand master
bump asked as he stood up which raised alarms in luz's head.

"i.. i can't-"

"we must know. you could be carrying a child that could be the next descent of darth aggara." that's
boscha's second identity. luz started to back up as she plans to bolt out of here and get as far from
here as possible.

"let me, child. we must figure out who impregnated you to avoid this from leaking to unwanted
sources." gopli stood up and tried to place their hand onto luz's head which she dodged. she started
to feel fear and her heartbeat quickened as she sees the masters try to capture her just to see who
knocked her up.

suddenly, the doors were flung open and two of the masters flew back making them burst through
the glass while the three is being force chocked. luz turned around to two black hooded figures, one
pulled their hood down to reveal amity.

"ames." the blight hugged luz tightly before starting to check if she's hurt. "are you okay? did they
do anything?" she asked but luz shook her head. "no. i'm fine." amity's hand accidently lowered to
luz's stomach which made her gasp as she felt them.

she doesn't need to ask, it tells just by the look of luz's face.

"let's leave before the entire temple notices we're here." boscha dropped the masters' now dead
body before turning around. amity offered her hand for luz to take which she now doesn't hesitate
on taking, letting the two siths take her away.

it's her choice.
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"amity, come here for a moment." she heard her mother say from downstairs. amity closed her book
and started to head down, wondering what could odalia want from her now and started to retrace
whatever might've upset her parents.

as she got to the lobby, a frown quickly formed when she saw luz on the floor tied up with a cloth
around her mouth, struggling to get out. "what is this?!" amity immediately rushed over to untie
luz.

"a sort of present for you, dear. are you not happy as we gave you the omega you wanted?" odalia
said through her gritted teeth as much as she doesn't want her daughter to be wasted with that
human omega. she figured she'll give what amity wants till she gets sick of luz and throw her away
to find a more suitable omega.

amity pulled down the cloth and looked at both of her parents whom are staring down at them.
"well? do you not like your present, amity?" alador asked but amity just stood up with luz in her
arms and left without saying a word. her inner alpha is furious seeing the omega she wanted like
that. she wants to tear her parents' face off but she controlled herself.

as they got to amity's room, she locked it just for good measures before gently placing luz down on
the bed. "luz, are you okay? did they hurt you in someway?" amity asked, started searching for a
wound or anything that could've hurt the omega but luz tore away from amity's touch as she
trembles.

"luz?" a rising pain is felt in amity's chest. she slowly got onto bed, worried, "luz, what's wrong?
you have to tell me." she said, her voice soft as a purr started to faint emit through her throat.

luz squeezed her eyes tight as she held herself, "...ne.. uo." she whispers- it was barely a whisper
and amity didn't hear it, so she drew closer. "wha-"

then it hit her.

all of the blood in her veins started to rapidly pump, her heartbeat quickened, her senses heightened
and her cock sprang into life as she inhaled that sweet scent.

luz is on heat.

"it hurts.. please.." luz mutters slightly louder this time, right, this is her first heat as her body
changed to the living conditions of the boiling isles. amity slowly brought her hand up to luz's face



to caress it "it's okay, luz. i'm here to help if you let me." she said which luz instantly nods her head
to.

she's the only person luz could trust now and she wants to get rid of the pain as soon as possible.

amity leans in for a kiss, luz gladly returned it and it made the alpha scream internally as the person
she likes is kissing back. whether it'd be just the heat talking or genuine, amity still can't get over it.

the alpha slowly pushed luz down to the table with her getting in between, luz's arms wrapped
around amity's neck as they deepened the kiss. her hands slithered up to luz's tits, groping them
which made luz lowly moan in the kiss.

as air became a problem, there's a string of saliva connecting them in only for a moment before
disappearing. amity took off her shirt as well with her bra, luz did the same but the blight was the
first the take care of the omega's pants.

with luz's pussy at display, amity licked her lip. she started leaving kissed along luz's neck before
finding the right spot to leave a hickey that is just near where amity wants to mark her then she
whipped out her hard phallus.

amity slowly rubbed her tip on luz's wet clit making her whine. "luz.." amity tightly gripped the bed
sheets as she feels her fangs getting sharper along with her inner alpha attempting to break loose. "i
can't take it anymore.." she's been hoping this night would come, having luz under her is something
she dreamt of having.

now, she wants nothing but pleasure.

then, she felt a hand against her cheek, making her look at luz. "i trust you." she said. as amity
stares into the human's hazel hues, it seemed to gleam other than desire. it makes her heart thump
hard in her chest.

amity slowly nods, she placed an endearing kiss on luz's forehead and started to push her cock
inside. "ah.." luz wrapped her arms around the alpha's neck again, looked down as she watched her
pussy take her all in as if it's nothing.

a growl escaped amity's throat as she feels luz's insides pulse around her rod, she slowly pulled
back and pushed in "aah.. ngah..ha.." luz gulped, she looked up to amity's eyes once more to see a
hint of red seeping into her pupils are her inner alpha is slowly taking over.

"luz.." amity growled, she started to thrust into luz making her moan louder. "aah! aahhngh..
alpha!" luz turned her head to the side but amity returned it to it's place and slammed her lips into
hers. luz kissed back, she felt the blight bite in her lower lip which she granted access to.

their tongues swirled with each other, dancing with no rhythm as amity's pace increased. then,
amity pulled away, she gritted her teeth tightly as her fangs are protruding even more.

"aahhh- amity, please!" luz moans which triggered amity to finally bite her, marking her. "aahhh!!"
luz screamed in pleasure as she clawed amity's back, the pain was barely noticed as amity started to
feel drunk in desire.

as amity pulled away, she licked the small trickles off blood oozing out and closed her eyes.
indulging herself in the pleasure below her. "gods! fuck- you're so tight, luz!!" amity roared, she's



practically ramming into the omega now who's screaming in delight with drool rolling down the
side of her mouth.

"fuck yes! alpha.. h- harder!" luz begs which amity doesn't told be twice as she shoved her cock
deeper into luz making her roll her head back "yes! aaahhh!!"

"good girl... you're such a good fucking girl!" amity jammed her hips into luz in every single word
as she hits that one spot. "amity!! shit.." luz bit her lip, her hips started to attempt on following her
alpha's pace as she's getting near.

the entire room and soon to be the manor is getting filled of their moans, rapidly skin slapping
along with the alpha's growls. it's a good thing that twins aren't here to video this or do some
bullshit while they're occupied.

then, a twist is gradually getting bigger and bigger by the second within amity's stomach. "you want
my knot, don't you?" amity asked as she cupped luz's cheek, wiping the drool with her thumb. her
irises are dilated, the alpha's gaze travelled down to the omega's bouncing tits before returning back
up.

"yes! please, amity take me!!!" luz screamed as she's the first to come. "luz!!!" amity came soon
after her and the omega tied to her alpha. letting her cum squirt in her, filling her up as it makes her
feel warm.

both panted heavily, both slowly calming down their highs. amity brushed the hair off luz's face and
kissed her forehead. "i love you, luz." amity whispers. luz's cheeks turned rosy from that, her heat
is diminishing so she can think clearly now.

"really?" amity nods her head. a soft giggle is earned, luz pulled her alpha down for another kiss
that is filled of endearment and love. "i love you too, ames." she replied as she nuzzled up to amity
whom smiled.

they both held onto each other as they drift off to sleep.

"i believe we have a misstep." alador said as he noted the silence. odalia is rather irritated at the
smell of the air, the scent of the alpha and omega tied wafted down to the lobby. they miscalculated.

they surely did give amity what she wanted because she's never letting luz go now.

"this is outrageous."
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"hey, um, luz?" luz hummed in reply as she turned around to see amity sitting next to her, already in
her pajamas. "just in case if i sleep talk or thrash around. ju- just kick me, okay?" amity said,
rubbing the back of her neck as she awkwardly chuckled.

"oh, yeah sure." luz flashed a soft smile as she does that sometimes too and king has to slap her
awake to stop though she's not sure about the kicking part, maybe she'll just pinch amity. amity
slowly nods "thanks.. for letting me stay in for tonight." she said.

luz scoffs as she waved her hand in dismiss "it's nothing. you're always welcome here, ames." a
smile tugged on amity's lips as she heard that, there was silence between them while they stared at
each other.

amity realised that she's been staring too long that made her cheeks glow red "well.. goodnight."
she hurriedly laid down on her side of the sleeping bag with her back facing luz.

a soft giggle escaped luz's lips, she laid down as well and stared up at the light filled ceiling
"goodnight too, amity." then, she clapped her hand to turn them off before closing her eyes to sleep.

-----

after a few hours of nothing but pure silence in the owl house, luz kept hearing shuffling beside her
but she ignored it as nothing is hitting her till a groan is heard.

luz fluttered her eyes open, she slowly turned around to see amity sweating with her brows deeply
furrowed, she looked like she's having a nightmare but her hand is within her pajama pants with an
evident bulge.

the human felt her cheeks heat up at the sight of it. she doesn't know what to do or if she should
help, she just laid there and watched this whole thing unfold before her.

"ah.. aahh.. ngh- mmhn.." amity groans in her sleep with her hand quickening. luz slowly reached
for the blight's pants to pull it down, to see what's really happening under. when it's down, luz saw a
long, thick, veiny, hard pale cock getting vigorously stroked with it's red tip oozing of a white
substance.

gulping, luz looked back at amity's face contorting from irritation to pleasure. what could she
dreaming about? luz asked in her head. as she continues to watch this, she pressed her thighs
together, feeling a pulse in her in between. she's aroused.



"luz.." she heard her name utter from amity's lip as she turned her head to the side, bullets of sweat
shined under the moonlight that highlighted her pale complexion. luz can see amity's hard nipples
through her top, same goes to her.

"fuck.." luz mutters. she slipped down towards amity's legs, going in between as she pulled her
pants down. she doesn't know what she's doing as her desire is clouding her mind, either way.. luz
wants to get a taste of the witch.

as luz grasped it, her eyes widens as it's thicker than she thought. amity's hand seemed to slow
down as she thought her other hand is doing the job, luz stuck out her tongue to ran it up and down
before stopping at her red.

licking the precum off as she played it as well before attempting to take it in her mouth. luz noticed
that the phallus is throbbing, she doesn't know what that meant but a hand gripped her hair tightly
and amity started to thrust into her mouth.

it caught luz off guard but she might as well take and pray that her reflex won't trigger now. "augh
fuck.. luz.." she looked up to see if amity is wake but she's still asleep. damn.

luz tightly held onto amity's thighs as tears are prickling in the corners of her eyes, it feels too much
and she started to think if this whole thing would even fit in her. it's so big.

then, amity lets out a guttural moan with her thrusting deep into luz's mouth as she came but not
fully. amity was jolt awoke after that wet dream, she tried to remember what the dream was about
but.. she couldn't recall.

sighing deeply, amity wiped the sweat off her forehead and looked to the side expecting for luz to
be sound asleep only to see her not there. she must've drove her off. the blight pinched her eyes as
she fucked up again now luz thinks she's pervert mast-

all of amity's thoughts stopped when she felt something warm and sloppy wrapped around her
cock. she slowly looked down to see luz in between her legs with her member in her mouth.

luz slowly pulled out, slightly panting as cum dripping out of her mouth. amity's cheeks turned to a
tomato at the sight of it "luz, what is- what are you-" luz crawled up to amity and pressed her finger
against her lips to hush her.

"you were dreaming about me, weren't you?" luz asked as she pulled her own pants down sat on
amity's stomach with her ass slowly rubbing up to her still hard phallus. amity trembled, she looked
up to the human to see lust filling her hues with the moonlight giving them a spotlight.

"i.. i don't really remember but.. you could say that." amity whispers, she watched luz slowly lean
down towards her "you moaned my name. you seemed to be having fun asleep." she said as there's
only a mere inches between them.

"yeah but i think i'll have more fun awake." amity got rid of the space as she leans in for a kiss, luz
kissed back with her ass slowly rising as her other hand grabbed the blight's cock. aligning it to her
pussy.

luz tilts her head to deepen the kiss with amity's tongue slipping inside. their tongues tasting each
other before amity won as she invaded the noceda's wet cavern with her slowly pushing herself
down onto amity.



as they pulled away, both of them moaned at the same time. luz held onto amity, hissing as she
continues to lower herself till she reached the base. luz took off her top, amity stared intently at her
perky dark nipples as her hands snaked up to her smooth skin to fondle with them.

gulping, luz slowly raised and came back down "ahh shit, luz.." amity groans, her hands admired
the human's curves till finally holding onto her hips as she started riding her like a prized stallion.
"aah! ah- oh god, you're so big!" luz moans.

amity rolled her head back as her mouth went agar, this is better than what she dreamt or imagined
of how luz feels. she looked up back to luz, seeing her flustered face as her tits bounced along with
her curls. "you're so beautiful." she mutters.

then, she pulled luz down for another kiss with her hands moving to her ass as she started thrusting
deeper into luz making her moan within the kiss. "mmgh! mmm.." when they pulled away, luz
buried herself in amity's neck as she lets her slam into her.

"gods, you feel so good luz.. i- aahh! i love you!" amity said as she moans midway. "i.. i love you
too, ames.." luz replied, her moans are directly in amity's ear which fuelled her more as her pace
turned almost inhumane making luz scream but she clasped her hand into her mouth. she started to
bounce down again.

it's a miracle that the other inhabitants of the owl house is still asleep while someone is fucking in
the closet. the brisk sound of skin slapping is heard in the room along with hushed moans and
pants.

then, amity can feel herself getting closer. "aah.. luz, i'm so close.." she whispers, her thighs are
growing numb with her grip on luz's ass is slipping. luz bit her tongue as she lets out a stifled moan
when she came hard. "amity..." she whined, not wanting to be too loud.

amity clenched her teeth tightly, she swiftly pulled out and her throbbing cock shoots out of it's
load in the air. it moved back and forth as some of the cum dropped on luz's back and some on the
sleeping bag.

both of them sagged down, they remained in that position as they calmed down. luz slowly lifts her
head out of amity's neck to look at her, their eyes held with lust diminishing that is replaced by pure
affection and love for each other.

then, amity watched a grin curl up in luz's lips "so how many dreams you had of me?" the blight's
cheeks turned rosy.

"um..."
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who would've thought that their little sleepover would go to the direction of them talking about
losing their virginity like how hollywood portrays raging hormonal teenagers.

"i wanna lose it to someone special, you know. someone i care about and i kinda wanna lose it
soon." luz said as she rubbed the back of her head while softly chuckling. amity slowly nods as her
cheeks turned soft red.

"do you have anyone in mind?" amity asked and started to hope that luz doesn't as she really
doesn't want to have a competition. luz shook her head "not really which is ironic since, heh, i
wanna be fucked." amity pursed her lip when she heard that and hugged her pillow tightly.

"how about you? do you have anyone you wanna pop your cherry to?" luz asked, before amity
could answer, that one phrase rung foreign to her. "'pop your cherry'?" she asked as she tilts her
head.

luz nods "yeah. basically losing your virginity is actually losing it while popping your cherry is by
doing it yourself with toys." she explained. "okay, how do you know all this? you're kinda sus."
amity asked as she rose a brow making luz giggle.

"by the power of the hub." luz said rather mysteriously as she waved her hands around for effects.
amity scoffed, she playfully rolled her eyes and looked away as she remembered the question.

"i wanna do it with a really cute girl." amity replied. luz perked up about that, she leaned down and
scooched closer to amity "ooh, do tell." she said, purely intrigued. amity shook her head which
made luz groan "come on, give me hints. i'm pretty good at guessing." luz said as she grinned.

amity puffed up "she's, um, she's in my age and is oblivious." she said, finally looking at luz who's
eyes are sparkling with curiosity. "same age huh? hm.. boscha?" amity grimaced "what?"

"oh no. willow?" luz guessed once again which amity shook her head. oblivious as ever.

luz ruffled her head as she can't figured out who amity is referring to and she doesn't have all night
since she has something to show to the blight.

"okay!" amity jumped when luz sprung up from the sleeping bag and stood up. "come on, i wanna
show you something." luz said, offering her hand for amity to take which she slowly accepted. their
size difference is cute.



luz goes out of her room and jogged up to eda's room that is empty since eda and king went
somewhere, leaving the kids to take care of the house. then, luz grabbed a stool to step on as she
stood in front of a slanted roof.

amity doesn't know what the human is up to, her pointed ears twitched when she saw luz pop a
trapdoor open and didn't hesitate to hop inside. "luz?" amity peered her head through the trapdoor
then luz extended her hand for her.

"don't worry, it's safe. trust me." luz said, amity slowly nods as she grabbed luz's hand to help her
get up inside the trapdoor. the human made a light glyph to help them see before walking for a
short second and knelt down.

"last week, i ran out of the paper for glyphs so i searched around the house and accidentally
stumbled up on this trapdoor and," luz wiped the dust off the floor to reveal a red metal box which
she popped open to reveal a treasure trove of obscenity.

amity's eyes widens as she's looking at the haul of sex toys. dildos with an array of sizes and
designs, vibrators, butt plugs and many more. "who.. who knows these?" she asked, looking at luz
who grabbed a ball gag before dropping it.

"eda, probably. wanna test them out?" luz asked as she looked at amity, meeting her eyes. she's
rather enthusiastic about this while amity is unbearably embarrassed it's making her lightheaded.
"um.. i guess, we have to wash them though." she replied which luz nods to.

then, at the corner of her eye. luz saw a dust covered box which she grabbed and grinned "maybe
we don't have to. we can just use this unused one." luz presented the box to amity, shaking it which
made it's contents rumble inside.

amity gulped, she tore her eyes off the box to look at luz. "do you care about me, luz?" luz turned
serious for a moment when she heard that question. "of course i do, ames. you're.. uncomfortable,
aren't you? we don't have-"

"no no, i'm okay. it's just.. you're really cute." amity said as she looked away, luz took a few
seconds to figure out what that meant till it hit her. luz's cheeks turned rosy "oh.. sh- should we go
back to the room?" luz asked which amity nods to.

as they got back to the room, luz locked the door and dropped down to the sleeping bag for her to
open the box to take out the strap on. it's bigger and thicker than the picture depicted it to be.

both of them looked each other with their flustered faces. "so, um, wanna go first?" luz offered.
"uh.. maybe you should? 'cause you wanna pop your cherry soon, right?" amity said as she
hesitantly held out her hand for luz to give the strap.

luz slowly nods "yeah." she pulled her shirt off along with her shorts, leaving no clothing on which
made amity almost passed out at the sight of luz's beautiful physique as her eyes immediately land
on luz's breasts even if she tries to look respectfully.

then, luz got in all fours with her facr planted on the pillow as she's as embarrassed as amity is.
amity slowly stoof up to take off her own clothes and wore the strap on, she looked down at herself.
it feels surreal that amity is finally got the chance to fuck the girl she wants to be with.



amity grabbed the bottle of lube and poured it onto the strap, stroking it as she knelt down behind
luz. seeing her wet pussy, amity dragged her finger on her clit making the noceda twitch.

"ready?" amity asked and luz replied with a nod, she started to slowly push the toy inside the
human. a shaky moan is heard, amity gripped luz's hips as she stared at her. watching her reactions
till all of the toy is inside her.

"ah.. shit it's so big.." luz mutters, "are you okay?" amity asked, worried as she might've hurt luz
accidentally but she's fine. "yeah, just new to this, ya know." luz replied with a small chuckle.

amity nods, she started to slowly thrust into luz making her softly moan. her mind is turning hazy
as she listens to luz's moans, her body started to have a mind on it's own her pace picked up.

"aah! gh- amity!" luz moans, she bit onto the pillow as she feels amity started to slam into her.
amity looked down to watch the toy repeatedly go in and out of luz, what's odd is that she strangely
feels luz's insides. faintly. she bent down with her hands groping luz's tits while she nibbled the
human's round ears making her whimper.

"you're so cute, luz. did you know i always dreamed of this?" amity whispers to her, she pulled
luz's head off the pillow to hear her moans clearer. "amity.. harder, please.." luz looked over her
shoulder to see the blight's eyes glimmering of lust.

"harder? you want me to," amity suddenly rammed the toy deep into luz making her scream "go
harder?" she asked which made luz vigorously nod her head "yes, please! more, fuck me more!!"
luz begged which triggered something in amity.

amity must've blacked out as she made a spell circle that made parts of her abomination appear out
of the ground and held luz, making her immobile. it surprised luz but it quickly disappeared as
amity slammed back inside her, her pace relentless.

"aahh! god, amity yes!!" luz bit her lip as she closed her eyes, loving the feeling of the witch
fucking her like this.

then, she felt a hand grab her hair, she half opened her eyes to see an illusion of amity with the strap
on. she pushed a thumb inside luz's mouth which she sucked on before getting replaced by the
strap.

luz started bobbing her head as she sloppily suck on the strap with her moans getting muffled. the
illusion amity grinned mischievously at her as she held her hair tightly to start thrusting, going in
the same pace as the original amity.

amity rolled her head back as she's slowly going feral, she leaned down on luz's shoulder. giving it
soft trails of kisses before biting her, leaving a mark which made luz squeak as her lower half
jerked.

smirking, "what a bad girl, you are. everybody in the boiling isles thinks you're an innocent human
but in reality, you're a needy whore." amity whispers in luz's ear. "aren't you?" she slammed her
hips once again and luz rapidly nodded her head.

then, with a final few thrusts, luz's eyes threatened to roll back as she came for the first time and it's
best the feeling ever. amity snapped her finger to make her illusion disappear along with her
abomination slowly lowering luz down after pulling out.



amity snapped back to reality, she looked down at herself to see the strap is covered of cum and luz
panting heavily below her. she knelt down in front of her, cupped her cheek to see if she's okay
"luz, how are you feeling?" her voice returned to being soft while it was condescending earlier.

luz sighs in bliss, she nods her head as she slowly sat up. "yeah, you were amazing." she said. amity
looked away as her cheeks became soft pink. "glad you enjoyed it."

"now, your turn." amity took off the strap and handed it to luz, then she threw her a paper glyph
which made plants appear and held the blight down as it wrapped around her. luz strapped herself
and hovered above amity who's terrified and turned on at the sudden mood shift of the human.

"how would the people think of the oh so perfect amity blight be defiled by a human?" luz asked as
she rubbed the toy against amity's clit making her shiver "i think it's hot." amity replied with her
biting her lip.

luz chuckles "ooh, look who's being a whore." then, she easily slipped the toy inside amity whom
moaned. the noceda started to thrust as amity seemed to be taking her well, "aahh.. aahhngh- luz!"
amity moans.

luz leaned back, she grabbed both of the witch's legs up as she thrusts hard into her. "aaahh! fuck
yes luz!! faster!" amity begs, a quivering smile is seen in her face. the plants are slowly digging
their thorns into amity's skin, drawing blood but the blight barely felt the pain.

"faster?" luz's pace suddenly slowed down "please luz.." amity tried to wriggle to bring luz to thrust
again but she isn't moving. "you want me to go," luz pulled her hips back before slamming in
which made amity scream as she hit that one spot. "faster?"

"shit!!! fuck yes luz!! more!"

luz pushed amity's legs onto her to expose her pussy more and started to go faster as said, the strap
hitting more spots which drove amity to the edge. bullets of sweat rolled down in the sides of their
faces as they stared deeply into each other's hues.

"luz, i'm close!!" amity moaned as she rolled her head back. with a final deep thrust from luz,
"luz!!!" the blight screamed the human's name as she came hard for the first time. it was euphoric.

luz snapped her finger to make the plant restrains let go of amity, she slowly pulled out and took off
the strap before dropping next to amity. both of them panting heavily as their legs quivered slightly.

"wow." amity mutters breathlessly as she stared at the ceiling. "yeah.. wow." luz agreed, she turned
her head to the blight whom looked at her. "what are we, ames?" luz asked, not knowing if this is a
friendship anymore as this is more than that.

amity thought about it for a moment before settling to a possible conclusion "girlfriends?"

"with no space?"

"with no space. babe."
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"hey, pimp!" luz swiftly ducked the fireball coming at her, she glared at the person whom threw it.
"miss me with your bullshit boscha!" luz spat as she flipped at her which made the witch pissed.

"i'm sorry, mind coming again human?!" boscha started to charge at luz whom grimaced and bolted
off while dodging the other students as the witch chased her down the halls till finally catching luz
by the collar.

boscha slammed luz into the lockers making her groan with her red beanie falling to the ground.
"you're lucky i'm nice!" luz hissed, glaring at boscha once more whom growled at her.

"i'm not lucky. i'm gifted unlike your skinny ass!" boscha cackled as she pushed luz more onto the
locker. after living under the same roof with eda, luz dealt many things that tested her strength
which beefed her up though it's not obvious.

luz could easily snap boscha's neck but she held herself back.

"whatever." luz bent down to snatch her beanie off the floor, patting the dust off it and wore it back
on before walking off with boscha yelling her shit which she could care less of hearing.

luz stuffed her hands in her pockets as she grumbles under her breath, not noticing someone was
following her till they bumped onto her. luz stopped walking and slowly turned her head with her
hidden clenched fists as she's clearly not in the mood now.

"ugh, blight." luz rolled her eyes and continued walking as she saw it's amity. "hey, not even a good
morning?" she asked as she followed the human. "do you think i have a good morning?" luz spat.

amity looked at luz, seeing a deep scowl which tugged a string inside her. she likes it when she sees
luz angry, the embodiment of a sunshine pissed is something to be afraid of but not amity.

she finds it desirable.

"why are you even following me? don't you have a pristine schedule to follow instead?" luz
sneered, she sped up her walking which made amity do the same as she wants to annoy the human
till she breaks.

the scent of luz quickly filled amity's nose which almost made her weak on her knees. it has a hint
of freshly pressed books or cinnamon that fuels the blight's hunger. she tries to pry away from those
thoughts, telling herself she doesn't need her but she always ended beside the human.



"nah, already did that. but you have alot of things you didn't do."

luz rolled her eyes "yeah? and what's that?"

"getting a pussy." luz tensed up when she heard that, she looked at the corner of her eye to see the
blight smiling devilishly. "so? it's not like i'm in a rush to lose my virginity like quint." she said.

"oh i know but you'll die as a virgin, human. isn't that sad?" amity snickered, she started hopping
like a child as this is too good. not noticing the darkening of luz's face.

"you know the life expectancy of humans here are mid 20s or lower. so, die here in the boiling
isles, you could've knocked up a succubus or a witch like-" suddenly, luz grabbed amity by the next
and swiftly burst through an empty classroom to slam amity onto a desk.

"a witch like you?" luz finished amity's sentence as she narrowed her eyes at her, the color in her
eyes turning to a different gradient as it's filling of licentious which made amity excited inside.

"ooh, what're you gonna do, fuck me?" amity tested which she does want to happen. luz took her
hand off her neck and easily tore off her pink leggings to expose her dripping pussy.

scoffing, luz tightly gripped amity's legs and thrust her hard clothed cock onto her making the witch
moan. "can't believe you got wet from that." luz chuckles. amity gulped before flashing a grin "and
i can't believe you grew hard from that." she fired back.

"you want me to lose my virginity?" luz pulled her pants down to let her cock out, she tapped her
girth onto amity's wet clit making her twitch "fine. i'll lose it with you then." then, luz slammed her
whole cock into amity as she screamed in pleasure.

luz spreads amity wide as she held onto her legs "aahh! oh titan, yes!! fuck me, luz!" amity bit her
lip with her eyes rolling back to her head as she gripped the edge of the desk.

"you fucking slut! you planned this, didn't you?!" luz cackles, she sped up. she groans at the feeling
of the blight's insides tightly clenching around her as it pulses. "w- what if.. aahhh! what if i did?
you couldn't even take a hint that i want you fucking rail me!!" amity spat which made luz glare at
her.

it took luz a moment to realise what the hell amity just said that made her cheeks turn rosy.

"you want me to rail you? fine!" luz pulled out and flipped amity to make her stomach lie on the
desk. amity looked over her shoulder to see a mad grin on luz's face which turned her on more "i'll
rail you, blight till you can't fucking walk!!" luz slammed back in and a moan escaped her lips.

"aahhh! shit, luz!!" amity held the ends of the desk as luz fucked her hard just like how she wants
it. "fuck... you're tight!" luz growled, she grabbed a handful of amity's hair to make her look up,
letting her moans echo.

luz looked down at herself, seeing her cock rapidly go in and out of the witch as her ass bounced at
every thrust. "damn." she tore off more of amity's leggings till what's left are shreds of it. her other
hand pulled amity's top up for her to grab one of her boobs, squeezing it.

"ngh- fuck yes, luz! you're so big, i love it!" amity moans, luz leaned down and sniffed her mane of
a hair, inhaling a sweet scent of strawberries making her lowly hum. amity tilts her head to give luz



more access to her neck.

luz trailed soft kisses along amity's clean neck before biting down, her ass jerked back that made
the human groan. amity looked over her shoulder and kissed luz which she didn't hesitate on
returning, their tongues lapped with each other before amity bit on luz's.

"ow.." luz stuck out her tongue as they pulled away. amity chuckles that instantly dropped as luz
increased her speed. "tell me, blight. how long have you been pining for me?" luz asked.

amity laughed "are you really that dumb? i seriously don't know why i fell for you- aaahh!" luz
drove her cock deep into the blight, her chest rapidly heaving as sweat rolled down her face. "is it
in my first day? i saw you giving yourself a pep talk about us being in the same school." luz
giggles.

amity's eyes widens as she vividly remembered that day. far too vivid. "it- it was you?!"

"the one who looked through the hidden door? hell yeah!" luz grinned, then, she moaned when she
hit that one spot in amity that made her moan as well. she removed her hand off her hair and held
her hips as she can feel herself getting closer.

"shit luz, i'm coming!!" amity was just about to come when luz abruptly pulled out. she looked over
to see an annoying grin plastered on luz's face "what the hell, noceda?! no one told you to stop!"
amity shouted but luz just giggles.

"oh really? sorry bout that, were you close?" luz asked innocently, she slipped her finger inside
amity making her shudder. "i am... please, luz just finish me.. i'm so close.." she begs, her voice
cracking as if she's gonna cry, luz finds it amusing.

"you are? poor baby. what do you want me to do then?" luz stroked her phallus, hitting her tip on
amity's nub as a whine escaped her throat. "just fuck me hard, luz.. i want-" amity glared at luz
who's tempting her to say it.

"i want your cock.. please luz i- aaahhh!!" luz goes back in and resumed in her original pace. "good
girl. you're pretty good at begging, ames." luz said as she can feel her climax coming back on. "s-
shut up.."

with one final thrust, luz shoved deep into amity as she came inside her making amity scream in
pleasure. "ah yes.." amity shuddered as she feels the noceda warm cum filling her up.

amity looked over her shoulder once again to see sweat falling down luz's face. for some reason,
she finds it alluring as she watched it smoothly rolling down her perfect face and drop off her sharp
jaw. she also sees the bulging veins in luz's hands.

luz slowly pulled out, she took off her beanie to comb her hair back as she sighed. "i better go.
sorry bout your pants, ames." she said, she was about to head out while fixing her still hard cock.
she felt a hand grab her by the collar and amity hopped onto her.

"stay." luz was surprised at this but she goes along, she pressed amity against away as she leaned in
for a kiss with her dick going back in.

-----



the next day came, they went for 3 rounds till they were almost caught yesterday. now, as luz
walked along the school halls, she couldn't help but think that amity would act aloof again as if
nothing happened.

luz kinda hoped that this friendship has gone further after that session but it seems like amity
doesn't seem to want that as luz hasn't seen-

"whoa-" luz was grabbed by the side, roughly pulled into a closet with the door slamming shut
behind her. "what the f-" she stopped when she saw amity in front of her.

panting, her hair in a mess with her eyes dilated that is filled of lust. her clothed looked like it was
haphazardly placed before she went to school. the blight stared at luz filled of hunger which scares
her but at the same time, excites her.

"hey baby."

 

"make. it. stop!" boscha said word by word as she banged her head onto the wall. absolutely cannot
bear hearing luz and amity's moans anymore.

"thank you, thank you." willow snatched all of the money she won in the bet to how many rounds
the couple would go. they're at the fifth round. grinning wildly as she'll be rich at the end of this
endeavour.

gus, meanwhile, is hiding between willow as he listened to the feral moans inside the closet. he's
scared as he thinks that someone is getting butchered inside and no one is helping them.

"woo! go, kid! fuck her good!" eda cheered for luz as she drank a full bottle of appleblood, quickly
getting tipsy. bump called her in hopes she'd break this mess up but it was the worst idea he had.

and principal bump is in the side, pinching the bridge of his nose while shaking his head. "this is
why the retirement papers are always ready in my desk."



The Girl Beside Me

Chapter Summary

sales department au?
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you know what's the best thing working in the sales department!

EVERYONE IS HOT!!!

luz's eyes are wandering, bolting madly around the many people in the building as they worked. her
gaze jumping to a sexy woman to a bulky looking man. it feels like absolute, she'll tell you that!

luz was transferred here a month ago and it was the best thing that ever happened to her. this place
a sanctuary filled with hot people more than luz could've dreamed off.

everyone is wearing elegant suits and dresses which makes luz out of place even though some of
them are on casual that still looks exquisite nonetheless which is amazing.

"oh thanks, luz! you work fast." skara flashed luz a toothy smile as she accepted the paperwork she
asked luz to help her with. luz returned a quivering one as her cheeks turn rosy "yeah, it's no prob."
she said, waving her hand in dismissal.

"hey, luz. had your coffee yet?" luz turned around to see roku handing her a steaming cup of coffee.
"oh no. thank you, roku," she gladly took the cup and smiled as roku gave a single wave before
heading for his work space.

luz walked for her own work space as well, settled her coffee to the table and started to work
without noticing someone is beside her.

"good morning, miss noceda."

"ah!" luz jumped as she was caught off guard, she looked to see amity blight with her usual cold
expression. her shoulder length mint green hair is well kept as always as she wore a simple white
dress shirt with it's sleeves rolled up.

"o- oh, good morning too, miss blight." luz returned the gesture as she doesn't wanna be rude. then,
the sound of papers falling to the floor is heard "d- did you... did you just talk to me for the first
time?" amity asked as her face turned flustered "am i dreaming? it feels like a dream." her grip on
her papers accidentally loosened which made them fall.

"um.. here, let me help." luz bent down at the same time with amity. as she saw the top paper's
contents, her eyes widens when she saw her name repeatedly written in cursive over and over along



with her age and birthday. not noticing the sinister smile on amity's face before looking up which
dropped.

luz stared at the blight's blank face, she picked up all of the paper and handed it to amity without
saying a word. she quickly got back to her seat and made sure there's a big space between them.

WHAT THE FUCK luz screamed in her head while she took a sip of her coffee.

amity blight. nothing much is known about her except that she came from a rich family. no one
knows why she's here in the first place. she's not the talkative nor social type of person so she
always come off as cold and intimidating.

that's all willow and gus, whom worked here as well, told luz at her first day when the director
assigned her next to amity. the first day sucked because luz would always catch amity staring at her
in the corner of her eye, whenever she tries to confront her about it, she'd give a cold shoulder.

luz always sees amity near her like she's her tail or something. whether it'd be in the cafeteria, the
printing station or just in the parking lot which makes it worse since luz thought she's gonna come
charging at her with a knife.

eventually, luz got used to it but never got used to the drastic moods changes the blight has.

she isn't gonna lie though. luz finds amity attractive. whenever she's focused on her work, she'd see
many bulging veins on her pale hand, her face is perfect and the dress shirt hugs her perfect
physique rather deliciously along with her tight pants.

if only amity isn't being a creep. luz would be head over heels.

beep beep

luz snapped back to reality when she heard the printer make noise all of the sudden, she must've
spaced out. "damn, what did i do now?" she mutters as she tries to shut it off before it attracts
attention.

"need some help?" luz felt a cold air just in her right with a faint sniffle.

"AGFKOANSNND" luz was ready to fight with a blunt stick which was easily caught by amity.
"sorry. you were incredibly close." she said, dropping the stick and stood in front of the printer.

did she just sniff me???? luz rubbed her neck and looked at the printer that finally shuts up. "how
come... everyone says your name with ease and i call you 'miss noceda'?" amity asked, her voice
lowering which is almost dangerous.

luz rose a brow "i mean... i want to call miss noceda by her name even if i haven't gone that far yet.
it's unfair, isn't it?" amity closed the printer and turned her body to face luz whom slightly backed
up. even though their height difference is only an inch or two, luz couldn't help but feel like small.

the blight's gaze rests dead center on luz's hazel hues, seeing it shine contrasts her glum ones.

"i wonder if i could say it. l.. lu lu.." luz pursed her lips as amity tries to say her name when it's
only a single syllable. "luz!" she swiftly turned around to see boscha with willow beside her.



"matt contacted us and advised that he'll be absent today, and apparently he to do the documents for
tomorrow's presentation." willow explained. luz slowly nods "oh, okay-"

"can you two do it? amity can't escape this 'cause she's part of the project." boscha adds, cutting off
luz. when she heard that, she felt her heart drop "hey, don't be a stuck and do all of the work. you
have luz to spend the night with you." boscha points at amity whom nods her head.

"okay."

a night with amity? a night with AMITY???? i dedicated my entire life to our lord and savior jesus
christ and this is the thanks i get??? damn!

luz feels like having a breakdown now.

-----

"have a good night, luz!" willow and gus waved their best friend goodbye till they left the office.
luz dropped her hand when they're gone now she started to recall everything that happened in her
life because it feels like she's gonna get murdered here.

luz looked at amity who's speedily typing away to finish the work they're tasked to do till dawn. for
some time, amity hasn't said a word to her which is great? luz doesn't know how to explain it.

then, amity snapped her head at luz "m- mi- mi- miss noceda?"

"yes?!" luz feels like she's close to getting a heart attack if amity continues this. "d- do you like
some coffee?" she asked. luz gulped "that'd be great.. thank you." amity nods, she swiftly got up
from her chair and rushed towards the coffee machine.

after a few moments, amity returned and handed luz a hot cup which she thanked her for. "um.. do
you want some daifuku?" amity offered but luz shook her head "no thank you. i just ate." she said.
amity nods her head again and returned her attention back to the monitor.

"there used to be cat here that visited the office." amity engaged to another conversation which
made luz perk up at the mention of a cat. "really? where is it?" she asked. "it's gone. it's a black cat
with heterochromia, one is gold and one is brown. the director stopped letting in the cat since it
distracted everyone from work." she said.

luz softly giggles at that "well, i wish they didn't since cats are a great company." she said, the
atmosphere between is slowly turning light as the conversation goes on. "i highly doubt that. are
you a dog or cat person, miss noceda?" amity asked as she looked at luz.

humming, "i can't really decide so both." luz replied with a shrug. "it's..." amity looks away as she
stopped midway in her sentence "it's really nice to talk to you about this stuff.. i always work on
overtime and it's great to have you here as if i'm on cloud nine." she mutters.

luz felt her heart thump hard in her chest as she heard that, the atmosphere surely did lighten and
the tension is no longer there. "so, how long have you liked me?" luz asked as she leaned back to
her chair, smirking.

amity jumped at the question, she pulled her collar up to cover her face "how did you know?! i
thought i was doing well hiding it!" she asked, deeply embarrassed. "well.. i thought you wanted



me to notice." luz said on the contrary as she rubbed the back of her neck.

"i'm sorry if the fact that i like you annoys you.. it's boring to talk to a dull person like me. i'm
sorry." amity mutters, she looks away with her collar slowly lowering as she leaned back to her
chair.

"hey, it's okay! you can't take it back anymore! and honestly," luz grabbed her cup of coffee that
cooled down now and took a sip to hide her own blush "i'm surprised you even like a person like
me."

amity tilts her head "what do you mean? you're a great person with a vibrant personality which is...
amazing." she said which made luz smile.

"d- do you remember the incident in the local library?" amity asked with hope in her tone. luz
thinks it about for a few seconds before snapping her fingers "oh yeah. it had to close for a few
weeks since someone tossed a bunch of beehives there." she said, fully recalling the incident as she
was there and almost got stung.

"yeah, my siblings was responsible for it." amity whispers which luz didn't quite catch "huh?"
amity shook her head "it was two years ago and i don't think you remembered but.. i helped you."
she said.

amity looked down at her hands that is slightly rubbing to each other "i liked you since then, miss
noceda. so when you transferred here i thought it was fate." she said. luz felt her heart thump once
again as she finds it cute that amity is being timid.

"wait- two years?! you liked me for that long??" amity nods.

"and i never talked to you up until now?" amity nods.

"i tried to talk to in several occasions but i always chicken out so this is really fate that you're here
now that i can talk to you. for real." luz slowly nods as she took that in like it's the biggest
revelation because it is.

"but," luz looked at amity, she suddenly turned serious when she saw tears welling up in amity's
eyes "it's okay if you only see me as a co worker. talking to you for this long is enough for me and i
can just be in the darkness, watching over you" she said, hanging her head low for luz not see
anymore of her tears.

"you and i are in the different ends of the spectrum. we're not compatible and i understand." i've
read enough tabs to strongly say that you're wrong. luz said in her head.

"hey," luz softly placed her hand onto amity's curled fist making her slowly lift her head to look at
her. luz has totally misread what amity truly is. she can understand that love is not the easiest
subject in the universe.

amity is not a cold, dejected person. she's just lovestruck and innocent.

"i'm glad that you confessed about your feelings, you know, i couldn't do that even if i try. but, we
have to start somewhere right?" amity slowly nods "so, let's start as friends." then luz leaned back
and offered her hand to the blight who's perplexed.



"i'm luz noceda. nice to meet you." amity immediately got the gesture, she wiped her hand that has
been profusely sweating which made luz giggle before amity shakily accepted it.

"i'm amity blight. nice to meet you too."

-----

luz slowly woke up, she didn't even realise she passed out on the desk. she looked at the clock
beside it that displayed it's half 3 in the morning.

she yawned and stretched her arms up to hear them pop along with a sound of something falling to
the floor. luz turned around to see amity's blazer, a smile came on her lips, she picked it up and
neatly placed it behind her.

she covered me. that's nice- wait.

luz feels like she missed something. she looked over her shoulder, expecting a goblin but nothing
and when she turned her head to the side. it felt like the world stopped.

there she is.

amity sat on her chair, legs spread with her dress shirt half opened to reveal half of her bra and
toned stomach. her zipper is fully open to show her hard phallus that is secreting precum on the tip.

"l- luz.."

"eh?" luz was dumbfounded.

then it bit her "¡¿QUÉ DIABLOS PERVERTIDO!! QUÉ DIABLOS ESTÁS HACIENDO?!" luz
shouted in spanish as she sprung up from her chair, she doesn't know how to feel about this.

"wait, please! let me explain, i wasn't gonna do something horrid okay!" amity said, trying to
reason for luz not to leave but she's not having it. "no no! stay the fuck back! i ain't- i'm fucking
leaving!" it's not common for luz to cuss in one sentence but this is too much.

so much for being innocent.

"i wasn't gonna do anything, i swear! you just look really cute when you're asleep, that's all please
believe me!" amity still tries, she attempt to stand up but luz was about to quickly bolt out of there
before things go to worst.

luz didn't notice the stray daifuku on the ground since amity accidentally knocked her bag while
this whole thing was happening. she slipped on it and landed on amity with her hand grasping her
cock.

"ah~"

"AAAAAHHHHH!!!"

luz screamed in confusion. she felt it throb under her touch, it's veiny and has a red to white
gradient. she quickly pulled away "no, don't stop!" amity swiftly caught luz's hand to bring her
down again and started guiding her to rub her.



"aah.."

"dios mio, amity let me go!!" luz yelled at her face as her cheeks are madly red. "no, please. i'm
about to finish." amity whispers, she bit her lip and looked down at her hand using luz's hand to
stroke her cock.

"y- you said we should start somewhere right?" amity asked as she turned her eyes up to luz. "yeah
but not this goddamnit!!"

then, amity finally came letting her cum get on luz's hands and hers. luz feels it, it's warm and
sticky. she looked up to amity's face, she just noticed that her hair tie is gone as her hair is a
complete mess with her face tomato red as she pants.

"it feels so good, luz.." luz stared at amity's blissed out face, her eyes glimmering now as sweat
rolled down her body with a smile on her face, her little fangs showing. luz shouldn't be here or do
this but she can't more nor look away.

besides, amity isn't cute at all. right?

then, amity grabbed luz to pull her up and leaned in for a kiss. completely catching luz off guard
while the blight's hand still guiding luz's which made her body tremble more.

"ngh.."

 

"holy shit, you guys did a great job! thanks alot!" matt said, smiling as he got the project from luz
and amity. "it's not problem, matt. just make sure you don't pick me again, okay?" luz said with a
smile and turned around to walk away, her smile immediately dropping.

"h- hey, wait. are you mad?" amity jogged up beside luz only for her to dodge an elbow coming at
her. "it's reasonable! that was so out of the blue, amity!" luz retorts as she walks with no direction,
she just walks.

"but if luz is angry with me, i wouldn't be able to live." luz turned around to face the blight "you
made me do it twice!" luz whispers while her fingers betrayed her, displaying three fingers. amity
leaned closer to whisper as well "you called me cute though." with her cheeks turn soft pink.

luz twitched at that "okay you piece of-" she took a deep breath in, she remembered the phrase her
mami used to say to herself that cursing the fuck out of someone wouldn't get you anywhere.

"if you think that simple apology from earlier is enough for me to forgive you. you thought wrong."
luz was about to leave for real this time but she heard amity hum, she stood straight again.

luz watched her take off her hair tie and placed it in her wrist then pulled her hair up to reveal an
undercut. "i think it got a little too long. do you think i should cut it?" amity asked a genuine
question while luz is at a lost again.

"oh."



Lucky

Chapter Summary

-another POV of 'your sister fucked mine' & conclusion
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lucia and amity got together a few months ago and is nearing their anniversary. they're a pretty
good couple, they complimented each other and the perfect couple to kick your ass.

"come on." amity dragged lucia insids the dark manor, trotted up to the stairs and ran across the
hallway, ignoring the moans in amelia's room as she's just antsy of being fucked by lucia.

as they got to amity's room, she slammed the door and pinned lucia who's bigger than her. "are you
that horny, darling?" lucia cooed as she caressed amity's cheek. "lower yourself, you tall ass bitch
before i kick your dick." amity demands which made lucia bite her lip as she likes how authority
like the young blight becomes.

lucia easily lifts amity off the floor by her ass and replaced her onto the wall. they leaned into a kiss
with amity's hands burying itself in lucia's curls, she tilts her head to deepen the kiss with her
tongue slipping inside.

their muscles both swirling with each other as lucia's hand undid her pants to whip her cock out,
pressing it against amity making her moan within the kiss.

as they pulled away, they both stared deeply into each other's hues. "i love you." lucia whispers, her
eyes told nothing but the truth and she's a formidable liar. amity smiles, she rubbed her nose against
lucia before kissing it "i love you too."

lucia hurriedly moved towards the bed, settling amity down as she swiftly took off her top. she tore
amity's shirt since she was taking too long "hey!" she slapped lucia's shoulder making her giggle.
"sorry, baby. you buy another anyways." she said as she leaned down to leave trails of kiss on her
neck.

"no, you're buying me a new one." amity replied, she can feel lucia grinning on her neck. "is my
mittens mad?"

"shut up." lucia makes a fake whine "aw but you like it, don't you mittens?" lucia grinds her cock in
amity again making her tremble. "is this why you wanna leave karaoke early?"

"just get on with it.." amity mutters. "but, ames. it's karaoke night." lucia fake whined again while
lowering amity's panties till they're off, she twirled it around her finger before taking a sniff of it.



"ew, lucia!" amity snatched her panty out of lover's hand and tossed it to the side, lucia roared in
laughter, she leaned down to peck amity's lips while giggling. "i'm sorry, i can't help it." she
squished the blight's cheeks before suddenly shoving her cock into her pussy.

"aah gods!! shit.." amity looked up to lucia, cupping her face before wrapping her arms around her
neck. "feel good?" lucia asked as she kissed amity's cheek whom nodded. she started thrusting into
her, lowly moaning as she gripped the bed sheets.

"l- lucia.. fuck.." amity held onto her lover tight as she coiled her legs on her waist as well "good
girl." lucia licked her neck before biting down making amity gasp with her hips arching.

a loving atmosphere filled the room as they know they can't get enough of each in all aspects. lucia
is able to joke around despite the desire alluring them to just fuck each other and it only makes
amity fall harder.

"ngh.. lucia, harder!" amity tightly held onto lucia's hair, pulling her down for another kiss as she
feels lucia pick up her pace. the noceda bit on amity's lower lip, giving her access as their tongues
met once again that's now fighting for dominance which lucia won in. letting her taste her lover's
cavern.

as they pulled away, lucia grunts as she grins at the feeling of amity's pussy tightly pulsing around
her cock. it's hard to not come then and there. "aaahh! aahh- nghm.. more!" amity turned her head
to the side as she closed her eyes, indulging herself.

"goddamn, amity! you're so fucking good!" lucia moaned, she tightly held onto amity's hips as she
drove her cock deep into her pussy. hitting that one spot that made amity scream "fuck, lucia right
there please!!"

unbeknownst to them, the whole manor is now echoing mixed moans from the two rooms. not
noticing that their sisters are having a wild night as well as they're completely deep into each other.
nothing is on their mind but each other.

till-

"a- amelia!!!"

they heard luz scream somewhere and everything went quiet except them. lucia looked down at
amity who's completely surprise as well before giggling. lucia combed her hair back as she sighed.
"damn. your sister fucked mine." she said before resuming her pace.

"aahh! yeah.. who would've thought- aahhh!!" lucia grinned, she leaned down to give her lover a
loving kiss "but i fucked you first. who would've thought about that, huh?" she whispers. amity
flashed a trembling smile which dropped as she rolled her head back, feeling her climax coming.

after a few more thrust, "lucia!!!" amity screamed as she came. lucia gritted her teeth tightly as she
held her own climax, she swiftly pulled out and came on the floor inside, stroking her cock to let of
all of her cum out till there's nothing left.

lucia looked down at amity who's slowly coming down her high. she pulled her towards the pillows
as she laid down beside her with the noceda spooned amity. "we could've fucked back in the
karaoke."



"oh for fuck's sake-"

----

as morning came, the two couples woke up in the same time but one stayed in bed for awhile,
contemplating if they should even get up at all. which they did.

in the kitchen, amelia is making coffee while luz leaned against wearing her rather large shirt as
she's sleep half asleep. amelia hugged her lover, placing a kiss in the top of her head and buried her
face in her curls.

luz is like a small teddy that amelia can't get over.

lucia and amity slowly came into the kitchen with amity holding onto lucia while she opened the
fridge to take out the leftover burrito to eat. she looked over to amelia and luz, blinking for a
moment as she still wants to sleep before going over to them.

lucia softly ruffled her little sister's head and flicked amelia's forehead which made her growl as she
swatted the noceda's hand away. cackling, she took a bite on her frozen burrito and noticed how
attached luz is to amelia.

"the hell did you do to my sister? did you glue her onto you or something?" lucia tried to pull luz
away from the blight but she only groggily groaned and buried herself deeper into amelia, loving
the warmth she's feeling in this cold morning.

amelia chuckles, she softly patted luz's head and stuck her tongue at lucia "she's mine, noceda. you
already took amity." she said, motioning that amity is also attached to her. lucia narrowed her eyes
at the eldest blight who's acting smug.

"you're lucky luz loves you or else i would've shoved this cold burrito that i should've heated up
down your throat."

"and you're lucky amity loves you or i would've thrown this boiling pot in your ugly face."

Chapter End Notes

this is the second time i've seen a taboo request. not that it's bad but you guys are clearly
making me step out of my comfort zone.

it's cool（´∀｀)ง



Wicked

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'a wonderful sin'

requested smut

it's been months since luz has taken amity to be her mate and there has been speculations
circulating around the many cathedrals and churches about to the news of the fallen cathedral
might've been the doing of a loose demon.

some has kept this private from the public eye and stated that this is just mere robbery and murder.
but some have been going through many buildings baptising it in any hopes to find that demon.

besides, a demon must manifest in one place.

now, with no one in the house and all of the lights are out. a group of new priests had no choice but
to do force entry as this is the last house they'll enter tonight.

lit only by a few candles while waving the smoke around emitting from the censer as they say the
words of the lord and throw droplets of holy water.

then, a scattering sound is heard which made them stop and quickly looked around for thr source of
the noise only to find nothing. they continued. as they got to the entrance of the hallway, a thud is
heard.

they quickly turned around and shined the light of the candles down to see one of their comrades'
heads is gone, bitten off, with excessively oozing out of their neck. their breathes turned heavy as
they know now too late that there's a demon infested in this house and they're the only ones who
could get rid of it.

the one holding the bible continued to read but louder, keeping their eyes down on the book. when
the others' heads turned away from the dead body behind them and looked to the front, their body
seemed to froze with their heart sinking to the ground.

there one stood a silhouette at the end of the hall with the door wide open for the moonlight to
shine behind them. they didn't move, talk or do anything but just stare as their presence is enough
to make grown men cry and piss their pants.

they're not made for this.

one tapped the reader's arm for them to look up and see the silhouette. they almost dropped the
book, at this point, they should be running as they watched the silhouette's head turn in a horizontal
angle with loud sounds of bones cracking.



they quickly bolted towards the one, they vigorously twists and turned it only to be futile as it's
stuck. "no no! let us out!!" one yelled and started banging the door, they looked over their shoulder
only to shriek as the silhouette has gone closer.

"somebody help us! god please save us!" tears started rolling down their faces, they held their
rosaries close to their chest their whisper their prayers while the silhouette comes closer and closer
till they caught one of the priests' neck to lifted them in the air.

"your god does not exist. he will not save you for he saved himself." the demon bellowed before
swiftly eating the priest's head off, letting their body drop as they licked their lips and looked at
them others with it's glowing red eyes.

the demon raised their claws and screams of agony filled the house only to be muffled by the night.

 

amity was out with her friends, luz pushed her to have one or two since she doesn't have any back
in the cathedral. so, now that she's free, she allowed to basically do anything.

as the cab drove of, amity walked up to the porch while searching for her house keys in her bag.
then, she saw the houses lights open along with the door unlocking itself, softly smiling, amity
swung the door open and is met with a rather clean living room.

amity walked inside and closed the door behind her, she looked at the kitchen to see luz sitting by
the island with a glass of wine in hand. "hey babe." she greeted as she tossed her bag to the couch
and walked over towards luz.

luz turned around and flashed a smile at her lover "hey baby. how'd your night go?" she asked.
amity noticed that luz's dress shirt is completely covered of blood along with her face that is
smeared of it and her wine isn't really wine.

"good but.. who was it this time?" amity stopped in front of luz, she cupped her cheeks to wipe the
blood off her face. "just some priests. they were trespassing and tried to baptise me." luz explained
with a scoffs, she softly held amity's hands and kissed them.

luz lightly sniffed it before humming "you smell like booze."

"i may have had a drink or two." amity said as she pulled her hands back. luz quirked a brow "oh,
you're learning quick." she started to slowly lean in for a kiss, amity stared at luz's red lips as she
feels her hot breath "what can i say? my girlfriend is a demon after all."

as there's only an inch between them "that needs to clean herself up before i give you a kiss!" amity
playfully pushed luz back and ran towards their bedroom. luz chuckles "hey!" her wings sprouted
out as she quickly flew to the room before amity could close the door in her face.

luz swiftly caught amity and pushed her down the bed with her stomach flat, she started to tickle
making the blight roar laughter. "no wait- ahahahah! please stop! i yield i yield!" amity wheezed
through her words as she tries to get away from luz.

grinning, luz pressed her body on top of amity as she stopped tickling her. "get off you're heavy."
amity tapped luz's face "nope. not until you," her tongue slithered out to lick the tip of amity's ear



as she slowly grinds her crotch against her ass making her let out a shaky sigh as she fell more onto
the bed.

"come in the shower with me." luz tilts her head to see amity's reaction. a nod is earned which
made luz get off her and started to head for the bathroom while her tail beckons the human to come
with.

as if in a trance, amity got off the bed and followed the demon to the bathroom. she heard the
shower turn on along with the fog slowly filling the room, she saw luz's clothes already in the
laundry basket as she started to take her own.

amity slowly got inside the shower with luz, feeling the hot, but not too hot, water against her skin.
she can feel luz behind her trying to act aloof in this, amity grabbed the bottle of shampoo and was
about to pour it on her hand till she saw luz offer hers.

"let me." she said. amity obliged and poured just the right mouth on luz's hand before closing it, she
felt her softly rub her head with the shampoo. as luz is washing her hair, amity couldn't help but
feel drowsy as her hands worked like magic, soothing her good.

then, amity went back to reality as she felt luz wash off the shampoo then her hard phallus against
her ass. luz lowly hums, she slowly wrapped her arms around amity, pulled her closer as her cock is
tempting to be inside of the human.

"amity." luz whispers as she softly fondled with amity's breasts, she placed soft trails of kisses on
her neck while her frame slowly gets bigger. "luz." amity mutters, she held luz's hand as she
watches it turn black with claws showing.

"i love you so much, ames." luz slowly pushed herself inside amity making her lowly moan. her
hands moved down to her legs and lifted her up with the shower till pouring on their bodies.

amity trembles at the demon's growing size till all of it is in, "i love you too, luz.." she replied, she
leaned back to luz as she feels her getting stretched again. no matter how many times they have
sex, she'll never get use to the demon's size.

luz sighs in bliss, she started thrust into her lover making her moans echo in the bathroom as the
steam heats up their bodies more. she groans at the feeling of the blight's insides squeezing around
her as it makes a squelching sound.

licking amity's neck, luz nipped her flesh to leave a red spot. she saw the permanent mark she left,
telling everyone that she belongs to luz which made her feel proud.

the whole realm of hell figured out why their marquis has been missing for some time and why a
good number of lower demons are dead. they tried to get a piece of amity to get luz down in hell
again which was the worse mistake they made as luz wouldn't even think twice in ripping their
bodies before they could touch a strand of hair from amity.

"you're such a good girl, amity. taking a demon like me so easily." luz whispers to amity as her pace
sped "aahh! shit.. luz!!" she moans that is a muse in luz's ears. "one would be dead if i've gone the
second round but you," luz groans, she dropped amity and made her hands press against the wall as
she slammed her cock deep into her.

"aaahh!!!" the blight screams with her head rolled back.



"you're special that you're able to take me so many times and i fucking love it!" luz tightly gripped
amity's hips and started ramming into the human, letting her squeals escape the bathroom and fill
the whole house.

"fuck.. luz! aahh- yes aaahh! you're so- nghaahhh!" amity couldn't form a proper sentence as the
pleasure is too much for her, her mind is getting clouded of lascivious as her body gave in to the
demon.

manic growls emitted from luz's throat as her claws dug deep into amity's flesh letting blood seep
out. the more as she fucks amity, the more her form turns demonic with her horns bursting out, her
tail coiling around her lover's thigh and her head reached the ceiling.

then, a knot is felt in both of their stomachs as luz continuously hit that one spot in amity making
her arch back, moaning the demon's name louder which made a smirk appear.

"ngrh.. amity!! i'm close!" luz roared "ah- luz, i love you!!!" amity screamed as she came hard onto
luz's throbbing cock that came soon after.

amity bit her lips as she feels luz stuff her once again, she questioned the demon why she's not
getting pregnant and well, she casted a protection spell on her so the demon could breed her
without the worry of making the human pregnant.

"ah fuck.." amity shuddered when luz pulled out, letting her loads of cum drip out with her cock
now sheathing back along with her form. luz turned amity around and brought her in a kiss which
the human returned as she wrapped her arms around her neck.

"i love you too." luz whispered in between the kiss before deepening it.



Dancer In The Dark

Chapter Summary

alpha amity x omega luz

requested smut

"luz." she calls with a groan.

"luz..." a shaky sigh escaped her lips as sweat trickled down the side of her face.

"luz goddamnit just-"

"hey hey, no need to get antsy alpha." luz giggles as she rubbed a vibrator against amity's phallus
that is oozing of precum. tantalised by this long foreplay.

a growl emitted from amity's throat. she's sitting in a chair, she's not bound but luz wouldn't let her
touch herself or her omega. she's in a rut and luz thought she'd have fun tonight by torturing her
alpha.

a vibrator is in her ass with the controller taped on her thigh along with nipples clip, luz wore her
harness and collar while she teases her alpha. loving to her hear her stifled moans.

"just.. let me- aahhh.." amity tries to grab luz and just ram her cock into her mouth to finish but luz
set both vibrators in high making her moan loudly and her hand dropped. her head leaned back to
the chair as her chest heaved.

smirking, luz turned them back down and stood up. she pressed her knee against amity as she leans
closer to her. "backing down already?" she asked, amity lifts her head back up. both of them stared
at each other's hues, one is filled of lust and frustration while the other has amusement and levity.

"wonder if you can still talk to me like that when you're under me." amity sneered which made luz
giggle, her knee started to rub her alpha's cock making her twitch. "wanna bet on it?"

luz leans in for a kiss which eased amity and almost instantly the no touch policy they've
established. she slapped the hands wanting to touch her before pulling away "no touchy if you
wanna get the pussy." luz mutters.

"love your poetry, babe." luz giggles, she got off the blight. she grabbed from one their pants on the
ground to pull out a phone. amity raised a brow "don't tell me you're videoing this." she said,
deadpan but shook her head.

"no. you've been asking if i know how to dance then, i'll show you." luz tossed the phone to the bed
with a song on and started to dance which caught amity off guard.



she didn't know luz could dance in such an alluring, inviting, piquant and seductive manner. it's
harder and harder for amity to hold herself.

luz brought her ass back, rubbing it onto herself making amity groan. she gripped the legs of the
chair as she watched her omega bring her cock to her dripping pussy only to pull back.

letting out a exasperated sigh, "luz, i swear to god.." amity is getting sick of waiting excruciatingly
when that sweet pussy is so close. luz grins, "what, you don't like my moves, babe?" she stood up
and turned her back to amity then bent down, showing her pussy that is just begging for the alpha
to come at her.

as luz slowly stood straight, she looked over her shoulder with a look in her eyes that made amity
gulp. the atmosphere of the room is so hot right now that it's making her feel lightheaded.

then, luz placed her hands onto amity's thighs with her ass slowly shaking behind. they stared at
each other's eyes, the playfulness is gone now. all that remains is their lust for each other.

amity watched luz get in top of her again, her hands travelled along amity's body as she goes along
with the melody but her lower half bounces along with the beat. amity bit her lip as her eyes are
fixated on luz's tits with her dick grinding against the omega.

luz's scent is filling amity's nose making her intoxicated.

she...

she can't anymore..

she can't take it anymore!

amity grabbed luz by the hips, stood up the chair and slammed her onto the bed. luz gasped, she
looked up at the blight to see her salivating with her eyes shining gold. "i wasn't done dancing." luz
said which made amity growl louder, the omega shrunk.

"you made me wait for god knows how long-"

"a well over 10 minutes." luz said as she checked the time earlier. the music is still going. "i'm done
with the interlude. time for the second act." amity easily slammed her cock inside luz making her
moan loudly as the alpha sighs in bliss to finally being inside luz.

"fuck yes!" amity tightly gripped luz's hips, her thrusts are relentless as she lets out her pent up
frustration.

luz's mouth agar, moaning continuously as she feels amity hit all of the right spots. she did a great
job on teasing her alpha but a little too good as she's going harder than normal.

"aaahh! aah! am- amity god!" luz moans, she held onto the bed sheets as she stared up at amity's
shining hues. listening to her animalistic grunts and huffs while ramming into her hard.

"augh luz.. who gave you the idea of teasing me like that, huh?" amity asked, she grabbed luz by
the collar to pull her up. "b.. boscha." luz replied. amity clicked her tongue as she should've know,
she dropped luz back to the bed and slammed her lips against hers.



luz wrapped her arms around amity's neck along with her legs, their tongues swirled with each
other and battled for dominance which amity won in. the omega moans as she feel her alpha's
tongue invading her moan before pulling away with a string of saliva connecting them.

"do that again and i just might do something i'll either regret or be proud of." amity whispers,
growling at luz whom flashed a quivering cocky smile. "i.. i'd like to- aahh.. see that." she said in
between moans.

amity smirked. she buried herself in luz's neck, licked her before sinking her fangs into her making
luz scream in pleasure as she clawed amity with her pace became unyielding.

their whole room is now filled with their mixed scents that could overwhelm a beta even. the song
stopped a few minutes ago and they barely noticed it as a familiar feeling started to quickly rise
inside both of them.

amity rolled her head back as she clenched her teeth "fuck i'm coming!!"

"amity!!!" as both came at them same time, luz tied her knot with amity to let her cum stay inside
as she shoots her loads. they panted heavily with their heads spinning from that high, amity
dropped onto luz whom hugged her.

"i can't feel my everything..." luz croaks as she lets out a giggle. amity lifts her head to look at her
lover "i'm sorry. besides it's your fault for getting me worked up." she said which made luz scoff.

"then, you should check your patience levels." luz booped amity's nose whom tried to bite her
finger. "but, you do know how to dance."



Never again... Maybe

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'perceptions'

it took them a few days for their muscles to finally work to stand up and walk. a little wonky but
finally can walk, they had to help each other in getting down the stairs as luz has a feeling that eda
has something to do with this.

"eda!" luz called for her mentor as she gently placed amity on the couch. "yeah kid?" eda poked her
head out of the kitchen and slightly lit up when she saw luz standing "oh good to see you can
finally walk. thought i had to use king to carry you." eda said as she walked inside the living room.

"weh?" king was woken up by the sound of his name getting called, he looked around before going
back to sleep.

"a few days ago, did you slip in those potions in our food?" luz asked, hoping that eda would say no
but then again, there's no absolute way luz could go on many rounds with her normal libido. "drink,
kid. i can't hide it in your food." eda clarified.

both of luz and amity's eyes widens as they looked at each other before returning their gaze to the
clawthorne. "b- but why?" amity asked, she doesn't hate what happened to her but she's left in the
dark of what was eda's intentions were.

"because of your mom and you two were taking too long." eda simply replied. luz frowned, she
crossed her arms as she silently demand for a proper reason. sighing, "fine, you might wanna sit
down. so me and odalia..."

after eda told the full reason, it's basically eda and odalia having beef in the past and eda has been
finding ways to get back at her for years till this opportunity opened itself for her to take.

luz pinched the bridge of her nose as she groans. "why.. you could just go up to her and throw eggs
at her face or something but not this!" she said. "hey, i did you a favor! you were desiring her, don't
lie to me!" luz brought her hands into her face as she groans into it more.

eda shook her head then she looked at amity "and you said you lactated right? did you get horny
like luz?" she asked which made amity turn red. "um.. no, i'm just you know." she couldn't fully
take it out of her mouth but eda gets it.

"oh see! she's naturally as horny as you are!" eda then stood up and snapped her finger for owlbert
to fly in her hand, king snap awoke by that and hurriedly went inside eda's mane of a hair to come
with. not wanting to be left with the pair as who knows what'll happen.

"i have to run some errands, don't paralyze yourself again." eda said before going out of the house,
leaving the two alone to themselves. luz and amity looked at each other in the corner of their eye
only to look away.



"i came inside you many times and i just might've gotten you pregnant. goddamnit eda.. never
again." luz mutters to herself as she looked down at the floorboards. "never again?" amity repeats
with a hint of sadness in her tone making luz fully look at her.

"um.. maybe?"

there was a momentarily silence till "how long do you think miss eda would be out?" amity asked.
"about the whole day." luz replied then they both stood up and heads for the kitchen to search for
the potions.

"got it." amity held the fertility potion, the hot pink one while she offered the libido potion, the
midnight purple one to luz who's hesitant as she slowly took it. "are you sure you wanna do this
again?" she asked the blight whom nodded.

"yeah and you? we don't have to do it if you don't want to." luz hums, she looked down at the
potion as she started thinking about it. she has to admit that night was the best first fuck even if
both of them seemed to be drugged. she popped the bottle open which made amity softly smile and
did the same.

taking a deep breath in, "ready?" luz asked and amity nods, both of them clinked their bottles
before taking only a sip. they resealed the bottles and placed it on the island, both of them started to
immediately feel the effects coming on.

"ah.." luz gulped, feeling her body heat up as an itch appeared in between her legs. she pulled her
shorts down enough for the phallus to spring out that is already dripping of precum.

amity bit her lip at the sight of it, she rubbed her thighs together as she feels herself getting wet
along with her nipples. she took off her shirt to reveal milk is also leaking out. her horniness is
rising as well naturally for the human without the potion's help.

luz lifted the blight to place her onto the island with her legs wrapping around her waist, she easily
slipped her cock inside amity as she took one of her nipples in and started thrust. "aaahh! fuck yes!"
amity moans without regard.

"mmhn.. augh.." as luz pulled away with milk rolling down the side of her mouth "aahh you still
feel tight, ames." she mutters, biting her lip as her cock thrusts in deep into the witch.

"aaahhh! yes luz, please." she cupped luz's cheeks to make her look at her before pulling her into a
kiss. their tongues tasted each other as the entire kitchen is getting filled by the sound of their skin
slapping.

when they pulled away, lingering as they deeply stared into each other's eyes that held lust but
there's still something else that the potion couldn't give to them. "i love you so much, luz." amity
whispers as she held the human close to her.

"i love you too, ames." luz replied with a smile on her face which amity returned as she pulled in
for another kiss with the noceda's thrusts growing relentless. "aaah!! shit- oh titan!" amity rolled
her head back with her milk squirting at luz, she opened her mouth to catch some of it.

then, a familiar twist appeared in luz's stomach that she didn't hold back. she bit on amity's neck,
leaving a hickey which made her come along with luz. letting their cums mix before luz pulled out
to let it drip out of amity's pussy. "ah shit luz.."



"let's take this upstairs."



Suitable
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days.

it has been days ever since her rut started and she's been losing her mind for not finding a right
person to mate with.

luz has been taking risks each passing day but it all ends with no satisfied enough or the person
whom she tried to mate with died due from her belligerence.

she didn't mean to be aggressive but the rut is getting in her head and she isn't thinking straight. she
needs to find a suitable mate before she completely loses herself from being sexually frustrated.

luz laid in her secluded cave with big leaves serving a sort of matting. she's curled to a ball, her tail
harshly swished around behind her as she's completely nude, her hands and feet are scaled and
claws protruding as she scratched herself.

growls resonated around the cave, luz is doing the best she can to hold herself as she doesn't wanna
get someone who would just die midway during sex.

maybe... if she sleeps, her rut would die down a little. luz tried that even if she only sleeps a few
hours, she closed her eyes and hugged herself tightly with her tail sticking close.

"i don't get why you two had to bring me along." luz's ears twitched at the sound of humans along
with their footsteps. she sniffed the air and immediately determined there's three of them.

"come on, mittens. it's a little special, you know and nothing like you ever since before." luz slowly
lifts her head, she sniffed once again and she must've picked up a lemon grass like scent somewhere
as she recognises it.

 

"i doubt it." amity mutters. she and her siblings are in the thick woods that she isn't used of
traversing in, she stumbled and tripped many times that irritated her to turn head back but the twins
insisted whatever they're gonna show her is worth while.

then, emira extended her hand to stop amity from walking any further. rolling her eyes, "what
now?" amity asked and the twins hushed her. "we're here." edric motioned amity come to the front
for her to see what they've been rambling about back in the manor.



"a cave." amity deadpanned, she stared at the cave in front of them that seemed of no use. "an
empty, isolated, useless cave. i swear, you two are sharing the last brain cell." amity shook her head
as she rubbed her temple and looked at her siblings who's face are telling otherwise.

"but you didn't even look of what's inside the cave." emira said, making amity frown but it dropped
as they heard a low bellow come from the cave. "hear that? it must be sleeping." edric peered his
head out more the tree.

amity looked at the cave once again, she pushed the shrubbery out of the way and squints her eyes
to see clearly till she saw a hint of something glistening along with a glowing haze hue.

"dragon.." amity whispers.

"ding ding ding! our little mittens is so smart." emira patted amity's head whom swatted it away.
"how'd you know it's here?" she asked. she started to slowly get out of their hiding spot and
approach the cave cautiously as this is her first time seeing a live dragon.

"we found it few days back eating the biggest boar we've ever seen!" edric said in a exaggerated
tone but in this case, it's not so far fetched. he and emira followed after their sister as they wanna
see it as well.

"but it's in a kind of humanoid form when we saw it right? not in it's real form." emira added. then,
they stopped behind the line of darkness and light, staring at the sleeping dragon in it's human form.

amity stared at the dragon with pure awe, not only that they're amazing, they're attractive with the
sides of their face showing lines of their dark scales. though, she's curious on what happened to the
bloody scratches on their shoulder.

her eyes wandered in all of their parts. their sharp spiralled horns, them hugging their long tail- just
everything. the blight is in complete wonderstruck.

edric must've wanted to see the dragon in action not asleep, he picked up a pebble and threw it at
the dragon's head "hey, wake up. our mittens wants to meet you." he said.

"edric what the fuck?!" amity slapped her brother's arm and hissed at him. "i thought you wanna
see the dragon doing something awesome?" he reasoned as he backed up from amity. "me seeing it
is enough, you-"

amity stopped when she heard a growl behind her, she turned around to see the dragon's eyes are
fully open with it's pupils thin as their upper lip lifted to a snarl.

luz is usually a patient person but with her rut on, she has a patience of a drake.

"oh shi-" luz lets out a roar with her body morphing into half dragon, her throat glowed as she's
preparing to spit her flames at the blights while trying to slash them, capture one of them.

the twins lets out a horrified scream and bolted out of there. amity backed up, she was about to run
as well till the dragon grabbed her and slammed her to the ground with them hovering above her.

amity closed her eyes, knowing that this is her end and she didn't even reach her mid 20s or even
swore revenge on twins for stealing her diary. after a few seconds, amity felt nothing but hot breath
above her.



the blight slowly opens her eyes to see the dragon back in her human form, lightly panting with
saliva slowly dripping from her mouth and her pupils dilated. "y- you're not gonna kill me?" amity
asked, unsure what's wrong with the dragon.

"if you can finish me that is." luz replied, she ripped amity's clothes off and pinned her hands above
her head. the blight's eyes widens "hey wait! what are you-" luz snarled at amity to shut her up.

"if you shut up and don't move. it wouldn't hurt that much, would it?" luz spat, she grabbed amity's
legs to spread them apart, showing her tormented cock that is dribbling of precum. "please.. don't.."
amity mutters but luz didn't listen as she tore her pants as well.

luz leaned up to amity to pull her into a kiss in attempt to ease her. her tongue slipped inside the
human's mouth, tasting her making her lowly moan as luz slowly rubbed her tip against amity's clit.

as they pulled away, luz stared at the blight's golden hues "i want this torture to end. you have to be
my suitable mate and if you die." luz placed her face into amity's neck and whispered "i don't know
what i'll do anymore."

then, she started to push her cock into amity whom whimpered which turned to a scream in both
pain and pleasure. she squirmed under luz which made her grip on her hands tightened.

the dragon clenched her teeth hard as amity is really tight and a breathy moan escaped her lips as
all of her is inside.

amity never dreamt of losing her first to a dragon. she doesn't know if this is a world record or
what..

luz sighs, she knows there's blood oozing out of amity. she broke her hymen but she could care less
as the only thing on her mind is to relief herself. she pulled back from amity's neck and started
thrusting in as she waited long enough for her to adjust.

"ahh! nghm.. please, slow down.." amity moans, she clenched her fists as she feels the dragon
penetrate her deeper. the pain is slowly subsiding and pleasure came soon after "no.. you seemed to
be enjoying it though." luz said, noting the sudden tightness as she chuckles.

amity closed her eyes, she engrossed herself at ecstasy in between her legs. she felt luz let go of
hands as she felt both of her hips to go faster. "ah.. what's your name?" luz asked making amity
slowly open her eyes, half lid.

"am.. amity- aahh! blight fuck..." she replied. "i'm luz." the dragon said before leaning back down
to amity's neck, opened her mouth to reveal her sharp fangs before biting down making amity
scream as she arched her back.

luz marked her.

as she withdrew her fangs, she licked the blood before looking at amity. seeing her half lid eyes that
is filled of lust, her mouth agar as her moans bounced off the cave's walls, letting it echo out to the
woods.

letting everyone hear that the dragon as found the suitable mate. finally.



meanwhile, edric and emira just noticed that their sister isn't with them anymore and they guessed
that the sounds they're hearing are from the cave. thinking that amity is trying to call help while
getting devoured.

luz pulled her for another kiss, softer this time which made amity slowly kiss back with her hands
feeling the dragon's curls till it stopped on her horns. slowly pulling away, luz continued to stare at
amity as she rubs her horns.

she seems to be in astonishment while her expressions kept contorting in pleasure. it amuses luz.

"is this really your first time seeing a dragon? there's an abundance of us and you seemed
surprised." luz said as she smirks. amity turned her gaze down to the dragon's hazel hues "i.. i
thought it's just myth.." she mutters and luz chuckles at that.

"we're more than stories you hear in bedtime. you know why?" luz slammed her cock deeper into
amity to hit that spot perfectly making her squeal "because one is your mate." she started to abuse
that spot as the blight erratically moaned with drool starting to roll down her mouth.

"aahh!! shit, luz i'm close!!" amity moaned, she held onto luz's arms, feeling her smooth scales but
she didn't have time to admire that as a knot started to form inside her. "fucking finally!!!" luz lets
out a roar as she buried her dick deep in amity again when she finally came.

due to building up for so long, when luz came inside amity, some spews out but that doesn't matter
as she can feel her rut slowly dying now with her senses quickly returning.

amity quaked for a moment at the sensation of the dragon's warm cum fill her, it's both the best and
worrying feeling.

luz combed her hair back and looked down to see amity's disheveled state, her hair in a frenzy with
her cheek flustered and her chest quickly rose and fell as she tries to catch her breath.

for once, the person luz mated didn't die.

"thank you." luz sighed, she hugged amity while her phallus is still inside her. she's confused as to
why the dragon is thanking her but decided to go along with it. "you're welcome?"

luz continued to hug the human with her tail lovingly wrapped around her waist but not too tight.
amity slowly hugged back and realised how exhausted she was after their fuck, she was about to
sleep in the dragon's arms till-

"LET GO OF OUR SISTER, YOU SCALY HEATHEN!!!"

"stop screaming! this is the reason why amity is there in the first place!!!"

luz snapped her head at the twins to see them holding weapons that could never land a scratch on
her. her instincts kicked in, she snarled as she protectively covered amity, her form started to
change to prepare to attack.

"no wait, stop!" amity tried to stand up but ended falling as her legs are useless in this time. the
twins saw her "mittens? thanks god, you're still alive!!" emira said while she held her brother back
from charging irrationally.



"how are you alive?!" edric asked. luz looked at amity, silently asking if these goons really know
her. amity gave the dragon a nod, luz huffed, she lifted amity off the floor and a growl still rumbled
in luz's throat.

"um.. long story short i-"

"i fucked her and your sister is mine." luz took the words out of amity's mouth, if that's what she's
gonna say even. the twins dropped their weapons in pure shock while amity's cheeks turned tomato
red as luz has a smug grin.

oh man.



Call Me Back
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no doubt i'll regret this

sitting alone in the trashed living room with the small tv showing static in front of while like music
is playing in the background to occupy her. everything is blaring.

two of us went and broke down in texas

amity leaned back to the couch, sighing deeply as she lifts her phone above her face, hissing at the
brightness. she placed a lit cigar in her lips while staring at one number.

there's barely any sound or reception

it's luz's.

promise you won't fuck the whole town when you get this, yeah

they've been calling each other ever since their meeting in that alleyway, you know, fucking each
other in one's house and if amity takes luz in her apartment. she'll let her take a blunt but she's not
that kind of person.

low power on her iphone, yeah

amity has been calling luz for some time now but she isn't answering and she'll always go to the
voicemail that she probably filled up by now. she doesn't know if she did some bullshit that angered
luz or what.

white powder on her nose, yeah

amity squeezed, she rubbed her nose and looked down at her finger to see a faint white which she
wiped and returned her eyes at her phone. hoping that the familiar ring would be heard and luz's
name is seen.

ring ring, hearing dial tones, yeah

it's weird, isn't it? amity doesn't do this to anyone she fucks with, she doesn't wait for them to call
or bombard them with calls. the only person she did that to is.. amity tapped the call button once
again and brought it to her ear, sending one more call before giving up or at least, finally charging
her phone. it's literally at 3%.



i just hope you get the message

"come on.. don't send me to voicemai-" amity was cut off at the annoying voice saying; "we're
sorry, the number you have dialed is not in service at this time." amity just wants to throw her
phone to the wall as this is the 30th time and luz isn't bothering to leave a message or even seen her.

amity doesn't know what's worse. not seen or being given the silent treatment.

as she's taken in the voicemail once again, amity sighed deeply "hey, luz. it's me again. look i don't
know what i did wrong but you could at least.. i don't know message me that you don't wanna do
anything with me anymore so i don't have to be on hope again." amity said as she stares at the mess
on her table.

"i mean, it's okay. this thing we have is nothing, right? we're in it for the sex so it's okay if you
wanna break it off now." amity doesn't know why but she can feel tears welling up in her eyes. she
kept telling herself that this thing between them is nothing.

they're just fuckbuddies.

but why is she hoping that they'd be more?

"call me back."

 

the loud sound of the footsteps thudding against the pavement is heard along with the hitched
breathing as her lung prickled hard in her chest.

luz is running.

running for her life. she doesn't know who these people are and she didn't do anything to dip her
feet in the gang territory but here she is. bolting down the empty dark street with a mob shouting
for her to die as they kept shooting at her.

a trail of blood is rolling down the side of her face getting mix with her sweat. her house was
invaded and it's a miracle she's still able to run but how long would that last?

luz tried to call for help but her phone is completely broken.

If you get a minute call me back

she swiftly turned to a right, she saw an empty phone booth with it's lights busted. she quickly
hopped inside the garage next to it and closed her eyes as she hears them come around the corner
and stopped.

"where'd she go?" one of them asked. "she wouldn't have gone far. besides, she doesn't know this
part of the neighborhood." another said whom sounded like the leader. the others hummed in
agreement, luz didn't poke her out as she didn't hear them walk away.

BANG

luz's eyes widens as she felt a bullet just nearly missed her side, it grazed her shoulder but not
enough to consider as fatal. a click of a tongue is heard followed by a click "just checking. let's go."



that's when they started walking away.

luz saw her life flash in her eyes when that happened, her heart is banging onto her chest. she
pressed her hand to feel it and took a deep breath in despite inhaling the stench of the garage before
slowly coming out of her hiding spot to see them gone.

she got inside the phone booth, grabbed the handset and placed it to her ear to hear it emit a long
beep. luz quickly fished out some quarters before pushing them to the slot to dial in a number.

i'm so lonely and you're the only one that knows me, yeah

luz is sent in the voicemail but that's enough "h- hey, ames.. i'm sorry i haven't been calling for
awhile it's just..." luz looked through the glass to check if those goons are coming back. "something
came up and i hope you understand. and um,"

and if you're busy then i understand it

luz looked down at her phone that is filled of cracks, she pushed the power button only for it to
remain black. it's really dead. "my phone dead haha, yeah, how forgetful of me." she wiped the
blood off her head and leaned back against the glass.

it's bad timing and i'm probably gonna end up crying

"i don't know what's going on but i'm scared. i don't- i don't know what to do, amity. i can't call you
and i.. i don't- fuck.." luz is starting to break her act as she can't put up a facade in this. she's scared
that she'll die here by just one bullet.

fall back

sighing deeply, luz looked around once again. they're right that she doesn't know this part of town
but she knows that amity is a few blocks off if she can remember correctly.

i hope you're not mad

"i'll.. try to come at your apartment, i'll stay for the night and figure this out in the morning." luz
said into the phone, she brought her hand on her forehead to feel the remaining blood that she didn't
bother to wipe off as she feels a headache.

"yeah, um, don't call back."

 

"you have one voice message." amity slowly opened her eyes when she heard a robotic female
voice that is followed by a beep.

"h- hey, ames... i'm sorry i haven't been calling for awhile it's just..." amity immediately sprung up
the floor when she heard luz's voice. it's trembling. she searched for whatever is the source of it and
saw a blinking landline near the closed window.

"i have a landline?" amity asked herself as she doesn't remember getting a landline but she can
question that later as the voicemail continues.



"my phone dead haha, yeah, how forgetful of me." that answered one question what disturbs amity
is how much of luz's voice is trembling while she tries to keep a happy tone that is also breaking.

amity started to slowly approach the landline as she listens. hearing a faint crack or creak on the
other side before a gulp.

"i don't know what's going on but i'm scared. i don't- i don't know what to do, amity. i can't call you
and i.. i don't- fuck.." it breaks amity's heart when she heard that, she stopped in front of the
landline and started at it. wondering what luz could've meant by that. what happened?

then, a sigh is heard "i'll.. try to come at your apartment, i'll stay for the night and figure this out in
the morning." luz said on the other side, her voice still trembling but there's a little bit of hope.

"yeah, um, don't call back." and the called ended.

amity took a solid minute to take all of that in before settling to a conclusion. someone is after luz
and she has to do something before she gets hurt or worse.

the blight quickly fixed herself haphazardly and grabbed her gun out of her drawer, stuffing it in
her pants as she heads out of the apartment.

when she opened the door, amity froze as she saw luz on the other side with her hand raised, about
to ring the doorbell. her eyes immediately saw the blood all over luz before pulling her to a hug.

"ames.." luz buried her face into the blight's shoulder as she broke down in her arms.

amity clenched her teeth as she held in a sob. she's happy that luz is okay. "thank god you're
alright.."

-----

after amity fixed luz's wounds and told her everything, this gave amity can idea who's chasing luz
but.. she's not gonna tell her just yet. luz needs to rest, not stress her out more.

now, luz is laid in amity's bed with the lights off while amity is by the window as she held her gun.
guarding luz as she doesn't want any invasions happening in her apartment for fuck sakes.

the blight kept her eyes out of the window, looking out at the barren streets while following some
random stranger passing by before disappearing in her vision. then, a small whine is heard making
amity turn her gaze to luz.

seeing the noceda continuously toss and turn around the bed, trying to find a spot while she held a
pillow but something is missing. "hey," amity softly calls making luz look at her "need something?"

"come in bed with me?" luz asked. amity looked at the window again, it seems that they're not
gonna check her block so she stood up, placed her gun on the nightstand and laid next to luz whom
scooched closer.

amity felt her cheeks warm up when she did that, she slowly draped her arm on luz's waist and
listened to her breathing that helped her ease to sleep as they drown themselves in each other's
warmth.



ignoring everything that led up to them cuddling. there is a comfortable silence between them with
their stable hollowed breathing is the only thing heard in the room.

amity doesn't know how many hours or minutes has passed till she felt something soft stroking her
limp cock in her pants, slowly awakening it. she gradually opened her eyes to see luz's head pressed
against her chest but when she looked down, her hand is inside her pants.

amity didn't say anything, she lets it happen as she's fully hard now. she slowly pulled her short
down enough for her cock to be out. she hugged luz closer with her hands slithering down to her
ass.

luz fluttered her eyes open when she felt that, she looked up to see amity staring at her. no words
was exchanged between them as their hands seemed to have a mind on it's own, luz slowly moved
up as she eyed amity's lips.

when their lips met, they feel something that wasn't there before. they don't know what.

amity deepened the kiss as she slipped her hands in luz's pants to feel her bulbous ass, spreading
them making luz lowly moan. as they pulled away, they stared into each other's hues while luz
slipped her pants off as amity made sure there's no space between them with her cock touching luz's
stomach.

"you feel something, don't you?" luz asked, finally breaking the silence. "in what way?" amity
returned with another question which luz shrugged in. "all. it's weird because.. i want this to be
more." she clarified her thought as she looked down.

amity's cheek grew more red at that. she really did thought that she's the only one feeling like this
but no.. it makes her happy and worried. "really?" luz nods "i get it. you're only in it for the sex,
that's how fuckbuddies work right?" she dismissed her feelings but amity shook her head.

she softly cupped luz's chin to make her gaze up at her "i do too." she leaned in for another kiss,
softer as amity slowly lifts luz's leg up for access. her cock rubbing against luz's wet clit making a
sigh escape her lips when they pulled away.

amity slipped inside easily but luz still feels tight no matter how many times they fucked. she
started to thrust, "aah.." luz lightly moaned only for amity to hear and a blissful groan emitted from
the blight.

"fuck, luz.." their legs are getting tangled with each other as they continued to look into their eyes.
they held onto each other tightly, luz's mouth slightly went agape as she takes amity.

there's a swelling feeling inside amity that is tormenting her. her mouth is wanting to say it, her
brain is begging for her to say it, her eyes are dilated as it's filled of endearment for the noceda. her
whole body is betraying her morals, then again...

"i love you."

she said it.

amity watched a smile come on luz's face, she kissed for another kiss as a happy giggle is heard
from her that made amity's insides flutter with many butterflies. she's falling hard.



"i love you too." luz returned it with the mostly shining and genuine smile she has, the small
bandage on her forehead makes it cuter. luz is practically killing amity as her heart cannot take this
woman being cute and sexy at the same fucking time.

it's bewildering.

amity hugged the noceda as she hid her own smile, she really loves luz and she can only hope that
the same thing doesn't happen with luz. she doesn't want to repeat it.

then, she increased her pace making luz moan loudly into her chest. amity kissed the top of her
head as she bit her lip, her hands groped luz's ass and drove her cock deep into her. hitting that spot
they love.

"aahh! amity, i'm close- ghaahh!"

as luz came, she shivered when she felt amity's cock throb hard inside her. she looked up to see
amity clenching her teeth tightly with her eyes squeezed shut.

she swiftly pulled out and rapidly stroked "aah!" she moaned loudly when she came soon after.
letting her cum get on luz's shirt and waist.

both panted heavily, their half lid eyes met again. a sense of allurement swirl around them before
pulling in for another kiss that is filled of passion with the lust disappearing.

-----

3 weeks later.

"hey, luz. it's me again. look i don't know what i did wrong but you could at least.. i don't know
message me that you don't wanna do anything with me anymore so i don't have to be on hope
again. i mean, it's okay. this thing we have is nothing, right? we're in it for the sex so it's okay if you
wanna break it off now. call me back."

this is the first thing luz heard when she fixed her phone temporarily before completely dying.

she's dumbfounded, surprised and she felt a string inside her pluck.

luz immediately sprung up from the couch, she rushed the kitchen where amity is. she must've
heard her lover coming in "oh hey, how'd i- oof!" she almost lost her balance when luz pounced on
her for a bear hug.

"i love you so much!" luz said with tears rolling down her face, dripping on amity's shoulder who
doesn't know what happened in the living room but she softly smiled and hugged back.

"i love you too, you goof."
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with her dark purple webbed suit on that has a gold outline of her symbol in her chest and back
along with a hood that has cat ears softly flapping from the cold breeze.

"oh! what's up now?" luz perked up when she felt her senses tingling, she's on top of the tallest
tower of the isles as she stood on it's blinking antenna. she peered her eyes down the shining
streets, searching for whoever made the disturbance.

"let me go damnit!"

"don't make this difficult for me, honey!"

"wha- ew get off!"

"sometimes, i feel like the boiling isles could be on par with new york." luz jumped off the
building, head first as she feels the rapid winds hit her through the suit, she closed her eyes for a
moment as she savors it.

"because it never seems to sleep!" luz snapped her eyes open, swiftly turned her body around and
shot her web at a building, flinging herself forward as she started swinging. "woo wee!" luz
catapulted herself up into the air again when she saw the construction site.

luz fluidly slipped through the holes of the crane and descended down towards the streets again
"comin' through! hello, just your daily spidey passing by!" she waved at unsuspecting civilians
before quickly moving on.

tonight's gonna be a swell night as luz is brimming with energy.

as she landed on a roof, luz walked over to the edge and peered down to see a familiar mind green
head below with someone she doesn't really know.

"now what seems to be the problem, chief?" both of them looked up to see luz innocently waving.
the person backed up at the sight of the spider, they pushed the blight's bag back to her and started
to run away.

"whoa whoa, what's the hurry? rush hour wouldn't be in a few hours!" luz easily followed them,
before they could go out to the street, she shot them with her web to their hand. making them stick
to the wall.



"le- let's talk, yeah? i got alot of time in my hands anyways." luz said as she looked down at her
nonexistent watch only for her to shoot another web at the person's occupied hand. she didn't meant
to stutter, she's just hyper.

"so you know this fella?" she pointed at amity who's watching all of this unfold "i mean, i do but
let's keep that a secret because she doesn't know who i am." luz leaned closer to whisper which
made amity roll her eyes before luz shot a web at the stranger's mouth.

"brr, it's a cold night, don't you think? i even got a suit on and i still cold! that jacket looks nice on
you by the way." luz said, slightly tugging on the jacket the person has "but i don't think it's
enough." then, she shot her web once again but this time.

in the person's open fly.

"there we go! now, you're extra cozy!" luz snickered behind the mask as she backed up to admire
her work. a giggle is heard on her side, she looked to see amity approaching her which made luz
shoot one last time to cover the guy's eyes.

"why, good evening miss blight." luz tipped her imaginary hat as amity stopped in front of her.
"never thought i'd have the boiling isles' spider man to come in my aid." amity said, staring up to
luz's white holes for eyes.

"ah well, that's what i do. besides, it's a fairly calm night, you know." luz replied with a shrug.
amity slowly nods, she brought her finger under luz's chin to softly tap it which made her frozen for
a second. "if the protector of the isles isn't busy then, they wouldn't mind stopping by my
apartment." amity said as her finger slithered down to luz's chest, tracing her webs.

luz can feel her cheeks heating up by that "oh- oh sure, yeah i can swing by for bit." she said,
nodding her head as she tries to play cool. "no pun intended."

amity smirks, she pulled her hand back and started to back up "see you, spider man." she waved luz
goodbye till she disappeared into the darkness. luz timidly waved back "yeah, see you too mj- i
mean amity!" luz shot a pair of finger guns, not knowing why as it just happened by impulse.

luz quickly climbed up the roof to have a breakdown.

"finger guns?? that was so- ugh!!" luz pulled up her mask to groan in her hands "okay okay. i don't
know what amity wants maybe she's gonna hand me pointers? wait, no that's stupid. do i have a
project do? shit, did i feed king before i left??" many things are circulating in luz's mind that is not
helping her one bit.

"ah, keep it together, noceda!" luz slapped herself repeatedly till her cheek started to sting. she took
a deep breath in before sighing "let's do this." she placed her mask back down and charged towards
the edge to jump.

-----

taptaptap

amity snapped her eyes off her phone as she heard faint tapping noise on her window. she saw luz
crouching in the fire exit, waiting for her to let her in.



amity stood up from her bed and pushed the window up "hey." luz waved at the blight whom
smiled "hey. come in." she motioned for the spider to go in which she did. she looked around
amity's room that has a pink aesthetic but there's a dark undertone.

"you can take off your mask, you're safe here luz." amity said as she sat down in her bed while
looking at luz. "are you sure? i mean, what if someone comes in?" luz asked, grimacing at the
memory of willow coming into their shared dorm while luz is on the ceiling, figuring out what
happened to her.

"this is a condominium, luz. i have this room all to myself." amity said, spreading her arms to
exaggerate. "oh, right. i always forget you're rich." luz chuckles as she pulled her mask off, she
shook her head to let her curls free from their containment.

"maybe that's a good thing." amity looked at the noceda up and down, seeing her fair built due to
all of the acrobatics she pulls off in the air and the asses she kicks. then, it landed on her rotund
bottom which the suit deliciously outlined for her to feast on.

"so, why did you call me-" when luz turned to look at amity, she bit her tongue as she saw the
hunger in the blight's eyes while her expression is still neutral. "you're really handsome, luz and
when everybody knows you're spider man, they'd be all over you more than ever." amity said, she
stood and walked up to luz.

their height difference is small but amity always considered a midget. luz started at the blight's
golden hues that is piercing back at hers "um.. i don't really plan showing my face to the public
since you know." luz said as she lightly scratched her cheek and tore their eye contact.

"is there a reason why fate wanted me to see your face through the mask that night?" luz saved
amity from belos, her mask was torn a little that showed enough for amity to guess it was luz while
she held her by the ledge.

"um.. i guess? it was just a coincidence." luz replied. then, she felt a hand softly place onto her
cheek to make her look at amity "i don't think so." she whispers and started to slowly lean in while
tiptoeing.

"i think this was forethought like serendipity."

"huh.." their lips finally met, feeling each other's softness as they bury themselves in their warmth.
amity's arms slowly wrapped around luz's neck with luz's hands held amity's hips, she tilts her head
to deepen the kiss.

amity lead luz towards the bed, letting her top of her before pulling away. "don't tell me the suit
stays on." amity teased which made luz giggle. "i can take it off but not fully." she slipped off her
pants as there's an evident tent, revealing her hard cock.

"damn.." amity eyes the noceda's twitching phallus, veins are visible as it throbbed in luz's hand
when she lightly stroked it. "you got hard in a kiss?" amity quirked a brow which made luz look
away with her cheeks turning red. "it was a nice first kiss." she mutters.

amity grabbed luz's collar to pull her for another kiss while she took off her pants, letting luz get in
between her. their tongues met this time, tasting each other as luz leaned down more while feeling
amity's hands travel around her body.



when they pulled away, luz placed soft kisses on amity's neck as she slowly rubbed her cock on the
blight's pussy. "come on.." amity whimpers making luz giggle "needy that much?" she asked which
the blight replied of; "it's your fault you're one hell of a meal."

luz softly laughed at that, she pecked amity's lips and looked down as she aligned herself in her
hole before slowly pushing in. amity held onto luz's arms, biting her lip as a sigh escaped her lips.
luz lowly groans at the feeling of the blight's insides wrapping around her rod.

as everything is inside, amity hums at the girth then looked up at luz to see her eyes dilated that is
swirling with many things that the blight couldn't decipher all. "ames.." luz kissed amity's cheek
when she started moving.

"ahh.. luz.." amity tightly held onto luz as she feels her go in and out slowly before increasing her
speed when the blight got accustomed to her size. "shit, amity.. you're really tight.."

luz held onto amity's hips as she started to pick up her pace, her mouth became slightly agar with
her low moans escaping her lips. "aahh.. luz! fuck, harder.." amity whispers, she arched herself for
luz to use her more.

the noceda didn't hesitate on obliging, letting her hips slam into amity now as her moans fill the
room. it's a beautiful melody in luz's ears, "aahnm.. god.." luz groans, loving the feeling fucking the
hell out of the blight.

"damn, amity!" luz growled, she stared down at amity. seeing her flustered pale face along with her
bouncing tiddies inside her shirt, she met luz's eyes and she felt her own face heat up more.

"i love you." luz whispers to amity's ear as she's practically ramming into her making the girl
scream in pleasure. "i- ahh! i love you too!!" amity replied in between moans, she moved her hands
up to luz's hair again to tightly grip it.

"gh- fuck... so good.." luz bit her lip as she can feel a twist in her stomach forming, her muscles
tensing that made the whole bed violently rock as she relentlessly thrust into amity.

"aaahh! luz i'm so close!" amity rolled her head back, luz leaned down to slam her lips against the
blight whom immediately kissed back. muffling their moans as they can feel their climax quickly
rising, ready to burst.

then-

"this just in. a robot looking crocodile is on the downtown area. the police are doing their best in
containing this thing but not for much longer."

luz lifts her head up, tearing away from the miss as she heard an open radio somewhere out in the
open window along with some shouts and shrieks down the streets that is calling for her.

"shit.." luz looked down to amity who's disappointed though she's trying to hide it. "i'm sorry."
amity nods "it's okay, you are spider man after all." she said as she looked away.

silently sighing, luz softly kissed amity's lips and slowly pulled out. "i'll be back and we'll finish
this." she said as she leaned back, lingering the kiss. amity nods "you better hurry then." she replied
with a grin which made luz giggle.



giving one last kiss before wearing her mask again, luz shot amity a heart and jumped off the
window while her cock is still hard. it's outline visible in her suit.
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"oh wow.. sports."

luz smiles as she lifts amity off the ground since she broke her leg, though eda did help her work
with her weak nerd arms, she slowly feeling amity's weight pushing down on her.

"alright, we'll see you tomorrow willow!" luz nods at the plant witch goodbye whom waved her
hand in return. luz started to head for the infirmary's direction while the sun is in it's peak that adds
more to luz almost overheating.

"ay.. sorry, i'm kinda sweaty." luz mutters as she started to curse on how far the nurse's office from
the field. while the human is struggling, in amity's vision she watched the many bullets of sweat
rolling down her tanned skin, to her neck before disappearing.

oh titan, her neck. amity is fixated on it. she wants to sink her baby fangs deep into her flesh to see
how'd she taste like. without noticing, amity grew hard in her shorts while fantasies play in her
head.

luz sure did notice it though. she felt her cheeks heat up at the sight of it's outline through the
shorts, it's twitching while it continues to grow bigger. gulping, luz quickly averted her eyes off it
but her gaze kept falling down to it.

as they got inside the school, amity wasn't paying attention that they're not going to the infirmary
till she noticed the darkness. "um, luz?" she can still feel the human holding but she knelt down and
slowly placed her down to the floor.

"luz, where are we?" amity asked, looking around the darkness as she tries to adjust but a single
ball of light appeared that is just enough to illuminate both of their faces. amity blushed as luz is
really close to her.

"ames.. i'll bring you to the nurse's office after i help you here." amity rose a brow at that as she
doesn't know till she felt luz pull her short down to let out her hard phallus. "w- wait! luz, what are
you- ngh.." amity shuddered when luz grasped it.

"i can help but do you want me to?" luz asked, her mind was taken over by lust back there and that
was so out of the blue even for her. she took her hand off only for amity to bring it down. "no..
please, help me." she whispers as she stared at luz's who's surprised but went along.

luz started to stroke amity making her sigh and lean back to the wall, she tries not to move her legs
since it's broken as she slowly bent down to give the tip kitten licks. "mmhm.. oh.." amity slowly



brought her hand onto luz's head as she watched her suck her tip.

"g- go lower." amity said, luz looked at her before taking the witch making her groan, she closed
her eyes to savor the feeling of the human's warm mouth wrapping her cock. "oh shit luz.."

luz's tongue swirled around amity's girth, getting half of what she tastes like. she started to slowly
bob her head while playing with the tip. amity closed her unoccupied hand as she tries not to grip
on luz's hair too tightly "gh- luz..."

amity made another orb of light with her trembling hand for them to see each other better. she's
baffled to see luz is able to take almost all of her without her reflex setting off. "how.. have you
done this before?" she asked without thinking.

luz obviously shook her head while continuing to suck her off. "oh ri- aahh.. fuck." amity slicked
her hair back, letting the sweat drip off from her jaw. the whole closet room is starting to smell like
sex and sweat.

then, amity started to move up her hips in a bare minimum due to her leg making luz fully take her
in which caught her off guard but didn't complain. she feels the blight's cock hit the back of her
mouth as she moans.

"oh luz, yes!" amity bit her lip, slowly getting addicted to this. both of them knew that amity is only
using eighth of what she can do to luz. who knows what she can do if her leg healed. tears are
starting to prick the corners of luz's eyes, she can feel a gag coming but she's suppressing it.

then, without regard, amity came inside luz's mouth which now triggered her reflex. luz pulled out
and coughed with cum dripping down her mouth, amity panicked when she heard luz cough.

"luz! are you okay? did i do too much? i'm so sorry!" amity cupped luz's cheek to wipe the cum off
the side of her mouth. luz gulped down the remaining inside and sighed with a giggle "yeah, just
surprised." she replied as she placed her hand on top of amity's.

the blight lets out a relieved sigh, she caressed the human's cheeks with her finger softly grazing
her round ears. she realised what she's doing and recoiled her hands back as she looked away,
acting like nothing happened.

"so," luz cleared her throat "did it work?" she asked. amity looked down at her now limp dick
"yeah, thanks luz." she said, blushing. luz smiles "it's no problem and-"

she swiftly lifted amity off the ground again, amity wrapped her arms around her neck and looked
up at luz "scoop!" she did it again.

amity will never get old of this, she hopes luz would challenge boscha for another grudgby match
as she wants it to end like this.



Aromatic

Chapter Summary

borrowing clothes

requested smut

"ugh.."

amity is completely covered of mud and abomination goop after she helped luz sort a problem in
the owl house. now she can't return to the blight manor in this state especially when the sun went
down.

"oh.. i'm sorry, amity." luz is also a mess and good thing she's still in her school uniform. amity
shook her head "no, it's okay. i just," amity made a glyph to get rid of the dirt but it only made the
mud disappear not the goop.

right, abomination goop doesn't go off that easily.

"hey, don't worry. we can wash these in the morning, in the meantime," luz grabbed amity's hand
and trotted up towards her room. she grabbed her clothes that is neatly folded on her sleeping bag
and handed it to amity.

"you can use mine." amity's cheeks turned rosy as she looked at the white and purple cat hoodie,
she finds it cute on luz especially she wears the hood on. "n- no, luz. it's okay, i think this is only
clothing you have." she politely declined but luz shook her head.

"no, i have my sleeping wear. you can use it, don't worry!" amity opened her mouth to protest but a
faint crack is only heard, gulping, she slowly accepted the clothes and softly smiled. "thanks.." she
mutters.

luz nods as she returned a smile "bathroom is just down the hall."

"yeah, i'll be back." as amity walked out of the room and closed the door behind her. luz quickly
changed her mud filled clothes and tossed it to the basket for tomorrow's laundry.

while she's changing, luz's head started to wander to the image of amity wearing her clothes. no
doubt that she'll look cute, since luz is slowly growing out of the hoodie, she thinks that it'll be a
little tight on the blight. it will deliciously hug her body, outlining her curves, showing off her
rotund ass and buxom tits-

luz shook her head as she's going way too deep into this that she felt her cock twitch under her
shorts. "damn.." she ruffled her head as she has to take care of this before amity comes back.

she usually does this in the bathroom but amity is there and there's no guarantee when she'll come
back and risk a walk in.



when luz thinks about it, amity's been gone for a while. she's only wearing two pieces of clothing
not a corset. luz decided to see if everything is alright in the bathroom.

as luz got there, she was about to swing it open or knock but she stopped when she heard
something.

"nghaa.. ahh.. oh dear titan.." luz slowly opened the door just to see through a crack. her eyes
widens when she saw amity on the closed toilet naked with her nose deep in the hoodie and the
shorts in between her legs.

rubbing it to her clit.

"aah... luz, you smell so good.." amity moans as she's in complete utopia, she groped her tit while
grinding her pussy against luz's shorts. luz's mouth went agape but she quickly closed it as her
cheeks turned red, her dick twitched in excitement when she hears the witch's moans.

luz bit her lip, her breathing turned ragged as she just wants to-

luz swung the door open, catching amity off guard which made her scramble to cover herself as her
face went beet red in embarrassment. "l- luz! i'm sorry please, take this the-" amity was cut off as
she felt a soft pair of lips against hers.

it took her seconds to figure out it was luz kissing her. amity kissed back, she wrapped her arms
around luz's neck as she lifts her up the toilet, placed her onto the sink and slammed the door shut.

as they pulled away, luz stared into amity's golden eyes "you're so hot.." she whispers before
kneeling down as she spreads amity's legs. she took a whiff of the witch's musk and dragged her
tongue on her clit.

"aah!" amity slightly lifts her legs as she gripped onto luz's hair, she lets out a shaky sigh and
looked down to see the human going into town with her pussy as she occasionally looked up,
meeting the blight's lustful gaze.

"mm.." luz lapped amity's folds, sucking her nectar as she spreads her legs more for exposure. she
stopped for a moment to look at her bulging nub, she flicked her tongue around it making amity jolt
and her grip tightened. "aahh! holy shit luz.." amity bit her lip as she never thought that she has a
way with that tongue.

"oh luz.." amity stared at luz who's indulging herself in her pussy, she saw her cock twitching in her
shorts with it's tip is making a small wet spot. licking her lips, amity pulled luz up whom was in
almost euphoria by the look of her face.

"luz please.." amity begs, luz already knew what that meant, she pulled her shorts down to let it fall
itself and kicked it to the side as she pulled amity off the sink only for her to turn and hold onto the
sink.

luz stared at the blight's ass hungrily, her member is clearly excited. she spreads it and slowly
rubbed her tip against her drenched clit making amity whine. then, the human pushed inside with
near ease as she's so wet.

both of them moaned in bliss "aah.. oh god, amity.." luz tightly gripped amity's ass before slapping
it making her flinch, she can feel her get tighter which is amazing. "aahh! luz.. you- nghm.." amity



is already having a hard time to talk as she's been dreaming about this.

luz started to thrust inside the blight, she groans at the sensation it courses through her. she's slowly
loving it. luz hisses as a grin etched across her face "hm fuck yes.." she snaked her hands up to
amity's tits to play with them.

then, she felt something grasp her balls, she looked down to see amity's hand massaging it. luz
turned her gaze up to amity who's still moaning as she held the edge of the sink while rubbing her
balls.

chuckling, "whatcha doin', blight?" luz asked in a teasing tone as she twists amity's nipples making
her gasp and jolt. "s- shut it.." she mutters and squeezed luz's balls as a small revenge.

luz winced "ay.. you wanna play like that? fine." she picked up her pace and rammed her cock deep
into amity, letting her voice echo in the bathroom. "aaahhh! fuck, luz yes!" amity looked over her
shoulder to see luz seemed to have gotten bigger or is the pleasure just getting in her head.

luz met amity's eyes, she leaned down and leaned in for a kiss. their tongues fought furiously for
dominance which luz won in. she can feel the blight's moans vibrate through the kiss as she
occupied her mouth.

then, an unfamiliar sensation appeared in luz's stomach, it's getting bigger and bigger till it's
overwhelming it could explode. "luz!!!" amity screamed the human's name when she came hard for
her first time.

luz gritted her teeth as she was just about to burst inside amity, she quickly pulled out and came
onto the floor instead. amity's pussy quivered, letting her own cum slowly dribble down to her
thighs.

both of them panted heavily with their cums dripping to the floor, luz grabbed her clothes off the
toilet seat and placed it on amity while she's still half dazed before bringing up her own shorts.

as amity snapped back to reality, she slowly turned around and noticed that she's wearing luz's
clothes. "not gonna lie, it looks really cute on you." luz said, admiring as she rubbed her chin.

amity softly smiles, she tiptoed a little bit to each luz's lips for a peck. "and this could be one of the
best visits i had in the owl house."



Flame

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'war'

months has passed ever since amity mated with luz, their relationship was a bit rocky from the start
as they're complete sttangers in a totally different line of species. not much is known from one
another till small talks appeared that helped them gradually.

as time goes on, amity starts to fall for the dragon is many different aspects. maybe because she's a
dragon that she finds amazing but seeing her sun like smile and sweet laughter makes the drake's
chest wince in a good way.

it's never bore to be around luz since they're all they got in this vast world. she always has
something to talk about as she takes amity in flights across the sky along with the wyverns that are
baffled to see a dragon.

with those times together, they got comfortable to the small touches like pats on the back, ruffles of
the hair or pinches in the cheek till luz finally allowed amity to make advances on her.

so, they'd have some passionate nights and amity would go softer than their first unless luz decides
otherwise.

it was revealed that luz has a distant connection with the norse god of light, baldur. granting her the
title; the sun dragon. amity was bewildered at this, she panicked at first as she tainted a demigod
but luz assured her that it's fine and that no gods will strike her down.

probably.

and yes, luz got pregnant and is carrying amity's kin. the future is uncertain but if they have each
other, they'll be fine as they are mated for life.

now, they're in luz's cave, where it all started. luz sat in front of amity who's taking in all of her
features at that are different from hers.

luz sheds alot and her scales are bigger than amity's, her horns are longer as with her tail though it
doesn't have spikes. drakes have long pointed ears while dragons have a shorter round ones that are
the key takeaways to distinguish the two species along with the wings. her wings can stretch up to
18 feet and could easily conquer a drake like amity but she doesn't.

amity showed luz her full form that could be measured as half of a dragon but she hasn't seen luz in
her dragon form and her reason is she doesn't need to. amity is suspicious of it but didn't pressure
her mate.

"i've been wondering." luz starts while amity cupped her cheeks, amity hums in acknowledgement.
"drakes are usually go in packs. how come you're alone?" she asked.



amity looked at the dragon's softly glowing hazel hues in the dark, same goes to her. "i.. used to be
in a pack but i left." she replied, bringing her hands down to her lap.

"why?" luz tilts her head, amity rubbed the back of her neck as she looked away and the dragon
immediately stepped back. "oh sorry. you don't have to tell me." she said, raising her hands but
amity slowly shook her head.

"no no, it's alright. it's just, um, i left because of my parents and i haven't heard from them in
awhile. or even my siblings. it's easy to say that i don't miss them but i only miss ed and em." amity
explained as she longingly stared at the floor.

"have you tried to get in touch?"

"attempted but it did not work." luz mutters a small 'oh', she saw the long look on her mate's face.
"hey, why don't w-"

luz was cut off by a roar in the woods, she slowly stood up with her claws unsheating and pupils
turning thin as she narrowed her gaze at the woods. amity stood beside the dragon with a growl
rising in her throat as she listens to the noises in the undergrowth.

then, something bursts through the shrubbery and luz's throat started to heat as she's preparing to
spit fire at the intruders. amity squints her eyes to see a pair of jade drakes that made her eyes
widen.

"wait wait, i know them." amity stopped luz which made her fire immediately go back down and
look at amity. "what?" she returned her attention back to the two drakes that are slowly approaching
the cave with their forms morphing into humanoid.

"mittens." edric and emira said at the same time in joy of seeing their little sister again. they ran
towards the cave and engulfed amity into a tight hug making her wheeze "let go.." she croaked and
punched her siblings' back that didn't faze them.

"we missed you so much!"

"why didn't you get in touch with us?! alot happened since you were gone!"

the twins bombarded amity with many questions and banters till they were stopped when a clearing
of throat is heard. they turned around to see the dragon staring them, it took only a few seconds
before quickly hiding behind amity.

"what's a dragon doing here?!"

"what did you doing with a dragon, mittens?!"

"i thought your kinds' extinct!"

luz rolled her eyes "well, apparently not." she motioned her hands at herself. amity pried herself off
her siblings' hold and went over to luz "sorry, they're just annoying." amity said as she pats the
dragon's shoulder whom shrugged. "it's alright."

"edric, emira this is luz. the last dragon and my mate." amity looped her arm around luz's and the
twins are dumbfounded "luz, my siblings. edric and emira." luz gave a small wave at the two whom
are still in shock.



"WHAT?!"

both mates winced when the twins exclaimed at the same time. "amity, how did you- why?!" emira
asked as that's the only thing her mind would process now, all of them are in deep shit, mostly
amity.

amity frowns "what do you mean 'why'? do i have to elaborate that i ma-"

"no no, no need to be specific, damn." edric stopped amity before she goes too far "then what?!
actually, how did you find me?"

emira and edric looked at each other before sighing "it took awhile but we're finally able to find
your scent because.." emira trails off as she fiddled with her fingers.

"mother and father asked us to find you and bring you back." edric finished his sister's sentence.
there's silence between all of them, luz looked at amity to see a deep scowl on her face as she stared
at the floor. "ames?" the dragon snaked her hand to amity's to give a firm squeeze.

amity looked up to luz who's giving her a reassuring smile which she returned with a small one.
sighing deeply, she turned her gaze at the twins who has a worried expression "fine. lead the way."
she said.

then, she lets go of luz as she shifts into her full form and bent down for luz to get on her back. she
could easily fly to follow them but she wouldn't be able to see through the thick canopy.

the twins shifted into their forms as well and started running with amity following behind. luz held
onto the drake's fins with the rapid winds made her hair fly back as they're travelling through the
woods faster than a amphithere could soar.

then, after a few minutes, they reached the base of dormant volcano. luz is confused, she doesn't see
any entryway but the drakes proceeded to climb the volcano till they got to the rim of it, looking
down to see small cracks that makes little amounts of magma to ooze out.

"well," they snapped their heads up to see an auburn and lime colored drakes come from the other
side of the volcano and started to approach them. the blight siblings returned to their humanoid
form as luz got off of amity.

they watched as their parents come closer, amity placed a cold face on while she held luz's hand,
tightly squeezing it. "it's a pleasant surprise to see you back, amity." odalia said as she and alador
stopped in front of their youngest.

their eyes immediately landed on luz who's slightly frown then back at amity. "it seems you have
finally proven yourself useful after all. bringing back the last dragon for us to kill off."

"no."

amity stared at her mother directly in the eyes "luz is my mate, mother and you can't hurt her as
long as i'm here." she curled her lip to a snarl which odalia was unfazed off. she stared at amity for
a short second before-

odalia lets out a yowl and scratched amity across the face. the drake roared in pain as she held her
face, feeling the warmth of blood on her hand. "amity!" luz held her lover as she tries to find a way



to help. "pathetic. you dare come back with a filth and even had the audacity to say this thing is
your mate." odalia sneered as she glared at all of them.

"you're nothing but a disgrace."

luz growled as she glared at odalia, she handed amity towards the twins who are confused but as
they felt the immense heat radiating from the dragon, they knew they had to leave.

"you dare insult my mate in front of me," luz hissed, her hair started to wave without the winds as
it bursts into flames with streaks of gold. the twins turned into drakes with amity on their back as
they quickly descended down the volcano.

"had the nerve to hurt her in my presence," luz's wings spreads with it turning yellowish gold like
the sun above, harnessing it, her eyes violently glowed with her body frame growing as she started
to morph.

"i can excuse the rudeness you have on me but never detriment my mate ever!!!"

 

BANG

 

the magma within the volcano started to rapidly rise as the sun dragon lets out a deafening roar that
shook the earth and triggered the once dormant volcano to erupt.

this is the sun dragon's second form as luz couldn't control her indignation towards the two drakes
whom are in a state of pure terror at the sight of her. towering in 80 feet.

she has a glimmering white top with a golden underbelly, her claws shined gold as her wings reflect
the heavens under the sun. her flamed hair waved without breeze as her tail is completely in the
lava but remained unharmed, her throat glowed as fires started to swell inside.

the drakes plead for mercy but her patience was never brought here in the first place. luz spat her
fires straight at odalia and alador, their scales instantly melting from the immense temperature and
burning to a char with their screams of anguish getting drowned out by the roars of the volcano.

luz huffs with smoke escaping her nose, she raised her head as she spreads her wings before letting
out another roar that established the presence of the dragons has never left. telling everyone that
one still remained, serving as a liege.

the siblings started at luz in awe. with her blood trickling down her face, amity's mouth is agape as
she watched her mate take to the skies, piercing through ashed covered atmosphere to let light in.

"wow mittens. you really did score yourself a big one." emira mutters and amity slowly nods.

"the king has returned."



Pink

Chapter Summary

master luz x pet amity

requested smut

"you're pretty in pink, don't you think?" luz asked as she rested her chin onto amity's shoulder. both
of them stared at the mirror, amity wore a pink collar that is attached to a pink body cage with a
pink harness on her lower half and pink cuffs.

amity nods, she slowly traced the leather on her body as luz placed soft kisses across her skin while
keeping her eyes on the mirror. "you're so cute, ames." luz whispers, her hips sensually grinding
against amity's ass.

"thanks." amity replied, leaning back for luz. "mhm, you've been a girl lately it's reasonable i'd treat
you. so, what'll you say?" luz cupped amity's face to make her look at her "thank you, master." the
noceda smirks at the response then she pulled back and sat down on the bed.

luz spreads at her legs to show her bulge as she leans back "you know what to do, baby." amity
nods, she knelt down in front of her master and started to unbuckle her pants till the phallus sprung
out.

amity grasped it and started to lick it, luz hums as she unbuttons her dress shirt while she pulled out
her phone to record. "smile." luz grins as she sees her pet suck her off while gazing at the camera.
her cheeks reddening.

"that's it, make it sloppy." luz pushed the hair off amity's face to make it more visible in the camera,
licking her lips, she groans when the blight flicked her tongue on her tip. "mmh.. ghm.." amity
closed her eyes as she pressed her legs together, feeling herself getting wetter.

then, luz pushed amity off and slapped her cock across her face. cackling, "you like that?" she
slapped the blight again, she opened her mouth letting luz tap her tongue with her tip.

"hold on." she stood up and grabbed a tripod, setting the camera facing the bed before returning.
she motioned for amity to sit on her lap which she obliged.

luz gripped amity's hips before shoving her cock inside her "aahh!" she moaned loudly as she's
fully brought down. amity feels luz repeatedly bring her up and down while her hips slowly thrusts
into her.

"look at the camera." luz whispers as she spreads amity's legs for the video, "aah.. m- master.." she
leaned back against the noceda, she tightly clenched her fists as she can't hold onto anything and
started bouncing on her own. luz sighs, she licked amity's shoulder before biting down.



"aahhh!" amity rolled her head before dropping it, looking down at herself to see her tits bouncing
with her bell constantly ringing. she feels luz's cock hit all of the right spots as her insides tightly
clenched around her.

"fuck, ames!" luz wrapped her arms around amity's waist as she slightly stood up, she nipped
amity's ear with her low growls rumbling in her throat which made the blight whimper. "master.. h-
harder!" she begs.

luz roughly pulled out and tossed amity onto the bed, she immediately got in between her legs with
them resting on luz's shoulders before thrusting back in. amity screamed in pleasure, her head is
slowly dangling to the edge and ended up looking at the camera as her blood is rushing to her head.

"shit.. master! aaahh!"

luz bit her lips, she licked amity's smooth legs "you love being used like this, huh?! you fucking
slut!" she pulled amity to get her head back up and slapped her whom likes it. "yes! please fuck me
harder!!" she shouts much to the noceda's satisfaction.

"fucking hell!" luz grabbed amity's leather to pull her up and slamming her lips against hers. amity
threw her cuffed hands over her neck as she kissed back

both of them got into a heated kiss with luz chewing amity's lower lip as they temporarily pulled
away, their tongues clashed with each other and luz easily won. amity moans as she feels her lover
invading her mouth before pulling away with a thin string of saliva between them.

amity pulled luz down as she gripped on her leather with her thrusts growing more animal like.
"ngh- oh god master!!" she moans, her legs are getting pressed onto her by luz to give her more
access.

"shit ames, you're so good!! fuck!" luz growled as she clenched the bed sheets, she made amity tilt
her head and bit down on her neck. "aaahh!" amity dug her nails on luz's back making her wince
but ignored it.

their whole room is filled of their moans and collar bell ringing along with the bed rocking madly.
their skins rapidly slapped onto each other as they're getting lost in a haze.

then, a knot started to appear in their stomachs. "shit..." luz grit her teeth tightly as she can feel her
climax coming. "p- please.." amity mutters making luz look at her "kiss me.."

softly chuckling, "you don't need to say it, baby." luz said and leaned in for another kiss, a soft one
as she drove her dick deep in amity, almost hitting her cervix that triggered amity to come.

her scream is muffled in the kiss. they slowly pulled away which made luz come soon after inside
her. both panted heavily and luz placed her head onto amity's chest, listening to her quick heartbeat
slowly calming down.

"oh shit.." amity breathlessly whispers. luz's eyes widens as she realised what she just did "i'm
sorry." she lifted up to her head to look at the blight who rose a brow, thinking about it for a
moment till she felt another kind of warmth inside her.

"no.. it's okay." amity reassured as she placed a light kiss on luz's forehead. when luz pulled out,
she carried amity towards the pillows and rested her next to her. "do you want me to take these



off?" luz asked, tugging on the harnesses.

but amity shook her head "they're really comfortable." she replied which made the noceda smile.
"glad to know." she wrapped her arms around her lover to spoon her as it completely slipped her
mind that the camera is still rolling.

"can i wear the collar tomorrow?" amity asked and luz hums in reply. "yeah. then it'll show who
you really belonged to." the blight smiles at that, she turned her body around and buried herself
deep into luz's warmth as they drift into slumber.

-----

"what the fuck are you wearing?" boscha asked as she narrowed her eyes at the pink collar on
amity's neck.

amity tore her eyes off her locker to look at the havenstar and touched her collar which made a
smile come on her face. "i look good in pink." she simply replied before closing her locker door as
she walked away.

boscha followed the blight and saw luz swing her arm around her neck, whispering something
before giggling and place a kiss on amity's cheek as they continue to walk away.

"ew."



Soft

Chapter Summary

mutual boob groping

requested smutty fluffy

why are boobs so soft?

it's illegal for girls to carry something so soft that you can use as stress relief or a sort of pillow. luz
wants to touch one that is not hers, she already knows how it feels.

she has practically one in her mind. amity's. it just- luz couldn't help but stare whenever she's seated
next to her in abomination class or is just passing by, she sees it slightly bounce when she walks
and if she's sitting still, it makes an evident outline on her uniform.

the titan surely did take their time in sculpting amity and luz appreciates it.

luz knows she shouldn't be thinking of her best friend like that but she's just like everybody else. a
raging hormonal teenager that is going through puberty and wants to feel another girl's boobies.

now, amity is staying over in the owl house to the night and they're exchanging dares at each other.
"oh oh! bet you can't stand listening to hooty for 15 minutes." luz challenged which made amity
grimace.

"i can't even bear staring at that bird tube and you expect me to listen to it?" amity crossed her arms
which made luz giggle. "oh so you're saying you're forfeiting?" she taunts with her eyebrows
wiggling.

the blight grumbles then an idea came in her mind "fine, but no cheating. no covering ears, no
muffling spells." she said, luz grins at that "deal. what's the catch?" she asked. amity hums as she
tapped her chin.

she can't really think of any though "i don't know. you choose." she placed it to luz who already has
the terms in her head, she's just waiting. "whoever is the winner gets to touch the loser's boobies."
luz said with a smirk as her eyes moved down to the blight's tits for a moment before looking away.

amity was surprised with her cheeks turning rosy, she looked at the human's boobs that doesn't have
a bra. nice. she wants to touch them but she has make sure she wins.

"deal." amity made a spell circle and brought her hand inside it "geez, ames. this ain't the witches'
duel." luz chuckles as she placed her hand inside the circle and both shook hands. sealing the
dealing. "it feels like it." amity replied as they pulled away.

"oh hooty!"



 

beep beep beep

as amity heard the alarm go off from luz's phone, she aggressively hissed at hooty to leave
immediately whom did so not until hissing back.

that was the worst 15 minutes in amity's life.

she looked over to luz who's in the corner with her ears covered. "ha! i win!" amity raised her
hands in the air, loving the feeling of victory on her shoulders with excitement steadily rising inside
her as she knows what happens next.

"man, i thought i had better tolerance than this." luz grudgingly returned to the sleeping bag and sat
in front of amity. they both stared at each other in silence, not knowing who'll take the initiative
then luz cleared her throat.

"well.. you're the winner so.." luz pumped her chest as she leans back, amity gulped "yeah.. um,
here i go." she slowly slipped her hands up to luz's tank top and felt her boobs.

luz flinched slightly as amity's hands are a little cold but ignored it as she feels her starting to grope
it. "ah.." she lets out a sigh, leaning back more onto the wall. amity's cheeks are already red when
she held the human's tits, warming up her hands.

then, she felt the nipples grow hard which she started playing it as well, tweaking it. amity licked
her lips, thinking how'd it feel like inside her mouth, she looked up to see luz's flustered face.

amity can't take it anymore, she pulled luz's top off and discarded it to the side before leaning in for
a kiss. she got in between her legs with luz kissing back as her hands held amity's cheeks while the
blight still fondled with her tiddies.

as they pulled away, there's barely any space between them. "you can touch mine too." amity said,
taking off her own shirt along with her bra. letting luz take in her fat, juicy tits "b- but i lost the
bet." she said.

"does it matter?" amity licked luz's ear making her shiver, she moved down to her neck to leave
hickeys. "nghm.. ames." luz looked at the blight's boobs again and grasp it.

when she did, it was like all of the secrets of the universe unlocked itself in front of luz's eyes. the
mysteries of the softness of a girl's boobs as she slowly squeezed it and a low groan is heard. it
feels amazing.

luz stared at amity's quickly hardening pink nipples, she rubbed it and slightly pinch it which
resulted for the blight to twitch but didn't react negatively after that.

"you're.. really soft.." amity said as she licked one of luz's dark nipple making her breathing hitch.
she closed her eyes and started to take it in her mouth, her tongue swirling around the nipple as her
teeth lightly scraped the skin.

"ahn.. amity.." luz tries to press her legs together but amity is in between, she can feel herself
getting wet by this. "hm.. mhnm.." amity hums as she suckled the human like a toddler with her
hand twisting the other nipple making luz twitch "aah!"



amity slowly opens her eyes as she pulled away with a pop, she gave the nipple one last lick before
looking up to luz. seeing her softly panting, she felt her hand cup her cheek to pull her into another
kiss.

luz slowly pushed amity back to lie on the sleeping back without breaking the kiss before pulling
away. "and you're really big.." luz replied, she slithered towards the blight's boobs for her to suck
on now.

she firmly gripped the first one and hovered the other, sticking her tongue out for it to toy with
amity's perky nipple. "hmngh.." amity's hands slowly got to luz's hair, rubbing her curls as she
watched her suck her.

luz took the whole thing- tried to. sucking it hard making amity lightly moan and her grip turning
firm. "oh luz.." the noceda lowly hums as she sucked on amity, her teeth chewing on her nipple
with her tongue swirling around the tit.

"aah! easy there." amity softly patted luz's head, she's not hurt rather, she likes it. both of them
stared at each other with lust filling their hues, they knew this will go more than sucking.

when luz pulled away, she lifts herself above amity as they soft pant. "you planned this, didn't
you?" amity asked, bringing her hands up to luz's cheeks whom slowly leaned against her touch.
"perhaps. fate always seems to be my side." she replied as she pecked the witch's lips.

amity chuckles "we'll see about that."



Midnight

Chapter Summary

drunk grinding

requested smut

"aah.. oh god.." amity laid on the bed, bare with her legs spread as her hand is going in and out of
her pussy whilst moaning her lover's name who's in the bathroom, showering.

they just got back from an after party, drunk but slightly sober. amity is completely wasted and
horny, her body temperature is rising as if she's gonna pass out soon by the look of red on her face.

then, amity heard the bathroom open, she slowly turned her head to see luz with the towel wrapped
around her body and her hair dropping of water. as she saw the predicament her girlfriend is in, she
couldn't help but be flustered.

"what is this, baby?" luz asked as she approached amity, she took off her towel to rub her hair while
staring at amity's wet pussy. "luz please.." amity whispers, she spreads herself more for luz. "i need
you."

luz tossed her towel to the side and combed her hair back, she gripped amity's legs as she got in
between her. "you could've just joined me in the shower." she said before pressing her own pussy
against amity.

"aah.. i can barely even get up." luz giggles "true." she started to grind herself on amity, she's so
wet that it's so easy to move. "hmgnh.. damn, you're so needy." luz brought her one foot onto the
bed to give more pleasure.

amity's mouth became agar as she rolled her head again, she groped her tits and bit her lip while
staring up to luz, watching her own tits bounce at every motion. "shit luz.. aahh.." she wrapped her
legs around the noceda.

luz gripped the blight's legs tighter and started to speed up, their pussies grinding fast and hard onto
each other as it mixes their juices together. due to them being intoxicated, their body is in pure bliss
and nothing is on their mind except this.

"augh.. ames." luz wants to lean down and give a kiss but she doesn't wanna break her spine in
trying. her one eye closed as she bit her lip, going faster as her hips could allow her making amity
moan louder "aaahh! luz.. yes!"

amity continued to stare up at luz, never breaking eye contact as her face contorts into pleasure.
then, she can feel her climax drawing nearer and nearer, she gripped the bed sheets as she slightly
arched her back.



"luz!!!" amity screamed her lover's name as she came into her, luz slowly pulled out and watched
as strings of cum is seen connecting them before disappearing. the noceda placed a soft kiss in the
blight's lips and squished her red cheeks. "you're so red, how many did you drink?"

amity lazily grumbles "fuck.. off.."



Behave

Chapter Summary

lucia x amity

requested smut

how does it feel to watch your lover talk to another woman while you had to sit next to your sister
and lover's sister coddle each other like no one's watching.

lucia restlessly tapped her foot onto the floor as she watched amity on the other side of the party
chatting with a woman she just met in the dance floor and started to act like she's not with lucia.

her eyes are totally glued to them and is barely paying attention to what's around her. her red like
hazel eyes are narrowed the woman next to her girlfriend, watching them giggle about something
which made lucia grip the edge of the table.

then, lucia said saw the woman stroke amity's hair and her grip tightens, threatening to just flip the
table.

luz noticed the creaking of the table, she thought it's being clunky but when she saw her sister
slowly fuming, she knew something's bout go down and she has to leave.

"hey, let's move willow and gus' table." luz whispers to amelia whom rose a brow, about to question
why but saw the noceda motion at lucia. amelia followed lucia's face and a chuckle escaped her lips
"yeah, before your sister goes berserk." she said and both of them left the table which lucia barely
noticed.

lucia continued to observe the two then she saw something that finally pulled her trigger. amity
pushed a strand of hair off the woman's face and an evident blush is seen even though the lights are
blaring.

"oh boy." luz mutters as she watched her sister storm towards amity while amelia is grinning,
excited to see where this is gonna go.

lucia rudely barged in the conversation between them and grabbed amity by the shoulder. "sorry,
she has a girlfriend. have a good night." she said, trying to be polite but ended up gritting her teeth
in annoyance in the end.

amity looked up at the noceda, seeing the fury in her eyes which made her smirk on the inside.

lucia didn't even bother letting the woman talking before walking off, she holding herself back
from squaring up with this bitch. she dragged amity out of the party and into the car before quickly
driving off.



amity leaned back to the seat and gazed at the corner of her eye to see lucia's tight grip on the
steering while making her veins bulge more. speaking of bulges, as her eyes wandered down, she
saw one in her pants.

"who was that?" lucia asked, her voice dangerous which made the blight grow more excited. "just a
friend i just met. you should met her." amity said nonchalantly while her hand slowly snaked
towards her pants.

scoffing, "like hell i would." lucia slapped amity's hand away making her recoil. "you don't know
how deep of a shit you got yourself into, blight." she growled. amity bit her lip "oh, wander what's
the big bad lucia gonna do to me tonight?" she purrs.

lucia spared a single glance at amity that is enough to make her even wetter.

as they got to their house, lucia slammed the car door closed when she got out and went inside. not
bothering to open the lights as she goes up the stairs with amity behind her.

lucia opened the door of their bedroom and flipped the lights, she grabbed amity by the arm firmly
but not too tight to hurt her to toss her to the bed. "take off your clothes. now." lucia sneered as she
unbuttoned her dress shirt and unbuckled her pants but didn't reveal her cock yet.

while amity is taking off her clothes, dropping them to the ground them she felt a cloth against her
eyes and it turned tight. "how many fingers am i holding?" she heard lucia ask. "um.. 4?"

lucia is holding up all of her fingers. she walked towards a closet that is special, it stored just one
chest and it's filled of their toys and a whole array of bandages. it's an obscene treasure trove.

lucis grabbed a wooden rod along with some ropes, cuffs and some toys.

she returned to the bed, she raised amity's legs to press them against her and placed the wooden rod
within her legs and started tying them. when she's done, she clipped the cuffs on and slipped it
under the rod.

clicking her tongue, lucia slapped amity's wet pussy making her flinch. "you're wet as fuck. you
planned it this* didn't you?" she asked as she slowly rubbed her lover's clit, hearing a soft hum
emit.

"perhaps." amity replied with a grin.

lucia narrowed her eyes at the blight before slapping her pussy again "aahh.."

"what's your color?" lucia asked as she knelt down, facing the pussy, inhaling her scent as she
stroked herself through the cloth. "green." amity replied "aah!" she was pleasantly caught off guard
when she felt lucia's tongue against her.

lucia started to lick amity, tasting her as she lapped her juices while she moans above her. "aah..
nghm.. lucia." amity clenched her fists as she can't hold onto anything. lucia swirled her tongue at
the nub making the blight twitch and moan louder.

then, she pushed a small vibrator inside her ass and immediately sets it on high. "aaahh! ah- oh
shit!" amity's legs tried to curl but it was stopped by the rod. lucia stood up and cackles, she
lowered the settling in mild before grabbing another vibrator.



"tell me, what were you two doing?" lucia asked, she turned the vibrator on in high and slowly
brought it to down to amity's pussy. "t- talking." amity replied then lucia pressed the toy against
amity which made her arch her back "aahh!"

"just talking? huh, then what's with the touches? i don't think your hands could talk to her hair, if
they do i'd be impressed." lucia said as she's clearly not buying it, then amity chuckles which made
the noceda confused.

"i... you're really hot when you get all angry and w- worked up, you know." amity said as she
flashed a quivering smirk which dropped when lucia moved the vibrator up to her nub "lucia!"

"yeah, i am pretty hot in all aspects but don't change the subject." lucia grabbed another pair of
ropes and tied the vibrator for it to stay on amity's pussy. "now, think about what you did while i
watch how to train your dragon." lucia said as she started to held out the room.

"w- what? you can't leave me here like this! lucia!" amity calls for her lover, she attempt to move
but she felt both vibrator turn into high "ahh! lucia, please!"

lucia chuckles darkly "i apparently can, darling." then she left the room.

 

as lucia watched the credits roll in, she listened to the sob like moans upstairs that made her smirk
devilishly. she wiped her cum filled hand on her shirt and turned off the tv to trot upstairs with a
bottle of rum in hand.

swinging the door open, lucia saw cum flowing down amity's pussy as it stained the sheets along
with her sweat. she took a gulp of the booze as she crawled into bed, she took off amity's blindfold
to see tear has been spilled.

"aw, my poor baby." lucia softly kissed amity's forehead "you must be thirsty after that." she
offered the rum which amity opened her mouth to take, lucia tilts it for her lover to take a few gulps
before pulling away and placed it in the nightstand.

"l- lucia please..." amity mutters, lucia hums "please what?" she teased on pulling the vibrator out
of her ass making her whimper. "will you behave from now on?"

amity strenuously nods her head "yes, i'll behave. i'll be a good girl just please.. please fuck me.."
she says which made lucia smirk. she pulled out all of the vibrators and finally whipped out her
raging cock.

she's been stroking herself downstairs, barely paying attention to the movie while listening to
amity's moans.

"good." then she easily plunged herself inside amity making her scream in delight. "fuck yes!!"
lucia groans as she rolled her head back, she gripped onto amity's waist and started thrusting.

"shit you're so tight!" lucia growled, she can feel how wet amity has grown throughout that hour
with nothing but toys to get you off. "aaahh! l- lucia!!" amity moans as her mouth turned
completely agar, she can lucia already hitting that spot in this position.



lucia clenched her teeth tightly, loving the feeling of amity's slippery inside entrapping her cock,
deliciously hugging her girth as their skins made plopping sounds at each slam. "fuck ames.." it's
hard for her to last long if the pussy is so good.

amity stared at her lover, seeing her almost red eyes glisten in lust, if only she could pull her down
for a kiss. lucia must've heard the blight's thoughts as she slammed her lips against hers, amity
didn't think twice in kissing back.

lucia can feel her thighs getting numb as she slipped her tongue inside amity's mouth. tasting the
rum she drank along with the sweet strawberry champagne. amity lowly moans as she savors the
strong tastes of liquor in lucia.

then, she abruptly pulled away as she grunts, feeling her climax coming and amity as well. "lucia,
i'm close please!" she moans, her hands desperate to hold onto something.

"fuck yes!!!"

"lucia!!!"

amity screamed the noceda's name, letting it echo through the house as she came at the same time
as lucia. she bit her lip and shuddered at the feeling of her lover's cum spewing inside her, mixing
with hers as she fills her up.

lucia panted heavily, she hung her head low and leaned in for another kiss that is softer now while
unclipping amity's hands for her to finally hold her hair. slowly rubbing it as she tilts her head to
deepen the kiss.

as they pulled away, abiding. lucia slowly pulled out, amity quivered as their mixed cum oozed out
of her which lucia wiped and stuffed back in before letting amity go. she tightly hugged amity
whom leaned against her.

"are you okay?" lucia asked which amity nods to "don't do that again, okay?" she kissed the top of
her girlfriend's head and amity giggles. "that's the best climax i ever had. i probably will."

"jesus christ."



Bad Girl

Chapter Summary

rude amity gets edged

"oof!" the person was slammed onto the wall roughly and they squeaked when a pink flame is
placed close to their face, feeling it's immense heat. "please, i didn't mean it!" they begged for
mercy before shit hits the fan.

"i dare you twit! i fucking dare you say it again and i'll-"

"hey!" both of them snap their heads at the end of the alleyway to see the human with her arms
across and a clear frown on her face.

"luz." amity's fire started to slowly extinguish as she watched luz approach them. she tore amity's
hand off the person's collar and motioned them to leave which they did without a doubt.

"what were you doing?" luz asked, staring straight into amity's golden hues. "i thought you left that
bully persona when you left boscha's gang?" amity huffs as she looks away "they were spitting
some bullshit about you." she mutters.

luz's expression softens when she heard that "ames," she slowly brought her hands up to the blight's
cheeks, caressing them. "you know those things mean nothing to me. i appreciate it but," she,
suddenly, slammed amity onto the wall.

before amity could protest when she felt luz's hand on her crotch, instantly melting in her touch.

"you need to be disciplined." luz finished her sentence as she slowly rub amity with her gradually
awakening. "please.." amity whispers, she looked down to watch the human's hand work on her.

"ooh, can't believe you're growing hard like this. not to mention we're in public." luz said as she
leaned closer to the witch's ear "how scandalous."

"you know, i don't mind but what i can't excuse is you being a bitch." luz squeezed amity's dick
making her wince but she massaged it after. "you're doing to apologise to them, understand?"

amity slowly nods her head "yes ma'am."

luz hums, she unzipped amity in an excruciatingly long fashion before finally letting her thick,
white phallus out. when luz grasped it, amity shudders in delight. "please... let me- nugh.."

rising a brow, luz started to place soft kisses on amity's neck while her thumb played with her tip as
she listens to her breathy moans. "look at you, so helpless in my touch. aren't you afraid of getting
caught?" she asked which amity didn't reply much.



"are you just a slut?" luz bit down on her neck making amity moan "aah.." she slowly held onto
luz's shoulder as her hips started to subconsciously thrust.

"luz please.." the witch tugged on luz's pants, begging for her to come inside. "no. you're not going
inside me. you need to think about what you've done." luz said then her hand stopped moving
which brought amity back to the ground.

"starting now." luz pulled away and started to walk away "w- wha- hey!" amity tried to grab luz but
she swiftly evaded her and cackles before jogging away. leaving amity in a horny mess.

"fuck."



Weight Lifting

Chapter Summary
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See the end of the chapter for notes

as she walked inside the fairly empty gym, it's just near 7 so that explains why but she saw
someone with a hoodie's hood on by the dumbbells, fixing them in their racks.

"um.. hello." the person turned around when they heard luz's voice, she saw them with a mint green
hair as they lowered their hood. "oh hello, uh, are you the newbie?" they asked which luz doesn't
know what they were referring to so she shook her head.

"no. my friend told me she knows someone here who could help me, her name's amity. should i
come back when there's people?" luz asked as she was about to turn and leave but the person shook
her head. "no, no need. because i am amity, let me guess, your friend is willow park?"

luz seemed surprised "yes yeah. wow, nice to meet you, i'm luz." she walked up to amity as she
offered her hand, the blight gladly took it for a shake. "nice to meet you too. so, what brings you
here?"

"well, i'm trying to be a little fit since my weak nerd arms can't really lift much." luz said, patting
her thin arms as she slightly chuckled. amity hums, she turned around to grab a pair of dumbbells,
tested it's weight before offering them to luz.

"i think we should start small. do 3 sets while laying on the bench." amity motioned her eyes at the
training bench, luz slowly took the dumbbells from the blight and almost dropped. "oof.." luz
slowly lifts her arm with it and placed her bag to the side.

"alright." luz laid onto the bench "do this kind of motion 3 times." amity lifts her arm and
connected her hands that faced her. luz nods, she started to follow what amity did. she can feel her
arms already starting to tremble but she didn't say anything.

amity watched luz work while her eyes at going all over the place till finally landing on one
particular spot. her breast. she watched her boobs contract with each other each time the dumbbells
connect.

she can feel something crawling inside but amity pulled her hoodie down more and slowly nods.
"you're doing great." she placed her hand on top of the dumbbell to stop luz. "let's stretch your legs,
shall we?"



luz nods, she slowly sat up and placed the dumbbells down to follow amity towards the line of
treadmills. she turned it one "did you do pre workout before you went here?" she asked "yeah, i
learned the hard way that i should before doing this." luz replied as she got onto the treadmill.

amity chuckles "we all do. mind if i?" she hovered her hand on the setting to increase the speed,
"yeah, gradually." amity nods and started to slowly accelerate. her gaze immediately fall onto luz's
chest once again.

observing it bounce through her tank top as she jogs, then she moved down to her ass that is
jiggling on her spandex as well. shit amity stuffed her hands inside her hood pocket and started to
stroke her hard cock slowly to not make it obvious.

then, amity started to see sweat rolling down the side of luz's face and disappearing into the tank
top. her skin started to glow due from the rising sun through the window behind them.

"still feel good?" amity asked and luz nods "oh yeah. i'm kinda starting to feel my side burning."
she replied as she held her abdomen and got off the treadmill. "that's normal just don't sit down.
come on, this is the last for today." she said, motioning her head for luz to follow.

they stood in front of a pulldown, amity adjusted the weights that suits luz before beckoning her to
grab the pulleys. "these are a little heavy so make sure you have a tight grip on them." amity got
behind luz and secured her hands onto the pulleys while her crotch is pressed against her ass.

luz blinked when she felt something hard but she ignored it. "yeah, i got it." she said and started to
pull it then she felt amity's hands grasp her hips. "you need to crouch, knees and ass out." amity
slowly guided luz down with her grinding.

when luz did one crouch, she stood up and heard a sigh behind her. "uh.. is this part of the routine?"
she asked, amity's hands on her grew firm and one slipped inside her top.

"yeah.. i'll be working out with you this time."

luz shivered when she felt amity grasp her tit through her bra while rubbing her clothed cock
against her. "this.. doesn't happen to the other people i train but can you explain why you're
different?" amity asked as she slowly pulled the noceda's short down.

"i don't know. i never had a gym trainer before.." luz mutters, she was about to let go of the pulleys
but amity kept her hand on them. "hold them tight." amity repeats and pulled down her short to let
out her phallus.

amity sighs into luz's neck, watching her sweat before licking it. "good thing i didn't have
breakfast." she said and pushed her cock inside. "aaah.." luz bit her lip as she pushed her ass back
for amity.

"aahh that's it." amity groans, she nuzzled her face in luz's neck as she held her hips, pulling her
onto her at each thrust. "you feel so good." she whispers.

"w- what if someone comes in? we're literally out in the open." luz said, breathy moans escaping
her lips. "it's still early. they would start coming in around 9. we're fine." amity reassured and sped
up her pace.



"aaah! aahngh.. shit amity..." luz moans, she gripped onto the pulleys tighter as she felt amity
slowly lift her up and feels her cock drive deep into her pussy, hitting all of the spots she never
knew she had till now.

amity bit her lip, she tightly squeezed luz's boob and bite onto her flesh, leaving a mark. "god luz.
luz luz!" amity started chanting the noceda's name as she fucks her hard. she never fucked someone
and this is too good to turn down.

eventually, the entire gym is filled with their groans and moans along with their skin slapping hard,
the equipment creaking at each slam. their sweat trickling off their faces and falling off towards the
floor.

"a- amity harder.." luz moaned as she feels a knot growing tighter and tighter. her arms are getting
numb the longer she hangs onto it. "i'm gonna... fuck!!"

amity swiftly pulled out and came onto the floor before luz could. luz almost fell but the blight
caught her, "holy shit." amity whispers as she pulled her shorts up. "i.. i can't feel my arms." luz
mutters, she tries to frail them around but it wouldn't.

"ah sorry." amity settled luz onto her feet and helped her pulled up her shorts. then, a chuckle is
heard from luz "this has to be my best first visit in the gym."
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unbelievable.

absolutely unbelievable. one moment she's having a great day watching some netflix the next thing
she knows is she got a phone call from willow and gus telling her they saw boscha with another
person.

god fucking damnit.

amity lets out an enraged scream and tossed her phone at the tv which she will regret soon after her
anger diminishes. she dropped onto the couch with the heels of her hands pressed against her eyes,
not wanting for a tear. not even a single one drop.

then, she heard her phone ringing, a miracle it still works. amity stormed up to pick it up, sniffling
before answering it as she placed it against her ear. "hello." she said while holding in a sob.

"hey babe, i'm at your favorite restaurant. want me to buy your usual?" amity's eye twitched when
she heard boscha on the other end acting like everything is fucking handy dandy. it's not.

taking a deep breath in "no need. no fucking need, boscha. i'm not hungry. in fact, i'm done." she
said and a scoff is heard on the other end.

"the hell. are you on your period again or-"

"no shut the fuck up, havenstar! don't pretend that you don't have another person with you there. i
can tell so don't fucking call me again because we're done!" amity quickly ended the call before
boscha could get the last word out.

amity growls deeply, she rubbed both of her temples as she saw this coming but why is she
surprised or even feeling this wincing pain in her chest? fucking hell. the only thing filling the
blight's mind is to get back at boscha, have her sweet revenge for crossing her like that.

but how?

as amity thinks and thinks of a way to ensue revenge for her dignity and pride- then it came to her.

a smirk curled up to her lips and started to search for that one particular number in her list before
calling it. she listened to the hum of a ringing against her ear before a mellifluous voice answered.



"hey, no long time no talk huh? mind coming over? i need someone here, something just came up."

 

amity sat in the couch as she waited for her to come, her fingers vigorously tapping against her
thigh. anticipating.

then, the sound of her doorbell ringing made her instantly get up and rush towards the door to
swing it open widely. there she stood. luz, her old childhood crush whom is fully grown but still
manages to still look 14 with sharp edges. she also wore the red beanie amity knitted for her, nice.

"hey, ami- hmph?!" luz was purely caught off guard as she's grabbed the collar and pulled into a
kiss. her eyes are wide as amity is kissing her ever so passionately, she likes it but since she doesn't
know what happened a few minutes ago. she thinks amity's still with boscha.

luz lightly pushed amity off, her cheeks incredibly red as she softly pant. "w- what is- why did you-
you're with boscha!" she tries to form a question but ended up stuttering till that blurted out.

"not anymore that is." amity walked up to the noceda and looped her arms around her neck "she
cheated on me, luz. that's why i needed your company." she said, tiptoeing as her lips are mere
inches away from luz's again.

"but.." luz tries to protest but as if she's in trance, she slowly leans in. "i need you, luz. will you
comfort me?" amity asked with her tone sultry as she took off luz's beanie and placed it on herself.
"i... i don't know.."

"when will you ever realise that i liked you ever since highschool?" amity asked with her finger
lazily twirling luz's curly lock.

"since graduation."

it was when amity has gone with boscha.

their lips once again, softer this time as luz's hands gripped amity's waist whom slowly pulled her
inside the house and kicked the door shut. luz lifts amity by the thighs whom didn't hesitate on
clinging onto her without breaking the kiss.

as they pulled away, "where's the bedroom?" luz whispers. "down the hall. last door." amity said
and the noceda quickly rushed towards the room, she burst through the door and slammed amity
onto the bed.

luz hastily took off her jacket and shirt while amity hungrily unbuckled her pants to set her cock
free. the blight was flabbergasted, luz is bigger than boscha in two inches and thicker.

letting out a shaky exhale, amity looked up to luz who's staring at her with her hues holding evident
salacity for amity. her phallus is twitching of excitement. "wow, you're pretty big." amity purrs as
she slowly stroked it.

luz hums "yeah... who would've thought." she leaned down on amity's neck to leave trails of kisses
while her hips subconsciously move while amity rubs her. "certainly not me." amity slipped off her
panty from her skirt and tossed it at luz's face when she pulled away.



blinking, luz grabbed the panty and sniffed it. inhaling her scent which fed her more. "damn, you're
nasty." amity cackles. luz smirks, she tossed the panty to the side and lifts the blight's skirt to reveal
her pristine and wet pussy.

"says the one getting wet in this." amity shrugged "what can i say, you're fucking hot."

then, luz pushed herself inside amity whom moaned loudly without shame. she gripped onto luz's
arms that are planted next to her head, she can feel her starting to move not waiting for amity to
adjust.

"aaahh! shit- fuck luz!!" amity's mouth when agar as she closed her eyes, she spreads herself more
for luz. "oh shit, ames.. if i knew you're this good, you could've been my girl!" luz moans, she bit
her lip with a smile.

"then- augh! then what took you so long aaaahhh!!" amity's sentences ended up being choppy as
her body kept jolting up at each thrust. "because i'm a oblivious teenager!" luz replied with her
hands moving down to amity's hips.

"n- no shit!"

luz groans as she rolled her head back, she noticed that amity is still wearing her shirt, they can't
have that. she easily tore it off to reveal her rotund tiddies bouncing with her perky pink nipples
hard. "fuck."

amity cupped luz's cheeks and pulled her down for a kiss, their tongues now meeting each other,
tasting each other before clashing for dominance with luz winning. amity rolled her eyes back as
she left the noceda's tongue invading her mouth, taking what's truly hers before pulling away.

as they stare at each other's hues that is full of lust and other feeling that is left bottled till now.
showing itself for them to decipher. they must've not heard the front door slamming close as they're
so lost in and on each other.

"what the fuck!" they averted their eyes from one another to see boscha standing in the hallway in
shock at what she's seeing. her girlfriend getting railed by a friend that isn't really a friend. "get the
fuck off her, noceda!" boscha shouted.

but neither of them followed. amity wrapped her legs around luz's waist as she buried herself in the
blight's neck to now leave hickeys while she stared at the havenstar with a quivering smile.

"i told you, boscha. we're over, i- aahh! i don't need you and besides," amity cuts herself as she lets
out a moan that broke through the house walls. "she's bigger than you." as she finishes her
sentence, boscha frowned deeply.

she wants to tear luz out of amity but she arrived too late.

"whatever. you're not worth it anyways. have fun fucking in hell you assholes!" she stormed out of
the house finally leaving the lovers to themselves.

"oh we will." luz replied and amity giggles at that. she leaned in for a quickly before amity rolled
her head back when luz hits that one spot. "fuck right there!" she screamed as she gripped luz's
arms, feeling herself drawing nearer.



luz clenched her teeth hard as she can feel a knot rising in her. she held onto amity's hips tightly.
"luz luz oh god- i'm coming!!" amity screamed at the top of her lungs as that is the hardest she
came than the sex she had with boscha.

luz swiftly pulled out and came onto amity's chest which almost hit her in the face. amity lets it
happen as she watches the strings of cum spew out of luz till the rest leaked out.

both panted heavily, luz combed her hair back as she started at amity's lewd position. half naked,
her face blissed out, hair dishevelled and cum dripping on her. "so.. are you my girlfriend?" she
asked.

amity blinked and chuckles "what do you think, stud?" luz grins at that.



Should've Knocked First

Chapter Summary

alpha lucia x omega amity

requested smut

growling madly as she paced around her room, her mind in a mess of not knowing what to do. why
did lucia forget she's gonna have a rut today that she had to force luz, an omega, to leave before she
does something regretful.

lucia is half dress with sweat profusely rolling down her body, she kept inhaling all of these scents
from the omegas passing by the house. it's not the scent she wants and it's driving her crazy.

her bodily temperature kept rising unless she finds the right one to bring her down but she doesn't
know who.

then, she stopped when she heard the front door open and silently close. lucia listened to the
footsteps with that is slowly walking across the living room and stopped at the end of the hallway.

"lucia?" amity.

"lucia, luz is staying at the manor telling you kicked her out without reason. did something
happen?" amity asked, hoping for a reply somewhere but she heard nothing but silence. so, she
continued down the small hall and noticed that one of the rooms are open.

as she walked closer to it, the strong scent of a rut immediately hits her like a speeding truck.
before amity could leave as this isn't a right time to be here, lucia swiftly grabbed the blight by the
collar and slammed her onto the floor, pressing her upper half while her lower is raised.

"lucia?!" amity tries to struggle free from the alpha's hold but lucia isn't letting her go that easily.
"amity.. you're so perfect." lucia coos as she ripped her pants along with her panty off.

sighing, lucia bit her lip at the sight of amity's pussy, she inhaled the omega's scent deeply "fuck
yes." before rubbing her dripping phallus against her clit. "w- wait, lucia- aaahhh!" amity didn't
even get to finish her sentence before lucia shoved all of her in.

a loud growl emitted from the alpha's throat as she started the thrust without regard and held onto
the blight's hips. "sh- lucia, slow down..." amity scratched the floorboards as she feel lucia plunge
herself deeper into her, already hitting that one spot.

"no..." lucia bellowed "you don't know how long i've been desiring to have you under me, amity."
she bent down and buried her nose deep into amity's neck, taking in her scent before sinking her
teeth into her. marking her.



"lucia!!!" amity screamed, she arched her back and pressed the side of her face more onto the floor
as she lets lucia use her, loving it. lucia groans into the omega's ear, she slowly pulled away and
kissed her head before going restless.

lucia licked her lips as she listens to her omega's erratic moans that now echoed throughout the
house. her hips rapidly slamming into het as her balls hit her clit, then she did a single deep thrust
making amity jerk. "aaahhh! l- lucia..." she whimpers.

"fuck amity! amity amity amity!!!" lucia roared the blight's name repeatedly, her fangs protruding
out of her lips as she fucked amity hard than she fucked anyone. "please oh god lucia!!" amity begs
for her alpha whom reluctantly did what she asked.

lucia has gone after than anyone could've expected as she can feel her climaxing rising. she's been
eyeing the young blight ever since luz was taken by amelia, she doesn't know but she feels attracted
to her and she could only hope that amity feels the same.

"a- alpha!!!" amity screamed as she came onto lucia's cock that is deep into her and tied with her. it
wasn't long after that lucia came soon after as she came at the same time, letting her warm fluids
fill the young blight.

amity shuddered at the feeling, she panted heavily with drool escaping her mouth and make a small
puddle under her. "ames, i love you." lucia softly mutters, a purr vibrated in her throat as she
rubbed her cheek against amity's head.

"i.. i love you too.."



Closer the Better

Chapter Summary
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amelia x amity
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knock knock

amity looked up from her phone when she heard knocking on the other, she rose a brow as it's
nearly 10 and who could be coming here in this hour? nonetheless, she stood up and head towards
the door to look through the peephole.

she grimaced, amity sighed deeply and swung the door open to see her eldest sister standing in her
doorstep looking like a stoned mess. "i'm not giving you money." amity immediately said as she
knows where this meeting always goes.

but amelia shook her head "no. i just need a place to stay for tonight. i got evicted." she said, amity
scoffed "what for?" amelia frowns, she pushed her sister to the side to let herself in and hopped
over the couch to sit down. amity is baffled.

"wh- i didn't even say you can go in!" amity slammed the door and narrowed her gaze at her sister
who is nonchalant as she turned on the tv "i'm your sister. cut me some slack, ames!" amelia rolled
her head back to look at amity whom rolled her eyes and heads for her room as she doesn't wanna
deal with the bullshit tonight.

"you sleep on the couch."

amelia turned off the tv and rushed towards amity "why should i? couldn't i just sleep in your
room?" amity was about to close the door on her but amelia slips her foot through the crack to stop
her. "haven't you and the twins invaded my space long enough?" amity spat.

"come on, just one night! fine. i'll shower if you let me borrow your clothes." amelia said, trying to
reach a compromise, amity sneered "you haven't showered?"

her sister lets out an offended scoff "of course i have! but i can take two showers, you know."

amity groans "fine! fucking hell." she opened the door for amelia go inside but she grabbed her by
the collar before she could hop onto the bed. amelia sighs "alright alright, i'll go now." she heads
for the bathroom but stopped, she turned only for a loose white shirt and shorts getting thrown at
her face. "there's an extra towel in the cabinet." amity said as she laid down with her phone in hand.

"thanks."



-----

when amelia got out of the bathroom with the towel wrapped around her head "is this really the
only shirt you have or are you just bullshitting me?" she asked, the shirt is long enough to cover her
shorts and tip to the side, showing her shoulder.

"both." amity replied without tearing her eyes off her screen, she felt her bed recede and amelia
plopped next to her with her arm draped on her stomach. "get your arm off me."

"geez, the hell did i do to you?" amelia pressed her chin onto amity's shoulder, the young blight's
eyes curiously looked down on amelia's crotch to see an evident bulge but is slowly turning limp.

gulping, amity turned off the phone as she placed it onto the nightstand and turned of the lamp.
"night." she pulled the covers onto their bodies and amity turned her back as she tries to forget that
image to get some sleep. she wants to sleep.

 

amity can't sleep.

not unless with amelia's arm is on her waist, she stared at it for awhile as her mind conjures many
scenarios and fantasies about that hand.

she slowly touched it, feeling her coarse but at the same time soft palm. she can hear amelia's
hollow breathing behind her. then carefully slipping it inside her shirt and up to her boob.

making amelia's hand touch her, amity bit her lip and closed her eyes as she groped herself with
amelia's hand.

then started to take off her pajama pants, fully, and pushed herself onto amelia's crotch. feeling her
cock under the cloth. amity shouldn't be doing this with her sister but.. she can't help herself, this is
wrong, she knows it but it's hard to resist.

amity slowly grinds her ass against amelia, not notice her sister is already awake when she touched
her hand. "hey." the young blight froze at the sound of her sister's deep voice. "i'm sorry.." she
immediately apologised but amelia thought otherwise.

"shh.." amelia hushed her, she slowly lifts herself and pulled her hand out of amity's shirt to cup of
her chin. "come here." she pulled amity into a kiss which surprised her but she slowly kissed back
as she closed her eyes.

amelia smoothly trailed her other hand on amity's ass before pulling her down onto her hard cock.
as they broke apart, they stared at each other's golden hues that seemed to glow in that dark. amelia
pulled her short down to rub it on amity's ass making her whimper.

"a.. amelia." amity mutters, "do you want this, amity?" amelia asked as she placed soft kisses on
her sister's neck "do you want me?"

amity nods her head and amelia took this as she started to push inside "aah.." amelia wrapped her
arms around amity to pull her close as she lets out a low groan "ha..nghm.."

"ah.. shit." amelia buried her face into amity's back as she inhales her scent, amity shuddered at the
feeling of her insides getting accustomed and wrapping around her sister's girth. she knew that



amelia is big but never really thought this "fuck.."

amelia started to move, her hand slithered up to amity's tits against to fondle with them as her
thrusts didn't take long to pick up it's pace. "aahh.. amelia- aaahh!" amity raised her leg for more
access as she held onto amelia's arm.

"oh god, you feel so good amity." amelia whispers, she nipped amity's ear that made a little ticklish
then she push amelia and got onto the lap while staying inside her. "aahh! god.." amity trembled at
the feeling of amelia going deeper in this position.

amelia watched her sister ride her, "ah-" she bit her lip tight as the sensation of her pussy tightly
clenching around her made almost fall limp. "amelia!" amity moans her name, she held onto her
legs and started to rapidly move.

"fuck! ami- nghahh.." amelia brought her arm onto her eyes, her hips subconsciously moving into
amity while she tries to maintain her sanity in this before her lust clouds her rationality.

amity is panting getting mixed with her moans as she bounce into amelia, pleasure is wildly
coursing through her body mostly in her between. she hung her head down as she involuntarily
wiggled which seemed made something snap in amelia.

suddenly, amelia pushed amity onto the bed with her whole body flat before easily going back
inside. "aaahhh! ah fuck amelia!!" the eldest blight dug her nails into the sheets as she madly grunts
at each thrust.

amelia cupped amity's face off the bed, letting her moans fill the room once more as she slowly
turns her head to look at her "you're such a good girl, ami. so cute." she leans in for another kiss
which amity kissed back, their tongues swirling with each other before slowly pulling away, amelia
nuzzled her head onto amity's as she listens to her voice.

a muse in her ears.

"a- amelia.." amity slightly arched her ass which made the eldest grin, she slapped it and making
the youngest moan louder. "aahh fuck yes!" she gripped her hips and started ramming into her.
"aah- ahh- nghaahh!" amity's moans turned choppy as amelia became turbulent.

no one would really think this type of night would happen to them but all they can do in enjoy this
as this is only a one time thing. it has to be.

then, amity felt amelia hit that one spot making her scream. "fuck amelia!" her sister lets out a
growl like groan. she can feel her climax quickly rising in her as she grit her teeth tightly, trying to
hold it.

as amity came, she felt amelia swiftly pull out of her and a guttural moan is heard behind it as she
came onto her sister's bare back. both panted heavily, amelia combed her messy hair back before
dropping down next to amity.

"how long.. will you get another apartment?" amity asked breathlessly. "well.. just know i'm not
gonna work in mcdonalds." amelia replied as she lightly chuckled.

"probably for awhile."



Tender Embrace

Chapter Summary
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ring ring ring

the sounds of the bell ringing in the chamber softly echoed through the walls. it'll be irritating if
you're in a filled room but luckily, luz sleeps alone and the walls are thick in this manor.

luz slowly fluttered her eyes open when she heard her bell ringing, that could only mean one thing
but why is her mistress calling her all of the sudden in the dead of night?

no matter, she has a job to do. luz yawns as she slowly slipped her legs out of the bed, rubbing the
back of her neck and started to head out. walking towards her mistress' room.

as she got there, luz softly knocked on the door and leaned closer to hear a faint response "come
in." which she did. slowly pushing the door, luz immediately saw amity blight laid on her huge
mattress with her sleeping robes on.

"you summoned me, mistress?" luz asked as she bowed. "indeed. it's odd that i feel rather lonesome
tonight, mind sleeping with me? at least, for this night." amity said, she slightly scooched to the
side and patted the wide empty space for luz.

the noceda was pleasantly surprised at this offer and here she thought her gossiping colleagues
framed her for another mistake they did on her. she nodded, slowly walked over to the right side of
the bed to crawl on and laid down with her facing up the ceiling, a little tense.

then, luz saw amity's arm get placed onto her stomach, she looked to see her mistress moving closer
with her eyes closed. "mistress?" amity hushed luz and buried herself in her warmth as she slowly
drifts off the sleep.

since luz can't move now, she doesn't have a choice but close her eyes and sleep as the soft light of
the moon goes through the windows, creating a sleepy atmosphere till darkness is the last thing luz
saw.

 

she doesn't know how long she's been asleep but she found herself not facing the side and
something slowly squeezing her chest.

luz looked down to see a pale hand grasping, fondling her boob while the other softly traced her
lips before moving down to her pajama pants, slowly slipping inside. biting her lip, she felt



something hard grinding against her ass along with the hand rubbing her slightly wet clit, wanting it
to be more wet.

luz wants to say something but if she does, it'll probably stop and she doesn't want it to stop. she
slowly brought her hand up to her mouth to not make it obvious she's awake.

"i know you're awake, noceda." shit.

but luz didn't answer and still puts up the facade.

humming, amity ran her tongue along luz's neck and she fought the urge to squeak or twitch then,
she bit onto her flesh making breaking luz's act as she yelped. amity swiftly turned luz onto her
back and hovered on top of her with a libidinous grin.

"why did you have to act when i can see right through you?" amity asked, she untied her robe as
she leaned down to place light kisses across the noceda's neck before finding the right spot to leave
a hickey and pulled her robe off to reveal her well built body to luz and her excited, well endowed
cock.

"m- mistress i don't think i-" amity hushed luz as she placed her finger onto her lips. "hush, darling.
we barely started and you're already complaining." amity chuckles, drunk in lust before easily
tearing luz's top off to show off her plump tits with her nipples growing hard. betraying her.

"hm, never thought you'd have such a rotund package under that maid outfit." amity grabbed them
and firmly squeezed them with her thumbs roughly rubbing luz's dark nipples making her whimper.
"oh! i almost forgot,"

luz watched amity get off the bed for a second, kneeling down to pull out a trunk under the bed,
opened it and she heard a short jiggling of a bell before amity present it to her.

a black leather collar and it's own leash.

amity got back in the bed and luz slowly backed up but she got pulled down with her mistress' face
only an inch away. "are you afraid of me, luz?" she asked, luz noticed a hint of hurt in her tone
which made her feel guilty.

"um.. everyone is afraid of you, mistress but no.. it's just, everything is happening so fast and.. i'm-
i'm still a maiden." amity doesn't look surprise but luz watched a smirk come on her face.
"precisely. that's why yours truly is the perfect person to deflower you because no peasant is worthy
to do that but me."

then, amity closed the space between with a kiss. luz's eyes widens at the feeling of her mistress'
lips against her, it almost instantly melts her into kissing back. while luz is preoccupied, amity
slipped the collar into her neck before pulling away.

"give me your hands." amity orders which luz obliged, she watched her tie her wrist with the leash
that is already attached to the collar before raising it above her head. "did you know i always liked
you ever since you came here?" amity asked as she sluggishly pulled the noceda's pants down till
she's left with nothing.

"mi- mistress.. please go gentle.." luz whispers, she trembled when amity rubbed her tip against her
dripping cunt. she's scared as this is really her first time about to get deflowered and she never



expected a high status person like a blight would be her first. never in her wildest dreams.

amity hums about it "i suppose. but don't take my word for it." she grabbed either sides of luz's hips
and started to slowly push herself in. luz yelped in pain as she feels the tip first then slowly grow
more and more.

"aah... mistress!" luz clenched her fits tightly as tears started to prick the corners of her eyes at the
longer this drags the more it hurts and she only took half. amity winced as she knew the noceda
would be tight but not this much. fuck.

then, as she finally got everything inside. amity saw blood staring to ooze out of luz's pussy, she
grinned at the sight of it. she's official taken by the blight. perfect. "hm.. you feel nice and tight, just
for me." and she started to move.

luz squeezed her eyes tightly as tears ultimately rolled down the sides of her face, hating the pain.
then, she felt amity go in her neck again, she placed kisses on her cheek to ease her. "shh, i said i'd
slow right? so, calm down." she whispers with her voice soft, lulling her.

after a few seconds of them not doing anything with amity's patience slowly diminishing, she saw a
single nod from luz that she adjusted now. finally, amity drew back and started to thrust in her
moderate speed. it seems enough for luz.

"mistress.. aahh.. ahnugh.." luz slowly opens her eyes that's a little glossy from the tears, she stared
at the blight. watching her tits go up and down at each thrust with strands of her hair getting on her
face as an unremovable grin is plastered.

"ahh fuck yes, surely you've gotten accustomed to me by now!" amity suddenly slammed her cock
deep into luz, catching her off guard as she rolled her head back "aaahhh!!" she screamed which is
a melody in amity's ears.

"that's it! raise your voice for the entire manor to hear you!"

"mistress please! g.. ge-" amity didn't bother to letting luz finish as she grabbed her by the collar to
slam her lips against hers again. luz's hands tried to come down but amity kept it up and slipped her
tongue inside her mouth.

luz moans into the kiss, she feels overwhelmed at the pleasure her mistress is giving her below and
her being in a heated kiss. their tongues danced with each other, tasting each other before they
pulled away, their muscles lingering as a string of saliva momentarily connected them.

"you belong to me, don't you?" amity asked as she cupped luz's cheek, keeping her gaze on her. "y..
ye- aaahhh!!" luz didn't get to finish her sentence as amity plunged her cock deep, her tip hitting
that spot.

"don't stutter." amity warns..

"i.. belong to you, mistress." luz said clearer even though her voice is trembling. amity smirks, she
started to go after than before as she already found that that one spot she's been looking for. she
bent down and took one of luz's boob to suck on.

luz yelped and accidentally brought her hands down onto amity's head when she bit her nipple, but
not too hard. although, amity ignores it for tonight as luz is doing so well being her pet, she



continued to suckle on her nipple as she viciously fucks her.

"ha.. ha- augh aaahhh! mistress.. mistress i feel weird.." luz mutters as she started to feel a twist
forming in her stomach, getting tighter and tighter as it's left unsolved. amity pulled away with a
pop and licked her lips, "you're close, so am i. you're going to bear my kin, luz. do you want that,
huh?!"

luz jerked her hips up as she feels it coming "y- yes! oh god mistress!!!" she screamed at the top of
her lungs when she finally came, hard onto amity whom kept thrusting before letting out a loud
moan as she came.

luz twitched as she feels her mistress' cum shoot inside her, fermenting her. solidifying that she
belongs to amity blight now and nothing would change that. she's both happy and scared about
carrying her kin part but that's not something she should worry for now.

amity sighs deeply in bliss, she slowly pulled out and her cock is quickly sheathing back with her
cum still dripping. she untied luz's hands and pulled her into a hug, luz slowly hugged back as she
buried herself in the blight's chest.

"did i go too far?" amity asked which luz shook her head, she doesn't have the energy to say
anything with her throat going sore. amity slowly laid both of them down without pulling away,
"tired?" luz nods again which slowed till she stopped.

amity didn't say anything till she heard soft snorts below her. chuckling, she kissed the top of luz's
head and nuzzled to her "sweet dreams, love."

-----

as the morning came, the inhabitants of the manor were surprised to hear erratic moans and groans
them their mistress' room but also annoyed as they didn't get any good sleep with that happening.

"who do you think the mistress fornicated last night?" one of the gossiping maid asked their circle.
"huh? i didn't hear anything." another answered which was dismissed.

"of course you didn't because of your obnoxious snorts."

"would it be mistress panam?"

then, agreeing noises are exchanged to each other "makes sense. i do feel a connection between
them. oh, the yearning!" they suddenly stopped when they saw luz peacefully past them by these
bitches held so much spite to the noceda.

they noticed the collar on luz's neck which is new, they were about to ask her about it till they saw
luz abruptly stopped. she touched her collar as she feels it send a tingle through her body.

that could mean one thing.

luz started to hurriedly head for amity's room as she's being called. the other maid watched the
noceda get further and further before stopping in front of the mistress' room. knocking on it and
waits for an answer.

"now, what is she doing now?" one of them asked, suspicious. then, the door open and saw a hand
latch itself on luz's collar before pulling her inside and slammed the door, locking it.



the maids are baffled at what they just saw. bewildered at that as it was unsuspected.

"no way.."



Penalized
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CRASH

luz snapped back to reality when she heard a loud noise, she looked down to see it was a vase now
broken. she should be cleaning not daydreaming!

"no no no..." luz started to carefully sweep the pieces up and place them into the dustpan, she
frantically looked around for a place to hide her mistake. the fireplace is too obvious, the under the
rug is stupid and easily seen.

out the window?

luz knows there's a flower bed below, the roses could easily hide the shards and the gardener would
just cover it with soil tomorrow. it's a perfect plan and she has to do it now before her master
arrives.

hurriedly rushed towards the nearest window, opened it just enough for luz to slip the shards off the
dustpan before quickly closing it.

luz leans onto the wall, sighing deeply as she can feel her heart beating loudly against her chest and
ear. she might've dodged a bullet there, she went on to do her chores as if nothing happened.

as if no one saw her do that.

 

"luz."

she perked up at the sound of her name being called, she turned around to see her master standing
at the end of the hallway wearing her rather lavishing suit.

luz wiped her hands and walked up towards amity whom watched her till she's in front of her. "yes,
master?" she asked. "accompany me." amity said, she turned around and headed out with panic
started to rise within luz but she followed suit.

as luz followed amity, they descended many stairs that made her panic and anxiety rise
exponentially till they stopped in front of a door. amity unlocked it and swung it open to reveal a
cool aired wine cellar, she motioned luz to come inside before closing the door behind her as she
got in as well.



locking it.

luz stopped in the center of the room, she never been to the wine cellar before and it's as grand as
she expected it to be. amity walked past her and stood in front of a small table connected to the
wall.

"want a glass?" amity asked, turning around to show luz a bottle of fine wine in hand, luz politely
shook her head "no thank you, master. i don't really drink." she said and amity slowly nods as she
popped the bottle open and poured her own glass before slowly approach luz while taking a sip of
wine.

something about amity's eyes rings malevolent and it's kinda scary.

as she stopped in front of the noceda, amity towers luz and her gaze makes the blight more
intimidating than usual. "are you sure? my father spent his entire life time collecting these exotic
wine. it tastes good." amity offered once again but luz still shook her head.

"did you know his mother was a pot maker? an exquisite one i must say, she even taught me how to
make one." amity said, taking another sip and sighed. "yeah, grandmother marianna was a good
woman till she met my mother's father. and when she died, she gave me a special vase that tells
she'll always be there for me." luz fought the urge to gulp as she listens to her master's story.

"then," amity turned around and headed for the table again "to cope. i got into gardening 'cause i
don't wanna waste clay. as you know, willow helps but what i tend the most is the orchids and
azaleas. they're quite hard to manage." she said, luz watched her open the cabinet to get something
out she couldn't see.

"so, seeing someone throw garbage at the azaleas is fucking irritating." luz winced on how amity
said the curse word then she turned around with an azalea in hand and the other holding a crop. all
of luz's fears are confirmed in the spot.

"you always confuse azaleas with roses which is bullshit because those two are fucking different in
color and shape which i can excuse but," amity crushes the flower, letting it's petals fall under her
closed fist before slowly opening it to reveal a single shard of the same vase luz broke.

"you're lucky that my grandmother's ashes weren't in there." amity dropped the shard and stormed
up to luz whom cowered as she squeezed her eye close. expecting for a hard slap on the face but
"take off your clothes." amity said.

luz snapped her eyes open and looked at the blight. "what?" she doesn't want to do it but by the
look on amity's eyes, she's not kidding and doesn't have a choice but to oblige.

"all of it."

luz did so. now, she stood naked in front of her master who's eye fucking her. "present your hands."
luz followed again and amity immediately slapped her wrist with the crop. a stinging made itself
evident making luz recoil but she slowly returned her hands back front as amity is warning her
silently.

 



after a few minutes, luz's body is now covered of bruises and tears pouring down her cheeks as
everything hurts. as amity did one last whip making luz twitch, she threw the whip to the side and
narrowed her eyes at the noceda.

"get on your knees and you're not praying." amity ordered, luz slowly knelt down with her
wobbling legs till she met the ground. she watched amity unbuckle her pants and released her cock,
hitting luz in the face in the process.

"go on. make it sloppy." amity grabbed a handful of luz's hair, luz slowly opens her mouth and
started to slowly take her master, trying as she's too big. "come on. take it!" amity pushed luz's head
down further which made her choke, luz furiously tapped amity's thigh to stop as she can't take it.

rolling her eyes, amity lets go of luz whom pulled away and coughed. luz gulped, she looked up to
see her master's annoyed expression, she returned her attention back to the phallus and started to
take it in her own pace whilst making it sloppy.

luz gave the tip kitten licks before suckling on it, warming up as she takes half of amity carefully
without triggering her reflex again. she heard amity sigh above her, she takes it as she's doing good.

"hm.. that's it." amity held onto luz's hair once again and watched her work on her cock, feeling her
tongue swirl around her girth. she wiped the remaining tears off luz's eyes and slowly move her
hips.

"nghm.. mmgnh.." luz groans as amity is moving inside her, she slowly fluttered her eyes close
only for her to be pulled back with a string of saliva between her and amity before disappearing.
her cock is fully drenched, it should be enough.

"go up to the table." amity commanded, luz shakily stood up and slowly walked towards the table
then she felt amity grasp her hips and slammed her to the table. hissing, luz trembled at the feeling
of amity's rod rubbing against her cunt "m- master.."

"shut up. you deserve this. this is your punishment." amity snarled, she spreads luz's legs and
rubbed her clit "you're still a maiden, huh? this'll be fun."

"no! no no, please.. please master not there.." luz raised her voice as she strenuously shook her
head. amity warched luz shake her head as she whimper, she's usually just slap luz to shut up and
proceed to take her but amity feel her chest wretch for some reason.

growling, "fine. but you're not off the hook." amity spat at luz's second hole, lubricated it and
entered her before she could even complain.

"ah!!! master, it hurts!" luz screams, she tightly gripped the edge of the table and tried to get away
from amity but she held her hips tight. "of course it does! both holes hurt the first time," then she
grabbed luz's hair to make her look up.

"pleasure always comes after pain, so wait for it. understand?" amity asked as she slams into luz
hard, she can feel her ass seeping out blood as she takes her like this even before her pussy. she
doesn't mind as she liked the tightness. "hey, answer!" she shook luz's head, getting frustrated at the
lack of answer.

"y- yes, master.." luz whispers and that's enough of a reply. her knuckles are turning white as she
tighten her hold on the table edge, it hurts but she has to endure it if she wants the promised



pleasure. she doesn't know what's trickling down her thighs but she doesn't want to think of it.

"ha... aah..ugh.. aahh.. aahhh.." after a few moments later, amity noticed the sudden change of tone
of luz's moans. stifled to delighted. chuckling, amity leaned onto the noceda's shoulder to whisper;
"there we go. who's my good girl?" she asked as she softly kissed luz's neck.

"m- me.." luz replied. "hm? say it louder, love." amity said before sinking her teeth into her flesh
making luz arch her back as she shouts; "me, master!!"

amity smirks more "you're liking this, aren't you? being ravished by your master, no one does it
better than me. say it." she ordered knowing that luz is too caught up in the pleasure now to able to
think straight.

"yes.. n- no one fucks me better th- than you do, master.." luz felt a thumb slipped inside her mouth
which she didn't hesitate on sucking before pulling out she closed her eyes and placed her upper
half onto the cold marble table as she lets her master use her.

"nghn.. mnhm master please.." luz whispers. amity unravelled her tie and opened a few buttons to
let herself breath "fuck.. yeah baby?" she grabbed onto luz's hair to hear whatever she's gonna say
clearer.

"i..." luz gulped "i want your cum.." amity was surprised to hear that but she's more than welcome
to comply. she started to pick up her pace making luz moan louder, filling the cellar and rise up
towards the first floor.

"you learn fast, huh? guess that's one of your perks." amity groans as she feels the noceda's ass
grow tighter at each thrust.

they don't really interact much till now but amity has been eyeing luz for some time and tried to
find a way to swoon her over to her but this is as good enough. she wants more.

then, amity started to feel a knot rising steadily inside her. "who do you belong to, noceda?!" she
asked which luz didn't stutter as she replied "you! amity blight!" great pride arose within amity
"that's right. only me!"

amity lets out a guttural moan as she drove her cock deep into luz's ass before coming. luz's upper
half fell onto the table, taking in the warmth fluids shooting inside her making her twitch.

the blight slowly pulled out and caught luz before she fell to the floor, she grabbed the nearest chair
to settle her down in and sighed. she stared at the noceda's tired but blissed out expression.

"you'll stay here for a week. but don't worry, i'll be sending down meals and be at your company."
amity said as she fixed her pants but her hair or dress shirt. luz slowly nods but that's not enough
for a response "what will you say?"

"thank you, master."

-----

everyday, luz is visted by amity to help her through her week and gave her the attention she needs
before leaving. you have the freedom to interpret what kind of attention amity gives to luz but in
the end it makes luz want more for her master.



luz perked up at the sound of the cellar door opening, a soft smile when she saw amity inside
looking slightly a mess but didn't question as she knelt down in front of her.

"something came up that annoyed me greatly and i need to cool down." amity said as she cupped
luz's cheek. "will you do me a favor?" luz eagerly nodded much to the blight's satisfaction.

then, she stood up and luz can see a visible bulge in amity's pants. twitching as it's pissed and needs
to be relieved.

"you know what to do." luz nods again, she crawled up towards amity and started to undo her
pants. luz really thought she'd be cut or whipped nonstop throughout the week but this is so much
better.



High For This

Chapter Summary
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inspired; high for this by the weeknd

coming to a nightclub could only mean two things for you. either experience the things you want to
feel only for tonight or watch those bodies dance for you as dollar bills rain on them.

lights.

blinding lights flashed from the high stage at luz's eyes, threatening her to have a seizure. there are
many empty shots sprawled across the table next to a half empty bottle of booze along with a razor
that is tainted of white power like snow.

staring.

gazing up to the stage as the music blares her ears, clogging her senses as everything seemed to
spin but one remained somewhat unfazed by the effects. a hint of mint green gave luz a sense of
nostalgia, a gut wrenching one.

gold.

a pair of golden eyes are staring directly into her reddish hazel ones. never breaking eye contact as
her moves are complex, never faltering with her body moving along the beat as she held onto the
pole.

you don't know what's in store

something is swirling inside luz that she can't understand either being tipsy or faded. she came in
this place to lose her virginity and also feel the things she wants to feel again but couldn't as her life
isn't the in the best position right now.

then, her eyes followed the girl slowly walk down the stage for the another to take the spotlight.

but you know what you're here for

luz stood up and followed her as if she's bewitched by her, her walking is wonky but she tried to
seem sober and is failing. she's lead towards the rooms the girl turned around, showing her smirk to
the noceda.



"what are you in for?" she asked, crossing her arms. "how long is your shift, mittens?" amity
sneered as she lets out a dry laugh. "i'm getting tired that nickname." she said as she walked
towards into one of the rooms, motioning luz to come inside first.

"weren't you always?" then, luz was pushed onto the bed, before she could complain, amity
stomped the space between luz's spread legs making her look up at her. "i'm surprised to see the
goody two shoes luz noceda in this salacious establishment." she said, softly running her index
finger under luz's chin whom followed only to be cut off.

"alot happened in 7 years." that's all luz could say as she watched amity get behind her and
wrapped her arms around her. "yeah but what are you really doing here?" she asked, resting her
chin into luz's shoulder with her hands smoothly running around her body.

close your eyes, lay yourself beside me

"i came to lose and find something." luz replied which made amity chuckle "okay, indiana jones."
the noceda rolled her eyes then she felt amity place kisses on her neck before slowly getting off the
bed with her hand lingering.

"mind elaborating?" amity sat down on luz's lap, smirking as she felt something poking under her.
"how bout you take a guess? you're smart anyways." luz twitched when she felt amity grind into
her, she could rip the sheets by now.

her eyes travelled down to the blight's tits through her fishnet outfit then moved down to her thick
thighs.

she fought the urge to touch her.

hold tight for this ride

then, amity lets out a dramatic gasp. "oh my, oh my oh my." she snickered and got off luz's lap. her
hands rubbing her thighs that is dangerously coming close to her crotch "you came to lose this?
then, that leaves us the question. what are you finding?" then, amity turned around and bent down,
exposing her ass more in front of luz who's gripping the edge of the bed tightly when amity shook
her ass.

we don't need no protection

"what are we, dora the fucking explorer?" luz joked as she watched amity stand straight only for
her to drop and whipped her head around with her hair coming onto one shoulder. "mierda.." luz bit
the insides of her mouth as she stared at the blight's eyes.

come alone, we don't need attention

"the only thing we'll be exploring tonight," amity stood up again and she intentionally placed her
hand on top of luz's crotch making her flinch in surprise. "is you." she slowly pulled luz's zipper
down, her fingers meticulously going inside as she rubbed the fabric caging it till it's finally let out.

that's the time amity closed the space between them which made many lively waves of emotions
crash into the shore, drowning her as she kissed back. her hands slowly moved up to amity's hips
while she strokes her, savoring the feeling.



apen your hand, take a glass

as they pulled away, amity got onto luz's lap again and her one hand held on her shoulder. "what
happened to us, luz?" amity asked, her tone no longer putting up an act. luz gulped as she doesn't
know the answer for that.

"i don't know, ames. i fucked up."

amity's hold turned firm, she slowly nods "me too." luz softly caressed the blight's cheek making
her lean against the touch before she leaned in for another kiss. their hands not only has lust
brimming in their veins, there's something else.

don't be scared, i'm right here

then, luz's eyes widens as she saw tears roll down amity's face when they pulled away. "i'm so sorry
you had to see me like this.." amity said, looking away with her hand stopping but that's not luz is
worried now.

"hey hey, ames look at me. i look like i belong in a cartel! which i am." luz whispered the last part
out, she cupped amity's chin to make her look at her again. "i don't care if you work here, you're
just trying to get by. so am i, just in a different method." luz pursed her lips as she's trying to hold in
the tears which failed.

amity stared at luz's eyes, seeing it turn glossy then she hugged her which the noceda didn't hesitate
on returning. "we're fucked up.." she mutters as her tears stained on luz's shirt.

"yeah," luz nods "everyone in this world is." no matter how much to try to deny it, everyone in this
rock is fucked in many levels and ways. we just get by till we die.

when they pulled away, amity groans and started to wipe her tears "god fucking damnit. this isn't
suppose to happen, look what you've done!" she playfully hit luz's chest whom scoffed "what i did?
you started crying out of nowhere!"

"and it's not fair. you're holding them back. let it out or i'll scoop your eyes out!" amity started to
mess with luz's eyes without risking hurting her. luz roared in laughter as she tried to get away from
her, probably the best one this whole year.

she must've forgotten to laugh how odd.

"stop it, you bitch!" luz tossed amity onto the bed and started to tickle her sides, easily finding her
weak spots. amity wheezed as she swatted luz's hands off but kept returning. "ahahaha! get- shit
stop it hahaha!" amity never felt this good before, it's been awhile she lets out a real laugh.

luz snickers, she squished amity's cheek while her eyes are closed. making her look like the golden
lucky cat "whaf the fuc?" she said in a funny way making the noceda laugh more.

then, luz leaned down to give amity a sweet kiss which made them return to where they were as
amity looped her arms around luz's neck to pull her close.

even though, you don't roll

the thing they're feeling is starting to clear itself up till they realise it. both of them has been
searching aimlessly till they did a complete circle and ended up together once again.



trust me girl, you wanna be high for this

"you came here to feel love again." amity whispers as they pulled away "you know that doesn't
exist here."

"not unless it's you." amity's cheeks lit up when she heard that, she averted her gaze "whatever." luz
softly chuckles, she leaned down to give her neck soft kisses while her hands pulled her
undergarment to the ankle before lifting her legs up.

"do you trust me?" luz asked, looking up into amity's eyes "why wouldn't i?" she slowly rubbed her
tip on amity's wet clit before pushing inside.

"aah.." luz was pulled down into an embrace, she held on amity as she grit her teeth at the feeling
of the blight's tightness. "shh.. it's okay." luz whispers when she heard amity whimper as all of her
is inside.

amity gulped, she grabbed the beanie off luz's head so she can remember the feeling of her soft
curls. luz lifts her head and lightly placed her lips against hers, they're just starting to get into the
main course and the music has stopped but they barely noticed.

the atmosphere is purely different from the other rooms next door. they held something that would
last even after this night without the help of anything that could get them higher than this.

it's strange but they like it.

after pulling away, they continued to stare into each other eyes that held comfort and made them
forget where they really are or how they got here. "luz.." amity's hands moved down to luz's cheeks
whom slowly closed her eyes as she zests on the touch.

"ames. i missed you." luz whispers with her hips starting to move, amity hums "me too. so much."
she replied. as the pleasure below is gradually rising in both of them, they held onto each other as
they don't wanna lose them.

"aahhm.. amity." luz pecked amity's cheek and nuzzled up to her neck, lowly groaning close to her
ear as she likes the sensation vibrating in her cock. amity's mouth turned agar, she closed her eyes
and let the noceda take. nice and slow.

the whole room now glowed purple, the air condition doesn't seem to work anymore as both of
their bodies are trickling of sweat as their minds are reaching heaven. the noise on the other side are
being muffled by their own breathy moans.

the city behind closed curtains are shining even more as amity in luz's eyes is looking more ethereal
with her face contorting into pleasure as her head is getting hazy. the line is getting to her though
it's weird that the effects are only happening nowm

then, amity whispered something to luz making her shot a single nod and picked up her pace,
slamming into her. "aahh! ha.. nghm aaahhh!" when luz heard amity's moans, she felt she already
reached heaven already which encouraged to go faster.

"shit, amity.." luz planted her hands onto the sheets beside amity's head, both of them never
breaking eye contact as all the only thing they can hear is their pleasured noises.



not the banging on the locked door.

"oh god, luz yes!" amity bit her lips, she grabbed luz's collar to pull for another kiss. this time, their
tongues clashed, tasting the remnants of booze as it makes amity's eyes roll back before the air
became the issue to pull away.

luz licked her lips, she sucked onto amity's neck to leave a hickey which she didn't mind. then, she
heard those words escape amity's lips made the noceda tense along with something inside her
stomach making it flutter.

she's not even coming close.

"i- i l-"

they both jumped when they heard a loud bang, breaking their immersion from each other. they saw
a group of men, bouncers, raid the room and grabbed luz, tearing her off amity.

"oi what the fuck! let me go!" luz struggled, she elbowed one of them in the face making them let
her go, she was about to rush to amity and get of here but one punched her hard in the gut making
her wheeze as she curl.

amity's eyes widens, "stop it, you're hurting her!" she yelled, she stood up and tried to pry luz away
from them but one stopped her by extending their hand. "don't worry, ma'am. we'll take care of
this." they said.

"b- but, she's my friend." amity tries to reason with them but they shook their head "it's policy,
ma'am. you should know this." they said.

right, no guests is allowed to touch the workers. it's business policy and their own although amity
allowed luz, they're still in the club. not their bedroom.

then, they started to drag luz out of the room with blood slightly dripping out of her mouth.
growling madly, luz doesn't want this night to end like this, she wants to finish. she wants to be
with amity!

"i'm not done! please, just let me t-" a sharp pain erupted from her cheek as her head was forcibly
turned to the right with a hard headache coming on. she can feel something quickly run down her
nose, it took her a few seconds that she was punched before getting tossed out of the establishment
and hit the side of a car. making it's alarm go off and other people gasping.

luz coughed out blood, she wiped the blood off her nose and glared at the bouncers who's now
blocking the door. she slowly stood up with her legs wanting to give up "fine! i don't wanna go
back in there anyways! fucking assholes."

luz started to walk away and did the bare minimum to hide her now limp dick as she stormed down
the street with her whole body trembling in pain but she barely registered to it as the only pain she
feels is a piece of her getting ripped out again.

just when she was reaching happiness again. it was taken away from her again.

back in the club, some of amity's colleagues are comforting her or either scolding her for not
following company rules. she barely heard them as the feeling of euphoria is gone.



not just euphoria between her legs. euphoria in her entire body that she thought she'd never feel
until luz showed up.

she couldn't contain the tears. amity starting sobbing once again, she covered her face with her
hands to muffle herself. amity thought this night would be different.

the first time she saw luz, she seemed out of it and she could probably guess why.

amity really thought it'd be different for a long while but it ended for in short time.

"i hate this."

 

you wanna be high for this



Surprise Homecumming
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"are you sure she's coming home today?" amelia asked as she and amity sat on the roof of the owl
house with lucia. "yeah, hooty just told me." lucia replied then amity shuts them up and made them
duck down with her.

"she's here." amity whispers, she looked at amelia whom nodded and made spell glyph as she
peered down to see luz trotting towards the house, oblivious to the soon attack coming down at her.

as luz draws nearer and nearer, "hi luz, welcome back!" hooty greeted the human whom happily
returned it. "hey hooty! did eda and king come back?" she asked but the bird tube shook his head.

"nope. also, there's a surprise for you! look up!" the three's eyes widens when they heard hooty
attempting to expose them "do it now!" lucia hissed at amelia whom immediately shot the spell
down at the luz whom rose a brow and looked up as said.

but it's too late as the spell went through luz's body making her instantly pass out and fall to the
ground. lucia hopped off the roof, swiftly landed on the ground to pick her sister up.

"next time, don't open your mouth. that's the point of a surprise." lucia sneered at the hooty before
going inside the house.

as they got to their bedroom that now has a bed that lucia helped eda steal for them. the blight
sisters are already inside, lucia placed luz down and amity snapped her finger to make luz's clothes
disappear that is replaced by leather restrains with cuffs on both her limbs connected by chains
along collar and a blindfold on her eyes.

she's in a leapfrog like position with her ass fully exposed.

the three planned on taking the young human to themselves as she belongs to them only. there are
many eyes luz has been catching ever since she came of age, it makes them irritated and jealous.

"shall we wait for her to wake up?" amelia asked as she started to unbuckle her pants, "we don't
need to." amity got onto the bed, she grinds herself onto luz's ass and bent down to place kisses on
her neck.

"she's a heavy sleeper. she needs more than that." lucia got in front of luz with her thick, hard cock
already out. she opened her mouth and slowly pushed her dick inside. "aah.." lucia held onto luz's
hair as her hips slowly moving.



then, a muffled distressed noise is heard making lucia pull out. "w- what is- mhph?" she leaned
down to give luz a kiss to shut her up before slowly pulling away. "easy twit. it's just us." she
reassured with her voice soothing and luz recognised it.

luz couldn't see anything but she can feel someone grinding against her and couldn't move her
hands. "lucia what is.. what is happening? who's behind me?" she asked. "amity. amelia's here too,
so no need to be scared." lucia said as she cupped luz's cheek to look at her, even though there's a
blindfold in the way.

"so, why don't you be a good girl for us and we'll please you, hm?" amelia kissed the side of luz's
head as her hand stroked her cock. luz gulped, she doesn't know what's going on but she trusts her
sister and the blights so she nodded in reply much to the three's satisfaction.

"good. address us as master and mistress, got it?" luz nodded again but it seems to be the wrong
answer as she felt phalluses slapping her face. "yes what?" lucia asked, her tone almost authority
like.

"y- yes master and mistress." lucia and amelia smirks, the blight got under luz with amity's cock
teasing her ass hole and amelia rubbing her clit. "aah.. ngh- mmh.." luz lets out breathy moans, she
felt her mouth open and a thumb stuck inside.

luz started to slowly suck it then she moaned loudly when she felt amelia come inside her first
slowly. "aahh! a- amelia aahhh!" hearing her voice is a muse to them which made amity go inside
her ass now.

luz winced, this is overwhelming for her as both of her holes and soon three is gonna be used and
she's purely inexperience.

they seem to sense the uncertainty from her, amity leaned down to whisper in her ear "you're doing
so good luz. just a little more." as she softly nippled the human's ears.

this worked as amelia easily pushed all of her inside along with amity. "good girl." amelia kissed
luz's neck, she started to tweak with her dark nipples making her twitch and sigh shakily. "look at
you, having two blights inside you. feels amazing, doesn't it?" amelia asked as her tongue smoothly
rolled along luz's jawline.

"ah.. y- yes, mistress.." luz replied. "that's it. you're doing amazing." amity said as she started to
thrust inside her making her moan then amelia followed soon after. "wow, luz. you're already being
such a great pet." lucia said with a grin as she rubs herself near luz's slightly agape mouth.

hearing all of these praises from the three makes luz get comfortable under their touch and her
voice is starting to let out more.

she stuck out her tongue and started searching for lucia's cock which amuses her so she guided luz's
head towards it and she started to lick her, sizing her girth.

"hm..." lucia rubbed luz's head as she listens to her moans, watching the blights thrust into her,
speeding up as luz got accustomed to them. "aahh! ah gods.."

amity pulled her hair tie off and placed it on her wrist, she gripped either sides of luz's hips as she
drove her cock deep into her ass making luz jerk. "ah shit, you feel so good." she groans as she
closed her eyes.



amelia bit her lip as she watches luz's expression twisting into pleasure while she licked her sister.
her insides deliciously clenched around her rod making the eldest blight sigh in bliss, she started to
lift her hips, increasing her speed. keeping her in place on holding her waist.

"aahhh! nugh.. aahhmmph.." luz suddenly felt lucia push her down onto her cock, taking her. "ah
shit.." lucia fixed her positions and gripped a handful of luz's hair before thrusting inside her
mouth.

"nghm! mm.. mmhahh.."

tears are slowly prickling the corners of luz's eyes but it's sucked up by the blindfold. she gripped
onto something as she calms herself if she doesn't wanna choke, feeling lucia repeatedly hit the
back of her mouth with her moans adding more to the pleasure.

they can feel the bed starting to rock under them, creaking madly with it's loose screws. they
drowned themselves in each other, mostly in luz as she gave into them as the euphoric feeling
consumed her whole.

the entire room filled of their manic, animal like groans and muffled moans. they kept giving luz
what she wants, praises for her as she deserves it. even if she can't talk, they know she's also giving
them what they want.

"fuck.." lucia clenched her teeth as she can feel a familiar twist inside her, her grip tightened on
luz's hair then, she drove her cock deep inside her mouth as she came. luz twitched at the sudden
eruption but she lets it, swallowing some as lucia pulled out.

lucia took the blindfold off, she felt something pluck inside her when she saw her sister's flustered
pleasured face with cum dribbling the side of her mouth. she wiped it and made luz lick it off as she
swallowed the rest.

"good girl." luz leans into lucia's touch when she caressed her cheek, she pulled her into a kiss.
tasting herself as their tongues swirled with each other, she felt luz moans vibrate before they
pulled away.

then, amelia pulled luz down by the collar for a kiss as well. their tongues met for the first time,
amelia easily dominating her as she invades her mouth then they were abruptly stopped by amity as
she slammed her lips against the human's.

"mm.."

being given three kisses by three hot and beautiful girls at the same is one's dream and luz is living
it. as she and amity pulled away, the blight nuzzled in her neck as she pants heavily. feeling her
getting closer.

"aahh luz, i'm coming!" amity plunged her cock deep into luz's ass as she came inside her
"amity!!!" luz screamed the blight's name as it triggered her come too. amelia didn't have time to
pull out nor want to when she came inside the human.

both blights' cum filled luz fully, some spewed out as it's too much. luz shuddered at the feeling of
warmth swirling inside her, she collapsed on top of amelia whom patted her sweat drenched back.

"you did so good, luz. so good." amelia kissed the side of luz's head as all of them calmed down.



when the blights pulled out, lucia gently lifts her sister and placed her onto the pillows. though they
didn't remove the chains, luz doesn't mind.

luz was hugged by amity in the front while lucia embraced her from behind, she started to feel
drowsy from that high as she nuzzled up to the blight's chest with their warmth consuming her.
easing her into slumber.

"love you, luz."



Run/away Lover

Chapter Summary

luz harem

requested fluff

"admit it, i'll be a so much better girlfriend than you, blight." boscha taunts as she crossed her arms.
amity narrowed her eyes at the three eyed witch "she hates you. i doubt that she'll even like you."
she replied with a grin as she dramatically flipped her hair, annoying boscha.

"oh, please. it's obvious that luz would choose me over than you jokes." skara suddenly hopped into
the challenging wagon making the two witches snap their heads at her to shoot a glare.

amelia, amity's sister, made a glyph to make the three witches' hoods to wrap around their heads.
"you three are barely a competition. just you wait till luz comes and she'll immediately fall for my
irresistible charms." she said with a smug smirk.

willow is in the side with her lip pursed, she's the only one who's not competing because she's a soft
person. she likes luz but if you know luz, she's denser than a rock.

"then, we went whoosh and crashed into the tree!" all of them snapped their heads when they heard
a familiar sweet voice down the hall. in the entrance, they saw their sweetheart with lucia and gus
beside her.

"and lucia was sent to the lake!" luz snickers "it was fucking boiling! my skin almost fell off back
there." lucia said as she threw her hands over her head, the two softly laughs. "well this is the
boiling isles after all." gus said, nudging lucia's side making her roll her eyes.

"yeah yeah, i know smarty pants." lucia ruffled the young porter's head making him giggle before
swatting the noceda's hand off him. then, lucia noticed how the 5 girls' eyes luz, she placed her
hand onto luz's head "hey wha-" before luz could ask, lucia turned her head to see the girls' gazes at
her.

"oh, good morning guys!" luz waved at them with a bright smile. "you idiot, don't you see how they
look at you?" lucia asked, her sister looked at her with a confused expression making her sigh.
"look at again."

luz did so but deeper, it took a few seconds and one of them took a small step forward till then it hit
her. "oh- oh.. why do they look like they wanna kill me?" lucia holds in a laugh as that's not the
reply she was expecting but it's better.

"i don't know, dude. but you better run."

then, boscha was the first one to charge at luz making her let out a confuse scream and started to
dash down the other hallway with the other three coming behind. willow stayed behind, she shook



her head and sighed.

"what did i do?! please don't kill me!!" luz yelled. poor luz.

lucia wheezed, she slapped her knee as she watched her poor sister get chased by the witches that
want her. "hang in there, luz!" she yelled while laughing her ass off. gus, on the other hand, is
worried about his best friend. he's as dense as luz but that's okay.

"is.. is she gonna be okay? should we help?" he asked, looking at lucia whom shook her head as she
wiped the small tear off the corner of her eyes. "nah, she got this. anyways, see you later twit."

lucia patted gus' back and started to head for her classroom while luz is now hiding behind puddles,
making viney confused till she saw the witches tailing her.

"what the fuck?"



INTERVALS

Chapter Notes

there's an announcement below the short story

listening to the sounds of the high rush of the fountain beside her, feeling the midnight breeze brush
her hair back along with her white dress as she sat on the grass, staring into the clear dark horizon
that displays the distant city lights.

there's a smile luz can't remove off her face, she took a deep breath in and sighed happily, she
noticed a presence sitting down next to her but didn't say anything as a comfortable silence is heard
between them.

"you know, the after party's back there." her wife said. luz softly chuckles as she slowly rubbed the
golden ring in her finger. "yeah but we never really get to admire this." she replied and rested her
head onto the blight's shoulder.

smiling, amity grabbed luz's hands to intertwine it. "we're so caught up in our adventures that we
never really took time to just sit back and see the view that's same but it always feels new." luz said,
she raised her hand up into the dark sky, amity looked up to watch her fingers loosely tracing the
stars.

"but now we do. everything is perfectly aligned for us, the stars, the planets. our lives are woven
together and i'm kinda scared about what happens next." amity said, flashing a weary smile which
made luz drop her hand and look at her wife. "why? both of us had been together since the start so
don't say you're afraid because i'll always be in your side till our story ends." luz reassures and
watched as smile etch on amity's lips.

"i love you so much, luz. i don't think the whole universe could express how much i mean that."
amity said as she slowly leans closer. "me neither." then, their lips met once again, taking it slow as
they want to savor this moment with the fireworks going off in front of them and the guests cheers
turning obscure from behind.

everything is perfect.

 

WE FINALLY REACHED 100 CHAPTERS DUDE EYYYY

so @rabidtime requested that i should do a top 10 list of what are my favorite chaps that i wrote so
far but i am no certified critic or reader or writer. im just your average horny asshole but here we
are and im so proud

mostly on you guys.

 



10- Fueled by Both Ways
why; because its aimless. i should've added more plot in it but everytime a headache comes, a
frivolous story comes.

9- Unbridled Concupiscence
why; okay tbh i actually had no clue what i was writing back there and just *poof* as if i blacked
out or something.

8- Midnight
why; it's too short. prime reason of my downfall: fucking headache. i dont know why headaches
even exist and i hate it because it reflects on what im writing jesus fucking christ man.

7- Can't Say No To This
why; hehe hamilton ref. its hard to write a cheating fic that you had to put a character from the
actual show and not made up ones like- why am i feeling sympathy for none existent people??? just
write the goddamn fic unless its boscha i could care less, im heartless im sorry.

6- Sanguinolency & Submission
why; when you first read that word, its hard to pronounce and it probably means en grande, because
i am an eloquent bit- blood.
it means blood. and im edgy to add family issues oops spoilers

5- Call Me Back
why; it has my favorite chase atlantic song. it's perfect, at least to me.

4- Purple Haze
why; ngl that was the most ambitious one i wrote since its a foursome or idk this statement will age
like milk. and i really like the dynamic i established with amelia and luz, its pretty nice.

3- Bj Prince
why; hehe the only bl i read fully read is bj alex and killing stalking and we all knew where that ks
au went. i was really surprised and happy that someone requested this and i had to absolutely do it
so kudos to you dude ♡

2- Needed Sacrifice
why; i just realise this is only boscha, luz, amity fic i placed here fuck. it seems that i have a knack
of writing someone in power and the other underneath them it either that means i have a superiority
complex or inferior. or im just really edgy but i like it. alot.

1- All of the Angel/Demons or Demons/Human fics
why; rip she called me in europe (and wanted to fuck me so bad). they walked so lumity erotica
could run, you will be missed dearly. idk i just really like a stark contrast of them, the forbidden
love, the demon shifting into their real form mid sex i fucking love when i write that and the angel
transforming into a fallen just for the sake of love. GOD YES GIVE ME MORE

 

so thats my list. i bet it's different than what you guys have lol, also we're not done yet.

i'm proposing a writing contest which is of course, all smut if you wanna had a dash of angst or
fluffy in there be my guest. i know you guys have a more complex and well thought out writing so



why not show it off? i'll select 20 stories and if yours wasn't picked, don't worry, i have a future
plan for them.

so what do you say? it's perfectly fine that you dont wanna participate, no one's forcing you

unless you wanna keep your family alive-

jkjkjkjk!!!

here's my gmail where you can send your fics to me; kianalexanderpalma@gmail.com

is that my real name? no, god its so far from that. im wanted in 15 countries you tryna turn me in??

also, i'll be waiting for your stories before i'll post the other requested smuts. anyways, bye! have a
great day!

-harpy

ps. please tell me your @ here in ao3 when you send your story so i don't use your own gmail name
by mistake.



SPECIAL

Chapter Summary

story by @rabidtime alien au

Luz was in the shop waiting for her friends to come by. She was cleaning around the shop, while
Eda was upstairs getting coffee. The door chimes, Luz smiled and turned hoping it was her friends,
then her excitement was replaced by fear. Lilith was in the doorway with disbelief and joy on her
face as she slowly approached Luz.

“I can't believe I found you here, of all places.” Lilith said while walking.

Luz steps back and composes herself, then she stands there looking at Lilith like she’s a stranger.

“I'm sorry, miss. You must have confused me with someone else. My name is Luz Noceda. I work
here as a part timer for Miss Eda. Who are you?” Luz said, waving her left hand towards Lilith.

Lilith stopped and gave a confused look, she looked Luz up and down and smiled.

“So Luz, why do you like to dress as an alien? And that’s a really nice costume, who helped you
and where did you get the idea from?” Lilith asks Luz with a smile.

“I think aliens are really cool and interesting! And I had some help from Miss Eda, she helped me
with making this. I got the idea from a photo my friend took of one by the road, his name is Gus!”
Luz said in a happy tone.

Lilith's eyes widened, she rubbed her arm then she looked right at Luz with disbelief , she then
grabbed Luz’s arm and started to drag her to the door. Eda walks in and wacks Lilith hand with
Owlbert. Luz stumbles back and falls on the floor, Lilith turns around with anger and disbelief on
her face.

“Eda, what are you doing!? That’s the alien I was talking about!” Lilith yells at Eda. Eda gave a
confused look, she then looked at Luz and smiled.

“What are you talking about, Lily? I helped her make that suit from a photo a friend of hers showed
us.” Eda said with a straight face, looking at Lilith.

Lilith was trying to say something but couldn't word out until the door chimes, everyone looked
there and Wrath was standing at the door. He looked around and his eyes widened when it landed
on Luz. A menacing smile appears on Wrath's face, he slowly walks towards Luz. She was in fear,
falling backwards and trying to get away but her body was shaking too much to move steadily.

“Wrath, I swear, I’m gonna kill you if you take another step in this shop or to me.” Eda said, her
voice threatening.



Wrath ignores Eda's threat and walks towards Luz, he reaches down and grabs Luz by the neck,
lifting her up. Luz struggled to get free, then the door chimed again, Luz looked and she was
scared. Amity and Willow were talking, they then stopped when they saw what was happening.

“What are you doing to Luz!?” Willow yells, Amity rushes and smacks Wrath's hand but nothing
happens. He looks down and smacks Amity away with his other arm and squeezes Luz neck tighter.
Lilith and Willow went to check on Amity. She was ok but landed on her arm wrong, now it’s
sticking out in an odd angle. Eda was trying to get Wrath to let go of Luz, but he shoved her away
as well, chuckling.

“Stop hurting them, please...” Luz pleaded, Wrath laughed at Luz.

“Why should I do that, little alien? The weak should know where they belong.” Wrath said in a
cold voice.

Everyone looks at Wrath with disbelief and shock, Amity was the most affected. Luz’s eyes
widened at their reaction.

“What are you talking about? Luz is a human in a costume for the shop, she is not an alien.” Amity
said with a concerned voice.

Luz looked at Amity, Luz eyes widened at Amity's injury. Luz turned orange, in a deeper shade
than before and she was growling at Wrath.

“You can hurt me, experiment with me. No one no one hurts the people that make my heart heat
up.” Luz said in an angry tone at Wrath.

Wrath laughs out loud at Luz’s threats, Amity is in shock at what Luz said. Amity and Willow both
were blushing at Luz's words. Lilith was shocked, she never heard Luz sound this angry or
protective. Wrath tightened his grip on Luz's neck and chuckled.

“Oh? What will you do if I do hurt them?” Wrath asked mockingly.

Luz turned dark red, she grew a mouth and it bared cat-like teeth. She clutched at Wrath’s hand and
pried it open. She drops to the ground and delivers a hard punch to the center of Wrath's chest. He
flew out of the door and he was out cold, Luz quickly turned back to normal and looked at her
friends. Their faces had a shocked look on them. Luz quickly walked towards Amity, Amity tried to
move back, but hissed at the pain of her arm. Luz's ears drooped and she gently grabbed Amity's
arm and looked at it with worried eyes.

“Luz, why didn't you tell me you were an alien?” Amity asks in a sad tone.

Luz looked up and tears began to roll down her face as she gently hugged Amity.

“I wanted to tell you so bad. I was afraid you won't believe me or you didn't want to be my
friend...” Luz said gently, Amity blushed and remembered the first time she saw Luz here.

“Let me help you with your arm, you got hurt because of me, if you don't want to be my friend after
today, then I understand...” Luz said in a sad tone.

Before Amity could say something, Luz's hand started to glow and she grabbed Amity's arm. There
was a comforting warmth that developed in her arm, after a minute Luz pulled away. Amity moved



her arm with little to no pain. This shocked her, and before she could thank Luz, she was already at
the break room’s door. She opens it and looks back, smiles and waves at Amity and Willow.

“Luz, wait!” Amity yelled, Luz froze and turned to look at Amity who was right behind her.

“Yes, Amity? What do you need from an alien?” Luz asks in a sad tone.

“Luz, I don't need anything. I just want to be there to help you, comfort you, and be your friend. It
doesn't matter if you are an alien or not, I still care for you.” Amity said to Luz.

Luz turns blue, she hugs Amity and spins around and nuzzles Amity's shoulder. Willow walks up to
them and joins in the hug with Amity and Luz. Luz's head shot up, her ears went down and she
turned orange and started to growl, Lilith was walking towards them. Luz slowly backed up into
the break room with Amity and Willow in her arms.

“Luz, what the matter? That's just Lilith, my tutor.” Amity said with a confused tone.

Luz started to shake once she entered the break room, her tail grabbed the doorknob and slammed it
shut and locked it. There was beating at the door and Lilith was yelling at them from the other side.

“Open the door, Luminescent Zygodactyl, right now!” Lilith yelled, Luz shocked her head and
yelled back.

“No, I have special people here with me, and I'm not going back to that lab, locked away from
everything and being experimenting on! I'm not going back after you cut off my hand!” Luz yelled
at Lilith.

The knocking stops and they hear Eda going off at Lilith, then a creak from the stairs can be heard.
Willow and Amity hug Luz tighter and Luz did the same, Luz got out of the hug, she walked to the
bed and lay down. Amity and Willow walked there and sat down by Luz, comforting her.

“Luz, are you ok?” Willow asks, Luz shakes her head and tears start to form again.

Amity lays down, her eyes facing Luz, they both blush and smile. Amity hugs Luz, she brings
Amity closer to herself, her arms around her and she curls up a little, her right knee between Amity
legs and their foreheads touching. Amity blushed and realized Luz was asleep. Willow got behind
Luz and spoons her, comforting her more. They all doze off for an hour or so. Amity woke up to
something that feels...odd. She looked down and saw Luz's knee was gently touching her crotch.

Amity looked at Luz. She was still asleep, Amity heart flushed more at Luz then before. Amity
began to slowly grind on Luz’s knee and she kept her voice down. Amity loved this feeling; it was
different because she is with Luz. It's been a couple of minutes since Luz's knee was wet and Amity
pants were as well, then there was a sudden knocking at the door. Amity covered her mouth to not
yelp, but someone did. She looked up and saw a red-faced Willow, Amity blushes hard at Willow
and smiled. They both look at the door and watch it open.

Eda and Lilith walk in and look at Amity and Willow, who were staring at them with red faces. Eda
looked both girls up and down, and noticed how both their crotch area was wet. She smiled and
motioned Lilith to sit. Lilith sat on the other side of the room and Eda sat in between Lilith and the
girls. Willow got up and sat on the foot of the bed, Amity tried to carefully get out of Luz’s grasp
without waking her up. Luz's eyes slowly flutter open and land on Amity. She smiles at Amity who
blush at the action.



“Sorry, Luz, for waking you up.” Amity said while blushing, Luz shook her head at Amity and
hugged her.

“Amity, you didn't wake me up. I was slowly waking up anyway.” Luz said to Amity. Luz looks
around and her eyes widen at the sight of Lilith. Luz shot into a sitting up stance and backed herself
up to the wall. When her back touched the wall, something wet and warm was on her back. Luz
froze from the feeling. She brought her knee up and her left hand touched the wet area on her back.
She looked at the stange wetness on her hand and she placed her right hand on her knee then she
froze again, Luz lifted her right hand up and saw the same wetness was on her knee, but it felt
warmer.

“Um... Eda, what is this wet stuff on my back and knee?” Luz asks, showing her wet hands to Eda,
Willow and Amity both blush hard at this.

“Willow and I are going to the restroom to freshen up!” Amity said motioning Willow to follow
her. Luz saw how red their faces were, were they mad at her or was it something else? Luz looked
at Eda who was smirking at Lilith, who looked confused. Eda started to cackle and she looked at
Luz who was also confused.

“What's so funny Eda? I still have no clue what a restroom is, Gus never told me.” Luz said to Eda.
She wiped her tears away and looked at Luz. Luz gave Eda a serious and confused look, this made
her eyes widen and mumbles something.

“Look, kiddo. I'm not gonna tell you ok. You can just ask my sister, I have to go reopen the shop
after the scuffle.” Eda said as she left the room, when the door shut, it was silent. Luz glowed
yellow at this and asked.

“So... Doctor Lilith, what is this stuff and what is a restroom?” Luz asked nervously, Lilith eyes
widened then she shook her head.

“Please call me Lilith from now on, ok?” Lilith asked, Luz nodded and relaxed a little.

“A restroom is somewhere people go to the bathroom, wash themselves, or change their clothes.”
Lilith explains, Luz listens intently as she explains it. Lilith got a confused looked suddenly and
looked at Luz.

“Luz, do you have a restroom where you are from?” Lilith asks, Luz blush and rub the back of her
neck.

“Yes and no. We do go to the bathroom but it's different. We produce a harmful light and heat when
we do, but only once a month.” Luz explains, Lilith now realizes why Luz room had scorch marks
on certain days. They chat more about this topic, but then Luz remembers the other question.

“Oh! Lilith, what is this wet stuff, you know what it is?” Luz asked, Lilith looked and she could not
figure it out.

“I think I can figure it out, is it ok if I touch it?” Lilith asks, Luz turns yellow, then back to normal
and nods. Lilith got up and touched the wet substance, then she knew what it was immediately. She
wiped her hand to get rid of the wetness and started to mumble. Luz was confused; she wiped her
hand and poke Lilith's arm. It broke Lilith's train of thought, she took a deep breath and kneels
down by Luz.



“Luz, don't really know how to explain this to you. That substance is produced by a female
human.” Lilith said. Luz gave a confused look to Lilith, whose cheeks had a shade of pink on it.

“Like if they got overheated to cool them off or what?” Luz asks, Lilith eyes widened and sighs.

“No Luz, this is made when a girl has special feelings for someone they like very much.” Lilith
said looking at Luz, her face turned red instantly and she started to stutter on her words. Lilith got
worried for Luz at how she was reacting to it.

“So Amity and Willow have special feelings for me, more than a friend kind?” Luz asked
worriedly, Lilith nodded her head and looked at Luz.

“Yes, I believe so do you have something similar on your planet?” Lilith asked, Luz blushed, she
both shook and nodded her head.

“At age 15, our body glows when we have someone that will be our partner for life. It can be a
male or female, but our mind and body tell us who they are. There were only 5 of my species that
partnered with two. It's special because this only happens once in our lifetime. After we partnered,
we protected each other for life. I love Amity and Willow more than friends, but I didn't know how
to say it to them...” Luz explained, Lilith eyes widened when she saw Luz's womb area started to
glow. Luz saw this and quickly covered it up, embarrassed by it. Lilith laughs and hugs Luz to
comfort her, which helps Luz who hugs her back.

“So, how does your kind confirm to the partner up process?” Lilith asked, Luz blushed harder and
took a deep breath.

“We proceed to intercousre.” Luz said softly, Lilith eyes widened and looked at Luz up and down.

“How? If you partner with a female, how can you have intercourse?” Lilith asks, Luz eyes widen
and she looks down.

“Our kind have both reproductive organs. The female has a slimmer body for speed and agility,
with a longer tail and more defined womb. While the male has a bigger body, built for lifting and
defending, a slightly shorter tail and a less defined womb.” Luz explains, Lilith was shocked by this
information. They chat for a little longer then Luz got up.

“I'm gonna go tell Willow and Amity about my feelings. Can you tell Eda everything, please?” Luz
said to Lilith, she nodded and got up as well. Luz headed upstairs and found the restroom, she took
a deep breath in and knocked on the door. There was silence and she knocked again, no response.

“Willow, Amity, are you in there? I want to talk. If it's ok with you both, I'll be waiting outside the
door.” Luz said, still no response from the door. Luz went to the wall across the restroom door and
sat down, then waited for them to come out.

-4 hours later-

Luz was still waiting for them to come out, Eda and Lilith checked on Luz every now and then. Luz
brought her knees up to her chest and hugged them, resting her head down.

“Maybe Lilith is wrong? Maybe Willow and Amity don't have feelings for me...” Luz said to
herself. She began to softly cry at the thought of them not feeling the same for her. Then she heard



the door open, she looked up and saw Willow and Amity looking around. When their eyes meet
Luz's, they rush over to her.

“Luz are you ok, did Lilith hurt you?” Amity asks, Luz shakes her head and pulls them into a hug.
The girls yelp at the sudden hug but accept it.

“Willow, Amity, I have something to say to you both.” Luz said as she looked at both of them, they
nodded and waited for Luz to tell them.

“I-I think I have feelings for both of you...” Luz said while blushing, she looked at Amity and
Willow who were blushing. Luz starts to silently panic about how Willow and Amity were silent,
then they hug her again.

“Luz, we feel the same way for you, we were afraid that you...didn’t.” Willow said to Luz, her eyes
widened and she started to purr. Amity saw Luz's tail wagging gently, so she reached out and
grabbed it out of curiosity. Luz eyes then squeezed close, her ears dropped down and a small moan
and whimper was coming from Luz. Willow and Amity instantly turn red, looking at Luz who was
still whimpering and slightly moaning.

“Luz, you ok? Why did you make those sounds?” Amity asks, Luz opens her eyes to look at them,
still whimpering.

“M-my tail is really sensitive right now...” Luz said quietly, Amity's face turned redder and she let
go of Luz’s tail. Luz curled her tail behind her and hugged them. She was embarrassed about what
happened. Eda and Lilith came up the stairs with worried faces, looking around. When they saw the
girls, they smiled.

“So Luz... did you tell them yet?” Eda asks Luz, Luz nodded and hugged Willow and Amity tighter.
Eda smiles and nudges Lilith who smiles as well. Willow and Amity stand up and offer a hand to
Luz who accepted the help. Luz stumbles when she gets up, but Amity and Willow catch her, Eda
motions everyone to follow her to the couch. Luz sat in the middle while Amity and Willow sat
beside her, Lilith sat in a chair while Eda got some drinks.

“Hey kiddos, what will you three like to have?” Eda asks, Luz looks at Amity and Willow and
smiles then looks at Eda.

“Is it ok if we have some hot tea, please?” Luz asks, Eda nodded and started making the tea.
Willow and Amity share a look then smile. They hug Luz simultaneously and kiss her cheeks. Luz
turns red at this and looks at Amity and Willow, feeling embarrassed. They giggled at Luz's
reaction and Lilith was giggling as well.

“Oh, I'm gonna get payback now!” Luz said with a smile, Willow and Amity quickly tried to stand
up, but Luz pulls them together and hugs them tightly, they yelp in surprise and look at Luz. She
smiled and started to bombard both Amity and Willow with kisses, Lilith watched and was
surprised how fast Luz was kissing them. Eda walked in with everyone's drink, she looked at the
kids, smiled amusedly and sat down in another chair.

“So kiddo, what did I miss?” Eda asks Luz, Luz’s head perks up and looks at Eda with a smile. Luz
let go of her girlfriends, they sat up panting, blushing hard, and covered in kiss marks. Luz was
giggling and telling Eda what happened, then Willow and Amity sat on Luz lap which made her
yelp in surprise. Lilith and Eda giggled at them and relaxed, Eda handed Willow and Amity their
cups. They sat it down and Eda handed Luz her own cup, but some spilled out and hit Luz’s tail,



she yelps in pain. Willow and Amity quickly grab Luz tail without thinking, to check if it’s hurt.
Luz's face turns red and her ears pin down, she hugs Amity and Willow fast and buries her head
into them, letting out a moan and whimper. Everyone's eyes widen and blush at what Luz did, then
Amity, Willow, and Lilith remember what Luz said.

“Luz, we are so sorry! We forgot that your tail is really sensitive right now.” Amity said, Willow
nodded and started to let go but the tail wrapped around their wrists tightly and their hands. They
blush and look at Luz who was whimpering with her eyes watery. Willow moves her hand slightly,
Luz whimpers/moans a little louder and her tail tightens as well. Amity and Willow look at Eda and
Lilith for help but Eda just shrugged and got up to head to a different room.

“Did Luz tell you anything about herself at all?” Lilith asked the girls. Willow and Amity look at
Lilith and shock their heads, Lilith sighed and lay back, rubbing her eyes.

“Ok girls, ready yourself for this ok?” Lilith said, both girls nodded and listened. Lilith explains
everything to them; they blush and look at Luz’s tail again. Eda came back and listened as well then
she smiled.

“So this... intercourse, is like a wedding for Luz’s kind? Luz’s tail and... womanly areas are
sensitive because she wants to marry these girls?” Eda asked, Lilith’s eyes widened and she
nodded. Eda looks at Luz who relaxes a little, but her tail is still tightly wrapped around Amity and
Willow's hands. Both girls look at Luz who was lost in her thoughts of everything.

“What!? How is that a thing, we are too young to make that choice.” Willow said, Amity looked at
Luz and blushed. She gently placed a hand on Luz's cheek. Luz leans into the touch but her eyes
stay closed. Amity looks at Eda and Lilith, waiting for more answers.

“Look, girls. We don't expect you to decide right away, but Luz is different. Her age of maturity is
15 years and she doesn't have anyone she truly trusts, other than you two.” Lilith said, both Amity
and Willow blush and relax a little. Luz's hands started to glow and project what Luz was thinking
onto the roof. Lilith saw this and asked Eda to turn off the lights. Eda turned them off and sat down
in a chair. Everyone's attention fell on what Luz was thinking. The images went by so fast it was
hard to see but they all had something in common: she was scared of being alone for life. Willow
and Amity look at Luz who began to tear up and they hug Luz. The projection stops and
disappears, and Luz’s eyes slowly open up.

“I'm sorry, Amity and Willow. I don't want to be alone...” Luz said, both girls kiss Luz on the
cheek. Luz’s head perks up slightly and she smiles at them.

“Luz, I will love to be with you forever, there's no one else I would rather be with.” Amity said in a
sincere voice. Luz lit up slightly, she kissed Amity on the lips and rested their foreheads together.
Amity's face turns red and she gently touches her lips in surprise. Luz just kissed her, Luz lips are
so soft and warm, Amity felt Luz's tail begin to relax around her hand. Then it hit her, Luz was her
first kiss and she was Luz’s as well. Amity pulled away and looked around, everyone had a shocked
look on their faces.

“What is wrong?” Amity asks, they all point towards Luz, Amity looks at Luz and notices her
blueish-black skin is slowly turning into her human skin color. The glow and the marks on her stays
and gently glows. Amity cupped Luz’s cheek gently, Luz’s eyes slowly opened and they were her
amber-brown eyes, gently glowing and smiling at Amity.

“Luz are you ok? You changed a little.” Amity asks, Luz looks at her with peace and smiles.



“Yes I'm fine- No, even better than fine. I'm happy. Why do you ask?” Luz said, Amity heart
skipped a beat at how peaceful Luz was talking. Amity looks over Luz to find a way to explain
what she meant.

“Luz, you change your skin color, your hair color, and your eyes are soft amber-brown.” Amity
said calmly, Luz gave her a confused look, she then looked at her hand and her eyes widened. She
looks over her body, seeing how it changed, it both amazes and shocks her.

“I didn't try to change though? I guess my body decided that this is my natural look now.” Luz said,
everyone was shocked by what she had said. Willow was staring at Luz with red tint on her cheeks,
she didn't know Luz can get more beautiful than she already is. Willow shakes her thoughts away
and looks at Amity.

“Amity, are you sure you are ok with this. What will your parents say to it?” Willow asks, Amity
looks at Willow and smiles.

“I'm ok with being with Luz forever, and I don't care what my parents think. As long as I'm with
Luz, I'm happy.” Amity said, Luz eyes glowed at her response and she hugged Amity again. Luz
turned her focus to Willow who was lost in thoughts.

“Willow are you ok? If you don't love me like I do to you and Amity, I understand.” Luz said
calmly, Willow looked at Luz and hugged her and Luz happily hugged her back.

“It's not that, I love to be with you as well, it's just that we have to do that…. Intercourse, thing.”
Willow said while blushing, both Amity and Luz eyes widened and their faces turned red. There
was an uncomfortable silence, then Eda remembered something from earlier.

“Why should that be your worry? Kids usually explore two years earlier than your ages.” Eda said,
Willow and Amity look at Eda with red faces.

“How do you even know that, Eda?” Willow asked.

“Yea, we never thought of doing anything like that at all.” Amity said. Eda gave her a knowingly
look which made both girl’s eyes widen.

“When me and my sister walked in, I noticed both of your pants were wet. So I put two and two
together. Amity was grinding on Luz knee, and Willow was playing with herself pressing up on
Luz's back. That will be the reason why both Luz back and knee have the same wetness and why
your crotches were wet.” Eda said, Willow and Amity's eyes widened and their faces turned red
from embarrassment. They hid their head in shame for what they did and got caught as well. They
looked at Luz to see if she had a disgusted look on her face but no. She was happy and her cheeks
were red as well. Luz's tail quickly unwrapped around both girl's hands and started to wag, and Luz
pulled both girls into a hug. They were confused. Why was Luz so happy? They pull away and look
at Luz.

“Luz, why are you so happy? You should be disgusted with us.” Amity said, Luz looked sad at
what she said.

“Why should I? You two did your own intercourse with me, just wish I knew sooner...” Luz said
while blushing, their eyes widened and faces turned red, then they both started to stutter. Luz
smiles, kisses Amity again on her lips and then kisses Willow on her lips as well. Willow froze and
felt her lips with the exact reaction Amity had. Luz giggled and hugged them tightly, wrapping her



tail around them all, tightly hugging them. Amity and Willow felt the tail wrap around them all and
they knew they were stuck in the hug now, but they didn't care.

“So... what's gonna happen now?” Lilith asks, Eda looks at her and gives her a smile. She whispers
something into her ear, which causes her to blush. Eda walks to the hug fest and picks up all the
girls in a big bear hug. Eda barely touches Luz tail, which causes her to hug tighter and bury her
face into Willow and Amity necks and let out a moan/whimper. The warm air from Luz breath
causes both girls to get shivers down their spines before they both glared at Eda.

“Why did you do that? It's gonna be a bit before we get free.” Willow said, Eda smiled and
motioned her head for Lilith to get the door. Lilith opens the door to a bed room with a queen size
bed, comfortable cover and pillows, an AC unit and a shelf with wooden owls on it. Eda walks
towards the bed and lays all the girls down in the center of the bed and smiles.

“You three have all the time you need. This room is soundproof so you three can do anything as
well. I was gonna give this room to Luz as a welcome home gift but... now it's for all three of you
to do what you want.” Eda smiled and began to walk away.

“What do you mean do anything we want? What do you expect us to do?” Both Amity and Willow
ask, Eda turn around, make V with her fingers and scissors them. Willow and Amity blash hard and
look away and Eda sighs.

“Look, you two don’t have to do it ok? Just do what makes you comfortable but this is special to
her, make her happy.” Eda said with a concerned voice, Amity and Willow nodded and nuzzled
closer to Luz. Eda went out the door and gently closed it, leaving the three girls alone, free to do
anything they want. Amity looked over Luz's head and looked at Willow.

"Hey Willow, what are we gonna do?" Amity asks, Willow looks at Amity and thinks.

"Well... we can wait here until Luz let go, or do the intercourse thing…" Willow said while
blushing, Amity's face turned red and looked at Luz. She gently ran her fingers through her hair and
Luz leaned into the touch. Amity smiled and gently went to behind her ears and rub behind them,
Luz’s breathing hitches at the contact. Amity froze and watched Luz as she relaxed and started to
gently purr, while Amity rubbed her ears. Willow and Amity exchange look and smile at how cute
Luz was.

“Willow, I love Luz and I’m ok with doing the intercourse… But as Luz said, we have to do it with
her at the same time or it won’t work. Is it because of me you are against it or what?” Amity asks
gently, Willow looks at her then at the purring Luz, then sighs.

“It's not that- well, not entirely. I know Luz will be gentle and slow with us and won't force us into
anything. It's just... what happens if she goes home or we get pregnant is all.” Willow said slowly,
Amity was now seeing why she was thinking like this.

“How Lilith explained to us is that once they partnered for life, they are always with them. Like, as
long Luz is happy I believe she will stay with us, and the pregnant part? I didn't think that far yet,
maybe we could ask Luz once she comes around.” Amity said nuzzling closer to Luz, Willow
thought what she said and smiled. She nuzzled closer to Luz and cupped her cheek.

“Amity, I think I'm ok with doing the intercourse with Luz. What about you?” Willow asks, Amity
blush and kisses Luz cheek.



“I'm ok with it, should we tell Luz or what?” Amity asks, Willow thinks of a way to get Luz's
attention.

“Let's try to sit up and kiss her at the same time. I think that might work.” Willow said, Amity
blush and nodded. Both girls hugged Luz, avoiding her tail and they all sat up. They each cupped
Luz’s cheek and smiled at her. Willow and Amity put their cheeks together so their lips are the
same height and kiss Luz on her lips. Luz’s eyes instantly open up and she unwraps her tail. They
pull apart after a moment, looking at each other.

“Did you two kiss me at the same time!?” Luz exclaimed, touching her lips, Willow and Amity
nodded.

“Luz, we have something to say.” Amity began.

“Me and Amity have been talking about the intercourse thing...” Willow said, Luz's eyes shifted
from excitement to worry, then she looked down. Both girls notice this and gently lift Luz's head
up.

“Luz, please let us finish.” Amity asked, Luz nodded and still worried.

“We are ok with the intercourse. The only thing we are really worried about is….” Amity said.

“That we can maybe get pregnant if we do is all. For people our age it's not common.” Willow said
blushing, Luz’s eyes widened and they had a sparkle in them. Luz pulled both of them into another
hug and her tail wags excitedly.

“So it's a maybe?” Luz asks softly, both girls blush and pull away from Luz.

“After you tell us how your kind’s… sperm, works.” Amity asked while blushing, Luz's face turned
red and nodded.

“How my kind sperm works is based on their partner’s consent. It won't fertilize the egg unless the
one who carries the baby really loves them, and wants a family. When it is time to fertilize, let’s say
I want to have a son and you want a daughter, two will come to fertilize the egg and one will
randomly implant itself. After that, your womb will glow to tell you that you are pregnant and the
rest of the sperm will be absorbed by your body to give your energy back, for later uses.” Luz
explains, both girls blush and place their hand over where their wombs are. The thought of having
one of Luz kids and being a family with her made them feel a warmth coming from their womb.
They look at the happy alien with them, then they remember something.

“Wait, we might not be able to get pregnant.” Amity said, Luz gave her a confused look.

“Since we aren't the same kind, our egg and sperm might not be compatible.” Willow explained,
Luz eyes widened and had a slightly sad look at them. Their heart broke at the sight of the sad Luz
and comforted her. Amity and Willow saw Luz tail twitch then start to wag for some reason,
thoughts went to their head and they blushed. They look away but look at each other to see they
had the same thought that made them blush harder. They swallow the lump in their throat and pull
away from Luz.

“Luz… I .. I don't know how to say this?” Amity stutters while blushing, Luz gently smiles at her
and grabs her hand. Amity looks to Willow for help, then she looks back at Luz.



“What Amity is trying to say is that, uh- we won't mind having your kids. We are sad, that we
aren’t able to, later on...” Willow explained. Both Amity and Luz's faces are red, and Luz looks
away from them, then her eyes widen. Luz looked at both girls with an embarrassed look and worry
at the same time.

“There might be a way for me to check, if your eggs are compatible.” Luz said softly, both girls'
eyes widened with hope but also concern.

“What is it Luz?” both girls ask, Luz rubs the back of her neck nervously. The girls never saw Luz
this nervous or embarrassed before.

“In my tail, I have a special… organ, that can go into my partner's womb and stimulate the eggs to
come out. It can also tell me if we are able to have a baby...” Luz said slowly, blushing hard, Amity
and Willow eyes widened from that. There was hope, they could have a kid later on. They looked at
Luz who was hiding her face and they saw Luz tail curl up. The warmth returned to their wombs
again from their thoughts, and they both sat on her lap and leaned on Luz. Luz smiles then her face
turns red and she looks at her lap. There was a familiar warmth and wetness then she remembered.
Her tail shot straight back and she gently tapped Willow and Amity shoulders. Both girls looked at
Luz's face who was red and was confused why.

“Luz, are you ok? Are we too close?” Willow asks, Luz shocks her head and smiles.

“It's just that the familiar warmth and wetness has returned, is all…”Luz said gently, Willow and
Amity eyes widened and looked down. Their pants were soaking wet, how they didn't notice is a
mystery. They got off of Luz’s lap and covered their crotches to hide the wet area. They looked at
Luz who had a confused look and was blushing.

“Sorry Luz, we didn't mean to get your lap wet, it ju-” Amity said before Luz cut her off.

“Hey, hey, it's ok it's just you two are excited and all. From what Lilith told me you produce this to
the one you love.” Luz said, holding both girls' hands.

“Really? You're not... upset about it?” Willow asks, Luz shakes her head gently.

“No, I can never be mad or upset with you two. I was sad you got off my lap, though.” Luz said,
Willow wiped a tear away and hugged Luz. Amity eyes travel up and down Luz then she blush. She
covers her eyes and looks away, Luz places a hand on her cheek and looks at her.

“Are you mad I gave Willow a hug without you Amity?” Luz asks, Amity shakes her head and
looks at Luz.

“I just realize that you are not wearing any clothes this whole time…” Amity said, Willow blush
and scoot away from Luz. Luz gave them a confused look and looked over herself.

“Is that a bad thing, and what do you mean?” Luz asks, Willow and Amity look at Luz with
confused looks.

“Yes, it's bad if someone sees your breast and vaginal area. That's why we wear clothes everyday
and to keep warm.” Willow explains, Luz face darken and look in shame. Amity and Willow saw
the expression and scoot closer to Luz. They look over Luz closely, seeing no breast or vagina but
can barely see her womb gently glowing. They looked at Luz with a confused look and cupped her
cheeks.



“Luz, you do have breasts and a vaginal area, don’t you? Amity was blushing hard, Luz nodded and
looked at them.

“My kind can hide our parts and we only show our partners, not even our parents see them. I didn't
realize that’s why you wear clothes” Luz said, both girls shared a sad look and hugged Luz. Luz
hugged them tightly and relaxed.

“So Luz, how does one start the intercouse?” Willow asks, Luz eyes widened and hugs them
tightly.

“Well, we usually start by revealing our parts and start but this is different for you two and me.”
Luz said, both girls blush and smile. Willow and Amity look at each other and smile.

“How about we start first by revealing us first then you can. Wanna help us?” Amity asks, Luz
nodded gently and scoot closer to her partners. There was a light glowing in Luz's chest revealing
how fast her heart was going. Willow and Amity notice how fast it is going, Luz is as excited as
they are and also nervous as well. Luz sat between them waiting for them.

“So- which one will I help first to take off their clothes?” Luz asked gently, both girls said “me!”,
then blushed. Luz looks back and forward between both of them then thinks. She came up with a
plan maybe.

“I have a idea. Maybe I can help taking one piece at a time switching between both of you.” Luz
suggested Willow and Amity blush gently and nodded. Willow and Amity played Rock, Paper,
Scissors to see who went first. Luz watched and waited. It was hard for them to focus when Luz
was being cute. Willow has won so she will go first with Luz to strip a piece of her clothes.

“I win, yes! Take that Amity.” Willow cheer, Amity sighs in defeat. Amity remembers why they
play that in the first place and smiles.

“I lost darn you remember what you won?” Amity asks knowing the answer.

“Yes I get to go first with Luz to take a cloth off of me-.” Willow minds realize why she asks. She
looked at Luz who was happily ready to start but was worried.

“Luz, you do know how to take clothes off right?” Willow asked, Luz nodded and rubbed the back
of her neck.

“It's just my kind feel each other up when we reveal our parts. I was wondering if I'm able to feel
your body as I take the cloth off.” Luz asks while blushing, Willow's face turns dark red and nods.
Luz smiled and got closer to Willow and Amity got a better view of this.

“Just start with my shirt. I have a bra on under there.” Willow said, Luz nodded gently. She
wrapped her tail around her own torso tightly, both Amity and Willow gave a confused look at this.

“Luz, why did you wrap your tail around yourself that tight?” Amity asks.

“I-it's to make sure I don't, you know, before Willow or you are ready.” Luz said, both girls knew
what she was implying and blush at how careful she was being.

“It's ok, Luz. We appreciate how careful you are about us.” Willow said.

“Thanks, Willow. Are you ready or not?” Luz asked, Willow nodded and lifted her arms.



Luz hand slowly travels to Willow waist gently lifting her shirt and placing her hands on her waist.
Willow feels Luz’s soft hand travel up her body slowly revealing more and more of herself leaving
a warm path where her hands were at. Amity watched as Luz gently and focused on everything
about Willow through touch, and Willow was enjoying it very much. The warmth returned to
Amity's womb but warmer than before. Luz gently took the shirt off of Willow and lay it on the
floor, Willow was panting from that and slightly sweating. Luz turns and looks at Willow and
blushes at the beautiful sight. She smiles and kisses Willow gently on her forehead. Willow was
panting still and hugged Luz who blushed at the contact.

“Willow are you ok? I didn't make you uncomfortable, did I?” Luz asks, Willow shakes her head
and looks at Luz.

“No Luz. It was great, your hand was soft and gentle, you explored every part of my upper body
but my chest why?” Willow asks, Luz blush and smile.

“You have a bra on so I thought I would do that when I take that off if it's ok with you.” Luz asks,
Willow covered her mouth to stop a giggle, Luz was being careful about being careful. Willow
nodded and kissed Luz’s cheek. A pair of arms wrap around Luz neck and Amity nuzzles her head
into Luz’s neck.

“Hey Amity, are you ready?” Luz asks, blushing at her.

“Mhmm.” Amity purred while nuzzling into Luz’s neck. Luz closed her eyes and let out a quiet
moan that only Amity heard. Amity sticks her tongue and gently licks Luz’s neck, nibbling as well.
Luz moaned a little louder and her body shudders, her tail showing it. Willow blushes while
watching, then Amity pulls away and Luz turns around looking at her.

“You like that, Luz?” Amity asked softly, Luz nodded and blushed. Amity throws her arms around
Luz's neck and smiles.

“If you take my shirt off like you did with Willow, I will be more than happy to do it again.” Amity
said, sticking her tongue out, Luz blush and nodded.

Luz gently places her hand on Amity's waist and slowly travels upwards, feeling every inch of her
soft skin. Amity’s arms are still around Luz neck and she watches Luz gently make her way to take
her shirt off. A moan left Amity's throat when Luz’s soft hands met at her back. Luz froze and
gently felt around, not feeling a bra strap so her thumbs slowly wrapped around Amity's side still
feeling no bra, then Luz looked at Amity.

“Amity, are you sure you are ready?” Luz asks, her hand didn't leave Amity's body but didn't move
up. Amity looked at Luz with eyes of pure pleasure and joy, Luz blush at the sight.

“I'm ok with it, Luz, please continue.” Amity said gently, this caused Luz to blush harder.

“It's just your ar-” Luz was saying before Amity pulled her into a fiery kiss. Amity and Luz close
their eyes and kiss. They pull away panting and smiling at each other.

Luz continues her way of taking Amity’s shirt off, She moans whenever Luz touches a sweet spot.
Luz got the shirt off and laid it down. She turns towards Amity and her eyes widen. Amity still has
her arms around Luz neck, still panting and eyes closed. Amity opened her eyes to see Luz looking
at her, starstruck. Luz looked at Amity and smiled.



“Amity, you look so lovely that you’re out of this world.” Luz said blushing hard, Amity smiled
and pulled Luz closer.

“I have an out of this world girlfriend!” Amity teases, sticking her tongue out, Luz blushed harder
than before. Luz’s ears perk up and her tail tightens, making popping sounds. Amity looked down
and her face reddened. Luz's tail was squeezing tighter and she realized she wasn't wearing a bra.
Amity quickly covers herself, her face red, Luz looks at her with a concern look.

“Amity, are you ok? I didn't make you uncomfortable did I?” Luz asks, Amity shook her head and
smiled.

“No, Luz. I’m comfortable, just wasn't prepared to reveal myself this much.” Amity said softly, Luz
gently kissed Amity on her forehead and hugged her.

“I tried to tell you, but I guess we both were lost a little in our actions. If it makes you happy, I love
the view.” Luz said with her big smile, Amity’s eyes water and she hugs Luz tightly. Luz felt Amity
breasts pushing against her own softly, which made her turn red instantly. They pull away and
relax, they look at Willow who was tearing up. Luz scoots over to Willow, asking if she’s ok. Once
Luz is beside her, she hugs her instantly, knocking both of them over. Willow sits up, staying on her
lap, then she motioned Amity closer and she did. Willow unbuttoned her bra and took it off,
smiling at Luz when her eyes had the same stars like she had with Amity. Willow smiles and offers
a hand to Amity.

“Amity, can I share a hug with both of you?” Willow asks, Amity smiles at the request.

“You know you don't need to ask.” Amity said, taking Willow's hand.

“Well, Luz did and it felt right to ask.” Willow said, her and Amity hugging Luz gently. Luz's face
turns redder and she hugs back tightly. The feeling of having her partners so close to her makes her
happy and safe. Amity moves her lips towards Luz’s neck, gently kissing it and nibbling her, Luz
moans gently and Willow gently kisses her lips. All the sensations are going through Luz all at
once, she loves it. Then her tail starts to wiggle and glow. Amity saw Luz's tail glowing and
wiggling. She can tell that Luz was enjoying it. The glowing travels through the tail and turns
brighter. Amity stops and nuzzles into Luz's neck, watching the glow. Her eyes widen when she
watches the glow turn into another tail, in the exact same size, length and pattern. Amity pulled
away from Luz and tapped on Willow's shoulder, she broke the kiss from Luz and looked at Amity.

“What’s wrong, Amity?” Willow asks, Amity took a deep breath and got Luz’s attention. Luz was
panting, her body warm from the attention her partners gave her. Luz looks at Willow and Amity
with love in her eyes and smiles.

“Luz, are you ok? Are you feeling ok?” Amity asked concern, Luz nodded gently and smiled.

“What is this about, Amity?” Willow asks, Amity rubs the back of her neck and blush.

“Luz grew another tail and I was worried about it.” Amity said. Luz's face instantly turned red and
she unwrapped her tail from around herself. She looked behind her and she saw two tails wagging
gently, that made her blush harder, Willow and Amity wrap their arms around Luz's neck and smile.

“Luz, are you sure you’re ok?” Willow asked gently, Luz nodded again, still blushing.



“It just makes me feel embarrassed, only 5 others had two partners in my kind life; they grew
another pair of arms and an extra tail to be able to care for their partners.” Luz explains, Willow
and Amity blush at this information, hugging Luz to comfort her.

“Even when we’re trying to make you feel good, you still worry about us.” Amity said, Willow
nodded and pulled away.

“Should we continue the stripping?” Willow asks blushing, Amity and Luz nodded and pulled
away. Luz wraps both her tails around herself and scoots between Willow and Amity.

“I believe it's Willow’s turn, Luz.” Amity said, Willow blushed as Luz got closer to her. Luz eyes
widen and the glow returns, this time on her side. Willow and Amity watch as a new pair of arms
come out and Luz is panting. Luz shakes her new arms, then smiles at Willow with stars in her
eyes. Willow's face turns red and she swallows the lump in her throat, Luz gently pushes her down.
Luz began to gently kiss her way down towards Willow’s pants, she was panting from the attention.
Then Luz suddenly stopped and started to unbutton the pair of pants. Willow placed a hand on
Luz’s shoulder to stop her from continuing.

“Are you ok, Willow?” Luz asked, Willow nodded and cupped Luz cheek.

“Im ok, Luz. Can you take off both my pants and underwear at the same time, that’s all I’m
asking.” Willow asked, Luz blush and gently nodded.

Luz’s hands found Willow's waistband, and she slowly started pulling her pants off. Luz gently and
soft hands carefully and gently took Willow’s pants and underwear off, making her shiver. When
they’re half off of Willow, Luz looks up to check to see if she’s fine, but then froze. Luz’s eyes had
stars, staring at Willow's vaginal area, Amity saw Luz’s tail twitch and she blushed. Luz shook her
head and brought a hand to cup Willow's cheek, Willow leaned into the touch and stared at Luz’s
eyes. Willow smiles and kisses Luz’s forehead, she blush and smile then continue to strip Willow
down. When Luz finally got Willow's pants and underwear off, she scooted back to look at Willow,
and her eyes glowed at the sight. Luz's heart increases and her tails unwrap, wagging with
excitement. Willow smiled at Luz's reaction and she sat up and hugged her. Luz instantly hugs back
and her tails wrap around both of them, then the tails start to pulse red slowly and Willow melted to
the comfort. Luz somehow felt that Amity was pouting a little, so she let go of Willow and crawled
over to Amity, she looked at Luz and smiled. Amity wraps her arms around Luz and pulls her
down, Luz uses her upper two hands to prop her up and her other two to cup Amity's cheek.

“Are you ready, Amity?” Luz asks, Amity smiles and kisses Luz lips. Luz smiles and kisses back
eagerly. The warmth returned to Willow’s womb from the sight of them kissing. Amity broke the
kiss and boops Luz’s nose, Luz blushed then used one of her tails to boop her back. Luz giggled
when she booped Amity, her face was red and her eyes wide.

“Luz, why did you use your tail?” Amity asks, hiding her face, Luz has a confused look then she
remembers and blush hard.

“Sorry Amity, I got lost in my thoughts.” Luz said, Amity hugged Luz and smiled.

“It's ok Luz, really. Your tails are not sensitive anymore?” Amity said, Luz nodded and wagged her
tails around, hitting the wooden bedpost and not wincing in pain this time.

“Yea, my tails are not that sensitive now but still, don’t trust them.” Luz said, both Amity and
Willow watch Luz wrap her tail around her again. Luz looked at Amity and pressed her body



against her and cupped her cheeks. Amity blushed and pushed Luz back a little to look at her eyes,
Luz’s eyes had a dreamy and calming feel to them.

“Should we continue, Luz? Or leave Willow alone?” Amity asked, Luz blush and sat up. She got to
Amity's side and stayed there.

“Are you ready Amity?” Luz asked softly, Amity nodded and lay down.

“Do the same thing you did with Willow, ok Luz?” Amity said, Luz nodded and placed her hands
on Amity's waist.

Amity blush at the feeling of Luz gentle and soft hands on her and slowly going down. She slowly
took Amity’s pants off and she got halfway until freezing at the sight of Amity. Amity pulls Luz
into a kiss and they close their eyes, then she continues taking it off. Willow watches Luz taking
Amity’s pants off with as much care as she did with her. Luz finally took it off and pulled away
from the kiss. Amity gasps for air while Luz cups her cheek.

"You are so… I don't know what to call you and Willow, no words can describe you both." Luz said
sweetly, this made them both blush even harder, and hug the alien again.

They pull away and enjoy each other's presents. Willow and Amity look at eachother then at Luz.

"So Luz...is Amity and I going to feel you now?" Willow said in a sweet tone, with a bit of
mischief as well.

( ⚠ )[]( ⚠ hear one is smut and exetra ok)

Luz’s blush deepened when she heard that but gave a gentle nod. She lay down and unwrapped her
tail from around her waist. Amity and Willow got to Luz's side and put their hands on Luz stomach.
Luz squirmed from feeling her two girlfriend’s hands on her. Willow and Amity slowly trail up
Luz's body. Luz is enjoying the care that her girlfriends are showing and when they gently touch
her chest, she slowly reveals her boobs. 
(}{)
Amity and Willow could feel Luz boobs but could not see it until they slowly moved their hands
away from them. Their faces blush seeing Luz boobs their bigger than Amity but smaller than
Willow. They find them perfect for Luz.

"You are truly out of this world Luz." Amity said softly and kissed Luz cheek.

"Yes you are one of a kind Luz." Willow said gently, kissing Luz on the other cheek.

Luz blushed harder and her tail was wagging and her womb was glowering faster. Amity and
Willow notice this and continue their actions. Their hands slowly and caringly travel down Luz.
They feel her and they are excited by doing this. Their hands got between Luz thighs and they
froze. They look at Luz wanting to make sure she is comfortable and she gives a gentle nod. They
continue and they feel Luz folds but could not see it. Luz squirmed around and gave a gentle and
quiet moan; that made Amity and Willow blush hearing their girlfriend moan. They continue down
and gently grab Luz tail and slowly go down. When they were done Luz was gently glowing and
vibrating from the care.

"Did you enjoy that Luz?" Amity whispers into Luz's ear.



She nodded and kissed Amity who kissed back Willow got behind Luz and embraced her from
behind gently playing with her boobs. Luz moaned into Amity's mouth which excited Amity more
and deepened the kiss. They pull away and Luz turns and kisses her other girlfriend who kisses
back. They are enjoying each other and can get enough of it. They pulled away and Luz sat in
between her two lovers.

Amity leans on Luz back while Willow takes her hands. Amity and Willow look at each other and
nod as they are ready.

"Luz." Willow asks, guiding Luz hand to her breast.

"We are ready for the intercourse love." Amity whispers into Luz ear, nibbling it.

Luz blush at the two feelings and is ready as well. Amity pulled away and lay down in front of Luz.
She was nervous but Amity pulled her towards her, Luz upper arms were by Amity's head while her
lower arms by her side. Luz looked Amity up and down and saw she was in between Amity legs
and she blushed like crazy. Willow was shocked at how bold Amity was but she can tell she was
nervous as well.

"Please take it slow for the first time." Amity whispers face red.

Willow then gently grabs Luz right tail and licks it. This causes her to moan and bury her head into
Amity's neck. Amity looks at Willow and she just shrug.

"Are you ready Amity." Luz asked in a shake voice.

Amity then felt something big touch her folds. She looked down and saw Luz's left tail massaging
Amity folds. Amity moaned to the feeling and gently nodded. Luz gently and slowly pushes her tail
inside her love. Amity squeezed her shut, feeling her walls being spread by Luz. She was being
gentle then she felt Luz hit her hymen and she hiss in pain. Luz froze and took her bottom right
hand and cup Amity cheek, she leaned into the touch and looked at Luz.

"Are you ok I'm not hurting am I?" Luz asks, Amity shook her head and kissed Luz who melted
into it.

"No Luz it's just my hymen it the painful part of this." Amity said. Luz looked concerned that she
didn't want to hurt or make her uncomfortable. She looked at Willow who nodded to conform what
Amity said while massaging her other tail.

"What do you want me to do, Amity? Want me to stop or what?" Luz asks gently, Amity cups Luz
cheek and looks at her eyes.

"Can you please continue until you are all the way inside of me." Amity asks embarrassed, Luz
eyes widened and gently nodded.

Luz pushes more of her tail inside Amity, breaking her hymen. Amity felt it and clamp her eyes
shut from the pain then she felt Luz hit her deepest part and stop. Amity is panting and Luz can feel
Amity walls clamping down onto her tail. She looks at Amity who looks in pain and discomfort
then she looks down to Amity vagina. Her eyes widen and she sees blood coming out and Luz
panic. Amity sees Luz panic and she wraps her arms around Luz neck and brings her into a deep
kiss. Willow licks Luz's other tail around the tip to comfort Luz a little bit. Amity pulled away,
looked at Luz and saw her face have some pleasure and fear.



"Luz it's ok I'm gonna be ok." Amity said but Luz fought to keep her tears in.

"How? You are bleeding and I cause it. I hurt you." Luz said in a broken voice they touch Amity's
heart. Luz is still worrying about her even now.

"Hey it's normal for this to happen to girl human Luz. Can you not move until I'm used to your
girth please." Ske asked and Luz nodded.

They stay like this for a moment. The pain in between Amity legs is going away and switching to
pleasure. She looks at Luz whose face is in small worry and pleasure thanks to Willow licking and
sucking Luz's other tail.

"Luz I am ready you can move if you are ready." Amity said and Luz nodded then remembered
something.

"Amity you want me to check if your eggs are able to carry my baby?" Luz asks gently and Amity
blush as well as Willow.

Amity gently nodded and waited for Luz to check. She sees a bulge slowly go down Luz tail and
gently into her vagina. Amity moans a little to the feeling then Luz pushes the tip of her tail against
her cervix. Amity felt something small going through her cervix. It was a weird feeling. She
squirmed a little and Luz was in pain.

"Sorry Luz, it feels a little weird." Amity quickly apologized but Luz just gently smiled at her.

"It's ok should have warned you though." Luz said.

Amity feels the thing enter her womb and it rubs around the entrance. Then it split into two and
moved around her womb. Amity fights the urge to squirm to the feeling of pleasure. She gently
moaned. Willow watches all of this going on and she needs more friction. Luz got to Amity ovary
and her eyes tear up and hug Amity. She feels Luz slowly exiting her womb and exiting her vagina.

"Luz are out ok is everything alright?" Willow asks gently patting Luz back. She nodded and
looked at her girlfriends.

"Everything is wonderful, your eggs are able to hold our baby." Luz said with tears of joy.

Amity walls clamp down onto Luz tail which causes her to stiffly moan and bury her head in
Amity's neck. Amity and Willow both are extremely happy as they are able to have a family with
Luz. Willow took Luz tail and grinded on it and brought it towards her mouth and started to lick
and suck on it. Luz moaned and started to move her right tail to help Willow to feel pleasure as
well, she moaned while having Luz tail in her mouth.

"Are we going to have some love for us Luz." Amity asks, pecking Luz lips.

Luz slowly brings her tail back and pushes it back into Amity. They both moan in pleasure. They
keep up the slow pace until Amity is fully used to her. They are enjoying the feeling of being
together. Amity Grab Luz got her attention.

"Can you wrap your around her waist and use your body to punch please." Amity asked between
moans and Luz nodded.



She pulled her tail out of Amity. Amity already missed Luz being inside of her. She watches Luz
wrap her tail around her waist and put it between her legs. Amity's eyes widened at the sight and
Luz slowly got to Amity's lips and kissed her and she kissed back. Amity feels Luz tail entering her
again and she moans in pleasure. Luz started to rock her hips back and forward making her hips
meet Amity who moan in delight.

Willow took more of Luz's tail into her mouth and grind harder on her tail. She was in pleasure
from Luz and watching her enjoying herself as well.

They all feel a twist in their stomach and they know what it is.

"Ah Amity, Willow I'm close. Should I pull out to be safe?" Luz moans while still thrusting into
Amity.

"No Luz I'm close as well please cum inside me." Amity moans and kisses Luz.

"Me to Luz please cum for us Luz." Willow moans while sucking Luz and grinding on her.

This caused Luz to moan and delight and came. Amity felt Luz warm cum filling up her womb
which caused her to cum. Willow is cumming while she swallows Luz cum. After a while Luz
kisses Amity who kisses back and slowly pulls out. Amity can feel slowly pulling out and she
shivers at the feeling of the warm cum in her womb. They pull away and look down. Amity eyes
widen seeing a small bulge where her womb is. She gently touches the bulge and can feel the
warmth of Luz cum. Amity smiles and hugs Luz and hugs back.

"Thanks Luz this is the best day that ever happen." Amity said and Luz kissed her head and
nuzzled.

"You welcome my mint love." Luz said sweetly and Amity blush at the small nickname she gave
her.

Luz pulls away and looks at her other lover who is in delight. She gently crawls to her and kisses
her and pushes Luz onto her back. Amity is surprised that Willow is ready for more but so is she.

"Can you do the tail thing you did to Amity with it wrapped around your waist." Willow whispers
into Luz's ear. She nodded and wrapped her right tail and put it the same way she had it for Amity.
Amity got Luz's other tail and licked it clean which caused Luz to moan. Amity tastes herself and
Luz and she is enjoying the combined taste. Willow grinds on Luz tail before aligning himself with
her vagina. Luz looks at Willow with worry because she will be in pain. Willow notices it and cups
Luz cheek.

"Luz I be ok I already broke my hymen by accident so I shouldn't be in pain." Willow said that
caused Amity to look at her with a confused look.

"When I want to know when you did that." Amity asks, blushing a little. Willow giggle with her
face blushing.

"It happened a week after I met Luz. I was frustrated because of how dense she was not getting my
flirts and I was grinding on my toy and it slip in." Willow explains with a blush of embarrassment.
Amity eyes widen and Luz use her back hand to prop her up and cup Willow cheeks.

"You were in love with me for that long?" Luz asks and Willow gently nodded and kissed her.



Willow slowly lowered herself onto Luz tail and they both moaned when it was fully in. Amity got
behind Luz and pressed her body onto hers which caused her to blush. She can feel Amity breast
and her small bulge she left inside of her. Willow leans forward, presses her body onto Luz and
smiles. She kisses Luz and she kisses back and her hand slowly wraps around Willow's waist.
Amity kisses Luz neck and leaves a small love bite over her neck. Luz's other tail went to Amity
which she was grinding on and rubbing it.

Willow started to bounce up and down on Luz tail and they both moaned. They both feel the same
but different at the same time luz thought kissing Willow neck. Willow is enjoying having Luz
inside her and she loves her so much. Willow rolled her head back and showed Luz her whole body
while still bouncing on her. She is blushing, she loves Willow and Amity so much. She looks at
Amity who moans as well and kisses her. Amity was surprised by the kiss but melted into it when
they pulled away a string of saliva.

They all feel the same twist as before but before Luz can say anything Willow slam her lips onto
Luz's lips. This causes her moan and cum inside of Willow against her womb. Willow shuddered at
the feeling of warmth swirling inside her by Luz cum as she came. Amity came with a loud moan
being covered in Luz cum. They all painted and Luz caught Willow and cared for her love.

"How are you feeling, my sunflower." Luz asks, kissing Willow cheek. Her face blushed and
nuzzled into luz neck.

"Feel amazing thanks Luz you are the best girlfriend." Willow said and Luz smiled.

She looks at Amity seeing her panting cover in her cum. She lay willow down and gently and
slowly pulled out. Willow shivers as the feeling of Luz pulling out. Luz crawls to Amity and kisses
her which she kisses back.

"Hey love did you enjoy this as much as we did?" Amity asks cupping Luz cheek and she leans into
the touch.

"I did my mint love. Now it's time for me to clean you two up." Luz said, smiling, which confused
Amity before she watched Luz licking her cum off of Amity.

She moans as Luz gently licks and kisses but it didn't feel wet. Luz got Amity all cleaned up before
she could swallow her mess Amity kissed her and she kissed back. Amity takes some of Luz's mess
into her mouth and swallows it. This causes Luz to blush and kiss Amity's forehead. She then
gently grabs Willow and lays her onto the pillow. They all were covered in sweat so Luz looked
around and found 3 towels. They all took one and cleaned up the sweat and laid down.

Amity lay down in front of Luz facing her. Luz wraps her upper arms around Amity and pulls her
close. Willow got behind Luz and wrapped her arms around Luz waist and pulled her closer. Luz
easily turns her bottom arms around and wraps it around Willow which causes her to blush. Luz
pulls the cover up over all 3 of them and snuggles together.

"I love you my Sunflower and my Mint." Luz said kissing her lovers.

"We love you to our Sunlight." Willow and Amity said together and kissed Luz who blushed at the
nickname they gave her.

They all were tired after their live event and they slowly drifted into sleep in each other's arms.
Then both Amity and Willow wombs started to glow and shrink without them knowing it but they



accepted Luz and they wanted to start a family and they got pregnant at the same time by Luz.
There was a wooden owl on the shelf recording the whole affair without any of the 3 knowing it
and on the other side was a shocked Lilith and proud Eda.

But closing in on Earth is a mother who is looking for her Daughter who was missing.



SPECIAL

Chapter Summary

snippet by @lumity102707

check out the rest of their story!

For as long as Amity could remember she followed the rules and
expectations her parents had set for her. One of them was she could be
seen with those who are not approved by her parents, which were most
people in her school. For a long time, she was exempted that this was
her life. That was until she meets Luz Noceda.

At first, Luz annoyed Amity a lot but as time went now Amitys feeling
toward Luz started to change in ways she didn't expect. It wasn't long
before she started disobeying her parents. They didn't notice at first
but as time went on they started to pay more and more attention to
what their daughter was doing and how much time she spends out of the
house. They noticed a change in attitude and that she seemed to go to
and come back from school happier. They even know that her grades have
gotten a little worst.

"What do you think it is?" Odalia asked her husband at dinner. It was
one of the dinners where Amity was not at because of homework.

"I don't know, maybe she's just stressed because of her exams." there
was a moment of silence and then Edrick started to hold back laughter.
His attempt failed and Emara started laughing too, almost like they
thought the conversation was a joke.

"What wrong with you?"

"Nothing." they both said quickly

"Maybe we should take a break from the isles," Odalia told her
husband. "It might help get Amitys grades back up." the twins looked
at each other and with a stare that they had mastered. Just then Amity
had come down the stairs of their mansion wanting to know what was
going on. "Amity," Alabor said with a smile. "Come and sit we have to
talk."

"Yes?" Amity had asked her family.

"We were just talking about taking a vacation for the rest of the
semester." odalia told Amity who know was looking down.



"Well I'm-I'm not sure I still have school to think about," she argued
back to her parents.

"We can get you a tutor, it'll be fun," odalia argued back in a more
aggressive tone than before.

"... but I'm tutoring someone and I'm not sure how long they'll be
able to be here so I really shouldn't go," Amity told her mother
trying to argue with her.

"They'll still be here when we get back." odalia told amity.

"But there might not be here after the semester-"

"No amity were going on a vacation that's final," odalia argued with amity.

The rest of the dinner was quiet and boring for everyone but amity.
She had too much on her mind to stay focused. When dinner finally
ended she went upstairs and locked her door so she could sneak out and
see luz like she usually did every other night. She made a rope of
clothes and walked into the forest, trying to fix together the right
words to tell luz.

"So that's it... nothing else?" luz asked trying to hold back her tears.

"Luz I'm sorry but I can't disobey them you know how they're like,"
Amity said back to Luz trying to argue with her. Amity stud and tried
to walk away but luz grabbed her hand, "tell me you don't want to
leave me, Amity."

"You know I can't do that Luz." Amity stepped back, trying to back
away from Luz. this was already the hardest thing she had to do. If
she said this she wouldn't be able to hold back the tears she was
holding back. "Goodbye, luz." that was the last thing she had said to
Luz.

________________Time skip________________

It had been several days since what she thought of as the worst day in
her life. Her eyes were red from crying. It was the last day before
she leaves hexside. She had tried her best to keep to her studies and
not talk to many people so they didn't have to ask what's going wrong
with her. She didn't want anyone to even talk to her or to even look
at her.

She opened her locker and inside there was a small pink piece of
folded paper, it looked somewhat familiar. She opened it and there was
a small note, 'meet me at our tree, yours luz.' she looked around the
other lockers but there was no one around her and then the bell
screamed and she realized that there was no way she could make it to
her classes in time. She put the paper in her pocket, got her books,
and ran down the hall. The rest of the day was slow and when she went



over to her house she didn't want to look as if the underworld was a
person. She washed her face and put on a more comfortable dress and
pants.

By the time she was ready to leave she know her parents were getting
ready to go so she needed to be quick. She ran down the stair, trying
her best not to get caught, and ran down the dirt road.

When she got to the tree the petals were glowing a bright color of
pink. She looked over the cliff that was next to the grom tree. She
felt a pair of hands cover her eyes, she elbowed the person's stomach
and she heard a familiar voice whine.

"Luz?" Amity turned and saw the one and only Luz Noceda. "Sorry, I
didn't see you."

"It's ok, don't worry." she held her stomach and tried to smile. "I
wanted to ask you something tho."

"What would that be?" amity asked, looking at luz for an answer.

"I knew that you can't get out of this 'vacation'," luz looked towards
the cliff and took a pause, and sat down, before continuing. "But if
you had the choice to go or stay, which one would you do?"

"I would stay." Amity didn't even hesitate with this question, since
it was the only question she had thought about for the past few days.

"Why?" Luz asked, turning to her.

"I think it's more important to find people who understand and like me
for me than to be surrounded by people that try to change you, but
then again you can't choose your family," Amity answered her with a
weak.

"I want to show you something," Luz said getting up and taking Amity
by the hand.

After a few minutes of walking the two girls ended up in a brightly
lighted soft pink and purple fairy light forest. Amity looked around
the forest and looked back at luz, who was now on her knee with a
small pink ring. "Amity will you marry me?"

"No," Amity answered luz. "Luz we're 14, we've been dating for like 3
weeks, we're not even legally old enough to get jobs and work."

Luz tried to protest but quickly realized she didn't think this throw.
Amity giggled and helped luz up. "Luz, I'm sorry this didn't go the
way you expected but I do think we should talk about this stuff when I
get back tho. Luz, I want to say something to you."

"Yes?"



"Luz, I love you."

"I love you too, Amity."



Be There For Me

Chapter Summary

-continuation of sanguinolency & submission

amity slowly opened her eyes as the sun is hitting her face, she turned her body away from the
window and saw the usual empty spot next to her that is just occupied of clothing.

it's been weeks ever since luz stole amity from that market and she decided to keep her till she got
bored of the blight which she'll doubt on happening.

there are many of nights of ceaseless sex which amity doesn't complain of as she and her master
explore the world of bandages. she likes it rough and her master is never the one to take it slow.

but there are nights where luz would sit in front of a open fireplace, a half open window or out in
the terrace with a glass of whiskey in hand saying nothing to amity till she finished her glass where
she'd either get out of the room or make amity suck her dick.

amity noticed that luz drinks alot of whiskey as there are a small storage of bottles just under her
work station. she asked about it which luz's only response is; "i like the taste and it's what i grew up
on."

she doesn't know what that meant but luz explicitly said that she shouldn't ask to much questions
because some of the truths are more unsavory than the lies.

as amity wore the offered clothes to her, she slipped her feet off the bed and slowly stood up. luz
did a number on her last night so she has to take it gently.

amity walked out of the room and travelled down the long hallway. she explored the manor,
meeting the many servants and maids whom helped her navigate the maze of a mansion and told
some stories as well. mostly from the elder ones.

then, she found herself in front of the dining hall doors that is completely open. she cautiously
towards it and hid behind a wall since she heard an unfamiliar voice talking.

the blight slowly peered her head to see an old man sitting on the other side of the long table while
luz sat on the other end with a half empty bottle of whiskey next to her and a barely eaten plate of
breakfast.

she looks bored. unentertained. irritated.

"have you accessed the operations happening in the western?" the man asked as he cuts his medium
rare steak, not noticing the expression luz has as she stared at the floor.

"i have." she replied dully. "are you sure? the men-"



"i have. the reason is human failure as to why the plant fell. i disposed of the root cause of the
problem who is the incompetent chief and it's being rebuilt as we speak. father." luz cuts him off as
she's doesn't wanna hear him speak again but that won't stop him.

luz's father grabbed the offered table napkin and dabbed it on his lips before looking at his
daughter. "luz. you know it's not polite to interrupt and elder." he said.

"i apologise, father." luz said as she grabbed her glass and easily gulped it down to refill it again.

"you're no longer a child. do better. and you shouldn't be drinking that intoxicants early in the
morning, put that away." he said, swatting his hand in disgust which made luz scoffed which made
a frown come on his face.

"you should do the same, father. i can tell you carry a lagavulin within that coat of yours," luz
pointed at the showing silver canister in her father's coat "so, don't tell me you aren't doing the
same thing for the past 23 years." she took another gulped and sighed deeply.

huffing in disappointment, "it's no wonder camila left us. you're a mistake."

luz kicked the chair back and threw the glass to the ground, letting it's shards scatter across the
floor. "you have no right to say her name! you are the sole reason why she left us in the first place!
you have no one but yourself to blame because you're nothing but a cold, selfish, cruel man and i
never aspire to be like you!" luz spat, jabbing her finger at her father as her slick back hair is slowly
becoming undone with her bottled up anger threatening to erupt.

her father doesn't seem about the shouts however "aspire? are you sure you aren't already there,
luz?"

 

"oh yes, i've known master noceda since she was a little girl. her mother is the sweetest woman
you'll ever meet and loved luz dearly but is unlucky enough to have a husband like master
rockwell."

 

luz clenched her fist tightly as she glared at her father. she wants to shoot him, strangle him just so
anything to make him feel the pain he caused for her and her mother. she wants him to feel it!

"no. never and if you think of that then you're delusional. i'm done with breakfast." luz rolled up her
sleeves and walked out of the dining room without noticing amity was watching as she briskly
heads for her room.

amity looked at luz's father once more then at luz before following her.

amity stopped behind the door that is wide open, she silently went inside while luz paces back and
forth who still hasn't noticed her. she can hear her muttering something but couldn't understand.

"lo siento mucho mami.."

then, luz lets out a raged roar and started to mess up her room. flipping over her work desk,
throwing the bottles of booze to the wall and destroyed her furniture before stumbling back to her
bed.



hot tears are rolling down her face as she stared at the wall for a second before finally seeing amity
who's cowering in the corner. she can't even feel angry of amity being here in her state of
vulnerability, she's angry to herself.

"amity."

amity noticed how shaky luz's voice is "yes, master?" she asked, acting as if nothing happening.

"sit with me. please." amity nods, she walked towards the bed and sat next to luz with a small space
between them. "did it leave a mark?" luz asked which the blight didn't quite get.

"pardon?"

"last night. the whipping. did it leave a mark? does it sting?" luz elaborated, her voice still low and
soft. "oh.. um, it does a little but i don't think it left a mark, master."

luz slowly nods, she started to have off her dress shirt for amity to see the various scars riddles
across luz's body. they look like whip scars.

 

"luz is the kindest and most gentle girl. despite who she is now, i still know that innocent girl is in
there. locked up as she doesn't want to feel, doesn't want to be hurt anymore."

 

amity doesn't really think about it that much as to why luz doesn't take off any of her clothes during
their sessions. now, this adds another perspective.

"i'm sorry for treating you like how i.. i'm sorry, amity." luz said as she looked at the blight in the
eye. amity can see her master's glossy eyes brimming of pain and regret which made a sting occur
in her chest.

"i don't- i don't want to be him. i'm so sorry for doing those things to you.. you can leave. you're
free, find someone better alright?" luz stood up as she grabbed her dress shirt and started to button
it up while aimlessly walking in a turmoil of a room.

 

"if her mother didn't leave, she would've stayed the same but master rockwell is slowly molding his
own daughter into another version of himself and luz doesn't want to see it but it's happening."

 

that's what the elder maids has told amity. they see luz as someone as a happy go lucky kind of a
girl not a condescending, controlling kind of person.

amity can feel the same.

she stood up and went over to her master to engage in a hug which made luz grow tense. "what are
you doing?" she asked, looking over her shoulder to see the blight.



"giving you a hug, master. you.. you seemed like you need one now." amity replied, tightening the
embrace. luz pursed her lips as she bit the insides of her mouth, she clenched her fists before
dropping it.

luz turned around, not meeting amity's eyes as she started their feet "why do you chose to say? i'm
giving an opportunity to leave and live your life before you taken in that market. you don't belong
here." then, she lifts her gaze slightly.

"you don't belong with me."

"i.. i don't know." amity replied, it's true that she doesn't have a concrete reason why but her
everything is telling her to stay and she will. "but i want to say, master just because." luz softly
scoffs at that "what a statement." she mutters.

"and i want to be there for you, always."

luz's eyes widens when she heard that, she fully lifts her head to meet the blight's golden eyes.
trying to see if there's any deceit through those glimmering hues but she saw nothing.

"what do you mean?" she asked.

"i want to be someone who would help you, comfort you, just be there for you when you need
someone. you've.. you've going on for so long without anyone really being there for you so.. i want
to be the first." amity said, staring back at luz's hazel hues that are wanting to cry again but she's
holding it back.

"thanks."



In Your Eyes
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there's a chill in the air as she stared at the single black bag sitting in the corner lonesome. tempted
to grab it and do what she came here in the first place but she can't now unless one person is awake
that she doesn't have the guts to hurt.

"hey," luz averted her gaze off the bag and looked to the side to see the mint haired blight staring at
her with a worried expression. "are you okay? you've been spacing out lately." she asked, glancing
at the bag as well.

she noticed that luz kept staring at the one particular bag which made her grow curious.

luz shook her head and flashed a smile "yeah, i'm okay. i'm sorry." she said as she rubbed the back
of her neck. she stared at amity, looking deeply into her golden hues that held worry mixed with
admiration for the noceda which she thinks is a bad idea to have for someone like her.

she can feel her instincts screaming for her to just get rid of the potential witness but no. for the
first time, she doesn't listen as this is amity we're talking about. someone she really, genuinely
cares, not someone who rungs empty for luz that she can easily kill.

luz has to find a solution that won't hurt her. not in the slightest bit.

"oh, it's okay. it's just, you seem a little out of it but it's alright." amity said, looking away but luz
noticed that her eyes travelled down towards her crotch before averting.

then, a ringing bell of idea came to luz.

a smirk came onto her face as this is a perfect plan. luz started to slowly crawl up to amity whom
immediately noticed it and backed up in return "luz?" she doesn't know what's happening till her
back met the headboard.

"you're right. i'm a little out of myself because i kept seeing something in your eyes." luz said,
resting her hand onto both of amity's knees and lightly spreads them for her to got in between.

"you've been throwing many hints at me, weren't you? you want me, you need me, right ames?"
amity watched luz's face gradually get closer and closer as her cheek glowed in red. "i could say the
same."

luz grabbed amity's hand, slowly guiding it towards her shorts to rub her growing bulge before
slipping it inside. amity gasped when she felt the girth around her hand, she almost couldn't wrap
her hand fully on it.



"say it."

amity can feel a sense of submission rising within her as she stares at luz's eyes telling her she's the
one in charge and she doesn't complain.

gulping, she started to slowly stroke luz seeing the effects in her face. "i.. i want you, luz." amity
replied making luz smirk, she turned off the lamp on the nightstand as it's no longer needed before
pulling her shorts down along with the blight's pajamas.

"be a good girl for me tonight, okay?" luz trailed her finger across amity's lips as she heard her
breathing turn ragged. amity nods, she looped her arm around luz's neck with her lower half slipped
for the noceda to hold.

luz cupped amity's chin to pull her into a kiss with her cock rubbing against her clit making her
twitch, luz soothed the blight before pushing in. amity winced in the kiss with her hand tightly
dripping onto luz's hair.

as they pulled away, luz kissed amity's cheek and nuzzled up to her neck in attempt to calm her
which helped as luz easily pushed the rest of her in. "ahh.. luz.." amity held onto her tightly as her
insides seized around her, getting used to it.

luz lowly groans, she fully pulled amity down to lie on her back with her hovered atop. they stared
into each other's eyes, seeing many things one couldn't understand at first sight.

luz can see love and lust inside but amity can't tell what luz's eyes held. it's for the best.

"i love you." amity whispers, luz felt her stomach flutter dramatically in hearing those three words.
she still thinks made a big mistake in liking her but she's willing to try.

willing to try.

"i love you too." luz replied with a soft kiss on the forehead, then she started to thrust in making
amity moan. "aahh.. aahhngh.." amity pressed her head onto the pillows as she spread herself more.

luz licked her lips, she slipped her hand inside amity's shirt and squeezed her boob as her thumb
tweaked with her nipple while she holds in a moan at the feeling of her insides wrapping around
her.

"aah damn." she pulled amity's shirt up to suck on her nipple. her teeth teasingly chewed on her
pink nipple, loving to see her reaction as she looked up at her.

"hm.. ha.. l- luz.." she shivered as she felt luz's tongue toy with her. when luz pulled away with a
pop, her tongue lingered before amity softly cupped her cheeks to pull her into a kiss.

luz didn't waste a second on kissing back, she bit amity's lower lip to grant access which she
obliged. their tongues danced with no rhythm before luz slipped inside her mouth. tasting her
making amity moan.

when they pulled away, they stared at their eyes once again. amity wants to know something "h-
have you done this before?" she asked, luz chuckles. she shook her head "i was a pure virgin till
now." she replied as she shined a toothy grin, showing her canines which made amity blush as she
stared at it.



"you feel so good, you know that? it's truly a mystery why you were a virgin." luz whispered when
she leaned closer to amity's neck, nipping her ear making her tremble. "at.. at least i lost it to you.."

it doesn't have to be me. i don't know what you see amity.

luz shook it off and licked amity's flesh before biting on it. "aaahh! ah god.." amity hugged luz
tighter when she bit at the same time with her thrusts turned rapid.

luz's hands started to have a mind on it's own as it snaked up to amity's throat when she recoiled.
she gripped her throat tight but not enough to choke her for real. amity's moans turned raspy, it
surprised her and she likes this.

"you love me, right?" luz asked again, amity nods "yes! i love you so much, luz!" she replied as she
held onto the noceda's wrist. luz squeezed her eyes tightly with her teeth clenching, she can feel her
climax coming and readying to burst.

she held herself from making her grip tighter.

"fuck, amity!!" luz roared and drove her cock deep into amity making her scream her name as it
made her cum at the same time. luz's hand slowly lets go of the blight's throat and pulled out while
she's shooting her load.

"come here." luz got off the bed and pulled amity to the edge, turning her over to lie on her
stomach. she slapped her ass making it jiggle for a moment "aah! m.. more.." amity mutters,
burying her face into the sheets as her cheeks are red.

luz smirks devilishly "there's plenty where it came from."

 

as luz came inside amity for the fifth time, she bent down to see that her eyes are barely staying
open anymore. she slowly pulled out and gently carried amity towards the pillows again.

sighing deeply, luz combed her hair back as she watched her cum ooze out of the blight's cunt. she
placed a light peck on amity's lip and pulled the covers onto her body as she passed out due to
exhaustion.

"i'll be back, baby." luz whispers, she heads over to the bag, finally opening it to reveal dark
clothing along with gloves and a knife resting on top of everything. it's the first thing she pulled out
and looked at herself through the clean blade that.

luz stood up with her bag in hand and heads out of the room to do her job.

-----

slowly licking the blood off the blade as she returned to amity's bedroom, seeing she hasn't moved
ever since she left her to do her work.

she walked over to her bed side and stared at the blight, luz's hazel eyes glowed menacingly as she
just stood there and did nothing before she started to take off her blood drenched clothes which
she'll dispose tomorrow.



as she's buck naked, luz slowly got into bed and gently lifted amity for her to rest on her stomach.
luz started to massage her back with her hands moving in a meticulous fashion, smoothly rubbing
her shoulders and down to her reddened ass which she really took care off.

luz perked up when she heard a low hum from amity, softly smiling, she continued till she thought
it was enough. she kissed the top of amity's head and whispered those three words.

luz cuddled up to amity, spooning her whom gladly leaned closer to her. feeling her warmth transfer
to her as it is a cold night with the knife's blade glistening under the moonlight in the corner of luz's
eyes.

a small smudge of blood is faintly seen in the edge of luz's lips but it'll be barely noticed by amity
as she is lovestrucked after all.



Take A Swing
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"who... who is that?" she asked as the cloud of weed almost blocks her view before it was swatted
away. her eyes followed one particular girl who's looking wary of her surroundings and when she
saw her group that is resting under a singular tree, she rushed inside the building.

amity blinked when she's gone, "heard there'd be a new student." skara said who's sitting beside her
eating her breakfast. "nice. another meat for slaughter." boscha cackles as she has a blunt resting in
her lips while watching the other decent students walk inside the school.

scoffing, amity handed her stick to boscha and started to fix herself. the two raised their brows in
confusion at the sudden change of the blight's aura "the hell you doing?" boscha asked, not minding
to have an extra stick but she does want to know.

"gotta introduce myself. she seems cute." amity said as she pulled her blazer off her hips to wear it,
didn't bother to fix her tie as she knows she looks hot with it undone. "that's new. well, good luck
then." skara chuckles and did a small toast.

"thanks." amity started to jog towards the building, swiftly passing other students before stopping
as she saw the girl standing in front of her locker, placing in some textbooks before looking down
in a paper.

amity took out a mint candy to freshen her breath and sprayed from perfume to hide her weed scent
before walking up to the girl.

as the blight approached the new kid, everyone is watching anxiously. it's not common for amity to
come in and walk towards someone unless that someone is her siblings talking about something so
who knows. she'd probably embarrass the girl in her first day, beat her up or-

amity snatched the paper off the girl's hands, surprising her. "hey! wha-"

"luz noceda.. hm, is this spanish?" amity asked as she read the girl's name, age along with her
schedule which is the same as amity's and her reason why she's transferred here.

"uh.. yeah, i'm a dominican-american." luz replied, she was about to attempt on getting the paper
back but amity simple returned it. "blight. i'm amity blight, seems like we'll be in together this
year." she said with a smug smile which confused luz.

"nice to meet you? okay, what do you mean by that?"



"no need to be modest. i read it, you got kicked out by your previous school because you brought
snakes and makeshift rockets for a project." amity said, leaning against the lockers as she chuckles
"kinda cool to be honest."

"no, it's not." luz mutters as she turned away, closing her locker and started to head for her first
class. amity trotted beside her and stuffed her hands in her pockets "pfft, of course it is. no one here
is that bold."

then, amity nudges luz's shoulder "did you also set the school on fire?" luz recoiled back at that
question "what- no! of course not!" she replied, getting rather apprehensive as she started to think
that amity isn't just a normal student.

she did look at the tree and thought there's a yakuza hanging outside that she didn't really notice
amity.

"huh, well you should've. has anyone told you're really pretty?" amity smoothly transitioned to a
flirt which caught luz off guard once again. "uh.. i- what?" she's haywiring. "no. not really.."

amity made a confused noise "that's fucking stupid. people in your old school are complete idiots.
they don't know they just lost the most beautiful girl," luz looked at the blight who has an
intimidating, stoic face with her lips twisted into a sneer then it slowly softened as she gazed at luz
in the corner of her eye.

"and that's a score for me." luz quickly averted her eyes and started to jog towards her classroom
but amity easily keeps up.

she noticed the glasses sitting on her collar, she grabbed it and gently placed it on luz. "even better.
you look prettier and cute with it." amity flashed a sweet grin which baffled everyone and made luz
a flustered mess.

"thanks.. you're the first.." luz mutters. she doesn't know how to react in compliments and flirts as
she never really received one a real one, it's mostly mocks back there till now. amity gives her
genuine ones but she shouldn't hope too much.

"oh then, it's a pleasure." amity did a small bow. luz softly smiles at that, she saw how dishevelled
her uniform is despite her everything is perfect. as well noticing the many circumspect glances, she
thought it was on her but the more she looks. it's all directed to amity.

"why are people giving you weird stares?" luz asked, diverting from their flirts. amity slightly
frowns, she looked at the passing students whom immediately aveted their gazes and hurried out of
there. "because i'm a bad influence. but don't worry,"

amity softly placed her hand onto luz's head "i won't hurt you or let anyone do so. i like you,
noceda." her hand moved down to her cheek to pinch it.

this is a relatively warm welcome for luz and a better one than the previous ones.

-----

ever since the first day in the new school, amity has been stuck with luz like she's her tail. she's like
a happy pup whenever luz comes to school, she'd always greet her and accompany her to class with
willow and gus.



when there's time, amity would take every opportunity to throw many flirts and pickup lines to luz.
luz finds it endearing but amity wouldn't stop as she's clearly placing her feelings for the noceda in
broad daylight.

it's starting to annoy her. luz appreciates that someone likes her but the girl needs to calm down.

amity's gang tried to beat up luz for gatekeeping amity, which she isn't, and it was their biggest
mistake as amity was almost sent to jail if she wasn't rich for beating boscha up severely.

as the bell rang for the final dismissal, luz can hear the squeaking of sneakers behind her rapidly
coming towards her.

"i missed you!" luz lightly grunts when she felt amity's arm drape on her shoulder "we're literally in
the same classroom." she replied, she fixed her back before placing her hand onto amity's whom
turned tense a little.

"yeah but you're three rows ahead so i couldn't get to talk to my baby." luz softly scoffed as she
rolled her eyes, they started to head towards the exit while there's barely no space between them.

"are you free today?" amity asked which luz nods to "yeah, it's friday anyways." she replied. a
smile came on the blight's lips "then, do you wanna-"

"luz!" they turned around when they heard willow's voice behind them and they're right. willow
rushed towards them till she got in front of them. "oh hey willow. why were you running? where's
gus?" luz asked, she looked over her shoulders to check if someone was chasing her.

"gus went home early. i found something you guys wanna see, come on!" willow said and started to
run down the direction she was while waving her hands for the two to follow. luz and amity looked
each other, they shrugged and decided to follow the young park.

then, they ended up in an empty classroom. "i found this gemstone under those desk but i
accidentally dropped it so, can you help me find it?" willow asked. amity rose a brow "you're
stealing?" she looked at her whom shook her head.

"it's not stealing if it doesn't have their name on it." willow walked inside the classroom and started
to find this gemstone with luz and amity's help.

then, luz found a small torn paper on the floor. she bent down to pick up it, opened it to see one
word that made her raise a brow;

sike

"hey!" amity tried to grab willow whom quickly dashed towards the door, she didn't have time till it
was slammed in front of her. amity twists the knob but it's locked, she banged the door "willow,
what the fuck!" she yelled and started to ram her shoulder onto it in attempt to bring it down.

luz scratched her head as she doesn't know why would willow do this but she doesn't wanna stuck
in school. she looked around for another escape than the door, she heads for the windows to try and
open them.

sighing deeply, amity gripped her hair in frustration as her plans with luz is ruined. she looked over
to luz who's pushing the glued windows for another escape. her eyes moved down towards her ass



that is covered by that pesky skirt and long socks.

it's no secret that the blight has been desiring luz for awhile. she's the only one who doesn't know
about it which is ironic that she knows she likes her since day one. nonetheless, amity finds it
endearing.

amity started to slowly walk over to luz while listening to her effort grunts to open the window.

"hey, ames. mind he-" luz yelped when she felt a hand latch itself around her nape, moved her away
the windows and is slammed onto the wall. panic risen inside luz as she thinks something horrid is
gonna happen but she heard a familiar hum in her ear.

"amity?" luz looked over her shoulder to see the blight's golden hues that seemed to glow
menacingly. she groaned when she felt something hard press against her ass "i want you so bad,
luz." amity whispered as she placed softly kisses on luz's neck.

her hands are occupied on pulling luz's under shorts and panty along with her unbuckling her pants
before whipping it out. amity stroked her hardened cock as she caressed luz's smooth ass before
slapping it, watching it jiggle for a moment.

"i love you, you know that? of course, you do but.." amity leaned closer to luz's ear "do you feel the
same?"

there was a few seconds of silence before amity heard; "i do."

amity softly cupped luz's chin to pull her into a kiss as she pushed her whole cock inside her
making luz squeal in the kiss. when they pulled away, amity held onto luz's hips as she clawed the
wall.

"aahh! god.. amity!"

"ugh shit, you're so tight!" amity didn't take her take time as she's been dreaming of claiming of luz,
she doesn't want to take it slow and luz doesn't seem to mind. she looked down to see her cock
swiftly moving back in and out with luz's ass bouncing at every slam.

biting her lip, amity slapped it again before gripping a handful of luz's hair to make her look up.
"you feel so good, luz. fuck.." the blight is slowly seeing heaven as she feels luz clenched around
her.

"a- amity.. amity!!" luz's moans the blight's name louder as she felt her hit that one spot. she wasn't
really expecting to come to this but she likes the sensation of amity ramming into her, her bulk
stretching her not giving a damn.

she never thought she'd be a rough type of girl.

then, luz was guided towards the front desk so she could really hold onto something before amity
plunged her dick deeper making luz arch her back and scream in pleasure, not bothering to hold
herself.

amity groans as she rolled her head back, she ripped her dress shirt open to reveal her black bra and
toned stomach. luz looked behind her once again to see small hints of the blight's tattoo from her
sides, she hasn't seen it but she's curious.



"w- when did you.. nghm.. when you did a tattoo?" luz asked, moaning in between her words.

"ah... 4 years ago.. i was a little into anime before a- an- aahh.." amity couldn't form a coherent
sentence as the pleasure is overriding her cognitivity but she pressed out. "i was basically dared to
have one so.. i got a dragon." she finished before picking up her speed despite feeling her thighs
growing numb.

"r- really?" amity nods as she can feel her climax coming closer and closer. "fuck, luz!!!" she
roared her lover's name before swiftly pulling out to shoot her load on luz's ass.

whom screamed her name once again as she came at the same time.

both panted heavily but their libido is still higher than the roof. amity flipped luz, got in between
her and leaned down into a kiss which the noceda didn't hesitate on kissing back with her arms
coiling around her neck as amity cleaned her tip before going back in.

 

through the window, boscha watched in disgust and skara in fascination. they both heard the
angered yells of amity earlier and was about to help out till those yells turned into moans.

"i can't fucking believe this." boscha growled, she turned her gaze away as she shook her head.
disappointed.

"yeah, i can't believe it. i thought i had to wait till graduation to see them fuck since they were
taking too long. good for them." skara said, completely opposing to what boscha really meant.

"wh- skara!"



Three Queens
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night city.

the city of dreams or broken ones.

it's the most dangerous city across america and detroit is just below that. it's a breeding ground and
a home sweet home of gangs, i mean, look at pacifica. some tried to leave and be in a better place
but this place has a spell in it, you always come back for more.

the gang that is in control of half of night city. namely watson, santo domingo and westbrook. their
name is the hellstryders

they're originated in watson, their influence spreads to santo domingo and westbrook. now, they're
infiltrating the jungle of a district heywood to take it the valentinos, they've been hording it for too
long.

it wouldn't be too long if pacifica is next and the last district is the city center is gonna be a big one.

no one knows who are the ones in top or in operation since they never really reveal their face to
their underlings. but there are some speculations that there's more than just one in control since the
occupation of the two districts.

they find it suspicious that whoever the leaders are not in dispute or just they have a fondness for
each other behind the scenes.

who knows.

"check." as a queen piece kicked the king over "mate."

a chuckle is heard, "oh look at that. she beat you again."

growling, "shut up. bet you can't beat me in poker."

"try me."

a sweet giggle halts their dispute, they looked in front of them to see luz leaning back to her chair
with her feet raised on the table as she twirled the queen piece.



"to be honest, i don't really know how to play chess. so," she shrugged and tossed the piece along
with the others.

boscha grumbles "i knew it."

"do you know why the king is always the weakest one just above the pawn?" luz asked. boscha and
amity looked at each other before turning their eyes back to the noceda.

"because of the fixed rules?" amity guessed which luz shook her head.

"because they're worthless." luz swiftly pulled out her gun and shot the white king piece, sending it
back. then, she stood up and started to circle to table, heading for the two women.

"now, apply that to our situation. who is the king and queen of heywood?"

"maliko and bow?" it's time for boscha to guess which luz nods. "exactly. if we gave a negotiation
with miss bow,"

"she'll do the work for us. that is, unless, she agrees to our terms." amity finished the latina's
sentence which made her grin.

"now you're getting me. the reason why we're so powerful is that we have no kings to compromise
us. we are the three queens of night city."

luz noceda, 23. the leader of the hellstryders and is the prime reason of the many coups and
occupations of the districts, she's rather charming with her wits and words. she kept her identity and
face a secret by going by the alias of caspian.

these two women are the only ones who
are allowed to see luz's real face.

when she first took over santo domingo, boscha havenstar was the one in charge with her own
gang. they took awhile in getting along since luz sees her a great ally in her crusade till they came
to an agreement with a cost and took westbrook next.

that's where they met amity blight who's heir to the blight enterprises that is a sub unit of arasaka so
having her in the gang is a no brainer due from her high status and wealth to help the upcoming
operations.

all three women came to a modus vivendi with one condition put up front.

luz has to be their lover which she sees as an absolute win. having two beautiful and powerful
women on your side is a dream. how could you turn that down?

"i'm staring to like that name." boscha said as her hand rested on luz's waist, pulling her closer till
she was placed on her lap. luz chuckles, she felt boscha rest her chin on her shoulder with her hands
getting rather ambitious.

"ah, nope." luz abruptly stood up, she was about to say something after that but amity grabbed her
by the collar and made her drop to her knees.

"'nope'? who are you to say no to us?" she asked as she gripped a handful of luz's hair and pressed
her head against her crotch, making her feel the bulge.



"you don't let me finish." luz said, looking up to the blight. "you don't need to." boscha stood up as
well and stood in front of her lover with an evident tent in her pants.

luz scoffs "kinda rude, you know." she started to unbuckle amity's pants along with boscha till both
of their cocks are out. she stroked both of them while giving kitten licks before taking amity first.

"aah.. shit." amity's grip loosened slightly, she twitched as luz didn't stop till all of her is inside her
mouth. luz started to bob her head with her hand going in the same pace on boscha, her tongue
swirled around the blight's girth and her leaking tip.

"hmgn.. mhm.."

luz pulled away and moved to boscha, taking her easily which made the havenstar shiver. she
caressed luz's cheek as she bobbed her head while keeping her eyes on her.

"damn, you've gotten better." boscha said as her hips started to move, thrusting deep. then, luz
pulled away with a thin thread of saliva connecting her tongue before disappearing. "thanks. took
alot of practice."

luz stood up and started to bring her pants off, amity helped her as she lifted her onto the table. she
laid luz down the table with her in between, her cock rubbing her wet clit before pushing in making
luz jerk and let out a breathy moan.

amity sighs in bliss, she gripped luz's legs tightly and started thrusting without regard. "aahh! a..
ames.." luz moans as she rolled her head back as she held onto the edge of the table.

as amity slams into the noceda, the table is gradually shaking with it's contents rattling making
some fall. boscha watched them with intent as she strokes herself, waiting for her turn to take that
pussy.

"aaahh.. ah god.." one of luz's eyes closed for a moment till she heard a ringing in her ear. amity
smirks, she slowed down and silently told luz to answer that which she did.

luz tapped her temple to open the call "hello?"

"let me speak to the leader of hellstryders." someone said on the other side then, amity suddenly
increased her speed which almost made luz scream if she didn't clasp her hand into her mouth.

"you are talking to them, twit. who are you?" luz asked, her tone leaning to irritated till she was
slapped by amity. "talk nicely." she mouthed as she's practically ramming into her.

"oh my apologies. i've been considering for a meeting. just of us discussing about the terms of way
to resolve this." they continued which made luz raise a brow, she bit her lip as she can feel her high
coming closer, taunting her.

"oh? resolve what? i'm gonna have heywood no matter what. besides, that is my papa's home so it'll
be easier of you leave before i introduce you to the tyger claws 16 feet under." luz sneered though
it's not holding long as amity relentlessly fucking her.

"then where the fuck are we gonna stay?! you're overtaking all of the terri-"

"i'm going have to stop you there. i have many people under my belt, i'm always giving them option
to work with me or be on the ground. i gave you that option and you declined, remember? and i'm



not a kind of person who likes second chances."

amity quirked a brow in amusement, she looked over to boscha who's loving this display of
authority from luz. she's a force to be reckoned with, no doubt.

"so, congratulations. you just fucked yourself."

as luz ended the call, "aaahh!!!" she screamed when she came hard. amity slammed her lips against
her lover's, their tongues twirled with no rhythm before amity plunged her cock deep in her and
came as well.

luz lets out a long moan in the kiss, her eyes rolled back at the feeling of the blight's warm cum
filling her up like pastry. amity slowly pulled out, letting her jizz leak out of the noceda only to be
replaced by the boscha.

"you did good in threatening maliko but was it wise?" boscha asked as she pushed herself inside luz
whom moaned loudly, her pussy is incredibly sensitive right now.

"he- he was getting on my nerves. besides, he made his decision." luz replied, she gripped onto
boscha's arms as she slowly bent down, the space between their faces are only mere inches.

"hm, fair point." boscha leaned in for a kiss which gladly returned their tongues meeting. the
havenstar's muscle clashed with luz till she won and took over her lover's mouth. groaning at the
feeling of her clenching.

as they pulled away, boscha attacked luz's neck and bit her flesh to leave a hickey making her hold
grow tighter with her moans turning erratic as it fills the entire room.

"b- boscha!"

"ah fuck that's it. say my name!"

suddenly, the door was open by someone and boscha instinctively opened her projectile launcher
which squared the person in the head, sending them back as electrical sparks escaped their head.

amity chuckles "must be the new guy." she said as she went ahead to close the door not before
checking if there's another one coming and made sure it's locker this time.

"you didn't fucking lock it before?" boscha asked, narrowing her eyes at the blight as she returned
to the table. amity crossed her arms "who's the last one to enter the room? it's you, right." she
countered.

then, amity looked at luz's whom in total euphoria right now "hey baby, who's the last one to come
in?" she asked.

"i.. i don't- aahh! don't know! just fuck me!!" luz replied, she arched her back as she felt boscha
starting to continuously hit that one spot, bringing her closer once more boscha feels the same as
she grits her teeth tightly.

"ghn.. fuck!!" boscha drove her cock deep into her lover as she came in her womb, fermenting her
as if amity isn't enough. luz came at the same time, her legs convulsed for a moment before falling
limp.



both panted heavily, boscha gave luz a soft kiss before slowly pulling away making her twitch. both
blight and havenstar watched their cum ooze out of luz as she's getting woozy.

"you did so good luz."

"we love you, baby."

-----

it's not common to see someone pregnant in the battlefield without seeing their bump bursting as a
bullet pierced it.

but what's more unusual is a child being carried by the leader of hellstryders as they run into the
crossfire, swiftly taking down enemies as the child wore headphones to protect it's sensitive ears
and is playing with an ammo cartridge.

everyone was baffled at the first sight of this. they saw their leader with a carrier strapped on their
chest and an auburn haired child giggle as it plays with it's owl stuffed toy that frequently dropped.

did i mention it's two?

yeah, there's another strapped in the back with a striped hair color. mostly brown but has light tints
of pink.

that's the one who's playing with the ammo which their leader seemed to trust in holding before
taking to reload and give the empty one.

they don't know how their leader got pregnant due from being secluded type of person, or so they
thought. they started seeing two women always with their leader either carrying the two children or
just with them.

there are theories that they're the other parents or just a friend to help but there are doubts about that
one.

nonetheless, they don't mind having another addition to this dystopian like 'family'. especially luz,
amity and boscha.

azura and kio are the greatest blessing they ever have. it's no surprise that luz would get pregnant
after getting stuffed so many times by the blight and havenstar, they kept the time of labor a secret
but the baby bump isn't so much. that's hard to hide.

since there's no other people to take care of their kids, they had to bring them along whenever
there's a mission and they're unfazed since they're in their own world as their mother coldly kills.

they don't like revealing much as they like the privacy and if the knowledge of luz having two kids
is out in public. who knows what problems will arose for her kids, she doesn't want them to face
that.

even though she could easy kill off the ones whom ridicule them but she wants them a somewhat
normal life than what she had.

good thing that luz wouldn't be doing that alone as she has amity and boscha helping her raising
azura and kio.





Beautiful Mirror

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'perceptions' & conclusion

as she stood in front of the standing mirror, staring at the forming bump on her with her shirt lifted
as she smiles. amity is happy that she's carrying luz's child, after cumming many times inside her, it
wouldn't be a surprise that amity got pregnant.

the only thing she's worried about is her parents finding out since the twins are happy to become an
aunt and uncle soon.

then, amity saw a pair of arms slowly wrap around her and she already knows who it is. "hey,
baby." luz whispers as she placed soft kisses along amity's nape. "hey, luz." she turns her head to
give her a kiss.

luz rested her head onto her lover's shoulder to stare at her beautiful body "you look so pretty." she
said as her hand smoothly rubbed the bump, amity leaned back to luz and held her hand to keep it
there.

"what do you think our child's gonna look like?" amity asked, she watched luz shrug "dunno but no
matter. i'm gonna love them and you forever." she replied as she nuzzled in amity's neck with her
hips slowly grinding against her ass.

amity felt something "did you drink the potion again?"

"only a pinch." amity scoffs as she rolled her eyes. luz slowly pulled out her twitching cock and
squeezed her lover's ass "can i..?"

"but the baby.."

"they'll be fine. i read about it and it's safe but i'll be gentle." luz reassured as she kissed amity
again with her slipping amity's shorts off and stroked her cock for a moment before sliding inside
her.

amity sighed in bliss, she looked into the mirror once again to see luz pulling her shirt up more to
reveal her breasts growing exponentially. she fondled with it as she started thrusting slowly.

"wow, they're getting bigger." luz said in awe as she played with them "now, i'm curious if i'd get
some milk from mommy too when the baby comes." she lightly squeezed it, watched some secrete
out and drip to the floor.

amity trembled at the feeling, "you can try." she breathed. then, luz wiped a trail for to lick and
hummed in delight "never gets old." then, she started to pick up her speed a little as her hands
moved down to her lover's hips.



"aah.. luz.."

"ames, i love you so much." luz softly nipped amity's neck. she closed her eyes as groans escaped
her lips, loving the feeling of the blight's tightness, she can only wish this never changes.

"i... i love you too, luz." amity brought her hand back to hold onto luz's hair, she bit her lip as she
feel a familiar knot forming inside. then, luz suddenly pulled out to turn her around and slam her
lips against hers.

amity closed her eyes as she kissed back, her hand grasped the noceda's dick and started to rub it
for her to finish with luz fingering her rapidly.

they both came at the same time as they moaned within the kiss. the phallus disappeared but the
cum in amity's hand is still there. luz slowly pulled her fingers out that is filled of her cum which
she cleaned diligently when they pulled way.

they stared deeply into each other's eyes with something quickly filling it then luz placed a
lingering kiss on amity's forehead "do you want me to get-"

amity didn't even let luz to finish "yes."

-----

"kid, you need to chill." eda said as she watched luz repeatedly pace back and forth in front of her
as anxious mixed with worry written in her face.

eda, king, luz along with the twins quickly rushed to the hospital when amity's water broke. luz
wants to be in the room where it happens to help amity during the process but the witches said she
has to be on standby instead.

"yeah, sit down. the process would take a few minutes, probably." king added, patting the empty
space beside him but luz shook her head "it's been 30 minutes and no doctor has come out yet. they
say the c-section just takes 10! why is it taking so l-"

luz was cut off by the sound of the er room opening and she saw the witch doctor come towards her
with their hands in their pockets. they seemed relieved.

"is my wife okay?! where's amity?! my kid?!" luz bombarded the doctor questions whom simply
held up their hand to stop her.

"calm down, miss noceda. and correction, kids.. your wife and triplets are in perfect condition after
the process and are now resting." luz's mouth dropped when she heard the word 'triplets', she is
pleased that amity and her kids are okay but-

triplets?

triplets.

luz can feel she wants to pass out but she held herself together. barely as her whole body is
trembling in happiness with tears brimming in the corner of her eyes.

"you okay, luz?" king asked, luz slowly nods. she sniffled and cleared her throat "w- where are
they?" she asked the doctor whom motioned their hand towards the second door down the hall.



luz looked at the others whom nudged her to go first. taking a deep breath, she jogged towards the
door, twisting the doorknob open slowly to reveal amity laying on the bed with someone on her
arms.

luz slowly walked inside, heading for the bedside. a light gasp escaped her lips when she saw,
indeed, three newborns resting on top of their mother whom slowly opened her eyes when she
heard the gasp.

"hey.." amity's voice cracked a little when she said that. luz clasped her hand to her mouth as the
tears finally dropped, she softly grabbed amity's unoccupied hand and leaned down to give her a
soft kiss.

"they're beautiful.." luz mutters. the triplets' ears are pointed but a little smaller than a normal
witch's, their eyes are still closed she has to wait till they're awake.

"i love you, amity." luz kissed her wife's hand as she cried in happiness for her family.

amity smiles, she moved her hand to caress luz's cheek with her thumb wiping her tears "i love you
too, luz. thank you."

-----

"wake up!!!"

luz wheezed when she felt someone bounce on her and amity groaned when she felt the same thing.

slowly opening her eyes, luz saw her kids on the bed shaking them awake. giggling, "you little
goobers! come here!" luz engulfed them into a hug and started to kick their sides as they roared in
laughter.

"mommy, help us!" they called for amity whom slowly sat up to watch her wife torment her kids.
"nope." she stuck out her tongue at them which made a dramatic gasp utter from them, luz stopped
for a moment.

"ooh the betrayal! how could you, mother." one of them said in a melodramatic tone, amity rolled
her eyes and pulled them into a hug making them wheeze.

"how could i? more like how could you wake us up, huh!" she started to tickle them as well, they
burst out of laughter once again while trying to get away from amity.

as they finally let their kids go, they quickly scrambles out of the bed but stopped by the door "can
we have pancakes today?" they asked. "of course!" luz replied making the children cheer in victory.

they grabbed their parents' hands, dragged them out of the bedroom and into the dining room.
"pancakes! pancakes!" they stared chanting pancakes as they happily ran around and jump.

they sure did get luz's energy.

luz has a warm smile etched across her face as amity watches her tend to the kids, enabling them
while heading for the kitchen to whip up breakfast.

it's been years since luz and amity got azura, otabin and hedbri. they built their own cottage that is
just several miles off the owl house so they could visit eda and king then vice versa.



the twins also visit them or in for babysitting if luz and amity are out on their own adventure which
is a field day for the kids since edric and emira always allowed them to do anything.

amity followed luz to the kitchen, seeing her bring the pancake mix box that she brought from the
human world and started to work.

oh yeah, camila was surprised to hear that she's a grandma now when she saw luz bring the triplets
and her wife to the human world to introduce them to her.

at first, she was in a state of bewilderment as luz has been gone for so long since the portal was
only brought back recent, she didn't recognise her own daughter at first. next, she broke down and
gave luz one hell of a scolding but is happy to know the triplets and amity as her daughter in law.

amity looped her arms around luz as she's mixing the concoction in the table "got any requests?"
luz asked, referring to the pancakes' fillings but amity didn't catch that yet.

"a good morning kiss maybe?" amity asked. luz smiles, she turned around and gave her wife a
loving, endearing, passionate kiss that is brimming of their love for each other. "you didn't have to
ask, ames."

amity smiles when they pulled away, she pressed her temple against luz's as a melody escaped her
throat. "i love you, luz."

"i love you too, amity."

"can we also have ice cream?"



Who's Really In Charge

Chapter Summary

apex pureblood dragon luz x alpha dragon amity

requested smut

"hey, kid! don't forget to drink this!" luz perked up when she heard eda from the kitchen, she was
just about to head out and she saw a bottle coming at her.

luz swiftly jumped in the air and caught the bottle, "thanks eda! almost went out taking this." she
said as she popped the bottle open and dunked it fully before sighing deeply.

"i don't get why you had to hide your scent. you're allowed to fly freely without anyone persecuting
you. besides, you're a pureblood." eda said when she walked up to luz to grab the empty bottle.

"apex pureblood. you kicked me out many times when you smelled my scent and i don't want
people to be afraid of me because of what i am." luz reasoned, eda seemed to get it as she nods.

"right. but this wouldn't be enough to hide your scent anymore since you're maturing." eda heads
back to the kitchen.

luz walked out of the owl house, looks down at herself, seeing her blackened clawed hands.
spreading them to reveal her dark brown wings. she does feel her body deviating from being a
wyrmling and to the adult stage. it's a little uncomfortable but she's getting there.

luz took flight, going high above the canopy till she's touching the clouds. feeling the rapid cold
winds hitting her face making her hair fly back. she climbed higher till she can see the stratosphere
above.

she doesn't have a place to go in mind, she just wants to take a flight across the wide boiling isles.

luz's mind started to wander towards a particular alpha dragon. amity blight. she doesn't know why
but she started to feel something for amity ever since the first time she smelled her scent.

it's obvious by the scent of her and the aura radiating as she walked past her.

they had a rocky first impression but amity became her friend, closer- want to be closer than that as
luz wants her to be her mate but she's worried at the same time that she has tell her that she's a
pureblood and-

luz's ears straightened up when she heard a sound of someone piercing through the air, cutting her
from her thoughts. she picked her speed to lose whoever it might be and glides to the left as she
doesn't wanna be involved to whatever it is.



then, her right ear twitched. hearing them go in the same direction as her. luz is going at her top
speed, she'd be more faster if she's in her real form but no one is able to catch up to a pureblood
unless.

before luz could whip her head around to see who it is. something coiled on her waist and pulled
her back for them to latch onto her, hugging her with their claws digging in her skin.

roaring, luz tried to wriggle out of the other dragon's embrace but they openly tightened and they
started to fall quickly towards the ground.

 

few minutes ago

seeking.

as amity flown into the sky in fully speed, she could easily circle the entire world at this rate. the
only thing occupied in her mind is to luz as she's the perfect mate for her.

she's been waiting for her rut to arrive and take luz as hers. she's the only dragon the blight wants
ever since the first time their eyes laid on each other, she always felt something for the noceda.

amity caught a scintilla of luz's scent before dulling out but she can still smell her, barely. it
confuses her but she shook it off as her nose not working right in important time.

as she passed the owl house, amity climbed higher to the sky when she loosely follows the scent till
she found something in the horizon. her tail happily whipped side to side when she instantly
recognised who that is.

amity picked up her speed, her wings rapidly flapping to catch up. she saw luz speed up as well and
move to the side which she followed.

when she's only a few meters away, amity bolted her tail towards luz to pull her into her arms with
her claws digging deep for her not to escape as they started free falling.

a roar is heard from luz which surprised amity to how intimidating it sounds making her also let luz
go before she didn't. amity closed her eyes as she started to shift into her dragon form for her front
limbs to hold luz before diving down to the ground.

breaking some branches, she flew through past many trees as she searches for a cave suitable for
them. when amity turned back to her dragonic form, luz lets out a stream of fire making her let her
go and both fell to the ground just outside the cave.

luz was quick to stand up, growling madly as the side of her mouth has smoke emitting from it.
amity stood up as well, her rut is progressively growing worse with it going to her head.

the alpha dragon charged at luz whom leaped to dodge her and kicked her back making her almost
tumble.

grumbling, amity whipped her tail towards luz which she caught and tried to slam amity to the
ground but she jumped to the air with her hand grabbing the pureblood by the neck.



luz yelped when amity flew them inside the cave and pinned her to the floor. she was about to burn
her face off but she realised that it's amity hovering on top of her with her breathing ragged, her
golden eyes glowing and fangs getting sharper.

"amity.."

"mate." amity slammed her lips onto luz's, she was shocked but she kissed back. as they indulge
themselves in the kiss, luz didn't notice that the potion was slowly wearing off as they're getting
into mating.

it wafted the air which made amity snap her eyes open when she inhaled luz's scent. she abruptly
pulled away and recoiled back, 
"luz.. what are- why do you smell like a pureblood?" amity asked, her voice slightly cracking as she
thinks luz already has a mate and it's not her.

luz slowly sat up, her ears are flattened as she looked at luz. "amity, i have something to show you."
she closed her eyes for a moment

her frame grew quickly, her head splits into three with her tail becoming two. her scales shined
even in the dark as her horns and teeth turned sharper. she's bigger than amity in a few feet.

amity is on the floor with her mouth agape, she's flabbergasted but most importantly scared as she
never met a pureblood before. when luz reverted back to her humanoid form buck naked as shifting
tore her clothes.

"i'm sorry i kept this from you. i was trying to find the right time to say it, i swear. please, don't be
afraid." luz said, slowly walking up to amity. she can see her body slightly tremble but is trying to
hide it.

luz knelt down in front of amity, she softly grabbed both of her hands and kissed it. "please?" she
placed them on her face, leaning into her touch to calm her alpha down.

amity caressed luz's cheeks, she took a deep breath and lightly pecked her lips before pushing her
back down to the floor. she started placing soft kissed along luz's neck while she still trembles as a
literally apex pureblood dragon is under her but she kept reminding herself that is luz.

she trusts luz.

the alpha dragon moved down towards luz's breasts, gently fondling them before taking one of her
nipples. her tongue toyed with it as her teeth scraped the skin making luz flinch "ah.."

amity pulled away with a pop, she dragged her tip slit tongue down towards luz's snatch, inhaling
her scent before licking her wet slit. "aah!" luz bit her finger with her other hand clawing the floor.

the blight started to eat the noceda while her aroma fills her nose. amity gripped luz's thighs to lift it
slightly with her body trembled more since the potion is dropping more but she persists, feeling her
mind of luz's taste. it's heavenly.

she closed her eyes and slipped her tongue inside making luz yelp, she felt a hand grip her hair that
is hesitantly pulling her closer which amity gladly followed with her cock twitching in excitement
and tail wagging gently.



then, amity slowly pulled away with her mouth almost covered of luz's juices. she licked her lips as
she hovered above her once again. luz placed her hand on her cheek with her tail wrapping around
her leg.

"it's okay. calm down, okay? i love you." luz whispered as she kissed amity who's tremors stopped
for a moment. when they pulled away, amity nods as she flashed a soft smile "i love you too."

amity spreads luz's legs more and slides her cock on her clit before pushing her tip in first. her ears
flattened more with her pupils slitting when the potion is nor filtering luz's real scent anymore. the
entire cave is filled of amity's rut, sex and luz's pureblood scent.

gulping, just calm down, damnit! this is luz! she said in her head.

amity sucked it up and pushed the rest of her inside. luz hissed, her claws are deep in the stone as
she takes her alpha fully "amity.." she can smell the distress from her.

luz opened her arms, signalling for amity to lean down which did and immediately pulled her into
an reassuring embrace. "it's okay. i won't hurt you. i love you so much, okay?" she whispers as she
rubbed amity's head.

taking in a deep breath, amity nods "i love you too, luz." she replied and started to thrust inside luz.

"aahh! amity!" luz held onto amity as she feels her cock stretch her to accommodate to her girth.
her tail's grip tightened with amity's tail wagging rapidly at the feeling of luz.

"aah.. shit." amity groans, she clawed the floor as well and her pace speed up not long after. letting
luz's moans bounce in the cave walls, escaping into the woods with their mixed scents.

amity looked down to her mate, her pureblood dragon mate moaning lewdly who's in full
submission to her but amity still feels scared as luz is at the top of the overarching hierarchy.

amity closed her eyes and opened them again, forgetting her worries of what blood of dragons luz
is and just wants to fuck her good as her mate for life.

she leaned down to her neck, opened her mouth with her teeth glistening from the sunlight behind
them before she sunk it deep into luz making her scream in both pain and pleasure.

"amity!!" luz unintentionally dragged her claws on amity's back making her wince but ignored it. as
she pulled away, amity licked the mark she left before moving up to her mate's lips, wanting more
kisses as her speed grew inhumane.

luz's moans were muffled in the kiss, her hands tangled itself on amity's hair as she kissed back.
their tongues danced with one another, amity groans when she felt luz teasingly bit her tongue
when they slowly pulled back.

their tongues lingered with a string of saliva between them which luz tore as she buried her face on
amity's neck. she licked her flesh before biting down as well, marking her.

"oh luz.." amity bit her lip as she feels her mate make her hers. when luz leaned back, she licked the
small blood on the side of her lips and looked up to her alpha, their eyes overflowing of many
things for each other but thing made itself clear.

they love each other through the fear and worry.



then, luz saw spikes burst out of amity's back as she's unconsciously shifting with her frame
gradually growing and scales turning thick. manic growls escaped the alpha's throat as she madly
thrusts into luz, feeling her climax coming.

"fuck! fuck, luz!!!"

"ah- aaahh!! amity!!!"

both roared each other's name as they came at the same time. amity rolled her head back with her
cock plunged deep into luz who arched her back.

luz hums as she shuddered at the sensation of her alpha's loads shooting inside her, stuffing her.
amity slowly lowered her head as she panted heavily, she dropped herself onto luz whom hugged
her.

"i finally mated.. mated with you." amity said breathlessly, her head resting onto luz's chest to listen
to her hard thumps of heartbeats. "yeah.. never thought it'd be too soon but," luz twirled her finger
on amity's strands.

"i like it."



First Meeting

Chapter Summary
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there has been rumors of emperor belos has a child and it's not good ones.

they speculate that the emperor's kid is a bad one despite never seeing them but they think or claim
to know that the witch would be the same to the three eyed grudgby captain and youngest blight
combined.

ruthless and tyrannical.

amity doesn't like to be compared to someone that seem to exist as there are no evidence to support
of the emperor's kid being alive since belos is a seclude person. no one knows what's really going
on inside those thick castle walls within the titan's heart.

and as much as amity doesn't want to come, she's forced out of her room to get dress as she and her
parents are heading for the emperor's castle to meet his child in a family dinner form.

as amity walked inside the castle with a grimy, dark atmosphere in the night. she saw three figures
standing, waiting for them. she easily distinguished them as the emperor in the middle, lilith
clawthorn on his left with an unknown one on the right.

when the blights stopped in front of the emperor, they bowed for a moment and started to exchange
pleasantries. "it is always a pleasure for you invite us tonight, emperor." alador said.

"of course, though this dinner is not simply to discuss our terms. it is for our children." belos placed
his hand on the unknown person's shoulder to make them step forward.

"indeed, my emperor. it was quite a surprise for you to request our youngest to be the first meet
your heir." odalia said as she placed her hands onto amity's shoulders and moved her to the front.
now, seeing who this emperor's kin is.

amity started thinking that this is gonna be another burden for her. having her to befriend the
emperor's kid is a big deal and she doesn't want the responsibility to babysit them.

they have a short curly brown hair that compliments their eyes and tanned skin. they're taller than
amity, leaner and more sophisticated.

they wore a rather lavishing white suit that has an gold embroidered waistcoat, the tailcoat's buttons
are embroidered as well along with a silk cloth is tied on their neck like a bow.



they both stared at each other, not saying a word. amity can feel a chill running up to her spine the
longer she stares as the witch has a dominating aura emitting from them which made amity look
away.

"this is my heir and pride. luz. be nice to the blights." belos said. luz nods "yes, father." she said,
her voice monotonous and cold.

then, she offered her hand to amity whom looked down at it before hesitantly taking it. "nice to
meet you, i'm luz." amity is baffled to hear the sudden change of tone from cold to somewhat
lighter.

"amity blight. nice to meet you too." amity replied and pulled her hand back.

"now, that you two know each other. shall we head for dinner?" lilith said as she clapped her hands.
everyone agreed and started for the direction of the dining hall.

amity kept glancing at luz who kept her eyes ahead with her hands inside her pockets. she doesn't
know why but she feels a sort of attraction for her, seeing her sharp jawline with her curls bouncing
as she walks which starting to move.

wait, move?

amity slightly jumped when she saw a demon pop out of luz's hair, it's bony head with one of it's
horns chipped looked around before pulling out a rather familiar book.

"hey, i'm done with it's cheesy story. it's horrid. i demand another." the demon said as he waved the
book around while getting out luz's hair and sat on her shoulder.

"later. we're gonna have a family dinner." luz said, she grabbed the book from king's hand and held
it under her arm. "ha, that's new. bet it'll be just discussing how to capture eda." king whispers to
luz whom chuckles but shook her head.

"nah, it's a little different this time."

king scoffed "i doubt that." he turned his head to meet the blight's gaze, he rose a brow. "who are
you to be at the presence if the king of demons?" king stood up with his arms stretched as if trying
to establish his dominance.

"king of what?" amity is confused to hear this is midget of a demon proclaim to be the king of his
kind. "don't mind him. his name is king the demon." luz said, petting the demon's head only to be
swatted away.

"shut it! you have no right to steal my rain, my humble servant!" king knocked on luz's head
making her giggle. amity felt her heart strings pluck when she heard that giggle. "oh, i'm so sorry,
my liege. i acknowledge my refutes." luz replied with her tone lowering to be submission to the
'king'.

amity started to think that the rumors are really farfetched and that the heir of the emperor is just a
normal person in a highest status as she watched luz and king banter.

as they got to the dining room, they all sat down. luz and amity obvious got to sit next to together
as the servants are placing their plates filled of delicacies in front of them.



then, lilith noticed that luz is placing king on his own chair that is elevated by a pair of pillows as
his own plate is placed. "excellent! you may leave." he waved his hand for the servant to go which
they didn't need to be told twice.

"must he sit with us? he can eat whatever's outside the castle." lilith said, grimacing as she watched
the demon devour the food. "he's part of the family, lilith. of course, he can sit with us." luz replied
as she wiped king's mouth.

odalia lets out a pitch chuckle "quite unusual for someone like you to call a demon as family when
what they really are is vermin." she said. luz looked at her with a furrowed brow "and what does
'someone like me' supposed to mean, mrs. blight?" she asked.

amity pursed her lip as she lightly tapped her finger on the table, she's shocked to see that luz is
challenging her mother. she doesn't know if she's stupid or confident.

"i call him family because he is one. if you have a problem with a demon like king peacefully
eating with us tonight, i'd cancel everything and not have a dinner at all." luz sneered, her fangs
showing with her pointed ears straighter than ever.

odalia deeply frowned as she never seen this kind of attitude before, she looked at the emperor
who's silently watching all of this happen in his table.

"emperor, not to be blunt but is that really how your kin behaves? ill mannered, uncivil?" odalia
asked as if she's a child telling her teacher that her classmate threw her rocks when she's the first
one who did it.

there was silence in a few seconds before; "let the demon have his meal and he will leave
immediately. do you understand, luz?" he looked at his daughter whom nodded "yes, father." she
replied and started to eat her dinner.

as everyone is eating, amity can see the good witch azura book sitting on luz's lap as she ate in
silence. gulping, amity tapped luz's shoulder to make her look at her.

"you know azura?"

luz lights up "yeah! you too?" amity nods as a smile started to crawl up to her lips. the noceda
pumped her fists down, not wanting the adults to look at them, energy started to surge wildly in luz
as she finally found someone she can talk about her likes.

 

luz and amity ended up talking throughout dinner about azura then what's hexside is like as luz
never really got to go outside of the castle much then transitioned to their personal likes as a joke
which shouldn't really be talked in the table.

"i'm still a maid." amity whispers as now an unremovable smile is on her face with both of them
facing each other. "really? man, me too." luz replied, rubbing the back of her neck as she looked to
the ground for a second.

"would it be cool if we lose it to one another?" luz asked, turning her gaze back to the blight with a
salacious grin but it dropped when she saw how red amity's face became.



"o- oh, i'm sorry, i went to far. i take it back." luz apologised as she looked down in shame. amity
shook her head "no no, it's okay. um, yeah i- i think it'd be cool.." she replied. then, both witches'
faces turn beet red at that.

luz looked at the adults who are still talking, not minding what they're doing. she softly grabbed
amity's hand and slowly sat up "let's get outta here." she whispers, amity gazed down at luz's hand
that is bigger than hers. she held it as well and nodded.

both of them bolted out of the dining hall in full speed with luz leading the way. they swiftly ran
down the long halls, turned many directions before luz opened a door without turning the on as
amity grabbed her by the collar and slammed her lips.

luz closed her eyes and kissed back, she held amity's waist as they loosely danced across luz's room
till her back hits the wall. as they pulled away, they can see their glowing hues in the dark and their
lustful features.

"are you sure we can do this here?" amity asked, pressing herself against luz as she feels something
hard on her crotch. lowly humming, "yeah. worried that your parents would catch us?" luz replied
as she rose a brow but amity shook her head.

"no. your father, being all seeing and shit." lus lets out an empty laugh "yeah.. don't worry, he won't
see us here." she reassured before leaning in for another kiss with her hands slithering down to the
blight's dress and up to her smooth thighs till she felt her panty.

as luz pulled it down to her ankles, she groans when she felt amity rub her cock through the pants.
then, amity unzipped it to let it free as she grasped it.

pulling away, luz looked down to see the blight's hand stroking her as her breath hitches. "let me
ask you something." luz whispers which amity hums in acknowledgement of.

"did your parents tell you to do this for you to be on the good graces of my father?" amity scoffs at
that "if they did, i would be giving you a handjob like this." she tightened her grip, squeezing luz
making her wince.

"ay.. okay, that's kinda impossible to move but i got it." luz said, sighing in relief as amity loosened
her hold and started stroking her again. amity pecked her lips again before she left herself getting
lift up by the thighs and her arms clung onto her neck.

"how long are you staying here?" luz asked as she rubbed her tip on amity's wet clit making her
shudder. "depends how long you can last." she said making luz grin, buried her face in her neck and
started to go in.

"nugh.." amity tightened her hold and she also lowers herself onto luz till there's nothing left. "ah..
fuck." they didn't move for a few seconds till luz saw amity give her an affirming nod.

luz started to thrust into her, she immediately made a protection spell for amity at the first taste she
got. she can feel like she's reaching heaven. she licked the blight's ear that is down.

"aah! luz.."

luz moved them to the bed and sped up her hips "holy shit.." she hung her head low as she drove
her cock deep into amity, letting her moans echo around the room. then, she felt amity grip a



handful of her hair and pull her down for another kiss.

their tongues clashed with each other, tasting each other as amity's grip softens. her body is turning
jelly at every thrust luz makes, her senses are fully submitting to her much to her satisfaction.

as they pulled away, luz held amity's chin for her mouth to stay open. seeing her fully grown fangs,
her thumb lightly pressed against it's sharp tip before making her suck her thumb.

luz's eyes travelled down to amity's bouncing tits through her dress, biting her lip. she squeezed
them and she wishes she can suck on them but they have to keep their clothes on.

"luz! aahh oh titan yes!" amity moans, her eyes are entirely fixated on luz's glowing hazel eyes. it
feels like she hasn't see anything like those eyes before, it allures her, entices her like a poor sailor
to a siren's beguile melody.

then, luz hits that one spot making amity pleasurably scream as she arched her back. luz holds in a
moan and started to go beyond limited speed, wanting to come at the same time with amity as she
can feel her tightly clenching around her.

"am.. ames.. amity!" luz moans the witch's name as she gripped the bed sheets hard, groaning when
amity's claws her back that almost tore her coat.

"i'm so- close!"

"wait for me..."

with a finally few thrusts, luz's cock is in deep of amity as she came at the same time as her. both
moaned loudly, being in complete bliss in their first come. amity sighed as she feels luz's cum fill
her up without the worry of getting pregnant early.

luz kissed amity before slowly pulling out as she stopped shooting her load. she placed her
sheathing cock back inside her pants and helped amity pull her panty up.

"still good?" luz asked, breathy. amity nods, she pushed her hair behind her ear and stood up to give
the noceda a peck. "yeah. better even." she replied making luz smile.

"let's go back before father proposes a manhunt." luz said, offering her arm for amity to wrap her
own in and both walked out of the bedroom, returning to the dining hall where the adults are still
there, talking.

luz and amity sat back to their chairs as if nothing happened. lilith noticed that they've returned
"where have you two been?" she asked making the two look at her. their hairs are in a craze as well
with clothes.

"swimming."



Pretty

Chapter Summary

babysitter lucia x amity

reminder: the age gap are still 2 years. amity is really just a brat here

requested smut

"why do i need a babysitter? i'm old enough to take of myself, mother!" amity retorts as her parents
stood in front of her near the door. the twins are usually the ones looking after amity so she
wouldn't perform arson but they're out with their significant others.

which happens to be the time where alador and odalia goes for their 3 month promotion.

"no, you are not. do not kick this one out this time unless you want your bank account to be
blocked and the wifi changed." alador warned, amity's eye twitched as her face is slowly turning
red in anger.

before she could fire back, the doorbell rang which alador went on to open to reveal a tall, scrawny
girl with a red beanie and dark green jacket. amity peered her head to the door and narrowed her
eyes at her.

"um, hi sir. mr. blight, right?" lucia asked which alador nods, "you must be lucia, yes?" he returned
the question and lucia nods as well then he stepped aside for the noceda to come inside.

lucia looked around the wide living room, she held in a whistle as she never been to a mansion
before. she saw this ad for babysitting someone little sister for 3 months and the pay could reach up
half a million or a million if lucia did well.

the eldest noceda is rather experienced since she took care of luz while she was a baby whenever
camila would be out. so, she finds herself rather great in this.

"so," lucia turned her gaze to amity who's giving her the nasty eye which she ignored "where's your
little sister?" she asked.

"i am the little sister, asshole." amity snarled. lucia frowned, she thinks that her war must be
messing with her today "come again?" she leaned closer to amity, want to hear her clearer. but she
tried to throw a punch which lucia easily caught.

"nice joke, kid."

"no, she's telling the truth. amity is the youngest of my three children." odalia clarified which made
lucia made a confused noise, she jumped back when amity raised her knee to hit her package.



"what?! she looks like she belongs in college drinking 10 shots of espresso like a crackhead!" lucia
said, bewildered that she has to take care of this brat for 91 days.

"i'm in my sophomore years jackass!" amity yelled as she continued to glare at lucia.

"with those eye bags you're not. fucking raccoon." lucia started to throw names back at the young
blight.

"bold statement for someone who looks like she runs a meth lab."

"presumptuous averment, you little bitch."

"that doesn't make a-"

then, a clear of a throat is heard making them abruptly stop. "that's enough banter. we'll be off now.
lucia, take care of our amity and amity be nice." odalia said as she grabbed her bag and started to
head for the door with her husband.

odalia told lucia the last minute things she needs to do before they went out of the manor.

when the sound of the car driving off is heard. lucia and amity looked at each in the corner of their
eyes before averting, "i can't believe this." lucia mutters.

"yeah, i can't believe i'm stuck with a ragged bitch like you." amity spat, she turned around and
started to head up the stairs. "and where you going?" lucia asked as her eyes followed the blight.

"my room. what else? don't fucking steal anything or i'll call the cops!"

lucia rolled her eyes, she went over the couch and plopped down. she reaches for the tv remote to
occupy herself till the night comes. she wasn't expecting she'd have to take care of a spoiled brat.

worse, it's a teenager.

-----

as the night came, amity quietly went back downstairs to make herself some noodles for dinner.
when she went past the living room with the tv left on and lucia sleeping upright with a pillow
sitting on her lap.

rolling her eyes, amity proceeded to the kitchen and started to make her dinner.

with a steaming bowl of instant noodles in hand, amity sat down in the couch with a great space
between her and lucia as she started watching what's on.

amity grumbles as she doesn't like the channel. she started to look around the remote to flip on
another channel and she saw it beside lucia which amity didn't think twice on getting.

but she knocked the pillow the off her lap and tumbled to the ground.

amity leaned back to the couch and started to change the channel before eating without noticing
something in her peripheral vision till she accidentally looked and almost choked on herself.



amity's eyes widens as she saw lucia's half hard cock out in the open while she's still asleep. she
doesn't know what to do in this situation, should she leave it hanging? hide it like nothing
happened? or-

lucia lets out a groggy groan and fixed her position that is tilting to the side with her hand started to
stroke herself. making it grow hard as she dreams of something. someone.

amity wants to look away but she doesn't want to.

she's fixated.

"mm.. augh, shit.." luz mutters in her sleep before ultimately falling onto the couch with her hand
still going at it. amity gulps, she placed the bowl down the coffee table and carefully fixed lucia's
position for her to clearly see it.

amity can see precum starting to ooze out the tip. gulping, amity started to feel herself getting
wetter the more she watches this, she stood up and pulled down her pants along with her panty.

she crawled up to lucia and replaced her hands with hers, feeling it throb in her grasp as well with
it's girth. biting her lip, amity hovered herself above the stiff cock, rubbing it's tip on her slick
making her gasp.

then, amity started to lower herself, slowly as lucia is quite big. letting it stretch her tight insides
with shaky moans escaping her lips till it's fully in. amity gripped the couch as she grits her teeth,
she calmed down to let herself adjust to the bulk.

"oh god.." amity mutters, she started to slowly bounce. she squeaked and trembled. she clasped her
hand on her mouth to muffle herself which is useless as lucia is starting to wake up.

"what the- what are you doing?! get off!" lucia tried to pull amity off her but she gripped onto her
wrists and shook her head "no- no, please! aah!" amity moans when she brought herself down with
lucia's cock hitting a spot.

lucia groans but she held it in, she looked up to the blight seeing her lust filled expression as she
trembles above her. lucia slowly moved her hands to her hips, keeping her steady and thrusts up to
her.

"aahh! oh shit.." lucia can feel her cheeks heating up as she listens to amity's moans, gulping, she
continued her strong thrusts making amity's body bounce with her moans stuttering.

"fuck.." lucia bit her lip, one of her hand slipped up to amity's sweater to grasp her tiddies. she has
to admit that amity is gorgeous if she wasn't a brat, she needs some new established manners if
they're gonna be together for 3 months.

"first things first," lucia cupped amity's cheeks to make her look down at her. "you need to be a
little respectful, got it?" she asked as she drove her cock deep inside making amity scream in
pleasure.

"yes! aahh god yes!"

lucia smirks, "good girl. second, averment is a word, look it up." she added before shutting up as
she rolled her head back in pleasure with her mouth turning agar.



amity started to bounce to match lucia's pace as she can feel something coming closer. "lucia! oh
please!" she held onto the noceda's shoulders as she slammed her ass down to her.

with entire manor all to themselves with the twins uncertain if they'll come back. their moans
resonated through the walls with the tv barely even heard anymore and the noodles has already
gone cold as the couch faintly creaks.

then, lucia switched the positions with amity now under her as she can feel her climax coming. she
wants to quickly pull out, she can't do that in the cowgirl position.

"a- lucia!!!"

amity screamed the noceda's name as she first came, hard. lucia clenched her teeth tightly, she
swiftly pulled out and caught her shots in her hand to not stain the couch or go on amity.

both of them panted heavily as they slowly calmed down from their highs, lucia used her shirt to
wipe her cum and hovered above amity whom slowly turns her head to look at her.

"don't tell your parents." amity scoffs, she hesitantly leans in as she eyes lucia's lips. she already
knows what she wants and she gladly gave it.



Through The Thick Smog

Chapter Summary

steampunk au
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requested smut

"ow!"

luz recoiled back as the hot steam blew into her face, she waved her hand to get it away while
coughing slightly. she stepped back more and pulled her goggles down to admire her airship she
built herself.

the wyvern.

"oh doesn't she look so beautiful, owlbert? it took awhile to piece her together but," luz lifts her
blueprint of the ship in front of her, she did alot of sketches and many rebuilds till it's perfect then
she pulled it down to reveal it's full scale.

"it's worth it to see this."

the mechanical owl chirped and flew onto luz's shoulder to admire his work as well since he helped
too. "let's test her out!" luz shot her grappling hook towards the mast and pulled herself up to the
ship.

when she landed, luz swiftly pulling out her pistol and shot upward, it's bullet glowing electric blue
till it hits one of the sails to set it free. owlbert flew up to unhook the other sail and opened the roof
as luz started up the propellers.

as the ship rises up, luz can feel the brisk breeze hitting her making her hat suddenly fly back as her
hair danced along with the wind when they're out of the workshop.

luz looked up to see other airships and blimps then down to see the city of boiling isles. thick
clouds of smoke emitting from the many industrial buildings. despite that, the still feels fresh at
least to luz.

"we're finally in the sky, bud! how are you feeling?!" luz asked, her energy levels are quickly rising
as she started jumping in excitement.

"we're doing splendid."

"thanks for asking."



luz turned around to see two unfamiliar people landing on her ship with their guns out aiming at
her. "what the-" she didn't even get to finish her sentence as the first person fired making luz fall off
the ship.

there was a momentary silence till luz resurfaced with a pair of wings attached to a jetpack on her
back. she has two guns out which she fired making a net appear which was swiftly dodged.

luz landed back to her mast and glared at the two people in front of her. "kinda rude to be in a girl's
ship, you know. when she's just cruising." she said, waving her guns nonchalantly as she placed her
net gun back to the holster.

"well, you should've built it lavishing-ly." one said who has a pink hair and a monocle. "but then
again, we would've shot it down if it looks like horse shit." one added whom has a short mint green
hair.

"still rude and i need you off or else," luz threatens which doesn't seem to faze the two.

"or else what? we've heard that threat over and over and do you know what they did? nothing!" the
mint green haired said, laughing drily "besides, we'll give this down the auction. we promise we'll
split the check for you."

luz scoffs "no thanks. last chance." she warned as she narrowed her eyes at them.

"i wanna see this."

"you asked for it." luz clapped her hands which triggered a loud screech to happen making the two
drop to the ground to cover their ears. luckily owlbert reached luz just in time to muffle the noise
out and they both watch the strangers writhe on the floor.

"make it stop!!!" the pink haired screamed but the noise is much louder than them.

"then get off my ship! i worked for months to make her fly and i'm not letting raiders like you to
take her!" luz retorts.

"yes yes! we'll get off just make it stop!!"

luz clapped her hands once again to make the screeching disappear. the two hissed and groaned as
they can still hear ringing, they slowly got up, they snarled at luz and quickly jumped of the ship
for their jetpacks to activate and fly away.

"you'll regret this! we know your face and you're fucked the next time we see you!!"

luz watched them get farther and farther till they're only a speck in her vision. she sighed deeply
and rubbed the back of her neck "i doubt that."

-----

as luz got inside a pub, she immediately ducks a chair got smashed overhead. she quickly rushed
towards the counter to see her best friend watching the fight with a wary look.

"hey, gus." luz greeted him which seemed to lighten her friend up. "luz! it's nice to see you again!"
both of them hugged for a moment before separating to sit down.



"let me guess, usual?" gus asked with a raised brow, luz giggles and owlbert popped out of her shirt
"yeah. extra lean for this guy. he deserves it." luz said as awlbert hopped onto the counter.

gus nods, he swiftly offered owlbert wide glass of lean oil and started to make luz's drink. "so, did
the wyvern left her nest?" he asked which the noceda nods her head strenuously.

"oh yeah. it was amazing, she flown smoothly through the sky yesterday! me and owlbert were
enjoying it till some raiders tried to take her." luz was explaining half with excitement which turned
low when she got the second half.

gus rose a brow as he served luz her drink. "raiders? the jackals?" luz shook her head "great blue?"
gus started to guess the many raider names he knows to figure it out.

once again shook her head.

"then who?"

luz just shrugged "dunno! they're a duo and quite annoying so to say." she said before taking a sip
of her drink. then, in her peripheral vision she saw someone occupy the empty seat which she didn't
think much till she heard their voice.

"augustus, two pints please."

luz froze as she vividly recognises who that belongs to. she quickly finished her drink and signalled
owlbert to be quiet as he also recognised the voice as well.

"i swear, if we find that scrawny, curly little bitch with her shitty owl. i'll beat her to a pulp and use
her as a darting board!" luz flinched at that, she swallowed and lump in her throat. she was just
about to leave till-

"oh you mean luz? she's right next to you."

gus what the fuck man!!! luz screamed in her head.

then, the two slowly turned their heads to see luz who flashed them an awkward smile before
smashing her empty glass to the person's head behind her and quickly ducked as they swiftly
squared the pink haired in the face making her top hat fly to the side.

luz rushed over a random man with the mint green haired behind her, she elbowed him making him
grunt. he turned around to grab amity's collar and slammed his head against hers, thinking she's the
own who hit him.

luz whistled for owlbert to come as she started to head for the exit while passing through the chaos
the pub is in. she kicked the door open and ran out into the misted streets of the boiling isles.

as she runs farther from the pub, the farther the noise of people fighting gets but she noticed the
rapid footsteps thumping onto the wet pavement which made luz go faster.

luz tapped her hand to her chest, expecting for her jetpack to appear and fly her out of the smog but
nothing happened. "huh?" she tapped her chest again only to be ended in the same result.

"shit shit shit, not now! godd- oof!"



luz was suddenly grabbed behind the collar and was slammed onto the wall. wincing, luz looked
over to see pair of ominous lavender eyes along with golden ones.

"we told you. you're fucked when we see you." boscha said as she gripped onto luz tighter "i can do
anything just don't take my wyvern! she's my dream! who the hell even are you?!" luz asked as well
begged, she really doesn't want to give her life's work easily.

"boscha havenstar. that's amity blight. you should know who we are!" boscha growled and pressed
luz more onto the wall "well sorry that i don't! please, just let me go!"

"anything?" amity repeats as she perks up when she heard that. luz slowly nods "yeah. i can make
weapons, any propositions. just not my wyvern." she clarified which the two seems to be in terms
of as they already have something in mind.

"pleasure us, then."

luz paused, she rewinded and replayed it to make sure she isn't delusional. "p- par-"

"you said any proposition, yes? and this is what we chose unless you value your virginity more than
your ship then i'd understand." amity said, smirking as she knows luz wouldn't turn down to that.
she did say the ship is her dream.

who would give up that?

luz sighs in defeat "okay.." she said, dejected which turned the atmosphere somber for amity and
boscha. they don't like that tone.

"fucking hell, come here!" boscha turned luz around to slam her lips against hers. luz's eyes widens
at the sudden motion but as she feels her soft lips with a hint of booze, she kissed back pleasing the
havenstar.

boscha smirks, she grabbed both of luz's arms to coil around her neck before lifting her up by the
thighs. as they pulled away, luz squinted a little when a light flashed in front of her face.

amity turned her head light on for the three of them to see each other through this smog. then,
mechanical arms came out of boscha's back and started to take luz's pants off for boscha to grind
her crotch into her making luz gasp at the feeling of something hard.

"shh, be a good girl for me, alright?" one of boscha's mechanical arms coldly caressed luz's cheek
as the others unbuckled her own pants to whip out her long, thick cock.

gulping at the sight of it, "please be gentle. this is my first.." luz mutters. both blight and havenstar
are pleasantly surprised at this revelation "that's perfect then. you heard her, boscha." amity said,
looking at boscha who's grumbling under her breath.

"whatever." boscha aligned herself and started to push inside luz's hole. "aah!" luz pursed lips,
biting the inside on her mouth as she the girth slowly stretching her and it hurts.

luz squeezed her eyes shut tightly as she winced, she felt something soft against her lips once again
making her slowly open her eyes to see amity is kissing her this time as she rubbed herself through
her pants.



as boscha is fully in, she groaned and bit her lip at the feeling of the noceda's insides clenching,
sizing her bulk. amity slowly pulled away, her golden eyes stared deeply into the hazel ones before
stepping back for the havenstar to take her.

"you're not kidding." boscha started to move her hips, slowly sliding in and out making luz squeak.
"aahh.. ngh.." she bit her finger but boscha pulled it away and cupped her cheek to look at her.

"your name's luz, right?" she asked which luz slowly nods. "what do you say about working with
us, huh? it's better if we use that noggin of yours for something exponential than vanity projects in
your garage, right?" boscha gazed at amity in the corner of her eyes whom nodded at that idea.

"you'll get all of the perks a simple man could want. even this." amity adds, she opened her zipper
to take her own cock out as she enjoys herself in watching this. luz looked at boscha's lavender
hues as her thrusts became faster, a whimper escaped her lips as she slightly trembles.

"i.. don't know.." luz does like the idea of having real equipments she can work with to make the
things her restless mind could think off but she's uncertain. boscha hummed, she leaned onto luz's
neck to drag her long across it making her shiver.

"think about it. you'll be working under the most powerful names across the isles and you'll be
getting a special treatment as well." boscha whispers before biting luz's flesh, seeing her twitch and
her moans are getting louder.

"this offer is only available depending how long amity can last and believe me, not that long."

"hey!" amity frowned at that making boscha cackle.

"so time's ticking for you, luz."

boscha pulled back to see luz's face contorting into pleasure, her mechanical arms stretched her
mouth to show her perfect teeth as drool started to trickle down the side.

"come on." the havenstar plunged her cock deeper into luz making her scream in pleasure. her hold
on boscha's neck tightens as her thrusts turned manic. "aaahhh! ah god!"

"you have quite of a wonderful voice. we can make use of that, surely." amity said as she caressed
luz's cheeks.

boscha grits her teeth tightly at the feeling of her coming closer, she gripped luz's thighs hard as she
rolled her head back with her mouth slightly going agar.

"fuck yes!!!"

"aahhh!!!"

both of them came at the same time, luz's thighs convulsed for a moment before calming down. she
shivered at the feeling of the havenstar's cum spewing inside her then she's pulled into a kiss which
she instantly kissed back in.

boscha pulled out, her cock covered in their mixed cum. when they pulled back, "tick tock." she
whispers before giving amity the turn.



the blight got in front of luz who's legs are wobbling, making it hard for her to stand straight. amity
turned her around again to the wall, she pulled her ass out and fondled with it before slapping it
making a moan utter from her.

"i hope boscha didn't spoil you too much." amity slides inside the noceda, both of them moaned at
the same time then amity didn't take her time in thrusts hard. "aaahh! ahn.. augh- miss blight.." luz
moans, she tries to hold onto the walls but she kept slipping.

"just amity." amity whispers, she nipped luz's ear before looking down to see her ass jiggle at each
thrust she makes making her smirk. "a.. amity.. aahh!!"

the brinestone alley is now filled of moans and rapid skin slapping that echoed throughout making
the people turn around as they planned to go in but some are rather curious and started to
investigate if their suspicious are true.

"hello? it's the middle of the night! take this to an apartment you scoundrels!" one of them yelled
making the three look at the direction to see a few silhouettes with a lantern coming closer.

boscha rolled her eyes, she pulled out her gun and aimed up to the sky to fire multiple times
making the people abruptly stop. she lowered her aim to fire a warning shot near their feet.

"oi! watch it!"

boscha fired once again, nearing to their legs.

"goddamnit! show yourself!"

"jesus christ." boscha is getting annoyed at the persistence, she took off her coat to get her bag out
and tossed it towards them making multiple mechanical arms sprout out to terrorise them.

as screams are heard with the arms clinging into the strangers.

the three returned to what they were doing as amity can feel herself getting closer with her legs
steadily growing numb. she tightened her grip on luz's hips then-

"i'll work for you!" luz suddenly said. amity's smirk widens, she buried herself in luz's neck to
whisper "splendid."

with a final deep thrust, amity lets out guttural moan as she came inside luz triggering her to come
as well. amity pulled out and caught luz before she fell, she slowly placed her down to the ground
as boscha draped her coat on her.

amity stuffed her cock back in her pants and sighed "well, you know where the headquarter is, miss
luz. it'll be a pleasure to have you working with us." she said.

"have a good night and return that coat to me soon." boscha started to walk away with amity,
leaving luz a panting, sweating, cum leaking mess as she watched the two disappear into the smog.

luz looked down at the crimson coat, she grabbed the collar and took a small sniff at it. she pulled it
more onto her as she tried to stand up only to wince.

"ah shit."



-----

after luz accepted the offer of working for the havenstars and blights. she thought she just scammed
herself but it's better than expected as two did live up to their promises and gave luz all of the
perks.

she gets to built anything as the expenses seemed nonexistent. she doesn't need to run down the
store for parts or steal since she isn't rich. it's perfect. with amity and boscha always hanging in her
workshop, it never gets boring.

since amity and boscha got luz pregnant, the news of luz being their wife is out. some took it well
or doesn't care while some, their parents, aren't so thrilled of the news of their daughters taking
someone in the lower class.

but they could care less.

now, luz is told to stop working for awhile since her baby bump is more evident and she's known to
be a little precarious while working.

"hey, luz we got- oi! we told you to stop tinkering! get outta there!" boscha yelled, she and amity
rushed over to the tank with luz inside. "darling, please. we get you wanna get your hands busy but
it's for your safety and the baby's!" amity said, trying to reason as luz opened the latch to look at
them.

"i'm in the tank and you're not!" luz replied as she grinned.

"get down here and we can discuss what we can do with those hands." boscha said, raising a brow
as they know what she's referring to.

"no! you're not my mami!"

amity and boscha looked at each other with a confused look "luz, come here now! this is your final
warning!" amity said, now demanding but luz only giggles and returned back inside the tank,
closing the latch and turned the gun towards them.

"oh shit."



Inside Look

Chapter Summary

peeping tom

requested smut

luz arrived in amity's porch, she wants to ask her if she wants to hang out today. she knocked onto
the door and waited for an answer as she swung slightly till she got a little impatient.

so she knocked again.

no response.

scratching her head, "hey, ami..." when luz gripped the doorknob and twisted, expecting it to be
locked if no one is in the house but it's completely open. she slowly swung the door to see the
empty living room.

"i'll just let myself in." luz said as she slowly walked inside and closed the door behind her. then, a
noise- a scream made luz snap her head up to the stairs, she immediately rushed upstairs thinking
that amity is in sort of trouble.

as she got to the blight's room, she froze when there's a small crack letting her see through inside
the bedroom.

there she is.

amity all naked on the floor covered in sweat with a dildo inside her pussy along with a vibrator in
her ass. panting heavily as she combed her hair back and hung her head low, luz saw amity click
something making her moan loudly.

"aaahhh!! fuck!" amity bent over as the vibrator wildly buzzed inside her ass, she moved herself
onto the dildo slowly with raspy moans escaping her lips as she drowns herself in pleasure.

luz gulped, she looked down to herself to see she's already hard. "shit." she looked at amity again,
she's just right there, easy to be taken. the thought of it makes her cock twitch and started to ooze
precum making a small wet spot.

biting her lip, luz quietly took off her pants along with her underwear and setting them to the side.
she slowly slipped inside the room while amity is lost till she got behind her.

luz stared at amity's swollen folds as she thrusts onto the dildo while the ass holes is engulfing the
vibrator that is still in the highest setting. she's afraid if she took it out it'll hurt amity.

"hey."



amity snapped her eyes open, she looked up to see luz hovering above her. "l- luz.. what are you-"

"mind taking the vibrator off? i wanna see something." luz requested which confused amity for a
second, she noticed her door is open which she cursed herself for but then again, it got luz to be on
top of her.

amity nods, she reached for the vibrator and slowly pulled it out with a sigh then she felt luz's
hands grip her ass cheeks before slapping it and pushed amity onto the floor with her slowly taking
the dildo out.

"luz.." amity bit her lip as she voluntarily raised her ass for the noceda which she gladly took. "who
were you thinking earlier? i'm curious." luz said, she gripped the blight's hips and tapped her ass
hole with her cock.

"you.." amkty replied. a grin came on luz's lips. "really? that's generous of you." then, luz pushed
inside the blight without regard making her moan loudly and her upper half fell limp.

"oh shit.." luz groans, she started thrusting into her as she rolled her head back at the immense
pleasure rising in her. "aahh! luz, oh god!" amity moans, she bit her lip at the feeling of the
noceda's cock stretching her better than her toys could.

luz looked down to see amity's creamy ass bouncing at each slam, she can feel the wetness of her
pussy against her balls at it hits it. she bent down and bit down on amity's shoulder "you feel so
good, ames. nghm.."

amity turned her head to look at luz, they stared at each other for a short moment before luz leaned
down for a kiss. their tongues met each other, tasting and owning one another as their muscles
danced with no refrain.

as they pulled away, luz pecked amity's cheek and picked up her speed. "luz!! gods yes!" amity
arched her ass more, she clawed the floor. she can feel luz's hands grope her tits, tweaking her
nipples before twisting it making her yelp.

it's a good thing that amity lives alone as their moans filled and echoed through throughout the
house. the walls aren't exactly thick so to speak.

then, amity can feel a familiar knot inside her stomach at luz is hitting that one spot repeatedly
making her pussy quiver till-

"aaahhh!!"

both of them moaned at the same time as luz was the first to come and she can feel amity squirting
onto her. groaning raspi-ly, luz slowly pulled out and saw her cum oozing out of amity, milking.

"oh damn.." luz breaths, she peered over to see if amity is still okay. "ames?" the blight hummed in
reply.

"i.. i just need a sec. i can't really move right now."



Feel One Another

Chapter Summary

body swap
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with the sunlight piercing through the thin curtains of the window, a small crack lets in a single
stray of light to land directly on her eyes making her turn away and draped her arm around her
waist.

she slowly opened her eyes to see a morning naked beauty next to her who's sound asleep with the
sheets almost covering her face which she carefully pulled down.

amity stared at her girlfriend who seemed to glow from the sun behind her. the human's skin
compliments it with her curls curtained her eyes. the long she stared, the more amity's heart sings
for luz as she never felt so lucky before.

so lucky to have luz as her lover.

"time to wake up, baby." amity whispers as she softly pushed her hair back. she heard a groan
escape luz's throat and she slowly turns around, not wanting to wake up yet.

giggling, amity raised her body a little and dropped herself onto luz's side, letting her whole body
weight press onto the noceda. "get off, i wanna sleep more." luz mutters and tried to push amity off
but she was pulled to lie on her back again that happens to be where the stray light is resting.

luz covered her eyes "stoop." she slowly opened her eyes to see amity staring down at her with
endearment, she grabbed a pillow and slammed it in the witch's face.

giggling, luz saw amity snatch the pillow and quirked a brow. "get up! we have plans you know."
she said as she hovered above her girl and nuzzled up to her neck with her hands slithering down to
her waist, aiming to tickle her.

"no we don't." luz was quicker though. she latched her hands up to amity's waist and started to
tickle her. the blight bursts out of laughter, she dropped beside her which luz took the opportunity
to get on top of her as she tickles her lover.

"hahah- we do! sto- we have a date, remember? hahahaha!!!" amity wheezed as she tries to push off
luz but her arms are still in a state of waking up. "oh, yeah. dang, almost slipped my forgot." luz
replied as it came to her.

"g- get off.. i'm getting hard."

luz felt something poking her from behind, she looked back and lifted the covers to see amity's
morning wood saying good morning to her.



"well, you already are, sweetheart." luz leaned down for a kiss, amity didn't think twice on kissing
back as she held onto the human's hips. their kiss is filled of so much love it's overwhelming and
when air became a problem, they slowly pulled away, lingering for each other's lips.

they deeply staring into each other's eyes that glimmer every time they meet.

"good morning." luz whispers making amity smile, she pecked her lip and replied; "good morning
too. can i have a quickie?" she asked as she motions for luz to bring that ass down but she only
lowly chuckles.

"nope. you woke me up, so you take care of yourself." luz got off of amity and the bed with their
clothes sprawled across the floor, she grabbed a random shirt to put on.

amity groans, she look at her girlfriend's plump ass and slapped it making luz yelp. "babe, come
on!" she begs but luz shook her head. "still nope." luz stuck out her tongue and started to head for
the door.

"a little head won't hurt!"

"nopepitty nope nope! now, get up unless you don't want pancakes!"

-----

luz ruffled her hair to be a little tamed as she stood in front of the bathroom mirror, she and amity
are now dressed for their date.

"hey, luz. come here for a bit." amity called from the bed, luz ruffled her hair one last time before
trotting towards where amity is to see her sitting on the edge of the bed. "yeah?"

"wanna switch bodies?"

blinking, "you mean you wanna have a body swap?" luz asked which amity nods "yeah, you did
one before with miss eda and king, right? let's try it, you and me." she said, standing up to make
their height difference clear.

luz pursed her lip "are you sure you just wanna tower me the whole day?" she said, snickering
which made amity deadpan and playfully punching luz's shoulder making her snicker turn to a
giggle.

"alright alright, let's do it." luz surrendered with her hands raised. amity smirks, she made a big
spell circle and yelled; "body swap!"

the entire room was momentarily filled of smoke till it slowly dispersed. luz couched slightly then
looked down at herself to see she's gone a little shorter and she's white. she looked to see her body
but the eyes aren't hazel, it's gold instead.

"wow.." luz mutters, she cupped amity's face that is her face for the rest of the day.

amity curled luz's hair that is her hair for 24 hours. she felt a little lighter without her package, she
rubbed her face and moved her other hand down to her crotch. feeling her pussy- luz's pussy.

then, she looked at luz who's shaking her hips.



"what are you doing?" amity asked. "swaying." luz replied, she can feel amity's junk- her junk
shaking within her pants, thrashing it a little making amity giggle.

"stop. come on, amity." amity said as she placed her hand onto luz's shoulder to stop and look at
her.

"right, sorry. got a little caught up with my junk. let's go out for our date, luz."

-----

you could say that their date went splendid while they kept mistaking each other's names
sometimes. chaos never seems to take a days off whenever luz and amity goes out in bonesborough
but then again.

this is the boiling isles after all.

they headed for the owl house since it was the nearest when they were thrown into the woods by a
giant since boscha agitated them.

"please don't tell me i have to greet that bird tube." amity said as they stepped out of the woods
when they saw the owl house just a few feet away. "well, you are in my body. hooty would be
confused why amity would suddenly be friendly to him." luz reasoned which made the blight
groan.

"fine."

as they got in front of hooty who woke up "oh! hey luz! it's so nice to see you again, hoot!" hooty
greeted, he slithered out of the door to rub his face onto luz, thinking it's the human while amity is
screaming inside.

"yeah, it's nice to see you too, hooty. we'll just.. come inside now." amity opened the door and
quickly slipped in, luz gave a smile wave before going inside as well.

luz giggles as she got beside amity who's wiping her face "see? it wasn't that bad." luz said which
made amity scoff "yeah right. you've been teasing me the whole day, luz. wanna explain why?"

amity moved her hand down to luz's pants, slowly rubbing her. "to let you know how it feels like."
luz replied, looking down to watch her lover's movements as her breathing turned ragged.

amity can feel luz growing hard till she felt it throb making her smirk. "really? teach me then." she
said as she pulled her hand back and looked at luz to see her face completely red.

"gladly." luz grabbed amity by the arm and both of them rushed up to the room, she pushed the
blight inside and slammed the door behind her. she approached amity like a predator who's backing
up with a smirk till she sat down on the sleeping bag.

luz knelt down in front of her and pulled her into a kiss, amity coiled her arms around her neck
instinctively as she tilts head to deepen the kiss while her hands unzipped her lover's pants to whip
her cock out.

as they pulled away, luz moved down to amity's neck to leave trails of kiss before sucking onto her
flesh. amity hums at the feeling as she stroked her own cock in luz's body.



in hindsight, this seemed like a normal sex but if you really dig deep and look into their eyes. it's
not normal much.

luz pulled back to watch amity's hands work on her before she was pushed to the ground with amity
climbing on top of her. "you could've done this to me earlier." amity said as she pulled her panty
down and tossed it at luz's face.

"still pouty about me not giving head?" luz teased, she grabbed the panty to place it to the side as
she stared up at amity to see her rip her buttons open then dropped down onto her cock making
both of them moan.

"a little head won't hurt right?" amity started bouncing onto luz with her hand planted onto luz's
stomach. the witch bit her lip at the feeling of the phallus going deep into her, it feels amazing as
she can feel it nearing to hit that one spot.

"aah.. oh wow." luz sighs in bliss as she smiles at the sensation of ripples of pleasure coursing
through her body as she feels amity's- her pussy clench around her- amity's cock making her thrust
to match the witch's pace.

"oh shit, luz.. next time, take me in anal." amity moans, her button up shirt started to slowly sliding
off her shoulders as she rode luz like she's in the rodeo. "ugh.. deal."

then, luz sat up and grabbed amity by the thighs to slam her onto the wall making her groan
transitioning to a moan. she looked at luz, seeing her eyes glow menacingly as she continued her
thrusts but she's gone harder.

"aaahh!! oh titan yes!!" amity moaned loudly, she held a handful of luz's hair as she looked down to
see the rapid slams into her. then, luz pulled amity by the hair into a kiss.

their tongues swirled with each other as they muffle their moans. luz groans within the kiss when
she felt amity's hold grew tighter, their tongues started lashing till air became a problem.

they pulled away with a string of saliva between them that quickly disappeared. luz pulled her shirt
up to bite on as she closed her eyes, indulging herself. "god, you feel so good!!"

then, luz moved back down towards the sleeping bag as she can feel something twisting inside her.
"fuck, ames.." she buried her face into amity's neck as she wrapped her legs around her waist.

"aahh.. aaahhn- luz, i'm so close!!" amity shouts, she can feel luz continuously hitting that spot
now, tipping her climax to come closer. luz bit her neck making amity arch her back "yes.. h-
harder, please!!"

with a few final thrusts, they both of screamed each other's name as they came at the same time.
amity groans as she feels luz's cum shooting inside as luz panted heavily above her.

luz lifts her head and softly kissed amity as she slowly pulled out. "that was amazing." she
whispers. amity smiles "yeah, we should do this more often." she replied and moved closer to luz
for her embrace.

"deal. i love you, amity." luz kissed the top of amity's head and held her close, making sure there's
no space left at all. "i love you too, luz. good night."



 

when the morning came, luz was the first to wake up which is uncommon. she realised that she's
back in her body which is great but she feels sticky, a little numb and sore down there as if she was
a virgin last night.

luz looked down to the side to see amity still asleep next to her. she slowly shook her by the
shoulder "amity, wake up. i think we forgot something." she said as amity groaned.

"i locked the door." luz shook her head "no. not that." she started to think about it while amity is
slowly waking up or returning to sleep.

"i lowered the toilet cover before we left."

then, it hit luz. "we forgot the protection spell."

"HUH?!"

this made amity snap awake and sat up abruptly, she looked at her girlfriend who's rather chill
while amity is a little panicked. "luz, i'm so sorry. i sh-"

luz slowly sat up and hushed the blight "shh, it's okay. i'll keep it if it's you. you don't need to worry
as long as we have each other." she reassured as she caressed amity's cheek which seemed to calm
her down.

softly smiling, amity gave her girl a good morning kiss and rubbed her nose against hers before
pulling back. "thank goodness."



Foiled Plan

Chapter Summary
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"look at them being lovey dovey. it's disgusting."

"it makes me wanna barf. ooh, they have neapolitan pizza here."

amelia looked at luz in front of her who's scanning the menu "you wanna order?" she asked which
the youngest noceda nods to making the blight huff before raising her hand for the waiter to take
luz's order.

while the waiter is taking luz's order, amelia narrowed her eyes at the other table. where their sisters
sat, lucia and amity in a date who's oblivious of them being here and their intentions.

when amelia found out about the date, she was furious at the knowledge of her little sister going for
a delinquent, bad influence, no good lucia noceda while luz is the complete opposite.

as the waiter left, amelia looked over to luz who's casually taking a sip of her iced water. "did you
initiate phase 1?" she asked and luz replied with a nod. "can we name the phases than just numbers
for a little pizazz?" she asked as she waved her hands in effects.

amelia rose a brow "okay... what do you have in mind?" luz leans back as she hums and started to
think of a name before snapping her finger.

"phase 1: salty seas."

 

"it's really nice to have you tonight, amity." lucia said as she rubbed the back of her neck, she can't
believe she has to dress formally and fix herself just to impress her date. well, it was worth it to see
her reaction.

smitten.

"yeah, me too lucia. you picked a really good place by the way." amity said. the lighting is low
enough to set a romantic mood accompanied by the amazing scent of wood burnt pizza.

"well, i'm sorta of an italian myself, mi senorita. this place calls home back in uh.. sicily." lucia said
with her story so farfetched made luz slap her forehead from second hand embarrassment but it
doesn't seem like an embarrassment to them.

amity chuckles "i thought you're dominican?"



"half half. that's why i'm so romantic. italians and folks in the carribean are the masters of love after
all." lucia shook her hand to make a rose appear, she kissed it and gently placed it on amity's ear
making her face completely turn red.

both amelia and luz watched this in pure bewilderment. "what the fuck?" amelia looked at the
noceda whom shrugged.

amity pushed a strand of hair back as her timidness is rising. "t- thanks.." she mutters. lucia smiles
"you're really beautiful tonight, ami. this candle makes it more dreamy." lucia said making the
blight softly giggle.

"well, aren't you a charmer, miss noceda."

lucia shrugs "ah well, what did i tell ya?" she was about to grab her glass of water but since she's a
little distracted by staring at amity's face, she accidentally knocked it off and crashed to the ground.

"don't tell me that's the one you put the salt in." amelia asked. luz looked at the other glass near
amity then at the broken one back and forth before remembering she sneaked in the kitchen and
poured a whole shaker of salt inside lucia's water as per ordered by amelia.

"yeah. it is."

"ah shit.." lucia cursed herself mentally as she was praying to god if he's real to not let herself fuck
up a date yet here she is, already one step to fucking up something bigger in the near future.

"i'm so sorry." she apologised to the waiter from went ahead to clean the shards. this seemed to
happen alot as they told lucia it's okay as they bid them a good meal before walking away just in
time for their food to come in.

"i'm sorry you had to see that. i'm so stupid." lucia said, looking away in shame but amity waved
her hand in dismiss. "no no, it's alright. i do the same time alot so you don't have to apologise." she
reassured, she thanked the waiter as they placed their food in front of them and walked off.

"still, that wasn't very gentlemanly of me, my fair lady." lucia said, her tone turning into a european
royalty. "finally, sustenance. you may take the first bite." she said, motioning at the platter of
carbonara in between them.

amity chuckles, she playfully rolled her eyes and shook her head. she started to take a plateful
while lucia is watching her with her eyes filled of adoration.

 

"phase 2: flying mite."

 

"take this." luz recoiled when she saw a small plastic bag of cockroaches. "what the hell, put that
away! are you trying to get this restaurant to shut down?" luz hissed at amelia who doesn't seem
fazed at that thought.

"no, i'm trying to shut down a forming relationship. besides, it's fake. now are you gonna chuck
these bitches into their food or not?" amelia said, pressing luz to take the bag but she's clearly
unsettled and shook her head.



sighing, "fine. i'll do it myself."

"how does it taste?" lucia said as amity took the first slurp. amity nods "it's really good. wanna take
a bite?" she offered a forkful to lucia whom smiled.

"of course but let me just," lucia's hand reached for amity's face then, her thumb wiped the cream
off the side of her mouth and pulled away "you had a little sauce left." she said as she licked it off
making amity blush harder and gulped.

unbeknownst to both of them, a cockroach just flew above their head and landed on the other table
on someone's lap.

"damnit." amelia grabbed another and plans to aim for their food or faces even.

"yeah i wanna take a bite." lucia opened her mouth, amity nods and slowly brought the food closer
to the noceda's mouth. she watched lucia close it to take the carbonara off the fork and started
chewing it while both of them stared at each other.

"yeah, it's pretty good." lucia said as she swallowed it.

amelia's second attempt did land on a food but not on lucia and amity's. "we have to leave." she
stood up as she slammed money on the table and grabbed luz up. "huh? what happened?" luz asked,
looking over her shoulder to see the couple are still enjoying themselves.

"we don't need to stick when-"

a high pitched scream pierced the silence of the restaurant "that happens." amelia finished her
sentence.

lucia looked behind her to see a cockroach resting on someone's plate making her eyes widen, then
another one is heard. amity looked to see the cockroach sitting on one's lap before it was flicked
off.

lucia turned her head back and motioned for amity to bail this place which she immediately agreed
on. both of them stood up, lucia placed the money on the table before rushing out of there with the
others doing the same.

"jesus christ. good thing those didn't land on our plate." lucia sighed, they started to walk the street
with no destination in mind. amity nods "yeah but i think they were fake. it didn't move much." she
said.

raising a brow, "it must be in shock then." then lucia perked up when she noticed an ice cream
stand just a few feet off. "since we didn't get to finish dinner. let's move to dessert!"

lucia grabbed amity by the hand and started to run towrds the stand which has a small line that's
mostly children.

in the distance, luz and amelia are still watching them, following them. then, an idea came to
amelia making her tug luz to lean down so she can whisper her third phase as luz nods.

 

"phase 3: cold revenge."



 

as lucia got the turn to order "cookies n cream, please. what do you want, amity? i'll pay." she said
while pulling her wallet out, amity shook her head "no, please. i'll pay." she insisted but when a
noceda makes up their mind, there's no changing that.

"no no, mi amor. i'll pay, i just my check after all. let me spoil you." lucia slipped out a twenty and
placed it on the counter. amity pursed her lip, she know damn well that mi amor is and it makes her
heart jump as lucia's voice always goes lower than her normal whenever she speaks spanish.

"i'll have s- strawberry." amity said and the vendor started to make their orders quickly before
handing it to them which they gladly accepted.

lucia and amity moved out of the line, the noceda looked the young blight giving the cold treat
small licks as they walk. "you know, the way we usually eat ice cream is this." lucia tapped her ice
cream on amity's cheek making her jump at the sudden cold feeling.

"wha-" amity did the same to lucia, taking a small chunk of her ice cream that is in her cheek now.
giggling, lucia pushed her cone into amity's forehead making her bursting out of laughter.

"you look like a walmart unicorn!" amity narrowed her eyes at the noceda before shoving her cone
into her nose, stopping her laughs which made amity start laughing in return.

"hey, home depot snowman." amity said, snickering as the cone fell off lucia's nose. leaving the rest
of the ice cream on. she watched the blight get a kick out of this till an idea came making her smirk.

"oh look at you, what a mess we made huh? why don't i lick it off, hm?" the way lucia said lick isn't
libidinous at all, it's threatening but not much as amity knows lucia.

"ew, no!" amity dodged lucia's arms that tried to catch her "come here!"

while the two are playing in the sidewalk, they didn't notice someone is coming at them till amity
unintentionally elbowed them straight in the face making them grunt and yelp making the two stop.

"ow shit!" amity quickly turned around to see someone holding their nose whilst covering their
face. "oh god, i'm sorry! did i break something? do you need anything?" amity asked, worried if she
really hurt this person bad.

but they stepped back when amity tried to approach them "no, i'm fine. just a little sting, that's all.
um, bye now." they said before quickly running off. amity looked down to see a fallen vanilla ice
cream where the person stood in.

"oh well. don't worry about it, ami. you don't know them, they don't know you so no regrets." lucia
said as she pats amity's back to assure her, she wiped the ice cream off her forehead with her finger
and licked it.

"hm, strawberry's not bad." amity scoffs, she softly punched lucia's chest making her giggle. then,
amity turned around to look at her, their eyes meeting once again that shined under the street lights
around them.

"this date has been something." amity starts which lucia nods to "yeah, no shit."



"and i just wanna let you know it's really fun to be with you, lucia and i want this night to last
longer."

lucia can feel her cheeks turn rosy when she heard that, she rubbed her nape once again and cleared
her throat. "um, good- good to know 'cause i got alot planned for us tonight." she said as she softly
grabbed amity's hand that is smaller than hers and softer.

"there's a festival down in japantown. you wanna see it with me?"

"of course."

 

"the hell happened? did it work?" amelia asked as she saw luz quickly return with her hands on her
face. luz shook her head and dropped her hands to the side to reveal nothing, her nose is still intact.
thank god.

"well, first amity accidentally elbowed me and..." while luz was explaining what went down to
amelia who's eyes widens when she saw blood trickle out of luz's nose who hasn't noticed it.

"oh fuck!" amelia pulled out a napkin and quickly helped luz to wipe the blood off "stuff it in. make
sure to look up for the blood to go back in." she instructed as she gave luz the napkin.

luz stared at amelia before feeling another one trickle down. something is filling the air between
them but they're quite oblivious of it and it'll take awhile for them to see it.

amelia peered her head out of the corner and frowned deep as she doesn't see either lucia or amity
anywhere the vicinity. this could only mean one thing for the both of them.

"phase 4: we failed."



Little Mittens

Chapter Summary

cat like amity x luz

requested smut

"do it the thing again!" luz said as she intertwined her hands on amity who's face is turning red with
her pointed ears lowering.

"it's not that great." amity mutters, looking away and she curled her hands to make her claws
unsheathe. luz makes an in awe noise before amity sheathed it back.

amity is here for a sleepover which she was excited for but what she's not excited is the affliction
below her than is just hiding under a pillow on her lap.

luz has been suspecting that amity is a cat in disguise since there are instances where amity would
poke her head up the table while luz is doing something and hop onto it, halting her work as the
blight demands attention from the human.

or amity rubbing against luz's neck while purring that actually happened earlier.

"i can't believe you're a cat! you're so cute!!" luz squealed as she cupped amity's cheeks making a
small mrrph escape her throat. luz lets out a cracking noise which is starting both worry and annoy
amity.

"it's not that special. it's normal for us witches have these 'cat' things or whatever. i don't even know
what a cat is." amity explained, she lightly pulled luz's hands off her face but didn't let go which luz
doesn't mind.

"still! it's so cute! so that explains why eda sometimes acts like a cat too! she pushes alot of things
off the table." luz whispers the last part out while snickering, she looked down on her hand to see
amity's thumbs are slowly rubbing her slightly calloused palm.

"ames? amity to boiling isles? you good?" luz called for the blight but she isn't responding. then,
she blew air at her face making amity blink multiple times before snapping back to reality, she
looked down and immediately lets luz's hands go.

"sorry.. um.." amity gulps, she hugged herself as she can feel her growing desire becoming
unbearable. "nah, it's okay. so what else can you.." luz trails off as amity started to rub herself onto
her again "do.. uhm.."

purrs are escaping amity's throat as she rubbed entire body on luz before sitting on her lap with her
face buried in her neck while continuing to purr. "luz, please.." she whispers, the pillow is off now.

when luz looked down, she saw a twitching bulge within amity's shorts. it immediately hits her.



"you're in heat." luz looked at amity whom slowly nods. "it's okay, amity. i'll help you, alright?"
amity nods once again, she lowered her shorts with her barely looking till her long, dripping cock is
out in front of luz.

"oh wow.." luz mutters, then amity got off her lap and stared at her. letting the human see her pupils
are completely thin before amity pounced on her making luz lie on her stomach as the witch bit the
back of the human's shirt as she has nothing to bite on her nape unless she wants to pop a vein.

"are you sure about this, luz? i sme- know you're still a maiden." amity said, a little uncertain as she
does want to take luz now but she doesn't want to be the only one enjoying it.

luz nods "yeah. i trust you." she replied, looking over her shoulder to give amity a smile making the
witch's cheeks heat up before nodding. she pulled down luz's starred shorts along with her panties.

amity's ears folded back when she inhaled luz's musk making her growl mixing with her purrs. she
aligned herself in luz's pussy before pushing inside her making her gasp which turns to a moan.

the blight groans, she lets go of luz's shirt and nuzzled up to her neck as she started to thrust into
her. "aah.. amity.." luz mutters, she buried her face in the pillows as she feels amity lick her neck

"luz.. you feel so good.." amity nipped her round ears, licking it before moving dowm to slowly
sinking her fangs into her flesh. luz flinched at the feeling "aahh! oh amity.." her ass arched for
amity to take which she gladly took.

as she pulled away, amity licked the blood off and kissed the side of luz's head. "you're taking me
so well, luz. i love it, i love you." amity praises luz without thinking that she said those three words.
her claws unsheathed, digging onto the sleeping bag when she felt luz clench on her.

"i love you too, amity."

when she heard that, amity's eyes dilated and her heartbeat quickened as well with her thrusts
making her moan louder that fills the room that is almost reaching down the living room where eda
predicted this'll happen and sets up a soundproof bubble around her with king.

"you should've done this with hooty a long time ago." king said as he placed a card on the table
with owlbert playing with him. "yeah but we kinda need him talking you know." eda replied,
watching her owl place the wild card to defeat king once again.

"what?! this is rigged! you always get that card which i, king of the demons, should have!!" king
demands as he stood up with his arms extended, owlbert is rather chill at this and replied with a
small nod.

amity's claws sunk deeper into the sleeping bag as her fangs protrude out her lips, she can feel her
knot coming as she listens to luz's erratic moans with her pussy deliciously wrapping around her.
she's coming.

"aaahhoh no!" amity moaned when she came and something immediately flashed in front of her
eyes, reminding her that one thing she forgot to tell luz.

"ow! amity, what is that?!" luz shouted as she feels something sharp in her making her wince. she
wants to pull away but amity held her still.



"luz calm down! it's normal. i should've warned you about the barbs.." amity said, she eased her
body as her spews of cum stopped and is now on their way to ferment luz but she still held her to
not move or else they'll be both in pain.

mostly luz and amity doesn't want that.

"ah.. shit, yeah you should've.." luz hisses and groaned as she dropped her hand onto the pillow.
amity softly rubbed her hand on luz as she purrs to calm her down.

"i'm sorry. this'll take a few minutes so don't move much." amity reassured, she kissed the top of
her head and rested onto her shoulder. "i love you."

luz softly huffs, she smiles and turned her head to earn a kiss. "i love you too. now i know why cats
scream during mating."



More than Human

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'power'

after the dinner, amity tossed luz to the bed and hovered above her, staring down at her like a
valuable prey whom cowered under her.

"you did well, luz. though i did forget to pull out, let me fix that." amity did a spell as she spreads
luz's legs, the spell circle started to spin and white substances started to fly out of her pussy making
luz tremble.

as all of amity's cum is out of luz's uterus to not ferment her just yet, she closed her fists to make
the ball of accumulated cum to disappear before dropping down beside luz, pulling her into an
embrace which made her ever more confused.

"mistress?" luz starts which amity hums in response. "i'm not suppose to sleep in your bed." she
said, she felt her mistress tighten her hug as she doesn't want to let her go.

"just for tonight." amity said, she spooned the human with her semi hard cock is pressing against
luz's ass making her tense up.

she didn't move or say anything after that, she listens to the steady breathing of the blight from
behind which slowly eases luz to be in amity's arms till her eyes fluttered shut.

both of them sleeping in each other's arms. an uncommon sight to see a witch and a human together
but no one is there to judge.

 

luz doesn't know how long she's been asleep before she was slowly awakened by something
hitting- rubbing against her. she didn't do anything as she knows it's amity's cock that's fully hard
now.

luz can feel her mistress' hollow breathing telling she's still asleep but her hips aren't. biting her lip,
she felt amity's hand grasp one of her tits and started fondling softly.

the noceda took a deep breath silently and closed her eyes again to fall back to sleep despite her
mistress is playing with her body.

------

a few weeks has passed since that dinner and that night. luz has been giving amity reliefs whenever
she's stressed, pissed or just wants one. she's been a good pet for her mistress which earns her many
rewards.



"come here, pet." amity said as she sat down in the edge of the bed, luz walked up towards her
mistress and knelt down in between her spread legs. luz was about to unbuckle her pants but amity
stopped her.

"not yet. i want to ask you a few things first." amity said, she offered her hand to luz whom stared it
at, trying to figure out what she wants her to do with it.

luz slowly placed her cheek onto it which seems to be the right answer as amity caressed her
making luz lean against her touch, closing her eyes for a moment to savor it.

then, amity lightly pulled luz up towards her face with space almost nonexistent between them. luz
opened her eyes to stare at her mistress' golden hues "are you happy being my pet, luz?" amity
asked with her tone softer than her usual dominating and condescending one.

"yes, mistress." luz replied. "be honest with me, now. i won't hurt you if you said otherwise." amity
said as she softly cupped luz's cheeks, squishing them making her lips protrude a little.

luz looked down a moment, she started to think about it before looking at amity.

"i.. i'm sorry mistress but i want to be more than your pet. i love the aftercare you give me, it makes
me feel safe whenever i'm with you and- and.." luz's breathing became shaky as she feels like she's
going to receive a punishment by saying it but she pressed on. amity asked for the truth after all.

"and i... i want you to see me to be more than human, more than.. what i am now."

there was silence in the room that made luz more nervous, she closed her eyes as she prepares
herself for a slap or a kick in the stomach but...

"in short, you want to be my lover." luz snapped her eyes open as her cheeks turned rosy, she saw a
smug grin on amty's lip. "n- no i- i just.." luz trails off as she tries to create an excuse but couldn't
and ended up grumbling.

amity softly chuckles, she made luz lay down onto the bed with her on top. "you know that what
you're requesting is considered as taboo, right?" she said making luz look to the side in dismay.

"yeah..."

amity huffs, she leans down to gave luz a soft kiss on the lips "but since no witch who isn't me is
forbidden in this room. i suppose we can try." she said, giving luz some kind of hope as she turned
her head to look at her with her twinkling eyes.

"really?" amity nods, she watched a smile grow in luz's lips making the blight smile as well.

"it's quite a wonder to have someone as beautiful as you." she mutters with her finger tracing luz's
jaw line "someone so perfect for me" her hand moved down to luz's dress shirt with it's buttons
popping open as soon as she touched it to reveal her harness underneath.

"perfect enough to be mine forever."

"mistress.." luz mutters, her hands pulled amity's belt off to take her stiff cock out that is already
dripping of precum. then, the belt latched itself and coiled around luz's wrists, pulling it above her
head.



"hm, i never really took the time to admire you, did i luz?" amity's hands smoothly ran on luz's
curves, her thumb rubbing her soft tanned flesh before moving up to her tits.

her pants unbuckled itself till there's nothing left. "i regret that but this time is a change. i'll make
sure you know how much i love you."

then, amity slammed her lips against luz's whom didn't hesitate on kissing back. she threw her
restrained hands around amity's neck to pull her closer as she tilts her head, deepening the kiss.

while they're deep in the kiss, amity slowly pushed inside easily till luz took all of her in whom
whimpered in the kiss. as they pulled away, luz softly panted and gulped "you love me?" she asked
which was earned by a thrust.

"aah!"

"always have."

amity gripped the bed sheets tightly and started to thrust hard into the noceda, she buried herself in
her neck. taking in her sweet scent before biting her making luz moan loudly as her back arched.

"oh mistress.." luz turns her head to the side for amity to give her neck a long lick before moving
down towards her collarbone to her tiddies. amity's tongue flicked luz's dark nipple before taking it,
her fangs grazing the surrounding skin as she sucked luz.

as amity pulled away with a pop, she gave one last lick while looking at luz seeing her pleasured
expression. "i am the only who can make you feel like this, luz. no other witches or demons could
make you feel important and loved than i can." she said.

"mistress.. i love you too." luz replied with her cheeks heating up. amity smiles, a genuine one that
held no other intent. "i'm glad." she pecked the noceda's lips before increasing her speed making
her roll her head back.

"ah yes! mistress harder! please!" luz moans, sounding needy which amuses amity. she made a
protection spell as she followed suit. her hips rapidly ramming into luz, her cock hitting that spot
hard continuously while the bed madly rocked under them.

"shit luz!" amity growled, her upper lip curling to reveal her fangs. she can feel luz's hands rub her
head, holding a handful but not hard enough. "m- mistress! i love you so much!"

then, a knot started to form within amity, threatening to burst as she can't hold it any longer. she
looks down to see luz is getting closer as well.

"luz!!!"

"amity!!!"

amity's eyes widens when she heard her name out of luz's mouth as both of them came at the same
time. she slowly looked down again to look at her.

"what did you call me?" luz was panting heavily as she's in a haze from her high, she met the
blight's eyes. she took a few moments to realise what she just said.



"m- mistress, i didn't mean to. it just slipped i'm sorry." luz said, she really didn't mean to call her
misress by her name but by the look of amity's face. she doesn't see it as an accident.

"i'm sorry.."

"don't be." amity kissed luz's forehead and slowly pulled out "call me by my name from now on
whenever we're alone, okay?" she asked, her expressions softening as she helped luz put her clothes
back on.

"oh.. okay, amity."



Prove to it Me

Chapter Summary

alpha amity x alpha luz

requested smut

how can an alpha be born without the thing that deems them to be one?

fate is sometimes an annoyance as amity is an alpha, a powerful one. she has the attributes of a true
alpha is but the problem is she can't stuff her kin inside an omega without a phallus.

it's fairly normal though it has a small percentage of alphas not having dicks exclude if you're born
male.

to alador and odalia, they see amity as a defect. a mistake. an abomination for not having the most
simple aspect that distinguishes an alpha from the other two. they're implemented many ways for
their daughter to be an alpha that lives up to their expectations as she's the only alpha amongst her
siblings.

so far, none has worked and amity is considered as a lost cause.

a big ball of flames crashed onto a tree, bringing it down as the place where it stood got ignited.
exasperated huffs mixed with growls are heard, she stood straight as her fists are covered on pink
fire that is slowly extinguishing.

amity looked down at herself, whatever she do doesn't matter as she's really not a true alpha if she
doesn't have that tells she is the pure dominant. she clenched her fists tightly before swiftly turning
around to make a spell circle and shot it towards the noise she heard.

"oh shit!"

as the spell exploded more trees, making some twigs fly in the air. amity saw a familiar red beanie
sitting on someone's head, she frowned and started to walk away.

"your hellos are getting better each time, amity." luz said as she patted herself off of dusts and dirt,
she looked at the burning trees that will soon start a wild fire but she ignored it and jogged up to
amity before she completely disappears into the woods.

"hey, what's up? you seem more grouchy today." amity didn't spare luz a glance as she got beside
her and continued walking.

luz is another alpha who has the same case as her but she's not so ridiculed as the inhabitants of the
owl house doesn't give two fucks what's in between her legs.



luz scratched her head "i know you were throwing a temper tantrum. did the twins get your diary
again?" she asked, tilting her head to the side as she peers to see the deep scowl on the witch's face.

"just leave me alone. i'm not in the mood." amity said, she sped up her walking but luz is easily
catching with her hands folded behind her. "come on, blight! i just so happen to be passing by, so
why don't we have a little heart to heart with me. little ol' luz, eh?" she persists which is gradually
irritating amity.

"shut up and leave me alone, human!" amity threw her fist at luz whom swiftly dodged it. "okay,
we can talk like this!" luz said while evading the blight's strikes.

"why can't you just leave me be, huh?! you don't have to butt in everyone's lives because you'll
never understand!" amity yelled, she jumped into the air and flew her leg towards luz whom
jumped out of the way only to fall as amity kicked by the shin.

"i'm just want to help!" luz replied, she was about to stand but amity placed her foot onto her chest
to keep her down. "you never did. all you did was rub how good your life is while i suffered for not
being good enough!" amity snarled as she closed fists are starting to tremble.

"everyone in the owl house doesn't give a damn of what you are while i'm disgrace for not being
the alpha i was suppose to be! so don't you dare say you can help because you don't even know how
to help me!"

a frown is starting to form on luz's face "well, i don't even fucking know what your problem is!
that's the part of knowing your problem and i try to help the best i can! dumbass!" luz is the same
when she was 14, she just learned how to cuss.

amity's eye twitched, she crouched down in between luz and grabbed her by collar. "because i don't
have a cock! and neither do you. it's fine for you since no one is bringing you down because of it!
while my own parents considered me as an opprobrium!" she finally said with strife and venom in
her tone.

not for luz. but for her.

there was a silence between them beside the faint crackling of the fires that is extinguishing itself.
luz slowly grabbed amity's hands to pull it off her shirt as she sat up.

"you don't need a dick to define you as an alpha since you already proved that you are. better than
the rest even." luz said, amity looked away as she rolled her eyes "yeah right. as if i haven't heard
that before." she mutters.

"but it's true though. you can be the most powerful alpha in the boiling isles without one and the
thing is," luz slowly leans closer to amity whom backed up a little as her cheeks turned rosy "you
can do more damage than a dick could." she whispers.

amity rose a brow "what do you mean by that?"

"why don't we see?"

amity pursed her lips as her cheeks turned her redder. "here?" luz shrugged "no one comes into
these parts of the woods. aside from me." she said as she's rather chill at this idea while the blight is
pondering about it.



as she came to a conclusion, amity grabbed luz by the collar once again and slammed her lips
against hers. luz closed her eyes as she kissed back, she held onto amity's hips which slowly moves
down to her ass. groping it through her pink skirt.

when they pulled away, their lips dithered as they stared into their hues before luz felt amity's hands
slip inside her shirt and under her bra to squeezed her tiddies.

then, luz pushed amity off her and got in between her legs. she lifts her skirt up as her tongue is
dragged along her milky thighs making the blight shiver. the human pulled amity's panty down to
see her wet clit, inhaling her scent makes a hum escape from luz's throat.

"you smell amazing." luz whispers as she comes closer to amity's pussy while watching her face
become more red, it's adorable. "stop looking at me." amity said, flicking luz's forehead making her
groan and rub where she was hit.

"geez, i'm just saying you're beautiful."

"that doesn't even co- aaahh.." amity moans as she felt a long tongue lick her clit bottom to top and
stopped on the bud. luz started to fiddle it with her tongue making amity gasp as her breath hitched
"aahh! luz!" she latched her hand into the noceda's hair, knocking her beanie to fall.

luz moved her tongue down which calms the witch a little till she sucked on amity's folds as she
spreads it, her tongue teasing to go inside her. "hm.." she lapped of the blight's juices which fuels
her more, wanting for more.

"luz.." amity bit her lip as she feels the human alpha eat her out, she listens to her growls below
with her thighs clenching and folds quivering at every lick till something snapped inside her.

amity abruptly pulled luz out of her pussy and pushed her onto her ass. before she could question
what's happening, amity got in front of her and easily tore her shirt off along with her pants. pulled
her bra up and roughly grasped one of her tits making luz groan.

"i think you forgot i'm a higher alpha, human." amity said as she cupped luz's cheek "i didn't forgot.
i just ignored it." she replied with a small grin making the blight's inner alpha growl which emitted
from her throat.

luz can feel her inner alpha starting to challenge that. the two alphas growled at each other, wanting
to prove who is higher than the other as their pupils are starting to seep red.

then, amity lets out a loud snarl that demands dominating and authoritative as she is the real alpha
between them. she smirks when a whimper is heard from the human alpha. deeming amity the
victor. she can sense luz is cowering before her which amuses her more.

"good." amity ran her fingers along luz's soaking clit, seeing her shiver at the feeling before she
pushed two inside slowly. "ah! ahngh.. mnmhm.." luz gripped onto amity shoulders' as she feels the
fingers go in more till there's nothing left.

amity leaned down to take one of luz's nipples, sucking on it as if she's a toddler with it's pacifier.
she started moving her fingers, already feeling that one spot which she played with making luz
moan loudly and her hold tightened.



"aaahh! oh shit amity!" luz moans, she looked down to see how fast amity's hand is moving while
she sucked onto her before biting her nipple making her twitch. amity pulled away with a pop and
looked up at luz, seeing her pleasured face with beet red cheeks.

smirking, amity leans towards her ear to whisper "is this better than a cock huh?"

"i... ahhn- i don't know. i never took one better." luz replied, she rolled her head back as amity
moved down to her neck. feeling her leave paths of heated kisses across her flesh before biting her.

but not hard enough to mark her.

"good to know." amity pulled her fingers out, she pushed luz to lie on the ground and pressed her
legs against luz then amity got on top of her with their pussies kissing each other.

both of them moaned at the sensation, amity brought her ass up then down making them moan once
again as their juices are mixing making it easier to grind. "oh dear titan yes.." amity bit her lip as
she moved her hips against luz.

"aah! amity shit.." luz gripped onto amity as she started to go in the same pace. both of them
moaned with each other's names as they grind their pussies together, creating a wonderful surge of
pleasure throughout their body.

the trees drowned out of their lewd noises to save whoever is wandering the woods peacefully and
pray to the titan they won't stumble upon the small clearing where the two alphas are onto each
other.

luz pulled into another kiss, their tongues lashed with one another as they taste themselves. then,
amity increased her speed making both of them moan within the kiss with something forming
inside luz.

pulling away, amity clenched her teeth tightly as she can feel her climax coming and she can see
luz is feeling the same.

with a final grind, they came at the same time. both alphas panted heavily with small bullets of
sweat rolling down the sides of their faces with juices trickling towards the grass beneath.

amity got off luz for her to slowly sit down, she feels alot more wetter before. "well damn, blight."
luz said, leaning back as she didn't bother to pull her pants up yet.

"what?" amity asked while catching her breath. luz shrugged "we should do this more often and
probably get me some more clothes." she said making the blight playfully roll her eyes but she does
make a point. that was an amazing session.

"yeah, i think we should but in a room this time." amity agreed, luz grins at that.

"deal."



So Sudden

Chapter Summary
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lucia noceda is a human in this chaotic plain and still manages to stay alive for this long to get two
girlfriends. now, things aren't normal here and that stretches in the genetics granting whoever is
born in the boiling isles a second gender.

lucia isn't from here but she just recent got confirmed that she's an omega which is a win win for
both of her mates. amelia blight, an alpha and wionna park, a beta.

they both marked lucia as theirs immediately making sure no other alphas take their omega since
there has been eyes on her.

the human is bound to be in a heat soon but the three of them never realised it'll be now.

"girls.. i think i'm sick or something.." lucia said as she hugged herself. she squeezed her eyes
tightly with her bodily heat rise immensely, she can feel something rising as well and it's in
between her legs.

wionna looked at lucia, seeing her curling to a ball while trembling. "hey, what's wrong? did you
get a cold?" she placed her hand onto lucia's forehead and quickly recoiled as she's really heating
up. "oh titan, yep."

"i told you to not drink that lake wa-" amelia was about to stand up and get her girlfriend something
to get rid of her flu till she inhaled something sweet that made her stop in her tracks.

wionna rose a brow at the sudden halt from amelia "you good? don't tell me you got it as well." she
said. betas don't really pick up the scents of ruts or heats well than omegas or alphas, unless
someone told them explicitly.

"wionna..." amelia slowly turned her gaze back down at lucia to see her whimpering with her thighs
pressed together tightly as her dull claws are out. lightly clawing her shoulders.

"she's in heat."

wionna's eyes widens, she turned her gaze at lucia and her cheek turned red. "well, do your job!"
she said to amelia who's starting to panic even though what's within her pants tells otherwise.

"together! we're her mates, we gotta take care of lucia in her first heat!" amelia reasoned, she
swallowed a lump in her throat as this is her first on really taking her omega. she slowly got back to



the bed and hovered above of lucia whom turned her head to look at her alpha.

"a- amelia, please.." lucia whines, she started to take off her clothes making both beta and alpha's
faces blew up in red at the sight. amelia leaned down to give lucia a kiss, calming herself as her
hands smoothly travelled along lucia's smooth skin.

both of their tongues swirled with each other, amelia kept hearing lucia's whimpers as she doesn't
know how to deal this thing. when they pulled away, amelia pulled lucia's pants down and the
immediate smell of sweet sex whiffed the air making the alpha grow harder with her inner alpha on
the verge of mindlessly fucking her omega.

"oh fuck.." amelia pulled her own pants to let out her cock, she grabbed both of lucia's legs and
started to eat her out. tasting her juices that almost sent the blight into heaven. "aahh!! ahh please!"
lucia moans.

wionna leaned in for a kiss as well, they both tasted each other while her hands groped her titties,
her thumb rubbing her nipples. amelia dropped lucia's legs, she can feel her heart beating madly in
her chest and in her ear as she stared at her.

wionna pulled away, she held onto lucia as she sees amelia getting ready. amelia lets out a ragged
sigh "i'll go easy, okay?" she said, she pushed her tip but saw lucia shake her head making the alpha
stop, worried.

"no, please i.. i want all of you.. just help me get rid of this. it hurts.." lucia said. amelia and wionna
looked at each other, silently exchanging agreements before the noceda grabbed amelia by her
collar with her legs wrapping around her hips to slam her in.

making both alpha and omega moan in pleasure. "amelia, fuck yes.." lucia loosened her hold on
amelia's collar as she heard a growl rumble in her throat, she looked up to see her golden eyes
glowing and fangs growing sharper.

"you want all? gladly." amelia's nervousness disappeared the moment she feels the omega's pussy
sizing her cock, her inner alpha is in control down as her own claws unsheathed and dug deep into
the mattress before started to slam her hips without regard.

"aaahh!! yes! alpha yes!!!" lucia moaned loudly as she feels amelia hit all of the right spots in her,
she closed her eyes and rolled her head back that is resting onto wionna's lap.

amelia bit her lip, she looked down to see lucia's boobs bouncing at each hard thrust she makes. her
growls that's mixing with her grunts is became louder to match up to lucia's moans. "fuck, lucia!
you're so good!" she roared.

then, amelia looked up at wionna who's just watching them while she's doing nothing. "hey," the
blight calls making wionna look at her "it's not fair we're the only ones having fun. ride her." she
said, motioning at lucia's agape mouth.

wionna's cheeks turned more redder, she didn't say anything but amelia can sense her uncertainty as
this is a thing where alphas and omegas normally do to themselves alone.

"we're pack. now, do you want me to share our omega or have her all to myself?" amelia grinned
making wionna scoff and shake her head "you're insufferable." she started to take off her clothes
and slowly on top of lucia whom didn't think twice on starting to eat her out.



"aah.. damn.." wionna gripped the headboard while lucia held onto her thighs, her tongue lapping
her slick as it flips on her folds. amelia softly cupped the young park's cheek and pulled her into a
kiss, the blight slowly took wionna's glasses as they deepen the kiss.

"don't you dare break it." wionna whispers as they slowly pulled away, amelia chuckles "now, why
would i do that?" she asked with her placing the glasses on the nightstand before increasing her
speed making lucia let out a muffled more and motivated her to slip her tongue inside wionna
making her moan loudly.

their entire bedroom is now filled with their mixed scents and moans. they're intoxicated by it
which drives them mad as if it's cocaine but better, it brings them to heaven through their legs.

as their alpha's thrusts became manic with their omega continuing to eat out their beta. it's starting
to bring them closer to the edge.

"shit, i think i'm- aaahhh!!!" amelia lets out a roar and she plunged her cock deep into lucia. hearing
her scream in pure bliss as it triggered her to come as well and tie with amelia. lucia isn't done
though.

she kept thrusting her tongue inside wionna till she came as well along with them. lucia lapped all
of her juices up till there's nothing left.

wionna slowly got off of lucia, dropping down beside them as the two can't really move right now.
amelia dropped herself onto her omega as they both panted heavily, all calming down from their
highs.

"how long till you get off me?" lucia asked, "about half an hour." amelia replied, breathless.
"jesus..."

"seems like she doesn't want you to stay in that long." wionna snickers. amelia lifts her head and
flashed lucia a pout "you don't want me?" she asked making the omega deadpan.

"i can feel your dick limping. get off."
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"is this really necessary?" amity asked, her grip on the edge of the chair tightens. her face is
incredibly flustered with her body trembling.

she sat in the dining table, watching luz cook them dinner whilst feeling a buzzing in between her.

"oh yes. you've been doing things behind my back recently and i can't let it fly." luz said, when she
tossed the cooked meat into the air at the same time rising the vibrator. she smirks when she heard
amity yelped behind her that is followed by a whine.

"it's.. it's just- nghm... it's just masturbation..." amity reasons but luz clicked her tongue repeatedly
as she shook her head. she turned off the stove and turned around to see the damage.

"i can excuse that but what i can't is you committing arson all of the sudden. that was so out of the
blue, ames." luz said, she walked up towards the table, circling behind amity as her hands softly
rested onto her shoulders. "it's boscha's house anyways..." amity replied lowly.

then, luz amped up the vibrator again. amity's body convulsed from the pleasure making her moan
loudly "aahhh!!" she came for the second time. she can feel her panties getting soaked.

"since i don't want you to serve a decade in the conformitorium. you'll be punished for a week
which means no sex," luz started to lay down the conditions with her one hand slithering down to
amity's crotch which makes the witch think she's gonna get a sort relief.

but luz pulled her hand back to her shohlder "no touching," snickering as she watched amity
whimper. "and if you disobeyed. i'll extend it for another week."

then, luz walked to amity's side and cupped her chin to make her look at her. amity's eyes
immediately went down to the human's jean shorts, seeing a more than evident bulge throbbing.
wanting to be released from it's cage and amity is more than willing to do it.

"hey hey, eyes up here." luz snapped her fingers which amity followed, her eyes are practically
begging for luz to rail her but the punishment is just implemented.

"do i make myself clear, miss blight? as much i don't want you to endure this torturous week," luz's
hand lets go of amity's chin and travelled down towards her chest, stopping directly to her boob
with it's nipple that is completely hard.

"you need to learn a lesson and be a good girl in the end. can you do that for me?"



amity gulped, she slowly nodded making luz smile. she withdrew her hands and clapped them
together "great! let me just take this out before we have dinner." luz moved amity's chair around to
face her and knelt down to see amity is only wearing her panty that is drenched.

luz pulled it down and grabbed the string of the vibrator to start slowly pulling it out. amity
trembled at the feeling, she hates how sluggish the motion is but she didn't say anything till it's out.

"wow." luz stood back up as she stared at the cum covered vibrator before cleaning it and stuffed it
in her pocket.

"anyways, let's eat!"

 

day 3 of punishment.

amity can't join luz when she's showering.

whenever luz is washing the dishes, she'd act like a dog in heat as she grinds onto luz's ass while
whimpering, begging her for to give the noceda a head or just fuck her but luz has been staying true
to her conditions and never gave in to inhibitions.

when they're sitting on the couch just watching some netflix since luz is able to get some internet
through the portal. they are chilling though not the sense you'd expect and it makes amity more
irritated as she's forced to watch luz rub herself through her shorts.

neither of them paying attention to the movie at all.

in bed, amity always tries to roll luz over as her back is facing her but luz is making herself heavy
till amity gave up and just grinds her into luz in the end. still unsatisfied.

there's this one time amity caught luz in the bedroom totally nude with her towel draped on her
shoulder as she just got out of the shower. luz had the audacity to stroke herself in front of amity,
her cock waving her over but the blight held herself.

she just watched luz's bovine movements as she placed her clothes on. her hands are moving like a
pornstar would to provoke the one watching and it fucking worked.

amity hasn't noticed it but luz hasn't come yet, she's holding her load till the end of the punishment.

"you can take the next one." luz whispered to amity when she's done, referring to the shower but
amity thought she'd be getting dicked down which was farfetched in where she's standing.

"just calm down. stop thinking about it, stop it stop it. just four days to go, you can do this.." amity
pep talked herself while pacing in their shared bedroom.

she kept rubbing her thighs together as she walks and it's uncomfortable when she spreads as she's
really wet down there and cold hair makes it worse.

then, amity heard a ringing. she summoned her scroll to see that the twins are calling her, she
frowned as this is bad timing but she has to answer.

"what do you want?" amity asked, her tone a sour.



"whoa easy, mittens. are you on your pr- ow!" amity heard her brother got shoved to the side and is
replaced by emira.

"shut up, ed. we need your help, mittens. we sorta fucked up." she said on the other end. amity rose
a brow "the hell did you do this time?" she asked.

"highly confidential. come down in bonesborough, we'll explain everything okay? bye!"

"no emira i.." amity didn't get to finish her sentence as emira ended the call already. sighing deeply,
she made her scroll disappear and started to think about it.

sure, it'll be uncomfortable walking with her pussy soaking but it wouldn't be if she gets a little
days off away from luz. luz will understand that amity needs to go somewhere.

amity settled to a conclusion, she changed to her much more cleaner clothes and headed out to the
living to see luz laying in the couch.

"babe." amity calls making luz look up "yep, ames?"

"i'll be going out with the twins. they fucked something up and i need to help them clean it up. i
don't know why i have to be involved." amity explained "are you okay with it?"

luz nods "yeah, i don't see the problem." she stood up and pecked amity's lips. "have fun and make
sure this isn't just an excuse to get off in the woods." she added while amity is heading for the door.

amity looked over her shoulder, she wasn't even thinking of it. "i promise. i love you, bye!"

 

2 weeks later.

it's now night when amity is finally back.

amity returned to the house after being on the run from the crooks edric and emira messed with.
she's just thankful it's over along with her punishment which means she can-

"oh titan!" amity jumped when she got inside the house, the door was slammed shut with someone's
arms planted near the sides of her head. she looked to see luz staring at her intently with her
breathing slightly labored.

"welcome home, amity." luz said, her voice husky. amity looked down at her body to see she's
barely clothed and her cock is out in broad moonlight that is dribbling of precum, twitching with
veins visible.

"hey, luz."

luz slammed her lips against amity's whom didn't hesitate on kissing back, "i missed you so much."
luz whispered in between kisses as she lifted her lover by the thighs.

"i missed you too, babe." amity replied. luz rushed towards their bedroom, settling the blight down
onto the mattress as luz started to take off amity's clothes. both of them are desiring each other after
being apart for too long, it's torturous.



"you didn't tell me you'd be gone for two weeks. i didn't know what to do without you here." luz
said as she pressed her forehead onto amity's "i messaged you about it, right?" amity asked.

"in a keyboard mash form."

luz flipped amity over to expose her plump ass then slapped it hard making the blight lowly moan
as luz watched it jiggle. "i missed this. i think they got bigger." luz said as she slapped it the second
time before squeezing it.

"i was looking forward to the end of your punishment but this suddenly came up and you had to
leave me alone for so long." luz whines before slapping it for the third time making her flinch with
her ass slowly become red.

"now, you know how it felt." amity replied with a chuckle, then she felt the mattress around her
sink as luz now hovers above her with her cock only mere inches away. "i did learn but did you?"
luz pulled out a plant glyph and placed it on amity's wrist for thornless veins to restrain her.

"what was the lesson again?" amity smirked to herself as she wants to see how long till luz breaks.
lucky for her, not long enough.

luz clicked her tongue, she shoved her cock deep into amity without regard and she likes her. amity
moaned in bliss as she finally gets her lover's dick, she bit her lip at the feeling of her getting
stretched as if she's a virgin again.

"ah fuck yes.." amity shudders, she raised her ass up for luz as she started thrusting into her hard
with her tip already hitting that spot. "luz oh yes! fuck me harder!" amity moans loudly without
holding back because luz surely isn't.

"no need to tell me twice, blight." luz growled, she slammed an illusion glyph on her chest to make
a copy of herself to appear in front of amity. kneeling down with it's cock out.

luz grabbed amity by the hair to make her look up and the illusion took this opportunity to stick it's
rod inside amity's cock whom gladly took it. her tongue swirling around it as she fiddled with the
tip.

luz groans as she feels it while being inside amity, making it hard for her to last longer. she leaned
down and sank her teeth into the witch's shoulder making her hum as her ass rose again for better
access.

slowly pulling back, luz licked her bite mark and nuzzled up to amity's neck. taking in her sweet
scent that is mixed with smoke and a hint of fresh soil after rain.

"you burnt something down, didn't you?" luz asked, her voice dangerously low making amity tingle
in excitement. since she can't talk, she just continued to suck the illusion's cock.

dissatisfied at the lack of response, luz thrusts deeper into amity making her moans echo onto the
cock making luz moan as well. "did you?" she persisted which made amity slowly nod and that's
enough of an answer.

luz withdrew, she gripped her lover's hips and started to speed up her pace as she can feel
something coming closer. amity tightly held the bed sheets, she looked up to the illusion who's
mirroring the real luz's expressions as well with her thrusts.



"who's house did you burn down this time?" luz pulled amity out of the illusion's cock for her to
talk.

"ah.. s- some crooks. they were the ones who's after the twins. i burned them." amity replied, it's a
miracle she didn't stutter much but her mind is clearly reaching heaven as drool rolled down the
side of her mouth.

luz chuckles, she didn't comment on that and just kept railing her girl as her climax is coming
closer. the illusion started stroking itself whilst watching the witch's lewd expressions as her moans
filled the house.

"ah fuck i love you so much luz!!" amity moans.

"i love you too, amity- ah fuck!!!" luz didn't have time to pull out but at the same time, she doesn't
want to. so, she drove hee cock deep into her girlfriend's womb as she came at the same time with
her.

amity screamed in euphoria as she feels luz's cum spew inside her, stuffing her up finally and the
illusion came too with it's cum shooting onto amity's face before luz ripped the glyph off her chest
to make it disappear.

both heaved heavily, luz slowly pulled out and watched her cum slowly ooze out of amity's pussy
with her thighs twitching slightly. she gently turned amity over, wiped her cum off her face and
gave her a loving kiss with the blight's arms coiling around her neck as she lazily rubbed her head.

when they pulled away, luz kissed amity's nose and hugged her tight as she did really miss her
girlfriend as if they haven't seen each other for years. that's what it felt like.

"i love you." luz whispers as she doesn't wanna pull away and amity doesn't mind.

"i love you too, baby."
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"well well, what's all this?" gus asked as he saw luz come into school with a box of chocolates and
a small bouquet of flowers.

"a little something for mittens." luz replied with a toothy grin. she, willow and gus started to walk
down the hall as luz told about what valentines is in the human realm which the boiling isles has a
messed up version.

"then, what's this?" willow pointed at the tie on luz's neck, it seems like a tie in her perspective.
"shh, i'm wearing a suit. don't tell amity." luz said as she pressed her finger against her lips before
giggling.

"ooh! classy, nice!" gus said but willow has a different feeling about this. she just shook it off think
she's just overthinking this and her best friend just wants to surprise her girlfriend.

"hey, human! whatcha got there? is that for me?" luz grimaced as she heard that annoying voice
coming in front her. the three eyed witched made her way towards luz and tried to snatch
chocolates but she swiftly dodged her.

"like hell i'd give this to you." luz stuck out her tongue as boscha whom rose a brow as if she's
wondering if luz is challenging which she is.

"come on, just a little peek." boscha grabbed luz by the collar and her eyes widens as she thinks
that the surprise would be ruined by this asshole.

"fuck off!" luz shook her arm to make an ice glyph to fall into her hand, she closed it tightly which
turned half of her arm to ice and she punched boscha across the face. sending her back.

"i have to go! i'll see you guys later!" luz waved her best friends goodbye and dashed off before
boscha could get up. she turned a sharp corner, swiftly passing other students and looked over her
shoulder to see if someone is tailing her till she was pulled into a room.

luz blinked, she looked to the side to see amity smirking at her. "oh, just the person i was looking
for." luz said as she turned her body fully to face amity whom noticed the little gifts in the human's
hands.

"what's all this?" she asked, slowly taking the bouquet from luz and took a sniff of it. "a little
something for my favorite girl." luz handed the box as well which made amity chuckle.



amity opened it to see something is written on the lid;

look at me

she looked at luz to see her tongue moving rather... fluidly in between her index and middle fingers
making amity burst into red. she grabbed something out of her crop top to reveal a pink folded note
and gave it to luz whom hummed as this note looks rather familiar.

"are you asking me for grom?" luz joked. "just read the damn note." amity insisted as she looks
away with a red face.

luz playfully rolled her eyes, she opened the note and it said;

look up

luz did, she looked up to the ceiling expecting something to drop but she saw nothing. "what am i-"
when she turned her gaze down to amity, she stopped herself when she saw amity pushing her
tongue on the side of her mouth while her hand does a blowjob motion.

gulping, luz's cheeks turned red as well making the blight snicker. amity grabbed a piece of the
chocolate and tossed it in her mouth, tasting what a normal chocolate is but she tasted something
else too.

"did you cum in this?" amity asked as she slowly approached luz whom softly scoffed "no. just
added a some vodka for the kick tis all." she replied.

as amity stood in front of luz with space almost nonexistent. she grabbed the noceda by the collar
and slammed her lips against hers, she pushed the chocolate in luz's mouth for their tongues starting
to play with it.

while they're busy above, their hands started to travelled down to their crotches. amity rubbed the
tent in luz's pants while luz's hands are sliding inside amity's skirt till she stopped her is when they
pulled away.

the chocolate has completely melted and luz gulped it. she looked down to her hand that is held by
amity. "is there something i had to wait and see what's under there?" she asked as she quirked a
brow.

"yeah and i think you have one as well." amity said, she gripped the bow tie collar and shook it a
little. then, they heard the bell scream, telling everyone to get to their classes.

and good thing luz's first term is abominations.

both of them walked out of the empty classroom and headed for their first class to see most of the
students are sitting on the desks but the professor isn't there yet. nice.

luz and amity sat in their own desk next to the windows. luz watched amity fix her skirt when they
sat down, she casually placed her hand onto her thigh and waited patiently for the professor to
come in.

"oh no." luz looked at amity who's looking out of the window but her hand is directly resting on her
crotch with her finger fiddling with the zipper. "did the griffins escape again?" luz asked, acting



natural as she also looked out the window to see the beast keeping track trying to calm a
slitherbeast that is being terrorised by a giraffe.

"how?" luz is already confused as to why giraffes are exiled here but it being capable to scare a
slitherbeast? a being that lives in solitude in the knee that is also a merciless beast is afraid of a
simple spotted long neck.

wow.

"yeah, giraffes are an infernal creatures. worse than demons even." amity sneered as she unzipped
luz's pants just enough for her tip to poke out. they don't wanna make it too obvious.

luz bit the insides of her mouth as she looked down to see amity playing with her precum and tip.
she hunched over onto the table to hit her hard nipples, she tightly gripped her sleeves as she tries
to control herself.

"this is gonna take awhile.."

-----

and it did.

luz and amity is starting to look like crackheads as they've been clawing the table, teasing each
other and their cock and pussy became more aroused than ever which makes it hard for them to
stay sane throughout class.

as the bell screamed for the final time, they both grabbed their bags off the floor and was the first to
quickly out of the class and the school.

people was confused about their actions but they think they forgot the stove is on. god, they were
wrong.

the couple got to the grom tree and amity immediately slammed luz onto the tree making some of
the leaves to fall as they leaned into a rough kiss while their hands ripped off their clothing like
maniacs.

luz was the first to fully rip of amity's clothes off to reveal a beautiful and salacious strapped
lingerie. when they pulled away, luz stared deeply into amity's golden hues that is brimming of lust.

"you're so beautiful, ames. so perfect for me." luz praised her girl as she nuzzle into amity's neck,
inhaling her scent that entices her hard. desiring her more for the blight and bit onto her neck
making amity lowly moan.

as luz withdrew she noticed a red sigil etched on amity's bellybutton.

"what's this?" luz asked making amity smirk. "stamina and i look sexy with in." she simply replied
before ripping the noceda's stripped shirt off completely into shreds to reveal she wore nothing
underneath and a new addition to luz's thin frame but is jacked.

"oh my." amity purred, she pushed luz down to her back and she got on top of her. she bent down
for her tongue to drag on the human's neck, licking off her sweat from the running and snaked
down in between the valley of her tiddies then stopped at her forming abs which turned tensed.



"you're so sexy, luz." amity whispers as she bites onto luz's abs making her flinch "ay.. jesus, you
hungry girl?"

"oh very. i'm fucking starving." amity moved down to luz's jeans that she easily burned off while
making sure she doesn't hurt the main course.

with pants gone, luz's cock stood tall in it's fully glory and amity easily took her in her mouth like
it's nothing. "oh shit, blight!" luz snapped amity's hair tie and gripped a handful of her hair.

she can feel the witch's tongue size her cock and when she pulls back, she kissed the teased tip
before going back in. "hmm.. ugh.."

both of them stared at each other intensely, their eyes telling the same thing as they wanna fuck the
living hell out of them through this night as the sun is slowly setting behind them.

"fuck." luz now gripped amity with both hands and started to thrust into her mouth, hitting the back
of it. tears are starting to well up in the corners of her eyes but amity endured as she watches small
tendrils of grass roping around luz's hips without her knowledge.

"aahh! fuck yes amity! i th- i think i'm-" luz's hips are suddenly brought strapped down for amity to
slowly pull out to flash a mischievous grin at her. "you're coming? that's a shame." she said as she
started to lazily stroke luz.

growling, "come on! i was close!" luz complained but amity shook her head as she clicks her
tongue. "now now, pet. that's not how you talk to your mistress." she grabbed luz by her collar and
lead her on top of her.

"i'll let you take me if you say it." amity said as she lifts herself up to grind onto luz's cock. luz
narrowed her eyes at amity who's being smug at her.

"please, mistress?"

smirking, "good girl." and with that, luz shoved herself in amity making both of them moan as the
sun is down. luz dug her nails into the dirt as she started thrusting into her lover while she still held
onto her collar.

"aahh! aaahh shit! t- that's it! harder!!" amity moans lewd and loud, not worrying if someone hears
her. she brought her other hand up on luz's bare back before pulling her down for another rough
kiss.

their tongues clashed with each other and luz groaned when amity bit her tongue. she can feel the
witch smirking in the kiss after that.

as they pulled away, amity screamed when she felt luz hit that spot and clawed onto luz's back
making her hiss. the noceda sped up her pace, practically ramming the blight hard as she can feel
her climax coming back.

"oh fuck, mistress! you're so tight!" luz moaned, she rolled her head back but it restrained by amity
holding her collar.

"yes fuck give it to me!!"



luz plunged her cock deep into amity's womb as she came inside her, her warm spews of cum
filling her up making the blight sigh in bliss. they're far from done though, they're still full of
energy.

luz pulled amity's bra down to expose her hard pink nipples before she stood without pulling out
and slammed amity onto the tree making more leaves fall.

"have room for another?" luz asked which isn't a question to amity. "fuck me till i'm numb, you
handsome twig!" she spat which luz didn't need to be told twice as she picked up the speed she left
off.

"aaahahh! oh dear titan yes!" amity bit her lip hard enough to draw blood which luz licked off.
then, amity pulled luz's collar down to sink her fangs into her "aahh! fuck.." luz winced but the
pleasure is too immense that it overpowered the pain in her neck.

as amity pulled back, she licked the blood off the side of her lips and grinned as she likes seeing the
noceda's pleasured expressions as the ripples of euphoria surged throughout their bodies.

the moon is out now with it's light shining down on bonesborough and onto them, giving them
spotlight.

"luz, i'm close!!" amity screamed as she clawed luz again making more blood slowly trickle down
her back which is left unnoticed. "fuck yeah!!"

they came at the same time once again with their cums mixing with each other. amity didn't let luz
finish shooting her loads before pushing her off to fall onto the ground again with her riding luz
like a prized stallion.

"one more."

 

as luz came for the third time, she panted heavily and turned her head to the side with her hair
almost covering her face. "i.. that was amazing.. i think you broke a bone or something." luz
giggles as she slowly sat up but amity isn't getting off.

"amity? mind getting off?" luz asked which snapped amity out of her haze and look at the noceda.
she laughed while luz is in a complete lost as what's funny. "um.."

"oh, you think we're done?" amity leaned closer to luz, her eyes are dilated and luz saw the sigil
glow making a bad feeling rise in her.

"we're not gonna stop still you can't feel your dick, my pussy stuffed and us doing every position
till the sun rises."

-----

in the owl house, king is in a cute fit of rage while squealing in rage as he ran around the house,
cussing them to stop so he can have his beauty sleep.

a king must look good while conquering and that won't happen if two angsty teenagers are fucking
like animals in the woods.



he cussed at hooty as well to shut up as he attempts to drown out the moans with his voice which is
a worse fate.

eda is in the kitchen on her third bottle of apple blood, she barely realised that hooty is talking as
she's tipsy as fuck. "yeah, kid. fuck her good!" she cheered while taking another shut.

"willow, i think the butcher's at it again! i kept hearing screams, don't tell me you don't hear it too!"

willow pinched the bridge of her nose as she listens to both of her best friends' manic moans and
gus' panicked tone through her scroll while sitting in her bed. "yeah, they're at it again." she said
with a sigh, knowing full well who she's referring to while gus is in blissful ignorance.

good.

boscha laid on her bed wide awake as their moans filled her ears, it's driving her mad. she grabbed
her pillows and pressed them against her ears. just wanting for this suffering to end.

and principle bump is in his bed too, repeatedly slamming his pillow onto his face while saying
word by word.

"please stop having sex!"
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luz always looks into the mirror.

in hindsight, there's nothing wrong with her body but after being tormented for no reason back in
the human realm. belittling and bullying her for her small frame, it took it's toll.

here in the boiling isles, no one does that. everyone has their own physique, imperfections and
nobody discriminates that. after staying here for a few years, a small sliver of luz's self esteem
returned but not fully.

she's still conscious of her body. she didn't tell about it to eda, king or willow, gus even her
girlfriend. she doesn't like sharing this information, there's a slight guilt as amity is her lover and
she's a clinging one just luz.

everytime they have sex, they'd always leave the lights off for amity not to see much of luz's body
as she climbed on top of her.

luz has a feeling that amity is curious and wants to ask as to why when they have a little light from
the nightstand but she isn't.

both of them have their own boundaries.

 

as the door was slammed shut, amity carried luz by the thighs as they didn't break the kiss. luz's
hands tangled itself on the blight's hair as she slipped her tongue in her mouth, hearing amity lowly
moan.

both of their tongues swirled with each other as amity moved to the bed and luz sitting on her lap.
pulling away, luz took off her shirt without the worry of her lover seeing her and tossed it to ground
along with her pants.

amity brought her hands on the human's well developed breasts, softly fondling then with her
thumb tweaking it. luz hums, she unbuckled the witch's pants to let her cock free, she lovingly
stroked it before lifting herself up to hover above it.

then, luz pulled herself down making her moan at the feeling of getting stretched once again. she
can never get use to amity's girth. as everything is in, luz shuddered and held onto amity's stomach,
feeling it tense.



"you're so beautiful, luz." amity said. there's not light in the room at all so it's impossible to see
what luz really looks like above her unless witches have a special kind of vision that amity didn't
inform luz of.

"you can't even see me." luz replied, she started to bounce onto amity making both of them moan at
amity moved to her his as she thrusts in as well. "i don't need to. you're already perfect."

luz gulped, she felt her cheeks heat up by that. she always gets timid whenever someone would
compliment her or praise her which amity mostly does.

amity smiles, she pulled luz for a tender kiss as she gripped her hips with her hands squeezing luz's
ass. "i love you so much." amity said in between kisses while she thrusts into her lover before
pulling away, her lips moved down to her cheek and neck.

luz moans onto amity's chest, she held onto her shoulders "amity... augh- aahh!" she jolted when
she felt her bite her flesh making small drops of blood come out till it was licked away.

"i love you too, ames! aahh!"

then, amity changed their position into missionary and luz immediately coiled her arms around the
witch's neck as she wrapped her legs on her waist. "ah! ha.. nughm- oh god.." luz bit her lip as she
rolled her head back, amity leaned down to take one of the human's nipple to suckle on.

she chews whilst sucking on her tit as she sped up her pace. "amity! aahhh!" luz tightly gripped
amity's hair, pulling on them slightly as she can feel her phallus hitting that one spit over and over
before pulling away with a pop.

"hm.. you're so good, luz.. so good! fuck!" amity clenched the sheets tightly as she rolled her head
back. she noticed that she's unintentionally burning the bed which made her place her hands back to
luz's hips.

it's never a problem for luz and amity to have sex in the dark. it heightens their every senses except
their sight. they do see each other's silhouettes but never in greater detail. amity doesn't complain
though as she'll love luz no matter what.

"a- amity- ya voy! mierda!!!" luz screamed as she came hard. amity clenched her teeth tightly, she
swiftly pulled out before she could bust inside luz. neither of them are ready for that stage of life
yet.

luz felt amity's cum get in her chest and stomach shooting her loads across till amity's cock is
slowly sheathing. the blight wiped her cum off her lover before pulling her into a endearing hug
which luz returned.

"what's wrong, babe?" luz asked though she doesn't mind. amity shook her head and nuzzled up to
her neck "nothing. you just feel so warm. i love you, luz."

softly smiling, "i love you too, ames."



True Royalty

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'suitable'

after luz marked and claimed amity as her mate. she has to get used to the lifestyle of humans as
amity can't live in the woods even if luz wants to.

"this is.. uncomfortable." luz turned around to see amity behind her, watching her wear a noble's
attire that is hugging her frame rather tightly. "i can't even squeeze my tail out. i shouldn't be really
wearing this." she said as she grabbed the collar, about to rip it off but amity stopped her.

"just for today, love then you can rip it off with mine." amity said, she fixed luz's tie and flashed her
a wink making the dragon brighten with the lines of scales appear before disappearing as a knock is
heard on their doors.

"miss amity, your presences is requested by the lord and lady blight in the dining hall." a servant
said on the other side. botb of the looked at the door and amity replied "yes, thank you. we'll be
right out." before turning her gaze at luz.

amity's parents noticed that she's been going into the woods lately and they thought she's havint an
illicit relationship with a peasant so they requested her to bring whoever she was visiting for dinner
and boy, they're in for a treat.

"we need my mother and father's blessing if we're gonna marry, so be at your best behavior." amity
advised making luz scoffs "you're my mate which means you're already married to me." she said,
watching the blight's cheek turned rosy but she shook her head to hide it.

"well, they're humans so they wouldn't understand the terms you dragons have. anyway, shall we?"
amity looped her arms around luz's and both of them headed out the room.

they walked down the long hall to see the open doors leading to the dining room. amity can already
see her sitting in the very front of the table while her mother is out of view till they got inside.

luz easily spotted the twins hiding behind a pillar, watching whatever's about to unfold in the table.

"mother, father." alador and odalia turned their heads to look at luz and amity, their eyes are mostly
set on luz whom did the same. "this is luz.." amity trails off as she doesn't know what her lover's
surname or even has one.

"luz noceda, daughter of the duke and dutchess of the south. it's a pleasure to be in your presence
lady and lord blight." luz finished amity's sentence as she bowed down, that literally just popped in
her head on the spot.

"in what part of the south? if i may ask, miss noceda." alador questioned. luz stood straight once
again to reply "beyond the mountains. namely the titan's knee where the kingdom of..



fermeletrouducul stands, sir." luz bit the inside of her mouth as she sees the blights seem to buy
that.

not knowing what it really meant.

amity looked at luz and at her parents back and forth, a little baffled as she's surprised that no one is
at each other's throats by now. maybe later.

"i see. well, please do take a seat. we do want to know more." odalia said as she motioned for the
couple to sit down which they did. luz frowned at the sight of many utensils in front of her, she
grabbed the smallest fork and looked at amity with her expression filled of confusion.

"that's a dessert fork. just use the middle ones." amity whispers as she unfolded the napkin to place
on her lap.

"may odin strike me now, this is so excessive.." luz mutters, she placed the fork down and followed
the same thing amity did to the napkin.

"so tell me more about this kingdom of yours, ferme etcetera." alador waved his hand nonchalantly
as he didn't even try to pronounce making luz snickering inside, she took a sip of her water before
clearing her throat. feeling her heat it up.

"well, sir. the kingdom is different from the rest that's for sure." luz started.

"is that so? in what sense? i believe that every kingdom has it's own differences and since what's
beyond that mountain is a fjord, i can only think that your kingdom is fishing port." odalia said,
resting her folded hands onto the table as she kept her eyes on luz while looking at what's behind.

"that's a likely theory but," luz grabbed her cold glass of water once again and took another sip with
the hand holding the glass is slowly turning black and claws unsheathing. "the real thing that
distinguishes my kingdom from the rest is it doesn't exist."

luz kicked the chair as she stood up and swiftly turned around to slash her claws at the three men
holding daggers behind her. planning to assassinate her thinking she wouldn't notice beforehand.

as the bodies dropped dead. luz turned back to look at alador and odalia in bewilderment with her
hand drenched of blood which she flicked off.

"you had the audacity to attempt on stabbing me! do you know who i am?!" luz snarled as her
frame started to grow. her clothing ripping and tearing, her tail bursts out with her wings spreading
wide as her horns protruded out of her head and teeth getting sharper.

"what demon did you bring in this manor, amity?!" odalia yelled at her daughter, she tried to grab
her but luz cleanly sliced off her arm off to fall onto the table. letting it's blood seep into the white
cloth, tainting it.

"you don't dare touch amity, wretch! she's mine!" luz roared, she grabbed amity gently for her to
stand up, pulling her close and she glared at the blights with her pupils thin.

"your titles of noblemen are worthless as well with your kings and queens. us, dragons are the true
royalty in this land and you humans are mere cattle. it's pure miracle that we haven't wiped you out
yet."



luz watched the blights tremble at the very sight of the dragon. they never really truly seen one and
this is a terrifying surprise. then, she slowly got off their chairs, not knowing what to do if they
should run or submit.

"kneel."



Sultry Corruption

Chapter Summary
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Chapter Notes
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CRASH

in the sky, a line of smoke is visible that bursts through the clouds before abruptly cutting off. small
embers are slowly falling down that is left unnoticed through the busy streets and smoke emits
from the garbage.

critters and stray cats are rather curious at the smoke as they slowly approach it. thinking it'd some
food sent by the man above that is just the building next to them.

something suddenly popped out of the garbage making all of the animals scurry off in fear.

growling lowly, she shook her head and hopped off the garbage only to fall onto herself. "fucking
hell." she hissed before quickly standing up to look up to the blue sky.

seeing more than the normal man could as many celestial beings roamed the between space and
heaven whilst keeping an eye at her. their bodies shined like gold and twinkled like a star that is
blinding enough to make her averted her gaze.

she patted off the dusts and other shit off herself as well shaking her wings that is promptly turning
white to black with some of it's feathers falling off and combusting into flames.

amity blight. a once powerful seraphim fell into temptations and inhibitions of the devil now is a
fallen which killed two birds in one stone as amity's ability can be twice or more powerful than
what she had up in the clouds. hell is after all an unshackled, raw and unforgiving place.

amity sighed deeply, she made her wings hide after it's transformation- her metamorphosis. she
walked out of the alleyway with the cats hissing at her when she passed them bay.

does she regret doing her decision? maybe not.

would she do it again?

as amity stepped into the street, seeing the humans walk, minding their business as they got past
her. she eyed them with such salacity, her lust steadily rising which made her smirk to herself.

"i don't see why not."



amity started to walk amongst the man, inhaling off their individual scents but none of it are
striking to her as ideal making her scoff and roll her eyes. she speed up her walking even though
she doesn't have a particular destination in mind.

she'll make her own way.

then, amity briskly passed a cafe that made her stop abruptly as something caught her eye. she
started to slowly back up till she sees through the wide window a line of people in the counter.

she waited till it's gone. amity felt her heart thumped hard onto her chest when she saw a tanned
beauty behind the counter. "oh wow." she whispers to herself before slowly looking away.

amity stared at the pavement floor for a moment as her brow quirked, she looked at the girl once
before walking inside the cafe with the only goal in mind.

when she got to the counter, amity's heart thumped harder as she sees the true majesty of the girl in
front of her. the girl has a welcoming, warm smile that basically tells what her personality is, her
short curly hair is adjusted to the left and her hazel eyes held so much innocence which makes
amity almost regret that she'll be ravishing this girl.

almost.

"good morning, ma'am! what can i get you?" amity snapped out of her daze as the girl asked her.
she looked at her name tag then back at her face.

"iced americano, two shots." amity ordered, she placed her arm onto the counter to lean onto it. luz
nodded and was about to make the blight's drink till; "also, slide in your number as well."

luz looked at amity to see her smug smirk. "as if i haven't heard that pickup line 50 times before."
she said while rolling her eyes, she started to take the ground coffee and placed it in the machine.

"well you're in luck because this'll be the last time. you look really cute by the way." amity
continued while waiting for her coffee which she doesn't need. she endearingly stared at the noceda
as she sees small glances in the corner of her eyes.

"thanks. um, you can take a seat now." luz said, motioning her head to the many empty seats as she
grabbed the two shots of espresso and poured it on a glass of cold water. "i'm fairly new here so
why don't we ditch work and explore this town." amity said.

"welcome in the isles then. here." luz slides the glass front of amity, ignoring what amity just said.

amity inspected the glass as if luz placed poison in there before pouting. "where's your number?"
luz scoffs "you're holding the line, miss." she said, seeing a few people already waiting behind her.
getting impatient.

"come on! move!"

"i don't even have my daily coffee yet!"

"alright alright, jeez. fucking assholes." amity grumbles, she slipped a hundred which surprised luz
is this is only 3 dollars. "ma'am-"



"keep the change." amity said as she shot wink and grabbed the glass, luz watched the blight head
for one of the seats beside the window before sitting down. when their eyes met, luz immediately
looked away and proceeded to take the other customer's orders while amity is watching her.

"you're gonna be mine, human." amity kept her eyes on luz while she took a sip of her coffee only
to recoil. she smacked her lips and hummed, she placed it on the table as she leaned back.

"should've gone for latte."

-----

"i'll have a latte and the name's amity."

amity said as she slammed another buck in the counter. she returned to the cafe the next day as she
isn't gonna give up till luz is hers.

the attention of the people in the cafe was caught by amity as now they're watching what's gonna
happen between the barista and this chasing woman.

luz chuckles "you don't give up easily huh?" she asked, standing in parallel to amity whom grins.
"well, i am no simple man." she replied while shrugging, she meant both figurative and literal.

"yeah well, you have to try harder than that to catch me, miss amity." luz tested which amity didn't
hesitate on accepting.

"good. i do like a challenge. also flip the bill." amity said. luz rose a brow, she did so and saw the
blight's number underneath as well with another paper that looks like a ticket.

"what's this?" luz asked as she grabbed it to figure out what it is. "reservation for a love hotel."
amity replied with a wink and luz almost choked on nothing but air.

 

the day when luz said yes to all of the questions amity's been throwing her, it's one of her happiest
days here in earth.

luz is flattered on how determined amity is to ask her out. she never had that before and there's
something about the blight that allures her, maybe it's the gazes she gives or those golden eyes that
seemed to always glimmer.

or her sultry tone whenever she talks to her.

luz doesn't know but it is enticing.

they get into a date the following week and amity couldn't help but stare at luz longer than intended
without blinking which made luz worry till she snapped her finger in front of the blight's face to
return her to reality.

while eating their dinner, luz shares her interests and hobbies which amity easily relates to from
being omniscient but she does like the things luz is saying. they just clicked and makes amity
almost forget why she hooked up with luz in the first place.

almost.



till luz leans in for a soft kiss while they were walking down the street. planning to walk luz home.

"thanks, amity. i really enjoyed tonight." luz said as she stepped back a little since she had to tiptoe
to reach amity's lips. amity slowly turned her gaze down to luz, she suddenly felt an urge build up
inside that she doesn't restrain.

"me too." amity replied, she gently cupped luz's chin to make her look at her as she slowly closes
into her. "i want it to last the other nights too." then, their lips met once again and this time, they
stayed longer.

luz closes her eyes to indulge herself in the kiss which amity took the opportunity to bring her
wings out and spread them wide. she firmly gripped both of luz's shoulders before teleporting them
into a realm a human that hasn't died yet shouldn't be in.

perdition.

during the time of amity was chasing luz, she established her name and position in hell to become
the right hand of the marquis which got her a sweet place to stay with a deplored aesthetic which
the fallen doesn't mind.

luz immediately noticed the sudden rise of temperatures and environment. when they pulled away,
her eyes widens as she sees many sigils, an array of skulls with small puddles of blood and
scattered fires.

"i'm sorry i had to reveal myself in this type of way." amity said making luz look at her with a
panicked expression, "i got carried away." she placed her hand onto her cheek to caress it in attempt
to calm her down.

"r- reveal wha-" luz stops herself as she finally noticed the pair of black wings behind amity. "y..
you're a fallen?" she asked which amity nods, she slowly pushed luz down to the bed with her
getting on top.

"i love you, luz and you know i won't do anything to hurt you. my love won't change as no god can
separate us. so," amity burned off her clothes to reveal her fine physique and monstrous sized cock
that is angrily twitching to the human whom gulped at the sight of it. "do you trust me?" she asked.

both of them stared each other's hues, luz can see amity's eyes have a tint of red now as she's is
showing her true self to her though it does scare her that she's in front of a being higher than her but
she does trust amity and that's enough right?

luz replied with a slow nod "just be slow.." she said and amity nods at that, she easily slashed luz's
clothing off and leaned down to her neck. luz shivered at the feeling of the fallen's tongue running
along her flesh before moving down towards her breasts.

luz watched amity drag her tongue in the valley before going up to the first one. they never broke
eye contact as luz sees amity's eyes turn more red, she flinched when she felt her take her nipple.

"aah.." amity listens to the noceda low, breathy moans. it makes her chest feel warm for some
reason, she moved her hands towards her thick thighs to spread them to get in between her while
she felt luz's hands slowly come up to her head, softly rubbing her head.



pulling away with a pop, amity leaned closer to luz's face "you're gonna help me take my final
metamorphosis. will you do that for me?" she asked, her voice husky. luz doesn't know what that
meant but she's already into this so there's not turning back.

amity smirks, she closed the space between them for a kiss. luz kissed back and whined quietly as
amity slipped her long tongue inside her mouth, their muscles clashing together till there's a clear
victor.

as they pulled away, their lips lingered before amity returned to luz's neck again. she can hear and
smell the blood pumping through her veins, adrenaline gradually rising along with her musk which
is slowly intoxicating the fallen.

she searched for a perfect spot as she rubbed her drooling tip against luz's wet slit, hearing her
sharp gasp.

"i love you."

then, amity sank her teeth into luz's neck making her scream in pleasure and pain as she seeped the
venom in her bloodstream at the same time pushing her phallus in.

tainting her.

luz squeezed her eyes tightly with small tears prickling the corners, she tightly held onto amity's
shoulders and unintentionally digging her nail but she barely registered the pain.

"amity... it hurts.." luz cries. amity withdrew her fangs and kissed her lover's cheek "shh, you're
doing amazing, luz. it hurts at the start but pleasure will come. just hold onto me." she reassures as
she wiped the tears off and started pampering luz with many loving kisses to ease her.

luz whimpers, she did hold onto amity tightly with her nails dragging down, making various red
lines. amity could easily heal it but she wants to keep these scars as a mometo, a trophy of her
taking the most beautiful human and corrupting her.

when everything is inside, amity sighs in bliss and her wings spreading wide at the feeling of the
noceda's insides clenching around her. she didn't move yet to let luz adjust.

luz slowly opens her eyes and the first thing she sees through her blurry vision is the fallen's wings.
she slowly reached up to touch them, amity flinch at the sudden contact but she let it happen.

"they're beautiful.." luz whispers, turning her gaze back at amity "i guess.." amity mutters, not
really thinking that her wings are that special but luz pecked her lips.

"well, i think that they are."

amity softly smiles "but not as beautiful as you, darling." she replied before staring to move her
lips. luz gasped, she returned her hands onto the fallen's shoulders as she feels herself getting
stretched wide.

"a- amity.. nghaah.." luz softly moans as she buried herself in amity's chest. "ah.. shit, you're so
tight, baby.." amity groans, she bit her lip and continued her slow pace as she watches luz's face
twisting from pain to pleasure.

amity did a single slam of her hips onto luz's and it's enough of to make her scream "amity!!"



the blight's eyes are now fully red, her claws dug deep into the mattress as hearing that scream
triggered something. "do that again." she ordered and started to continuously slam into the human.

"oh god amity!! aaahhh!" luz turned her head to the side as she closes her eyes again, satiating in
the pleasure erupting in between her legs. she felt amity grab her legs and held them tight as she
increased her speed.

amity grunts wildly as she watched luz's titties bounce at every hard thrust. a growl rumbled in her
throat when she rolled her head back.

then, a black fur covered tail with a sharp tip sprouted out of amity's back, whipping around
excitedly.

it's starting.

"fuck!" amity abruptly pulled out which snapped luz back to earth- or in this case, hell. she was
suddenly lifted off the bed and settled on top of amity, she looked at her in confusion but it dropped
as she slipped back in.

"you only belong to me, luz." amity said as she cupped luz's cheeks, her proprietorial instincts are
showing "and i'm going to make sure both of your holes are taken by me." she continued before
snapping her fingers for something to appear behind luz.

luz felt another pair of hands hold by the hips, she looked over her shoulder to see another version
of amity. an illusion whom spat at luz's second hole, lubricating it well before slowly pushing in.

"aahh! shit no please hurts!" luz wails, amity hugged her tightly and kissed the top of her head.
"shh, be a good girl for me okay? just calm down and breath." she whispers while giving kisses
across luz's face.

luz hisses at the feeling of her ass getting wider, it stings but she endured it till everything's in.
neither illusion or the real one didn't move for luz to get accustomed to the two cock inside her.

never thought she'd lose both of her cherries tonight.

then, amity was the first to move which the illusion followed. "aah.. aahh! fuck.." luz felt the
illusion grab a handful of her hair to make her look up as it and it's creator thrust into her.

"hm, that's it baby. you're doing fantastic." amity purred as she groped luz's boobs and twisted her
nipples making her jerk. "come on, moan my name more!!" she roared and the illusion slapped
luz's ass hard.

"a- amity!!" luz obliged, she can feel her body weak as both of their thrusts are irregular but that's
what's amazing as they hit that spot simultaneously. "oh please amity!!"

a pair of long, sharpened horns started to quickly push out of amity's head with her hands and feet
turned black as the gradient of her skin slightly becomes darker. her frame started to slowly
increase in size and her face splitting.

one is normal with her gold hues return but the other is contorted into a demon as her one eye
glowed in violent red.



"aah fuck! you're such a good girl, luz! a good fucking slut for taking two dicks and you say you
were a virgin, ha!" amity's voice lowered to many octaves which turned luz on more and the demon
noticed it at the sudden clench.

"oh, you like this new form?" amity asked as she leans closer to luz, feeling her hot breaths into her
face. luz slowly nods "y- yes.." she replied, then amity stuck out her tongue to lick off the drool.

"you did this so give yourself a pat on the back for being such a good girl!" amity shoved her cock
deep into luz making her roll her head back as she screams in pleasure.

the room is filled of their moans and animalistic grunts along with rapid skin slapping. luz's body is
trembling as she can't hold herself straight up any longer which amity noted and pulled her down to
a hug as she and her illusion fuck her holes real good.

no one can pleasure a girl like luz better than an actual demon.

then, a knot started to form in both of their stomachs making luz whimper. "i.. i feel something-
aaahh ah.. ha mnghn.." she whispers and the demon's grin widens.

"go ahead. come for me, baby! you're gonna carrying my heirs!" amity lets out a deafening roar as
she plunged her cock deep into luz when she came at the same time as her.

"ah yes! amity!!!"

the illusion came as well in luz's ass. both of her holes are stuffed up by the demon's cum making
her feel warm. amity snapped her finger again to make the illusion disappear, letting the cum ooze
out of luz as well in her pussy as it was too much.

luz completely fell limp on amity with her body covered on sweat. both panted heavily, amity
sighed deeply and gently grabbed luz's chin to pull her into a softer kiss which she didn't hesitate on
returning.

slowly pulling away, amity made luz rest on her chest to rest without bothering to pull out. amity
softly curled luz's hair to lull her to sleep which easily worked as she passed out on her in an
instant.

"you and i are going to make great things together, luz."

Chapter End Notes
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lazily walking down the small hallway, she stopped in front of a closed door hearing muffled music
on the other side. she grabbed the doorknob, twisting it open to let the music fill the entire house
now

lucia looked up when she heard her door creak and she saw luz on the other side standing
completely still as her eyes at the only ones moving "the hell you want?" she asked as she returned
her gaze back to what she was doing.

then, luz's head faces lucia before rushing at her in bed and on top on of her. lucia was caught off
guard at this, she looked up at her little sister's face to see bullets of sweat rolling down the side of
her face.

"lucia.. i- i'm in.. i don't know what to do.." luz shakily said, she's trying to hold herself when she
came into heat. now, lucia is the only omega in the house and luz doesn't know any other omegas
whom are willing to be her mate.

a strong scent was engulfed and lucia's body did a 180, her cheeks turned beet red with her in
between immediately getting wet. lucia's eyes slowly moved down to luz's crotch to see a big tent
within her shorts, gulping, she returned her gaze back up.

"i.. i'll help you out, okay?" lucia said as she softly placed her hand onto luz's cheek for her to lean
into her touch. luz nods, she lowered her shorts just enough for her cock to whip out before leaning
down to lucia's neck to leave trails of kisses as she inhaled her scent.

luz's hands seemed to have a mind of it's own as it travelled around lucia's curves before slipping
inside her shirt to fondle with her breasts. she never wears a bra whenever she's home. lucia
whimpers as she feels luz tweak with her nipples.

luz slowly pulled away from her sister's neck, both of them stared at each other's hues. seeing the
small contrasts from luz's soft hazel eyes to lucia's intense red tinted brown ones. the space between
is slowly disappearing like something is pulling them closer.

till their lips met.

they closed their eyes as they indulge themselves in the kiss with lucia's hands slithering up to luz's
hair to tangle her fingers in her curls while her sister's hands are busy pulling her shorts down and
got in between her legs.



as they pulled away, lucia gave a last peck before grabbed luz's shirt for her to pull off. luz did the
same to her and settled their other clothes to the side, she grasped her lactating cock as she stared
her sister's slick covered pussy that is in inviting the alpha.

"stop staring, twit." luz blinked when she heard lucia, she looked at her to see her flustered face
making her giggle. she grabbed both her legs for her tip to rub against lucia's clit. "ngh.."

then, luz started to slowly push in which she doesn't need to as lucia is so wet that she can just slide
in with ease. "aah.. luz.." lucia breaths, she never thought that luz would be this thick and long. she
can feel herself stretching the more this drags on.

lucia cupped luz's by her cheeks to pull her down for another kiss with her legs wrapping around
her waist for her to just slide in there. the eldest noceda moaned into the kiss, luz took this
opportunity to slip her tongue inside.

their tongues lashed with one another, lowly groaning as lucia felt luz's take over of her before
pulling away when air became a problem.

a growl erupted in the alpha's throat, she gripped lucia's hands, intertwining them as it pressed deep
into the mattress when she started thrusting. "aaahhh! o- oh shit.." lucia moans loudly at the sudden
burst of pleasure surged throughout her body.

she can feel luz's cock throb inside her as both of their heats slammed into each other. "gh- fuck!"
luz curled her upper lip to reveal her fangs, all of her muscles grew tense at each thrust, the feeling
of lucia's warm snatch as it tightly hugs her cock makes her slowly turn feral.

luz slowly opened her eyes to see lucia's lewd expressions with her red face, it moved down to her
jiggling boobs then back at her clean neck. something is bubbling inside luz to do it as her eyes
glowed, glaring down at it till she can't hold herself anymore.

luz lets go one of lucia's hand to tilt her head to expose the perfect spot to bite before quickly
leaning down. opening her mouth and bit down into lucia's neck making her scream as she arched
her back "a- alpha!!"

as luz pulled away after marking her sister, she felt her hand cup her cheek again. "you do like
doing that, huh?" luz said, she moved her one hand down to lucia's thighs then down to her ass,
squeezing it.

"you're rather soft.." lucia replied before leaning up for a kiss which luz gladly returned. their kiss
is gentler this time when though what's between them is not gentle at all.

the two sisters are so engulfed into themselves as they didn't notice that their moans and muffled
grunts are echoing throughout the house and the front door opening.

when they pulled away, luz growled at lucia making her inner omega cower below the alpha as she
lets out a stifled whimper which turns into a moan when luz increased her speed.

"luz.. i'm so close! please, don't stop!" lucia says, feeling a twist rising inside her as luz hits that one
spot continuously. luz isn't even planning to, she intertwined on lucia's hands once again as she
grunted aggressively at every thrust. bringing them closer to the edge till-

"aaahhhh!!!"



lucia screams in pleasure at the top of her lungs as she came and tied to luz triggering her to cum as
well. luz shudders when she came, her cum filling inside lucia as it'll take awhile for them to
separate.

luz slowly dropped down to lucia whom hugged her as both of them panted heavily, "i'm sorry.."
luz whispers breathlessly but lucia shook her head. "don't be. i liked it anyways." she replied and
softly pecked her little sister's lips.

softly smiling, luz reciprocated it "i-" but suddenly, panic arose in both of them as they heard;

"¡¿qué demonios es esto?!"



In These Grimy Streets

Chapter Summary

thief luz x victim amity

requested smut

there are many things one mustn't do when the sun goes down in bonesborough.

the obvious is to never come alone as it is the time where the most unspeakable, depraved and
flagitious sentient beings. you would be an easy target to be devoured.

second, never interact with those said creatures. they're far from friendly and even if one may
appear as cute. do not be fooled for this classic blunders.

third, don't be rich.

amity already broke rule one and three as she traversed the dark streets of bonesborough with a task
in mind. she plans on meeting with boscha to discuss the terms of how the word about the
emperor's coven spreads farther than the boiling isles.

amity passed many beings giving her an interested or nasty gazes but she just ignored it till she saw
a hooded figure speedily walked past her and got in front of her.

the blight watched the person get farther and farther till a single gleam was noticed. "hey!" the
person started to run as fast as they can with amity behind them.

they swiftly turned to a corner, amity made spell circle which summoned her abomination right
where the person was going and easily caught them with it's arms that slowly consumed them as
amity got in front of them.

"you insolent fuck. do you know who i am, huh?!" amity snarled at them, she snatched her golden
chain out of their pocket and the abomination slammed the thief into the wall, making a crater as
they yelped in pain.

"i- i'm so sorry, i'm just t- trying to-" amity grabbed the person's hood, tearing off to reveal their
fearful face and round ears which made amity's eyes widen before frowning deeply.

"human. what's a human doing here in the boiling isles and has the audacity to steal from a blight."
amity spat, she took the human by her collar to pull her closer. "p- please, i'm just trying to get by. i
have a sibling!" she reasoned but amity isn't buying it one bit.

"oh so you're lying to my face as well after stealing from me. you know, i can get you beheaded
with a snap of a finger. you know why?" amity threatened with her tone of voice becoming
dangerously low making the human tremble in fear.



"because i am amity blight, daughter of a great nobleman. it's no mere coincidence that i know the
emperor." amity smirked when she saw as if the human's heart stink when she heard that "surely,
you know emperor belos through the duration of your illegal stay here." she said as she waved her
hand in nonchalant.

then, tears started to roll down the human's face and dripped to the ground. "i.. i'm really sorry, miss
blight. i just.. don't have anyone and i don't wanna die here.. alone." she mutters as she sobs, she
attempts to wipe it off but it kept rushing down. "i had no other choice.."

as amity watched the human sob and plead for mercy, she looked away as she huffed before
roughly cupping the human's cheeks to make her look at her dead in the eye. "what's your name
human? and what do you mean you don't have anyone?"

"l- luz.. noceda." luz replied, hiccuping in between. "and i'm just an orphan." amity hums and she
forced luz to fall to the knees while she held a handful of her hair "you said you had no other choice
then, i'm giving you one now." she said.

"you'll repay me for your wrongdoings or face your punishment via public execution." amity gave
luz the choices that she doesn't really like as it seems that neither is beneficial to her. yet.

"in what sense? the first option, i mean." luz asked, wanting to see if this a slightly better one tham
being decapitated or burned for the masses to watch entertainment.

"pleasure."

there was a deafening silence between them as luz's cheeks turned rosy, she looked away to start
thinking about it. if she accepted this, she'll probably just give head and that's it. no need for
someone to go through execution and they'll walk out of this alley as if nothing happened.

"hm, now why you gone quiet all of the sudden?" amity chuckles "you'll do us both a favor, you
know because i don't want to see human innards sprawled across bonesborough and you don't
wanna die either." she said, lightly shaking luz's head to hurry up with her decision as her one hand
in on standby, holding her zipper.

luz stared at the tent in the blight's pants in front of her, she gulped and looked up to amity who's
silently tantalizing her which pressures her more before finally coming to a conclusion.

"i'll do it."

amity's smirk widens more "splendid." she unbuckled her pants just enough to get her semi hard
cock out in front of luz. gulping again, luz saw how big and thick it is that she doesn't know if she
could fully take it in her mouth.

"go on." amity said. luz slowly stuck out her tongue and started to give the tip kitten licks before
gradually taking it as she slowly moves down. now having half of amity but she doesn't seem
impressed.

"you're taking too long." she grabbed luz's head and pushed all of her inside her mouth, almost
hitting her throat. tears started to prick the corners of luz's eyes as she takes the blight's cock.

amity lets out a bellowing moan as she feels the human's warm mouth with her tongue trying to
wrap around the girth. her hips slowly move as she stared down at luz, seeing her flustered face.



she wiped the tears off luz's eyes as she rolled her head back slightly. amity slowly lets go of luz's
head while she started unbuttoning some buttons of her waistcoat before returning her hand on luz.

luz kept her eyes on amity as she bobbed her head. she shouldn't be aroused by this but she can feel
her pussy getting wet.

"that's it." she heard amity whisper, she gripped onto the blight's pants as she feels her speed up a
little with her head pressed against amity's waist.

"aah.. yeah make it sloppy, human. this is the only lube you'll use."

luz's eyes widens when she heard that. she abruptly pulled away, coughing slightly as she wiped her
mouth "w- what?" she looked up only to feel trepidation when she saw the dark look amity is
giving her.

"who told you to stop." it wasn't a question.

"miss blight, i don't think going bey-" luz was cut off when a hand latched itself into her face and
she's slowly pulled up to be in eye level of amity. seeing her golden hues glow menacingly in the
dark as a pink flame engulfed her other hand making luz cower in fear.

"who gave you the right to tell me when to stop. no one." amity growled at luz before swiftly
turning her around and pressed her face onto the wall with her burning her clothes off.

"wait wait! please i'm still a virgin, i- i want to stay celibate till it's the right time.." luz begged.
she's split. the other half of her wants to be taken by this dominating witch but not in this kind of
environment. this is her first after all.

but amity could only scoff at that "oh, you're untarnished? that's great as this your payment of
stealing from a powerful witch." she replied, she gripped luz's hips and grinds herself into her wet
pussy. seeing the human tremble.

"look at you, already wet enough to take me. you're not a maiden, you're a slut." then, amity shoved
all of her inside of luz making her scream in both pain and pleasure. she clawed the wall as she
winced. "amity please.." she mutters.

amity quirked her brow when she heard her name utter from the human. she rested her chin onto
luz's shoulder as she started to move "what was that, luz?" she asked.

"s- slowly, please.." luz replied, she can feel the blight's cock stretching her walls to size her girth.
"did you slow down when i was chasing you? no, you didn't." amity countered it as she gripped her
hips tighter and started to go faster.

"aaahh! ah- gh.. ngh.. amity!" luz moans, letting it echo through the alleyway without amity
shutting her up. she knows eyes are gonna start watching them so she ordered her abomination to
take care of those as she fucked the human mercilessly.

"ah fuck yeah! you're tight as fuck!" amity grunted, she looked down to see the the human's
jiggling at each thrust she makes. she slapped it hard and heard a whine escape from luz, amity bit
her lip as she firmly squeezed her ass cheek "and have a nice ass." she said before slapping it again.



luz's pain started to fade and replaced with pleasure as she feels amity hitting those right spots
relentlessly. she moved her ass back more which amity noticed which made her cackle "you're
loving this, aren't you?" she asked as she softly cupped luz's cheeks.

"aahh.. amity.." luz moans, she looked down to see the hand on her cheek move down to grasp one
of her breasts to fondle as she slammed her hips into her. "you love being ravished by someone
above you, huh?" she continues while listening to her moans.

"i..." luz tries to say it but her moans kept rising as amity is as well rising her speed. amity lowly
moans when she felt luz clench around her deliciously, she nuzzled to her neck once again as she
dragged her tongue on her flesh and nipped her ear.

"hm?" the blight purred.

"i.. i d- aaahhh!!" amity drove her cock deep into luz just enough for her to finally hit that one spot
that made luz rolled her head back in immense pleasure. "what human?! say it and i'll fucking give
it to you!!!" amity roared.

"i do! please fuck me harder, miss amity!!"

amity grins devilishly and she repeatedly hit that spot as she loves the human's moans. it's
becoming a muse in her ears. "ah dear titan yes!!" she moaned.

letting their moans vibrate throughout the walls along with rapid skin slapping and amity's
abomination roaring while it decimates the onlookers.

luz can feel her legs getting weak as she feels something coming, a knot twisting inside her
stomach. "a- amity..! i feel something.." she said, then she felt amity's grasp grown tighter with her
nails threatening to dig into her skin.

"yeah, that's it, luz. come for me!!" amity made a protection spell the last second before plunging
her phallus deep into luz making her scream in euphoria as it triggered her to come at the same time
with amity.

luz shuddered at the warm sensation of the blight's seeds filling her up, making her feel warmer
than wearing ragged cloaks. she almost fell as her legs completely gave in when amity pulled out,
good thing she was immediately caught.

"jeez." amity carried luz in a princess manner and stared at her blissed out expression as sweat
trickled down the sides of her face which amity wiped off and pushed some strands of hair behind
her ear.

"you served well. say, why don't you come with me and become my maid? you'll have better food,
clothing and living conditions that this dump. with a small price of course." amity offered, her tone
going softer after that high of theirs.

it's probably the best one she ever had.

luz looked up to the blight, seeing her features seemed to have soften or maybe it's just luz still on
her high.



though, she does like the offer. how can anyone declined it? especially having to be amity blight's
personal maid could be a dream luz never had.

"i'd be happy to accept."



Two For One

Chapter Summary
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"you're coming with me today." lucia said as she took a big gulp of water to swallow her food. she
and her little sister, luz sat at the dinning table eating their breakfast.

luz looked up at lucia "why and," she cleared her throat before continuing "where?"

lucia sighed deeply "i'm in a meeting with a 'friend' that i can't get out of. so i need you to distract
her for me while i got to five guys." she explained while making visible air quotes as she pulled out
a stick and lighter.

rising a brow, "i don't even know this friend of yours." luz said but lucia shook her head "no no. not
friend, she's my 'friend'." she expressed the air quotes rather harshly before setting her cigar alight.
she looked out of the window, her mind going in many places than here.

luz scratched her head as she doesn't know why lucia is being cryptic about this 'friend'. maybe she
got into a beef with them and they're gonna throw hands with luz being her backup?

"fine but you better pay up." lucia looked at her and flashed a small grin "deal."

"but what's her name though?" luz asked, leaning onto the table as she took a sip of her water.
"amity blight and don't try to get close to her. you'll regret it."

-----

"you're late."

as the noceda sisters got to the building where the meeting is said to take place, they immediately
saw a mint green haired girl standing in front of the doors with a scowl.

lucia gave an empty smile "this twit decided to take longer in the showers. thought i had to drag her
soap covered ass here." she said as she stopped in front of the girl who has to tilt her head up
slightly as the nocedas are annoyingly tall.

"her name's luz by the way."

amity looked at luz who's beside lucia whom gave a small wave, she rolled her eyes and shook her
head. "whatever. let's head inside, we already wasted enough time." she turned around and pushed
the twin doors open as she walked in like a pissed model.



luz hissed "geez. what's her problem?" she asked, looking at lucia whom shrugged. "dunno but
she's a bitch." she replied. both of them started to head inside as well, following the blight.

as they all walked upstairs, amity is in front of them and luz's eyes are getting rather adventurous as
her gaze landed on the blight's buxom buttocks within her pants wonderful-ously hugging her
thighs and especially her ass.

"not gonna lie, she's kinda hot." luz whispers to lucia whom followed her little sister's gaze before
smirking devilishly "yeah, she bad as fuck." she replied making both of them sisters snicker which
amity heard as she got to the top of the stairs.

amity looked over her shoulder and the two stopped their tomfoolery. "is there something funny?"
she asked, narrowing her eyes at them as they both shook their heads. "no ma'am." luz sair with her
pursed lips.

"nothing's funny miss bi- blight." luz elbowed lucia before she could finish her real sentence and
correct herself. amity growled "listen you nocedas. you clearly don't know who or what i am and i
can easily chuck your heads into the incinerator." she warned, snarling at them.

"no you can't." lucia shot back and amity's eyes at her, now glaring at her with daggers. luz
elbowed her once again to stop "dude, what're you doing?" she hissed and she saw lucia glance at
her, silently telling her something.

"excuse me?" amity stepped forward towards lucia, challenging her while the noceda smugly
smirks down at her. "why don't we discuss this inside, shall we?" luz said as she opened the door,
motioning everyone to go inside.

lucia nods "yeah, ami. let's head in and we'll discuss about which head you'll take to the incinerator
first." she said and amity shot her a scoff "please, i already did." she turned around and walked
inside the office with lucia following behind.

lucia looked at luz whom shuts the doors, locking them before averting her eyes to look at the
blight. "take a s-" amity bit her tongue when she felt a pair of arms rope around her waist with luz
walking in front of her.

"did anyone ever tell you you're hella thick and it's illegal to carry this much ass?" lucia asked with
her voice dripping of lust as one of her hands squeezed amity's ass making her squeak.

"what are you doing?" amity's face completely blew up in red, she tried to pry herself off lucia's
hold but she felt luz softly grab her chin to look at her. "you're really pretty, miss blight you know
that?" luz whispers as she started to slowly lean in for a kiss.

as their lips connected. amity's eyes widens at the feeling of how soft luz's lips is against hers, it's
filled of something that makes amity melt and kiss back making the sisters smirk to themselves.

pulling away, their lips lingered as their hues are dilated before luz stepped back a little for amity to
see her bulge and she can feel another behind her. amity watched luz unbuckle her pants just
enough to pull her thick 9 inched, veiny cock.

then, amity felt lucia let her go for a second to pull her pants down as well. both sisters has the
same length but when amity looked to see lucia's, hers is a little fatter.



"mind taking this off too? it'd be unfair if we're the only ones showing off." lucia said, referring to
her pants as she rested her chin onto amity's shoulder, her hands roaming freely across the blight's
body making her trembe.

slowly nodding, amity took off her belt first which luz took while amity finally pulled her pants
down along with her underwear. "this too." luz softly tugged on the shirt and amity obliges.

satisfying the nocedas as they eye fuck the blight with their cocks twitching excitedly.

then, luz tied the belt on her wrist just tight enough before lifting amity the thighs to make her hold
onto her.

"get ready, we're gonna fuck you till you can't walk anymore." lucia whispers as she pulled out a
small bottle of lube out of her pocket which confused luz.

"do you always have that?" she asked. "yeah, that's why we went to summer camp right?" lucia
replied, chuckling as she popped the bottle open and poured all of it onto her dick as well rubbing a
significant amount on amity's second hole.

amity shivered at the cold feeling, she felt the two rub against her holes then "on 3." lucia said as
she gripped amity's waist, luz nods and looked down to prepare herself as well amity.

"1." amity tightened her grip on luz's shoulders as she feels their tips threatening to push in.

"2." the noceda sisters has their tips inside now as they make amity get use to it before-

"3."

both of them shoved cocks fully inside. amity screamed in pain and pleasure, she buried her face
into luz's chest as she trembles in between them. tears are slowly rolling down her face as it hurts
like hell. luckily neither of them are moving.

"hey, calm down. we shouldn't have gone in like that." luz said in a soft tone as she feels the cold
tears staining her shirt. "i blame luz." lucia said making luz make a face.

"shut the fuck up. it was your idea."

as they saw a small nod from amity, luz was the first to thrust in slowly and lucia follows suit. their
thrusts are not in sync but amity doesn't care as the pain is slowly diminishing and is replaced by
pleasure.

"aahh.. aahh oh fuck.." amity clenched her teeth tightly as she feels both of her holes getting widely
stretched at each push.

"hmm.. i knew you feel so good." lucia whispers, she started placing paths of kisses on amity's neck
and down to her shoulder while luz took the other side, nipping her flesh to leave hickeys at the
same time picking up her speed.

"aahh! ah- luz.. ngh.."

luz bit her lip as amity dragged her nails down on her back, she tightened her grip on her thighs
with she and lucia are now slamming into the blight. her insides delicately wrapping around their
throbbing cocks.



lucia is lowly panting, she looked down to see her cock rapidly pulling in and out of amity's ass.
she listens to her moans that is filling the office room, fueling her more.

they're in luck as the building is completely desolate since it's a sunday.

"damn baby, who would've thought you'd be sandwiched between us. fucking you good huh?" lucia
said, grinning before biting onto amity's neck making her jerk "aaahh!!" they groaned when amity
clenched on them again.

"l- lucia.. aahh-" amity whimpers. many surges, ripples of pleasures are running throughout her
body as the noceda sisters thrusts into her. make sure that they popped her cherries and claim her as
theirs. amity tries to match their paces but her body became paralyzed and she lets them have her.

"fuck, amity. you're so tight, i love it.." luz said, she leaned in for another kiss and amity's hands
immediately latched itself onto her curly head. rubbing them before pulling away.

"you think she's tight? try her backdoor, she's tight as hell!" lucia said. both of them increased their
speed while an argument is starting to take place.

"aren't virgins tight as fuck, right? i can barely move earlier." luz said which was earned by a scoff.
amity is misfortune enough to be caught in this stupid argument while being fucked by them, at
least she can drown herself in pleasure as it blocks her ears.

"that's because you're a limp dick!"

luz frowned "like to see you try her pussy next and we'll see who's right!" she declared which made
lucia grin. "deal!" she and luz drove their cocks deep into amity's holes making her roll her head
back as she screams.

"come on, baby. come for me then i can take you in the front."

amity started to moan erratically as the two speed up more than ever. she closed her eyes and
leaned back to lucia whom pulled her into a kiss, slipping her tongue inside her mouth. their
muscles waging into a battle which was brief with lucia the winner.

as they pulled away, amity lets out a sharp gasp when felt a knot twisting tighter and tighter inside
her. "oh fuck! luz! lucia! please!!" she shouts.

the two started to feel their climax rising as well and ready to fall. luz nuzzled up to amity's sweaty
neck to muffle herself as amity screamed both of their names when she came.

this triggered luz to come second, letting her seeds burst inside amity and lucia came last. both
nocedas came inside the blight, filling her up making amity roll her eyes back.

they all panted heavily, luz pulled out and lucia held onto the amity before pulling out as well.
letting their cum leak out of her. the youngest noceda walked over towards the wide table, laid on it
with her cock covered of mixed cums. she started stroking it become rock hard again as they're not
done.

"lay down." lucia instructed as she walked over to her with amity who's legs are on the verge of
giving up. luz followed, when she laid, lucia gently settled amity to lie on her back on top of luz
with her cock returning to it's original shape when she felt the blight's clit.



"hey hey, what're you doing?" lucia flicked luz's balls when she saw try to go in amity's pussy. her
sister yelped "ow!" and tried to close her legs but lucia held it in place. "remember what we
agreed."

luz rolled her eyes, she felt lucia grab her cock and aligned it to the blight's ass while she takes her
pussy this time. "gh- aaah!" amity moaned loudly once more as both of them pushed inside her,
making her feel full again.

lucia hums at the feeling of amity's walls sizing her. she is tight but not as much as her ass or luz
just stretched her fully. "you lied. you owe us five guys." she said, cackling before thrusting.

"l- lucia!! aahh!"

luz grunted as she feels amity tightly clenching around her, she completely underestimated how
tight an ass could be. she started to thrust in as well with her arms wrapping around amity's waist
while lucia held her legs.

the whole building is now filled of their moans with their animal like grunts and the table under
them is starting to loose some of it's screws due from the hard thrusts above. it's not supposed to be
used this way anyways.

lucia leaned down for another kiss from amity whom kissed back, her hands tried to hold onto
something but her arms have grown tried as the euphoric feeling overwhelmed her senses as she
started to see sparks of colors when lucia slowly pulled away.

"i... i love you.." amity whispers, her voice turning slightly course. luz and lucia's cheeks turned red
when they heard that, they looked at each other then at amity who's lost in heaven.

"we love you too."

then, both of them speed up at they can feel the familiar knot forming again at they're fueled by
something else now aside from lust.

with a few final thrusts, luz and lucia came at the same time inside amity which triggered her to
come as well. amity shuddered at the feeling of her getting stuffed again, waves of warm cum filled
her making her let out a shaky sigh.

all of them panted heavily and no one moved as they calmed their sore muscles. lucia slicked her
hair back and chuckled at the sight of amity blight, covered in sweat and filled of cum.

"i think we scored a homerun, luz."



Trapped

Chapter Summary
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amity can't move.

amity is in a sleepover in the owl house, the first time she got here, luz didn't have a bed and just
uses a sleeping bag. now eda got luz a real bed just enough for luz to sleep in but it's not for two
people.

luz and amity had to share since luz insisted for her guest not to take the bag.

luz was the first one to fall asleep while amity is wide awake, she slowly turned her body to face
luz and started to watch her sleep.

there's just something that fills amity with wonder and adoration for the human as the crescent
moon shines through the window above them. silence of the night doesn't seem too quiet for amity
as she can hear her heartbeat thumping against her eardrums and luz's faints snorts.

amity gently pushed the hairs off luz's face which made a groan escape her throat, this made the
witch jump and immediately laid back with her eyes closed, pretending to sleep.

she heard a few shuffling beside her before an arm drop down to her crotch. dead center. and
something heavy rest onto her chest along with something yet.

amity slowly opened her eyes again only for her wanting to pass out as she saw luz's head laid onto
her boobs and her hand on top of her crotch which made her cock grow hard along with her nipples
as she felt luz's drool come on her which she cursed her body for reacting this way.

"oh titan, why do you do this to me?" amity mutters under her breath. she looked down to luz who's
deep into sleep, oblivious to what position she got the witch into. then, the longer the blight
contemplates at the situation, an idea lit up above her head.

it might be the riskiest and most dumbest idea the amity blight could ever think of but she has to
try. at least.

amity bit her lip as she slowly reaches for luz's head, slipping it under and carefully lifts it up just
for her other hand to quickly pull up. exposing her bra-less breasts with her nipples perked then
gently placed luz back down.

"oh my titan.." amity lets out a breathy, shaky exhale. she swallowed a large lump in her throat as
she opened luz's open, showing her perfect pearly whites before amity leaned one of her boob



towards luz's mouth till the nipple is inside and the human closed her mouth in an instant which
made amity panic but that disappeared as she felt her suckling it.

amity bit her finger as she watched luz suck on her nipple like a toddler, she hesitantly placed her
hand onto the noceda's head, seeing no other reaction.

she pulled luz closer to an embrace while being careful not to wake her which wouldn't be a
problem as a sucking on amity lulls luz into deeper slumber.

then, amity almost forgot about the hand on her crotch till she felt the hand twitch and started to
slowly caress it. exhaling shakily, amity pulled her pajama pants down for her hard cock to plop
out, she grabbed luz's hand to guide it. wanting her to stroke her.

amity shuddered at the feeling of luz's smooth hand against her pulsing cock. she meticulously
made luz's hand wrap around it and guided it in up and down motion which the hand followed only
to fall, moving towards her balls instead.

amity clasped her hand to her mouth as she almost lets out a moan or resembling to a squeak. she
looked down to watch the hand work on her, playing with her testicles before slowly moving back
up to the real thing.

the blight tore her gaze off it and looked down at luz, seeing she's still sucking on her. "m.. mm.."
she heard luz mutter in her sleep, she didn't understand but she doesn't care as she hugged luz and
closed her eyes whilst the human works on her.

"goodnight, luz."

 

as the new morning came, the early demons and eldritch beings roared for the others to wake up for
a new day.

the rays of sun shined down to them, luz was the first to wake up from hooty's morning routine. she
groaned when she felt something is stuck in her mouth with something sticky in her hand.

slowly opening her eyes, the first thing luz saw is a creamy looking skin. her tongue flicked the
object still in her mouth and she saw it twitch. she moved her gaze up to see amity's sleeping face.

luz opened her mouth and pulled away only for her to see it was amity's nipple in her mouth. still
hard and is covered of her saliva.

she's confused as to why she's sucking amity, that never happened before or unless an unforeseen
kink awoken last night without her knowledge.

then, luz looked at the sticky feeling in her hand and saw a sort of white liquid like someone
drizzled glue on it but something caught her eye, forcing to look.

and saw a limp cock with a small remnant of the same white substance on her hand.

luz started to think this over. her body feels fine, her in between is still okay though she does need
to pee so-

"what the fuck happened last night?"





The Blacktop Roads

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'freefalling'

after luz and amity scrambled out of town without anyone following them, luz had to inform her
mother that she'd be staying at a friend's house. oblivious to the fact her daughter is on the run with
the hottest jock.

since luz hasn't told camila that she has a girlfriend yet.

with haddaway's what is love blasting in the radio and amity's foot stomping the gas as they drove a
hundred miles across the old roads that is desolate and no one is around to tell them what to do.

"woooo!!!"

luz's head is out of the car as she lets the rapid winds made her hair fly back, she held onto her
glasses to not let it get flown off as well. amity looked at the corner of her eye with a smile on her
face.

whenever the weeknd comes or break comes, both of them would leave their little town to drive
down the empty roads that barely has cars passing them and a perfect place to find lost diners and
gas stations where they'll spoil themselves.

as well having other night activities.

luz got back in the car and sighed, her energy levels are brimming to the point that she can't sit still
with her hands repeatedly tapping her thigh. "hey, what do you say we got to vegas?" she asked as
she looked at amity.

softly chuckling, amity looked at her lover with a raised brow "vegas? babe, that's like a couple
more hundred miles and what're we gonna do there?" she asked and luz just shrugged. "i wanna see
the lights and-"

"and do some counting?" amity suggested which was earn a light scoff "my my, you know the
roundabouts of the table huh?" luz said with a grin making the blight's smile grow wider. "what if i
do?"

"if we can end up with a million or two before the sun rises. i'll be astounded." luz said as she
leaned back to her seat "i don't need to impress because i already have you." amity fired back and
she saw luz's cheeks grow a little darker making her cackle.

"cállate." luz playfully slapped amity's shoulder making her cackle turn to laughter "ey, i'm drivin'
here!" amity said in her southern accent.

luz wheezed when she heard that "d- do that again!"



"shut it!"

as they couple continued to mess with each other, luz was the first to notice a gas station and told
amity to refill her tank since it's almost empty which they just notice just now.

when amity parked her car, she looked at the convenience store. "need anything in there?" she
asked luz whom looked at the establishment as she thinks "maybe some slurpee would be nice." she
replied.

both of them got out of the car and amity gave luz some bills as she grabbed the pump. "go ahead,
princess." amity motioned luz to head in. before luz could go, she heard amity add.

"meet me in the back afterwards."

luz looked over her shoulder to see amity placing the pump into the tank while waiting for it to fill.
she shrugged and proceeded to head inside the cole convenience store.

the familiar scent hits her, though she doesn't know how to explain it like it's a mixture of steamed
hotdogs and the linoleum aisles. luz heads over to the slurpee machine, seeing the three available
flavors which happens to have amity's favorite.

luz grabbed two tall cups and filled one for amity while she got the electric blue one. she took some
big bags of chips for them before heading for the counter to pay up.

while the person behind the counter checks the items, luz turned around to see amity walking the
side of the store with a lit cigar in her lips before disappearing from view.

"that'd be $76.25." the person said which made luz looked at them again "oh yeah, here." she
handed them a hundred before taking the items and headed out, not taking the changes.

luz placed the chips and the other slurpee inside the car that has it's tank full now. she gone to the
back of the convenience store to see amity leaning against the wall as she puffs out a cloud of
smoke, watching it disappear before turning her head to see luz when she heard the faint crunching
of the gravel.

"i bought you one." luz said as she offered the slurpee to amity whom leaned down to take a sip
before humming softly. "thanks." amity mutters and continued to finish her stick.

luz took a sip as well then she hissed and squeezed her eyes tightly "ay.. brain freeze brain freeze!"
she held her head and heard amity snicker. she dropped the cigar, stomped it and grabbed a mint to
fresh her breath.

"hey," luz opened her eyes to look at her lover. "i need some recharging, baby. mind helping me?"
amity asked, she grabbed the cup out of luz's hands and placed it somewhere. she pushed a strand
of hair behind luz's hair before softly cupping her chin.

luz looked down at amity's plump lips before nodding, she closed in the space between as they
engage to a kiss. amity pressed luz onto the wall as she held her waist before moving it down to her
pants to feel a growing tent.

as they pulled away, amity looked down to see what her hands are doing as she pulled the noceda's
pants down to expose her long hard cock.



luz lets out a breathy sigh when she felt amity starting to stroke her, "i love you, luz." the blight
whispers "i love you too, ames." luz replied and she heard amity giggle at her flustered face.

"you're so cute, you know that? it's unbelievable for someone so adorable have a package like this."
she said, nuzzling up in luz's neck as she leaves trails of kisses on her while her hand speed up it's
pace as her thumb plays with the tip. watching luz twitch everytime makes the blight smirk more.

then, luz watched watched amity get down in her knees with her cock mere inches away from her
mouth. gulping, a whine escaped the noceda's throat when amity licked her tip before easily taking
her whole without warning making luz gasp sharply and grip amity's hair in both hands.

amity looked up to luz, seeing her pleasured face under the neon lights of the gas station. she
swirled her tongue around her lover's girth, seeing her tremble at this as she pulled her shirt up to
bite it to reveal her soft stomach.

luz started to subconsciously move her hips into amity's mouth, she moans as she rolled her head
back. "aah.. amity.." amity hums making the vibrations rumble on luz's phallus as she closed her
eyes, letting her use her.

"ngh- amity, you're- you're really good at this.." luz mutters, the shirt in her mouth is starting to get
wetter and wetter as her drool came onto it. same goes to amity as she pressed her thighs together
to create friction.

amity temporarily pulled away to say; "thanks baby." before going back in, luz squeaked as she felt
she hit the back of the blight's mouth. luz started to increase her speed making her moan a little
louder but she's still holding her voice.

she tightened her grip on amity's hair when she felt her hand onto her tensed thighs. luz can feel
amity's muffled groans and moans, letting the noceda come closer as knot is gradually growing.

the night is silent in the old roads, barely any cricket is accompanying the silence as the soft
humming of florescent lights of the gas station is heard along with the light pants and moans behind
the convenience store as their shoes scraped on the gravel.

"a- amity, i'm clos- gh aah-" luz clasped her hand onto her mouth, not wanting to attract attention
even though they're the only ones here along with the convenience store worker.

amity's eyes almost rolled back when luz came inside her mouth, she didn't move as she takes all of
it before slowly moving out. the blight easily gulped it down and sighed "sweet." she said as a
single trail rolling down off her mouth.

then, amity stood up while luz is in a state of bliss as cum dripped out of her cock. she wiped the
remaining cum off the side of her mouth, licking it, she looked at luz to see her glasses is a little
crooked which she easily fixed before cupping her cheeks softly.

"there's a motel just a miles off. if we can make it," amity's finger dragged up and down on luz's
neck "i'll let you shower with me." she finished her sentence as she lead luz by the chin only to pull
her finger, abruptly stopping.

luz's eyes followed amity walk out of the back, leaving the noceda still sheepish before coming
down and the idea of having a bathroom sex made her cock come back alive.



she looked down before sighing "damn."



A Mother Knows Many Things

Chapter Summary

reminder: both luz and amity are in legal of age and odalia doesn't get have sex with luz. she
just makes luz wet for amity and leaves.

requested smut

"you have a relationship with that human, do you not amity?"

amity tensed up when she heard that question, she's in her mother's room as she was called in
wanting to talk about something but amity never- well, she did thought this would be her mother
would want to discuss of but not today.

"n- no, mother. i despise that human." amity lied through her teeth and odalia isn't buying it one bit
as she stared at her daughter with an empty gaze. pressuring her to break till she has no choice but
the speak the truth.

"is that so? well, the servants has been seeing a figure entering the manor in the night and leaving
before daybreak. it also just so happen to be your room." odalia cornered amity with that one, amity
looked down as she closed her trembling fists.

she knew that her parents would someday figure out that she's with luz and amity more than willing
to taint her family name as she'll protect the only person who could truly make her happy.

a small sliver of confidence surged through amity and said "what about it? what if luz is the figure
coming into my room recently? it's not like you could stop her, she's stubborn." amity will regret
that later but let her have moment.

"and incognizant." she mutters the last part out which was useless as odalia heard it as clear as day.
odalia didn't say anything though as she started thinking what amity meant by that before the
answer came to her faster than the question.

"oh, i see. the human doesn't come to your room to be ravished because she's unaware of what you
want."

that's exactly what amity's having problems with. yeah, luz does come to her room thinking they're
gonna something innocent, she doesn't notice the advances amity makes and when they slept
together in her bed. she always grinds against the human's ass but turns out, she's a heavy sleeper
and doesn't feel amity's hard affliction on her.

it really sucks when amity's girlfriend doesn't know that she wants her to give her head or eat out
her pussy to satisfy her hunger.

she's fucking starving.



"tha- you're wrong. why are you- no." amity shook her head in denial but odalia could only laugh at
that, a rather imperious one. "oh but my dear, you are too easy to read and your body does not lie.
why bother?" she said, she stood up from her chair and walked over to the window.

amity frowned, she looked down and her face immediately blew up in red. she quickly closed her
legs with her pulling her shirt down more to hide it.

"tell you what, we never really had time to bond, do we?" odalia asked as she kept her eyes out the
window.

"because you didn't want to." amity grumbles the she shuts up when odalia turned around to look at
her. "i will teach you things i know, amity. call your human, she is the vital object in the course of
your lessons after all." she said and this request surprised amity.

she doesn't know what her mother is truly up to as she doesn't really trust her. amity has to question
it. "what-"

"you will finally claim the human as that's what you want, yes? the human isn't the only problem,
you have been stalling. that's why this endeavour of yours has been dragging." odalia cuts amity off
as she already knew what she's gonna ask.

this baffled amity even more.

as she's thinking this over. amity does want to take luz for herself finally but there's something
bothering her. she looked at odalia straight in the eye, their golden hues seemed the same yet do
different.

"why the sudden change? i thought you disliked, humans." amity asked. odalia replied with a hum
"let's just say. i don't want that feign coming to the manor anymore. you having a relationship with
it is already bad enough to the blight name."

-----

after amity invited luz to come to the manor, she told her to take the front door so she doesn't have
to challenge herself in getting to her room.

"so, what's this important thing you wanna talk about, ames?" luz asked as she followed amity
down the long second floor hallway, her eyes rapidly looking at every painting she sees.

"um, you'll know." amity replied, then she stopped in front of her mother's closed door once again
with luz halting beside her. she took a silent deep breath as she grabbed the doorknob before
exhaling the same time she opened the door to reveal odalia sitting on the edge of the bed.

luz's brows furrowed when she saw odalia when she peered inside. "amity, why is your mother
here? and why isn't she attacking me? is this a trap?" she bombarded amity with various questions
that the witch barely had anytime to answer.

"come in, human. if my intentions are truly about killing you, my husband's abomination would've
attacked you before you could get to the front door." odalia was the one whom answered luz's
suspicions.

"but as you can see, alador is not here and i am unarmed."



luz doesn't trust this but when she felt amity's hand rest on her shoulder, she looked at her to see
uncertainty as well but there's something else that luz couldn't decipher.

"i'm here, luz. please, you can trust me." amity said. luz looked down for a moment before sighing
quietly. both of them walked inside the room with amity closing the door behind her, now, they're
unsure of what to do next.

then, odalia clapped her hands together to make the two look at it "first things first, present
yourself, human." she ordered. both human and witch's cheeks lit up in red "p- pardon?" luz asked,
she heard it but she wants to make sure she's not delusional.

she's okay showing her skin to amity but isn't if a third party is there.

"oh please, it's not for me. it's for my daughter. look at her, she's utterly useless with you." odalia
said, motioning her hand to amity who resembles a tomato as she trembles while pulling her shirt
down to hide it.

luz looked at her lover then odalia who's waiting, her eyes tells she's uninterested which is good?

she said this is for amity, right? luz will do this for her then.

luz started to pull her hoodie off her, dropping it beside but before she could move to her jean
shorts, odalia said; "all of it, human." luz stared down as she unclipped her bra and unbuttoned her
shorts to pull it down along with her leggings.

while luz is stripping beside her, amity is watching her in the corner of her eye. her breathing
turned hollow as her affliction turned worse as it twitched in excitement when she saw luz's breasts
and her pussy.

she wants to kneel down to eat her like a delicacy but she kept holding herself back. she doesn't
know why.

as luz is fully nude, she slowly looks up to see that odalia is examining her physique before waving
her hand to come towards her which luz hesitantly did and sat down beside the lady blight with a
definite space.

then, odalia spreads luz's legs to give amity a clear view of her pussy as she got behind her to hold
her shoulders keep her still. luz's cheeks couldn't get more redder than this.

"before the actual sex happens, you have to make your partner comfortable before proceeding. i can
feel your human tense under my touch, reassure her amity." odalia said, actually being helpful.

amity slowly nods, she walked over to luz and softly cupped her cheeks for their eyes to meet. "it's
gonna be okay, luz. my mother is teaching me, so i want you to relax for me, okay? nothing bad
will happen to you, i promise." she said with her soft comforting as she pressed her forehead onto
luz's before softly kissing her.

this slowly eased luz as her arms drooped a little with her legs calming down since she was
planning to bolt out of here buck naked. when they pulled away, amity gave one last peck on her
lover's nose before stepping back.

amity gave her mother a nod to continue.



"now that she's calm, let her get accustomed to your touches. a foreplay, if i have to put it in
simpler words." odalia resumed, her hands on luz's shoulders slithered down to her body and
stopped momentarily in her breasts. lightly fondling it to make her nipples grow hard before
moving down to her legs. rubbing her inner thighs.

"and when she's gotten wet, you know what to do.

luz trembled in odalia's touch, not from being uncomfortable, from being not used to this kind of
touch. luz watches odalia's hands work on her in a fastidious manner which is slowly getting the
human's pussy wet.

considering that she's an adult after all. she has more experience than luz or amity.

as amity watched this scene unfold in front of her, her phallus is getting agitated as she sees luz's
vagina growing wet and a wet spot is starting to form in her pants.

she bit her lip as she sees luz's flustered face which made took a small step forward, her sanity
clinging for her not to fuck luz right then and there.

"amity, kneel." odalia ordered which snapped amity back down to boiling isles. "what?" she asked
as she looked at her mother who doesn't want to repeat herself do amity obliged even though she
didn't get what odalia just said.

when amity kneeled down in front of luz, their eyes meeting once again. "i believe you already
know what happens next, amity." odalia said as she stopped touching luz and got off the bed, left
the room and leaving the couple to themselves.

amity grabbed luz's thighs and leaned closed to her pussy, whiffing her musk before sticking her
tongue for it to drag on her wet clit. luz lets out a sharp gasp, "you're so pretty, luz. you taste good."
amity whispers, she started to eat her girlfriend for real this time.

luz's hand held onto amity's hair, she pulled her hair tie off and lets out a breathy moan. "a.. amity,
please.." she whispers making amity look at her before slowly pulling away with her mouth
covered of luz's slick as she's so wetm

then, amity slowly stood up to softly push luz to the bed and started to take off her pants to expose
her tortured cock that is dripping of precum. amity made a protection spell before rubbing her tip in
luz's clit.

luz opened her arms as she wants to hold amity whom gladly bent down and got pulled into an
embrace. "y.. you wanted to have sex with me?" she asked which amity slowly nods to.

"yeah, but you always ignore my advances.. i don't know you're really dense or just not ready. you
know you can tell anything, luz." amity lifts her head to look at luz.

"you were? i.. i didn't notice." luz replied making amity lowly groan and dropped her head onto her
lover's chest "i'm sorry, ames."

"no, it's okay. but, are you ready for me to take you?" amity asked, luz nods and softly cupped her
cheeks to pull her into a kiss. "of course. if it's you that is, also please don't invite your mother next
time." she said in between kisses making amity giggle.



"got it."

when they pulled away, amity grabbed her cock and started to slowly push inside the noceda. "aah..
amity.." luz bit her lip as she feels herself getting slowly stretched before there's nothing left. "aahh!
oh god, amity."

amity sighs blissfully, she's finally inside luz and finally getting to fuck her. "you feel so good, luz.
ah titan yes!" amity gripped luz's hips and started to thrust hard into her making the human moan
loudly.

"aahhh!! amity- ahh yes!" luz rolled her head back before bringing it back as she looks up to see
amity's glowing golden eyes, her fangs are showing with her thrusts hard and unfaltering. "mhmgh-
fuck luz, i love you so much!"

amity looked down to see luz's titties bouncing each slam, her nipples now rock hard as a
possessive growl rumbles in her throat. the blight's claws almost unsheathed on luz but she held it
in.

she leaned down once again, she kissed luz's cheek making it squish before burying herself in her
girlfriend's warmth. then, she heard;

"p- please, mark me.."

amity's pupils thinned, she opened her mouth and bit down onto luz's neck in acquiesces. luz
screamed in pure pleasure as she arched her hips and wrapped her arms around amity with her hand
pulling onto her hair.

as amity pulled away, there's a bit of blood coming out of her mouth but she licked it off along with
the mark she left. a purr like growl escaped the blight's throat as she pecked luz cheek once again
and shoved her cock deeper into her making it hit the spot.

"aahh shit amity! please right there fuck me harder!!!" luz moaned, letting it reverberate throughout
the master bedroom while the other inhabitants of the blight manor is forced to hear their moans
and feral grunts.

"aahh luz! luz you feel so good, so tight-" amity was cut off as luz grabbed her by the collar, pulling
her down for a rough kiss. their tongues clashed as they taste each other and amity easily slipped
inside her mouth, conquering her.

"i love you, amity blight. very." luz whispers when they pulled away, amity pecked her lover's nose
"i love you too, luz noceda. so fucking much!" her thrusts became bestial as she can feel her climax
coming.

"aaahhh! oh fuck yes, amity!!"

the entire manor now is filled of their lewd moans along with the bed starting to creak. the twins
are in their rooms forced to hear their little sister railing the human in their parents' room which
surprises them since odalia just somewhere in the manor.

they're not even trying to hold themselves back. why should they?



"luz, luz luz!!" amity started to chanting her lover's name as she's readying to bust her nut. she
hugged luz tightly whom returned it with her moans right into amity's ear. "i'm coming!!!"

"please amity!!!"

then, both of them came at same time. amity sighs in delight as she shoots her cum inside luz whom
shuddered at the sensation of the warm semen swirling inside her making her thighs convulsed a
little before calming down.

amity kissed luz's lips before slowly pulling out, she watched their mixed cum ooze out of her
pussy which she wiped and pushed all of it to stay in. luz slowly sat up only for her to grab amity
by the hand and pulled her to lay on the bed before getting on her.

amity blushed when she looked up at luz to see her lustful expression "luz?" she knows where this
is going and it's exciting her enough for her cock to come alive again.

"let's go again, ames."



Best Choice

Chapter Summary

alpha luz x bratty omega amelia

requested smut

"hey, ame-"

"shut the fuck you tall ass catboy!" amelia snarled at luz who was taken aback by that suddem
aggression. she just arrived along with her sister where her friends and amelia are gonna meet up.

also catboy? that really confused luz but she brushed it aside.

"hey, what's up with you, blight? no need to be a bitch this early." lucia sneered as she walked over
to her girlfriend, amity to give her a small kiss.

"no no, it's okay. it's good to see you too, amelia." luz said, she gave the eldest blight a wave as she
rubbed the back of her neck. amelia narrowed her eyes at the alpha before huffing, she turned
around and stormed off. leaving the others.

luz slowly walked over to willow and gus who's also befuddled as her at the truculent behavior
amelia exhibits. "well, it's not like it's new that she's pissy about something." gus said with a shrug
which willow agrees as she nods.

"yeah, she does have a high anger level."

luz kept her eyes on amelia who's still walking before stopping to look over her shoulder to see the
others aren't following her. "are you coming or what?!" she said making them hurry up go after her.

while they're walking and chatting, amelia separated herself from the group- mostly from luz as she
talked to her best friends. the blight stared at the noceda like a predator.

she's annoyed.

she's annoyed on how tall luz is, infuriated how sweet sounding her voice is, irritated how her alpha
scent is so calming like an omega's but still maintains it's strong musk. irked on how hot- stop!

amelia shook her head as she squeezed her eyes tight before slowly opening them again to look
down at her tiled floor.

the heat is getting to her head.

she should be at home but she took this opportunity to be noticed by luz as she's the alpha she
wants.



of course, she didn't leave the manor without taking heat suppressants so she wouldn't attract other
alphas but luz.

amelia didn't mean to aggressive towards luz but it's her defense mechanism. at the same time, she
doesn't want to drive luz away in her time of need.

"and this dumbass pushed me into the lake!" lucia said as if she's shouting breaking amelia from
her throat and she growled angrily. she never really liked lucia, she's the polar opposite of luz. it's
jarring.

luz snickers at that "you deserved it anyways!" lucia scoffed, she coiled her arm around luz's neck
and started to noogie "are you sure about that, twit?" luz bursts in laughter as she tries to pry herself
off her sister's hold.

"get off, you perra!"

lucia lets out an offended noise "¿a quién llamas perra, idiota?" she said in spanish before luz was
finally able to get out of lucia's grip while the others are laughing at the sisters' tomfoolery.

luz didn't catch herself and almost fell to the ground till she bumped into someone, specifically
amelia. she quickly recoiled when she heard a loud growl behind her and turned around to see
amelia's red face.

oh, she's about to blow.

"amelia, i'm sorry i-"

"watch where you're fucking going, jackass! you shouldn't be playing here in public in the first
place! i thought you were more mature than your sad excuse of a sister but i guess not!" shut up
amelia said to herself as that bullshit just came out of her mouth and she wants to take it back but
her hubris wouldn't let her.

luz opened her mouth to say something but by the look of amelia's face, she can't counter that. she
closed her mouth as nothing came out and hung her head low "i'm sorry." she mutters, her voice
solemn.

amelia felt a pang of pain whem she heard that and the alpha's scent became milder, weaker even as
she turned downcast and disconsolate.

this made the omega immediately regret her actions and she instinctively lets out comforting scents
for luz without noticing she's letting out her heat as well.

"what's your deal, amelia? that was just a bump, no need to be an asshole about it!" lucia stepped in
and growled at the omega whom backed up a little but she held her ground and growled back.

"shut up, you beanie bitch! you want a sorry, fine! i'm sorry. there happy?" amelia retorts. then,
both alpha and omega are on the brink of tearing each other's throats.

luz accidentally inhaled something which made her perk up, she easily determined who that
belonged as she looked at amelia. gulping, her inner alpha quickly awakened and she grabbed the
blight by her wrist before rushing off without a word.



"hey- where the fuck are you taking me?!" amelia asked but she bit her tongue when she smelled
the alpha's scent sudden became stronger than before. luz didn't say anything and just kept running.

then, they got to the empty parking lot. going deep into it before amelia was slammed onto the wall
making her wince. she looked at luz to see a tint of red in her glowing hazel eyes.

"you're in heat, aren't you?" luz asked which amelia slowly nods as her words are getting stuck in
her throat. "am i the one you want or is there someone else?" and the blight shook her head as she
looked away.

luz caressed amelia's cheeks to make her hesitantly lean into her touch, "why didn't you tell me
beforehand?" luz asked, her voice going softer. "i thought.. i thought willow's your mate since you
smelled like her last time." amelia explained while not looking at luz in the eyes.

"oh, we accidentally scented each other when we hugged goodbye. no, willow's with boscha
remember?" luz said which makes the blight more embarrassed about herself as she fucked up but
she felt gentle kiss on her forehead to make her finally look at luz. "i'm sorry." amelia said it more
genuine than the first one.

"it's okay, boscha almost killed me when she smelled me on willow."

both of them stared deeply into each other hues while their intake their musk, fueling them more
before luz was the first to tore her eyes to look at amelia's neck. easily spotting where her scent
gland is.

"please." amelia tilts her head, exposing her neck for the alpha. luz leaned into the blight's neck and
dragged her tongue onto her flesh making the omega shudder, she nipped it to leave a small red
spot before biting down.

amelia lets out a guttural moan, she held onto luz as she lets her alpha mark her and make her hers.
a ripple of pleasure coursed through her body, there's a hint of pain but the pleasure overwhelms it
as amelia feels luz's hips subconsciously grind against her.

when luz slowly pulled away, she saw the mark she left before leaning for a soft kiss which amelia
didn't think twice on reciprocating as she slowly wrapped her arms around her neck, her fingers
tangling itself in the noceda's curls.

as they pulled away, a purr erupted from the omega's throat. telling luz that she's happy "is there
something you wanna tell me?" luz asked, knowing that amelia isn't the type to be sappy but likes
to be coddled.

"thanks.. for accepting me as your omega... i guess." amelia mutters under her breath, she saw a
smile came on luz's face as she pecked her lips "i'm glad you chose me as your alpha. i really
thought i was gonna lose you to someone else."

amelia chuckles "never." she leaned in for another kiss, this time, their tongues swirled with each
other as the blight's hands are busy unbuckling luz's pants. feeling the cotton of her boxers along
with her cock which made her fingers stop to stroke it.

pulling away, luz looked down to help as she brought her boxers down to reveal her thick cock just
for amelia. gulping, the blight looked at luz as of asking for permission which she allows and she



started to take off her pants along with her panty that is drenched of her slick. letting it fall to her
ankles.

amelia hopped onto luz whom easily caught her and pressed her against the wall as she aligned her
phallus into her omega's hole. "luz.." she mutters, "yes, my love?" amelia felt her heart jump when
she heard that from luz.

she doesn't know if it's the heat talking but the alpha truly has an effect on her.

luz started to pamper amelia with kisses on her neck, mostly on her mark as she slowly pushed
inside. amelia whimpered, she gripped her alpha's shoulders with her claws unsheathing as well.

"shh, it's okay, ames. i love you so much." luz whispers before pushing the rest inside making
amelia gasp and shuddered as her alpha is in her. "i love you too, luz." she replied and clung onto
her tight.

luz didn't need to wait as amelia is really wet and her scent is slowly driving her mad.

amelia noticed the sudden change of luz from gentle and soft to dominating and rough but she
doesn't mind.

she likes a woman who could do both.

"aahh! aaahh yes luz!" amelia moans, she bit her lip and buried her head onto luz's shoulder. luz bit
her lip when she felt amelia deliciously wrap around her pulsing cock.

"shit, amelia!" luz moaned as she thrusts into the blight without regard and without care that their
moans are echoing throughout the parking lot. "y- you're so big.. i- i-aaahh!please!" amelia is not
making a coherent sense as the pleasure in between her legs are overtaking her.

"you're a good girl, aren't you? i always dreamt of being inside you- hmghn.. aah.. it's better than i
anticipated." luz said through her pants as drool is staring to escape her lips.

"i'm.. i'm a good girl!" amelia replied, she looked down to watch her alpha's cock rapidly going in
and out of her, her balls repeatedly hitting her as well. then, luz lifted her hoodie and bit onto it to
show her toned stomach for amelia.

luz eyed amelia's tits that are still covered by her shirt, the blight seemed to have sensed it as she
pulled her shirt up along with her bra for her alpha to see her rotund breasts with her pink perky
nipples and watching it bounce.

then, luz sped up her pace making amelia scream in delight and her claws completely sheathing
out. the noceda winced slightly when amelia dragged her claws onto her back, tearing her hoodie as
it started to draw out small drops of blood but luz ignored it and kept going.

"aah.. fuck amelia, you want my knot, don't you?" luz asked as she pecked amelia's cheek "more
than everything." she replied before rolling her head back and she attempted to match her alpha's
pace but she's already going to fast.

amelia jerked when she felt luz hit that one spot, immediately pushing her to the edge on coming.
she pulled luz into another kiss, her hands holding her cheeks as she doesn't want them to separate
with so much love and passion flowing in this kiss.



but, as air became a problem, they had to pull away and luz saw a smile on amelia's face. before she
could question why, she clenched her teeth tightly and lets out a roar as she came inside amelia at
the same with her.

then, luz's cock swelled and turned twice the size than normal with amelia painfully holding onto
her as they knotted.

they did it. they tied and bonded. they're mates for life.

"t- thank you." amelia whispers breathlessly, she pressed her head onto luz's chest as she listens to
her heartbeat to calm down while another purr is heard. "you're special to me, amelia and i don't
think i'll ever get rid of you even in another lifetime." luz whispers.

"yeah because we're mated for life, dummy." amelia said as she lifts her head to look at luz, seeing
her dorky smile that she feel for. "i know. i love you, amelia."

"i love you too, luz."



Vexed

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'a witch like her'

"please?"

"no."

"can i go to you house again?"

"no."

"i wanna be fucked by your.. twins- whatever they are again! so pretty please?"

then, she stopped walking and slowly turned around to see amity tailing her for the pat two weeks
of non stop begging for luz to summon her illusions to fuck amity again.

luz always declined as the only reason she did it is to shut her up about the knowledge of the
noceda being a witch. of course, amity used this to threaten her but luz knows well she wouldn't.

she did knock her out to read her mind but luz doesn't have to as amity is easy to read.

"i said for the innumerable times, i am not summoning my illusions to fuck you. they already
served their purpose of shutting you up so stop asking and find other people to have sex with you."
luz hissed at the blight, making sure her voice is low as they are in the middle of a crowed hallway
in dismissal.

then, luz walked past amity, leaving her there in the walking crowd with a downcast expression.
there's a swell pain rising in luz, she didn't want to look back as it'll hurt her more but it's for the
best.

luz has other things to worry about and she won't be staying in earth for too long. there's no point in
making relationships.

-----

the next day came, luz was expecting to be bombarded by many whines and begging from the
blight but as she walked down the hallway, passing by students, she didn't see amity pop out
anywhere.

this is odd.

luz continued down the hall, stopping in front of her locker to get her books for first term. when she
opened her locker, she saw at the corner of her eye a hint of mint green whoosh past her peripheral
vision making her swiftly turn.



and there she saw amity walking with another girl she doesn't know. talking and barely noticing
that luz is there.

a frown is seen in luz's face, she watched them get farther and farther till they turned a corner,
amity not giving her a single glance throughout.

"who is that.." luz mutters to herself, she turned around to face her locker again and door the a little
as she stuffed her hand into her jacket to make a spell to summon her owl to find out who is that
girl.

luz watched owlbert fly into the building before turning to the same direction amity and the girl
went. then, owlbert's vision appeared in her small mirror pasted on the door.

luz's frown deepens as she glared at the girl who completely doesn't know what personal space is.
she and amity seems to be still talking with their spaces growing nonexistent.

she continued to watch till her hazel eyes glowed violently when she saw the girl slip her hand into
amity's. luz snapped her finger to make owlbert swoop down, grab the girl by the hair and started to
drag her.

as luz heard her screams, she slammed her locker door shut and stormed way with a deep scowl in
her face. a sneer is seen as her fangs are showing with her fists tightly clenched.

the witch is livid. she's crossed that amity would easily move on from her even though she's
someone that isn't easy to get rid of. besides, she enjoyed the blight's company even if she's
annoying.

amity watches the rather familiar owl drag the girl she just befriend get dragged towards the exit
while everyone and the blight only watched as this is so out of the blue.

then, she heard a locker slamming and amity heads back for the main hall to see another familiar
receding figure walking further and further. amity started to run towards them just in time for them
to a left turn.

as amity turned left as well, her body was sudden froze. she can't move, all she can do is speak then
she started to levitate and head inside the restroom with the door sealing shut behind her,
barricading by various metals.

the whole restroom is unbelievably dark as the windows are covered and the lights are off or
broken. there's only a single light above amity while she stared at the pair of hazel eyes glaring at
her.

then, amity saw luz step into the light with a sneer. "who is she." it wasn't a question.

"what're you talking about?" amity started to play dumb which isn't the best time to do as luz is
losing her patience. luz dropped the spell on amity to make her mobile again only for her to burn
her clothes and a couple of arms pulled her to lie in her back on the floor.

luz advanced towards her and slowly knelt down as the arms spreads the human's legs for her. "you
had the audacity to find another that isn't me and tried to forget about me." she said.



"well, you did say i should find another." amity replied nonchalantly, luz growled and started to
take off her pants to whip her cock out. "but i know you can't because you got me tattooed in your
mind and in your pussy."

"i see you've been listening to the weeknd." amity snickers which made luz roll her eyes.

"you want me to fuck you? fine!" then, luz shoved her cock deep into amity making her scream in
pleasure. luz grabbed both of amity's hips as she started thrusting into her hard. "aaahh! yes, luz
aahh!!" amity moaned in bliss.

"aah.. this is what you want, huh?! getting fucked by a witch like me?!" luz asked as she restlessly
thrusts into the blight, feeling her pussy wrap around her cock while she watched her breasts
bounce wildly and hair whipping around.

"yes aaahh- fuck me hard and rough, baby!!!" amity replied as she arches her back, biting her lip
hard enough to make her lip bleed. luz felt her cheeks heat up as she fucks the human, she never
had anyone scream for her like that.

that's because luz was a virgin.

the witch bent down to slam her lips against amity whom immediately kisses back, their tongues
swirled each other as luz easily slipped inside amity's cavern to invade it before pulling away.

luz looked up to the door to hear some knocking and muttering on the other side. if they can break
through the metal barrier she placed, which is impossible, they still wouldn't see the obscenity truly
happening in the middle of the girls' restroom.

she turned her gaze back down to amity, seeing her blissed out expression, her cheeks utterly red
with drool rolling down the side of her mouth as she's lost up in utopia.

"you.." luz was about to say something but she held her tongue and continued to fuck amity good.
she tilts amity's head to expose her neck before sinking her fangs into her making her let out a
guttural scream.

she started to make the arms retreat in the floor as she pulled amity closer to her but the arms still
held her wrists over her head. when luz drew back, she licked the blood off and wiped her mouth.

luz trailed her hands across amity's smooth pale skin before stopping on her tits, softly squeezing
them as her thumbs tweaked the nipple. "you're really beautiful." that's what she said instead as her
hands praised her body.

"l- luz.. i'm.. i'm close..!" amity moans as her eyes attempts on rolling back. a twist started to make
itself evident in her stomach as luz constantly hit that one spot and luz is starting to feel the same.

"fuck- amity!!!"

"luz!!!"

both of them moaned each other's names as they came at the same time. amity sighed in delight as
she takes all of the witch's cum inside her, making her feel warm. it has an odd comforting warmth
that lulls amity to sleep.



a realisation that luz didn't make a protection spell for amity now she's surely gonna get pregnant
by her.

as panic rises in the witch, there's a sense of... glad? she guesses that she'll have to really worry the
outcome of this as she slowly pulled out and fixed herself while the arms lifted amity to her feet
that is trembling.

"we're going home." luz said, she snapped her finger to make the lights go back to normal and the
metal barricades to disappear. she easily scooped amity to carry her in bridal style before blowing
up a wall.



Love & T(h)rust

Chapter Summary

alpha amity & boscha x omega luz

requested smut

after running away from home and going through the mysterious door. luz ended up in the boiling
isles, away from her mother whom tried many ways to make her normal for her peers so she can
have friends.

the second gender in the human realm is uncommon and a small percentage of people are assigned
alpha, beta or omega.

luz is an omega and there's a stigma about that type being the weakest, useless and only existed to
be bred. she faced many bullies that tried to take her which made luz traumatised and wouldn't
interact with an alpha or any people to be honest after those many attempts.

being here in the boiling isles for a month makes luz slowly open up since she is living with an
alpha, eda, whom helped her be calm and swore to protect her since she belongs in her pack now.
and that this world is far different from earth.

everyone has a second gender, except demons, and no one is ridiculed. omegas are considered the
most important aspect here just next to the alpha.

it did help, luz grew comfortable with the alphas she trusts like willow and amity, maybe boscha
even though she's a little prick. it worked well enough to bring luz into her heat since she hasn't
been able to go into one after being in a stressful environment.

whimpers and whines are heard in luz's room, she already built her nest that is filled of familiar
scents from her friends that helped her calmed down but she kept amity's grudgby jacket close that
the blight gave her that one cold night along and boscha's which she threw at her mid game in a
way to tease her.

luz cuddled up inside her nest with the jackets clinging onto her, burying herself in the alphas' scent
that both calms her and makes her in between grow wetter as they're the ones she's longing for.

in hexside, amity and boscha walked side to side as they were called in by principal bump to come
in his office. they don't know why though, as they got to their destination, amity heard boscha
scoff.

"i can't believe i'm gonna be involved by the bullshit you and your losers crew did." amity frowns
at that and she looked at the three eyed alpha "you don't even know why we're called in the first
place. you assume too much." she said and boscha only rolled her eyes.



amity sighs, the knocked on the door which made a single eye open. it looked at the two alphas for
a moment before opening it's eye wide to open the door, letting them in before closing from behind.

there they saw bump sitting in his desk with a neutral expression as he stared at the alphas before
him. "i apologise for calling you while you're in your classes miss blight and havenstar." he said
while the two walked up to the desk.

"no, it's okay, principle bump." amity said as she slightly shook her head in dismissal. bump cleared
his throat and opened his mouth, there were no immediate that came out as there's a moment of
silence before he asked;

"you have miss noceda in your packs, is that right?"

amity's cheeks turned soft red while boscha looked away as she crossed her arms. "um.. more like
i'm in her pack but sure." the blight replied. "as if." boscha mutters.

bump nods his head "excuse me for being blunt but do you already have an omega on your side?"
he asked another and this time both alphas' face blew in red, especially amity.

"no.." both of them said at the same time.

"very well. i just for informed by clawthorne that miss noceda wouldn't be able to come to school
today as she just entered her heat and are requested for you to.." bump trails off as he looked at the
blight and havenstar's face, they seem to get where this is going.

"w- why us?" boscha asked, taking the words out amity's mouth. "i do not know all of the details,
miss havenstar but i can assume that you're the alphas she chose." bump replied as he shrugged
before intertwining his hands.

"well, it's up to you. you may leave now."

as amity and boscha got out of the principal's office. they didn't move as they started thinking about
this whenever to go to the owl house or not.

amity looked at boscha in the corner of her eye to see that her third eye is slowly turning red. "are
you-"

"shut up." boscha rudely cuts her off and started to walk away without sparing a glance at the
blight. sighing deeply, amity combed her hair back as she looked at the many windows that is
blinded by the sunlight.

amity, of course, wants to go.

 

back in the owl house, luz's clothes are completely off as she feels like she's gonna pass out from
overheating. she dug her nose deep into the jackets while her fingers herself which is not enough.

"amity.. aah- boscha, please.." luz doesn't know why but tears started rolling down the side of her
face, staining her pillows as she craves for her alphas. howling uncontrollably, calling for them.

then, her ear twitched when she heard her door slowly creak open and multiple footsteps are heard.
luz slowly removed her head from the jackets to sniff who it is and her eyes dilated as she already



knows who it is.

luz didn't come out of her nest and saw some clothes getting tossed just outside, she leaned a little
closer to take a whiff which confirms her thoughts more till a familiar face made herself known.

"amity.."

amity flashed a soft smile, "hey, luz. boscha's also here if you don't mind." she said as boscha knelt
down beside her, peering her head inside the nest. "of course, she wouldn't mind. she called the
both of us." she said.

luz just realised to both of them are naked and their musk fill her nose and brain, making her
intoxicated.

"i.. i want-"

"we know, luz. can we go inside?" amity asked, luz slowly nods and she watched the alphas crawl
inside her nest before stopping in front of luz, her eyes immediately landing on their hard phalluses
that is slowly dripping of precum.

luz slowly sat up while still holding onto their jackets "you kept it?" boscha asked, pleasantly
surprised. luz nods, then amity placed her hand into luz's cheeks to make her lean into her touch.

luz loves the feeling of the blight's touch, it brings a sense of comfort and safety. then, she slightly
opened her eyes when she felt a hot breath against her neck to see boscha leaving trails of kisses
with her hands smoothly rubbing on her thighs.

she melts under the alphas' touch.

then, amity moved closer to luz with space almost nonexistent before luz closed in for the kiss.

within the kiss, their pheromones filled their nostrils and is slowly growing overwhelming before
pulling away for boscha to pull luz into another kiss.

then, boscha's lips moved down to the omega's neck, inhaling her scent in her glands before licking
it making luz shiver and let out a breathy groan. "you chose us, didn't you? why?" boscha whispers.

"i.. i want to be yours.." luz replied making the two alphas freeze before boscha carried on to bite
luz, marking her. luz lets out a moan, she held onto boscha's shoulders as her legs quivered for a
moment.

as boscha pulled away, she got behind luz to pull her down onto her with amity hovering above her.
"i love you too." she said before leaning down to mark luz as well on the other side of her neck
while the two alphas pushed inside her holes.

"aaahhh!!!"

amity groaned in the bite while boscha sighs in delight, she coiled her arms around her waist as the
blights held their omega's legs.

luz bit the inside of her mouth as she feels herself getting wide by the two cocks inside her, her
insides sizing them. amity slowly drew back, she licked the mark she left and looked at luz's
flustered face.



"you're so beautiful, luz. mghm.. that's it.." amity mutters as she started to thrust into luz with
boscha not following her pace but it brings more pleasure. "aahh.. aaahh! amity.. boscha- ahhh!" luz
moans, she held onto boscha's hands as she spreads her legs more.

both alphas moved their hips into luz, their cocks hitting all of the right spots in her.

low growls are heard from boscha behind luz, vibrating next to her ear as her instinctive
possessiveness is kicking in which amity noticed as her eyes almost turned red.

"havenstar." amity warned the three eyed witch whom sneered at the other alpha. "blight."

the two alphas are growling at each other with their thrusts turning animalistic making luz's moans
grow louder.

"remember, she chose the both of us." amity said which made boscha scoff "that's because she can't
made a decision. now, she can as i fuck her better than you!" she snarled and drove her cock deeper
into luz's ass making her quiver.

amity narrowed her eyes at boscha, she latched her hand into her neck with her claws threatening to
sink deep and rip it off. "i said. she chose the both of us. you better get that in your stu-"

then, they heard purring from luz, breaking the dispute. "please.. i want you two be my- aahhh.. my
alphas because i trust you.. i was scared whenever i see alphas but i always feels safe when it's
you.." luz said, she slowly placed her hand onto amity's and boscha's cheeks.

"i love you."

there was silence in the room but their thrusts are still restless. the two alphas stared at their
moaning omega, her insides graciously squeezing around their bulk as her breasts wildly bounces at
each thrust.

amity slowly withdrew her hand from boscha's neck and leaned into luz's touch as she placed her
hand onto hers before leaning down for a kiss.

their tongues met this time, swirling with each other before pulling away as a thin string of saliva
connects them.

then, boscha pulled luz to a kiss as well. luz closed her eyes to indulge herself in between the two
most powerful alphas, claiming her to be theirs and breeding her.

pulling away, they said at the same time "we love you too." before turning their thrusts inhumane as
they want to show how much they could love give to luz while giving her endearing kisses across
her neck and marks.

"aaahh! oh god, alpha!!!" luz moans. letting it echo throughout the owl house as their mixed scents
filled the room with the sounds of their endless moans, grunts and skin plopping against each other.

luz arched her back as she can feel a twist getting tighter and tighter in her stomach. amity and
boscha clenched their teeth hard as they can feel their knot coming as well. "fuck.. ah luz, you're
gonna take it, aren't you?" amity asked.

"of course, she will! the both of us! what kind of question is that."



then, luz screamed at the top of her lungs when she came hard and her insides clenched around
amity whom came at the same time. finally tying with the omega.

boscha was the last one to come but she can't move as the two are on top of her. luz sighs in bliss at
the feeling of her alphas' cum fill her up, bonding all three of them.

"you did so well, luz. what a good girl."

"you can rest now, darling. we'll take care of you."

as amity and boscha whispers luz praises while lulling her to sleep which worked easily. the blight
and havenstar hugged their omega, sandwiching her but there's still tension between them.

if it wasn't for luz stepping in and told her true feelings. they would've tore each other's throats out
mid sex.



Join The Fun

Chapter Summary

amelia x luz x amity

requested smut

alright, you can do this, amity. just waltz in there with suave and tell her what you truly feel. easy
right?

amity gave herself a pep talk as she headed for the owl house, keeping her eyes down to the ground
as she watched her footsteps and lost in her thoughts.

amity is gonna tell luz her feelings for her that she's been harboring for far too long and it's
torturous.

then, due to not paying attention, amity hits the door making it slowly creak open. lightly hissing,
amity looked up, expecting to see that hooty screaming in her ears as he talks about random shit but
he's not awake.

raising a brow, amity tapped hooty's face then she snapped her gaze inside the empty living room of
the owl house with it's lights completely out. she can hear something that resembling screams.

the blight slowly slipped inside the house, closing the door behind her and started to head upstairs.
the sounds are getting louder as she walked down the hallway, she saw a small line of light from an
open door.

amity carefully placed her feet on the creaky floorboards till she got to the door and her eyes
widens when she took a peek.

there, she saw luz fucking amelia, her sister, in a doggy position and is slamming into her ass.

"aahh! aah dear fuck yes!!" amelia moans lewdly as her head is pressed onto the human's sleeping
bag with drool escaping her mouth. luz gripped a handful of her hair to pull her up before driving
her cock deep into her ass making the eldest blight scream in delight.

"gh- you can't get tired of me coming in your ass huh?! you like being fucked like this, you little
whore!" luz said, her voice is so different than her normal one. it's more dominating and hot which
effects amity greatly.

"ah fuck yes!! fuck me harder, luz i love it!!" amelia replied as she bit her lip.

"don't need to tell me twice, blight!"

as amity watched the scene in front of her, her eyes wandered to luz's rapid hips slamming into her
sister's and her one hand in her waist making some veins visible, bulging.



gulping, amity listens to luz's breathy groans and bellowing grunts turns her on. she slowly slipped
her hand inside her pants, feeling her wet pussy and easily slipped her finger inside to start
pumping it.

"aah.." amity leaned against the wall for support as she still listens to the moans with her other hand
pulls her pants more before going up to her shirt to grope of her boob, tweaking her nipple.

"oh titan.. luz, i want you so bad.." amity mutters as she slowly slides down to the floor while
fingering herself, her pants now lower than ever as she bites the collar of her shirt.

she closed her eyes and continued to masturbate as her crush fucks her sister. amity doesn't feel
jealousy for some reason, maybe it's the lust and the desire to be fucked like that clouds her
rationality.

then-

"augh- fucking take it, slut!!!"

"aaahhhh- oh yes!!!"

luz and amelia came at the same time, the blight squeals in delight as the human came inside her
again. her cum continuously filling her ass is the best feeling. "ah luz.. i love it.. so much.." amelia
whispers as her upper half was dropped when luz lets go.

luz slicked her hair back, she bent down to ask; "room for another?" that's gonna be their sixth
round.

amelia gave a quivering smile as she pushed her ass back "heh.. of course." she replied and she
turned her head to lean in for kiss that luz returned.

then, luz perked up when she heard something on the other side of the door, she slowly pulled out
and whispered to amelia she'll just check something.

luz fully swung her door open and immediately saw amity on the ground, fingering herself. she
hasn't notice that luz is staring at her with a smirk till she opens her eyes and she recoiled back.

"l- luz.. i'm s-" luz didn't let amity finish as she offered her hand which the young blight looked at
and at her still hard phallus that is covered of mixed cum. before slowly taking it. then, luz lead
amity inside and kicked the door to lock itself.

"i didn't know you were visiting but it's a nice surprise." luz pulled amity down to the sleeping bag
with amelia catching her breath before going for another round, now with her sister.

"you want it, don't you?" luz grasped her cock and waved it around which amity followed with her
eyes as if she's in trance of it. amity nodded making the human smirk, she leaned back to the wall
and spreads her legs for amity to go in between with amelia on her side.

"go ahead and you too," luz grabbed amelia by the hair to look at her "clean up the mess you
made." she said, seeing amelia lick her lips.

"yes sir." then, the sisters started to share the human's dick, giving it kittens licks as they pump it.
amelia guided amity to take it whole while she suckles on the human's balls



luz hums, she started fondling with her tits while watching the blights suck her good. amity almost
choked on how big luz is but she felt an endearing hand rub her head, motivating her.

as amity pulled out for amelia to give head this time, she took off her remaining clothing before
dragging her tongue along luz's girth. they kissed the red tip before suckling on it.

then, luz pushed the sisters' heads off her cock, seeing their lust filled expression as she silently
picks for whoever's gonna be next till her eyes landed on amity.

"come here, baby." luz beckoned amity by her finger for amity to climb onto her lap. "amelia's been
telling me things about you," luz started as she placed soft kisses along her collarbone and settled
her down onto the pillows.

"things like you moan my name in your sleep, her catching you grind on the hoodie i gave you."
amity's cheeks turned aggressive red, she snapped a look at amelia whom stuck out a tongue at her
before looking back at back luz.

"you could've told me sooner, ami then we would've had more fun earlier together." luz said before
moving her lips up for a kiss, amity closed her eyes at the feeling of the human's lips that feels like
heaven. her arms wrapped around her neck as well with her legs, loosely.

pulling away, luz saw the tranquil expression amity has before slowly pushing inside her making
her mouth turn agar as she rolled her head back. "aaah..."

luz bit her lip at the tightness of the young blight and she gripped onto the pillows. amelia peered
down to see her sister and lover's pleasured faces till everything is inside.

"aah god luz.." amity moans, she returned her head back to look up at luz. "shit, ami. you're so
tight, you're a good girl being able to take me." she whispers as she pressed her forehead against
hers, waiting for her to adjust.

as a nod is seen, luz started to pull in and out, listening to amity's light moans. feeling her insides
get a little easier to move, luz picked up her pace making amity truly let out her voice.

"aaahh! luz! please, ngh.. ha- aahhh!"

luz groans, she gripped amity's hips and leaned back as she slammed into her, her cock hitting all of
the right spots for her. "that's it. keep being good to me."

"shit.." she gulped and looked at amelia who's humping against one of the pillows while watching
her sister get fucked.

"hey, don't do that. you'll stain the covers." luz cupped amelia's cheek and pulled her into kiss, their
tongues swirled with each other while luz's hand slithered down to the blight's drenched pussy.

amelia twitched when she felt luz's fingers rub against her clit. as they pulled away, "lay down." luz
ordered which amelia didn't have a problem on following them, then the human slipped two fingers
inside and started pumping.

"aahh!" amelia moans, she spreads her legs more for better access as looked down to watch luz's
hand work on her while thrusting into amity.



luz can feel her hand getting numb but she persists as she likes the sounds of the sisters' moans,
moaning her name. it's heavenly.

"h- harder.. please, luz!" amity tangled her fingers on luz's locks, she looked to the side to see her
sister is really digging this as she fondles with her breasts.

amity slowly nods, she returned her gaze luz. seeing bullets of sweat rolling down the side of her
face and down to her chest before disappearing.

"god.. amity, you're so good.. you're so precious, you know that?" luz leaned down to amity's neck,
opened her mouth and bit down onto her flesh making the blight scream in pleasure as she tightens
her grip on her hair.

when, luz pulled away, she smirks as she looked down on amity "you like that, don't you?" she
asked which amity strenuously nods her head.

"of course you do."

then, familiar knot started to form inside luz's stomach as she kept thrusting even though her body
is slowly giving in after the five rounds she did with amelia before this.

amity feels the same, "luz, i'm- aaahh! i'm close!" she moans, arching her back as she wants come
for luz so badly.

with one final thrust, amity screamed at the top of her lungs as she came "good girl." luz croons
before swiftly pulling out and rapidly stroked her cock, her hand in amelia stopping as it fully
turned numb.

amelia moved towards luz with her mouth open to catch the human's cum as she bursts. she caught
some while the other fell into amity's chest and stomach.

luz dropped her hand from her dick and sighed deeply, she wiped the residue cum off amelia's
mouth which she licked off. "oh my god.." she mutters as she can't feel her left arm and thighs.

amelia pulled luz down in between her and amity who's in a dreamy state of haze as she finally had
sex with her crush. it's the best day for her that's for sure. "eda and king would be home soon." luz
said.

amelia moved close to luz, burying herself in her warmth. "and? let's just rest." she said before
easily going to sleep. luz huffs, she kissed the top of the eldest blight's head and pulled amity into
her embrace as well.

"i.. i love you."

and all three of them fell into a deep slumber after that one hell of a session.



Infatuated

Chapter Summary
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"come get your one and only human in the boiling isles! a real rarity indeed!" eda said loudly,
letting it echo throughout the night market as she waves potential customers to come and her new
product.

luz noceda.

after luz was lead by owlbert to the portal, eda didn't kill her nor thought of taking her in. instead,
she thinks she could make a huge buck if she sold her. of course, she wouldn't sell if she's wearing
her clothes.

luz has to flaunt her maiden qualities and that interests the masses.

"how much for the human?" one demon asked eda while eyeing luz.

"25 million snails." eda replied without hesitation making the buyer quickly recoil at the price. "25
million?! that's absurd! at least lower and i'll give 10k." the demon attempted to bid with someone
who knows the ins and outs of the game.

eda shook her head "no deal. do you know how hard it is to find a human like her? no. so pay up or
scram." she said, swatting her hands at the demon whom snarled at her before storming off.

while there are still other people biding for the human, a hint of mint green came into her vision till
it was clear. a witch who seems to be searching or in a silent frantic as they passed the stall.

luz watched them abruptly stop and back as they seem to recognise the stall but their eyes landed
on luz whom stared back in curiosity. the witch seemed interested as well but in a different kind.

the witch walked over towards eda and greeted her "good evening, miss eda." making the
clawthorne look at them. "oh, hey kid. what're you doing out here?" she asked.

amity glanced at the merchandise before back at eda whom already knew what she's here for. "well,
i guess i can make an exception for you, miss blight." she said, shooting amity a wink which she
doesn't get.

"come here." eda lead her towards luz who has cuffs on connected to the ground she can't break. as
much as eda doesn't want her to have but she was struggling earlier and it was needed.

"this is luz noceda, the finest in her realm and is really capable of herself. well, not in our world."
eda explained while she watched amity's eyes go up and down as she doesn't know where she



should land her gaze on.

amity can feel her heart starting to beat faster at the sight of the beautiful human in front of her. her
hands is hesitantly raising but she's holding herself back till eda grabbed them and placed it on luz's
tits.

amity almost combusts at that moment.

"go on, miss blight. are you still beating around the bushes?" eda asked, striking up a subject amity
doesn't want to talk about. she ignored it and returned her attention on luz, her hands softly
squeezing her boobs as she listens to her lowly breathy moans.

amity rubbed her hardened nipples before separating to run her hand across her shoulders and
gripping her arms as if she's testing them before staring into luz's hazel eyes again that is getting
filled of something.

"oh look at that. looks like your charms are working, kid." eda commented as she saw luz getting
wet at the touches amity is giving her.

"you can have her for a price. a real fair of course." she grabbed her hand once again and guided it
down towards luz's pussy, letting her feel her shaven pubes but some are growing going back and
amity was able to get only a mere pinch of how wet luz is before eda pulled her hand off.

"can't have the merchandise be spoiled before purchase. she can be a great pet or lover for you,
miss amity. if i were you, i'd just buy her and go out." eda said, she knows well what she's saying
and she knows the blight is still in the closet despite explicitly liking girls.

amity pursed her lips "i don't know what you're talking about." she mutters and continued her
samples.

she slowly leans closer to luz, inhaling her previous scent but she got the smell of the market. she
started placing kisses on luz's neck.

she doesn't know why she's doing this but her mind is getting hazy from lust.

luz shuddered at the feeling of the blight's soft lips on her flesh and her hands moving down to her
buxom ass, slapping it making luz yelp.

but before amity could leave a hickey, eda slipped her hand in between amity's mouth and luz's
neck. "can't have that as well. you can use her to whatever your desire is if only you pay up and
she'll probably help you co-"

"nope! no thank you, uh- n- nice to meet you, luz. bye!" and with that, amity dashed off.

"nice to meet you too." luz mutters as she did a small wave while staring at the direction amity
went. she suddenly felt lonely when the blight left.

"she'll be back. for now, keep looking good." eda said as she patted luz's back and headed back to
the counter to attend to the other customers.

luz still looked where amity went, she's like a waiting puppy for her owner to come back. hoping
she would as she really finds the blight attractive. the way she looks at her is enticing and her
touches are rigorous and on point to where she wants as her hands are so soft.



luz looked down for a moment to realise how wet she's gotten from all those touches. the blight
really had an effect on her.

not long after, a pair of jade haired witches came to the owl lady's stall to ask about their sister and
a mention of the name made luz perk up to look at them. seeing those familiar yet so different
golden hues.

"oh, amity? yeah, she was just here checking out the merchandise." eda said as she pointed at luz
making the twins look at her. a smirk came on their faces as one of them walked up to luz and
traced their finger on luz's jawline.

"who's this cutie? and did you say mittens checked her out?" emira asked and eda hummed in reply
"yeah, she stuck around for 5 minutes or more."

this made the twins smirk more. "what if we buy her? amity's been pricky with us lately and," edric
was about to explain with his plan, emira already got it.

"and she'll be in our good favor. nice. and probably make her come out, she seemed interested with
you."

"so, how much?" edric asked as he looked at eda while grabbing his credit card.

-----

"mittens! come down here!" edric called for his little sister as they got inside the manor with luz
wearing a cloak to keep herself warm.

"mittens?" luz asked as she looked up to emira whom nodded while snickering "yep. her full name
is amity mittens blight. i'm emira by the way and that's edric." she said and the twins held in their
laughter as luz bought it.

"nice to meet you. i'm luz."

"nice to meet you too. hey, mittens come on! we have something for you!"

"you don't need to fucking shout edric!" amity snapped from upstairs as her thumps downstairs,
growling as she was just finishing her homework.

when got to the lobby, her eyes widens as she saw luz next to emira with a cloak covering her nude
body. "what is she doing here?!" she exclaimed.

"we bought her as a gift for you! you're welcome!" emira said, she pushed luz to go towards amity
whom timidly did so. amity's cheeks burst into red as her eyes are still looking disrespectfully, it
landed on luz's breasts even if it'd been covered.

"why- just let go! she doesn't need to be here! if mother and father sees her, she'll be dead on the
spot!"

"she won't be unless we take care of her, well not me and em, just you." edric said, crossing his
arms while guiding luz to come closer to amity. "i don't-"

"hey, use this opportunity, mittens! it's embarrassing that you're still a virgin now, you're 18." both
of their faces turned red when emira said that. amity clenched her fists tightly before turning



around, huffing exasperatedly.

"just.. just take her in the basement and make sure mother and father doesn't find her!" amity said
before storming back up the upstairs and disappearing as she turned a corner.

the twins hums at that "oh well, down the basement you go then." edric said, shrugging and started
to lead the way towards the basement while emira rested her hand onto luz's shoulder to make her
follow them.

luz is uncertain staying down a basement, especially in a foreign manor in a foreign realm.

"but don't worry, it's perfectly clean. no dust pixies are gonna nibble you to bits." emira reassured.
as they got to the basement, all of the lights opened to reveal an array of oddities that luz can't
really explain but at least no creatures are hiding in those piles.

"if you need anything, make sure you call our little mittens, okay? bye!"

when the twins left luz in the basement alone, she looked around before slowly walking towards a
pile of witches' stuff. kneeling down to grab a wavy dagger with a red gemstone that glowed when
she touched it.

"what are you doing?" luz yelped and immediately dropped the weapon as she swiftly turned
around to see amity by the door. "o- oh.. hello." luz greeted, timorous.

"i'm sorry you had to stay here for.. i don't know." amity said as she slowly approached luz with her
hands folded behind her. luz shook her head "no it's okay. this is all new to me and this place is
pretty cool, exclude of being naked." she replied with a chuckle.

"good to uh.. know. here, so you wouldn't get cold." amity said as she handed luz a neatly folded set
of clothing. luz grabbed it and gabe the blight a smile "thank you." she unfolded the shirt first to
wear but something fell out and dropped on their feet.

luz's eyes widens as she saw a furred tail butt plug, amity immediately grabbed it and hid it behind
her with her cheeks beet red. "i'm sorry. i'm sorry. i didn't realise it was there, i'm sorry." amity
excessively apologised as she bowed but luz slowly shook her head.

"it's okay, d- do you want me to wear it?" luz asked, embarrassed but she sorta likes the idea of it.
amity gulped, she can feel her brain haywiring at this, she nods "y- yeah, if you want of course."
she said, reassuring that she's not forcing.

"yeah." luz slowly sat down, placing the clothes next to her and hesitantly spreads her legs for
amity, showing her still drenched pussy. amity's body is trembling but she sucked it up and knelt
down in front of her.

"l- lay back a little." amity instructed which luz follows. the witch slowly rubbed the metal plug on
luz's clit, making it wet enough and spat on it before slowly pushing it in her ass. luz hissed and
amity noticed it, she leans towards her to place soft kisses on her neck again to calm her down.

"it's okay, just hold onto me." amity whispers as she continues to push the toy till it popped itself
inside making luz gasp "aah.." amity bit her lip when she heard that low moan.



amity withdrew back and both of them stared at each other, their hues filled of lust and something
else. she leaned in for a kiss which luz reciprocated, she planted her hands into the floor to balance
herself even if her arms are shaking.

then, luz squealed when she felt a finger easily slip inside her. they slowly pulled away and luz
looked down to see amity's pumping her finger in "aahn.. aahh amity.." she lets out breathy moans
while the cloak is gradually slipping to the side to show off her aroused tits.

amity stared at luz in pure fascination, she can do so many things to luz that could bring them what
they want but she shouldn't move too fast.

"that's just a taste." amity whispers before pulling her finger out, bringing luz back down hard. "w-
why did you stop?" she asked and the blight felt her heart strings pluck when she saw the noceda's
pouty face.

amity cleared her throat, she stood up and asked "are you hungry?" it's not the kind you'd be
expecting.

-----

after a few weeks of luz being bought by the blights, amity took care of luz well. fed her, made sure
her parents aren't here while she showered (with her) and amity mostly sleeps in the basement with
luz now.

alador and odalia doesn't know about this as the twins as been covering for her which is useful.

the two grew more infatuated with each other as the time passes. amity has been also teaching luz
some magic since she told her dream was a witch even if she's a human and the first time she made
a light spell after drawing the glyph many times on the paper, it really told amity that luz is more
than just a human.

and she feels lucky to have luz for herself.

"hey baby." luz looked up and smiled when she saw amity come towards her with her school bag in
hand. "hey, ames." she tapped the paper to make the last light orb and watched amity kneel down to
cup her cheeks.

"i like what you did to the basement." amity said as she squished her girlfriend's cheeks making her
giggle and lean into her touch. "thanks, kinda hard to decorate but i managed." she replied.

softly smiling, amity pecked luz's lips and sat down in front of her. "school's a little.. stressful
today. can you help me?" she asked as she spreads her legs for luz, already knowing what she
wants.

"of course." luz pulled amity's leggings along with her panty off and placed it in the side. the
human hummed as she inhales the witch's musk before rolling her tongue on her clit making amity
gasp and moan.

"that's it baby." amity patted luz's head as she grabbed the control for the same butt plug she first
wore and turned it on in mild. luz twitched and lowly moaned in her pussy before continuing her.



"aaah.. shit, you're getting good at this." amity mutters, she leaned back and watched her lover eat
her out. "i have a great mentor." luz replied as she dragged her tongue up on amity's bud while
staring at her.

"aaahhh! y- yeah, damn right." amity's grip tightens as luz sucked on that bud before lapping her
juices. then, luz felt amity tap her head to make her look up "that's enough, darling. bent over for
me." she said.

luz nodded, she withdrew and started to strip herself before going in all fours with her ass raised for
amity. "i swear they kept getting bigger and bigger." the blight whispers as she slapped luz's ass
making her moan.

"i love you so much, luz. you're so good to me." amity said while slowly licked luz's pussy, her
voice getting louder. "aah! oh amity i love you too!" it's always a muse in her ears when she hears
it.

"hm.." amity fluttered her eyes closed as she enjoys herself while eating out her lover. "ah..
aahhngh- amity, please.." luz moans as her upper half fell limp while she kept her ass up.

"you taste so good, darling." amity flicked her tongue on luz's nub making her flinch and moan
louder. then, amity turned luz around and slipped her first leg in between the human as she raised
her leg.

"aaahhh fuck!" they both moaned at the same time as their pussies touched each other. luz bit her
lip and started to grind herself onto amity, their juices mixing with each other as they started
scissoring.

"oh dear titan luz!" amity held onto luz's raised leg tightly as she clenched the sleeping mat. she
looked at her to see her pleasured red face, her breasts jiggling at each pound.

"amity.. ngh- aaahh!!" luz rolled her head back when she felt her butt plug get set into maximum.
amity licked her lip as she bit it "you like it, don't you?" she asked when she pushed luz to lie down
with their pussies still grinding each other.

"p- please! yes, aah fuck!!" luz isn't making any sense but it's enough to know what she wants.
amity groans as she slams herself into luz, she moved her hand down to grasp her lover's toy and
started pumping it in.

luz screamed in pure ecstasy, she held onto amity as she moans into her ear. amity nuzzled up to her
neck and left many hickeys, her fangs slightly nipping her flesh. "you feels so good, baby. i wanna
fuck you till you can't walk!"

"yes!! i- i want it!!"

amity slammed her lips into luz's whom coiled her arms around her neck as she tilts her head to
deep the kiss. their tongues swirled as they tasted themselves, their kiss filled of salacity and
passion.

as they pulled away, amity grits her teeth tightly at the feeling of climax coming quickly. "ah- luz!!"

"amity!!!"



both of them screamed at the top of their lungs as they came at the same time, amity almost
collapsed on luz but she lets go of her legs and embraced her tightly as they panted heavily.

luz gulped and hugged amity back, she engulfed herself in her warmth as she listens to her ragged
breathing and irregular heartbeats. "do- do you mean it?" she asked, amity hummed in question.

"that you're gonna fuck me till i can't walk?" amity smirks, she lifted her head to look at luz. "do
you wanna sleep in my room tonight?" she asked and she watched luz's face lit up.

"yes please."



Bloodberries
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age of 5

"dang it.. come on, why wouldn't you work.."

"ami, ami, look!" the small auburn haired girl looked up to see another child in her age covered in
the material of an abomination "bleh!" she made big steps while making monstrous noises as she
circle her.

softly giggling, "luz, what are you doing?" amity asked as she stood up from the beach, patting the
sand off her knees. "i heard that you've been practicing calling your little guy and-"

"it's not going well. my abomination wouldn't take shape.." amity already knew where the
conversation was going, she looked down in disappointment. for herself.

luz shook her head "nope. they are already! see, tell me what to do! that's what abomibations do
right?" she said as she started jumping in her place making amity looked up at her.

she stared at the human, whom accidentally came in the boiling isles and the first person she saw is
amity which she befriended immediately. amity gladly accepted since she doesn't know what a
human is and just finds her ears weird and cute.

"it's abominations and yeah, they're practically servants made of goop." amity corrected luz whom
nodded "okay!"

"and they don't talk." luz opened her mouth, about to say something but she held it in making amity
giggle more. "alright," amity fixed herself and cleared her throat, going into a more authority like
tone like her father's.

"abomination, fetch me a wild bloodberry." amity started with an easy one, luz tilts her head as she
doesn't know what bloodberry is but she did see an abnormally red blackberry looking berry from
one tree.

luz nodded, she swiftly raced off towards the forest and go towards that one tree, passing many
orange pines trees before getting to it. she stared up at the many branches with bloodberries
hanging from it.

luz started to climb it, grabbed a couple of branches to snap off but one sliced her in the cheek but
she ignored it and returned to amity who's patiently waiting.



the human presented her haul and amity's pointed ears flapped for a moment at the sight of her
favorite berries before amity covered it with her hands.

before amity could take the berries, she stopped when she saw a small slice on luz's cheekbone.
"luz, what happened?!" she immediately rushed towards her to wipe the blood off with her shirt and
started to search for the bandages willow gives her emergencies.

"it's nothing, ames. i always get a-" luz was cut off when she felt amity place a purple bandage on
her wound and pecked it making both of their cheeks lit up in red.

"i kissed your boo boo.. it'll heal soon." the young blight mutters as she looks away. luz gulped, she
slowly nodded and flashed a smile "thanks! oh and here's your berries." she said, reverting back to
why she's carrying branches.

"thank you." amity grabbed one from the branch and eat it, tasting it's supple juice. "you can have
one." she said which made a bright smile appear on luz's face and she happily ate one.

luz hummed in delight "this is really sweet! i like this!" she grabbed another one that could be
considered as a handful as she really dig the sweet flavor with a tangy after taste.

amity stared at luz once again, she can feel her cheeks heat up slightly before gulping.
"abomination," luz looked at the blight as she heard her get into an authority mode.

luz waited for a command, she watched amity slowly opened her arms while looking away "give
me a hug. please." she requested. the human dropped the bloodberries and quickly engaged in a
hug.

"you don't need to ask for a hug with me, ami." luz said as she hugged her best friend tightly whom
reciprocated it.

"yeah."

 

age of 8

"abomination, attack!"

"ayy! oh no, luzura hast fallen from the powerful magic of amicate!"

a scoff is heard, "we seriously need to work on that name." amity said as she walked over to luz
who's topped by her abomination that's about their size. "abomination, stand." amity ordered which
followed and helped luz get up.

luz snickers "but it sounds good, just repeat it in your head several times." she said as she patted
herself off. "so, tell me about hexside! is it cool? are you doing other magic?" she asked, her
wondrous side is awakening.

amity just shrugged nonchalantly, she looped her arm around luz and started walking in a random
direction as they were roleplaying in the woods. "we do magic in a daily basis and no, i don't get to
learn all of the tracks since i... chose the abomination track." amity explained while they walk.



"track? subjects like english, history and stuff?" luz asked and amity slowly nods her head. "yeah, i
guess. there's my track, beast keeping, bard, construction, potion, illusion, healing, oracle and plant
track." she listed all of the tracks without falter and she watched luz's eyes shine like the screaming
stars.

"wow! i kinda wanna learn all of them! they sound so cool!" luz said as she started skipping. "well,
good luck as you're only allowed to have one." amity said.

the blight once again ended up staring at luz, eyeing her imperfect features that seems so perfect to
her and her short hair always manages to catch her eyes. she just wants to touch it and feel how soft
it is.

amity has been thinking.

whenever luz leaves when summer ends and it's time for amity to go back to school, she always
finds herself reminiscing the human as she look out of the window.

no, reminiscing. missing.

and when summer comes, amity's energy levels sky rocketed and she would cling in luz throughout
summer. like what she's doing now.

luz has been noticing the stares amity gives her, she doesn't find it creepy or anything. it's like she's
a centerpiece, someone being adorn by the way she looks at her which makes her giddy.

everytime she comes to the boiling isles, luz can be more herself with her, happier with her here
than what her human school could do. she has the greatest best friend in another realm she doesn't
belong in.

it's unexplainable how she even gets to come here every summer but she takes this an advantage.

the only reason she comes here is amity.

"i've been wondering, how are you able to come here every summer?" amity asked, she's been
thinking about it lately. luz looked at her and easily replied; "there's a door in a cave. i can't really
explain it but it always opens from time to time in my closet."

amity was baffled "what do-"

"amity."

both of them snapped their heads to see alador, amity's father standing in front of the blight manor
driveway with the gates wide open.

amity frowned as she looked away, she slowly slipped her arm off luz and slowly stepped forward.
"i have to go." she whispers which luz nods, understanding how parents strict can be.

"yeah no, it's okay. i'll see you tomorrow, okay?" luz said, waving her hand as she slowly backed
up. amity nods "yeah, tomorrow." she returned the wave before luz rushed off and disappearing into
the woods.

little did amity know, this will be the last summer she'll be seeing luz.



 

age of 14

as amity landed on the table where willow and gus are sitting "i saw that!" she rushed over to the
cauldron to see the normal surface of a cauldron should have but something's not right.

"abominations don't eat!" she yelled and leaned down inside the cauldron.

"i know you're in there! what are you?! who are you?!" amity fished whatever is in the abomination
cauldron and started shaking them, making some of the goop fly off.

"i want answers!" then, amity gasped and her grip loosens as she recognise that tan complexion
with those short curls and that stupid cat hoodie that she loves. "luz?"

the 'abomination' blinked after being shook, luz looked at amity whom significantly grown after
those 6 years of not seeing each other. "ami." luz mutters with her face lighting up to puts the sun
into shame.

the professor must've heard the commotion as luz returned to her abomination act again when he
exclaimed;

"amity blight!"

 

age of 18

even since luz's one hell of an entrance in her reunion with amity 4 years ago. the two has grown
more than inseparable. some people thought they were lovers but they denied that claim.

even though they're lying through their teeth.

luz explained why she couldn't come to the boiling isles. the portal was suddenly broken and the
only reason she was about to come back is accidentally going through eda's portal, now, she's here
to say even after summer.

which is a dream for amity.

the two strikingly grown more beautiful over those 4 years. amity lets her hair grow pass her
shoulders and grew in height, towering boscha and willow but the ones whom tower her is gus and
luz.

luz grew her hair out to a mullet and her body built is no longer a weak nerd one. after living in the
owl house for some time and continuously kicking the emperor's ass with his crooks, she grew
some beef but it's not evident.

it's a blessing that principal bump protects luz whenever she's in campus.

there are inhibitions between luz and amity, they want fucking rail each other thanks to their sexual
drive levels rising like the boiling lakes due to puberty and natural desiring.

it never cools down.



but they're both afraid to make the first move though. unless one of them takes the initiative.

now, as the final scream from the bell echoed throughout school. luz started to pack her things,
amity was having an internal conflict before looking at her with pursed lips.

"h- hey, are you free today? i kinda wanna show you the place i've been working on." amity asked,
luz looked at her and started to think about it before nodding "yeah, i'd like to see it!" she said as
she nods.

amity returned a small smile while her cheeks are slowly turning light red. "cool. cool."

-----

as they got to the farthest side of the boiling isles, at the base of the right knee.

amity stepped in front of a jagged wall that is covered in moss and drew a big spell circle onto it
which made the circle engrave into the stone before it started to recede to the sides, revealing a
hideout bigger than the library one.

"wow.." when they stepped inside, all of the fairy lights and lanterns set alight creating an mellow
atmosphere. showing off all the well kept furniture inside along with beanbags.

luz looked over her shoulder to see the stone are closing the same way it opened.

"you really outdid yourself on this one." luz chuckles as she looked up the ceiling to see a sort of
cryptic drawing. "make yourself at home. do you need anything?" amity offered as she was about to
head for the mini kitchen with it's mini fridge.

but luz shook her head "no thank you. how long did it take you to finish this?" she asked as she
slowly heads for one of the beanbags, placing her bag beside her while she's still mesmerised.

amity took the one next to luz and looked at her as she replied; "about.. 5 years and 3 months. i had
to find another hideout since the twins compromised the library. also had to terraform it as well,
though not perfect but at least you liked it."

"liked it? i fricking love it! this is so cool, ames!" luz looked at amity, their eyes meeting again that
held many unspoken things in the shining yellow lights.

amity swallowed a lump in her throat as she take a deep breath, collecting her thoughts before
saying; "abomination," luz perked up when she heard the familiar authority tone.

"k- kis.. k- shit." this is stupid. she tried once again.

"luz, i- i really really like you ever since we were kids and i thought the reason you didn't visit
anymore is you got tired of me and i-" amity cuts herself off as that time wasn't really the best for
her.

with her having to let go of willow, luz was there to comfort her though she didn't tell the real
reason why she's sad but she still lifts her up to her feet and when luz stopped coming for the
summers, it really took a toll on amity.

luz softly placed her finger onto amity's lips to hush her "shh, i'm sorry that i took so long to find
you. i regret it and.." she started to lean closer slowly with amity's gaze landing on the human's



plump lips.

"i really really really like you too."

finally, after years of crushing for each other. their puppy love turned into true love in this one
sweet, passionate, love filled kiss they share now that is overflowing of many bottled emotions.

luz must've been leaning too far as the beanbag toppled over and making them abruptly pull away,
luz's face is buried into amity's beanbag while her lower half is on the bag and half on the floor.

"ow."

amity softly laughs, she helped luz get up and sit onto her lap intentionally. luz blushed at this, she
looked down at amity before up in her golden hues that are glimmering.

"i want you, luz. so badly." amity whispers as she moved her hands down to luz's hands, gently
squeezing them. luz lets out a shaky sigh, she started to feel something grow hard in amity's pants
making her look down to see a tent.

"i thought i'll never get to hear that come out of your mouth." luz said, she got on top of amity's
bulge and started grinding making both of them moan lowly. amity watched luz starting to take off
her uniform, unclipping her bra to flaunt her well developed breasts to her now lover.

amity moved her hands up to them, squeezing and tweaking it as she pleases. "they're beautiful."
she mutters. "take off yours too." luz said, tugging on amity's top which she happily obliged.

luz started to place loving kisses down on amity's neck making her lean back, she travels down
towards her valley and more towards her leggings before stopping for a second. hovering above it.

"go ahead." amity encouraged her and luz nods. she started to pull her leggings down along with
her underwear till the blight's cock standing tall in it's glory.

luz gulped, she took out her tongue and dragged it along her girth, suckled on the tip as if kissing it
before slowly taking half of it. not moving as she wants to see how much she can take.

amity lets out a groan, she placed her hand onto her head, softly rubbing it to ease her. "relax,
darling. relax. we have the entire boiling isles to ourselves." she reassured as she feels that luz is a
little tense.

they both are.

luz slowly nodded and resumed to take all of then she started to bob her head, she heard a low
moan from amity with her hand now gripping her hair.

"that's it, love, just like that.." amity whispers. her hips started to subconsciously move slowly into
luz's mouth, she can feel her tongue swirling and fiddling with her tip.

a few minutes of slow blowjob to get accustomed to each other before the real thing happens. luz
slowly pulled out as she softly panted with the phallus covered of her saliva, she stood up to take
off her remaining clothes and got onto her lover's lap again.

"are you ready?" amity asked as she grabbed both luz's hips and her cock to align it in her lover's
womanhood. luz replied with a nod "please."



amity watched luz slowly go down onto her, her tip going in first till gradually, the rest. luz hissed,
she gripped onto amity's shoulders as she continues "aah.. amity.." she looked down to see the dick
get smaller and smaller till everything is inside.

stretching her wide for her bulk.

the blight pulled luz into a comforting hug, "shh, you're doing just fine." she reassured as she didn't
move while patting her head. "calm down, it's okay. it's normal to feel pain, you're fine." she says.

as luz got attuned to everything, she slowly pull back and wiggled herself into amity making both
of them moan then she started to bounce and luz's body almost writhe in pleasure when she can feel
it hitting that one spot easily.

"amity! aahh!!"

amity watched luz bounce onto her, her titties jiggling in front of her face that puts the witch into a
trance. she leaned closer to take on in her mouth, she closed her eyes as she sucked on her nipple,
indulging herself with her hips matching luz's pace.

luz's hands moved up to amity's hair, getting lost in them as she pulled her tie off and dropped it to
the floor. they'll worry of finding it later. her moans are filling the cave as she looked down to
watch amity suck on her like a toddler.

pulling away with a pop, amity licked her lip and stared deeply into her hazel eyes till she saw
something. "oh, i left a mark." amity said as she rubbed the scar on luz's cheek.

"you never told me how you got it though."

"mngh.. a branch sliced me while i was getting your bloodberries." luz replied, she saw a surprise
expression come on amity's face and she snickers. "you're a dumdum."

luz scoffs, she cupped amity's cheeks and pulled her close with mere inches of space. "well, i'm
your dumdum." she fired back before closing in for another kiss.

their tongues gyrate along with one another, tasting themselves as luz feels amity thrusts get faster
making her pull away to let out a loud moan with her head rolling back.

then, amity stood up without pulling out as she change the position to rail her lover good. she
placed a peck on luz's scar before nuzzling up to her neck.

"i love you, luz." she whispers, there's no lie in it as she means it with her two hearts.

"i love you too, amity! aaahh god yes!!" luz moans with her nails dragging on amity's back making
her groan. she licked luz's neck before sinking her teeth into her flesh, marking her as hers.

finally.

the cave resonates their moans with skin plopping against each other and the beanbag scraping on
the ground as it slowly moves towards the wall at every thrust the blight does.

stinging is felt in both lovers after their clawing and biting. they can feel another sensation in their
stomachs, tipping them closer as amity constantly hitting that spot and luz tightly clenching around
her.



after all these years of waiting, of radio silence, of downfall and pain. they finally see eye to eye
and now, they wouldn't be easily sundered.

then-

"amity!!!"

luz screamed her lover's name that is a muse in her ears, she came for the very first time and she's
happy that it's amity. "that's my girl." the blight croons before swiftly pulled out and rapidly stroked
herself to come as well, spewing her ropes of cum onto luz's chest.

both of them panted heavily as they slowly ride their highs down, amity dropped herself onto luz
making her groan. "ay, get off! you weigh like a slitherbeast!" she complained as she tries to push
off the blight but she's completely drained.

amity lets out a fake whine "are you saying in chubby?"

"no, you're the leader of the banshees. you're frickin' jacked! now get off you jockhead!"

snickering, amity started to tickle luz making her burst out of laughter and wriggled around to get
away but amity is still on top of her, not moving.

"ahaha! stop- amity ahahhaa!!" luz wheezed "i'm the tickle king!"

"goddammit, amity! hahahaaha!!"

then, amity stopped and slammed her lips against her lover's. the atmosphere was obscene and
dramatically turned into lighter, almost childish like they're back to being kids again.

as they pulled away, amity kissed luz's nose and hugged her "i love you so much, luz."

"i love you too, amity. please don't leave me."

"i won't."



Metal to the Pedal

Chapter Summary

transformers au

decepticon amity x autobot luz x decepticon boscha

requested smut

driving across the empty desert road on full speed with the dust flying behind her tires. a purple and
white devel sixteen running in a 5000 horsepower, she's one of the fastest made car in this world
called earth.

with the sun setting in front of her, it seems like she's chasing it before it disappears. then, the
sound of another motor revving is heard behind her, she didn't look till they're tied.

her eyes widens at the sight of a crimson scc tuatara. before lightstar could evade the decepticon, a
piercing sound of air shooting, a b-21 raider is hovering above them and started firing at lightstar
forcing her dodge only to be slamming in the side.

lightstar lost control in the road and swerved to the right. she immediately transformed and pulled
her sword out that glowed in blue. she waited for the tuatara come at her before they shifted as well
and she blocked their own sword. making sparks fly at the contact of the metal.

"hello, lightstar or should i say your human name luz?"

luz glared at them "breakstorm." she pushed her back and started swinging at sword which
breakstorm swiftly blocked. "since you even bothered to have a human name. figured i'd have one
as well!" breakstorm said as she moved to the side and kicked luz the side.

"boscha. how does that sound? stupid, isn't it? like this piece of floating rock!"

luz growled and started throwing her punches at the decepticon. "this world is more than that! can't
you see the beauty of it?" luz said, trying to reason with a thickhead.

boscha scoffed "you can tell that to avianstalker." luz perked when she heard the same piercing
sound, she didn't have enough time to react as avianstalker rammed into her while still being a b-21
raider making luz spit out knots and slammed into the small rock formation that collapsed after
impact.

avianstalker transformed and stared down at luz who's form is glitching "i also got a new name.
amity and it's far better than 'boscha'." amity watched luz's body turning into human like but her
metal attributes are still visible and hazel eyes glowing violently.

boscha sneered at the sight of it "my trion.. what have you done, lightstar?" luz looked up at the two
decepticons and chuckled at them. "we've been here after optimus prime. keeping his will to protect



the humans. what do you expect?" she replied.

amity narrowed her eyes at luz "indeed." then, her form started to change as well, getting smaller
than her normal till she became a sort of human. "that's why we're here to take after megatron and,
she approached luz and roughly grabbed her throat to lift her up. "destroy your useless planet you
fight so hard to protect."

luz looked at the corner of her eyes to see her fallen sword, she was about to call it back but she
heard a faint humming along with a green glow. she looked to see amity's other hand turned into a
plasma gun, revving up to shoot the autobot's face off while boscha brought her sword in luz's neck.

"go ahead, autobot. bring your weapon and your comrades wouldn't be able to recognise your
face."

luz clenched her fists tightly before loosening it making the two smirk and slowly withdrew their
weapons

"pathetic." boscha spat, then, her form shifted as well and became humanoid. she grabbed luz off
amity's hold to toss her into the ground.

with the sun now down, the desert turned cold but only their eyes are seen along with some parts of
their bodies glowing.

"what're you gonna do? if you're gonna kill me, just go it already!" luz said, looking up to those red
and golden eyes. "oh no, lightstar. we're infamous of playing with our food," amity started as she
walked in front luz.

"and you're no different."

then, luz felt amity roughly grab her hair and boscha digging her hands into her hips to make her
stand on her knees. "what are you-"

"shut up." luz felt something heavy and hard hit her in the face as well behind her. "open your
mouth." amity ordered, luz slowly obliged then the phallic was shoved inside her mouth and amity
started thrusting in.

luz groaned at the feeling, it has a metallic taste with a faint of something fresh. amity sighs in
delight, she continued her thrusts as she head onto luz's head.

boscha spat at luz's pussy to make her more wet, she slapped her ass watching it jiggle "you're
enjoying sucking of avianstalker huh? you slut."

she held her hips and started pushing inside her making lightstar moan onto amity's cock.
breakstorm bit her lip as she feels luz's insides tightly clenching around her.

"mmhgmh! mm.. ha- hnm.."

luz moaned while taking amity, she tried to look over her shoulder to see what boscha is doing but
amity held her place. "stop moving unless you want your body to be torn to shreds." she warned,
watching luz slowly bobbing her head as she stared up to her.

boscha started slamming her hips into luz, letting muffled moans from lightstar be heard. she
smirks at how submissive an autobot can be under a decepticon. it's not ideal but luz did put up a



fight and it wasn't enough.

the silence of the desert is disturbed by the sound of metal and flesh slapping each other along with
stifled moans and grunts.

transformers reproduce asexually but they can find other ways to do so. like copying the sentient
beings of earth, becoming amongst them though still not close enough.

luz closed one eye as she feels boscha go rougher behind her, she kept her eyes on amity, seeing her
mechanical golden hues have a tint of red in them. "you're rather talented for an autobot of being
able to take both of us." amity complimented while being condescending.

luz didn't answer.

"aw, is little lightstar mad or does she just have a cock in her mouth?" boscha teased as she cackles,
she slapped luz's ass again making her jerk slightly.

"hmm.."

"aah.. say, amity. what do you say on keeping her?" boscha asked as she looked at amity making
their long eye contact end. "heh.. no. her only purpose for us is pleasure, nothing else so let's finish
this." amity replied before speeding up her thrusts, almost hitting luz's throat.

boscha scoffed as she rolled her eyes, she picked up her pace making luz writhe under them from
the rapid slams in her. the two decepticons started feeling a knot forming as they're getting closer.

with a final deep thrust in lightstar, avianstalker and breakstorm came inside her making her eyes
roll back as they fill her up. amity was the first to pull out and luz's upper half fell limp with cum
dripping out of her mouth as she gulped the rest.

boscha then pulled out and stood up. she and amity stared at luz, seeing cum leak out of her pussy
which made a sense of pride "i hope we'll be seeing you in the north." amity said before returning
to her original form and flew off.

"bye bye, lightstar." boscha chuckles and transformed as well to drive away in full speed. leaving
luz in the dust, in the dead of night alone and cold as she watched the two decepticons get further
and further away.



Audacious

Chapter Summary

luz fucks amity in front of her parents

requested smut

"mother, father." odalia and alador looked up to see their daughter standing in the open office door
while tapping her fingers together. she's anxious about something "i have something to confess."

"yes, amity?" alador asked. amity mutters something under her breath before looking at her parents
"i.. i have- the human, luz noceda is my girlfriend." she admitted and this made the lady and lord
blights abruptly stand up, fuming.

"amity, what is the meaning of this?! you dare say that that human is your lover?!" odalia
exclaimed as she cannot believe this revelation.

"indeed, she dared." a new voice made them frown and they saw luz step out of amity's back with a
smug smirk on her face.

"you.. you heathen little-" before alador could summon his abomination to kill luz but she grabbed
amity by the nape and rushed towards the desk to slam her to it.

luz swiftly pulled both of them pants down, revealing her two dicks. it's a deformity she's born with
but to amity it's a blessing from the titan and no one is as special as luz.

then human slammed both her cocks inside amity's pussy, stretching her fully as her ass already has
a vibrator in that is set in maximum. "aaaahhh! fuck yes, luz!!" amity moaned loudly as she rolled
her eyes in pure pleasure.

alador and odalia attempt to tear luz off amity but she summoned her own abomination to hold onto
odalia while luz threw her ice and plant glyph at alador for the thick thorned vines wrap around him
and the ice covering his limbs.

"y- y.. aahh! you will watch as luz takes me and finish inside me.. i will have her children- aaahhh
oh titan yes!!" amity said to them, it's a miracle she hasn't stuttered much when she talked.

luz bit lip, she tightly gripped on amity's hips as she slammed into her hard. amity clawed the desk
with drool now rolling down her mouth "shit, ames.. i love you!" luz shouted.

amity looked over her shoulder with her red face, luz leaned down to give her a loving kiss as she
muffles her moans. she tilts her head to deepen it then-

"get away from my daughter, you disgusting creature!!" alador roared making the couple opened
their eyes to look at him while still in the kiss before slowly pulling away.



"daughter? did you give amity or the twins the love and appreciation they need? were you really
there for her when she needs a father or mother? did you treat her as a real daughter? no, i didn't
think so." luz sneered at them with her gaze filled with nothing but spite.

luz gave amity a kiss on the cheek and said; "i can give that to amity because i truly love her and
you're far too late to even call her as a daughter, sir."

then, luz plunged her cocks deeper into amity making her scream at the top of her lungs and arched
her back. "luz, fuck me!! i love you i love you!!" amity started chanting as she's losing herself in
the pleasure.

she felt luz grab her by the hair to lift her upper half off the desk. luz's hand pulled amity's shirt up
to reveal her bouncing tits with her perky nipples that she twisted making amity twitch.

"are you gonna take all my load, baby? is that what you want?" luz whispered to her lover whom
strenuously nods her head "yes yes! stuff me up, i want your cum!" amity replied without shame
that she sounds like a slut.

luz grabbed amity by her wrists and held them back as she wildly thrusts into her. the sound of their
skin plopping rapidly is heard throughout the manor along with amity's erratic moans while getting
fucked real good.

alador is already looking down at the ground in distraught while odalia is seeing red as the couple
kept shooting her glances of 'fuck you' as if having sex in front of them isn't enough of a fuck you.

"aah fuck! baby, i'm close!!" luz moaned as she bites the inside of her mouth with a knot getting
tighter in her. "luz please please!! don't fucking stop! i want it!

in a final deep thrust, both of them lets out a loud long moan as they came at the same time. amity
gasped in euphoria at the feeling of both luz's cocks shooting their cums inside, slightly inflating
her stomach and spewing out as it was too much.

luz slowly pulled out and watched her cum leaking out of amity's hole, she stuffed her cocks inside
her pants and gently carried amity in her arms. about to leave but they heard odalia say;

"you're such a failure in the blight name."

luz and amity looked at each other before scoffing, amity looked at her mother to say; "no.. you
have. i'll redefine what a blight truly is while you rot and you will never see my children or the
twins'. ever."

then, they left.



Please Take Care of My Heart

Chapter Summary

-continuation & conclusion of 'allured'

distant.

luz has been distant from amity and lucia, she doesn't want to see or talk to them anymore even if
eda made them drink a truth potion for amity to expose her reason.

still, luz is greatly hurt when she caught them do it. she followed what she told herself, ignore all of
the pain and just be herself but it's hard.

especially, when they all go to the same school together. luz can't escape them unless she runs out
into the woods, get lost in it and never come back.

amity is a persistent one as she tries, begs for luz to forgive her and take her back.

"i already took the truth potion from miss eda, didn't i? what else can i do to forgive me, luz?!"
amity forcibly made luz turn around to look at her, letting luz seeing her dishevelled hair and deep
eye bags.

"i already forgave you amity! i just.. i can't.." luz said as she can barely look at the witch in the eye.

"can't what? please, luz i want you back.." amity slowly grabbed luz's hand which flinched "i still
love you. tell me you feel the same.." she said as she placed it on her cheek.

luz tightened her grip on her bag and she pulled her hand back "i don't know if i do anymore,
amity.. i.. i- you broke my heart.. and i don't know if i.. if i.." she said with her voice cracking, a
giant sting is felt in her chest.

"n- no.. please, i'm sorry! luz, give me a second chance! i'll do better, i promise!" amity is starting
to her desperate, luz slowly shook her head as she still hasn't look at the blight and it's irritating her.

"luz, look at me!" she yelled making luz visible wince and she's starting to tremble as tears are
seen. amity's eyes widens, she immediately regret what she did. "i- i didn't mean to yell.. i'm sorry."

then, willow and gus just so happen to turn to a corner just in time to see luz about to break down
with everyone staring at them. they quickly rushed towards luz and pulled her away from amity.

luz instantly hugged willow whom softly patted her back as gus did the same. "i think you should
leave luz alone for today, amity. please." willow said, even though her voice is soft, her tone is
commanding almost.

amity looked at luz who's shaking while silently sobbing on willow's shoulders, slowly nodding,
she backed up "o- okay.. i'm sorry luz." then she dashed off while her arm is covering her eyes, she



can't hold it anymore.

as amity disappeared, willow and gus comforted their best friend while heading for the girl's
restroom to get some privacy. "make sure amity doesn't walk in, gus." willow said and the young
porter nodded with a salute before the girls headed in while gus stood guard.

"take deep breaths, luz. here, have some water." willow offered the noceda her water from her bag.
luz slowly accepted it and gulped almost all of it down before sighing deeply.

luz squeezed her eyes tightly as more tears streamed down her face. "it hurts, willow. i- i can't take
it anymore.." she mutters as she handed the water bottle back to willow.

"i'm sorry this had to happen, luz. you never deserved it." willow hugged her best friend again
whom reluctantly hugged back. then, they heard the door slam out along with heels clinking against
the tiled floor.

they saw amelia go to the furthest mirror, staring at herself as she checks if her makeup is still
alright. it's not. clicking her tongue, she took out her kit and started to retouch it while not noticing
luz and willow.

"you can go now, willow. i'm sorry you had to see me like this." luz whispers to willow whom
nodded "we'll be outside, okay?"

"yeah."

as willow went out of the bathroom, luz jumped slightly when she heard amelia speak "me, beaux,
wionna and russ was gonna head to our hideout and spend our weekend there in the hills," luz
slowly turned around to look at amelia.

she isn't retouching her makeup. she's washing it off.

"but since they had other plans, i figured i invite you." as amelia stopped washing her face, she
grabbed her towel to dry herself and sighed "you seem like you need a break or two in the hills."
she looked at luz, letting her see her natural beauty.

luz didn't know amelia wore makeup since she's already pretty.

"um.. thanks but i'll think about it." luz replied as she looked away. amelia packed up her stuff and
started to head for the door "good. meet me in market at 5. i'll wait for you in 30 minutes."

then, amelia left. luz took a deep breath and sighed, she flipped the faucet open and cupped the
water in her hands to wash off her tears and slowly lifts her head to look at herself.

she lied.

she lied that she's been taking care of herself. staring at her tired eyes that doesn't have it's glimmer
anymore. her body feels weaker as she energy is never going back up again. she just forced herself
to come to school so her friends wouldn't worry.

all of it is just too much for her. luz never thought that heartbreak would follow her here in the
boiling isles after being toyed, manipulated and back stabbed by her past 'relationships' back in the
human realm.



this is her last straw. luz doesn't know if she could love someone again.

then, luz heard the door open again. she watched a familiar red beanie walk past her making her
frown and look away. she knows who it is.

the noceda sisters hasn't been looking each other straight in the eye as a rift is made after that day. a
giant one. lucia tries to reconnect with luz after profusely apologising and told her reason due from
the potion. but it's still not enough.

she really hurt luz so badly.

lucia took a deep breath, she was suppose to freshen up for the fourth class but she has to take this
opportunity. she only managed to get inside as she didn't notice willow and gus was in guard duty.

"luz, can you.. hear me out? just for a few seconds." she mutters while looking at luz who's facing
away.

"okay." luz replied.

"i'm really sorry for what i did. i.. i should've known better, i knew you were with a- her," lucia has
to correct herself quickly when she saw luz's hand turn to fists as luz doesn't like hearing amity's
name.

"and i get it that you hate me now but i.. i want to talk to you again like we used to. you can
scream, hit, beat me if that makes you feel better! i'll understand!" as lucia finished, there was
silence in the bathroom. only the eldest noceda's breathing is heard.

"okay. can you tell eda i'll be out for this weekend? thanks." luz said and started to head for the
door without looking at her sister. "with who?" lucia asked as she watched her sister open the door.

"a friend."

then, luz left lucia alone in the bathroom. lucia slowly turns to look at herself in the mirror. a growl
started to surface itself in her throat, she lets out a frustrated roar and punched the mirror, creating
multiple cracks as some shards fell to the sink.

violent tears started to drip down as well as blood. lucia glared at herself in the mirror while her
hand trembles from the after shock.

"i'm sorry, luz.."

-----

"luz, over here!" luz whipped her head to the side to see amelia waiting in between two tented
stalls. she walked over to her "so.. how are we gonna get to this hideout?" luz asked as she looked
up, searching for a hill.

"we fly, of course." luz perked up at the sound of that "you have a staff?!" she asked, getting
excited even though she can fly with the owl staff but she's fascinated whenever she sees other
witches' staffs.

amelia chuckles, she extended her open hand and closed it to make a black staff appear with a
carved dragon that is standing in all of it's feet.



"duh. i'm graduating this year plus i had this for a while now so," amelia hopped onto her staff and
motioned for luz to hop on which she happily did before they took off.

while flying across bonesborough, luz recalled about what amelia said "oh right, you're a senior.."
she mutters. amelia looked at the corner of her eye to see luz is looking down the borough.

"geez, it's not like i'll be gone forever. just wait for 2 more years and you'll get your own staff and
you wouldn't be leeching off the owl lady's staff no more." that was amelia's attempt of reassurance.

"that's n- yeah." luz changed whatever she's gonna say and took a deep breath in, inhaling the blood
and smoke mixture the boiling isles that she's used to.

everything is still the same even if someone is hurting. nothing changes but yourself. it just all
depends what's the outcome of that change.

as they got to the hill amelia was talking about, they hopped off the staff and the blight swung it
onto her shoulder while walking towards a plant covered shack.

"um.. is that stable?" luz asked as she stared at it. "yeah, we got wionna's plants keeping it up and
it's foundation is sturdy. come on!" amelia replied, she trotted over to the shack and kicked the door
open to let luz see the insides of it.

it's filled of many posters, beanbags with a glass coffee table. there's an electric guitar sitting in the
corner along with an acoustic and some left over empty chip bags.

"it's not much but this is where we go to get away from everything since we were 14. make yourself
at home." amelia said, proud of it as she starts at the small blood smears on one wall along with
some wood chippings.

no one died here. there was a loose nail there that beaux always accidentally cuts himself on before
he got rid of it.

luz slowly sat one of the beanbags and looked up to see the plants completely covered the ceiling
with some fairy lights roped around it.

"oh, that's beaux's beanbag. that's also his cumrag."

"ew! what the fuck!" luz's eyes widens and she immediately stood up, she patted her backside as
she doesn't want cum residue on her. amelia roared in laughter "just kidding or not. i don't know,
beaux is always a knothead." she walked over to luz while holding bottles of beer with a lit cigar in
between her fingers.

"here. for you to loosen up." amelia said as she offered one of the bottles. luz smiled awkwardly
"um.. i'm still 16." she reminded the blight but she doesn't seem fazed about it.

"and? we started drinking at 16. besides, your mom's not here and i doubt miss eda would even stop
you." amelia cornered luz with that one. she slowly grabbed the cold bottle and took a small sniff of
it.

it was a strong smell, but it's a little mild than when she smelled eda's appleblood. "take it slow so
you wouldn't burn your throat off." amelia advised, she walked out of the shack which luz followed
suit.



they walked towards the ledge to sit down in. luz brought the booze to her lips and slowly tilted it
up for the cold alcohol go in her mouth, she winced at the prickling and burning sensation but she
gulped it and sighed.

amelia chuckles "you'll get it someday." she lets out the smoke through her nose and offered her
cigar to luz whom shook her head.

they watched as the sun sets in front of them, there was a comforting silence between the young
noceda and eldest blight as they took small sip of their beer and puffs of smoke.

but there's a question luz wants to ask amelia and she isn't doubting anymore.

"have you.. had a relationship before?" luz asked, amelia looked at her before nodding. "yeah, i had
an array ever since i got into hexside. most are crazy for me and the some are the ones i chased."
amelia replied.

she knows what happened to her sister and the nocedas but she tries not to pry on it as it's not
business. though she is livid at lucia and amity.

"i see. um.. who was your last lover?" amelia hums about it, she flicked the cigar off the cliff and
lets out her final smoke.

"cassyd. she was my.. stars, that's so fucking cheesy but yeah. she was the best i had i think." she
said while staring down at her staff that made her palisman to come alive and fly up to her head as
if it's their nest.

"this is tanrid, by the way." amelia said, luz smiles at the sight of the black dragon whom looked at
her before burying themselves on their owner's head while listening to her.

"and she is last girl because she um.. found another."

luz looked away "i'm sorry. i shouldn't have asked." she said but amelia shook her head. "no, it's
okay. i mean, i get that i'm not the best example of what a blight should be and i'm a bad influence
but at least she could've said that she's tired of me like that's way easier since i've done that before."
she continued.

"wionna and russ were the one who found out and told me before they beat her ass up along with
the fucking 4 and a half footer dwarf she cheated on me."

luz rose a brow "that's.. low."

"her standards are fucked up if that's what you're looking for. how come she picked over me, the
embodiment of a glorious titan's heir and i have luxurious hair, for a bald man baby gargoyle
looking ass! make it make sense bitch!" luz bursts out of laughter as amelia explained the dwarf
making the blight giggle as well.

"and after that news, i went up here to relief my anger." amelia asked. "what do you mean?" luz
asked as she tilts her head.

"i'll show you." amelia stood up and almost fell onto herself but managed, she finished her beer, she
brought her arm back and shouted;



"this is for you, you stank ass bitch! hope he can fuck you better than me! bet he can't even last two
minutes you fucking slut!!!" then she threw the bottle as hard and far as she can before letting out a
scream.

"woo, that feels better." amelia brought her hands to her hips and looked at luz who's flabbergasted.
"you try. you'll feel better." she helped luz to get up and motioned her to throw.

"what if it hits someone below?" luz asked, worried but amelia scoffed it off. "so? think of who you
wanna hit with this bottle and it'll true." she said, she emptied luz's bottle by dunking it easily
before handing it back for her to throw.

"just try it. promise you'll feel lighter." amelia stepped back as she took a step back to let luz have
her space.

luz looked down at the bottle in her hand, she took a deep breath and felt the same sting swelling in
her chest as the memory of that day came rushing back making her tighten her grip till she can't
take it anymore.

"i hope you're happy because i sure fucking am, you lying bitch! FUCK YOU!!!"

luz threw the bottle the hardest she can and lets out a scream she has been holding back for so long.
amelia smiles at that, she takes out another stick to set alight and stuffed her hands in her pockets.

"that's it. there's more bottles in the back." she said and she watched luz rush towards ths back of
the shack then return to the ledge with a box of bottles.

"god fucking damnnit!! you did nothing but always one up me in everything! i get it! you're the
best and i'm not! i'm the sore loser and so fucking what if i am?!"

luz shouted as she madly threw the bottles and she smashed some on the ground making some
shards fall to the cliff. when the box is empty, she broke it into piece before kicking it off the ledge.

amelia watched the whole thing happen, she can tell luz was building up so much anger before this.
since she still tries to be a goodie two shoes, it's satisfying to see luz let out everything.

luz panted heavily as tears streamed down her cheeks that she barely noticed she was crying. she
dropped down to her knees before sighing deeply while staring at the direction where the sun used
to be.

"how do you feel?" amelia asked as she sat down beside luz.

"like you said," luz turns her head to look at her, giving a real genuine smile "lighter."

-----

after that weekend with amelia, they talked some more about their exes on saturday before saying
fuck em! and on sunday, luz tried to smoke only for her to regret and decided to stick to drinking.

luz returned to school rather happier than the weeks prior. willow and gus was glad to see that luz is
back to her normal self while also curious as to what happened to that weekend.

amelia officially added luz to her pack and she'd always come to the pernicious shack where she
meet the other members whom are just siblings of willow, gus and boscha. they're quick to accept



luz.

amelia kept luz close to her as she doesn't trust someone so pure be left alone with her friends. they
are worse than her after all. luz is gradually getting her energy and stimulus back the more she
spends time with amelia.

without the booze.

while luz is doing better, she doesn't know what's been happening with lucia and amity but she
doesn't care.

she and amelia has been growing closer each passing day. amelia doesn't admit it but she did had a
crush on luz before she was taken by amity, now it resurfaced and she loves her even more.

now, they're alone in the shack again with amelia sitting in her usual beanbag but luz is sitting
beside her while strumming the acoustic guitar.

amelia hums as she gulped the beer "no no, it's c minor then a." she said. "but that's what i did! here
here, listen." luz started strumming the order she did but amelia doesn't seem satisfied.

"your finger is in the e! not c." amelia moved luz's finger up to the correct chord before say
'ooohhh' making the blight shake her head. "my bad. guess guitar's not my forte." luz moved to the
side to place the guitar back.

amelia yawned and stretched her arms over her head, she draped her hand onto luz's shoulder
whom leaned closer to her. "nah, you're still better than beaux. all he can do is play screaming little
star." amelia said, snickering making luz giggle.

"hey, amelia?" the blight hummed in reply as they both stared up to the ceiling.

"where do you go after you graduated?"

"well, i'm not the heir of my family name anymore since i'm a total disgrace and i don't plan on
joining any covens 'cuz the emperor can suck my dick," luz holds in a laughter when she heard that.

"nowhere. i'll still be here. why?" amelia looked down at luz who's resting on her chest, listen to her
irregular heartbeats. "i don't know... i just hope it stays that way." she mutters while lazily rubbed
amelia's shirt.

then, luz felt amelia softly grab her chin to make her look at her. she opened her mouth but no
immediate words came out till she took a deep breath and said;

"i really like you, luz. i know you said you're not ready for a relationship but i just want to get this
out of my chest for you."

luz's eyes slightly widens, she looked down for a moment to think. she does like amelia as nothing
reminds her of amity if you exclude the hair and eyes. she's a stark contrast to the youngest blight
as she knows the roundabouts of a relationship.

amelia is a confident asshole with a hubris and she doesn't hide it. she embraces it. though there are
moments of vulnerability when she's with luz. she's gentle, reverent towards luz but she can
roughhouse with her.



then, luz looked back up to amelia "i.. i want to try with you, amelia but.. would take care of my
heart?"

amelia smiles, she softly caressed the human's cheek to make her slowly lean into the touch "of
course and i'll always will." she started to slowly close in the space between them as luz eyed
amelia's plump lips before closing her eyes till she felt the soft pair.

amelia felt her hard jump when she's finally kissing luz. she opened her eyes slightly when she felt
a hand slowly rub her thigh making her open her legs.

as they slowly pulled away, amelia watched luz move her hand up towards her crotch to feel her
forming hard on. "wait," she stopped luz "are you sure you wanna do this? i'm not forcing you,
luz." she said, making sure that luz isn't pressuring herself.

luz shook her head "no. i want this. i'm willing to love again with you, amelia.. you really made me
happy and i want to repay you but i-"

"shh.. i know. i'll wait for you till you're ready." amelia cuts her off as she knows what she was
gonna say. for now, this is just sex. nothing is between them yet but just friends as luz is working
on herself and amelia is willing to wait for her.

luz smiles, she hugged amelia whom hugged back. "thank you, amelia. you really mean alot to me."

"i could say the same, luz. you're someone special to me. my light." amelia kissed the top of luz's
head.

then, amelia slowly pulled away and got off the beanbag with her hovering above luz. "fair
warning, i may tend to be rough so lets use safe words. what's your color?" amelia asked, being
extra careful for luz.

"um.. purple?" luz just used as she doesn't know the red light, green light safe words. amelia
chuckles, she pecked her peck "okay, let's use that. it means you're still good, right?" luz nods.

"and what color do you wanna use for stop?"

"red?"

"alright. i'll check every now and then if you're still okay say purple, if you don't like anymore say
red. if you can't talk just pull my hair aggressively or slap me, i'll get the message." luz scoffs "no
need for drastic measures."

amelia shrugs "i can get lost in the sex so slapping me is better." she started to place tender kisses
on luz's neck while her hands snaked around her body, one slipping inside her shirt to fondle with
her boob.

"you're so perfect, luz. i can never understand why people would hurt you." amelia whispers sweet
things for luz making her relax under her as she barely noticed that the blight was taking off her
pants.

"you're a good girl. you deserve everything and i'm willing to give you that." amelia withdrew back
a little to start unbuckling her pants with luz watching her, unconsciously spreading her legs as she
saw the blight's thick, long erected cock.



"still good, baby? can i go in?" amelia asked and she saw luz nods, she leaned down as she aligned
herself to her womanhood. "aah.." luz's breath hitched as she feels amelia slowly push inside her.

"you're doing so well, darling. so well, just a little more." amelia comforted luz as she feels her
getting tight. the noceda held onto her tightly, feeling herself getting stretched more and more till
amelia popped the rest of her in making luz gasp.

amelia groans lowly "what's your color?" she asked.

"orange.. i- i mean purple!" luz accidentally said an unrelated color. "i'm sorry, i'm just new."
amelia smiles endearingly, she placed a kiss on the side of her head.

"it's okay, i've been there. well, sort of. i just fucked up the bed and moaned the wrong name. my
dick got almost cut off." she said, smiling more when she heard luz softly laugh under her.

"oh no, i hope this beanbag doesn't burst."

"hah, i doubt that. can i move, sweetheart?" amelia asked and she saw a nod. she started to slowly
pull out and go back in, listening to the quiet moans.

"f- faster.." luz whispers and amelia didn't hesitate in complying. she gripped onto the beanbag
tightly as she started picking up her pace. her balls hitting luz repeatedly with her moans getting
louder.

"aahh.. amelia! ngh- haa.." luz looked up to amelia, seeing her mouth slightly agape with her eyes
staring down at her filled of adoration and lust. it made luz's body quiver at the way the blight looks
at her. that's new.

they both know they can't say i love you yet even if they're tempted.

"ah.. luz, you feel so good." amelia mutters, she felt luz bring her hands to her cheeks which she
placed her hand onto on. "are you still okay?" amelia asked and luz nodded in reply.

"please, go harder!"

then, luz pulled amelia into a kiss as she goes harder, faster into luz. amelia slipped her tongue
inside, tasting the booze they drank before with a faint cigar as their tongues danced with each
other in no rhythm.

when they pulled away, luz rolled her head back and arched as she lets out a loud moan, letting it
go out of the pernicious shack. it was a good thing that the others aren't coming tonight.

"oh god amelia! it feels so good!" luz moans as she gripped onto the blight's shoulders. "gh.. ah
dear titan yes luz!" amelia bit her lip, she pulled luz into an embrace as she lets her hips thrust
wildly into her.

"aahh! ha.. nugh- aaahh!"

they listened to each other's moans as the blight fucks the human good, better than her fantasies.
she held onto her tightly as she doesn't want to let go of this euphoric feeling between her legs,
erupting in all different places in her body.



the pain of heartbreak. the sorrow of the lost. the betrayal of the trusted is diminished in this very
night as amelia takes care of luz, making her feel loved and amazing making the only person that
exists in luz's world is amelia blight.

as amelia rams into luz, she won't deny that she had sex before her but she's starting to think that
she became a virgin again as she's so good. it's odd, isn't it that a pussy so good that you reverted
back to being a virgin.

sex isn't the only thing she wants. what she really wants is to be with luz, be there in her dark times
and in her happy ones. amelia was distraught when she first saw luz come into school looking like a
walking corpse and she doesn't want that to happen again as the only person that exists in amelia's
world tonight is luz noceda.

"s- shit!" amelia quickly made a protection spell for luz as she can feel her climax coming. a twist
appeared in luz's stomach that is getting tighter and tighter "amelia.. i feel something coming.." she
mutters.

"you're close.. so i am, wait for me!"

with a few final deep thrusts, amelia lets out a loud guttural moan as she came inside luz without
the worry of getting her pregnant as she came soon after. screaming the blight's name.

amelia slowly withdrew, she combed her hair back and stared at luz who's panting heavily with
sweat trickling down her face. she slowly pulled out, she wiped the sweat off luz's face and laid
down beside her, pulling her to another hug as she massaged her thighs.

"how do you feel?" amelia asked, resting her chin on top of luz's head while luz nuzzled up to her
chest with a smile on her face.

"splendid."



Unconscious Revenge

Chapter Summary

{RENEWED}

"aahh! shit ah yes!! harder!"

amity slowly rubbed her temple with her eyes closed as she tightly gripped her pencil. moans filled
the manor and it's annoying amity so much as she can't even do simple reading as they're so fucking
loud!

"fuck i'm close! don't fucking stop!"

the pencil broke when she heard the loudest moan before it stopped.

amity threw the broken pencil at the wall and sighed exasperatedly. "i can't do shit in this house."
amity mutters to herself as she stared at the wall, thinking if she should summon her abomination
and throw them out into the woods. it won't stop them having sex but at least amity could get some
peace and quiet.

ever since amelia started dating lucia, amity hasn't gotten quiet anymore as if the twins aren't bad
enough. she hates it when lucia visits here, they'd always fuck as if they haven't seen each other for
years. amity fucking hates it especially when they have no shame.

amity doesn't like lucia either. she's rowdy, loud and doesn't have a simple knowledge of respect.
she's worse than the twins and amity just wants to kick her out but she can't.

amity stood up from her chair and dropped down to her bed, planning to get some sleep as studying
isn't an option. she hugged the pillow tightly close to her and sighed deeply.

her mind started to wander till it ended up on a one particular girl.

amity has been seeing her since the school started but she hasn't really talked or interacted with her,
she's always in the back end of the room. saying nothing as amity watched her doodle on her sketch
book or any paper.

not gonna lie, the blight finds her pretty especially when the sun shies on her through the window
she sat next with. it really brings out her hazel eyes and highlights her tanned skin making an
ethereal sight.

without notice, amity is starting to grow hard from this no name girl. she wants to talk to her but
what if she doesn't like her? she seems like a quiet prince. amity wants to try though, she wants to
get to know her before summer comes.

amity closed her eyes as she unconsciously grind against the pillow, still thinking about that girl till
she falls asleep.



-----

amity tore her eyes off the book she's been staring at the same line over and over as she can't focus
till she heard a knock on her door. she watched it slowly open even though she didn't say come in.

she grimaced at the sight of lucia on the other side, wearing amelia's varsity jacket as she looks like
she's done with her sister's sessions.

"what do you want." it wasn't a question.

lucia rubbed her nape, looking at amity whom averted her eyes from her. she really doesn't want to
talk to amity but she figured she'd help her little sister and probably in the good side with young
blight.

"look amity, i know you don't like me but i wanna ask a favor." lucia started, she leaned against the
door frame and crossed her arms. "i have a little sister, same age as you. i was hoping you'd get to
know her."

amity looked at lucia at the corner of her eye before looking away "and? you're forcing me to
befriend your sister who might as well be a copy of you." she replied, not wanting another nuisance
in her life but lucia shook her head.

"nope. luz isn't like me, hell no. i think she's in the same class as you, just try and she'll
immediately be friends with you. also, i'm not forcing you, it was your sister's idea." and with that,
lucia left without closing the door. she lied about the last part but it's an extra tip for amity to try.

amity rolled her eyes, she placed her head onto her arms as she started thinking. what if what lucia
tells about her sister is true that she's not another lucia? she doesn't know but she can try.

and if her suspicions are true, she'll move out.

-----

as amity got to the classroom, she walked over to her seat to place her bag in the side. she looked at
the same seat where the girl sat who's nose is deep in the sketchbook.

she doesn't know who this luz looks like since lucia didn't bother to explain her appearance.

amity took a deep breath and walked over to her side, not noticing her till she cleared her throat to
make the girl look up to her with her arms covering her book but amity did see a hint of mint green
in there.

"um, hi. i'm amity." she introduced herself. "oh yeah, i know. we're in the same class for this
semester." the girl replied which made embarrassment rise within amity but she pushed it down as
she heard the girl add;

"i'm luz by the way. luz noceda." luz said as she gave a small smile but it's already blinding. amity
can hear church bells ringing when she saw saw that, not gonna lie, luz is really cute and beautiful
and she regrets she hasn't interacted with her till now.

"a- yeah, nice to you meet you." amity offered her hand to luz whom happily took it to shake it.
"you're the first person who really talked to me so thank you." luz said which surprised the blight.



"oh, it's an honor then."

-----

after their first meeting, luz and amity grew has friends as lucia hopped for but it started to blossom
into something more.

there are feeling that amity has been haboring for the past few weeks, extending to months. that's
how long she and luz has been friends.

lucia was right that the young noceda is nowhere near in comparison to her sister as she's always
this happy, beautiful girl, her smile puts the sun in shame as she shines brighter and it made the
blight fall.

when amity confessed that she liked luz who was surprised and blithe at this as she also liked the
blight too. it was the best day for the both of them.

their relationship has always been touchy even before the confession. they always engulf each other
in a tight hug, luz would be the one giving 'friendly' kisses while amity dies or hugs back to hide
her tomato face before a teacher separates them for pda.

they're comfortable with each other. maybe it's because of the lack of true affectionate touch amity
has or the lack of true friends luz has. they just click.

when amity's birthday came, luz didn't have anything to show for which amity doesn't mind till
after the party, luz lead amity towards her room is where the real gift truly is.

luz pulled amity into their first ever kiss, bewildering the blight but she melted into the kiss to
reciprocate the kiss. when air became a problem, they pulled away to stare deeply into each other's
hues.

"happy birthday, amity." luz whispered making amity smile "thank you. but, i'm sorta, kinda hoping
that this isn't the only present you'll give me." she said, the noceda giggles at that and nodded.

"yeah. you saw right through me." luz said as she coiled her arms around amity's neck with her
hands slithering down to her waist. "your eyes tell everything, love." then, the blight lifted luz to
lead them towards her bed with her hovering around luz.

"go ahead, birthday girl."

amity started to take off luz's shirt revealing she wore a black laced bra making her smirk "my my,
is that for me?" she asked and luz nodded in response. "anything for you, ames." amity took off her
lover's bra to show off her buxom breasts with perky nipples.

"you're so beautiful." amity whispered as she started to place soft kisses across luz's neck, travelling
down to her chest before stopping to suck one of her nipples whilst groping her other tit. luz hums
at the feeling of the blight's tongue flicking her bud with her teeth softly chewing.

luz bit her lip when she felt amity go in between her legs and grind her crotch against her clothed
pussy, feeling her hard bulge.

as amity pulled away with a pop, she gave it a final lick and moved her hands towards luz's pants to
pull it down with her panty. she knelt down as she spreads her legs to show her pussy, amity



inhaled her musk making luz let out an uncomfortable whine.

"are you okay?" amity asked, snapping out of her lustful parade as she heard that. she looked at her
girlfriend with a worried expression, luz slowly shakes her head "no no.. it's just, don't smell it."
she said making amity calm down.

amity softly caressed luz's cheeks and kissed her nose "it's okay. you're amazing even down here."
she reassured as her fingers slowly rubbed her clit, seeing luz jolt a little and let out a low moan.

"you're so perfect no matter what and i'll love every bit of you 'cause you deserve it." amity praised
luz as she got back to her lustful mindset and continued her trails of kisses for luz to get
comfortable for her.

"i thought i was the one supposed to spoil you." luz said as she softly chuckles, amity smiles and
nuzzled up to her "who says i can't give my girlfriend the love she needs." she asked before
withdrawing to start taking off her pants.

letting luz bask at the sight of the blight's long, firm cock.

amity stroked it as she aligned herself on luz, she shot her an assuring gaze "ready?" she asked and
luz nodded, she gripped onto the bed sheets to prepare herself.

then, amity started to slowly push inside making luz wince and bit her lip as she feels herself
getting stretched gradually by the massive cock. amity hugged luz for comfort as she whispers her
praises and sweet things for her to ease.

"you're doing incredible, luz. just a little more, baby." amity said as she feels luz's grip on her
shoulder get tighter and tighter as well with her pussy till the rest of her popped inside making luz
gasp that turned to a moan.

amity didn't move for a few seconds for luz to adjust to her bulk before giving an affirming nod for
the blight to slowly pull in and out of her. "a.. amity.." luz mutters as the sensation of slow pleasure
vibrates throughout her body.

they kept going at this pace before amity heard luz said; "faster."

amity did just that. she moaned as she feels luz's warm pussy amazingly wrap around her throbbing
cock, she planted her hands on either sides of luz's head as her arms are still around her neck.

"ah fuck, luz.." amity looked down to see luz's breasts bouncing at each thrust, this made her try
something. she did a single deep thrust making luz moan loudly with her titties bouncing hard
making amity gulp.

"aahh! amity!" luz moans as she arched her back, she tangled her fingers in amity's locks and
removed her hair tie, discarding it to the side. "god, i fucking love you so much, luz!"

luz pulled amity into a kiss, their tongues following the rhythm of their slams as they ravish
themselves in each other. luz squeaked in the kiss when she felt amity hit that spot and accidentally
bit her tongue making amity pull away.

"ow.." amity mutters as she sticks out her tongue. "i'm sorry." luz said, a little embarrassed but her
lover shook her head and kissed her forehead. "it's alright. you still feel good?" she asked and luz



nods along with a moan.

amity can feel herself getting lightheaded for just listening to luz's moans, it's heavenly when it
reaches her ears. it's nothing like she ever heard before and it's wondrous.

there's much happening around her body. the slow pleasure from earlier turned to a fully body
transcension like luz is reaching nirvana just by thrusting inside her.

the party might still be happening while the birthday girl fucks her girlfriend good as the muffled
sounds of music is heard but it was drowned out by their moans and not noticing the thumps across
the hallway.

luz closed her eyes as her mouth remained agar, she can feel amity's ball repeatedly hitting her and
her cock constantly ramming that spot that brings her closer to the edge. "oh god, amity i'm close!"
she yells.

"me too!" amity clenched her teeth tightly as she has to prepare pulling out for no unplanned
pregnancy. they're still horny 18 year olds after all.

just as both of them are about to come, they heard the door got slammed open and someone yelling
in spanish behind them;

"¡¿qué diablos estás haciendo mi hermana?!"

amity looked over her shoulder with luz looking as well to see their sisters on the other side. amelia
seemed to know this was coming as she's chill while lucia is fuming.

"get off my sister! don't tell me you came inside her!" lucia roared as she got to the couple who's
still inside each other with their climaxes going down. luz covered her red face with the pillow and
amity groaned.

"i was about to till you knocked my door down!" amity replied and she raised her finger before
lucia could clap back "also, i was gonna pull out!" she added.

"that doesn't- she's supposed to remain pure! luz is an embodiment of it!"

"i know but goddamn, you didn't have to break my door because i didn't do that while you and my
sister fucked everytime you come here like you've been on ldr!" amity retorts as she flung her
hands up in the air in frustration as she was so close in busting her nut.

"okay, can everybody just fucking shut up? you come here," amelia went inside the room and
grabbed lucia by the ear, twisting it making her let out pained noises while trying to get away from
the blight.

"you two clean yourself, the guests are still downstairs drinking their asses off and make it quick
before come up here." she said to the couple before walking out and slammed the door behind her.

they listened to lucia yelling curses in spanish recede down the hallway till it turned obscure. luz
and amity looked at each other before amity lets out a sigh. "i'm sorry."

"no. it's okay, the night is still young," luz traced her finger on amity's jawline rather seductively
with her tone turning sultry to make them go back to their lustful atmosphere.



"so, let's celebrate your after party."
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This time though, was the first time she saw her friend’s diary out again since the incident with the
twins. She paused for a moment, wondering if Amity would be in here in the dead of night again.

Ultimately, she decided that she could read it without almost getting killed again. By Amity or a
giant book monster. She quietly picked it up off the desk as if she would get caught in a trap just for
doing this. She opened it to a random page then flipped to the last one with writing in it.

‘Last night, I had the weirdest dream about Luz. I just had to write it down.’

“A dream about me?” Luz asked aloud.

‘I’ve known for a while that I have a crush on her but that was the first time that anything more
than PG happened.’

Luz read those sentences over and over, refusing to believe the possibility of anyone having a crush
on her. “Holy shit-” she cussed for the first time since she last stubbed her toe, “Amity… likes me.
And dreams about me!? I think that this might just be a dream come true.”

Luz sat on a beanbag next to the desk, continuing to read. 
‘In the dream, we had sex. She kept on like, praising me on what I was doing even though she was
the one fucking me! I’ve only heard her speak her human language a little bit but I swear every
word she has said to me in… spanish i think she called it, appeared in my dream. I SWEAR THE
WORDS FLOODED OUT OF HER MOUTH’

Luz paused to process for a moment, imaging them in a scenario like that. She blushed and buried
her head against the book before continuing to read.

'When I woke up, my panties were completely ruined but I think it was worth it. I feel kinda guilty,
it's not like Luz is secretly cumming to me. Honestly i'm not sure she could keep a secret to save her
life. Thats something i like about her though, shes just so cute! It kills me in a good way. Just like
that dream. GOD I CANT STOP THINKING ABOUT IT.’

She closed the diary against her fingers for a minute, using the time to think. She knew she
shouldn’t have read it but she’d do it again. She opened the page again, eager to learn about Amity
dream more. Even if it did fluster the living hell out of her. Her imaging it as she read made
everything feel more real.

‘Its as if I could feel her skin against mine! If i didnt wake up from it i would have sworn that it
happened in real life.’



Luz put the book down again, this time using the break to unbutton her shorts. She already felt
herself throbbing and she knew she wouldn’t last long how much detail it looked like Amity put.

‘I’m not sure if in my dream she had a dick or a strap on but either way, I felt every inch of it. She
started off being soft with me, easing me into it. It didn’t take long for that to turn around. When
she saw I got used to the rhythm she got ALOT rougher.’

The girl forced her hand down the tight shorts that were constricting her hardening phallus, she
slowly stroked as much as she could before just pulling off all of her bottoms.

‘If i didnt do exactly what she told me to then she slapped me, it was so hot! Everytime I did
something right she praised me and id do anything for it to be real. If we did it though I would want
Luz to do some of her kinks too, i wonder what they are.

...

Now all I can imagine is Luz underneath me, GODS- im a horrible person, arent I?’

Luz imagined Amity over her, looking down at her, using her fangs to draw blood from anywhere
that she could reach. Precum leaked out of her cock, using it as lube as she moaned out Amity’s
name.

Suddenly she heard the door slam open, her cock oozing even more at the sight of Amity, a now
very red Amity. She was too close to cumming to stop, she moaned Amity's name one last time
before cum shot out of her, almost getting on her friend's diary.

Amity took a moment to process, standing at the door in shock and awe. Luz pulled over whatever
was the first item of clothing she could see to cover her naked lower half.

“So you are secretly cumming to me, hah, um, plot twist.” She kept her eyes averted from Luz and
her poor covering of herself.

“I’m sorry for reading your diary but maybe we should talk? About what I read and what you just
saw…”

Amity went and sat on the floor in front of her, trying to keep her eyes off of her crush. “Lets.”

Luz just stared blankly at her, growing half hard again just looking at her. She tried to slyly cover it
up with her arm and failed miserably. “To be honest, I have a crush on you too. I mean you're so
nice, and smart, and cute! But I shouldn't have read your diary, again.”

“Which part did you read, Luz?”

“The most recent one, I didn’t look at the date on it though. It went into detail about your- ahem-
sex deam about us.” She averted her eyes away from Amity, her blush growing even stronger.
“Kinda the reason I was doing this in here. It was… hot.”

Amity blushed and buried her head into her hands, peeking out to look up towards Luz. Noticing
her half hard cock, making her flush even wore.

“I’m gonna do something right now, and you’re welcome to stop me but- just gonna try.” Amity
climbed to her knees, being face to face with her crush. She took Luz’s face into her hand, and
softly pressed her lips to Luz’s.



They melted into the kiss, it was pretty perfect.

It didn’t take long for the kiss to escalate into making out, their tongues fighting for dominance
until Luz finally won. Amity climbed onto her lap, Luz’s member sprung up against her bare thigh.

Luz groped her girlfriends(?) ass through her shorts. “Fuck me, Luz, please.” She whined.

“Mi nombre es Master. Call me master, Amity.” Luz replied with vigor.

“Yes Master.”

“Good girl, Amity.”

She threw the clothes covering Luz’s cock to the side and used her hands to stroke it, watching her
master grow harder. She took off the shirt Luz was wearing, leaving her bare breasts exposed. Her
hand was barely brushing against her shorts, but she felt it all and needed more.

“You really want me to fuck you princesa?”

Amity looked into Luz’s eyes, giving silent pleads.

“I need to hear you or I'll punish you, safe word is stardust, by the way.”

“Yes, Master, I really want you to fuck me. Please,” She begged.

“Thank you, doll. Strip for your master?” Luz kissed her before allowing her to respond.

Amity pulled away from the kiss and stood up. She quickly pulled down her shorts to show her
shaved pussy. “Slower, love. I want a show, if you’d be so kind.”

She pulled her shirt off, pulling it over her head from the bottom with her arms crossed.

“You’re so sexy, Amity. I love your body.” Luz complimented, standing up to pull her closer. “I
especially love these,” Her master said, grabbing her wrists. “It’d be a shame if someone were to tie
them up, not let you use them. Princesa, ¿puedo atar tus muñecas juntas?”

“Whatever you just said, yes.” She answered, starstruck.

“Perfect.” Her master said, grabbing for her own leggings from the ground. She used the legs of
them to tie Amity’s hands together. “Stand there for a few seconds, pet.”

Luz walked around Amity, getting a full look at her. She slapped her ass as she walked behind, the
sound echoing through the small room. Stopping her lap by sitting down on the beanbag. “Ven
aquí, princesa,” She said, slightly pulling her by her thighs towards her.

She took the hint and sat on her lap, “Yes, Master.”

Luz was throbbing by then, her cock fully erect. Amity tried to grind on whatever she could, barely
getting any friction with how she was sitting.

“Stop, i’ll fuck you in a second if you’ll be pateint. Lo prometo. If you can’t then I'll punish you.”
Amity stopped for a second, trying to hold herself still.



Luz grazed her finger down Amity’s body, tweaking her nipple between her fingers before
continuing down her body all the way stopping at her folds. She tried to grind on her finger, where
Luz immediately pulled her hand away and slapped her with it, getting her juices on her face. “I
said no grinding, princesa.”

“Yes, master. I’m sorry, Master.” Amity said, her face downcast.

“It's okay, Amity. I think you can be good now though. Right? ¿Serás bueno para mí?”

“Yes, Master. I can be good. I just really want your cock, please Master!” She whined.

Luz flipped her over to be on her back and held her hand over her head. Ramming her cock into
Amity’s hole, barely giving her a second to adjust. “This is what you want, right Amity?”

“Yes, Master!” She screamed out, in pain and pleasure “Thank you, Master!”

“Eres una puta tan linda,” Luz breathed out, mixed with breathy moans. “You’re perfect Amity, so
soft and tight.”

“Ah! I love~ ngaa- you Master. Thank you AH- for fucking me.”

“I love you too, Princesa.” Luz moaned out.

“I- I’m gonna cum, Master!” Amity screamed out.

“Wait for me, love.”

Luz plunged herself in a few more times before filling Amity with her seed, Amity cumming loudly
as she did. Amity collapsed onto the beanbag, Luz collapsing beside her, laying on her chest. “I
wasn’t too hard, was I?

“No, Luz, you were perfect. Thank you.”

“This means we're dating, right?” Luz asked.

“If that's what you want because it's certainly what I want.”

“Then I guess we’re girlfriends.” Luz smiled at the thought.

“Yay!” Amity tiredly said, falling asleep, cuddling with her girlfriend.



Scallywag

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'depths'

"land ho!!!"

amity perked up when she heard her captain shout that, she snatched the small scope out of her
crewmate's hand and climbed up to the sails till she got to the crow's nest.

amity held onto the ropes as she looked out of the open seas with the island a few miles off. she
moved the scope to the sides of the island to see ridges of jagged rocks with a cove in the far right.

there has to be a cave then.

a smirk came to her face, she slides back down to the mast and tossed the scope back to her
crewmate. "what did you see?" they asked as they watched amity walk to the edge and leaned onto
it while looking at the approaching island.

"nothing much."

as they pulled up in the shore, the stair was brought down and everyone started to get out of the
ship while looking around white sandy beaches along with the thick line of trees that stretches
around the island.

"we'll set rendezvous here. we will leave in daybreak as we have to reach the eastern pacific." the
captain said as they dropped a crate making some of the sand to fly. amity kept looking over her
shoulder at the direction of the cove.

after the sudden sinking of their old girl, the uncultured murderer, they had to 'borrow' one from a
friend down in the south coasts. now, they're on the british's hit list and another drunkard calling
himself a pirate.

"set up camp!"

"aye!"

 

as night came, there's a lit campfire in the middle of the sleeping circle. there's one of the
crewmates missing but they'll find them in the morning as amity was the only one awake in this
hour as she's been itching to do it.

itching to find her.

itching to fuck luz.



ever since that foreplay where amity almost died, she has been craving for the siren as she wants to
search for her alone but she can't leave her crewmates so in whatever island they arrive in, amity
always checks if there's a cove or a cave filled with water.

in hopes she'd find her there.

it's no secret that amity is smitten towards a creature who could easily tear her heart out and eat it
like a delicacy..

then, amity heard a familiar faint melody somewhere in the distance making her stand up and
quickly deciding to follow it. she got to where the cove is, she can see a hole- a cave entrance in the
cliffside where the melody grew louder.

amity pulled out her sword, took off her boots and rolled up her pants before stepped into the cold
water making her shiver before staring to head for the cave.

she got inside the cave, hearing the echoing drips of it's old walls and the song getting louder as she
walks deeper. feeling the dull moss-ed rocks under her till she felt something brush her ankle
making she stop.

amity looked down at the water that is in the middle of her stomach, searching for whatever
touched. then, she saw a spark a few feet ahead of her making red flags immediately rise.

electric eel.

"oh hell no." amity was about to turn around but she saw the eel pulsing soft light while swimming
in a circle. she watched it for a moment, trying to figure out what it's trying to convey till she got it.

"you.. want me to follow you?" the eel stopped swimming with it's head facing her before turning
around and started leading the way. amity is a little uncertain of following an eel, especially an
electric one.

but as she listens to the song is still going.

amity decided to follow the eel till she ended up to an opening with the moonlight shining down a
rock in the middle. the eel continued to swim before disappearing into the murky waters.

amity stared at the figure sitting atop of the rock as she slowly approached it like she's in a trance.
she eyed her smooth brown skin with the moonlight dawning on her and her beautiful physique is
making it hard for amity to look away.

not to mention she's naked.

but the kicker is that she doesn't have her tail anymore. just normal human legs.

when amity placed her first foot into the rock, the melody stopped and she looked down at her. her
hazel hues glowing along with spots near her eyes.

"well, aren't you a persistent?" luz endearingly tilts her head to the side as she watched amity
slowly step up to the rock. "you know how pirates can be when they see treasure." amity replied
making the siren chuckle.

"and terrible as well."



amity can feel blood smears on luz's mouth along with a bloody all boned body floating behind luz
that is surrounded by other electric eels to feast on before turning her eyes back on luz.

"you've been looking for me, have you?" luz asked as she watched amity kneel down in front of
her, eyeing what's in between her pants. "aye and i'm not letting you go this time." amity grabbed
luz's legs to spread them and got in between her.

"i could easily push you into the water for my eels to devour you." luz warned but amity isn't fazed
as she slowly leaned closer to her. "i know but you've been following me, right?" that was just a
wild guess but when amity sees luz's expression soften before going back to smug.

she knows.

then, luz closed the space between them by pulling amity into a kiss. amity quickly pulled her pants
down for her cock to spring out as she kissed back. luz leaned down more to the ground, bringing
amity down as well and slightly groaned when she felt her cock tap her wet clit.

pulling away, they both stared at each other's hues. one is glistening of luz and one is glowing of
hunger, not the one you'd expect.

"how did you get legs?" amity asked, breaking the silence.

"where do you think your crewmate has gone?" oh shit

"i didn't know your kind could do that.." luz chuckles, she cupped amity's cheeks and unsheathed
her claws for it to nip her skin. "there are many things you don't know about me, pirate." she said as
she softly slaps amity's face making her grin before shoving all of her cock inside making her howl
a moan.

"aye, miss luz. i don't but i will learn about your anatomy tonight." amity started to relentlessly
thrust into luz as she held onto her legs, straightening her back while watching the siren moan
under her.

"aaah! aahhh gods!"

as amity listens to luz's moans, watching her titties bounce each time she slams into her. she isn't
singing but her voice alone is alluring the poor pirate, sedating her into submission with her
cognitive and rationality diminishing as she slowly leaned down to luz whom hugged her with a
smirk.

"aahh that's it, dear pirate! fuck me harder!" luz continues to moan while her hand turns into sharp
claws, bringing it closer to amity's head, planning to impale her till she felt something cold and
sharp against her neck with amity slowly raising herself.

her face is like a tomato with her mouth slightly agape as low groans and breathy moans escaped it.

"don't try it, siren." amity warned, she pinned both of luz's wrists while keeping her sword pressed
on her neck. "aw, i was hoping you fell for my spell since you got lost in the pleasure." luz snickers,
she looked down as she can feel the pirate's balls repeatedly hitting against her and ramming at the
one spot.



"aaahh!" the siren bit her lip as she never thought a pirate could pleasure her like this. amity never
cease to amaze her.

"m- my my, don't tell me you've fucked a mermaid before me." luz joked and saw a cocky smirk
come on amity but it's trembling. "oh i wish. i only lavish myself from the women in the caribbean
and ports of.. ugh- of british." amity moaned mid sentence and shook her head as luz is attempting
to get into her again head.

"so you're a typical pirate but not at the same time. you truly are confusing."

"ah.. says the siren underneath me. enjoying the pleasure i'm giving whilst trying to murder me. tell
me who really is confusing."

luz glared at amity who's giving her most smug expression "shut up, you scallywag." amity cackles
then she drove her cock deeper into luz making her moan louder and slightly roll her head back
with her back.

"ah fuck, luz.." amity bit the insides of her mouth as she fucks her good while being at each other's
throats.

their moans bounced off the walls along with her skins slapping to one another. the eels finished
eating the corpse and looked up to watch their owner get fucked by a pirate, relishing it even.

amity noticed luz's claws slowly sheathing back so she cautiously pulled her sword out of luz's
throat before slamming her lips against her for another kiss which luz reciprocated with one of her
legs wrapping around amity.

the siren bit the pirate's lower lip making her groan as she accidentally nipped her but she sucked
up the blood and slipped her long tongue inside. both of their muscles swirled with each other
before slowly pulling away as a thin string of saliva mixed with blood connected them only for a
mere second.

then, "fuck.." amity grits her teeth tightly as she can feel her climax getting closer and she can tell
luz is as well.

"shit don't stop!!" luz moaned, feeling amity only hitting that spot that brings her towards the edge.
"not even planning to!" amity replied, she gripped onto the rock even if it's slightly slicing her
palms but the stinging didn't register at all.

with a final thrust inside, luz lets out a scream of pleasure as she came and amity swiftly pulled out.
she rapidly stroked herself till she came as well, shooting her load to land on luz's stomach and tits.

they both heaved then amity saw luz's legs starting to morph back to her tail as her time's up. when
luz finally caught her breath, she slowly sat up and chuckled as she stared at amity.

"well, see you later-" before luz could slip into the water again, amity caught her wrist.

"wait, can i... come with you? or be with me?" luz's eyes widens at that request, she looked away
for a moment before pulling her hand off amity's hold as a frown is slowly forming.

"neither. we can't make this work, amity. i'm sorry." and with that, luz slides into the water and
quickly swam away with the electric eels following her out of the cave, leaving amity alone.



she looked down to herself, she shouldn't feel distraught as she did get what she wanted from the
siren but why? why does she feel lonely after?

amity shook her head and stuffed her limp cock back in her pants before hopping into the water to
walk out of there. feeling dismay which she shouldn't be.

 

suck it up and move on, kid. you can't survive out here if you kept whining.
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"hey, nerd!" luz looked up from her book as she sat out of the courtyard, it's lunchbreak and she just
finished the food her mother cooked for her. she saw boscha walking over to her with her signature
expression on.

"hi, boscha." luz replied before returning her gaze back at her book, she swiftly tilts her head to the
side as a football tried to hit her square in the face and saw in the corner boscha lean against the
tree of her eye beside her.

"training just ended. where the fuck were you?" boscha asked, looking down at the geeky book the
star player of the banshees is reading. "i had to attend to a club meeting. i told coach and he
excused me so it's fine." luz said.

"no it's not. you gotta stop doing these weird witchy stuff! you're one of the best players in our team
but of course, i am still the real star here." boscha said as she flips her hair to the side, smirking to
herself.

luz rolled her eyes "i sometimes wonder when will you have sex with yourself." she mutters before
slamming her book close as boscha was just about to snatch it with her hand caught inside the
book.

"pretty soon now open this shit!" boscha was pulling into her hand out of the book and luz giggles,
she kept it closed as she stood up before finishing opening it. "goddamnit." boscha grumbles.

luz immediately noticed something behind one of the pillars before it retreated. she brought her
book under arm and started to walk over to the pillar, wanting to see if someone is behind it or not.

"hey, where the hell are you going?" boscha asked as she trotted beside luz. "i just wanna see
something." she replied till she got to the pillar. peering her head to see a mint green haired girl
whom jumped when she was luz.

"ah! uhm.. h- hi." the girl said, timorous towards the two jocks in front of her. "h-"

"hey, baby."

luz made a face at boscha when she draped her elbow onto the noceda's shoulder as she's trying to
flirt. "get outta here." luz shoved the havenstar off her and shot the girl an apologetic look making



the girl blush slightly.

"fuck off. just so you know, she doesn't know how to talk to girls." luz grimaced, she pushed
boscha get away from her "don't you have a girlfriend?" luz asked as she lightly sneered at boscha
whom cackles before turning around to leave while flipping at the noceda making her sigh.

luz turned around to face the girl once again "i'm really sorry about that." she apologised but the
girl shook her head. "no, no. it's okay, um.. i've been looking for you.." she said making luz raise a
brow.

"you have?" the girl nodded. then, she opened her bag and pulled out a neatly folded yellow
sweater. she handed it to luz who was pleasantly surprised at this gift.

"is for me?" luz almost her grammar there for a moment as she slowly accepted the sweater when
the girl nodded in reply.

she unfolded it to see it's full frame. it's knitted, cleanly too with a beautiful pattern. "wow, it's
really pretty." she mutters, feeling it's threads and turned it to see her surname stitched in the back
with her player number making a brightest smile appear.

"thank you!" then, luz took off her varsity jacket off for a moment and was about to place it down
with her book but the girl stopped her "i- i can hold it for you." she said as she timidly offered her
hand to luz.

"oh, thanks but it's okay." luz said but the girl insisted "no, i can hold it. i don't want it.. to get dirty
for you."

something in that sentence doesn't seem right but luz ignored as she thinks the girl is just thoughtful
and handed it to her. she started to wear the sweater, for a split second, the girl inhaled the jock's
jacket and it's enough to make her weak in her knees.

"wow, it's a perfect fit!" luz straightened the sweater as it perfect for her frame, it's not too tight nor
loose and she doesn't really liked knitted clothing because it itches but not this one. the collar is
against her neck and it's not making her itch. nice.

"did you make this yourself? it's really good!" luz complimented making the girl look away as she
can feel her chest thump from that. "y- yeah.. i'm really glad you liked it." she said.

"what's your name by the way?" luz asked as she slowly grabbed her stuff from the girl's hand.
"amity blight. we were partners in science class." amity said, she waited for luz to remember till she
snapped her finger.

"oh, yeah! geez, science was something else that time." amity stared at the noceda who's really
good in yellow, it compliments her. then, the sound of the school bell ringing made her jump and
snap out of her daze.

"thanks again for the sweater, ames! i'll make sure i'll wear it all the time now! bye!" luz waved the
blight goodbye before dashing off down the hallway, heading for fifth term while amity stood there
watching her run.

"ames.. i like that."



-----

luz walked into school the next day, got to her locker that is next to boscha who's talking to some
girls before noticing the star player wearing a sweater she hasn't seen before.

"did you got to the tailor?" she asked making luz look at her. "no. why?"

"then, where did you get this with your name on?" boscha tugged on the sweater before crossing
her arms. "from amity. she gave it to me yesterday." luz simply replied as she grabbed her textbook
out of the locker before closing it.

boscha raised a brow "who's amity?"

"the girl from science class."

"so.. this amity girl from science class gave you, the star player, a yellow knitted sweater that has
your name on it." boscha said in a retrospective fashion as she taps her chin.

then, she settled in a conclusion; "seems like she's cooky." luz frowned at that "you don't even
know her. how would you know?" she fired back but boscha scoffed as she rolled her eyes.

"because i do. word of advice from your captain, don't accept any other 'gifts' from this amity.
you'll only stir up trouble for yourself. come on girls." boscha said before walking away with her
harem in tow who's waving at her goodbye rather salaciously leaving luz confused.

"you don't need to be over analytical! it's just a sweater!" luz said only to be given of a nonchalant
wave before they turned to a corner. sighing, luz fixed her back and started to head for her first
class.

not noticing someone's been watching her with complete admiration.

-----

"oh shit!"

luz felt a cold drop of rain hit her nose, she looked up to see the dark clouds accumulating till the
full downpour happened making the other players either let out a frustrated groan or enthralled that
it's raining.

"alright, everybody head in! that wraps it up for today!" their coach said as they motioned everyone
to head for the locker room which most did while some stayed in rain as they pretend to be in a
movie till the lightning boomed.

"oh hell no!"

luz sighed as she got inside, she took off her helmet and started to take the rest of her armour off,
placing it in the bench as her body is slightly wet from the rain.

"hit the showers! i don't want your sorry asses to get sick the last minute before finals!" boscha
ordered making her team respond of a dragged out 'yes captain' or 'yeah'.

as luz wrapped her towel around her body after taking her wet clothes off. she headed for the
showers that is getting clouded by the hot fog, she got inside an empty one and turned on the



showers.

"finally." luz hummed at the feeling of the hot water come on her body, she closed her eyes while
she's washing her hair, unconscious the fact that someone is watching her from behind.

click

luz snapped her eyes open when she heard a noise that sounded like a camera taking a picture, she
looked over her shoulder only to see the fog along with her other teammates are still showering
while talking.

"h- hey, did you guys take a picture or something?" luz asked.

"picture of what?"

"i hope they got my good side."

"ha, would it be weird that someone is filming us and someone is actually having sex here coz' we
can't see shit?"

there was silence when one of them said that "what the fuck, amanda?"

"did you have a replace again?"

luz looked behind her once again only to see nothing, she slowly resumed to what she was doing
and washed off the soap on her hair till-

click.

luz swiftly grabbed the shower head and started to swing it madly behind her with the water
clearing the fog and she saw nothing behind her.

luz is starting to get freaked out and she wants to point at boscha for messing with her but she heard
her in the right stall.

she slowly placed the shower head back and quickly walked out with her towel haphazardly
wrapping around her body and only managed to cover her lower half.

as luz got to her locker, about to just chuck everything inside as she wants to leave as fast as she
can but something made her froze.

with a shaky hand, luz slowly grabbed a couple of polaroid pictures and her breathing hitched as
she sees herself getting carried by her teammates after their first win.

she looked at the second one that is showing her almost taking off her shirt, revealing her toned
stomach and v line as that time was really hot while they were training.

as she skimmed through the pictures of her doing normal things like reading, running down the hall
for some reason and one is displays her wearing her reading glasses that she replaced for contacts.

there's a phrase written in sharpie below saying; "i really liked your glasses. why did you change
them?"



as she moved to the other one, her heart dropped when she saw the recent ones.

she sees herself in the shower just now. she looked at the second one that is showing her looking
agitated while holding the shower head and when she took a look in the third one, she grip on the
photos tightened as it's her getting out of the showering, frightened with her towel just hiding half
of her.

there's also a sentence written below it; "oopsies."

there's still more. god, there's still more and luz doesn't want to look at it anymore but she has to.

her eyes widens as she saw herself in her bedroom, sleeping. tears started to well up in her eyes as
this person knows where she lives, she doesn't know who the fuck they are!

luz moved to the other one to see stroking herself in her sleep and the message read; "my favorite."

"my god.." luz looked around, expecting for some creep to pop out of the corner as nothing did, she
quickly tore the photos and dunked them in the nearest bin, making sure it's buried deep before
quickly putting her clothes on to leave.

luz is confused, scared, angry and everything is overwhelming her and she doesn't know what she
should really feel right now but what she only knows is to get home and lock everything.

it's a friday and camila would be staying in her grandmother's house for the weekend, she invited
luz to come but she declined.

that was the worst mistake she ever made.

 

"w- when are you coming home?" luz asked in the phone as she's in the line with her mother while
checking every window and door is secured.

"i don't know mija, the storm is hitting pretty hard. what's wrong? did something happen?" camila
asked, there's worry in her tone as she can hear ragged breathing on the other end and some thumps
sound footsteps.

luz stopped walking for a moment to catch her breath, she pulled her hair back as if she should tell
her about the pictures but she doesn't camila to drive back here in the heavy rain.

"no no. um... is it too late to visit abuela now?" luz asked, changing the subject.

"oh no. she was looking for you when i came here, saying she wants to see how much mi mija has
grown." camila replied and luz can hear her grandmother saying something making luz softly
giggle.

"i'll make sure i can come there, abuela"

then, a thud is heard upstairs making luz looked up. she slowly lowered her phone from her ear as
she listens to the faint thumps overhead till she was brought back to reality when camila is calling
her.



"mami, i have to go. i have some.. homework to finish, i'll see you soon. love you. bye." luz didn't
even get to finish her mother before she ended the call, she stuffed it in her phone in her pants and
started to head upstairs slowly.

as luz got to the dark narrow hallway, she doesn't have a weapon but her fists would be enough.
hopefully.

she got inside her bedroom to see nothing has changed but she did see her bat laying in the middle
of the floor. luz walked over to it, about to pick it up till she sensed something behind her.

she didn't have time to react as something sharp was jammed into her back. luz yowled in pain, she
turned around and her eyes widens as she saw the same mint green hair and golden eyes that has a
crazed look.

"amity?" luz is starting to feel woozy, she grabbed the thing that impaled her to see a syringe before
dropping it as she's loosing her center of balance.

"hey, star player." that's the last thing luz heard before utter darkness.

-----

at the roar of the thunder and strike of lightning that lights up the dark room for a moment to make
a silhouette who's taking something off.

then another strike showing the silhouette bringing it's arms back along with something thin
looking thread. the rain is pouring more heavily making the cries and screams be drowned out so
no one could hear them.

as the third lightning strike shone in the room, luz can't move and can't move her head to look
away. she's bare nude with her limbs tied onto the bed and cold hands gripping her head still.

"please stop! i don't want this!" luz cried as she feels amity bringing herself down repeatedly into
luz's cock. amity is also naked, she held onto luz's head to keep her eyes on her as she moans in
ecstasy.

"aahh! fuck yes luz! i always fantasised this!" amity moans, she bit her lip as she feels luz's dick hit
her spot immediately with her girth deliciously stretching her.

amity didn't wait for luz to wake up to be inside as she sucked her off to fully grow hard. she's been
dreaming for to happen ever since she met luz, she wanted the star player of the banshees to be
inside her and be with her forever.

"r- remember the day we met? it was science class- aah.. you're really smart to make a makeshift
rocket and it landed you in detention when it was accidentally set off. remember that?" amity said
as she stared at luz.

her hues drunk of love and lust while luz's hazel eyes are glossy from tears as she continues to cry.

she doesn't want this. she never really get to know amity after that class and the time she gave her
the sweater is the the time she really talked to her.

this would've gone in a different direction if luz knew amity and not just in a class. she would've
given her consent to get down with her but this is wildly different.. very and she hates it.



"please.. stop. get off!" luz shouted at amity only for her to be slapped across the face. "stop
whining. you love it even you're in someone's pussy right? why the sudden change?" amity hissed
as she picked her pace making her scream in pleasure with her laying down on luz.

it's not true that luz had sex before this. this is her first and she never thought she'd lose it like this.
more tears rolled down her face as she thinks about it.

she can't move her hips in attempt to push amity off as she'll thinking luz is enjoying this enough to
make her thrust.

"amity, please! just get off, i don't want this! i'll do anything for you to stop this!" luz begged, it
does bring her pleasure but it's a pleasure she doesn't want. she tried to wiggle herself off but she
saw amity lift her head to look at her.

"stop? why should i stop? you're the person i really love and i wanted to show you how much i love
you! why can't you see that?!"

"because this isn't love amity! i don't love you! hell i don't even know you after science class! so
get the fuck off me or i'll call the fucking police!!" then, amity lets out a loud dry laugh before
dropping it as her eyes became dull, terrifying luz.

"'call the police'? i'd like to see you try while bound! let's face it luz," amity roughly cupped luz's
cheeks making her wince "we both know you love me so why won't you say it?" she said with a
grin.

"because i don-" luz was cut off as she gasped when she felt the hand on her cheek latch onto her
neck. "say it." amity said, making her grip get tighter and tighter as she still bounces onto luz.

"fuck you..." luz spat as this angered amity.

the blight tightened her grip making it harder for luz to breath. she pulled onto her restrains as if
that'll do anything. "say it." amity repeatedly, luz is starting to gasp for air as she is now pressing
her airways.

"say it!"

luz is seeing pulsing stars in her vision as she stared up into the ceiling, wishing her body would
just go beyond the roof and fly into the sky. leaving this place but she couldn't.

"say it that you love me, noceda!" amity roared, leaving luz no choice as she can feel her head
getting lighter with her muscles giving up till she submits.

"i.. i lov... i love you!!!" luz screamed with her voice raspy and amity lets go of her neck to finally
letting her breathe. amity smirks in hearing that, she slammed her lips into luz who didn't even
bother fighting anymore as she kissed back much to the blight's satisfaction.

as they pulled away, amity straightened herself as she rolls her head back. "say it again!" she said,
feeling herself getting closer. "i love you." luz whispers with her voice cracking.

"ah god, i love you too luz!! i'm coming!!"

luz's eyes widens as she didn't notice that she was coming as well till she felt amity come on her
cock. "no no! wait, please get off! i don't want to- aaahhh!!" but it was too late.



luz came inside amity making her shudder in delight at the feeling of her now lover's sperm
shooting inside her. fermenting her. "finally.." amity laid down to luz as she hugged her, not getting
off either.

"we'll be together forever."

luz cries silently at that as the rain goes on as if it's mirroring her misery.

 

as camila got inside the house, after returning from her mother's house. she turned around and
stopped when she saw her daughter with someone standing beside her. "mija, who's this?" she
asked as she slowly approached them.

luz flashed a smile "mami, this is amity. my girlfriend. sorry for surprising you like this." she
introduced amity whom smiled as she offered her hand to camila whom shook it. "it's so nice to
finally meet you, mrs. noceda." amity said while they shake hands.

"oh wow, this is really a surprise. uh, did you two have breakfast yet?" camila asked as she pulled
her hand back. luz and amity shook their heads making camila looking at her daughter with a raised
brow.

"no has cocinado para tu novia?" she asked in spanish making luz laugh awkwardly as she rubbed
the back of her neck. "lo siento, mami." she mutters but camila shook her head and headed for the
kitchen.

"so tell me about how you and mi mija met."

unbeknownst to camila, a knife is pressing against luz's back. forcing her to keep up an act that
everything is fine but it isn't. luz knows full well that she'll be trapped in a family she never wanted
to happen so early.

she can't leave amity and the kid as she'll be easily be sued for domestic violence but.. she just has
to endure it for the kid's or children's sake till she finds a way to get them into her custody and be
free.

hopefully.

"oh well, it all started in science class-"



Revelation

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'foiled plan'

after amelia and luz failed to stop lucia and amity being together, they just had get use to the
change which isn't much of a problem to luz as she's happy for her sister finding the one while she
stays.. alone.

since lucia is always occupied with amity, this leaves luz alone in the house or in the cafe she and
lucia would always go to to have a little chat to see how they're doing.

the time amelia helped luz with her nosebleed, something struck inside her that she can't really
explain. throughout that night, they walked around the town to just relax after their failed coup
before amelia called an uber to go home.

luz couldn't take her eyes off the blight for some reason she doesn't know. there's something about
her beauty that shines in the nightly lights bringing out her true beauty with her asking if luz is still
okay as she's been staring at her for awhile now and the blood must've gotten to her head.

but it wasn't the case. at least, not to luz.

amelia already alone, in the manor she can't rest there with the twins making a ruckus and she
doesn't have anywhere to go to outside. but she's been thinking about something.

about luz.

she recalled everything what happened in that failure of a night that doesn't feel like one as luz is
with her. amelia noticed the young noceda's stares which she didn't find creepy, rather, it made her
chest thump hard as luz's eyes seemed to glow but she shook it off thinking she's just delusional.

but, the more amelia thinks about it. the more she's connecting many dots which terrifies amelia as
she knows it means.

amelia only called luz that night because the twins wasn't available to ensue trouble for her so she
had to do it herself. even when they didn't reach their real goal, luz said to her that she had fun with
her.

luz did help her alot even if she got slightly injured which amelia deeply regret as she doesn't like
seeing someone so pure and a literal sunshine to be hurt in all aspects.

there's no way for amelia nor luz to get rid of this feeling unless they moved to another state which
will never happen.

she has to do it or her feelings wouldn't let her rest.



"that's it!" amelia shot up from her bed, she grabbed her coat off the chair and headed out of the
manor. she grabbed one of the twins' bikes for her to use before starting to swiftly pedal towards
luz's house.

-----

luz laid on the couch, the entire house is empty and she's only one here with netflix on her tv
saying; are you still watching?

"no." luz turned it off and sighed deeply as the remote slipped out of her hand. she started emptily
in the ceiling as she doesn't know what to do now without lucia but there are other things
occupying her head.

amelia.

luz knows well that amelia doesn't lucia and she thinks the same thing applies to her even without
concrete evidence. she can guess as amelia is distant to her. so she doesn't know why she's feeling
different towards her now.

luz perked up when she heard the door bell ring, she sat up and started to think who would be
visiting now as lucia would just go in with the key. she walked over to the door to peek through the
peephole and her eyes widens.

she swiftly opened the door to reveal amelia standing in her porch with her bike lying on the
driveway. "h- hi, luz." amelia said as she gave the noceda a small wave whom reciprocated it.

"hey, amelia what- oof!" luz was trying to lean against the door frame but she ended up hitting the
wall. "haha! ah.. yeah, what're you doing here?" luz asked as she leaned to the frame with her arms
crossed with a smile like nothing happened.

nothing happened.

"um, i'm just visiting. mind if i come in?" amelia asked and luz nods "yeah yeah, of course." she
moved to the side to let the blight inside whom slowly did till she closed the door.

there was silence between them, slightly tensed as they don't know where this would lead them
before luz opened her mouth to ask; "do you want anything? tea, coffee?"

"coffee would be nice." amelia replied, luz headed for the kitchen with the blight slowly following
suit. as luz is filling up the kettle before plugging it in, while waiting, she turned around to look at
amelia who's looking around her kitchen.

"so um.. i hope my sister wouldn't be much of a trouble for you than she already is." luz started a
conversation making amelia look at her "yeah i hope so. i'm glad that's you're no where in
comparison to her." she replied, softly chuckling.

luz chuckles as well "yeah, alot of people say that." she turned around when she started to hear the
kettle faintly whistling. she grabbed two cups, placing sound coffee with some sugar. not noticing
amelia was fiddling with her fingers, trying to figure out what to do.

amelia watched luz take the boiling water and started to pour it into the mugs. she can feel many
things fluttering, swarming inside her and she can't take it anymore.



"luz, i think i like you."

"huh- ay fuck shit!" luz accidentally moved the kettle to her hand as that caught her off guard.
"luz!" amelia rushed over to the noceda, snatched the nearest dry clothe for her to drape it on the
slightly red hand and moved luz towards the sink as she flipped the water open, letting the burn
cool off.

luz slowly calms down as she feels the burn dying down, she slowly looked at amelia who's
worried "i'm- i'm okay now." luz said. "geez, be careful next time.." amelia mutters, she turned off
the sink and firmly held luz's hand before taking the wet towel off to see the burn.

it's not that serious but amelia grimaced at it.

"yeah, i'm bit of a dumdum. sorry-" luz bit her tongue as she saw amelia raise her hand to kiss it.
making her face lit up in red at the feeling of the blight's soft lips against her numb spot. "there.. it
better heal quickly." amelia said as she slowly pulled the hand down.

"t- thanks, amelia.." luz said, rubbing her hand slightly as she looks away. she retraced what amelia
just said before this happened to make her look at her again.

"you.. you like me?" she asked making amelia stare directly into her eyes. "i do. i've been thinking
about it and i just wanna say thank you for being there for me, especially that night. you didn't have
to do it but you helped me even if we failed." amelia said, softly chuckling in the end.

luz smiles, she grabbed one of amelia's hand with her normal hand. "me too. ever since that night, i
just.. i just can't stop thinking about you and it's weird." amelia shakes her head "i'm doing the same
thing. it's not weird." she replied making both of them giggle.

"um.. should we kiss or am i go-"

luz was cut off when amelia leaned down a little for a kiss. the noceda slowly closes her eyes and
tilts her head to deepen the kiss as many feelings are brimming in between their lips before pulling
away.

"yes."



Closed Spaces

Chapter Summary

sleepover w/ small ass bed

requested smut

after eda bought luz her bed, she was grateful but the only downside is that. it's a bed for a child not
teenagers. of course, luz endured it because it's comfy enough for her but it's not really great for
two people to sleep in.

amity is sleeping her for tonight and luz didn't want her best friend to sleep on the floor so she
insisted she'd sleep next to her in her small ass bed.

"amity... mmhn.." amity slowly wakes up when she heard her name utter out of luz's mouth since
they're so close to each other. amity looked at luz's sleeping face, she looks so peaceful with a slight
drool rolling down the pillow.

a small smile came on her face as she stares at her crush. amity has been finding ways to tell luz
how she feels but fate hasn't really been on her side on that.

all she can do is admire in the distance and gently brush the hair off her face.

then, amity felt something hit her dead center in her crotch. she slowly looked down to see a big-
monstrous looking bulge twitching within luz's shorts. the blight is flabbergasted and she can feel
herself getting aroused just by starting at it.

amity slowly pulled down the human's shorts for her erected 12 inched cock to flop out, hitting her
in her pussy once again making amity almost moan. she grasped it and her hand didn't even fully
wrap around it as it's so thick..

"my titan.."

"ha.. amity.." amity heard luz moan in her sleep again and felt her cock starting to throb in her hold.
gulping, she took off her own shorts and lead the tip towards her dripping pussy, the sensation
made her shiver.

"ah fuck.." amity looked up to luz who's still asleep, she moved closer to her as she started to
slowly grind onto her cock. "oh luz.." as she grinds, she rubs the tip as it secretes precum before
guiding it up again to her womanhood.

amity pushed whole top and she already felt fully, she doesn't want to wake up luz as who knows
how she'll react on finding out her best friend is getting off her. she pulled the tip out and continued
to grind.



she pulled luz's shirt up for her to suck her hard nipples. amity lowly moaned as her tongued
flicked, played it with. the blight is starting to crave more, wanting to just stick the noceda's whole
cock inside her.

as she pulled away with a pop, amity buried herself in luz's chest. "please, luz.. aah, i want you.."
she mutters as she didn't realise that the heartbeat quickened till-

"so do i."

amity then felt luz pulled away from her and a hand held her nape to push her down to the bed. she
looked over her shoulder to see luz wide wake as she held her hip in one hand.

"luz.." amity mutters as she bites her lip when she felt the cock rub against her clit. "just tell me
when i'm too much, okay?" luz said as she lets go of the blight's neck to hold her hips tightly.

"please fuck me!"

and with that, luz shoved her entire phallus inside amity making her scream in both pain and
pleasure. she buried her face into the pillow as her insides are getting accustomed to the human's
cock.

luz groans, she licked her lips as she looked down to see blood oozing out of amity as she broke her
hymen. "aah.. ha.. oh god..." amity hissed and good thing that luz isn't moving to let her adjust.

"i told you i'm too much." luz said, she saw amity nod her head to move which made her tremble as
she slides in and out. "oh fuck! aaahh!" amity moans, she gripped onto the bed sheets as she takes
all of luz in.

"nghn.. amity.." luz started to pick up her pace as amity seems to be alright now. she moaned and
rolled her head back at the feeling of the witch's insides tightly clench her cock. she leaned down
and buried in her face in her neck.

"aaahh! luz!" amity moans, she tightly gripped the bed sheets as she arched her ass more for luz.
she eyes are threatening to roll back as the pleasure is overwhelming her body. "aah.. haa aahhh!!
gods you're so big!"

it's natural growth.

"ames.." luz cupped amity's cheek to make her look at her before leaning in for a kiss. she felt the
blight's moan against her lips taking this opportunity to slip her tongue inside. their muscles
swirling with each other as the human listens to amity's whimpers.

as they pulled away, a thin string of saliva is seen before it immediately disappeared. luz leaned
back and turned her thrusts into animalistic making amity scream "fuck yes!! aahh luz i love you so
much!!!"

"i- nugh.. i love you too amity!!"

luz looked down again to see amity's ass jiggling at each thrust, she bit her lip and slapped it
making amity twitch. "you feel so good.." she mutters before slapping it for the second time.

"such a good girl for me! aahh!!" luz closed her eyes as she indulged herself more into this. she
digs her cock deeper in amity, continuously hitting that one spot with the small bed rocking till one



it's legs snapped but it was ignored as luz kept fucking amity good.

the entire owl house is filled of their erratic moans and bed getting abused, poor bed, if only if
wasn't so small but then again, it lead them to this. eda, king and hooty slept through this as the
clawthorne sets up a soundproof spell whenever amity comes for a sleepover.

they're prepared.

"f- fuck! luz i'm coming!!" amity moans as she can feel her climax steadily rising within her and
luz can feel the same thing. "yes! fucking take it, blight!!!" luz thrusts balls deep into amity making
her head roll back with her mouth totally agape with drool rolling down in the side as she screamed
in pure euphoria.

luz lets out a guttural moan as she came inside amity. her cock throbbing as her sperm spews inside
making the blight shudder with her stomach slightly inflated and some oozed out.

luz softly rubbed amity's stomach, feeling it as she knows what's brewing inside. she pulled out and
flipped amity around to switch position. "still have room for me?" luz asked as she rested her hand
into amity's tums.

amity flashed a quivering smile "of course."



New Home

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'sultry corruption'

she slowly opened her eyes in hearing the alot of muffled noises outside along with some banging.

luz tried to move but she noticed a clawed arm draped around her nude body along with something
inside making her whine. a low rumble of a growl is heard behind her, the arm moved only to pull
her close into a hard chest along with a hot breath against her nape.

"good morning, my light." amity whispers, she looked down that she's still inside luz making her
smirk as the memory of her taking the human flooded her mind.

"good morning, amity." luz replied when she turned her head to look at the demon who
unconsciously turned into a male while they were sleeping. she can feel her cheeks slightly heat up
at the sight of her or him.

luz finds both versions hot since she can't choose.

"how was your sleep, darling?" amity started placing soft pecks across luz's cheeks, squishing them
while she slowly pulled out as she cuddled with her lover more. "good. the best one i probably
had." she replied and that the blight smile.

"me too. you were such a good girl last night. i love you so much, luz." amity leaned down to give
a good morning kiss which luz gladly returned as her hands moved up to the human's breasts to
softly fondle it.

pulling away, luz stared up to amity's golden hues before smiling to leave one last kiss "i love you
too."

"where is your sister?!"

"how are we supposed to know?!"

"don't lie to me! she's here! bring her out, now!"

the couple looked at the door as they now hear the shouts get louder. it took luz awhile that she's in
hell and she doesn't know when she'll go back up to earth or even go back at all.

amity sighed deeply, she pulled away and got off the bed. "who was that?" luz asked as she
watched amity grab a random pants off the floor for her to wear "my family. they were exhilarated
the day i fell i don't know what's worse. hell or them." amity replied with disinterest in her tone
before tossing a rather large shirt that easily be seen as a dress for luz.



"wear it. i'm gonna introduce you to them." amity said, bringing her hands into her hips as she waits
for luz. she's gonna be in her male form for the day since she's a demon now, she can take any
transformations as she see fit.

"w- what? already?" luz asked, this is her second day in a realm she shouldn't be in and she's
already meeting her demon girlfriend's family. this is a crazy.

"yeah but don't worry. i won't let them touch you," amity reassured as she got into the bed again
with her slowly crawling towards luz whom watched till she got to her legs. "i'm the only one who
could do that." the demon slipped her hand inside.

luz lets out a shaky sigh and twitch when she felt amity's fingers rub her clit, making her wet as
their faces are only inches away before amity withdrew back, cackling. "come on, baby. i'll give it
to you if you keep being good to me." she said and got off the bed again.

luz grumbles, she slipped the black shirt on and hopped off the bed. amity teleported beside her
with her tail wrapping around her waist "you look really cute." she whispered as she kissed the top
of the human's head.

"you look extra hot." luz complimented back making the demon chuckles, both of them headed of
the bedroom only for amity to pull luz to duck as a dead body of a lower demon was thrown before
disintegrating into dust.

"oh.." luz moved closer for amity as she doesn't want to get out of her protection. "ignore it. they're
hard to get rid of 'cause they resurrect." amity covered the side of luz's face for her not to look at it
anymore.

this brought a new curiosity for luz that could turn worry. "could you resurrect?" she asked as they
walked down the dining hall where all of the chaos is. "of course unless a specific weapon or
method is used then i'm a goner." amity said rather nonchalantly and luz frowned at that.

"what is it?" amity quirked a brow as she looked at the noceda in the corner of her eye. "are you
gonna kill me, sweetheart?" she asked with a grin making luz quickly shake her head "no no! it's
just.. i'm worried that someone finds out your weakness.."

amity softly huffs as she ruffled luz's hair "don't worry, luz. no one knows my weakness, not even
my family." she said to assure her lover before they stopped walking.

"speaking of which," amity motioned her head for luz to look at what's in front which she did and
she froze when she saw a demon in it's full form roaring at the two other demons in their human
form looking unfazed while a woman stood beside the demon.

"this is your family?" luz whispers and amity grudgingly nods "yep. it would sure be nice if we
could a little civilized when a guest is here!" the demon roared at the four to make them stop to
look at them.

"oh morning, mittens!" one of them waved at amity whom ignored it. "mind shifting back, father?"
she said to the demon whom reluctantly did so for luz to see a tall, leaned man with auburn hair and
side burns.

"where. have. you. been." the man took intimidating steps towards amity word by word as he glared
at her straight in the eye. "in the human realm but i went home with someone." amity simply



replied.

alador moved his gaze to luz made her hide behind amity, immediately seeing her round ears. "you
brought a human?" he sneered which amity mocked as she's starting to regret even thinking on
introduce her lover to her dysfunctional family.

"yes and she's my mate for life."

"why did you-"

amity cuts off odalia as she started to do a quick introduction "luz, this my father, mother." then her
hand moved to the twins "my siblings. edric and emira." they waved at luz whom timidly waved
back.

"now, that you know each other. i'll just give luz a tour in the manor." amity sprouts her wings, she
roped her arm around luz before flying off the dining hall and got to the second floor with alador
and odalia scolding for amity to come back.

amity lets go of luz and started to walk ahead of her, luz watched her tail madly swish around
behind her making the noceda trot to her side. she peered to see a deep scowl on the demon's face.

"i guess... you guys don't have the best relationship huh?" amity takes a deep breath in and sighed,
her back slouching a little "yeah. even when we were alive in earth. we don't see each other as
family and we're stuck here forever." she said.

"together."

luz slowly held amity's hand to comfort her "but.. i'm with you now." amitu looked at her lover,
seeing her soft features as she flashes a smile making the demon smile again.

it's odd, isn't it?

a demon falling for a human. a creature of darkness doesn't know what love is and they're learning
if they have the right person to help.

amity stopped talking, pulled luz's hand up to her lip to kiss it "you are truly the most precious
being i ever met." she said as she rubbed her cheek onto luz's palm. "i promise i wouldn't let
anything bad happen to you. i love you, luz." she closes her eyes as she indulges in the human's
warmth.

luz placed her other hand onto amity's cheek for her to lean against her touch before tiptoeing to
give the demon a kiss whom quickly kissed back only for it to turn heated and amity pushed luz
into the wall.

luz's hands moved up to amity's horns as she started to slowly stroke them. amity lowly groans at
the feeling, her hands travelled down to luz's waist, feeling her curves before down her thighs that
she lifted up the shirt to exposed her aroused clit.

as air became a problem, luz started place of kisses across amity's neck and down to her chest,
admiring the demon's well built male body. she licked one of her nipples making amity flinch a
little.



"come on." amity lifted luz off the floor and got into a random room that happens to be alador's
office that has a big open window that overlooks the underworld and other infernal beings flying
by.

amity placed luz onto the desk with her stomach flat and ass brought back. "hm.. i didn't take my
time to admire my baby last night, did i?" she said as she softly rubbed luz's smooth ass cheek
before slapping it hard making luz moan.

biting her lip, amity pulled her pants down for her cock to fly out. "you're so perfect, mon amour."
she croons with her voice lowering to many decibels before slapping luz's other cheek again
making both cheeks turn red due to how hard she hits.

luz likes it nonetheless.

"my girl.. tu veux être si bien baisée, n'est-ce pas?" luz doesn't know french so she just nods but
that's not enough of a response for amity. "talk. that's why you have mouth, right?" she slapped her
lover for the third time.

"aah.. yes please.." this made amity's cock twitch in excitement as it oozes out precum. "bonne
fille.." amity rubbed her phallus before aligning herself on luz's womanhood that seemed loose
from last night.

but as amity pushes in, amity groans when she feels luz is still tight. incredible. "aaahh!" luz
moans, she gripped the edges of the desk as she feels the demon stretches her once again but she's
own accustomed to her girth.

kind of. it depends if she decides to shift mid sex.

"ah fuck, you're still tight baby.." amity tightly held onto luz's hips and started thrusting into her
making the human moan without regard if anyone hears them. "fuck yes! aaah amity!!"

amity looked down to luz ass bounce at each slam, she slapped it again before letting out a roar of
pleasure. "amity!!" luz's mouth became agape as she closed her eyes, gratifying into the euphoria
behind her.

"by satan, you feels so good! aaahh!"

amity curled her upper lip to show her fangs, she looked up to luz's neck, she tilts her to the side to
reveal the mark she left. small black veins are visible around the holes but luz doesn't feel any pain.

then, she looked at the window to see other demons hording on the other side, watching the blight
fuck the human who's slowly reaching utopia. grinning devilishly, amity grabbed a handful of luz's
hair to make her look to see the spectators.

"look darling, we have audience." amity said, she then lifts luz's whole body off the desk and
slammed her onto the window, pressing her body as her thrusts continued. turning inhumane.

luz's face is madly red as she watches the other demons jack off by this, licking the glass as they
want to form an orgy but amity isn't gonna let that happen. she's only giving a show.

"tell them who do you belong to!" amity growled, her wings spreading wide with her hands turning
black.



"a- amity!" as luz yells her name. horns started bursting out of amity's spine and forearms.
"louder!!" amity roared as she plunged deeper in luz making her roll her hear back

"amity!!" her fangs becoming sharper and eyes turning violent red. it's still not enough. "do you
wanna fucking cum or not, slut?" she warned as she cupped luz's cheek.

"amity blight!!!"

"that's it!!!" with a few final thrusts, amity lets out a demonic roar that rumbled the manor and
scared off the demons outside.

the demon came inside the human whom shuddered at the feeling of being stuffed fully, it filled her
stomach slightly and some spewed out. dripping to the floor.

"aah.. ha.. are you okay?" amity asked, returning back to her normal form, her boobs popping out
and her height deflating a little. luz slowly nods "yes.." she mutters and groaned when amity slowly
pulled out.

the blight gently turned luz around, wiping the tears off the corners of her eyes and gave her a
loving kiss which the noceda reciprocated. "i love you." luz whispers in between the kiss.

"i love you too. welcome home, luz."
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"feel good baby girl?" luz asked as she tugged onto the harness she helped amity wear with nipple
clamps. "yeah." amity replied, having a smile on her face as she does find the harness comfortable.

luz smiles "great. ready?" she softly pinched amity's cheek as she hummed in agreement. the
noceda got into the bed and unzipped her pants for her cock to pop out for amity as she lead her
towards her.

"be a good girl for me, miss blight." luz said as she softly caressed amity's face before she took her
lover fully. lowly moaning, luz leaned back to the headboard and started to unbutton the rest of her
clothing as she watches amity work on her.

"that's it." luz grabbed an unlit round red candle along with the lighter, she set it alight and too a
sniff of it to smell a hint of strawberry making her hum. then, she tilts it above amity's back,
waiting for the melted wax till-

amity flinched as she moaned at the feeling of hot wax on her flesh, immediately setting on her. luz
smiles at this, she continues to pour wax on amity as she's enjoying it. "you're doing so well, ames."
luz said.

amity kept her eyes on the noceda as she's slowly getting used to the wax falling on her, her tongue
swirled around the girth and flicked the tip making luz moan, she placed the candle back to the
desk before slowly pulling amity off her cock.

"raise that ass for me, slut." luz said, her voice becaming octaves deeper and that seemed to turn a
switch in amity as she likes luz talking dirty to her. she laid her upper half onto the bed while luz
got off the bed to get behind her, watching the blight's ass rise for her.

luz's dress shirt is slowly slipping off her shoulder along with her dick happy to see her dripping
pussy. she grabbed the crop whip sitting in the end of the bed, dragging across amity's ass making
her shiver.

then, luz brought her back and hits amity hard making a red spot appear making the blight jolt and
whimper. "did it hurt?" luz asked and amity shook her head in reply, making luz continue.

luz hits the other cheek, amity moaned this time and her body twists slightly "luz, please.." she
mutters. chuckling, she moved closer to amity's ass and rubbed her cock against her pussy "what
was that, mi amor?" she asked.



luz chipped off some of the wax and slapped amity's ass for the third time "please, i want you.."
amity said it a little louder this time with her backing her ass up for luz, only amusing her more.

"give me reasons why i should. asegúrate de decirlo en voz alta." amity bit her lip when luz spoke
her mother tongue, whenever does that, it always drips of sultry. "i've been a good girl for you this
week." amity started.

"this week only?" luz started to tease amity as she pushes her tip inside only to not fully do it. "this
whole year!" amity corrected, she attempt to push to luz but she pushed her down. "deja de
moverte."

gulping, amity looked over her shoulder to see luz's smug expression. she lets out a whine as she
can't think of anymore reasons which makes it harder for her.

"please just fuck me luz!" amity shouted as she doesn't wanna wait anymore.

humming, luz dropped the whip to grab a long black beaded toy, she drenched it with lots of lube
before rubbing the first bead on amity's ass. "i'll only give you 7 seconds for you to give me a valid
reason for me to fuck you." she said as she slowly pushed the bead in making amity's breath hitch.

"ah.. i- i don't have any- nugh aahh!" amity moans when luz pushes in the second bead.

"i don't have anymore reasons please luz!" amity sobs as luz pushed the third bead. it doesn't hurt,
luz made sure of that, it's just amity wants to be senselessly fucked by her girlfriend, instead, there's
beads inside her ass.

"try again. if you reached 7 without a reason, you'll have the vibrator." luz warned which made
amity started to rack her brain to come up with a reason fast as luz pushed the fourth bead in.

"five."

fuckfuckfuckfuck come on!

"six."

luz watches amity's hands clench tightly with her fingers are flicking as she's thinking rapidly
before stopping.

"se-"

"i had sex with boscha."

amity didn't know what the fuck she just said as she just blurted it out but it did stop her from
getting the vibrator as it's torture although, she's getting worried and anxious at the sudden silence
behind her.

"luz?" amity was about to turn her head to see if luz is still there but she saw luz's arm open the
drawer beside the bed. taking out a ball gag and a small controller before recoiling back as she
closed it.

then, luz pushed the last bead in and amity didn't have time to moan as she was flipped around and
luz cupped her cheek, forcing it open but not too hard to actually hurt her.



the noceda placed the ball gag in amity's mouth, clipping it behind her head and stuffed the
controller in between the harness straps. she spreads amity's legs and didn't take her take before
shoving in.

"mmmh! nghmn hmmm!"

amity looked at luz who's bangs are covering her eyes but her thrusts are trying to tell something as
it's hard with her cock plunging deeper and deeper at each slam like she's sending amity to heaven
early.

amity knows she pissed off luz that's why she's not saying anything, just hearing her growl like
grunts and pants is enough. she kept moaning into the gag as it only muffles her, she saw luz press
the button and it made the blight jolt in ecstasy.

the controller is connected to the nipple clamps making amity moan as it sent jolts of pleasure
starting from her chest and throughout. the euphoric feeling is overwhelming her body so much as
it's enough to make her writhe.

"mmm!" luz looked at amity who seems to be calling for her, she licked her hair back for the blight
to see the fury in her hues which turns her on more. "got any other confessions, querida?" she
snarled then she felt amity get tight down there which made luz cackle.

"oh right. you can't talk." luz picked up her pace making amity arch her back and roll her head as
her lover hits the spots. "you better have a damn explanation," luz looked at the alarm clock on the
nightstand.

9:48PM.

"we have 9 more hours till first light. so you have no choice but to talk." amity doesn't see the
problem with that her eyes turn half lid, her eyes are filled of lust and love for the noceda who's
wildly fucking her just how she likes it.

drool is now rolling down the sides of her mouth before she getting slapped across the face. fuck
yes amity moaned in her head. "get me?" luz asked as she demands a nod which amity gladly gave.

"good." luz leaned closer to amity as she tightly gripped the bed sheets and clenched her teeth. if
only her hands and mouth aren't bound, amity wouldn't pulled into a kiss by now.

the beads in her ass is also moving due from the manic thrusts luz does, bringing amity more
pleasure than the other nights. she loves it when luz is pissed, she gets aggressive and ruthless
which amity loves.

their bed is filled of amity muffled moans, luz growls and the bed creaking.

it's a miracle it hasn't given up after they first moved here. the led lights shining red, reflecting luz's
feelings and the salacity their bedroom has. they did place a music to play in the background to set
the mood but they barely notice it stopped.

luz stared deeply into amity's hues, both of them exchanged many unspoken things before amity's
eyes rolled back whem she can feel her climax coming closer. luz feels the same as she can feel her
hips and legs starting to get numb with a knot in her stomach.



then, "amity!!!" luz roars her lover's name as she came inside her making amity moan and came at
the same time. the blight's body dropped when as it was arches back with her thighs convulsing for
a second, twitching at the feeling of luz's cum shooting inside.

sighing deeply, luz turned off the nipple clamps and gently took them off to see how hard amity's
got then slowly pulled out for her to watch the spectacle of her jizz oozing of her girlfriend.

luz isn't pulling out the beads though.

she took the ball gag instead and saw how wet it's gotten by saliva. luz licked it off and hummed
"now talk." she tossed it to the ground as she narrowed her eyes at amity who's catching her breath
before chuckling.

"i lied." she replied making luz grumble. "but it was worth it."

luz fully took off her clothing and leaned closer to amity with her lips only mere inches away as the
blight stared at it. "we know we don't tolerate lying here, ames." she said, amity smirks at that.

"oh punish, human for i've been a bad witch."
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"and i oop-"

luz dropped into the youngest blight's bedroom through the window that she unlocked by her vines
accidentally breaking the lock but it doesn't matter as she's in.

since alador and odalia doesn't like luz coming her with her dirty little grimy tootsies. luz figured
she doesn't wanna go through the front or back door anyway!

luz was quick in her feet but what made her freeze is someone stiffly sitting in amity's bed. fully
nude, not really blinking either. luz slowly approached them and when she's a few inches off, the
thing finally blinked to look at her.

"oh jesus. that's me!" luz thought out loud, she got in front of the illusion whom stared back at her,
saying nothing and just tilts their head when luz waved her hand in front of their face.

luz inspected the illusion's features that presents the real luz in great detail, "now, the real luz only
knows but can you do this?" luz pulled her eyelids up to reveal the insides "blep blop." she tapped
them to make it seem weird. it is and disgusting and pretty cool.

the illusion easily followed the real luz's actions but didn't say the same thing. luz hums as she
tapped her chin before snapping her finger "bet you don't have the dimple." luz said, smirking as
she crosses her arms.

the illusion turns it's head and brought of one of it's hands to pinch it's nape to reveal the oddly
placed dimple. luz pursed her lips to show her second dimple in her right cheek which the illusion
copied.

when the illusion turned, luz heard of metal clinking till she saw it "what's this?" luz grabbed the
golden tag attached to a black collar on the illusion's neck.

amity blight's property.

luz's eyes widens, she looked at the tag and the illusion who has a neutral face. "you're a.." her eyes
travelled down to it's chest who has the same breast size, her gaze moved down more till it landed
on the junk.

it's drenched of slick. luz slightly rubbed the hood just enough to feel it as she pulled her jean shorts
to look down at her dry but slowly getting wet pussy. it feels like real pussy before luz pulled her
hand back.



"you're an advance sex toy." the illusion shrugged in reply. i don't know if illusion really
understands what i'm saying but whatever. luz said in her head then a devious idea came to her
mind.

"hey, wanna switch sides? it only costs your collar and you can take a break after.. i don't know."
luz shrugged as she doesn't know how long this has been happening but she doesn't need to. maybe.

the illusion gladly took off it's collar and handed it to luz before disappearing with a peace sign. "oh
wow." luz chuckles as she easily got the reference.

and with that, luz started to take off her clothes, kicking them under the bed and sat down as she
slips the collar on. fixing it to make her look like the illusion before it left which wouldn't be hard.

then, the door bursts open to reveal amity in a dark suit, aggravated with her hands tightly clenched
and hair in a slight mess as a deep scowl is seen in her face.

"fuck! fuck fuck fuck!" amity started punching the walls as she lashes out. her attire getting loose
with her hair flying everywhere. luz is worried as she never amity this mad after she tries to dissect
her.

when amity stops, huffing. luz curiously looks down to see the blight's angry bulge twitching in her
leather pants. she must've gone home first from a party or something as luz doesn't hear any other
noises in the manor.

amity took a deep breath, she ruffled her hair to return in it's original style after her mother forced it
to be slicked back. she looked at the illusion luz who's staring at her, the blight frowned a little and
she started to approach her.

amity got in front of luz whom tilts her head up to look her in the eye. they both stared at each other
for awhile before luz was caught off when amity cupped her and started sniffing her, inhaling her.

it's weird but luz slowly got used to it as amity's other hand soothes her thigh.

"strange." amity said that made luz's insides freeze "you smell like the forestry." she turned to see
the window was completely agar which she went over to close and peered down to check to see
nothing before closing it.

"i guess it's just the room." amity mutters to herself as she went back to luz whom silently relieved.
amity stared at luz with such dominating aura it makes luz wants to bow but she has to put up her
act.

"all fours." amity commanded making luz slightly twitch "now." she sees the blight narrow her eyes
at her with her hues slowly glowing. luz gulped, she quickly turned her back on amity half of her
body off the bed.

amity brought her pants down for her cock to spring out, she grabbed luz's hips and didn't bother to
take it slow as she thinks this is her copy of luz she's fucking not the actual one.

luz bit her lip as she tries not to squeak. she feels her pussy really stretch at the feeling of amity's
cock inside her. pulsing with need and heat. it feels amazing.



amity grunts as her one eye closed slightly at how tight luz is. "shit. you're really tight.. i don't think
i made you this tight though.." luz gulps for the second time as she can't hide that now that amity is
inside.

"whatever. doesn't matter. i'll still enjoy myself.." she said before starting to thrust inside. luz's
mouth turned open but she held her voice and continued to bite her lip as she takes in the blight.

"aah.. ah, titan luz. i want to know how you sound under me.." luz wants to fulfil that request but
she can't ruin her act. she felt amity's hand rest on her head, rubbing it before grabbing a handful.

"if only this was you. i would be fucking you like this!" amity pulled onto luz's hair and plunged
her cock deeper with her pacing going faster making luz jolt, she bit onto her fingers as her eyes
threatened to roll back in pure ecstasy.

"if only. all of i'm saying has if onlys! why can't you see it, luz?!" luz is confused at what amity is
saying but listens while her brain is slowly getting taken over by pleasure.

"why can't you see i always want you around? it's because you make me happy even when things
are shit here! i want to hold your hand and bury myself in your warmth, luz!" amity is starting to
pour her feelings out to this illusion as she knows it can't reply back.

"i want to spend my entire day, time, life with you! everyday in school, i always see you with
willow and gus with the brightest smile that.. that i fell for.." amity faltered in the end as it's
overwhelming. luz's eyes widens as she heard that, she felt her chest flutter and her brain getting
more serotonin.

"i want to be with you luz. when will you see that?" amity leaned down to luz's head and nuzzled
up to her "i love you." she whispers.

"i love you too, ames."

amity's eyes widens as she heard that whisper of those three specific words along with a nickname
only one person she allowed to call her that.

"you're.. you're not the- luz?" amity's face is now turning red in embarrassment as she watches luz
slowly turn her head to look at her with a small smile. "hey, blight."

amity is befuddled.

"how- why?"

"just keep going please!" luz moans making amity's face glow red even more, she resumed her
thrusts as she already feels her knot coming before the big surprise happened.

"aaahh! oh god amity!!"

the blight can feel her heart beating faster now as she listens to luz's actual, raw, unfiltered moans
as she fucks her tight, wet, delicious pussy.

who would've thought the day amity was arranged to have a fiance, which she declined, proved
itself to be her worst day of her life be turned into the best.



"luz, i love you so much!!" amity clenched her teeth tightly as she feels her climax tipping her to
the edge.

"i love you too amity!!!" luz lets out a scream of pleasure as she came for the first time and she's
happy it was from amity. the blight quickly pulled out, rapidly stroked herself before finally
coming, her jizz flying onto luz's exposed back.

"fuck.." amity took off her dress shirt to wipe off her cum before tossing it to the side and dropped
beside luz who's panting heavily as she started amity.

"that was.. unexpected." amity said making luz giggled, she made a small jazz hands and said;
"surprise."
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"come on, the last house is on the other side of the market. let's finish this so we can go home!"
king said as he held luz's hand to drag her towards the market as she held the bag with only a few
bottles inside for the last house.

"okay okay, jeez you don't have to pull me, you adorable little demonic creature." luz cooes making
king grumble quietly as he's slowly getting used to the complements the human is giving him.

as they got to the middle of the market where all of the most creatures and witches are hording in as
the good stuff are here. luz and king was about to squeeze out of the crowd till luz bumped into
someone.

"oof!"

"ugh! watch it nitwit!" the person hissed, clearly not having the nicest day. "i'm really sorry," luz
looked down to see that something's dropped between their feet, she went ahead to pick it up and
handing it to the stranger only to freeze with her cheeks heating up.

a mint green haired beauty growls at the human whilst not looking at her "uhm.. h- here, miss." luz
said, offering the item to the witch for her to finally look at luz and she froze as well.

time seemed to have went still as both of them stared at each other in long seconds as if trying to
see if they knew each other from the past or past lifetime perhaps? they don't know but an
unfathomable feeling of nostalgia rid over them like harsh waves.

their heartbeats slowly became into sync with each other as the longer they stared. the more of their
sexual drive rises. luz could swear she didn't take any potions before she left since eda wouldn't
allow her.

sweat started to rolling down the sides of their faces with excessive gulping, their hands are
trembling of need as they want to grab each other by the throats and their pupils growing wide
along with the tent in luz's pants and the witch's legs are subconsciously are creating friction.

"w- what's your name?" luz was the first to break the silence and it seems to be a cue for the witch
as she grabbed luz's collar and slammed her lips against hers making the human instantly melt with
her grip loosening on the bag.

this made everyone stop what they're doing to look at the young witch kissing a human. it's
common to see young lovers to make out but not this kind of partners. after all, humans are rare
here but never zero.



"amity blight." amity said in between kisses before slipping her tongue inside luz's mouth making
her lowly moan. her hand moved down to the human's jean shorts to rub her bulge as their tongues
swirl with one another.

king watched the two make out before sighing deeply, he grabbed the fallen bag and started to walk
out of the crowd with him dragging it. "yeah sure, ditch your best friend to make out with a stranger
in the market. that's cool." he mutters to himself.

a little frustrated but he's curious what eda's reaction would be if he went home without her.

as they pulled away, amity pushed luz to the ground with her pouncing on her. she still held the
noceda by the collar, she attacked her neck, nipping her flesh making luz whine before sinking her
baby fangs into her. "aahh.." luz gripped amity's shoulders.

then, amity noticed the round ears "human.." she mutters, she's supposed to hate the human or at
least, fuck her in spite but that's not the case. "luz. my name's luz." luz clarified, amity looked into
her eyes again before chuckling.

"pleasure to meet you." amity was about to tear luz's jacket but she stopped her "wait wait, this is
only clothing i have." amity hums, she moved her hands down to her shorts instead, unbuckling it
enough for the cock to spring out in it's full form.

amity bites her lip, she pulled her own pink leggings down along with her panty as she got onto top
of luz's phallus. slowly, amity is lowering herself making her close her eyes as her mouth turned
agape and moans escaping.

luz grits her teeth tightly, she clawed the floor as she feels the blight's tight insides wrap around her
pulsing cock till amity pushed all of it inside making both of them moan loudly.

"aah.. ha.. ha.. oh titan luz.." amity shudders at the feeling, she felt luz's hands grip her waist as
both of them stared at each other before luz starter moving her hips "aaahh! aahh fuck yes!" amity
moans without shame.

it surprises everyone to see a blight get fucked by a human. what's more is that she's enabling and
enjoying it. can this day get more surprising?

"ah god.. amity, you feel.. really good.." luz mutters, she slipped one of her hand inside amity's shirt
to feel her sports bra, she groped it along with her rubbing her hard nipples.

"i.. i feel like i've known you before.. aahh- i don't know why.." amity said in between pants as she
can see the human's hazel hues swirling of lust and something else.

"m- me too!" luz replied then she switched the position into missionary with her hand catching
amity's head for her not to get hurt. she continued her thrusts, this time faster as she railed the blight
good as she can see her eyes almost rolling back.

some people left as they don't wanna see horny years old fuck in the middle of the market but the
ones whom stuck around are horny teenagers as well who's watching with such intent while
stroking themselves.

then, luz hits that one spot making amity scream out in pleasure letting out echo throughout the
market "luz! aah right there! please don't stop!" she moaned as she arched her back, her hips tried



to match luz's pacing but it didn't work out.

"i'm not even planning to, amity!" luz replied, she curled her fists as she maintains her balance on
amity even though her weak nerd arms are trembling. amity cupped the human's cheeks to pull her
down to a kiss which luz didn't hesitate on returning.

luz continues her feral thrusts into the blight as they indulge into their kiss, she feels amity's legs
loosely wrap around her with both of them feeling their climaxes coming, tipping them to the
ledge.

as they pulled away, amity embraced luz aw she moans into her ear, not wanting to her let go the
last minute. then, "fuck- luz!!!" amity once again screamed as she came onto luz making whom
held her own burst.

the human quickly pulled out and aimed her shots away from amity's dripping pussy as neither of
them are ready to get pregnant yet. amity panted heavily with her eyes half lid, she tangled her
hands into luz's curls for her to calm down.

"what.. just happened?" amity asked, confused as to why she suddenly had sex with a stranger. a
beautiful one rather. luz doesn't have an answer to that either "i don't know.. i'm sorry." she said but
the blight shook her head.

"it's alright. i-"

"there is she! come back here, human!!" luz snapped her head up to see the emperor guards
charging at her. "i'm sorry i have to go!" she said, swiftly leaving a peck before standing up to
hastily bring her shorts up whilst running.

amity watched the human struggle a little bit till a witch scooped her off the ground to hop onto her
staff, leaving the emperor guards with nothing to show up for their warden once again.

"you'll pay for this eda the owl lady and your pesky human!!" amity heard one of them say and it
made her think.

"a human and is also an outlaw.. wow." she said to herself before chuckling, she looked up to the
flying witch again with the human behind them. she wonders whem will she see luz again.



Care

Chapter Summary

student luz x teacher amity

requested smut

there's this teacher or professor. whatever.

a teacher that everyone is head over heels for due from her exquisite looks. some said that she's
sculpted by the greek gods.

her body is to die for whenever she wears tight clothing, her hair flows smoothly with her eyes
emitting a cold aura and her pale complexion shines whenever the sun hits her.

some of the girls are envious of the teacher while the latter half is like the boys and men. drooling,
salivating, howl, barking for her to notice them but she doesn't.

unless you're this one kid.

this kid, a senior. she's a quiet because she doesn't have much friends though she has quite the
energy. if you started talking her, she'd go on for hours explaining the many tropes and ideas from
the book she absolutely adorns or other fanfics she finds.

and you'd see her zooming down the hallway as if someone is chasing her or vise verse. sometimes
she is and it'd be boscha yelling for her to pay up.

it's odd to see the most beautiful and popular teacher interact with a nobody. but they didn't
question as they thought she's trying to make the senior be more social and stuff.

after all, that's what teachers do. they care for their students.

"miss blight." amity looked up when she heard her name and the classroom door opening, she saw
a couple of students hording by the door, nervous as their favorite teacher's eyes landed on them.

"yes?" amity asked, lowering her glasses as she watched one of the students approach her desk
before stopping beside it "h- here's our essay we just finished." they said as they slipped a few
stacked papers on the desk.

"oh, thank you. glad to see you're actually finishing your tasks." amity said, grabbed the papers to
read them shortly before looking at the student whom looked away, timorous as they fiddled with
their fingers.

"yeah.. um, do yo- no, nevermind. we'll see you tomorrow miss blight." the student was about to
say something but ended up holding it back and quickly walked out of the class, their classmates
giggling at them or mocking before they closed the door to have amity her peace.



amity listened to the receding multiple footsteps down the hallway till she can hear anything. the
window blinds are shut to give amity her privacy as she doesn't find that in the faculty.

and there's another reason.

amity pulled her glasses off and dropped it onto the papers before looking down to see her pants
open with someone working diligently under the table.

"my my, you're getting better at this, miss noceda." amity said as she caressed luz's cheeks whom
closes one eye and leaned against her touch while she bobs her head on the blight's cock.

this attraction between luz noceda and amity blight started in the second week of their semester. luz
is one of the latter of girls whom are fixated on amity, she thought she wouldn't be getting the
blight's attention as she declined others many times but this is different.

amity finds luz enchanting. whenever she's in the same class with luz, she's always filled of energy
as she teaches and she made them go a quiz, she sat in the desk with her eyes always landing on luz
who's either focused or not while scribbling on the paper.

there was a time that went luz passed her paper with a sticky note under it saying if she could talk
to amity after class in this very classroom.

that's when their relationship blossomed into more than mutual respect when luz confessed her
feelings for the blight whom surprisingly reciprocated it. their respect became mutual attraction and
love.

it's a surprise when they found out that they only have a 2 year gap but still doesn't cover of their
roles in this school. teacher and student relationships are taboo, it's not suppose to happen but it did.

their relationship was obviously kept in closed doors, they interact like a normal student and
teacher not lovers to avoid suspicions.

some of the students are jealous and some asked luz for tips about how to get close to miss blight
which she doesn't know how to answer. luz doesn't know if this is good attention or what as she
never had so many people talking to her.

speaking of closed doors. during the weekends, luz would always come to amity's manor after she
told her mother that her teacher is giving her pointers on literature though amity did help luz to
advance, there are other things she learned.

all luz has to say is that it was the best feeling of losing her virginity to the most pulchritudinous
woman in the world.

"aah.. that's it, baby. you're doing so good." amity whispers with a smile on her face as she watches
luz slurp her up with her flustered face. then, she pulled luz off and stood up for luz to slowly peer
out.

"sit down and spread your legs." amity ordered which luz nods, she sat down and slipped her pants
off for amity while she watched her before spreading her legs as to reveal her drenched pussy.

"hmm.. you look so wet, you nasty girl." amity cooed as she dragged her fingers on luz's clit and
stopped at her bud making her twitch. "amity.." luz mutters, staring up at her lover to see lust



riddled across her hues.

"i heard that some students are rather touchy with you. mind explaining?" amity asked, she grabbed
both of luz's wrists and placed it above her head as the chair rolls back to the board while her thick
cock's tip rubbing against luz making her shudder.

"th- they mean nothing. i don't know them.." she replied, amity raised a brow about that. "don't
know them? they were shouting your name down the hall in made up nickname. it was obnoxious,
really." she sneered a little as she recalls the memory from earlier, seeing luz get toppled by some
students with their arms roped around her neck as they tell her about something.

luz shakes her head "no. they were sophomores and i guess they didn't realise i was a senior since
they asked me if i was a freshman." she explained. amity blinked as she took in that before
snickering and said; "you do look like a freshman though."

luz grumbles as she looks away this made amity utter a low 'aw' and nuzzled up to the noceda's
neck "is mon chéri angry?" she asked while placing endearing kisses across luz's flesh as she
watches her loosen up.

"no.. but there's no need to be jealous though." luz said and that made amity freeze for a second
before scoffing "i'm not jealous." she denied but the noceda wasn't buying it.

"i only belong and love you, ames so there's no need for that, okay?" luz always has a has a
soothing voice always calms even the angriest person alive. amity withdrew back for their eyes to
meet, their hues stared deep into each other as the blight lets go of luz's arms for her to coil around
her neck.

"yeah, you're right. how stupid of me." amity said as she slowly nods but luz shook her head and
cupped her lover's cheeks "it's alright. i kinda get jelly as well when other teachers try to get close
to you.." she mutters while breaking the eye contact.

amity was pleasantly surprised at this, "you know most them are men and you know what i really
am." she said. this made something pop inside luz's head "that's so gay."

"we're literally dating and i'm about to fuck you." amity said deadpan making luz giggle. "gay."

"oh shut up." amity finally closed the space between them as she pushes inside, feeling luz's moans
vibrate in the kiss. her hands undid the blight's hair tie and lazily twirling it before it slipped off her
finger is when they pulled away.

"aah.. ames.." luz bit her lips as she sees amity push the rest of her inside till there's nothing left.
"god you're still tight. i love it." she whispers as she licked her lips, she looks down to see her girl's
lustful face that motivated her to start moving.

luz clasped her hand into her mouth as she feels amity thrust in, she held onto one of her hands as
she gripped the armrests. "hm.. amity.." luz holds herself from moaning too loud, even though most
of the students already went home, there are still teachers doing last minute reviews and checks.

"shh, be quiet baby." amity kissed luz's cheek before burying her face into her neck again as her
thrusts into slams making it hard for luz to hold it in.



"gh- hnmgh.. amity please.." luz hugged amity as she muffled herself on her shoulders and slightly
clawing the blight's back. she can feel herself sliding down a little for amity to have a better angle
as her balls are repeatedly hitting luz's ass.

"ah fuck.. you feels so good, luz. i love you." amity said, she started luz's bare neck that is clean of
any love bites. she wants to leave some as it'll tell everyone that luz belongs to her though she can't.

luz said she doesn't want her mother to see and question it when she sees the hickey since this
relationship is still taboo in this case.

instead, amity just licked her and nibbled her ear as she listens to her heavenly stifled moans. "that's
a good girl. you feel it?" amity asked and she saw luz nod as a response.

suddenly, a knock pulled them out of their immersion and snapped their heads to look at the door to
see a silhouette through the fogged glass. "miss amity, are you still there?" asked one of amity's
colleagues.

"fucking- yes, just a finishing up!" amity replied as she continues fucking luz who's biting her
shoulder now. "oh, do you need any help wi-" amity's eyes widens as she heard the door clicking,
about to swing open.

"no! just- no, it's okay. i can handle it, thank you." amity shouted at first but lowered her voice as
she doesn't want them to be suspicious and proceed to open the door. "o- oh, okay. well, i'll be
waiting for you in the parking lot." they said before slowly walking away.

both of them sighed deeply in relief, "god fucking damnit." amity growled, she looked to see luz
still biting her as she holds her moans. "do you wanna come home with me?" she asked making luz
open her eyes to look at her.

luz nodded in response before rolling her eyes back as she's nearing her climax. amity held onto her
lover and grits her teeth tightly with her instincts gradually rising to pull out in the right time.

"a- mghn!!!"

amity swiftly pulled out, she used her hand to catch her cum as she shoots out her load. not wanting
to get in luz or the floor.

both heaved heavily, the blight kissed luz in the cheek before grabbing a couple dabs of tissue to
wipe her jizz and used the rest to wipe the sweat off luz.

"thanks." luz smiles which amity returned, she stuffed her sheathing cock inside her pants and
helped luz with hers. "you go out first. wait behind my car." amity said as she pecked luz before she
stood up only for her to almost fall as her legs were asleep.

amity was about to catch her but luz managed "i'm fine. i'm fine." luz opened the window and
easily hopped off as she landed on the fire exit stairs.

the blight rushed over to the window to peer down to see luz trotting down the stairs, when she got
to the ground, she shot her girlfriend a wave and big smile before turning to a corner.

she smiles to herself as she started to think to have someone who could really make her happy. fate
sometimes doesn't like to agree with you as it puts luz and amity in positions that isn't allowed



unless they're out of it's perimeters.

nonetheless. both of them are lovestruck.



Favor

Chapter Summary

calls to get pregnant

requested smut

luz laid on the couch alone, king and eda are out for an errand and she doesn't wanna talk to hooty
as he wouldn't understand what her mind is making up scenarios of.

luz doesn't know what's up with her but whenever she sees amity with children, she sees the blight's
motherly instincts kick in and care for the children like they're hers. she started to think if she has a
kid or kids with her, it would be a dream.

a really far one.

the dream of her and the witch together amazing to think of as she always liked amity after grom
happened. but the process of baby making also excites her.

luz slowly sat up and looks down to see she's hard without effort, just by thinking of amity below
her, seeing her tits bouncing while moaning-

"stop it!" luz slapped herself before sighing deeply. she buried her face in her hands and slowly
slides it down to drop. she bit her lips as she started to think if she dragged this out, it'll haunt her
till she loses her mind.

"fucking fuck.." luz mutters, she pulling her phone and started to dial for amity's number. she
anxiously tapped her finger against her knee as she listens to the ringing against her ear till a sweet
"hello."

"h- hey, ames. uh.. are you doing something? i'm sorry if i called in the wrong time." luz said,
stalling as she doesn't wanna embarrass herself. then again, what she's planning is amazingly stupid
and probably wouldn't work.

"oh hi luz. and no, not really. is there something you need?" amity asked on the other end. luz is
starting to realise how soothing and sweet sounding amity's voice is, she leaned back to the armrest
and pulled down her shorts for her to hard, thick cock to come out and started stroking it.

"no no- i mean, yes. no- yes! oh goddamnit.." luz started stumbling in her words, she cursed herself
and clarified herself before amity could question it. "yes. i- if you're not busy, can you come to the
owl house please? okay, bye."

amity didn't have time to reply as luz ended the call, she dropped her phone to the side and rolled
her head back as she fastened her rubbing. lowly moaning while her head only thinks of amity.

no one else. just the blight.



"fuck.."

-----

amity did head for the owl house, while she was walking down the woods, she kept thinking why
luz sounded so nervous about and it seems like it's anxious or iffy.

it makes her worry that's why she went to the owl shack in a hurry and didn't even bother to knock
as she doesn't want to wake up the infernal bird tube.

and there she saw luz stiffly sitting on the couch with a pillow resting on her lap. luz looked to see
amity standing by the door with worry riddled across her face "hey, amity." luz shyly waved.

amity got inside and closed the door behind her "luz, are you okay? where's miss eda?" she asked
as she approached the bed, she saw luz scooch back a little when amity sat beside her.

"um, yeah yeah. eda and king is out for awhile and.. and-" luz clenched her fists tightly as she's
screaming inside to stop stuttering "can i ask you a favor?" she said, slowly letting the conflicting
things out.

amity slowly nods "sure. what is it?" she slightly frowns as luz is visibly trembling, making her
placed her hand on top of hers. "it's okay, i'm here. take your time." she reassured as she gave luz
an affirming squeeze.

gulping, luz took a deep breath before shouting; "can i impregnate you?!"

"l- look, i just- i don't know what's wrong with me but i like seeing you take care of kids and it
makes me want to have a kid with you. i- i get it if you-"

"yes!!!"

luz jumped at the sudden scream of amity who's leaning closer to her with her face easily
resembling a tomato. the same thing could be said to luz though.

there was silence between them and in the owl house. luz cleared her throat, she tries to think of
something but nothing is coming up for her to say, amity does;

"can we.. start now?" amity asked, neither of them have no knowledge on how to set the mood for
sexy times since they're clueless virgins but this is enough as luz nodded and pulled the pillow off
her lap for amity to see her long, bulky cock that made the witch slightly doubt that all of it will fit.

luz proceeded to take her top while amity watches, her eyes are all over the place. first landing on
the human's breasts, seeing her dark hard nipples then moved down to her twitching cock that is
secreting precum.

"you too." luz mutters which snapped amity out her daze, she slowly nodded and did the same,
dropping their clothes to the side before pounces on her making her yelp.

amity stared up to luz's hues, seeing lust clouding it along with love. she softly placed her hand
onto luz's cheek making her slightly lean against her touch. "i love you. i always have." she
whispers making luz's heart throb.



"i love you too, ames. i'm so happy that you do." luz kissed amity's palm before kissing her cheek
then to her lips, amity didn't hesitate on kissing back with her arms wrapping around luz's neck and
hands getting lost in her hair.

their kiss was filled of so much passion and salacity before pulling away. luz started placing soft
kisses across amity's smooth neck with her cock rubbing against her drenched pussy making amity
lowly moan. "please.." she mutters.

"should i just wing it?" luz asked as she's worried that she might amity in their first time. "yeah..
don't worry, i'll be fine." amity said, she moved one hand down towards luz's ass to squeeze it as
she hears her groan.

luz nods "okay.. get ready." she aligned herself in amity's hole before pushing all of her inside
making amity moan loudly. "aahh! luz!" she tugged onto luz's hair as she slightly hisses at the
feeling of herself getting stretched good.

luz bit her lip as she feels amity's pussy hugging her cock tightly, she gripped the armrest and didn't
move just yet as she lets amity adjust to her before signalling a nod.

the human started to thrust inside her now lover, looking down to see her pleasured face and the
small daydream luz had earlier came to life, triggering her to go faster making amity scream in
ecstasy.

"luz!! ah fuck! you're so big!" she is above average and thicker, it's like it belonged to a monstrous
creature not to a mere human but here she is, getting fucked amazingly by it.

amity closed her eyes to ravish this. she wrapped her legs around luz's waist to keep her there as
she can feel her balls repeatedly hitting her in a rapid pace. she kept moaning the human's name as
a quivering smile came on her face.

it's a fantasy that she'd be fucked by luz and she couldn't believe it's happening with her getting
pregnant by her. it is a dream come true.

luz saw the smile, she doesn't know why amity is smiling but it does tell that she's getting a kick of
it. she started placing kisses across amity's collarbone while whispering 'i love you' and moving up
to her neck.

amity slightly opened her eyes when she feels the kiss. when luz reached amity's lips "luz, promise
you won't leave me." she whispers and luz didn't even need to think twice before answering "i
promise i won't. how could i?" she softly pressed her forehead against amity's.

"i'll love you till i die, amity and i'll never leave you or my kids." luz said before finally meeting
their lips again, this time, their tongues are involved as it lapped each other with luz picking up her
speed making amity squeal in the kiss.

when air became a problem, they pulled with a string of saliva between them before disappearing.
luz watched amity roll her head back with her hips arching as she hits that one spot that drove her
mad.

"fuck me!! yes, luz harder!!"



luz doesn't need to be told twice as she plunged her cock deep into amity making her moan loudly,
matching the blight's. the whole house is filled with their moans and ruckus in the poor couch, they
became louder as they can feel their climax getting closer.

with a few final deep thrusts, the couple screamed as they came hard for the first time. luz shoots
her cum inside amity, letting it mixing with hers making the witch shudder in delight at the feeling.

amity looked down to herself to see small bullets of sweat on her chest, she can feel her body
reacting to the fluids of her lover and she knows what that means.

she grabbed luz's hand and placed it on her stomach. guiding her to rub it with her hand. luz smiles,
"yeah.. we're gonna have a kid." she said which made amity smile as well.

"then, let's make sure we do." amity pulls luz into a kiss as they both know they're far from done
after that first eruption.

-----

"aaahhh luz!!!" amity shrieked as she and luz came for the sixth time and it's final. she sat on the
countertop as luz wanted more angle. luz rested her head into amity's chest, listening to rapid
heartbeat.

"i.. i can't feel my legs." luz mutters with her legs threatening to give up now. amity hugged her
lover and placed her head on top of hers. "i can't feel my anything." amity replied and she's not
joking.

"i'm sorry." but amity hushes her "no, it's alright. can we go back to the couch, please?" she asked
and luz nodded. she gently lifted her lover off the counter, headed back to the living room and
carefully laid amity to the couch with her head on the pillows.

luz slowly pulled out and she's surprised to see how much of their mixed cum oozes out of amity
her stomach got inflated from so much of it. she softly rubbed her tums which amity placed her
hand atop of hers as she watched her slow, gently motion.

"we're gonna be a family."



An Alpha's Rage

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'misstep'

it's been two months since luz was given to amity as her mate which isn't what her parents what
they had in mind but amity thanked them for giving her what she wanted.

things has been rocky as luz stays here in the blight manor. alador and odalia has been a prick to
luz, telling she should just leave which she can't as she's bonded to amity but amity would always
be there to protect her, even from her parents as they proved themselves as a threat to her omega.

amity always makes sure her point gets across to them as she loves luz and she'll never replace to
another omega that isn't even up to par with luz. no one is.

amity isn't afraid to disrespect her parents as she fucked luz in front of them several times and luz
gave her some blowjobs down the hallway. exhibition seems to be the couple's kink.

when an omega is bonded to their alpha, they can sense, feel everything their omega is feeling or
vise versa. that's why it's important for omegas to find the right alpha for them for protection as
there are still dangers amidst.

essentially for a pregnant omega.

amity laid asleep in her bed, her hand lazily moving around the space beside her only for it to feel
cold. frowning, she was expecting to feel luz next to her but why isn't she?

amity slowly opened her eyes and it snapped open when she saw her bedside is truly empty. her
instincts are flying to the rooftops right now as she doesn't like not having luz next to her, she's
confirmed pregnant and it makes her inner alpha panic more.

"luz?" amity called for her omega as she hopped off the bed, swinging the door open and quickly
ran down the dark hallway "luz?!" she called once again and still got no answer.

she got down to the lobby, sniffing the air to find luz's scent till she froze when a sudden tightness
is felt on her neck making her wince. amity's pupils thinned as that could only mean one thing.

"luz!!!"

amity kicked down the front doors and started to quickly rush out of the manor, tearing the metal
gate apart like it's nothing. she raced into the woods whilst following her omega's scents, her rapid
heartbeat is pounding in her eardrums with the winds making her hair fly back.

the young alpha is praying, hoping that her mate is just on late night adventure with willow and gus
which she shouldn't have since she's pregnant. that's what amity wants to think-



till it was quickly diminished when a scream is echoed throughout the empty night she never
wanted to hear.

"amity!!!"

amity's inner alpha took full control of her as she can't think straight knowing that her omega is in
danger. she hops down a cliff and lets out a roar to made four people surround luz with the one in
the front having a fresh scratch from luz.

"get away from my omega!!!" amity shouted as she pounced on the first person, forcibly tilting
their head to expose their necks for her to rip out making them scream in agony.

amity rushed to the second one, her claws unsheathed to tear the person's face off before slicing
their throat.

she ducked when a bat tried to hit her, she caught it the second time and easily broke it into
splinters then pulled the welder for the blight to sink her claws into their stomach, slicing it open
for their intestines to fall out.

then, she slowly turned around to face the final enemy. with the full moon shining behind her, her
face and hands drenched with blood as her eyes glowed violent gold with a red tint. it makes the
last whimper and cower before the higher alpha.

amity approached them as a loud growl rumbled in her throat, she grabbed the person by the neck
and lifted them up in the air, choking them.

"you had the audacity to kidnap my omega from me, amity blight. i sure admire your stupidity."
amity glared at the person, her gaze burning into their eyes then she slammed their head into the
nearest tree hard enough to break on impact.

"who sent you." it wasn't a question. it's a demand. amity moved towards the ledge and hovered the
person to it, threatening them to talk unless she drops them. "pl- please, don't kill me! i was just
doing my job!" they begged.

"then answer the goddamn question." amity said through her gritted teeth.

"alador and o- odalia blight."

amity turned silent, she tore her eyes off the person and looked up to the full moon for a few
seconds before dropping the enemy off the cliff and headed for luz who's visibly shaking.

"shh shh, it's okay. it's me, love." amity's tone turned soft for her omega, she slowly reached for luz
as she's in a fragile state right now. luz looked at the bloodied hands, she sniffed it and cringed as
she smells the enemies but it was overpowered when amity emitted her scent for luz to calm down.

"amity.." tears started escaping her eyes and fall to the ground, amity flashed a comforting smile
before pulling luz into a hug whom returned it tightly. amity didn't say anything else as her growl is
replaced a purr.

amity embraced luz for a long while as she listens to her heartbeat come down to normal and her
scent no longer in distress. she waited for her lover to ease in her hold before kissing the side of her
head.



"i'll bring you to the owl house. you'll be safe there." amity whispered, still not pulling away. "come
with me.. i don't want you to go back there.." luz said as she gripped onto her alpha's shirt.

"i won't. i just need to get our stuff, okay? and we'll be staying with miss eda till i our own place."
amity reassured, she slowly pulled away to look into luz's eyes and wiped the remaining tears off,
accidentally getting blood on her cheek but it was left ignored.

luz slowly nods "okay." amity kissed her forehead as she can't really kiss luz in the lips without
getting blood on it and she doesn't want that. amity softly grabbed luz's hands that are softer than
hers "let's go."

then, amity easily lifts luz in a bridal style before running in full speed to the direction of the owl
house.

-----

with luz back with eda and king, they went in full protective mode when amity reported what
happened because they asked why the alpha is covered in blood.

amity returned to the blight manor with the sky still dark. she went inside with the broken door
agar, climbed up the stairs and got inside a room to reveal a king sized bed.

amity quietly walked over to the side and she stared down at her sleeping parents, she silently
summoned her abomination to stand on the other side. it's shadow covering them.

"wake up." amity said but it obviously didn't work. she looked up to her abomination whom got it's
master's unspoken order and roared to forcibly wake the lady and lord blight from their sleep.

"what is the meaning of this?!" alador exclaimed as he clearly doesn't like being waken up in wee
hours. he glared at his daughter who's blankly staring at them, still blood drenched.

"you hired men to kill and do whatever the fuck they please to my omega just because you don't
like luz." amity started making odalia groan "not this again." she rolled her eyes and turned her
back on amity to try to get some sleep.

"you're an alpha, right father? but how come i don't see it?" amity sneered, alador is slowly losing
his patience with this. "get out." he ordered in his alpha tone but amity preceded past him. she's not
affected anymore.

she's the new alpha in the blight family now.

"no. you don't have what it takes to be an alpha if you put omegas in danger because you never
know what an alpha's rage is."

with that, the abomination raised it's fists over it's head, alador didn't have enough time to react as it
started bashing alador and odalia to death with their blood splattering across the walls and onto
amity's face who's unfazed at the horrid screams her parents makes.

amity doesn't feel a sense of regret or sympathy as her abomination beats them to death. being in
their pack doesn't feel like one and her parents were never really part of her pack, the twins proved
themselves to be and never them. maybe it's good thing.

as an alpha always protects their own.





This is Fucking Awkward

Chapter Summary

-continuation & conclusion of 'this is awkward'

ever since that walk in of camila and her agreeing for amity to stay in since she doesn't have any
place than here. amity got a stable and well paid job after she quitted the sex worker gig.

luz and amity got into the colleges they want together and they were roommates. they had different
courses so they had to wait for a year or two to finally see each other again.

luz didn't want amity to think that she's leeching off of her salary so when amity is still in college,
she got a job herself and both of them started saving for their future together by first getting a
house.

so far, they've made alot.

now, the couple and camila are in the dinner table eating peacefully whilst talking how things are
going. camila watched her daughter and soon to be daughter in law chatting, she can see an
endearing smile on amity's face as she watched luz ramble about random stuff making camila
chuckle.

the two the woman's chuckle and made them look at her. "so, when are you two giving me
grandkids?" camila asked ever so nonchalantly as if it's the same as a simple 'how's your day?' type
of question.

amity was chewing her food when the question was asked and she almost choked, she started
banging her chest for her not go out like this while luz looked away with her cheeks turning redder
than the asopao.

"mami! ¿porqué preguntarias eso?"

as the food was finally swallowed, amity drank some water before asking; "pardon?"

"oh don't be surprised. you two have a well thought out financial plan, well funding jobs so, i guess
the only thing missing is a neita or neito. maybe both." camila said and shrugged in the end before
standing up with her empty plate in hand.

"though, i'm not forcing you. you can have kids whenever you two are ready. solo preguntaba."

when camila walked out of the dining table, luz and amity looked at each other in the corner of
their eyes, asking the same question silently before resuming to finish their food in silence as they
wanna go up to their room now.

this is so fucking awkward.



 

it's half past ten. the couple laid awake in their shared bed where everything was set in motion for
them, after having for a single electric fan for nearly 18 years, amity replaced it for an aircon since
the summers are always the worse and it's more comfortable.

she's paying a quarter of the taxes after all along with luz to pay up camila.

they both stared up to the dark ceiling with the only noise is heard is the faint humming of the
aircon. they always go to sleep naked for extra snugs and it's much easier if they wanna have sexy
times.

luz is curled up close to amity with her head resting on her arm, she can hear her thumps of her
heart and slow breathing. she looked to her side to see amity is spacing out.

"babe?" amity hummed in reply as she lowered her gaze to her lover. "yeah?"

"do you wanna have a kid?" luz felt amity tense up a little "camila said we have them whenever we
want-"

"i know that but do you really want one with me?" luz cuts her off before they divert to the actual
topic, amity eased down a little before slowly nodding "of course. you're the only girl i want to
experience everything." she replied.

"then.. why do you seem against it?"

amity sighed deeply "it's just.. what if i'm not gonna be a good parent? what if the kid hates me? i
didn't grow up with a real parent like you did and.. we're still young and the money, the house, the
everything is so.." she was cut off when luz leaned in for a kiss which she instantly kissed back.

they slowly pulled away with their lips lingering, luz embraced her lover whom rested her chin on
top of her head. "i know you'll be a great parents, ames and you're right, we're 24 and we don't need
to have a kid immediately." luz said as she nuzzles in amity's neckm

"let's live our lives till we're ready besides, i was just asking." amity chuckles, she kissed her lover's
head and hugged her tight. "i knew that." she heard luz lightly scoff at that.

"yeah sure smartypants."

-----

luz and amity finally found the right house for themselves that has a great view in both front and
back. the front always has a beautiful portrait of the sunset and the back has the seaside.

the couple easily settled in like they've lived here before and it was worth it.

they did live out their wild 20s, it feels like they reverted back to their adolescence stage as they're
out with their friends doing whatever the hell they want whilst in the morning they do their jobs.

amity sat in their bed with a book open, she's waiting for luz to come home. then, she heard rapidly
thumps on the floorboard making her look up at the closed door.



amity grins, she tossed the book to the side and opens her arms as luz swung the door open before
jumping into the bed, easily caught by amity whom engulfed into a tight embrace.

"i'm home!" luz said with a bright smile across her face. amity pushed the stray hair off luz's face
and gave her a kiss "welcome home." she greeted before wincing this made luz raise a brow. "are
you okay?" she asked.

"your knee." amity rasps. luz looked down to see her knee is pressing dead center on her lover's
crotch. "oh shit! i'm sorry!" she quickly got off her for amity to whimper as she curls with her
hands holding her compressed dick.

"i'm so sorry!" luz apologised as she hugged amity "no no.. it's okay." she reassured as she slowly
returned to her original position and sighed in relief as the throb is gone. "are you sure? do you,"

amity watched luz's hand moved towards her shorts and stopped where her dick is slightly hard to
start stroking it. "want me to massage it?" luz asked with her tone dripping of sultry making the
blight smirk.

"yes please." amity pulled down her shorts for luz to start pumping it making amity groan. "so,
how's work?" amity asked, leaning back to the headboard as she feels luz place soft kisses across
her neck.

"good but it got better when janet brought her kid." luz replied. she felt amity slowly rub her head
as she quickened her pace "oh? what happened?" she asked.

"there was a puppy too but it kinda made me jealous.." amity rose a brow "you want a puppy?" but
she saw luz shake her head.

"i... i kinda want a kid."

amity didn't immediately answer that. it's been a few years since that little pillow talk they had and
it gave the blight enough time to consider to make her settle to a conclusion.

"you don't need to-" luz yelped when amity pushed her to lie on the bed with her hovering above
"let's do it." amity said with her tone sure without falter, she took off the rest of her clothing and
tossed it to the floor.

"really?" luz seemed to brighten up with that, amity smiles as she nods, she leaned down to give her
girl a quick loving kiss. "of course. i'm ready, are you?" amity asked as they pulled away, seeing luz
nod her head.

"yeah. i love you so much, amity." luz said as she pulled amity into a kiss whom gladly returned it.
amity started to take off luz's clothes without breaking the kiss till there's nothing left.

amity started placing soft kisses along luz's neck while her hands travelled around her smooth body,
praising her as she listens to her quiet moans before slowly pushing inside without a condom or
birth controls.

just like their first. raw is the best kind of sex.

"aahh.. amity." luz mutters as she stared up to amity, seeing her hues swirl of lust and passion that
never dies if they have each other. "oh luz, i can't keep saying i love you because it's not enough to



convey how much i do." amity said, her poetic self revealing itself for a moment there.

luz softly giggle "you got a little poetic there." she said making amity look away with her cheeks
heating up them she felt her lover pecked her lips which encouraged amity to start thrust making
luz moan loudly.

"ah shit, luz.." amity moans, she intertwined her hands with luz as she picks up her pace. after all of
the many years of them having sex, luz still manages to be tight like she's still a virgin and amity
wants that to stay.

"amity.. nghm- aaahhh!" luz arches her back with her tightly to match her lover's pace but couldn't
as she leaned down for another deep kiss. luz tilts her head to deepen their tongue lapping with
each other.

luz squeaked within the kiss when amity's thrusts turned into slams with her cock plunging deep
into her, constantly hitting that favorite spot of theirs.

they pulled away when air became a problem, amity nuzzled up to luz's neck as she leaves many
love bites that surely won't come off overnight.

good.

"you feel amazing luz, i can feel it.." amity whispered as she tightens her grip onto luz's arms, she
grits her teeth tightly at the feeling of her knot coming in closer. "oh god! amity please!!" luz
moans as she feels the same.

with a final few thrusts, both of them moaned as they came at the same time with amity finally
getting to come inside luz with her own cum mixing.

they finally did it.

amity hugged luz tightly as she's happy. luz smiles and hugged back, tangling her fingers in her hair
as she places kisses on the side of head "we did it." she mutters, chuckling softly making amity do
the same.

"thank god."
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"watch it!" she hissed at the person whom accidentally bumped her shoulder making them recoil "s-
sorry." they did a small bow as an apology before rushing off.

luz rose a brow at this as she knows amity isn't this aggressive "what was that for?" she asked,
amity looked at her before scoffing and grabbed her lover by the arm to start dragging her.
"nothing. let's go to the store already." she simply said.

luz scratched her head, confused but she doesn't question it for now. as they got inside the store
they were supposed to buy some new clothes, the employee greeted them a good morning only for
amity to snap at them.

okay, what the hell is going on. luz frowns at her girlfriend's lack of respect, "i'm so sorry for that.
she's just having a relapse, please excuse us." she tugged on amity's arm before she could even
retort to that, leading her towards the changing room while getting some random clothes for
diversion.

luz opened the furthest stall and pushed amity inside. "what the fuck is up with you today?" she
asked as she closed the door and locked it behind her, tossing the assortment of clothes in the side.

amity crossed her arms as she scoffs "so you care more about random strangers than your own
girlfriend? that's a nice priority, noceda." she spat, she watched the human narrow her eyes at her
making her smirk inside.

"don't think i haven't noticed that you've been a brat the whole day. did i tick you off or what?" luz
started to approach amity slowly with her slowly backing up. "because you haven't been paying
attention to me." amity reasoned making luz chuckle.

"that's a odd reason to have tantrum on."

as amity's back met the wall, she almost yelps when luz banged her hands near her heads with her
lover staring deeply, intimidatingly at her. "that wasn't very cash money of you disrespecting the
lady back there." luz said before making amity turn, her face planting on the wall.

"we should be doing this at home.." amity whispers but inside, she's begging for this. "oh now you
have some shame. that's good." luz slipped the blight's panty off and lifted her skirt up to reveal her
plump ass as she firmly squeezed it before slapping it hard.

"aah.." amity shivered, she felt luz rub her ass before gripping her hips. "you're gonna say you're
sorry, got it?" luz asked as she unzipped her pants to whip her hard cock, stroking it as she waits for



amity's response.

"what for? no one's watching us." amity said only for luz to slap her ass again making her twitch.
"i'm sorry." she complied much to the noceda's satisfaction, she pushed inside amity making her
almost moan if luz hasn't clasped her hand into her mouth.

"keep going and i just might forgive you after this." luz said as she started thrusting into her hard
making it impossible for amity not to moan out loudly, she curled her fists as she has nothing to
hold onto and her eyes turning half lid.

luz slightly removed her hand from amity's mouth to hear her i'm sorrys "i'm sorry.." the blight
whispers along with whimpers. chuckling, luz completely removed her hand to hold onto her hips
to drive her cock deeper making amity bit her lip and let out a shaky sigh.

"fuck.. i'm sorry."

"that's it." luz buried herself in amity's neck, leaving faint lipsticks marks on her skin before
nipping her ear making amity whine. "luz please.." luz withdrew and grabbed her hair for her look
up.

"what did i say?" luz warned as she listens to amity's breathy moans "i'm sorry, sir." amity replied
making the noceda smirk and leaned to neck again to leave a hickey before plunging her cock
deeper "aah-" luz placed her hand into amity's mouth again to stop her moans.

it's amazing that one hasn't checked or asked how they're doing inside the changing room as the
sound of quiet skin plopping is heard along with small grunts making whoever wants to go in turn
around and try next time.

"i'm sorry.." amity continues even if it's muffled. she can feel herself getting closer to the edge and
luz as well, she lets go of her hair to pick up her speed till they fell to the ledge.

"aah.. oh fuck..." amity came onto luz's cock whom swiftly pulled out and came on her ass, painting
it as they panted heavily. luz placed her phallus back inside her pants and hugged amity whom
leaned back to her.

"i forgive you."
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"why are her wings like that?"

"did she sin? why is she here?"

"she doesn't seem to be. this is odd."

she hugged herself as she walked pass many eyes boring on her, her red and orange wings wrapped
around her body defensively before speeding up her walking as she wants to leave.

it's not her fault that her wings like this. it was completely out of her control when the reveal of her
wings happened after her death, most angels have white wings as they should but luz doesn't.

luz got to the edge of the heavens that overlooks the human world below and the celestial space
above. she sat down to let out a deep sigh, luz doesn't have anyone to talk to or be there for her.

she's all alone even in the kingdom of god.

since she doesn't have anything to do up here, she'd go above or below to preoccupy herself till she
was called to go back up. luz looked at her wings in the corner of her eyes, some of feathers flew
off to the sky as the cold breeze hits her.

red and orange. colors of the sunset in the west or telltale of corruption.

neither knows. even luz but she does want to think it's something special even if people don't see it.

"what to do.." luz mutters to herself, she looked down to earth again, her vision zoomed across the
many countries and the millions of small towns with humans enjoying their night.

but, something- someone rather, caught her eye making luz lean closer a little to see a demon
making her eyes widen and quickly hopped off the ledge, freefalling with rapid winds hitting her
face as her wings are wrapped around her body.

luz watched the ground getting closer and closer before spreading her wings to catch herself and
maneuvered towards a roof of an establishment.

as she landed, her white clothing started to disintegrate and changing to what humans wore. luz
approached the ledge with her wings shrinking and disappeared on her back as she knelt down,
surveying the streets of porto santo stefano of rome.



she can hear the people speaking in their own languages but they're not the one she's here for.

then, luz was them again. she followed them with her eyes, seeing their tall frame and suave aura
but luz always sees their long, curled demonic horns along with their furred tail that is swishing
behind them.

"what are you planning.." luz asked herself before jogging to the other side of the building and
jumped down without risking any broken bones. she dashed out of the alleyway to start following
the demon who hasn't noticed the angel's presence as luz is masking herself.

the demon is bold enough to not do that.

luz kept a wide space between them while staring at their back. the demon has a short, tied mint
green hair then they took a sudden right turn which luz followed and realised that they're heading in
for a pub.

"huh.. maybe they're just out for a drink?" luz said as she wants to have a benefit of the doubt that
the demon is doing nothing horrible for tonight.

taking a deep breath, luz got inside the pub and she's bombarded of blaring music along with men
shouting, laughing in italian as they're wasted as fuck. ignorning them, she walked towards the
counter since that's where the demon is sitting with a drink in hand.

"colpi per favore." luz said when the barista got in front of her. while waiting, luz looked at the
demon who's mind seems to be occupied about something as they stared at their half empty glass
while slowly rotating.

luz wants to read their mind but that would be invading their space and would probably get herself
killed on the spot. as the bartender slipped a bottle of booze and shot glass towards her, she thanked
them.

the angel continued to stare at the demon at the corner of her eye. she couldn't tear her gaze off her
and she doesn't know why, there's something about her that's enticing even if she's not talking. her
presence alone is enough.

then, luz almost jumped when the demon's eyes suddenly looked at her in the corner. she
immediately averted her eyes and poured her first shot, easily finishing to get a second.

before they could ask what's up with luz, a man suddenly sat next to them and asked; "hey che bella
notte eh?"

they looked at the man who's drunk off his ass, she finished her drink and replied with a "si."

the man nods at that "vuoi andare da qualche parte in privato? solo io e te." he offered as he looked
at her up and down, his voice getting slurry as if he's trying to be sultry but it ended up sounding
disgusting.

"non mi interessa." she said, she slammed her payment on the counter and was about to leave but
the man grabbed her by the wrist, wanting to pull her back down to the chair.

luz saw her fist clench tightly, this made her worry.



"dai. sarà divertente, lo giuro!" the man still insisted, cackling as he tugs on the demon's wrist to
bring her down but she's not budging at all. luz can see her fist starting to emit black aura that no
mere man could see.

this is not good.

"i said-"

"vaffanculo! non vedi che la mia ragazza non vuole parlare con te?!" luz abruptly stood up to stop
the demon from doing anything hasty, she walked over to the man and tore his hand off their wrist
before doing the unthinkable.

luz didn't think as she pulled the demon into a kiss making the entire pub go in silence. the demon
was wildly surprised and starting to get really pissed off as she ca't have a peaceful night in rome
without someone fucking off.

the demon roughly kissed back before pulling away, sneering at the angel who was lost for a
moment before she felt them drag her out of the pub, into the streets as they passed many people
before turning to a corner and slammed luz onto the wall.

wincing slightly, luz looked up to see the demon's golden hues that is glowing violently as she
growls. "what the fuck was that?" she spat. the angel's gaze moved down to her pants to see a tent
which almost made the demon look down as well before scoffing.

"you're a slut, aren't you? fine." amity started to unbuckle her pants for her cock to whip out in front
of luz before she was turned around, hunched over with amity ripping her pants off to make a hole
for herself.

"this is what you wanted, right? that's why you've been staring at me earlier." amity said, she
gripped onto luz's wrists to pull them back before shoving her cock inside her pussy making the
angel moan loudly.

"gh- fuck." amity gritted her teeth tightly as she started thrusting inside luz making her moan like a
whore. despite the blight being beyond the size of men, amity was surprised to see that luz is able
to take her with ease and still feel tight.

amity feels conflicted but she doesn't care.

"aah- ha.. aaahh! oh fuck.." luz moans as the demons is ruthlessly ramming her, she can feel her
grip getting tighter on her wrists that could break one's bones but she can't feel anything but
pleasure behind her.

luz can feel her wings wanting to sprout out but she can't ruin her cover and make the demon scurry
away or kill her for that matter mid sex. she held it in and indulged herself in the pleasure.

"holy shit! you feel better than what i thought!" amity cackles, she lets go of luz's wrists and held
her hips instead to pick up her pace as she plunges her cock deeper. feeling the noceda's insides
squeeze tighter.

amity bit her lip as she looked down to see the angel's ass jiggling at each slam, she scratched her
hips by accident or not. she can feel herself threatening to go into her real form whilst fucking luz
but she can't compromise herself.



especially to a human.

both beings want to transform into their original forms as humanoids are the only ones that could
truly comprehend each other but they can't ruin this by a simple misstep.

then, amity can feel herself coming closer and didn't even bother to moan it out as she's still pissed
at the stunt luz pulled back in the pub. "fucking take it!!" she roared and came deep inside luz
making her scream out in pleasure before her muscles gave in.

amity lets luz drop to the ground while cum is still shooting, letting it fall onto her hair and back till
there's nothing left. she stared at luz calming down from her high before slowly looking over her
shoulder to see amity.

scoffing, the demon stuffed her cock back inside "i hope i don't see you again, cunt." she spat
before walking out of the alleyway. leaving luz all alone but she somewhat happy inside as cum
oozes out of her pussy.

good thing luz don't usual enable her ovaries or else she'd be having an unplanned pregnancy and
that's harder to hide than a demon's mark.

"oh, i do hope so."
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as he went inside room, he's here for a few days since things aren't doing so well back in the manor.
as if there's days that's better.

ambert stopped when he saw lucio taking his shirt off before tossing it to the laundry basket in the
corner and turn around to see the blight staring at him with tinted cheeks.

ambert looked away before he ended up staring for too long and got a hard on. "why the hell are
you striping?" he asked as he walked over to the sleeping back that they'll share for the night.

"it's hot as a witch's coochie out here. can't you tell?" lucio replied, he stretched his arms making
them pop before sighing. he dropped down to the sleeping bag as well while ambert leaned against
the wall.

ambert's eyes travelled around lucio's lean built, he can see lines of a forming abs and his thick
arms with some of the veins visible then his gaze stopped at his v line and m-

stop!

the blight shook his head lightly and averted his eyes, he grabbed the pillow next to him to hug it
tightly. "how would you know? this is the boiling isles, everything is hot." ambert said as he rolled
his eyes.

"whatever dude." lucio then moved towards ambert and laid down beside him "get away from me.
you smell like shit." amebert shoved the human away but did so little as he's bigger than him.

"shut up. come here!" lucio draped his arm onto ambert's stomach and pulled him down to lie next
to him. "ugh! get your gorilla arm off me!" amebert tried to wriggle off the noceda's hold but he
was only brought closer to a hug, his head pressing against his chest as he hears his heartbeat.

"i thought you were hot?" ambert asked, finding a way to get away before he passes out. "i figured
i'd help you heat up." lucio replied.

"what bull-"

"so your cold little heart would melt for a change." ambert twisted one of lucio's nipples making
him yelp and recoil but not enough to get him off.

"bitch!" lucio pinched the witch's nose, hearing him starting to sound like squidward before his
hand was swatted off.



ambert grumbles under his breath with his face gradually turning red. he wants to get away but at
the same time, he doesn't. it's confusing and his feelings get mixed up whenever lucio would get
physical.

"goodnight bestie."

"i fucking hate you."

-----

as the new day came, the rays of sun shined down on the sleeping couple. the morning monsters
chirped or roared for the boiling isles the wake up and amebert was one of them.

slowly fluttering his eyes on, ambert looked up to see lucio's sleeping face, remembering that he
was pulled into a hug last night before they slept. his eyes moved down to himself to see his
morning wood.

grimacing, ambert tried to move away but lucio still held a good grip on him. he was about to lift
the boy's arm off till he noticed the human's morning wood as well.

ambert stared at it for awhile before looking up again at lucio's face to see he's stills sleeping before
letting out a quiet exasperated sigh.

he always liked lucio since they were 14 but he's always an asshole, an endearing one and he's
making it harder for amebert to figure out if he's catching the hints he's throwing or what.

then, ambert stuck out his tongue and licked one of lucio's nipples making him twitch in his sleep.
he pulled both of their pajama pants down for him to start rubbing both of them against each other,
the blight started to sucking on the human's nipples while his hips tightly moved again lucio.

lucio lets out low groans and hums making ambert indulge himself into this, he shouldn't be doing
this to his best friend but he can't take it anymore. for 4 years, he's been on standby for lucio to see
he likes him but not anymore.

"i love you so much, lucio. when will you see that huh?" ambert mutters, he stopped sucking and
continued his loose thrusts while rubbing his and lucio's cocks. feeling precum secrete from his. "i
want you to hold me like this often. i want to fuck you so bad. i want you to tell me you love me."

"i love you."

ambert froze when he heard a deep, husky voice above him. he doesn't want to look up as he knows
he fucked up. "hey, look at me, ames." lucio softy said which the blight hesitantly did and the next
thing he felt is a soft but a little chapped lips against his.

lucio is kissing him.

ambert immediately melted in this kiss as he kissed back and his hand slowly halted. he can feel his
feelings pouring into the kiss. he wants lucio to see how much all of those years accumulated inside
him and finally able to be set free.

as they pulled away, lucio looked down to his and ambert's phalluses out making something pop up
in his head. "is that your dick bro?" he asked, snickering when he saw the blight's face deadpan
before he kissed him in the forehead



"i'm sorry, ambert i haven't noticed you've been hinting." ambert scoffs as he looks away "yeah,
you're stupid as fuck. shithead." he replied as he playfully pushed lucio making him softly giggle.

"and i wanna make it up to you." ambert looked back at lucio as he rose a brow. then, his eyes
widens when lucio moved down towards his cock and grasped him "h- hey what are you- aah..
lucio.." ambert bit his lip as he felt the noceda lick his tip.

"i'll help you let out everything. i can guess that have alot." lucio said before fully taking ambert
making him shudder and grip onto his curly hairs. "yeah.. i do." ambert replied, his voice turning
breathy.

the witch started to thrust into his now lover's mouth, feeling his tongue swirl around his cock and
toying with the dripping tip. "aah.. good boy.." ambert fixed his position so he'd be sitting with
lucio is in between his legs.

lucio looked up to ambert, seeing his flustered face and he can feel his grip becoming tight as he's
pushing him down. the noceda lets him fuck him the mouth while he stroked his own dick.

"you're so pretty sucking me off, you know. i dreamt about this.. never thought it'd come true.."
ambert said as he leaned back to the wall, chuckling. he moved his hand down for a moment to
caress lucio's cheek whom leaned into his touch before going back up to his hair.

ambert twitched when he felt lucio go lower with his lips now touching the base of his cock. "oh
fuck yes.. you're really good at this. did you get some practice or what?"

he watched lucio shake his head as a reply.

"well, that's some mouth of yours." ambert constantly thrusts into lucio, hitting the back of his
mouth making some small tears prick the corners of his eyes but ambert wiped it off and helped his
lover ease down.

"you're doing so well, you're such a good boy for me." he gave lucio many praises that seemed to
help as he closed his eyes to indulge himself more into this.

as lucio continues his blowjob to ambert with his hand rapidly rubbing himself. he started to go in
the same pace of his hand making ambert let out a loud moan but he clasped his hand to his mouth
as he looked down to see lucio's head briskly bobbing.

"aaahh! oh titan lucio! that's it, baby!" ambert rolled his head back as his lets his hips go in the
same pace. bringing him closer to the edge.

then, ambert moaned without restrain this time as he came inside lucio's mouth. holding him there
to let all of his cum out and fill his mouth before slowly pulling out.

lucio panted heavily, he easily gulped the blight's jizz and wiped the rest off the side of his mouth,
not wanting a drop to be wasted. then, he finished himself off as well, making his cum fly onto
ambert's twitching cock and his stomach.

as the boys is slowly riding their highs, they stared at each other before flashing loose smiles. "well
well, is the bimbo actually a bottom?" ambert teased making lucio look away.

"shut up twink."
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driving down the long, barren road of the countryside is boring and tiring. even with the music
playing in the radio, it often times go into statics and he would just end up shutting it off.

sighing deeply, lucio leaned back to his seat and kept his one hand on the steering wheel before
looking down for a second to see a bulge in his pants and looked back up to the road.

lucio lets out a long yawn as he rubbed the back of his neck. he's on his way back to his state after a
visit from his mother but, stupidly, he must've dropped his passport in the house and has to drive
1000 miles without sleep.

great.

then, something caught his eye making him lessen his speed till he's able to catch up to a mint
green haired mullet boy walking down the edge of the road with a bag.

lucio beeped making the boy look over his shoulder and waited for the noceda to stop beside him,
lowering the window to see the boy's auburm roots in front and he seems to have a lean built as
lucio looked at him up and down.

"hey man. need a ride? it's the dead of night and you're out here walking in the dark." lucio offered
as he unlocks the doors. "you sure? i mean, hasn't your momma told you to never pickup
hitchhikers?" the boy asked, bending down a little to see lucio.

shrugging, "but my mami did tell me to be kind so come on! your feet must be killing you by now."
the boy chuckles, he swung the door open and sat inside the front passenger seat.

lucio looked at him in the corner of his eye before locking the doors and drove of, going back in the
same speed. "so, got a name?" he started to ask simple things. "of course i do. everybody does." the
boy sassed making lucio internally roll his eyes.

"ambert. ambert blight."

"sounds prestigious." lucio mutters "because i am stranger that i only met a few minutes ago who
now had a boner." ambert said rather specifically making the noceda chuckle.



"alright, it's lucio noceda and i didn't get a boner just because you went in my car." lucio clarified,
ambert hums as he nods his head. his eyes always lands on the noceda's crotch.

"need a hand bro?" ambert asked making lucio snicker "you gay or something?"

"what i am? i'm not the one having a bi flag sticker in his dashboard."

"yeah yeah, i'd love to but i'm saving this." lucio said, ambert rose a brow about that "got a
girlfriend?" he asked, his voice a little solemn but he hid it.

lucio shook his head "nah, a colleague rather. a one night stand you know."

"i see but why are you out here in the middle of nowhere with a boner?"

"the real question is why are you walking in the dark in the nowhere, middle of looking like you
got off meth and is now on the run." lucio said specifically as he stared at ambert in the corner of
his eye whom did the same.

ambert sighed deeply, he leaned back to his seat and hugged his bag "i was highjacked. the only
place i know here is my uncle's barn and that's where i'm heading." he explained making lucio
soften and averted his eyes.

"oh, i'm sorry." he quickly took it back but ambert shook his head "don't be. some of what you said
is true anyways." he said ane this made lucio frowned and he turned his head to face ambert who's
now unknowingly smirking to himself.

"you should've let me give you a hand, bro."

ambert swiftly pulled out a knife out his bag to bring it in lucio's neck whom unzipped his pants
and cocked his gun at the blight who was surprised but giggled it off. "my my big boy, were you
just teasing my ass?" he purred making lucio sneer.

"oh baby boy, if only you bent over i might've spared you or not but your first impression was shit."
lucio said as he presses the trigger more, making a faint creaking. ambert smirks more "i didn't
know there was an orientation. would the second one be oral?" he teased before laughing.

"yeah keep laughing asshole but you can't bring a knife in a gunfight." lucio grins as he knows he's
has the upper hand here. then, a knocking behind them is heard which lucio ignored but ambert
looked at before laughing once again.

lucio could've taken this opportunity to shoot ambert but did as the car hits a bump making them
jolt and the one in the trunk making muffled noises.

"oh! is that your colleague? i wanna meet them if you just,"

"park!" ambert, suddenly, grabbed the steering wheel and did a dangerous turn to the right. bringing
them into the fields as the car jiggles, ambert swatted the gun away and drove the knife deep into
lucio's side making him yelp.

then, the blight grabbed lucio by the hair and slammed his hear into the radio. instantly knocking
him out.

-----



the sound of metal grinding into metal makes lucio slowly wake up and a painful headache
immediately meets him making him hiss.

"oh, big boy's awake! that's good." lucio slowly looked up to see ambert beside a rolling grinder
while sharpening a machete. he wore nothing but an apron that covers his lower half.

"w- wha.. where the fuck am i?!" lucio exclaimed, he tried to move but only fell to the side as he's
tied with chains and he saw a hook a few inches off which made many red flags wave around.

"i told you, my uncle's barn." ambert said, turning off the grinder and started to approach the
noceda while swinging the machete fluidly. "it's not much. all of the livestocks are gone but i make
good ol' uncle harper happy by filling up those staples."

he pointed at the slightly agar horse staples and lucio can see bruised legs only but one staple, he
saw an empty looking face of a boy, not moving at all as he's devoid of life.

then, lucio started to piece things together. "20 boys, all from the boiling isles, went missing each
night. the police doesn't have a lead on who's the suspect but they found 3 mutilated, raped, balls
missing, rotting bodies of one of the 20 abducted in the nearby river. they were dead weeks before
they were found."

as lucio retell the news he watched a few nights before. ambert listened to him with a smile as he
does like hearing good stories of his achievements. "do you know their names?" he asked.

"liam williams, james vekin and oliver jenkins." lucio easily answered it making ambert smile more
"good boy now do you know who i am?"

"a jeffery dahmer copycat." ambert rolled his eyes as he groaned. "i hate that name." he said
making lucio chuckle as he quirked a brow. "really? i thought he's your inspiration?"

then, ambert threw the machete in between lucio's legs, almost hitting his balls. "the only
inspiration i have is myself, face snatcher. i think you watch texas chainsaw massacre too much
baby boy." ambert giggles as he mockingly tilts his head and knelt down in front of the noceda.

"i guess you've heard of me as well. what a small world."

ambert hums "indeed and it's about to get smaller." he grabbed the machete and dragged the blade
along lucio's stomach, chest making him shiver before stopping under his chin. "i'm curious
though," lucio said.

"yes?" ambert replied. "what do you do to the balls?"

"i feed it to my crows. it's not like i would eat a disgusting, filthy, abhorrent testicles." lucio
snickers as he hears that "ooh, someone's been frustrated in the bedroom." he teased and he saw the
blight lazily mock his snicker.

"i doubt you can make a couch with those faces."

"you're right. i stir fry them."

ambert blinked at the easy reply from the noceda before laughing "i like you, noceda. i fucking like
you." he grabbed lucio by the neck and forced him in all fours as he got behind him.



"you're getting a special treatment, big boy. bet they're gonna be jealous." ambert pressed a button
to make all of the staples to open to reveal the missing 16 boys.

all of them are naked, showing their all skin and bones body as they wore a collar. their small
frames are covered on bruises, gashes and infected wounds due to being forced to sleep in the same
place where they shit and piss.

that would kill them sooner than ambert would.

"hey assholes!" ambert yelled to make them look at him, their eyes seemed to light up when they
saw the blight.

"master.."

"sir.."

"daddy.."

the boys all moaned for ambert as the extended their hands like they're trying to reach for him but
their collar is holding them back. "you got a new staple buddy andrew! mind introducing yourself
baby?" ambert said as he twists his apron around to reveal his hard, thick, long cock.

"oh please, it's not like i'd stay here long enough to need a staple buddy." lucio scoffed then he
stiffened when he felt a tip rub against his ass. "don't hope too much." ambert said before pushing
his cock inside without regard making lucio scream as he thinks it ripped something.

ambert bites his lip, he hums and slapped his ass. "that's a good boy." he can see blood oozing out
of the noceda's ass but he's not trembling like the others though which amuses him.

"have you done this before?" ambert asked as he peers to see lucio's face but he's hiding it. "fuck
off.." he replied instead making the blight roll his eyes and started thrusting without letting lucio
adjust.

"aah.. aah..ngh.. augh fuck.." lucio clenched both of his fists as he shuts his eyes, trying to get
accustomed to ambert's bulk while his ears are filled of the other boys' croaking like moans.

"oh damn, you feel nice. better than those sluts." lucio heard ambert said making him slightly open
his eyes "because i'm the 'new staple buddy'." he placed emphasis on the new staple buddy making
ambert chuckle.

"fuck yeah so you better straighten up," lucio felt the blade on his neck once again, raising a slight
burn as ambert pressed it against his flesh. "unless you want to lose a chunk of your pretty little
face."

"oh no. wouldn't want that- aaahhh!" lucio didn't even get to finish his sentence as he felt ambert
speed up, his cock repeatedly hitting that one spot that made lucio weak as his body is betraying
him.

ambert cackles at this reaction "oh wow! you're submit really fast! lemme guess, your daddy
spooned you in your sleep?" he said and this only made lucio cackle back.

"n- nice try hot shot but my dad fucked and go! like other dads!" lucio retorts. the same typical i'll
buy some milk excuse was given to him and he knew but he could care less that his father left him.



"aww, poor you. i can be your daddy though."

"ha! you can try, darling but you'll never tame a man like me." ambert smirks at that, he grabbed a
handful of lucio's hair to make him look up to see the high ceiling with a few lights, some are
flickering.

"that's why you're with me. and you're not man, lucio. you're far from that, baby boy."

lucio bit his lip as he can feel his knot getting tighter and tighter with the croaks getting louder.
"aaahh fuck!" ambert takes pleasure in listening to the noceda's moans as he can feel himself
getting closer.

with a final deep thrust, ambert lets out a guttural moan as he came inside lucio whom clenched his
teeth tightly at the feeling of the blight's hot strings spewing inside triggering his own cock to shoot
cum to the floor.

ambert panted softly, he combed his messy hair back before pulling out, making lucio's body drop
as he calms down from his head. the sound of the other boys now begging for to have a taste for
their master.

which irritates him.

"shut the fuck up!!!" ambert grabbed the machete and threw it at one of them, squaring them in the
head as their body fell to the floor making the blade go deeper.
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"fucking christ." ambert exhaled exasperatedly, he walked over to the dead one and tore the collar
off. he cleaned it before wiping it with a towel as he heads for lucio.

he picked up him and slipped the collar on. smiling, ambert stared lucio's face that is blissed out but
is slowly returning to earth. "now, that looks good on you." he unshackled lucio's limbs only for
him to leash him.

"come on." ambert stood up and tugged on the collar only to fell lucio not moving. he tugged again
but he didn't respond, now, a blight is quick to anger and ambert follows that.

"i said," ambert curled the chained leash to his knuckles "come on!" he punched lucio across the
face making him drop again and sniffed a little as blood started to trickle out of his nose when he
looked back.

"don't make me repeat for the third time, noceda." ambert's voice is dangerously low as both men
engaged in a dominating staring contest but lucio is at a disadvantage here.

even if his limbs are free to just run, ambert would easily pull him back by the leash and if it's off,
he has to find his keys if his car is outside the barn as he can't hide for too long in the fields with a
farm boy who knows where everything is.

he just has to follow.

lucio was the first to avert his gaze making ambert smirk to himself. he tugged for the third time
and this time, lucio follows but when he was about to stand, ambert placed his foot on his back.



"a pig doesn't stand in two feet." ambert said, lucio tightly clenched his fists but he didn't complain
as he followed where ambert is leading him towards another boy's staple. andrew's.

"now, be nice with each other and don't have to much fun." ambert said while he attached the leash
onto a pole before walking out to get the dead body, dragging it out and pulled the machete to start
chopping the limbs off, the others are desensitised as this is so common.

so is lucio.

as ambert dropped the bloody machete, he grabbed the boy's head to start playing with it. tossing it
in the air for the blood to splatter around before starting to kick it up whilst giggling like a child.

"his name was kino perez. he used to play this game called sipa or kick and for some reason, he'd
always aim this little straw covered bolt at me. i never knew why." ambert explained and easily
caught the bruised head again for him to place it under his arm.

"goodnight boys! i'll bring another roomie tomorrow or the next!"

when ambert turns off the blight and the slam of barn doors closing, lucio knows he's in for one hell
of a ride. then, he felt a ghastly hand rest on his thigh making him push andrew to the wall.

"fuck off."
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Chapter End Notes

oh no harpy, your murderous tendencies are showing again. better lock 'em up!



I Shall Not Care

Chapter Summary

rivals luz & amity but something went wrong

requested smut

cutthroats.

that's how usually how all rivalries are, right?

first stemming from a simple question from the teacher about meaning of the ending of the story
agamemnon written by the great father of tragedy, aeschylus.

one answered justice will be done, those who transgress will suffer and the other had to pull out
their notebook as they've written the important parts so they wouldn't forget before confidently
answering; the woe of carrying that justice would, inevitably, transgress and lead them to suffer in
the end.

of course, both answers were correct and the teacher applaud them for actually reading the story
unlike the others and motioned them to sit down but they kept going.

throwing many elements of the story, proving each other wrong left and right till they diverted from
the main topic to argue about other literature. most of their classmates wouldn't get since they didn't
read the half of it but they like seeing beef.

they almost went at each other's throat when one retorted; "i shall not care by sara teasdale is
simply about an infidelity of a lover! i do not see the point of you comparing the story of sisyphus!"

"that's because it can go both ways! miss teasdale's poem is subjective because it could either mean
of a forsaken partner or death! can't you see the bigger picture?!"

"are you-"

"alright alright, miss blight and miss noceda would you please sit down now and continue this
banter after the bell?" their teacher finally was able to cut them off which made the mint green
haired girl huff and diligently sit down while the short, curly haired girl dropped down with her
arms crossed and legs spread before crossing it.

they kept giving each other nasty gazes in the corner of their eyes before averting for a few minutes
before silently clapping back.

everybody knows this'll escalate beyond literature and they wanna see it.

after the english class, luz was quick to leave the classroom before could drag her in to another
quarrel. she speed walked down the busy hallway, heading for the cafeteria to have a peaceful time



to herself before going into war again.

luz sat down in her own table that is the farthest one from the others, took out her lunch her mother
made for her along with her favorite book to occupy herself on.

while eating, luz didn't notice that someone sat in front of her till a utensils clattered onto the table
making her look up only to grimace. "what." she continued her reading as she scooped a spoonful.

"good witch azura. what are you, 10?" amity jokes, luz only rolled her eyes at that comment as she
grumbled to herself, mocking how the blight sounds like. "you know that hecate died whilst sa-"

"no! shut up! you don't need to do that!" luz slammed her book closed as she yelled, not noticing
that it attracted attention. she really doesn't like people spoiling the book or anything for the matter
as it ruins everything.

amity chuckles at the reaction "whatever." she looked at the cover and noticed that she has the fifth
volume. "since you don't want me to spoil it. how bout a trade?" she offered, watching luz sit down
and pull her book closer as if it's her lifeline.

she didn't say anything which made amity continue.

"i have the rest of the volumes and ironically don't have the fifth book. so, if you don't want the
story to be convoluted just give me the book." amity said as she extended her hand to luz like she's
just gonna easily give her precious treasure.

no way.

"no.. i think i can figure out of the story on my own. thanks for the offer." she replied before
resuming to finishing her lunch. she thought that would the last time she and amity would be
talking but nope.

they argued for almost half of the semester.

some say they look like a dysfunctional or crackheaded couple who are obsessed on one upping
each other that they might just end up making out mid argument.

while the rest are getting annoyed that they'd always got at each other everyday.

stopping if one their friends dragged them away but then again that wouldn't be enough they kept
talking about one another.

odd isn't it?

unbeknownst to everyone, even amity. luz started catching feelings for the blight that makes it more
odd considering that they're rivals and rivalries don't end till one concedes or one confessing.

she doesn't know why but luz just fell.

maybe it's those glamorous golden hues. you can absolutely tell that amity is passionate and
interested in whatever she and luz are bantering about in her eyes. it tells all.

or maybe her physique could easily be displayed in the museum as it mirrors the bodies of a carved
greek statue. she's perfect, she knows it, luz knows it, everyone does and amity is rather nonchalant



about it.

perhaps her sweet voice that luz was, at first, annoyed and couldn't stand but the longer she hears it,
the more she started to hear many things that her tone and voice holds. but it can be a little
misleading.

mayhap-

no no! stop it, you're rambling! stop it, you hate her with your guts so why are you complimenting
her?! luz snapped out of her daze as her inner self screamed at her to wake up.

shaking her head slightly, luz looked around that she's in front of her open locker, aimlessly staring
at the contents inside without getting anything. she sighed deeply and rubbed her eyes as this has
been after the revelation of her liking of amity.

as luz dragged her hands off her eyes, she noticed that there's a flyer in her locker that she slowly
grabbed to read.

"a party?" luz is in a state of incredulity as she isn't the kind of person who's really great at parties
or be invited in even so why the sudden change?

she looked left and right of the hallway to see students just minding their business not paying her
attention at all before rereading the flyer again to confirm her thoughts that she's invited to a party.

luz can't say that this is hoax since she knows, not really, just their name, who the host is. he's a
grade above her, he's known to throw a rather wild and unyielding parties during the summers
mostly.

since spring break is coming soon, what a better way to come welcome it being hungover.

or heartbroken.

either way, luz needs to a better attire than casual big hoodie.

------

luz followed the given address and when she got to the street of it, she can already hear the blaring
music along with some houses' lights open, probably waking and contemplating why they live here.

luz wore jeans with folded bottoms to show her blue starred socks and white soles. she has a
printed yellow shirt topped by a grunge red jacket with one side slowly sliding off her shoulder for
some reason.

luz already told her mother that she's going to the party and just promised that she'd always check
up every hour or so to see if she's still alive.

taking a deep breath in, luz walked towards the drive way already see some people sitting in the
grass talking to each other while wasted and one couple making out behind them, completely
unbothered.

as she got into the porch, she slowly slipped inside the house and she had to gently push some
people to do that. when she's in, the music is overbearing that she can barely hear anything talking.



maybe this is normal.

luz was informed the last minute that willow and gus was also invited and that means amity is here
too, right? she just has to find her and maybe, just maybe she'll have enough courage from the
booze to confess.

"hey man, welcome! have a nice night, here's a bottle and enjoy yourself!" a man suddenly
appeared in front of luz with a big grin on his face before shoving an open bottle of heineken and
walked off.

luz looked down at the cold bottle, she took a small sniff before recoiling and kept going as she'll
save this later or give it to someone else.

she found herself going up the stairs, luz can see that there are less people here with some are
passed out as this is where the regrets breed whilst blackout drunk.

luz was about to end her search in the second floor as there's no way that amity would be here. she
turned around, planning to head down but failed to past a widely agar door and curiosity fuelled her
to look which was the worst mistake she made.

there is she.

there she saw amity face flat on the bed with her lower half raised, her body and the bed is shaking.
luz's gaze moved up and she almost dropped her bottle when she realised it was boscha fucking her.

her bully from freshman and now.

why?

luz can't feel her legs. she can't move as if someone ingrained her feet into the floorboards
preventing her from running, forcing her to watch this. she listens to the blight's pleasured moans
along with boscha's grunts.

the music suddenly became silent, muted for luz as their pleasured noises are the only things she's
hearing. a sharp stinging pain swelling in her chest is only thing she feels with her vision slowly
getting blurry.

then, luz saw amity look at her but she doesn't seem to recognise her or never bothered to as she
closed her eyes to indulge herself in the pleasure the havenstar is giving her.

her first crush who actually talks to her, interacts her when if they're just debating is enough for luz
as she fell for her. she liked her now and wanted to be with her but..

a single tear escaped luz's eyes as amity lets out a loud erotic moan when she came with boscha
pulling out to shoot her jizz on amity's ass. luz can finally move, she quickly tore her eyes off the
scene and easily gulped down the beer, the pain never bothered her as she jogged down the stairs
with tears not holding back now.

both heaved heavily, amity slowly sat up as she felt boscha get off the bed behind her. "we're not
talking about this. ever." amity said with her voice slurry and on the brink of passing out.

she's a light drinker and when boscha found out that the blight is hella drunk, she figured she'd have
some fun. amity became a little sober while she was being fucked but she let it happen as it sorta



felt good.

boscha scoffed while fixing herself. "not even planning to." then she walked out just in time for
amity to blackout.

luz wiped her mouth and headed for the kitchen to get another booze to drown herself in. she
grabbed a random green bottle, thinking it's another heineken and easily dunked it.

this surprised the people around her before cheering and patted her back while starting to chant her
for to do another.

and she did.

luz felt herself get pulled into the dance floor, which was anywhere and someone is in front of her
but she can't deter with tears still being in her eyes. she only barely heard them say to dance with
them.

and she did.

luz loosely danced as she's not really a dancer till she felt a tap on her shoulder to make her look
and a sudden eruption of pain arose in her cheek. her ears got clogged as she could only hear
muffled noises whilst awkwardly stumbling back.

her eyes are wandering around wildly as there are so many flashing lights in front of her that is
almost blinding till she fell to the floor, her head hitting something but the pain barely registered.

before everything went into darkness, there's only one phrase that rung throughout her head as her
vision turns into stars.

i shall not care.

 

luz was waken up by something dropping on her face, she slowly opened her eyes and her nose
immediately smelled something like ass that she quickly swatted it off.

she sat up, hissing as a headache came speeding at her, luz looked up to the sky is getting lighter
with the sun slowly rising for a new day. looking around to see a bunch of drunk bodies sprawled
around the yard.

she doesn't even know how she got out of the house and why there's shards, particles of glass on
her but whatever.

luz slowly stood up, patting herself off and looked at the agar door while there's still music on,
most are pretty knocked out after that night.

that night.. no. stop thinking about it.

luz started to slowly skip over the bodies, walked down the streets looking while looking like a
mess. her clothes are in a frenzy and her hair already is but even more.

luz lazily pulled out her phone to look at the time, it's half past 5 before starting to dial her mother's
number but is failing so she used siri; "siri.. call mom." she muttered, her words dragging out and



voice raspy.

she listens to the ringing for a few seconds before a; "que?" is heard.

"mami, please pick me up. the party's over."

-----

the next week came after that party, luz has been despondent and kept avoiding amity when classes
started. perhaps she's not a good mood, people thought and they're right.

whenever the blight would engage an debate, luz would just shrug it off and not even bother to look
at her.

this really made everyone confused as to why this is happening, especially amity since she never
seen this side of luz. it's new and it feels off to her, she tries to ask the noceda if she's okay and luz's
reply is;

"yeah, just bummed at the ending you know."

but amity doesn't buy it. no one bit and she's getting annoyed at the lack of energy of someone who
was brimming of it.

right now, luz sat out in the courtyard, sitting alone under a tree as she mindlessly watched the
football team practice for their summer tournament while lazily spinning a pen around her fingers
only for it to fall.

she doesn't have the motivation to pick it up for the seventh time anymore. in fact, she doesn't have
a motivation to do her hobbies, a simple reading but that singular memory always comes to taunt
her, torture her by whispering;

this wasn't you. you'll never get to do this with her. she'll never be yours.

luz leaned against the tree, sighing deeply as she closed her eyes, planning to get some shut eye
before break ends. she listens to the distant noises of the coach telling off their players and the
peeping of the whistle.

her mind started to wander somewhere far from here, away from the memory as she's searching for
an inner peace. seems cheesy but that's what luz needs right now.

suddenly, luz snapped her eyes open when she felt someone grab her by the shoulder to forcibly
pull her up. "wha-" when she looked to see who did that, she frowned when it's amity with a scowl
on.

"we need to talk." the blight said, her tone deep and authority like. luz snatched her shoulder back,
smoothing her jacket out before picking up her bag to leave.

not wanting to deal with this right now but amity doesn't take no kindly after being ignored for a
week straight.

"later." that's what luz only replied to her and started to walk around the tree as she doesn't wanna
pass amity. scoffing, amity got in front of luz and grabbed both of her arms to keep her still, the



noceda could see desperation swirling in the blight's hues as she's tired of picking up the crumbs
that leads her to nowhere.

"luz what is happening to you? why wouldn't you talk to me? did something happen in your home?
did i do something?" amity bombarded luz with question, desperate is evident in her tone but she
saw luz only look at the ground as if that became more interesting.

"please tell me! you're making me worry, noceda!"

"i know everything, okay!" luz finally blurted out, this doesn't really answer amity's main questions
but she's not done.

"i know that you came to the party last week. i know you got fucked by boscha. i know, i know."
luz almost faltered in the end. it's already hard enough for her to not breakdown in front of amity.

but she has to be.. aloof.

you probably thought you'd break my heart.

"i came to the party too. willow told me that you'd be there as well so i tried to find you but there
was so many people and i went upstairs, figuring you'd be somewhere," amity listens to luz's story,
she loosens her grip on her arms as she watched her face contort into pain but is forcing herself to
keep up a stoic face.

you probably thought you'd make me cry.

"and i saw you under boscha, yelling- no, moaning her name. you seemed to like it." luz lets out the
most driest laugh to mask the turmoil swirling inside her that is threatening to burst.

amity's eyes widens at that, she didn't realise that the door was open or anyone watching at all. she
was so lost that night..

but baby it's okay.

"it's weird because i really liked you, amity. i was about to confess that night if i found you in the
sea of drunkards and when i did, i can't even move haha.. but it's alright, boscha is better than me in
all aspects." luz said, nonchalantly shrugging as she fixed her bag's straps.

amity slowly shakes her, she's in completely disbelief of what she's hearing. she's been catching
feelings for luz for sometime now and she doesn't see boscha better than her hell, she doesn't even
like the havenstar.

"luz, that meant nothing. i was drunk and i really liked you too!" amity said, staying true to her
heart's feelings but she saw luz slowly shake her head.

"you don't have to say you do when you don't. i don't need pity.." luz mutters as she stepped back a
little when amity tried to touch her. "but luz-"

"amity please!" amity stopped when luz raised her voice, that's not common. her tone doesn't hold
anything malicious, just pain.

'cause i know everything.



"it's okay. i'm happy for you, congrats i guess. bye." then, luz walked past amity whom stood there
frozen and neither of them looked back as luz started to run with amity falling to her knees.

both bursting into tears as they lost one another that day.

------

a few months has passed and there's been radio silence between luz and amity. it was a surprise to
everyone that they weren't at each other's throats when a subject they're passionate about is
presented and they're..

crestfallen.

willow and gus tried all of their power to cheer their best friend and return her energy but it only
came back temporarily and would easily drop if they left her alone.

amity became more cold and distant to everyone, would lash out all of the sudden if someone tried
to ask if she's alright and would sometimes be found skip classes or not come to school at all.

both of them haven't been meeting each other eye to eye ever since that day. it's hard whenever they
pass each other in the hallway and what used to be a blessing turned to a curse as they sat next to
each other in each classroom.

luz would just stare emptily down at her desk whilst half listening to the lesson and not noticing
that amity has been trying to reach out to her, they're only a few inches apart but it seemed so wide
as their connection,

their bond was broken and irreparable.

when summer break came, it was supposed to be the best time as all of the students are free now
but not for them. but what's strange is that when they returned for the senior year, luz came into
school looking rather happily.

her energy restored.

this confused amity as she's spent her break sulking in her room but there's also something she
noticed.

amelia, her sister, she would frequently hear her talking to someone over the phone, laughing which
was baffling.it's not common for someone like amelia to easily be laughing.

amelia just finished her two years of community college and is here to stay for a while till she finds
a suitable work to fund herself. which isn't gonna be soon.

but amity didn't pay any attention to it. she doesn't care.

the first day was a drag as always, luz was the first to get out of the classroom and started jogging
towards the exit as she's been expected by someone in the parking lot.

as she got there, she searched for a particular motorcycle and her eyes landed on a mane mint green
haired figure leaning against it with a lit cigar.



smiling, luz rushed over to her and surprised her with a hug "amelia!" the eldest blight almost
wheezed when she was caught off guard by the noceda. she chuckles and hugged her lover kissing
the top of her head before gently pushing her off.

"hey baby, missed me that much?" amelia teased making luz's slightly blush. "yeah, i just wanna be
with you the whole day." she replied.

"wonder what your mom would say about that." amelia tossed the cigar to the ground, crushing it
as she handed the helmet for luz.

she met the blight a few months back, she accidentally walked into the blight residence while she
was walking king and ended up contemplating if she should talk to amity, resolve their messes but
she talked to amelia instead whom got back from community college.

ever since, they started talking when they exchanged numbers and became a couple without
anyone's knowledge. luz thought it'd be just a summer fling but nope.

"hop on, we're going to the manor." amelia said, luz tilts her head as she accepted the helmet and
clipped it on "why?" she asked. the blight hopped onto the bike, kicking it to turn it on.

"you'll see. come on."

 

as they got to the manor, amelia didn't bother to park her motor properly in the driveway before
going inside with her leading luz inside and up to her bedroom, not minding to close the door as it's
just them.

the twins moved out after they finished high school, leaving amity with their parents and it's
inevitable that she'll probably move out as well.

"amelia?" luz is confused as amelia pushed her to the bed and her eyes following her. "luz, i know i
can be blunt but there's no other way for me to say this so," amelia said, mentally preparing herself
which is making luz nervous for some reason.

"um.. okay." luz waited for the blight to tell it while she's anxiously waiting, she started thinking
she'd admit to having someone behind her back which is far worse than what she saw months ago.

why does she has to go through this? what did she do to deserve this?

"can i blow you?"

there was an immense silence between them. luz took a few seconds to figure out what amelia
meant by that before her cheeks blew up in red.

"w- what?!"

"i know i know! it's just i've been dreaming, fantasizing and it's weird like- ugh!! i'm so sorry!"
amelia tries to explain her shame and she isn't doing much justice to herself.

luz needs a moment to process this as she never had sex before. well, a few jerk offs here and there
but not full on intercourse with a beautiful girl.



taking a deep breath in, luz sighed deeply and flashed a smile to her girlfriend. "alright. but, i'm still
new at this." she advised and amelia nods "yeah, you look like a virgin without saying it." she said,
snickering.

"hey!"

amelia giggles, she leans in for a kiss for her lover whom instantly melted in and kissed back. luz
almost laid onto the bed but she balanced herself, she can feel amelia's hands starting to travel
around her body.

sizing her curves then moved down to her thighs, rubbing them upward till her fingers met the
growing bulge within luz's pants.

pulling away, luz looked down to see amelia's fingers sluggishly pulling her zipper down to reveal
her black with small owl prints around it making the blight hold in her giggle as she finds it cute.

"what, it's comfortable." luz combated as she looks away in embarrassment, pouting a little. amelia
softly caressed her lover's cheek to make her lean against her touch.

"it's adorable, no need to be ashamed. may i?" amelia tugged in the pants which luz nodded for her
to pull off along with her boxers to let her large cock out in the cold wind, watching it twitch.

amelia stared at the cock in front of her then up to luz who's completely red. "you're really big, luz.
it's a surprise." she said as she grasped it and started pumping it with her tongue giving it licks
making luz lowly moan.

"aah.. amelia.." luz's hand snaked up to amelia's hair to grip it and squeaked when she manages,
barely, to take all of her with her moans vibrating on her dick. "shit.." luz bit her lip and looked
down to see amelia staring up at her while starting to bob her head.

luz pushed the strands off amelia's face for her to see her flustered face, she can feel something to
swirl inside luz as she's starting to need more for the blight. like she wants to thrust, move, ram into
her madly even though she doesn't have any negative things harboring in her.

right?

she'll be fine with luz wanting more right?

"amelia.." luz carefully pushed amelia's head out of her cock with really thin strands of saliva
connected her mouth and the phallus for a moment before disappearing. "are you okay? do you
wanna stop?" she asked, worried why luz halted.

but luz shook her head "no no i.." her mind suddenly went blank and she pulled amelia into a deep,
rough kiss which the blight doesn't mind as she kissed back with her getting on top of luz when she
fell onto the bed.

 

amity got inside the manor, about to head for her room and lock herself in it as there's nothing else
better to do but to cry herself to sleep again as she fucked up.

she fucked up for not seizing luz immediately before she slipped her grasp.



they used to be close in their own terms but now, they're total strangers now. it hurts.

"aahh! aaah fuck oh god, yes!"

amity froze when she heard moans while she was walking up the stairs, she can tell it's from
amelia's room and she rolled her eyes as she thought she got another girlfriend after the last one
flopped.

she was just about to past the open door. amity completely stopped in her tracks with her grip on
her bag almost made it fall if she didn't catch it.

it feels like her entire world stopped as she ended up staring at the scene beside her. never in her
wildest dreams that she'd ever see amelia below of luz, both of them naked with luz in between her
sister's legs and thrusting hard into her enough to make her moan her name.

that's supposed to be me. that's what amity is saying in her head, she wants to leave, move so she
doesn't have to watch this but she couldn't.

she's immobilised.

"aah fuck amelia!" luz rolled her head back as her hands are intertwined on amelia's, pinning them
to the bed before looking down to see the blight's bouncing tits that looks so inviting.

luz leaned down to take one of the nipples inside her mouth, sucking them with her tongue toying
with it before biting making amelia moan as her back arched.

"oh luz, you're so big!" amelia moans, she slipped her hand off luz's to grip onto her hair, tugging
on it to make her pull away with a pop. she hovered above amelia with their hues staring deeply
into each other.

"¿te gusta que?" luz asked in spanish that amelia didn't get so she just nodded. "you're such a whore
for me, aren't you mi amor?" she plunged her cock deeper into amelia making her scream in
pleasure.

"aaahhh!! god yes! fuck me like that!"

amity is forced to watch this. no one is doing it but herself, she's torturing herself and she started to
remember what luz said about her having to watch amity getting fucked by boscha.

she finally gets the pain she felt that night.

karma is a bitch.

"god- you feel so good! grhn- what are you?!" luz asked with her hand latching on amelia's throat,
applying pressure but not too much to actually choke her. "aah! your pet, sir!" amelia replied with
her voice a little raspy.

"a what?" luz growled as she added more pressure and amelia is loving this dominating side of the
noceda. she thought she'd have to guide her through the basics but it seems she's been studying.

"a pet, sir! i love it when you fuck me like this, rough and hard! i love it when you choke me! i love
you!!" amelia yelled, showing how bottom she is for luz whom smirked devilishly.



this plucked a few strings inside amity as she saw that smirk. she kept screaming in her head that
she should be the one being fucked by the noceda, not her but..

she seems to have more pleasure and more happiness when she's with amelia than being with her.

"good girl." luz purred "i love you too!" she slammed her lips onto amelia's, savoring each other's
tastes as luz increased her speed to make amelia whine within the kiss.

amity can feel her eyes starting to water when she saw them kiss. she wants to know how luz's lips
feels like against hers, she wants to know how to be fucked by luz.

she just wants to be with luz.

as they pulled away, luz buried herself in amelia's neck to leave a big hickey that would last for a
while and she doesn't mind. then, she felt luz starting to hit her favorite spot.

"oh! fuck, luz right there! don't fucking stop!!" amelia shouted as she tugged on luz's hair again.

"not even planning to."

as they came, amity squeezed her eyes tightly when she heard them moan each other's names at the
same time. she held in the tears threatening to fall on her face, she sucked it up and quickly walked
away before one of them notices she was watching.

luz fell onto amelia whom hugged her as both of them calmed down from their highs, she looked at
the agar to see no one is on the other side.

she feels a sort of deja vu but can't quite put her finger on it.

whatever. it's probably not important.



Tantalized

Chapter Summary

disobeyed and didn't have sex for a month, though it didn't work out.

requested smut

"aah.. aaahh..!"

that's the first thing amity heard when she got inside her house, at first, she thought that she'll catch
her lover's infidelity but that would be uncommon for luz to do and she only saw luz's shoes with
hers in the rack.

no unknown.

this could only mean one thing.

amity dropped her bag in the couch and started to loosen her uniform whilst heading for their
shared bedroom with it's door wide open and her moan getting louder and louder till she stopped in
front of the room.

there she laid on the bed, completely nude with sweat riddled across her body with her legs spread
and hand furiously rubbing her cock that is close to bursting.

"oh amity!!" luz moaned her girlfriend's name out loud as she finally came, her shots of cum flew
into the air before landing on her stomach and chest that is quickly rising up and down before
letting out a sigh as her hand dropped to the side.

"you know," luz jerked up when she heard amity's voice, her face immediately bursts into red as
she didn't know that amity came home this early. "baby! ah. oh- uh, what are you doing here?" she
asked as she grabbed a pillow to hide her now sheathing junk.

amity chuckles, she got inside the room with her hands placed on her hips "you're asking me why
i'm here in our house?" she asked but luz strenuously shook her head as she lets out nervous laugh.

"then, explain why you were jerking off when i explicitly forbid you till i returned." luz gulped as
she watched amity got in front of her, staring down at her with such menacing gaze. "um.." luz
started to wrack her brain for an excuse amity would total buy.

"i missed you." luz replied as she turned her voice sultry and shot a wink but amity didn't react
which made luz worry as she has to get the punishment.

"no. i was gone for nearly 2 hours till my abomination informed me of you breaking your promise."
amity said, luz frowned at the mention of an abomination "what-" then a miniature abomination
hopped onto it's creator's hand and went up to her shoulder, waving at luz while she glared at it.



shit.

"you know what comes next luz."

"i'm not gonna wear it!" luz suddenly stood up and rushed out of the bedroom with her pillow still
covering her penis. amity looked at her abomination before it hopped off to go in it's original form
to come after luz.

"luz, you know you have to own up to your mistakes and accept punishment!" amity said, she got
into the living room to see luz on top of a small ice pillar while the abomination stood in front of it,
waiting for it's creator's next command.

"but it's uncomfortable! i hate it!" luz retorts, she evaded the abomination's hands that is trying to
reach for her and stuck her tongue out at amity whom chuckles as she already has a plan.

"fine. a month without sex then." the blight turned around to leave but she's only walking slowly as
she waits for luz's reaction. "what?" luz looks like a lost pup up in the ceiling.

"yeah, i mean. you seems that you like your hand more than your girlfriend's pussy and you won't
follow orders so, no sex for you human." amity explained, grinning as she heard grumble mixed
whine.

"no need for drastic measures, love." luz lowered the pillar and walked up to amity, slowly wrapped
her arms around her waist as she rested her chin on her shoulder. "how would we talk about this in
the bedroom, hm? i'll probably listen than having your abomination attempting to hulk smash me."
she whispered, her tongue tracing amity's pointed ears before nipping making her shiver with her
grinding against her ass.

"what do you say?" luz is slowly slipping her hands inside amity's shirt who's watching it whilst
feeling her lover's cock starting to grow hard behind her. "i say.." amity starts making luz think
she's winning.

"your dick belongs in the cage." then, amity summoned the metal dick cage and swiftly turned
around to slip it on, locking it and snatching the key before luz could take it.

"ow! my breeding stick!!"

luz fell to her knees and held onto her dick that is now caged. she tugged on it but it's no use, it's
locked and amity wouldn't be giving the key anytime soon. "you're gonna regret this, blight." she
warned with a foreboding tone.

amity giggles "i doubt that. say goodbye to luz jr 'cause you won't be seeing her till next month."

-----

the first three weeks was uncomfortable for luz as she has to shower with the cage on so she can't
properly clean it and it's heavy. heavier than her cock since it's metal.

it hurts when she gets a morning wood as it was designed for sheathed cocks or small ones. luz has
been tugging amity to just take it off as it's irritating her or just give her a head but a blight is
stubborn like a noceda.

that's why they're the perfect pair.



luz is worried that her cock would be moulded like the cage but she kept doubting but kept thinking
about it.

it's hard to walk around with something twice as heavier in between her legs and when she spreads
her legs when sitting, the metal flops onto the chair making it seem that she has a monstrous dick in
there.

amity is having a time of her like in the first week, laughing at how uncomfortable luz is as this is
her first time wearing such device. she teases her lover by intentionally backing up her ass on her
while making it look like unintentional.

when they showering, they always leave the door unlocked for the other to join or just take a dump.
luz always come into the shower with amity, horny as fuck and started sucking her wet tits while
grinding her metal dick against amity's pussy.

luz would try to lift her and eat her out but amity always stops her before that happens not matter
how much she wants it. after that, amity would leave the bathroom horny as fuck as well.

the third week came and the couple is slowing getting closer to their breaking point that luz is
uncomfortably using the cage to plump herself but it does bring a sort of pleasure though not
enough.

and amity dry humping the edges, the corners, the couch as she thinks of luz. she also established
that none of them are gonna use any toy and she regrets it dearly.

now, they're in bed, wide awake as they can't sleep for being too sexually frustrated but they didn't
say anything to each other as one question would end the feud and whoever loses has to watch the
winner fuck themselves.

"wanna fuck?" amity asked.

"can you give me a blow?" luz asked.

there was silence between them before luz sat up with a wide grin "HA!!! you lose, i win woo!!!"
she threw her hands up in the air as a celebration and this made amity panic and sat up as well.

"no way! you clearly asked first!" amity fired back but luz shook her head "nope! i heard you loud
and crystal, you asked 'wanna fuck' first! you know what that means." luz offered her hand to amity
whom looked down at her before turning away, grumbling.

"no."

"heyy, ames. come on, don't you wanna see the fireworks?" luz asked as she crawled closer to
amity, kissing her cheek and nuzzling up to her neck. "next time, i'm gonna give you a muzzle."
amity mutters making the noceda whine.

"noooo." she dragged it out and continued she trails of kisses on amity. "can we just.. can you just
rail me?" she asked but luz shook her head "nope. the whole reason you did this is for me to follow
rules, why do you want me break it this time?"

amity growls, she begrudgingly opened the nightstand's drawer, pushed some items out of the way
till her hand found the key and slowly placed it on luz's open hand which she immediately closed



before hopping off the bed.

amity watched her lover excitedly open their closet, pulling a box out and started to take off her
clothes along with her unlocking the dick cage that she can now throw to the side as she doesn't
wanna see it again.

luz held a thick 10 inched dildo along with a small buttoned vibrator that she'll use tape to attach.

she planted the dildo in the middle of their room, taped the vibrator on her dick that is already hard.
as she poured lube on the dildo, she stroked it and raised herself above it, the tip teasingly rubbing
her ass.

then, she started pushing the toy in making her moan and her cock twitch. "aaah! ah.. oh yes.." luz
gets her equal share of being penetrated by amity, no one sticks to their roles in this house.

luz bites her lip as she hums at the feeling of the toy fully inside, she set the vibrator at high and
started bouncing while maintaining eye contact to amity who's intently watching her.

"aahh god amity.." the blight can feel her cheeks heating up when she heard her name escape out of
luz's lewd mouth. she stared at her dick that flopping around along with her balls.

her pussy is getting wetter and wetter the longer she watches this.

amity took off her clothes, sitting on the edge of the bed as she spreads her legs, planning to finger
herself but luz lightly threw the tape at amity to stop her.

"hey.. no cheating, blight." luz whispers as she made herself lay down, popping the dildo off the
floor to do the thrusting herself and this made her moan louder.

"luz.. i can't take it anymore.." amity whines.

"nghm.. it's your fault. you made the rules.." luz replied before closing her eyes and continued her
hard thrust inside her. "gh- amity!" the witch bites her lip, she tightly gripped the edge of the bed.

it feels like she's been tortured in the most erotic way possible, her sanity is slowly diminishing and
her pussy kept getting wetter. she can't just sit here and let luz have all of the pleasure after not
having sex for three weeks.

so much for not getting fucked in a month.

"ah fuck please a- amity!" luz's voice almost went high pitched as she can feel her climax coming
and her arm is starting to get numb. amity noticed it, she knelt down in front of luz, grabbed the
dildo and started ramming it deep making her scream.

"aahhh! mommy!"

amity's eyes widens with her cheeks growing more redder, she doesn't know if that was intentional
but she likes it. she leaned down to luz, her moans filling her ears as she slams the toy deep.

"i- i thought no touching?" luz asked, "you were slowing down. figured i'd help." amity replied as
she kisses her lover's cheeks before turning it to a full kiss.



luz lowly moaned as she cupped amity's cheek, tilting her head to deepen the kiss before slipping
her tongue inside for their muscles to swirl.

pulling away, amity looked down at luz's dick that is still twitching and oozing of the tip, she
started stroking it wildly to bring luz closer as her moans turned erratic and hips subconsciously
moving.

"a- amity!!!" luz clawed the floor as she came into the blight's hand when she plunged the dildo
deep into her. her legs convulsed for a moment before falling limp as she started catching her
breath.

amity slowly lets go of it, she licked the cum off her hand and looked at luz who's eyes are slowly
fluttering close but she still fights it to stay open.

"can we do it now?" she asked, slowly pulling the dildo out and was about to lick her cock but luz
held her head. "nope." she stood up and walked to the bed, limping slightly before plopping inside
the covers.

leaving amity confused, frustrated and horny.

"noceda!"



Just A Thought Away

Chapter Summary

BIRTHDAY SPECIAL

sex via portal

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

luz found this little trinket of a device that could possibly belong to the human realm or another
universe as she salvaged to from the trash worm.

luz initially thought that it's just another trash and she'd just hand it to eda to sell but she kept
forgetting about it right after she placed it in her room till that one particular, special day.

the human had to skip school as she helped eda and king take out rodents that tried to eat hooty.
should've let them but they wouldn't have a house, it took them awhile till every last bite of demon
look raccoons left the vicinity.

king tried to dictate them first before the attack, because he is the king of demons after all but they
strike mutiny for the first 5 minutes and king was almost thrown into the boiling sea.

luz lets out a tired sigh as she closed the door of her room with her back. she's covered of sweat,
blood and little bits of blood that doesn't belong to her. she was swift to take off her clothes, wiping
herself with it and promised that she'll scrub it after she takes a shower.

"my gods, what a long day.." luz plopped down to her sleeping back, opening the window a little to
let fresh breeze in to cool her heating body. she was about to reach for a fan but she ended up
knocking something to the ground making her look.

"oh. i thought i gave this to eda." luz grabbed the device and inspected it only to remember that she
didn't really give it to the owl lady and just stacked it in the side.

it has a black screen in a metal box and that's it. nothing special.

luz tries to add batteries in it to see how it works but she doesn't see any outlets or any way to out
triple a's in. maybe that's why she tossed it to the side.

shrugging, luz placed it down to the floor and leaned back to the wall to rest. she closed her eyes,
her mind starting to wander somewhere before immediately landing on one certain mint green
haired blight.

amity. luz wonders how's school doing. she can only guess that the witch is doing spectacular as
she is the top student after all, though she did notice the face amity made when she told her, willow
and gus that she had to skip school today.



willow and gus are genuinely disappointed that their day would be a drag without their best friend
but is hoping they'd see again by tomorrow.

amity was another level. yes, she was disappointed then her face turned into a sort of contemplation
like she's think of ditching school before shifting into dismay then acceptance.

slightly.

it's odd but luz is interested and curious of what's happening up in that big brain of hers.

"and here, we can understand that they placed a newt's spit-"

luz snapped her eyes as she heard a voice that shouldn't be in her room, she grabbed pillows to
cover herself and pulled out her glyph as she looks around but she was dumbfounded at that is
presented in front of her.

her paper glyphs dropped along with her pillows as she stared at someone's ass and pussy. it's fairly
dry, luz took her time to admire it's pinkness. she giggled to herself that she finds a vagina cute and
her cock responded with a twitch as it grows hard the longer she stares at it.

it's clean with a few small hairs in the sides like it was recently shaved. luz was about to touch it
but she held herself back as she noticed a key indicator.

auburn.

the only witch she knew who has auburn hair is..

"amity.." luz clasped her mouth with her cheek blowing up as she's literally staring at amity's pussy
and ass when she shouldn't be!

but how did this device create a portal like this? did it read luz's mind because amity was the last
thing on her mind before this happened.

this is so weird but it's the boiling isles, normal is abnormal.

gulping, luz's throat suddenly felt dry and she started to crawl closer to the portal, thinking she'd
replenish herself..

amity is bored out of her mind in class, she already knows this and she kept looking out of the
window, wanting to just go out and help luz with their rodent situation because anywhere is better
than here.

suddenly, she felt a sudden wetness in between her legs making her press them together. the witch
looked around to see if something is out of place but the sensation continued.

it felt off at first but it's starting to bring her pleasure, almost making amity moan.

with her biting her finger, amity looked down to herself, sitting up a little and sat to the space next
to her to see what's going on. her eyes widens when she saw a hole under her but doesn't show the
floor underneath.

instead, it reveals luz on the other side shyly waving at her before pressing her index finger to her
lips. "what are you doing? what is this?" amity mouthed and luz just replied with a "i'll explain



later. can i fuck you?" and she never faltered in that sentence.

not one bit.

amity felt like she could just explode then and there but she composed herself even though she's
screaming happily that her crush is gonna fuck her. not the ideal way to lose her first but hey, this is
luz and exhibition is something amity wanted to dabble on for a while ever since she heard it.

nodding, amity returned to her original seat for luz to resume her licks. she shuddered at the feeling
of the human's smooth, long tongue against her clit, dragging up and down with her sucking on her
folds. "aah shit.." amity grits her teeth in attempt to silence herself.

luz is stroking herself on the other side as she eat out of the witch, her juices are sweet with a hint
of bitterness. nonetheless, sweet and it made luz kept coming back for more.

her tongue rolled up to amity's bud and started to toy with it seeing amity twitch as a reaction
makes her smirk and continued to make the blight wet enough before stopping as she can foresee
that she'll be lost in that pussy if she kept going.

luz looked at amity's cunt that is filled of slobber and her own slick after that foreplay, she grabbed
her paper note to write something quickly before slipping it in between amity's legs for her to read.

her writing is usually neater than that but she's brimming of lust, cut her some slack.

amity noticed the note sticking out of her legs, she grabbed it and it read;

can i go in?

she quickly grabbed a pen for her to write back before slipping it back for luz.

yes please.

nodding, luz dropped the note and rubbed her leaking tip on amity's pussy before slowly pushing
insides. a groan escaped her throat as she feels her tight, warm pulsing insides wrapping around her
cock.

"oh fuck.." amity bit onto her pen that is squeaking as her fangs are threatening to snap it half. the
feeling of vagina getting stretched it amazing and painful but at the same time but luz is careful.

as everything is inside, amity lets out a shaky, pleasured exhale and quivered little which attracted
the professor's attention "is there a problem miss blight?" they asked making amity jump and shake
her head vigorously.

"n- no, sir. nothing is wrong, just caught a little chill, you know.." amity lied through her teeth as
she rubbed her arms to pose she caught a little chill which seems to work.

"very well then. as i was saying...."

amity bit the insides of her mouth as she feels luz started to thrust inside slowly, her cock going in
and out with it already hitting the right spots as the noceda lets amity adjust to her bulk before
going in her speed.



"aahh god, ames.." luz moaned as the thrusts, she got in all fours like she's doing amity in a doggy
position but she's actually sitting up. she tightly gripped her sheets as she moans the blight's name,
desiring her to actually be below her.

luz wants to see amity's tits bouncing below her, her hair going into a crazy as it goes on her face
because how hard the noceda could get. and be able to hear her moans, she knows amity feels
pleasure but she wants to see it.

yet she can't.

"ngh- luz.." amity moans to herself, looked up to the cloak and there's only 15 minutes or so left
before the class ends. she doesn't know how long luz could last but she surely can't last for 2
minutes without the constant urge to just come.

she can hear luz's moans below her, not sure why the class can't hear it but maybe her fat ass is
cover is portal. that could be the case.

amity nested her head into her arms as she moans quietly, she bit onto her flesh while her mind is
creating a scene that she's really under or riding luz and she'd be seeing her beautiful, euphoric
expressions as she takes her large cock.

"i love you so much.." amity whispered, she wants luz to hear that as she fucks her good but she
can't yet.

luz just wants to hold amity's ass but she made a makeshift plant table to really hold onto
something before plunging her cock deeper into amity making her scream.

"aahh-" amity snapped her head up to see that everyone to looking at her with confused and
worried looks. she fucked up. she silently summoned her abomination and lifted her hand up to let
people see that it's biting her finger.

"aahh oww!!" she faked her pain which made luz actually slow down as she thought she hurt her.
amity bounced a little to make it seem she turned to a side "ahah uh.. nothing to see here, it's just
my abomination acting up." she said, bouncing again till luz got the message.

as amity felt luz returned to her original speed, she shook her hand to get the abomination off,
making it flop to the table before disappearing.

she watched everyone's eyes slowly get off her making her sigh in relief inside.

amity looked up to the clock again to see there's only 5 minutes left. that felt quick honestly and she
doesn't want this to stop but it's getting harder to keep her voice down.

"fuck fuck fuck, amity!!" luz is slowly losing her sanity as she fucks amity hard, can a pussy drive
you mad? probably if it's hella good and amity's is a heavenly delight.

she can feel that she's hitting that one spot which encourages her to go faster and deeper, her balls
almost getting sucked in. "you're so good, amity! god!" she moans as she rolled her head back.

more sweat is rolling off her body more than before as she can feel a knot coming on.

amity bites her lips as her hand is covering her mouth, she held onto the edge of the table hard with
her knuckles turning white. her face is engulfed in red like at any given moment, she's gonna



sudden explode and die.

2 minutes left.

"shit.. luz, i'm so close.." amity mutters, she looked down to see her legs are trembling slightly with
her heartbeat thumping loudly in her ears and she's starting to feel lightheaded.

1 minute left.

she just has to time it. no need to be too early or too late. amity only has one chance in this and if
she fucked up, she'd just quit all together.

amity wishes to see luz's faces but then again, she'd be frustrated in seeing her smug looking ass.
"fuck luz luz, i'm gonna-"

"AAAAAAHHHHHHaaaahhhhh!!!!"

both of amity and the bell screamed at the same time as amity came hard for her first time with her
head slightly rolling back. she clawed her table with the shaved wood flying to the side, she can
feel luz slowly reducing her speed as she helps her ride down her high.

"oh... luz." amity shuddered when luz pulled out, she scooched to the side to peer down to see just
in time stroke herself before popping, her strings of cum flew out of frame and amity watched it
leaked before the portal suddenly disappeared.

amity blinked as she's now staring at an empty space, she pressed her legs together to see a slight
sting but feel herself mostly wet.

she'll make sure she visits the owl house after school.

"wh- what happened?" luz tapped the device but it's not turning on anymore. she sighed deeply and
leaned back to the wall with her cock slowly sheathing as she thinks over what the hell just
happened.

"i fucked amity via portal.. cool way to lose my virginity in though."
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"hey, look at that." boscha nudged amity's shoulder to make her look up from her book and
something went past her vision fairly quickly.

amity closed her book to look to the side, seeing someone in a large hoodie and red beanie, the
students whom passed them backed to the side whilst staring at them with awe and interest.

"is that a new student?" amity asked, glancing at boscha whom took her lollipop out and clicked her
tongue as she looked at the new guy. "nah, i heard kiss frinkel quitted and got replaced with a.." a
grin came on her face before placing the lollipop back in her mouth.

"i guess someone who'll make everyone active."

amity surely knows what that meant, her eyes went back to the substitute or permanent teacher for
art class. then, she saw them stop abruptly as another teacher, who's literally in his mid 60's and
should be in a retirement already, talked to the new teacher.

"i gotta see this." amity jogged towards the teachers by making it seem she's just passing by whilst
checking them out. she smirked to herself as she saw that their jeans are hugging their thighs and
ass wonderfully.

when she went past the teacher, she finally saw their face. she has a sharp jawline accompanied by
a bored expression, the blight can see her hazel eyes but it seems to red tint glow and amity felt her
heart jump when her eyes landed on hers.

amity swiftly turned to a corner, she leaned against the wall and almost slides down as she lets out a
dreamy sigh. "oh wow.." she peered her head out to see that she's still in a conversation before
leaning back.

"is that really a teacher or a runaway prince?" amity can tell they're in their early twenties basing on
their frame and looks but she could be wrong.

as the teacher passed the corner amity is cowering it, she watched them head for the faculty room.
amity never really cared about new teachers or substitutes as most of the time, they look like they
should retire



the some are in their 30's or late 20's whom are fairly attractive and amity doesn't chase but today
must be different as she just witness an angel descend from heaven.

or a demon crawling out of hell.

when the bell rang, amity is thrilled to know that her first subject in arts. as all of the students took
their seats, they waited for their new teacher to arrive, both anxious and excited to know them.

as they heard the door creak open, their eyes immediately looked at the lean figure that's wearing a
loosely tucked in white dress shirt, that's the appeal.

it's sleeves are rolled up to reveal the many thick veins in their arms along with a slightly hidden
tattoo on the side of her neck and the hoodie from earlier is now tied around her waist.

amity gulped as she watched them approach the desk, placing their things down before placing
their hand onto their hips to look at the entire class.

everyone is either intimidated at the big dick energy they're radiating or salivating, amity is one of
them.

"i read alot about you." they started, the students are stunned to hear how deep and high their new
teacher's voice is. it's hella sexy nonetheless.

"miss frinkel left alot of sticky notes on the board just for me telling how shitty you all are." they
chuckles, they leaned against the desk as they cross their arms. some students gasped at the
profanity but most are digging this.

a teacher without shame are the best kinds.

"i guess i got the right class. anyways," everyone jumped when the teacher clapped their hands "to
get the basics out of the way, i'm miss noceda your new arts teacher since you drove your last one
into insanity." luz said, she grabbed chalk and tossed it up in the air but before she could start, she
someone raise their hand.

"yeah?" luz pointed at them to stand up and she realised that it's the girl whom passed her earlier.

"amity blight. question, what's your full name?" amity asked, having massive guts as she took the
words out of the other girl's mouth.

"luz. luz noceda." luz simply replied.

"cool, your age?" amity continues, wanting to know more even just a smallest details. she saw luz
raise a brow at this before chuckling.

"i think my records are in the faculty. just scratch out the arson, officer." luz said, she threw the
chalk in the air again before swiftly catching it as she maintained their eye contact.

"you think i'm an undercover cop?"

luz nods before answering "a terrible one."

"OOOOOHHHHHH!!!!"



"HOLY FUCK!!!"

"AHAAHAHAHA!!!"

everyone bursts out of laughter at that fire, they don't know if they should shut up and be worried
for the teacher's well being since amity is no mere highschool girl but this is a once in a lifetime
thing.

they had to enjoy this before it ends.

"if that's the case, i'd be glad to send a real cop to investigate your suspicious ass." amity sneered
which was earned by a smirk that made the others squeal as luz does look hot and amity can feel
her body betraying her.

luz walked off the desk and approached amity but there's still a clear distance "well i bid you good
luck with that, miss blight."

amity stepped away from her chair to stand in front of her teacher whom backed up a little to
maintain personal space. "i don't need it, miss noceda." she said with a smirk of her own.

"good."

-----

everyone is having a blast with luz their teacher, it's like she's just their classmate who just
graduated early and they're comfortable in exchanging profanities and sex jokes with each other
without making it weird unless luz had to establish some boundaries.

when another hall monitor checks out if the classroom is still intact, the students would act
accordingly whilst listening to their teacher till the hall monitor left for them to go back to their
antics.

luz isn't just all talk and cussing, she can be an actual help for her students when she assigned them
to do something and since they're more engage than before.

that's why their arts, a minor subject, is getting the most highest grade than the majors.

she is loved by the students due to how open her words could be and since this is highschool, you'd
hear someone yell down the hallway to fuck them in the ass and use other known cuss words in the
urban dictionary.

though, she's not so fond in the faculty as the teachers there are oldies and they don't approve of
cursing, especially coming from a younger one. luz never listens and she just keeps going.

they tried to fire her but it sparked an uproar in the students and they almost went into a rally down
the hall to be in luz's defence, saying she did nothing wrong which is true.

luz was in awestruck that day. it's not like she's going into trial for homicide but still, the power
these guys held is overwhelming and she found a new respect for them.

meanwhile, amity has been keeping her eyes on luz, her heart always flutters whenever she comes
in for the day and her heart sings for her whenever she comes to help amity with something that she
obviously knows.



it's just a little devious tactic for her to know her beloved teacher's scent. she can't explain but it's
addicting.

the more days, weeks and soon enough, months. the blight's feelings for the noceda is growing
more and more intense with her libido now rising to the rooftops whenever luz makes a smirk or an
irritated lip bit.

she noticed that the noceda has a habit that when she's pissed about something, her tongue would
push to the side of her mouth like the motion of a blowjob and would give whoever pissed her off a
nasty eye before looking away.

"okay okay, who is the hottest person you met?" skara asked her friends along with amity since
she's a part of boscha's gang. "is that even a question? miss noceda, duh!" bo replied and this made
them giggle, fangirling to themselves.

there's a secret organization within the school, they're the most elusive, inclusive, powerful
individuals in that organization that the illuminati is afraid of them.

luz's fangirls or fanboys.

many horrifying things will happen to you if you disrespected their beloved, perfect teacher.

it's dismissal and everyone us heading home, amity is walking with her friends down in the
hallway. they're talking to each other but her mind is wandering some place else.

then, amity saw her come out of the restroom, patting her shirt off before walking away. she stared
at the restroom door, expecting for someone to come out.

when no one did, amity slipped out away from her friends and quickly rushed towards luz till she
got beside her. "hey, miss noceda." she greeted making luz look at her.

"oh hey, amity. need something?" luz asked as she looked up ahead again, seeing the big window in
the end. luz must've had her mind somewhere else as she opened the door, thinking it was the
faculty and went inside with amity close behind.

"nah- well, i just wanna ask one thing." amity continued, noting that they went inside a room they
shouldn't be. "did it hurt when you fell from heaven?" she asked making luz shoot her a look before
giggling.

"no but i did scrape my knee from crawling out of hell. thanks for asking though." she heard that
pickup line alot ever since she got here. it feels like she's a teenager again with these boys and girls
chasing her.

"oh well then, why are we in the janitor's closet?" amity pointed out, snapping luz out of her trance
and looked around the dimly lit small space.

"shit.. my bad, i just didn't get any sleep last night." luz was about to leave but amity suddenly
pinned her to the wall with her locking the door.

"do you have a significant other, miss noceda?" amity asked with her body drawing closer to luz till
space is practically nonexistent.



gulping, luz replied with a "no, never thought of having one. what are you doing?" she tries to
gently push amity off her but she froze when she felt a hand rest on top of her crotch and started to
slowly rub it.

"i've heard rumors of your package being above other boys. it made them envious." amity whispers
as she looked down to her hand, feeling something growing hard. "you guys make up the most
stupidest rumors." luz muttered, she still tried to push amity away but it's no use as she heard her
zipper starting to lower.

"i can change that for you. i've been watching you, luz and you always strike an interest in me
when i first saw you." amity looked up to luz's flustered face that could be in comparison to her
eyes.

"i'm flattered, i guess." luz lets out a shaky exhale as she felt amity pulled her pants and boxers
down to let out of her semi hard cock that she started to stroke to be in it's fullest form.

"i always wondered how good you'll taste." amity is starting to close in on luz's lips "starting with
your lips." then, she made the space disappear as she finally placed her lips into luz's.

soft is the first thing she felt and sweet is the flavor she tasted. she tilts her head to deepen the kiss
with her hand slowly stopping as the cock is now harder and her thumb rubbing the precum off,
toying with it.

luz slowly closed her eyes and kissed back, her hands slithered up to amity's waist, tracing them
before pull her shirt out of her pants for her to slip inside, feeling her developed tits with her
nipples growing hard as she tweaked it.

luz heard amity lowly moan in the kiss before they pulled away, they both stared deeply into each
other's hues before amity took her shirt off along with her bra to present herself to luz.

"i always wanted you, luz. do you want me as well?" amity asked as she feels luz's hands still on
her boobs, gently groping. "why do you want me? there are other people suitable for you and less
taboo.." luz said, she brought her hands down but amity grabbed it and softly kissed it.

"i don't care. i just wanna be with you, luz." amity said, leaning into luz's warmth and looked at her
in the eyes. luz takes a deep breath in before huffing, she slowly nods and caressed the blight's
cheek "fine, let's keep this as a secret, okay?" luz asked.

amity smiles and nodded a reply, then, she started to unbuckle her pants as she doesn't wanna do a
foreplay after being teased for a long time. luz watched amity strip for her before backing up her
ass.

"aah.." luz lowly moans, she grabbed amity's hips as she grinds against her twitching cock. biting
her lip, luz looked at the door to check if it's really locked before slowly pushing inside.

"aahh.. oh yes.." amity moans as she feels herself getting stretched by luz's large cock.

the rumour is right then.

she placed her hand on top of luz's and looked back to see her lewd, dominating expression that
really had an effect on her.



i guess she's born with it.

as everything is inside, amity moaned as she rolled her head back and she felt luz move forward for
amity to hold onto the wall before slowly sliding inside her.

"aah damn, you're really big, miss noceda." amity moans, she pushes herself more for luz and she
heard her groan "don't call me that here." luz grabbed a handful of the blight's hair to make her look
up. "just luz."

then, luz started to to go in her own pace while hushing amity to not let them be caught. "be quiet,
ames. other teachers are still here and you don't want me to get fired again, do you?" she whispers
as she nipper the blight's ear and saw her shake her head.

luz called amity 'ames' by accident and since then, it's stuck that way.

"hmgh.. you're really kinky, luz." amity said, she kept her eyes on luz who's burying herself in her
neck, inhaling her scent before leaving soft kisses. "says the girl who wanted to get railed by me."
luz cackles deeply.

"aah- ngh.. mhmmn.." amity bit her lip to shut herself up as she felt luz go faster, the sounds of skin
plopping against each other is gradually filling the room.

amity closed her eyes to indulge herself in this, her breathy moans are heard as she feels the noceda
hit all of the right spots. luz slowly legs go of amity's hair and wrapped her arms around her tightly.

luz drove her cock deep into amity, she immediately clasped her hand onto her mouth as she
continued her deep thrusts. she can feel her balls almost getting sucked in as she goes hard on
amity.

she loves it.

"amity, i liked you... i didn't want to admit it but i really do. ahh god.." luz whispered as she holds
in her moans, amity slowly opened eyes when she heard that. she looked over her shoulder to lean
in for another kiss.

their tongues danced with each other as they taste one another. amity moved her hand down to
intertwine it with one of luz's, feeling how big and rough it is compared to hers.

as they pulled away, "i love you too, luz. please, i want to be with you forever." amity replied, her
words getting choppy as luz's thrusts turneda manic it's getting harder for amity to keep her voice
in.

"aah fuck amity.. i'm close.." luz grits her teeth tightly at the feeling of her climax getting closer and
closer to pop. "p- pull out." amity said, luz nodded and placed a kiss on the side of her head.

"i know.. i know." luz is preparing herself and prove that her pullout game isn't wack.

"luz luz, oh god!" amity covered her mouth again as she finally came, her legs shook for a few
seconds before feeling like she's gonna fall. luz kept going, helping amity ride her high before
swiftly pulling out.

luz stroked herself rapidly before busting her nut, letting it spew to the floor and sighed deeply.
both of them heaved heavily as they calmed down, amity slowly turned around and leaned against



the wall.

"that was the best fuck i ever had." amity said as she combed her hair back. luz chuckles, she
stuffed her cock back inside her pants and picked up the blight's clothes off the ground.

"bummer. i thought i was your first 'cause you surely is mine." luz said, rubbing the back of her
neck as she watched amity wear her clothes back on. "aww, little luz was a virgin? what an honor."
amity chuckles, then she tilts her head when she saw luz's tattoo.

her shirt got slid to the side after their session and amity can see a little more of it but isn't enough
to guess what it is.

"what's up with your tattoo? does it have meaning?" she asked, reaching her hand to pull her shirt
and see what it is really is but luz caught her hand, bringing it back as she fixed her shirt.

"nope. i just thought it looked cool."
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"ooh, look at this." amelia whistled as she dragged her hand across the smooth, cold hood of the red
gt that reflects her face on it's surface with her little sister taking pictures of it.

they're in havana, gathered in one place where most of the drag races are held. they're attend every
racing events as they're in a mission, searching and it doesn't matter whether it's legal or illegal.

"do you think this is it?" amity asked as she stared at the well waxed gt, by the sound of the
humming engine, she can tell it's well tuned too. amelia slowly shakes her head "no, i don't think so
but this is a sick car." she cackles and peered inside driver's seat with her hand trying to open the
door.

"¡oye! ¡quita tus sucias manos de mi amor!" the blight siblings jumped when they heard an angry
spanish voice and that doesn't always scream good things.

amelia started to wrack her brain to every spanish words she leaned from duolingo but her brain
haywired when she saw a tanned girl in a crop top come out with a white stick in her mouth and a
frown is seen.

"uh.." amelia ended up staring at the girl approaching and started checking if her car is still in a
perfect condition. "who are you? and why are you trying to get into my car?" the girl switched
accent which was drastic as when amelia heard her speak in spanish, she sounded intimidating as
fuck.

in english, she sounds... cute.

"w- we were just checking your nice car, sorry if we bothered you." amity said, quickly pulling her
sister back before a dispute comes. the girl slowly nods as she crosses her arms.

"right. are you checking my seat covers too?" she sneered as she pulled out the white stick that
turned out to be a lollipop. she swished it around as she looked at amelia up and down.

while amelia is just staring at the girl's toned stomach and short jean shorts. it's understandable that
it's the middle of summer and it's odd for someone to wear a thick hoodie out and the heat is getting
to amelia as she's started to feel lightheaded.



"we'd be happy to dry clean it if you want, no fees." amelia replied with a grin, amity shot her sister
a weird look. "what are you doing?" she hissed as she still tries to pull amelia out of here but she
wants to stay.

"shut up, i'm talking." amelia elbowed amity in the side making her back away. the youngest blight
lets out exasperated sigh as she knows where this is gonna go.

"oye gilipollas! ¿puedes creer que antonio obtuvo más votos solo porque tiene un gsr? ¡que
desperdicio!" all three of them perked up when they heard a loud voice behind them.

"¡sí, ese culo!" one answered them.

they saw a rather tall figure with a red beanie on, they have the straps of their overalls down to
reveal their white tee with it's sleeves rolled up to show off their muscles and haired arms.

the person past the blights with amity following them with her eyes as her cheeks are starting to
heat up. it's the sun's fault.

"hey, what got you frowning?" they asked as they got beside the girl, placing their elbow onto her
shoulder. again, their tone changed when they switched to english, it's jarring.

when they saw the blights, they rose a brow and leaned closer to whisper "¿los conoces?"

"no." the girl grumbles

lucia hums, she rubbed her chin as she stared at them, particularly amity who was caught of guard
"judging how you two dressed, you were gonna steal my sister's car huh?" she guessed.

"no no, that's not-"

"that's exactly what they were trying to do." luz cuts amity off, clearly irritated that someone would
attempt it when she was watching the entire time in the distance.

amelia lets out a chuckle "okay okay, it's not jump into conclusion 'cause it'll get us no where." she
said, trying to calm the heat between them. "first, let's introduce ourselves. i'm amelia blight, that's
my sister amity." she held out her hand for a shake.

the noceda looked at each other before luz was the one to shake amelia's hand. "luz noceda and this
is lucia, my older sister." she did a brief introduction and lucia soon followed it a question "isn't
blight a plant disease or something?"

"yeah pretty much." luz snickered along with her sister. amelia's eyes twitched as she's getting
annoyed with this brat "no wonder your name's noceda. your brain is as small as a nut." she fired
back which made the sisters stop.

luz chuckled as she fixed her fingerless gloves and stepped closer to amelia, "it seems like you
wanna try me." she said, staring into the blight's golden hues that stared back at the hazel ones.

"in what way though?" amelia rose a brow with a salacious intent and luz could see through it.
"ugh, i knew it. you're a mongrel." luz rolls her eyes as she made a disgusting noise which almost
triggered amelia but she's keeping her composure, barely.



luz noticed it and it made her smirk. "fine, it's do it your way." she said as she dismissively waved
her hand, she started to walk away leaving lucia with amity while amelia chased after luz.

amity awkwardly stood in the same spot as she doesn't know what to do now without amelia and
she barely knows this rude but pretty stranger. "hey," she slowly turned her head to look at lucia
who looked like is shining under the sunlight.

"you wanna get out of the sun and see the whole race, right?" lucia asked and amity nodded, her
tongue is fully held back to say anything. "cool, i know a place."

as amelia caught up to luz, she's leaning against the spray painted walls and looked at her in the
corner of her eye before getting off. "you better listen because i don't have time to say it twice." luz
said and cleared her throat.

"the match will start in 10 minutes and if you lasted without popping, you can dry clean my covers.
if not, i'll run you over. no moving and no hair gripping." luz said down the simple terms and rules
for amelia.

it seems easy enough for her since she isn't easy to cum with a simple head.

"deal." amelia leaned against the wall and unbuckled her pants for luz whom crunched her lollipop
into bits before spitting the empty stick out and knelt in front of amelia, pulling her boxers down to
see the blight's half hard dick.

luz stroked it to be in it's full form while giving the tip small licks "you sure you want me full on
hard? i can be too much." amelia warned.

"nothing is too much for me." luz said. when the blight's cock is in it's full length, it's about 10 or 9
inches, then it surprised amelia as she watches luz easily take her whole slowly. "ah.. shit." amelia
held onto her shirt as she's baffled by this.

luz stared up at amelia, quietly smirking to see her flustered face and started to bob her head with
her tongue swirl around her girth and played the tip.

amelia twitched slightly, she can feel the wet warmth surrounding her cock and it makes her forget
that they've even out in public. she had done this several times and with luz, it feels like she's a
virgin again as this is how a first timer would react.

"how are you.. have you done this before?" amelia asked, her breaths turning shaky. luz pulled out
for a moment to boast "i'm just gifted." then moved back in to hear amelia let out a stifled moan.

"god... yeah, i guess you are.." amelia looked down again to watch luz bob her head in a fast pace
making her tighten her grip on her shirt. "fuck yeah..." she fought the urge to move her hips for
more but she felt luz grip her thighs to keep her still.

amelia is getting lost in the pleasure from that mouth of luz's what works like wonders and her
tongue as well. she rolled her head back when luz goes deeper with the tip almost hitting the back
of her mouth.

"oh luz.. no, i can't.." amelia clenched her fists tightly as she feels her knot coming closer. she just
to hold it in, she doesn't wanna lose or be ran over as luz sounds like she's not kidding and is rather
anticipating it.



a blight never suits well with failure and amelia is not gonna make an exception.

amelia doesn't know how long it has been ever since luz started sucking her off but she can't hold it
anymore. the only thing occupying her mind now is release, a big, amazing, relieving release inside
luz's mouth.

luz can sense that amelia is struggling now. she decided to pick up her speed for her to lose
completely, she heard amelia let out of a loud moan but she clasped her hand into her mouth to not
attract attention.

"fuck no no please, i don't wanna- gh aahh!"

amelia bites her lip tightly as she finally popped as she can't hold it anymore. her hands dropped
and her tensed thighs now relieved itself. she lose, amelia blight, lost from a simple blowjob but the
mouth used is no ordinary mouth.

she watched luz out with her cum filling her mouth and she stood up before the last ones shot in her
face. luz gulped it, wiped the remaining off her lips and sighed deeply. "well well, 7 minutes? that's
gotta be a new record." luz smirked at amelia whom looked away.

"whatever. it's just a head." she muttered like a little kid after a tantrum. luz rolled her eyes, she
took off her crop top, leaving her bra only and tossed it at amelia's face.

it's completely normal for women to wear this.

amelia grabbed the top and blinked in confusion, "stop your whining. you look stupid." luz said as
she walked out of the alleyway, leaving amelia to watch her before taking a small whiff of the top.

"i'll see you in the streets, blight!"
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luz looked up to her phone to see another request for a driver. she tilts her head to crack it, raised
her arms for a stretch before setting the car into drive.

the customer turns to be a few miles off from where she's resting. it took only a minute till luz
stopped in front of a bar, seeing a long mint green haired girl barely standing as she has to lean
against the lamp post.

luz unlocked the doors as the girl stumbled her way to the car, she watched her slowly open it and
dropped inside. "are you my uver?" the girl asked in a slurry manner as she looked at luz's phone,
squinting her eyes to see better.

"yeah, i'm luz. your uver javer." luz pursed her lips as she finally gets to say it. "alright, where do
you wanna go?" she placed the car on drive again and slowly got into the busy road again while the
girl thinks of where to go now.

"just a hotel or i don't know. my parents are letting me in the manor anymore." amity replied, not
thinking of what she's saying as she got too drunk off her ass. "fucking bitches." she muttered
before cackling to herself, she hugged herself and looked at luz who's keeping her eyes on the road
but glanced at her time to time.

"are you sure you're my uver and not just some rando tryna sell my organs?" amity asked as her
body leans towards luz.

"i think your liver would be good for nothing, miss." luz whispered to herself as she placed her
elbow on the window frame, scooching away. "what's that?" luz shook her head.

"nothing. um, do you want me to drop you off there?" luz asked, pointing at the first hotel nearing
them. amity turned her head to look for a second before shaking her head



"oh, i think i know a hotel. it's, uh, it's in westdroom avenue." amity said as she waved her hand
around before resting her head on luz's thigh. luz looked down at amity before sighing "okay. can
you, please, go back to your seat?" she asked, she slipped her hand under amity's head and slowly
pushed her back to her seat.

amity giggled, she doesn't know what she's doing but she finds luz pretty and pretty funny to mess
with. "luz, right? you're really cute." luz looked at her in the corner of her eye "thanks, i guess." she
said.

amity leaned back to her seat, she slouched a little for her to unbuckle her pants "hey hey! don't piss
on the carpet!" luz frowned, she just cleaned the carpet and seat covers but the blight just whipped
out her limp cock to start rubbing it.

"i'm not stupid enough to piss in the car." amity said, she stroked herself while looking at luz who's
getting redder and redder by the minute. she tightly gripped the steering wheel as she averted her
eyes from the obscenity, she took a sucked a deep breath in and lets out a shaky sigh.

can't she just do that in the hotel or she's showing off? luz asked in her head, she can't keep her
eyes on the road anymore as she ended up watching amity's dick getting harder, growing in it's full
size.

"are we there yet?" amity asked, faking to be oblivious that luz is watching. "u- uh, yeah.. i mean,
no. it's still a few kilometres away." she replied, luz tried to cover the side of her eyes with her hand
but her body is betraying her.

luz subconsciously pressed her thighs together, feeling herself getting wet with her hand dropping
for it to slowly reach for it. she lost all of control and rationality got thrown out of the window.

amity lets go of her cock to let luz handle it, she leaned back and watched the noceda's hand slowly
rub her. feeling how thick and big it is as it grows on her hand, pulsing at her touch.

"you don't mind?" luz asked, still embarrassed that she's doing this to a customer but amity shook
her head as she hummed, she's cozy. "keep going or you could park up in that empty lot if you
want." amity said as she pointed at the empty grass fields that is up for auction.

luz did drive into it, going to the far till she reached the edge of where she can go before pulling up.
she looked at amity who's still has a drunken, cocky smirk on her face, she pulled her shirt up for
more exposure.

letting luz see her v line and black lines on her side from the tattoo on her back.

then, luz slowly bent down to give the cock a long lick from bottom to top. "ngh.." she saw amity
twitch at the sensation of her tongue, luz took the tip for her tongue to toy with. lapping the precum
before slowly moving down.

amity closed her eyes as she lets out a blissed sigh, one hand knocked luz's beanie to the floor to
grip onto her hair, pushing her down more to take it whole. luz's reflex almost triggered as it hits
the back of her mouth.

"ooh.. damn.." luz started to slowly bob her head with her wet muscle swirling around her girth
making amity moan lowly and tighten her grip on luz's hair.



the blight slowly opens her eyes to look down to see luz is looking at her. "that's it.. do you wanna
go to the back?" she asked and watched luz slowly pull away, gulping as she nodded.

smirking even more, amity got out of the car with luz slipping to the back. she got back inside, not
bothering to close the door as amity pulled onto luz's pants to start unbuckling before dropping it to
the side.

luz stared at amity who's staring at her like a hungry tiger, ready to devour her in any second or
now. she got in between her legs with her happily twitching cock grazed her drenched pussy
making her whimper.

"are you a virgin?" amity asked, just making sure as she doesn't have the capability of going slow
whilst drunk. luz nods, amity hummed as she rubbed the back of her neck "alright." that's all she
said before rubbing her tip on luz's clit, searching for her womanhood to slowly starting to push in.

"aah.. nghn.." luz gripped on the edge of the seats as she feels herself getting wider the more amity
pushes her phallus inside till the rest just popped inside making her gasp and moan.

amity didn't move for a few moments till starting to slide in and out for luz to get used to her bulk
before going in her preferred pace. "aaahh! oh shit aaah!" luz dug her nails onto the seat as amity
hits all of the right spots easily.

amity gripped the noceda's legs, lifting them as she pressed it together for her to hug on, giving her
more accessibility as she slams her balls hard into luz.

"augh fuck yeah.." she bit her lip, loving the feeling of her warm tight insides clenching her ever so
lovingly.

"ah god! you feel so good luz!" amity dropped luz's legs and gripped onto the roof of the car as she
goes harder into her. luz writhe under the blight as she rolled her head back in delight, "fuck...
yes.." she looked down to watch amity's dick ramming her good.

luz closed her eyes tightly to indulge her in this then she felt something lay on top of her and a hot
breath against her neck. amity's thrusts are still restless as she held onto her hips, she licked the
noceda's neck making her shiver.

"hey, kudos to you. you're the best uber i got." amity whispered as she deeply chuckles, luz doesn't
have the energy to reply though. she brought her hands up to amity's back to hold on.

"t- thanks.." then, luz squeaked when amity slammed into that one spot making her breathing hitch.
"aahh fuck.." luz buried her face in amity's shoulder as her legs loosely wrapped around her waist
with her arching.

amity groaned into her ear, she softly nipped luz's ear before leaving a single hickey on her neck.
"ooh shit, i'm close." she can feel a knot getting tighter inside her stomach and is threatening to
pop.

they could only hope the blight's pull out game isn't shit.

"aaah.. aahh sh- aaahhh-"

then, suddenly someone exclaimed "hey! what are you doing here?! this is a private property!"



both of them abruptly stopped and the familiar beeping of a car is heard. police car. luz and amity
look at each other, amity subtly pulled out of luz before pulling her pants up with luz getting ready
to hop to the front.

"may i see your licence and id, please?" one of the cops is starting to walk over to the car which
was a cue for luz to say;

"get in, get in!"

amity slammed the backdoor shut and swiftly got back inside the front passenger seat with luz
slipped back in the driver seat and pulled down the break. "you're gonna fucking get me fired!" luz
hissed as she slammed her foot into the accelerator.

"name's amity, now drive!"
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"babe." luz softly called, she sat up from the bed when amity came back to the room, drenched of
steaming blood that she shook off before approaching her lover.

"yeah?" amity replied, she took off her tattered shirt and dropped beside luz as she pushed a strand
of hair behind her ear. luz's hair has grown a bit after spending a good amount of time here in hell.

luz explored the other parts of the manor one time without amity, met the twins and did try to get a
piece of her but amity was fast to swoop in to take her mate away. she also tried to go out of the
manor but she was almost burned alive since the manor has a protected field that shields them from
scorching temperatures.

no mere human should be here unless they're dead but luz's not dead. yet.

"is it alright if we go up to earth?" luz asked, she wiped the remaining blood off amity's cheeks. it's
a common occurrence that amity would come home covered in blood. "why? is someone looking
for you?" she asked as she looked at luz's hazel hues.

luz slowly shook her head "well, kinda. it's my mom, i miss her and i sorta want to introduce you to
her." she said. amity was surprised at this and a little uncertain "love.. why would you introduce
me, your demon girlfriend, to your mother? she would die on the spot when you broke the news."
she said making luz softly giggle but she shook her head again.

"no, of course i won't tell you're a demon. you can take other forms, right? i really just want my
mom to meet you and not make her worry of me being in a bad place or something."

amity chuckles, she gently placed luz to sit on her lap as she started giving her kisses on her neck.
"but you already are in a bad place with me." she whispered, lightly making luz look up to show off
her black mark.

"i don't think so." luz leaned down in a kiss, she placed her hands on amity's shoulders while the
demon held her waist as her tail slowly rubbed her thighs. "so long you're with me, nothing is a bad
place." luz muttered, she nuzzled up to amity's neck making her softly giggle.



"alright, we'll go up tomorrow." amity said, seeing a bright smile come on luz's lips. "yay!" she
exclaimed with her arms raising for victory.

amity grinned, she pushed luz to the bed and started tickling her as her tail swishes excitedly. luz
bursts out of laughter as she wriggles under the demon torturing her, "get off, you heathen!" she
softly punches amity's broad shoulders earning a faked offended gasp.

"me? heathen? oh, you will pay for that human!"

"nooo!"

-----

"just calm down. she'll like you." luz reassured as she and amity are in front of her house's lit
driveway. the demon is undeniably sweating for anxiety, she's tempted to just morph back to her
form and fly away with luz.

"uh.. what if she doesn't? what if she sees through me? what if she takes you from me and i'll never
get to see you again?" amity ranted as they walk up to the porch, she anxiously fiddled with her
fingers while flaying them around madly. so many thoughts are swirling in her head and it's hard to
think straight.

then, luz cupped her lover's cheeks and pecked her lips to ease her down "calm down. my mom will
like you, okay? just be yourself but don't carried away that you accidentally shift." she reassured as
she booped amity's nose. "trust me."

amity took a deep breath in, she ran her hand to her hair before dropping her hand to her side and
nodded. "yeah, just be myself and make sure to win your mom over." she said with a small smile.

"mija?"

both of them heard the door slowly creak open and it was fully swung wide to reveal camila on the
other side. "mami!" luz engulfed her mother with a big hug whom gladly returned it, it's been a
while since camila saw her daughter.

"i missed you, mija! where have you been?" camila asked then she saw amity who's just awkwardly
standing there. the mother and daughter stopped their hugs with camila staring at the stranger luz
brought to her porch.

"i missed you too, mami! oh, this is amity. my girlfriend!" luz informed her mother as she coiled
her arm around amity's. gulping, amity gave a timorous gave to camila "good evening, mrs. noceda.
i'm amity blight." she bowed a little before offering her hand for a shake.

amity is panicking on the inside that she didn't mean to bow, it was just instinct. camila continued
to stare at the nervous blight before slowly taking the offered hand to lightly shake it and pulled
away.

camila is wry of amity. yes, she's well dressed, respectful in an old-fashioned like manner and luz
seemed to take pride introducing her. but none of it will matter if her attitude and personality
doesn't give a good first impression.



"you're just in time for dinner. come in." camila stepped aside for the couple to enter the house.
while they're heading for the kitchen, amity sees family photos in the stairway and walls on her left.

showing little luz and her mother having a good time or luz growing up. amity softly smiled as she
sees her lover's steps in life till one caught her eye.

amity slowly stopped to see a small family photo with luz in the middle having the biggest smile,
camila stood beside her but the right part of it seemed to be torn.

she wants to repair it to see what part was ripped but she can take a wild guess that it's the father.
amity averted her eyes from it and continued walking towards the kitchen where the mother and
daughter are already sitting in.

as amity took her own seat, luz is mostly talking while they get their own servings of food. telling
camila what she's been doing for the past few weeks which some are fabricated as she can't tell her
mother that she's been in sweet vacation in hell with her demon girlfriend.

"so, how did you two meet? what does amity do?" camila said as she took a sip of her water while
looking at amity who's taking a big chunk of meat. "um.. we met in luz's work place and i am the..
the," amity looked at luz in the corner of her eye, silently begging for the blight to keep up with the
lie.

"ceo of the blight enterprises in bordeaux." amity is basically spitballing here as she doesn't know
what the fuck she's saying. she said it with confidence and certainty despite what's happening inside
as she wants camila to buy it.

"bordeaux?"

"it's in france, ma'am. i just came home here to take a.. a vacation and just so happen to stumble
upon luz in the cafe. what are the odds, huh love?" amity looked at luz and softly grabbed her hand
to give it a firm squeeze.

both of them are agitated.

"yeah, it feels like serendipity." luz replied with a light chuckle. she returned her gaze at amity
who's anxiousness seemed to diminish for a moment as she finally gets to drown into her brown
eyes again to calm down.

camila noted how these two stare each other, it's filled with so many things that she can't decipher.
she lets out a sigh, a relieved one.

relieved of knowing that her daughter is all grown up now and she finally finds someone who could
make her happy. she's glad.

"well, don't just stare and make your food cold. tell me more."

the dinner ended splendidly, camila accepted amity as per said by luz. but before they could leave,
luz was pulled away by camila to talk about something which got luz thinking.

right now, amity booked themselves a first class hotel to stay in for the night or more. the lights are
off, the blinds are closed and the covers are draped on top of their naked bodies.



"ah.. aahh.." luz is laid stomach flat with her ass sightly raised for amity who's lying atop of her,
slowly thrusting into her pussy as they wanna go slow tonight.

amity wanted to show how much she loves her mate.

"i love you so much, luz. nothing compares to you. you're my one and only girl." amity whispered,
their hands intertwined while giving luz's neck soft kisses. low groans and moans are directly in
luz's ears, turning her on more as her breathy moans escaped her lips.

luz slowly closed her eyes as she lets amity take her sensually. she started to remember the talk they
had before about a baby, amity hasn't been pulling out everytime they had sex and luz would
always think she'd get pregnant.

that just so happen to what her mother asked before they left.

but a month and a half passed. no bump, no changes made itself evident on luz's body and turns
out, amity has been altering her ovaries mid sex then reformed it back after.

she didn't want luz to be pregnant of her child because she's afraid.

"amity?" luz slowly opened her eyes to see her lover over her shoulder, her golden eyes glowing in
the dark "yes?" amity replied as she looked at her.

"i know i'm your mate for life but i want to be your wife." luz said making amity stop suddenly. she
lifted herself up and maintained eye contact, it made luz a feel a little worried that amity would
declined.

then, amity pulled out so she can roll luz around and dropped her body on top of her making her
wheeze. "i like that but let's not get married down there. everything will burn." she said as she
kissed luz's forehead.

luz giggled "i never even thought of it and i also want to carry your child, i want us to be a family."
amity's eyes widens at the sound of that. she knew she had to deal with that request soon but not
soon enough.

luz saw amity tremble slightly "what's wrong?" she asked but amity shook her head as she kept her
mouth shut. "amity, what's wrong?" she repeated the question yet the blight still wouldn't answer.

amity got off luz as she sat down, her hands shaking but she hid it. luz quickly opened the lamp for
her to see what's happening with her lover and saw she's panicking inside out.

"amity, talk to me please!" luz softly cupped amity's face to make her look at her straight in the
eyes "you can tell me you don't want to, it's okay! i get it, you're not r-"

"it's not that! i'm.. i'm.." amity squeezed her eyes tightly, she placed her hands atop of luz's and she
couldn't stop the tears from rolling down her cheeks, dripping down to her legs. "i just don't want
you to die." she said.

"what?" luz is confused.

"you're human and you're going to bear a demon child. a human aren't fit for that role because a
demon labor is.. far more gruesome and the risk of you dying is high." amity explained as she



looked away. "i don't want you to through torture, luz. i can't.." she leaned against the noceda's
touch and continued to sob.

luz was flabbergasted, she heard stories of labors being hellish but that's just normal human one.
none are human carrying demonic babies and it's starting to scare her just how amity tells it.

"t- then, there has to be a way to.. i don't know, make me non human?" luz asked, searching for
solutions as she doesn't want this to halt her relationship with amity. she wants to be with her
forever and she means it.

amity looked back at luz, seeing her mark again as well with the black veins under her skin. "the
mark means you belong to me," she started as she ghostly traced it before slowly moving down.

"the venom has already filled your system and the reason you're not feeling excruciating pain is i'm
stopping it from getting to your heart." she said before stopping her hand directly into luz's beating,
alive heart.

"yeah, the venom could somewhat turn you but i don't know all of it's effects because i never
marked anyone but you." the demon added with incertitude evident in her tone. she slowly pulled
luz's hands off her face and kissed her palms.

"i don't want you to go through agony for this."

"but ames.. i want us to be together, make a family and it doesn't matter if i'll be a goblin forever."
luz said, taking little bit of a lighter tone to lift the mood between them. amity softly chuckles as
she shook her head.

"impossible but," she looked at luz directly in the eyes, seeing assurance with a hint of hesitation
"are you sure about this?" she asked and luz nodded as a reply.

"i trust you and i love you, amity." luz leaned in to give amity a tender kiss before slowly pulling
away. amity lets out a defeated sigh as nothing will change a noced's mind.

"okay.. just fight it as much as you can so that your humanity wouldn't be killed. promise me you'll
survive this." amity warned and luz gave her final bright smile for reassurance before she setting
the bomb off. letting the accumulated venom go into luz's heart.

nothing happened for the first few seconds suddenly, luz's head snapped up with her mouth wildly
agar like she's gasping for air. her hands clenching and she tries to touch her chest but she fell onto
the bed, convulsing violently.

amity is trembling as she watched this, she can't stop it now. she sees more black veins spread all
over her body and the epicenters is her heart and neck.

luz lets out a horrid scream of pain, it feels like her body is getting stabbed multiple times on the
inside, getting severely burned and electrocuted in high voltage. that's even half of what she's truly
feeling through her body.

"amity!!!" she screamed her lover's name. tears are making her vision blurry, her mind is shouting
for this pain to stop already as she can't take it.



amity hugged luz tightly as she shook in her embrace. "it's okay, it's okay.." it's not. new tears rolled
down her cheeks as she listened to luz's pained screamed, gasps of air as she's not getting enough
while clawing amity's back.

"please, fight it! fight it, luz! i know you're strong! please.. i don't wanna lose you.." amity held luz
tightly, praying to whoever is listening to give luz the strength she needs and she didn't even notice
that luz stopped screaming.

luz is now staring blanking at a dark corner of the room. her crystal clear tears turned black along
with her eyes changing into jet black and black substance started to ooze out of her mouth when her
body fell limp is the time amity realised everything went silence.

"luz?" amity slowly pulled away to see what's happening to her lover. eyes widening like dinner
plates, she slowly shakes her head and lightly shook luz's body for a response but she moved like a
ragdoll.

like a corpse.

"no... no no no please, please.." amity wiped the black substances off luz's facez, she pressed her
ear down to her chest, hoping for a beat but she heard nothing.

"no! no please luz, snap out of it!!" amity yelled as she shook luz again. nothing. "luz wake up!!
please, i need you to wake up shit!!" amity shouldn't have done this, her worries and hesitations
were right but she went along with the idea.

"god- FUCK!!!"

amity lets out a deafening, heartbroken roar that shook the land and the lights violently flickering.
her human form shifted into her demonic one as she held luz in her arms, bloody tears streamed
down her cheeks and dropped to the bed.

"why.. god why?!" amity hugged luz again, careful not to crush her bones as she sobbed into her
shoulders. "i'm so sorry, luz.. i'm so stupid.."

while she was balling her eyes out, amity noticed something is moving inside luz's back. that
confused her.

amity watched the thing move till it suddenly bursts out of luz's back, she saw it's a boned wing
without it's feathers or any flesh but it's slowly forming then a shockwave erupted from luz sending
amity back along with furniture and shattering the glass.

amity hovered in the sky, watching her lover combust into flames in bed as the cold breeze of
midnight made the curtains fly. she wants to go back in but she senses something that wasn't there
before.

as the flames roared in the bedroom, amity saw luz drop from the bed and she hesitantly flew back
inside the wreck of a room. she saw the flames slowly dying out exposing char that is chipping
away when luz stood up.

luz is also as the same height as amity, mind you, she's in her demon form.



the demon in front of amity slowly opened her eyes to reveal the darkness retreating for those
familiar hazel eyes to return. a gasp escaped the blight's lips as she sees her lover now reborn.

"luz.."

luz blinked, she looked down at herself, feeling taller, stronger though her body seemed the same.
her hands now has claws, her vision is so much keener and when she looked over her shoulder, she
saw her wings are still developing.

she reached up for her horns, they're curled backwards with a small lit flames in it's tips.

"amity-" luz yelped when amity pulled her into a bear hug and cried into her shoulder. she really
did thought she lost her only love, her only savior but thank god or satan for not taking luz early.

"i'm so glad you're alive!" amity said. luz smiles, she hugged amity back and sighed deeply. "me
too. i really thought i was a goner but i remembered what you said." luz said as she gently pulled
away from the hug and pecked amity's lips.

"thank you."

amity sniffled, she wiped the tears off her cheeks "why are you taking me.. i almost got you killed."

but luz shook her head "i knew what i saw getting myself into just like that night you showed me
you were a fallen. i know this relationship isn't gonna be an ordinary one." she leaned in for another
kiss that stays longer as they indulge into each other's warmth, sweetness and passion.

amity held luz's hips as she slowly pushed them towards the slightly burnt bed before pulling away.
both softly panted, amity started placing tender kisses across luz's neck as she got in between her
legs, her phallus springing back to life after that whole ordeal.

luz groaned when she felt amity's cock rub against her clit. "let's do it." she muttered and amity
nodded, already knowing what she meant by that.

withdrawing, amity spreads luz's legs wide apart for her to see her glistening pussy under the
moonlight behind her, she licked her lips as she grazes her cock on luz before pushing inside.

"aahh.. aah fuck!" luz suddenly felt like she's a virgin again. she doesn't know if amity made her
dick bigger or that she's in a new body, either way, it felt amazing as amity pushes all of her inside.
the blight sighed blissfully, she tightly held luz's legs before starting to thrust into her.

"aaahh! oh amity!!" luz moaned out loud, she gripped the charred bed sheets as her body jolts
forward from amity's rough slams.

amity knows the roar, the explosion gardened attention from the inhabitants of the hotel so she
blocked the door but didn't bother on covering the broken window behind her. she wants to put up a
show if a helicopter decides to fly by.

a blight is a good showman after all.

"augh- fuck baby, you feel extra tight!" amity grunts, her tongue rolled out like a thirsty dog as
saliva slowly dripped down the tip. amity is starting to lose herself into luz, her thrusts became
manic with growls growing louder in her throat. listening to her lover's pleasured noises only ticks
her to insanity.



"amity.. amity, please!!" luz wants more. more of amity getting rough, manhandle her, fuck her as if
this is their last. "fuck me harder!!" she begged and amity's pupils turned thin, she latched her hand
into luz's throat choking her as her moans became raspy.

drool also rolled down the side of her mouth as she grasped amity's wrist. a quivering smile is seen
on her face, the euphoria swiftly fills her body from amity's brisk slams as she's balls deep into her.
giving her all as this is a special, very special night for the both of them.

then, amity felt a cold gust of wind hit behind her. she looked over her shoulder and her smirk
widens she saw it's a helicopter, a news tv one, guessing it's reporting the sudden explosion. she
lifted luz off the bed whilst still fucking her harshly before dropping her the ledge with her head
dangling.

"come on! let the entire world hear and see who you truly belong to!!" amity roared ad she goes
faster making luz scream in ecstasy as her back arched for amity. "amity!! i love you!!" the noceda
screamed, there are shards piercing her back but the pain never bothered her as the light from the
helicopter shone of them, letting everyone see two demons fucking on live television.

they know no such shame.

luckily, humans do not have a clear perception of luz and amity so they just see two unhinged,
brutal, ugly demons having sex in a hotel while showing off. this is the height of luxury for luz.

then, luz screamed one again as she came hard into amity's cock, coating it. amity lets out a loud
roar that made the helicopter lose it's balance for a moment as the demon came hard inside her
lover, filling her womb with warm semen as it ferments her. finally.

luz gulped and sighed deeply, shuddering. amity slowly pulled out, letting their mixed cum ooze
out of luz's pussy, she pulled luz up and slammed her lips against hers. luz didn't hesitate on kissing
back as her arms coiled around her neck, their snake like tongues swirling with each other while
their hands explored their bodies like it has a mind of it's own.

another helicopter flew into the scene and this time, it's a cops whom thinks the couple are
terrorists. how adorable.

"PUT YOUR HANDS UP IN THE AIR!!!" they ordered into the megaphone making the two stop
kissing and slowly turn their gazes at the humans who was taken aback at the sight of the demon.
their eyes violently glowing as they disturbed their moment.

amity raised her hand with her middle finger and thumb pressed together for a snap then:

"goodnight, mortals."

Chapter End Notes
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but my schedule's still wack so i set myself a deadline and it'll be either the 16 or 17 that
everything will return to normal
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Heavy Sleeper

Chapter Summary

amity punishes luz

requested smut

warning: this has small elements of rape but everything will be fine in the end.

Chapter Notes

HAPPY HORNY DAY

See the end of the chapter for more notes

"hey, um, luz,"

luz hummed in reply as she got inside her room after she finished brushing her teeth. "if i thrash
around and accidentally hit you, j- just push me to the side." amity said, she sat on the human's
open sleeping bag as she fiddled with her fingers.

amity stayed for the weekends and tomorrow would be monday, so she brought her needed
necessities for tomorrow since she doesn't wanna go back to the manor yet.

"oh, okay then. i think i should say the same too, i always kick king and he'd slap me awake in the
middle of the night." she said, luz dropped down in front of amity who looked away with her
cheeks red.

both of them are wearing pajamas now, amity is secretly sneaking glances on luz's lanky but totally
misleading arms then sneaking down to her chest and noticed that she's not wearing any bra but
then again, who would have a bra while sleeping?

luz is also staring at amity, seeing her golden eyes glimmer under the multiple light spells she made
and fairy lights that made an ethereal atmosphere. the curtains are closed since hooty would
suddenly barge in and terrorise amity.

her gaze also wandered down to the blight's neck that she just wants to-

stop it! jesus christ, what's going on with you luz scolded herself before shaking her head and heard
small 'yeah' from amity.

"i'm kinda of a heavy sleeper so a simple slap can't wake me up." amity explained which made an
idea pop into luz's mind, a horrible idea but exciting one.



luz slowly nods in understanding "yeah, yep. i got it, miss blight." luz replied with a small salute as
she smiles. amity softly smiled at the human, she always liked seeing luz's bright smile as it shows
how soft of a person she is and wouldn't do a terrible thing.

"well, i think she should hit the hay now." luz said as she yawned, stretching her arms over her head
to make them pop. amity nodded "yeah yeah, um, goodnight luz." she said as she laid down to the
pillows.

luz clapped her hands for the lights to got out before lying down as well with her arm draped on
amity's waist. amity turned tensed a little at the sudden motion but she slowly calmed down as she
heard

"goodnight, ames."

amity slowly closed her eyes as she started to drift off to sleep and soft snorts escaped her slightly
agape mouth.

a few minutes of silence is heard, luz isn't asleep just yet. she listened to the blight's snorts in front
of her, shaking her a little to check if she really is asleep before slowly pulling her pajama shorts
down for her semi half cock to flop out.

luz started to stroke her cock for it to go hard while pressing it against amity's ass and clothed
pussy, she hugged amity closer for to hump into her.

breathy groans emitted from luz's lips, she buried her face into amity's neck as her hands slowly
slipped inside the blight's shirt for her to feel her soft breasts. "they're big." luz muttered as she
tweaked on the nipples.

after knowing that amity is a heavy sleeper, many intrusive thoughts started to come flooding her
mind that she should take advantage of that and fuck amity hard and good.

half of her doesn't want to do it as amity is not clearly consenting while sleeping while the other
latter is just screaming, shouting for her to stick her cock inside the witch and rail her senselessly.

luz is losing her mind.

in a couple of minutes just grinding against amity's ass and groping her tits. luz had enough. she sat
up to fully take off her shorts, the moonlight through the curtains provides enough luminosity for
her to see.

luz turned amity's body right up for her to pull amity's pants off along with her panty to see that she
grown somewhat wet after that foreplay. she has to make it wetter.

luz grabbed both of amity's thick thighs, lifted it before eating to eat her. her tongue wildly lapping
the blight's juices as she sucked on her folds, the human's phallus is dripping from the taste amity
has.

she's a cuisine.

"nhgn.. fuck amity, you taste amazing." luz muttered as her eyes threatened to roll back, she
continued to eat out amity as low moans escaped the witch's throat. when luz thinks she's wet
enough for her liking, she placed her legs down and hovered above her.



luz licked the residue off the sides off her mouth before grabbing her dick to tap against amity's clit
and aligned herself in her womanhood to slowly push inside as she doesn't wanna wait any longer.

"aaah.. oh my.." luz shuddered at the feeling of amity's tight snatch, she grabbed her shirt to bite on
as she continued to go in. luz looked down to see amity's brows are furrowed with her face
contorting back and forth on two things.

hardening from pain and easing for pleasure.

as the entire thing is inside, luz sighs in delight and dropped her shirt to bit her lip instead. "god,
you're so perfect amity.." luz whispered, she softly caressed amity's cheeks as she didn't move yet
to let her get used before pulling out then back in.

"ah.. ah.." luz listened to amity's quiet moans below which encouraged her to go in her own pace.

"aahh shit.. aaahh ahh.."

luz spreads amity's legs more before gripping onto the pillows as she slams her hips into her rough,
her cock rapidly going in and out with the blight's pussy wonderfully wrapping around her. the
noceda hung her head low as she lets her hips and libido take over, fucking amity good.

"oh amity, you feel incredible.. i wish- ngh aahh.. i wish you could be louder.." luz said, moaning
midway. she listened to amity's soft moans and it's not getting louder than it already is. she stared at
amity's pleasured expression as her body jolts forward at each slam.

luz really should just stop and pull out, she really doesn't want to defile amity like this in her
vulnerable state but she can't stop herself. the feeling of amity's insides tightly clenching around her
is amazing and she ends up wanting more.

hearing amity's pleasured noises isn't helping.

"aahh! fuck baby.." sweat started rolling down the sides of luz's face and to her neck, luz swiftly
took off her shirt in attempt to cool her body as she's heating up along with her stomach.

"aaahhh!!" luz rolled her head back in euphoria as she bursts inside amity. letting her warm cum
spew and fill amity in each nook or crevice her pussy has.

the witch shuddered the feeling but didn't awaken, she just lets out a sigh and her head turned to the
side.

luz heaved heavily, her tongue stuck out like a horny mutt because she is. she was supposed to pull
but she already lost herself. her sex drive is completely off the charts and she wants to cum more.
fuck amity more.

and she did.

luz went 5 rounds on amity till her lower half can't go anymore. she sighed deeply and slowly
pulled out of amity who's breathing heavily with her body now also covered in sweat.

luz watched their mixed cums ooze out of amity's pussy for a few seconds before snapping out of
her libidinous state and started to hyperventilating as she clasped her hand to her mouth.



she can't believe she did that to amity. luz wasn't supposed to.. she's not that kind of person... she
didn't rape amity!

but she did.

it's blatantly and clearly obvious that luz did. amity didn't have her say before she fucked her, she
didn't consent because she's in deep slumber and luz took advantage of her.

she took advantage of her best friend.

tears started to well up in her eyes, luz slapped herself as she's better than this. she has to find a way
to resolve, find a solution to this. confessing is the easiest way and running away.

but luz is no coward. she won't run away.

luz stood up to grab some nearby tissue and towel to start wiping off the leaking cum, making sure
nothing is left behind, wiped the sweat off amity before throwing the dirty tissues to the trash and
towel in the laundry basket.

luz even helped amity place her pants and underwear back on before putting her own clothes on.
she laid down beside amity but she's practically laying outside the sleeping bag.

the noceda hugged her only pillow tightly as she sobs into it, shaking violently as she can feel that
amity wouldn't even forgive when she can't even forgive herself.

what she did was horrendous.

-----

amity woke up sore.

she doesn't know why but she also felt somewhat sticky and warm in the stomach. luz isn't beside
her anymore so amity thinks she just went down for breakfast.

amity tried to stand up but she hissed in pain as her in between really hurts. she gripped onto the
window frame for support to pull herself up, her legs trembled the more she stands till she's up.

amity looks down at herself, she touched her stomach and moved down to her crotch but hissed
again making her stop. sighing, amity started to shakily walk towards her bag, taking out her things
before making her way for the bathroom to get ready.

as she's finished, the stairs were a challenge to her making amity look like a grandma with arthritis
till she finally got down to the living room to see the front door open with eda, luz outside.

"hey kid, come on or else you two be late!" eda said, she and luz are already on the staff and is just
waiting for amity. "r- right." amity tried to walk normal for the two not to get suspicious but luz is
wincing on the inside as she watched amity struggle.

"here, eat on our way." eda tossed amity some packed food which she hastily caught, luz helped
amity up the staff before the owl lady took off. heading for hexside.

luz watched amity silently eat her breakfast, she can see the confusion and pain riddled across her
face it makes luz want to jump off the staff. she should just say the truth but she's afraid that amity



wouldn't be friends with her anymore.

of course, she wouldn't be my friend if i confess. her conscious said, returning after it left last night.
luz could've really needed that.

she's not afraid of amity hurting her as a punishment but she's terrified of her severing ties with her.
luz can't afford that as she liked amity the week after grom, she can't lose amity.

as they got to school, "and we-" luz was the first to get off and speedily dash towards the entrance
without saying anything to either eda or amity who are surprised.

then, king popped out of eda's hair to watch luz disappear inside the school "huh, she's running
from something." he turned around, expecting for a demon chasing the human down but he only
sees worse.

teenagers and there's one next to him.

"alright, get off. are you gonna stay with us again?" eda looked at amity whom slowly got off and
shook her head "no, thank you, miss eda." she handed the empty tupperware and started to head for
school while trying to walk properly to not raise suspicions.

eda hummed as she watched the young blight "something's up. i can feel it." she muttered. "the
only thing you're feeling is my stomach growling for sustenance! let's get outta here before one of
these angsty teenagers takes me." king said before going back in the owl lady's hair.

within two weeks, amity's walking reverted back to normal in three days but she noticed that luz
had been avoiding and distant to her.

when amity is just walking down the hallway, she'd always see luz quickly turning to another hall
just for her not to walk past her. it's odd and it makes amity think of what she would have possibly
done wrong as she doesn't like luz giving her a cold shoulder.

changes also started appearing.

amity would intake large amounts of food that she normally wouldn't think of finishing, she's the
reason why the cafeteria is always empty and the chefs in the blight manor had to make large
servings just for amity and she'd easily devour it to demand for more.

she'd also frequently rush to the bathroom or restroom to puke out what she ate and cycle would
repeat again. amity doesn't know what's happening to her and she hates it, she tries to convince
herself that she's going through puberty despite it being done.

what's about to happen in abomination class would be the catalyst.

luz is in the illusions class with gus, willow in her plant track and amity in her own class. she was
called up by the professor to show off her abilities of summoning multiple abominations at once.

as amity got to the small platform, she could feel her head starting to spin but she shook it off and
took a deep breath in.

"now, everyone gather and watch miss blight's power." the students did lean closer to watch and
learn from the top student but something's wrong.



amity made her usual spell circle, thinking of multiple abominations and dozens of holes in the
ground started to appear with heads of the abominations slowly rising. the students are in awe as
they watched the display.

then, amity can't take it anymore as her body is exerting to it's limits before the spell circle broke
and amity's body dropped to the floor. the abomination disappearing into thin hair as their creator
passed out.

"miss blight!!!"

-----

"what is it, puddles?"

amity doesn't know how long she's been out but she's awoken by a squawk of a griffin and the first
thing is she saw it's beak and eyes. "what the.." she groaned and tried to stand up but a hand only
pushed her down.

"don't stand just yet, miss blight. you need some rest after you exerted yourself." puddles got out of
amity's view for her to see viney whom placed a healing track sticker thingy on amity's forehead.

"what happened?" amity asked as she rubbed her forehead before looking around to see willow and
gus on her right while luz is standing next to viney.

"you tell us! professor told us you suddenly passed out!" boscha suddenly appeared in front of
amity, it's peculiar to see the three eyed witch to be here so amity did question it "what are you
doing here?"

"just checking if you're not dead."

"thanks." amity sneered.

then, puddles hacked out a rolled paper that is covered of saliva which viney had no problem of
catching and quickly unrolled it, flicking some of the excess drool to the side where boscha just so
happen to be in.

"ack ew! get it off get it off!!" while boscha is trying to find a towel to wipe off the griffin drool.
viney's eyes widens as she read the results, she knows puddles can't mess up a diagnosis but this is
too far fetched.

unless..

"if you don't mind me asking, have you experience a sudden rise of appetite?" viney asked which
amity nodded in response "fatigue? puking? bloating of stomach?"

"uh.." amity is getting overwhelmed at the many questions viney is throwing at her.

"changes of your mammy glands?"

"okay, what's your point? what's wrong with me because i do have all of those things you're
saying." amity blurted out as she slammed her fist onto the infirmary bed. luz's eyes widens as she
already got it before the others could.



viney pursed her lips tightly and looked at puddles whom stared back "you're pregnant, miss
blight."

there was a momentary silence before;

"SHE'S WHAT?!??!"

everyone was waiting outside, wanting to know what happened to amity. her passing out while
summoning an abomination is so out of the blue and they're curious. but now they know, they're
baffled and enraged.

"WITH WHO???"

everyone looked at amity who is also in disbelief and in utter confusion. she shook her head as she
looked at viney, wanting her to say sike right now as this isn't funny.

but she didn't.

"i- i never had sex! how can i be pregnant if i didn't have sex?!" amity exclaimed as she sprung up
from the bed but she was pushed down again. "if you don't want it, let's burn it then!" boscha said
as her hand combusts into flames but a vine slapped her across the face.

"are you a lunatic?! you can't burn an unborn child!" willow retorted at the three eyed witch. "that
unborn child isn't suppose to be in amity's stomach, someone fucked her up and if i found out who.
oh, they'll be dead on the spot!!" boscha spat, clearly not helping the situation.

luz, meanwhile, is both panicking and celebrating. happy that amity is pregnant of her child and
scared thar amity is pregnant of her child as she now has no choice but to come clean before
everything goes to shit.

amity squeezed her eyes shut tightly as she gripped either sides of her hair before shouting; "can
you shut the fuck up?!" she glared at everyone, she can't handle their bickers and banters right now.

viney cleared her throat "um.. alright, let's go and give miss blight some time alone. she needs it."
she said, motioning everyone towards the door till luz was the only one left.

the noceda stared at amity who's on the brink of breaking down and it makes her want to cry as
well. guilty of what she's done to her best friend.

"luz." then, viney called luz to leave as well.

now, giving amity the liberty and silence to let her tears out and her sobs echo throughout the
infirmary.

-----

the time for the second sleepover came, amiry doesn't want her parents to know even though the
twins are doing everything to hide the ever growing bump in amity's stomach.

but, amity has to find whoever did to her and kill them before her parents would ever find out.

before she went inside the owl house, she asked hooty if someone sneaked inside luz's room and do
this to her but the house demon said he didn't sense anyone go in or out of the house that night.



and hooty can't lie about that.

so it leaves amity alone to do this hunt of her rapist. everyone suggested to get an abortion but she's
hesitant about that idea and the people in the healing track can't get a sample yet to know who was
the co producer of the infant since it's only 3 weeks and it might put the baby at risk.

amity just don't get it. she doesn't know what she did to deserve this.

then, she felt an arm slowly- hesitantly drape on her waist and she knows it's luz as she felt her
scooch closer.

"i'm sorry." amity frowned, why is luz apologising for? she started to feel something wet staining
the back of her shirt along with sniffles.

"i'm so sorry for what i did.. i wasn't thinking but i should've known better than doing that..." for
what, luz?

"i raped you and.."

amity's eyes widens, her hands shook for a moment before swiftly turned around to slap luz as hard
as she can. it was a good thing that amity didn't use her ball fist and she started to think maybe she
should next.

"you what.." luz was surprised that amity was awake all along when she thought she was asleep.
but then again, who would sleep again when this is the place where she was knocked up.

luz uncontrollably shook as her lips quivered and vision getting blurry by more tears accumulating.

"i'm so sorry amity! you can burn, punch, kick, torture me! i deserve it after what i did to you!!" she
confessed, willing to take all the blight's wrath just for a smudge of forgiveness.

"i'm a horrible person..."

amity watched luz breakdown in front of her, her expression is filled of betrayal and heartbreak
after that revelation. at least it's luz but it doesn't justify what she did to her. it's unacceptable.

she does want to do all of those things to luz but she is, at the same time, is her crush and she can't
believe she'll do that to her..

then, amity felt something touch her knee. she looked down to see a bulge poking at her and her
gaze goes back up to luz who's still balling her eyes out, begging for forgiving. she still manages to
get hard in this kind of situation.

a blight wouldn't take a simple 'i'm sorry' and be expected to be forgiven. no.

amity snapped her finger to make arms of an abomination appear to hold luz down flat while she
tore off her small clothes for her to see the human's cock. it's ironic that she took luz's phallus while
not even seeing it till now.

"a- amity?" luz is a little scared at what the witch is gonna do to her but she asked for this. "what
you did is considered as unforgivable here, luz. i suppose that goes the same to the human realm."
amity said as she stood up, glaring down at luz to make her cower.



luz nodded. "especially to someone prestigious. a blight. you'd be dead the moment you confessed."
amity sneered, she started to take off her clothes and tossing them to the side before making a spell
circle for something to appear under luz.

luz looked over her shoulder to see an illusion of amity wearing a rather condescending face as she
felt something rub her ass.

"i'm sorry, ames."

"shut it. you lost your privilege of calling me that nickname." amity snarled at luz making her
visible wince and whimper. not gonna lie, she does like this commanding side of amity and she'll be
in one hell of a ride.

amity lowered herself down to luz's stomach, she roughly grasped both her cock and cheek,
watching luz flinch. "you want my forgiveness?" she asked and luz nodded.

"this is the only way for me to forgive you, human."

then, the illusion started to push the dildo inside luz's ass without slowing down or halting. "aahh!!
a- amity, please slow down… i need to adjust.." luz muttered but amity only scoffed in response.

"did let me adjust before you fucked me like a sex doll?" amity asked as she stared at luz's teary,
red face. "i- i think so- aaahhh!!!" luz screamed in both pain and pleasure.

luz trembled at the feeling of the dildo inside her, she tightly clenched her fists and looked up at
amity's unforgiving face. her eyes glistened for a moment, this signalled the illusion to start
thrusting without regard of letting luz adjust.

the illusion violently slammed hard into luz making her body jolt forward and writhe. "aaahh!
please! ah a- amity i'm sorry!" she pleads, the illusions shows no remorse as it fucks the human's
ass roughly.

it mirrors amity's unremorseful and unaffected nature to luz's pain.

then, amity slapped luz across the face and cupped her cheeks again. "you said you deserve
punishment, right? i'm giving what you asked, bitch." luz was surprised that amity cursed her, it
does show how much she fucked up.

"you don't have the right to say my name anymore, human." amity rapidly stroked luz's cock before
lifting up above it and slowly brought herself down to it but since the illusion is ramming luz.

the cock fully slammed inside amity making her let out a blissed moan. luz bit her lip tightly as she
does wanna feel the familiar pleasure of amity's tight pussy but the illusion is relentless and she
can't adjust.

"you could've just asked, luz and i would be happy to do it if it's you." amity said, she planted her
hands onto luz's tensed stomach and started to bouncing on her.

"you didn't have to fucking take advantage of me!" amity slapped luz again, she's starting to like
that.

"i'm- i'm sorry a.. miss blight!" luz held her tongue as she almost forgot that amity told her not to
call her by her name anymore.



"you better be." amity, literally, spat at luz near her mouth. she started to lapped the spit like a dirty
dog making amity cringe.

"you disgust me." she growled and slammed her ass down more for the human's cock to drive
deeper making both of them moan out.

the real amity is out of commission right now and the authority like, mistress of the blights took
control now.

amity panted as she rode luz who's weeping under her from the inevitable knowledge that she can't
adjust from the illusion's manic thrusts but at least, it could be even out by the pleasure amity is
giving her.

luz doesn't know if amity is fucking her out of spite but by the look of her face.

she is.

"miss blight! i- i'm gonna cum!" luz moans as she can feel the same burning feeling starting to
swell in her stomach. she wanted to arch her back but the illusion held her hips.

"go ahead, human!" luz lets out a guttural moan with her cock plunged deep into the blight's pussy,
getting closer to her womb.

amity shuddered in delight at the feeling of the human's cum fill her up, she did feel a warm
sensation that night but it was not enough for her to realise what's happening or wake up.

she didn't pull out and the illusion slowed down, helping luz ride out her high. luz panted heavily,
she's already a wreak and they just barely started.

"how many times did you come inside that night?" amity asked as she wiggled making luz whine,
not wanting the dick to sheath just yet.

"5.." luz replied.

slowly nodding "very well then. if you can still go after 10 rounds, i just might reward you." amity
declared, she slowly pulled up and slammed back down earning a needy moan from the human.

"w- what? 10 rounds?!" luz's eyes widens in disbelief at this. she slowly shook her head but amity
latched her hand to her neck and started down at her like a predator.

turning luz on more and terrified.

"what? it's not like you reconsidered your actions before going for seconds. besides, we won't stop
still i'm stuffed and you're numb."

-----

in the end, they did 12 rounds.

the reward was of luz getting out of the illusion and abomination's clutches to fuck amity for reals.
she also lasted for 2 rounds before giving up as she's emptied out and tired as fuck.



both of them laid on the sleeping bag, panting heavily as they're drenched of sweat. amity is caked
and stuffed of cum while luz is afraid she won't feel her dick after this.

luz felt amity move towards her to hug her which she reciprocated "i'm sorry if i went too rough,
luz." she said as she buried her face in between the noceda's boobs.

"it's okay, i liked it anyways. well, not the numb part but yeah." luz replied, she dug her nose deep
into amity's hair, inhaling her scent that is also mixed with sweat.

"don't do that again to anyone, got it?" amity pinched luz's skin making her twitch "yeah, yep. got
it."

"also, you can't do that shit anymore 'cause you knocked me up. you're mine now, noceda." amity
looked up to look into luz's smile, she kissed her forehead and snuggled closer.

making sure there's no space left.

"i like that. i love you, ames." luz whispered as she started to slowly doze off. amity felt her heart
flutter when she heard those three words she wanted so badly to hear out of luz's mouth.

softly smiling, amity closed her eyes and grabbed one of her hands to place it on growing her
stomach.

"i love you too, luz."

Chapter End Notes
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"hey," amity felt lucia lightly elbow her side to make her look at her. she hummed in
acknowledgement that she's listening "what if we play with them for the whole day?" lucia
suggested with a smirk.

they're in a date with each other's sisters in the mall just to create a veil, hiding what their true
relationship is.

luz and amelia are beside them so they had to whisper with each other. amity looks at amelia who's
looking into her phone, acting nonchalant, then a smirk came on the young blight's face "you in?"
lucia asked as she offered her knuckle to amity.

nodding, amity knocked her fist to lucia as a form of agreement to their little coup. lucia glanced at
luz who's eyeing every single thing around the mall whilst skipping, her innocence is sometimes
misleading and lucia knows better.

"oh luz!" the young noceda perked up when she saw her best friends rushing towards her.

"willow, gus!" she jogged to them and jumped at them for a tight hug making both willow and gus
wheeze but hugged back nonetheless.

the other three walked towards them, watching the best friends greet and ask each other why they're
where. "oh, we're in a date, aren't we darling?" lucia replied as she looped her arm around amelia's
neck, bringing her closer to kiss her cheek to solidify the lie.

amelia wanted to punch lucia but she has to keep this facade up till the end of the day.

"oh, you and amelia are together?" willow was rather surprise as she always sees the both eldest
blight and noceda go at each other's throats. "yeah. got a problem?" amelia rose a brow but willow
immediately stepped back as she shook her head.

"nope, not all!"

"and does that mean, you and amity are.." gus asked as he looked at luz and amity back and forth.
"yep!" amity coiled her arm around luz's "we're in a double date" luz added, she intertwined her
hand on amity's to make this lie believable.



"that's great! i guess we should go if we interrupted your dates." willow said, about to leave but luz
shook her head. "no no, it's alright. we haven't gone to any restaurants yet so.." luz said but trailed
off as she lost her train of thought.

gus seemed to catch on the thought "i know a place! it's most perfect for couples and third wheels!"
he said, earning an elbow from willow. lucia chuckles "really? lead the way then, little man." the
young porter nodded and started to lead everyone to the restaurant.

lucia and amity looked at each other with hidden smirks across their faces as their game is about to
commence.

as they got to the restaurant, they noticed that the seats aren't enough for 6 people and the
establishment is packed. the only ones who could sit is willow, gus, amelia and luz.

one of the waiters approached them to help with that. "i think we don't have enough chairs, we're so
sorry. do you want us to get another?" they asked but amity shook her head.

"no no, it's okay. i don't wanna be a nuisance. i can just sit here." she has an ever so perfect spot
right in her sister's lap which caught her off guard. amelia gulped and looked at amity who's acting
like nothing's happening when she's digging her ass deep into the eldest blight's crotch.

"my sister doesn't mind, right?" amity looked over her shoulder, amelia can see she's fucking her
over which both irritates her and turns her on.

amelia shook her head "yeah, it's okay." she placed her hand on amity's lap to make it seem that
they do this alot.

oh, they do. they certainly do.

the waiter nodded, they handed them some menus and left to give them time to choose what they're
gonna get. "i gotta go use the restroom. be right back." willow said, she placed her bag to gus and
asked him to guard it before leaving.

while gus' face is in the menu, lucia took this opportunity to slip inside the clothed table and be in
her knees in for luz. frowning, luz lifted the table clothe to see her sister smirking at her.

"what are you doing?" she asked but lucia placed her finger to her lips, hushing her before pulling
the clothe down to start unzipping luz's pants for her cock to flop out.

lucia stroked her sister's cock before lovingly licking the tip. luz covered her mouth and leaned onto
the table, she grabbed her water to take a sip. just to calm down but she almost spat the water when
lucia took her whole.

"you okay, luz?" gus asked as he heard luz almost choke. luz cleared her throat and lets out an
awkward laugh "y- yeah yeah, i just so happen to swallow an ice cube." she reasoned.

lucia giggled internally as she knew luz would have a hard them with this.

amity stood up a little to straightened her skirt and dropped down to amelia, hearing her hold in a
groan as she watched her grip on the edge of the chair tightly.

"what game are you playing, huh?" amelia growled at amity making her bite the inside of her
mouth "i don't know what you're talking about." she replied, seeing her sister's hand on her thigh



move, attempting to go inside but stopped when willow returned.

"where's lucia?" she asked luz whom blinked to process the question "she just went out for a
smoke." luz lied through her teeth and willow bought it, thankfully.

luz bit her finger as she's holding her moans, lucia isn't planning to stop and it's gonna be a problem
for her in the long run.

she slipped her hand inside the table to caress lucia's cheek whom leaned against her touch before
bringing it back up when someone came to the table.

"are you ready to order?" the waiter asked with a notepad and pen in hand.

"yes! i'll have a..." while gus is ordering along with the others, luz closed her eyes to take the
pleasure for a split second before snapping them open when she was called it's her turn to order.

"uh.. ah- um.." luz cleared her throat again and ordered a "pasta shrimp?" she almost slipped and
she's worried that she's choke for reals when she's eating.

amelia gulped once more, she knows her phallus turned hard and it poking at amity's ass. the young
blight used that to her advantage to subtly grind more, she grabbed her glass of water as she has to
raise herself again before slamming down.

"gh- fucking hell.." amelia cursed under her breath, her face is heating up from this and it's bound
to get worse. she looked around to see if someone or in their table is watching before quickly
slipping her hand inside amity's skirt.

amity smirks internally as she feels her sister's hand hover next to her panty seam, wanting to pull it
down but she only pushed her ass more and felt her dick press against her ass.

"hey, what are you doing, big sis?" amity asked, looking over her shoulder as she shoots amelia a
libidinous gaze which she replied with a predator like stare.

"you tell me, baby sis."

when the food finally arrived, luz and amelia looked at each other, giving silent calls of help but
they know it's useless as both of their lovers are torturing them in a rather ideal way.

luz stared down at the smoking pasta with small curled shrimp placed around. she grabbed the fork,
spinning for her first bite but when she placed it in her mouth, luz accidentally bit her tongue.

"fuck.." luz grabbed the water again to ease the stinging "hot?" willow asked and she nodded.
"yeah, piping." she poked the shrimp instead with her hand going inside the table again.

luz tightly gripped lucia's hair in attempt to stop her as much as she doesn't want to. she ate the
shrimp just in time for lucia to squeeze her balls making luz cough and drank water again for the
umpteenth time.

"ahaa ha.. that's a spicy shrimp." luz said, placing it cool as she flashed a trembling toothy smile.

lucia's smirk widens, she picked up her pace while messaging her sister's balls. she can see luz's
legs are tensing each second, the hand on her hair loosened and fell, giving up.



luz continued to eat while she's being sucked, it's hard to say the least and she just had to play it off
that her ticks are kicking in. she tried many times to make lucia stop but she kept her mouth in her
cock, sucking her like she's a damn vacuum.

"how's the food, luz?" lucia whispered as she rolled her tongue up and down in the sides of the
phallus then moved to her balls to give it the deserved attention which luz quietly grunt.

"stop.." luz replied but lucia only giggled before continuing.

after lunch, willow and gus said their goodbyes as gus is being called home and willow has other
things to do. luz is barely keeping her bearings together, she looks like she's overheating due to
how red her face is and about to do into a seizure on how shaky her limbs are.

she tries to hide it but she's getting closer to coming.

suddenly, lucia stopped.

luz blinked, she was about to look down but lucia slipped up and sat down where willow and gus
was. she wiped her lips as she smirked at her sister who's incredibly flustered.

"wh- why did-"

"are you done eating? we gotta go shopping." lucia stood up along with amity, leaving their sisters
in a wreck.

both eldest noceda and youngest blight snickered with each other, they watched their lovers catch
up with them after amelia payed.

both of them has red faces and didn't say anything.

lucia leaned closer to luz to whisper "you wanna fuck me so hard, don't you?" making luz recoil
while her sister just stared at her lustfully. "what's wrong, baby sister?"

luz can hear the emphasis on the 'baby' part before lucia added sister to not make it too obvious. she
shook her head and continued walking, she pulled her hoodie up to cover her flustered face.

as they got to the clothing store, amity and amelia are in their own aisle while the noceda sisters are
on the other side. amelia watched her sister look at the many displayed clothes, eyeing her milky
legs that is hidden by the long socks.

she wants to rip it off.

amelia shook her head, she averted her eyes and pulled down her jacket more to cover herself.
amity clearly knows her lover is staring at her, she started to mess with her.

"hey, amelia. i got us some clothes, wanna try them?" she said, turning around with some clothes
draped on her arms. amelia slowly nodded "yeah, okay."

they walked for the fitting room and got inside the furthest one. amelia locked the door, when she
turned around her heart leaped as she saw amity taking off her top without warning and it's making
her dick twitch happily.



"what are you doing to me, huh?" amelia approached amity, grabbing her by the hips and pressed
her against the wall. both of their golden eyes staring at each other, seeing their libidinous gazes.

"nothing, love. i'm just trying on clothes." amity said, she raised her knee to touch amelia's bulge
and made her subconsciously grind on it. "yeah right." amelia scoffed before slamming her lips into
amity's whom quickly kissed back.

amity lowly moaned as she felt amelia's tongue slip inside, their tongues clashed with each other.
she also felt her sister's hands roam around her body and was about to pull up her bra till amity bit
on amelia's tongue making her groan and abruptly pull away.

"ow.." amelia clicked her tongue, she's already growing more frustrated the long she isn't fucking
her lover. she tried to rip off amity's bra but she stopped her with a finger against her lips.

"hey hey, don't be like that, baby. you'll get to come inside me after we finish trying these clothes."
amity tossed a shirt into amelia's face. giggling as she heard her growl.

then, amity led amelia to sit down on the bench and pressed her knee against her crotch again
earning a low groan from the eldest blight. "please.. just a quick blow would do.." amelia started
begging and amity knows that's a good sign.

"but darling," amity pulled her skirt down to show her thin panties making amelia bite her lip. "we
still have some things to do." she grabbed amelia by the hair and pressed her face into her clothed
pussy.

amelia moans, she buried her nose in her sister's clothed pussy as she started inhaling her sweet
scent. she gave it a long lick, amity twitched and watched in amusement of her sister acting like a
horny dog, licking her and whimper for amity to just take it off but it wouldn't be that easy.

"that's enough free taste." amity pulled away quick before amelia could tighten her hold on her.
"amity.." amelia growled, she stood and was about to pin her sister to the wall so she finally can
fuck her senselessly but amity threw a shirt at her again.

"nope! now, try that on."

meanwhile, luz and lucia are also in a fitting room as well. lucia watched a luz grind against her
from behind through the mirror while she's trying on some clothes, whining as she tries to pull
lucia's pants off but ended up getting slapped away.

"lucia, please.." luz whispered as she placed kisses on her lover's neck and softly nipping her ear.
lucia chuckles, she turned around to cup her sister's cheeks as she stares at her lustful expression,
she's getting lost in a haze.

"easy, you horny dog. we're still in a date, remember?" lucia said, the space between them is getting
smaller and smaller. the eldest noceda can feel her sister's hot breath against her with their lips just
mere inches apart.

"fuck this fake date. just i want you." luz said and she closed the space as she kissed her lover. lucia
shuts her eyes when she kissed back, her arms slowly wrapped around luz's neck with her hands
getting lost in her curls.



luz tilts her head to deepen the kiss, she held lucia's waist and slowly grinds her crotch against hers.
then, lucia was the first to pull away, leaving luz still wanting more.

"please, lucia just a quick one." lucia snickered, she rubbed her sister's bulge before slapping it
making her grunt. "no baby, learn to hold it in or else i won't let you take this pussy tonight." she
warned earning another whimper.

"goddamnit."

lucia ignored the curse and grabbed a set of bras "what do you think of this one?" she asked as she
presented it to luz who really doesn't care.

"um.. great i guess." she replied and her eyes widens when lucia unclipped her bra to reveal her
supple tits. gulping hard, luz swiftly got in front of her and immediately took one in her mouth to
hungrily suck on it.

"ah.. easy there, baby. how am i supposed to try on the bra with you in the way?" lucia said but she
did nothing to stop luz by sucking, she watched her eyes slowly close as she loves sucking her tits.

"lucia.. i beg you.." luz mutters while her hand started to unzip her pants for her cock to spring out
but lucia lightly pushed luz off and placed her finger in her lips as she clicks her tongue.

"if you behave, you'll get it, luz. that's the rule." lucia whispers before taking her finger on in a
seductive manner as it trailed down.

after they purchased the clothes, luz and amelia are pissed that they're getting foreplayed like this.
they're sexually frustrated. they're hard and unsatisfied and are on the brink of just fucking their
lovers in broad daylight.

lucia and amity walked next to their sisters, leaning closer to whisper many things as words are the
triggering points now after all the things they did.

"i wanna be stuffed so bad, can you do that for me please?" amity said, her tone sultry and words
dragging as she slowly looped her arm around amelia's, pressing it in between her tits while they
walk into an elevator.

lucia pressed the highest floor.

"you want to spread my legs so wide till it breaks huh? or suck you off dry, you always liked that."
lucia bites her lip in the end. when the elevator opened for the third floor, alot of people went in
making the two couple press to the wall.

she started to slowly rub her little sister's rock hard cock through her pants making her tremble.

"you can cum in my ass too, you know. better yet, let me swallow it and not waste a drop." amity
whispered, she grabbed one of amelia's hands to guide it up her skirt to squeeze her ass.

amelia's eyes widened as she felt amity removed her panties.

"let's do your favorite position and fuck me hard, you love it when you pop inside me. it feels
amazing, doesn't it?" lucia licked luz's ear making her shudder, she slowly slipped hand inside her
pants to feel her phallus.



"aren't you gonna punish me?"

something snapped inside both luz and amelia when they heard that. when the elevator went to the
fifth floor, the final floor, both of them rushed out with their lovers in tow.

lucia and amity looked at each other before giving each other a salute of goodbye as they knew
they're in for a ride now.

amelia lead amity to one of the empty, deserted areas of the fifth floor, she opened a janitor's closet
and pushed amity inside before slamming the door behind her, locking it.

amelia pulled the single bulb open for her to see amity's scared but turned on face. "you said i could
cum in your ass right? turn around." she ordered and that's enough for amity to completely submit.

"yes ma'am." amity turned around and lifted her skirt up to reveal her rotund ass for her sister
whom eyed it like a hungry predator. amelia unbuckled her pants enough for her cock to stick out in
it's fully glory.

"who gave you the idea to torture me like that, huh?" amelia roughly slapped amity's ass making
her squeak "l- lucia.. she thought it'd be funny to tease you and luz." she replied, looking over her
shoulder to see amelia's eyes that seemed to glow.

"i thought you knew better than to follow that heathen. good for luz she's able to tame that bitch."
amelia smacked the other cheek this time, making both cheeks red.

"what will you say?"

"just fuck me already." wrong answer. amelia took off her belt and used it instead to whip amity's
ass making her moan, it hurts but it felt amazing. "aahh, amelia.." amity's legs is starting is shake.

"what will you say, darling?" amelia grabbed a handful of amity's hair, she traced her ass with the
belt as she's preparing for another smack.

"i- i'm sorry." amity whispered and this earned another slap "aahh! please.. i'm sorry!" she said it
louder this time, it's enough for amelia to move to second phase.

the eldest blight grabbed both of her sister's hands to tie it with the belt on her back. she spat into
amity's ass hole and rubbed it as it's the only lube they have.

amelia aligned herself to her sister, she cupped her cheeks while her other hand held the belt. "good
girl, but it's still not enough for me to forgive you. keep trying." then, she slammed all of her inside
without regard making amity scream in ecstasy.

"aaahhh fuck amelia!! i'm- i'm sorry!" amity stuck out her tongue as she felt amelia started to thrust
without letting her adjust. she rammed her cock deep and hard into her sister, not sparing anytime
nor faltering as amity didn't stop teasing her.

so why should she?

"aahh keep apologising or else you won't be getting anything tonight!" amelia snarled. she clenched
her teeth tightly, she held onto the belt as she fucks amity hard. her ass wonderfully wrapping
around her cock as she slams into that spot, abusing it.



"aah.. aaahh please! i'm sorry, amelia! i won't- aaahhh!! i won't d- do it again, promise!" amity kept
moaning in between words, she looked over her shoulder to see amelia's sneer. "oh god, yes.. fuck
me harder.."

amelia scoffs, she leans down into amity's ear to whisper "that's the point, slut." she drove her cock
deeper into her ass making amity arch her back as she rolled her head. "fuck yes!! i'm so sorry,
amelia! please, fuck me at home too, i'll be a good girl from now on! please, please, please!!"

as amelia listens to her lover's begging, a smirk came on her face that couldn't be wiped off. "that's
it. what do you want, amity?!" she asked, she ripped the buttons off amity's top to expose her
boobs.

"cum! i want your cum, please! i want it inside me, fill me up amelia!!"

"good girl." amelia bit her lip as she goes faster, she can feel her climax quickly rising inside her
stomach. the entire storage room is filled by their rapid skin slapping with amity's slutty moans,
begging for her sister's cum.

with a final deep thrust, amelia lets out a loud moan when she came inside amity's ass whom
squealed. amity shuddered in bliss at the feeling of her sister's hot cum filling her ass good, she felt
her rest her in on her shoulder, both panting heavily.

"i love you, ami." amelia whispered as she nuzzled her face into amity's neck while she took off the
belt. "i love you too, ames." amity replied, rubbing her head onto amelia's as neither moved for a
moment to calm down.

then, amelia pulled out and pushed amity to the wall with her holding her legs. they leaned in for a
passionate kiss, amity's arms around amelia's neck with her fingers getting lost in her mane of a
hair before she felt amelia slip inside her wet pussy.

"nghm mhm.."

she's not done. neither are.

up in the rooftops, luz managed to get them to the roof of the mall without triggering the door's
alarm.

now, luz slammed lucia to the back of the entrance way, glaring at her as she growls in frustration,
sexual frustration. "whoa there, jimbo. easy." lucia said, raising her hand in attempt to calm luz as
it's uncommon for her to be this frustrated.

but she's far too gone.

"easy? did you take it easy while blowing me under the table? no, i don't think so, babe." she
sneered, she swiftly unbuckled lucia's pants before moving her over to the ledge to pull her pants
down.

luz licked her lips as she stared at her sister's drenched pussy that is waiting to stick her dick in. she
flipped lucia while she held her legs close and tight "you should've given me a quickie and this
wouldn't have happened." she said before ramming her cock fully inside.



"aaahhh!! shit.. i'm actually glad that i didn't because you're fucking me in a literal rooftop!" lucia
replied, flashing a cocky grin before dropping as she feels luz hit all of the right spots.

luz's growls got louder, she leaned down to her sister's neck to bite it hard making her scream in
pleasure and claw luz's back, she barely registered the pain. luz licked the mark she left before
withdrew, staring down at lucia's blissed face.

"fuck luz, are you really that frustrated 'cause i didn't finish your blowie?" this only made luz go
harder on lucia making her bite her lip, her plan's working, she tightly held her little sister's
shoulders as she tries to pull her down but she's like a boulder.

"come on.. give me kiss.."

"why should i? you practically tortured me the whole day, do you even deserve a kiss from me?"
luz said, raising brow "should i even be fucking you at all?" she stopped and pulled out of lucia
making her let out a panicked gasp.

"yes! definitely! what kind of fucking question is that?!" lucia got off the ledge, she grabbed luz's
arm to pull her, wanting to return to what they were doing but luz isn't budging.

"luz please! just keep fucking me! don't i deserve punishment?" lucia asked, knowing luz wouldn't
deny that part. "i suppose. so i guess no sex for a month."

lucia's heart dropped when she heard that "w- what?"

luz nodded "yeah, i mean, there are other means of punishment and no fucking for a month seemed
suitable for what you pulled off today." she said, smirking on the inside as she sees her sister's face
turn pale. she can't go in a week without getting dicked down, can she even survive in a month?

luz doesn't think so.

"luz please.. i can't, i don't want.." lucia held luz's hands tightly, she dropped to her knees and
looked up to her sister's unforgiving gaze. "i can't go in a month without.." luz can feel lucia's hands
slightly trembling, begging for her to reconsider.

"i know. if you don't want it to be final, finish what you started, lucia." luz shook her hips for her
cock to hit lucia's face. this seemed to return some color in her sister's face as the task seemed
easily enough.

"yeah yeah, i can do that." lucia easily took her sister's whole cock inside her mouth and started
bobbing her head with her tongue swirling around her girth.

luz lowly hummed, she watched lucia suck her off while looking like a needy whore. it makes her
cackle. she placed her hand onto her hair, letting her beanie fall to the side before thrusting into her
mouth.

"hmgh- mmghn.." lucia moaned, she stared up at luz to see the authority gleaming in her eyes
which made her go into ultimate submission as she fucks her mouth.

slowly closing her eyes, lucia started to finger herself as she can feel luz repeatedly hitting the back
of her throat.



"ah fuck, baby.. you're gonna take my cum like a good girl, aren't you?" luz asked making lucia
open her eyes and nod as a reply. "good, now fucking take it!" luz finally popped inside lucia's
mouth after being held up for so long.

lucia's eyes rolled back when she felt luz's hot cum spew inside her mouth and she drank them with
ease. she slowly pulled her fingers out and drove the phallus deeper before slowly pulling out.

lucia wiped the cum rolling down the side of mouth and started to lick off the remaining on the tip,
not wanting any drop to be wasted which amused luz.

"good girl, you're hungry, aren't you?" luz asked as she caressed her sister's cheek. "yes.. please luz,
fuck me. come inside me, i want it so badly.." lucia begs as she rubbed her cheek on luz's twitching
cock.

grinning, "oh i will, lucia. i will. now, lie down and spread yourself for me." luz commanded and
lucia didn't hesitate on complying. she laid on the floor, spreading her legs as wide as she can for
her sister to take it all in.

luz knelt down in front of her, gripped her legs and grazed her cock on her clit making lucia
whimper "luz.. just fuck me already!" she shouted and luz didn't have a problem on slamming back
inside making lucia moan loudly.

"augh fuck.." luz started thrust roughly into her sister, her body jolting forward at each slam. lucia's
mouth went agar as moans escaped her lips, she lifted her shirt along her with bra for luz to see her
bouncing tits.

"you dirty whore. you're an exhibitionist, aren't you?" luz chuckles, she planted her hands on either
sides of lucia's head as she lets her legs shake as she fucks her good.

"i kept learning you, love. i always do." luz said as she kissed lucia's cheek, squishing it. she felt
lucia tightly grip her hair, lifting her head up as she stared down at her.

"s- same to you. i love you, luz.. aah-" luz slammed her lips into lucia before she could finish her
moans, their tongues danced with no beat as lucia's legs wrapped around luz to keep her there.

as they pulled away, "i love you too, lucia. don't do that again." luz replied but lucia giggles "no
promises." luz rolled her eyes and pecked her sister's lips before burying her face into her neck as
she plunged her cock deep into her pussy, now hitting that one spot.

"fuck yes!! aahh god luz don't fucking stop!!" lucia squealed, she dragged her nails across luz's
back and if she's wearing her shirt, she'd be filled with marks by now. not that she minds.

"ahh.. aahh fuck, lucia.. you said you want my cum, right?"

lucia strenuously nods her head "please, i want it! i want it so bad! fill me! stuff me, luz just come
inside me!!" she begged like a whore would. luz's whore and it makes her feel a sort of pride.

"yeah, that's the fucking plan!! aaahh lucia!!!" luz pushed her cock deep as she came inside lucia.
the eldest noceda trembled at the feeling of her sister's cum shooting inside her making her bit her
lip and let out a delight sigh.



"aahh yes.. more.. i want more.." lucia muttered as she held luz tightly, moving her hips to motion
her to fuck her again. she heard luz let out a low chuckle before lifting herself up.

"more? fine, if you insist." luz pulled out, made lucia go in all fours before going inside again
making her squeal.

both lucia and amity are caked of cum that day. completely sent to heaven by their lovers who had
to wait for awhile for them to wake up since they passed out from the pleasure.

birth control is the key.
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luz come back!!"

as they watched their best friend, the owl lady's kid run into the dark woods with nothing but a
stolen staff that no one knew she was able to use till now.

notably, it belongs to belos and no one knew what happened to luz as she just went crazy with it.

"we have to get her back!" amity said as she swiftly turn to face the others, all of them having a
worried expression. "right, we'll split into two. me and lily will take the east." eda ordered as she
never seen luz like this and she needs to get her kid back before something happens.

"gus, willow take king and head west. amity, boscha you go north." lilith finished her sister's plans,
everyone nodded and quickly separated with eda telling to alert them if luz comes back to the owl
house.

"wh- why do i have to get involve in this?!" boscha wasn't supposed to be here and was
accidentally taken into the fight as she was instead on the way to bo's house. "just come on." amity
walked pass her and headed into the thick woods.

the three eyed witch lets out a tired groan before begrudgingly following amity behind. they walked
through the trees that never looked this eerie when it's day or night since amity would always go
through it.

but tonight's different.

the only noises they could hear is the nocturnal birds awakening, their faint breathing and footsteps
crunching the dead leaves. amity made a light spell and memories of luz flooded back into her
mind as she stared it.

she remembered covention when she showed her first ever spell then the mess in the library is the
starting point where amity is starting to fall. up in the knee, she and luz made a great team in saving
the twins and eda the human said.



when first day of hexside came and after the attack of the basilisk, she knows luz is gonna make it
big without her even knowing it.

grom.

when she challenged boscha in a grudgby match. it was.. something for amity.

stop it! you're on a mission, damnit! no time to be gay! amity scolded herself, she took a deep
breath in and sighed.

"uh.. amity-"

amity looked over her shoulder and yelped when she saw boscha on the ground with her third eye
bleeding, she looked around furiously as she's expecting another threat in her amidst.

not wanting to think that luz is one.

"mittens." amity quickly summoned her abomination along with a ring of fire surrounding her. she
ordered the abomination to attack, who lets out a roar as it charges forward with balls of flame flew
towards the target.

but suddenly, amity watched her abomination blow up into bits and goop as the shockwave sent her
back. slightly panting, amity saw her own pink fires and someone else's burn the nearby trees.

"hey, ames." amity snapped her head up to see luz's face staring down at her, relief came as she
found her "luz!" she sprung up the ground and was about to grab luz's hand but she saw her still
holding the staff.

and when she looked up again her relief was replaced by dread when she saw her once beloved
hazel eyes got seeped with crimson and a manic smile was seen.

"l- luz, i'm here to help you, okay? just drop the staff first." amity said but she started to slowly
back up when luz is approaching her. "help? i don't need help, ames." she replied rather
nonchalantly.

amity panicked when she backed to a tree "yes you do! you need to let the staff go!" she said and
jumped as luz pinned her. "why should i? this thing gives me more power than eda could and i don't
need to constantly draw my spells." she started to trace amity's body with the staff making her
shudder.

luz watched herself move the staff lower and lower till she stopped right in her crotch. "i always
liked you, amity, more than you think." she said as she cupped amity's cheek to make her look at
her.

"y- you do?" luz nods then she holds tight "and i need you to sleep for awhile."

then, the last thing amity saw was the staff glowing red.

-----

amity slowly opened her eyes and the first thing is the dimly lit ceiling. her ears were ringing till it
slowly died out for her to finally hear incoherent mutters somewhere close to her.



amity slowly sat up and immediately saw luz on the edge of the bed with the staff levitating in front
of it as it glowed red into her eyes. luz is whispering things that amity can't understand, fixated to
the staff before it's glowed disappeared and fell into her hand.

then, luz stood up and placed the staff to the side. "good to know you're awake now. i thought i had
to take you whilst asleep. unfortunately i never born with patience and i thought i had to take you
whilst asleep." luz said, chuckling to herself as she slowly took off her layers of clothing and
dropped them to the side.

amity looked and found herself completely bare, she wrapped her arms around her breasts and legs
pressing as her cheeks turned red. "wh- what do you mean?" she asked, looking at luz to see scars
in her back.

then, luz turned around to face amity, letting her see her still red eyes but one eye was returning to
hazel. the blight's eyes also wandered down to luz's breasts but she snapped out of her immersion
when luz got in front of her.

specifically in between her legs as she spreads them apart. bamboozled by the big boobs again.

"whoa whoa wait! luz where are we?!" amity recoiled from luz and backed up to the headboard. luz
stared at the witch with a deadpan look before sighing "isn't this what you wanted? what you
dreamed of me doing?" she pulled down her pants to let her cock spring out in the open air.

amity gulped at how big and thick it is. it's true that she did imagine of luz topping her many times
but never in this kind of situation. "y- yeah but luz.. you're not yourself." amity said, trying to circle
back into the real topic.

"what're you talking about? i am me. see?" luz pointed at her normal eye but it's not enough of a
convincing on amity's part. "whatever. i'm gonna give it you and you'll be mine!"

luz snapped her first to make the staff glow red once again which made metal restraints burst
through the wall and looped around of amity's wrist before pinning them tightly to the wall. "and
where are we? the emperor's castle," luz got in between amity's legs with her cock grazing her clit.

"my castle."

the coup.

eda, luz and the other proposed a coup to overthrow belos after this decades of injustice reign.
everyone knows owl lady and her human so they sided with them for a revolution.

amity, willow, gus and the twins as well were involved too. they were battling the guards and
kikimora with luz slipping from them, she headed directly to belos as she wants to face him alone.

show her revenge for all of the petrified witches that don't deserve it and what he did to eda before.

no one knows what happened inside the throne room but an explosion happened that placed all of
the battles in a halt and see who's standing last.

it's luz with belos' decapitated head which named them the victors of their era and ended the reign
of a tyrant.



something happened during that battle. luz has been acting unusual especially that took belos' odd
looking staff home as a 'souvenir' like when she chipped his mask.

and they were right.

"luz, please. you're not yourself, you gotta snap out of it!" amity said, still trying as she hesitantly
cupped luz's cheeks. luz slowly closed her eyes and leaned against her touch before sighing.

"oh baby.." when luz opened her eyes again, she flashed the blight a smile "people can change and
you should too." then luz pushed all of her inside amity since she's wet enough.

"aaahhh!!" amity screamed as she clenched her fists tightly, she can feel tears prickling in the
corners. she tries to adjust but luz didn't let her when she started thrusting. "luz please slow down!"

"augh.. damn, amity.." luz lowly moans, she held onto the headboard and raised herself a little to
grant more access before going rough as she wants.

"ngh.. aahh, luz it hurts, let me adjust please!!" amity can feel pleasure, yes, but it still hurts and her
insides are getting dry from the fast pace luz is doing, increasing her pain more.

since she broke her only innocence, it seems like luz is using her blood as a substitute.

luz didn't listen however. she continued her brisk slams into amity, her pained moans and sobs
filled her ears. her body could only feel pleasure erupting throughout, luz buried herself in amity's
necks for her to be only one hearing her moans.

"please.. luz, i can't take it.." amity whimpered, she attempts summon her abomination for aid but
luz moved her hands up to intertwine it with amity's. "don't lie. you're doing fine and extremely
tight, stop crying." luz snarled at her and tightened her grip on amity's hands as she sped up once
more, going beyond her comprehension.

amity grits her teeth tightly but her body is slowly easing down or giving up. she doesn't know. she
can hear, only hear luz's grunts and moans which are the sound she wished to hear someday. she
slowly gave a firm squeeze of their entwined hands.

tears are violently rolling down her cheeks as she takes it, she can't fight nor try get out of her
predicament. luz is right, she grew stronger with the staff and amity can't fight by herself.

amity looked at luz's round ears, one of the things she fell for a human. she can see luz is wearing
her triangle earring that she leaned and exchanged with round ones.

she can't remember why they exchanged earrings but amity closed her eyes as she reformed her
body, not literally, to only register to the pleasure that she's supposed to feel. no pain, no more pain
and she accepts luz.

"luz.. i love you.."

luz withdrew the metal restrains but still held her hands and looked at amity into her eyes that was
once shining now dull. she can hear moans without cries escaping her lips which makes the noceda
smirk internally.

"that's good 'cause i love you too." luz leaned in for a kiss which amity quickly reciprocated, she
squeaked when luz slipped her tongue inside, swirling with each other before before amity twitched



as luz bit her tongue teasingly.

pulling away, amity hummed when luz licked her salty tears off one cheek and stared into her eyes
again. one is showing the desire of being with someone she longed and admired, blinded by the
past and love that she failed to see what the other is really doing to her and changed into something

preferable.

and the other lusted for power and for the witch's body. claiming her as hers and no one can change
that but her. deprived, lost the senses and morals of what she really was before the sudden change.

a change for the worse.

"i belong to the new emperor, say it and i'll reward you." luz said, she slowly lets go of amity's
hands and guided it to wrap around her neck before pulling amity to lay down.

"i- i belong to the new emperor." amity replied, her hands rubbing luz's hair but it's not enough of
an answer for her. luz plunged her cock deeper into amity making her scream and arch her back
"again." she said before resuming her pace.

"i belong to the new emperor! i belong to you, luz please!" luz bites her lip as she can feel her
climax coming. "that's a good girl! please what?!" she gripped amity's throat, choking her but not
hard enough to really do so.

amity's windpipe got a little blocked, she unknowingly flashed a trembling smile as new tears
welled up. she doesn't know what these are meant for but she's enjoying this, really enjoying this.

"please, don't leave me again!" luz lets out a cackle, she pulled amity up for another kiss but it was
a quick one before luz dropped her.

"of course i won't! why. would. i leave. my. beloved!" luz matched her slams word by word and she
got to 'beloved' she finally came inside amity whom lets out a raspy moan as she takes her lover's
cum with her eyes rolling back.

"i will never leave you, amity." luz said as she heaved. she peered down to see her blissed, tear
stained face with drool on the side of her mouth. "i would be a horrible person if i did, now," luz
pulled out with cum leaking out of amity's abused vagina.

luz pulled her lover up and lets her rest on her chest "you will get the luxury your parents cannot
buy. it's your freedom. if you stayed with me, i will give you everything without hesitation and you
just have to repay me." luz said, stretching her promises further than the stars and she knows well
she can reach if she's with amity.

anything is possible if she's with amity. they do make a perfect duo.

"repay by what?" amity asked with her voice coarse as she slowly looks up.

"by being my empress and promise your loyalty to me, amity. because i am the only one who can
give you this, the power, the pleasure, the freedom." luz's hands started to move around amity's
body mostly on her breasts she never really took her time to admire it huh?

"me."



luz moved down to one of the nipples for her to take making amity whimper softly, she gulped and
watched her emperor suck on her boob like a toddler whilst maintaining eye contact. she can feel
her limp cock slowly growing hard again on her thigh.

amity rubbed luz's head and made a smile. "yeah.. i'll stay and be with you forever, luz." she
replied, not knowing what she really got herself into or she ignored it.

she doesn't know anymore.

-----

"where did you last saw her?"

"i told you, in the forest while we were searching for luz! how many damn times do i have to repeat
myself? i'm sounding like a broken record here!"

a few weeks has passed ever since both luz and amity went missing without trace. they searched the
boiling isles from top to bottom and even flipped it but nothing.

boscha was woken up in the owl house, turns out the others found her unconscious with her third
eye now blind after someone slashed it. they also saw the burnt trees and abomination remaining
which tells them there was a struggle from amity and someone.

possibly luz.

now, they're all back in bonesborough with the twins accompanying in the search of their little
sister as they're worried to death and is praying to the titan that she's okay wherever-

"there she is! outside that small cafe!" gus pointed out making everyone snap their heads at the
pointed direction to indeed see the familiar mint green haired blight along with a short curly haired
human sitting next to her.

they immediately rushed towards to them and noticed something's off the bat. their attire is entirely
white, amity has a flowy white dress with a small bag sitting on her lap. luz wore a simple white
shirt excluding the ripped jeans.

luz has these kinds lines ingrained in her flesh that is draped over amity's chair as they talked while
she's waving her hand to express something, they saw a glisten of gold in her particular finger
which made them look at amity's hand whom grabbed her drink to take a sip and true enough

they're wearing wedding rings.

"luz?" willow softly called for her best friend which made the couple stop talking and at them. they
saw the red glisten in luz's eyes before disappearing as she gave a smile when she realised it's
someone she knows.

"oh hey guys! good to see you but not the time since i'm in a date with my girlfriend." luz said, she
pulled in to give a amity kiss in the cheek making her giggle. this felt wrong to them somehow, it's
supposed to be sweet but it just felt.. off.

"are you two okay? what happened to you that night?" willow asked and the second question is
referring to amity, she knows this thing between luz and amity is not right and who would get
married without the boiling isles knowing where everyone knows everyone and they're 19.



"i found luz, well more like she found me and she lets me stay in her castle to make me her
empress." amity replied with ease, she heard luz whisper her something which she nodded in reply.
"hold up! did you say castle? the only real castle here is-"

"belos. yes but since he's dead and i'm the one who killed him. i am the rightful heir since that old
rug doesn't have a kin. shame but not really." luz didn't bother on finishing eda's sentence, she
pushed her chair a little and held amity still as she tries to stand to initiate it.

"why-"

"what did you do to our sister?!" emira shouted, everyone was caught off guard by the sudden
outburst making all of their eyes land on them, watching the scene play out.

"freedom, emira. i gave her real freedom you, her family don't even bother to give." amity stood up
to her chair, knelt down in front of luz and started to unzip her jeans as she pushed her hair back.
amity licked her lips when the semi hard phallus flopped out and started to stroke it.

wanting it to be in it's full form as she gave it kitten licks while luz is monologuing but their gazes
are down below.

"i can give anything amity could ever want or need in this life, no one would do that but me of
course. ha, she begged and begged," luz rolled her head before looking down to see amity taking
her cock fully and is bobbing her head.

"for me to take her, claim her as mine and how could i say no to that face." luz croons as she smirks
when she caressed amity's cheek for her to lean into her touch. "you've gone mad." willow said
with a deep frown as she barely recognised the human she met in the woods and befriended.

luz looked at her and the smirk never left her face "perhaps i did." she looked down at her arms to
see the lines that pulsed red, only for a moment before returning into looking like a sick tattoo.

both of them are in a metamorphosis.

"maybe from love as well, love can make you do things, it changes you, it transforms you into
something anew. it's beautiful, isn't that right my love?" amity nodded in reply then, luz pulled her
out of her dick with her tongue lingering.

luz held her tongue and stared deeply into amity's eyes, there's.. light in them. luz doesn't worry as
she knows amity isn't going anywhere anymore.

"present yourself to everyone." luz ordered, she watched amity stand up and laid stomach flat onto
the table with her raising her skirt to luz.

edric and gus was already looking away when amity was blowing luz and the clawthorne sister
made everyone turn away as they know what's gonna happen next.

"watch as your new emperor takes her empress!" with her panty already down, luz shoved her
entire cock inside amity whom moaned in delight and bit her lip with a smile, she held onto the
edges of the table.

"aaahh! aahh oh luz!" amity moans, letting everyone know that she only belonged to luz and is
alright with that. luz slammed her hips into her lover hard making the table shake and it's contents



fall.

"aaahhrg.. fuck, amity!" luz licked her lips and she looked at eda and the others who is looking
down in shame but willow is one only watching. in fact, she's only staring at luz, silently asking
what happened to the luz noceda she knew for 5 years and suddenly changed without warning.

luz could only scoff at that.

she continued her brisk thrusts on amity, making her moan louder and she can see through her dress
that her back is pulsing red. she has the marks as well. luz pulled amity's top up to trace it with
pride.

everyone around the street stopped what they're doing to watch their new emperor take her
empress, establishing her power after being only defined as a human and this gained a new respect
for both of them.

belos never earned the people's trust and respect. nothing was earned.

but luz? she'll have everything.

"oh titan luz..." luz peered down to see amity's pleasured expression, grinning at her lover "do you
love me, ames?" she asked as she slapped her ass making the blight jolt and strenuously nodded.

"yes yes! i love you so much, luz!" amity screamed as loud as she can to make it echo throughout
of bonesborough and in the corner of her eye, luz can see some people to get turned on by the sight
and started hankering themselves.

it amuses the emperor.

amity doesn't feel or sense an ounce of embarrassment as she's being taken out in public. she
already experience it all how can be timid in this small thing?

with a few final deep thrusts, luz came inside amity making her moan loudly in bliss as she feels
her lover's warm cum shoot inside her. luz sighed deeply, she slowly pulled out and slicked her hair
back.

luz stuffed her cock back in and helped amity on her feet with her clothing returning to it's original
state with a snap of a finger. "still good?" she whispered and amity nodded as she held onto luz's
arm for support.

luz cleared her throat for everyone to stop hankering themselves and be in their fullest attention for
what she's about to say.

"people of the boiling isles, it's been 5 years ever since i accidentally came into this world, never
knowing when i'll die but here i am." luz started as she motions at herself then at amity.

"i'm going to bring the entire boiling isles out of the era belos coerced us to oblige! he held us back
but no more for i, luz noceda will lead us further beyond and if that is," luz tilts her head to the side,
contemplating if she should really give a choice.

"you accept me and my wife to rule."



as if hypnotised, everyone cheered for their new emperor and first empress as they raised their fists
in the air. they started chanting their names and it brings eda and the other in a complete, utter
shock.

they still think luz is the same human who defeated the tyrannical belos.

"yeah!!!"

"all hail emperor luz and empress amity!!!"

luz held amity close to her as a prideful smirk is evident, amity looked at the many people and
demons cheering them, it makes the blight feel a sort of.. superior.

"this is gonna be fun."

Chapter End Notes

remember the sudden palette change of the horde from shera? from dark colors to white when
we got into s5? yeah that was cool, idk if its symbolism or smth
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"shit.."

luz leaned behind a wall of useless supplies in a deserted warehouse where her bullet filled tank
took her before breaking down. she looked down at her armour to see a smoking hole where she
was shot.

"shit shit shit." luz started to take off her armour to make sure it didn't go through her skin. when
it's off, she sighed in relief but no so much for her armour, she placed it to the side and just had to
find a towel or cloth to cover her a bare chest.

luz left her squadron and they weren't too happy about her departure as she basically grew up there.
they don't like seeing a family member leave. no one leaves. they chased her out of the
headquarters, tried to 'sedate' her and barely got her tail out of there intact.

she doesn't know where to go now but north seemed a good start.

luz slowly stood up to start searching for something to hide her chest in the crates. "come on, there
has to be something useful here." luz muttered to herself, her small tongue poking out for a moment
as she searched through the copious amounts of bolts, broken machinery and dysfunctional guns.

"seriously?" luz threw her hands up in frustration, hissing. she crossed her arms instead to hide
them whilst picking up her rifle, then, luz perked up at the sound of footsteps and some people
talking. she swiftly ducked down again and made sure her snaky body doesn't make itself too
obvious.

"i can't believe we're assigned to take out the garbage for fuck's sake." luz heard one complaining,
probably referring to the garbage she's hiding behind of. luz sunk deeper to the floor as she saw two
humans walk into her view but not noticing her yet.

"what, were you expecting dead bodies?" one asked, luz called them mint 'cause of their hair and
wouldn't be planning to stick around to know their real names. she tightly held her rifle as she
slowly slithered towards the exit.

"actually, i don't know what i was expecting but at least not this!" the pink haired one luz called
pinkie in her head. she was making sure her tail doesn't hit anything on her way out before bolting
out of there, seeing the first intact vehicle she can hijack to leave.



but something stopped her.

"whatever. just close the door. we still have alot to do." mint said. pinkie sighed deeply, they
slammed their fist into the button to close the garage door. the thing is, a regular garage door would
take it's time closing but this one doesn't.

luz froze when her only exit got closed. she lets out a frustrated hiss which was a mistake as she
clasped her hand to her mouth and she heard their sneakers squeaked upon halt.

fuck! luz internally cursed herself but she just had to deal with it to get herself out of this situation
fast and clean like the others. she dropped her attempt on covering herself as she gripped her rifle
tightly, hearing a faint revving noise emit from it made the two pull out their own guns.

"freeze!" amity yelled as she aimed at the viper then she heard boscha scoff beside her. "what?"

"oh nothing. maybe stop being a stop in using overused words." boscha nonchalantly said as she
waved her hands around. amity narrowed her eyes at the havenstar before rolling her eyes.

"whatever. put your hands in the air!"

now amity is just there to piss off "oh fucki-"

"just open the door and i'll leave. simple. there's no need to make rash decisions in these empty
parts." luz said, butting in their banter to return their attention back to her. she heard a nasally
chuckle and a snort followed by slow footsteps.

"yeah sure if your crew didn't invade these empty parts." boscha said, she kept her aim on luz's
back while approaching her in a cautious speed as you never know when a viper strikes.

amity follows suit, their steps light and she kept her eyes at the slowly wiggling tail, her finger
methodically fiddling with the trigger. there's a hesitation, she really doesn't wanna shoot them
unless they make their intentions clear why they're here.

"turn around and tell that to us in our face." amity said, extending her hand to the side to stop
boscha for a moment but kept their aims on luz whom narrowed her eyes and tightened her grip on
her rifle as she lowly hisses.

"isn't hearing it enough? or you're just really just hate vipers?" luz asked.

"both." amity elbowed boscha when she replied making her wince.

"just turn around." amity repeated as she slowly losing her patience and just wants to go home. she
never asked to be in the desert anyways.

luz grumbled, she reluctantly turned around and saw the both eyes widens at the sight of her
exposed tits. "oh no! amity, don't look! it's one of the classic distraction tactics!" boscha covered
amity's eyes while she's the only one continued to stare with a grin.

"ugh! get off!" amity pushed boscha off her and luz lets out a roar of a hiss, she started firing at the
two whom immediately hid behind the crates with it starting to fill of bullet holes.

"just open the damn door and i'll leave!" luz yelled, getting annoyed at the two humans not doing
the simple request. her venom started to fill her fangs and tongue which she will shoot if the two



still won't move their asses.

amity ducked further as the flying bullets kept going, she looked at the havenstar who's sinking into
the floor, waiting for luz to run out of bullets so they could shoot back but an idea came to the
blight's mind.

amity waved her hand to grab boscha's attention and started doing hand signs, conveying her little
devious plan which boscha understands before averting her eyes to look up the bullets still firing
before taking out a towel to wave it in the air.

luz slowly stopped her rapid fire when she saw the waving towel and watched boscha stood up with
her hands in the air. "alright, i'll open the door so don't trash the garbage anymore, okay?" she asked
as she dropped her gun and kicked it towards luz.

amity also did stand up, dropping her weapon and started to back up towards boscha while luz
watches them with her gun aiming at them.

"hurry up then." luz hissed.

as they got to the table, boscha started to press and flick all sorts of buttons on the pad "yeah yeah,
just need to flip this. open that then," she looked at the blight in the corner of her eye as her hand
hovered over the big red button. getting a subtle nod as a response.

"punch this." slam!

amity swiftly pulled out a metal ball out her pocket and threw it towards luz who was about to
shoot it down but her gun was suddenly snatched out of her hands and a big clatter is heard. she
looked over her shoulder to see her gun is stuck on the garbage door along with the other metallic
weapons.

luz's eyes widens as she realised the ball isn't a bomb. it popped open, becoming a metal trap net
coming at her in full speed, attracted from the magnet behind her. she yelped when the net slammed
her onto the door, she tried to claw it off but the net trapped her hands.

methods of escape are futile.

"now that you're finally facing us. explain why you're here, miss." amity said coldly, her tone
running shivers down luz's spine as she watched her approach slowly like an elegant predator,
watching it's prey, studying it's actions before ultimately killing it.

amity tries to ignore the fact that big boobs are out in the open but it's hard as her eyes always falls
down when she wants to look at luz's eyes, maintain eye contact.

"it's luz and i don't need to tell my reasons to a stranger that tied me to their garage door." luz spat
at amity who stood in front of her, her eyes blank but what's happening inside is another story.

"oh, you better do so, luz or else we'll force it out of you. who knows if your crew already infested
the garage and you're just stalling." boscha said, she grabbed a new gun and fired it near luz's head
who isn't fazed at all.

"i'm alone and using me as a target board doesn't cut it, stud." luz shot a cocky smile, thinking she's
the one who has the leverage but she grew confused when she heard a low chuckle from amity



who's trying to keep it in but is doing a poor job.

"what's so funny?" she asked.

amity stopped her giggles to look up to the noceda again and this time she's not holding back in
looking at her tits. "we have various ways to make you start talking." she said before snapping her
finger for boscha to turn off the magnet.

as luz fell from the door, amity took the net out of the way before slamming her lips against hers.
the noceda's eyes widens at this motion, she looked in the corner of her eye to see amity intertwined
their hands with her making sure there's no space left as she slowly grinds her crotch against her.

luz slowly closed her eyes as she melts in the kiss for her to kiss back much to amity's amusement.
boscha started to approach them while the two are preoccupied, she stood in the side to admire the
luz's body and listening to her muffled groans when amity slipped her tongue inside, letting their
wet muscles loosely dance.

boscha tilts her head as she stares at luz's tits getting pressed then moved down to see her vagina
slowly slitting open against amity's crotch as she's started to be aroused. revealing it's pink lips and
what fascinates the havenstar is that she has two holes.

interesting.

when they pulled away, amity licked her lips as she stared at luz's dilating eyes before looking
down to see what's making her wet and it's luz's pussy. grinning, "aw, you like this huh?" she asked,
she leaned down luz's neck to leave soft kiss and licks making her shiver.

"you're cute enough to fuck with us tonight." boscha cupped luz's chin to pull her into a kiss as
well. luz kissed back while amity takes over her neck, she started to unzip her pants to whip her
cock out. stroking it as she watched luz and boscha make up, letting precum trickle out her tip.

amity rubbed her cock on luz's lips making her twitch and open one eye to look at her before they
pulled away with a thin string of saliva between them that quickly disappeared.

"oh, interesting. i never really get to study a viper's anatomy." amity said as she noticed the two
holes, she spreads it to be more visible with only using her fingers. luz's cheeks heated up as she
watched the two humans examine her.

"yeah, it's so convenient." boscha started to take her own cock out, rubbing it as she grabbed one of
luz's boobs to grope it, treating it like a stress ball before taking the nipple in her mouth to suck on.

"aah.." luz wriggled under amity and boscha's hold, amity lets go of her left hand for boscha to hold
instead while she suckles. amity tapped her tip on luz's vagina before slowly taking her first hole.

"aahh! aah.." luz tightened her grip on their hands as she watched amity enter her, she can feel
herself getting stretched but it's not enough. she needs to be filled on the other and boscha gladly
takes up that spot.

as boscha pulled away, she pushed her whole rod inside making luz moan loudly and tremble at the
feeling of two cock inside her. she looked at the blight and havenstar, smirking at her as their eyes
are clouded with salacity.



"we'll go together at 3." amity said, boscha nodded as she eye fucks luz before the actual fucking
happens.

"1."

amity started her count, she looked down in side to see the viper's tail is wagging furiously making
her chuckle before returning her gaze at luz, seeing how red she became.

"2."

both humans pulled out half of their cocks to prepare, luz lets out a shaky exhale and gulped as
she's about to have a sex of her life.

"3."

amity and boscha slammed back in at the same time making luz scream in pleasure before starting
to give hard thrusts. both cocks ramming into her at the same time, hitting all of the right spots as
her insides clenched around them.

"aaahhh fuck!!" luz moaned, she completely turned weak from this.

both of them groaned at the sensation of the noceda's tight pussy, amity leaned down her side of
luz's tits to suckle on, muffling her low grunts and moans while staring up at luz. her lewd noises
filling the garage and it's a good thing they're in a desert.

boscha licked her lip, she drew closer to luz's ear to whisper "you feel pretty good. say, mind telling
us why you're here in the first place?" she licked her neck before biting down, planning to leave a
hickey but boscha must've forgotten that vipers has scales.

"i.. i- aaahh.. i'm a runaway.." luz replied, holding in her moans as she speaks.

amity pulled away, she gave the nipple one last lick "oh? who's after you?" she asked as her other
unoccupied hand held her thick hips, her fingers tracing her scales. she can feel the viper's tail
slowly wrapping around her leg along with boscha but it held no ill intent.

"m.. my squad. i left them and i didn't take it well.."

"ah, i see. well i don't care about the context behind it anyways." boscha held onto luz's hips as well
and picked up the pace making luz roll her head back with her mouth completely agape. her moans
being a muse in the humans' ears as it encouraged them to go harder.

"oh shit.. you feel amazing, luz." amity muttered, she nuzzled up to her neck as she tightened her
hold on her hand, feeling her claws against her. amity could see luz's tongue frequently sticking out
more than usual, sensing the libidinous atmosphere filling the air.

"aaahh.. i.. i don't think i got your names yet." luz said which completely slipped both of amity and
boscha's minds before they started fucking. "oh right, i'm amity blight." she simply introduced
herself but boscha on the other hand..

"boscha havenstar, the best marksman in the world. captain of my team, a ladies' champion and
overall the- ow what?" boscha abruptly stopped her bragging when amity elbowed her, she looked
to see the deadpan expression on the blight as this always happens when someone asks their name.



"shut up." boscha scoffed at that.

"you're just jealous that i'm better than you." boscha said, chuckling like a high bitch making amity
more annoyed. "what?"

"yeah, i am better than you because i can fuck her better!" boscha is now practically railing luz, her
body repeatedly slamming onto the garage door making it creak and clatter.

"isn't that right?" she cooed as she pecked luz's cheek.

"y- yes.." luz wasn't paying attention to what they were arguing about since after they said their
names, she completely just blacked out and got consumed by the pleasure. letting it cloud her mind
as her eyes rolled back before closing, giving her body to be used by amity and boscha.

amity clicked her tongue, she sped up her pace as well to match boscha but their synchronization
was lost and now they're going at their own pace. simultaneously hitting that one spot that's driving
luz towards the edge, a twisting feeling started accumulating in her gut as it grew bigger and bigger
till it's ready to burst.

"gh.. shit, i'm close.." boscha muttered, she looked down to see luz's quivering pussy lips as they
mercilessly thrust into her, not leaving her a room to breath as all three of them are getting closer to
pop.

"oh luz.. ahh.. aahh god yes!!" amity moaned loudly as she did a final deep thrust before coming
inside luz. boscha clenching her teeth tightly, she can't hold herself anymore and popped inside luz
as well, letting their moans echo through the enclosed walls.

luz shuddered when she came at the same time as them and at the feeling of hot strings of cum
filling her, mixing with her own cum before going limp on them.

amity held onto luz, boscha was the first to pull out. staring at the mix cums ooze out of her pussy
then amity slowly withdrew and embraced luz as she rubbed her back, helping her calm down after
her high.

"uh.. what are we gonna do with her now?"

-----

6 and a half weeks passed ever since amity and boscha encountered luz in the desert. they brought
her along to their headquarters as luz told them she wouldn't have a place to stay.

everyone was wary of luz since being a viper known to turn their backs on the ones they trust to
gain leverage is well known in their species but luz proved herself to be more than that stigma.

you could say luz is a danger noodle.

right now, amity and boscha just got back from a mission, tired and just wanna lay with their
venomous lover but they were suddenly tightly gripped by the ears making them snap awake.

"ow ow! jesus, what are you doing?!" boscha exclaimed, she tried to pull the hand off her ear and
realised it's willow holding them which makes it more worse.



"willow, i don't know what i did but i'm sorry!" amity begged for the young park to let go of her ear
while getting dragged down various hallways and getting many eyes laid on them. both curious to
know the context and just look away, not minding them.

"you sure know as hell what you two did! you don't know how many bites i got in there!" willow
finally lets go of the blight and havenstar's ears, stopping in front of a closed door.

amity hissed as she rubbed her ear, she looked at willow and saw her arms are covered with
bandages.

"what the hell wo- oh, what happened to you?" boscha rose a brow when she saw the state willow
is in. willow rolled her eyes, she crossed her arms and stared at the two.

"when did you meet luz?" she asked. amity and boscha glanced at each other in the corner of their
eyes before starting to think about, they never really get to check the time when they met and had a
threesome but they can guess.

"uh, thursday?" boscha attempted to answer but amity shook her head as she rubbed her chin,
putting alot of thought of what day it was.

"i think it was a sunday. the desert was extra unbearable during the day."

willow lets out a tired sigh as she pinched the bridge of her nose. she's dealing with two knobheads.

"wait a minute. why did you ask?" boscha is getting a little suspicious at the lack of hissing she's
hearing, the headquarters grew more louder and livelier after luz came here and it would be off that
neither of them heard a single hiss.

a frown formed in amity's face, "where's luz?" she asked, worry evident in her tone.

"good to know you care. just get in there and get gus out, i had to leave him after i heard you two
came back." willow replied, she opened the door for the two too peer inside before slowly going in.

willow closed the door when they're fully in. amity and boscha saw gus also covered in bandages,
he stood in front of a heating tank with a few eggs inside, warming them up. the young porter
noticed them and exhaled deeply "you take care of this. viper labor is the worse." gus said, taking
off his lab coat before walking out, leaving the couple alot.

their eyes shifts to luz who's on the bed, eating dead animals to satisfy her after labor needs along
with her breaking some limbs and flesh to offer it to the live hatchlings that slithered all over their
mother.

they're the ones who bit willow and gus, it's a good thing they don't have their venom developed
yet.

"oh my god." boscha muttered. she just remembered she or amity pulled out that night and now she
doesn't know how to feel about this. she's clearly not ready to be a parent so soon.

luz finally noticed her two lovers, she gave them a smile but a weary one and gave them a small
wave which the two reciprocated. amity was the one in awe, she knew she didn't pull out and never
planned to in the first place. now, she's gonna take care 1, 2, 3..

amity doesn't know how many eggs vipers hatch but she'll take care of them.



"did you name them already?" amity asked as she approached luz, standing on her bed side with her
offering her hand slowly to one of her hatchlings. she watched them sniff it, their small tongues
flicking it before pressing their noggin onto it making amity softly smile.

"no, not yet. i was waiting for you to come so we can think of their names while waiting for the
others." luz replied, looking over to the heating machine.

"just how many did you hatch?" boscha asked when she got beside of amity, looking down at one
who's rather spiky. she offered her hand to them whom didn't even bother to sniff it as they hissed
and quickly slithered back to luz, nestling in her neck.

"i actually don't know. i think willow and gus were keeping count till this little guy came out live."
luz explained and pointed at the one amity first introduced herself to that is now climbing her arm
and rested on her shoulder, letting out a happy hiss as their tail wagged.

amity felt like collapsing then and there from the complete utter cuteness, the fact she helped make
this precious ball of scales is surreal. but she held her composure and softly patted her child's head.
"hey precious."

"little one is the last to come out and gave me a hard time, didn't you? you little scamper." luz softly
lifted the spiky viper above her head whom stuck out their tongue at her. smiling warmly, luz kissed
her child's forehead earning a happy hiss before placing them back down.

luz never knew she'd have a motherly instinct and it warms both of amity and boscha's heart as they
watched the cute display.

"so, what should we name them?"



Like a Horny Mutt

Chapter Summary

failed sleeping potion

requested smut

in the bathroom, in the back of the school, in the woods, almost classroom and of course, in her
room.

those are the few named places luz jacked off while thinking of amity, ever since puberty really hits
her, she can't get amity blight off her head.

she'd get an instant hard on whenever amity would look at her in a certain way that obviously didn't
mean anything salacious but still.. amity's body has been developing as well for the past 5 years,
now being 19, luz can clearly see them.

luz would always end up looking down at her boobs which is front's main attraction. she guessed
that amity doesn't mind since they're both girls and willow would be caught staring as well.

boobs are hypnotising no doubt about that.

if luz is staring at amity's backdoor, her ass is evident through her tunic as it's fat as fuck. luz had to
hold her hand so many times before she ended up smack it and watching it jiggle, god fucking
damnit.

luz is tired.

she's tired of being on a standby just watching amity idle by whilst tempting her to just nrrghh!! luz
is filled of so much excitement, thrill, lust that it's overwhelming that she had to bite onto
something to calm down.

good thing that the noceda has a plan that she thought over for the past three days till the day of
execution came. she called amity, asking if she's okay on having a sleepover in the owl house and
without hesitation, amity accepted the invitation.

and she'll be here in a few hours, luz has to get ready especially the special piece that will
everything together.

"so, add the root of nótt then.. what is that?" luz leaned closer to the book that is using eda's
decapitated hand as a standee, king peered in and hummed as he read it as well to understand what
his roomie and best friend is doing.

"it's uh.. a juvenile knhoip now what the hell is that?" king withdrew back as he placed his tiny
hands on his hips, thinking like luz who doesn't have this 'knhoip' thing.



"it's basically a cousin of the fire newts but more lazier and dumb." eda explained, the two looked
at the owl lady who's opening some cabinets, muttering where she placed it before grabbing an
almost empty jar and walked over to the human to hand it to her.

"thanks eda!" luz quickly opened the jar, taking the nearby tweezers to pick out one of the dead
preserved knhiops and placed it in the small cauldron.

eda sniffs what her kid's cooking before recoiling "oh, that's a sleep potion. what are you gonna do
with this?" eda asked and luz pursed her lips, she grabbed the wooden spoon to start stiring the
concoction while thinking of an excuse.

but eda was quick to catch on.

"oh my kid's growing up fast that she's gonna drug the blight! i'm so proud." eda looped luz into a
headlock and started ruffling with her hair. "ay! i'm not drugging amity i'm just.. i'm just putting her
into deep sleep okay!" she tried to defend herself.

"that's the same thing."

luz groans, she pried herself out of eda's hold and shook her head in attempt to fix her already
messy hair. "she's not gonna know. so hush!" luz turned off the burner, grabbed tongs to grab her
only potion bottle and dipped it inside the cauldron to fill before it pulling out.

it has a beautiful periwinkle color. luz smiles to herself as she finally made a cohesive and probably
would work potion. she just to put her faith in this.

"welp, i have to get changed! don't touch or knock it over, i'm looking at you king!" luz said while
trotting out of the kitchen. "pah! i would never!" king said, taking fake offensive as he waved his
hand around before turning around.

"let's toss the whole cauldron at hooty!"

"did somebody say-"

"no get out!" king lets out a screech and started to attack hooty to leave him alone while eda is
looking at the potion and the recipe book back and forth till it came to her.

"oh well, good luck for you kid." eda shrugging as she's not about to get involved in teen angst.

-----

after luz slipped her potion in amity's food and drink for full effect. the moment they stepped in
luz's room that now has a perfect bed to fit her growing body, amity fell onto the mattress
completely out.

luz helped amity to get into the bed properly and sighed deeply as she got on top of amity, staring at
her sleeping face. she looks so peaceful.

she started to take off the blight's clothes, setting aside then moved to her undergarments before
letting out shaky sigh as she sees amity's tits that are just how she imagined it but better.

"damn.." luz licks her lips, she bent down and took of one of the nipples to suckle on while her
other hand slithering down to amity's snatch. spreading her legs apart to get in between as she



started slowly rubbing her clit.

"hn.." luz heard amity quietly moan in her sleep, she continued to suck on her tit while making her
wet so it'll be easier.

then, she slowly pushed her first finger inside with her moving to the next boob, giving it the same
treatment as she started fingering her.

"ah.. hmnh.." amity moved a little but luz kept her still, her hands unconsciously got onto luz's hair,
rubbing it lazily as she continues to let out faint moans.

pulling away with a pop, luz looked down as she feels amity getting pretty wet for her. she pulled
out and proceeded to take off her shorts, letting her cock stand out in the cold air as it twitches.

gulping, luz spreads amity's legs more to show her dripping pussy into the moonlight. do i really
want this? should i do this and risk amity hating for the rest of her life? luz asked herself as a bit of
her sanity came back to rethink this.

"i.. have to or else i'll regret not taking this chance." luz said to no one, she rubbed her cock a little
before aligning herself in amity's womanhood and started to slowly push inside.

"hmgh.. ah.." luz bit the insides of her mouth as she feels the witch's warm insides gradually take
her in. she gripped onto amity's legs firmly till her hot snatch finally engulfed her.

"oh god-"

suddenly, luz felt amity's hands on her hair tighten as she instinctively pulled on it and threatened to
rip it off her scalp. "ay mierda! i'm sorry, i'm sorry!" luz grabbed amity's wrist, trying to pull them
off and which awoken amity.

"luz? what are you.." amity lets go of luz's hair and stopped when she saw the position they're in
along with the feeling of being full. "are you.. inside?" she asked, her voice lowering.

luz looks away, she started to think where she went wrong with the potion as she knows she
thoroughly followed each step and added every ingredients. she cursed herself for fucking up.

"i'm sorry for violating you like this. i'll just- aah!"

"aahh.. no please, i want this." amity pulled onto luz's collar to make her push inside, she bites her
lip and shuddered at the feeling. "please.. i really wanna do this with you." amity said as she moved
her hand up to the human's cheeks to caress her.

luz was flabbergasted, she held onto amity's legs again and nodded as she leaned into her warmth.
"still, i should've just asked." luz said and started to slowly slide in and out of the blight, letting her
adjust.

"y- yeah but i like this.." amity replied, she gripped onto the bed sheets as she feels luz going into a
suitable speed when she got accustomed.

"aahh! aaahh shit.." amity moans. she looked up to see luz's red tinted face, her pupils dilated with
her mouth slightly agar as their hips hit one another and amity can feel her balls slamming too.



a bubbling feeling is swelling inside as she feels luz's pace picking up, the vibrations of pleasure
are pulsing throughout of her body and it makes her weak. "f- faster.." she mutter and luz didn't
need to be told twice as she hunched over.

"oh ames! you feel really good!" luz grunts as she slammed herself deep into amity, she gripped her
legs tightly, it making red holes for each finger but it's not hurting amity. she loves the sensation of
the blight's pussy wrapping around her and how wet she is.

this is what they both envisioned of happening and it is the better.

luz goes into third gear that is enough to make amity's body writhe and tremble under along with
the bed shaking. "oh dear titan luz! fuck yes!" amity moans out loud, she gripped onto luz's hair
again and pulled her into a rough kiss.

their kiss turned softer as luz tilts her head to deepen it with amity's hands loosening and held the
noceda's cheek. amity's tongue slipped inside, their wet muscles twisted around each other as their
moans revibrated before air became a problem.

as they pulled away, amity kissed luz's nose and held onto her tightly. "i love you so much!!" amity
said as she arched her back for the noceda, she listened to her growl like grunts and moans in her
ear making her more turned on.

"i love you too, amity- gahh fuck!!" luz nuzzled into amity's neck, sniffing her scent before licking
her smooth flesh to bite into, leaving a mark that tells the blight now officially belongs to luz and
she loves it.

amity lets out a whine as she feels luz starting to hit that one spot that drives her crazy to the edge,
she accidentally scratched luz's back making her hiss but kept going as she can feel herself getting
closer.

their bodily heats are getting overwhelming as sweat rolled down the sides along with their labored
breathes. the whole room is filled of the bed creaking excessively and moans that eda has to put up
a sound barricade unbeknownst to them to let the other inhabitants sleep peacefully while they get
into it.

"amity.. i need to pull out, i'm coming!" luz moaned, she prepared herself to pull out but amity
wrapped around her hips to keep her inside. "no! please, come inside me!" amity begged and luz's
eyes widens at that.

luz wants to pull out. she tried to pull out but the idea, the image of amity's small, lithe tummy
swelling with her child or children inside is just too much for her. she drove herself deeper than
before, hitting her womb as her load finally erupts in her best friend which triggered amity to come
next. both their cums mixed and is now fermenting amity.

it felt amazing.

amity smiles at the feel of her lover's hot sperm filling her till she emptied out though neither of
them are done at least not yet. luz slowly withdrew, watching their cums ooze out of the blight as
they heaved, trying to catch their breaths before luz leaned in for another kiss but it was quick.

"you wanna try other positions?" luz asked as she softly rubbed amity's smooth stomach, knowing
that it'll grow bigger soon. amity smiles, she kissed back and slowly lifts herself with luz's chin



resting on her boobs.

"i don't see why not. we have the entire weekend." amity replied, this made luz grin with her cock
springing back to life before closing their spaces for kiss.

they'll never get tired with each other's lips or each other.



"She is Nothing but a Slave."

Chapter Summary
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requested smut

"here you go, dear. your very own slave."

amity watched a human girl get pushed towards her, she's wearing a maid outfit but her chains are
still intact. the young blight looked at her parents who looks like is expecting her to be thrilled.

she never asked for a slave.

"um.. thank you mother, father for this present. may i leave now?" amity asked as she slowly
grabbed the girl's hand to leave quickly "yes, you may. have fun with your gift." alador said.

amity pulled onto girl for her to follow her out of the lobby, jogged up the upstairs and rushed
towards her room. making sure it's locked, amity lets out a sigh as she pinched the bridge of her
nose and muttered something under her breath.

"um.." amity looked back to the girl and remembered why she brought her here in the first place.
"oh right, um, mind sitting down? i'll take off your chains, you don't need them." she requested and
the girl nodded.

amity knelt down in front of the girl, made a small spell circle that ignited and started to melt off
the chain on her ankles first then in her wrists before tossing it to the side.

"okay, first what's your name and where did my parents bu- find you?" amity asked as she stared at
the human's hazel hues that is staring back at her golden ones.

"well, i'm luz noceda and they found me down in the night market." luz easily replied, her eyes kept
wandering around the room as something always catches her eyes like runes and sigils or just some
posters.

amity slowly nods, she doesn't see why her parents would buy her a slave all of the sudden. is this a
test? "do you have a family?" she asked and luz shook her head.

"i actually don't know my parents or any relatives. i just poof appeared in this weird but cool
place." luz made a small explosion effect as she said that.

amity slightly frowns, she got up and sat beside luz as she's hooked to know everything about luz.
she's fairly easy to talk to and for some reason, amity likes her voice.

it follows like honey.



"what do you mean? did you go through a portal? did someone abduct you? how are you still
alive?" amity bombarded luz with so much questions as she doesn't have a problem is answering
them.

"nope, well, at least i don't think so 'cause i don't remember and i was raised by eda. the lady who
auctioned me to your parents for uh..." luz started counting her fingers but amity could already
guess since money always comes out of a blight's ass.

"millions?"

luz nods "yeah pretty much."

-----

2 months has passed ever since luz was bought for amity to her slave but she doesn't feel like she is.
luz is like a roomie for amity as they talk about everything as if they've been friends for a long
time.

they share amity's bed which ended up of luz being spooned by the blight and there are times that
luz would wake up feeling something hard grinding against her, she checked if a bedmite is eating
her but no.

it's just amity dreaming and unconsciously grinding her package on luz's ass.

at first, luz was uncomfortable as neither of them made sexual advances before, she thought of
telling it to amity but she didn't as she doesn't wanna seem rude.

some days passed, luz is slowly growing to like it and sometimes she's push back, bringing her
pleasure. after that, luz is now used to it and lets it happen without being awaken anymore.

amity is slowly falling and falling for the human till she finally fell.

there's an appeal in luz. perhaps it's her innocence? her ability to shine under the sunlight? it's just-
amity can't take her eyes off the noceda and she doesn't wanna leave her room without luz.

or sleep without since she grew addicted to the warmth she gets. a warmth she didn't knew she
craved.

amity has another crave as well but she doesn't know if luz would be comfortable about it and she
surely doesn't wanna force her into doing it.

she's not confident is saying it outright and it seems that it'll take a while for her.

right now, they both sat in the bed with luz laying on amity's lap who's listening to her stories while
rubbing her head, feeling her silky curls. amity discarded the maid outfit for something more cozy
despite liking it.

"then, there was this giant green worm thing came out of the ground and started wreaking havoc!
everything was exploding like bang bang boom dead!!" amity stared at luz with an endearing gaze
as she listens to her story, barely.

her mood would always rise whenever she's with luz even in her rougher days, luz is always there
for when she literally had no one. maybe that's her power.



then, amity looked up that made her stop. she saw a pair of prying eyes peeping through the small
crack of her door. she knows it's them, she immediately averted her eyes and tried to continue
listening to luz but stopped rubbing her head.

amity has been careful. she doesn't want her parents to take luz away from her or do anything
horrid to the noceda just to teach her a lesson of what a slave truly is but her parents seems like
their attention is centered of them now.

"she is nothing but a slave, amity. you have to show that you are higher than that puny human or
else, we'll gladly set an example."

that's what alador said to amity one time before she went to bed. that deeply unsettled her and she
had to tightly hug luz as she doesn't want to sudden wake up with luz no longer beside her.

she barely slept some nights due to paranoia.

"um.." amity started this made luz stop talking for a moment and looked up. she started to think this
over but can't quite tell luz that her parents are literally watching them "i gotta take a piss." she said
instead.

luz immediately sat up for the blight to stand "oh yeah, i'll be here." she said as she leaned back to
the headboard. amity nodded and headed for the bathroom before standing in front of the mirror as
she stared at herself.

what am i gonna do? if i continued this, they'll take her away from me and i don't want that. amity
said in her head as she looked down in the sink, watching the slow dripping out of the faucet.

as amity ponders and contemplates, she came to a sudden conclusion that she doesn't really abide to
but if it's enough for her parents to stay away.

she'll do it.

-----

as the night came, amity snatched luz prepare for the bed but before she could get take off her
clothes to change into pajamas, she stopped her.

"uh.. i have something to tell you." amity approached luz and softly grabbed her hands, giving them
a firm squeeze. "okay, is there gonna be another blood moon festival?" she asked with her slightly
jumping in place.

amity softly chuckles but shakes her head "no um, you trust me right?" luz tilts her head at that
question "of course i do! why wouldn't i?" amity nods as it brings her a sort of relief.

"t- that's great to hear, let's not go to sleep yet. i gotta take you somewhere just.. do what i say,
okay?" amity's voice is clearly trembling as she's really nervous and hesitant.

luz is confused at that requested but she nodded and gave amity's hand a reaffirming squeeze back.
"okay." she reply with a smile, it held innocence and it makes amity wince is guilt.

"alright... let's go." amity lead them out of the room, she knows that her parents aren't in their
bedroom till wee hours so they trotted down the stairs and headed for the lobby.



the young blight can see the light of the open fireplace, hearing the burning woods crackle faintly
till they got to the lobby. they slowly stepped inside with amity's heart vigorously drumming
against her ears and chest as she sees her parents sitting in front of the fireplace.

"is there something you need, amity?" alador asked as he felt her daughter's presence. amity gulped,
she slowly lets go of luz's hands and curled it to a fist.

luz saw it, she doesn't know what kind of relationship amity has with her parents but she can only
guess not quite ideal due to amity's tempered rants about them.

"mother, father. you're right," amity said, this caught the lady and lord blight's attention enough to
make them look at their daughter with her slave. "about what, dear?" odalia asked, she can take a
guess.

"she's nothing more but a slave." suddenly, luz was caught off guard by amity's hand latching on
her cheeks, her grip isn't hard enoigh to make her wince.

then, amity threw luz to the nearest couch, hitting the armrest and before luz could turn and ask
what's happening but amity held her still by the hips "a filthy one." she said with a sneer despite
screaming internally for herself to stop.

"amity? w- what are you doing? please stop.." luz said as she's starting to get scared which hurts
amity. she looked at her parents in the corner of her eye to see them watching, she has to do it.

amity unzipped her pants as she burned luz's clothes off to reveal her beautiful body that glimmered
to the flame's blaze. she leaned down to luz's ear "please, just follow my lead." she whispers.

her hands started to praise the human's body with one hand resting on luz's stomach to subtly create
a protection spell for her before pulling away. right, she has to put a character.

"this is what you wanted, don't you? that's why you insisted of sleeping with me." amity said with
her tone condescending as she rubbing her cock on luz's pussy that isn't wet enough which makes
her worry.

amity licked her fingers "answer me!" then she pushed two fingers at the same time inside making
luz moan which turns the blight on more. she grabbed luz's hair to hold her still as she started
fingering her.

"aah.. y- yes.." luz replied, hissing as this is her first time. amity growled deeply, she can feel the
noceda's gradually getting wetter so she continued.

"address me as mistress, slut." she spat before planting luz's face into the couch and pulled her
fingers out to replace with her cock. "aaahhh! am- mistress! please, slowly!" luz yelled as she
gripped the couch tightly.

wincing as she feels her insides getting stretched for the first time, it hurts but it feels good at the
same time. "who gave you the right to talk to me like that, huh?" amity glared at luz and didn't give
her any time to adjust as she started thrusting.

"aaah! ah- i'm sorry mistress!" luz moans, her vision is starting to get blurry with tears welling up
in the corners. amity removed her hand off the noceda's hairs and bit her lip as she likes the feeling
of luz clenching around her.



she almost forgets why she's fucking luz in the first place.

almost.

amity looked at her parents again to see their gazes are telling her to do more than just verbal.
railing the human roughly isn't enough as well, she needs to do more to make it realistic.

"tell them." amity said as she lifts luz's head off the couch by cupping her chin, "w- what?" she
breathes only for the blight to slam hard into her, hitting that spit precisely making luz let out a
pitched moan and trembled.

"tell them who do you belong to. let the whole manor, the entire isles even to hear you say it!"
amity does actually want luz to say it as she can feel her possessive instincts kicking in.

"you mistress- ah! ow shit!" luz gritted her teeth tightly at the feeling of something sharp dragging
down on her back and a great sting erupted from it.

amity ran her clawed hand on luz's back, keeping her eyes on her as blood started to ooze out in the
corner of her eye. "did you already use up your voice? your moans are still loud, though." she said.

amity licked the blood off and hummed to herself at the sweet but coppery taste of the human's
blood. "i'll give you another chance, fail again and you'll be filled with bloodied marks." she
warned as she unsheathed her other claws on luz's cheeks.

luz doesn't know if amity is truly just acting malicious or being in her own accord but nonetheless
after she got used to the blight's girth, she's starting to like it and the power play amity established
makes luz want to fully submit.

though the clawing hurts, luz sucked up the stinging and turned it to pleasure.

"you, mistress! i belong to amity blight!!" luz screamed it at the top of her lungs to amity's
satisfaction, her thrusts turned vicious as she watched luz's small body jolt forward every slam and
listening to her moans is bringing her bliss.

then, amity tilts luz's head to expose her clean flesh and bent down to inhale her scent. luz shivered
when she heard the blight's growl next to her ear "good girl." she whispers before sinking her fangs
into luz's neck making her arch her back.

"oh god, mistress!"

amity smirked to herself as luz completely gave in. she slowly pulled away to see the mark she left
on the human, she licked it before withdrawing. "look at you, already screaming my name! you
liked being treated like this huh?!" she slapped luz's ass hard enough to instantly turn red.

"yes, mistress! aaahh.. i love it!" luz replied, drool is already rolling down the side of her mouth as
her eyes wants to roll back from the immense pleasure. she can feel amity abusing that one spot and
is speedily bringing closer to the edge.

amity checked to see her parents are still watching, they talked quietly at each other before
nodding. they bought it! now, for the final act.

amity lets out a roar like moan when she plunged her cock at the deepest point as she can reach and
finally came.



"mistress!!!" luz closed her eyes as she rolled head back with coming at the same time, letting their
cums mix with each other. she lets out a shaky sigh at the feeling of the blight's warm sperm
shooting inside, stuffing her good.

amity gulped, she pushed her hair back her ear and slowly pulled out as she looked down at luz's
sweaty, quivering body with their cums leaking out of her pussy and trail down to her thighs.

"well done, amity." she heard her mother say "and that is how you put a slave, human no less in her
place that is below us."

amity slowly nods, she fixed herself and gently carried luz off the couch in bridal style to head back
to her room. she flipped the lamp open as she slowly placed luz down to the bed.

amity's act broke and her attitude turned a full 180.

"luz i'm so sorry! i- i just had to do it because my parents are suspecting and i'm anxious that they'll
take you away from me!" amity quickly pulled luz into a hug whom snapped out of her blissed state
and slowly hugged back.

"it's okay, it hurts a little but i liked it." luz said as she patted her now lover's back. amity slowly
pulled away with a raised brow "you.. like what i did?" she's confused but luz nodded.

"yeah.." luz softly rubbed the bite mark and slightly touched her scratch lines. "i was kinda hoping
we'd do this more." she said, flashing a smile as she dropped her hand.

amity blinked with her cheeks slowly turning red, she lets out a giggle and leaned in to peck luz's
lips whom returned it before amity could pull away.

"i guess we should."



Bj Amara Beatrix

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'bj prince'

yoooo what's your @?

show me your tits again and i'll make you rich

you should def make another stream with prince

amity sat in front of her laptop and read through the messages she's constantly getting after being in
luz's stream and got fucked good.

she's been getting praises, requests to have another collab with luz or just a stream of herself. amity
has been thinking about it, considered it since the pay is fuckton higher since people love obscenity
and they pay big for more it.

"so, you're gonna do it?" luz's voice is heard on the other side as amity is on the line with her.
"yeah, i guess i am." amity replied, smiling to herself and she heard luz chuckle.

"well, you're rich enough to buy good equipments. when will you start?"

"next week in 10pm."

"are you trying to horde my viewers already?" luz asked making amity snickering and leaned back
to her chair.

she and luz has been quiet about the stream, not really talking about it with one another. the only
reason they're talking is that amity asked for help, tips about streaming so she wouldn't make a fool
of herself.

"alright fine, if it helps you to rack up numbers in the first day. i gotta get ready, good luck, ames.
bye." as the call ended, amity dropped her phone on her lap and stared at the screen once again to
see more message popping up.

amity has been replaying the scene in her head and the stream. she can't get over that she was
fucked by luz, well, bj prince and it was better than she dreamt of. imagined of. it felt like she went
to heaven that night.

amity stood up from the chair, she can feel her pussy already dripping just by remembering it then
closed her laptop as shr has some shopping to do.

the new week came, amity is prepared. she got her professional set up ready with the tools she'll
use for her very first stream.



she's tying her hair to a neat bun as she wore a rather seductive lingerie that isn't really covering
her. then, amity grabbed the mascara sitting on the bed, it has a simple black and white with
peacock feathers in the sides.

"alright, let's do this.." amity whispered to herself, she looked to the side when she heard her phone
go off and saw a single message from luz saying;

💋💋💋

amity doesn't know what luz meant by that but she can guess that it's a wish good luck for her. she
smiled at it, she walked over to her camera and just a click, the stream would start.

the blight took a deep breath in, shook her hands to get rid of the heebie geebies before clicking the
mouse to start. she cleared her throat and made a salacious grin.

"hey, lovelies."

-----

a few weeks passed after amity started streaming, she gardened up so many viewers and donation
that she upgraded her studio into a loft that just so happen to be next to luz's.

she definitely didn't plan this at all. haha.

amity got herself a new name and ditched the simple AB but kept the initials.

amara beatrix.

it has to be sexy, something new, something no one ever heard of. something that tells whoever
hears it say it belongs to someone who could top them without struggle and that she has the full
authority over them.

that's what amity is.

she'd do roleplay, foreplay. she was uncertain to show her parts in the camera but the people here
gave her so many praises and it built up her self esteem.

creating herself this suave, slutty persona that she actually liked and she now understands why luz
is on this.

after the first week, she must've gotten other broadcast jockies attention that they're asking for a
collab with her which she was hesitant at first but someone is already in her to do list.

bj prince and bj amara has been neck to neck in the charts of the most viewed bj. people thought
that they'd be at each other's throat but there's so much more behind the closed cameras.

and they're going to see it tonight.

EEEYYYY THE KING IS BACK!!!

WELCUM COME DADDY

did you hear about this new streamer??



luz hasn't been making her usual streams which made the people switch to amity's to occupy
themselves with their prince gone. in reality, exams was the bitch and luz needs to cool down.

"hah, missed me that much? you're such a bitch." luz sneered and she watched the chat blow up. the
times she's on stream stressed, she tends to be more aggressive.

"new streamer?" luz leaned back and started rubbing her chin to make it look like she's thinking
even though she already knows who they're referring to. "i think their name is amara? i don't know,
i haven't checked." she said, unbeknownst to her, the door she usually locks is slowly opening.

why is the door opening by itself?

prince turn around!!!

yoo their place is fucking haunted

luz rose a brow as she read the chat "the fuck are you saying? that door's lock, dumbasses." she
said, pointing at the door that has someone already inside and they slowly closed the door without
noise.

dude turn around! you're gonna fucking die!!!

turn around

quickly, whip out your dick and they'll be mesmerised!

luz chuckles at the last comment but she shook her head, still not believing what the chat is saying.
"you guys are fucking weird, you know that? my loft isn't haunted and if someone would've broke
in," luz said as she took off her bra, tossing it behind her with the stranger now standing behind her
chair.

"you would've fucked them?"

luz felt a pair of hands slither into her throat then moved down to her toned body. she smirked at it
but played as if none of that is happening "it depends." she replied.

BJ AMARA

THIS IS GONNA BE THE BEST STREAM

MAKE BABIES NOW

amity asked luz for another stream with her in it, now that she's a certified bj within a few weeks,
luz accepted and told her she can jump into whatever stream she's doing to spice things up and
catch the viewers off guard.

it worked pretty well.

"oh my, how could a newbie streamer raid into my studio?" luz asked, she felt amity's hands
continuing to rub her as she slowly walked around to get in front of her with smirks on their faces.

"you left your keys in the mail for me." amity said as she giggles and got onto luz's lap with her
turning the chair for the audience to see them clearly. their eyes seemed to be glowing as they



stared at each other deeply.

"so, my biggest fangirl became the most viewed bj next to me. you're making it big, baby." luz
started to slowly slide off of amity's fur coat while one the blight's hands moved down toward her
crotch and one to her neck, gripping it.

"what can i say, you were my biggest inspiration." as luz removed coat down completely to reveal
her perky nipples to her and everyone. amity tightened her grip on luz's neck, choking her as she
started to slowly grind on her crotch.

oh this is good

choke me instead mommy

yeah top prince!

"i think you're getting too comfortable here, baby" luz purred as she leaned closer to amity, her
smirk never faltered. amity chuckles "you shouldn't have let me stay then." then, their lips finally
met which exploded the chat.

their tongues clashed with each other as luz now held amity's waist, trying to get her off for another
position but amity pressed her body onto luz and made herself heavier.

as they pulled away, amity started place trials of kisses across the noceda's neck before slowly
moving down in between her bra-ed breasts, licking her abs till she got to her pants.

luz adjusted the camera for the audience to see what amity is about to do. she watched the blight
unzip her pants for her cock to spring out, she grasped it and started to stroke it while keeping an
eye contact.

"is it just me or are you getting bigger?" amity asked as she rolled her tongue around luz's girth.
humming, luz placed her elbow onto the armrest with her chin resting on her palm. "i did have a
growth spurt in 16." luz said, shrugging.

what does it taste like?

man i need a head too

i wanna blowjob prince 😩😩

then, amity took luz in one go but she's only able to take half of it making luz cackle. "aww, am i
too much? maybe you just need a little help." she grabbed a handful of amity's hair and pushed the
rest inside.

amity almost gagged but she held it in and started bobbing her head with her tongue swirling
around the noceda's bulk and toyed with her tip as she tastes her precum. "hm, are you a natural or
did you give the other bjs a blow in your streams?" she asked, getting more amused and aroused at
the sight of amity's red face.

luz licked her lips as she likes how sloppy amity is and it better be as that's the only lube they'll be
using. when luz had enough, she pulled amity off her cock and lead her back to her lap as she also
adjusted the camera.



"i think you're ready to take this dick again." luz said, amity smiles at that "i've been preparing for
it." she replied before swiftly taking out a leash and collar behind luz's chair that she taped before
this.

before luz could process what's happening, amity quickly clipped the collar on and rolled her fist
around the leash for her to pull on luz, burying her face onto her tits making her snickering.

HOLY FUCK

i believe in amara supremacy

this is so fucking kinky

"but you're not ready to take this pussy, darling."

luz slowly pulled her face out of amity's boobs and her eyes are telling amity to run but it only
turned her on more. then, luz briskly turned the tables with amity laying stomach flat onto the chair
and her raising her ass for luz to slam her cock in.

"aaahh!!" amity lets out a loud moan that bombed the chat and it seemed to have froze for a
moment as there's so many typing. she still held onto the leash and pulled on it for luz to start
thrusting.

YEAH FUCK HER GOOD

pleaseeee i wanna be railed like that

no one could top prince!

true but luz is a service top tonight.

"ah fuck! you're tighter than before!" luz grunts as she slams her hips into amity, watching her ass
cheeks bounce each thrust making her grin. then, she got pulled again for her hands to grip the
armrests instead as she's next to amity's ear.

"just for you. now shut up and fuck me harder!" amity looked at luz in the corner of her eye, seeing
her hazel eyes staring at her before closing it as she grabbed amity's neck in one hand.

luz lifted her off the chair and started ramming into the blight making her let out raspy moans and
screams of pleasure. "aaahh fuck prince! yes!" she gripped onto luz's wrist on her neck, she's not
hurting her but it's tight enough.

their stream exceeded past their usual one hour mark but it's okay, this is a special stream after all.
the entire chat is barking, moaning, screaming for them to be fucked like that and how hot bj prince
and bj amara are together.

they had to admit. they are the sexiest top bjs.

then, luz and amity started to feel their climaxes coming briskly as luz pounded amity, her cock
going deeper with her constantly hitting that spot in this position. amity's legs are trembling from
the intense pleasure coursing throughout her body.



"ha, look at you. getting weak on me, beatrix?" luz teased making amity mockingly laugh "in your
dreams." she replied then she lets out a long moan when she finally came, her cum coating luz's
cock and her legs betrayed her.

luz placed amity back to the chair and slowly pulled out, she placed her cock on top of amity's ass
just in time for her to come. her cum shooting across amity's back and some almost got to the
blight's hair.

luz hums in a low tone, she watched amity's legs quiver and slowly give out but she still held the
leash rather tightly. interesting. she slowly leaned down to her ear, licking it before whispering.

"you lied."



Empty

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'true horror'

"when the kid comes, i'll have them into my custody and you'll never see us! ever!" luz retorts as
she's in her room with amity. camila is out for work and it's the weekend, those are the times amity
would 'visit her girlfriend'.

amity lets out a cackle "do you really think the court would let a father have their child? no, i don't
think so. i doubt that would change with you." she said, she watched luz repeatedly pace in front of
her before standing up from the bed.

luz hasn't been doing well. she has so many things to worry ever since amity confirmed positive of
pregnancy. she had to put up a facade that she's her girlfriend which indeed surprise everyone but
nonetheless supported.

she tried to call for help. the police, her friends even her mother and other family members but
amity has her in her claws as she has many things to blackmail luz.

if luz told the police about her situation, amity could easily flip the story and blame her for
domestic abuse, raping her that's why she's pregnant and endangering the infant's life. that could
easily land her in jail for months or a year depending how extreme amity tells the excuse.

if luz speaks out about this to her family, amity would go out of her way to harm herself to make it
look like luz did many horrid things to her behind closed doors when she knows, they both know
who really does those to whom.

and it doesn't help that luz is the star player, if any putrid rumours are being spread about her being
abusive. she'd be kicked out of the team, give the team a horrible light and taint the noceda name.

it's not so easy to just leave either.

luz knows that amity can bite more than bark. if she leaves her to find another life in another state,
the blight wouldn't hesitate to take lives just to get her beloved back.

everything is depleting. it's not obvious but luz's sanity and mental health is diminishing due to this
torture she was forced to endure for god knows how long she'll live. she's calm and collective when
a bad situation found her but it's been a full month ever since night.

luz hasn't been able to think right anymore. she started drinking to make her find a way out of this
as she just wants out, she fucking wants to leave but can't!

it's sad that camila would come home to see her daughter blackout drunk in the kitchen island with
a big empty bottle gin or rum, just whatever camila buys for herself but ended up being drank by
luz.



luz always reassures her mother that she's alright and doesn't have a drinking probably. she always
has to hold her tongue and watch what she's saying since she always woke up hungover and she
doesn't wanna slip anything confidential.

luz doesn't want anything horrible to happen to her mother. just no.

"stay back! don't you fucking dare come close to me!" luz backed up from amity with her hand
extended for the space she needed but the blight continued to approach her "luz, just breath okay?
you're rambling again, come to bed with me please?" amity asked, trying to sound innocent but it
never sounded so fake in luz's ears.

"no.. don't touch me. i don't love you, i'll never love you so why do you have to do this to me huh?!
why does it have to be me.." luz muttered the last part out as she gripped both sides of her hair,
slowly losing her hold to reality as that's most asked question she had for amity but left unsolved.

amity stared at luz slowly breaking down with a blank expression, she rolled her eyes and grabbed
luz the arm making her yell out "fuck off!" she snatched her arm back and stumbled a little. "you're
overreacting." amity said but luz shook her head.

"i'll do anything, everything just to get myself and my kid away from you, you crazy bitch!" luz's
head was suddenly turned to the right and a burning sting occurred on her cheek as she realised she
was slapped.

"how dare you call your own girlfriend a bitch. didn't your mother teach you to be polite?" amity
sneered at the noceda whom narrowed her eyes at her. "she did and i'll make sure i'll win." luz
replied with her voice lowering like she's threatening.

amity could only mockingly laugh at luz. "again, you can't win. how many times do i have to tell
you huh?!" then, amity squared luz across the face making her slam into the wall and she kicked
her in the stomach, luz winced as she curled.

luz can't hit back. amity would use that as a weapon against her, she just had to put up with this..

"you're stupid to even declare you can get away with my child, our child luz! you grew up without
a father and you expect them to now grow up without a mother?! how inconsiderate of you!" amity
is fuming that her own lover would even consider of snatching their kid away right after they came
out of her womb.

amity did have both of her parents but never really acted like parental figures and she can tell luz
was only raised by camila. she wants their kid to grow up with a real, complete parents and she's
pissed that luz wouldn't even provide that.

amity grabbed the nearby chair, raised it over her head and luz looked up only for her eyes to grow
wide. "a- amity, no please wait!" she raised her hands for surrender but amity already made up her
mind.

"you will learn, luz. this is for your own good." then, amity brought the chair down in full speed
towards luz and it hits her in the head. it broke upon impact, making the legs and sticks fly across
the floor.

luz's vision suddenly became blurry with her ears violently ringing, she felt something warm trickle
down to side of her head before dropping to the floor, knocked out cold.



amity watched the blood roll down the side of luz's head. letting out a big sigh, she looked at the
mess luz made before returning her gaze to her "when will you learn."

-----

luz slowly fluttered her eyes open as she feels something cold dabbing on her face with some
slightly itchy on her forehead. she around to see that she's still in her bedroom and when she looked
to side

she saw amity.

luz lets out a distressed noise and moved away from amity whom looked hurt for some reason, she
recoiled her hand back that held the wet towel and placed it in the bucket. "are you okay? how are
you feeling?" amity asked as she stared at luz.

luz is confused as she sees worry, pain of her acting up and something else. she can't read nor
understand what amity is really thinking or feeling so she just slowly nodded.

"that's good. does your head hurt?" amity continued to ask, luz looked down for a moment as she
feels herself till she feels a reoccurring headache but it's not bad so luz nodded.

"can you speak? don't tell me you have a speech problem now." amity said as she softly giggles "n-
no." luz now finally opened her mouth, when she looked off the bed, she saw the sweeper and
dustpan that is filled of splinters before amity lightly held her chin to look at her.

"do you know why i did that to you, luz?" amity asked, her voice now returning back to it's dull
tone. luz shakes her head for the second time. "it's because your raised your voice at me, that's
considered as rude and you were never the type to do that." she can see luz's face droop making her
smirk internally.

"i want to see what you learned from it and you'll do better. can you do that for me?" amity asked,
she slowly climbed on top of luz and sat down in her lap as she cupped her cheeks.

"i'm the only one you'll ever need or want, luz. you're the one i need as well and it hurts when you
were shouting at me."

"i'm sorry.." luz muttered as she looked down in shame. amity is right that luz usually never shouts,
it's completely out of her character and she doesn't wanna upset amity anymore after seeing how
hurt she was.

"it's okay, love. what were you mad about anyways?" amity asked, she watched luz open her mouth
but no words came out but a small squeak before amity shuts it close. "i don't know.." luz replied,
frowning a little bit as she somehow forgot what she was mad for.

amity's smirk widens, she hugged luz with her face buried in her chest as she pats her head. "it's
okay, you don't need to worry. it's not important." she said, she feels luz's hands slowly wrap
around her waist to return the hug.

"okay.. love."

"good, now show me that you really love me, luz." amity said as she took off her shirt, revealing
her bra less breasts with her starting to grind against luz to make her hard. her eyes are dead center



of luz, watching her writhe under her as her gaze started to fill with lust and submission.

"okay..." luz slowly nodded as a reply, she looked down at amity's perky pink nipples and started
gently fondling it while looking up at amity to see her reactions before slowly taking one in her
mouth to suckle on earning a delighted gasp.

amity hummed, she stroked luz's head as she watches her suck like a toddler. "tell me you need me,
luz. because i do." she said, pulling luz up to bring her closer to her lips. feeling their hot breathes
against each other as amity is slowly leaning back for luz to top her.

"i.. i need you so much, amity.. it's agonising..." luz replied as if she's breathless. amity smiles
malevolently but luz couldn't see that anymore as she got pulled onto a kiss while she topped amity.

luz can feel amity's soft lips against her but it's odd that she doesn't feel anything. maybe she just
needs to kiss harder. luz deepened the kiss with her biting amity's lower lip making her groan and
immediately open her mouth to let her tongue inside, their wet muscles dancing with no rhythm as
the blight's hands tangled itself in her lover's hair while the noceda's hands got busy taking her
pants off.

slowly pulling away, there's a thin string of saliva that got instantly severed. amity cupped luz's face
to stare at her lustful expression which made her more turned on "you're so cute, you know that? if
you suddenly went unconscious, who would take care of you? your mom wouldn't be here to help,"
she said, creating a tactic that luz would fall into as she's in a state of vulnerability and confusion of
her previous actions.

luz slowly nodded "y- yeah.. she's always at work." she replied which amity hummed in
acknowledgement but she gave a reassuring kiss on the latina's nose and caressed her cheeks to
make her, hesitantly, lean into her touch as if she's touched starved.

"but i am. i'll always help you, luz. i'll always be by your side and never leave. ever." amity coaxed,
she slowly wrapped her legs around luz's hips to make her press her hardened crotch against hers.

"say you that you love me and keep going till we come, got it?" luz nodded once again at that
request, she watched amity swiftly yank her skirt off and spreads herself for luz as she waits for her
to get with it.

gulping, luz pulled her boxers down for her hard cock to spring out, she slightly stroked it before
aligning it on amity's wet slick making her shudder and moan lewdly when luz popped her tip in.
she started slow but amity doesn't want to take to slow, she grabbed luz by the collar to make her
push it all in.

"aaahh!" both moaned loudly, luz firmly gripped amity's thighs to spread them more for exposure.
her cheeks heated up madly when she saw amity's slutty face as she moves her hips for a little
pleasure before the real deal happens.

luz doesn't know what to do anymore. she doesn't know why she lashed out or why she threatened
to leave when the pleasure in between her legs and the love amity gives is something she's been
unknowingly craving. why would she take this opportunity away? a chance. only a madman would
do that.

luz is happy with amity. she knows that, amity knows it. everybody does, right? the three things she
hasn't given to the blight yet is available as she always wondered why she hasn't done it yet but



now, she's willing to say it without hesitation or falter.

"i love you."

-----

"this is weird.." willow mutters, she sat next to gus and boscha as they watched luz sat lonesome in
her tree but is talking to someone in the phone.

"how come two absolute strangers just click like that?" gus asked, he's confused as well. he was
shocked as well when the news of luz and amity together a few months go till amity stopped
attending school.

"they don't. they don't fit together and it's unsettling about how close amity is to luz and how much
she calls." boscha said as she sneered, she's worried about luz despite they're not really close
outside sport. she's still a player in her team and she cares.

"but.. luz does seem to love her so i guess it's fine?" gus doesn't know as he shrugged. neither
willow or boscha knows what the noceda and blight's relationship is but they don't have the right to
pry unless something happened.

they hope something happens as this feels wrong.

or maybe it's just them.

-----

after luz graduated highschool, she didn't get to go in the college in the one she hoped in going as
she has to take care of her child and amity who's now her wife.

thanks to amity's parents giving them money to buy a house to themselves that built far from the
urban parts of the isles so they can have silence and peace all to themselves.

amity didn't let luz have a job as she doesn't want her to leave the house at all and just stay with her
family. luz doesn't complain. instead, luz cooks for them as amity doesn't have much experience in
the kitchen while she tends to their daughter.

luz changed drastically within those years in isolation with only her family to accompany her. her
hair grew longer, her eyes doesn't have a flare or shine anymore and just looks empty.

right now, luz is in the kitchen preparing her family's dinner with her little girl, azura helped her in
washing the potatoes while she peels them. luz knows amity is watching them by the living room
like she always does.

"mama, are you happy?" luz stopped and looked at her daughter, she sees stars in azura's eyes that
she took after her mama but her facial structure and hair is from amity.

everyone knows.

luz smiles and nodded "yes honey. i'm very happy."



In A Mission

Chapter Summary

alien amity x human luz

requested smut

up in the clear, cloudless sky, there's a line of dispersing smoke that started in between the
stratosphere then continued towards the yellow fields that stretches farther than the naked eye could
see.

the sound of metal getting ripped apart is heard that is followed by something heavy dropping into
the ground as a croaking bellow emits from them.

they slowly rose from the ground, shaking their head to get rid of the dirt and other debris off
before looking back at the decimated ship with it's internals exposed, parts scattered across the
plains and the high grass burning.

huffing exasperatedly, they slowly walked through of the field but didn't go out in the open, empty
dirt road. it looked around it's surrounding to only see vegetation able to thrive in the hottest
temperatures.

this is nothing.

the smell of the atmosphere will take them awhile to get used to.

earth. amity is a pure blood of her species and only pure bloods are assigned to carry out this
mission.

their race entirely depends on the reproducing and repopulating this is their only lifeline, the
survival of their race is at stake after the last wave devastated their numbers.

it's crucial for them to find the most suitable species on each planet in every galaxy has. amity's kin
has to grow strong, preceding past them is better as that's what matters even if the offspring kills
them.

amity is not even their real name as this planet seems to have the most simplistic names for it's
natives. they just take the first thing they see and establish it as their name.

though, amity doesn't know what a 'human' looks like. blueprints of it's anatomy were presented but
it could alter.

amity's kind could take various forms. for example, amity is an agility type so their body could only
be described in human terms as tiger like but 10x bigger. they have two hidden arms that could only
be seen when amity stood on their hind legs.



their front legs or hands could shift to whatever suits them and be used in combat as well. their
back and underbelly has a protective plate that is stronger than any known elements so no mere
melee or bullets could pierce it.

their tail is about 20 inches long and 250 pounds as their full weigh is incomprehensible. it has
small fins for easier travel in the waters and their speed is as untraceable due to how fast and deep
amity could go.

their mouth is hidden but when revealed, it has many sharp teeth and tongue that is filled of poison
that is instant death to whoever comes into contact to it. on the bright side, amity could control the
excretion of her poison and transfer it to one of her tentacles instead.

there are multiple active tentacles are used as 'whiskers' and would pick up many scents in a 100
mile radius or more. each one has it's many purposes as well with the second pair of eyes amity has.

one is normal while second pair sees the many heat readings of everything that has a beating heart.

amity lets out a crackling bellow again, they were about to step into the road but they jumped back
when something- a big, yellow metal thing stopped just a few feet away amity whom sank into the
grass with their skin blending in.

they watched something get out of the metal box and they saw a human that is staring at it the
crashed ship. amity slowly shifts their body to copy the human while keeping their eyes on her.

luz was in a road trip, a small vacation out of the city as things has been hectic. she saw this line of
smoke in the sky at first, she thought it was just from a jet but no jet would do a nosedive so she
followed it till she ended up here.

luz started approach the strange object without knowing something is watching her intently. she
doesn't know if she should call the c.i.a or the guy in aliens from the history channel.

"wow.." luz mutters as she comes closer, she guessed that she couls take a peel inside before calling
officials as this is her first time seeing a u f fucking o.

but before she should peer her head inside, amity lets out a roar which made luz jump and looked
around only to be pushed to the ground with amity reveal her mouth as she growls at the human.

luz's eyes widens as amity's tentacles are hovering above her head and their mouth almost
resembling the mind flayer as their tongue slithered out that is coated in poison.

"wait wait! please, i have so much to live for! i haven't even started the final season of attack on
titan yet!!" luz begged as she raised her hands in surrender for this alien whom halted their tongue.
amity replayed what the human just said before closing their mouth.

"your body is enough to start my mission. you will bear my offsprings, human and feel thankful for
being chosen." amity said, easily mastering the human language which surprised luz and their
outlandish statement.

amity's body now resembles a human- well, humanoid like as their front hands are shaped as claw
like hooves and tentacles are still out.



"wha- you can speak english?" luz asked as she stared at the alien's four golden eyes that stared
blankly back "your way of speaking is particularly easy to learn. easier than kelperian." amity
replied, they closed their first pair of eyes while the second kept an eye at luz.

then, luz looked down to see a phallus pop into existence. it has a black to white gradient, barbs
surrounding the girth and length being in 12 inches. her eyes continues to widen, she's no where
ready to have sex though she did thought of it but not now.

"oh nope! uh, you can find other people, the nearest city is just a few miles off! i gotta go!" luz
slipped out of amity whom growled as luz tries to get away.

they swiftly caught her, grabbed her by the legs and pinned her onto the ground with her face flat.
luz froze when she felt amity bite onto her neck but their teeth isn't digging. yet.

"do not make me use force. i know you cannot handle a bite in this area based on your lithe frame.
this will end fairly quickly." amity said, they slowly lets go of luz's nape but they pinned her hands.

"please, go slow..." luz muttered as she slowly eases down under the alien that pleased them. "of
course." amity replied, they're considerate enough as breeding is a serious thing for them and they
are also looking for a possible mate.

amity looked down at luz's clothes, a little confused but they didn't hesitate in slicing all of it off for
them to see luz's body. so small compared to amity, it's amusing, they raised luz's ass and stared at
her dry pussy.

"i have to check if you are capable of carrying my children. is that alright?" amity asked, they
looked at luz, waiting for approval which is earned by a nod. one of amity's tentacles has a bulb, it
snaked up to luz's clit, grazing it making it shiver.

it searched for the hole for a moment before slipping inside. "aah.." luz was surprised that this was
the way to check that she'll be able to bear alien babies but then again, she doesn't know what she
was expecting.

one moment, luz was out in a field trip in the countryside and then the next thing she knows, she's
gonna have sex with an alien.

a relatively attractive one so to say.

amity ignored to luz's soft moans as the tentacle swam deeper till it finally found the womb,
checking the every single eggs and amity perked up went the tentacle shined soft blue light that can
be faintly seen in luz's stomach.

that never happens.

amity pulled the tentacle out and smiled "you're able to carry my children." they grasped their
phallus and aligned it to the human's hole before pushing the tip in first making luz moan and bite
her lip.

"oh god.." luz already feels full with the tip, she doubts that the alien could push all of it in. amity's
hidden arms held onto luz's hips while they used their front limbs to copy luz's human hands for
balance.



the size difference is colossal.

"aah.. it's too much.. shit.." luz gritted her teeth tightly with her fingers gripped onto the dirt, her
eyes are squeezed tightly. "it's alright, just be calm. i won't hurt you." amity reassured, they rubbed
their cheek on luz's head as a purr escaped their throat in attempt to ease her.

it seem to work as amity feels luz get loose slightly enough for the rest of their phallus go in.

"aahh! ha.. haahn." luz slowly opened her eyes as she realised that amity isn't moving and is letting
her adjust to this one hell of a bulk. she looked over her shoulder to see amity's eyes that is staring
at her.

"are you okay now?" amity asked, luz hummed in response and the alien is staring to pull in and
out of luz in a slow pace. they can hear luz's moans getting louder and louder the more she lets
accustomed to amity.

that's good.

then, amity started to go in her own pace and this made luz rolled her head back as her mouth is
widely agar. "aaah! aaahhh!! ah you're really big- shit!" she moans.

she felt amity lift her off the ground and wrapped her beefy arms, keeping her close as the alien
sees and feels the rising temperature of luz.

"ah.. i'm sorry, i never got your name.." amity said, nuzzling up to luz's neck as they moan quietly.
luz held onto amity's arms, in the corner of her eye, she can see their tail wildly swishing around,
hitting some debris and grass.

cute.

"l- luz.. do you have one too?" luz returned the "ahmohikqt but call me amity instead." amity
replied and the noceda lightly chuckles "yeah that's easier.."

luz closed her eyes again as she indulges the feeling of amity's thick, long cock penetrating her
deeper than her wildest dreams as she can already feel them hitting the spot. she felt one of their
hands move up to squeeze her boobs and a hum.

"i see they come in varying sizes as well." amity muttered to themselves. their pupils dilated as they
feel luz deliciously wrap her warm insides around their cock making them sigh in bliss.

despite breeding for some time, amity never really considered it as a pleasure based thing since
they were given direct orders to repopulate their kind via breeding many sorts of species that knows
them or not.

it's just a mission for amity.

but now, planning to breed luz feels new. it feels... surreal that amity almost forgets the real reason
why they're having sex with the human.

then, amity stands up without pulling and made luz grip onto the broken ship as their thrusts turned
feral making luz scream in euphoria.



"aaahhh! amity fuck yes!!" she tightly held the ship as she looked over her shoulder to see amity's
mouth opening again with her tongue, without poison, dripping of saliva.

luz can feel her climax coming quickly as amity constantly hits her g spot. "a- amity.. amity i'm
gonna- aaahhh!!!" luz's moan pitched as she jerked when she came hard on her first, her cum
coating the alien's phallus but amity isn't stopping.

not yet till she comes.

"you feel really good. better than the ones previous ones." amity complimented, they morphed their
mouth like luz but left the tentacles alone before leaning in for a kiss.

luz was surprised at the motion but she nonetheless kissed back and moaned when amity slipped
her poisonless tongue for their wet muscles to dance with no rhythm. they slowly pulled away with
a thin string of saliva connecting them before disappearing.

amity stared at a one particular spot in luz's neck but shook it off as they can feel their climax
coming now with luz going to come for the second time.

with a final deepest thrust, amity lets out a roar that echoed throughout the field of the nowhere,
middle of. luz's body almost fell if it wasn't for amity catching her as she feels them shoot their cum
into her womb, fermenting her when the barbs activated.

ensuring that the bearer would be really pregnant.

amity turned the hold into an embrace and slowly sat down for luz's legs to rest. they listened to the
human's erratic heartbeat that is beating so loudly before gradually coming down.

"h- how long till you pull out?" luz asked breathlessly, she looked down to amity's big ass arms that
could easily crush her. their claws are also out and for some reason, luz likes the difference she and
amity has.

especially the size difference. luz might've just unlocked a new kink.

"5 minutes." amity replied with the precise time, by then, they only buried themselves in luz's
warmth to wait their knot out.

after said minutes, amity slowly pulled out but still held onto luz not wanting to let her go for some
reason as their tentacles pecked luz's cheeks and neck making her giggle softly.

"after this.. you're gonna take over the world, huh?" luz tries to stand but remembered that amity is
still hugging her, she doesn't mind as she doubts she can still walk after that.

but amity shook her head "i was not given direct orders of it. if so, you would be dead before i
breed you." she explained which made perfect sense.

"fair point."

all of the sudden, they heard a "FREEZE!!!"

amity's eyes turned into jet black, they let out a loud roar before shifting back into their original
form and stood in front of luz to cover her.



they can see more metal boxes parking up the dirt road with humans holding their weapons, firing
at amity which was futile.

"wait wait! stop, they're-" amity's hidden arms lifted luz off the ground, keeping her close and
protected before starting to run away in high speeds with luz in tow.



Who is The Real Alpha?
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"get off!"

"ugh! just this once stop being difficult!" luz snarled at amity as she got kicked off her, she rushed
towards her once again and extended her hand out with her claws, tearing amity's shirt to expose
her bra.

"me?! you're more annoying when you're in rut, knothead!" amity spat at the alpha who's growling
at her, her shirt also in tatters and scratches from the other alpha.

luz just so happen to be near the blight estate and smelled amity alone in the manor. so, any logical
person would do is break through their window, wanting to knot her.

female alphas has a lower percentage of getting pregnant, it's highly unlikely but never zero.

the two alphas fought as it's not common got alphas to have sex and especially since they have a
high dominating and superior aura radiating them. neither will submit easily.

"why can't you just find an omega? oh right, you can't! 'cause you don't have one, pathetic!" amity
snarled and this angered the noceda alpha even more, her

"oh fuck off!" luz charged at amity once again, dodging the arms sprouting out of the ground and
sliced the last one in half. she's only a few inches away from her prize but she saw a smirk on
amity's face which always doesn't mean good.

it was too late as amity whipped something out from her back and it roped around luz's neck,
pulling her down to the ground. luz tugged on the thing only for her to realise it's a collar and leash.

amity cackles, she placed her foot above luz's head to shove it into the floor. "says the alpha who
doesn't have an omega as well." luz said, grinning cockily which irritated but she lets out a sigh.

"you wanna knot? fine but i'm not an omega, remember that." amity removed her foot off luz's head
and pulled the leash to make her look at her. "oh i know that fully, blight now get this stupid thing
off." luz said as she tugged on the collar again.

"no, you need it since you don't know what restraint means." amity knelt down and stared to take
off her destroyed clothes while still holding the leash. luz watched the blight strip before her, this
made her cock grow excited and started throbbing within her pants.



amity frowned that luz is still partially dressed "well? are you gonna fuck me or not?" luz snapped
out of her daze and reviewed what the hell amity just said before chuckling.

"eager are we?" luz easily tore off her clothes and got on top of amity with her going in between
her legs. amity trembled slightly but she kept her cool and stared at luz in the eyes.

"you scent is just obnoxious."

luz rolled her eyes "as if you haven't smelled yours." she aligned herself in amity's pussy before
fully pushing all of it in. "aaahh!!" amity moaned as she slightly rolled her head back.

"gh.. shit." luz closed one eye due to how tight amity is, her claws unsheathed once again and dug
through the floorboards. then, she felt amity tug on the leash till she was pulled down to a kiss.

luz didn't hesitate kissing back, amity slipped her tongue inside for their tongues to dance with each
other as the noceda started moving her hips, sliding in and out with amity lowly moaning in the
kiss.

pulling away, luz sped up her pace and looked down to see amity's lewd face with her tits bouncing
at her thrusts. "look at you. you like me fucking you, huh?" luz cooed as she flashed a boastful grin
which irritated the blight more.

then, amity roughly cupped luz's cheek "shut up you stupid human. i'm doing this for you to just
leave me alone, we shouldn't be doing this in the first place." she growled at luz whom stared at her
deadpan before biting on her hand making amity recoil.

the blight glared at her and resulted of luz getting clawed in her back. blood trickling down the side
and dripped to the ground.

luz slightly winced as she feels the sting but she sucked it up "nmh... fuck you." she turned her
thrusts into ramming, her pent up feelings for amity, mostly spite, is pouring out as she continues to
fuck amity.

"aah- fuck!" amity's occupied hand and the same one that clawed luz held onto her tense arm as her
body jolts everytime she slams. she made a spell circle, summoning an illusion behind luz.

luz felt another pair of hands grip her hips, she looked behind her to see an illusion amity with a big
strap on that is coated in lube. "what are you- aaaahhh!" luz suddenly fell limp when she felt the
illusion shove the dildo without regard.

amity grabbed a handful of luz's hair to make her look up for her to see her blissed face. "aw, admit
it! you're a slut for me!" this made luz come back to earth and growled at amity who's unfazed by
it.

"like i hell i am- aahh shit!" luz is tearing the floorboards as she felt the illusion started thrusting
into her. she recomposed herself and returned to her own speed fucking amity, hearing her moan
once more.

"oh dear titan, luz!" amity kept tugging on luz's hair making her think that she's gonna rip her scalp
off. luz bites her lip as she feels the illusion going at her relentlessly making her go at amity hard.



with the multiple pleasures coursing throughout her body, amity can feel that luz is giving in
through her hips don't lie. amity does like the feeling of the noceda railing her, her insides nicely
wrapped around her girth along with her tip hitting that spot.

it's great that the manor is empty since they're fucking in the middle of the lobby as this is where
luz broke in. shards are still scattered around with some of the furniture turned over or ruined.

then, the familiar twist started to get tighter and tighter in luz's stomach as the illusion seems to
copy her speed and strength of thrusts as it's hitting all of the deepest parts.

amity clenched her teeth tightly and (un)consciously clawed luz on her arm now as she can feel
herself getting closer. luz barely noticed the pain then-

"ah fuck!!!"

"luz!!!"

luz's body trembled violently as she came inside amity hard with her, the illusion slowly came to a
stop before pulling out and disappearing. the noceda can't even balance herself anymore ae she
fucked and got fucked front and back.

when pulled out, luz winced a little as she'll have a hard time sitting down. amity slowly sat up,
another smirk is seen in her face as she tugged onto luz to softly cup her cheeks.

"who's your alpha?" she asked, wanting a definite answer as it's so obvious despite not having a
phallus herself.

"my dick-"



Never in Wildest Dreams
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kind of rapey but consensual in the end

"I'LL WHAT?!?!"

eda clasped her hand onto luz's mouth to shut her up "tone down your voice kid or else you'll get us
killed." but luz swats it away as she gave her mentor a disbelief look.

"there's no way i'm doing that! i'm not that kind of person, eda!" luz protested as she doesn't like
this idea one bit. "she'll enjoy it! it's a possibility!" eda fired back but the noceda shakes her head.

"i am not gonna go in there and rape the princess, impregnate her becaus i am not a rapist, okay!
you know what, i'm going home." luz stomped off the bushes out of the castle in front of them.

she and eda came here, thinking that they's steal some valuables but instead, she was told to rape
the daughter of king alador and queen odalia of the isles.

princess amity blight.

"if you do this, i'll grant you in the sorcerer rank. just below me and you'll be getting alot of perks
and so many spells that no normal sorcerer wouldn't have." eda said making luz stop in her tracks
when she heard that.

right now, she's just a simple spellcaster with a few magic under her belt and if she excelled to a
sorcerer then mage then witch, she could level to eda who is the most powerful witch in the boiling
isles.

luz knows she can be a great sorcerer and even better witch so.. but the catch is her taking someone
without their consent and she doesn't like that.

does she really want to fulfil her dreams of being a witch whilst throwing away someone's first?

fuck it.

luz took a deep breath in and turned around with her fists clenched. "fine." she walked back to eda
whom pumped her fist in the air as a small celebration before clearing her throat "wise choice,
young apprentice. don't you worry bout a thing, that girl will like it." she said as a sort of
encouragement while patting luz's back.



"i doubt that." luz mutters then, eda made a spell to make the undergrowth help luz to hop over the
giant wall "have fun kid!" luz was about to scream when the plants just tossed her but she held it in
and quickly made an air spell to save herself.

as she landed, luz looked at the massive courtyard of the castle with a fountain in the middle. then,
she quickly ran to the side when she saw guards coming out, she rounded the corner and looked up
to see the rest of the windows are unlit except one.

luz had to guess that this is the princess' room as she doesn't want to go around checking windows
to find her.

she made the levitation spell but she messed up and the spell carried her by the ankles "oh sh-" luz
clasped her hands to her mouth and looked to the left to see that she's right in the window.

at least it worked, kind of.

luz's eyes widens as she realised that she caught the princess halfway taking off her dress from
bottom to top. she's untying her multiple threaded corset till finally taking it off to reveal her plump
tits.

luz gulped at the sight of it, she can feel her blood both rushing to her head and crotch as she
watches the princess switch to her nightly garment before extinguishing the fireplace with the
pitcher and got into bed.

the apprentice expected her to just sleep but no, she lights a candle for her to read.

luz fixed herself so she doesn't pass out, she made a big spell circle, aiming for the princess before
pushing it. it phased through the window and hits amity precisely, when she saw her body fell limp
with the book sliding to the side.

luz quickly turned off the levitation spell and grabbed onto the thin window frame, she melted the
window by a simple touch for her to drop inside the room.

standing up, she slowly walked over to the bed to see what the princess really look likes. with the
lit candle's help, luz was surprised to find out that this divine of a body is attached to a beautiful
face.

amity is so perfect and it almost makes luz's guilt disappear.

almost.

luz started to take off her layers of clothing, discarding them to the side, grabbed the candle to blow
out as she doesn't wanna cause a sudden fire while you know.

as she slowly got into the bed, luz gulped when she hovered above amity's sleeping face. luz softly
caressed her smooth cheek, her thumb traced her lip before moving down to her sleeping robe,
sluggishly unbuttoning them to reveal her rotund breasts once again for her.

"oh wow.. these are wonderful.." whispered by someone who is new to seeing boobs.

luz gently groped them, firming her grip on one before leaning down to suck on the nipple. her
tongue flicking on it while she subconsciously grinds on amity's leg like a heated mutt.



"mn.." luz heard amity lowly groan in her sleep but didn't stir much. she pulled away with a long
lick and her mouth started to move down towards amity's vagina. she lifted her legs up to luz's
shoulders as she stared at her relatively dry pussy.

she'll lubricate amity, of course. luz is not a monster.

"cute.." luz muttered as she inspects the pussy. it's shaved but there are visible small lines of hair
poking out, luz doesn't mind as she dragged her tongue on her clit and started to eat her out.

"ugh.. mhnm.." luz looked down at amity who's moving a little but still not awake, her arms slowly
raised up her head and her face burying on it. she continued her licks, not stopping till she tastes
amity's slick as she's both curious and careful.

luz rolled her tongue up to the bud and this made amity gasp with her slightly jerking. the noceda
smirked to herself, she closed her eyes as her muscle flicked the bud before sucking on her folds
and teasing to enter her hole.

luz already tasted amity's slick a few minutes ago but she kept going as she got hooked with it's
salty but sweet flavor till her dick can't take it anymore. she dropped amity's legs with her in
between.

with her wiping her mouth, luz slowly stroked her cock as she looked to see it secreting precum
then at amity's wet pussy. "dios perdóname por lo que estoy a punto de hacer." she muttered before
aligned herself.

slowly, luz pushed inside and she could only hope that her foreplay was enough for amity to be wet.
she caressed the blight's face again as she saw it contort into pain, "i'm sorry, i'm sorry. please, calm
down." luz whispered into amity's ear as she rubs her head.

luz placed soft kisses on amity's neck whilst giving her praises even though she's asleep. it does
seem to work as luz felt amity's vagina grow slightly loose and gave luz air to fully slide in but still
tight.

the apprentice hugged the princess as a sort of comfort for her, she didn't move to let amity adjust
and she listens to her ragged breathing mixed with soft moans.

when luz thinks that amity is okay now, she slowly brings her cock out then back in, going in that
pace for her to get accustomed before gradually picking up her speed.

"aahh shit.." luz sighs in delight as she feels amity's tight, warm insides amazingly wrapping
around her bulk. she slowly pulled away from the hug, amity is making some noises as well and it's
a relief that it's not painful screams.

luz gripped sheets and drives her cock deep into the princess, her need is growing stronger than her
rationality. amity's body is lightly bouncing along with the bed due from luz's hard thrusts.

"oh god, amity.. you feel really.. incredible.." luz bites her lip as a small smile came to her face, she
looked down to see amity's tits jiggling and she can feel her legs lightly hitting her sides.

"i wish.. i wish we knew each other, you seem- ngh, ah yes.. like a great person.. a really great
one!" luz didn't know why she placed emphasis on the last 'great' as she sped up her thrusts.



with the moonlight shining inside the bedroom of the princess room, the sound of bed creaking and
low moans paired with pants is heard. no one, not even the patrolling guards could hear what's
happening on the other side.

it's better this way.

"amity.. oh fuck, you're so beautiful but why do people think you're cruel?" luz asked knowing that
she wouldn't get a response from a sleeping person.

she hung her head low with some of her hair coming on her face as sweat rolled down her body and
muscles tensing.

"huh?"

luz snapped her head up to see amity's eyes are wide open, oh right, she didn't master levitating and
sleeping spell yet. shit.

she immediately covered amity's mouth and resumed her slams into her "i'm sorry.. i can't stop, you
just feel so good i'm so sorry.." luz grunts as she looks away with a red face

she shouldn't be doing this in the first place but it's too late to back out now.

amity stared at the stranger fucking her, she can see how red her face is from the moonlight along
with small tears glistening. why?

the princess finds this stranger rather handsome, she thinks she seen luz before but she can't quite
put her finger on it.

she doesn't feel pain if this is considered as rape. every thrust luz makes only brings her ripples of
pleasure throughout her body.

she doesn't know what luz did to her before entering or how she managed to turn her on in her sleep
but she's..

enjoying this.

"please.. you can behead me later, i'll remove my hand but don't scream okay?" luz begged as she
doesn't wanna die whilst fucking amity. there are tears starting to well up in her eyes, tears of guilt.

amity replied with a nod and luz slowly removed her hand then, the blight pulled the noceda into a
deep kiss which shocked her and she felt her tongue slip inside her mouth making luz melt into the
kiss.

their tongues swirled with each other as luz feels amity's moans vibrate in the kiss. her fingers
tangled itself on luz's curls and her legs wrapped around her waist to keep her there, not wanting
this to stop.

pulling away, luz stared deeply into amity's golden hues that glimmered under the moonlight. "why
aren't you slapping, kicking for me to get off?" she asked, purely confused as this isn't the reaction
she expected.

"i.. mngh!" amity rolled her head back and moaned "this feels really good.. and it doesn't hurt. what
did you do?" she asked, she cupped luz's cheeks to feel how soft it is.



"i, um, i turned you on while sleeping since i don't want to hurt you than i already did.." luz replied
this made amity frown, "you didn't hurt me. what's your name?"

"luz noceda, princess."

"please, just amity for you." luz felt her cheeks heat up, it's a privilege that a princess or any royalty
to allow you to call them by their names not by their titles. luz gave a soft smile before leaning
down for another which amity gladly returned.

the atmosphere between feels so lighter than the start and luz likes it.

"amity." luz muttered as they pulled away, she can feel her knot coming and she can't hold it. "y-
yes?"

"i'm sorry, i gotta impregnate you.." luz squeezed her eyes tightly as she was expecting for an
enrage or a punch in the face but amity's reply is; "go ahead." making luz snap her eyes open and
stare at amity, bewildered.

amity never had friends, neither does luz but the clear difference is that amity is never allowed to
have one in the first place and when she did have one, they'd just get for a boost as money is all
they care.

also, she doesn't mind getting pregnant by a cute girl.

when she opened her eyes the first thing she saw is luz's lewd face then the pleasure she's giving
her. she felt her heart bang into her chest when she realised she's being fucked by a pretty girl.

feels like heaven.

luz seems like an amazing person and it was odd that she had to apologise for busting her nut inside
when a normal person wouldn't even bother pulling out. this made amity more interested in her.

and consider this as a big fuck you to her parents.

luz clenched her teeth tightly as her climax is getting closer and unbearable till she lets out a
guttural moan as she plunged her cock deep into amity, coming hard for the first time.

luz didn't realise that her load was lot as it triggered amity to come as well, mixing their cums to
ferment her. she watched as the blight's stomach inflated slightly from her cum before she emptied
out.

feeling slightly lightheaded, luz slowly pulled out to watch their mixed cum ooze out of amity's
vagina. she scooped it out and tried to stuff it all back in.

amity panted heavily as she brought her arm over her eyes, shuddering at the feel of cum leaking
out. "wow, you clearly saved this for me huh?" she lets out a breathy giggle making luz look away.

"um.. i guess. i'm sorry again." she said, rubbing the back of her neck as she's still embarrassed but
amity shook her head. luz was pulled to fall onto amity whom embraced her, letting her head rest in
between her tits and listen to her heart.

"it's okay, you seemed like a considerate and kind person who wouldn't normally do this. did
someone bribe you?" amity said as she lazily twirled luz's hair. she's only resting while preparing



for another run.

she's nowhere done.

luz pursed her lips about that question, she can't just outright that her mentor, a witch, told her to
fuck amity and she'll become a sorcerer as a reward "i.. i'll explain later but do you wanna run with
me?"

amity grins, she pushed luz off her and got on top of her as she started stroking luz's cock to get
hard again.

"of course."

-----

sun is rising in the east now, welcoming a new day for the boiling isles. breakfast is served in the
long dining and the twins already eating with their parents.

a maid is ordered to wake up amitu for breakfast, they headed for the princess' bedroom, knocking
first before opening the door. but before they could say 'breakfast is ready, princess' their eyes
widened as they saw the bed in shambles and amity gone.

as well with her clothing, for some reason, only the tunic ones are gone and didn't even bother to
bring the poofy, lavishing dresses.

"THE PRINCESS IS MISSING!!!"



Countdown

Chapter Summary

the kids found an ancient artifact that tells when they're gonna lose their virginity

requested smut

luz, willow, gus and amity suddenly got a spark of adventure, a tendency to find the unknown and
they travelled on foot with some help with the runners till they found their first cave.

willow made a plant ladder for them to descend and just hold onto it while willow commands it to
go up if they're running away an undisturbed cave deity or monster.

luz peppered the ceiling with many light spells for them not to lose their way, they walked along
this long tunnel till they finally got into this... opening.

"oh my titan." amity was baffled as she and the others looked at the designs this cave has. it's filled
of stone carved phallic, vulvas and statues that is barely refined but they get what it interprets.

now, they're not 14-12 anymore. they're in legal ages now but still, luz and gus can't hold their
snickers while willow and amity is mildly uncomfortable as this isn't a fever dream.

it feels like one.

"somebody had fun here." luz chuckles, she was the first to walk ahead with the others following
suit slowly. luz tossed the light orb in her hand up into the air for it to grow big enough to light up
the entire area.

"i have a feeling that boscha and her gang made this." willow said, grimacing. they followed luz up
to a small stage in the middle that has a single, carved rectangle table with something onto top of it.

gus bent down for a moment to pick up a stray pebble, he hums as he inspects it "nope. this has
been here since the wild times before belos' reign! fascinating." he reported with confidence.

amity rose a brow about that "how would you know?" she asked. gus turns his head with a smile on
his face, happy to explain his conclusion and methods.

"i've been studying rocks for a while and i can determine how long they've been here. i checked the
dust accumulated on them, their roughness," gus said as he rubbed the pebble before tossing in the
air for him to catch.

"and taste!" gus opened his mouth and was about to drop the pebble in but amity stopped him "let's
not." she shook the boy's hand for him to drop as neither of them knows where that pebble has gone
in.



as they got to the top, luz perked when she saw hidden cookies "oh hey look cookies." willow
quickly grabbed her best friend and shook her head as she can see that cookies are past their due
date and it's odd that no goblins stole it.

luz turned her attention to another treasure, seeing a simple jewelry box that you'd find in your
grandma's heirlooms. she slowly appraoched it, checking if there's a mechanism or trap attached
but so far, none.

"what now jones?" amity asked making luz giggle and look over her shoulder to give the blight a
knowing look that instead made her cheeks turn rosy. "i guess it's safe. i guess the early witches
forgot to place traps." luz withdrew and unlocked it.

she was about to open it but willow stopped her "wait, what if there is? wild witches before are
cunning and pretty capable by setting up traps." willow explained making luz rethink her decisions
but she does really wanna see what's inside even if she opens pandora's box and realised impending
doom for everyone.

"i guess we just have to get ready." luz said as she shrugging, she placed her hands onto the box and
took a deep breath in before opening it.

nothing happened.

luz lets out the air she's been holding in and peered inside to see it "empty." luz dropped her hands
back as she turned around, rather disappointed. "that was anticlimactic." amity groaned as she
sighed.

"well at least we have these cool tattoos." gus said as he looked down at his wrist. the three girls
frowned, willow pulled her sleeve up to see a ticking countdown that says;

'1 year, 2 months, 45 minutes and 50 seconds.'

"what is this?" she asked, confused but none of them knows what this really is. gus has a timer
going in;

'2 years, 5 months, 34 minutes and 2 seconds'

while luz and amity has 30 minutes. they're the only ones having the same number of time. "are we
gonna die?!" amity was the first to jump into conclusions.

"that doesn't add up since we're all here when luz opened the box- why is it closed?" when willow
looked at the box again, it's lid is already shut and luz didn't do it.

"what does these countdowns mean?" luz asked as she watches the timer go down and it's worrying
to say the least "ugh whatever, let's just get out of here." amity stormed off, not wanting do this
anymore.

luz, willow and gus looked at each other before following the blight.

-----

after they got out of the obscene cave, willow and gus separated from luz and amity as
bonesborough is near enough for them to walk home while the other two literally has their houses
in the woods.



they tried to guess what and why their countdowns are the same but nothing really makes sense so
they're left to just wait for the timer to finish and see what it really meant.

5

"hey, ames. just in case we explode into bits, i just wanna say that you made my stay in the boiling
isles better." luz confessed as she smiled at the blight who was shocked and her cheeks turning
more red.

4

"'stay' you mean you're stuck." amity corrected which made luz softly giggle "okay yeah, you're
right."

"thanks and.. i could say the say the same to you. you made school and my life better than before, i
thought you were just gonna be a pain in the ass," luz snickers at that but she lets amity continue.

3

"but turns out i was wrong and you were the best thing the boiling isles ever had. you're special luz,
you really are." amity said as she flashes back a smile that tugged luz's heart from some reason and
it made her feel warm.

2

"your smile's really pretty."

1

"that's because it only exists when i'm with you." amity replied and this made both of them stop
walking. amity retraced what the hell she just said before looking at luz who's face is as red as hers.

"uh.. i didn't-"

suddenly, luz grabbed amity's shirt and slammed her to the nearest tree before amity could ask
what's happening, luz pulled her into a rough kiss.

amity was taken aback but she kissed back as her arms wrapping around luz's neck with her getting
lifted up by the thighs. as they pulled away, they stared at each other's hues deeply before luz lets
out a giggle.

"i'm glad." luz mutters as she smiles, amity can see her eyes shine ever so brightly along with her
smile and it's hard for the witch to contain her own smile. "are we.. girlfriends?" she asked, wanting
to confirm it.

luz kisses amity softer this time and her cheek as well. "does that answer it?"

amity vigorously nodded her head making luz chuckle before leaning into her neck, placing soft
kisses on her flesh while she tangles her fingers in her hair. "your hair's really soft.." amity said.

"your skin too." luz slowly slipped her one hand inside amity's shirt, feeling her bra that she lifted.
amity stared at luz as she feels the human's hand groping her boob and thumb rubbing the nipple.



"h- hold on." amity suddenly came to a realisation making luz stop and look at her with worry "are
you okay? do you want me to stop?" she asked but amity shook her head and looked at her arm
where the counter was.

"then timer is gone. what if it was a countdown when we have sex?" amity said which made perfect
sense. luz nodded as she gets it. "yeah.. that makes sense considering it came from a.. sex cave? i
don't know what to call it." she said making amity shake her head as she just realised this now.

"anyways, where were we?" amity purrs as she nipped luz's ear. "a human is gonna fuck you?"

"sounds like a dream."

luz grins, she placed amity down for a second to swiftly take off her jacket for amity to see her bra
which amity lifted. "you're so perfect." she whispers before taking off her own shirt and took one of
her nipples to suckle on.

luz lowly moans, she looks down to see amity's hand rubbing her crotch with an evident bulge. "i
always liked you, luz. it's a miracle you still noticed me." amity said as she pulled away, making luz
feel guilty for taking too long.

she kissed her to make up for those lost times "i'm sorry i took so long. will you forgive me?" luz
begged as she pouts making amity roll her eyes playfully "if you fuck me good, stud." she replied
which was earned by a grin.

"my pleasure."

luz watched amity unbuckle her pants along with her undoing the witch too. as all of their clothing
is off and on the ground, luz lifted amity again to press her against the tree.

amity likes this, being easily carried by luz who had weak nerd arms now has beefy ones.

amity looked down to see luz's cock grazing her drenched pussy before slowly pushing in, "aahh oh
my.." amity bites her lips as she feels herself getting stretched the more slides in till the rest just
'popped' inside making amity gasp and shudder under luz.

"ah amity.." luz lowly moans at the feeling of the blight's pussy clenching around her. "wow.. you're
really big.." amity muttered as she rested her forehead onto her lover's chest, listening to her rapid
heartbeats.

"damn.. tight.." luz started to thrust making amity moan and tighten her grip on her shoulders, she
can feel the cock hit all of the right spots and it makes it feel weak under luz. amity looked up, their
eyes meeting again and it's not glittered with lust.

"aaah! oh luz!"

luz gripped onto amity's silky thighs as she slams her hips hard with her balls hitting her ass hole.
"aahh fuck! amity, you feel amazing!" luz moans and she watched amity roll her head back in
ecstasy.

as amity's head returns to it's original, she pulled luz into another deep kiss and their tongues finally
met that swirled around with each other. tasting what they had before they went out in this
adventure.



they both indulged themselves in this, being one and finally able to see one another eye to eye.
amity has been badly dreaming, praying for this day to happen and she thanked the titan that it did.

when air became a problem, they pulled away as they panted heavily. luz stared deeply into amity's
golden shimmering eyes.

she wants to hold amity longer than this, past than this.

she wants to ravish her as much as she can,

she wants to be with her forever and amity is more than willing to accept that.

"i love you." luz and amity said at the same time which surprised. they softly laughed to themselves
which transitioned into moans as amity can feel herself getting closer.

"luz, luz i'm coming!" amity lets out a euphoric scream when luz drove her cock deep into her with
her claws unintentionally clawing her back making luz hisses but didn't complain.

luz swiftly pulled out and gently placed amity down as she rapidly stroked herself to bring herself
to the edge before letting out a guttural moan "god, amity!" amity watched the hot strings of her
lover's cum fly into her stomach and slowly drip down.

amity wiped some off to taste it, she hummed as it has a hint of saltiness but it's sweet. it makes
sense that it would come from luz. she's an eye candy.

then, she saw luz touch her back and looked down at her hand to see crimson "i'm sorry!" amity
tried to turn luz around but she kept her ground.

"hey, don't be, i'll keep it. a little trophy so to say." luz said. amity looked at her with a raised brow
before letting out a scoff "you see a scar as a trophy?" she asked which luz nods.

"yeah, it holds many stories and that was our first. i'll treasure it." amity felt her cheeks heat up
once again before averting her gaze. "you're odd human." she mutter.

"your odd human." luz corrected as she started to place kisses that tickled amity making her giggle.
"i love you, dork."

"love you too, mittens."

"are ya winning, kid?" suddenly, eda appeared overhead with a bag in hand and king popping out of
her mane of her hair. both looking down at the nude couple.

luz withdrew and looked up "eda?! i- i- we're in a..." she kept stuttering as there's no absolute way
to make up an excuse to cover what really happened. she and amity looked at each other before
shrugging.

"yes?"

"good to know. oh, when you come home, you'll be the one washing hooty." eda said rather
nonchalantly as she doesn't mind or care who her kid fucks then she flew off with king yelling them
to do it in a room instead.



"oh man.." luz mutters as she really does everything to avoid that task. amity looked up to the sky
to see colors of purple and dark color overwhelming the oranges. night's coming.

"wanna go to the manor with me?" amity offered but luz politely shook her head "no, i can't dodge
the chore this time. i'll see you tomorrow instead, okay?" luz said as she grabbed their clothes off
the ground and kissed her lover's forehead.

amity smiles, she pecked luz's lips and nodded "alright. call me when you get home."

"deal."

-----

"oh welcome back, luz! how did your adventure go? why are your clothes a mess?" hooty asked as
he perked up at the familiar presence in the woods and luz stepped into the light with her clothes
hastily placed on.

"says the demon who's covered of mud and poop." luz said when she got in front of hooty, a big
puddle of mud is seen between them that hooty made himself.

"yeah, i also found this little thing in poop too!" hooty hacked out something that made a metal
clanking sound which made luz raise a brow, she grabbed the nearest stick and turned it over but it's
not enough for her to identify it.

"ew.. what is it?"

but hooty just shrugged "i don't know! but i can't eat it, hey, did you know i also eat-" luz stops him
before he could start rambling about random shit "you eat everything, hooty. this looks.." she
looked down at the object again, she has to clean it before even attempting to pick it up.

"interesting."



Go Back In Time

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'countdown'

(i merged and connected two requests because they were kind of similar. i hope you don't
mind and if you don't like it, i'll change it.)

"amity holy fuck!"

amity jumped when she heard luz yell somewhere, she turned around to see her dropping into her
room by the window and quickly got up to rush towards her.

"luz, no need to shout. what if someone sees you?" amity said as she stood up from her chair and
walked over to her lover. "oh don't worry about that. look what i got!" luz opened her bag to take
out an old watch that you can flip open.

"an antique watch?"

but luz shook her head, she opened, pushed a button in it's side and dropped it for to activate. "step
back a little." luz gently pushed amity back as she did as well. they both watched the watch rattle,
it's arms wildly spinning with sparks starting to appear.

then, something appeared above it. a small hologram like orb, luz knelt down along with amity
who's confused and curious. "what is it?" she asked, looking at luz who slowly grabbed the orb and
started playing or twisting it like a rubix cube.

"i tested it out a few days ago when hooty spat it out and it turns out, it's a time machine!" luz said
with a big grin on her face "reverse time; november 26 2010." she said into the orb which made the
watch starting to rattle again and luz held amity's hand as their surroundings started to morph.

after a few seconds, amity noticed her room reverted to her 5 year old design. it was all pink with
some darker colors. "this.." amity was in a state of bewilderment, she looked at luz again who was
grinning ear to ear. "how? who made this?" she asked.

"return to present." luz told into the orb again which returned them to the present day before the
watch's cover closed itself and the orb disappearing.

"i don't know! hooty said that he just found this under the owl house and i've been thinking we
should go back to the wild times! go and see who made the sex cave." luz declared rather excitedly
as it was the first thing she thought of doing when this was revealed it's a time machine.

amity felt a little uncertain though "that sounds great but the wild era of the boiling isles was.. well,
wild and you'll be dead before you could take your first step." she said, she does wants to see the
earlier witches but based on what they've learned.



it wouldn't be the best idea.

"that's okay. i want you come with me then we'll experience everything before we get strike by
lightning!" luz said, discarding the warning as she really wanna see the first witches and boiling
isles.

amity sighed and shook her head as she knows that luz is stubborn as she is and nothing much
could be done to make luz rethink her decisions. "yeah okay, don't blame me that you got burned on
the spot." she said making luz giggle.

"if i died, you can kill me." luz opened the watch again for the orb to appear in her hands again.
"when did it start again?" she asked, she swore that she listened to her history lessons as it was
more interesting than the human ones.

'cause magic.

"there was no precise time when the earlier witch were in reign before belos. so i guess.. a thousand
centuries ago?" amity could only guess as she shrugged, a time is enough for luz.

before she could state the year, they both froze when they heard amity's parents asking down the
hallway about someone yelling her name.

"oh no.. you gotta leave quickly!" amity sprung up from the floor, she pulled luz up and started to
push her towards the open window. "wait wait, you're not coming?" luz asked as she hopped onto
the window frame.

"i can't. i'm sorry, you have to go alone." amity gave her girlfriend a long but still quick kiss before
pulling away "go!" luz nodded and dropped a plant glyph to help her go down just in time for
alador and odalia to burst into the room

luz yelped, she hopped off the window and slides down the rising vines till she got to the ground. "i
love you, mittens! bye!" luz waved goodbye to the blight, giving her flying kisses making amity's
heart jump before jumping over the fences to go into the woods.

"reverse time; start of the boiling isles." luz said into the orb and the watch's hands started to spin
madly, muttering it to go faster as she can hear alador chasing after her. shouting her profanities.

then, luz noticed the leaves of the trees are starting to fall and combust into flames with the sky
turning dark greenish black. alador's voice faded out and is replaced by screams, illegible chanting
along something or someone briskly passing her.

luz slowly stopped running and watched the things run on their four limbs though they would stand
on their legs but only for a moment.

luz perked up when she heard something revving up or crackling of a fire, she looked to the side
and her eyes widens when she sees a witch made a fire spell aiming at luz.

"oh shit!" luz pulled out an ice glyph, threw it up in front of her to made a thick wall for defence
when the witch fired. the ice emitted steam along with the line where the fireball went into.

luz started to run, she closed the watch and stuffed it in her pocket. she's going in a random
direction, she knows the woods but in this kind of century, she's not so sure.



everything is more chaotic than the present boiling isles and it's crazy.

as luz slipped into a cave, she panted heavily and sighed deeply. she made a ball of light to lit up
the cave but she froze when she saw another early witch inside who's staring at her, not doing
anything.

yet.

"uhm.. is this your cave? i'm sorry, i'll just leave." luz said, she doesn't know what she was
expecting but the witch replied with a snort and started to slowly approach her in all fours. "okay..
seems like you guys are just like cavemen but can do magic." she muttered as she watched the
witch get closer.

when the witch is close enough but there's still space between them. luz narrowed her eyes at the
witch, noting that the only thing is covered is her privates, she have long, crazed auburn hair and
golden hues that immediately struck luz.

"you look just like amity." luz said, softly chuckling to herself as she just found the blights ancestor.
suddenly, she saw the witch curl her lips into a snarl with her pupils thinning which made luz back
up and that was a mistake as she pounced on her.

luz grunts as she fell to the floor with the witch on top of her, "please let off. i swear i wasn't gonna
hurt you." luz said, she tried to push the witch off but she only growled and started sniffing her
from the neck first then down.

luz can hear the witch let out quiet snorting noises like otters do but it's not a form of a warning or
it is and luz just didn't pay attention and the witch is gonna eat her.

luz saw her pointed ears twitch which was cute that witches do that then she panicked when she
saw her move down towards her crotch "okay, that's enough getting to know each other." she once
again to push the witch off but they bit the human's hand making her recoil.

"ay! seriously, i need to go back to my own time before i caused a space time paradox!" luz said but
the witch looked up at her and started to make weird, animal noises like croaking or growling.

"uh yeah? i guess." luz doesn't speak french.

then, the witch resuming their sniffing but it's on luz's crotch specifically. "h- hey!" luz tried to get
away but the witch held onto her legs to keep her still and rubbed her cheek onto it, purring on it.

the witch lets out a 'mrrph' noise and that got luz thinking that witches are just cats on disguise.
then, it hit her. "you.. do you wanna.. you know." luz asked, she can guess that the witch
understands her as her eyes dilated.

luz gulped, "o.. okay." she started to unbuckle her pants, pulling her boxers down for her semi hard
phallus to plop out. the witch tilts her head at the sight of it before rubbing the side of her face on it
again, purring and slowly got on top of luz.

luz stared up at the witch, she makes noise that she doesn't understand and groaned when she felt
her pussy rub against her cock.



"uh.. g- go down like this.." the human grasped her cock to stand straight and slowly held the
witch's waist whom growled at it but calmed as she sees that luz isn't gonna do anything bad.

luz searched for the witch's womanhood with her dick for a moment before slowly pushing her
down. when the tip is inside, the witch lets out a whine and placed her hands around luz's stomach.

"ah.. please, don't claw me." luz said when she saw the witch's claws sheathed out and is tearing her
shirt. as the whole phallus is inside, the witch's tongue stuck out as she lightly pants at the feeling
of the human inside her.

after a few seconds of silence, the witch started bouncing on luz making her moan and her hand fell
off her waist as the witch seemed to have more control than her. "aah.. aahh wait wait... oh god.."
luz clawed the cave floor with her mouth slightly agar as moans escaped.

she noticed that the witch is staring at her with her golden eyes glowing as hairs are getting on her
face. "aahh shit, i- i guess you have a name but can't say it huh?" luz asked as she wanna know this
witch's name that could possibly be amity's ancestor.

the witch lets out a gurgling growl and a whimper as she buried luz's dick deeper into herself
"aaahh! ha.. ha- aahh.." luz bites her lip as she started to move her hips to match the witch's pace
making her let out a pitched moan and luz winced when her claws are grazing her flesh now but she
endured it.

luz returned her hands into the witch's waist, gripping it tightly as she slams her hips into her
making the witch roll her head back with her mouth agape.

the whole cave is filled of their moans and growls, the sounds of the explosions outside is drowned
out as they indulged themselves into each other. luz kept her eyes on the witch who's eyes are
closed then she lets out a roar and luz felt her come on her cock.

luz swiftly pulled out and started to rapidly stroke herself, lowly moaning till she came. her strings
of hot cum shooting into the floor while the witch watched it with great interest as she tilts her head
and her ears twitching.

luz looked at her before sighing deeply "um.. bye." she pulled out the watch and flipped it open.
"return to present." she said when the orb appered. she watched the witch disappear in front of her.

when everything cleared out and she's back to present time. luz's mouth went agar when she's back
in the sex cave, so the cave she fucked amity's ancestor in is the same cave?

so technically, the blights made this or they had some help either way they went into a full circle.

"holy shit."

-----

"luz! where were you? what happened?!" when luz got out of the woods, amity was waiting outside
the owl house and immediately rushed towards her lover as she shook her.

luz got a little dizzy but it's okay. now, how should she explain this to amity? "uh... i think i just met
your ancestor."



The Wanting

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'trapped'

after luz awoken with anity's nipple in her mouth and her dick cumming on her hand. at first, she
was confused why would amity use her hand to get off with while she was asleep.

now she can't get rid of the thought of what if she was awake, what would happen then? she saw
what amity's phallus looked like but in it's limp state.

she wants it to be in it's fullest form.

luz sat alone in her room, she's in her pajamas, ready to sleep but she can't. amity is in her manor,
probably sleeping by now. the human wanted to invite amity for a sleepover again but she doesn't
wanna be too obvious.

luz slowly raised the same hand that was covered of amity's cum that one morning. she took a while
to wash it off since she just stared it before quickly wiping it on her instinctively when she heard
amity stir awake.

she apologised profusely when she saw luz was the first one to wake up but the noceda shrug it off
and told the blight that it'd alright. though she can tell that amity is still in shame of what she did.

luz... really didn't mind.

she lightly touched her lips, remember how soft and hard amity's nipple felt at the same. she wants
to suckle on it again. luz stood up and looked out of the window to see the full moon serving as the
sun for the nocturnal creatures.

luz opened the window, letting the cool nightly breeze in and it made her nipples grow hard. she
ignored it, she hopped onto the window frame before dropping on the roof and ground.

this awoken hooty but luz placed her finger to her lips for hooty not to blow her cover before
running into the woods, heading for the blight manor's direction. she can hear many things.

the chirps of a bird or demons all around, her heart pumping hard on her chest with her feet
stomping the undergrowth and the leaves crunching under her.

then, luz came to a halt as she finally got to the manor. softly panting, she looked around the manor
to see no light are on inside before hopping over the fence and started looking for amity's window.

when she found it, it's a guess, the human placed down a plant glyph under her feet for it to lift her
up to the window. hopping to the frame like a spider as she peered inside and the hint of mint green
confirmed her thoughts.



luz slowly pushed the windows open, slipped inside and quickly shuts the windows along with the
blinds for the room to be engulfed in total darkness. she approached the bed, hitting her knees on
the bedside in process making her wince, her hands softly searched the covers till she found amity's
hips.

luz can tell that she's sleeping upright. she made a small light spell to let her see what she's doing.
she got onto the bed carefully and looked at amity's peaceful face as she can here her soft snorts.

"cute." luz whispered, her eyes moved down to amity's crotch to see a tent in the crotch area. luz
pulled covers down for her to see amity's phallus awake inside her pajama pants.

gulping, luz slowly grasped it and started to slowly rub it. feeling how hard it is made luz's cheeks
heat up. she leaned down to place soft kisses on the dent before pulling it down. amity didn't wear
boxers.

luz stared at the hard cock, she stroked it to make it harder. "this is.. big." she muttered and started
to give it kitten licks to help it get into it's full hardness.

luz kissed the pink tip, lapping the precum and pressed her thighs together as she can feel her pussy
getting wet. she felt more blood go into the cock as she felt it pulse on her hand.

"amity.. why didn't you wake me that night? i could've helped." luz said. she was about to take the
cock in her mouth but something grabbed her hait hard making her yelp and look up to see amity
wide awake.

"luz?" amity's eyes are wide and cheeks beet red as she lets go of luz's hair.

"um.. h- hey, ames.." luz replied, she lets go of amity's cock and looked away, ashamed of herself.
"i'll just go.. i'm sorry for waking up like this." luz slipped off the bed and was about to get out.

then, amity swiftly grabbed luz by her shirt and pulled her down the bed with her hovering above
her. "amity?" luz looked up at amity to see her golden hues glowing under the single light source.

"no.. stay, you didn't rudely awaken me anyways." amity said, she gulped and turned her gazes
down to luz's beautiful physique which made her cock twitch in excitement. "um, may i?" she
placed her hand on luz's shorts and she nodded.

"you asked why i didn't wake you up that night, right?" amity asked while sluggishly taking luz's
shorts off. "i don't know. i guess i was scared, i thought you'd reject me." as she finally got luz's off,
she tossed it off the bed and spreads her legs.

"never." luz wrapped her arms around amity's neck to pull her down for a kiss. amity cheered,
screamed internally and she happily kissed back with her hand softly caressing luz's cheeks as she
tilts her head to deepen the kiss.

slowly pulling away, their lips lingered and amity smiles that she finally has luz. for waiting and
being on standby for so long, amity finally gets the girl and have sex with her.

"thank you." amity kissed luz's forehead making her softly giggle. "why are you thanking me for?"
she asked as she twirled her finger around amity's bed hair with both of them staring deeply in each
other's eyes.



they both compliment each other.

"for finally noticing me." luz smiles at that, she kissed amity's nose making it twitch and a purr
erupted her throat, squeezing luz's heart in cuteness. "you're so cute." she wheezed making amity
raise brow.

"i'm not cute." amity tried to stop her purring but she's too happy to make her instincts stop. luz
giggles, she sat up and hugged amity with her sitting on her lap. "yes you are and you can't prove
me wrong." luz said as she booped the witch's nose.

"oh please, the cutest girl is right in front of me." amity grinned making luz's cheeks redder dang,
she's good.

"let's make this night our best." luz said and amity nodded, she started placing soft kisses on luz's
neck as her hands slipped inside her shirt, helping her take it off along with her own.

luz watched amity's lips move down towards her boobs and took one of the nipples to suckle on,
she lowly moaned at the feeling of the witch's tongue flick her nipple around and lightly chewing it
before slowly pulling away.

"i always wanted you, luz. so much." amity whispered, she grasped her cock, stroking it and kept
her eyes on luz whom lifted herself for amity to align herself in her womanhood. "me too. i couldn't
think straight when i saw your bulge after the grudgby match." luz replied, shivering as she feels
amity's phallus rubbing her clit.

"since when were you straight in the first place." luz snickered at that, her thumb rubbed amity's
pointed ears before pecking her lips.

"fair point."

then, luz slowly pushed herself down on amity's cock making her breathing hitch and moved her
hand down to her shoulders to grip it. "ngh.. oh it's big.. really big.." luz muttered.

amity kissed her now lover's cheeks to ease her through this, she kept whispering sweet things,
praising the human for her insides to loosen but till manages to be tight. "that's it, baby. you're
doing so well, you feel amazing."

as everything is inside, luz lets out a long moan at the feeling of amity's cock throb around her
pussy as she sized it. "aah.. amity.." luz felt amity gently cup her cheek to make her look at her.
keeping their eyes on each other.

"keep looking at me. can i move?" amity asked and luz nodded. then, she started to move her hips
up into the human, her cock sliding in and out making both of them moaning softly as they stared at
each other.

"a- amity.."

the witch slowly placed luz to lay down and her hands intertwining with luz's before doing a single
deep slam making luz let out of her voice "aaahh! aah.. ha.."

biting her lip, amity started to go in her own pace, slamming her hips into luz as her moans filled
her ears. amity sighs in pure ecstasy as she feels the noceda's deliciously wrap around her, her body



trembles in pleasure as it's overwhelming that your crush sneaked into your room to have sex.

that sounds familiar.

"aaahhh fuck! it feels so good, amity!!" luz moans, she tries to keep her eyes on amity with her legs
quivering as her body jolts up at each thrust she makes. luz never felt this kind of euphoria before,
it's amazing as pleasure coursed throughout her body and her mind only filling by the wanting of
amity to fuck her hard.

then, amity goes deeper making her cock hit that favorite spot and luz blurting out "mommy!!"
amity feels lightheaded with her cheeks getting more redder than it already is, she doesn't know if it
was unintentionally but she digs it.

"that's right, baby. call me mommy." amity goes harder for luz's liking, her mouth went agar as if
her body went into autopilot. "aaahh! aahh god mommy!!" luz moaned, it was an accident that she
called amity mommy but the damage has already been done.

she can't take it back and she doesn't mind.

"augh- oh titan, luz!!" amity exclaimed as she rolled her head back before bringing it down, her lips
curled up to show her fangs. an idea came into luz's head.

"bite me, please." luz said and amity didn't think twice before leaning down to sink her fangs into
luz making her scream in pleasure as she tightly gripped amity's hands. her hips arched and her
eyes rolled back from the pleasure her lover is giving her.

it was all too much and they love it.

as she pulled away, amity licked the mark she left her before whispering "i love you."

"i love you too." luz replied without a second thought or falter. it makes amity feel giddy inside
with something warm getting hotter and hotter as she ram harder and faster into luz making her let
out pitched squeals.

the bed is wildly creaking, amity forethought of someone would interrupt their session so amity
summoned her abomination to guard her door from the outside so no one would walk in awkwardly
or her parents sabotaging it.

"m- mommy i'm close!!" luz moaned, she can't hold it anymore and she lets out her loudest moan
that surely awakened everyone but amity didn't try to stop her. she kept going as she brings herself
closer to drop till-

she swiftly pulled out and she busts just in time, they watched the blight's shots of hot cum land on
luz's stomach and breasts till she's out. amity sighed deeply, she dropped her sheathing dick and
gave her lover an endearing kiss on the lips which she returned.

"are you worried about your parents disturbing us?" luz asked as they barely pulled away but amity
only chuckles at that.

"nah. wanna go another round?"



Coming Down

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'high for this'

song used is coming down by the weeknd

a few weeks passed after that fiasco in the club, amity tried to call on luz's number several times
but to no avail. she contacted some old friends who could give her hints to where luz might be
living in.

and willow was the one who gave her information. she said it's a small apartment complex down in
lemington ave, the door number is 311. she also advised amity to not go when it's saturday which
was odd to say the least but she didn't question.

when amity got to the complex, she strong stench of something has died engulfed her nose the
immediate she got into the establishment. she went up the stairs, passing some of it's tenants till she
got to the third floor.

searched for the number 311 till she stopped in front of it. amity started the door with it's number,
she came here just to say sorry about that night and probably amend some things between them.

she took a deep and started to knock on the door, waiting for a good few seconds to hear nothing on
the other side. amity tried again but still nothing.

"luz? it's me, amity. can we talk?" amity called, she grasped the doorknob, expecting it to be locked
if no one is home but when she twisted it, it's completely open. amity looked in both sides of the
hallway before slowly slipping inside the apartment.

i got something to tell you but don't know how imma say it

"i'll just let myself in." amity said, she walked down the small hallway that leads into the living
room, kitchen and another another hallway for the bedrooms.

i guess i could only say one thing

when she got out of the hallway, amity froze when she saw many bodies sprawled across the floor
along with confetti along with empty beer bottles and something white.

amity can feel that she got into the wrong apartment and she has to leave immediately. she was
about to turn around bit she heard the toilet flushing down the other hallway and the bathroom door
creaking open with someone slowly walking out of it.

amity watched the person almost trip onto themselves but managed. then, she recognised that
striped white and purple shirt that is splattered of blood. "luz?" she quietly called making the
person look at her.



girl, i've been bad again

luz deeply frowned when she saw amity, her eyes looked at the knocked out bodies then returned at
amity. she didn't know she was coming and she didn't have time to clean up last night's shit.

girl, i've been bad again

luz tried to walk steadily but she just woke up and still faded, she instead fell to the floor. amity
was about to help her but luz held up her hand to stop her, not wanting her to go any further inside
the apartment.

'cause with this money comes problems and with these problem comes solutions

luz slowly pulled herself up and sighed deeply, she leaned onto the wall for support before walking
again till she got in front of amity. "what are you doing here? you're not suppose to come here." luz
hissed, her eyes are barely opening.

"i just want to talk and you're not answering your phone." amity replied, luz reeked of alcohol and
something else. "you shouldn't-" luz tightly gripped her hair before sighing deeply.

"you need to leave before they wake up or you'll be in deep shit." luz said, she grabbed amity's arm
and started to pull her towards the door but amity snatched her arm off. "no. who are these people
anyways?" she asked as she motioned her hands at them.

and i use em when i'm faded off again

luz looked away before growling lowly "my colleagues and they don't like seeing someone new."
she said but it's not enough of a reason for amity and she can see it.

luz grabbed amity's arm for her to pull her towards one of the bedrooms, quickly passing the pile of
bodies before slamming the door shut as she pushed amity inside. "fine, what do you wanna
about?" she looked at her as she crossed her arms.

"i'm sorry about what happened in the club." amity finally said making luz sigh as she rubbed her
eyes, trying to see clearly. "is that it? look, i don't care. it's alright, i get kicked out all the time, it's
nothing new." luz said as she shrugged.

amity slowly shook her head "i also want to finish what we started and.. and maybe amend some
bridges." she added.

forget what you mean to me

luz calmed down when she heard that, she stared in amity's golden hues that is looking to the side.
she can see many things those eyes held, wanting to be told to her.

she would be lying if she didn't miss amity, she longed for her and wanted to go back to that club
but she was banned forever.

this made her impulsively revert back to using drugs after that, when she was trying to quit.

hope you know what you mean to me



"yeah, i guess.. we could finish it.." luz muttered, she locked as neither of them wants another walk
in. amity softly smiled at that, she placed her hand onto luz's that is resting on the doorknob.

"i.. i want more than sex, luz. i want us to be something more if that's alright." she requested which
placed luz in a difficult situation. this thing they have right now is not ideal, especially for amity as
she'll or already knows what luz does to get the money.

pick up your phone

"amity.. i'm not the right person for you. i'm a wreck, a mess, you already saw how i live." luz
started as she motioned her head at the direction of the living room. "i'm not the same luz from
highschool and you don't want a nuisance like me in your life." she slowly slipped her hand off
amity's but it was swiftly caught again.

"that's the thing, you're already in my life, noceda. i know you're not in a good position right now
and i just want to be there for you," amity slowly raised luz's hand, holding it firm with two hands
as it's big.

the party's finished and i want you to know

then, she placed it on her cheek for luz to caress her. "i don't care if you say you're not to the right
person for me. i just want us to try because i love you, luz." amity leaned into luz's calloused hand
as she closed her eyes.

i'm all alone

luz stared at amity's indulging into her hand, she slowly rubbed her thumb on her cheek before
sighing again. she doesn't know if this relationship would go in a good place or just stay here but
she also wants to try.

for amity and for herself after being alone for some time.

she just has to try.

i'm feeling everything before i got up

"okay," luz pulled amity into kiss and the blight didn't hesitate on returning it. she gripped on luz's
shoulder as she felt her stumbling back before slowly pulling away.

they both stared at each other's twinkling eyes that filled of lust and adoration. then, amity lead luz
into the bed with her sitting on her lap. luz watched amity take her shirt off along with her bra.

i always want you when i'm coming down

luz's hands grasped both of the blight's tits, her thumbs twisting her pink nipples making amity
lowly moan. "when are your colleagues gonna wake up?" she asked but luz shook her head.

"they're out cold. so no one would walk in this time." luz replied, then she pulled amity into another
kiss while unbuckling her pants for her cock to flop out. their tongues danced with each other and
amity groaned as she can taste the faint booze.

as they pulled away, luz gripped amity's thick thighs as she watched her also pulled her pants down
and tossed it off the bed. "is this really your apartment?" amity asked making luz chuckle.



"yeah but it's not so obvious." luz said as she lifted amity up with her grasping her cock, aligning it
to her womanhood before slowly pushing herself down making amity shudder in pleasure.

"aahh.." she moaned.

luz sighs in bliss, she looked up to see amity's red face. "luz.." amity started to bounce onto luz's
cock, feeling it hit all of the right spots again and she started to feel whole like she did before. it
feels amazing.

"mm.. that's it." luz whispers, she curled her legs up to gain more leverage and start thrusting as
well. the feeling of the blight's pussy tightly wrapping around ber cock is heavenly.

amity fondled with her tits as she bounced on luz, her moans filled the room. "aahh! luz! you're still
so big!" luz suddenly switched the positions with half of amity's body off the bed and she pressed
her legs onto amity's body for more access.

"aaaahhh!! aahh fuck luz!!" amity moaned loudly as she rolled her head back in pleasure, she can
feel luz hitting that spot repeatedly without holding back. "fuck amity! you feel so fucking good!!"
luz roared.

the entire room is now filled of their moans and grunts, the people in the living room are still out
despite of them being loud as fuck.

then, their eyes squeezed tight and amity screamed as a euphoric eruption occurred in her stomach
as she came hard for the first time after being cock blocked for so long.

luz swiftly pulled out and sighed deeply, she froze when she heard a "hey bro, are you fucking
jessica? lemme me." and they started knocking. luz looked at amity, silently hushing her and she
nodded.

"no fuck off."



Hot Springs

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'first meeting'

after luz and amity met in the family dinner and went 'swimming'. their parents could clearly see
that they're very fond of each other, this made the blight parents glad as the emperor would excel
them if amity kept luz happy.

that wouldn't be a problem for them.

luz started attending hexside and the students' expectations for the daughter of the emperor was so
low as luz is more than that cold, terrorising stigma and she gained some friend as well with
enemies.

as she's also the first witch who could have all of the tracks which made everyone think that it's just
special treatment but luz just wanted to experience every tracks after being home schooled for a
long time.

they aren't even trying to hide what their relationship is as whenever luz has an abomination class,
they'll be found flirting, playing with each other earning them some scolding from the professor.

in the hallway, everyone was surprised to see amity blight, the ice queen, be laughing with luz's
jokes. and when the time to show off their power arrived, everyone in each track was defeated by
luz and amity till they finally went head to head.

it was a tie.

their power was a force to be reckoned with, they even turned into literal bolts of lightning that
amity didn't know she could do and everyone to flung back when their fists clashed.

they truly earned themselves the title of the most powerful couple in the boiling isles.

after the turning into bolts thing happened, both of them are now in the back of the school testing it
out again.

"just take a deep breath and think about where you wanna go fast." luz instructed as she's in a good
feet away from amity just in case she explodes. amity sucked in air, closed her eyes and curled her
hands into fists.

the noises of the winds rustling the trees, the banshees practising in the background for the finals
and other students going out of the school was blocked out by amity's hard but slowing heartbeat on
her ears.

then, a surge of tingles erupted around amity's body.



in luz's perspective, she can see sparks of electric blue emitting from amity's fists which made her
lit up as it's working, she didn't saying anything to interrupt her lover, but she starting softly
jumping in place from excitement.

in a split second, luz wasn't able to catch up as something soft came onto her lips. blinking, luz saw
amity now in front of her and kissing that she didn't hesitate on reciprocating before slowly pulling
away.

amity giggles, her streaks of hair started to glow in electric blue along with the rims of the pupils as
more sparks came out of her body. luz grins and activated her own sparks.

"you could've just asked for a kiss." luz said as she protrude her lips, asking for another kiss "you
said go somewhere i want fast." amity replied, she placed her fingers onto her lover's lips before
turning into a bolt of electricity, zipping past luz.

"oh that's how it's gonna be huh?" luz quickly followed suit after the blight. their trails of blue and
yellow embers trickled across the woods as they raced each other.

they have no destination in mind but to race till luz fell into a boiling pond making amity abruptly
stop. no water in this land is safe, especially the sea and ponds.

"luz!!" amity called in distress, she knelt down and saw small surface bubbles. there's steam
emitting from the pond but she can't hear anything till she saw luz's uniform coming up.

"no no.. no luz, get out!!" amity was about to dip her hands to search for her lover as worry took
over her mind, not wanting to lose her like this. suddenly, a hand popped out of the water and it
grabbed amity's collar to pull her in.

the hot water of the pond surprised amity and she immediately surfaced, gasping but there's arms
wrapped around her neck. "hey easy easy! it's just me!" luz said as she laughs.

relief came to amity but also anger "you- you idiot! you had me worried!" she turned around to hit
luz which only made her laugh more. "i'm sorry, baby." luz said and she placed a kiss on the blight's
cheek.

"ugh, let's get out before our skin melts off."

amity was about to leave but luz pulled her down "no don't. it's not like the boiling sea, see?" they
didn't move for a few moments, feeling the heat it gives and it's not really boiling.

steaming is the word.

"this is.. new." amity muttered as it's uncommon to find a non lethal body of water here. "it's a nice
little hot springs! so why don't we.." luz placed her hands down to amity's waist, rubbing it before
slowly slip inside.

"use it to our advantage?"

amity rose a brow "you purposefully fell to do this huh?" she asked and luz just shrugged. "maybe."
then, she started to place soft kisses on the blight's neck with her hands now pulling her uniform up.

"what about your father? wouldn't you be home by now?" amity asked as she can feel herself
getting pushed towards the wall of the hot springs. "so? i'll just say we went down in



bonesborough. he'll understand." luz replied, she withdrew and stared deeply into amity's hues.

"you're such a horny mutt." amity leans into the kiss while luz softly giggled before getting cut off.
their kissed is filled of heat, passion and riddled with lust as they deepen the kiss, amity started to
take off her top with luz pulling her pants down.

before they tossed it in the grass along with luz's uniform.

as they pulled away, amity pinched luz's nose making her sound like a villager. "that's for making
me worry." amity said, still not over with that. luz lets out a sheepish laugh "i'm sorry, love."

amity lets out a huff, she pecked her girlfriend's nose as a small apology accepted thing. luz jumped
when she felt amity grasp her cock to start stroking for it to become harder.

"nghm.." amity watched luz's face contort into pleasure and she can feel her cock getting harder by
the second before slowly letting it go. "make due on that sorry of yours." amity said as she cupped
luz's cheeks.

slowly nodding, "yes ma'am." she said making the blight satisfied at that reply. then, amity turned
around with her ass backing up for luz to grasp, she gripped onto the grass as she felt luz's phallus
graze her pussy.

"i love you, ames." luz whispered into her lover's ear as she slowly pushed herself in "aah.. i love
you too, luz." luz placed her chin onto amity's shoulder as she continues to go in till there's nothing
left.

"aahh.. ah luz.." amity lowly moans, luz started to slowly slide in and out, making her adjust as
amity can feel her getting bigger or thicker everytime they have sex.

"mmhm.. tight." luz muttered then she changed her pace to go fast making amity moan loud and
grip the grass tighter. "aaahhh!! oh dear titan, luz.."

luz used one hand to grope the blight's tits, giving it a firm squeeze, her ass jiggling at each slam
and her body jolt forward as the water makes violent ripples and waves.

"fuck, amity.. you feel so good." luz nuzzled up to amity's neck as she hugged her before plunging
her cock deeper making amity roll her head back in ecstasy with her ass backing up more. "h-
harder! luz harder please!!" she begged as she completely ripped the grass off the ground but it was
left ignored as luz complied.

luz clenched her teeth tightly as she goes full gear on amity, she can feel the hot spring getting
hotter the harder they go. mirroring how heated their session is.

"aahh fuck yes!"

"gh- you like that huh?" amity nodded her head strenuously then luz grabbed a handful of her hair
and pulled on it to make her look up. "how bout this?" luz started to hit that spot making amity let
out guttural moans.

"yes! keep fucking me there!!" amity said as she bit her lip hard, her body is getting taken over by
immense pleasure her lover is giving her. nobody would please them than with each other.



then, a burning sensation started to swell inside both of their stomachs and luz pressed her hand
onto amity's stomach to make a protection spell.

"luz i'm so close!!" amity moaned, she felt luz let go of her hair and held her tightly like an
embrace. "fuck me too!"

with a final deep thrust and luz squeezing into that spot making amity scream in euphoria as she
came hard. covering the noceda's cock with her cum.

amity shuddered at the feeling of luz's throbbing cock fill her up and her upper body laid onto the
grass, heavily panting. when luz emptied out, she gently lifted amity and sat down to a small
platform inside the pond with amity sitting on her lap.

without pulling out.

"still good, mittens?" luz asked, smirking as she heard amity grumble at the sound of her nickname.
it was a mistake that she let the twins hangout with luz.

"i hate that nickname." amity muttered making luz giggle.

"alright then, pumpkin."



No Lying

Chapter Summary

luz & amity are friends w/ benefits till amity started willow

requested smut

luz is out in downtown, just taking her midnight stroll around as she can't sleep. amity is out for the
day and it's odd since she thought this would be the best day for her because her headache won't
pester her anymore but..

she suddenly wanted amity to come back.

luz and amity are roommates for two years in college. at first, they didn't like each other since
amity thought that luz was too loud and knows no manners which hinders her studies.

while luz thinks that amity is a stuck up, ignorant and she'd be up late hearing her memorising
textbooks in the middle of the night.

but, since luz is taught to get along even to the most annoying person in the world, she tried to
create peace between the blight since they'll be living with each other's company depending how
many years their courses has.

it sort have worked.

months passed, they became accustomed to each other's routines, presence till it turned to touch
like a simple playful punch in the shoulder, ruffle of hairs or pushes. they also grew comfortable
switching beds or sleeping with each other since that could happen when they're literally drained.

this barely-any-no-space lifestyle they have sprouted some feelings inside luz, sure, amity could be
a nuisance but she finds it endearing? it's confusing but she likes her. she thinks it started when she
and amity had a pillow talk about many things.

family, what will happen after college, would they see each other after this, lovers? luz can't
remember as she passed out halfway.

she doesn't know if amity feels the same but she doesn't wanna ruin their friendship by her
confessing.

her touches on the blight became more adoring type like she'd push hair out of amity's face, place
her chin on her head and play with her face which annoyed amity the first time she did it.

now, she's like a cat begging for attention as she poked amity's bubbly cheeks while she barely
noticed it.



as luz came around a block, she tore her eyes of her phone after she changed the song to fit her
mood, she abruptly stopped walking with people speeding past her.

her brows slowly furrowed as she stared at something on the other side of the street. with street
lights and open establishments, luz could clearly see amity walking with someone, talking to them
as they turned to a corner.

luz pulled her headphones down and decided to follow as she's curious and suspicious. she crossed
the street briskly when the red light came, leaned against the wall and peered her head down to see
amity a couple feet ahead with the person beside her.

the noceda noted that the stranger has a short dark blueish hair and yellow.. trenchcoat, the only
person who has that is "willow?"

luz is confused.

why would amity be out with willow? amity didn't specify where and who she was going before
leaving so why does luz feel a sting? she wants to think that she and willow are just out for a walk
downtown, that's it.

but when luz noticed that they're holding hands. it felt like she could just fall to the ground and cry
after seeing that. she slowly averted her gaze away and started to walk away, placing her
headphones back as she heads back for campus.

luz shouldn't feel like this. amity is just a fling like many others and she'll probably go along with
willow better than her.

yeah. better off without her.

luz had enough midnight walking for tonight.

-----

luz heard amity come back to their dorm around 2 or past that. she slept in her own bed and that's
probably the best as she doesn't want amity to feel her wet pillows because she cried herself to
sleep.

when the morning came, luz was the first to get up and went out to the cafeteria for her morning
coffee. some students are also awake or pulled an all nighter here since she does see some papers,
textbooks and excessive amounts of cups of coffee in that one table.

luz grabbed a cup, set the coffee machine for a latte and waited for the cup to fill. yawning, she
rubbed her eyes and felt dried skin in the corners of her eyes, she plucked it out and sighed deeply
as it reminded her last night.

as well the thesis that's due tomorrow. she doesn't wanna deal miss clawthorne scolding her for
another unfinished paper.

"ugh.." luz ruffled her hair and groaned into her hands till she heard a beeping, telling her coffee's
finished. the noceda was about to take it but someone was too quick and took it for themselves.

luz looked over her shoulder to see amity with her bed hair taking the first sip of her coffee.
"thanks." amity said as she has a faint froth mustache, luz flashed a small smile before grabbing



another cup for her own coffee now.

"hey, no good morning, noceda?" amity asked as she leaned against the counter next to the coffee
machine, seeing luz's tired face and she also noticed the dried tear trails on her cheeks.

"hey, what happened?" amity ran her thumb on luz's cheek making her jump but she quickly
calmed down. "i just watched the last season of the series you told me to watch." luz reasoned
which amity easily bought.

"oh yeah, that ending was something." luz hummed in agreement as she nods, she grabbed her
coffee and took a sip with amity watching her before asking another question.

"did you have your midnight walk?" amity asked, the first time she found that luz goes on nightly
walks sometimes, she thought she's doing some shady stuff since she'd come home around 1 or 3 in
the morning.

she just needed some time to cool off.

"uh yeah but i quickly went home since i forgot i had a thesis from professor clawthorne." luz lied
again through her teeth and it's starting to leave a bitter taste, it's not the coffee.

then, willow suddenly appeared between them "morning, baby." she kissed amity's cheek and
grabbed her own cup of coffee "morning, luz." she greeted at her best friend whom awkwardly
waved "morning willow." she returned the gesture.

"i had fun last night. let's do it again sometime." willow returned her attention back to amity whom
nodded with a smile. neither noticing the surprised and solemn look on luz's face.

"yeah, later cutie." amity shot willow a wink before she left, leaving both roommates alone with
one is in a lost.

"baby? cutie?" luz was flabbergasted.

amity shrugged "yeah, me and willow are dating now. what, you jealous?" she further confirmed it
with a grin. luz felt the stinging grow, manifest into something that could be lethal to her heart.

it hurts. that's it.

but luz just has to be happy as amity seemed to be happy with her relationship with her best friend.

"that's great congrats, ames. i'm happy for you, um, i have to get ready." luz said before quickly
leaving with her tears barely holding in.

-----

after classes, amity noticed that luz hasn't been talking or engaging in a simple conversation with
her in the first few classes which she thought was fine since luz seemed to be occupied with the
tasks at hand but luz doesn't go out the whole day without talking to someone to divert from the
subject.

it's odd nonetheless.



amity tried to ask if she's okay or if she's not feeling it today but luz would always dismissed it
before giving her the cold shoulder.

this pained amity as she doesn't feel the usual happy, energising aura luz always has. now it's
replaced by a grimy, gloomy atmosphere.

when the night came, amity is in her bed with a book in hand but she's been reading the same line
over and over as she can't focus with the thought of something wrong going on with luz and she's
not telling her.

amity closed the book, tossed it to the side, grabbed one of her pillows and walked over towards
luz's bed. "hey," she called for luz to slowly turn over, groggily looking with her phone in her hand.

"what?" she asked and amity only smirked in response.

"catch this!" amity brought her pillow over her head and slammed it down to luz's face whom
groaned into it before slipping it off to hug it instead. "hey, give it back!" amity tried to take the
pillow off the noceda's embrace but she uttered a groggy 'no'.

"come on, it's not fair that you'll have three pillows!" amity got onto luz's bed and continued to pull
her pillow back. "nooo." luz replied with a small giggle.

amity smiles when she heard that, she dropped the pillow and dropped herself instead on luz whom
wheeze since the blight is rather heavy. "ugh, get off, you sack of sand!"

luz tried to push amity off but she wouldn't budge. amity only chuckled, she pinched luz's nose
making her let out a sound that made the blight snicker "what's up with you today? you're awfully
quiet." amity reverted back to serious after her mission was successful.

luz looked away and didn't dare to look at amity "nothing. projects are just mounting and it's
overwhelming." she lied again, she watched amity nod in the corner of her eye as she hummed in
agreement.

"if so, why do i see you breezing through it like it's nothing?" luz bit the insides of her mouth as she
started to think of another excuse.

"i was.. i was guessing." luz can see amity's expression and she's not buying it. not one bit. "uh huh.
stop lying luz and tell me what's bothering you. did something happen in your family? did boscha
mess with you again?" amity asked as she's clearly concerned at her best friend and roomie's well
being.

luz squeezed her eyes tightly as amity bombarded her with questions till she can't take it anymore.

she grabbed amity's collar to pull her into a kiss, this caught the blight off guard but she lets it
happen and kissed back as she smirks on the inside. amity lifted herself up as luz deepen the kiss
till they're out of air.

luz stared deeply into amity's golden eyes that held mischief just like the twins but there's so much
more. "it hurts, amity. i really liked you and i don't wanna get in the way with your relationship
with willow cause-"



"oh, you really thought that me and willow are together?" amity laughed and shook her head, this
confused luz "what? you're not together?"

"no, she and boscha started dating a month ago. never thought anyone could tame that bitch."

luz blinked, baffled and pissed as well as she's been bamboozled. "get off." she said with her voice
going lower than normal. amity looked down at her, seeing her eyes are getting covered by her
bangs.

"get off now." luz repeated and the tone she has is starting to sound threatening and almost scaring
amity. "o- okay." she followed which luz quickly got off the bed to head for her closet.

searching for a few seconds before taking two cloths before moving over to amity's bed, kneeling
down to dig something out and amity's eyes widens as she saw the red box in luz's hands.

"h- how did you know it was there?!" amity rushed over towards luz in attempt to snatch it back
from her but luz pushed her to the bed and sat on her lap to keep her still. "next time, clean up after
you play." luz said as she unlocked the metal box.

revealing an array of sex toys that amity managed to slip through inspection the first day.

luz only managed to uncover this when she came home to the dorm early to see it agar for her to
see it's contents. let's just say, luz couldn't sleep that night.

"what are you gonna with it?" amity asked, worried but also excited for some reason. luz took out a
dildo along with it's strap, she sets the box to the side and started to take off her clothes. amity's
face exploded in red when she saw luz's lithe frame and bra-ed boobs that she took off.

"i don't really like people lying." luz pulled her hands down along with her panty, amity gulped at
the sight of the noceda's pussy as hungry is starting to fill her and blood quickly rushing down for
her package to awaken.

"especially to me. it was hard for me to lie many times in your face that i was fine now i suddenly
found out that you were faking your relationship with willow," luz scoffs midway as she slipped the
strap on and secured it.

"you did this for what?"

"why not?" amity replied as she rose a brow, wanting to tick luz off more. she's liking this new side
of the latina and it's making her inner bottom she didn't knew she had in the first place, revealing
itself.

luz narrowed her eyes at the blight, she grabbed the long handkerchief nearby and made a loud clap
with it "i get the reference but shut up." she tied the first cloth around amity's eyes before flipping
her.

"ooh, what're you gonna do to me, noceda?" amity asked as she's getting in the mood. luz only
replied with a growl as roughly pulled amity's pants down for her to see her patterned boxers.

cute but anyways,

luz also pulled it down to reveal the blight's plump ass and dick dangling on the edge of the bed.
she grabbed the second cloth and tied it on amity's wrist from behind before grabbing a lube from



the box, drenching the dildo with it along with amity's ass making her shiver.

luz stared at her big cock, it's clearly above the average as it's at least 10 or 11 inches. she shook her
head as she can admire the phallus later, she gripped amity's hips and rubbed the dildo's tip on her
ass hole.

"h- hey, gentle." amity said which luz only cackles at before slapping her ass hard, earning a jolt.

"oh, you know i won't, mity."

then, luz easily shoved all of the dildo inside amity's ass making her moan out in pleasure as her
body slightly trembled at the feeling of the toy stretching her in a new type of way.

amity has used this dildo before but why does it feel like she's just bought this from ebay?

is it perhaps that someone is using it on her? notably luz, her long time crush? probably.

"aaah.. oh god yes.." amity raised her ass more for luz as she closed her fists. luz started to thrust
into her making amity moan loudly, she can feel luz is staying true to her word and not hold back.

"aaahh! aah fuck luz!"

luz stared down at amity, her moans filling her ears and it makes her feel lightheaded. she looked
down to her cock to see it jiggle at each slam along with her balls, luz grasped it and started to
furiously stroke it. "oh luz! aahhh!!"

luz bent down to whisper into amity's ear "why'd you lie to me, blight?" she can only hear amity's
breathy moans and needy pants so she drove the dildo deeper making amity arch and roll her head
back in pure ecstasy.

"augh- i.. i wanted you to notice me so i asked willow to become my hoax girlfriend for a day for
you to get jealous because you were too fucking dense to realise my advances." amity spat, luz
hummed at that.

she really thought that the blight's touches are just friendly despite it being 'accidentally' touching
her boobs or kissing her cheek as a goodbye.

maybe i am stupid but that still doesn't excuse of her lying to me. luz said in her head. her eyes
glaring down at amity's pale, clean neck that is just screaming for her to leave a mark which she
did.

luz bit into amity's flesh hard but not enough to make her bleed. amity rolled her eyes back in bliss,
small tears pricked the corners of her eyes but it was dried out by the blindfold.

as she pulled away, luz softly nibbled amity's ear "so all little mittens wanted as attention. good
grief, darling." amity shuddered when luz purred, it's making her grow closer to coming as luz is
constantly ramming into that one spot.

"aaa- aahhhngh.. luz! luz please i'm so close!!" amity's moans are now filling the room and luz
didn't even bother to stop her, she loves it when the blight moans or screams her name. it'll tells
everyone in the complex that she belongs to her.



"oh fuck!!!" as luz did a final deep thrust, she felt amity's cock explode in her hand, feeling her
warm sperm shooting into her hand and the sheets, soiling it. luz watched the spectacle before
slowly pulling out, making amity flop to the side with her dick still spewing it's last strings before
sheathing.

luz tore the cloth off amity's eyes for her to see her licked the cum off rather seductively. "what did
we learn tonight, miss blight?" she asked as she stared at amity like a predator.

"no lying."



A Miracle

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'audacious'

after luz and amity fucked in front of the blight parents, amity finally getting her revenge and
getting pregnant by luz. it truly was the best day for the couple.

right now, in the owl house, screams are heard throughout the house and escaping into the woods.
luz is pacing back and forth outside the bathroom with gus, edric and king consoling her while all
the other women are inside the bathroom to help amity.

amity's water suddenly broke and they didn't have time to get her to the hospital so they just have
the labor in the bathroom using the water method.

luz tried to go inside to comfort her wife but emira, willow and the clawthrone sisters are already
doing a better job.

luz doesn't know what to do, she's in a complete lost here but good thing the boys are here to help
her then, the screams stopped. all four of them looked at each other and looked at the bathroom
door, waiting for a sound as the noceda's worry levels are slowly rising till-

the sound of a baby- babies crying is heard.

luz swiftly opened the door to see eda, lilith and emira holding the newly cleaned newborns with
tears welling up in their eyes along with willow who's gently helping amity to sit down on the tub
filled water.

tears started to also well up in luz's eyes, she took off her shoes and stepped into the bloodied water
that is getting grained to be placed by cleaner one. luz softly cupped amity's cheeks for her to look
up, she looked so tired but she gave a weary smile as she touched her wife's hands.

"thank you. you did so well, ames." luz kisses amity's forehead "thank you for giving me more
miracles." she hugged her lover tightly for her to tiredly hug back before slowly passing out into
her arms.

"hey, kid. take her to your room and clean her up, we'll finish up here." eda said as she tapped luz's
head. nodding, luz slowly opens the hug and gently carried amity out of the tub, she pushed the
door of her room that finally has a bed for her to place gently amity down in.

luz grabbed a clean, dry towel for her to wipe the water off amity's body, she also changed her
clothes and turned on the fan for amity not to heat up.

luz wants to do more to ensure that her wife is in perfect condition after the labor but this is all she
can do for now unless amity asks.



"i love you, amity. thank you." luz kissed amity's cheeks and pushed the stray hairs off her face.

all of the sudden, horrid screams are heard downstairs and hooty screeching. luz immediately
rushed downstairs to see the front door agar with hooty trying to capture something or someone
along with the clawthorne sisters.

luz ran out of the owl house, threw a fire spell towards the perpetrator that created a ring of fire
with the owl lady and her apprentice inside. luz's eyes widens when she realised it's odalia, looking
like a mess with one of the triplets in her arms.

"let my child go!" luz roared as she took out another glyph but eda stopped her when she saw
odalia making a spell circle above the baby's head, threatening to kill them.

they all circled each other with eda and luz's anger steadily rising for this woman, having the
audacity to steal luz's child! "you might've successfully stolen my good for nothing children,
human but the blight legacy shall live on!" odalia declared, she dropped the spell which relieved the
two but there's no time to celebrate.

"just make another with your husband! no need to fucking kidnap a kid, is that how low you're
willing to go just to prevail your 'legacy' odalia?!" eda spat, she can't act stupid now when there's
child who's literally born for a few minutes.

they has to think of way to get odalia away.

"he left! alador was nothing but a coward and a pussy after the little stunt you and amity made!"
luz's mouth went agar, not about what odalia said, but something big walked through the wall of
fire and eda was surprised but growled as she held her staff tightly.

alador stood behind his wife who's ranting about him being a disgrace and he's the reason why
they're cursed with disgraceful children. he didn't react, he just watched and stared down at the
newborn whom somehow stopped it's cries when alador stepped into the circle.

"and you, my darling," odalia froze when she heard her husband's deep voice behind her. she didn't
dare to turn around.

"are a nuisance."

before odalia could make a spell, alador snapped his finger and a roar is heard outside the ring of
fire then an abomination ran through it, ramming odalia to make her throw the newborn into the air.

"eda!" the owl lady tossed her staff to luz and the owlbert immediately opened his wings to take
flight even though luz hasn't properly got on yet.

they flew towards the falling baby, luz extended her hands to catch the blanket it's wrapped on till
she finally got it and brought her child close to her.

"sh shh. it's okay, little one. you're safe now, mama's here." luz whispered to them as she softly
patted their side. as she got down, luz gently handed her baby to eda for her to take back inside
before aiming the staff at alador as the ring of fire disperses.

alador stared at the human who's narrowing her eyes at him, clearly doesn't trust him. alador
opened his mouth to say something but luz cuts him off "take another step and hooty would be



happy to eat your remains." she warned with hooty backing her up.

"yep! yes i will!"

slowly nodding, "i understand. the only reason i came here is to ask for forgiveness from all of
you." alador started, he has his head hung low but he tries to keep an eye contact.

luz's face eased when she heard that, she slowly lowered the staff but still held her guard. the twins
are also listening to what their father is saying while willow and gus kept guard on amity.

"i want to be a father that my children wanted and be a grandfather who could watch his
grandchildren grow if.. you allow me." alador asked forgiveness which was the first for all of them,
even for him.

luz completely lowered the staff and started to think about it. this man was responsible for making
her wife and twins' lives miserable, the one who initiated the coup on the owl house and attempted
to kidnap luz.

but luz does believe this witch could be redeemed if the people behind her accepts him.

"first, ask for forgive to your children. amity wouldn't be up for a while so.." luz turned around and
took a few steps forward the house. she can see the conflicted looks on edric and emira's faces then
her eyes landed on hooty which made a small smile appear.

"you can talk to hooty while waiting."



Congratulations Captain

Chapter Summary

nymphomaniac luz x virgin grudgby captain amity

requested smut

"longfallow goes to the left flank, passes it to havenstar. she shoots- and got blocked by joulin!
dang, so close!" gus is the commentor for the final of the grudgby match tonight.

it's the banshees and glandus, 69-68.

nice.

when there's a grudgby team, they have their cheerleaders. the banshees' cheerleading team wore
blue and yellow while the opposing team has white and purple. much like luz's cat hoodie.

speaking of luz, "LET'S GO AMITY!!!!" the human screamed at the top of her lungs as she jumped
on the bench, wildly waving her pompoms in the air. she also cheered the others but it's mostly
amity.

"looks like blight's number one supporter strikes again." amity lowly growled to herself as she
looked at gus in the corner of her eyes before looking up to see the ball is coming down at her.

amity can see two of the opposing team is covering her sides, she made a smoke screen and
summoned her abomination's hand to clear out her way from the front. she ran up to it and it
propelled her towards the goal, flying pass the others.

just one more and they'll take the victory! but suddenly, a vine roped around amity's body and
slammed her down to the court, creating a big crater as smoke covered it.

luz dropped from the bench and walked closer, worried of how hard amity was slammed to the
ground.

one of the opposing players tried to snatch the ball to continue the game as there's only minute left
but they can't find it. "where is it?!" then, a whistle is heard making everyone look and it made
everyone from hexside cheer.

there amity is standing on the opposing goal with the ball under her arm as she wore her winning
grin. "looking for something?" she asked. she tossed the ball in the air before jumping high enough
for her to kick the ball into the goal letting that horn ring for the end of the game.

"oh they've been duped and the banshees wins this season!!!" gus declared as he stood up from his
chair to raise his hands up for victory. the banshees team huddled together for a hug as they won
again!



luz watched amity hop off the goal and she was engulfed into a hug by her teammates and some of
the glandus players telling her it was a good game which she gladly returned the gesture before
slipping out of the field to head for the locker room to clean up.

a smirk appeared on luz's face, she dropped her pompoms and started to trot towards the direction
of the locker room.

luz has been noticing that amity has been giving her glances and catching feelings for her ever
since she got into the cheerleading team. she tried to ignore it since she's wearing a skirt but now,
amity has clearly fallen for her and luz could say that same to the captain of the banshees.

watching her train endless days alone proves that the blight doesn't like the word failure getting
anywhere near her and it gives luz a spectacular view of seeing her muscles, abs and those thunder
thighs that she someday wants to be suffocated in.

luz poked her head inside the locker room and she saw amity taking off her dirtied top to let her see
her muscled back. luz slowly slipped inside, her libido steadily rising as she approaches the blight
before,

"these tits look heavy, lemme give you a hand, captain."

amity yelped as she felt hands slip under her breasts, she looked at the tanned arms and followed it
to see luz smirking behind her. "o- oh, hey luz, um.. what are you doing?" she asked, trying to get
luz's hands off but she only squeezed them

"they grew alot after our freshman." luz said as her thumb slowly rubbing amity's nipples, listening
to her breathy moans. "you did great tonight, ames." luz smirked at the growing bulge in the
blight's shorts.

"thanks.. luz." amity watched one of luz's hands slither down towards her shorts, slipping inside to
touch her throbbing cock. "this also grew too. hah, i guess puberty hits all of us differently." luz
licked her lips as she bites it, feeling how hard amity became from that simple grope is amazing.

"should i treat the leader of the victorious team tonight, hm?" amity slowly nodded her head "yeah.
i think you should." she turned around to cup luz's cheeks, her thumb running across luz's plump
lips as her cheeks heated up.

"gladly." luz pulled amity's shorts down making her large cock to dangle out. "wow." she stared at
the phallus that she could barely fully hold, that's how thick and big the young blight is.

"well, get on with it." amity said as she's been dreaming for a day that luz would get down with her
and never thought it'd be tonight.

luz giggles "not so fast, miss blight." she started to stroke amity in a sluggish fashion as she slowly
pushed amity to the lockers, pressing her body against hers while they look into each other's eyes.

seeing each their desire and lust for one another.

"i've been noticing your glances. what do they mean, amity?" luz asked, knowing full well what
they are for her. amity chuckles and gulped, "i think your question is pretty explanatory." she
replied.



their faces started to slowly lean towards each other, the space turning nonexistent till they stopped
when the doors was heard getting opened.

luz grabbed amity's wrist and pulled her towards the open small stockroom in the corner, they
swiftly got inside just in time for the other banshee players to get inside. luz lets out a faint chuckle
before turning her gaze back at amity.

"where were we.." luz had to tiptoe for her to reach amity's lips. their lips are filled of many things
that can't be explained as it swirled furiously around, amity lowly groaned when she felt luz grind
herself onto her cock.

as they pulled away, their lips lingered and amity saw a grin come on luz's face. she pulled her
shorts along with her panty down, letting it drop to her ankles before letting the dick rub against her
wet pussy.

amity moaned through her pursed lips, she watched luz place soft trails of kisses on her neck whilst
rubbing on her without pushing it in. "please, just put it in.." amity tried to hold luz's hips but it got
slapped away.

"hey, consider this as a little warm up before the main course, okay?" luz purred as she dragged her
finger down on amity's lips. she continued to rub the blight's cock against her pussy, making her
more wet and turned on as she listens to her shaky moans.

luz has an unbearable edging kink, she'll make sure whoever she'll get down with will experience
extreme cum delay before finally giving them what they want after her long ass of a foreplay.

amity will be the unlucky or lucky first.

then, luz turned around and bend for amity, her ass rocking on amity's cock as her smirk widens
when she heard the witch let out a whine. amity gripped on the noceda's hips, she tried to push it in
but she noticed vines started to wrap around her arms and legs.

luz showed a plant spell that is sprouting out of vines. she dropped it to continue wrapping amity
for her not to make any sneaky moves.

"i told you, i'll take care of you, amity. just let me have this."

luz turned back around, got onto her knees for her tongue to run along amity's cock, tracing the
surrounding veins before kissing the tip. "aahh.. luz.." amity watched luz lick it like a candy before
slowly taking her fully.

"oh sh- mmgnh.." amity clasped her hand to her mouth as she feels luz's warm mouth encase her
cock with her snake like tongue swirling around her girth. then, luz started to bob her head and it
almost sent amity to heaven.

amity wishes she could grip luz's head but the vines pasted her to the wall and she can't even move
her hips. "luz.. your mouth's amazing.." she muttered as she lets luz suck her off good.

luz stared at amity, seeing her flustered face is making her feel things. she continued to bob her
head, she know for a fact that amity is a virgin which makes things more exciting.



amity suddenly felt a hot, swelling inside her stomach which could only mean one thing for her. she
tightly gripped the veins as she's getting closer and finally gonna get her first p- what?

luz stopped.

the blight felt cold air in her cock and luz's mouth isn't making it warm. "why did you stop?" she
asked, luz only giggled as a reply which made her more confused.

"statistics shows the longer the foreplay goes on, the more intense one's ejaculation is." luz said, not
giving amity the answer she wanted.

"what fucking statistics?"

"mine's." luz snickered, she stood up and started to handjob amity rapidly, bringing her climax back
up again. the noceda stared down at the wet phallus secreting from the tip that she rubbed, using it
as lube.

"luz, please.." amity whined, she tried to rip herself out of the vines but it only grew back to hold
her tightly. "please what, captain?" luz asked as she turned her pace faster making amity squeak.

"you're so cute. i don't know why people thought you're this cold, ice queen." luz started to place
another wave of kisses on amity's neck now moving down to her big tits, sucking on one of her
nipples.

"aah.. titan damnit, luz.." amity bites her lip as her cock constantly twitched in the human's hand,
just begging for a good release after that first edge. it's coming and amity wants to burst before luz-
fuck!

luz stopped again.

she lets go of amity's cock just befote she popped. "luz i swear to the titan i will-" amity managed
to get her hand out of the vines but luz grabbed it and placed it on her breast. "or you'll what? fuck
me?" she teased.

"oh, you will soon." amity growls as she knows she wouldn't be getting that release if luz kept
stopping when she was about to erupt.

-----

amity panted heavily, her legs are quivering from many times luz edged her. she doesn't know how
long she hasn't got her first cum but she's starting to loose her mind as both of them are naked in
the closet with the temperature steadily rising.

"aw, don't tell me you're out already, ames." luz giggled, she's been edging amity for.. well, she lost
count as she lost herself in the moment. amity growled at her as she's getting annoyed at the lack of
pussy and popping she's getting.

amity couldn't take it anymore. she wants to pop, especially inside luz as she stares at her cocky
expression that she'll wipe off.

the vines suddenly turned into ashes as amity burned them before grabbed luz by the neck,
slamming her to the wall and lifted her by the legs to finally shove her cock inside without regard.



"aaahh.. damn, i must've underestimated your girth.." luz bit her lip at the feeling of amity's cock
stretching her good, she held onto her shoulders with amity gripping her thighs.

"congratulations captain, you deserve it."

amity didn't bother on waiting for luz to adjust as she started thrusting into her hard, her hips and
cock slamming deep and rough making luz surrender to the pleasure as it's overwhelming.

"aaahhh! aah fuck yeah!!" luz moaned, she stared at amity's glowed golden eyes glaring deeply into
her. she can see the pent up lust and desire for her finally getting poured out at each hard, fast thrust
she does on her.

"you made me wait for titan knows how long and i'm not wasting any time on fucking you." amity
snarled, she dropped both of them to the floor and spreads luz's legs wide to gain better access.

"aahh please!" luz rolled her head back in pure ecstasy, she tightly gripped amity's shoulders as she
fucks her good just like she envisioned amity would get down with her.

her superiority showing as her fangs gleamed along with her eyes slit to be feral and has no idea
when to stop or slow down. a fatal combination and luz is in for it.

"oh amity, i love you!!" luz moaned out, amity felt her stomach leap as with her heart when she
heard those three words. a small sliver of sanity returned to her but she's still in a trance.

"i love you too!!" amity replied, saying it true from her heart and shifted into third gear, driving her
cock deeper in luz making her scream for her, screaming her name in pure pleasure is a muse to the
blight's ears.

amity closed her eyes for a moment to drown herself in the sensation of luz's pussy tightly
wrapping around her. she's coming closer to cumming and she held luz in place just in case she
pulls another trick on her.

snapping her eyes open, amity clenched her teeth tightly as she started to contemplate if she should
pull out or... "please, don't stop! amity, i'm so close aaahhh!!" luz moans, she wrapped her legs
around amity to keep her there which tells alot.

amity grins, she started chanting luz's name as she's getting closer to finally doing it and with a
final deep thrust. amity lets out a guttural moan as she rolled her head back, her cum shoots inside
luz, filling her up in every side and corner. leaving nothing untouched.

amity watched luz's stomach inflate a little after that eruption making her let out a weary chuckle. "i
guess your statistics' right." she muttered as she softly rubbed luz's stomach.

luz shuddered in delight at that feeling of amity's hot cum stuffing her, she moved her hand up to
amity's cheek to caress it before pulling her down for a kiss.

"i know."



Humble Service

Chapter Summary

-continuation 'tender embrace'

"GET OUT!!!"

luz yelped and jumped back when she saw someone burst through a door, slamming hard onto the
wall. splinters and chips of the now broken door is scattered across the floor.

she just about to pass the door as she was merely walking down the hallway till this happened.

luz looked at the person on the floor, lowly groaning as they tried to stand up but the noceda saw
her mistress walk out of the room and pressed her foot onto their head with a sneer across her face.

"if you ever enter my manor one last time, i would not hesitate smashing your head." amity snarled
before kicking the person's side making them grunt. the blight lets out an exasperated huff, she
looked in the corner of her eye to finally notice luz who's watching the whole ordeal.

"love." amity approached her lover and softly grabbed her hands as she made her avert her gaze at
the fallen stranger. "what are you doing here? are you going somewhere?" she asked.

amity's anger is slowly coming down as she rubbed luz's soft hands and stared deeply into her
comforting hazel hues.

it's been weeks after that night and amity hasn't made an official statement that luz is her significant
other but the other inhabitants of the manor could take a wild guess.

"no no, i just passing by heading for your room." luz explained and amity slowly nods. "good. what
a coincidence 'cause i do need you." she tightened her grip on the noceda's hands for her to get the
message "right now."

luz nodded, she can tell amity needs something to cool off her hot head after.. whatever happened
in her office that could've angered her to the extent of her literally throwing a guy out of the room.

"okay."

amity started to pull luz out of there, turning to a right and swiftly opened the door for luz to enter
before amity went inside as well. she shuts the door, locking it, she ran her hand to her hair as she
walked over to a chair near the small table holding the bottles of booze.

the blight sat down with her legs spread wide, she grabbed an empty glass to be filled of fine
whiskey. luz walked up to her mistress, undoing her ribbons to make her maid dress loose as she
slowly knelt down in front of amity.



"what made you so angry, mistress? do you wanna talk about it?" luz asked as she rubbed her face
against the crotch, feeling her mistress' bulge before starting to unzip her pants.

amity watched luz pull down her pants just enough to reveal her black underwear outlining her
cock that she also pulled down for it to flop out and luz started to stroke it while giving it small
licks.

"i suppose," amity slowly rotates her glass making the ice clink against each other, she took her
first sip before humming when luz slides her mouth down, taking her cock whole as her tongue
swirled around her girth.

"the guy has been asking me the fund his useless project. he knows it's not going anywhere but he
kept persisting." she started, she continued her small sips of booze while luz listens to her story and
gives her a blow.

"he's in for the money. my wealth allures him and you for some fucking reason." amity said through
her gritted teeth and her grip on her glass tightens, threatening to break it. luz slowly pulled out for
a moment.

"me?"

amity nods her head "yeah, the first time he came here, he asked me if you're available and could
offer a humble service." luz frowns at the sound of that, she resumed her work and still listened to
her mistress.

"he wants to purchase you but a mere 10 grand doesn't mean shit to how precious you are." amity
placed her hand onto luz's cheek making her lean against her touch as she caressed her. "you're
priceless. the only humble service you'll be doing is me."

amity pulled luz off her cock as she cupped her cheeks, her eyes half lid like she's in a dreamy state
with drool slowly dribbling to the side that she gladly wiped off. luz has this appeal and effect to
amity, her gaze is always dangerous despite she doesn't have any ill intent. it takes a toll on amity.

it's incredible.

not to mention the things she can do for amity, purely sublime.

"isn't that right, pet?" luz nodded in reply but she knows it's not enough of an answer "yes, mistress.
i'll do everything to please you." she said as she leaned into her touch again like a loyal pet she is, it
excites amity of how submissive luz in the bedroom but seems like had another personality outside
of it.

"good girl. now," amity slowly lets go of luz's face and leans back, her hand resting under her chin
as she eyes luz keenly for her next move. "present yourself for me."

luz nodded, she stood up and pulled her top off first for amity to see her bra-less tits, slipped her
panties down to her ankles and lifted her skirt up for amity to get a glimpse of her clean pussy.

humming, a libidinous smirk is evident in her face as her cock twitched excitedly. amity knows luz
is eyeing it, wanting her throbbing, hot rod to be inside her. amity tilts her head before spinning her
finger for luz to turn around and show off her buxom ass.



amity bits her lip, she gripped it hungrily as the sight of it made her starve. "hm fuck, baby. i swear
these grow fatter everytime i see them." she cooed before slapping it making luz whine.

"back it up for me."

luz did just that, she started to slowly rubbed her ass against amity's dick, wiggling it for amity's
amusement. though her face is really red, she doesn't feel the slightest hint of embarrassment as this
room is their safe haven.

no one is allowed here but her and her mistress. she trusts amity, she loves her and amity could say
the same.

amity grabbed both sides of luz's hips to stop her, she moved her hips to graze the noceda's wet
pussy making her shudder while it searches for her hole. when she found it, amity didn't waste
anytime on push all of her inside as luz out an erotic moan that filled the room. feeling her pussy
lovingly encase her lover's cock, making her melt in amity's touch.

she finished her drink before settling it down to the table to start thrust into luz. "aaahh! aahh
fuck.." luz searched for the armrests to hold onto while amity fucks her from behind, the chair
rattled slightly but luz's moans overpowers any noises that isn't her.

amity licked her lips as she'll never get over the feeling of luz clenching around her. she watched
her ass jiggle everytime it comes into contact to her hips, she gave it a hard slap before standing up.

moving luz to hold on the chair while amity stood behind her, going harder than before making luz
let out a squeal as she rolled her head back. the euphoria rising quickly from her rear and
throughout her body is immense. it clouds her mind, making her beg for more, to let amity fuck her
harder.

"m- mistress! please, go harder!" luz begged just like what her mind told her to do. amity chuckles
to herself, she rested her body on top of luz's back as she leans closer to her ear, nipping it while
she promptly groped her breasts.

"you want more? is that what you're asking?"

luz nodded her head in a strenuous manner, she arched her ass bac for amity and looked at her over
her shoulder "please mistress, i want you claim me!" amity grinned to herself, she shoved her cock
deeper into luz earning a scream of complete pleasure and her upper half went limp as her ass is the
only standing.

"very well then."

amity always gets lost in the sex. she's happy that she finally has someone who's libido is up to par
with hers. no one could last till dawn with her except luz who's still awake by daybreak, her ass and
pussy filled of the blight's cum along with her body.

she's extraordinary and nothing, not even money could take her away from amity.

amity grabbed luz's collar but didn't pull on it yet "fuck luz! you want my cum, don't you?!" she
asked and luz shouted out a "yes!"



then, amity pulled onto the collar making luz's upper half raise and her hands gripping the collar as
she lets out stifled moans. amity plunged her member deep into luz's womb as she came inside,
finishing every corner her pussy has which triggered luz to come as well.

letting their cums mix with each other. amity lets go of the collar making luz drop to the chair,
heaving as low raspy groans escaped her lips. savoring the feeling of warm cum swirling inside her,
amity hasn't pulled out yet as she just stared at her darling's panting body.

amity slowly withdrew, she can feel her anger is still there and not fully diminished yet. she lifted
luz off the chair, settled her down the pillows as she got in between her legs and went back in.

luz moaned loudly with her head hanging low to see her hips and amity's pressing against each
other as her pussy sizes her cock. she lets out a pleasured sigh and looked at amity directly into her
golden eyes that pierced through her hazel ones.

"aaahhh shit, amity.."

amity slowly leans closer to luz's face, feeling her hot breath on her face with their lips only mere
inches apart from a kiss.

"we're not done yet, luz. we're so far from done."



Payback

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'distraction'

"ouchie! i'm not a sack of dildos, you know!"

luz pinched the bridge of her nose at amity's comment after she threw her to the floor. she slammed
the door shut, locking before flipping the lights open.

they're in a hotel, a first class one that luz specifically booked after she trapped amity and tied her
up with a blindfold on she couldn't see where they really are. probably thinks they're in an
abandoned house.

"where are ya? take this blindfold off so i can see your embarrassed face when your teammates saw
your limp dick!" amity roared in laughter as she vividly remembers the night she seduced and left
her without closure.

"what did willow say? how bout gus? 'oh nice dick bro'." amity did a poor imitation of gus before
wheezing. she's having a time of her life while luz quietly approached her with clenched fists as she
glared at her. she didn't reply to any of amity's saying.

"did the whole corps talk about it? not gonna lie your dick's big, bet alot started begging for it."
amity said then a thought came to her mind "aw, then that leaves poor ol' amity with nothing." she
added then she heard luz scoff in front of her.

"oh don't worry, i'll make sure to save you some." luz said while taking off her pants, tossing it to
the side as she stroked her already hard cock.

the only reason she was able to capture amity despite being a slippery little bitch is to fuck her in an
unforgiving manner after the embarrassment she had to endure for weeks. she's pissed and horny
for the blight.

she'll get that relief tonight.

"how sweet of you. let's do that again so my friend could- mmgh?!" amity felt her hair getting
roughly held then something warm and big got shoved into her mouth.

"you talk to much. let's see if you can bite than all bark, blight." luz started thrusting into amity's
mouth, roughly. amity was surprised at the sudden motion but ended up liking it, her tongue
wrapped around luz's girth to provide as much pleasure as she can.

she does want to please luz.

"you embarrassed me to willow and gus. you even had the audacity to send the cctv footage to taint
my name! you bitch!" luz pulled out for a second to slap amity across the face before going in



again.

jokes on luz, amity's into that shit.

"i'm going to fuck you till you can't walk anymore, amity. you'll be filled of my cum till you're
inflated and you can't do anything about!" luz now held amity's head with both hands as she goes
harder on her.

"besides, you didn't do anything to help me that night."

small tears are prickling the corners of amity's eyes but it ended up getting dried up by the
blindfold. she likes how unforgiving and rough luz is tonight, she totally digs it and patted herself
in the back for making the noceda sexually frustrated.

after a few minutes of luz just ramming into amity's mouth, she finally came inside making amity
let out a muffled moan as she feels luz's warm jizz fill her mouth. she swallowed some as it was
getting too crowded.

luz pulled out, watching her cum dribble out of amity's mouth as she panted lightly. she easily tore
off her clothes and forced amity to go in all fours "l- luz?" amity gurgled for a moment and spat
some of the cum out to talk clearly. "take this blindfold off, please." she requested but luz only
cackles mockingly.

"no."

then, luz shoved all of her inside amity without warning making her both scream in pain and
pleasure. "fuck luz!!" luz bites her lip as she feels amity tightly clenching around her cock.

luz started thrusting into amity, tightly gripping her hips as she listens to her moans. amity's upper
half drooped to the floor, she can't keep her balance while chained.

amity clenched her teeth tightly as luz relentlessly fucks her without care or regard. it hurts since
she can't fully adjust but she loves it nonetheless.

she and luz had sex before, luz is a soft person and wouldn't go rough unless told to so amity is
delight that she doesn't need to tell luz to punish her of what she did.

"you like that, don't you? always knew you're a rough girl! you little slut!" luz snarled, she
mercilessly fucked amity as she's taking out her anger, her frustration- just everything to amity as
she deserves to feel, to see, to know how much damage she did on luz's part in that failed coup.

luz has been under the radar from her corps just to find amity, she planned and thought everything
out so nothing would disturb them this night because this is also the night luz would pull amity
back to her side.

not letting her go this time.

"aaahhh luz! aahh.. aaahh! please.. please.." amity whispered in the end, she doesn't know why
she's saying please in the first place as she can't think straight anymore. she can feel luz repeatedly
hit all of the right spots, especially her favorite one, abusing it as it's bringing amity closer.

luz watched amity's body violently jerk forward at each thrust she does, listened to her gasps, lewd
moans and small sobs as luz isn't letting her breathe. she bent down and got close into her ear to



whisper "please what, blight?"

"i.. i don't know.." amity replied, true to her word but luz doesn't take 'i don't know' as an answer
tonight. she plunged herself deeper into amity making her squeal with her ass arching and head
rolling back as drool rolled down the side of her mouth.

"please what, ames?!" luz goes rougher than before. she can feel herself getting closer to climaxing
as well, her nails dug into amity's hips but she barely noticed the pain. "what?!"

"i love you!!! god- i fucking love you, luz!!!" amity blurted out, all of her fingers are clenched as
she's tipping over the ledge if luz kept going in that pace and roughness.

luz's cheeks heated up when she heard that but she shook it off and continued her manic thrusts till
she finally pops her nut inside amity. "then, take it!!"

"aaahhhh!!!"

amity shuddered at the feeling of luz's cum shooting inside her pussy now, the warmth it gives her
makes her weak and it did as her legs are quivering from that rough session.

luz slowly pulled out making amity think they're done but she flinched when she felt the noceda's
cock rubbing her ass making her feel scared and turned on as luz is staying true to her word of
stuffing her with cum.

"ready for round 2?"

-----

after luz finished coming inside amity's ass, she pulled out and amity fell to the side, coated in her
cum as she panted heavily on the floor. luz chuckles to herself at the sight of the blight.

she stuffed her cock back inside her pants, rummaged through amity's tattered pants till she found
her phone. luz saw many missed calls and messages from boscha asking where the fuck she is,
good thing the location tracker is off.

luz looked over to amity who seemed to have passed out now and an idea came to her head making
her smirk devilishly. she took a sweet picture of amity exposing her mouth oozing out of cum and
drool, her pussy and ass leaking as well.

luz giggled to herself as she types it before sending it to boscha and skara. she tossed the phone in
the bed, knelt down in front of amity. "aw, out of the ring, already? come on, ames. i know you're
better than that."

luz lifted amity off the floor and settled her to the pillows, which awakened amity. she finally took
off the blindfold for her to see how wet the clothe became from the tears. "i'm not done with you
yet, baby."

amity opened her mouth to speak but only a rasp is heard so she resorted to hand signs, telling luz
neither does she and she's glad.

meanwhile in the local bar;

'cant talk rn, im doing hot girl shit while being a slut for luz'



boscha and skara read the message from amity and stared at her creampied body. "well, tell her to
have fun." skara said as she waved her hand nonchalantly and resumed to her drinking.

boscha rolled her eyes, she knew this kind of night would come "she's always a slut for luz."



Golden Star & Lucky Girl

Chapter Summary

actress amity x fangirl luz

requested smut

"AMITY!!!"

"CAN I GET AN AUTOGRAPH??!"

as amity walked down the red carpet, arm to arm with another actress she was partnered in her last
project. many lights from the cameras flashed before her eyes, she always hated it but grown used
to it.

barely.

amity has a small smile on as she waved at the paparazzi and her fans who's being held by a simple
melt barricade.

amity blight was a child star and a golden star in the movie or series industries. everyone wants her
to be in their projects because it means it's gonna be a big deal when amity is in the scene.

as amity continued to walk down the red carpet, slowly getting annoyed at many flashes. she never
really liked the so many pictures being taken and it's worse that there's kinds of people that would
wait outside her manor just to get a picture.

then, one flash made amity squint and a low growl emitted from her throat. she just wants to sprint
out of here, when she opens her eyes, she turned froze as past the line of paparazzi. she sees
someone.

amity ended up staring at someone, a girl with brown hair, hazel eyes that glistened from the lights
and has a tanned complexion. she watched her wave a paper with her name on it.

"excuse me." amity muttered to her partner as she slipped her arm off theirs and went towards the
girl as she pushed the paparazzi out of the way. the other fans squealed when their actress came
close to them, some tried to touch her to make sure she's real but she evaded the hands and just
stared at the girl.

"hi. can i sign that?" amity asked, pointing at the paper the girl has. the girl looked down before
getting the request "o- oh, okay!" she handed it to amity along with a sharpie.

amity pulled the cap off and used her leg to put her signature with some written below before
handing it back. "thanks." she shot the girl a wink and that almost made the girl pass out as amity
walked back to the carpet.



luz watched amity walk away before looked down the signed paper, a smile came on her face as she
sees amity's signature but she also noticed something below written in perfect cursive.

i'd like to see you after this. go out and tell gus i sent you.

what does it mean? who's gus? does the amity blight proposing another meet up? what if it's a trap?
why would someone like amity do that?

all of these questions swarmed around luz's head as she doesn't know what to do but she has to try,
right? luz rolled up the paper and started to slip out of the massive crowd, get out into the dark
streets where all of the celebrities' limos or other types of cars are parked.

luz started to search for amity's car that she saw her come out of, she got to the one is that parked
up to a hotel and saw some of the drivers just chilling outside. she walked up to them and saw one
just sitting in the bench, reading a magazine.

she approached them and softly tapped their shoulder to make them look up "oh good evening." the
boy tipped his hat generously as he saw luz. "good evening to you too, um, are you gus?" she asked
and the boy seemed surprised at the mentioned name.

"yes. how do you know my name?" he asked, a little suspicious as he rose a brow and slowly
closed his magazine. "amity sent me to meet you. here, she just wrote it down." luz handed gus the
paper for him to read for a moment before humming.

slowly nodding his head, gus returned the paper and stood up as he motioned luz to take his seat.
"the awards would take a while. what's your name?" gus asked "i'm augustus porter, amity blight's
driver and friend but you can just call me gus." he adds.

"luz noceda."

it took a few hours for amity to get out of the awards show, she sighed deeply and pulled her hair
tie off to let her hair loose as she's slowly getting a headache from how tight it was.

she headed for her car and immediately saw drivers kneeling down in the side of a hotel, cheering,
clapping to themselves. she can see her own driver in the cluster too along with luz who's talking.

amity stared at luz, barely hearing what she's discussing with the drivers as she eyes her beauty
under the golden lights of the hotel. it compliments her so well and amity almost forgot why she's
here in the first place.

with a clear of throat, everybody stopped to look at the blight and one yelped when the spinning top
hits them in the forehead. "oh, miss blight!" gus sprung up from the floor, patted off his knees "i'll
just start the car." he said as he trotted over the car.

luz slowly stood up as well, patting her legs off dirt and slowly, almost timorous, approached amity
who towered over her. maybe it's just the heels but who knows.

"you.. you said you wanted to see me after the awards?" luz asked, she tries to look at amity in the
eye but kept failing as she can't match up to amity's standards. "indeed. mind if we go in the car?"
amity said, she opened the passenger door for luz to go in which she hesitantly did before amity got
in as well.



"first, may i know your name?" amity asked as she looked at luz who's looking around the interior
of the lavishing car and it feels overwhelming to be sitting here with a star sitting next to her.

"l- luz noceda, ma'am." luz replied, she's stiff as fuck and she's anxiously tapping her hand to her
knees. amity obviously saw that, she softly chuckles "no need to be formal, i think we're in the
same age anyways." she said as she leaned back and crossed her legs.

"do you want a drive home? it's past midnight and the train or busses must be closed by now."
amity looked down to check her watch and she's right. "that wouldn't be necessary, mi- amity." luz
tries to decline as amity's being too polite to someone who's below to her.

"no, i insist." amity said "just tell gus where and he'll drive us there. he knows the roads."

"yep! so, where to luz?" gus asked as he looked at the mirror. luz held in a whimper, she pursed her
lips, she doesn't know what's happening but a literal celebrity with billions in her bank accounts,
owns god knows how many mansions and cars is offering a simpleton a drive home in her
expensive car.

is she luckier than the four clover?

"uh.. owl avenue." she said and she noticed amity's surprised expression "you live there? what are
the odds, that's where my childhood home was." amity said as a smile in on her face.

"really? that's great." luz smiles as well as she got a new information about amity. gus started
driving, the two started to slowly talk with each other, telling their common interests and a little bit
of their childhood.

luz is starting to see that amity is more than this golden star of hollywood and is just another girl
like her who just needs someone to talk to.

"and there's this one guy went flying out of the window, yelling that he can fly till he fell into the
garbage! baam!" luz told her many stories as she slammed her fist into her palm. there's so many
things happening in the owl avenue and it's never a bore living there.

amity bursts out of laughter "wait wait! was it hooty? i think i met him while i was a kid." she
asked and luz vigorously nodded her head "yeah! he babysat me with eda and i'll tell ya, the man's
not ageing!"

both women snickered to themselves, amity never lets out a genuine laughter or snicker to anyone
after she got into the industry. it felt good. it felt like she could be herself with luz.

it's great.

as they calmed down, amity wiped the small tear off the corner of her eye and sighed "say, are you
gonna be free next week?" she asked and luz nodded "yeah, why?" amity just shrugged, she started
thinking if she should take the first steps of getting luz to be with her.

be her girlfriend.

it'll be controversial and alot of paparazzi will in her door asking combobulated questions but it'll
be worth it.



"i don't know. i just thought if we can get some coffee or something.. maybe a lunch in 5 guys.."
amity muttered as she fiddled with her fingers whilst looking out in the window with her cheeks
turning rosy.

luz smiles as she scratched the back of her neck "yeah that would be nice though i haven't been to 5
guys yet." amity looked at her in the corner of her eye before chuckling. "don't worry. it's a great
place for a simple date- i mean meet up!"

amity accidentally slipped, luz felt her cheeks heat up by that but she ignored it. sort of. "sure, i'd
like that." she replied as she nods. liking the idea of going out for lunch with a star but amity's not
gonna go out extravagant.

"great."

-----

"breaking news: is the golden star of hollywood, amity blight, now has a girlfriend? there has been
many sightings of the blight out in the streets of downtown la with someone beside her but hidden
by a mask. in establishments like starbucks, fast food restaurants and even a gay club. many had
tried to uncover who is the mysterious person under the mask but failed miserably. who is this
person and are they really the celebrity's-"

"this is stupid." amity changed the channel before throwing the remote to the side, she yawned and
laid down on luz's lap for her to knead her hair. "i was watching that. i wanna see the theories they
have."

they're both at home in amity's mansion in malibu, far from the many prying eyes but there's still
some that harbors their gates.

it's been a full month that luz and amity are officially together but didn't broadcast it. amity didn't
want luz to be bombarded by unwanted or 'good' intended attention by everyone so amity goes
everything to protect her lover's privacy as well with her family's.

of course, luz had to announce her relationship with amity to her mami so she wouldn't worry or be
suspicious that luz hasn't been going home recently. camila was profoundly shocked at the news
about her daughter being with a hollywood star, it's one of the odds she didn't expect on happening.

camila did establish a rule, it doesn't matter that amity is a celebrity, if she hurts her daughter.
camila would gladly wack her with her chancla. amity swore to her whole being that she wouldn't
do anything to hurt her beloved so that day of getting beaten up by a chancla won't happen.

hopefully.

amity has been spoiling luz and she's not a materialist person so no gucci or prada would make her
more happier than being with the most beautiful girl in the word.

amity wants to differ on the title of 'most beautiful girl' as she's already looking at one above.

"hey," amity softly calls as she caressed luz's cheek to make her look at her. "hey." luz replied,
smiling down and amity felt her heart leap whenever she sees the noceda's brightest smile. it's one
of the most precious treasures in the word.



"how could someone like me end with the most beautiful girl. i'm so lucky to have you, luz." amity
sat up to give luz a kiss in the cheek, squishing it. she continued making luz giggle "i think we can
agree you're the most beautiful here." she said but amity only scoffed.

"nope, don't be modest, love." amity constantly gave luz kisses all over her face that is starting to
tickle her. "ahaha! stop, you're- whoa! ahahahah!!" luz yelped when amity pushed her to lay on the
bed and started tickling her sides whilst kissing her.

"babe! oh ahahaaha stop it!" luz softly punched amity's shoulders as she wheezed, her legs
thrashing behind her. "say it, you're my lucky girl!" amity said.

"i'm- aahahhha! i'm your lucky girl- i can't breath hahaha!"

amity giggles, she stopped tickling luz and cupped her cheeks to squish them more. "staaapp." she
groans, her eyes are closed, hands gripping her wrist and lips protruding making the blight snicker.

"you so cute." amity pecked luz's lips before letting her go. luz narrowed her eyes at her lover
who's smirking down at her "what?" amity asked as she hovered above luz, not noticing position
they're in.

"you're so annoying!" luz playfully pushed amity for to drop on top of her making her grunt "oh no!
help, i'm being attacked!" amity said in a horrible acting tone as she placed her hand on her
forehead.

luz rolled her eyes and pulled amity into a kiss making her immediately kiss back. luz's grip on
amity's shirt slowly loosened as they indulged into the kiss more with amity's hands slithering
down to luz's waist, grasping it.

as they slowly pulled away, luz rubbed her nose against amity's "i love you too." she whispered.
amity softly smiles and hugged luz tightly, engulfing herself the warmth the noceda provides.

amity lets out a blissful sigh "this is nice. for so long, i've been living here alone and i finally have
someone to share everything." she whispered as she buried her face in luz's curly hairs. "you truly
are my lucky girl, luz. thank you for being mine."

"geez, babe. poetic much?" luz lifted her head as she giggles before leaning in for another
passionate kiss. "mm.. words can't simply convey how immaculate your succulent lips are,
darling." amity continued in between kisses

"i wish i knew some big words.."

amity started to slowly lift luz for her to lay down insides with her going in between her legs
without breaking the kiss.

pulling away, amity started to pepper luz's neck with kisses as her hands slowly slip inside her shirt,
noting she isn't wearing any bra tonight only makes her smirk. she fully lifted luz's shirt up for her
to see her developed tits in full view.

"hm.." amity groped them, knead them while she watched luz's expressions slowly turning flustered
and lewd. "can i take you tonight, babe?" amity asked as she gently pressed her crotch against luz's,
letting her feel the ever growing bulge.



"y- yes, please." luz breathes.

their first time was slow, sensual, amity gives her lover the needed praises while luz provides and
it's a way for them to fully feel, indulge each other as they become one that night. now, it's the
sense of rush, euphoric tidal wave in between their legs while maintaining the clear difference of
lust and love.

the two factors always has a blurry line of separation but not for them. it's vivid.

amity took off the shirt and pulled down her jogging pants just for her cock to spring out, she
swiftly pulled luz's pants down along with her underwear before setting to the floor.

with the tv still on, playing whatever it is has on the channel was left ignored as they the only thing
that exists tonight is luz and amity.

luz looped her arms around amity's neck to pull her down for another kiss which she gladly
returning while slowly rubbing her phallus against the noceda's wet pussy making her lowly groan
in the kiss.

"i love you so much, ames. you're my golden star." luz said as they momentarily pulled away, amity
softly smiles and snuggled up to her lover's neck, inhaling her scent.

the title golden star gets thrown around alot especially to amity. it never really meant anything to
her, the first time she heard it, it made her feel special but now it just rung empty.

but there's something about luz when she calls amity her golden star.

"i'll go in now." amity said as she aligned herself in luz's womanhood, earning a nod of approval,
she started to push inside making both of them moan softly, luz's grip turned tight and amity held
onto the armrest of the couch instead as she continues.

"aah.. ahh amity.." luz moaned into amity's ear which is a perfect melody and she could listen to her
moans all day. as everything is inside, amity felt luz's legs loosely wrap around her waist as her
fingers gets lost in her locks.

amity waited for a moment before instantly going into her preferred speed catching luz off guard
but she loves it. "aaahh! aahh fuck, ames!" she moaned loudly as she feels the pleasure shooting all
over her body and it's amazing.

"shit.. luz, you still feel tight.." amity tightly gripped the armrest with her nails digging into it. she
looked down to see luz's pretty little lewd red face, her mouth agar as she moans for her and body
jerking forward due to amity's hard slams.

"goddamnit luz.. how can someone be so perfect be with me.." amity bent down to kiss her again,
slipping her tongue in for her to tasted luz making her let out a muffled moan. their wet muscles
swirled with each other in an invisible beat till air became a nuisance for them to pull away with a
thin string of saliva connecting them.

"aaah.. aahh fuck!! amity i'm all yours!" luz exclaimed, letting her voice echo throughout the
massive mansion and overpower the tv. amity bit her lip, she pulled back before driving her cock
deep into luz making her squeal as she arched her back.



"oh god, baby! i love you!!" amity now moved her hands down to luz's hips to hold them tightly,
she dropped her head into luz's neck as she lets her hips do the work. "i love you- aaahh amity!!"

luz tugged on amity's hair as she can feel her hitting that favorite spot, repeatedly and it's bringing
her closer to the edge. amity licked luz's neck, she can also feel herself getting closer as how tight
luz is clenching around her.

then, amity bit luz's neck, leaving a love bite. luz didn't hold back on giving amity one as well, she
pushed the hair out of the way before biting into her flesh earning a deep groan from the blight.

"fuck fuck fuck- luz!!!"

"oh god amity!!!"

both of them screamed each other's name as luz came hard, coating amity's cock with her cum
before she swiftly pulled out. amity rapidly stroked her cock before letting her hot spews of cum
drop onto luz's stomach with some falling on her tits.

"ha.. ah.." amity slowly lets go of her cock, grabbed her shirt on the floor to wipe her jizz off her
lover. "up we go." she gently lifted luz up and settled her down to lie on top of her, letting her listen
to her erratic heartbeat that is slowly coming down.

both of them sighed in bliss, amity wrapped her one arm around luz who's tracing the lines in her
calloused but smooth hand. the blight's hand is clearly bigger than luz's if she placed hers against it.

instead, luz intertwined their hands and looked up to amity as she smiles making amity smile as
well. "my golden star." she softly kissed the blight's lips before resting her chin on her chest.

amity pushed the stray hair out of luz's face for her to see her shining hazel eyes.

"my lucky girl."



Prowler

Chapter Summary

halo au

spartans amity & boscha x elite luz

requested smut

two rogue spartans went and took a prowler, leaving everything behind. their reasons of mutiny
from the UNSC navy is classified and whom dared to ask would be apprehended at all cost.

they unknowingly jumped into the urs system and is now in front of a dark planet. sanghelios, the
homeworld of sangheili.

"shall we?" spartan-089 asked aka, boscha havenstar as she sat in the command controls, staring at
the planet she once stepped on. heavy footsteps are heard behind her to reveal a dark green
armoured spartan.

chief spartan-025 or amity blight looked at her colleague in the corner of her eye before looking at
the foreign planet. "if you must." she gave a vague answer but boscha took it as a green light for her
to hit the accelerator of the ships, going in full speeds into the atmosphere.

the clouds has a peach like hue before the rock formations appeared in their view for boscha to
swiftly dodge and find a well hidden place to land on. can't afford to lose their only getaway in a
widely populated hostile planet.

as boscha landed the ship, she stood up and easily caught a plasma rifle while amity held a fuel rod
cannon which made her confused as she smaller weapon and amity has a much stronger one.

"mind switching? i don't see the point of you having the cannon." boscha said but amity is being
amity, a hardheaded as she placed her helmet back on and revved up the cannon.

"and i don't see the point of you complaining over a weapon. a cannon is a cannon and rifle is a
rifle. it all depends how good you are with it and it'll show in the damage." amity said before
walking towards the opening, boscha rolled her eyes and followed suit while mocking what amity
said under her breath.

as the latch of the ship opens, revealing the desert like ground it has and the scorching temperatures
it has. both spartans moved out with their weapons at ready, they surveyed the vicinity before going
on to search.

searching for something. anything.

they got on top of it mesa that overlooks the many dunes below. they both laid stomach flat on the
ground, their eyes scouring for any sangheili or just anything might be of use for them as they want



to get away from the UNSC navy as possible if they could.

after a few minutes of nothing, amity continued her bird watching but boscha is slowly losing her
patience at the lack of anything. before she could comment on it, amity hushed her and pointed at
something behind a dune, coming out to reveal itself as a sangheili or elite.

"field marshal." boscha mutters as she eyes the sangheili wander across the desert with a needle
rifle at hand. it seemed to be searching for something as well, perhaps a forerunner relic?

no clue but they could care less about the alien's objective.

"let's shoot it and put it in questioning." boscha declared as she powered the plasma rifle. amity
looked at her, it's not obvious but she has a sneer on and deadpan expression.

"your stupidity astounds me, havenstar." amity commented on that horrible plan of action.

boscha scoffed at that "do you want to do it then? you'll more likely kill it before we could even ask
it's name." she said as she frustratingly lifted her hands in the air.

amity doesn't have time to be in a banter with boscha, she sighed deeply and stood up. motioning
her hand for boscha to be a guess to do her own plan while she watched.

"just make sure you don't hit anything vital. i don't want us to use all of our resources to heal it if
you fucked up."

boscha rolled her eyes before taking aim at the sangheili, looking for a spot that isn't gonna hurt too
much but will hurt. her finger is slowly applying pressure to the trigger as she watched the
unsuspecting field marshal continue it's trek across the dunes till-

"bang."

both spartans watched the sangheili slightly fling back before falling to the ground. "ha! come on!"
boscha sprung up from and swiftly slides down the steep slope of the mesa to get to the elite like
it's a grand prize deer.

amity followed her colleague down the dunes, running towards the sangheili and saw boscha
slowly kicking it over to reveal the spot where she shot it. in it's right side.

"step aside." amity knelt down in front of the sangheili, inspecting the wound that is smoking with
some of it's blood oozing out into the sand. the field marshal's armour is slowly dismantling on it's
right side from the single plasma shot.

might as well take the whole thing off.

amity gently touched the smoking wound, peeking to see it's rather convoluted insides but no
internals are damages are seen. "good thing it's armour stopped you from completely killing it."
amity said, already done with her diagnosis.

"what do you suggest we do to it?" boscha asked, she's been staring at the sangheili's helmet head
for a while now while amity was inspecting it's wound. she wanted to see what's under it.

"disassemble it's armour first then we'll bandage the wound and wait for it to wake up." amity
ordered, boscha nodded and both of them started to rip off the elite's armour, discarding it to the



side then stopped when they saw how..

ravish-able the sangheili's body is without it's bulky armour.

amity turned it over only to freeze when she saw it's breasts. uncovered, unfiltered breasts under the
sunlight.

the blight shook her head and continued to take the rest off while boscha slipped the helmet off the
reveal a rather attractive face of the alien. it resembles a human but mixed of a sangheili.

"well then." boscha looked at amity whom gazed back. their minds seemed to be in the same
brainwaves now as they can tell pass their helmets, they'll do many things with this creature.

"you carry it back to the ship."

-----

after amity wrapped the wound with bandages, her and boscha took off their armours in the ship,
leaving them with their sleeveless black shirts and cargo pants. both staring at the sangheili on the
floor still unconscious with it's hands tied and mouth stuffed with cloth.

"when will it awake up?" boscha asked to particularly no one as she uncrossed her legs and leaned
closer to eye the alien. specifically it's breasts pressing against the cold floor.

"say, do you think i can stick it in it's mouth?" boscha nudged amity to pay attention to her
question. amity rose a brow as she's doubtful of that but it'd be funny to see boscha attempt to stick
her dick in a mouth of a creature who has four opening lips with very sharp fangs under it.

"go ahead. don't complain if it snapped your phallus off." amity cackles making boscha grumble.

then, a shuffling and crackling like noise is heard making the two looking at the slowly awakening
sangheili. they stood up to carefully approach it, making sure not make the alien too aggravated at
the sight of them.

the sangheili fluttered it's eyes open, their hazel hues glistening. they looked around for a moment
before noticing amity and boscha, the field marshal's mouth bloomed open, revealing many shards
of teeth as they hissed at the two spartans.

luz tried to wriggle out of the restraints but she winced when she felt a sudden sting in her side. she
looked down to see bandages around her stomach, she returned her gaze back up to the spartans
whom continued to come closer.

she spat out of the cloth "stay back! what is this?! where am i?!" luz shouted her questions. amity
stopped boscha from advancing further.

she knelt down in front of the sangheili and stared directly into her eyes. both gold and brown
clashing, asking silently as there's no words exchanged for a good few seconds.

"firstly, my name is amity blight. this is boscha havenstar. we just so happen to come across you
and your name is.." amity did a quick introduction and offered luz to continue the conversation
which she has hesitant of.

"luz." she gave amity her nickname as her real is a mouthful.



"cute name. now, the reason of us taking you to our ship is to simply ask you questions." amity
said, flashing a small smile which hurts as she never smiles. luz blinked, she can see the strain in
the smile so she doesn't know whether or not the blight is lying.

"regarding of what?" luz asked. "maps. we're seeking a place that isn't easily reachable by the
UNSC, by your kind or by anyone." amity replied "a distant planet that isn't colonised if you may."
she added as she lazily rotated her hand.

a frown slowly formed in luz's face as she heard a familiar name "you're with the UNSC?"

"formerly but that information is merely nugatory." amity quickly dismissed it.

"but what we're also after is a fun time with you." boscha quickly changed the subject as she
dropped her elbow on amity's shoulder, smirking at the confused sangheili till she noticed the strain
in both spartans' pants.

"uh.. i don't think that'd be a good idea." luz warned, she doesn't wanna get down with two soliders
from the UNSC navy. she just doesn't want to despite both of them being attractive and all.

"why not? it's not like your nether regions has teeth." amity said, snickering softly. "u- uh, yes it
does! try me and i'll gladly rip your genitals off!" luz threatened but this only made the two roar in
laughter.

"ha, nice try but your anatomy doesn't lie."

being born in the UNSC navy has lowered their sex drives for them not to be distracted or seduce
by the enemy. it's still there but less. amity and boscha are trying to bring it back up now that
they're out of the navy.

"trust me, you'll enjoy this luz." amity said, she got in between luz's legs for her to see her snatch, it
looked normal but she has to check it's insides first. "i'll propose a little test if you don't mind."
amity licked the index and middle fingers before running it along the sangheili's pussy.

luz shuddered, she looked down to see amity rubbing her silk folds, asking her to be wet before
slowly pushing both fingers inside making luz let out a breathy moan. she squeeze her eyes as she
feels amity feel her insides, checking if there is really teeth inside.

then, she felt a hand cup her cheek to make her open her eyes. boscha examined her as she never
really get to see an elite this close, her thumb traced one of luz's lips and peeked inside her wide
mouth.

"you don't have a tongue, do you? shame. i was hoping to use your mouth." boscha said before
letting luz go.

"looks like you're good to go." amity said as she slipped her fingers out, proceeded to take pull her
pants down just enough for her cock to spring out. letting luz bask in it's size before she rubbed the
tip on her clit and slowly pushed inside.

"aahh.. ngh please.." luz mutters, she trembled at the feeling of the blight's size slowly made her
wide to get accustomed till there's nothing left. amity lets out a low groan, liking the sensation luz's
tight insides wrapping her dick.



"hm.. you feel nice and tight." amity held both of luz's thick thighs, raising them slightly before
starting to move her hips. luz's lips slowly fluttered open for moans to escape, her eyes doesn't
know where to focus on.

is it the ceiling of the ship or the airlock?

then, amity gripped her chin to make her eyes land on her dead center. "keep looking at me, luz."
she said and noticed that the sangheili got used to her so she started going in her preferred speed.

"aaahh! aahh fu.. hngh- aahhh!" luz lets out a loud moan that echoed throughout the ship and
making boscha more turned on. the havenstar watched luz's tits bounce as her body jerks forward at
each slam amity makes.

boscha intently listened to her erotic moans whilst her hand rubbed her clothed cock.

"aah damn.. who would've thought a sangheili would feel this amazing." amity grins, she rolled her
head back in bliss, to think she went on for 23 years without a pussy is astounding to in itself.

she dropped luz's legs and leaned down to her neck, she can't kiss luz as she doesn't know how to
but she can leave hickeys despite how touch her skin is.

"a- amity.. aaahhh!" luz arched her back when she felt amity hit that one spot at the same time
biting her neck hard to leave a mark. it feels like both of them are riding a carriage towards heaven,
luz is loving how good amity fucks her.

the rigorous thrusts and precise strikes. there's a hint of gentleness in there like she wants luz to
enjoy this as much as she is, not just for her own gratification.

she makes her weak.

amity grunts as she goes deeper into luz, she clawed the floor of the ship making an annoying
sound that is left ignored as both of them are lost in each other. "oh luz.." she felt luz loosely wrap
around her waist with her tied hands softly touching her chest. feeling her own breasts.

amity lifted her head up a little for her and luz to stare into each other's eyes once again. seeing the
lust riddled across their hues and something is building up in their guts that is threatening to
explode any given time.

since she can't figure out how to kiss luz yet, amity kissed her cheek earning a sudden purr erupt
from the sangheili's throat. cute amity thought before grunting as she clenched her teeth tightly.

she doesn't wanna pull out nor plan to do so.

"oh fuck!!" amity roared as she plunged her cock deep into luz when she finally comes. luz's mouth
fully bloomed open again as she lets out a pitched moan, triggering her to come soon after.

luz shuddered at the feeling of amity's hot cum mixing with her own. "feels good, doesn't it?" amity
asked as she kissed luz's cheek again "y.. yeah.." luz replied, breathless. the blight lets out a soft
chuckle, she slowly withdrew and watched their mixed cums ooze out of luz's whole.

it made her feel a sense of pride.



"are you done? or should i just go to the cockpit and malfunction it?" boscha broke amity's trance.
amity looked at her to see that her dick is angry as a wet spot is seen in her pants.

scoffing, "fine." amity stuffed her sheathing cock back inside her pants. luz watched the two switch
places with boscha now in between her with a libidinous gaze on her body, mostly on her pussy.

"i do hope blight didn't spoil everything." boscha said as she pulled her pants down for her angrily
twitching cock to spring out, letting luz stare at it before she saw flipped over and ass raised.

lowly humming, boscha rubbed luz's ass cheeks before harshly slapping it making luz jolt and
whimper. "ha. you're weak after a little fuck." she spat before aligning herself on luz's pussy and
pushed all of her in without regard.

"aaahhh!! fuck.." luz moaned at the top of her lungs as she was caught off guard by sudden
intrusion. boscha licked her lips at the feeling of the sangheili's pussy wonderfully clenching
around her cock.

"ahh you like that, huh?" boscha started thrusting roughly, the complete opposite of amity but luz
doesn't complain. her still tied hands are curled into fists as the havenstar rail her, feeling her balls
slamming into her clit.

"like that?!" boscha repeated her question as she drove deeper into luz making her roll her head
back in ecstasy "aah yes!! yes.." she replied, her head fell back down to the floor.

"that's it!"

boscha dropped her hands on the floor, she bent dow to luz's neck, burying herself in her warmth
before sinking her teeth into her tough skin to leave a mark like amity. "mm.. fuck luz, amity's
right. you feel incredible." she whispered, grinning as she listens to the elite's moans fluctuating but
exciting moans.

"b- boscha.." luz muttered the ex spartan's name fuelling her more. "that's it, moan my name just
enough to make amity feel envious." she said as she looked at amity whom rose a brow at that
proposition.

"i doubt that you can." amity simply replied.

"oh, you don't have the lie, chief. you were all kissy kissy earlier. what was all that about?" boscha
snickered as she sees amity narrow her eyes at her before looking away with her cheeks turning
rosy.

"nothing. it was merely impulse. no need to delve deep into it, havenstar." amity dismissed the
claim but all she did was add more gasoline into the fire. in the corner of her eye, amity can see luz
looking at her with those eyes, telling something.

boscha didn't press on as she already got her answer before the denial.

"whatever you say, chief." boscha's thrusts turned animalistic making luz arch for her and the
familiar feeling starting to rise in her stomach again. she knows she can't stop it from how rough
boscha is.

neither of them are planning to stop it anyways.



"oh fuck yes! take it, you sangheili slut!" boscha did a final deep thrust into luz before bursting
inside. this made luz come at the same time as well, letting their cums mix together along with the
remnants of amity's.

luz deeply gulped and sighed as boscha pulled out of her. both ex spartans watched their cums leak
out of luz and her sweaty state.

amity helped luz slowly lie on her back again to finally take off her restrained hands and kissed her
cheek again that is replied by a soft purr. "you did well." she whispered before pulling away.

"there you go again. kissing her and shit." boscha teases and amity growled at her to shut up. she
took a deep breath in, she continued to stare at luz who's looking at them in the corner of her eye,
getting a little woozy after two rounds.

then, an idea came into mind.

"what do you say about staying with us?"

-----

a few months later.

after luz gave them the maps and pleasure for the two ex spartans. they couldn't just discard her
after what they did so they decided to bring her along in their expedition for a new life, a new home
for all of them.

amity in the cockpit, manning everything so they wouldn't sudden be in a crossfire or be in an
asteroid belt. boscha walked down the ship halls with nothing to do, might as well find luz around
here to accompany her.

then, she abruptly stopped walking when she heard a hissing and faint groaning down the hallway.
boscha took out her pistol before slowly continuing her walk silently, approaching a room.

the havenstar leaned against the wall and peered inside the room, her eyes widens as she sees luz
laying multiple eggs on the floor as juices of sorts spills out along with it.

blinking, boscha placed her pistol back in the holster and stood right in the entrance of the room.

"uhhh... chief!"

amity swiftly rushed down the hallway and did a sharp turn in a room where she heard boscha call
her. "what is it?" she asked, looking at the havenstar who's rather flabbergasted before motioning
her head for amity to look.

she saw puddle of something, she can't determine what unless she inspects it but that might have to
stall as she followed the small trail up to one of their incubator pods.

there stood luz in front of one, typing away in the console. both amity and boscha saw 6 or more
eggs inside the pod, heating up as a blanket is also surrounding it.

"oh."



luz tore her eyes off the console and noticed her two mates. she gave them a wave with a smile
before trotting over to them to grab both of them hands as they saw her eyes gleam.

"we're gonna be family!"



Comfort Buddy

Chapter Summary

amity comforts lucia after breakup
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"damn." lucia kicked the pebbles in front of her, watching it skid across the ground before stopping
for her to kick again.

the eldest noceda is walking back to the owl house alone after she broke up with her girlfriend,
amelia. it fucking sucks 'cause lucia went to the blight manor to spend the night with amelia only
for her to find out that she doesn't want anything to do with her anymore.

she doesn't need her anymore.

lucia sighed deeply, in despair as she dragged her feet along the dead leaves. the dead silence of the
woods amplifies the crunching of leaves and the faint chirps of the nocturnal creatures.

small drips of tears rolled down lucia's cheek and fell down the grass, soaking it up. lucia just
doesn't know what she did to lead up to this, she knows she's reckless or the brightest of witches
but she stayed true for amelia.

so.. what?

"oof!"

"agh! what do you- amity?" lucia saw the youngest blight on the ground, she pulled on her jacket to
wipe her tears before bending down a little bit to help amity up. "what are you doing out here? i
think luz would asleep by now." she said as amity is back on her feet.

"uh.. no no, i just wanted to see if you're okay." amity said, her cheeks turning a little rosy as she
knows luz's eldest sister knows that she harbours feelings for luz but kept failing to make her see
that.

"yeah, i'm alright. thanks for asking, you can go back now." lucia gave a simple wave of goodbye
before turning around to continue walking in the direction of her house. amity watched her a little
far but she jogged up in front of her to stop her.

"no you're not. it's written all over your face. do you want.." amity slowly grabbed lucia's calloused
hand, it's clearly bigger than her pale one "someone to talk?" she asked, she just wanna be there for
lucia as she heard all of the ordeal in her room.

it wasn't clear but loud enough to be heard.

all she could say lucia was silent after what amelia said.



lucia stared into amity's golden hues, the siblings all have the same eyes but the only distinction
they have is was those eyes hold. now, she's seeing the worry in amity which she appreciates and
she can tell there's nothing changing that.

sucking up a deep breath before huffing it out, lucia slowly nodded her head "okay. walk with me?"
amity agreed and they started to walk with a space betwen them but amity seemed to forget that
she's holding lucia's hand.

lucia looked at it in the corner of her eye but ignored it, for now. "i just don't know what did i do
wrong, it was sudden. she didn't even bother giving me an explanation either." lucia started, she
took off her beanie as she combed her hair before dropping it. frustrated at the lack of closure this
breakup has.

lucia has gone through breakups before but at least they had reasons even if it's stupid. amelia didn't
give her one. it's like amelia doesn't need her anymore and threw her out of the window.

that literally happened.

"if i hadn't come here, amelia would've just called or messaged me about it and i don't know what's
worst" amity listened to the noceda's story, it makes feel hurt as well just by looking at the
expressions she has.

painful.

"well, i think she's stupid. i don't know the full context of your relationship since you're confusing
but it's not right to be dumped all of the sudden without reason. you're a good person, though a little
insufferable,"

"yeah thanks." lucia lightly scoffed at that but amity is not done talking. "you're humble, smart and
great person, lucia. that's what i'm trying to say and it's not fair for you to be hurt you like that."
amity finished her statement, she stopped walking making lucia stop as well since she's still holding
her hand.

"i don't know. i guess i deserve it."

amity shook her head "no, you don't. no matter how bad of an influence you are, you proved to be a
good person at heart and you do not deserve that. ever." she strongly placed emphasis on the 'do
not' as she tightened her hold on lucia's hand.

"careful, you might actually break my hand." lucia teased but it was the time amity finally realise
she was still holding her hand. the blight quickly lets it go and stuffed it in her pockets, averting her
eyes with her cheeks turned red.

"a- as i was saying. it's not justifiable to.. lucia?" amity trailed off as she saw lucia started to slowly
approach her with a look on her face, she backed up and lucia kept going.

lucia stared at amity, seeing many things she hasn't before. it's staring to allure her, intrigue and
bewitch her to come closer till amity backs up to a tree with the eldest noceda towering over her in
a few inches.

"lucia?" amity's breathing turned hitched when lucia pressed her hand near her head, cornering her.
"have you always been this cute, amity? the moonlight really complements you." lucia said, she



moves her head a little to get the moon shine down on amity making her pale complexion glow.

there's something about the nocedas with the sun and the blights with the moon. both heavenly
bodies complete and accolade each other. the polar opposites attract as they say.

lucia softly caressed amity's cheek, feeling her smooth flesh against her rough hand. "i.. i can't be
blunt about this but i really like you, amity and," lucia slowly leaned in, her eyes gazing at the
young blight's plump lips as her thumb lightly traced them.

"can i have this one night with you?" she asked.

amity knows better than to think lucia meant of a sleepover. she looked up to the humanvs hazel
reddish eyes, she saw it glisten with the light shining behind.

"i guess." amity slowly closed her eyes and waits for lucia to come closer.

as their lips finally met, a huge tidal wave of emotions broke through the kiss. lucia placed her
hands onto amity's shoulder while she held her hips, she tilts her head to deepen the kiss with her
slowly switching places.

with lucia now against the tree, they pulled away with their lips lingering. they stared into each
other's glimmering eyes before amity made lucia turn around to face the tree, hold onto it as she
gripped her hips.

"well, aren't you eager?" lucia teased amity then she felt something hard grind against her ass.
"you're the one who wants to spend the night with me." she replied as she continued to to grind
before slowly unbuckling the noceda's pants for her to fully pull it down. exposing her pussy.

gulping at the sight of it, she became more turned on. amity hasn't fucked anyone before though she
did some videos and... embarrassing walk ins.

"hey, don't leave me hanging, blight." lucia wiggled her ass for amity making her pants grow tighter
as a bulge is straining, begging for release of it's cage. "guess who's eager." amity fired back,
earning a groan from lucia.

amity proceeds to take off her pants, letting her cock stand in it's fully glory under the moonlight.
she slowly stroked it before rubbing her tip on lucia's pussy lips making her shudder and aligned
herself in her womanhood.

"ready?" amity asked as she tilts her head to see lucia's face but she can't. "yeah, just get on with
it." she said and the blight gladly complies as she slowly pushed her whole inside.

groaning at the feeling of lucia's warm insides beautifully wrapping around her cock. amity bit the
insides of her mouth as she noted that the human is also tight.

despite that she and her sister had been fucking like wild animals, what a miracle.

"aaah.. fuck, ami. you're quite big for your age." lucia moaned as she feels getting stretched
deliciously by the youngest blight. she hasn't seen it's actual size but as her insides wraps around it,
she could say it's in 11 or 10 tops as she can feel it hit that one spot if she starts to move.

"i'm 18." amity responded. she tightened her grip on lucia's hips when she felt her squeeze around
her.



"so is luz. have you considered about it?" lucia looked over her shoulder to flash a grin at amity
whom blew up in red. she'd be lying that amity hasn't had a wet dream or jerked off just by thinking
of luz but never in her wildest dreams she'd be fucking her sister first.

lucia obviously was the redness of amity's face "it's okay. consider this as a test run so you wouldn't
be mess with luz. after all, my baby sister deserves the best." she said, snickering at amity as her
blush worsens.

"i uh- um.. shut up!" amity started thrusting to shut lucia's mouth as she can't continue this
conversation anymore. lucia moaned loudly, she dug her nails into the barks of the tree making dirt
accumulate in her nails.

"aaahh god! yes.." lucia bit her lips as she feels amity hit that special spot almost immediately. her
cock pulsed inside her hot snatch making both noceda and blight slowly get lost in the pleasure
consuming them.

"gh.. fuck.. aahh.." amity swallowed a large lump in her throat, she continued to ram into lucia, her
balls repeatedly beating her clit and she watched lucia's ass bounce at every slam making it almost
mesmerising to watch.

amity rolled her head back in ecstasy. if this is how good lucia's pussy feels like, she could only
wonder how luz's would feel. her mind started to wander towards luz, imagining that the one she's
fucking. who's moaning out her name, whining and panting.

but she still sees lucia.

she doesn't really have a problem with both sisters though, she wants luz.

"aaahh.. hey," amity softly calls which was a replied with a stifled hum. "c- can you set me up with
luz? i- i really wanna be with her..." she said, she can't believe she's asking this whilst fucking lucia
but she doesn't seem to mind.

"oh sure- aahh.. i would if you could fuck me better. your moves are sloppy as fuck." lucia taunts as
she cackles. amity narrowed her eyes at the noceda, a low growl emitted from her throat. she pulled
out for a second before plunging her cock back in making lucia roll her head back in delight.

amity's legs turned extremely tense as she kept her stance even though she's starting to feel numb
but she pressed on and made her thrusts stronger and faster for lucia's content.

"i like that?" amity asked, she bent down to come closer to ear. lucia arduously nodded her head
"yes!!" she replied as she pushes her ass back for amity, practically begging for more as she likes
this pace. it's putting her on the edge.

a good sex could make your worries go distant, making you forget it tonight and possibly return by
hitting you like a truck. right now, that's what lucia is experiencing and she wants this to last long
as no booze is enough to drown the sorrow of a breakup.

"oh fuck amity!! i think i'm close!" lucia shouts, letting it reverberated around the woods making
the nocturnal creatures shut up to let the two have this night to themselves. the brisk skin slapping
is also heard along with heavy pants and grunts from the young blight.

no one knows what's happening in these woods. it's so perfectly masked everything.



"shit..." amity clenched her teeth tightly as she can only feel her climax also coming quickly and
she has to prove that her pull out game isn't incompetent.

"aaugh fuck!!"

"amity!!!" lucia finally came hard for amity, her legs quivered as she squirted on her dick, coating it
before she swiftly pulled out. amity rapidly stroked herself before finally popping, her strings of hot
cum landed on lucia's ass and aimlessly watched it slowly trickle down to her thighs.

gulping, amity felt lightheaded but she shook her head and wiped off her jizz with her shirt before
helping lucia fix herself. they both sat down to the grass, leandd against the tree as they panted
heavily and stared up into the mildly clouded dark sky that is barely covering the full moon.

"yeah," lucia breathes making amity look at her "huh?"

"yeah, i can set you up with luz." lucia clarifies and amity did a small celebration internally, now
she's just tired. she leaned her head against lucia's shoulder, resting as her eyes is starting to grow
heavy.

"geez, tired already?" lucia softly chuckles, she tucked the stray hair behind her ear.

"you know what, you can be like my comfort buddy." the noceda said making amity open her eyes
for a moment to look at her "you mean.. sex buddy?" she corrected but lucia shook her head, she
also shrugged as a 50/50 thing.

"hm, that too but i like to call it comfort buddy."

amity rolled her eyes before resuming to get into slumber "yeah sure."



Take It Out On Me

Chapter Summary

amelia is mad of lucia about something

requested smut

"what the hell, noceda!"

lucia was slammed into a tree, wincing slightly. she glared at amelia who's glaring back "what do
you mean 'what the hell'?! i just saved you, can i at least get a little 'hey thanks man'." she retorts as
she threw her hands up in the air in frustration.

"i had it under control and you fucked it all up by suddenly jumping out of nowhere! what is wrong
with you?! are you trying to kill yourself?!" amelia yelled back, she wiped the small blood off the
side of her mouth as lucia used her shirt to wipe the blood on her nose.

"i could say the same! what the fuck are you doing battling a basilisk?! weren't you there when one
posed as an.. an.. well shit i forgot but it was my and luz's first day!" lucia must've hit her head hard
on the rock earlier as she can't remember who the basilisk was posing of before it attacked the
school.

"of course i was! just- ugh!!" amelia lets out a frustrated roar. lucia rolled her eyes "alright fine, if
you wanna be killed so badly. i'm sorry." she did a small bow as a mock as she has a sneer on.

amelia growled at her till a idea popped above her head. "a simple sorry doesn't cut it. strip." she
ordered and this totally caught lucia off guard.

baffled, lucia cleaned her ears for a moment just in case it was clogged. "what was that?" she asked,
wanting to make sure she wasn't hallucinating.

"strip, noceda or i'll gladly toss you into the slitherbeast's cave." amelia threatened as one of her
fists combusts into pink flames, slowly pushing it close to lucia's face for her to feel it's immense
heat.

grumbling, lucia slipped her jacket off, dropping it to the side and took off her dirtied, bloodied
shirt. "all of it." amelia making lucia groan "you're killing me." she muttered as she unclipped her
bra for the blight to see her succulent breasts.

amelia slowly extinguishes her flame as she continued to watch lucia now unbuckling her pants
before bringing it down along with it boxers. her slightly hard cock now dangles, exposed out in the
cold air made it slowly grow.

the witch was impressed at how thick and big it is. it's 8 inch in it's limp state, she's curious how
long it'll be in it's full glory.



"make it hard and fuck me with it, human." lucia rose a brow, not gonna lie, she does like the sound
of fucking the eldest blight but this is so sudden.

"is this a punishment or something?" lucia asked.

"do you want me to accept your apology or not?" amelia fired back, didn't really answer the
question but that's enough for lucia. she grasped her cock to start stroking it while looking at amelia
who's intently watching her like a predator or a serial killer who's waiting her to make a mistake so
she can kill her in one swift move.

it doesn't help that it's completely dark out and the only light source they have is lucia's lights.
amelia's golden eyes glowed menacingly which made her both scared and turned on.

it's great to have a woman like that.

amelia can sense lucia is mildly afraid. she started to take off her own clothes to help lucia get
harder faster which worked splendidly. she placed her clothes in the pile before slowly approaching
lucia, their faces only inches apart as they feel each other's hot breathes.

"be a good girl and i just might spare you tonight." amelia whispered before closing the space
between them. lucia slowly closed her eyes as she drowns herself in the kiss, tilting her head to
deepen it while amelia held her cock which is the final step for it to become rock hard as it twitched
in her touch.

pulling away, amelia turned around to bent over for lucia with her hair almost touching the ground.
the noceda started the witch's pussy that is ready for her to take, blood also rushed up to her cheeks
as this really happening.

"well? don't tell me the stubborn, reckless lucia noceda is being hesitant." amelia teased which
made lucia frown at her from behind "alright. didn't know you were a whore." she whispered the
last part out.

"what was that?" amelia looked over her shoulder, giving a warning look. lucia shook her head "no.
nothing, ma'am." she responded and she cursed herself for saying ma'am but there's turning back.

lucia silently took a deep breath, she gripped amelia's wrists before aligning herself in the blight's
hole. as lucia is pushing in, amelia lets out a breathy moan, her head hanging low at the feeling of
the human's cock distend her insides.

"aaah fuck.."

lucia bit her lip as the blight is tight as fuck, she moaned when the rest just popped inside. amelia
shuddered and bit her lip, loving the fact lucia fits like a glove, a tight glove with her insides sizing
her.

after a few minutes of adjusting, lucia started to thrust into amelia, letting her moans escape and
slowly fill the trees that muffled the noise, altering to whomever hears it.

"oh shit.. just how big are you?" amelia asked, looking over her shoulder once again to see lucia's
flustered face. "about.. 12." lucia replied and she hits that one spot already when she pulled amelia
to her base earning a pleasured gasp.



"damn.. you lucky fuck aaahh!" amelia lets her head hang low as she lets lucia fuck her good. it
better be good. the noceda leaned back to the tree, her hips now slamming into her. seeing her ass
jiggle is an amazing sight to see.

"ames.. you feel amazing.." lucia mutters, she rolled her head back from pleasure. her eyes are
closed as she listens to amelia's moans, it feels like she's reaching a plain of peace where she only
hears, feels amelia.

amelia's hair wildly thrashes around with her titties madly bouncing as her moans turned sporadic.
her tongue is slightly dangling out with drool dribbling down.

"oh titan fuck, lucia!!" she lets out her voice, not caring if someone hears them as she's getting slow
in the euphoria behind her.

she can feel the noceda repeatedly hitting that spot and that only which quickly brings her to the
edge.

lucia also feels a knot growing in her stomach, getting bigger and bigger till she can't take it
anymore. "a- amelia!!!"

"fuck yes!!!"

amelia screamed at the top of her lungs as she felt lucia shove herself deep, almost hitting her
womb and spewed her cum inside which triggered the blight to come as well. letting their cums get
to know each other before one ferments the other.

both heaved, lucia almost lets go of amelia but kept a tight grip on her wrists. "am i.. am i forgiven
now?" she asked.

the blight slowly looked over to lucia, seeing of a mess each other's hairs has become. amelia lets
out a soft giggle before taking a deep breath in to say;

"you gotta work hard for a blight to accept your apology, human."



Mix it Up for A Love Potion

Chapter Summary

alternate route of 'perceptions'

frowning deeply, luz was just about to answer the door after she got dressed and headed down. her
eyes are looking at the kitchen as the smell of cooked dinner wafted the air.

hooty conveniently opened the door for amity. letting her in, dressed good and has her hand raised
for a wave but she saw the frown in luz's face which made her peer inside to see what she's looking
at.

there they saw eda prepping the plates. king is with her, holding something while he manically
cackles and his tail wagging furiously before pouring liquid on the two plates, it disappears a few
moments after.

"what is that?" luz asked making the two look at her. king corked the bottle and hid it behind his
back as he giggles "oh nothing, bestie. just a little add on favor, you know." he dismissed, waving
his paw nonchalantly.

amity slowly walked inside the owl house, suspicious like luz is. "eda," luz approached the two
who's starting to sweat as the human comes closer, she looked at four plates. the two that was
poured by something has engraved her mind.

luz took a sniff of it, she smelled nothing but the normal aroma of the food. she's still skeptical.
"hand it over, king." she offered her hand to king whom turned away while holding the thing tightly
behind him.

the noceda rose a brow at the little demon, groaning, king finally pulled out what's behind him.
revealing it to be a midnight purple colored potion. luz slowly grabbed it and shook it a little.

"what does this do?"

"it's a little something called libido potion." eda gladly explained. the two blew up in red when they
heard that, luz carefully placed potion down the island before yelling "why do you have this?! and
why did you put it in our food?!"

"not our food. your food." king corrected as he pointed luz and amity.

the young blight looked down to the ground, it's the weekend and she'll be staying in till monday,
it's bad enough that she'd be sleeping in small quarters with luz but the idea of eda sneaking this
potion in their food and them having s-

amity snapped out of her daze when she felt luz run past her and the door slamming. she looked
over her shoulder to see no luz in sight. she didn't listen to what the owl lady and her apprentice
was arguing adter she heard the libido potion.



a sense of desire started to engulf amity's body, her mind coming up of so many obscene scenarios
with her being under luz. the pleasure surging from in between her legs while listening to her pants
and grunts. shit.

"ah, she'll be back." eda said as she grabbed the potion to place it in the cupboard. probably not
gonna use anytime soon. "i- if you don't mind me asking, why did you put it in our food?" amity
asked making the owl lady look at her.

"simple, help you two since you're taking too damn long and a little bit of revenge on your mother."
eda replied, soft chuckling as she remembers the banters she and odalia had before she became a
runaway.

"oh, i see." amity started fiddling with her fingers, feeling timid as she wants to ask another thing.
eda noticed the timorous attitude the young blight is exhibiting, "what? you're not mad finding out
you'll get pregnant by luz?"

"h- huh?!" amity was flabbergasted when eda said that ever so easily like it's a day to day thing.
"um.. no. no not really.." she muttered as she looked away again.

she started thinking about it. luz getting her pregnant, carrying her child and being a family with
her seemed amazing. she could actually get a kick of this as eda said, this is a revenge on her
mother.

eda could see that amity is considering it, she took out the libido potion again along with two new
ones and placed it in front of amity.

"i was originally gonna buy the libido potion and fertility potion," eda pointed at the hot pink
potion, fertility. "but morton is kind enough to give me this dick growing potion thing for free. i
actually forgot what it's called." she pointed at the glowing teal color potion.

"so, pick your poison, miss blight."

amity stared at the three potions presented in front of her, notably the fertility potion. she hesitantly
grabbed it, feeling the bottle's cold exterior and the liquid slowly swirled inside as she moves it.

"good choice. now, you just have to wait for luz to cave in." eda said, she grabbed the other two
potions and placed in the counter out in the open for anyone of them available to use.

"and you won't be waiting for too long."

-----

after luz came back to clear her head, she was presumptuous of eating dinner before she hesitantly
did so and was glad that eda replaced the potion filled plate to a normal one.

the dinner was quiet nonetheless and luz kept glancing at the two potion on the counter. she doesn't
know how many eda bought for this scheme of hers but she didn't ponder on it too much.

luz couldn't sleep.

she ended up staring up into the ceiling, thinking of a scenario of her getting down with amity
who's peacefully sleeping beside her. luz can hear her soft snorts near her ear.



the human slowly turned her body to face amity and she immediately regrets it as she can see the
witch's cleavage through her tank top since it's the middle of summer. luz wants to look away but
she couldn't at the same time.

luz stared at amity's chest that is rising and falling, her breathing hollow but stable. many intrusive
thoughts started to appear in her head making her immediately shove it down as she can't do that to
her best friend.

she doesn't want to do that to amity, right?

luz grabbed her pillow and groaned into it while making sure she wouldn't waken amity.

this is gonna be a long weekend.

-----

the restroom door was swiftly pushed open, slamming it into the wall before locking it. she quickly
rushed to the furthest stall of the restroom and locked it as well.

it's the first day of school and luz is already panicking.

the atmosphere in the sleepover was a little tense but it soon cleared up now it's the end of the
school and amity asked if she could stay in for the night again which luz happily replied yes to.

amity also said she'd be here for awhile since she got into the banshees again, luz doesn't mind and
was about to watch the reform team captain breeze through training but it was the worse idea she
ever had.

luz sighed deeply as she sat down in the closed toilet. she can feel and hear her heart drumming
against her chest and ears, it became so loud after she saw amity's lithe form be jacked.

luz placed her hand on her face, feeling how hot she became. she looked down to see her legs are
subconsciously rubbing against each other, creating pleasurable friction.

"oh god.." luz gulped, she doesn't know why she's suddenly feeling like this. is it puberty? she
thought she passed that stage. or is amity who's looking sexy in those tight cycling shorts that is
showing off her milky thighs. it jiggles everytime she runs or her shirt straining her well developed
milkers-

stop oh my god! what the fuck are you doing?!

luz leaned back to toilet, she can feel her uniform grazing her hard nipples and her pussy drenching
her underwear. school's done after all so.. might as well finish up here.

the noceda started to pull her multi colored leggings just enough for her to see her own slick, she
spreads her legs and moved her hand down with her fingers slowly rubbing her pussy.

a breathy moan escaped her lips as she feels her own wetness, her mind is starting to return to
amity. the image of her sweaty, hot body, her hair in a mess after training, her perspire rolling down
her neck and her heavy pants into her ear.

trembling, luz closed her eyes as another image came into mind and it's amity in her knees, lapping
her juices off. she pushed her first finger inside, uttering a quiet squeak as luz started to finger



herself.

"a- amity..."

luz started to think about it.

the day of her finally getting down with amity is imminent with those potions hanging in bay, just
waiting for either of them to dunk it down half.

luz rolled her head back as she goes faster despite feeling her arm getting a little tense. she can't
stop thinking about of getting a piece of amity, getting a taste of her pussy, praising her perfect
body and finally able to kiss those succulent lips.

she can't stop.

-----

amity quickly headed for the owl house after her training ended, she doesn't know where luz is,
maybe she got bored and went back home which is about be great.

amity pulled the fertility potion out of her bag while speed walking in the forest, she stared at the
color of it. it shimmers under the sunlight piercing through the treeline, it's calling, it's tempting her
to go ahead.

drink it.

she took a deep breath in before popping the cork off. amity took a sniff only to smell nothing, she
placed it in her lips before tilting it as she looked up for the liquid to go into her mouth and soon
into her system.

as the blight drank all of it, amity wiped her mouth and placed the empty bottle back into her bag,
just in time when she got out of the forest and there stood the owl house a few feet ahead of her.

amity swiftly got inside without bothering to acknowledge hooty, she noticed the owl house is
empty and quiet. no eda, no king, the lights are out. the witch's ears twitched when she heard some
footsteps above, someone is still here.

she dropped her bag in the floor and went to the kitchen to grab the final thing. amity grunts when
she suddenly felt heavy, she leaned against the counter as her breathing hitched and her bodily
temperature rising rapidly.

"oh fuck.." amity looked down at herself to see her chest growing and threatening to rip her
uniform. she turned around, grabbed the libido potion for her to drink but only half of it before
heading upstairs for luz's room.

not noticing the empty bottle with a small droplet of teal spilled on the counter.

amity used the walls for support as it gets heavier, she can feel it starting to lactate and the libido
potion being fast acting as her pussy getting aroused.

at this point, just one touch will make her come.



as amity pushed the door open, she stopped when she saw luz moan loudly, fully nude and watched
the spectacle of her cum shooting out of her grown cock.

with the light shining behind her and lust clouding her mind, amity is starting to see luz as an erotic
angel and stared at her twitching, still hard cock as it secretes cum.

gulping, amity drank the rest of the libido potion and swiftly approached luz. she cupped her
cheeks before slamming her lips into her, luz moaned when she felt amity's soft lips against hers
and she didn't hesitate to kiss back.

amity pushed the potion inside luz's mouth for her to drink while their tongues dance in a manic
rhythm till they ran out of breath.

they both stared at each other with their eyes dilated, salacious intent filled their minds and only
one thing made itself clear.

fuck each other till they're numb.

luz's body heat increased as the libido potion taking over her body now. she watched amity take off
her uniform, letting her heavy tits bounce and luz stared at the lactating nipples, heavily breathing
before pushing amity to the sleeping bag with luz hovering above her.

luz took one nipple to suck on while groping the other one, she got in between the blight's legs and
easily shoved all of her in making amity squeal.

"aaahh fuck luz!!"

amity gripped luz's hair, tugging on it as she felt luz starting to thrust without letting her adjust. she
doesn't need to. she looked down to see luz's eyes are slowly closing while sucking like a newborn,
her hips slamming hard into amity as her body jolts forward everytime.

"oh fuck, luz.. luz please!!" amity wrapped her legs around luz's waist. she pulled away with a pop,
gulping down the sweet milk and leaned in for another kiss.

luz moved her hands down to the witch's hips as they pulled away, she sets her back straight before
railing amity hard without her energy depleting.

yet hear her muscles scream.

"aah god! amity, you feel amazing!!" luz roared, she watched amity's tits madly bounce as her
ecstatic moans filled her ears. it feels like she's being carried to heaven, her body is completely
getting overtaken by the pleasure and she's giving into it.

"luz.. i love you so much, please!!" amity opened her arms for luz to come down for a hug, she
pulled her down a deep, passionate but lust driven kiss. it's vehement and sloppy as saliva rolls
down the side of their mouths but it doesn't matter.

withdrawing, luz moaned and leaned against amity's touch. her half lid eyes are fervent for amity,
she can feel her tightly clenching around her pulsing cock and her milkers oozing out more.

"i love you too." luz breathes, she leaned down to take the other nipple to suck on. she can't get
enough of amity's milk, it's smooth, it's sweet, creamy and addicting.



a trembling smile appeared in amity's face as she watched luz suck on her. she softly rubbed her
head. she wants to pamper, to take care of luz as her lover and if she can, her wife.

she wants to be with the human and carry their child or children, the sex is great but a life with luz
would be amazing. it's a dream within reach.

luz feels the same but wouldn't admit it. she wants to spew her cum inside amity and make her
small stomach be filled of her to baby. yet she still wouldn't say it out loud.

as luz pulled away, she gave one last lick on the cute, perky, pink nipples. she buried her face in
amity's neck, dragging her tongue along her neck before biting her to leave a hickey making amity
moan in bliss with her arching as she's pretty sensitive from those potions.

"aaah.. you're so good, ames. i wanna fuck you till tomorrow.." luz whispered into the witch's
pointed ears, nibbling them. amity gripped luz's shoulders and held her down, keeping her close to
her heating body.

"please.. fill me up! i want your cum so bad!!" amity begged and she got what she wanted as luz
goes faster into inhumane. their levels of everything increased, since amity took the whole bottle of
fertility and luz had all of the dick growing one.

going the whole day wouldn't be a question.

"agh- then. fucking. take. it!!!" luz thrusts as deep as she can at every word till she bursts. amity
screamed in euphoria with her arching again, she dug her claws into luz's shoulders and she barely
felt the pain.

amity's stomach filled up with luz's cum as she emptied out her balls but it'll quickly refill as
neither are done. she shuddered at the feeling of it, it makes her feel whole.

luz slowly pulled out, she lifted amity up and made her grip the window frame with her ass facing
the noceda. "i'll make due of what i said." she said, breathless before plunging her cock back inside
making amity roll her head back.

"luz! aaahhh fuck yes!!!"



Her Loving Touch

Chapter Summary

vanilla/first time sex

requested smut & fluff

alone in a dimly lit room, soft music is playing somewhere in the background to suit the mood that
is barely acknowledged. the curtains are completely covering the dark windows that displayed no
stars.

only the moon stood alone in the bare sky.

shining bright just like amity against the light of the lamp. their own light source. amity and luz sat
on her bed, luz invited amity for a dinner that is also the time her mother finally meets her
girlfriend.

camila is happy to know that her daughter she's with someone who can spend a lifetime with.

luz tilts her head to deepen the kiss, since amity staying in for tonight, they've decided to take their
relationship it's first real step for their bond to solidify. amity had her arms around luz's neck, her
pink dress is slowly slipping to the side and luz's shirt slightly ruffled as they had a little difficulty
to land on the bed.

now they looked like they did it in the floor instead.

slowly pulling away, their lips linger as they stared into each other's eyes, dilated and glimmering
of so many things against the lamp's light.

one thing made itself certain. the pining, the wanting, the desiring and the passion is vivid.

"are you okay? can i.. take it off?" luz asked as she softly grabbed amity's legs that wore long black
socks. amity nodded "yeah, um.. can i take it off too?" she hesitantly pointed at luz's pants and a
bulge is evident.

luz nodded, she slowly pulled off amity's socks to reveal her creamy, smooth legs before dropping
the socks off the bed. luz gulped as her eyes now wanders up what's up that dress but she shook it
down for a moment and stood on her knees to let amity unbuckle her pants.

"you don't have to if you're not comfortable." luz said as she grasped amity's hands, softly rubbing
them. she sees the hesitation the blight but she's just new and scared like luz.

"no no, i can do it." amity replied with a small smile, she kissed luz's knuckles before letting go for
her to start unbuckling her lover's pants. taking the belt off, setting it to the side and lowered the
zipper for her to pull it down just enough to see the strain in her dark purple starred boxers.



amity softly giggles at the sight of the adorable boxers, luz looked away in embarrassment "sorry.. i
didn't know it'd be tonight. it's stupid.." she muttered but she felt amity's hand on her cheek to make
her look at her again.

"it's not. it's cute." amity leaned up for a peck and was about to resume but luz stopped her for a
moment. "uhm.. can i take off your dress this time?" she asked. amity nodded, she eased down
when luz grabbed the edge and started to pull it up.

luz watched more skin expose the more she pulls the dress up making her more hard as she felt it
twitch. when the dress is off, she placed it to the side and exhaled shakily as she's staring at amity's
well developed breasts encased by a black sports bra.

amity is a little self conscious about her body, she usually wears long sleeved clothes or dresses
with jackets. she never liked showing too much skin and luz is the only one she lets in but is
hesitant.

she slowly covered herself making luz panic and quickly averted her eyes. "i- i'm sorry. are you
okay to continue or do you wanna stop? it's okay to say no, ames." luz reassured as she held amity's
hand. giving it a firm squeeze.

amity swallowed a lump in her throat, she took a deep breath and exhaled silently. she returned the
squeeze before slowly place luz's hand on one of her breasts.

"let's keep going. i want this night to last for us." amity said. luz returned her gaze back to her
lover, seeing the redness on her face. "sure? i just want you to be alright in our first." luz cupped
amity's cheeks and kissed her.

"if it's you, i'll always be alright."

luz smiles, she also took off amity's bra for her to finally see her tits with her hard nipples in full
display. "fuck." luz hesitantly reached for them milkers till she grasped them.

it fits in her hand- no, bigger than that. luz started groping amity's breasts earning a low whimper
and slight squirming as this is a new sensation. luz is practically mesmerised at the boobs, she's like
a kitten kneading her favorite human.

she is.

then, luz felt a tug on her shirt making her snap out of her daze and look up at amity. "still good,
ames? do you want me to stop?" amity shook her head, "no.. let me take it off as well." she said as
she tugged on luz's shirt again.

"oh, okay." luz proceeds to take off her jacket and left the shirt on for amity to pull up, revealing the
noceda's toned stomach to amity which made her blush worst till the shirt is off.

luz wore a simple clipped bra that amity slipped her hand to her back, feeling it's hook. "may i?"
she asked and luz gave an affirming nod. amity unclipped her lover's bra, slipping it off for her to
see her own tits.

gulping, amity slowly grasped them and gave it a firm squeeze. a breathy sigh escaped luz's lips,
she watched amity be in trance while she groped her breasts making her affliction grow worse.



luz placed her hands on amity's legs, slowly getting in between her with her face leaning closer to
amity which seemed to bring her back to reality and closed her eyes for a kiss.

amity groaned in the kiss, she feels luz's hands slither towards her panty but it's do anything yet. the
blight slowly leaned closer to her and twitched when she felt the bulge against her clothed pussy.

pulling away, luz started placing soft, tender kisses on the blight's neck as she gives physical and
verbal praises. "you look so perfect, amity. i love you so much." she kissed amity's cheek, squishing
it and pressed her forehead against hers.

"are you still okay? do you wanna.. take it off?" luz's eyes motioned down to the panty. amity
nodded "please." she placed kiss on her lover's nose before giving her the same treatment while luz
slips her panty off to expose her dripping pussy.

"aah.." luz lowly moaned when amity nipped her flesh, leaving a small but forming hickey. "i'll
take this off as well, okay?" amity asked as she pulled away, luz nodded and withdrew a little to let
her pull the pants along with her boxers off.

amity gasped as she saw luz's long, thick, veiny cock twitching in front of her. luz felt her face
grow more hotter as she sees amity stare at it "sorry, i didn't have time to shave the edges.. the razor
broke." luz muttered, rubbing the back of her neck as she's getting timorous.

"no, it's okay. i don't mind, babe." amity gave a reassuring kiss on luz's lips before slowly grasping
it. her eyes widens as she realised it's bigger than what she initially thought, her hand almost didn't
wrap around it. she can feel it faintly pulse in her hand and it's warm, really warm.

"i think you're above average. are you telling me this is all natural?" amity asked, giggling lightly.
luz snickered "yeah, it is. kinda hard to believe huh?" she watched amity admire her girth while
slowly stroking it.

"you can say that again. now, i'm scared if all of this will fit."

"uh, i have lube if you want us to use it. condoms too." luz said, giving amity the option to take the
safe route for their first night.

amity started to think about it, she meant it when she asked how all of this bulk is gonna or even
gonna fit in her and would lube be worth it? yeah, use condoms in their first time seemed
reasonable way to go but amity wants to take luz raw in their first.

does it sound selfish?

when amity looked at luz, she's waiting for her answer and her eyes also shows the wanting her to
go in the raw route which made amity celebrate for a moment as she and her lover are on the same
page.

not really.

"no. we'll go uninhibited. just remember to pull out, okay?" amity said as she cupped luz's cheeks,
she nodded "of course. i'll show the amity blight that my pull out game isn't wack." luz replied and
kissed her lover's palms.



"it better be. come here." amity roped her arms on luz's neck to pull her down. luz can feel her cock
grazing amity's wet pussy, seeing amity shudder, she gripped the bed sheets as she hovered above
her.

"what's your color, babe" luz asked as she lets her body down on amity, their tits pressing against
each other while her cock teases her lover. "green. i'm ready, luz." amity responds and luz nodded.

luz aligned herself in amity's womanhood, testing the waters before carefully pushing her tip inside.
"aah.." amity gripped onto luz's wrists, feeling it tense till luz intertwined their hands, pinning them
as she continues to push inside.

"aahh!" amity squeaked when the rest just 'popped' inside. "are you okay? i didn't hurt you, right?"
luz asked, getting into protective mode again.

amity shook her head "just let me adjust for a sec."

after a solid minute of nothing, luz stared down at amity with worry riddled across her face then she
saw an assuring nod for luz to slowly start moving. she did, her cock slides in and out in a sluggish
manner for amity to get used to her girth.

which will take more time than that.

breathy moans are heard from amity, luz gulped as she listened to it and it's making her feel
lightheaded. she's starting to only see, feel, hear, sense amity and nothing else.

there's no room. no light of the lamp. no moon.

just them in this void with ever growing pleasure in between their legs that is gonna take them into
utopia.

"go faster." amity said as she's starting to want more and luz gladly delivers. luz pulled back for a
second before going in her preferred speed making amity moan loudly but she just remembered that
they're in luz's house and camila is sleeping.

"shit..." amity bit her lip, she can't use her hands to cover her mouth as luz pinned them. she just
has to learn how to keep her voice down.

"amity.. oh fuck damn.." luz gulped and rolled her head back in pleasure. amity is pretty tight, she
fucking loves it as she's lovingly clenching around her and the heat between them is steadily rising
along with the creaking sound of the bed.

they can't amp up the volume of the music to mask their noises but either way, camila would still
hear their rowdiness.

amity looked up to luz, seeing the small bullets of sweat starting to appear in the sides of her face,
her hair bouncing like their tits in every slam. in her eyes, she can see lust looming over those hazel
hues and the love as well.

everything is so heightened and vivid right now. the distinction of lust and love is so clear that it
wasn't even a question.

luz could see through those libidinous gaze and see the passion she held in for so long till luz
finally notices it. it was the best day for the both of them that they finally met eye to eye, it felt



like..

as cheesy as it seems. like fate.

fate decided to be generous that time.

"i love you, luz." amity said, seeing the trembling smile come on luz's face. showing her dimple on
her right cheek, she always loved seeing that.

"i love you too, amity. so much." luz leaned down for another kiss which amity didn't hesitate on
returning. their tongues danced without rhythm and they barely noticed that music has stopped.

only the sounds of the bed creaking, skin against skin and muffled moans are instead heard.

as they withdrew, luz lets go of amity's hands and embraced her as she buried her face into her
neck. amity hugged back, she arched her back when she felt luz hit her spot and intentionally drag
her nail on her back.

hissing but sucked it up. luz is getting lost in the euphoria, it's building up in her stomach as she
inhaled her lover's scent. she hummed, loving it and she can feel amity getting tighter with her
breathing hitched.

amity's erratic moans now filled the room, she can feel heaven between her legs now. her mind is
lost in the pleasure as luz helped her transcend above the clouds.

first times always feels like an out of body experience, a surreal thing if you have the right person
to do it with.

"aaahhh! aahh! luz, please! please, i'm so close!" amity moaned, she clawed luz's back again and
she barely noticed it. "i know. i know.." luz whispered, she licked amity's neck before leaving a
hickey or two.

the small nip amity left isn't enough. she didn't think twice as she left a much more visible one,
wanting to show everyone who luz belongs to and who she belongs to.

"aaahh sh-" luz clasped her hand on amity's mouth as she came for the very first time. luz clenched
her teeth tightly, she swiftly pulled out and grabbed her shirt from the side to use it as a catcher of
her cum so it wouldn't land on amity.

both heaved, amity stared up on the ceiling for a moment as she catches her breath before looking
over to luz who's blinking multiple times, maybe she's seeing stars and she also saw the cum on her
shirt that is now staining it.

ruining it in no point of return.

luz tossed her dirty shirt in the trash before dropping beside amity whom rolled herself up to luz's
chest, resting on top. "wow." luz breathes as she softly rubbed amity's head.

"yeah. wow." amity booped luz's nose, watching it twitch. luz leaned in to give her a kiss on the
forehead "that was amazing. we should do that more." luz said, she draped the covers over them
before leaning back.



they listened to each other's breathing return back to normal with their heartbeats slowly getting in
sync till not really. amity lazily twirled her lover's curls while luz's ghost like fingers ran across her
back.

"definitely."



Quality Time

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'a mother knows many things'

Chapter Notes

(i used a small line from 'a closer look'. if you know that fic, well. anyways, i hope the two
authors doesn't mind.)

luz dropped a plant glyph under her feet and a long undergrowth sprouted out to help her get up to
the window of her lover's. she hopped off from the plant then to the window.

luz pushed the whole thing open as she got inside amity's room. "babe." she called but only silence
met her and a rather familiar voice as well.

"she's not here." a singsong voice replied.

the noceda looked to the side and seeing the lady blight sitting in amity's bed with a small smile on
her face. she sat rather stiffly while her eyes stares at the human who immediately wants to get out
of here since she doesn't have a good track record with odalia or alador.

"um.. hi, mrs. blight. where's amity?" luz asked.

"oh, she's out for the moment." odalia said, she stood up which made luz back up a little. odalia
eyed luz with those golden eyes almost resembling a lion's gaze on it's prey, amity has the same
gold hues, every blight does but all of it held varying emotions and intentions.

luz can't read what odalia wants.

"the twins went along with their little sister," she continued as well with her approach on luz in an
elegant manners. luz can feel her heartbeat quickening, the overwhelmed and scared parts of luz's
body is steadily rising as she watches the older woman get closer.

as there's barely any space left "and my husband is in a meeting with the emperor." odalia finished
her sentence, her eyes now boring down on luz who's avoiding eye contact with her breath turning
hollow.

"oh, i- i see. i just i'll just-"

"why do you come back? i have fulfilled my daughter's fantasies of letting her take you in me and
my husband's room," odalia cuts off luz. the noceda's cheeks turned rosy as she easily recalled that



memory.

"yet here you are, returning for more when i insisted of not seeing your face again." luz flinched
when she felt odalia sudden grip her cheeks. she doesn't know what's going on inside the lady
blight's mind but she's getting scared.

"what does my daughter see in you, human? mind enlightening me?" odalia asked, she softly traced
her thumb on luz's lips before luz had enough and pushed her away.

"i think i should really go." luz was about to head for the window but it was suddenly slammed shut
by nothing and luz was thrown into the bed with metal binds appearing from nowhere wrapped
around her body with invisible flames slowly disintegrating her clothing.

"oh but i really insist of you staying till amity's arrival, human." odalia said, her tone emitting
superiority as she stared down at luz who's frame, slowly presenting itself to her whilst the noceda
tries to wriggle out of her restraints.

"ugh! let me go or else!" luz warned, glaring at odalia whom roared in mocking laughter.
threatening someone like odalia blight is merely fruitless even if you're competent.

"or else what? else what human? right, nothing." odalia grabbed the binds to pull luz up and bring
her close to her face again. her hues piercing through luz's hazel ones, it made her smirk in seeing
that the claimed fearless human is afraid.

"you're no witch then why proclaim that you are. i don't know why my daughter chose you when
you are nothing! nothing!" odalia threw luz off the bed to fall into the floor, grunting upon impact
and she felt a heel against her face, forcing up to look up at odalia.

"yeah because the ones you present to amity as a bachelorette are garbage! that's something!" luz
spat, not letting degradation pull her down. she remembered the day amity talked about this in one
of their sleepovers in the owl house and luz was livid but she kept it in till now.

odalia narrowed her eyes at luz, she pushed her face down onto the floor, practically shoving her.
"you are disgusting. you are just a human who is beneath witches, delusional enough to think you're
allowed to walk amongst us." she sneered and a cackle is heard from luz which confused the witch.

luz managed to get her face off the floor to look at odalia with a sardonic smile before saying;

"that's because amity is my natural top."

odalia is losing her patience for the human, she grabbed her by the throat with her nails threatening
to dig into her flesh as she chokes her.

"you ruined my daughter, made her feel for you. had you not come along she would’ve been
perfect, but you stoop her down to a lowly witch! you made amity weak!"

luz gritted her teeth tightly, she doesn't care about the insults getting thrown at her, she doesn't care
that her airways are getting squeezed and making it hard for her to breath.

but god forbade of her hearing insults about her lover, especially from amity's mother. it pisses her
off so much. the girl has been through much, hasn't she had enough?



"shut up! you don't even know a thing or two about amity! she has me as a significant other
because she loves me and i do too! she is so much more powerful that you'll ever be so don- ack!!"

luz didn't even get to finish her sentence as odalia tightened her hold on her throat, the lack of air is
starting to make her gasp with her brain screaming for oxygen.

"such insolence. does edalyn always harbour unruly children?" odalia loosened her grip just enough
for luz to finally breathe but didn't let go yet. her empty gaze kept baring on luz, her body is so
small compared to hers but her developed muscles tell otherwise after 4 years of being in the
boiling isles.

it either gets you jacked from battling monstrosities or die.

then, odalia got a new idea to equate their quality time than verbally torturing the human since it's
not enough.

"since amity takes long to come back. why not use this time to be in terms with each other, human."
odalia said. luz is skeptical as fuck but she can't use her hands and the binds would just get tighter
the more she struggles.

"a quality time if you will. what do you say?"

luz could only hope this quality time doesn't lead into something horrid.

"a.. alright.." luz replied, hesitant and that's enough of answer for odalia. luz's eyes widens when
she saw the lady blight lift her long dress to reveal her underwear to luz.

the noceda's cheeks turned red at the sight of it. she can't possibly ask me to do this. luz said in her
head but she felt odalia move her hand from her throat up to her hair, tightly gripping it making luz
wince as she thought odalia is gonna rip it off the scalp.

"go ahead, human. since you make a whore of yourself to my daughter, you shouldn't have a
problem with this." odalia said, grinning condescendingly at luz whom glared at her before
returning her eyes at the panty, just how is she gonna take it off with her hands tied behind her?

"uh, how?" luz asked, cynical.

"make do of what you have." odalia simply replied, she shook luz's head as if she's giving a clue in
a painful manner. luz swore she's gonna kick this woman's ass the moment she's out of these metal
binds but she just had to endure this.

luz figured she'd use her teeth as that's the only available part she can use. she slowly peered inside
odalia's dress, she can smell the witch's musk but she ignored it and slowly bit onto the edge of the
panty to start pull it down.

odalia watched in amusement as she watches luz drag her underwear down with her teeth, pulling
both sides simultaneously till she managed to get it to fall down her ankles. the lady blight spreads
her legs more and suddenly pushed luz's head into her pussy.

"you know what to do, human." odalia said. luz gulped, she can feel odalia is relatively dry. she
hesitantly stuck out her tongue and dragged it along the witch's slit till she stopped in her bud, luz
can feel the grip get tighter but she ignored it to continue if it means getting out of here quicker.



luz can taste odalia's slick slowly secreting as she eats her, lapping it. she can hear her breathy
moans above which made her grow wet as well, luz cursed her body for reacting at this. she just has
to not make it obvious for odalia not to notice.

"well well, you're quite talented with that tongue of yours." odalia complimented "of course after
all the obscenities you and amity had been doing. it's not a surprise." she always had to add
something to ruin it.

luz rolled her eyes and resumed. odalia pushed the human in more, letting her moans gradually fill
the room as she feels her tongue wildly flip in her pussy, cleaning up her messed.

odalia looked over in the corner of her eye to see amity froze in her tracks on the other side of the
door that is wide open with a small bag containing something that is slowly slipping out of her
hands.

she must've not heard the door open.

nonetheless, "come here, dear." odalia beckoned for her daughter to join. luz tried to pull out she
was only pull in to keep going while amity dither as she slowly enter her room. her eyes focused on
the nude body of her.

"mother, what are you doing?" amity asked as she got behind of luz. her eyes are still on her,
specifically her ass before odalia snapped her finger to make amity look at her.

"spending some quality time with your human. she seemed competent enough though a little
stubborn." odalia roughly tugged on luz's hair making her groan. "i did say you'd be back and now
you're here. your gazes tell all."

amity gulped, she looked down at herself to see a strain her pants. luz is literally inches away from
her, though a bit controversial that she's eating out her mother but amity will talk about that later.

the young blight slowly knelt down in front her lover's ass, unzipping her pants to let her cock
spring out. amity can see that luz has grown wet in this as she rubbed her slit before replacing it
with her cock.

"aaahh.. mhpm.." luz lets her moans escape before she got pushed in the lady blight's pussy while
amity pushes all of her inside. a moan is heard behind her, amity held luz's hips and waited for a
few seconds before thrusting.

"aah.. ahh fuck.." luz can't do two things at the same time, getting fucked and eating out. but odalia
continues to push her into her pussy to resume and winced when she felt the witch tight her grip on
her hair.

"keep going, human. i'm nowhere done." odalia growled.

amity's mouth went slightly agar as she thrusts into luz, lowly moaning at the feeling of her pussy
tightly wrapping around her cock. she looked down to see her fat ass bouncing each slam, her
hands touched the restrains making them break apart.

amity grimaced when she saw it left red marks. she leaned down to place tender kisses on them
with her thrusts becoming faster making luz jolt forward more as she kept up eating odalia out.



luz's tongue is starting to get tired from the excessive lapping but she just has to preserver as she
can hear odalia's breathing shift. telling she's getting closer.

"aah, your human is pretty good. what do you say about her being our pet?" odalia asked which
made amity snap her head up with her pupils slit so thinly that it's barely visible.

"no! you tied and forced my girlfriend to please you. the only reason i haven't summoned my
abominaton to kill you is luz!" amity roared, her thrusts became animalistic as she growled with
arms of her abomination appearing behind her, ready to strike.

odalia stared at her daughter's glowing golden eyes, glaring at her though she ignored it as she can
feel herself coming til it's too late to stop. she watched as she squirts in luz's face whom finally gets
to rest her mouth and lets it happen.

the lady blight lifted luz's head to make her look at her directly in the eye. seeing the human's half
lid eyes, getting lost in the pleasure amity giving and totally discarding the fact there's cum on her
face.

"it was just a thought, dear. after all, you did bought her this." odalia's magic brought whatever was
in the bag and dropped it in her hand. revealing itself to be an elegant black collar with it's own
leash, it's suppose the a gift for luz and be her little accessory in the bed or outside of bed.

amity wants to snatch it but she's too far to reach it. "why don't we try this on." odalia slipped the
collar on luz's neck, making sure it's in the right amount of tightness and clipped on the leash for
her to tug on.

"aaah.. aahhh amity.." luz moaned.

amity closed her eyes as she just wants to focus on luz. her hips slammed hard and deep enough to
reach her cervix, bringing luz closer to the edge. "aah fuck baby.." amity groaned, feeling her own
climax rising as well and unconsciously making her abomination arms disappear as she's getting
lost in the sex.

luz dropped her head, her eyes are fully closed as she's focusing on her climax. both of them
oblivious of odalia fixing herself to leave the two fucking on the floor with her huge smirk on her
face.

amity bent over, planting her hands into the floor as she fucks her girlfriend rough and good. she
grabbed the fallen leash to roll it on her knuckle, not planning to use it yet as she dragged her
tongue on luz's shoulder before sinking her fangs.

puncturing her flesh as she tastes blood seep into her mouth. luz screamed in pleasure as she backs
her ass more for amity and blurted out "i love you!!" letting it echo throughout the manor as the
door is wide open.

"i love you too." amity asked as she pulled away, she kissed luz's cheek and buried herself on her
neck, feeling the leather surface of her collar. it looks amazing on luz not gonna lie.

"aah fuck! i'm coming!" amity moaned as she's ready to pop at any moment with her repeatedly
ramming that spot.



"oh amity please!" luz rolled her head back when she came. amity bit her lip when she felt her
lover's warm come coat her cock, she was about to swiftly pull out but-

"WHAT IS THE MEANING OF THIS?!"

both of them jump and amity accidentally came inside. damn. they looked to see alador furious at
the sight in front of him, his face red in fury and he was about to summon an abomination but amity
was quick to make an illusion smoke screen.

luz and amity swiftly got out of each othe, they can worry about amity not being able to pull out
later but they need to leave now. they jumped off the window amity's abomination catching them
and quickly running out of the blight manor.

the twins just returned and they don't know the context of what's happening but they're cheered for
their little sister like a good older siblings they are.

"go for mittens! we support you!"

"chase for the stars but actually don't 'cause you'll die!"

so much for not inviting her mother.



Boobies

Chapter Summary

when amity accidentally saw luz's boobs, she can't stop thinking about it

requested smut (almost)

"hey luz, hooty clog-" amity was in the middle of tooth brushing when hooty clogged the toilet
when he thought he saw something shiny in there and was about to tell luz about it.

but the toothbrush clattered to the floor with some of the froth dripping down amity's chin. none of
that matters now compared to what she's seeing or just walked into.

there stood luz changing her nightly attire to her regular clothes since they woke in the early
morning. her jean shorts and leggings are on but she doesn't have her bra or hoodie yet.

amity accidentally swallowed the froth in her mouth with her face's redness getting worse as her
eyes wandered up to luz's small chest and her boobs are moderately sized since it's still developing.

hey, boobs are boobs. they're great.

intrusive thoughts started to swarm the blight's mind as she stared at those dark nipples, it got a
little hard from exposure of cold air but amity wants it to be fully erected just like her co-

oh shit.

amity pressed her legs together, she picked up her toothbrush and yelled "i'm sorry!" before
stroming off. she slammed the door shut to give luz some privacy and sunk down the floor with her
hands on her face, groaning into them.

amity lives here now since she ran away or what her parents like a call it 'disowned'. either way,
amity is happy to be far from the source of her stress and misery. now, she's free and really close
with luz since they share her sleeping bag.

eda is working on getting them individual beds or just one so she can cut herself some slack.

amity has been here for a couple of months now so why is she so embarrassed for a simple walk in
of her roomie / best friend / biggest crush ever-

i mean, we're both girls and it's normal for two girls to see each other's boobs right? like best
friends. amity questioned herself in her head.

but no conclusion is presented.

"ugh! whatever." amity groaned, she doesn't know how to resolve her feelings. she kept trying and
trying to just blurt out her feelings for luz as they live in small quarters now. but she's being a wuss



as always..

poor amity.

she slowly stood up with her face still red. amity wants to touch luz's boobs, knead it, fondle it,
praise it despite it's small frame as small boobs deserves the love like big boobs.

perhaps so beyond that.

then, something wet touched amity's socks which snapped her out her daydream and looked down
to see water coming from the bathroom slowly filling the hallway.

"hooty!"

-----

after the clogged toilet was fixed, luz and amity sat in the couch watching random videos on the
human's phone while amity rested her head in luz's shoulder as they ate snack cereal.

without milk.

amity hasn't been paying that much attention to whatever they were watching as her eyes are on set
on luz's breasts. she can't peek through the collar it's closed so she could only stare at the bump on
her chest.

her hands has been unintentionally reducing the cereal into dust as she's been holding herself for
impulsively touch it and might end herself with a big slap.

unbeknownst to the blight, luz noticed the gazes on her chest after that walk and she tried to ignore
it when she first saw amity sparing quick glances down while having breakfast.

the second time is when they're out doing errands for eda and amity bumped into a pole multiple
times for not looking where she's going.

because she's bewitched by the boobies.

and this is the third time, luz could no longer ignore it.

"here you go, bud. don't believe those flat earth conspiracies again." luz said as she handed her
phone for king to use whom squealed in excitement and happily snatched like a little child.

"i'll forge my own path!" king declared before laying back to wear himself out in youtube.

amity was confused at the sudden change then she felt luz grasp her wrist, stood up and swiftly
dragged her out of the living room to go back up to her room.

"luz?" amity called for the noceda but she didn't answer till they're inside the room. amity heard luz
lock the door, turned around and slipped the hand she held inside her hoodie making the witch
quickly averted her eyes with blood rushing up to her cheeks and down.

"amity, please look at me." luz requested softly, letting amity's hand rest on her bra less boobs as
she slowly lets it go. amity hesitantly returned her gaze to luz who seemed pretty okay with her
cheeks also heating up.



"luz... what are you doing?" amity asked.

"i've been noticing your stares after the walk in. specifically on my breasts. you can.. touch them,
it's okay." luz said, she lifted her hoodie for amity to show her tits again and bit onto it to keep it
up.

swallowing a big lump in her throat, bullets of sweat started to appear in the sides of her face with
her hands slightly trembling but amity sucked it in and lifted her other hand to grip the second
boob.

"are you sure? i.. i'm sorry if i made you uncomfortable." amity said but luz shook her head "no. i
trust you, amity and it's not just now i saw your special gazes." she replied as she softly giggled
making the blight whimper.

she really though she was being sneaky.

amity bit the insides of her mouth as she started to fondle the tits in a slow circular motion. luz is
starting to lose her balance and her back met the door while amity is preoccupied.

luz watched amity in total fascination and her golden eyes glimmering with so many things that the
human wouldn't understand but when she looked down to her shorts.

everything clear.

soft moans escaped luz's lips as she felt amity rubbing her nipples with her thumb to make her
erect. then, her hands slowly sneaked up to luz's face to cup her cheeks, setting their eyes directly
into each other.

their space is slowly disappearing with their lips tempting, calling, yearning for each other to
connect as they feel an electricity surging between them. attempting to explode at any moment.

then, amity whispered before closing the space.

"let me.. admire it more up close."



Her Little Angel

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'little angel'

with the fully moon accompanied by the aurora and twinkling stars. one celestial being flew
amongst them with her wings mirroring the wondrous colors of the aurora before landing in a vast
sheet of trees.

the lower climate is evident in the thin sheets of snow below luz as she walked through the woods,
crunching it in her heels. she has been searching, scouring around the earth for amity after two
weeks of their initial.. meeting.

she doesn't know why she's so invested in finding the demon but she is. there's an attraction on
amity that really tugs luz to come after her whether or not she's using her spell on her.

she might as well be titled as allured. tempted.

sinned.

luz came to the north, it's her last ditch effort of finding the ever so mysterious demon as her days
of search as nothing but fruitless.

while she walked the woods, she sealed her mismatched colored wings away and posed as a human
once again when she saw a clearing up ahead. luz looked up, feeling small freckles of snow fall on
face as she admires the shining spectacle above.

it does place a smile on her face. luz always sees the earth so beautiful and she finally gets a chance
to see it all.

as luz got out of the wood, she stopped in her tracks when she saw two people sitting by the edge
muttering to themselves.

no, not people. demons.

luz doesn't know what her course of action will be now that she's facing two demons who will soon
enough notice her presence. should she just strike? but luz never really get to see what amity's form
looked so what if she accidentally killed her?

what to do-

luz tensed up when she saw one demon look over their shoulder and their eyes widen in terror as
their presence and true form as been compromised by a 'human'.

"uh.. amity!"



luz is glad to know that the other demon is amity but what she isn't glad about is the pissed off look
amity shot at her when she immediately recognised the noceda. "um... h- hello." luz gave a small
wave which was replied with a growl.

"you.. what are you doing here?!" the demon snarled.

amity stood up and raised her hand to stop willow from doing anything rash as she can see her
panic "i'll handle this. go back." she said, sneering at luz who's slowly backing up.

"amity, who is-"

"now!" amity looked at her best friend over her shoulder, signalling her to just go. hesitant, willow
looked at luz then at the blight before nodding and jumped off the cliff to create herself a portal to
return to hell.

leaving the two alone in this isolated northern, snowy island.

after willow left, amity snapped her gaze back at luz and started to storm up to her. violent huffs
escaped her nostrils mixed smoke of embers and fire float into the air. her eyes seeping blood red in
her golden hues. as she roughly grabbed luz's wrist, wincing at it's tightness and burning her.

"just how the fuck did you get here, huh?!" amity roared, she could easily manhandle luz as she
thinks she's just a regular human. luz wants to get amity off her as the grip is actually hurting her.

"please, let me go.." luz tried to pry amity's hand off her wrist but she's unmovable. please don't
make me do it.

"didn't i tell you i don't wanna see your face again?!" amity shook luz as she tightens her grip,
threatening to rip it off. she stared at the noceda's face slowly contorting in pain and fright.

this irritates the demon more.

"you pesky humans. you never grasp the idea of 'leave me alone', now your insolence and
stubbornness lead you to your death." amity was about to disarm luz and kill her off but she said
something that caught her off guard.

"but i'm not a human!" luz yelled through the anger of the demon.

before amity could question what she meant by that. a suddenly wave of force sent amity back
making her sprout her wings out to catch herself, hissing at the scorching temperatures that is
slowly burning holes in her body with the snow around luz melting to reveal the once lush green
grass.

as the blinding light engulfing luz died down. amity slowly lowered her arms to see luz wearing a
sophisticated, clean white toga with a halo appearing out of thin air hovered above her head.

there's so much contrasting between both celestial beings. the light and darkness. the pure and
revolting. the sun and the moon. the beauty and the beast.

the beginning and the end.

but one distinct attribute that captivated the demon.



luz's red and orange wings hugged her, a sign of vulnerability. she looked away from amity,
sheepish as she doesn't know how amity would react at the sudden revelation of her being an angel
with peculiar wings.

"i'm sorry you had to see me like this.. i know i shouldn't be searching you but i.." luz trailed off
when she noticed amity is approaching her but there's no longer malice or malevolence in her eyes.

it is instead replaced by intrigue. interest.

luz couldn't help but back up at the advancement till her back met the tree, she now realised how
tall amity is. she's like a midget under amity.

amity stared at the wings in front of her as she stopped, her black, boney ones are not up for debate.
she raised her hand, planning to touch but halted when remembered that both beings are rather
sensitive about their external parts being touched without consent.

amity is no brain dead demon. coercion is known well for a blight but she knows how to consent as
well.

"may i.. admire them?" amity asked, her tone soft compared from her previous dominating and
incriminating tone. luz was surprised by this but nonetheless, reluctantly, she gave an affirming
nod.

amity gently placed her rough, clawed hand on luz's right wing, the red one. softly rubbing it's
smooth feathers before moving to the other, the orange, having the same texture as the first and
both colors gleamed in amity's slowly returning golden eyes.

she never seen these bold colors on an angel before.

"if i recall correctly, orange signifies passion, pride," amity said, taking one feather to rub against
her thumb, ruffling it before letting go. "also including obsessions." the blight looked at luz straight
in the eyes.

seeing it glimmer under the ongoing aurora. "a sin us demons attune to." she said before returning
her gaze at the red part.

"red shows the internal balance and healing one has. unconventionally relating to intense irritability
and repulsive attitudes." amity continues, she tilts her head as she looked at luz again who's been
listening to her little lesson about color meanings.

"what are you? you don't represent what a angel is nor a demon. who are you?"

luz looked down at herself, she never really get to ask herself that question. she's been so occupied
about what her wings truly meant and what she could do to change that so she could 'fit in' whilst
chasing amity.

"i don't know." she muttered as a reply.

amity hummed to herself "turn around." she requested. luz doesn't know what's up but she did so to
let amity see the clash of the two colors, creating a gradient of red orange but the middle part is a
marigold.

herb of the sun.



luz doesn't bespeak what a perfect angel is or what a true demon is. she's not the bearer of truths or
bringer of lies. her whole being is imperfect but it's not simply an indicator she's an abomination.

she knows it and thinks it's perfect for her.

she could bring two worlds together if she could.

"i see now." amity said to herself before turning luz back around. her wings seemed to relaxed after
that little examination the demon did but she's tensed as amity is quite unpredictable.

"why do you have them in the first place?" amity asked, curious to know about this little angel and
her interest took to another level. "um, i don't actually know. the moment i wake up in heaven i saw
my wings are different than the others." luz started to tell her story with some needed to be left out.

"the other angels see my wings as a sign of corruption or i was under baked. something along those
lines." luz nonchalantly shrugged, playing it off as if she's not bothered by it. she would be if there
wasn't so many.

"that's complete utter shitty of them." amity sneered as she rolled her eyes. how could some be so
stupid to say those things to someone irresistible and exquisite? amity always doubted the self
proclaimed kingdom of freedom and sinless when discrimination is clearly evident.

amity wants to change the subject and luz could say the same. "so, you were saying something
finding me?" she asked, flashing a smirk at the angel.

a small awkward laughter escaped luz's lips, she wants to back up as amity slowly closes the space
between them but she's already backed to a tree. "ahaha.. yeah, embarrassing, i know. i'm sorry
about the pub incident too." luz said and yelped when amity pinned her with her hot breath hitting
the noceda's face.

"oh, don't be. i can tell you enjoyed what happened in rome. maybe that's why you've been looking
for me, you wanna do it again huh?" amity took the thoughts out of luz's mouth as she eyes her
plump lips, planning to just lean in and take it as hers.

"don't you, little angel?" luz shuddered when amity whispered as went to her neck, licking her flesh
to ease her with her hands gripping her waist gently.

"i.. yes. th- the first time i saw you, i thought of being with you since you look really beautiful. a
night would be great and well, i guess it happened." luz said, she can feel herself getting aroused at
the small kisses and licks the demon leaves, her hand meanwhile rubs every inch of her body
before stopping in her ass to push her against amity.

luz gasped at the sensation of the demon's cock pulling out of it's encased skin as amity doesn't
have any clothes on and her boobs also became more evident as both of their bodies barely have
any space left.

"hmm, i do admit that i quite magnificent." amity chuckles, she pulled away and her serpent like
tongue softly hissed at the angel as it licked her lips.

"i don't mind ravening a beautiful angel like yourself," she said, curling her upper lip to a sort of
grin like smile to reveal her fangs. luz gulped at the sight of them, she's conflicted if she should ask
amity to bite her or kiss her first.



then again, she shouldn't be sinning with a demon but why does it feel amazing?

the thrill of it is what kept luz going.

"pulchritudinous enough to be mine. unless, you're against demons, consider this as our last
because i'll make sure you'll never see me again, little angel." amity swiftly ripped luz's toga off to
expose her buxom breasts before she gripped her by the thighs to lift with her phallus touching her
wet pussy.

the coldness of the northen wrapped their clothe less bodies but the cold is barely a problem.

amity didn't take her time in pushing her entire cock inside making luz moan loudly with her
gripping the blight's shoulders tightly. luz placed her head in amity's chest as she feels her thrusting
already, moaning into her and her nails slowly digging in her skin.

"aaah! aahh sh- f.. nghmm.." luz doesn't know why she's holding herself from cussing when she
moaned it the first time they did it. amity noticed the withdrawal of words and she can't have that,
her claws unsheathed as it cuts luz'z thighs.

"come on, luz. it's just us here. no human inhabits in this island." amity said, she leaned into luz's
neck again to leave various red hickeys while her eyes kept looking at her wings. she never seems
to look away from it.

"b- but, what if- aaahhh!!" luz was cut off by her own moans when amity goes deeper, now hitting
her cervix and she's aiming to reach her womb. luz was going to ask what if someone lands and
ruins the moment or if god strikes them down for tainting his angels.

amity doesn't two shits though. all that matters is the pleasure she's willing to give to this unique
angel whom gladly returns it by lovingly clenching around her cock and her paradisiacal moans
muses in her ears. wanting to hear it throughout her eternal years.

"i said, it's just us. you're allowed to be loud." amity repeated herself before rolling her head back
as a guttural moan of a roar erupted from her throat. luz washed the demon moan, her eyes
wandered from her sharp jawline to her neck with a slightly visible bump and cold sweat rolling
down.

luz kept a tight hold on amity, she took her advise as the worry of something or someone
interrupting them became a distant thought. her half lid eyes slowly closed from the pleasure
rippling throughout her body, her wings instinctively spreading as she's starting to love being
ravished like this.

rough, hard but there's a hint of kind afterthought reassurance.

"aaahhh! ahhh fuck amity!!" luz moaned without shame.

amity grinned at that salacious sound. "that's it, little angel! say my name!!" she shouted before
slamming her lips against luz whom didn't hesitate in kissing back.

her legs wrapped more tightly around the demon's waist while her one hand gets lost in her mint
locks with the other moving to her horns.



amity lowly moaned when she felt luz stroke her horns. she easily slipped her tongue inside the
noceda's mouth, earning a moan. their wet muscles danced without sense as they're becoming
animalistic, ravenous.

they don't need to breath but they pulled away with a thin string of saliva between them before the
cold breeze blew it away. luz's moans became sporadic as amity ruthlessly fucks her with her
tongue slightly out.

then, luz softly cupped amity's cheeks to keep her eyes on her before saying.

"i.. i want to be with you, amity."

amity's cheeks are already beet red like luz but it somehow got worse. a trembling smile came on
her face with her pearly whites shining due from the glowing luz unconsciously emitted.

"i don't mind having an angel as my mate." amity replied as she kissed luz's cheeks before burying
herself in her neck when she goes in a speed beyond inhumane making luz glow even more with
her moans turning into screams of euphoria for the demon.

"aahhh fuck yes!!!" luz moaned as she dragged her nails across amity's back.

amity bit her lips hard, she can feel herself getting closer with the heat continuously rising in her
gut. "by satan, do you feel it luz?! aahh.. shit!" she asked before cutting off to a moan.

"yes yes!! please, amity!!"

then, with a final thrust, luz rolled her head back in ecstasy as she came hard when amity hits her
spot one last time. amity lets out a deafening, dominating roar that shock the island as she also
came when feeling the angel's warm cum coating her cock.

luz sighs blissfully at the feeling of amity's hit cum fill her insides, she went limp in her arms and
embraced her as they both calmed down. it's a good thing luz always has her ovaries closed 'cause
she's not ready to have an offspring yet.

amity slowly lets go of luz's legs and relied on her hold on her. she gripped the tree instead as she
heaved along with luz. she croons on luz's ear while she scent marks her before giving a kiss on the
cheek.

luz finds it cute at the little things amity does to make sure it's obvious she belongs to her. she
rested her head on amity's shoulder and closes her eyes as neither of them want to let go yet.

"what are we gonna do now?" she asked, uncertain how this would go.

snow slowly accumulates in their heads with luz's glowing dying down and they exchanged their
bodily heats to keep each other warm in this harsh weather even though they don't need to. the
aurora has already finished few minutes ago but luz's eyes still gleamed.

amity is also unsure about the future but the point of it. it's exciting and scary. they just have to
press on and see how their newly found relationship would go.

"let's just enjoy this for now."



Escalation

Chapter Summary

they're shy at the start but goes hard in the end

requested smut & fluff

'i wanna kiss her.'

both of them said in their heads. luz and amity kept looking at each other's way but only to break it
when their eyes met, their cheeks are rosy is their body language are reserved but is slowly
breaking.

everyone could see it. in hexside, in the owl house, hell, even the entire boiling isles could see that
the human and young blight has feelings for each other but just too scared to make the move.

now, they're in a supposed sleepover but they ended up being stalled by the awkward normal
tension and sexual tension between them.

"ahaha.. uh, um, do you wanna hear something crazy?" luz attempts to start a conversation making
amity look at her but her gazes couldn't hold still in luz's eyes. "w- what is it?"

luz took a deep breath, she tightly gripped the pillow on her lap, threatening to just rip it as she's
treating it like a stress ball while also also using it as a curtain to hide it. really picked a bad time to
wake up.

"i.. i l- i li nvmfhn.." luz ended up making a grumbling noise as she can't say it outright without
malfunctioning. her face became more heated and her head getting heavy.

"huh?" amity is confused and tilts her head.

"uh.. hooty ate 10 children this week!" luz accidentally blurted out. she doesn't know if that's true
or not but come on, it's hooty. luz looked at amity who doesn't seem fazed about that suspicious
information as her brain isn't processing it while staring at luz.

they're useless.

amity swallowed a lump in her throat. this is the only chance she has to do it or they'll never come
into a closure. but she always chickens out whenever she was about to say those three words, she
doesn't know why she's like this and it's getting annoying.

amity stared into luz's hazel eyes that she always see the sun in them. the joy, the innocence and the
power of able to see things in a bright perspective even in a bad situation is admirable and ever so
present. not to mention throughout the 4 years of luz being stuck in the boiling isles, she showed off
her intellect in the battlefield in the war against belos and is really powerful as her collection of
glyph grows.



they won by the way.

amity can see the stayed scars on her exposed arms and she favored the one on luz's side jawline
looking like something clawed her. amity has her own big scar across the bridge of her nose from
the battle she had with kikimora.

she remembered when she asked luz to let her heal it but refused as she said she wants to keep it as
a trophy. a remembrance of a war they won for their freedom of their home.

it's amazing to have someone beside her so capable to lead a mass to victory while amity is just..
there.

amity started to question if she really is the right person to be with luz. even before and after the
war, luz gardened up many attention from young witches and they chased for the human spellcaster
but luz always declined them.

leaving amity the only contender.

am i really worth it to be with someone like luz? what if i just drag her down? i'm not the best
blight out there so why settled with me? amity looked down as she asked herself those questions
that really lowered her mood.

it's common for the witch to ask those questions with no concrete answers to present.

it's hard to be a useless lesbian but fuck it.

"hey, luz," amity called for her best friend to make her look at her. luz hummed in reply and she
saw how red the blight's face right now, her breathing turned ragged as amity isn't saying anything
immediately. it's making luz go a little worried.

but in reality, amity is just thinking through her game plan as she's taking a big risk that might cost
their friendship to fall.

"wanna hear something even crazier?" amity asked, she can hear her heartbeat pounding her ears
loudly with her brain screaming to retreat, fall back but she pushed herself to go and do it as this is
her chance.

luz is just inches away. what's stopping her?

"oh? what is it?" luz asked as she waits for an answer.

amity took a deep breath and closed her eyes for a moment to pray to the titan to give her strength
before opening them. here we go!

"this." amity pounced at luz, cupping her cheeks before slamming her lips into the noceda who was
caught off guard but the feeling of amity's soft lips against quickly melted her to kiss back and she
lost her center of balance, making her lean against the random thing in her room.

luz and amity drowned themselves on the kiss, their sweetness clashing with one another and the
bottled up hunger is slowly getting released as amity's kisses turned ravenous earning a low moan
from luz before air became a problem.



they stared into each other's eyes. they can see so many unspoken things they wanna tell each other
but sometimes actions tell more than words.

luz removed the pillow for amity to sit on her lap before engaging in another kiss, luz placed her
hands on amity's waist while groaning as she feels the witch grind on her hard on.

amity gripped luz's tank top, tugging it for her to remove or else she'll rip it off. pulling away
momentarily, amity was the first to take off her shirt to reveal her bra less and luz gulped at the
sight of her breasts with it's pink nipples.

"off." amity muttered as she continued to tug on luz's top and she obliged, setting it to the side.
amity bit her lip at the sight luz's tits, she groped in a starving manner making luz lowly moan.

then, luz watched amity get off her lap, easily slip her shorts and underwear off to reveal her thick,
long cock for the blight. amity licked her lips at the sight of it and thinking it's gonna be inside her
soon after this small foreplay.

amity grasped luz's cock to start stroking, luz leaned back more on the green treasure chest and
placed her hand into her face as she watches amity play with her phallus, giving it kitten licks on
the dark tip as breathy moans escaped.

"hm.." amity slowly took half of luz at once making her gasp, she used her empty hand to grasp her
lover's hair. rubbing it before giving it a firm grip as she watched amity go further till she reached
the base.

"aah fuck.." luz moaned as she feels amity's tongue swirling around her girth, letting herself get
accustomed before starting to climb up then fall back down. amity repeated this motion slowly but
progressively making luz a mess.

"oh shit, ami.. your mouth's amazing." luz whispered. she gulped when amity looked up at her,
seeing the lust riddle across her golden hues. it's enticing. luz tightened her grip on the blight's hair,
sighing in bliss as she tilts her head up, letting herself ravish the wet pleasure amity gladly gives
her.

"aaahh.. aah.." luz bit her lip as she stared into the wooden ceiling, in her peripheral vision she can
see her fairy lights still working after 4 years. that's a good quality fairy lights. luz brought her head
down, removed her hand from her mouth to hold amity's head now with both hands as she slowly
stood in her knees before thrusting in a moderate speed.

"aaahh oh fuck, amity.." amity takes it all well, she likes luz getting to dominate her like when it's
usually the other way around. amity's eyes turned half lid as she kept her eyes on luz while she
fucks her mouth.

amity started to take off her pajama pants to start fingering herself, letting her moans vibrate on
luz's cock to add more pleasure. she slowly closed her eyes to indulge herself into her, her fingers
moving in a rapid pace as she continued to bob her head despite of luz thrusting.

"aahh.. aahh god.." luz can see that amity is fingering herself while giving a blow. she stopped
thrusting and pulled amity out to push her down the sleeping back with luz getting in between her
legs as her eyes are screaming of hunger.



"are you ready?" luz asked. amity's eyes were on her phallus, seeing it coated of her saliva and
twitching from the cold air before looking up to shoot a lustful grin at her lover.

"of course." she purred.

luz grinned, she grabbed amity's legs to spread them wide, revealing her really wet pussy under the
mellow lights as there's no moon tonight. she grabbed her dick to tap on amity's clit making her
flinch and whimper.

then, luz started to enter amity making her moan and close her eyes for a moment, indulging the
feeling of her lover's girth spreading her virgin insides. the dream of it always linger in amity's
mind ever since sexual thoughts started popping out like fireworks and it really altered amity's
perceptions.

like a simple playful tongue sticking out and amity would think of it rolling on her clit.

as everything inside, both human and witch moaned at the same time, loving the feeling of their
hot, pulsing insides and being one after the years long of tension. it finally broke much like amity's
hymen as blood started to ooze out, luz didn't move to make sure the blight fully adjusts.

"aah shit.. is it bleeding down there?" amity asked, looking up at luz, seeing her looking down to
check before nodding.

"yeah, sorry." luz said but amity shook her head, she roped her arms around the noceda's neck to
pull her down for a deep kiss with her legs loosely wrapping around her waist.

luz tilts her head to deepen it, bit amity's lower lip to gain access for her tongue to slip inside. their
wet muscles swirled with each other, tasting something sweet before they're deprived of air
signalling them to pull away.

they stared at each other's hues. the hazel eyes of a human who could do wondrous things no one
thought they'd see a human do, serving as the light of the boiling isls and the golden eyes of a
blight, a supposed heir of a meaningless empire but chose to fight side by side with the human to be
herself.

both colors complimented each other. complete one another as they exchange many unspoken
things that no words could even try to convey. sometimes actions does well for them.

"can i move?" luz asked and amity nodded as a reply.

luz slowly pulled out then back in, she continued in this pace as she listens to amity's breathy
moans and never broke eye contact.

the entire room is only lit by the fairy lights and the many light spells luz made that is slowly
popping into twinkling stars before disappearing it sets a soft and mellow tone in the room but what
they're about to do isn't so soft or mellow at all.

as luz saw amity got accustomed to her, she started to slowly gain speed making amity grow louder
as well till luz got in her own speed is when amity's moans filled the room.

"aaahh! aahh oh titan.." amity tangled her hands in luz's curly hair. she can feel luz hitting all of the
perfect spots, her pussy endearingly clenched around her hot rod as their hips made a clapping



noise that echoed through the room and probably out in the hallway.

luz could only hope that eda and the others doesn't mind.

"oh god, ami. you feel so.. good.." luz bent down, letting amity embrace her fully as she tightly
gripped their covers while she drives her cock deeper, penetrating all of the deep parts amity has
making her moan out louder. chanting her name as she tugs on her hair.

luz closed her eyes, biting her lip tightly as the overwhelming surge of ecstasy filled her body at
each thrust she makes in amity. her moans are the only thing she could hear, the pleasure clouding
her thoughts and the only thing that made sense is to go further. go faster. harder. make amity feel
good.

and she did.

luz shifted her gear, going faster and harder on amity with her balls slamming in her ass hole,
threatening to be sucked in for her to be balls deep. she snugged up in the witch's neck to place soft
kisses down to her collarbone and moved to the other side.

she licked her smooth, creamy skin before finding the right spot to bite on. leaving a very visible
hickey earning a loud moan from amity with her hips arching and accidentally clawing the human's
back that made her groan but ignored the stinging.

"oh fuck yes!! i love you so much, luz!" amity shouted, holding her tight as she buried her face in
her shoulder, trying to mask her moans but it's too late for that.

"aahh.. nghnm.. i love you too, amity- god, i love you!!" luz pulled away from amity's neck and
slammed her lips onto her which the blight didn't hesitate on kissing back. the kiss was hungry,
desperate almost but it's fueled by lust, passion, yearn and love.

they moaned in the kiss, giving no care anymore. the worry of a walk in became something distant
as the only thing that exists in their world is luz and amity. the euphoria between their legs overtook
all of their senses, their rationale and replaced by desire.

amity squealed in the kiss when she felt luz hit that spot and is now repeatedly ramming it
mercilessly. her thrusts became vicious as she found the g spot.

as they pulled away, luz lets out a growl like moan. she can feel herself getting closer as the heat of
amity's snatch is overwhelming. amity continued to claw luz with the pleasure growing so immense
that she's losing her mind, her rolled her head back and her moans finally filled the entire owl house
with their rapid skin slapping resonating through the walls.

"oh amity!! i'm gonna.. i can't hold it!!" luz wants to pull out. she really does but the image of her
best friend, her lover's small stomach be stuffed of their child is something but a far off dream but
now, it's within reach as luz hits amity's cervix, wanting to go deep to her womb.

"aahh please! don't pull out, i'm so close!!" amity moaned, not caring if she got pregnant as a result.
as long as it's luz, she's okay having to carry her child.

luz clenched her teeth tightly, she lets out a loud guttural moan as she finally climaxed, letting her
hot cum spew inside amity which triggered her to come as well. making it mix and soon ferment
her.



"ahhh luz.." amity whispered like a lovesick girl, shuddering at the feeling of their cum swirling
inside her. she can feel luz's cock throb while shooting cum before slowly stopping as she's now
empty.

luz sighed deeply, her arms can barely support her anymore and fell on top of amity but she doesn't
mind. the noceda hugged back as both of them calmed down from their highs before they could
talk.

"that was amazing." amity said breathlessly as she rubbed her lover's head. luz softly chuckled, she
placed a soft kiss on amity's cheek and nuzzled into her like a loving puppy.

"yeah, i love you, amity." amity smiles, she leaned up for a softer kiss before rubbing their noses
together.

"i love you too, luz."



What Now?

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'caught red handed'

this is not ideal.

both of noceda sisters naked in a bed with luz in between lucia's legs, covered in sweat and a very
visible mark is seen on lucia's neck. unable to pull out or move that might disrupt the knot and
cause them pain. forcing to pull out would be more painful.

both speechless as they don't know what to say or do now with their mother stood frozen outside of
the room, mouth agape in shock. camila is feeling so many things she's feeling that words aren't
enough right now at the scene she walked in, she never expected of seeing this.

never in a million damn years.

"what is this?!" camila exclaimed as she struggles understand. she inhaled the air and grimaced
when she realised one of her daughters went through rut that is now slowly getting replaced by
something.

"i.. mami, let me explain." luz begged for a time to explain herself as this is, after all, her mistake.
she lets her rut take over her rationality, her common sense.

"well, go on then! you have one opportunity!" camila gave it as she does want to understand what
drove her own daughters to do this.

luz gulped, she took a deep breath before starting to explain "i went into rut and i don't have an
omega yet. i smelled lucia and thought she could... help me with it." she said. it left a sour taste in
luz's mouth after she said that as she know realised she fucked up.

"lucia! why didn't you stop it yet enabled it?!" camila looked over to her eldest, thinking she'd stop
her rut crazed little sister from advancing but she thought wrong.

lucia looked to the side as she does feel shame, a faint and low whimper escaped her throat which
luz heard making her instinct kick in.

"no, mami. it's all my fault! please, don't blame her." luz said in defense which surprised lucia but
then again, this is luz, she'd defend anyone she cares for. this made lucia more guilty, her mother
was right that she enabled it and went along. letting luz mark her, knot her.

camila took deep breath, she lifted her glass to pinch the bridge of her nose as a growl emitted from
her throat. she's angry, pitiful and so many more but anger is the most clearest thing right now.

"I KNOW I SAID I WANTED NIETOS BUT NOT LIKE THIS!!"



both sisters winced when their mother shouted. camila never shouts. that's when they know they
really fucked up big time. what they did is irreversible and so so taboo, they didn't even think of the
severity of the outcome.

"i'm sorry, mami.." luz's voice cracked as she's holding in her tears but she's ready to break down.
lucia looked up to her sister, seeing the pain in her face and the scent she emits made her whimper
in shame, making her inner omega instinctive want to comfort the alpha but now is not the time.

camila sighed deeply, she slowly shook her head as she can't believe this. she doesn't want to kick
her own family out, disown them but what they did is so unforgivable and camila is split. she
doesn't know what to do as she, after all, loves her daughters dearly and it's hard to have the
revelation they fucked each other.

hell, even go as far to mark and knot each other.

it's painful and heartbreaking. not only that, the aftermath of this would be agonising.

"just.. come to the table after.. that. we need to talk." and with that, camila slammed the door,
leaving the two sisters lament on their actions.

luz looked down at the bed, letting the tears spill and drip down on lucia. stifled sobs are heard
from luz as her body trembles, she's afraid of the future now. she doesn't know what to do now after
this.

"hey.. it's gonna be okay." lucia said as she softly cupped luz's cheeks to wipe off her tears. luz
shook her head, she continued to cry as everything hurts now.

"how? this isn't okay, none of it is. mami is mad of this, i feel terrible and you should be too
because this isn't right, lucia.." luz said, her lips quivered as she clenched her teeth tightly. she still
tried to hold in the tears due from an alpha's hubris but it's too late to even hold back.

"i know.. and i'm sorry." luz is right. lucia doesn't even know why she said that, her hands falling
back down to the bed as she looked to the side. started to think of a way on how to make this all
better or just disappear overall as they all need that reset.

but nothing came.

----

after luz and lucia got out of their knot. they immediately washed themselves before heading for the
dining table, both anxious as they don't know if camila would disown them and throw them out of
the house.

they saw camila waiting, she didn't say anything to them when she noticed their presence and just
watched them sit in front of her with an evident space between the sisters. not giving a second
glance.

camila looked at both of her daughters. she can sense luz is very guilty and regretful of what she
did, she's practically whimpering like a hurt pup, threatening to cry again.

she moved her gaze at lucia. she's rubbing her neck, the direct spot where luz marked her, her
omega is also whimpering, both in low spirits while their mother looks at them before letting out a



sigh.

"i'm not happy of what happened today but i am not a monster who'll throw my daughters out."
camila started, seeing both luz and lucia nod but didn't say anything.

"just know that i'll still love you but please promise me you won't do this again, mi mijas. the
consequences of this are dire, your scents can be masked but not the mark." camila continued, lucia
sunk more deeper into the chair as she hugged herself. she pulled her sweater up more to cover her
neck.

"i'm sorry, ma." lucia mutters.

"i promise, mami." luz replied.

"i just.. want to know what you're going to do. luz, you knotted lucia and even marked her. do you
know what happens next?" luz nodded, she looked at her mother as she gulped.

"yes, i think the only logical thing is for lucia to get an abortion." luz said as much as she's against
of the idea but it's for the best all of them. if the is kid born out of inbreed, they'll clearly have some
problems and wouldn't even reach the age of 5 for that matter.

so why bother going through the grueling process of child birth when the child is just gonna die?

it hurts.

lucia's eyes widens when she heard that come out of luz's mouth. she looked over to her sister who
had a serious face on, she doesn't wanna say anything that could spark up an argument in front of
their mother but camila noticed the disdained look on her eldest daughter's face.

camila nods as she hums, she wants them to make the right call. "i think you and lucia should talk
on this one. i'm always here if you need to talk." she said, luz nodded again and excused herself
before standing up, heading for her room to rest after this long day.

lucia excused herself before running after luz, she slipped her hand inside to stop luz from closing
the door yet for her to go inside. wanting to talk about this abortion thing.

"y- you're not going along with this, right?" lucia asked, just hoping that luz would say sike and tell
her she's just bluffing to please their mother but what lucia could see in luz's face. she's tired even
though she didn't say it outright.

the lack of response is damning "luz, think about the kid!" lucia grabbed her sister's shoulder and
shook her. luz squeezed her eyes tightly, she swatted lucia's hands off her and looked at her dead
center in the eyes.

"no, you think about the kid! if they're born, they'll definitely have a deformity and they'll suffer
every damn day! just think about it, why go through it just to torture them." luz said the painful
truth, there's no point of her to try and mask it as she admits of fucking up.

she has to fix this before everything falls if lucia could cooperate with her.

lucia's eyes shook in disbelief as she can't comprehend why luz is saying this. she doesn't know
that. what if the kid is the one in a million that got born normal in inbreeding? they don't know that
unless they try!



"luz.. the kid isn't even a fetus yet! please, reconsider. you love me, right? this unborn child needs a
second chance." lucia is trying to cling onto something for luz to not make this final. she's
desperate as she can feel something growing, swelling inside her chest.

she wants luz to say it to reassure her omega.

lucia pushed herself onto luz whom got backed to a wall, her eyes begging for an answer while
luz's face is contorting of uncomfortable and torment as she's as internally conflicted like lucia.

luz looked at the mark she left making her grimace at the sight of it.

luz shook her head, she pushed lucia off her and opened the door for her to leave her room as she
had enough of this discussion since she already made up her mind. lucia just needs to accept that.

"i do love you but as a sister only. not a mate. i'm sorry but we're nothing."

-----

when an alpha and omega bonds is something sacred and must not be broken. it's special especially
for couples as it means that they'll be together forever or regularly used term;

mates for life

but when it breaks. their mental health would be challenged as well with physical though no
obvious changes unless the bond breaking is frequent.

when the bond is broken, an alpha would be distant, cold, unresponsive and their musk isn't as
strong as it used to be. their mood is always down and they wouldn't be able to go into rut unless
they found another, more suitable mate to regain their once self.

the omega, on the other hand, would take the biggest toll of all. an omega would avoid everyone
overall, disconnecting from the world if no one steps in to help them. same as the alpha, they
wouldn't be able to go into heats as they're in a stressful situation. their former alpha would always
hover their mind that would placed their mental health in a deteriorating state and would lead into
depression.

eventually, death. unless one comes to their aid.

at least, that's what the noceda sisters felt on the inside before they separate ways. never seeing
each other again. not only the bond of mates is broken, the bond of a family as well.



Loving Willow

Chapter Summary

willumity threesome

requested smut

the sounds of loud but muffled moans that rung across the long hallway that amity slowly walked
across, her footsteps light as to not make any noises that might disrupt whoever is making the
noise.

in the horizon, amity could see a thin line strip of light from a barely agar door. she followed it with
the sounds getting louder and more distinguishable for amity confirm those are moans.

amity leaned against the wall, her heart beating hard against her chest and the drumming in her ears
as she doesn't know what's on the other side and she just might see a sex scene which she wished of
bleach to be poured in her eyes.

she sucked up a deep breath before slowly peered her head inside and amity swore to the titan that
her ding dong dingus just sprung into life as she sees willow in all fours with luz taking her by the
backdoor, her one leg raised to a kneel to gain herself more access.

"aaahh!! oh.. nghmh.. oh titan luz!!" amity felt her cheeks heated up when she heard her best
friend's moans while being fucked by their best friend. nice. amity gulped as her eyes started to
admire willow's body, her big, supple tits jiggles at every slam luz does as with her ass bouncing.

lightly biting her lip, amity started to rub herself through her pants as she watched willow get railed
by luz, listening to her delightful moans that made her dick twitch in her hand. amity lets out a
sharp but quiet exhale, she leaned back to the wall as she fully opened her pants to whip her cock
out.

amity has always liked willow ever since they were kids, though she had to suppress it until luz
came into the picture and made things easier around here. the young blight could tell that willow is
getting an attraction towards the human spellcaster and instead of being mad or jealous, amity
doesn't mind sharing.

all of their feelings has grown mutual for each other.

amity looked down at her severely hard cock, pulsing in her hand as it's red tip secretes precum,
letting it drip down the floor broads. she wants to join in the fun as well, it wouldn't fair that luz
would take all of willow and not some for her.

"fuck it."

the blight started to take off her clothes, leaving herself with nothing before swinging the door wide
as it made a creaking sound that made the two stop for a moment to see amity coming into few in



her full nude glory. setting both luz and willow's cheeks fire red.

"i hope you left some for me, luz." amity said, her hand placed on the door frame with her other
just dangling to the side as her shook her hips to make her cock wag left and right.

luz softly chuckles "by our guest, ami." she slowly pulled out of willow's ass and slipped under her
to lean in for a kiss while amity approach them.

pulling away, willow watched amity knelt in front of her with her big white, veiny cock waved her
hello. "may i?" amity softly cupped willow's stubby cheeks, asking for a kiss and she happily
provides as she nods.

amity leaned in and lowly moaned at the feeling of her long time on and off crush's soft lips. she
licked her lower lip, motioning for an entry which willow slightly opens her mouth for amity to slip
her tongue inside, their wet muscles swirling with each other as willow whined when she felt luz's
cock graze her soaked pussy.

as they withdrew, amity placed a soft kiss on willow's cheek "i love you so much, willow." she
whispered before yelping when she felt something cold touch her balls and when she looked down,
it's luz luz licking her balls with a grin on her face.

"hey."

"what? it was in my face, though you wanted me to suck it." luz replied, softly giggling. amity
playfully rolled her eyes, she bent down and squished luz's cheeks emitting a 'weh' noise making
the blight snicker.

"come here.." they leaned in for a spider man kiss, with their tongues momentarily sparing before
pulling away. "i love you, luz." amity whispered as she caressed the noceda's tanned face.

"i love you too, mittens." luz replied making amity grimace at her nickname. the human groaned
when the witch dropped her balls on her face again intentionally this time.

"now that's just rude."

"oh shut up and start sucking." willow giggled at the exchange making the two look at her with
such endearing gazes as they can't get over how cute willow is.

"i love you both." willow said, flashing both witch and human a smile that made their heart leap in
happiness. amity kissed her forehead while luz gave her both cheeks kisses.

luz started to align herself in willow's hole before pushing her whole inside making the witch moan
and she felt her chin get cupped to look up at amity with her tip touching her lips.

willow fully opened mouth for amity to stick her cock inside before closing it, starting to bob her
head making amity moan. immediately loving he warm, wet mouth of willow as her tongue swirled
around her girth.

luz started to thrust in, willow moaned in the cock. it's vibrations adding to the pleasure while the
noceda sucks on amity's balls. "mmhn.." luz groaned, she firmly held willow's waist while
slamming her hips up.



amity bit her lip as the watched the two work on her cock, soft moans escaped her lips with her hips
started to slowly move, sliding in and out as she gently held willow's head.

"nmgh.. mhnm.." willow moans, she looks up to amity, seeing her golden eyes be shimmering of
lust and desire as her mouth goes agar slightly to let her moans out.

willow always liked amity, she thought the fling was gone when the blight started to act like she's
noting but it all came back after the grudgby match despite the obvious of amity gay panicking for
luz. it just bloomed bigger than before.

"aah fuck.. willow, you're amazing." amity whispered before speeding up, getting her cock hit the
back of willow's mouth and she tried her best not trigger her reflex as she lets amity use her mouth
while luz picked up her speed after amity.

"aahh.. aahh yes.."

luz leveraged her legs to make her thrusts be stronger, she moaned loudly at the feeling of willow's
tight pussy wonderfully wrapping around her cock and continued suck on amity's balls with her one
hand slithering down to fondle willow's boob.

"shit.. so good.." luz looked up to see willow and amity's lewd expressions as they give a blow.
seeing their red faces, especially willow as she has one cock rapidly thrusting in her pussy and
another in her mouth.

amity slowly opened her eyes to look down, noticing luz's gaze. "how are you doing down there?"
she asked.

"splendid actually." luz simply replied but amity can tell there's more to it than that as she knows
the look the human make when she wants something but is too embarrassed or being none
confrontational about it.

amity stopped and slowly pulled around, her cock coated of willow's slobber "what a good girl, you
got it all wet." she whispered as she pecked willow's lips.

"want a turn?" she waved her cock in front of luz's face with her eyes following it before nodding
her head.

"yes please." she said in a rather innocent tone making amity chuckle before placing her cock
inside luz's mouth for her turn to suck. "hm.. good girl." amity hummed as she watched luz
diligently suck on her cock and licking up willow's saliva.

"aaahh! aahh oh fuck.." willow moaned when luz goes into third gear, she can feel her ramming
that one spot making the witch roll her head back in pleasure as she's getting closer.

luz flipped her tongue on amity's tip making her twitch in delight and looked down to the noceda,
grinning down at her as she tapped her cheek. "you're pretty good." amity said to which luz only
reply with a hum, letting vibrate on her cock.

"i'm- i'm.. g- getting close! oh dear titan!!" willow squealed and it was a muse in both amity and
luz's ears. luz can feel her knot coming as well, her legs are getting numb but she persists.



"mm!!" luz lets out a muffled moan, she can't hold it anymore and finally popped inside willow at
the same time as her. willow screamed in pure euphoria, feeling her lover's hot strings cum fill her
canal making her shudder.

amity kept going, she can feel her own climax getting closer and she's balls deep in luz's mouth, it's
a miracle that she hasn't gagged yet then the blight swiftly pulled out to expeditiously stroke her
cock before letting out a guttural moan and sent her cum flying.

all of it came on willow's face and down on luz's till amity is empty. amity watched the two lick it
all up but they can't get all of it. she wiped her jizz off their faces instead and gave them endearing
kisses.

"i love you two."



Happenstance

Chapter Summary

demon amity x angel luz shared the same vessel

requested fluff(?)

"hey willow," gus called his best friend as they walk down the street, planning to hang out for the
week long holiday. willow hummed in reply, she looked at gus who seemed bothered about
something.

"what is it, gus?" willow asked.

"is it weird to hear voices in your head saying they're gonna do things and they sound like an
arguing married couple. bickering about who's who gonna take over my body to do bad or good
things?" gus explained rather specifically, he tightly gripped his bag straps as he woke up like this
and he doesn't even know who these voices are.

he asked if they're his conscious and they said yes but gus can feel they aren't the typical one.

willow is concerned when she heard that. she doesn't know what happening inside gus' head but the
from look on his face. not good if what he said was true, it'd be a battlefield up there.

within this endless void, two celestial beings harbors inside a poor human who got chosen without
say. now he has to endure the banters of the two, proclaiming who is worthy to take the human's
body for their own purposes whether it'll be ill intended or just be in guidance.

"get out! this body is mine!" she yelled at the tall, shining figure that stood in front of her. amity
glared at the angel, her claws unsheathed, ready to tear someone and her fangs bare as it slowly
drips out saliva.

amity was supposed to possess gus to wreak havoc for fun but what she didn't realise is that she and
the angel entered the vessel at the same time. now, they have to fight to the death to get this body.

"no! you are not possessing and killing this boy! not anymore, amity!" luz snapped back at the
demon, her wings spreading wide in attempt to establish her dominance as her ethereal glow grew
hotter making amity hiss and back up slightly.

amity lets out a dry laugh "what are you gonna do? i can't get out when i already made this my
home." she started to slowly fly towards luz, shooting an evoking look that tempers the angel more.

"so why don't you scram, you halo bitch."

luz lets out a frustrated roar and swung her fist at amity whom swiftly dodged it. "haha! your
attacks are pitiful!" she cackled, throwing a raspberry at the angel and not noticing that luz flew up
towards to latch her hand, burning her sinful flesh as she started choking the demon.



"ooh, choke me mommy!" amity loves messing with luz, laughing at her reddened face which made
her tighten her grip more. amity lets out a gurgling noise as she tries to breath with smoke coming
out of their contact.

"have you eaten yet?"

they both stopped for a moment when they heard one of the human talk. they looked down to see
the image of what gus is seeing appeared, they flew down and their landing created ripples in this
sort of abyss lake as they're in this sort of purgatory before one of them could truly take over the
human.

"no, not really. i was in a hurry to leave since i thought i was late." gus replied, luz and amity saw
willow nod the reply before following that up "why don't we stop by my dad's bakery? you can't go
on the entire day with an empty stomach."

"he can if you just," amity slowly turns her head to luz whom looked away from the scene, their
eyes meeting each other again and it held intense malice towards each other as they really don't
want to spend in an area together.

"fuck off!" amity roared and pounced at luz making them tumbling off somewhere while the
humans head for the said bakery.

"oh, hello willow and good morning gus." willow's dad greeted his daughter and her best friend
whom happily waved despite of him hearing dragon like or demonic like roars in his ears.

"hey dad, can we have some of the bread? gus didn't have breakfast today." willow said, her dad
nodded and looked at the young porter who's spacing out as he just wanna know what's going on in
his head. he was normal yesterday now this.. whatever this is happening?

it doesn't make sense.

"oh, i see. breakfast is the most important meal, you shouldn't skip it. so, what do you want, boy?"
willow's dad asked snapping gus out of his trance and started looking for an affordable bread in the
display that fits his allowance while trying to ignore the noises in his head.

"the souls of the innocent!" amity replied when she heard the question. she's on top of luz, clawing
the fuck out of her making her once clean white suit be in tatter and covered of blood from both of
them but their woulds quickly heals.

luz pushed amity off, crawled down towards the puddle to look down at the scene before yelling;

"a bagel!"

the noceda yelped when amity jumped on her, rolling them across the floor, clawing each other as
small droplets of blood escaped their gashes before sealing again till they stopped with luz once
again is under amity.

luz instantly noticed the precarious position their in making her blush. amity is in between her legs
and she doesn't seem to see it as she's growling at the angel with the only intent to kill.

"hey hey! ¡apártate!" luz yelled and kicked amity in the gut making her grunt, giving the noceda to
escape the position before preparing for another smackdown.



then, they heard gus finally reply with "a bagel."

"no!!" amity roared in disappointment while luz wheezed in laughter, smacking her knee in the
process which angered the demon more as small patches of flames started to burst out of her body.

"two bagels." gus added when he heard the despair 'no'. willow's dad nodded at his order and
started to get a pair of bagels while taking his order as well.

"you little bitch! why you angels had to ruin our fun, huh?! haven't you flexed your hero complex
enough after the fall?!" amity snarled at luz as she madly swung her inflamed claws while she
barely dodges all of them since amity gathered more of her anger and energy into this.

not a wise choice but if she could get rid of luz, it'll be worth the risk.

"i wasn't even born before the fall! i was legit born after archangel michael's dick fell into the sea!"
luz is not lying. her form was made within the sea as it makes sea foam in the process before
emerging to the surface a little baby angel who'll soon take over the title of archangel like her
father.

luz has to take a very specific, meticulous and tiresome ritual for that honor to be bestowed upon
her.

"yeah? you think your way of birth was weird? i was born out a demon's intestines and ate them
from the inside out!" amity fired back. the demon she ate was her mother and well, her father did
the nothing to actually take care of her after giving her a roof to live in and that's it.

"well, i guess that's the only thing we have in common then!" luz said earning a scoff from amity
with a sneer. "i guess it is."

amity grabbed luz by the collar whom did the same to her, their fists recoiled back and was about to
clash till they heard familiar bells and they looked at each other.

seeing the smirk on luz's face while the dread on amity's.

"ash wednesday." they both said.

it's the holy week. that's why there's no school.

both angel and demon flew back towards the pond to look down, seeing gus and willow walking
towards the a church that is ringing it's bells with some people offering to place an ash cross on
their foreheads but amity isn't having that.

"no no, just run! turn around! you'll die if you get close to those assholes!" amity said in
desperation. luz could use this as an opportunity to take the demon out of the poor boy so he can
have a normal life without two beings of both spectrum hover his head.

"just keep going! get an ash cross!" luz yelled, she swooped behind amity and coiled her arm
around her neck while her other hand covered her mouth. amity started struggling under the angel's
hold, saying muffled profanities as luz watched gus think if he should go and get a cross or not.

"let go of me!" amity started elbowing luz in her sides making her wince but she sucked it up and
kept her tight headlock as she prays to god that gus makes his decision and quickly.



"come on- ow!" luz accidentally recoiled her hand when amity bit her hand hard with her jaws
sinking deep into her flesh enough to just rip it off. luz slapped amity across her face making her
fling to the side.

luz pounced on her before the demon could stand up, she think of anything else she could use to
sedate amity so she took a deep breath in and grabbed her collar to slam her lips against hers.

amity's eyes widens at the sudden rush of heat in her lips and it took a few moments to realise that
luz is kissing her. she doesn't know what to do, should she push her away or kiss back? if she did,
this would ruin the blight's dignity and lose her honor back in hell for be-

she kissed back.

while the two are preoccupied, there's no use of avoiding it as the church people placed ash crosses
on willow and gus' forehead before leaving.

then, amity snapped back to reality when she started to feel heat circulating all around her body and
it's not her own. she pulled away to look down at herself, seeing her skin turn into embers slowly
before it suddenly picked up speed.

amity looked back up to luz, her once golden eyes now turning bloody red with her appearance
becoming more demonic and she lets out a roar in luz's face before she combusts into flames.

"fuck you!!"

luz blinked before realising that amity is finally out of gus' body as she no longer senses her
presence. she stood up, patted herself off, she walked over to the puddle with her clicking of heels
became louder as the void became quiet.

the angel looked down to see that both humans are happily talking to each other with gus reverted
back to normal after amity is gone.

letting out a big sigh, luz exited the body only for her spirit to be grabbed. everything went by so
fast that the next thing luz knows she got slammed roughly into a wall making her groan and look
what's in front of her.

luz saw amity in her real form, madly huffing as she glared at the angel. "you." she bellowed,
tightening her grip on luz's shoulder, making it crack but luz doesn't feel pain.

"hey, don't be mad that we met by happenstance." luz said rather nonchalantly as she stared into the
blight's violent red eyes. that is screaming for her to just be ripped apart.

"happenstance, my ass bitch! the only happenstance here is my fist into your face!"



As You Are

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'save your tears'

the room is cold due from the air conditioner that is faintly humming in the background
accompanied by soft beeps from a machine. there are two soft chairs by the right corner that is
occupied of two sleeping jade haired twins, a big bed is in the middle of the big room with it's
sheets neatly placed on top of her.

the left bedside, amity has her head placed on the bed, passed out after she found luz overdosed in
the bathroom. she called the twins after calling the ambulance first, she doesn't know what
happened on the trip to the hospital as her mind went blank and is just praying to whoever is
listening that they won't take luz so soon.

amity held luz's hand tightly while asleep, a jacket is draped on her back to keep her warm thanks
to her siblings while they share a provided blanket. the cold is numbing, she wants to transfer her
own bodily heat to luz as she feels her body cold, icy and it's concerning.

the doctor said that luz really did overdose and she needs to stay in for a while to get all of those
chemicals out of her body. though, they didn't guarantee that luz would wake up after leaving
which really concerned the blight siblings, especially amity.

to think amity would lose her only true love from antidepressants.

there she laid on the bed. luz is covered of medical cords to monitor her vitals, they had to bandage
up her arms after the nurses discovered the deep slits causing large blood loss that's why luz looked
so pale.

amity didn't even noticed the blood stained bathtub before they left. her heartbeat is normal but the
thought of her never waking up, stuck in an eternal coma is terrifying.

suddenly, a retching sound made amity snap awake as well with the twins. both of them look to see
luz moving in bed, her eyes tightly squeezed shut with her cheeks bubbling while continue to make
stifled retching noises. wanting to vomit.

amity swiftly stood up and grabbed the nearest plastic trash for luz to use. "here here! use this!" she
said, spreading it open. luz still didn't open her eyes, she leaned over to the left and placed her head
inside the plastic before puking whatever she ate.

amity winced at the noise, she looked away and held the plastic that is getting heavier till a cough is
heard followed by a groan. she glanced back at luz who's softly panting, she wiped her lips with the
back of her hand before dropping back to the bed,

the young blight tied the plastic shut before dropping it to the trash. she slowly sat down and
watched luz struggle to open her eyes, hissing at the bright light above her. it's blinding to her even



though it's not that bright.

emira slowly stood up, tapping her brother to stand as well "we'll wait outside, amity." she said,
heading for the door.

"it's good to see you're still alive, luz. see ya." edric shot the noceda a wave who's in a
discombobulated state. amity waved her siblings goodbye till they left the room, leaving her with
luz who's adjusting, figuring out where she is.

amity stared at her lover, noting her breathing is quite shallow but her heartbeat is returning to
normal after the puking. luz is finally able to open her eyes, still hissing at the brightness but
endured it.

"a- are you okay, luz?" amity asked making luz turn her head to her direction. her eyes half lid, her
lips chapped and throat dry. luz looked at the blight up and down, trying to remember what her
name is again till she got it. she opened her mouth but no sound came out.

luz gazed down for a moment, seeing her hand being held by amity, she tried to move it or just flex
her fingers but she can't.

she can't feel anything.

she opened her mouth once again and sound came out but only a small amount. luz asked "what are
you doing here?" her voice barely a whisper.

since the room is too quiet, amity easily caught what luz asked "i took you to the hospital. i found
you in the bathroom, overdosed. what were you thinking?" amity asked, her voice light as shouting
is not an option here.

luz is in a vulnerable state, her mind is still in a haze with her vision going blurry to clear then
blurry and she's confused. so, it wouldn't be a good idea to shout at someone who doesn't even
know where they are.

luz pulled away her gaze and sighed deeply, her chest dropping drastically. she closed her eyes to
block out the light as she doesn't wanna stare at it and definitely not amity.

"you shouldn't have. we're over, remember? why did you even come to my house? that's basically
trespassing." luz said, avoiding the subject and amity could clearly see it. her eye twitched in
annoyance as that's the first thing luz is worried about? fucking hell.

"i had to! you weren't answering your phone. what, do you want me to just leave you there?!" luz
opened her eyes again and looked at amity in the corner of her eye, not saying anything but the
silence speaks volumes.

amity's eyes widens as luz was truly trying to kill herself tonight. tears started to well up in her eyes
"why.." she already knew why. she's the reason why luz wants to take her own life, if only she told
her the real reason why she left her- no, amity never wanted to let luz go in the first place and it's
her fault for being so weak. she didn't even fight for luz, now she's the cause of her suffering.

pain is riddled, filled across the room. the atmosphere is tense, sharp like it could pierce them at
any moment and cold. it's not the air conditioner anymore.



"just leave, amity. i don't want your parents to cut off my life support of you being here." luz said,
turning away. she really doesn't wanna deal with this right now, she spent her days isolated in her
house, sulking and contemplating what went wrong but as always. no answer came to her. it's
frustrating, luz was begging for a conclusion as she needs a closure for her herself and for this
relationship to finally rest in it's grave but amity wouldn't give that to her.

luz wants to come back in her arms but it's too late.

amity clenched her fists tightly, she gritted her teeth. there's so many swirling inside amity right
now that is getting overwhelming that she finally gave luz a slap and pulled her in a hug as an
impulse of what she really felt inside.

luz was taken aback by the slap then the sudden hug, she doesn't know what to do next as she heard
a faint sob near her ear with something wet dripping her hospital dress.

"i'm so sorry, luz.. i shouldn't have let you go." amity whispered, hugging luz tight as she cried on
her shoulder. luz gulped, she didn't say anything but listened and slowly eased in amity's embrace.

"i was stupid enough to listen to my parents but afraid too. i didn't want you to get hurt by them
because they don't me they'd... they'd do something to you and i get it now.." luz frowned at the
sound of that. what were alador and odalia gonna do to her? get rid of her in a way so amity
wouldn't be with her? luz doesn't wanna find out or stick around on that thought.

she continued to listen.

"i've hurt you more than they could and i'm sorry." amity slowly withdrew from luz's shoulder to
show her slightly red eyes with her puffy cheeks. seeing luz's stoned out gaze but she knows what
amity is saying.

"i never meant what i said of not needing you. i do, luz. i do need you in my life, you complete me
and it's not a life without you by my side.." amity slowly placed her hands on luz's cheeks, seeing
her slightly flinch at the contact but didn't complain as her eyes fell, thinking if she should lean into
the blight's touch.

"i want to be in your arms again, luz. i want you back, please."

luz looked back up to amity, her golden eyes glistening from the tears and the hope of luz saying it
is seen in those hues. the noceda lets out a defeated sigh, she leaned into amity's touch and slowly
raised her hand to place it on her hand.

"i'm a wreck, amity. why would take me as i am?" luz asked. she messed up her insides and her
mind, her body is no exception as she grew thin from not eating properly or not eating at all. she is
a wreck but amity doesn't see it that way, she wants to help luz lift herself up.

the space between started to slowly disappear while maintaining eye contact. amity can feel luz's
soft breathes against her while luz feels amity's hot ones, her body gives out more heat than luz
after being in cold waters for so long.

they want to make it clear again. they want to see if it's true again because they believe they can
take each other's hands again and go riding off the sunset like a sappy couple they were. they want
that again as only three words are needed to be uttered.



"because i love you, luz." then, their lips met at last.

-----

a year has passed ever since luz got released from the hospital after most of the toxins are out of her
body. she and amity went on to live their lives in luz's house, where real home is and there's still
some things they need to sort out between them.

amity's parents did persist of taking their daughter back but she made herself clear that she wouldn't
be coming back. ever. and she made sure she'll never let anything bad happen to luz or anything
that would break their relationship again.

things weren't smooth sailing after luz was discharged and amity moving in. the first night, amity
slept on the couch and the next day, they barely talked to each other after the exchange of good
mornings.

there were small talks that really help build the once broken bridge they had. they never really
made an official announcement that they got together again as it doesn't feel like it yet, think of it
like as a cool off.

a really long one but needed.

whenever they go out and meet up with some old friends. they would be shocked but they made it
clear that they're not together, just two friends accompanying each other that happened to be
roommates.

their relationship is slowly but surely is going in the right track as they're once again getting
comfortable letting each other in one's space. no more of amity sleeping in the couch as luz lets her
in her bed, there's barely any space between them at all and they give quick pecks on the cheeks or
lips if one decided to be brave.

soon that comfortable sense of security and tranquil came into other it's lusty, salacious side. they
finally have sex without the context of it being their last as they have all of the time in the world
and they'll gladly spend it with each other.

then, one night happened where luz and amity drank too much and had to stumble their way back
home before passing out.

the next morning, luz found herself on the couch with amity passed out on top of her. it took awhile
amity to wake up so luz has to just lay there in silence while staring at her, admiring her shining
features against thr sunlight.

then, a low groan is heard and luz watched amity slowly wake up, squinting from the sunlight as
she rubbed her eyes "good morning." luz whispered.

amity removed her hand from her eyes to see the latina staring at her with those hazel hues. she
gave a soft smile "good morning too." she slowly leaned up to give luz a morning kiss.

luz hummed as she always loves the sweet, warm good morning kiss from amity and quickly kissed
back before it was gone. she pulled amity up for barrage her with kisses around her facd making the
young blight giggle and try to pull away but luz held her firm.



"stoopp." amity said in a slur, luz chuckles "nope. not until i land in your lips." she said as she
continued to bombard her lover with endearing, tender kisses. listening to her giggles and whines.

"i," luz placed a kiss on amity's nose, watching it twitch.

"love," she kissed her forehead and noticed the pout she has. luz felt her insides grow warm at the
sight of it.

"you." the noceda finally gave amity a kiss on the lips.

amity playfully rolled her eyes, she returned the kiss nonetheless "you're so cheesy, noceda."



Like A Puppy

Chapter Summary

part 1 of harem: sleepover with amity

requested smut

Chapter Notes

this is gonna be a 6 part thing and each will be a different scenario of luz getting fucked by
these witches

luz invited amity into a sleepover, they're up for a while talking about many things and luz even
asked why she and the other girls chased her that one time but amity dismissed that.

odd but luz didn't further question.

now, they're asleep in the human's sleeping bag, the only noise heard in the room is their hollow
breathing and soft snorts. luz couldn't sleep though, she doesn't know why but she just can't keep
her eyes closed.

she's brimming with energy that she needs to burn out but she doesn't know how.

"are you awake, luz?" she heard amity ask, luz turned to see the also awake blight. "yeah, i can't
sleep for some reason." luz said as she lightly scratched her cheek.

"yeah, me neither but i guess that's okay. it's the weekends anyways." amity said with a shrugged.

luz noticed that amity's voice became lower to a few decibels, must be a bed voice or something,
nonetheless, luz finds it rather attractive. "hey, can i ask you something?" amity snapped luz out of
her daze about how deep her voice suddenly became.

"oh- oh, yeah. what is it?" luz encouraged amity to continued. amity clenched her shirt tightly as
she looked away from the noceda for a second, she started to contemplate if she should ask it
because.. if she didn't, it'll take a decade or century to attempt this again.

"do you like me?" amity finally asked the bombshell. she can feel her heart rapidly beating against
her chest, it could just literally burst out and throw itself out of the window.

both of them stared at each other for a long while till luz's cheeks turned rosy, she started faltering
"u- uhm.. in what way? as friends or the like like one?" she asked as she waved her hands around
frantically.



"i love you, luz. for so long, i liked you and i want to be with you forever if you like me back."
amity said, she sat up and stared down at luz, their eye colors always seemed to compliment each
other and amity wants those eyes to be only focused on her just for tonight.

luz doesn't know what to do. she does like the blight but all of her feelings are getting jumbled and
tossed around that it's hard to determine what she really feels for amity. the last thing she wanted to
do now is to break someone's heart and risk never getting to talk to her again.

"yeah, i think i do, ames." a bright smile came on amity's face, her fangs glistened against the
moonlight and it adores the witch's pale complexion making it look like she's shining making luz's
blush worse.

"really?" luz can only imagine an tail vigorously wagging behind amity as the 'really' sounded cute,
hopeful. luz slowly sat up as well, she got in front of amity and flashed her bright smile that made
the witch's heart leap.

luz always sees amity like a puppy. so adorable, obedient yet so feisty and dangerous.

"yep! i love you too, amity!"

amity lets out a giggle, she jumped to hug luz whom gladly returned it with a tight one. "thank you,
luz." amity muttered as she nuzzled her face in luz's neck with her fingers curling her hairs.

"you're welcome, ames." luz replied. they stayed in the hug for a few minutes till luz felt amity
sniffing her with her hands rubbing her head, she didn't say anything though. she thinks amity is
just pampering her.

then, luz felt one of amity's hands go down to her back like she's feeling it before slipping inside
her crop top to grasp her boob. luz lets out a gasp, she lost her balance and made amity sit on her
lap while her hand still held her breast.

"shh, it's okay. i won't do anything to hurt you, luz." amity reassured as she lifted luz's top for her to
see her breasts, she bit her lip at the sight of it. this made amity's phallus rise.

"you can touch me too so it's even." amity pulled her pajama pants down enough for her cock to
spring out, she grabbed luz's hand and made her grasp it.

luz's face exploded when she saw the blight's dick in front of her, it's clearly above the average.
swallowing a large lump in her throat, luz firmly held it and started to slowly stroke it making
amity lowly moan.

"that's it.. take it all in, luz 'cause that's gonna be inside you soon." amity cooed, she kneaded luz's
breasts with her thumbs rubbing the nipples in a circular motion as her hips subconsciously move,
thrusting on luz's hand.

"y- you're gonna have sex with me?" luz asked, in disbelief. "yeah, why else would i show my
private part to you? what, you're not ready?" amity asked, there's a hint of disappointment in her
tone but she hid it.

she was hoping she'd take luz tonight but she won't if luz isn't ready or doesn't want to.



luz slowly shook her head, she stopped her strokes and averted her eyes on amity. "it's just that..
back in the human world, i don't have much of an experience with love. i just read and watch about
it but at the end of the way, i don't have a full concept of it.." luz explained while amity fully
listened to her.

she doesn't have a real relationship in the human realm, especially in school to start with. no
friends, just crushes and these 'flings' would always end up backfiring and backstab her. so, why
would someone like amity be contented with someone like luz?

"so why bother settling or 'getting down' with a girl like me."

a frown quickly formed in amity's face, she lifted luz off the floor and settled her into the pillows
instead. "you're worth it!" luz was taken aback by the sudden raise of voice from amity but at least
it's positive.

"fuck those humans in your world because they don't know how much you're worth it, luz! you
deserve all of the love and care- just everything! you matter to me and to the others! i fucking love
you!"

amity grabbed luz's shoulders and pulled into a sudden kiss, luz's eyes widens as she feels the
witch's soft lips against her which eventually made her melt to kiss back before slowly pulling
away.

amity didn't realise what she just did after a few seconds after the kiss that her face blew up in red.
"uh.. i uh.."

luz softly touched her lips, reminiscing how amity felt, how soft she is. it's unbelievable. it's like
kissing a feather, a cloud or better yet, an angel.

"luz?"

luz blinked as she got pulled back into reality again. "huh? sorry, what?" she looked at amity who
has a slight worry on her face but it quickly disappeared.

"nothing, it's just, you were spacing out. are you okay?" she asked and luz nodded. her eyes
immediately wandered down to amity's still hard cock who's waving at her before looking up into
her eyes again as she smiles.

luz started to take off her nightly attire before wrapping her arms around amity who's internally and
externally panicking at the sudden shift of things. "wh- wait, are you sure you wanna lose your first
with me?" she asked and luz nodded in reply.

"yeah and i can guess that you're also a virgin so, i want us to lose it with one another." she said.
she pulled amity down, getting her in between her legs before wrapping her legs around her waist.

"i'm all yours, ames."

something ticked inside amity when she heard that. amity looked down at the noceda's wet pussy,
she bit the insides of her mouth and started to align her cock to her womanhood, slowly pushing the
tip first.



"ah.." luz can feel amity slowly entering her, making her full and slowly becoming one with her.
amity groans, she looked down at luz for their eyes to meet again.

seeing many things seen in each other's hues. the desire. the passion. the lust. the love.

they're all so vivid and clear as they stare. the pain in between luz's legs doesn't register as she
knows amity would stay true to her word and wouldn't hurt her, not one bit as this night is their
night.

only theirs and nothing else.

as everything is inside, amity sighed blissfully as she feels luz's warm insides wonderfully wrap
around her pulsing cock. she didn't move for a few seconds before gently sliding in and out of luz.

"aah.. amity.."

amity bites her lip, she sets her back straight and held luz's waist before turning into a speed she
can work with as she feels luz already adjusted to her girth. "aaahh! aahh! oh fuck, ames!" luz
moaned out, she gripped onto the sheets as she watched amity fuck her.

amity's mouth went slightly agape with breathy moans escaping her lips, she watched her now
lover's tits bounce rapidly with her eyes following it's motion like it got her into a trance and is now
pulling her down.

amity took one nipple in her mouth and started sucking on it, she suckled on it like a little toddler
searching for it's mother's milk which she is now. amity wants luz to lactate, she doesn't know why
but she wants to use her tits as a pacifier while milk oozes out of it.

"baby, i need your milk." amity said as she pulled away with a pop. luz got confused at the request,
who wouldn't be? "w- what? i'm not even- aaahh!" luz got cut off by her own moans as amity
became faster, she can feel the blight's balls now slamming into her ass with her cock going deeper.

"i.. i just want it, please luz.. i need it." amity whimpered like a puppy, she dragged her tongue
along luz's neck making her shiver before amity sank her fangs into her making luz arch her back.

"okay.." luz doesn't know how she can alter her own body but a skilled witch can with just a snap of
a finger to make a potion bottle appear on her hand. amity popped it open as a straw appeared for
easy drinking.

"here. drink as many as you can." amity offered the potion to luz without bothering to stop her
thrusts, she placed the straw in luz's lips and she started sipping the potion till she had enough.

amity placed the potion to the side and waited for the effects to kick in. "aahh.. ah dear titan.. you
feel amazing, luz." she whispered before leaning for another kiss, luz didn't hesitate on kissing back
as she looped her arms around her neck.

tilting her head to deepen it as their tongues swirled with each other before air became a nuisance
as they had to pull away. "i love you." luz whispered which made amity smile and kissed the
human's nose.

"i love you too." she replied. then, luz started to feel a sudden surge of heat in her chest along with
it growing heavy, it increased the pleasure rippling throughout her body as she moans even more



lewdly and loudly for amity.

"yes.." amity licked her lips as she stared at luz's breasts that grew twice or thrice it's size with milk
slowly oozing out of the bulged nipples.

the blight took one in her mouth and she lets out moan as she started drinking her lover's milk. it's
sweet, it's supple, it's delectable, it's addicting. all of those aspects goes well as amity is getting
stimulus in drinking luz's milk.

"aaahh fuck amity!!" luz is feeling everything. the pleasure amity is giving her has grown intense
when she took the potion, she can feel her hitting that g spot that's swiftly bringing her to the edge.

she watched amity suck on her nipple, seeing the milk squirt out on the other breast makes her feel
things. luz saw her lover's dilated hues, she's already in a different plain and luz's about to meet her
there.

amity is clearly enjoying the delights luz has and is spoiling herself. she can't get enough, neither is
luz.

amity pulled away for a moment to breath, the sides of her mouth is dripping of milk that she did
the bare minimum to lick it off. "you're so perfect, luz. i can't- i can't get enough of you, i love you
so much." luz can't think straight, she's getting lightheaded and she can hear amity sounding,
begging like a puppy.

it's strange but luz leaned in for another kiss as amity squeezes out her milk, staining the sheets and
sleeping bag. pulling away, amity plunged her cock deep into luz making her scream in euphoria.

"oh god amity!!!" she came hard for her first time on amity whom couldn't hold back anymore and
came inside her. letting her cum spew inside, filling up her in every corner and more milk leaked
out of her nipples.

luz's eyes almost rolled back at the sensation of her lover's warm copious amounts of sperm mixing
with her own cum. fermenting her and there's so many more to go.

"oh shit luz.." amity shuddered at the feeling before falling beside her, she didn't pull out yet and
luz doesn't mind. both heaved, they caught each other's breathes before luz shivered when she felt
amity lick her nipple.

"you do like milk, huh?" luz said, hugging amity close as she knows she'll drink more. amity
chuckles "yeah well, it does makes one's bones strong after all." she looked up to see the noceda's
shining hazel eyes.

"i love you, luz. goodnight." amity said before taking luz's nipple to suck on. luz watched amity's
eyes slowly close while her hips also move on it's own, she softly rubbed the witch's head before
hugging her as she also goes to sleep.

"i love you too, puppy. goodnight."

amity is like a puppy. adorable and loyal yet so feisty and horny.



Victorious Captain

Chapter Summary

part 2 of the harem: locker room with boscha

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

she stared at the couple walking down the school hallway, chattering to themselves while there's
barely any space between at all. it aggravates the witch.

"i can't believe the tomato head blight got her first!" boscha slammed her fist into the locker
making it clatter, she was supposed to be the first one to get to the human and make her hers but
amity is always a step ahead of her. it's fucking annoying.

"oh man.. well, i guess we can have more chances." skara said as she also watched luz and amity
walk together, the blight's arm wrapped around luz's waist. but boscha isn't skara, she isn't gonna
wait for another chance.

she'll seize an opportunity and hold onto it.

boscha sucked a deep breath in, fixed her captain's jacket before stuffing her hands in her pockets
as she started walking towards the lovey dovey couple. her three eyes are glaring at the mint haired
blight and her third eye is almost seeing red till boscha bumped luz by the shoulders.

"ouch." luz rubbed her shoulder and looked at boscha who's growling at them "watch it round
ears!" boscha barked at luz before walking away, leaving the human and the blight confused but
then again, when hasn't boscha be aggressive to luz? or to anyone?

"geez, guess she woke up in the wrong side of the bed." luz muttered as she softly rubbed her hit
shoulder. she watched the three eyed witch speed walk out of here till she turned to a corner making
her bump into another student that she snarled at making them jump back.

"when did boscha ever wake up in the right side? are you okay?" amity asked, checking if her lover
is okay. luz nodded and flashed her a smile of assurance "yep, come on let's meet up with willow
and gus." she looped her arm around amity again to continue their walk.

a week has passed after luz was taken by amity and she vaguely warned her about the 'others'. she
doesn't know what or who she's talking about but luz doesn't worry much, oh but she'll understand
it soon enough.

-----

luz tickled her locker open to place her textbooks back inside as she was gonna head home till
something was thrown at her face. she looked down to see a folded piece of paper.



luz didn't think much about it and picked it up, unfolded it to read it's contents saying;

head to the locker room

with a raised brow, luz tilts her head as she sees no signature who wrote it or is it really for her. she
thought it's amity since luz hasn't seen her come out of the classroom yet so she must've want her to
meet up there.

"yeah, i don't know why the locker room but meh." luz agreed to her thoughts, she folded the paper
again, placed it in her pocket and started to jog towards the direction of the locker room hoping that
she'll see amity waiting for her there.

after a few turns, she pushed the doors of the locker room open and saw the whole place be rather
desolate. "amity? i got your letter, where are you?" luz asked, looking around for her lover just to
spot a hint of mint.

but there's no other noise heard than herself and faint footsteps behind her.

wait what?

"hey, human." luz jumped when she felt a pair of strong arms wrap around her waist and something
resting on her shoulder. she looked at the corner of her eye to see a familiar lavender color.

"oh hey, boscha. have you seen amity in here? she told to-" luz was cut off by boscha bursting into
laughter which confused her. "what's so funny?" she asked and she genuinely wants to know.

boscha knows she could improve the letter but luz is too gullible enough to follow it and to even
think that amity was the one who wrote it. it's too rich.

"don't you get it? amity's not here, it's just you and," boscha swiftly turned luz around to face her,
letting her see that she's completely nude with her cock fully erected. luz's eyes widens at the sight
of it.

she wouldn't be too crazy to compare it to amity but it's certainly thicker.

"me." boscha dragged luz towards the benches and hovered above her with a wide grin plastered in
her face as she stared at the human's scared but aroused expression. "what's wrong, human? you
don't seem too afraid about the fact that a naked witch is about fuck you." boscha said as she
mockingly tilts her head.

"i um.. what are you gonna do to me?" luz asked as she's lost for words, everything is happening so
sudden that she's barely catching up. boscha lets out a chuckle, she roughly cupped luz's cheeks and
turned her head to the side to reveal the hickey the blight left on her.

growling lowly, "she really did got to you first. that fucking bitch." boscha looked at the doors she
locked before returning her gaze at luz who's waiting for the witch's next move. "what i'm going to
do with you is preparing you for the big day," she said.

boscha removed her hand from luz's cheeks and started to trail it down to her chest while she slices
it in half for the witch to see luz's breasts for her expense. "since amity took your first, that means
you'll be comfortable taking the others." boscha seemed a little sour when she said the first time but
moved on.



maybe.

"most importantly me." as boscha got rid of luz's clothes, she smoothly rubbed her thighs as she
spreads them for her to see the human's pussy. boscha noticed that luz has been staring at her cock
more than her eyes.

"what're you staring at?" luz quickly averted her eyes off boscha's phallus as she got caught. it's not
her fault that everybody has better dicks than humans and she hasn't seen one live till amity.

boscha's grin widens, she stood up and shook her cock in front of luz. "go on. indulge yourself,
bask under my size." she said with pride evident in her tone. luz slowly sat up, stared at the witch's
member before leaning closer to give the tip a lick first, tasting her precum.

luz swirled her tongue around the phallus before slowly taking bit by bit which boscha doesn't like
how sluggish the noceda is going. "come on! if you're gonna blow me at take all of it!" she grabbed
a handful of luz's hair and pushed her entire cock inside.

luz was caught off guard by the sudden intrusion, she almost gagged but she calmed down as she
gripped boscha's one hand. she started to wrapped her tongue around the witch's girth and started to
slowly move her head.

"aah.. that's it." boscha returned the hold on luz's hands as she watched her suck her off. she can see
small tears prickling the corners of her eyes and the lust looming in her hues. boscha lowly groaned
at the feeling of luz's warm mouth encasing her cock, her tongue doing wonders for her.

soon enough, boscha started moving her hips, thrusting into her mouth as she hits the back of her
mouth now. she stared at luz who's staring back with her eyes half lid, she has a dreamy expression
as her pupils are dilated from the lust completely taking over.

staring makes boscha feel things. there's something in luz's eyes that tells her she can do so many
bad things to her and still come out pleasured. she won't hesitate doing those bad things though.

as boscha's thrusts became faster, she's reaching her end till she popped inside luz's mouth. her
thighs tensing for a moment before loosening as she lets her load fill the entire nook and crevice of
luz's mouth.

luz drank some as she's starting to feel full, boscha snapped her finger to make something appear in
her neck but she didn't have time to inspect it when boscha pulled her up and slammed her lips into
hers.

luz noticed that boscha is holding a leash telling she made her wore a collar, she doesn't complain
and kissed back. boscha slipped her tongue inside, tasting herself and luz as she grabbed her one
hand to stroke her which she didn't hesitate on doing.

cum and saliva is the combination of their string when they pulled away "you're mine for the week
so let's enjoy it before someone takes you." boscha said, she turned luz around again and pushed
her to bend on the bench.

"is amity bigger than me, darling?" boscha asked and luz started thinking about but she can't think
straight when her dick is teasing her core. "i don't know.." she muttered, just begging to be fucked
by the victorious captain of the grudgby team.



"you don't know?" boscha pulled onto the leash making luz look over her shoulder. "hm, can't have
that. i want you to say to the others that i'm bigger than them because that's basically a fact." boscha
said as she nonchalantly rotated her hand before silently making a spell circle.

"w- why? it's not like it's a competition on who has the biggest dicks." luz said, she can't do
anything to the witch's hubris as she's born with it. boscha felt a surge of heat accumulating in her
dick, watched it shake for a few seconds before sprouting out another.

boscha smirks to herself, she stroked her two cocks and looked at luz's little, delicate pussy. as she
said before, she'll never hesitate on doing bad things to luz.

"i know the other two are too modest but believe me, i am the biggest. you know why?" luz slowly
shook her head then she froze when she suddenly felt something's duplicate. she looked over her
shoulder again and she's shocked to see boscha has now two dicks.

"because i'm the best!"

without warning or regard, boscha shoved everything inside luz making her scream in both pleasure
and pain. she dragged her nails on the bench, leaving claw marks as she feels her insides having to
quickly adapt to the sudden size change before boscha started thrusting.

"aaahh! b- boscha please! slow down!!" luz begged for the witch let her at least get use a little to
her girth but no, boscha wants her now. she waited for a week with radio silence now she recently
found out that amity had her way to luz already when she's supposed to be the first?

not a chance.

jealousy, lust, hunger and a little hint of something is felt in there but boscha has yet to understand
what that other thing is.

"aaahh titan fuck! you feel so good, human!" boscha roared, she tightly gripped the leash to lift
luz's upper half while her ass is connected to the witch's hips.

"b.. boscha.. aaahhh!!" luz's body violently trembling as tremors of pleasure shook her body, it
made her weak and she knows she'll be loose as fuck after this. drool dribbled the side of her mouth
with her tongue slightly sticking out, her eyes are trying to roll back and her tits wildly bounced
from boscha's slams, same could be said to her ass.

luz has a clear distinction of amity and boscha. amity is gentle but knows how to be rough,
considering it was their first time, luz can guess that amity would go harder on her next time.

boscha, meanwhile, is not holding back. she's exerting herself as she fucks luz viciously. it's her
second time of having sex and luz feels like she became a virgin again as this is a whole new
experience having two dicks inside her one pussy.

it's a miracle it didn't rip. she prays to god boscha doesn't rip her apart.

though it hurts, luz is starting to like this and the sounds she hears from boscha is turning her on.
like she's being fucked by a ruthless beast with no idea when she'll stop, neither wanter to stop.

the stark contrast between the blight and the three eyed witch is crystal. who would've thought luz
is a rough kind of girl.



"boscha.. oh boscha!!" luz moaned out her name, letting it resonate throughout the empty locker
room. their rapid skin slapping as well with boscha's cackles and grunts of pleasure.

boscha likes the sound of the name rolling out of luz's tongue, "say it louder! scream my name,
luz!!" she declared before plunging her cocks deep into her and finally came.

both moaned as they came, luz came at the same time as boscha. letting their cums mix, due to
having two cocks, luz's stomach was inflated by the excessive cum and some just spewed out.

luz feels like she's up in cloud 9, the feeling of hot strings of cum filling her is amazing. she lets out
a blissed sigh before letting her body fall, she took this time to rest before she was flipped over.

boscha leaned down for another kiss whilst not pulling away, luz immediately kissed back with her
arms wrapping around the witch's neck. she tilts her head to deepen it before slowly pulling away.

"tell blight i'll be borrowing you for a few days." boscha whispered, their lavender and hazel eyes
stared deeply into each other. telling many things but one thing is clear.

"okay." luz replied before closing the space between them for a third kiss with boscha's hips
revving up.

they're in for another round.

it's always a delight to be with the victorious captain.

Chapter End Notes

i'm sorry rabid that i'm not able to the list, sorry



Gardening's Fun

Chapter Summary

part 3 of harem: in willow's greenhouse

after a well spent week with boscha, she had to stay in the three eyed witch's house for two days
before she left. she couldn't feel her legs or her in between after a week long of getting caked by
cum.

it hurts to walk but at least it's a little manageable. amity and boscha had to stick close to luz to help
her stay on her feet as anytime, she could fall on herself.

amity scolded boscha for being so rough on luz which she doesn't regret at all and wouldn't say
sorry, she pulled luz into a french kiss instead as a reply before shooting a raspberry at the blight
who's close to punching her till luz stopped them.

it's cute to have two witches bantering over her and gladly wouldn't let her go. when, luz would
either be in abominations or potions classroom, they'd be playing under the table.

you know what kind.

as luz finished her illusions class, "bye gus! bye edric and emira! i'll see you later!" she waved her
best friend goodbye along with the blight twins before leaving the classroom.

she got the plant tracks as the last class. it's great as she now gets to spend some time with her best
friend after being hogged by amity and boscha, she doesn't see it as a bad thing. she just wanna see
willow again.

as luz got inside the greenhouse, she was expecting for other students to be already here but all she
sees is willow tending to the plants, talking to them.

shrugging, thinking she's just early. luz entered the greenhouse "hey willow!" she waved at the
young park whom turned around and smiled at when she sees the noceda "oh, hello luz! you're
early." she said which confirmed luz's thought making her softly giggle but abruptly stopped when
she felt something graze her ass.

luz looked over her shoulder to see nothing. she shook it off and continued to approach willow till
she's in front of her. "whatcha doin'?" she asked, tipping to see the plants she was watering.

"this is a eeburpiscus." willow informed which made luz slowly nods her head "eeburpiscus. nice
name. does it have uses?" she asked as she gently touched it's thin spiky leaves.

the plant has dark sea green color. the one luz is touching has a ball or bud of sorts with it's button
pulsing sea green hue. the other one has also thin leaves but not spiky as it has a glowing bulb that
is the same color as the ball.



"of course, all plants has a purpose luz. but this one is rather special because it only blooms
whenever it senses the time of coitus has come. when someone inhales it's pollen, they go into a,"

while willow was explaining the attributes of the plant, luz yelped when she felt the same thing
against but this time, it seemed to have licked her in between making her swiftly turn around with
her cheeks lighting up.

she realized it's a plant who's waving at her.

"uh.. w- willow, what's up with your.. what's up with the plague mask?" when luz looked at willow,
she saw her already having a plague mask of sorts but suddenly, luz saw in the corner of her eye a
silent explosion and the blue green pollen flew into the air.

luz couldn't help it but to take a sniff.

then, willow finished her sentence "heated frenzy. or you become horny to put it simply." luz's eyes
widens but it was too late as she already took a whiff of it and her breathing hitched with her body
starting to grow weak, her temperatures steadily rising.

"you can take off your clothes. no one will walking." willow said though the mask does make her
voice be muffled. luz gulped, she gripped her tunic to feel her heart racing, sweat rolling down her
face and her senses heightening.

she could also feel her pussy getting wetter by the second.

"o- okay.." luz started to unbutton and take off her uniform, settling them to the side. willow
watched the noceda's legs tremble with her juices rolling down her thighs, that's how wet she is.

"wh- what now... it hurts, willow.." luz whimpered. willow took off her mask as the pollen all went
out of the many open windows before she shuts them, making all of the plants cover it to give them
total privacy.

"just enjoy it."

then, the same plant who was being a pervert grabbed luz by the ankles to lift her up in the air with
other plant tentacles to appear, accompanying her. one caressed her face, two squeezed her tits
while the others coiled around her waist and one licked her drenched pussy making her shudder.

the tentacle easily slipped inside her, earning a pitched moan from luz as she shook at it's girth. it
didn't hesitate to start thrusting into her, hitting all of the right and deep spots that drives luz crazy.

"aaaahhh!! oh god yes!!" luz moans, she slipped her tongue out, letting drool drip off the tip. the
other tentacles rubbed her body, adding more to the pleasure as her whole body is extremely
sensitive thanks from the eeburpiscus' pollen.

she felt one lick her ass but she shook her head, she's not ready there and the tentacle seemed
gracious enough to listen. it instead added inside her pussy, not going in the pace as a first one
which almost- no, luz rolled her eyes back in pure ecstasy.

it is truly a marvel that she still manages to stay tight after spending a week with boscha whom
ruthlessly fucked her pussy into oblivion along with amity getting sneakies in the locker rooms or
in the owl house.



"aaahhh!! aah fuck yeah, h- harder! please, fuck me harder!!"

willow watched her best friend moan, beg for her plants to fuck her harder. despite not having any
light inside the greenhouse, willow's glasses still manages to shine and cover her emerald eyes,
amused at the lewd, salacious state she's in as her plants fucks her.

so she asked, she shall receive.

"harder you say? okay, i guess the time you spent with boscha equipped you." willow slammed her
fingers to make the plants go beyond inhumane on luz making her unknowingly cum the first time
and her second climax is rapidly rising.

"never really took you as a rough girl, luz. i like that." willow said, softly giggling as she watched
luz get railed in the air, letting some of her juices drip down to the floor, slowly making a puddle.

"yes! fuck aaahh- mhpm.." the tentacle that was caressing her shoved itself inside luz's mouth.
making her suck it off, her eyes slowly flutter shut as her tongue swirled around it's bulk and
bobbed her head, pretending it's a cock. ignoring the tangy taste.

as luz came for the second time, the tentacles showed no signs of stopping and it not building up
for a third climax. since luz only inhaled a small amount of the pollen, the effects is starting to wear
out.

willow noticed this but she continued for the third round, unbeknownst to luz that her moans are
getting recorded for personal purposes. it echoes throughout the glass greenhouse but it seemed to
left unheard by the other students expect a few.

luz moans into the tentacle whom pulled out with it covered in her saliva. she slowly opened her
eyes again, she now noticed that her arms are being held up and the only thing isn't is here right leg,
just hanging there.

she looked down to see willow watching with a smile on her face "willow.." she whispered which
was easily heard by the young park. willow commanded the plants to lower luz in front of her.

willow wiped the drool off the side of her best friend's mouth "you're so cute, luz. your moans are
exquisite." she whispered before leaning in for a deep kiss. luz didn't hesitate on kissing back as
their wet tongues danced in a sporadic manner till they ran out of breath to pull away.

a thin string of saliva glistened between them before it quickly disappeared. luz lets out another
pitched moan when she came for the third and final time, the two plants are now coated of her cum
as they slowly pull away, the plants holding her hands and leg brought her closer to willow to hold.

luz panted heavily as she leaned against willow's big chest, closing her eyes to rest with her legs
giving in. luckily willow carried her but didn't want to leave the greenhouse yet.

"you did great, luz. you're gonna do amazing on the big day." willow whispered to the human,
placing a lovingly kiss on her forehead as she looks like a tired toddler in her arms right now.

"thanks.." luz muttered before shutting her eyes.

gardening is fun, especially when you're alone in a greenhouse.



The Eldest

Chapter Summary

part 4 of harem: in the alleyway with amelia

after willow, luz hasn't been able to walk properly for some days making her look like a dog on
diarrhea and the following days became a little better but it still hurts to sit down, luz had to take
the burden of standing up.

now, luz is walking in the market doing an errand for eda and it's a pain to say the least.

"hey, shorty. what's up with your walking?" luz heard a familiar voice, she looked to her side to see
amelia walking beside her with a small smile on. "oh, hey amelia. nice to see you here after not
seeing you after you.. uh, chased me." luz also greeted back, a little a specific but greeted back
nonetheless.

"yeah, sorry bout that." amelia said as she rubbed the back of her head, looking away but luz shook
her head "no, it's okay. um.. i just fell down the stairs now i'm walking like this." she reasoned,
when amelia returned her gaze at the human, luz can clearly see the eldest blight isn't buying it.

luz just realised how many difference she and amelia has. the height is the obvious factor, she's a
staggering 6 footer. the strength, amelia could easily sweep luz off her feet like boscha, hell, she
could also lift her.

if the blight could sweep luz off the floor, then she could easily carry her while fu-

shut up!

"need a little help there? your arms seemed to be giving up by now." luz snapped out of her daze
and retraced what amelia just said before nodding. "y- yeah, i guess i could use some rest." she
slowly handed the bag to amelia whom offered her hand to take.

suddenly, amelia grabbed luz's wrist instead and quickly dragged her into an empty alleyway before
pinning her to the wall. "w- wha? amelia, what's.." luz stopped when amelia hushes her with her
finger against her lips.

"calm down, baby. i know the other three's been fucking your pussy but not the other." amelia said
as she moved her hand down to luz's crotch, softly touching it making her twitch but eased in her
touch.

"they haven't been taking care of you well enough, have they?"

"i.. i guess so.." luz replied. amelia hummed at it, she made luz drop the bag and gripped the rim of
her jean shorts "lucky for you, i'll give you the treatment you need." she started unbutton it, pulled
it down along with her leggings till she's bare down there.



then, amelia lifted her up with ease and rested her on her shoulder as her face is directly in front of
her pussy. "wait, amelia we're- aahh.." luz clasped her hand to her mouth as she felt amelia give her
clit a long lick making the noceda twitch.

"relax, no one looks in the alleyways. trust me." amelia reassured before resuming to eating luz out,
her tongue lapping her juices as she sucked on her folds before flipping it.

"aah.. oh god, amelia.." luz used her other hand to grip on amelia's hair, she slightly pushed her
closer for more and the blight gladly provides.

luz's breathing turned ragged as she's getting overwhelmed on how good of a tongue amelia has,
she tightened her grip on her hair and looked down to see amelia's indulging herself in her pussy.

"amelia.. you're really good.." she compliments, "thanks, got lots of practice." amelia replied before
resuming. the eldest blight is like eating a fine 5 star course today as she kept coming back,
slurping up luz's juices both replenishes her and dries her throat. a tactic to make her go in for
more.

she can tell luz is enjoying herself as well, listening to her breathy moans and breathing tells alot.
she also saw her eyes slowly closing, showing telling that she's drawing near.

amelia flicked her tongue on luz's bud making her arch and moan into her hand more. her thighs are
clenching from time to time as she can feel a familiar climax rising in her gut and she can't hold
back.

"aah amelia!"

amelia moaned blissfully when luz came into her mouth, she happily lapped all of it, cleaned luz
like a good pup before slowly bringing her down but still held on her thighs with her in between.

"if you let me, i'll take you by the backdoor." amelia whispered, she watched luz process what the
hell she just said but ended up failing. "what backdoor? i don't think there's any here." she asked as
she looked around the rather empty hallway.

a little lost but she got the spirit.

amelia softly giggles, she shook her head and leaned closer to her ear "i'll fuck your ass"

ding

it's like a little bell rang in luz's head when she heard that. she was shocked, intrigued and scared.
she's everything and amelia seems to see the uncertainty in the noceda's eyes.

"hey, i won't go in dry." amelia pulled up her pink dress to let out of her cock for luz to bask on.
"this is a mere preparation for the big day." she snapped her finger to make her cock be covered in
good amounts of lube for luz's first anal wouldn't hurt that much.

"what's the big day?" luz asked. she's been hearing boscha and willow throw that word around alot
but never really explained it. "you'll understand soon." amelia said instead as she kissed luz whom
happily reciprocated it.

amelia rubbed her phallus against luz's second whole making her tremble but she tried to calm
herself as she feels the lukewarm lube also wetting her ass hole. "i'll go slow, just hold onto me."



amelia embraced luz tight and close as she started to slowly push inside.

"ngh- fuck.." luz hissed, she doesn't wanna say it but it feels like inverted pooping. sounds gross,
because it is, but that's what it feels like along with a slight burning sensation as amelia goes
deeper.

"augh.. luz.. tight." amelia clenched her teeth tightly as luz is really really 
tight back here. she doesn't know how her pussy feels or it's consistency now after she was fucked
by the three there but she can guess still tight.

she could be wrong.

as everything is inside, both sighed and amelia didn't move for a few seconds before slowly sliding
in and out. letting luz get accustomed to her ass getting stretched, her nerves are starting to tingle.

"aaahh.. amelia.." luz buried her face into the blight's shoulder while she inhaled her scent in her
neck. amelia then started to go faster and soon enough, it turned into slams as her balls repeatedly
hits her.

"gh- fuck, baby.. you feel so good." amelia breathes, she's jamming her cock deep into luz as her
nerves is now triggering pleasure all over her body. amelia loves the feeling of the human's ass
tightly clenching around her, it hugs her deliciously and she feels more connected to luz. becoming
one with her.

that's why amelia prefers anal. it feels divine even though the first minutes sting.

luz wrapped her legs around amelia, latching her into her like a koala and she started to
involuntarily bouncing to match amelia's pacing. although failing, amelia lets her as it adds more
pleasure for the both of them.

luz pulls the witch into another kiss with their tongues finally meeting, both dancing in a ghost
melody. amelia going hard and faster, her phallus pushing deeper into luz's ass making her moan in
the kiss before they were deprived from air and had to pull away.

softly panting, amelia pecked luz's cheeks, squishing them. "do you feel it? are you close?" she
asked as she can feel a knot rising in her stomach and luz sensing the same feeling a few minutes
ago coming back.

luz vigorously nodded her head "yes yes! amelia, please don't stop!" she said as she gripped the
blight's hair again like she's warning her. it amuses amelia.

"never even thought of it!"

with a final deep thrust, amelia came inside luz's ass making her roll her head back, wanting to
scream, moan out loud but she has to remind herself that they're in a public area and she can't make
much of a noise than she already is.

luz shuddered at the warm shoots of cum filling her ass before amelia slowly pulled out, letting her
cum slowly ooze down to luz's legs. she wiped them off and helped luz put her shorts back on
again.



"so, can you weak properly now?" amelia asked as she placed her hand on her hips, luz looked
down at herself and her legs are trembling anymore. she doesn't feel sore in her pussy but she does
now in her ass.

but nonetheless, amelia helped alot.

"yeah, thanks amelia!" luz replied with a bright smile. it made amelia smile as well, she kissed luz
one last time before waving her goodbye "bye bye, luz. see you soon." she shot a flying kiss at the
noceda whom imagined catching it before amelia goes out of the alleyway.

"yeah.. you too."

many things could happen when you're with the eldest. so, it's always a joy to be with them.



Melodic

Chapter Summary

part 5 of harem: in the cabin with skara

3 days passed after luz met up with amelia, she's starting to think something big is gonna happen
after starting small with amity and progressing bigger and bigger with the others.

luz doesn't know if these girls fucking her wants to her get something like a vague letter and action
will only convey it or maybe she's just dumb and she's slowly becoming a nymphomaniac.

now, king took her in a trip up in the hills where he found boscha and her gang was when luz, him
and eda swapped their bodies.

it's called the treasure shack.

luz doesn't know why king is taking her up there, he used the reason that she's being an angsty,
libidinous teen out of nowhere and he doesn't want luz to keep coming home smell like jizz so he
figured he'd 'quarantine' luz in the shack.

he said "it's for your own good, luz."

as they reached to the top, luz saw the shack with a sloped roof, it's name is just two different signs
tied up by a white rope of sorts and only a teal colored blanket served as a door.

"uh.. king, i don't think i know much of boscha's other friends." luz said, a little hesitant at the idea
but king scoffed and waved his tiny hand in dismiss.

"you'll be fine! they're your kind after all, acne encrusted hormone buckets, mood swing swines,
ang-"

"okay, okay. i get it but i don't have acne.." luz stopped the little demon before he could go any
further. she rubbed the side of her face to feel it smooth like a newborn, that soap eda gave truly
keeps her skin plump.

king clicked his tongue as he shook his head "doesn't mean you'll never have one in the future." he
shot his best friend a wink before giggling like a little gremlin.

"just wear yourself out till you're okay to come home again, okay? make sure you don't smell like
shit!" king advised as he patted luz's back when he pulled her down her knees.

the human nodded and gave her commander a salute "yes sir! i'll see you in when?" she asked and
king just shrugged "any time's fine just don't be gone for a month! i'd be really.. sad if you're not
back by then." king muttered out the last part as he looked to the side, not wanting to see the
glimmer in luz's eyes when she clearly heard that.



"aww!! i'll miss you too, king!"

king screeched when luz pulled him into a bear hug. "of course, i will! i don't like having to leave
my royal chariot alone in this egregious, loathly place!" he managed to barely pry himself off the
human's embrace and crossed his arms as he lets out a despair of a sigh.

"but, tis for the best for your health." he adds making luz smile brightly at him. she hugged him for
the last time before settling him down "thanks, king." luz placed a soft kiss on the demon's forehead
earning a small giddy giggle.

"i'll see you in a few days." luz gave king a wave of goodbye which he returned while slowly
retreating. his eyes held sorrow that he had to leave but he sucked it up, continuing to give luz
advises before he was out of sight.

when king is gone, luz dropped her hand and looked at the shack again before looking over her
shoulder to see a steep cliff, she can see almost the entire boiling isles up here before returning her
gaze at the shack.

it looks like no one is inside as luz doesn't hear-

suddenly, a beautiful chorus erupted from the shack making luz stop and be in standing ovation as
she listens to the tune. it sounded beautiful, summer like tone as well alluring and tempting for luz.

the noceda started to slowly walk towards the shack, pushing the blanket to the side to see someone
sitting in one beanbags with the setting sun's light goes through the upper windows, creating a
natural spotlight casting down on her.

there sat the bard track student and boscha's closest friend, skara. the sunlight made her dark skin
shine, her grey hair tied to a neat ponytail to show her undercut.

she played the ukulele with such rigour and precision to create wonderful music. the bard student
also has a harp is placed to the side along with some other instruments in her corner.

skara slowly opened her eyes when she sensed the human's presence "oh, hi luz." she waved at her
which she returned. "hi, skara. didn't think anyone would be here." luz said as she slowly stepped
inside the shack and walked towards the witch to sit in the beanbag next to her.

"eh, kinda glad no one came today. i really needed some time alone." skara shrugged as she lightly
strum the ukulele, she kept looking at luz in the corner of her eye without notice before looking
down in the instrument again.

"oh, sorry. do you want me to leave? i think i broke your peace." luz asked but skara shook her
head "no no. you being here is very much needed. it does get a little lonely when the gang's not
here." she said, setting the ukulele to the side before looking at luz fully.

"true. where have you been after the.. you know, chase."

skara softly chuckles, she took off her hair tie and stood up, patting her pants off whatever's on her.
"oh anywhere from here to school. seeking opportunities, failing till finally succeeding." she said
ever so vaguely and she slowly sat down on luz's lap with their silver and brown eyes staring
deeply into each other.



luz can take a wild guess what the bard witch is saying "what do you mean by that?" she asked, her
hands slowly turning limp as she watched skara's ghost like fingers trail from her stomach then up
to her chin, cupping it with her thumb tracing her lips.

"i'll be your final stop before tonight comes." skara cooed, her eyes slowly getting covered by lust
for the noceda. "oh, i see. you guys aren't really giving me a particular timeline so i got a little lost."
luz replied, earning a giggle then she felt skara's other hand slip inside her jacket, feeling her warm
hand against her even warmer stomach.

"never considered you'd need a schedule sheet." skara slowly leaned in for a kiss, their soft lips
connecting as the sweetness poured and seeped into each other. slowly pulling away, skara started
to place gentle kisses on luz's neck with her hands lifting her jacket.

slightly withdrawing, skara helped luz take off her jacket to drop to the side, basking herself at the
noceda's tits before kneading them making luz let out a breathy moan.

"you're undeniably soft." skara whispered, she dragged her hands on luzvs curves, admiring her as
much as she can before getting t her jean shorts. unbuckling it to swiftly pull it down.

"has the others already spoiled you? they really don't know how to share." skara continued to
pamper luz with the kisses as she got in between her legs, luz slipped down a little on the beanbag
when skara pressed her crotch against hers.

"ah.. you can try." luz said, not knowing if she's still tight after getting dicked down alot. luz
watched skara open her own pants to reveal her pussy but she made a spell circle, they waited for a
few seconds till luz saw a big cock pop out, stretching wide and long.

"this is the only way for us to be one. fingers aren't enough." skara muttered, she kissed luz's cheek
to squish it while she cock rubbed on her pussy, testing the waters before starting to slip inside her.

"aaah.. aahh.." luz held on the edge of beanbag as she feels herself getting stretched once again. yep
still tight. luz is starting to think that someone is making her tight or it's just a gift.

"hmgh.. oh yeah, thank titan you're still wonderfully tight." skara groans, loving the feeling of luz's
pussy wrapping around her. she gripped the beanbag and kept her eyes on luz, watching her face
getting red.

then, skara started to thrust into luz making her moan loud without regard. "aahhh!" the witch's
cheeks only heated up at the sound of luz's moans and her lewd face is starting to show which only
fueled her more.

"oh luz, you feel amazing.." skara bits her lip, she leaned down for another kiss with their tongues
finally meeting. swirling in a way luz didn't think of, it has a rhythm. a consistency like her rapid,
deep thrusts and the witch is already hitting luz's favorite spot.

as they pulled away, luz stared at skara's set of teeth and her eyes landed on her fangs that has fully
developed like the other witches who fucked her. luz wants skara to bite her with those sharp
whites.

and skara gladly gives her that.



skara tilted luz's head to expose her neck before leaning down to sink her fangs into her flesh,
letting blood seep out and in her mouth. luz screamed in pure bliss, her one hand gripped the
witch's shoulder as she arched her back.

"skara!!"

the young witch groaned at the taste of luz's blood, it has a hint of copper but sweet like an eyeball
candy. as she pulled away, licking her lips off with crimson and stared down at luz who's gasping,
moaning for her as her body bounces from the blistering satisfaction skara is giving her.

"aaahh luz, i feel it coming!" skara moaned, her climax rapidly rising. due to her repeatedly hitting
that spot in luz, the sensation in her gut is getting tighter and tighter the longer this goes on.

suddenly, they both a ringing and luz forgot to bring her phone before she left the owl house with
king. skara summoned her scroll to see boscha is calling her whilst she's fucking luz.

couldn't pick a better time, huh?

"hello?" she picked up the call and she had to lean back when she heard boscha yell from the other
end.

"where the hell are you? is she with you?"

skara could imagine her pacing back and forth wherever she is. she cleared her throat before
answering "yeah yeah- ngh.. aahh.. just finishing some things up in the shack, bosch." she
unintentionally moaned in between her sentence when she felt luz suddenly clenched around her.

"fuck.. skara please!!" luz moaned and there was a momentary silence on the other end till boscha
replied with a "whatever, just hurry up."

then ended the call there. giving the two their privacy once again. skara shook her scroll away to
disappear and builds her climax back up.

"luz!!!"

skara did a final deep thrust in the noceda, her tip up against the g spot as she came inside her,
letting her warm cum fill her up. unfortunately, she can't impregnate luz with this illusion of a dick.

luz shuddered, she felt the hot cum inside her. she's growing to love this feeling. getting stuffed. it's
amazing. it feels somewhat rewarding to feel the witches' cum inside her.

as skara slowly pulled away, she lifted luz off the beanbag for her to plop down and placed the
noceda on her lap, her head leaning against her chest. "looks like the others are ready. are you as
well, toots?" the witch asked as she placed a kiss on luz's forehead.

"i.. i guess. what's gonna happen?" luz asked, looking up to skara's silver eyes and she saw a smile
come on.

"you'll know soon enough."

it's wonderful to be lulled by a melodic tune. you never know who's playing it till you're too late.



Gang's All Here

Chapter Summary

last part of harem: the gang's all here

it felt like luz has blacked out for the duration of skara taking her somewhere till she was dropped
to the floor is when she came back to the boiling isles. she looked around to see she's in the blight
manor, in a room that looked like a lobby with the fireplace lit, it's windows display pitch black and
the only sounds heard is the faint wood crackling.

looking up, luz saw five witches standing in front of her with looks and smirks plastered on their
faces. amity is on the middle, boscha on her right and willow on her left, amelia is beside willow
while skara walked next to boscha.

"uhm.. good evening ladies." luz did an imaginary hat tip. amity knelt down in front of her and
cupped her cheeks "do you know why you're here?" she asked, luz looked at her then at the others
and back to her.

"it's the big day?" luz sorta guessed there but that seemed to be the answer by the the look of their
faces. "good girl. you proved to be capable of taking each and every one of us-"

"might as well have gangbang." boscha took the words out of amity's mouth, she building up
suspense but the three eyed witch ruined. the young blight shot a glare at boscha whom shrugged
"you were taking too long."

luz was surprised at the mention of gangbang. so it is true that they've been preparing her for this
night, the idea of having 5 cocks in her face seemed exciting but also scary as she'll break after this.

worth the try, right?

"it's alright if you don't wanna do it, luz. we're not forcing you." willow reassured her best friend as
she saw the uncertainty in her eyes.

"yeah although i was kinda hoping i'd take your ass again." amelia said as she shrugged.

luz stared into amity's golden hues that is waiting for her answer. she can trust these girls, she liked
having sex with them and tonight is going out of everyone's comfort zone. especially for luz.

luz nodded "let's do it." she said much to everyone's satisfaction.

"good girl." amity gave her lover a sweet kiss before standing up again. she looked in her sides,
giving a nod for everyone as she tells a silent initiation. then, luz watched them unzip their pants,
letting amity, boscha and amelia's cocks spring out while willow and skara had to make one but it's
enough.



"go on, human. you have a selection on who to start." boscha said as she slowly stroked her cock.
luz gulped, she started to take all off of her clothes before slowly approaching amity.

her tongue giving small licks on the youngest blight's, luz slowly took her whole making amity
shiver at the feeling of the human's wet cavern. luz grabbed both of boscha and willow's to rub as
she started bobbing her head, sucking amity off.

"aahh.. that's it baby.." amity encouraged as she softly caressed luz's cheeks, watching her come up
and down on her dick. her tongue rolling on her girth, tip as she licks up the pre cum.

then, luz decides to give willow some attention and she moaned when luz easily took her whole.
her other hand moved to amelia, her thumb rubbing boscha and amelia's dripping tips.

she can feel herself starting to get wet by hearing willow's soft moans and the others stroking
themselves in the corner of her eyes.

luz moved to amelia whom softly held her hair as she took her, sighing blissfully. amelia wanted to
move but she knows she has to let luz work on this part on her own. "damn, who taught you this?"
she asked, knowing luz can't answer now.

boscha gladly took that courtesy to answer it herself "by yours truly, of course."

luz then switched to boscha who was about to thrust before amity twisted her ear making her yelp.
"the hell blight!" she yelled at amity who's still glaring at her "don't even think about it, boscha."
she warned before returning her gaze at luz who wasn't fazed at the little exchange as she's busy.

real busy.

finally, she got to skara. luz can feel her jaw getting a little tired after sucking five cocks but she's
barely getting started and so is the ladies. luz looked up to see skara's mouth is slightly agar as
moans escaped it, her cheeks getting flustered when she saw the noceda's lustful gaze.

when luz pulled away, she gave the tip a last lick and saw about to go back to amity but she stopped
her by cupping her cheeks. luz softly panted in amity's hands, she wiped off the drool on side of her
mouth as she flashes a salacious smile.

"you're doing amazing, darling. now's the time for us to spoil you." amity said, she guided luz with
her laying on the carpet floor and the human on top of her.

"i'll hold you up, just relax and let us do you." she kissed her lips with her cock grazing her really
wet pussy making luz whimper.

amity pushed all of her inside, luz moaned loudly with her arms trembling on either side of amity's
head. "let go." she whispered. luz gulped, she really doesn't wanna let go but she did anyways.

the human's hands letting go of the floor with amity easily holding her up and started thrusting
making both of them moan "aaah fuck, you're still tight.." amity grunts.

luckily luz's hands went to work again as she strokes skara and amelia. boscha went behind her
with willow in front of her. luz felt boscha grasp her hips while amity is moving inside.

the three eyed witch spat at luz's ass hole, spreading it with her cock before sliding inside making
luz moan louder, letting it echo throughout the manor for everyone to hear who luz really belongs



to.

"aah yeah! still tight as fuck after that huh?" boscha started thrusting at well, neither witches in the
same pace as boscha is prone to be rougher. luz tightened her grip in both cocks but not enough to
make amelia or skara wince.

it's completely surreal that two cocks are inside her holes, going in their own paces increases the
pleasure for luz. "aaahhh!! oh fuck!!" she moans, then she remembered that willow is in front of
her.

luz opened her mouth for willow to slowly insert her cock inside before she closed it. the human
used the advantage of her body jolting forward as a way to bob her head while her tongue does the
rest of the work, she couldn't help but roll her eyes back when amity hits that spot.

"hmm.. mmghn.."

amity held luz's shoulders, her hips slammed into her pussy deeply as her cock is endearingly
wrapped by her insides. "aaahhh dear titan.. i love you so much, luz!!" she yelled, the young blight
lifted herself up a little for a better angle making luz moan on willow's cock, vibrating.

"oh, please. she clearly loves me than you." boscha challenged, she tightened her grip on luz's hips
as she goes faster along with amity who's bursting of energy as she watches luz's tits bounce in
front of her face.

amity opened her mouth to catch one of the nipples, not noticing luz already came and is now
building up for a second one. luz can't use her hands anymore, she dropped them to the floor for a
little leverage but that's alright as amelia and skara are almost near.

they both knelt down on either sides of willow and started rapidly rubbing themselves, aiming at
luz's face. luz pulled away from willow, her cock coated of her saliva, to give the two some needed
attention.

luz gives their cocks licks, lapping their pre cums while she feels amity pulling away with a pop on
her nipple and started plant kisses on her neck with boscha bending down for sink her teeth in her
shoulder making luz arch but continued sucking.

"aaahhh shit.. shit- luz!!!" boscha plunged her cock deep into luz's ass as she was the first to come.
luz squealed, her arms are trembling as she tries to stay up and not fall on amity who's still going.

"aahh good girl, what a good girl you are, luz.." amity whispered into luz's ear, listening to her
muffled moans while she gives blows. drool is seen on the sides of her mouth that the young blight
gladly licked off.

boscha slowly pulled away and spreads luz's ass cheeks apart to watch her cum slowly dribble out
of her. she gave a hard slap making luz jolt, the three eyed witch cackles and stood up but not
before leaving another slap.

a few minutes later, willow, skara and amelia, all of them came simultaneously came into luz's face
with her mouth open, tongue out to catch some of it while the rest covers her face.

making her look like a cum bucket.



"wow, two and a half weeks of preparation does you favors, babe." amelia said as she traced luz's
lips before leaning in for a kiss, tasting herself and the others in her mouth but she doesn't care as
their tongue swirled around before luz was quick to pull away.

willow was the first to pull luz into another kiss, luz slowly fluttered her eyes closed as she lets
herself get shuffled around by these 5 ladies. amity is still going strong in her pussy, whispering
praises.

when willow pulled away, she pecked luz's cheek and it's skara turn to pull her into another kiss.
unconscious to amelia standing up, getting behind her to see the cum boscha left, she softly
kneaded her ass, soothing the redness away as she waits for the kisses to finish.

as skara pulled away, boscha roughly slammed her lips into luz whom nonetheless kissed back and
she was quick to run out of breath.

"hey, switch." amelia said as she tapped her little sister's leg for her to snap out of her trance. amity
blinked, she looked up to luz, seeing she's a panting mess. she gave her short kiss before slowly
pulling out for amelia to let luz rest on top of her instead and amity getting in between her.

"there, so you can rest a little." amelia muttered as she shoved her cock inside her ass "aaahhh!! oh
god yes.." luz shuddered at the girth different from before, she watched amity go inside her again
and both sisters started fucking luz in uneven paces.

amelia wrapped her arms around luz's stomach while amity held her legs, spreading them wide
enough. "oh luz, i'll never get tired of you!!" amity moaned as she constantly hits luz's cervix,
bringing her to her third climax.

"uh, guys.." amelia and amity looked over to see skara is hiding behind boscha along with willow.
they saw the bard witch point over to someone which made them turn to see their parents pissed
and confused.

but mostly pissed.

"oh, you're home early." amelia said nonchalantly and kept fucking luz, amity did the same.
indulging themselves in the pleasure that is surging all over their bodies.

amity dropped luz's legs, leaned down to her neck to leave her own mark while amelia took the
other side.

"aaahhh! fuck!!" luz hissed as it both hurts and feels amazing.

"what is the meaning of this?! what is that human going here?!" odalia roared, wanting to put this
obscene act to a stop but she's far too late to even attempt that.

luz tries to look at them but amelia covered her eyes "don't look, love. they're not worth your gaze.
just focus on us, got it?" she whispered and luz nodded in response for amelia to take her hand off.

"stop this at once! amelia, amity!" alador ordered but neither sisters listened and just continued to
ravish the human as much as they want.

"li-" before they could take a step forward, massive roots bursts out of the floor and tightly held
them in the air. tendrils entangled their hands to prevent them from casting a spell and covered their



mouths, making sure they won't be a distraction anymore.

boscha and skara looked at willow who's eyes are bright green before reverting back to normal.
"nice." skara offered a fist bump which willow happily returned. "thanks."

amity tightly squeezed her eyes tightly as she can feel her climax coming on. "oh titan, luz!!" she
screamed in ecstasy and finally came inside luz whom arched at the feeling of the young blight's
hot seeds filling her and it made her legs spams for a moment.

amity panted heavily but didn't pull out. she watched her sister continue for a minute or two before
shoving her cock in the deepest point of luz's ass as she came.

luz's eyes rolled back from the immense pleasure and fell limp on amelia, her chest rapidly rising
and falling as she tries to catch her breath. she's covered of sweat, cum and caked of it.

she doesn't regret it though she does need a bath but she's too tired to even move a finger.

"i love you, luz. you were incredible." amity said as she placed peck on luz's lips. she smiled when
she saw a weary smile come on her face. she looked like she wants to say something but a coarse
wheeze is only heard.

"sh, you did so well, babe. i love you so much." amelia nuzzled up to luz's neck and held her tight
as she nor her sister are pulling out yet.

willow got beside amity and softly rubbed luz's thighs to ease her tensed muscles "we'll take care of
you, just sleep for now."

"damn, she's out." boscha snickered as she sees the final sight of luz, watching her eyes slowly
flutter close and the last thing the noceda sees are four beautiful witches surrounding her with
another under her.

"sweet dreams, darling. love you."



Stupid Dog

Chapter Summary

doggirl lucia x catgirl amity

requested smut & angst by @Kermit_Insomniac

Chapter Notes

we cant go on without angst in this house folks

walking through the thick forestry with her feet dragging on the ground, moving some dead leaves
along before it got tangled on something else. heavy, rugged huffs are heard along with thick drool
oozes out of her thick tongue sticking out for drool to trickle down and dropping to the ground as if
making a disgusting trail.

lucia leaned against a tree and dragged her claws onto it. she moved her eyes up to the sharp fence
which landed on the single window with it's lights open. an angry bulge in her pants twitched at the
thought of amelia up there just waiting for her to be knotted.

"amelia.." that's the only person the dog has in mind, the only cat she wants tonight. it made her tail
slowly wag. a growl emitted from her throat and she tugged on her black leather collar that
somehow grew tight.

without wasting anytime, lucia shifted into her dog form, fur covering her body more than in her
human form, she's about the size of a german shepherd but thrice bigger as the boiling isles does
has it's effects on her and luz.

the noceda backed up for a starting point before bolting towards the fence in fully speed and placed
all of her strength in her hind legs to propel herself up and over the fence till she landed in the
newly mowed lawn.

lucia continued her run towards the manor and shifted back for her to climb the nearest tree,
balanced herself on the branch that is facing the lit window for her to jump to the window frame
and easily pulled it up.

amity laid in bed with her stomach flat as she read a book.

she planned to finish the final volume of the good witch azura 'cause she's too excited to wait for
the next day to discuss it with luz in their azura book club which is always held in the owl house
since her parents aren't really fond of dogs.



that's where she also met lucia first the first time. the elder dog didn't go into her little sister's
troubles 'cause she's busy in making her own. amity rarely saw her before that and even thought
she's just a figment of luz's imagination when she says she has a sister, that's because she found a
blight to annoy.

amity's own sister.

after a little encounter, amity started to gain feelings for lucia and she eventually tailed her
anywhere, asking things just to get her know better. hell, she even asked luz about her and luz
immediately snuffed amity out for crushing her sister.

but she's cool with it.

amity just can't seem to get lucia look at her in the eye level. no, it's not that she's small or anything.
it's just that, lucia would always hang out with amelia and turns out. she likes her. that's why they're
unable to see eye to eye, she and lucia are barely strangers but they know each other through their
sisters.

that's it.

then, her ears perked up when she heard her window got forced open, she looked to see lucia
hopping inside and approached her bed with a haze looking expression. blinking, amity doesn't
know why or how lucia got here.

amity slowly stood up and her ears flattened as she forgot how tall lucia really is, her emits this
menacing aura that is both terrifying and sexy. "h- hey, lucia. what are you doing here?" she asked
but lucia did was breath before pouncing on her.

lucia doesn't realise that she got in the wrong room but she can't as she's too far gone with her rut
clouding her perception and rationale.

amity yelped as her head got planted on the pillows with lucia got behind her, she can hear her
heavy breathing and rugged growls from behind. "lucia, what are you.." when she looked over her
shoulder, she saw lucia quickly unbuckling her pants for the young blight cat to see her completely
unsheathed cock with excessive precum oozing out.

swallowing a big lump in her throat, amity felt her cheeks heat up with her ears flattening even
more and her ginger tail hesitantly coiling around one of lucia's arm. "aah.. you're mine.." lucia
growled before ripping amity's night shorts off and immediately shoved her cock inside the cat.

amity lets out a yowl of a moan, she felt lucia bite onto her also black leather collar but it has
yellow bell. her claws unsheathed and dug it on her bed sheets with lucia's big arms seen in the
corners of her eyes as she also clawed the bed.

"hmn.." lucia crooned, she started to thrust into amity making her moan loudly. the dog rolled her
eyes back from the pleasure the virgin blight gives, she tightened her bite on the collar, threatening
to destroy it.

amity's body jolts forward at each hard thrust and is making her bell continuously jiggle. she looked
at lucia's hand, seeing the bulging veins and her fur turning spiky. she grabbed her wrist as she
moans her name "aahhh lucia!"



the cat is getting overwhelmed at the scent of rut she inhaled, it drifted in the air and will soon
engulf the entire room with amity's smell. lucia used her other hand to slip in amity's breasts to
firmly squeeze it with her claws slightly grazing it but enough to leave a scar.

"aah.. mghnn fuck, you feel amazing.." lucia groaned, her tail rapidly wagged behind her as she
inhaled the cat's scent which only drove her crazy and the feeling of her pussy tightly clenching
around her cock is amazing, she started to go faster and finally tore amity's collar off to expose her
clean neck.

lucia bent down and sniffed the blight's neck, lowly moaning as it smelled like freshly picked
strawberries after a rainy day. she licked a specific part before sinking her canines down making
amity roll her head back in delight as she feels the dog mark her as hers.

amity lets out a mewl and raises herself more for lucia which was appreciated as lucia moved both
hands down to her hips to go harder and faster than before. "aahh fuck yes!! oh, lucia!" amity
moaned, growing to love this as a quivering smile came on her face.

the dream of her getting taken by lucia was so far but now, it literally came true and she also
marked her so.. that means she truly belongs to her. it feels like heaven.

amity giggled to herself as she's happy but it instantly turned to another slutty moan and she
continued to beg for her. lucia lets out a loud snarl with her floppy ears pressing against her head as
she likes hearing her name come out of the blight.

then, lucia's knot appeared in her stomach and started to form tighter and tighter at each ram in
amity's sweet spot. the sounds of their skin rapidly slapping with growls and mewls that filled the
room and the entire manor that surely awakened the other three siblings.

it's pure luck that their parents are out.

"aaahhh! lucia, please! please, i'm so close!!" amity then lets euphoric scream as she finally came at
the final slam. lucia clenched her teeth tightly as she feels the cat's cum coat her cock and that
triggered her to come inside.

amity shuddered in bliss at the feeling of the noceda's cum filling her in every crevice. her body
turned limp, she's covered of sweat and stuffed with cum, she lowly moaned when lucia slowly
pulled out.

"i love you.." amity whispered.

as lucia heard those words, she shook her head and her sensibility finally returned for her to realise
what she's done. she looked down at her sheathing cock as her rut needed after mating and this isn't
the mate she wanted.

not amity..

"no.. no no no.." lucia fixed her and stood up. amity made a confused 'mrrph' noise as she saw lucia
head for the window, about to leave. her eyes turned thin with her ears spiking up.

"no wait, please!" amity rushed out of bed, not considering that she'd be sore after that fuck so she
fell to the floor but managed to grab lucia's hand stop her. "please stay with me tonight." she said
but lucia only pulled her hand out of the blight's grip making her gasp.



"it was a mistake." lucia said, not daring to look at amity's eyes that held pain with reality is starting
to sink in.

"i only wanted your sister, not you." amity flinched at those words. lucia said it in her normal tone
but why did it feel like being stabbed multiple times in the heart?

desperation filled amity as she doesn't want this to end so soon already, she really though she had
lucia for herself.

"l- lucia please.. a- am i not enough?" amity asked, her voice cracking.

lucia closed her eyes for a moment before placing her foot on the window frame that she left open,
she looked at amity for the last time and she saw the pain in those golden eyes "goodbye amity."

then, lucia shifted into her dog form and slid down the tree with her claws clinging on before letting
go to jump over the fence again, leaving as quick as she can.

"no! come back, please tell me what i need to do! i want to be with you, please!" amity lifted
herself up to see that lucia is already gone, she can easily mask herself in the night as she is a black
dog despite of the cat's vision known to be efficacious.

but she can't see her anymore. hot tears started to roll down her cheeks as her heart retched from the
said words. amity just wanted to know what separated her from amelia, what could she do for lucia
to look at her in her eye level as she really wants to be with her so much but at the end of it all.

lucia would always look down at amity while she looks up.

"lucia!!"

suddenly, the door was burst open by amelia with the twins having their spells ready to attack
whoever is hurting their little sister. "what the hell are you.. amity?" amelia was about to set the
entire room on fire with her fists combusting into flames but it was quickly extinguished when they
saw amity half naked, wailing with white substance leaking out of her.

"ed, look away!" emira shielded her brother's eyes who was ahead of her before she and amelia
rushed towards amity to console her. "amity, what happened? who did this?!" emira asked as she
gripped her sister's shoulders to make her look in her eyes.

amity cried, she opened her mouth but she can't utter a single word and she just hugged emira to
sob in her shoulders, she grabbed the blanket to wrap it around amity as she tries to calm her down.

amelia looked down at her sisters, confused and pissed at why would this happen to amity. a growl
lowly emitted from her throat, she looked at the agar window then her eyes landed down the small
puddle of white liquid which amelia immediately concluded as cum.

she looked at the messy bed to see amity's collar, she grabbed it and closed her eyes to take a sniff.

amelia found two scents, one is obviously amity and it took a few seconds to determine who was
the second scent before letting out a loud hiss making emira and amity look at her.

"what did you find?" edric asked, his hands are covering his eyes and he was supposed to look at
his sisters but he only faced the wardrobe.



"that dog raped amity!" amelia snarled, her claws unsheathing as she's ready to tear that certain dog
into shreds but the twins didn't figure out what dog yet.

"which one? there's alot of dogs here." emira said.

"who else?! it's lucia noceda! use your goddamn nose!" amelia snapped back but amity shook her
head. "she didn't rape me! i.. i wanted it.." she said making the three stop.

"what?"

amity wiped her tears with her palm and looked at her siblings "i think she was in a rut so.. she
mated with me but it wasn't me she wanted.." she started explain, she slowly rubbed the area where
she was marked, it stung a little and she would be happy to have this but she only felt heartbreak.

"she wanted you." amity looked at amelia straight in the eyes which taken her aback. amelia does
know that lucia has been chasing her but she never acknowledged it as she's been after the other
noceda for a while after she first saw her in school but she doesn't know what's happening inside
that pup's head.

"i tried to make stay but she wouldn't. what am i lacking.." amity asked herself as she looked down
at herself before leaning to emira with her tail coiling on her leg as she lets out a pathetic whimper.

emira and amelia looked at each other as if trying to exchange silent thoughts till edric spoke up
again "don't worry, mittens. we'll bring back lucia for you." he suggested which wouldn't be half
bad if you know lucia.

-----

"lucia!"

"hey lucia!"

lucia internally growled as she heard familiar voices that she rather not deal so early in the
morning. she grudgingly turner around to see emira and edric rushing towards her in their cat forms
before stopping in front of her to shift back.

"what do you want? i'm not in the mood to deal with your bullshits today." lucia sneered. she
doesn't have a decent friendship with the twins and she doesn't know why luz still hangs out with
them.

they panted heavily as they had to run for a couple miles when they finally caught the noceda's
scent. edric cleared his throat "since when you ever- oof!" edric wheezed when emira elbowed his
stomach to stop him from finishing his sentence.

emira flashed a slightly forced smile before talking "we were just wondering if you could stop by
the manor again and accompany amity." she said. lucia rose a brow at that, now why would she go
out of her way to do that then the memory of last night came back that made her chest grow tight
for some reason.

"not really 'accompany' but be there for her for real 'cause you practically marked her as yours."
edric said as he quickly recovered from that elbow in the gut. lucia frowned deeply, she stuffed her
hands in her pockets as she lets out a gruff sigh.



"look, it was a mistake. i don't have complete control whenever i'm in a rut so tell your sister to
forget about it and find another. luz is there anyways." lucia explained as she turned around to
leave.

"but lucia-" before the twins could try to convince the noceda, lucia shifted into her dog form and
quickly bolted out of there as she really doesn't wanna deal with this now.

emira and edric watched lucia get further and further till she's just a speck in their vision before
disappearing. they let out a defeated sigh, they know this is gonna be a challenge in getting lucia
back and they're not gonna give up after they saw how devastated amity was.

a week or so has passed, everyone started to notice that amity hasn't been attending school which
was strange as she's known for her squeaky clean records and wouldn't do anything to jeopardize
that.

while everyone is worried at the sudden changes of the youngest blight, lucia seemed nonchalant
about but is also worried though she tries to push it down as a thing to not ponder about it too
much.

"so, why'd you call me?" lucia got into the woods after she got a call from amelia, being vague
about what she wants to talk about. amelia is leaning against a tree with her arms crossed and a
scowl on her face.

"aw, why the long face?" lucia teases as she tilts her head to get a good look on the blight's face. her
golden eyes snapping at the human before letting out a pitched growl as her ears flattened that
made lucia back up with her hands raised to surrender.

"geez, just asking."

"what the hell did you leave amity so quickly? you didn't even bother to give her a proper
explanation." amelia said making lucia groan as this conversation again, everytime she comes near
a blight this is always the talk that always comes out of their mouths first.

"i don't know what you want from me! i told you it was a mistake, okay! get over it!" lucia replied,
throwing her hands up in annoyance making amelia growl louder as she pinched the bridge of her
nose.

"your inability to think in your rut isn't an excuse, lucia! especially that you didn't even bother to
pull for titan's sake!"

lucia's ears drooped down to her head, her tail slowly tucking in between her legs as she looks
away. she really doesn't like talking about this as it's been eating her away, the constant thought and
worry for amity. wondering if she's really okay.

hell, her mate instincts almost took over to go back to the blight manor and check if amity is truly
alright but she stopped herself just in time before she does something more stupid.

"well, i'm sorry! tell amity to move on because that meant nothing!" lucia retorts.

"are you brain dead?! did your last two brain cells just threw itself into the boiling sea?!" lucia
started to back up as amelia approached her, practically snarling at her with her tail violently
swishing behind and ears nearly unnoticeable.



"amity liked you for a long time and she told us how happy she was when you mated with her only
to find out you lead her on! what the fuck, lucia!" amelia stopped in front of lucia as her back met a
tree, glaring deep into her redish hazel eyes that held a slight fear towards the eldest blight.

lucia never seen amelia this livid.

now that she's thinking about what she just said, lucia is starting to feel oddly satisfied, content
even as she now knows amity liked her and she doesn't know why.

but still she has to put up her facade.

"well.. well she-" but before she could reply amelia cuts her off, adding "she locked herself in her
room, not talking to us at all. luz has been coming in regularly to check up on her, basically keeping
sane while giving her your jackets."

 

amity lazily turned her gaze at her door as she heard it creak open and she saw amelia was the one
who opened the door for the black dog slowly trot inside with a small bag in their mouth. her ears
perked up with her eyes slowly dilating but it only drooped when she noticed the dog has a shorter
fur.

they're not her.

amity watched luz stop by her bed, dropped the bag so she can shift back and grab it with her hand.
"hey, amity. um.. i got you something that might help." she said as she placed the bag beside amity's
legs.

she looked away "thanks luz." she replied, she appreciates the little gifts she receives but it's
worthless to her. then, a familiar scent rushed in amity's nostrils to make her look again to see
lucia's so oh familiar dark green jacket.

"i managed to nab what i can so i hope this is enough." luz said, she handed the jacket to amity
whom slowly accepted it and luz spilled all of the contents of the bag to let amity see the array of
jackets.

amity started to tear up, she sniffed the jacket in her hand and hugged it tightly with her mind
conjuring an image that this is lucia in her arms as her scent filled her with artificial warmth.

because she's not really here but it's enough. for now

"thank you, luz."

 

lucia felt her chest wince when she heard that, that cleared up the mystery of her jackets missing
but that doesn't matter now after what she heard. a low whimper escaped her throat as she hung her
head low from shame that she drove amity into depression for being ignorant.

amelia averted her eyes from lucia and lets out a sigh as her ear twitched. "if things went your way
and i'm your mate, i'm guessing you'll be a good partner despite being insufferable."



lucia looked at the cat who's still gazing from afar. she just wants the best for amity and getting to
see her in a depressive state is unbearable, it hurts. it made the dog tuck her tail in between her legs
more.

"now, do the same to amity, please." then, amelia walked away. heading to nowhere.

after the talk, lucia headed back for the owl house to have some time to herself but it was the worst
idea as she told luz what happened and now she's pestering her nonstop.

"i know, okay! i know i fucked up, i just talked to amelia about it so no need to repeat the same
goddamn thing!" lucia exclaimed, she dropped down the touch and sighed deeply as she groaned on
her hands.

"that's what you get for being stupid!" king said as he sat next to lucia who got woken up by the
outburst. basically the enter inhabitants of the owl house and the blights knows the affair and it's
only between them.

there's no reason to bring outsiders in as it'll only stir up more drama.

"that's right, tell her king!" luz backed her friend up. king huffed at lucia and hopped off the couch
to climb up luz's shoulder to rest on it as they both glared at the eldest noceda.

"no shit sherlock that you fucked up! you better pick your ass up and go back to amity! are you
gonna let this go so easily while amity suffers the consequences?" luz asked, frowning deeply as
she crossed her arms with king copying her "yeah, are you?"

lucia shook her head "of course not!"

"then, be a good dog and be a mate amity needs! she's my best friend, lucia! i can't let this slide."
luz said as she pointed at the door that hooty reluctantly opened for effect.

lucia looked at her little sister to see the intense flame in her eyes, she knows she truly cares to
everyone and seeing them in a hurt or down state, she would do anything to lift them back up and
won't be afraid to put down her foot.

this case fully represents that.

sighing deeply, she hung her head low with her hands gripping her hairs, she stared into the
floorboards as she started thinking about it while luz and king waited for an answer.

lucia wants this endeavor to end as it's draining her and she's getting tired of the many
bombardments of the people telling her to be with amity as after what happened last night and it
took a big toll on her.

what if just.. pretend?

lucia's ears perked up when that idea came to mind. if lucia pretends of reciprocating of amity's
feelings and this drama would end and everything would go back to normal so lucia could rest
again.

it seemed so wrong but not really as lucia can put up with amity if the sex is in the wager. she loves
how tight she was that night and also for their kits, lucia can't go on without even meeting her own
pups or kittens.



that's the only that lucia has and it's worth the shot.

then, luz watched lucia stand up and fixed herself. "alright, i'll go to her and fix everything. tell eda
i won't be home till tomorrow morning." she said as she headed out of the house, luz and king
watched her before the door was closed.

"well, that was easy. fear is always the way to go!" king cackles as he hopped off luz's shoulder and
started to head for the kitchen to feed himself while luz still stared at the closed door.

silently praying that lucia does do the things everyone has been telling her and not do something
stupid to make the damages more painful.

"i hope you do so."

lucia ran through the woods in full speed, her legs rapidly thumping the ground which echoed
throughout and the winds made her hair fly back with her beanie almost if she didn't hold it down.

when she saw the familiar fence again, she sprung herself over it and almost got shocked when she
almost forget it was covered of electricity spell.

as she's over the fence, the noceda headed for the tree and hopped onto the locked window. lucia
tried to pry it open but it's tightly secured, she peered inside to see the bed is completely covered of
her jackets with a bump inside.

lucia knocked on the window to catch whatever is inside the jackets. she watched it move,
searching for an outlet and her tail wagged when she saw a familiar small, pink nose which was
followed with amity's cat head poking out.

yawning and shook her head to waken herself more as she passed out covering herself in lucia's
scent that is dying out from the excessive use. amity looked around her room to see it empty then
her eyes widened when she saw lucia waiting out her window.

amity got out of the pile and shifted back into her human form, she slowly approached the window
while pinching her arm to check if she hasn't completely gone crazy that she started seeing things.

when amity opened the window, she was about to ask what is the dog doing here till she was pulled
into a hug.

"i'm sorry." lucia whispered as she slowly got inside the room while not pulling away. amity was
surprised, she slowly returned the hug and didn't say anything yet.

"i'm sorry for bailing on you and i was stupid, not thinking straight at all you know. i want to make
it right for you, amity because i like you too. i'm sorry i took a while to recognise that."

"can you give me another chance?" lucia asked, she tightened the hug and softly rubbed amity's
head as she waited for an answer.

a cracking but happy smile appeared in the youngest blight's face, she lets out a cute trill noise as
she rubbed her head against lucia's neck. "yes.." amity slowly pulled away to see her now mate's
soft smile and her eyes holding adoration.

"yes! i love you so much, lucia!" amity had to tiptoe to give lucia a soft kiss. lucia watched amity
kiss her, she's clearly inexperienced but it doesn't matter as she felt nothing. it'll stay that way but



she has to kiss back earning a gleeful purr.

as amity pulled away, her tail swished happily back and forth. she finally has the girl she wanted
after those gruelling weeks of nothing, no messages or a visit from lucia, she finally realises that
amity is worth it for her even if she isn't amelia.

"c- can we, um.. mate again?" amity asked as she fiddled with her fingers, her face turning to a
tomato. it only got worse when she saw lucia smirk at her which instantly turned her on.

"thought you never asked." lucia said before scooping amity up and dropped her to bed with her in
between her legs. amity's face blew up even more as she felt lucia press her crotch against hers,
grinding it to make her hard.

"may i?" lucia pointed at amity's pants which she nodded "please." lucia proceeded to unbuckle the
cat's pants, pulling it off along with her underwear to reveal her cunt.

amity got a little self conscious of lucia staring at it, she tried to close her legs but it was stopped as
the noceda knelt down with her face near it. inhaling her musk "hey, no need to be shy on me,
baby." lucia whispers.

amity's heart leaped when lucia called her 'baby', she calmed down and watched her lover do what
she wants.

lucia stuck out her long tongue and dragged it along amity's slit making her gasp, shuddering in
pleasure. slowly closing her eyes, she gripped the blight's legs to raise it slightly as she started
eating her out. her tongue swirling around her pussy, lapping her secreting juices as her moans
filled her ears.

"aahh.. l- lucia.." amity's ears pressed against her head with her tail swishing around as she bit her
finger. she looked down to watch lucia eat her out in a consistent pattern and would pull off a
tongue flip to surprise amity making her arch.

lucia slowly opened her eyes to see amity's tomato face, she can feel her cock twitching inside her
pants. amity tasted good, she could go in for rounds on end with her just eating her like a buffet but
the main course has to come in soon.

slowly pulling away, lucia stood up and started to take off her pants for amity to see her thick, hard
cock once again. gulping, amity gripped the bed sheets as she felt lucia aligning herself to her
womanhood.

"hey hey, relax. you can hold onto me." lucia muttered, she grabbed amity's arms and lets it coil
around her neck, feeling her hands rub her hair as if trying to knead it with her eyes dilating as lucia
started to push inside.

"aaahh.. ahngh.." amity kept her eyes her on lucia whom did the same. their tails madly wagging
behind them as they started to feel each other once again and amity doesn't have to worry about
lucia leaving again.

lucia bit her lip as she pushed her entire rod inside, feeling the blight's tight pussy again which she's
been waiting to taste again. finally, she popped the rest inside making amity moan with her body
curling from the immense pleasure.



amity pulled lucia down for a kiss, a passionate one as she wants to show how much love was
bottled up but lucia doesn't feel a thing.

nothing at all.

"i love you, lucia!" amity moaned out loud as shining tears pricked the corners of her eyes, happy
tears if you will. there's something looming inside lucia that hasn't made itself clear yet so she
didn't have to worry.

"i love you too, amity." lucia replied before starting to thrust.

-----

a few months has passed ever since the 'confession', amity has been living her life with lucia as her
mate. she's never been so happy after she came as this all amity wanted, what she ever dreamt of.

she kept falling and falling for lucia each passing day, amity loves to see her playing with their kits
soon as she feels lucia is gonna be a great parent.

amity's baby bump is growing, she's always wake up to lucia in her dog form curled up next to her
bump as if she's protecting them. it made the blight feel fluttering in her chest.

and they can't go out a week without sex, oh no, they really cannot. amity doesn't mind as she
knows lucia has a high sex drive and amity can match up with that, she'd always feel warm, stuffed
and good after that. lucia would spoon her as they go to sleep.

amity has a loving mate, a good and protective one who can satisfy all her needs. what more she
could ask for?

lucia, on the other hand, in it all for the sex and her child or children. she only puts up with her for
those two things only as she doesn't like amity, she never liked amity in the first place.

or so she thought.

the more time she spent with amity, the more she started to feel and see different towards her. lucia
was at first more active in sex than what they're doing outside of it, she was rough at her but amity
never complained.

now, lucia became tamed, sensual even and that's a breath of fresh air for amity. lucia doesn't know
why her original intentions got thrown out of the window and never came back after the many
times amity told her she loves her and that love would always mirror in her actions, touches on
lucia which made her feel weak and want for more which amity gladly does. the sex isn't for
pleasure anymore, it's has an undertone that lucia is still trying to understand and-

oh no.

for all her life, she never thought the two words; lucia fell would be in her list.

right now, amity is out with luz, willow and gus, just hanging out down kn bonesborough after long
months of not seeing amity since she's pregnant and it's obvious.

"so, how's your relationship with lucia?" luz asked as she sipped her eyeball smoothie, she just has
to ignore it has eyeballs since it tasted really good.



"you and lucia are together?!" willow and gus exclaimed at the same time. right, they still don't
know that amity and lucia are together since they kept this between themselves.

"uh, yeah. we've been dating for months now." amity replied, confirming both witches thoughts and
they're still flabbergasted at this revelation.

"i thought luz was the one who got you pregnant." willow said as she pointed at luz and amity
simultaneously with gus nodding his head to backup that thought.

the two looked at each other before snickering and giggling. "oh heavens no. what made you
thought of that?" amity asked as she rose a brow. she does have to admit of sprouting feelings for
the youngest noceda but her heart sings for lucia.

"oh no! no no! no way, she's definitely with lucia while i'm single but not ready to mingle." luz said
as she shook her head, "ha same." gus raised his hand for a high five which his best friend gladly
gave.

the two girls softly giggled and amity lets out a dreamy sigh "it's been wonderful. lucia has been a
great mate, she always checks up on me and the kits." she started, the three watched her slowly rub
her growing belly making them happy that their best friend finally got the right mate.

"it's always a bummer that she had to leave and when she comes back after a few days, it's always a
delight." amity leaned close to luz to whisper out the last part since she's the one she mostly trusts
about this highly sensitive information.

"and a delight in bed."

luz's face blew up in red by that but something clicked inside that made her blush die down. "wait
hold on," she grabbed amity's arm and excused themselves for a moment to willow and gus before
heading for an alleyway.

"whoa luz, what's wrong?" amity asked as she's confused at the sudden change of tone luz had.
"don't take this the wrong way, amity but how much do you and lucia have sex?" she asked making
the blight's face turn red as she never expected it to be that question but she can answer it since it's
just luz.

"plentiful. i can't really keep track but alot whenever she comes back to the manor." amity
reluctantly answered and she saw luz's face shift into many emotions.

confusion, worry, disbelief and finally anger.

amity's ears slightly flattened when she heard luz growl with her grip on the smoothie growing tight
till it broke, making all of the contents spill. before amity could ask what's wrong, luz lets out a
loud whistle to call something.

"luz, what's going on? what are you doing?" amity asked but luz didn't give any answer, she raised
her hand to make the owl staff come into her hold and hopped in with her hand offered to amity.

"come on, we'll find out the truth right now." that's what luz only said, it's pretty vague as amity
hesitantly placed her hand on luz's to pull her up the staff before sending into the sky.



amity wrapped her arms around luz's waist as she rode in high speeds, the wind thrashing their
hairs to the back. amity doesn't know what luz got so mad about and it couldn't be the fact that she's
with her sister, right? that'd be stupid.

as they landed in front of the owl house, luz still manages to be gentle in her angered state before
storming up to the porch, hooty didn't even bother to ask why luz is pissed as he just opened the
door for them to see lucia lying on the couch with her phone above her head and king sleeping on
her stomach.

"lucia!" luz roared making both jump and lucia's phone flinging to the back. "what?! can't you see
i'm vibing?" lucia retorts as she scratched the back of her head while reaching for her phone.

"shut the fuck up! what does amity truly mean to you, huh?!" luz cuts the chase with amity slowly
stepping inside the owl house to see the commotion.

"why the hell is everyone screaming?!" eda got out of the kitchen with her attaching her hand,
looking at both sides for answers. "ask luz! she can bursting like a madman here!" lucia said, she
leaned back to the couch with her arms crossed.

"oh no, you're not changing the subject this time! i thought you weren't gonna do something stupid
but- god!!" luz lets out a frustrated roar, she wants to punch something but she saw hoe stress amity
is getting so she just has to cut to the chase so this would end quickly.

"kid, calm down. what are you trying to say?" eda asked as she tries to rationalise everything and
it's purely uncommon to see luz this riled up before. so angry that she, herself, is on the verge of
crying despite not being in the problem.

"she led amity on! she's only in for the sex."

there was a deadly silence in the owl house, all eyes landed on lucia like hawks spotting it's prey.
lucia gulped as she knows she can't get out of this corner with everyone against her and no one in
her side.

"w- what?" amity was beyond confused at the conclusion luz came to.

"luz, i think you misinterpreted it. we just have a high sex drive so it's a regular, no need to jump
into assumptions." luz looked at amity and the cat stopped her denial when she saw the sorry in her
eyes. amity didn't want to admit that truth but there's no many signs that was presented in front of
her.

whenever lucia comes back to the manor, they always have sex or just a check up on her baby
bump, amity telling lucia to stay to sleep with her then leaving without a word.

not even a single 'i love you'.

amity's ears flattened to her ear, she gripped her tail tightly as she looked down. there's still the
thick silence in the air but luz's growls are heard with her teeth baring.

"amity, please hear me out." lucia said as she slowly stood up, wanting to approach her mate but luz
stood in front of her way, growling at her which irritated lucia as she growled back.

"step off! let me talk to her!" lucia shouted but luz didn't budge.



"is it true?" amity whispered, her voice hinting pain that made lucia wince internally. she wants to
get close and tell amity everything is gonna okay even if it's a lie but she can't.

so lucia just looked in shame and didn't say anything.

"is it true?!" amity yowled with her eyes turning thin. lucia tucked her tail in between her legs as
she really doesn't wanna look at amity's see and see the pain but she has to if she wants the truth.

"at first, i only wanted sex but i'm really starting to like you amity! i swear!" this only confirmed
amity's thoughts, she looked away and tightly twisted her tail. barely acknowledging the pain.

"so you never liked me from the start." amity whispers as she slowly nodded, coming to accept that
fact as it was obvious to her all along and she was just clinging into a fantasy that is bound to
shatter.

"okay. i understand. goodbye, lucia."

then, amity shifted into a cat and rushed out of the house before she bursts into tears in front of
everyone. "amity!" lucia called for her to come back then she luz looked at her one last time before
turning into a dog to race after amity, barking.

lucia felt weak and sick to her stomach as she watched luz chase after her mate. she finally
understood the undertone, the underlying feeling she had for a while now. it's the fear of losing
amity from her selfishness.

lucia saw eda came into her view with the owl staff in her hand, she can sense that she's not at all
happy of what she did just by looking at her facial expression.

"nice going, kid."

lucia squeezed her eyes tightly as guilt and regret riddled with veins and just wants to punch herself
for being an idiot for doing this. she thought this would bring peace to both parties, she just made
things worse than ever.

"yeah. nice going me."

-----

"you stupid dog!"

lucia yelped when amelia slapped her, it's not a normal slap as her claws are out. she backed up a
little while holding the side of her face where she was clawed.

"amelia, calm down!" emira and edric held their sister back but this turns into a full brawl. the
blight siblings quickly caught wind of the news after noticing amity is nowhere to be found in both
homes.

the twins do want to inflict pain to lucia as they think she's having a blast in playing with their little
sister's feelings but they had to hold their sister instead.

"amity loved you! isn't she enough for you?! why did you have to toy her like that?! you were all
she wanted and you were never satisfied, you fucking asshole!!" amelia screamed in the top of her



lungs as she's fuming, she can't hold her anger in anymore. this is all too much to handle and the
fact that amity hasn't returned after 3 days adds to her stress.

to everyone's stress, especially lucia as amity is a pregnant woman. who knows what could've
happened by now.

lucia slowly lowered her hand from her face to see blood covering her palm, she wiped it on her
shirt along with her wound that has four visible bloody deep lines from her jaw to her left cheek.

"answer, you stupid shit! was she really the one you want?!" amelia kicked the ground making
some dirt fly towards lucia, she still tries to get out of the twins' grip but they held her firm.

lucia didn't open her mouth which only fuelled the thought of her not caring if amity is alive out
there or not. of course she cares! it's just that, worry and frantic searches all day and night left her
tired, empty and paranoid for the past days of nothing.

lucia just turned around and turned into a dog to leave the scene without another word. "yeah,
leave! that's the only thing you'll ever be good at!" amelia shouted before finally getting the two's
grip off her and turned around to leave as she had enough of this.

luz has been on her own search for the cat, using her offered clothes from the blight siblings to
track her but when she's sure she found where amity is, she only found out she used that spot to rest
for the night or something before moving some place else.

luz has her head low, nose almost kissing the ground as she follows the new scent for the day and
she has to be quick before amity switch places again. then, her ears perked up when she heard a
loud meow or growl was heard that echoed somewhere.

luz's tail wagged furiously, she quickly followed the source of the noise which brings out her out in
a prairie. she tilts her head up to catch the scent again and another yowl is heard along with one she
doesn't recognise.

a loud growl emitted from luz's throat, she jumped over the high grass and ran towards the sound
till she saw a white cat trying to mate with a familiar mint green cat who's swinging her claws,
hissing and growling for them to just fuck off.

luz lets out a vicious bark that made the dispute halt and look at the big black dog, she rushed over
to amity and got in front to protect her from the unknown cat.

the dog showed her many sharp teeth at the cat whom cowered in fear "leave!" she barked and the
cat didn't hesitate in running away with their tail in between their legs.

huffing, luz slowly turned around to see amity with who's not looking at her. a whimper escaped
her throat as she softly nudged the cat with her snout, signalling her to come back.

amity lets out a low meow, it's a no. she slowly stood up to leave and for luz to see her bump got
bigger. she can't travel long distances anymore with addition of weight on her.

she needs to come back with luz so that encounter won't happen again.

luz trotted in front of amity and softly bit the back of her collar to gently lift her off the ground,
letting her body just dangle while she jogs her way back to the owl house.



amity didn't bother to put up a fight with someone who's thrice of her size and it's luz, she's a gentle
and understanding dog. unlike the other.

as they got back to the owl house, luz swiftly passed lucia before she could ask about her search
and headed for her room. luz settled amity down the sleeping back, she quickly shifted bsck and
slammed the door shut, locked it as well when she heard lucia rushing down the hallway.

"luz! open the door! is amity in there?" luz heard lucia's muffled voice ask but she didn't reply and
just slowly approached amity who still hasn't shifted back, just kept her tail close while looking
aimlessly.

"do you need anything to eat? some water?" luz asked, when she looked at amity's golden eyes.
their dull and she still remained unresponsive.

"what have you been eating for the past few days?" she continued to ask knowing no word would
come out of amity's mouth.

"um.. we have some baked griffin and fried fish. i can bring you a plate, hold on." luz stood up, she
jumped out of the window to easily slide into the kitchen to quickly grab a plate for amity, making
sure it's full as she doesn't know if amity was really taking care of herself for 3 days of not being
found.

after the glass if filled of water, luz returned to the room and placed the plate in front of amity.
amity glanced at the plate full of food that is still hot, she inhaled it's aroma which made her
stomach rumble. she's only been eating nuts and stolen fish, so she's definitely be starving.

amity slowly turned back into her human form and grabbed the utensils on the side to spoon her
first bite of the rice with the griffin meat. as amity chews her food, it was easily gulped down and
went for seconds.

she didn't say anything to luz but she doesn't have to as luz understands she just wants someone to
be there with her.

luz returned to her dog form and slowly laid down beside amity to give her security, warmth and
comfort a mate would do but luz is just a friend that deeply cares for amity.

amity looked at the big dog next to her, she softly patted her body and moved her hand across her
fur, feeling how soft and smooth it is but it's a little short compared to lucia.

she looked over to the door, hearing the banging for luz to let lucia in but neither answered and
amity continued to eat though she does wish for silence.

 

after a long excruciating weeks of lucia not being allowed to go in her room to see if amity alright
since luz locked her out. she continued to scratch the door, whimper loudly and bark nonstop to
annoy everyone but she's still not allowed inside.

lucia can smell amity on the other side through the small crack under the door, she just wants to
bust the door but when she tries to, she's met by a terrorising bark from luz and lucia thought she
was gonna rip her throat out.



luckily or probably not, the same rules are applied to the blight siblings since luz told them amity
doesn't want anyone to see the state she's in.

of course, amelia was pissed that they searched for their sister endlessly and not see her after that
but she understood what amity going through and just stands outside with lucia, hissing at her
whenever she gets too loud for her liking.

lucia doesn't know why she's acting like this, she should be fine by now if luz is taking care of
amity. she's a more suitable mate than she'll ever be but it sure made everyone start changing their
perspectives about lucia and the situation.

then, lucia immediately stood up when she heard the door faintly click open which left amelia
undisturbed who's sleeping a few feet next to her. she saw luz slowly slip through the open crack
and placed her foot in front of lucia stop her from entering.

"you have one last chance. make it count." luz said making lucia looks at her, seeing the
determination to make things right in a right method, she withdrew her foot to let lucia slip inside
and closed the door.

lucia stopped when she saw amity sitting in the sleeping bag with an otter plushy in her arms while
staring up into the window, she can see her bump grew bigger the last time she saw it. the noceda
shifted back which made amity snap her head to look at her.

"what are you doing here." a frown formed in amity's face. she looked around, hoping to see luz
just sleeping in the corner but no. it's just her and lucia alone.

lucia started to walk towards amity, making her growl as she doesn't want that mutt to get anywhere
near her "get out!" she yelled as she threw the plushy at her, hitting lucia but she's unfazed.

then, lucia dropped to her knees in front of amity and pulled her into a hug which caught her off
guard but amity flattened her ears and continued to growl "no.. no! let me go, goddamnit!" she
started punching, pushing, going everything she can to make lucia let her go.

lucia winced at the many blows but endured it and kept her hug without saying anything to amity as
she lets her anger out on her.

"get off.. get off, you stupid dog! i hate you! i fucking hate you! i'm going to fucking kill you after
what you did to me!! you're vile, repulsive! a shit under my shoe, now get out!!" amity's lips started
quivering with her hands growing weaker. her body is so tired with tears making her vision blur as
she bites her lip to hold in a sob.

"you're the worst person the boiling isles has ever shitted out, you even outmatched belos! what did
i do to deserve this, lucia.. i just wanna be with you, is that too hard to ask?" amity slowly returned
the hug as she sobs hard into the noceda's shoulder, she doesn't mean what she said but it stings for
the both of them. everything hurts so much.

lucia didn't bother to hold in her own tears, she wouldn't lie anymore. she took advantage of this
girl for her own gratification and what did it cost?

everything.



lucia wants to make everything right again with amity, she wants to be the mate she needed and be
the one whom she loves again. it's the truth, nothing but the truth as lucia is so tired of the lies now.

they're tired.

"you did nothing wrong, amity. i'm the one who fucked up. i'm so sorry." a sorry isn't enough to
heal all of the wounds but it could be a start.
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the sound of the nocturnal creatures roaring awake as the sun is no longer in the sky. rapid thumps
on the undergrowth is heard, crunching dead leaves under her soles that is now filled with gunk and
mud. the sound echos in the living forest.

literal living forest.

her heavy, panicked pants that accompanied by the manic growls and barks from the viperwolves
chasing luz across the land. it was a bad idea to come out here alone, luz thought she'd be fine as
she's only out to get some samples of the exotic plants till these creatures started surrounding her in
all corners before she bolted off, now they're coming for her flesh.

luz snapped a branch off as she jumped over a log, "just find another dinner! not me!" she yelled
and threw the twig to the front viperwolf in the which made it growl louder, angering it more. "oh
come on!" luz groaned.

then, luz got into a small clearing, she quickly looked around to see what she can use to defend
herself as running won't do her much and her air supply is getting low. she needs it to stay up if she
wants to go back to base.

swiftly working, luz tied all of the twigs and branches she can gather and ripped a part of her jacket
to wrap the top of it before pulling out lighter just in time for the pack to come out of the forest and
she quickly swung the torch in front of them, stopping them in their tracks.

"back! stay back!" luz warned as she wildly swung the torch around to make the creatures step back
slightly but some are trying to get close only to be almost burned.

luz lets out a deep sigh, she didn't lower her torch though as she eyes the viperwolves but
unbeknownst to her that one is slowly approaching her from behind, lowly growling while it kept
it's eyes on luz with it's teeth bared also oblivious that someone is also watching, masked by the
darkness.

then, the viperwolf lets out a roar that made luz snap her head around which gave the ones she was
holding back the opportunity to attack. basically giving her no escape till the one who lets out the
roar got shot down by a long spear.



a really long one.

the viperwolf whimpered and writhe from the spear that pierced the creature's side before it's limbs
turned limp. luz backed up from it and a screech is heard within the forest, averting everyone's
attention from the dead viperwolf as luz saw something burst out of the bushes and started rapid
firing.

luz yelped as one arrow nearly missed her, she quickly seek shelter behind a boulder and slowly
peered up to see who's firing at the viperwolves. her eyes widens as she sees she saw a na'vi.

luz watched them shoot their poison dipped arrows at the creatures, bringing them down one by
one. dodging whom dared to attack and punched one in the face. the na'vi swung their bow to send
the creature flying back before letting out a dominating roar that made the viperwolves whimper at
the sound of it, their ears pinning to their heads before running out of the scene as they're useless
against a na'vi.

"whoa.." luz whispers as she just saw a real na'vi in action and she didn't even bring her camera out
to document it! fuck! while she still has time to live before something else pops out of the forest to
kill her, she eyed the intricate blue spots glowing on the na'vi body and they have mint dyed braids
with dark roots showing.

it's really beautiful. so mysterious and bewitching creatures they are. it drives luz more to learn
about them, about this planet as this is a once in a lifetime opportunity to be in pandora.

then, the na'vi turned their head in luz's direction making her squeak and quickly duck down as if
that's gonna help. luz heard soft footsteps walking towards her and a pair of blue bare feet is seen in
the corner of her eyes.

luz slowly looked up to see the na'vi blank but curious gaze dawning down on her. she was
surprised that they didn't attack her in first sight, she was taught the na'vi would kill everything that
moves. maybe.. it's wrong.

"uh.. h- hello.." luz said as she timidly waved. the na'vi looked at the torch near luz that is slowly
dying out.

"put it out." the na'vi said which confused the noceda till she followed their gaze to see the lit torch
that is also burning the side of her already in tatters jackets. luz gasped, she patted herself to take
the flame out before questioning

"why?"

"put the fire out. the trees cannot show itself with it alight." the na'vi explained, luz was hesitantly
about it but since they are one of the people. "okay.." luz extinguished the flame by patting it with
her abused jacket and it slowly left them in darkness.

there was a few seconds of silence till the trees, the plants and all sorts of living things started to
light up in different arrays of colors, illuminating every nook and cranny of as the dark night sky
also displays a beautiful canvas of stars and auroras.

"whoa..."



the na'vi stared at luz who's admiring the scenic view pandora has to offer. this is only the bare
minimum of it all. "your world is really breathtaking, i wish.." luz slowly returned her head back
down and looked down at herself to see her messy self also acknowledging how awkwardly small
she is compared to the na'vi.

"i wish everyone could see this." luz said but the na'vi shook their head. "some of your people
don't." they said as they turned their head to the side, looking at particularly nothing while luz
looked at them.

"maybe but they do deserve to see this before dying in a myriad of ways." luz softly chuckles to
herself which made the na'vi's ear twitch at the sound of it. they looked at the human in their corner
of their eye, their tail subconsciously swishing around move actively as the lights made luz's
features shine despite the mess.

"what do your people call you?" they asked as they turned their head back to face luz. "i'm luz. luz
noceda." the latina replied, she offered her small hand to the alien as she flashed a bright smile. "it's
nice to meet you uh.." luz trailed off as she didn't get the na'vi's name yet.

the na'vi felt warm at the sight of that smile as they glanced down at it before slowly raising their
own four digit hand to grasp luz's.

the size difference is laughable.

their hands started to slowly shake as a form of greetings but the na'vi doesn't know that yet so they
just went along.

"amity."

-----

after amity saved luz from the viperwolves, they kept their friendship a secret to the RDA and to
amity's clan: ean atan as they wouldn't take too kindly for a human to be in settling in the great tree
and the RDA won't hesitate to shoot a 'savage' down.

they always meet up by sunset and returned to their own sides of the planet before daybreak. in
those times, amity would introduce luz to everything ewya allows, they had to traverse the
expandable forest and sometimes luz can't keep up from the steep terrain that amity had to carry
her.

it's embarrassing but luz was surprisingly light for amity.

luz is always on broad of learning new things every night and every night amity would end up
staring at the human for a long while before she turned away when asked if she's okay.

amity doesn't know why but she felt attracted. allured by luz, her thirst for knowledge of the planet
doesn't hide an ill intent and her flamboyant attitude of it all while running away from death is..
something that amity could say admirable?

she can't possibly fall for a human. right?

now, they're walking through the tree of voices with luz running her hands along the glowing vines
unknown to her that amity is once again watching her. taking a deep breath in, amity stopped



walking for a moment to look up the tree to see the bright yet mellow purple and pink color of the
tree.

"what am i going to do, ewya?" amity asked with her voice low. she has been thinking about it. the
only reason why she felt complete and contented with luz is might be a mate for her but she's not
her kind. she can't have a real connection with her.

there has to be a way right?

amity sighed deeply, her ears drooped as she thinks there's no other way. luz stopped walking when
she realised amity isn't following her anymore, she turned around to see her looking down.

"hey, what's wrong?" luz asked as she walked over to amity, her height could only reach her
stomach. the noceda softly grabbed amity's hands to rub them "did something happen? did they
already find out?" she asked, looking up as she sees the na'vi's down expression.

"no. it's not that." amity said, she looked at their hands and returned the rubs. "i.. you are someone
special to me, luz but our way of lives are not the same." she started which luz nodded to.

"yeah but that's okay. even if i can't fully understand everything, it's nice to learn from you." luz
replied as she gave a smile making amity's chest swell from the warmth. she gulped knowing she
doesn't have any other way to say this subtly.

"i want you to be with me, luz."

luz felt her cheeks turn rosy when she heard that, she lets out a small nervous chuckle "u- uh..
amity, that sounds great but you know my air tank doesn't last long." she said which amity slowly
nods to and she gave her hand a quick firm squeeze.

"besides.. that boscha gal seemed more suitable than a feeble, fragile human like me." luz looked
away, she's been hearing some stories about another na'vi named boscha, from what amity explains,
she's like this obnoxious but competent in battle and they've been assigned to be mates.

amity doesn't want to mate with her.

the alien shook her head and bent down to be in eye level with luz, staring deeply into her shining
brown hues while she looks backs at her golden ones. "i know but i chose you as my mate, luz.
even if we're different, i'd still choose you." amity said as she placed a kiss on luz's palm before
resting her cheek on it.

luz's blush grew even more redder as she feels amity's soft skin with a purr slowly rising out of her
throat. "oh. i don't know what to say.." luz muttered, she had to admit of harboring feeling towards
the na'vi, she finds amity really beautiful and it's hard to admit it when they're both different
species.

but, nothing is holding them back here.

a smile came on luz's face "i'd chose you too." she replied making amity beam up and let out a
relieved and happy laugh before slowly dying down as she started to lean closer to luz with her
eyes dead center on her lips.



luz watched amity come closer, she took a deep breath before opening her mask as she wants her
first kiss with amity. she closed her eyes and leaned in as well till their lips finally met. luz placed
her hands on amity's cheeks while the na'vi's own hands easily held the human as she gently pushes
both of them down.

this isn't a traditional mating since luz doesn't have the important part to connect to amity and form
an unbreakable bond but she could only hope that ewya allows her to take luz as hers in a human
version of mating.

after all, ewya watches all.

as they pulled away, luz immediately placed her mask back up and took a big gasp of oxygen.

amity moved her loincloth to the side to reveal her phallus and luz's eyes widens at the sight of it. it
has a darker blue color, thick with veins bulging around it and it's well over 12.

letting out a shaky exhale "a- are you that's gonna fit?" luz asked but amity softly hushed her and
placed a kiss on her forehead. "everything will be fine. trust me." she reassured and luz does while
she stared at the cock that is grazing her thighs.

luz nodded in reply which made amity proceed to take off her pants, setting them aside as she
spreads her legs for her to see her dripping pussy against the light before rubbing her tip in her
folds making luz gasp and shiver at the sensation.

amity gulped, she aligned herself for luz's womanhood and started to push inside. luz hisses as she
feels herself getting stretched for the first time, she gripped the grass and lets out cracking moans or
whimpers.

amity groaned lowly at the feeling of the noceda's tight snatch slowly wrapping around her cock till
the rest just 'popped' inside earning a moan from luz. she looked at her to see her red face with
small bullets of started to accumulate above her head as their bodily heats are rising.

they exchanged no words but amity stayed still to let luz get used to the girth before giving another
nod for amity to start moving. luz softly moaned as she feels the na'vi slowly slide in and out, going
in that pace for a minute or two before going faster.

luz moaned loudly as amity is already hitting that one spot for her, continuously ramming it. amity
moans, she firmly held her mate's waist as she slammed her hips against hers, she bit her lip at the
feeling of luz clenching around and she just feels amazing.

no words are needed to be uttered but their pleasured noises. both mates stared into each other's
eyes once again, seeing the lust riddled across their hues but the endearing, the passion and the love
between them is so vivid.

they don't need to perform tsaheylu.

luz took another deep breath before taking off her mask to pull amity down for another kiss, their
tongues meeting this time. since amity have a longer one, she easily defeated luz and swirled her
wet muscles inside her wet cavern. not leaving a corner unchecked making luz let out a muffled
moan.



as air became a problem, luz tapped amity's shoulder, signalling her pull away and for luz to place
her mask back on. taking deep breathes in which transitioned into moans once again.

amity leaned down to luz's neck, leaving light kisses as well leaving nibbles for faint red spots to
appear. she seemed to searching for something as luz can feel and hear her aggressively sniffing her
neck before stopping at a certain spot.

amity licked that spot before biting down making luz scream in pleasure and pain. she tightly
gripped her shoulders and can feel amity go faster, practically railing her hard as she leaves a mark.

withdrawing, amity licked her lips and cleaned her mark on her mate. making it official. that's
gonna hard to hide later. luz thought but it got flung back to her head as she felt a twist her in her
stomach getting tighter, almost unbearable as she can't wait for it to burst.

amity moaned into luz's ears which only brought her closer to the edge as she can feel her own
climax coming. her hands dropped to the ground, digging into it as she thrust as deep as she can till
finally luz lets out a euphoric scream as she unintentionally dragged her nails down amity's
shoulders when she came.

the na'vi gritted her teeth tightly as she feels her mate's come bedaub her cock which triggered her
to come. luz sighed in blissfully as she feels her lover's cum spew inside, filling her and slightly
wince when she felt something sharp inside.

it's not enough to actually hurt her but is extremely uncomfortable.

"are you okay?" amity asked, finding her voice again. she slowly dropped herself beside her with
disrupting the knot and pulled luz close to her, her head against her chest to hear her rapid beating
heart that is slowly calming down.

"y- yeah.. i think i need to rest.. just wake me up before sunrise.." luz said with her words turning
slurry as she's getting woozy after their first till she passed out on amity.

"understood." amity replied, she looked down to luz to see her eyes are already closed with her
breathing turning hollow in the mask. softly smiling, the na'vi embraced her lover and a loud
purring erupted from her throat to soothe both of them to sleep as the tree of voices gets brighter
and brighter without the couple's knowledge with the creatures roaring, screeching in the
background.

ewya accepted.

Chapter End Notes

uwu whats this?

a teaser perhaps? owo
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after the talk, lucia suddenly ran away from home. leaving without a trance nor note that might hint
her whereabouts is.

this placed luz and camila in a panic mode, camila tried to call the cops but luz said not yet and
she'll have her own search alone, promising that she won't come home without lucia and if she
hasn't returned for three weeks extending to a month.

camila will call the cops.

their town, the boiling isles, is big and there are two neighboring towns that's hundreds of miles off
so visitors aren't uncommon. it made luz's task hard as all of the unknown and familiar scents are
clashing the air, messing up her nose to make it harder to pinpoint where lucia could be.

the main plaza isn't the best way to search so luz worked her way up to the more quiet places of the
town and checked the bad ones just in case, good thing she didn't find anything but only a whiff
telling that lucia went here fairly quickly leaving.

luz got nothing.

then, she went to the rural areas of the town, asking everyone if they seen a tall omega, almost
looks like her, scrawny but not really as she must've already developed the baby bump, it's been 8
weeks since luz started her search. the key takeaway is the red beanie but the residents didn't see
her.

luz searched every area she can before moving up to outskirts and beyond that is the thick forest.
mind you, the nearest town would be 200-300 miles off. luz is worried that lucia would be in that
forest alone but she shrug off the thought and resumed her search.

the people in the outskirts consider themselves as an outcast and they could be hostile with
someone who doesn't have their scent. luz got into a fight that left her with a big scar across her
face but she won anyways.



by killing the opposition.

luz dropped her knees as she can't walk anymore, the food and water she packed is near to running
out. she still hasn't found lucia, it's been two months and a half, camila surely called the police by
now, doing a manhunt for her sister.

"fuck.." luz placed her hands on her face, she feels her slightly healed scar but she didn't use the
medical kit because she's been saving it for lucia. she finally lets the tears fall, she's just so tired
and is begging to whoever is above to just bring her back.

luz can't take it. her inner alpha has been crying, whimpering for her omega to come back. yes,
what they did was wrong and luz wants to take back what she said. she never meant of lucia being
nothing to her. she loves, more than anything, not just as a family.

it's wrong to some but luz just wants her sister back in her arms.

"why am i so stupid?!" luz stood up, rusheed towards a boulder to destroy and lets out a scream
that's been building up inside her for so long. her scream turned to a painful howl that echoed
throughout the boiling isles, telling her omega to return to her mournful alpha.

luz's hand shook from the aftershock with blood slowly trickling down her knuckles. she brought
her hand up to her hair as she doesn't know what to do now, she can't go back without lucia- she
doesn't want to go back without lucia but where is she supposed to search now?

the young noceda scoured every nook and cranny of the isles but only came up with nothing. a few
whiffs of lucia's scent was caught but it only led to dead ends, an omega's scent would grow weaker
when their bond is broken and same goes to luz. the alpha fought must've thought she's just a beta
or omega because they didn't smell her strong musk.

luz has been thinking about what led her to that conclusion.

was she so afraid of what will people think of the child if it has a deformity? lucia was right that
she didn't even give it a second thought without considering if the kid could be born normal. luz got
so caught up what could happen in the future that she didn't see she's still in the present.

i'm the worst.

then, luz perked up when she heard a howl responding to her earlier one. she listened to it before it
died down. it was weak but loud enough to be heard and it sounded familiar that luz quickly
grabbed her bag off the ground to start running towards the source of the sound.

luz lets out a howl again, trying to make the person howl again for her pinpoint where it could be.
after a few seconds, another one is heard. she got into an empty gravel field, swiftly rushed passed
many trailers, hopped over a rundown fence and slowly stopped as she saw a single silver coleman
trailer truck with some decorative.. spikes tightly surrounding it.

luz cautiously approached the trailer, carefully avoiding the spikes before knocking on the door. she
listened to whatever could be inside, muffled mumbles of what seemed to be the tv and nothing
else.

she knocked again and this unlocked the door, watching it slowly swing open. luz pushed it all the
way and the scent of.. nought. luz is thought that she must've gotten the wrong trailer but when she



looked to the right, she saw a head and the light from the lit tv.

it showed a familiar red beanie.

luz gasped, she got inside and walked inside to get to makeshift living room. she saw lucia just
mindlessly staring at the tv with boxes of food delivery littered the couch she's on. her bump is
evident but luz winced from the inside out when she saw the tired, broken, thin face of lucia.

"lucia.." luz slowly approached her and dropped her knees in front of her, lucia didn't look at her.
"i'm so sorry. i take back everything i've said and i want you back, please." luz pleaded as she softly
grabbed both of lucia's hands, firmly squeezing it. why is it cold?

but lucia didn't respond. just blinked.

"i didn't mean what is said. i was stupid and concerned more about my image, not my own family.
i'm.. i'm a horrible person but please.." luz placed one hand in her cheek as new tears started to roll
down, leaning into lucia's cold hand to give it warmth.

"lucia, come back with me. i need you." luz started to slowly stand, she leans closer and closed her
eyes to place a soft kiss on lucia's lips. feeling how cold it gotten before pulling away to pull her
into a hug, bothered at the coldness as she just wants to transfer her heat to her.

"i'm sorry and i love you. i really do. i don't want to see you suffer anymore, i'll try for our family.
i'll be with you forever with our kid, i don't care of they're born with a deformity as long as i'm with
you and you're with me. that's all i ask for."

there was silence in the trailer as luz quietly sobbed in lucia's shoulder. she doesn't feel any moment
from her at all which made luz's hope starting to diminish that she won't get lucia back anymore.
she fucked up.

then, luz felt shaky arms slowly wrap around her to hug back and drops of tears staining her shirt.
lucia started to break down in her sister's arms, she tightly held her despite her body got weak as
she doesn't wanna let her go anymore.

neither has said anything for a solid minute or two as they cry in each other's arms. "d.. do you
mean it?" lucia asked, her voice coarse as she slowly pulled away just enough to see luz's teary
face.

luz rapidly nodded "yes. i was wrong and i learned it the hard way.. i'm so sorry, lucia. i know you
won't forgive that easily but i'm willing to wait for you and our kid." she replied as she gently
placed her hand on lucia's stomach.

lucia looked down at it and slowly placed her hand on top of luz's. "okay." that's all lucia needed to
say as she knows luz is a woman of her word and the trust is there but there drawing the line of
completely severing in one fatal mistake.

lucia pulled luz into a kiss whom immediately kissed back. pouring out the things they can't say
outright but can convey through actions. her hands tangled itself in luz's locks as luz tilts her head
to deepen the kiss making lucia slowly lean back to the cough.

pulling away, they pressed their foreheads against each other as they only listened to each other's
heartbeats and breathing. "i love you." luz whispered as she pecked lucia's lips before standing up



as she held her hand with a small smile on her face.

"let's go home."

-----

3 years later.

luz stayed true to her word that she'd be with lucia forever even if their child has a problem.

they got their own house in a nice quiet area, camila realised her mistake of letting luz go along
with her plan of abortion and she doesn't have a choice but to let them be, she still does support
them of course.

and their kid was born normal, they placed them in many check ups and ct scans to see if their brain
could have difficulties but they're normal in all aspects.

a miracle baby you could say.

this relieved their parents they only imposed as 'aunts'. luz and lucia would tell everyone that their
own kid in their niece from a distant cousin that died during child birth and the father bailed,
leaving the kid for them to raise.

seemed like an elaborate lie as they don't want to drop the truth that their child is born out of
inbreed and have them be ridiculed of it.

luz and lucia's child is named serene.

right now, the sisters are in a diner with some old friends to catch up. willow gasps at the sight of
the baby in luz's arms as the noceda sisters sat down. serene is chewing on her fingers which luz
pulled away and wiped her saliva off of her hand.

"they're so cute! what's their name?" gus asked as he stood up, he's always fond of babies along
with willow. "serene. do you guys wanna hold her?" luz asked and the two immediately nodded
making her giggle which serene giggle too as well.

"aw!"

"come here, you goober. you have snot all over you, jesus." lucia took out some tissues and wiped
her daughter's face clean before crumpling the tissue. "behave to your uncle gus and aunt willow."
she said while luz carefully handed serene to her best friends to die over on.

willow and gus started playing with 3 year old serene whom laughed at the two adults cooing at her
while luz and lucia are chatting with the blight sisters.

"who's kid is this? never thought lucia would be a good mother." amelia asked as she poked
serene's stubbly tan cheek making the child giggle at the contact before looking at the noceda sister.

"can it, blight. serene's just a niece that would be growing up with us since her parents died." lucia
reasoned as she grabbed her iced tea and sipped it. she looked at serene who's always in a good
mood, wonder she got that from.



speaking of which, lucia glanced at her mate who's having her own conversation with amity while
holding her hand under the table. she smiled at it as she's happy, contented that she's with someone
who can make her the happiest omega and knows her better than anyone can as luz is the only one
asked for.

no one suspects the reasons why give of how they got serene or why they live together as lucia
knows her way into words and the face of innocents luz could effortlessly pull off would always
make someone fall into the lie and never come out.

as the true relationship of the noceda sisters will never be reveal out of the family till the day they
die.



The Good Dogs

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'stupid dog'

part 1 in chapter 205

after the confrontation, amity is slowly letting her siblings in first to check up on her and soon her
friends since they were worried sick after not seeing amity for a while. they shocked to see that
she's in 8 months pregnant with lucia.

of course, they didn't give the full details of what really happened in the span of those gruelling
months.

lucia and amity are really trying to be better for each other, most especially lucia since she's the
most who fucked up in their relationship. they started in small talks, sharing their little interests,
just trying to get a sense of what they really are without the need to lie and lucia would just sleep
on the floor while amity took the bed that she bought just for her.

those were the first two weeks. amity is now letting lucia sleep with her but lucia respected her
mate's space and just slept near her legs, usually, lucia would be the last one to wake up in the owl
house but since she has a pregnant mate now, she would be caught cooking up some breakfast.

she was horrible at cooking but luz taught her just to make a fine meal for amity whom appreciated
it greatly.

amelia also decided to move in the owl house which lucia thinks is unnecessary but the eldest
blight insisted as she wants to keep an eye on the dog while also trying to get close to the certain
pup.

speaking of a certain pup, luz also kept an eye on amity like she's her protector. amity doesn't mind
as she appreciates luz's presence with her and she can tell that lucia doesn't like luz resting her head
on amity's lap in her dog form while she pats her head as she remained a good dog in this whole
shit show.

of course, amity would always reassure lucia by giving her kisses on the cheeks that she's the only
dog she'll love but they have to yet move into another big step before they to the lips.

right now, the blight sisters sat in the bed while lucia sat on the floor. all three of them talking while
sneaking in some playful mockery on amelia and lucia's part that amity has to break up everytime
before things escalated.

"oh please, i can easily take down more bastards than you can, hissy piss." lucia sneered making
amelia scoff and narrow her eyes at the eldest noceda. "you're lucky that amity chose to love you
again or else i would've torn you to shreds." amelia spat which lucia only cackles to.



"ooh, i'm so scared. make sure to file those claws 'cause all that manicure is making them dull."
lucia leaned back and looked down at her own claws, seeing i clean and it's only to piss amelia off
which always worked as she lets out loud growl with her mane of a hair spiking.

amity sighed deeply "hey hey, that's enough roughhouse you two." she broke up the banters for the
5th and she's starting to get fed up by it. then, a bark is heard down the hall, they looked at the open
door to see a big dog skid pass the door before trotting inside to see something in her mouth.

"hey, what's that?" lucia watched luz come close to them, she was about to grab whatever is in luz's
mouth but she evaded her and hopped onto the bed beside amity. "wha.." lucia frowned when she
saw luz's paw touch amity's hand as if asking for her to open it before handing whatever she
brought.

lucia has been confused as to why luz is really close with amity like her own mate isn't inches away
from them. she gets it that luz is amity's best friend for 4 years since they got stuck in the boiling
isles but that doesn't excuse their closeness.

"where.. did you get this?" amity asked as she realised that luz brought back a rattle toy that when
shaken, a small egg got puked out that given birth into small, really small reptiles with horns and
saliva for poison before escaping out of the window.

luz shifted back to her human form and wagged her tail whenever amity shakes the toy. "eda said
she got it for free from a weirdo and said i should give it to my soon nephew or niece." luz
explained as she flashed a bright toothy smile that made amity softly smile back then a thought
occurred to her.

amelia stared at the two youngest interact, they always seemed so close like they're mates but they
simply dismissed that thought by luz saying she's still single and lucia getting behind amity to
growl at whoever asked the 'are you two dating' question.

amelia wouldn't deny that she feels sense of sting and swell in her chest whenever she sees luz and
amity gets close. the space between them is merely nonexistent. they still banter like the eldest do
but more lighthearted but they make it hard for them to not look like mates.

then, something came to lucia and amelia's head at the same time:

'wait.. am i really getting jealous of my own sister?'

"thanks, luz. that actually got me thinking if we should buy some clothes," amity turned her head to
look at lucia whom perked up when she saw her mate glance her. her tail would always
unconsciously wag when amity looks her, it makes lucia feel lucky to have her.

it really does suck when lucia remembers that she played this girl.

"you know for the baby." amity finished her thought that made lucia spring up from the floor this
surprised the three as her tail rapidly wagging and ears erected fully. "yeah, that's a great idea! we
can hit the market, you come with me!" lucia said, she grabbed luz by the collar and started
dragging out of the room

"ay ay ay! no need to pull me! help help! she's gonna send me the shelter! the food's really gross
there!" luz started to act while they recede down the hallway, she slapped lucia's hand to get off her
collar but she held a tight grip. "you're choking me, man!"



"oh shut the hell up, you dramatic dog."

the blight sisters looked at each other before letting a laugh. they have a love and hate relationship
with the noceda sisters' antics, they always end in trouble both good and for worse.

as their laughter slowly died down and they were silence in the room now after the dogs left. amelia
started fiddling with her fingers, her tail anxiously swishing behind her as she contemplates if she
should ask or not. worried what the outcome would turn out but fuck it.

"hey, how come you and luz are so close?" amelia finally dropped the question making amity look
at her again.

"oh, that's just how luz is. she's still a puppy on the inside and she's my best friend so it wouldn't be
a surprise a pup like her be really close to either me, willow or gus." amity simply replied, ever so
casual and amelia doesn't sense everything hiding under that tone but honesty.

'okay, they're in mutual grounds. that's good to know.' amelia momentarily cheered in her head as
she slowly nodded in understanding. "ah, i see." she replied but amity can see right through her
head as she soft chuckles making amelia confused.

"what?" she asked.

"you know, you gotta stop stalling and make luz as a mate. she told me things about wanting a mate
now after seeing me with the bump. so, it's the perfect time for you to step up." amity suggested,
giving her sister some hope but she can't tell much after that as luz did plead for the cat to not spill
the beans of who she hopes to be mates with.

amelia's on her own to find that out.

"heh, since did you get philosophical?" amelia joked earning a giggle from her sister. but internally,
she's joyed to know that luz is seeking for a mate and she'll gladly step up into that plate with luz
accepts her that is.

"it's not philosophy. it's just facts and can you get me the chocolates lucia bought me from the
human realm?" amity requested.

"but lucia said you shouldn't have any confections because you won't be able to stop when you take
the first bite and when someone tries stop you. you claw, hiss at them and run around like a cracked
cat on catnip." amelia fired back ever so bluntly but amity shot her blank expression and lets out
her claws as the first warning.

"just get the damn chocolate."

-----

as luz and lucia got to the market, it's more crowded than day maybe because the stalls open most
people wanted are always open at night. it's a mere guess but the sisters looked around for baby
things.

but since lucia doesn't have any money and luz wasn't able to get her wallet while being pulled.
they had to resort into bargaining.



"hey spikes, how much for the purple and yellow?" lucia asked as she leaned against the wooden
counter, she pointed at the two baby clothes. the yellow has a bloody severed head of a demon
while the purple has someone getting impaled as designs.

top tier.

"20 snails each." the vendor replied with a deep gruff voice. lucia nodded, she lifted her leg to
easily take off one her dirty shoe and slammed it onto the counter making some mud slightly spew
to in all sides.

"well, how many do i get for a shoe? that's a limited edition back in the human world. it has a light
memory foam because it sucks the wearer's memory so what were we talking about again?" lucia
smoothly transitioned into an human with amnesia and her acting finally came into good use when
she saw the believe come on the vendor's face, saying that she's won from the start.

then, the vendor grabbed nearly equal of the baby clothes and placed it in front of lucia "7." they
grabbed the shoe and placed it along the others that came before her. "make it 8." lucia took off one
of her black rings and tossed it at the vendor whom easily caught it.

"it's made of real, unfiltered obsidian. so no need to-" lucia stopped when she saw the vendor easily
crush her ring into bits and piece and sprinkled it like seasoning on the counter. lucia pursed her
lips as she saw their unimpressed expression.

"alloy, not obsidian. get out." the vendor said they motioned the two dogs whom backed up a little
while lucia grabbed the neatly folded clothes and she had a stare at the vendor for a few seconds
before swiftly whipping out a plant glyph for a vine to come out, getting the eighth baby clothe
before dashing off.

"hey! come here!" the vendor hopped over their stall to chase after which was a mistake as people
started raiding it.

"i said 8 and i'll get 8!" lucia yelled, cackling as she watched the vendor throwing the people trying
to get away stealing their shop.

"that's not how you bargain!" luz complained but lucia groaned.

"yes it is! you just need to go and do it more!" she replied then she saw luz suddenly come into a
halt which made her stop running to trot towards her sister. "hey, you good? we gotta find a hiding
spot before big guy catches up." lucia said as she nudged luz's shoulder.

luz started sniffing the air, she took a deep breath with her eyes closed till she caught something
that made her snap her eyes open. lucia can see her little sister's pupils grow thin and a growl
escaped her throat.

"i smell something." she simply stated before starting to follow it with lucia trailing behind, asking
what the hell got her worked up about till luz stopped lucia and motioned her to lean against the
wall, listening to the talking down in the alleyway.

"hey what happened to you few months ago?" one asked and a groan is replied with it.

"so i was in this field or prairie, whatever and i found this pregnant cat. i think she has a mint green
fur." lucia's eyes widens at that information, she gripped luz's shoulders and made her look at her.



"who is that?" lucia hissed and luz just shrugged.

"i don't know but i found them trying to mate with amity while we were searching for her. i
managed to stop them before to it happened." luz looked at the alleyway with her eyes narrowed.
lucia is relieved that she's able to stop that shit but also livid at the thought of someone taking
advantage of her mate while in a vulnerable state.

she cannot let that fly. both sister only have one thing in common in their minds now.

"yo! you met a blight?!" one asked in disbelief and the man, who is the white cat, nodded in pride
as he puffs his chest to feed his bloated ego.

"yeah but don't know which one! i wanna knock her up more but she was feisty, kept hissing and
clawing. that shit was hot. i was gonna get on top of get till this stupid black dog appeared out of
nowhere and almost killed me!" the white cat exaggerated what really happened, if luz did attack,
he wouldn't be able to walk or breath for the matter.

"oh shit, you know them?"

"hell nah, man! i don't wanna meet that mutt and if i see them again, i'll make sure to tear their ugly
face off." the guy threw his lit cigar to the floor and madly stomped on it while thinking of that dog.
he really could've gotten what a blight tastes if it wasn't for that dog.

"then, do it." everyone snapped their heads when they heard an unfamiliar voice spoke in the end of
the alleyway. they're tall and couldn't quite see their face from the dim light the market has. creating
a tense and ominous atmosphere from the stranger.

"who the hell are you?" the white cat stepped forward with his arms crossed, challenging the figure.

"you know that pregnant cat already had a mate right?" they ignored what the cat asked and he
responded with scoff. "so? ladies always liked getting seconds or more from us and we provide." all
of his friends agreed and gave each other high fives or fist bumps but they suddenly stopped when
they heard a loud, terrifying growl emit from the stranger.

"you have mad audacity to say that in front of amity's mate when she's right here." luz pulled out a
light spell for the litter to reveal who they really are. the white car gasped when he saw lucia slowly
going out of luz's shadow in her mongrel form. she's the one who's been growling as she glared at
the cat.

"p- please, i didn't know-" the white cat tried to reason with the sisters but luz lets out a mocking
laugh.

"didn't know? her bump was clearly obvious!" luz barked and lucia lets out a vicious one as well
that made cats huddle close to each other, afraid. "you crossed the line in trying to mate with lucia's
mate. you know what happens next, you disgusting waste of fur." luz snarled before shifting.

there was silence, a horrifying suspense filling the air, some of the cats has already fled but the
sisters' nose are impeccable and they could east track them when they please but all of their
attention is set on the ones who are frozen of fear. too afraid to move.

then, lucia lets out a bark.



luz was the first to jump on one of the cats and started to tear their face of while they scream in
agony, pleading for help but the others didn't dare to get close to a rabid dog.

as the body dropped to the floor, their blood started to paint the floor. luz spat out the flesh and
moved to the others whom screamed like little girls as they run away from her. leaving the white
cat alone with lucia whom slowly circled him.

"l- listen, you don't wanna do this. i'm sorry, okay? i seriously didn't think she has a mate okay! just
leave alone!" the white cat pleaded but lucia doesn't care about the excuses he gives. he attempted
to touch her mate and he will pay for that insolent act.

lucia lets out another bark, she was rushed towards the guy whom quickly shifted into a cat and
tried to rush out of there but the noceda was quicker by biting his tail making the cat scream while
getting dragged back into the alleyway. he started to claw the dog's snout which did bare damage.

he talks big of getting all of the women to woo over him but he's utterly useless when someone
squares up with him. a cat could take on a dog much like a lion against an elephant.

both sides could win but tonight, the pathetic is no longer white as he's stained of crimson.

-----

the door was creaked open, luz and lucia stopped when they saw amelia holding the half empty box
of chocolates while sitting on top of a makeshift tower and amity who's just below, tearing and
pushing for the tower to fall while meowing rather loudly for amelia to just give the chocolates.

"what.. is happening?" lucia asked, confused. both sisters looked at the two dogs. amity shifted
back to say "i asked for a last piece but she wouldn't let me."

"you said that 6 last pieces ago!" amelia retorted and that was the last straw for the makeshift tower
to finally collapse. amelia yelped when she got knocked off, she was about to turn to land on her
feet but luz was quickly rushed to catch her in her arms.

"careful. are you okay?" luz asked, worried evident in her face and amelia just turned into a tomato
as the noceda is really close to her, she can feel her heartbeat beside her.

"y- yeah, yeah. i'm okay, thanks luz." amelia replied, letting out a nervous chuckle. luz nodded and
gently settled the cat down. neither 4 of them said anything to each other till luz softly clapped her
hands together "well, um, i'll be cleaning this up now and hit the couch. amelia, you can just sleep
in the guest bedroom." she said as she started picking to the messes.

"no, i can just take the couch and i'll help." amelia said, she quickly picked up the trash she made
while the two just awkwardly stood there. lucia sucked in a deep breath, she opened her jacket to
take out the baby clothes that is still white despite the faint blood smears on both sisters' faces.

"here. i got it on fair price. we'll buy the other stuff tomorrow." lucia said. amity looked at the
offered clothes, she accepted them and looked at her mate's state. lucia has some small spots of
blood in her striped shirt, she reeks of it and noticed the one shoe left on her.

"thank you and i suppose you bargained your shoe?" amity quirked as she unfolded the top one
shirt to see the design. a smile came on her face before placing it back in the pile. "yeah, had to



trade one of my rings too." lucia replied, she looked down at her right hand to see her only now has
2 rings and one in the index.

"but it's alright. it's alloy anyways. um, let's go up?" lucia asked as she rubbed the back of her neck.
amity nodded, she turned around and bid the two a good night while shooting amelia a wink before
passing her, not seeing her face to turn a red again.

amity headed for the room while lucia heads for the bathroom to clean up but yelped when she felt
amity grab the back of her collar making her let out a confused whine as she got pulled into the
room before amity lets go.

"what happened? why is your shirt in blood?" amity asked quietly as she closed the door, locking it
behind her. lucia looked into the blight's golden hues, it held worry and something else. her
instincts are telling her to lie but she swore to herself and to amity that no more falsery will come
out of her mouth with her.

lucia took a deep breath and sighed silently "luz caught the scent of the cat that tried to mate with
you, the one luz found and we.." lucia turns her eyes away from amity as she trails off, she knows
amity gets the point she's trying to get across.

"lucia.. you didn't have to do that." amity muttered, shocked but not surprised that lucia killed,
especially the bastard. she doesn't feel an ounce of sympathy but she does want to know what led to
it.

amity forgot about him and only remembered it till now.

lucia shook her head, her mind, heart and gut were telling her to kill that jackass after the stunt he
tried to pull off on amity. she seriously can't take it.

"what am i supposed to do, amity? that asshole attempted, fucking atttempted to mate with you
when it was obvious you're mine." it's unsettling how calm and whisper like lucia is talking while
cussing, she seems to be holding in her anger and amity softly placed her hand on her trembling
hand to calm her.

"i just.. want to show that i can protect you and that i'm a good partner for you, amity. i really love
you and our soon to be kid, i don't want anything bad to happen to my family." lucia said, her
whole body started trembling as now, she softly placed her hand on amity's big bump, rubbing it in
an endearing fashion while amity listens to her.

lucia hung her head low with the feeling of guilt and shame consuming her body once again. the
memories of her bastardisation she did to amity is coming back, it's only a few months ago that she
lied, led amity on for nothing but the whole thing felt like it's been going on for years.

"but i know how to protect myself." amity said, she placed her hand on top of lucia's. she cupped
her chin to make her slowly look at her, seeing the glossy reddish hazel hues glistening from the
fairy lights.

"yeah but it doesn't mean i can't be there to help you in your time of need. that's what i should've
done a long time ago." amity deeply frowned as this is the second time she's seen lucia like this. so
vulnerable, her jerk facade no longer seen and it's only just her real self forced to be presented in
the forefront.



a doubtful, regretful and insecure dog.

then, amity pulled her lover into a hug, tightly embracing as she buried her face in her broad chest.
she ignored the scent of blood coming off her as none of that matters but this.

"lucia, you've already proven to me that you're a great mate to be with and to help raise our family.
you gave me love we both need, the happiness and there's nothing more i could ask for." amity said,
reassuring her as she placed her heart in her sleeve once again as she knew better not to after last
time.

but both of them have their hearts in their sleeves as in this room is the only place for them to be
vulnerable with each other.

lucia hugged back and nuzzled up to amity's neck, letting her tears roll down and stain her shirt
while her tail slowly wags when she feels amity rub her head.

"what we have is still young but we'll grow together, okay?" amity slowly pulled away from the
hug, she cupped lucia's cheeks with her thumb wiping the tears away as lucia nodded and sniffled.

"i love you, amity." lucia said with only sincerity in her voice. back then, amity was the one mostly
saying those three words but what the turntables as lucia makes sure she tells amity she loves her
verbally and physically.

amity's smile turns wide at the hearing of those words "i love you too." she tiptoed to lean in for
kiss and lucia didn't hesitate on reciprocating as she firmly held her mate's waist.

all of their untold feelings and insecurities are getting poured into the kiss. they have so many
flaws, so many but they're willing to fix each other as they do love one another despite their
personal problems.

that's what love is.

 

meanwhile, down in the living room, amelia said stomach flat on the couch while luz sat on the
floor leaning back on the couch while talking of the events that happened in the market.

"did you kill all of them?" amelia asked with rosy cheeks as she stares at luz's bouncy hair, she
moves alot when she talks. not that it's a problem, it's just mesmerising to watch as amelia is
tempted to touch it.

"well, i left some to basically tell them to never mess with us anymore and we let the vultures have
their dinner." luz replied, amelia can't see it but the dog has a small smile on her face. luz isn't
sadistic, those bastards deserve it.

"wow. would you do the same for me?" amelia unintentionally slipped as she's too caught up with
luz's hair. luz's cheeks turned red when she heard that, she was about to turn and look at the blight
till she felt hands come on her head and a rhythmic patting- no kneading started along with a loud
purr.

"your hair's really soft. a little envious but they're nice." amelia whispered as she leaned down to
take a deep sniff to smell the shampoo luz used since she just showered before they got to this.



luz doesn't know what's going on but she sorta likes it, she never thought that her head would be the
first to be kneaded but she doesn't mind. her tail starting wagging because of that, then she felt one
of amelia's hand softly rub her floppy ears.

"amelia?"

the blight ignored or just didn't hear luz's call as she stared at her black soft floppy ear that could
straighten and turn back floppy anytime. she slowly leans in to nip her ear making luz yelp and
move away with her cheeks madly red.

amelia blinked, she took a moment to figure out what she just did and her own face turned red. she
immediately sat up to say "luz, i'm so sorry! i didn't mean it, please don't take it the wrong way!"
trying to amend her wrongdoing but luz doesn't seem to mind though.

just embarrassed.

"u- uh.. no, it's okay um, what do you mean by that?" luz asked which confused amelia as she
wasn't even listening to whatever she just said to luz. "by what?"

"the 'if i'd do the same to you'." amelia's eyes widens, she clasped her hand on her mouth as she just
literally outed herself but well, there's no turning back. the damage is already done and might as
well just do it.

"i really like you, luz. ever since i saw you back in hexside. i was afraid that you wouldn't return
my feelings because you were always with amity so i thought you two were together till the this all
whole thing happened." amelia finally said it, she finally clenched her balls to muster that out of her
lips and say it without falter though she is panicking on the inside when she saw luz's expressions

surprise, disbelief and joy?

"it's okay that you don't like me back. i just figured i'd finally get it out." amelia retracts, she
averted her eyes and not noticing luz is approaching her till she felt a soft hand cup her chin to
make her look at the noceda.

"i thought i had to wait a decade for one of us to say that." luz chuckles, amelia's eyes dilated as
that could only mean one thing. "y- you like me too?" she asked, wanting to confirm her thoughts.

then, luz bent down to give amelia kiss which bewildered her but quickly kissed back. she tilts her
head to deepen the kiss while luz slowly got onto her lap with her hands on her shoulder.

as they slowly pulled away, "does that answer it?" luz asked and amelia nuzzled up to her neck,
purring. "yeah. we're mates now, right?" she looked up to luz, seeing something seep into her hazel
eyes with her tail tangling itself on amelia's.

"not yet unless," luz's hands from amelia's shoulder moved up to her collared neck, pulled it to
reveal her clean pale neck and amelia instantly got the memo. she jolted her hips up, her crotch
precisely hitting luz making her gasp.

"oh, you naughty kitty." luz grins as she slowly unclipped amelia's collar, tossing it to the floor
while she did the same to luz but she used it instead to tie it on luz's wrist.



"i could say the same to you, you bad dog." amelia purrs, she gently pushed down towards the
pillows and lifted her belted hands over her head as amelia took off her shirt while helping luz. "oh,
i'm a bad dog now huh? how come, ames." luz asked, her brow quirked as she watched amelia take
off their clothing till there's nothing left but their underwear.

"because i said so." amelia simply replied pressing her large, clothed bulge against luz's covered
pussy. luz lowly moans, she felt amelia started to place kisses on her neck, licking some parts as
she tastes where her scent glands are before saving the bite for later.

"that's not a very good reason, miss blight." luz continued to bicker with amelia while she placed
soft pecks leading down to her breasts that she's groping, still grinding herself on her clit.

"don't question me, mongrel." luz moaned when amelia licked her dark nipple before sucking. luz
bit her lip as she starting to like this new dominant side the cat, "aah.." amelia turned her grinds into
humps now.

"ooh shit.. but what if i did?" luz taunted and amelia pulled out with a pop, her sharp golden eyes
piercing through luz's hazel ones. it's intimidating and made a whimper- almost a whine escape her
throat.

"you are trying to be a bad dog, huh baby?" amelia cupped luz's cheeks to make her lips protrude
but her grin never leaves. she continued her humps, tormenting herself as she just wanna rip this
final clothing off and fuck this dog.

"i guess i wanted to feel what it means to be bad." luz replied and that was the final thread that
needed to snap for amelia. she swiftly clawed their underwear off for luz to see her big cock with
small spikes around the tip.

it's not activated yet but she knows what's coming.

"and bad dogs deserve punishment, don't they?" amelia gripped luz's thick legs and spreads them
wide to expose her cute pussy under the light spells luz made early on.

the blights lets out a sigh as she, after all this time, get to see her crush's vagina along with her
basking on the sight of her cock. she stared it dripping of juices just for her, licking her lips, amelia
rubbed her tip against luz's folds making her groan.

"amelia.." luz whispers, amelia looked at her with a smirk on. "yeah baby. you're gonna take this
cock and have our kits, aren't you?" she said as she teases in entering her womanhood, starting to
get luz frustrated and wiggled herself down for amelia to just put it in already, she held luz still.

"say it."

"yes, please! i want your cock! i wanna carry your child and make a family with you, amelia! i-"
luz was cut off when the blight started entering her slowly but due to how wet she became, she
easily slipped inside and luz moaned loudly.

"-aaahhh i love you!!" luz squealed as she writhed under amelia whom malfunctioned for a second
before growing butterflies in her stomach. "i love you too." amelia replied and leaned down to give
luz a deep kiss.



luz moaned in the kiss when she felt amelia starting to thrust into her, she used this opportunity to
slip her tongue inside. letting taste each other before air became a problem for them to pull away.

there's a visible thin string connecting them before disappearing. amelia clawed the armrest and
started to go into her preferred speed making luz moan loudly but she did try to hold it in

"aahh fuck amelia.." luz bit her lip as she wants to hold it in but amelia is just too good as she
madly thrusts into her. luz's body jerks up in every strike, her breasts bouncing along with her
mouth agape as moans wants to come out but she can't disturb the other inhabitants of the owl
house.

amelia rolled her head back in pure ecstasy as she loves the way luz lovingly clenches around her
thick cock. due of it being so long, she wildly rammed into the dog's sweet spot already, her tail
coiled itself around luz's own tail as a first sign of connection of two mates.

"oh fuck damn, luz.. you feel so good!" amelia moaned, she dug her nails into the armrest making
some of it's innards to fall to the side, scurrying off to a corner while the entire couch rattles.

luz has her belted arms hung around amelia's neck, she gripped her hair as her legs loosely wrapped
around her waist as she doesn't want any of this to stop. "amelia.. please." luz tilts her head to the
side to show off her neck, begging for the blight to mark her.

amelia lets out a growl, her dilated eyes are slowly turning thin as she stared at that unmarked,
clean, dark skinned neck that is just waiting to be bitten by her. the cat's fangs started to sharpen as
she opens her mouth before leaning down to skin her teeth in luz's scent glands, finally marking her
as hers.

just think that this was a distant dream for amelia the both of them and now, all of it is happening in
this minute.

luz buried her face into amelia's shoulder as she screamed in pleasure there instead. she arched her
back for her, luz tried to follow amelia's thrusts but she held her still as the blight wants to spoil or
punish- she forgot what she really intended to do but it doesn't matter. she just wanna fuck luz good
and hard tonight.

withdrawing, amelia purred at the sight of the mark she made. it's hollow but soon enough blood
will ooze out, the pain barely registered and turned into pleasure instead for luz.

"i- i- aaahh! i love you so much!" she moaned.

amelia smiled "i love you too!" she shouted before slamming her lips into luz's.

the entire owl house is filled of stifled moans, whimpers and never ending purrs and the couch who
sounds like is about to give up after 500 years of being alive. it saw many horrors and a horny
couple having sex on them is this nothing.

amity made a soundproof spell just for her and lucia as she foreseen this happening. lucia is now
allowed to sleep beside her completely. letting her spoon her with their hands intertwined and other
resting protectively on amity's bump.

while eda and king is lazily trying to make her own soundproof spell but is too tired and passed out
with king screaming into the pillow, shouting them to just stop and let people sleep.



then, amelia sped up her pace even more as she can feel a happy and delicious feeling of twist
getting tighter on her stomach. she pulled away and moaned directly into luz's ear to bring her
closer to the edge.

"ah fuck luz, i'm coming!" amelia moaned, her muscles tensed tightly and she lets out a yowl when
she came. "amelia!!" luz rolled her head in euphoria as she feels her lover's warm cum stuffing her
and slightly winced when she felt the barbs go off.

amelia gave luz kisses across the face to help her calm down from their highs and get her
accustomed to the barbs. "you did amazing, luz. just relax and wait." amelia whispers, she slowly
laid down on top of luz.

luz is bigger than amelia as she easily fit on top of her but size doesn't matter in bed if she's a
bottom unless it's the dick that needs comparison. that's when it matters.

luz listens to the comforting purrs while she twirls amelia's hair. "thank you for choosing me as
your mate.." she whispered making amelia look up at her and lets out a soft scoff.

"psh, you were the only one. i didn't need to choice, my darling." amelia leaned for another kiss,
passion evident in their lip motions as their hands seemed to have a mind of it's own. letting itself
travel around their bodies, praising and checking them out.

tonight is a great night for the blights has they got themselves some good dogs as their mates for
life. there's nothing they could ask for.

-----

the time of amity's water broke came.

lucia was in a frantic mode, asking if her mate is okay. luz had to constantly reassure her sister that
amity is going through this just fine but amelia had to pull her away since she's also one month
pregnant and she doesn't want her own mate to be stressed by her stressed sister that making
everyone stressed in this stressful hospital.

stress.

then, the doctor walked out of the room and lucia immediately rushed towards them to grab them
by their coat. "is amity okay?! where are my kids?!" she yelled into the doctor's face and eda had to
come over to break lucia's hold.

"i'm so sorry but yeah, is my kid's mate alright?" eda asked, she patted lucia's shoulder to let her
calm down for a second. the doctor cleared their throat and fixed themselves before saying;

"yes, miss blight has been transferred in that room with your litter, miss noceda. but i advise you
come in first before letting the others." lucia nodded in reply as she's violently trembling and
making it hard to talk. the doctor excused themselves before walking away.

"i- i gotta check on her." lucia said as she turned to search for the said door till the familiar scent of
her lover was caught like she's calling for her.

"go ahead kid, just be careful. mother cats are extremely protective in these times." eda said and
lucia nodded as a response before rushing towards the door. she gently swung it open and swiftly



got inside to immediately close the door.

there she saw amity laying in bed with their litter in their own little blankets. unconsciously shifting
into in their animal forms and back to humans till they settled to be animals for now.

lucia slowly approached the bed side and amity must've heard the faint taps of footsteps against the
tiled floor as she opened her eyes to see her mate next to her.

"hey." amity greeted coarsely. lucia pursed her lips as she tries to hold in her ugly cries but she's
just so happy that amity got through labor and birthed 4 babies.

"hey, ami." lucia replied, she placed her hand into her mouth as she lets the silent tears roll down
her face. "they're beautiful, amity. thank you." lucia leaned down to give amity a loving kiss on the
forehead as she rubbed her head.

lucia feels like she's the luckiest dog in the world right now.

"i love you so much." lucia then placed a kiss on amity's lips and she gave a weary smile.

"i love you too, lucia."

a few minutes when lucia went in first, everyone decided to go in now but quietly. luz was the one
to slowly pain the door to make sure it doesn't make any sound till it's fully open for everyone to
see.

luz clasped her hand on her mouth with tears starting to well up in her eyes as she and amelia with
the other family members not too far behind. she immediately rushed over to the litter who's being
breast fed by amity in her cat form since her human one only has two nipples and she has 4 hungry
pups/kittens.

the labor went successfully and amity gave birth to 4 healthy kits. 2 girls and 2 boys, they're a mix
of cat and dog. like they have certain attributes that could identify as a dog but they're truly a cat
and vise versa.

amity laid comfortable in the hospital bed with lucia sitting by the end of the bed, keeping an eye
on her litter as they fed on amity. not looking away for a second as she softly rubs her mate's head
to help her be in peace, this is a new experience for the both of them so they need to stay together.

everyone is allowed to see the mother cat with her kits but advised not to be too loud as amity was
exhausted at the process and lucia's maternal instincts are high meaning she would attack anyone
whom dared to disturb her mate and litter.

so it would be best to keep everyone's voice to themselves.

luz is on the verge of crying as she sees her best friend and sister take care of each other now with a
new addition to the family. she tugged on amelia's shirt as she rubs her belly.

they're expecting as well.

"i know, darling." amelia said, she placed a kiss on luz's head and she leaned her head onto
shoulder while they all watched the new family comfort each other.



they knew what they were going into and it was a rough ride through these challenging months but
they still managed to get here. in one piece.

together.
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she angrily walked in the pavement streets, passing many bystanders who aren't paying any
attention to her unless she accidentally bumped them with her shoulders making them let out a
frustrated "hey!" which was ignored.

amelia can't believe this.

her parents are really expecting her to live up to their fixed expectations like what they're doing to
her other siblings. it's infuriating especially amelia decided to think that school isn't worth her time
anymore and started getting bad remarks which triggered her parents even more and even warned
of her getting disowned if she doesn't shape up.

it's not like she's dumb, she just hates it. she just wanna live like a normal, hormonal 18 year old.
get drunk, smoke some pot- actually, no not that. just normal things without the constant
bombardment to be better than this, than that.

it's exhausting.

oh and amelia would love to get disowned if it means getting those assholes out of her life.

though, that would also mean of her bank account getting locked and her allowance would just be a
few thousands if not less if she didn't manage it.

then, amelia bumped into someone making both of them groan in frustration. she saw a girl to
looked to her in her age with a deep frown engraved in her stupid face while glaring at amelia.

"ugh! there's a line, you know." the girl said in a nasally voice which made amelia roll her eyes.

"for what? i'm not even to get what you're getting, bitch." amelia spat, not giving two shits of what
the girl is on. she watched surprise turn to anger.

"excuse me?" amelia looked in the corner of her eye to see the girl's lankies turning to look at her
now with their brows raised while looking at the blight up and down, judging her as they gave her
the nasty eye.

"just let me through."



"no, what the hell did you just call me?" the girl asked as she steps closer to amelia who's obviously
taller than her. amelia flashed a mocking grin and moved closer to her face to utter a taunting;

"bitch."

"you little-" the girl raised her hand to slap amity but it was swiftly caught by a black gloved hand.
amelia followed the arm which led to beautiful, tanned stoic face that made her chest swell for
some reason with her cheeks slightly heating up.

"is there a problem here?" they asked, their tone soft but authority like as they looked at the two
parties back and forth for an answers. the girl looked at them and a gasp escaped their lips as they
blush.

"o- oh no- i mean yes! this whore just outright insulted me!" the girl stammered in her words as she
can't take her eyes off the handsome waiter and neither can amelia or everyone else in the long line.

"by insulting her back? do you know each other?" the waiter as they lets go of the girl's wrist. they
stuffed their hands in their pockets which only broke the dam as it shows off their pumped arms,
bulging veins from all that work which placed everyone on trance.

"of course not, she bumped onto me and called me a bitch." the girl tried to go back to the problem
before she got sidetracked for the umpteen time.

the waiter nodded and turned their attention to amelia whom almost jumped out of her skin. "miss,
what were you trying to do? were you in the line?" they asked. amelia looked into their brown eyes
that shone under the sunlight.

"no, i just want to get through the line." amelia replied and her heart leaped when she heard the
waiter let out a low hum of acknowledgement and turned their gaze back to the woman.

"oh i see. that's a simple request so why didn't you let her through? and please don't touch me." they
asked as they shifted to the side while the bitch's friends tried to grasp or touch their arm. totally
disregarding their personal space.

"are you really setting the blame on me? me and my friends has been waitin since yesterday to get a
seat and this is the treatment i get?" the girl started to pull the wild card which made amelia just
want to drag her by the hair and throw her into the busy street but the waiter seemed to got it.

"i'm sorry for the long wait but you do know the restaurant is always packed, especially in fridays
and treating a literal stranger with animosity is not tolerated here." the waiter warned, their tone
stayed the same but amelia sensed the malice under that softness before disappearing quickly as it
appeared.

then, they looked over their shoulder to see a couple to walk out of the doors before looking back
"oh, would you look at that. someone checked out so why not go inside and get the seat before
someone else does, miss." they said emptily but the girl didn't notice that.

"hmph. just make sure this bitch doesn't get in, handsome." the girl's tone turned into sultry as she
played the waiter's bow tie making them get out of their arms reach and flashed a forced smile that
seemed real but amelia can see through it.



"gus, please lead them to the empty table, please." they said as sighing deeply in the end, amelia
watched them fix their tie and combed their gelled hair back before looking at the blight.

"i'm so sorry for the inconvenience, miss. please excuse me." they bowed down and was about to
head back inside to resume their work but amelia called them "wait! are you hiring?" she asked
making them stop and look behind.

"uh.. yeah, if you're gonna apply, you have to talk with my boss." they replied and amelia nodded
her head furiously. "yeah, i can do that. so, how much's the pay?"

"it depends. about 5k if the place isn't this busy but it's mostly 10 to 15 since the customers do tip
alot." amelia's jaw dropped when she heard that. she looked up to check the establishment's name
as she hasn't check yet.

emperor's divine.

amelia has heard this restaurant before but never got to dine in. everyone is talking about it, telling
how good to food is and well priced but mostly, it's about the service.

if she got hired with the pay is big, this could help her get an apartment to move in and she
wouldn't get tired of working here if she gets to be with this angel. seems like a match made in
heaven.

"oh i see. can i apply?"

-----

after amelia got hired, luz, that's the handsome waiter's name, got assigned to watch and help the
newbie before the restaurant opens.

while amelia is not getting any lessons from luz. she'd often watch her fix up the place or just chill
with the other waiters and chefs she made friends with in her 4 years of working here.

turns out, the restaurant was owned by two sisters and one of them gave luz the job opportunity
when she needed some money. after luz applied, she started to garner some attention, making
people go to the restaurant and eat whilst watching the handsome waiter.

soon enough, luz became the main attraction of the establishment.

amelia is one of them. she'd be in the bar with her chin resting in her palm as she eyes luz, watching
her laugh and smile with her friends making the blight's insides soar with her heart singing for the
noceda.

she never sees luz that smiley or laughing when they're working. just in their breaks. her
professionalism is amazing.

amelia lets out a dreamy sigh as she does wonder when will the time luz would be inside her-

"ow.." amelia snapped out of her trance when she felt something hit her head. she looked to the side
to see eda entering the bar with a rolled newspaper, used to whack amelia.

"no one's allowed to get drunk in work hours. only me." eda cackles to herself as she grabbed a
bottle of gin to drink. "also, nothing will happen if you just stare at luz for hours." she said before



dunking her shot.

"i- i wasn't staring. i was looking out the window." amelia attempted to lie through a thin veil and
eda could easily see it. she rolled her eyes and shrugged.

"whatever. soon enough someone would be quicker than you so it's better to do something than
nothing." eda then walked out of the bar with the gin and shot glass in hand, leaving amelia again.

amelia slowly returned her eyes to luz and she saw her staring back at her, making the blight
immediately look away with her cheeks heating up exponentially. she placed her hand in the side of
her face to prevent her from looking in the corner.

after a few seconds, amelia slowly lowered her hand to see that luz continued talking to the others
like nothing happened. amelia sighed deeply and walked out of the bar to lean against the wall with
her hands on her face, squealing into it.

"my god.."

in the first 30 minutes all of the tables are filled and the kitchen started rapidly pumping out good
food. this means the waiters has to work quick too, sometimes luz would be seen briskly carrying
three trays of food in one trip from the kitchen, not making a single plate fall and when she's not
serving food, she's taking customers orders which could be a small break before going back to the
kitchen.

amelia would always end up staring at luz as she works, seeing her muscles flex under the sleeves
and her signature welcoming smile flashing whenever she goes to attend a new customers' order till
lilith whacked her head with a newspaper to go back to work.

amelia noticed a pattern.

the regulars are mostly students and young adults with some oldies because they like the food. they
always strive to get luz to their table, would keep her there just to talk or hit on her but luz doesn't
have time to chit chat.

they would get touchy on the noceda whom always told them to don't do that as she's really gets
uncomfortable when someone touches her before leaving with the table's order.

"good evening, welcome to emperor's divine. may i take your order?" amelia asked as she got to a
table with her note and pen out.

"h- oh.. it's you." amelia looked up from her notes to realise that it's the girl two weeks ago. my
god. amelia internally rolled her eyes before letting out a quiet sigh.

"i don't think we've met." she lied and the girl can see right through it.

"yeah i hoped so. anyways, we don't want you. can you get the other one? the really good looking
waiter." she said as she looked around the wide area, wanting to spot luz who's on the other end of
room.

"yeah, sorry. luz's is taking the other table's order so why don't you j-"

"no. their name's luz, right? just call them and make them take our orders instead." amelia's eye
twitch when she didn't even get to finish her sentence and her patience is not so good tonight.



"are you deaf or just stupid? luz is not the only waiter here. so, are you gonna fucking order or are
you just gonna make a whore of yourself here?" amelia shuts her note close and crossed her arms,
not giving a shit if the dispute is starting to gain some audience.

"what the fu-"

"amelia, what are you doing?" luz suddenly swooped in to save everyone before two cats started
clawing each other in her. as usual, the girl is lost for words at the sight of luz up close and amelia
noted that their space is only inches. she wants to close that.

"this bitch just insulted my friend for no reason!" one of the whore's friends replied and the girl
started to be fake hurt by this. luz sighed deeply, she seemed to be both tired and annoyed.

"i sincerely apologise, miss. amelia is just new. i'll talk to her about it, excuse me." luz gave a bow
before grabbing amelia by the wrist and started to head for the kitchen with the girl demanding for
luz to come back for their order but other waiters attended to her instead.

luz dragged amelia towards the backdoor and got out of the alleyway where most the trash is. "what
the hell was that?" luz asked, placing her hands in her waist as she looked at amelia.

"the bitch acts like you're the only waiter here!" amelia replied, pissed but luz is not having that.

"amelia, we can correct the customers but not outright insult them. i'm used to it! i've been working
here since 16, there's no need for you to protect me." luz placed her hands into her face as she
rubbed her face and groaned into it before dropping them. she's 20 and shouldn't be this stressed but
amelia is surely making it hard not to.

"i didn't say anything in protecting you." amelia muttered but luz shook her head.

"don't think you're slick. i've been watching you talk to the customers who wanted me to go to their
table, telling them to basically fuck off." luz said, throwing her hands up to signal her frustration.
amelia only got hired 2 weeks ago and she's already causing trouble than luz did in her first month.

"what am i supposed to do? it's pathetic and annoying for them to keep asking us, other waiters, to
get you to their table when you're the most busiest person!" amelia retorts, she leaned back to the
wall as she scowls deeply. she just can't tolerate ignorant people kept asking for luz to come to
them and violate her personal space.

"they should understand that."

luz sighed deeply once again, she pinched the bridge of her nose with her eyes closed for a few
seconds before opening "you're right but what isn't is you cussing them." she turned around to
swing the backdoor open, letting the noise of the busy kitchen and the foods amazing aroma go out.

"fix your manners, blight 'cause this is your first and final warning." then, luz went inside and the
door slammed itself shut, leaving amelia alone in the alleyway.

letting out simple scoff, amelia wants to do more than that but she can't. she started pondering
about luz said, she can't obviously can't do anything bad like fire her unless she does file a
complaint but come on!



this is luz noceda, alot of the staff here told amelia that luz is a good, well mannered person under
that stoic facade and wouldn't do harm to anyone.

but not going to lie, amelia did get aroused whenever luz is pissed. it adds to the sense that she
could top her easily and fuelled her desire for the noceda even more.

she wonders what happens if she made luz go beyond pissed? furious even and tonight is only day
she can do this.

i gotta try.

amelia trotted back the restaurant, the scent of fresh food wafted the air and the kitchen is speedily
getting plated out while the head chef announces every food they need to make.

she grabbed one of the plates, a chicken parmesan. amelia saw luz swiftly going back to kitchen to
relay the new orders and get the hot food out before it gets cold.

"alright, for table 2. we got two caesar salad, one neapolitan pizza but change the cheese into
vegan!" luz said to the main chef who got confused for a second. "what? i don't we have that." they
said but luz just shrugged and handed the paper for them to see it themselves.

"that's what they said. i think they're vegans so just add all the herbs in." luz said as she started to
place the food in her trays to send out.

"my goodness.. alright, you heard her!"

one of the chefs noticed that amelia is holding one of the plates they said "that's for table 6-" but
suddenly, amelia 'tripped' and sent the plate propelling towards luz, square her in the face.

there was a sudden silence that engulfed the entire kitchen with the exception of the boiling water
to cook the pastas but everything else is quiet as they looked at luz who turned frozen.

"oh no, i'm sorry." amelia apologised and everyone watched the plate slowly slip off luz's face and
fall onto the plate full of trays, making a loud clatter which disturbed and ruined the other food.

gus said nothing as he slowly took the tray out of luz's hands. luz blinked, she slowly touched her
face to feel the tomato sauce and some small pieces of the noodles got stuck. her suit got stained as
well.

"a- are you okay?" gus asked as he handed his friend a napkin which luz gladly accepted it. there's
an eerie aura surrounding luz now which made everyone awkwardly and never happened before.

spilled food, no not really but this? rare.

"yeah it's alright. it tastes good anyways. i just need to clean up. excuse me." luz said, tried to
lighten the mood by giggling as if it's a joke but it only came out forced.

she walked out of the kitchen to head for the employees room. after she left, everyone's eyes
snapped their gazes on amelia whom felt intimidated at the many frowns on her.

"why'd you do that for?" one of the waiters asked.



"i just tripped jeez. i already said my sorry." amelia said, she resumed to do her work as if nothing
happened.

-----

"hey amelia." amity sat down in front of her eldest sister as she got called to meet her outside a cafe
that is just across the street of the restaurant. they just wanted to see how each other is doing.

"hey, twit. how are things? and tell that mother and father finally disowned me." amelia said as she
took a sip of her coffee, grinning. amity chuckles, she leaned back to her chair as she has a small
smile on.

"you better believe it. so, how are you getting the money?" amity asked.

"oh you know. got myself a cool job in the restaurant across the street." amelia replied, getting a
little boastful as she flashes a smirk. amity rose brow, she looked to the restaurant and gasp is heard
from her.

"i know i know. i'm-"

"you didn't tell me you worked with luz!" amelia blinked, she looked at her sister who has an
innocent look on her face. "what?"

amity nodded her head "yeah, we met in the library and instantly clicked! we became best friends
but she hasn't been talking much since friday. i wonder what happened." she said as she gulped her
own coffee down while amelia stared at her with a frown slowly forming and grip on the cup
tightening.

amity has known luz before amelia and has been regularly talking to her while she couldn't even
have a simple conversation with her. what the actual fuck. amelia huffs as she looks away, she
shrugged it off and thought there's no way for amity and luz together.

she's still 16 and luz is 20. that's basically illegal.

"are you sure she isn't grooming you?" amelia blurted out.

"what the fuck, amelia? no! luz is a good person, she wouldn't do that bullshit!" amity retorted,
appalled that amelia would even think of that way to luz. she's no where near to be a predator, just
because the noceda is 4 years older than her doesn't mean amity can't make friends with her.

amelia immediately retracted what she said. "right sorry." amity is right, luz can't possibly that kind
of person and why is she jealous of her little sister in the first place?

how stupid of her.

 

it's one of the slow days today and luz isn't in today after three days out of the incident. but she is at
work, luz would ignore amelia, glare at her in the corner of her eye or give her looks that amelia
can't decipher.

"hey, who here is amelia?" everyone looked up to see a tan, tall looking woman that resembled luz
but her features are more sharper as she wore red beanie.



"oh shit, you done fucked up." one of the waiters whispered to amelia and before she could what
they meant by that by exposed the blight's hiding spot by shouting it out.

"lucia over here!"

lucia heard it and stared to storm up to where amelia is, the waiter swiftly got out of there before
they got involve with it. the eldest noceda stared down at amelia whom narrowed her eyes at her.

"what did you do to, luz?" lucia asked as she folded her arms. amelia frowned, she stood up and
patted herself off from nonexistent dust, she was about to walk past lucia but she grabbed her by
the arm.

"dime qué hiciste.." lucia spoke in spanish, showing that she's serious and amelia snatched her arm
back as she clicked tongue. "i don't speak spanish so fuck off. i don't even know you." amelia spat
but lucia got in front of her and both of them glaring at each other.

the others are watching the soon to be argument with fascination as they expecting it.

"i'm her sister, lucia. luz has been acting weirder than usual and it's not the good kind. just what the
hell did you do whatever your name is." lucia said, amelia rolled her eyes and pushed her side to let
herself through.

"it's amelia and i just spilled some food. that's all." she said as she nonchalantly waved her hand.
"yeah, in her face that is." one of the waiters said, outing amelia and they quickly ducked down
when they saw the blight shoot them a deadly glare.

"what." lucia's voice turned dangerously low as she slowly turned her head to amelia.

"look, it was an accident, alright? get over it." amelia still lied through her teeth, she wants to think
that luz is just having a moment but it's painfully obvious that she pulled the last straw on luz's
patience.

-----

a few days has passed and luz is still holding a grudge against amelia. it's starting to annoy her.

when it's lunchtime, they have 30 minutes before returning to work. before luz could go out and eat
at mcdonalds, amelia grabbed by the arm to pull her back in and headed for the stockroom.

"wha- oof!" luz got thrown inside with amelia shutting the door behind her. "what's up with you?!"
she exclaimed as amelia walked in front of her with a deep frown and luz did the same.

"no, what's wrong with you? you've been ignoring me after what happened. are you seriously
holding a grudge against me?" amelia asked as she's been dreading to know what's happening in
luz's mind for the past days and worried that her suspicions might be right. at least she would be
right.

"of course not! i just.. want to put you in your place but it wouldn't be good to me and you." luz
replied as she slowly averted her eyes, backing up a little which confused amelia and this made her
curious.

"then do it."



luz twitched, her face is started to heat up as she looked at amelia again "what?" amelia nodded and
placed her hands in her hips as a way to challenge the noceda.

"yeah, go ahead. you're my mentor and i'm the newbie, so why don't you put me in my place?"
amelia said as she flashed a grin, she watched luz's frown become deeper and vigorously shook her
head. "no! no." luz replied, not wanting to resort to this at all.

amelia rolled her eyes "oh come on. is the luz noceda truly a pussy? ha, never thought i'd get to say
that." she cackles as she plucked the dirt out of her fingers even though it's clean just to add to her
bitchy-ness and this seemed to tick luz off. good.

then, amelia turned her gaze down to luz's pants and she stopped for a moment when she saw a
large bulge straining her pants. swallowing lump in her throat, the blight is bewildered and aroused
as she now knew what the noceda meant by putting her in her place.

"you know what, forget it! we just waited 5 or 10 minutes here." luz was about to head out, not
wanting this conversation to go on further anymore but amelia was swift to grab her wrist, stopping
her and used the opportunity to lock the door.

"if so, then let's use the remaining 20." amelia started to strip in front of luz, making her cheeks
blew up in red with her heart rapidly drumming in her ears and her cock happily twitching in it's
cage.

"is this what you want, luz?" amelia whispered, she pushed luz to the wall and pressed herself
against her, rubbing her tits on her with her finger smoothly tracing her bulge. "tell me. i've been
watching you too."

"you've been trying to hold back but you always kept coming back for me." amelia said as she
grabbed one of luz's hands to place in her boobs while she placed soft trails of kisses on her neck,
licking her flesh to nibble them earning a low groan from luz.

"you wanna fuck me so bad. so hard, huh?" amelia placed the other one in her wetting pussy, she
felt luz grow even more tense when she felt how wet she became in her fingers. "i want it too. i
wanna be punished for what i did to you, luz. put me in my place." the blight shuddered when she
motioned luz to rub her vagina.

amelia slowly pulled luz's zipper open, pulling it down enough for her cock to be out of the boxers.
letting it hit her stomach "say something, baby." she's getting irritated at the lack of response she's
getting.

then, the blight pushed luz down the floor and pounced on top of her. "you wanna be inside me,
right? you wanna fuck me so hard i'll become a dumb bimbo, right?" amelia grasped luz's thick,
long cock and spat on it to start pumping it making luz moan but she clasped her hand to her
mouth.

seeing that luz isn't giving in yet, she came up with a new plan "still not enough? okay." amelia
stopped stroking and started grinding her cock against her drenched. "ahh.. oh yeah, how bout now,
babe? are you still gonna ignore this pussy?" amelia taunts as she giggles.

something snapped inside luz and she isn't holding back anymore, she pushed amelia off her and
forced her to be in all fours before going behind her.



luz popped all of her dress shirt's buttons to reveal her bra and pulled her pants more. "you wanna
be punished? fine, i'll fucking give it to you!" luz shoved all of her insides amelia making her
scream but she covered her mouth as she remembered that they're still in the restaurant.

"oh fuck yes! just like that, luz!" amelia moaned through her mouth as she felt luz started thrusting,
not bothering to let her adjust. amelia doesn't mind. they just begun and the blight's arms started to
tremble from the amount of pleasure overtaking her body.

"aaah.. oh yeah.. fuck, luz!" amelia was about to give out till luz latched her hand in her neck,
squeezing it "you better not let your arms give in." she warned, her tone sultry but dangerous.

"got it?"

"y- yes, ma'am.." amelia bit her lip as she loves this new side of luz, she tries her damndest to keep
herself up despite her arms quivering at every hard slam.

luz looked down at amelia's ass to see it bounce as her hips slammed into her, she gave it a hard
slap making amelia twitch and moan more.

"ah please.. please fuck me harder, luz!" amelia moaned like a slut making luz feel a sense of pride
that she's a beautiful, prestigious looking girl moan her name and beg for more.

"that's it. keep moaning my name and i'll give you what you want." luz said before going faster and
harder. amelia's tongue rolled down as her eyes threaten to roll with getting louder "ah shit.. i told
you to fix your manners but you did nothing." luz growled.

"i'll fuck you all day to get that in your head if i have to!" she plunged her cock deeper making
amelia roll her head back before dropping it to look over her shoulder, seeing the lust filling her
golden hues with drool rolling down the side of her mouth.

"oh yes please!! luz, i want it!" she screamed.

amelia's arms can't hold her weight anymore and finally gave in. her lower half raising itself more
to amend that.

though, luz is woman of her word.

the noceda grabbed a handful of amelia's hair to pull her up again. "what did i say you fucking
bitch?" luz sneered which only turned amelia on. "aaahh! i'm sorry, luz!" she replied.

"you better be." luz used her other hand to grab amelia's fallen arm then switching the one from her
hair to the other. amelia got lifted, her tits wildly bounced as her body jolted forward.

the stockroom is connected to the employees room, so it's far from the room of customers but they
can be heard if someone enters the employees room.

the people who were hoping to see luz attend to them got confused that they didn't see their favorite
waiter anywhere but the service is still swift without luz and amelia as they're also busy being
inside each other.

then, a burning feeling appeared in both of their stomachs as luz rapidly rams that one spot. amelia
rolled her head back from ecstasy, she never felt this good in her life and she's getting addicted to it.



"oh fuck luz!! i'm coming!" she moaned, luz clenched her teeth tightly as she felt the same. "me
too!"

luz can't nor tried to pull out as she's too lost in the pleasure, she did a final thrust that triggered
amelia to come with luz following soon after. amelia sighed blissfully as she feels luz's hot cum
spew inside her, stuffing her good but luz's cock didn't sheath yet.

luz pulled out mid coming to carry amelia off the floor and pinned her to the wall with both of her
hands held above her head with a single hand. "i'm not done with you." luz whispered, their lips
only inches apart.

"so am i." amelia breathes before closing the space between them, luz didn't hesitate on kissing
back as she goes in slow this time making amelia groan in the kiss. excited to go again.

they didn't realise that their break finished an hour ago.

-----

after a copious amount of rounds, their bodies finally gave in from exhaustion. amelia snatched
luz's dress shirt to wear that is like an extra large on her while it's a medium to luz , small even.

luz cleaned both of them from cum and sweat though some remained, she slowly laid down on the
makeshift bed of clothes as they can't go out yet looking like mess while tired.

luz pulled amelia closer to her and started giving her kisses. "i love you so much, amelia. you're my
only one," she whispers lovingly, amelia slowly wrapped her arms around her now lover as she
listens to her with a smile on.

"my golden star." luz placed a kiss on amelia's forehead.

"my baby." then, finally at her lips and amelia quickly returned it though sloppy from tiredness but
still conveyed the needed love they need.

pulling away, amelia rubbed her nose on luz's as she softly giggles. "i love you too." she nuzzled to
her chest while luz rested her chin on top of her head. both of them slowly dozing off to sweet
slumber, unbeknownst to the fact that some of the staff were listening to the latter half of what
happened.

so scandalous.

a few weeks has passed ever since luz and amelia made it official they're together, they became
inseparable. yes, there are still some people flirting with amelia's lover and the other waiters had to
hold her back before she drags the bitch or bastard out of the restaurant.

whenever there's an opportunity or time, they would sneak kisses during work and quickies. they
can't be seen without the other.

right now, luz is outside cleaning the windows with gus, both chatting to accompany the mundane
chore while amelia is inside wiping the tables but she can't focus while her lover makes faces
making her giggle softly.

"hey, stop looking at your girlfriend and keep cleaning." one of her colleagues said, snapping
amelia out of her daze. "okay okay, jeez." she lifted the things off the table she's in to wipe it all



clean before moving to the next.

"come on, you two have all of the time in the world. do you ever get tired of it?" amelia's colleague
asked, a little sour as they never asked to have a love team here.

amelia scoffs "how could i when she's always in my mind?"

everyday, amelia kept falling and falling for the noceda. it's amazing as the woman always has an
allure that no one understands but amelia does. only her. she slowly pulled put a long, small box out
of her face, smiling a little before placing it back inside her pocket to look at the window again.

then, a frown formed when she saw a girl talking to luz, trying to touch her arm but luz is clearly
uncomfortable as she backs up. amelia doesn't know what the bitch is talking to her girlfriend but
she surely isn't gonna let this shit fly.

"uh oh, here comes supergirl saving her damsel in distress."

amelia slammed the towel on the table and stormed out of the restaurant. she got beside luz to coil
her arm around hers, catching her off guard but relaxed when she realised it's amelia.

"uh hey, sorry to interrupt but miss eda wanted to see you." amelia said and luz nodded "okay, um,
let's go." she was glad that her lover comes to her aid as she usually can't get out of this naturally.

while they were walking back inside the restaurant, amelia shot a deadly glare at the girl whom
flinched when she saw it and slowly backed up before leaving.

that's what i thought, bitch. amelia sneered.

"thanks. also, did eda really call me?" luz asked as she looked at amelia whom shook her head "no,
but i do wanna show you something." she replied, they headed to the employees room that's empty.

amelia lets go of luz and started anxiously tapping her side. luz tilts her head "what's wrong?" she
asked but amelia shook her head "no, nothing's wrong. just don't be mad, okay?" she heeded which
confused luz but she slowly nodded, wanting to know what amelia is gonna confess.

taking a deep breath in, amelia placed her hand inside her pocket and slowly pulled out the box
again to hand it to luz whom happily took it.

"aw, you didn't have to get me a gift, babe." luz said, thinking it's a necklace or any accessory but
amelia shook her head "just open it." she motioned and luz doesn't need to be told twice.

she opened the box and she saw a thermometer, luz grabbed it to examine it before seeing two red
lines making her gasp as she finally figured it out.

"you're pregnant?" luz asked with a growing big smile on her face. amelia is glad that luz is happy
about the new, she strenuously nodded her head "yes." she confirmed all of luz's thoughts.

"oh my god! yes!!" luz cleanly swooped amelia off her feet and hugged her tightly making her
lover laugh. she's so happy that she's gonna have a kid with the most precious girl luz ever met.

"thank you! i love you so much!" luz slammed her lips against amelia whom immediately kissed
back with her hands cupping her face, they pulled away from a moment "i'm happy that you want
the kid." amelia whispers.



"are you kidding? of course, i want a kid with you. you're the only one i wanna be with, ames." luz
replied as she kissed the blight's nose, seeing it twitch and got pulled in for another kiss as amelia
whispers;

"i love you too, luz."

then, they abruptly pulled away when the door got slammed open to reveal everyone on the other
side. they must've heard luz's elated shout.

"what happened?!" they asked.

luz settled amelia down and the smile hasn't left her face yet as she placed her arm around her
girlfriend's waist. "we're having a baby!" she declared.

"eyy!!" they threw their hands up in the air for a celebration.

"congratulation, guys!"

 

a few months has now passed ever since the grand news of amelia pregnant, she and luz finally got
their own house and stored up the remaining but growing money for the future.

they also told their family members about it. in luz's side, everyone is happy, especially camila
since she liked amelia when luz introduced her and that she's gonna have a nieto or nieta.

meanwhile in amelia's side, her siblings are obviously excited about their future niece or nephew
and her parents? not so much but fuck them.

amelia's baby bump is also growing and becoming hard to hide. luz tries to convince her lover to
just stay home and rest as a pregnant woman shouldn't be working but amelia still persists and says
no baby is gonna hold her back from seeing her girlfriend everyday

even though they live together now.

it's the usual hectic night, everyone is working hard and amelia can't keep up as she used to so she
had to rest alot. nobody mind since they expected this and can't blame luz as she did try many times
to convince amelia to go home but is still stubborn.

and you can't mess with a pregnant woman.

"still good?" luz asked as she walked out of the kitchen with trays of food stacking on her. amelia is
still baffled to this day on how strong luz is, she's gonna get her dick sucked tonight.

"yeah, you go on." amelia said as she waved her hand. luz softly smiled, she gave the blight a kiss
before heading to distribute the foods.

amelia watched luz swiftly travel to each table, handing all of their food till she only held the last
two plates in hand. she got to table 8 and placed it in front of the two people sitting there.

when luz was about to leave, she was suddenly tugged by the arm making her look back to see that
the man is holding her arm. "um, sir. let me go." she politely said while pulling her arm.



"you're pretty cute. how bout you ditch work and hang out with me tonight." he said, shooting a
wink which disgusted luz. "no. i already have a girlfriend." she said and finally got her arm back
but the man still persists by grabbing her dress shirt and this is starting to bring luz to her tipping
point.

"fu-"

"hey, darling." luz perked up when she heard amelia's voice who's just behind her. "oh, hey babe. i
thought you were resting." luz said as she felt the man finally let go of her when he saw the
pregnant amelia.

"oh, i'm fine now. thanks." amelia leaned in for kiss which luz gladly returned and knelt down a
little to kiss her baby bump too as she softly rubbed it.

"come on." luz grabbed amelia's hand and started to head for the kitchen, oblivious of amelia
sending deadly glares at the customer whom averted his eyes.

no one messes with luz but amelia.
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"hey slut! did avianstalker and breakstorm knock you up again?"

with sand and dirt flying behind, the sound of the rapidly crunches of the rocks against tires echoed
through the empty, wide space along with the revving of a motor engine.

"yeah! how's it feel to get down on your knees for them?"

the beaten up looking devel 16 swiftly drifted to the side of the canyon before slowly shifting for
luz to let out a big sigh. she walked over to the edge, seeing the naturally formed rock formations
that had a red and orange hue to it that complimented the setting sun.

"i can't believe she actually mated with two decepticons. a filth like her shouldn't be even in
optimus prime's sanctum!"

lightstar sat down on the ledge, taking the beautiful scenic view earth could give before taking a
deep breath in and sighed deeply. luz wanted to scream, thrash, shoot at the rocks and destroy it but
she's too tired.

many autobots were taunting, mocking her. her body is covered with bullets and blades that got
thrown at her. they're not afraid of 'accidentally' killing lightstar because due to her resilient armour,
only scratches and dents are made.

though, it still hurts.

the news of luz getting dicked down by amity and boscha spreads like wildfire as the two
decepticons boasted about amongst their peers and this made the enemy tell their enemy about it
which are the autobots whom ridiculed for her about as no one should ever do such an act to the
enemy.

Both sides are practically throwing shit in luz's name.

to think the side of the good, the accepting and the defender of all things would be the most hateful
against one of their own just because they didn't get a say before the sex happened.



not say that luz didn't like it, it's just she did hope of the two to not say a word but who is she
kidding? both are decepticons, it's in their name and systems.

"hey where are you going? off to make a whore of yourself to the enemy?"

luz just needs some time to be alone as cities and small towns are riddles of either autobots or
decepticons. maybe both. so the middle of nowhere is the best place to be truly alone.

"no no let her. maybe her sluttry might be of use to seduce the raiders and leave her there to be
ganged!"

luz looked down at herself to see her arms filled with scratches and bullet holes. she shook her arms
to make the bullets fall and tumble to the ground, some rolled off the cliff. she traced the holes,
thinking how she is going to fix herself when the healer or mechanic knows what she's known for.

"she'll definitely love that plan."

they'll obviously use her and not do what she came for in the first place.

Luz is sick and tired that she's being constantly bombarded with profanities and reminding her of
the things she didn't even initiate in the first place. it's not fair. none of this is and the thought of
amity and boscha is still able to roam free, causing chaos while everyone is busy pointing out luz as
a slut.

pathetic. it's cruel.

lightstar can't take it anymore. she never felt so humiliated in her life before and she doesn't wanna
be in a world where corruption thrives and the victims get stomped on. it's not the fair justice the
once great optimus prime established before passing and the new generation followed his footsteps
in a backwards manner.

it's aggravating and she just wants to kill them but what good can it give than for gratification of
her revenge. They take satisfaction in seeing her suffer as they kick her to the ground and she
wouldn't be any different if she did that.

luz peered down to see the steep drop up here, she started calculating if she fell in a tipping motion,
she have more likely have more chance in getting a concussion and the slide cliff would crush her
head completely then the force of the impact to the ground till be great as it makes a big explosion.
the casualties would be zero. The only one dead is luz.

she took a deep breath in, her feet scooching close to the edge with some pebbles falling down. luz
closed her eyes, silently saying her goodbyes to everyone that is still nice but she knew what won't
last long before she-

Luz snapped her eyes open when she heard an engine roar behind her, she swiftly turned her head
to see breakstorm drifting to the side and shifted her into her original form with Avianstalker
dropping beside her.

she grimaced at the sight of them.

"hey lightstar, nice paint job. never thought you'll have more holes than three." boscha snickered at
her own remark that made luz look away and gaze at the ground instead as it's more interesting than



what's in front of her.

"we heard from one of our insiders that you ran away. what happened? did somebody hurt your
feelings?" amity rubbed more salt and fire in the already abused wounds. Luz clenched her fists
tightly, her parts creaking slightly from the tension and she snapped a glare at the two decepticons
who remained unfazed by it.

amused was the right word and luz finally drew her last straw.

"you wanna know why? thanks to you, i'm filled with bullet holes, got thrown around back and
forth like a punching bag while shouting in the top of their lungs of how much of a slut i am to you
two. how much i was about to take both of you in one round, yeah consider it talented." luz waved
her hands in a mocking jazz hands as she sneered at the two which surprised them.

well, the news of luz being dragged isn't new but they never really heard what luz's reactions were.
this answered their questions. "you're losing your knots, lightstar." boscha scoffed as she tried to
shrug it off of luz just guilt tripping them into saying sorry.

luz slowly nodded her head, she brought her hand on her head as she turned around to face the
ridged horizons with the setting sun "the earth is really beautiful and i'm glad i'm here. i'm happy
that this sunset will be the last thing i'll see.."

luz glanced at the two one last time and gave an eerily comfortable smile "and not you." before
jumping.

it felt like the whole world came into a halt, the sound of the planet earth emits turned into nothing
but muffled jumbles. the nearby rattlesnake shook it's tail to prepare for a strike on it's prey but it
was never heard like it's rattle was broken. along with the caws of ravens and vultures fighting for
their territory from visitors but their noises never went through Avianstalker and Breakstorm's ears.

Lightstar's body plummeted towards the earth with pebbles coming along. her fall was in such a
slow pace but in reality she was falling faster than a boulder due to her mass being heavier.

 

"NO!!!"

 

amity lets out her thrusters and flies as fast as she can to catch luz before she's completely gone.
Avianstalker got under luz she caught her to start pushing her back up but luz is resisting. "let me
go! this is what you wanted, wasn't it?! I'm going to do you a goddamn favor!" luz yelled as she
struggled to get out of amity's hold.

"no it's not!" amity retorts, she's exerting her thrusters into full throttle. not the best move but luz is
really heavy for one decepticon to lift. boscha dug her sword into the earth before offering her hand
out for luz to grasp "come on! take my hand!" boscha yelled as she beckoned for luz to take it.

luz is confused.

first they were mocking her and now they want to save her? What is their deal?



"why?! what am i really to you huh?! you're not making any sense if you really wanna kill me or
not!" luz exclaimed as tears started to well up in her eyes, she can see the desperation on boscha's
eyes while she still tries to grab luz's hand.

"please.. just take my hand, luz.. i- we can't.." boscha struggles to get needed words out but instead
she just begs which was so out of character for her and amity that they're begging for luz to not do
it.

it's baffling.

luz slowly lifted her hand up for boscha to swiftly snatch and pulled lightstar up back to the flat
ground with boscha hugging luz tightly, not wanting to let go as she got completely shaken up by it.

"we're so sorry.. we didn't.. it was our fault, i admit it and please don't do that again. i can't lose
you.." boscha whispers, her voice trembling while luz is still in shock at the sudden change the two
had and she slowly hugs back only to wheeze when amity hugged her from behind.

"don't think of those things again, okay? I'm sorry, luz. I'll kill off those bastards after how they
treated you." amity's engine growled as she does want to do that if she wasn't nearly empty but it
doesn't matter now. The only thing in their minds now is to make sure to get luz out of that space of
hers to not let that happen again.

boscha and amity realised their mistakes and they almost lost their soon to be lover by it. how
idiotic.

Luz slowly closed her eyes as she listened to the soft rumbles of their engines. giving her a sort of
peace she didn't have for almost a month and it was being given by the same people who gave her
the lifetime of embarrassment.

letting out a sigh, luz rested her head on Breakstorm's chest and muttered no.. just, let's stay like
this for a while."

-----

After luz, amity and boscha got out that blasted canyon, they decided going back to either side was
not worth it. so without a home or a base for that matter, luz proposed a plan of getting families,
couples, kids who are friends or in a relationship as autobots and decepticons.

it is rare for both sides to interact intimately or like friends at all because it was forbidden in a non
established rule so luz wanted to change by creating a group, an empire, a family of the two sides
mixed.

it shows that everyone may seem different but it's not something that separates them. their flaws,
differences, imperfections played a role in building a connection that no one else has done after the
great war.

Soon enough the group started to grow rapidly which made Luz happy and the two happy in seeing
their lover joyful. amity and boscha getting a little better in being lovers to luz, granted they never
did this before but they're trying as they do love luz and they want to show it not just by the sex. in
other physical forms and verbal says to show that.



When luz finally gets comfortable with them, she sleeps with the two in their humanoid forms as
their original ones can't fit in a small ass bedroom.

luz sat on boscha's lap with her cock inside her, Luz told her to not move just yet as she wants to
adjust when she couldn't in their first. amity sat beside boscha with a worried expression as she
watched luz's face contort from pain then slowly turn into relieved till she lets out a sigh.

luz gave boscha nod for her to start, Breakstorm held Lightstar's legs to pull her up, seeing her cock
go out of the autobot before getting consumed once again making Luz let out a breathy moan and
her grip on her thighs tightened.

"still good, Lightstar?" boscha asked as she placed her chin on luz's shoulder, giving her soft kisses
to ease her through this first round. they understand that luz needs time to be accustomed to them
after they took her roughly and not to say she doesn't like these slow moments. she appreciates
amity and boscha taking their time for her.

"y- yeah, keep going." luz replied with a quickly nod. boscha raised her once again then brought
her down. she continued at this pace for a minute or so, the two decepticons listened to the change
of luz's moans from breathy to full on moans. this motivated boscha to go faster.

"aahh.. aaahh!" luz moaned, she hung her head low as she lets boscha fuck her. she looked at amity
in the corner of her eye to see that she's stroking herself whilst watching her get fucked.

"oh gods.." boscha gently changed the position with luz's stomach against the bed, her lower half
being held by her lover. "are you okay in this?" boscha asked as she moved the hair out of luz's
eyes for her to see her glowing hazel hues filled with lust staring back at her.

"yes." luz replied.

boscha nodded, she moved her grip on luz's hips and started thrusting in a mellow pace while
slowly working her way up to her wanted speed. she watched luz's body jerking everytime she
slams into her with her ass bouncing along.

soon enough, boscha got to her preferred speed and luz's moans got louder. she clenched her bed
sheets as she felt Breakstorm immediately finding that one spot and mercilessly ramming into it.

"aahh oh fu- boscha!" luz moaned, she felt her ass get raised a little to give boscha more access in
her pussy. her mouth wildly agar as nonstop moans escaped with her body getting overwhelmed by
the immense pleasure erupting from her in between.

"ah fuck that's it, baby. keep moaning my name," boscha bent down to get close to luz's ear that she
licked making her shiver. "come on, one more time." boscha plunged her cock deeper making luz
roll her head back in ecstasy as she felt her trying to get to her womb.

"oh boscha!!" luz gave Breakstorm what she asked whom she saw smirk in the corner of her eye
before giving luz many hickeys and withdrawing.

"that's it." she groaned.

Avianstalker is feeling rather lonely, she crawled in front of luz and placed her cock in her face.
"you can if you want to, that is." amity said as she rubbed herself, loving the sight of luz's lewd face
whilst reassuring she doesn't need to take two dicks at the same time.



"i.. i'll clean it.." luz said in between her pants, she stuck out her tongue for amity to place her tip
on for luz start licking her. cleaning her from the dripping precum while teasingly took amity's tip
only for her not to go fully. her tongue wrapping around amity's girth while she kept her eyes on
her to see the decepticon's red pleasured face.

"aah luz.." amity muttered out a moan. she placed her hand on luz's head but didn't push her to take
her whole cock. she watched her give kitten licks and her tongue turning longer for a second to
grasp her girth- maybe it's just amity getting lost in the haze.

boscha's now going in rapid, her pace relentless and something luz can take. moans won't stop
coming out even if she's sucking amity. "nhm.. aaahh- ahh shit!" luz looked over her shoulder to see
boscha's mechanical lavender eyes glowing.

Breakstorm noticed luz's stares, she leaned in to give her a kiss which luz quickly kissed back on
before they separated. boscha turned her grip on luz's hips into an embrace as she pulled her off the
bed while still madly thrusting, she buried her face in luz's neck to hide her own moans.

luz gripped boscha's tensed arms for support with her legs getting weak from the slams and her
climax getting closer and tighter.

"aahh boscha!!" luz screamed in the top of her lungs as she came but boscha kept going till she lets
out a guttural moan with her cock in deep as she shot her cum inside. luz leaned back against
boscha as they both panted heavily, they let their cums getting mixed before boscha slowly pulled
out and laid luz back to the bed for amity to get her turn.

"how are you feeling?" amity asked as she kissed luz's cheeks while she slowly wrapped her arms
around her neck. "i'm good." luz replied, breathlessly making amity chuckle and placed a soft kiss
on her lover's lips.

"great to hear." amity aligned herself in luz's cum oozing pussy and easily but slowly entered
making both of them moan simultaneously. luz tangled her fingers in amity's mint hair while she
gripped the bed sheets. amity didn't move for a few seconds before going at a relaxed pace for luz
to get used to her girth as she's done with boscha.

"hmn.. ha. ah.." luz kept her eyes on amity's golden shining hues, she can see the mechanisms
through the lenses but luz sees more beyond that machine. then, amity started to pick up her speed
till she reached her desired pace making luz moan with her back arching.

"a- amity.. aahh amity!"

amity bit her lip at the sound of luz uttering her name, her warm pussy clenched around her pulsing
cock adding more pleasure as amity leaned down to luz's neck when she tilted her head and she
sank her teeth into her flesh leaving a big mark earning a howl of a moan as luz dragged her claws
on amity's and the pain barely registered.

luz wrapped her legs around amity's waist with her body trying to be in the pace of Avianstalker.
"aahh fuck!" amity groaned, she drove her cock deep hitting that spot and started bringing luz
closer to her climax again. Lightstar is incredibly sensitive after her first come, so she's easy on
coming in the second round.

"amity- amity i'm gonna- aaahhh!!" luz didn't get to finish her sentence as she got finished by amity
who's still going at it, she's getting her climax closer with her teeth clenching tightly and small line



of smoke coming out of her thrusters as she holds it not to open it or they'll make love in the sky
instead.

"aahh.. ah luz- fucking take it!" luz jolted when amity did one last thrust and came inside her.
letting all of their cums get mixed in hopes it'll be the time that it ferments inside luz for a child or
two.

amity slowly lowered herself on luz to hug her while they heaved, boscha laid beside them and
watched what's gonna happen next with her cock hard once again after hearing luz's moans. it's a
real major turn on.

"get off please.." luz wheezed as she's getting crushed. "oh right, sorry." amity gently pulled out and
took the left side of the bed so she can spoon luz with boscha hugging her from the front, her face
buried in her tits.

"goodnight, Lightstar. we love you." luz's two lovers said as they placed a kiss in both of her
cheeks, squishing it making her giggle and gave both amity and boscha loving kisses before
slumber.

"goodnight and i love you, too amity and boscha."

It's their plan to make Luz pregnant with their kin. But they have to get Luz used to their girth
which she enjoys. It took them many tries but they finally knocked up Luz.

With new generations of cybertronians that are growing up with a better view of the world and not
just a narrow tunnel. Just think that this all started in that one particular desert road.

Chapter End Notes
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Belonged

Chapter Summary

warning: incest

obsessive lucia x luz

requested smut of @yakudamen

with the new sun shining down the window covered by the blinds, the sounds of the morning
roosters or in the other words neighbors are heard outside. this easily awoken her up and she slowly
turned her body around to see her little sister peacefully sleeping with soft snores escaping her
slightly agape lips.

lucia smiled at the sight of luz, she always shined in the day and she always finds her really cute.
alluring could be the right description as there's something in luz that entices lucia making her fall
for her own sister.

"good morning, cutie." lucia leaned in to give luz light peck on the lips before slipping her hand
deeper into the covers to feel luz's cotton purple and yellow striped boxer shorts to feel her large
bulge through the cloth.

luz doesn't mind lucia sleeping in her room, she likes the extra warmth and cuddles but is oblivious
of what's happening in the morning as when luz awakes up, lucia is already out of the bed and in
the kitchen with their mami.

lucia bit her lip as she always liked how big luz is, she would often times see her playing with it or
the correct term 'sword fighting' with the air. there are times where she would really be playing with
a pillow or a silicon pussy that she secretly bought on ebay by lucia's money but she didn't mind.

she loves seeing luz fuck that artificial pussy and make her fantasies of her own pussy instead.

lucia slipped her hand inside the boxers and continued her strokes while she watched her little
sister's face contort into pleasure before coming down then back. she thought she's dreaming of the
sensation in her cock but she's dead wrong.

"aw, is mi pequeño amor having a wet dream?" lucia cooed as she lightly kissed luz's nose and it
was replied with a low groan making the eldest noceda chuckle. "sorry, not today." she pulled her
hand out and licked it to taste the sweet precum. she heard luz groan in a groggy disappointment.

giggling, lucia slowly slipped out of the bed and went to bathroom to freshen up. she grabbed her
toothbrush from the small plastic cup that is beside of luz's mint colored one, lucia stared at the
color, remininding her of something shrugging it off to resume brushing.

as she turned on the faucet to let the water run, this must've awakened luz as lucia heard some
shuffling in the bedroom. she didn't check if luz is truly awake as she saw luz slowly go into the



bathroom. her hair in a frenzy, her eyes barely open and the morning wood still there.

"good morning." lucia greeted, she wiped her froth mouth and kissed luz's cheek. the young noceda
doesn't know what that kiss meant as she just thought it's just a sisterly kiss.

"buenos dias.." luz replied, her voice raspy as she kissed lucia's back on the cheeks before walking
pass her to take a piss. lucia cleaned her toothbrush while watching luz take out her dick to piss
through the mirror.

lucia quickly averted her eyes when luz shook her thick cock when she finished. she placed her
toothbrush back into the cup and turned to face luz whom wildly yawned as she cracks her neck to
waken herself up.

"what do you want for breakfast?" lucia asked. luz looked at her and started to make a croaking 'uh'
nose as she rubbed the back of her neck "pancakes?" luz suggested, she saw a smile come on her
older sister's face and she dropped her hand onto her head to ruffle it.

"anything for my little sister." lucia said, luz giggles and softly pushed her hand off her head. "i'm
not little anymore. i'm literally turning 19 in two months." luz said but lucia shook her head as she
cupped her cheeks.

"it doesn't change that you're still a baby." lucia cooed making luz groan while trying to pull her
hands off her face then lucia pulled luz into a hug which surprised her but hugged back the
nonetheless.

"you're awfully affectionate today."

"am i not allow to show how much i love you?" luz doesn't know what kind of form of 'love' lucia
is referring to so she just took it as a family kind of love.

"no, you're allowed." luz replied and lucia took the other way.

-----

dinner came, camila usually comes home around 8-9pm and if she's in overtime, it'll be till
midnight when she comes back. leaving the two sisters mostly alone in the house together.

lucia has been tinkering, meticulously planning for a long time for the certain day to arrive that
she'll finally make luz as hers. forever.

luz usually does the cooking in lunch and dinner but lucia decided to switch roles for this evening.
she's whipping up some chicken curry, the aroma of it filled the kitchen, dining area where luz is
setting the table and soon the entire house.

"smells good!" luz noted the savory yet sweet scent wafting the air. "you think? i just made the
recipe of what we have." lucia replied, she turned off the stove and grabbed two plates to place
some rice on the side and the curry in the other.

"really? what is it? does it have special secrete ingredient?" luz asked, she trotted towards the
island, placed her chin on her palms as she watched her sister work. "oh you know, the usual spices
like chili paste, some turmeric and the special ingredient is,"



lucia pulled something out off of her bra, a tiny bottle with a blue substance in it. it has a
instructions too but she won't be needing that as she quietly popped the bottle open and tilted it to
the side for three droplets to fall into the curry before stopping.

"a small dose of gamma-hydroxybutyrate." lucia muttered to herself, a small dose should do it as
she doesn't wanna accidentally kill luz who she forgot what listening but barely heard the name of
the drug.

"the what?"

lucia shook her head and shot luz a smile as she held the two plate full of food for the both of them.
"dinner's ready."

"here let me help. luz was about to grab one of the plates from lucia but she stepped back "no no. i
got it." she said and walked towards the dining table, placing her own plate in her side of the table
and gave luz her drugged one.

as they both sat down, luz mixed the curry into the rice with her fork digging into the chicken to get
the meat out. lucia watched her sister take the first spoonful, seeing her chew it well before gulping
is when she lets out a delight hum.

"how is it?" lucia asked.

"really good! you should definitely cook more." luz complimented and took her second spoonful
much to lucia's satisfaction. "good to know." she whispered before getting her own spoonful whilst
staring at luz eating happily.

when luz is almost done with her plate, she dropped her spoon making it clatter on the side of the
plate, some bits of food flying off somewhere as luz held her head, feeling it spin and make her
lightheaded.

"you alright?" lucia asked while continued to eat while her sister moved like a drunkard in the
chair. luz groaned, she blinked multiple times to make her vision clear but it only kept getting
blurry till only smudges of colors are the only thing she sees with her bodily heat rising rapidly and
the strain in her pants becoming unbearable.

"need help?" luz slowly turned her head to lucia who's smirking at her but she can't tell, her
breathing turned ragged with sweat rolling down the sides of her face. "p- please.." luz muttered
and lucia gladly gives that 'help' by leading luz into her bedroom, locked the door and pushed luz to
the bed who's lost, confused and is about to black out.

"i'll gladly help you, baby. i just need something in return." lucia said as she ran her finger on luz's
lips and down to her shirt making luz shudder. "please, i.. i don't know what's happening.." luz
pleads to lucia's amusement.

lucia knows that luz won't remember what goes dowm tonight so she better make the most of it
before passes out on her.

"of course, you don't know that's why i'm here to assist you." lucia proceeds to take off her shirt and
bra to flaunt in front luz who's mindlessly staring at her body with her bulge still rock hard and
angry. the eldest noceda pulled her shorts down, laid on the bed with her hand gripping luz's collar
to lead her towards her.



"think of me as your sex toy and come inside me multiple times, okay?" lucia whispers, she spreads
her legs to get luz in between her and helped her bring her shorts down to let her 12 inched cock
out. it's veins pulsing and tip oozing of precum.

"okay.." luz lets out a shaky exhale, she lets lucia lead her on in entering her vagina making lucia
moan while luz stayed silent as she's numb to the feeling thanks to the drug.

"oh fuck yes.. that's it, baby." lucia groans, she pulled luz down for a kiss with their tongue swirling
around, lucia easily topped her sister as tugged on her shirt to start thrusting whilst in the kiss. luz
followed an went into her own speed making lucia moan more.

"aahh! aah yes, luz! fuck me hard!" lucia moaned like a whore for luz who's still trying to make her
vision clear but she stopped her efforts as the only thing in her mind now is fucking this stranger
whom she doesn't realise is her sister.

"feels good, doesn't it?" lucia asked as she placed her hands on either sides of luz's face. luz nodded
in reply, her mouth agar to speak but only breathy moans and pants escaped as she can't form a
coherent with the pleasure and drug clouding her everything.

"we fit like a glove. no one's gonna separate you and me, got it?" lucia said in between her moans,
she wrapped her legs around luz's waist as the bed started creaking to accompany the eldest
noceda's moans with luz exerting herself when she's on the verge of passing out.

luz lets out a cracking groan as a reply and that's enough of an answer for lucia.

"ah god, this feels amazing! i love you so much luz!" lucia rolled her head back as she dug her nails
in luz's arms. she can feel herself getting closer to the edge and the dream of luz coming inside her
and being with her is finally gonna come true till-

knock knock knock

"why is there dirty dishes on the table? don't think you can sleep past that. clean it up!" lucia heard
camila on the other side, she looked to the nightstand to reach for her phone to see it's past 9.

then, luz dropped on top of her, finally passing out and lucia can feel her cock sheathing inside her
making her more irritated that she didn't get to come or get luz come inside her "fuck.."

lucia pushed luz off her, she dressed herself up again and pulled luz's shorts up, placed her head in
the pillows to set up that she just went to bed. she lets out a disappointed huff before answering
"okay, ma!"

-----

lucia is livid.

a week passed after that failed attempt of lucia making luz hers and the first thing she heard is her
beloved is now dating amity blight.

amity fucking blight.

she and luz were the supposed highschool sweethearts if luz wasn't too oblivious to read amity's
romantic throwaways for the young noceda. she seems to be a hopeless romantic till surprise
surprise, today is the day luz and amity become the sweethearts hexside wanted to see.



camila is out for work as usual while luz is out with amity, on a date. this leaves lucia alone in the
house to contemplate, devising a plan to get rid of the opposition blocking her way to her love
while maniacally stabbing the pillows with a kitchen knife making it's stuffing fly everywhere.

it's her own way to vent. no need to be concerned.

lucia lets out angered huffs while she stabs the pillow, thinking it's amity she's the one driving the
blade into. letting her blood splatter across the floor as a punishment in attempting to take luz away
from her.

remember, luz belonged to lucia. no one else but her. she's luz's everything and no one could up par
that. nothing matters, nobody matters to lucia unless it's luz. she's the only person she needs and
why is it so hard for people to fuck off because they're doing nothing but complicate things
between lucia and luz from achieving what they want.

no, not what lucia wants. what they both want.

"you slutty bitch!" lucia yelled, she dropped the knife and started bringing hard punches on the
poor abused pillow that is filled with nothing but holes with it's innards sprawled across the floor.

lucia wished this pillow could scream.

"you fucking dare to take luz away from me! i'll fucking show you who luz belongs to! that's right,
me!!" lucia roared, she grabbed the pillow and threw it hard to the wall. the impact made the rest of
the stuffing escape, leaving only a tattered cloth dropping to the ground.

like lucia imagining amity dropping dead.

lucia took a deep breath in, she combed her hair back and sighed deeply. she looked at the mess she
made, ignoring it as she walked over to luz's cabinet to take out her old cat hoodie that she grew out
of when she had a growth spurt.

she took a deep inhale of it, lowly moaning when the old scent of luz is still there and she leaned
against the wall while the hoodie is in her nose. her mind going wild of fantasizing luz on top of her
again but without the use of drugs.

saying that she loves her, telling her she's the only person she needs as they fucked sensually.

lucia just wants luz to be hers. is it too much to ask? well, yes if someone is there to ruin it and
lucia won't be backing down, especially to a blight bitch.

after that little venting, lucia cleaned up the mess before luz comes home around 7. she decided to
take a shower while waiting for luz and came out when she heard the front door squeak open is the
time lucia came out and started acting as if she's drying her hair, listening to the footsteps down the
hallway before the door was opened.

"oh shit- i'm sorry, i didn't know you were changing!" luz panicked when she saw her sister literally
buck naked. it's not like they never seen each other naked but it's just embarrassing to walk in and
this is the first thing you see.

"no no, it's okay. i don't mind." lucia coolly said, completely unfazed and she happily vaunts her ass
and tits to luz who's still not looking. "o- okay, i'll just get something real quick." luz quickly



rushed past lucia without looking at her and stopped in front of a small work table to open some
drawers, rummaging through it. searching.

lucia sneakily walked over to luz and pressed herself onto luz's back with her chin resting on her
head as she's taller than her sister. "whatcha lookin' for?" lucia asked while smirking internally
when luz stopped for a moment when she felt her breasts against her before slowly resuming.

"the necklace amity gave me a few years ago. i wanna wear it on our next date." luz replied, she
took out some things to make her search more efficient while still having lucia on her back who has
a distasteful look on her face.

"haven't you two gone on enough dates already? aren't you sick of her?" because i am lucia
answered through her head, she wrapped her arms around luz's waist and moved her head down to
rest on luz's shoulder instead.

"uh.. no, why would i? i love amity, how can i be tired of her?" luz said, sceptical of why would
lucia ask that when she and amity just started dating a few days ago. she made a small 'aha' when
she finally found the necklace and placed it inside her pocket.

"i'm getting lonely here, luz. it used to be just us here then amity suddenly came out of nowhere."
lucia muttered, she tightened her hug as she buried her face in her back, pretending to be crying to
gain easy sympathy from luz and might lead them somewhere good.

luz slowly turned around to see lucia's droopy face making her softly sigh and cup her cheeks to
make her look at her. "i know and i'm sorry, lucia but i'm allowed to have a life too. of course, i'll
still be with you." luz reassured which made lucia beam and was about to initiate something but luz
kept talking, halting her plan.

"it's just that, i've been thinking about dating amity for a while but never got the courage to ask till
now."

lucia deeply frowned on the inside when she heard that but she kept a straight almost stone like
face as if she malfunctioned which made luz a little worried at the lack of emotion she's seeing in
her sister.

"are.. you okay?" luz asked and this seemed to snap out of her daze. lucia flashed a real looking
fake smile "yeah, of course. i'm happy for you, luz." she said through her clenched teeth and luz
returned with her own real smile that never failed to make lucia experience the butterflies.

"thanks! i'll prepare dinner, mami's gonna be home soon." luz said, she walked past her sister who's
expression darkened and the door closed. lucia looked at the mirror, seeing her own malevolent
gaze as she's fuelled, driven to make that mint slut know her place in luz's life.

a nobody.

-----

for a few days, lucia played off her sexual advances on luz as an affection like she would hug her
from behind and her hand just so happened to land precisely on luz's crotch.

or in the times they watch a movie in the couch, lucia would lay on luz's lap which she doesn't
mind as luz would start playing with lucia's hair while keeping her focus on the movie giving lucia



the advantage to 'sleep' on her sister's lap with her face in her crotch, inhaling her scent.

you see, luz wears alot boxer shorts whenever she's at home and these shorts have a single small
button that doesn't serve any use but to let her dick out to piss or do something else.

lucia would oftentimes use her mouth to slip the button open and started giving luz's cock quick
licks to not make herself obvious. it's a score when the movie has a sex scene and luz easily gets
hard to anything, she always asked lucia to get off before she feels her bulge but lucia posed that
she fell asleep, leaving luz no choice but to leave her there.

it hurts that luz doesn't see what lucia is trying to do but it's worth it.

and when the time came for amity to come to the noceda household, lucia never left her eyes on the
blight who easily noticed it and is rather uncomfortable that she kept seeing lucia not averting her
eyes on her while she stayed in the darkness.

like a predator stalking her prey and amity doesn't feel safe if luz left her alone as she feels like
lucia would pounce on her the moment luz leaves her in just 1 minute.

luz and amity were talking to each other while eating the cookies in it's metal container that is
always and usually filled with sewing items. it's a nice surprise. amity tried to keep her attention off
lucia and just focused on her lover who's telling a story how she fell down the hill and stayed
unscathed.

lucia walked out of her room as she prepped herself for this day. she walked down the hallway,
catching the couple's attention to look at her and luz's jaw almost dropped when she saw lucia wear
a skirt for the first time.

that's a rare sight!

"hey, what's up with the outfit? is there a special occasion?" luz asked, bewildered making lucia
giggle as she walked towards the couch and dropped down beside luz with her left leg draping on
luz's. amity frowned at this, she looked at luz who's perfectly fine at this.

"oh this is nothing. i just wanted to give skirts a second chance, you know." lucia replied, she
placed her arm behind luz's head and started to twirl her curly locks whilst looking at amity who's
both disgusted and disbelief at the cloaked vehement towards the young noceda.

lucia smirked at that.

"ooh, cookies. does it have chocolate chips?" lucia asked, glancing at the cookie in luz's hand. "oh
yeah, you can get some in the box." luz replied as she pointed at the open cookie box but lucia
shook her head.

"nah, i'll just take a bite." lucia leaned, pushed her hair to the side as she came closer to the cookie
and took almost all of it. lucia chews the cookie, humming as she tasted the chips. "this is good."

"told you." luz tossed the rest in her mouth and patted her hands clean while amity was just in
shock at what she just witnessed. she knows for a fact that siblings don't act like this, she has three
older siblings they don't do this shit. lovers do that.



lucia cleared her throat as she swallowed the cookie disintegrated into dust before saying: "luz, i
think the mr. wellington turned off our water supply. do you mind checking?" she stroked luz's head
before letting her go. luz lets out a groan with a sigh.

"oh man, he always does this. excuse me, ladies." she stood up on the couch and amity's worst fear
came true when she's left alone in the living room with lucia who's cleaning her nails, acting
nonchalant and it's starting to annoy amity like she doesn't know what the hell she just pulled off
back there.

"i know what you're doing." amity asked when luz closed the front door.

"do you like my outfit? i got it in a good bargain down in the thrift store." lucia said, purposely
avoiding the subject to aggravate amity more.

"you're trying to seduce luz. you're disgusting for doing that to your own sister. i'll expose you and
we'll see if luz would still see you as a family." amity spat with venom but that doesn't seem to faze
lucia as she just lets out a dragged out groan with her eyes rolling.

"'i'll report you for loitering', 'i'll tell the teacher about this'. oh shut up malfoy wannabe. let's face
it amity. i'm better, hotter, sexier and can pleasure luz better than your pathetic excuse of a vagina.
this tongue can do more wonders than your money." lucia fires back as she slowly leans closer to
amity who backs up as she doesn't wanna get close with lucia at all.

"i am what she needs, you're just a want. you'll be gone when she gets tired of you and i'll be with
her forever." amity can hear her heart beating rapidly against her chest as she sees the malice in
the eldest noceda's reddish brown eyes. the intent to kill the blight right then and there is so
evident.

then, lucia stopped leaning and just stared amity who's trying to hide her fear but is cracking. "s-
so? insulting my body parts doesn't hide the fact that you're willing to commit incest with luz! this
is oregon not alabama for fucks sake!" amity yelled, acting threatening despite lucia not being
afraid at all.

lucia suddenly bursts out of laughter which made amity jump as it came out of nowhere. "good one.
but it also doesn't change the fact luz is too good for you. i'm what she needs, blight. we all know
that." she said and amity shook her head as she can't believe the amount of bullshittery that comes
out of lucia's mouth.

"you're delusional."

lucia scoffs, she grabbed the box of cookies as she crossed her legs to entertain herself since this
conversation is turning stale for her "don't believe me? try it. try saying that to luz and she won't
believe you." she said.

"of course, she won't see me as a family but her girlfriend." lucia flashed a mocking smile at amity
who narrowed her eyes at her "so suck it up and eat a cookie instead." lucia threw a crumbling
cookie in amity's face and continued to munch on the rest.

"because you ain't getting my luz's big, delicious, succulent cock that's only for me." lucia said in a
erotic tone, horny for luz's cock as the memory of her first time seeing it came back to make her
turned on.



this was the final straw for amity "you little-" she was about to grab lucia by the air and drag her
out in the road to be ran over but she froze when lucia swiftly pulled out a gun from her bra and
aimed it at the blight as she cocked it.

"don't try, slut." lucia warned.

"you're nothing, amity. if you really take my love away from me, i'll make sure you'll never be seen
again and no one will miss or love you." lucia's tone became dangerously low and amity started to
actually fear for her life as she never thought a gun would be pointed at her during this profane
conversation.

"especially luz because she'll be busy fucking me. you will say nothing about this to luz or anyone
unless you want a bullet between your eyes." and with that, lucia stood up as she placed her gun
back in her bra, clapped her hand to get the crumbs off before walking away.

just in time for luz to come back, she's slightly drenched but mostly dry. "hey, where's lucia?" she
asked as she plopped down beside amity. luz frowned when she saw this undecipherable expression
her lover had before she snapped her fingers to get her out her trance.

"ami? you good?" luz asked as she tilts her head.

amity blinked, she finally noticed that luz is back which made temporary relief wash over her as she
never wants to be alone with lucia again. "o- oh hey, yeah i'm okay. um, i think she went back to
her room." she replied.

"oh okay." luz nodded, she turned her head to the side to see the empty box of cookies. "damn, you
two didn't even leave me some!" luz pouted as she only get to eat three then it's suddenly all gone.

"sorry." amity wasn't paying attention to what luz was complaining about. she's sorry that luz had
to live with that monster.

-----

lucia is sitting on the couch, changing channels as she tries to find something to watch while
waiting for luz to come back from another day with amity.

a few days had passed after that confrontation and the couple just went on like nothing happened
but lucia knew better.

then, the front door creaked open and lucia looked over her shoulder to see luz slowly trudging
inside the house with her head hung low. lucia hopped over the couch and jogged towards luz who
still didn't look up.

"hey, what's wrong?" lucia asked, worried as she cupped her sister's cheeks to lift it and she saw
tears staining luz's cheeks while sobbing. "what happened?" lucia can easily take a guess and it'll
be right.

"a- amity.. amity broke up with me and i don't know why.." luz replied with a shaky voice, she
sobbed in her sister's hands while getting her tears wiped by her thumbs.

"oh. i'm sorry, luz." lucia pulled luz into an embrace which was reciprocated while lucia was
cheering on the inside and she started to break her facade as there's no more competition and most



importantly no more amity.

lucia has luz all to herself now.

"she doesn't deserve you anyways." lucia said as her hands started to slither down to luz's ass to
grip it. this surprised luz, "lucia?" she tries to pull away from the hug but her sister only tightens
with their crotches touching each other, grinding.

"you don't need her when you have me, mi pequeño amor." luz frowned when she heard that pet
name. lucia always calls her that since they were kids and it doesn't sound or feel right anymore.
she still attempts to push lucia off her but she wouldn't budge and luz is slowly starting to panic.

"your big sister is always here." lucia whispered and licked luz's ear.

luz finally got the strength she was looking for and pushed lucia off her in all her might. she wiped
the ear that was licked as she backed up "¡¿que demonios?!" she exclaimed.

"that's no way to treat your sister, let alone, girlfriend." lucia said as she started to approach luz
who's still backing up, afraid at what her sister was going to do.

she never saw lucia act like that.

"w- what? lucia, i don't understand. what is happening?" luz asked, incredibly lost like a stray pup
looking for her mother.

"that's what you said that night. we had a good time before someone interrupted us before either of
us could finish." lucia replied so vaguely, luz can't remember what really happened that night as
when she woke up, she thought she just had a good nap with lucia laid beside her.

lucia can see the confusion in her little sister's face and she lets out a cackle "oh right, you can't
remember because i drugged you." she started to pull something out of her back while luz is
cornered to a wall.

"besides that, i want it again but this time, you'll be awake the entire time. i just need you to sleep
while i prepare."

everything happened so quickly. lucia pulled out a used beer bottle and smashed it on luz's head
who had barely had enough time to react from the attack. a migraine, dizziness started to swirl in
luz's head and she placed her hand on her head to see if she's bleeding before falling unconscious.

"sheesh, i didn't hit you that hard to actually bleed." lucia scoffs, she drops the broken bottle and
lifts luz off the floor while making sure neither of them step on the shards. lucia will clean that, she
just needs to prepare luz and her.

 

a piercing sound of ringing in her ringing in her ears erupted but quickly disappeared as it
appeared. luz winced, she tried to move her arms down but she can't.

"huh..?" luz looked up to see that she's cuffed on the headboard, her eyes widened and her heart
rate started to quicken as she didn't wanna think that the thing she feared would happen to her now.

but being naked and cuffed only fuels that thought.



"no no no.." luz tried to move her legs but instead, they're tied to the edges of the bed with her
spread wide. "no no, i don't wanna be r-"

"nobody is getting raped tonight, baby. don't think so negatively." lucia then stepped inside the
room, locking the door behind her and turned off the main lights only for the led lights lucia, that
she bought a few years ago. lighting up in seductive tones of color. the windows are sealed shut,
doors also locked with camila messaging them about being later than usual and no one is here to
ruin the sisters' fun.

this is ideal for lucia. a perfect scenario to make luz hers.

"lucia! please, untie me and we can talk about this, okay?" luz tried to reason with her sister but
when the lights turned red, luz's heart sank when she saw the lust in lucia's eyes. she's too far gone
to be rationalised with.

"oh, we can talk alright. with our bodies that is." lucia coos, she grasped luz's semi hard cock and
started stroking it to go fully hard. she wants this experience to be worthwhile for both of them.

"ah.. no, lucia please.." luz suppresses her moans as she watches her cock get hard by lucia's
touch. then, lucia leaned in to give her little sister a kiss which caught her off guard but the feeling
of her rod getting pleasured and lucia's lips being soft, it's hard to kiss back with her moans
unintentionally slipping making lucia smirk to herself. prideful that she made her soon lover moan.

as lucia felt luz now rock hard, she slowly pulled away and smirked at her. she started to strip in
front of her, luz's cheeks lighting up in red but the lights hid it. "wh- why are you- what the hell are
you doing?!" luz's panic came when lucia got on top of her with her breathing turning erratic.

"no no please lucia! i don't wanna do this, please!" luz is almost at tears as she pleads for her
sister to not do what she thinks is gonna happen but all her efforts were for nought as lucia aligned
her's cock in womanhood and didn't waste any time on going down making both of them moan but
luz moaned in disgust.

"oh yes! aaahh aahh luz!" lucia started bouncing on luz, she gripped her waist as she bit her lips at
the familiar feeling of her cock stretching her vagina good. she looked down on luz who's
strenuously shaking her head, denying she likes this but she does.

as much as she doesn't want to. lucia's pussy feels so good wrapping around her cock. this is her
first and luz doesn't know if lucia was still a virgin before this.

"hey hey, look at me, mi amor." lucia softly cupped luz's cheeks once again to make her head shake
stop. they have the same hazel eyes but they're so many contrasting them, one held denial and one
held salacity.

"it's okay to enjoy this. i wanted to do this with you for a long time so please," lucia tries to comfort
luz as she draws her to her, aiming for a kiss with luz staring at her. her denial slowly vanishes as
she can't see any point of hiding it when it feels amazing and her hips moving on it's own.

"tell me you love me." lucia closed in the space between them. she slipped her tongue inside luz's
mouth with her own tongue swirling and tasting each other while lucia continued to ride her.
muffling luz's moans as she becomes more vocal like her.



as they pulled away, luz gripped the cuffs with her hips trying to match lucia's pace. "aahh! aahh
oh fuck.." luz finally moaned out loud when lucia squeezed around her, she pulled on her legs'
restrains to add more pleasure for the both of them.

"ahh! aahh.. more.. lucia please, take these off!" luz begged but not for escaped, she wants to fuck
lucia more, to rail lucia hard.

"fuck please! baby, take it off!" luz pulled on the cuffs as she pants, her libido clouding her mind
and the only thing that's clear is to fuck her sister good. lucia felt her heart leap when luz called
her baby, she chuckled to herself as she knew luz couldn't resist her.

"well, since you asked so nicely." lucia grabbed the key from the nightstand and quickly uncuffed
luz's hands before tossing it to the floor. "thank you." luz sat up and slammed her lips into lucia
who happily returned, she coiled her arms around luz's neck with her hands getting lost in her curls
and luz holding her waist as she's the one who's thrusting now.

"you're welcome." lucia whispers when they pull away, she pushes luz down and she holds her ass
as she lets luz thrust into her. her slams are rough much to lucia's liking.

"aaahh yes! yes luz, i fucking love you!!" lucia shouted, she moaned in the top of her lungs as she's
not afraid to let whoever is listening know who she belonged to.

"augh- i love you too!!" luz replied, she rolled her head back, her hands squeezing lucia's rotund
ass before giving it a slap earning a delight yelp. "aahh.. do it again!" lucia moaned and luz gladly
spanked her again as hard as her thrusts are making her sister get louder than before.

"lucia, untie my legs.." luz requested, wanting to take full control on lucia but before either of them
could do that-

luz's phone suddenly rang.

both of them slowly stopped and looked at their phones resting on the nightstand and luz's phone
was the one open. lucia lets out a frustrated groan, just when she thinks nothing is gonna interrupt
them. this shit suddenly appeared.

lucia grabbed luz's phone and pressed the answer button as well putting it in speaker before
dropping it near luz's head.

"hey luz." the sound of amity's voice on the other side surprised luz and irked lucia. she thought
this bitch would be out of their hair, guess not.

"i know you're mad and confused at why i broke up with you, it was hard because i don't want
anything bad to happen if i told you the real reason." amity said, she's in her room sitting in front of
her work table as she tapped her fingers against the surface, hoping luz wouldn't be too stubborn
as she wants to come clean.

it's eating her away.

"w- what? what was the reason?" luz asked, she tries to stabilize her voice as she is still inside
lucia, still clenching around her while they both listen to whatever the blight is gonna say next.



"luz, your sister is dangerous and you need to get away from her." amity doesn't have a subtle way
to put it.

lucia's expression darkened, she glanced at luz who had a baffled face and she could only hope her
little sister's ignorant bliss came in handy in the time of need.

"what are you talking about? lucia isn't dangerous or a bad person, amity." as if lucia never used a
bottle to smash in luz's head to knock her out. or she just got a concussion. this relieved lucia but
the dark expression never left, she's thinking of a way to get rid of amity before she ruins everything
lucia worked and strived for.

"no, she isn't. she pointed a gun at me luz, a fucking gun and threatened to kill me if i expose her
and take you away from her! can't you see? you're being played!" amity is getting desperate for luz
to see the truth that is clearly right in front of her but what she doesn't know is that luz is in lucia's
clutches and she can't escape it or even attempt to.

"lucia wasn't being affectionate when she placed her leg on yours, she's trying to-" okay, lucia had
enough. she wiggled herself on luz, driving her cock deeper into her pussy and made luz moan.

"aahh!"

amity suddenly went silent when she heard luz moan, her worst fears have been confirmed but she
doesn't want to accept it. she doesn't want the knowledge that luz is doing it with lucia as she
planned.

"please don't tell me you're.." amity heard a familiar laugh that made her blood boil, she clenched
her fists tightly at the sound of it. it's mocking, irksome and aggravating.

"what's it to you, bitch!" lucia was the one who replied before luz could and started to madly ride
her once again making their moans be heard to the blight manor, lucia showing off that she's right
about everything and who luz belongs to.

"ah fuck- aaahh!" luz moans as she fucks lucia harder than before, the bed creaking and shaking
from the force they exert for each other.

"luz.. luz i'm coming!!" lucia lets out a euphoric scream as she rolled head back when she came
hard for the first time. luz kept going as she could also feel her own climax coming fast and hot
before finally popping.

luz didn't have time to pull out. lucia sighed blissfully as she felt her now lover's cum shoot inside
her, filling her and making hers. luz's hands fell to side with lucia falling on top of her, their bodies
covered in sweat and lucia's pussy oozing out of their mixed cums.

they both panted heavily as luz hugged her sister not noticing that the phone was still on call and
amity heard everything till the end. tears were threatening to fall on her face but amity is not gonna
give up that easily either.

"i promise luz, i'll find a way to get you far from your twisted sister. please, just stay away from
her." after amity hung up, it was left ignored as both sisters are in euphoria.

they stayed there for a while till their highs came down. lucia gave luz a peck on the lips before
slowly rising up and proceeded to take the ropes off luz's legs. once she's free, lucia yelped when



she was tackled and a soft pair of lips was placed against hers gently.

lucia hummed as she kissed back. "i love you." luz whispers as she nuzzled in her older sister's
neck. "i love you too." lucia replied and kissed the side of luz's head.

"that was amazing." luz mutters making lucia giggle "yeah. you'll only get that from me and no one
else." she said.

"come on, big guy. let's clean up before mami comes home." lucia said. luz nodded as she groaned
upon getting up, she slipped out of the bed and helped lucia up as they headed for the bathroom.

they got inside the shower, lucia turned on the shower head and sighed at the feeling of cold water
hitting her sweaty, cum filled body. luz grabbed the scrubber, poured some soap on it and started
scrubbing lucia's back with her other hand covered in soap rubbing the front side. her hand
groping her breasts.

lucia relaxed from luz's touch, she slowly turned around and grabbed the scrubber to scrub luz's
chest before moving down to her cock quickly turning hard once again as lucia scrubbed or rubbed
it.

with the shower head on, all of their soap got washed away and luz pinned lucia to the wall with
her dropping the scrubber. "hey, i said a shower." lucia said as she grinned, knowing they're in for
another round.

luz tilts her head as she rubbed her cock against lucia's pussy lips "but we are in the shower."



Hello From The Other Side
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"hey, where's amity?" lucia asked as she leaned on the lockers beside amelia who's taking the
textbooks she needs for the next class.

"already in abominations class with luz. we should be going as well." amelia replied and she
twitched in annoyance when she heard lucia groan while leaning more onto the locker.

"but i'm so horny.." lucia said like a child about to throw a tantrum.

"then jack off in the bathroom before heading to class." amelia was about to leave, not wanting to
continue this conversation when she is as well horny is craving for luz to fuck her over but they can
do that in the owl house or the manor.

"suggestion, what if you two just haves sex with each other?" lucia jumped when a creature-
student from the oracle track suddenly appeared out of the shadows and stood before them. amelia
deeply frowned at the sound of that and lucia could agree.

"ugh!!" both of them made sure there's space, a big space between as they make puking noises. "we
already have girlfriends!" they exclaimed at the sametime. there's no actual way for lucia and
amelia to fuck each other when they're both tops.

two dominants in one room would be chaos.

"like hell i'd ride something as ugly as this bag of shit! i'm surprised that luz is even related to you!"
amelia snapped as she crossed her arms, hugging her book close with a deep scowl on her face.

lucia lets out a mocking scoff "yeah, lucky amelia got my little sister but hey, guest what? this bag
of shit knocked up yours!" she fired back and this made amelia freeze, her head slowly turned in a
terrifying fashion that caught lucia off guard.

"you what?" amelia's tone became dangerous as her fist was engulfed in pink flames and instant
regret came to lucia.

"no no, i'm kidding! i'm kidding!" lucia retracted what she said as she raised her hands up as a sign
of defeat.

"well, lucky for you ladies, i just so happen to have the right device to solve your inhibitions of
your lovers." the oracle student cuts off the slowly becoming dispute. the two looked at them as



they pulled their bag in front to take out an orb.

"a crystal ball. no thanks, no one is mad enough to stick their dick in that. maybe amelia can try to-
ay! ow ow!" before lucia could finish that sentence, amelia twisted her ear making her beg for the
blight to let her go as small embers of her residue fire is coming closer to her.

while lucia is wailing in the background, amelia continued the conversation "what is it supposed to
do?" she asked. curious although she knows this'll be a waste of time but she does want a way to be
fucked without needing to wait till school ends.

"just place your hand on top of and it will conjure where precisely who you are thinking of." the
oracle student said, they offered the orb to the eldest blight who is skeptical while ignoring lucia
tugging on her hair now to let go of her ear, still.

amelia took a deep breath "let's get this over with." she placed her hand on top of her orb and her
mind has been circulating around luz. feeling the orb's cold exterior as they wait for a few seconds
of silence till two circular screens or portals appeared in front of amelia and lucia who stopped
when she saw her sister and amity sitting in the same long table playing with their mini
abominations, battling with one another while barely paying attention to what the professor is
lecturing.

amelia slowly lets go of lucia's and slowly stepped forward with her hand raising to poke her hand
in. it went through. she withdrew it before anyone sees a floating hand. the witch and the human
looked at each other with a plan starting to conjure in their devious minds till it clicked.

"how much is it?" amelia asked, about to take out of her credit card but the oracle student shook
their head and hands them the orb so easily.

"oh no charges, miss blight and miss noceda. i am just a fellow student trying to help. have fun!"
and with that the student disappeared into the ground just like how they appeared. the two just
noticed how quiet and desolate the school hallways became as everyone is in their classes while
they're still out.

"we're late for class anyways." lucia shrugged, not really bothered of skipping class when she can
just copy from luz if there's homework. amelia seemed to be nonchalant of her missing a class that
would put some dirt in her pristine record like amity's but she's willing to take the hit just to do
what they're planning to do.

"come on. i know an empty room we can use." amelia started to lead way, speed walking down the
hall with the heels of her shoes clicking against the tiled floor, echoing throughout with lucia
jogging behind.

"where are we going? this leads to a dead end. let's just use secret rooms of sh- oh." lucia was about
to open a small secret door beside her but stopped when she saw amelia make a big spell circle and
pushed it towards the big wall of dead end.

the walls started to retract to the sides with some dusts falling to down, the sound of concrete
scraping against each other is heard followed by a bellowing boom. "come on." amelia created a
light spell and it stayed in her hand to provide light while she protectively held the orb in her other
hand and passed through the doors.



lucia shook her head as she doesn't wanna be to mesmerised too long and followed after amelia,
seeing the light getting closer with the sound of the stone doors closing behind them.

they walked in a straight path for a dew seconds till they came out to a clearing, amelia lets the
light spell go for it to float up into the air before exploding. creating many freckles of light
scattered across the smooth stone ceiling. amelia snapped her fingers to make the furniture to get
out of invisibility like beanbags, coffee table, mini fridge and so much more.

lucia lets out a chuckle of surprise as she took her beanie off to comb her hair back. "whoa, okay. i
didn't know this was here. did you and luz have sex here?" she asked and the blight just lets out a
scoff of annoyance.

"can we not go into me and my girlfriend's sex life please?" amelia sneered as she walked over to
the coffee table, cleaning it before placing the orb down.

"says the witch who's already stripping and is excited she's gonna be fucked via portal." lucia outed
the blight as she crossed her eyes, staring at her nude top with a blank expression while amelia is
getting embarrassed with the human looking at her.

"what the fuck are you looking at?!" amelia retorted as she covered her chest and watched lucia
approach the coffee table with her eyes set on amity. she can see a strain in her pants while she can
tell lucia is thinking of a scenario or two of her fucking amity.

"but i have to admit. i am curious too." lucia ignored what amelia said earlier and started to strip
too. when both eldest are naked, amelia placed her hand in the orb first with lucia resting hers on
top and they thought of their lovers in rather intimate manner.

then, they snapped their eyes open to see two portals for each of them and one displaying their parts
while the other is just on overlook to see their reactions or actions if they commenced this
libidinous plan.

"well- oh okay, just wing it is." lucia was about to ask what to do next and she saw amelia already
sucking off luz's limp cock for it to turn hard. lucia shrugged and faced amity's relatively dry pussy
that she'll gladly dampen up.

on the other side, luz groaned and she immediately clasped her hand to her mouth, thinking it's just
a random slip of noise but more groans and soon a moan was lowly uttered from luz along with
someone wet around her dick.

luz looked down at her lap but she didn't spill any water or juice that could've made her feel wet but
it's still there. specifically her crotch.

amity pursed her lips as she felt the same sensation but this time wetter, she can feel something
briskly moving on her cunt making really wet but she doesn't know what it is. she looked over to
luz who's also trying to hold in herself from making a sound.

"what's happening?" amity whispered and luz shook her head as she doesn't know either but she
can't stay like this. luz tapped her foot many times on the floor and a big hole for anyone to fit
appeared behind to which luz hopped into before it's gone.

titan damnit luz why did you leave me. amity squeezed her eyes tightly as her feels the thing toy
with her clit making her leg turn weak. she gripped the edges of her table, trying to focus in class as



an attempt to drown out whatever is happening in between her legs.

though, the consistency and motions of the thing felt familiar to her.

as lucia thinks amity is wet enough, she stood in her knees while stroking herself to prepare and
pushed all of her girth inside and moaned as she can never get over how tight amity always is
whenever they fuck.

"aah baby.." luz muttered.

amity bit her tongue when she felt something entering her pussy, she can't shake the feeling of
familiarity and shuddering at the bulk was able to fit inside her small pussy. she exhaled shaky as
she hung her head low, she tries to get her mind off and put her attention on other things but she
finally pieced it together.

"lucia..?" amity said it like a question rather an answer.

then, lucia started thrusting making amity bit her tongue again to hold in her moans as she doesn't
wanna get everyone's attention. amity tightly clasped her hand to her mouth, quietly whimpering
into it as she feels lucia going into her own speed, ramming into the blight.

"fuck." amity muttered as she slowly laid her upper half on the table, burying her head into her
folded arms while letting lucia fuck her from behind or whatever she is as amity struggles.

"miss blight?"

amity wishes she can just go in where lucia is and let out her voice as she really wants to moan out
her name badly with her lover railing her.

"miss blight, is everything alright?"

amity finally got back to reality when she heard the professor calling. "h- huh?" looked at them
along with the other students also gazing back at her with curious, worried or blank seen in their
faces.

"you are quite red there. are you ill? do you need someone to assist you to the infirmary?" the
professor asked. they were about to assign someone to take amity to the infirmary to rest but she
doesn't wanna stand up and unintentionally reveal who's under her ass and causing her lack of
focus.

"oh- oh no. no, i'm just a little overheated you know." amity reasoned as she flashed a quivering
smile that almost broke when she felt lucia cum inside her but she didn't stop nor falter. she wants
to go again.

"i see. you are excused to please do not hesitate to head to the infirmary for treament." when the
professor turned their back to continue class. amity shuddered at the feeling of warm cum swirl
inside her claimed cunt.

"please.."

meanwhile, luz dropped to the secret rooms of shortcuts and pressed against the wall as she lets out
a moan. she looked down to see a hole on the wall with her cock getting sucked. she can see red
plump lips connected to a pale face with small hints of freckles.



"a- amelia?" luz called out and a giggle is heard on the other side, confirming her thoughts. "i'll
explain later, just enjoy this." amelia resumed to her sucking making luz moan loudly but she bit
her lip as she doesn't wanna be too loud when the sounds would echo throughout the room.

not going to lie, luz likes the idea that amelia can make portals conveniently to fuck her but not to
much when one of them is in a risky places.

then, amelia stopped her blowing and turned around to slam her dripping pussy into luz making
both of them moan loudly. the human bit her lip to stay quiet while amelia started pushing in and
out of her cock, her pussy tightly clenching around luz as she lets out shaky exhale.

"ahh amelia.." luz was about to thrust back, she panicked when she heard a door unlock and tried to
best to cover her crotch area as viney stepped into view.

"oh hey luz! what are you doing here?" viney walked her once detention classmate and wondering
why she's up against a wall, blush and sweating.

"o- oh, hey there viney! um.. i could the same thing." luz replied as her mind started frantically
thinking of an excuse while amelia continued to slam her ass into her cock making it hard for luz to
make a viable reason.

"'cause i was just hugging.. the wall. it's pretty warm, you should try it." she said.

viney shrugged as she wouldn't question it as luz is always weird in a good way like them. "maybe
next time. i have to go. someone decided it was a good time to give the griffins bloodberries when
it makes them extra hyper." she said while heading for a door she's gonna go out of.

"oh no. i hope you get 'em all." luz tried to sound supporting while her voice cracked making her
sound like a donkey trying to sing for a moment before she cleared her throat.

viney doesn't seem to mind about it "thanks. i'll see you later luz!" she waved the human goodbye
and jogged towards the door, swinging it open to go into another part of school. leaving luz in the
secret rooms of shortcuts alone once again.

when viney isn't coming back, luz rolled her head back from the pleasure her lover is giving her
with that pussy of hers. she clawed the wall as she grits her teeth tightly, it didn't leave any marks
since luz's nails aren't sharp enough but

the two youngest silently swore in getting their revenge after getting fucked good.



Take Me Back To LA
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she's back.

back to the west coast where paradise once was in those white sandy beaches but the last memories
there was.. nothing like paradise. passing through many stores offering confectionery, a heaven for
someone with a sweet tooth. a momento of them able to take in three boxes of original krispy
kreme with an iced latte to dumb it down.

it's a perfect way to have diabetes.

with the familiar green sign displaying santa monica, she knew she's back after a decade of not
visiting la. it's been so long, would she even be remembered by the ones who she left or they
moved on and moved to another place?

amber was hesitant about returning here. many good, bad, questionable memories rushes back to
her mind as she watched many houses and building her uber passes as they drove to the designated
destination.

amber blight grew up here in santa monica with her grandparents, her other 4 siblings would
always visit by the summer who's up in oregon. till that stopped when highschool came, sure amber
understood that her siblings and she needs to focus on their studies but it wouldn't hurt for a small
visit.

take me back to la

it wasn't till in the middle of her senior years is when amber got new neighbors. at first she doesn't
care to even check or greet them like 'welcome to the neighborhood'. there's a time that amber was
in the balcony just watching the pink sky and orange sunset is when she finally saw her new
neighbors.

i'll be back again someday

they have dark complexion, wavy to curly hairs and pretty tall. taller even if amber went down the
balcony and stand in comparison to them.

one has a purple and white jacket, the energetic like running down the street with kids their age,
they seem to be 14 or something close.



the other is the one with a red beanie and dark green jacket smoking a stick, they look rugged even
though looking like a 18 year old and seemed like a terrible person- at least to amber's perspective
as she really doesn't like cigarettes.

and the last one seemed decent as they wore a simple baggy black jacket with their hair tied to a
small tail. they're talking to the smoking kid while keeping an eye to the 14 year old.

amber came to a conclusion that these three are siblings.

then, the one in black just so happen glance up to ambert's balcony and she immediately ducked.
she didn't know why she did that since she doesn't know these people. hell, the smoking one might
even in the cartel or she's just overreacting.

but aside from that, amber is now interested in meeting her new neighbors. mostly the one that
spotted her.

runnin' back to something, yeah

as the uber stopped at the destination, amber thanked them and gave them the money before
stepping out of the car. amber heard the car drive off down the street while she stared at the house
in front of her.

she's been gone for so long that's up for auction as a sign is stuck on the lawn. her old childhood
home being sold along with the house to the right.

i stayed for our love

amber has been timorous of the thought of approaching her new neighbors without chickening out.
it doesn't help that when she goes out to chill in the balcony, the one who saw her leaning against
the railing while looking into the horizon.

amber took the time to really look at her neighbor's features. they wear alot of jackets as she
pointed out, they have mullet hair so they just tie the extra hair that's getting to their eyes up to a
small tail looking like a brush and their face is sharp but always has a warm, mellow expression on.

and when the neighbor looked to the side, they won't be seeing amber as she dropped to the ground
quicker than a hoe could. she really doesn't know why she's suddenly acting like this kid is the new
boy or girl next door. but.. she can't help it.

it torments amber that she's nowhere close in ever meeting or even knowing her neighbors' names
when she can't stop panicking when they look at her. it was hopeless for amber but in one fateful
visit in the balcony again, she saw the neighbor sitting on the railing with them facing amber's
house.

"hi." they were the first to talk as they gave an innocent wave.

take me back to our love

"amber?" the blight turned her head around to see someone on a motorcycle, she backed up a little
when the driver got off the motor and took off their helmet to reveal a familiar young face of luz
noceda.



"it's me, luz remember?" she said as she approached amber who was pleasantly surprised at how
big luz has gotten in a decade. she would be 24 now and still manages to look young with her curls
coming on her face.

"luz? oh my god, is that really you?!" amber is in absolute disbelief, she approached luz as well
with her arms slowly opening.

"yeah!" luz brightly smiled and hugged her old friend tightly. she missed amber dearly after she
left. luz and amber are like another sisters, she's someone luz would look up to after she met her
and soon enough meeting her now lover.

as they separated from the hug, the smile on luz's face never left. "it's so good to see you back,
amber. everyone's gonna be shocked when they see you!" she said, excited as she backs up towards
the motorcycle with amber following her.

"everyone's still here? i thought they left." amber said but luz shook her head.

"nah, just moved on from santa monica, you know. lucia is down in orange county with amelia,
amity managed to nab a place for us in malibu." luz said as she leaned against the motor and tossed
the helmet into the air only for her to easily catch it. "wow, you sisters are going places." amber
chuckles.

"eh, i wouldn't say that. we're still in california and the only people here in santa monica is the
rednecks and luca." amber stopped when she heard that name, she's getting mixed feelings when
she heard her.. former acquaintance's is still here where everything happened.

where they met, fell then it went wrong.

"hi, i'm luca noceda. what's your name?"

"this place is really beautiful. i dreamed of visiting or getting to live in la, i heard so many great
things and i'm really happy we're here!!"

"i was better when i was by myself till you showed up!"

"oh.. i see." amber replied as she nodded her head and slowly looked down. luz instantly noticed it,
she rubbed the back of her neck as she new what happened that night. everyone in their circle did
and no one dared to bring it up till amber left santa monica.

"hey, um, you wanna go somewhere? like the pier? and you just returned in the right time when
everyone came back." luz suggested as she immediately wants both of them out of that subject and
amber was quickly to do so.

"yeah, i don't have any plans anyways." amber said "cool. here." luz handed her helmet to the blight
and got on the motor, turning it back on as she slowly kicking up the foot with amber getting
behind her.

"ready?" luz asked as she looked at amber over her shoulder and gave her a nod before luz kicked
off. sending them racing through the quiet neighborhood and into the busy streets with amber
holding tight on luz.



it took them a few minutes to each the pier, luz parked up and chained her motorcycle with amber
taking off the helmet "come on!" then luz grabbed her wrist to start dragging her into the pier,
passing many tourists and commoners. amber could barely keep up.

"luz slow down!" amber is glad to know that luz is still hyperactive as ever but she can't keep up
with her energy. when they finally got out of where most of the people are, they are still more in the
rest of the pier but not so much.

luz looked around the many benches till she spotted a familiar one, she waved her hand in the air to
catch their attention. "hey hey! guess who i found!" luz yelled as she trotted towards the bench
where lucia,, willow, gus, boscha and the rest of the blight siblings are waiting in.

"what took you so long?" amity asked as she watched her lover stop beside the bench.

"yeah, what took you so long to close the toilet?" lucia snickered and she stopped for a moment
when she saw someone next to luz. her eyes widened at the sight of a familiar face who gave a shy
wave.

"amber?!"

everyone snapped their heads amber whom jumped but calmed down. "hey guys." she waved at all
of them and even her own siblings as she never informed of amber coming back.

"ding ding ding!" luz made a winning noise and stepped the side to let everyone rush towards
amber to pull her into a big bear hug as they did missed the girl from owl boulevard.

while they were exchanging 'i missed yous' lucia and luz spotted someone coming towards them
with their jacket jiggling in their hand while jogging. luz started to internally panic as she realised
who it is in a mile away while lucia seemed to forget what happened a decade ago.

"there you are! where the fuck have you been? you're later than this twit." lucia did her usual
greeting as she approached the middle child of the nocedas. luca stopped by her sisters while
panting heavily, she raised a finger before anyone could say anything and lifted her head as she
catches her breath.

"ah sorry, i got into an argument with an asshole that almost ran me over." luca said as she leaned
against the railing. everyone slowly pulled away from to the group hug as if unravelling amber for
her to see how much luca has grown.

the nocedas always seems to get taller than the last time they see them. luca is the tallest then lucia
and luz. luca's hair became longer than luz's mullet, it's tied in a messy bun and she became more
beautiful when time goes by as always while luca hasn't noticed amber yet or is ignoring.

"i wish they did- ow! what?" boscha couldn't finish her sentence when willow flicked her forehead.
"shut up." she whispered and their eyes shifted back and forth to both of them.

luca finally noticed the stares she's getting "what are you guys staring at me like that? what is.."
when she followed their eyes and her gaze landed on someone she never thought she'll be seeing
again.

another day, something wrong



both of them stared at each other for a long while. there's a thick veil that hid what they're truly
feeling in seeing each other once again through their eyes and their expressions mirrors that wall.
making it seem they're nonchalant of the meeting.

"h- hey, luca. it's nice to see you. again." amber said as she gave a small wave that luca returned.

"yeah. it's good to see you again, amber. you look... good." luca replied rather awkwardly as she
rubbed the back of her neck. she doesn't know where to go from here. she never expected amber to
come back- well, she hoped but never thought it'd come true.

"uhm.. thanks." amber gladly accepted the compliment "you too." she said and there's this crawling
silence whenever one of them stopped talking. it's really awkward and the tension is steadily rising
till clapped her hands to get everyone's minds off the decade long problem for now.

"okay! why don't we walk down the street while we catch up? sounds good? okay let's go!" luz
grabbed amity by the hand and started walking towards the exit of the pier with everyone following
behind. luca stayed in the far back while amber is in between the twins, just a few feet away from
each other.

not daring to look at one another.

the day back in la was something new than the usual meet up because there's thick tension between
two people and it's not great to get in between it as they had so many pent up, untold things they
wanna say to each other is either too stubborn or too far apart now.

no one liked what happened that night.
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Chapter Summary
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whimpers and whines are heard inside the room, resonating out in the hallways with the door are
slightly open. amity scrambled to make her nest, getting all of the clothes that has her alpha's scent
on and her sister's.

amity slowly opened the door of amelia's door to reveal her lying in bed with her phone over her
head. amelia looked at her sister in the corner of her eye, looking skittish but she didn't ask why.

"what do you want?" amelia asked as she returned her gaze back her phone, kept scrolling down to
see something interesting. she listened to the light footsteps amity made as she walked into the
room, looking around with her scent also covering the room.

amelia frowned when she inhaled it but she shook it off, thinking that amity just got out of sex with
luz and her scent just got stronger.

but... luz didn't come here yet.

then, the sound of the drawer getting pulled open made amelia snap her attention to amity, seeing
her sniff her neatly folded clothes before grabbing some. "hey! hands off!" amelia jumped out of
bed which alerted the omega and she rushed out of there before the eldest could catch her.

"amity, give it back!" amelia chased amity, heading for the omega's room as she scurried away with
a handful of shirts and jackets from the eldest blight in her arms. amelia didn't know amity was in
her heat for a moment till she stopped by the door to see her nest.

amelia watched amity place her clothes in a meticulous manner before slowly heading inside. she
heard the pained whimpers from the omega, lowly howling as she calls for her alpha.

amelia can feel her inner alpha howling back as she wants to help the omega and she will. she
swiftly ringed up luz's number, waiting for a few seconds before a soft hello is heard.

"i need you to come here. amity's in heat." amelia said rather bluntly as she doesn't have any other
way to say it. there silence on the other side then luz replied with a "oh okay, i'll come there as fast
as i can. help amity for now, okay? bye."

amelia didn't get to ask what luz meant by that before she hung up. she looked down at her phone
and glanced at amity's nest, still hearing her whimpers. sighing deeply, she walked inside, slowly



closed the door behind her and approached the right side of the bed to see amity curled up inside
with clothes from luz and amelia close to her.

"hey, amity. luz would be here in a few, in the meantime, i'll do what i can to help, okay? can i
come in?" amelia said, her voice gentle. amity lifts her head to look at her sister before slowly
nodding as she scooched to the side to make room.

amelia slowly crawled inside the nest, she laid down beside amity whom moved closer to her,
burying in her chest as she inhales the alpha's scent making her sigh deeply. amelia slowly wrapped
her arms around the omega as she started crooning.

"amelia.." amity whispers as she hesitantly fiddled amelia's shirt, she can't have but have these
intrusive feelings towards her sister like they trust each other more than their other relatives
because amelia takes care of amity and loves her even though it doesn't explicitly show.

there's also this one time that amity accidentally saw amelia who just got out of the shower and she
couldn't stop looking at her sister's fine built, especially her large package. amity was super
embarrassed but amelia excused it 'cause she didn't mind.

they have a good and comfortable relationship as sisters but amity wants to step it up a notch
amelia doesn't have an omega yet and amity wants to change that.

"i can't be caught saying this but.." amelia slowly opens her eyes again as she heard amity talk. she
listened along with her heartbeat fastening. "i really love you more than just sisters. i.. i want to be
your omega along with luz. you can call me disgusting bec-"

amity suddenly cut off by amelia pressing her finger against her lips, both of their golden eyes
stared deeply into each other as they show many unspoken things. "i love you too, ami." amelia
replied before leaning in for a kiss.

amity immediately kissed back and pressed her body in to make sure there's no space left. they
poured alot of harbored feelings for one another that created a massive tidal wave, their
pheromones started to waft the air, mixing with each other till it became overwhelming and the air
in the lungs deprived.

slowly pulling away, amelia pecked amity's nose and remembered what luz requested her to do
while she was on the way, now she knows what it meant. "i'll help you, amity. i'll prepare you when
luz comes." she said as her hands started to slowly travel around amity's body.

"o- okay.." amity breathes, she watched her alpha work on her. shivering at the feeling of her soft
but calloused hands slip inside her shirt, tweaking her erected nipples with her hips subconsciously
grind against amity.

amity lets out breathy gasps and moans, her bodily heat steadily rises as she yearns for more and
amelia gladly gives that. the omega took off her shirt for the alpha whom proceeds to slip her shorts
down and unzipped her pants for her cock to spring out.

amity bit her lip as she felt it bit her stomach and looked down to bask in it's thick size. amelia led
amity out of the nest just enough for half of her body to be out in the light while she goes in
between her legs, she grasped her cock and tapped her tip against her pussy lips earning a low
whimper.



amelia decided to tease amity as she rubbed her tip on her vulva, tormenting her clit. "amelia..
please.." amity whines as she arches herself, wanting for the alpha to just go in but amelia won't.

"hush baby. we have to wait for your other alpha, remember?" amelia said as she chuckles, she
aligned her cock in amity's womanhood making her think she's truly gonna go inside only for her to
suddenly pull away making amity groan in frustration.

"amelia!"

"okay okay, no need to yell darling." amelia raised her sister's legs as she brings herself down her
dripping pussy. her cock started oozing out precum as her inner alpha wants to take the omega now.

amelia hummed as she inhaled her omega's scent. she stuck out her tongue to let it drag along her
vulva making amity moan loudly and tightly grip the bed sheets. writhing at the feeling of amelia's
tongue lap juices.

"ahh.. aaahh! amelia!" amity looked her sister to see her cheeks grew redder to match hers, her eyes
turning half lid as she ate her out. "aah.. oh my god.." amity rolled her head back, moaning in
delight then the light was suddenly blocked making her slowly open her eyes to see luz.

"l- luz!" amity tried to pull away from amelia, thinking luz would be beyond pissed at the sight of
her being with another aloha but amelia held her down and looked up to luz as well.

"i'm home." luz said.

"took you long enough." amelia chuckled and luz just casually shrugged. she started to unbuckle
her pants to let out her cock from it's cage. letting it twitch in front amity's face, making her starve
more.

"sorry, traffic was a bitch but i see you did what i asked." luz said as she softly caressed amity's
cheek to make her lean into the touch with her other hand cupping amelia's cheeks as she stares at
her with a lustful gaze.

"well, can't disappoint my favorite alpha and keep my baby sister held up." amelia croons, not
realising what she just said till she saw luz's face lit up in red and hers became hotter.

"i- i'm your favorite alpha?" luz asked, growing a little timorous and amelia giggles as she nods.
"yeah. what a chance, huh?" she snickered.

luz smiles "yeah, what a chance." she leaned in for a kiss which amelia gladly reciprocates while
amity gives her alpha's cock kitten licks making her groan. it's pure serendipity that they found out
they all liked each other and now, they're going to ravish their omega.

pulling away, luz and amelia switched sides for luz to be the one to knot amity while amelia takes
her mouth. "please.. i can't take it anymore.." amity whined as she gripped luz's jacket, pulling on it
to signal to just get on with it.

"shh, don't worry baby. we'll take care of you, okay?" luz pulled amity into kiss while she pushes
her girth inside making the omega whimper in the kiss and luz's tongue swirled around her mouth,
not leaving any part undisturbed before withdrawing.



"aaah.. aah.." amity lowly moaned at the feeling of luz's cock stretching her again, she just can't
seem to get accustomed to her size whatsoever but she doesn't mind. as it feels amazing.

"ahh fuck." luz groaned as she's fully inside amity. amelia traced her omega's lips with her thumb
before pushing it in for her to suckle on and quickly got replaced by her cock which amity obliged
to open her mouth fully.

"hm.. aah good girl." amelia shuddered at the feeling of amity's warm mouth wrap around her cock.
she both sides of her head firmly and waited for luz to move first as she lets amity adjust before
starting off rough.

"hmngh! nhm.. ah.." amity moaned in amelia as luz thrusts hard into her, she started swirling her
tongue around her sister's cock wirh her also thrusting. she felt her breasts getting fondled with her
hair tightly gripped.

"oh fuck yes. you feel so good, ami." amelia moaned as she fully slides her pants down, kicking it
to the side and pulled her shirt off. luz bit her lip tightly as she feels amity tightly clenched around
her phallus, she also took off jacket and bent down to take one of amity's nipples, suckling on it
roughly.

"amity.. i love you so much. you're such a good girl." luz whispered in between her suckles, she
raised amity's legs to slightly pressed it against her to gain more access making the young blight
moan loudly despite being muffled.

"mnnh.. nghm.."

luz and amelia has their own paces as they fuck their omega but they're fast enough to make amity
ride to the edge soon with luz ramming into that one spot and amelia hitting the back of her mouth.

amity slowly closed her eyes, letting herself get lost in the pleasure her two alphas are giving her as
her body gives in. their mixed scents engulfed the room and it's almost overbearing as it's so
powerful. the omega's body jolts forward everytime luz slams into her with her throat showing how
deep amelia has gone and it's a miracle she hasn't choked yet.

luz lets out guttural moan of a growl, she can feel herself getting closer which made her speed up,
she watched her omega's body tremble in pleasure and she looked so small under them. it amuses
her.

"oh shit, i'm getting close.." amelia groaned, she glanced down to amity as she gripped her hair. she
watched the bullets of sweat rolling down her petite, fragile, pale body that is able to take two
powerful alphas.

with a few final deep thrust, luz plunged her cock deeper as she bent down to place a mark on
amity's neck making her scream into amelia's cock which made the vibration trigger the blight to
come as well.

amelia clenched her teeth tightly as she lets her shots of cum spew inside amity's mouth, watching
her throat move as she swallowed some with her mouth getting filled along with her pussy before
tying her knot on luz.

the eldest slowly pulled out and watched her cum ooze out of amity's mouth, she tried to swallow
all but some just fell. chuckling, amelia wiped her sister's face as she knelt down to give her a



loving kiss and slowly moved down to her neck.

licking her flesh before sinking her teeth into her neck, marking amity as hers with luz. they don't
know how common it is for an omega to have two alpha but amity considers herself luckily to have
her best friend that is also her first alpha along with her sister to be theirs.

"we love you, ami."



Punishments of a Pet

Chapter Summary
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"amity!"

she quickly ran down the hallway, turning many corners till she got to where she's needed. amity
fixed herself before knocking on the door for her to hear muffled 'come in', she twisted the door
open, swinging it to see her two masters waiting inside.

"you called, masters?" amity asked as she walked inside the room. luz is sitting on the desk and
willow on the couch with a professional look on their faces as they watched the blight close the
door behind her and got in the center of the room.

"indeed. i was just in a meeting with other lords and mistresses and i got this very specific
complaint that i cannot ignore." willow started, she stood up and slowly walked over to luz who's
keeping her gaze on amity.

"you remember mistress picolo, yes?" willow asked as she fixed her white glove while luz slipped
her hand inside her blazer to take something out. amity is starting to feel anxious at the mannerisms
her masters are displaying, she's in deep shit for something.

the young park stopped beside the noceda who took something out of her blazer to hand it to
willow. amity only saw a flash of pink before willow hid it behind her.

"yes, master." amity replied as she gulped.

"now, luz wasn't able to attend the meeting but what i heard from picolo is that, you were sordid
with her while you were attending to the guests. or in her own words 'being a bitch'." amity froze
when she heard that, she clenched her maid's skirt as she cursed picolo internally while luz and
willow kept staring at her with the same expressions.

"explain yourself, pet." luz finally spoke and her voice boomed the quiet room. amity tried to
maintain her eye contact on her masters while getting both scared and excited at what's gonna
happen to her if she confessed.

"i.. mistress picolo was getting too close with you, master and i- i didn't like how physical she was
so i advised her to not to do that again but she was the one who got aggravated and threw
profanities at me." amity explained and her masters' eyes widens in a pleasant surprise. the blight
looked down as she twists her skirt, preparing for a pleasurable slap but only a soft chuckle is heard
from luz making her look at them again.



"my my, aren't you a brave pet." luz cooed, she leaned back to the desk and eyed at amity with a
look that she instantly understood what she wants to do with her. "indeed, i admire that your
jealousy drove you to confrontation however no pet should ever talk to a mistress like that." willow
added, she, then, took out the pink object amity saw and she finally determined what it is.

a pink color with it's own leash.

"i had to do many favors for picolo to not take you away from us after what you did. i don't know if
i even want you to be in my face anymore." willow sneered and amity's eyes widens. she doesn't
know if she could live without one of her masters, she rapidly shook her head.

"i apologise! please, don't take me away!" amity said as she bowed.

her two masters looked at each other before willow said "then, come and get in your knees for luz."
amity reluctantly did so and tilts her head for her master to easily clip it on and gave the leash to luz
which she tugged on for amity to get on with it as an angry strain in her pants is seen in her pants.

amity unbuckled luz's pants and pulled it down along with her boxers for her cock to pop into her
face. letting out a shake exhale, amity remembers the first time she saw her master's phallus in her
training day and it overwhelmed her at the sight of it's monstrous length and girth.

it still does now.

"well? get on with it if you want forgiveness." luz snarled as she grabbed a handful of amity's hair
and forced her mouth open to push all of her cock inside making amity moan muffled at the
familiar taste of her master.

amity gripped on luz's legs as luz didn't waste anytime in thrusting in her mouth, her tip
immediately hitting the back and amity tried her best not to gag while ensuring that she's giving her
master a good blow.

"hmn.. that's it, fuck." luz groaned, she gripped her pet's hair with both hands now as she lets her
hips take control in fucking her mouth. luz bit her lip as she feels amity's magical tongue started to
swirl around her while she grinds against her clothed cock on her master's leg.

"i like it when you get jealous, pet. you're basically asking to be fucked in the great table huh?" luz
asked as she looked down at amity's red face with small tears prickling in the corners of her eyes
and drool dribbling in the sides.

"¡respuesta!" luz slapped amity and she pulled out for a second to reply "yes, master." before going
back in for more.

willow is amused. she watched luz fuck amity's mouth while she rubs herself on her like a horny
dog "can i have your belt?" she asked as she offered her hand to luz. "yeah." the noceda slipped her
belt off her pants and handed it willow who gladly took it as she got behind amity, she folded the
belt while staring at her small but plump ass.

willow easily burned her pet's clothes and placed amity in a doggy position while she's still sucking
luz. then, she pulled the belt back and strike amity who was caught off guard as she moaned in luz's
dick, tightened her grip on her leg as she awaits another strike.



"consider this a punishment, pet. for a week, you'll only stay in this very room, attending our needs.
understood?" willow asked as she rubbed the leather against amity's already red ass. amity moaned,
she nodded while slightly wiggling her ass for another.

"good."

whip!

amity jolted when willow whipped her the second time, she's starting to like this as her cock is
oozing of precum. she slowly closed her eyes, letting her masters use her as she loves it. the feeling
of their hands in her neck, having complete control on her and the use of power to dominate over
her. it makes the blight weak and ultimately succumbed to the libidinous temptations without
shame.

whip!

another one. amity can feel it sting but it subsides quickly to be replaced by pleasure. she moaned
into luz's cock, she opened her eyes half lid to look at her flustered expressions. a telltale that she's
doing a god job. not everyone could easily please luz noceda and willow park.

amity is the only one who can get intimate with them. it's a great deal and honor if there is one to
bestow.

whip!

as the... amity doesn't know how many whips it has been, her body is trembling from it with her
cock threatening to pop at any moment. along with the belt making contact of amity's skin, it was
followed by the sound of a knock on the door.

luz didn't stop in fucking amity's mouth as she's getting closer. she shot willow nod for her to say
"come in.". amity's eyes widens, she wants to pull out but at the same time she doesn't as she's been
keeping this relationship from everyone in the mansion and it bugs her that everyone, especially the
newer maids are chasing after her masters.

as the door opened, the other maid wasn't able to utter what she was gonna say when she saw one
of her colleagues in her knees with her ass really red while giving luz a blowjob who's clearly
enjoying this and shot a smirk at the maid.

"do you want to join, olivia? there's still room." luz said, a tactic to trigger amity's buried jealously.
amity shook her head and sucked harder making luz loudly moan with her head rolling back, it's the
last straw for her to finally pop inside amity's mouth.

luz sighed blissfully, she pulled amity off and watched her catch all of her shots of cum fly into her
face as some dripping down to the waxed floorboards. amity gulped her master's cum, cleaned the
tip to make sure there's nothing left behind.

"you missed a spot." luz pointed at the small drops on the floor and amity didn't hesitate to lick it
off. she looked up to her master with a lewdly expression as she pants.

"please, i- i'm the only one, right? i'm the only one who can pleasure you master, right?" amity
asked as she rubbed her face on luz's cock, giving it licks for it to go hard again with her hugging
luz's leg and subconsciously humping it.



luz grinned, she rubbed amity's head and traced her slightly swollen lips as amity cleaned into her
touch "yeah, baby. you're the only one." she replied before looking at olivia who's still there, frozen
and in shock.

"get out and forget to close the door, please." luz said in her normal tone while sounding
condescending. olivia vigorously nodded and swiftly slammed the door shut to get out there as
quick as she can.

"your turn." luz handed willow the leash and she immediately pulled amity off luz, falling to the
ground. before she could stand, willow pushed her foot in amity's cock making her moan. "aahh!
aahn.."

"don't tell me you're getting off from this, pet." willow snickered as she continued to rub her foot
against amity, giving her footjob with her moaning. obviously loving this. "y- yes.." amity muttered
and her master chuckles.

"luz, can you get the strap? the biggest one." willow said and amity bit her lip as she feels herself
getting more excited when she heard that. the young park noticed her reaction making her grin "is
someone excited to have her ass torn?" willow bent down to cup amity's cheeks, seeing the lust
gleaming in her golden eyes and moans escaping her lips.

"yes master." amity replied.

luz handed willow the biggest strap on they have along with a bottle of lube, willow popped it open
and poured it down the dildo as well on amity's ass hole that's eagerly waiting to be stretched. she
shuddered at the feeling of the lukewarm lube falling on her hole, she dug her nails into the floor as
willow knelt down in between with her raising her legs.

without warning, willow shoving the entire 16 inched monstrous cock inside making amity arch
and moan at the top of her lungs. she writhe in pleasure under willow, she crawled the clean
floorboards as she couldn't even adjust when willow started thrusting in her.

"aaahh master!! aahh god!!" amity rolled her head back at the feeling of the dildo stretch her
painfully but the pleasure overrides it. her body jerked forward at each slam willow does, her legs
draped on her shoulder as she gripped her pet's waist.

"master.. master it feels so good!!" amity moaned.

luz watched the entire obscenity unfold as she sat in a chair with her hand stroking her hard cock
and the other holding strawberry milk disguised as a whiskey. amity's moane filled the entire room,
echoing out as she unashamed when she's with her masters. how wanton of her.

amity's ass deliciously wrapped around the dildo, she wished this is actually her master willow's
cock. willow watched the blight's breasts and dick bounce with her body, she grasped her hairless
rod to start briskly rubbing her earning another delighted moan as she arched.

"aahhh fuck yes! fuck me harder, please! i-0 i wanna come!!" amity shouted and willow chuckles.

"you wanna come? beg for it then." she said and roughly groped her tits.

"p- please master! i wanna come so hard while you destroy me!! please, i love you so much!!"
amity begged as if her life depended on it, it's a satisfying sight to see for her two masters and



willow figured a small reward could be given before the actual punishment in this week commence.

"good girl." then, willow exerts herself in her fullest of speeds as she knows amity is reaching her
end with her cock leaking like a faucet now.

"oh! oh fuck master i'm coming- aaahhh!!"

amity's cock twitched as it finally lets out its load on herself, feeling her own hot cum on her chest
and some landed on her face but she doesn't care as she's getting lost in the blissful haze her master
sent her in. her hole stretched from that dildo, she doesn't know if she could be tight for luz
anymore. she hopes she still is as she wants to make sure her master is pleased in the end of this
endeavor.

willow slowly pulled out and took the strap off with luz standing up when she finished her drink.
not even bothering to hide her erected cock as she walked over towards her pet, seeing amity
reaching for the stars while catching her breath and her cock slowly sheathing.

"get up, pet. you're nowhere done today."



The Humans Delusion

Chapter Summary

luz x beatrice (the blonde girl from episode 1)

requested smut by @Hoot_hoot

she's back.

beatrice watched luz noceda walk down the school hallway looking secluded with her cat hood on
and has this empty look in her eyes when she passed beatrice. it did sent a chill in her body as well
with a tingle, a good one.

she can't point it out but luz has changed after their summer break. she became more serious, more
isolated, she still doesn't talk much to and the once runt of the school is now able to take on one of
the jocks.

everyone was baffled at this new change, their were rumors of luz going into a concentration camp
or something that turned her normal. no more witchy, gross stuff.

luz is still the outcast but became someone both feared and respected as she did knockout the jocks
tormenting the nerds and people just trying to get by in another year of hell. this enticed beatrice.

she used to hate to be around luz and now she's one of the people admiring from afar. though,
despite how much luz could display, she always looks lonely and empty.

beatrice can't understand why but she feels a sort of pain whenever she sees those expressions on
luz like she's thinking, reminiscing about something but she doesn't what it could be. she just wants
to go up to her and talk.

she didn't.

"alright everyone, we'll be doing 200 word-" the english teacher didn't even to get to finish their
sentence when the whole classroom started groaning and complaining.

"ugh!!"

"haven't we done that already?"

"i can't write anymore, man."

they rolled their eyes as this happens all the time "keep complaining like that or i'll make it 500."
the teacher threatened and it was replied by a silence which satisfied them before carrying on their
order.



so, the assignment was to a story or excerpt about what is a sunrise to them or anything just
involving that time of day. it's also a duo since the teacher is kind enough to give two heads to
work.

fortunately enough, beatrice was assigned with luz and was told to sit beside her while luz placed
her eyes only in the provided laptop as she was the first to start typing with beatrice just awkwardly
there, watching luz work.

she writes;

 

as the wee hours turns into daybreak, the familiar sound of a wooden door unlocking and creaking
open is heard along with the footsteps against the porch before trotting down the small steps of
stairs till her shoes met the ground.

the sounds of the soft crunching of grass are heard under her soles, the crisp morning dew wafted
the air as she stepped outside of the small little wooden cottage. she blew out of the lit lanterns
from last night before stepping forward in a few feet to take a deep breath in while watching the
new sunrise, a new day approach her once again.

amity-

 

suddenly, luz erased all of she's written which surprised beatrice. "hey, that was pretty good. why
did you delete it?" she asked and luz slowly looked at her, her face contorted into a momentary pain
before reverting to normal.

"it was stupid, sorry. um, you want a turn?" luz just shrugged it as she offered the laptop to beatrice
whom slowly accepted it. in the corner of her eye, she can see luz started to stare into nothing
again.

pondering on things that beatrice has no clue of. her eyes moved up to her ear and she saw a small
piece of skin was chipped off in the upper left along with a black triangle earring and beatrice could
swear that luz has a round one in the other.

nonetheless, they submitted their work and got a decent score. after that, beatrice knew luz wouldn't
never interact with her after that but she was wrong. partially. luz would sometimes engage small
conversations that is, for a miracle, isn't about her favorite book.

beatrice is starting to believe that luz did change after summer break and she is starting to fall for
the noceda's charm but the looming feeling of unsettling still lingers when she would catch luz
staring at her before looking away. barely hiding the fact she was staring.

but beatrice is willing to ignore that and continue her voyage for luz's hand as others are also
chasing.

then, the time of reckoning finally came to beatrice. she had a cheerleading practice today, it rained
so they had to cut the practice short and she took a short shower before she was suddenly pushed
into a closet that has a really closed space.



and she didn't have time to even ask what is going on, the door was slammed in her face with her
friends laughing on the other side

"have fun, bea!" they said before walking away.

"what? hey, open the fucking door!" beatrice yelled as she started banging on the metal door,
listening on the other side if someone regained their common sense but no one came. "fucking
hell." beatrice punched the door and sighed deeply.

she knew than to hang out with that bitch of a 'friend'. popping out babies faster than kirby could
eat his enemies.

then, beatrice froze when she felt something wrap around her waist, the ligh seeping through the
small open lines. beatrice slowly look over her shoulder only to feel something warm press against
her back and low groan followed.

"wh- what the-" beatrice felt a hand clasp on her mouth to shut her up and she finally saw in the
edge of her vision luz with a lustful expression on her face. "luz?" beatrice asked confusingly but
muffled.

"amity.." luz whispers as she slowly grinds her hard cock against the girl, she pulled her towel to
drop to the ground as she used her other hand to grope her ass, squeezing it firmly making beatrice
groan.

"w- who's amity?" beatrice asked as she started contemplating if she wants this or not. she has been
wanting luz for a while so yes, maybe.

luz started to align herself in beatrice womanhood that is only wet by the water from the shower but
some of her slick started to get mixed it as well as she felt luz's warm precum on her.

"ah.. please.." beatrice whines, she felt an arm coil around her waist again and gasped when she felt
luz starting to enter her. she tried onto something but she held luz's arm instead, wincing at the
growing searing pain in between her legs.

"ow fuck... luz.."

luz ignored the small pain noises from the girl and continued to push all of her cock inside till
there's nothing left. beatrice shuddered at the feeling of the big thick cock inside her. clenching her
insides around it that earned a groan from luz.

luz started to thrust into beatrice without letting her adjust. "aah! aahh please, let me adjust.."
beatrice said, whimpering at the feeling her vagina getting a forced to adjust to the noceda's bulk
but she never listened.

"aah.. oh yes, amity.." luz moaned as she buried her face in beatrice's neck. she doesn't know who
was luz referring to and she definitely does not want to know but she wants to make one thing
clear.

she's not amity.



Make Do Without You

Chapter Summary

sexting

requested by @EveryThingRaDom_CallmeAshton & @CL

as luz closed the door of her room, silently locking it before plopping down to her bed with her
phone sliding out of her pocket and fully took it out to open.

seeing some unread spam of messages exploded in her face, luz giggles to herself as she already
knew who it was before she could even check after feeling the many vibrations on her leg.

luz sees alot of messages of amity asking how was her day, a good morning in the start and the
others are just stories that happened to her while luz was out with two videos attached.

luz played it and the first she heard was screams, both good and bad that is mixed by manic
laughter. there are pops, booming sounds along with smoke clouding the video but luz could see
some sparks of red and green within the smoke as some people rushed out of the there to get some
help while others howled, cheered as chaos grew.

the caption on it says rockets blew up wish u were here

luz placed her hand on her mouth as she holds in a laugh and she heard amity's voice behind the
background say; "i think we should call the fire department." and that was replied by another
familiar voice.

"nah, they got this." boscha said and luz can feel she's laughing if it wasn't for the background noise
droning out her voice. then, the video ended there, luz played the second one and it immediately
starts off with amity running away from something.

the rapid thumps of their soles echoed down the desolate school hallway with boscha and skara run
with the blight and the caption is:

oh nah we out

luz can hear someone shouting in the background for them to stop but she's focused on what the
three are saying to each other. "where we going?" skara asked as they burst out of the main
entrance with the sun still high and bright.

"i'm going home bitch! school's out!" amity replied as she giggles almost breathlessly. they got into
what seemed like a parking lot as luz heard beeps of cars and the video cuts there.

"my god." luz muttered to herself as she can't believe she's missing out alot on amity. it's bore
without the blight here in their little town of boiling isles.



luz and the blight got into a long distance relationship when college came, luz stayed in their little
town in the east while amity was taken in the college she was destined to go that is in the west
coast.

she noticed that amity went online and started to type in full speed before quickly sending.

'did you just commit arson?'

it was immediately seen and luz watched the chat bubble wiggle as amity types. she replied with a
'it's not if it's accidental ;)'

luz rolled her eyes as she softly scoffed and started typing with something that caught her eye that
made her delete what she typing. a smirk come on her face as sent the new message.

'was ur last message also accidental?'

amity rose a brow, she scrolled up to see what the hell she's been sending and read the last message
that made her purse her lips tightly with her cheeks turning rosy. it said: 'i miss eating you out and
making you come'.

to be honest, amity was so caught up of the rocket incident that she didn't realise she wrote this by
adrenaline and instinctive horniness after almost of a year without tasting luz's pussy then took a
short nap after pulling an nighter.

they're both waiting for the winter and spring break.

'who knows but tbh i got off in the memory of you backing up that ass' amity replied, she bit her lip
and dropped her phone to the side as she placed her hands on her face, not believing she actually
sent that.

luz was surprised when she read that, she fixed her position in laying her head on the pillows as she
started typing. well, i'll make sure to forget my panty when you come home' the noceda squealed
into the pillow after she pressed send.

it's not like this is their first sexting, it's just they're not in that level of professionalism yet and
would always end of them laughing, balling to the floor like teenagers again. though they are
comfortable sending provocative pictures and videos.

'ooh you nasty girl. that eager to welcome me home huh?' amity moved towards the headboard,
leaning against it while she pulled the covers over her lower half, she looked at the door to
contemplate if she locked that before turning her attention back to her phone when luz replied.

of course i'd be a bad gf if i didn't😶

then, amity remembered something which she quickly typed in. 'did you get the hoodie?' luz read
the message and looked down at herself, she wore a red oversized hoodie that amity was supposed
to give her before she left but the courier got held up for some reason and only came to her door a
month later.

'yeah, it's really comfortable btw' luz replied.

'send pic?' amity requested.



it was known early on in their relationship before they started sexting that they both have
insecurities on their bodies and it wasn't easy for either of them to show too much skin. the subject
of having sex did intrigue them but they still have more to work on till they started to gain some
self esteem and comfortableness to have their first time then eventually into sending nudes.

sure! luz typed back before she got off the bed, went to her cabinet to take something out and
started to take off her pants, letting the tucked in part of the hoodie to cover her crotch before she
slipped it on.

luz got in front of a standing mirror, lifted the hoodie up to show off her plump ass in the mirror.
spreading them slightly, she aligned her phone to get the best angle as possible before getting a
picture to send and added a caption.

amity looked at what luz send and she almost passed out when she saw her lover's juicy ass with a
thong on. the caption reads: 'it really fits'. amity doesn't know which clothing luz is referring to but
god, she can already feel herself getting hard.

'fuck babe you have such a nice ass that i got an instant boner..' amity sent that as she slowly
unbuckled her pants down, letting her cock flop out and started to slowly stroke herself under the
covers.

luz giggled when she read that and started typing 'lemme see😊

amity got out of the bed, she quickly took off her pants and rubbed her cock more to be fully hard.
she started to set up the camera to get her good side she spreads her legs for all exposure is good
exposure between them and set the 10 second time.

amity pulled her oversized black shirt up for to bite on it to show her toned stomach. her cheeks
madly red as she turned her head to the side. when the picture was taken, she grabbed it off the
floor and looked at it, making sure it's high quality before sending.

luz perked up when she heard her phone ding, she rushed to bed and dropped the things to the side
to see the picture. luz gripped her chest as she felt her heart just attempted to leap out of her throat.

luz can feel herself getting wet at that sight of her girlfriend's big white veiny cock with it's red tip
and her throat just went dry as she just wants to lick it like a candy.

wow it got bigger. i just wanna put it in my mouth😧 luz complimented, she grabbed one of the
dildos she managed to sneak pass inspection and started stroking it. thinking it's amity's dick as she
rubs her thighs together to create a pleasurable friction.

'just for you baby' amity said.

then, quickly added 'god i want you so bad luz. i wanna tie you up the headboard, do bad things to
you and fuck you till dawn' luz bit her lip, she pulled the thong out and spreads her legs to rub her
fingers all over her wet slit.

'you made so wet rn. wanna come so bad ami' luz grabbed a long dildo but is thin, serving as her
starter while amity on the other side rapidly strokes herself. it's hard to use just one hand to type so
she just used audio.



'that's good but it's too bad you're not here. sucking me off, we could have a good time in my
private dorm yk' amity replied, grinning to herself. she grabbed a clear fleshlight and stared at the
artificial pussy lips it has. she traced it with her two fingers, spreading it as she started thinking of
luz's own pussy before slowly slipping her middle finger inside. wriggling it to feel the already cold
lube putted inside.

'please come here' luz is now begging, she pushed the dildo inside with ease and lets out a loud
moan. her thumb accidentally pressed the recorder when she jolted from the intrusion and sent it
without knowledge that it caught her moan.

amity tapped to play the audio when it sent and her eyes widened with her cheeks turning redder
than the tomato. "oh shit.." she bit her lip and started typing.

'you're playing yourself without showing me?' luz looked at the message, she was confused as to
why there's a short audio clip over it and when she played it. luz was baffled, she didn't remember
sending a moan but there's nothing she could do. they're too deep into this now.

'sorry ami, i just can't wait anymore.. i want your big dick inside and rail me' luz said making
amity chuckle.

'you know i can't baby girl. we still have a month and half to go'

'but i can't wait that long..' luz lets out a whimper, she pulled the dildo out of and grabbed the
biggest one in her stash. she stuck it on the floor in front of the mirror which she placed the phone
on it to stand on.

luz heard her phone but she's already videoing her, wanting to show how she really meant that
request. it's been so long since their last sex, before amity left, they fucked like it was the end of the
world at least that's how it felt like to them.

amity went raw that night, no condom and luz intakes a good amount of birth control but not
enough to actually cause her insides to go haywire. she came inside the noceda many times, going
in all positions they can do till finally giving in to the exhaustion.

luz couldn't walk properly after that, she walked like a penguin that carrying their egg and has
diarrhea. an exaggeration but that's how the others explained it.

luz slowly lowered herself on the dildo and lets out a moan as she feels it go inside her, stretching
her but not as good as amity. she just has to make do of what she have for now till she's gets her
christmas present.

till everything is in, luz shuddered and started to slowly bring herself up then down. getting herself
used in the position as she lets out quiet moans before speeding up. "aahh! aahh fuck amity.. i miss
you so much!" luz moaned, she pulled her hoodie up to flash her breasts for the camera, showing it
bounce as she bit on the hoodie.

luz popped the dildo off the floorboard as she started to get a little uncomfortable and got in all
fours with her ass raised while the dildo is still inside. she grabbed it to start pumping "aahh! amity
oh shit!" luz planted her face in the floor, her mouth slightly agape as she thrusts the toy in her,
fantasising it's amity who's taking her backdoor, slamming into her hard and rough while she begs
for her, moans for her like a good girl.



luz has been looking for opportunities for her to fly west as she does wanna see amity face to face
once again but so far, she hasn't been able to and their only hope is the breaks. though it's
temporary, they'll make it worthwhile.

then, a familiar twist appeared in her stomach and luz rolled her head in ecstasy as she moaned her
lover's name while coming. her cum coated the toy, luz panted heavily and laid there for a few
seconds to catch her breath before taking her phone and immediately send it to amity who's been
asking what was she doing, did something happen and why isn't she answering.

the video will tell all while luz slowly pulled the toy out and waited for amity's reaction on the
other side.

amity swiftly opened her phone when she heard her phone ring a notification, she threw the last
dirty tissue in the nearest bin and opened her phone to see luz sent a video. she tapped it to start
watching the first thing she hears is luz's sweet moans filling her ears and she grew hard once more.

amity gulped as she watched luz riding the dildo, seeing her tits bounce and she's flabbergasted that
it grew again. she tightened her grip on her phone as luz changed her position into doggy and kept
moaning her name.

"fuck.." amity bit her lip, she grabbed a bead vibrator and taped it in her twitching cock to place it
in a high volume making amity moan loudly along with luz. she dropped to the bed, her hips
unconsciously thrusting in the air.

then, the video abruptly stopped which pulled amity out of her immersion. sighing deeply, amity
turned off the vibrator. she really just wanna go out and take a flight back home to embrace her
baby again then fuck her all night long.

they finally understood why ldr is so hard and only a few numbers, fewer even of couples were able
to survive it to the end of whatever endeavor they went through. the main reason of it failing is
paranoia and lack of sexual activity that ended up seeking for one.

luz and amity wants to make this work till the end of their courses because they do love each other
dearly and they don't wanna do anything to ruin it but when will it last till the temptations, the
insecurities are starting to bleed in and one breaks from it?

it's best to not think about it.

'that was fucking hot wanna see smth?' amity typed and she saw luz instantly typing to send a cute:

'what😳'

amity smirked, she send the video she's been working on while luz was going her own. she leaned
back, grabbed a sex toy looking like an ass. she rubbed it's silicon texture before pushing it down to
her cock, amity sighed and started bringing it up down while her mind goes to luz riding her instead
of that dildo and her squeezing her ass than this.

meanwhile, luz watched amity briskly stroke herself, she moans into the speaker as she stood in
front of the mirror to highlight her parts. amity rubbed her tip, using her precum as lube.

luz bit the insides of her mouth, amity could easily grasp her cock fully but her hand barely
wrapped around it. like her thumb and middle finger doesn't meet. she started to get once again at



the spectacle, she just wants to get on her knees for amity to religiously suck on her till she's dry.

"ooh fuck baby!" luz's cheeks blew up when she heard amity moan loudly and she saw strings of
almost transparent white cum fly into the mirror, painting it. amity groaned in the other side that
triggered something inside luz and she started rapidly typing before standing up prepare.

get down here ASAP OR I'LL COME FOR YOUR ASS!!!'



By The Riverbank

Chapter Summary

otter luz x cat amity

requested smut by @King_Asher

trotting out of the high grass with nothing in her jaws, no food was found in that area. that's the
third time now. amity whimpered as she feels her stomach growl, it's past breakfast and nearing
lunch and she still hasn't found anything to eat.

it's like the food in the area became scarce.

amity's pink little nose wiggled as she sniffs the air, trying to track something, just anything she can
eat then her ears perked up when she heard something splash into the nearby river. she turned her
head just in time to see the waves before disappearing.

the mint cat jogged towards the riverbank before becoming cautious, she slowly leaned her head
towards the water, sniffing it and yelped when something suddenly came out. making some water
splash into her face, amity shook her head and backed up with her tail wrapping around her as her
back fur spiked.

amity saw a river otter in the surface holding a struggling in their little claws before ripping it's
head off to start eating while floating along the small waves their tail makes. amity eyed the fish in
the otter's hands, seeing the blood come out the bite and flow down into the murky river.

licking her lips, amity wants the fish but she doesn't wanna get her delicate fur to get wet and all
she can see in the bank is small shells that won't be enough to satisfy her.

amity lets out a meow to catch the otter's attention which didn't work as they kept devouring before
submerging back in the waters. the cat meows again but the otter still didn't respond, she waited for
a few seconds and was about to leave disappointed till she saw a long, brown body slowly pull up
the surface with the otter's head also but just enough for amity to see their brown eyes and she
flinched when they let out snort.

amity slowly shifted into her humanoid form, her fur covering the sides of her limbs and private
parts in a bare minimum at least. "hi." she awkwardly gave the otter a wave whom stood up as well
while turning in their own humanoid form.

amity watched the water roll down the otter's lean body, their thick fur repelling some of the water
and their skin is tan, complimenting their second skin. but the key takeaway is the limp, long dick
just dangling there making the cat's face turn red.

"hi." the otter replied as they dropped the fish from their mouth and on their hand.



"i'm luz. what about you?" luz knelt down in front of amity, "amity." the cat replied. the otter
nodded and tilted her head as she noticed the black collar in her neck with a yellow bell.

"you're a pet?"

amity rapidly shook her head "no no! i'm a runaway. but that's not the point. can i have the fish?"
she asked, pointing at the meal in luz's hand whom looked down at it before smirking as she nods.
"yeah, you can have it. there's alot to get by here." luz offered the fish to the cat who was about to
take it before luz pulled it away.

"but, this was my catch so i usually don't give my meals without a price." amity's ears twitched, she
looked at the fish again and she can feel her stomach grumbling for it to. she can't go on without
food for any longer.

amity sighed deeply "fine. what is it?" she started at luz's eyes and she can see something started to
swirl inside those hazel hues, her gaze moved down to the otter's phallus to see it starting to
unsheath, revealing it's dark tip with it twitching in front of amity.

"oh, i see."

"i'll give you more than this puny fish if you let me knot you." luz said as she dropped the fish to
the ground and started to approach amity whom waited for her. "you better stay true to your word,
otter." amity muttered as she watched luz slowly lean in to her face.

"come on, us otters are prolific on keeping promises, cat." luz whispered before closing in the space
between them as she kissed amity. the blight growled when she felt how wet luz is, she really
doesn't like her fur to get wet but she endured it and kissed back. she slowly cupped luz's soft but
drenched face while her big hand held her waist.

amity never kissed or is gonna mate with an otter before or anyone for the matter. these is
sensations rippling in amity's body feels really good.

as they pulled away, luz started trailing her lips on amity's smooth neck while her hands praises her
body. groping her furred breasts and amity flinched when she felt luz twisting her pink nipples.

then, luz guided amity to lay on her stomach while she got behind her and bit on her collar but got a
small portion of her scruff but didn't hurt the cat. the otter pinned her hands into the muddied grass
as rubbed her cock against amity's wet pussy whom trembled at the feeling.

"just relax. you're lucky you didn't meet me in my heat cycle or else your nose would be gone by
now." luz whispered as she rubbed amity's head earning a small trill and her tail swishing under
luz's chin.

"jesus, you otters are brutal." amity said making luz chuckle.

"well, i can't help it." then, luz started to enter amity whom lets out a soft moan and her claws
unsheathed to dig into the grass. she hissed as she totally underestimated the otter's girth, she can
feel it throb while she enters. luz kept giving amity praises and telling her to ease down so she can
push the rest inside.

as all of it is in, amity groaned. her tail is now wrapped around luz's thigh while her own heavy tail
slowly wagging. luz waited for a few seconds before immediately going in her speed, her body



violently vibrating as she briskly thrusts into amity whom loudly moaned at the sudden motion.

"aaahh!! aahh fuck.. l- luz, oh shit.." amity bit her lip as it did hurt for a few till it disappeared,
quickly getting replaced by pleasure. she felt luz's hold on her scuff grow tight but still nor enough
to hurt her, she gripped on luz's wrist for a sort of support as she madly fucks her.

luz pulled her hand away and pinned amity's hand instead, intertwining them. she lowly moans near
the cat's ear, her hips rapidly slammed into amity's ass making it bounce along with her body
jerking forward and slowly fluttered her eyes close as she lets herself get lost in the feeling of
amity's vagina tightly wrapping around her.

"oh god, amity.. you feel amazing.." luz moaned.

amity kept moaning without holding back as luz doesn't seem to be either. she heard stories and
gossip from the other animals during her expedition for food about the river otters known to be the
best one night standers and always an eye catcher but rather barbaric during the session.

now, that she's mating with one. amity can saw luz is rough but not barbaric and the pleasure she's
giving is euphoric. she's both scared and excited what she would be like when in heat.

luz slowly lets go of amity's scuff, she leaned down to the side of her face to place a soft kiss. amity
turned her head to see luz, she pulled her down for a kiss which luz quickly returned it and slipped
her tongue inside for their wet muscles to dance with each other.

letting amity taste the residue of the fish's blood in her mouth which she didn't mind as she moaned
in the kiss. when they pulled away, luz kissed amity's cheek and nuzzled up to her neck as she
started to feel something twisting in her stomach.

the hunger in amity's stomach became nonexistent as the only thing consuming her body is the
delight of being fucked good by luz the river otter. she raised her ass more for her which luz
chuckles to and goes into a pace no one has the power to go in but her making amity scream in
pleasure and she can feel it coming.

"aahh luz! luz i'm close! don't fucking stop!" amity shouted.

"not even planning to!" luz yelled back and lets out a guttural roar when she did a final deep thrust
into amity, she arched with her mouth fully agape and eyes planning to roll back as she came at the
same time with luz before falling limp to the ground.

luz heaved, she slowly untangled her hand from amity and gently pulled out to see their mixed cum
ooze out of the cat's vagina. she scoops it up and pushed some of it in "good girl." she licked her
fingers before shifting into otter to slip back in the water.

amity fell on her back and started to rub herself on the ground while purring, not noticing that luz is
throwing flopping fishes into the bank, letting them die there as they try to scurry back to the water
till there's a good amount that could feed amity for a month or two.

luz doesn't worry of the river becoming scarce, there's alot to go around anyways.

luz once again submerged back to the bank and tilts her head as she watched amity lick her hands
to rub it against her scruff with her eyes completely dilated. trills escaped her throat as she stopped
to look at the confused otter.



"uhm.. you held up your end of the deal so here. fishes." luz pointed at the pile near them, amity
looked and her tail excitedly wagging at the sight of it. she immediately turned into a cat, rushed
towards to get one to devour without minding the bones she's swallowing.

luz watched the cat finish the first fish, she was about to go in for seconds but she trotted towards
luz and rubbed herself on her while purring, meowing happily making the otter smile and scratched
amity under her chin making her purr louder with her head tilting upward before she proceeds to
take all of the horde.

"be careful on the way home, ami!" luz waved amity goodbye whom waved back. she watched her
disappear into the high grass. sighing contently, luz turned around and dove back into the river.
kind of hoping she'll see the cat again soon.

-----

the next day came, amity stored all of the given fishes in her hideout and she's glad that luz stuck to
the end of the deal but now, she wants more.

it's not the fish.

amity walked out of the high grass in her human form, her feet tickled by morning dew and she
looked around the familiar otter. the river is fairly quiet as the daybreak approaches. she walked
around from a bit while sniffing the air till spotted her.

luz laid asleep in a log with her stomach up and conveniently in her human form. amity slowly
approached the sleeping otter, not wanting to wake her up, her footsteps are light and movements
precise but slow till she got to luz.

amity looked down at luz's dry body and her pendulous cock, she eyed it for awhile like she's
examining it. it's fairly thick and big like more than foot long despite in it's limp form, amity sat
down on the small space left and gripped the phallus, noting how she can barely fully wrap her
hand around it.

she started pumping, giving the tip loving licks for it to wake for the new morning. amity can feel it
starting to grow hard in her hand, she continued and took the tip first in first, suckling on it while
she kept her eyes on luz who's quietly groaning.

as the cock is fully hard, amity started to challenge herself to sinking her mouth into luz's cock.
taking at least half of it till she thinks she can't anymore and started bobbing her head. amity saw
luz's hand limply move subconsciously towards her head to loosely grip her hair.

"come on, wake up baby." amity whispers before continuing her. her tongue swirling around luz's
girth. one of her hands decided to roam around the noceda's stomach, feeling how soft and tubby
her stomach is with a hint of muscle as it tenses from the blowjob.

then, luz groaned as she slowly fluttered her eyes open, first seeing the glowing sky before looking
down to see amity sucking her off. amity withdrew and placed the phallus on the side of her face
with a smirk on.

"good morning." amity said. luz's cheeks darkened as she never expected to woken up like this but
she digs it.



"ah.. good morning too." luz replied, amity lets out a giggle and continued making luz sigh
blissfully as she placed her head back the log while tightly gripping amity's hair with her hips
slightly moving to add more in amity's mouth.

"you know.." luz placed her other arm over her forehead as she stared up the orange lapsing into
blue with the sun now making itself known. "my den is quite big but i'm the only one in there." she
said and amity can tell where this thing is going.

amity pulled away but her rough tongue runs up and down luz's dick then flicked at her tip making
luz moan. "do you wanna be with me?" luz managed to get out and she slowly sat up to look at
amity, both seeing each other tomato like face.

"i'd like that." amity replied as she nodded. luz smiles, she finally has someone to be with now. not
her own species but still, someone she can be with and possibly be her mate for life so she wouldn't
be alone.

neither of them would be.

amity goes down in luz's cock again to continue where they left off, "aah.. fuck." luz moaned. she
watched amity suck her off like a good kitty, her tail swishing happily behind her while luz's
tapping the log.

soon enough, amity was about to take whole of the otter's phallus that hits her throat, she holds
herself from choking before bobbing her head once again as she wants luz to finish and come in her
mouth.

a few seconds has passed, luz lets out a loud moan as she rolled her back when she finally popped
inside amity's mouth. the blight twitched at the feeling of hot spews filling her mouth and she
gulped some down as she's starting to get full. she waited till luz is empty is when she pulled out

amity caught the cum that tried to drip down as she swallowed the rest and licked all of the
remaining cum, making sure nothing is left which made luz amused and prideful.

"what a good girl you are. you even cleaned up your mess without being told." luz coos as she
caressed amity's cheek that made her lean into the warm and purrs erupted from her throat as she
rubbed herself onto luz's hand.

"come here." luz pulled amity into a kiss whom didn't think twice of kissing back, she roped her
arms around luz and lets her hands get lost in her curls while luz held her waist again.

as they barely pulled away, luz whispered "good girls deserve a reward, you know." she then lifted
amity off the log, pinned her into a tree with her legs resting on her shoulders and pussy in front of
her face.

luz stared at how wet it got, "wow, all that for a blow?" she shot amity a smirk which the cat replied
with a pout and her ears pressing against her head. "be scared if i didn't get wet while giving you
blow." amity retorts making luz giggle and stuck out her long tongue to let it drag long her slit.

amity shuddered and moaned at the sensation, she gripped luz's hair with both hands as she pushed
her in for more even though they just started. "aah shit, please more.." she whines and luz gladly
gives.



luz rolled her tongue around amity's pussy lips, lapping her juices in a consistent pattern and
tormented her clit making amity squeal, arching as tightened her grip on luz's hair. "aaahh! fuck yes
luz!" amity moaned, she closed her eyes and leaned her head back as she lets luz eat her out like a
buffet.

the forest sometimes blocks the noises of whatever is happening in there but this isn't one of those
times.

amity's moans are heard throughout as she can't hold herself when the otter is rather skillful with
that tongue. a few crocodiles had to resurface to see what the hell is going on along with a bevy of
otters to see their own kind eating out a stray cat.

they don't know how to feel about that since it's so early in the morning and these two have no
shame on waking their neighbours up. the otters started making squeaky, screeching noises and
snorts, basically telling the couple to go fuck somewhere else but they're too lost in each other that
they barely heard it.

"hmm.. you taste really good, ames.." luz whispers, she moved her one hand to start rapidly
stroking herself while listening to amity's breathing turning erratic. that could only mean one thing.

then, a few seconds after, amity lets out a squeal as she finally came, squirting in luz's face but she
doesn't mind as she licked it all up till she's clean. luz slowly lowered amity down and lifted her,
bridal style, as noticed how weak amity's legs has gone.

"you did amazing. i love you, amity." luz whispered and placed a soft kiss on the cat's forehead
making her smile and nuzzle up to the noceda, purring on her.

"i love you too, luz."



Blowie

Chapter Summary

amity lost her body due to something and luz decides to help out but got sidetracked

requested smut by @yakudamen

"hey luz."

"hey amity's decapitated head." luz casually greeted as she drank her orange juices she managed to
get from the loot eda got from the human world, the expiration date is today but luz still feels good.
for now.

there was silence in the kitchen as luz smacked her lips, tasting the tanginess of the juices before a
frown formed in her face as she remembered something ain't right.

"oh man, i think it was a bad idea to drink this.." luz groaned as she grabbed the empty carton of
orange juice and threw it along with the unfinished juice in her glass before looking at the window
to see amity still staring at her with a normal expression despite the predicament she's in.

"ay dios mio!! amity, why are you only a head?!" luz dropped her glass as she brought her hands to
her head, in disbelief. "uh.. good question aha.." amity said as she lets out awkwardly laughed.

the noceda swiftly rushed out of the owl house and got to the window where amity is sitting in. it's
real that amity got here with just her head, she's still breathing and when luz gently lifted her, she's
warm which is good.

"i need your help. a manticore attacked me out of nowhere and well, my body parts got scattered. it
took me awhile to get here, had to bite a barghest on the way." amity mumbled out the last part out
as she spat out some greyish blue hair.

it's no secret that witches could detach their limbs effortlessly and eda explained this to luz that
once a witch gets into maturity. their body parts would accidentally fall like puberty in a boiling
isles fashion.

"don't worry, ami! your fearless champion would do anything to get your body back! let's go!" luz
pumped her chest before rushing head first into the forest as she held amity under her arm. not
noticing how red her face became but she didn't let out a peep and lets luz do her thing.

-----

"amity's legs! come on, your head needs you right now!" luz calls as she stopped running a while
ago when she ran out of breath. they looked all of the parts and sides of the massive woods,
stumbling upon some caves that might have one of amity's parts but it only came up with nothing.



amity lets out a deeply sigh as she slowly opened her eyes "anything?" luz asked but amity shook
her head. she tried to summon her limbs or just torso to come back but she can't get a good
connection with it so far.

luz looked down at amity, she's occupied of looking all around as her only objective is to find her
body parts but the noceda's objective is starting to change into something obscene that might make
amity hate her for the rest of her life.

luz started to grow hard as she started thinking how it'd feel with amity's warm mouth encasing her
cock while using her head like a fleshlight. a live one.

amity must've notice the stare on her as luz snapped out of her trance when she heard her say "i'm
sorry i got you into this, luz."

luz shook her head and flashed a toothy smile "oh no no, it's okay amity. i like to blowie- i mean
help my friends, you know. haha." she cursed herself internally as she played herself in front of
amity who's obviously not buying the excuse.

"are you okay?" amity asked.

"yeah! yeah, why'd you ask?" luz still tries to deny it. she slowly stopped walking when she saw
amity narrow her eyes up at her, trying to see through a thin veil of lies in luz's eyes then she turned
her gaze down to see a big bulge marking her jean shorts and this gave amity the answer.

"oh, i see." amity chuckles making luz look away shamefully.

"i'm sorry you had to see this, amity. i didn't mean it, i'm sorry. i'm such a pervert." luz crossed her
legs which did the bare minimum on hiding it while amity can't take her eyes off it as she started to
let her mind go wild on what could happen.

"actually, i'm glad that i saw it. mind showing it more?" luz was surprised at this
response, she looked back at amity who's shooting her a libidinous smirk which made her cheeks
blow up in red.

"r- really?" amity nodded in reply.

luz beamed but also embarrassed as she's asking for her long time crush to give her a blowie and
didn't seem to have a problem with that. "okay.." luz started to unzip her short, pulling it down just
enough for her thick, long cock to flop out in front of amity.

"wow.." amity admired the cock before her, she can't believe someone like luz have a cock this big.
"u- uhm.." luz doesn't know what to do now so amity had to take the lead for a while.

"bring me closer." she instructed and luz did just that.

"ah! aah.." luz was caught by surprise and tightly gripped amity's as she watched her give small
licks on her dark tip before attempting to take half of it making luz curl a little before kept herself
still as she slowly assists amity to bring her to the base.

"oh fuck.." as amity's lips are now touching the base of luz's groin, she hummed with her tongue
swirling around her girth to add pleasure before luz started to slowly mouth fuck her. moaning
lowly, she kept amity's head still while she does the work and her balls hitting under amity's chin.



amity felt the cock now rapidly enter and out her mouth, her tongue playing with the tip to
stimulate luz more. she can feel some of her drool slowly rolling down the sides of her mouth and
looked up to see luz's flustered face.

it amused the blight

luz then shoved her cock deeper, almost going into the witch's throat and kept her there before
starting again. "aahh, amity.." she's practically hugging amity's head as she thrusts into her like a
horny mutt.

amity got a little overwhelmed but she kept going as she can feel her distant lower half getting
turned by this somewhere.

in the corner of her eye, amity can see a pale arm pulling itself towards them and she realised it's
hers. finally one came back to her. amity watched her arm climb luz whom snapped her head to
look at it and the arm on her shoulder.

amity narrowed her eyes at it, ordering herself to make a spell and luz screams out in pleasure when
a sudden eruption of euphoria surged throughout her body. she can't pinpoint where the epicenter of
it but it feels go and it's drawing luz closer to the edge.

"aahh fuck yes, amity!" luz moaned. her shorts started to slowly wiggle down till it fully fell to her
ankles though it was ignored as the only thing luz can think off is coming inside her crush's mouth
unbeknownst to the fact that another arm returned and is planning something.

with a final thrust in amity's mouth, luz rolled her head back in ecstasy as she finally came inside.
shooting her load down in her throat as amity eyes rolled back in pleasure, letting the noceda fill
her mouth before slowly pulling out.

cum dribbled out of amity's mouth, she swallowed and licked what she can but some still fell to the
grass. both of them looked each other, softly panting with their eyes still riddled with luz as she
wants more and amity would gladly provide.

then, amity's two arms made a spell glyph that made luz fall to the floor with binds wrapped around
her. her ass is raised and legs split, the first hand slithered it's way under luz and started stroking her
to revert into her hard form while the other lubricates her ass hole, slowly pushing halves of it's
fingers to prepare luz.

amity rolled herself in front of luz to see her blissed out expression and smirked at her.

"your turn."



The Elevator

Chapter Summary

willow and amity creampies luz

requested smut by @Raxize

as luz entered the elevator of the hotel she's staying in for a few days, her eyes focused on her
phone and not bothering to look at the two people in the elevator as the doors closed. luz pressed
her level number but noticed that all of the buttons are lit.

her brow raised in suspicion, luz looked at the other two people in the elevator with her to see a tall,
long mint green haired girl who's just inches away from her and the other one having a bigger built
with a short navy blue hair and round glasses holding a blank expression.

luz averted her eyes as she just has to take the long route in getting to her level. she turned her
attention back to her phone with the door opening when they reached the 3th floor, luz's room is in
6th. as no one exited or entered, the door closed to go to another random level.

luz didn't notice the mint green girl is slowly scooching closer to her, getting behind her and stayed
there for a few seconds till she uttered a whisper: "this is gonna be long one."

the noceda jumped and turned to see the girl was behind her. "uh yeah. i think some jackass played
with the buttons." she said, she slowly faced forward again and noticed that there's hands on her
waist that is slowly bringing her back.

"i'm amity blight, by the way." luz felt amity place her chin on her shoulder and planted soft kisses
on her neck while continuing to pull her back till her ass is against her crotch.

"hn.. i'm luz." she trembled at the feeling of amity's hard rod rubbing against her, amity continued
to grind herself on the noceda who now turns off her phone and looked at the number pad. they
only went 1/4 of the levels the hotel has. might as well use this to past the time.

"are you up for it?" amity asked, nibbling luz's ear with her hand slipping inside her shirt and the
other slowly pulling her leggings down as she pushes her crotch more onto luz making her
whimper.

"y- yeah.." luz replied and amity took it as a cue for her to pull her leggings down to her ankle,
spreads her legs apart as she pulled her cock out of her skirt and easily slipped inside luz's cunt
making her moans loudly. the small enclosed space of the elevator made her moans echo.

"aahh.. aahh fuck.." luz moaned, used one hand to grip on the railings and she looked over her
shoulder to see amity hitting her good. a grin is seen in her face while she stared at luz with a lewd
expression of hunger in her face.



amity licked her lips as she groans, in love at how luz clenches around which encouraged her to go
faster. listening to luz's moans resonate through small space, the elevator opened again to reveal no
one entering before closing to to another level.

"hmn.. god, you feel amazing, luz. nice and tight for us." us?

"w- who's us?" luz asked, this already answered her question as she looked to the side to see willow
scrolling through her phone while her cock is twitching inside her pants. acting nonchalant of luz's
moans having an effect on her.

"don't mind her for now. just focus on me, darling." amity pushed luz's head back forward, she
tightly gripped her waist as she goes harder on her, ramming her cock into her sweet spot making
luz roll her head back in pure pleasure. her legs are trembling along with the rest of her body.

"aahh! aah oh god!" luz moaned.

amity groped luz's breasts through her shirt, noting that she's bra less and her erected nipples
getting seen through made it evident. she wrapped her arms around the noceda as a sort of embrace
while slamming into her rapidly like this is the last time they'll fuck.

"ahh so good.."

meanwhile, willow is recording the entire thing with her phone taped on the wall, capturing
everything. they know there's a camera in the elevator somewhere in those corners. she finally
addresses her affliction, rubbing it through her pants as she watched luz's tits bounce and she just
wants to suck on them.

then, a twist started to get tighter and tighter in amity's stomach making her moan louder like luz.
she doesn't wanna pull out, they planned this and it's gonna worth it as amity lets out a guttural
moan when she finally came inside luz who squealed at the feeling of hot cum spewing inside her.

amity has been holding it in for a while so some dribbled out of luz's quivering pussy. they both
heaved as they climbed down their highs before amity slowly pulled out to let the rest leak out of
luz.

sighing deeply, amity made luz lean against the corner for support as she stuffed her sheathing cock
back in her cycling shorts. "you're up, willow." she said, backing up for the young park to take
center stage.

"finally. never thought you were gonna finish." willow said as she got in front of luz, she helped her
to be steady in her feet before getting pulled up. willow unzipped her pants, fished her cock out of
the hole and rubbed it against luz's cum covered cunt making her whimper and hold onto willow's
arms as she looked down to see her big cock wanting to go inside her.

"here goes." willow pushed all of her inside making luz moan and pulled willow close as a sort of
hug when she started thrusting into the noceda.

"aahh shit! ahh.." luz buried her head on willow's shoulder, tightly gripping her yellow trenchcoat
as she wondrously wrapped around her cock and tight again like amity didn't fuck her at all.

"that's it.. aahh you feel so good, luz." willow muttered, she buried nuzzled up to her neck as she
licked her flesh before leave small hickeys. her rod going deeper and deeper the more willow raises



luz's legs and soon enough she started railing her roughly.

it's still a miracle that no one has entered the elevator yet. now they're in the 5th level and the only
level left is 6th. their floor. amity kept an eye on whoever might be coming before the door closes
and returned her attention back to the cute girl being fucked. moaning their names lewdly, making
amity go hard again.

"w- willow i'm-"

 

"so, there's this guy that tried to.." as the doors for the sixth floor opened, a hetero couple stepped
inside the elevator. amity and willow walked out while luz struggled a little to bend down to grab a
paper, crumpling it and quickly got out of there before the doors closed.

when it did, the three sighed deeply in relief. luz tossed the dirty receipt paper that they used to
wipe off the cum that dripped down and fixed he leggings but she feels sticky, wet and a little
weak.

"did you come?" amity asked, her voice a whisper.

"i did and i think i got most of it in." willow replied, she opened her pants to look down to see more
cum was spilled out there's no way she can salvage this pants after she soiled it.

"did we do good?" amity asked as thet started walking with luz in between them. the planned all of
this roleplay out, act like they're strangers fucking each other in an elevator and coming inside.
creampie-ing luz.

"yeah, your acting's pretty solid." luz said as gave an 'ok' sign. amity and willow whispered a small
'yes' as they high fived over luz's head and gave a kiss on either cheeks making her giggle.

"okay okay, let's go back to our room."



Perturbation

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'care'

part 1 in chapter 149

luz and amity are doing well in keep their relationship from everyone but luz can sense that
elusiveness would vanish in one sweep move, one misstep that could lead them into an unsuspected
place.

but this wasn't what luz had in mind of them being found out.

she's terrified. hyperventilating as this wasn't supposed to happen and she doesn't know what to do.
luz dug her nails in her arms, feeling fear course throughout her body as she watched amity dig a
deep hole while her eyes kept shifting towards the black trash bag that outlines a human body.

because it is.

everything happened so fast. it's a friday, luz used her usual excuse that she'll be out partying or be
in a sleepover at willow's for the weekend to her mother when in reality she got picked up by amity
who's waiting around the block. they planned spending their only two days together in amity's
mansion since she live alone there to just do any other normal couples does, you know?

on the way there, amity stopped to ask for a blow as both of them were rather excited to have what
the night has in store for them. luz obliged and started sucking off her lover whom gave her praises
to continue, note that amity's estate is about a hundred miles off their town so they're in this thick
forestry with no cars passing by since it's nearing midnight and no street lights at all, just her car's
headlights.

they were having a sensual time and amity was about to pop in luz's mouth till the knock on their
window ruined their immersion. amity slightly opened the window, not showing what luz is doing.
luz tried to withdrew before the whoever the person is sees her but amity held her there and
persisted her to continue while amity reaches for something without her knowledge.

it turns out, it was the math teacher, mr. whitley and he saw what the two were doing inside the car.
he was disgusted, threatened to call up luz's mother and get amity to jail for preying on a child
which was stupid as they only have a 2 years of gap.

luz obviously scared about her mother finding out and what she will think of her own daughter
sleeping with a teacher. she'll think she's a whore just to get a boost in her scores.

but suddenly, amity got out of car with a caliber .45 in hand though luz didn't realise it till she heard
a loud boom that made her instinctively duck. luz slowly stuck her head out to see the mr. whitley
on the floor with a growing pool of blood under him that is staining the blacktop roads.



"w- what did you do?!" luz exclaimed as she saw amity lower her hand that held the gun that has
it's chamber emitting small smoke from it's very first shot. she can't believe what she's seeing, first,
amity was this loving, caring lover to her and now she turned to this cold bloodied killer who isn't
even flinching at the sight of mr. whitley's body just bleeding out in front of her.

luz flinched when she saw amity slowly turn her head to look at her. the shine in her golden hues
disappeared so instantly, it's scary to look at amity now with the lack of light the road has doesn't
help one bit.

luz felt like she's in a horror film and she wants out. she wants to wake up in the real amity's arms
and reassure it was just a nightmare but luz can hear her ears still ringing from the bang, the
dizziness occurring and her body trembling from fear.

she even dug her nails in her skin to make sure and she feels pain which was worse.

"we can't afford any loose ends, love. it'll only grow longer and longer till you can't keep up to cut
it off." amity replied and it wasn't the answers luz was looking for. she gasped when amity started
to approach the car, she frantically looked around to defend herself with and was about to slam the
door close but amity rushed towards just in time to catch it and aim the gun at luz whom screamed
in absolute horror and held up her hands as a surrender.

she doesn't wanna die.

"please, please.. amity calm down, please i don't wanna die." luz begged as violent streams of tears
are rolling down her cheeks, dripping from her jaw and falling to the car seat. she tried to maintain
an eye contact on amity whom seemed to soften at her lover's distressed voice, hearing it crack
made her heart crack as well.

"hey, i'm not gonna kill you, okay? just do what i tell you and i'll get us out of here, okay?" amity
said, she stuffed the gun in her pants but it's still visible as she wore a white shift. luz flinched at the
touch on her cheek as it was an attempt to comfort her.

it used to comfort luz as amity's hands are really soft but now it just feels wrong and
uncomfortable. and it's not the glove.

"got it?"

the town boiling isles is 200 miles away south and luz is not an athlete she knows she can't outrun
amity who was a football captain in her own highschool years. even if she did when she got in the
woods, luz never visited this parts before so she'll just here lost.

she doesn't know what's worse.

luz just have to nod her head if she doesn't a bullet in between her eyes.

which led us to now, amity searched mr. whitley's car thoroughly, making sure she gets the dash
cam memory card to snap it into pieces before discarding it. the car is just littered of empty bottles
of beer but the real kicker in the decomposing body of a girl found in the trunk when amity
unlocked it.

the girl was in a trash bag, brutally mutilated and amity came to the immediate conclusion that this
was the missing girl layla jefferson, 14 who was raped to death by marcus whitley, a man into



necrophilia and little girls.

and here he was proclaiming that amity is like him. no. she's so much more than a useless pile of fat
and blood.

no one really liked him since he was a weirdo, a bad kind from the start. everyone strayed far from
him and he would also hit on women in their early 20s like amity. that's why she never came to the
faculty to work as she knows marcus was hovering over her. creepily stalking.

amity dropped the trash bag in the hole she made and quickly filled it in. she placed whitley just a
few radius off where the little girl is getting buried to set up a homicide suicide as she made him
hold her gun that doesn't have have her fingerprints but him.

amity was thinking far ahead as she and luz wore plastics to leave footprints since forensics and
detectives are rather meticulous here, everything they find would lead to many suspects till they're
able to rule out the true perpetrator is.

there's no room of error here unless they wanna ruin their pristine image.

"let's go." amity dropped the shovel and started to walk out of there with luz dragging along beside
her. they got back inside the car to drive towards the manor as if nothing happened, amity took off
the dirtied plastics as they stepped out of the car while heading inside.

"amity." luz softly calls for the blight whom ignored her, she followed her behind as they walked
through the dark lobby. no lights was bothered to be turned on as amity knows where everything is
and luz doesn't. she just got lost just like how she is internally.

"amity? where are you?" luz asked as she waved her hands around the dark in hopes to find amity.
the sound of a match striking is heard behind her, luz turned around to see a small flicker of light
fall into something, there was a moment of silence before the sudden roar of the fireplace boomed
with freckles of embers float around the living room of sorts.

"come here, luz." amity's voice is eerily calm as the sound of faint cracklings of firewood and pops
of something else. luz gulped, she slowly, reluctantly went in the living room while amity took a
seat in the chair near the fire as if it's entertainment.

when luz got to her, she saw the plastics they used getting burned and reduce into something as the
fires are relentless in eating it away with the smoke flying up to the chimney. there are still no lights
in the manor but this singular fireplace.

it didn't provide warmth as it should do.

"sit on me." amity ordered but this is no time for that.

"amity, we gotta tell someone about this. we can't just remain silence when you k.. shot mr.
whitley." luz said, trying to get the rationality amity always has and it always helps them out of
many situations. this isn't ideal but luz hopes that some sanity still remained.

"you don't know anything about me luz. i could easily lift my status anytime but you can't. think
about it, if we turn ourselves in, you will be accused as a prostitute for sleeping with me." amity
said without looking at luz but she can see the undecipherable expression in her face that could
easily be described as shock and betrayal.



"though, the BIP would still give me a sentence but it'll be alot shorter than yours." amity added
casually like she has done this before. has she? luz doesn't know.

now that luz thinks about, she doesn't know a single thing about amity. sure, short stories in her
highschool life and little to nothing in her childhood while the noceda told her life stories.

luz is still a stranger to amity that she just so happen to love but her meaning and concept of this
love is starting to blur.

"you... you're willing to throw me out? don't love me?" luz asked with the swelling in her heart
rising and growing heavy as it makes it heard for her to breath suddenly. she just doesn't understand
why did it have to lead up to this, this was supposed to be a good weekend with amity. this is the
only time where they can be real couples without the masses discriminating them.

but the knowledge that amity has blood in her hands and smeared it on luz. there's no escaping that.

"of course i do, luz." amity replied as she stood up from her chair and walked over to luz to hold
her trembling hands. she did little to nothing in calming luz down when she always does that. what
is happening?

"then, why are you acting like this, amity?! what happened to you? i don't like this.. none of it, i
don't like it.. i just wanna go home.." luz tried to snatch her hands away from amity but she held a
firm grip on her and kept her still while amity stared at her blankly.

those once admirable golden hues turned sickening.

"hush, my love. you don't need to stress yourself in learning trivial things. what matters is that if
you stick with me, nothing bad will happen to you and your mother. got it?" luz can sense an
undertone in the end there. it made her worry that could happen to her, to her mother. camila is only
family she has, she can't afford to lose her.

annoyed at the lack of response, amity roughly cupped luz's cheeks that made her go in panic mode
and her breathing turning rapid as she prayed to god that amity doesn't hurt her.

"i said, got it?" she repeated. luz gulped a the sight of those haunting eyes of the blight. she wants
to cry that this isn't the woman she fell for, whom cared for her and everyone around though not
explicitly as she is with luz. she wants that amity back not this doubleganger of her lover.

but... she doesn't know if she can anymore.

"yes, amity."



Capo Crimini

Chapter Summary

a small throwback to my first smut posted in ao3

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

they are an unlikely duo that managed to get almost the entire world in their grasp.

the once honeypot of the pimps and gimps, luz was taken in as her father got tangled up into a favor
he can't escape and traded her to save his skin so she mostly grew up in the organization.

she's called the 'honeypot' as she has a tendency to be rather manipulative in her words and body
language to make whoever her target is to be weak before they got shot in the head.

the pay is good but what luz learned in this crime family is the more you reach to the sky, the more
someone will take that effort and gain gratification by saying they did this achievement themselves.
luz can't have her life's work be derailed by a stupid conman.

till, one fateful day someone came in luz's door looking like she just came from a convention
downtown as she wore witch like outfit and demanding where is she? she mentioned a place called
'the boiling isles' and luz started to think the woman took too many lsd.

luz invited the woman inside her small apartment, gave her a cup of tea with her gun hiding behind
her back as she doesn't wanna kill a crazy person out in the hallway, it'll make alot of mess.

the woman told her name to be amity blight, claiming that she's a witch from a prestigious line of
powerful witches from the boiling isles and that she accidentally went through a portal that sent her
to earth. now she's stuck, she can't do magic as earth doesn't have a potent atmosphere of magic and
she needs luz's help to sent her home.

that's alot to take in.

luz doesn't believe the shit that's coming out of amity's mouth but the only thing she did believe is
her pointed ears. that's hard to miss or even fake as luz checked if it was a cut out, a surgery but
amity easily flapped her ear when luz touched it.

maybe she can believe a little but since this 'witch' is in earth, specifically italy. luz has to teach
amity some italian and spanish, it being her native tongue, no one in the family understood what
she's saying in spanish so they could use this as their secret code. amity had to also hide her pointed
ears whenever they're in public.

teach amity the way of life of a human by simply observing luz eat fried authentic mozzarella sticks
while watching the tv in her days off. it made luz uncomfortable especially amity isn't saying
anything while she stares but got used to it.



luz also showed amity human's old 'magic'. the first gun amity shot a dummy in the open field with
an assault rifle. she got aftershocks from the jolting of the weapon in rapid fire but she managed
with luz guiding her.

by then, amity has been staying with luz for a few months while oblivious to the fact that her
roommate is in a mafia. luz told her a lie she's just going out for 'work' whenever she got called in
for another mission.

luz kept up this lie till amity started to notice the many days luz hasn't been coming home like she'd
be gone for 3 days or even week to return looking like a mess and extremely exhausted. luz came
clean to her in one night upon her return, amity didn't understand what the pimps and gimps are
capable of when they found her but she promised she'll be fine and luz doesn't need to worry.

a few weeks after that. they finally understood each other's anatomy.

luz has a goal she wants to achieve and when amity arrived, she never thought she'd consider her in
her greatest coup till their feelings and intentions were clear. she told amity her plan and she agreed
with it.

in the july 8th of 1989. luz went in straight for the biggest kill of her life whilst maintaining her
seductive and good looks to lower a simple man's rationale, serving as diversion to the guard dog.
luz got to the capo's office, subverting him from amity who's coming from behind and the capo was
shot in the head multiple times to ensure that he won't be rising from the dead soon.

soon enough luz and amity instantly became infamous in the assassination of the pimps and gimps'
capo. luz was disowned but she could care less as she and amity jumped off the window, saved by
the small amount of magic amity used to land them safely into the car before driving laughing in
victory as they give each other a winning kiss.

some way they're still rampant in causing multiple cases of bank robberies, murders and
assassinations but no one has proof. the dubbed many names for the runaway couple, like the
italian version of bonnie and clyde even though luz is dominican american immigrated in europe
and amity is literally from another dimension.

despite the lack of background people had for them, they went on to build their own organization
that will be bigger than pimps and gimps and more powerful than 'ndrangheta.

 

november 22 of 1993.

4 years has passed ever since they achieved their biggest milestone. luz and amity established many
in a lavishing mansion down in naples, sicily and tuscany. since their real home is in rome, luz
made that as a safe house for the homeless and the government can't do anything since they have a
hold on them.

with good things come along with bad, italy has the worse crimes in the world so far after the
couple went reigned across the continent and their influence spreads all across the world.

the plan of amity returning to the boiling isles became a distant thing to her as she's happy here
with luz, exclude the killings though she doesn't seem mind that.



right now, luz and amity wore expensive looking dress and suit as they walked down the red carpet
of a casino in las vegas. they have mascaras on though it wasn't needed as most of the people are
bare faced but they were ubothered by two strangers walking past them with eyes scouring for the
target.

as they got to the main attraction of the building, many tables of cards are placed along with slot
machines making winning noises that is accompanied by people chattering loudly through the
music.

"split up." luz whispered to amity whom nodded and uncoiled her arm around her lover. they go in
their separate ways, posing in watching one of the ongoing matches of poker, luz easily noticed one
of them is counting while the other is betting all.

not a smart move.

luz moved to another table, her eyes wandering to find amity who's on the other side, pretending to
be interested in what's happening before walking away. luz followed and stopped by a slot machine,
she sat down on the chair and searched through the sea of people just to find one, particular,
specific description why they came to america in the first place.

then, she found it.

luz turned around and pushed a golden coin inside the slot machine, she waited for a few seconds
before pulling the stick. watching the three reels spin for a few seconds before the first one stopped
on a number 7. her eyes focused on the second that landed in 7.

and the third-

jackpot!

luz stood up while the coins are pouring out into the payout tray, people are slowly harboring the
machine as they contemplate to whether or not take the cash that luz walked away from.

amity heard the winning noise of a slot machine, she looked to see luz walking and grabbing a man
by the throat, preventing them from screaming as she dragged him into an isolated, narrow hallway.
the blight followed her lover, passing many men that tried to avert her attention from the mission
and she saw an open door followed by a crashing noise.

amity made a single light spell that is enough to illuminate the small storage room as she entered
and saw the man who stole half a billion from them, fled to america thinking he's safe but he forgot
that luz and amity has eyes and ears everywhere.

the man was bewildered at the sudden appearance of a light in amity's hand but before he could
question that. luz cuts to the chase "dove sono i soldi?" she asked in italian.

"i- i'm sorry, i do not know what you're talking about. you got the wro- ay dios mio!!" the man
screamed in pain when luz shot his leg, she doesn't have time for games tonight. vegas was
supposed to be the place where everything is legal in the night, that's why luz was excited to come
back to america if it wasn't for this bastard.

"your english is shit. you spent the money, our money to useless chips and you didn't even bother to
hire an english teacher!!" luz spat as she shot the man's other leg making him wail, he waved his



arms as a sign of surrender.

"misericordia! per favore capo! farò qualsiasi cosa solo non uccidermi!!" he finally spoke in his
native language and the couple lets out dry laugh that made the man's blood run cold at the sound
of it.

"oh pietà? non credo che una feccia come te meriti il mio tempo e chiedi la mia simpatia? patetico."
luz sneered, she kept her gun pointed at the man who's cowering in the floor with blood oozing out
of his crippled legs.

then, amity leaned against her wife in the side to whisper into her ear. "ha anche tentato di farmi
delle mosse mentre eri via. che cosa hai intenzione di fare?" luz twitched and a growl emitted from
her throat as she glared at the man.

"you asshole."

bang! bang! bang!

three shots in the head, instantly killing him. luz lets out an irritated sigh, she placed her gun place
inside her holster as she heard amity giggle. "what?" luz's tone suddenly went from demeaning to
soft when she looked at her wife who has a malevolent smile on her face as she stared at the
bleeding out body but luz finds it hot.

"nothing. do you wanna go back to the sutie?" amity said as she turned her gaze at luz, she stepped
closer to her and luz is still taller despite the 4 years they've been together. amity fixed her lover's
suit while subtly pressing herself against her.

"i'll help you release some stress you brought from rome." she finished her thought, her fingers
tracing luz's lips before it was slowly licked and luz pulled amity into a passionate kiss but it was
quick.

"yeah." luz replied.

-----

as they entered their private suite, they were already wildly kissing each other. amity ripped luz's
dress shirt open while luz unzipped the back of her dress while they head towards the couch as they
can't reach the bedroom in this state.

luz fell onto the couch with amity sitting on top, she watched her fully take off her dress, letting it
fall to the ground and she ran her hands in between luz's breasts, stopped in her toned stomach to
admire it. she can feel luz's cock getting hard under her, amity wiggled making her lover groan.

"come on, baby. i thought you were gonna help me?" luz said as she grasped both amity's big tits,
kneading them while her hips grinds back. the big window in their left remaining wide open and
they don't have the time to worry about trivial things of someone watching them have sex.

there better be someone as they like to show off.

"can't i just admire my wife before she rails me?" amity fires back as she sluggishly moved her
hands down towards luz's pants, pulling her belt off to finally let her cock out for her to stroke.



"well, you can. you can also take a bite though." luz cupped amity's chin to pull her closer to her,
her eyes fixated on her red, plump lips.

"that's for dessert. we can't have that till the main course." amity closed in the space and luz slipped
her tongue inside, their wet muscles swirling with each other in an erratic pace while the noceda's
hands slithered down to amity's ass. spreading it before spanking it making amity moan in the kiss
till they're out of breath.

luz attacked amity's neck as she raised herself up, aligning her lover's cock before going down.
moaning as amity loved the feeling of being stretched, she can't understand how she still struggles
to adjust on luz's girth when they do it daily. she lets out a shuddered sigh as she gripped on luz's
shoulders.

"ah fuck, you feel amazing.." luz hummed as she rolled her head back then down "and tight too,
how come?" she looked into her wife's golden eyes that is seeping with lust along with brown,
almost red ones.

"i don't know, it feels like it's our first everyday but i love it." amity started bouncing making both
of them moan. luz firmly gripped amity's ass, she wants to thrust as well but she's gonna let amity
do this one tonight.

"oh.. aaahh luz!" amity hugged luz as she rides her hips on luz, her ass jiggling everytime she goes
down and her lower muscle strength got stronger for her bounces to be fast and hard. sending luz
into blissful haze with no other substance.

amity started placing kisses on luz's neck, leaving many hickeys that would be difficult for luz to
hide. she raised herself and pulled luz's head in between her tits who removed her hands from her
ass to push amity off a little for her to take one of her cute pink nipples to suck on.

"joder, nunca me acostumbraré a lo grande que eres.." amity spoke in fluent spanish, she looked
down to see luz suckling her tit like a hungry toddler. her blush reached to her pointed ears as luz
looked up on her, the lechery clouded in her hazel eyes with their sex drive going beyond the limit.

the night's still young and here they thought they're gonna spend all night finding that asshole.

when luz pulled away with an audible pop, she licked her lip and pecked her wife's lips "me estas
tomando tan bien, amor." she whispered then, amity went faster and luz almost fell limp as her cock
is being deliciously wrapped by the witch's hot, pulsing pussy.

"fuck- that's it... aahh amity!" luz moaned with her head rolling back.

"aaahh! l- luz.. luz i love you!" amity shouted. she can feel herself getting closer with luz's cock
ramming into her sweet spot. she's being taken to almost heaven as she rides luz like a prized
stallion, she tightly gripped her shoulder, digging her claws into her skin but luz barely
acknowledged the pain.

"augh- i love you too, amity!" luz slammed amity into another deep kiss, their tongues clashing
more violently as drool escaped the sides of their mouths till they were quickly deprived of air.

"ah- aah- ooh luz, luz i'm coming!!" amity screamed in euphoria as she came hard on luz just in
time for her to come soon after. amity sighed in delight at the feeling of her wife's warm cum fill



her up, she pulled her into a more softer kiss which luz happily reciprocated before embracing each
other as they come down from their highs.

"luz," amity called and luz hummed in reply.

"what if we leave and start a family here? it won't be long till you actually knock me up." amity
said, luz chuckles at that and nodded her head as she has been thinking about that. they have all the
cars, the money, the power but it hasn't changed their true morals as lovers.

"yeah, that sounds like a plan."

Chapter End Notes

there's more in this cluster. just wait :)
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"hey, catch that weasel!!" someone yelled.

"i'm an otter, jackasses! get it right!" lucia shouted back as she easily hopped over a car when she
got to an intersection and ran into a narrow hallway. she looked over her shoulder to see three cats
chasing after her in their beastman forms.

one is a tiger and the other is a jaguar.

"ha, for big cats, you can't even catch a little otter! ha!!" lucia mocked the two as she stuck out her
tongue. but she realised the third one isn't in the pack. she looked around for them and when she
looked up, her eyes widened as she saw the bobcat racing through the rooftops and lets out a roar
when they jumped off to tackle lucia.

lucia swiftly dodged the bobcat, "hey kitty cat." she narrowed her eyes at the feline who snarled at
her. the otter placed the handle of the briefcase full of raw cash in her mouth and started running in
all fours as fast as she can with the bobcat tailing her.

the tiger and jaguar slowly stopped as they watched the two chase each other, heading towards the
slums. "should we continue the chase?" the jaguar asked but the tiger simply scoffed as she turned
around to walk away.

"no. she's got this besides what harm could a stupid ferret do to a literal bobcat." she said.

as they ran into the dark, grimly slums with their paws getting caked with mud but the mint green
furred bobcat doesn't care she was just wants to catch an otter before she reaches the waters.

lucia looked over her shoulder to see the feline is still in her tail then turned her gaze down to the
mud filled streets and an idea came to mind. if she uses the mud to slide herself towards the sea that
is just a couple miles or less off and bobcats can't-

oh no, they can swim. fuck!

lucia was pulled out of her train of thought and lets out a pitched screech when she felt something
bite her tail. she dropped the little bitch holding her tail, she curled her flexible body with ease and
started clawing the feline's face furiously while screeching or squeaking of rage.



the bobcat lets go of the otter's tail who stood back in two legs and was about to grab for the
briefcase but she was tackled by the bobcat who tackled her to the ground, letting the mud cover
their bodies.

"give it back! you dared to steal from someone like me?!" amelia snarled as she snarled, trying to
reach for the case but lucia kicked her in the stomach and quickly stood up "don't care, fuck off!"
lucia charged towards amelia to attack her but due to the bobcat being bigger than an otter.

amelia easily grabbed lucia's throat and slammed her throat a rotten, empty house. angered huffs
and growls are heard from the bobcat. she stepped inside while lucia coughed and slowly stood up
only to be grabbed by the throat, getting lifted up in the air.

"it's over, mink." amelia snarled as she shifts back to her human form with her golden eyes glaring
into lucia who opened her mouth to say something she reviewed that amelia just said before
retorting with a;

"okay, i get why people can confuse a mink to an otter but i'm a fucking otter, you stupid vomit
colored pussy!" lucia also reverted back to human and tried to pull amelia's tight grip on her neck
but she slowly stopped her struggling when she noticed the blight's eyes on her.

this is odd.

this is only the meeting lucia and amelia, sure they would probably past each other in downtown of
anima city but they don't know each other so why do they feel a sense of familiarity with something
swirling inside in their stomachs that allures them to come closer.

amelia slowly lowered lucia down and lets go of her throat while kept staring at each other's eyes.
they can feel and hear one another's hot breathes, amelia towers over lucia establishing a height
difference that gives the bobcat an advantage.

then, lucia kicked amelia's shin making her grunt but she was shut up by a kiss from the otter. the
blight was surprised at the sudden motion but she kissed back nonetheless with her hands moving
down to her hips to easily lift her again but this time, pinning lucia to the stable wall of the house
that's killing itself.

as they pulled away, amelia easily ripped all of their clothes off and lucia doesn't seem mind
though. amelia got in between her legs, lucia shuddered at the feeling of her sheathed cock rubbing
against her pussy and the bobcat didn't bother to take her time in shoving her cock inside lucia
making her moan loudly.

amelia groaned, she tightly gripped the otter's thick thighs ass she slammed into her. she never
fucked anyone before as she didn't have time to mate someone and yet here she is, having sex with
an otter who tried to steal her money.

"aah.. aaahh oh fuck!" lucia moaned as she feels the feline's cock stretch her deliciously, her insides
tightly wrapping around amelia. not gonna lie, lucia never had this good of a fuck with a stranger
before so she's really digging this.

the bobcat's thrusts are relentless and the otter takes it well, she wrapped her legs around amelia on
her waist with her arms coiling on her neck for her claws to dig deep into amelia's back making her
lowly moan and her pupils turned thin as she lowered her gaze on lucia who's giving her a bastard
like grin which annoyed the blight.



amelia opened her mouth to show her sharp fangs before striking down on lucia's neck, sinking
deep into her flesh and unintentionally mark her but lucia doesn't take it as such as she squealed at
the sensation

"shit.. two can play that game." lucia looked at the exposed neck of amelia, her revealed her own
set of fang and bit into her flesh to unintentionally mark. amelia groaned in the bite, slowly pulled
away to lick the mark she left and waited for lucia to pull away as she roughly fucked her.

the slums doesn't really matter if two carnivorous people are fucking in a rundown house as it is a
common occurrence. they're completely unbothered by their manic, animalistic moans along with
something breaking.

lucia finally pulled away but her grin is still there and amelia ignored it as she started to feel herself
getting closer. the bobcat dragged her claws on lucia's thighs making her hiss and claw back on her
back as the pain adds more to the pleasure is bringing them to the edge. blood rolling down their
scratches but it was unattended as lust only controls them now.

"aaahhh!! shit!" amelia lets out a deafening roar when she came inside lucia whom rolled her head
back as it triggered her to come soon after but amelia didn't tie her knot because she chose not to
since she doesn't know lucia or her name even.

as amelia pulled out, lucia leaned against the wall for support with her legs trembling. she giggled
to herself while watching cum trickle down her legs and she knows she won't get pregnant even of
they come at the same time. amelia has to knot in her, stay there to ferment lucia.

"oh fuck, you got mommy issues?" lucia asked an out of a blue question.

"what?" amelia was taken aback but lucia turned into an otter for her fur to cover her nude body.
"well, that was fun, floppy ears but i have to take my leave." lucia bowed as a goodbye at amelia
and was about to leave but the blight caught her wrist to stop her from leaving yet.

"wait, what do you say about a spot in my gang? be my right hand and my mate." amelia offered.
she doesn't know why she's saying this but she feels like she doesn't wanna lose or leave lucia
without her around.

it feels stupid but lucia could be the someone amelia is looking for.

lucia didn't need to think about as she'll always go to the side where the greens are brighter "sounds
like a plan, pussycat."
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luz walked inside her house, closing the door with a kick as she trudged towards the couch before
ultimately falling face first into the small pillows, groaning tiredly on it.

amity walked out of their bedroom when she heard the door getting slammed. she peered down to
see her lover sprawled on the couch with her bag on the side. "welcome home, babe." she greeted
as she gently hopped on top of luz, sitting on her lower back to start giving her a massage.

"thanks." luz groaned, she tilts her head to the side to let out a deep sigh. enjoying the massage her
girlfriend is giving. amity hummed, she noticed how tensed luz's shoulders are that she had to press
down hard even jump a little to hear a satisfying crack making luz let out a sigh or moan that easily
turned the blight turned on.

"jeez, what happened at work to make you this tensed?" amity asked, she stood up to turn luz over,
seeing her weary expression as she yawned a little with a groan. "alot of bullshit." she replied, she
slowly sat up and rested her head against amiry's chest to her to rub her head. her touches always
puts the noceda at ease.

"i'm sorry for always coming home late, ami."

"psh, don't be. don't feel pressured to make that income when you're not the only one working her."

"come on, i'll make sure you'll wake up refreshed tomorrow." amity said, she grabbed luz's hands
and started to lightly pull her up. luz smiled at the sound of that, she stood up as she tugged amity's
to press against her chest. "what do you have in mind?" she asked with their faces coming closer
while luz slithered around amity's curves.

"well, i just wanna commend you for busting your ass all day." amity replied, her tone of voice
turning libidinous making luz grin. "how sweet of you." the space of their lips becoming shorter
and shorter as their eyes reflected their lust for each other.

as their lips finally connected, luz easily pushed her tongue inside to play with amity earning a low
moan from her. amity started unbuttoning luz's dress shirt while she slipped her big hands inside to
grope her lover's tits as she really doesn't wear bras when she's home.

pulling away, luz lifted amity by the legs and rushed towards their bedroom to drop amity to bed.
luz started giving the blight burning kisses on her neck making amity hum but she tapped her
shoulder to stop for a moment. "hey hey, easy big girl. i'm the one in charge tonight." she rolling
her finger on luz's lips and down to her chin to tap it.



luz grumbles in contemplation before getting off for amity to stand up and trot towards her treasure
chest of sex toys and a wide of bondage. amity took a few things out before starting to take her
clothes off. luz watched her lover strap in a black leather harness and walked back to luz who
immediately grew harder than before at the sight of amity looking sexier and dominating in that
harness.

"strip, pet." amity commanded and luz didn't even think twice in following the blight as she swiftly
took off her dress shirt then pants only for amity to place her heeled foot in between her legs.
"wrists." amity unravelled the bondage tape that doesn't tear off luz's hair if taken off.

luz offered her wrists to amity who started to roll the tape her, going in many layers before stopping
"is it too tight?" amity asked. luz rubbed her wrists together, tried to rip it open but the tape held
sturdily and it's not cutting off her circulation.

"no, it's good. i can't break it unlike the ropes." luz replied.

amity chuckles "yeah, because you don't know your own strength." she took out a muzzle for her
love to see, silently asking if she's okay with it and luz gave her a green light for her to strap it in
her head. now she's all ready.

"aw, is your little guy trying to say something?" amity noted the twitching cock of luz that is just
waving for her to start sucking.

"it's not little-" luz was cut off when amity hits her with a crop and shuddered at the feeling of her
dragging it along her thick cock making it twitch more with precum slowly oozing out.

"hush. pets shouldn't talk." amity warned, she leaned closer to luz to see her eyes dripping of lust
for thr blight with temptation only fill her mind. luz wanted to pull amity into a kiss but
remembered she has muzzle on.

"are you gonna be a good girl for me tonight, luz? just stay still and you'll be rewarded." amity
grabbed luz's cock to start rubbing her in a rapid pace making luz moan and leaned back slightly as
she watched amity's hand go up and down on her.

"you wanna cum in my ass, right?" amity whispered and she watched luz vigorously nod her head
making her smirk. amity knelt down in front of luz, she tapped the the tip on her tongue and easily
consumed her dick with her wet muscles swirling around the tip.

"aahh! oh shit.." luz clenched her fists tightly and continued to watch amity deep throat her with
ease. her warm cavern wrapping around the noceda's throbbing phallus, amity is obviously a
professional, times like this amity taking control, luz doesn't complain as she knows her place and
it makes luz's pullout game weak when amity is below her.

amity hummed, she looked up at luz who makes the best lewd submissive faces even though she's a
natural dom. it makes the blight's insides tingle whenever she sees it, just to think that someone
dominating yet so soft have be an inner bottom.

well, to be fair, there is no strict labels in their bed.

luz tightly clenched her fists, almost turning it white as she can feels herself getting closer to pop.
"f- fuck amity i'm bout to-" she squeezed her eyes tightly to prepare herself but



suddenly, amity pulled out making luz's climax die down and this made her panic. "hey hey, why
did you stop?!" she asked, she didn't mean to raise her voice but she can't retract it as amity rose a
brow at that.

amity stood up and stared down at luz with an undecipherable look on her face that made the
noceda both scared and horny. "no need to raise your voice on me, pet."

"i- i didn't mean to- aaahh.." luz moaned when amity pressed her foot aganst her cock just enough
to bring her pleasure and impulsively grind on her for more. amity scoffs at the reaction and pushed
more into her.

"yeah right. you're so needy tonight which i don't mind but do again, you won't be getting anything
in the end." amity warned and luz nodded. she placed her taped hands on the blight's foot to rub it.
"please.. spare some pussy in this trying times." luz begged making amity softly laugh and leaned
closer to her as she gripped the muzzle to bring luz close.

"the trying times are nowhere close but since you asked so nicely, i just," amity got on luz's lap and
slowly lowered herself on her cock. luz moaned, she gripped on amity's thick creamy thighs as she
feels her tight pussy wrapping her cock beautifully.

"might."

luz trembled, she waited for amity to move but she didn't and just sat there. "w- why aren't you
moving?" she asked which was only replied with a devilish smirk. "i never said i'll take move. just
sit on you." amity said innocently and luz whimpered as she tries to move her hips but amity held
her still.

"no no, please move. bounce.." luz whined for amity's amusement.

"like this?" amity wiggled herself, it's not enough to satisfy luz and she knows it. "come on, baby.
you gotta open your pretty little mouth to say what you want." she said as she licked the muzzle
and it only turned luz on more.

"please... ride me hard, amity. fuck me hard than the others!" luz finally lets it out and she's getting
desperate for a release inside her lover. amity giggled at the sight of her lover's heated, needy face,
she raised herself and dropped down making luz moan.

"augh- fuck that's it!" luz bit her lip as she watched amity bounce on her. she started at her plump
lips, she wants to kiss it hard but she's wearing a muzzle still. amity gripped on luz's shoulders as
she rides her, her ass jiggling in each drop.

luz moaned loudly without need of holding back, she can't keep herself up anymore as she fell to
the bed while amity still rides her in a rapid pace. pants and low moans are heard from her with her
tits jounced.

"aahh fuck, luz.." amity placed her hands on luz's toned stomach as she rubbed it to feel it tense
hard. she leaned down to luz's neck, licking off her sweat before biting down on her flesh making
luz arch her back as she lets out a guttural moan.

"aaahhh!!" amity moaned when luz arched.



withdrawing, luz looked up at amity to see that unmovable grin that tells she's at the mercy of the
blight and she loves it.

-----

"aahh.. aaahhh fuck!!" luz came for the fifth time. three in her pussy and two in her ass. she almost
lost her balance but she clung on the last bit of her strength to slowly pull out to see how caked
amity is.

"aah.. ha.. thank you baby." luz tilts her head to give amity a kiss on the cheeks before dropping
beside her. lowly groaning as she reached for the key on the nightstand to disconnect the chains of
the cuffs on her wrist and thighs.

"anything for you, love." amity scooched closer to luz to give her a proper soft kiss, earning a low
hum of sweetness from her before slowly pulling away. amity rested her head on luz's chest as they
laid there for a few minutes to calm down from their 5 rounds.

that's barely the number they can do in a night.

"do you need anything? water? something to eat?" luz asked, she looked at amity who's thinking of
what she wants to refresh after sex as luz lovingly rubbed her back to help it release tension while
waiting for an answer.

"hm.. i also ordered pizza earlier, you can find it in the microwave and bring the soda too." amity
replied and luz beamed.

"aww, you're the best. i love you so much." luz pecked her lover's lips again making amity softly
giggle and squished her cheeks mid kiss before luz pulled away with her lips protruding.

"i love you too. now, go while i find something to watch." amity lightly tapped luz's cheek as she
reaches for the tv remote.

with a big bottle of sprite sitting in the nightstand, pizzas in hand as they sat in the bed without
clothes on. luz and amity spent their night laughing and making fun of the farfetched porn scenarios
these websites provides, their mind got off of the worries of work as they wanna make this night
worthwhile.



Indulgence

Chapter Summary

luca (16) x luz (14) x lucia (18)

not requested

Chapter Notes

(a test run for me of writing younger characters since i've been making them in legal ages and
self indulgence. also dont be too harsh on me bc i dont know if field trips in america are the
same of what i have in my country dudes)

See the end of the chapter for more notes

luz sat in her bed with her phone in front of her, scrolling down as she reads some one shot stories.
she and her two sisters are alone in the house since camila is as usual out for work.

luca, luz's older sister laid beside her, also reading but has one of her good witch azura collection
with her lower half bare, legs spread that exposed her thick but still growing cock that is getting
stroked by her little sister.

being 14 means the concept of sex is still new after the lesson of reproduction was introduced in
school but for someone like luz have full access in reading these stories even if it's a little
farfetched. she has a grasp of what it is and can experiment, experience it first hand with her sisters'
help.

"did you know hecate dies in the end?" luz said as she looked at luca whom gasped dramatically
and returned her gaze to luz.

"no! no, you're lying! she can't die, what about hecazura?!" luca asked, getting a little worried if she
should continue reading anymore. luz snickered, she turned off her phone and rolled on to get on
top of luca who grabbed the bookmark to set the book to the side.

"well, you just have to wait for the fifth volume." luz said, luca groaned in reply as they only have
4 books and they're saving up to buy the 5th one. luca placed her hands on luz's clothed ass to
grope it making her hum, she rubbed herself against her sister's rock hard cock while they maintain
eye contact.

the noceda triplets has been exploring each other's bodies when luz turned 14. of course, she gave
her consents before her sisters moved on to do their thing. they started small like a handjob and
light licks while they finger luz then luca and lucia taught their little sister how to give them
blowjobs. it was sloppy which they don't mind and overtime, she gets better in doing it.



then, they moved to another step. lucia was the one who took luz's virginity in the shower so her
innocent blood easily washes away, it was the best night luz ever had and luca tried to take her
second hole but she doesn't want to do anal yet so luca gave her a second experience of sex.

she doesn't know if she's becoming a slut for her sisters but goddamnit, it felt incredible.

"i started to notice something." luca started as she pulled luz's shorts down to reveal her small but
plump ass. she smoothly rubbed it, moving up to her crop top to feel her small developing breasts.

"what is it?" luz asked, trembling a little at the feeling of her sister's touches.

luca gently flipped their position so she can be on top and in between luz's legs "you've been
bending your back for us alot. what's up with that?" she licked her two fingers and rubbed it in luz's
cunt making her shudder with her cheeks heating up.

"i.. it's just, i like how big you and lucia are and how you- you fuck me.. i don't think i can get that
to anyone but you." luz replied while luca fingers her, she watched her sister's cock twitch in
hearing her soft whimpers.

"you're so cute." luca giggles before leaning down to give luz a passionate whom happily
reciprocated with her arms slowly coiling around her neck as she tilts her head to deepen it while
luca grinds her cock against luz's pussy.

pulling away, luca pecked luz's nose "ready?" she whispered and her little sister gave a nod. the
middle child noceda started to enter luz who lets out a low moan as she gripped into luca's hair.
slightly arching at the feeling of her getting stretched once again.

"luca.. ah.." luz shakily exhales, she stared into luca's brown eyes. the noceda sisters has the same
eye color but in different gradient like lucia is more reddish, luca is more darker and luz is more
lighter like hazel.

it hypnotises luz whenever she looks at them.

luca groaned when she's finally in, she gripped luz's hips and started thrusting into her making luz
moan loudly without the need to hold back. luca bit her lip as she hears luz's moans, she can't get
enough of it like how luz can't get enough of them railing her.

"aaahh! aahh luca!" luz moaned, she lifted her top up to show her small boobs and fully taking her
top off. she wants to give herself to her sisters, willingly submit to them as she loves them so much.

"you like that?" luca asked as she slammed her cock deep into luz who squealed in delight. luz gave
a quivering smile, she tangled her hands in luca's hair and arched herself for her "y- yes! aah god!"
she replied before pulling her sister down for another kiss.

their moans muffled but the sound of rapid skin slapping echoed throughout the house along with
the bed starting to creak under them. luz groaned when luca's tongue dominated her and explored
her wet cavern, leaving no spot unturned.

when they withdrew, there's a thin string of saliva connecting them before disappearing. luca
straightened her back, tightened her grip on luz's hip to go faster and harder making luz's body
writhe in pleasure, surges of euphoria consumed her for her to be louder shamelessly.



"oh luca! i love you!!" luz shouted and she saw a smile come on luca's face. "i love you too, luz!"
she replied before rolling her head back as she lets out a loud moan but not compared to luz's.

then, luz started to feel the familiar twist in her stomach. she gripped her sister's arms with her
breathing turning erratic and eyes threatening to roll back as it's coming closer, turning unbearable
till-

"luca!!" luz cried out in pleasure as she came hard on luca's cock, coating it. luca gritted her teeth
tightly, she swiftly pulled out and moaned when she came soon after with her warm spews of cum
landing on luz's stomach, chest and some on her lips that she licked off.

both of them panted heavily as they rode down their highs, luca opened a drawer to take out a few
dabs of tissue to wipe her jizz off luz's body and threw it to the nearest trash can. "you okay?" luca
asked as she held her little sister gently sit up.

"y- yeah." luz said, she winced a little but she's overall fine. her eyes landed on luca's slowly
sheathing cock that is still dripping of cum "here let me clean it up." luz bent down and grabbed her
sister's cock to lick the tip like a lollipop, tasting what her sister tastes like.

luca groaned but it wasn't long lasting as luz pulled away when she's done cleaning. she kinda
wanted her continue but they heard a loud woman moaning outside the hallway, obviously coming
from lucia's room.

"guess she's calling you." luca said and looked back at luz who's ready to go to their eldest's room.
"are you gonna join?" luz asked but luca shook her head.

"nah, i still have homework to do." luz giggled, she leaned to give her sister a peck on the lips
before getting out of the bed, not bothering to wear her clothes on as she was about to head for
lucia's room but luca caught her wrist to rest something.

"wait, before you go. in the field trip, i want you to sneak into our bus, okay?" there's gonna be a
field trip happening next month from oregon to washington.

"yeah. i am pretty sneaky after all." luz nodded. she likes that since she knows she'll not only be
sight seeing the attractions of the field trip as there's gonna be an attraction right beside her.

luca smiled, she lets go of luz to watch her skip out of the room and go for lucia's room who's door
is wide open. she stopped just outside to see her sister in front of an open laptop that is emitting
moans, watching porn while lazily rubbing her erected cock.

"hey, lucia." luz nonchalantly called and lucia looked up to see her, a smile came on her face. "hey,
twit." luz rolled her eyes as they clearly haven't moved on from that nickname but she brushed past
it and walked over to lucia's bedside to peer in, seeing the black incognito tab of pornhub on the
screen with a heterosexual couple fucking.

then, luz's eyes moved to lucia's cock and noticed that it's turning limp as porn is not enough to
make her hard anymore, maybe luz can fix that.

"what's wrong?" luz asked. lucia question as she looked at her little sister then realised she's
referring to her limping cock. "oh, i don't know. i guess i'm so numb that i can't get hard by this."
lucia simply replied, she dropped her dick and leaned back to the wall as she sighed deeply.



"maybe i can help." luz got on bed, grabbed her sister's cock as she bent down to attempt in taking
her whole in one go. lucia lowly hummed, she placed her hand on luz's head as she used her foot to
close the laptop and pushed it far.

luz started massaging lucia's balls and can feel her immediately growing hard in her mouth, she
tries not to choke but her sister is like 13 inches with luca bound to be 12 inches or like lucia's.

"hey hey, one at a time, mi amor. don't kill yourself in taking it all. you'll get to one day." lucia
pulled on luz's hair up to make her take what she can as she doesn't care if luz wants the entire
thing. she wants luz to be comfortable while blowing her.

after all, lucia and luca did taught their little sister sex is built upon trust, familiarity, love and
consent is most fundamental.

luz listened and managed to take half of it before starting to bob her head with her tongue wrapping
around lucia's girth making her groan and loosen her grip on luz's head to lovingly rub it.

"that's it. that's a good girl." lucia purred, sending tingles throughout luz's body as she always loved
getting praises from her sisters. it makes her weak especially when they use their sex voice.

lucia snaked her hand down towards luz's ass, rubbing it before giving it a hard slap making luz jolt
and moan into her cock. she moved her hand down more to drag her fingers on luz's slit, feeling
how wet she is after her round with luca and during the blowjob.

"hm, you're such a slut. getting this wet for us." lucia whispered, she slowly slipped a finger in and
started moving it, truly knowing how wet luz is for them. luz moaned with her ass wiggling as a
reaction, she looked up to lucia to see her lustful gaze staring down at luz as she wants to do many
things to her and luz is excited for it.

"you like that? i can tell you want my cock in your pretty pussy, huh?" lucia pulled out abruptly, she
licked the juices off her fingers and pulled luz off her cock to cup her cheeks. staring at her lewd
expression as drool rolled down the side of her lips.

"you wanna be fucked hard till you're sore like our first, right?" lucia asked, a salacious intent is
evident in her face and luz nodded as reply with her legs pressed together, rubbing to create a
pleasurable friction.

"you want this dick in you or not?" lucia warned from the lack of words uttering from luz's mouth.

"yes please! i wanna be fucked by you, lucia! pounded hard and railed roughly!" luz shouted with
her face completely red and she saw a smirk come on lucia's lips before she was pulled into a kiss
which luz didn't hesitate in returning as she hopped on lucia's lap when the kiss deepened.

upon pulling away, luz tilts her head to the side to expose her neck for lucia to place soft kisses and
nibbled her flesh to leave a temporary red spot. camila won't even notice it.

"raise your ass for me." lucia whispered into luz's ear and she nodded. she got off lucia's lap, laid
down with her stomach flat and ass lifted as said. lucia had to fix her position for luz not to be
uncomfortable, she thinks luz needs a lesson about positions soon.

as everything is good, lucia aligned herself and leaned down to intertwine her hands on luz's before
slowly pushing her cock inside her little sister whom loudly moaned with her grip tightening as



she's getting filled once again. the ripples of every bulk entering her overwhelms her body as she
can't just help give in to the pleasure.

"aahh fuck.. so tight." lucia kissed the side of luz's head and nibbled the tip of her ear, she nuzzled
up to her neck while pushing the rest of her inside till it just 'popped' inside making luz gasp and
tremble under lucia.

"that's my good girl, just relax, okay? we're in no rush, baby." lucia reassured as her low and soft
voice helped luz to ease in her touch. lucia can feel her loosen her tight grip for easier movement
but is still pretty tight. they stayed like this for a minute or so while lucia whispered sweet things to
luz as she firmed her grip on her hands.

"feel good? can i move?" lucia asked and luz nodded. she started to pull out then back in, she
repeated in this motion till she can feel luz getting used to her to go in another gear. her mellow
thrusts turned rough enough to make luz's body jolt forward and wailed in absolute euphoria.

"aaahh! aaahh god lucia!!" luz moaned, she raised and pushed her ass more for lucia as she slowly
lifted herself up, trembling but lucia used one hand to help her. "it feels so good..." luz whispered as
she rolled her head back on lucia's shoulder.

"i know and you're so amazing, luz. being able take me and luca. i love you so much." lucia said,
she loves the feeling of her tight pussy hugging her cock, making it hard for lucia not to come then
and there.

then, she saw luz looked at her in the corner of her eye, seeing both lust and love glimmering in her
hazel hues.

"i love you, lucia." luz returned the love and she leaned in for a kiss that lucia quickly kissed back
in. their tongues danced with no rhythm as lucia's thrusts became rapid and almost animalistic and
they were quick to run out of breath.

lucia pushed luz back down to the bed, she held her hips and gave her ass another spank. lucia
watched her sister moan like a whore for her as she dripped the bed sheets, her lithe body moving
forward at each slam.

luz is so easy to be carried and used but the only people who could do that to her is her sisters. used
in a good, sensual way.

"oh god! i don't think i can get enough of your cunt, luz!" lucia growled, she planted her one hand
to the bed and drove her cock deeper in luz who squealed. luz looked over her shoulder to hear her
sister panting heavily, groaning and seeing her pleasured face which made luz's stomach flutter and
a sense of happiness that she's making lucia feel great.

the bed also started making noises as lucia stayed true to her word in railing luz and she started to
feel a knot growing tight in her stomach. luz can feel it coming too.

"m- me too, lucia.. i can't get enough, i really love you and luca fucking me.." luz replied making
lucia smile and leaned to kiss her cheeks.

"good to know you love this." lucia whispered.



with a final deep thrust, luz rolled her head back again, moaning her sister's name out loud as she
came for the second time. lucia quickly pulled out before she could spill a drop, she swiftly stroked
herself before letting out a deep moan, coming as well.

lucia watched her strings of cum fly towards luz's back and she aimed at her ass cheek, leaned back
as if she made a masterpiece. sighing deeply, lucia grabbed some tissue to clean luz and gently
lifted her as lucia leaned against the wall with luz resting on her while she rubbed her legs to help
her ride her high down.

"how are you feeling?" lucia asked as she hugged luz like a teddy bear, her chin on shoulder. luz
smiles and nuzzled up to lucia, she intertwined her small hand to her sister's bigger, calloused one.
"i feel great. thanks."

lucia chuckles "why are you thanking me for?" she asked as she placed another on her cheek. "for
taking me as yours. i love really love you and luca because you make me happy. alot." luz
innocently replied, lucia's smile widens and tightened her hug as she doesn't wanna let luz go.

luz can see in between her legs lucia's semi hard cock, she wants to go again but they had to take a
small break.

"me and my friends are going camping two weeks from now. you wanna come with me?" lucia said
as she just remembered the plan. she knows luz would be in a field trip with luca meaning she'll
have for the whole day so lucia should have luz for three days. it's only fair.

if their mother allowed her to come with, that is.

luz beamed at the sound of that "yeah! i always wanted to go camping!"

Chapter End Notes

there's still like 5 left to be posted in this cluster and the fifth one would be uh something



Happiness

Chapter Summary

-continuation & conclusion of 'favor'

part 1 in chapter 150

"and the great good witch azura entered the cove, it was engulfed by darkness then- BAAM!!! the
bringer of death, the ringer of lies and the deceitful koinu appeared before her!!" luz jumped off the
couch with a lizard action figure in hand, imitating a roar as she shook it in front of her little baby
girl's face who's mesmerised at the motion and touched to grab it but luz resumed her story despite
the baby not knowing a thing her mama is saying.

"'koinu, stop your menace to the world and return to the realms of seven fires!' azura demanded at
the giant lizard but koinu merely cackled and bellowed 'you have to defeat my minions first,
witch!'." luz wore a makeshift lizard costume and started roaring at her baby who looked up,
watching her mama approach her but she only giggle as she knows it's luz inside that mask.

"nooo you're supposed to be in fear!" luz took off her mask and swiftly lifted her baby up in the air,
the baby started laughing as she likes being in air with her arms and legs kicking and wiggling like
she's trying to fly making luz giggle.

"guess i can let that slide." luz lowered her kid and rubbed her nose against hers before kissing her
forehead. the baby's laughs continued.

"breakfast's ready! make sure you clean up your mess there first." luz perked up when she heard her
wife's voice in the kitchen.

"yes honey!" luz replied, she rushed towards the kitchen to gently place her kid on the kiddie table
and place a kiss on amity's cheek while she's placing two plate fulls of breakfast.

before luz was about go back to the living room clean up but amity caught her cape to stop her and
ask "what are you wearing?"

"oh, i'm koinu and she's azura. we were supposed to do the epic fight in volume 6 but she isn't
easily scared." luz easily replied, she pulled the book under her arm to show amity and she instantly
remembered the events that happened in that installment.

"wonder where she got that from." amity said, chuckling as she lets go of luz's cape. "and what's
that supposed to mean, mrs. blight noceda?" luz quirked a brow at her wife and watched a grin
slowly come on her lips.

"why don't you take a guess, darling?"

after luz knocked amity up. they made a secret marriage that is masked from the entire boiling isles
because they don't want any unwanted guests to come and ruin their special day, notably the



emperor's coven and the blight parents. amity gave birth to a healthy baby girl and they still live in
the owl house but will soon move out when they find their own home.

since their baby is born in a place so potent of magic, her magic bile sack would be like a normal
witch's but her ears are smaller and has a rounder tip.

amity pulled on luz's cape again to make come against her body. she's still towered by luz but she
doesn't see it as an disadvantage. "geez, ames. right in front of our kid?" luz whispered with her
tone sounding scandalous.

"oh please, as if you weren't the one grinding on me earlier." amity fired back but before they could
continue their banter with an undertone. they heard a distant scream outside that is rapidly getting
closer, luz and amity made spells to counter whatever is heading towards them.

then, the sound of glass shattering is heard behind them that is followed by a familiar screech. luz
looked at the broken glass and at her kid to see if she's okay but she instead saw king getting tightly
hugged by her.

"LUZ, AMITY GET YOUR KID OFF ME!! HELP!!!" king begged to be saved but the two just
giggled and held in their laughters with their hands covering their mouths.

but in all seriousness, amity approached her daughter to see a small spell circle around her wrist
that is flickering, it's unstable since she doesn't have the proper training yet and the spell
disappeared but the baby still hugged king while he struggles.

"wow, she can make a retrieval spell this young?" luz is baffled and bewildered as she watched the
two battle it out but king can't do anything to actually hurt his niece till he was the first to tire out
and relaxed in her embrace.

"alright, you disgusting machine of slobber. i'll stay, are you happy?" king begrudgingly asked.

"yeah but not long enough. i think we got a powerful baby in our hands." amity said as she backed
up to her wife, watching their kid play with her uncle king who's slowly loosening up and started to
go along with her.

luz looked at amity and smiled, she kissed her lips and rested her head on her shoulders as their
hands intertwined "well, let's do our best to make sure she does magic in a good way."



Don't Look Down

Chapter Summary

amity blowjobs lucia and luz eats amelia out under the table

requested smut by @Otter With A Dark Side

lucia and amity got to the diner their sisters told them to meet up in since they wanna catch up on
what's been happening after they separated to live their lives.

"hey, amelia." amity waved at her eldest sister as she's the first to sit down the red couch like seat
with lucia dropping beside her. "hey, you two. long time no see." amelia greeted back.

"where's luz? i thought she's inseparable with you?" lucia asked, noting the empty space beside
amelia. she looked around in hopes to see her little sister in the corner or something but she didn't
see her anywhere.

"good to see you too, lucia." amelia deadpanned.

lucia returned her attention back to the blight with a raised brow "you did something to luz, didn't
you?" she jumped into assumptions as always for amelia who rolled her eyes and glared at the
noceda.

"no, she's just using the restroom. give me a break, noceda." amelia leaned back with her arms
crossed, moving down a little as she kept her eye on lucia who's also coming up with various ways
to tick off the blight that they didn't realise amity ducked under the table to commence her plan.

amity knelt down under the table, she knew she wouldn't be able to contribute in her lover and
sister's altercation so what a better way to help lucia to shut up is to get in between her legs.

"wha-"

amity stopped abruptly when she saw a familiar curly head also under the table, luz slowly turned
her head to look at the young blight behind her. her mouth has some pussy juice on, obviously
giving amelia good cunnlingus before amity and lucia arrived.

it's a way to pass time since they were taking a while due to traffic.

"um.. it's not what it looks like?" luz didn't even try to hide her true intentions as it's so out in broad
daylight and she already knows what amity is gonna do if she's under the table.

blinking, amity shook her head as she doesn't care if her best friend is eating her sister out in public
when she's about to do the same. "you know what, fuck it." she went in between lucia's legs and
pulled her zipper along with her boxers just enough for her floppy cock to reveal itself.



"yeah, good idea." luz shrugged and returned to her original task. she lapped up amelia's juices
while rubbing her thighs together with her cock to erected hard, it's evident in her pants. she
gripped amelia's thick white thighs and pushed her face more into her pussy, lowly groaning at the
taste as it's sweet with a hint of bitterness from the sweat accumulating after coming for the second
time and is working for a third one.

amity easily took all of lucia's cock with her hand massaging her balls while she can feel her
getting hard in her mouth. she started bobbing her head, her tongue swirling around the bulk and
toying with the tip making lucia's legs twitch as a reaction making amity smirk.

amity felt a hand grip her neatly tied hair, getting some strands to come on her face but she doesn't
mind as she goes deeper. her lips meeting the base of lucia's crotch and the grip tightened.

meanwhile, up above, lucia and amelia tries to argue while keeping a straight face on as their loves
blows and eats them out. "y- your face looks shit today. i think you forgot to wear makeup, you
damn gorgon." lucia spat, she tries to subvert herself from the heavenly of a blowjob amity is
giving her to trash talk amelia.

"wow as if there isn't already a goblin in front of me." amelia retorts, she subtly rolled her hips
against luz for more as she held a handful of her hair as well. she tightened her throat for no
pleasured noises to accidentally escape.

luz slowly fluttered her eyes shut, humming as she lets herself get lost in amelia's sweet pussy with
her hand rubbing her cock through the pants. feeling how hard it's gotten and she can't relieve
herself as she'll make a mess.

amity slowly pulled away to fiddle with the leaking tip. suckling, kissing it as she her hand rapidly
pumped lucia's cock before taking her whole again. she grinds herself against lucia's leg and her
foot is pressing hard on amity's clothed cunt making her groan on the dick.

"hello, are you two ready to order?" the two jumped when the waiter appeared by their table with a
note in hand and pen on the other to write down their orders.

"u- uh... pancakes with- with lots of s.. syrup." amelia was the first to order, trying to make her
voice stable but it's getting harder when luz's tongue flips, plays with her clit as a familiar twist
forming in her stomach and luz isn't getting tired anytime soon.

"ye- yeah. i've have what she said and some water please..." lucia added, she gulped as hides her
grip on her pants. she can feel amity now aggressively sucking on her for her climax to come
quicker and lucia almost loses herself.

the waiter nodded and wrote down their orders "she's paying." lucia said, pointing at amelia while
the waiter walked away for the kitchen to make their orders.

after a few minutes, the waiter placed the two plates of pancakes in front of lucia and amelia with
her plate overflowing of syrup. she doesn't eat this much syrup, only one person can eat this
without getting sick.

they were about come but luz and amity was suddenly seen slip up the table and sat down next to
their girlfriends. the two mischievous best friends licked their lips, knowing full well that neither
finished.



"oh, thank you, ames." luz grabbed the plate of pancakes, she pecked amelia's slightly sweaty face
and started to eat the food while the blight trembles as she feels her climax rapidly coming down
and she whined internally.

"how sweet of you ordering me some pancakes." amity said as she also grabbed the plate of food.
she and luz happily ate like nothing happened while their lovers struggles to cope on not coming
when it's just an inch away.

neither lucia and amelia dared to look at the damage their lovers did.



Already Hers

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'what a surprise'

part 1 in chapter 147

after the surprise of luz posing to be amity's illusion sex toy, she started treating the blight manor as
her second home. she told the news to eda that she's amity's girlfriend which she can't hide when
she wore a collar that literally says:

amity blight's property.

they go at it on a daily, luz doesn't mind getting used by amity and her only as they pours
everything in each fuck. luz is happy here with amity, she's been meaning to ask the blight out and
she initially planned that when she sneaked into her room till she found the sex toy. so she changed
plans.

they slept in the same bed, bare with the blight spooning the human while whispering how much
they love each other till they fall asleep.

the twins knew luz sorta moved to the manor and their parents not so much or they'e turning a blind
eye but amity doesn't care as she finally got the girl she always dreamed of, she can't ask for more.

now, luz stood in front of the standing mirror fully naked with her right leg raised high as she can
while amity fucks her from behind. her quiet moans filled the room, the lights are out with only the
near lamp is lit to highlight luz's perfect body for amity to admire through the mirror.

"look at you, so perfect for me. you're so beautiful, luz. look." amity cupped luz's cheeks to make
her look into the mirror to see her own lewd face with drool rolling down the side of her face and
body trembling from the pulses of pleasure running throughout her body.

"aahh.. aaahh amity!" luz moaned, she dropped her leg as she can't hold it anymore. she gripped on
amity's hands for support. the witch relentlessly thrusts into her, her cock ramming that spot
without mercy. amity placed her chin on her lover's shoulders, listening to her muse of moans while
she looked at her in the corner of her eyes.

"that's it, luz.. you feel amazing.." amity whispered as she groped her lover's tits, groaning when luz
clenches and focused on her breathknf turning erratic. a telltale she's getting closer.

"i love you so much, ami.. aaahh.." luz moaned, she leaned in for a kiss which amity didn't hesitate
in returning as she pushed her tongue inside her mouth for their tongues to swirl with each other
before they were quick to run of breath.

they're completely lost with each other that they barely noticed the knocks on the door



with the final deep thrusts, luz moaned loud as she came along with amity. she shuddered at the
feeling of her hot cum seeping inside her pussy and leaned back for amity to hold her tight in an
embrace. "i love you too, luz." amity whispers as she nuzzled up to her neck, inhaling her scent.

they stayed like that for a while, indulging themselves in each other's warmth. till the door was
busted open to reveal alador, odalia and the woman who was supposed to be amity's fiance standing
side to side of their parents who has a shocked and disgusted in this faces.

"amity blight what is the meaning of this?!" odalia exclaimed that pierced through the night. amity
gently pulled out, pulled her pants up with luz getting behind her as she's still buck naked and her
girlfriend's parents suddenly bombarded their room.

"you breaking my door was completely unnecessary!" amity fires back and odalia was livid at her
daughter fighting back. she snapped her eyes on luz who hid more in amity's back and she stepped
in front of her mother's gaze for her attention to come back on her.

"why are you with a human." it wasn't a question.

"luz is my girlfriend, mother." amity simply replied as she slipped her hand to intertwine it with luz.
she looked in the corner of her eye to give her reassurance which luz replied with a firm squeeze
before returning their gazes back, this time alador spoke.

"don't be preposterous, amity. you already have a fiance though it would be a great idea to make her
as a pet." he said, still in denial but amity shook her head, she had enough and she's going to set her
foot down.

"no! luz is my lover! i will marry her because she's the only one i love and not this crusty bitch!"
yeah, amity doesn't have a favorable relationship with her 'fiance'. first, she doesn't know her and
second, she's demanding to have sex with her which irritates amity to the point of wanting to throw
her into the boiling sea.

the look on the three's faces are unreadable but amity still held her ground despite her grip slightly
trembling. luz decided to speak up as well since she has a news she wanted to tell amity the
moment she found out about it.

"a- and having her child!" she said.

"and having my child- wait what?" amity was caught off guard of what luz said. she turned to look
at her with a bewildered look on her face. she's happy nonetheless as she looked down at luz's small
stomach that will soon grow bigger overtime of their baby or babies.

"your what?!" odalia exclaimed and amity felt a strong surge of magic burst from the three witches
in front of them. she wrapped her arms around luz in a protective away and made a big spell circle
before shouting:

"abomination, rise!"



Just The Two Of Us

Chapter Summary

lucia body worships amity

requested smut by @Otter With A Dark Side

Chapter Notes

do you understand me?

See the end of the chapter for more notes

what did you achieve?

amity was suddenly awaken in the middle of the night with an intrusive thoughts entering her
resting mind. there's no light coming in the room, the faint humming of the air conditioner is heard
along with soft snorts behind her.

amity slowly stretched her arm towards the lamp to open it and laid back down, now facing lucia
who's sleeping peacefully with her mouth slightly agar for drool slowly roll down towards the
pillow. her heavy arm is resting on amity's waist, she doesn't have any shirt on since it's summer
and the aircon isn't enough to fully cool her hot body.

the young blight stared at her lover's sleeping face, easily spotting the minor scars and scratches on
her face. she had a deep one in the side of her face after a brutal attack of a ferocious beast.

a cat.

her eyes travelled down towards lucia's fit body, her stick arms seemed weak but she serves a
punch, it's enough to break someone's jaw and chip some teeth away. and she has another scar in
the middle of her stomach, the healed tissues doesn't match her dark complexion as it's lighter.

she got it after the war. amity was so scared she gonna lose the love of her life after belos delivered
a devastating blow.

now that the boiling isles is free some the tyrant's clutches, doubts and past insecurities has been
popping back up to torment amity once more.

after the war, many flocked over the noceda sisters as they were the ones who led the people to
victory. of course, there comes the 'fans' that try and get lucia which she oftentimes decline while
saying that she's with amity only for them to deride that statement by saying lucia is better off with
them than that blight girl.



that no good for nothing witch.

a useless leech.

amity usually doesn't take offense in these nicknames because she's been dealing with it since birth.
but, all of her buried problems returning and this shit getting bombarded in her face on a daily, it's
starting to make amity doubt her relationship with lucia.

not saying that lucia didn't protect her from those assholes, she was quick to bark back and shut
down the conversation. hell, even dragged a bitch by the hair across the market before getting
thrown near a boiling cauldron. nearly missing it.

amity is doubting that she'll never be enough for lucia and that she'll get tired of her and leave her
for someone else better than amity will ever be.

amity winced as she feels a sting occur in her chest, she squeezed her eyes closed when tears
started to accumulate in the corners and she slowly curled up into back. hugging herself as she sobs
to herself thinking that lucia would truly be off with someone that isn't her since all she did was
drag the noceda down from achieving her prime goal.

amity continued to cry to herself. that might help put her back to sleep after doing it for so long.

lucia furrowed her brows in her sleep as she hears soft sobs beside her and she slowly opened her
eyes and the first thing she sees is amity's red, teary face that made her snap awake and
immediately sat up to softly grip amity's shoulders making her snap back to reality.

"whoa hey, why are you crying? what happened? did i kick you or something? did someone break
in?" lucia rapid fired the questions, overwhelming amity as she can see the worry in her lover's eyes
till she averted her eyes.

"no no.. i'm okay, just had a bad dream." amity excused.

lucia scoffed, she lets go of amity's shoulders and stared down at her "it doesn't seem like one.
come on, spit it out and i'll listen." she tilt her head but amity continued to turn away making lucia
more worried if she did something wrong that upset amity.

"ami, please? i won't get mad on whatever you're gonna say. i just wanna know what made my baby
cry." lucia softly placed her hand on amity's cheeks for her thumb to wipe her tears off and the
blight slightly leaning into the touch.

"is it me?" amity shook her head and finally turned her eyes back to lucia.

"it's just that... you're so good in many things and everyone likes you while i'm just in the
background. the people doesn't see me as your girlfriend and i'm starting to think they're right
because i'm useless with you. i only drag you down from being the greatest witch." she lets the
bottle break. she lets it break for all of her doubts about herself as she breaks into tears once more
and she slowly sat up with her shakily holding on lucia's hand as she cried into it.

"don't say that. ever again." lucia now cupped both of amity's cheeks as she stared deep into her
golden eyes that is shimmering from the tears. amity blinked as she doesn't know what lucia is
gonna do with that intense gaze of hers.



"amity, you're my dream girl, the only girl i'll love because i chose you to be mine and you chose
me to be yours. no one can replace you, it'll be amusing to see them try but at the end of the day,
you're the only witch i love." lucia said, her tone is soft, loving and reassure that easily made amity
but she doesn't show it as she looked away once again.

"are you sure? i think a witch or two has already caught your eye.." amity muttered but lucia could
only laugh at that.

"impossible but i'll be happy to show you that i really love you." lucia slowly got on top of amity
and leaned down to give her a passionate kiss to which amity slowly kissed back to with her hands
moving up towards lucia's hair.

the kiss was long as they poured everything out of the forefront till they're out of air making them
pull away. they stared into each other's hues that is filled of so many things that they can't decipher
all.

lucia started leaving trails of kisses from amity's cheeks and to her neck. listening to her low hums
as she rubbed the human's head. "you're so perfect, amity." lucia whispers before leaving a ton of
hickeys and amity doesn't mind.

she slowly opens her legs for lucia to completely get in between her while she pampers her with her
hands slithering on her curves and stopping on her clothed breasts. lucia slowly pulled away, she
helped amity take off her shirt and dropped it the side along with her sleeping shorts.

"i can't get enough of your tits ever since i first saw it. you're the only good thing your godforsaken
parents popped out off." lucia continued her praises as she smoothly rubbed amity's lithe frame,
shivering at the touches and groaned when lucia started kneading her breasts, her thumb tweaking
her pink nipples.

lucia leaned down to take one of the nipples to suck on, her tongue flicking it as she sucked like
she's trying to get the milk out of amity making her softly moan.

"lucia.." amity breathes as she watches her lover suck for a minute while lightly grinding herself on
her pussy that's getting wetter by the second. as lucia pulled away with a pop, she withdrew for a
moment to look at amity in an angle that made her body and mind malfunction when she saw how
vulnerable, how sexy and perfect amity is below her and is about to be ravished by her with a cute
red face.

lucia wants amity to feel love tonight and everyday.

"your body's immaculate. nothing compares to you, amity because you're the only one for me."
lucia cooed as she took off her own shorts to let her large cock to spring out, pulsing in heat with
the tip leaking.

lucia stoked herself a little before aligning herself on amity, she hovered above her and placed a
kiss on her nose. "i'll make sure those thoughts won't come back after this, ami." she whispered and
started to enter amity who moaned without regard as this is their own house, no one is there to
listen but themselves.

amity tightened her grip on lucia as she feels herself getting tightly stretched again. they had sex
many times before this and amity would always come out still tight like a virgin, lucia can't get



enough of that as she pushed the rest inside making the witch moan loudly with her head slightly
rolling back.

"see that? we fit like a glove, ami. we're meant for each other, just you and me." lucia said, she
made amity's legs wrap around her waist as she kissed the palm of her hand while giving amity a
look that made her turn into jelly. she caressed her lover's cheek, her fingers tracing her small scars.

amity was the one who treated all of lucia's wounds and lucia is now treating her internal wounds
with the praises she never knew she craved in hearing and all she could do is fall more for this
woman.

"just the two of us and no one's going to ruin it." amity replied and lucia nodded as she smiles.

"yeah. just the two of us." amity pulled lucia down for another kiss with their tongues involved this
time. their tongues danced with no beat but it doesn't matter as lucia started to move her hips,
letting amity adjust to the girth which was quickly before going in a speed amity prefers.

everybody has their own preferred speed in fucking whether it'd be sleepy, sensual or the fuck my
brains out which really doesn't need a limit to. amity's speed is like a half of lucia's preferred one
and tends to be rough which amity doesn't mind but it can hurt.

as they pulled away, amity held onto lucia tightly into an embrace and lets out her voice more,
letting it resonate throughout their house and fill the night. she kissed the side of lucia's head
repeatedly whispering "i love you." as she arches herself for lucia whom held her hips in that
position.

lucia gripped the bed sheets, she rams into amity deep while staying in that speed. she nuzzled up
to amity's once again, taking a whiff of her scent before taking a bite to leave a big hickey.

"aaahh!! oh god, lucia.." amity moaned, she saw lucia withdrew from her neck and leaned in for a
kiss that is filled of nothing but love, lust, passion and libido. it seems that lucia's words got
through amity as her thoughts of her not being enough for the noceda vanished, she's glad, happy
that lucia is her girlfriend that loves her dearly and would go out of her way to make sure amity is
okay in all aspects without the help of sex to convey that. she's the perfect girlfriend.

they're perfect for each other.

"i love you too, amity. so fucking much. you're the best and the only girl for me." lucia said, she
pressed her forehead against amity's who rubbed her nose on her. "i- wish i could- aah... talk clearly
becau- aahh!! i have alot to say.. nghm.." amity managed to utter out with her legs now raised,
pressed against her body to give lucia a better vantage point in hitting that spot.

"you don't need to... ugh.. talk baby. you body speaks volumes." lucia said.

with sweat drenching their bodies, the sound of wet skin slapping echoed through the house along
with their bed creaking loudly but nothing can top the moans of amity blight as she's reaching her
high.

"l- lucia! lucia i'm coming!!" amity moaned and screamed in absolute euphoria when she finally
came hard. lucia followed soon after as she lets out her own loud moan, amity's body twitches in
pleasure as she feels her lover's cum shoot inside her, fermenting her as having a family has always
been hovering over her mind.



as they both rode down their highs, lucia slowly pulled out and pulled amity into a tight hug. "just
know that i'll never leave you 'cause i made you pregnant and i love you, amity. don't think like that
again, okay?" lucia said as she knew firsthand how it feels to grow up without a dad. she had to be
broken in the head if she leaves the love of her life alone to tend their child.

"yeah it's scummy if you leave pregnant.." amity had both of her parents but they never acted like
one. she knew that lucia wouldn't do something like that but she needs some reassurance that lucia
gladly gives.

"that'll never happen to us. never to you. ever."

Chapter End Notes

umalis ka na kung ayaw mong masaktan.
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"get out! get the fuck out!"

"no need to tell me twice bitch! bye!" amity slammed the door shut as boscha walked out of her
apartment, she heard her throwing profanities at the blight as she receded down the hallway before
it stopped.

amity lets out a frustrated yell as she kicked the flimsy wooden door that almost broke due from the
tremendous force the blight gave. she knew she's gonna get evicted for disturbance and property
damage but she doesn't care as the three eyed witch had the audacity to go behind her back to a
blight.

not just any blight. amity blight!

amity still has some things she wants to let out, she swung the door open and shouted down the
hallway "i hope your side bitch is tighter than i am because you ain't getting me back, asshole!!"
her voice echoed throughout the building leading some doors to open and cuss at amity to shut up.

"like i care, whore!" boscha retorted, she's already down the courtyard, shoving people to the
ground as they were in the way of her path before disappearing in turning a corner to leave the shit
show play itself out with amity taking center stage.

"people are trying to sleep woman!" one demon yelled.

"what the hell is happening? did someone die?" a confused but curious bystander just so happens to
be caught in the barrage of people shouting in the top of their lungs like the day of tyranny has
finally ended.



"we don't care about your pussy! i have a fucking 9-5 and if i don't get any sleep, i'll throw you into
the boiling sea!!" a tired man shouted wearily as it was his biggest mistake moving her especially
when most of it's tenants are troubled teenagers, prostitutes and if you're lucky, the boy next door
owns a meth lab and can make you his assistant in making crystals and big greens just by offering
your liver to him so he can fund himself and rat you out to the emperor's coven.

"shut the fuck up!" amity screamed at her neighbors before slamming the door shut again. she
walked over to the kitchen, opened a cabinet to take out a bottle of booze to help her calm down
from her unbridled anger but when she tried to grab one of the glasses, it broke just by her mere
touch and amity clenched her fists tightly as she growled loudly but she stopped and leaned back
against the counter.

amity pulled off her hair tie, she shook her hands for it to stop trembling before grabbing the bottle
of alcohol to pop it open but she instead ripped the neck off making some of the liquid fall to the
ground. amity didn't care as she took a big gulp of the strong booze, she sighed deeply and placed
the broken bottle down to the side as she wiped her lips.

the blight wants to waste her night drunk so she can temporarily forget that boscha cheated on her
for a lowly witch that doesn't even look as good or as extravagant as her so why the change? oh
right, boscha wanted more pussy on her dick than sticking it into only one. amity wouldn't mind as
she knows boscha won't hesitate to do that shit if she swore amity will be the only witch she'll love
despite how much she fucked that isn't her.

she'd be fine if they didn't fuck in her bed that is.

amity was seeing red the entirety of the scene till it stopped when she took her first gulp. she
dragged the bitch out of her apartment with boscha begging, cursing amity to let the side chick go
till amity was able to push off the building and turns out. the bitch can fly, how wonderful.

that's also when she realised the three eyed witch cared more about the side whores than her own
girlfriend that she didn't even give her the usual 'it's not what it looks like' or 'i'm sorry'.

no. boscha just flipped off amity, dressed herself and stormed off with amity yelling at her from
behind.

amity shook her head as she wants to come to a conclusion without closure that she doesn't need
that asshole anymore because she never gets anything out this except sex. she attempted to grab her
drink again but her hands started trembling once again with her vision slowly turning blurry as
tears welled up in her eyes, threatening to fall as amity fought it but it accumulated quickly and
amity just broke down there as she dropped to the floor with her hands covering her face.

copious amounts of tears violently rolled down her cheeks and dropped to the tiled floors. sobs are
heard through the apartment but not enough to make it go through the very thin walls. it echoed but
it's so silent after the shouts died down when amity is nothing involved with it.

amity cries as she really thought that she's gonna get somewhere with boscha as she poured all her
love only to receive nothing but momentary pleasure. she loved the three eyed witch, she really did
and she knew what type of witch she is so why is amity is still crying over her like a little girl that
she lost her 2 weeks relationship at the age of 14?

amity doesn't know either.



but she can't keep crying over it, begging in her bedroom to come back. she's not 14 anymore and
she knows many ways to get back what she wants.

-----

amity agreed to meet up with her rival in the forest as she wanna discuss this in a public area that
could highly compromise her plans. she stood behind a tree with a lit cigarette in between her
fingers, she irritably tapped her foot on the grassed ground as she doesn't like waiting for something
only for the results to be for nought.

she looked up into the sky to see many scattered dotted clouds, slowly moving along with birds
flying before they came out of view. amity placed her stick in her lips, taking in the smoke inside
and slowly let it out through her nose. she lowered her head down, she looked to the right to see the
endless stretch of trees and when she looked to the left, amity made a surprised chicken noise as
she jumped back at the sight of luz standing there. staring blankly with an unsettling smile on.

"where have you been? you kept me waiting for about 5 minutes." amity asked, she straightened
herself and looked back at luz who's still staring at her with that look. it's starting to make her
uncomfortable.

"hey, say something, will you?" amity snapped her fingers in front of the noceda, trying to get her
back to reality but she didn't even blink. she just kept emptily staring at the blight. now this is
irritating amity.

"hey!" amity attempted to push luz to make her stop with the stare but her hands just phased
through her shoulders. with her wrist in, it made light blue ripples around but before amity could
figure out what was happening, someone sneaked behind her and pushed her.

"boo!!"

amity yelped, she swiftly turned around with a spell at ready but she slightly eased down when she
realised it's luz, the real luz, behind her with a big wide grin on her face. amity immediately pieced
things together with the 'luz' she tried to interact with is just an illusion glyph that disappeared
when it's creator appeared. leaving a single drawn paper falling to the ground.

"fucking- you jackass!" amity, now, properly shoved the noceda who laughed loudly, the push
barely did anything but luz slightly backing up. "i'm sorry. you're just so easy to scare. hahah!" luz
wheezed as she wiped the small tears off the corners of her eyes and sighed deeply only to have a
giggling fit.

amity growled at her, she took a deep breath to just suck it up as she's not in to banter with her.

"look, i have something to tell you."

"yeah, what is it? i swear i didn't eat your club sandwich that you were saving after your grudgby
training." luz went for a different subject, she leaned her shoulder to the tree with arms crossed.
there's still that grin amity always hated the first time she saw it. it rung misdemeanor, mischief and
assholery. it basically sums up what type of person luz noceda is.

"though i had to say it was pretty good but i wouldn't know because i didn't eat it." luz still tries to
loosely deny that she's the one who ate amity's food. she just couldn't resist when she saw the blight
take it out ever so secretly, not noticing luz was watching. she just wanted a nibble and that's it but



the nibble turned to a big ass bite, soon enough, only the paper wrap is left along with small bread
crumbs.

amity twitched as they're starting to subvert from the main topic "can we-" she held herself from
cussing anymore. she pressed her hands together, placed the fingers against her lips to calm her
racking nerves before dropping her hands to her sides.

"that's not the reason i brought you here." amity said, she dropped her cigar to the ground and
stomped on it to extinguish. she blew the last smoke through her nose once more as she stared deep
into luz's almost red hazel eyes that held curiosity along with her jerk persona.

"then what? spit it out already." luz said. amity internally grumbled as she has to do this if she
wants boscha back. she wants to see her get jealous while she's with luz, dating her and she'll surely
be come running back to the blight, begging to take her back.

amity mustered all the courage and pushed her ego down to utter these five words "will you go out
with me?"

luz was silent for a few seconds as her head tried to process what the witch just said but she ended
up short wiring and her face blew up in red. she opened her mouth to say something but it only
quivered and cracked squeak came out instead.

"w- what? hold on, aren't you with boscha? i know i'm an asshole but i can't be someone's side
thing." luz said, she stepped back a little with her cheeks getting redder by the minute as she lets
out an awkward chuckle.

at least she acknowledges she's an ass amity muttered in her head. she watched luz internally and
externally panic, it amuses her as she rarely sees luz have a bi panic this badly and the blight
doesn't know what's coursing through her head but she can guess discombobulated.

"me and boscha broke up. the relationship was never gonna work from the beginning anyways so
what do you say?" amity persisted as she doesn't want this plan to fail already and she'll be left
alone if it did.

"haha nice joke, blight. i ain't that easy to fool. this is gonna be one of your bullshit pranks and i'm
not up for it." luz waved her hand in dismissal, she turned around and took a step or two to make it
seem she's gonna leave if amity doesn't come clean to her but there's something inside telling her to
see if it's real because she's been crushing on amity for a long time now.

"luz will you just listen? no, it's not a prank and i really do like you since.. since grom." amity tries
to sound convince even though she can feel her gut wrenching of her to vomit and the want to call
this whole thing off as she never really liked luz to begin with but she wants boscha's back and that
take alot of work to do so just to get her to look in her way again.

she has to make some sacrifices.

luz slowly turned around with her arms dropping, "i- i was the one you were gonna ask for grom 4
years ago?" she asked as she looked deeply into the blight's eyes to see that she's bluffing before
she can take this opportunity to finally be with amity after 4 years of her just being in standby as
she watched the three eyed witch take the girl of her dreams.

"yeah." amity nodded.



a bright smile came on luz's face as she beamed at the confirmation. she's been waiting to be asked
or be the one to ask that question for so long and finally, she got the girl she wanted.

"yes!" luz rushed towards amity and engulfed her in a tight hug that made the witch wheeze. if only
luz has a tail, it'd be wagging rapidly by now just by how tight she held amity while saying 'thank
you' for giving her a chance with her.

amity almost felt bad.

"personal space please." amity groaned out.

"oh, i'm sorry. i just got excited. like really excited." luz let go of amity and stepped back as she
fixed her beanie. she can't stop grinning, this is the happiest luz has ever been after she made her
first spell. this is a making of history for her, a story that she'll be in the narrative with amity.

"yeah. so when are you free?" amity asked as she patted herself off and looked at the gleam in luz's
eyes. she has to get used to that as it seems it's gonna be a daily thing.

"ooh, already asking for a date huh? how bout this saturday? in timorior's." luz suggested and amity
nodded. now that her first step is complete, time for phase two of amity acting to actually like luz
to get boscha's eyes return to her.

"sounds good. see you later, babe." amity turned around, giving luz a wave of goodbye as she
leaves luz alone in the woods who's watching her recede further and further till she's just a speck in
her vision.

"'babe'?" luz chuckles to herself as she rubs the back of her neck. she placed her finger under her
nose, thinking but her mind is empty and is only filled by the fact that amity is girlfriend and it'll
only solidify when they go on this first date.

"nice job me." luz patted herself and started to head for the direction of the owl house while
whistling happily. she jumped in the air to click her feet together before letting out a joyous howl as
she started running, brimming with energy and she can't wait to break the news to eda.

this is the best day for luz.

------

when saturday came, luz plucked a knondiper nearby when she was on the way to bonesborough.
the flower has the ability to change it's colors to whatever light is basking on it or whoever is
holding it.

luz held the flower has a dark blue with hints of lighter shades, it has small dot like tendrils on the
side that glows under the sunlight. she rushed into the city, passing many locals while making sure
the flower is still intact in her hand as the wind makes it fragile.

"excuse me, pardon me." luz lightly pushed through the crowd, she didn't think that saturday would
be the day every single person in the boiling isles would be down in bonesborough but nonetheless,
luz managed to get out of the horde and ran into the sidewalk as the diner is just a few feet off
where she is.



but something caught her eye that made luz slowly back up to stop by a window that displays many
variations of skateboards. one has eyes that's staring back at luz before opening it's mouth to yawn,
revealing it's sharp teeth. the second one is basically possessed by an eldritch being as it's kept in a
clear container, doing nothing.

and the third one piqued luz's interest as the wheels could turn into wings whenever the rider
pleased. luz tried a normal skateboard and almost lost a chunk of her skin on her knee after failing
miserably and vowed to never do that again but now, luz has experienced many things and she's
willing to give skateboarding another chance to make her travels easier while also trying sky
skating.

luz checked the price and it's 250,000 snails. she deeply frowned as it's so pricey but something that
awesome could be understandable, the noceda only has 10,000 snails in her wallet, counting if she
decides to take up the chore of delivering potions from eda.

as much as she wants to buy that sweet board, she has to make her girlfriend her top priority first
which she only remembered is waiting while she was staring at the board.

"goddamnit!" luz cursed herself for getting sidetracked and resumed her run towards the diner till
she sees amity standing outside of timorior's diner on her scroll, probably scrolling through
penstagram.

"hey, mittens!" luz called as she lessened her speed while waving her hand in the air for the witch
to look at her. amity clenched her scroll tightly as she heard that stupid nickname come out of luz's
mouth, she looked at the direction of the human to see that she changed her usual striped shirt,
ripped jeans and jacket- well, the dark green jacket is still there but in a different design.

luz wore a clean white dress shirt that is tucked in her black pants that is cuffed to reveal her purple
kitten designed socks. she also had a pinkish purple tie that wasn't tied topped by a thick dark green
jacket that has a small embroidered face of hooty on the side right sleeve.

as luz got in front of amity who made her scroll disappear, she looked at the noceda up and down
before crossing her arms. "you actually showed up and showered." she remarked and luz lets out a
dramatic gasp.

"hey, i dress good, let's admit it and of course i shower. dumbass." it's odd to hear a cuss word come
out of luz's mouth in such an endearing fashion. amity groaned on the inside, she instead did a
simple eye roll. she placed this upon herself and swore to reach her end goal no matter what.

"i like your outfit too. anyways, here, a little gift." luz handed the flower which amity accepted, she
tilts her head as she inspects it. she never seen this flower before, maybe it's a rare type that willow
only has or only in the area luz got it from.

amity wore fishnet stockings and arm sleeves. she has a black short skirt belted by a thick multiple
holed belt with small chains stuck on it. a simple pink top accompanied by a spiked black leather
jacket that has a stitching of an abomination ball in the back, a letter on her right arm and finished
by a spiked collar.

"how charming. what is it?" amity asked as she took a small sniff of it, inhaling a sort of sweetness
of it like a mid spring happiness with a touch of jocund. though it can't stick to one scent as it
started to morph into something amity can't deter.



"a knondiper! oh look, it's turning yellow! you're happy to see me, huh?" luz quirked a brow, seeing
the flower change from blue to yellow. she knows her color or two and she's amused that it turned
yellow meaning amity is glad or so.

amity lets out a light scoff "yeah right. come on, let's head in, i'm fucking starving." she placed the
flower on her ear, tucking it in and turned around to walk towards the entrance of the bustling
business of the diner with luz following behind as a smile on her face can't be wiped off her face.

and not noticing the single wilted petal fall to the ground.

the couple walked past many people and tables till they spotted an empty spot. amity was quick to
take that before someone else did, she sat by the window with luz sitting horizontal to her and
looked around the place.

it has a neon 90's or 80's vibe to it. the floor is tiled in a checkered design, the seats has cushions
that rung nostalgic, the lights would give a vaporwave escape if it's lit at nigh and the arcade
machines in the game corner are tempting luz to stand up and play her childhood games morphed.
now she wonders if sinistar would be scarier than she remembered if she played it here.

"first time being here?" amity asked as she scoured through the menu for something to eat, not
minding that luz's attention is getting split at the many things flashing before her. luz pulled her
gaze back to amity who's face is still in the menu.

"well, i've been in the kitchen many times to sneak some steaks out with king. almost got cooked
alive." luz told the story as she ripped off the top of the straw's wrapper and placed the open straw
on her lips, taking aim and waiting for the right opportunity.

"why bother cooking you when you're disgusting?" amity gave a snarky reply then the wrapper of
the straw hits her straight in the nose, it caught her off guard and she heard luz snickering in front
of her.

"that's where you're wrong, miss blight. i'm a full meal if you're willing to taste." luz said, her tone
leaning to sultry but she's still playful. amity rose a brow, she immediately got what the human was
referring to and she lets out a mocking laugh.

"are you sure? for all i know, you can barely qualify as an appetizer." amity fired back making luz
chuckle, accepting where this challenge is heading. she slowly leaned closer to the table, her eyes
piercing deep into the witch's taunting ones.

"really? what do you say if i prove it right now?" luz quipped.

amity also leaned closer and narrowed her eyes at luz as she whispers "try me."

then, a waiter suddenly appeared by the table with their checkbook in hand. "are you ladies ready to
order?" they asked, the two stopped their banter and leaned back to their seats as they cleared their
throats.

amity looked at the menu once again to review what she was gonna order before saying it. as the
waiter wrote it down in their book and moved to luz who ordered a big plate of pancakes with a
chocolate milkshake on the side.



as the waiter finished writing the orders down, they excused themselves and told the two their
orders will be out shortly. amity looked at luz who's once again getting caught up at the many
paraphernalias littered across the ceiling and all around.

"you know you can die from eating that shit everyday, right?" amity said, referring to the monstrous
sweetness of the platter the human ordered making luz glance back at amity. she hummed, thinking
before taking out a pair of fake glasses to wear.

"well, scientifically, fruits are sweeter than artificial sweets because they have more natural sugar in
them. the riper, the better chance of you dying from it so no, i will not die from eating too much
pancakes." luz said in a 'matter of' fact' tone like she knows shit with the glasses on. amity made a
confused look on her face, she'll never get what's happening inside luz's head and why she's so
extra but it's a good thing despite being insufferable.

besides, the glasses looked good on her.

"you're such an idiot." amity said as she shook her head. luz giggles, she took off her glasses and
placed her elbow on the table, resting her chin in her palm. "they called me 'the local idiot' for
nothing, ami." she said.

"well, that is true." amity agreed to that statement. there was a silence between them for a few
moments till amity noticed that luz is staring at her with adoration but to amity, she just thinks it's
just a normal stare and she doesn't like being looked at for too long no matter how good she looks.

"what?" then, luz turned her head away with her cheeks slowly turning rosy as she covered her
mouth.

"you look really nice. pretty even." she muttered, it was barely heard but amity managed to get it
and her pointed ears twitched when she heard it. she pursed her lips and looked away as well, she's
just acting to make it look like she got flustered because no reaction could easily rat her out.

"uhm.. thanks." amity replied. her voice straining not to be monotonous. she doesn't feel a thing
towards luz, she thinks she's just another person that just so happened to be able to talk to her
without scurrying away and there's no absolute way she'd return the stupid human's feelings.

that'd be preposterous.

-----

after their first date, luz went home feeling like she just walked in cloud nine and came out feeling
euphoric as if an angel touched and purified herself. luz is so happy that amity is girlfriend, just by
being reminded by it makes her feel giddy and barely slept at all as she thinks of amity nonstop.

while that was happening, on the other side was another story. amity spent her night in bed with a
bottle of alcohol nearby while looking at the shared photos she and boscha had. missing the three
eyed witch dearly as she reminisced the times they had. both good and bad.

after a few weeks of luz and amity together as girlfriends, everyone seemed to catch on to that
before it was announced. willow and gus are happy for luz is dating the witch she's been crushing
on though willow just couldn't shake a feeling someone is wrong but she just brushed it to the side
and didn't want to intervene much into her best friend's personal relationship.



within those passing weeks, amity started noticing that luz is starting to open up to her with her
asshole persona slowly diminishing whenever she's with the blight. they shared common interests
like the good witch azura books, setting things on fire- just create mass chaos that the boiling isles
has to deal with.

luz became more caring, soft and sweet towards amity that almost made her weak whenever luz
came to her with the biggest smile on, greeting her a good morning and a peck on the cheek.

she really misinterpreted what luz truly is, she's a perfect girlfriend material like she'd give the
blight many gifts which made her guilty as she doesn't know how much luz has left after dedicating
her wallet to amity. of course, her love doesn't come in material, luz would give amity many kisses
on the cheeks or lips if given the chances as always tell her that she loves amity like an obedient
dog.

it annoyed amity at the constant bombardment of 'i love yous' that it's starting to sound fake but
never to luz. why is that? when those three words rolled out of her tongue, it sounded sincere,
honest and filled of.. love.

luz would also go out of her way to come wherever amity is to comfort her and be there for her,
she's such a caring person that people usually take advantage of that.

when the time they finally had sex after their third date. amity didn't tell luz that she doesn't live in
the blight manor anymore because she's using her apartment as a hiding place if this plan goes to
shit which amity doesn't see happening when it's working well.

instead, they rented a room and asked luz to take her in the ass instead of the pussy. luz doesn't
mind and amity was moaning out loud without regard as she completely underestimated her
stamina, power and girth.

after that, amity would call up luz to fuck her or go to the owl house to be pounded. again, luz
doesn't mind as she loves being inside amity. she feels nice and tight.

"aah.. augh.. hnm.." luz lowly moaned as her hair is in a dishevelled state, her bangs covered her
eyes. she leaned against the wall with her legs spread, hand on her head and head slightly tilted
upward as she moans.

amity is in between her legs, both nude and in the room they rented. she bobbed her head with luz's
big cock in her mouth, her tongue whipping around ever so professionally as she watches luz's lewd
expressions.

amity liked the taste of the noceda, it was only revealed that luz was a virgin after she fucked amity.
it was a surprise to say the least. her hands massaged her balls, giving it a light but firm squeeze
making luz groan and tighten her grip on her hair.

luz slowly opened her eyes, she combed her hair back to see her lover clearly, she realised that
amity took her whole and her lips were touching the base. "aahh fuck, ami.." she moaned and
started to slowly push her hips into her.

amity hummed, she helped luz to stand on her knees to use her. luz used two hands now as she
started thrusting into the blight's mouth who held her hips for a sort of support.



"aahh! aah shit, amity!" luz rolled her head back. she never felt this kind of pleasure before, she
thought of having sex with someone to experience but she changed her mind and waited for the
right person for luz as she sees her virginity as a special thing and when she loses it to her miss or
mister right, they're special to her.

if she just discarded it like it's nothing. what's the point of searching?

and luz is glad that she lost it to amity because she loves her so much.

luz moaned loudly as she came inside amity's mouth. amity closed one eye at the feeling of warm
spews in her mouth, she swallowed small portions as she waited for luz to empty out before slowly
pulled out and easily gulped all of it down her throat. wiping the stray rolling down the side of her
mouth.

amity looked up to luz to see her red, blissed out face. she felt something bang against her chest at
the sight of it, her heart just increased it's pace as she continued to stare with her breathing turning
ragged like she's becoming weak before luz with her cock turning hard once more. amity knows
what she's feeling but she's not going to admit it.

never.

"i love you." luz whispered, she sat down as she softly cupped amity's cheeks and leaned in for a
kiss. luz slipped her tongue inside, tasting herself with amity swirling her own tongue as they
fought without consistency till they ran out of air.

amity didn't let out a word as they pulled away, she started placing light trails of kisses on luz's
neck while giving it licks to lubricate where she's going to sink her fangs in her flesh. luz hummed
when she felt amity bite into her, her hands snaked all over her smooth body, her defined back
muscles tensed everything. with a lithe frame, amity shows off many impressive muscles.

when amity withdrew, she licked the blood off the mark and grabbed one of her luz's wrists, lifting
her heavy hand to place it on her hips making her grip on it as she led luz on to get on top of her
with her getting in a doggy position.

"come on.." amity whispered, she wiggled her ass in a way to beckon luz. it worked. swallowing
the lump in her throat, luz got behind amity and spat at amity's ass to lubricate her before entering,
she rubbed her hole to slowly push her thumb inside and replaced it with her cock.

"hmn.. aah.." amity lowly moaned, she gripped the bed sheets and slowly closed her eyes to savor
this. she started to compare luz and boscha in her head, boscha is rough without care and won't
bother to ask if you're alright as long as she gets a good fuck while luz is more gentle- not really
vanilla so to say as she knows how to be rough. she always checks if amity is still alright while
going at great speeds.

it's ideal.

luz groaned when everything inside, she planted her one hand onto bed sheets and the other still on
amity's hips. she started thrusting making her lover moan out without care if their neighbors heard
when they're busy fucking as well.

amity kept her head pressed against the bed, eyes closed and mouth agar to let her voice out. her
mind wants to imagine it's boscha behind her, fucking her good as she missed her so much but all it



came was luz.

luz. why.

amity felt a hot breath against her ear making her shudder, she slowly opened her eyes to see luz's
curly hair. giving her shoulder endearing kisses as her hips doesn't exactly mirror the tender fashion
but the passion is laid in the forefront.

a delicate love is laid in the forefront.

"you feel so nice.. i love you so much, amity." luz whispered as she kissed the side of the witch's
head to witch she only turned her head on the other side. luz was confused at that motion before she
ignored it as she continues to fuck amity.

amity saw a mirror on the corner that shows what position she got herself into and how luz looked
like behind her. she watched the human thrust into her, her tits wildly bouncing along with her hair
and her speed picked up. telling that luz is getting closer.

amity is desperate to see boscha but her mind and vision are only giving the obvious. she doesn't
understand. she doesn't want to admit because everything she put up for would be useless.

"aah- aaahh fuck amity!!" luz drove her cock deep into amity who rolled her head back in pleasure
at the feeling of cum shooting inside her ass before falling limp on the bed.

luz panted heavily, she gently pulled out and sat down behind amity "are you okay?" she asked,
peering over to see if amity is alright. "yeah." she simply replied and got off of bed to start dressing
up.

"hey, where are you going?" luz asked. she always asked that question that sort of became a
routine, amity would always start putting her clothes on after they fucked. amity glanced at luz as
she slipped her shirt on, she can tell that she's confused but she doesn't care. she doesn't want to
care.

"my parents are calling me. you know how they can be." amity reasoned. luz slowly nodded, she
hung her head low as she did know alador and odalia can be the worst people when the news
reached them that their daughter is dating a human. at least, that's what luz thought.

"i lo-" luz didn't even get to say i love you before amity walked out of the room. the door was wide
open but was slowly closing from the automatic lock till a click was heard, leaving luz all alone in
the cold bedroom with her sheathed cock. she sighed deeply and moved to sit down on the edge of
the bed as she looked down at her fiddling fingers.

she started thinking.

why would amity be so quick to leave? is she in trouble? did i do something wrong or.. is she just
having a hard time opening up after the breakup? it's normal that she still has some leftover
baggage she's been holding in. i could help her but amity's not an easy person to let loose. luz said
in her head, convincing herself that boscha is just hovering in her mind but she's her girlfriend now
so the past needs to be let go if they wanna go forward to the future luz has been dreaming of with
amity on her side.



luz think and think of what a better way to get amity loose and spill everything as holding
something doesn't always end good. then it came to her perhaps an azura book club would do!

a smile etched across luz's face as she snapped her finger, agreeing with that idea. they have a book
club or two back in amity's old secret library room that was just collecting dust the first time they
visited it after so long. they talked about to story and twisting plot lines of the book but it ended of
them fucking.

luz just has to find the right day she can propose the book club.

-----

amity arrived in hexside, punctual as usual. luz was the one who's always late to get to school and
it's no surprise that she'd be late in some of their dates. she walked past the many students, not
sparing them a glance but her ears caught wind of what they're chattering.

mostly about the news of luz and amity being together and questions of what happened to boscha.

amity hasn't heard a thing about boscha after they broke up and she doesn't know if she should be
worried or what. she stopped in front of her, tickled it to make it open it's mouth so she could take
the book she needed but she noticed a single folded note sitting on top of her book.

amity looked in all sides of the hallway to see if she could catch whoever placed this paper in here
before hesitantly grabbing it and unfolded it to see a simple note that reads:

'see me in the back of the school later.'

amity hummed to herself, she backed up a little which made the locker closet itself and she looked
to the right to see a familiar varsity jacket of the team captain of the banshees in the end of the hall
standing next to skara, talking.

as she turned to meet the blight's gaze, boscha and amity stared at each other for a few seconds
before boscha looked away, turned around and left with skara trotting next to her.

whenever boscha would look in amity's way, she'd always fall internally or fall on herself. it's odd
that she doesn't feel a single thing.

"good morning, baby!" a cheery voice snapped amity back to reality and she felt a heavy arm drape
on her shoulder. she looked to the side to see luz with a bright smile on. that damn smile. it makes
amity want to smile as well just by looking at it being worn by the most flamboyant person here.
she can't get enough just by looking at it.

hold yourself.

"good morning." amity replied and started walking, heading for her class with luz beside her. the
blight barely paid attention to whatever is saying as her mind wandered back to what boscha is
gonna say after school, she hoped in getting back with her as she can't stand luz anymore.

 

amity was quick to slip out when the bell rang, she ran towards the back of the school and when she
turned to a corner, she saw boscha leaning against the wall with a lit cigarette in her lips.



"what do you want?" amity asked as she approached the three eyed witch. making it seem like she's
still angry at the shit she did that night even though she has completely moved on.

"you came quick." boscha snickered and amity rolled her eyes as she knew she didn't only mean in
getting her. boscha took out the cigar on her lips, walked over to amity and let out the smoke in her
face to which she was unfazed of.

"take me back, amity. it's hard to see you instantly moving on with someone else." boscha begged,
she gripped both of amity's shoulders and slightly shook her.

"also, couldn't you pick something better? like why the hell are you with that stupid human?"
boscha added and something ticked inside amity when the three eyed witch insulted the noceda. she
held herself from clenching her fist as it'll send wrong signals and suppresses it as she lets out a
huff.

"i'm not dating luz. i stayed with her in spite of you," amity spat, she averted her eyes away from
the witch and took the cigar off her fingers to take a puff.

"to make you jealous. did it work?" amity blew the smoke in boscha's face, just returning the favor.
as the smoke cleared, the blight can see a devilish look on her face before she was slammed onto
the wall and lifted off the ground by the thighs. amity hummed when boscha pressed her crotch
against hers.

"yeah it fucking worked, you little slut." boscha licked amity's neck while she finishes the cigar.

"how did you even put up with that bitch?" boscha said as she unbuckled her pants to whip her dick
out, ripping, making a hole on amity's pink leggings to reveal her pussy and easily slipped inside
making amity moan softly.

"ah.. i didn't. she was the most annoying person to be with. a blight like me wouldn't date someone
who's lower than dirt. i powered through it because she's good in bed." amity replied, she dropped
the cigar and hugged boscha tightly as she finally has her back. that's the plan, right? this is what
she wanted, right? then, why would she feel nothing but temporary ripples of pleasure?

"but not better than me." boscha groaned as she forgot how good amity's pussy is, she didn't know
she longed for it till she's inside. she stayed nice and tight for her while luz only took the backdoor.
how pitiful.

"yeah. she's delusional to even think that they're together, how pathetic and she's nowhere
compared to you." amity continued to make it seem realistic that she hated luz but her insides felt
like it's starting to rot.

"damn right. besides, a mere human can't even try to compete with me." boscha cackles as she
bought the act.

"i- i missed you." amity uttered, it doesn't feel right. but she convinced herself that this is what she
wants. she saw boscha withdraw from her neck to stare deep into her golden eyes with her lavender
ones piercing through. this doesn't feel right.

"i missed you too, baby." boscha slammed her lips into amity's with her speed turning animalistic.
this is what i want. amity said in her head before kissing back, moaning as she lets the three eyed



witch take her and amity making a protection spell as she has a tendency of not wanting to pull out
despite her pullout game is strong.

then, amity heard something run against the gravel just nearby. "what was that?" she asked as
listened to it, thinking it'd get closer but it receded till the only thing heard was her moans, boscha's
grunts and their skin rapidly slapping.

"don't know, don't care." boscha said.

a few minutes before they started fucking, luz was searching the entire campus for her girlfriend as
she planned on doing the book club today but she can't find her. luz went out of the grudgby field to
see it empty, she scratched her head in confusion as to where amity could be.

luz thought that she went home early but she wanted to check the entire school just to make sure.

she headed for the back of the school, the one place she rarely goes to for some reason. the
crunches of her footsteps against the gravel floor were drowned out by some chatting on the other
side, she initially thought she found the elusive druggies the school had been trying to rat out but
no.

it's something else.

luz stopped walking, she pressed her back against the wall and slowly peered her out. her eyes
widened as she saw amity getting fucked by boscha, she was about to jump in and save her
girlfriend from her libidinous ex but something made her stop.

"i didn't. she was the most annoying person to be with. a blight like me wouldn't date someone
who's lower than dirt. i powered through it because she's good in bed." amity said while moaning.
luz felt her body starting to get cold, she doesn't understand what's happening. is amity just acting
to make boscha feel better? if so, maybe she should stop as a swell is starting to occur in her chest.

"but not better than me." luz frowned deeply at boscha as she just wanted to strangle her so badly.
amity spoke again that made her attention go back to her.

"yeah. she's delusional to even think that they're together, how pathetic and she's nowhere
compared to you." luz heard a crack. she blinked as her frown deepened, she slowly leaned back to
the floor and started thinking of all the signs she intentionally dismissed that could've saved her
from this painful revelation but then again. this felt inevitable.

luz started remembering the times amity would always leave after the bliss, she was always the one
who said the three words and never even got one in return. so it's always the sex as whenever amity
was the one setting up their date, they go to a restaurant or something and end of them fucking. has
she ever questioned why amity wouldn't let her go in her pussy? because she was saving it for her
damn ex.

this is just amazing.

"damn right. besides, a mere human can't even try to compete with me." just stop. please just stop.
luz clasped her hand onto her mouth as she held in a sob, she squeezed her eyes tightly with the
cold bullets of tears rolling down her cheeks and fell to the floor. she wants to block out her ears
but her other hand seems paralyzed on itself, not noticing the darkening of the once bright blue sky.



"i- i missed you." amity said.

"i missed you too, baby." boscha replied.

you know when you walk in on someone having sex, you could either to be turned on or disgusted
but luz doesn't feel aroused. not one bit. her dick became more limper than it already is as she's
severely turned off by this and the only thing she's feeling is the immense, unbearable pain inside
her chest. her heart begging for it to stop but she can't, it's completely out of her control. it's getting
hard to breath.

the only thing she could control is her legs. so she ran.

-----

"hey, eda?" the little demon called the witch as he lifted himself up the counter to see that the
clawthorne is brewing up the next batch of ordered potions.

"yeah, king?" eda looked at king who sat down beside her with solemn seen in his eyes.

"what happened to luz? she hasn't talked to any of us when she got home and wouldn't open the
door when i asked to go in." king explained, he knocked on luz's door many times but no sound
was replied on the other side. king knows luz is in there from her scent and hooty can see her but
the bird tube insists that the noceda needs some time alone.

that's new.

"i don't know but i think it's best to let her sort this out by herself. we'll be here whenever she needs
us." eda said, she's also worried about her kid's sudden change of aura. she knows something isn't
right but she can't pry on luz's private life too much.

a lonely night.

luz sat by the open window, hugging tightly her old stuffed otter that is filled with stitches and
patches. she doesn't want to get rid or let go of this stuffed toy, she grew up with this. the dark sky
is bare, there's no stars even twinkling along with the harsh sounds of heavy boiling rain through
the protective bubble surrounding the owl house.

luz had her numbers of lonely nights, they were bearable. but this one is fresh, it's still bleeding and
engulfing luz's body with writhing pain that she just prayed for to titan to make it stop but it never
did, even after the sunset.

she stared emptily out of the bubble to see the many forms of life get killed, burned, eaten away
from the acid this hellish place could offer. when one weed is killed, another shall take it's place.
luz is that one killed off weed but she doesn't want to be replaced yet, she's still okay, she's still
useful and she wanted amity to see that.

luz is desperate for amity. she's the only person whom she really loved romantically. she poured
everything for the witch, she gave it all. her time, money, love, body so what's missing? what is she
lacking? she wants amity to tell her what and see that the noceda is devoted to her. helplessly.

luz is desperate for amity that she even said that she can be with boscha if she lets stayed with her.
she messaged her many times but they were all seen and no reply- she's trying to avoid facing



reality.

luz almost threw her phone as being seen is worse than being not read. so it means, all of it is true.
she knew luz was there listening to everything that unfolded and she didn't hold back nor falter in
every word that came out of that prestigious mouth.

luz is new to love of significant others. she knows the love of best friends and family but never
lovers. amity was her entrance to that new view of love, she liked it- only for it to shatter before her
eyes and it was no love. it was something toxic and luz poisoned herself again and again till she
almost died.

this wasn't love. it wasn't lust either. lust is a strong word, it can fuel both parties to be more sensual
or aggressive in activity. luz wanted to think she was fueled by her love and lust but all she ended
up with lackluster sex.

luz just wanted to know if she did something to make amity turn her back on her like that. why go
all through the various dates, the sex, the time with luz when all she's doing is exhaust herself and
luz. make it make sense because luz felt so badly used, her time wasted severely and her pockets
are filled with holes from buying those stupid gifts only for it to be thrown away.

"what did i do wrong.. i thought.. i thought i was doing good, amity." luz lets the fresh tears roll
down her face, she bit her lips tightly in attempt to hold them back but it was too late. she banged
the back of her head on the wall, the echoing of pain surged throughout her head and shook her
brain a little with a migraine instantly coming to torment her as if the pain in her chest wasn't
enough.

she wants to scream so badly but she doesn't want to make eda and king worry more than they
already are. luz curled her legs up, tightly hugging herself with the stuffed otter getting squished in
between. she sobbed into it, letting it soak up her tears as she silently wished everything would
return to normal after the rain.

-----

weeks.

a few weeks has passed after what happened, luz tried several times to get amity's attention and talk
to her. wanting to sort this out but she kept avoiding her. basically running away when there's no
people she can use to evade luz.

all it does is hurt luz more.

amity has a grudgby training today, prepping for the big finals next month before summer. luz only
has one chance to get with the blight before school ends, she tried to sneak inside the locker rooms
but it was locked, so she had to wait for the training to end which took a while.

luz perked up when she heard the doors open, she quickly rushed inside and she saw the familiar
long mint green hair of the blight. she held her bouquet of knondiper that is in the color orange as
she took a deep breath before speaking.

"why did you go back with boscha?" luz asked, making amity jump at the sudden voice, she turned
around to see the noceda looking like a wreck. her eye bags became darker almost sunken, her hair



in a frenzy like she just got out of bed and ran straight to her. her eyes landed on the knondipers,
she frowned it and turned back around.

"it's none of your business." amity replied, she took off her grudgby armor while luz slowly
approached her. timorous as she can feel her heart threatening to jump out of her chest, it grew
sensitive in the passing times and she can't handle anymore pain but she needs closure as she just
wants peace.

"can you at least explain? what did i do wrong, amity? i'm trying my best to be a good girlfriend for
you so please." luz begged, she stopped just behind amity who's still taking off her armor. amity
winced at the sound of pain in luz's voice, she knows she's tired and so is she but sucked it up like
she always did and said nothing.

"and i got these for you." luz gently placed the bouquet down next to amity's bag. the witch took
one glance of it in the corner of her eye, it's still orange before looking away.

"no, thanks. i hated it the first time you have it to me." she said with serpents of lies slithering out
of her mouth.

"because it revealed what your intentions were?" luz's voice became dangerously low which caught
amity off guard and almost scared the shit out of her upon hearing it like a murderer waiting for her
to turn around so she can stab her to death. amity shook off the unnerving feeling and turned
around with a scowl out.

"good girlfriend? you're more deranged than i thought! first, you thought you could be a witch
when you're just a puny human and now you really think we're together? grow up, noceda." amity
spat but luz only lets out a small awkward laugh. her scowl deepened as she didn't see the joke in
this matter.

"no no. you're joshing with me right now, ami, come on. j- just tell me where and what i fucked up
and i'll fix it so we can be together again!" luz said with desperation evident in her tone, she just
wanted to be with amity. she wants a future with her and she lets herself be open to someone
outside her small circle of comfort. she gave it all just to hold amity close but at what cost?

the knondiper became yellow.

"oh my titan, are you that dense that you can't understand a simple statement?! we. are. not.
together! never will and not in another lifetime! you have have to really idiotic to not see i only
want boscha." lies that comes out of a blight's tongue should never be taken as fact.

amity is screaming at herself to stop and she did enough damage, it's clear that she got her point
across by looking at what she's done to luz. the gleam in her eyes is disappearing, her health in all
aspects are deteriorating so amity should stop!

but no. she must keep the facade.

luz's breathing turned ragged as anger now coursed through her body making it tremble violently.
she clenched her fists tightly with her teeth gritting, fire igniting in her eyes as she glared at amity
with great animosity that bewildered the blight.

"isn't my all enough?! i gave my everything to you, amity and this is what i get?! i'm not asking you
to repay the money i wasted for you, i only want the love i poured into this relationship to be



reciprocated!" luz shouted at the top of her lungs that overwhelmed amity, she backed up a little as
luz was slowly stepping forward with tears welling up in her eyes. her rage was quick to burn out
as it was provoked. luz can't handle her emotions well, words aren't simply enough to convey the
true things she wants to say.

the flower turned agitated red.

amity blinked, she growled as luz had the audacity to corner and scream at her like that. she pushed
luz back to give her space and glared at her with malice that made luz cower.

"well guess what human, you are not worthy to be my lover. so don't even think that you're
something to me when you're nothing but a shit in my shoe that i'll gladly scrape off so why don't
you just scurry on back to the owl house," amity is now the one approaching luz who's also backing
up, she wants to say she's sorry for all the things she never meant to say but it's too late to turn back
now when the dam is already broken.

"and never show your face again!" amity grabbed luz by the collar and roughly, aggressively
shoved her to the ground making her grunt, her beanie falling off. amity looked at the pained
expression on the noceda's face, she regrets it but she didn't show it. instead, she grabbed the
knondipers and threw it at luz's face making some petal implode.

"fucking jackass." amity sneered.

amity stormed out of the locker room as she swung her bag on her shoulder. she bit her lip tightly,
not wanting to burst into tears as she walked out of hexside, leaving luz there all alone once again.

she didn't scream. yell or even utter a peep. luz just stared at the flowers she got from the rogue
garden she swore in taking care of after she stumbled upon it. willow helped her and taught her
how to take care of a plant because they're not decors. they're living, breathing beings that needs all
the support and love from it's gardener.

at least luz gets an ounce of the love she gives from a fucking plant.

silent tears kept rolling down her face as she slowly picked up a single petal. a drop of her tear
made it glow but immediately die out, giving no hope of surviving.

the knondiper turned one last time in sickly purple before it slowly wilted away. it's petals died
along with luz's heart. she wants to remove herself from the narrative she once chose to be in and
let future historians wonder how luz reacted that amity blight broke her heart.

she doesn't want this story anymore.

-----

days. weeks. months.

those were the times passed after the confrontation. it became increasingly obvious that something
happened between luz and amity as they often avoid seeing each other or even just passing down
the hallway. one of them would just take the other direction.

they don't know what happened. whenever luz has abominations class, the classroom as this
uncomfortable presence looms over everyone. luz chose to sit alone in the farthest table when she



once sat next to amity who's also sitting alone.

willow and gus tried to figure out or get it out of luz on what happened to them but luz didn't say
anything other than "it was just a fling. no need to stress on something trivial, guys." and they know
it's a lie but they can see that their friend can't handle the questions anymore so they stopped
persisting and just offered to be there for luz before school ends.

when summer came by like a slug, luz told her plans would just be in the owl house and take on
adventures with eda to increase her library of spell glyphs as she doesn't have anything truly good
to do now.

while amity on the other hand isolated herself in her apartment. the first two months was great, she
partied, had her hot girl summer and numerous great sex with her girlfriend that she got back with.

but it all ended suddenly when depression set in.

amity doesn't know why. she's supposed to have fun this summer so why is she all of the sudden
reverted back to her depressed prepubescent years where she lay in bed having an existential crisis.

her mind always wanders back to luz, constantly thinking if she's okay, what is she doing in right
now. the type of questions luz would always ask her when they were.. together.

amity broke off her relationship with boscha as it's giving her nothing but stress, the sex isn't good
anymore and she always sees herself as a trophy girlfriend when she goes out with boscha.
restlessly reminding that the blight is the star player of her team and that they fit so well.

just because amity is a good team player doesn't mean it's a personality.

amity started to think about everything that happened before summer. she remembers the plans luz
had of them living in the woods with a cottage, always telling amity that she looks beautiful and
she always loves her. luz constantly gives amity that sweet smile of hers that now gives her
butterflies, a good sense of warmth and.. home.

what is a home?

despite luz not stepping foot in her apartment, amity felt she stepped into her life and turned it
around but she pushed the opportunity to give and receive what true love is, now it's gone because
of her arrogance.

the sun doesn't shine on her anymore, her laying next to her is just a memory and the apartment has
a never ending gloom with the walls oozing of black, disgusting liquid to signify the lies and deceit
she gave the poor girl. all she wanted was love and amity did her wrong.

so wrong.

this house is not a home without her baby.

amity never thought she'd come to admit that she fell for luz. just seeing her reveal this side of the
noceda made amity fall for her is like a privilege no one could ever have. everything could've gone
in so many ways than this if she was honest and acknowledged luz's feelings.

now, amity wants to make amends. she's going to try and get luz back



once summer was over, amity immediately searched for luz as she wanted to be the first to talk to
her after a very long radio silence. she leaned on the wall, anxiously tapping her foot on the floor
with her lightly chewing her fingers.

then, a flash of multi-colored leggings brushed past her that she almost didn't notice. amity looked
to the left to see luz but her beanie isn't red anymore. it's grey.

amiry got beside luz who's staring into the horizon, not sparing a glance at the blight at all. gulping,
the tension between them is so thick a knife would barely cut into it, maybe she should start
something simple.

"h- hey, luz." amity greeted.

"..."

this made amity worry at the lack of response. luz just blinked confirming that she's still alive but
can the same thing be said inside?

"how was your summer? i heard that you've been busy traveling.." amity trailed off when luz sped
up her walking and leaving amity behind as she slowly stopped walking.

"o.. okay, i'll see you in class then." amity awkwardly said, she clapped her hands together as she
moved stiffly. she doesn't know what to do now that the fact luz is acting like she doesn't know the
blight which is understandable after what she did.

but amity is not gonna give up. not anymore.

in the span of 4 or 5 weeks, amity managed to hack into her locked bank account and used the
money she had left to buy luz gifts that she might like as a payment of the money she spent on her
and also trying to win her over. she added notes asking if they could go out for a date which she
always sees luz ripping and throwing it in the trash, it hurts but she pushed through it.

luz is visibility annoyed at the bombardment of indirect courtship she had to endure throughout the
day thanks to amity. she doesn't wanna waste papers but she always tore the letters and the trash
sets it on fire. she had to mentally prepare herself every time before opening her lockers.

she appreciates it but luz doesn't want it.

but there's this one particular gift that ticked luz off to the breaking point. it's a friday, luz comes in
her usual 5 minutes left before the bell rings time and stopped by her locker while seeing in the
corner of her eye amity popping out to see what luz's reaction will be when she opens the locker.

luz took a deep breath in and tickled her locker then something dropped in silence to the floor
behind her feet. she slowly looked down to see a dozen of knondipers. her knondipers.

amity was hoping that luz liked this gift as she was right about that flower being rare, she couldn't
find it in the many flower shops that aren't offering bootleg ones. she had to travel through the
woods till she found a well kept grove that is brimming of knondipers from top to bottom.

amity watched luz pick up the flowers, touching it's petal to make sure it's alright as it turned into
violent red when she snapped her head at amity who flinched. the noceda stormed up to the witch
who cowered before her with anger almost resembling the one before.



"where did you get this?" luz asked, finally talking to amity after weeks of nothing. amity looked at
the flowers that are still red then turned her gaze up to luz to see how much her face became
sharper and her eyes were intimidating.

"i- i think in a grove or something." amity replied and she watched luz's eyes widen. amity gulped
as she immediately knew she fucked up big time once again.

"you took- you took my knondipers from my garden without permission?!" luz yelled making amity
flinch, she can feel her heart wincing as she grew sensitive at the shouts, especially if it's luz.
seemed pathetic for a blight like her but she can't help but feel worthless.

"i didn't know it was yours!" amity tried to reason as it was an innocent mistake since she took the
back of the grove but luz isn't having this bullshit today as these knondipers are only the sources of
her escape and someone had the balls to take it like it's the local park.

"it has a sign! read the fucking signs, blight!" luz continued to shout.

amity trembled as she looked down like a regretful kitten "i.. i'm sorry. i'm just trying to get you
back, luz. i'm really sorry, i didn't mean to mess it up. like i always do." she muttered, she has tears
starting to well up as she does try to make things better between them but it's hard when she's
always the source of someone or everyone's misery and despair.

"i'm sorry."

amity can't help it anymore as she lets the tears fall, it's just her and luz only out in the hallway now
as they didn't notice that the bell rang two minutes ago. amity lightly sobbed to herself, she wiped
her tears only for more to spill with luz watching her.

sighing deeply, luz took out her handkerchief and offered it to amity along with her a single
knondiper. amity slowly lifted her head up to see the two things in front of her "t- thank you.." she
accepted it and looked at luz who's brows are still furrowed but the flowers turned grey.

"you want things to be sorted out, right?" luz asked and amity nodded.

"give me your address, the twins told me you don't live in the manor anymore." luz turned around
to leave, she still has the knondipers and was thinking if she should give these to willow since she
always wanted to take care of these rarity plants.

"o- okay." amity replied.

"and head to class. you don't wanna ruin your pristine record." amity felt her cheeks slightly heat
up, she nodded again and luz walked away, leaving amity to herself as she watched the noceda get
further and further till she turned to a corner. it's not much but amity thinks this is a new start for
them.

after amity sent the address to luz, she went home and cleaned what she could before she got her.
amity started thinking of the many scenarios that could happen when she arrives but all in all, amity
just wants to have luz back on her side and be the girlfriend she was supposed to be.

when the doorbell rang, amity fixed herself while she rushed towards the door. she swung it open
and gave a small smile at luz who's on the other side, she didn't reciprocate the smile though.



now that amity thinks about it. she never sees luz smile anymore.

"hey. glad you made it in one piece." amity greeted, luz nodded "you have nice neighbors." she
ripped the spell glyph off her chest and multiple things fell behind her spanning from arrows, war
hammers to even a live demon baby that tried to eat luz's ankle off till she dropped an abysmal spell
on it and sent it to purgatory.

though luz could only make a few of this abysmal spell since she needs to stay in a certain cave for
a while without disturbance or light to aid her.

"oh wow.. um, please, come in." amity shook her head as she got sidetracked and stepped aside to
let luz go inside. amity closed the door, looked over to luz who's looking at everything the
apartment has before gazing at the small hallway then at amity, looking uncertain of what to do
next.

"amity," the blight perked up when she heard luz call her, "yes?" she responded quickly like a dog
on command.

luz slowly turned her body to face amity. "i wanna ask something." amity hummed in
acknowledgement for luz to continue. there was a silence for a few seconds between them before
luz grasped her right shoulder and pinned her to the door with her other hand planted next to her
head.

amity yelped in impact, her face blew up in red when luz slowly leaned closer to her with their eyes
staring deeply into one another.

"do you want this?" luz asked and amity instantly nodded, she grabbed her by the shirt to pull in for
a kiss. amity hummed at the taste, she missed the taste of luz's sweet lips that gave her life. she tilts
her head to deepen it while oblivious to the fact luz remained her eyes open and isn't kissing back.

just stood there till amity pulling away.

"i love you." amity muttered but luz said nothing. she lifted amity up by the thighs, rushed towards
her bedroom and dropped her to the pillows with luz placing hot kisses on amity's neck while she
pulled off her clothes.

"ah.. luz.." as amity removed luz's shirt and bra, she noticed the many scars riddled across her once
clean torso. she probably gained them from after all those adventures. she traced them as luz pulled
the witch's pants off with her unbuckling her own.

amity's hands moved up to luz's face, she softly cupped them and once again stared into her eyes.
"you're so perfect, luz." she whispered, giving luz her first genuine smile to her.

she returned nothing but a blank stare as she shoved her full girth inside making amity moan loudly.

"aahh fuck yes!" this is the pleasure she has been looking for, the thrill of it all that boscha simply
cannot give to her as she never felt this real. luz started thrusting in amity, giving her no room to
even lower her voice as she seems like she wants to tell something.

"oh titan.. luz!!" amity tried to pull luz down for a kiss but she didn't budge as she kept slamming
her hips into her, the bed being abused for so long made noise along with amity moaning for luz.



"luz, please.." amity attempted once again but luz pulled her head out of the witch's hold and
looked away. she's confused but she doesn't need to be told why luz is acting like this, she placed
one hand on her cheek instead and peered to see her face.

"please look at me." amity whispers but luz still won't lean down or just look at her. "luz.. please i
want you to look at me.." she begged, she wrapped her legs around luz's hips and used all her might
to pull herself up, sitting on her lap as she bounced on her to keep up the euphoria.

luz slowly turned her head to look at amity again who lets out a relieved sigh "keep looking at me."

she leaned in for another kiss, she coiled her arms around her neck as she tilted her head to slip her
tongue inside for it to swirl around luz's own wet muscle, tasting each other but the reactions are
still stoned.

as amity pulled away, she kissed luz's cheek and hugged her tightly. she lets the noceda take her as
she pleases, she loves doing this to luz as it feels more natural, more pleasurable but there's an
unsettling undertone that amity is more than willing to ignore.

the distinction of love and lust of amity was once so blurry but after that endeavor, it cleared up for
amity to see her errors. she wants to return the things luz gave to her because luz proved herself to
be something special for her, it was a mistake to even lead her on and she can't afford to lose her
anymore.

as she can't live without her next to her.

"aahh fuck luz! j- just like that- aaahh yes!!" amity moaned into luz's neck as her claws slowly
dragged down to her back, giving her more scars but luz doesn't care as the pain never registered.

the entire room is filled with amity's moans and other noises that are simply overpowered by the
blight. luz dropped amity to the pillows once again and shifted into a final gear to finish this off.

amity screamed in pure bliss, she gripped on luz's hair tightly, threatening to rip it off while
chanting luz's name as she's reaching her climax. she quickly made a protection spell as she flashed
a quivering smile to luz before letting out a delight howl when she finally came.

amity sighed as she felt luz finally being able to shoot her cum inside her pussy. she kept her legs
around to keep her there but luz was strong enough to pull out after she emptied out and laid down
on the far end of the bed.

the blight blinked as she got a little fuzzy after that one hell of a climax, she looked over to luz who
had her back facing her. amity grabbed the covers to drape it over their bodies, she moved closer to
luz and wrapped her arms for an embrace as she placed her head on the back of luz's shoulder.

"hey.. remember the time you told me that you want us to have a cottage in the middle of the
woods? that doesn't sound half bad because the scenery and it's just a great place to raise a kid or
two." amity said, softly chuckling in the middle as she started reminiscing the times she took
advantage of as she once thought luz is crazy enough to even think she'd have a life with amity.

now, amity wants that.

no response.



"i know i lied to you. i came back and stayed with boscha in spite of you and i regret going along
with that stupid plan. i know it's all my fault, i made you put your guard down only to hurt you so
bad, i'm sorry. i want us to start over and i promise this time i'll do better, treat you better because i
love you, luz."

amity said every word with sincerity, she tries to be candor for luz as she deserves nothing but the
truth from now on. she is willing to try and make this right once again, she knows this thing they
have has a potential to grow into something beautiful if only..

if only luz would answer.

but, amity concluded as luz was already asleep. "goodnight." she placed a loving kiss on the side of
her head and tightened her hold on her. not wanting to let go anymore.

when the saturday morning came, the beams of sunlight shone down on amity's face making her
groan. slowly awakening from the light forced down her eyes. she slowly rolled to the side to avoid
it and moved her hand around behind her, trying to feel something but it was cold.

amity snapped her eyes open, she shot up the bed and looked at the empty space where luz slept.
she looked around the room but she noticed the only clothes on the edge is hers, she slipped off the
bed and grabbed her shirt to barely cover herself while she searched through available rooms her
apartment has which isn't alot.

amity leaned back to the counter as it's confirmed that luz already left before she woke. before she
could even give a good morning kiss to her. she sighed deeply, she hung her head low that luz is
still angry at her which made her heart squeeze as she thought she's-

no! she doesn't want to think this'll be their last interaction since she can always find luz in school.

yeah, no need to worry.

-----

she's worried.

a few weeks has already passed amity hasn't been seeing luz anywhere in school but when she
asked if they've seen her, everyone replied they had like it's a daily thing because it is.

but amity is the only one not seeing luz anywhere. not even in the abominations class when she's
supposed to have one. amity is starting to be afraid that luz might be avoiding as a telltale sign she
doesn't wanna be involved with amity anymore

just by the thought of it is starting to take a toll on amity. the constant paranoia of not getting the
girl she wanted is starting to consume her as everyday the banging on the walls followed by horrid
screams clogged her ears when in reality it's all in her head and it's driving her insane if she doesn't
see luz.

as amity went to school as usual, she rubbed her eyes and yawned after not getting any sleep
because of the things swarming her mind that's now invading her dreams. it's draining her.

"beep beep! skater boy coming through!" amity perked up when she heard a familiar and she
swiftly turned around to see luz zooming down the hallway, passing her as she rode a winged



skateboard.

amity lets out a shaky laugh, she's relieved in seeing luz again and she was about to come towards
her but she froze in her tracks when she saw luz stop beside someone, got off her skateboard and
lifted it by the wheels to place it over her shoulder.

amity saw a bard track witch girl with blonde hair and a single pink streak. luz got in front of her,
leaned against the locker and started talking to her. unfortunately amity can't read lips but their
actions speak volumes.

amity watched them interact, seeing the small brushes on each other's hair and luz booping the
girl's nose making her giggle. just by watching it made amity sick to her stomach.

baby please would you end your night with me?

then, the girl took something out of her bag and revealed an orange, self knitted beanie. just by the
look on luz's face, she's exalted at the sight of it.

don't you leave me all behind

luz wore the beanie immediately as she came bare today and leaned in to give her new girlfriend a
sweet kiss before intertwining their hands together to walk away, heading somewhere where amity
isn't there. they barely acknowledged her presence at all.

but it's okay. amity knew this was gonna happen. ha, what did she expect really?

don't you leave my little lie

amity covered her mouth with her hand as she holds a sob and quickly rushed towards the nearest
restroom while pushing someone down in the process. she slammed the door, locked it and went to
the furthest stall.

amity wants to say that she's fine, she's unfazed at the news that luz is happy with someone that
isn't her. there should be no tears streaming down her face though she does wish she knew nothing
as that's only how happiness exists.

but amity knew everything. she knew luz was going to find someone else better. she knew that she's
gonna move on without missing the source of her pain and misery because who would?

and she knew for a fact that this relationship was bound to fall the moment amity said those six
words only for it to end in the same six forms of words but yet so different.

 

don't you leave my little life
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swiftly running through the dark forest in great speeds. the sounds of her foot loudly thumping
against the undergrowth echoed throughout. heavy huffs emitted from her mixed with growls.

amity is chasing, a prey, a mate that's running in full speed across the forest. her heat came early
and is trying to a get a certain werewolf who thinks they're playing a game as amity was the one
who stared the chase as soon as she saw luz.

"luz stop running!" amity yelled as she got head to head with the werewolf who has a big smile on
her face and her tongue flying into the wind as she happily jumps while running.

"no way! there's no fun in you catching me!" luz replied and this made the werecat losing patience
now. she lets out a yowl before ramming herself into luz making both of them crash the side and
roll onto each other in the grass.

"enough!" amity roared, they're both in their half forms as they can't revert to humans with the full
moon out shining down on them. the werecat growled at the confused werewolf, not knowing what
made her tick as she thought they were just playing midnight chase.

"a- amity?" luz stared into amity's glowing golden eyes, seeing her teeth bared to a snarl as drool is
slowly rolling down like a crazed animal. unless..

"no more games luz! i'll take you as my mate and i won't wait any longer!" amity yelled, she
spreads luz's legs and revealed her unsheathed cock. luz's eyes widened at the sight of how thick
and big it is.

"are you in heat?" luz asked the obvious. amity growled, she flipped luz over to lay in her stomach
and shoved her cock inside making her scream in pleasure.

"what's it to you?" amity sneered and started roughly thrusting into her. the werecat lets out a 'mrph'
kind of noise as she slams into the noceda. she licked her lips at the pleasure she's receiving with



luz tightly clenching around her barbed phallus that'll activate when she finishes inside her. soon.
very soon.

"aahh! aaahh amity sl- slow down!" luz moaned but she knows it's a useless request as amity
replied with her pounding even harder. "do you think i want to slow down?" amity growled next to
luz's ear making her shudder.

then, amity gripped a handful of luz's hair to make her look up into the freckled sky with the moon
sharing the wide canvas creating a beautiful night sky that could be mirrored with the obscenity
down below. "i've wanted you since we were kits, luz! don't you understand that i love you?!"
amity confessed, it's either the heat talking or her really pouring out everything she's been holding
on till now.

"ah... then, bite me." luz taunted. no, it's more like a green light to her as she also has feelings for
the werecat and she wanted to be her mate ever since they turned the age of maturity is when the
realisation came. but yes, luz is taunting amity.

"gladly." amity didn't even think twice in sinking her teeth into luz's thick furred neck, going
through it with easy and right into her scent gland made the werewolf howl in euphoria as she's
finally marked by the creature she wanted.

amity continued her relentless thrusts but her softer side blended in as she bites luz, her hands
smoothly travelled down her almost furless underbelly and started groping her two big tits that was
once hidden by fur. now being mated, everything is exposed.

upon pulling away, amity quickly made licks on the mark to prevent it in bruising before rubbing
her head against luz as she purrs, scent marking her. luz smiles at the gesture, she felt her tail
getting wrapped by something slimmer and she coiled back on amity's tail. she raised herself more
for amity which was appreciated and her thrusts became feral.

"amity!!" luz bit her lip as she's starting to feel her climax coming. her claws dug deep into the soil
with her body vigorously jolting forward making her breasts and ass cheeks jiggle to amity's liking.

"aaah fuck, luz!!" amity lets out a roar as she plunged her cock deep into her now mate and her
shots of cum filled her insides with the barbs now activating. luz hissed at the sudden harsh prick
but she stated still as this is more painful than a wolf on wolf knot.

amity blinked multiple times as she comes down from her high, she looked down to see they finally
knoted. she smiles to herself that took luz as her and only her. she couldn't also help herself from
slapping that ass.

"ah hey!" luz looked over her shoulder to see amity snickering before bending down to rub her
head against luz for a moment as she whispered:

"you can bite me too."

luz chuckles "i will after this knot. i'll make sure you don't feel your neck without actually killing
you." she said while showing her canines under the moonlight making amity smirk as well and
leaned in for a sweet kiss.



Chapter End Notes

hey there, harpy here just checking in if you're still alright and questioning why are you truly
willing to go beyond this point of obscenity? most people would've left by now but you still
persist in staying. why? do i satisfy your cravings despite my short library of words? will you
get mad of me for taking too long for the next update? just how far are you willing to go in
reading so much sex till doing the actual thing feels numb? how far can a human mind conjure
up scenarios of sex between two fictional characters before it dies in exhaustion and
horniness?

anyways, i'll make some rules :))

(*)i'll allow stories of minors to minors and minors to almost adults (17) as long as the second
option has the minor take the lead. it'll make it hard and uncomfortable for me to write if the
adult is taking initiative.

(*)I'M NOT A FURRY but keep the anthropomorphic requests coming. cuz im horny on main.

(*)if you are going request a far more taboo stories. surprise me, reader. i've been waiting for
the worst since i first got on wattpad. don't ask the @.



One Hell Of A Time

Chapter Summary

demon lords noceda triplets x human amity

requested smut by @yakudamen

amity! amity open up!!"

the loud banging on her bedroom door echoed in the desolate manor and room of amity blight who
is hiding in fear within her closet. tears violently streamed down her face as she covered her ears to
block out the noise.

amity hugged herself tightly in the small corner she made as a safe place for her as nothing in this
manor is deemed safe if her parents are around. with a noose slowly dangling from above and a
knife in her hand, nothing ever works for her.

visible red lines are seen in her wrists as she ripped off the bandages her mother tightly wrapped as
if she's trying to cut off her circulation. at this rate, amity wouldn't even think that's farfetched.

amity has ran away, tried to file child abuse to the police but they're bought her parents and would
always been found within 48 hours even if amity has drove or flown to another state. they just
always seem to find her and never let amity rest.

this drove amity to her breaking point. she's gone mad with the desire to escape of her
imprisonment, her hell. if the realm of sinners is truly real and amity is sent there it would be a
vacation for her, contented that she'll have her own suffering while her parents have it worse.

she wants out. there's no escapism that's gonna be to offered her, she has to make it herself.

she wanted to kill herself but couldn't do it due to her parents interference and they started acting
like proper parents whenever amity tries to take her life before reverting back to heartless, cold
monsters as they are.

it's exhausting for amity crying herself to sleep as she knew it'll another same routine of their
constant bombardment of bullshit. amity didn't notice that the banging stopped as she passed out in
the closet but is still holding the knife, not letting it slip.

amity was suddenly awakened by the sound of alarm going off, she quickly shuffled to turn off her
phone before something comes to her room again. amity blinked multiple times for her vision to
adjust at the brightness of her phone to see it's nearing 9:30 in the evening.

a little confused, amity thought she just slept in minute or two but no. what she thought was friday,
it's saturday in the evening. she slept the whole day. amity tried to be surprised but it happens so
often that she felt nothing except pity.



amity slowly crawled out of the closet, poking her head out to see if the coast is clear before
stepping out to sit in the edge of the bed. she skimmed through her phone to see her missed
messages, missed calls from her parents mostly and some from her friends.

she read through the messages from boscha saying that she and the gang found an abandoned
mansion that's in the edge of the town. amity stopped and started thinking about it, the edge of the
boiling isles is a hot spot for murderers, cults and a beacon for abnormal and horrendous things to
happen. no one goes there unless someone really wants to die and let their mutilated corpse be
found and stacked on the many bodies before them.

sounds like a plan.

amity headed for the window, silently opening it and slipped out into the roof to grab on one of the
pillars to side down as jumping down into a bush will only make alot of noise upon impact. as she
got to the ground, amity rushed to her bike but it's excessively chained and she doesn't have the
patience to unlock all.

instead, amity started running towards the back of the town. she doesn't care if she'll be constantly
out of breath, boscha told her she'll only have midnight to join their fruitless expedition but at least
amity would be away from that damned manor of her cursed surname.

-----

"oh there she is." skara noticed the familiar mint green steadily approaching them as everyone
shone their flashlights at amity who slowly stopped in front of them, heavily breathing with bullets
of sweat rolling down her face.

"took you long enough to show up. why didn't take your bike?" boscha asked, looking at the mess
amity is.

"didn't.. have.. time." amity wheezed out, she sighed deeply and turned her head up to catch her
breath. "here." cat thankfully handed her a bottle of water which she mouthed her thank you before
engulfing the entire water in one full swoop.

"now that you're here. amelia and lucas decided to go in first since they thought it's gonna be a fun
ride from the carnival." boscha scoffed as she started to enter the rundown, rustic mansion.

"here." skara suddenly handed amity a bottle of red spray can. she shook it to hear the ball bounce
around inside, she was abou to ask why she needs this but cat was quick to answer.

"the spray can's for signing our names on the walls. to make everyone see this place isn't so haunted
and cursed after all."

amity slowly nodded, she looked around the broken, worn wooden ceilings and floors. her foot
almost went throught it even. it has a foreboding, dark atmosphere emitting all around especially in
each wall they pass as if it held many stories and it's not good ones.

the bad stench of wet wood along with the dead wafting the air is an awful concoction, amity pulled
up her shirt to cover her nose as she doesn't wanna inhale that shit anymore.

"what is this mansion anyways? what happened to the original owners?" amity asked, trying to
subvert away from the smell of death riddled throughout.



"no one knows. some said they died in a fire, a massacre but it was confirmed that the last ones
here was a single mother that still roams these halls and three of her kids." cat replied, they turned
to a corner and is met with a long hallway that they don't pay much mind as it's just a hallway with
an end.

"they don't know the names either?" amity asked, getting intrigued at the backstory of this
unknown mystery of the mansion in the back end of the boiling isles.

"no, well, only the mother but the kids, not really. i researched about this place with skara and there
were no records of any by the name of camila noceda in the boiling isles police archives. it seems
like they appeared out of nowhere and they're only known when they died." cat and skara mentally
prepared themselves when they recently found out of it's existence, read through the scarce amount
of articles about it, found a quicker route to run back to town just in case a cult does inhabit the
premise and prayed they won't add to the number of dead bodies the mansion shows off.

"that's just sad." amity muttered, she looked in the horizon only to notice that they haven't gone out
of the hallway yet. they're still in the middle of it. she shook her head as she just might be acting up
again and skara, luckily, averted her attention as she spoke.

"alot people were reported dead in this mansion for unexplained reasons like one who drowned but
this place is out in the driest land or there's this one woman who's insides got churned into bits until
it autopsy shows it looks like a slushy of disgusting blood and organs! and get this, she doesn't even
have external injuries!" skara said in a creepy, unsettling way that sent shivers down amity's spine.

the information was jarring and could easily be fabricated as fiction, of course amity wasn't quick
to believe but what she did believe is that they're not getting anywhere in this hallway so amity
took a random door, went inside, thinking she'll find a short cut but she stood there frozen by the
small flight of stairs.

this.. library looked new despite what amity saw a few seconds ago. this library isn't rotten,
rundown or dim as it should be in an abandoned place but the lights are on and emits a warm shade
of yellow to create a mellow atmosphere. the wood of the floorboards, the shelves has been waxed
to perfection. there's an antique rug under an also waxed nara table that has an intricate design on
the sides. a steaming cup of coffee rests on top of the table next to an open book with it's bookmark
on the side and a small lit green lamp.

amity slowly walked down the stairs, her first footstep on the waxed floor was nothing. she didn't
hear an awkward creak, it was stable. she doesn't know what's happening or why is this place
looked so pristine and well kept while the outside looks like it went through hell and back as a
guilty pleasure.

the blight cautiously walked pass the table and stopped in a reasonable space between her and the
book shelf that for some reason only has two books despite who wide it was. nonetheless, curiosity
fed the cat as amity grabbed both of it.

amity went over to the table to place the books down, she opened the old, cover wrinkled of a photo
album and she instantly noticed the black and white of the pictures has. the first picture she saw is a
woman with two little girls beside her as she held another child in her arms with something
underneath it. the first half was scribbled or washed away from old age but one thing was clear.

1931



this photo has been 90 years old, might as well with the other ones.

interested, amity started to carefully flip the pages as she doesn't want to rip a delicate piece of
history. in the second page, she saw the little girls again which she concluded that they're sisters. all
three wearing a dress and the other page showed them confidently wearing men's attire which, if
amity is being honest, looks dashing on them whoever they are.

as amity went to the third page, multiple photos was displayed but individually for the triplets.

the first photo is a far away shot of the girl wearing a sailor's attire, the second one is more up close
that shows her toothy smile and a dimple is visible under the light. the last one is without the hat to
show off their wavy hair and good symmetrical face as they have a small smile on while looking
out of the camera's view.

amity could only imagine they're staring into the sunset as they rode their ship into the seven seas.

in the next page, amity saw a dirtied looking girl who has a far more curly hair than the first with a
simple white shirt with suspenders holding up trousers. the first picture has them sort of dancing
sequenced to the next one is when they fell into the mud making amity softly giggle to herself, the
third one has them showing the same toothy smile like the last one but their face is more dirtied.

that smile of their radiated the warmth of the sun, it made amity feel like she hasn't seen the sun for
so long.

and the last one has a stoic looking girl in a flat hat in another white shirt that's tucked in jeans and
sleeves rolled up with a lit cigarette in hand. their hair is in the between the lines of curly and wavy
as each photos amity looks at defers. in the second one has the girl waving at the camera to either
say hello or to fuck off. the other one has them holding a bat on their shoulder to give an
intimidating look and the final photo is them looking out of the camera with a scowl on as a cigar
rest in their lips.

amity can feel like this woman wouldn't with anyone and is it weird that she imagined her having
an italian or new yorker accent?

besides from that, amity absolutely finds these women really hot, they look similar but the way
these pictures are taken conveys alot about them to distinguish without saying. and she kinda
wished she was born in their time to meet them but oh well.

she closed the book and went to the next one that has a jet black cover. it's mostly empty but a
single backwards L attached to an N. not thinking much of it, amity was met with a grisly drawing
of type thing, animal, man- amity doesn't know but she kept sorting through pages till she found
something.

amity saw three circles with it's own symbol and when connected makes a bigger circle. she stared
at it for a while till an idea came to her at the same time of the lights flickering but it was ignored.

if amity made this ritual circle, it's obvious that this wouldn't work but what it did and she'll
actually summon a being that could kill her in one fatal move and she'll thank that demon for
letting her free from her misery.

let's try it out then.



amity shook the spray can once again to start drawing the circle in the wide area as she reads the
warnings in making the ritual.

-the creation of the summoning circle must be precise and shall not have errors or it will be proven
useless of summoning them.

amity finished the second circle and proceed to create the second.

-do not perform the ritual with a second party. it must be done alone, they do not like having too
many people. you must follow them.

'them' amity wants to know this 'them' is. are they a group or a single one. after the second circle is
done, she started to make the last one.

-during amidst of summoning, do not change your mind and leave. there is no changing of mind.
you have chosen this. this is your fault for creating the ritual for them and you must deal with the
consequences will soon be laid upon and you have no one else but yourself to blame.

"wow, edgy. someone had fun writing this." amity mocked as she thinks children wrote this and
she's just falling for their stupid tricks. she stepped in the middle of the circles, sat down on it and
read final step for the ritual to be complete.

-for the sacrifices, it is a requirement for the summoner to spill their blood and orgasmic secretion.

frowning, amity reread that last line and she isn't hallucinating when she read the word cum in
other words. "what the fuck." amity is baffled but since it's a requirement she has to do it even it
somebody walks in.

amity pulled out the knife she's been holding on for a while and easily slits her wrist, wincing a
little but endure it. she watched her blood flow out of her body till the dizziness kicked in is when
amity started wrapping the wound and here comes the embarrassing part.

taking a deep breath in, amity started to unbuckle her pants with one side off and spreads her legs to
start rubbing her relatively dry pussy. she used her other hand to lean in support, her mind started to
wonder back to the three women and how they were if they stood in front of amity.

she imagined herself getting held, caressed by them while they whisper things to her to make her
weak. pushing her down as they got on top of her, staring deep into her eyes with those predator
eyes and it's starting to make her wet.

"ah.." amity lowly moaned, she slipped her finger inside and started pumping, letting out her small
moans which caught a certain ghost's attention. the sounds of violent thudding and muffled screams
were barely heard from here as amity is lost in masturbation.

while not noticing a vital reminder of the ritual that amity failed to see.

as amity finally came, her cum squirts out and mixed into her blood. she almost forgot why did that
in the first place as she was blissed out till the circle around her started to glow in a purple hue.

panicking, amity didn't think this'll actually work. she scrambled to pull her pants as she stood up
"boscha! skara, we need to-" amity yelped when something grabbed her by the ankle and kept her
there. her sacrificed liquids are staring to evaporate like it's being taken.



the circle kept glowing brighter and brighter with amity's panic rising to the rooftops as the illusion
of the fake library disappeared upon the appearance of three tall ugly demons crawling out of the
depths of hell.

"holy fuck! nope! uh huh maybe next time!" amity continued her attempts of escaping the demons'
grasp but she abruptly pulled down even more and they started to shift into more desirable looks.

notably the women in the photos.

the one who was dancing in the mud was the one holding her back and the other two beside her.

as their bodies got out of the ritual circle, they towards over amity but their own height has
differences to one another. the youngest has a pair of front curled horns, the oldest has a straight but
chipped and the middle is facing inward. their skins are dark, almost bluish and their tail slowly
swished behind them with an ever so evident erected cocks twitching in front of amity.

"rejoice human. me and my sisters has been waiting for almost a decade of finally finding the
suitable bride." the demon with a chipped horn said, she offered her hand to amity who looked at it
and hesitantly rose up from the ground.

"i am lucia noceda, the lord of chaos. first born of cain, heir of the throne and betrothed to you,
mistress." lucia introduced herself, she tried to grab one of amity's hand but she stepped away with
a confused and horrified look in her face.

"lucinda noceda, the lord of eternity." lucinda was next to take an introduction, she snapped her
fingers to make the two books come flying into her hands. the demon blew the dust off the photo
album and stored it back to where it was but held the demonic book.

"and i'm luz noceda, the lord of darkness. last offspring of cain and i might have taken an interest of
you, miss." suddenly all three of them started to approach amity making her be backed to a corner.

"h- huh?! but the book didn't say anything about brides or- or weddings!" amity refute, raising her
hands to stop the demons from advancing any further and lucinda lets out a scoff.

"it is specifically stated in the book just below the many warnings. one did state to read everything
but i guess you didn't do that." lucinda pointed at the spot amity failed to read as she was
preoccupied by the rules that she didn't even read every rule. despite that, there's no turning back.

lucinda tossed the book to the side as it's no longer needed when amity is here. she continued her
approach on the scared blight who tried to back up more but luz appeared behind her and grabbed
her by the waist to bring her close to her cock.

amity's face blew up in red as she felt it's hard, pulsing form against her ass. lucia got in front of her
and started placing kisses on her neck with lucinda rubbed her inner thighs, pulling her hastily worn
pants down and grabbed one feeble hand of amity's to grasp her cock, guiding her to stroke it while
luz grinds against it making amity shudder.

amity is both turned on and terrified at the fact she's being prepared to be ravished by three demons
who are, at the same time, the ones she masturbated to. she is so conflicted till luz tore off her
clothes in one easy swoop and it made her panic even more.



"let's get on with it. i can smell her scent from here." luz said, she sat down and pulled amity down
as well with her cock teasing her ass hole. lucinda knelt down in front of amity, spreading her legs
to see her wet pussy making her lick her lips and started to push her humongous cock inside her
vagina.

"aaahh! n- no.. please, it's too big!!" amity cried, she gripped onto luz's arms as she watched the
demon's cock be slowly consumed by her pussy till she pushed the rest inside and amity moaned.
she hissed as her hymen broke and her blood of innocents flowing out.

then, luz took the second hole as well. amity lets out pained noises with her two holes getting
widely stretched. never in her life that she'd get the chance to be fucked by not one but three
demons at the same time. it's a perfect hole in one.

no pun intended.

"aah.. it hurts.." amity uttered. lucinda hushes her, wiped the tears of her eyes and leaned in to give
her a soft kiss that amity took a few seconds to get used in before slowly kissing back.

when everything is inside, the two sisters didn't go at it immediately to let their bride adjust but till
then, lucia slapped amity's face with her cock "come on. occupy yourself on me while they wait."
she said, beckoning the blight to suck her off.

amity reluctantly did. she first started with small licks on the tip, lapping the precum before taking
quarters to quarters of the girth with the mouth stretching the more she goes down and stopped as
half is in and started bobbing her head on the dick.

lucia lowly hummed, she rested her hand on her head and hips slowly moving to help making more
girth to go in. amity's tongue swirled around the demon's cock to ensure maximum pleasure with
her holes getting accustomed to the the cocks inside.

lucinda was the first to notice it and didn't hesitate to start pounding amity making her let out a
muffled moan, she tried to pull away but lucia held her there with her hips also moving faster as she
pushed the rest of her inside.

"aaahh fuck.." lucia groaned, she looked down and saw the prickling tears in the corners of amity's
eyes. she wiped it with her thumbs and caressed her cheek as she watched her cock fuck her mouth,
using it well along with her other sisters.

"oh shit.. she's taking us well." luz chuckles, she wrapped her arms around amity as she thrusts up
making her body bounce with lucinda rapidly ramming her.

"of course she is. she's the perfect one for us." lucinda said, she held amity's legs open as wide as
she can without letting it break. her eyes instantly landed on amity's bouncing tits, her nipples hard
and is waving the demon over to suck.

lucinda did. she took one nipple in her mouth with the other being toyed by luz. amity can feel her
nipple getting flicked around by lucinda's tongue and teeth lightly chewing on it.

with two demons taking her virginity in both holes and one giving her a mouth fuck. the pleasure
overrode amity's cognitive as she never experience this with anyone before. it was a perfect way to
get her addicted and gave in.



she slowly closed her eyes, her head bobbing to match lucia's thrusts and her hand firmly squeezing
her balls earning a growl like moan from her.

amity trying to also match along with lucinda and luz's thrusts by bounce. she felt luz's hot breath
against her neck and a growl that made her shudder. lucinda lets go of amity's legs, letting it just
hang there and turned animalistic as her brown eyes seeped in black, cloaking it and her frame
slowly growing. fangs getting sharper and a growl getting louder in her throat with her tail wagging
furiously creating more damage in the ruined floorboards.

the two followed with their own bodies morphing midway in sex into more demonic forms. amity
frowned as she can feel their cocks also growing but she took it and continued to get her brides
what they've been craving for 90 years.

amity barely noticed that she came as the three kept thrusting into her but her second climax is
quickly coming in hot with the demons' own climax also coming.

"aah fuck!!" luz lets out a roar when she finally came inside amity's ass, the demon held on her
bride as she lets out her full load out making some ooze out. a few minutes later lucia and lucinda
followed.

lucia drove her cock deep down to her throat as she pops, amity did her best to gulp and take all of
it in without spillage while lucinda finished deep in her pussy and twitched at the feeling of hot
seeds shooting inside her.

lucia was the first to pull out, amity softly coughed and wiped the remaining cum off the sides of
her face to lick it. "good girl." lucia cooed as she watched her lap all of the cum.

lucinda was next, her cock is coated of cum and lets their mixed cum trickle out of the blight's
pussy. she licks her lips at the sight of it and she grows hard once again.

and luz gently out, "we'll make sure you're well bred by us and no one else, amity." she whispers to
amity's ear even though she didn't really introduce herself to them. the young demon placed her
down the floor in all fours with lucia getting behind her, lucinda in the front and luz goes under.

preparing amity for another round while oblivious to the dead bodies sprawled out across the
hallway.

-----

caked.

amity was filled, stuffed and caked with cum. creampied in all holes as she's well used by the
noceda triplets. they were about to go in for an 11th round but lucinda was the one who stopped her
sisters despite wanting to go again.

"whoa whoa, easy. we don't wanna kill her by fucking her." she said. lucinda sat down and pulled
amity into a hug to help her calm down with her thick tail wrapping around her waist as she rested
her chin on her head.

"thank you." amity whispered, she lets out a shaky but relieved sigh as she leaned back to lucinda
with her small hand intertwining in the demon's bigger one.



"you're welcome?" luz doesn't know what amity meant by taking her their bride or something else.
she sat down beside them, she brushed the stray hair off amity's face as she leaned in to kiss her
lips.

"i'm thankful for taking me as yours and i wouldn't have to go home because i'm free.." amity
explained before slowly passing out from exhaustion in the demon's arms.

lucinda and luz looked each other then up at lucia who's eyes are glowing. the triplets gave each
other gazes, silently telling what they have in mind before the two nodded as they got what lucia
wanted to do before everything disappeared.



I'm Here

Chapter Summary

alpha lucia x omega amity

requested smut by @Otter With A Dark Side

"you're gonna love her, amity, promise!" luz said as she quickly rushed inside the owl house with
amity following behind to see eda and king waiting for them in the living room. the briefcase portal
on the floor as eda held the key.

"okay, what's her name?" amity asked as she got beside her girlfriend who's excitedly waiting for
the right time comes. she and luz got together a few months ago just after she met amelia.

wonder what's that about.

"lucia! she's my sister and she's gonna stay here for a vacation." luz explained, she practically
started stimming from the anticipation of her older sister to come back to the boiling isles after
being told to come back for a copious of reasons.

"think of her as a jagged rock that their mother had to give birth to." king tried to make the picture
clearer, he hopped off the couch and went to get on top of luz's shoulder while they waited for the
last few seconds till the right time came to open the portal.

"huh, since when the boiling isles became a resort for humans." amity muttered making luz giggle
"well.. since i came here." she said. she doesn't need to look at amity to see the gleam in her eyes
when the portal opens to let the light on the other side seep.

there's a few seconds of silence before someone slowly stepped away from their world to another
dimension and a tall, tanned, curly head alpha is revealed, her face is sharp but resembles luz and
has a distinguishable red beanie.

"lucia!!!" luz jumped on lucia noceda who wheezed at the sudden attack with king hopping on top
of her head to give her face a big furry hug. "jesus, calm down!" she said, muffled by the demon's
furred stomach.

lucia gripped king's waist to pry him off and chuckled as she ruffled her little sister's head. "i
missed you, lucia!" luz said, not pulling away from the hug despite lucia's efforts to push off the
other alpha as she's losing air.

"alright calm down, kid. let your sister breathe." eda finally tore luz away to make lucia take a deep
inhale of air from the owl house before exhaling. she'll never get used to the many scents the house
has and the boiling isles even in various times coming.

"sorry, it's just- it's been a while since the last time i saw you!" luz said, lucia playfully rolled her
eyes and wrapped her arm around her neck to give her a noogie making luz burst out of laughter.



"just 10 months. not 10 years." lucia said, softly chuckling as she watched luz struggle under her
before finally pulling away and shook her head to fix her hair.

"but it feels like it and it's almost a year!" luz defended.

"yeah, guess i missed you too, you little twit." lucia admitted making luz smile widely and was
about to hug her again but lucia pushed her back with her hand in her face. while luz is trying to get
the hand off her, lucia's eyes easily landed on amity who's just on the side and she felt her inner
alpha howl for the mint head omega.

"wow. what's your name?" lucia asked, dropping her hand on luz's face as she slowly approached
amity who backed up slightly and was keeping to herself at the presence of a new alpha.

"amity blight. it's nice to finally meet you, lucia." amity replied as she offered her hand for a
handshake which lucia happily took and firmly squeezed down her soft hand.

"same here, amity." lucia replied, her reddish brown eyes stared into those golden ones that held
nothing for her but something for luz as she pulled her hand away, glancing at luz before averting
her gaze.

"she's also my mate as well." luz added and lucia's eyes widened when she heard that. she looked
over her shoulder to look at her little sister.

"you're what? her, mate?" lucia looked at luz and amity back and forth, unable to believe it. she felt
her heart wince a little when she heard it, she thought the young omega was up for grabs only for
her to be taken. lucia saw luz nod her head with a small smile.

"you got a mate without me?! you little shit!" lucia roped her arm around luz's neck to start nogging
her again making the young alpha laugh and try to push her sister off meanwhile lucia was
thinking.

lucia didn't smell luz much on amity or any at all, so it confirms that they haven't mated yet and it
gives the older alpha a chance to get with amity. she just needs to pull off her best cards in the deck
to win amity.

as she looked at blight, she can tell she won't be an easy omega to swoon over just by her looks
created by poseidon.

-----

lucia tried the simple route first, sweet talk amity.

it went somewhat alright. the alpha noceda was down in the bonesborough to see how the boiling
isles changed after her absence and she spotted amity in front of the stand looking at stuff she's
gonna buy.

lucia rushed over to the blight, calling her name to get her attention and started giving her phrases
of praise and admiration which amity was unimpressed of while letting out a small amount of her
pheromones.

"kinda hard to believe that a deity is walking amongst us. i bet everyone would be on their knees
when they saw you." lucia did her best but amity ended up declining the advances, she turned



around and tried to leave but lucia gently held her by the shoulder to stop her as she's not done.

"wait wait, can't we just talk a little while? like tell me what do you see in luz? i mean, together, we
sorta compliment and complete each other, you know?" lucia said as she got beside amity who's
keeping herself, not bothering to look at her when she replied:

"i liked her well before you appeared. how's that for an answer?" the omega gave just one last
glance in the corner of her eye before ultimately leaving. lucia tried to catch up to her but another
mint head though longer blocked her way and glared at her.

"just who do you think you are trying to get my sister?" amelia sneered at the unknown alpha but
she can see a hint of luz in her face who she knows. lucia rose a brow at another omega in front of
her, she looked at her up and down, not really impressed.

"and what are you, a bootleg version of that goddess over there?" lucia fired back as she pointed at
amity who turned around to see the other blight and noceda about to beef it out. amelia growled at
that state, she grabbed lucia by the collar and raised a little but the alpha is heavier.

"i will kill you." amelia warned, lucia only chuckles.

"hm, i like a girl who can kick my ass. but kinda prefer it'd be amity." lucia leaned to look over
amelia's shoulder to shoot amity a wink and a finger gun pretending to aim at her heart.

amity didn't react. that hurts but lucia brushed it aside when amelia asked: "are you a noceda?" to
make her look at her again.

"why yes, what made it obvious?" lucia made a mocking pretty face. her smile like an otter and her
eyes fluttering in an excessive manner as she placed her hand under her chin. amelia became
deadpan when she saw that before letting go of lucia making her stumble a little.

"leave. luz already has amity unless you want to be torn to shreds by her and me." amelia seemed..
disheartened but she was quick to shake it off and glare at lucia before turning around to leave with
amity.

"yeah, i'll see you later, amity!" lucia waved the two sisters goodbye till they're out of sight. she
awkwardly clapped her hands together when they're gone as she forgot what she was doing here in
the first place before she was sidetracked.

then it came back, "oh right! explosives!" lucia bolted out of there to head for the store that
exclusively sells rockets and assortments of explosives that ranged to non lethal to summoning a
damned being chained within a rocket and will unleash unbridled chaos for eternity.

just a typical tuesday for lucia.

-----

"oh what a surprise to see you here!" amity internally groaned when she heard the familiar
annoying voice of lucia noceda coming closer to the tree she chose to relax in while she read her
books.

amity saw in the corner of her eye lucia sitting beside her but gave her some space she was silently
grateful for. she turned her attention back to her book but she ended up reading the same line over



and over, not able to focus when someone is with her.

amity sighed deeply, she slammed the book closed and looked at lucia who hasn't said anything yet.
"what do you want?" she asked.

"i got you this flower! pretty, doesn't it?" lucia pulled out a blue flower out of her jacket and offered
it to the omega. it has a lighter inner circle and mesmerising yellow core attached to a wooden stem
that lucia forgot to take off.

amity stared at the 'flower' for a few seconds before coming to a conclusion "that's a cikramire."

"yeah, okay. i don't know my plants but isn't it-" lucia just found it nearby the cliff as she made it
her mission to find the most special, beautiful flowers for amity as a second attempt to win the
omega's heart.

but amity cuts her off "it's a bloodthirsty root from the plant named star yoke and posed as a flower
when removed from the ground to allure prey before eating it's head." she explained, she
experienced the root's wrath when willow introduced it to her when they were 6 and there are still
faded marks just under her jawline.

"what-" lucia looked down at the cikramire to see it's petal became sharp teeth and the core popped
out it's tongue to hiss at the alpha. lucia quickly threw it away and abruptly stood up.

"ay dios mio! que carajo?!" lucia looked at amity who's now gone along with her books, she saw
her already walking far from the scene. leaving lucia alone with the hellish root.

sighing deeply, lucia took out her bat that is covered of spell glyphs from the seal and tossed it to
the side as she prepared herself when the cikramire stood up and hissed once again. "alright, come
here you sad excuse of a plant root!"

-----

as lucia kicked the door of the owl house open making hooty endlessly complain of she could've
just properly open the door without hurting him but it was left ignored.

lucia trudged her way to the couch, dropped onto it with her bat falling to the ground as she
groaned on the cushion. she has tried EVERYTHING to get amity to be her mate but NOTHING is
working. what is she lacking? lucia is a proud alpha, despite her scrawny appearance she can snap
someone's neck with ease and she protects her own.

but, must it be that she's doing something wrong? lucia knows that amity is luz's mate but they're
not showing any signs of tying the knot soon and she's using that limited time but is so suspicious
that luz hasn't taken amity to be her mate fully after months of them being together.

it doesn't make any sense.

"what's the problem, bestie?" king asked as he got on top of lucia's back to sit down on it while he
takes a sip of his newly brewed tea. lucia sighed deeply as she turned her head to the side to look at
the wall.

"i don't know, king." lucia muttered.

"tell me." the little demon persisted as he took another sip.



"i've been courting this omega for weeks now and i haven't even made good progress with her
whatsoever! i really like her and i don't know what to do now, i used up all my cards." lucia poured
out her troubles to the demon who hummed and nodded even though he doesn't care about the
alpha, omega, beta hierarchy.

"and this omega would be amity blight, yes?" king asked and lucia nodded.

"well, blights are not easy to capture but you're a noceda! one of the strongest human alphas in the
boiling isles! so why don't you go out there and take what's rightfully yours!" king exclaimed as he
stood up on lucia's back, throwing his small arms in the air and dropped his tea in the process.

"but, i can't force amity to be my omega. she looks and acts like she doesn't like me at all." lucia
replied, feeling dejected and king grumbled at the sight of it exhibiting of the once great alpha that
led millions along with her sister into victory.

"are you just gonna mope around all day for not getting amity or are you gonna be an alpha and
take that omega?!" king hopped of lucia's back and slapped her face but it only felt like a brush to
her.

lucia started to think about it. she is a prideful and great alpha, she doesn't get what she wants right
away but fights for it, proving worthy for whatever she's chasing and this is no different. amity is
an obstacle lucia is willing to cross to get her hand as mates.

"i'm gonna be an alpha." lucia said in her normal voice but it's not enough for king. he leaned closer
with his hand cupping his ear to hear her better.

"i'm sorry what? i can't hear your pathetic mewl." he spat.

lowly growling, lucia sat up from the couch and pumped her chest with pride as she yelled "i'm
gonna be an alpha!"

"are you really?! then let out a howl that once brought fear in the simpletons of the boiling isles!
telling lucia noceda has returned!!" king shouted. lucia took a deep breath in and lets out a mighty
howl that resonated throughout the boiling isles making the little demon cheer for her.

"woo! that felt good! thanks king!" lucia gave her best friend a big high five which king happily
returned.

"it was my pleasure now go out there and take the omega you sought!" lucia was about to do just
that but she abruptly stopped by the door when she heard muffled moans and other noises coming
from upstairs. scent of sex started to travel to the living room and lucia took a small sniff before
pulling up her shirt to her nose as it'll only get stronger.

"who's.. that's not amity." lucia muttered, she smelled luz and another omega that's being mated
then king started to clear up the air for her.

"you don't know? luz only started dating amity to get to her sister. kinda scummy but can't change
her mind when she settled with it."

lucia blinked multiple times as she took a second or two to piece everything together. she deeply
frowned that revelation while also glad as her inner alpha is telling her nothing's gonna stop her
from getting amity now.



"that piece of shit. kinda proud but not really the time to be!" lucia rushed out of the owl house and
head for the blight manor as she easily tracked amity's scent. she hopped over the speared fence,
went in the backdoor that is always unlocked based on eda.

as lucia got into the manor, she lifted her nose to find amity in the big place and the scent of heat
immediately hit her nose making the alpha's heart pound and her affliction grow. the alpha was
quick to run up the stairs, down the hallway till she reached amity's room.

lucia swung the door open to see amity shifting in her bed, whimpering and whining as she hugged
a pillow tightly. the alpha internally celebrated to see that amity's in heat, she immediately jumped
on her, got in between her as she started placing hot kisses on her neck.

"no.. please, i don't want you…" amity whimpered as she tries to push lucia off her. a loud growl is
heard from the alpha that made the omega cower.

"why?! can't you see i'm the only one for you?! luz has been playing you from the start to get to
your sister and they're mating in the owl house as we speak!" lucia yelled as she withdrew from
amity, she looked deep into her glossy golden eyes that were staring back at her fiery reddish brown
ones.

"i know you don't need to remind the obvious!" amity shouted back, she turned her head to the side,
breaking eye contact. her heart was taking it well when it was in her head, she knows but it broke
even more when it was said out loud.

"i know ever since i introduced luz to amelia.. i just thought i'd try to win her over but i guess it was
useless.." amity added, she trembled from both the heat and pain in her chest that's growing more,
consuming her whole body. lucia softened when she saw a single come out of amity's eye and
quickly fall to the bed.

"hey, don't be like that. you know that i'm here for you, i know i can't be luz but i'll be an alpha you
need." lucia said with her voice soothing for the omega, she softly turned her head back and wiped
her stray tear to caress her cheek which amity hesitantly leaned into the touch.

"i can give you what you want and need. just forget about her for a while when you're with me."
lucia closed the space between them with a kiss, she poured her many unspoken things into it while
amity still dither as she wants to do this with luz but if what lucia said is true that she's mating with
someone else, her sister in particular.

amity couldn't help it now to kiss back.

lucia gripped amity's shirt to easily tear it off along with hers. they pulled away and the alpha
started placing hungry kisses along the omega's collarbone leading down to her developed breasts
and lucia didn't hesitate to take on in her mouth earning a yelp from amity.

while she suckles, amity watched lucia unbuckle her pants and also rip off her night pants to let out
her strong scent of heat. lucia lowly moaned when she inhaled it, she pulled away with a pop and
whipped her cock out of her boxers for amity to see her enormous size.

lucia spreads amity's legs far enough for her to be dazzled by her wetness before slowly rubbing her
tip against her pussy lips making amity whine and tried to move but the alpha held her still.

"ready?" lucia asked and amity nodded, she didn't waste any time in pushing her whole girth inside.



"aaahh!!" amity moaned, she gripped lucia's shoulder, squeezing her eyes tight to adjust to that
sudden intrusion. lucia didn't move to let her omega get accustomed, she lets out a crooning noise
to help her and it worked.

amity slowly opened her eyes to see those same eyes that held the heat and love for her. she never
gets that gaze from luz. the noceda sisters may be similar in genetics as people see a bit of luz in
lucia and vise versa but they're vastly different from one another.

"i'm okay.." amity gave the green light. lucia nodded, she started to go in her own speed, slamming
into the blight to let her voice be heard throughout the empty manor.

"l- lucia! aahh fuck!" amity moaned, her claws unsheathed and dug into lucia's shoulders but the
pain was barely noticed as she let out a groan. lucia bit her lip at the feeling of amity's tight, warm
pussy clenching around her cock ever so nicely as if they fit like a glove.

"aah.. so tight.." lucia leaned down to amity's neck to give it kisses again, searching for that one
specific spot before giving it a long lick making amity shudder and lucia sank her fangs into her
scent glands. the omega squealed in utter bliss as she's finally marked but not by the alpha she
wanted, she still takes it.

amity looked up the ceiling and she started seeing stars, she's getting lightheaded from the bite.
lucia pulled away, licking the mark and resumed traveling her way up to amity's lips, feeling her
hot breath against her.

"you feel so nice, ami. you deserve more than what you had with luz, you deserve love, protection,
an alpha and i want to be the one who can give it to you." lucia whispered, she looked into amity's
eyes once that and she can't see what she's telling behind it.

"i'll try to be the omega you need.." amity replied, she wants to try with lucia as luz is no longer
there for her. she can feel that the eldest noceda can have a potential to be a great alpha if she has a
great omega on her side and amity wants to fill that spot.

lucia cracked a smile and pecked amity's lips, happy that her feelings are being returned after the
silence worry of amity wouldn't.

"you don't need to." then she diminished the space between them once again with lucia biting
amity's lower lip to grant her access for her tongue to slip inside her mouth, invading every nook
and crevice as she doesn't wanna leave nothing untouched before pulling away from the lack of air.

lucia withdrew, she gripped both of amity's legs and went harder on her, pounding the omega
rapidly making her moan even more. squirming from the immense pleasure the alpha- her alpha is
giving her.

amity moaned the noceda's name, more blood trickled out of lucia's shoulders as she dragged her
claws down to her back now. lucia felt it but the pain got overwhelmed by the delight of amity's
vagina, tightly squeezing around her pulsing cock making her tip over the edge.

it was a good happenstance that the whole manor is empty and amity is alone for lucia to
accompany. the sounds of their feral moans echoed along with the bed threatening to break from all
the creaking as they can feel it coming.



"aaahhh fuck!!" lucia lets out a roar of a moan when she finally comes inside her omega who rolled
her head back in ecstasy as the euphoria of her coming at the same time with their cums mixing and
getting tied for amity to be fermented for their pups.

both heaved, lucia combed her hair back and looked down at amity, watching her chest rise and fall
as she tried to catch her breath before turning her gaze lucia making her blush.

"hey," lucia softly called and amity hummed in reply. their tie could last about 5 to 40 minutes they
have time to calm down and rest before going for another round.

"let's go again."

-----

the time of the alpha's rut came, lucia is fully naked in her shared room but had to kick luz out as
she thinks her sister is just another alpha invading her nest.

lucia kept letting out howls, calling for her omega. she laid within her makeshift nest with one of
amity's clothing in her nose. her cock is fully unsheathed and is dripping of precum.

then, the alpha perked up when she smelled something come inside the room. she slowly poked her
head out as the scent instantly rung familiar and she saw amity standing outside with an ensure look
on her face.

"i'll.. i'll help you through your rut, okay?" amity said, hesitant but she wants to help since lucia is
her alpha now. she started to take off her clothes, dropping them to the side while lucia was
drooling.

lucia slowly got out of her nest and pulled amity into a kiss, it caught her off guard but kissed back
with her arms coiling around her neck as lucia led them back to the bed to begin.

let's just say the others didn't get any sleep last night especially luz and amelia who's laying in the
couch having to endure their sisters' wild, unhinged animalistic moans.



Miss Blight

Chapter Summary

warning: age difference

amity (17) x luz (12)

requested by @rabidtime

"mija, come over here please." camila waved her daughter over to the front door to see a 17 year
old mint haired girl outside, luz slightly hid behind her mother as she looked at the girl.

"this is miss amity blight. she'll be taking care of you while i'm gone from now on." camila said,
she softly patted luz's back, silently telling her to introduce herself to the girl. luz slowly stepped
forward, timorous, she offered her hand to amity who gladly shook it.

"hi.. i'm luz noceda." luz introduced herself with her accent seeping in slightly. amity softly smiled
making the young noceda's chest thump hard and slowly pulled her hand away.

"nice to meet you, luz." amity replied and looked up at camila when she spoke "okay i have to go
for work. behave for miss amity, alright mi carino?" she glanced down at luz as she placed her hand
on her head to softly ruffle it before stepping aside to let amity walk inside and goes out of the
house.

"okay mami. have a good day at work." luz waved her mother goodbye as she and amity watched
her get in the car, giving the two a final wave before heading out of the driveway, leaving the two
to themselves.

luz is in the middle of her middle school years while amity is reaching her last year of senior.

amity closed the door in front of them and looked around the noceda household. it's small but has a
cozy atmosphere to it and that's what matters. luz looked up to the blight with her rubbed her arm,
their height difference is laughable as she could only reach amity's stomach.

luz feels odd. it's her first time in meeting and seeing amity but it feels like she's seen her before
with a sense of familiar washing over her.

"um.." amity placed her gaze down to luz when she heard her.

"do you wanna talk with me the good witch azura?" luz timidly asked, she never had someone to
talk about her interest, camila tries but she has a tiring job and doesn't understand it.

amity was surprised at the mentioned book name. she thought she's the only one having that book
in it's full volumes stored on her shelf. it was a good surprise to know the kid she's gonna take care
of for a few months of summer has one or two of her interests.



"yeah!"

-----

after two weeks of amity babysitting luz. they've been going along really well as luz made a friend
despite the age difference since they have alot of in common from azura to anime, editing clips of
said anime with music and many more.

they just clicked.

and within those two weeks, luz's feelings grew for the blight. she thought it's just admiration but it
turned to infatuation to.. love. she doesn't understand what love really is but these swarms of
butterflies and bees buzzing in her stomach is unbearable. she always lit up whenever amity came,
she greeted her big hug by the door and would kiss her cheeks time to time.

amity is starting to feel the same but she can't admit it when she's gonna turn 18 in november and
luz would still be underage. she just has to keep it in till the right time comes.

the third week came, luz is lounging in the living room watching the anime she's gonna in one
sitting. amity came a few minutes ago but she went to the bathroom to freshen up because she
immediately went here right after her training now she's using luz's bedroom to get in her clothes.

then, luz paused what she's watching and headed for her room to grab something, not thinking
amity is still in her room as she opened the door. her body turned frozen when she saw amity with a
shirt on, she's standing on the right side of the bed that is facing the door but she doesn't have any
pants on or underwear for that matter.

so, the blight's limp, long thick cock is in full display for luz to bask on.

both girls' cheeks blew up in red. amity closed her legs together with her hand scurrying to find her
pants as she panicked from the inside out. luz is also panicking and weirdly aroused.

"luz!" amity exclaimed, her voice cracking as she tried her best to cover herself from luz who
quickly turned around and slammed the door shut with the sound of it echoing throughout the
house.

"i'm sorry! i didn't mean to! i'm sorry, i'm sorry!!" luz quickly rushed back to the living room, she
hopped on the couch and buried her face into the pillows to scream into it. luz has never seen a
dong before and what amity has is pretty big based on her, she lifted her head up a little with her
face really red and something is in her legs is making her uncomfortable.

luz turned herself around with the pillow on her face as she continued to panic and wildly
embarrassed. she doesn't know what to do about what she saw, she thinks of avoiding amity but at
the same time she doesn't want to because she does want to know it is and the feeling in her legs.

after that encounter, amity hadn't talked to luz when she came out of the room and kept her distance
with her posture rather stiff as she sat across the living room. luz was worried that amity hates her
now, by the time camila came home the only word that came out of amity's mouth was goodbye
before leaving.

luz spent the night laid awake in bed not knowing what to do now that she thinks amity hates her
for walking in. she wants to find a way to make amends but she has to check what is really going



on in between her legs because in the span of two nights, it's been growing rather irritable.

luz is under the covers, her room is completely dark with the occasional car lights passing by her
closed window. she started aimlessly in the ceiling with nothing but questions circulating her mind
about the why of everything.

she slowly slipped her hand inside her night shorts, passing her panty and touched her private part
to feel it... wet.

luz is confused as to why is it wet when she didn't pee in the bed but the wetness is different. it's
slick, slippery and she can feel everything in her private part in an up and down motion and when
she touches a bud, it makes her leg twitch.

"what is this.." luz muttered to herself, she touched it again and her leg twitched again along with a
gasp. she shuddered at the sensation it's giving her in every touch, she moved lower and found
something that her finger almost entered before stopping herself.

"what am i doing?" luz once again asked herself only for the answer not to be given. well, she's
both in too deep and curious so why not just go further? she took a deep breath in and slowly
proceeded to push her finger inside making her whine.

this felt... bizarre but in a good way.

luz slowly started to move her finger inside, wiggling it and she hit something making luz moan but
she immediately clasped her other hand in her mouth. she doesn't know what she hits but it felt
great.

soon enough, luz starts pumping her finger in while she moans in her hand and only mutters one
name. "amity.."

-----

the next day came, it's a saturday. luz woke up with her panty soiled which she quickly changed to
a new one and headed down for breakfast camila made for the both of them.

breakfast went by fast when camila bid luz goodbye and amity soon followed after. luz gulped
down her last spoonful of food, placed her dirty plate on the sink that she promised in cleaning after
she confronted amity.

"good morning, amity." luz greeted as amity stepped inside the house wearing a thick jacket despite
being like a hundred degrees out there.

"morning, luz." amity replied, she didn't bother to look at luz which slowly made her heart wince
but she pressed on as she finally asked the question.

"do you hate me after what happened?"

amity gave luz a glance in the corner of her eye before shaking her head "no, of course not. it was
an accident, anyone can have a walk in once in a while in their lives." she replied, she was about to
head for the living room thinking the conversation is over but luz grabbed her wrist to stop her.

"a- amity, i have something to tell you." luz said with her voice low. amity hummed in
acknowledgement for luz to continue who looked on both sides like she's checking something



before returning her gaze at the blight.

"can you.. can you come to my bedroom, please?" luz requested that made amity frown slightly but
she didn't question much and nodded.

"...sure."

luz started to lead them towards her bedroom, going inside with her silently closing the door and
locking it. they both sat down on the edge of the bed with an evident space between them. luz
looked at the amity who's keeping to herself but tried to mask that by acting aloof, she pressed her
legs together with her arms in between as her eyes travelled down on what's inside those black
jeans.

luz took a deep breath and admitted the feelings she's been harboring for all those weeks. "i really
like you, amity as in like like you and i don't know how long i'm going to keep that in. i like you
because you're really beautiful, you take care of me and- and i.." she trailed off for a moment as she
tried to find the right word till she got it.

"and i love you."

amity was surprised at this confession and also afraid "i don't know what to say, really. i feel the
same but you know what our ages are, luz. it's a huge gap and people won't approve of that,
especially your mother." she said as she looked down to the ground, tightly gripping her knees. she
can feel if she accepted, this 'relationship' would lead them into somewhere undesirable.

"then let's keep it a secret! i really wanna be with you, amity! like... like a.." luz said, she moved
closer amity and held both her hands, giving it a firm squeeze. amity's hands are soft but rough
while luz's are like baby hands, it's so small compared to hers.

"like a girlfriend!" once luz found the right word, she slammed her lips against amity who was
caught off guard by this.

it was sloppy, obviously, amity tried to push the noceda away but the kiss only added pressure for
her to actually feel it and feel her soft pair of lips that soon melted her into kissing as swarms
bubbled inside their stomachs.

upon pulling away, amity grabbed luz by the hips and gently placed her down to the pillows to start
giving her kisses on her neck. "i love you too." she whispers, making luz smile and hugging amity.

luz watched amity's hands travel around her body as she continued to give soft kisses. she grabbed
one of them and let it slip inside her shirt that made amity stop for a moment and withdrew slightly
to look at luz for approval "please.. i've been feeling weird lately." she whispers.

"tell me." amity said as she lifted luz's shirt to reveal her flat chest but signs of maturity are slowly
showing with small, barely can see mounds named breasts. she doesn't care as her hands smoothly
rubbed her torso, her fingers grazing her dark nipples but only to that extent.

"it started happening when i saw it. m- my panties kept getting wet by something and it's not pee. i
kept thinking about it and i started feeling this.. pulsing sensation down there and-" luz explained
the strange symptoms to amity who's listening to every word of it, she even pointed down at her
crotch. that's when amity had to intervene and ask.



"saw what?" she tilts her head and luz's cheeks turned red when she saw the strain in the blight's
pants.

"y- you know.. the thing. i don't know what it's called." luz was being honest as she doesn't know a
dick is and just thought it's a dangling meat of human flesh with veins and attached to flesh balls.

"oh, you mean this fella?" amity unbuckled her pants to let out her thick cock now in it's full
erected form and it dropped on luz's stomach making her gasp as she realised how heavy it is.

"it has many names. phallus, cock, dick, penis, magic rod but you can call it whatever you want."
amity leaned in for another kiss and luz gladly kissed back with her hand placed on amity's face
while the other is hesitantly trying to touch her cock that she can feel throbbing against her.

"are you sure you want us to do this? you're still young and this'll hurt, i don't want you to suffer,
luz." amity said as a last ditch attempt of making luz stop this before it's too late to turn back.

luz nodded "yeah.. and i'll call it amity junior." she snickered as she lightly rubbed amity's cock,
sizing it but her hand barely wrapped all the way around it and she can feel something wet coming
from the tip that she rubbed that earned a low groan emit from amity's throat.

"sure but we'll work on that later." amity doesn't like the name but it can change. luz giggled at that,
she pulled up to give a kiss but a quick one before proceeding to take off her clothing, letting
herself be dawned by amity who only grew more excited.

"i'm ready." she sealed, confirmed that she wants to do this with amity and nothing can change her
mind.

nodding, amity also took off her jacket to use it as a blanket to let the crimson come on the bed
sheets. she pulled on her pants down more for better movement before grabbed both of luz's legs to
spread them to show her dripping cunt, it amuses her at the sight of how wet it is.

"i can tell." amity chuckles, she got in between her legs and caressed luz's cheeks. "let's make some
rules. green means you're okay, yellow means you need a break and red means stop. got it?" she
asked as she wants to establish those safe words for someone who's completely new to this side of
life and shouldn't be exploring too soon but here they are.

"yeah." luz understood but amity needs more than that.

"repeat it to me then." she ordered and luz easily copied what was said "green means i'm good,
yellow means i need a break and red means stop." amity softly smiled and patted her head as a
small reward.

"good. what's your color?"

"green." luz replied, she's mentally prepared as she trusts and loves amity, she knows she won't do
anything she won't like but physically? they just have to see. amity took a deep breath, she spit on
her dick to lubricate herself before aligning herself in luz's wet pretty hole and with the tip only in,
luz gripped the bed sheets tightly but she sucked it up and watched amity slowly push the entire
thing inside.

"aahn... ow.." luz squeezed her eyes shut, tears started welling up in the corners as she hisses from
her vagina getting wildly stretched. amity stopped and leaned up to hug luz, comforting "hey hey,



it's alright, luz. just take deep breaths, we're in no rush so get comfortable on me." she reassured as
she rubbed the back of her head.

luz buried her face in amity's shoulder with her returning the hug. "okay.." she replied. the only
fourth quarters of what amity has is inside luz, she needs alot of time to get used to how big her
babysitter is.

"aah.. miss blight.." luz accidentally slipped but amity doesn't mind, it made a string pluck inside
her.

after a few minutes of nothing, luz slowly pulled away and laid back to the bed with her teary face.
"do you want us to stop?" amity asked with worry in her tone and face, she wiped the tears off luz's
face but she shook her head and gave her a smile.

"i'm okay now. green." she replied. amity nodded, she kissed her and resumed.

they don't know how long it's been but they finally have amity's cock fully inside of luz who's
panting heavily with bullets of sweat covering her body along with tears, the real fun barely started
but it's understandable. innocence oozed out of luz's hole and it got sucked up by the black jacket,
she's glad she lost it to the most beautiful girl she ever laid her eyes on.

amity has her hair down now, she combed it back as she waited for luz to get used to all of her
girth. groaning at the feeling of luz's insides clenching around her, she also gripped the bed sheets
tightly with her mind getting poisoned by the temptation to start moving for the pleasure to start but
her morality held herself back to wait for her. wait for luz as she said she doesn't want to make her
suffer.

especially for her gratification.

"what's your color?" amity asked as she turned luz's head to face her.

"green." luz blinked multiple times to make her vision clear from the leftover tears before replying
"please go slow."

"of course." amity pressed her head against luz and kissed her nose. she started to pull herself out of
the noceda's pussy with only half before slowly going back in making luz let out breathy moans.

luz gripped on amity's wrists as she looked up to her golden eyes seeing lust clouding in them. she
started to get habituated to the cock going inside her till her breathy moans turned clearer giving
amity the cue to steadily pick up her pace.

"aah.. amity.." luz muttered, she turned her gaze down to see the movements of her hips hitting
against her with her balls making faint slapping noises. she slowly closed her eyes to let herself get
immersed from the new growing feeling and gave a telltale sign for amity to go at her own speed
making luz moan louder than before and tightened her grip on amity's wrist as she opened her eyes
a little.

"aahhh! aahh- se siente tan bien!!" luz moaned in spanish as she rolled her head back, amity didn't
understand what she just said but she can tell she loves it by the way she says it. she leaned down to
luz's neck, giving it a long lick before nibbling her flesh to leave a faint red spots that's easy to
miss.



then, amity plunged her cock and luz lets out a scream of pleasure with her arching as she's getting
addicted to this. "you like that?" amity crooned in her ear making her shudder and strenuously nod
her head.

"yes! yes please, more!!" luz moaned.

amity cackles, she grabbed both of luz's wrists and raised it above her head, holding it there firm as
she kept pounding her. "you feel so nice, luz. so smooth and tight, this is only for me right?" she
asked with her voices getting lower by the second and her eyes getting wilder.

"y- yeah! yes! i'll be your forever girlfriend! i love you so much, amity!" luz shouted with
desperation in her voice, she tried to pull her wrists out of her lover's grip to bring her down for a
kiss but she didn't let her go.

"and you want to have my babies, right?" amity continued to talk dirty and luz nodded her head
vigorously, the blight only giggled at that and went faster making luz's body violently jerk forward
now as she gets sent to heaven by amity.

"too bad. you're too young, maybe when you get older." amity isn't stupid. she knows she'd have to
wait for the right time when she actually does that.

"no please- aahh amity!!" luz begged but she cut herself off by the sudden appearance of something
twisting rapidly inside her stomach.

the entire house is filled with luz's lewd moans with loud skin slapping and the bed getting abused,
it's a good thing that camila would be in overtime.

"nope, mon amor. learn to wait baby. i promise you and i are gonna get married when the time is
perfect, okay?" amity's tone became soft for a temporary clear shine of the sun before luz gets
blinded by the immense pleasure again.

"okay.." she whispered.

"good girl. i love you too, luz." amity leaned down to give the noceda kiss who didn't think twice in
kissing back. she slipped her tongue inside for their wet muscles to dance with each other while
their moans got muffled. amity groaned when she can feel herself also getting closer.

as they were quick to run of air, amity clenched her teeth tightly with her knot getting tighter and
harder for her to not pop but she had to hold it in till luz came. "amity.. i feel weird.." luz muttered
as she looked down to her stomach then up at amity.

"you're coming so am i. go ahead, come for me luz!!"

luz lets out her final scream of moan with her hips arching when she came for the first time. amity
swiftly pulled out and stroked her cock hard before letting out a guttural moan as she came. her hot
cum dropped on luz's stomach and chest who was unfazed.

both heaved, luz stared up to the ceiling with her vision showing stars sparkling and the tempo of
her high is starting to come down till she's sent back to earth and looked at amity who's dick is
slowly sheathing.



"are you okay?" amity asked as she got back to reality as well. she used her jacket to also wipe her
jizz off luz's top and cleaned her bloodied but pleasured pussy that is dribbling of juices.

"yeah, that was amazing! we should do it more!" luz said, her cherry self returning while amity
helped her get her clothes back on as she knows she can't move properly after that and plopped
down beside her with the younger girl moving into her embrace.

amity smiles, she hugged luz back and kissed the top of her head. "sure, why not."

-----

and they did.

luz had another reason in looking up to amity coming to the house, they kept this relationship from
camila and they fucked in every place in the house.

the hallway, the kitchen, the dining table, the couch and back, the bathroom and on the coffee table
while they watched their favorite anime. they didn't spend a day without being inside each other.

luz loves being fucked by amity, it feels so surreal and ethereal of the pleasure she's getting. they
also never forget to say how much they love each other because how could they when they're
bonded.

this time, amity came pretty exhausted and doesn't have any energy to have sex as she passed out
on the couch. luz trotted into the living room, expecting amity to be horny and ready as her but
nope.

"amity?" luz rushed over to amity to turn her upright and placed her ear against her chest to hear
her stable heartbeat making her sigh in relief as she thought amity died or something.

luz looked down on amity to examine her long, lean built that she can't get over in admiring. she
started to act what her mind was telling her and it said to get on top of her.

luz tilts her head, she sat right on top of amity's crotch while her hands travelled around her toned
stomach, going in between her big breasts then stopped at her soft, perfect face of amity blight. she
rubbed her cheeks, traced her red lips before leaning in to give it a kiss.

"i love you, amity and i'll repay the things you did to me." luz whispers, she drew back and pulled
down amity's shorts for her to reveal her semi hard cock.

luz grabbed it and started pumping it to go in it's erected form while giving it kitten licks on the tip.
amity's cock was quick to be awakened, luz rolled her tongue around the girth, licking every vein as
her hand massaged her balls.

luz can hear amity's faint moans above but it's not getting louder than that. she just recently found
out that amity is a heavy sleeper when she tried to wake her up when camila went home but she
was hard to wake up and just slept in.

now, she's gonna take advantage of that knowledge.

luz tried to take about half but she only managed to have a third of it or so but she'll get there
someday. she started bobbing her head with her tongue lapping up her lover's precum, her sweet,



delicious, supple precum making luz slowly flutter her eyes close as she continued to suck amity
off.

amity's face contorted in pleasure and came back down then went up again. her hands tried to move
but it only twitched as she thinks she's dreaming of being blown by luz.

without notice, luz didn't hear the front door open and close till she heard a loud gasp that made her
snap back and pulled out to see her mother by the hallway with a flabbergasted expression.

"¡¿qué demonios es esto?! ¡¿qué estás haciendo?!" camila exclaimed, she headed back to get her
phone that she accidentally left in the kitchen island and to all the things she could've walked into,
she walked into her 11 year old daughter giving a 17 year old highschool girl a blowjob.

"m- mami?!" luz didn't know why her mother came back too early but she knows she can't excuse
herself out of this situation.

"what are you- get off right now, mija!" camila stormed up to luz who quickly hopped off amity's
and stood in front of her before she does anything rash.

"wait wait, mami don't! it's okay, i love amity so.. so it's okay, right?" luz said, trying to reason with
her mother as she wants her to see the other side of the coin of this predicament. from all the yells
of the mother and daughter, amity finally woke up and yelped when she realized her cock was out
in the open with camila narrowing her eyes at both of them.

"what? okay, would somebody explain what is happening before i do something to either of you!"
camila demanded answers as she crossed her arms, silently saying she wants the truth not lies.

the two looked at each other, telling each other through their eyes that they gotta be honest if they
don't. well, they don't know what'll happen. after they told camila everything, she looked confused,
angry, questioning till pure lost is in her face.

"luz.. this- you're too young!" camila said and luz looked down as she does know their age
difference but she won't let that stop her from loving amiry as her girlfriend and marry her
someday.

"i know! i know.. but mami i can't deny that i really love amity and you can't make me change my
feelings for her no matter what! so please, don't take her away from me." luz moved over to amity
and coiled her arm around hers, pulling her close to not let go. amity softly smiles as she patted her
lover's head but stopped when she saw camila's gaze, it's deadly to say the least.

sighing deeply, camila took off her glasses to pinch the bridge of her nose while muttering
something under her breath before placing her glasses back on. she can clearly see that luz mirrors
what she means, she has grown clingy to amity and it'll break her daughter's heart if she separates
them.

camila trusts amity with her daughter but she will keep a hawks eye on her, the both of them from
now on.

"alright, just whatever happens in this house, stays in this house, do you get me?" she said as she
looked at either of them who nodded their heads as they never even thought of sharing what's
happening in those closed doors.



"yes mami!" luz is happy that camila accepted amity and hugged her.

"yes, mrs. noceda." amity agreed as she hugged luz back. their love for each other is no
manipulation; they simply followed what they wanted, what their hearts wanted and bonded to be
with each other forever.



Property of Noceda & Blight

Chapter Summary

amelia x luz x amity

requested smut by @Lightning_Dragon

as luz was able to sneak inside the blight manor without anymore noticing her, she took a deep
breath while climbing the stairs. she can hear her heart pounding the more she ascends, she's here to
confess.

confess her love for a certain pair of mint headed sisters.

luz liked amity and amelia for a while now and she can't stay silent anymore. as she got to the top,
she followed the hallway to search for the right door leading to amity's or amelia's room then she
stopped beside a slightly agar door letting out a strip of the light inside in the hallway.

"amelia.."

"aahh.. fuck.."

luz rose a brow as she heard noises behind the door, she started to slowly approach it and lightly
pushed it open only for it to make a loud, horrendous creak that made everyone freeze.

there luz was amity riding amelia, both of them naked and luz felt her cheeks heat up at the sight of
it. "uh... i think i came in a bad time. i'll just-" luz swiftly turned around was about to bolt out of
there and come back some other time but she suddenly dropped to the ground in the loud thud as a
knockout spell was thrown at her by amity.

amity panted heavily as she slowly lowered her hand, stared at luz's unconscious body before
glancing back at amelia who's thinking of the same time. "shit."

-----

luz groaned and hissed when the first thing she saw is a blinding light, she averted her eyes from it
and heard a sigh of relief or aggravated. when the light is removed from her face, the noceda
blinked multiple times to adjust before seeing amity and amelia sitting in front of her with robes
draped on their nude bodies.

"i'm sorry about coming in unannounced." luz didn't hesitate to admit her wrong though the sight
did turn her on, she still wasn't supposed to be here. a wrong place, wrong time type of thing.

"no, it's okay but mind explaining why you're here." amity asked, luz tried to move her hands but
realised that she's tied with a metal restrain from behind. she looked at amelia who's brow is a
raised, waiting for an answer with a hidden pink spell circle around her dominant hand.



"ah.. well, um, i came here in the first place to tell you that i love both of you since the beginning,
despite trying to dissect me," luz muttered the last part out and continued "and i was hoping that
you.. like me back. or not, it's okay at least i got answer."

amelia lets out a snicker which confused luz for a moment till she saw amity smile with her cheeks
tinting red.

"wow, what a coincidence that we actually like you too." amelia said, bringing her hand up to the
side of her head to twirl her hair while her the side of her robe slips to reveal her pristine shoulder
as she stares at luz.

luz gulped with her cheeks also growing red, she stared at the exposed shoulder of the eldest blight
"o- oh, really? that's great t know, amazing even!" she replied and noticed that amelia's eyes are
trying to point at something, luz followed and realised that she's motioning at amity.

her eyes fixed at the cleavage and going down, begging to see what's in between. luz looked at
amelia once again, silently telling her what they all want and luz a hundred percent on broad with
this.

"hey, are you alright?" amity asked, noting the sudden silence the human. luz felt her restrain
disappear and her mind went blank as her body started acting in it's own accord.

suddenly, luz pounced on amity with her in between her legs. amity yelped upon impact but eased
down when luz slammed her lips against hers. amity wrapped her arms around luz with her fingers
getting tangled in her curls, lowly moaning as their tongues swirled with each other while amelia
helped luz in taking off her clothes by burning it.

upon pulling away, luz grinned down at amity's messy, flustered face "i feel fantastic." she replied
before pulling her robe apart to reveal the blight's rotund tits with erected nipples, luz licked her
lips as she grows hard by the sight of her perfect body.

"damn amelia, you've been hording this from me? that's just cruel." luz's sunny attitude turned dark
as her dominant side has been keeping in bay for far too long. her sudden deepen of voice did a
number on amity.

amelia chuckles while taking off her own robe, showing off her own erected cock "you didn't ask."
she cupped luz's chin to pull her into a kiss. with the two busy kissing, amity took this time to
stroke her now two lovers' phallus, both are quite big with precum oozing out. she can feel it throb
in her hands.

pulling away, they looked down at amity rubbing their dicks with her thumbs rubbing the tips in a
circular motion making them groan. amelia leaned down to give her little sister her own kiss as luz
tests out her waters, spreading her folds, she knelt down a little to give her clit one long lick. amity
squeaked in the kiss before pulling away.

"i'll go under." amelia said, luz nodded and helped amity to stand up for a moment for the eldest
blight to lie on bed with her little sister laying on top of her as her hard cock is pressing against her
ass hole and luz spreads her legs to rub her tip in her wet slit.

"don't forget the protection spell." amelia whispered to amity who nodded and made the spell long
lasting as these those have a monstrous amount of stamina and will finish many times inside her.



"on three. one," luz started counting.

"two," both human and witch aligned themselves in amity's holes, she gripped amelia and luz's
arms to prepare herself.

"three!" they pushed all of it inside, stretching amity wide and good making her scream in ecstasy.

"aaahhh! f- fuck yeah!!"

luz bit her lip, loving the tightness of the young witch's pussy, she lifted her legs up and was the
first to start thrusting making amity moan like a slut. amelia waited for a few seconds before
thrusting in as well, she wrapped her arms around amity's waist.

amelia groaned into her ear, it's kinda hard to move due to how tight amity's ass is but it's not like
they tried anal before. they just stopped midway because it's hurting amity.

"aaahh shit, you feel so good!" luz moaned, she looked down to watch amity's two holes get
pounded her by a human and her sister. she reached to grope one of her breasts, twisting her nipple
earning a gasp of pleasure.

"how are you feeling, baby?" luz asked, she tried to lean down but is afraid that amelia is gonna
struggle from the extra weight pressed against her. amelia pulled luz to get on top of amity, not
bothered by the heaviness.

"a- amazing.." amity replied. in each thrust the two made, it sends tidal waves of pleasure all over
her body, making her weak and easily submit herself to them. amity saw that smirk come on luz's
lips she couldn't help it but pulled luz into another kiss, moaning into it.

"i love you so much, ami." luz whispered in between kisses making amity smile and continue the
bombardment of affectionate kisses for the noceda.

"i love you too, luz." she responded and slipped her tongue inside luz's mouth, she was easily
defeated and groaned as she feels her lover's tongue travel around her mouth as they clash.

as they pulled away, amity kissed luz's nose making her giggle and reply with a kiss on the cheek.
then, amelia peeked her head out, feeling a little left out in the kissing fest happening in front of her
face.

"getting a little lonely here, you know." she muttered, resting her head in amity's shoulder.

amity softly laughs "o- of course.. ngh- i can't forget about you." she leaned in to now give her
sister a kiss which she happily reciprocated. amelia groaned in it, her hand smoothly snaked up
towards amity's breasts to knead them while in the kisses, her thumbs rubbed the pretty pink
nipples as her hips slammed up in her ass with luz plunging her cock deep in her pussy.

"you feel so nice, so pretty just for us. i love you, amity." amelia muttered, she stared into her little
sister's golden eyes that's glimmering of lust and passion for them. she can feel her hot breath
against her and watched amity wail once again as she can feel it coming.

"i.. i love you too, amelia- aaahh! aahh shit!!" amity said before getting cut of by her own moans.

luz withdrew, she clenched her teeth tightly as she can feel her climax riding to the edge with sweat
rolling down her body, same goes to the blight sisters as they're riddled with perspiration. who



would've thought sex was a good workout method, especially a threesome.

"fuck i'm coming!" luz growled, she drove her cock deep for the last time before popping inside
amity.

"m- me too! aahh luz, amelia!!" amity cried out in euphoria as the warm spews of cum triggered
her come at the same time. amelia came not too soon after, both filled up amity's holes making her
twitched everytime when they shoot their seeds before emptying out.

amity sighed blissful, she fell limp on amelia and shuddered when she felt luz slowly pull out
making their mixed cum flow out along with some from her ass, staining the sheets but they worry
about ruined sheets later as they're far from done.

"alright, who wants to use amity's pretty mouth?" amelia asked as if she's in an auction, she gently
pulled out and sat up with amity sitting on her lap, hugging her like a teddy bear. letting her calm
down for a moment while luz thinks.

"rock, paper scissors on it." luz said, putting her balled fist in the forefront. amelia placed her own
fist and they started to play just the first round, amity looked like is spacing out from that explosive
euphoria but she's slowly coming down and leaned back amelia as she saw luz made a rock while
her sister made a paper.

"ha. get off the bed." amelia did a small celebratory as she stuck her tongue out at luz who playfully
rolled her eyes and did get off the bed with her cock still rock hard, same goes to amelia as amity
can feel it hit her ass cheek.

"still okay, amity?" amelia asked as she peered down to see if she's back to the boiling isles now.
amity nodded and nuzzled up to her neck like a cat. "i'm okay." she replied.

"good to know." amelia kissed her temple and lightly placed her down, stomach flat with luz's cock
in front of her face. amity willingly open her mouth, her tongue started working to licking the tip as
amelia got on top of her with her cock teasing her cum filled pussy that's about to be caked.

"you better not pass out on us." luz said as she gripped a handful of amity's hair and carefully
pushed half of her bulk in her mouth while amelia shoving all in making it hard for amity not to roll
her eyes in pleasure.

this is gonna be amity's longest night.

-----

it's nearing 4 in the morning, they don't know how many rounds they've gone but it doesn't matter
as amity kneeled down before luz and amelia with her mouth open, tongue stuck out. waiting for
the last load to come as the two rapidly stroked their cocks.

"amity!"

amity closed her eyes as she felt the shots of hot cum fly in her face, she raised her hands to catch
the others, not wanting to waste a drop as her tongue licked what it can reached and started
cleaning the remaining cum like a thirsty kitten while her two lovers watched in amusement.



they had a roleplay earlier, luz is wearing a loose tie and torn white shirt dress. amelia has
suspenders and cuffs in her belt. you can take a guess who is who.

"how are you feeling?" luz asked, she easily scooped amity off the floor and headed for the bed to
finally sleep now that they're exhausted themselves. amity nuzzled up to luz as they all laid down
with her in between.

"splendid. thank you." amity replied, she flashed a smile at both of them making them smile as
well. "oh right, almost forgot something." amelia snapped her finger to let a collar drop in her hand.

amity stared at the black leather collar with a golden tag that engraved her name and when amelia
turned it over it said:

property of luz noceda & amelia blight.

"for me?" amity asked, getting excited to wear the collar and amelia nodded in affirmation. she
slipped it on her neck, making sure it's tight but not too much. "how is it?" amelia asked, watching
amity feel the leather and looked down at the tag once more as her smile widens.

she belongs to them forever.

"i love it. i love you guys" amity joyfully replied, she leaned to give luz and amelia a loving peck
on the lips before burying herself in their warmth as the wee hours would be over soon for the new
sun to rise.

"we love you, amity." her two dominants hugged their submissive, giving a maximum feeling of
security and love for all three of them after the events of tonight. there's always the sunlight and
peace after the storm of obscenity.

 

they woke up really late and didn't have time to put on proper clothes before going down the stairs
and into the dining room to see the rest of the blight family waiting for the sisters to arrive but
didn't expect a human would come along.

"morning." luz lazily waved as she yawned. the three of them got to the table to sit down with
amity in between them, their parents and twins are confused at this sudden turn around of a dull
morning.

"what do you want, baby?" luz asked amity as she reaches for a plate of food but amity stood up
and did it herself instead. the instinct to serve kicked in early.

"i can get it for you." amity said, she placed four pancakes in luz's plate and poured an excessive
amount of syrup but it's just right for luz.

smiling, "thank you." luz pecked amity's cheeks and started to cut her pancakes to eat.

amity turned to amelia "water?" she asked, her sister narrowed her eyes at the other orange pitcher
"hm.. is that orange juice? i'll have that instead." she said and amity nodded, she proceeded to grab
the pitcher to fill amelia's glass with orange juice.

"i'll have the milk." luz ordered, gulping her first mouthful but amelia remembered the noceda has a
problem with milk "aren't you lactose intolerant?" she looked at luz who seemed to forgot about it



till now.

"oh.. yeah, i'll just get the orange juice." amity also filled up luz's glass and placed the pitcher back
to where it was.

"thank you, darling. you can sit down now." amelia also kissed her lover's cheek and tugged her
arm to sit down, she grabbed the plate of pancakes to give amity some before draping her arm on
her chair as she only ate her toast.

while amity and luz ate their pancakes, the four are wildly confused at the display. the audacity of
the human having the balls to sit in the family blight's dining table, using their silver utensils and
plates to eat off. it's surely irritating odalia while her husband is nonchalant and tired as he heard
everything.

"what is the meaning of this? why is that human in robes? why is your sister wearing a collar?"
odalia asked, trying not to

"haven't you heard last night? i'm sure mr. blight did, i mean look at him." luz was the one who
answered and pointed at alador who's eyes twitched.

"do not involve me into... whatever this is, human." alador's voice is calm but the way he said is
anything but that. he stood up from the table and carried her plate out of there as he doesn't want an
argument so early in the morning.

"oh, i thought someone was being tortured. that was you guys fucking amity. that makes sense."
edric heard their moans as well but played it off as someone dying and went back to sleep
meanwhile emira had to sit in the corner listening to her sister getting railed till she called up viney
to sleep in her place instead and just got back today.

the twins doesn't seem to mind or care about the collar amity has but odalia is making a big deal of
it.

"precisely." amelia cackles, she finished her toast and pushed amity's hair to the side to make her
collar more visible, flaunt it to her mother. luz pulled amity's shirt to reveal her shoulder that is
filled of red hickeys and bite marks.

amity didn't mind her lovers showing her off, it made her feel prideful as she continued to eat her
breakfast. unbothered.

"you filthy-"

-----

"whoa, what's that on her neck?"

"wait, amity blight is with a human?!"

"no no, hold on. i can't see the other name."

as they walked down the hallway of hexside with students flocking to see the new side of luz, amity
and amelia. amity came to school with hair down and didn't even bother to hide her collar because
why should she?



she walked between luz and amelia who's emitting a dominating aura that could easily drive
someone way from getting 10 feet close to their girlfriend.

as they got to their lockers, luz looked down at her schedule and uttered a small yes. "got
abominations?" amelia asked as she took out her textbooks.

luz nodded "yeah, it's the last subject. i gotta go to beast keeping first. i'll see you cuties later." she
leaned to give amity an endearing kiss as she squeezed her ass then at amelia before rushing off the
courtyard.

everyone gasped at that ass squeezed, their thoughts of lumity got confirmed but what they didn't
expect is amity being obedient or submissive is the right word for both of them. they watched
amelia point at her lips and amity tiptoed to give her kiss, both sisters giggled and amelia rubbed
her nose against amity's before heading for their abominations class.

"wow. i'm never leaving this school."

"sana 'ol."

"hm, what a great way to start a monday."



The Rival of My Sister's Sister

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'indulgence'

part 1 in chapter 225

camila allowed luz to come with lucia in her camping trip and promise to take care of their
youngest since this is her first, real camping trip with older teenagers she doesn't know except her
sister.

"just stick with me, okay? these guys are cool but don't get too close." lucia advised as she pulled
up in the back of a 7/11, she looked at luz sitting in the front passenger seat with her seatbelt and
bag on her lap. visibly excited for the trip.

"yep! you got it and did you know there's a local hot springs there?" luz showed her phone to let
lucia see the pictures of ponds of steaming hot springs which made a smile come on her face. "i
think we'll be going there too." she said as she softly ruffled luz's hair, pecked her cheeks and
unlocked the car doors.

"now come on, these assholes doesn't like waiting." she swung the door open with luz following
suit before locking the car. luz trotted towards lucia who draped her arm around her shoulder,
pulling her close as they walked over to the parked white SUV with 5 people standing by it.

one of them, they have a long mint green puffy hair with their roots showing in the sides, looked at
the approaching sisters "thank god you finally decided to show up." they said, arms crossed as they
eyed mostly lucia and barely paying attention to luz but she was given the same notice as well.

"oh come on, why would i miss this?" lucia said as she shrugged, she looked down to see a girl who
looked to be in the same age as luz. she has the same hair as amelia but shorter and is also staring at
luz, interested in her.

"seems like you also bought your midget along." she added making amelia huff "she's not supposed
to but our parents insisted we get some quality time." she made sure to add the air quotes in.

"i don't wanna be here either." amity muttered as she turned away.

"anyways, this is luz, the youngest. be nice to each other." lucia brushed off the tension and patted
her little sister's back to make step forward towards amity who stiffened with her face heating up
when luz gave her sunshine smile.

"hi! nice to meet you, i'm luz." she offered her hand for amity whom shaky took it and shook hands
"i- i'm amity. nice to meet you too." she replied.

while the kids are introducing themselves as they'll be together for 3 days out in the middle of
nowhere. lucia clicked her tongue at the sight of the SUV as it doesn't satisfy her taste "jesus, are



you sure your dad doesn't use that to sell candies for kids?" she asked, looked at beaux who was in
charge in renting this hunk of metal.

"shut the hell up, bootleg looking jughead." beaux spat making lucia let out a wheeze, she shook
her head and shot a middle finger at her finger while making sure luz isn't looking like she never
cussed in front of her multiple times.

"hey hey, don't shit on me like that. i look hotter than your boy who doesn't know how to die." lucia
fired back. there's also willow's sister, wionna and gus' brother russ coming along with them as
well. beaux rolled his eyes, he pulled the door to reveal the clean interior of the vehicle.

"hop in. we don't wanna waste too much sunlight." beaux said as he motioned everyone to get
inside. russ took the front passenger seat, wionna and blight sisters sat in the back seat while the
noceda sisters took the far end where the gear and needed stuff is stored.

as beaux got to the front driver seat to start the car, luz looked at the small bag in the corner. she
curiously grabbed it to see the contents of it is but lucia was quick to snatch it away and shake her
head. "don't touch things without permission." she said as she gently placed the bag somewhere far
from luz.

"what is it then?" luz asked.

"explosives." lucia nonchalantly replied, she watched suspicion come on luz's face but it was quick
to dismiss as the less she knows the better when it comes to her sister. luz decided to talk with
amity, leaning against the back seat while her ass is in full display for lucia who watched it bounce
whenever the SUV comes on a bump. she leaned back and kept her eyes on luz with her starting to
get hard the longer she stares.

"and there's this big crow came swooping down and starting pecking my classmate's head because
they were flipping it off!" luz told her wild stories to amity who endearingly listens to every word.
luz is oblivious to the fact that her sister is eyeing her ass and amity trying to keep her eyes up on
luz when the collar of her is showing what's inside.

amity doesn't know why but it feels like luz is the girl she's been looking for. the moment she laid
her eyes on her, amity can't take her gaze off her anymore as her heart sang for her along with her
growing affliction.

it took a while for them to arrive in the camping spot, the adults were the ones pulling the stuff out
with the boys setting up the tent and the two 14 just stood there chatting as they don't know what to
do now.

"hey twits, be useful and gather some firewood because someone forgot to get the wood in
advance." amelia said to the two while getting a ice box out with lucia she shot a nasty eye who lets
out a scoff.

"what do you want from me, blight? we're in the middle of the woods. i ain't wasting my money
from buying wood when we're surrounded by it!" lucia retorts and she threatened to drop the ice
box on amelia's foot if she doesn't stop acting up in their small getaway.

luz and amity looked at each other before shrugging "okay! we'll be back!" she grabbed amity's soft
hand to start heading into the woods with amity internally screaming as she stared at their hands.
she gave it a squeezed and smile as it confirmed she's not dreaming or hallucinating.



"hey hey, you can't get firewood with out an axe." russ offered luz a hatchet with it's blade covered
by leather to make it easier for them to get the wood. luz accepted the tool "thanks! onward for
retrival of firewood!" she declared and resumed her expedition.

as they walked through the woods with luz waving a stick like it's a wand while telling her crazy
stories in her school since amity is from another school. telling how she and her sisters brought live
snakes for a presentation. luca built a makeshift rocket for science class that almost sent the teacher
to the moon, lucia almost committing arson in the library and luz accidentally clogging the toilets
that flooded the school.

yeah, the sisters are born with mischief in their veins it's almost unrealistic the way luz tells those
stories but who is she to doubt a noceda?

"your relationship with your sisters seemed special. i wish i had that." amity muttered out the last
part, living under a stressful environment doesn't bring the blight siblings together. they drove each
other apart to be left alone but.. luz is the one the million who didn't hesitate to befriend her when
the others wouldn't because of her status.

she guessed luz doesn't know what a blight is and she won't even bother to explain it.

"um yeah, we have a special relationship." luz said, a little uncertain in which part of special the
blight was referring to but she didn't ask.

then, they stumbled upon a fallen moderate sized log that luz thinks she can cut with the hatchet.
"jackpot!" luz rushed over to the log, took off the cover and started bringing the blade down to the
edge of the wood.

as luz is cutting, amity slowly approached her from behind with her eyes focused on luz's ass. the
hard thumps of the hatchet meeting the wood resonated through the woods, the strain in amity's
pants is growing unbearable that she lets her lust take control for the moment.

"hey, amity are you still-" luz yelped mid sentence when she felt something come against her ass,
she looked over her shoulder to see amity's face in her ass, inhaling her scent which made the
noceda's face severely blush.

"a- amity, what are you doing?" luz asked, her grip on the hatchet started to loosen with her cunt
getting wet at the sounds amity makes as she's holding what's left of herself from completely eating
her ass. then, amity stood up and took out a bottle of water from her bag along with a pill.

"are you thirsty?" she asked as she stepped closer to luz who is confused but her eyes are set on the
pill that she wondered what is and why amity has it.

"because i am." amity popped the lid open and offered the two items to luz who hesitantly took it.
"what is it?" she asked as she examined the pill, it's small enough to be easily gulped without water
if you can.

"birth control. i don't know why i have in my bag but it's convenient since i'll be fucking you in this
very woods and fill you up with my cum." luz was caught off guard on the mention of birth control
but she eased down when amity told her what she's gonna do to her while backing her up to a tree.

"sounds great, doesn't it?" amity asked. luz looked down to see a big bulge in the blight's pants
making her lick her lips and legs starting to go weak at the sight of it, her bodily heat steadily



rising.

"y- yeah. it sounds hot." luz replied, she dunked the pill down with the offered water and felt it
easily slip down her throat till it's gone. luz doesn't know how long the pill will take full effect but
neither of them are gonna wait for it.

amity slammed her lips into luz's who melted in an instant and kissed back with her arms coiling
around her neck. the blight led them to the dead leaves filled ground with her going in between her
legs and pressing against her crotch.

"aah.." luz groaned as they pulled away, amity bit her lip at the vulnerable sight of luz. she's so
innocent looking about to be taken by her. luz watched amity pull her jean shorts and leggings
down to her ankles along with her own pants for her cock to spring to show off it's full glory.

amity is thick but smaller than lucia but can be put up in comparison with luca. nonetheless of the
size, luz is excited to be railed her in the woods it being one in her sex bucket list after she was
introduced to many websites and writings.

amity hummed at the feeling of luz's wet cunt rubbing against her leaking tip, she easily found her
entrance and started to slowly push inside. "aah.. amity.." luz mutters, she held onto amity's wrists
on her hips.

"oh damn.. you got really wet without foreplay." amity moaned, she hasn't fucked anyone before
this is the first time she ever have these extreme inhibitions for a girl she just met. she tightened her
grip on luz's hips as she pushed the last portion in making luz moan in ecstasy.

"fuck.. you're so big.." luz trembled, she looked up to amity to see her glowing golden eyes staring
down at her ever so libidinously with a hint of passion in there. amity started thrusting in, luz
moaned and arched her back as she instantly feels the blight hit her favorite spot.

"amity!" luz spreads her legs more to give herself to the blight who took one leg up to rest on her
shoulder to give her an angel and leaned down to luz with their lips just inches away. "you like
that?" she asked, breathy and luz nodded before closing the space between them.

both of them moaned in the kiss as their tongues clashed with no rhythm and the sounds of skin
slapping echoed through the woods but no loud enough to be heard back to the camp. amity's balls
rapidly slammed into luz, tensing as she can feel something coming.

amity is glad that she lost her virginity on a beautiful girl but what she didn't notice is that if luz
was a virgin, there'd be blood in the leaves but no. luz is taking amity well and she's just too caught
up in the moment of euphoria.

as they pulled away with a thin string of saliva connecting them but it was quick to disappear. luz
can feel a familiar twist in her stomach, she's little worried but she places her hope that the pill does
it's purpose because she doesn't know how to explain this to her parents if she became pregnant in
this age.

"luz.. i.. do you have someone? like- nghmn.. a lover?" amity asked as she never thought she gets to
ask the question in this kind position.

"no.." luz replied.



"will you.. aahh shit- will you be my girlfriend?" amity started to feel lightheaded after she said it.
she can feel it get closer while watching luz's pleasured expression along with surprise.

"y- yeah.. i'd love to." luz flashed a big smile that made amity smile as well and hugged luz while
her hips never faltered with their climaxes nearing the edge just waiting for that one tipping point to
drop.

"thank you."

with a final deep thrust, luz and amity lets out the loudest moan as when they finally came together.
luz whimpered and sighed in delight when she felt warm cum go inside her instead on her back or
stomach and some slowly oozed out of her pussy, trickling down to the leaves.

her first creampie.

"ahh... well, that's off the list. thank you.." luz muttered, softly chuckling to herself and she saw
amity lift her head up like a pup hearing a squeaky toy.

"wait, there's a list?" amity rose a brow, curious but luz shook her head as she leaned to give her a
loving kiss on the lips which the blight gladly reciprocates.

"um.. wanna go again? this time lift my legs."

 

"what took you so long?" lucia asked as she tossed something to the ground, stomping on it before
coming towards luz to see arms and amity's are filled of gathered firewood with the hatchet resting
on top.

"w- we just got lost but we're back. i'll just put this here." luz reasoned, letting out a soft chuckle
and headed for the fireplace, placing the wood down for whoever is gonna make the fire while lucia
watched the two talk as everything is normal and she noticed the way luz is walking.



Otters Are Brutal & Soft

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'by the riverbank'

part 1 in chapter 218

amity watched her mate pace back and forth in their bed in her otter form, growling in a squeaky
way while her dick is fully unsheathed with precum dribbling out. she wants to help but the scent of
rut hits her hard and she stayed farthest part of their den, thinking of what to do.

amity recalled the stories she heard from the others of otters being rather malignant and would
mutilate their mates while in heat. she doesn't want that to happen to her, she trusts luz but she's
still an otter, nature doesn't discriminate of who gets to be less wild in heat and amity is just a cat.

the stamina and strength difference is wide.

"i'll leave you to ride out your heat, okay? i'll be in the nearby town and visit time to time, luz."
amity said, she shifted into her cat form and walked out of the den, she looked over her shoulder to
see luz is shaking her head, wanting to get the heat from getting in her head and letting out a
crackling roar. it hurts amity to see luz struggling but she can power through this, she knows she
can.

amity hopped onto the bridge that reaches the riverbank where everything happened, her light paws
stepping on the small pebbles and grass. her tail slowly swished behind her, her ears moving in
every noise she hears as she gets farther from the den but she failed to notice the ripples on the
river coming closer to her.

and closer.

and-

amity lets out a high pitched yowl when she felt something heavy pounce on her side and pinned
her to the ground. she looked up to see another otter with pink fur having a crazed look on it's eyes,
the strong scent of heat immediately hits amity like truck.

she turned back to human and pushed the unknown otter off her, amity was about to make a run for
it but the otter turned as well and grabbed the blight by the ankle to make her fall.

"no no! no, let go of me!!" amity started kicking the hand off but the otter only tightened it's grip
and yanked her back with them getting on top of her.

"never had a domestic cat before. i wonder how you taste like." boscha cackles, she spreads amity's
legs to make her feel her cock against her cunt. it only made amity cringe. she started swinging her
claws at the otter who snarled and bit down her nose making amity scream in pain.



"please, i already have a mate!! luz!!!" tears started spilling down her cheeks as amity can feel
boscha sinking her teeth into her delicate nose, she tries to get out of the painful grip but the otter
held her place and was about to force herself in before something jumped on boscha to made her let
go as she howled in pain.

amity quickly rolled to the side as she held her injured nose, feeling the excessive blood coming on
her hand and falling to the ground as she watched a dark otter sink it's teeth into boscha's neck
making her roar. she shifted into her animal form and started attacking luz who isn't in a fair mood
especially after hearing her distressed mate.

both otters slowly circled each other, growling as they bare their teeth, letting out threatening
squeaks that a normal ear would find adorable but they would be dead to say that to an agitated
river otter.

then, boscha was the first to attack and try to bite luz's face but, luz was quick to swerve to the left
and be the one to attack instead. both sending them into river, their bodies are seen entangling each
other as the water violently splashes with their noises turning gurgled till silence.

amity looked around the vicinity to see if one of them submerges, she hoped it'd be luz.

the sound of something breaking through the surface of the water is heard and amity saw luz back
in her human form with a deep scowl on her face, a piece of meat in her mouth that she spat out to
wipe her lips as she recedes from the floating dead body of the pink otter as her grisly wound made
the murky waters crimson.

amity watched luz get closer to her, her body drenched and the scent of her heat became more
stronger than before. her gaze tells all that the gentle luz is out commission as the heat has gotten to
her.

luz knelt down in front of amity, grabbed her by the ankles to pull her closer with her going in
between and immediately shoved her angry cock inside the feline who moaned loudly.

the sudden intrusion hurt but at least it's luz so she can relax a little despite the constant sting of her
wounded nose.

"aaahh.. aaahhh! p- please, take it easy.." it was a useless request as luz won't listen. she'll never
listen in the next few days. luz's thrusts are harder, more violent than not being in heat but amity
can't complain when it feels good. her trembling hand held on luz's tensed arms, feeling her damp
fur getting dry from the high sun, she can feel the noceda's balls rapidly slamming into her cunt
with her hitting that spot, abusing it and making it hard for amity to last long.

"aaahhh fuck! luz.. oh god luz!!" amity's ears are flat in her head, her tail wrapping around luz's
thicker one as she stared up to luz. seeing the beast, the unhinged inhibitions and ever so clear
desire to mate the cat to oblivion.

grunts and manic huffs are only heard from luz as her own objective is to take gratification of amity
but her old self seemed to seep in only a little as she's been staring at amity's bloody nose. it made
her aggravated, pissed to see her mate hurt.

amity's eyes widens when she saw luz's face started to get closer to her, she's afraid that she'll truly
give in to the nature of her species and tear her nose off like any other otter does in their cycle. her
attempts of pushing luz away from her face was futile.



"no luz, please.. it's-" then, she felt something smooth on her nose.

blinking, amity took a few moments to realize that luz just licked her wound and continued to do
so, cleaning the blood off while maintaining her aggressive speed. this was a pleasant surprise for
the blight, she appreciates that her luz is still in there through the heated haze. it made her softly
smile and she cupped luz's cheeks to pull her for a kiss.

luz hummed in the kiss, she didn't hesitate to kiss back as she pushed her long tongue inside amity.
their tongues swirled with no rhythm, amity can taste a hint of her blood and fishes they had this
morning. amity closed her eyes as she wrapped her limbs around the otter's neck and waist, she can
feel her climax coming in quicker than it should.

as they became deprived from air, they pulled away panting with a string of drool visible between
them before disappearing. luz clenched her teeth tightly, showing her deadly jaws as she can feel
her knot coming too. amity kept moaning louder than usual, small tears pricked the corners of her
eyes which was licked off and resumed treating her wound.

"l- luz!!!" amity lets out shrill as she came hard and jerked forward when luz drove her cock deep
into her before popping inside. amity shuddered at the feeling of hot spews of cum filling her up,
she felt limp under luz as they tied knots.

it'll take 5 to 10 minutes before they separate till then, luz continued licking amity's nose to make
sure it isn't truly broken and would heal soon enough.

as said minutes are up, luz slowly pulled out and amity can see her cock is still twitching with her
nose inhaling her strong musk. amity shifted into her animal form to start rubbing her back on the
floor while purring, luz shifted as well and peered down to give her nose one lick before grabbing
her by the scruff, the collar amity had is now gone as she is no domestic cat when she lives with a
wild otter, and started jogging back to their den with her mate in tow.

luz gently placed amity down but held her grip on her scruff as she got on top of her, neither
bothered to turn into humanoids. amity raised her tail as she knows her mate is up for many more
rounds and luz took this opening to plunge her cock back in the cat's vagina making her meow
loudly with her head rolling back, ears pinning down and the otter started thrusting roughly once
again.

it's an odd sight but in this day and age. anyone can fuck whoever.

-----

several days has passed since luz has entered her cycle and amity hasn't been getting a proper rest
after all that fucking. she had to service luz on the daily, taking her many knots which she doesn't
mind and due from the rigorous sex, amity ended up passing out from the pleasure while luz still
fucking her then wake up to see herself spooned but her mate's dick still inside.

she doesn't know long an otter's heat lasts because it all depends on the otter.

whenever amity asks for a break, just a quick one, she was get tail whipped by luz and they go for
another round. copious of rounds. amity basically became luz's cum dumpster as all her three holes
are used, mostly her pussy.



luz never forgets to lick amity's nose to make sure it doesn't get infected while it's in the process of
healing. amity slowly grew accustomed to the roughness of luz despite her tiredness, she loves
riding, getting pounded hard by her and taking her knot because surely she'll have luz's kits. just by
thought of it makes amity happy.

amity laid in the nest luz made for her when she moved in, resting in her feline form as it energises
her quicker before luz wakes her up for a morning breakfast of cum. speaking of cum, she was
filled to the brim last night, inflated even. cum oozed out of amity's cunt, soiling the nest but it
doesn't matter.

amity's ears twitched when she heard something of distress, she lifted her head up and lets out a
silent yawn as she works on opening her eyes. the blight looked around the den that is filled of
natural morning sunlight coming through the entrance but it's just her here.

the cat lets out a meow to call for luz. nothing but she kept hearing that noise. she can deter it's sobs
but she has to find out to confirm it. amity slowly raises herself, her limbs wobbly and weak after
days of getting railed, she shivered at the feeling of leftover cum leak out but she ignored it and
started to head out of the den.

slowly but surely.

as amity stepped out of the den, she squinted her eyes from the rays of sunlight hitting her face. she
looked in all sides and in the right side of the riverbank, she saw luz sitting on the edge and the
sound of sobs has gotten louder when she approached her.

amity slowly stopped beside luz and rubbed her head against her to make her look down at her. she
instantly shifts back when she saw luz's tear filled face as softly cupped her cheeks with her thumb
wiping her tears away.

"hey, what's wrong?" amity asked, worried.

"everything! look at you! i hurt you, i could've kil.. i could've killed you during mating! ugh.. i'm a
horrible otter." luz exclaimed, she sobbed into amity's hands as she placed her hand on top of it. she
regrets everything, she blames herself for not able to control herself and it costed amity her nose.

luz's memory during her cycle is foggy and she barely remembers anything but pleasure.

"no no, luz don't say that. it's not you who did this, it was someone that tried to mate with me till
you came just in time and took care of me." amity reassured, she leaned in to give luz a kiss on the
forehead and hugged her which luz quickly reciprocated as she cries in her shoulder.

"besides, i liked the time we had and that i'll be having your pups." luz lets out a surprised gasp, she
pulled away and looked into amity's eyes to see if it's true. her eyes reflects the truth. a toothy smile
came on luz's face "yes!" she threw her arms in the air and slammed her lips on her mate's, happily
kissing her which amity gladly returned.

when they pulled away, amity giggles and leaned into her hands' warmth "and i might've also
developed something out of that." she added with her cheeks starting to heat up.

"developed what?" luz tilts her head in the question.



"ehh.. well, a little nose biting kink. it's not that serious but if you wanna roleplay and it involves of
me getting bitten, i'll be with it." amity bit her lip as she looked away, not wanting to look at luz's
reaction since it's so embarrassing and her ears twitched when she heard luz chuckle deeply.

"okay no need to kink shame me, otter." amity hisses but yelped when luz pushed her down to the
ground and the otter hovering with a devilish smirk on her face that instantly turned amity on.

"oh no, mi amor. i'm no bastard who does that, i'm the bastard who's going to fulfil it." sultry took
over luz's voice, she forced amity's legs open wide to reveal her pussy dripping pussy out in the
sunlight and it made her cock unsheath just by looking at it with her sweet scent going into her
nostrils to add more to the damage.

"hm, look at you. a whore for the otters. your pussy looked well used after giving it up for them,
you slutty kitty." luz crooned, she traced her fingers along amity's pussy lips making the cat
whimper. admiring how she's able to survive after a week or so of nonstop sex. luz doubts she'd still
be tight now.

"surely, you still have room for me like a good slut you are unless you want your cute little nose to
be ripped out." luz curled her upper lip to show her sharp teeth and fang making amity tremble in
excitement with her tail getting frisky till it tightly wrapped around luz's tail.

"aahh please." amity begged, she lets out a trill with her eyes dilating. luz chuckles once again, she
stroked her cock with her thumb using her precum as small substitute to lube before pushing inside
amity's pussy making her moan in delight.

luz was baffled that she felt her mate is still tight but a little loose. no matter, luz leaned down to
amity's nose, she gave it single lick before gently biting down the tip. making sure she avoids the
actual wound and watched amity's reaction to her adding pressure.

bliss.

her smirk grew. luz started to thrust in amity and lets out her loudest moan without care of anyone
hearing as she's fucked good by luz. she's the only otter, the only animal who's able to fuck her
right and only who she'll love. "aaahh fuck yeah, luz!!"

luz groaned, she kept her bite on amity while slowly applying pressure. she stared down at amity to
see her eyes getting clouded of lust and love for the noceda, she can feel her legs loosely wrap
around her as she's panting like a horny mutt.

"you like that?" luz asked and amity frantically nods her head the best she can while having her
mate's jaws on her delicate part. luz growled deeply as she sped up her pounding of amity, her jaws
dug deep into the earth with her hips violently slamming on amity's earning lewd, needy moans
from the feline.

luz looked in the corner of her eye to see a pair of eyes from a crocodile who just so happen to stop
by this obscenity early in the morning. the otter narrowed her eyes on the croc, seeing them take
interest but luz lets out a yowl with her claws coming out to send a message and it worked as they
went back to the water.

"sorry, the neighbors just don't know what privacy is." luz excused and moaned as she can feel her
knot getting closer with amity's insides clenching around her ever so lovingly.



"y- yeah.. some otters even got inside our den and tried to get a turn till you almost killed another
when you pulled out." amity giggled to herself as she vividly remembers the entire thing.

they were in their animal forms that time and 2 or 3 otters waltz inside their den, watched their own
kind fuck a tabby while giving amity small sniffs to get familiar with but almost got clawed and
hissed them if they try to get closer. when luz knotted inside her, she isn't in the right state of mind
and would easily get irritated that would result into someone getting torn to shreds.

that happened to the three otters after they illegally entered someone, especially luz's den and they
scurried out of there with deep bite marks on their bodies. when they left, luz reverted back to
railing amity.

"another?" luz was confused but it was set aside when amity lets out cry of pleasure as she's
coming closer. then something came into the noceda's mind, she bit onto amity's mouth as well,
blocking out her two sources of air and she started gasping.

air deprivation is something new for amity and she doesn't like the thought of not being able to
breath but if it's luz doing it, she's up for grabs for that because she trusts luz wouldn't prolong
something that's gonna hurt her lover.

amity can't really utter a word as she wants to save a little air she has left with luz ramming into her
favorite spot doesn't help one bit.

luz scrunched up her nose as she plunged her cock deep into amity who screamed in pleasure and it
triggered her to come along with luz. with their knot tied, luz lets go of amity and licked her nose to
make sure she didn't make another wound on her poor pink nose. she watched her take deep breath
of air with her face lost in bliss.

"you okay, kitty cat?" luz asked, smiling as she pecked her earning a giggle.

"never better, otter."



Don't Be Afraid

Chapter Summary

-alternative route of 'who's really in charge?'

original chapter in 108

"hey, kid! don't forget to drink this!" luz perked up when she heard eda from the kitchen, she was
just about to head out and she saw a bottle coming at her.

luz swiftly jumped in the air and caught the bottle, "thanks eda! almost went out taking this." she
said as she popped the bottle open and dunked it fully before sighing deeply.

"i don't get why you had to hide your scent. you're allowed to fly freely without anyone persecuting
you. besides, you're a pureblood." eda said when she walked up to luz to grab the empty bottle.

"apex pureblood. you kicked me out many times when you smelled my scent and i don't want
people to be afraid of me because of what i am." luz reasoned, eda seemed to get it as she nods.

"right. but this wouldn't be enough to hide your scent anymore since you're maturing." eda heads
back to the kitchen.

luz walked out of the owl house, looks down at herself, seeing her blackened clawed hands.
spreading them to reveal her dark brown wings. she does feel her body deviating from being a
wyrmling and to the adult stage. it's a little uncomfortable but she's getting there.

luz took flight, going high above the canopy till she's touching the clouds. feeling the rapid cold
winds hitting her face making her hair fly back. she climbed higher till she can see the stratosphere
above.

she doesn't have a place to go in mind, she just wants to take a flight across the wide boiling isles.

luz's mind started to wander towards a particular alpha dragon. amity blight. she doesn't know why
but she started to feel something for amity ever since the first time she smelled her scent.

it's obvious by the scent of her and the aura radiating as she walked past her.

they had a rocky first impression but amity became her friend, closer- want to be closer than that as
luz wants her to be her mate but she's worried at the same time that she has tell her that she's a
pureblood and-

luz's ears straightened up when she heard a sound of someone piercing through the air, cutting her
from her thoughts. she picked her speed to lose whoever it might be and glides to the left as she
doesn't wanna be involved to whatever it is.



then, her right ear twitched. hearing them go in the same direction as her. luz is going at her top
speed, she'd be more faster if she's in her real form but no one is able to catch up to a pureblood
unless.

before luz could whip her head around to see who it is. something coiled on her waist and pulled
her back for them to latch onto her, hugging her with their claws digging in her skin.

roaring, luz tried to wriggle out of the other dragon's embrace but they openly tightened and they
started to fall quickly towards the ground.

 

few minutes ago

seeking.

as amity flown into the sky in fully speed, she could easily circle the entire world at this rate. the
only thing occupied in her mind is to luz as she's the perfect mate for her.

she's been waiting for her rut to arrive and take luz as hers. she's the only dragon the blight wants
ever since the first time their eyes laid on each other, she always felt something for the noceda.

amity caught a scintilla of luz's scent before dulling out but she can still smell her, barely. it
confuses her but she shook it off as her nose not working right in important time.

as she passed the owl house, amity climbed higher to the sky when she loosely follows the scent till
she found something in the horizon. her tail happily whipped side to side when she instantly
recognised who that is.

amity picked up her speed, her wings rapidly flapping to catch up. she saw luz speed up as well and
move to the side which she followed.

when she's only a few meters away, amity bolted her tail towards luz to pull her into her arms with
her claws digging deep for her not to escape as they started free falling.

a roar is heard from luz which surprised amity to how intimidating it sounds making her also let luz
go before she didn't. amity closed her eyes as she started to shift into her dragon form for her front
limbs to hold luz before diving down to the ground.

breaking some branches, she flew through past many trees as she searches for a cave suitable for
them. when amity turned back to her dragonic form, luz lets out a stream of fire making her let her
go and both fell to the ground just outside the cave.

luz was quick to stand up, growling madly as the side of her mouth has smoke emitting from it.
amity stood up as well, her rut is progressively growing worse with it going to her head.

the alpha dragon charged at luz whom leaped to dodge her and kicked her back making her almost
tumble.

grumbling, amity whipped her tail towards luz which she caught and tried to slam amity to the
ground but she jumped to the air with her hand grabbing the pureblood by the neck.



luz yelped when amity flew them inside the cave and pinned her to the floor. she was about to burn
her face off but she realised that it's amity hovering on top of her with her breathing ragged, her
golden eyes glowing and fangs getting sharper.

"amity.."

"mate." amity slammed her lips onto luz's, she was shocked but she kissed back. as they indulge
themselves in the kiss, luz didn't notice that the potion was slowly wearing off as they're getting
into mating.

as they pulled away, amity started placing hungry kisses on luz's neck with their tails wrapping
around each other while her hands travelled across her body. feeling her smooth skin and rough
scales.

luz groaned at the feeling, she watched the blight dragon ravish her. the fire inside is starting to
manifest and grow bigger, hotter with her cheeks lighting up when she saw amity draw away from
the kisses and spreads her legs to let her see her humongous cock that is dribbling and prepared to
take her.

amity licked her lips as she's been waiting for this moment to come for the longest time, she
tightened her wrap on their tails and curled her lip to a smirk. "i won't go slow." she warned but luz
doesn't care as the heat is getting to head, still not noticing her scent is revealing itself.

"please.." she mutters, ready for what's coming and she's just inching for the dragon to take her

it wafted the air which made amity snap her back to reality when she inhaled luz's scent. she
abruptly recoiled back with her eyes widening "luz.. what are- why do you smell like a pureblood?"
amity asked, her voice slightly cracking as she thinks luz already has a mate and it's not her.

luz slowly sat up, her ears are flattened as she looked at luz. "amity, i have something to show you."
she closed her eyes for a moment

her frame grew quickly, her head splits into three with her tail becoming two. her scales shined
even in the dark as her horns and teeth turned sharper. she's bigger than amity in a few feet.

amity is on the floor with her mouth agape, she's flabbergasted but most importantly scared as she
never met a pureblood before. when luz reverted back to her humanoid form buck naked as shifting
tore her clothes.

"i'm sorry i kept this from you. i was trying to find the right time to say it, i swear. please, don't be
afraid." luz said, slowly walking up to amity. she can see her body slightly tremble but is trying to
hide it.

luz knelt down in front of amity, she softly grabbed both of her hands and kissed it. "please?" she
placed them on her face, leaning into her touch to calm her alpha down.

amity caressed luz's cheeks, she took a deep breath and lightly pecked her lips before pushing her
back down to the floor. she started placing soft kissed along luz's neck while she still trembles as a
literally apex pureblood dragon is under her but she kept reminding herself that is luz.

but she can't.



"you're a pureblood?! i- how- what?!" amity is lost for words as she sprung up with her tail going in
between her legs. afraid even alphas get scared when a pureblood stood before them. amity doesn't
know what to do with this information as panic quickly sets in.

"how did i not smell it before?!" amity asked, really wanting answers and luz gladly gives it.

"i asked eda to make me potions to hide my scent. i'm really sorry about hiding from you. you don't
have be afraid of me, i swear!" luz reassured, she slowly stood up but stopped when amity backed
up with her wings wrapping around her body for protection.

"this is insane.. all this time i've been with a pureblood.." amity placed her hand on her head, she
truly cannot believe this revelation and she really does want to believe that luz is different from the
normal purebloods but her instincts are telling to leave.

"i- i'm sorry." amity got off luz, she spreads her wings about to fly off. an apex pureblood the top of
the food chain, the leader of the hereditary pyramid and the kings or queens of everybody. amity
can't bring herself to mate with one, especially luz when she's at the bottom.

luz deeply frowned, she was quick on her feet to grab amity by the tail but she actually leaves and
brought her down to the floor. amity yelped, she raised her hand as a surrender for the pureblood
dragon not to do anything to her.

"don't leave. we're gonna finish what you started, amity." luz said libidinously she got on top of
amity and then brought herself down her cock making both of them moan in ecstasy.

"n- no please.. luz!" amity can't help but moan as she feels both terrified and turned on. with her
horny mind and instincts of flying away from the pureblood, it splits amity as luz started riding her.

"aahh! aahh yes.. it's okay, amity. no need to be afraid of me." luz reassured, she gripped on amity's
stomach as she bounces on her dick with it wonderfully stretching her pussy. luz can still sense and
see amity is still panicking from the inside out which is making her irritated no matter what her
efforts of calming her.

"aah.. ah shit luz!" amity moans, she stared up to luz, seeing her lustful gaze with her real scent in
engulf her nostrils and her humanoid body is slowly growing in it's full scale. completely topping
the alpha dragon.

luz leaned down, pressing her boobs against amity's as she gives her a kiss. amity forces herself to
be at ease as she kept being reminded that this luz and kissed back. their moans muffled as their
tongues slipped inside each other's mouths, tasting one another while luz's hips never stopped
slamming down with her ass bouncing and mad sounds of skin slapping echoing throughout the
cave.

amity moaned, her air is quickly running out but luz is showing no signs of ever pulling away even
if the dragon is writhing under her is finally the time when luz pulled away with a thick string of
saliva between them that stayed long before disappearing.

"luz.." amity panted, her face severely red with her claws digging deep into the stone. her tail
furiously wagged on the side as she can feel luz's snatch gripping on her, making her climax to
appear. luz moaned as she rolled her head back, she can feel amity's rod hitting that one spot and
she drove it deeper earning a howl of pleasure from the blight.



"aah! aahh that's it. it feels so good, doesn't it?" luz bit her lip, she moved her hands down to
amity's hips then hands to intertwine it. the pureblood's tail whipped sids to side with her climax
getting closer and she's willing to take the alpha's knot.

"hmgh.. ye- yeah.." amity is still afraid but the pleasure is overpowering it. she moaned along with
luz as it goes out of the cave, letting whoever is passing by to hear the two dragons mate with their
scents mixing and became overwhelming for anyone to inhale it.

"aahgh- oh fuck luz!!" it's like fireball that's been holding back from firing, exploding for a long
time till amity finally erupted inside luz as they screamed each other's name and luz's clench
tightened with amity's barbs activating to let their cums mix and ferment inside luz while they rode
down their highs.

luz closed her eyes for a few long seconds before snapping them open as she started to see stars in
her vision with her first hard climax making her woozy. she slowly dropped herself down on
amity's chest who hesitantly wrapped her arms around her.

"thanks, amity." luz whispered as she nuzzled up to her mate's neck with her fingers lazily tracing
her sharp jawline.

"it's nothing. you could've told me you're a pureblood early, you know." amiy said, she wrapped her
tail around luz's once again and tight hugged her but luz lifted her head to give amity a raised brow.

"then, we wouldn't have reached this point now have we?" she quipped making amity giggle and
plant a kiss on her forehead.

"fair point."



Good Boy

Chapter Summary

genderbent amelia x luz

requested smut by @Lainspari

amelia- aimilios
luz- lucio
lucia- luciano
amity- ambert

"hey, ami. ready to go home?" lucio popped his head inside the abominations classroom after the
screaming bell, well screamed, he saw the two blight brothers perking up when they heard the
youngest noceda call for either of them.

"oh, hey lucio. also, who are you calling?" ambert asked as he stood up from his table with his
brother, aimilios following behind with his eyes focused on lucio.

he always like the boy ever since he proved of being more than a human. the appeal of his innocent
looking face allures the blight to be dangerous, his lean but small frame that aimilios could easily
swoop him off the floor and just everything lucio has wants him want him more, want him harder.

aimilios is glad that lucio is his friend but he wants more than that.

"i don't know but he sure did me a favor in making you get come closer to me." luciano appeared
beside his little brother and placed his elbow on his head as he leaned against lucio making him
groan. "get off you're heavy.." he muttered but his asshole of a brother only placed more of his
weight on him.

"so, you free today?" luciano asked his boyfriend, ambert who stopped in front of the noceda
brothers with a small grin on his face. they got together a few months ago leaving their youngest
and eldest brothers alone as they're busy with each other so aimilios thought he could be as well.

"no, maybe some other time, midget." ambert replied, he walked past luciano who blinked just to
process what his boyfriend just said before letting out a chuckle.

"well, i got go. tell eda i won't be home till tomorrow!" luciano said, he ruffled lucio's hair and
jogged to watch up with ambert as they head out of the school. leaving their brothers behind per
usual.

"there goes lover boy." lucio muttered. aimilios stopped in front of lucio who fixed himself after
being almost crushed. he rubbed his shoulder as he also looked at the direction the two went.

"yeah. you said something about going home?" aimilios asked and lucio turn his head at the blight
that made his cheeks slightly heating up when those bright hazel eyes land on his golden ones.



"oh, yep! do you wanna have a sleepover? it's okay if you don't wanna, i just get lonely without luci
to be my cuddle buddy." lucio requested with him fiddling his fingers cutely as he doesn't know if
aimilios would accept but the response came almost instantly.

"yes!"

lucio was taken aback a little but he lets out a soft giggle that made the witch's blush get worse.
"good to know! come on, think we're the only ones left here." he coiled his arm around aimilios'
and started walking out of hexside with his best friend's brother combusting into dust as he thanked
the titan for giving him a chance.

they talked all the way to the owl house and lucio led them up to his room that finally has a bed.
aimilios looked around at the many paraphernalia all around that could mostly belong to the owl
house, there's a few picture frames standing by some flat surfaces displaying the inhabitants of the
owl house as a family.

"make yourself home. i'll just change if you don't mind." lucio said as he placed his bag down the
bed while aimilios looks around.

"yeah, i'll j-" aimilios froze when he saw lucio starting to take off his shirt to reveal his toned torso,
defined back muscles and mild scars from fights or adventures he's been in.

"i think i should give you some privacy.." aimilios said as his dong instantly awakened, he crossed
his legs to hide it but it doesn't help when lucio proceeds to take off his multi colored leggings to
show his starred boxers that tightly hugged his buxom ass.

"no, it's fine. we're both boys anyways." lucio reasoned, he turned around for aimilios to see his
faint bulge as he went to his drawer to get the clothes he needed. gulping, aimilios is blushing
harder than a tomato could as many intrusive thoughts started swirling in his mind, coming up with
scenarios but he shook his head and looked down to see his own aggravated bulge.

then, something came to aimilios' mind, he looked up to lucio again to see him slipping his shirt on.
"um.. if you don't mind asking, who do you like?" he asked making lucio look over his shoulder
and hummed as he thinks.

"well, i like girls." lucio started.

"oh.." aimilios became downcast but the noceda isn't done.

"and boys so i'm bi like luciano!" aimilios beamed by the sound of that. if he has a tail, it'd be
wagging rapidly by now. this means he has a chance with the cutest boy in the boiling isles,
aimilios started to slowly approach lucio without his knowledge as he resumed putting his clothes
on.

"by the way, what prompted you to ask?" lucio felt a pair of big arms wrap around him, he doesn't
mind as everyone does that but he felt something hard press against his ass.

"because i'm gay for you." aimilios whispered, his face close to lucio's ear that made him shudder
from the witch's hot breath. he grinds himself on the boy while his hands slowly slithered up his
shirt, feeling his rock hard chest but sensitive nipples.



"ami.." lucio's breathing hitched when he felt the blight started tweaking his nipples. aimilios
hummed, he placed kisses on his smooth neck as his other hand travels down to his boxers to give
his growing hard on a squeeze and slowly rubbed it through the cloth.

"you made me feel things for you, luz. you made my heart weak and for that i wanna do bad things
to you. do you want that, baby boy?" aimilios whispered, his voice lowered to another octave with
sultry evident that sent ripples of arousal for the noceda who's legs are turning jelly from the
touches the blight gives.

"y- yeah.." lucio replied with his dick fully hard in aimilios' hand.

smirking, aimilios stepped back and lucio turned around, about to ask why did he stop but the
blight was quick to order "take it off then." lucio nodded, he was swift to take off his only two
pieces of clothing and his cock sprung into view for aimilios, he licked his lips at the sight of it.

it's big but not as big as a witch's.

aimilios took off his own clothing and his monstrous cock popped out of his boxers for lucio to see.
he gulped as the sized is a daunting thick 12-13 inches with visible veins surrounding it as his balls
contracting and dick twitching excitedly from staring at the smaller boy.

"come here, baby." aimilios said as he beckoned lucio who looked to be in a trance while
approaching the witch. aimilios grabbed lucio's hand, led him to a flat surface with his stomach
down, lucio looked behind him to see aimilios admiring his ass before giving it a hard slap making
him groan with his blush getting redder by the second.

"just relax. your idiot of a brother won't be here till dawn." aimilios whispered, he slowly leaned
down to lucio's face with their eyes glowing from the heating lust coursing throughout their body
and their lips just inches away.

"we have this night all to ourselves." as their lips finally closed in the space. lucio moaned at the
feeling of aimilios tongue swirling inside his mouth, he liked the blight since the wailing star
shenanigans in the library. he just didn't know what or how to say it because he really thought
aimilios is hetero.

but thank titan he's gay.

pulling away, aimilios moved back down to lucio's ass, spreading his cheeks but he didn't start what
he wanted. "do you want me to eat your ass?" he asked as he doesn't have any other way to say it.
he wanted to make lucio's second hole wet for an easier entry.

"uh.. n- no." lucio got self conscious when the blight asked that. he never thought the day of him
getting fucked by aimilios would be today and he doesn't his face to be close down there.

nodding, "okay. i just wanna make sure you're comfortable." aimilios respected the human's wish
and softly rubbed his head as he gave him a loving kiss on the side. then, he made a spell circle for
a bottle of lube to appear in his hand and popped it open to pour the warm liquid on lucio who
shivered at the sensation.

as everything is all nice and wet, aimilios rubbed his cock covered lube. he slowly aligned himself
on lucio, peering down at him to see if he's still alright "ready?" he asked and lucio nodded in
response.



then, aimilios started to push in making the noceda groan and a hiss a little from the girth stretching
his ass. he gripped the edge of the platform as he takes in the blight the best he can. aimilios can see
that he's struggling, he started giving him comforting kisses on his shoulder while whispering sweet
things.

"you're doing good, luz. just a little more." his soft tone both aroused and comforted lucio as he
eased in his touch letting his tight grip on the dick loosen a little but the pain is still evident, yet
bearable.

when everything is inside, lucio lets out a shaky exhale, his knuckles already white and aimilios
continued his praises for the boy "that's it, good boy." he nibbled the lucio's ear and started to
slowly move, making him grow accustomed to his bulk as he listens to his low moans.

"i love you." aimilios said, he rested his chin on lucio's shoulder with his thrust steadily picking up
speed.

"i- i love you too.. ngh-" lucio moaned when aimilios goes into his preferred speed, he can feel him
ramming a perfect spot with his balls hitting his own. his body jolted forward each time the blight
slams into him with his cock ricocheting and secreting precum.

"ami!!" lucio looked over her shoulder once again to look at the blight, seeing his white face be
redder than a beet as bullets of sweat rolled down the sides and muscles tensing adding to the effect
of arousal for the human.

"aahh fuck yeah luz.." aimilios groaned, he held lucio's hips tightly, he can feel his fat bouncing on
him. he bit his lip when lucio looked at him, he dreamt of his and finally gets to fuck the boy of his
dreams. it feels like he's reaching heaven in every clench.

"so tight.." aimilios looked down at lucio's ass, he gave it another slap earning a moan from the boy.
he grabbed his legs, lifting it and shifted into his high gear in pounding lucio, he's writhing in
pleasure as the blight sent surges of euphoria all over him making his cock threatening to burst any
second now.

"who's my good boy?!" aimilios grabbed a handful of lucio's hair to make him look up the ceiling.
drool dribbled down the side of his mouth with his tongue rolling down from the intense
gratification in his ass.

"m- me!!" lucio shouted, he lifted himself off the platform and gripped onto aimilios hands for
support. the witch kept wildly railing the smaller human, he lifted lucio in another way. his legs are
pressed against the noceda, aimilios hugging him while he thrusts deep into his rectum pulling him
closer to the edge.

"aimilio!!!" lucio screamed his lover's name as he finally came. his strings of cum flying and
dropping to the floor. aimilios kept thrusting for a few minutes before popping inside lucio, his
cock plunged deep as he shoots his warm seeds inside him making the noceda tremble at the feeling
before turning limp in the blight's arms.

both boys panted heavily as they rode each other's highs, aimilios gently lowered lucio down and
pulled out of him, his cock coated on his own cum and he watched it leak out of his ass making him
feel a sense of pride that he took lucio's cherry before anyone else.



aimilios led lucio toward the bed and made him lie on top of him. "you did so well. good job,
baby." he complimented as he placed a kiss on lucio's head making him smile and nuzzle up to his
boyfriend's neck "thanks."

"does it hurt? do you need anything? refreshments? food?" aimilios asked, his instincts coming in
as he looked at lucio who's trying not to be blissed out after that fuck.

"a second round would be good."



One Of A Kind

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'in a mission'

part 1 in chapter 172

CRASH

a giant alien in it's all fours bursts into a house in a town unknown to both of them. amity shifted
back to her humanoid form with luz carried by her hidden arms looking like she's about to pass out
from that fast trip from the desert to a secluded town.

it took like 5 to 10 minutes with amity easily evading the police and alien conspiracy theories about
to make their biggest breakthrough.

"whoa, this is my godmother's house.." luz said before completely passing out in the alien's arms.
amity looked at the naked human then observed the entire place and spotted a seeping crimson on
the floor under the rubble but they ignored and proceeded to head upstairs. kicking down doors till
amity kicked the third door to reveal the bed.

they walked towards the bed and gently placed luz down to the pillows, covering her nude body
with the covers before heading for a door- a wardrobe that they've been interested in opening. as the
wooden doors swung open, folded and hanged clothes are presented in front of them.

amity grabbed one and lifted in front of them to see if it's a fit. too small. they dropped it and took
another that is flannel, the alien wore it but the clothe was easily torn to shreds by their big build.

amity grabbed the last one under all of the clothes that is a really oversized white shirt, they easily
slipped it on and looked down at themselves to see it's a little tight but comfortable enough. they
just have to be careful not to rip this.

they grabbed a pair of jogging pants before placing another set of clothes on the edge of the bed for
luz to wear when she wakes up. they headed back downstairs with a couple of hanged photos on the
walls. amity stopped to look at it, seeing a grown woman who looks to be in her 30's and has a mint
green hair.

amity copied it. her hair flowing down just above her shoulders, her skin turning white and frame
turning small but still lean and her golden eyes remained the same. her tail shrink inside her spine,
her whiskers of a tentacle turned into freckles with some spots darker than the rest.

amity continued down the messy living room, she raised her hand with the fingertips glowing in
blue to make the debris rattle for a moment and float midair to return to it's once rightful place.
mending back to the walls and ceiling till it looks as if nothing happened.



she looked down at the dead body that was crushed by the debris, it was the woman. she aimed her
hand at her and the floorboards started to crack open to reveal the undergrowth with it's tendrils
wrapped around her body to pull her under the house.

with the floor sucking up the blood, amity examined the living room again to see if she missed
anything and a doorbell snapped her head at the front door. amity's second pair of eyes opened to
see through the door, spotting one heat signature standing by porch before closing it as she
approached the door to swing open to see a woman.

amity doesn't know how humans interact so she just have to wing it while not being obvious she's
not from here.

"salutations." perfect.

"hey, amelia. we sorta heard an explosion or something around here. is everything alright in there?"
the woman asked, thinking amity is the one in the picture she saw. also trying to look over amity's
shoulder to spot something out of ordinary but amity's body simply blocked her view by not
moving.

"yes. yes, everything is alright." amity stiffly replied, she stared right into the woman's eyes that
reflect nothing of interest for the alien.

"did you change your hair? or are you another family member?" the woman asked, getting a little
skeptical as she tries to find something to rat out amity. noting the sudden shortness when this
amelia girl has a long mane one and her overnight growth spurt.

"yes. i am her.. cousin, amity." amity simply replied and the woman seemed to buy it as she
couldn't find anything that might be of use to raise suspicions on.

"oh, is amelia around then?"

amity shook her head "no. she is out of the house for a visit of my other cousins." she must've
worded that wrong but it doesn't matter as she's getting bored in this stale conversation with a
human she isn't even interested in.

"oh okay, can i-" amity slammed the door close instead.

huffing, amity walked back to the living room and stopped in front of a long, thin rectangle black
box plastered on the wall. she tilts her head in curiosity, she slowly approached it and placed her
hand on the screen only to do nothing.

till she noticed a small collection of buttons on the bottom right.

-----

luz slowly opened her eyes as she heard muffled noises somewhere, the first thing she saw is the
dark ceiling and turned to a closed window that displays the night. she slept throughout the day.

luz tried to spring up the bed but winced when she felt her lower half numb, she slowly raised
herself while hissing, she placed her hand her stomach and noticed some clothes near by legs. she
extended her hand to quickly snatch it and wear.



she slipped out of bed as she got the pants on and started to head out of the room slowly, walking
like a penguin carrying the egg while holding in shit. luz walked down the stairs with the noise
getting louder till she's down in the living room to see amity standing in front of an open tv with it's
sound in full volume and is really close to it.

"amity?" luz called as she got close to the alien, she saw the tv is playing a cartoon and looked at
amity when she said; "this.. metal box is intriguing."

"it's called a television or tv for short." luz softly chuckles as she forgot that amity is literally out of
this world and everything familiar to luz is foreign to whatever species amity is.

"i see." amity mutters, nodding.

"you can also change the channels with this remote." luz grabbed the nearby remote and started
flipping the channels making amity's freckles light up in child like curiosity with her human ears
reverting back to her original one as it flapped. luz covered her mouth as she holds it in a squeal
and a laugh because it's so cute.

amity watched the various channels getting flashed before her eyes till something came to her mind
"are you feeling alright? do you feel any sort of pain?" she asked, turning her body to face luz with
her ears becoming to human again.

"no, just a little sore that's all." luz replied, amity slowly stepped forward and softly placed her
hand on her flat stomach, sensing only sensing luz but she knows another will add later on.

luz looked up to amity seeing her glowing golden eyes, it looks so strange yet comforting. she
remembered before they left where they fucked, amity stepped in front of her to protect her. maybe
because she's going to bear her offspring and gonna kill her with her baby in tow. she doesn't know
how amity works or thinks when she doesn't even know her well.

"are you hungry?" luz asked, subverting from the thought of pregnancy and babies as she can feel
her stomach rumbling. she hasn't eaten since breakfast. amity noticed it too and removed her hand
from luz as she also feels hungry.

"i suppose i could some sustenance." amity said making luz scoff "okay first off, no one says
'sustenance' anymore you'll only make yourself more suspicious. that's the first rule you wanna
blend in." she advised headed over to the kitchen, opening it's lights and grabbed an apple in the
basket while amity followed suit.

"catch." luz tossed the apple towards amity who easily caught it and lowered her hand to look at the
clean red glossy apple. "what am i supposed to do?" she asked, confused and was about to throw it
back but luz stopped her.

"take a bite. you'll like it." luz encouraged, amity looked down at the apple again and raised it
closer to her nose to take a sniff. it smells nothing so amity opened her mouth and slowly sank her
teeth into it's skin that made a crunch and goes deeper till she got a chunk to start chewing on. the
fruit's juices filled her tongue and the skin continues to making crunches till she swallow it.

"well?" luz watched the whole thing and she saw amity's face light up while she eats making the
noceda smile at the positive reaction. "crisp and juicy." amity replied and didn't hesitate to take a
big bite this time, she almost ate the whole thing.



"you think that's good? wait till you try this! i hope whoever the owner of this house is in a long
vacation." luz turned around to go to the refrigerator, letting the cool air out with it's light opening
and her eyes immediately landed on a familiar red packet and she grabbed it to place it on the
island where amity is waiting with the apple no longer in her hand.

not even the seed.

amity started the pudding and her face contorted into cringe as she looked at luz on the other hand
who's rather excited about it "human feces." the alien said with disgust as that's what she thinks
which took luz aback and lets out an offended gasp.

"wha- no! it's chocolate pudding. here and don't eat the spoon." luz popped one open, scooped a big
spoonful and offered it to amity who's more hesitant that with the apple. she grabbed the spoon and
slowly brought it closer to her mouth, the disgust in her face didn't leave until she closed her mouth
on the spoon.

luz watched amity pulled the spoon out of her mouth and started chewing or smacking her lips
rather before gulping. her pupils dilated with her ears going back to original and her tail popping
out to wagging rapidly behind her as her freckles once again glows.

she loves it.

amity noticed that the package has as three more inside and she easily wolfed down the first and
pointed at the rest while looking at luz like a child asking for a toy.

"may i have more?"

-----

"it has been approximately 14 days after my arrival in earth and mated with a human. the gestation
period is 9 to 10 months so i will be staying in this planet for a while till the newborn comes. the
human i've selected is luz noceda, she apparently lives in a town called the boiling isles and i found
her in the crash site of my ship due to malfunction."

"luz has taught me... human stuff. for example, the many variations of food. languages of many
cultures and how to live like a human. she showed me the sunset up in the northern peak of the
town we are current on and told me about her life in her home and i told mine but not the mission.
never the mission."

 

"as you know, my real name is ahmohikqt. last born and heir of alaqkoryo." amity started, she
rubbed her knuckles as she stared out in the horizon with golden hues glimmer from it before
continuing.

"i am a vrinqrod. we're found in the far off galaxy of kornolli. it's approximately trillions away from
yours and our homeworld is named vrinqro. it is a lush, dangerous and toxic planet. no other
sentient but us can breath and thrive in our home or even step foot on it."

"us vrinqrod are born with a selected title like i am an agile type so i belong in that said group
though there are some vrinqrods that can have two abilities or so but everything is embraced as



along you have a purpose." amity said, she closed her fist and opened it to make it into a
warhammer, then sword before reverting back to a normal hard. it made luz awestruck.

"what about you?" amity asked as she turned her head at luz.

"well, i never fitted in with the rest of the kids. they say i'm too weird, too stupid and they don't
want that person in their friends circle but it's okay. never needed the toxicity anyways." luz said,
waving her hands in dismissal as she tells her stories to amity. unbothered and nonchalant about
the past but amity is another story.

they both sat in the edge of the cliff, watching big orange red sun retreat to the east to rest and now
giving the moon a chance to shine.

"well.. they're a complete pobweh's shit." amity retorts as she cannot believe someone would
outcast a human like luz. in fact, why discriminate in the first place?

"pob what?" luz was baffled at the unique name.

"pobweh. it's one of our loyal steeds back in my planet. though we, agility types, don't really need a
pobweh to travel. it's still a high honor to have one as they are difficult to capture." amity
explained, this only fuelled luz's wonder and interest in learning the alien's way of life and planet.

"geez, you guys have weird names in a good way." luz giggles which made amity's cheeks heat up.
her golden eyes dawned on the human as they light sliver of light shone on her perfect tanned
complexion. there's a bubbling feeling inside amity that she can't truly explain but maybe leaning in
to give her a kiss just as the sun goes down might give her the answers.

"and we.. mated again. i know i should only mate once with my partner but.. why do i suddenly feel
the urge of.. desire. i crave for the thrill, the pleasure. it never happened before. i have been taking
this mission longer than i could remember and i never got this sensation before. my indicator
always lights up in green to the others so why did it turn blue to luz...?" amity paused for a moment
as she started to really think about it.

luz is the only person amity hasn't left her side during gestation period because some species do
take longer than others but they still leave the mother to find more to mate in means to increase
their numbers. and amity is practically tailing her anywhere like a 'dog' as she said once.

and amity always feels odd whenever they get sensual or just be together in one room to talk.
everything she hasn't felt before is happening now all at once it's almost- no it's overwhelming but
only one conclusion came to amity that could be preposterous but plausible at the same time.

"could it be her being the one?" amity asked out loud in her recorder as she sat in the bathroom
inside the toilet.
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"bye mami!" luz waved her mother goodbye as she slowly closed the door while she watched
camila's car drive away is when she closed the door and she quickly rushed to the living room to
see amity sitting in one of the couches with her phone.

"amity!" luz jumped onto amity's lap which caught her off guard and almost dropped her phone.
"luz, don't do that!" she said, she placed her phone to the side for it not to be destroyed in whatever
luz has in mind for today.

"sorry i'm just excited for today!" luz said, bouncing a little on amity's lap which she doesn't mind
as she stared at the noceda big smile that held the obvious innocence but it looked wrong like
something is lying behind that.

"and what is it?" amity asked, she tried to push off luz but she grabbed both of her wrists and
placed both of it on her cheeks and yelled without absolute hesitation.

"i really like you and have sex with you!"

amity took a moment to process what the hell was just said before deeply frowning "w- what?! luz,
you're literally 11 a- and where did you learn that word?!" she exclaimed, she dropped luz to the
couch and stood up with her hand against her temple to rub it. internally panicking.

"from my classmate boscha! she said she had sex with her best friend and i wanna do it to you too
since you're my best friend!" luz reasoned, she didn't fully grasp what boscha really meant about
having sex with skara in the restroom before class.

"she said like this." so luz made an okay sign and rapidly inserted her finger, going in and out
making amity's face turn red in embarrassment. "stop stop, i know what it is no need to demonstrate
it!" she buried her face in her hands as she can't believe she has to deal with this today.

"do you even know what the fu- what you just said?" amity held herself from

"nope! but we did learn about the penis and vagina today, i didn't get it so what is it?" right, luz is in
the fifth grade and is still oblivious to slowly maturing side of her life. amity is not up to be the one
to teach that to a kid so innocent like luz.

"it's basically how you're made. your parents work hard in the bedroom then out you came." amity
did the most simplest explanation of sex to an 11 year old. how subtle can she get?



"and were you gonna say 'fuck'?" luz quipped as she tilts her head making amity groan more in her
hands. it's too late for innocent luz but her obliviousness could come in useful for once.

"wha.. who taught you that?!" amity asked and the young noceda simply replied of "boscha! she
knows alot and my classmates really like her!" she tilted her head and stood up to start doing
something while amity is preoccupied.

"or she just has brain damage." amity muttered under her breath then her eyes widens when she saw
luz pull her pants down to reveal her semi hard rod, it's still developing but already has some curls
of pubic hair.

"putain d'enfer! put your privates back inside your pants now!" amity quickly averted her gaze with
her hand covering her eyes not daring to look.

"but amity i really wanna have sex with you. boscha said skara grabbed her peepee first so," luz
approached amity with her holding her already circumcised dick, grabbed one of the blight's hand
and made her hold it, making her feel it's soft but hard state.

"luz!"

"amity please! just this one time and i promise won't ask again!" luz begged, she tugged on amity's
shirt to lead her back to the couch as she sat down. amity slowly pulled her hand out of her eyes
and looked down to luz's crotch she's covering.

"j.. just one and never again. got it? also please don't tell camila about this." amity said, not wanting
to go in a bad place by agreeing to do this. luz vigorously nodded her head "i promise!" she replied
and motioned amity down to her knees in front of her which she hesitantly does.

"i don't know what comes next so um, let's just wing it." luz shrugged. amity slowly nodded, she
removed her hand off luz's crotch to see her dick once again, she started stroking it while looking at
luz's expressions.

"hmgh.. it kinda feels good.." luz whispers, she leaned back to the couch and watched amity's hand
work on her, making her cock go in it's erected cock. luz is still growing but her size is an
impressive 7 and a half or so, really above the average for her age.

"yeah?" amity licked the tip and easily took the whole thing inside making luz moan at the sudden
surge of wet pleasure engulfing her cock. she gripped amity's head with hands as she started
sucking her off.

"ah! yeah!" luz bit her lip, she caressed amity's cheek for a second before gripping her hair again
and her hips subconsciously thrusting up. amity's tongue rolled all over luz, with the girth in her
mouth, she's starting to like this as she listens to luz's moans.

"oh my goodness.. y- your tongue- aahh!" luz twitched and trembled when she left amity flick her
tongue on her tip at the same time squeezing her balls. luz sat up a little to fasten her thrusts in
amity's mouth who dropped her hands as she lets the young girl take her mouth.

"a- amity, i love you so much.." luz tightened her grip on the blight's hair and she picked up her
pace as she can feel something weird in her stomach. she curled, hugged amity's head close with
her hips still slamming into her before letting out an ecstasy filled moan when she ejaculated for the
first time.



amity groaned as she feels she warm spews of cum fill her mouth and waited for a few seconds
before pulling out, easily gulping down the noceda's shots as she stood up, wiping her lips. "there.
don't ask again, alright."

"b- but-" luz tries to protest as she wants more out of that, she wants to go inside amity but she
hissed at her instead.

"no buts! i did what you asked and i'm not giving you a vaginal. end of story."
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luz is frustrated and horny and not in a good way.

luz has been fucking every demon in the nine layers of hell, flew even to greece's and norse
versions to get fucked. gave satan a fucking lap dance just to get railed by him. satan was not easy
to please, only one managed and it made luz the second but goddamn not even the prince of
darkness can get rid of her high libido.

and don't even get her started with mortals. to put it simply in one word: weak.

luz walked down the busy street, she turned to an alleyway and sighed deeply as she's gonna come
back home fruitless and still horny. soon enough, she'll be so horny that she'll be pounded by the
abominable snowman and bigfoot if they're real.

she's getting desperate, let's get that straight and if luz doesn't get a life changing dick or pussy,
she'll burn this world to make god start over again and give whoever the dick or pussy luz wanted
and keep them forever till they're useless like the others.

sighing deeply, "can a woman just get a good sex for once even in after life?" luz groaned, she took
off her leather jacket to reveal her black bra topped by a fishnet crop top and has ripped jeans on.
her walking turned slow but kept walking her eyes listening to every sound the alleyway has.

"all i get is these limp dicks, nasty pussy bitches." luz yawned loudly to barely mask the crunching
footsteps behind her, she let out another sigh "when am i gonna find the right one, huh?"

luz rubbed the back of her neck, speeding up the rubbing to signify her irritability before grabbing
her nape to force it to turn in a full 180 to see someone following her, her nonexistent bones
cracking making someone cringe by the sound of it.

"maybe behind me?" luz saw a girl just a few feet away and she swiftly charged towards her in full
speed but the demon was quick to snap her head back in place to catch the girl's neck and slammed
her to the wall making her groan.

then, a sudden burst of light appeared before her, luz hissed at the sight of it that made her go out in
her demonic form as a mint haired angel with her wings having the same color and auburn tips. luz
blinked at the beauty in front of her, the scowl on her face triggered something inside her.

"ooh, hey there, lucky star. what are you doing out tonight? you know we're usually out hunting in
this hour." luz asked with her tone dripping sultry as her serpents came out the stone wall to wrap
around the angel's wrists above her head.



the serpents hissed as their bodies sizzled from the holy aura the angel emits but luz held them
there with a protective coat. the angel glared at the smug demon but due to how provocative she's
dressed, the affliction between their legs is steadily growing and will soon be noticed or later.  

"for victims to corrupt and add to your endless stacks of innocent bones?" the angel spat, she tried
to get out of the snake restraint but it only got tighter with the snakes hissing as a warning. luz
smirked when the angel stopped but kept glaring at her with fury in those golden hues. 

"well that too but that's not what i'm up here." luz cupped the celestial being's cheeks making their
skins burn upon contact as they're not supposed to interact after being born on both ends of the
spectrum.  

"i'm more interested in why someone like you would be following me. am i pretty for you?" luz
tilts her head as she wants her ego to be fed after a long night of meaningless sex.

"pretty profane and vile and malignant and-" the angel bombarded the demon with profanities but a
finger was pressed against her lips to shut her up.

"hush baby girl. geez, you're so serious that you didn't even tell me your name yet." luz said, she
slowly snake down to the angel's clean, fresh white suit that sadly will be drenched in either blood
or cum.

maybe both.

"it's amity. amity blight, master of the seventh dominion. ruler of the orion bodies and heir of the
seraphim alador." amity gladly boasted her high titles to a lower demon who doesn't look an ounce
impressive as she never really liked or used titles much unless it's fuckbuddies.

"uh huh yeah well i'm luz noceda the hottest bitch and i got sent to hell because god can't handle
me. you know why?" luz nonchalantly said and leaned closer to her question, their faces just inches
away making amity's face slightly heat up.

"because i ate and blew his archangels! mr. christ got jealous. i didn't give him one." luz boasted
back, she lets out a devious cackle as she plucked the small dirt out of her nails and started up to
amity.

"what? jealous that you're not one of those archangels?" luz quipped but amity only scoffed and
rolled her eyes to make her disinterest seem realistic when her body is reacting so differently.

"as if, demon." she sneered but she saw luz's eyes travel down to her pants and her smirk only
widened.

"really? seemed like you wanted one." luz started unbuckling amity's pants, hearing her protests but
she didn't listen as the snakes finally sank it's fangs on her wrist making amity wince.

"don't worry, i'll gladly give you this for free, sweetheart." luz said as she knelt down in front of
amity, pulling down her pants for her holy matrimony of a cock sprung out, hitting her face.

"wowie, dominion. what a nice package you got here." luz purred, she gripped the big cock and
started pumping it hard making amity moan. her limbs are starting to get weak from the short
handjob till the demon is now giving her dripping tip kitten licks, getting a taste of her while giving



the angel lechery gazes to let her know her true intentions for tonight before she drives the cock
deep into her throat.

"aahh!! aah oh shit.." amity clenched her fists tightly as she watched luz bob her head while she
takes it without difficulty. the blight twitched when she felt luz's tongue toyed with her tip, her hand
massaging her heavy balls.

luz hummed as she's starting to like this with the girth wonderfully stretching her mouth and it's
actually reaching her throat.

is this what she's looking for? a person from another end of the spectrum, well luz hasn't had a holy
pussy or dick in a while before she was banished so this might be it.

"fuck- go faster!" amity easily broke the snake and gripped both of luz's horns to start thrusting
hard into her mouth. the angel moaned out not worrying if anyone could hear them outside their
little bubble of illusion.

luz moaned at this, she smirked from the inside as she felt the angel's cock go deeper into her
mouth and she never chokes. she gripped amity's pants and slowly fluttered her eyes closed, letting
herself be used.

"aahh fuck.." this is the first time amity actually fucks someone since an angel should never fall for
a human but luz isn't a human, does that count?

amity looked down on luz to see her flustered face, she's met many demons in both trying to kill
her or to fuck to be fucked by her. luz is different as amity actually feels something from that slutty
mouth of hers, motivating her to go harder. stronger.

"you're gonna be a good whore and take my cum, right?" amity growled as she can feel her climax
coming in closer. luz hummed as a reply while she fingers herself, this might be the one she's
looking for! this is exciting.

then, in a final deep thrust, amity came down luz's throat and she started gulping down the hot
loads of cum of the angel before slowly withdrawing to let the rest fly into her face.

"damn, you've been holding in alot huh?" luz chuckles as she wipes and licks amity's remaining
cum off. amity panted heavily, her wings slightly spread behind her with her face getting redder and
redder by the second. she wants more and she won't hesitate to do it.

"and i got more coming." amity pulled luz up to her feet, pulled her close before soaring into the
dark midnight sky of a summer saturday night. the angel's wings spread wide, stretching about 12-
20 feet before it enveloped their bodies as they started spinning creating a massive fireball before
quickly extinguishing as they got a room once the wings opened for luz to see a gold riddled room
but has a simple decor. 

the bed is stuffed by most comfortable foam, the white sheets knitted with the finest cotton and silk
combination that is also stuffed of a peacock's feathers for maximum comfort and the thin finely
woven voile blinds did the bare minimum to hide of what's gonna happen inside this bed room but
it doesn't matter.

amity threw luz onto the bed who easily melted in it but is starting to burn as they're in heaven after
all with the angel easily getting on top of her. "i admire your aesthetic. is this your real room?" she



asked as she slowly took off amity's clothes with her clothed pussy rubbing against her still erected
cock making amity lowly moan.

"no now shut up." amity replied, she ripped all of the demon's clothes off, spread her legs and lifted
it for her to see how wet luz became. smirking, she grinds her cock against her clit earning a
whimper from the demon.

"come on, just shove it in." luz whined, it only fueled amity more to do a sinful act then she noticed
the burning blisters on luz's skin and she's not even screaming in anguish when her horny mind is
clouding her register to pain.

"oops. here you go." amity snapped her finger to make a golden collar to appear on her neck along
with a leash. it made the burning stop and establish who has more control over the other and luz
dies for it.

"you won't get burned and if your pussy's good, i just might keep you." amity said as she rolled the
leash around her knuckles and luz giggles at that statement, she grasped her cock once again to
stroke it while slowly leaning up.

"oh you know my pussy's good the moment you tore off my clothes." luz closed the space between
them, smoke emitted from their lips but the sizzling was tolerable and tilted their head to deepen
the kiss with their tongues clashing. amity groaned as she felt luz's snake like tongue invading her
mouth with own swirling in luz's cavern, getting a taste of herself and blood.

pulling away, amity pushed luz down again and drove her holy cock inside the taboo pussy. luz
moaned in ecstasy, she gripped amity's shoulder as she started thrusting without letting the demon
adjust. she doesn't mind.

"aahh!! holy shit fuck! oh yeah just like that!" luz moaned loudly, she bucked her hips as she
gripped the bed sheets, her claws ripping it. she can feel amity's cock ramming hard in her pussy,
immediately hitting that one spot that can drive a woman mad.

this is it. the life changing sex luz has been searching for!

"oh.. aah damn.." amity bit her lip when luz clenched around her, feeling her hot snatch wrap
around her pulsing cock. she gripped both of the demon's legs up, spreading them as wide as she
can before turning her in an angle for more access earning an erotic moan from luz as she's starting
to be taken over by bliss.

"aaahh- harder! fuck me harder, you halo bit- aahhh yes!!" luz attempted to taunt amity to go harder
but she was cut off as the angel was already three steps ahead of her and her hips went into
inhumane speeds. luz's body violently convulses as it jerks forward every time with pleasure wildly
running throughout her body. 

luz's tail wrapped around amity's thigh, she looked up to her and saw those glowing golden eyes
dawning on her with lust seeping in. she can feel and hear her quiet moans as she fucks the demon,
luz cupped her cheeks to pull her down for another kiss.

while kissing, amity started making a sigil on luz's stomach to make it official that she belongs to
her. with the sigil glowing in bright sunlight yellow, amity pushed her hand on her stomach making
luz wheeze and moan louder than before as it engraved in her skin, burning it till coming down.



luz looked down at the sigil before letting out a chuckle "so you do want me." she said, wiggling
her brows. it's gonna be a new experience having an angel marked and fated with her, she doesn't
know where this is gonna go but she loves the thrill.

"yeah. i do." amity didn't try to hide her truth and luz smiles at that. then, her climax appeared and
started to rapidly grow tighter with amity ruthlessly pounding her, making a mess of the bed. good
thing it doesn't squeak or else the poor thing would be on the floor by now.

"aaahh fuck!! amity!!!" luz screamed the angel's name as she finally comes hard for the first time
in- she doesn't know when was the last time she came like this but goddamn it felt good. it made
her want more right after.

amity shoots her second load of cum inside luz whose ovaries are turned off as always, not wanting
to give birth to an abomination while being railed by another being beyond her comprehension.
especially with an angel because no one fucked or got fucked by one till now.

"aah yeah.." luz sighed in delight as she shuddered at the feeling of warm cum spewing, filling her
up good. amity slowly pulled out, laid down beside luz as she pulled her into an embrace.

"stay with me for tonight." amity whispered as she rested her chin on top of luz's head while luz
lazily plays with her hair. "i don't even know where the exit is." she replied, making the blight
giggle softly but died down easily as she dozed off rather quickly.

"but yeah, i'll stay."
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luz noceda.

that's the name of the new girl in school. nobody liked her at first since she was reserved for the
first week but quickly opened up when she became friends with willow and gus, showing her true
colors.

she's a flamboyant, cheery type of girl. other thinks she's obnoxious but some admires her
brimming confidence in everything like she sees the bright side of everything and would seize a
moment whenever it's presented.

amity blight is one of the queen bees of the school. the girl who always gets the highest scores on
everything, the top student. she rules over everyone to get what she wants, the girls drool over her
as she's also the team captain of the banshees. she's everything a person wants to be or wants to be
with.

but recently it seems that little miss perfect has fallen for a certain new girl.

the moment amity laid her eyes on luz, she almost dropped her usual brew of coffee and herself to
the floor as her heart seemed to leap out of her throat with her cheeks heating up making amity
lightheaded.

that time luz was sitting next to the open window that's pouring the sunlight in and cast down on
luz. giving an ethereal atmosphere as the noceda's tanned skin shined along with her eyes, her curly
hair bounces everytime she does anything really while she talks and laughs to their classmates.

amity has never seen such beauty. she never felt so weak in her knees.

amity tried several times to approach the latina but the end result are always fruitless. instead, she
stayed in the sidelines to keep watch on her every move. hear her every conversation ranging from
a greeting and a question if they ever felt like they were followed.

amity made sure she isn't caught observing her biggest crush. there's this one time luz came to
school without her black leggings, leaving only jean shorts, saying she was in a rush which she
was. she's like 5 minutes late but the top stays the same but since amity is used to seeing luz wear
leggings on top of jean shorts. it was a surprise, a miracle sent by the gods.



the blight couldn't take her eyes off of luz's legs. her thighs getting thick whenever she sits it makes
amity want to suffocate in them, bite on it and taste what's in between. amity had a huge boner that
time and had to take many trips to the bathroom to let out her load down the toilet, she'll surely
impregnate something later.

the next day, the leggings returned which bummed amity out it didn't stop her from getting a boner
though. her eyes shifted up to her developed breasts making a visible tent through her cat jacket. it
bounces when she walks down the hallway and amity can tell it's pretty heavy, it's just her type.

amity wants to bury herself in between of it and suck all of it's milk out as she dreamt of knocking
up for a long time now. she want luz all to herself but how can she do that when she can't even
approach her without chickening out. this is a stupid problem for a blight to have.

as amity walked out of the campus tired from all the work and jacking off in the restroom. she
trotted down the small flight of stone stairs with students walked past her, when she got to the last
step, she stopped midway as she sees something in front of her.

there she saw luz and willow, her ex best friend near the streets. luz stood next to willow who's on
her bike, it seemed normal at first as they talked and talked till willow leaned in to give luz a kiss
on the lips.

on the lips.

amity's eyes widens at the sight of this horrendous sight. she felt her heart stop for a second with
her eyes turning dull and muscles going limp like it's easing down or breaking down as her mind
goes blank.

it felt like and eternity that luz and willow finally pulled away. amity watched them exchange a
goodbye wave before willow rode off to the right side of the street while luz took her own way
back home.

amity quickly stared to follow luz who's crossing the street, she stayed a few steps back while
keeping an eye on the noceda as she skimmed through her phone. turning to a left which has a 7/11
luz usually goes to and stay to chat whoever is available. it's a friday and would stay till the sun
comes down.

amity entered the store along with luz who immediately went to the slurpee machine while she sat
in the furthest seat as she keeps a watch on her movements, the people she talks to which is gus
then mattholomule came along to join. in a few minutes into the conversation, skara also got in the
discussion that amity didn't even bother to listen it as she just kept her gaze on luz.

-----

after luz thinks she needs to go home, she waved the three goodbye and started to walk down the
dark sidewalk that is only lit by these old lights. she passed some people while trying to find the
right song as she walks.

not realising someone is following her just a few inches away.

when luz got the perfect song, she bobbed her head in the tune but soon started moving along with
the beat, using her fingers as drums and her making not really good beat boxing noises. still not



noticing the person behind her is getting closer and closer as she's so lost in the rhythm that the last
thing she saw was the light of lamppost before getting engulfed by eternal darkness.

"wha- hey! what is happening?!" luz tried to rip off what's on her head, dropping her phone in the
process.

amity used a paper bag from the 7/11 to cloak it down on luz's head, she swiftly lead her to the
nearest wall and slammed her head hard into it making a cringing thud. amity stepped back to
watch luz's unconscious or dead body dropped to the floor with an empty gaze.

the blight looked down at the open phone, seeing various notification pop ups. she raised her foot
and brought it down hard making the screen crack, she continued stomping on it until it's
completely broken and went over to luz to take off her bag, tossing it to the side and started
dragging her heavy body to the blight manor.

 

luz fluttered her eyes open only to hiss at the sudden light getting shone down at her, she felt cold.
lowly groaning, she tried to move her arms but all she heard was the clinking noise of chains. she
slowly looked down to see herself buck naked, ankles and wrists chained to a metal pole behind.

luz started breathing heavily, she looked around the dark room. she can't make out anything that is
outside of the light above her, she touched the side of her face and looked down to see specks of
crimson.

eyes widening, luz's panic is really setting in. "h- hello?! anybody? please, where am i?! i need to
go home, my mami's gonna be worried of me!" her voice echoed through the room of what seemed
like a basement to her and it only made the things worse.

"don't worry. i told her you'll staying with me," luz perked up when she heard a voice, it sounded
familiar but also not so much. she must've heard it somewhere and just really thought of it till now.

"h- hey, um, can you get me some clothes? my clothes in particular." luz requested, she saw a
forming silhouette within the darkness getting closer then a hint of mint green and auburn appeared
before the light but didn't full step in yet.

"forever." amity ignored luz's requested and stepped fully into the light for her to see who was
really in the darkness. there seems to be a form of relief seen in luz's face at the blight of the girl.
poor girl.

"amity blight! hi! uhm, this is really awkward-" luz said as she tries to cover her shame but amity
cuts her off by a deeply chuckles and started to approach the noceda with salacity in her eyes.

"oh not for me." the gaze amity is giving luz is starting to make her uncomfortable but she sets it
aside for a moment to continue her asks of help to who she really thought would help her out of this
predicament.

"can you untie me? where are we even?" luz asked as she watched amity kneel down in front of her
with the look on her face never leave it's unsettling to stare at and luz doesn't want to think of the
worse.



"you are in my manor. my basement. my chains and you are gonna be," amity started on luz's legs
when she said her manor, slowly dragged up towards her stomach as she said her basement. went in
between the valley of her breasts before stopping at her cheeks to cup.

"my forever girl." then, amity slammed her lips against luz's, catching her off guard so badly that
she felt nothing desirable but to shove amity off her. she did.

"WHAT THE FUCK?! let me go now!!" luz yelled, she wiped her mouth and spat out saliva which
only irritated amity. she impulsively slapped luz making the sound echo through the barren
basement with luz forced to look on to the right and a red cheek.

"you will be mine, luz and we'll happy together! can't you see a future of me and you?" amity said,
sounding lovesick and delusional because she is. luz snapped her head back to glare at the blight,
her golden eyes wearing debauchery is those eyes which she hoped of it not being the last thing she
sees.

"the only future you and i are gonna have is me away and you in jail! we barely talked and i don't
like you!" luz fired back, she never truly get to talk to amity because she's not always around so the
pursue to get to know one of the queens is a later thing. after all, she's friends with skara and
somewhat friends with boscha as well.

still working on that label.

rolling her eyes, "come on, don't be so stubborn baby. i know you wanted me since you saw me."
amity still tries to convince both of them that they're compatible. their zodiac signs might be
aquarius and libra but they're far from compatible in this case folks.

"uh no i don't! again, i don't know much about you but surface level information so let me go
now!!" luz persists, she attempted to pull on the chains but she tensed up when amity roughly
cupped her cheeks.

"then, we'll get to know each other better tonight. isn't that exciting?" amity cooed, she started to
unbuckle her pants in one hand and made luz glance down at it only for her eyes widen as she
knows what's coming by only the first sight of a bulge through her black dolce & gabbana boxers.

"n- no no! no! somebody help me!!" luz screamed, she started frantically pulling on the chains as
she doesn't wanna be raped today or ever to be perfectly honest. tears started to well up when amity
pulled down her boxers to let her long, thick cock to spring out. prepared to assault her.

"come here, darling." amity's voice is still eerily calm up to this point, she grabbed both of luz's
ankles and pulled her towards her. luz screamed in horror, she started wildly kicking amity
specifically aiming for her dick and the blight is quick to lose her patience.

amity dove down luz's neck and bit her hard there making luz scream in complete anguish and
unbearable pain. she's worried that amity might actually hit a vein, luz started banging her fist on
amity's head to get her off as she sobs but she didn't till a few seconds later.

amity licked her lips that has a little blood on it, she stared down at the sickly red and purple of the
bite mark she left with blood slowly oozing out of it. "stop being difficult or i'll gladly cover your
neck with bruises." amity growled through her gritted teeth. she looked like a lioness teasing,
threatening her prey before actually killing it after she got her fun.



"please.. let me go. som-" luz was about to shout for help for anybody, just anybody to come down
before the real horrid thing happens to her. she prayed someone hears her and save her from this
psycho.

"SOMEBODY HELP HER! SHE'S GONNA BE TAKEN BY AMITY BLIGHT!! PLEASE SEND
HELP QUICKLY TO SAVE HER!!!" amity screamed at the top of her lungs into luz's face making
her wince as the sound reverberated violently through the walls before slowly stopping with amity
panting softly.

"see? no one is here to help you but me." amity reverted back to her normal voice. the manor is
empty, her parents don't almost come home, the twins are out to spend their weekends partying and
the walls are thick. it's useless to scream of help in the blight manor.

amity looked down to see that dick is slowly sheathing back as all of the screaming and begging to
be saved turned her off.

"oh great, i'm going limp because we're taking to damn long. nice going, noceda." amity groaned,
she slapped luz again and pulled her chains for her to sit up, gripped her head and shoved her cock
into her face making luz tense up even more.

she doesn't want to do it.

"make me hard again or i'll hang you." amity warned, luz spotted in the corner of her eye to see a
glistening extra chains that is waving for her neck making her gulp and slowly opened her
quivering lips for amity to force her whole girth inside without letting luz adjust.

"aah.. that's it, baby." luz visibly cringed whenever the blight calls her pet names and received
another slap making luz start giving her a blowjob. her motions are sloppy and inexperienced but
luz wants it to be as sloppy as possible when amity won't let adjust in her mouth, she doubt she'll
go slow down there.

amity lowly moaned as she feels the noceda's tongue swirl around her bulk which worked wonders
as she instantly grew back to her original form. "now that you got a taste of me," amity pushed luz
off who silently wished she was given more time to wetten it more.

amity pushed luz down to the ground and hovered over her with her getting in between her legs.
"let's take it to another level." she said before forcibly pushing her her cock inside her dry vagina
making luz scream in agony and started punching amity to stop, even explicitly saying so.

"aahh.. yes, finally.." amity moaned as she feels luz's heavenly snatched getting to wrap around her.
she intertwined her hands on luz while giving a deaf ear of her pained sobs, pleading for amity to
stop as she doesn't wanna be taken like this but it's too late as amity shoved the rest inside.

"amity please.." luz muttered, she shook under amity and she still tries to get her off of her but the
efforts are always futile as her strength defective only from the insertion. amity shuddered in
delight at the sensation, she looked down to see the innocence oozing out of luz's hole making her
lick her lips as she claimed the girl she loves.

amity didn't hesitate to start thrusting making luz wail uncontrollably with amity converting it into
distorted, messed up moans in her ears. she slowly closed her eyes as she lets herself get lost in the
one sided pleasure, she removed her hands off luz's to grip her legs instead to be suitable for her
rapid slams.



"aahh.. luz, you feel so good!" amity moaned, still blissfully ignoring the choked noises coming
from the noceda. she felt the euphoria course throughout her body, overwhelming her senses of
mortality and rationality- it's not like she had those to begin with the moment she saw luz kiss
willow.

this made amity snap her eyes open as she remembered it. she looked down to see luz's teary, red
face with the mark still bleeding and looking sickly but it doesn't concern the blight one bit.

"why did you kiss willow?" amity asked but it was only replied by erratic gasps as if luz isn't
getting enough with her voice cracking due to the screams, she still tries but all of it came to a brick
wall. luz can't find a silver lining in this, she can't find an opportunity to get out of this.

there's no bright side in being raped.

annoyed at the lack of response, amity grabbed the chain and swiftly wrapped it around luz's neck
before tightening it making luz start to really gasp for air. since amity used the chain of her wrist,
luz can't tug on it as it placed pressure on both her throat and wound adding nothing but absolute
pain.

"answer, you petite salope!!" amity roared as she tightened the chain more with her hips still
relentless and ruthless. her golden eyes held fiery jealously as she should only be the one get to kiss
luz, get to fuck luz, get to love luz.

only her.

"sh- it was not- nothing! it was a- f.. friendly kiss!!" luz struggled to get that out of her while being
choked. amity doesn't buy but she watched luz's face turn in different colors and she doesn't want
her dead yet so she lets her go, finally giving luz air but not the relief of this torture being over.

amity can feel something growing bigger and bigger in her stomach, becoming bloated till it's ready
to burst. she dug her nails in luz's tights, almost puncturing the skin as she lets out a guttural moan
with her head rolling back and cock plunging deeper when she came.

luz didn't make any noise anymore. her face is caked of dries tear marks with a bit of snot rolling
out of her nose along with drool and sweat, her once shining hazel eyes that held hope was changed
to empty broken mirrors of her soul and dignity as her blood is stained by her rapist cum. leaking
out when she pulled out.

luz stared aimlessly in the dark ceiling. the residue feeling of the chain wrapped around her neck
remained as it started to bruise with the bite mark. she never felt so used, abused, exploited and
tortured.

she felt that in one night with amity blight.

who leaned down to make luz look at her to see the devil in her eyes. "you're only mine, luz
noceda. only mine." amity blight said and she meant every word of it to diminish the last strip of
hope luz could have in escaping.
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luz slowly fluttered her eyes open as the sun is shining down on her, she yawned and stretched her
arms to make them pop before sitting up to see her empty room. she rubbed her eyes as she looked
to the side to see her side of the bed, it's also empty.

luz yawned widely, she slipped out of bed to groggily head for the bathroom to freshen herself up.
after being slightly awake, the young noceda went to the dining room to see lucia placing two plate
fulls of food on the table that already has their cups of coffee.

softly smiling, "good morning." luz said as she approached her sister who looked at up and smiled
as well at the sight of luz. "good morning, baby." lucia leaned in for a morning kiss which luz
happily reciprocated before pulling away to look down at their breakfast.

"hm, smells nice." luz said as she sniffed the food. lucia grabbed a fork and sliced a piece to offer it
to luz.

"say 'ah'." luz drew closer to take the piece and start chewing. she hummed as she nods her head
before gulping it down, lucia watched her little sister's face lit up with her smile growing bigger
"this is really good!" luz said, she took the fork to get another piece but lucia stopped her.

"don't eat it like a snack, dummy. sit down." lucia said, she sat down in her own chair while luz
took a sit to star devouring her plate with her older sister watching her in adoration.

two weeks has passed ever since the noceda sisters finally bonded with each other. luz nearly forgot
amity existed as she got so caught up by being pampered by lucia, given all the love she swore in
giving and made luz think lucia is all she needs.

because she is what luz only needs.

in what luz meant of 'nearly' is that amity would call almost everyday to check if luz is still with
lucia or if she finally ran away. it's always the first option and it's giving amity more anxiety than
hope that her lover would be able to get out of this trap before she's too late.

before she's in too deep.

after they ate, luz dropped down the couch and sighed as her stomach is full and heart content. lucia
sat beside her lover, leaned her head against her shoulder with their hands intertwining.



"what are we gonna do today?" luz asked as she used her foot to reach for the remote from the
coffee table and tossed it up in the air to easily catch it. lucia chuckles at that, she nuzzled her face
up to luz's neck and wrapped her other arm around her waist. not wanting to let her go.

"i don't know. i just wanna stay in with you." lucia replied, she started placing soft kisses on luz's
neck while she searched for something to watch. "sounds good to me." luz replied, she placed the
remote to the side and watched her older sister's hands have a mind of it's own. it travelled around
her body, admiring it before stopping right in her crotch.

"i love you so much, luz. you don't even know how long i've waited for us to be together." lucia
said, she slowly pulled luz's shorts down enough to reveal her limp cock that is getting hard from
the cold hair and her sister's touches. "i know and i'm sorry i took so long, luci." luz muttered as she
softly cupped lucia's cup to pull her into a kiss.

lucia fluttered her eyes closed as she kissed back, she started to slowly stroke luz's cock while luz
slipped her hand inside her shorts to feel her wet pussy. the eldest noceda pushed her tongue her
little sister's mouth making her groan as their wet muscles danced in a messy consistency till they're
out of breath.

lucia gasped when she felt luz insert her finger and started pumping in her "ahh.. luz.." she gripped
her wrist, feeling the muscle and vein bulge in each thrust. she looked up to luz's face seeing the
desire for lucia made her weak as that's the face she's been craving to be looked at in. not only
amity.

actually, not amity at all as she only wants to the woman luz needs and wants in her life.

luz pulled out and licked the juices off her finger, making sure lucia is watching. it only turned her
on more. "luz, come on." lucia muttered, she completely pulled her shorts off and spreads her legs
to present herself for luz.

smirking, "oh you wanna netflix and chill?" luz asked as she hovered over her sister, getting in
between her with her cock grazing her pussy lips. lucia trembled at the feeling, she coiled her arms
around luz's neck as she stared into her bright hazel hues that always brought an allurement.

"so eager." luz cackles, she gripped lucia's legs and easily pushed all of her girth inside. both
moaned in pleasure as they're connected once more.

the noceda sisters has been fucking in every inch of the house, their favorite places are the
bathroom, the kitchen and most importantly their bedroom. they even tried to go the whole day
naked, no clothes at all and it didn't last because camila had a short day that time and almost got
caught giving lucia a cunnlingus in the hallway.

"aahh! aaah fuck yeah!" lucia moaned, she tangled her fingers in luz's hair with her legs wrapping
around her waist. lucia lifted her shirt to flaunt her bra-less breasts, dark nipples erected and up for
grabs only for luz who didn't hesitate to bend down to take one in her mouth.

"hm.. aahh baby.." lucia bit her as she watched luz suck on her nipples, she rubbed her head in a
motherly type which caught luz off guard the first time before she grew to love it the more it
happens. luz's speed kept rising with her hips getting the needed exercise as they do this on the
daily without their mother's knowledge. it's a fun way to past the time.



as luz pulled away with a pop, she gave the nipple last lick before snaking her face towards lucia's
lips for another kiss but it was quick as they're short of breath. "i love you, lucia." luz whispers
making lucia smile and pecked her lips as she caressed her cheeks.

"i love you too, luz. so much." she replied.

luz leaned back and shifted in her final pace, lucia rolled her head back in delight as she can feel
her climax coming closer once again. she tugged on luz's hair while she screams her name letting it
echo through the house when she came hard on luz.

luz lets out a guttural moan when she felt lucia's pussy tightly clench around her, triggering her to
come soon after. they stayed in that position for a few seconds as they heaved, slowly riding each
other's high before luz pulled out making lucia shudder at the feeling of her being empty again
along their mixed cum oozing out which luz caught before it stains the couch and pushed all of it
in.

luz combed her hair back as she pulled her shorts up along with lucia, she looked at the movie that
they barely paid attention to that has a text displayed 'are you still watching?'. then, something
flashed in luz's mind making her snap her head back to her sister.

"are you gonna get pregnant?" luz asked, a little worried. lucia slowly sat up and shook her head.

"nope. i had an appointment of getting an IUD a few months back so you can cum inside me
whenever you want." she replied giving luz the relief and lucia saw it as clear as day.

"what, you want me to be? i have no problem with that if you want us to start a family." lucia said
as she moved closer to luz, leaning onto her with their hands intertwining once again. lucia started
thinking of the day of them actually having a family, it sounds like a dream not so distant from
now.

"no, just asking." luz placed a kiss on top of lucia's head and nuzzled onto her. they stayed like that
for a while, a short while to enjoy each other's company and warmth till the sudden sound of hard
banging on the door was heard making them spring up and look at the front door.

"what the fuck.. mami usually has her own key, right?" lucia asked as she glanced at luz who
nodded and is slowly starting to approach the door with the banging persisting.

lucia was about to head for their room to get the gun but luz was quicker and opened the door.
"amity?" lucia froze with her expression darkening at the uttered name, she looked over the door
once again to indeed see the youngest back on the porch.

"amity, what are you doing here?" luz asked, confused but amity doesn't have the time to chitchat
when she saw lucia in the back. the anger she's been holding in for weeks finally cracked, the
constant worry and anxiety she had to endure and the same answer she's getting over the phone
ticked her off that luz really can't see the clearer picture.

"come here, you disgusting slut! you'll fucking pay of what you did to luz!!" amity shouted, she
lifted her shirt to swiftly pull out a gun making luz quickly jump back with her hands raised.

"whoa whoa, amity calm down! put the gun down, please!" luz tried to ease amity down, she
stepped forward but amity aimed the gun at making luz freeze with her heart madly pounding in her
chest like it'll just shoot itself out of her throat.



"stay back luz! stay back from this nasty excuse of sister!" amity said as she pointed the gun back
to lucia who's acting scared but she knows she's nonchalant about being held at gunpoint.

"yeah luz. stay away from cuckoo blight here. you know how her other siblings are and she'll be no
different." lucia said, trying to get into luz's mind and amity is not having that bullshit after getting
to hold her revenge for the eldest noceda.

"shut it! i've already called the police on your ass and i'll make sure you'l never get to see luz ever
again!" amity warned, she saw lucia only snickered, it slipped but she quickly placed it with her
facade.

"oh really? you know the police are useless without evidence, right? what's your case, your
girlfriend left you for me? i'm her sister! now somebody call the press because your crime of
passion is shit!" lucia spat before roaring in laughing. luz is completely lost in this exchange and
she doesn't know what to do now.

amity lets out a dry laugh "yeah, a sister that commits incest to girlfriend! you're the absolute worst
person ever birthed out!" she retorts and lucia's lighthearted face turned dangerously dark as that
plucked a nerve.

"now, blight. don't slander our mother if you wanna keep your head. besides, you don't have the
pussy to shoot that thing!" lucia taunted. amity growled and she'll be happy to show she won't
hesitate in putting a bullet in between her eyes.

amity cocked the gun and shot twice near lucia's feet making some of the wood chippings fly off to
the side and clatter. luz covered her ears from the loud bangs, her ears rang for a moment before
getting replaced by her heart's own rapid bangs.

"hm, guess she does." lucia muttered and lets out an overly dramatic scream of distress that made
amity cringe but she tore her attention off lucia and placed it on luz who flinched when amity
looked at her.

"come on, luz. let's get away from this psycho!" amity said, her lowered her gun and offered her
unoccupied hand to her. luz looked at the hand in front of her then at lucia who's saying nothing,
just watching but her eyes tell everything.

"amity.. i think you need to go home and take a rest. come on, i'll take you." luz softly placed her
hand on amity's shoulder and was about to lead her out of the house. amity deeply frowned, she
cannot believe this is happening and it's aggravating her.

amity pulled herself out of the noceda's grip and looked at her directly in eyes "wha- no! luz, can
you open your goddamn eyes for once in your life and see that you're being manipulated by lucia?!
she's using you to her own gratification because she's a repulsive, slutty little b-" she was about to
finish her sentence till

"ENOUGH!!" luz shouted.

she never shouted before, it's rare for luz to shout. and if she did, that's when you know you fucked
up real bad.

"luz.." amity tried to touch luz but she backed up from her reach and wouldn't even look at her
anymore.



"i'm sorry but if all you do is insult my family, i don't see us working if we're even in a relationship
anymore. now, please, get out. you've caused enough trouble today." luz said, her voice unnaturally
low and the way she said it made amity wince internally with her heart tightly clenching and
stomach churning, at any moment, she'll throw up from this.

lucia succeeded, amity doesn't need to look at her face to know that she succeeded in this game by
taking luz away from amity and she lost miserably.

she's in too deep now to a point of no return.

then, the sirens are heard somewhere that's getting closer. they know what it means and lucia
chuckles "looks like they're coming to pick your ass up." she said making the blight fume but she
doesn't have time anymore with the neighbors called on them.

but she won't give up. this gave has only started and it's too soon for it to be over. "i'll make you
pay for this." amity swore before running out of the house, running into the forest in the back with
two police cars pulling up the street.

"are you okay?" luz quickly rushed towards her sister to see if she's okay and lucia nodded as she
grabbed her hands to give it a firm, reassuring squeeze. she's better than okay with amity now on
the run, she finally has no one to rival with for luz.

"yeah, thank you, luz." lucia replied.

Chapter End Notes
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two majestic snakes laid peaceful wrapped around each other, distributing their heats as their cave
is rather cold with the twinkling the sound of the gold behind them just a few walks down. it
echoed throughout the jagged walls.

the noceda sisters has inhabited and made this cave as their home after copious searches for the
perfect place to settle in and bonesborough just so happened to have a deep, stable and almost
'unreachable' cave.

and by unreachable, the townspeople can completely go in and out of their cave with ease. when
the sisters moved in, there were rumors of them bringing timeless and countless of treasures stored
in the cave which is all true.

many men and women attempted to sneak past their heat coils as they always sleep just in the
middle of the cave. separating the clearing of gold and the entrance/exit.

of course, no good attempts were made and they were devoured, trudged out of the cave as they die
slowly from the poison or neither as luz and lucia are tired in having to deal with greedy, disgusting
humans entering their home as if it's okay.

let's see if they enter their houses unannounced and see how would they feel.

then, the sudden sounds of crunching footsteps are heard reverberating in the entrance of the cave.
both sisters perked up when they heard it, they quickly unwrapped and got into their hiding spot to
stalk whoever has once again entered cave.

two mint headed girls entered the cave, stopped to look at all sides for any possible threats before
sitting down in the side. the one with a long mane of a hair pulled out a box of cigarettes with light,
she offered it to, who seemed to be her little sister, shook her head in decline.

shrugging, the girl tapped out one stick and set it alight. there was silence between them before the
youngest spoke up

"i hate this."

amelia scoffs and puffs out a big cloud of smoke in the air, letting fly out of the entrance "you can
say it again." she muttered. she looked around the fairly big cave without noticing the two pairs of



eyes watching them.

"i mean, what good is it to have money when that's all what those bitches care about!" amity lets
out her frustrations. she and amelia are having to deal with girls courting them in order to get their
grimy hands in their family money.

"as if our goddess like beauty isn't enough for them! i wish i could just strangle them to death and
throw them into the fireplace!" amelia crunched her still lit cigar, not minding the burning in her
palm and aftermath of it as she lets go of it.

"well, we can actually get away with homicide." amity reminded but amelia made a noise that she's
not interested "eh well i simply don't wanna waste my time over useless things." she replied making
amity slowly nod, she leaned back to the rough walls and sighed in dismay.

"agreed. i just wish outside this damned town. we can find someone worthwhile." amity said,
almost dreamy like.

"you dream a little too big there, amity." amelia highly doubts it as the word of them being first and
last born of the two rich people. the barrage of girls coming knocking on their asking, not so subtly
asking them to be their girlfriend as greed gleamed in their eyes.

luz and lucia surprised to discover that these two girls are not here to steal their treasure better yet,
just to vent out their problems that is the same to the noceda sisters has been pondering about for a
while now.

finding a perfect one isn't fun or worth it unless you just so happen to be in the right place and right
time.

the two slithered out of their hiding spots and lets out a small hiss to catch the blight sisters'
attention. they were flabbergasted at the sight of two majestic snake girls coming into the light that
made their scales glitter from it.

"whoa.."

"uh, hi. sorry to intrude but we just couldn't help but here your conversation." luz started, she wants
to step closer but lucia held her back as she narrows her eyes at amelia who stared back with their
gazes unreadable.

"i figured since this is the notorious snake cave." amelia said as she stood up, clapping her hands to
get the dirt off.

"that's a bullshit name." lucia sneered, not impressed at the lack of creativity of their home these
humans gave. amelia only scoffed at that "yeah well, too bad 'cause we ain't the ones who named
it."

"w- what are your names by the way?" luz asked as she held lucia back from making a dispute so
soon.

"i'm amity blight and this is my sister, amelia." amity was the one who introduced themselves. she
stared luz, mesmerised at her god like beauty that is never seen before.



"cool. i'm lucia and that's my little sister, twit- ow!" luz elbowed lucia making her wince and was
about to get her revenge but the youngest easily caught it as she flashed a smile.

"luz. my name is luz." she said, clearing the confusion.

"right. anyways, mind explaining who told you can enter my home and leave whatever this it."
lucia pulled herself off luz, slithered towards amelia who stared deep into her reddish hazel eyes as
they started bickering like a married couple.

"it's called a cigarette, slither face." amelia curled her upper lip to a snarl and lucia did the same
with more effectiveness as she shows off her fangs.

"then pick it up, ass kisser." lucia taunts and they both glared at each other while luz slowly
slithered towards amity who just watched her and didn't flinch at all.

"hi." luz gave a confident but timorous wave which amity gladly returned. "hey, um nice place."
she tried to start up a conversation while their sisters picked on each other.

"thanks. i just thought our stories might be similar in a way because no one is really worth to be our
mates when they're pretty nasty." luz said, explaining her own problem and amity nodded with her
face heating up as there is a comparison between the two of them.

unconsciously or not, amity's hand started to raise and lightly placed against luz's cheek which
made her breathing hitch at the sudden contact but slowly leaned into the touch, rubbing her cheek
against the human's soft hand like she's touch starved.

slowly, their faces inching closer and closer with their hot breathes hitting one another till the space
between them became nonexistent as they leaned in for a kiss. it was sweet, tender and it made
them want for more but quickly realised their mistake and pulled away with their hands covering
their lips.

"i'm sorry!" they said at the same time only to clasp their mouth again. they lets out childish giggles
that slowly died down as they started to crave for it to be done again and exceed past it.

"can we.. do that again?" luz asked as she comes closer to amity with her two cocks unsheathing
out, this caught amity's attention and her blush only became worse. she returned her gaze up to luz
and gave her a nod of affirmation.

as they leaned in for another kiss, luz easily lifted amity up by the legs and her claws slowly ripped
her pants off while she took off her shirt. upon pulling away, luz started placing kisses on the
blight's neck, amity held onto her when she felt her fingers rub her clit making her twitch.

"oh you wanna go?" amelia challenged as she stepped close to lucia as there's barely any space at
all. the snake hissed at the blight, not caring about the close proximity.

"fuck off, i could kill you in one bite, bitch." lucia snarled and it didn't faze amelia at all.

"yeah? let-"

"aahh.." amelia was suddenly cut off by the sound of light moans, both of them turned around to
see their little sisters getting sensual with each other. luz held up amity in one hand while her other



is pumping inside he as she sucks on her tit, amity gripped on luz's hair while also slowly rubbing
her twin cocks.

lucia and amelia's faces blew up, they returned their gazes back to each other wth their minds
thinking of the same time but neither wants to say it.

"uh.. do you wanna-" lucia was about to ask till amelia pulled her into a kiss. the noceda hummed
and kissed back, she lifted the blight off the ground with her cocks reveal itself as well. amelia
wrapped her arms on lucia's neck with her hands unconsciously rubbing her head, getting a feel of
her soft, curly locks.

as they pulled away, amelia took off her shirt along with her pants and stared down at the two cocks
the snake has. she got sent back to reality when she saw lucia chuckle "never seen two dicks
before?" she asked.

"just shut your hiss hole and start putting it in." amelia snapped making lucia amused.

"geez, so demanding." lucia whispered as she placed her hands down to her ass, giving it a tight
squeeze before smacking it making amelia whimper. the snake looked over to luz who's slowly
aligning two of her dicks in amity's small hole, she kept giving kisses and words of assurance that
it'll fit.

lucia placed both of her rods in amelia's womanhood, she looked at her for a green light and the
blight gave a nod. the two sisters went in the same time without cue, amity and amelia both moaned
in pain and pleasure of their vaginas getting stretched so widely.

their crimson of innocents of oozed out. amity held onto luz tightly, squeezing her eyes shut and
waited for a few more seconds till everything is inside "it hurts.." she whispers, luz rubbed her head
and back as she gave her kisses.

"it's okay, it's okay. take your time, ami." luz said, her tone soothing to the ear.

"ahh goddamnit.. you could've placed the other one in the ass.." amelia hissed, she looked to see
her blood, their goes her virginity and quickly averted her gaze.

"so it could hurt more? just adjust, i'll wait." lucia replied, she kissed the blight's cheeks and stayed
true her word.

as a few minutes of nothing, the blight sisters gave their lovers a nod to proceed. luz and lucia
started moving in and out slowly, letting the blights get accustomed to their massive girths of two
cocks inside their pussies.

with amity's shaky exhaling turning into clear moans, luz knew she's ready and slowly picked up
her pace along with lucia till it turned to full on thrusting making the sisters moan out in pleasure.

"aahh.. aaahh! nghn- luz!" amity moaned, she gripped onto luz's shoulders and looked into her
glowing hazel eyes dawning on her golden ones. they can feel their hot breathes against each other.

amity can't stop moaning as she's getting fucked roughly and goodly before slamming one another
into a kiss, their tongues meeting.



"aaahhh shit! you've been lonely huh?" amelia asked, biting her lip as she's starting to love getting
railed by the noceda who hissed at her remark.

"i was a virgin till you came."

"i take that as a compliment." amelia giggled but it was quickly diminished and replaced by her
lewd moans. she pulled lucia into another kiss, their tongues swirling with each other and lucia is
careful not let amelia accidentally prick herself in her fangs.

their moans and rapidly skin plopping echoed out of the cave and heard into the town of
bonesborough. the people stopped what their doing to listen, to try to figure out who is in that cave
but their voices only came out distorted.

some are thinking that the snakes finally found someone or something to entertain themselves on
and not their people. while others think whoever is up there is getting taken by force. how pathetic.

lucia lowly moaned as she feels amelia's hot tight snatch clenching aroundd her which only brought
her closer to the edge. she clenched her teeth as she knows she can't hold it the last minute, she tries
to pull out but amelia only wrapped her legs around lucia and pulled into another kiss. not wanting
her to pull out.

with her climax getting unbearable, lucia lets out a loud muffled moan as she plunged her cock
deep into amelia when she finally came at the same time with her. they continued the kiss while
their mixed cums leaked out of amelia's hole, lucia slowing down her thrusts to help ride their high
down before going again.

they wanna do it again.

"aahh... amity, i need to pull out.." luz muttered as she can feel her climax coming as well.

"no no.. please i want it." amity protested, she wrapped her legs around luz's waist and embraced
her like a clingy koala. "i want to make a family with you." she added making luz's cheeks tint red
and her heart stopped for a moment when she heard that.

"okay." luz hugged amity back and continued her mad thrusts before finally finishing inside amity
who moaned ecstasy with her head rolling back, shuddering at the sensation of their mixed cum
swirling inside her and soon fermenting her for them to create a family.

"i love you." amity whispered, luz pulled away from the hug and flashed her a sweet smile.

"i love you too." they leaned in for a soft kiss but it was short. luz started to coil herself around
amity, letting both of them rest as they wait for the snake's knot to die down.

amity grabbed luz's hand to place it on her stomach, guiding her to rub it as they both know what's
coming. luz's smile grows wider, she started to bombard amity with soft kisses all over the face
making her giggle and tried to combact the kisses with more kisses while their older sisters go at it
again till they pass out.

peacefully sleeping knowing that they finally found the person one.

Chapter End Notes
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"ow ow ow!" luz hissed when she's being carried by willow and gus. she was pushed off the stairs
by boscha without a fucking reason now that her right ankle is sprained. at least, that's what luz
thinks as she doesn't wanna think it's broken.

"what do we have here?" amity stepped out of the medical curtain with a professional look on as
she watched willow and gus gently place luz on the flat examing table for amity to check out the
injury.

"wait, aren't you in abominations track?" gus asked, confused as he thought he'd see viney to be the
one tending or healing track witches.

"can't a witch have two tracks? i mean, luz has all." amity fired back as she looked at the younger
which in the corner of her eye. gus immediately retracted his words and cleared his throat as he got
back to the original subject.

"oh my bad. anyways, luz got pushed off the stairs by boscha and i think it's broken." he said,
pointing at luz's right twisted ankle.

"or sprained." willow is willing to give the benefit of the doubt her best friend is just having a
sprain and nothing severe.

amity hummed as she walked closer to the table, rubbing her chin to make it look like she's
thinking while her eyes travelled to other places. she touched luz's ankle and she heard her hiss at
the contact but amity thought of something else.

"it's broken." amity was immediate to reach a conclusion.

"h- huh?!" luz was surprised and terrified at the thought that she won't be able to walk again.

"not completely but it's still a fracture. now, i will need total silence and isolation in this office as
this operation would need me to be calculated." amity said as if there's gonna a surgery that's gonna
commence at any moment.

"but it's just a fractured-" willow tried to reason but amity politely pointed at the door for them to
go "please leave the room for the procedure to begin." she said in a normal tone but something is
laying underneath it and they're not allowed to stick around to know it.



"uh.. okay, get well soon luz!" willow waved at her best friend goodbye as she and gus headed for
the door. amity watched them go out before summoning her abomination to guard the door and
turned her attention back to luz.

"so, what else do you feel, miss noceda?" amity asked, keeping up her act as a healer. her hand
smoothly rubbed luz's arm, moving up to her chest but barely avoided her breasts.

"uh well, my headache's been persistent lately and," luz tries to ignore the touches but her breathing
turned allow when she felt amity's hand slither down to her thigh.

gulping, luz continued "and i've been experiencing some pains in my abdomen." this caught amity's
attention.

"is that so? mind if i inspect?" she asked with her fingers slipped inside the rim of her leggings.
luz's mind started haywiring as she instantly knew what the blight has in mind to be her palliative.

"s- sure." luz replied and with that, amity pulled her multi colored leggings down off completely
but is careful to not agitate the noceda's actual injury when she took it off. amity hummed once
again at the sight of luz's pussy, she moved her hand in between with luz unconsciously spreading
her legs for a better view.

"do show me where you experienced said pains." amity said, still in the act and luz is impressed.

"j- just down there." luz muttered, she started lightly chewing on her fingers as she watches amity
toy with her

"you have to be more specific, miss noceda." amity's tone turned strict which sent shiver down the
human's spine. her embarrassment and libido are steadily rising the longer this drags on.

"there. d- down in my.. p- pussy.." luz whispered like a mouse with her cheeks redder than amity's.

"oh, interesting." amity moved her fingers down to feel luz's drenched pussy, she can also feel some
parts are dry now aren't as she wants luz to be flowing. dripping like a faucet. amity watched luz's
reaction with her folds getting rubbed for it to get wetter and wetter. then, an idea came into mind.

"i think this needs a better inspection." amity pulled down her leggings for luz to see her own
affliction. luz gulped at the sight of the witch's more than a foot, her mind short circuited at the
sight of it and the thought of it to be soon inside her vagina excites her.

"but first, this medical operation does have it's expenses. better pay up, human." amity waved her
cock around in front of luz before dropping it making a loud thud that caught her off guard.

"of course." luz sat up a little and opened her mouth for amity to place her phallus in. her tongue
lapped up the precum with her mouth sizing the monstrous cock before taking like half of it for her
to start bobbing her head.

"hm.. that's it. take it easy, miss noceda." amity crooned, she slipped her finger inside luz's pussy
and started pumping earning a muffled moan creating a pleasurable moan. amity shuddered the
feeling of it, she held luz's hair on the other as her hips slowly thrusts in to help luz gradually take
everything in.



luz's eyes turned half lid, she looked up to see amity's slightly agar mouth and red tinted cheeks.
she slowly fluttered her eyes close, her unoccupied hands massaged the witch's hands making amity
chuckle and softly rubbed her head.

as luz sucked off amity in a slow, sloppy manner which she loves, amity pulled luz's head away and
traced her plump lips. "now for the inspection." she said, she pulled her fingers out and licked the
juices off before getting on the platform with her in between.

amity was careful to slowly lift both of luz's legs and leaned for her to see her pussy up close. she
took out her tongue and dragged it along luz's slit making her loudly moan. she brought her hands
down to amity's hair to grip it, bringing her closer as she can feel herself getting eaten out.

"amity oh god!" luz bit her lip, she closed her eyes as she feels amity's consistent tongue
movements with her playing her clit making her twitch and slightly convulsed from the pleasure
her body is inexperienced of receiving but it feels so heavenly.

"f- fuck! ah yes, more!" luz hungrily moans as she arches for amity.

amity smirks to herself as she listens to the human's lewd noises, her cock happily twitched in
response to that as it drips of more precum. she pulled away, licking around her lips but still held
luz's legs up as she fixed her position.

"here comes your medicine." amity's cock easily found the hole and pushed the whole thing inside.
luz screamed in absolute euphoria as her nails scraping against the platform with her arching again,
the pain of her 'broken' ankle magically disappeared as amity stretched and filled her.

"th- thanks nurse!" luz replied, she watched amity started to thrust into her hard without caring if
the ankle is getting agitated anymore. her throat kept uttering moans as the delight in between her
legs overwhelmed her everything.

amity gives strong and hard thrusts to luz who's in love in each passing second of it. she groaned
when she felt her insides clench around her pulsing cock, she tightly gripped luz's thick thighs as
her legs aimlessly ricochet in every thrust.

"fuck.. are you loving this treatment, miss?" amity asked, she pulled luz's shirt up along with her
bra to reveal her bouncing tits and erected nipples. amity immediately grasped one to knead it.

"v- very! would like to be break another bone again!" luz replied, lost in eden.

amity grins, she leaned down as she lets go of luz's boob to cup her cheek to make her look at her
"you wouldn't have to if you became mine." she whispered before slamming her lips against the
noceda's who didn't hesitate in kissing back with her arms wrapping around her neck.

"oh amity!!" luz moaned in between the kiss and groaned when amity slipped her tongue inside.
giving luz a remedy that isn't available to everything depending to who your nurse is. amity gives
the best homemade medicine and it's only for luz to take.

they ran out of air, amity withdrew and bit her lip at the messy look luz has on now. "you look so
good right now, baby. wouldn't mind of me sneaking a pic, would you?" amity summoned her scroll
and took a picture of luz's lewd face, saving it just for her as personal desideratum.



amity flicked her scroll to disappear and looked at the door to see that her abomination is still
emptily staring at nothing while using it's weight as a barricade to anyone who wants to enter their
little safe space in a public area.

luz started to feel something churning in her stomach and it's coming closer at each slam amity
makes. her body jerks forward everytime with her writhing from the heaven in between her legs.

amity clenched her teeth tightly as she also started to feel her climax coming closer. she planned to
pull out and luz seemed to have noticed it as she grabbed amity's collar to hold her there and with
one leg loosely wrapping around her waist.

"no no please! don't pull out! i want it!" luz begged as she does want to feel the warm of the witch's
seed filling her pussy. amity's cheeks blushed harder and she lets out a chuckle with her gaze
almost resembling the lustful devil.

it only drew luz close to the edge.

"i diagnose you.." amity timed herself, she recoiled hips for a short millisecond before plunging her
cock deeper into luz's vagina, preciesly hitting her favorite spot.

"pregnant!" amity popped and it triggered luz to come as well.

"aaahhh yes!!!" luz screamed once more when she came and she twitched at the shots of hot cum
flowing inside her, mixing with her owm as it filled her good just how she wanted to be.

"thanks nurse.." luz said breathlessly.
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upon lightly slamming the phone down, amity rubbed her temple to ease the oncoming headache as
she growls in annoyance from the recent phone call that really almost plucked her nerves.

with the sound of ice clinking against glass followed by a popping fizz as the ice swirled in the
glass with it getting filled by something before getting offered in amity's side.

amity turned her head to see a dark skinned snake girl, her lower half having a brown, almost
golden scales against the sunlight through the half opened window with beautiful patterns in the
back and the underbelly having a darker shade.

"need a drink, master? you seemed aggravated after that call." luz said, she gently placed the glass
of booze beside amity and coiled her tail for her to sit down next to her master.

"indeed and thank you." amity accepted the glass and took a small sip of it. she looked at luz who's
wearing a maid outfit, amity found her from the abandoned sidewalks when they were 14, curled
up to a corner with no one in sight to take care of her so amity took up that spot.

luz was taken in as maid since that's what amity's parents instructed her to be but not just a normal
maid like the others. a maid that only addresses to amity, luz doesn't mind though as she is the
reason why she has a roof under her head and may or may not have harboring feeling for.

"do you wanna talk about it?" luz nested her chin in between her hands as she stared at the young
blight. with the sun shining behind her, luz just kept falling and falling to no point of return.

amity's cheeks turned tinted red whenever luz gives that gaze but she quickly hid it "no thanks.
you're dismissed." she said. luz nodded, gave her master a final bow before slithering out of the
office. amity watched her tail move in a swift manner as she drank her booze with her mind
conjuring a scenario where she's being choked by the same tail.

when the door closed, amity coughed out the ice that slid down her throat and wheezed as she
tapped her chest to calm down. one day, she'll die from what she's eating than by luz.

sighing deeply, amity buried her face in her hands as she's been daydreaming about being bit,
choked by luz for the longest time. she looked down her pants to see that she's hard once again,



that's the third one today. she slowly opened her zipper for her cock to flop out, she grasped it to
start stroking it again while her mind wanders to luz and no one else.

"hmgh fuck.." amity covered her mouth as she stared at the door. she wants to ravish the noceda but
she doesn't even know how to stay still while she talks with luz. it's like she has a worm in her ass
making being a flustered mess.

luz and amity are in the level of trust and comfort of luz allowing amity to touch her snake half that
she is cautious of anyone touching off. and with that touching comes erotic, intrusive thoughts that
amity tries to push down but only resurfaced to be stronger.

"oh luz... i want you so bad.." amity bit her finger as her hand became rapid, bringing her closer to
the edge till the twins barged in her office.

"mittens, you are not gonna believe this!" edric said, feeling rather elated about something as emira
followed behind him.

amity abruptly drop her phallus and moved closer to her desk as a scowl came in her face. "what.
how can it be more important than knocking before you enter a room that's especially mine." amity
spat making the twins roll their eyes.

"whatever. anyways, there's this boy-"

-----

as luz wiped the table clean that where the blight family ate their dinner. she couldn't help but
notice that amity has been watching her while she eats, she curious as to what her master must be
thinking with her gaze vague of what she wants to tell the noceda.

luz perked up when she heard light footsteps behind her. she turned around to see amity in her usual
attire but it's loose as a tie in untied and some buttons of her dress shirt is open. "oh, hello master. is
there something you need?" she asked as she folded the used cloth and fully turned her body to face
amity.

"yes, i do need you to be in my room. 9 o' clock, sharp." amity replied, her gaze still not easy to
decipher. she looked at luz up and down with her slowly raising to softly twirl her locks.

"of course, master." luz said, she watched her hair getting played before amity pulled away and
cleared her throat as she backed up a little "well. you can do anything within this time before the
clock strikes 9. you will attend me, understand?" amity asked and luz nodded.

"yes master." she replied. amity nodded, she excused herself before walking away. leaving luz to
ponder on what her master wanted her to talk about, she looked at the grandfather clock telling it's
7:43pm so she has alot of time to prepare before 9 comes.

when the long arm of the clock strikes 12, the grandfather clock rang the time of 9 and luz knocked
on the door of amity's room upon the first ring of the clock. luz leaned closer to the door to hear
something on the other side.

"come in." she heard amity said. luz did so, she lightly opened the door was about to say something
but froze when she saw amity sitting in her favorite chair with a book in hand, seemed normal if



she wasn't only wearing the most transparent robe to flaunt her parts and her cock just sitting on her
thigh.

"m- master?" luz tried to look away but ended up staring even more. amity didn't mind as that's
what she wants.

"hm? oh yes, please lock the door as well, love." amity ordered, she closed the book while luz shuts
and locks the door behind. the blight stood up, her body now in full view for luz to become weak as
her master's built is rigged and her cock rising to be in it's fullest form. amity waved her finger for
luz to come closer, she did and amity held both of her hands. grazing it softly as both stared into
each other's eyes.

"you are the most beautiful woman i ever met and laid my eyes on. you're someone special to me
and it was true the moment we met. i want you to.." amity kisses luz's hands and placed one right in
her heart.

"be my lover, luz noceda."

luz's face blew up in red when she heard that, she averted her eyes from amity, looking down with
her body sinking lower. "i.. i don't know what to say, really.." she muttered. she's unsure if amity is
true to her word after being tossed and thrown around by many people and being told that she's a
worthless hideous being to ever live.

"luz, what's wrong?" amity asked, getting worried at the noceda's sudden dejected aura with her tail
wrapping around her as a protection. amity softly cupped luz's cheeks to make her look at her as
she repeated "what's wrong?"

"it's just, how can you love an abomination like me? i'm no princess in the books you once read to
me and i sure am no fair lady for what i am.." luz explained, she looked down at herself with her
lower half wrapping around her even more. she has gained a small amount of her self esteem in the
time she spent her but she still has a long way to go.

suddenly, amity pulled luz into a kiss which caught her off guard but happily kissed back with her
hands resting on the blight's as she tilts her head for the kiss to deepen before slowly pulling away.

"nonsense. do not let those fools bring you down when you're so much better than them. you're
already beautiful of what you are now and it doesn't need to change." amity said as she caresses
luz's cheeks with the fog in her eyes finally cleared up to let her see the overflowing love and
endear for her. only luz is able to get this gaze from amity.

"i love you." luz whispered making amity's heart jump in joy when she heard it. she smiled widely
and leaned in to kiss luz once again.

"i love you too."

amity led both of them to the bed with her topping luz, she started placing heated kisses along her
now lover's neck as her hands travelled around her rough yet smooth skin when she took off her
uniform and slowly grinds her cock against the noceda's unsheating pussy.

"you're so pretty, you know that? so pretty for me, i'm really lucky to have you, luz." amity
whispered, her lips travelling down to her breasts. she groped both luz's moderately sized tits and



she loves them. luz hummed when amity one of the nipples, her tongue flicking on it making luz
twitch and gasp softly.

"amity..." luz rubbed the blight's head and saw her gaze when she looked up at her. when amity
pulled away with a pop, she took off her robe and looked down at the snake girl's throbbing pussy.
biting her lip, amity rubbed luz's wet folds, spreading them making her whine.

"are you ready for me?" amity asked, she rubbed her tip against luz and she nodded in reply.

"definitely."

and with that, amity slowly pushed her cock inside luz earning a moan from her. luz can feel herself
getting deliciously stretched with her tail whipping around in excitement and her face lighting up in
red, same goes to amity as she watched her cock get consumed till there's nothing left.

"oh shit.." amity groaned as she can feel luz tightly clenching around her, she gripped onto the bed
sheets and started slowly thrusting into luz.

"aah... aahh amity.." luz moaned, she held the blight's shoulders as she stared up into her golden
eyes reflecting many things her mouth can't simply utter. the ends of her tail wrapped around
amity's thigh as her one hand held her waist, getting the feeling of her scales that she has touched
many times but could never get enough.

it felt like smooth gold to the touch and harder than a diamond to break.

"you feel so good.. aah!" amity moaned along with luz, she looked down to see her dick swiftly
coming in and out of luz's sloppy pussy as the sound of their skin slapping echoed throughout the
room. luz rolled her head back in pure pleasure as she feels amity already hitting the favorable spot.

"i love you so much, amity!" luz pulled amity into another kiss making her melt in top of her, her
hips became more powerful with her hands now intertwining luz's. amity pulled away for a moment
before leaning in again.

"augh- ah.. i love you too, mon amor!"

luz pushed her tongue inside amity's mouth and their wet muscles swirled, tasted each other as the
blight's thrusts never faltered with their climax soon coming. their bodies engulfed by pleasure they
craved from one another and they simply cannot get enough at all.

as they finally lacked of air, they pulled away with a small string of saliva connecting them and it
disappeared as soon as it appeared. sweat trickled down the sides of their faces with the bed
creaking faintly as amity bolted it down earlier to not make any noise and catch unwanted attention
but their moans can't be masked. they can't help it when luz, especially is getting fucked good by
her lover.

"a- amity i think i'm- mghn aaahh!" luz wailed as she can feel an unbearable twist in her stomach
getting tighter at each ram amity makes and it's starting to lose her mind.

"me too! w- wait for me!" amity clenched her teeth, she can feel her own climax coming in close as
well. her mind started to create an image of luz's stomach big and pregnant of their child or
children. it made amity smile at that and in a final deep plunge inside the noceda's pussy, she lets



out guttural moan as she finally came inside luz who screamed in euphoria with her claws
unsheathing to dig into amity's shoulder and her tail coiling tighter as she came at the same time.

luz shuddered at the feeling of cums getting mixed each other, she looked down at her stomach as
she feels warm and whole with amity. she slipped her hand out to rub her stomach in a slow circular
motion as she knows what's coming and she's hoping it'll come true.

amity also placed her hand on top of luz's to rub her tummy as well. she has a smile on her face, she
leaned into peck her lover's lips and hugged her while she wrapped the rest of tail around amity
who didn't pull out or even plan to.

eventually, amity was coiled by the snake but the intents are not malevolent as they drown
themselves in this heat love coil to sleep without a needed word to be uttered.

-----

a two weeks has passed of luz and amity finally getting together with the inevitable of them having
kids. they have everything they could've asked for.

amity groaned as the ray of sunlight directly hits her in the face, she turned over and started patting
the right bedside that is where luz is supposed to sleeping in but she felt nothing but cold empty
space. slowly fluttering her eyes open, amity looked at the indeed empty bedside which was odd as
luz never leaves the bed without amity but she excused it as her just have got up early for work.

the young master blight sat up, stretching her arms as she yawned. amity cracked all of her bones
before slowly slipping out of the bed, grabbed her robe as she's too groggy and lazy to get in her
normal attire without her daily caffeine.

as amity got out of the hallway, she walked down the thick carpeted floor with hands stuffed in her
robe's pockets while her eyes wandered in every corner in hopes to spot luz anywhere but when she
was about to pass a small group of housemaids, she stopped them.

"excuse me, have you seen luz anywhere?" amity asked, getting a little worried. the maids looked
at each other, silently asking the same question before they came to a conclusion.

"i'm afraid we haven't, master amity. we apologise." the middle one replied and amity slowly
nodded, she looked down as she started to think of the possible places luz could be before she goes
all out panic mode.

"oh, i see. it's alright." amity dismissed the maids and started speed walking to the end of the long
hall. she abruptly stopped when she heard talking in the family dining area and she leaned against
the wall when she instantly recognised her parents' voices. she started eavesdropping.

"i sincerely cannot believe amity would step down this low to impregnate that hideous ground
crawler. i hope the slitherbeast ends her pathetic life." odalia sneered as she rolled her eyes. a frown
appeared in amity's face ground crawler? anybody could be that but she has to continue listening to
know who they were referring to.

"it has a name as i can remember. our daughter picked her off the streets, her name would be luz,
was it not?" alador stated and amity's eyes widens as the realisation came to her like a knockback
spell. she was fuming but she has luz alone out in the cruel world again and she doesn't have any
more time to waste just by listening.



amity rushed back to her room, got into her usual attire and gathered what she can in her small bag
before hopping off the window as she lets out a loud whistle for her black steed to come galloping
towards her just in time to land on the saddle.

amity gripped the reins and whipped her mighty horse to go in it's full speed and created a
temporary flight spell as she doesn't have time to wait for the gates to be opened. the horse easily
hopped over the 16 foot metal gate and landed in a big thud on the undergrowth as amity raced
through the thick woods in a mission to find her lover before she's completely gone.

 

the search was long. it took almost a week for amity to stumble upon a rogue shack that was said it
had a snake person inside. she stopped in many towns from torrenada to bonesborough where she
got the lead.

amity is a mess. she couldn't get proper sleep with the constant paranoia of the bad things that
could've happened to luz but she always pushed down that thought and reassured herself that luz is
a tough gal, she can handle danger well.

as she got to the oddly designed house but there's no time to question unexplainable exterior design
as amity rushed over to the porch and started banging on the door that awakened someone but not
really a person to begin with.

"can you knock softer, hoot? i just got this fresh wood yesterday, hoot!" amity looked at the source
of the voice and she saw a blinking, talking door knocker. she lets out a deep sigh and pinched the
bridge of nose as she thought she's hallucinating this horrible apparition.

then, she perked up when she heard the door open to reveal a tall pale lady who's in her 40's or sorts
wearing a tattered red dress and held an owl staff. "what do you-" the witch was about to ask what
the blight is doing here but she was the first to ask questions.

"where is luz?! where is my girlfriend?!" amity bombarded the owl lady which was taken aback by
it.

"did somebody say my- amity!!!" luz slithered into view as she wiped her hands with a cloth, she
was doing something before this happened and she gasped at the sight of her lover on the other
side. she quickly rushed into amity's arms, hugging her tightly with her tail and arms as she missed
her alot.

"w- where- what happened?!" amity is lost for words and air but she held it in when she saw an
evident baby bump making her smile as she looked up at luz again who's giving a big smile as well.

luz slammed her sweet lips that amity missed so dearly and she didn't hesitate to kiss back but it
was short lived as the noceda whispered "i missed you."

"me too.. so much." amity replied, she buried her head in luz's shoulder as she tries to reciprocate
the tight hug. she's finally back with her luz and they'll never return to that damned manor.

-----

when the time of labor came, luz wouldn't let anyone near her except her mate who helped her take
three healthy snakelings who is now wrapped in their individual blankets like burritos while eda



and king helped to clean up luz as she's calming down.

the first one to come out has a purple blanket with their small tongue stuck out by accident. they
have luz's face and dark complexion. the second has a yellow blanket, they're the one who has their
tail wrapped around amity as they slept along with their sibling.

and the last one has a green blanket and is the most active than the others as they kicked, squirmed
making it a little hard for their mother to hold all of them.

"okay okay, calm down." amity whispered, she slowly sat down in the edge of the bed to look down
at her weary wife. luz turned her gaze up to see her newborn triplets, a smile came in her face "may
i?" she slowly raised her arms and amity lets her take one of them. it's the green blanket one.

"hello." luz whispers as she stared into her child's heterochromia eyes. one is golden and one is
hazel. she softly booped her kid's little nose and placed a kiss on their stubbly cheeks making them
let out a loud giggle. their parents also giggled at the sound of it.

amity placed a kiss on top of luz's forehead and glanced down at their still sleeping kids in her arms
"so, what're you gonna this little one?"

Chapter End Notes

i know, a little late but hey congrats on the graduation bro!
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with the badgers' leader dead and the remaining members fleeing off to the badlands as watson and
the other districts of night city would be completely occupied by the city's notorious and elusive
gang that no one is powerful enough to stop them.

unless one steps up into the plate to prove themselves but for now. the night owl will reign supreme
and have the well earned title of being the most dangerous gang in town.

the night owl is doing great, splendid even as the small sub units carried out their vanity fair of
cartels and spreading their word for their numbers to increase. there are one specific group that
have more power than the rest as they sit next to the leader, edalyn clawthorne.

that's right, the noceda sisters sat in the high ranks along with their lovers, the blights. though, only
one is able to take that spot and it's the youngest, luz noceda with her girlfriend, amity blight.

after lucinda was finally brought back to her real family, lucia and luz welcomed her with open
arms. meanwhile in the blights' side, ambrosia had an awkward start with her sisters amelia and
amity but soon warmed up to each other to become a family that was supposed to be.

but a tragic event happened. skylar pridhamm, ambrosia's foster father died in a crossfire and now
she has to return to the badlands to make sure her house, her home stayed safe and all of skylar's
memories would still be in one piece.

of course, lucinda decided to come along which was a bummer as her sisters thought they'd be
going on missions together but lucia has other plans as well.

lucia and amelia planned on living a sort of domestic life. no problem in that as they would still
stay in contact to the gang and their sisters while the youngest would stay behind.

with the sun in it's highest peak, everyone had their breakfast and lunch before preparing. the night
owl headquarters has a sad tone as the knowledge of four of their members or in this case, family
will leave to have their own lives.

"got everything you need?" lucia asked as she handed lucia a bag filled with her stuff. they stood
outside of the quarters with two revving vehicles, ambrosia's motor and lucia's car just nearby.



"yes, thank you." lucinda grabbed the bag out of her sister's hand and looked at everyone who's
planning to say goodbye. "um… i'm happy that i finally got to meet my real family and it was fun."
she said as she gave her sisters a smile, just to hold the tears of leaving them again.

"hey, it's alright. we have our own lives to live just remember to keep in touch, okay?" luz said,
she's the one who's struggling to keep her tears in while amity rubs her back to calm her down.

lucinda nodded, "of course and i'll visit from time to time with ambrosia." she replied. ambrosia has
been quiet for the most part but her sisters can tell that she's both sad that her father is gone and she
had to leave her family.

"i'm gonna miss you two so bad!!" luz finally broke down and she rushed over to lucinda and
ambrosia to pull them into a hug. the two eldest wheezed as luz embraced them tightly but hugged
back, lucinda pursed her lips to still try in holding in the tears but it immediately broke when the
other three joined in the group hug.

"dammit guys, you're making the water works." ambrosia muttered as tears streamed down her
cheeks, she returned the hug as she buried her teary face into someone's shoulder, not wanting them
to see it.

amelia sniffled, she wiped the tears off her face and looked at her lover to see that she's still holding
it in. "you can cry, you know." she said as she elbowed her side, lucia lets out a choked sob and
looked away with her lips quivering, wanting to cry but her hubris was holding it back.

"i know, just a damn dust made me teary." lucia reasoned and amelia is 'totally' buying it but she
isn't gonna press. they'll sure are gonna miss the times they've spent, it felt like all of it happened
yesterday when it was two months ago.

as the group hug slowly dispersed, everyone had tears in their faces. "make sure to send some gifts
when you get there." amity said, she wiped her tears off her face with a cloth as she sniffled.

"like what, sand?" ambrosia joked making her sister softly laugh but it was short lived as they have
to do the inevitable. they all looked at each other, silently saying the things their mouths can't say
till ambrosia grabbed her helmet and sighed deeply.

"well, we'll see you goons later. ready to go?" ambrosia looked at lucinda as she offered her helmet
to her. slowly nodding, the eldest noceda accepted the helmet then something came to mind.

"wait." lucinda rushed over to her sisters and raised her hand in front of them. it didn't take a
second for them to get what was gesture and they started doing various hand gestures before going
in for a fist bump and bumped their heads into each other making them groan and giggle at the
same time.

their lovers were confused nonetheless at the nocedas' new handshake.

lucinda bid her family a final goodbye as she and ambrosia of them hopped on the motor with
ambrosia revving the engine before driving off.

"have a safe trip!" luz waved at the receding motor speeding down the street with lucinda waving
back from behind.



"don't forget to fix the van!" lucia added and ambrosia shot a middle finger at her before swiftly
turning to the left and disappeared from their view. lucia chuckles, she drops her hand to her side
and sighed as she looked at luz who knows what's next.

"well, we have to go too, twit." lucia said with solemn in her tone. luz nodded as she sighed deeply
"just don't blow up city center." she said, giving her sister a soft punch in the shoulder making lucia
chuckle.

"no promises. make sure you bring back our ride those assholes stole." lucia said as she patted her
little sister's shoulder and luz nodded before pulling lucia into a hug.

"i'm gonna miss you." luz muttered as she held lucia tightly, not really to let go after the many shits
that happened to them before getting in a sort of serene moment.

"geez, we've been separated twice. you can handle yourself now, luz." lucia said as she hugged
back and pulled away to pat luz's head, ruffling it in the end.

"i know and i'll make you proud, i promise." luz said as she pushed the hand off her head. lucia
scoffed at that "you already did. i mean, you get to man the most infamous gang in night city for
fuck's sake!" she said with her arms extending exaggeratedly making luz chuckle as she shakes her
head.

"no, i don't know."

"shut up. yes, you do. that's mad respect and i am proud of you, luz. mami and papa would be too."
lucia has always been proud of luz. she doesn't need to prove herself to be competent in lucia's eyes
because she's her sister and luz doesn't need to prove what she already is.

a great fighter, an excellent commander and an amazing partner for amity.

new tears started to well up in luz's eyes, some now flowing down her cheeks and lets out a sniffle
"thanks." luz shakily said as she tries to wipe off the tears.

"what a crybaby." lucia pulled luz into another hug, patted her back and withdrew to do the same
gestures they made with lucinda before bumping their heads onto each other and started to back up
towards the car with amelia hugging her little sister one last hug as well with luz.

"take care of each other." amelia said and the two nodded their heads.

"we will. have a safe drive." amity replied, she waved her sister and lucia goodbye with luz.
watching them enter the car, pulling it out of parked and drove off down the street where lucinda
and ambrosia went but took the right turn, heading for the heart of night city where their new lives
will begin afresh.

luz and amity stood there for a while staring at the two corners their sisters took. luz is confident
that she'll be seeing them though not quite often now but she doesn't worry.

luz looked at amity and slowly intertwined her hand with her lover to make her look at her "come
on, let's go back in." she softly said as she tugged on the blight's arm.

amity smiled and nodded "yeah."

-----



a few weeks has passed ever since the eldest and middle left the night owls. they have been keeping
in touch, filling in what's been happening in the last couple of days and the youngest has been
pretty busy.

"we'll go here." luz started, she tapped the war table to make the map of the entire night city appear,
took a big chunk that is named heywood connected to one of santo domingo's districts.

"since the sewers are interconnected from arroyo to the glen and vista del rey, me and my team will
go under the district while amity and everyone else is on top as the first wave." luz said, snapping
her fingers to highlight the sewer channels under the districts and spread it wide for everyone to see
where she's going.

since heywood is the jungle of a district. the glen and vista del rey has more crime rate than the
capital can count. they have to be precise and keen to all of the attacks the two gangs inhabit there
as this is no westbrook or watson anymore. they're in the big leagues now. they gotta fight smart
and rough.

"we'll attack from all sides here. we're going to set up kinetic barricades to prevent anyone leaving
the district along seismic turrets." amity picked up where luz left off. she waved her hand over the
table to make small bodies resembling as theirs on top of the holographic map with purplish pink
walls now surrounding the entire district of heywood.

"viney and the others will corner well springs by the shores, putting the entire district in lockdown.
keeping the two gangs surrounded and defenseless with our lines coming all around." amity added,
showing a short caricature of what she had in mind of cornering the valentinos and 6th street to
bend their knees as they've been given the chance to work with them if they hand heywood to them
in exchange.

but of course, they chose violence.

"exactly. basically, it's like the sack of rome or the ambuscade of 2034 led by the joploy gang
against their rival the rocklow gang." luz said, showing off her knowledge of the dark world of
gang history across the world. it was hard to remember all but she still got it.

"yep, so any questions?" amity looked at the other gang members who were listening to the entire
plan but was just in awe at their new leader taking control of the whole coup, the whole operation
with ease.

"no, ma'am!" all of them responded and the two nodded their head.

"good. we have 30 minutes to make last minute preparations. don't waste time people!" luz
commanded, she clapped her hands to make everyone disperse and quickly head to prepare the
needed supplies and arsenal for the big mission.

"that was amazing. i think i should hand you two the seat." eda said as she approached the two
lovers. luz and amity looked at one another, asking silently each other if they want to rule the whole
gang.

"heh, no need for that, eda. besides, you're still alive." luz shrugged as she and amity don't wanna
have full responsibility to lead a big family. eda only hummed, doubtful but can't really force them
to take her place.



"think about it, kid. you could bring the whole family into big places." eda said before turning
around to leave and get ready as well.

when the heavy duty trucks pulled up on the border of arroyo and the glen, everyone filed out with
their weapons in hand, sharpened and loaded.

luz took the forefront of her team, took out a small bottle of illegal glowing substance booster that
she pressed the top to make it's needle to poke out and tossed the other one to amity who easily
caught it.

"everybody remember the plan?" luz asked quietly as she looked at everyone who gave an
affirming stiff nod. she turned her gaze at amity who gave her a salute before impaling herself with
the substance as her own customized mask activated, it glowed gold.

luz injected the substance on her shoulder and her red mask turned on as it glowed violent red
along with her prosthetic arms. she waved her arm for her team to follow her into the sewer to head
into the glen while amity ordered people to set up the kinetic barriers in their side as the north, east
and west as already planted while she led the rest directly to vista del rey, running as fast as they
can before the barrier activates.

amity stopped a wall, she raised her arm to let out her projectile launch system and aim it at the
wall. with the substance in her veins, the first shot was the signal and second one is enough to blast
the wall wide open for her team to rush inside with the barrier now completely closed.

with the district of heywood now infiltrated by the nightowls. they don't have anywhere to go but
fight a gang that is led by the most skilled fighters and prolific lovers. they don't know what's
coming.

as the valentinos walked out of their headquarters with the big man in front of the clearing where
the pavement would be covered of blood. the leader looked at the numbers amity has before letting
out a sour laugh.

"is this what you nightowls got? a couple of hundred while we have an empire!!" the leader lets out
an obnoxious roar that encouraged his men to go along with it and it only irritated amity.

"we asked for an alliance for this district but you chose war and war you shall receive." amity said,
cutting to the chase her hearing detects muffled explosions under the stone floor that's coming
closer and closer.

"then come at me, shorty." the leader bangs his gorilla arms to the ground making deep visible
cracks as he glared at amity who only returned an empty gaze.

then, the floor just a few feet next to amity exploded, creating a thin smoke that quickly disappears
under the high sun to reveal the second leader of the nightowls with her team's numbers still the
same as they entered the district.

luz noceda stood beside amity with her katana in hand that is drenched in blood. "you cleared out
6th street?" amity whispered to her lover who nodded and chuckled.

"their numbers were low. didn't even put up a challenge." luz flicked her katana to the side to get
the blood off her blade and sharpened it against her metal arm to create sparks.



"so go on, no neck. try us." luz taunted as her eyes flashed red for a moment with amity pulsed
blue.

the leader seemed to start to be hesitant on whatever or not to attack when the numbers increased
and the transmission of the other fleet of the nightowls has taken over the glen and cornered well
springs.

would the odds be with them or not?

it's a doubt.

and with that, shots are fired.

 

"CHEERS!!!"

as loud music is played and people happily dancing in the background, others surround the
campfire as they celebrate their victorious coup of the decade while they toss amity and luz into the
air, cheering their names as they led them to sweet triumph.

"yeah, we won.. okay please put me down before i puke.." luz is getting motion sickness at the
rigorous throwing and they followed. they placed the couple back down with luz almost falling to
the side if it wasn't for amity catching her.

"you good?" amity asked as she lightly chuckles. luz blinked multiple times, she shook her head to
calm down her reflexes before nodding. "yeah, i'm never doing that again." luz muttered, she roped
her arm around amity's waist as they started to head for an empty space they can relax in.

they people they've passed congratulated them and gave them praises which made luz embarrassed
as she's not used to that.

as they sat down, they both watched the gang members celebrate while they held a can of beer. luz
offered her can to amity for a toast.

"to us and the family." luz said. amity smiled, she raised her beer as well and said "to us and the
family." before clicking their cans together and easily drinking all of it's contents.

as they finished their beers, luz leaned her head against amity while they watch "look at this. is this
what you imagined of us?" she whispered with her hand slowly slithering down to amity's to
intertwine.

"hm, maybe but everything is always better whenever you're in the picture." amity replied, she
kissed the top of her lover's head and gave their intertwined hands a firm squeeze.

"just think of it, the nightowls, us going beyond night city and going in a field trip to rule every
state. we'll be unstoppable." amity added, she rubbed luz's knuckles as she heard her hum. think it's
not half bad of an idea.

"yeah, that sounds like a dream." luz said.

"or we could, you know, settle down for a bit and leave the next operation to viney. girl's got
potential." amity gave a second option as she watched luz lift her head to look at her with those



eyes she fell for back on that rooftop.

"both are good. i prefer to wind down after a successful ambush, so what do you have in mind?" luz
asked as their space started to slowly disappear till their lips met again. they indulge themselves
into the kiss while amity guided luz's hand to her crotch making her feel something hard under
those jeans.

as they pulled away, they stared deeply into each other's hues that is glistening of need "why don't
we find a motel and we'll figure out what to do then." amity cooed, luz's eyes travelled down to her
lover's pants to see if that she's holding is legit the she remembered amity got an implant for
something special.

so this might be the one.

"that's a good plan." luz replied with a smirk before both of them rushed off.

-----

"hey hot shot."

lucinda looked up from what she's doing to see a familiar auburn head walking inside the garage.
she smiled at ambrosia, she stood up as she patted her hands clean off soot.

"hey, ames." lucinda greeted back, ambrosia stopped beside her and whistled at the motorcycle
she's been tinkering on for a while ever since she stole it in vice city with the hell riders.

yep, lucinda is now with the hell riders. people thought she was lucia but taller, they were surprised
to discover that lucia has two more siblings and that the eldest would be staying here. lucinda and
the hell riders had a good start.

but the guy named rye seemed to hold a grudge on the noceda. wonder why while christy tails her,
asking things about 'prince' and about her before she got pushed away by ambrosia.

"wow, you really outdid yourself on this one." ambrosia said as she traced her hand on the seat and
gripped the handle, giving it a twist. lucinda made a nonchalant noise as she tossed the wrench back
in the tool box making a clattering noise.

"it's nothing. i just added some extra upgrades from the stuff we have." lucinda said, being modest.
ambrosia waved her hand nonchalantly "please, don't be modest. we barely restock and you still
managed to get this to look fresh out of the store." this made lucinda feel timorous as her cheeks
tinted red, not really used to the praises she's been getting for two months from the young
pridhamm.

"t- thanks.." the noceda timidly accepted the compliment.

ambrosia noted that lucinda is wearing a simple white shirt that is covered in dirt from the
upgrading she's been doing. the sleeves are rolled up to fully expose her bulky arms that are filled
with scars, her right arm having a spiral burn due from the fight in the blight tower and her neck
still showing signs of marks from the collar she was forced to wear for 23 years.

but lucinda is free now. she can breathe and do whatever she wants.



ambrosia tiptoed to place a soft peck on lucinda's cheeks "you're welcome." she said before heading
inside the house to whip up some dinner after returning from another trip from vice city.

this caught lucinda off guard, the peck made her weak on her legs with her heart madly beating
against her chest as her blush only got worse but she shook it all off and took a deep breath to calm
down.

lucinda slipped something out of her pocket and stared down at a polaroid picture that displays her
and her two sisters making goofy faces before almost getting shot as they took this amidst a
gunfight.

softly smiling, lucinda misses her sisters. after said months, all of them have been busy like luz and
amity conquering the entire night city, lucia and amelia living peacefully after almost their entire
lives riddled with danger while she's with ambrosia in the desert traveling across it's barren horizon
for a land to vanquish.

not that she has a problem with it, lucinda just felt homesick for the first time.

sighing quietly, lucinda placed her picture back in her pocket and went inside the house to see
ambrosia in the kitchen cutting up some vegetables. she went over to help, she stood beside the
pridhamm and watched her swiftly chop before moving to another.

"need a hand?" lucinda asked, making ambrosia look at her in the corner of her eye and showed a
small smile.

"yeah, actually."

after dinner was done, lucinda took charge in cleaning the dishes while ambrosia took a shower.
after cleaning said dishes, she headed for her and ambrosia's shared bed and ended up staring at the
photo again without noticing that ambrosia got out of the shower.

"hey, whatcha lookin' at?" ambrosia sat beside lucinda and peered down see the noceda sisters then
turned her gaze up to lucinda who has a downcrest expression which the young pridhamm
immediately pieced together.

"i miss them." lucinda muttered, she's split on whether she should permanently live in the badlands
with ambrosia or go back to night city with her family.

"you can stay with me here, luci. we can ride to whatever with the hell riders and do anything. i
miss them too but we can always plan a meet up when we can so please. stay." ambrosia said,
trying to convince the noceda to be with her as she grabbed her hand while waiting for an answer.

"i don't know." lucinda came out unsure but suddenly, ambrosia leaned in to give her a full on kiss.
not on the cheeks, not the forehead but the lips.

this surprised the noceda and she slowly kissed back as she melted into it. her grip on the photo
slowly loosens when she got lost in this which brought her back to the time ambrosia kissed her in
the blight tower.

as they pulled away, there's something seeping into their eyes as they stared longer than intended.



"besides, i just got used to having you here." ambrosia added, she slowly lets go of her towel and
moves her body to come closer with lucinda's eyes trying not to look down when the towel is
completely off.

"so.. would you stay with me?"

how can lucinda say no to a woman this beautiful? "yes."

ambrosia smiles and leans in for another kiss with her getting on lucinda's lap as they deepen the
kiss. the noceda's hands slowly raised her hands to hold onto ambrosia's smooth, curvy waist.

"thank you." ambrosia whispered as they pulled away. lucinda couldn't hold anymore, she gently
pushed the pridhamm down to the bed with her hovered on top of her. the noceda took off her
clothes to be bare with ambrosia as their cheeks turned tomato red at the sight of each other's
bodies.

with their minds only filled by lust.

 

KNOCK KNOCK KNOCK

"ames! luci! wake the fuck up, we got news!"

lucinda and ambrosia snap awoke by the sound of banging on their door with sunlight pouring
inside their bedroom and shone down on their naked bodies only covered by the blanket.

"what the fuck.." ambrosia groaned as she groggily looked around while lucinda yawned while
rubbing her eyes. she turned her gaze to the forgotten uncovered window and her eyes widened
when she saw conner on the other side.

"HOLY SHIT THEY FUCKED! GUYS LOOK THEY FINALLY DID IT!!!" he exclaimed which
caught the others' attention and they also peeked in to see the two naked women in bed without any
other excuse that they fucked.

"thank god! i totally knew they were gonna do it!" christy snickered. both of ambrosia and lucinda's
face blew up in red, they tried to come up with a reason but their position is too obvious.

"get out!!" ambrosia yelled instead and the three cackled before moving out of the window.

sighing deeply, "i'm so sorry." ambrosia muttered but lucinda shook her head "it's okay." she gently
rubbed her back, leaned in to give her a good morning kiss which was appreciated and happily
returned by ambrosia.

"come on, let's get dressed and see what these jackasses want." lucinda said making ambrosia
giggle.

"watch your profanity."

as they got into normal clothes, ambrosia swung the door open and everyone's eyes immediately
spotted her hickey.



"don't. just tell us why the fuck us up so damn early." ambrosia stopped them before they can make
a comment about her mark and didn't even bother to hide it as she's proud of it.

"well, the gang leader of krillshrill from the east challenged us and the prize would be your ride
since they got dibs on it, they said." connor immediately cuts to the chase as said. the two looked at
each asking and lucinda just shrugged.

"it sounds stupid." lucinda said as she really doesn't care if her motor got stolen when she didn't
have a bond with it unlike ambrosia who's bonded with her.

"that's because it is. if you wanna steal something just immediately seize it!" rye slammed his fists
together making a loud sound while he kept watch for whoever in the krillshrill comes riding by
their small town.

"and that's not all. they want ambrosia as well." connor added and this placed a dark atmosphere all
around as they saw an almost empty expression in lucinda gave which sent shivers down everyone's
and jumped when she spoke all of the sudden.

"where are they?"

-----

"eyy, we got a two floor loft in the middle of the city and it's all mine!" lucia rushed inside their
new loft that has a dark aesthetic with all of it's lights automatically turning on. she stopped in the
center to look around as her wonder was growing bigger and bigger.

"50% of it is yours, honey." amelia said as she followed behind her girlfriend, settled her bag on the
couch while lucia looked around their new home in city center that shined out of their big window
in the night, letting it's building lights on making the indoor lights useless as it's so bright to light
up their entire loft.

"still. this couch is mine," lucia said as she leaned down to rub the soft couch while amelia watched
her with amusement and crossed arms.

"that full liquor bar is mine," lucia bolted over to the bar, hopping over the counter and randomly
picked a bottle that came along with the purchase of the loft "ooh, kaiyo's. nice." lucia muttered,
pleasantly surprised as she read the one of the most exquisite liquors that she always wanted to try.

she placed the bottle on the counter and ran towards a wall near the stairs "these automated
retractable hidden mini bed is mine" lucia slammed her hand onto the wall making a hotspot appear
under hand, amelia rose a brow as she knew there's no such thing till a beep was heard.

the small portion of a wall rotated around to reveal a bed that is big enough to hold an average adult
and perfect for a kid.

lucia took off her hand to make the wall, making it deep again and close. then, she charged at
amelia who was caught off guard and grunted when lucia crashed into her, lifting her up in the air
by the waist as they slightly spun around.

"and you're mine." lucia winked at her lover, amelia's cheeks turned red and she lets out a laugh
making her lover laugh along as well.



"you're so cheesy." amelia playfully rolled her eyes as she looked away. lucia lowered the blight
back down and made sure there's no space left between them. their height difference is very visible
along with the love in their eyes.

"only for you, mi amor." lucia whispered as she booped amelia's nose making it crinkle.

"do you wanna permanently live here?" amelia asked, she brushed hair out of lucia's face and
tucked it behind her ear as she caressed her cheek making the noceda lean into her touch and kiss
her palm.

"in the streets, in a loft, in an apartment. i don't care where we are as long as i have you, ames.
that's all i need." lucia replied, closing her eyes for a moment to indulge herself into her lover's
warmth and slowly opened her eyes to give amelia a gaze of pure passion that made her heart weak.

lucia sure does know how to make a woman fall more for her.

"i love you so much, lucia. i'm sorry for everything i've done to you. i was stupid and cruel.."
amelia muttered, looking down as she recalls all of the wrongdoings she did to lucia and her family.
she is still not over about what happened in santo domingo.

"hey hey, don't be like that. i forgave you, didn't i? so i better not catch my only girl speak lowly of
herself, alright?" lucia cupped the blight's cheeks to make her look at her in the eyes once again and
gave her a reassuring smile.

"i love you too, amelia." lucia leaned in for a kiss which amelia didn't hesitate on kissing back as
they poured many untold things into. her arms coiled around her neck, fingers getting locks in
lucia's locks as she slowly took off her beanie to let it drop on the couch.

amelia lowly groaned when she felt lucia's hands snake down to her ass to give a squeeze and a
smack. they slowly pulled away for the blight to see the noceda's smirk with her intentions placed
in broad light.

"easy there, we should be unpacking." amelia said knowing full well that they won't be doing that.

"we can do that tomorrow. let's check out the bed instead." lucia lifted amelia off the floor again
and this time by the hips with amelia wrapped around her like a koala as they ascend the stairs.

"you're not subtle, noceda." amelia spat making lucia giggle.

"not even wanting to be, blight."

after completely moving into their loft, lucia and amelia took some time to adjust since a normal,
domestic life isn't something they had in childhood.

having to raise luz alone and work at an early age, lucia was a little iffy when she tried to stay still
and relax. her instincts of flight or fight would always kick in but luckily, amelia is there to calm
her down and nothing's gonna harm them anymore.

meanwhile, amelia was out. literally. after being forced to operate a company while being so young
was stressful and it felt like amelia hasn't been getting the best sleep for years till she finally lets
herself go. she was out for the entire day and a half which concerned lucia as why her lover decided
to cosplay sleeping beauty.



they made sure that both of them are in good shape in all aspects after years of not taking care of
their bodies and mental health. lucia just realised how mentally exhausted she was along with
amelia as if all of their stored complications just came flowing out for them to realise how fucked
up they were without realising.

of course, they trudged out of that dark forest and came into a clear plain of serenity. lucia and
amelia has a good life up in their loft whilst keeping in touch with their sisters and have a good sex
life as that is important.

right now, they sat on their couch while watching a movie that is convoluted and it seems that the
movie itself doesn't know where it's own plot is going anymore.

"this is.. odd." amelia muttered, she rested head on lucia's shoulder with her fiddling with her
fingers.

"this is shit. it's like they took harpy's angels and back to the near future, threw it in a blender and
out came this dumpster fire of a movie." lucia took the words out of amelia's mouth, she sighed
deeply as it hurt to watch and would hurt even more if she tried to analyse every bit of the movie. it
sucks so bad that it's good type of thing.

amelia looked up to lucia as she had been meaning to her about something but was hesitant.

"babe?" amelia called and lucia tore her eyes off the movie to look at her as she hummed in
response "hm?"

"uh.. i have something to tell you and please don't be mad." amelia gave a fair warning as she
reached for something in her short's pocket and lucia didn't say anything as she saw a pink
thermometer in amelia's hand when she offered it to her.

lucia took it and started inspecting it till the realisation hits her like a bulldozer.

the silence is eating amelia away and made her extremely worried at that could lucia be thinking
about.

"you're mad, aren't you?" amelia said as she looked away and this snapped lucia out her trance.

"no no no! of course not! it's just, i've been careful when we go raw right? i'm sorry i knocked you
up, ames.." lucia said, sinking in shame as she didn't mean to make her lover pregnant. she's not
saying she doesn't want it. she's unsure and unready.

"there's no need to be sorry. i wanna keep them since i have been thinking about having a family
with you." amelia softly held both of lucia's hands and gave them a firm squeeze as she placed one
on her cheek, she looked into her reddish hazel eyes that held uncertainty.

"but what if the kid doesn't like me and i'll be a bad parent? i know luz turned out okay but i don't
know what to do in raising an actual child." lucia expressed her concern, she returned the squeeze
as she tries to maintain eye contact.

she never showed much emotion openly unless it's luz or amelia in a private place. it's a blessing
for amelia to be included in that scarce circle of people to truly see what kind of person lucia is.



"hey hey, calm down, okay? we'll figure all of this out together when the baby comes. we still have
time and if we need help, we can always call our sisters." amelia reassured, she pulled lucia into a
hug and kissed the side of her head. lucia hugged back, she wants to get on the bright side of this as
this is happy news and she placed a kiss on amelia's cheek when they pulled away for a moment.

"we got this, say it with me." amelia said, trying to encourage lucia and make her bounce back to
her bright mood.

it worked as a smile is seen coming in her face.

"we got this. yeah, we can do this as long as i have you and you have me." lucia repeated with
confidence in her tone which made the blight smile and gave her a sweet kiss on the lips as they
certainly knew those words rang true for them.

nothing in the world would be able to drive them apart after everything they've been through and
this baby would be the live representation of how much a noceda could love a blight.

"we'll be unstoppable."

Chapter End Notes

no smut for you after that long ass chapters of nothing but obscenity. make this as a little
resting spot while reminiscing the simpler times.

also, are there any deaf readers here? i just wanna know.



Snowprints

Chapter Summary

snow leopard amity x otter luz

not requested

winter came.

the bodies of water are frozen over throughout the season and would be deadly cold. some otters
wouldn't have to worry about the cold climate if you're a sea otter as you'll just likely drift off to the
far north with your raft and would still be fine if orcas won't be a problem.

the river otters in just below the far north though on the other hand won't be able to drift off or
swim into the seas when it's frozen in th middle of winter. luz had resort to traveling inland with a
blistering cold just to find a temporary shelter and food stock to help her ride this season out.

everything would be handy dandy if it wasn't for the hungry, thirsty predators pouncing on her in
every corner.

luz has dealt with coyotes, bears, wolves, bobcats, you name it and they are persistent whenever
they see an otter walking on empty snow plains unprotected by water but luz knows how to manage
herself. her fur grew thick and tough now that she migrated here, water might be scarce but she still
has her teeth and claws.

right now, she found a perfect spot to fish that she dug deep into the lake and has been throwing up
carps and some times burbots if she goes deeper but had to resurface every so often.

as she pulled up to the surface with her final catch just in time for the sun starting to set and luz
froze when she saw a big cat, a snow leopard with an auburn fur and mint green spots, staring at
her with those golden eyes and small pupils slowly dilating when they saw luz.

luz doesn't know what this feline wants as they just sat there, staring at her. the otter lets out small
squeak to get a response out of them but the leopard just lets out a huff and turned their head to the
pile of fishes that is enough to get luz through the winter.

luz quickly rushed up to the surface and stood in front of her pile in a protective stance, her lips
threatening to curl but she only lets out warning noises that she's not sharing today.

the leopard made a 'brr-ing' noise or a trill, they slowly stood up and lightly swished their tail while
they approach luz who's starting to hiss and growl at the cat but it didn't faze them.

instead, the leopard leaned closer to take a sniff of luz's face which caught her off guard. before she
could move away, the leopard makes a meow like a growl and pushed luz to fall on her back and
continued their sniffing down below.



luz's face blew up in red, she quickly shifted back "what the hell are you doing?!" she exclaimed as
she shoved the snow leopard away making them meow while shaking their head, rubbing the sides
with their paws like they're trying to get something off.

then, the leopard shifted as well and pinned luz to the ground with them in between her legs and
hands holding the wrists. "get off!!" luz thrashed under the cat's hold while trying to kick them off
but they held a tight grip on her.

"please.. i can't take it anymore.. i've been watching you and i can't-" the snow leopard was cut off
with a grunt, their upper lip curling to a snarl but they look like they're holding something in. luz
wants to know what made them frisky but when her eyes traveled down, her eyes widens as she
sees a fully unsheathed twitching cock.

"o- oh.. why me?! why can't you just mate with your own species?!" luz retorts, her face
understandably red as she's about to be mated by a snow leopard. out of all the things that could've
happened to her when she resurfaced, she never thought this would be one of the things would
occur.

"why? crossbreeding is prominent here and you expect me to stick with my own kind?" the snow
leopard sneered which made a valid point as the entire planet has fucked everyone and the
offsprings coming out of the world looking more like their first parent if their gametes is more
prevalent than the other.

and luz doesn't know why she said that, probably her defense system shutting down as this is so
surreal.

"okay you got a point but still! i don't even know you!" luz said and she's starting to notice
something.

"it's amity and i know your name's luz." amity nonchalantly replied and she quickly added "you
dropped it several times while i was passing by and i took interest on you."

this surprised luz, she figured out what she couldn't tear her eyes off amity's golden eyes that she
couldn't help but be enticed as the last strip of daylight shone on them before they got shrouded in
darkness. she had to admit that the leopard is really attractive with her fur and luz can't get over that
long, fluffy tail that she knows snow leopards bite for some reason.

"we need shelter. come on." amity got off luz as it'd be risky to mate out in the open especially in a
lake that could break midway their session. she walked over to the pile of fishes to scoop up what
she can and glanced over to luz who's still on the ground, flabbergasted as she stared at the feline's
glowing hues.

luz eventually snapped out of her trance and stood up to get her own haul as well before following
amity into the woods, leading them somewhere while the snow leopard's cock is out in the freeze
cold and still able to remain in it's erected form.

and luz couldn't look away till she pulled herself out of her gaze "um, are we going uphill?" luz
asked, amity looked at the otter in the corner of her eye, having a good sight gave her an advantage
to examine all of luz's features.

"yes. the better vantage point, the lower anyone could disturb us amidst this coming blizzard."
amity replied as she looked away with her affliction worsening.



as they got to this cave with small snow blowing by the entrance but not enough to get the inside.
they settled refuge here for a short while till the sun comes up, amity placed the fishes in one corner
before grabbing luz's hand to make her look at her once again.

"you could've ran and i'm giving you a chance to do so." amity said as she gently pushed luz back
to leave if she doesn't wanna do this with a last bit of her sanity clinging onto whatever luz will
answer.

luz dropped the fishes and gave the leopard's hold a squeeze, she started thinking about it. yes, the
offer of mating was so out of the blue but no doubt this'll be the only time this would happen to her
and luz seemed to have catch some feelings for the beautiful feline. why would she run from that?

"no. i'll stay but just don't eat me while we're doing it." luz lightly joked making amity softly
chuckle and pulled her closer making the noceda's body press against the blight's making her feel
her large cock.

"oh, you wouldn't have to worry when i'll be doing the other kind of eating." amity then pulled luz
into a kiss that she easily kissed back, her hands' grip turned loose as she melted into the kiss. amity
held on luz's waist with one hand getting a feel of her thick coat of fur before stopping at her fat ass
and she didn't hesitate in spanking it.

"hmn.." luz groaned in the kiss and they slowly pulled away for her to see a toothy grin on the
leopard's face.

"i didn't know otters carry this much package." amity whispers as she gave luz's ass a squeeze
making her whine and press herself more onto amity to grind against her cock, grasping it to feel
it's actual girth.

"you don't know anything about otters, kitty." luz replied making amity's grin grow even more and
guided both of them to the floor, spreads luz's legs for the wild cat to see her drenched pussy even
without slight source.

"i am now."

with that, amity started to push herself inside luz's virgin hole earning a squeak and slight hisses as
she feels herself getting stretched for the first time. she clawed the jagged stone floor and lets out
spiked gasp when amity shoved the last portion in.

"aah.." amity shuddered and her fur spiked for a moment as she feels luz's warm insides clenching,
sizing her while she waits for her to adjust completely before moving to the next stage.

after a minute or so, luz gave a silent affirmation that she's okay now for amity to start thrusting.
moving slow, amity watched the otter's expression contort from mixed pain and pleasure to just
pure delight as she feels her thick tail slowly wanting to wrap around her own.

"amity.. aaahh!" luz loudly moaned when amity went to her own speed. she tightly gripped her
wrists as she held her waist, luz kept her eyes on the leopard that didn't stop from glowing. it
actually seemed to have gone brighter with her pupils dilating bigger.

"shit.." amity bit her lip, groaning as she rolled her head back from the pleasure, she usually just
lock herself in her den whenever she goes into heat but when amity's cycle arrived just in time for
her heightened nose to pick up a potential mate and it's luz.



she found her fighting off a pack of coyotes and it was the first time they saw each other face to
face when amity jumped in to help but luz didn't take her time before leaving with a trail of her
dragged tail and pellets of blood staining the white snow.

"aaahhh luz! you feel amazing!" amity roared and that was the last straw for her to completely lose
herself. she pulled for to flip luz to go in all fours before she could ask what's happening, amity
shoved her cock back inside luz's pussy making her yowl.

"amity!!" luz's upper half dropped to the floor with her ads completely raised for the snow leopard,
giving herself for amity as the immense pleasure overrides her systems and made her a slut for that
feral wild cat. luz's tongue stuck out with her eyes wanting to roll back.

"aah.. aahh fuck yes! amity fuck me more!!" luz moaned, she tries to lift herself with her trembling
arms as her body jolt forward everytime amity roughly slams into her. she looked over her shoulder
to look at the blight.

"aaahh more!!" luz begged for her to be fucked mindlessly as her mind got consumed by lust and
the euphoria erupting throughout her body. drool rolled down the side of her mouth with her tail
wildly swishing that actually hits amity in the face till she grabbed it and tugged on it making luz
arch as she squealed.

"you're a fucking whore, aren't you?" amity growled, amused at the new sight of the otter is display.
she truly didn't know what otters truly are.

"aahh- yes!" luz replied.

amity bent down, pressed her breasts against luz's back as her hips are relentless and whispered "i
knew it." before sinking her teeth into luz's neck, marking her making the otter screamed in bliss
and it didn't help that amity kept tugging in her tail.

"shit amity!! ha- aah... have you f- fucked other otters before or what?" luz managed to get it out
through her moans. amity slowly pulled away, licked the mark and placed a kiss on luz's cheeks.

"you're my first and i can tell i am yours as well. i never thought a river otter would feel this good..
ngh.. i should've found one myself years ago." amity groaned as she nuzzled up to luz's neck, her
hand moved up to her tits to roughly fondle with her twisting her nipples.

"then, i wouldn't be able to meet you." luz replied.

the sound of loud whips and gushes of cold winds are heard outside of the cave drowned out the
loud moans and harsh skin slapping. there aren't much people out in the blizzard to hear them so
they're lucky to not be awakened by them.

amity's growl is starting to get louder as she can feel her knot coming in quickly with her feral
thrusting slowly turning stagnant but luz wouldn't be able to tell the difference as she's so lost in
cloud nine now.

"luz i'm coming!" amity moaned, she clenched her teeth tightly as it's getting unbearable for her to
pop.

"don't pull, please! i want it!!" luz begged and pulling out is the last thing amity has in her mind.



with a last deep plunge in the noceda's pussy, luz lets out her final scream of euphoria that echoed
throughout the night as she feels amity burst inside her and tie with her. shuddering at the feeling of
their cums mixing and the inevitability of luz bearing their mixed kits. neither minded.

both panted heavily as they slowly rode their highs down. amity carefully held luz as she slowly
laid down to the side and spooned the otter without disrupting their knot. luz slowly intertwined her
hand on amity's as she leaned back, feeling her extremely soft fur from behind.

"i'm curious." luz started, her voice coarse and amity hummed in reply.

"would you still fuck an otter if you haven't met me?" she asked and she heard amity let out a small
chuckle, she wrapped her arms around her even more till luz is almost covered by the snow
leopard.

"probably not but i'm glad you're the first and will be the last otter i'll be mating till i die." amity
replied as she buried her nose in luz's curly head with her eyes closed, engraving her scent in her
mind while scent marking her.

"kinda extreme, don't you think?" luz lightly giggled at that, she looked behind her to see amity's
eyes getting a softer shift. "not really. after all, we're kinda mated for life now." amity said, she
leaned in to give luz a loving kiss while their bodily warmth keeps the cold winter away till the sun
comes up.

happily knowing that they finally found the right mates.

-----

as the new morning sun rose into the sky with the moon receding back. the light shone down the
effects of last night with the snow rising about 3 feet but the snow that was blocking the entrance of
the cave was cleared out along with snow footprints heading somewhere.

luz slowly fluttered her eyes open and instantly that she's out of the knot without amity not sleeping
behind her anymore. she slowly sat up to see the disturbed snow as well with the makeshift bedding
under her that wasn't there before.

"amity?" luz called for her mate but her throat turned sore from that one hell of a night and she can't
really sit up right before collapsing back to the ground.

she waited for a few seconds for something to happen then a loud 'mao' was heard and came into
view of a big auburn, mint furred snow leopard trotting towards the cave while carrying something
in her mouth.

as amity got back to the cave, she purred when she pressed her head against luz as a form of
greeting a good morning before gently placing the dark blue blanket wrapping something and
shifted into her humanoid form.

"how was your sleep?" amity asked as she sat down beside luz with a tail wrapping around her
waist.

"it was good. what's this?" luz started to untie the blanket to reveal a wooden goblet that contains
steaming hot chocolate with floating marshmallows. luz's face lit up at the sight of it with her
energy levels rising despite not drinking it yet as she looked at amity who has a smile on.



"i got it from the town just a few miles off here. drink it, it's said to be the best one around." amity
said and luz pulled her into an endearing kiss in the cheeks which made the snow leopard blush so
early in the morning and luz shot a happy toothy smile at her.

"thanks, ames."



Miss Noceda

Chapter Summary

-switch roles of 'miss blight'

original in chapter 234

"hey mittens!"

amity sighed deeply as she heard her for getting slammed open, she sat in her work table doing her
usual homework with the twins trotting inside her room without permission and dropped to her bed.

"what is it now." amity groaned, she turned around to see edric laying in bed with her legs swinging
back and forth behind him and emira holding her tablet with a big smirk on.

"come here, we wanna show you something." emira beckoned, waving her hand for amity who just
rolled her eyes. she spun her chair back again, ignoring the twins and resumed to her work.

"i don't have time for this. i got alot of homework to do, aren't you two as well?" she said as she
grabbed her phone with her earphones to plug it in, if the twins are gonna hang in her room, it
would be hard to focus unless she diverts herself with music.

"we can do that later." edric dismissed, he sat up and scooched closer to his sister, peering down at
the tablet making a smirk on his face.

"do you wanna know what mother and father does for fun at night?" he asked before tapping the
screen making a full volume loud ass moan to be heard before emira stopped it.

this caught amity off guard at the sound, she doesn't know what it meant but it sounded weird. "no..
i rather not pry in their business." she said, placing her earphones in her ears and was about to put
the music in high but she was suddenly pulled back by the chair and groaned when she fell onto the
bed with the twins grinning down on her.

"okay but do you wanna know what sex is?" emira persistent and amity grimaced as she knew
there's no absolute way for her to get out of this situation when the twins already made up their
mind.

"ugh fine if it means of you leaving alone." amity spat.

-----

luz closed the big doors of the blight manor after her boss lets her in, telling her that amity is in her
room while the twins are out doing their own thing.

she goes up the stairs like normal, heading for the youngest's bed room as usual like how she did
from the very start she started doing this job. luz stopped in front of amity's door, gripped the



doorknob to twist it open and push it to reveal the girl's bedroom.

"ami, i'm he-" luz, suddenly, froze when she saw amity laid on her bed with her phone near her face
that is playing porn in fill volume thinking she's all alone in the manor. the absolute takeaway here
is amity doesn't have pants or shorts down, her shirt is pulled up to expose her developing mounds
while fingering herself.

this is certainly not in her resume.

"aah.. ahngh.. hnmh-" luz flinched when amity turned her head and her eyes widened at the sight of
her babysitter by the door with a red face, both clearly embarrassed.

"luz?!"

"ay fu- dios mio! i'm sorry, i'm sorry!" luz quickly averted her eyes off amity, she covered it with
her hands as she lets out a quiet groan into it. luz was about to close the door and bolt down to the
kitchen to contemplate everything.

but, her wrist was caught by none other than amity who didn't have time to grab her pants. well, at
least her shirt is long enough to cover her snatch from luz's view but it's still to be hidden.

"i'm sorry, i didn't mean to walk in on... this." luz couldn't think of a better word for masturbation.
she also noticed that she somehow turned hard when she saw the young blight nude, she hates
herself for that.

"no um.. it's okay i was actually.. thinking of you." amity said as she shyly turned her head away,
she didn't let go of luz though. not wanting to let her go. she moved to the older girl and looked up
to her with those eyes.

"what?" luz bit the insides of her mouth when she noticed amity got close and her chest swelled as
she saw the blight give her those eyes.

"yeah i want you to do those things like in the videos." amity said and started to lead luz inside the
bedroom as she internally panics. "b- but, amity you're still young and how did you-" luz tried to
reason with amity but it's hard to convince a blight when they made up their mind.

"luz please? i want to try it with you." amity begged, she closed the door behind and stood in front
of luz with no space between at all. luz won't lie that she finds amity really cute but she's held back
by her morals and it's seemed to be tested today.

"fine just don't tell anyone about this, capisce?" luz said as she offered her hand to amity whom
gladly grabbed and shook it, luz can sense the eagerness from the handshake alone.

when they drew their hands back, they stared at each for a while before amity slowly gripped luz's
shirt to tug on it, signalling luz to lean down which she did and amity pulled her into a kiss.

this surprised the noceda at the sudden motion but she reluctantly kissed back with her hands
slowly slipped down in amity's waist and easily picking her up to get to the bed, placing her down
without breaking the kiss till they're out of breath.

upon pulling away, luz started placing soft kisses on amity's neck who lets out low hums as she
wrapped her arms around luz while slowly grinding herself against the hard bulge through the



pants.

"are you sure you really wanna do this?" luz asked as she stopped for a moment, wanting a
confirmation before she really does on to do it. she knew the concept of sex but never really
bothered to dabble on it as, point one is her not having anyone to do it and point two is that she's
uncomfortable.

amity nodded her head, she pecked luz's lips as a reply "yes. i'm ready, luz."

luz took a deep breath before accepting it. she lifted amity's shirt to show her erected pink nipples,
she leaned down to take one nipple on her mouth to start suckling on it with her hand groping the
other as she slowly humps amity making her whimper.

"please.." amity whispered, she tried to reach for luz's pants for her to unbuckle and luz noticed
this. she pulled away from the nipple, placed her knees up on the bed for amity to start pulling her
belt off, bringing her zippers down along with her dark boxers that displayed evident erection and
soon enough, luz's 12 inches cock flopped out in front of amity's eyes making her let out a weak
sigh, bewildered at the girth of it all.

"wow.." amity slowly grasped it with her small hand barely wrapped around it, her thumb rubbed
the shining tip and started to lightly pumping. she looked up to luz when she heard her groan
above.

"this... all of this is gonna be inside me?" amity asked, luz gulped as she watched the blight stroke
her while still maintaining that innocent look

"yeah if that's what you want." luz replied, still hoping that amity would change her mind as she
doesn't want her to go in a state of pain when they reached that one stage.

"i do." amity replied much to luz's dismay but she goes with it.

luz spreads amity's legs, returned her footing back to the floor and looked down at amity's
relatively wet pussy but not enough for her comfort. she knelt down and looked at amity who's
watching her what she'll do next as she's curious to everything right now.

"where did you learn this?" luz asked as she rolled her tongue along amity's slit making her gasp
and shudder at the sudden surge of cold but warm pleasure.

"t- the twins showed me a website. i can't remember the name but it has a black and yellow
interface." amity explained. luz froze for a moment, she looked at amity's forgotten phone in the
side and knows she watched porn by the time luz walked in embarrassingly.

"why am i not surprised." luz muttered before resuming to wetting amity's pussy while she listened
to her quiet, cute moans above. it only turned luz harder with precum oozing out of her tip.

luz ate amity just right before pulling away with her mouth covered of slick and her saliva that she
licked off while getting in an eye contact with amity who's face turned tomato red at the sight of it.
then, she watched luz fully pull her pants down to let her cock be shone by the small strips of
sunlight through the thick blinds and for easy movement.

"ready? this is your last chance, ami." luz still tries despite of her already knowing what the
response will be.



"yeah, i'm ready now, luz." amity said and that's final.

luz nodded, she rubbed her cock against amity's extremely wet pussy and stopped right in the hole.
she looked at the young blight to see if she truly is prepared before slowly pushing herself in
making amity wince a little but held it in till everything is inside.

"shh, calm down. just breathe and i'll go slow, okay?" luz comforts amity as she embraced her,
letting her be at ease before starting up again. luz kept whispering to amity many sweet, reassuring
things to help her.

"aahh.." amity tightly gripped onto luz as she finally got the entire cock inside. she buried her head
against her shoulder, taking quiet deep intakes of breathes while she get accustomed to her size.

"still good?" luz asked. she can hear amity's ragged breathing turn slightly normal and she
completely eased into her hold. "yes." she replied.

nodding, luz started to slowly thrust into amity, letting her get used to this as she gently settled her
back down the bed and hovered above the young blight. staring into her golden eyes shining and
glossing from the leftover tears from the careful intrusion of her vagina as her innocence crimson
flowed down luz's cock but it stopped when the pain got replaced by pleasure.

"aah.. aaahh ngh.." amity lowly moaned, she gripped onto luz's contracted wrist and kept her eyes
on her to see her focused, slightly nervous expressions through her eyes. soon enough, amity only
felt pleasure and luz took this as a green light to start picking up her speed.

"ah fuck.. amity.." luz groaned, she rolled her head back for a moment before hanging it low as she
can feel amity deliciously clenching around her and watched her body slowly move forward at each
slam.

"ha- harder, please." amity requested and luz didn't hesitate in complying.

"aaahh! aahh god- luz!" amity bit her lip tightly as she feels violent ripples of delight starting from
her pussy then spreading all around her body that started bouncing on the bed due from the hard
slams from luz. she's loving it so much.

amity completely took off her shirt and gripped luz by the collar to pull her down "take it off." she
whispered.

as if in a trance, luz followed and left nothing on before a soft pair of lips got slammed into hers.
luz closed her eyes, lifted amity off the bed with ease and her thrusts became rigorous, her balls
slapping against the girl who looks so small compared to luz.

when they pulled away, luz kissed amity's cheek "i love you." she said and it made the girl smile at
the sound of it.

"i love you too." amity reciprocated before giving another passionate kiss while luz fucks her good.
pulling away, amity hugged luz as she lets her ram her, take her and make her hers. she buried her
face in her neck and moaned into her ear which only fuels her more to go harder with her cock
driving deep into amity, hitting her spot making the blight squeal.

"r- right! it feels so good!!" amity moans.



luz bit her lip, she never expected amity would be this good and tight. it's making her addicted that
she wants to claim, come inside this girl but she's not stupid to actually do that. she doesn't know if
getting this addicted is a good or bad thing but she is sure as hell that she's looking forward to
babysitting amity more than ever.

"you feel so nice, ami. you're taking my cock like a good little whore, huh." those words smoothly
rolled out of luz's tongue. it sent shivers down amity's spine, adding more for the euphoria and
those words word never be the same in her ears anymore.

"yes.. aahhh yes!!"

luz moaned when she can feel a knot tightly twisting in her stomach and she knows what that
means. she slammed amity back to the bed and shifted into her last gear into fucking the blight hard
for her first time and she's loving it.

"miss noceda!!" amity didn't know what she was feeling in the pit of her stomach but it became so
unbearable till it finally broke making amity scream in pure jubilation as a great relief and feeling
washed over like a pink tidal wave with the purple haze.

luz swiftly pulled out just in time for her to come. shooting her load onto amity's stomach and chest
who wiped one to examine at it, curiosity really did kill the cat as she licked the cum and was
instantly drawn to clean the mess her babysitter made.

both panted heavily as they calmed down, luz combed her hair back and dropped her hand, her dick
started to sheathe while she stared at amity who's starting back with something being held in those
hues.

"wanna clean up?"
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pitched whines and whimpers are heard inside the room, she rolled around in bed while she tightly
hugged the pillow that she helplessly grinds against but it's simply not enough.

lucia's head is wildly spinning with her bodily heat steadily rising making it think that she's getting
a high fever but she's just recently got into her rut and it's more painful, more unbearable than the
others and it's irritating.

and the only person that always come into mind when she craves to knot, which is often, is amity
blight. an illustrious cat, youngest of the four kits of the lynx alador blight who mated with a
domestic cat, odalia and you can say that amity has a blood of a wild cat but her built is a tabby. not
that it mattered as lucia just wants to fuck her, knot her hard and make her hers.

but the thing is, amity is with luz. or that's what lucia thinks.

luz, on the other hand, has her eyes on someone else. she sat down in the living room with king
resting on her lap while she typed something in her phone.

she can hear her sister's whines and she figured she'd give lucia a nudge to get a certain cat as she
knows she likes amity after noticing the ways how she acted around the cat without lucia's
knowledge.

then, luz's phone rang and she instantly answered it as she placed it against her ear to hear a
familiar voice on the other end.

"hey, are you free tonight?"

-----

"lucia, look who came for a sleepover!" luz swung the door open to see lucia in her dog form
buried in the bed sheets and lets out a loud growl, basically telling that she's not in a mood tonight
but that's not what luz has in mind.

"i invited amity for a sleepover in exchange of me to sleep in the manor. so, don't be too rough on
each other!" lucia's ears perked up when she heard the blight's name, she lifted her head to indeed
see amity standing beside luz with sling her on her shoulder. her nose wiggled as she can smell her
natural scent, no perfumes to mask it, from her and her tail slowly wagged with her mind conjuring
up lewd scenarios immediately which only reminded her that she's in a rut.



luz patted amity's shoulder and shot her a wink before walking off for amity to attend to lucia who's
shifting back to her human form with the pillows hiding her affliction as she watched amity close
the door and stepped inside.

what luz didn't realise is that her sister is in a rut and she just unintentionally sets them up.

"hey, lucia." amity greeted, she placed her bag on the ground and bent down with her way doing so
is slow like she's trying to show something to lucia who gulped with her eyes immediately landing
on the cat's ass making a quiet whine escape her throat with her ears flattening as she's just barely
clinging there

"h- hey, amity. um.. what are you doing here?" lucia asked as it seems she didn't get what luz said
earlier when she's so preoccupied.

"for a sleepover, of course. to be honest, i wasn't even supposed to be out since i got grounded but
me and luz agreed to swap places and our collars." amity replied, she lifted her hair for lucia to see
her thick black leather collar that originally was a thinner one with her name engraved in a golden
plate.

that's when lucia realised that collar isn't luz's as she saw some torn or chipped parts in the back
rather, it's hers.

lucia isn't even gonna ask how she got that.

then, amity stood up with her pajamas in hand, lucia thought she'd be taking the bathroom to
change but no. since amity is wearing a skirt, she could easily slip up the pajama pants but the thing
is, when she's almost to the top, lucia caught a glimpse of the blight's underwear which made her
mind starting to malfunction.

when it's time for the top to come off, lucia averted her eyes and tightly clenched the pillow on her
lap with her conscious telling to give in her instincts to mate the cat but she just needs to holding
herself and power through this sleepover.

suddenly, lucia felt amity come against her side and when she looked, she saw her ass basically
pressed her side. the eldest noceda's pupils turned thin with her animal instincts threatening to take
over but she shook it off and played it cool.

"oops, sorry." amity innocently said, she moved away and flashed a small smile that made lucia's
body warmer that it already is. she shook it off as it was just an accident.

"it's okay.." she shrugged and boy was that a mistake.

for the last minutes, lucia has been staring at amity while mindlessly listening to whatever she's
talking about as her eyes are fixated on the skin she's exposing, excusing it as it's hot when the air
is cold because winter from the knee is slowly coming down.

lucia feels like she's being unintentionally or intentionally edged by amity and that she's trying to
tell the dog to fill her up but she doesn't wanna jump into conclusions. yet.

"man, i'm getting a little sleepy. are you too?" amity asked as she stretched her arms over her head
while yawning, her shirt got pulled up slightly and lucia bit her tongue hard but not enough to make
it bleed.



"no. no, not really." lucia replied, slowly shaking her head. at this point, she wouldn't be able to
hold back anymore if amity pulls someth-

amity laid down on her stomach, her ass in full display for lucia and she snapped.

"ugh fuck it!" lucia got on top of amity who was caught by surprised and became flustered when
she felt the noceda humping against her, making her feel just how hard she got from all that teasing.

irritated by their clothing getting in the way, lucia easily tore off amity's clothes along with her
pants for her cock to finally be free.

"l- lucia!" amity got embarrassed at the sudden tearing but she didn't have time to complain when
lucia shoved all the way into her vagina making her moan loudly and tremble at the feeling of her
large cock penetrating her tight insides.

lucia didn't waste anytime in thrusting into the cat who's ears pinned with her tail wildly swishing
from behind. "lucia- aaahhh!" amity moaned, she buried her face into the pillows with her ass
arching for lucia but the noceda gripped a handful of her hair to make her look up and let her
moans be heard throughout the owl house.

lucia moaned as she felt amity's pussy clench around her pulsing rod, her hands planted on either
sides of amity's head as her hips deliveries strong, hard thrusts making the cat jolt forward with her
tail repeatedly brushing under lucia's chin till she gave it a bite that's not enough to hurt amity but
instead made her squeal.

"yes.. fuck me more please- aaahh!!" amity lewdly moaned, completely submitting for the noceda
as she has been fantasizing this for the longest time of finally getting fucked by lucia noceda and be
knotted with her.

"you don't know how long i've waited for this." lucia leaned down to whisper into her ear. she
licked her folded ears and nibbled on it making the cat whimper with her slightly wiggling under
the dog.

as she pulled away, lucia peered down to see amity's red riddled face with her tongue slightly
sticking out as she's getting consumed by the pleasure. "and i can't wait to knot you!" lucia plunged
herself deeper into amity who rolled her head back from bliss as she moans louder.

"yes yes! oh fuck knot me!!" amity begged as she fully rolled her tongue out, her tail now wrapped
around lucia's neck while her own tail furiously wagged behind her.

both their minds got fevered by the lust.

lucia's claws unsheathed for her to grip on the sleeping bag, digging deep into it as her mad thrusts
turned feral, hell, beyond feral as she yearned, longed for this girl and she wanted amity to see just
how much of her feelings got bottled up and finally get poured out in each rough slams.

"i love you so much, amity! you don't even fucking- aahh!! know!" lucia moaned mid sentence, she
leaned down once again to place hungry kisses on her neck while one of her hands slipped under
and started groping her boob.

"i- i think do! i love you too, lucia!!" amity replied, she looked in the corner of her eye to see the
surprised expression on lucia's face and she heard her let out a soft giggle.



"wow." lucia cupped amity's chin to pull her into a kiss. the blight lowly hummed in the kiss, she
slipped her tongue inside lucia's mouth for their wet muscles to taste each other while her thrusts
never faltered.

as they pulled away, lucia rubbed her head against amity who lets out a happy trill. who would've
thought everyone knew they liked each other and the only ones who didn't is lucia and amity.

"lucia.. lucia i'm coming!!" with a final deep plunge, amity lets out a cry of pleasure when she
came. lucia clenched her teeth tightly, opened her mouth wide and sank her fangs into amity's neck
as she came at the same time with her cock enlarging inside as she finally knotted and marked
amity.

amity blissfully sighed and her body drooped, shuddering at the feeling of their cums mixing and
soon fermenting her. lucia leaned down on top of amity though not placing her entire weight on her
as they both calmed down.

"i thought you-" lucia was suddenly cut off when someone entered the room. she snapped her head
at the person by the door, it was king planning to check on the tortured noises he's been hearing
lucia didn't know that as she's blinded by the knot and rather not be disturbed while she's inside her
mate.

amity lets out a comforting purr to return lucia's attention back to her and rubbed her head against
her once again. lucia reciprocated, she pulled her claws off the floor and embraced amity while they
wait for their knot to die down.

"i thought you and luz were together." lucia muttered, wanting to make something clear as she's
confused.

amity giggles at that "no. i mean, i did have a crush on her but it changed when i met you." she
replied which made alot of sense and lucia groaned at her own stupidity but dismissed it as she
nuzzled up in amity's neck.

"you're so cute." lucia whispered.

"can we go again?" amity asked as she intertwined her hand on lucia's.

"of course."

and they went in several rounds, luz was luckily that she didn't sleep here everyone else had to
endure their animalistic moans and thuds on the floor. lucia and amity ended up passing out on their
last round while lucia knots amity deep.

happily knowing in their slumber that they finally have each other.
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"no no no.."

she frantically rushed throughout the house, her footsteps thumping hard against the floorboards.
the noise of cupboards getting creaked open only to be slammed shut and it repeated over till there's
nothing left.

"not now! why now- aah.." luz leaned against the counter with her hand pressed on her stomach,
wincing as she feels a tightness just getting worse along with her temperature rising.

luz just entered her heat and she usually goes through it with the suppressants but she ran out. she
can't go out of the house to buy more when her scent wafts the air, it'll attract unwanted attention
and be mated by someone she doesn't know despite the fact that her mind is telling her to just do it.

but no, she has morals to keep.

"you always come in the worse times." luz growls at herself, she slowly made her way up back to
her bedroom as she didn't have anything to do today. she stopped in front of her closed closet,
stared it for a while as she contemplates if she takes it out.

without a mate to be given of the release she craved. luz has to resort to the other way.

luz opened the closet, slowly knelt down and bit her lip when she felt herself clench on nothing,
sending shivers. she pushed the extra boxes out of the way to reveal a black tool box, gulping, luz
pulled it out and opened it to reveal:

sex toys.

some are gifted and most are bought while luz is shrouded in darkness. she has an array of dildos
and other accessories but what only she'll be needing is these silicon cocks. luz slowly picked up
the top one, feeling it's rubbery texture and almost smooth surface as it has a quite a nice swirling
pink and blue palette with blunt barbs surrounding it.

luz is really doubting if this would satisfy her desires when otters are notorious for their high sex
drive but she's going to try as she doesn't have much options.

"here goes."

-----



three day has passed ever since luz's heat started and she used up all the dildos she had but it truly
wasn't enough. all of the pumping did gave her arms a workout although that's not what she was
after.

luz sobs in her bed while hugging a pillow as she desperately humps, she wants to be fucked,
knotted and she doesn't know where to look on who could do that to her. she almost came to the
conclusion of her letting in a stranger to do it but she held herself.

she craves for a release that the toys hasn't been able to give her and-

luz lets out a gasp as an idea suddenly came into her mind, she scrambled to find her phone that
was laying on the floor in between the used bead vibrator and unsealed lube as who needs it when
she's sopping wet.

luz immediately started texting none other than amity blight, a lynx that really took after her father
that is also a lynx while the twins are like their mother, a tabby.

she didn't have to wait long for a reply as amity always reply fast to her. luz whimpered, she
continued her humping the pillow while she talked to amity, setting her up to meet in the woods to
help her upgrade her glyphs.

when amity easily accepted, luz celebrated internally. she tried to stand up but ended up sobbing
even more as she realised how much she soiled everything and her libido only rising even more.

meanwhile, it took a full 20 minutes for amity to reach the said rendezvous. she shifted back to her
humanoid form and looked around, lightly taking sniffs to get familiar to the surrounding and
noticed that the area luz lives in really far from where she's standing.

but, amity didn't ask.

amity leaned against a tree while she waits for the otter. she noticed that the way luz typed was
gibberish and almost resembling a keysmash as she used alot of abbreviations, amity didn't
understand the first few texts till she managed to decipher some just to get a clear context.

she tried to ask what was wrong but it was ignored as luz just kept texting to meet up in this spot.

then, amity's ears perked up when she heard soft pitter patter of footsteps against the grass, she saw
luz in her otter form running towards before abruptly stopping making some dead leaves fly in
front of her and stared up at the lynx.

"hey luz." amity greeted luz who started to slowly approaching her before pouncing on her which
caught the blight off guard "luz?! what the-" she was about to pull the otter off her but she shifted
into humanoid making both of them fall to the ground with luz on amity's lap.

"luz, are you.. okay.." amity trailed off when the scent of heat hits her nose instantly, her cheeks lit
up as she also noticed that she's buck naked. looking up to see luz's teary, flustered face as she
heavily pants.

"i'm sorry, i'm sorry amity.. i can't take it anymore please.." luz sobbed, she grinds herself on
amity's crotch as she gripped her shoulders for support. amity's eyes wandered around luz's bare
tanned body with her nipples fully erected and she can feel her wetness making a puddle on her
pants.



"please i need to come.. i need you, amity. help me please.." luz begged as she continued to cry, not
able to bear her heat anymore.

gulping, "o- okay. let me just.." amity started to unbuckle her pants while luz watches her with
intent and her lust was only fueled more when she saw the lynx's hard cock flopped out on front of
her excited pussy.

amity gripped onto luz's waist to lift her up, hovering over her standing cock that is twitching from
the cold air and the fact that she's about to fuck the girl she's been crushing on, hard.

"i'll go in slow." amity said as she didn't want to risk luz hurting, she gulped hard when she realised
how wet the noceda is. getting a feel of her slick covered pussy it's baffling and it makes amity
think luz wouldn't be needing to be taken slow.

"no no! fuck me hard, amity please!" luz slammed herself down into amity's cock making both of
them moan loudly, luz didn't move though as she wants to be used by the big cat and also tired but
managed to stay horny.

"amity.. please, i need you so bad just fuck me already!" luz wiggled her ass on amity's cock
earning a groans. she wants to hold herself with her animal instincts threatening to kicking in,
making it hard for her to do so when there's a literal otter begging to be bred.

"i can't take it anymore, amity!" luz begged and amity lost it.

"you wanna be fucked?! fine, i'll give you a breeding of a lifetime then!" amity tightly gripped luz's
hips as she stood up, carrying her and started to madly thrust into her. luz moaned as she's finally
getting the penetration she's been craving from the past three days.

"thank you!! aahh fuck yes thank you, amity!" luz moaned loudly, happily thanking the light as
she's getting pounded. amity is amused at the thank yous but she didn't judge as she's also getting
lost in the pleasure in luz's tight snatch.

luz's tongue rolled out as she moans amity's name. she wrapped her arms around the blight's neck
and looked down to see her cock rapidly going in, out of her as it brings immense euphoria surging
throughout her body.

"luz you feel so amazing.." amity moaned, she looped her arms on luz's legs, using her flexibility to
an advantage as she kept thrusting roughly making the otter be in absolute euphoria. the lynx lets
out loud growls rumbling her throat, her claws unsheathing making it dig into luz's thighs but she
didn't acknowledge the pain at all.

amity giving in to her temptations and luz gave in to her dominant.

then, amity pulled out and slammed luz to the ground in all fours before roughly going back in.

"amity!!! aahhn.. fuck yes!!" luz moaned, her torso just completely sagged as she only placed her
energy in raising her ass for amity who continued her merciless slams creating skin slapping noise
that is hard to hide in the woods along with the noceda's restless moaning as she can feel the
blight's cock widening her and hitting that specific spot constantly. bring her to lose her mind

being fucked over and getting a pussy this good can bring out a beast out of a bitch.



"you look so weak right now, moaning like a whore! it's pathetic." amity growled, a new side of her
revealed itself as she hovered above luz to realise how small she is compared to the lynx, her body
just effortlessly jolting forward with her back caked of sweat as the smell of sex filled the air.

amity gripped on luz's tail as it was hitting her face and tugged on it which made the otter come
without notice with a second quickly coming "amity.. aaahh! yes, fuck me harder please! i want it!"
luz begged, she looked over her shoulder to see the blight's feral golden eyes that held nothing but
to breed the noceda till she's numb.

"you're begging for my what?" amity snarled as she tugged on luz's tail once more, luz squealed at
the sensation and her upper half dropped once again.

"knot! i want your knot!" luz shouted much to amity's please.

"yeah thought so, you little slut!" amity amped up her speed as she can feel her climax coming, she
gave the otter's plump ass a hard slap and it instantly turned red.

amity didn't notice that her shirt became in tatters as her muscles are wildly contracting with her
pants discarded to the side, she can't stop growling along with her drool rolling down the side of her
mouth as she watched the otter writhe and be pathetic under her with her excessively moaning for
her mate. this is the best day for the both of them.

luz came for the second time making her go for the third time and this time, she can feel it.

"amity! i'm co- i'm coming!!" luz tried muffle herself by burying her face on the ground but amity
grabbed her hair to make her look up to the clear sky, the sun highlighting her teary, drool filled
face with her soul about transcend out of her body.

"you want my knot? then fucking take it!!" amity plunged her cock deep into luz's sweet spot,
easily found the right place in her neck to sink her teeth in and finally popped her load inside
making luz wail in the top of her lungs as she came at the same time.

"ugh fuck! that's it! scream for me, bitch!" amity yelled with a smirk in her face. they're tied. the
lynx lets go of luz's hair to make her drop to the ground, no word was uttered as they both calmed
down from their highs and luz's heat starting to die down as she finally got the release she's been
dying to receive.

she's in total disarray and amity loves the sight of it.

"thank you.." luz muttered as she turned her head to see amity's unwavering grin dawning down on
her and that grin could only mean something as amity bent down to whisper:

"i'm not done with you, noceda."



Open Seas

Chapter Summary

not requested

with the cool sea breeze waving her hair, making it gently fly back as well with her pink casual
dress while she stared out in the vast ocean that stretches far and wide in all corners of her naked
eye could see.

amity stood in the far front deck as she would rather be alone than be surrounded by other
passengers that just irritates her with their loud mouths. she lets out a sigh, the sail from genoa to
new york is gonna be a long one like 15 to 21 days depending how fast this ship could go.

amity wanted to get away. she secretly bought her own ticket to sail to new york and start anew as
back home, no new days can amend the things that happened there. no new sunrises can diminish
the hell she and her siblings went through but she can forget it when she stepped into a new land.

then, the blight felt something drape on her back and saw someone coming beside to look out in the
horizon as well. the person has a simple white tucked shirt to expose their tanned arms and lines of
hair with suspenders then finishing off flat top hat. the person has quite a tall built, their jaw is
sharp and their face is the real highlight.

amity touched the thing on her back and realized it's a thick coat which confused her as she looked
at the unknown person.

the stranger took out a box of cigarette with the lighter, tapped one stick out to use and offered the
one that was sticking out to amity who was hesitant at the gesture but nonetheless accepted with the
lighter and placed it the stick in her lips to set it alight before puffing out a cloud that flew up and
dispersing.

"lovely night, huh?" the stranger tried to strike up a conversation as the only thing talking is the
waves below the them. amity looked at them once again, she doesn't see a hint of interest and just
wanted someone to talk to.

"indeed so. but there are no stars to accompany the empty sky." amity replied.

"what are you talking about? i'm already standing next to one." the person did horribly in flattering
amity, it only made her scoff at the overused effort.

"don't think you're smooth whoever you are." amity mocked earning a snicker from the stranger
who knew that their pickup line was the worse, no need to be in denial.

"it's luz noceda, pleasure to meet you, miss?" luz finally introduced herself, she offered her hand
for amity to shake which she slowly took, noticing the roughness and big the noceda's hands are in
comparison to amity's.



"amity blight and i don't think this is a pleasant meeting." amity sneered as she pulled away from
the handshake and returned her gaze back to the ocean, thinking that's the only conversation they
had before one of them leaves.

"whatever, you're just a passenger and so am i." luz nonchalant said and turned around to lean her
back against the metal railing with her stick in her lips as she stared up to the truly empty black sky
while both of the listened to the waves and raves happening inside the ship.

they didn't say anything for a minute or so as amity crushed her almost empty cigar and held on it
till she finds a trash can then, luz spoke up once again: "so, what made you come along in a cruise
to new york? distant family members? old or new friend? well, i just hitched a ride to visit a
someone."

with a brow raised, amity looked at the noceda once again "so you're saying you illegally boarded
the ship?" she asked, suspicious and wanting a sort of clarification if this guy is joking.

"nuh uh. it's not illegal unless you're caught." luz simply replied as she rotated her hand mindlessly
with her eyes closed. she stayed in that position to get a reaction from the blight but she didn't hear
anything, she opened one eye to see a skeptical look on amity's face.

"come on, when we reached the docks, people will crowd the place and it'll be an easy escape. you
just have to be smart." luz reasoned as she broke the little act. she lets out her last puff and easily
crushed the cigar in her hand making some of the residue to fall out.

"right. and is it smart to get on something you're basically illegal to be on?" amity said, still
dubious if luz is someone to be trusted or be the talked to for the matter.

"oh come on, it's not like i'm an immigrant. i'm a migrater. dad's an american, mami's dominican
and i nació en el mundo in livrono because perché diavolo no." luz responded spoke in two
languages in one sentence which amity didn't understand but the last part.

shaking her head, amity isn't gonna try to decipher the other one meant "you're registered in both
countries?" she asked and luz shook her head.

"heh no. that's alot of paperwork."

amity deadpanned at that response, she hisses as she rubbed her temple, her attempting to make
sense the noceda's motives of why is she so nonchalant in committing a crime and her head only
hurts when she tries.

"but hey, we still got like two weeks or i don't know to get to know each other till the new yorkers
arrests me. so what do you say, miss blight?" luz said, looking into the bright side as she got off the
railing and started to slowly walk down the desk backwards before stopping in the second step
while staring at the blight.

amity takes in a deep breath and lets out a sharp exhale before chuckling "you're undeniably the
worst criminal i've ever seen, noceda." she said. she doesn't know if luz is handsomely stupid or
criminally stupid, maybe both as she is intrigued and interested now.

"not really a criminal, just a freeloader but sure, blight."



The War Table

Chapter Summary

beta crime lords lumity

requested smut by @Gamergirlmoira

"i outright said to meet up in the docks because the convoy would obviously take the short route
and we could've gotten the carrier if you weren't such a screw up!" a long mint haired woman
slammed her hands onto the war table as she glared at another woman with a beanie on the other
side of the war table who's returning the venomous glare.

"hey, look you prestigious ass! i wasn't the one who 'accidentally' blew up the entire convoy and
destroyed our prize all because you had a stupid tantrum! i wonder who really is a screw here!" luz
shot back at the notorious arsonist and bomber amity blight.

luz herself is an arsonist but is well trained marksman, has a way with the arsenals and has many
numbers in her broad. she and amity only knew each other's existence when the grandfather
assembled all of the most fabled or in this case, infamous crime lords to create something and send
a message to the world.

"watch your mouth, noceda or i'll shoot off what's in between your legs." amity warned as she
swiftly pulled out her pistol aiming right up in luz's head who doesn't look concerned one bit but
instead has a smug look.

everyone else in the war table turned tense when the gun was drawn, they tried their best to calm
the two before shots are fired. "yo chill." one did the bare minimum but is trying.

"can we not, like, watch you two fight everyday? not that it's a problem it's just not getting us
anywhere closer to the plan."

"yeah, you two should just fuck."

"shut it, watson." both luz and amity silenced watson with everyone else and luz started to circle
around table to get approach amity who still has her gun pointed at the noceda's head till it made
contact on forehead.

"not till you kiss it first, blight." luz sneered making amity growl and pushed the gun more into
luz's forehead.

"you really are asking for death wish, aren't you?" amity threatened to pull the trigger but they
know it's not gonna happen. yet.

suddenly, someone pushed the chair as they stood up. both women turned their heads to see their
manager of sorts but is just there to enable the chaos "this meeting is adjourned. we shall discuss



the failure to extract the tungsten out of the carrier in the next meeting. dismissed." they said, fixing
their elegant suit before walking out of the room along with the others leaving amity and luz.

as the door closed, both turned their gazes back to each other and their malice turned to lust. amity
lowered her gun as she lets out a scoff "i'm still mad at you." she muttered, placing her gun back in
the holster making luz snicker.

"aww, i wasn't the one who gave me the wrong address." luz said, she approached amity who
turned her back to her and wrapped her arms around her waist, giving her neck soft kisses while her
hands traveled along her well curved body.

"whatever."

after their first meeting, luz and amity fell for each other but they had to keep up a facade that
they're just colleagues that has a spark of rivalry between them as they did argue on who will get
the privilege from the grandfather to work on their first scheme to retrieve the crown of undying
queen elizabeth.

of course, neither of them were chosen.

"what can i do to make my baby happy again, hm?" luz asked as she pressed her crotch against
amity's ass with her hands slowly slipping up her dress shirt to feel her smooth pale skin
underneath.

"maybe start being competent for once." amity retorted, holding in a breath sigh as she watched her
lover's hands move inside her shirt, feeling her bra that she pulled up along with her opening the
buttons from the inside.

"oh come on, as if i'm not the master marksman with the greatest aim." luz chuckles, she fully
opened amity's shirt and unbuckled her pants along with hers, pulling it down for luz to grind her
clothed cock against amity's ass.

the blight whined as she feels how hard it is, she tightly gripped the edge of the war table with her
glancing over her shoulder to see luz savoring the feeling while her hands praises her body.

"well, that great aim could only go far in the field." amity replied making luz cackle in her ear and
she saw her pull her boxers down for her erected cock as she also pulled her panty down to squeeze
her plump ass.

"really now?" luz licked amity's ear making her shudder. she made the blight bend over, stomach
pressed against the table as she spreads her ass, giving it a slap. amity lowly moaned, she looked
over her shoulder to see the noceda's devilish look.

"i'll make sure to prove that." luz aligned herself in amity's wet pussy before shoving all of it
making her moan loudly but luz clasped her hand to her mouth. they can't be too loud here.

"shh, when will you learn to be quiet, huh?" luz whispered to amity, she used her other hand to grip
her waist as she started thrusting hard into her without regard. amity moaned in luz's hand, muffling
it while her body jerks forward everytime as she feels luz's cock reaching her depths.

"aahh.. fuck baby.." luz pushed two fingers inside amity's mouth for her to suck on. the blight didn't
hesitate to oblige as she slams into her hard. she rested her chin on her shoulder, licking her neck as



she leaves hickeys.

"luz.." amity muttered through the fingers. luz pulled it out and leaned in for a deep kiss, their
tongues clashing with each other. the noceda deeply pounded the blight making the war table
almost sway from the vigorous rams.

as air became a problem, they pulled away with a thin line of saliva between them before
disappearing. luz roughly groped amity while she holds in her moans, the walls of the room are
thick but not think enough to filter amity's loud, erotic moans for everyone to hear outside.

"aahhh.. luz please.." amity whimpers, she pressed her upper half down to the table and gave
herself more for luz as she can feel her hitting that one spot continuously, abusing it as she's starting
to reach her climax.

luz groaned when she felt amity's snatch clench around her. her balls contracted as she can feel her
high coming in rapidly with her bringing amity back and slammed deeper into her.

their first fuck was in the parking lot while luz was taking a smoke before heading home, amity
threw insults and profanities at the noceda which she cared less of till something made her tick and
fucked amity on her car's hood.

"luz.. luz i'm c-" amity was going to say and about to come till something made her stop.

"excuse me, i think i left my- oh, hello noceda." watson stepped inside the meeting room and saw
luz sitting on her chair, lighting a stick as she lets out a small cloud and looked at watson with an
unamused gaze.

"hey, watson. your coat's over there." luz said as she pointed at the chair on the the right making
watson look at the direction to see their black coat resting on the chair.

"oh thank you. where's miss blight? i thought you also left with the others?" watson asked while
they went over to get what they came back for.

"bitch already left. what, you got something for her?" luz joked but she knows better as she lets out
another puff and watched watson come to back to the open door again with their coat in their
shoulder.

"no, not really. just asking besides you two look good together if you only reached a compromise.
well, see you in another meeting." watson waved the noceda goodbye, thankfully closing the door
behind them. luz listened to the receding footsteps before lookibg down to reveal amity sucking her
off to finish.

"you hear that? they said we look good together and if we started picking up our shits together, we
just might take the grandfather's spot." luz said as she caressed the blight's cheeks, she lets out a
low moan when she came inside amity's mouth and leaned back to the chair with her beanie almost
falling off before catching it.

"and everyone would be suspicious of the sudden alliance." amity replied, she wiped the excess
trickling down the sides of her mouth and licked it. making sure there's nothing wasted many luz
pleased by it.



"psh, no they wouldn't. we got a chemistry baby. we're bonnie and clyde. i'm jason dean and you're
veronica sawyer gone right. i'm the nuke and you're the nuclear waste- ow!" luz winced when amity
tightly gripped it making her curl slightly with her legs closing to protect her magic stick.

"you better change that." amity warned, she slowly got up under the table and sat down on luz's lap
as she cupped her face with their eyes staring deeply into each other.

"yeah yeah, i'll work on the last one but think about it, ami. we'll be the next couple to ever rule the
world if we just make it official." luz said, quickly recovering from that squeeze and leaned closer
to amity while their lips just mere inches away for another kiss while their hues held so many
things that words cannot express.

"what do you say?"



The Dare

Chapter Summary

let's play truth or dare in the school hallway

requested smut by @Strawberry_Fireworks

luz, amity, willow, gus along with boscha's gang and other students gathered in a circle for a truth
or dare when school ended. since it's a friday, they can stay longer than usual. just don't make it
stretch to sundown.

as the shell demon was spun by skara after she confessed of having an elicit affair, the demon's
head popped out it's home to point who's the next target. it's mattholomule.

"truth or dare?" skara asked, hoping that the construction track witch picks dare as she has a good
one.

"dare!" matt didn't hesitate in yelling it as he has an annoying grin on, gus had to push him back
since we was leaning a little too close for comfort.

"okay, eat this paper." skara pulled out a random used paper out of her bag and offered it to matt
who rose a brow, confused but accepted it nonetheless as he snatched it out of the bard witch's hand
and started eating it.

"that's all? geez, you ladies need to step up your game-" matt taunted while eating the paper like it's
fine cuisine but was cut off as skara hasn't even gotten to the good part of the dare.

"then barf it out in that trash can and eat everything in there!" skara pointed a specific trash can,
everyone turned their heads to look at it. nothing happened for a few seconds till the trash lets out a
horrid screech and tentacles started flaying around making some of it's disgusting liquid come
flying in all directions.

matt's jaw dropped and the wet clump of a paper he was supposed to swallow, fell to the floor
making the people in his sides cringe at the vile sight of it as if an elderitch being is living inside
the trash can.

"there's no way i'm doing that! i'm not touching cedric, i can't even go near him!" matt protested
making people groan and started pushing to eating cedric, which can be interpreted in many ways.
mattholemule doesn't like all of it.

"no and that's final! i forfeit!" matt called it off, disappointing the masses.

boscha groaned loudly as she rolled her eyes, was really expecting for it to happen "alright alright,
since someone decided to be a pussy," she pushed the demon towards matt and leaned back.

"the next one should do a dare."



mattholomule grumbled to himself as he spun the demon, waited for it to stop precisely on luz
who's been picked only once in the past hour and she's delighted that she got picked again.

matt started thinking of the dare that could place the human in an awkward, embarrassing position
while he and the other witch's mock her. then, it came to him "hm.. oh i know! you have a dick,
right?" he asked which was so out of the blue for luz.

it's common knowledge that human dicks would be smaller than witch dicks. it's just facts. at least,
that's what matholomule thinks.

"uh yeah? you wanna suck on it?" luz lightly joked many some of the other witches giggle. matt
lowly growled but kept his composure and resumed on the actual dare.

"hell no. i dare you to take it out and leave it in the open the entire game!"

it was a bold statement and dare for luz who is as equally as shocked with the others but she's
feeling rather confident today and she doesn't know why. "ha, easy." luz nonchalantly said, she
lifted herself a little to start pulling her leggings down alonf with her boxers till the ankles, she
spreads her legs to let everyone bask at the enormous cock.

the boys and girls were stunned at the size of it while others are rather envious so to say.

"impressive." one said as they started to think about something no one wants to hear about.

"nice one!" gus offered his best friend a high five which luz gladly returned and leaned back onto
her arms with her legs still spread to flaunt her rod to everyone, not just in the circle, but everyonr
passing by ended up staring at it.

same goes to amity.

amity can feel her throat tightening and mouth drying like she needs a refreshment, the only thing
that could replenish her is that cock in her mouth. it's like foot long- surpassing a foot and it's quite
thick that amity thinks her hand wouldn't be able to completely wrap around it. she closed her legs
even more as she can feel something wetting her panties.

mattholomule rolled his eyes, pretending to be not impressed as he slides the demon to luz "yeah
whatever. just spin the damn demon." he said, crossing his arms and looking away from the
spectacle.

-----

after some people did dares and truths while staring at luz's cock that got hard overtime for being
out in the open but she's not turned on. yet.

as the demon's head popped out of it's shell, it pointed at amity. the blight internally celebrated as
she's the one that got less picked than the rest.

"truth or dare?" cat asked since she was the last who spun the demon.

"dare." amity replied with confidence in her tone.

smirking, cat doesn't need to think about what dare the blight would be doing as she already has
something in her sleeve. "good choice. now, have sex with luz in the middle of the hallway!" cat



declared and everyone around them 'ohs' and interested looks.

both luz and amity's faces turned red at the dare, they looked at each other in the corner of their
eyes, silently exchanging before amity took a deep breath and stood up to pull her pink leggings
along with her panties down before approaching luz.

amity slowly lowered herself as she hesitantly grabbed luz's cock that grew even more harder in her
hand, she rubbed the tip in her slit to give each other a taste making both of them groan and their
eyes connecting once again.

"you don't have to if you don't want to, ami." luz whispered, making sure amity doesn't feel
pressured but amity shook her head "no, i'm okay. i've been waiting for this." she reassured and this
surprised the noceda.

amity placed the tip right in her womanhood and started to slowly push the first quarters inside. the
blight hissed as she feels herself getting stretched despite that she barely got everything in. she
gripped onto luz's shoulders as she tries her best to get down and do a cowgirl but since luz is so
big, she can't do it herself.

"hey hey, take it easy. i'll take it from here, okay?" luz softly said as she gently placed amity down
to the ground, spreading her legs and leaned down for amity to hug her while luz tries to divert her
from the slow wincing pain in between her legs.

"you're such a good girl, amity. letting me take you in front of all of these people." luz whispered as
she started giving the young blight kisses and needed praises while she slowly pushes bit by bit of
her girth inside.

amity whimpered, she tightly gripped onto luz as she buried her face in her shoulder. the blood of
her innocents dribbled out and stained the floor but it was well spent since luz was the one who
took her. all the while listening to her sweet, deep and comforting voice in her ear making her melt
under her and be at ease.

luz noticed this as she can easily slip in but still tight "that's it. that's my girl, you're doing great."
she gave amity a kiss on the cheek, squishing it and continued to give her loving kisses as she
needs it.

amity blushed when she heard luz call her 'my girl'. it sent many warm fluttering sensation in her
stomach. she doesn't know if this makes them officially girlfriends as they're going to literally fuck
in the middle of the school hallway that is still crowded. who knows, maybe it's just a dare.

after a few more minutes, amity gasped as the last portion of the cock was slammed in and luz
groaned at the tight feeling wrapping around her. the witch dug her nails into the human's shoulder,
silently telling her to not go yet.

"fuck.. it's okay, take your time. you're already doing amazing, mi amor." luz whispered. amity
nodded, she tried her best to quickly adjust as she doesn't wanna make luz wait for too long.

gulping, amity looked up to luz to see her dazzling hazel hues dawning on her with such
endearment and love for her. it only made her weak.

"i'm ready.." amity muttered and luz nodded, she started to slowly pull out then in, letting the blight
get accustomed to her. they went in this pace while luz listens to amity's breathy moans to clearer



moans, a telltale that she's ready for the real deal.

"harder. please." luz looked down on amity, her golden hues reflecting the desire she has in her and
she can't help but kiss along with following the blight's request. amity moaned in the kiss, her
hands gripped onto luz's hair and spreads her legs even more.

as they pulled away, amity finally able to let out her moans without care if they're in a public place
anymore as her mind is clouded by the pleasure she's receiving from the girl she yearned for.

"luz! aaahh fuck!" amity bit her lip as she can feel her insides getting stretched good, she looked
down to see an outline of luz's cock in her stomach as she really went for her womb. not that she
has a problem with it.

luz gave the witch's bare pale neck hickeys, groaning into her ear as she's starting to love the
clenches with her balls slamming hard onto amity making a slapping or clapping noise that's about
to get louder.

amity pulled up her uniform up to expose her sophisticated tits for the human who looked down at
it, seemingly in a trance by it before taking one in her mouth while she knead the other. amity
hummed at the feeling of luz's flicking her nipple, she rubbed her head before gripping it again as
luz went harder making her roll her head back.

"aahh! fuck yes, luz! oh dear titan, i love you so much!" amity confessed in the most erotic way,
she closed her eyes to let herself indulge in this with her legs wrapping around luz's waist, not
wanting to let go ever.

as luz pulled away with a pop, she gave the nipple one last lick before pecking amity's lips to make
her eyes slightly open. "i love you, ami." she whispered and went for another kiss which was
appreciated as amity kissed back with her tongue pushing inside for both of their tongues to dance
in an arrhythmic fashion.

the circle watched them fuck with intent. some of them are touching themselves through their pants
while the others also engaged to their own session with someone they've meaning to fuck or
confess to for a while.

"these witches gay good for them, good for them." willow said as she nods her head. glad that the
two finally realised their feelings for one another, odd that they lost their cherries here but still.
willow is happy.

"you know who else is gay?" boscha asked when she approached willow who looked at her in all of
her eyes that held something for her.

"us." boscha, then, slammed her lips against willow's.

as luz pulled away when they ran out of air, she planted her hands on the floor and went harder than
before making amity wail in euphoria. she can feel herself getting closer due to the constant
ramming in her womb.

"luz.. luz!!" amity couldn't even form a coherent sentence anymore as she's reaching heaven with
luz who clenched her teeth tightly, sweat rolled down her bodies making her overheated and led her
to taking off her shirt.



"ah fuck! amity i'm so fucking close!!" luz moaned.

"please!!!" amity screamed in the top of her lungs when she finally came. luz went in a few more
thrusts before also coming deep into the blight. she twitched at every shoot of cum that is slowly
inflating her and surely fermenting her with luz's kid.

sighed in bliss as amity is completely out of it after that one hell of a climax. she turned her head to
the side to see boscha on top of willow with matt riding an oracle boy since gus was called home
while luz and amity was in the adjusting stage.

boy's lucky to not be able to see or participate in this obscene parade.

amity returned her head to luz who's blinking multiple times, trying to get rid of the stars in her
vision. neither of them felt tired yet but a small break is needed before hopping back in the session.

"wanna go again?" luz asked and amity strenuously nodded her head.

soon enough, this hallway turned into a cesspool of students fucking shamelessly with their moans
filling the school while principal bump has mufflers in his ears as he read a book to not bear the
burden of listening to his students having sex like animals.

all because one was dared to.



Dog Fight

Chapter Summary

-continuation & conclusion of 'stupid dog'

part 1 in chapter 205 & part 2 in chapter 208

"it's so nice for you to take a break from the kids." luz said as she walked beside amity. they're in
the market just looking around and talking as amity didn't have time to do so when she was do busy
taking care of her children.

besides, luz don't need to buy anything since amelia already bought luz many baby things the first
the news of her being pregnant was told.

"yeah, never thought parenting would be a drainer." amity sighed deeply as she rubbed the back of
her neck, cracking it. she assigned lucia to take care of the kids while she's away with amelia's help.
the noceda is really capable and patient with their pups, amity would always come home of lucia in
her dog form resting with the pups cuddled next to her.

it really does show she got better for her family.

"at least you'll get to experience it soon." amity softly elbowed luz making the evidently pregnant
dog let out a fake offended scoff and gave the cat a glare.

"how cruel." luz replied with a playful slap on the arm, amity snickered at that. "hey, did lucia tell
you that axel managed to get to the ceiling?"

amity rose a brow, she didn't recall any moment of her mate telling that to her "what?" she looked
at luz who's giggling to herself.

"yeah! i was there and lucia tried many times to get him down while i held the other three down
from following. she-"

-----

back in the owl house, lucia is running around the place in her dog form with her kids riding her
back, madly laughing while amelia is tasked to make lunch for everybody, she had to learn how to
make a simple giraffe stew for her craving mate.

luz never liked giraffe stew.

"did you chop the meat in small pieces?" amelia asked king who assigned himself to be her helper.

"yep! just how harlow likes it!" king handed the cat the bowl full of soft meat as she simmered it
ahead of time to perfection for the kids to chew on.



harlow is the youngest pup, she and king immediately bonded with her uncle making the little
demon's nonexistent maternal instinct to kick in to protect his favorite kitten.

amelia grabbed it and poured all into the pot. she sniffed the air, checking if the smell is just what
she envisioned before taking a small sip of the soup and lightly smacking her lips as she tasted it.

humming, it's lacking something.

"pepper." amelia opened her hand to king, he rushed to open a cabinet by stepping on a small stool,
grabbing two shakers and presented it to the blight.

"which one?" king asked as he shook both shakers. amelia turned her head while she slowly stir the
pot, the first shaker has a normal look while the other isn't finely grated and some of it's bits are
glowing as if radioactive.

"...the normal one." amelia said and king gave it to her.

while amelia is giving the food final additions, lucia stopped in the kitchen and shifted back to
human with her kids sitting in her arms as she approached the table that has four kiddie stools.

"hey, chef. where's the food?" lucia asked as she placed the children in their tables. amelia's ears
flattened while lowly growling to herself.

"harlow!" king hopped off the counter and headed for his niece to play.

"what do you think, as-" amelia turned her head and was about to curse but stopped when she saw
the silent threatening look on the noceda's face while she strapped riley, the third born, in her seat.

"it's ready, geez." amelia muttered as she turned off the stove.

"finally. these little goobers had crying for their mother." lucia said while amelia grabbed the four
small customized bowls to fill with hot food that will be blown to cool for the babies by hooty.

"it's so weird not hearing your sailor mouth go off every 5 seconds." amelia chuckles. lucia got
beside her to grab her own bowl and rose a brow at the eldest blight.

"you too as well. bet your tongue's biting itself from calling me an ass." lucia sneered, making sure
her profanity didn't reach the kids making amelia cackle lightly as she slowly shook her head.

then, both ears perked up when they heard something ringing. lucia patted her pants as she searched
for her phone till she found it in the back and immediately pressed answer when she placed it on
her ear.

"hello?

"lucia!" amity's voice is heard on the other side, sounding rather distressed with the background
noises louder than it should be like there's rapid winds hitting right in the phone.

"oh hey baby. how's your-" lucia thought none of it but she is kinda concerned and she was right as
amity interrupted her to say:

"luz is taken by- i don't know who they are, they just went up and grabbed her! i'm right behind
them. please come here right now!!"



amity didn't give her lover anymore information as that's all that matters before ending the call to
resume her chase.

lucia and amelia went silent for a few moments till the blight lets out a growl that could be
resembled like a lion's as her ears flattened and tail stopped moving, it stiffed instead.

only one thing remained thing in their minds.

"king, tell eda to look after the pups." lucia instructed as she placed her phone back to her pocket,
she rubbed open the door with amelia immediately shifting to head for the market as fast as she can
with lucia tailing behind.

"aye! be careful out there! especially on luz!"

the big black dog and the mint furred cat that is almost the size of a lynx raced into the market,
swiftly passing many people as lucia lifted her head to catch her little sister and mate's scent.

the noceda's eyes snapped open as she caught it along with a few unknown ones, a loud growl
erupted in her throat and it starting to make her blood and anxiety boil in a dangerous concoction.

amelia is on her way in seeing red if she sees her mate hurt in any way shape or form, she won't
hesitate to make a species be on the brink of extinction.

the twins so just happened to be nearby when they saw their sister and sister in law running down
the street in full speed. they don't know what's happening but they decided to help out as it looked
serious.

lucia barked as she turned to a sharp corner that lead to a back alley and there they saw three dogs
circling luz in her dog form who's trying to fight off the male dogs with amity hissing at them and
pounced on one, clawing their face making the dog wildly shake their head to get amity off.

before the dog could even try to bite amity's neck, lucia rammed the dog like a bull would and dog
was sent back, whimpering lightly as they got dizzy from that headbutt while lucia is completely
fine.

the three dogs turned their heads to look at the great dog before them, they growled at her while
standing in front of luz. lucia growled back, baring her sharp canines before letting out a mighty
bark that became a cue for the blight siblings to engage into a fight with the mongrels.

edric and emira took one with the married couple circling the other, instilling fear into them first as
they watched the bigger dog growl and amity yowling at them.

amelia was about to rush to luz's aid till the last dog got on top of the noceda who lets out a pitched
wail as this mongrel is about to mate her and started to do her best not let that happen. clawing,
biting but the dog stayed persistent.

then, the eldest roared when she got onto the ugly dog's face and started rapidly scratching their
face before ripping their nose off making the dog whine loudly in pain. they got off luz and started
to push amelia off but she held a tight grip on him.

lucia charged at the dog that tried to mate with her sister and that's when amelia hopped off for the
noceda to bite into the mongrel's neck, wildly shaking her head as her teeth sank deep before she



threw him precisely into the trash.

the other two is filled of scratches and deep bite marks, they quickly ran away with their tails in
between their tails.

huffing, everyone is glad that the dog fight is over and quickly turned their attention to luz who's
whimpering on the ground. amelia rushed over to her mate, pressed her head against hers as she
licked her to make luz be at ease.

lucia slowly approached her sister and slowly but softly bit her by the scruff to help her get up.
suddenly, the scent of blood came into everyone's nose and when they looked down, their eyes
widened when they realised luz's water broke.

luz shifted back to human and winced as she held her baby bump, afraid that this fight did
something to her babies and the stress got to her.

the older dog quickly placed luz on her back and immediately rushed to the healer with the blights
right behind them.

-----

lucia and the others got their just in time for luz to have labor.

amelia is with luz in the emergency room to help her mate go through the process while lucia and
her siblings waited, listened to the agonizing screams from luz which took a few hours for it to stop
and the hospital is eerily quiet now.

without the four's notice, luz and amelia was transported to their room. amelia stayed right by luz's
side at all times, she's in her cat form sitting on the edge of the bed while luz gives their 5 healthy
pups/kittens their milk as she slowly drifts off to sleep from exhaustion.

amelia slowly goes over to luz, her steps are light and she stopped just in front of her while
maintaining the space luz needs. she slightly opened her eyes as she felt the cat's presences closer
and her gaze.

the cat lets out faint meow with her golden eyes turning glossy. luz lifts her head a little as her tail
slowly wags, she leans closer to give her lover a lick in the face which amelia returned on the nose
and pressed her head against luz's as she purrs with small joyful tears rolling down their furred
faces.

happy that they and their children are safe from that dog fight.



I am not drunk

Chapter Summary

(Do you remember a story where it's the 90s in the boiling isles then it got deleted? yeah, it
was mine.)

as the sun goes through the thin sheet of blinds making it pour down to the mess of a bed with
someone in an irregular sleeping position, the morning birds are heard outside, greeting everyone a
good morning and a single ray shone into her eyes,

amity groaned at the noises, she turned her body to the side and slowly fluttered her eyes open,
letting her vision clear out for her to see her bedroom door wide open with something, someone on
the floor.

her eyes widened when she saw that. amity abruptly sat up from bed and slowly slipped out of the
bed, her feet light on the ancient floorboards as she wearily walked out of her room with a spell
ready.

the person on the floor wore white dress suit with the blazer in tatters just a few feet away. amity
stopped in front of them, knelt down to lightly nudge their head to get a response and it didn't work.
so she nudged harder, still nothing. the blight started shaking the body, they're warm so the thought
of them dead in her apartment is ruled out.

she didn't want that to happen again

getting irritated at the lack of response, amity flipped the stranger over for her to realise that they're
human. an actual human in the boiling isles. this is the first and it annoyed her even more that
there's a human.

"WHO ARE YOU?!" amity shouted while shaking the human which worked as she saw them
slowly flutter their eyes open. since the sunlight is shining on amity's back, they could barely see
her face but the mint green is distinguishable.

"i think god took me too early." they muttered, this utterly confused the blight and when the human
is about to close their eyes, she slapped their face to remain awake as she's nowhere done.

"wh.. who are you?! and what are you doing in my apartment?!" amity bombarded the human with
questions which doesn't help the hungover or recovering from a concussion- amity doesn't know
why this person is so woozy and they're in her apartment.

"i'm not drunk, mami ahaha. i just got throskfbsmsdnf.." the human laughed without context before
passing out again. amity slapped their face again as she didn't ask them to go to sleep but they
didn't respond anymore. the pulse is now so no need to worry, amity does want to get rid of them
though.



"what the fuck." so this is her saturday morning is gonna be. amity needs something stronger than
coffee today.



Lights, Camera, Action

Chapter Summary

luz and amity are lead roles of a play till a last minute add on was made

requested smut by @yakudamen

symphony of the picotee.

that's the play luz and amity decided to partake in. the basic synopsis of it is the protagonist got
brainwashed by the main big villain leaving the nemesis a choice to oblige the antagonist's
command while the protagonist stands with them against their will or do something good for once?

find out this autumn.

it's a simple premise that has been done over a millennia and it would only work well if everything
is in it's place with the leading roles are the main takeaways and the definer of where this play
would go.

would it derail or be sent ultimate local stardom? find out this summer.

this play is the third addition in the collection of 'symphonies of the blue night' and would serve as
the final act to close off the dashing trilogy. the leading actresses are luz and amity.

they watched the last two symphonies and they gave the writers some ideas for the next play if they
were gonna make another one which happened since the symphony of the jackal paid off and
concluded that the most anticipated people to be couple who are also painfully oblivious would be
a perfect lead for their last project.

so, luz and amity poured alot in the story, some had to be scraped as they don't want to let the entire
play stretch on for 3 or more hours as it's just usually an hour and a half or 2.

the two has a chemistry whenever they're on stage which was expected but this one is different
outside the stage. luz is the protagonist, she placed her heart in the character which always dazzled
everyone when luz is normal sunny, cherry self till she stepped on that stage. she became a whole
different person.

sames goes to amity. the blight already has a smug aura that was easily torn down by luz but it
could change when she got on the stage. amity has the nemesis role. she radiates this dominating,
commanding aura that makes everyone lower their heads and be in their knees.

in other words, these two knows their game. all that time reading the entire series of the good witch
azura books and being oblivious on each other's feelings paid off.

luz and amity are in the backstage reading over the stript that they contributed 50% on. they sat in
the provided couch with the other actors, actresses praying for one another and for this play to end



successfully before leaving the set.

"hey, what's this?" luz frowned when she noticed something in the action lines, she drew it closer to
read along amity and their faces blew up when they realised it's a sex scene.

their sex scene.

"what the fuck." amity muttered when deep down that's what she's craving for. she looked in the
corner of her eye that luz is conflicted about this extra script that's been given to the them by the
last minute.

"th- there's no way i'm doing this. you have to find another to fill my spot." luz stood up, her face is
blushing madly and she's split on two things right now. she wants to stay to do it or leave.

luz doesn't want to ruin her friendship with amity by this.

"wait wait, luz. don't leave, we're in so deep right now and leaving now would let everybody down"
amity stood up and softly grabbed luz's wrist to stop her from going out. amity has already made up
her mind about fucking on stage and she has to make sure luz doesn't back out in the last minute.

"besides, the scene would probably last shorter. so please don't leave, okay?" luz looked into the
blight's golden eyes that are pleading for her not to go and finish what they've started.

sighing and slowly nodding her head, "okay. i don't know how this'll turn out but i'll stay." luz said
as she gripped on amity's wrist as well to give it a squeeze. amity smiled at the reply "don't worry.
it'll work out just fine." she reassured.

-----

when the day came, luz watched the people pouring in the place, filling every seat as possible with
her anxiety steadily rising that the fact of her having sex with amity on stage, in front of alot of
people feels like a fever dream. it's so surreal that luz had to pinch herself multiple times on the
way here.

amity stepped beside her wearing a lavishing prince like suit that is riddled with gold and jewels.
luz really finds the witch hot in this outfit but she stopped herself from staring too much.

while the narrator starts off by some rules and introduction. amity looked at luz, she looks extra
beautiful today. well, she did help her put on some makeup and her outfit but it's barely noticeable
due to how naturally gorgeous luz is.

amity took a deep breath as this is now on never. "luz," she started to make luz look at her. she can
see nervousness all over her face, her body is literally trembling even though she's trying to hide it.

"i really love you since from the start and i couldn't hold it anymore. i just wanted you to know
that." amity finally confessed, not the best she can do but they're in a time crunch and it's time for
her to step into the spotlight which made the audience cheer to little miss perfect.

luz's nervousness diminished when she now knows that amity reciprocates her feelings. her
stomach fluttered with her serotonin rising and anxiety depleting, she internally celebrated and was
about to do a fist pump into the air but she was suddenly shoved into the spotlight and the people
cheered for the human as well.



about an hour or so passed and they're in act 2 now which is where the shit happens.

as aforementioned, the protagonist was brain washed by the antagonist who chose to help them get
out of that state. do you know the way to bring them back to their original self?

fuck her till she comes to normal!

who in the right mind would leave that, luz thought while amity is screaming happily, joyous of the
time has arrived of her finally getting to rail the girl she's been longing.

when the sex part arrived, luz and amity looked at each other awkwardly. there's a dead silence in
the whole theater now and it won't disappear unless they do it. amity looked at the people backstage
who's anticipating this and luz can see the same in her view. giving them thumbs up and waves to
get on with it.

sighing quietly, amity approached luz and leaned into her ear to ask "do you want to do this?"

luz gulped and nodded, now that everything is so clear now, she wants to do with amity and amity
only. "yes." she replied.

this relieved amity. she pulled luz into a kiss which she immediately returned but she can't wrap her
arms or move since she is mind controlled. luz lets amity take the lead.

as they pulled away, amity started placing soft kisses on luz's neck while her hands unbuckles both
of their pants. luz bit the inside of her mouth, trying to hold in a whimper or groan to as they're still
in the play.

then, amity pushed luz down to the ground with her stomach flat earning some gasps from the
audience. knelt down in front of luz, used her waist cape to cover the noceda while she pulled both
of their pants down and tapped her erected cock against luz making bite her insides harder as this is
it.

the highlight of it all.

amity pushed a small portion in first, luz whimpered quietly making the blight bend down and
started whispering into her ear "good girl. just take it easy."

luz felt a side of herself suddenly getting unlocked by those words, she pressed herself more onto
the floor while her ass is lifted for amity as she continued to slowly penetrate her. luz placed all of
her energy in her lower half.

"aah.. shit." luz bit her lip when amity pushed the last part in. the witch waited for a few seconds
for luz to adjust to her before starting to thrust roughly as amity fantasies this and she's gonna hold
back.

luz moaned loudly, not caring anymore if there's people as she's getting fucked good by the girl she
loves. the sudden propulsion of speed caught her off guard and didn't have enough time to adjust
but she eventually did.

"aaahh! aah... aahh fuck.." everyone is flabbergasted at the sight of the two lead roles fucking each
other in front of them, they don't know if they should be offended at the display or just keep
watching.



looks like no one is standing up.

as amity rapidly slammed her hips into luz with her cock getting deeper and deeper. she groaned
and rolled her head back, this feels amazing that it's hard for the blight to explain it but her favorite
is luz squeezing around her.

"you feel so nice and tight. this is all for me, yeah?" amity whispered, her dominant persona
stepping up as luz is on submissive state.

"y- yes.." luz muttered, she clawed the floorboard as she feels amity hitting a spot.

"what a good girl, you are. come on, show your face!" amity grabbed a handful of luz's hair to
make her look up for the audience to see her lewd expressions while her body jerks forward from
the rigorous slams with her mouth agar for drool to trickle down.

the people in backstage were half confused and half amused. confused because they thought this
was a joke to whoever edited the script and that the two wouldn't actually do this scene as it's
embarrassing but they're doing it now shamelessly, moaning like they're in the bedroom not the
theatre. they're amused at their audacity.

"am- aahh!" luz almost slipped by moaning amity's name but she can't recall what her stage name is
as the pleasure only clouded her mind. she lifted herself up with her trembling arms, looking over
her shoulder to see amity's dark, dominating look that made the noceda weak.

"i love you." luz squeaked out. it made amity's cheeks light up, she leaned closer to whisper "i love
you too." before closing in for a kiss with their tongues clashing each other as amity continued her
vicious thrusts while quietly making a protection spell.

as much as she wants luz to be pregnant, they can do it in better places.

dazzled by the audacity.

that's what the audience are amused and intrigued of. it was common to cuss on stage and make a
fool out of yourself, uncommon for a real brawl to happen while the people think it's all an act till
someone got threw to a wall by an abomination.

this is rare.

so rare that plays tend to stray away from sexual stuff as it drives everyone away but what those
people don't know is that in other case: sex sells and this is one of those cases, since the majority of
the audience are in their age. hormonal teenagers dig this shit.

luz and amity are lost in their own utopia, forgetting that they're even in the theatre anymore with
many eyes dawning on them as they continued to fuck. that's content.

"aahh aaahh! i'm close..." luz rolled her head back and moaned out loud as she came hard in her
first time. her arms violently trembled, barely holding on till her upper half collapsed as she
shuddered the feeling of amity's warm shoots of cum fill her up, mixing with her own.

amity sighed in bliss, she took off her blazer and slowly pulled out to turn luz over, now laying in
her back. she leaned for another kiss while her cum covered dick, still hard pushes back in making
luz moan in this kiss and now wrapping her arms around her neck.



they went for several rounds, neither kept count as but the audience are still here and now horny as
fuck. while luz and amity came for the last time, luz passed out from the exhaustion and leaned
against the wall while amity slowly lowered herself as her legs don't work anymore before passing
out too.

someone in the crowd slowly clapped which triggered everybody else to clap along for the passed
out actresses, cheering for their great performance while the backstage crew are silent as they don't
know what to do now.

"so.. who's gonna clean them up?"

------

'so realistic!'

'perhaps the best play in this decade.'

'i commend the lead actresses for giving the best experience and a roaring conclusion to the
spectacular trilogy!'

amity arrived in school, punctual as usual. a week has passed ever since that 'scene' and the first
thing that came into her face is praises of her and luz's act in that scene for making it so realistic.
amity could only thank them as she thought they knew it wasn't an act at all.

she got to the board that m has the play's poster next to a bunch of reviews. positive ones mostly.

luz couldn't come to school as she needs some time to make her legs work again after the long after
party they had in the owl house. amity is a little sore but can managed.

"nice job, blight. make sure you and miss noceda celebrate this." the lead writer said as they patted
amity on the back. she looked at them to see a knowing look in their face, amity looked to her right
to see the other actors and actresses shooting her a look that almost made her uncomfortable as she
knows what it meant.

"yeah.. thanks."



Surprise For Mittens

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'little mittens'

part 1 in chapter 115

after amity mated with luz and ended rather prickly. it won't be long till the news breaks out for
amity.

"hey, ami." luz called for her lover, she made amity start living in the owl house with her but she
had to come home from her real house from time to time for her parents not to catch on.

amity hummed in reply as she looked up to luz. they're in the living room, chilling as they watched
a show from a stolen tv. luz smiled as she hopped towards the blight with her hands folded behind
her and dropped down beside her, still hiding her hands as she leaned back.

amity rose a brow "what are you hiding?" she asked as she tries to take a peek but luz only pressed
herself more to the couch.

giggling, "you gave to guess." luz said in a soft singsong manner. she moved her body to the side to
avoid being turned around as amity reaches for her before dropping her hand.

"what is it?" amity asked, persisting but luz shook her head "you gotta guess, miss blight."

growling, amity pounced on her and started tickling luz as an attempt to get her arms out of her
back. luz bursts out of laughter and started writhing, playfully kicking amity to get off by the witch
only continued.

"come on, tell me!" amity has a grin on as she watched luz now struggling to keep her hands in her
back.

then, it happened.

amity stopped for a second when she was a stick or white contraption with a pink tops. she's
confused of what this thing is and luz can see it, "i'm pregnant." she said with glee evident in her
tone.

it hit amity "i'm gonna be a mom?" she asked with her hand slowly landing down luz's flat stomach
that will grow overtime with their kid inside.

"i'm gonna be a mom." amity is in a state of disbelief. she knew that cumming inside luz would
lead to this but she is still surprised, pleasantly bewildered when luz built up all of this anticipation
to spill the good beans.



"yes, you're gonna be a mom!" luz confirmed as she pulled amity down for a sweet, tender kiss
which the blight happily kissed back with her arms thrown up into the air like a silent celebration
till they pulled away.

"i'm gonna be a mom!!" amity shouted with her arms shaking in the air to express her joy as she
now has a big smile making luz smile too.

amity dropped her hands to cup luz's cheeks and started to bombard her with kisses making the
human laugh while trying to get away from amity who didn't dare to let her go.

"ami." luz called as she looked at amity in her golden eyes. the witch stopped to let luz breath but is
still in close proximity for amity to whisper "do you wanna head up and celebrate?"

luz instantly got what she meant and nodded her head "please."



Triple Kill

Chapter Summary

trigger warning: rape and threatening

alpha noceda triplets x omega amity

requested smut by Anonymous

Chapter Notes

oh look, a reference

"i don't understand why they had to be here. i am perfectly capable by myself!" amity spat, crossing
her arms as she stood in front of her parents and the twins with the noceda triplets standing beside
them.

"when you had a record of arson. we don't think so, young lady." alador reasoned making amity
frown and grumble to herself as she looks away.

"besides, it'll only be a week. you'll survive." odalia added and started to head out of the door with
the others following behind. the twins said their goodbyes to their little sister before the door
closed.

with the noise of the car revving and driving away. amity looked at lucia, luca and luz, the most
annoying and obnoxious alphas in the boiling isles. as if they have their own annoyance level from
lucia being the worst and luz being a little bearable.

nonetheless, amity would rather die than be stuck with them.

"listen, you three knotheads. i'll be in my room for a week and you are not allowed to go in. mess
the manor if you want but you will not step your foot into my room, got it?" amity said,
establishing the rules and big boundary they all have and need to follow if they really are gonna
stay here.

"why should we listen to you? we're the ones who got called in to take care of you." lucia, the
eldest, said while her other sisters nodded in compliance.

scoffing, "well, i got the money and can kick you out in a heartbeat. so you can tell who has more
advantage here, noceda." amity snapped back, she rolled her eyes and headed up the stairs to her
bedroom to finally be in peace as she doesn't see the triplets' faces anymore.



"that was a charming first impression." luca said, already not liking amity.

"you can say that again." luz muttered as she crossed her arms. luca looked at her with a raised
brow and asked "i thought you were classmates with her?"

nodding, "yeah but we really don't talk much 'cause she doesn't like me for some reason." luz
shrugged. she doesn't know what she did to make the omega hate her that much that she had to
avoid her in the hallways often if she sees her coming.

"hey, where do you think rich people hide the door their wine cellar?" lucia asked as she turned
around to face her sisters with a smirk on.

"i rather not drink. i hope there's a console here somewhere." luz said and luca agreed on it.

"me too. i don't think we really have anything to do if the person we're babysitting locked herself."
she looked at the stairs, thinking that amity is literally locking herself away from them before
returning her eyes back to her sisters.

"oh ho ho, my dear sisters. she said we can do whatever we want so," lucia draped her arms around
her sisters' shoulder and brought them closer to her making luca wheeze a little from the tightness.

"let's go do whatever the fuck we want!"

-----

as amity listened to the music in her phone whilst reading her book, ultimately ignoring the mess
the noceda triplets are making downstairs.

amity didn't want to come along in her family's trip off to somewhere because she wanted to be
along for the first time but of course, they couldn't give her that and instead gave these three
incompetent alphas who'll only be a burden till the end of this week.

how wonderful.

sighing, amity closed the book and placed it to the side, rubbed her face with her hands as she
groaned into it.

"why does the titan have to forsake me?" she muttered and fully rested her head on the pillows,
staring up into the ceiling as she started to think what the hell is gonna do now.

then, amity's body was suddenly shocked by an electric heat that made ripples and soon enough
turned into a full on tidal waves of heat crashing on her body. amity winced, she curled up into a
ball, holding her stomach as she wants it to go away but knows it wouldn't be easy.

"why now..." amity pulled her sheets up to cover herself. she can't make a frantic nest without a
thing from the person she likes that could calm her but she doesn't like anyone. her pheromones
started to accumilate in her room and it's always strong in the first day.

meanwhile on the other side, the triplets are running up the stairs with baseball helmet on about to
ram through the other end to see who survives the impact but they suddenly stopped right beside
amity's door.



"do you smell that?" lucia whispered as she slowly approached the door and dropped her helmet to
the side.

"no not really." luz said, she rubbed her nose and wrinkled it. "i think you broke it." luca snickered.

"shut it. come over here." lucia beckoned for the two to come closer to the door and took a sniff.
their eyes dilated as they instantly knew what that scent meant.

"wait, we shouldn't be here if amity has an alpha." luz said, panicking a little as she glanced at the
stairs for an alpha to appear but luca only chuckled.

"have you ever smelled someone on her?" she asked. to be honest, luz doesn't really smell anyone
on amity but her family though it's sometimes faint.

"well no-"

"then we can be her alphas. no one has three at the same time so she can be the first. we're basically
giving ourselves to her, you know. like a free mate." lucia cuts her sister off, luz is conflicted about
this idea but neither of them has an omega yet so.. amity can be their first.

she just has to trust her sisters.

lucia saw that luz came to a conclusion without uttering a word, she tried to twist the doorknob but
it's locked. she tensed her arm and rammed it as hard as she can of it to break off the screws
completely, scaring amity in the process.

"w- who.." amity froze when she saw the noceda triplets on the other side with looks in their eyes.
upon inhaling the cooped up pheromones of the omega, their inner alpha took control now as they
have a mate to take.

lucia was the first to step inside and started to take off her clothes "no no, please.." amity moved
back from the bed with her sheets pulled up to hide herself.

"hey hey, easy blight. we won't hurt you, we swear." lucia reassured in a comforting tone which
didn't help because amity doesn't want the any one of the nocedas to be her alpha.

"no, stay back!" amity hissed at lucia but it didn't stop her from grabbing her by the ankles and
pulled her closer to slam her lips against hers. amity didn't dare to kiss back despite the alpha's
scent is getting mixed with hers. becoming overbearing.

luz and luca got to the bed while taking their clothes off. all of their cocks are erected and
twitching, hungry for the omega who did her best to get lucia off her but it's like her strength is
depleting from the kiss alone.

as lucia pulled away, amity finally managed to shove her off only to be replaced by luz and then
luca. amity tried to crawl away but she was held down by luz who kissed the side of her head. "shh,
trust us. we'll take care of you, ami."

"no.. i don't want this! please let me go!!" amity pleaded for them, she struggled under luz but they
ignored it and luz only went under which luca taking her backdoor with lucia getting in front of her.
her cock presented in front of amity who frantically shook her head with tears starting to well up in
the corners of her eyes.



"i- i'll do anything but please don't do t-" amity cut off by lucia sticking her cock inside her mouth
with luz first entering her severely wet pussy making it easy for her. tears finally streamed down
amity's cheeks, she wants to move but the sisters held her down and she lets out a muffled sob
when luca entered her second hole.

it feels good but its hurts.

amity heard luz groan under her along with luca getting a feel of her ass before slapping it making
the blight jolt. she looked up to lucia who has her brow raised with her expressions more or less
condescending like she's silently ordering the omega to work to it or else.

that thought only solidified when she heard her growl.

"we're gonna enjoy this so just calm down, okay? you can enjoy it too." luca whispered before
thrusting into amity's ass, lowly groaning at the tightness of it. luz waited for a few seconds before
thrusting as well, she gripped onto the blight's waist and leaned up to plant kisses on her bare neck
while lucia took off her hair tie, discarding it and gripped a hand of the omega's hair.

amity's moans can't be determined if it's of pain or pleasure as it's muffled. she felt like collapsing,
having all of her holes filled by the three people that she never really considered she'd mate.

well, she didn't want to mate with them in the first place.

lucia hummed as she fucks amity's warm mouth, her tongue isn't even moving but she didn't care.
she thrusts into her deep till her lips almost touches the base, her cock hitting the back of her mouth
and she can tell amity is holding the urge to gag.

amity doesn't know what luz is doing with the excessive amount of kisses. if it means comfort, she
has to do more of that. she can feel her hard thrusts up in her pussy, every noceda has their own
motion. they're not in a consistent pace or trying to follow each other but one thing is certain about
how hard they can go.

and luca is more rougher in the omega's ass, she wrapped her arms around her waist for her thrusts
almost resembling an animal's. amity shuddered when she felt the middle child drag her tongue
along her back, traveling up to her shoulder blade then stopped right in her scent gland.

amity instantly got she's aiming to do, she shook her head while attempting to pull away from the
blowjob but lucia held her there and growled at her again, louder this time to make the omega
easily submit to all the things these sisters wants to do to her.

luca licked amity's neck before slowly sinking her teeth into it, marking her, making it official that
she belongs to them now. more tears rolled down her face, amity can't move or scream for dire
help. she's completely trapped and immobilised, she prays for the titan to, at least, give her a sign
that could help her get out of this before one of them knots inside her.

"you feel really nice, amity. i love it." luz whispered, she looked at the mark her sister left on the
blight. she licked it and started find another spot she can place her own mark before biting down.

amity wants to give up.

the signs she's been praying hasn't appeared or made itself known like her family coming home
because edric forgot something and walked into this which has the noceda triplets in death row. just



anything to disrupt this session that could save her.

minutes passed. amity started to lose hope.

the noceda sisters continued to defile amity who turned silent with the tears stopped flowing
leaving many dried trail and her golden eyes started to darken, turn dull. it's devastating.

"aah fuck!" luca was the first to come inside amity and it only made her lose more of herself which
led her to pass out, not caring the feeling of warmth spewing inside her and she knows it's not the
warmth she wanted.

 

it took about a few hours for amity to finally awake up from passing out, she tried to sit up but
hissed when she felt her abdomen sting and ended up laying back.

in the edge of her vision, amity tensed up when she saw lucia standing by the closed door, shrouded
in darkness making her look like an ominous threat.

she and her sisters cleaned up after they claimed amity and three marks are very visible on her
neck. though she doesn't remembering knotting, she can tell just by feeling how sticky she is down
there.

"we had fun thanks to you, amity. but you don't wanna ruin it if you tell your family." lucia said,
she didn't move into the single light of the lamp on her nightstand but the glow of her reddish
brown eyes is enough to make amity want to bolt out of there if her legs still work.

"you won't tell them, right?" the venom in lucia's tone yet it sounded so normal in a normal ear.
amity sunk deeper into her bed and slowly nodded, her throat tightening as well of it being sore
from that horrible blowjob.

"good. dinner's on the way." and with that, lucia walked out of the room, the omega blight listened
to the receding footsteps down the hallway till it's no longer heard. ragged breathing escaped
amity's lips as if she's going into hyperventilation with her body violently trembling at the fact that
she was exploited, taken advantaged of.

raped.

and she'd have to spend a week with them with no one to turn to. that's when amity finally bursts
into proper cries without being silenced.



Little Kitten

Chapter Summary
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requested smut by @rabidtime

there's this human.. cat like human.

honestly, amity doesn't know what to call her but she has been watching luz for a while now. she
exhibits traits like a cat, really hyper, extremely curious and incredibly affectionate to her close
ones.

luz has a pair of brown almost black pointed ears and flexible tail that always wrap around
someone like for protection or just general affection though she can't shift into a real cat and that's
fine.

lately, amity has been noticing the extra closeness like luz would cling to her, follow her around
and when she has abominations, luz would place her head on amity's arm or shoulder and rub while
purring with her tail happily swishing or coiling around amity's waist.

the blight is ultimately clueless as to what all these vague physical signs mean because she isn't a
cat.

"luz?" amity quietly called, luz is doing the rubbing thing again and she replied with a trill when
she rested her chin on amity's arm to look at her with big dilated eyes making the witch's heart
strings pluck.

"i'm just wondering, why do you do that?" amity asked, she watched luz tilt her head in curiosity
with her ear twitching.

"do what?"

amity felt her cheeks heat up just by the sight of cuteness in front of her "i- i mean, it's not a bad
thing and i'm perfectly comfortable with it because it's normal for you and new to me. i-" she
stopped herself before she goes in a full on rant.

"i'm sorry." luz softly giggled at that, she shook her head and rested herself more onto amity's arm
while giving her a gaze that could only mean adoration and pure endearment for the witch.

how could someone be this precious, so cute be sitting next to her?

"it's okay. take your time." luz reassured.



amity cleared her throat, making sure her words are organised in her head before saying it "um..
why are you constantly rubbing on me?" she asked.

luz's tail stopped abruptly with her eyes returning back to normal size, she withdrew herself from
amity and scooched to the side a little to give space as her ears folded a little.

"sorry." she muttered before returning to the whatever task was happening.

amity suddenly missed the warm on her arm, she watched luz try to be attentive despite of her
getting easily distracted or is trying not to look at the blight which made her confused and sort of
hurt that luz was out of the blue distant.

did she say something wrong? did she offend her by asking the rubbings?

amity needs to understand luz's physical language but where does she turn to? she started thinking,
pondering on who is the right person she can ask about these things that isn't luz.

then, it came to her. viney! she knows her thing in beast keeping so amity could ask her about luz's
behaviors that could relate to the creatures here in the boiling isles so she can make sense of
everything.

when the class ended, luz said her quick goodbye before speed walking out of the school to head
home. amity pursed her lips as she watched the noceda walk away till she was nothing but a
detailed speck in her vision.

amity silently promised that she'll catch up before heading for the back of the school, the beast
keeping grounds. there is wide stretch of open field for the beast keeping track or oracle students
challenging a plant student to a stand duel like willow and selene once did.

amity saw various creatures getting fed, petted by their chosen witches who they only trust. every
creature has their own favorite witch or demon. some cases, it's the other way around, the witch
would take the time and risk to bond with their selected creature or that was just given by their
professor and it was the worst mistake ever.

like that one guy who's struggling to bond with a concealed, juvenile droxeorot but ended up being
thrown back by it's powerful screech and landed far into the woods, giving the creature time to trot
away like nothing happened.

"can somebody get dixie?"

as amity stopped in front of a certain griffin getting groomed by their owner. she cleared her throat
to make witch look at her and she was surprised to see a blight out here.

"oh, hello, amity. what brings you here?" viney asked as she wiped her hands and tossed the brush
to the kit.

"i just wondering if are they many creatures you guys tame are like luz?" amity asked, cutting to
the chase. the question was something viney didn't expect but then again, a blight is literally out in
the beast keeping field which is rare till someone named emira started to hover over the witch.

it was odd to say the least.



viney hummed as she started thinking of the many creatures she dealt with before and after she got
puddles. "it depends on how you describe her. she can be compared to a drisleom since she's
extremely active." pointing over to big dark blue drisleom that's about size of a rhino but bigger.
they have dual horns that held a sort of dark crimson energy ball.

"or very helpful like a griffin." viney scratched the side of puddles chin making the griffin's feathers
rise and lean closer to their owner's touches before viney pulled away.

"maybe a vexgale. really powerful when it comes to wits." viney motioned her eyes at the lone
white furred vexgale that is riddle of accessories with it's tail and front paws wearing multiple rings
of gold. it's inner ears having an almost galaxy color with some of it's front fur looking like a blue
gradient white feather that is so out of place but it's one of it's specialities.

amity hummed as she looked at the three said creatures before slowly shaking her head, that's not
the ones she's looking for "maybe not but she's been extra..."

after amity finished with her explanation, viney rubbed her chin as she started thinking about,
trying to pinpoint that specific trait along with puddles who's tapping their chin on top of viney's
head.

then, it came to her "do you know yorunites?" she asked.

"sort of. yes?" amity shrugged unknowingly and viney understands.

"they're a very territorial species in the edge of the isles and the way they mark their territory is by
rubbing their bodies against the object or person, marking them are theirs hence the name: scent
marking." viney explained. amity looked down for a moment as she started to connect the dots of
the behaviors luz has been display for the past few days.

"so basically.. luz is scent marking me?" amity asked, surprised and viney nodded while shrugging.

"guess so. i spotted some similarities from luz to yorunites the first time we met. yorunites also go
through heat cycles, they'll be extra clingy to whoever they chose to mate and stuck with them for a
while to, maybe, get comfortable before the actual mating happens."

this was a deal breaker.

amity now knows what luz was going for. after all that tailing and rubbing, luz chose amity as her
mate. this made the blight blush madly at the thought of mating with luz, she fixed her head bag
and cleared her throat, trying to play off cool.

"thank you, viney. um, see you later, bye!" amity said her goodbyes quickly before rushing off the
school, heading for the direction of the owl house in full speed as she needs to confront, confess luz
about this because she wants to do it.

so badly it's almost embarrassing.

when amity got to the owl house, she bothered to interact with hooty as she knocked on the door.
waited in front of te door for someone to open it, hoping it'd be luz not no one answered.

"bird tube, is luz home?" amity asked, hooty fluttered his beady eyes open to look at the blight.

"oh yep! she's just upstairs making weird noises." hooty replied.



"let me in." amity ordered but the house demon decides to mess with the witch today.

"you gotta say the magic word!" amity, then, sets both of her hands on pink flames with it slowly
rising up her arms as her eyes glowed, glaring into hooty.

"i will banish you in the 13 layers of horrious for the yoris to eat your flesh every single day after it
regenerates while you're burned alive in the scorching seas with the gowliks plunging your eyes out
and forcing you to eat them for eternity."

after what seemed to be of amity gotten possessed reverted back to normal but is still glaring at
hooty who's confused and afraid at the witch "you could've just said coconut! jeez!" he reluctantly
swung the door open for amity to immediately enter.

amity jogged up the stairs and stopped right in front of luz's closed door. she took a deep breath in
as she gripped the doorknob to swing open and reveal luz in a frisky state.

totally nude with her cock erected and dripping of precum as she zoomed around the room, clearly
frustrated about something and only stopping when she noticed amity by the door not saying
anything.

"hi." amity awkwardly waved and luz pounced on her, slamming her onto the wall as she slammed
her lips against hers. the witch didn't hesitate to kiss back with her arms wrapping around luz's
neck, fingers getting lost in her curls and slowly rubbing the back of her ear making luz purr in the
kiss.

luz lifted amity by the thighs, led them inside the room with her kicking the door shut and gently
placed amity down the sleeping bag without breaking the kiss till they're out of breath.

amity softly panted from the kiss, her hands moved down to luz's soft cheeks with her fingers still
scratching her ear "someone's feisty." she whispered, grinning making luz looking away with ears
flattening a little.

"i'm sorry you had to see me like this." luz muttered but amity shook her head and peck her lips.

"don't be. i was waiting for this so let's make it worthwhile, kitty." amity ran her finger down luz's
lips making her smirk as they stared into each other's seemed to be glowing hues.

"i gotta warn you that i have barbs that activate when i come." luz advised as she showed her thick
girth surrounded by pricked, flat spikes that will soon unleash a pain that amity will probably not
get used to.

"w- would it damage my... you know?" amity motioned her eyes down to her in between and luz
was quick to answer.

"oh no. the barbs do hurt but it really doesn't damage or cause bleeding in your uh.. vajayjay." luz
replied, a little unsure on how she is gonna say vagina outright.

"va what?" amity was confused and lets out small chuckle at the weird sound of it.

"i'm sorry i get so embarrassed in saying it completely!" luz covered her red face in embarrassment
but amity finds it really cute and continued to laugh, not in mock but in endearing. she leaned up to
give her a kiss again and gave her a nose rub.



"it's okay. i find it really cute." amity whispered, luz softly giggles at that and rubbed her head
against her.

"shall we start?" luz asked and amity didn't think twice in to nod her head. she started to take off
amity's clothing, setting it to the side. luz stared at amity's bosoms, her hands hovered over it and
slowly went down as if it was a delicacy, asking it's already before groping.

with her spreading her legs to show off her dripping pussy, luz licked her lips and rubbed her cock
as she stared at it with clear intent in filling that virgin pussy. the licked her finger and dragged it
along amity's wet slit making her tremble at the feeling before replacing it with her cock, aligning
herself in the womanhood.

"here goes." luz started to slowly push in earning low moan from amity, her hands dropped to luz's
shoulder to grip on and watched her push the rest of her cock inside. she can feel the limp spikes as
well.

"aahh fuck.." amity bit her lip and leaned back to the pillow.

as everything is inside, luz has to push the last bit making both of them moan. she slowly lowered
herself for amity to wrap her arms around and started off slow. luz's ears kept flicking due to
amity's breathy moans, she listened to the sound of getting clearer and clearer.

"luz.." amity buried her face in luz's shoulder as she can feel her picking up speed and soon enough,
she went in her own pace when she can tell the witch has adjusted and loves it.

"aaahh luz! oh god.." amity tightly gripped on her now lover's back and clung onto her like luz. she
can feels herself getting deliciously stretched at each thrust in, hitting something and the noceda is
reaching for it.

luz rolled her head back as she groaned, she gripped onto the pillows on either sides of amity's
head. "oh shit.." luz can feel the blight clenching around her wonderfully, her heat is quickly getting
to her head and it's not long that luz's thrusts turned vigorous making amity moan in bliss.

the sounds of their skin plopping and shameless moans are heard escaping the room, it's a miracle
that eda and king are out to do something so they didn't have to hear their obscene noises and hooty
could just easily muffle it all out since he is the house.

a knot started to swell in luz's stomach and she instantly knew what it meant. she gripped onto
amity's hips to wildly slam her hips into hers, exerting herself making her body rapidly jolt up and
down from the shear force.

amity screamed in euphoria as she came at the same time of luz and the barbs finally activated
which the witch wasn't prepared but calmed down when luz started giving her kisses all over her
face to help her ride her high and ignore the stinging.

"ow..." amity lowly groaned, even the slightest movement could cause a colossal wave of pain
crashing into her body and makes her wanna rip out her vagina.

"feel good? just don't try to move that much, okay?" luz reassured as she placed a loving kiss on
amity's cheek and nuzzled into her neck with her arms wrapped for an embrace.

"yeah.. wow, this really does hurt."



slowly nodding, "i'm sorry. i'll treat you with some ice cream later." luz promised but for now they
shall sleep till their knot dies down.
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the doors of the carrier slowly opened along with a whirring sound of mechanics till it flattened to
the ground. heavy footsteps dropped to the soiled floor, looking at the small green life below her
feet before looking up to survey the land.

the place she landed in was filled of thick, tall tree that surrounded by many shrubbery. the air of
this planet is sustainable. amity is sent here to finish her collection of many skulls of the creatures
she deemed worthy for a fight and died with honor.

honorably as a design of her ship.

she traveled across universes to collect everything that she can and earth is the last one since her
ship only have one space left. nonetheless, amity cloaked her ship, took out her rifle before dashing
off to a random direction with her body getting cloaked of invisibility and hopped up onto the trees
to get ground view, a prospective of everything in this foreign planet.

everything is alive but not as threatening than the other forestry she has gone into.

then, amity stopped when she saw a group of male humans wandering into the lust forest with
shotguns in hand. she sank lower on the branch she's on and listened them chatter about things she
couldn't understand nor care to begin with.

her hunt may kick off with them.

-----

amity dropped her heavy foot on the struggling human who she really thought would be worthy of
her time and they weren't. how peachy. their blood from their crushed head spew in all corners,
painting the leaves and gives them a new fertilizer.



flicking the blood off her armor, amity looked up to the dark sky that has little to no stars up above
but there is the full moon. she dropped her head and started to walk forward to the direction of the
small human town she stumbled upon a while ago.

unfortunately, she can't shift into a human but watching from a distance is better as she get to know
what these native creatures are doing in their day to day lives until something expected happened.

amity landed on top of a small building's rooftop and knelt down on the edge to see many humans
taking nightly walk or buys, some going in groups but mostly everyone is with themselves but one
caught the alien's eye.

a human girl.

amity watched the girl who has silk looking curls and tanned skin tone walking out in the street
with her bag slung on her shoulder, probably on her way home. she doesn't know how to put it but
she finds this human rather.. alluring so to say, she felt no surge of hunting this one like the others
but she only felt attraction.

this is new.

amity also spotted someone in an all black attire slowly catching up to the girl which made her
suspicious of their intentions till they grabbed the girl by the waist and dragged her to an alleyway.
amity's instincts heightened when she heard the girl's distress calls before getting muffled.

amity quickly hopped roofs to roofs till she got where the girl was pulled in. the stranger has their
hand in the girl's mouth with their other one held a knife to slice the girl's clothes off who's
pleading to stop but she was silenced.

fuming, amity turned off her cloack and jumped off the roof to grab the assailant by the head, her
hand is gigantic and easily slammed them to the wall, giving them a severe concussion as she
repeatedly banged his head on the same wall.

pulled out her rifle and started a rapid fire at the man's body rendering him unrecognizable from the
many bullets piercing his body. his blood splattered all over the wall, giving it a new paint job
before kicking the mutilated body out of the alleyway leaving a trail of blood on it's wake.

amity huffed and placed her rifle back to her holster, she turned to look at the girl who's petrified
and nude. she grabbed the girl in a gentle manner before bolting off to the direction of her ship to
give the girl shelter and some clothes.

on the way, amity can feel the girl stiff in her arms till they stopped in front of her cloaked ship and
snapped her fingers to make it appear in the human's eyes. she heard her faintly gasp at the sight of
it, amity entered her ship and the girl frozen when she saw the skulls.

when amity placed the human down, she was withdrawn and stepping away from the alien as she
was suddenly about to get raped then this alien appeared and beats the shit out of him then took her
to their ship.

can her saturday get any weirder?

"are you... alright?" amity asked, her knowledge of the human's language is a little choppy so she
takes her time in arranging her words before actually talking.



"uh.. yes? who- what are you?" the girl is baffled, more than that. the alien stood in 7 feet and more,
towering over her and her build it lean along with her facial features resembling a human's but
didn't have time to develop.

"amity." she simply replied. amity walked over to her cockpit, grabbing a torn cloak that could
serve to cover the girl's body till they find a more suitable attire. she draped the cloak on her it's
really big compared to her lithe stature.

"...i'm luz." luz returned her name as she closed the cloak on her naked body like a hermit, she
looked around the intricate designs of the ship while ignoring the ominous skulls just staring down
on them but overall, this place is empty aside from the cockpit.

"what.. are you?" luz asked, looking back at amity. just by the sight of those dark, blood splattered
helmet that has seen many days, tube like hairs that has a mint and auburn color and those eyes
don't belong here at all. this reminded luz something, she knows she's seen this before.

then, it came. "you're the predator? like the movie from the 90's?! you're real?!" luz was
flabbergasted when she realized she's actually facing an alien from a movie. there's no set, not
lights, no cameras, everything is legit.

"uh.. yes, as you can see." amity replied as she motioned her hands down on her physique. she
doesn't know what the human is referring to as 'the predator' when she's a yautja.

"wow.. this is- this is weird. am i experiencing a freaky friday? it's not even friday? am i dead?" luz
started rambling as she paced back and forth in front of amity who just watched her, getting more
interested in this human.

"no. your heat signatures and vitals are in perfect condition." amity said, seeing through her
helmet's infrared vision and luz is brimming of red.

"oh my god. wait, you're gonna kill me, aren't you?!" luz exclaimed as she backed up from amity
who shook her head, slightly offended at this assumption.

"of course not! i will not kill an innocent, it is against my morals." amity explained. this does make
sense but luz is still weary which amity cannot blame due to how her night led her to her ship.

"well.. if that's the case, thank you." luz said making the yautja tilt her head and watched as luz
slowly approached her with her grip on the cloak tightening and looped her arms around amity's
waist, she couldn't even connect her hands.

this action surprised amity, she doesn't know what to do with her body tensing and luz can feel it
"you're a life saver. thank you, amity." she whispered as she continued to hug an alien that could
easily rip her head off, at least she did knowing aliens exist.

amity slowly placed her hand on luz's back and lightly patted it. still at a lost on what to do next but
she does appreciate of the human thanking her and rewarding her by doing whatever this is.
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unbelievable.

amity is annoyed at the fact that she had to mate a boa she doesn't even know or liked. her parents
are forcing to be with this boa just for the sake of their 'lineage' to pass on, making powerful
offsprings.

amity doesn't give two shits about her parents' poor decisions and she knows the boa is trying to
swoon her over to him but it's not working. she'd be extremely violent whenever he comes close to
try and mate her. she would hiss, attempted multiple times to bite him.

amity is better alone without her 'fiance' and parents constantly hovering over her. she's out in the
dense forest with her thin tongue sticking out for a millisecond to taste the air, spotting where her
prey could be as hunting makes her mind get off her problems even if she's not hungry.

as she finally caught a scent- no, two scents which she followed it leading her towards a clearing
and saw a hare jusg standing there, starting at something before amity latched her hand on it,
digging her claws into it's skin before opened her mouth wide to swallow the hare whole.

after her small snack, amity looked out of the wide clearing to see another cobra having dark brown
scales with purple patterns that made it seem that they're glowing. making an ethereal sight.

amity silently mouthed a wow, she hasn't seen this cobra before and she can't see their face as
they're buried in their tail. she slowly slithered into the clearing but this seemed to have, almost
instantly, alerted the cobra as they sprung up in full feet to be seen bigger making amity freeze.

the cobra flared their hood and hissed at the blight who's breathing hitched as she realised how
beautiful they are and she can tell that they're a spitting cobra just by the two, barely visible holes
in their fangs.

they hissed even more when amity took one slither forward and spat their venom towards the blight
who easily moved to the side. "hey, easy. i'm not challenging you." amity said with her hands raised
and slowly lowered herself for the cobra to see she's not a threat.

amity stared at the cobra calming down a little but is still on guard, she watched them slither up to
her, circling her and sniffing. amity couldn't help but also smell that the cobra's scent of rut with her
eyes following the two unsheathed, dripping cocks.



then, the spitting cobra pounced on amity making both of them drop to the ground with their slowly
wrapping around one another as the cobra stared at amity with thin pupils that is slowly dilating.

"hi, i'm amity." amity did a simple introduction, she can feel the spitting cobra's twin dicks rubbing
against her but she ignored it for now to get this cobra a little.

"luz. i don't think i've seen you before." luz said. she hovered above amity, her eyes dawning down
her beautiful physique with her scales shifting from mint gren to auburn then back due of them
being under a swaying branch.

"yeah. i can tell you're new here." amity said, getting comfortable with luz as she rubbed the back
of hand on her smooth face making the cobra slightly lean into the touch.

"i moved a month ago. i'm sorry about the worse first impression of the year." amity softly giggled
at that and shook her head as she fully cups luz's face with their tails tightly wrapping one another
now.

"oh please, this is nothing and," amity opened her pussy lips, granting the cobra access.

"you can take me if you promise to make me as your mate." amity said, she wants this cobra to be
hers than that boa. she feels actually attraction for luz than forced, she's enticed than disgusted.
she's all what amity wants.

"but, i can smell a boa on you." luz said, weary as amity's mate might suddenly jump out of
nowhere but she shook her head and leaned up for her tongue to come out for a second, tasting luz's
scent.

"my fiance but we haven't mated. i want my first to be with you." amity replied.

"with someone you barely know?" luz rose a brow, getting a little suspicious of this cobra who just
shrugged.

"hey, who knows. we might even be compatible than me and that boa." amity laid down a
possibility and if it didn't work out then it's a lost since the blight can tell that she and luz could be a
power couple.

"you're pretty enough for me to fuck anyways." luz replied with a grin before leaning in for a kiss
that amity happily returned, now they're bodies has completely coiled as amity slipped her tongue
inside with her hands tangling on luz's hair.

pulling away, luz started to give amity kisses on her neck while aligning herself in her pussy before
pushing both cocks inside. amity lowly moaned, she gripped on luz's shoulders and stared up in
luz's widely dilated eyes with the sun shining down on them making their bodies glimmer.

"aahh fuck.." amity shuddered when everything is inside. luz groaned as she can felt amity's
clenching around her and chuckled.

"pretty tight.." luz started to thrust into amity, both moaning at the jolt of pleasure surging all over
their bodies. she tightly gripped on the grass as she slammed herself into amity in a rigorous
manner and rolled her head back with her tongue sticking out.



"aaahh! aahh luz!!" amity moaned, she pulled luz to bring her down to taste her neck. humming at
sweet, succulent taste of luz's flesh making her fangs turn sharper. tempting her to mark the cobra.

"hey, don't eat me. you're not a mantis." luz joked making amity giggle darkly and licked her neck.

"ha, that's a bold assumption i'm not gonna eat you." luz bit her lip as she can take a wild guess on
what amity meant by that.

luz continued her rapid thrusts making amity moan loudly and lewdly, not worried of anyone
hearing or spotting them. she can feel luz's cocks hitting that one spot as she stretches her wide.

"god harder!!" luz didn't hesitate to comply.

as the two cobras mate in the clearing, moaning shamelessly and letting whoever finds them watch
the entire thing. luz slammed her lips against amity's for another kiss, indulging themselves as
they're in their own world now.

everything was going amazingly as pleasure swelled in their bodies till amity heard an annoyingly
familiar voice

"amity, where are-" the boa slithered out into the clearing and stopped when he saw his fiance
getting fucked by an unknown cobra while in a heated kiss. luz opened her eyes a little when she
smelled the boa, stared at him before returning to what she was doing, assuming this was the boa
amity was fated to mate.

practically rubbing it in his face that she got to her first.

"what are you doing to my mate?! get off of her!" the boa tried to attack the cobra but luz pulled
away from the kiss and hissed loudly with her hoods raising, silently telling to back off but he
disturbed their mating ritual so t's too late for that.

luz shoots her venom towards the boa, aiming directly in his eyes with great precision and it got
inside his eyes, permanently blinding him as he screamed in agony and quickly slithered out of
their.

"aw, jealous much?" amity teased, she's starting to love luz as she might be about her being the
partner she's looking for.

"shut up." luz scoffed and leaned in for another kiss.

after that happened, luz gritted her teeth tightly as she can feel her coming in close and she's has the
urge to withdraw "amity... i need to pull out." she muttered.

"no!" amity exclaimed and wrapped around luz even more tightly, not wanting to let go by the last
second. she nuzzled her face in luz's neck, inhaling her scent one last time before sinking her teeth
into it, careful not to let her venom slip out as she marks luz as hers. officially and forever.

"no, don't stop now! finish inside me please!" amity begged as she withdrew, tilting her head to the
side to fully expose her neck for luz. she didn't hesitat to also mark amity right when she came
inside her.

amity screamed in ecstasy, dragging her claws on luz's back as she tensed for a few seconds before
falling limp. they tied the knot. luz sighed deeply as she finally did it with a pretty girl and made



her hers. this is the best.

"i love you." luz whispered and watched as a smile come on amity's face, she got pulled down for a
kiss while she whispers in between kisses "i love you too."

they bombard each other with kisses as their flexible bodies to coil into a big nest, falling asleep in
their arms. happy that they found one another.

-----

after luz and amity got out of their knot, they went on to find a suitable cave for their hatchlings. it
took a while but it was worth it and it was time for amity to build her nest which luz helped by
gathering the supplies her mate needs.

it'll take like a month or so for amity to hatch their young so they don't need to be in a rush. with all
that time in their hands, amity decided to introduce luz to her parents.

when they got to the blights' cave, luz couldn't help but notice a scent that left a sore taste in her
tongue, she ignored it when she heard slithering coming towards them and saw two cobras standing
tall in front of them with a blank expression.

one has an auburn color and the other mint green.

"mother, father. this is luz, my mate." amity said with confidence. not sign of falter as she lightly
pushed luz in front for her parents to examine her completely.

but they don't need to even look twice.

"mate? have we not give you maklio? where is he?" alador asked, not wanting to believe that this is
the one his daughter chose when she already has someone better. but the strong shared scent they
emit is hard to dismiss.

"i blinded him and it's true i am your daughter's mate." luz confirm, having the gall to even tilt her
head to reveal the mark amity left.

this made clearly pissed odalia but her professionalism of holding a blank expression despite
fuming is somewhat admirable "do not speak such foolish lies. you will drop this ridiculous joke
and back to maklio this instant or else-" before she could finish her threat, she froze when luz flared
up with her eyes thinning and amity raising her hood as she hisses at her parents.

"or else what." amity taunts through her gritted teeth.

the parents didn't utter a word as they stared at the angry couple so slowly calmed but their hoods
are still open with their chest puffed to see who is the bigger snake.

"let's go home." amity immediately regrets coming back here, she grabbed luz by the hand and
started slither away. permanently leaving the nest just like the twins a long time ago.

as they got home, amity sighed deeply and pinched the bridge of her nose. she can feel a headache
coming on.

"that went well." luz muttered, she completely lowered herself in their cave as this is their safe
space. amity turned around and approached her mate to slowly cup her cheeks while they stared



into their glowing hues.

"they don't matter. as long as you're with me, that's all i need. i love you, luz." amity closed the
space between them for a kiss that luz kissed back as she whispered "i love you too, ami." back
before resuming to their soft kisses.

amity started to slowly descend down to luz's neck first, kissing her mark then more in between her
breasts, toned stomach and precisely stopped on her cocks to start giving both blowjobs as amity
has wide enough mouth.

luz groaned when amity completely took whole, she lightly gripped onto her mate's hair as she
watched her head bob up and down with her tongue doing wonders in there. "jeez, that hungry?"
she joked.

"you know it."

Chapter End Notes

4 more



Berry Tree

Chapter Summary
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they're back in where it all began.

"this is the one." luz said as she pointed at the tree that she first climbed to get bloodberries when
they were little. her hand was held by amity while they traverse through the woods, being extra
careful as her wife is really pregnant right now.

they stopped in front of the biggest tree in it's bunch that has many sprouts of fresh and rot
bloodberries. luz slowly approached it to placed her hand on it's old bark with memories flooding
back to her, the sense of nostalgia kicked in like a tidal wave.

"i'm surprised you remembered." amity said as she got beside luz and looked at the treez. she hasn't
visited it for years, she barely remembered how it really looked like.

"of course i do. kinda hard when it's engraved in my mind." luz replied, tapping her temple and she
pointed at a random branch. "that's the branch that sliced my face." amity turned her gaze on it, the
branch now bore many bloodberries now with leaves. it grew healthy without them.

"i was.." amity turned her gaze to luz as she heard her started to talk. "really doubtful that i'll ever
see you again." luz said as she looked back at amity and softly grabbed both hands.

"but my wish came true and i'm finally with you." luz placed one hand on her big tummy, guiding it
to rub it and felt a kick inside that surprised them. amity smiled brightly, she stepped closer to luz,
cupped her cheeks in one hand while the second continued to rub her wife's stomach.

"i really thought you weren't gonna come back at all. but i'm glad that fate gave us another chance
to be together." luz said as she leaned into amity's touch and stared deep into her golden eyes that
she fell for with a smile that was locked away, never to be seen by people again until luz made a
grand entrance in a cauldron all those years ago.

"i love you, amity." luz hugged amity whom happily returned it and buried her face in luz's fluffy
hair, inhaling her scent before pulling a little but still held each other. amity stared into luz's almost
gold hazel eyes due from the sunlight dawning down on them, she placed an endearing kiss on her
forehead making luz smile and that smile ceases to make her weak.

"i love you too, luz." amity replied and reciprocated the kiss. both are happy they found each other
again.

-----



6 years has passed and throughout those years, luz and amity finally married along with their first
born being birthed. they built a cottage in the woods they once met and near the tree, it's also near a
beach so it'll have a beautiful scenic view of the sunset in the porch.

and in those years, luz bore amity two more kids. the first born is azura, the middle child is damien
and the last is flynn.

and do you think taking care of kids that are now 6-3 years old who has a magical heritage would
be easy? well..

"luz!!"

luz snap awake from her deep slumber when she heard her wife scream for help, she immediately
sprung out of bed, swung the door open that almost tore off it's hinges and got to the living room to
see damien walking in the ceiling, he has a unstable spell circle on his wrist.

flynn is on the floor surrounded by hypnotized goblins, dancing for them and also has a spell circle
but yellow. luz grabbed her kid off and swatted the goblins out of the house.

"what happened?!" luz asked as she looked at amity who's holding azura from conjuring anymore
unstable spells since she hasn't have a proper training yet.

"i just told them we're have pancakes and they flipped out!" amity replied, the pancake box mixture
is now filled of holes as azura and damien decided to play lazer tag with real lazers.

"damien, get down from there!" luz returned her attention back to her son that is still on the ceiling,
she gently placed flynn down and opened her arms to catch him.

"good morning, mama!" damien greeted with his arms spread and this made the spell break, luz
was swift to catch her son before falling head first on the ground. she sighed deeply as she pulled
damien into a hug, shaking a little from that stunt he just pulled.

"good morning too sweetheart. don't ever do that again." luz said as she patted his head and gently
placed him down. damien shot a toothy smile before grabbing his sibling to trot towards their sister
and see if they can help their mother in cooking.

if there is anything to cook at all.

"thanks." amity whispered when luz followed them to the kitchen and lets go of azura. luz just
shrugged, she got beside amity and gave her a good morning kiss. "morning, mi amor."

"good morning too." amity returned the kiss but this time, the kids just so happen to be facing them.
they let out a disgusted noise, damien faked gagging and azura muttering ew.

luz scoffs "what are you ew-ing about, huh? come here and i'll give you some smoochies!" she
charged at her kids who playfully screeched and started running away from their mama about to
smooch them to death while amity watches with a big smile on her face.

"no!!"



The Queen's Throne

Chapter Summary
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luz never thought she'd serve a royalty.

never ever.

luz was bought in the auction by a mysterious woman, she never showed her face even when luz
was next to her, she never seen her face till they left the auction and got into the carriage, telling the
coachman to head home and that's when she took off her hat.

luz didn't recognise the woman till she told her name. amity blight, youngest of the three blight
siblings, a ruthless woman and heir of the throne of the kingdom of benevento.

but, the ruthless part is still debatable as amity was quiet nice to luz. telling her all about the
kingdom, her job will be as soon as she stepped foot in the halls without sounding condescending
and her job is a personal maid for the queen.

the offer was surreal but luz had to take it up since amity didn't give her a second option.

luz's first weeks here in the castle felt like a dream for her to be roaming around the wide halls only
to be pulled back to reality when another maid dragged her into the kitchen to cook the queen a
super descriptive order that only leaves luz confused and had to ask the chefs to what the hell is a
soiled lobster or an eggs benedict drowned in acid.

acid is just an extreme term for lemon zest.

but, when luz isn't cooking, she gives... service.

right now, luz is out in the back of the castle that has a wide open field for the gardener and other
outdoor activities to take place but luz is hanging up newly laundry clothes.

"luz." a voice that came out of nowhere is heard behind her making luz jump and swiftly turn
around to see amity standing behind her with a quiver full of arrows slung on her back and held a
carved bow.

"o- oh! your majesty." luz dropped everything and bowed before amity who softly chuckles,
waving her hand in dismiss.

"no need to be formal on me, luz. we know each other." amity said. throughout the three months of
luz living here, luz knows she is talking to is royalty but easily made friends with amity as they did
start off in a good step from the night of the auction.



there's only her siblings who could call her by her name and luz is the first outside the family.

"okay, amity." luz corrected, she likes how smoothly the queen's name rolls out of her tongue.

"have you held a bow before?" amity asked and luz shook her head "um, no i haven't." she replied,
lightly chuckling as she never really held any weapon at all.

"very well then, mind accompanying me? it's rather a bore for me to be the only one shooting. you
could also change of you never holding a bow and shooting an arrow." amity offered, she walked
pass luz while backwards as she waits for the noceda's reply.

"but, what about the laundry?" luz pointed at the still full basket but the queen shook her head,
"someone else can finish it. come, let's go into the woods where there's no people." she dismissed
as she wants to spend her time with luz since they haven't been able to do that for some time.

"well, i guess.." luz decided to comply and started to follow amity to the direction of the woods,
trotting up beside her. she looked at the bow in amity's hand, it has smooth swirls surrounded by
intricate designs.

"you made that yourself?" luz asked while they walked.

"oh yes. my father was the one who taught me how to fire an arrow when i was five. i had to prove
myself i was worthy in having my own bow than using a flimsy substitute." amity explained as she
traced the carvings, looking outward in an almost daydream state before shaking it off when she
heard luz say:

"it's quite beauitful."

"you think so?" amity glanced in the corner of her eye to stare at the noceda. they've entered the
woods, the sunlight pierces through the small gaps in between each leaves swaying from the cool
mid afternoon winds. giving luz an ethereal spotlight.

"yeah! it might be one of the best bows i've ever seen." luz said, she started to happily skip, letting
herself loose as she's out of duty for now. this made amity giggle internally to how cute luz can be,
it also brings amity a sensation in the pit of her stomach.

"might?"

"well, i did say i never touched a bow but never said i haven't seen one." luz nonchalantly shrugged
earning a light scoff from the queen and luz snickered at that. she likes how carefree luz speaks to
her, it makes her feel human than being this high authority.

"ah i see. might want to change that as this one of the best bows you've ever seen." amity boasted to
which luz only playfully rolled her eyes "i just might." she replied.

then, they stopped the clearing, luz can hear the chirps of the nearby birds, the sound of flowing
creek is heard with the sunlight dawning down the wide enough space for an archery training.
there's three already set up target ranges.

"wanna go first?" amity asked as she offered the bow to luz but she politely shook her head "oh no
thank you." she replied and stepped back a little to give amity space.



amity shrugged, she grabbed an arrow out of her quiver, pulled the string back while she aligned
her aim to the target. luz watched the queen have great focus as the winds makes her hair sway
back, she can feel her cheeks turn rosy at the perfect sight.

then, amity lets the arrow go. it flew in a high speed, heading for the target and precisely landed in
the middle. luz clapped at the amazing display, whooping as she gives the blight praises which
made her grow timorous. "that was amazing!"

"it's not that impressive. here, try it." amity handed the bow to luz who hesitantly accepted it, she
rubbed the bow, getting the feel of it's smooth exterior and carves. she also took the arrow out of
amity's hand,

"o- okay.." uncertain, luz placed the arrow on the string and pulled it back but before she could let it
go, amity gently gripped her wrist to stop her and stepped closer to her side.

"your posture is off. let me show you." amity wrapped her arm around luz's shoulder and the other
held where she's gripping the bow. luz blushed at this close proximity but she didn't complain and
tried to listen to the advices amity is telling her.

tried to.

luz couldn't help but noticed the arm draped on her started to slowly slither down while amity is
preoccupied in 'helping' luz to be in the right posture before shooting. the noceda watched the hand
travel towards her hips then moved right in her crotch and started to rub it.

"got it?" luz got snapped back to reality when she heard amity ask. she didn't hear a word of what
she was saying.

"h- huh? yes.. yes. i got it." luz replied and nodded to make it believable. amity continued her
rubbing though "good. now, focus and take aim." she said with her hand still on luz's crotch, feeling
something growing hard in there making her silently smirk.

"okay.." luz gulped, she did take aim but didn't take time for the wind speed. instead of flying
forward, the arrow swerved to the left and impaled a tree instead. that's when amity stopped
touching her, it made luz anxious and sort of missed the warmth.

amity leaned closer to luz again to her ear and whispered "attend me in the throne room after
dinner." then, she walked off. heading back to the castle while luz is left standing. confused and
horny.

-----

when they got back to the castle, luz instantly noticed that amity has been staring at her for a long
time when she comes into view. the noceda doesn't know if the queen is mad at her about
something or just liked staring.

maybe both?

luz, as usual, served the queen's dinner and was told that she should stay by hers side while she
eats. luz obliged, she didn't say anything throughout dinner though she noticed that amity has been
sneaking touches on luz's thighs that would take chances in moving up then back down.



it doesn't help that she grew hard again.

this stretched till the end of dinner and now, luz stood outside of the big throne room doors that is
guarded by the royal guards. she took a deep breath and gave one of the guards a nod for them to
open the door, revealing a grand throne of the queen of benevento.

"your majesty." luz bowed down before amity.

"step forward." amity commanded and luz followed, she stopped right in the small steps in front of
the golden throne. amity radiates so much dominating energy that could easily intimate the
strongest man with that towering gaze alone.

"have you ever played king?" amity asked as she placed her elbow on the armrest, resting her cheek
on her closed fist. her eyes moved up and down on luz, examining her everything.

"no, your highness." luz replied, shaking her head and amity asked once again "would you like to?"

"i don't know how to play it though."

"then come up here." amity beckoned luz to step up the small steps leading to the throne. no one
dared to climb to the throne if amity is sitting on it or not, this order surprised the noceda but she
didn't want to disappoint her queen so she obliged.

luz slowly stepped up in front of amity who grabbed her by the wrist to make sure there's no space
between them. "i am certain that you have heard rumors of me having suitors." amity started while
she led luz to knelt down.

"uh.. yes. but i don't think they're true, it's my option at least." luz replied, she did hear many
gossips of the queen sending in women to various rooms but never her own room and they would
see some of those women come out looking bleak, unsatisfied.

the gossip ranged from unpleasant sex to unfavorable meetings of some kind but the most talked
one in the first option which can be easily ruled out as false since they heard nothing in whatever
room the queen and a woman were in.

who knows what could really be happening behind those closed doors.

"i see. but what if i told you i already found one and is only waiting for her approval." amity said,
luz's knee finally landed in between her legs making her face be more red and tried her best to keep
composure.

"that's.. great, my queen. i hope they reciprocate your feelings." luz replied, not showing her
downcast mood as she wants to be happy for amity finding the one she can share her life with and
luz would just be in the side.

amity giggled at the noceda's obliviousness, one day that'll lead her somewhere good or
undesirable. she softly cupped both of luz's cheeks and pulled her close to feel each other's hot
breathes while staring in their eyes.

"you're so dumb, you know that?" she whispered as amity moved her gaze down to luz's plumps,
red lips.

"huh?"



then, amity closed the space between them with a kiss. luz's eyes widens as she didn't expect this
but her insides are wildly buzzing and wouldn't stop anytime soon, she kissed back.

luz moved closer, her knee now up against amity's crotch making her hum in the kiss. she slightly
opened her eyes to see that the noceda is really enjoying this and started to unbuckle luz's pants
when they pulled away, placing kisses across her neck.

luz started to also slip her hands up to amity's dress, pulling her layers of clothing down, letting it
slip to her ankles till amity finally got luz's pants open, bringing it down just enough for her cock to
spring in front of her.

"your majesty.."

"shh. didn't i tell you to only call me by my name?" amity said as she slowly stroked luz with their
lips grazing one another, she can hear luz's breathing turn ragged.

"s- sorry." luz muttered as she's holding in her moans.

"i forgive you. now, if you wish to be my wife, you have to prove that you're worthy of a king."
amity lets go of the cock, she didn't do anything else as luz has to do the stripping if they're gonna
be nude here.

gulping once again, luz lifted amity's skirt, pulled her down a little to spread her legs for luz to get
in between. she sharply exhaled as she sees amity's untouched vagina that will soon be taken by
someone like her.

luz rubbed her cock against amity's wet slit, held onto her hips as she aligned in her womanhood,
she took a deep breath before a big leap that was never done till now, at leas to luz's knowledge as
she started pushing in.

amity moaned at the feeling of herself getting stretched slowly, she gripped onto luz's shoulders and
leaned back, letting luz take her as light gasps escape her lips.

when everything is inside, luz groaned when amity's insides clenched around her. she didn't move
to let the queen adjust to her while staring at her dreamy like expression that she couldn't help but
lean down to give amity a kiss on the cheek, squishing it.

luz started off slow, listening to amity's breathy moans that soon turned into full on moans when luz
gained some speed. she tightened her grip on luz's shoulders with her legs loosely wrapping around
her waist.

"luz.. aahh!" amity moaned, she watched luz's pull out and slam back in with her balls hitting her.
the noceda's girth widely stretches amity's pussy with her hitting all of the right spots making the
blight want more.

"oh amity.." luz bit her lip, this feels so surreal that she's actually having sex with the most
powerful queen and is gonna rule beside her.

luz never thought the wildest dreams could happen.

luz pulled amity's upper dress up to expose her buxom and leaned down to suckle on, her tongue
flickling around her nipple making amity moan and move her hands up to luz's head, rubbing it as



she feels her soft curls.

"ah fuck luz!!"

amity watched luz suck on her nipple while she relentlessly thrusts into her. all of these bottled up
feelings finally get to pour out after she first saw luz in the night she bought her, she didn't know it
was infatuation till it was too late to turn away from her growing feelings.

"i love you." amity whispered as she cupped luz's cheeks, she pulled away with a pop and shot her
queen a toothy smile.

"i love you too." luz replied and slammed her lips against amity, she didn't even need to think twice
on kissing back.

the guards on duty can hear the moans on the other side but didn't bother to question. the walls are
thick enough to not let their noises travel outside of the throne room and someone decided it's a
great time to come into the castle at this hour, making a dispute with the guards that is barely heard
from the couple being sensual inside.

"aahh fuck yes! luz, i love you so much!" amity is letting herself go as she can feel herself getting
closer to the edge with luz repeatedly hitting that one favorable spot.

luz clenched her teeth tightly, she has one hand groping amity's boob while the other held her hip as
the blight's body violently jerks forward at each thrusts. sending tidal waves of pleasure all around
their bodies with the knot in luz's stomach getting tighter and tighter.

"amity.. aah fu-"

"my queen!"

the doors was suddenly slammed open with the two guards having a worried as they were about to
snatch the duke out of there but then turned confused as they saw their queen looking normal like
she and luz never fucked.

"what is it now, duke of malib?" amity asked with disdain in her tone as she watched the duke from
another kingdom slowly approach her. her eyes are shifting back and forth from a wall which the
duke noticed making them look at it only to see nothing.

"i- am i interrupting something?" they asked but it was too late as amity is quick to anger when she
didn't get to finish. she didn't show her irritation though.

"no no, go on. since you have already burst through my doors might as well relay the news you are
so stoked in sharing that you had to excitedly barge in. go on, duke of malib." amity hissed, she
kept her professional blank expression despite of her fuming and frustrated-ly horny.

the duke of malib seemed to be hesitant now but it was far too late to back out when you are in the
presence of amity blight, queen of the seven nations.

"i insist."



No More Hesitation
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unsatisfied.

"n- no!" luz was quick to stand up and grab amity by the wrist to pull her back towards the couch.
since she's not strong enough yet, she only managed to drag and pushed her haphazardly to the
couch, luz didn't waste her time to get on top of the blight.

"luz what the fuck?! i did what you wanted, didn't i?!" amity never cusses in front of luz but this is
a little too much.

"but it wasn't enough! please, amity i really need you!" luz begged, she took off her shirt to show
her flat torso and started to frantically unbuckle amity's pants while her cock anxiously twitches,
asking for more.

"stop it! luz, st-" amity was cut off by a kiss, it was sloppy but luz is trying. she doesn't know what
to do now when she has a horny kid in her plate, she just has to let her do it. she kissed back.

luz cheered internally when she felt amity kiss back. she slowly pulled away, her hands started slip
inside amity's shirt to pull it up along with her bra, revealing her developed breasts.

luz stared at it for a while making her dick grow hungrier. she leaned down to take one of the
nipples, suckling on it making amity lowly groan and placed her hand on luz's head as she watched
her suck.

the young noceda fully took off her pants along with amity's. luz pulled away with her eyes
glimmering of unfiltered lust as she looked up at amity making her cheeks tint rosy.

"luz.." amity muttered, she shouldn't be wanting this but why is she anyways? she never had sex
before and she's going to lose her first to an 11 year old. nothing makes sense anymore.

luz spreads amity's legs to reveal her wet pussy for her to take, gulping, luz rubbed herself and
tapped her tip against amity's clit, getting a feel of how a pussy feels like before entering.

"ready?" luz asked as she aligned herself in amity's womanhood. "i should be the one asking that."
amity replied making the young noceda softly giggle and slowly started to push her cock.

luz is big despite her age but it could grow the more she ages. amity gripped the edge of the couch
as she feels luz stretching her virgin hole till she pushed everything inside making the blight moan
with her head slightly rolling back.



amiy shuddered, she gripped on luz's hips to stop her from thrusting yet to let her adjust for a
minute. "are you alright?" luz asked, getting a little worried and amity nodded.

"yeah, just give me a second." amity said.

after a few said seconds, amity lets go of luz to let her start. luz didn't waste anytime in thrust amity
who moaned loudly. the thrusts felt desperate like a horny mutt who finally has a bitch to fuck but
amity can't say it doesn't feel good.

"aahh... oh my.." luz looked down to see her cock pulling and thrusting out of amity's sweet pussy,
she gripped on her thighs and groaned at the amazing pleasure running through her body. it feels
fantastic.

"it feels so good!" luz moaned and became faster.

amity couldn't help but moan out loud with luz as she can feel her body turning static and
succumbing to the pleasure the younger girl is giving her. she doesn't know how much this boscha
fed luz with shit knowledge but she can tell those hips has been working just by those rigorous
thrusts.

then, she suddenly remembered that camila is going overtime.

"aaah fuck.. go harder.." amity muttered, letting herself go just for a moment as there's a comfort
that they're completely alone and started to want more. this surprised luz but she happily obliged in
going rougher and harder for amity's liking.

the couch, for once, didn't make a horrible creak noise as they fuck. their moans filled their house
but not loud enough for the neighbors to hear. luz slammed her lips into amity's once again and this
time, she didn't hesitate kissing back.

"luz!!" amity squealed in the kiss as she can feel herself getting closer and luz's thrusts started to
turn sloppy, a telltale sign of her also coming closer to the edge.

pulling away, amity started tapping luz's shoulder to catch her attention from the overwhelming
feeling of her first knot coming in full speed. "aah.. luz get off now!" she yelled and luz doesn't
know why she wanted her to stop all of the sudden.

then, amity came and easily shoved luz off her, grasped her cock to rapidly stroke it and letting
luz's shots of cum to finally burst. luz utters a guttural moan, she leaned back to the armrest and
sighed deeply.

her load flew into the air for a moment before falling down on her stomach, some of it got into
amity's face but she didn't care as she licked it off. "what will you say?" amity asked at the blissed
out luz.

"thank you, miss blight."
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"oh shit." luz looked over her shoulder to see a rip on her pants when she knelt down to just grab
her fallen phone. she grumbled to herself that she knew buying these cheap ass pants won't even
last a month, at least it lasted longer at the last one.

well, it's a good thing that she's home in the owl house. eda and king went out to the market to
scam buyers and no one's here to see-

luz's eyes widened when she heard the door creak open and she saw amity standing on the other
side. the blight went stiff when she saw what predicament luz is in before a grin crawled on her lips
and placed her hands on her hips.

"my my, what happened?" amity asked as she leaned against the door frame.

"ah well, this shitty pants ripped and i don't have eda to help me stitch it." luz explained, she slowly
stood straight to see how big the rip is not noticing the look on the witch's face.

"need help.. stitching it up, human?" amity asked as she entered the owl house with the door slowly
closing behind her. her eyes staring right at the rip and she's not even trying to hide it

"yeah, i think i do. we should take the couch though." luz replied, her tone of voice is hard to
determine if it's satire or oblivious like she always is. no matter, amity got behind the noceda and
slowly placed her hand on her hips, rubbing the sides as she slipped her thumb inside.

luz looked at what the blight is doing "okay then."

-----



"you know, you gotta learn how to stitch. i can't keep coming here just to fix your damn pants."
amity said, she sat in the couch manually stitched the ripped pants with the roll of sutures next to
her while luz sat on her right wearing nothing but her undies as they are the only people here

"well, if you kept coming, it means you care." luz cooed as she leaned her head on amity's shoulder,
nuzzling up in her neck and giggle when she felt amity get tense with her cheeks heating up.

amity twitched, she grabbed a pillow and slammed it in luz's face making her yelp "shut up before i
shove this needle in your eyes." the blight warned but luz knows deep down her girlfriend truly
cares, she just has untraditional ways of showing it.

Chapter End Notes

the pain lingers.
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"come on, we don't 'em to see us." amity said as she lightly pulled luz down the hallway of the
blight manor. the twins invited people unexpectedly to celebrate their parents' going on a 3 month
getaway and living the manor to their totally responsible children.

"where are we going? we should be dancing down there." luz said with a small giggle as she trotted
to catch up on amity, going far into the hallway till they stopped in the furthest room which amity
easily unlocked.

"trust me. this is better than the dance floor." amity said as she shot a wink. she pushed the door
open for luz to see a clean queen's bed with the blinds shut and mellow lights turning on as they
entered the room.

"oh!" luz was suddenly pinned to the wall with amity giving her the stares and she instantly knew
what she wanted "oh." amity smirked when luz figured it out, she closed the space in their bodies
and softly kissed her cheek and embraced her.

amity doesn't know what she's actually doing.

"ami?" luz looked down at amity, feeling her hot breath against her neck making get a little ticklish
and leaned away.

"i'm sorry, i just.." amity withdrew from the hug a little to see her lover's glimmering brown eyes
staring back at her golden ones.

"i don't know how this thing works and i wanna.. put our relationship to another level. if you're
okay with it, that is." she added, her hands lowering down to grasp luz's waist with their lips just
moments away from meeting each other.

"of course i do. i thought you were gonna lead tonight." luz said as she cupped amity's cheeks with
both hands, subtly pulling her closer. the heat of their bodies transferring to each other and making
them slowly start to sweat with the burning fire in their eyes igniting.

"oh i will, miss noceda. i will." amity growled making luz shiver before closing the final space with
a kiss. the noceda kissed back as arms coiled around amity's neck who slowly lifted her up by the
thighs and pressed her crouch against luz making her groan in the kiss as she feels something hard.

amity led them to the bed, gently placed luz down with her between in her legs. still not breaking
the kiss as she slowly slipped her hands up to luz's shirt to feel her bra, easily pulling it up for her to
lightly grope her supple tits.



when they pulled away, luz lowly groaned as she watched her lover's hands work on her breasts.
she helped amity take off her shirt along with her own, they both took off each other's bras and
leaned in for another kiss while luz kneads amity's breasts and kept grinding herself slowly.

"i love you." amity whispered as they pulled away.

"i love you too." luz replied and gave amity a peck on the cheeks making her smile.

"do you wanna talk everything off?" amity asked, luz didn't hesitate to nod. the witch was about to
take off her pants but luz stopped her, silently telling that she should do it so amiry lets her.

luz took off the belt, pulled down the pants along with the boxers to make her lover's cock spring
out in it's full glory. her eyes widened when she saw how big it is, she slowly grasped it and looked
up at amity's red tomato face.

"wowie.. you're really big.." luz muttered, it's thicker than her forearm and above a foot long. she's
started to doubt if this monstrous thing could even fit inside her feeble vagina.

"yeah.. but it's just average." amity said which caught luz off guard.

"average?! you're kidding." she tried to see if amity was joshing with her as this can't be average.
something this humongous is nowhere to be considered as average but amity shook her head.

"no, this ain't average! this is beyond that! or this is how dicks are in the boiling isles?" luz asked to
which amity nodded and grabbed her own cock that she was able to wrap her hand around it while
luz couldn't.

it really does show the difference of a witch and human has. everything had a bigger proportion.

"yeah. have you seen human dicks before?" amity asked and luz shook her head as she lightly
stroked the blight's dick "well, not in personal just in a screen." she replied, the witch made a quiet
'oh' and nodded.

amity proceeded to take luz's pants, spreads her legs for her to see her dripping pussy. she licked
her lips at the sight of it, she rubbed her folds to feel just how wet she is making luz whimper.

"ready to take me, babe?" amity asked as she slightly lifted luz's legs with her coming closer for her
dick to make contact and aligned it to her womanhood.

"you know it, mi amor. but go slow though." luz said, amity nodded and placed a tender kiss on her
forehead for assurance. she leaned down for the human to wrap her arms around her neck again,
feeling her hands grip on her hair as amity started to push in slowly.

luz lets out a cracking groan followed by a hiss, she tightened her grip on amity as she squeezed her
eyes shut. she can feel herself getting wider by the second and she yelped when she felt a sudden
burst of sting ripple throughout her body making amity abruptly stopped.

"are you okay? did i hurt you? we can stop if you don't wanna do this anymore." amity immediately
went to panic then caring mode when she heard luz in pain, she placed her hand on her lover's
cheeks for her to lean against the warmth and sighed deeply.

"no. i'm okay. i think you popped something." luz muttered as she softly chuckled, trying to lighten
the mood. amity looked down to see blood oozing out of luz's womanhood and down, staining the



once white bed sheets.

"oh.. i did."

luz loosened her grip on amity and squeezed her eyes for a moment before giving a light nod. a
green light for amity to resume pushing the rest of her girth inside till she popped the last portion in
making luz gasp and shudder at the feeling of amity's cock wrapped around her pulsing pussy.

"aahh shit.." luz groaned.

"that's my good girl." amity whispered as she gave luz a bombardment of kisses all over her face
and neck, helping her to be at ease. luz giggled lightly while gently trying to push amity off her.

"you're doing amazing, luz. still feel good?" amity asked as she hovered above luz to see her
flustered face. luz leaned up to give the blight a kiss and rubbed her nose against her "yeah. you can
move now." she replied.

amity obliged, she carefully pulled back and slowly went back in. she continued in this pace for a
while as she gives luz kisses on the cheeks and whispered her sweet things for her to be
comfortable in this first time with a party happening below them.

as luz's shaky exhales turned to full on moans, she moved her hands down on amity's shoulders and
gave another nod for her lover to pick up her pace. she didn't hesitate to comply as amity started
going in a steady speed while she stared at luz's wincing expression transition to relieved,
pleasured.

"aahh.. ahh.." luz moaned, she gulped and stared into the blight's golden eyes that glows under the
dim lights. she became fully accustomed to the bulk and is now wanting more.

"faster." luz whispered.

"you sure? i tend to be rough in thi-" amity wanted to make sure that luz wouldn't be hurt in this,
she never had sex before but she knows her strength but she was cut off when luz exclaimed.

"just fuck me, blight!"

something was flipped inside amity, her thighs clenched and her grip on the bed sheets tightened.
her strength went down to her hips before recoiling back and slamming hard into luz making her
wail out in bliss as an electric surge of pleasure wavered her body. totally making her weak.

"aahh shi- fuck amity!!" luz moaned, she looked down to see amity's swift and rough thrusts. her
hips going in an abnormal speed but to the witch it's just the average. luz's mouth went completely
agar, her moans filling the room getting mixed with amity's heavy pants and animal like grunts
along with the bed violently shaking from the relentless pounding.

"augh.. fucking tight!" amity growled as she clenched her teeth tightly, she slammed her lips into
luz who immediately kissed back with their tongues wildly lashing out on each other as their breath
was quick to deplete from their pleasured noises.

upon pulling away, she leaned back to grip both of luz's legs again, lifted it up to gain more access
in her vagina as the human helplessly gripped on the sheets with her body jolting upward. her
breasts bouncing in a mesmerising pattern.



to think a human would be compatible with a witch and be able to withstand, take the entire girth
she wasn't supposed to be having is a marvel to see. maybe a happenstance occurred and the titan is
fair enough to woven their fates together as they're meant for each other even if one of them doesn't
belong in this dimension.

or maybe luz has a good tolerance. who knows.

"amity.. i love you so much!" luz moaned out, sweat rolled down the side of her face and her tan
complexion seemed to glisten under the light, as if it's naturally glowing. amity had to blink
multiple times to see if she's not getting fuzzy headed, she lets go of luz's legs but it held up as her
hips mercilessly rails the noceda.

"i love you too, luz." amity whispered and leaned in for another kiss but softer than the previous
one. their tongues meeting again while amity's hips didn't exactly mirror the tenderness happening
above.

as they pulled away, luz rolled her head back when she felt amity hit that one spot that drove her
towards the ledge quicker.

"right there! oh fuck amity right there!" luz can feel a twist started to get tighter and tighter in her
stomach, she unintentionally sank her nails into amity's shoulder which was ignored at the euphoria
between their legs overpowered it.

"ah- i'm close..." amity quickly made a protection spell and did one last deep thrust into luz before
finally cumming in their first time.

"amity!!" luz screamed her lover's name as she came hard followed by amity, shooting her warm
seeds inside and letting it mix with hers. luz shuddered at the feeling of warmth filling her up and
embraced amity who fell on top of her.

they stayed in that position for a while, listening to each other's rapid heartbeats slow down along
with their breathing turning normal. their bodies caked of sweat and luz stuffed with cum that
oozed out of her hole, staining the sheets even more.

"are we... are we still going in the dance floor?" luz breathlessly asked as she nuzzled up to amity.

"yeah... if you can walk that is." amity replied which earned her a smack on the head making her
giggle. they still can go into the dance floor with luz having the deal with sores and dance like a
penguin.
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"ow shit.." luz slowly raised her head from the patch of snow she conveniently landed onto. she
pushed herself up to look at the dark surroundings that is only illuminated by her tipped over,
totalled car that has it's back wheels slowly rolling before stopping.

there's another vehicle that is sent to the other side of the road, also tipped over and she sees no one
on the ground so she thought whoever was in the truck scurried off.

"eda's gonna kill me." luz muttered as she shakes her head, she walked over to the car and grabbed
a moderately sized rock to smash the window of the back for her to be able to grab her shotgun as
she already have her pistol in the holster.

she grabbed many shells as she can before a high pitched screech echoed through the darkness.

"jeez, someone's having a fun night." luz scoffed, she loaded up her shotgun before slinging it over
her back and pulled out a flashlight to start trekking the barely visible dirt road under the layer of
snow.

"ugh, where the hell am i.." luz was given a retrieve and return mission with the detail of whatever
she was going to find in this desolate snow terrain and that's it. no specific location but was given a
handy gps that stopped working because she didn't have a proper reception.

what a perfect mission with nothing useful at luz's disposal.

"god, i'm freezing my balls off. i think that's what lilith wanted. me dying in whatever satan's
armpit am i." luz tightened the wrap on her thick coat and sighed with her breath visible from the
flashlight. she cracked her neck, looked down only for her to stop suddenly when she saw a splatter
of dried crimson on the snow.

raising a brow, luz slowly tilted her head up to see many hanged crows tied to thin branches.
"wow." completely unfazed. "whoever did this can singlehandedly make crows extinct by
tomorrow." she said before continuing down the path while avoiding the frost bit crows.



luz was about to reach the end and suddenly one started cawing, begging for help as it frantically
flapped it's wings. she pulled out her knife, gripped the crow and started to slice the frost ridden
rope till it's free.

she lets go of the crow that fell to the snow, hopped several times till it finally flew out of there.

must been traumatised on whatever happened here.

luz placed her knife back and continued down the road. the slow snow fall accumulated in her head
making small snow dome along on her shoulder with the sky starting to get brighter but the grey
never seem to leave in any time of day.

then, she stopped in front of a flimsy looking fence that she hoped on easily hopping over but it
instead broke while luz was in the air and sent her falling head first in the corner of a wheelbarrow's
edge and the rest of her body dropped on the semi frozen over mud.

luz quickly stood up to pat herself clean while ignoring the blood rolling down from her forehead
and splitting from her nose. "nobody saw that." she muttered before walking away, playing it cool
despite her brain is reverberating in her head.

when luz got out of the backyard of whoever the owner of that wheelbarrow, she realised that this
frozen town has no people roaming around or maybe it's just after the wee hours but when luz
attempted to open the door of the house, expecting it to be locked but it easily swung open to reveal
an empty one story house.

she slowly walked inside, immediately seeing the set plates on the dining table with a pot filled of
food that looked perfectly fine. luz placed her hand on the pot to feel it lukewarm but close to
frozen and there's a hole on the side, letting the stew or curry spill on the stove.

"guess they're in a time crunch." luz muttered to herself and snapped her head up when she heard
scattering above her head before disappearing right when she heard it.

"or they're the crunch."

luz rushed out the house to look at whatever is the roof while backing up to get a better view but
she saw nothing. huffing, she turned her head to look around the again desolate village that doesn't
make any sense if there's hot food several hours ago.

whatever it is, luz pulled out her pistol and started to be on guard to whatever that might pop out in
the corner. her eyes looking at many possible places where an ambush could be till she was stopped
by a red gate.

not a problem.

luz easily shot the lock off and pulled the gates open only to jump back when she saw a hunched
back woman with a tattered black cloak draped on her, hiding any facial features and she held a
skull that has a bird's skull and another animal tied onto the wooden staff.

"my god." luz sighed deeply as she was startled at the woman who.. seemed to be waiting for the
gates to open to 'welcome' whoever is one other side.



"oh, what a revelation! a new contender or should i say, cattle lured in for slaughter!" the woman
said as if it's something to rejoice over, she shook her staff to commend that and tried to tap luz's
head but she backed up with her hands raised.

"um... okay voodoo lady. see ya." luz said as she lets out an awkward laugh and swiftly got pass the
woman, wanting to get out there as fast as she can.

"there are many before you and they reigned unsuccessful! perhaps may you be you the one?" the
woman continued and this caught luz's attention as she looked over her shoulder to see the woman
still there, not facing her while she talks.

"i doubt it." then, the woman bursts out maniacal laughter that reminded luz why she wants to
quickly get out of here for.

"haha.. yeah, sure okay. nice talking to you, ma'am. bye." luz speed walked towards the next gate,
expecting for it to be a gate but what she found was a stone wall that requires two keys. luz
inspected the door further to find a small engraved poem well hidden in the side.

'with the father leading the myriad of soldiers, he shall give the crosses order. and in the night and
day, the one shall not give the father a ring of dismay.'

"what? who? where?" luz asked to particularly no one as she looked around the area for any
potential clues except the ones on the door.

she got to the middle of what looked like a plaza that has a statue of a blindfolded man extending
out a sword as he held a shield that has a design of a ram's head. that doesn't answer her question
though.

"crosses.. crossroads? soldiers then crossfire?" luz scratched her head as she asked herself. her eyes
kept landing on the sword, she followed where the tip was pointing at it and landed precisely at a
small dark wood establishment that notably has the cross of christ.

"no no.. crosses of the church." luz ran towards the church, busted the doors open to see the empty
pews, not that she was expecting for someone to be hiding. she stopped in front of a memorial of
sorts with fresh flowers and lit candles.

there's three displayed black and white portraits of two young women and one man. luz leaned
closer as she eyed the middle woman who has a blank expression, she can determine what this
person really looked liked outside the monotonous colors or even if she's alive but she's attractive
though.

then, luz's eyes landed down on a small locked box that is embedded of refined gold and shiny
specks of gemstones that riddled across it's small frame. as if they wanted this to be noticed.

without hesitation, luz unlocked the box with her knife in a few wiggles and it revealed the key she
was looking for. not really knowing what the key of the door looked like but she hoped this is it.

as she obtained the first key, luz now needs to figure out what the second line meant.

"okay, ring. what kind of ring? a literal ring or.." luz tapped her chin like a detective while slowly
pacing around the plaza as she stared at the statue. then, her eyes went past 'the father's shoulder to
see a bell tower of the town hall.



"ring ring." luz chuckled, she jogged towards the town hall, pushed the doors open only to stop
when she saw a large pile of dead frozen bodies sprawled across the floor, their limbs torn apart and
sides chewed off as their last expressions were agony. there's also a giant opening in front of the
pile that leads out into the wheat field.

luz slowly approached the people and did the sign of the cross out of respect "descansa en paz." she
muttered before moving on to what she was going to do.

the treasure hunt atmosphere turned a full 180 degree somber when luz saw the bodies. she really
hoped that the inhabitants of this village or town left because of the extreme cold but no. someone,
something is responsible of this.

after luz has climbed the ladder up to the very bell, she circled the old, cold metal that has intricate
designs on the bottom rim. she found nothing, she knelt down and saw the key taped inside the bell
which she gladly snatched.

"finally." luz placed the key in her pocket then, she flinched when she heard the screech from
earlier. she looked down to see these decayed looking creatures with black strips of clothing
seemingly stuck on their flesh climbing the tower.

"whoa!" luz backed up when a blade almost sliced her face, she turned around to see one those
bastards dangling from the roof. luz aimed her gun at the thing and fired, hitting squared in the face
but the creature drunk-ly swung it's sword at the thin rope that was holding up the bell and it
dropped on the floor making a broken bell sound that shook the unstable foundation of the tower.

making it tip to the side.

"oh you jackass!" luz sneered, she climbed up to the top, kicked the one she shot off and gripped on
the metal cross on the very top for support till it fell to the ground. the broken concrete sprawled
across the ground with the smoke filling the air.

luz moved the bricks off her, not minding the spinning of her head as she rushed to the door with
the screeches behind her. she took out both keys, shoved it in their holes before taking a deep
breath and turned them at the same time making the inner mechanics of the door creak and surely
took it's time to open.

"oh my- fuck!" luz turned around with her gun firing at the creatures who got too near and she
really should be managing her bullets but with this sloth of a door opening, she doesn't have time to
spare till she was bitten by one of them.

when the door finally opened, luz makes a run for it down the icy ground, passing the bridge over
the flowing creek before stopping in front of a massive door. she looked up, realising that the entire
establishment is a castle. she knows there's no point in banging on it, so she resorted to an old way.

finding or making a side entry.

just when luz was about to go for the left, she stopped when the doors suddenly unlocked and was
swung open to reveal a grand entry hall that has a clean marble floor with a nice, glimmering
chandelier in the middle as luz slowly entered the place without thinking.

"this is some beauty and the beast shit." luz chuckled as she placed her hands on her hips. she feels
like she's sent back to like the victorian era or the high class medieval times and out there is



dystopia.

"my my, what prey lured itself this time?" luz froze when she saw a bunch of snakes, almost a pit of
it, slithered out of the darkness of a corner and she watched it stand, mold into an outline of a
human till a woman from one of the women from the picture she saw in the church.

"i told you all of them never learns." a red tailed hawk soar down from to the first floor and landed
on the other end of the stairs. it was the man as well. they both have moles under their eyes but
inverted as that's the only distinguishing trait.

they wore a rather dashing, clean looking dress and suit as they approach luz with twin hook
swords making her slowly back up but the woman appeared before her and shoved her to the
ground.

groaning, luz tensed up when she saw the woman come closer to take a sniff of her before letting
out a maniacal giggle. "hm, she's going to love this." she said as she sank the hook blade into luz's
knee making her yell out in pain and started to drag her along with the man digging his own hook
into her own knee to make the sack of potatoes dragging fun.

luz doesn't know where they're going but they just stopped in a room that has a lit fireplace creating
a dark yet warm atmosphere with the twins removing their blades off her knee, luz winced and tried
to stand up only to be pointed right in between her eyes.

"oh mittens, look what we got for you." emira said in a singsong, earning a dragged out sigh from a
woman in white as well. luz watched her stand up to see a long mint green hair with a front auburn
roots, she just noticed how abnormally pale these people are.

"is it another lowly man from that pigsty village?" the woman asked, disinterest in her tone while
not looking at luz as she finds the fireplace crackling more intriguing.

"oh no. of course not. after you told us your palette, we figured on making up the past mistakes
with a woman." edric said, he grabbed luz by the arm to stand up while his sword is still aimed at
her but now in her back to keep a good posture.

this caugh the woman's attention "a woman, you say?" she approached luz and she was amazed at
how tall the woman is compared to the twins and her. luz had to tilt her head up completely, it felt
like she's staring at a skyscraper with... mounds. big mounds.

then, luz yelped when the woman roughly cupped her cheeks and licked the wound from her
forehead making luz split to uncomfortable to aroused but she can't show her ding dong's dent or
else it'll be kicked with her balls going into her mouth because she doesn't know if they see an
erection as a sign of weakness.

"hm, a little cold but i'll let it slide." the woman said as she lets go of luz, wiping the side of her lip
to flick off any dirt or remaining blood and stared at the noceda who's really in a panicked state.

how could she?

"it also does not seem to be bewildered. i wonder why." the woman asked.

"i've seen worse, lady but you.. you might be the best ones." that's the first thing luz said to the big
lady, she even shot her a wink as her confidence needs to perfect it's timing but she doesn't know if



this is the right time to be hitting on an entity she doesn't know.

fuck it, let's ride.

"oh, a charmer, i see. well, your primal way of words are not effective in the house blight, human."
the woman became more fascinated at the human, mostly of her getting to break that confidence
only to leave an empty husk of what this human was. or if there was anything there to begin with.

"but i wanna try though. a little experiment to see if someone so tall, so.. robust and so unnaturally
youthful would fall for the likes of me. luz noceda, notorious for making every man and woman
alike chase." luz did a smooth introduction while her eyes glanced down at the two mountains she's
gonna call jugglers and honkerbeefers.

nice.

"what a bold statement for such a lowly lifeform. but i assure you, your little experiment would not
be long lived as you will be dead by the likes of me. amity blight, the lady of the castle blight and
make men, women alike drop bloody on the floor." amity returned the smooth introduction making
a small smirk appear on luz's lips that is more than willing to slap out of her face but she has class
unlike this unwashed, dirt filled vermin that had the gall to enter the castle looking like that.

amity stepped back and offered her hand to emira who went to grab something from a drawer and
placed it on her little sister's hand "but, i'll let you chase little mouse." then amity opened a box.

luz suddenly felt a heavy, making her drop to her knees with her breathing turning ragged. she
looked down at her hands that are severely shaking as hee vision is shifting from foggy to vivid
back and forth. her heartbeat seemed louder as well.

"wh- what did you do?!" luz exclaimed as she looked up at amity who has a wicked grin on her
face and she opened the box to let a thin, barely visible wisps of air out of the room.

"capture your soul in 72 hours, human and you'll get to roam free again as a reward." edric said,
laying down the rules with his twin following after.

"but, failed to do so. you'll be trapped in the castle for the rest of your pathetic eternal life." emira
giggled as she knew luz wouldn't come out triumphant in this test when so many came and died
from several reasons. now they're forever trapped to haunt these hallways.

luz glared at the three blights who didn't hide the fact that they're getting a kick out of this
predicament luz is in. she is more than welcome to leave this damn castle the moment she saw a
den of snake come out of nowhere. now she's stuck here with 3 oddly attractive vampires for 3 days
just to retrieve her soul and return home alive. if she can.

"how's that for an experiment?"

Chapter End Notes
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"alright class, you're going to be doing a project before the end of the semester and you'll have a
helping hand." the teacher said as they fixed their stacks of paper while the whole class groans but
none have the voice to complain.

amber blight sat in the far end of the classroom, sitting next to the open window. she watched her
other classmates talk about how sucky the next project will be with whoever they're going to be
partnered to.

she's the one more anxious, she's fine doing a project all alone but with a partner? amber's gonna
have problems, mostly conversational as talking to someone new isn't her best suit along with the
fact that she doesn't have friends here.

but, there's still a chance of amber not getting paired with someone as the class has an odd number
and-

"since robert is absent today, we're in an even number. so, olivia sit with ernesto and discuss. jamie
with..."

amber mentally cursed, she listened to her classmates getting partnered with someone they know or
enemies with. "amber blight and," she tensed up when she heard her name utter from the teacher's
mouth and watched them search for the last person who doesn't have any partners yet.

"luca. you and miss blight sit together to discuss your plans." luca noceda perked up from her
notebook that she was scribbling on. amber glanced at the alpha, she has this eccentric vibe that
allures people to be friends with and can stir up some trouble when the time of the great fire
happened.

luca basically brought makeshift rockets that was supposed to be a jetpack but it went off without
warning which almost sets the entire school on fire.

but besides that, the alpha is great to be with and is not up to par with someone like amber.



luca closed her notebook and carried her chair to sit beside amber's desk who scooched to the side
to make some space as she watched the noceda sit down with her arms folded on top of the chair's
back and leaned closer as she flashed the blight a smile.

"hey, we haven't really talked much so i'm luca noceda aka. rocketman or snakeboy. whatever you
prefer." luca said as she offered her hand to amber, she looked down at the hand that is seemingly
bigger than hers and hesitantly raised her hand to give a handshake.

"amber blight." luca nodded and gave another smile that amber needs to get used to as she can't
help but feel her heart thump hard against her chest whenever she sees it.

as their hands pulled away, "nice to meet you and also, if i'm making you uncomfortable. don't be
afraid to speak up, okay?" luca warned, amber found rather stupid when she is not really good at
confrontation but she can try as luca seemed to be a reasonable person.

except when the day comes.

"o- okay." amber replied.

-----

a week has passed ever since luca and amber was partnered for a project, they've been doing along
pretty well despite of amber's impending silence and whenever she does talk, the room felt so
desolate as she just mutters out the words she wants to say.

luca sometimes had to lean closer to hear her and she has been understanding about the blight's
struggles.

they mostly continued their work in each other's rooms but since amber's parents found out that a
vermin of an alpha is hanging out in the manor, they tried to ban amber from meeting up with luca
but that didn't stop them from seeing each other and now, they work in luca's house.

since camila usually comes home late in the night and amber would leave before her curfew. they're
completely alone here most of the time.

it's a sunday, amber went to luca's house as usual and went up to her room to start finishing the last
quarter of their work before finally submitting it tomorrow.

"d- did you do the half on this part?" amber asked, pointing at a part that they assigned themselves
in finishing to complete the section they didn't get to finish before amber's phone started going off.

but luca didn't reply. amber looked at in the corner of her eye to see the noceda is just staring at her
with dilated pupils, she sat there stiffly and did nothing which was weird but the omega didn't
question it and turned her gaze down to see the paper just stuck under luca's leg.

"um.. okay, i got it." amber slipped it out of luca's leg and started to work on it with her own
assignment while ignoring that luca is staring at her.

as amber worked in silence, she flinched when she felt a ghost like touch against her arm and
slowly trail up to her shoulders, rubbing it. she looked at luca who's watching her own hand move
around amber's back now.



"luca? what are you doing?" amber asked, uncertain at what this gesture means. but, luca still didn't
say anything and amber tried to move away but luca held her arm now and pushed her down to the
ground.

red lights and alarms started blaring in the omega's head, amber watched luca nuzzle up to her neck
and rubbed against it. the scent wafted the air and filled her nose making her eyes widened as she
instantly knew what it meant.

"no no, i'm not ready.." amber tried to reason with luca, hoping that she isn't lost in her rut but she
kept scent marking her. the alpha's body is pressed against the omega, trapping her.

tears started welling up in her eyes, "please stop.." amber mumbled, her voice still getting caught in
her throat. she wants to tell luca to get off, she tried to push her off but she flinched when the
noceda growled at her.

"no.. luca, please..." amber punched luca's chest but the strength difference between them is
laughable. she kept trying and trying till she saw luca started to take off her pants to reveal her
enormous, intimidating erection through the thin layer of her boxers.

amber started to full on cry at the sight of it, she tightly closed her legs as she's not ready to be
taken. luca stopped to look down, growling at the inaccessibility of down there, she resorted to
another plan.

luca pulled her boxers down to reveal the her thick, monstrous twitching cock. she grabbed amber
by her collar, shoved her dick into her mouth without warning and started to roughly thrust.

hot streams of tears violently rolled down her face, amber furiously tapped, slapping her thigh to
stop luca but she's far too gone to even listen to the signs anymore as pleasure only filled her mind.

luca held the omega's head with both hands as she slammed hard into amber's mouth, groaning and
rolled her head back. she closed her eyes to let herself enjoy this while the other end is suffering.

amber wants to think it's the rut's doing and being here is a wrong place, wrong time type of thing
as luca exhibits respectful mannerisms whenever she's here. she sincerely wants to think this is only
the rut talking and luca didn't pull this out of her ass.

her strength was quick to disappear as she can't take this much girth in her mouth. amber held
herself from chocking and the tears kept falling on her face, dripping to the floor that landed on
some of the papers they were supposed to work on.

amber lets out raspy heaving with her arms falling limp as she can't stop someone who's stronger
than her. luca still held a tight grip on the omega's head, her thrusts still going in an intense pace
and is clearly enjoying this.

after a long torturous hour which was just 15 minutes, luca finally popped inside amber's mouth.
she didn't pull out, leaving the omega no space to spit the come out and resorted to just gulp it
down. her eyes puffy, cheeks and nose redder than rudolf's.

luca lets go of amber making her fall to the ground with the excess cum drip out of her mouth while
the alpha left to clean herself up. leaving amber to drown in her embarrassment and shame,
twitching ever so slightly.



-----

after what happened, luca went to school as usual with the project she and amber worked on. her
memory of her rut was foggy and she couldn't remember anything in a few hours after her rut
ended but she did notice that amber is nowhere to be seen after the bell rang.

which was odd as she's the embodiment of punctual.

luca questioned her seatmates if they heard anything about amber but they said no as they don't
really know the omega that well but one did point out that luca's scent isn't her usual.

like, it was mixed by something.

"what?" luca smelled herself and she did catch a whiff of something sweet. her eyes dilated, she
continued to smell her shirt, indulging herself till she finally determined who this scent belongs to.

"amber.." luca was confused as to why the omega has her scent on her when neither of them has
scent marked or mated each other... unless..

suddenly, the memories of yesterday started to become clear and her breathing turned ragged as the
horrendous memories played on her head of her raping amber. she didn't take her down there but it
doesn't sooth the wound she inflicted on amber.

luca has to fix this.

luca was the first to rush out of the school, she followed the faint trail of amber which led her to the
woods for then came out with a big metal fenced manor before her. panting heavily, luca started at
in awe before shaking her head and went for the main gate that has the booth guard.

"state your business." the guard asked as they took out a clipboard and click a pen open.

"i just wanna talk to amber." luca replied, the guard hummed at that and asked "your name?"

"luca noceda."

there was a momentary silence between them till the guard said "you are in the banned list, miss
noceda. you are not allowed to be in the blight premises." luca frowned, she shook the gate a little
and started calling for amber.

"amber! amber please come out! i just wanna talk!"

 

amber came back home without her parents knowing the difference of her scent as she immediately
took a shower, did everything to mask the irremovable scent of luca on her and went to bed to cry
herself to sleep.

she was sort of glad that luca didn't take her virginity but still. she felt violated and used.

amber didn't try to contact luca and confront her about what happened as she's afraid of that might
happen again if she did. so, she just have to distant herself from the alpha and all of this will blow
over. like everything does.



amber laid in bed, her mouth still sore and left a sour taste in her tongue. she slowly click her fidget
cube to make her stress levels come down while she stared aimlessly up in the ceiling, the open
blinds lets the natural sunlight up to fill the room.

she does wonder when will she be able to go out again.

"amber! amber please come out! i just wanna talk!" amber sprung up from the bed when she heard
a familiar voice outside, she slowly slipped out of bed and headed for the window.

leaning against the wall, amber slowly peered her head out to see someone by the gates with the
guard trying to reason with them. she knows it's luca just by look of her grey beanie in a mile away.

"hey! hey, amber! tell this bozo that you really know me and let's talk!" luca immediately spotted
amber looking from the side of her window and frantically waved her arms up for the blight,
silently telling her to talk about that day.

but amber averted her gaze and shuts the blinds on her. luca stopped, confused at the given
reaction, maybe today's not her day, she can try tomorrow "o- okay, i'll check in tomorrow." she
said, backing away from the guard and started to walk down the driveway that led out into the
town's prestigious streets.

amber placed her hand on her mouth as she lightly lets out sobs, she pressed her body against the
wall but it slowly sinks down till she's on the ground. she held in the welling up tears, not wanting
to cry anymore.

she really does want to believe that she was in a wrong place, wrong time situation and she needs
time to process everything before she finds the guts to step in front of luca again. but she doesn't
know when that day will arrive.

"i'm sorry."

Chapter End Notes
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"hey, amity." the youngest blight looked up from her book to see her eldest sister standing on the
other side of the door making her smile.

"hey, ames!" amity called amelia by her nickname that she made. she looks up to her sister as well,
with amity being amelia's favorite little sister. she walked inside the room, closed the door and
quietly locked it before sitting down beside amity.

"are you busy?" amelia asked as she placed her hand on amity's head to rub the strands of her
auburn hair that their mother always wanted to dye like amelia's even amity herself wanted to but
her hair is too young to be bleached.

"no not really. i just finished my homework." amity replied, not minding the touches as she looked
down at her book to resume reading while amelia took off her hair tie to make her growing hair
flow down.

"that's good. say, amity." amelia dropped her hand as amity turned to look at her, replying with a
hum.

"do you love me?" amelia asked, stared deep into amity's golden eyes that this family seem to
always have but it held innocence that is about to be diminished.

"of course i do! you're my favorite sister!" amity responded with honesty, making amelia smile
softly.

"do you want me to tell you how much i love you?" she asked.

"okay!" amity was happy to reply about that. amelia gently took the book out of her hands, placed it
in the nightstand and slowly pushed amity down to the pillows with her going on top of her head as
she placed soft kisses on her neck.



amity was confused "w.. what are you doing?" she asked, pushing amelia off slightly to look at her.
her sister's eyes held something she can't really read.

"giving you love. this is how people give someone they like a love like no other. it's special because
i love you so much, amity and you're special to me." amelia explained, she grabbed one of amity's
hand to place it against her cheek, leaning into her hand's warmth.

"you... you love me?" amity asked as her cheeks turned rosy at the confession. she knew the
meaning of love but whatever is gonna happen next is completely foreign to her so she hoped
amelia would help her.

"yeah. i want to show you just how much i love my baby sister and there's nothing wrong about
that." amelia reassured, use the already established trust and familiarity to her advantage as she has
been eyeing amity for a while when her concept of sex became vivid and she just couldn't wait till
amity turned of age.

she needs her to be hers now.

"so, do you want me to do it?" amity didn't hesitate as she nodded her head strenuously making
amelia smirk. she guided the youngest blight's hand from her cheek to slowly travel right down to
her pants, making her feel the hardness of it.

"what is that?" amity asked, curiosity looming which only turned amelia on more.

"open it." amelia ordered as she sat up on her knees a little for amity who nodded and started to
unbuckle her sister's pants, pulling it down along with her black boxers to reveal a thick, long cock
in front of her face.

"whoa.." amity slowly grasped amelia's throbbing cock, she rubbed her thumb on the tip to feel it's
smooth top and slowly oozing precum, her fingers tracing the bulging veins before looking up at
her sister when she heard her chuckle.

"impressed? bigger than edric's?" amelia boasted slightly as she pushed amity down again. her hand
rubbing the sides of her body, feeling her soon to be forming curves.

"well, i haven't really seen his but yeah." amity said, her sister giggled at that and slowly leaned
down with their lips just mere inches away as they stared into each other's eyes once again.

"that's good. i only want you to see my own, ami. have you ever kissed a girl before?" amelia asked
and of course, amity hasn't even if her sexuality has been confirmed and not in a closet anymore.

"no.." then, amelia closed the space between them with a soft kiss that caught amity off guard. she
didn't know what to do but she slowly kissed back, amelia took off her shirt without breaking the
kiss and slipped it under amity as a blanket.

as they slowly pulled away, "take it off." amelia whispers when she tugged on amity's shirt. she
easily obliged and placed her shirt to the side, letting amelia gaze down at her flat chest but the
mounds are growing as the nipples are becoming erect from the cold air and unknown sensation
bubbling up in her stomach.

"so cute." amelia purred as she groped amity's small breasts making her whimper and wriggle
under her.



"you belong to be, right?" amelia asked, she gripped the rim of amity's pants with her underwear,
preparing to pull it down while she waited for amity's response. chuckling internally as she stared at
her tomato face.

"y- yeah.." amity replied then, amelia swiftly pulled her pants down to reveal her quivering pussy.
she dropped the pants on the floor, lifted amity's hips and started to eat her out. wetting her more
before the actual event happens.

"aahh! aahhh.." amity trembled as she felt amelia's skillful tongue lap her juices and suck on her
folds. she never felt this kind of pleasure before, she gripped on amelia's hair as she rolled her head
back.

"ames.." amity squealed when amelia's tongue flipped on her pussy. her cock twitching excitedly as
she finally gets a taste of amity, when she thinks she's wet enough to be taken now.

amelia slowly dropped her down, kept her legs apart to let her slick mixed with her drool trickle
down to the shirt. the eldest took off her hair tie as well and pressed her forehead against amity's.

"are you ready?" amelia asked as she slowly rubbed her cock against amity's drenched pussy,
making her shudder and nod in reply as she grip onto her wrists for support.

"i love you so much, amity. tell me you do too." amelia started placing kisses all over amity's face
making her softly giggle at the bombardment, getting her comfortable and at ease for amelia to
initiate.

amity cupped amelia's face to make her look at her, leaned in for another kiss and gave her an
endearing smile "i love you too, amelia." she replied, giving amelia the green light to go to the
second phase.

"just hold onto me and i'll go slow, got it?" amity nodded and looked down to watch amelia slowly
push her tip in while keeping an eye on the smaller blight before slowly pushing the rest of the girth
inside making amity winced from the burning feeling as this progressed while amelia groaned at
the tightness.

"s- slowly.." amity muttered with tears welling up as she thinks the pain isn't going away. amelia
hugged her to whisper sweet things for her to calm down, stopping for a moment to let the younger
blight adjust to what's already inside her.

"yeah. just a little more, darling. you're doing so great." amelia whispered as she planted kisses on
the side of amity's head and held her tight while waiting for her. listening to her shaky exhales turn
into normal ones.

after a few minutes, amelia asked "are you okay now? want to continue?"

"yes please.." amity said and amelia compiled while still being in a slow pace. amity hisses at the
remaining pain but it became bearable till everything is inside and her sister didn't move just yet for
her to get accustomed.

under a minute or so, amelia heard amity squeak out "please move.." making her slowly pull away
from the hug to look down at her little sister's lewd face, it only triggered her to start pounding but
she held herself back.



amelia started to slowly thrust, letting amity get a taste of her and enough her little body to take for
now. due to her big size, a small tent is seen on her stomach that's slowly pulling out and back in.

groaning from the tightness she's been looking for, amelia gripped the bed sheets and kept her eyes
on amity who's mouth is agar for breathy moans to escape. she placed her hand on amity's cheek
making her lean against the touch as she gave a gaze that unintentionally severely turned her on.

"you're such a good girl, amity." amelia whispers and gives amity a kiss to which she gladly
reciprocated.

"faster, please." amity said as they pulled away. amelia smirked at the sound of it and didn't hesitate
to comply. her speed gradually rises from mellow to a pace that starts making amity's body jerk at
each slam amelia makes.

"aaahh! amelia!!" amity screamed in ecstasy, she tightened her grip on amelia's wrist as she looked
down to see their hips rapidly colliding and she can feel her contracted balls repeatedly hit her as
she watched her sister's tits bounce in front of her.

"aahh.. shit, amity you feel so good.." amelia moaned, her rolled her head back and bit her lip at the
feeling of her finally fucking her little sister. she doesn't see the fault in doing that when she can
easily show how much she loves amity in this way, pour it all out in every thrust as talking isn't her
strongest suit.

amity can see it vividly.

the eldest blight leaned back, gripped both sides of amity's hips and increased her speed that
overwhelmed her with intense pleasure. her body turned limp, her muscles unresponsive as she lets
amelia take her with her crimson staining the shirt under her. amity is starting to love, to get
addicted at the surges of euphoria erupting all around her body.

"what a good girl. you're taking me so well." amelia noticed the stillness of amity but her moans are
lively and displays no indication of pain as everything is dripping of pleasure.

"but move a little so i can tell you're not paralyzed." amelia jokes. amity slowly lifted herself up
despite her arms trembling. her sister pushed her back down when the point was made and nuzzled
up to her neck to leave various hickeys.

"amelia.. i love you.." amity whispered as she wrapped her arms around amelia's neck, moaning
right in front of her face. amelia licked her lips as she stared right at amity with a twist in her
stomach and started to get tighter and tighter.

"i love you too, baby." amelia returned the gesture. her speed went beyond, at least for amity as she
squealed with the feeling inside her becoming unbearable. her breathing hitched and her body
temperature rising along with the sensation.

"i feel weird.." amity said and amelia nodded. "it's okay. it means you're coming." she replied
before letting out a growl like moan and plunged herself deep into amity's vagina making her
scream once again as she came for the first time.

amelia swiftly pulled out and rapidly stroked her cock before finally bursting her load, sending it
flying down on amity's chest and stomach. twitching at each drop before calming down, not
bothering to wipe it off yet.



amelia sighed deeply, she dropped her cock and leaned closer to amity to whisper "don't tell
anymore outside this room, got it?"

amity nodded before leaning in for a kiss.

-----

after that day, amity and amelia have been doing it often. mostly in each other's rooms and
bathrooms. they would sometimes go two, three rounds in a day if amelia is really in the mood.

amity just got home from school, the twins usually take till dusk for them to come home leaving
amelia alone with her little sister or so she thought they were.

"how did your day go?" amelia asked as she rigorously thrusts into amity who's laid on her stomach
and lower half is off the bed while she grips onto the bed sheets, moaning profusely with her
drooling on it.

"it was okay.. aahh.." amity replied. she's completely nude with amelia just half as she bit on her
shirt while watching the smaller blight's body jolt upward everytime. the sight never failed to
arouse her.

"good girl." amelia cooed as she smacked amity's ass making her gasp.

suddenly, a creak was heard behind her. amelia looked over her shoulder to see odalia glancing on
the other side of the door. her eyes widened as she swore she locked the door but her mother just
stared at the scene before quietly closing the door.

amity didn't hear it as she was preoccupied but amelia felt her heart race when their mother just saw
them having sex and she'll be kicked out, be ridiculed by the family and striped from the blight
name.

"hey, why did you stop?" amity asked, noticing the sudden halt of the thrusts making her look over
her shoulder to see a small sliver of worry on amelia's face before returning to her lusty attitude.

"oh i'm sorry, didn't know you were eager sweetheart." amelia cackled before resuming her thrusts.

 

amelia stopped in front of the lobby's entrance, she can see her mother sitting on a chair with a
book in hand and a glass of wine nearby next to the bottle. she wasn't called down but she wanted
to deny whatever allegations her mother throws at her before the actual conversation happens.

amity is in her room asleep after their session, alador and the twins are nowhere to be found in the
manor so it leaves amelia and odalia the privacy to talk.

amelia cleared her throat "mother." she called as she walked into the lobby with confident strides to
not make her anxiousness be evident. she stopped behind odalia who's still reading the book.

"i want to discuss something." amelia started off. flinching when odalia slammed the book shut,
placed it on the table and grabbed the glass of wine to take a sip before sighing.

"care for a drink?" odalia offered as she raised her glass.



"no. i'm too young for that." amelia lied through her teeth and her mother can taste it along with the
slight bitterness of the wine making her softly chuckle.

"is that so? well, i do believe your birthday will be a few months time and you certainly do know
more for a girl in your age. exploring many parts of life so early on with your sister." odalia said as
she slowly rotated her glass making the contents swirl inside in a repeated motion while she stared
emptily at the empty place.

"oh, what a generation we are in."

anxiety rose inside amelia, "m- mother i-" she tried to make excuses, trying to blame her hormones
when she was completely stable when the aforementioned day occurred and odalia didn't bother to
let her finish.

"save your breath, dear. if it makes amity shut her mouth longer than 5 minutes then do as you
please." odalia nonchalantly said as she waved her hand. this surprised amelia, she expected a slap
in the face or a wine splash but no.

this was the least of the reactions she expected.

"you're allowing me?" amelia asked, trying to see if she was delusional or something clogged her
ears.

"well, isn't pleasure you're truly after for her? i promise you this little secret shall not reach outside
blight premise, amelia as long as you do not make a misstep that will lead you into exile." odalia
stood up to face her first born who is destined to take up their spot when she turned legal age and
she simply cannot afford a damaging scandal to seep out into the world when it's true.

edric and emira came home earlier than they usually do because they had to do an ass load of
projects and had detention for skipping class all because of selling knock off clothing brands.
they're pretty exhausted but emira was the first to stop midway in the steps and grabbed edric's arm
to stop him as well.

"do you hear that?" emira whispered to her brother who just yawned and listened to whatever his
sister just heard from the lobby and sighed.

"it's probably just another retail or company guy." he reasoned and was about to continue to ascend
upstairs to his room but emira still held him then another familiar voice came to his ear making him
look at his sister before quietly rushing down.

they leaned against the wall and slightly peered their head out to see their sister, amelia standing
behind their mother who sat in the chair. they listened to the conversation.

they seemed to have gotten in the middle to whatever they're talking about but the more it
progresses the more the twins' hearts sank to the floor as they heard outright amelia, a 17 year old,
having sex with their little sister, a 12 year old, who doesn't know shit about reproductive systems
yet and took advantage of that.

"understood?" odalia asked and amelia nodded, happy that someone allowed her to love amity the
way she intended.

"yes, mother. thank you." she replied.



edric held himself from puking while emira grimaced, disgusted. if this bullshitery is true, they
have to find out for themselves and not some sick joke when they're the ones who should be
making jokes.

emira tugged on edric's arm as she backed up, his brother followed suit in quietly but swiftly racing
upstairs, heading for amity's room. swinging the door open to see her peacefully sleeping.

edric guarded the door while emira went to shake amity awake who groaned in annoyance when
she realised it's the twins. "what do you want." she muttered as she rubbed her eyes.

"um.. sorry but what did you and amelia do?" emira asked, not really knowing how to be blunt but
she has to take this slow.

"what do you mean?" amity asked.

"like.. in bed. with the exception of sleeping." emira added and she watched amity think for a few
seconds before coming to a conclusion of what emira went by what she's describing.

"oh, you mean making love. yeah, me and amelia do that all the time. she always tells me she loves
me, how much of a good girl i am and she always lets out this sticky white substance that she
makes me eat. it was a little bitter but it's fine." amity explained and that's enough for the twins to
get the picture without being in detail. they both cringed as their suspicions were true, felt
nauseated and repulsed at this horrendous act.

their family was already messy but this only made the inside of the family even more disgusting.

"we gotta report this." edric said as he walked over to his sisters with a big frown on his face. emira
already has her phone out calling the police "way ahead of you." she said and stood up to not let
amity be in a state of panic.

"report what? amelia making love to me isn't bad. i enjoyed it." amity said, confused at this sudden
subversion of the twins' usual messing around to actual serious people.

"it is, amity. no one should be touching you like that, especially a family member. and it's not
'making love', she used you for sex. for her own gratification. nothing about this can be labeled as
love." edric explained as he knows his little sister is smart and would understand even if her total
grasp of what love truly is, is vague for being young.

"what..?"

-----

when the cops arrived in the blight manor, the twins were quick to denounce amelia for incestual
relationship with amity and their mother knew about it but did nothing.

at first they were skeptical at this claim, they asked amity if this was true but she couldn't speak as
she remembered the promise she made of not speaking about this to anyone outside the manor
despite the twins begging for her to spill it out.

just when odalia was about to close the doors on the cops, one noticed red spots that strongly
resemble hickeys. the mother denied it was an allergic reaction but it was too late as the police are
now determined on solving if these allegations are true or not.



amity was taken to a professional doctor, a woman preferably, to check those 'blisters' as odalia
mentioned along with if her hymen is still intact.

while waiting for a result, the twins took this opportunity to expose all of the nasty stuff they've
been holding since they learned how to talk.

in the first court meeting, they told this to the jury, without a lawyer, the psychological and verbal
abuse all of the siblings had gone through led up to this moment.

of course, alador, odalia and amelia had lawyers to cover their asses but the twins and amity are
perfectly capable on their own. sure, the odds of them are slim in winning this case but the
evidence is standing right next to them.

when the first meeting ended, they met a woman who was one amongst the benches of the public
and told that amity's story was similar to her own daughter's. offered them a place to stay for a
while with the case ongoing as emira said they're no longer welcome in the manor.

the day the test of if amity's virginity is still intact came out negative and those blisters were indeed
hickeys as she admitted of not having any allergies. the hickeys ranged from three days ago and
recently, like a few hours.

that's damning evidence. a telltale that they've done this alot. not just once.

when the second courtroom meeting happened, amity was asked to step up in the witness stand and
encouraged to tell, in great detail, how she lost her virginity to everyone in the courtroom.

amity was hesitant in opening her mouth when amelia was sending death glares at her. the judge
noticed the dubious look on the younger blight then glanced at amelia who immediately returned
back to her neutral expression.

"miss blight, would you kindly please look away for a moment so may miss amity speak her
statement." the judge requested, amelia was tentative in doing so. she wants to tell amity to not spill
everything but she doesn't want to cause a scene.

"go ahead, child." the judge gave amity an affirming nod now that the one blockage from her
opening her mouth and letting out her voice. she looked at the judge who's waiting along with the
other people who's eyes are set on her, she felt like she's on the verge of breaking down and
shrivelling up as she doesn't know how everything works but when she looked at her siblings who's
silently giving her support. it helped.

and amongst the crowd behind the rails, amity saw a small girl who looked to be her age waving at
her and giving her a thumbs up which boosted her confidence.

amity took a deep breath, she twisted on her fingers as she started talking "um.. well, it- it started
with amelia asking if i love her and...."

as amity finished her story, everyone is in pure disgust. edric is holding emira back from lunging at
amelia who's growling to herself, forced to listen their sex life being told like a bedtime story. but
she held her anger and returned to her bland face which only angered the people more when they
saw that.



"you know children can make up lies, judge. do you have kids? surely, you wouldn't easily believe
a mere 12 year old, would you?" odalia tries to make it seem that amity is making all of this up. like
she didn't lose her virginity from her sister because of a 'consensual incest', she lost it from a pen
and she didn't get the hickeys from amelia at all. it was the mosquitoes.

"i do, mrs. blight but we are here for your children. not mine." the judge rebuked, they wore their
glasses back on and grabbed the gavel as they placed the sounding block back to where it was.

"but it seems this 12 year old found it rather difficult to tell a lie when other kids do it like a breeze.
how do you explain that?" the judicial assistant rushed over to the judge's bench to hand over the
judge the evidence in papers for them to check.

"with the evidence that the victim has indeed been in numerous sexual activities with the
perpetrator would be sentenced to life in prison with no chance of parole but her being underage. it
will be decreased to 10 years." the judge then slammed the gavel on the block making a familiar
sound.

the police went over to amelia to place a handcuff on her and started to head out of the courtroom
that they had to pass amity. she saw her sister give her an empty look before tearing her eyes off
her.

amity shivered from that gaze and not in a good way.

"as for mr. and mrs. blight will be convicted for a life in prison without parole for child negligence,
letting your own daughter engage sexually with her underage sister with the knowledge of it
happening, you did nothing. as well with psychological abuse to all of your children, it is clear that
you are not fit or suitable to have these kids." another set of cops went over to alador and odalia
blight to detain them with one helping amity get out of the witness stand.

when they were about to pass each other, odalia tried to grab amity in attempt to hurt her but the
cops has quick hands to catch her and the one with amity pushed her towards the twins for safety
while the once lady blight threw profanities to her remaining children, saying they're the ones who
ruined the family name before disappearing.

"mrs. camila noceda has offered to take lawful charges in taking the remaining blight children
under her care. proving her rights and responsibility despite not having any relations to the blights."
amity looked at the judge who's reading the official papers then turned her head when she saw the
woman who helped them come beside them with the same girl.

"it has been approved. case dismissed." and just like that, justice has been served and amity doesn't
have to no longer live in the same house with monsters.

"nice! and you guys get to live with us now?" the girl asked, stimming in excitement as she looked
at the blights.

"uh yeah." emira replied with a shrug.

"i'm luz by the way. i was with my grandma when mami told me you guys stayed in the house." luz
said as she offered her hand for a handshake to which the twins gladly returned and when it's
amity's turn, she was a little hesitant in taking the hand.

"i'm amity." she said and luz nodded at that before pulling their hand away.



"was that your sister? i hope she meets mine. she went to jail a month ago." camila shared the
information of her eldest daughter, lucia, to the twins that she also led luz on to having sex while
declaring that what she's doing was in the name of love.

but being this young, luz and amity might not know what a jail truly is till they find out some time
in their lives. with the fact that they were manipulated by their own family that they trusted, the
twins and camila only hoped this wouldn't scar, define them in the rest of their lives.

"oh, yeah i hope so." amity replied, smiling softly as she started to like this girl and want to
befriend her.

"tell you what, let's go buy some ice cream to celebrate! let's go!" luz grabbed amity's hand to run
out of the courtroom with their parental figures just following behind.

running towards a better light, leaving the darkness they were once shrouded in.

------

"you two share. don't make a mess." the guard said as they opened a cell door for amelia to enter.
she already has her orange jumpsuit with her cuffs still on, she has an empty look with her mind
cursing amity for ratting their relationship out.

amelia went inside the cell, offered her cuffed wrists for the guard to take off before closing the
door and locking it. she watched the guard walk away, looking at the many filled cells that had up
to 3-4 occupants. she's on the 3rd floor of the prison while her parents are taken up to the 5th floor.

so, this is what she's gonna be looking for the next decade while amity is out there living her life
without and getting someone new that isn't her. it angers the blight.

amelia shook the metal clangs making a clunking noise as she lets out a frustrated yell before she
was cut off from a voice behind her.

"can you shut up? trying to sleep my 10 years away here." amelia turned around to see another
prisoner in orange, they have a dark complexion with a tall build, reddish brown eyes and brown
long hair.

"what're you in for?" amelia asked as she leaned against the corner with her arms crossed. her
cellmate slowly sat up, rubbing their head and sighed as they looked back at the blight.

"i just wanted my little sister to be mine but my mother shot me out of the water and baam. i'm in
prison for a decade." lucia sneered when she said 'mother', she leaned back to the wall and looked
out aimlessly with her mind circling back to luz. the memory of the court was still fresh, luz
basically told everything without holding back.

she wasn't thinking.

lucia tried to shut her up but she was held back. if only luz knew how to seal her lips, lucia wouldn't
be in this predicament and she'll still be able to hold luz dearly.

"what about you?" lucia asked, shaking off the memory as she glanced at amelia.

"the same but it was my mother. it was my own siblings that told the press. i was only doing what
my heart told me. i loved my sister and wanted to show her how much i do. was that too hard to



ask?" amelia replied, believing the acts that she's done was justified and people are just not willing
to let their love blossom into something profound. they're afraid of what they're capable of.

"hm, so what we were doing was all in the name of love but people never stopped to listen and
understand." lucia agreed on that statement, she does think her being her was unjust and she should
be out there with luz holding her, telling her she loves her and be together forever.

but all of that will be wasted. when they come out of this rotten cell, luz and amity would be in
their 20's and their discrepancy would no longer have an effect anymore as they're no longer those
gullible 12 year olds.

"yeah. i guess it was."
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they finally did it.

they finally tied the knot between them and it was the happiest day of everyone's lives.

"hey, love." amity called luz, her wife, when she stepped out of the bathroom after a shower. luz
hummed in reply as she rubbed her wet hair dry with the towel while she stared at amity.

"what do you say about joining me to bed tonight?" amity asked with a smirk and luz didn't seem to
get what she meant as she slowly shrugged in confusion.

"um.. yes? i mean, i do sleep with you. unless i did something wrong for you to move me to the
couch?" luz replied, a little scared as she doesn't remember pissing off her wife to make her sleep in
the couch tonigt.

amity rolled her eyes, she untied her robes and opened it to let her wife see her big womb along
with her breasts bigger than before. the sight of it easily made luz's cheeks lit up with dong spring
to life.

"oh.. oh."

amity's smirk widens, she waved her finger to beckon luz to bed who didn't hesitate to follow. she
hopped in bed and started crawling towards amity with their eyes staring deep into each other's
eyes, lustful and hungry.

luz closed the space between them with a kiss while her hands traveled around amity's big belly and
breasts, giving it a light squeeze to make small drops of milk to ooze out. amity softly moaned at
the kiss till they pulled away.

"they get bigger and bigger everyday." luz whispered as she watched the milk come out of her
wife's boobs, making a stream to drip down in the sides and luz licked it up clean.

"that's because it's full. mind emptying it out for me?" amity asked libidinously, she cupped luz's
chin, rubbing her red plump lips with luz staring back like an obedient puppy.



"of course." luz didn't think twice in leaning down to start sucking on amity's milk. softly moaning,
amity placed her hand on top of luz's head, gripping her hair as she watched her drink all of her
milk. looking like she's the baby.

luz hummed in delight as she tastes the blight's sweet, supple nectar. totally forgetting that she's
lactose intolerant but it's worth it to get a drink out of amity. her hand continued to squeeze out the
milk from the other boob and the second gently rubbing the baby bump.

then, they felt a kick.

luz pulled away and looked down at the baby bump then at amity who's also surprised. "you'll get
your turn." luz said as she jokingly pointed at the baby making amity giggle and playfully slapped
her shoulder.

luz snickered and quickly returned to what they were doing, she took off her shorts for her big cock
to spring up in front of amity who grasped it to start stroking earning a groan from luz.

"lay down." luz whispers as she gently pushed amity to lie down on the pillows, turning her to the
side for her to be comfortable before lying down behind her. amity felt luz pull her closer, feeling
her cock press against her ass, she lifted her legs for her wife to rub against her wet pussy.

"you're so beautiful, amity. i'm lucky to have you." luz whispered into the blight's ear whilst
grinding her cock against her pussy, getting her worked up. the noceda's hands are insatiable, she
continued to knead amity's breasts for more milk to leak out and giving the bump some rubs for the
baby to feel loved too.

"i love you so much, ami." luz lifted herself up to peer down in seeing amity's face, her tomato
expressions never gets old to see as it tells that luz is the only one who could do that to amity.

"i love you too, luz. you mean so much to me." amity replied, she placed her hand on luz's cheeks
to pull her down for a kiss. luz slipped her tongue inside, their wet muscles dancing in an irregular
pace as they taste each other before pulling away.

luz planted a kiss on amity's cheek and placed her chin on her shoulder as she started to push in.
lowly moaning, amity gripped onto her lover's wrist as she feels herself getting stretched again,
she's contemplating if she should do the healer's version of cesarean to still be tight or the natural
way.

"luz!" amity gasped when luz pushed the last portion in, she shuddered as she easily got
accustomed to her girth. luz started placing soft kisses on amity's shoulder and her hands giving
silent praises as she started thrusting.

"aahh.. amity.." luz groaned, she nuzzled up on amity's back as she thrusts into her whole making
sure she's careful. she slowly closed her eyes, her grip on amity's hips tightened with her speed
picking up.

amity's mouth became agar with her moans filling the room, she pushed her ass back more and
intertwined her hands on luz's as she moans her name. "aaahh.. oh fuck, luz.." biting her lip, amity
looked over her shoulder to see luz's eyes closed while leaving trails of kisses on her back
instinctively before slowly opening them to see her lover's golden eyes staring back at her hazel
ones.



then, luz became faster making amity moan out loudly and dropped her head on the pillow as she
feels her wife railing her while being careful for the baby. she can feel her reaching the depths of
her pussy, hitting that one spot and only that.

"ah shit amity..." luz clenched her teeth tightly as she can feel herself getting closer. a familiar
bubbling sensation started to grow bigger and bigger in amity, she rolled her head back as she
wailed in euphoria when she came.

luz lets out a guttural groan and came soon after amity, letting their cums mix together but it won't
get to the baby. sighing deeply, luz didn't pull out or plan to as she hugged amity, bombarding her
with tender kisses making her wife giggle.

"goodnight, sweetheart." luz whispered as she nuzzled up in amity's neck and rubbed her bump
"goodnight, baby." she added which was replied by a kick making the couple smile as their child
can hear them.

"goodnight too, darling." amity replied, kissing luz's face before the lights are switched off.
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as eda, in her owl form, crash landed just right in front of the owl house. luz, king and lilith
immediately hopped off eda's back to see if she's still okay or any possible way to help her.

"don't worry, eda. i'll run to get some elixir and-" luz said, about to rush out there to get to the
potion vendor eda usually buys to but lilith placed her hand on her shoulder to stop her.

"no. no amount of elixir could heal her now." the eldest clawthrone said.

"i- is there a way to reverse it? there has to be, you're the one who cursed eda!" luz exclaimed, tears
brimming in her eyes as she already had enough of seeing eda suffering tonight. she looked at lilith
who's frantically thinking of a way to cure or just make eda go back to her original form.

"there is.. one thing." lilith walked over to eda who quietly pants from that exhausting flight, knelt
down in front of her and cupped her cheeks to make her look at her.

"i should've done this years ago, sister. i'm so sorry." lilith placed her forehead against eda and
closed her eyes, about to do the spell.

"with this spell de-"

then, luz intervened "wait wait.. let me take the curse." the two clawthrones was shocked at this,
even king.

"what? kid, are you crazy?! there's no way i'm letting you take this burden to yourself!" eda detests,
she tries to stand up but her limbs are failing her as the curse continues to consume her.

"yeah! let lilith do whatever she was gonna do! you don't need to take the curse for yourself!" king
sided with eda as he doesn't want his best friend to bear this curse and risk losing her.

luz clenched her fists tightly, she understands their complaints but she is still going along with her
plan "but i don't want to see you suffer anymore, eda! you too even though i still don't know what



to feel about you." she said.

there's absolutely nothing that can change her mind. if this helps eda get her magic back and return
to what she was before the curse then she'll do it.

sighing deeply, lilith stood up and placed her hands together as she stared down at luz who has a
determined look on her face. it oddly reminders her of eda's. "understandable. but heed the effects
this curse placed on edalyn's body and you being human, the chances of you surviving this curse
when it's already in it's prime are.. slim." she warned. the clawthorne saw the momentary falter in
luz but it was quick to be shook off and reverted back to confidence.

"are you sure this is your final wish, luz?" the noceda was surprised that lilith instead called her by
her name and not just 'human'. it could be a good start of change if she makes it through this.

"yes." luz replied, confident in her answer.

nodding, lilith motioned luz to stand in front of eda before she created a big spell circle that glowed
bright blue. the clawthrone has her eyes closed, concentrating with winds that came out of nowhere
flayed their clothing and hair back.

"with the pain once bared, let it be tared."

then, eda and luz's bodies started to levitate up into the air as their outlines glowed as well before a
bright flash occurred that sent shock waves that swayed the trees to several miles away.

both bodies flung back when the light disappeared, eda was sent skidding across the ground while
luz went for the woods. king rushed towards the human and lilith to her sister.

"edalyn? edalyn!" lilith lifted her sister into her arms and shook her awake. she watched her once
grey hair quickly retreat and return to her natural orange with the darkness in her gem seeping back
to let the gold shine again.

"eda?" there are still wrinkles on her face but not as much as before. her litter sister slowly fluttered
her eyes open and the first thing she saw was lilith's relieved expression along with hooty peering
down.

"i think i left the oven on." eda muttered.

"yep! yes, you did!" hooty replied and it was followed by a big explosion inside the house along
with a roar in the woods.

"luz." eda was quick in her feet, she whistled for owlbert to return in her hand and rushed to the
woods with lilith following suit. as they got to where the roar was from, they saw king behind a tree
with worry riddled on his face.

in the center, luz is violently convulsing on the ground with her clothes ripping from her body's
rapid growing. roars escaped her mouth as her teeth turned sharp, her skin starting to ooze out
blood and getting replaced by all dark shades of brown feathers.

"eda, do something!" king cried out as he can't bear listening or watching luz in pain anymore.

"i can't.. king, get the stored elixir!" eda ordered, the demon nodded and quickly rushed back to the
owl house to get the elixir. with the clawthrone sisters not knowing the spell to reverse, the elixir



could be their only thing to contain the curse for now like it did for eda.

luz continued to transform, eda knelt down beside her and held her kid. she can see the darkness
starting to bubble under luz's eyes, threatening to cloak her bright hazel hues as tears streamed
down her face.

"eda.. i.. i can't see anything.." luz is only seeing spots of color but even that is getting foggy, her
body is experiencing unimaginable pain that her mind couldn't process as feathers quickly covered
her limbs.

"hey hey, kid. it's okay. just calm down and think about the happy memories, okay? it'll help." eda
tried her best to comfort luz as her own tears are also welling up, she tightly gripped her arm but it
didn't stop her body from twitching and the darkness continued to fill the whites in her eyes.

"o- okay.." luz took a deep breath, she can't close her eyes as she's afraid that her vision might
disappear if she did. she attempted to calm her racing heart but another wave of pain rushed
through her body making luz let out a deafening roar that echoed throughout the boiling isle with
her transformation nearing it's end.

"where is- king! the elixir!!" eda yelled for the little demon. she pulled luz into a tight embrace,
praying to the titan to not take her kid like this as she lets her silent tears roll down her face with
lilith tearing her eyes off the scene, her own tears streaming down.

"i'm sorry."

then, another blinding light flashed before eda and it was quick to disappear but she wished it
wasn't as there stood the owl beast with tears dripping down her black eyes.

sharp black talons dug in the ground, a thick black mane with and dark brown wings spread wide.
luz has fully became the new owl beast, she doesn't recognise the moving orbs in front of her but
she saw a moving glowing yellow orb before stopping.

in reality, king was late to come back with the elixir "where have you been?!" eda asked as she
snatched the bottle from king's hand while he panted heavily.

"lost! you shouldn't have placed the damn elixir in such an obscure area!" king exclaimed but
stopped when he saw the state luz is in now. he backed up a little as he placed his hand on his back.

"we need to somehow get luz to take the elixir, you know how nimble you were the first time you
shifted." lilith whispered to eda as she backed up to her and quietly pulled out her own staff to
which luz snarled at when she saw the sudden glow of white.

"i remember?" eda asked, rising a brow as she knows she can't recall jackshit when she becomes
the owl beast.

"don't worry, i got this." king pulled out the glowing diamond pen that they always used to allure
eda with. he repeated made a clicking noise to catch luz's attention.

"hey luz. oh look at this shiny thing i have." he said in a singsong tone. luz snapped her head to the
blinding pinkish purple light making her eyes dilate, her feather pointed ears straightening and tail
slowly wagging.



"you want it?" king beckoned as he shook the pen around, seeing luz head follow it with her nose
wiggling.

"then fetch!" king threw the pen out of the woods and just when he expected luz to follow it so that
they can shove the elixir down her throat. she didn't budge from her spot, just stared at it and turned
her gaze back at king.

"oh, i guess she's not as dumb as you." king chuckled and yelped when eda smacked the back of his
head.

groaning, lilith spun her staff in a flexible manner with her palisman's eyes glowing. "alright, no
more games, human. you will get your elixir whether you like it or not." she said and shot a net
towards luz who was quick to jump to the side and hissed at the clawthrone with her ears flattening.

"stop it! do you wanna scare her off and-" the sound of trees snapping cut eda off and luz is no
longer in front of them. she ran out of there due to feeling threatened from that attempt to detain
her, she doesn't know where she's going but as long it'll be far from where she was.

it's not safer either way.

"oh great now we have to find her in the dark woods. nice going, lily."
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"hi, i'm luca noceda. what's your name?"

amber blinked as she heard the girl just across from her ask, she's in her balcony not actually
paying much attention to what's happening till she heard the girl call out to her.

"um... hi, i'm amber. amber blight." she replied making luca smile, she leaned closer from the
railing she's sitting while keeping a tight hold to not fall off but amber is getting worried because of
it.

"careful, you might fall." amber cautioned which surprised luca making her softly giggle and
leaned back but is still in a perilous position that the noceda.

"aw, you already care about me." luca jokingly cooed, making amber roll her eyes and placed her
back against the wall with her arms crosses as she looked at the noceda in the corner of her eye.

"don't get your hopes up too much." she said. she won't like that she finds luca rather attractive,
especially with that light blue beanie that compliments the lightheartedness of the girl with a hint of
childishness, contrasting the other one's red hat who she doesn't see much along with the younger
one.

"anyways, i've been seeing you alot lately and i kinda wanna ask something." luca said as she
started swinging back and forth with her legs ricocheting without notice that she's slipping to the
edge but she's preoccupied admiring the blight's beauty.

"what is it?" amber asked.

"you wanna.. get coffee or something? maybe a stroll down the beach? there's sand there and..
starfish." luca honestly didn't think she'd be getting this far, she thought that the girl next door



would be instantly declining from talking to her due to how avoidant she was whenever their eyes
meet.

amber blinked before softly chuckling and the sound of it made luca's cheeks turn rosy but she
quickly hid it before it was seen. "you're weird, noceda." the blight said as her gaze on the noceda
turned soft with her cheeks slightly heating up.

"yeah, i get that alot." luca said with a shrug.

"but, in a good way. i do wanna walk down the beach while we have coffee to talk about starfish."
amber accepted the offer making luca beam along with her leaning more off the railing, looking
like she's about to jump off which increased amber's worry.

"hey you-" she was about to warn luca but she was cut off "oh oh! if you have time, we can go
downtown- shit!"

luca actually slipped off the railing and was about to plummet to the ground but managed to save
herself by gripping onto the edge of the floor and the vertical grills.

"are you okay?!" amber exclaimed as she leaned forward to the rail, she was about to rush down to
help the noceda but luca waved her hand in dismiss as she got this. hopefully.

and just in time, a car that had a bike roped behind it slowly stopped in front of luca's house. the
driver, lucia, slowly got out of the car with the one on the bike, luz, watched her sister struggle to
get back up to the balcony and both glanced at the blight who hadn't noticed them yet.

"yeah! yeah.. just need to pull myself up." luca did try to pull herself up but she ended up slipping
and dropped on her legs luckily but she felt something pop in her joints.

luca turned around and shot a big smile at amber to reassure her "i'm okay! so coffee next weekend
sounds good?" she asked.

amber sighed in relief, she slowly nodded and returned a small smile "yeah, it sounds good." then
she looked over to her room when she heard her grandparents call her down for dinner, she turned
her eyes back to luca.

"i gotta go." amber said and luca nodded "okay! see you later, amber!" she waved the blight
goodbye, returned the wave as she headed back inside the house when luca hissed quietly and
started to walk towards the front door to back in.

"who was that?" lucia asked as she and luz headed for their sister. luca looked at them with a smile
that could only be described as lovestruck.

"our neighbor."

-----

they did get their coffee, luca and amber walked around the shoreline talking, getting to know each
other as they took sips of their drinks while the small waves wet their shoes that they had to take it
off.

the sun is slowly setting on the horizon with the sky turning many variations of purple, orange and
red as the sea breeze wavered their hairs behind, luca and amber took a break and sat down on the



beach to look at the setting sun for the moon to take it's place.

"this place is really beautiful. i dreamed of visiting or getting to live in la, i heard so many great
things and i'm really happy we're here!!" luca said, leaning back with a big smile on her face.

"the view can get old." amber said nonchalantly, she scooped up a handful of the sand to watch it
fall back to the pile and stared moving waves of the sea with some people splashing nearby.

"psh, not for me unlike my hometown. it's always the back alley of steaming manholes." luca softly
scoffed, she started digging to find something while amber continued to stare out into the beauty
horizon.

"where did you live before moving here?" amber asked and turned her gaze back to luca who's busy
collecting some underground shells while examining small crabs that she stumbled upon before
returning her gaze at the blight.

"in queens! we lived there for quite a while until lucia turned 18 and our dad magically popped
back into our lives again to tell us to move to la since he got a good paying job now but since mami
found a good deal here. we just have to drive for 15 minutes if one of us decides to work with him."
luca explained, she never really get to see what her father looked like because he doesn't visit the
house and lucia even doubts if he's here in california.

"and have you decided?" amber asked and luca shook her head.

"no, not really. we're still amidst our hot girl summer." luca replied as she lightly elbowed amber
with a wink making her giggle and softly pushed her away. "shut up." the noceda snickered, she
looked down at her gathered shells and closed her hand while careful not to crush it.

"do you have siblings? lucia and luz has been asking me alot about you and i kinda want you to
meet them." luca suggested.

"oh that'd be great and yeah, i do. there's 5 of us, only i'm down here while the rest are in oregon."
amber said, luca nodded and continued to ask "i see.. but they do visit for the summer, right?"

"sometimes. it's not the same like before since we became busier." luca can hear a slight sadness in
her tone and she doesn't like the sound of it so she quickly thinks of a way to cheer amber up.

"well, i hope they do this time. it's hard to be alone, you know. so it's better to have someone even
if it's your worst enemy." luca said, she scooched a little closer to amber while still having personal
space and the blight turned timorous at the sudden approach.

amber doesn't see it yet but she can feel something bubbling inside her stomach for luca and only
her. "i guess you're right."

-----

after that day on the beach, luca and amber had been seeing each other more often, would talk on
the balcony till luca's mother or amber's grandparents called them to go back inside and they also
exchanged each other's numbers to continue their conversation.

lucia and luz has been pestering luca that she likes the blight which she immediately denies but the
way she looks she gives to amber is so blatantly obvious and the two introduced themselves to



amber in order to help them but ended getting shoved to the side when luca found their plan. amber
finds their sibling bond adorable.

the other blight siblings arrived in santa monica and it's a great time for the two families to
officially get to know each other over dinner in amber's house.

it went... good.

good as lucia and amelia sparked a rivalry just by looking at each other and they bickered whilst
eating. luz tried to befriend amity but the twins are making that hard as they continued to tease their
little sister that she might like the youngest noceda that led to amity trying to get away from luz.

but the girl's hella persistent and oblivious.

the elder blights and camila engage in small talks. luca and amber tried their best to calm their
sisters down before they suddenly spring up and started throwing hands while they give each other
glances that tells alot of unspoken things that their siblings noticed but didn't point out.

yet.

after dinner, the nocedas bid the blights goodbye. lucia, luz and camila headed back to the house
with luca following behind but she felt someone grasp her wrist to stop her. looking over her
shoulder, it was amber.

"wait, luca. i just wanna say something before you go." amber said as she slowly loosened her grip,
her gaze down on the sidewalk when luca fully turned her body to face her.

"what is it?" luca asked as she peered down to see amber's face then at her hands that were
trembling along with her body that raised concerns for the blight.

just when luca was about to ask what's wrong till amber pulled her down a kiss as the noceda is
taller than the blight. this caught luca off guard so fast but she slowly melted into it to kiss back. it
felt enchanting as if the kiss was filled with surges of electricity passing through each other's lips.

they're simply bewitched.

the other blight siblings are stunned at their normally timid sister having the guts to kiss a girl
"wooo! go bestie!" emira cheered for the new couple.

"yeah, tear her face off!" edric must've mistaken the context of emira's cheer as a cat fight which
made his sisters shoot him a weird, confused look but the boy's got a spirit. they'll give him that.

when they pulled away, luca felt like she just went from heaven and back, she blinked and looked at
amber's cheeks slowly turning into a tomato "w- wow, so are we.. girlfriends? without a space?"
she asked, wanting to make sure she's not jumping into conclusions.

"um yeah if you want." amber replied as she fiddled with her fingers. she never had someone
before so this is entirely new to her and same goes for luca.

"hell yeah!" luca exclaimed but she retracts and clears her throat.

"i mean yes."



amber giggled at her now girlfriend's cuteness, she tiptoed to give her one last kiss before backing
up "goodnight, luca." she said, waving the noceda goodbye who's blissed out by the two kiss she
got tonight.

"night." luca returned the wave and watched amber get inside. when the door closed, she spun
around and hopped her way back to her house like a hyper bunny with a big smile on her face. she
got inside the house to see her family watching the entire scene through the window.

"did you just have your first kiss?" luz asked with a bright smile on her face as she looked at her
sister's flustered face.

"don't answer that, it's of 'em rhetorical question but hey she kissed ya and you finally have a
girlfriend! oh praises from the lord!" lucia raised her hand in the air as if she's in the masses,
making luca roll her eyes from her sisters' shenanigans and it was unfortunately heard by the
neighbor.

"can you get any louder?!" amelia shouted as she slammed the window open. lucia looked at her
own window, she also opened it and flipped the blight off "oh shut it, you lettuce looking bitch! we
are trying to celebrate here!" she retorted before closing the window, amelia can see lucia carrying
luca up before disappearing from view.

amelia lets out a frustrated huff, she shuts the window and looks at her sister who's daydreaming
"amber, i'm happy that you got a girlfriend now," she started off as she pressed her hands together,
trying to keep her cool.

"but why did it have to be with someone who has an insufferable brat as a family?" amelia snapped,
motioning over to the noceda house but mostly referring to lucia.

"what? lucia is cool, you should get to know her more than scream your lungs out." amber replied,
she softly patted her sister's shoulder and walked past her. she did the same to amity who turned her
head to look at her.

"and luz is a good person, give her a chance." and with that, amber walked up to the stairs to head
for bed while replaying the magically first kiss she and luca had with her cheeks heating up.

amity doesn't know what amber meant by that and she's not even gonna bother to find out "yeah
whatever. i'm going to bed, this already caused me a migraine." she said as she also walk upstairs
for the spare bedrooms to get some rest after this long, eventful night.

-----

after luca and amber became officially girlfriends, they can be seen in each other's houses to cuddle
and just relax. they also pulled some walls down for them to sleep together in each other's beds.

though, amber is not yet ready for the sensual part of the bed and their relationship and luca totally
understands as she's practically a noob at all this. the small touches on the cheeks, tucking one's
hair and passionate kisses are fond of them.

but when summer ended, amber returned to school. their relationship starts to slowly deteriorate
overtime as amber is hyper focused on schoolwork that she doesn't leave any time for luca who is
in the same school as her girlfriend but even that is not enough to make the blight give her an ounce
of her attention back or even just a gaze.



luca also started to notice that amber is getting burnt out from all the work she had to do and so she
hangs out alot in amber's room now as she tries her best to make her lover get out of that
workaholic phase and get some coffee to relax.

so far, it hasn't worked much but she's determined and kept trying.

"pay attention to me." luca knelt down beside of amber's chair and placed her chin on the desk that
was filled with papers scrawled around.

"luca, i'm busy." amber muttered, not bothering to give a single glance at luca's way.

"but you're always busy doing homework! come on, a little break doesn't hurt." luca attempted to
convince her lover, she stood up and placed her hands on her shoulder to softly massage but it's
only irritating amber more as she's not focusing again.

"no. i have exams in two weeks." amber shook off luca's hands and tried to resume her work,
unaware of the hurt in the noceda's face but she held it in and still tried.

"that's plenty of time! besides, aren't you stressed out? come on, i'll make some snacks while you-"
luca jumped when amber slammed her hand onto the desk and pushed her seat back as she stood
up.

"i am stressed out because i can't focus because you are pestering me nonstop!" amber shouted, she
sent glares that made luca lower her head as she's keeping to herself now.

"i'm only trying to help. no need to shout." luca muttered.

"help? you did nothing useful but just lay around and bother me all day! don't you have your own
work you should be doing? pay attention to that more than me!" amber rebuked, luca frowned at
that statement and stood her ground as she stepped closer to amber.

"so, you're saying i'm not supposed to take care of my girlfriend? what kind of idiot would i be to
not be there to support you?" luca fires back and she can see the fire getting bigger in amber's eyes
as she stares at her down. the noceda never saw amber this mad before.

"a good girlfriend would be someone who knows personal space and knows what the word 'no'
means. a good girlfriend that you should be is to leave me alone because everything is falling apart
because of you!" amber hasn't been getting the usual straight a's she's known for ever since she got
into this relationship. she blames luca for her slow downfall to mediocrity.

"i was better when i was by myself till you showed up!!" amber shouted out of pure anger that she
wasn't thinking about the aftermath of it. luca felt her heart wince when she heard that last sentence,
she clenched her fists and sucked up her breath but she didn't say anything.

"okay." luca said as she stiffly nodded. she tries her best not to breakdown even though her heart is
screaming in pain. if she knew she was only going to be a burden to amber, she would've just not
moved in california at all so she doesn't have to meet her.

she should've just stayed in queens.

"i'll just.. leave you be." luca walked out of the room without saying another word and silently
closed the door behind her. amber listened to the slow receding footsteps down the hall before



disappearing so she finally let out her frustrated yell and combed her hair back before dropping it.

amber can deal with luca later for now she has to finish her work and get the relaxation the noceda
has been pestering her about. then, her phone rang.

amber sighed deeply, she walked back to her desk to snatch her phone and answer the call. "what?"
she snapped but she froze when she heard a chill, refined smooth voice she thought she'd never
hear again.

"hello, amber."

 

luca rode luz's bike from santa monica to downtown los angeles to a club that lucia would
sometimes go to cool off and she wanted just that. unaware that lucia and amelia are here
somewhere with amity and luz taking a stroll outside.

the blaring music blasted her ears with the madly bouncing lights made luca wince and she slowly
squeezed herself through the sea of people raving till she reached the bar. since she's still not old
enough to drink, she just asked for a watered down alcohol and stared down at the clear surface of
the shot glass.

luca just needs some time to think about her methods as they're not in summer anymore and things
will only get worse if she doesn't change. since luca thinks space is what amber really needs right
now after being stressed out and the.. outburst.

and she'll do just that. she'll stop hovering over her but will be there when the blight needs her.

luca easily took the entire shot down her throat and hissed as she still felt the burning sensation run
down her throat before quickly subduing. she had enough for tonight, luca placed a 5 dollar and
was about to leave till an arm draped on her shoulder.

luca snapped her head to the side to see a girl with a heavy layer of make up on her face, she had
this smile on her face that made the noceda extremely uncomfortable and it made her want to leave
this place even more.

"hey baby, where are you going? you barely had a drink." the girl said, motioning at the empty shot
glass but luca slowly shook her head. "i- i did and i was just gonna leave." she tried to stand up
again but was pulled back down again and the girl just kept getting closer to her.

"aw but you just got here. why don't you stay for a while?" the girl kept insisting and luca just
really wanted to go. she should've just drank from her mother's hidden stash so luz wouldn't
actually see it when the other two could easily sneak a pint or two. mostly it's lucia.

"no, thank you. i really need to go. bye." luca moved away to establish her personal space that just
kept getting violated by this girl. luca watched her grab her dollar and stuffed it right inside her
shirt, this is controversial.

"nonsense. you're pretty cute so tell you what, if you stay i'll keep the shots comin'. all expenses are
on me. what do you say?"



on the other side of the bar, lucia and amelia were bickering about who gets to pay the shots they
took. amelia wants to because she has more money but lucia kept insisting because she's the one
who brought them here.

but amelia suddenly stopped when she saw someone in the corner of her eye "hey, why is your
sister here?" she asked, letting go of lucia's wallet to look over the familiar beanie head of
someone.

"ha? luz can't even enter this place. the hell you mean?" lucia slammed a few dollars on the counter
and glanced at amelia who's tipsy but still has her rationality. she knows damn well that the
bouncers won't let her little sister and her little girlfriend in here.

"no, you fucktard. look." amelia turned the noceda's head to face in the direction she's looking at.
lucia had to squint her eyes a little to focus as she drank too much and when she got a clearer view,
her eyes widened.

"luca? what is she-" lucia stopped when she saw luca getting pulled into a kiss which she
desperately tried to pull away from but when the both eldests' eyes turned to the side, their hearts
dropped when they realised who it was.

"oh no.."

 

after amber finished her homework, she got a call from her mother offering a spot for her in the
company since amelia declined the numerous offerings to have the responsibility of manning a
business with someone having such a notorious reputation as being the baddest bitch.

amber is uncertain but odalia did give her time.

three weeks to be precise.

sighing deeply, amber closed the multiple opened textbooks, cleaned up her work desk and grabbed
her phone to see her lock screen displaying a selfie luca and her on the beach. there's a big smile on
the noceda's face while the blight is just shyly smiling with a blushing face.

amber softly smiled at the picture then the recent memory of what she said to luca was pulled back
into the forefront and now she started to regret, to panic that luca won't talk to her again.

"oh no." amber rushed out of her room, hopped off the last steps of stairs and raced to the noceda's
house that doesn't have it's lights off.

amber started knocking on the door "luca! luca, are you in there?" she waited for full 30 seconds
and was met by no response. she started to call for her lover but it only went to voicemail.

"oh fu- wait.." amber something. she remembered something around amelia going to a club or pub
in downtown la with lucia tonight to let loose on the weekend so

"she must've gone with lucia and amelia, then."

amber called up an uber to give her a ride to los angeles and followed the gps of luca's phone
before telling the driver to stop right in front of a widely known bar which made amber a little
suspicious but she managed to slip through the bouncer as there's so many people coming in and



started looking around through the layers upon seas of people crowded in one space making it hard
for traversal.

but, amber manages to barely get out of the mess of an orgy. while she was squeezing through the
people, she started to plan her words and when she stopped in front of a bar, she expected to see
that luca would be sitting next to lucia and her sister as they drank. god she could only hope.

amber saw luca kissing another girl.

"luca?" amber's voice cracked and it was loud enough to be heard by luca which made her roughly
push the girl off her making her almost fall off the chair.

"a- amber! it's not what you think, i swear-" luca quickly stood up and went over to amber who
backed up from her. her golden eyes filled with hurt and betrayal from her own lover. she stared at
luca who's trying to fix her fault that she didn't do all her own but amber just so happened to be in
the wrong time and she's boiling of rage, bigger than her earlier outburst.

"then, what? what is what i don't think is happening here, luca? i just didn't give you much attention
and this is what you do behind my back?!" amber exclaimed, making the surrounding people stop
dancing and look at the commotion. luca flinched at her lover yelling once again, she stepped
forward as she still tries to make amber see her side of the story and prove that she is not a lying,
attention seeking cheater.

she is none of those

"no no! that's not it! she-" luca pointed at the girl as she is the one who is at all to everything but
amber doesn't wanna hear it anymore. she's so done, so tired now.

"save it! you're nothing but a pain ever since you and your family got to the neighborhood! i wish i
never met you at all!" amber started spitting out lies due to her being in the heat of the moment but
she's in too deep and can't bring her words back into her mouth now.

tears started to well up in both girls' eyes as they stared at each other with agony seen through their
golden and hazel hues. there's no more love anymore. no passion, no endearment, nothing. just pain
in a love that is so young.

"amber.." luca's voice also cracked.

"just- just fucking leave me alone, noceda!" amber never cusses and those words dug deeper into
luz's skin and heart, almost killing her. they shouldn't have gone here. fuck this club. amber wants
to leave, to escape la as she doesn't want to go back home and endure seeing this cheater's face
everyday in the streets, the school.

she wants luca out of her life.

and amber left. leaving luca standing frozen in the dance floor with tears rolling down her face as
she watched the blight storm out till she's nowhere in sight.

luz and amity were passing by when they saw amber go out of the club where their sisters were in.
they were confused as to why would amber be in such a place.



"i'll catch up to her, you wait for lucia to ask what happened, okay?" amity said to luz who nodded.
they gave each other a quick peck before departing.

back inside, lucia and amelia grabbed the slut from her chair and dragged out into the street to start
beating her up with luz baffled at the sight as she just got here.

but despite all the efforts their sisters make. luca and amber are once again alone.



A Great Price To Pay

Chapter Summary

trigger warning: rape

boscha blackmails amity into having sex

requested angst & smut by @Galaxy_art1800

luz and amity became a couple a few months ago, everything has been swell between them. they
had minor arguments that always end of one of them leaning in for a kiss to calm their lover down
and the boundaries that was once placed was put down as they're comfortable in each other's
company.

but there's one wall that luz has to put down and it's not easy.

"hey babe," luz climbed onto the bed, dropped down beside amity who's reading a book and placed
her head onto her shoulder to look into her girlfriend's eyes that is still focused on the book as she
hummed in reply.

"are you in the mood tonight?" luz asked with her hands slowly rubbing amity's arm, telling what
she really wants but the blight became tensed at the question. she slowly closed the book, placed it
down the nightstand as well leaning away a little that made luz almost fall.

"no.. i'm sorry. i'm not ready." amity replied, becoming withdrawn as she hugged herself. luz
immediately took back what she said, understanding that amity still has things to work out and she
doesn't want to make it seem like she's demanding for sex after all the time they spent.

"oh, okay. i understand." luz said, she leaned back to the headboard and reached for the magic ball
to watch something. amity looked at luz, she can feel the sight disappointment in her face but did
her best to hide it along with the small tent on her pants that is slowly disappearing.

amity felt bad from declining her lover's advances. she does want to place their relationship to the
next step but there's so much things that are happening without luz's knowledge and amity is not
ready or will ever be ready to tell her about it.

never.

"thanks." amity said, she slowly laid down with luz only humming in acknowledgement as she
continued to skim through the many channels the orb has and a painful sting on the blight's rear
wouldn't disappear.

-----

when monday came, amity bid luz a goodbye kiss as the noceda has oracle track and wouldn't have
abominations till thursday. amity sometimes wished that luz just picked one track from the start,



mostly abominations so she'd be by her side at all times.

she doesn't feel safe without luz.

"well, wasn't that disgustingly sweet?" amity's body went stiff when she heard the far too familiar
voice of the three eyed witch who approached her with a smug smirk on her face.

"just leave me alone. it's monday." amity muttered, she tried to leave but yelped when boscha
grabbed her by the shoulder to slam her onto the lockers making a loud clattering noise that echoed
throughout the empty hallways. most of the students already went to their assigned classes and it's
just them.

shit.

"what's the rush, blight? don't think you can leave without giving me a morning blow." boscha
cooed as she leaned closer to amity who turned away with her eyes squeezed tight. she never
wanted this, she never meant to cheat on luz, she knows she isn't that kind of person to do that to
luz but everything has been difficult when the word of them being a couple reached boscha.

amity really does love luz from the start but boscha has been more than willing to tear their love
apart.

"no i don't want to, please.." tears started to well up in the corners of amity's eyes, she pushed
boscha off her who had a blank expression on, annoyance is seen in her three eyes but she played it
cool.

"well, okay. if that's what you want then i'll just tell your mother that you had a scandalous
relationship with round ears behind your fiance's back." boscha said while nonchalantly rotating her
hands as she backed up from amity.

amity snapped her eyes open when she heard that, she looked at the three eyed witch who still has
the smirk on her face. not wanting to leave at all. amity was said to be married with boscha,
according to their parents but she never liked her from the first place and boscha did not take that
disapproval kindly.

"how bout that?" boscha lifted her lip to reveal her fangs that shined from the sunlight. amity
looked down, clenching the helm of her shirt tightly as she holds herself from crying, she cries too
much whenever she services boscha.

that's what she's become, a cum dumpster for boscha but she never lets her take by the pussy as she
wants to save her true virginity to luz.

her only one.

amity slowly knelt down, she gulped as she prepared herself and started to pull down boscha's pants
just enough for her cock to spring out in front of her and swiftly took it in her mouth as she wants
this to end quick to not be caught doing this while her head is praying for the titan that she's doing
this for her and luz's relationship to not be torn apart.

she's doing what's best when she doesn't have the best of presented options.



boscha chuckled, she tightly gripped on amity's hair and groaned "knew you're a little slut." she
didn't hesitate to thrust into amity's mouth, clearly getting great gratification of this when the other
end is disgusted of herself that she stooped herself down for this.

but she doesn't have a choice, right? boscha is doing her job of hiding amity's relationship with the
human if she does this. she just wants her and luz to be together, power through everything that
comes their way. she just has to do the same for herself.

amity continued her service on boscha. she had to give herself to boscha almost everyday so her
tongue wouldn't let the secret out that'll surely reach her parents.

she doesn't know how to avoid the witch as she's everywhere. always there to torment the blight
and remind her what predicament she's placed in, she wants to leave the boiling isles with luz but
no mere ship can sail in the boiling seas and eda's portal was broken.

so, she's trapped.

"aahh!" boscha shoved her cock in deep into amity's throat as she came, shooting her warm cum
down the blight's throat who cringed at the sensation of it but is happy that it's over and she can go
to her class now.

boscha pushed amity's head off, shot her last bit of cum into her face. amity didn't dare to swallow
the cum that's still in her mouth as she narrowed her eyes with such malice at the three eyed witch
who just returned the same smug expression.

she just wants to kill this bitch then and there but her sudden disappearance will raise alarms on the
blight and boscha's family that'll surely bring her and luz's relationship surely into the spotlight.

amity can't risk that.

as boscha placed her cock back into her pants, she leaned down to whisper "see me in the lockers
after school." before walking away, almost gleefully after that successful service.

when is nowhere in sight, amity started coughing up the cum, shaking her head as she wants every
last bit of it to be out of her system and cleaned her face. she grabbed her water to gargle before
spitting it out into the garbage can.

sighing deeply, amity wiped her lips and slowly stood straight her bag on the floor, dragging as she
trudged down the hallway. heading for her classroom while she's sick to her stomach everytime
boscha's cum is in her mouth. she knows luz would be so much better and taste better than that
asshole but she doesn't know when she'll be ready to give her first to he lover with this shit
happening behind scene.

and amity didn't even bothering to clean up the mess she left.

-----

a week has passed and it's the weekends. everyone in hexside got invited by a new wealthy bard
student. the entire place is lit by raving lights with a disco ball down the nearby dance floor, there's
also a pool that is filled of people just living out their last two days before school. they also offered
many odd snacks and drinks that luz is contemplating of whether or not if it's edible.



"hey, babe. do you think this finger filled looking fudge is safe?" luz asked as she grabbed the
brownie fudge off the plate and presented it for amity to see the eyes that are staring at her before
turning away.

"oh, yeah. just pick out the eyes, it doesn't add any flavors." amity advised, she took a sip of her
drink that doesn't have any alcohol as she isn't a big fan of it.

"i wanna try the eyes though." luz took a bite of the finger along with the brownie. she started
chewing on the piece she got with amity waiting for reaction, expecting discuss but luz hummed in
surprise.

"tastes like poptarts." luz said as she took another bite. amity softly giggled, she leaned in to give
luz a kiss just near her lips to get the small crumbs off making the noceda blush but it was luckily
hidden by the flashing lights.

"do you want one?" luz offered the half eaten brownie but amity shook her head. "no, i just ate."
she replied and luz just shrugged.

then, amity started to feel her bladder act up and she really needs to go to the restroom "luz, i gotta
take a piss." she said to her lover as she placed her cup on the table.

"oh yeah, sure. i'll be here." luz replied. amity leaned in to give her a kiss before leaving the
banquet. headed for the restroom without noticing that someone is following her as there is so
many people all around.

as amity got to the restroom, locked the door for privacy and the figure stopped right in front of the
door while the young blight takes a sip. after her bladder is empty, amity cleaned herself and
flushed the toilet as she opened the door.

amity gasped and jumped back when she saw boscha on the other side with the same fucking grin
on her face. her heartbeat started to quicken as she instantly knew what this witch wants from her.
she can't get a day without boscha ruining it just when she was forgetting her and spend this
ravenous night with luz.

"kinda glad finding you here." boscha said, slowly entering the restroom with amity getting
cornered. her breathing became ragged as she can feel the malicious intent in boscha's eyes and
amity started to feel overwhelmed.

"boscha, please not tonight." amity tried to get the witch away from her but boscha grabbed her
wrist instead and pulled her towards her. diminish, violating amity's space as boscha stared into her
frightened hues.

"shut it and come with me." boscha started to drag amity out of the restroom and up the stairs,
passing by many people that amity tried to beg for help but witch tightened her grip on the blight's
wrist that is accompanied by a burning sensation which made her wince. leaving her no choice but
to follow.

as they got to the farthest room of the second floor, boscha kicked the door open and pushed amity
inside. she slammed the door shut, not bothering to lock it as she went over to amity who's growing
more afraid than before.



"j- just do whatever you wanna do. i have to go back to luz before she gets worried." amity said,
trying to sound irritated and unwavered by the the three eyed witch's odd and unsettling approch
towards her despite of her stuttering.

"oh but after this, you don't need to go back that human anymore." boscha said in a creepy manner
that made amity feel more unsettled, she placed her hand behind her back as she started to make a
spell.

"huh-" just when amity was about to summon her abomination, boscha snatched her hand out of her
back and shoved her down to the bed with the blight's hands held above her head. her eyes
widened, her panic skyrocketing to the roof as she started struggling under boscha.

"now, let's do what we were supposed to do from the start." boscha purred as she took off her pants
for her erected cock to flop out.

"w- what?" amity took a full five seconds to figure out what the witch meant by that, she continued
to thrash around, kick boscha to get off but she burned off amity's lower clothing with a wicked
smile on her face.

"i'm going to enjoy this." boscha caressed amity's cheeks, she can see the tears glossing her golden
eyes and she doesn't care, not even a sliver of it as she only cares what she wants. boscha aligned
herself in amity's womanhood making her gasp and hot tears started to roll down the sides of her
face.

"boscha no no! please i belong to luz- no!!" amity lets out a bloody scream when boscha shoved her
entirety inside her vagina without warning and started thrusting. her innocents oozing out into the
bed sheets, staining. due to amity not being aroused to any advances boscha does, the blood serves
as a painful substitute for lube.

amity felt excruciating, torturous pain at each thrust boscha does, she tries to cry out for help, cry
out for luz to save her but only a cracking wail emitted from her throat. no words but her vocalized
agony. her tears streamed down her face, amity still attempts to tear her hands out of boscha's grip
and make her abomination but the witch intertwined their hands instead.

amity can't be heard from the loud music outside that door. leaving her no hope that anyone would
actually come and help her from this monster who's enjoying every second of it just by the look on
her deviled smile.

the young blight stared up to the light bulb, her brain going on flight mode as she desperately wants
to get herself out of this mentally when she can't physically. the memories of her and luz started the
flood her mind, giving a small sense of happiness through this horrendous scene.

amity does wonder what would it feel like if she give her first to luz. amazing, she hoped.

she hoped.

meanwhile, luz was quick to notice that her girlfriend was gone for more than 5 minutes which was
odd considering that she said she'll just take a leak unless the nearest restroom is at the end of a
labyrinth but luz doubts that.

luz started searching for amity, asking random people who are clearly stoned or drunk, maybe both,
who claimed to seeing her rush past then down the kitchen and luz did check the kitchen to see no



amity but some people attempting to be the next master chef by burning the place down.

luz asked another group about where or when did they see her girlfriend go that could lead her to
her whereabouts. "uh.. i think she went upstairs? did she go to the second floor?" one witch
groggily asked as they turned their head to look at their comrade.

"yeah, well at least i think we did and with somebody pulling her, i guess." one added, almost
tipping over but they were held back. a frown slowly formed on luz's face, she looked over her
shoulder to see many witches still going at it even if it's pass midnight before turning her head
back.

"do you see the person pulling amity?" luz asked and the two witches shook their heads "nope."

slowly nodding, "okay, thanks guys!" luz rushed out of there to speed up the stairs, swiftly passing
the passing out bodies on the floor as she got to the first door on the right.

"amity?" luz swung it open to reveal a group having a purple haze and no sign of amity. she
slammed it shut and moved to the second door which has people playing- or rage playing a game
and they only got more triggered when luz appeared.

"get out of my room i'm playing mincecraft!" one yelled and the sound of their character dying is
heard "fuck!" they took off their headset to throw it to the ground along with their controller
making luz immediately close the door as she doesn't wanna piss the kid off more.

"amity, you in here?" when luz got to the third door, it has a couple in fursuits in a blowjob
position. luz blinked, flabbergasted at the sight and neither of the parties said anything till the door
was slowly closed.

as luz finally got to end of the hallway and opened the last door on the right side "ami-" the noceda
stood there frozen when she saw boscha on top of amity, thrusting hard into her without regard. her
lover's face is caked of dried trails of tears and isn't responding at all.

when amity turned her head to the side, the life in her eyes returned in a small amount and finally
uttered something from her sore throat.

"luz.. i'm sorry.."

luz's body trembled violently with her fists clenching tightly, "wha.. what is going on?! let amity
go, boscha!" she pulled out her glyphs and was about to attack boscha from raping her lover.

then, boscha was quick to draw a spell that entrapped luz in a bubble. luz banged on the bubble,
threw many assortments of spells to break it but it remained invincible from her attacks.

"boscha, let her go! hey!!" luz yelled as she kept banging on the bubble. her own tears started to
roll down her face, she shouted for all of this stop, hoping all of it would be just a bad dream and
she'll wake up with amity safe in her arms.

but it didn't happen.

boscha lets go of amity's wrists to hold onto her hips instead as she can feel her climax getting
closer. amity extended her hand to reach luz knowing full well that their distance is so far but she



wants to imagine of her getting to hold luz's soft yet rough hands again that she swore on holding
forever.

"luz.." amity called, her voice cracking with the light in her eyes slowly disappearing.

"amity! amity, please get out of there while you still can!!" luz yelled, begging for amity to fight
with her last thread of strength in her but it's too late. amity has already been exhausted, her
muscles and magic drained from this. at least, she get to look at luz one last time and utter those
three sweet words that now ended bitter before her vision went black.

"i love you."

"yes!!!" boscha roared as she plunged her cock deep into amity and popped inside her without any
protection spell. she never needed to make one. amity's extended hand fell limp and the brightness
of her once golden eyes became grey. shallow. empty.

broken.

"no!!!" luz fell to her knees as she broke down in tears, she clasped her mouth with her tears
dropping to the floor. sobbing hard, her mind is going frantic about breaking out of this bubble and
she can't do anything to even dent it with her power.

all the while boscha pulled out her blood coated dick as she watched luz drown in her sorrow, she
got off the bed and stuffed her sheathing cock inside her pants. approaching luz with a big grin on
her face as she loves seeing the human suffer.

boscha has foreseen of luz entering their session so she mastered this entrapment ball just to her.

luz heard the footsteps against the floorboards and looked up to see the three eyed witch staring
down at her. "why..." she croaked out, easily getting pissed at the sight of that damn grin.

"you see human, us witches don't really associate with your kind and some of us aren't too fond in
having your grimy hands touching one of the boiling isles' precious jewels." boscha said, saying as
if amity is an inanimate object to play with after what she did to her and it's making luz's anger
levels rising steadily.

"only the right hand can handle amity and that's me." boscha sneered as she leaned closer to the
bubble, mocking luz. the noceda punched the force field hard making violently aftershock waves,
the action caught the witch off guard to recoil and let out a cackle.

"oh hoho! easy there, you just might break your hand." boscha joked making luz growl at her.

boscha went back to what she was originally gonna say before she was rudely interrupted "you are
explicitly invited to me and my fiance's wedding as our family wishes along with the emperor. you
can't decline the offer, human because you will be sent to petrification after you tasted wedding
cake." she gave the news and smirked even more when she saw the dread in luz's face at the sound
of the wedding than being turned into stone.

"you're fucking a monster! you don't deserve amity!! when i get out of here, i'll shove a fucking ice
spike into your-" luz threatened but she didn't even get to finish it when boscha interrupted her.



"maybe i don't but i am going to be the only thing she needs after you're gone." boscha giggled to
herself, she stood up and patted herself off from nonexistent dust while luz was helpless, unable to
do anything.

this seems familiar.

"this is the price you will pay from coming into our realm to ruin everything and take what isn't
yours. now, be dressed to impress your pedestal next week, saturday." boscha tossed a small paper
that hits the ball and luz looked down at it to read it's contents before glancing up to amity who's
passed out on the bed like a lifeless, broken porcelain doll.

"just a day away from the day of unity."

-----

"eda! eda! open the door!" eda snapped out of her focus from the card game she was playing with
king. they both can hear a familiar squeak like voices on the other side, the owl lady stood up with
a groan and walked over to the door as king followed behind her.

eda swung the door open to see willow and gus on the other side with worried, frantic looks on
their faces which felt familiar but eda ignored it for now "what? i thought it's rest day." she asked as
she crossed her arms.

"yeah, you sure halted the greatest battle of all time!" king shouted as he raised his small arms in
the air.

"we need to go quickly! it's luz!" gus said, panic evident in his voice as he pulled out lilith's raven
staff which eda was surprised to see the young porter would be carrying.

"wait wait, what about luz? what happened? and why do you have lily's staff?" eda asked with a
raised brow but willow shook her head and grabbed the clawthorne by the wrist to pull her out of
the owl house.

"there's no time! we need to go right now! she's going to get petrified if we don't make it!" willow
exclaimed. eda' eyes drew wide.

 

church bells are ringing. the boiling isles never had a church before and emperor belos is willing to
build the first one just for this day specifically. the organ piano played a melodic, haunting and
almost melancholy tune that was supposed to be the music as the bride walked down the aisle.

the bridge, amity blight, wore a beautiful white flow-y dress that drags along the red carpet as she
walks towards the altar. the right side of the pews has the full family tree of the blights that amity
didn't think existed and the left side of the pews has boscha's family who has a prideful face on.
gleeful to know that their successor will carry on the powerful line of witches with a blight.

a high class witch.

the groom, boscha, stood on the top with a lavishing crimson suit that reminded the three too much
of the past events.



emperor belos sat in his throne, watching the entire scene unfold while steve gets to be the priest
who will be the one to woven the two witches' lives together.

luz is there. unfortunately.

she hoped she'd be near the doors but no, she's the fucking ring bearer. the person who will give the
two their rings and will also watch them tie the knot. a form for boscha to mock luz even more as if
raping her one and only in front of her eyes wasn't enough.

it's a surprise that luz's legs haven't given up yet. she can't cry as she had a whole week to do that.

luz wore her old grom suit without the tutu. dark visible eye bags are seen as she hasn't been able to
get any proper sleep when the big day was fast approaching. luz even forgot that she's getting
petrified till she saw her stone pedestal placed in the middle with a golden plate that had her name
engraved on it.

when amity got to the altar, she took boscha's hand for them to stand in front of steve to start
exchanging the vows belos himself wrote.

"will you, boscha havenstar, take amity blight as your lawfully wedded wife under the eye of the
emperor?" steve asked as he looked at boscha who has her chest full and smile softly while staring
at amity's empty gaze behind the veil.

"i do." she replied.

"and will you, amity blight, take boscha havenstar as your lawfully wedded wife under the keen eye
of the emperor?" steve, then, turned his head to look at amity who glanced at him then at luz,
seeing the tiredness in her face and their eyes met for a moment. no unspoken words were uttered
in their dull eyes till amity tore her eyes away to look at boscha's lavender ones.

"i do."

nodding, steve snapped his finger "ring bearer, please present the rings." he said and luz obliged.
walking towards the altar while holding a small red ceremonial pillow with the two rings sitting on
top of it.

luz offered the rings with her head lowered. she can hear murmurs from the guests, she can take a
wild guess it's about her being human and she never hears the end of it even to this day.

it's so tiring.

as the two finally wore their rings in their fingers, luz backed up with the pillow under her arm. she
watched amity and boscha stare into each other's eyes as they held hands. the noceda's mind started
to make up a scenario where all of this was just a figment of luz and amity's imagination and
they're the ones who are getting married.

it could be a perfect dream. so perfect.

"i pronounce you wife and wife! you may now kiss the bride!" steve declared, boscha didn't waste
her time to lift amity's veil over her head and pulled her into a kiss which made the people cheer for
the newlyweds while luz clapped in a lackluster fashion.



"get the human!!" one of the emperor guards yelled which created an uproar making all of the
witches rush out of the church with one making a binding and levitating spell for luz to follow after
them overhead.

since the word of a wedding was made public, all of the citizens who are not invited are left
standing behind a tall force field to prevent anyone from illegally entering the premises and in the
masses, lilith is in one of them with a hood hiding her face.

everyone gasped when they saw luz flying above the many heads of prestigious witches with the
newlyweds in front before stopping before the pedestal. luz was dropped on top of it and the two
standing on top of a small wooden stage just high enough to overlook the many heads.

"witches of the boiling isles, i am so glad that you are all able to make it to this very special day
courtesy to our emperor." boscha said as she spreads her arms wide to warm up everyone for what
she had in store for today.

the people cheered on boscha and amity which made it fuel her ego more. "now, who likes
humans?" she asked and this caused an outrage, at least, in her side but behind the fence was silent
as they accepted luz a long time ago.

"booo!!"

"get outta here! go fuck yourself!"

"round ears!"

"exactly. today, you will not be only seeing a wedding," boscha hopped off the stage with amity,
ripped half of her dress to expose her undergarments and bend her over with her stomach flat on the
stage as she started to undo her pants.

luz closed her eyes as she had a feeling this would happen like having to forcibly watch amity get
raped that night wasn't enough for her to get the point across.

"you will be given a show!" boscha shoved her cock in amity's pussy making her moan and the
people behind them cheered for the havenstar while the people on the other side started to feel
uncomfortable and confused at the display.

"aahh! more! please more!!" amity begged as she's taken too much damage in the head and couldn't
distinguish what's reality anymore. she gripped on the edge of the stage as she continued to moan
without shame for everyone to see who she 'really' belonged to.

luz felt so numb in hearing amity's moans. she slowly opened her eyes and the first thing she sees is
the same smirk boscha's that she turned torpefy of and for the first time for the people who are
sentenced for petrification,

luz wants it.

"let the petrification commence!" boscha was kind enough for it to begin. the three stone statue of
weeping women's eyes glowed behind luz. kikimora, who's in charge of the ordeal, snapped her
finger to make a green beam fire on luz's back making her stumble for a little but just stood there
and said nothing.



she's not screaming in agony or pleading for mercy which placed belos in a bewildered state. he
never saw someone so desensitised that turning into stone seemed nothing.

interesting.

"no.. luz!" lilith tried to summon her staff but it didn't appear, they're using it. they're on their way.
lilith made a spell circle that made her propel up and over the fence before starting to bolt towards
the noceda who is still doing nothing but stare down with contempt as her legs turned to stone.

but then, lilith was held back by the emperor guards and was also forced to watch the entire display
in horror. "let me go!" the eldest clawthorne struggled to get out of the two guards' grip but they
held her in place with her hands prevented from doing any magic.

"luz!" eda's voice was heard above.

willow and gus landed in front and back of lilith to punch the guards holding her in the face. lilith
grabbed her staff out of willow's hand who is looking at her best friend getting petrified without
doing anything.

"what is-" willow was about to ask but lilith intervened.

"i don't know but have to keep these bastards away while edalyn knocks some sense into luz." lilith
tapped her staff on the ground creating a shock wave.

"so this is what the great lilith clawthorne has become. a babysitter and a keeper of filthy humans
like her sister." odalia sneered as she shot lilith a smirk that she narrowed her eyes to and aimed her
staff at the blight.

"at least the human has more morals than you." lilith rebukes.

willow summoned the undergrowth for assistance and gus made many illusions of the three to
confuse the opposing side before charging into battle with the people behind the fence are climbing
to join in as they don't want luz to end like that.

"luz come on, kid. we gotta move!" eda dropped in front of luz, she looked down to see her
stomach and a quarter of her arms are turned to stone now but she's still not reacting.

"what is wrong with you?! you should've ran before the damn thing hits you! what happened to
you, luz?" eda asked as tears started to well up in her eyes. she doesn't want to lose her daughter
even if they're not related, eda still treats and sees luz as her own. it hurts to watch luz stare ever so
empty at the battlefield happening below.

it hurts seeing the light get so dull and cold.

amity only watched on what's happening up there, ignoring the fact that she's still being fucked
before lowering her head down on the stage as she stared at the side and closed her eyes to muffle
everything that's filling her ears to have absolute silence.

but the echoes of silence are still not enough to escape.

then, luz slowly turned her head to face eda and gave her one last smile that she showed her the
first time she got to the boiling isles 4 years ago and now, the smile is filled with so much
bitterness.



"i'm sorry."

as the beam stopped emitting and luz noceda, the human, is successfully turned into stone. the
scripture under her name read: 'let this be a final warning for wild witches and humans daring to
enter the boiling isles.'

forever a stone. luz noceda stood like a perfect person waiting for the bus stop while the ones
before her were cowering in fear and on their knees. the eyes are nothing but small indents with a
single tear on her face that is near the small smile.

mirroring a sliver of what she was before it happened. it diminished everything what the noceda
was, her happiness doesn't exist. her experiences, her love of everything doesn't exist in this world
because she isn't in the first place.

now, she's just a statue of caution.

if only it didn't happen. if only.

"luz!!!"
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first day of middle school and eyes are already set on her as she walked down the hallway with her
head hung low, not wanting to make any eye contact at all.

amity just moved this town called the boiling isles two days ago and had to leave her old school
that she grew up in but it's not like she has anything to miss there anyways. then, someone bumped
her shoulder making her groan and a scoff was followed.

"watch it- oh, i don't think i've seen you before." amity didn't bother to look over her shoulder to
see whoever talked, she fixed her bag's straps while the girl who bumped her continued to ask "are
you new?"

but the blight still didn't acknowledge the girl which irritated her as the lack of attention is her most
disliked thing in the earth. "hey, i'm talk-" just when the girl was about to grab amity's shoulder to
force her to turn around, a big dark hand caught her wrist just in time.

the girl gasped and looked to the side to see a familiar red beanie with the red handle of a sheathed
red baseball bat "hey green, why don't you run along to your whore of a sister and leave the newbie
alone, huh?" the older girl sneered, clearly not in the mood to deal with bullshits today.

amity perked up when she heard the new voice, she slowly turned around to see a tall girl who
looked to be 14 or 15 years old, has dark complexion with a long hair that seemed to be loosely cut
by a knife or something. their facial features are more sharper, mature with lean build which made
sense of the bat.

amity felt something bubble in her stomach with her cheeks but she ignored it for now as she saw
the older girl dropped the girl's hand, attempted to mess with amity. she narrowed her eyes at both
of them. before letting out a huff and stormed off.

sighing, the older girl turned her gaze at amity who tensed up as she sees her reddish brown eyes
piercing deep into her golden ones "you're the new kid, right?" she asked and amity only nodded as
her voice was caught in her throat.

"got a name?"

the younger girl cleared her throat and squeaked out her name "a- amity blight."



nodding, the older girl rubbed the back of her neck and waved amity goodbye "well amity,
welcome to hexside. see ya." she walked pass her without saying anything else and amity didn't
even get what the girl's name is even.

"wait wait. what's your name?" amity asked as she jogged towards the older girl's side to see her
glance at her in the corner of her eye before returning her eyes back the hallway, passing any
students of various grades.

"lucia noceda. don't you have an early class go to? it's mandatory for newbies." lucia said, thinking
amity would be one of those students who wouldn't miss a thing in their first day or she just wanted
amity to get out of her hair.

"did you take it when you came here?" amity asked.

blinking, "no." lucia replied.

"then, i won't." amity simply said as she shrugged. she doesn't mind spending her early hours in her
first day following lucia as she finds her intriguing, attracted by the grittiness the girl has and wants
to get to know her.

"ha, already causing trouble in your first day, huh? don't think i noticed your dye." amity panicked a
little that she'll get fined by dyeing her hair without her word for it but she saw lucia lift her beanie
to reveal the dark purple dye she also has and placed her index finger against her lips making the
blight's heart bang against her chest as she slowly nods.

"so, what made you come in our humble little town and when you move?" lucia asked, settling to
the knowledge that amity would be her good problem now along with the array of bad problems. it
feels like she's talking to a little sister she never had.

"um, well. my father got a promotion here and enrolled late with my siblings." amity responded,
her eyes couldn't tear off lucia as she watched her nod and hum. there's an appeal to her but the
blight doesn't know yet.

"oh i see. lemme guess, it's the emperor's company or whatever, isn't it?" lucia guessed and she got
it right when amity nodded.

"haha, knew i got it on first try. i'm so smart." lucia cackles as she rubbed her chin with a broad grin
on her face. amity softly smiled at the sight of that grin, she's starting to get confused as to why
she's suddenly feeling all these kinds of things so early and out of the blue.

"hey shithead!" both of their heads perked up when they heard a burst of a new voice echo down
hallway. lucia looked to see someone coming at them in full speed and amity saw the noceda's face
gleam brightly.

"oh, you're early, asswipe!" lucia yelled back with her arms wide open to give the blonde girl that
has a pink streak with a tight hug, making lucia back up a little and lightly laughed as amity just
ended up staring, confused.

when they pulled away, the stranger said "new year, new me, you know what i mean." earning a
scoff from lucia and a playful push "fuck off with that shit." she sneered making the girl giggle.



then, she noticed amity who was just there. standing and said nothing from the duration of the hug
"oh hello. who's this?" the girl asked.

"oh, amity. amity, this is zoe williams, my best friend since childhood." lucia did a quick
introduction, zoe offered her hand for a shake which amity hesitantly did and pulled away quickly.

"oh.. oh, that's great. good to know." amity muttered. she doesn't know why but she doesn't like this
girl. she doesn't know zoe but she can feel like she is never gonna be in good terms with this girl
after the closeness she and lucia showed.

"yep, the doctor was kind enough to place our cribs next to each other. probably the worst mistake
he made." zoe said, elbowing lucia as they snicker. amity held herself from frowning or clenching
her fists, not wanting to be obvious.

"anyways, it was nice to meet you, amity but we gotta go." zoe waved the young blight goodbye
and started to walk away with lucia slowly following behind her. amity was about to follow but the
bell suddenly rang.

"i'll see you in lunch, amity! bye!" lucia waved amity a temporary farewell as she sprinted down
the hall before disappearing when turned to a corner. amity just stood there, watching her and lets
out a dreamy sigh as it feels like she found her person but there's only one problem.

she's also 2 minutes late for her first subject.

-----

after that first meeting, amity has been following lucia around all the time and just wanted to be
with her as she sees the noceda as this figure she can look up to. lucia finds endearing since she
only sees amity as a little sister to protect and she's fun to be around as well.

but for amity, the admiration turned to infatuation.

when amity became a freshman and lucia in the junior high. her need to know where the noceda is
grew and turned into an obsession as she started to follow her outside the school while making sure
she's not tracked down herself and hangs out outside of lucia's house. taking several pictures to feed
her personal needs.

the fact of lucia being in the school baseball team is wildly known. amity always sticks around to
watch the banshees, mostly lucia train till it's like 5pm and amity's curfew getting close but she
doesn't care as she goes into the locker room to take videos of lucia taking a shower to see her full
muscular built without her having to see through a sweaty shirt for the noceda's abs.

lucia always felt that someone is watching everywhere but she always ignored, thinking it's just her
paranoid head making up scenarios that meant nothing. with that blissful ignorance, her
obliviousness only fuels amity's feelings for lucia to grow bigger and bigger overtime which
morphed into something that isn't ideal.

it turned lovesick. the obligation of her only getting lucia and no one else.

when the end of the year came, amity graduated in moving up to sophomore years with lucia
moving to senior. in order to celebrate that, the jocks from the baseball and basketball teams placed



a shit ton of money to comprise the biggest after graduation party in the boiling isles ever as
everyone in highschool is invited.

no middle schoolers though. no cares if freshmen was invited and underage while drinking. it's
summer.

of course, amity went to the party in hopes to get her mind off lucia as chasing her has been
draining. she has a drink in her hand that she hasn't taken a sip yet, trekking through this sea of
drunken with no shame teenagers is hard enough.

but amity abruptly stopped when she saw a familiar red beanie just a few steps away. she waited for
the people to stop coming into her view to clearly see she's surrounded by her friends, the kind of
people amity doesn't really approve of lucia hanging out with and of course.

zoe williams stood next to lucia as they laughed and threw jokes in their circle that is drowned out
by the blaring music.

amity was right about zoe. she never grew to like her as she's always hovering, hogging lucia. she
gets that they're childhood friends since they learned what 2+2 is but that still doesn't rule out to
how clingy zoe is to lucia.

zoe is the kind of gal who has alot of money but knows how to stay grounded. she's great with
people, especially with kids and wouldn't hesitate to square up if threatened. she has a rebellious
attitude that lucia also has making compatible and people didn't think twice in pairing the two.

declaring them the perfect rundown couple if the day when they see each other eye to eye comes.

and never amity and lucia because why?

taking a deep breath in, amity started to approach the group, not really planning to interact as she
just wants to be close with lucia throughout the night. lucia was the first to notice amity and a smile
came on her face.

"hey, ami! glad to see you here!" lucia beckoned for amity to come beside her and didn't hesitate to
do so. she watched the noceda's arm drape on her shoulder, lucia meant nothing in doing this as she
does this to everyone but to amity, this is a gift from the heavens.

"yeah, g- glad to see you too." amity muttered and she saw zoe giving her a wave to which she
returned with forced one before averting her gaze as she finally took a sip of her drink while staring
at lucia's hand since she doesn't relate to whatever they were walking about.

amity exchanged some small jokes whether be relating to the subject or not as she just wants their
stale of a conversation to end. then, she saw lucia's arm get off her shoulder and she was about to
ask what's wrong till the noceda whispered:

"gotta take a piss, hold this for me." lucia handed amity her red cup before rushing to disappear into
the sea of hormonal teenagers. amity looked down at the noceda's cup, she finished her own and
looked over her shoulder to see small packet sticking from a few pockets.

amity doesn't know if those are drugs or something else but she slowly separated from the group
without their notice, slipped her hand in one of the strangers' pockets to get the packet and stood in
front of a table filled with empty bottles of alcohol an discarded cup.



amity looked at the packet in her hand, it contained a white powdery substance but she still doesn't
know this is cocaine or not. but if it's gonna do what she's aiming, she ripped it open and sprinkled
the unknown powder in lucia's cup.

she swirled the cup for it to mix and not be visible before quietly returning to the group. waited for
lucia to come back.

after a few minutes, lucia appeared beside amity again as her bladder is completely empty now.
"thanks for holding it for me." she said, taking her cup back from amity's hand and drank it to the
brim with her watching. internally celebrating.

"no problem."

under 5 minutes, lucia almost tipped forward if it wasn't for amity and zoe catching her. "whoa, you
good?" zoe asked, not noticing the blight's deadly gaze while she held her by the arm as they both
helped lucia be in steady feet. it would be difficult when she's going into a woozy, drunken like
state.

even though she only had one.

"yeah yeah, think i drank a kicker." lucia muttered, she closed one eye as she pressed her hand
against her head, wanting her headache to go away before it even arrives.

"no shit. you need a ride home or something?" zoe offered, amity was about to burst as she
tightened her hold on lucia's arm but the noceda shook her head.

"nah, i'm good. i'm a big girl that needs to take care of herself, you know." lucia said, chuckling as
she lazily tipped her head to the side, staring into zoe's sky blue hues that glistened under the
raving, chaotic lights.

"no shit. just don't crash into a tree." zoe softly punched lucia's arm making her giggle. the sight
makes amity sick to her stomach and want to pull lucia out of there but she held herself, calmed
down as this'll end soon.

"you know me better than that." lucia replied with a pathetic punch but zoe didn't mind.

"i gotta go now, ami. i'll see you after summer." lucia bid the blight goodbye, waved the others
farewell while backing up slowly before turning around to leave the mansion and stumble her way
towards the open door.

amity watched lucia out of the open window, seeing her make her way to her car that she rented
since she didn't get a brand new car and had to save up for it till she turned 18 in a few months. the
blight dropped her empty red cup and walked out of the mansion, following lucia behind with her
fists clenching.

"ah damnit..." lucia is struggling to shove the key inside the damn slot so she can open the car but
due to her being disoriented from a single spiked drink, she kept dropping it. when she finally
managed to get the key inside and unlocked the car, she heard a call.

"hey." amity stopped behind lucia who turned around without thinking, clueless to what she's about
to do.



"huh?"

a loud sound of bones clashing against bone was heard followed by a heavy thud on the pavement.
amity hiss and shook her hand as she feels it send waves of numbness, she placed alot of her
strength in the punch which could've possibly broke a bone but she doesn't care.

amity looked down at lucia's knocked out face with a small bruise forming on her cheek bone, she
pulled her to the side so she can open the front passenger seat for lucia to sit on and hopped inside
the driver's seat, snatched the keys out of the noceda's hand to start up the car.

the young blight started up the car, listened to the engine revving, took a deep breath in and exhaled
shakily. she hasn't driven or punched anyone before. everything she hasn't experienced is happening
so quickly tonight but she calmed herself down and gripped onto the steering wheel.

"you can do this. just caress the gas like she said." amity whispered herself some pep talks,
remembering the time when lucia showed off this car and gave the ground rules in manning the
wheel. she slowly lowered her foot down to the accelerator and gave it a light push that made the
car jolt.

"caress the gas." amity continued, giving the pedal careful nudges till she got used it and slowly
turned the wheel to drive off down the road with a knockout person in front.

-----

after amity parked the car into the parking lot of her apartment complex and got into her room, she
dropped lucia down to the bed before letting out a tired sigh as she had to drag her heavy ass out of
the car, into the elevator and to the room.

but besides that minor inconvenience, amity started to take off lucia's jacket and shirt, dropping to
the ground to expose her muscular body but left the pants on. she, then, took out a knot of ropes out
of her nightstand drawer to start tying lucia's limbs on the bed posts. making sure it's secured before
standing back a little to see what she's done.

it's like a chained angel in hell.

amity closed the blinds, lowered the lights and proceeded to take off her own top as she slowly
approached lucia with her eyes dead set on those ridged abs that made her salivate.

"i finally have you, lucia." amity said, she went completely nude as she climbed on top of lucia and
started to slowly grind against her crotch with her hands exploring the noceda's buff torso.

"it's just gonna be me and you tonight." amity continued, she bit her lip as she started to feel
something get hard against her. she gripped onto lucia's waist, her thumbs tracing the v line that
made her stomach growl just by the sight of it.

this girl is perfect for her.

"no, zoe. no friends. just us, like how it's supposed to be from the start." amity sneered at the
mention of the williams' name but she was quick to discard it and started to unbuckle lucia's pants,
ignoring the fact that she's starting to wake up and the first thing she sees is a 15 year old taking off
her pants.



"h- hey what are you-" lucia was cut off as amity placed her finger against her lips "shh. hush,
darling. we have the night to ourselves." she whispered with her getting closer, their eyes telling
many things but none matched their wants.

"what are you talking about? amity, let me go!" lucia raised her voice, telling she's dead serious and
this joke isn't funny if this is even a joke to begin with but with the tone of lucia's voice, amity was
unimpressed.

"why should i? i've been waiting for this day to come for us to be finally together and you want me
to let you go? i don't think so." amity leaned back, she grasped lucia's cock to start stroking making
the noceda grit her teeth to hold herself from uttering something that could encourage amity.

"amity, please.. if you let me go, i'll top you just like you wanted. isn't that what you want from
me?" lucia said, trying to use an old trick but amity only lets out a loud, dry laugh that filled the
room for a moment before stopping as she sighed.

"what i want from you is us to be a couple and if you even think that little overused trick would
work on me. i don't know who's the dumber one here." lucia deeply frowned but that's okay as she
saw that fail, her head started to frantically make an excuse or trick to fool the blight but her eyes
widened when she saw amity lifted herself above lucia's cock and aligned it on her womanhood.

"no no, amity stop it! i swear to god, don't-"

"aaahh!!" lucia was cut off when amity moaned out loudly as she dropped herself down on the
noceda's cock. it was a mistake as the young blight winced from the sudden intrusion with her
crimson trickling down to lucia's base.

"aah.. you're bigger than i anticipated.." amity shuddered, she gripped onto lucia's hips again and
hung her head low as she waits for herself to adjust at the enormous girth inside her pussy.

when she got accustomed, amity didn't waste her time on bouncing on lucia and started moaning
once again with her small but still developing breasts jiggling. she flaunted it for lucia but she isn't
responding.

lucia was oddly silent. she looked to be in shock, paralyzed that she's not reacting to any of amity's
bounces. no noises are escaping her throat all, not even a squeak and ended up staring up to the
white ceiling while her body rocks along with bed.

but amity ignored that.

"aahh fuck lucia!" amity leaned closer a little to transfer her strength down to her hips to pick up
pace. she looked at lucia who still hasn't given any signs of pleasure or even just a peep. she closed
her eyes instead and continued to be fucked by lucia while her head creates a scenario of her lover
moaning, begging for her to go faster and that's what she did.

amity bit her lips as she can feel lucia's cock stretch and fill her with so much bulk. her insides
wonderfully clenching around her dick as if they're made of each other and nobody can replace
that.

she's glad that she gave her first time to lucia which got her thinking if the noceda is still a virgin
before this. lucia never shared her sex life to amity, telling her it's a private matter and not the right
topic to be easily discussing to anyone.



but amity can take a guess.

some would say lucia enjoys this because she has the dick and it'll only be considered as rape
unless it was her ass that was torn. not her dignity. but what they don't understand is that being tied
to a bed while a girl she trusted rides her doesn't feel pleasurable at all.

in fact, lucia felt disgusted and betrayed as she sees amity as a family. not like this. never like this.

what could've possibly made amity go down this odious path?

as amity continued to ride lucia like a prized stallion, she lets out a squeal when the cock hits that
one spot and started to feel something rising in her stomach with it getting unbearable by the
second.

"oh shit! i'm close!!" amity moaned and with a final slam down on lucia, she came. her cum coating
the noceda's dick with her insides tightly wrapping around her which triggered her to come soon
after.

amity sighed blissfully as she felt the warm shots of cum mixing with her own and filling her up.
she slowly leaned down to rest on lucia's chest without pulling out to listen to her calm rhythmic
beats.

"i love you, lucia. you belong to me now." amity kissed the noceda's lips but the first kiss was.. cold
yet then again, amity ignored the lack of emotions lucia exhibits when this is a girl with a strong
connection with her emotions.

weird.

lucia still hasn't said anything prior to being raped by someone she treated as a family when she lost
her real one to an incident. only to turn a full 180 on her and backstab her the worse way there is.

the only thing that has changed from her stoned expression was a single stray tear rolling down the
side of her face and sucked up by the pillow, creating a small wet spot.



Why Would You

Chapter Summary
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"how did it feel?" luz asked as she leaned closer to amity. they sat in individual beanbags next to
each other inside amity's hidden library that improves the security on with luz as this is their only
place to speak sensitive stuff like this.

"harder than a rock. it was really mesmerizing to look at honestly." amity replied, referring to
lucia's hard abs whenever she fucks her. due from being a player in the banshees after luz
challenged boscha years ago, the grueling training paid off in making those impeccable abs.

luz's cheeks turned red as she heard it. she can already conjure an image of it in her head of her
touching, admiring lucia's abs while she gets pounded. it made her a little uncomfortable in
between her legs. amity softly giggled when she saw it.

"do you have it?" she asked and luz nodded. she pulled out her phone to search for that one
recording before handing it to amity who immediately played amelia's moans along with luz's
which was fainter so only amelia is heard as the sound of the bed creaks in the background.

amity bit the insides of her mouth as she listened to it, she placed her hand in between her legs and
tightly closed it while making up a scenario of her being under amelia instead but amity became
downcast as she reminded herself that won't come true.

only if. that's all there is at the end of the day.

the only ifs because they can't have what they want especially when it's so taboo. amelia is dating
luz and amity is dating lucia but the young ones wanted their sisters.

they can't do that.

after they found out that they harbor the same feelings for their sisters, they decided to seek refuge
here in the hidden library and vent out everything. ranging to an imaginary life they could have
with them to a session in bed.

amity exposed her sex life with lucia to luz and she did the same to her relationship as they are the
only ones they trust with a secret so sensitive.

telling each other how rough lucia can be, warning amity first hand before getting into it and could
choke, spank if consent was given or how gentle but can shift to vicious depending on what



amelia's mood is, of course, informing luz yell out the safe words if she goes too far and told amity
she is a bondage type.

that only excited them more.

amity lets out a sigh, she handed luz's phone back and leaned back with her feet pulled up for her to
hug. "if only." she muttered. she has been looking at amelia for a while, wishing if she could look at
her the same way she does to luz then she would be the happiest witch.

just once.

but who is she kidding? her own sister wouldn't do that.

luz slowly nodding, she leaned back as well and stared up to the fairy lit wooden ceiling with her
mind dreaming if only there was a way to let then switch places and their sisters wouldn't think
nothing of it but of course, they'll find it weird that their little sisters are being more affectionate.

it's not like they have a problem with each other's sisters, it's just their hearts sing for the wrong
people that they shouldn't be attracted to. what a bad road fate placed them in.

"if only indeed."

-----

"amity, amity holy fuck!"

the youngest blight looked up from the book she's reading and saw luz rush inside the library with a
big grin on her face. "what's wrong?" she asked as she watched luz plop down beside her.

"guess what i found it in the lost library chambers!" luz asked as she opened her back to take
something out.

"what were you doing in the library chambers?" amity rose a brow, suspicious as to why her best
friend is down the secret chambers of the library no one is allowed but the staff to venture?

"exploring but that's not important! check this out!" luz presented an old looking hard covered
book. the title was in gold but has faded out through the years with the cover having visible cracks
and the smell of old filled her nose.

"um.. an ancient book of our ancestors?" amity answered, uncertain and luz shook her head.

"close but i found something that can solve our problems." luz slowly opened the book to start
searching for a page while careful not to break any delicate papers till she stopped and placed it
down in between them for amity to see.

amity read the almost faded scriptures the best she can, it tells about body swapping and how it can
be achieved just by following the drawn glyph but due to it being old. she looked up at luz who's
also reading the text.

"it says it can last as long as the glyph isn't torn. so," luz took out a permanent marker and popped it
open with her grin reappearing.



"are you sure you can still read this? it's almost unreadable." amity said, she does want this crazy
plan to work as she wants a day to spend with amelia even if in luz's body. experience the things
she tells her first hand.

"yeah! just for a week, okay? so, are you in?" luz asked as she offered her hand to amity who stared
at it, thinking over it when she didn't need to.

sucking a deep breath in, amity placed her hand on luz's "yeah."

luz nodded, she motioned amity to turn around and she pulled her collar down to expose her neck
to start drawing the glyph with great precision and focus as they truly wanted this to work. so
missing a piece in making the glyph is detrimental and not easy to erase.

after a certain amount of time, amity finished copying the glyph in luz's nape and tapped her
shoulder to signal that she's done making luz turn back around.

"alrighty. on the next double date when we're gonna go home, make sure we tap the spell to
activate, okay?" luz laid down their simple but important plan and if the spell didn't work as it's
supposed to. they'll be stuck with their feelings left disclosed.

amity nodded and rubbed her nape "let's just hope this really works."

-----

it's a saturday, throughout the double date, luz and amity have been giving each other nervous
glances while their lovers chatter. their minds are hyper focused on the spell whether or not would
work after this.

amelia was the first to notice luz being iffy in her seat and not really talking much as they ate. "is
something wrong, love?" she asked with her hand placed on top of luz's which snapped her back to
reality.

"of course. yes yes, everything is okay." luz replied rather stiffly and flashed the eldest blight a
toothy smile to remedy the worry look on her face which worked as amelia gave luz a kiss on the
cheek and the top of her head.

amity won't lie that she feels envious whenever amelia gives luz kisses but she pushed it down and
glanced at the arm draping on her shoulder followed by a scoff beside her.

"jesus, you two are attracting the blaze ants." lucia joked as she squished a more deadlier version of
fire ant that is literally engulfed in flames and flicked it in a random direction.

"you're awfully quiet. did something happen?" lucia asked, peering down to see if her lover is
alright and amity just nodded.

"yes, i'm okay, babe." she replied, in order to be believable, she leaned in to peck lucia's cheek
making her smile and return a soft kiss on the lips.

in the corner of her eye, amity saw luz looked melancholic for a second before reverted back to
normal and showed a small smile.

"well, i think we should go now. i'm feeling rather full now." luz said as she pushed the empty plate
forward a little, wanting the plan to commence now. slowly nodding, "me too. i guess we'll take our



leave." amelia followed, she stood up with the others and walked towards amity to hug her
goodbye.

"see you two later. have a goodnight." amelia said to her little sister who totally isn't internally
panicking at the hug. same goes to luz who's patting lucia's back getting hair ruffled.

"oh we will." lucia replied as they pulled away, now about to hug amelia who just shot her an irked
expression while the two finally initiated the plan with their sisters preoccupied in their already
resolved rivalry.

"you're disgusting." amelia sneered, making lucia snicker "could say the same to you, miss doesn't-
know-how-to-keep-her-voice-down." she rebuked as a tease and cackled to which the blight only
rolled her eyes to.

"come on, luz." amelia motioned for luz to follow her out of the restaurant while waving the two
goodbye. after they left, lucia looked over to amity who slowly lowered her hand and returned the
gaze back to the noceda.

"ready to go home?" lucia asked and amity nodded.

-----

once they got home, amelia flipped the living room lights on and softly grabbed amity's, in luz's
body, hand to stop her from going farther from her.

"are you really okay, luz? did something happen? did i hurt you?" amelia asked, truly worried about
the odd shift of tone, to what she thinks is luz, back in the restaurant.

"no.." amity muttered, she looked down at her sister's hand and a smile came on her face as the
spell really worked. it feels weird to be in a human body but it still worked!

she turned around to let amelia see her big smile "i feel fantastic." she said before pulling her into a
kiss which caught her off guard but kissed back nonetheless as she lifted amity off the floor by the
legs and started to head up for their bedroom without breaking the kiss.

on the way, amity swiftly took off her clothes along with amelia as she kicked the door open and
dropped her to the bed when they pulled away.

"you should've told me, you know." amelia said as she placed kisses on amity's neck, letting out
soft moans. a small sense of panic rushed in when she heard that, she doesn't know if amelia knows
this isn't luz she's gonna fuck or what.

"w- what?" amity asked.

"that you're in the mood. we would've left earlier or not come at all." amelia replied as she
completely has her top off this relieved amity. then, amelia led amity to lay on the pillows and
hovered on top of her with her slowly grinding against amity's crotch.

"you want me to get the cuffs?" amelia asked as she slipped her hand inside amity's shirt to squeeze
luz's supple tits but she's the one who's feeling the hunger in that single squeeze.

"yes please." amity replied timorous like. amelia smirked, she opened a drawer of the nightstand
and took off, whom she presumes her lover's shirt off before clipping the handcuffs on to turn her



over with her ass raised.

"i like this side of you, luz. what's the occasion?" amelia asked as she continued to give amity
kisses in her neck now down to her back. she grimaced when another name was uttered but she
went along with it.

"nothing. i just wanna be fucked so hard by you." amity responded, earning a low chuckle right in
her ear making her shudder in delight.

"good girl." amelia pulled amity's hands to reveal luz's plump ass but she moaned when it got
slapped making it jiggle. biting her lip, the eldest blight took off her own pants and tapped her dick
against amity's pussy, rubbing her slick before easily pushing, earning a pitched moan as amity
smiles at the feeling of her finally being taken by the one she loves.

"aahh fuck.. mmn.." amity gripped onto the headboard and looked over her shoulder to see amelia's
lustful gaze with her hands running around her body smoothly. she started off slow, letting amity
adjust and truly get a feel of how big her sister is before her pace became quicker and harder.

"aaahh!! a- amelia!" amity tightened her grip on the headboard as she dropped her head on the
pillows, her mouth completely agar with her moans filling the room. she raised her body slightly
for amelia who's gripping her hips as she slams into her.

"aah.. that's it. keep it up." amelia groaned as she felt 'luz' squeeze around her, she gave her ass a
hard spank and amity moaned like a little slut. the eldest blight took off her hair tie, leaned down to
hug amity with her hands kneading her tits.

"amelia.." amity bit her lip and closed her eyes, she kept her ass raised for amelia as she lets her be
fucked by the one she wanted. she can feel her hot breath against her neck, licking her flesh as she
moans into her ear.

"luz." amelia muttered before starting to leave hickeys, amity still doesn't like luz's name coming
out of her sister's mouth but she is in her body so she doesn't have a choice.

the sound of their skin slapping echoed throughout the room with the bed already having loose
screws, their moans mixed together along with the scent of sex wafting the air and the
obliviousness to the fact that the woman below is not what she seems to be.

"i love you." amity whispered. in the corner of her eye, she saw those glimmering golden eyes
starting back at her with endearment.

"i love you too." amelia replied and sped up making amity squeal, her body getting weak from the
continuous hard, rigorous thrusts luz once talked about like a tall tale and now she's experiencing it.

it feels like she's riding a chariot to heaven or hell.

then, amelia pulled amity into a kiss with her tongue slipping inside, their wet muscles dancing at
an erratic pace as amelia went deeper, hitting that one spot for amity to come closer to the edge at
high speeds.

amelia created a protection spell while in a heated kiss with her 'lover' before air became a problem
and pulled away with a string of thin saliva is seen only to quickly disappear. she growled as she



could feel her climax coming, she held amity tightly as her thrusts became sloppy but still strong to
give a final blow.

"amelia!!" amity screamed at the top of her lungs as she came first with her vagina giving amelia a
tight grip which triggered her to come soon after.

amity shivered in delight as she feels their cums mixing together and sighed in total bliss. she
finally achieved paradise. she always doubted that she could ever do this with amelia but here she
is, not physically as her but spiritually and that's enough.

everything this body feels, she feels. so, amity just has to act accordingly to what luz is with amelia
after this but for now. she wants to get pounded more.

amelia pulled out and flipped amity over "let's go again." she made a collar with it's leash appear in
her hand and made it snap, making amity bit her lip. knowing full well that this is gonna be her best
night ever.

"oh yes!"

-----

"ah!" 'amity' was slammed to the wall with lucia pinning her wrists as she stared at her with hunger
in her eyes.

"what's up with you tonight?" lucia asked, she hasn't started anything yet but luz, in amity's body,
can tell what she wants to do to her. her eyes snapped down for a moment to see the affliction
tenting her pants, gulping, when it throbbed.

"n- nothing i just.. i just.." luz tried to utter an excuse but her lust is clouding her rationality. she
slipped out of lucia's hold to kneel down and start unbuckling her pants to let her cock spring out in
front of her face.

"need you right now." luz licked her sister's tip making her lowly hum, her hand dropped on luz's
head as she watched her lick it up like a candy before taking half of it in.

lucia groaned at the sensation of her lover's wet cavern wrapped around her cock, she tightened her
grip on luz's head and started to slowly move her hips, helping her to reach the base as her tongue
swirled around it.

"you should've said something then." lucia said. luz looked up at her with half lid eyes, from all the
times of giving amelia a blowjob lead her to give her sister the best one yet. she bobbed her head on
lucia's dick, her hand massaging her balls as she finally gets a taste of her.

"aah.. that's it." lucia moaned, she rubbed luz's head and pointed ears of amity's. then, luz pulled
away for a moment, her tongue lashing around the girth and flicking her tip, making the eldest
noceda twitch before engulfing her cock once more.

"you're getting good." lucia gripped with two hands and started to fully thrusting into luz's mouth
making her lose balance to slam onto the wall but she doesn't care as she feels lucia's cock reach for
her throat.



tears are welling up in the corners of her eyes, her reflex threatening to trigger but she held it in. luz
closed one eye when she felt a thumb wipe the tears away and did the same on the other, she looked
up to see lucia still has care in those eyes despite her libidinous intentions clouding it.

then, lucia lets out a loud groan when she came inside luz's mouth. luz quickly started swallowing
as she didn't want a single, minuscule drop to be wasted. she continued to bob her head to get
everything before lucia pushed her away.

luz cupped her hands under her face as she swallowed her cum, grasping lucia's cock to clean the
remaining cum all around it and wiped the sides of her mouth.

lucia is amused at this new dedication, she pulls luz up to her feet and slammed her lips against
hers. luz instantly melted as she kissed back, her arms wrapped around lucia's neck while slowly
grinding herself. internally celebrating that she's kissing the one she loves, not in her own body but
it still counts.

the human led them to the bed, dropped luz onto the pillows with her going in between her legs.
they didn't pull away as they took each other's clothes off, tossing it to the side and lucia spreading
luz's legs for her cock to grind against her drenched pussy.

as they pulled away, lucia stared deeply into 'amity's eyes that seemed to strongly resemble luz's but
she didn't question it. "you're gonna be a good girl for me tonight, are you?" she asked, her hand
placed on luz's cheek to caress and made her lean into the touch.

"yes, ma'am." luz replied, lucia smirked at that.

"did you already make a protection spell?" lucia asked as she tapped her cock against luz's clit
making her shudder. amity placed a protection spell in her own body early on before they swapped
"yes." luz replied.

"good. 'cause i'm gonna breed you till morning." lucia whispered into luz's ear, licking it, making
her shiver in delight at the sound of being bred by her sister.

"please.." luz softly begged.

lucia didn't hesitate to comply as she shoved her entire cock inside, luz squealed at the feeling of
her sister's thick cock stretching her cock and lets out a shaky moan as her insides clenched around
her.

"ah fuck, you turned tight." lucia groaned, she looked down at amity's body, her supple tits always
caught her eyes along with her pristine, pale flesh that is soft to the touch but the inhabitant of it is
not even a blight.

"i like it." lucia started off rough and luz doesn't mind at all. she moaned loudly with her body
jolting forward everytime, the pleasure filling her body at each slam her sister makes and it's
amazing.

no slander to amelia though.

her breasts with the nipples erected bounced in lucia's eyes, alluring her in. lucia bent down to take
one of the nipples in her mouth, roughly suckling on it with her teeth chewing on the pink nipple as
she sucked it up like she's searching for the milk.



"lucia... aaahh!!" luz gripped on lucia's shoulder as she rolled her head back on pure ecstasy, she
gasped when she felt her hit that one spot with her continuous ramming. her cock reaching depths
as her balls slammed against luz's pussy.

lucia pulled away with a pop, she raised luz's hips and bit down on her neck to leave several
hickeys. "fuck, i love you, amity.." she whispered as she nibbled luz's ear. she grimaced a little at
the sound of another name coming out of her sister's lips but she kept forgetting this isn't her body.

"i love you too, lucia." luz replied, going along with it and she'll eventually get used to it. she
loosely wrapped her legs around lucia's hips, pulled her down for another kiss with their tongues
swirling and tasting each other as lucia's became vicious making luz roll her eyes back.

she already made it to utopia.

when pulling away, luz placed a kiss on lucia's cheeks and flashed her a smile. lucia smiled as well
at the sight of it "you're so cute." she said.

"especially when i'm about to fill you up." lucia then plunged her cock deep into luz's vagina
making her scream in pure euphoria and came at the same time with her.

luz sighed as she felt lucia's warm seeds fill her, her hands slowly lost it's strength and dropped to
the side. lucia helped them ride their highs down before she slowly pulled out to let their mixed
cums ooze out into the bed sheets, staining it and stared at luz's tomato cheeks with her expression
blissed out. it amused lucia.

"come on, baby. we're nowhere done." lucia flipped luz over and pulled her lower half to dangle off
the bed with her going behind her. she rubbed her rotund ass before slapping it hard making luz jerk
and moan.

luz looked over her shoulder to see lucia's devilish grin that never failed to make her weak. "oh i
know, ma'am." she replied with a smirk. happy to know that she is gonna be well bred till dawn.

-----

the first few weeks was simply amazing for luz and amity. the dream of them being together with
the women they love which just so happen to be their sister was so distant but from this spell, they
can do anything even if this isn't truly their body.

but due to that fact, lucia and amelia has been noticing changes in their lovers like small ones that
slowly worked it's way up to something that luz and amity would do.

luz never liked devil's currant along with bloodberries but here she is eating it with amelia who was
stunned at the sight of it. she doesn't know what's up with the sudden change of taste buds but she
didn't mind.

when the blight offered her a nightmare muffin that luz would usually buy when in salazar's bakery,
'luz' would decline it and say it's too grainy.

meanwhile, lucia watched 'amity' easily devour a dozen of nightmare muffins that she bought today
along with bloodberries for amity, since devil's currant is more expensive when it's their time of the
year, yet it was left untouched.



lucia offered the berries to 'amity' but she also turned it down and said it's too sour for her taste.

aside from that sudden change of food palette. other things started to resemble more of what luz
would do but the person lucia is seeing do it is amity and vice versa to amelia.

the takeaway is that lucia found 'amity' drawing every glyph that luz and her collection, when she
doesn't need to because she's a pureblood witch.

'luz' easily created a spell circle to make a small abomination in her hand which was caught by
amelia but she didn't say anything. she doesn't specialise in abominations, luz can't make an entire
abomination, only it's limbs.

this is odd.

lucia and 'amity' laid in bed after their session, she spooned her 'lover' in her arms as they slowly
drift off to sleep but lucia can't when there's so many questions circulating in her mind at the odd
things 'amity' is doing.

she doesn't know if she's doing this to make it look like they have more in common so that lucia
loves her more when she doesn't need to because the human loves amity even in their differences.

or, is there something more than meets the eye?

lucia listened to 'amity' soft snores in front of her, her hand feeling her slow heartbeat to make sure
if she really is asleep before slowly pulling away. thinking she needs some space and time to
ponder about just what the hell is going on with her lover.

when she's completely separated from 'amity', lucia stopped when she just noticed a drawing in
'amity's nape. she first thought it was just a tattoo but she looked closer to realise it's a glyph.

of what though?

lucia quietly reaches for her phone, aimed the camera right at the glyph before taking a clear picture
and quickly placed her phone back on the nightstand when she saw 'amity' move a little and
wrapped her arms around her again.

 

"thanks for coming." lucia said as she heard footsteps crunching the dead leaves under her soles.
turning around to see amelia coming up to her.

"yeah, you said amity is acting weird right?" amelia asked. she just got called up in the morning by
lucia to meet up just by the owl house to discuss something, preferably their lovers' sudden
changes.

lucia nodded, "luz too?" she asked to which the blight nodded as well.

"do you know this glyph?" lucia took out her phone to let amelia see the glyph she took a picture of
last night.

amelia leaned closer to get a better look before slowly shaking her head "no, i don't think i've seen
it before." she replied.



"but you've seen it on luz?" lucia asked as she lowered her phone. amelia nodded at the question.

"well, we're about to find out. come on." lucia led them towards the owl house, greeting hooty a
long time no see before entering the well lit living room of the old owl house.

"lilith?" lucia called for the eldest clawthrone, thinking that she might know something about the
glyph if eda isn't here.

"lucia? what a surprise you visited with miss blight." the two turned their heads to the kitchen to
see lilith walk out and approached them with a warm smile on, glad to see familiar faces.

"hey, lilith. you know alot of spells, right?" lucia asked, starting small.

"i guess so but there are an array of undiscovered spells even edalyn and i cannot unearth." lilith
replied, making the two nod to themselves and lucia showed the clawthrone the picture of the
glyph.

"know anything about this glyph?" lucia asked as she watched lilith lean closer to examine it more
in detail while humming to herself.

"where did you find this?" lilith looked at the two.

"we found it in the necks of luz and amity." amelia was the one who replied and the ex emperor's
coven leader nodded before standing straight once again.

"well.. this is an old version of a body swap spell. it may even be the first one our ancestors created
and recorded before it was altered for simpler means." lilith explained, the noceda and blight's eyes
widened at the information. they looked at each other with their eyes telling the answer as they
connected the dots but they're not willing to admit it.

"no.. this is- haha.. no, this has to be another spell like- like an old illusions spell, right?" lucia
sounded like she's on the verge of losing her mind as she doesn't want to think that the girl isn't
even the one she loved but another.

a sibling.

no no no no no.

"right lilith?" lucia stepped closer but amelia placed her hand on her shoulder to stop her from
doing anything rash. amelia as well doesn't want to admit that the person she has been fucking,
sleeping, living with isn't luz. she doesn't want to.

please say sike.

"lucia, i only tell you what i know." lilith said and this shattered their thin barrier of delusion.

lucia slowly nodded as she placed her phone back in her pocket. the silence between the three of
them made lilith worried, she doesn't know what is happening in their private lives and probably
will never know.

"is there something wrong?" lilith asked but amelia replied with a shaking head.



"no. no, miss lilith. thank you for the help. we'll take our leave now, bye." amelia bid the eldest
clawthrone goodbye with her pulling lucia along out of the owl house.

as the door closes, lucia snatches her arm back and lets out an aggravated huff. "what now?" amelia
asked which was stupid as she already knew what the answer will be.

"we find them." lucia stormed off with the blight following behind.

they first went to lucia's house and 'amity' was nowhere to be found so they went to amelia's house.
they stopped on the porch when they heard voices inside and they instantly knew it was them.

lucia banged on the door making the door which made whatever the conversation abruptly stopped
and the door was opened by 'luz' who was pleasantly surprised to see the two on the other side but
it dropped when she noticed the dark scowl on their faces.

lucia pushed pass amity and walked over towards luz in amity's body, "hey lu-" luz was cut off
when lucia grabbed her by the collar and landed a hard punch across her face making her drop to
the ground."

"lucia!" amity in luz's body exclaimed but before she could stop the eldest human, she was grabbed
by the shirt as well and slapped hard by amelia making her stumble back to almost lose her balance.

"you fucking bitch. you made me think it was amity i'm making love to and all this time.." luz has
her hand on her punched cheek, she looked up at lucia who looked like she won't hesitate to beat
her to a pulp as craze riddled her reddish brown eyes.

"all this time, i was fucking my sister?! what sick fuck are you?!" lucia yelled, she felt disgusted
with herself. she never felt anything else with luz, no attraction at all and she thought what they had
was a family love but she was wrong.

"if there was an unconscious incest, then this is it!" amelia snapped at amity who flinched from the
rising voice. tears started to well up in the corner of her eyes but the eldest blight isn't fazed
anymore as she felt nothing but repulsed to herself and to amity.

"why would you do this?!" amity tried to say something but nothing came out from her open
mouth.

"oh, better yet. why did you do this, huh?!" lucia approached luz who's on the brink of crying but is
trying her best not to breakdown in front of everyone. she slowly stood up to meet lucia eye to eye,
lowered her hand to reveal the redness of her cheek but no bruise was forming.

"i- it's because i love you!" luz finally blurted out and her breathing hitched when she saw the
nauseating look on her sister's face.

"don't you feel the same too? i- i loved you for the longest time and-" amity tried to convince
amelia that they're good for each other as she slowly walked up to her only to be pushed back and
saw the offended expression on her face.

just when they thought they finally had the women they love, they were only drawn apart even
more by the revelation that this will never work out in the first place as this is far too much. far too
taboo for it to be accepted.



a delusion of a temporary paradise.

"you're disgusting."



I'm Sorry

Chapter Summary

trigger warning: physical abuse

amelia punishes lucia but the way she expected

requested angst & smut by @Chr0m050m35

amelia sat nearby in the bar with lucia sitting next to boscha who waved her over to talk earlier. her
girlfriend is literally talking to another woman that's not her. what is she supposed to feel?

amelia listened to their conversations despite the distance, they're still loud mouths. her grip on her
glass filled with diluted booze became tighter as she continued to watch with anger slowly building
in the pit of her stomach.

the blight has been hearing phrases like: "you look so good today, mami." from boscha and lucia
would shake her head in disappointment. or a "did the sun overheat you? 'cause you're smoking as
hell." lucia would just give an uncertain expression before taking a sip of her drink till it's empty
for her to get refilled.

but what pulled the last string was when amelia heard boscha say "you look fresh tonight. mind if
i," she placed her hand on lucia's waist who wasn't fazed at all, in fact, she just took another sip
while staring at boscha.

"tenderize you?" lucia's face contorted to cringe while amelia lost it behind her.

clicking her tongue, lucia took off boscha's hand off her hips and pressed her own hands against
each other "okay, maybe not say that in public 'cause it sounded so bad and don't approach like a
creep because she'll def- whoa!" she was about to give another advice till she was suddenly pulled
off her chair and started to get dragged out of the bar.

"hey i haven't finished my drink!" lucia tried to get out of amelia's hold but she held her tight.
seeing there's no point in struggling, lucia waved boscha goodbye who was a little confused at the
situation.

"i'll talk to you later, bosch! work on it, yeah?" lucia nodded, boscha nodded and returned the wave.

amelia finally lets the noceda go when they get to the car, "jeez." lucia muttered as she took out her
cat keys and unlocked the car for the blight to swing the front passenger door, nearly hitting her if
she didn't jump to the side.

"you alright, babe?" lucia asked, peering down to see amelia's evident scowl on making her brain
knots start spinning and it came to a conclusion that she'll have a rough bedtime by that look
making her smirk internally.



"just take us home." amelia spat and slammed the door shut.

"yes, ma'am though you didn't have to slam it." lucia replied with her hands raised a little, she
rounded the front and got inside the driver's seat to drive back to their house.

the trip was quiet, too quiet. lucia tries to engage in a conversation, small talk, just anything for
amelia to open her mouth but she wouldn't even face her as she just looked out of the window, the
scowl reflecting. it hasn't left, even for a second.

when they got to their garage, amelia was the first to step out and storm inside while lucia was just
growing confused at this but she shook it off and followed her lover inside before sighing deeply as
she tossed her keys to the counter.

"hey, what got my baby so worked up like that?" lucia asked as she got behind amelia who stood in
the living room with her arms crossed. she started giving her a massage on the shoulders to ease
those stressed muscles while coaxing amelia to be the first to initiate.

"come on, talk to me. aren't you gonna pin me down or are you a bitch?" lucia continued, she
slowly slithered her hands down to amelia's waist and pulled her back a little. she rested her chin on
her shoulder, tried to get a glimpse of her face but amelia wouldn't let her.

"look at me, ames or not. your choice since you don't seem to have an interesting night." lucia
snickered as she pulled away with her hands stuffed in her pockets. she didn't stop to think about
what amelia is really mad about since she can't remember the last bullshit she did that made the
blight pissed.

"aww, is my little bitch chan that mad?" lucia cooed in an endearing manner as she always calls
amelia 'bitch chan' without an ill intent but this made her snap.

amelia swiftly turned around and started giving punches at lucia who was surprised as she barely
dodged, she started to fully dodge the attacks and not really seeing the actual danger.

yet.

"whoa- baby, easy with those hands! you can do other things than throwing it." lucia shot a wink
that only aggravated amelia even more.

"what are you and boscha huh?! you had the balls to do that in front of me?! you fucking piece of
shit!" amelia exclaimed while continuing to throw punches that only got dodged by her quick
girlfriend.

"well, technically, i do have balls but damn girl! you should really apply to one of the acting gigs
have an obsessive girlfriend, you know." lucia joked then wheezed, making her curl a little when
amelia was able to land a blow in her stomach.

luci would usually turn the hit but when she looked up to amelia's eyes, it held unimaginable fury
that she never seen before and for the first time. she felt scared of amelia.

"h- hey, calm down! boscha is with willow, i thought you knew this already?!" lucia reasoned,
retracting all that she said to quickly make amends to amelia for this endeavor to not stretch on but
the blight is far too gone for rationality.



"well, i guess you didn't bother to tell me and now." amelia went to the kitchen to open a drawer,
took out something and turned around to reveal a pair of golden brass knuckles that she once
bought for self defence and never got taken out of the drawer till now.

"you fucked up."

lucia's eyes widened, she slowly shook her head as she didn't want to think that her lover was going
to do what she's thinking.

"no.. no, amelia. baby, come on i'm telling the truth here, promise! boscha was asking for pick up
lines and advice for willow!" she still attempts for amelia to see her view of the argument but she
didn't bother to listen.

amelia started to approach lucia who's backing up with her hands raised as a form of surrender but
it wasn't acknowledged. "you're gonna fucking pay, noceda." she hissed before charging at lucia
who didn't have time to react till she was shoved to the ground and started landing aggressive
punches across her face.

"amelia! please stop!" lucia never begged. but with the tremendous force hitting her face, sending
violent resonating waves in her head and she wants it to stop. she has her hands in a defensive
position on top of her face, amelia didn't hesitate on hitting it as well.

"yield! i yield, please i'm sorry!" lucia's face started to bleed, the bruises quickly forming all around
and she could feel it in her eyes. amelia started to move down, repeatedly punching lucia's stomach
making her wince and finally got her pushed off.

"i'll do better, just stop! i'm sorry, i won't do it again!" lucia wailed, uncontrollably sobbing as her
tears mixed with her blood. she scurried back, heavily sobbing with her heart pumping hard against
her chest, banging in her ears and adrenaline telling her to get out but she can't when there's a crazy
woman with brass knuckles in her way.

"you better." amelia sneered before grabbed lucia by the hair and slammed her onto the glass table,
instantly breaking it and resumed her beatings while lucia was literally laying on broken glass.

"help! please somebody help me!!" lucia wailed for her neighbors to hear the chaos happening in
this house as she's getting beaten to death, her blood splattering across the floor with her body
violently shaking as she cried for amelia to stop. telling, begging that she won't do it again and to
spare her but none of it worked.

"amelia!! please, stop this!!" but amelia only persisted. she lets out angered huffs with her vision
only seeing red, she can feel her arms getting numb from the continuous beating but she kept
bringing on the punches and she didn't care even seeing lucia's tears.

the noceda had enough, she's more powerful in this relationship. she can overpower amelia with a
single punch or push so why couldn't she do that? "get away from me!!" lucia pushed her strength
into her legs and managed to push amelia off her.

amelia got sent back and lucia quickly stood up, struggling, she headed for the front door but the
blight didn't stop and won't let her escape.

"help!! someb-" when lucia opened the door and was about to rush out into the street. amelia
sprung up from the floor, grabbed lucia in the back of her jacket and pulled her back inside,



slammed the door shut before striking her throat hard making lucia wheeze with the taste of copper
bubbling in her mouth and crimson threatening to spit out.

"shut up! shut up! shut up! you're so fucking annoying!!" amelia roared and she focused her
punches on lucia's throat now, wanting to break it as it started to form bruises. her breathing turned
shallow with her strength diminishing at each punch as her cries became raspy.

after amelia got her anger out, she took off the blood drenched brass knuckles and watched lucia
slowly drop to the floor, wheezing with tears and blood dropping to the floor. her body filled with
tremors, her voice gone and she slowly turned her head to a door.

the stockroom.

lucia clenched her teeth as she lifted herself up using her last bit of strength and started to head for
the stockroom as her last resort to get away from this crazy bitch.

amelia only watched lucia scurry to the stockroom like a beaten pup because she is. she walked up
to her from behind which made the noceda go faster when she heard the footsteps but suddenly, she
grabbed her by the hair and slammed her to the dining table then threw her to the stockroom.

amelia slammed it close, locked it and started barricading it with the things she can gather. she lets
out a growl and angered huff before heading upstairs to rest without leaving anything for lucia in
there but tools.

-----

three whole days passed ever since that beating, amelia didn't hear lucia's annoying but endearing
voice in the stockroom for a while and she's growing frustrated and horny as she hasn't been dicked
down.

she's going to get just that as amelia went out of the house, still not leaving anything for lucia like
something to eat. she's headed for the nearest club by walking as lucia does the driving for them.

while amelia is out dressed decent but good enough for whoever she's gonna be down tonight. she
wants to forget that fucking cheater and she can't do that when she lives in the same roof as her.

amelia is still angered by what she's done. despite of lucia doing nothing of harm. then she stopped
when she noticed something in the corner of her eye.

in the other street, there's a 7/11 that is half full and one of the people in there is willow with boscha
picking out things they can eat. amelia saw willow hit boscha in the head with a pringles tube when
she leaned in for a sneaky kiss making the havenstar snicker and went ahead to give another.

"oh no.." amelia's eyes widened with her breathing quickening, she immediately realized her
mistake and she's out here about to do the thing she thought lucia was doing instead of letting her
out of the stockroom.

"taxi! taxi!!" amelia called for a cab, whistling for one to pull over as she waved her hand out.
when one finally stopped in front of her, she swiftly went inside and slammed the door shut.

"owl street, step on it!" amelia ordered, the driver was a little taken aback but didn't bother asking
as they buried their foot on the accelerator to head off the said destination in full speed.



when the cab got to the street, amelia watched her house get closer and closer as she hastily pulled
out a wad of cash before saying "stop here!" and the driver followed.

they were about to tell the price but amelia instead grabbed their hand to slam the money on it
without bothering to be the exact amount before stepping out, briskly running inside the house and
to the door of the stockroom.

"lucia.." amelia frantically tore down the barricade, tossing it to the side and unlocked the door to
flip the light open to see lucia curled up to a corner with buckets that reeked of piss on the side and
surrounded by various layers of cardboard boxes.

amelia clasped her hand in her mouth as she started to tear up when she saw the state her girlfriend
is in. her head is lowered with her hugging her legs and is not moving which made the blight grow
worried.

"lucia.. i'm so sorry.." amelia slowly stepped in the stockroom, she reached her hand lucia but
recoiled when she heard her girlfriend's breathing hitched, struggling to utter something but panic is
clear as she tried to shuffle away with her hands covering her face that is trembling making amelia
see the big, sickly purple bruises with parts covered by torn strips of a familiar dark green jacket
that is stained of crimson.

relief washed over amelia that lucia is still alive, she started to take the boxes away and gently
grabbed lucia's hand to lightly squeezed it. amelia didn't say anything as she waited for a response
from lucia while saying her silent apologies.

after an excruciating minute or two, lucia returned a squeeze. amelia helped the noceda to stand up,
grimacing when she saw the damage she caused on her body. lucia wore a crop top to expose the
many wounds covered by lucia's torn jacket discarded to the side and bruises left untreated which
only grew larger especially her stomach and throat.

"come on.. let's give you a shower." amelia softly said, she led lucia out of the stockroom and
helped her slowly step up the stairs, seeing her discomfort at each step. when they got to the
bathroom, amelia motioned lucia to sit down in the toilet as she turned on the faucet to fill the tub.

lucia tried to take off her clothes but winced as she couldn't use her arms properly. amelia noticed
this, she stepped in front of her and lowered the noceda's hands.

"i'll help you." she said, she gripped lucia's top to easily lift up and slowly pulled her pants down to
throw it to the laundry basket.

as the blight turned off the faucet, she helped lucia to get in the tub for amelia to start cleaning her
after three days of nothing. while she softly scrubbed lucia's body and she didn't utter or react to
anything, just displayed the same empty expression as she watched the ripples of the water at every
movement.

amelia slightly frowned at this, she looked down at lucia's limp dick and an idea came to mind. she
stood up and started to take off her clothes to get behind lucia, slowly wrapping her arms around
her waist while careful not to agitate any bruises and rested her chin on her shoulder.

"i'm really sorry i locked you in there after i.." amelia trailed off as she didn't want to say she
abused her lover all because of a misunderstanding. she wants to forget it and make amends.



"will you forgive me?" she asked but lucia didn't say anything. amelia started to recall the horrid
wails and begging to stop from lucia that night. she shook it off, she tightened her grip while still
careful and peered to see lucia's face that is still telling no emotions.

"babe? lucia?" tears started to well up in amelia's eyes as she doesn't want to think that lucia is
broken because of her. her heart clenched tightly from the lack of response from her and her dick
still in a limp state.

this is a woman with a high sex drive and would always be a mood whenever amelia takes her shirt
off but nothing is taking effect.

amelia placed her head on lucia's back and quietly sobbed.

after the shower and amelia treating lucia's wounds. amelia cooked many platters for her girlfriend
to eat to make up for the days of her not eating a single thing.

when amelia turned off the stove, she placed the last plate of food on the table with lucia getting a
piece of everything in her plate, she scooped a spoonful and tried to lift it to her mouth but ended
up almost dropping it as her arms are still frail.

"here, i'll feed you." amelia grabbed the spoon and cupped her hand under as she placed it closer to
lucia's mouth that she opened. as lucia chewed her food, a small stray of rice was caught in the
corner of her lips.

"oh, you got a little food stuck. i'll get it." amelia leaned closer to lucia to kiss it away. lucia softly
smiled at amelia as she continued to chew "your.. rice improved." that's the first thing lucia said
which amelia internally celebrated.

"thanks. i just followed your technique." amelia replied and lucia slowly nodded. she continued to
feed her till lucia is good for now, since she grabbed an entire buffet.

the blight's eyes traveled down when she saw a small bulge in lucia's sweatpants and her libido
skyrocketed at the sight of it as lucia is finally turned on, barely but she can help it grow bigger.

"full?" amelia asked as she placed the spoon down and lucia nodded in reply.

"good." amelia lowered to the floor, got in between lucia's legs and pulled her pants down just for
her semi hard cock to flop out. she grasped the cock and started pumping to help lucia to be turned
on.

amelia followed the stroking with kitten licks for the cock to start sheathing and listened to lucia's
soft, quiet moans while she stared at her with an erotic look that lucia always falls for.

when lucia is finally fully hard with her cock twitching in amelia's hand, she stood up and took off
her shorts to get on top of lucia's lap. aligning her wet pussy in her lover's cock before slowly
bringing herself down.

amelia moaned as she rolled her head back, she felt herself getting stretched once again with her
insides lovingly wrapped around lucia's cock. she gripped on the chair as she didn't want to tightly
hold on lucia's shoulders and started to bounce on her.



"aahh fuck yes!" amelia missed having sex and she simply cannot go on with sex toys for three
days or a week. she needs to be pounded to oblivion. she didn't hesitate to ride lucia hard while
being mindful not to trigger any of her wounds.

cracking moans and low groans are heard from lucia, she can't raise her voice any higher than this.
she gripped the edge of the chair as she watched amelia ride her, being loud like she always is with
her pace, seemingly hungry, starving to reach maximum pleasure.

"i love you so much, lucia.." amelia whispered, she placed her hand on lucia's cheek to caress it
before leaning for a kiss that the noceda couldn't bring herself to kiss back but amelia is too
occupied to notice it as she slipped her tongue inside to explore her lover's wet cavern while her ass
rapidly bounces.

as amelia pulled away, she started placing soft kisses on lucia's neck with her hands slithering all
around her body, admiring her still perfect build for being a once star player and groping her tits,
kneading them while lucia was just there taking it all in.

lucia does feel the pleasure amelia is giving but with the context leading to this, she can't bring
herself to enjoy this like she used to. she was full of wounds, almost broke her nose and windpipe,
her abdomen is tender from the repeated beating and that's not a good sign. had to shit and piss in a
bucket with her vision almost blacking out if amelia didn't stop.

how could she enjoy this?

amelia continued her bounces with the grip of her pussy getting tighter and her breathing hitching
as she got closer. "lucia.." she muttered.

then, amelia screamed in euphoria when she finally came after not being dicked down for a while.
she panted heavily and rested her head on lucia's shoulder, the noceda didn't come but she's already
sheathing inside amelia. she didn't say anything till amelia got off.

"we'll go to the doctor tomorrow to get your throat fixed, okay?" amelia said as she cupped lucia's
cheeks, she nodded making the blight smile and leaned in for a kiss before grabbing the dirty plates
to start washing them while lucia slowly packed the other food away and was about to help with the
dishes but amelia insisted she rests on the couch. she did.

while amelia was washing the dishes, lucia silently stared at the tv. lucia is never quiet when she
watches tv, she'd always laugh or diss what she's watching but this is too for amelia's liking but she
ignored it and finished her chore.

"babe, let's get some rest." amelia said as she rubbed her hands dry. lucia turned off the tv and
walked towards the stairs with the blight just behind her.

when they got to their shared bedroom, amelia grabbed lucia by the shirt and led her to the edge of
the bed. "wanna go again?" amelia asked, excited to ride again as she started stripping in front of
lucia who had an empty gaze.

but she stopped when lucia stood up, grabbed her pillows, knelt down to drag the roll of sleeping
bag out of the bed and walked out of the room with her silently closing the door from behind.

amelia listened to the receding footsteps till it wasn't heard anymore. she sighed deeply and crawled
onto the bed, not bothering to wear her shirt back on as she laid down on her pillows with an empty



space.

"goodnight." amelia said loud enough for lucia to hear downstairs, she waited for a reply but she
got nothing. amelia pulls the sheets over her body, curling into a ball as she finally lets out the
accumulating tears she has been holding.

sobbing as regret filled her body and her chest wincing from the pain that she gave lucia. she knew
early on in their relationship that they'd be rough on each other but not to an extent that one of them
would almost kill the other.

amelia hurt the one she truly love and now, that bond, that trust and, maybe, love is broken all
because of a stupid misunderstanding and her inability to hold her temper.

she fucked up more than ever.



Oh God No

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'a monster's delusion'

part 1 in chapter 271

luz and lucia were best friends.

they used to do everything together but when lucia turned 17, something changed in her and luz's
body started undoing changes that is a part of that sudden flick of a switch.

after camila left for work, luz was in charge to wash the dishes and lucia cleaning the table. she
crackling-ly whistled her favorite tune while bobbing her head, hips swaying as she rinsed the soap
off the plate and placed it in the rack to dry.

while she's busy, lucia folded the cloth she used to wipe the table and looked at luz who's now
lightly singing her song. she watched her hips sway back and forth, her eyes focused on the girl's
ass that is flat but she knows it'll grow soon enough.

lucia has been having these inhibitions for luz, lusting over her own sister as she wants to pin her
petite body to the wall and fuck her daylights out. the imaginary scene of her doing that to luz made
her grow hard.

lucia knows she shouldn't be doing this to her little sister but if they can keep it a secret then what's
the worse that could happen? besides, their mother would be in overtime.

the eldest noceda walked over to luz, slowly wrapped her arms around and pressed herself against
her, making sure there's so space at all. "hey." lucia called, her voice deeper than before.

"oh hey, lucia. i'm just gonna finish up here." luz replied not bothering to look over her shoulder as
she's sure it's lucia.

"are you gonna do something later?" lucia asked as she slowly slipped one hand inside luz's shirt
which made her look down, wandering why but she ignored it for now and continued her work
despite feeling her sister's hand rub her nipples.

"well, i already finished my homework so nope." luz said, she shook her hands to get rid of the
water as she's done and tried to move but lucia held her in place.

"good. i kinda wanna do something with you today." lucia whispers into luz's ear making her shiver
a little.

"lucia.. what's that hard thing behind me." luz asked, noticing that something is getting pressed
against her and she heard lucia softly chuckle "why don't you turn around?" she said which luz did
to see a big tent in her pants that is twitching ever so slightly.



"is that your peepee?" luz asked innocently as she doesn't know what the name of it is yet.

"kneel down." lucia ordered, her expression darkened and this scared luz a little but she pushed it
down as she doesn't know why she had to kneel down in front of her. "huh?"

"i said," lucia grabbed both of luz's shoulders, "kneel down." she tried to push her to her knees but
luz was quick to get out of her sister's grip as she's getting fearful of her.

"i- i forgot i have a math homework. miss fritz wouldn't be too happy if i didn't do it again." luz
rushed to her bedroom, leaving lucia alone in the kitchen as she watched her sister just up and
running.

growling, lucia knows she'll have more chances today but she just couldn't help feel irritated that
luz is dodging her. she lets out a huff before heading back to the couch to forget the failed attempt
and conjure a new one.

 

when lunch was finished, lucia also tried to make advances under the table. rubbing luz's leg and
tried to slip inside her shorts only for the younger noceda to say that she's done eating before
rushing back to her room to lock herself again.

now, lucia is sexually frustrated.

lucia walked up to luz's room, twisted the doorknob if it's really locked before opening it to see luz
sitting against the headboard while scrolling through her phone. luz looked up when she heard her
sister's footsteps against the floorboards along with her slamming the door shut.

"hey is-" luz yelped when lucia pulled her by the ankles to lie down on her back and hovered above
her with her intense eyes glaring down at luz's innocent hazel ones.

"are you avoiding me, luz?" lucia asked as she goes in between of luz's legs and leaned down to
feel her breath against her face. luz is starting to get uncomfortable from the close proximity.

"no.. why would i do that?" luz denied the claim but lucia was having none of that.

"if you're not avoiding me then you'd say you love me." lucia said, using the already established
bond and trust she has with luz to her advantage. taking it to the next step if you will.

"well, i love you. there, now please get off 'cause this is awkward." luz replied as she slowly pushed
lucia off her and both sat up before each other, staring but the younger noceda still doesn't know
what lucia's eyes are trying to tell her something.

"then, do you wanna taste this?" lucia started unbuckling her pants to let out her cock in front of luz
was confused. she does see lucia's dick when they were kids whenever they shower but not as much
of right now and this is the first that luz sees it than being a little bean of an index finger.

"but that's where you pee. i don't wanna taste pee." luz said as she cringed but lucia shook her head.

"don't worry, it's clean and get to it. you'll get a reward for being a good girl if you suck me now."
lucia proposed, getting a little desperate and more irritable from the stalling.

"it also means that you love me. this is what people do if they're in love with somebody."



luz looked down at the cock again, thinking if she should suck it and she does love lucia as a sister,
she doesn't know if this is what siblings do but this is a form of love, right?

she also does want to know what the reward would be. besides, she trusts lucia, she can't do
anything to hurt her, right?

"okay." luz hesitantly replied. lucia smirked, she lets her legs off the bed and motioned luz to kneel
down in front of her which she slowly does. grabbed the cock, luz slowly leaned closer to it with
her hand getting the feel of it's smooth, veiny surface as it throbs.

luz looked up to see the anticipation in lucia's face, stuck out her tongue and gave the dark tip a
small lick which earned a twitch with her sister lowly groaning. this encouraged luz to give the tip
continuous kitten licks as she slowly pumped the rest of the girth.

"good girl.. just like that. do it nice and slow." lucia's smirk widens, she placed her hand on luz's
hair to grab a few stands of her curls before rubbing it to tell that she's doing a good job. this helped
as luz started to take the tip in her mouth and slowly work her way down to what she can get in and
stopped as she doesn't know what to do now.

"like this, baby." lucia grabbed both sides of luz's head and slowly pushed the girth in and out of
her mouth for her to get the memo. lucia lets go of her little sister's head to watch her give her
proper blowjob that she has been fantasising for a while in getting and it could use from tuning.
lucia is more than willing to do that.

"you like that?" lucia asked and luz slowly nodded with her face bright red as she sucks off her
sister's cock. she doesn't see the wrong in this, she sees this as a way to express one's love as stated
and she does love lucia so she's happy to give whatever she's doing since it also makes her sister
happy.

"then you'll definitely love the reward. you excited for it?" lucia softly chuckles and this excited luz
for the anticipation of the reward. they went for a few minutes till lucia snapped out of her lusty
mindset when she heard the front door click, she thought camila would be on overtime?

luz pulled away to look over her shoulder to see the closed door when she heard their mother from
the kitchen say "luz, lucia! where are you and why are unwashed dishes in the sink?"

 

after the blowjob, lucia stayed true in giving luz the reward. the following weeks, she would
oftentimes call luz to come into her room to service her and it was the pleasurable thing she ever
gets to experience. luz feels lucky that she's participating in something that feels good with lucia as
she does feel loved by her sister while pounding into her.

lucia also come into luz's room in the middle of the night to hug her with her dick hard against her
ass and would sometimes fuck her in her sleep. she always makes luz drink her cum as she really
doesn't know what it is but it looks like an almost transparent milk.

they fucked at every inch of the house. lucia would always behind of luz to distract her for either
washes the dishes or do small cooking of frying an egg for her toast as she grinds against and luz
would always kneel down to not pray to lucia.



they're living the best life, well, lucia was living her best life in fucking her little sister as she loves
the tightness of her little pussy and how submissive she is that just one word of order, she'll follow
her like a dog. it's simply wonderful.

"aahh.. aah!" luz was laid stomach flat on the couch as she hugged the pillow, her ass was raised for
lucia who kept fucking her hard. her cock hitting all of the right spots while her little sister's body
bounces at every impact, moaning shamelessly.

"ah fuck yeah.. that's it, you're such a good girl, baby!" lucia moaned, she slapped luz's ass making
her jolt and grabbed a handful of her hair to make her look up, her drool rolling down the side of
her mouth with her eyes half lid as her moans filled the house.

"lucia.." luz bit her lip as she can a familiar knot swelling in her stomach that is showing the bulge
of lucia's cock since she's too big for her but luz was more than willing to take that monstrous cock
for herself.

"you feel so good.. come on, come for me one more time then we can move to your room." lucia
said, she leaned down to nibble luz's ear and groping her small tits. she knows she won't get tired or
get enough of luz's body, she can only imagine of it fully developed and they just look so perfect
together. even fit together precisely as well as luz's clenches sent tingles on lucia.

lucia loves luz and luz loves lucia. a simple concept that only makes sense to lucia noceda. only.

"aaahhh-" luz was just about to come, the door was suddenly burst open by camila whom she
thought her daughters might be endanger because from the sounds she heard after getting out of the
car but this was not she expected.

and camila hates the sight of it.

"¡¿qué diablos le estás haciendo a tu hermana?!"

-----

2 years later.

"i told you to not pick a fight with boscha now look at what happened." amity said as she placed the
last colored band aid onto luz's face making her giggle.

amity and the twins has started living in the noceda house for after the successful case of amelia
and their parents going to jail 2 years ago. since camila has 3 new mouths to feed, it'll be tough for
her but the twins got themselves their own part time job to help out their new family while luz and
amity are now 14 who each other like best friends since the sister label still rang bitter between
them.

it took a while for them to understand everything that happened to them 2 years ago and they left
disgusted of themselves for not seeing it sooner but they did their best to trek past that dark abyss
and move to the brighter life in life.

"hey, she was saying mean things about you. i just can't let that slide, you know." luz fired back
making amity roll her eyes. they got to the house, stopped in front of the door and amity started to
fish through her pockets to find her keys.



"you're lucky you're cute." she muttered under her breath but it was ignored when luz noticed
something out of the ordinary. she placed her hand on the door, applied a small amount of force it
to and it opened without needing the key.

"i thought you lost your key?" amity said as she looked at the slow opening door and at luz who has
a deep frown on her face. confused.

"i did and someone's here." luz quietly replied, she placed her finger against her lips for amity to
not make any noise and started to slowly step inside the house with her getting their emergency
taser and pocket knife out of their pockets since the twins advised them to carry it always.

as luz and amity turned to a corner, their eyes widened when they saw the two people they swore in
never wanted to see again.

"this just in, a local prison has reported two inmates managing a prison break not too long ago that
led to an almost release of all the prisoners if it wasn't for the guards' quick thinking. the two
escapees are namely lucia noceda and amelia blight charged of sexual assault and is at large.
please contact your local police department if you see these two women."

amelia and lucia sat on the couch watching the new that is telling of their daring breakout before
turning their heads to see their little sisters who are terrified but they're delighted in seeing them
again and grown too.

"welcome home, baby." lucia greeted luz with a flying kiss that luz would barf at but she held it in.

"missed me, mittens?" amelia shot amity a wink, it only made amity cringe and she placed her
knife in front. ready to stab despite of her hands starting to tremble as both of them can't believe
they'd see the same people again who caused them harm, trauma and taint their views of sex.

"oh god no.."



Team Up

Chapter Summary

evolve au (video game)

hybrid wraith luz x hybrid goliath boscha x hybrid kraken amity

requested smut by @spartan117

when humans try to play gods in order to win a battle that has been waging for years by genetically
configure a dna of the three test subject women who did not know anything everything or each
other, even their own names with three individual samples of the creatures roaming around in an
environment so hostile that everything could go wrong.

and you'd right.

from the moment the blood sample of the creatures was injected into the women's body, they
started to rapidly change. exhibiting excruciating pains, nausea, exterme headache and their limbs
grew larger with their skin turning black or dirty green as their brainwaves turned berserk and
unreadable till the experiment was deemed a failure after all of the scientists were brutally killed in
a fit of blind rage before bursting out into a world where they could be killed.

or the hunters will become prey.

their bodies grew stronger than their predecessors as that was what the humans aimed for so it is a
tasked failed successfully.

the three hybrids went their separate ways. one stayed in closer quarters in the one of the human
bases of the planet, one hid in the murky sheet of the swamp and the last one sought refuge in the
ruins filled forest while steering clear from the humans. never wanting to interact with them at all.

during the years of them being exposed into a planet they don't even know it's name, they started to
understand the languages the humans speak while being under their radar and it rolls out of the
tongue naturally as well with the other creatures they stumble upon, getting the cues and unspoken
words until one of them strikes.

since they don't really names or remember having one, they adapted their own.

a wraith laid in of the branches fast asleep with her tail slowly swishing side to side and ears on
high alert as dangerous as this place is, you simply cannot put your guard down. despite that fact,
this planet can be beautiful as there is so much to uncover if you ignore the many creatures who are
after your skin.

luz slowly opened her eyes, her 4 long back spikes moved as she can sense some movements and
looked in the horizon to see something moving in the shrubbery.



lowly growling, luz slowly lifted herself up and climbed the rest of the tree to reach the top while
watching intently at what could be hiding behind those woods as her back claws prepare
themselves for attack.

then, a goliath stepped out into the clearing but this is no mere goliath as they're taller than the ones
luz encountered before and has a human-ish look while still looking like the brute. the goliath
sniffed the air as if looking for something till their throat started to slow violent red through the
gills when their head turned directly at luz making her sink more into the tree.

a loud screech is heard making both creatures look up to the dark sky and saw a kraken soaring
through the air, piercing it as it leaves lines before diving down to the clearing with it's wings
letting out cracks of electricity before slowly dying down. the kraken also has human like features
and taller than a normal kraken with it's tentacle like whiskers slowly waving on it's own as they
sniff the air as well and their eyes landed precisely where luz is.

luz doesn't understand why she feels a sort of familiarity with these creatures.

the goliath suddenly charged right at the tree making luz swiftly get out and watched her favorite
tree be mashed into splinters before dodging the kraken that tried to pin her. she draw out be claws
with her back ones at the ready as she hissed at the two who started to circle her, slowly.

"stand down." the kraken said which caught luz off guard and slowly stood straight but her claws
are still on high guard as she stared down the two, watching the goliath walk beside the kraken.

"you can talk?" luz asked.

"all of us do. obliviously." the goliath replied rather nonchalantly as they crosses their arms but the
wraith shook her head and rephrased what she meant "no no, i mean. i'm not the only one who's...
this? i'm luz by the way and what are your names?"

"amity, this is boscha and we have met before. think back to the laboratory unless you locked the
memory away." amity said, she watched luz look down for a moment to started recalling the foggy
memory of the events that happened in that laboratory.

it was all bright, muffled voices filled her ears and everything felt numb before a sudden sharpness
occurred on her arm that made everything else turn black then luz only woken up in this place. not
knowing what she is, who she is or where she is.

slowly nodding, "i do remember." luz said but not clearly. she needs to work on that.

"then you know why we came looking for you." boscha said but luz once again shook her head. this
is her second time she sees these two as the first time was in the lab of them still being human.

"thanks to the humans' incompetence, they made us indestructible due to our genetic mutations.
there are no weapons that could penetrate our skin and we have to expand our numbers in order to
get rid of those humans." boscha explained their game plan which luz can be on board of as she
doesn't really see the appeal of the humans when they travel around the plains with guns to hunt luz
who has been easily evading them.

"i see. then what do you suggest?"

"we mate with you." amity bluntly replied.



luz blinked, she wanted to ask again but she clearly heard what the kraken said she doesn't seem to
be bluffing. she completely lowered her claws, flabbergast at the plan and flustered as she does find
amity and boscha attractive. with the idea of them mating her splits the poor wraith.

"if you decline, then fine. we won't take you by force just know that if you mate with an ordinary
creature, the offspring would be not powerful enough to carry your genes." boscha gave luz the
second option while letting her doubt it.

they do want to pass their powerful genes to their offspring who would grow surpassing their
parents in order to eradicate all humans on this planet.

"o- okay, i don't know how this-" luz was cut off when amity grabbed her arm and pulled in her into
a sloppy kiss which surprised the wraith but she slowly closed her eyes as she turns into jelly from
the kiss making her reciprocate it.

as they pulled away, luz was switched to boscha to give her own kiss which was rougher than
amity's and she groaned when she felt the goliath's hot tongue push inside her mouth for their wet
muscles to dance irregularly.

"don't worry, we'll guide you through it." amity said upon the two pulled away, she pushed luz to
the ground and got in between her legs. luz whimpered when she felt something hard press against
her, she looked down to see a long, thick unsheathing cock tore away from the skin to present itself.

luz gulped a that sight of it. it's curved slightly with a ring of spikes separating the tip and the rest
of the cock. it has a dark purple to almost pink gradient as it oozes of precum, twitching and
prepared to take the wraith.

boscha knelt down beside of luz with her cock also out, it's humongous and fully black with some
spikes surrounding it as it slowly pulsates of red like her throat that is warming up.

luz opened her vagina for amity and looked at boscha who's waiting for the kraken to go in as she
slowly stroked her cock in front of the wraith's face. amity rubbed her tip against the wet folds
before shoving all of her girth inside making luz scream but was shut up when boscha placed her
cock inside her mouth.

the wraith's eyes turned half lid, she started to slowly suck on while amity thrusts in a slow manner
to amend the unprofessional shove and watched luz's breasts unravel itself as she's getting mated.

amity gripped luz's waist and started thrusting roughly as she simply can't wait any longer, groaning
at the tightness, she watched the wraith ricochet under her whilst giving boscha blowjob. it wasn't
the best but hey this is their first time mating, luz can work on it.

"aah.. fuck.." amity growled, she leaned down on luz's neck to start leaving trails of kisses on her
rough yet smooth flesh, her claws dug into her hips but it really doesn't hurt luz at all. amity
hungrily pounds her as she finally found a spot to sink her teeth into to mark her and drawing out
some blood for her to drink making luz squeal but it was muffled.

amity slowly pulled away, she licked the mark and traveled her tongue across luz's jawline with her
tentacles tickling her. she softly nibbled luz's small ears as one of her hands slowly intertwined with
the wraith's and continued her relentless thrusts.



luz looked up boscha who has an amused expression on, she can feel her cock heat up even more
the more she sucks her. she used her unoccupied hand as she pulled away slightly and started
stroking the cock while she sucks making boscha moan.

boscha placed her hand on luz's head, gripping her hair and started thrusting hard into her mouth.
luz is getting overwhelmed at the feeling of having two cocks at once, she tries her best not to
choke while she can feel something getting closer.

amity clenched her teeth tightly as her knot is coming, she lifted herself up and plunged her cock
one last time as she lets out a guttural, almost roar like moan with her wings spreading wide before
coming inside. her barbs activated and tied her knot on luz to let her be fermented with her
children.

luz's eyes rolled back as she feels hot spews of cum fill her up before going limp. boscha pulled out
even though she hasn't come yet, luz panted heavily and slowly looked down to see amity riding
down her high as she waits for their knot to finish.

"you still have to take me. you better not pass out on me." boscha said as she cupped luz's cheek to
make her look at her and she slowly nodded, her words can't get out of her mouth as she's too
blissed out from the knot till it died down just enough for amity to slowly pull out and replaced by
boscha.

the goliath turned luz to be in all fours, gripped her tail for it to not get in the way and pushed her
entire cock inside using luz and amity's mixed cum as lube earning a loud moan from the wraith.

luz tries her best to keep herself up while boscha started fucking her, clearly not the type to take her
time as she drives her cock deep into her making her moan out lewdly while her body bounces
from each slam.

the sound of the skin slapping is heard throughout the forest along with luz's moans. boscha bit her
lip as she watched luz's ass jiggle, she gave it a tight squeeze before bending down to give her
heated kisses on the neck while she held luz to stay up.

luz tilts her head to the side for boscha and saw amity come up behind her to pull her into a kiss
which the wraith gladly returns it. amity slipped her tongue inside to get a taste of luz, feeling her
own tongue swirl inside and making sure she gets every nook and cranny before air became a
problem.

as the air became a problem, a thin string of saliva was seen between them that has bits of poison
that's proven harmless for the three of them. "you belong to us now." amity purred as she caressed
luz's cheeks, smiling at the beet red blush on her with her hazel eyes glistening.

"i.. i- aahh.. i don't see the problem in that." luz said in between moan then she felt boscha come
down in her ear to whisper "good, because we're doing this everyday." before licking it making luz
shudder in delight and screamed in pleasure when she came faster in the second time but boscha
kept going.

"augh- fucking take it!!" boscha shoved her cock one last time inside luz as she tied her knot in her.
luz shuddered at the goliath's seeds filling her up, mixing with amity's and hers before her upper
half turned sag as she panted heavily with drool slowly oozing out into the ground.



boscha cackles, she slowly lifted luz as she sat on the ground and made her lay on top of her while
being careful to not disturb their knot. "what a good girl." she cooed as her hands traveled around
luz's body, softly groping her tit with amity tucking some hairs out of the way and pecked the
wraith's cheek.

luz has been completely taken to heaven.

"we need to find a place she can nest. this is too open." boscha said, she held luz tight in her arms
as she doesn't want her now mate be suddenly taken away and is unaware that she passed out in her
arms.

"agreed. but for now, let us rest." amity said and pointed at the sleeping luz, boscha looked to see
her before slowly nodding. amity got beside the goliath, rested her hear against her shoulder and
wait for their mate to wake up so they can leave this place.

-----

when luz gave birth to 5 monstrous children in a secluded area where no man venture and they're
carrying all of their parents' genes. they caught them how to hunt, kill and avoid the humans as
they're complete outmatched by them but that will soon change as they know what their family's
goal is as the childrens' ability grew as they mature.

of course, luz had to step in from time to time if the training gets a little to rough for them to give
her children a chance to live like actual children than war machines and they'll soon grow into
vicious monsters that has moralities which is uncommon.



Found You

Chapter Summary

mass effect au

hybrid turian luz x quarian amity & boscha

requested smut by @spartan117

amity and boscha has a great friend or acquaintance in the planet palaven, home planet of the
turians and they used to have frequent communications, secret supplies getting sent as offerings
light years away but it all came from an abrupt halt when luz stopped accepting or receiving any of
their transmissions.

the two remaining quarians in the thousands that used to be billions, finds it odd that luz would
suddenly break all contacts with them. they already went to palaven to see if she's there and asked
other turians if they saw her but they gave them nothing of use.

now, they settled to the conclusion that luz was taken, abducted by someone and went somewhere.
with the lack of knowledge of the whereabouts of the turian frustrates them.

luz hasn't been making any contact or any hints of where she could be for amity and boscha to find.
they wanted to go out to search for the turian but their elders forbade them from going in such a
trivial mission that doesn't serve a proper purpose in their own object of finding a new home than
this ship.

but they simply cannot turn their back on luz when they went through so much.

"what are we going to do? we don't have a lead, our elders will basically lock us in this dank room
if we try to take one of the marathon." boscha said as she paces around the room with her hands
frantically waving around, she's filled of worry and anxiety that all she can think of was luz's well
being.

"but we can't sit here and do nothing!" amity stood up from her seat and headed for the miniature
version of the war table is the only light source of this dark room. it has a soft blue hue that
highlights amity's dark purple face with dots of blue as she watched boscha stop pacing to look at
her.

"i know! but i doubt that you anything useful for an idea!" boscha rebuked and she's right. none of
them has any plans to being with. there was silence between as they contemplate of bolting out of
here or be rational and go to potential planets of where luz is held captive.

then, a beep is heard making both quarians perk up and look down at the war table where there's a
singular red dot pulsing in the middle. amity and boscha looked at each other, the blight slowly
leaned closer to press it to make a set of cluster appear before them.



"rotes IV. in the juno cluster, just 50 thousand light years away from here." amity said as she zooms
in one of the many planets. it has a red wide acres of land, a super continent that is surrounded by
blue waters and is habitable.

"we can make it." boscha said, amity didn't need to think twice on what her colleague meant by that
and the map flicked out. the transmission was severed, only one thing remained in their mind.

amity and boscha placed their helmets back on along with their weapons and rushed out of the
room, headed for the hanger bay while acting aloof like everyone is till they stopped in front of the
marathon class frigate.

they slipped inside the ship, boscha was quick to head for the cockpit while amity checks the room
for anyone they might be towing along. boscha placed the destination needed and started up the
ship which instantly caught attention.

"pilot of the frigate. you are not authorized for take off. i repeat, you are not authorized for take off.
please step out of the ship immediately." the commander said over the intercom but amity and
boscha already made up their minds. they're going to find luz no matter what even if it means exile.

they'll do it themselves if they have to.

boscha turned the ship around and the hanger door opened, she floored the accelerator with them
preparing for a hyper jump. then, the ship sped out of the hanger bay and went far enough for them
to make the jump to the planet.

amity held onto the chair boscha is on from the sudden acceleration of speed but it was quick to
return to normal. the trip was quick in heading for rotes IV as the ship goes out of hyperspace and
they now stood in front of the beautiful yet uncharted planet of the juno cluster.

boscha dove down to the atmosphere of the planet and easily landed down rocky terrain that is
filled of steep valleys with the orange sun shining down the red land and the atmosphere of is stable
enough with a hint of methane.

"did you get the center point of where the signal came from?" boscha asked as she looked around
the vicinity. amity looked down to see her wrist to see the past record of the transmission and
tracked the source of it.

"it's just a few miles off where we are." amity replied, she cocked her rifle and started to lead the
way with boscha following behind her to climb the valley up, lowered their bodies and peered
down to see below a small camp with people in the middle.

"do you see her?" amity whispered as boscha zoomed in the circle to see the 3 to 4 mercs
surrounding a bunch of creatures along with one of them dropping a certain brown turian that made
boscha gasp and growl loudly.

"luz is there, alright with those mercs." boscha growled, she stood up and charged down the valley
before amity could stop her. the blight sighed deeply as she slapped her forehead before rushing
down along with boscha.

"get your hands off my luz!!" boscha shouted as she barrel rolled down the slope and started a rapid
fire at the mercs whilst avoiding to hit any innocents and luz. amity also got down the valley,



rushed towards to free the kidnapped and they rushed off to nowhere, as she got to luz, she frowned
when she saw blood oozing out of her chest.

"amity!" luz smiled as she saw the quarian, ignoring the pain of being shot through her exoskeleton.
"hey luz." amity replied with a small smile before ripping the cuffs on her, placed her rifle in her
back and carried luz in her arms.

"i got her! let's go, now!" amity yelled for boscha who stopped shooting the already dead merc who
was unfortunate enough to hold the precious turian. she started running along with amity as they
head back to the ship with their package safe in arms.

"i'm so glad the transmission reached you!" luz said as she held onto amity's neck, wincing a little
from the sting occurring on her chest but ignore it for now. she's happy that she get to see her two
best friends again.

"why were you taken in the first place?!" boscha asked, confused as to why a powerful turian got
abducted in this desolate planet.

"long story short they teamed up on me because they wanted my armor for scraps." luz
nonchalantly foretold the story as they got inside the ship and amity stopped in front of a room with
it's doors automatically opening for her.

"get us out of here. i'll fix her up." amity ordered, boscha nodded and ran back to the cockpit with
amity heading inside the infirmary. she gently settled luz on the bed, swiftly grabbed the needed
medical materials and sat down in front of the turian who's now expressing her pain.

"we need to take it off." amity said and luz nodded as she knows what she's referring to. she started
to disassemble her exoskeleton, dropping to the side, since she is a half turian and half human, her
body has more muscle and has the average height of a turian.

amity watched luz strip nude in front of her with her cheeks heating up, she slowly took off her
helmet as it was getting harder to breath in there. her eyes are dead set on the pair of mounds that
she quickly averted her gaze to look at the wound she should be working on.

"just stay still and don't move much." amity advised as she started applying the disinfectant and
listened to luz's pained hisses to ignore her eyes from traveling than inches downward.

"why does it have to happen to you.." amity muttered as she doesn't like seeing luz hurt, it only
pains her than the actual person who is in pain. she wiped off her blue blood, many soaked tissues
were burnt to the side and started to wrap the roll of bandages around her.

"well, this is made by pure rare materials and tried several times to get these off but one ended
losing his patience and shot me when i sent out the location." luz softly chuckled at the story, she
seems to be taking this situation a little lightly but in no doubt that she was afraid that amity and
boscha would never come.

"at least you found me though." amity's cheeks kept heating up when she heard that.

"feel good? it's not tight at all?" amity asked and luz nodded, she slightly rotated her shoulder but
that's all she can do for now. "yeah, i feel better now." luz replied as she shot the quarian a smile
making her slowly nod and started to put away the medical tools.



as amity was about to leave the infirmary to let luz rest but she caught amity's wrist to stop her.
"wait, stay with me." luz said as she softly tugged on amity to bring her back and sit down next to
her.

"do you need anything?" amity asked, she can feel luz's grip on her wrist tighten and loosely
intertwined her hand to amity's making her blush worse. she stared into luz's eyes that is glistening
of something.

slowly shaking her head, "no.. just stay with me for a while." luz said as she lowers her head and
amity finds it cute.

"alright."

luz led them to lie down the bed with her her cuddling up and close her eyes in attempt to sleep
while amity is internally panicking that she gets to cuddle with her long time infatuation and crush.

while 'sleeping', amity didn't realise that she was hard till she felt luz slowly slip out of her arms
and pulled down her pants which made the quarian snap her eyes open to look down and see that
luz is slowly stroking her hard cock.

"luz?" amity is confused as to why luz is doing this but she doesn't wanna complain.

"i love you, amity." luz blurted out, she can do better than that but she wants to be taken by amity
right now. this made the blight turn into a tomato "r- really?" amity asked, wanting confirmation
and luz answered it with a nod making amity internally celebrate.

amity pulled luz up into a kiss that she gladly reciprocate while rubbing her cock. the blight
hummed in the kiss with her tongue slowly slipping inside luz's mouth for them to swirl around
each other before slowly pulling away.

luz lifted her leg up as she scooched closer to amity, making sure there's no space between them.
amity grabbed the lifted leg, she rubbed her cock against luz's slit to feel just how wet she is before
slowly pushing inside making luz lightly moan.

"amity.." luz gripped onto the blight's shoulders as she feels herself getting stretched. she pressed
her head against her chest, muffling her moans. amity bit her lip, she groaned as she feels the
tightness wrapping around her cock.

"ah fuck.." amity groaned, she pushed the rest in making luz gasp loudly and shuddered.

"you okay?" amity asked as she looked down to see if luz is alright. the turian slowly nodded and
gave amity a kiss, she wrapped her arms around while she gets accustomed to the girth inside her.

after a few minutes, luz gave an affirming nod for amity to start slowly thrust into her as she listens
to luz's low moans making her cheeks tint darker with. amity started picking up her pace to hear
more of luz's voice, letting it all go out of her throat.

"a- amity!" luz moaned with her head slightly rolling back, something inside amity must've
snapped as she changed the position into missionary and started pounding away making luz moan
loudly with her hands trying to silence herself for boscha not to hear them but amity pinned her
hands over her head while being careful not to hurt her shoulder.



luz's mouth turned completely agar as amity rams into her with her cock driving deep it her pussy,
giving her the best pleasure coursing through her body with it bouncing along with her tits that
amity found herself staring at without regret or shame.

"hngh- aah.. you feel so good.." amity deeply moaned, she leaned down to take one of the bouncing
tits in her mouth and started sucking on it hard with her tongue flicking the nipple as her teeth
chewed the surrounding skin without hurting luz. in fact, this only amped up the pleasure.

"shit amity! h- harder please! fuck me harder!" luz begged and amity didn't hesitate to comply as
her thrusts became almost animalistic with her tight and suck became harder making the turian
scream out in delight as her back arches for amity to hit that one specific spot.

lux closed her eyes as she indulged herself in the experience. amity pulled away with a pop, she
slammed her lips against luz for another kiss with her tongues lashing wildly this time as their drool
slowly oozed down the side of their mouths.

as they ran out of air, amity started placing trails of kisses on luz's neck befoe finding the right spot
to sink her teeth in and mark luz like it's supposed to be.

luz can feel her climax coming along with amity as the entire room is filled of their skin slapping,
her erratic moans with amity's grunts and the bed continuously rocking, creaking.

then, luz lets out a scream of euphoria as she finally came on her first time with amity gritting her
teeth tightly and came at the same time as luz making their orgasmic fluids mixing with each other
and ferment the turian.

both panted heavily as they slowly come down from their highs, amity has tied her knot with luz
and it made her smile as she now belongs to her. amity slowly pulled out before leaning down to
give luz a much softer kiss and pressed her forehead against her.

"i love you too, luz." luz smiled and hugged amity as they lay on the bed in each other's arms with
them slowly falling as asleep. burying in each other's warmth.

-----

when luz woke up, amity is still asleep in front of her. she placed a peck on her lips and slowly
slipped out of the bed with her wincing a little but continued to walk out of the infirmary to start
looking where the cockpit could be.

luz traveled the halls with the sound of the engine humming in the background, she watched the
stream of neon running on either ends of the floor till she stopped in front of the door that doesn't
have a name. all of the doors of this ship doesn't have a name but she opened it anyways.

it revealed the cockpit with boscha sitting on the single chair of the room.

luz entered the room to go over to boscha to see what she's doing as she got beside her, she can see
she's finding some planets they can go to and boscha sensed the turian's presence.

"always knew you're the loud mouth." boscha said as she slides the screens to the side to disappear
and looked at luz, seeing her still nude made her more turned on than before.



"sorry you had to hear that." luz said as she slightly blushes but boscha only scoffs and pulled the
turian to sit on her lap, making her feel the hard affliction. "psh, kinda jealous that blight got to you
first but," boscha slowly rubs luz's lean body and stopped right on her tits to grope it, rubbing the
erected nipples making luz whine.

"i can let it slide if you ride."

luz softly giggled and started to slowly grind agains the hard on "nice rhymes." she said. she
grabbed boscha's helmet, planning to take it off as she wants to give the quarian a kiss but boscha
stopped her and pulled her hands back. "take off your helmet, captain." luz said but boscha shook
her head.

"it stays on, honey." boscha replied as her finger traced her lips and started to unbuckle her pants
for her cock to flop out in front of luz who's breath hitched at the sight of the 12 inched cock before
her. pulsing and dripping.

"go on. start bouncing." boscha commanded as she leaned back to the chair to watched luz ride her
like a prized stallion. she gripped onto the turian's waist for support and watched her hover above
her cock, aligning it before slowly pushing down making luz gasp at her being stretched again.

"that's it. good girl." boscha cooed, luz gripped onto the armrests and slowly started bringing
herself up then down. her breathing shaky, luz started to pick up her pace while boscha watched her
work with amusement.

she lets go of her waist, her eyes wandered down to luz's breasts once again as she stared at it
intently before looking to admire the lewd expressions she's making.

"boscha.." luz moaned out, she still wants to take off boscha's helmet but she continued her bounces
as she rolled her head back from pleasure. the cock hitting all of the right spots for her and luz is
still sensitive from her first round so she can feel the familiar twist in her stomach getting tighter.

boscha noticed this and she slides the screens back in front of luz which snapped her eyes open
"why don't you pick a planet for us to settle? i haven't been able to find one since you and amity
had alot of fun in the infirmary." boscha asked, giving luz the opportunity to find them a home
while she rides and it's hard to think straight but she tries.

luz started skimming through the various systems of the neighboring galaxies. her moans echoing
through the metal walls with the chair rocking a little but it didn't make an annoying creaking or
squeaking noise.

then, luz accidently tapped a system as she squealed from boscha plunging her cock deep into her
making her instantly cum but the quarian is nowhere done. the system has 8 planets orbiting twin
suns.

luz tapped a random planet and the name of it is displayed "h- here.. qulengon III. right in the
exolot system." she said. boscha looked at it for one moment before nodding and speed up her
thrusts making luz wail out in pleasure.

"good choice." boscha said before cumming in deep of luz earning a blissed sigh and rested her
head against the quarian's chest. she didn't bother to pull out yet as she can sense that luz is going
back to sleep so she lets her now mate rest on top of her.



with boscha punched in the hyperdrive with luz on her lap as they head into another world, settle on
a foreign planet for a new life with luz and their soon to be children brewing in the turian's womb.



Find A Way

Chapter Summary

boscha realises something

amity x luz x boscha

requested light smut & angst by @Bat-In-Your-Betfry

luz, amity and boscha are married happily for many years and counting. they have four children
who are sleeping soundly in their rooms while their parents have a rather eventful night so to say.

"that's a good girl." amity purred as she rubbed luz's head, watching her give her a blowjob whilst
getting fucked roughly from behind by boscha who's really in the mood tonight.

the three eyed witch is going in an animalistic pace, roughly slamming into her pussy. she held one
of luz's wrist and her hips, watching her ass bounce rapidly at each impact. luz kept moaning into
amity's cock, the vibrations bringing pleasure for the blight before luz slowly pulled out to give the
balls some attention while her swiftly stroking her wife's cock.

"aahh.. fuck, you never seem to get loose after giving birth to those twits huh?" boscha said, she ran
her hand across luz's smooth, sweating back before giving her ass a nice spank making the human
groan and looked over her shoulder to see her wife's dominant expression.

"guess it's a gift or you made a spell." luz replied earning a devilish smirk from boscha and she
goes harder on her. she knows the human loves of her being 'mean' in bed. boscha tightened her
grip on luz's arm, pulling it back more as she can feel herself getting closer but then-

crack

luz's eyes widened when she felt a sudden eruption of pain occurred in her arm. she lets out an
anguished cry with tears quickly welling up in her eyes as she never experienced a fractured or
dislocated bone before. that made her two wives snap back to reality, get off and turn luz over to
rest on her back.

"what did you do?!" amity quickly placed her glowing hands on luz's dislocated arm focusing as
she heals her along with boscha who's panicking harder since she's the one who did this to their
lover.

"i- i must've held her the wrong way!" boscha said, her heart madly pounded on her chest as she
watched luz wince in front of them and tried her best to stay still while they're healing her. tears are
rolling down her face but the pain contorting her face is slowly calm down as her injury quickly
healing.

"my titan," amity sighed as she slowly pulled her hand back and sat down with boscha combing her
hair back, calming down from that fiasco. luz slowly moved her arm to see if the pain is truly gone,



it is and she slowly sat up as she looked at her relieved lovers.

"don't hold her like that again. you clearly don't know your own strength." amity sneered at boscha
who scoffed and waved her hand nonchalantly.

"oh come on, she loves it when i go rough but yeah that was unexpected." boscha said, true, neither
of them expected for luz to actually break bone mid sex but it seems anything can happen with
them even in bed.

"well, i guess i'm not limber anymore like before." luz joked, pulling a pun in as she giggled and
amity playfully rolled her eyes but boscha didn't say anything when she saw a strand of grey hair
within luz's long curls. she grimaced at the sight of it.

"oh hush you, that's enough for tonight. let's get some sleep, yeah?" amity leaned in for a kiss
which luz happily returned and pulled her to lay on the bed with her also tugging boscha to lie in
beside her. boscha gave her wife a kiss and lets her cuddle up into her chest with amity embracing
her from behind.

it didn't take long for luz to be fast asleep but boscha is wide awake, she glanced down to see the
same strand of grey and she squeezed her eyes tight before exhaling quietly through her nose.

slowly pulling luz's arms off her waist, boscha slipped out of the bed, grabbed a robe to cover her
half naked body and silently went out of the bedroom, planning to get some fresh air but the sound
of the door creaking ever so slightly easily awoken amity as she never was truly asleep.

she saw that the empty space and looked at the slowly closing down. amity placed a kiss on luz's
head before getting out of the bed as well, got her own robe and followed after boscha. amity didn't
open any lights as the moon was bright enough to light up the way and she saw that the front door
was wide open.

amity peered her head out to see boscha sitting in the chairs on the porch staring blankly out in the
open woods with her finger under her nose. the three eyed qitch said nothing for a long while, the
only things that are many noise are the nearby nocturnal creatures to fill the silent void.

then, amity's widened when she saw a single tear roll down boscha's eye and soon more followed
that turned into a full on sobbing as she clasped her hand to her mouth to muffle herself to not be
too loud.

boscha never cries. the first time everyone, including amity and luz was in their wedding and it's
understandable that it was a special day. who wouldn't cry when you got married with someone in
your dreams?

this alarmed amity.

"hey hey, what's wrong? why are you crying?" amity quickly rushed to her wife's side and started
wiping her tears away but she continued to sob with her hands slowly trembling.

boscha grabbed the blight's hands to pull away from her face and give it a firm squeeze. she
composed herself, took a deep breath before asking "amity, do remember the years we spent with
luz?" her voice shaky.



"why, of course. how could forget every moment we had with her?" amity replied without
hesitation though she's confused at the question.

"then, you would see the changes in her. think back to our wedding, we were in our mid 20's, right?
luz looked so young, so beautiful when she walked down that aisle and now, she still is wonderful
but her body is not aging like ours." boscha said, amity slowly frowned as she started to compare
the changes their physical appearances has gone through over the years and luz had the most
changes while they still look young despite being like, what in their mid 40's or early 50's.

"you mean, there is an actual difference between us witches and humans..?" amity was afraid to
come into terms with that idea but it is real.

"luz is aging faster than us. she's already slowing down while we're as if in our 20's, that's why her
bones are so easy to break now. we have a longer life span than humans and i don't think luz can
live up to 100." boscha tightened her grip on amity's hands as she clenched her teeth tightly, she
tried to make a stoic face but she simply can't when the truth is in their faces.

"i don't think i can live without her, amity.. i don't want her to die yet.." boscha muttered and
amity's own tears started to fall, dropping on her lap but she shook her head as she's not gonna
accept that fate of luz.

"boscha, listen to me." amity cupped boscha's cheeks to turn her head to look at her and stared at
her direction in the eyes.

"you and i are one of the most powerful witches in the boiling isles. we can find a way, a spell from
our ancestors because there is no modern record to make someone live longer with us and all will
be well if we find that to use on luz, okay?" amity said, she knows there has to be a spell that slows
down aging or make someone's life span, even better.

so that all three of them can live happy and long without worry or regret in their lifetimes till they
die.

"this is for luz."

slowly nodding, boscha is willing to sacrifice for her family and she doesn't want to lose luz too
soon just when everything is going splendidly. "for luz." she agreed to this plan.

amity smiled, she leaned in to give her wife a kiss and hugged her. they stayed in this position for a
short while before standing up with their hands intertwined. they head back to the house, boscha
locking the door behind her and returned to their bedroom to see luz is still asleep.

they slowly got back into bed which slightly awoken by the feeling of her wives getting back to
bed. she looked to see boscha in front with tear stains on her face, she also feel something wet on
her back when amity pressed her head.

"did something happen? what's wrong?" luz asked, her voice groggy but shook her head and
caressed the noceda's cheeks as she planted a sweet kiss in her lips.

"nothing, my love. this won't be a problem anymore." boscha replied which doesn't make sense but
she didn't bother to pressure as they did have a long night and need some rest.

"okay, goodnight."





Recklessness

Chapter Summary

a harmless game turned south

amity x luz x boscha

requested by @GoodEnd=BadEnd

luz loves being controlled and the only people who can do that is none other than amity blight and
boscha havenstar. they have alot of games in bed but there's one that's their favorite.

whenever amity and boscha would go out, they would cuff luz on the bedpost with a bead vibrator
inside her pussy that has a connection radius about a 50 miles and the two can control it to
maximum or minimum whenever they see fit to torture luz in a pleasurable way while they're doing
errands or groceries.

they live in a manor that has a top notch security system that they didn't bother to lock their master
bedroom's door as they really don't have any breaking and entering when whoever goes over that
gate easily triggers the alarm that'll phone the police first then amity and boscha.

but something went amiss.

as the last handcuff was clipped on by boscha, she stepped back beside amity to see what the
predicament luz is in who has a retractable cuffs on for easy reaching for things and can be
manually pulled up. "comfortable?" boscha asked.

"yep." luz replied, she tugged on the restraints for testing and this seemed to please her two lovers
that she's secured to the bed.

"we'll be out in a few. the cuffs are long enough for you to reach the water and dial in the servants if
you get hungry." amity said, motioning over to the full glass of water and the small button to call
for the servants whenever luz needs it.

luz nodded with a smile but it dropped when she felt a sudden voltage of pleasure shock her body
all over making her legs tremble and moan. amity and boscha smirked at the sound of it.

"now, behave while we're gone and we just might reward you, got it?" amity said as she turned off
the vibrator and stepped closer to luz to give her a kiss on the lips. when pulling away, boscha was
quick to plant her own kiss.

"y- yes.." luz muttered when they finished their kisses.

"good girl. see you later baby!" boscha waved her lover goodbye as she goes out of the room,
following amity out down the hallway. they didn't close the door though. they kept looking over



their shoulder to see luz till they turned a corner and disappeared. she can still hear their receding
footsteps before everything went silent.

luz looked around their bedroom, swinging her legs back and forth as she started to think of what to
do whilst being cuffed with a vibrator in her. she's fully clothed this time but she can go full on
nude as she waits for her lovers to return.

it wasn't till 10 minutes later, luz perked up when she heard the sound of footsteps but she doesn't
recognise it as amity's or boscha's. it was heavy and quick. she looked down the hallway and her
eyes widened when she saw someone in all black rush down the hallway, heading for the door.

luz scrambled to get to the button but she froze when she heard a click in front of her along with the
slow creak of the door closing. she looked at the corner of her eye to see a person covering their
face with a tight ski mask while they aim a 9mm at her that has a silencer.

"where's the money?" they asked as they approached luz in a slow manner.

"w- what?" luz tried to act dump, making it seem that she doesn't know the place and she's just in a
service but the robber didn't take that kindly as they threw the nightstand that has the water and
button to the side. diminishing luz's plans of escape.

"where's the damn money?!" they asked again and they have their gun pointed straight in luz's
head.

"it's in the safe! th- that's closet over there!" luz said, pointing over to the closet behind the person
who looked over their shoulder then back at luz before slowly backing up to get to the closet.
swinging it open and started searching for the safe while luz muttered under her breath prayers and
pleading for her life as she doesn't want it to be cut short when she has so much to live for.

as the robber got the safe, they expected a code so they went back to luz and placed the muffled
into her head making the noceda silently cry "the password." they said.

"i don't know.. they never told me-"

 

BANG BANG!!!

 

it was so sudden.

the pain didn't arrive till 5 seconds later and luz looked down to see her leg oozing out of blood,
staining her sheets as she was shot. she lets out a scream for agony but was cut off when the robber
shoved the steaming muffler in luz's mouth and their finger is just kissing on the trigger.

"i said what's the fucking password of your sugar mommy or daddy's safe! if you don't give me the
numbers, i swear i'll call up my friend to rape you, bitch!" the robber snapped as they pushed the
gun more into luz's mouth, giving her a bad time with this forbidden blowjob.

"you're in a vulnerable position right now. how stupid of your lover to leave you like this so out in
the open as if they wanted someone like me to take. do you want that?" they leaned closer to the
noceda, their tone held nothing but malevolence and they make it sound like they truly are gonna



call someone up or do it themselves to raping luz making her sob even more and slowly shake her
head.

"then, give me the code and we'll be done with it." their tone became calmer, almost and lowered in
an octave or two as they slowly pulled the gun out of luz's mouth for her to talk.

"2580.." their birth months.

the robber then tried that number while keeping an eye at luz to see if she's lying to them. as they
pushed the last number, a light beep is heard and the safe is open much to both of their relief.

luz thought she's okay now since the robber got their money since they're shoving all of the greens
into their bags as much as they can before zipping it up and stood up with them aiming the gun at
luz one last time that made her heart race once again with her mind frantically telling, praying to
not pull the trigger.

"never speak of this. even in hell or heaven."

-----

amity and boscha was quick to rush home when they got a call from one of their servants that
something happened to luz but they didn't explain what.

they slowed down their car when they saw an ambulance and many cop cars parked in front of their
manor with many people clamoring as if there's a show happening.

boscha parked her car to the side and swiftly got out with amity trailing behind, they pushed some
people to make way till they were stopped by a line of cops serving as a barrier.

"let me through! i need to see my girlfriend!" boscha shouted as she tries to slip through the cops
but they didn't back down. this must've caught the leading officer's attention as they allowed the
two women to go in and stood front of them with a frown on their face.

"what are your relations with miss noceda?" they asked, pulling out a note and pen to write down
whatever the two are gonna say.

"i'm amity blight, this is boscha haventar and we're her girlfriends. officer, what happened to luz?"
amity asked with worry riddled in her tone. the officer slowly placed their note back as they sighed
with solemn, they took a deep breath before saying:

"afraid to tell you that she.."

everything went blaring silent when the first one to see a familiar brown hand dangling out from
the carrier heading for the ambulance was boscha. she didn't even bother to listen as she rushed past
the officer, pushed the people in front of her and hopped inside the ambulance to tear the cloth over
the body and her face contorted to horror.

her breathing turned ragged as she saw how pale and stiff looking luz is. there's a blood hole right
in her forehead created by a gunshot and her eyes are not longer hazel. there's no longer life left in
those hues that she once fell for.

it's all grey.



"boscha what are you.." amity trailed off as she was about to scold the havenstar from creating a
public disarray but when she saw her dead lover's body. her whole body shuts down and her legs
started to wobble as she can't bear the sight of luz's face. the emptiness, the last emotion she felt
was pain and the promise of them protecting luz was shattered.

they didn't do what they were supposed to do for luz but they failed.

amity lets out a dreaded cry like a mother losing her child while boscha dropped to her knees inside
the ambulance and held luz's cold hands as she quietly cries with the people watching the tragedy in
complete silence.



How Could You?

Chapter Summary

amity and boscha got into a forced marriage and amity does not like it one bit

requested smut & angst by @Otter With A Dark Side

forced marriage is not the best thing in the world and it can go into two ways. one, the bridge or
groom would find another behind each other's back, behind their family's back.

or the route of them trying to figure it out and make it work.

the first option is the latter and boscha is the victim of it.

boscha just got home from a meeting between the heads of every powerful house of witches in the
emperor's war table. she quietly closed the door behind her and looked around the wide area of the
mansion to see if amity is around before heading up the stairs for the master bedroom, think she'd
be there.

as the three eyed witch got to the door, she gripped the metal knob and twisted it, slowly opening
the door to reveal the mint green haired blight sitting in front of the mirror brushing her hair in a
slow, stiff manner as she just stared at her reflection blankly.

"i'm home." boscha said as she entered the room with the door closing behind her. she walked over
to the bed to take off her suit jacket, loosening up her tie while she watched amity do the same
motion over and over.

"welcome back." amity said, she gently placed the brush down the drawer and watched boscha
come closer to her through the mirror. the witch's arms wrapped around amity with her chin rested
on her shoulder and gave a kiss on the cheek as a welcome home.

"how did your day go?" boscha continued with the questions, wanting to get out more than small
talks as she never really had a meaningful conversation with amity throughout this 2 years of
marriage. she's always so distant, standoffish towards her and the atmosphere of the mansion is
always so gelid that it's suffocating.

"it was fine." amity replied and got out of boscha's grip. she went to their bed, pulled the covers up
to slip inside it and turned her back to the three eyed witch, leaving her there to contemplate. amity
became more indignant after the wedding and settled in this mansion, she explicitly expresses the
irritation of her being here even if not in front of boscha's face.

the first months of being married to boscha, amity would frequently go out of the mansion while
using the same excuse that she's just gonna go see some old friends when she knew outright that
she's going to that one particular human and would come back home when it's already dark with a
smile on her face that would almost instantly drop when she sees boscha.



it hurts to see the momentary happiness amity has disappear at the sight of her.

boscha tried her best in giving amity the experience that she can be a good wife for her but all of
her efforts are thrown out of the window by telling her that they're just strangers living together and
there's no point in creating a bond when it's not worth it.

but she didn't give up though. boscha would pamper, give amity praises everyday and tried to have
some action in bed as their parents kept insisting that they should already have a child but amity
was quick to shut down subject and reason of it is she's not ready to commit to having sex when
she's already in a forced relationship.

when the blight parents found out about amity's frequent go outs from the mansion and basically
leaving boscha all alone to lament. they forbade amity from going out anymore unless if it's truly
necessary and the decision of amity ever getting out is up to boscha.

this only added more poison in the deadly bottle that is about to explode in her face.

sighing quietly, boscha continued to take off her clothes to change into her nightwear to join amity
to bed. she lifted the covers up to get in but didn't move closer to her wife as she values and takes
her personal space more than before when she's pushed into this hell.

boscha turned her head to face amity's back, her hair grew longer that took up half of her back and
more of her auburn roots are showing as she cared less about maintaining her dye. she slowly lifted
her hand to drew closer to the blight's hair, planning to just touch it for a moment.

but the witch's hand stopped midway, she started to ponder of if touch it that would invade amity's
space. she can feel her fingertips getting cold with it slightly trembling, boscha listened to amity's
soft breathing.

she only wants to make amends and be with amity that there's no more malice between them.
boscha loves amity, her feelings are vivid for the blight yet she can't fully let it all out when there's
an emotional barrier separating them and those walls get thicker and thicker faster than boscha
could tear it down.

then, boscha pulled her back hand and looked down to see her golden ring. she slowly rubbed it as
she stared it with dolorous and sorrow. the witch only wanted to be with amity, she did get that but
amity doesn't feel contented but trapped instead and she simply can't force the blight to love her
like the way she does.

"goodnight." boscha said as she turned her body to face the other side and she didn't get any
response. not that she was hoping for one before slowly fluttering her eyes shut, wishing that
tomorrow would be better than the last.

like she always does.

-----

with the sun's rays piercing through the small cracks of the blinds, one landed on boscha's eyes that
made her slowly wake up along with the alarm blaring in her ears. she turned over and opened her
eyes to see an empty, cold space beside her.



boscha stared it at for a while as she tries to find a warm spot but ended up with nothing. she slowly
stood up and slipped out of the bed to prepare for the new of her mundane work.

with her jacket slung on her shoulder, boscha walked down the stairs and she saw amity in the
kitchen, eating her breakfast on the counter as she watches something on the magic orb. she headed
over to her and placed a kiss on the cheek "good morning." boscha greeted.

"morning." amity blandly replied and didn't bother to look at her.

boscha looked at the blight, glanced down at what she's watching then back at amity. she's not even
gonna ask. "well.. i'll be going now. you can go out whenever you feel bored here, okay?" she said
as she headed for the door to head out already.

not seeing the point in staying longer when the one she's talking to is disinterested but boscha didn't
notice the small smile come on amity's face.

"bye."

it didn't take long for amity to trot upstairs after she checked every windows to see if boscha is truly
gone. she got inside the bedroom, dragged her hands along the walls and took off the ring to place
it on top of the drawer before stopping right in a specific spot to knock on it five times before a
portion of the wall spun to push someone out in the open.

"oof!" luz groaned when she felt onto the floor. she jumped up to her feet as she pat herself down,
amity watched her with a smile on her face. she always loved seeing luz, she's the only person that
could make her smile like this and finally settled to the idea of her running away with the noceda.

"i'm surprised you were able to breath in there." amity said as she helped luz pat herself off some
dusts and leaned in for a sweet kiss making the noceda smile, kissing back. she and amity has been
in an illicit affair for a year now, right before the blight was banned from going out.

luz has been there of amity, always, she's the first person she would go to whenever she goes out of
the mansion. the affair is only known by only a handful of people like willow, gus and the
inhabitants of the owl house.

"well, i made a little breathing slash peeping hole and i gotta tell ya, that was the most awkward
thing i've ever seen so far." luz pointed the two small holes behind her, her hands gripped on
amity's waist as she pulled her closer making sure there's no space left for them. their eyes staring
deeply into each other's souls.

that's the look of passion.

the love in their eyes are so evident it doesn't need a fool to look twice to realise it.

"are you sure about this plan?" luz asked, watching amity slowly closing in for a hug as she rested
her head on her chest, feeling the human's normal heartbeat in her ear and their warmth transferring
into one another as they have this moment all to themselves.

"of course. if it means being with you pisses my parents off, it's worth it." amity replied, looking up
to luz's hazel eyes dawning down on her and made the space disappear from their lips. the taste of
the lips, they're on a ride, luz intertwined her hands to amity as they drown themselves in their love
while the blight's other hand stopped in a particular spot.



right in downtown.

luz instantly knew what amity wants and she's happy to do give to her. luz slowly lifted the blight
by the legs without breaking the kiss as she led them to the bed with her going in between.

breaking away, luz cupped amity's cheek and bombarded her with kisses making her giggle. "i love
you." luz whispered, she slowly slipped her hands inside amity's shirt to pull her bra up and slowly
grope her supple tits.

"i love you too, baby." amity replied and pecked luz's nose. she started to unbuckle her lover's pants
while she's preoccupied on planting kisses on her neck and kneading her breasts. as luz's hard cock
flopped out, amity didn't waste her time in stroking it with her tilting to the side for luz to leave
hickeys.

they don't need to hide it anymore.

amity cupped luz's face to make look into her eyes once more and whispered "don't pull out."

"yes ma'am." luz replied with a smile, she withdrew to pull amity's pants off along with her panty
to show her drenched pussy. luz bit her lip, she rubbed her cock and aligned herself in her lover's
womanhood.

they did this many times and they gave each other's first before the day of the wedding to establish
who amity really belongs to.

luz drove her cock inside amity making her squeal in delight and shudder at the feeling of her
lover's cock encased around her pulsing insides. she gripped onto the sheets as she rolled her head
back.

"ah fuck..."

luz leaned down, she grabbed amity's hands to intertwine once again as she started thrusting.
groaning, the noceda stared down at amity to watch her face contort into pleasure and bliss as her
body jerks upward with her boobs bouncing in front of her face.

"aahhh! aahh shit luz!" amity moaned, she wants to pull her lover into a kiss but her hands are
bound. she spreads her legs even more, luz pulled her hand down grip on the blight's hips to lift her
up for more access.

"fuck ami, i love you so much.." luz muttered, she leaned closer to amity as she felt her grip her
hair and slammed her lips into amity's with their tongues dancing erratically. pleasure rippled
throughout their bodies and the idea that amity is gonna be pregnant of luz's child.

it sent her shivers.

 

meanwhile, boscha returned home thinking she must've forgot something and rushed back inside
the mansion. she didn't see amity in the living room so she thinks she's out down in bonesborough
to see her. she raced up the stairs as she has no time to lose, a tardy in her record is not tolerated.

boscha gripped the doorknob, twisted it as she swing it open only to freeze on sight. her eyes
widened as she saw her wife getting pounded by none other than luz noceda.



"what the fuck is this?!" boscha exclaimed, her body trembling as she's fuming at the sight. she was
about to charge at luz but amity summoned the limbs of her abomination to hold the witch with her
limbs getting frozen and down over as luz threw an ice glyph.

the two looked at boscha for a while before resuming to what they were doing. boscha growled
loudly, she started struggling to get out of her restraints but when she tore her legs out of the
abomination's grip, it only reformed back to hold her tighter.

"you make a cuckold of me?!" boscha yelled, tears started to well up in her eyes as she's forced to
watch 'her love of her life' be fucked before her eyes who's loving ever second of it. moaning
lewdly which made a stem of envy grow inside her.

"fuck fuck luz, i'm coming!!" amity wailed in euphoria as her body arched when she finally came,
coating luz's cock with her cum. the squeeze made luz groan as she come soon after, amity sighed
blissfully at the feeling of warmth filling her body and that she's officially belonged to luz.

both panted heavily as they rode their highs down while hot streams of tears rolled down boscha's
face. her teeth clenched, she tried to melt off the ice but it's so thick that she's practically on the
floor with her flames slowly heating up the ice cuffs.

as luz pulled out, she leaned in for a kiss to which amity happily returned before turning her eyes
on the three eyed witch when they pulled away.

"i never loved you in the first place, boscha. did you really think we're going to be together in this
hell of a marriage?" amity said, not feeling any remorse to the fact of her having an affair. she
slowly sat up while luz helped her fix her clothing.

"but.. am i not enough? i gave everything for you and out of all the creatures in the boiling isles,
you chose that damn human?!" there was melancholy in boscha's voice for a moment before
turning sharp as she snarled at luz who just stared at her.

"boscha," luz lightly called.

"just stop thinking that you and amity are gonna be a thing. she doesn't like you in the first place. if
i were you, it's the perfect time to move on and find the right one for you." the noceda said, trying
to help as well in telling the truth as this relationship will not or will ever work when amity and
boscha aren't compatible.

growling, boscha is seething as luz had the gall to say that to her "the hell you know, human! you're
nothing but a paramour! a mistress to my cheating wife!!" she roared, her eyes slowly seeing
bloody red with the flames in her hands now quickly melting off the ice.

sighing, amity stood up and gave boscha on last stare as she summoned her staff with the eagle
palisman's eyes glowing "i think i had enough. i'm leaving, i already have my luggage out and this
is a goodbye boscha havenstar." she said as this is the last conversation she and boscha will ever
have. amity hopped on her staff with luz on the back and withdrew their spells on the three eyed
witch.

"may the titan give you another chance in love." and with that, amity flew out of the mansion with
luz, not planning to ever come back and leaving boscha to lament once again. drowning in her own
sorrows as her mind boggled at the questions of what she could've done to prevent this day from
happening but then again...



this felt inevitable.

nonetheless, "fuck you."



Captivating Captive

Chapter Summary

starcraft au

protoss zerg hybrid luz x human amity & boscha

requested smut by @spartan117

rapid rains of bullets and fire scorned the battlefield as turrets would either last longer than 5
minutes or explode as a plasma bullet pierced it's interior. the war in this planet is almost unending
against the protoss and just the terran, the humans thought there would be no zerg left.

they were wrong.

amity and boscha stood behind a thick sheet of glass that held in the hybrid no one knew existed or
could exist captive as is genetically impossible and the needed configuration must be precise at
each strand of dna fibres for it to take solid form and it worked. those bastards went beyond.

they stood in front of the first protoss zerg hybrid.

"the subject's claims her name is luz. she's approximately 323 centimeters tall and violently exhibits
aggression when gregory almost died when he tried to take a sample of her bleeding scar." another
scientist informed the leading investigator and scientist as they continue to watch 'luz's erratic
behaviors, roaring that shock the entire place and kept punching the walls that are designed to
contain a zerg but the strength of the hybrid is still uncertain.

luz has various long bladed as if hair like tentacles that wildly swished around and the twin tails are
only non lethal. her arms can morph into blades as well as displayed earlier and is now giant fists
while she punches the walls the escape. not really familiar to everything or want to be around with
at all.

"i'll head in. request entry of airlock 20, make sure to place joanna in my place in case this goes
south and do not follow me." amity said as she went over to the door with her hand gripping the
hand and glanced at boscha when she said the last part.

"request confirmed." one said.

scoffing, "kinda hard to follow when you're standing in front of a beast, doc." boscha said and stood
by the door as she does want to marvel the hybrid and perhaps get some information that could
upgrade the artillery. amity rolled her eyes, when a beep is heard, she slowly opened the door and
made light steps when they headed inside the room.

as they got behind the hybrid, amity cleared her throat and called out "hey." which made luz stop.
she slowly turned her head over her shoulder to look at the two women, she narrowed her eyes at
them and lets out a threatening growl but amity raised her hand to stop her as if that's gonna work.



"you spoke english just a few minutes ago. will you talk to us?" amity asked as she stared into the
hybrid's hazel eyes and they just said nothing after that which disappointed amity as she does want
to talk with luz but it seem to be a one time thing.

"guess she's not much of a talker." boscha chuckled and leaned back to the almost broken wall to
watch how this all plays out. amity held herself from rolling her eyes again, she started to slowly
approach luz who growled as a warning with her lowering her head a little.

"it's okay. i'm not gonna hurt you, i have not weapons on me." amity said with her voice smooth
and she proved that she doesn't have anything on her but luz looked at boscha who's still watching
the entire scene unfold and the blight instantly got the message.

"boscha, discard your weapon." amity ordered.

"what? i can't go unarmed when i'm in the same room as this monster!" boscha fired back as she
placed her hand on her holster which made luz let out a snarl with her tentacles blades at the ready
to impale both humans but amity raised her hand to stop her and snapped her head over her
shoulder.

"just do it or you'll agitate her!" amity shouted, boscha clenched her teeth tightly as she looked at
the blight and the hybrid for a few seconds before sighing deeply. "fucking scientists always up in
their asses.." she grumbled under her breath while taking her gun, tossing it to the side and lifted
her pants to take out her knife as well before spreading her arms to see that she's all clean.

"better?" boscha asked with a hint of sarcasm.

"yes. now be quiet." amity turned her head back to luz who slowly calmed down and looked down
at the blight. "it's okay. no one's going to hurt you now." she said for comfort and for luz to slowly
lean down, lowering before amity with her tentacles easing down.

amity stepped a little closer with her hands still up, she closed her eyes and waited for something to
happen. luz looked at the extended hand with her eyes slowly dilating, she leaned closer to take a
light sniff before ultimately pressing her own big hand against amity who opened her hands to see
their big size difference but that doesn't matter as she gained the hybrid's trust.

"are you getting this?" amity looked over to the window to see if the people behind it is watching
the experiment go in a good direction. but suddenly, luz wrapped one of her tail around amity's
waist to lift her up which surprised her and looked the hybrid's eyes are dilated.

"huh- wait no no no! let me go!" amity thought that luz was gonna eat her but her blades slices off
her clothing and the blade withdrew to not actually hurt amity but to push the tentacle inside her
pussy.

"aah.. luz, stop.." amity tried to move but the protoss zerg continued to go inside her pussy till she
got to her womb and started thrusting into her. amity moaned much to her shame, her cheeks
heating red as she still tries to get out of luz's grip but it's too late.

"hey dipshit! let her go or-" boscha was about to grab her gun but luz whipped her tentacle towards
the investigator and started tearing her clothes off to start fucking her as well.

"aahh.. shit, get it off me!!" boscha exclaimed as she attempts to wriggle out of luz's grip but she
slowly gets weaker and weaker the more luz thrusts into her. both women moaning loudly in



shame, the people behind the mirror are busting the door to help out but luz has her other tentacle
blocking it.

luz watched the two women's lewd expressions while being fucked by her tentacles, her eyes
fixated on their bouncing tits as another tentacle slowly wrapped around their necks while being
gentle. humans are fragile after all.

"aahh! ah.. luz please!" amity moaned, she looked down at the tentacle going in and out of her as
it's getting coated of her juices. she can't believe she'd be fucked by an alien let out a powerful
hybrid, the blight doesn't know if this is the height of luxury or what.

boscha is still trying to hold in her moans, not wanting her dignity to be striped away but it's hard
when luz is getting all of the right spots and kept hitting her womb that brings her closer to the
edge. "aahh fuck!"

luz, then, started to morph her appearance while continuing to tentacle fuck the two humans. her
size shrunk but her height remained the same with her look being more humans while maintaining
her true aspects. her cock is fully erected and dripping of precum but she lets her tentacles get a
taste first before of her actually breeding a different species to see if they're worth her time.

they are. both of them but luz doesn't see this cage as a good setting to mate.

"shoot down the door goddamnit!" someone yelled on the other side as the other humans still try to
get through the door.

amity can feel herself getting closer to climax, she looked at luz who's eyes are staring both of them
with a shine in her hazel eyes that is telling something but amity doesn't know what it means yet.
she does find her once captive captivating.

then, amity lets out a shriek when she came on luz's tentacle and boscha followed soon after. luz
watched the two pant heavily as they came on her, she slowly pulled out and gently placed them
down the floor as she guards them while they're in a dazed, blissful state.

"rest." luz simply said with her hand softly caressed their faces and they looked back at her, baffled
at the monster's gentleness but suddenly, the door was finally blown open and a large file of
soldiers rushed inside the room with their guns aimed at luz.

the commander stood in front of the soldiers with malice in his eyes as he stared at luz and he
dropped her hand, aimed at the hybrid. "open fire!"



I Want This

Chapter Summary

-small continuation of 'triple kill'

they extended their getaway for three weeks.

leaving amity with the noceda sisters longer than intended. they were supposed to leave this
saturday but they knotted her for the fifth time instead.

the three sisters has been using amity everyday, knotting her at every chance they get and she's just
getting tossed around for them like hot potato. amity still feels disgusted every time they knot her,
making sure she's gonna be pregnant with their pups but something just snaps inside her amity.

her morality. her dignity has been torn into nothing.

luz has been questioning the things she and her sisters are doing to the young omega. she feels a
pang of pain whenever she sees amity lifelessly lying on her bed, stomach flat as she can't sit
properly due to how rough they can get but her morals and instincts are conflicting each other but
the nature of the alpha always wins.

amity feels exploited in no point of return. what else can she do than succumbs to her primal needs
as an omega as she's surrounded by three powerful alphas that she can't fight or escape. she knows
she's gonna be pregnant without needing for a test and she'll be with them forever after they marked
her.

she doesn't have any way to leave.

amity has her stomach flat on her bed, her lower half off the floor while she's getting fucked from
behind by lucia with the two watching the display as they wait for their turn on the omega.

"aahh ahh fuck.. you don't seem to get any looser huh?" lucia groaned, she gave amity's ass a
squeeze as she madly thrusts into her pussy, planning to knot her again as it turned into a daily
routine now. they can never get enough of the omega but she had enough of them though that
seemed to change over time.

"more! aahh.. please, harder!" amity moaned, begging for the alpha to take her. this amuses the
nocedas everytime they hear amity wanting more. lucia cackles, she leaned down to her omega's
ear, licking it and nibbling making her whine.

"since you did say please." lucia picked up her pace into unnatural making amity squeal in delight,
her hands are intertwined with lucia. her eyes half lid and mouth fully agar for her moans to fill the
room with her looking at luz and luca who's mesmerised at the sight.

"fuck... yes.." amity closed her eyes, she tightened her grip on lucia's hand and lifted ass up for her
alpha as she reaches deeper into her, hitting that one spot precisely with her climax coming in fast.



"ah fucking take it, you little slut!" lucia plunged her cock deep into amity's pussy as she came and
tied their knot. amity rolled her head back in ecstasy before dropping limp under the alpha,
trembling at the feeling of warmth circulating in her stomach.

"good girl." lucia purred as she brushed the hairs out of amity's face to look down at her blissed out
expression then looked at her two salivating sisters. "who wants to go next?" she asked.

"me!" luz was quick to answer as she drew closer to the two but was shoved to the side by luca "no,
me! i'm older!" she said with her hand raised.

"nuh uh! this isn't oldest to youngest!" luz rebuked.

"well, i didn't make the rules!" luca sneered back. lucia rolled her eyes, she lets out a loud growl to
make the two alphas shut up and look at her.

"since i'm done and she still has some holes left to fill. why don't you share, hm? you take her ass
and you take her mouth, sounds good?" lucia pointed at luz first then at luca as she slowly pulled
out of amity when their knot finished.

"fine. lay on your back." luca ordered, amity slowly crawled up to the bed and laid down with luz
spreading her legs to get in between, pushed her upward so her head is dangling on the edge where
luca is standing with her cock right in front of her face.

lucia leaned back to the headboard with her phone out to record the scene of the young omega
blight getting bred by the nocedas she should be while she worked her sheathing cock to get hard
again.

luz lifted amity's legs to show her second hole, spat it for lubrication before slowly pushing her
cock inside her ass making amity moan and twist her body a little as her ass doesn't get used alot
while servicing her alphas. they just take turns in her pussy making sure she's stuffed to the brim.

luz groaned as she rolled her head back, she tightened her grip on amity's legs and started thrusting,
loving the feeling the tightness of her ass. she has been having doubts of using amity like she's
nothing when she's this good and the truth is that an alpha always protects their omega, she and her
sisters would do anything for amity especially that she's having their pups.

but it will not excuse of what they did to her before that led up to this.

"open up." luca said as she slowly traced her finger on amity's red plump lips, she pushed her
thump in for her to suckle on before completely opening her mouth for the noceda to slowly place
her cock inside and amity didn't need instructions to start sucking.

"hm... good." luca muttered, she trailed her hand all over amity's body, groping her rotund breasts
as she moves her hips in a moderate speed. not wanting to accidentally choke her.

they continued to fuck amity who's enjoying every second of it. at least, that's what she wants to
think. her thinking of loving of being used is a new way for her to self cope that wouldn't be getting
out of this and ultimately capitulate in this new life she has to live in and be grateful that she even
got an alpha when she couldn't before.

what's the point of fighting when it's so much easier to give in.



as luz lets out a guttural moan when she came along with luca groaning. amity is once again filled
of her alphas' cum, shuddering as she feels the youngest's cum filling up her ass before slowly
pulling out for her cum to ooze out.

luca withdrew as well, amity swallowed as much as she can and pulled her head up again for her
blood to rush back down accumulating from her head. she slowly sat up, not minding that she's
soiling the sheets as she cleaned her face off from cum.

lucia finished her video and turned off her phone to place it to the side, saving it for personal
purposes. she opened her arms for amity to go in with her sisters coming in all sides.

"come here, baby." lucia beckoned and amity didn't hesitate to comply, she laid on top of her
alpha's chest to rest on her as she slowly rubbed her head to soothe her into slumber. only realising
now of how tired she is.

"did you have a fun time with us?" lucia asked. amity does want to leave them, the problem of her
being marked by them is not the only issue as these alphas has their way of words and they know it.
they kept telling amity the things she wants to hear, especially lucia as she is the head of this pack,
she whispers the praises the omega wants while soothing her into a trap she cannot escape.

nor even try to anymore.

amity answered the question with a nod as she fell asleep in lucia's arms, sleeping comfortably with
the same people who brought her pain and the burden of her having pups when she isn't ready. she
grew comfortable with them because she wanted this.

"good girl."



It's Okay

Chapter Summary

trans boy luca and amber

requested light angst & comfort by @BESTIATOMATE

Chapter Notes

(i just want to let you know off the bat that i am not trans, i'm pansexual and if you're a
transgender reading this. please do not hesitate to point out my mistakes in this story as i have
not experienced this beforehand and i do not want to make it seem i'm taking this too lightly or
discredit the people who went through it. again, if there are mistakes, please let me know and i
will fix it the best i can.)

luca stood in front of his standing mirror, his blinds are shut and door locked for his sisters not to
interrupt his private moment. he stared blankly at his matured body but.. it's not really his body at
all.

the mounds of his chest felt heavy and uncomfortable and his in between felt awkward like this
wasn't meant to be. he wasn't supposed to have this kind of body but yet here he is having a body of
a woman that he doesn't even recognise as himself.

sure, luca did cut his hair short which luz copied out of curiosity and easy drying of hair but this
isn't how he is. his mind and soul that he is a boy, he feels comfort in saying that he is a man than a
woman as this body isn't his.

but, luca was given some hope of he can change that. he took the surgery without his family's
knowledge and that would continue that way till he's ready to tell them who he truly is. luca just
have to wear a binder for some time till these annoyances can get off his chest.

sighing deeply, luca grabbed his binder to carefully placed it on his chest before hiding it with a
large thick shirt and perked up when he heard his phone go off from a new message. he grabbed his
phone to see it was amber just checking up on him.

luca knows.

luca slowly drooped as he knows that amber likes him but as a girl. he thinks that the blight is a
lesbian like her sisters, amelia and amity, but she hasn't confirmed it yet.

luca stared at his phone for a while before answering amber, engaging in a normal conversation as
he doesn't wanna bring up anything controversial between them that could leave an unbearable



tension as amber is known to be more timid than the others.

then, "hey luca, we got pizzas! you want some?" lucia's voice is heard throughout the house,
echoing through the walls along with that thuds down the kitchen.

"yeah. i'll be out in a minute." luca unlocked his door and walked out of the room whilst continuing
to text amber as he goes over to the counter where his sisters are.

lucia and luz watched their brother slowly smile as he tries to reach for the box of pepperoni pizza
but kept missing when he's too fixated in messaging amber. lucia leaned against the counter to look
down at what's happening on the screen but luca was quick to recoil his phone.

"ooh, is loverboy gonna swoon in a blight?" lucia asked with a smirk and her brows wiggling in
bisexual making luca grow flustered, he looked away with him stuffing his phone in his pocket.

"psh, no. she probably doesn't like me." luca just straight up lied in his sisters' faces and he can see
the deadpan their expressions. he lets out an awkward laugh and luz said "you're lying to yourself
man." as she took a bite out of her pizza.

"shut up and eat this." lucia shoved a slice in luca's mouth.

-----

luca once again stood in front of his mirror for him to see his own scars after his most hated part of
his body was removed. two curved scars are healed up from where his once breasts were and now
he's left with a comforting, fresh feeling that he doesn't have weights to pull him down.

the scars made a sort of smiley face from that one pokemon that luca forgot the name off but he
finds it cute. there's also thick lines of hair started to grow on his arms and the one on his legs grew
faster along with some small baby hairs under his nose like a faint mustache.

luca looks good. he feels good.

to some extent.

luca is just anxious at the fact that he has to tell his family and friends about him transitioning. he's
afraid because what if they only see him as his born gender than what he truly is? what if he get
ridiculed for being like this?

all of the bad what ifs are circulating in luca's head like a swarm of deadly hornets stinging his
brain in every corner. it's getting to him. the voices started speaking.

he wants to block it out.

desperately.

luca swiftly got back on his clothes, laid down on his bed with his face buried in the pillows as he
wants to draw away the voices but what he draw away instead he drew away from his sisters and
friends which concerned them at the sudden withdrawal but luca always uses the same variations of
excuses that he's just tired and needs some space.

the person who was more worried than the others was amber. she tried to call, text luca but she's not
responding to any of those anymore and she's baffled whenever she tries to confront luca in public,



he would seem he would go in a meltdown before rushing off. she won't lie that it hurts.

amber is confused as to why this happened so out of the blue or did it?

nonetheless, amber drove over to the noceda's house and rang the doorbell. hoping that luca would
be the one to answer as she wants to ask if everything is alright or did something happen in a
family matters term that she shouldn't be prying on but she just wants to be there for luca even in
her lowest points.

when the door was opened, luz was the one amber saw. "oh, hi. luz, is luca around?" the blight
asked and the youngest noceda nodded as she stepped aside to let her in.

"yeah, he's in his room." luz said, amber wiped her shoes on the rug before stepping in and nodded.
"thank you." she went past luz to head for the middle child noceda's room, stopping in front of his
door and stared at the spray paint riddled across the dark wood before giving it a knock.

"luca, are you in there? luz and lucia lets me in. if you don't mind, can you open the door please?"
amber was soft spoken, she never sounded demanding but will need to be if necessary. she waited
for a few long seconds till she heard a quiet click and the door was cracked open just barely enough
to see someone rush back to the bed.

amber slowly pushed the door open to see luca in bed covered of his blanket so she can't really see
anything other than luca's face. she entered the door, closed the door behind her, locked it and went
over to him as she sat down beside the noceda.

there was silence between the two of them and only thing making noise is luca's turbulent fan.
amber looked at him in the corner of her eye, she always liked luca from the start as she sees him
really sweet and outgoing like his sisters but he's his own person that defines him that tells of what
he truly is.

"hey.. what's wrong? i haven't seen you for some weeks. did something happen?" amber asked,
taking it slow. it hurts to see luca be so vulnerable but it's okay to have times of vulnerability.
amber wants to help the noceda after all the good he's done for her.

she wants to repay that kindness.

"i'm not ready.." luca muttered, his voice deeper as he tugged on the blanket to cover himself more.
he knows that amber doesn't get what he meant by that statement and he's not mentally prepared to
tell her about it.

"well, okay." amber simply replied which surprised luca.

"i don't really know what you meant but it's okay to not be ready to do or tell something. you can
always take your time, no one is pressuring you to spit it out, luca." amber added, she looked down
at her fiddling hands while luca stared at her in the corner of his eye which are turning glossy.

"i'm here for you." luca felt a pat on his back and rested on his shoulder. he held in his sobs as he
doesn't wanna breakdown in front of amber but he's just so happy that he's surrounded by
supportive people but he still needs to take his time before he tells everyone that he is what he is.

a man.



"thank you."
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"ugh, get off!" amelia punched lucia on the chest making her pull out with a frown on her face.
amelia growled as she glared at lucia who's confused and internally groaning as she knows what
that look meant.

"what is it now?!" lucia asked, she got off the bed and kicked up her shirt off the floor to start
dressing as she can't even have a proper sex session anymore with her girlfriend anymore.

"you've gone limp! what the hell are you thinking, huh?! an another one?" amelia retorted as she
watched lucia put her clothes on. pulling her boxers up to cover her indeed limp dick but lucia
doesn't care anymore.

"another- are you stupid? if i'm cheating i wouldn't be here right now!!" lucia spat back and this
only seemed to fuel the fire even more.

"oh, so you admit in cheating on me!" amelia snapped, she slipped out of the bed and pushed lucia
making her stumble back a little. the noceda is baffled at this accusation, yeah, she's an asshole but
not enough to be a cheater.

"that's not- oh my god!!" lucia screamed before covering her face with her hands, her nails clawing
her skin and brought it back for her hair to slick back before returning to it's original state.

lucia is so tired, she wants to angry but that's all she is all the time in this relationship. she gets a
few seconds of happiness over something small before getting ruined by amelia.

after the dispute comes with sadness. contemplating if is this even worth it anymore after 3 years of
being together. lucia wants to remedy their relationship, wants to return to the golden and young
days of their love by asking for advises to close friends and family. even tried a relationship coach
but amelia declined it to be expensive and useless.

lucia has been faithful and truthful for the past years since she's been raised and taught to make a
healthy relationship with everyone- well, she did make enemies but still.

it feels like she's the only one trying to make this last till lucia finds the right time to ask the
question but she's getting doubtful at each passing day if it would even come at all.

she also noticed the true colors of amelia. lucia always had to ask for permission whenever she
goes out to just hang out with friends or catch up with luz as they haven't seen each other after



college and amelia would bombard her with various questions like where, when, who is she going
with and it felt like an interrogation that would extend to an hour making lucia just grow tired and
cancel on going out.

if she did manage to get out of the house, amelia would constantly call her every 5 minutes and
lucia didn't want it to get in the way when she's trying to get some rest. she always shuts her phone
off but it would be a big mistake as amelia would drive up to wherever lucia is and make a
commotion in public.

embarrassing both of them.

alot of people noticed the toxicity this relationship has become, luz even suggested on letting
amelia go as she can see her sister is being drained from all of this but lucia persisted as she does
love amelia although, it's becoming apparent that she can't turn a blind eye anymore.

she wants to be stupid but this is too much.

"can we just have one normal day without you spewing out bullshit? is that too hard to ask, amelia?
because i can't take it anymore!" lucia yelled, letting out the things she's been waiting to scream
out. she hissed as she tightly gripped her hair and looked at amelia's face, still wearing that glare.

"every fucking day we argue! in the morning, we fight. in the night, we fight. i can't even get a
good sex out of you anymore because i can't feel shit!" lucia bursts, she picked up her fallen beanie
and begrudgingly fitted it on her head as her breathing became hollow with her anger rising but she
pushes it down to make a decent conversation for once.

"maybe we should have a cool off. it's for the best to the both of us-" lucia has been meaning to
purpose a cool off after it was suggested but amelia suddenly cuts her off

"so you're basically breaking up on me?" amelia narrowed her eyes on lucia.

"amelia oh my fucking god! please, just think! this is not healthy anymore! not of it is so don't
pretend it isn't because everyday i feel drained after the fights! nothing feels right anymore!" lucia
stopped, she took a deep breath with her hands pressed against her face and sighed deeply. calming
herself down, collecting her thoughts before starting to talk again in her normal tone.

"and what i meant by cool off is to get some time away from each other and it does not mean i'm
done with you. i want to salvage this relationship, ames but i can't do it alone and tired." lucia
approached amelia, grabbed both of her hands to tightly grip it and stared deep onto her lover's eyes
that she once fell for.

"so please, just for 5 weeks or a month if that's alright. we'll have a cool off, no messaging, no calls
on each other. just do what you want to get your mind at ease and i'll do the same." lucia said, she
wants to convince amelia into agreeing as this is the only choice they have now if the blight is still
willing to make it work.

because lucia is still ready for sacrifices.

amelia didn't want a cool off but by the look on lucia's eyes, the tiredness and on the verge of
breaking. she had no choice but to agree as she doesn't want to actual lose lucia.



slowly nodding, "alright. 5 weeks and we'll come back." amelia muttered and this made lucia beam,
she pulled her lover into a tight hug making the blight groan a little but hugged back as well. she
wants to keep lucia locked in the house but if she thinks this if for the best of their relationship, she
has to try.

"thanks, amelia."

-----

lucia hopped onto the couch and laid back with her socked feet stretched as she reaches for the
remote to watch something. "ah man, it's nice to just kick back in my favorite spot." she said.

"your stinky feet is in my face." luz grumbled as she tries to eat her macaroni and cheese, she
pushed her sisters' feet off her face making her snicker.

"pass me that cheetos." lucia pointed at the open bag of cheetos on the coffee table, luz grabbed it
and handed it lucia who tilted it over for it to rain on her open mouth making some fall to the floor
and couch.

"dude i just cleaned the rug!" luz complained but lucia care less as she's in a vacation. after the cool
off was settled, lucia went back to her childhood house which luz and amity are living in now after
camila died in a peaceful way, keeping the memories and making more along the way.

"hey," amity got beside luz who hummed as she looked at her girlfriend with a mouthful of mac.
"the twins accidentally created a mess downtown." she said as she glanced down at her phone and
luz nodded.

"pfft. more like intentional." lucia muttered as she picked up the fallen cheetos to eat and sat up to
pat down the couch while watching her sister and her girlfriend interact rather sweetly, like best
friends as they did start out like that and they're not screaming at each other's faces.

in fact, they give endearing gazes as amity wiped the cheese off the side of luz's mouth.

"be careful down there, ma'am. heard there's crooks hiding in the shadows." luz said in a
mysterious tone making amity giggle. "also make sure to come home early, i'll be making your
favorite." luz added as she booped her lover's nose.

"oh? is there an occasion i forgot?" amity asked with her brow raised but luz shook her head.

"hm no, not really. just wanna treat my girlfriend." she replied. amity smiled, she leaned in to give
her lover a kiss on lips "i love you. bye." she headed for the front door with the noceda sisters
watching her.

"bye, be safe!" luz said.

"yep! and don't let lucia eat my yogurt!" amity narrowed her eyes at the eldest noceda as she
opened the door before going out for real and taking her motor to drive downtown to fix whatever
mess the twins made.

"i'm totally gonna eat her yogurt." lucia cackled as she dropped down to the couch.

"hey, weren't you gonna go out with wionna and the others today?" luz asked, turning her head to
lucia as she placed her empty bowl on the coffee table.



"hm?" lucia munched her food then recalled about it. "oh shit." she sprung up from the couch,
tossed the cheetos back to the table and clapped her hands to get the powder off along with patting
her shirt clean.

"how do i look?" lucia asked as she spreads her arms for luz to look, she doesn't need to analyse
long when she already knew what the answer will be.

"shitty as ever." luz replied making lucia snicker.

"thanks. i'll come home later, don't wait for me!" lucia took her jacket out of the rack and swiftly
got out of the house with her keys of her car in the pocket. she got inside the driver's seat, started to
drive out to the street while oblivious the keen eye watching her.

lucia has been feeling free during this cool off, they should've done this sooner. she can do
whatever shit her friends get into but still remain loyal to amelia.

speaking of which, she hasn't heard a thing from her and that's good because it tells that amelia still
cares for this relationships and wants it to thrive as much lucia.

without her knowledge, someone is inside her car. hiding in the back seat.

amelia laid down the ground, not uttering a word as she watched and listened to everything lucia is
doing. she didn't want lucia to be out of her sight, she is notorious to be the worse influence back in
highschool and everyone was confused as to why would luz is close to lucia.

notorious for partying hard, skipping class to smoke pot and roll a line along with hooking up
various people till that all changed when camila's death. she didn't know what her daughter was
doing while she was alive as luz always covered it. neither of the noceda sisters wanted their
mother to worry about lucia's habits when she's reaching her end.

lucia fixed herself. got therapy, cleansed her body from the toxins and placed everything to a
moderate. stopped hooking up when she got down with amelia. she redeemed herself just for her
mother after hiding the dark times she had.

but all that work meant nothing for amelia as she knows what kind of person lucia is. she doesn't
trust her whenever she said she's gonna go out with her friends.

as lucia got to the pub that was said she and the others were gonna meet up. she turned off the car,
locked it and stepped out to head inside the establishment with amelia watching her from the back
passenger seat.

waiting for about 5 minutes, amelia took out the spare key and got out with ease. she pulled her
hood up as she entered the pub, sat in the counter to pretend to be just another customer while she
looked in the corner of her eye.

there's wionna, russ, beaux and other people from highschool or college that amelia didn't try to
remember as they're insignificant. she watched them talk with lucia in the middle laughing and
adding to the conversation while taking light sips of beer.

"hey, where's your psycho girlfriend? i'm surprised your phone isn't blowing up right now." beaux
said, pointing out the quietness and their chatter going undisturbed by the constant ringing of lucia's
phone.



"oh, we're on a cool off. nothing serious." lucia replied and almost spat her drink when beaux patted
her back hard.

"you two finally broke up? oh, a blessing from the lord!" he yelled in rejoice that garnered attention
from other people making the others shush and hiss at him to shut up.

"no you idiot. we're just in a breakaway, not an actual breakup. again nothing serious 'cause i think
we need sometime to separate and you know, feel not chained for once." lucia clarified earning
some 'ohs' and 'ahs' but the latter half are rather disappointed as if they were expecting else.

"yeah since being a relationship like that for 3 years. sounds exhausting just by saying it." russ said
as he slowly shook his head. lucia wouldn't lie that the work she sole placed for the both of them
was indeed tiresome and she's glad to be out here without the usual amelia storming in to make a
scene.

unbeknownst to the fact that amelia is just a few chairs away.

"look, i really love amelia and i can't just break off something special without trying to fix it for the
gazillion times." lucia whispered the last part out but everyone obviously heard her.

"and i was really hoping you and amelia broke up. that girl changed and it's not for the better."
beaux warned but lucia is still willing to persist that amelia could improve herself in the remainder
of their cool off that could last for a month or two max.

since amelia had to establish rules and time of course but lucia obliviously didn't follow that as she
wants her stay away to be free and unshackled by dumb rules.

someone didn't take the levity well.

"well, there's where you're wrong. i'm sure there's still a chance for us to get better and after this
cool off, everything will be back to normal. and i'll probably have a little better sex this time." lucia
said as she rotated her glass while she stared aimlessly at the colorful collection of bottles with her
expression almost sorrowful if she didn't hide it so well.

this made amelia soften with her mind starting to fill with doubt and regret but it was quick to
recede that it didn't have time to set in for amelia to see what she's doing is wrong as her mindset
tells her that lucia isn't capable without her and the others should stop prying on their relationship.

"that's what people with stockholm syndrome say." wionna said rather nonchalantly making the
others snicker which snapped lucia back to reality as she was thinking too deep.

"hey!" lucia scolds making them burst out of laughter.

amelia had enough of this. she paid her single drink and went back to the car to wait for lucia to
come back wasted. it was nearing 3 in the morning when lucia finally drunk-ly got inside the car,
started it up and called someone.

"are you asleep?" lucia asked as she placed the call in speaker.

"what do you think?" luz's groggy, raspy voice is heard in the other side which eased amelia as she
thought it's a side whore or bastard.



"my bad, my bad. i'll be, uh, stopping by in eda's and probably pass out there. you got leftovers?"
lucia asked, she rubbed her temple as she leaned back, helping herself get sober before driving.

"yeah, it's in the microwave." luz replied and amity can also be heard in the background asking who
her girlfriend is talking to with her softly saying her sister's name and amity went back to sleep
after that.

"nice, i'll see you in the morning. bye." lucia ended the call and stuffed it back to her pocket, she
lets out a big yawn as she rubbed her eyes. lucia shook her head, snapping herself awake before
started driving with amelia still in the back of the car.

left unnoticed.

-----

in for the 4th week, lucia sat in her old bed that was well kept and reading something on her phone.
she wore her regular clothes that is more home based and comfortable. a simple white sleeveless
undershirt with basketball shorts and pink kitten socks.

she has been great so far and she doesn't know the other side has been doing but she knows amelia
would reach out any day.

luz and amity are out to get groceries, needing to restock alot since they had another mouth to feed
for a month or two.

in the closet, amelia managed to sneak in and has been hiding in the closet mostly creepily
watching lucia just be peaceful and comfortable while the blight is out here causing a silent house
invasion but it won't be silent anymore.

amelia has been growing irritated at the lack of touch and action for the pass weeks. instead of
living a hot girl summer, she spent her days stalking her girlfriend who's just living her life.

without her and she had enough.

amelia slowly grabbed the nearest thing which is an old acoustic guitar lucia use to play for kicks
till she actually got invested. she tightly gripped it, making sure doesn't making the strings strum as
she waits for an opportunity.

when lucia lets out a yawn, she dropped her phone on the side of the bed and stood up to head
downstairs to eat something till amelia bursts out of the closet with the guitar swung over her
shoulder.

lucia didn't have enough time to react till amelia swung the guitar into her head, turning the
instrument in splinters with the strings curling and fell to the floor head first as the impact is strong
enough to knock her out.

amelia dropped the busted guitar to the side and sighed deeply, she walked towards the door to lock
it, checked the windows if luz would come back before started to drag lucia's heavy body to the bed
and doesn't need restraints as she is a heavy sleeper.

"oh lucia." amelia muttered, she climbed on top of her lover and grabbed one of her hand to place it
against her cheeks, feeling her slightly rough palm as she stared down at lucia.



"you thought you can get away from me when in fact," amelia said as she softly giggled, she kept
lucia's hand on her cheek while slowly grinding herself to make her grow hard.

"you need me." amelia took off her shirt to expose her plump tits and lowered the hand down,
guiding it to squeeze it making the blight hum. she caressed lucia's cheeks and leaned down to give
her a loving kiss despite the context.

"as much as i need you. you can't live without me, love." amelia whispered then, she started to pull
lucia's shorts down for her cock to flop out. she stroked it's semi hard form while rubbing the tip as
it oozes of precum, feeling it get hard in her hand.

"i missed you and i don't like missing you. so, let's stay together, forever." amelia aligned lucia's
hard cock to her womanhood before coming down making her moan without care of anyone
hearing and shuddered at the sensation of being stretched good once again.

lucia was right, they do have alot of sex but it doesn't feel right anymore. maybe because lucia
chatters too much making amelia be turned off and left unsatisfied. who knows.

"ahh.. yes.." amelia gripped on lucia's hips and started bouncing on her, moaning her name out as
her dick reaches the farthest points. she slowly closed her eyes, letting her body do the work as she
rides her unconscious lover.

"lucia! aaahh fuck.. is this what you're looking for, huh?" amelia asked and no response came. she
watched lucia's face contort into mild pleasure then back down to neutral, thinking she's dreaming
all of this.

amelia only wanted lucia to herself and no one else. she wants to keep her close with no outsiders
that could avert her lover's gaze and affection away from her, if lucia really does want their
relationship to last long then she should've obeyed amelia and they wouldn't have to argue every
damn day till they die and there will be no cool off.

a rather straightforward request that a noceda simply couldn't follow. amelia doesn't know if she
finds it charming or annoying.

the blight kept slamming her ass down on lucia making a loud slapping noise with the bed slightly
creaking at each impact. she moaned as much as she can, no caring if the neighbors hear it. if lucia
does think this is all a dream then amelia wants to give her the best one.

"ah shit! you've been thinking about starting a family, right?" amelia asked as she opened her eyes
to see lucia is still out cold but is enjoying this in her dream state and that's enough for now.

"then let's make one!" amelia picked up her pace as she can feel herself getting closer, frantically
moaning her girlfriend's name before finally coming on her dick, coating it. with a tight squeeze,
lucia was triggered to shoot her load inside amelia who sighed blissfully as she feels the warmth
filling her stomach and fell on top of lucia and not pulling out.

mixed cum slowly trickled out but amelia doesn't care as she embraced lucia knowing what's
coming and she can't escape anymore.
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the sunlight rains down the forest, pouring down rays of light through thr canopy as a great full
sized brown wolf with patches of a darker shade traveled around looking for lunch. her ears pointed
to every direction of where the noise that could lead her to her prey, her nose wiggled as the sniffed
the ground.

then, luca spotted something as her ears perked. she started to chase after the scent of a hare.
running full speed that made her furry wisps back with her ears flattened to her head, the scent
could be a hare or a rabbit and that made the wolf's hunger grow.

as she got to the end of the trail, luca became still but is still on high alert. over the bushes, she saw
a grown rabbit that has a dark green top and an auburn underbelly. the rabbit lets out a terrified
squeak when they saw the wolf stalking them.

luca tilts her head a little as she stared at the rabbit who's definitely scared for their life and that the
big bad wolf would pounce at any given moment but it didn't happen though.

instead, luca just slowly lowered her body as she kept staring at the rabbit who has grown confused
as to why an apex predator isn't attacking them at all. they leaned closer to get a sniff but they're
still terrified at the wolf so they hopped off as fast as they can.

luca doesn't know what came over her but when she saw that rabbit, she doesn't feel the urge to
devour it but to protect it. she sprung up to her feet and started to follow the rabbit who lets out
another squeak and fell to the side with their ears flat in their head.

but luca bent down in a playful position in front of the rabbit with her tail slowly wagging, telling
that she's not gonna hurt the rabbit at all and she just wanna be with them.

the rabbit slowly got back in their feet to shift into a humanoid form. amber is covered of furry
most in her private parts, she drew back a little from the wolf who became frozen when she saw the
rabbit's other form and sat down as luca also started to transform.

their seer size difference is just laughable.

amber is just a midget despite not being a dwarf rabbit but luca towers amber in height and width.
she can easily engulf the poor rabbit into a hug or topple her to feed off her. the blight gulped at the
sight of the bigger animal but yet, luca just sat there and stared at amber without saying anything.



"why aren't you doing anything..?" amber asked as she wants to know what this wolf can be up to
that could potentially harm her. the cute, innocent looking wolf is never to be trusted no matter how
handsome or beautiful they can be.

"i don't know. i just don't feel hungry when i saw you. i'm luca by the way." luca replied as she
shrugged. her tone doesn't hide any underlying malicious intent for the rabbit to hear with her sharp
ears. amber flinched when luca offered her hand for a handshake.

slowly approaching the extended hand, amber quickly shook it before pulling away as if she's
risking on getting the plague "amber.." she said and luca nodded with a small smile without
revealing her fangs as she knows how rabbits' anxiety can skyrocket whenever they see sharp
canines on predators.

"are you gonna leave me alone?" amber asked but luca only once again shrugged.

"i guess not. maybe. it's debatable if you go off and i'll follow."

amber pursed her lips about that, she slowly stood up and started to walk away while staring at luca
who is watching her. when she turned her head away then looked back, the rabbit yelped when she
saw the wolf already beside her while maintaining personal space.

"i guess i'm stuck with you now." luca chuckled as she followed amber, heading to whatever
direction she's going to.

"you- you don't have to be. you can just leave and find another prey that you can eat.. not me."
amber muttered, she looked at luca in the corner of her eye, seeing the defined, ridged muscles on
the wolf's body due to it being athletic and a hunter. amber snapped back to reality as she found
herself staring too long.

"well- do you hear that?" luca suddenly stopped in her tracks with her ears heightened, she tilted
her head upward to smell what she just heard. it's nearby and loud.

amber also tried to find what the wolf is referring to and listened for a short minute of them trying
to decipher what it is till amber figured it out "a river."

beaming, "come on! let's see if we have something to eat there!" luca went back to her wolf form
and started to head for the direction of the river while amber stayed behind watching the wolf get
farther and farther but she didn't make a single budge.

amber tried to move and take this chance to escape the wolf but she still didn't budge. is she stuck
with luca as well? she still doesn't know luca's motives with her and her sudden appearance and
suspicious kindness towards a prey raises alarms that she's being lure into a trap. as well with the
fact that she doesn't have a pack doesn't make sense.

she doesn't feel that way though.

grumbling under her breath, amber turned back into a rabbit and chased after luca who stopped
when she realised amber wasn't behind her but resumed as she saw the rabbit coming in fast.

-----

weeks has passed ever since the meeting of a rabbit and a wolf. the unlikely pair to be honest.



there are cases that a prey could be friends with a predator as they formed a bond. mutual respect
for each other and that friendship could last a lifetime but some are based upon instincts of a
predator can take over and the need to devour is stronger than morality.

it's just how life works.

luca and amber are on mutual grounds, luca eats other preys while not letting amber catch or see
her scarf it down but that slowly changed overtime as they eat together. amber got used to the sight
of blood dripping on the grass from her fellow preys and the sound of bones crunching from the
powerful jaws of the wolf.

amber's feelings towards luca changed from chary to... allured.

allured as whenever she watches luca come up to her in a happy trot made her chest swell and she
always finds herself staring more at luca's body with her never getting sick of hearing her laughter
and voice whenever she tells her stories.

luca proved herself to be extremely gentle towards amber but not to the point of babying her. she
gets this sense of rush that she needs to protect and be there for amber as luca is starting to notice
the eyes of the many predators whenever they walk in the forest or any other biome they find
themselves into.

amber also noticed the hubbub circulating around the herd of rabbits and other preys exchanging
gossips that she's a slave, she's a pet that luca stole but she tried her best to ignore those comments
as she can see that luca is getting more agitated and growls more, not from her, but the predators
that try to get to amber.

right now, luca and amber are walking in their animal forms, communicating through snarls and
barks with the rabbit making cluckling like noise and tooth purring. they understand each other as
they formed a bond that they could telepathically tell things to one another while the outsiders
couldn't.

then, luca lets out a threatening growl that made amber's ears flatten and slowly go under the wolf
for protection as she saw preys and predators approaching them. luca is getting real fed up with the
stares that are dawning down on them, she looked down to see that amber is slowly getting afraid
that they're getting cornered.

suddenly, an idea came to her head.

luca lets out a faint whine that made amber look up at her asking if she trusts her and of course,
amber said yes.

and with that affirmation, luca backed up to let amber be out in the open again and started to sniff
her, scent marking her as well pushing amber to the ground on her back. the rabbit was confused at
this gesture, she watched luca continue to sniff her body before licking her down there.

she uttered a squeak but it can signify as a moan. luca started licking her unsheathing vagina while
her own cock is slowly unsheathing as well, tasting what a rabbit really is like.

amber turned into a humanoid along with luca to continue eating her out and let out her real moans
as she gripped onto luca's curly hair. the blight rolled her head back with her body arching as she



feels the noceda's tongue flipping on her pussy, sucking on her folds while she watched her writhe
in pleasure.

when amber is wet enough for luca's liking. she's going to show these animals who this rabbit
belongs to as she hovered above amber to see her flustered face. luca grabbed her thighs, lifting
them a little as she aligned her cock that looked like it won't fit inside the blight's snatch but they'll
make it work.

"ready?" luca asked and amber nodded her head as she gripped onto her wrists for support. luca
then started to slowly push into amber's drenched pussy, groaning at the tightness so encasing her
throbbing cock.

"a- aaahh! luca.." amber moaned, she hissed and squeezed her eyes tight at the stretch. she knew
luca would be big, just look at the size of her, but she felt like she underestimated of how big she
can be. luca leaned down for amber to hug instead, tangling her fingers into her hair as she
preoccupies herself inhaling the comforting scents the wolf is releasing for her.

"that's it. just a little more, amber. you're such a good girl." luca whispered into the rabbit's ear as
she pushed the rest inside making her squeal and shuddered at the feeling of the girth fully inside
her. amber buried her face in luca's shoulder as she stared up to the canopy while adjusting, she
rubbed the wolf's head that made luca lean into the touch and lifted herself up to look down at
amber's red face.

"i love you." luca outed her feeling without thinking and this worsened amber's blush, she gave a
genuine smile that made the wolf feel the bees and butterflies flutter inside her stomach with her
chest feeling warm.

"i love you too." amber replied as she slipped one hand down on luca's face to caress before leaning
down for kiss. this surprised the animals at the sight of the predator kissing a prey who is enjoying
it. it is an odd one.

as they pulled away, they nuzzled their heads against each other and luca started to slowly thrust
into amber, letting her get used to the bulk while giving her the praises amber wants to here. luca
lowly groans at the feeling of the hot insides squeezing around her, she gripped onto the grass she
listens to the rabbit's breathy moans.

amber is so small under luca that she's almost hidden and she could easily lift her mid fuck.

"faster, please.." amber whispered and luca gladly obliged, she picked up her speed for her cock to
swiftly go in and out of her pussy. her balls making a clapping sound as amber's legs ricochet softly
with her breasts bouncing under her, the nipples out and erected.

amber bit her lip as she feels so much yet she wants more. both her mind and body is begging for a
wolf, an apex predator who could easily tear her flesh off to pound her. that sounds about right.

"harder, luca... harder, please take me!" amber begged which triggered something inside luca that
she pulled herself off amber to hover above her head and she can see the wolf's eyes are dilated
with her upper lip slowly curling up to a snarl before shoving her cock deep into amber making her
wail.

"aaahh!! aah.. fuck.." amber whined, she arched her back once again as she watches luca repeatedly
slam into her pussy.



"is this what you want?" luca asked, her voice deeper than before and it sent shivers down amber's
spine as her body bounces at every impact their hips makes.

"y- yes.. yes!" amber blurted out.

the lewd scene started to turn on some animals as they slowly to get off while watching this. but
luca and amber simply could care less that there's audience watching them fuck as they're too lost
in each other that they have their own world.

"ah fuck!!" luca growled, she tilted amber's head to the side to expose her neck and leaned down to
bite her. marking her as hers earning a delight moan from the blight and hugged luca tightly with
her nails scratching her back but the pain was mere nonexistent.

their predator-prey instincts were kept at bay as their mating, love instincts took control of them
that they don't see each other as food or someone to run away but someone to be with because they
earned each other's trusts. that sounds amazing.

as luca pulled away, she licked the blood off amber's neck. she doesn't know when the realisation
that she liked amber came to be but she's always with her like her tail and that she'd be restless
whenever she doesn't see her for the next 5 minutes or so. but one thing is for certain that the
goddess woven their fates together and they're meant to be despite of what they are.

luca's growls grew even louder as she can feel her knot coming in fast. she clawed the ground,
making her grip onto the grass and soil as she clenched her teeth tightly. her thrusts never faltered
or shuttered, amber moaned nonstop for her as the pleasure overrides her cognitive and it doesn't
help that she's coming closer to the edge.

"luca.. luca i'm- aaahhh!!!" amber screamed in euphoria as she finally came and her squeeze around
luca made her come soon after and tied their knot. amber shuddered at the feeling of warmth filling
up her stomach and went sag under luca.

luca sighed deeply, she leaned for a kiss to which amber happily returned. the kiss was sweet and
full of passion as they drown themselves into it before needing to breath again. the wolf carefully
lifted amber off the ground making sure that she doesn't disrupt their knot and the rabbit hugged her
now mate while ignoring the orgy happening behind her

"can we.. go back to your den?" amber asked as she wants her privacy with luca again. luca nodded
and started to head for the direction of her den, leaving behind the damage they started.

Chapter End Notes

ten more.



Yeehaw

Chapter Summary

part 1 of amity harem: riding luz

requested by @rabidtime

amity invited her girlfriend to sleepover in the manor since her parents and the twins are out, she
also knows lucia is in her sister's room and she won't be able to sleep with them rocking the bed all
night so it's better to have someone counter that.

"aahh! aahh amity!" luz moaned as she jumps on the bed, rocking it for it to make a loud creaking
noise to overpower the noise in the other room while amity is under her.

"luz, be careful." amity said as she gripped onto luz's shirt to guide her from falling off or
something.

"amity!" luz stopped rocking the bed, she held the cowboy hat she found stashed in amity's closet
and clasped her hand on her mouth. she was jumping, swaying on the bed to be louder than their
sisters, not having sex yet. and she started to feel motion sickness from the rigorous motions.

"i think i'm getting sick.." luz dropped onto the bed right on top of amity which made her wheeze
and giggle. she took off the hat, placed it to the side and rubbed the back of her lover to ease her
bubbling stomach.

"don't barf on me." amity said as she buried her face in luz's forest curls, loving the feeling of it
softly tickle her.

"oh no, i'm gonna-" luz made a puking noise while tickling amity making her burst out of laughing
and try to push her off but the noceda is simply too strong as she attacks her neck as well with
kisses.

"ahaha! get off, nasty!" amity laughed and yelped when luz lifted her up with her leaning back to
lean against the headboard with amity in her lap as space is not an option between the two lovers.
luz placed both of her hands on amity's waist as the blight cupped her cheeks, squishing it making
the human make a noise which made amity smile and lean in for a kiss.

"you're so cute." luz whispered as they pulled away and pulled her a little closer, amity's cheeks
turned rosy, she looked away in embarrassment which only made luz endear her more. "shut up,
noceda." amity playfully slapped luz's face earning a soft laughter and a peck on the cheek.

they looked to the right to still hear their sisters having a wild time on their own and amity sighed
as she knows she won't be getting a straight sleep but at least her favorite bed buddy is here to
amend that.



"guess they're not dying down soon." luz said as she turned her head back to amity who slowly
nods "yeah.. i figured."

luz stared at her girlfriend for a long time, admiring her features as she tries to think of something
to pass the time since they're still definitely have alot of energy to burn.

then, it came to her. luz smirked at the devilish idea that popped right into her head "maybe we
could do that same but not me riding the bed." she said as she leaned closer to amity for her to look
directly into her once again and saw the lust looming in those hazel hues.

"oh so you're saying you want me to take a ride with you, human?" amity asked as she goes along
the play, liking where this is going. she slowly rubbed luz's shirt with her fingers trailing up to trace
her sharp jawline while luz slowly slipped her hand inside amity's shirt to feel the hook of her bra
and fiddled with it. teasing for it to unclip.

"it depends if you're willing to give this ruffian a chance, ma'am. i promise this would be the best
ride you'll ever have." luz grabbed the cowboy hat to place it on top of amity's head, tied the small
strings to make sure it's secured and gave a libidinous smile which amity mirrored. the noise of
their sisters fucking was completely drowned out by their ever growing lust for each other and this
is gonna be their first time.

"i'm counting on it." amity replied, she proceeded to take off her shirt along with her pants and
underwear. she tossed her clothes to the side before ripping luz's shirt in two to reveal her bra'd
breasts and toned stomach.

"hey, no need to tear my clothes off babe." luz said as she took off her now unusable shirt off the
bed as well with her own pants before amity tears that next and pulled her into a hungry kiss. not
letting her see her cock just yet as she pulled her boxers down for her erected friend to stand in it's
full form and started stroking it.

amity wrapped her arms around luz's neck as she shoved her tongue inside her mouth, their tongues
lashing and tasting each other as they separate a little to take quick intakes of air with drool slowly
trickling down the sides of their mouth and both bodies heating up from this erotic kiss.

as they finally pulled away, they can feel each other's hot breathes hitting on their faces with lust
now brimming in their gold and hazel eyes. amity looked down to see the long, erected 12 inched
cock of her girlfriend up and ready to take her.

biting her lip, amity grasped it the cock and started swiftly rubbing making luz be caught off guard
and moaned loudly with her head rolling back for amity to start giving her heated kisses on the
neck. her fangs nipping from flesh for small droplets of blood to ooze out for her to lick and left an
array of hickeys on the noceda.

"amity.. aah.." luz groaned, she glanced down to see the rapid hand moving on her cock making a
continuous stream of precum to come out that was used as a sort of lube. amity pulled away to stare
deep into luz's eyes, seeing the same need as she has for her and she'll gladly give it to her.

"come on, horsey. i'm done waiting." amity said, she lifted herself up above the cock and luz saw
how wet amity became making her bit insides of her mouth. she gripped onto the witch's hips to
help her but didn't pull her down.



"i'm ready, sheriff. how bout you?" luz replied as she leaned closer to amity who only smirked as a
response.

"definitely."

then, amity started to lower herself down onto luz's cock and gasped at the feeling of just a small
portion already stretching her. she gripped onto her shoulder while luz tightened her hold on her
hips and watched her take her girth in like a good little miss slut.

"oh titan luz.." amity moaned, she shuts her eyes tight as she feels the tightness of her pussy
wrapping around the throbbing cock with the more of it entering her, filling her up with so much
and it felt amazing.

as amity finally reached the base of the phallus, she shuddered at the feeling of being so full. "still
good?" luz asked, she placed adoring kisses on amity's collarbone and up to her neck to help her
lover be at ease before the real deal starts with her hands making slow, smooth motions in rubbing
her back.

"yeah, just give me a second." amity muttered, she placed her head against luz's shoulder as she
adjusts to her bulk.

after a minute or two, amity pulled back and slowly raised herself then back down as she utters a
breathy moan. she continued in this pace as she never ridden a cock before, luz raised her hips to
give amity a leverage while she watched her bounce.

amity can feel the cock pushing deep into her vagina, hitting all of the right spots and she wants
more. she started going faster as she got accustomed making her moan out in delight, the blight
placed her hand on top of her hat for it to not fall off while she truly rides luz.

"aaahh! aah fuck luz!" amity moaned, her body is getting shocks of pleasure rippling throughout
like electricity and the heat between them rises steadily. her mouth completely agar with her tongue
wanting to roll out, she watched luz be fixed at her bouncing breasts. knowing that she wants to get
a taste of her hard pink nipples.

"d- don't be shy, take me as yours luz!" amity gripped a handful of luz's hair and shoved one of her
nipples in her mouth. luz hummed, she looked up to amity as she sucks on her tit, seeing the
pleasure in her face.

luz can feel the witch's pussy tightly clenching around her as she kept bouncing on her, she slowly
closed her eyes to keep sucking on her nipple with her hips attempting to follow amity's face as she
wrapped her arms around her.

"oh luz! i love you!" amity squealed.

luz pulled away with a pop, she rolled her tongue long amity's jawline before biting down her pale
neck to leave various hickeys and her hips finally matched with the blight's pace, giving more
pleasure for both of them.

"i love you too, amity!" luz replied as she buried her face onto her chest.

luz kept hitting that one specific spot that made amity roll her head back as she can feel it coming.
with her body overwhelmed by the euphoria between her legs, cheeks tainted in bright red and head



clouded by misting lust.

"y- yeehaww aaahhh!" amity screamed in pure bliss as she finally came and she tightly squeezed
around luz to make moan out her lover's name before coming as well. their cums mixing with each
other, fermenting amity and she's happy with that.

amity sighed deeply in content, she took off the hat and slowly pulled out to rest on top of luz, not
minding their cums oozing out of her pussy and staining the bed sheets.

as they calmed down from their highs. luz rubbed the blight's back and the sides of her thighs, as
well in softly rubbing her head for her to completely melt into her arms and planted a kiss on top of
her head.

luz looked at amity's pointed ears and didn't hesitate to blow it to make it twitch like a cat's ear. the
noceda lets out a cracking, almost dying noise as she finds it really cute that witches has a few
animal traits. mostly like a cat.

"nice ridin'." luz said as she patted amity's head which earned an snarl making luz raise her hands in
surrender and flash a slightly frightened smile.

"shut it, dork." amity softly pulled luz into a kiss, the tenderness and passion is so evident that it
takes a mere fool to instantly realise just how much love is getting poured, absorbed and given back
by these two as they meant alot for each other and this sex just took their relationship into another
level. a plain where all of their boundaries are no longer a problem as they're comfortable in their
own skin now.

as they pulled away, luz rubbed her nose again amity and whispered "love you, mittens." amity
grumbled at the nickname but she ignored it and placed a kiss on the human's forehead a she
responded "whatever. i love you too, gatita."

"psh, you're the one who's a kitty." luz teased but before amity could retort back, they turned their
heads to the side when they heard some arguing next door. seems like lucia and amelia encountered
a bump during their session.

"i wonder what's all that about." luz muttered, a little worried.

"i'll check." amity slowly got off her lover, she stepped off her bed to grab a hanging robe and
peered out to see the hallway but she saw no one. she looked back to luz who tilted her head,
silently asking what she sees. amity just shrugged before heading out to see what's wrong with their
sisters.



Flexibility

Chapter Summary

part 2 of amity harem: bondage with lucia

as amity stood in front of amelia's door, she was just about to knock but it was swiftly swung open
by none other than amelia blight who doesn't look too swell tonight as she has her head over her
shoulder while saying "i don't understand why you had to be so worked up by-"

but amelia stopped when she saw amity in front of her in a robe, wearing nothing under it and is
filled of hickeys. so that's why i heard someone scream yeehaw or whatever. amelia thought before
shaking it off as she asked.

"what do you want?"

"um, i just wanna check if everything's alright. you guys were pretty loud and sounded like you're
arguing." amity said, getting timorous as she has been noticing that her sister has been aggravated
for a couple of days and she doesn't know why.

just when amelia was about to answer that, lucia's voice is heard in the background making the
eldest blight grimace "is that amity? hey, tell your knothead sister to try some ropes and chains for
once!" lucia rushed over to amelia side to see the youngest blight in front of them and also see her
half naked, filled with hickeys as well.

"ropes and-"

"it's not gonna choke you when you're using it on me! you really need to step up your game,
blight." lucia sneered at her lover who just stared off in contempt.

"oh yeah? try telling that to yourself when i asked for an anal!" amelia fired back.

"that shit hurts!"

amelia took a deep breath with her hands pressed against each other as she turned her body to face
lucia, the intensity of their gaze tells all. "i have liters of lube in that fucking closet and you'd be
drowning in it if you let me take your ass! literally!"

"how about you step up your game, noceda?" amelia spat, returning the same words lucia uttered.
both eldest stared down with each other as they're still lustful and pissed off.

"uh.." when amity tried to speak, the two snapped their heads at her making her jump but carried on
what she was gonna say.

"t- those things sounds good i- if you want, i can be a dry run for your kinks so that you can see it's
not so bad. if you want, that is."



this seemed to strike a deal with the two as they started to think about it. of course, there's nothing
between them than being in mutual grounds as amity already belongs to luz. "that sounds good. i
guess we can do that." amelia agreed with a small nod.

nodding as well, "you're already taken by luz so i don't see her making a fuss about us using you,
right?" lucia asked and amity nodded back in reply. the two walked back into the room with amity
closing the door behind her as she stepped in.

"i'll go first." lucia said as she looked at amelia who waved her hand, allowing her lover to test out
her interest of bondage on her own sister to see what's the deal with it.

"come here." lucia beckoned amity to the bed which she obliged to, she sat onto the edge but she
realised that the noceda meant of her going to the headboard.

when amity leaned against the headboard, lucia got in front of her and stared deep into her golden
eyes that seemed to have a lighter tone than amelia's intense ones. amity can feel the libido rising in
those reddish brown hues of the human and she's getting nervous but didn't care to show it.

"are you flexible?" lucia suddenly asked which surprised amity and she doesn't know how to
answer that than a questionable "yes?"

"i mean are you alright in this position?" lucia pushed amity down, grabbed both of her legs and
presses it onto her as her feet are on both sides of her head, revealing her pussy in the process.
amity's face turned red at this and she doesn't feel a sting or numbing the longer lucia keeps her
legs pressed against her though.

"yeah, i'm okay." amity replied.

"good. 'cause we're gonna use this." lucia said, she placed the young blight's legs down, stepped off
the bed to grab something out of a thin metal bar, ropes, a dildo and pink cuffs before returning to
the bed.

amelia rose a brow at the peculiar set of items in the noceda's hands but she didn't comment and
just watched instead.

amity took off her robe as lucia sat in front of her with the items settled beside her and she still held
the cuffs. "hands." lucia said to which the blight offered for her to clip on and lifted it over her head
before doing the same thing to her legs, this time, she tied up her ankles to the metal bar.

amity feels so exposed and this is a new experience. she's in for the ride.

lucia puts on the strap, she moves closer to amity "feel good? not too tight or anything?" she asked
as she slightly moved the metal to see if it's secure while rubbing the silicon dick against the
blight's pussy to make her more wet.

"no. i feel good." amity replied. then, lucia started to slowly push inside making the young blight
moan and grip onto the metal bar as she watched the entire dildo push inside her till there's nothing
left. feeling the familiar sense of being stretched again but she's more exposed and her spots are
vulnerable.

lucia stared at amity, seeing her tomato face strongly resembling amelia and she's, as if, an innocent
version of her before something flipped the switch. nonetheless, she likes both but she prefers with



amelia.

it didn't take long for lucia to start thrusting, listening to amity moaning while amelia watches with
intent. lucia held onto amity's hips, not minding to go faster as she just wants to prove a point and
she's not really feeling anything but amity sure does.

amity's moans became louder, she didn't like the first cold contact of the toy and she doesn't feel the
warm throbbing of the phallus like luz's but then again this is just a dildo and lucia's quick thrusts
are amending that.

"lucia- aaah!" amity looked down to watched their hips slam against each other repeatedly with
body jolting upward that made metal clinking noises everytime the chains of cuffs graze on the rod.
lucia chuckles as she's glad to see that amity is enjoying this and looked over her shoulder to see
amelia.

"well? is this enough for convincing? she seems to be having fun." lucia said, grinning at her
girlfriend while she fucks the younger blight who's moaning profusely with her head rolling back to
some extent by being blocked by the rod.

"seems so but you better finish her off." amelia responded as she turned head away, getting a little
jealous now that amity is tied than her but she'll get her chance later on

"that won't be a problem." lucia's pace turned inhuman making amity squeal as she can feel her
hitting that one spot constantly. she tries to move her arms only to be reminded that she's tied, for
being an ex grudgby captain, amity's limbs are made of stone and indestructible.

except the time of boscha breaking her leg. it doesn't count when she's having a lesbian attack of
seeing her crush absolutely kill it in the field.

"i- i think i'm- aaahh!!" amity came for the second time tonight and her cum coated the dildo as she
twitched from each squirt before falling sag under lucia who slowly pulled out and took off the cum
covered dildo to toss it to the ground before she was grabbed by the arm and pulled into a kiss by
amelia.

while the two are roughly kissing, amity panted heavily as she stared up to the ceiling to help her
ride her high down and in her peripheral vision, she saw the door open ever so slightly for a head to
peer in.

amity easily recognised it as luz who instantly got what she's seeing and shot a questioning thumbs
up. the younger blight returned the thumbs up with a small nod which luz understands since she
does trusts lucia and amelia and the scene does look one sided so luz waved a temporary goodbye
to her lover, knowing she's in safe hands before leaving them alone to do their thing.

as the two pulled away, amelia gazed at amity and started to crawl towards her like a predator with
her slowly pulling her shorts down for her cock to dangle out for amity to stare at.

"my turn."



Some Ass Lovin'

Chapter Summary

content warning: incest

part 3 of amity harem (anal with amelia)

"my turn."

lucia took the ropes and rod off of amity, dropping to the floor. she was just about to take the cuffs
off but amelia placed her hand shoulder to stop her "keep the cuffs on," she said, lucia followed and
went to the side.

"and turn around." she instructed and amity obliged, she got in all fours with her upper half just
pressed on the bed as amelia got behind her. feeling her hands softly rubbing her ass cheeks, giving
it a squeeze and a spank making the younger blight groan.

"you clean down there?" amelia asked as she bent down to see amity's red face and nodded in reply.
amelia pulled out a bottle of lube out of the drawer next to the bed, popped it open and poured
excessive amounts, almost emptying it just for amity to be really prepared for her first anal.

amelia rubbed the lube around amity's second hole and ass making it glossy. the young witch
trembled at the lukewarm feeling of the liquid and her breathing hitched when she felt a thumb
slowly push inside, testing her before pulling it out to replace with amelia's tip pressed against her
ass.

"just tell me when to stop if it's too much, okay?" amelia advised, amity nodded and gripped onto
the pillows as she waits for her sister to get on with it. the eldest blight started off slow, her tip
popping inside and continued in a leisurely manner as she listened her little sister's changes of
breathing and her small whines, hisses.

"amelia.." amity muttered, she squeezed her eyes tightly. she hisses at the slight burning sensation
surrounding her hole as amelia continues to go in, much like her time with luz but more tighter and
it does feel amazing as the pain subsides.

"shh, that's it, amity. just a little more." amelia whispered, she rubbed the sides of amity's smooth
body to help her be at ease till she's fully inside. amity moaned loudly, shuddering for a moment
before calming down as she adjusts and looked over her shoulder to see her older sister giving her a
gaze that made something inside her stomach buzz.

"how are you feeling?" amelia asked and amity simply replied with "good."

nodding, amelia started to slowly pull herself out then back in amity's ass, groaning at the tightness
of her one virgin second hole. she gripped her right ass cheek, giving it a squeeze time to time as
she watched her cock go in and out along with the noise of light skin slapping due to the lube.



as amelia thinks amity is all ready, she held both sides of her ass with her slowly propelling back
before driving back hard inside making amity squeal with her head slightly rolling back and tightly
clutch the pillows as amelia is pounding in her.

"a- amelia!" amity moaned, she can feel amelia hitting all of the right spots in her as if she's ready
hitting her sweet spot in this position. the cock became slippery from the lube and amity can feel
the pleasure zipping through her body at each slam.

amelia moaned lowly, she's loving the squeezes amity makes around her cock. creating more
stimulus that overrides her mind and lets her body do the talking as her hips rapidly strike into her
little sister who's moaning like a little bitch as so.

"ah fuck yeah!" amelia gave amity another spank and picked up her speed. she looked over her
shoulder to see her lover watching the entire scene with lust and a hint of jealous in her eyes

"well? are you ready to give me your ass literally?" amelia asked making lucia snap out of her daze
and scoffed with her crossing her arms. but lucia won't deny that anal does look fun if you got the
right person.

"i suppose you're right," she admitted making amelia smirk "of course i-" just when she was about
to boast, lucia grabbed a handful of her hair and pulled her face closer to her whilst still fucking
amity.

"and i'm right that you're such a fucking horny witch." lucia spat, their lips just inches away and
they can feel each other's hot breaths as they stared into their eyes, feeling and seeing the same
need before amelia closed in the space just right when amity finally came for the third time.

"aaahhh!!"

amity lets her cum squirt land on one of amelia's thighs who's busying making out with lucia.
quivering as she feels her slowly pull out, she looked over her shoulder to see amelia swiftly
stroking her cock in front of lucia before coming into her legs, not fazed as their kiss never broke
till they needed air.

all of them panted heavily, mostly amity. she slowly turned on her head back sighed deeply as she
stared up to the ceiling once again while the two lovers calmed themselves down and lucia took off
the cuffs with amelia helping her sister sit up.

"thanks, ami. really needed that." amelia said as she softly patted amity's shoulder and grabbed her
robe off the floor to hand it to her.

"no feelings, yeah?" lucia rose a brow to which amity giggles to as she nodded, she feels nothing
between them so she only sees this as sex and improving her sister and lover's sister's sex life.

"yeah, no problem. goodnight, guys." amity got off the bed, waving the two goodbye as she walked
out of the room with closing the door behind her. amity was going to head back to her room and get
some rest in between luz's arms but she felt something wrap around her waist.

amity looked down to see a green vine around her before being pulled back at the end of the
hallway and through the busted window which she didn't hear it break at all while having sessions.



when she's out of the manor and into the dark woods beyond of the fence. she's met with a familiar
face.

"good evening amity."



Revenge Time

Chapter Summary

final part of amity harem (plant sex with willow)

"willow? what are you doing here?" amity was surprised to see willow out here in this kind of hour
and she felt a little unsettled at the way she looks at her. feels like she's staring into her soul and the
smirk doesn't help.

"just checking in if you're still awake, amity. that's all but since you are, i want us to have an
activity together." willow replied, more vines sprouted out behind her with some slowly slithering
around her body, making feel it's small spikes brush against her skin but she kept her eyes on
willow.

"and what's that?" amity asked, continuing the conversation despite the plants are being handsy.

"payback."

amity's eyes widened when she heard that. it's not about the vine teasing to be inside her but
confused as to why willow needs to inflict revenge on her "wait wait! i thought we're already cool
with each other?" she said and willow just nonchalantly shrugged.

"oh we did. i'm just letting out my impending anger towards you over the past years. that's all." she
replied. amity gets that willow still has some baggage she needs to let out since going into her head
but what amity is sorta afraid of is being fucked by the plant witch's plants. never had that one
tonight.

"o- okay- aaahh!!" amity didn't have time to say whatever she was gonna say when willow drove
the vine inside her pussy and started fucking her with it. the young blight's moans echoed through
the woods, she looked down to see the vine rapidly thrusting into her, striking her sweet spot all at
once.

"willow- aahh.. s- slow down!" that was a useless request as this only made willow speed up. more
vines wrapped around amity's body, circling her neck and spreading her legs for the vine fucking
her to be visible to the young park.

"nope." willow said as she popped the p in the end.

the plants has amity's arms completely wrapped with one tracing her plump lips as if it has a mind
of it's own, teasing her before placing itself for a blowjob. amity's moans became muffled, her eyes
turned half lid till it fully closes as she lets herself indulge in this.

"we're just friends, amity. don't think something's between us other than that." willow said, it's true
that she only sees amity as a friend and she's already with boscha. she's just venting her bottled up
feelings, tis all.



amity slowly nodded as she understood.

the vine kept pounding into the witch, her juices trickling down around it with her boobs getting
squeezed tightly, nipples getting twisted making her squeak. her body bounces at every thrust and
these vines mirrors the relentlessness of their summoner.

"i can tell you're close." willow moved her hand to the right for the vine in amity's mouth to go out
to her moans be heard once more. her smirk widened as she sees this new side of amity, seeing her
writhe in pleasure while being fucked roughly by plants of all things and she started to feel a sort of
tranquility within.

"i- i think i'm co-" amity lets out scream as she came for the fourth time tonight and she slowly
went limp with her cum coating, oozing down the vine as it slowly pulled out of her. "well, that was
fun, amity. i'll see you in monday." willow waved her friend goodbye and ordered the rest of the
vines holding amity to go through the broken window to place amity back inside the manor and
lightly placed her down in her feet before retreating.

amity leaned against the wall, peered out to wave willow goodbye and sighed deeply. she stayed
there for a few seconds to catch her breath, picked up her fallen robe and started to slowly head
back to her room. hoping that she'd be sleeping now with luz without anyone pulling her for
another fuck.

when amity got back to her room after a long night of getting fucked by four beautiful women, she
opened the door to see luz laid asleep in bed in her boxers.

softly smiling, amity silently closed the door and walked over to luz to pull the covers up over her
nude body so she doesn't get cold before going inside. the blight cuddled up to luz's warmth, her
head pressed against her arm but she felt her turn over and she is facing her chest instead as luz
wrapped her arms around her with her head nuzzled in her head.

amity's smile grew, she wrapped her arms around her girlfriend and buried herself in her chest as
she easily drifted off to sleep. happy that she's sleeping with the girl of her dreams, helped their
sisters get in terms of their kinks and helped willow finish unresolved anger.



Little Baby Slut

Chapter Summary

content warning: age difference

brat amity, 12 x babysitter luz, 16

requested smut by @Fire bat

"you can sleep in the guest room at the end of the hall and please do keep her away from the stove.
she is prone to making fire incidents." alador said as he and his wife, odalia, stood by the door with
their luggage in hand. they hired a babysitter who doesn't give up easily since the ones before luz
couldn't handle the pressure.

"surely that wouldn't be a challenge for you, miss noceda." odalia said in a way luz doesn't really
appreciate but she ignored and puts up a smile as she nodded. "oh no, of course mr. and mrs. blight.
i'll take great care of amity while you're gone." she replied much to the two blight's please and
turned their backs at her to face the door, planning to head now for their few months business trip.

"excellent and don't expect the twins to come home that much. they are quite.. independent so to
say." alador said, he swung the door open to let odalia out first and waved luz goodbye before
closing the door.

luz listened to the car revving up, driving out of the garage and into the street. she looked around,
seeing the many intricacies of the blight manor, the paintings easily caught her eyes and the noceda
slowly approached one particular painting on the right wall that is covered by protective glass for
the paint to not crack or fade.

it has a dark surrounding with a single light source which is the moon but it was blocked by
someone shrouded in darkness who is sitting sideways on the window. long protruding looking like
horns are seen with small details are seen on the face but not enough to identify who it is though
luz can see a speck of what seemed like lines of scales when she squinted.

"it was made by my great ancestor amber blight." luz yelped when she heard someone beside her,
she looked to see amity with her hands folded behind her as she has a blank face on while staring at
the painting. luz was about to ask what she's doing but amity continued.

"she once told the church in the late 15th century, claiming that she met the devil one night by her
singular window with the moonlight shining behind. thinking that it was her time but they did
nothing." amity said, she heard the story copious times that her great grandparents managed to nab
the painting from an auction in florence where the presumed home of amber blight was.

"although no one believed her and one day, she up and left with her works over the years destroyed.
but this one remained." when the young blight finished the story, luz nodded with a smile on her
face as she's impressed.



"that story was pretty cool." luz commented.

"well, if you say so." amity replied nonchalantly and turned her body to face luz, seeing their height
difference. amity is almost surpassing luz's stomach.

"you're my new babysitter, yes?" amity asked to which luz nodded her head "yep! luz noceda,
reporting for duty and we've met before." she made a small salute. luz won't lie that she finds the
young blight adorable and she just wants to squish those cheeks.

"hm, it's a shame i had to labor myself in taking care of such a bovine kid for some months." amity
said rather stuffy like as she looked down at her newly trimmed fingernails while luz slowly
frowned at that.

"bovine.. are you calling me stupid?"

the blight lets out a dry chuckle, she looked back up to luz's frown which only amuses her more "i
can't believe such a cretinous person is able to understand me." she said with a small mocking grin
that made luz's eye twitch but she was quick to hide her irritation.

"okay look, i'm 16 and you're what, 12? just because you live in a fancy, palatial manor doesn't
mean you can talk to me like that. i'm older and that means i'm in charge." luz said as she waved
her hand in mock when she said 'palatial' while she established the needed boundaries and this kid
needs some respect since her parents seemed to be perfectly okay with their daughter talking like
this.

"is that so? physically, yes, you are certainly older but what about mentally, hm?" amity challenged,
sure her intellect can be higher than a sophomore student but she's still a kid and luz is not gonna
fight with a kid.

she said nothing, this only fueled amity's rising ego but she doesn't care. "that's what i thought."
amity said as she chuckles, she twirled around dramatically to head off somewhere that doesn't
have luz in it.

"since this conversation is going stale, how about you prepare lunch? i want a beef tenderloin
grilled, medium rare. tenderized for precisely 2 minutes and marinated with lemon zest freshly
picked from my uncle's garden, mixed with durkin's soy sauce and 2 slices of red hot peppers
transported from mexico. for my sides will be simply 5 thick slices of prosciutto."

amity explained an over complicated recipe for a damn steak and luz doesn't even know what the
fuck is prosciutto is. it sounds italian though.

"understood?" amity knows what she's doing and it's making luz's unbridled patience be tested but
she kept it all it to force out smile while her teeth clenches tightly and replied "of course, miss
blight."

smirking, "good. you have half an hour to create my meal or you're fired." amity then walked out of
the living room, heading up the stairs for her room to leave luz to be alone finally to let her first day
frustration by pulling her hair before quickly calming down as she took a deep breath in before
making a deadpan expression.

"this job is gonna suck, isn't it."



-----

for the first few weeks, amity has been incredibly bossy towards luz which she didn't have choice
but to follow so she wouldn't burn the kitchen again and commit arson. whenever amity makes a
mess, luz would always put her foot down as she cleaned up the living room or any other rooms
and she isn't gonna clean again when she's tired.

amity would begrudgingly do the said chore while muttering some under her breath and when she's
done, she always passed luz by giving a deadly look that doesn't affect the noceda at all. in fact, she
finds it funny and cute that a 12 would even try to scare her.

without reason, amity would always sneak punches or kicks when luz is resting. the punches
doesn't leave bruises or anything but it kinda hurts as it was out of the blue.

luz quickly rushed down the stairs when she kept hearing crashes from the kitchen. not the kitchen.

when she got to the kitchen, luz's eyes widened when she saw all of the utensils and plates broken
on the floor while amity is grinning madly as she opened a drawer, pulling it off from it's cover and
poured it's contents out in the floor.

"what are you doing?!" luz exclaimed as she placed both of her hands on either sides of her head,
not believing the mess in front of her and it's slowly making her tear up but she sucked it up as she
watched amity wreak havoc in the kitchen. not noticing that her anger is also traveling down.

"this is for making me clean the disgusting toilet!" amity rebuked, she grabbed a glass to fill it up
with water as she's planning something. she started to slowly approach luz with a devilish smirk.

"you clogged the damn thing with toilet paper thinking it'll explode when i sit on it! you deserved it
now clean this all up!" luz yelled, she's the one who usually raises her voice but in this manor, she's
exhausting her throat and tongue.

"no!"

amity was planning to throw the water in luz's face but she accidentally stepped on a broken shard
that made her slip and luz was quick to catch amity but got the water splattered into her shirt but
she ignored it and slowly placed the young blight back up.

amity looked at luz as she realised the glass was empty and her eyes widened when she saw
something hard making a tent in luz's pants. with the water slowly trickling down, it only added to
the fact that luz's hard on is in front of amity and she feels weird but not disgusted.

"i.. i'm sorry.." amity never said sorry before and not in that, timid tone. this was a pleasant surprise
for luz as she heard the genuine in that sorry so she figures she lets amity off the hook on this one.
just once.

"it's okay. it's just water." luz dismissed, she wring her shirt for a small amount of water to drip out
but she just now noticed that she has a hard on and her face flew up. she looked back up to amity to
see her own red face with her eyes kept darting back on luz's crotch despite her efforts of looking
away.

then, it all of it connected inside her head making a smirk come on luz's lips now. "tell you what,"
she softly cupped amity's chin to make her look up, her golden eyes glistening under the ceiling



light with her body seemingly growing weak as she heard the sudden deepening of luz's voice.

"i'll play with you if you clean up this mess. seems like attention is all you need and it'll be just the
two of us for a couple of months. what do you say?" luz knows what amity wants and thinking,
she's a little hesitant about it but she has to test the waters first.

amity nodded her head strenuously making luz chuckle and lets go of her chin "well, go on. make
sure to not pick up the shards, use the dustpan. i'll be watching." she backed up to let amity get with
it while also watching her. seeing her rush towards where the sweeper and dust pan is to start
frantically sweeping up the mess shows the eagerness of the young blight.

it makes luz grow excited.

after amity finished cleaning up, luz motioned amity to come to the living with her sitting down
and luz pulling her pants down to let out her once caged phallus to spring in full form with the tip
slowly oozing of precum as it twitches.

amity gulped as she eyed the size of it, it's about a foot long. luz sat down beside amity for her to
see the many veins surrounding it's tanned almost dark foreskin that is completely down to reveal
it's shining it. it's like it's waving at amity.

"are you nervous? we don't have to do this if you don't want to anymore." luz said, ensuring that
she isn't forcing amity to get sensual with her but amity is already intrigued and tainted way before
luz came.

"no no. i'm just... staring. it's my first time seeing a live penis.." amity replied, she can feel her
throat getting dry for some reason and she can't simply tear her eyes off it anymore even if she tries.
she wants to taste that precum to quench her thirst.

her extreme thirst.

nodding, luz offered her hand to amity who placed her hand on top of it as she doesn't know what
the noceda wanted but it was the right answer as luz made amity's hand wrap around her cock for
her to feel it throb in her hand and it's smooth surface as her thumb grazed the rim of the tip.

"grab it like this and it's up to you want to go fast." luz stroked her cock with amity's hand making
her groan. the younger girl blushed at the sound but kept going as luz likes it but she slowed it
down.

"or slow. got it?" luz looked at amity who looks like was gonna pass out but nodded "yeah.."

luz slowly lets go of amity's hand to let her touch herself and was surprised when she bent down to
start giving her tip kitten licks, kisses and slurping up the precum. her tongue traveled around the
cock, tasting luz of what she really is. luz lowly moans, she placed her hand on top of amity's head
to slowly take off her hair tie and softly rub her.

"ah.. have you done this before?" luz asked, she knows what the answer will be but she'll never no
unless it was said outright. luckily amity shook her head while giving her licks not a full on
blowjob as she's not big enough to take it whole yet.

when amity looked up to luz again having this natural innocent look that's so alluring and it feels
like amity knows more than she's letting on. "can i kiss you?" she asked.



"of course."

amity leaned up to press her lips against luz's which was too soft that she can't feel anything so she
pushed her lips more into amity for to get the memo and slipped her tongue inside the blight's
mouth to taste her wet cavern with her tongue moving around but amity's isn't.

luz pulled away for a moment to whisper "use your tongue." amity nodded before going back into
the kiss again and did what luz asked to her tongue. both wet muscles danced in a slow yet irregular
movements while amity continued her handjob.

as air became a problem, amity closed one eye when luz kissed her cheek. amity softly smiled and
looked into the noceda's hazel eyes that is filled of love, libido, adoration and lechery.

amity tucked her hairs between her head before bending down again to resume her sucks and licks
on luz's cock. after a few minutes, luz lets out another loud moan when she finally came into
amity's hand and some flew into her face.

when amity slowly sat right up again "here let me..." luz was about to wipe her jizz of her face but
she stopped when she saw amity licking the cum off her hand like a dripped ice cream and wiped
off the ones on her face to also lick till she looks clean again.

luz was stunned and incredibly flustered.

"c- can you touch me too?" amity asked, still shy, it just amuses luz greatly. "yeah." luz softly
pushed amity to lie down the couch, slipped her hands inside amity's skirt and rubbed her two
fingers against her clothed clit before pulling it down for luz to lift the skirt up, revealing the
blight's untouched, dripping pussy.

luz started rubbing amity's clit, warming her up. amity lightly moans, she pulled her shirt up to
show her flat chest but erected nipples and started playing with them. luz slowly leaned down to
take one of the nipples to suckle on while she slowly pushed the tip of her index finger in amity's
hole but stopped making her whine.

"you're so pretty." luz whispered, ignoring the dissatisfaction.

"a- are we gonna frick?" amity asked and luz pulled away to look at her directly in the eye as she
said "fuck, amity. fuck. no need to censor yourself when you're already doing it but yes, we're
gonna have sex if that's what you want." still giving her the option to turn back now and never
speak of this despite being in too deep now but amity still declines the offer and nodded with
eagerness to be taken who's 4 years older than her.

luz chuckles "i like the moxie." she said as she licked the same finger she teased in being inside
amity, well now, she can do that. the noceda knows what amity is smaller than her and being able
take this entire dick isn't gonna easy for amity.

she pushed her finger inside the young blight and started pumping it, feeling her tight, wet insides.
luz listened to amity's breathy moans, she added another fingers making be louder till luz pulled out
to replace in with her tongue, amity gasped in surprised and moaned as legs quivering at the feeling
of luz's slick, skillful tongue lapping her pussy

luz hummed, liking the taste of amity's juices and continued till she's wet enough for her before
pulling back up as she licked the sides of her lips. "this is your last chance. do you still wanna do



this?" she asked, wanting to make sure amity is really in this in all aspects but by the looks of
amity's red lewd face, it tells it all.

"yes! yes oh please luz! yes!" amity is begging for it as she raised her hips for luz to take. luz
smiles, she gripped both of the blight's hips to bring it down with her going in between and leaned
closer to amity's face with their lips just inches away.

"so.. are we girlfriend or what?" luz jokingly asked and wasn't really expecting a reply but amity
was kind enough to give one.

"yeah, we're girlfriend."

then, amity closed the space between them with a kiss and luz was bewildered from the response
but she kissed back with her hands roaming around her smooth, petite body before they slowly
pulled away.

amity kissed luz's cheek and hugged her as she's happy that she got a girlfriend now, it made her
stomach swell from butterflies and bees. luz slowly rubbed her cock's tip against her lover's pussy
lips before aligning herself. "hold onto me. this might hurt." she advised and amity nodded.

luz, then, started to push her cock inside slowly. both groaning as they feel each other's tightness
and slight burning sensation. amity held luz harder, squeezing her eyes shut with her wincing but
when she feels half of the girth now inside, the pain slowly subsides as she got accustomed mid
insertion and luz could easily push the rest inside.

luz bit her lip, she can feel amity clenching around her cock as well with her neck that she had to
withdrew so she wouldn't be choked to death. she held onto amity's waist, staring down at her to
see her still pretty little red face as she softly pants while sizing the bulk inside her.

as amity gave a green light, luz started off slow while gradually increasing speed. seeing that amity
is already going fine, her moans became more audible as she feels the noceda's cock her far and
wide with it's sear size hitting all of the sweet spots along with the sweetest almost immediately.

"luz.." amity moaned. she's getting used to the mellow speed but suddenly, luz picked up her pace
and started really thrusting into her, striking the young blight's pussy as her body jolts upward from
the rigorous movements.

"aaahh! aah.. aahh luz!" amity gripped onto luz's wrist which was pinned as luz fucks her. she can't
believe she's doing this but it's okay, right? they're in equal ends, it's just, luz never expected in her
life she'd be doing this and it feels so good.

luz cupped amity's cheek to make her look at her as a grin in seen on her face "are you my little
baby slut?" she asked.

luz loves the way amity looks at her, the innocence stays while she's being fucked and she simply
can't forget the endearing tightness of her pussy, wrapping around her as if she doesn't want to
leave.

"m- me!" amity replied much to luz's delight, she slowed down thrusts which made amity confused
but when luz plunged back inside amity and she squealed again with her back arched. her head
rolling back as her body is overwhelmed at the immense pleasure that is rippling through her veins.



"so cute, my little whore." luz snickered as she lets go of amity's cheeks and started going faster.
watching the younger girl writhe under her, her small body so easy to be lifted and used but the
girl's got spunk to which luz would be the only who can tame that.

then, amity started to feel a twist in her stomach that is quickly getting unbearable by the seconds.
"i feel weird!" she said as she looked down at her stomach but only saw their hips repeatedly
getting slammed onto each other.

"it's okay, it's alright it means you're close.." luz said as she knows what the blight meant and she
can feel herself too getting closer. she sped up one last time as she moaned along with amity "so am
i!"

"l- luz!!" amity screamed as she finally came for the first time and her body convulsed for a
moment, she felt an electric surge that's individually coursing through her veins and it sent waves
of euphoria throughout from the epicenter.

luz clenched her teeth tightly as she held in her own climax so she swiftly pulled out and rubbed
her cum covered cock for her to cum as well, letting her shots of cum fly and drop onto amity's
stomach and chest. almost reaching her face but she's unfazed at the display, she's mesmerised
instead.

"w.. why did you pull out?" she asked as she wanted luz to stay in and not feel her warm seeds be
wasted on her torso, she wants to feel it inside but luz shook her head.

"not today in your age, ami. you're still too young." luz replied, she pulled out a handkerchief to
wipe off her cum on her now lover's chest and stomach but amity drooped as this disappointed her
for not getting it inside.

-----

when night came, amity laid in bed wide awake as she can't sleep while being horny. she knows it's
lights out for her but she wants to be dicked down by luz again and make her fill her up.

her imagination conjuring up many scenarios leading to the same outcome of luz creampie-ing her.
just by the idea of it makes her excited and it's wetting her panty. maybe she already got addicted.

grumbling, amity got out of bed and quickly rushed to the guest room at the end of the hallway. she
stopped in front of the door, her heart thumbing hard as she lets out a shaky exhale, amity took off
her pajama pants along with her panty and lets it fall to the floor before silently entering the room
to feel the winds from the electric fan above as luz doesn't want to use the air conditioner that
much.

luz laid in bed with her position all over the place but amity doesn't care as she got on top of her lap
and started grinding herself against her lover.

amity pulled down luz's pants and started to stroke her cock to make it hard, giving it small licks as
well for luz to wake up who's slightly groaning in her sleep. "come on.. wake up." she whispers,
she attempted to take the noceda's cock but she got like a quarter of it and ended up triggering her
reflex making her cough.

amity dropped the blowjob idea and made the cock stand, she hovered above it as she finds her hole
with the tip till she found it before slowly coming down, moaning without regard. she feels herself



getting stretched once more, giving her a unique wave of bliss.

this awakened luz.

"what.. why are you out of bed? get off." luz said in her groggy state, she turned on the lamp and
gripped amity's hips and tried to pull her off but she kept her ground, she wiggled her ass making
luz lowly groan.

"need cock, cum.. couldn't wait till morning." amity said half sentences which luz easily connected
as she slowly nodded. the noceda changed the position with amity lying down beside her with her
leg raised for luz to started thrusting making her moan out like a slut.

"fine. just one and promise me you'll go to bed." luz said, she pulled amity closer as she delivers
hard thrusts into the blight and her small body always bounces at each slam.

"yes! aahh luz!!" amity squealed, she rested her head into luz's chest as at least tried to muffle her
moans loosely while she's getting railed again. she looked up to see luz has her eyes closer,
moaning but her body has a mind of it's own and she's going hard on amity. she doesn't mind at all.

amity leaned up to give her lover a sweet kiss which was gladly reciprocated, she felt luz's big
hands went up her shirt to start fiddling with her nipples and twisted it making the younger girl yelp
in the kiss.

as they pulled away, luz cackles and it sent tingles all around amity's body. it sounded so seductive
but sleepy "you came in the middle of the night, begging to be fucked and creampie'd by me.
couldn't get any sluttier than that, ami." luz said as she opened her eyes slightly to look down and
see amity's pleasured expression through the red blushes.

"who's my little baby whore again?"

"me, luz! me! i love you so much!" amity exclaimed in ecstasy.

smirking, "i love you too, baby." luz replied and leaned in for another kiss as she shifted her gears.
she gripped onto amity's thigh tightly, keeping it up for her to continuously fuck the girl's pussy that
now belongs to her. not one else but luz and amity is grateful for that.

the same bubbling feeling came once more, amity gripped luz's shirt for her to not pull out anymore
and screamed her name again when she came for the second time. luz kept her promise in coming
inside amity, she drove her cock deep into her pussy as she lets out her warm seeds to fill her up
making the blight shudder in delight and sighed.

it felt amazing.

"keep it in. i want this." amity whispered as she rested her head on luz's chest. a smile is seen on
her before biting her lip at the feeling of more cum shooting inside, not noticing that she inflated
slightly and cum slowly flowing out of her pussy as she's too small to take the entire load but she
didn't care when she got what she wanted.

luz concludes that this is the only way for amity to go to sleep so she might, she doesn't mind
though.



luz placed a kiss on amity's cheek and embraced her closer as she turned off the lamp with them
slowly drifting off to sleep after an eventful day.

"goodnight, amity."
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rapid key tapping are heard in the bedroom, luz sat in her chair hunched close to her pc with her
hands swiftly moving along with her eyes. shooting every enemy she encounters as she has a
teammate guarding her back.

"boscha, where the hell are you?" luz asked into the mic, glancing over to her second monitor that
has discord on and alot of people are joined in. she returned her gaze back to what she's doing,
climbed up a building to sweep out the ground as she changed with a sniper rifle.

"i noclipped in this stupid wall and i can't get out!" boscha replied making luz snicker, she grabbed
the sprite a few feet away from any electronics as luz doesn't want a spillage.

again.

she took a sip, amity gave the drink to her earlier which is now warm but she didn't mind and
returned it to where it was before resuming to her gameplay. ever since luz finally got the money
she spent her almost entire life to buy her every own oc besides the fact that amity can easily buy
that for her, she's in for the grind and has been playing every game she wanted since she was kid.

"just kill yourself and respawn." luz replied to boscha, she controlled her character to jump off the
building and tried to do a 360 no scope but when she landed, there's no indication at the top.

"damn. need to work on that." luz muttered to herself before moving on.

amity laid in bed, stomach flat as she watched something on her phone while able to hear luz's
teammates tangent over her headset and luz just kept her voice normal, rising it a little time to time
from frustration but she's a calm player.

amity sighed deeply, she dropped her phone to the side and placed her head on the pillow as she
looked at her busy girlfriend. luz has been playing for a couple of hours with some breaks in
between to snuggle up in amity's arms before going back to the chair.

amity figures luz needs a break this time.

she stood up from bed, walked over behind luz and wrapped her arms around her neck as she rested
her chin onto her shoulder. "luz, i'm bored. come to bed with me." amity whispered, her hands
slowly going up and down on luz's body as she feels her ridged stomach despite her eating alot of
junk food lately.



"hold on, ami. i'll just finish this match, it's almost done." luz reasoned, not bothering to shake
amity off as she isn't distract her. that much. she glanced down for a moment to see her lover's
hands roaming around her body before looking back up to her game.

"but i want you now." amity begged as she started placing soft kisses on luz's neck, slipping her
hand inside her shorts and started to make her semi hard cock to awaken more for her as her other
hand started slowly groping one boob.

luz slightly spreads her legs to make room for her cock that's easily getting hard from the blight's
touch. now, she's trying to stay focused, trying to numb down the feeling but it's hard when it's her
girlfriend that knows her weak points.

"j- just a little more, baby okay?" luz said but she still hasn't tried to push amity off her. in fact, she
lets it happen but that's not amity is after for. luz is still playing and she wanted her to stop, guess
she had to pull out her ace.

"fine." amity pulled her hands off luz which snapped her back to reality and this made her worried
that amity is mad at her.

"babe?" the noceda watched her lover come to her side, thinking she's gonna leave the room but she
saw her grab one of the hair ties in the corner to tie up her long hair and went under the desktop
which surprised luz.

"since you don't wanna get off. i'll get you off." amity pulled down luz's shorts completely, dropped
it next to her and easily took her lover's entire cock in her mouth making luz yelp but quickly
clasped her hand to her mouth as she remember that she's still in game.

"hey, you good?" gus' voice is heard on her headset and luz nodded as she slowly lowered her hand
from her mouth. looking down to see amity giving her a devilish gaze as she slurps her up like a
candy. fuck, and she looks hot while doing so.

"yeah yeah, i'm getting a head- head shot! head shot oh yeah.. dead." luz blurted out many random
words that made the chat silent before a slow 'okay' was emitted by boscha and everyone continued
their game while luz is getting tortured. ever so wonderfully pleasured.

luz turned off her mic so she can let out her moans, she placed one hand on amity's head to grip her
hair while managing to play in hand. she just needs to find a good hiding spot.

amity pulled away to say "you're so cute when you're panicking." she softly giggles as she sees
luz's flustered face dawning down on her. her tongue rolled around luz's girth, feeling it's intense
heat and throbbing from her touches. amity gave her lover's balls light squeezes while giving
teasing suckles that makes luz irritated.

"s.. shut up.. you could've told me you wanted to fuck." luz said, she motioned for amity to get up
so she can her turn on the chair but amity shook her head and took luz in one swift swoop making
her roll her head back with her hips slightly bucking before slowly coming down.

"but this is better." amity replied and returned in giving her girlfriend one of her best blowjobs that
may have an undertone to it. she can feel her pussy ruining her panty and will soon get to her own
shorts but she didn't care.



"aah shit ami.." luz moaned, she removed her headset and rested her head on the chair. she kept
anxiously checking if her mic is muted, she turned off everything as she can't focus to anything but
this one hell of a blowjob.

luz watched amity's hand slither up to her shirt which she lifted for her to fondle on. she tightened
her grip on her hair while she's reaching heaven or hell in a carriage. the noceda kept her shirt up by
biting it, her hips slowly thrusting into amity's warm cavern as her tongue wildly swirls around.

"fuck yeah.. oh amity.." luz moaned, she started to do full on thrusts into the blight's mouth, not
worrying of her reflex coming up. she held her head in both sides, caressing her time to time as luz
feels heat in amity's face being really red.

"oh i love you!!" luz squealed in euphoria as she came straight down into amity's throat making her
swallow it all without difficulty. luz dropped on the chair as she panted heavily, she lets go of
amity's head for her to pull out with her mouth filled of cum but she licked it all up clean.

never leaving a drop.

"i love you too," amity replied, she got out of the desk and leaned up to give luz a kiss, she can
taste herself in her own in her lover's mouth as their tongues clashed with each other before pulling
away. they can feel their hot breaths hitting one another as they stared onto those hazel and gold
eyes reflecting what they want and need till amity was the first to withdraw.

"now, clean yourself up. i'm making chicken mull tonight. make sure you eat the vegetables or i'll
shove it in your ass." amity said as she pushed luz's chair back for her to come out, fixed her hair
tie before leaving the room to prepare their dinner while luz is still in a blissful daze.

"y- yes, ma'am."

-----

after a few days after that blowjob, luz didn't stop her gaming which amity doesn't really mind as
luz still gives her girlfriend all the love and attention she wants.

"yes! nice game, nice game!" luz threw her hands in the air as she and her team won the last round.
she has the most kills and support, practically breezed through the match. she also died a couple of
times though.

as luz is congratulating everyone for a fair and great match while some asking if they should go
again. she didn't realise someone is coming up behind her till she heard "hey, what do you think?"

luz turned around only for her eyes to widen when she saw amity with a black laced thong and a
really really really short pink crop top revealing that she doesn't have a bra up there.

gulping, luz slowly took off her headset while amity is explaining the price of the crop top "i
bought it on ebay for 5 bucks. can you believe it? it's still in a good quality and so comfortable."
she said, softly chuckling to herself then she saw luz stand up before her and their height difference
is substantial.

amity smirks as she knows the spell has taken effect.



"you look amazing." luz said as she held amity's waist, she led them to the bed with her getting in
between the blight's legs. amity easily pulled the single button apart on luz's shorts and her huge
cock sprung before her making her lick her lips in hunger.

"is this your plan?" luz asked, she delicately pulled amity's thong off, took a long inhale of it and
dropped it to the floor as she spreads amity's legs wide to show off her wet pussy under the purple
light.

"hey, it doesn't hurt to get a break, right?" amity reasoned, they both know they want more than a
'break'.

"yeah but not before i break you first." luz said so sinister like but amity only finds it really hot and
she just couldn't help but pull luz into a heated kiss with her shoving her whole cock inside her
pussy making the blight squeak in the kiss and luz took this opportunity to push her tongue inside.

luz gripped both of amity's hips and started thrusting into her, not bothering to take a time. when
they pulled away, luz didn't want to take off the crop top as it does look good on amity, she started
leaving many hickeys on her neck with amity gripped her hair with both hands to tug on.

"aah fuck yes, luz! fuck me hard, you bastard!" amity screamed in ecstasy which isn't a good thing
though.

"you little bitch! aahh- so fucking good!" luz growled, she hovered above amity who's bouncing
from each thrust she wants along with her breasts. her nipples waving over for luz to take one of
them in her mouth which she succumbed to and started sucking on one of the blight's pink nipples.

the two lovers moaned each other's names without care as their hips slammed onto each other
making a clapping noise. not caring if someone is hearing them as they're the only ones in this
house but what luz forgot one thing to do after fucking amity.

mute her mic.

the players' in luz's team can hear their faint moans and 'clapping as the headset is far from the bed
but they can easily deter they're fucking.

"nice shot, mvp." one commented, knowing that they won't be heard from here and this caused
everyone else to join in.

"you have a nice girlfriend. she's even clapping for your win."

"let's clap for the mvp as well!"

"geez guys, it's just a 20 kill streak. no need to pop a champagne."



Right In Front Of My Salad?

Chapter Summary

step sisters lumity

requested smut by @HornyLittleBlight

Chapter Notes

the parents are obscure as the requester was right about the blights not being worth it to be
paired with camila. milf's too fabulous to be with those cheeky ass bastards

"luz, this is amity. your step sister."

those were the words that started all of this mess. the first time they laid their eyes on each other,
luz and amity felt an instant click within them with a sudden need of to get on top of one another
for some reason.

but amity keep her stuck up attitude towards luz, making seem that she doesn't wanna be anywhere
near her and when their parents told them they have to share a bed as the apartment just have two
rooms and they had to share, she acted like she's gonna have the worst year of her life.

when in all reality, she's into it.

amity just can't explain the allurement luz has. she has a thin but strong build, her smile always
makes her stomach flutter but when she gives her a glare or the nasty eye, amity felt like cumming
and whenever she feels luz's big hands just brush against her. she can already see the many veins
bulging up on her arms and it look so powerful if she fing-

"hey, what do you want for dinner? dad and mom's gonna be in a vacation by the way." amity
snapped out of her daze when she heard a knock and luz's voice on the other side. she's half naked
on the bed vigorously fingering herself as she fantasises luz fucking her with that big cock of hers.

amity could only see it through her sports shorts whenever she comes home from training. gripping
of sweat, panting heavily, every muscles tensed and dick hard? oh god take me now. amity got side
tracked again when she heard luz knock on the door once more.

"hey, are you dead in there or what?" luz tried to open the door but it's extensively locked by being
blocked by a closet.

"j- just fuck me- fuck off! cook anything! burn the damn kitchen if you have to." amity's face
turned unbelievably red as she slipped and hoped that luz didn't hear that.



"chicken noodle soup it is." luz said as she walked out of the hallway. amity listened to the receding
footsteps till it's gone making the blight sigh deeply in relief.

amity has been masturbating more than she ever should be but living in the same roof as luz can be
a challenge. it's like her body has a naturally built in response that would always be pressed
whenever she sees a hot woman and never be pressed again but to luz?

bitch broke the button.

amity absolutely cannot control her body for being constantly wet and horny for her step sister
which she doesn't really as one but a roommate rather who just has their parents dating each other.

"i want you so bad.." amity muttered as she buried her face into the pillows.

meanwhile in the kitchen, luz cooked the canned chicken noodle soup while adding some pepper
flakes for some heat as she started pouring the soup into two individual bowls, she unzipped her
pants down to start rapidly stroking herself while aiming it at a bowl.

"aahh.." luz moaned, this simply became her routine when amity came to her life. she knows this is
wrong but goddamn, amity doesn't need to be this hot and she just couldn't help herself when she
wants to carry her small body up and eat her out good.

luz started imagining of amity moaning under her as she pounding her hard. she never acted like
this, so horny and so eager to fuck someone who kept pushing her away. but fuck it, right?

"oh fuck yeah!" luz rolled her head back as she came straight into amity's bowl, some was overshot
but she managed to get most inside. she lets go of her sheathing cock, grabbed two spoons to place
the first inside her soup and started stirring amity's to mix in the cum. it adds to the food a slight
bitter and sweet after taste.

she knows amity loves the taste of whatever she puts in the plate if she's cooking for her without
knowing it's her jizz.

"dinner's ready!" luz called for the blight as she grabbed the two bowls to place on the dining table.
amity stepped out of the room to see the noceda placing the bowls down down and pulled out a seat
with her facing luz.

"careful. it's hot." luz caution which she knows amity is gonna ignore.

"whatever." amity grabbed the spoon to take her first sip while luz watched with intent and she felt
a tingle when amity easily gulped it down, humming softly as she tasted it before taking another.
luz placed one hand to rest onto her crotch as she feels herself getting hard once again.

after dinner, luz and amity laid in bed wide awake but they don't know what. amity is 'sleeping' on
her side for easy access to luz immediately took that chance as her hands started roaming around
her back.

feeling her hands focus on her plump ass, giving it a squeeze or two before slowly slipping inside
to pull her pajama pants down along with her panty. luz scooched closer, her own pajamas are
down for her twitching cock to be free and started rubbing her tip against amity's wet pussy lips
much to her convenience.



"ahh amity.." luz groans, she didn't enter amity just yet as she's afraid that the next day she wakes
up, she's bleeding all over and amity has no one to blame but luz. oh, she does want to penetrate
and rail amity but her moralities are holding her back.

amity closed her eyes as she lets herself indulge into this, the feeling of luz's slick tip rubbing
against her pussy while moaning into her ear. she sorta wanted luz to take her already, fuck her till
morning.

luz clenched her teeth tightly as she rapidly rubbed her cock till she popped right in amity's pussy.
she watched her cum slowly trickle down to her thigh and soon to the sheets, her hunger grew as
she turned hard once again. the noceda scooped up the cum to push it all inside amity's vagina,
hoping that she gets pregnant with that but she knows it won't be enough.

she needs to do it.

the desire, the unbearable yearning and libido rising. morals are no longer present tonight, folks. it
was never there ffrom the start so

"fuck it."

luz flattened amity on the bed, raised her ass and easily found the hole she needs before shoving it
all in as she lets out a loud moan that echoed throughout the room and started thrusting into amity
who's trying her best not to utter a peep or this'll be ruined. she bit her lip with her eyes threatening
to roll back as this is the exact thing she has been looking for.

"oh fuck amity! you feel so nice, tight just for me!" luz growled with her lips etched to a hungry
grin, she gripped both sides of amity's hips and slammed hard into her pussy just like how she
envisioned. slapping her ass everytime as she likes seeing it jiggle despite in the darkness.

sighing deeply in bliss, luz loves the feeling the tight clenches and her warmth cavern encasing her
throbbing cock. this is everything she wanted and it's finally fulfilled.

amity could say the same. she gnawed her finger just to silent as luz roughly pounds her. she feels
like she's reaching heaven with her body ricocheting back and forth from the wild, rigorous thrusts.
her tongue rolled out as she can feel her rationale diminishing and the only thing in her head is
getting fucked silly by her step sister.

oh would you look at that, their lives became a porn scenario.

luz combed her hand back to her head, feeling her sweat accumulate up there and more bullets of
sweat slowly rolled down under her shirt as their bodily heat raises steadily as their minds gets
clouded by the lust.

leaning down, luz whispered into amity's ear "i wish i can hear you moan. i bet it'll sound
amazing," then nibbled her ear, licking her ear lobe making amity act on reflex and twitch but that
didn't stop luz from resuming in fucking her as she doesn't care if amity is awake or not.

she only had one goal in mind.

luz picked up her pace, she can feel her climax getting closer as she's extra sensitive when she came
earlier. amity can feel it coming as well, she gripped the bed sheets under the pillows and buried
her face to muffle her scream of euphoria when she finally came.



"and just amazing as you take my cum!" luz plunged her cock deep into amity's pussy as she, at
long last, popped inside the girl she has been longing for. heaving, she emptied her pent up load out
that slightly inflated the blight's stomach before slowly pulling out to let the excess cum drip out of
her pussy and soiling the sheets.

"good girl." luz crooned, she spreads amity's ass cheeks before giving it one last slap and slowly
placed her back down to her original position, pulled her pants back up to make it seem that
nothing happened at all as luz turned her head back to amity.

feeling a slight guilt but it was quick to disappear as she kinda hopes that amity gets pregnant of her
kid or kids which helped luz drift off to sleep while amity felt warm and content after being filled
with so much cum.

-----

after that night, amity was walking kinda funny, waddling was the right word and luz tried to act
collected, calm and not notice the weird walking so it won't raise suspicions but it's odd that amity
isn't screaming who did this to her or demanding an answer out of luz.

she's perfectly stable and it confused luz.

then, amity stood in front of luz, blocking her view from the tv but she isn't gonna complain as she
saw the look in the blight's eyes. "luz, i wanna talk about something." she started which made luz
internally panic.

"y- yeah?" fuck.

"i know what you did last night." amity said as she narrowed her eyes at luz making her sink into
the couch but she doesn't know what those eyes held as she's too preoccupied that she's gonna be
kicked out and have to live in the streets now.

"um, you mean sleeping? yeah i was sleep..ing.." luz trailed off when something was thrown at her
face, she took it off and realised it's a panty and looked at amity who now doesn't have pants on.

amity seductively sat onto luz's lap, pushed her down and pressed her body against hers. "when did
you say mom and dad are gonna come back?" she asked as she grabbed luz's hands to guide it
down to her ass and started to slowly grind onto the growing cock.

this is happening so fast that luz felt like she's gonna explode.

"t- t- t- three weeks! they'll be out in three weeks and come back on sunday." luz replied, her
stuttering fit got worse which was adorable to amity.

"well then you have plenty of time to fill me up. make me nice and pregnant, noceda. just for you.
i'm all yours." amity purred as she pecked luz's lips and took off her shirt, dropping it to the ground.
giving herself to luz as she truly belongs to the noceda.

blinking, luz looked at amity up and down, squeezing her ass to make sure if this is real before
chuckling her and slammed amity onto the couch with her hovering on top. a salacious grin is seen
as she said "wow. so you're tell me we could've fucked on day one?"

"yep." amity giggled before pulling luz into their first electric kiss.



-----

three weeks has gone by fairly quickly, their mom and dad got back from their trip and told their
daughters their adventure out together while the daughters have their adventure inside together.

right now, amity is making a salad bowl while her mom and step dad talking in the dining table. she
was about to grab the pepper shaker but she stopped when she saw another hand grab it for her and
looked over her shoulder to see her lover.

"hey baby." luz whispered as she wrapped her arms around amity's waist, pressing her crotch
against her ass and rested her chin on her shoulder as she watched her toss the salad in a swift
manner to incorporate all of the seasoning in and amity stabbed a lettuce with a sliced baby tomato
to offer to luz who accepted it.

"well?" amity asked as she listened to the crunches near her ear and a gulp.

"tastes like salad." luz replied earning a playful bonk on the head with a wooden spoon making her
snicker but it slowly died down as the noceda grinds her hard cock against amity's ass making her
look at her with a uncertain gaze.

"kinda need you right now, ami.." luz whispered as she tightened her wrap on amity.

amity does feel horny as well and this is such a risky place to do it but the thrill of being caught
excites her even more than fearing it. "make it quick." she replied, pulling her pants down just
enough for luz to push her cock inside her pussy, stretching it one again making her sigh quietly.

luz started thrusting, her eyes closed as she placed her hands onto the counter for amity to
intertwine on while she places kisses on her neck making amity tilt her head for more as she backed
her ass up.

"aah.. fuck that's it.." amity muttered, she placed one hand onto luz's face to lean in for a kiss. their
lips filled of tenderness and love that it tastes so sweet. luz speed up while keeping her mind to be
quiet but that effect would be useless as-

"seriously?!" the two pulled away and was brought back to reality when they heard their mother
exclaim. they saw their parents behind the counter with a disappointed, shocked look on the mother
while the father is just disappointed but not from the fact that their daughters are fucking.

"right in front of my salad even. jesus."
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Chapter Summary
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luz noceda is one of the top knights in her squadron, she has an incredible stamina and endurance
shown during her training days before she was went to the kingdom of the boiling isles.
bonesborough was just a three days away in a horse from her old town so she doesn't get homesick.

but as stalwart as luz is, her childishness still seeps into her work making it seem that her work
ethic is ridiculous. her wild imagination comes with inability to focus during a serious battle or
training which irritated her fellow knights in the barracks leading to her being outcasted along with
her general who's not too fond of her since day one.

luz was talking to her best friend while on guard duty, which was stale to be honest, so she's glad
that willow, the town's florist, came to get rid of her boredom.

"there were rumors that another kingdom from the far south is dwelling of demons." willow said,
leaning a little closer to luz as if it's a highly confidential information.

luz rose a brow at the claim "what kingdom?" she asked but willow just shrugged.

"i don't know. it was obscure when i heard it a blather of it but it is said that the queen is conjugal to
a demon." willow replied, luz slowly nodded with her eyes darting on the ground to figure out if
this is true but her mind does think this could be possible even if it lacks evidence.

"this seems farfetched but it is possible."

"you're right and gus told me a few days ago that there's a-" willow was cut off when she heard
luz's name getting called behind her.

"luz noceda." lilith was seen coming up towards them with her usual stoic look and stopped beside
willow who she only gave a single gaze and it's enough to make the young park to get the memo,
she bid goodbye to her best friend before leaving.



"commendatore clawthorne." luz gave her higher up a salute "at ease." lilith said to which the
noceda followed, her posture became stiff and straight as lilith isn't a fan of knights in a slack off
posture whilst on duty.

"you have proven yourself in the battlefield that you are a valiant knight and it is time for you to
take your final test if you desire to be sit amongst the war table." lilith cuts to the chase, she can
immediately see the stars come alive in luz's eyes as she heard the possible promotion.

"really?! i'll get to be a commendatore?! this is amazing-" luz stopped when she saw lilith's gaze on
her, silently telling her to stop her shenanigans. luz stood straight once again, cleared her throat as
she placed her hands on her back "my apologies. please continue, commander."

huffing, lilith cleared her throat to resume "right. you will be slay the infamous dragon that has
been wreaking havoc in bonesborough for thousands of years and king belos has chosen you as the
perfect knight to do the mission." she explained as she took a long clothed item off her back and
held onto it for now. luz is trying to contain her excitement as she both eyed the thing and listened
to lilith.

"if you complete it, the title of baron bestow will be set upon you."

"oh, not commander? well, okay! baron sounds nice anyways!" luz won't complain as baron sounds
important.

"take this for your trip. this armor has been crafted by the hands of a blacksmith living in the
tomatok mountain of the east, proving itself to be indestructible and easy movement for an agile
knight as you." lilith removed the cloth off silver armor and sword that has small specks of gold on
the handle. she handed luz the armor first who's in awe as she can see herself on the breastplate.

"and this sword was created and sharpened in the birthplace of god, dowsed in his holy water to
fend off every evil from ever touching this holy sword. welded by many powerful knights and now,
it belongs to you." then, lilith handed the sword with the scabbard now to which luz happily
accepted and waved her arm a little to test the weight of it before swinging it around swiftly, it
pierced the air and she lets out a laugh.

this is perfect.

"wow.. thank you so much, commander! i won't let you down!" luz started to take off her current
armor to replace it with the indestructible armor, placed the holy sword on her belt and luz already
felt powerful now.

she's confident that the dragon would be in it's knees the moment she stepped into it's den.

"the dragon's lair is located deep in the forest near the fjord. now go, young one and please return
unscathed for your mother," lilith bid the young knight farewell who nodded with determination,
whistled for her steed to come to her as they'll have the greatest mission of their lives.

luz grabbed onto her horse's saddle to swiftly pull herself up while it's galloping out of to the main
gate as lilith watched the noceda go out of the town with the gate guards closing it at the moment
she's out made her smirk.

"not."



 

as luz found the strait, she followed it till she came into a clearing, stopping at the base of a
moderately sized mountain next to the snowy tops of the knee and luz can hear the quick rush of
water in the fjord is just a few miles east from here. this is it.

luz hopped off her steed, patted it's snout and looked at the singular entrance that is waving for the
unknowing traveler to come inside the darkness but luz is no traveler or bovine.

"stay here, bud. don't go too far if we're gonna make a quick escape." luz said to her horse who
replied with a huff and walked off to the side to do it's own thing now. taking a deep breath in, luz
pulled out her sword that glistened under the sunlight as she gripped it tightly.

"let's do this." luz started to head inside the den, her footsteps making slow cracking sound from the
gravel of the ground. her ears and eyes on high guard for the dragon as she goes deeper into the
cave till she came in a puddle clearing with a hole above the ceiling that shines down the enormous
pile of gold that glittered the water under luz's feet.

some littered across the puddle along with bones of the victims. luz saw a sleeping mint colored
dragon with the parts outside of the light has an auburn color which was interesting to see but luz
placed herself back to the mission and started to look for an opening as she wants this to end
quickly.

then, luz charged at the dragon but the rapid pitter patter of her footsteps against the water made the
dragon snap their eyes open with their golden eyes violently glowing and a thundering growl
reverberated through the ancient walls of the den as they lifted themselves up making some gold
slide into the water.

"human." the dragon growled with malice.

"filthy, disgusting, revolting human in my den. you dare enter despite the others before you are
nothing but bones. when will you learn to not disturb me." the dragon spat as they watched luz
slowly circle them, trying to find an opening to attack while the dragon's throat is warming up.

"i've come to rid your reign of terror, dragon! for i, luz noceda, knight of the boiling isles will slay
you!" luz declared with her raising her sword into the air but yelped when the dragon lets out their
first stream of flames and the noceda hopped to the side for safety, checked if she got caught on fire
before sighing in relief.

"kill me, you say? what a bold claim for a worthless being! do you really think someone as
incompetent as you would even make me bleed? you're nothing!" the dragon roared and lets out the
second wave of fire, luz rushed to the pillar for cover and waited for the fires to stop.

luz slowly peered her head out of the pillar to see that the dragon is fully standing on their feet
facing her hiding spot "oh i'll make you bleed alright!" she replied and got out to charge at the
dragon once again, climbed the steep valley of gold and drove her sword to the opening thinking
it'll pierce through the thick scales.

but it disintegrated into ashes. luz's eyes widened as this was not what she expected "what.. w-
well, we can battle in the old way! with this armor, i can do this all day!" luz said with the small
sliver of her confidence left as she tapped her breastplate with a trembling grin.



the dragon only gave a deadpan expression, lifted their hand and flicked luz's breastplate making
her send back flying off to the end of the cave like a ragdoll then slammed onto the wall. luz
dropped to the floor, her body trembling and she can see in the water's reflection that all of her
armor crumbles into bits into the water, leaving her with nothing but her rags as clothes.

the dragon lets out mocking laughing, unaware at the terrified and confused expression on luz's
face as she slowly pulled herself up. luz knows this is gonna be her end, she pressed herself against
the rough wall as she prays one last time to whoever is above.

"pathetic! you have come here with a big mouth, boasting that you are able to take me on in hand to
hand combat yet your armor is as brittle as your hubris!! what a pity." the dragon continued their
barrage of mockery on the poor, helpless human. they hopped off their treasure that made the entire
cave tremble with some rocks falling into the water.

"prepare to die." they warmed up their throat as it glows bright orange red but stopped midway
when they saw the noceda's 'clothing' that's gladly exposing her ripped yet curvy body as she
cowers to the wall. the sight of it made amity turned on and grow hard.

amity dropped her fire, shifted into a humanoid with her cock standing in it's full 14 inched glory
and stormed up to luz which made her more terrified when she instantly see the dick.

"w- w- wait, wait what are you-" luz didn't have time to finish her sentence when amity grabbed her
collar which was tore off in the process and dropped her, back first, on the watered floor with the
dragon going in between her legs and ripped her pants off to shove her entire cock inside making
both scream out in pain and pleasure.

"aaahhh!!"

amity didn't hesitate to start thrusting into luz roughly, all of her girth stretches her pussy widely
with small barbs around it. the dragon lets out a roar like moan, she placed luz's legs on her
shoulder, held her curved waist, her fingers tracing her ridged abs as she bites her lip.

"aah.. no please.. get off!" luz landed punches useless punches on the dragon's shoulder but she's
getting overwhelmed at the violent waves of pleasure coursing through her body making her weak.

her hands was pinned to the floor and amity leaned down towards her face, luz turned her head to
the side with her eyes squeeze shut as she feels the dragon's hot breath against her but luz didn't
feel amity do anything. yet.

"consider yourself lucky, human. you're the first one to taste my mercy." amity said, she rolls out
her long tongue to lick luz's neck making her shudder and open her eyes a little to look at the
dragon's golden eyes filled of brimstone and fire.

"m- mercy?!" luz found it hilarious that this is a form of mercy but hey, at least luz isn't being
stabbed by a misericorde as an act of 'mercy'.

amity growled and this made her speed up earning a pitched gasp with luz screaming more in
ecstasy as the pain subsides. her body completely gave in to the dragon as she bounces everytime
she slams her hips against her, she can feel amity hitting her g spot and it's bringing her closer to
the edge.



"it is a surprise a puny human like would be even capable to take me." amity didn't stop her insults
which was expected by luz but she added "i'm impressed." before sinking her teeth into the human's
neck which sent her receptors to go bonkers as she feels pain throughout though it slowly died
down.

amity kept her teeth on the human's neck, marking her as hers. she sees luz as a good mate material
or just keep her as a sex slave, either way, amity wants luz to herself. when she finally pulled away,
she licked the small blood slowly oozing out of the mark before withdrawing to look down and see
what a mess luz became.

tears rolling down the sides of her face but she's moaning in pleasure, her breasts bouncing with her
dark nipples erected and her body just taking it all just as there's no use in struggling when a dragon
is fucking her good.

"you look so pitiful under me. it's amusing." amity said with a toothy grin, she leaned back to hold
luz's waist. with her advance lungs and the valiant knight's high endurance, amity can go on many
rounds with this human.

"aahh! aaahh.. nghn-" luz bit her lip, she glanced down to see her hips getting furiously rammed by
amity who is growling, grunting above her. then, the dragon's scaled, rough hand cupped her cheeks
to make her look up to her and their eyes stared into each other for a few seconds before amity
slowly leaned closer to luz's face.

luz can't move much but she was still surprised that amity placed her lips against hers. the kiss was
scorching, it warmed up luz's drenched body is getting cold along with her stomach and sent
electric sparks in her chest. she slowly fluttered her eyes closed to kiss back.

amity pushed her long tongue inside luz's wet cavern for their linguas to dance erratically making
the noceda groan, she gripped onto amity's shoulder to slightly pull her off as she was quick to run
out of breath.

upon pulling away, luz panted heavily with a long thin string of saliva between them that was quick
to disappear. amity licked her lips as luz tasted sweet with a hint of potatoes that she must've ate
before this all happened.

then, luz jolted when she felt herself already cum but amity is going. she needs to come inside.
"please.." luz muttered but her train of thought was derailed when she felt a sudden burst of warmth
explode inside her pussy.

"aaahhh fuck!!" amity roared as she drove her cock deep into luz making her squeal. her barbs
activated and it won't be 5-10 minutes for amity to pull out. she filled up luz real good, her stomach
slightly inflating with cum and some seeped out into the water.

luz lets out a cracking noise as she shuddered at the feeling of the dragon's seeds swimming inside
her and fermenting her. she winced a little when she just moved a little and the barbs pricked her
walls.

"don't move. it'll be done soon." amity said, she leaned down for luz to embrace her which she
hesitantly did so and buried her face into her shoulder as she stared at the glimmering wings of the
dragon.



luz was right about the light having an effect to the scales as the color she sees is auburn and the
top side is mint green, she can't see it but the line on the edge tells it.

slowly raising her hand, luz touched the wing and it twitched making amity get off her with a look
in her eyes. luz doesn't see malice but curiosity and.. love?

"am i gonna go home?" luz asked like a lost little girl. amity slowly pulled out of her and easily
hoisted the noceda up as she heads for her pile of treasure since luz is one and place her down on a
single corner that isn't filled of gold.

amity grabbed a blanket to place under and went in between luz's legs again as she is still hard "it
depends." she replied before leaning for another kiss.

-----

"aahh!!"

amity came for the... she looked down at luz, her back caked of sweat as she is circled by a ring of
fire when the sun was replaced by the moon and from the excessive rounds. choked sobs are heard
from her but she felt good, just sore and sleepy that she was begging for a rest.

the dragon was kind enough to give that as she doesn't wanna kill the poor thing.

amity slowly pulled out for their mixed cum to leak out of luz's vagina, she'll surely be pregnant
with their hybrid child or children. she led luz down to lie down, keeping her close to her arms.

luz lazily looked up to amity before cuddling up to her chest as she's too tired to think or to speak.
amity watched her easily go to sleep, a small warm genuine smile etched across her face and she
held luz near to her heart as she drifts off to sleep.

 

when the new morning came, luz slowly opened her eyes only to be met by a sore down there, she
hisses quietly and ignored it for now as she looked up to see a sleeping amity, her face shining from
the beam of sunlight above which made luz forgot what she was doing till it hit her like a carriage.

oh my titan.

luz's face turned red as she recalled the memories of last night, that explains why everything is sore.
she tried to move out of the dragon's embrace but she froze when she heard her growl making her
look back to see that amity is slowly awakening.

"i need to go home." luz said, her throat parched from all that screaming and moaning.

"5 more minutes." amity replied as she lowered herself to place her head against luz's chest with her
horns kinda hitting her face. luz started to think that this dragon is no less than a puppy.

"please? i need to see if my mother sent me a new letter, she can be a worrywart if i didn't reply
within a day." luz reasoned, she still tries to get out of amity's grip but her tail only joined in the
cuddle party as it wrapped around her leg firmly, clearing not wanting to let go of luz which was
cute.

but luz seriously needs to take a piss now.



"just stay for a while." amity persists.

"please? pretty please with a cherry on top? i'll come back, i just need to check my house if it got
robbed or not." luz said, she softly cupped amity's cheeks to make her look up and caressed it.
amity was unresponsive for a few seconds till her pointed ears started flapping rapidly, cheeks
tinting red with her eyes slowly closing as she leaned into the touch.

luz smiled brightly as this is a sight to remember for the rest of her life. too late to forget it when it's
deeply engraved in her brain.

"i never got your name." she said as she continued to caress the dragon's cheeks. amity opened her
eyes a little, her golden hues displaying her love towards luz and her tail wagging never lies.

"amity. do you really have to go?" amity asked, almost whimperin as she has to let go of luz to let
her carefully sit up and she replied with a nod "yes but i'll visit, okay?" luz reassured, making sure
of it as she gave amity a soft kiss and slowly slipped off the platform but lost her balance, amity
was swiftly to catch her and helped her get down to the base of the pile.

"thank you. also do you have any clothes?" luz said as she can't really go back to the kingdom buck
naked. amity nodded, she flew around her treasure to find a speck of clothes belonging to her
victims and she spotted on the far end a baggy black shirt and green linen pants which she dove
down to grab then returned to luz.

"will this be enough?" amity asked as she offered the two clothes that luz gladly accepted with a
grateful smile.

"yes, thank you again, amity." luz slipped the shirt on, tucked it inside the pants and tightened it's
laces. she looked at amity one last time, walked up to her to tiptoe as she's so tall and gave her a
farewell kiss.

"i'll see you later." luz waved the dragon as she headed out of the cave, amity slowly returned the
wave while she watched her mate leave her for now but her ears pinned when luz disappeared from
her sight.

amity never acted like this but it's a nice change.

when luz returned to bonesborough, she placed her steed back to it's staple and turned around to
head for the castle to find lilith to discuss about the tools she gave her and that she could've died.

walking the grand halls, luz turned to a corner and stopped when she saw lilith is talking to duchess
kikimora about something as they head towards a door at the end of the hallway. she leaned against
the wall for cover and eavesdrop.

"this morning sure is quiet. i wonder what's the change, master clawthorne." kikimora said, noting
that the moment she usually stepped into the castle would be livelier than she wanted but this day
was tolerable.

"well, duchess, that nuisance of a knight, notably luz noceda is no longer in the barracks as i have
sent her in a suicide mission to do everyone a favor." lilith replied making luz's eyes widened when
she heard that she was supposed to really die in the hands of the dragon, she pulled her head away
and pressed against the wall as if she wants to merge within it.



"oh, does the king know about this?"

"of course not. the child is merely insignificant and the king does not even know her existence."
lilith nonchalantly said as she waved her hand, pushed the door open for kikimora to go inside first
then her which is followed by a locking click.

luz clenched her fists tightly as she started to think coming back was a bad idea. she walked out of
the castle with a frown on her face, angry that someone would go the lengths in getting rid of her
when firing her is just a word again and forlorn as she thinks she's not good enough, not worthy to
be an actual knight.

then, luz bumped into a metal back making her groan and the first sight of a pink hair made her
grimace. boscha slowly turned around along with her gang glaring down wt luz as the leader dryly
chuckles at the sight of luz looking like a peasant.

which she is.

"look what we have here." boscha said as she cracked her knuckles. luz shook her head "not today,
boscha." she was about to go past the havenstar but she was pushed back, almost making her fall to
the ground.

"are you sure? well, i heard from general clawthrone sent you in a suicide mission so why are you
still here?" boscha sneered as her gaze darkened, she really did hope that she wouldn't be seeing
luz's stupid face again.

"oh, aren't you a resilient little fucker!" one of the knight with boscha swung a punch in luz's face
making her fully fall to the ground and the others didn't hesitate to join in while boscha watched
with a shit eating grin on her face. enjoying the display of the noceda getting beat up.

"why can't you just die? you'll cut us some slack if you did!" one spat as they kicked luz straight in
the face making her curl. they kept kicking her all around the body, she protected her stomach and
face as her nose started to bleed.

luz clenched her teeth as she endured all of the pain surrounding her, she didn't bother to find an
opening when she forced herself up to her feet and started to bolt out there, heading for the gate as
she didn't bother to call for her steed.

she wants to go back to amity.

"yeah, leave this town, slut!"

 

amity laid on the water with slow ripples on the water coming from her slow wagging tail as she
stared up to the ceiling. she's bored out of her mind without luz in her den for some reason, she
misses her warm presence.

then, amity perked up when she heard footsteps echoes down the cave, she knows it's luz. she
sprung up to her feet with her tail rapidly wagging as she waits for luz to come out of the clearing
but her excitement died down when she saw bruises on luz's face and blood running down her nose.



shocked at her mate's state, amity rushed towards her and gripped her shoulder "who did this to
you?!" she exclaimed as she shook luz, growling loudly. she's ready to kill a kingdom to pay what
they did to luz.

"um.. it's fine. i experience this everyday from my comrades but! but! don't massacre
bonesborough, please. they don't deserve that." luz quickly held amity back from flying off as her
wings spreads for a moment, she gripped her hands to give it a squeeze. reassuring that she's truly
fine.

amity is wondering why someone so strong have a massive patience to someone who repeatedly
hurt her? but she doesn't want to push it any further and sighed as she returned the squeeze "do you
want breakfast?" she asked, moving on.

luz smiled and nodded "that'd be nice."

as amity cleaned up luz's wounds, she set out to find themselves a hare for breakfast while luz tried
to create fire with clothes but kept failing, she also found fine plates within the treasure pile that
they could use.

amity ended up coming back with a moose in her jaws, effortlessly carrying it in her arms before
dropping it to the floor and noticed luz trying to create a fire and an instant idea came to her head
"hey, you kinda need those clothes since you'll be staying with me. i'll go get some firewood." she
said.

luz looked at her and nodded "okay. i'll just cut up some meat." she pulled out her boot knife as she
slides down the mountain of gold, knelt in front of the moose to swiftly slice it's belly open for the
guts to come out and stain the water.

amity watched her mate chop up the dead moose before flying out of the cave to get 'firewood'.

it took about 5 minutes for amity to come return with an arm full of firewood, luz is sitting where
she planned to make the fire campfire with a big chunk of meat beside her. they set up the campfire,
amity blew a minimal amount of fire into the woods for luz to start cocking the meat.

the cooked moose meat as a bit dry since luz didn't have any seasonings here but she'll try next
time. while she took her time eating her food, amity? not so much.

the dragon easily gulped down the rest of luz's cut along with the plate that added crunch to her
breakfast before it was grind into fine dust and easily swallowed it whole as she sighed deeply.
"thank you for the meal." amity bowed.

"next time, maybe take your time to enjoy the food since i'll be adding more things in there." luz
advised as she softly chuckled while taking her last few bites of her food.

"like poison?" amity suggested in her normal tone which caught luz off guard "what?"

"i mean, i'm invulnerable to any poison so," amity nonchalantly shrugged and it only confused luz
even more but she shook her head. she never even thought of dipping poison into her meals
"definitely never adding poison into my food. ever." she replied as she tossed the last bit of the
meat in her mouth.



amity chuckles, she crawled closer to luz to press her forehead against her and pulled her into an
embrace as she nuzzled into her neck making her mate giggle since she felt ticklish. then, amity
slowly pushed them down to the ground with her going in between luz's legs and was about to tear
her clothes off till-

"don't. rip it." luz warned as she gripped amiry's wrists tightly.

amity nodded "my apologies." she gave luz a passionate kiss as she carefully pulled her pants down
with her cock fully unsheathing, prepared for many rounds once. luz is happy to know that but
oblivious to the few stands of pink hair in the dragon's claws and small splatters of blood on her
body.
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Chapter Notes

we're on a middle ages roll folks

up in the great mountain and over the clouds rests a golden kingdom, an eternal paradise. where the
gods and goddesses live in great harmony, a plain is also below the kingdom which is where the
people who died righteously but they do not matter.

with the high sun above her head and her golden armors shining and winds removing clumps of
clouds for it to join the rest. one god, the god of war and wisdom sat at the edge of the clouds to
peer down the massive town of bonesborough, golden eyes moving around to search for a
particular curly head.

"am i interrupting something, amitheus?" a mellow voice was heard behind her which made amity
jump a little and look over her shoulder to see the powerful goddess of fertility and flora walking
up to her to sit down next to her.

"oh! no no, willow. you just startled me." amity replied, she slowly turned her gaze back down to
the town to see various carriages and wagons passing the plaza with people strolling the muddied
streets but she still hasn't found the one she was looking for.

willow certainly noticed it.

"i find it interesting as i discern of why you are suddenly interested in a human. will they be the one
to carry your legacy?" willow quipped as she also glanced down the town in hopes of finding this
human. amity scoffed with her turning her head away but her eyes are instructed to look down
anyways and it's amusing for willow to watch.

"no.. i just, like to watch her. keep an eye as she has enemies and i don't want her to be severely
hurt. that's all." amity reasoned and willow absolutely bought it.

"oh, so you already care for the person you never even met, how charming of you amity." willow
said as she gave her friend a nudge making amity's cheeks tint red but she hid it well.



amity wouldn't lie to herself that she does care for the human in the first moment she saw her enter
this obscure and odd town that she doesn't look like she'll fit in but the townsfolk did accept her.

while the others being not too fond on that.

"though you don't have to keep your distance, you know. we can walk amongst humans." willow
suggested, amity did think of that but being a god has many more difference and similarities to a
man.

everything is in big proportions.

"but we're not humans. i don't want her to know what i am god attempting to solicit her." amity
replied, she pulled onto her crimson cape as a way to hide herself. she does want to go down and
meet the human but she already forethought the conciquences if she did not tell what she truly is to
the human sooner or later.

will she even get that perfect time? amity thinks it's between to keep her distance as she does to
everything.

willow tilt her head with her brow raising as she finds that a little... idiotic so to say.

"solicit is a strong word, try courting and by you mean 'she', you mean miss luz noceda, am i
wrong?" she leaned closer to see the flustered face of the god as she has a knowing expression on
her face making amity more embarrassed and said nothing.

"she is quite a looker, i must say. i was right about your taste being on point." willow commended
as she now got the general idea of this luz noceda and easily spotted her right in the market place,
buying her needed supplies to stock up for the nearing winter that's just in three months time.

"what is that supposed to mean?" amity sneered with her brow quirked.

willow just shrugged, she stood up as she patted her white clothing off of wrinkles with her hands
folding behind her. "what i mean is for you to fly down there and meet the woman! you have been
stalking her for the last few weeks and the others are starting to think that you're obsessed with her.
unless.." she trailed off as she flashed a scandalous look at amity making her let out an offended
scoff.

"pfft- i am not obsessed by a mere mortal! i'm better than those mooncalfs blabber!" amity spat as
she threw her hands in the air, she doesn't interact to the other deities in the kingdom and the god of
death is the one she really doesn't get along with or even want to.

"whatever you say." the goddess of flora said before leaving the god of war alone to her stalking.
amity sighed deeply, she looked up to the celestial heavens to see the message birds and soul
guiders flying across the canvas as they twinkle like the stars.

thinking and asking herself if is she really going to take the risk just for a human? her first failure to
love and now she's going to attempt once again with another. would it go differently even?

amity wants to know and try.

"willow!" amity called for her friend one last time as she stood up, turning around to see willow
stop her walking and look at her.



"don't tell father."

willow smiles and nodded "go, amitheus and pursue what your heart desires." she enabled for the
god to do what she wants, amity nodded before letting herself fall off the edge of the kingdom with
the rapid wings making her hair cover her face and clothes waving furiously as she closer and
closer to the base of the mountain.

then, amity shifted into a crow to smoothly fly overhead of the town, scouring for luz in the market
and saw in front of a tomato vendor. she landed behind a parked wagon, gave herself a more fitting
attire.

amity wore a long sleeved lapis tunic with the end of the sleeves having buttons, a belt tied around
her waist that has her own emblem in front and black pants that topped by a black furred cape with
the inside having a red color. her height is significantly bigger than the average moral when she
stepped out into the open.

the people were baffled to see a woman be this tall, towering over the men which made them stop
in their tracks to watch amity walk down the market in confident strides as she only gave a
nonchalant gaze at them before returning her focus at luz who paid the vendor after she bought the
tomatoes and started to walk away.

"ma-" amity was about to call for luz noceda but suddenly a woman stood before her with her eyes
narrowing at the god which her stop and be confused as to why this peasant suddenly got into her
way.

"are you new here?" she asked. "what."

then, a man came up to her front as well with his finger rubbing under his chin making it look like
he's thinking. "i never seen you before. are you a kin devish's?" he asked. amity frowned, she
should've known that these people would only waste her time if she answers her questions and
she'll lose luz.

"no, i am not. now, please excuse me." amity tried to circle pass the two mortals but she was held
back, the god snapped her head over her shoulder to see another man rubbing her cape to see what
material it was made. he doesn't know but it felt expensive.

"how much for the cape? i will give 300 gold. good deal, yes?" he started bargaining. amity flashed
a dry smile and didn't bother to answer as she pulled her cape out of the man's hands for her to try
and leave this growing crowd surrounding her.

but a woman grabbing her arm drew the line.

"you look charming for an outsider. how about you and i explore my town, no expenses!" the
woman said, not even trying to hide her intent is to amity and she had enough when luz was longer
in her sight.

she roughly pulled her out of the woman's breasts and shot everyone an angered gaze with her eyes
glowing slightly. the folks backed up a little from the ferocity radiating from the newcomer.

"leave me alone, you worthless heathens! i have something better to do than entertain your paltry
games!" amity shouted which made the entire marketplace fall into silence and her voice managing
to reach the woods which disturbed the birds.



huffing, amity stormed out of there while people slowly dispersed behind her as they mutter
profanities and hearsays about her but she could care less honestly.

when she's out of the marketplace, she frantically looked around for luz. walking around like a lost
child, passing a few houses as she goes down the road but slowly stopped when she noticed a fallen
basket that has it's contents spilled onto the mud.

amity looked at the narrow alleyway to see a bunch of runts shoving, pulling on luz's hair as they
laughed and threw derogatory things at her. growling, the god clenched her fists tightly with her
eyes glowing once again before coming down as she charged into the alleyway.

"hey!" thus caught their attention and amity grabbed one of the bastard's collar to swiftly land a
punch across their face making some spew out as they slammed against the wall.

the others watched their comrade slide to the ground with blood oozing out of their nose and the
side of their mouth as some of their teeth fel out. "you'll pay for that!" one declared which only
made amity chuckle.

"don't worry. you'll join him in loosing your rotten teeth as well." amity sneered as she cracked her
knuckles. one stepped up to take the first swung that amity easily dodged, she caught the second
hand and twisted it in an abnormal manner making everyone cringe at the sight of it.

then, amity grabbed both sides of their hairs and slammed their face hard onto her knee, breaking
their nose in the process as they wail. she shoved them to their lankies' arms but was dropped
instead as the third one charged at the god without knowing he was actually facing someone he's so
outmatched of.

amity ducked when they tried an overhand but she got an uppercut instead. the man thought he
finally landed some damage on amity but his already quivering cocky grin fell when he realised she
was unfazed by the blow before getting a face full of punches and a knee kick on hid groin making
him wheeze like a little bitch.

the god of war snapped her head to the last one who was helping their friends up but yelped when
he saw amity look at him. "mercy! we'll never do it again, promise!" he pleaded as he doesn't want
to lose his ego to a woman beating him to a pulp.

"leave this woman alone if you wish to be spared." amity said as she narrowed her eyes at the four
men, remembering their faces just in case they come to mess with luz again.

"yes! we'll do that! come on, get up.." the last man replied, he pulled his partners up with most
limping like a beaten dog and amity doesn't feel an ounce of remorse. they rushed out of the
hallway while she watches them.

"this bastard's crazy!" one of them yelled as they intentionally or not stepped onto the basket and
it's contents.

"we'll tell the lord about you!" amity rolled her eyes and turned around to see that luz watched the
entire thing unfold before her in awe at the strange woman's unbelievable strength.

"these people seems to be a professional on making some crossed." amity said as she rubbed her
knuckles while taking in all of the woman's undeniable beauty that she almost forgot that luz was a
human for a moment.



"give them time and you'll be accustomed to it." luz said, her voice felt soft and energising to the
ears as it sent warm waves in amity's stomach making her want to puke out a rainbow.

"how did you take down those guys so easily? it's like they were made out of wet wood!" luz asked,
amazed by the previously displayed power with stars shining in those mesmerising hazel eyes that
amity easily got herself lost in it's pools.

amity shook herself back to reality as she realised she's still in a conversation "um.. i was a..
warrior of the southern tribe." she made up an excuse and luz gasped as she knows what the
stranger is referring to.

"oh, the arcane swampers! i stumbled upon them one time and they were not too keen of meeting
an outsider." luz said, softly chuckling to herself and looked over her shoulder to see her things
torn, stomped into nothing making her sigh with amity sensing the downcast on the human.

"well there goes my supplies for the winter."

amity found an easy solution for that "oh, you can take mine." she walked down the back alley to
make it seem she's getting something she instead summoned offerings from her devotees from her
temple in a basket in her hands and returned to luz who's eyes grew wide.

one is filled of fresh and finely cut meats while the other has fruits, vegetables along with two
exquisite bottles of wines.

this caught luz off guard and bewildered at how amity got all of these goods. "how did you- no
thank you, i appreciate your kindness but you're buy." but luz didn't ask as this person would go out
of her way to replace her supplies, she's not used to this much selflessness from someone.

"no, i insist miss. i have alot to go around anyways and i'll hold it for you as this is heavy." amity
said, she doesn't feel any weight but she figured luz wouldn't be able to carry two big basket fulls
just by looking at her petite yet dazzling form.

softly smiling, luz is grateful to the humility of the person she just met "oh thank you so much,
miss..." that's when luz just realised she doesn't know the stranger's name yet.

"amity blight and you?" amity gladly gave her human name that she made herself as it makes sense
when her name is amitheus.

"luz noceda and it's a pleasure to meet you." luz offered her hand to amity for a shake but she
realised that the blight has her hands full making her recoil her hand. "sorry." amity lightly chuckles
as she shook her head.

"it's alright. shall we?" amity motioned for the end of the alleyway, luz nodded and led the way out
of there with the blight just following beside her. many eyes cast down upon them, bemused at the
sight of the noceda walking along of what looked to be a noble and the one who's carrying a heap
of surplus goods.

"so where do you live?" amity asked, ignoring the gazes as she kept her eyes on luz. even amidst all
this grey and grimy streets of the dark ages, luz still manages to shine through it becoming like a
star in amity's eyes that she wasn't attention till she hits a wooden pole.



"are you okay?!" luz pulled amity off the pole to see if she's alright, amity tensed up when the
mortal softly cupped her cheeks and she can feel the softness, the warmth of it. she had to hold
herself from leaning into it.

"i am now. thank you." amity said as she smiles that made luz's heart swell. it feels like she's
standing in front of a prince undercover as the smile alone to make men, women alike to fall to
their knees and the noceda can see a gleam in those golden eyes. she look at it all day.

but luz snapped back to earth and softly scoffs "you can't afford to be clumsy here. i learned that the
hard way." she said, lets go of amity as they continue their walk to the edge of the town, rounding a
right for the wheat fields.

"just up ahead, in wheat fields." luz answered amity's question before she walked into a pole. they
walked into a big opening, amity saw a small house just a few miles off and on her side has a a
wide stretch of empty rows of wheat fields before returning her gaze back to luz as she heard her
resume train of thought.

"me and my family raked up the last sacks of wheat before first snow for everyone and they left
town a few weeks ago so it'll be just me in house." luz said, she stopped in front of the door and
pushed the door open as she turned around to look at amity one last time.

"oh well, i'll make sure to visit you so it wouldn't be too much of a bore alone." amity suggested,
she lightly placed the two baskets beside luz's feet without breaking eye contact.

"you don't have to labor yourself just for the sake of company." luz said, giggling a little.

but amity shrugged as she doesn't see it like that though. "but i will though. expect my visit, lady
noceda. for i will go through this winter with you." she declared, bowing in front of luz which
surprised her and amity softly held one of her hands as she straightened herself again.

"you're quite interesting and beautiful. i like that." amity placed a kiss on the back of luz's hand
before it go. luz's cheeks blew up in red at the gesture, she watched amity wave her goodbye as she
headed back to the town, leaving luz alone to contemplate while she softly held the hand the blight
kissed.

her heart is beating faster than usual and she think she's going through a heart attack. good. "you
too."

-----

in the span of weeks, luz has been getting frequent visits from amity and her company has been
dulling the loneliness she has been experiencing from the past winters. luz doesn't get much about
amity's past or where she comes from if she asks other than a warrior in the arcane swamps.

luz also noted the abnormal height and strength of the blight but hey, all people comes in different
shapes and sizes. but what she can't get over is staring into those two golden eyes, glistening of
something that she couldn't help but be allured, enticed by it like a witch's spell as she drowns
whenever amity just glances at her.

in the first snow, the young noceda was hoping that amity would be on the other side of the door for
another visit as she happily trotted towards it. she cooked one of amity's favorite using the goods
she gave her when she asked a few days ago what her preferred foods were.



but when luz opened the door, she saw two jade haired people instead. a man and a woman looking
like twins as their moles are the only distinguishable features between them as they wore the same
dark purple and green attires topped by a furred cape. they also have belts with an emblem of the
god of wine and goddess of mischief in the middle.

"hello? who are you, if i may ask?" luz said, these two also towered her and they have the familiar
golden eyes but more intense than amity's.

"oh edric, look at her. isn't she so young and adorable?" the woman commented, softly squishing
luz's cheeks. luz grew confused at the touches and the woman thankfully withdrew her hand.

"indeed. perfect facial structure, strong enough to carry two or three sacks, needs to work on her
weight though but nonetheless, she's perfect!" edric said as he stepped a little closer with his hand
rubbing his chin while he stared at luz before smiling at the human who uncontrollably blushed at
the man's perfect smile.

"you just pulled the words out of my mouth." emira replied with a smirk. the goddess of mischief
told her brother, god of wine, that amity has been down in the human realm for quite a while and
they went down to see what's making their little sister has been obsessed with.

and they weren't disappointed.

"what are you two doing here?!" a voice boomed behind them, the twins turned around to see a
pissed off amity storming up to them with her fists clenched.

"oh mittens! just in time! when are you going to tell us that you have a- ow ow ow!" edric was cut
off when amity grabbed him and emira by the ear and roughly twisted it making the two cry out in
pain as their little sister's strength is something else.

"haha.. hi luz, um, please excuse us for one moment." amity said, giving the noceda a trembling
smile before rushing off far some ear shot and into the small patch of woods for luz not to see them,
leaving her bewildered at this interaction.

"what in father's name are you doing here?!" amity exclaimed, she did expect for her siblings to
catch wind of this but not too soon.

"we were just wanted to see what suddenly got your interested going down the human realm again.
since after the battle of leuctra." emira replied which triggered a memory to come flooding in
amity's mind. she slowly lowered her head with her heart wincing but not as painful all those
millenniums ago.

"don't.. remind me." her voice cracked for a moment and the twins quickly withdrew what they
said. amity was already in a century long solitude to mourn at the lost of her past lover, her first
failure and they don't want to strip all that healing away.

"i'm sorry." emira apologised and amity slowly nodded as she took a deep breath in before exhaling
with her breath making a thin layer of smoke that quickly dispersed.

"just don't tell luz anything of what we are. i'm working on finding the right time to tell her what i
am before the end of winter." amity said as she returned to the topic at hand, the twins nodded with
a devious smiles on their faces which the god of war herself does not trust.



"well, you're in luck as bruma is extra moody this season." edric said, giving amity more time like a
month or two than the usual. amity nodded as that's just what she needs but she does have to deal
with other deities coming down if the twins are already here.

"alright. just don't make me look bad or make her uncomfortable, i was supposed to visit her
today." amity said as she's going to keep an eye on them.

"like every other days?" emira teased and her little sister growled her before stepping out of the
woods to reveal that they're still here as luz was still standing by the door, waiting for them.

when they got back to the noceda's house, amity cleared her throat before speaking "luz, these are
my siblings. edric and emira." she introduced her family to luz and of course, their ego just couldn't
help but get in the way of things.

"we're the most beautiful creatures across all lands so we'll understand that you'll be give us
offerings." edric said as he dramatically flipped his semi long hair since he refused to cut his
luxurious waves for whatever reason.

"and if i were you, i'd pick that fuming tomato that is my sister than that oestrum grai we bumped
into on the way here." emira advised which doesn't help as luz doesn't study or speak latin and it
only left her confused even more.

"oestrum grai..?" amity slapped her forehead hard to make her brain rattle, she pulled emira back
and gave luz a smile as she's the only thing that's keeping her sanity in check if these two
boneheads are next to her.

"anyways! may we come in?" amity asked and luz is more than reluctant to accept "o- oh of course,
make yourself comfortable." she stepped

-----

amity was right about other deities coming down to see what she has been doing for the past month
and a half. luz already met willow, her older sister amelia, the goddess of the hunt and wild beasts.
she was despondent towards luz making the atmosphere between them tense but she is just glad
that amity found another human.

the following weeks has been truly wild for luz and she'd happy that she met these people that
should be wearing thicker clothing as winter has already arrived but the blights and willow doesn't
see to be effected by the cold temperatures while luz was huddled in amity's thick cape since she
really doesn't have any winter attires.

and these weeks made luz and amity grow closer than what friends are supposed to be. everyone
can see it despite their constant denial when the twins and willow confront the two about the
growing feelings.

amity also gifted luz a black wolf pup who was the last born of edric's children and she named him
otabin. luz was hesitant about a companion wolf since she never got this close to wild creature
before but otabin was no mere wolf as his godly father's blood flows in his veins and his capablities
would be unleashed once he turned in his adolescent years but she accepted him as a family.

for now, he's just a good boy.



amity is in the woods, leaning against a tree as she watched luz play fetch with otabin along the
snowy path. she has the blight's cape draped over her shoulder, it's so oversized that it made luz
look like a toddler trying to wear her father's clothes in this distance.

a smile is evident in her face, her cheeks tinted rosy as amity just feels warm while she observed
luz. when luz turned her head to the right, a smile came on her face as well and gave her a wave to
which amity returned with her heart leaping in glee.

"have you finally got out of your hibernation on this one after gaetia?" amity froze when she heard
a voice too familiar above her, she looked up to see a vulture staring at luz and she frowned as she
knows who that is.

"stay out of this." amity said as she returned her gaze back to the human, ignoring boscha, the god
of death, dropping beside her and crossed her arms as she looked at the god of war with love ever
so visible in her face that she's trying to mask with stoic and spite for her.

"oops, forgot that the spartan princess was a sensitive topic." boscha dryly chuckled which only
touched a nerve in amity "i was just asking. she seems perfects for a bride. have you fornicate with
her?" she quickly saved it by asking if amity already took action on luz making her blow up in red
and this made boscha smirk.

"o- of course not! i know she wouldn't be comfortable if i've gone in that stage already." amity said,
she doesn't want to go too fast for luz but with the barely little time she placed herself in. what else
could she do when love takes time to blossom?

"well, you have at least thought about it." boscha quirked a brow, she knows the libido and hubris
of amity are in the same lengths to each other. both higher than it should be.

"i do not, caedes."

the god of death gave amity a deadpan look and she knows she got herself cornered on that one "do
not lie in front of my face, amitheus."

boscha sighed as she know that amity won't admit outright so there's no point in putting effort into
something unattainable "and you better hurry up. father has been asking for your whereabouts and
your siblings cannot keep him in the dark forever." she informed and amity knows this as she
huffed silently with her lowering her head down.

they know all of them could never escape their almighty father's eye.

"he'll never know." amity muttered and boscha just shrugged.

"believe what you believe. anyways, good luck with your human!" boscha bid farewell to amity as
she shifted back into a vulture and flew off to the grey skies with freckles of snow falling down
their heads.

amity looked at luz once again only to be tackled by something making her wheeze and when she
looked, it's otabin who started bombarding her with licks as his tail furiously wagged.

"otabin!" amity giggled as she softly pushed the pup off her and just in time for luz to arrive,
panting slightly. "i'm sorry, i guess snow makes him hyper." she said, giving otabin a playful glare
making the wolf bark at her.



"he's just a pup so give him time." amity said as she rubbed her nephew's head and noticed that luz
offered her hand to help her get up. mischievous idea came to the blight's mind making her smirk
internally.

amity grabbed luz's hand, just when she was about to pull her down, luz was instead tugged
downward and landed onto amity's chest.

"oops."

both of their faces turned red as they're so close to each other than they feel their breaths. they
stared in their eyes longer than intended as their hues glimmered under the barely little sunlight
piercing through the thick dark clouds.

"um.. i-" amity was about to say something till she, only she heard edric.

"hey, don't be scandalous in the woods! especially in front of my son!" edric said as he's in a fox
form along with emira watching their little sister be bold just a few feet away.

amity mentally growled but calmed down, she gently held luz up to her feet as she stood up as well.
"sorry about that." she said, getting timorous but luz shook her head and waved her hand in dismiss.

"it's alright. i think you and your siblings should go now, amity. there's a storm coming." luz
advised as she can tell by the looks of those dark clouds, a blizzard is coming that amity didn't even
notice the spiking strong cold winds.

"oh i see. well, you are all stocked up, right?" amity asked, making sure while she's frantically
thinking if this would be the time where she tells how she feels about luz but this seemed rushed
and amity doesn't like a rushed confession.

it means the confessor doesn't see the importance of it.

nodding, "yes. now, hurry." luz whistled for otabin to coming while amity watched them head back
to the house and waved a final goodbye before the door closed. amity looked back up to the sky,
determining when will the storm come.

10 hours. that's alot of time for amity to prepare.

 

when the night came returned to bonesborough that is like a ghost town in amidst of all this snow.
no lanterns was seen in sight, the place was completely shrouded in darkness with the heavy
blowing of winds can make someone fly off along with the traveling snow.

amity already made up her mind.

as she got to luz's house, amity won't knock on the door to make her open the door and let in the
cold. amity phased through the wooden foundations with ease, she saw luz sleeping in her bed
cocooned in many layers of blankets topped by her cape and otabin laid by the bee also wrapped in
blankets as luz's only heat source is a small fireplace that is slowly dying.

amity made the flame brighter for the cold to diminish from the room and warm up the two
inhabitants. shielding them from the blizzard that is now starting and by the looks of it, bruma is
unleashing a full out storm. making the humans perish.



but not this human.

luz must've noticed the sudden increase of the temperature as she started to feel herself starting to
sweat. slowly fluttering her eyes to first see the dimly lit ceiling, she wiped her forehead indeed feel
sweat before turning her head to see amity standing by the fireplace, saying nothing but she didn't
panic as she's still groggy.

"amity? how did you-" luz was about to ask how did the blight enter without awakening her but
amity already had an answer to that. "the backdoor was unlocked. i locked it on my way inside."
she replied even though luz swore she locked all doors but she dismissed it and slowly sat up as she
yawned with her rubbing her eyes.

"oh then, what are you doing here in this ungodly hour?" she asked.

taking a deep breath in, amity stepped back out of the light with her soles making light thumps on
the floorboards "i must confess, luz. i have been keeping this as a secret since we've meet in that
alley." she said, she stared at luz to find a hint of anticipation and also sleepiness as she waited
whatever amity is gonna say next.

then, a sudden burst of blinding light filled luz's vision, temporarily making her unable to see but
the white slowly calmed down and returned to the dimly lit room but her eyes widened and jaw
dropped at the sight before her that made her fully awake.

there stood the god of war and wisdom in front of luz. amity's armor glistened along with her
natural glow as her golden eyes held solemn at the sight of luz's bewilderment, disoriented at this
sudden transformation into something she didn't entirely expect.

luz has been with a god or many more if she counted amity's siblings and willow. all of the signs
from their unusual height, strength and attire was driven past by luz as she was so caught up by her
combobulated feelings toward amity. now, she's lost.

"you're.. you're a god?" that's the only thing she can muster.

slowly nodding, amity reverted back to her 'human' form with her head hung low as she doesn't
want to look at the hurt in luz's eyes. or so she thought. "i'm sorry i've kept this from you. i was just
afraid that if i approached you as what i am, you won't see me as me through this shine. i'm more
than just the god of war." amity confessed her truth, nothing but the truth as that's what luz deserves
after a long period of lies.

"but if this changed your perspective on me and you hate me from lying. i understand." luz stared at
amity as she kept pouring her heart out. she looked down to see otabin also awake, watching his
aunt confess everything as he lets out a quiet whine. she slowly stood up and started to approached
amity.

"just know that my feelings, my affection towards you are not hoax, luz. you are the one who made
me try love again after i failed my first. you are the one that helped me escape my condemned life,
thank you and.." amity didn't notice luz, she trailed off when she saw her stop before her. her hazel
eyes staring back at her somber ones.

"i love you." luz took those three words out of amity's mouth.



amity softly gasped at this, she felt the same warm hands cup her cheeks and amity didn't hesitate
to lean into the touch now as she nuzzled into it. "really?" she asked, unsure of what part of her that
luz loves.

"i really love you, amity blight." luz doesn't care if the woman before her is a god, she sees amity as
amity. not amitheus the god of war but amity blight, a bloke trying love once more with luz noceda,
the farm girl of bonesborough.

amity smiles brightly, placed her hand on top of luz's and slowly leaned down with their lips just
inches away. luz was the one to close the space between them, their first kiss sent electric waves all
around their bodies as they melted into one another.

once they pulled away for just a moment, both of them giggled with big smiles, happy that the
feelings they once thought was not reciprocated was finally placed in the forefront. "i love you
too." amity replied before leaning in for another kiss to which luz didn't think twice in kissing back.

amity placed her hands down to luz's waist, untying the ribbon of her nightdress as she slowly
pushed her back towards the bed and softly placed her down without breaking the kiss. otabin got
out of the way and walked over to the fireplace to sleep there instead with his best friend and aunt
getting busy.

pulling away once again, amity caressed luz's smooth cheeks "i want you make you as mine, luz.
my love of my life who will bear our children. i want to spend an eternity with you if i am
allowed." amity asked for a green light as she wants to breed luz, show just how much she means,
she wants, she loves her.

luz nodded with her unwavering smile "i want to be with you as well, amity." she replied with
confidence in her tone, she is still a maiden but she placed her trust into amity that won't anything
she doesn't like.

they both want this night of a blizzard to be special as the town freezes over.

amity pushed luz to lay down the pillows and started to untie all of luz's clothing leaving her top
bare, the light of the fireplace exposes her rotund breasts that the blight lets out a shaky exhale at
the sight of it. "may i?" she asked with her hands hovering above the twin mounds and luz gave a
nod.

amity started to entertain herself in groping luz's breasts, feeling it's incredible softness and thumbs
rubbing her hard nipples while listening to the human's quiet sighs and moans that made amity's
cheeks grow hotter with her pants making a big tent.

leaning down, amity took one of the nipples to suckle on earning a shy moan from luz, afraid that
she might be too loud. the blight continued her squeezes on the other boob while she's occupied in
sucking before switching.

luz rubbed amity's head, running her hands across her smooth silks of hair as she took off her hair
tie, dropping it to the side and watched her slowly pull away from her nipple as their eyes kept
meeting and their gazes longer than the previous. she can feel amity subconsciously slowly grind
against her leg. both of them want it now.

luz grabbed the rim of amity's pants who stood on her knees to watch her remove all of the laces of
for her to easily pull it down to reveal her 12 inched cock springing in front of her, with it's veins



pulsing and precum oozing. luz became fervent as she stared at the monstrous phallus before her.

so it is true that the deities do have epic proportions.

amity took it off fully along with her tunic and dropped it to the ground. she ran her hands smoothly
along luz's beautiful body, her breathing turning hollow the more she doesn't get what they need.
her hands stopped right in luz's underwear, preparing to take it off but amity gave her a questioning
glance and luz returned a strenuous nod.

as she took off her underwear, amity bit her lip in seeing luz's wet pussy but she didn't get on with it
yet. she started placing endearing kisses on her neck as she goes in between her legs, her tongue
tasting the noceda's flesh making her shudder.

"amity.." luz whispered as she wrapped her arms around her neck, she can feel amity's cock rubbing
against her slit while pampering her with kisses and hickeys. then, amity withdrew, her hands
tightly gripping the sheets as they stared down at luz, seeing the mirroring desire in her eyes.

"ready for me, love?" amity asked as she aligned herself in luz's womanhood, luz slipped her hands
under amity's for it to intertwine and pulled herself up to give her now lover a peck.

"yes. i'm all yours, amity." luz replied.

amity took a deep breath in, in all her eternal life as a god birthed out a dying nymph, she has her
experience of sexual intercourse but never really commited to the ones she fucked and never gave
them the burden of taking care a hybrid child until the classical era of greeks came and gaetia came
into her life.

but they just didn't have enough time.

now, in the middle ages, millenniums past the times of greeks and romans. she's going take a
human maiden and it feels like she can a maiden herself again. nervous and anxious if she makes a
wrong move that could risk hurting her beloved but amity reminded herself that she's a god and she
can control her strength to suit luz.

"tell me the stop. here goes." amity started to slowly push her cock inside luz's vagina, stretching
her. she embraced her tightly with her eyes shut, luz whimpered in amity's shoulder as she feels
more and more girth go inside her.

"just a little more, love. you're doing amazing." amity said as she gave luz an endless barrage of
kisses on the cheeks to help her be at ease and it worked. "i love you so much. you're so special to
me, luz." she continued to shower the noceda praises as she deserves it.

"so special." luz gasped when amity pushed the last bit in and exhaled shakily as she held onto her
lover tightly like she's hugging a giant hairless bear who's giving her all the warmth to get through
the heavy blizzard happening outside that frosted up the window, preventing the possible onlookers
from peeping.

amity is not referring to the townsfolk.

"that's it. just calmed down, i'm here." amity rubbed luz's body all around as she kept her hips still,
letting her get accustomed to her wide bulk inside her mortal pussy. luz gulped, she slowly loosens
her hold on amity to let her move as she looks down to see their hips connected.



"you can move." luz said as she slowly nodded, thinking she's prepared now. amity leaned back to
grip both sides of her lover's hips, she started off slowly pulling half out then back in as she
watched luz's expressions crinkle.

she continued in this pace till luz's stinging pain turned into pleasure as her face softened and her
moans became more audible. "aahh.. amity.." she moaned making amity weak.

"do want me to go faster?" amity asked, not picking her speed unless said so.

"yes please.." luz happily replied and she got what she asked for as she wailed in ecstasy when
amity's hips started to basically propel hard against luz's. her cock reaching her depths, luz rolled
her head back with her body arching slightly.

"oh amity!! aaahh- aahh!!" amity bit her lips as she's loving the sight of her red lewd face shining
from the fireplace. she took one hand out to caress her face once more as she drowns into those
hazel hues, her stomach fluttering everytime she sees them and she falls even more for luz.

"you're so beautiful." amity whispered before leaning down kiss that luz gladly returned with her
arms loosely wrapped around her neck and legs trying to get a hold of amity's waist. luz moaned
into the kiss with the rippling sensation erupting from her in between at every thrust amity makes
and her body just jolts upward due from the strength.

luz groaned when she felt amity slip her tongue inside her mouth, exploring every nook and cranny
while their wet muscles danced erratically till they ran out of breath and pulled away with a string
of saliva connecting them as they panted heavily before it disappeared.

"ahh luz.. so good!" amity moaned, she asked for one last time, silently, if she can go faster and
there's no turning back now.

"please! amity oh fuck!" luz shouted, it would be heard out of the house if it wasn't for the blizzard,
the bed rocks along with luz's body and it's threatening to break in any moment. violent waves of
pleasure coursed throughout her body, making her quiver and be in total submission the blight as
she's completely overwhelmed.

the god groaned with her head rolling back, she can feel it coming closer and she's getting excited
for it. amity forgot how sex felt like before her failure, this feels so surreal and that she and luz
could transcend in a different plane, get transported into their own world as the only people in this
land tonight is them.

luz knows what this boiling feeling in the pit of her stomach, she has been expecting it as amity has
been repeatedly ramming her sweet spot several times now. she squeezed her eyes shut with her
grip tigtening as she arched back when she screamed "i love you!!" the moment she finally came
for the first time.

amity clenched her teeth tightly before releasing inside of luz, filling her stomach with warmth and
mixing with her own cum to ferment her. both heaver as bullets of sweat rolled down their naked
bodies, the flames still hot and brimming and otabin completely silenced their session to get a good
sleep.

amity slowly pulled out and muttered "thank you." as she pressed her head against luz, giving her
tende pecks and got slowly pulled down to rest on top of her despite being heavier.



"i love you, amity." luz said, hugging her lover tightly as she prepares to go to sleepe with her in
her arms. amity smiles warmly at this, to think that she stayed in solitude for many years and it
ended up being in a beautiful woman's arms in this hellish era.

what a pay off.

"i love you too, luz." amity returned those three sweet words that will forever stick beyond time
and life as she and luz's fates are intertwined by the weavers. their love transcends the celestial
beings and it all started with luz entering bonesborough.
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the sound of metal clashing into another, sparks flew from the two blades contacting everytime
along with swift movements of the feet made it look like they're in a deadly dance that enthralled
the onlookers on the other side of the wooden fence.

lucia noceda, the most powerful and lethal knight the capitol of the boiling isles has ever trained in
their barracks. she's proven herself to be the best out there due to her heartlessness in the battlefield.
with a single blade, she led 500 men into battle against the great empire of oplium.m and reigned
victorious in the end.

she is also an eye candy for every man and women as her lean build attracts them but her
intimidating aura makes one think twice from approaching the noceda. she could also be the prime
reason why glandus proposed an alliance with them.

no one wants to be beheaded by this beast.

"you're getting better." lucia commented as she blocked her little sister's strike, the runt of the
family. luz always looked up to lucia, always wanted to be drafted in the knights training to be as
powerful as her sister though lucia would always decline it.

but lucia eventually caved in as she just can't resist from the persistence. lucia didn't let luz in the
knight school though as she experienced it at firsthand that the lessons are a bore when she thought
she'd be immediately be welding her sword. so, lucia resorted in teaching luz the basics in her own
terms.

"i learned from the best." luz replied with modesty and a hint of cockiness. she has been training
under lucia for a while, her physical and magical prowess as increased substantially. the first time
luz held a sword, she always got kicked down on the mud by lucia effortlessly now she can
probably match up to her.

probably.

lucia smirked as she instantly saw an opening, she ducked down and swiftly spun her leg to kick
luz's heel making her yelp as she lost her balance. the eldest noceda sprung up to jab the base of her
sword on luz's chest and that made her fell into the mud once again, her tunics are basically covered
in mud after all those falls.

"but still too slow and easy to distract." lucia said as she fluidly spun her sword around her wrist
and placed it back into the scabbard. luz scoffed with her eyes rolling, she saw lucia offered her
hand to help her which she gladly took and pulled herself up.



"you don't know how much work i have to do to wash all this off." luz complained as she shook the
mud off her hands and sighed.

"maybe you should stop falling then." lucia snickered with a shit eating grin on her face that
annoyed luz as she fixed her gloves and took off the bronze chest plate to toss while slowly heading
to the fence that made the people watching slowly back up.

luz begrudgingly shoved her sword into the scabbard and shot her sister a glare that she unfazed of
"oh? how about you fall then!" she rammed her body against lucia's shoulder in attempt to push her
to the ground but lucia didn't even move her feet in the slightest inch at all when luz is putting all of
her strength on the feeble push.

"give it up. you can't move me even if you can move the mountains." lucia said, chuckling to
herself as she watched luz struggle to just move her. softly huffing, lucia lets luz have this one and
got herself be pushed to the ground for the mud to cover her back.

"ha! got you!" luz did a small celebratory dance before lending a hand for lucia to grab and pull
herself up with mud now but she doesn't mind. "come here!" lucia roped her arm around luz's neck
and started to roughly ruffle her head making the younger noceda laugh while trying to get out of
her sister's hold.

"get off, you buffoon!" luz said as she still tries to lucia off her.

"captain!" then, the two sisters stopped their roughhousing when a knight rushed and stopped on
the other side of the fence. lucia lets go of luz and stood straight, the knight paid no mind to the
mess their captain is in as they immediately cuts to what they're here for.

"beotians in the eastern border, there's a legion of them! a crow was sent to the emperor addressing
to you." the knight reported, they took out a folded parchment paper out their small belted pouch
and handed it to lucia who accepted it to start reading as she unfolded it.

luz didn't peer in to see what the letter is stating but by the terrifying look coming on lucia's face
says alot. lucia crunched the paper in one hand, her role as the captain of the knighthood of the
boiling isles was placed in the forefront and she looked at the knight once again who didn't move a
muscle.

"prepare the knights in every barracks and leave a good number to protect the inner walls. did the
emperor initiated a negotiation?" lucia asked as she stuffed the paper inside her pants. the knight
nodded their head as they replied "yes captain. they were belligerent and only wanted war."

as expected lucia thought. "now go! we don't have much time." the knight saluted the noceda
before sprinting off to spread the word of preparation. lucia hopped over the fence and was about to
go as well but luz grabbed her by the wrist to stop her.

"wait, lucia let me come with! i can fight!" luz begged as she knows she serve and fight well in the
battlefield, she wants to prove she's worth of something when serious missions hits then out of
nowhere.

"no, luz. you stay here and protect the people. i don't want to risk losing you in a battle you're not
prepared in. so, promise me you'll do that." lucia placed her hand onto her sister's shoulder as she
doesn't luz to die like a martyr. she can't offer losing her when she's too young.



luz stared into lucia's intense hazel eyes that is slowly turning red overtime before looking the other
as she sighed deeply and slowly nodded her head. "okay. captain." she muttered.

lucia softly smiled, she pulled luz into a last night hug that the younger noceda returned it in all of
her might before they pulled away. "good. i'll come back." lucia reassured, she softly patted luz's
head before rushing off in full speed.

luz watched her get farther and farther with worry evident in her face as she tightly gripped her
sword's handle.

"come back safe."

-----

it wasn't until near midnight with the rain pouring hard on top of people's head, they didn't care of
the heavy rainfall as the massive numbers of the knights finally returned to the capitol and gasps
filled the streets.

"lucia! excuse me, please!" luz pushed through the crowd as she got into the clearing. some parts of
the knights' armors are missing, dented, drenched of blood that is slowly getting washed off by the
rain and they're carrying their injured or dead comrades.

lucia is always in front of the march but she isn't which made luz anxious.

"where's my sister?!" luz exclaimed at the front knight who didn't pay attention to her. she started to
search for lucia on her own along the train of knights holding up the fallen ones.

then, in the middle two people held one knight in crutches with their helmet on the side to let the
rain drench their face for the blood to go away but more was seen in a once pristine white cloth that
was tied on a nub arm.

with a strike of a lightning behind luz, the loud boom drowned out the wails for a moment of the
families who lost their sons, daughters, fathers or mothers from the gruesome fight. there was only
a mere second of light that flashed over lucia's ghostly pale face and water started to fog up luz's
vision with her body violently trembling at the sight of her injured sister.

"lucia!!!"

-----

it took a week and a half for lucia to wake up, she and amity, a noble of the prestigious family of
blights who is also the lucia's wife, stayed by her side at all times. praying for her to open her eyes.

it was told that lucia's dominant hand was severed off by the beotian leader just when she beheaded
them. leading lucia unable to weld a sword anymore, despite her being ambidextrous, she preferred
her right hand in swinging a weapon.

"i should've gone with her then she wouldn't have lost a limb." luz said with her head hanging low,
blaming herself for not taking a horse to ride out into the eastern border to aid the capitol's forces
then she would've saved lucia from this fate.

"then, lucia would be devastated if she lost you." amity said, she placed her hand to give her best
friend a reassuring squeeze as she doesn't luz to be downcast. there was nothing luz could've done.



she knows she has been training under lucia but not enough to battle against a beotian, a ruthless
conquer that has been attempting for centuries to override the boiling isles.

"your sister cares about you and i'll bet if she wakes up, she won't even complain about missing an
arm." amity lightly joked which helped as luz softly chuckled. then, they both perked up when they
heard a low groan from lucia and they saw her slowly flutter her eyes open, squinting slightly from
the lantern above.

lucia smacked her lips for a few moment and hummed "why does my tongue taste like ale.." she
asked, her voice raspy.

amity cracked a smile as she's glad that her wife is finally awake "you're alive!" she pounced onto
lucia making her wheeze and giggle, quickly hugged her back as she buried her face into her neck.
sighing deeply, lucia is happy that she's given the chance to see her wife once more.

"of course i am. it's just a scratch." lucia replied as she kissed the side of amity's head. "try saying
that to your arm!" amity rebuked, pulling away for lucia to see her bandages up arm, only a rough
round shape is left where half of her arm should be.

but lucia doesn't feel bad about losing it though. she expected herself losing a limb or an eye in her
years of being a knight. she's just going to have to take her time getting accustomed to it now.

lucia noticed luz is looking away in shame and she instantly knows what her little sister is beating
herself on. luz slowly turned her head to face lucia as she took a deep breath and said "i'm sorry,
lucia. i wasn't there to-" but she was cut off.

"no, luz. don't blame yourself when the asshole who did this is already dead. you did nothing wrong
and you did well." lucia said with a smile, she placed her intact hand on top of luz's face to softly
ruffle her hair before pulling it making luz yelp making both sisters lightly giggle.

"besides, me and amity already have things planned after i get out of this bed and you too as well."
lucia added as she grabbed amity's hand to place a kiss on her palm where her golden wedding ring
is placed and stared into each other's eyes, almost forgetting that they're not the only ones in this
room.

this piqued luz's interest while ignoring the lovey dovey thing that's happening in front of her as she
started thinking of what it could be though nothing is coming to mind.

"what is it?"

-----

lucia and amity met each other the first day lucia was tasked to guard the capitol from a possible
espionage. amity was instantly hooked at the strong knight, she never took interest in mercenaries
before but lucia was different as she was allured by her and lucia could say the same.

after that mission, lucia asked if she could see amity again in another time, basically a date to
which the young blight accepted. by the courtesy of lucia, amity was introduced to luz and they
became friends which was great as luz never really have any friends outside of the family.

in the blights side, edric and emira were gleeful of finding out that their little sister found love but
one isn't so happy.



you see, lucia and the eldest blight, amelia wasn't stunned at the presence of the noceda being in the
capitol. both hated each other from the start but when amelia found out that lucia came from the
outer walls and dating her little sister.

thinking that a lower class is leeching off a noble to boost herself and is not actually in for loving
amity. that's simply false.

amelia tried her all to get rid of the pest living off amity's back and tried to manipulate her to not let
lucia in the family but amity already made up her mind. all her efforts when down the drain when
lucia and amity got married with their parents' blessing, much to their own surprise.

but since lucia has a formidable reputation amongst the masses and common folks, they allowed
the marriage as this boosted the blight name higher.

now that lucia is a retired knight now, amity bid her farewells to her family as she and lucia are
leaving the capitol to live a domestic life of married farmers in a small town that's just nearby so
luz could easily visit them whenever she can.

in the front gates, wagon is standing behind lucia and amity with luz in her own armor and other
knights gathering to wish their captain a goodbye ceremony.

"you'll do great out there, luz. good luck." amity said as she pulled her best friend into a hug which
luz quickly returning it"you too. i'll miss you, guys." she replied, tightening the hug but not enough
to suffocate amity.

"fill us in on what's happening, alright?" luz nodded at that as they pulled away from the embrace.

"psh, you can visit us anytime, twit. here." lucia grabbed something out of the wagon that is
wrapped in cloth and handed it over to luz, she slowly accepted it as she untied the ropes around it
and removed the cloth to reveal a shining sword that is filled of spell glyphs with the middle of the
guard having an engrave light spell.

luz's eyes widened at the majestic sight of the sword "but.. this is your sword, i already have my
own." she said but lucia shook her head and stepped closer to luz to slowly hold her sword last
time. many scratches are seen on the sharp side, it was dowsed many times in the blood of the
enemies and she forged this blade herself for months.

"hey, who said you can't dual weld? you deserve this, luz and i know you can make this and
yourself powerful overtime. you're training with me is done, it's time for another master to guide
you." lucia said in a serious tone, luz got the gesture and knelt down before her sister to bestow her
title as a knight. a real one who will take after thr great lucia noceda's legacy.

when lucia placed the blade in both shoulders to make it official, luz just couldn't contain her joy
and hugged lucia tightly, her feet planted to the ground so she didn't sway much. "thank you! thank
you so much!" luz said making lucia chuckle and hugged her little sister back before pulling away.

"also, go to an inn named the owl house. i have a great friend there who can provide you a warm
place to stay. rent in the inner walls aren't cheap." lucia ordered, she handed her sword back to luz.
she bowed before her as a final goodbye with lucia going the same.

"farewell, captain." luz said, lucia gave her a final salute before turning around with her hand
intertwining on amity's as they head for the front of the wagon with amity gripping the reins. the



couple waved everyone goodbye as the blight whipped the horses to start moving.

luz watched the wagon go out into the dirt road, continued her waves till the gates were closed. she
looked down at the sword, tracing the engraved spells which triggered a light spell to appear and
watched it float up into the clear blue sky.

lucia saw the light spell from behind and smiled as she knows luz can do this and she'll do greater
than she did.

"buena suerte en tu próxima aventura."

luz placed the sword into the scabbard, tied it into her belt and pulled herself up into her horse's
saddle as she gripped it's reins. "let's go." she whipped her steed and ran down the long street
heading straight for the capitol.

luz and lucia lives in the inner walls of the capital, given a privileged life thanks to lucia's cunning
reputation and well earned respect from the capitol. when they were kids, they lived in the
outskirts, it's mostly populated by farmers and people on the run or just trying to get by.

now, luz is entering the capitol itself and she heard many things from lucia about it as she was the
only one in the family allowed to go in but now, she'll be the next.

"wow." luz is in awe in staring at the many mansions and many other prestigious establishments.
the street is filled of well dressed, educated people who paid no mind to her as she looked around
like a tourist since she is.

"hey!" luz pulled onto the reins to stop her horse when she heard someone in front of her and
looked down to see a woman with a big scowl on her face. she has a long mint green hair with front
auburn roots like amity's but she's letting her natural color come back.

"you couldn't ran me over, you twat!" the woman spat, watched luz slide off the saddle, kept her
hold on the reins so her horse doesn't get too curious and wander around. the young noceda towers
over the woman but she doesn't let that height difference intimidate her.

"oh sorry about that. i was just admiring the beautiful capitol." luz reasoned as she rubbed the back
of her neck with a small smile. she knew the place would be wonderful but she's still in shock.

"you look familiar.." the woman muttered, she stared intently at luz. taking notes of her dark skin
tone, those soft hazel eyes and symmetrical face topped by those fluffy looking curls. it reminds her
of something, someone.

"i'm luz noceda, miss! it's my first day being here and i-" just by hearing the word 'noceda' made
the woman immediately tense up and her scowl darker.

"noceda, huh? so are you related to a certain lucia noceda?" amelia asked, interjecting luz as she
narrowed her eyes at her. she grew a little confused as she can sense a growing hostility from the
woman.

"oh yep. she's my sister." luz replied and her head was suddenly snapped to the right which caught
her off guard. she slowly returned her head back to normal to look amelia and see her glare. it held
so much malice that the young noceda doesn't understand why.



she doesn't even know her.

"this is for ruining my family name. your peasant of a sister took my own sister, amity's hand and
set off to live in a damn barn! what life is that?!" amelia exclaimed and it's garnering attention with
the people just passing by. stopping to just what the commotion is, luz is getting embarrassed at
this.

"i don't even know you." she muttered and a scoff is heard from the mad woman.

"i am the eldest of the noble blight family. the heir of the greatest line witches across the boiling
isles and beyond! my sisters and brother are lucky to be a blight than peasants like you who are
lucky enough to live in this capital." amelia sneered, she doesn't know why her siblings thinks that
their family name is a burden when she thinks it's a blessing to be a blight. oh what a blissful
ignorance she's living in.

"oh.. i see." luz grimaced as she heard the name. she heard alot about this 'amelia blight' from lucia
and they were bad. really bad. guess she was right about this one.

"i am better than you halfwitted humans. yu think dressing up in that tin can of an armor will
protect your insecurities of not being a real warrior or witch. it's pathetic." amelia continued her
boasting and her ego inflating her head that it's getting unbearable that luz wants to just pop it but
it's better to slowly deflate it.

"oh yeah, pathetic is me when a witch of your class is only bringing in bad audience by fighting
with an innocent civilian." luz replied, amelia froze and she looked in the corners of her eyes to see
that there are indeed people accumulating to watch the exchange.

growling, amelia swiftly swung her fist towards luz who quickly pulled herself up back to her steed
and whipped the reins to start galloping away there. "look, i'm not lucia. we're basically the polar
opposites so," she said whilst getting getting away but stopped to look at the blight one last time.

"if you excuse me, i have an inn to go to and get yourself some therapy!" luz added and this
triggered the eldest blight. her fists ignited into pink flames and was about to throw fireball at luz
but she was quick to run out of there till she's out of sight that she can sigh in relief.

"you better leave the capitol along with your nuisance of a sister or i'll send an mob after your sad
little ass!" luz heard amelia yell from the background, she scoffed and rolled her eyes as she just
focused on the streets she's traversing in.

"try me, miss blight." luz muttered to herself. she won't lie that amelia is beautiful, guess it runs in
the family if she wasn't such a crazy bitch.

it took a while for luz to find this owl house, she had to ask many people for directions till she
reached the edge of the capitol to see the small brimming inn. as she got close to it, the sign said:
the owl house of the owl lady.

there's a small description under it as well: get drunk and pay for the damages in inordinate prices.

"sounds like a place lucia would hit off to." luz said, she got off her horse, tied the reins in the
wooden pole and pushed the door only to be hit a strong sent of alcohol with people singing a
shanty.



"pardon me! working waiter coming through!" luz ducked down when she saw a long brown tube
hover overhead and continued forward for the counter that is occupied by the sobers while the
passed out drunkards are on the tables.

as luz sat down, this place is even wilder and freakier than she imagined. she doesn't know what
she was expecting honestly. there's many sigils, candles and barrels of ale or mead are behind the
counter then someone suddenly jumped out in front of luz making her soul almost fly out of her
body.

"hey! welcome to the owl house, traveler! i'm king, the almighty king of demons and we have
everything that you could possibly need to find a missing lover or a map to the most obscure
labyrinth that could hold many lost treasures. just name it and you'll have it in a giffy!"

a small bone head demon said with one of his horns chipped and his furry body is just like a
puppy's. luz's eyes sparked at the sight of this cute demon that she doesn't believe he is as he held
that little pen and parchment with his little hands.

it's too much.

"are demons usually this cute?" she asked as she slowly brings her hand closer to pet king but it
ended up being swatted away and he sighed deeply "you're the 506th person who asked that
question this month." he said in a dead tone.

luz quickly withdrew her urges to squish and the little demon as she returned to the task at hand
"i'm sorry. well, my sister, lucia noceda, told me to come here for a place to stay and has a good
friend here. are you her friend?" she asked. king's eyes dilated at the mention of lucia.

"oh, another noceda! what a grace and yes i am a friend of lucia, probably the best-est friend and
the one you're referring it is.." king boasted for a moment before trailing off as he took a deep
breath in and shouted at the top of his lungs.

"eda, come out here now!!!"

luz covered her ears as the shout rattled the entire establishment and slowly lowered her hands
when she saw haggard woman who seemed to be in her 40's, in a torn red dress that she's rocking in
rush out of the curtain leading to somewhere and looked around, at a lost till she saw king.

"in the father's name are you screaming for?!" eda exclaimed, she rubbed her temples as she
approached the little demon. "well, if you don't always oversleep then you'd know that lucia's little
sister finally arrived!" king yelled back as he pointed at luz who's just caught in the crossfire.

eda looked at luz and she's surprised to see a spitting image of lucia but luz has a more lighter
edges and she looks friendly. "oh? you're luz, right? i heard great things about you from your sister,
saying that you aspire to be knight just like her, huh?" she asked, leaning into the counter as luz
nodded.

"well, the things we want in life only gets further and further but hey! congrats in becoming one!"
eda commended luz as she patted her shoulder and backed up to grab a tankard to fill it up. "mead
or ale?" she asked.

"just mead, please." luz replied, eda nodded and started to fill it up with alcohol before slides it
towards to the noceda who easily caught it.



"thanks, um, miss eda. are you gonna be the one who'll train me after lucia?" luz said with hope as
she didn't take a sip of mead yet "she did mention that someone would take after her place in
training me to be the best knight out there!" eda and king looked at each other with uncertainty but
they hid for the kid's sake and flashed her a smile.

"uh.. well yeah, sure kid. in fact, i think i already have a mission for you." eda said so luz wouldn't
be disappointed and have lucia come running back to the capitol to kick her ass.

this wasn't in the deal, lucia.

"really?!" luz is brimming in energy but she held it as she rapidly tapped her hands on the counter
for her energy go out one way or the other. her hazel eyes shining with stars under the lanterns
above.

"uh huh. but first, you gotta eat. great warriors cannot engage in battle with an empty stomach.
king!" eda called for the little demon's attention who stood straight and saluted.

"aye!"

"whip up the finest dish we got and name it the tuesday's special!" eda ordered, king looked over
his shoulder for a moment before correcting the owl lady. "it's thursday."

"then the thursday's special! now go on, we don't want to keep our valiant knight waiting." king
dropped his salute, hopped off the counter to make his way to the kitchen while luz quietly
squealed when she leaned over to see him before disappearing "look at his little feet go." she
muttered.

"i am not little!!" king screeched which only fueled the cuteness meter.

"so.. you got a little red here. already got yourself in a brawl huh? just like lucia, she almost tore the
whole place down." eda snorted as she recalled the first time lucia stumbled upon the owl house,
she was still a newbie knight. her playfulness and bastardly is still broadly evident, her ruthless
demeanor was still in process that time.

shaking her head, "oh no, i haven't. yet. there's amelia girl that slapped me out of nowhere." luz
explained. eda rose a brow, she hummed for a moment before chuckling.

"oh i see. you know, if someone slaps you randomly it means they're into you." the logic confused
luz and it made her drink the mead.

"isn't that a bit backwards thinking?"

"trust me, kid. that girl experienced a love at first sight to you. your family's charm is stronger with
you, young one." eda winked at luz as she made finger guns, luz scratched her head in lost but went
along with it as she never really expected this inn to be normal.

-----

luz took up missions on the job board that ranged from her delivering stacks of potions all across
the capital just to pay off her rent.

she'd be accompanying mercenaries which has alot action due to the ambushes of the jilobians, the
woods people if they're traveling for the kingdom glandus or a chariot race with faenurs if they're



just trying to reach the largest coastal and trading capitol across the prairie.

luz was having fun exploring the many worlds and kingdoms amidst the travels with the
mercenaries though it was fixed. they need to arrive their destination on a particular time or she
won't be getting her gold.

but when it's her own mission in killing a horde of invasive goblins or find the great fire king
dragon to snatch a handful of it's scales before slaying her first dragon. it was the best day for luz
that she did that herself without any aid.

the mercenaries luz traveled with had fun in their time with her and they talked about this new
selfless, powerful knight of the boiling isles to many people which gained many visitors to come
and see luz themselves.

they were thrilled that she was a relative of lucia noceda, the knight they once feared and respected
but suddenly went off the radar.

with this new garnered fame and respect for the new noceda taking after the beast. emperor belos'
attention was also pulled as he watched luz grow stronger overtime making him acknowledge her
powers and even said that her great prowess must run in her bloodline.

the emperor placed luz in one of his legions. gave her important missions with the prizes being
thousands, a hundred thousands of golds if she did well. it would be espionage missions in the
beotian kingdom which she gained an ally in, gus, he'd send reports in a week or two informing her
and the emperor what their arch enemy are planning for their next attempt of taking the boiling
isles.

belos commended luz at this.

or luz would meticulously plan out a sabotage. her way of works vastly different to lucia but she is
an inside out killer while lucia is all about overwhelming the opposition.

but despite all of those missions and people flocking over her. luz is always excited to come back to
the owl house to grab a drink of mead, still not trying ale and relax. she also visited lucia and
amity's farm as well, filling them in at all that's happening and is joyous when she's going to be an
aunt in few months time.

lucia is living a good domestic life with her wife while luz is working her way up to be the greatest
knight and witch.

as luz swung the door of the owl house open and got inside after her visit to the farm, she saw a
couple sitting in front of eda and king in a table. the man has an almost werewolf appearance with
his auburn hair and the woman has a neatly tied bun lime green hair. both attires drips money.

"oh kid! you're just in time!" eda waved luz to come over. she stopped by the seats just in time for
the man to stand up and offer his hand to her "alador blight. it's an honor to finally meet you, luz
noceda. this is my wife, odalia." alador introduced himself and odalia who gave a simple nod at luz.

luz suddenly remember her encounter with amelia in her first day. it felt it happened a year ago
when only a few months has passed.



slowly nodding and gave the man a handshake "honor is all mine, lord and lady blight." she said
before pulling both hands away to sit down to their seats, staring at each other awkwardly but luz
made herself be professional.

eda leaned closer to whisper ino the young noceda's ear whilst staring back at the blights as well
"now pay attention, luz. these people are stacked and they're more than willing give away a wagon
load of gold to do their orders." luz rose a brow at this knowledge, she doesn't believe it
immediately but she's willing to be proven wrong.

"the reason why we're here is we want you to safeguard our manor. we will be gone in an uncertain
amount of time and the only inhabitants there will be our three children." alador started which made
the two pull away and listen to what the blights are gonna say next.

"but we have already predicted that amelia would be the only one left. there will be no other guards
as our daughter aren't too.. delighted in having one in the halls whenever she is by herself." odalia
added. luz looked away for a moment with her lips thinning, she doesn't really like the idea of
being under the same roof with a brat and alone with her even? no amount of money would make
luz bear that torture.

"we think you're the perfect knight for the job."

humming as she rubbed her nape "i.. um, glad that you came to me to fortify your manor but i am
not babysitter." luz started off slow since she doesn't want to piss off the rich and have her head be
in a basket.

"this, excuse my bluntness, is a bore." she said it. she did it and the blights seemed to have
forethought this as odalia snapped her finger for alador to take something out of his coat and
dropped a heavy bag load of gold that spilled across the table.

"how about now?" luz, eda and king's eyes glimmered at the shining alluring gold before them but
they snapped back to reality for a moment as king asked "this is just the firs payment, right?"

the lady and lord blight nodded. answering every question three had and only thing in their minds is
being hella rich.

"i accept!"

-----

alador and odalia explained the extra things luz needs to do other than guard the blight manor but
she didn't pay attention when she can see amelia glaring at her on the corner of her eye while
maintaining her good daughter act.

once the front doors was closed, amelia dropped her act and briskly kicked her foot up into luz's
groin making her wheeze as she curled with her hands protecting. her magic stick that be unfairly
abused.

"you better behave, noceda. i am in charge." amelia snarled, she spat at luz's helmet before walking
off with her dramatically waving her hair over her shoulder. leaving luz in pain that is slowly
subduing but it still stings of she tries to walk as her cuisse got risen up and added to the pain.

"father, save me." luz muttered with tears prickling the corners of her eyes.



after that balls kick, luz would just be exploring the manor while checking any possible break ins
but all the sudden, amelia came out of nowhere and slammed a chair into her head. the impact
broke the thing in piece leaving luz dizzy with some scratches while amelia ran off laughing
manically.

now luz had to wear her helmet at all times but it's proven worthless as amelia would hit her
stomach with a metal rod, punch her whenever she takes off her helmet to breath, verbally insult
her, almost burned her and insulted her again but this involved her family.

luz was ready to kill the brat when she mentioned her mother but amelia must've sensed the sudden
change of aura from the noceda and stopped there. amelia knows that luz wouldn't lay a hand on
her because all of that precious gold would be taken from her hands.

now, luz is in the infirmary of the manor with her armor placed in the side and shirt only leaving
her bandage covered breasts be in full display. luz hissed as she patches up her bruises and
examined her scratches. the blight did some damage but not as bad when she faced the duke of the
devil in the dark woods.

meanwhile, amelia was on her way back to her room as she wants a good rest, happy to know that
she'll be torturing the noceda all over again tomorrow but slowly stopped before a slightly opened
door of the infirmary.

amelia peered in to see whoever might be in there and her eyes widened when she saw luz shirtless
in front of the standing mirror to look at her minor injuries inflicted by her. the blight felt a small
ounce of guilt but it disappeared as she stared at the noceda's well build body.

her well defined abs and muscles contacting from time to time. her ripped body is covered of many
mission scars that added to the turn on appeal.

amelia didn't take her time to realise just how big luz's hands are. amelia can feel all her blood
rushing to her cheeks the more she stares and when luz turned around, amelia had to swallow a big
lump in her throat that went dry as she saw a massive outline of her package. she started to feel
herself getting wet with her head conjuring scenarios of her taking that all meat.

despite amelia hating the noceda bloodline, she is still highly hormonal in her age but from all she
did to luz today, she's definitely afraid of her now so amelia wouldn't-

wait.

no one is here but a handful of servants that aren't much of a nuisance and amelia is luz's boss so
what's stopping her from doing it?

amelia walked off with a devilish smirk on her face as she's or luz is in for a night.

after luz finished her patching up, she slipped her black tunic back on and tucked it inside her pants
and was just about to put her armor on when a servant knocked on the door before fully swinging
the door open.

"mistress blight wishes your presence in her bedroom." they said. luz frowned at that, what amelia
could possibly want from her now and why in all places? of course, she can't ask the servant as
they're only told to relay the message



"alright." luz accepted with a slow nod. she doesn't have enough time to place all of her armor on as
she learned the hard way that amelia has a very low patience, so discarded it for now.

walking out of infirmary and following the servant for amelia's room. luz started frantically
thinking what she's gonna experience in there. would the room be filled of torture devices? is that
how she's going to spend her nights here with a mad woman that clearly needs to move on?

"we are here." the servant stopped right by the eldest blight's bedroom door, they left luz for her to
face it as if she's about to enter a dragon's lair and expected to never come out alive again.

at least, that's how it feels like.

taking a deep breath in, luz gripped the cold doorknob and twisted in to swing it open expecting for
an array of ready torture devices inside but instead. luz saw amelia on the edge of the bed with a
really thin and transparent red robe. she wore nothing to hide her parts, she flaunted with pride to
luz who's grown weak.

"come here, human." amelia beckoned as she wiggled her finger for luz to come inside like she's in
a trance, locking and closing the door behind her as she approaches the blight with her pants' tent
getting bigger making her bite her lip.

when luz is close enough for arms reach, amelia grabbed her by the wrist and slammed her down to
the bed with her climbing on top of the noceda who was brought back to the isles and she saw the
smirk on the blight's face.

"i'll show you the true power of a blight is and you'll be in full submission on me!" amelia declared,
she ripped luz's pants apart and held up her thick, long cock to hover above it. rubbing the tip
against her wet slit before pushing herself down for her to take the entire cock in her pussy.

"aah- amelia.. g- get off aaahh..." luz whimpered as she feels amelia's tight push encasing her cock,
her breathing hitched and tried to move her arms but she's paralysed. amelia finds it amusing and
moaned when she got everything inside.

"oh yeah.. you're big for human." amelia bit her lip, she slipped her hands up to luz's shirt to feel
her hard abs, tracing her detailed v line and gripped both sides of her waist as she started bouncing.
moaning without regard, she loves the feeling of being stretched by a monstrous cock like this. it
felt amazing.

luz kept whimpering and whining, she never had sex before and this is all new to her. she writhed
under amelia, a voice in the back of her mind wanted to take the initiative and control over the
blight but she wouldn't. amelia is getting slightly irritated at the unnecessary movements "fuck stay
still, will you? don't you like this?" amelia asked as she picked up her speed.

luz lets out a cracking noise instead than a real answer.

"you look so pathetic! you belong where you're supposed to be, under me!" amelia spat at luz's
face, making her contemplate if she should lap it up or not and the noceda eventually gave into the
desire to lick the spit off her face much to the blight's entertainment.

"you did really think that you could outmatch me when you're easily fooled by a woman's body! oh
think about the press: 'the great knight of the boiling isles is no less than debauched one, outed by



amelia blight!'." amelia said, laughing as she can see it now in her head that all of the people that
once loved luz now see her no less than a lust driven peasant seeking the wealthy's attention.

"you're efforts of being the most powerful knight are nothing!" this triggered something inside luz.
all of the sacrifices and efforts luz did to be strong, formidable and deemed useful enough to be
sent into the actual battlefield against the beotians is at her reach and this woman had to gall to tell
her that all of it was for nothing?

luz won't stand for that.

the noceda gripped amelia's waist and flipped their position into missionary as she started ramming
into her pussy hard. amelia lets out a scream of ecstasy, she held onto luz's tensed wrists with her
head rolling back. she looked down to see luz's hips slamming hard against hers with her balls
hitting the bottom of her pussy. it was mistake insulting a well trained knight like luz noceda.

"aaahhh! s- slow down!" luz scoffed at the request, she leaned down towards amelia's pointed ear to
whisper: "i think you need some mannerisms to be taught in you." before amping up her speed
making the witch's body bounce everytime luz strikes her with her legs ricocheting.

luz watched amelia's breasts jiggle rapidly, her hard pink perky nipples waving her over to take a
sip but she wants take her bottled up emotions towards the blight at each slam she makes. she
clawed onto the bed sheets instead as she drives her cock deep into amelia's vagina, hitting her
sweet spot.

"aaahh! aah.. nghn-" amelia is trying not to enjoy this too much but the rigorous thrusts, the
muscles she can touch in person and basically being topped by a buffed woman is a dream come
true and it's hard not to give in into the waves of pleasure washing over her body and proving her
unable to think properly.

"augh fuck yes! oh yes!

luz smirked as she got through amelia but this is only the first 1 round that can pay off in kicking
her balls for no apparent reason. the blight needs to pay for the other 6 unreasonable beating luz
had to endure throughout the day.

"who's on top now?" luz mocked. she rolled her head back as she can feel something getting closer.
clenching her teeth tightly with her threatening to rip the sheets. amelia can feel a twist swelling,
throbbing inside her stomach and she can't hold it anymore with her moans audible outside the
hallway as the bed rocked along with her body.

it was true that luz can never be like lucia, she doesn't have to be but she is, as well, a beast in her
own terms and circumstances.

amelia regrets mistreating luz if she knew this was gonna happen but then again, she did want this.

"aah- fucking take it, blight!!" luz roared as she plunged her cock deep into amelia's vagina, finally
lets out her load and shoots right into her womb which triggered her to come soon after.

"oh fuck!!" amelia arched her back as she came for the first time, shuddering at the feeling of warm
seeds filling up her hole and sighed deeply in bliss as she knows she's bound to be pregnant but
that's not the main concern.



luz pulled out still hard after cumming, she's still full of energy. she flipped amelia to go into all
fours and shoved her cum covered cock back in making the blight moan with her upper half starting
to tremble.

luz bent down close to amelia's ear once again to whisper "you and i going to have alot of fun
tonight." before ramming her once again

-----

"aaahhh!!!"

as amelia came for the 7th time of the night, she is caked of cum and sweat and on the verge of
passing out. she came alot under 2 hours but to her it felt like it was already dawn.

meanwhile, luz was still very much awake. she slowly pulled out of amelia, helped her get to the
pillows and was about to walk out of the bedroom as her purpose here was done but amelia stopped
her.

"luz," that's the first time she called her by her first name.

"sleep with me. that's an order." amelia commanded despite in a drowsy state. luz softly smiled, she
walked back to the bed and laid down beside amelia who cuddled up to her as she wrapped her
arms around her. both quickly falling asleep, not mind the cum slowly oozing out of amelia's pussy
while the other inhabitants of the manor can, as well, go to sleep.

forget about her memorable battle with the duke of satan. forget about her first slayed dragon.
forget about her discovering the end of the roklyon catacombs that led her to many timeless,
priceless treasures that she left alone in solitude as it should.

this is the best job luz ever had.
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the people remembered the time when a stranger in all black attire confidently walked in the
kingdom of the isles, shooting every men and women alike gazes that made them confusedly
enticed by the traveler. they recalled the unknown person asking a merchant where the the king or
queen of this place and they were unable to speak, only spoke on half sentences until the stranger
pieced everything themselves and left heading for the castle.

and they certainly remember the devilish grin the stranger always wore. their luxurious short curly
hair with their dark complexion seemingly glows under the sunlight. they radiate a sophisticated
aura, the people thought the stranger was another noble but no.

this stranger was lucia noceda. a townsfolk of a town named eastern sussex. no one knows where or
what that and they think it's made up as the local cartographer told the masses that there is no such
thing of a town called sussex.

it's a new day, she stepped out of the thick woods and entered the kingdom once again. the people
setting up their stands waved at lucia to which she returned along with running children that she
dodged but some got behind her who started playing with her cape. she didn't mind it though.

"good morning, miss lucia!" a little girl greeted with a big smile on, lucia gave a soft one and patted
her head "good morning, brats." she replied earning a playful offended groan from the children
surrounding her.

then, lucia stopped beside a butcher who stopped his chopping when he saw her. "hey, yoki. got
anything fresh?" she asked as she looked at the cut meat hanging on the hooks, still dripping of
blood.

"oh yes. already have the loin ready for you, miss." yoki pointed with his knife at the meat that's
wrapped of paper and the blood is wetting it but lucia grabbed it nonetheless. she fished out a small



bag of gold and dropped it in the counter even though the meat costed only 10 coins.

"thanks friend." lucia waved yoki goodbye and continued her way towards the castle.

"are you going to see the queen again?" one child asked, lucia looked at them in the corner of her
eye and nodded. "yep and you little boneheads should go back to your mothers." she unclipped her
cape making it cover a handful of children, they burst out of laughter and rushed off with her cape
to probably trade in exchange of cards.

lucia chuckled as she watched them scurry way, she turned back around and was about to resume
her small morning walk with her breakfast in head. the scent of the blood filling her nose, drowning
out the other smell that irritates her nostrils.

"hey cox comb, you stay away from our queen!" lucia, suddenly, ducked the rotten tomato coming
at her, it flew overhead and hits the floor instead. she looked to see a middle aged woman, mary,
glaring at her.

how unfortunate to be named after the mother of god's son. lucia said in her head as she slowly
stood straight, fixed her hat and quirked a brow at the woman as she tries to figure out what's her
problem. lucia also spotted the husband in the background doing nothing.

"muriel, watch your doxy of a wife, will you? or else the father won't be too fond in seeing your
wart filled faces at his gates!" lucia said, mocking the name of god which didn't sit the god frenzied
people around her and it only fueled her amusement.

"why are you little scoundrel! you take it back!" muriel charged at lucia, swung his fists towards
her which she easily dodged with one hand holding the meat and other folded behind her. she
watched the feeble swings the man does, it's pathetic.

"why should i? it's not like you're god favorite toy. you guys follow and praise someone you have
no proof existing." lucia cooed with pillory in her tone. she jumped to the side when muriel
attempted to kick her, her movements are fluid while the man's stiff.

lucia tossed her food up in the air to catch the man's fist, twisted it making him yelp in pain before
lucia pushed him far as her food landed precisely on her open hand.

"besides, what is the word of god when all of us practice sin everyday? no one is likeable in your
god's eyes." lucia is simply telling the truth. the church of this kingdom is nothing but oozing of
sacrilege as she easily walked inside it and stood before the cross with a smirk.

it's not the queen's fault. it's the lack of humility and the delusion of being adorn by god while they
use his name to get what they want.

this place is a perfect breeding ground of sinners.

"you know nothing about the word of god! you're lucky that the church hasn't beheaded you if it
wasn't for the queen!" oh really now?

"a woman so puterelle like you should stay away from everyone, especially the queen!" lucia
scoffed as she rolled her eyes, she isn't gonna entertain this jester and turned around to leave. she
saw a group of young women watching the commotion, lucia tip her hat at them.



"ladies." when she winked at them, the women's cheeks turned red and fell weak at the demon's
charms.

"muriel, it's the early morning and you're out here fighting lucia. you know you are no match with
her." one of the women said, standing up for lucia which surprised muriel.

lucia chuckles with her eyes glowing for a mere second "yeah, listen to them, mur mur." she waved
everyone goodbye before finally getting to leave the scene to head for the queen's castle while
some men are envious behind her and most are in awe at the noceda as women simply cannot resist
the look of a handsome devil.

lucia pushed the kingdom doors open with the waking townspeople behind her. watching her enter
the kingdom without particular reason other than to visit their queen.

amity blight, last born of the notorious alador and odalia blight whom died from the decade plague
making their youngest daughter take over the throne. amending all of the atrocities and damages
her parents has done, this made the people love and found a new respect for the blights.

lucia gave the two standing guards finger guns as she passed them. she walked down the red
carpeted hallways, looking the various paintings that she always passes but can't get enough in
admiring, she straightened her best black and crimson suit just for the queen as she strides with
confidence while she passes many servants who greeted her a good morning and she returned the
same gesture.

lucia took off the paper, she squished the bleeding meat to feel it's softness before tilting head up
with her holding up the meat above and opened her mouth wider than it should be before dropping
the meat inside. lucia hummed as she chewed the raw meat and licked off the blood on her fingers.

as she stopped before the second massive doors, lucia cracked her neck before pushing the heavy
doors with ease to reveal it's the grand dining hall that has her beloved queen amity sitting in the far
end of the table with various platters of breakfast delicacies

"good morning, my queen." lucia said as she bowed before amity who beamed at the sight of her
friend. she pushed her chair when she stood up "lucia! good to see you again." she greeted, speed
walking over to wrap her arms around lucia for a hug.

lucia smiles and hugged back. she and amity became friends in the first day she introduced herself,
her intentions of befriending a queen is not for the splendor of life. something greater than gold and
diamonds. but some people found it odd that a commoner like lucia would be in amity's good side
always.

as they pulled away, amity grabbed lucia's hand to slowly lead her to the table "come, join me for
breakfast." she said, letting go of the noceda's hand when she got to the chair next to amity's.

"oh, how kind of you but i already had my serve. a fine wine would do to drown it all down." lucia
replied as she pulled the chair out to take a seat after amity did but the young blight shook her head.

"your serve, you mean just a stale piece of bread? come on, insist." amity persisted, leaving lucia
not much of a choice.

"alright then." lucia grabbed her own plateful of food while watching she watched amity eat. her
faint dimples showing whenever she chews, her lips red and plump as always, it tempts lucia to



taste it along with her smooth pale neck. her scent fills her nose, making the demon grow hungry.

amity must've heard the stomach growl as she looked at lucia making her snap her eyes away "told
you." she said with a softly giggling. lucia's chest swelled, her blood rushing up to her cheeks but
she hid it and scoffed. "also, what were you staring at?" amity added.

"was i staring? oh well, i just couldn't help but be dazzled by your beauty, ami." lucia said, her
voice lowering an octave as she drags out the last few letters with her mischievous reddish eyes
staring deep into those golden eyes.

"careful, noceda. with this crown on, you will address me as such." amity warned lucia which only
made her chuckle. she grabbed a small spoon to scoop up the whipped cream and licked it up in
front of amity, her gaze radiates seduction and it took effect on the queen but she tried to hide it.

"my sincerest apologies," lucia rotated the spoon around her fingers before booping amity's nose
with the base as she whispered "mittens."

"shut up!" amity's face turned tomato red as she heard that nickname utter from lucia making her
burst out of laughter. she usually cuss whenever someone calls her that but when it's lucia, it's
another story.

lucia is fortunate that she has amity by her side, lucia wanted to ravish her at first sight but she held
herself and let the seeds stem deeper into her dead heart.

there's a buzzing feeling in her stomach kept getting louder and unbearable that lucia knows exactly
what it means that is scares her. how long will she keep amity in the dark of what she is?

while the two are enjoying their breakfast and company, outside of the castle, boscha stepped out of
her house after she saw the dispute just 2 minutes ago. she knows she has to do something with that
noceda as she would absolutely would not stop coming here, stir up trouble and see their queen.

boscha snatched a wooden crate out of someone's stand "hey!" they stood up, about to chase after
her but they stopped when they saw her place it down to the center of the area and stood on top of it
to see the many heads of the townsfolk.

"people of the isles! heed what i am about to say!" the people stopped what they're doing to look at
the havenstar, wondering. boscha cleared her throat, her chest puffed as she pointed over to the
castle and said:

"that woman, lucia noceda, has been nothing but a nuisance who brings misfortunes to us since the
first day she came into our town! but that's not all the irreverence she brought to us." boscha knows
there are people that despise lucia, she can see it in their eyes as they huddled closer to her and
she's going to take advantage of that.

"lucia has been far too close to our queen and i heard from one of the maids that she is engaging
carnal desires to the queen!" boscha spat out lies to make the people come to her side, letting the
anger and malice seep deeper into their veins. this caused at uproar.

"no way.."

"disgusting!"



"i knew she was a lustful creature!"

"she's in it for the money! the fame and the unchaste pleasure! i say we burn lucia to the ground and
save the queen from this horrid nightmare she is forced to endure!" boscha jumped off the crate as
she approached the people, they surround her for the havenstar to rake up their misguided beliefs of
her words. it's a pitiful sight that a man made by god is so easy to fool.

suddenly, one of the women stepped in front of boscha and glared her to which she's unfazed to.
"but you're wrong! lucia is not that kind of person! you're just doing this out of spite of her because
you know she's better than you!" they said, standing in defense for lucia and this made the people
around them deeply scowl. they glanced at boscha who was a deadpan expression before chuckling
dryly.

boscha combed her hair back only for it to return to where it originally was and leaned closer "and?
a demon like her should not be allowed to roam in the land of god. besides, why should i listen to a
hedge-born like you?" she sneered at the women. she and lucia were not the best of friends since
the beginning and she won't try to make amends to an outsider hording all of the splendor of their
queen that they adore and respect.

"get out of my sight."

the women's eye twitched in disdain, she was about to pounce on boscha till a few people started to
pull them away as they thrash around furiously "no, no let me go! you have no right to disrespect
me, havenstar! i will have your head!!" boscha watched them get dragged away till they're no
longer in sight. she looked at the people that was left, still alot and it made her feel prideful as these
numbers are enough to overwhelm a simple witted lucia.

"so who's with me?!" boscha raised her fist into the air and the others joined in.

"aye!!"

boscha smirked, she dropped her hand and now it's time for the first phase of action "now, i need
someone to confer with the servants within the castle." she said as people gathered around her.

"why? do you have a plan?" one asked and boscha chuckled as she crossed her arms. not even
considering it as a question.

"of course i do."

-----

the night of the great supper arrived. all of the royals and nobles whom are great friends with amity
as they sat in grand table. chattering the events that happened in their lives or discussing alliances
and trading routes.

also in the table, sitting next to amity preferably is lucia who's watching the people with money.
some talked highly of themselves who was ignored, they reek of pride and greed while others are
more civilised but she can sense the gluttonous and a hint of envy in them.

this is just a cesspool of sinners.



lucia chuckles to herself as she stabbed a baby potato and ate it. the purpose of this supper was to
strengthen alliance bonds but this turned into a more so childish arguments on who gets the
unoccupied land in emlow borders.

lucia slowly leans close to amity so whisper "is this what you had to deal with every supper?" she
looked at her in the corner of her eye as the queen lets out a sigh with a slow nod.

"unfortunately."

lucia looked at her right when she saw a servant grab her empty wine glass to refill it and placed it
back to it's original place before moving on to refill amity's glass without needing to grab it.
interesting.

amity thanked the servant and dunk down the entire wine with ease, lucia watched with a small
smile on her face. sighing deeply, amity motioned the servant who's holding the bottle of wine to
set it down beside her for her to refill her glass herself.

"hm, better add more than wine to that, my lady." lucia said with a chuckle. she also grabbed her
glass to take a small sip, out in the corner of her eye, she saw three servants that she doesn't know
the names of standing far, intently watching her as if they're expecting something but she ignored it.

for now.

"can we go somewhere after this?" amity said which made lucia return her attention back to the
blight. their eyes meeting once more as they glimmered under the lights.

quirking a brow, "oh? what do you have in mind?" lucia asked with her tone turning libidinous as
she is expecting for something that could be fun for the both of them but it was something else.

"just in my garden. take a little stroll to ease my ever growing headache." amity replied, lucia
doesn't mind that as long as they're alone with no one bothering them. she pushed her affliction
down as she got a little too excited.

"sure, mittens." amity shot lucia soft glare as the pet name sounds more endearing to her ears. it
melts her worries and stress away. amity always found those red eyes to be comforting despite the
intensity of it, without notice, amity and lucia's space started to slowly disappear as they lean closer
to each other while fixated at each other's hues.

lucia was the first to snap out of the dream like state and cleared her throat to make amity come
back to reality as both of them pulled away with their cheeks tinting rosy. lucia another sip of her
wine, her eyes darting back to the servants who now has a look of hope and confusion with their
fingers crossing behind them.

she instantly knew what they want to happen and decide to have fun.

"my my, this wine is exquisite. where did you get this?" lucia asked as she rotates her glass, the
wine coating the insides while keeping an eye on the servants. amity was caught of guard a little at
the sudden question but answered nonetheless.

"uh, it was in my father's collection. i believe it was given to my great grandfather in the late 12th
century and it's only opened till now." lucia nodded, humming as she thinks about that information.



she won't lie that this wine tastes great as it has a little sour kick to it and she wonders what that
after taste is.

"well, i am glad that the plague didn't get to it because," lucia gulped down the entire wine in her
throat, swallowing with ease and sighed deeply as she slammed her glass to the table with her
standing up.

"i feel fine!" she declared which made the entire table go silent as they looked at her with
bewilderment. unknowing what the noceda meant by that but the servants sure did as they have
shock and disbelief in their eyes.

"oh, okay. good to know." amity muttered, also confused but paid no mind to it as lucia dropped
back down to her seat and gave her a toothy smile. hiding the malevolence she's trying to keep it at
bay towards the servants as they tried to poison her. rookie mistake.

after the supper was cleaned up, lucia and amity stayed true to their plans and headed down to the
garden. walking along the aisle as lucia listened to amity's talks while her hand ghostly grazes her
well taken care plants.

they found a stone bench to sit down in, lucia looked up to the dark bare sky with amity glancing at
her unoccupied hand that is inches away from her before turning away to look at the small gazebo
up ahead. the gentle winds makes their hairs move behind them along with the faint chatters
somewhere.

"i am not suited to be queen." amity suddenly said and lucia tore her eyes off the sky to look at the
blight.

"how so? you've done well over the years and your subjects are happy. why did you think of that?"
lucia asked, confused as to why would amity say that out of nowhere.

amity lowered her head as she slowly fiddled with her fingers "it's just.. i was pushed into this role
when i was 14. i didn't have the proper teachings to be a ruler, let alone a queen." she doesn't have
any family to get support or turn to, all she had was servants who did their best in helping her. she
had no one to actually be there for her.

"after my parents died, my siblings left to live their own lives that left me.. alone." lucia felt her
rotten heart wince as she sees amity's crestfallen expression when she peered down to see her face.
she never liked seeing amity sad, it's painful and ironic as lucia is an explicit sadist.

huffing, lucia rubbed the back of her neck as she not so subtly placed her hand on top of amity's
while playing oblivious. amity's heart leaped when she saw the noceda's big hand on her smaller
one, she looked up to lucia and saw her cheeks reddening.

"well, you had to admit that you did far well than your parents did to this place," lucia started off,
she dropped her hand from her nape and still won't make eye contact to amity yet. she never felt
this flustered before, is amity really the one she was looking for?

"and don't stay that you're not a queen when you are the most beautiful and most powerful in the
boiling isles." lucia mustered up the courage to finally look at amity and it was a mistake as she
saw the warmestand most genuine smile she ever seen in a mortal. lucia gulped with her cheeks
getting worse, making her feel like she's going to explode at any given moment.



"b- besides, you're not alone anymore." lucia finished her throat, cursing herself from stuttering.
she felt a light squeeze from her hand making her look down and return the gesture, lucia started to
feel something greater than her harbored feelings for the queen. she can't.. explain it.

"thank you, lucia. i wish i could've met you sooner." amity said as she wrapped lucia's hand using
her both hands, her thumb softly rubbing her knuckles. the young blight stared at lucia with her
cheeks also red, her heart beating loud and fast.

"i.. wouldn't count on that." lucia doesn't want anyone to meet her when she was newly born as a
demon. especially amity. her hand is dangling off the bench, almost grazing the neatly trimmed
grass and felt something slowly come into her hand, wrapped around her wrist.

lucia wasn't able to look down and see what it is as she noticed amity started to drew closer to her
with her eyes closed. she knows what she's going for and lucia wants it but her lips still tasted like
poison from that wine, she can't risk giving amity the kiss of death.

self control! self control, noceda!!

lucia glanced down to see a juvenile viper, easily recognising her a demon as these reptiles are akin
to them. it has a beautiful reddish orange dragon like scales with a diamond pattern in the back. she
placed her finger inside it's mouth to modify it's secretion of venom before lifting it up into view.

"hey, open your eyes." lucia said and when amity actually did open her eyes, it turned wide at the
sight of the serpent in the noceda's hand. not afraid at all but the blight scooched away, fearing that
it'll strike her.

"don't worry. they're not venomous, they're just as sweet as you." lucia reassured as she rubbed the
viper's chin, it's eyes closed to indulge in the scratch before opening it's eyes again when lucia
stopped. it's has emerald eye and thin pupils that's looking around, sticking out it's tongue for a
mere second to taste the air.

"you can hold her." lucia said as she offered the viper to amity who's hesitant at this. she never seen
a snake this up close before or never have a moment of her life of wanting to touch one but here she
is. lucia can see the second thoughts coursing through amity's head.

"try to touch her head. she won't bite i promise you." lucia continued her reassurance, the viper is
just calm in her hand, chilling there while the human is contemplating to touch a vessel of wicked
as she's being tempted by the demon.

but all of that doesn't matter as amity slowly reaches her hand towards the viper, her fingers
hovered over it's head then gently petted it. the viper didn't react much as it likes being touched and
started to slither out of lucia's hand to transfer to amity who held her panic in while she watched the
viper wrap it's body around her arm and rest on her hand.

"she's a girl?" amity has been hearing lucia refer to this snake as she and the noceda nodded.

"uh huh, i can easily deter a serpent if it's male or female just by feeling their tails." lucia lied, she
already knew it was a girl the moment it slithered into her hand and amity bought it. lucia watched
amity admire the elegant scales while continuing to pet it and her smile returned as she finally
dropped her fear of the snake attacking her.



"i'll name her wilmot," amity gently placed wilmot into her shoulders who happily nestled there
making lucia softly smile at the sight "also you suck at flirting." amity added, earning a snicker
from the noceda.

"well, i never really tried it to the others before you. so... you're the lucky one." this made amity
blush once more and looked away to hide it as lucia stared at her with endearment. not trying to
hide it anymore when her feelings are so vivid now with the atmosphere between them light and..
almost romantic.

"that's good to know."

-----

"the poison didn't work!" boscha lifted her head out of what she was doing as she saw the three
servants rush into the inn with alarmed expressions in their faces.

deeply frowning, boscha dropped the object she was tinkering with making a loud clatter on the
table as she sprung up from her seat when she exclaimed "what?!"

"i said the-" the servant was about to repeat what they just till boscha lifted her hand to stop them.

"i heard you, you dimwitted cock! what i meant is why didn't it work?! you had one job to kill that
slut of a woman and you didn't! what's your excuse?!" the havenstar roared, her voice filling the inn
that grew silent as they watched the servants get scolded by their leader for now carrying out a
simple mission successfully.

"we don't know why it didn't work, okay! we saw her drink the entire glass and nothing happened!"
the servant reply in their defence as they did put the correct poison, even showed the small half
empty bottle for proof. boscha growled, she gripped both sides of her hair as she tugged it in
frustration before sighing deeply to calm herself down.

"what do we do?" one commoner asked.

boscha arranged her barrings together and looked at the bottle of poison, slowly nodding as she
agrees to herself about the new conjured plan. a well thought out one. "keep at it. if it does not take
effect on that bastard. we'll proceed to the second phase."

-----

the servants now frequently places the poison in all of lucia's dishes and beverages. this went on for
a week but the end results are always the same. nothing ever happens to lucia.

she doesn't look sick, she didn't throw up or die on the spot as she should be when she had a large
intake of poison in her body now.

how is this possible?

while all of that was happening, lucia and amity were getting closer than farther. the noceda's visits
were more perennial now as she provides amity the needed company. something also happened in
one particular night in the balcony that made lucia almost cause a wildfire.

the servants who are fond of lucia started to notice the odd things their comrades are doing as they
always take charge in setting up lucia's platter but they didn't have enough evidence of rule out any



possible foul play.

now with a viper being the queen's companion, wilmot is always on amity's shoulder as she doesn't
want to be separated with her new found friend and would hiss or attempt to strike the servant
whenever they would pass by from behind when she doesn't do that to the rest.

only those three.

lucia found it interesting.

this crossed boscha. if poison isn't enough to take out lucia. a fight with her will.

"do you really have to go?" amity asked as she stopped in front of the front doors of the castle,
accompanying lucia out with wilmot wrapped around her neck like a live scarf.

nodding, "yes, love. i have to settle some things in my town but i'll be back. like always." lucia
replied, she stood in front of amity and grabbed both of her soft hands as she kissed both.

lucia and amity confessed their love in that balcony, they gave each other's first kisses but not their
innocence. yet. they're slowly getting there and lucia can barely hold herself for it.

"alright. make sure you're back before dinner." amity said as she firmly squeezed lucia's hands with
a smile on her face. that smile is always visible the moment lucia came to her life, she has
neverrbeen this happy with someone till now.

"aye, mi amor. i love you." lucia leaned down to give amity a kiss, her hands sliding down to hold
onto her lover's waist as they both indulge into the kiss. amity slowly wrapped her arms around
lucia's neck, her hands rubbing her fluffy head as she had to tiptoe a little to be the same height.

"i love you too." amity whispered in between kisses as lucia couldn't help herself and continue the
kiss into something more when she pushed her tongue inside amity's mouth making her gently push
her away and softly giggle.

"careful, noceda. don't start what you can't finish." amity teased as she fixed lucia's attire and stared
up to her completely red eyes. lucia chuckles, she pulled amity into her body, making sure there's
no space left between them and their faces just inches away.

"you know i always get things done. especially when it's you." lucia purred. amity playfully
scoffed, she leaned up to peck her lover's lips and pried away from the embrace as she doesn't want
to hold up lucia for too long.

"now go. you don't want to keep your people waiting." amity said, she moved her hands up to
caress lucia's cheek and booped her nose earning a warm smile. lucia left one last kiss before
turning around to leave, waving her lover goodbye.

lucia passes many people that she doesn't pay attention to as she can feel malice radiating from
them a mile away and it's evident from their gazes as she comes closer. it feels like they're trying to
tell something but she could care less.

they didn't announce it but the people here are talented in knowing everything. almost everything.

as she heads for the entrance gate of the kingdom, planning to lost whoever might be following her
in the dark woods. but a voice made her stop and internally curse.



"hey beanie head!" lucia groaned as she heard boscha's voice behind her. she slowly stopped her
walkinh and looked over her shoulder to indeed see the havenstar jogging up to her just when she
was about to leave.

"what do you want boscha?" lucia asked, her voice dragged out.

boscha stopped in front of lucia who towers over her. "i challenge you to a duel! you and me in the
dark woods, now." she said and lucia just blankly stared at her for a few months before turning
back around with her hand lazily waving on the side of her head.

"hm. no thanks. i have things to do." lucia nonchalantly said. incredibly disinterested.

"oh really? by things, you mean you're too much a coward to face me? always knew you were
afraid to take me on." boscha taunted making lucia stop again but didn't turn around. she knows the
noceda doesn't like being called as a coward and the one who said it will have their lives cut shorter
than the life expectancy of this era.

"is that so? you think calling me a coward is enough of a convincing?" lucia rebuked, trying to keep
herself together as she is no longer a child who would be offended by being called a coward.

"i don't think so, weakling."

there was silence between the for a few seconds. lucia chuckled to herself with her hand combing
her hair back as she turned around once again to face boscha who is smirking, knowing that she
won over lucia's better judgement. lucia stared at the havenstar thinking she'll finally finish her
mission and live with amity without being constantly reminded to take this bitch out.

prime reason why she's in this kingdom in the first place.

"i accept." lucia replied.

"splendid." boscha walked past lucia, shooting a look that she can't decipher and watched her walk
out of the kingdom, heading for the woods. sighing deeply, lucia followed suit behind the havenstar
as they ventured far into the woods.

the townsfolk said it was rumored to be haunted by a vengeful spirit or a raging demon but no one
dared to travel deep into the woods to debunk that.

they kept going deeper and deeper than the sun is almost blocked by the thick canopy of the trees,
boscha tripped on a few roots and got slapped by branches while lucia can see clearly through the
darkness. then, they finally stopped in a small clearing, surrounded by thick trees and shrubs.

"let's get this over with. i got a meeting to attend to." lucia said as she rolled up her sleeves and
balled up her fists. she can play with boscha but this meeting is crucial to her and she has no time to
fuck around.

"you're doing to regret ever coming in the isles, noceda." boscha menacingly said, she raised her
hand in the air and let out a loud snap that made many people burst out of the shrubs with them
holding hand cannons and a lit match that is set close to the wick.

lucia deeply frowned at this, she looked over to boscha who's grinning like a maniac as she pointed
her own hand cannon at lucia with the wick already set alight. "don't worry. we'll take care of our



queen better than before you arrived." she said. there was a momentary silence till-

"fire!!!"

the sounds of multiple hand cannons going off echoed throughout the woods that made the birds off
in distress. the loud noise also reached back to the isles making people stop for a moment to listen,
trying to determine if there is a war they're not aware of or.. an assassination of one woman all
because their queen isn't paying attention to them enough.

after they're all out of gunpowder or their barrel got clogged up. boscha slowly lowered her hand
cannon as she softly panted, she snapped her fingers again for someone to make a torch for
everyone to see if their job is done.

blood was the first thing they see. good.

then, the dead body of lucia noceda lying back first on the ground with her body filled of bleeding
holes as she drowns herself in her own blood bath. the soil soaks it all up as nutrients.

one poked at lucia to make sure if she's really dead. one even went far as to kick lucia's face to
make her look up to the dark ceiling of the forest with light barely passing through the slightest
cracks.

boscha laughed, "bet you didn't see that one coming!" she spat at lucia and raised her hand in
victory with the others joining in as they finally executed the source of the people's bad luck.

"let us celebrate for the queen!" the people rushed out of the dark woods with them stashing the
hand cannons within the undergrowth so no one could find it as they went off to roister this new
found victory without noticing the dead body getting absorbed by the earth, engulfed everything
and made it look as if no body was here at all.

-----

it's dusk, the moon is already up in the sky as the sun retreats for another day. lucia would usually
come back before the sun goes down but it already has. this made amity worry, she paced back and
forth in her throne room with wilmot sitting on the floor, confused at the human's anxious motions.

amity tries to calm down as the travel way back something held up lucia so her usual time of arrival
could a little late. that's the theory amity seeks comfort of as she doesn't want to think negatively of
the possibilities why lucia isn't still here.

"just calm down, blight. she promised she'll return and she will. put some faith into that." amity
gave herself a small pep talk as she slowly stopped her pacing, took a deep breath and sighed with
her regulating her heartbeat and ease of mind. she figured she should do something to get her mind
off of this before she sends a manhunt since lucia decided to be later than usual.

"my queen!" amity turned her head to the opening doors, hoping that it's her lover but no. it's
boscha along with the other townspeople behind her. she stood straight and put on a more
professional expression as she watched them enter her throne room before bowing down before her.

"your majesty, we have a dreadful news to forewarn you." boscha said as she lifted her head up to
look at amity.



"what is it, boscha?" amity asked, she stared deep into the havenstar's lavender eyes that seem to
hold something but it's hidden behind a veil of doleful.

"muriel was trekking deep in the dark woods in hopes in getting to the nearby other villages but he
stumbled upon a dead body and ran back to report the devastating sight." boscha adumbrate the lies
spitting out by her tongue, her tone was enough to make everyone believe a hoax.

"aye. i saw it with my two good eyes and she was mauled by a wild creature. a demon." muriel took
it a step further and amity doesn't believe that but the rumors circulating the town about the dark
woods being a cursed place can be.. conceivable to some extent.

a frown started to slowly form on the queen's face at the mentioned dead body, in the back of her
mind, she's hoping that it's not her. god, not her. "who was the dead body?" she proceeds to ask.
wanting answers and it the worse mistake she ever did as boscha replied:

"lucia noceda."

the two guards, who were standing by the open doors, their eyes turned wide as dinner plates and
same could be said to amity. her body seemingly felt like it's going to shut down but she maintained
her posture but her expression of professionalism crumbed as her heart is starting to crack.

slowly shaking her head, "you- you're lying. this has to be a sick joke, havenstar!" amity exclaimed
as she tries to cling on the thin string of hope that the person might not be lucia and just another
traveler tragically killed by a 'demon'.

"my condolences, your highness." this broke amity. her balance started to compensate and the
guards swiftly rushed towards her to keep her steady. wilmot quickly slithered in front of her friend,
flaring up as she hissed at boscha and the townsfolk who was taken a back of the sudden appearing
of the snake.

"no..." amity couldn't believe it. she doesn't want to believe it. her first lover dead in the hands of an
unknown entity that much just be a rabid bear. amity can't handle the stinging, retching pain
swelling her chest as she has the knowledge that she can no longer hold the woman she loved.

boscha slowly stood up, careful not to agitate the viper from striking as she watched amity be in
silent pain. "accompany the queen to her quarters. she needs her time alone." she said to the guards
who nodded and went out of the throne room to head for amity's room as she keeps herself from
breaking down.

the walk to her room was silent, when they got there, amity dismissed the two guards and went in
the room with wilmot slithering inside as well. softly hissing as she watched amity sit at the edge of
bed, her tears now rolling down her face and dropping to her lap.

amity sobbed silently as she started to think of the other routes she should've taken so lucia would
still be here at her side. she didn't notice wilmot climbing into her lap, providing much comfort as
she can to her sorrowful companion but nothing can replace the warm arms of her lover.

meanwhile, boscha and the townsfolk walked out of the castle. the havenstar is proud of herself for
carrying this assassination out perfectly and she basically did everyone, even the queen a huge
favor that she sees herself as a hero of the isles.



then, a pair of young runts working for boscha rushed towards the group after they were sent out to
check if lucia is still bleeding on the floor. they stopped in front of the crowd as they heavily
panted.

"havenstar, the body is gone." one wheezed out. boscha deeply frowned at this news.

"what?! how is that possible?!" she hissed, not trying to be too loud as she resumed her walking for
the people who isn't working for her to not be suspicious of them.

"we don't know! we did what you asked and when we arrived to where we left her. she was
nowhere to be found!" the other responded, honesty evident in their tone as they were as baffled the
first time they saw the empty spot where lucia should be. no signs of blood trails or any blood for
the matter.

it's like she disappeared.

boscha growled for a moment before sighing deeply, "no matter. that bastard is as dead as rasputin.
no need to search for a dead man." she said, she pushed the door of the inn open and ordered the
owner to give them a barrel as they all sat down, filling every tables.

"rasputin? is that edible?" one asked, not knowing what the havenstar was referring to
metaphorically.

"what's that?"

"i think her name is lucia."

"no you uncultured swines! it's- ugh, whatever! the mission was a success, that's all that mattered."
boscha groaned, she rubbed the bridge of her nose as she reminded herself that she's surrounded by
idiots. when a pint of ale was slide towards her, boscha grabbed her tankard and stood on top of the
table with her hand over her hand as she overlooks at the many heads.

boscha cleared her throat before starting "ladies and gentlemen, we have outdid ourselves this time
by eradicating the source of our misery in the name of our queen and the lord! a toast to each and
everyone of you!" she promulgated their triumphant tonight with a toast of booze and deceit. the
people soaked it all up as they cheered to one another but boscha wanted more of that praise as she
is the one who set the wheels in motion.

"and mostly to me."

everyone stood up to their feet and grabbed boscha to start tossing her into the air as they chant her
name. "boscha! boscha! boscha!"

the havenstar was extremely pleased. no more rival to always one up with as amity is now up for
the taking for boscha. this is an absolute win for her.

-----

as above so below.

the thundering noise of the damned roared across the seas of magma, melting the drowning's skin
as the harpies stabbed their regenerating eyes till in the end of times. succubi and incubi flown
across the contaminated sky, smoke filling everyone's lungs. everyone tortures the sinners to their



liking as they know, they can never die in this revolting and unholy place. they will suffer
throughout eternity.

within a temple, the dominions sat under the seven princes of hell as they stared at a single smoking
body of a demon who used led a hundred legion to destroy a once holy ground of god. her body
filled of holes that is slowly closing with her frame getting larger by the second. her horns and tail
growing out of her head and back, her breathing is much more audible, now. raspy.

lucia snapped her head up as she gasped for a quick air, her eyes widened when she saw the
dominions and princes before her. she looked down at herself, seeing that she's back to original
form. she instantly knew what this all meant.

"lucia noceda." the prince's voice, the king of all this wicked and sinister, boomed across the temple
that shook the place for a moment. lucia's ears are flattened to her head with her tail in between her
legs, every demon proclaimed they're fearless till satan comes into the room.

"m- my lord." lucia bowed as she tries to hide her anxiousness and terror.

"you have failed to obtain the sinner named boscha havenstar. care to explain your excuses?" satan
said as he leaned back to his throne, his closed fist pressed against his cheek while he stared down
at the lesser demon trying to remain calm.

"i was about to kill the mortal till.." lucia trailed off as the memories what happened in the mortal
world and her anxiety was replaced by anger. she couldn't believe that asshole got to her first, she
should've drove her fist straight into her heart the first moment they saw each other.

lucia's fists clenched tightly making small flames appear around it as she tail swished with malice
and eyes turning black till one of the princes spoke once again to make the darkness retreat.

"oh? what's this dishonorable look on your face, general?" the prince of envy, beelzebub, asked as
he leaned closer to see lucia's expressions clearly with a mocking grin on his face. the princes' form
lucia sees now is not what they truly look like. it's disturbing and terrifying to think this is only
their humanoid form to have an ease access in this temple.

lucia didn't answer.

"i see. the human got to her first! what an embarrassment! you were far too fixated on a particularly
useless human that you forgot your true motive, general." the prince of greed, mammon, sneered.
lucia lowly growed as she heard the demon refer to amity as useless, if she's stronger, she will be to
take on one of them but no one has.

"hm, the title leaves a bitter taste in my mouth now. i believe it's not right to call a disgrace in a
high ranking name and deserves a punishment, don't she?" the prince of gluttony, belphegor,
suggested to satan who has been listening to the entire affair in silence whilst making up his mind.

slowly shaking her head, "no! no! i can do better! i'll drag that bitch's and the others who were with
her down here! then-" lucia tries to ask for one more chance, she needs to see amity again and give
her a proper goodbye. she needs to go back up.

but satan lifted his hand to stop lucia's blabber. "your begging is pitiful and disgusting to listen to,
noceda." he sneered.



"due to your dereliction and ignominy. belphegor was right to suggest that a punishment shall be
bestowed upon you and that would be.." there was a momentary silence in the temple. all the
tensions, fear and anxiety rising steadily as lucia awaits the punishment's name till-

"opprobrium."

lucia's eyes widened before she could protest, something pierced her stomach upwards. she looked
down to see a spike emerge from the ground behind her, blood started to bubble in her mouth as
more dripped out of her wound. the dominions started chanting in tongues, their hands moving in a
synchronised motions in the air that made the temple's foundation disintegrate and the princes
disappear out of thin air. only leaving lucia with the unhinged dominions.

"no! i need.. i need to go back up! i need to see her!" lucia yelled, she tried to pull herself out of the
spike but burning chains wrapped itself around her wrists and pulled her down making the spike go
up, slicing her chest as she screamed in anguish.

more blood was spat out that instantly evaporated on the boiling ground. tears violently streamed
down her cheeks as she watched the dominions circle around her while continuing their chanting.
she growled loudly at them, she spat blood and spit at one of them which made the entire circle
stop.

"fuck you." then, another spike drove into her throat. rendering her unable to speak as she now only
lets out pathetic wheezes. the dominion lucia spat at slowly leaned down to whisper something in
tongues, lucia fully understood them and knows this will not be the end of her punishments.

when the dominions walked away, the other lesser demons started to flock around, laughing at her
as they threw profanities at the noceda and landed swift punches across her face, damaging her
throat more. lucia can handle two spikes impaling her body whilst chained down and the demons
inferior to her continued insulting, punching her.

she can handle this as long as she clung onto the memory of amity. everything will be okay.

 

as a funeral was held above, the coffin was buried empty. lucia's remains were not found much to
amity's distraught. the townspeople mourn along with their queen, some were actually saddened at
the noceda's death but the ones responsible for it did well in hiding their true colors.

during the upheld funeral, below was something else. lucia was forced to endure the dominions'
torture in every few hours will listening to the insults the lower demons throw at her.

telling she could've conquered the kingdom of isles with ease if she wasn't so distracted. rid of all
the people's innocents as they are no longer deserving of it and even went as far to call her a 'human
lover' and they would take amity as their mate- no, sex slave, claiming that lucia already had
enough girls to squeeze.

lucia took it all in and did nothing.

above, amity became withdrawn and despondent. she's numb to everything now but she still has a
responsible as a queen, there was no real time for her to mourn for her lost lover. she also didn't
notice that wilmot has been growing faster than intended.



amity always recalls the times and many fond memories she had with lucia as that's the only thing
that has kept her going every single day.

remembering the glow of her red eyes, the comfort it held.

time went on without the knowledge that the other is still alive. a year has passed ever since lucia's
death and amity doesn't know how to move on but her kingdom seemed to find it so easy that
boscha kept coming at her doors, proclaiming that she will be her new suitor but amity always
declines it.

though, she can't blame them as they never knew what kind of person lucia is and how much she
yearned for her return as she prays every single night for a miracle.

amity never truly believed in god and this was a change for her.

lucia is getting fed up.

with a year passing, lucia's wounds healed overtime and she finally talk once again. she has been
hearing the same insults over and over about amity getting used by them like a toy and 'she can't do
anything about it.' lucia expected better comebacks as she did have enemies but this is just
annoying.

she is quick to anger when the subject was degrading her lover.

"hey, ignis." lucia slowly lifted her head up to see her rival, nox, approach her with a group
following behind him.

"nox." lucia finally spoke but her voice is coarse but at least she can say bullshits now.

"oh, i see the throat's all better now. good to know, i almost missed your endearing voice." nox said
as they knelt down in front of lucia, not worried at the possibility that she can snap at them as the
dominions has a good grip on her.

"how charming."

nox hummed as they nodded with a shit eating smile on "you know, i have something that i don't
understand, ignis." they started, waited for a response from lucia but she said nothing and just
stared at them with thise empty eyes so they continued.

"you had many chance in taking that human for yourself but you didn't. you could've done it by
focus 'cause, come on, you're the most savage between you and me." nox said as they tilted their
head, truly wanted to know why the demon so despicable and ruthless, who also led a legion to
dismantle a sanctuary of god would suddenly mellow down for a mere human that raised her to the
ranks of a general.

lucia rolled her eyes as she really didn't want to explain but she went on to do it anyways. "there's a
thing called patience and commitment, nox." she stared at nox's reaction, it was stoned and it made
her cackle.

"well, i guess you don't know the meaning of it since your mother didn't give her brains to you
because it was fucked off clean by me." lucia clapped back only to be slapped, she would usually



be unfazed with a simple slap but hissed as she feels a sting on her right eye. a scar running down
her eyes formed as nox has their claws out.

"your insults doesn't affect me now. just look at yourself, you're already an insult to your own
kind." nox spat, they withdrew their claws and slowly stood up as they stared down at lucia who's
laughing at herself. her sanity depleting as she's loosing touch.

"try saying that to yourself."

"you know, this amity of yours looks delicious. it makes me and the others be envious that you
have been hording this beauty from us. come on, ignis. i thought you're good at sharing?" nox
proceeded to insult amity in front of lucia as they cupped her cheeks but she shook it off and hung
her head low. her laughter stopped, nox thinks this is a good sign as they smirked and continued.

"look at her. so innocent, so delectable that i can hardly contain myself! a pure virgin like mary. ha,
i had fun with mary." nox boasted as they looked over their shoulder, motioning the others to play
along.

"oh, i can't wait to shove my dick into the mortal's virgin hole!" one said, cackling as they made a
thrusting motion making everyone laugh. lucia said nothing.

"i'm betting she'll feel amazing riding my huge cock that's obviously bigger than yours!" another
added and lucia remained silent.

"you'll never see her again!"

then, lucia snapped her head up with her loudly growling and teeth bared. her eyes glowed in
violent red as her body started to become bigger than it already is. flames bursts and engulfed her
entire body as she lets out a thundering roar that shook the entirety of hell.

lucia snapped off the chains, broke the spikes and ripped it out of her body as she stood tall,
towering the other demons. her horns longer now, wings spread far and wide. she raised her fists
above her head, the demons didn't have enough time to run when she brought it down to the ground
that made a huge crack across the cliff she was once chained on.

lucia lets out a roar that's more resembling if a cry as her flames inundate the entire cliff, scouring
the ones who mocked her and her lover. nothing was remained, not even their ashes.

the fires didn't cease. lucia snapped her head over her shoulder when she heard something, someone
step into the sea of flames with her in the epicenter. it's one of the dominions though the other 6
were not seen but it doesn't matter as lucia's growl rumbled the plains with the only thing coursing
through her mind is to kill.

lucia roared the dominion before charging at them, she swung her fist heading for the dominion but
it only went through an illusion. as expected. lucia swiftly turned around with her flaming fist at the
ready and it landed precisely at the dominion's face that made them fly back.

lucia spreads her wings, it was longer before and flown at high speeds that she made it look like she
teleporated behind the dominion and slammed them down to the ground that broke off a massive
chunk of land to fall into the rivers.



she stood before the dominion and started bringing her fists down to their face, punching the shit
out of them as blood splattered across the floor. grunts and frustrated yells are heard from lucia as
she lets out her overwhelming amount of anger till she grabbed the dominion's head to lift them up
close to her face.

lucia pulled the dominion's hood down and her eyes glowed brighter with her mouth opening wide
to reveal her many rows of teeth. she stared deeply into their eyes. forcing them to see
unimaginable horrors that made their mouth turn widely agar with their body shrivelling as their
eyes turned grey.

dead.

lucia blinked and closed her mouth, she walked over to the ledge with the dominion just hovering
above the river before ultimately dropping them to burn.

looking down at herself, lucia felt stronger and more powerful that she did before. by killing that
dominion, her rank unknowingly increased and more of her capabilities made itself known.

she became the duke of satan.

from afar, satan and the other princes watched the whole display with amusement and a sliver of
awe. they didn't expect for lucia to have a metamorphosis this early. they all looked at the absolute
who sat in silence with a finger under his nose, thinking but within, he started to over think that the
demon that he once resurrected after the fall of a great empire would be the one to overthrow him
just by looking at the display of power.

that's not all lucia can do and he can't risk the possibility of munity of happening.

"what do you think of this, my lord?" asmoedus asked.

satan fixed his posture and huffed. "let her return to the realm of mortals. i know she will not hold
back now." he responded. he can feel the need of revenge radiating from the demon, he knows what
she wants to do as he watched lucia spread her wings, the flames she made never extinguished
before she took off to the sky to transport back to the land of man.

 

lucia slowly stepped out of the portal that led her to the dark woods with her nude body getting
covered of black clothing, hiding her two healed marks from the spikes. pulled her long sleeves
down more to cover her marks around her wrist and traced the scar on her eye.

lucia took a sniff of the air, easily catching a whiff of humans nearby and she followed it which
lead her out to the entrance of the kingdom of isles. a growl quietly rumbled in her throat as she
remembered the ambush but she held it in and pulled up the hood to cover her face before swiftly
rushing inside the town.

lucia stayed into the walls, her hands dragging along on it as she makes runes that is lost in
translation. at least, to man. she stopped when she caught a familiar scent, she got behind a stall and
looked at the person, who hasn't noticed her yet, calling in customers and she easily distinguished
the man's voice.

he's a part of the ambush.



lucia latched her hand onto the man's nape and slammed him down to the ground with her hand
covering his mouth. she dawned a sinister smile with her eyes holding ill intent towards the man.

"remember me, jurgis?" lucia asked, she slowly removed her hand from her mouth and started
choking him instead. the man's eyes widened as he gasps for air, he tried to struggle free but the
noceda is stronger than him. obviously.

"l- lucia?!" he wheezed out, baffled why a dead woman is still walking but before he could ask for
forgiveness. lucia opened her mouth as she forced him to open his own, a head of a serpent started
to slither out of her the demon's mouth that made the man attempt to cry out for help but the serpent
hissed and strike.

the serpent shoved itself down in the man's throat and he started violently thrashing around the
ground with froth bubbling in his mouth. his eyes rolling back that made blood trickle down the
sides of his face with more oozing out of his nose.

lucia slowly stood up, fixed her hood before walking away. she took another sniff of the air to find
where amity could be as she is the one she has been anticipating.

she found two trails. one inside the castle and one getting fainter the more she walks towards the
castle. lucia went to the castle first, shifted into a crow to swiftly fly towards one particular
window.

lucia landed on the windowsill, pushed it with her head to see if it's unlocked. it is. she shifted back
to a human when she dropped inside amity's empty room, the blight is nowhere to be seen but an
empty mannequin stood in the corner wearing her favorite dress in exchange of something and an
open envelope is sitting on her dresser.

lucia walked over to grab the letter, opening it to see a well written invitation of a ball upholding in
the picotee hill that is just a few miles west from here as a celebration of the new rise of the blue
moon.

"blue moon." lucia looked out of the window to see that the sun has already set, the moon will turn
once it reaches it's peak. she almost forgot about this event. she placed the letter down to it's place
and stood in front of the mirror to look at herself.

she looks like a beggar and she can't go to a ball looking like this.

lucia started to change her attire. wearing a white silk undershirt with a buttoned black vest that has
finely embroidered designs and a jacket that has an intricate weave peppered by golden dusts.
topped by small chained necklaces and a ruby necklace.

lucia fixed her collar and sleeves, she took off her hat to toss it over her shoulder and slicked her
hair back. her eyes glowed for a moment as she smirked at herself.

"watch out, baby. i'm back." then lucia flew out of the window and headed for the ball.

the term 'once in a blue moon' has a different meaning to the demons. much like blood moons, this
increases their powers exponentially. that's why the armies of god are always at bay to protect, to
prevent the earth from falling into chaos the demons wants unleash.

in the blue moon, well, let's just say it increases something.



as lucia got to the mansion that shined bright in the middle of a thick forestry, she landed within the
trees and walked out looking belonged amongst the privileged. she gave small waves and winks at
the people she passed as she jogged by the small flight of stairs to be met by a big crowd of nobles
and royals surrounding a circle where the dancers play.

lucia squeezed through many people and stopped for a moment in front of a king who has been
ordered to be exterminated for fooling death. she figured she cut whoever is assigned to kill the
man some slack.

"king eoyu! what an honor to finally be at a presence of a true royal!" lucia bowed before the king
who was caught off guard but soaked it up nonetheless.

"i must say, the armies you had led to extirpate the solins were phenomenal." lucia said, feeding the
man's already inflated ego, luring him into a trap that even a fool could see. eoyu was beyond a
fool.

"oh well, i appreciate the praises, young one and honor is all mine." the king replied, lucia smiled
and gave him a hug which was odd but he returned him and it was his gravest mistake as he felt as
sting occur on his neck.

"too bad they demand your soul in hell." lucia whispered to his ear before pulling away. she waved
the king goodbye and returned to her search for her lover while eoyu was shaken.

lucia stopped beside a banquet, she looked around for a familiar mint green somewhere until she
finally found her. up in the mezzanine sitting along with the other royals, not really engaging with
them at all.

lucia slowly stepped into the base of the steps as she slightly frowned when she noticed the
tiredness in amity's face, her expression bleak and lacking of any color. she looked so dead in a
beautiful dress and for what?

she was supposed to have a dance first but seeing the effect of her disappearance take a toll on
amity, she needs to make herself known. the noceda walked up the stairs, silently slipped to the
back of the royals' seats and sat down on the chair placed behind amity's.

amity wasn't supposed to go in this ball but since it's mandatory for everyone to see the spectacle,
she didn't have a choice. she tore her attention off wilmot who is laid on her lap, asleep, when she
felt someone sit behind her.

"i couldn't help but notice the dreariness on your face, my lady. would a dance remedy that?" amity
heard the person say behind her say, she sighed to herself as she thinks these are one of the many
people who wants a chance with her.

"no." amity blankly replied.

"well, i like the bluntness. just one spin and i can guarantee that you will get something out of this,
mittens." the person said. amity froze when she heard the pet name, now that she thinks of it, the
voice sounded rather familiar and when she looked over her shoulder, she saw those curls slicked
back but didn't see the face.

"how did you.."



before amity could ask, the person stood up and turned around to reveal lucia's face. amity's eyes
widened when she saw her lover in front of her looking well, looking just like how she remembers
her except that scar. the noceda flashed her, her signature smile that made the blight's heart sing.

"follow me." lucia motioned for amity to come along as she walked down the right side of the hall,
heading somewhere and amity was swift to get on her feet to follow after.

for some reason, lucia walked faster than amity as every corner she turns she's already at the end.
"hey wait!" amity started to chase after her, wanting to catch up till they turned to a final corner and
she saw lucia standing out of the mansion's garden, waiting for amity as she waved her over.

softly panting, amity followed lucia who didn't move until the blight was a few inches away and
turned around to face a shrub. lucia placed her hand onto it's leaves, making it slowly form an
opening leading to another garden.

amity's garden.

"do you trust me?" lucia asked as she offered her hand to amity. the young blight looked down at
the extended hand then back up at lucia's face, she looks so real but amity can't have her hopes up
too high.

"is it really you?" amity asked, not wanting this to be an illusion of her mourning mind. lucia softly
smiled, she placed her extended hand onto amity's cold cheeks making her jolt at the sudden rush of
warmth on her right cheek. tears started to well up in her eyes as she missed this feeling, she leaned
into the touch with her holding in the sobs.

"do you trust me, my love?" lucia asked once more. amity grabbed the hand off her cheek and
tightly gripped it with both hands, she slowly nodded as she replied a simple

"yes."

lucia lead them into the makeshift portal, helped amity get through. she looked over her shoulder
and the portal closed behind her, "where are we?" she asked.

then she felt lucia let go of her hand as she watched her go towards the side where no moonlight is
shining on with her head lowered. her body going in a vulnerable position. "your garden." lucia
replied.

"lucia, i thought you died. boscha said you were mauled by something. where were you all this
time?" amity asked as she stepped closer only for lucia to back up more into the darkness. this
made her confused with a small sting in her chest but she pushed it down.

taking a deep breath in, lucia knows she can't keep this charade going. "i must confess, amity. i
cannot keep this from you any longer." she started

"i am not a townsfolk from sussex because it doesn't exist. there's no britain to begin with." lucia
said, she made everything up for a delusion of a background. she always found it easy to lie but to
this woman? she doesn't know why it's suddenly difficult.

"what's britain?" amity asked as she tilted her head.



lucia shook her head, "nothing. the point is..." she closed her eyes as she goes into her original
form. flames bursts out of her body for a moment before dying down. amity watched the noceda's
frame grow bigger in the darkness and lucia stepped into the light to reveal her true hideousness.

lucia has her head lowered in shame, she can't even look at amity in the eyes as she knows there's
disappointment and dread in her face but in reality, amity just stood there. shell shocked but not
exactly terrified.

"i'm sorry i kept this from you. i'm not here to manipulate you into doing something bad. i was
supposed to carry out a mission till i saw you." lucia started to explain her motives of her sudden
arrival in the isles as amity listens.

"i fell for you amity. instead of doing the reason why i'm here in the first place, i stuck round with
you until boscha and her lankies ambushed me-" lucia continued but was halted when amity
frowned as she heard one particular word.

"ambushed you?"

lucia nodded "aye. i suppose, they held a grudge on me. i don't know what." she replied with a
shrug before resuming "i was sent back to hell to receive my awaiting punishment. i'm sorry you
had to grieve for an infernal being." amity looked at lucia's demon form up and down, noticing the
marks on her wrists, neck and stomach leading to her chest. that explains it along with the scar.

it fumes her that someone would hurt her lover.

"infernal being? what are you saying? you're still the woman i love, lucia! no matter what form you
take, demon or not, i will still love you!" amity said, standing firm on her words and this took lucia
aback. her ears flattened, deeply frowning with a low growl emitting from her throat.

"why?! can't you see i'm not capable of good?! i am not an angel nor human, amity! so why aren't
you running away in terror?!" lucia got down in all fours as she lets out a earth shaking roar to
prove her point. she is no saint, no one would fall for a demon as horrendous as her. no one should.

amity squeezed her eyes tight as the roar made her ears but it was quick to disappear. she slowly
opened her eyes to see the demon softly panting as she stared back at her, those red eyes still gave
her comfort even if the sockets belongs to someone who doesn't mirror that comfort.

amity approached lucia, cupped her cheeks which made the demon freeze as she looked up to the
human's eyes. she's not afraid. amity softly caressed lucia's cheeks, making it impossible for her not
to lean into the touch like a kitten as she slowly closed her eyes.

"what have they done to you." amity muttered as her thumb slowly traced the scar then she hugged
lucia's head since she's too big for her arms to wrap around her.

"you don't know just how much i had prayed for your return one day and it finally came true. i will
not run from you, lucia when you're the one i'll only love." amity said, she kissed the side of lucia's
head as she buried her face in her locks that still has the same smell she grew fond of. unlocking the
treasured away memories when she tried to forget but failed miserably.

lucia simply cannot believe that a human would love somebody like her especially when she
showed what she really is. she doesn't understand why. just why would amity love her though no
answer came to mind but this touch alone simply made her weak.



"i love you." lucia whispered as she slowly pulled back, her hand gently grasping amity's waist to
help her to climb on top of her and rest her head against her broad chest. amity looked up to lucia
with a smile on her face that broke her cold exterior "i love you too." she said it back.

amity leaned up for a kiss, it felt like it's their first again after being separated for so long. lucia
lifted amity up as she tilted her head to deepen the kiss, it melted both of them with a tidal wave of
passion and love crashing into the shores.

the demon slowly leaned back to lay onto the ground without breaking the kiss. amity ran out of air
making her slowly withdraw, she stared deep into lucia's eyes as she feels the warmth engulfing her
body along with her emotions finally getting to seeing the light again that she once locked away.

lucia is the only one who can make her feel this way and amity is the only human who can make
her weak.

the two lovers cuddled onto each other, wanting to fill the days they missed holding each other as
amity touches the marks on lucia's body while she stared up into the sky, seeing the moon come
closer to it's peak as she slowly rubs amity's back, careful not to break anything.

"lucia." amity softly called and lucia hummed in reply.

"i want you to make me yours." amity said, lucia chuckled a little as she replied "but you already
are."

amity shook her head as she looked at lucia who shifted her eyes down to her lover "no, i meant
take me as your bride. i want us to be together, lucia and you're the only one i want." amity
elaborated, lucia's eyes slightly widened but she smiled and nodded.

"with pleasure."

she has been waiting for this. finally, she can ravish the woman she loves.

lucia gently placed amity down to the ground instead, going in between her legs as she gripped the
dress, contemplating if she should be meticulous about removing it or-

"rip it. i don't care." amity ordered lucia chuckled to herself, swiftly tore off the dress and discarded
it to the side. she sighed at the sight of the queen's beautiful body, her hands smoothly running
along amity's waist and stopped right in breasts for her to grope.

amity quietly whimpered as she watched her breasts getting kneaded, tilting her head to the side for
lucia to start placing soft, heated kissed on her neck as her hands gripped onto the horns. rubbing it,
admiring the structure of it as small fires independently pops out for a moment while lucia's lips
travels down to her chest.

"you're so beautiful, mi amor." lucia whispers, she took one of the nipples in her mouth to start
sucking. amity lowly moaned, her chest arching slightly as she continued to rub lucia's horns. she
glanced down for a moment to see lucia's humongous cock twitching, excited as precum oozed out
of it's tip while her tail wrapped around her leg.

amity's cheeks turned bright red at the sight of it. "lucia.." lucia pulled away with a pop, she leaned
up to give the blight another kiss with her long tongue slipping inside her mouth now. invading
every crevice as amity lowly groaned in the kiss with her arms wrapped loosely around her neck.



lucia's cock slowly rubbed itself on amity's wet pussy, preparing her as she dug her claws into the
ground. when she saw amity is running out of air, they slowly pulled away with their eyes meeting
once again as they feel each other's hot breaths. "you're amazing." amity muttered.

lucia leaned back a little and looked down to see just how truly small the human is, she has to be
careful. "are you ready?" lucia asked as she aligned herself in amity's womanhood, looking at her
expressions.

amity nodded and gripped onto lucia's wrist "always has been."

slowly nodding, lucia started to slowly push her cock inside amity, keeping watch of the noises she
makes. she growled at the feeling of her tight pussy, she just wants to shove it all but she held
herself and kept it in a slow manner for amity.

self control! self control, noceda!

amity hisses as her pussy is slowly getting stretched, taking every portion of her demon lover's
girth. she can see a tent on her stomach getting bigger the more goes inside. she squeezed her eyes
shut with small tears prickling the corners of her eyes.

"shh, it's okay, baby. just calm down. just a little more and everything will be okay." lucia
reassured, she stopped her insertion for a moment as she kissed amity's cheeks, pulled her hands
out of her ground to embrace her.

amity lets out shaky sighs as she held onto lucia, it's painful but she can feel the pleasure just
waiting right in the corner of her. she soon calmed down in the hug and gave an affirming nod for
lucia to continue.

when everything is inside, amity whimpered as she couldn't believe she was able to take this much
dick and it belonged to a demon even.

power of love, she guessed.

"you alright?" lucia asked, amity slowly nodded as she nuzzled in her neck "yes.. just give me a
moment."

lucia waited out the time amity needs to adjust to her bulk. when a green light was given, lucia
placed amity back down to the ground and planted her hands as she hovered above her, wanting to
see the mess amity will become.

the noceda goes in a mellow pace, listening to amity's shaky moans slowly turn into clearer ones.
lucia lowly grunts and groans with her eyes fluttering shut as she lets herself enjoy the tightness
while not loosing herself. yet.

that aged like milk as the moon finally reached it's peak and the blue seeped into it, engulfing the
entire moon as the land below shined with a blue color. lucia grunted as she can feel the moon
taking effect on her which made amity worried.

"lucia? lucia, what's wrong?" amity asked as she cupped lucia's face, seeing her upper lip curl into a
snarl and small patches of flames that became blue started appearing around her body but it's not
hurting amity.



"n- nothing... the moon is.. aahh!" lucia groaned, she clawed the ground as her breathing turned
labored and her cock throbbing inside. amity still doesn't know what's happening to her lover, is she
in pain or what?

"it's amplifying my.. and i don't want to hurt you.." amity took a full 10 seconds to figure out what
lucia meant by that and her face soften. she pulled lucia down towards her face and whispered
"then, do it."

lucia shook her head as she really doesn't want to risk breaking amity. their shear difference is
dangerous but the young blight persisted.

"faster lucia. please i want you to go harder!" amity slammed her lips against lucia. the demon
kissed back, she's still conflicted on to follow her beastly instincts or her morals, if she even has
one to spare.

fuck it.

as they pulled away, a growl vibrated in lucia's throat and slowly leaned down to whisper in her ear.
"you asked for this." then, lucia's hips started slamming into amity's with her cock driving deep into
her pussy making her scream in ecstasy.

"oh fuck! lucia!!" amity's body bounces rapidly from each thrust the demon makes, her tits jiggling
and mind going haywire. the blight's eyes threatening to roll back with her mouth fully agar as
drool slowly rolled down the side. waves of pleasure overrides her body, her gripped onto lucia's
wrists as she looked up to see her face.

lucia has her tongue out, more flames appeared on her body. she lets her body take full charge in
fucking her lover, she loves just how tight she is along with her wondrous moans filling her ears. an
image of amity's lithe stomach be round, baring their hybrid children made lucia smirk as she
licked her lips making some drool drop onto amity's body. she didn't seem to care.

"you said you want to be my bride?" lucia asked as she leaned down to lick amity's body making
her shudder at the sensation of her hot tongue before stopping right on her neck.

"m- more than anything!" amity replied to the demon's please.

"good girl." lucia plunged her cock deeper making the queen wail, beg for the demon to pound her
senselessly as her moans filled the night and the townspeople of the isles were supposed to be
asleep till they heard the moans which they mistook of someone getting butchered somewhere.

oh, amity is getting butchered alright.

"oh... aahh yes! lucia, i love you so much! fuck me more- aaahh!!" amity moaned, she is woman
with class and sophistication. lucia cackled as she sees her break down into a sex addict for a
demon's cock, she'll never get tired of the lewd faces amity makes as her moans are a treat.

"you'll never get this from anyone, ami and i'll make sure that you're truly mine." then, lucia sank
her teeth deep into amity's neck without severing a nerve as she marked her as her mate and bride.
amity moaned in both pain and pleasure, she gripped onto her lover's shoulder as she whined at the
feeling of something going into her body, giving her a warm sensation but it was quick to
disappear.



lucia's venom seeped into amity's veins, contaminating her blood and innocence as she now
belongs to lucia. no being will be able to touch her now as she's mated with a powerful demon, the
duke of all sorts. lucia hummed as she tasted amity's sweet blood before pulling away.

"your blood tastes marvellous, ami." lucia whispers as she licked the mark and leaned back once
more to see the look on amity's face. her body has turned completely submissive to her as her eyes
are filled of lust and love. to think that a human would be able to take this fat dick in her mortal
pussy, it's astonishing.

then, amity started to feel a twist getting harder to ignore in her stomach. her body writhe under
lucia as she knows what it means. "lucia.. lucia i'm close!!" she cried out, she reached for the
demon's horns again and roughly pulled her down for a deep kiss.

amity held onto the horns as her legs raised itself to cling around lucia's waist. when lucia slams
deep into her womb one last time, amity screamed in the kiss but was muffled. her eyes rolled back
when she felt lucia pop inside her with her tongue swirling inside her wet cavern.

when they pulled away, the blight sighed blissfully as her stomach got inflated by cum with it
mixing with hers, fermenting her. some slowly leaked out into the grass as it was too much but
amity didn't care, she belongs to lucia now.

they fucked under the blue moonlight, what could be more romantic than that.

lucia sighed deeply, she slowly pulled out of amity and bit her lip as she spreads amity's legs to
watch their cums ooze out of her well used pussy. her cock is still very much awake as the event is
not over, it's far from over and amity can see that.

amity slowly sat up and crawled her way towards lucia to grab her cock, her tongue cleaning the tip
first as she stroked her making the demon hum. "we still have a few hours before dawn. why don't
we take this to the bedroom?" she said as she kissed the tip and took it in her mouth for her tongue
to toy with.

lucia darkly chuckled, she grabbed a handful of amity's hair to make her look at her "oh, is my
queen still not tired? does she want to be used more by a demon?" she cooed.

"i don't see you tiring out." amity replied as she bit her lip. lucia smirked, she flew them off the
garden and to amity's bedroom, basically ramming through the wall. placed the queen, stomach flat,
on the edge of the bed.

"let's see who's the first to tap out." lucia shoved her cock back inside amity's pussy making her
moan loudly as she gripped onto the bed sheets. a quivering smile etched on lip as she felt lucia
started to fuck her once more.

-----

"who is that with the queen?"

"is she hurt? what's on her neck?"

"is that lucia?"



the two lovers walked down the town in the afternoon as they woke up rather late after an eventful
night of fucking. lucia watched as the many shocked and confused eyes landed on them, she
internally snickered.

she has her arm draped on amity's shoulder with her tail coiled around her thigh, not trying to hide
it to the masses. lucia also saw some people were clamoring in front of the runes she placed
yesterday that is now glowing and some people are missing.

wonder why.

"do you see the people whom ambushed you?" amity whispered to her future wife and king of the
kingdom as she eyed the many townspeople around them. she loves her kingdom but she will not
tolerate those who decided to hurt her lover.

lucia shook her head "no need for that, love. i already handled it. i just have one soul left to
collect." she replied as she placed an endearing kiss on amity's cheek.

speak of the devil, lucia saw in the corner of her eye boscha storming up to them with a not so
favorable look on her face. wondering and furious as to why the woman she thought was no more
suddenly came back with the queen close to her arms.

"it's good to see you again, noceda." boscha bitterly greeted as she followed them to the side. lucia
only gave a single glance in the corner of her eye before ultimately ignoring the havenstar who lets
out an offended scoff but didn't back down.

"i guess you returned to finish our duel, eh? come on! let's settle this once and for all!" boscha
challenged with her fists raised as she prepares to block whatever punches lucia throws at her but
what she didn't anticipate was a bladed tail pierce through her stomach.

"bet you didn't see that one coming." lucia sneered as she drove her tail deep and burst right
through the havenstar, blood coming out of her mouth as she started breathing heavily. the demon's
tail pulled out only for it to strike right into the sinner's heart, her lavender eyes turning grey as it
was quick to become devoid of life.

the people were horrified at the display but lucia wants more. she withdrew her blood drenched tail
and leaned in to whisper "let's give them a show, shall we?" amity instantly knew what her lover
meant, she turned timid as she bit her lip and she happily nodded her head.

lucia shifted into her demon form making some mortals fall to the ground at the suddenly
appearance of the demon. she tore amity's clothing off and bent her over in an empty wagon,
spreading her legs as she plunged her cock deep into her pussy once again making the queen
scream in pure euphoria.

"aahh! aaahh yes! fuck me, lucia! haa.. aah!" amity moaned shamelessly in front of her people, her
concerns were washed away by the pleasure as the demon rammed into her good. lucia gripped
onto the queen's waist, careful not to break but her pussy as she rolled her head back to let out a
pleasured roar.

the people were mortified at the sight of their queen getting bred by a demon of all creatures. some
were trembling violently, some were crying and others already passed out as this was too much but
the lovers simply didn't care as they're too engrossed into this sinful pleasure. no guilt was seen.



they're lost in their own world of sins.

Chapter End Notes

hey

what's up? how's your day? feel good today? that's great to hear! just a quick check up from
good ol' harpy here, dropping by to see if everyone is still alive after this..

salacious behemoth.

haha, why am i still alive

as you can see, this is gonna be the last chapter i will be posting here but not forever. i've
decided i should take a rest after a nonstop working of these stories, ive been passing out for
some days and i won't hide the fact that my performances has been downgrading as i continue.

so, don't worry about your request never getting to see the light of day because i will still take
request while hiatus. i don't know when will i return but rest assured, i'll come back healthy
than what i am now.

anyways, the reason why i brought you all here is to bombard me with questions!

 

a Q&A portion!!!

 

a little pit stop to rest, get a snack in the middle of this rather peculiar road trip before hitting
the gas again if you know what i mean haha jesus fucking christ..

i know you have some questions you want me to answer so go ahead! spam the comment
sections!!

i'll be waiting :)



Come Back My Love

Chapter Summary

continuation of 'best job ever'
part 1 in chapter 299

Chapter Notes

hey

for the past weeks, amelia loved what happened that night and so did luz but they've been fairly
distant with each other. luz just thinks amelia was giving her some space since that night was
uncalled for.

amelia has been less bratty to the knight, there's no reason for her to be uptight to luz when she
gave her the needed discipline. though, the throbbing sensation in her chest continued to grow
everyday whenever she saw luz merely walking down the hallway, giving a simple wave of hello.

both of them wanted there to be more to it but neither could have that when alador and odalia came
home as they received a letter regarding their return.

luz and amelia stood before the front doors, waiting to hear the blights parents' carriage pulling up
in the front. they kept exchanging glances while their bodies were stiff, they have alot on one
another's minds but couldn't exactly disclose it.

luz wants to give amelia one last kiss before they depart, she knows that's not gonna happen when
they didn't have sex after their first. she doesn't know if she did something wrong or if amelia was
still holding a grudge on her bloodline, she just doesn't know.

amelia looked in the corner of her eyes, seeing luz's slightly tired face with her posture awfully
stiff. she sighed silently and returned her gaze to the door. "i'm going to miss your annoying
company." she said, figuring they have a small conversation before they never see each other again.

luz fully turned her head at amelia, surprised that she's actually talking to her after weeks of
nothing. "you will?" she asked as she started to feel a surge of giddiness swelling inside, now that
she knows amelia doesn't hate her now.

the blight huffed with a rosy tint on her face, she turned her head to rhe side for luz not to see it.
"don't get your hopes up, noceda. i still hate you." she sneered but it only came out sort of
endearing, not threatening at all and it made luz smile as she looked back to the door.

"sure you do." amelia softly smiled before scoffing to hide it.



then, they both heard a neigh of multiple horses on the other side of the door. they straightened up
and waited for the doors to open to reveal alador and odalia with their usual smug face on. they
both looked at the noceda and their daughter as if trying to find anything out of the ordinary along
with their manor.

"how were your days here, sir noceda?" alador asked, there's visible eye bags that always made luz
wonder what's up with that and has this man ever slept correctly.

"good, lord blight. amelia has been.." luz replied but her eyes glanced at amelia in the corner of her
eye for a moment before looking back at alador, waiting for a complete answer.

"friendly to me and was happy to be in my company." luz told half truths but it's better than 'i
fucked your daughter to relearn manners.' as she can feel the sheathed sword attached on lord
blight's belt, ready to chop her head off if she made one mistake regarding amelia.

"oh that's splendid to hear. well, here is your payment for your diligence in taking care of the manor
and our daughter." odalia snapped her finger to make the servant rush pass them, struggling a little
and hand luz a big bag filled of gold. when it was passed to her, luz wheezed and almost fell to the
ground as she underestimated how heavy gold is but she managed.

luz carried the bag properly to make it easier for her, she flashed a wavering smile from the
heaviness and the heaviness of her heart having to leave amelia but it's part of the deal.

she didn't expect to be attached to someone she initially disliked.

"thank you lord and lady blight." luz started walking towards the open doors, going past the blights.
as she's out of the manor, she looks over her shoulder to see amelia one last time who's holding
herself from acting up in front of her parents. all she can do now is watch her go.

"bye amelia." luz waved at the blight before the doors were closed. she stared at the doors for a few
seconds and sighed, walking down the small steps of the manor to see her horse waiting for her.

luz placed the reward in the side bags on the saddle, the horse lets out a small complaint from the
heaviness but it was left ignored as luz pulled herself up to the saddle and gripped the reins. feeling
forlorn.

she looked at the blight manor for the last time before whipping the rein. "let's go home, boy."

amelia sucked in a deep breath as she convinced herself she and luz will meet again some other day
though she couldn't help but feel a sense of sadness within her. the cold filling the manor's hallways
after luz was gone.

but she sucked it up and walked back to her room as her mind kept trailing back the loveable
knight.

------

the next day came, amelia still stayed in her room as she didn't want to talk to anyone, especially
that her parents are back along with the twins who went on their own expedition of trouble.

amelia sat on the edge of her bed, holding a clean tunic that luz wore but left since she stole it,
figuring she'd have a memento of the noceda. not like she's dead or anything, she just misses her.



she slowly drew it closer to her before she knew it, she started hugging the clothing like it's actually
luz she's holding. amelia lifted the tunic up to her face, burying her nose in the cloth as she inhaled
the knight's sweet scent embedded in it before opening her eyes.

amelia started thinking back to that night that made her cheeks swell in red with her legs pressing
together as she started to get turned on by the mere memory. then, she realised something.

luz didn't pull out that night.

amelia created a quick spell, a beam of light scanned her stomach for a few seconds before
disappearing and another appeared right in her hand. displaying the slowly pulsing orb like thing,
it's faint and hard to see. she needs to figure it out.

"i can't believe i have to do this." amelia muttered to herself as she pinched the bridge of her nose.
she usually doesn't ask for help from her siblings and their relationship isn't so ideal but they're just
trying to get by under their parents.

"emira! come here for a second!" amelia called out and almost instantly, the twins poofed into her
room with blue dust flowing around their wake. the eldest blight was glad that they didn't need
convincing to come here but grimaced when edric came along.

"i didn't call you." amelia said.

"hey, i'm glued to my sister. you can't separate us." edric replied as he crossed his arms while kept
looking at his twin, silently asking to back him up but emira only rolled her eyes.

"i wish i can but anyways, do you need something?" emira asked, moving on as she approached her
sister and ignoring edric's pout behind her.

"yes, i don't exactly know how to.." amelia didn't finish her sentence since there's a man here, she
just pointed at her stomach and hoped that emira would get it. she watched emira struggle to figure
it out for a few moments, thinking it's amelia's time of the month till a light bulb popped over her
head.

"oh! you called just the right witch, sister! ed, turn around." emira ordered and walked over to
amelia, kneeling down before her as she made a spell circle in front of her sister's belly.

"aye!" edric swiftly turned around and didn't dare to look over his shoulder.

there was a few seconds of silence with emira humming, as if searching for something until she lets
out a happy and surprised gasp which caught her two siblings off guard.

amelia watched emira spring up to her feet and started shaking her hand which only left the eldest
blight confused at this 'celebration' of something she isn't aware of. "oh my goodness!
congratulations, ames!" emira said with a big smile.

"...for what?" amelia asked, baffled.

"you're pregnant! a baby is forming inside you but how did you get it though?" emira thought out
loud as she dropped amelia's hand, tapping her chin to think of who could've possibly made
someone so feral and always ready to kill, witch like amelia.

who tamed amelia blight?



"must it be the knight? what happened to both of you? did she take advantage of you?" edric
bombard amelia with so many questions without turning around.

"you can look now, ed." and so edric did.

amelia shook her head as she dearly enjoyed that night and hoped it would happen again, only for
them to separate ways. "no, she didn't. it's more like i was the one who took advantage till it..
backfired." she explained with her cheeks tinting red, remembering the moment the tables were
switched and luz lets out her full display of power.

amelia shook her head, getting her mind out of the gutter and stood up as she placed the tunic down
on her bed. "still, i need to inform luz of this. do you know where she is?" she asked, looking at
emira for answers. whenever you need anything, the blight twins always provide, with a price.

but since this is amelia we're talking about. it's in the house.

"sorry but no one in the capital knows much where luz lives. it's like she appears and reappears out
of nowhere." edric was the first to answer. he and emira do see luz sometimes in the plaza, walking
about and just one look to the other direction, she's gone like a ghost.

luz was hard to come by just like lucia before. always on a mission.

then, emira snapped her finger as she remembered a detail she got a few weeks ago. "but we did get
a small intel of her going to a tavern or pub. we just don't know which one." she said with a shrug.
though both lead to a dead end but it's better than having no lead at all in finding luz.

amelia nodded, she grabbed her cloak off the chair sitting in front of the mirror and swung it over
her. "that's enough for me. don't tell mother i'm out looking for luz or else." she narrowed her eyes
at the twins, giving them a warning if they decide to rat out. edric and emira gulped as they crossed
their hearts, promising not to tell anyone before they watched amelia leave.

off to find her lover.

it took her two weeks just to get to the last pub as she scoured the entire main capital and it's every
pub and taverns it has. she doesn't wanna go out to check the outer walls as it'll drive her insane.

the last pub was the furthest of all, it's far from everyone's view and should be left for dead by now,
rotting away but it's prospering as amelia saw alot of people going in and out of it.

taking a deep breath in as she approached the establishment, hoping that is the one where luz is
staying at and if not. she doesn't know what she's gonna do now.

the moment she opened the door, the scent of strong beer wafted through the air and made the
blight cringe from it but she sucked it all up and made a stoic face. making her way through the
filled tables of drunkards singing along a shanty till she got to the counter that has a few people on
it with a bone head demon looking door in an apron wiping some clean tankards.

"hey demon dog, is luz noceda here?" amelia asked as she doesn't have the patience for small talks.

the demon dog looked up from what he's doing with a raised brow "who's asking?" he asked as he
slowly placed a tankard down, his eyes narrowing at the blight who's completely unfazed at the
gesture.



"amelia blight. i have urgent news to tell her. now, i'm asking again and this time you're going to
tell me where is my- luz noceda." amelia faltered on the end back there but she quickly picked
herself up to make it clear that she doesn't have time for bullshit when she spent two weeks finding
one person only to be stalled by a demon that has the voice of a squeak toy.

king felt a great unnerving feeling towards the blight as he stared at her glare, the more menacing
she gets. he watched her nails dig into the counter, creating a mark with a growl lowly emitting
from her. he's not getting paid enough for this.

"eda! there's a feral lady in the corner looking for luz!" king called, not wanting to deal with the
crazy lady anymore.

"tell her she's out in a war! kid's going for the leagues!" eda said behind the curtain, king wanted
her to get out and take this instead of him but he was left with no choice as eda didn't come out.
clearly busy.

amelia frowned upon hearing that one word. "war? what war?!" she slammed her hands onto the
counter that made a loud rattle, this made some people glance at their way. curious as to what's
happening and king needs to calm amelia down before she makes a scene.

"beotians! our mortal enemies! she's been talking nonstop about defeating them once and for all the
moment she gets drafted into the infantry! i guess today's the day." king gave as much information
as he could since that's all he knew. luz left before sunrise and didn't give a proper goodbye to her
family but did leave a note by her bed.

amelia's eyes widened slightly at the news, her hands slowly slipped down the counter with her
head lowering. feeling dejected all of the sudden as she never got to tell luz before she left.

"no.. i didn't get to tell her.." she muttered to herself but king heard it.

"tell her what?" king asked as he tilted his head but she shook her head.

"nothing. thanks for the information." amelia tossed a few gold coins towards king who swiftly
caught it but almost fell he caught the last one. he watched the blight get further away from the
counter and left the pub without a word. a little bewildered as to why a blight like her would be
searching for luz.

amelia was hesitant in sending a letter to luz, thinking she doesn't reciprocate the feelings she's
harboring but now.

she'll never get to see her again.

king huffed and shrugged, "odd but at least she paid." he placed the gold in his pockets and
resumed his work.

 

the sky is dark with a storm approaching. the clanking of armor is heard along with the gallops of
various horses on the undergrowth. flocks upon flocks of crows nested on the further leafless trees,
awaiting for their dinner.



"today is the day we have been training for! we've dedicated all of our blood, sweat and tears just to
get here. we need to remember that we do this for our family! your friends and lovers! you want to
return to them, don't you?!"

"yeah!!!"

with the knights clamoring with their fists raised in the air like their spirits and adrenaline. the
sound of the blowing of a nordic horn cuts off their small peptalk and looks into the horizon to see
an infantry of men coming into view with the flag of beotians waving in the air. then, there was
silence.

a moment of silence to pray to whoever is above and remember their loved ones before the flag of
the boiling isles was raised into the air and waved with pride.

"charge!!"

as the thunderous roars of the thousand men running down the hill with their steeds and into the
gory battle led by two formidable leaders. the flags of their kingdom waved in the violent winds.

then, two swords clashed. letting sparks fly under the pouring rain with screams filling the air.

 

the screams of a laboring mother echoed throughout the manor halls with the lightning thundering
across the dark midnight sky. only the light from the torches and candles provided enough to see
her.

amelia laid on her bed, gripping edric's hands who was writhing from how hard his sister held him
but he's there for support as the bed posts were already broken from the sheer force of amelia.

emira and the sent-in healer tried their damnedest to get the baby out with amelia pushing as hard
as she could. hot tears streamed down the sides of her face with her heartbeat and breathing became
erratic as the pain was unbearable. only screams came out of her throat and sobs as her mind kept
praying her child to come out safely.

and luz to come back to her.

"i can see the head! just one more, amelia! you can do this!" emira encouraged as sweat trickled
down her face, her gloved hands covered in blood but she didn't give a damn. her only objective is
to get this baby out safely with amelia alive in the end.

it took a while for the head to finally pop out and amelia dropped edric's hand as she's free from the
torturous pain. not minding edric falling to the floor, gripping his hands as he rubs them while
sobbing in pain.

breathing heavily, amelia's body felt weak with her vision phasing in and out of clear to blurry. her
nightdress was completely drenched in sweat and the many light sources didn't help as everywhere
she looked, it blinded her.

then, the sound of a newborn crying was heard after it took it's first breath in the world.
"congratulations, miss blight. it's a girl." the healer said after they cleaned up the baby, wrapped her
in a purple blanket and carefully handed her to emira.



"let me see her.." amelia whispers, her voice coarse. emira walked over to her bedside, knelt down
to gently place her crying niece in amelia's arms. the baby soon stopped crying as her mother
started softly humming a lullaby she once loved. now she's singing it to her daughter.

amelia stared down at her newborn, she's so small in her arms and her baby hairs are curled with
her nose resembling amelia. her skin tone is darker than the blight's but lighter than luz's. no matter,
the moment she opens her eyes, it'll be clear that she is amelia blight and luz noceda's firstborn.

amelia held her daughter close, not wanting to lose her as she clung on to the idea of luz is still out
there. fighting for the greater good but she does wish she stayed to be here and meet their daughter.

there were no letters that's written by luz or from the knighthood regarding her. the knighthood
always sends condolences to the family or anyone close to the knight telling them that the knight
has fallen in battle.

amelia could only hope she's still alive.

"come back, my love."

 

two years later.

it's a good saturday morning, the sun is high in the sky accompanied by little to no clouds and no
signs of any storms coming was seen in sight. the vendors have their stalls all set up and ready for
the new sales for today.

it's been a year since the infantry of the boiling isles, claiming their victory in the battlefield with
the beotians finally defeated and have no chance of regaining their once powerful empire. though, it
wasn't truly a victory as luz wasn't amongst the ones who came home.

the dead bodies of the knights were also brought home for the family to decide on what to do with
them along with the ones on the brink of seeing the light. luz wasn't in either.

the captain said they lost luz amidst the final battle and she was never to be seen again. no body, no
trace, no lead.

nothing.

a 2 year old little girl gripped on her mother's arm with a basket on the other. she walked along the
marketplace, buying the needed items from the list.

"mama." piper, amelia and luz's daughter softly tugged on amelia's shirt as she suckled on her small
hand. amelia hummed in reply, paying a few gold coins to the vendor after buying the vegetables.

piper made a wanting noise as she stuck her drool covered hand to point at one of the stalls that
caught her eye. amelia turned her head to look at it and saw the eye catching red apples she always
bought for piper. she must've easily recognised it.

"do you want apples?" amelia asked with a soft smile and piper nodded "aye.. apples." she muttered
as she eyed the stall, practically drooling from the want of apples.



amelia softly chuckled, she decided to get some apples since they're out of stock anyways and
started heading for the stall. greeted by a kind woman "good morning, lady blight. what can i do for
you today?" she asked.

"i'll take a bag of apples, please." amelia said as she started taking out some gold coins to pay while
the woman filled the bag with luxurious looking apples. piper was tiptoeing to see the many apples
getting in the bag, slightly jumping in place as excitement filled her.

"mama!" piper pointed at the apples, barely containing her enthusiasm.

"yes, love. you'll get them, just wait." amelia patted her daughter's head as she watched her jumping
in eagerness and the vendor finally filled the bag with the fruit. piper opened her arms for the
vendor to hand it to her and almost almost her balance when she got it.

"careful." amelia helped piper to stand straight and carry the bag properly. "i got it." she said as she
poked her head out from the side to see her mother.

"thank you so much." amelia handed the money to the vendor, she motioned for piper to follow her
as they're gonna head back home now that their shopping's done.

piper trotted next to her mother, holding her precious apples close to her and both of them was able
to head back to the manor until someone yelled:

"someone's at the gates!"

amelia looked over her shoulder to see who it could be as the sound of the gates of the inner walls
opened in a loud clunk that was followed by a horse galloping rounding a corner and stopped right
on the other end of the marketplace.

the blight narrowed her eyes at the rider hopping off their black steed and grabbed the reins to start
walking with their horse in tow. the rider wore a plain white tunic with pants filled with patches
along and their arms covered with bandages.

everyone started whispering to themselves, asking who this person was. "who's that?"

"wait could it be?"

"no way!!"

"mama, who's that?" piper asked as she watched the person get closer. close enough for amelia to
see multiple scars on their face. one under the jaw, second across the bridge of the nose and third
along the right eye.

the eyes. those hazel eyes that amelia once fell for and the soft face she loved to touch were now
filled with scars though it doesn't subtract the appeal of luz noceda.

she finally returned.

she looks like a scavenger but she finally returned to the boiling isles.

"you.." amelia whispered under her breath, her hand motioned for piper to stay where she was and
she started to approach luz. she's in disbelief that she's here after two years of nothing but
speculations of where she could be.



luz stopped in her tracks as she saw the blight. her eyes widened with a gasp escaping her lips,
amelia has grown more beautiful than she remembered and it made her heart leap in joy by seeing
her again.

"hey, amelia." luz greeted with a smile, she dropped her horse's reins and walked towards amelia
with her arms open for a hug but stopped as she saw a forming frown on her face. flaring up which
isn't always a good sign.

"you little shit!" amelia roared and charged at the noceda who immediately covered her privates as
she got trauma of her kicking her balls without reason.

"please not the crotch!"

amelia stopped in front of luz and started punching, kicking her as tears, happy tears started to brim
from her eyes till she couldn't contain it anymore.

"what makes you think coming back without a word was alright?! you made me worry about you
every night and day then you came out of nowhere?!" amelia exclaimed with sobbing, she's angry
and relieved that luz came back in one piece. angry is just a force of nature from her but still.

luz caught both of amelia's hands, held them firmly without hurting her. "i- isn't that a blessing?"
she asked in a joking tone which isn't a good move as amelia raised her knee to hit luz's crotch but
she swiftly moved out of the way and didn't let her go.

"where the hell were you?!" amelia snatched her arms away and stared deep into the noceda's eyes,
glaring but it faltered from the beginning as more tears kept rolling down her face.

"okay okay, calm down! i was thrown off the cliff by the fjord and woke up in a village called
klojron. they aid me back to health and gave me a map to return to the isles." luz explained the
summary of it as if she told the whole thing, they'd be here all day.

this seemed to work on calming the dragon down as amelia sighed shakily with her head lowering,
wiping her tears even though it kept coming back.

luz got close to amelia, softly holding her hands once again and placed a soft kiss on her knuckles.
"i'm sorry i took so long and.. didn't even send a letter." she muttered only amelia could hear. she
didn't send a letter because she thought the blight didn't feel the same as she did that night but she
was wrong.

amelia sniffled as she looked up at the noceda's shining hazel hues dawning down on her golden
ones. "i missed you.." she whispered with the space between them slowly disappearing.

"i missed you too." luz replied. then, amelia grabbed her collar to pull her in a sweet, hungry,
yearning kiss that they longed for two years and finally got it. luz didn't hesitate to kiss back as she
cupped amelia's cheeks with her own tears now streaming down her face.

she forgot how good this felt. they both did.

as air became a problem, they pulled away with their eyes glued to one another before luz pulled
amelia into a tight hug, engulfing her warmth that she craved every single cold night. the memory
of amelia kept her going for months of tiresome travel.



she's finally able to sleep with comfort now.

"i want you to meet someone." amelia said as they pulled away, her hands on luz's shoulders with a
smile on her face. luz slightly frowned as the first thing she thought was amelia had another.

but, as amelia turned to the side for luz to see someone holding a bag full of apples, luz was a little
confused. "what's with the apples?" she asked.

"someone's been craving them. say hi to your mami, sweetheart." amelia called.

luz's eyes widened, she turned her head to look at amelia if she's bluffing but there's no trace of it.
she looked back at the person who was once holding the apples and now placed it to the side to
reveal a small little girl with brown curly hair, golden eyes like amelia, her face is symmetrical like
luz.

"this is piper, our firstborn." amelia introduced their daughter that luz didn't know existed. she
watched little piper go towards amelia and quickly hid behind her as she doesn't know who luz is
yet.

"you were pregnant?!" luz exclaimed but her voice lowered as she didn't want to scare piper. "you
didn't exactly pull out that night." amelia whispered back and luz opened her mouth to say
something else but she did vividly remember that. she didn't pull out 7 or 6 times, no doubt that
amelia got knocked up by her.

"oh.."

luz returned her gaze back down at piper, noticing that she's staring at her, probably curious to
know who luz is but is timid towards a stranger. the noceda knelt down to meet her daughter at eye
level and flashed a soft smile. "hi piper. it's me, your mami. i'm sorry it took two years for you to
finally see me. i've been traveling for a while to get back to you and your mother." luz greeted and
explained for a child like her to understand.

"mami?" piper muttered in a questioning tone as she slowly got out of her hiding place.

luz nodded, "yeah. oh, i got you something from my travels." she stood up and quickly started to
rummage through the saddle's pouch to find something before returning back to piper.

luz showed her a small wooden owl, piper's interest was piqued when she saw it. "i carved it myself
and it helps me not to feel alone. you can have it." luz handed the carved owl to piper who slowly
grabbed it with her little hands, turning it around slowly as if to examine it before giggling. the
happy noises from her daughter made luz smile even more and amelia was delighted to see luz and
piper going along well.

"mami!" then piper rushed up to luz and gave her one big hug. the noceda was pleasantly surprised,
she chuckled and happily returned the hug. holding her tight but not tight enough to hurt piper
before withdrawing.

luz stood up again with her hand gripped by piper as she held her new friend close to her. then, she
remembered something.

"let's go to the owl house and celebrate!" luz declared as she looked at both mother and daughter.
she helped amelia hop onto her steed, placed piper in the front with luz behind her and amelia



wrapping her arms around her lover's waist.

luz gripped the reins with one hand and the other holding piper who's curious as she also held the
reins. she hadn't ridden a horse before. the noceda looked over her shoulder for a kiss from the
blight before whipping the horse who neighed loudly and started running to the direction of the owl
house.

eda and king would be thrilled to see the return of their kid and best friend.

-----

as the sound of the door opening, amelia is already in her nightgown. she turned around to see luz
entering her room in her own night attire and silently closed the door.

"is she asleep?" amelia asked as she pulled her hair tie off, letting her long hair flow down her back
and sat down on the bed, leaning against the headboard as she watched luz approach the bed.

"yep, she was easy to lull, not gonna lie." luz said with a small chuckle and plopped down on
amelia as she rested her head on her stomach, letting her fiddle with her hair since it did relax her
along with her fingers slowly tracing her scars. wondering who inflicted these to her so she can
burn them alive if they weren't already dead.

"odd that i was the only one who can put her to sleep while the twins struggle to keep her eyes
closed." amelia said, she stared down at the noceda's eyes and got lost in them. her fingers
continued to travel around luz's face, she glanced down for a mere second before looking back up
again.

"i guess i have the charms then." luz chuckled and amelia rose a brow at that statement "what is
that supposed to mean?" she asked but the knight simply shrugged.

"i honestly don't know."

amelia scoffed and playfully slapped luz "you idiot." luz giggled and grabbed one of her lover's
hands to kiss it.

"i missed alot. piper, you, the owl house. everything." luz muttered with her tone hinting
melancholy as she firmly gripped amelia's hands. she's been out in the world, trying to get back
without knowing what's happening in the boiling isles. no word was relayed to her, especially the
news of her having a kid.

it was a total shock and surprise for her.

"and i want to make it to everyone. starting with you." luz leaned in for a sweet kiss and dropped
down as she smiled. the sight of the noceda's smile made her smile too as it was infectious and
pinched her cheek, it's still soft and stretchy as ever.

"one at a time, love. you have the rest of your life with your family now that you're retired and all."
amelia said, happy that luz retired from duty now that the war she was striving to fight to get in was
finished. all she can do now is settle down with her new family.

what more could she ask for? "i like that." luz pressed her cheek into the blight's touch as she
completely melted on her.



then, she remembered something so she pushed herself up to look directly into amelia's eyes while
she still held her hand.

"hey." luz started and amelia hummed in response as she caressed her cheek.

"do you love me?" luz asked as she leaned into the touch. amelia softly scoffed at that question
"what kind of question is that?" she tugged luz's hand, silently telling her to lie down again but not
before she answered the question.

"just answer it." luz insisted.

amelia softly sighed and smiled. "of course i do. i wouldn't have introduced you to our daughter if i
didn't." she said, cornering luz as she would've just ignored her return if she didn't love her. she
slowly pushed luz to lie down on the bed with her laying on top of her.

luz smiled, she wrapped her arms around amelia and kissed the top of her head as she nuzzled up to
her neck. "i love you, amelia." luz whispered with her hands rubbing the blight's soft mane like hair
as her fingers rolled through her locks.

"i love you too, luz." amelia leaned up to give luz a kiss, lowly humming as she tasted the
sweetness of it. luz's hands slowly traveled around her beautiful body through her thin nightgown
that she can easily tear in half but the fabric feels expensive.

amelia tilts her head as she bit luz's lower lip for access which was gladly accepted and both of
their tongues swirled, tasting each other. she slowly grinds herself against luz's crotch, getting the
feel of her growing cock as they never broke the kiss.

"luz.." amelia whispered between the kiss as she bit on luz's tongue making her groan but it didn't
hurt. pulling away, luz gave the blight's ass a firm grip through her gown as a growl rumbled in her
throat. it only turned amelia on more.

"take it off." amelia tugged on luz's loose shirt and she immediately took off her shirt for the blight
to see her ripped body that's also covered in scars. amelia sighed dreamily, bent down to give the
scars needed love with her tongue rolling across her flesh, earning a low groans from luz.

amelia continued further down on luz's body as her hands praised all of her parts before stopping
right on her breasts to knead them hungrily. luz glanced down to see amelia softly kissing the
outline of her cock through the pants while she stared at her with the gaze of a hungry predator
stalking it's prey. preparing to feast upon her.

then, amelia proceeded to pull everything off to let out the phallus from it's loose cage. watching it
spring into life before her as it started to slowly oozing of precum. her hand wrapped around it, her
thumb and pinky almost didn't connect due to how thick and big luz is.

"you've been so lonely out there that i wouldn't be surprised that you fucked a cattle." amelia joked
as she started jerking her lover off, hearing her scoff through her quiet moans.

"only an asshole would do that." luz muttered, her eyes glued to amelia as she started her hand
work on her though she wants that pretty little mouth of hers to be wrapped around her cock now.

"then what are you?" amelia dragged her tongue starting down on luz's dick and slowly upward,
watching her slightly roll her head back as she gripped the bed sheets.



"a bastard."

amelia bit her lip, she gave the tip kitten licks on the knight's glistening tip before fully taking it in
her mouth, almost reaching the base as luz moaned by surprise but quickly covered her mouth. not
wanting for piper to wake up since her parents missed 2 years with each other and are now catching
up.

"ah shit.." luz stared up to the ceiling as she felt amelia's skillful tongue swirl around her cock,
lapping her precum up with her hand squeezing her balls. not enough to hurt her though kicking it
two years ago already brought some trauma that impulsively cover her crotch whenever someone
comes rushing or kicking in her way.

amelia started bobbing her head as her tongue continued to wrap around her. she listened to luz
writhe under her, trying her best not to moan too loud even though the walls were thick and unable
to reach piper's room but these two were wild to each other and quietness would be out of the
window the moment luz is inside.

"aw look at you, so touch starved for me." amelia teased, she pulled away with her tongue out as
she tapped the tip on it and swirled her tongue around it.

luz groaned, she moved her hand down to the blight's hair to grip it, tilting her head up to look at
her straight in the eyes. "says the girl who wouldn't let me go since i arrived." she fired back with
amelia narrowing her eyes at her as her hand continued to stroke her cock.

"they were trying to pull away from me." amelia replied as her eyes glowed that usually worked to
intimidate the luz two years ago but now, luz is the one who has a hold on amelia now.

luz got on her knees as she kept amelia's eyes staring straight at her. "do you wanna be taught some
manners again, blight?" she sneered and amelia smirked at the sound of that, one of her
nightgown's straps slide down the side to show more skin as she licked her lip.

"hm, knock some sense into me, sir noceda." amelia muttered in a sultry tone.

luz smirked as well, "gladly." she lets go of amelia's hair and flipped her over in all fours, she also
ripped her nightgown open. revealing her smooth back and her big breasts.

this made the noceda realise that this might be expensive as fuck and she'd have to buy amelia
another one.

"that wasn't expensive, right?" luz asked as she tilts to see amelia's face, seeing a deadpan
expression "does it matter?" she replied since she has an array of nightgowns and that was just a
good reduction for her closet.

luz also forgot that she's dating a blight, one of the richest line of witches. they're stacked. "fair
point." she shrugged and returned her attention to her lover's beautiful body, she became thicker
especially her tits.

"wowza. they grew." luz whistled as she started groping amelia's breasts, her thumbs rubbing her
perky nipples while grinding her cock against her ass.

"maybe a little too much when i'm nursing just one child." amelia said with annoyance as it became
so heavy that she just wanted to throw it away but then what would piper take in when she was in



her infant months?

motherhood's tough but these kinds of nights she appreciates now that luz is back.

"wanna give piper a little sibling then?" luz suggested in a joking manner but it wouldn't be a bad
idea. amelia does think so too but having one would be enough for now and next time, she'll try
other alternatives than the traditional one.

"maybe later." amelia replied, making luz snicker and place a peck on her cheek. amelia created a
spell circle, it pulsed pink for a moment before disappearing. luz looked around, finding what
changed as she didn't know what spell that was.

"what did you do?" luz asked.

"protection spell. should've done that two years ago but it's alright." amelia said with a small shrug.
luz chuckled, her hands slowly slithered down the blight's hips to hold on, remembering the time
she first held her tightly.

"aw because you were so excited to be fucked by me." luz teased with a cocky smirk as she rubbed
her cock on amelia's ass, teasing her second hole. seeing the blight's trembling before withdrawing.
she'll take that one later but she'll indulge in her favorite hole soon.

"shut up! you don't know that!" amelia exclaimed as she grabbed one of her pillows to bury her
face on it. hiding her reddened face.

luz smirk only widens, "oh? then why is my baby wet? this ain't piss as far as i know." she
commented as her tip licked up amelia's wet slit, seeing her quivering from the sensation and
shakily exhaled.

"just s- shut up.." amelia's voice trembled, still trying to sound tough but luz knows she has her
now.

luz stopped her teasing, she aligned herself in her lover's womanhood and turned amelia's head off
the pillow, whispering "i love you too, darling." before leaning for another kiss but it was short
lived as amelia pulled away with her head rolling back, moaning.

luz started pushing herself in amelia's pussy, she thought she's gonna loose since she took the
traditional route but she was pleasantly surprised that amelia was tight.

"oh fuck.. how are you still tight?" luz groaned with her biting her lip, she watched her cock be
consumed by the blight's drenched pussy till everything was in. she tightly bit her lip, threatening to
draw out blood as she missed this feeling. her cock encased in amelia's pulsing walls.

amelia tightly gripped the pillow that had her face still pressed on it. "the question is.. how are you
so big?" she muttered out as her walls sized the noceda's girth, she was supposed to easily take her
but nope.

luz doesn't know but she and lucia are big so it's probably hereditary just like amelia and amity's
tomato face. "it's in my gene pool." she replied but it wasn't put too much though on it as she
started thrusting in her pussy.



"aahh! aah- mmgh!!" amelia muffled herself on the pillow as only her lower half was raised for luz
to use, it's hard for her to control her moans when the woman fucking her knows all of her
weaknesses.

amelia's face truly resembles a tomato as she feels luz hitting all of the right spots just like two
years ago. oh titan, she forgot just how good and strong luz is in bed.

luz tightly gripped amelia's hips, her hips rapidly clashing on her bouncing ass as her balls hit her
pussy at each impact. her growls kept getting louder and louder as her body was filled with surges
of pleasure that she missed so much. only amelia can make her feel like this and she fucking missed
this.

she leaned down on amelia's back, placing soft kisses along her shoulder and neck. she nibbled on
her pointed ears. hearing her muffled squeaked as it twitched before her eyes. luz always finds it
cute that witches can do that, she licked amelia's ear again before pulling back to roll her head back
in pleasure.

"fuck baby.. i missed fucking you so hard!" luz roared and picked up her pace, practically ramming
into the blight with her moans turning into euphoric screams. providing that a mere pillow isn't
enough to muffle her.

"mnpf! mmn- aaahh fuck! luz.. slow down.." amelia whispered as she pulled out from the pillow to
look over her shoulder, seeing the feral gaze on the noceda's hazel eyes that are glowing for some
reason.

"i can't.. i fucking missed you so much, ames!" luz replied, helpless to her overwhelming, bottled
up lust and her libido just kept on rising and rising that it's making her body heat up. she pulled
amelia's upper body up, her hands latched on her breasts and slammed her lips against hers while
relentlessly thrusting.

amelia kept moaning in the kiss with her gripping on the headboard for support and backing it up
for luz. she felt a smirk come on amidst the kiss, then a tongue invaded her wet cavern. groaning as
she feels luz's tongue swirl around her cavern, making sure no corner was left untouched till they
finally ran out of air.

amelia panted heavily through her lewd moans, she hung her head low as her body resumed jolting
forward everytime luz slams hard into her. giving every wave of pleasure override her body, it was
simply too much as her tongue rolled out like a horny mutt. and she loves it.

"have you been good while i was gone, baby?" luz asked with her tongue flicking the poor witch's
ear, whimpering from the feel as it kept instinctively twitching.

honestly, amelia hasn't really been a saint from the beginning and isn't gonna start now. with an
exception of course. ever since piper was born, alot of bachelors would come knocking the door
demanding for amelia's hand and be a substitute for luz in taking care of piper.

amelia either attempted to burn them or just burned them alive without hesitation. no one's allowed
to touch or see her daughter, not even her parents. except the twins as they've been really helpful.

"no.. oh i've been a bad girl, luz!" amelia shouted as she knew what's coming for her and
excitement filled her stomach when she heard luz growl right next to her ear.



"oh yeah? you know what happens to bad girls like you!" luz growled, watching amelia tremble
under her as she gets overwhelmed from the bliss. she didn't utter a word to answer, only moans
and squeals were heard.

"they get their brains fucked."

luz picked up her pace as she pounded amelia hard, letting her moan out loudly in ecstasy with her
body ricocheting back and forth. her big titties bouncing in luz's hands as drool rolled down the
sides of her mouth and dripped from her tongue.

"f- fuck yes! fuck me harder, luz! i've been a very bad girl!!" amelia moaned with her head rolling
back, her hands gripping the headboard trembled violently as sweat trickled all over her body.
everytime luz slams into the blight's ass, a loud, wet clapping noise fills their room.

luz bit her lip, she licked amelia's neck before biting into her flesh to leave a purple hickey. making
sure it'll stay there for weeks before dropping her back to the bed and kept fucking her senselessly
as rationality was thrown out of the window a long time ago.

amelia buried her face in the pillow again to still try muffle herself for everyone else sleeping the
manor not to hear them 'catch up'.

"shit, amelia.. i can tell!" luz grunted, she smacked amelia's ass making her squeal as her cheeks
glowed red. the noceda was already lost in the euphoric plains, feeling her throbbing cock encased
around the blight's hot, pulsing pussy as she kept ramming into her sweet spot.

then, a twisting feeling started to swell in amelia's stomach and soon luz. amelia bit the pillowcase
with her eyes threatening to roll back, "luz.. luz! i can feel it!" she moaned through her clenched
teeth.

"augh- come for me, baby! come for me!!" luz plunged her cock deep into amelia's womb and
finally popped inside her pussy. the blight screamed her lover's name one last time, triggering to
come as well before going limp.

amelia bit the pillowcase harder as she shuddered in delight from the feeling of luz's cum filling her
just like their first. luz slowed down but kept thrusting to help ride both of their highs down,
watching their mixed cums ooze out amelia's quivering pussy before slowly pulling out and gently
placing amelia to lay comfortably next to her.

luz sighed deeply, she turned her head to see amelia's dazed and almost sleepy expression. she
leaned in to give her a tender kiss after that rough sex as her hands massaged her tensed muscles.

"i love you so much, ames." luz whispered as she kept giving amelia endearing kisses all over her
face and neck, hearing her softly giggle. feeling a slight tickle.

amelia moved closer to luz with her arms wrapped around her waist and nuzzled up to her neck as
it became her safe space to really relax. "please don't leave me again." she muttered with her hold
tightening.

softy smiling, luz hugged amelia back and kissed the top of her head. "i promise, i'll never leave
you and piper ever." she replied as she buried her face in her soft hair, noticing that her natural
color was showing more. that's good.



"you're so perfect." luz slowly ran her fingers along amelia's strands, fixing any tangled hairs as she
soothingly rubbed her head. earning a low hum from the blight and looking up for their eyes to
meet again. holding pure passion and love for each other.

"of course i am but we're more than perfect together." amelia replied with pride, she kissed luz once
more as she slowly climbed on top of her again and pulled away with their lips just mere inches
away for another kiss. the hearts in their eyes didn't leave but lust was returning.

"in for another round?" luz asked as she smirked, her hands snaking down to grip amelia's plump
ass.

amelia returned the smirk, she started grinding her ass against luz's still hard dick while her eyes
mirrored the debauchery, the unfiltered want in luz's eyes.

"we still have much to catch up. you missed alot, didn't you." amelia replied, she created another
spell circle that luz thought it was gonna be a protection spell but her hands were suddenly chained
to the headboard along with her ankles.

luz bit her lips as she always found it hot whenever amelia took control. "indeed i have."

-----

"luz, where are we going?" amelia asked as she and luz walked out in the dark, oddly desolate
capitol. she held luz's hand to not get lost in this dark maze, not knowing why everything was
shrouded in darkness or why there were no people around.

she can't hear a single thing outside their breathing and footsteps on the pavement.

"someplace special. you'll love it." luz reassured. then, she stopped and summoned a ball of light
after tapping her paper glyph. finally providing light. amelia watches the orb float up to the sky, she
isn't always amazed whenever someone makes a simple spell but when luz does it. it's like a
spectacle.

as the light reaches to the sky, joining the stars and it sets off something. a sudden silent explosion
happened above them, creating many more light orbs filling the half empty night canvas that is
enough to illuminate where they are.

amelia's mouth became slightly agar as she stared at the many light spells accompanying the stars,
twinkling and her golden eyes shimmered under it before turning her gaze down to instantly realise
where they are. "..the plaza?" she was confused.

she looked at luz who had a smile on, she glowed under the stars. "nope. this is the very tile we
met, remember?" luz stepped aside, pointing at a random tile. amelia vividly recalls their first
introduction but the precise spot? not really. that's a next level photographic memory.

amelia softly giggled, "i'm surprised you're able to remember that detail." she said and luz just
nonchalantly shrugged "well, you did leave an impression." she motioned at the ash mark from
amelia's aggravated rant about nocedas being something.

the blight's cheeks turned embarrassing red as she kinda wants to forget that.



without her noticing, luz was grabbing something from her pocket and cleared her throat to make
amelia look back at her. "amelia, i've been meaning to tell you this." luz started as she approached
her lover.

amelia stared at luz's body language, noting that she's being iffy and hesitant as she couldn't keep a
straight eye. why?

"our start was bumpy and not ideal but with time, i realised being with you is something
worthwhile to me. i want to spend my whole life with you, with piper because i don't wanna waste
anymore days, weeks, years not being beside you." luz said from her heart, trying her damnedest
not to make her anxiousness evident as she tightly clenched the thing behind her back. threatening
to break it.

amelia was silent, wanting to ask why the sudden speech but then. her eyes widened as she watched
luz get down on one knee.

"amelia blight," luz took out the thing from her back, revealing it to be a ring box and opened it for
her lover to see the glimmering diamond ring inside.

"will you marry me?"

tears brimmed in the corners of amelia's eyes as she clasped her hand on her mouth. she couldn't
believe this is happening, well, she knew this day would come but she didn't realise it'd be tonight.

without a doubt in her mind, amelia shouted "yes! yes! stand the fuck up, you idiot!" luz's smile
widened, she sprung up to her feet and grabbed amelia's hand to place the ring in the finger before
she was grabbed by the collar and pulled into an electric kiss.

everyone, including all of their siblings, popped out of their fireworks and started celebrating for
the two lovers. firing various fireworks and fire spells in the air. piper doesn't know what the fuck is
happening, confused why all of the adults are losing their shit. amity was the one holding her niece
to keep her calm from all the racket with her wife cheering for her little sister.

while chaos was happening in the background, amelia and luz continued their kiss as they're lost in
their own world. their love filling to the brim that they'd surpass this lifetime and meet again in
another.

besides, fate has woven their lives together before time itself. nothing can break that.
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look at her.

amelia leaned against the wall with her arms crossed as she watched her lover prepare dinner. she
wanted to give a hand but she insisted that she'd work on this herself, saying that she deserves to
rest after a long day though instead of sitting down and watching some good old tv, amelia chose to
watch her girlfriend instead.

isn't luz so beautiful?

luz wore a simple black sleeveless shirt and shorts since the weather is as hot as a witch's coochie,
exposing her stick arms but it'd be wrong to underestimate the human's strength as her healed scars
proved that.

she swiftly chopped the vegetables into bite sized chunks after they were cleanly peeled before
tossing them into the pan with the cooked meat to start stir frying them to incorporate all of the
flavor. the smell wafted in the air, a small smile tugged on amelia's lips as she walked over to luz,
peeking her head to the side to see her shaking a few spice bottles to add more kick and continued
to stir fry.

"that smells good." amelia said as she wrapped her arm around her lover's waist with her chin
resting on her shoulder, her hands gently tapping on luz's stomach to make a rhythm making her
softly giggle. "you think so?" luz gave a tender kiss on the side of the blight's head as she hummed
in response.

"want a taste?" luz asked, grabbing a clean spoon as she turned off the stove, scooped a spoonful to
blow it just enough before offering it to amelia who didn't hesitate to take it. knowing it's gonna
taste amazing since luz is a great cook.

a warm feeling occurred in her chest once she swallowed the food, an explosion of delight erupted
in her tongue that made her want more. "delicious. but, it could use some more spices." amelia
commented as she smacked her lips, her eyes telling something but luz didn't get it just yet.

"oh, i think it could use some more paprika." luz said, reaching for the spice but her hand was
stopped by amelia gently holding it and intertwining her hand onto it as she brought it back to her
waist. "no, i was thinking about something else." she suggested the latter, giving out obvious hints
as she placed soft yet heated kisses on luz’s neck that has some healing hickeys from their previous
nightly events, her unoccupied hand slithered down the rim of luz’s shorts, teasing to go in.



amelia knows that luz isn’t a horny head like her and she respects that. they had an agreement when
their relationship was first starting out, luz is totally fine of them having sex, it’s mostly vanilla
which the blight doesn’t mind as she became a slut for the noceda from just how good she fucks
her. there’s times that luz would break out of the vanilla phase and bring some heat into the
bedroom. amelia likes those nights- no, she loves those nights.

"ames, you know we gotta have dinner first." luz said as she watched her lover’s hand try to slip
inside her shorts, feeling something bubbling in the pit of her stomach but she pushed it down. "a
quick one wouldn't hurt. please?" amelia asked in an innocent tone, she pressed her body even more
onto the noceda’s back to slowly grind against her. just when she was about to really dive her hand
in to grasp that big cock of her lover’s, she was stopped by luz tightening her shorts, rendering the
blight stuck.

"nope.” luz turned around to see the pouting look on amelia’s face, it made her smile as she founds
it extremely cute whenever she did that. “come on, mi amor.” she pulled her hand out of her shorts,
making amelia let out a disappointed whimper and looked up into the noceda’s hazel eyes as she
cupped her squishy cheeks. luz leaned closer to her ear to whisper; “vamos a comer antes de darte
lo que quieres.” before letting her go and went on to grab the plates to start setting the table, leaving
amelia trembling.

whenever luz speaks spanish, it usually means that she’s gonna get it tonight. that fueled her
arousal even more, her cheeks heated up along with her body as she started to feel something begin
to flow down in between her legs. looking over her shoulder, seeing luz’s clenched muscles when
she carries the bowl to the table with her veins bulging. that made her wonder how it would feel
having those hands wrapped around her neck and squeeze the air out of her till she became
deprived of air.

“ames.” amelia snapped out of her salacious daydream when luz called her name as she motioned
her to sit down at the table now that everything is ready.

“c- coming.”

after dinner, amelia immediately pulled luz up to their bedroom after she cleaned the dishes and
didn’t bother to turn off the living room lights as she’s just so excited to be nailed by luz tonight
once again. amelia closed the door behind her, locked it and pushed luz towards the edge of the bed
for her to sit down as she hopped onto her lap, her hands gently cupping her cheeks to make her
look directly into her eyes.

“i really love you, luz.” amelia whispered, drawing closer to luz’s face with her eyes focused on
her, feeling her hot breath hit against her face as both of their bodies began to heat up from the
libidinous atmosphere surrounding them. “i love you too, amelia.” luz replied before their lips
finally met with a sweet sensation feeling between them.

 

amelia pushed her weight onto luz to make her completely lay down, her body pressed against her
as she took this time to grind once again without breaking the kiss. her crotch rubs against luz’s
steadily growing erection as she groans in the kiss from the feeling. once they pulled away, luz was
out of breath while the lust in the blight’s eyes began to seep in with a grin coming on her face, she
started taking off her clothes without hesitation and made sure the noceda was watching her.



luz stared at amelia taking off her bra in one swift motion and her supple breasts are now in full
display with her cute pink nipples growing hard from the arousal as no cold air was felt. This room
only radiated the heat and immense wanton of the blight. she moved down to her skirt, easily
pulling it off along with her panty for luz to get a great view of her wet pussy and it was the last
thing luz needed to be completely hard, making amelia smirk ever so devilishly.

“come on, luz. i can’t be the only one naked here.” amity said as she tugged on luz's shirt. nodding,
luz sat up a little bit to take off her shirt while amelia helped her with her shorts to let out her
confined cock stand tall in its full glory in front of her face. she grasped it, sizing it in her hand and
started to give it light strokes, halting luz in her tracks when she was unclipping her bra.

a low groan escaped her throat as she dropped down onto the bed again, growing weak just from
amelia's mere touch and she knew it. leaning down close to luz's face, "is captain luz ready to sail?"
amelia asked as she gave her jawline a few kisses while her hand still made light strokes with her
thumb rubbing the now glistening tip from the oozing precum.

"you know it." luz replied. then, she grabbed both amelia's shoulders and flipped their position. she
got in between her legs, she watched her lover's face contort into erotic as she got in between her
legs, her tip lightly grazing her dripping cunt with her hands were gripping the bed sheets that were
near on either side of her head.

luz leaned down for a moment to give amelia the kisses she deserves, one of her hands caressed her
cheek while she placed a trail of kisses along her neck with the other roaming around her smooth
body before stopping right on her breasts, fondling it.

a low sigh escaped her lips, amelia leaned into her lover's touches and slightly tilted her head to the
side to give her more room as her body trembling from her hard cock rubbing against her quivering
pussy. then, she felt luz began to slowly push in making her whimper at the feeling of being
stretched once again.

amelia will never get used to luz's girth and that's a part of the reason why she loves this.

once everything was inside, the blight whimpered as her walls sized the bulk with her feeling it
throb inside, radiating more heat to make her limbs become jello. luz withdrew from her neck for
their eyes to meet once again, lust and love reflected in their eyes as they stayed like this for a
while until luz pulled her hips back and began to thrust.

amelia didn't need any foreplay as luz went straight on to fill thrusts, making her moan and
gripping onto her wrists. never breaking any eye contact with bolts of pleasure surging through her
body. though she can feel that this isn't luz fullest strength, amelia knows that her capabilities can
go past this but it's a vanilla night.

it's not enough.

it made the blight become more needy but she doesn't want to offend luz by saying she wasn't
satisfied by this. amelia tore her eyes away from luz as she turned the other way, her mind
becoming conflicted if she should speak up or let this sit for a while- by a while, she meant never
touch on it again and just forget it.

luz quickly noticed the odd look on her girlfriend's face, she stopped her hips “babe," she called
with her voice soft as she gently cupped amelia's face to turn her head back, facing her once again.



"what's wrong? did i hurt you?" luz asked, worry was heard in her tone that snapped amelia out of
her thoughts and quickly tried to amend everything. “no, it’s just- um.." she looked to the side for a
second to think of what she should say next as she pursed her lips, feeling hesitant to say what she
wants but it's worth the try.

turning her gaze back to luz, "i kinda wanna do something different tonight if that’s alright with
you.” amelia slowly said as she watched her words since this is the first time she ever asked
something for luz to do in bed.

“oh, okay then. what is it?” luz asked, she carefully pulled out and sat down in front of her lover to
listen to every word that utters out of her lips. amelia slowly sat up to meet the noceda's eyes, her
heartbeat was getting louder than it's hard for her to hear anything but she pushed it all down and
took a deep breath in.

“uh.. i- i want you to choke me." amelia started, she gently grabbed one of luz's hands and placed it
on her neck for luz to grasp. she could feel she was hesitant but she gave her a silent
encouragement to give her a squeeze, making amelia gulp hard as it was starting to awaken
something.

"pin me to the bed, make my neck purple a- and stuff me up.” amelia continued, spilling out
everything she wants luz to do to her tonight. make her a toy to use as she wants to see her oh so
innocent baby fuck the living hell out of her.

“wow..” luz was stunned and amelia took this the wrong way as she was snapped back to reality.

“we don’t have to do that if you don’t want to. i’m not forcing you, it’s just a stupid suggestion
anyways.” amelia recoiled her 'suggestion', she wrapped her arms around her waist as she turned
her head to the side. not wanting luz to feel obligated to satisfy everything she wanted when she's
not comfortable to step into that zone.

but luz shook her head, “no no, it’s okay. you can always tell me what's on your mind, ames." she
said with her voice still soothing to the ear, seeing a smile run up across her face as she pecked
amelia's cheeks before pushing her back down to the bed with her hand still latched on her throat.

luz wants to make amelia happy and she'll do what it means to make it happen for her. "let’s do it.”

amelia felt an explosion of happiness happen inside her, a smile ran up to her lips as she pulled luz
down into a hug. feeling lucky that she has such an understanding girlfriend and that made her fall
in love even more. "i love you." she whispered, she held luz close to her and tight, not wanting to
let go as she began bombarding luz with kisses all over making her giggle and tried to wriggle out
of her lover's hold.

"te quiero, hermosa." luz replied through the tickles.

then, luz drew away from amelia for a moment to grab something off the bed and quickly returned
with a belt. "is this alright?" luz asked and amelia instantly understood what she was trying to pull,
she vigorously nodded her head and willingly offered her hands for luz to start wrapping the belt
around her wrists. making sure it's secured yet not tight enough to make the blight's hands turn
blue.

luz raises the hands over amelia's head, she places a tender kiss on her forehead for reassurance and
spreads her legs once again to align her cock on her womanhood once again "don't go slow." amelia



advised, luz nodded before shoving her entire length in, catching amelia by surprise.

"aahh!!" amelia cried out in bliss from the sudden intrusion, she gripped onto the belt as she
glanced down to see luz began to thrust once again without letting her adjust but now, her speed
and strength was much more stronger than before. she's practically ramming her cock into her poor
pussy and amelia fucking loves it.

"shit! fuck yes, luz! just like that!" amelia moaned as her body kept jolting upward from the sheer
force from each thrust that goes deeper into her. luz listened to her lewd moans that reverberated
through the room and clogged her ears to only hearing this sweet music, she watched amelia's face
contort into pure bliss with her tongue stuck out from the side as drool escaped her mouth.

she looks really cute and hot at the same time.

luz leaned down to amelia's neck once again, giving her flesh heated kisses all over as she placed
hickeys that'll last for weeks at random, making sure she's riddled with hickeys that she has no
choice but to wear a scarf in the middle of summer. "oh luz!" amelia tried to lower her tied hands to
grip her lover's curly head but luz kept it up while still giving her those reds until she was satisfied
with the outcome.

pulling away, luz stared at the neck full of bite marks and her gaze moved down to her rapid
bouncing tits to watch it jiggle from her strong slams. her breasts haven't gotten the needed
attention they deserve throughout this endeavor. luz groped amelia's supple breasts, lightly
squeezing them as she pinched her pink nipple earning a yelp before taking one into her mouth to
suck hard on.

amelia watched luz suckle on her tits while her thrusts were getting harder and faster than she
could've forethought. she knew luz would be strong just looking at how she moves and fights in the
battlefield but she never anticipated luz to have a hidden strength for her to fuck amelia's brains
out.

they should do this often if luz wants that is.

pulling away with a pop, luz moved her hand that was holding amelia's tied wrists down to her
neck, sizing it as she felt hesitant about this and the second one was on standby on her thighs. luz
hasn't done this type of thing before, especially choking as the questions of what if she goes too far
loomed over her like a monster just waiting for her to turn around and kill her for what she's done.

amelia felt the uncertainty in luz, she tried her best to suppress her moans for a moment to attempt
to speak while being railed by her sweet luz. "i- i- aah.. i trust you, luz." she muttered out, giving
her the needed encouragement and green light for the noceda to do this with her golden eyes
silently telling her that she can handle it.

taking a deep breath in, luz doesn't have much of a choice and begins to apply pressure on amelia's
neck, tightening her windpipe but she can still breath. "h- harder.." amelia rasps, luz slowly
compiles as she added more pressure onto her neck until it reaches her level of comfort and amelia
seems to have already lost her rationale.

"yes! oh fuck me till i can't walk, baby!" amelia wailed in delight as she rolled her head back, more
drool trickled down the sides of her mouth with her brain turning into mush and was soaring to the
gates of heavens. she couldn't move her body at all from the rigorous slams but she doesn't care
until luz finally hits that one spot.



luz was actually liking this though she's mostly doing it to satisfy her girlfriend.

her other hand that was on idle, luz moved it down to the hood of amelia's vagina and started
playing with her clit, making it hard for her to hold her climax from already pushing her to the
edge.

"luz!" she squealed with her hips arching, tears pricked the corners of her eyes as her breathing
hitched from the tight sensation twisting inside her stomach. "fuck.. i can't- i can't take it!! i'm-"
amelia whimpered, her body was trembling from the immense pleasure that's overwhelming her
body that she couldn't even finish her sentence.

"go ahead." luz whispered before shoving her cock deep and right into amelia's womb.

"luz!!!"

amelia screamed her lover's name in euphoria when she came, her cum squirted and coated luz's
cock with her thighs convulsing for a second before ultimately falling limp. luz didn't pull out as
she didn't have time from how tight amelia clenched around her, her strings of hot cum filled inside
her earning a blissful sigh as both of their cums mixed with each other without worrying of amelia
getting pregnant early.

luz lets go of amelia's neck, withdrew her sheathing dick to let their cums ooze out and dropped
down beside her as both of them panted heavily from exhaustion. amelia was mostly the one who's
hella exhausted but happy. she scooched closer to luz, her arms wrapped around her as she buried
her face in her chest.

"thank you. you really didn't have to do it." amelia whispered. luz had the choice to say no and be
done with it but she's glad that she chose the latter as she never would've found about the noceda's
pure strength in the bedroom and getting completely dominated by her innocent baby.

luz pulled the covers over their naked bodies, she held amelia close to her as she placed a kiss atop
of her head with their legs entangling themselves onto each other below just to make sure they're
not getting separated.

"you know i'll do anything for you, my love." luz replied, she buried her face into her girlfriend's
mane like hair to inhale her sweet scent that lulled her into sleep since amelia had already passed
out in her arms.

both were happy and satisfied after tonight.

"goodnight."



What Makes You Special?

Chapter Summary

succubus amelia x human lucia

requested smut by @Melancia

"alright slackers, i got a job for you." boscha dropped two folders on the coffee table in front of
amelia and amity while they were laying back on the couch with their phones on. the two sisters
gave the two folders a single glance, turned their eyes up to their employer as if asking what the
hell she wanted this time before both sat straight and grabbed the folders.

"this better be good." amity said as she opened the folder along with amelia to see who they're
dealing with. "oh i promise you'll love this." boscha reassured with a grin climbing on her face,
watching the blights take out a few polaroid pictures of their new target. amelia has a slightly
interested look on her face but it's not there yet and boscha knows she gotta step up to convince the
most difficult blight.

"these guys are the noceda sisters." boscha started as she paced back and forth in front of the
blights while they listened. loosely.

"our client has a grudge on them for satan knows what but i don't care 'cause she's paying big bucks
for these assholes' heads to be served on a silver platter." boscha explained, she stopped for a
minute to see if the sisters' expressions from a lack of interest to somewhat gave a shit.

"what are their names first? gotta know who we're dealing with before anything happens." amity
said in a bland tone, she tossed the three pictures across the coffee table as she leaned back against
the couch with her arms crossed. waiting to be entertained.

"this kids meal-sized angel is luz noceda, the youngest.” boscha grabbed one of the pictures to
shove it into amity’s face again, making her examine all of the details she might’ve missed from the
frist glance. the human has a short curly hair, dark skinned complexion that’s complemented by the
sunlight dawning on her and has a big smile across her face while doing something out of frame,
amity stared at the picture for a while before boscha recoiled her hand. “practically the purest out
there. so, i think you’ll have fun with this." she said as she placed the picture down among the rest.

a devious smirk adorned the youngest blight’s face when the word ‘pure’ entered her ears. she
scooped the pictures back into her hands as she leaned back once again, but now she’s staring at the
pictures of the young noceda with her malicious mind thinking about tainting, ruining this pure
human. such a shame.

“oh, i fucking will.”

“like the enthusiasm. now,” boscha grabbed the pictures of the second noceda and presented it in
front of amelia, not wanting to shove it into her face like she did to amity. by the look in her eyes,



the imp doesn’t wanna lose a limb to a fucking succubus. "and this edgy looking son of a bitch is
lucia noceda, the eldest. she's the total opposite of her sister so i want you to look out for this one."
the imp explained, she handed the pictures back to amelia for her to get another closer look on the
second human. the human seems like a copy to the youngest but her features were sharper, her hair
wilder that’s spilling out of that red beanie and the red tint in her hazel eyes tells something that
made amelia intrigued. allured to know more about her.

interesting.

"will i have my fun before i kill that one off?" amelia asked as she placed the picture inside her bra
and boscha nodded. "yeah yeah, just make sure you kill them in the next 24 hours or lose the deal
of the century!" she exclaimed with her hands raised into the air for exaggeration and swiftly turned
around, her tail wrapped around her leg like she’s going in a vulnerable state while muttering
something under her breath.

amity and amelia glanced at each in the corner of their eyes, asking the same thing before boscha
turned around once again with her spinning a full 180.

“come on assholes! we don’t have time to lose! gus, portal!” boscha yelled for the hellhound
receptionist. a big, black furred hellhound raced into the living room with a book in hand, “aye!”
gus made a salute, flipped the book open and started to recite some incantations on an empty wall
while the blight sisters stood up, stretching their limbs to make them pop with boscha approaching
them to whisper;

“i usually get skara to do these types of missions but after your last fuck up in the last one. i will
make sure your ass would be as wide as blitzo’s ego if you make me lose another dollar.” boscha
grabbed amelia by the collar with her red eyes burning through the blight’s smug golden ones. “got
it?”

scoffing, amelia pulled the imp’s hand off her and tilted her head to the side as if making a mock of
her. “what a nice encouragement boss.” she sneered while her demonic form was shifting into a
disgusting human with dark aura particles surrounding her body from bottom to top. her reddish
skin shifted into a pale human tone, her long mane mint green hair flowed down her back, her body
ideal to swoon a woman to make her drop her guard accompanied by those golden eyes used to
bewitch them into submission.

“don’t worry, guessing this bitch is a virgin, i’ll have my fun with her before giving her another
hole.” amity gave a sort of reassurance as she shifted into her own human form as well, though her
hair was more purple than her sister with that smirk never seem to leave her lips. “you better.”
boscha growled, she stepped back to let the sisters walk over to the now open portal when gus told
him it’s done.

the sisters peered in to see where gus opened a portal in. a dark empty alleyway, perfect.

“good luck out there! oh, and can you bring me some human stuffed croissants? i really like those”
gus said while the two stepped through the portal, their soles clicking against the pavement. “sure.
just keep boscha away from our lunch, okay?” amity said when she and amelia took another step
into the human realm, the air smells so clean that it’s disgusting that amelia just wants to rip her
lungs out but she ignored it as she grabbed one of the pictures out of her bra to look at lucia noceda
once again.



amelia doesn’t know why but she feels something is different with this one. don’t get her wrong,
she has killed and fucked countless beings in both realms though there’s an unnerving feeling that
the noceda isn’t gonna be an easy kill like pointing a sniper rifle in the rooftops at a child.

“you got it!” gus gave a thumbs up, waved the sisters a goodbye before closing the portal behind
them, leaving them shrouded in the darkness of a dank, retching smelling alleyway. just like
mama's cooking. amelia shook off the things in her head, stuffed the picture back into her bra when
she saw amity taking the lead, the two succubi’s golden eyes emitted an ominous glow, naturally
seeing better in the dark as they started walking down the alley for the exit with one clear goal in
mind.

once the city lights flashed in front of their faces as they walked out of the alleyway, various cars
speeding by in the streets in front of them and people giving them a side glance of interest or just
not giving a shit at all as they just walked by them. it’s like a watered down hell if only people
would be killing each other and burning everything to the ground, that would be so much better.

as the clock strikes 12. midnights in bonesborough means alot of fun things will happen in this city
before dawn comes.

“i’ll see you tomorrow night.” amity said to amelia, knowing that the noceda sisters aren’t gonna be
in the same place at the same time and it kinda sucks since they wanted to keep up their duo kill
streak but tonight could be an exception.

“don’t have too much fun.” amelia said as she extended her hand to her little sister who didn’t
hesitate to take it. “no promises.” cluckling, both pulled each other into a short embrace, patted one
another’s back hard enough to make their internals rattle before separating. amity took the left
without any specific destinations in mind but the drive to find luz noceda and amelia headed right
for the nearest bar she has been eyeing since they got out of the alley.

amelia kept her eyes peeled for lucia noceda as she doesn’t wanna miss her and have a be in a wild
goose chase for only one human. pushing the door open, amelia stepped into the first bar with the
strong scent of alcohol wafting through the air, she can see a few passed out on either the tables or
the floors with some still going and having a nice chat with one another while drinking ever so
lightly.

her gaze tore through the many nasty humans in the establishment, trying to see if lucia is
anywhere to be seen as she doesn’t wanna waste any time here.

then, she saw her.

in the long counter, sitting alone without anyone to talk to as she took light sips of her drink while
staring at her open phone. she looks exactly like the photos, minus the black bomber jacket as she’s
now wearing a regular green jacket but that doesn’t matter as someone’s getting lonely. amelia said
in her head with a smirk forming in her head, she walked over to lucia without her knowing.

noticing there’s no seat for her to take, amelia grabbed the random person’s collar who was sitting
beside lucia and pulled them out of their seat without a problem as she reclaimed the seat. she
cleared her throat to get the bartender’s attention along with lucia’s, keeping an eye on her in case
she looked her way though the only attention she got was the bartender who was wiping down
some newly washed glasses.



“vodka. straight.” amelia ordered, the bartender nodded and went on to grab the things for the
drink, all the while, the blight was checking to see if that somewhat grabbed the noceda’s attention
and it did as she caught her look at her in the corner of her eye when she heard the order though
didn’t strike something. yet.

“here.” the bartender placed a glass half full of vodka and was about to take the bottle away but
amelia quickly stopped them. “can you actually just leave the bottle?” she requested, the bartender
nodded and placed the bottle next to amelia before attending to the new coming customers. leaving
the two to themselves even though there’s no conversations yet but a tense silence.

amelia grabbed the glass and swiftly dunked it down her throat with ease, there’s a looming burning
sensation rising in her throat but she easily subsides it due to having a higher tolerance than her
lightweight sister. sighing softly, amelia uncapped the bottle to pour herself another and this finally
made lucia turn her gaze from her phone to look at her with disbelief and an interested look on her
face.

“rough day?” lucia asked, amelia’s smirk grew even more but she kept up the act as she turned her
head to meet the noceda’s reddish eyes that made her froze for a split second to stare at those
shining hues under the mellow lights but she shook it off and returned her to character. “pretty
much.” amelia replied as she took slow sips of her drink while she checked lucia out.

there isn’t much for now since clothes were being such a nuisance.

“my boss just couldn’t take one fuck up and now i’m stuck taking shitty clients.” amelia said with
her eyes rolling back in annoyance, remembering the things she has to do to make boscha be a sort
of good side for her to make up for the incident they caused in the previous mission but amelia
doesn’t feel regret when given the chance to repent.

chuckling, “i feel you but it’s not a boss.” lucia said with her nail slowly tapped on the scratch filled
wooden counter, there were alot of things that were carved in the counter or barked lines that
removed the waxing making it look older than it seems. she just couldn’t tear her eyes off the
beautiful stranger, it’s like she was being held down to keep staring into her eyes as if it’s trying to
tell her something.

“oh? intrigue me.” amelia said as she drew closer to lucia for her to hear her story better with the
glow of her eyes getting intense, her pupils flashed red for a split second but lucia wasn’t able to
get that. “i... uh- i..” squeezing her eyes tight, lucia had to blink multiple times to adjust her vision
as it became blurry for some reason and look back at amelia once again to see that her eyes weren’t
glowing anymore. were they glowing? she doesn’t know

“what was i talking about?” lucia asked as she lost her train of thought.

“hm, something about a bad day?” amelia said, she placed her elbow on the counter with her cheek
pressed against her knuckles as she watches lucia struggle to figure out what was happening to her,
her breathing turning labored and mind slowly becoming foggy that she couldn’t think of what she
was suppose to talk about before the blight hit her with a spell. making her vulnerable to the
demon’s commands and wishes.

it made a smirk run across her face for real this time.

“what’s wrong, lucia? feeling tipsy already? you only had a few sips though.” amelia said with an
innocent tone, riddled with deceit and discrepancy but lucia wouldn’t be able to hear that as her



senses became narrowed to be subjected to only hear, feel, taste and see amelia only.

works every time.

“h- how did you know my name?” lucia asked but that was quickly dismissed by the blight as she
stood up, she stared at the drunk looking noceda with her eyes asking for some guidance of what’s
going on. it’s cute. “hush darling. what you need is a bed and a good long rest.” she said as she
pulled lucia off the chair, draped her arm over her shoulder and started to walk out of the bar after
she placed some dollar bills in the counter so the bartender doesn’t run after them, yelling they
forgot to pay.

amelia carried lucia down the street, ignoring the looks she’s getting as she just wants to get this
mission over with. “where are we going?” lucia asked as she looked around the many flashing
lights around her, trying to get out of amelia’s arms to wander off somewhere as she seems high as
shit but maelia doesn’t have time for games and pulled lucia back to continue walking.

“it’s better if you just shut up.” amelia muttered, she kept a tight hold on lucia but that doesn’t stop
her from being difficult to be carried around.

then, the second phase kicked in.

the blight noticed the sudden silence and lack of movement from the noceda, she looked at her in
the corner of her eye to check if she’s alright but her worries were quickly thrown out of the
window when she smelled it.

“i feel weird…” lucia whispered under her breath as her body slowly began to tremble with her
bodily heat steadily rising. darkly chuckling to herself, “just hang in there and we’ll get to bed soon
enough.” amelia replied, kissing lucia atop of her head and resumed walking down the street to find
a motel they could settle.

amelia stopped for a moment as her eyes widened when she realised what she just did, she glanced
down at lucia who now looks like she's having a difficult time controlling her rising libido. she
never does that to any of her victims, a kiss on the head? that's fucking stupid.

idiotic that's what.

once they found a decent motel, amelia made a quick rent overnight and pinned lucia on the bed
once the door closed. lucia whimpered under amelia, it's completely out of character for her to be
acting like this but she is under the spell and at the mercy of amelia blight.

"you and i are gonna have a fun time tonight." amelia said, her voice becoming lower as she slowly
takes off her pink crop top to reveal her rotund breasts being held back by her bra but lucia doesn't
have to worry about prolonging on not seeing the entire tits as amelia unclips her bra. in a
meticulous, seduce manner that made the noceda's cheeks be bright in red for the succubus'
amusement.

lucia stared at the blight's supple breasts, her pink nipples becoming erect from the exposure of cold
air. the longer she stares at it, the more damage was done upon her underwear that made her press
her thighs together to create some friction but amelia immediately saw that action and stopped her.

"aren't you excited, little human?" amelia asked, her words rolled out of her tongue like a fine wine
as her eyes began to glow in the dark once again with an ever growing affliction in between her



legs.

"i.. i guess." lucia slurred out as her mind was becoming mush and it's getting harder to breathe
through this intoxicating haze. amelia didn't hesitate to rip every clothing the noceda has to expose
every inch her body has to offer under the neon lights, lucia tried to cover what she came as she
became timid but amelia pinned her wrist over her head and pushed her crotch against her dripping
pussy making her blissfully gasp at the feeling of her hardened cock.

humming as she admires the noceda's fairly sized breasts, her toned stomach while her hips slowly
grind against her cunt, listening to her feeble whimpers and attempts to get out of amelia's grasp
despite her body wanting it all.

"you have a nice body. it's a shame though." amelia said, she wants to take many rounds on her but
she has a job to do. she lets go of lucia's wrists to begin unbuckling her pants, letting her 10 inch
cock spring out into lucia's view to admire it. her cheeks grew redder and her body became hotter
that it's almost as if it's not the spell talking anymore.

"be a good girl for me, lucia and i just might spare you a painless death." amelia cackled and this
brought a sliver of lucia's sanity back. "wait what-" but before she was given the chance to finish
her sentence, amelia flipped her over her stomach, spread her legs again and shoved her entire
length inside her tight pussy with ease from just how wet she was making her moan out loudly.

"aaahh!!"

lucia gripped onto the bed sheets as a whine escaped her throat, her walls clenched around amelia's
cock to get accustomed to her size the best she could. groaning, amelia glanced down to see her
cock being fully engulfed by a mere human, she's impressed though it'll take alot for her to be
amazed.

amelia firmly gripped lucia's lips, pulled half of her body off the bed and began thrusting, not
bothering to go slow as she wanted this fast yet good enough to make her cum.

lucia moaned shamelessly, letting it bounce off the walls while her own body jolted upward from
each slam blight made. her grip on the sheets tightened with her face planted on the bed as she
watched the sheets getting ruffled.

"fuck.. yeah." amelia grunted as she delivered hard thrusts into lucia's pussy, hitting her deep with
her walls continuously wrapping around her ever so lovingly. she has experienced many good
pussies and asses before but there's something about lucia that makes her want to go harder,
rougher, go even further for them to reach the heavens and make the human stuffed to the brim.

it makes her almost forget why she's doing this in the first place.

almost.

leaning down, amelia got into lucia's ear to whisper "you like this, don't you?" she slithered her
hands up to her curves and under her breasts to give them a good grope, twisting her hardened
nipples as she waited for the noceda's reply.

lucia murmured something under her breath that amelia didn't quite get. growling, she pulled one of
her hands out of her boob to grab a handful of her locks and pulled on it to make her look up to the
ceiling making her neck more exposed.



"speak up bitch." amelia hissed as she drew closer to the human's neck, the scent of her fresh,
flowing blood that's prepared to spill excited her of what's to come. her eyes glow became more
intense with her dull canines turning into fangs as she opened her mouth, wanting to take a bite.

but was stopped when lucia exclaimed "i- i do!"

amelia turned her gaze up to see lucia's pleasured face, her mouth completely agar with sweat
rolling down the sides of her face and her eyes reflected pure bliss of what's happening behind her.
the blight ignored the fact that this woman is a virgin and she just tainted her to be hers, or just a
play thing.

she's nothing more than a plaything for demons. all humans are. besides, they're good at eating and
fucking, so what's the problem of not giving a shit if one of them dies?

amelia doesn't give a shit for this human. she's a fucking succubus for satan's sake. do you think she
cares for lucia and that she started hoping that when she dies she'll go to hell so they can start
something remotely healthy because everything will fall apart if someone, anyone finds out about
them in the human realm?

no.

no fucking way.

right?

amelia slowly lets go of lucia's head, letting it drop onto the mattress again and she resumed
moaning for the blight's pleasure. she watched the human become a ragdoll for use for amelia, that
usually means that she won over her prey and that they aren't thinking of anything but sex.

she's feeling the opposite.

amelia continued her rigorous thrusts without falter despite slowly having a silent breakdown. her
mind was getting jumbled, her degenerate morals were blocked by something she doesn't know. she
hasn't experienced or forgotten but whatever it is, it's making amelia annoyed that she's letting her
emotions get to her.

her hands shifted into long talons with a portion of her red skin coming back as it created a white
and red gradient. amelia just wants to end this as fast as she can, she can't guarantee it being
painless though. she raised it above her head and was about to bring it down to slash lucia's clean
back, watch her bleed out since that would be fun and help her with this existential crisis.

but she was.. doubtful.

amelia tried to force herself into bringing her claws down, just impale her but she kept holding
herself back as if a cherub was keeping her in chains but there's no cherub here, there's no god in
this bedroom. so what's the fucking hold up, blight?

squeezing her eyes tightly, her hands trembled as she was really trying but she dropped her hands
back to her sides, slowly returning into normal human hands. feeling dejected and confused at the
same time.

this never happened before so why now?



what the hell is happening to me?

"i- i think.. i'm c- close!!" lucia moaned out, completely snapping amelia out of her daydream as
she almost forgot that she was fucking her and just went auto pilot.

just kill her already!

the succubus' tail whipped out behind her as a last resort if her own hands doesn't do it's one job,
the tip was sharpened like a blade, carefully waving before striking like a viper but..

it stopped right in front of lucia's neck and she doesn't even realise that amelia was trying to kill
her.

no no no..

amelia grabbed her own tail and tried to bring it down, shove it into her throat for all she cared. she
just wants this human dead!

but alas, all her efforts were futile and lucia screamed in absolute euphoria, her body felt like it
transcended beyond the realm of understanding when amelia plunged her cock deep into her spot,
triggering her to come hard for her first time before falling limp under the blight as she began to see
the clouds.

"i can't.." amelia gritted her teeth tightly, she quickly pulled out of lucia to let her own cum shoot
down the carpeted, not caring if it leaves a stain as she attempts to get her head together. she went
against her nature, amelia was supposed to kill her targets without hesitation or consideration so
what's the problem with lucia? what makes her so different?

what is this bubbling, swelling feeling in the pit of amity's stomach as her heartbeat hasn't calmed
down even after she came down from her high, maybe it's anxiety? probably but there's more to it.
she knows there is but she just couldn't pinpoint what.

till then there's only one thing she wants to know first.

"what makes you special?"



Fangs & Claws

Chapter Summary

alpha vampire amity x omega vampire luz

requested smut by @rabidtime

as the night breeze blows her thin hair back, her wings pierced through the air by going at a slow
speed- at least to her. when in reality, she's zooming across the dark sky that has no moon nor stars
to make it pretty.

her golden glowing eyes scoured down below, seeing various nocturnal creatures and monsters
walking about in the thick either in a quest for dinner or just having a midnight stroll like what
amity is doing. leisurely soaring through the air, liking the feeling of the cold nightly air hit her face
without making her lips chapped.

amity was having a good time though it didn't last very long when she heard a howl of an omega
permeated into the air making her ears perk up and her initial instinct was to follow it which she
did. she took a sniff in the air, trying to figure out what or who could be making that noise and is it
a trap?

it took a second for amity to immediately recognise that scent. her eyes glowed even more and she
sped up her flight making it seem she's going faster than the speed of sound as she heads east of the
forest until she spotted a small clearing. squinting her eyes, amity's vision heightened even more to
see four individuals down in the clearing but the three are cornering the fourth.

luz.

with a growl surfacing in her throat, amity wrapped her wings around her body and began doing a
twirling descent like a deadlier tornado.

luz was running as fast as she could just to get away from the alphas who caught her scent. she was
heading home when the heat kicked in at the worst possible time it could've popped up, she didn't
know those alphas were nearby and they obviously got a whiff of it before starting to go after her to
give her a 'fun time'.

she tried to lose the assholes but they managed to corner her. with her heat steadily getting stronger
and harder to resist especially when the alphas kept emitting their musk to get the omega to befall
and give in, she couldn't think straight with her mind becoming fogged as her fearful instincts
slowly seeped in to control.

"come on, little omega. we know you're in pain so why don't you just come with us and we'll make
it all go away." one of the alphas said as they slowly come closer towards luz, backing her up like a
wild animal with their noses getting clogged by the omega's strong scent that could, probably, be
smelled across the forest.



"no.. no no! i already have an alpha!" luz exclaimed, her panicked mind thought that amity was
already her alpha as she's the only one she'll ever choose if only she has the courage to spit those
words out. three alphas glanced at each other, silently asking the same question before turning their
heads back at the omega struggling to keep a steady posture.

"if you do, where are they? they should be the first to smell you but it's us, that says alot." the
second taunted with a chuckle in the end. luz became confused, her mind still thinks she's already
the mate of the blight but she didn't falter herself anymore and growled at the three alphas as her
hazel eyes began to glow though it didn't faze those bastards.

"is your 'alpha' gonna fall from the sky sent by god?" the third mocked which was a mistake.

then, a loud boom was heard that made all of them stop. three alphas slowly turned around to see a
purple head through the slow dispersing smoke before a pair of intense glowing golden eyes
snapped up to meet their own eyes.

it made them flinch from the sudden rise of uneasiness within them, just by staring at those brought
immense discomfort as if something is always behind them when the threat was right before them
accompanied by the strong scent of an alpha wafted in the air. overpowering the three bastards'
scent that made luz perk up as she immediately knew who it was.

"nice entrance. you gotta get in line if you wanna take this omega." one of them said, trying to
shrug off by being unsettled by the mysterious vampire's sudden entrance and the lack of life in
those glowing eyes.

the vampire said something though she was murmuring as she stood straight, she was no less taller
than the three bastards but they felt.. overwhelmed.

"what?"

"do you want to meet god?" amity asked as blood red began seeping into her golden eyes, her
pupils thinned with her claws unsheathed. she got into a fighting position, didn't even bother to wait
for the assholes to realise what was gonna happen as she charged- or teleported right before their
eyes with her claw raised, prepared to taste fresh blood as her red eyes only reflected the intent to
kill.

before swiftly bringing her claw down on the first vampire.

amity stared blankly at the one she struck with the other two baffled until they saw her right hand
was dripping of blood as the first vampire's head slipped off their neck and tumbled to the ground
with their face stuck in a confused expression as they didn't know what hit them before their entire
body dropped limp to the ground with more blood oozed out of their exposed neck.

"shit!"

the two vampires began to scurry away from the bloodthirsty blight but they were already given the
chance to run before she landed. now they're dead for attempting to take her omega.

amity chased after them, her speed and stamina was much better than them as she easily caught up
to them. she leaped into the air when she saw trying to fly away, she grabbed them by the ankle
making them yelp in terror before they were pulled back down to the ground and slammed hard
enough to create a crater.



hissing, the vampire raised their hands in surrender once they saw amity above them with a
menacing look on her face. "w- wait! chill! we didn't realise she was your mate!" they tried to
reason with the blight that it was just a simple misconception, a mistake but a blight can only
overlook certain mistakes and this wasn't it.

without hesitation, amity raised her foot and stomped on the vampire's face. creating a disgusting
snapping noise of every bone on their face, their body jolted from the sudden action but quickly fell
limp as bits and pieces of their flesh and brains scattered across the ground with their once raised
hands dropped on the sides.

amity lifted her foot off the fucked up face of the asshole, shook off the membranes and flesh stuck
on her boot, scraped the underside on the rocky ground to clean it before stepping out of the crater.

she immediately spotted the third and final alpha she needed to eliminate, she began to approach
them who tried desperately to run but they were simply paralysed in fear from the raw strength
amity displayed. they could crawl away though they were bind by something they can't see, the
scent of intense fear filled the blight's nose as she stared at them dead center in the eyes without
blinking while coming closer and closer until a malignant shadow loomed over them.

"mercy, blight!" the vampire pleaded to be spared as they raised their hands in surrender like the
blight was a messiah and they were the pupil asking for forgiveness in the name of god but amity is
not a religious woman.

"try asking god."

as a horrid scream tore through the air, luz covered her ears with her eyes closed. low whimpers
escaped her throat as she waited for the chaos to subside before she could safely open her eyes
again. obviously to the shadow now looming over her small body.

"luz." the noceda's ears perked up when she heard that soft voice call out her name, she slowly
lowered her hands from her ears and opened her eyes to see amity's eyes reverting back to normal
with her expression softening, her claws sheathing back though her hands were still covered in
blood and she reeks of it.

though, luz could care less about that.

"are you okay? did they hurt you?" amity asked as she stepped forward, wanting to check if luz was
alright. despite being smaller than the three assholes who she buried 16 deep into the ground, she
was definitely bigger and taller than luz.

luz felt her heart strings pluck from the close proximity they have, her cheeks becoming hot but she
pushed it down the best she can and tried to hold herself now that she's actually in front of the alpha
she wanted. she only nodded in response as no words were forming in her head to be uttered.

amity narrowed her eyes at luz's hazel hues, she can tell she's attempting to suppress as much of her
musk as she can though it's doing the opposite. the smell of luz's heat was sweet after the rainstorm,
like a strawberry lost in the forest. it triggered the blight's inner alpha to howl in excitement,
rejoicing that she's finally going to make luz hers.

luz was spacing out while she stared into amity's eyes, wanting to know what's held behind those
mystifying golden hues before her gaze lowered to see amity's black frilly blouse slightly tattered
with a few spots of blood barely seen by a simple human eye and her sleeves were completely torn



off amidst of the one sided battle, showing off the blight's pale, veiny arms that are covered of
drying blood.

her hands looked big enough to grasp her neck and choke her.

gulping hard, luz wanted to look away as her mind began conjuring obscene scenes but against her
better judgement. luz glanced down at amity's dark red 'tight fitted' leggings, the reason why it's
tight fitted is her little friend was trying to say hello to her. twitching every now and then without
amity's notice- or she already knows and just didn't bother to cover it, just for luz to froth over it.

"come on, let's get somewhere safer." then, luz snapped out of her fantasy as she felt herself get
lifted off the ground and the next thing she knew, she was in amity's arms. this made her blush
worse, she quickly covered her face making amity giggle to herself before quickly speeding out of
there to get to a quieter and safer place, away from anything, just for luz.

it took a split second for amity to find this barren cave that's deep enough for them to stay away
from any monsters or creatures' radar. they entered the cave without needing a light source as their
refined vision was powerful enough for them to still see each other while being shrouded in
darkness.

amity gently placed luz back to the ground and what happened next caught her off guard.

luz swiftly knelt down in front of amity, her hands hastily brought amity's leggings down for her
monstrous cock to spring out, "amity.. i can't take it anymore.." luz muttered as she grasped the
thick cock making the blight panic.

before luz could take in her mouth, amity pushed her away and knelt down in front of the noceda
while holding her back from pouncing on her.

"luz, calm down. let's take this slow, okay?" amity said, hoping that luz's rationale wasn't overrode
by her instincts as she doesn't want to risk hurting luz in a sudden, dangerous mating without letting
her adjust considering that they're beings who have unlimited stamina.

"but i don't want to be slow!" luz refuted, making amity sigh deeply.

"i know but i don't want to hurt you so please?" amity slowly leans closer to luz with her grip on
her shoulders loosens, she can feel her hot breath hit her face as she simultaneously stared at her
glowing hazel eyes and plump lips.

amity softly pressed her head against luz's as her hands slithered towards her hand to intertwine.
"i'll give you everything you want, luz. i'll do anything for you but i just don't want to risk it." she
said with her gentle voice putting luz at an ease, her breathing became calmer than ragged and her
body relaxed though still fidgety like she wants to just take advantage of this quiet moment to
pounce on amity and bring herself down to her hard cock but she didn't.

taking a deep breath in before sighing deeply. luz slowly nods, "okay then."

smiling softly, amity caressed luz's cheek and closed the space between them with a tender kiss that
luz didn't hesitate to return. she moved closer to her, indulging in the kiss as she tried to push amity
down to the ground though the alpha was much stronger than her.



pulling away, amity kissed luz's soft cheeks as she slowly pushed her down to the ground with her
already going in between her legs. she began placing kisses all around her neck, licking her sweet
flesh, seeing her blood briskly getting pumped in her veins that made her want to inject her poison
into her stream but she held herself back as she followed the trail of her strong scent until she found
that spot.

luz thought was going to get her mark though, amity only gave the gland a lick before tearing
everything off along with her own clothing making the noceda's breath hitch and watched as amity
placed a trail of kisses on her collarbone to her breasts. her long slick tongue traveled up from the
mound before meeting her erected nipple, luz whimpered at the feeling of her cold tongue and
moaned when amity took it in her mouth to start sucking.

"amity.." luz bit her lip from the pleasure even though amity was only sucking her nipple since her
body is extremely sensitive in this time, just by mere touch from amity, she's already dripping and
ruining multiple layers of clothing. more of her scent was emitted, filling the air and making it
unbearable for amity as it's getting hard to breath, to think properly in this haze without breaking.

pulling away with a pop, amity slicked her hair back as she stood straight on her knees for luz to
get a glimpse of her twitching cock once again, drooling of precum. amity spreads the noceda's legs
as wide as she can, takes a deep breath to inhale her strong scent, fueling her with thrill before
aligning herself in her womanhood.

"ready?" amity asked and luz vigorously nodded her head. then, she pushed her cock in with ease
due to how wet luz was making both of them let out a lewd moan. biting her lip, amity gripped onto
luz's knees with her eyes focused on her shining eyes as she started thrusting slowly for her to get
accustomed to her bulk, listening to her cute noises of whines and whimpers.

"amity.. please.." luz whispers, watching in her lover's stagnant pace. she understands that she
wants to prepare her for it but she doesn't have time for foreplay.

and amity can tell as she also can't keep her composure anymore.

"please what?" amity asked, leaning down onto her neck. burying her nose into her gland even
more as she gets herself high by luz's scent. listening to luz's noises that didn't really answer her
question.

"what is it, baby? spit it out." amity encouraged as her voice deepened a few octaves. luz flinched
when she felt something poke her thigh when she was pulled closer to amity's hips, looking in the
corner of her eye, she saw the blight's claws were out once again and her bodily heat rising just like
hers despite both being cold blooded.

amity just wants luz to say those words and she'll obey like a loyal hound as she can't hold herself
anymore.

"p- please make me yours."

with those words uttered, a sharp toothy smile crawled up to her lips as she leaned into luz's ear to
whisper; "with pleasure."

then, amity turned her slow pace into full on thrusts making luz wail out in pure delight as she can
feel her truly ramming into her now, reaching deep but was, unfortunately, stopped by her inflated



knot in the base. "aahh fuck! amity-" luz was caught off by amity slamming her lips against hers for
another kiss, it's rougher and hotter.

amity slipped her tongue inside luz's mouth, getting a taste of her while both of their tongues
danced, swirled with each other while keeping a steady pace of her thrusts. luz's legs ricocheted
from every strong slam, her eyes slowly rolled back as the pleasure completely overwhelmed her
body and she's slowly getting deprived of air.

once the blight finally pulled away, accidentally nipping luz's bottom lip. luz panted heavily while
her ragged moans escaped her throat as she rolled her head back, not minding the blood slowly
trickling down the side of her face.

amity licked the small droplet on her fang, her eyes turned wide with her pupils dilating from the
taste of the noceda's blood. she hasn't been able to tell or smell what luz's blood is like since they're
both vampires, they can only do that to other beings.

this was worth the wait.

a growl rumbled in amity's throat, her head shook like a rabid animal, trying to get a hold of
herself, while she continued to give luz the fuck she so desperately craved.

but how can she do that when she's already so gone?

as her erotic moans echoed throughout the cave, clogging the blight's ears. luz was so lost in
pleasure that she didn't realise that amity was eyeing her like a hungry predator with her eyes
turning red again.

amity stared at luz's state. bullets of sweat rolled down the sides of her face, her lissom breasts
hypnotizingly bounced before her eyes, her mouth completely agar for her moans to come out as
her glowing hazel hues pierced through the thick veil of darkness to reflect the cloud of lust and
passion she has for the blight.

she just looks so perfect.

then, something snapped. "fuck, luz! i fucking love you!" amity yelled at the top of her lungs as her
fangs turned sharper and longer before quickly sinking her fangs into luz's scent gland making her
cry out in pure euphoria with the blight's speed becoming inhumane that her body was vigorously
jolting upward.

"i love you too!!" luz replied, gritting her teeth tightly as she wrapped her arms around amity. her
own claws were already out earlier and she dragged it deep along amity's shoulders, drawing out a
steady stream of blood off the side of her body, creating a small puddle below.

all the while, amity ignored the pain. her own venom seeped into luz's blood stream, her spell
kicking into high gear to ensure that no one would ever mistake luz as a single lone omega
anymore.

once she pulled away, amity panted heavily as she gulped the small amount of blood that got in her
mouth and it was enough to energise her. amity wiped the newly made mark, gave luz a loving kiss
on the lips as she whispered those three words again before plunging her cock deep and precisely in
that spot.



"amity!!!"

luz screamed one last time with her hip arching as she felt amity shove her knot inside, triggering
her to come at the same time as her alpha. amity lets out a guttural moan when she feels the
omega's walls tightly clench around her, squeezing her to make her load burst out into her pussy.

luz twitched at the sensation of the blight's warm cum stuffing her up, mixing with her own cum to
ferment her and shuddered in absolute bliss to the feeling. her grip around amity loosened as she
eased under her with the libidinous effects of her heat slowly dying down.

they're gonna stay like this for a while, they might as well get some rest before going again.

luz nuzzled her face into amity's neck, taking deep inhales of her comforting scent through their sex
that wafted the air. she instantly noticed that amity's neck was rather empty, she can't have that.

"can i.. mark you too?" luz whispered. amity slowly pulled away to look down at her mate, her eyes
looked so innocent right now when earlier she was screaming erotically. what a range.

chuckling to herself, "yeah." amity exposes her scent gland and leaned down closer to luz. the
noceda sniffed that spot for a short second, gave it a small lick before pushing her fangs deep into
her flesh, amity groaned but she kept still.

luz took quick gulps of amity's blood but didn't get too greedy or else she'll suck her dry and pull
away. leaving two deep holes on her neck, the same as hers and it is, without a doubt, that both of
them will flaunt it with pride.
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with the sound of the pot letting out a pitched whistle, lucia turned off the stove and grabbed the
handle to pour the hot water into her mug for her daily coffee to awaken her for the day while she
lets out a big yawn.

the sun was shining behind her with the roosters clucking as loud as they could like every morning.
she turned her head up when she heard the doggy dog rattle and saw king trot towards the kitchen
as he shook the feathers and hairs off him.

"did you round them up?" lucia asked as she took her first sip of coffee, king barked in response
and sat in front of her with his eyes asking for breakfast which the noceda already prepared.

"good boy." lucia placed her mug down the table first, grabbed king's dog bowl and placed it down
in front of him to quickly munch on. she petted king's head before stepping out of the house,
grabbed a few buckets from the side and looked out in the open field to see her herd of sheep
roaming around, eating their breakfast along with the birds.

all that's left is the cows.

lucia trotted over to the ranch, she unlocked the big wooden doors and opened it to the many cattle
getting awakened by the sound of the doors opening. lucia stepped inside and whistled for everyone
to get up, motioning her hand for every cattle to file out of the ranch and shake off their grogginess
until there's only a few left.

she looked around for a particular cow she plans to empty out today and spotted her in the corner,
laying in the stacks of hay. lucia quietly walked over to with a soft smile climbing on her face, she
knelt down in front of her and gently stroked her head.

"good morning, mi amor." lucia whispered, making amelia slowly flutter her eyes open and a smile
was instantly spotted on her face when she saw the noceda. "good morning." amelia greeted back as
she slowly sat up, cutely stretching her limbs to make them pop while lucia watched with an
unwavering smile and her gaze filled with adoration.

amelia rested her head onto lucia's chest, nuzzling up to her neck with a smile on her face and her
tail wagging happily to be in her lover's arms again. lucia lets herself fall onto the stack of hay, her
arms wrapped around amelia to keep her close and make sure there's no space between them.

lucia rubbed amelia's head, her fingers tangling on her wavy hair but clicked her tongue when she
felt something poke her ass. "you know, you always have a spot in my bed but why hay? isn't it
uncomfortable?" she asked as she pushed the strand of hay off her.



amelia softly giggled "because i grew up sleeping on it." she simply replied, she rested her chin on
her lover's shoulder as she stared at her reddish hazel eyes, holding so much love for the noceda in
her golden eyes.

"can you, at least, try the bed? kinda getting lonely there." lucia said with a pout as she turned her
head to meet amelia's eyes.

the farm used to belong to her uncle and she always spends her summer vacation tending to the
animals since they're the only thing that accepted her. three summers ago, her uncle brought a rare
breed of cattle. a hybrid. lucia's uncle told her that amelia was going to be sent to a slaughter house
after being separated from her family despite being special and after that, her uncle passed on.
leaving the responsibility to take care of the farm to lucia.

it's tiring, yes, but at least lucia has some company.

lucia doesn't know what happened to amelia's family and neither does she. they just hope they're
living a good life and in a better place than a fucking slaughter house.

"sure." amelia didn't hesitate to close the space between them, lucia kissed back with her hands
smoothly roaming around her lover's milky skin. running her fingers along her curves making
amelia shudder from the tingling sensation. pulling away, lucia started planting kisses on amelia's
squishy cheeks, down on her neck until her eyes finally noticed the big jugglers that's only held by
a thin line of cow printed bra.

"oh my, these look heavy. want me to empty them?" lucia asked as she gently grasped both breasts
to slowly grope them. amelia smiled and nodded, "yes please." she replied sweetly. nodding, lucia
slipped her hand on amelia's similar printed thigh highs and stopped right into her damp underwear.

lucia ran her finger through the fabric, feeling her lover's dripping cunt. she listened to her breathy
moans and lucia was about to slip her hand inside to give amelia some relief to let her milk out, she
stopped her.

"that won't be enough." amelia said, suggesting the latter and lucia was quick to catch on. smirking,
"oh, i see." she recoiled her hands and placed her behind her head as she watched amelia get on top
of her.

she started giving her loving kisses all around her face and neck with her hands working to get her
belt off, lucia groaned when she felt the blight grind against the morning wood she didn't bother to
address. "someone's needy."

"well, this is three days worth of milk." amelia said as she pulled the belt off, dropping to the side.
by this view, lucia couldn't help but stare at amelia looking so innocent yet dangerous and it turns
her on even more.

"wow. that much?" lucia was in disbelief that it would get this in such a short time, she's impressed.
"usually it takes a week for you to be this big." she delicately slipped amelia's straps off her
shoulders to watch it fall on it's own to release her tits, letting it breathe as the cold air and libido
made her pink nipples perk up.

"are you pregnant or something?" lucia jokingly asked as she initially thought it's just part of
amelia getting to her final stages of womanhood but she gave the noceda that kind of look that
made her realise what the real reason is.



"oh."

giggling, amelia pressed her body against lucia, resting her chin on her chest as she stared at the
disbelief in her eyes.. "you spoiled the surprise, dumbass." she said as she continued to giggle.

amelia just recently found out that she's pregnant by lucia and she was enthralled by the news. they
had sex alot after they came to terms in living with each other (since they didn't like one another
before). amelia loves the things lucia does for her and the touches she makes on her that always
makes the girl melt to the ground.

especially with the fact that she's lucia's private possession and obviously not for sale.

"i'm sorry." lucia covered her face with her hands to hide the redness and embarrassment that she
hasn't been careful in all of their daily routines. "no no, it's okay." amelia pulled the noceda's hands
away from her face to see her hypnotising red eyes once again.

"i'll keep them." she reassured as it's a no brainer for amelia to keep the child or children lucia gave
her. this eased lucia though she's still doubtful about herself about the future but she pushed it to the
side and dealt with it later as she had work to do.

"i love you so much." she whispered as she gave her lover a sweet yet short kiss on the lips.

"i love you too." amelia bumped her head against lucia and moved down in between her legs as she
easily pulled her pants down to her ankles, letting the 10 inch cock rise in its full glory with precum
leaking out. amelia grasped the base, lightly squeezing it to test its hardness as she leaned closer to
take a whiff on the precum before licking the tip clean, making lucia bite down a groan.

amelia gave the pink tip kisses and long licks around the sides, she kept her eyes focused on lucia
to watch her struggle to keep her composure whenever she's getting head. it amuses her how easy it
is to make someone so confident and aloof crumble into pieces just by a lick.

"don't hold back, baby. we're the only ones here." amelia said before completely taking her whole
cock inside, making lucia moan loudly from surprise, her hand instinctively gripped onto one of
amelia's horns and she didn't mind. she knows she's doing great when lucia grabs her horns. soon
enough, amelia began bobbing her head with her long tongue toying with her tip.

"ah shit.." lucia bit her finger as she watched her lover suck her off, she became weak from her
skillful tongue and her grip on her horn tightened but not enough to hurt amelia. "god, amelia.. just
like that.." she moaned with her hips slowly thrusting.

amelia hummed, the vibrations bringing more pleasure to the noceda, she slowly fluttered her eyes
shut as she knew lucia was gradually losing her self control by the looks of her increasing speed.

then, lucia started to give full thrusts into amelia's mouth with her balls hitting her chin as she kept
her head still by holding her horn. "fuck, amelia!" she moaned as she rolled her head back, glancing
down to watch her lover easily take her entire cock down her throat like it's nothing after a few
practices.

"i'm betting you haven't had your breakfast huh?" lucia asked and amelia shook her head, if
anything, her cum would be her breakfast and she doesn't have a problem with that.



drool slowly dripped off the sides of the blight's mouth, falling onto her quivering thighs as her wet
cunt was making a puddle.

and with a last deep thrust into her throat, lucia lets out a loud guttural moan as she comes. letting
her warm strings of cum fill amelia's mouth making her eyes rolling back and she didn't hesitate to
start gulping it all down, pushing the ones that tried to escape back into her mouth as she continued
to bob her head on her dick to make sure nothing was left behind.

panting heavily, lucia slowly lets go of amelia's horn and stared at her lap up the remaining cum
like a good girl before finally pulling away, wiping some off the corners of her mouth to lick it
clean.

"that's my good girl." lucia cooed as she caressed amelia’s cheek, running her thumb along her
plump lips and pulled her back up to her lap with her still hard cock grazing her still clothed pussy.
lucia didn’t bother to take it off like a civilized human being as she just ripped it off, tossing it to
the ground along with her belt, she aligned her lover above her dick before slamming her entire
length inside making amelia moan in pure ecstasy as she rolled her head back.

lucia firmly gripped amelia’s hips and started thrusting wildly without letting her adjust but it didn’t
matter as amelia was moaning like a little slut for lucia. “lucia- aaahh!” she gripped onto the
noceda’s shoulders, she bounced to follow her quick thrusts though she was easily overpowered by
lucia.

lucia watched amelia’s big breasts jiggle in front of her eyes with her moans filling her ears like a
siren’s song that it’s alluring her to come closer and she didn’t think twice in doing so. she took one
of her nipples in her mouth and began sucking on it in hopes to get her milk out though she’s only
getting drops of it.

“come on, give me some milk baby.” lucia whispered, she stared at amelia’s lustful golden eyes
while squeezing her breasts to make her milk burst out but it’s not working leaving the noceda with
no choice but to go harder and faster on her poor pussy. amelia cried out in euphoria, her grip on
lucia’s shoulder tightened with her nails practically digging through her shirt but the stinging pain
was ignored.

lucia took amelia’s other nipple to suckle on again. amelia whimpered loudly, she pulled her hands
off her lover’s shoulders and pulled her head into a hug instead, smothering her with her breasts
which seems to be heaven for lucia as she kept sucking to get her lover’s finest milk. amelia tried to
bounce once again and this time she was synchronized with lucia’s powerful thrusts, as she brought
her ass down onto her cock, it went deeper into her as she felt it hit that one spot.

“fuck!!” amelia looked over her shoulder to see lucia’s cock rapidly ramming into her pussy, her
heavy balls hitting her as well before returning her head back in front with her moans filling the
entire ranch accompanied with furious skin slapping. they’re lucky they don’t have neighbors in
this kind of area or else they’ll be hearing lucia clapping amelia’s ass everyday damn day for the
past 3 years as if it’s a routine. the other livestock doesn’t understand why their caretaker is fucking
their weird looking ranch-mate but they can’t exactly question it.

amelia can feel lucia now focusing on that one spot, repeatedly hitting it that brought her climax
closer than before. lucia couldn’t pull away from amelia’s breasts and she couldn’t complain even
though she’s running out of air, her hands were busy themselves as it traveled down to her lover’s
ass, caressing her soft ass cheeks, spreading it to show her puckered hole that lucia plans to take
later before giving a cheek a nice smack making her let out an accidental ‘moo’.



lucia was caught off guard by that but since she can’t pull away from amelia’s breasts, she smacked
her hard this time to make her let out that noise once again and she gladly did. this might become a
later obsession.

then, amelia was on the edge. “l- lucia! please- i’m coming!!” amelia screamed for the last time
with her head rolling back once again as she came hard, which triggered her breasts to finally
lactate and fill lucia’s mouth. not soon after, lucia plunged her cock deep into amelia one last time
before ejaculating, letting her second load fill up her pussy to the brim that made some leak out
though it couldn’t be helped.

shuddering in bliss, amelia slowly pulled away to make lucia breath again and saw her drinking her
milk like she’s dehydrated. “you like it that much, huh?” amelia asked as she softly giggled, she
lovingly rubbed lucia head as she lets her drink it all if she could. lucia looked up to her golden
eyes again and nodded in reply, she kept drinking to quench her thirst until her empty stomach was
full and pulled away with more oozing out.

lucia quickly kicked up the buckets for her to easily catch it all the while staying inside amelia and
started filling it up with milk. it took about 4 and half buckets until amelia was completely empty,
her breasts don't look like they changed after being emptied out but she’s just naturally big.

“whew, that was alot. thank you baby.” lucia said as she gave amelia a tender kiss on the lips that’s
longer, making sure she gets all the love that she needs and wants before slowly pulling out her.
“you’re welcome and i love you.” amelia cupped the noceda’s cheeks making her lips protrude with
her eyes was almost gotten covered by her squished cheeks, the blight couldn’t help but laugh at
how cute but stupid lucia looks.

“stop it!” amelia yelped when lucia suddenly changed their position as she started tickling her
neck’s weak spots with kisses making her laugh uncontrollably. “yield! i yield!” amelia cried out
but lucia continued to tickle her until her abdomen began to ache, lucia withdrew from her neck as
she hovered above her lover for their eyes to meet. lucia always liked the fact that their eyes
complement each other because they truly do.

“i love you too mi princesa.”



Stay

Chapter Summary

continuation of 'familiar'
part 1 in chapter 22

another night, another dollar.

the sound of loud honking noises overlapped each other with the bright lights of the cars flashed by
in the corner of her eyes. she walked down the busy street of bonesborough, passing many
bystanders who looked at her and her outfit as she passed by though they were ignored.

she's dressed to her best tonight if she wants to attract the big bucks.

amity smacked her lips to even out her red lipstick as she rounded a corner, she placed the lipstick
back into her purse and continued walking the dark alleyway with the bright red neon lights just
ahead of her.

as she got to the red district of bonesborough, she looked around for a perfect spot to stand and
look pretty for potential customers whose pockets are loaded. amity walked past the other workers,
when she spotted an empty spot for her to take, greeting a few that she knew and stopped at the
spot she wanted.

amity watched the various cars passing before her eyes, the fumes filling her nose that she was used
to. some cruising as if they're window shopping along with the ones that don't have a car glanced at
them from the corner of their eyes. examining what they have that might satisfy their needs before
finally picking one.

amity took out her box of cigarettes along with her new light, tapped a stick out and placed it on her
lips. "hey." a man stopped in front of amity, his brows quirking to signal what he wanted but amity
just gave him a deadpan expression with her cigar drooping in disinterest.

"i'm a lesbian." amity blatantly said and the man immediately backed off with his hands up. "oh my
bad, miss. have a good night." he bowed his head before moving to another worker.

huffing, amity flicked her lighter to turn on, expecting a small flame to appear but there was
nothing. she tried again yet ended with the same results. growling, amity frustratingly tapped her
lighter against her hand to make it work and repeatedly rolled the little circle thing.

"not again." she grumbled as she continued to abuse her lighter and once she struck the little circle
thing again. nothing happened. "fucking amazing." she rolled her eyes in annoyance and dropped
the useless lighter back into her purse. guess she just has to hold an unlit stick the entire night.

"need a light?" amity froze when she heard that oh so familiar voice in her right, slowly turning her
head to the direction where she heard her, amity saw luz wearing a closed trench coat as if she's



trying to conceal herself and notices a big patch of bandage on her bottom left cheek accompanied
by a smaller one on her right forehead.

it's been so long since the last time amity saw luz and she didn't hold back. she dropped her stick as
she rushed into the noceda warm arms with the impact making luz stumble slightly. she buried her
face in her chest as her arms tightly wrapped around her, not wanting to let go. luz was pleasantly
surprised amity was hugging her but she reciprocated it nonetheless.

"where have you been?" amity muttered, though muffled, luz was still able to hear her.

"work. i'm sorry i haven't called, i just don't want you to get involved in shit." luz replied, she
kissed the top of amity's head, indulging in her sweet perfume for a moment before amity tilted her
head up for their eyes to meet once again.

"i'm always in shit." luz chuckled at that, she slowly lets go of amity once she felt her tug away
from her away with her hands lingering as she wanted to hold amity longer after not being able to
hold her for- like what? weeks? a month? years.

amity grimaced when her eyes landed on the bandages again, "what happened?" she asked as she
gently touched it to see if it hurts but luz didn't react much, just a twitch of the eye.

"just some crossfire and a few punches. but it's alright, i'm a- okay." luz reassured with a smile that
always made her cheeks get all puffy and big that made her a victim of pinches.

chuckling, "that's what they all say." amity pinched the noceda's soft cheeks with her own turning
rosy as she just realised how cuter and hotter luz was in this light.

luz leaned into the blight's touches, slowly rubbing her chest against her gentle hands while stared
at her hypnotising golden eyes. "did i keep you waiting?" luz asked, her voice was low yet it was
loud enough for amity to hear as all of the incoherent chatter in the back and busy road was clogged
out of her ears.

only wanting to hear luz. she's all that mattered tonight.

"no, i just got here. thought i might have to wait longer for you to pull up with that chevrolet."
amity said, her smile never faltering as she heard luz giggle. "ah well, too bad 'cause i got a
mustang."

"even better."

then, amity realized something that made her smile shift into a grin. "why'd you ask? you want
another round, don't you?" she asked as she closed the space between them again, their bodies
pressed against each other with luz feeling the blight's chest rub against her that made her cheeks
become red like the neon engulfed their faces.

"aha ha.. um.. i- i guess. i just wanna talk bout something." luz said, she flashed an awkward smile
that only fueled the blight's cockiness and libido knowing now that they're gonna have another
round. she grabbed luz's bigger hands, intertwined them and started to walk over to various parked
cars to find that mustang.

"we can talk about it in the car." luz gulped as she already knows what's gonna go down. she rushed
up front to lead the way to her black and red mustang, fished out of the keys for her to open the



door for amity to be the first to step in.

once luz hopped inside the driver's seat, she locked all of the doors and started up the car along
with the radio she was previously listening to before she turned it off though she lowered the
volume to just fill the white noise of the background.

"can we go to my house? i think you could use a softer cushion." luz said as she turned her head to
look at amity, seeing her get comfortable in the seat with her bag sitting on her lap. as speeding
lights passed outside of the car, giving amity a highlight of the night that pulled luz in a state of
trance without even doing something significant. yet.

luz will never stop saying that amity looks stunning no matter what and that's a fact.

amity giggled with her playfully rolling, "oh, how thoughtful." she turned her head as well to see
luz's enticed gaze that was broken when she realised she was caught and looked off to the side
despite it rendering useless. "i'm guessing this something is special, huh?" the blight started to come
closer to luz, her eyes fixated at her plump lips as her mind recalled the feeling of against her lips.

the softness, the warmth it gives that engulfs her body with joy and the gentleness of the noceda no
matter how hard she went that night, she was still gentle to amity.

she wants to feel that again.

"you could say that." luz muttered, she felt amity's hand slip on her cheek, caressing it once again
before she was pulling into a tender kiss. with her eyes fluttering shut, luz quickly melted into the
kiss and didn't hesitate to return it, her hand topping on amity's as both of them indulge the kiss that
felt like explosions erupting inside after not having this for a long time. it made them starve for this
moment, this night and they finally saw each other again just like that night.

amity was the first to pull away, even though she doesn't want to but she ran out of air during that
long kiss that just felt like mere short seconds to them, it made them want to go at it again. but
she'll save that for later, "whoa, easy there, big gal. you said we're going to your house." she
whispered as she stared at the lip mark she left on luz who's drunk in love for the blight after that
kiss.

"now drive!"

 

when luz pulled up in her garage, her house was in the suburbs and most of the houses around them
whose lights were already off considering it's nearing midnight.

both of them hopped off the car and luz opened the door leading inside the house for amity like a
gentleman that she is, amity rolled her eyes with a scoff as she entered the house with luz, grinning,
following behind her.

"nice gig." amity whistled at the nice, slick look of luz's house once the lights were flicked open.
she slowly spun around to get a good look at everything that's in the living room and peeked to the
kitchen while luz watched her with an unwavering smile on her face.

"got a roommate?" amity asked though luz shook her head. "nope. just me and solitude. sometimes
eda and king when they visit." she replied as she took off her trench coat to hang it on the rack.



when luz got this house, it was fun for a while about the fact that she has the freedom to do
anything here without supervision from her mother or mentor.

then, melancholy sets in.

"doesn't it get lonely though? i mean," amity lightly chuckled midway her sentence, remembering
she lives by herself in her small apartment and she does get sick of the place being too quiet.

maybe that's why she goes out alot.

"i live alone too but with a house this big, it can get lonesome." she continued without noticing luz
was approaching her.

"yeah." then, luz slipped her arms around amity's waist to pull her into an embrace and buried her
face in her neck to give her tender kisses that the blight indulges in as she slowly tilts her head to
the side. her hand caressed the noceda's face as she looked up for their eyes to meet once again,
they stared into each other for a long while as if they wanted to tell something before they leaned in
for another kiss.

amity completely turned her body around, her hands cupped luz's face to keep her there as she
slipped her tongue inside her mouth for their tongues to messily dance. luz slithered her hands
down to amity's plump ass, slowly kneading them making amity groan in the kiss and 'accidentally'
bit the noceda's lower lip.

"ow." luz hissed as she pulled away while amity just giggled mischievously. she dropped her hands
on luz's shoulder to wrap around it, she slowly added her weight when she leaned back as if testing
the noceda's strength. so far, she isn't moving an inch.

"where do you wanna take this ride, detective?" amity asked, keeping their eye contact. luz grasped
her hips to easily pull her back up against her body, amity's grin grew even more now that she
knows the noceda can lift her with ease. just like when they were in highschool.

"the bedroom would be good." luz replied and that was a cue for amity to drop her entire weight on
luz's arms, acting like a fallen damsel. luz struggled a little since she was caught off guard.

"then carry me."

"jesus christ." luz groaned, she slipped her arm under amity's legs with the other firmly wrapped
around her waist and tried the first time to lift her up like a princess. "oh come on, tough guy. i
know you can carry me like before." amity did her own version of encouragement as she patted
luz's face while she watched a hunk of a gal have a difficulty on carrying a lightweight sex worker.

once luz finally managed to lift amity, she sighed deeply and amity giggled like a mischievous
feline. playfully rolling her eyes, luz started to head for her bedroom though she remembered what
amity said earlier. "so you're saying you've liked me since highschool?" she asked with a grin
forming in her face.

amity groaned as she turned her head to the side, she totally forgot that this is luz noceda she's
talking to. "i ain't saying shit, stud but you're still oblivious as fuck." she spat making luz let out a
fake pout as she kicked her bedroom door open.



"aw come on, ami." luz whined, she rubbed her cheek against amity like a puppy asking for her
owner's love and attention. amity's blush turned even more redder, she clicked her tongue in
annoyance, though it came out as endearing, and started pushing luz's face away from her.

"stop it!"

amity yelped when she accidentally pushed a little too much and slipped out of luz's arms, she
thought she was about to fall on the hard ground but her ass felt the soft cushion of a fairly sized
mattress. it emits luz's sweet scent that makes her want to lay down and drown herself in the
pillows.

then, she watched luz take off her striped shirt to reveal her toned stomach once again with her
black sports bra confining her sizable breasts that pulled the blight into a trance by wanting to just
grab it and give it a squeeze. luz leaned closer to amity, her hands burying into the mattress as she
slowly crawled onto bed while feeling amity's hot, labored breath hit her face.

"what are we, luz?" amity asked, getting real for a second.

luz stared into amity'a golden eyes that's asking for an answer but she doesn't have one and she
knows it. "i don't know." she muttered, she planted a gentle kiss on her cheek as she pressed her
forehead against her with her eyes fluttering shut.

"but i want to figure it out with you tonight."

amity smiled, that's all she needed. she pulled away for a second to take off her own crop top and
pulled luz down for another tender, heated kiss while their hands got busy on their bodies. luz
smoothly ran her hands along amity's torso before stopping at the rim of her jean shorts, she didn't
pull it down just yet as she indulged in amity slowly grinding her crotch against hers. getting the
feel of her growing erection through the fabric that she just couldn't help but slip in between her
legs and push her crotch right up into her clothed cunt making amity gasp in delight.

"take it off. all of it." amity whispered as she tightly gripped luz's pants and tilted her head to give
luz the access in her neck again. luz didn't hesitate to oblige, she carefully undid amity's bra to let
out her supple breasts and cute perky nipples. delicately slipped the blight's shorts along with her
fishnet and placed it to the side before withdrawing for a moment to unclip her own bra and pants
to let her cock spring out freely all the while amity watched with a lip bite.

"i keep forgetting that little pipsqueak noceda has a big package." amity purred as she sat up a little
to get a closer of luz's dick, watching it twitch from the cold air with her mind going back to that
night. recalling the good stretch she had with that much girth she has to take, she fucking loved it.

"aw, my feelings." luz grumbled as she started bombarding amity with kisses, giving her all the
love that she could ever possibly need making amity giggle while doing the bare minimum in
pushing the noceda away but before luz could push amity back down to the bed again. she stopped
her.

"whoa there, detective. you worked hard for god knows how long and i can excuse that of you not
even bothering to send a snail mail." amity said as she snapped luz a glare with no ill intent in sight.

luz flashed an awkward smile. "sorry."



amity can't say no to that cute face whenever luz is guilty about something or just being an
awkward bean. she grabbed her hand, pulled her down onto the bed with her head on the pillows
and amity got on top of her lap as she looked down at luz with a smirk across her face as her hand
slowly traveled along the ridges of her hard stomach. her cock touching her ass cheeks, she can feel
it twitch as if it wants to be inside her already.

"let me take care of you." amity whispered as she leaned down, giving luz a peck in the lips and
started placing kisses all over her neck while her hands returned the same treatment she gave to her.
luz slowly melted in the blight's touches, her hands gripped onto her hips as she watched her move
down from her collarbone and to her boobs.

amity groped her left breasts, her slick tongue licked the hardened nipple, earning a shaky sigh, she
continued to give the nipple kitten licks before completely taking it in her mouth. she listened to
luz's low moans and groans filling her ears, it's like she's being transported in a blissful plain.

"ami.." luz looked down to meet amity's eyes that seemed to glow under the little lighting emitting
from the lamp and she gave the noceda this predator look. telling her that she wouldn't hesitate to
devour the noceda if she wanted to and luz found it really hot.

amity continued to suckle on luz's breasts, moved to the second to give it the same treatment before
pulling away with a pop. satisfied after sucking the booba. she turned her attention down to luz's
angry cock who hasn't been acknowledged for a while. she placed trails of kisses in the valley, gave
her abs a few licks as she wanted to do that the moment she saw them until she's in front of the
phallus.

leaking of precum making the red lip shimmer with her heavy balls contracting as if it already
wants to bust it's load. it's locked and loaded.

amity grasped the base, gave it a few loving strokes and ran her tongue along the tip, lapping the
dripping precum up making luz loudly moan with her thighs tensing. giggling to herself, amity
resumed to give the tip the same kitten licks before catching the noceda off guard by taking the
entire length inside her mouth.

"oh shit!" luz grasped a handful of amity's hair with the other covering her mouth, barely muffling
her moans once amity began bobbing her head. luz obviously forgot how professional amity was,
her mouth was an absolute unit in making luz lose all her cognitivity and rationale.

leaving her as a stuttering, moaning mess.

amity felt a sense of pride at the sight of that. she did this several times, whether it be a blow or
cunnlingus, and she became desensitized to seeing the newbies or regulars being amazed by her
skills. they commended her about it by paying extra which was always nice.

and she's doing the same thing to luz but everything feels different. she feels different whenever she
services luz.

no. not service.

make love to.

so much for reminding herself that night was only one time. though, amity doesn't regret it.



luz kept moaning like there's no tomorrow as she feels the blight's feverous tongue lashing around
her cock before she pulled away much to the noceda's despair but she wasn't given the time to
mourn at the last of her warm mouth wrapped around her cock as amity hovered herself above it
after aligning it in her womanhood.

"i love you, luz."

then, amity dropped herself onto luz's cock, taking the entirety of it, making both of them moan
loudly in utter bliss. gritting her teeth tightly, she gripped into amity's ass to give them a squeeze
again as she stared into her lustful, passionate golden eyes while both of them adjusted from that
sudden action.

luz felt her heart soar when she heard those two words. the things that she's been holding for a long
time began to swell and rise from the ground she once buried it, believing she doesn't have a chance
for the blight but now hearing those words utter from her very mouth made her levels of serotonin
rise exponentially.

"i love you too."

amity's eyes widened with her cheeks heating up even more, her heart was beating rapidly against
her chest and the bottle she once stored everything was starting to crack. soon enough, it exploded,
letting the many shards impale her chest to make amity see everything.

everything she missed or outright ignored for the sake of her delicate heart. she was so wrong back
then but she can't change it now so it's better to focus on what's happening tonight.

a special night for the two lost lovers.

once amity got accustomed to the bulk, she planted her hands onto luz's stomach and began riding.
"aah.." amity slowly brought her ass down to luz's lap, making it jiggle from each drop as she
watched luz slowly make her way up to the stairway of heaven.

soon enough, the blight started picking up speed. "fuck.. amity.." luz bit her lip as she stared at
amity's bouncing tits along with her tight walls entrapping her cock, clenching ever so ardently. her
adorable red face and hypnotising eyes- she just looks so hot riding her cock. luz can't get enough.

luz tried to thrust, give amity a small jolt but the blight slapped her thighs making her yelp. “just
enjoy this, baby.” she said as she continued bringing her ass down, her moans getting louder to be
compared with luz’s that filled the room. their voices reverberated out into the hallway though they
don’t care if they’re being louder than usual as they’re the only ones here and the neighbors are out
cold in their unruffled beds.

having a rather uneventful night to be honest.

then, amity suddenly remembered the reason why she’s here in the first place. "so.. what's this thing
you wanna talk about?" she asked, she doesn’t mind if luz just made that up for her to get another
round as she’s been wanting that ever since she told luz to drop her off to the red district and went
on with their lives.

sort of.



gulping, "right now?" luz asked, it’s hard for her to focus when the love of her life is literally riding
her like it’s the wild west for fuck sake’s and her train of thought has already been derailed a long
time ago

amity vigorously nodded her head, "hell yeah! while it's hot!" she moaned as she feels the noceda’s
cock reach deep into her sntach, hitting all of her vulnerable spots that made amity want to just
collapse onto luz’s chest and have her pound her pussy but she reminded herself that she’s doing
luz a favor by helping her wind down after a month or so of hard work. amity had high hopes that
the noceda would solve whatever this case she has assigned to in a giffy.

considering that luz was motivated by something, she’ll do whatever it takes to solve or do it.

luz started forming the words she wanted to say in her head while being given the best cowgirl in
her life but she was having a hard time to arrange them properly without making it sound that she’s
having an aneurysm. clearing her throat, luz just has to try when she was already presented a
window to do it and she doesn’t know when she’ll get this again after it’s gone.

"i- will you stay with me?"

this made amity abruptly stop as she was pulled out of her euphoria by that out of the blue question.
"what?"

luz instantly thought she did a massive fuck up just by the look of amity’s face, confusion. her brain
starts to rapidly think of a solution before she really kills the mood and amity leaves her for good.
"i mean, i kinda want you to move in with me so you don't have to go to the red district to pay off
your rent. don't get me wrong, i don't mind if you continue to be a sex worker i just.." luz was just
rambling now and she immdiately noticed it, she stopped herself from continuing, her hands fell on
her face as she groaned into it. cursing herself for not getting straight to the point and amity
probably hates her by now when in reality the blight was listening to everything luz was saying
with a shocked expression.

"the point is, i could use a company."

considering the stigma surrounding the many sex workers, amity felt happy and relieved that luz
was kind enough to see past that misunderstanding veil created by the ‘pure’. amity used to ignore
those comments about how low she stooped down just for a few bucks but it does have it’s
moments where it stings that made amity realise how alone she was in this world and how much
she’s fucking worthless.

amity never felt so lucky to have someone like luz, it’s so rare to have people like luz noceda. the
world seemed kind enough for their paths to intertwine once again and with luz, amity can’t
imagine her life without her in it anymore.

everything’s so clear now.

luz quickly removed her hands from her face when she heard sniffles, her eyes widened when she
saw tears stream down from amity’s face while laughing to herself. “amity? are you okay? did i say
something?” luz asked with worry and concern riddled in her tone as she sat up to gently cupping
amity’s face, her thumb wiped the flowing tears but amity shook her head.

sniffling, amity leaned into luz’s warm hand as she stared at her beautiful hazel eyes with so much
love and endearment in her eyes. "you could've just said that from the beginning, dumbass." she



said, her voice quivering but it didn’t matter as she just lets out a hearty laugh with the biggest
smile that she has showing it’s fullest form. this is happening right now and luz felt like she
ascended.

this is the second time luz saw this kind of smile. the first time was when they had their first dance
by that tree.

"is that yes?" luz asked, amity only giggled in response. she pulled luz into a kiss, it’s softer and the
love between them was more vivid now that both of them lost their balance without breaking their
kiss. amity laid on top of luz, her hands swarming up into her somewhat short curly locks to get
tangled in them before they slowly pulled away, they stared at each other for a long time with luz
pushing the stray strands of hair behind amity’s hair.

"keep fucking me good and i'll tell you." amity replied with a devilish smirk making luz grin.

"yes ma'am." luz gripped onto amity’s hips once again and without any hesitation, she began to
rapidly pound into her pussy to pick up where they left off. amity cried out in pleasure as her head
rolled back before dropping onto the noceda’s neck, burying her face into it as her moans went
straight into her ears.

“fuck! harder baby! oh fuck me harder!” amity lewdly moaned without any shame, luz groaned at
the feeling of the resurgence of the tightness and she didn’t hesitate to obey her lover. she rammed
her hips deep into her pussy, her hardened balls slammed against the bottom of her pussy as she
tries to consistently be balls deep into amity who’s slowly losing her mind.

then, luz found the jackpot.

“right there! please, right there!” amity screamed when she felt luz hit her sweet spot and she didn’t
need to be told twice. amity tightened her grip on her shoulders with her whole body jolting
forward from every hard thrust she made like she became a ragdoll. she can feel a familiar twist in
her stomach coming at rapid speeds and it’s hard to stop it now when she’s on the edge until-

“luz!!!” amity wailed out in euphoria as she rolled her head once again when she came hard, her
mind went blank for a few seconds before dropping back onto luz. feeling her still going, luz gritted
her teeth tightly as she planned to hold it in and pull out but the window of time wasn’t on her side
tonight making her end up coming inside amity.

the blight hummed, shuddering at the feeling of warm seeds filling her up though she didn’t
complain as she lets it happen. liking the warmth it gives her.

but luz was quick to come out of wonderland and started to immediately panic. “w- wait, i didn’t-”
she was about to say it though amity hushed her, she pulled her head out of her neck to look at her
lover, letting her see the unfazed expression she has.

“i’m on plan b.” amity reassured which puts luz into ease. sighing in relief, luz wrapped her arms
around the blight’s waist and kissed the top of her head, she slowly pulled her cock out for their
mixed cums to slowly ooze out of amity’s well used pussy though they didn’t pay any attention to
the cum getting on their thighs as being in each other’s arms is what mattered now.

they needed this, craved, longed for it for years. now, they have it. finally.



the two lovers slowly dozed off in one another’s arms, exhausted from the night’s events while
groggily muttering their ‘i love yous’ before they passed out. knowing, they’re given the second
chance to do what they couldn’t in the past and they’ll make sure to make this life of theirs
worthwhile in this fucked up world.
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"ehi, cast the line already!" the old fisherman said as he stepped out of the captain's quarters after
he stopped the engine of the boat, figuring they'll stay here for a while.

the sun has already risen and some boats have set sail around the town of portorosso though none
dared to venture towards a lone island that has an abandoned lighthouse.

but this old man and his young crewmate aren't going to let that waver their success in getting the
mother load.

the young man in the docks, closely hugging a fishing rod, peered down at the depths. the sun
provided enough sunlight for the clear blue sea to reflect his face though he couldn't see the
seafloor and that made him uneasy as his mind started conjuring a thought that someone-
something might be staring back.

"but we're not supposed to be here! what if there's-" the young man tried to talk this out as he
turned his gaze away from the sea and to the old man but jumped when he realised he's already
right next to him with a deadpan expression.

"sea monsters? romeo, we talked about this! there's no such thing as sea monsters! our parents just
made that up to eat the little tree things." the old man said with nonchalance as he waved his hands
in dismiss about this superstition that the whole town seemed to believe.

"you mean broccoli?" romeo corrected the captain but he wasn't having any of that today. "just start
fishing!" he snatched the boy's fishing rod out of his arms only to shove it back to him and walked
off to the other end to cast his own line as he muttered "dio mio." under his breath.

romeo scoffed as he rolled his eyes, he turned around to face the waters again with annoyance and
looming uneasiness but he's mostly annoyed that he was dragged out here to waste his whole day



by fishing when he should be in the plaza playing patintero.

"stupido vecchio." he muttered under his breath, which was caught by the wind by the old man.
"what was that?" romeo was only lucky since his hearing wasn't as good as it used to be.

shaking his head, "niente. just fishing now." romeo replied as he threw a line down on the water
and began the long process of waiting for the fish to catch the hook.

there was nothing happening for a while now and romeo was getting understandably bored and he
just wanted to go back home. they sadly don't have a fishing net with them to make the job faster
since the old man forgot to put it on board, they just have to do it the old fashioned way.

"getting anything?" the old man asked after a while, his body just wanted to slide down and fall
asleep as he's barely keeping his eyes open now. "nope." romeo replied, his body leaned against the
side of the body as he stared at the wide horizon. not caring to look down as he hasn't noticed it.

"me neither."

sighing, romeo looked over his shoulder to see the old man barely keeping his posture and was
clearly tired of waiting just like him. "can we just turn around? there's obviously no fish here." he
suggested, half expecting for the old man to just give up for the day and try again tomorrow but his
other half already expected him to say no to that.

"no! we just have to wait longer and i'll show it to giuseppe that i'm a better fisher than him!" the
old man declared while murmuring some other things under his breath that romeo could care less of
a decade long rivalry as he just sighed deeply once again and was about to die in boredom until-

his pole almost slipped off his hands if it wasn't for his swift hands.

"oh! i got one!" romeo exclaimed and started pulling it as hard as he could with the old man going
beside him to see what the boy got. he couldn't see it yet but it's trying it's best to wriggle out.
"that's it, boy! pull! pull harder!" the old man tapped romeo's shoulder and gripped onto the fishing
pole as well to help him.

this might be the ticket that would set him on the hall of fame.

"i'm trying.. but this thing is- pretty heavy!" romeo struggled even though he's pouring all of his
might along with the old man in pulling this massive thing up.

"looks like we got a big one!" then, they finally got to the thing that made them drop to their butts
and a big shadow loomed overhead for a split second before it dropped with a loud thud in front of
them.

the two men stared at the thing they pulled on broad, it has shining jade scales with a frilly darker
shade of jade on top of it's head like a hair and it's wearing a seaweed, kelp sown shirt. what really
made their blood run cold is when the thing slowly raised its head to reveal it's murderous glowing
golden eyes with the pupils dangerously thin and the sharp teeth bared.

"throw it! throw it! throw it overboard!"

romeo didn't waste any time in grabbing the thing and rolled it overboard creating a loud splash in
the water while the old man quickly started up the boat to race back to portorosso with a wild story



to tell. they would be ecstatic about it if they weren't so shaken up about it.

they watched the boat race out of there at full speed yelling italian words they didn't understand and
that made both of them snicker to themselves.

"ed! em! get down from there!" they stopped when they heard a familiar voice below them. looking
down, the twins saw an orange red sea monster by the seafloor, their little sister. groaning, edric and
emira swam back down to the floor, stopping in front of their sister who had an irritated expression
with her shepherd's staff planted on the grained floor.

her long mane like hair waved freely along the gentle waves of the water, she's not really mirroring
it so to say.

"geez, mittens. we're just having fun." emira said as if it's a lighthearted thing. edric nodded to back
up his twin, "yeah, it's pretty funny to watch those humans scurry away like those cows." he
giggled to himself while amity just stared at her siblings with a blank look on her face before she
lets out an aggravated sigh.

"don't you have work to do?" amity asked but the twins shook their heads in sync. "nope. we're
completely free today so run along with your little cows, mittens." emira said as she waved her
hand for amity to run along with the herd she's tasked to take care of.

the youngest blight growled to herself with her grip around her staff tightening but she held herself
back as she didn't want to cause a commotion so early in the morning.

"at least they're better to tame than you, boneheads." amity muttered to herself as she turned
around, she doesn't want to deal with these idiots anymore when they're just causing her a massive
headache.

just when amity was about to head over to the cows, she halted in her tracks when her necklace
began to glow as she heard the soothing yet menacing voice of her mother inside her head.

"oh mittens. why are the cows still not moved from the backyard? you know how much i value
silence in the morning so hurry up."

amity took a deep breath in and internally sighed. she never liked hearing her ever since the
moment the necklace was given to her. ignoring it, she made her way over to the herd with some
turning their heads to greet her with a bleat with the others continuing to eat their grass.

"alright everyone, let's go." amity waved her staff for everyone to start following her, she motioned
them to take the usual path they use everyday for the last few years while she stayed behind to
check if anyone tries to get adventurous.

once they got to the small area surrounded by big, jagged walls and had a patch of grass that's
enough for the cows. amity gave them the green light to start devouring the grass while she swam
over to a somewhat flat rock she can sit on, she stuck her staff on the floor and leaned against it.
watching her only friends mind their business which they didn't mind 'cause she's the only blight
they're fond of.

amity.. isn't allowed to have anyone to be her friend outside her small patch of cows. she's just like
them. they're allowed to have a small patch of grass.



but it's okay. amity doesn't like meeting new people anyways.

amity perked up when she noticed a cow attempting to sneak away as if they're being sneaky about
it. "don't think i don't see you trying to escape ronni." she said with a small grin, amused that the
cow would even think that she wouldn't even dart an eye at it and this made the cow stop for a
moment without making any eye contact before it ultimately swam off in full speed.

"hey!"

amity was caught by surprise just how fast ronni was, she dropped her staff but she ordered the cow
she trusts first "watch the others!" who nodded before amity bolted off as fast as she could before
ronni was snatched by someone.

"ronni!"

 

"luz!" luz was just about to paddle off on her bike but was stopped by camila going out of the house
to give her daughter a kiss on the side of her head to give her a sort of good luck for the day ahead
of her.

"make sure you come back before dinner, mija." camila said as she fixed luz's bag and beanie. luz
raised a brow with her interest rising as her favorite might be cooked tonight.
"are we having bolognese?" she asked though camila only chuckled in response.

"maybe, just don't make a mess in the docks again."

luz grinned, she kicked up the standee and placed one foot on the pedals. "i promise." with that, luz
rode away from her house as camila waved her daughter goodbye, watching her get further and
further until she was no longer in sight and she returned inside the house.

luz went past the plaza that has alot of people huddled in the fountain as if someone was telling a
high tale but she didn't bother to figure out what's the hubbub was and rode past them, heading for
the left outskirts of the town to follow a secluded path.

there's a few people the same age walking back to portorosso who instantly noticed the noceda.
"ehi, good morning luz!" one of them waved at her as she passed her.

luz returned the gesture but mostly ignored them until all of them were far from her and she's a
good distance away from the town.

pulling the breaks, luz stopped right at the spot she wanted. she looked at the small beach with a
few jagged rocks on either side of it, the water gently pushing along the shore as the breeze softly
kissed her face with her hair slowly waving back.

the beauty of the waters shimmered under the sunlight and it stretched for a long while. it's a sight
the noceda will never get tired of.

luz got off her bike, parked it to the side, she took off her shoes before jumping down onto the
beach so she could feel the grainy sand poking her feet each time step as she made her way over to
the shoreline and sat down with her feet just letting the cold waters hit her.



luz always goes here when she doesn't have anything to do or just wind down. she doesn't have
anyone to share this view with because everyone else already saw the beach and the sea.

they all literally live in it so what's the use?

nonetheless, luz doesn't mind when it's always like this since the beginning. she slipped her bag
onto her lap, opened it to take out a sketch pad and pencil to resume her drawing of the beach side
with her riding a vespa into the winds. luz always wanted a vespa when she first heard about it,
because once she has that beauty she'll help the family while rubbing it in her face.

but the only way she can get one is through the yearly competition that she always loses at.

luz ignored all of the thoughts that'll ruin her perfect day, the sound of the waves hitting the shore
was enough to clog her ears and continued sketching the scene she wants to happen or dreams of
happening soon. just soon.

maybe with someone? luz stopped for a second as she heard that thought. she never really had
friends, those guys from earlier were never her friends. they're just acting nice because of what she
did to them.

spoiler alert: she beat the shit out of them by talking bullshit.

while luz was preoccupied by her thoughts, she didn't notice that someone followed her until she
heard the revving of a familiar vespa that made her grimace. she tried her best to ignore what's
happening behind her and continued to sketch even though she already lost her focus.

"well well, i was expecting to see you here." luz clenched her pencil tightly as she heard that one
annoying voice she swore god had cursed upon her. she slammed her book closed with the pencil
inside and stood up to face boscha and her lankies just behind her wearing the same shit eating
smirk.

"what, you're gonna invite me for a date or something?" luz mocked, it made some of the lankies
giggle to themselves before they were elbowed by the others to shut up when boscha glanced over
her shoulder.

the havenstar turned her attention back to luz, their intense hues blankly stared back at each before
boscha began to walk over to the noceda. "you know, luz. we could've made a great team," she
started as she snatched the sketch book out of luz's hands.

"hey!" luz tried to grab it back but boscha easily avoided her attempt and opened it to see the many
landscape drawings she made along with attempted sketches of people that made her mockingly
laugh as it was horrible in her eyes. "you made this?" she turned the book over to let everyone see
luz's work and they had the gall to laugh.

luz growled, she clenched her fists tightly and continued to try to get her book back.

"with my strength and your wits, we could've beaten everyone in the competition and even get to
ride my vespa." boscha said while dodging luz, juggling the book in her hands to make it harder for
her to catch it.

"that's a great offer, don't you think?"



luz doesn't give a damn about being in boscha's gang when the leader is a piece of shit. "just give
back my sketch book, boscha!" she lunged at boscha with her hand extended, thinking she's gonna
get it but she was caught by the collar and slightly lifted in the air with boscha devilishly grinning
at her.

"but you chose to stay solo which i admire if you weren't such a loser." boscha sneered, she shoved
luz to the ground without any of them noticing someone was watching them in the waters.

amity finally managed to catch ronni who's under her arm, still trying to wriggle out of her grasp
but she isn't going to let that happen again. she doesn't know she ended up at but being this near to
the surface made her instincts and the teachings about the surface being a bad, cruel place kicked
in.

"you're a bad cow, ronni. we'll talk about this when we get home." amity said to ronni who's fins
drooped knowing it's gonna get a good old scolding. just when the blight was about to swim back
down into the depths to avoid any possible humans spotting her, her fins like ears perked up when
she heard something drop against the sands up shore.

slowly turning around, amity saw a few humans that made her quickly hide behind a boulder and
softly hushed ronni to not draw attention for the humans not to notice their presence.

amity carefully peered her head out to see a human with pink hair, holding something that she
doesn't quite figure out but she can hear what they're saying even though it's slightly muffled.

"and a bastard." then, they threw something into the water that floated though amity another one
quickly dropped to the floor. she wants to go and get it but she flinched when she heard someone
exclaim:

"no!"

luz jumped into the water to catch her sketchbook before it drifted off, she raised it over her head to
not ruin the papers and works she put into this go to waste. she squeezed the book, trying to find if
the pencil was still inside but she didn't feel it. that made her panic and anxiety rise exponentially as
she began to frantically search for the pencil around the floor, unknowingly kicking it far enough to
be in amity's reach but didn't notice.

these things were bought by her mother on her birthday, luz just can't lose or destroy them. these
were special to her and that asshole ruined them.

when luz couldn't find it, her mood suddenly shifted and her body turned stiff. her head was
lowered as she slowly walked back up to the shore, not caring that half of her clothing was
drenched, she placed her damp book on the same rock she sat down to dry off.

"aw, is something upset that her-" boscha was cut off when luz swung her fist across her face,
making her stumble back and almost falling to her ass. the others gasped that the noceda managed
to land a hit on their leader, they were about to charge at her but boscha stopped them, a dry
chuckle escaped her throat as she rubbed her punched cheek and returned her gaze to luz, seeing
her tearing up but was holding it back with the pure animosity in her eyes.

"you'll fucking pay for this, figlio di troia!!" luz yelled and charged at the havenstar, throwing her
wild punches as fast as she could to hit boscha as hard as she could for her to get a taste of her own
medicine. "easy, segone! it's just a stupid book." boscha blocked and evaded the noceda's swings,



she's amused that she's even worked up by this much over a sketchbook that she obviously worked
hard on creating those illustrations that's all turned into a soggy mess but who cares about that?

certainly not boscha.

"ma’ va te ne a fanculo!" luz roared, making boscha click her tongue as she really has to do this
today.

"you asked for this."

while the two are fighting on the surface, amity shakes her head as she doesn't know why she even
bothered to stick around when the reason why she's prohibited to go to the surface is right in front
of her eyes.

humans are so reckless.

amity turned around, about to leave for real this time but ronni bit her arm making her yelp and
accidentally let them go. "dio santo, ronni!" amity hissed as she snapped her head around to see
ronni swimming towards the surface.

"what are you-" before amity could snatch the cow away from the surface, she stopped when she
noticed ronni was holding something in their mouth.

slowly, amity grabs the pencil and tilts her head in confusion as she doesn't know what this is. ronni
squeaked as if telling her to return it to the human but a frown formed in the blight face and shook
her head. "no. i'm not going up there." she turned back around, wanting to leave now but something
was different.

she couldn't move.

amity was taught from the beginning that the surface is a bad place and should be approached at all
cost but when she heard another thud above, she saw the human on the floor once again but their
face was bloody now and looked… scared.

there's something in that human that made the blight feel like we have something in common,
something they yearned for but amity isn't gonna stick around to find out what.

right?

"what's wrong, coglione? am i too much to handle?" boscha laughed along with her lankies who's
slowly approaching luz, threatening to close her in without anyone to break up the fight and help
her this time but she isn't gonna let fear take control of her as she puts on an neutral expression with
her teeth tightly gritting to dull the pain of the hits all over her body.

"bacha ma culo."

groaning in irritation as boscha rolled her eyes, "you know, i'm getting sick of you acting tough
when you're just mommy's crybaby!" she kicked luz in the stomach making her curl and painfully
wheeze but she didn't succumb to the pain as she lifted her head back up to continue glaring at
boscha.

"you're the pathetic one here." luz spat and she literally spat at the havenstar's shoe. there was a
suddenly silence between all of them before boscha delivered a hard blow right into luz's face,



almost making her completely drop onto the ground but she kept herself up with her trembling
arms as she wiped the blood off the side out of her mouth.

it would take alot more than that for a noceda to go down.

"what do you girls say about teaching this bastardo what it means to be tough." boscha proposed
and almost everyone agreed in broad to beat the living shit out of luz but she didn't let that faze her
despite internally praying that someone would just be at the right place at the right time.

before boscha could give luz another strike across the face, something leaped out of the water
overhead and dropped in front of luz making a few droplets of water hit her face. her mouth turned
agar when she saw an orange red scaly body, a long tail that had spiked fins as it slowly waved
around with sharp claws drawn out.

prepared to claw someone.

amity's golden eyes thinned as she glared at boscha and her gang, a growl rumbled in her throat as
she lets out a terrorising roar that drove all of them in a state of panic.

"sea monster!"

"run!" they swiftly climbed back up to the winding roar, boscha hopped onto her vespa and kicked
started it to be the first to drive out of there while the others were left behind peddling their bikes as
they called for boscha to wait for them but she was already halfway back to portorosso.

now leaving luz with this sea monster.

luz was in total shock and couldn't move that there's an actual sea monster in front of her. she heard
all of the old fisherman stories about them, they're vicious beasts that prey on unsuspecting sailors
and before they know it, they're pulled overboard to be devoured by them. leaving nothing but their
bones to sink to the bottom of the ocean.

but this one just saved her life.

"um.. hello." luz greeted that made amity flinched when she realised there's still a human left
behind her. quickly rushed back into the water in all fours as she doesn't know how to walk on her
legs yet, she swam deep down and away from luz who moved closer to the water to see amity being
extra cautious with ronni getting behind her.

"hey hey, it's okay. i won't hurt you." luz reassured, she always wanted to meet or just see a sea
creature when she was a kid but she grew up but now that she's actually seeing one in person, her
curiosity and fascination about them returned. amity on the other hand doesn't trust the human's
words.

"thanks for saving me back there. i would've been dead if you didn't." luz said with a light chuckle,
she admired the sea monster shining scales under the refracted sunlight. they looked really pretty
that seemed to awaken something in luz but she ignored it for now.

"i'm luz, by the way. luz noceda." amity heard a different accent when the human said their name,
she watched them submerge half of their arm into the water in an attempt to have a handshake.
amity stared at the open hand, she glanced down at the ground for a moment to contemplate before



slowly swimming up to near to the surface and extended her hand just enough for both of their
hands to meet.

with a single shake, amity immediately returned to the comfort of the depths and continued to stare
at luz. luz was surprised at how soft the sea monster's hand was, she pulled her hand out of the
water when she realised something was in her hand.

a gasp escaped her lips when she realised what it was. "my pencil! thank you so much for finding
it!" luz said with a big smile forming on her face, she used the dry portion of her shirt to wipe her
pencil.

she wants to stay for a while and get to know this sea monster though the realisation hits her that
made her smile drop. boscha and her lankies already saw the sea monster and would likely return
with a few nets and hooks to do whatever they want with this peaceful creature. she can't let that
happen.

"i think you should go. i don't want you to be caught by boscha or any other fishermen." luz said as
she pushed herself up. the blight was internally bummed that luz was leaving but she shouldn't be.
she should be relieved that the human was finally leaving her be so why?

"bye, sea monster and thanks again." luz waved amity goodbye before turning around, she grabbed
her somewhat dry sketchbook off the rock, snatched her bag off the ground and placed everything
inside. she climbed up the small slope to pick up her fallen bike that the other kids pushed while
escaping.

luz got onto her bike, gave the beautiful waters one last glance before pedalling away knowing that
staying away to let the sea monster live their life is the right thing to do before heading back to
portorosso.

amity stared at the wavering surface for a long while, half expecting that luz would come back and
talk to her again but she heard nothing. they really left. she should be happy that they left but why
does she feel empty all of the sudden?

is it because she didn't even get to tell her name?

whatever it is, amity finally turned around to head home. hoping that she doesn't have to think
about that human ever again.



Luzura

Chapter Summary

youtuber/streamer luz x viewer amity

requested smut by @Galaxy_art1800

"leave me alone!!"

with the sound of a door slamming shut was heard resonating throughout the manor halls, yelling
was heard from the other side but she didn't pay any mind of it as mad huffs escapes her lips and
begrudgingly dropped herself onto the bed, grabbing her pillow to scream into it as loud as she can
to let out her anger since she knows it's enough to muffle her.

she's sick.

she's so fucking sick with her parents telling her what to do, she did everything they told her with
precision and meticulously yet that's not enough to satisfy them. of course it wasn't when it's not to
cover her lackluster performance in the recent sales.

amity slowly pulled her face off the pillow and to actually lay her head onto it, her anger was quick
to dissipate but it's still there and will never leave. she just needs to get her mind off it, do
something to distract her.

reaching for her phone from the nightstand, amity opened her youtube to watch something that
would help her get out of this head space of hers. she kept scrolling, clicking a few short cat videos
before scrolling once again which felt like forever that she's just going down the algorithm. getting
irritated, amity was just about to leave the app with the videos still scrolling from her last swipe.

and just when amity was about to press the home button, a thumbnail caught her eye. it's a 15
minute minecraft video with the youtuber's name is 'luzura', amity doesn't really delve into those
kinds of videos when the fandom behind it are..

anyways, it's a minecraft thumbnail with shaders that has a flowing volcano and a low graded shack
with the '100 days in hardcore mincraft' on the top. with nothing to do, amity clicked the video and
tilted it in a comfortable position as the video loaded for a short while before it started playing.

a warm, gentle voice was the first thing that greeted the blight. "hey, welcome to the video. today
me and my friends are gonna try to survive 100 days in hardcore minecraft with an angry god
throwing random natural disasters at us." the narrator said while peaceful clips of the various
biomes played over.

"who's the god you ask?" then, clip shifted into a player with a greek god-esque skin. the name
'goldenguard'.



after that, a scene played out. "you're not gonna last a day." a different voice said that amity
guessed it's the 'god' with the camera looking up at them hovering in the air.

"i beg to differ." another voice said, the camera turned to the right to see a player named
'illusionman'.

this made golden gasp in blasphemy, "you dare defy a god?!" they roared, they landed down to the
ground, pulling out an enchanted trident and charged at illusionman making them squeak in terror
and started running away as fast as they can while, amity guessed, is luzura watched the chase and
also noticing there's another player with them named 'vee'.

"no no! wait i take it back no-" illusion tried to beg for their life but golden immediately struck
them with their trident without any hesitation. instantly killing them. then, golden turned their body
to face the other two with a threatening voice if it didn't sound so annoying. "do you want to be
next, mortal?"

"no.. bro, you're scaring me oh my god." luzara nervously chuckled to themselves as they slowly
backed up along with vee while golden carefully approached them, trident at the ready to slaughter.

amity waited in anticipation as there was a momentary silence between the three of them before
golden began to charge at the other two making them quickly run for their lives with vee screaming
"stay away from me!"

then, the scene was sort of blurred out as luzura's voice was heard again. "before i forget, check out
my twitch on mondays, wednesdays and fridays with the same name." they said, surprising amity,
she stopped the video for a second and exited youtube to hop onto twitch to look up luzura's name.
waiting for a few seconds, amity instantly spotted the name with a few million already following to
them and there's a ton of streams already made previously with one scheduled tomorrow to donate
for the lgbt+ youth.

just how old is this streamer? nonetheless, amity still has to think over if she should press the
'follow' button as their voice is soothing to the ears but not enough to convince her. yet.

going back to the video, amity played the black screen that almost instantly played the three falling
to their deaths with the death screen displayed.

"oh." all of them bursts out of laughter, luzura's laughter was really cute and it made amity crack a
smile, she pulled up her shirt to hide her smile as she continued watching. hooked to see what
happens next.

"my bad." golden's voice was heard and they were spawned in a regular plains biome with their feet
on the ground this time.

"not bad. i feel like this is gonna be an easy run." and those were illusionman's last words.

amity spent her entire day watching every video luzura have in her youtube which wasn't alot since
it's mostly edited version of the streams she did back on twitch and the blight made sure to
subscribe to every socials, channels this streamer. adding to the number of millions.

amity was curious and awestruck at the famous streamer that she ended up passing out with her
phone in hand while she was watching an old charity stream of luzura playing doom eternal.



she was pretty good.

amity just couldn't get over their voice, it sounded so sweet and calming to listen to. it puts her at
ease, making her forget why she was mad in the first place. she hasn't seen their face in any of the
videos she watched so she's really hoping to see the creator in the next stream tomorrow.

amity made sure she had her alarm, the volume of her notification ring on high so she wouldn't
forget.

once morning came, amity snap awoke and almost immediately started looking for her phone all
over the bed before realising it just dropped to the floor. she checked the time to see that she had an
hour before the stream, leaving amity the leisure to wake herself up properly now that a headache
was kicking in.

amity slowly slipped out of bed, rubbing her eyes as she stuffed her phone in her pocket and headed
for the bathroom to freshen herself up. she didn't want to go downstairs and risk seeing her parents
to get another scolding, she wanted to wait for the stream to happen, for the meanwhile, amity
surfed through her socials to occupy herself.

then, her alarm blared amity's ears, catching her off guard and quickly turning it off before it made
her ears bleed. she hopped onto twitch, clicked the latest stream that has a black screen as a
thumbnail and there was nothing for a quick second before the camera opened to reveal a bedroom,
a bunk bed behind the empty computer chair with a few lit neon lights in the back of the tables off
the right corner of the screen was turned off for some reason.

amity noticed alot of numbers started pouring in, it's 2000+ and it's still going with the people
spamming the chat box with messages like;

WHERE IS SHE

why is the chair empty?

is she gonna-

then, someone jumped into the frame and landed onto the chair, sliding to the side a little but they
scooched themselves back into the center with a light giggle. amity gasped as she just couldn't
believe her eyes and ears.

"good morning, chat." luzura waved at the camera with her eyes squeezing like she's smiling but
it's hidden by a black mask with a cat smirk as a design. amity just couldn't believe that she's
actually seeing luzura, her eyes darted around her features despite being limited to what she's
allowed to see.

luzura has a dark complexion, fluffy looking curls and capturing hazel eyes staring back into the
camera as she reads the wild chat saying stuff like;

MY GOD YOU LOOK SO BEAUTIFUL

what game are you gonna play today?

gay



amity wants to type something but she's still fixed at the streamer's beauty that she just couldn't get
her eyes off her and she doesn't want to.

"okay, my brother suggested that i should play this new game but first, say good morning to king
too." luzura said, she grabbed something below off screen and lifted a black dog with a nipped ear.
the chat were going crazy at the sight of the dog as well though amity was wishing that the dog
would move out of the way so she can stare at luzura once again.

king looked at the camera and leaned closer to sniff it, just about to give the camera licks but
luzura pulled him away before he could get a chance. she stood up, walked over to the bed to gently
place him down and her mouth was moving, saying something though she was far from the mic.

once luzura returned to her seat, she combed her hair back as she sighed deeply with her eyes
looking at the monitor before her. "okay, where was i?" she muttered to herself, recalling what she
was doing before snapping her fingers and turned her gaze back at the camera.

"since my brother doesn't know how to share, i still need to borrow his ps5 to play this game before
it interests me and you don't wanna know how long i had to fight for my life to get this." luzura
ranted there for a second as she softly panted after the sentence but she was quick to compose
herself and her cheeks were squished just above the mask, making amity wonder what would
luzura's smile would look like.

"as usual, the money you guys donate doesn't go to my wallet but to the people in need." amity was
pleasantly surprised that the streamer isn't getting any revenue out of this when that's the whole
point of twitch. to rake up money donated by viewers.

why do you think there's a handful of streamers asking for 5 dollars?

then, luzura clapped her hand together and rubbed it with excitement. "so, let's get it on, get a
bong, get giddy gedon outta here, partner!" she said as she grabbed a ps5 controller, lifting one of
her legs onto the chair to get in a comfortable position. the starting up screen of the playstation
taking up the whole screen and luzura was in the bottom left with her face contorting in confusion
as she realised what she just said.

"that didn't make any sense."

amity giggled out loud which caught her off guard and clasped her mouth. never laughed at
something so mundane before yet she just feels something is different with luzura, an odd
connection or allurement but amity shook it off for now as she continued to watch luzura start the
game while racking up some good dough for the charity.

 

once the stream was done, it went over for 6 hours and a half but it felt so short for amity. in the
end, luzura garnered alot of money and all of it was going to the charity.

amity got into reddit, hoping if any of the internet sleuths has some sort of an idea who luzura is as
she wants to meet her or just know what she looks like but somehow, the streamer was good in
hiding her identity and real face despite being a really active member in twitch. she surely might
have slipped one time in one of her streams but nope, there's no bread crumb trails for anyone to
follow.



nothing.

but amity didn't let that bother her as she wants to watch luzura with the lingering feeling of
allurement bubbling inside her. she continued to watch her many streams throughout the summer
and donated a large sum of money. knowing it wouldn't make a dent on her account just to be
acknowledged by the streamer.

soon enough, amity became obsessed with luzura like she wouldn't go on a day without watching
her content and her fascination turned into endearment.

"ay mierda! why the hell is he there?" luzura's voice was heard from amity's phone, playing the
classic skyrim but with a randomizer as she laid in bed with her sheets draped over her body. it's
almost midnight and the stream is nearing its end and so is amity.

"you know i could've killed you, right?" luzura stopped in front of a glitched looking ncp who
doesn't realise how they look before she strikes them with the sword, the thing declares a duel as
they pull out their own weapon though it's in an unexpected place making luzura wheeze.

amity kept her eyes on the stream, biting on the covers while her hand was getting busy down
under. her hold on her phone was trembling as she couldn't hold it up anymore leaving her no
choice but to place it down on her chest as she rolled her head back, her ears clogged by luzura's
voice and her voice only. her hand sped up, her moans were getting loud but she tried to keep her
voice down as she can feel it coming.

her mind kept coming back to luzura no matter how much the blight wants to divert from her. she's
the reason why she's doing this again.

"yes!" luzura exclaimed as she slayed the last boss for tonight.

"fuck!" amity clenched her teeth tightly when she came, letting her strings of white come onto her
bed sheets as she didn't care if she stained it. panting heavily, amity stared up to the ceiling to calm
down from her high, her hand slowly dropping her cock and continued to listen to luzura.

"finally, i killed that guy." she said before pausing the game and looked into the camera again to
see there's still alot of people in the stream.

"anyways, that's all for me tonight. thank you everyone so much for being in my stream. as always,
i'll see you in the next one." luz waves everyone a goodbye and goodnight which the chat returns
before the stream ends, returning amity to the home screen but she was still spaced out and once
she realised she couldn't hear luzura's voice anymore.

amity sighed deeply, lifted her hand over her head to see her cum before wiping it. she never
masturbated all because of a streamer before so what's different? what makes luzura so different
that she's acting different from everything else?

too bad amity won't be having that answer soon.

-----

it's nearing the end of summer, there's only two days left to spend and amity constantly bombarded
her that she should prepare for the new school year but she couldn't even give two shits for this as
she's already well prepared for this.



but what she isn't prepared for is her phone going with a notification.

amity dropped everything that she was doing and reached for her phone to click luzura's new video
entitled: 'moving out'

the video already displayed luzura sitting in her bedroom though it's bare. the curtains were wide
open to let the natural sunlight in from behind along with a few boxes.

"hey everyone, this isn't like my other content but it'll be brief." luzura started talking with her
mask still hiding half of her face and she's wearing a half and half white and purple cat hoodie
that's also one of her merch.

"you already know from the title that i'm moving out of my hometown to somewhere far away! a
distant land in the horizon that's unknown to me, never to be seen again." luzura said as if she's
foretelling a high fantasy tale with her eyes closed, fist pressed against her chest and her other
hand spreading far.

"and i'm not gonna tell you where."

amity lightly scoffed as she shook her head but she can't really expect for luzura to spill out where
she lives because there will certainly be a horde that would come after her. she continued to explain
about this new town, her new house that's gonna be bigger than her old one and it's all thanks to
the donations her viewers gave.

amity donated about a few hundred thousands so she might as well be the leading reason why
luzura is affording this luxury but she isn't expecting any shout outs.

then, the last announcement came. "i might have to move my streams to the weekends since there's
going to be alot going on now that summer's over." luzura said with a soft chuckle in the end and
that part intrigued amity as her brain gears started working. wondering what does she meant on
alot that's going to happen when summer is over? is she a student? a college major that's why she's
moving? or it's just some personal matter no viewer should stick their nose in.

albeit, it still fed amity's ever growing curiosity towards the mysterious streamer.

-----

once school came, amity entered hexside as punctual as usual, passing many familiar faces while
heading for her locker with her ears catching some whispers about a new student coming in though
she didn't pay any attention to it.

amity stopped in front of her locker to get her textbooks for the first hour, just when she was about
to leave for her classroom, someone bumped into her resulting in accidentally dropping her books.

"ugh! watch it nitwit!" amity snapped as she isn't in the mood to deal with idiots today. she looked
at the person who bumped her, instantly noticing a familiar purple and white hoodie worn by a girl
who has a dark brown complexion, has fluffy looking curly hair and a pair of enticing hazel hues
stared back at amity's golden ones.

"i'm sorry! i was just looking around. sorry." the girl immediately apologised and knelt down to
grab the fallen books, she handed it back to amity who slowly took it back. she looked like she's still



processing what she's seeing, trying to bring herself back to reality as she thought she was
daydreaming again but the blight kept pinching her skin to the point of leaving a deep mark.

this isn't her. this girl is another fan or something. amity convinced herself, reminding herself that
luzura has a merch line that sells hoodies just like she was wearing in the moving out video so no
need to jump into conclusions.

"i'm luz by the way. luz noceda." amity heard an accent slip in as luz offered her hand for a shake, a
soft smile adorn her face that made amity want to stare at her all day with the feeling of familiarity
just screaming in the back of her head that she knows this girl somehow but she shook her head
and put on her usual stoic face.

"amity blight and watch where you're going next time." amity replied coldly, she turned around and
started walking away for her class while her mind was racing, leaving luz there with her hand
slowly turning into a wave as she watched amity get further and further.

"she seems nice."

amity finally reached her classroom, she took the furthest seat as she wanted to have her space and
looked down at her desk, contemplating what just happened. luz sounded so much like luzura, the
name also seemed so similar but amity doesn't want to dive into the level of conspiracy theories.

amity won't lie that luz looks pretty cute though she isn't going to fall that easily. yet.

and she should've expected this.

luz was placed in her class, better yet, she's sitting right next to her which wasn't great for her as
she couldn't focus when luz shared something unrelated to the subject that led to amity hissing at
the noceda to shut up so she can be at peace. luz seems to have gotten the memo and stopped
talking, for now.

amity has a feeling they aren't gonna be the best of friends.

a few months have passed since the start of school, the last subject of friday was science and the
teacher was explaining the project everyone needs to do while most of the students are on the edge
of their seat, they just can't wait for the bell to ring.

"you'll be doing this as a duo and i already picked who will be your partners." the teacher said,
making everyone groan as they thought they'll be choosing themselves but the teacher ignored the
complaint and proceeded to list the names of the duos.

some were on board with their partners while the other half were in disdain.

"and the last duo would be luz noceda and amity blight." the teacher said just in time for the bell to
ring and everyone immediately sprung from their seats with their bags slung on their shoulder.

amity grimaced that she has to work with someone who has the attention span of an otter all the
while luz was ecstatic that she gets to work with amity.

as everyone filed out of the classroom, luz trotted next to amity with a smile on her face, clearly
excited for this collaboration. "hey, is it okay if we could do the project at my place?" she



suggested, amity only hummed in reply as it's better than having luz in the manor and have her
parents see luz roaming around, touching the buttons.

"my step siblings aren't gonna be there to disturb us and- oh! we can binge watch a series or play
mortal combat-" luz was beginning to ramble and was quickly forgetting why amity agreed, to some
degree, to come along and the blight cuts her off.

"let's stick to finishing our project."

luz shrugged as she doesn't mind that as well since she likes the subject given to them was about
exoplanets. "okay! and i'll probably cook us some instant noodles when we get there." she said out
of hospitality as she can't go on with a friend in the house without letting them have a bite of
something. she'd be a bad hostess.

amity doesn't seem to care, she kept her eyes focused on the horizon as they approach the exit while
following the herd. her mind was somewhere else, thinking about when the next stream of luzura is
gonna be since her last stream was two weeks ago and she misses her voice. luz sounds like her so
the noceda is sorta keeping her sane.

luz got a little annoyed that the herd was being stagnant and she doesn't want to waste any more
time here when they could already be in the house. "come on! we don't wanna lose more daylight!"
she grabbed amity's wrist which brought her back to reality and the noceda started running,
pushing past the many students to get to the front while amity was stumbling behind.

once they got to luz's house, it's big, though not compared to a manor. "welcome to my abode! also,
you can leave your shoes on the side." luz said as she slipped her shoes off, pushing them to the
side before rushing up to the stairs with amity staying behind near the door.

luz motioned for amity to come along. as she reached the top of the stairs, amity watched luz jog
down the hallway and stopped in the furthest door, waving her hand for the blight to continue
following as she looked like she could barely contain any excitement.

amity just rolled her eyes and followed luz to the room, she turned her head to the side. expecting to
see normal bedroom but she froze i her tracks with her eyes widening as she immediately
recognised the bed that's always in the background of the mysterious streamer's streams.

led light were seen attached under the table as well on the ceiling and a professional computer
chair that's a dead giveaway along with a professional pc setup that has a microphone hooked in, it
has an elongated metal rod for it to be easily moved around.

"you sure you don't wanna play a round? i can teach you some combos." luz asked as she grabbed
a switch from the edge of her bed and waved it over her shoulder while she cleans up her room to
be more presentable, not noticing the shock look on the blight's face.

"you're.. luzura?" this made luz stop and finally turn around to face the shook blight; she didn't
expect to be found out so soon. "i got found out. i knew i should've gotten a gamer room but oh
well." luz just laughed it off with a shrug, she placed her switch back to the bed and dropped down
onto her chair, spinning it a little as she snatched something off the table.

"yeah, i'm luzura." luz slipped the mask on and the conformity surprised amity even more. there
were signs already waving in front of her but she chose to ignore it, she shouldn't be bewildered at
all though this was all too much.



"but wait, how did you know?" luz asked as she took the mask off.

amity pursed her lips, "um.. well, i watched some of your streams." she replied, she doesn't want to
seem off-putting and say that she watched all of her content every night and day. always having to
listen to her calming voice whenever she goes to sleep.

luz smiled at the sound of that, making amity's heart flutter from the sight of it. she can't get over
the fact that whenever luz smiles, her cheeks get puffy and cute. "oh thanks, ames. anyways, you
still wanna play?" she asked though amity shook her head.

"uh.. i actually wanna tell you something." amity said, her heart started beating rapidly as she's
going to attempt to say it even though she knows this is not gonna end well but it'll be worth the try
and might as well give her some closure for her yearning heart.

luz turned her chair around to face amity as she listened.

"the reason how i found your channel because things-" amity cuts herself off, she can't go around
telling people her problem, that's weird and weak for a blight like her. she tries again, "i was in a
bad place and when i saw your minecraft video, your voice sounded really nice to hear and seemed
really sweet. your laugh makes me.. happy and.." she said with her eyes frantically darting around
the room as she can't look at luz straight in the eye anymore, her heart was beating hard against
her chest and drumming in her ears.

she turned her head to the side as she roughly twisted her fingers, attempting to crack them for the
second time. "this is gonna sound so weird but i think i like you,"

"not just luzura but luz too." amity finally said it and her heart is not taking it well even though luz
hasn't said anything yet.

luz was listening to the entire thing, her cheeks gradually turned red and she didn't know how to
respond. she never had someone confess to her- well, some people in the chat whenever she's live
but never the ones she actually liked since most of her crushes don't understand what she does and
just thinks of her as a low graded youtuber or streamer.

but not amity and she's relieved. "i like you too." luz replied.

amity perked up by the sound of those four words, she returned her gaze back at luz. she felt her
heart leap and take full flips. "r- really?" she asked, just wanting to make sure and she watched luz
get off her chair to start approaching her making amity want to back up but she stayed where she
was.

once luz stopped in front of amity, she stared right into her eyes. "yeah." then, luz tiptoed to be on
the level with amity and closed the space with a kiss. this caught amity off guard as she stood there
frozen while luz kissed her, all of her emotions were wildly swirling around inside her like a
whirlwind of shock, happiness and adoration.

amity slowly closed her eyes as she melted from the kiss, resulting in her to kiss back with her
hands hesitantly placed on both sides of luz's hips while luz gripped onto the blight's shoulders.

as they pulled away, they stared into one another's hues once again and luz broke it with a light
giggle though no words were uttered. there's no need to be when the things they want to say were
already said through the reflection of their eyes.



luz slipped her hands off amity's shoulders, going down towards one her hands to grab it and start
leading the blight towards her bed. as luz dropped down onto the bed, amity hovered above her as
she didn't want to press her weight against her and leaned in for another kiss, a longer one this
time.

luz hummed in the kiss as her hands traveled up to amity's mint green hair, pulling her hair tie off
to let it all flow down, exposing all of her natural auburn roots. amity just couldn't believe that
she's kissing the girl she wanted and all of it feels so surreal.

pulling away, amity moved down to luz's neck to start placing kisses and along her collarbone. luz
tilts her head to the side to give the blight full access while her legs slowly open itself for amity to
go in between with both of their crotches just mere inches away.

"may i.. can you take it off?" amity whispered as she gently tugged on luz's jacket and she nodded
in response. amity sat up to give luz room to take her clothing off, letting the blight stare at her
purple smooth bra locking up her supple breasts. it's medium sized but she doesn't care about that
as long as she cups it in her hands and gives it the love it needs. she wonders if she could take one
in her mouth.

just by thinking of it makes her throat run dry.

but before luz could take off her bra, she tugged on amity's black frilly blouse that snapped her
back to earth and moved her gaze up to the noceda's hazel eyes. "you too." she said. nodding, amity
slipped her blouse off with ease and set it to the side.

luz stared at the blight's slightly toned stomach with her black lace bra tightly hugging her breasts
and her eyes accidentally wandered down to amity's red legging tenting her huge bulge.

just by the sight of everything turns her on.

swallowing a lump in her throat, luz proceeded to take off her bra and amity feels like she's going
to faint. she gently pushed luz back down to bed, she spread her legs as she hesitantly pressed her
crotch against luz's clothed cunt making her gasp from the hard sensation of her throbbing cock.

"do you want this?" amity asked as she leaned down closer to luz, she pushed the stray strand of
hair behind her ear. luz nodded without hesitation, she wrapped her arms around amity's neck to
pull her down closer to her neck again.

"absolutely."

smiling, amity took off her own bra and placed a kiss on luz's cheek, squishing it before resuming to
plant kisses on her neck, moving down to her breasts as one of her hands kneads a boob and took
one in her mouth to start suckling making a shaky moan utter from luz's lip.

while amity sucks on the noceda's nipple, her hips slowly grind against her. biting her lip, luz
grinds back earning a low groan from the blight and she pulls away with a pop with her breathing
turning ragged. amity couldn't take it anymore, she pulled away from luz for a moment to hastily
pull down her leggings along with her boxers to let her 10 inch cock spring out before luz.

with eyes turning wide, luz's jaw slightly turned agar as she stared at the phallus in front of her
that's twitching simultaneously with the red glistening tip slowly oozing of precum and visible veins



around it's pale body. amity took out the emergency condom in her pocket, she always has this like
a prepared girl scout.

'cause you'll never know when you'll get laid with your favorite streamer.

just when amity was about to rip the condom open, luz stopped her. "no wait! c- can we go raw?"
she asked with her face becoming more red.

amity's eyes widened, her own face turning into a fresh tomato. she clearly heard what the noceda
just said yet it felt like her mind was playing sick tricks on her. "are you sure?" she asked, wanting
to see if she wasn't being delusional.

luz nodded in response.

amity gulped, she slowly nodded as well and tossed the condom to the side with their other
clothing. "o- okay then." she turned her gaze down to luz's cunt, glistening of being covered of her
slick and ready to be taken by the blight. amity ran her thumb along her slit, rubbing her exposed
clit making luz whine but she immediately covered her mouth as her cheeks turned bright red.

"you wouldn't mind if i.." amity leaned down to give luz her first cunnlingus. "aahh! amity.." luz
moaned with her body writhing from the odd sensation but it felt too good for her to deny, she
gripped a handful of her green hair as she slightly rolled her head back.

amity's eyes slowly fluttered her eyes shut as she lapped up luz's sweet nectar with her thumb
playing with her clit. savoring the taste that makes her cock twitch aggravatingly as more precum
leaked out to make a

amity ate luz out to be wet enough just for her, she slowly pulled away and licked her lips that's
covered of her slick. she stared at luz's erotic state, her lewd, out of breath expression is a
worthwhile image and her eyes reflected the lust.

amity moved her cock closer to luz's cunt and rubbed her tip against her just to get a feel of it
before stopping right at her womanhood. "ready for me?" she asked and luz nodded, gripping on
the bed sheets as she watched the blight begin.

amity slowly pushed her cock inside luz's pussy, gritting her teeth from the tightness of her once
untouched pussy. luz bit her lip as she squeezed her eyes shut, she tried her best to get accustomed
to the massive girth with her grip on the sheets tightening.

groaning from the sensation of the noceda's pulsating walls wrapping around her cock as she goes
deeper, amity her head rolling back while she held luz's hips to keep her still.

once everything was inside, amity lowered herself for luz to immediately wrap her arms around her
as she adjusted to having so much cock inside her. amity listened to her breathy whimpers and
groans, she started whispering sweet things to help her calm down with her hands smoothly
roaming around her body as she gave her loving kisses all over.

"please be gentle." luz whispered as she gradually getting used to having this much girth inside.
amity nodded, "i will." she muttered, she buried her face in the crook of her neck to get a good
whiff of her scent as she waited for luz to give the green light.



after a few minutes, luz tapped amity's arm to signal for her to move. slowly, amity withdrew her
hips for half of her cock to be out before going back in, she continued at this gentle pace while
listening to the noceda's low moans with one of her hands gripping her hair once again.

luz sluggishly spreads her legs even more as if she's giving amity more space with her voice
becoming clearer. "you can go f.. faster, please." she whispered and amity obliged. she grabbed
luz's right leg to lift it up as much as luz could before steadily picking up her speed.

"amity.." luz moaned, she held amity closer to her as ripples of pleasure began surging throughout
her body and it kept getting bigger and bigger the more amity increases her speed.

then, the blight lifted her head off luz's neck to meet her eyes, she can feel her hot breath hitting her
face before amity closed in for another kiss. a heated one with amity biting luz's bottom lip for
entrance as her tongue slipped inside to have a dance with luz's while amity changed her rising
speed to jump into her preferred one.

luz squealed at the sudden slamming but she couldn't complain as she was easily overwhelmed and
overpowered by the blight. she squeezed both her shoulder and hair, the kiss was sucking out the
remaining air in her lungs making her almost air deprived until amity pulled away with a thin
string of saliva between them that vanished almost immediately as luz moaned loudly, her body
jolting upward at each strike.

"oh fuck luz! you feel amazing!" better than everything amity ever imagined, it exceeded her
expectations now she can't get enough. she placed the leg onto her shoulder as she hovered above
luz once again with her arms still wrapped around her, amity stared at the noceda flustered erotic
face while getting fucked deeply. her eyes were half lid and mouth completely agar with some drool
trickling down the side.

"you're really cute." amity whispered as she caressed luz's cheek, wiping her drool and traced her
wet plump lips with her thumb before luz took it in her mouth to suck on. the blight gulped hard as
she watched luz suck on her thumb in a motion that made her think if she could do the same to her
cock.

it motivated her to go faster and harder.

amity slowly pulled out her saliva coated thumb, she leaned back down towards luz's face to
whisper; "i love you." and placed a gentle kiss on the lips.

"te quiero.." luz replied in spanish.

the whole room was filled with their shameless moans and feverish skin slapping, the covers slowly
slipping off to the side with the reason why they're here in the first place was completely thrown out
of the window. the door was closed though not locked, their noises managed to get out in the
hallway though luckily no one's home.

yet.

"¡fóllame más fuerte!" luz shouted, even though amity doesn't understand, she can feel that she
wants more and she'll gladly give it to her as her hips turned almost animalistic. with her leg
raised, amity went deeper until she hit that one spot that made luz wail out in pure pleasure and her
walls clenched tightly that brought amity close.



"f- fuck!" amity can feel it coming along with her thighs screaming for her to stop but she isn't
going to stop until she makes luz come and that wouldn't be too long as she kept ramming into that
golden spot that drove luz to the breaking point.

"amity!!!" luz screamed in euphoria when she came hard for her first time, covering amity's cock
with her cum as some squirts out and her thighs spasmed for a short second before she ultimately
sagged while amity kept going until she swiftly pulled out.

the blight rapidly stroked her cock to finish herself as none of them were ready for the
responsibility of having kids when they're still kids themselves. amity lets out a guttural groan once
she finally comes, letting her shots of cum fly onto luz's stomach or the sheets, just not anywhere
close to her dripping, well used pussy.

luz watched the hot load of cum land onto her, it looked good as if it's enticing her. she slowly
wiped some off her stomach, pulled her fingers close to her as she licked it clean. it has a hint of
bitterness yet sweet, luz licked her lips as she wants more before carefully sitting up to come closer
to amity.

amity was still in a blissful plain after coming that she didn't realise that luz bent down before her
until she felt something wet and warm engulf her cock that made her snap her head down to see luz
having her dick in her mouth.

"oh fuck yeah.." amity groaned as she grabbed luz's curls once she began giving her a blowie.

 

"we're home!" vee yelled once they and hunter entered their new house after they had their own
after school activities. "ma, are you here?" hunter called for camila as he closed the door behind
him while taking off his shoes along with vee.

when they got no response, they guessed camila isn't home yet and luz is probably upstairs. "is she
doing another stream?" vee asked as they and hunter walked into the living room, hunter
nonchalantly shrugged as he plopped down the couch and grabbed the remote off the coffee table
by his foot making vee grimace.

"she better not be using my console."

"can you check? i'll make us some dinner." vee said, they headed to the kitchen as they grabbed the
apron off the handle of the oven and started opening some cabinets to figure out what they're gonna
have for dinner. hunter groaned with his eyes lazily rolling, he dropped the remote and trudged
upstairs as fast as he could so he could return to his show faster.

hunter stopped in front of his little sister's door, knocked on her door before slowly opening it. half
expecting luz to be on a stream or asleep but his eyes widened and immediately closed the door as
he bolted back down to the living room though he didn't sit down.

how can he sit down when he just saw luz sleeping with another girl? he doesn't know who the mint
haired girl is because the covers were draped over them but he doesn't need to figure out what they
did when he saw clothing on the floor.

"well?" vee asked but they stopped when they saw the look on hunter's face. hunter turned his head
up to look his youngest sister in the eyes with a light chuckle escaping his lips.



"mom's gonna freak out when she gets home."



Boo Boo Kisses

Chapter Summary

content warning: age difference

16 year old teacher's aid amity x 11 year old luz

requested smut by @HornylittleBlight

"alright, everyone get out of the bus in a single file." the teacher said once the bus stopped right at
the dirt trail leading into the forest the middle schoolers were going to have their first camping/field
trip but they needed to reach a rendezvous where they could set up their camp.

luz was behind the line as they all slowly stepped out of the bus, she had a pamphlet in hand
regarding the woods. highlighting the many areas and things she could explore that she hopes the
teacher would lead them to see while trying to keep her cool that her crush is actually behind her.

amity has been tasked to come along with the kids to be a sort of helping hand for them and the
teacher. the reason why she wanted to be out here in the woods was to get away from the manor as
long as she can, she doesn't want to go back there and partially because of luz being in this cluster.
she met luz long before this trip and her eyes has been set on her since the beginning, amity doesn't
know why she feels like this but she shouldn’t consider the position she’s in.

it’s not ideal and she’s not taking any chances.

once everyone was out of the bus, the doors closed behind amity and the teacher started to state the
ground rules. most of the students are listening attentively but one was just too eager to explore the
area that amity immediately noticed luz slowly separating from the rest with her face planted on the
pamphlet, not even looking where she's going.

“ooh, there’s a lake called eclipse lake that’s rumored to possess many fortunes and magic. i need
to-” luz was too caught up in the things in front of her eyes that she didn’t even notice that she was
heading towards a ledge until she felt her footing lose it’s contact from the ground, she removed the
pamphlet from her face to realise that’s going to fall to her death so early in the trip.

just when luz was about to completely fall, a hand caught the back of her shirt and swiftly pulled
her back to solid ground. internally sighing in relief, luz turned around as she wanted to thank
whoever just saved her life but her lips were suddenly sealed when she realised who it was. "you
need to watch where you're going." amity said, she slowly lets go of luz’s shirt and hesitantly
reached for her small hand, contemplating if she should before ultimately grabbing the noceda’s
hand to lead her back to the line.

“t- thank you, miss amity." luz muttered under her breath just loud enough for amity to hear, her
head was hung low though not for shame that she almost killed herself but to hide her red face as



she started at the blight’s bigger hand hold onto her little one firmly like she doesn't want her to let
go and luz doesn’t want amity to let her go.

slightly looking over her shoulder, amity saw luz was going stiff once again with her other hand
tightly gripping the pamphlet that she practically wrinketed it. "just amity." she said making luz
look up just a bit her hazel eyes shining under the rays of sunlight piercing through the leaves
above, the girl’s cheeks turned even redder the longer she stares at amity and quickly looked down
again with her hand squeezing amity’s

amity softly giggled at the cuteness of luz and turned her head back to the front, seeing that the
teacher was now leading the class into the dirt road. there were right behind the group, sneaking
glances at each other without knowing as if they want to tell something yet they aren't moving a
muscle.

then, "miss amity, can you come here for a second?" the teacher called. nodding, amity slowly lets
go of luz's hand with her grasp lingering while luz pouts at the loss of warmth on her hand.

"i'll be right back." amity whispered in assurance as she glanced down to meet luz's eyes, the young
noceda looked up to see amity's beautiful golden eyes that she could just stare at all day. luz slowly
nodded, her throat still dry preventing her words to be uttered as she's literally right next to her
biggest crush. how can she not want to collapse?

amity walked off towards the teacher to see what they need while luz watched her from a distance
and when she was away from earshot, luz looked down at the floor once again to see a faint tent in
her pants that made her cheeks light up in red and quickly pulled her shirt down in attempt to hide
it, her mind went racing as she asked herself if amity saw this thing or what will she think of her for
getting a boner from a simple holding hands.

a low whimper escaped her throat, luz really needs to work on this. she wants to confess and
declare her love for the blight yet she's afraid of getting made fun of and being rejected if she does
so. after all the pondering, luz didn't realise she diverted from the others and went in a restricted
path.

once luz finally looked up, she stopped in her tracks when she realised her classmates weren't in
front of her anymore. she looked far ahead to see if they were speeding away but nothing, she
turned around to check if they turned back to the clearing but no. she's alone.

"guys? where did you go?" luz asked with her voice loud as she started to look for her classmate,
hoping to see just a speck of their clothing in the corner of her eye or amity and that would lead her
back to the others. she scolds herself for not paying attention when this is an unfamiliar place to her
and should listen to those who know how to navigate. now she's just.. lost.

"amity?" luz called for the blight in hopes that she hears her though, not response as heard. "ami-"
luz tried again but she suddenly lost her footing once again and without anyone to save her this
time, luz slipped of the ledge and fell as she screamed

"amity!!!"

amity jolted when she heard her name echo from the back of the woods, she turned around to check
if luz was still behind the group but a frown immediately formed on her face when she realised the
noceda was no longer there.



she slowly separated from the group without the teacher's knowledge before bolting off to find for
luz. she stopped at the two ways that they passed before, she rushed into the restricted path figuring
this would be the place if not, then she'll go further down the path.

"luz?" amity called for the girl, her eyes frantically searching for her or any clues that could tell her
where she was. then, she spotted something in the ground that made her quickly rush to it and pick
it up.

a pamphlet.

this made her heart sink as her breathing quickened. "oh no.." her mind raced of the possibilities of
the bad things that might've happened to luz but she quickly shook it off as she doesn't want to
focus on the bad and just find wherever luz is.

"luz! where are you?!" amity called even louder that made her voice echo through the woods,
desperate to find the noceda. just when she was about to bolt down the path even more, she heard a
faint call below.

"amity!"

looking down, amity's eyes widened when she saw luz was below a steep hill and was not moving.
"oh god, luz!" amity quickly made her way down to the hill without thinking or finesse in sliding
down to get to luz who watched her stop in front of her with her eyes gleaming with hope as she
wanted to dull the pain all over her body.

"you came.." luz whispered as more tears welled up in her eyes and she didn't bother to hold it in
when everything hurts. amity flashed a comforting smile, "of course, i would." she said, looking
down at luz's body to see her condition, she's filled with scrapes on the knees and bruises.

"where does it hurt? can you walk?" she asked but luz shook her head with a whimper. amity
glanced up the top of the hill, thinking that they won't get back up there unless there's another way.
"come on, we can't stick around here." amity slowly slipped her arms under luz, carefully lifted her
up to not agitate her wounds anymore and start heading somewhere private for her to tend to the
noceda's wounds.

luz has her arms wrapped around amity's neck while she stares at her for a long time, in awe at the
blight's beauty as she simply can't get her eyes off her. amity noticed the stares and she didn't mind
it, she tried to ignore the feeling bubbling in her stomach until she found a somewhat decent place
to place luz down and knelt down in front of her.

amity just realised what she had to do, she bit the insides of her mouth as her cheeks turned rosy.
"c- can you… is it okay for you to take off your clothes? i- i just need to see if there's more
wounds." she hesitantly asked with her eyes darting elsewhere but luz who's just fixed at amity and
didn't want to look away from her anymore.

"okay." luz didn't think twice about taking off her shirt first, slowly. she dropped it to the side and
did the same to her pants, only leaving her boxers on while amity took out her first aid supplies.
amity turned her eyes back to luz, seeing her flat but developing chest, tubby stomach, some more
wounds and her.. her limp dick through the fabric. it made her cheeks grow hotter.

gulping once again, amity started dabbing an alcohol drenched cotton ball to start cleaning luz's
wounds making her hiss in pain but she bit it down and watched amity wipe a few cotton balls



before starting to place some colored bandages on the wounds.

as she placed the last bandage on the side of luz's cheek, amity's eyes wandered down to luz's
boxers once again as her mind started thinking of something she shouldn't and tried to push all it all
down but it wouldn't. luz noticed that the blight has been staring at her crotch for a long while now,
making her turn on as her cock began to tent her boxers.

"can you kiss my boo boos?" luz asked even though her wounds aren't that severe. she still needs
them. amity perked up by the sound of that, she bit her lip as she pondered about it before slowly
nodding. "sure." she leaned down to luz's knees first and placed gentle kisses on it, she continued
on the rest as she leaned closer to luz with her eyes kept gazing down to her erected cock.

fuck it.

"promise me you wouldn't tell anyone about this." amity said, she just couldn't hold it anymore. luz
vigorously nodded her head as she swore upon it.

amity dropped every doubt and hesitation she had and began to kiss luz all over. her heated kisses
on the neck made luz weak with her face becoming bright red, she leaned back even more to the
tree and watched as her crush give her the good boo boo kisses, especially on her chest as her lips
teasingly grazed over her hardened nipples making luz gasp.

grinning to herself, amity cupped luz's erection and lovingly stroked it through the fabric as she
listened to luz's whimpers while writhing from the touch. then, amity pulled luz's boxers down in a
painstakingly sluggish manner just to annoy luz until the boxers were finally off.

luz's still developing cock sprung out in it's full form, lightly twitching from the cold air and it
stood in a solid 7 inches with faint veins seen around it's thick body. it made amity's throat run dry,
"you're pretty big. i like that." she muttered as she slowly grasped it to give it light strokes, luz
immediately melted in the blight's touch and her body went sag temporarily.

"thanks.." she replied, amity softly giggled before bending down to take luz in completely that
caught her off guard. "aahh!" luz moaned and her hands instinctively gripped onto amity's hair, her
head rolling back as she felt the blight starting to bob her head.

"amity.." luz bit her lip, she never thought the feeling of a blowjob would feel this amazing and
she's loving the feeling of amity's warm mouth wrapped around her mouth, her skillful tongue
lashing around her cock, primarily playing with her tip as she lapped her precum.

amity hasn't given anyone a blowjob and luz is the first, she moved her gaze up to see the young
noceda's flustered face with the grip on her hair gradually tightening. amity likes the faces she
makes and she wants to see more like it.

amity gave luz a blow for a few minutes, sending her in a plain of euphoria before pulling away
that brought her back to reality and before the noceda could ask why she stopped but her lips were
sealed as she watched amity lift her skirt, pulling her panty off and timidly spread her legs for luz,
inviting her in as she turned her head to the side to loosely hide her flushed face.

"c- come here." amity opened her arms and luz immediately jumped into the embrace with her face
burying into her neck. amity hugged her back even though she was half expecting her to be fucked
already but luz hasn't moved in a while that made the blight worried. "what's wrong?" she asked as
she gently pulled luz away to see her big smile and teary eyes.



shaking her head, luz said "i'm just happy." as her smile quivered. she's happy that amity likes her
back and didn't make fun of her like the others, she's just relieved that she gets the girl she wants to
be with.

amity smiled as well, she slowly leaned her face closer luz with her eyes focused on her plump lips.
"me too." she whispered before she closed the space between them with a tender kiss that luz
instantly melted in and kissed back.

as the two kissed, luz moved even closer to amity for her saliva coated cock to press against the
blight's wet cunt making her groan and shudder from the feeling. slowly pulling away, luz started
placing her own kisses on amity's neck while her hands get adventurous as they slipped inside her
crop top, getting the feel of her breasts through the bra before lifting it up for luz to actually knead
them.

amity lowly moaned from the groping, she lifted her crop top for her breasts to be out in full
display for luz to fondle even more before taking one of the pink nipples in her mouth to start
suckling. biting her lip, amity rubbed the young noceda's head as she watched her suck her nipple
while grinding her cock on her like she's haphazardly trying to find the hole she's looking for but
she was busy suckling.

amity grabbee luz's dick to help her find her womanhood and she didn't bother to take it slow as she
shoved her entire length insides making amity moan loudly in pleasure and surprise from the
sudden intrusion.

"oh fuck!" amity gripped onto luz's shoulders once she started thrusting without letting the blight
adjust though it didn't bother her as the pleasure was quick to surge throughout her body by the
noceda's swift and hard thrusts, fueled by libido.

one of amity's hands slipped off luz's shoulder and she gripped onto the grass instead, threatening to
pluck it out of the ground. biting her lip, amity watched luz continue to suck on her breasts with her
eyes closed as drool trickled down the side. she's savoring this moment. groaning from the tightness
of the blight's snatch entrapping luz's cock, she loves the feeling of her pulsating walls as it hugs
her ever so lovingly and wants more.

there are perks of being young and one of them is having an immense amount of energy.

amity noticed the sudden increase of speed of luz's thrusts, making her howl in bliss as she rolled
her head back. "yes! that's it, luz! aahh- oh fuck me!" she moaned, she never expected to be
pleasured by someone fairly younger than her and loved it. her mouth turned agar for her excessive
moans to be heard through the forest as she watched luz never falter from her strong thrusts and
this made the blight wonder.

"have you done this before?" amity asked, luz slightly opened her eyes to meet her lover's golden
hues and pulled away from her breasts, leaving both nipples covered in her saliva as she shook her
head in response. this made it hard to believe for amity, the young noceda's strong precise thrusts
yells experienced yet their kiss was sloppy but she didn't ponder on it too much as her mind was
easily consumed by the euphoria luz was gladly giving her.

with her cock reaching deep, luz had her head pressed against amity's pussy, hitting all of the right
spots with the grip of her walls getting tighter making luz grit her teeth as timid moans escaped her
throat.



the trees are thick enough to drown out the blight's moans with their brisk skin slapping and they're
a good distance away from the site. only the hidden animals atop of the branches could watch them
fuck but they could care less about the peeping toms.

amity squealed when she felt luz hit that spot once she can feel a knot forming in the pit of her
stomach and it's coming closer, faster the more luz focused on hitting that spot even though her
thighs were burning from the excessive thrusts but she didn't let it bother.

"luz, i want you to pull out.. okay?" amity requested and luz nodded as she can't form a coherent
sentence for a while now when the fuck was just too amazing for her mind to comprehend. the
blight pulled the grass off the ground with her other hand squeezing luz's shoulder, she tried her
best not to hurt the noceda with it as she can feel herself tipping to the edge.

"oh luz!!!"

amity cried out in euphoria as she came hard for her first time, her cum coating luz's cock and her
walls tightly clenched her making luz grunt. she did what she was asked and pushed herself off
amity before she could come inside her, luz panted heavily as her cock lets out her very first load of
cum with her thighs twitching simultaneously.

amity leaned back to the tree to come down from her high, her eyes watched the white substance
shooting out of luz's tip, seeping into the ground before her cock slowly sheathed back to it's
dormant form.

both were slowly coming down from their highs, they stared at each other for a long while as if
they're asking one another round. "do you feel better, luz?" amity asked as she lazily opened her
arms again and luz didn't hesitate to hug back. amity began rubbing luz's head, twirling her curls
while luz buried her face into her lover's chest as she lets the warmth give her comfort, the touches
she didn't was starved for.

"yes, miss amity."



Hush Darling

Chapter Summary

genderbent lumity almost caught by genderbent willow

requested smut by @hooty

it's already the end of classes, the human was on his way out of hexside to head home and relax if
eda didn't stir up trouble in the house again for them to fix.

"lucio!" the young noceda perked up when he heard a familiar voice coming up behind him, turning
around, lucio saw the blight coming up to him before stopping when there's only a few inches of
spaces as ambert catches his breath.

"ambert. don't tell i'm going to bump's office again. i swear i did nothing wrong! this time." lucio
said with his hands raised, being truthful this time but ambert shook his head as that's not what his
here for as he finally caught his breath and looked up at lucio's gentle hazel eyes.

"it's not that. can you.. come with me?" ambert asked which surprised lucio, "i need to tell you
something." he added and it surprised the noceda even more since it just seems like yesterday the
boy tried to dissect him. can't say he doesn't like his redemption.

"oh well, okay then." lucio replied with a soft chuckle as a small smile climbed on his face, ambert
pursed his lips and slowly nodded. he quickly turned around to hide his blushing face and started
leading the way.

passing many students, lucio saw ambert kept looking over her shoulder to check if he's still behind
him. he chuckled to himself, thinking the blight was worried of him bailing and lucio found it cute
like an eager puppy wanting to show his owner something.

as most of the students are no longer seen when they get to a deserted hallway, ambert suddenly
stopped in front of a janitor's closet door and unlocked it for lucio to step inside first. a little
confused but lucio trusts ambert so he went into the janitor's closet with the blight just behind him,
closing and silently locking the door.

"so what do you want to talk about that we have to go into the closet?" lucio asked with his hands
stuffing in his pockets, his body slowly swaying back and forth while he stared at the flustered
blight but he kept his gaze away to prevent lucio from seeing it. "um.."

ambert cleared his throat as he slowly started "this is gonna sound weird but.." he turned his head
back to face lucio, not caring if he saw his red face. "i really like you. not as a friend but as a..
lover." he finally blurted it out or just whimpered it out apparently. the blight squeezed his eyes
shut, not wanting to see the disappointment or confusion in the noceda's face though instead, he felt
a soft yet rough hand handle his.



"why didn't you say so?" then, ambert snapped his eyes open when his back met the wall, seeing
lucio pinning him with their bodies practically pressed against each other and his blush worsened as
the noceda's face was merely inches away from him.

lucio has been asking himself why he feels odd by being around the blight, something was just
alluring him to get closer to him and befriend him despite the witch trying to kill him. and he did.
now he wanted more. he wanted them to step up to another level yet he doesn't know how or if the
blight reciprocates.

now, that he knows. lucio can safely go to another level.

"i like you too." ambert's breathing turned hitched as he watched his face come closer, he squeezed
his eyes shut once again and waited for his lips to meet him.

soft. the boy was gentle to the witch's dying heart.

ambert easily melted in lucio's soft kiss, officially taking his first kiss. he slightly opened his eyes
to truly see lucio was actually kissing him and he didn't hesitate to kiss back. his arms hesitatingly
wrapped around the noceda's neck, his hands tangling itself in his curly locks as he rubbed his head
while lucio gripped his hips and accidentally grind his crotch against his making ambert groan in
the kiss.

lucio abruptly pulled away when he heard the groan, he stared into the blight's golden eyes that
reflected something else before reverting back when he realised what he just did. "i'm sorry.."
ambert covered his face that's becoming more and more as a tomato overtime and it's not something
he can be proud of.

"no no, it's okay. actually, can we.. may we.." lucio tried to ask that question while his own face
was turning red as well, his eyes darted around anxiously and ambert was trying to figure out what
his now lover meant. his eyes moved down to their pressed crotches and spotted a bulge in lucio's
pants that's touching his.

"yeah." ambert cupped the erection making lucio freeze up and glanced down to see the witch
stroking him through the fabric. "ames.." biting his lip, lucio began to undress himself in front of
ambert who stared intently.

while stroking his cock, ambert watched lucio first drop his cowl to the side and swiftly took off his
long sleeved multi colored shirt along with the blazer to set it aside. letting the blight see his toned
body with a few scars seen from his previous adventures, his empty hand ran along lucio's ridged
stomach and slowly leaned closer to one of his scars to give it a loving kisses leading down to his
hardened nipples to suckle on.

"aah.." lucio groaned, he gripped the blight's hair and watched his tongue play with his nipple while
steadily picking his hand's pace. "i never thought someone as hunk as you would be a bottom."
ambert whispered, still continuing to suck on the noceda's nipple without noticing a sudden shift
within the boy until it was too late.

the hand on his hair pulled ambert away from the nipple and pinned back to the wall again. ambert
stared into lucio's eyes that seemed to reflect something else that made him both excited of what's
to come and intimidated as he only now realised how big lucio is compared to him.



then, lucio didn't bother to take his time to completely rip off ambert's uniform, making him yelp
and try to hide himself but it's merely useless. the noceda turned him around to rip a hole directly
from his ass, exposing his puckered hole and his rough hand gripped the blight's own erection
earning a squeal before lucio also ripped a hole to make his cock flop out.

lucio pulled his pants down, letting it fall to his ankles and gripped the witch's ass. spreading his
cheeks to show off his pretty little hole even more making his thick 10 inch long cock to be more
excited as he swayed his hips left and right for his cock to his either side of ambert's ass just for
him to get a feel of his erected cock.

"got some lube, blight?" lucio asked, tilting his head to the side to see ambert's flushed face as he
breathes raggedly from all those tearing. slowly nodding, he created a spell circle to lubricate his
ass enough for use. "that's a good boy." lucio purred right into the witch's ear, nibbling his pointed
tip making him shudder as a whine escaped his throat.

"i'll show you who is exactly at the bottom here." lucio aligned himself in ambert as she prepared
himself before the noceda pushed his entire cock inside, though slowly but to ambert it felt like he
just shoved it right in making a loud moan escape his lips as he tightly gripped onto nothing but a
wall. lucio bit his lip tightly from the sheer tightness of the witch's ass, he's glad that he knew some
lube spells or else this would be alot more painful than it should be.

"lucio.." ambert slowly turned his head over his shoulder to meet the noceda's eyes once again
that's now riddled with lust. they stared at each for a long second before lucio closed the space
between them again for another kiss, a heated one while lucio was slowly moving his hips. still
getting ambert accustomed to his girth as it's a little difficult to move in such a tight space.

both kissed feverishly, their tongues wrapped around each other to get a taste before they pulled
away with a thread of saliva between them that disappeared quickly as it appeared. lucio placed a
kiss on ambert's neck, burying his face on him and started picking up speed.

"aahh! aaahh- lucio.." ambert moaned as he moved his hands down to grip onto lucio's, his face
was now pressed against the wall but he didn't care when the boy he longed, yearned, wanted for a
long time was finally making him his.

"that's a good boy." noticing that ambert was finally adjusted to his bulk, lucio began to leave
hickeys that stayed for a few hours to a few days as he quickened his pace even more. his hand
intertwined with one of ambert's while the other grasped his wobbling cock that hasn't gotten much
attention and began stroking it with the speed of his thrusts making the blight push his ass back
even more as his lewd moans quickly filled the small room.

"ngh- fuck.. you're so big.." ambert whispered, drool was slowly trickling down the side of his
mouth as he's gradually becoming a slut for lucio. the sound of their skin slapping clogged his ears
and the noise of outside was drowned out, this is the only thing that matters now.

grinning, "te gusta que te folle una gran polla, ¿eh?" lucio asked with his tone gripping of sultry, his
hand on the blight's cock slowed down as he's now savoring his girth and leaking tip making
ambert whine even more. he doesn't understand what the hell the noceda was saying in his mother
tongue but he can tell it's something about his dick as he was practically pounding his poor ass now.

"te gustan las pollas grandes, ¿verdad? es por eso que amas esto."



"y- yeah.." ambert just randomly replied, unbeknownst to him that lucio was grinning salaciously
behind him.

soon enough, the air of the room wafted the scent of their sex and their rapidly skin slapping
resonated through the walls. ambert made a good call of choosing a desolate area to be fucked
because he's definitely a screamer though, they forget they're still in a public place.

"can't believe we have to clean this." both boys perked up when they heard their best friend,
wilbert's voice, on the other end. lucio could've sworn that ambert locked the door so he didn't stop
thrusting despite ambert whispering for him to stop but the pleasure completely overrode his
rationality.

"yeah. i'm betting lucio and ambert knew then bailed." they also heard gus as well. wilbert sighed
deeply, "let's just get this over with." both boys heard footsteps coming closer towards the door,
ambert was panicking and begging for his lover to stop as he didn't want them to be caught but
lucio clasped his mouth.

"hush darling." lucia whispered and continued fucking the blight.

just when wilbert was about to grab the doorknob, gus stopped him. "wait, don't bother. they tried
to clean up with a normal mop but it disintegrated upon touching it." she explained making the
young park sigh deeply and backed away from the door.

"oh that's great."

as if sighing in relief, ambert calmed in lucio's hold and felt his climax start to come closer. "lucio..
i'm coming.."

"that's it, ames. come for me." lucio whispered before plunged his cock deep into his lover's ass
triggering him to come and it's a good thing his hand is still in his mouth as ambert screamed in
euphoria with his head rolling back. ambert's cum landed on the wall, slowly trickling down to the
ground with his eyes rolling back from the warm sensation of lucio's cum filling his ass.

lucio held ambert close to him while he kept his cock inside as he leaned closer to his ears. "since
we're locked in here. i'm gonna make sure your ass is gonna be stuffed."
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as the sun rose to greet a new morning, the sound of the roosters letting out their noise to greet
everyone a good morning in the asscrack of dawn. it's rays attempted to penetrate the thick blinds
of a small bedroom of thehostler.

the cluck of the rooster soon enough alerted the second and third one which left the farmer no
choice but to rise along with the sun. slipping her legs out of the sheets for her bare feet to meet the
cold wooden floor, luz rubbed her eyes to get rid of the gunk as she lets out a big yawn and
smacked her lips to realise how nasty her morning breath tastes.

turning her head to the left, she saw her companion still sleeping and tucked under the covers.
"good morning, king." she rasped out as she scratched the little dog's head before slowly standing
up to do an exercise to awaken her body and trotted towards the bathroom afterwards.

after luz freshened up, she got her usual outfit for the day while king was awakened by her
rumbling and groggily hopped off the bed as he yawned. luz motioned the pooch to follow as she
walked out of the house for the fresh morning dew breeze hit her face.

luz watched king swiftly rush out of the house to start running around the open wide field for his
limbs to wake up and roll around the fresh grass. chuckling to herself, luz trotted over to the ranch
to let the horses take their morning runs, she unlocked the doors which woke up some.

"mornin' everyone." luz greeted as she entered the ranch to see a couple of heads poking out on top
of the tall door in their individual stables, the horses greeted their hostler who reciprocated before
she stopped in front of two particular stables that has one purple and one pink heads poking out
with smiles on their faces.

"morning luz. how's your sleep?" amity asked as she rested her chin on her arm placed on top of the
door. nonchalantly shrugging, "pretty good. i'm guessing you two as well." luz replied, she
proceeded to open both their doors to let them out, showing their buff lower half is horse under the
sunlight with the upper half is human if you excuse their long ears and fur. they towered over the
smaller noceda making it seem that she’s fun sized and she went on to open the other doors
knowing that the two aren’t gonna go out without her riding either of them.

"pretty much." boscha said, she saw luz look over her shoulder to notice something before
chuckling to herself. "you seem to be in a good mood today." the noceda with a smile running
across her face while she continued to let everything out for them to quickly gallop out into the
open field for fresh air and play with king.



"just happy to see my favorite hostler, that's all."

"i'm your only hostler, boscha." luz quipped as she shot boscha and amity a look making their
cheeks suddenly feel warm but they quickly turned their heads to the other way for luz not to notice
it.

"damn right." amity muttered without looking at luz, she quirked a brow wondering what’s all that
about but she shrugged it off as she went towards a pillar that has her saddle hooked on. amity and
boscha perked up as they’re praying to themselves that luz would choose them to ride this morning
but the noceda completely passed both of them. they snapped their heads over their shoulders to
realise that luz stopped in front of the only stable that’s the last one she hasn’t opened.

"wanna have your last ride with me before you get transferred, kel?” luz asked as she opened the
stable door for kel to step out and replied with a nod, they lowered themselves to make it easier for
luz to place her saddle on their back before they shifted their upper half in its original form. now
they look like a really big horse. luz gripped onto the saddle, did a few small jumps before pulling
herself up onto kel’s back.

"wait, i thought it’s gonna be m- us?” amity asked, rephrasing herself when she got elbowed by
boscha. they were confused since they’re the only horses luz rides with and it’s really odd to them
to see her saddle up another than isn’t them. it made them feel.. jealous.,/i>

“just for the day, okay? ‘cause kel was gonna be given to a racer today.” luz explained as she pulled
on the reins to motion kel to head towards the exi, she thought that the two are following her but
when she realised the only hooves she’s hearing it kel’s, she looked over her shoulder to see the two
are looking like foals about to throw a tantrum.

sighing, “come on, it’s just for a day and tomorrow i’ll ride with amity, okay?” luz reassured that
this is all one day thing and one of them can have her saddle on their back. amity and boscha
looked at the noceda, seeing the look in her eyes like she’s asking- begging for them to come along
which left them no choice.

besides, this isn’t the end of the world.

“fine.” they trotted behind luz rather bleakly but luz ignored it and whipped the reins for kel to start
running at full speed across the field, swiftly passing many horses that made them stop from what
they’re doing to watch the fastest in the ranch show off their speed which unintentionally made
someone sour.

amity and boscha looked at each other in the corner of their eyes, their hues telling something that
made the two horses agree before returning their gaze at the horse, seeing the big smile on luz’s
face as the strong winds hits her face made her feel free thanks to how fast kel was going. it
irritated the two. with their hooves clapping on the ground, they shifted their upper half as well
before taking off.

amity was the second fastest in the stable so she easily caught up with luz while boscha was on the
left side.

luz thought that the two were just running along with them so she didn’t mind it much and didn’t
notice the look they’re giving to kel who’s all the while confused and sort of scared.



when the race was over, kel was still the prevailed winner but they didn’t celebrate much as they
wanted to get away from amity and boscha as fast as they could. they waited for luz to take her
saddle off before bolting off. luz found it odd but she shrugged it off as she headed back to the
house to see her step brother, hunter, sitting on the porch with two cups of steaming hot coffee
sitting on the small round table beside him. little rascal, hunter’s red cardinal, was sitting on his
shoulder and they chirped happily when they saw luz come up to the porch with their wings lightly
flapping.

“good morning lil’ rascal.” luz greeted the bird as she lightly scratched their fluffy head and
grabbed a cup from the table that wasn’t lessened to take a first sip. “you didn’t add sugar.” luz
muttered as her face contorted from the bitterness of the coffee, she hated it while hunter liked the
bitter like his soul as he puts it. “you’ll get diabetes with all the sugar you’re taking.” hunter
quipped without needing to look at the noceda as his eyes were focused on something while he took
a sip of his strong coffee.

“is it bad to ask for two teaspoons of sugar?” luz asked with a deadpan expression and hunter just
rolled his eyes.

"something’s off with those horses.” hunter said as he placed his cup down on the table, raising a
brow, luz followed her brother’s gaze that’s directed to everyone since they were huddled together
and talking to each other. “which one?” luz asked, returning her gaze back to hunter who hasn’t
removed his eyes from the horses like he’s trying to pinpoint the intruder amongst them or
something.

“boscha and amity.”

that caught luz off guard and hunter figured as he leaned back to the old rickety chair, finally
turning his head to face her sister’s confused expression. “like they always wanna stick with you. i
think you spoiled them too much.” he said though luz doesn’t see the problem with that since amity
and boscha are her best friends since they were kids. It’s perfectly normal that they’re clingy with
each other.

 

“have not. they just like spending time with me unlike you.” luz said with a cocky smirk on her
face that made hunter groan with his eyes rolling, he grabbed his coffee again to another siip as he
looked at the two horses for the last time before finally averting his gaze to focus on little rascal
who he softly petted making the lille bird happily chirp as they leaned into their owner’s touch.

“whatever. maybe the next thing you know you’re bent over in front of them.” hunter joked,
making luz let out an offended gasp before slapping her brother’s shoulder hard. hunter just
laughed to mask the pain as he underestimated how strong luz was.

“¡estúpido!”

-----

once kel was given to their new hostler and hunter rounded the horses back into the ranch to feed
them dinner while luz cooked theirs. slowly stirring the soup, luz was spacing out as she just stared
at a random corner in the counter with her head heading up to the clouds once again as she replayed
what hunter said earlier.



thinking about being fucked by her best friends, truth be told luz has been crushing on the two for a
long time though she hasn’t thought of being bent over by them- until now that is. her mind began
conjuring up many scenarios that made her press her thighs together as she suddenly felt
something drip and her cheeks heating up.

“ow!” luz was snapped back down to the ground when her hand accidentally touched the hot
surface for the pot, she quickly turned off the stove and backed up as she checked her hand if the
burn was bad. sighing deeply, luz rubbed her eyes as she told herself to stop dipping her head in
the gutter and there’s no absolute way that kind of thing would happen to her.

at all.

“daydreaming again?” luz perked up when she heard hunter’s voice followed by the front door
closing behind her. turning around, she saw her brother was ruffled by something or pull for that
matter though she didn’t bother to ask why. “no.” luz muttered under her breath, she went on to
grab two bowls to fill it with soup and sat down on the table with hunter paralleling her as she
pushed the bowl towards him.

hunter stared at his little sister, seeing the look in her eyes that’s telling something she doesn’t
wanna admit and he knows exactly what it is, it made him smirk as he glanced down on the piping
hot soup before him. “are you dreaming of being in the stables right now?” he asked, immediately
noticing luz stopping momentarily from blowing her spoonful of soup before resuming but all of it
did as add fuel to the fire.

“the two kept asking where you were and even tried to rip my hair off.” he added with a chuckle
while he kept his eyes on luz’s expressions but she didn’t react and just glared at him.

“shut up.” though it wasn’t enough to make hunter stop teasing the poor noceda.

after that dinner, the two quickly retreated to their bedrooms and once the lights were turned off.
luz laid in her bed, wide awake while she stared at the dark ceiling thinking of everything that
hunter said to her throughout the day about amity and boscha. as much as she doesn’t want to
admit that she wants to have sex with the two when she does want to have sex with them.

everything just came at full speed for her that she didn’t have time to process everything, is it her
lust speaking or her rationality wanting to get down with her best friends.

maybe both?

luz grabbed a pillow and dropped it down onto her face as she lets out a frustrated scream. slowly
lowering the pillow for her eyes to stare at the ceiling once again with her face burning up in red as
she can’t believe she’s admitting to wanting to have sex with the two though no one has to know. it’s
better than way.

all of the scenarios came back to haunt her and it made her cunt become wet once again. luz wants
to take care of it but she can’t do it here when king is literally beside her. slowly slipping out of the
bed, she kept her eyes on king to make sure she didn't awaken him and managed to get out of the
bedroom.

luz grabbed her keys from the counter, she slowly opened the front door and slipped through the
small crack before carefully closing it and quickly made her way to the ranch. she carefully



unlocked the locked doors, opened it just enough for her to slip through and quietly closed it behind
her.

slowly, luz approached amity and boscha's stables. once she got there, she peered under to see them
in their half forms sleeping peacefully in their hay beds with long sheets covering their body. luz
wanted to give the horses a real bed since they're humans too but they preferred the hay since they
grew up with it.

raising up, luz took a deep breath as she can hear her heart racing just by thinking about the stunt
she's about to pull. she slowly slipped her hand down into her pants, feeling the small spiked hair
as she just shaved and moved down even more to realise just how wet she is. she ran her middle
finger along her cunt making her breath hitched and immediately clasped her mouth as she slowly
pushed her finger in her untouched pussy.

luz bit her finger once she began pumping her finger, feeling her own warm sopping wet walls and
she hit something when she flicked her finger on it, a sudden surge of pleasure ran through her
body making luz tremble and even more wet. "fuck.."

unbeknownst to her, this awakened someone with their ears twitching in excitement just by the
sound of the noceda's moans.

luz picked up her pace as she slowly fluttered her eyes shut, letting her mind play out a scenario
she wants to happen yet is afraid.

to be bent over in front of them and be fucked relentlessly though luz doubts that from ever
happening.

"amity.. boscha-" but suddenly, luz snapped her eyes open when she felt something grab her ankle,
before she could even look down to see who caught her, she was pulled down under and inside
amity's stable. just when she was about to scream, a gentle voice stopped her.

"hey luz."

luz looked up, through the darkness, she immediately saw the cotton candy hair and golden eyes
piercing the darkness. "a- amity.. i'm sorry i woke you up." she whispered with her face tinting red
as she got caught doing this shit but amity doesn't seem to mind, she was glancing down at the
hand still in her hands with a not very visible smirk running across her cheek.

"no. i'm kinda glad that you did." amity said, her tone turning sultry though luz doesn't notice it yet.

"you are?" luz was befuddled and amity nodded.

"during the nights, i always get a small problem whenever i think of you." amity said as she
removed her sheets off her body to expose her erected, twitching cock in the open for luz to gaze at.
her cheeks became hotter as she stared at it longer than intended. she knows their anatomy and
they're.. bigger than anything else.

"wanna help out?"

luz turned her gaze back up to amity's eyes, finally noticing the lust in her tone and it turned her on
even more as she pulled out her hand after realising it was stuck there. "s- sure.." she replied with a
quivering smile.



amity didn't waste anymore time in leaning in to give luz a kiss she has been craving for, luz was
surprised- happily surprised by it but she gladly kissed back with her hands softly cupping the
blight's cheeks as she lets her big hands roam around her body.

luz groaned in the kiss when she felt amity grab both of her tits through the shirt, getting a feel of
them before slowly slipping inside to pull up her bra and slithered her hands down to her pants to
swiftly pull it down. pulling away, amity took a big long whiff of the noceda's musk and sighed
blissfully.

"i think you don't need any more foreplay." amity said as she completely took her pants off. luz
slowly nodded, her mind couldn't conjure up any more words to say as she became too preoccupied
by the sight of the blight's large cock ready to demolish her.

amity pulled luz closer, turning her over for her back to be pressed against her best as she wrapped
her human arms around her. "just hold onto me and try to be quiet, okay?" she whispered with her
tip grazing luz's ass cheek, she wanted to back her ass up but she held herself and gripped onto
amity's arms to prepare herself as she nodded in response once again.

once amity found luz's womanhood, she slowly and carefully inserted herself inside. luz hissed
under her breath, squeezed her eyes hard as she gripped onto amity's arms tightly. she did her best
to hold her voice while feeling her walls getting stretched widely for the first time. it felt good yet
painful.

due to being so wet, it was easy for the blight to slip inside for the most part but when half of the
cock was in, amity felt something- a wall stopping her from going further. thinking she already
reached luz's cervix, she dropped the idea of luz fully taking her.

it was enough anyways.

amity didn't move as she lets luz adjust to her bulk, her hands softly traveling around luz's body to
help her be at ease. "you're doing great, luz. i was surprised that you could take me." she whispered
right into her small cute round ears, her tongue licked the tip and nibbled it making luz tremble
even more.

soon enough, luz was able to accommodate amity's girth, her walls sizing her and completely
melted into amity's touch. "that's it. that's a good girl." amity purred, tilting luz's head to the side to
pull her in for another kiss. this time, her tongue slipped inside the noceda's mouth and wildly
thrashed around with luz's tongue before amity was the claimed victor.

luz groaned as she felt amity grope her breasts, simultaneously rubbing her nipples that made her
body wriggle slightly until they finally pulled away with a thin string of saliva between them. both
panted heavily as they stared into each other's hues through the darkness to see the mirroring lust.

"can i move now?" amity asked and luz nodded, "yeah.." she replied.

with that confirmation, amity tightened her grip around luz and began to slowly pull her cock out
before going back in. she continued at this pace, listening to luz's low raggedy moans as she tried
to keep her voice low.

then, amity noticed a shift in luz's moans. it became more vivid yet still quiet, this encouraged the
blight to start picking up her speed now that luz has accommodated her. "aah-" luz squeezed her



eyes shut, her hand covering her mouth with her body was starting to bounce but good thing amity
held her still.

"oh fuck yeah.." amity groaned, she buried her face in luz's curly head as she slowly fluttered her
eyes shut and lets her body take control. "amity.." luz whimpered, she slowly raised her arm over
her head and wrapped it around amity's neck to bring her closer and it's getting hard for her to
keep her moans in.

with her tail frantically whipping behind her and ears kept twitching from the excitement, a growl
rumbling in amity's throat as she started to go faster making luz squeak. "shit luz.. you feel
amazing." she muttered under her breath, her hands roughly groped her breasts once again.

luz bit her lip as she glanced down, she can't see much as she can see a tent in her stomach that's
rapidly going in and out, filling her with so much pleasure that got her easily overwhelmed. her
mind was clouded by lust as her bouncing picked up along with amity's speed.

"amity.. it feels so good.." luz whispered and it invigorated amity to go faster, harder that made the
noceda accidentally moan loudly but the blight was quick to shut her up again and continued
fucking her as instincts was quick to take control. her hip wildly thrusting that made her want to
shove her entire cock inside while she hits that one spot repeatedly that made luz tip over the edge.

it wasn't long until amity reached her first climax, plunging her cock deep into her cervix and came
inside that triggered luz to come soon enough. their cums mixing together and fermenting her. luz
shuddered from the warmth that's filling her stomach, her grip on amity slowly loosened as she
quivered from just how much cum that's shooting inside her that some are oozing out of her.

as they both calmed down, amity carefully pulled out and gave luz a tender kiss on the side of her
head. "go. she's waiting for you." she whispered, luz already knew who she was referring to and
nodded in response. luz pulled herself up and crawled under the stable to boscha's with her pussy
still leaking out of cum that's running down her thighs.

luz stopped when she saw boscha standing with her cock fully unsheathed and ready to fuck her.

"well, what are you waiting for?"



Gentleness

Chapter Summary

gentle 27 year old alpha luz x reckless omega 22 year old amity and boscha
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sitting alone in the dimly lit office, a prestige alpha arranged the papers to set it to the side and
organised her desk before standing up from her chair, tilting her head to the side to make her neck
crack, making her hum in relief after working till dusk.

luz rubbed her eyes, scratching the gunk off the corners as she haphazardly grabbed her bag from
the side. sighing deeply, luz never felt this tired in her life after she started working for her
grandparents' company on her father's side. her mother never wanted her daughter to inherit a
company she was never supposed to be involved in yet here she is as she doesn't have a choice.

luz was the only available young alpha of the family because most of her cousins are omegas.

her energy and imagination was sucked out by working in this monotonous job after working here
for 7 years. it doesn't help that her grandparents wanted luz to be like her father, a very successful
man that drove the business into the sky and m had an omega by her age but she, of course, doesn't
as she doesn't wanna have a relationship.

not yet.

then, luz perked up when she heard her phone ringing in her pants. she slipped her phone out, her
eyes widening as she saw the name she never thought of seeing again displayed on her screen. she
dropped her thumb on the answer button and placed it near her ear to hear the sweet voice of her
best friend.

"hey luz. it's been a while, still remember me?" willow asked from the other side making luz smile
just by the sound of her voice. "willow." relief was heard in her tone as she uttered her name.

"of course i do, how can i forget my own best friend?"

chuckling, "that's good to hear. wanna meet up? if that's alright with you." willow asked as luz
started heading out of the office, letting her legs carry her without needing to look since she
watched this hall for the past 7 years without any change.

luz stepped into the elevator, pressed the ground floor button and watched the doors slide close. she
has things to do tonight but she has to admit that she needs to get out more and not bury her nose
deep into work that she can finish whenever. she's the CEO after all if her grandparents just don't
find out about it.

"yeah, that would be nice. where are we gonna go?" luz asked after the doors opened when the
elevator finally reached the ground floor and stepped out.



"oh you know, just some local bar down in bonesborough. namely the one in serpent street." willow
replied while luz pushed the glass door open with her hand fishing out her keys from her pocket as
well once she got in front of the driver's door.

"ah i know that one. i'll see you soon. bye." once luz ended the call, she unlocked her black rolls
royce wraith and hopped inside as everything was automatically starting itself. closing the door, luz
hooked up her phone to play her playlist and started loosening up her suit. tossing her blazer to the
side, roughly taking off her tie to open a few buttons to let her breath and ruffled her slicked back
hair to return to its original messy state.

luz looked at herself up in the rearview mirror, seeing some light glistening in her eyes for once
when she's breaking from a monotonous routine and finally getting to see old friends again.

with a smile climbing on her lip, luz didn't waste anymore time and drove off to the bar.

when luz parked behind the bar, she trotted inside with the smell of strong alcohol immediately hits
her nose, mixing along with the nauseous scent of drunk alphas and omegas increasing their
pheromones to take advantage of that

ignoring all of it, luz brightened when she saw someone waving their hand in the air. "luz! over
here!" gus called for the noceda who was taken aback how deeper gus' voice has gotten. the boy
already had a growth spurt in high school, guess puberty wasn't done running him over.

luz jogged over to her friends' table that already had a bucket of beer and nachos to munch on.
there's willow and gus but what surprised her the most is seeing mattholomule beside the young
porter.

"hey guys." luz gave a small wave as she sat down beside willow. "well well, long time no see,
noceda." the beta matt wyvernbrace said, after all this time for puberty to hit him, his voice still
sounds the same like he did in highschool.

"or should i say, CEO." matt mocked earning an elbow on the side by gus making his grey beanie
almost slip off but luz playfully rolled her eyes as she shrugged it off. "shut up. that means nothing
to me." she said, being truthful as she initially thought being a CEO of something is gonna cool and
she gets to do cool things with the company but she's dead wrong to think that.

"how you been?" willow averted the noceda's attention from what matt thought was funny. "um..
good. how about you? i heard you got your own flower shop now." luz was quick to change the
subject of her work when there's nothing really to talk about, everything is much more interesting
outside of clean, perfect box she was forced to be in.

the mention of her flower shop made willow light up, "oh yes! business has been really great since
the opening."

she started to tell luz everything that went down for the last few years with gus' help as she also
helped him make his own well off business. it was a shock for luz to know that gus was dating
mattholomule which she hadn't considered since they were rivals back then. something must've
happened without anyone of them knowing.

 



a few minutes ago, 22 year olds college dropouts amity blight and boscha havenstar pulled up
outside the bar with a random alpha, they barely remember the name of, in their arms as they
entered the bar to get a good drink.

"oh, can you get me some strong ones papi?" boscha asked in an innocent tone was she pressed her
head against her 'alpha's thick arm as she looked up to his dark eyes. chuckling, "you wanna get
knocked out tonight huh?" they asked and she nodded her head in response.

"sure thing, baby." they turned his head to amity who's giving them the same look. "i'm guessing
you want the same thing, right darling?" they asked as they cupped the blight's face and she
nodded, humming in response.

"mhm."

they gave the two sour kisses on the lips before heading for the bar to get their drinks. amity and
boscha wiped their lips as they took a seat in the nearest table, that alpha wasn't the first and
certainly isn't the last one they hooked up with to get cheap thrills. it didn't matter to them if it's
detrimental for whatever because this is the life they chose. leading the free life of getting high and
good sex with people they'll never meet again than being what their parents expected them to be.

no one marked them as theirs yet and they don't care if they die in 25 without an alpha they bonded.

amity took out an open box of cigarettes, she tapped two out and grabbed one to place on her lip as
she offered the second one to boscha who pulled out her lighter. trying to make it alight but it's out.
clicking in her tongue in annoyance, boscha tapped the nearest person, a beta boy with grey beanie
who looked to be waiting for a certain someone to arrive with the others.

"got a light?" boscha asked as she motioned her eyes at her unlit cigar, the beta boy nodded and
easily handed her a lighter. she struck it alight for her cigar finally burn and made amity's cigar
alight as well before handing back the lighter with a small thanks.

while they puff a cloud as they wait for their 'alpha' to come back. they heard a very deep voice said
"luz! over here!" they turned their heads to see a latina trotting over to the same table boscha asked
a lighter so, they instantly knew they were an alpha and watch them take a seat with the warm light
above them made it seem that they're glowing.

"never seen that one before." amity muttered as she started at the new alpha she had never seen
before. she saw a smile come on the alpha's face making the blight's dead heart make a sound and
in a panic, she looked away as she inhaled almost half of her cigar before letting it all out making it
seem like they're in a den or something.

boscha didn't notice the big cloud in front of her as she continued to stare at the mysterious alpha.
"must be new and smells rich." she whispered with a mischievous grin etching across her face.

nodding in agreement, "oh yeah and pretty young too." amity added.

"who are you looking at?" a voice snapped them out of their daze as they turned their heads in front
to see their 'alpha' already back with two pints of beer in hand. "hm? oh, you got our drinks. thanks
baby." boscha tried to play it off as she grabbed one of the glasses when they sat down in front of
them. their eyes going back and forth on the new alpha before back at their omegas.



"i'm surprised you even considered getting that lame ass motherfucker." they sneered with their
voice just loud enough for the two to hear for the other table not hear them talking shit.

"you have pretty good ears." amity blandly stated then a rough hand cupped her cheeks once again
along with boscha. "you know you're mine right? i made you two mine and you aren't gonna talk
about other alphas than me. got it?" they warned as their eyes burned through the omegas with his
pheromones trying to overpower the two into submission but they already faced this type of thing
and it always amuses them that they think they belong to them.

"possessive much? come on, loosen up " boscha said as she and amity pushed the hand off their
face, the blight took a big sip of her beer with boscha who dunk it down without leaving a drop.

growling, "loosen up? how bout i make your ass loosen up and i know you'll love because you're a
slut for a knot. i'm the only alpha you'll ever need." they said while the two barely listened as their
heads started to become fuzzy with their vision turning blurry, the ringing in their ears slowly got
closer to muffle any outside noise.

"that dumbass doesn't even know i'm talking about them!"

everything was becoming a blur thanks to whatever was on that beer, they both felt of being lifted
up before getting dropped back down. boscha couldn't hear anything but white noise for a short
while and amity can hear, see bits and pieces of what's happening before her eyes.

 

luz clearly heard what the middle aged alpha just said. she stood up from her seat and walked over
towards the person who cockily tilted their head up. "what?" they spat. the noceda's glanced in the
corner of her eye to see two omegas seemingly high or drunk off their asses.

she returned her gaze back to the person who's giving her a nasty eye, "have we met before?" luz
asked a peculiar question which they obviously said no to.

"right so what makes you think calling a literal stranger a dumbass is cool?" luz continued as she
doesn't being disrespected without any particular reason. she already had this when she was in
highschool and she isn't gonna let it slide on this one.

groaning in annoyance, "oh fuck off, will you? come on, girls, we're leaving." the asshole said, they
stood up and turned around to leave but he stopped when they noticed amity and boscha are under
the influence of the drug and are practically useless at this state.

with their patience already wearing thin, "i said we're leaving!" the jackass exclaimed as they
roughly pulled the two from the chair which triggered luz's instincts to kick and she immediately
swing a hard punch across the bastard's face that made them instantly fall unconscious into the
ground with a bruise already forming.

everyone was in total shock as they never seen someone take out by one punch. with her fist
trembling, luz looked over her shoulder to see her friends' shocked look as well. "i have to go." she
muttered before gently grabbing both omegas' wrists to swiftly pull them out of the bar, away from
the many eyes upon them.

luz led amity and boscha towards her car, planning to get them home and awake from that asshole
of an alpha. "nice ride, hot shot." amity whistled as she regained her vision, it's her first time seeing



a rolls royce since her family was mostly mercedes benz.

"come on, i'm gonna bring you home." luz said, unlocking her and opened the passenger door.
"okayyyy." the two hastily stepped inside with luz helping them before closing the door for her to
hop back into the driver's seat to start everything up.

luz was about to drive off but she stopped when she realised she'll just be taking these two on a
joyride without any real destination. "um.. what's your address?" she asked as she looked behind
her to see boscha playing with the buttons of the side of her door while amity was the one who
answered.

"uh.. right arm! i guess, i don't remember!" almost but it's enough.

"okay then." luz pulled the transmission into drive and drove out of there for the right arm.

the trip was mostly quiet as the girls were still high and drunk but the wretched sound of one of
them throwing up behind luz made her cringe but she shook it off as she knew what she got herself
into when she placed two drunk omegas in her car.

sighing deeply as she wiped her lip, "my bad." boscha muttered and pressed her head onto the
window to watch the many flashing lights passing by.

"it's okay. i'll clean it up later."

once they got to the right apartment complex after going into a few wrong ones on the way. luz was
the first to get off the car, opened the doors for the women to groggily step out. boscha was the
first, she held luz's hand for support until she was completely out and luz did the same to amity.

"point me to your room." luz said as she held both omegas up, they looked around the quiet parking
lot with their eyes aimlessly darting around without uttering a word. "do you at least know the
number?" she asked if point which door doesn't work and amity was quick to answer.

"23."

nodding, luz carefully led the two up the stairs and she's struggling a little bit since they're pushing
their weight onto her but she managed, all she has to do is keep their balance as they walk down the
hallway towards their apartment door.

boscha accidentally slipped from luz's grasp as she was mostly the one pulling everyone down but
luz was quick with her hands and caught the omega before she hits the floor. she pulled herself
back into her arm to continue walking as there's only a few inches left to trek but it felt like miles to
luz.

luz gripped the knob, half expecting it to be locked but much to her surprise, it was completely
unlocked. she pushed the door wide open for them to enter, luz grimaced at the sight of the living
room. it's a wreck but she ignored it for now and proceeded to the door that she guessed right to be
the bedroom which was way worse than the bedroom once she opened the door.

the smell of rotten cum, a bunch of clothes and trash were littered all over ground that mare luz
play a backalley hopscotch. leftover scents of random alphas overlapped in the air making a strong,
hideous concoction that made luz want to just drop everything and spray some febreeze on this shit
because goddamn.



anyways, luz gently placed amity and boscha down to their bed, made sure they're tucked it since
the bed seemingly was the only thing that looked like a rat burrowed it's way through.

luz stepped out of the room to the two their rest and let out a deep sigh, this wasn't supposed to
happen. she supposed to spend time with her friends whom she hasn't seen for a while, not bringing
two random omegas home like she's from uber. but she can't what already happened, luz has alot of
work to do and first, she needs to throw away the blazer boscha threw up on. it was lucky that her
seat didn't get stained.

 

it took a while for thr blight and havenstar to regain their consciousness after passing out. boscha
confusingly looking around the room as she's wondering how did they get here and noticed how
clean the room looks.

it never got this clean before when they moved here.

then, she felt amity tightly when she noticed someone was sitting on the other side of the room.
occupying themselves by reading a random book.

"what did you do to us?!" amity yelled at the person that pulled their attention off the book and
looked at the two now awake omegas who were thinking luz did something to do while they were
knocked out.

luz closed the book and placed it down her lap, "nothing. i just drove you home to rest." she reply
with ease though the two aren't done quizzing the mysterious alpha who just so happens cleaned the
entire apartment without waking them up. they don't know if they should be thankful or what.

"how did you know our address?!" boscha retorted as she bared her teeth at the alpha who was not
fazed by it and pointed at amity, "she told me but of course you were drunk and don't remember a
thing." luz responded, she stood up and placed the book down on the chair, stuffing her hands in her
pockets as she stared at the still not convinced omegas but it can't be helped when she's a literal
stranger in their home.

"you got a little drool here." luz tapped the left side of her mouth, both of them wiped mouths and
continued to glare at the alpha.

"need anything? i can make a quick stop at 7/11 or a drive thru if you wanna eat." luz offered,
figuring they would be hungry after throwing up whatever they ate. boscha and amity were stunned
how hospitable the alpha was to them, they kind of expected luz to take advantage of them or
something 'because they're just naive omegas.'

but they can't deny free food. they turned their gaze away from luz, feeling something beat in their
chest for the first time in years.

"s- sure.."
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slowly pushing the front doors of the blight manor after returning at daybreak, amity cracked the
door open just enough for her body to slip through and quickly close the door before sneaking her
way through the living room till she reached the bottom of the stairs where the tricky part comes in.

amity looked around the living room, checking that there's no one spying on her within the
darkness before lightly placing her foot onto the first step. being careful not to make the old wood
creak and risk everyone to be awakened by her loud ass footsteps.

gradually, amity eventually made it to the top and bolted down the hallway to her bedroom with her
footsteps still sounding like a feather until she stopped in front of her door. swung it open just
enough for her body to slip through once again and finally closed the door behind her, locking it as
well.

sighing in relief, amity couldn't just go for the window but she forgot she locked it last night. she
walked over to her bed with her hand gently rubbing the side of her neck, a small smile crept up on
her lip as she sat down. it still feels like a bruise since she was rough last night but it'll heal
overtime.

amity didn't want to go back to the manor and just wanted to stay with her but she doesn't want her
parents- especially her mother to send out the abomatons or whatever for a manhunt.

amity dropped her hand to the side, she raised her legs up onto the bed, hissing slightly from still
being sore down there but managed as she comfortably laid down with a pillow to snuggle while
she slowly fluttered her eyes shut for her mind to wander back to her, imagining the pillow was
here.

but alas, a pillow must be a substitute from the real one as amity dozed off to sleep. oblivious of the
prying eyes of her mother.

"did you see that mark?" odalia asked, she sat on her and husband's queen sized bed with the silk
covers slowly draping down her body as she stared at her crystal ball overlooking the sleeping



amity- mostly focusing on the very visible mark on her daughter's neck.

when odalia didn't receive a reply from alador, she turned her head to the side to see him tinkering
once again with the small bits of scrap metal he found in bed, not really paying attention to his
wife. she cleared her throat which diverted alador's attention from the thing he's doing enough for
odalia to slap it out of his hands as she needs him to focus on this dire situation. ignoring his
drooping expression.

"oh yes. it's a mate mark." alador said the obvious as he only took a single glance at the crystal ball.

"yes i know what a mate mark looks like. what i mean is, where did amity get it?" odalia asked.
alador hummed to himself, tapping his chin as he thought of someone that might be a good
candidate for who amity's alpha might be.

"guessing that our daughter has already mated, the scent of the alpha must be stronger than her own
yet.." alador tilted his head upward, taking a few large sniffs of the air to catch something out of the
ordinary that wafted the blight manor air. he caught something that made the hair in the back of his
neck rise, a growl surfaced in his throat as he tried to figure out what alpha touched his daughter
but he just couldn't pinpoint what scent he was getting.

"who is it?"

alador slowly lowered his head, he opened his eyes, he huffed silently as he muttered "it's hard to
determine." odalia grumbled under her breath but she didn't dwell of not knowing who was the
alpha that mated the heir of the blight family as she already had someone in mind that is the
potential reason the blight empire will collapse like the romans.

no, not potential. she already knew who.

"well, we don't need to take childish guesses when the answer is already right in front of us." odalia
said with a malicious smile crawling up to her face while alador just stared at her blankly, waiting
for her to spill the beans though odalia was the one waiting for him to take a wild guess.

"can.. can you guess it?" odalia asked but alador replied with a flat "no."

groaning in annoyance, "the human! luz noceda!" odalia finally blurted out that made alador make
a soft 'oh' noise, the lady blight just rolled her eyes as her husband can really be stupid when he's a
genius.

"oh. okay. what shall we do about the said human?" alador asked and odalia was so glad that he did
as her smile returned with her eyes glancing back down to see amity still peacefully sleeping even
though the sun was now rising steadily into the sky.

"i propose a small test to see if our little mitten's clandestine paramour is worthy of an alpha she
boasts to be."

-----

when the next week came, amity arrived at school early as usual. she hopped off ghost and started
heading for the entrance with students filing inside. she's lucky that she managed to out race the
twins on the way here or else she would've crashed and been late.



she doesn't want another scolding from her intrusive mother.

"amity! hey!" amity perked up when she heard a familiar voice call her from behind, she looked
over her shoulder to see luz trotting towards her with her strong scent filling the blight's nose as she
came closer though she's unfazed by it.

"oh luz! good morning and you're here early." amity said with a small smile, the younger alpha
noceda chuckled. "good morning too. and yeah, i have a test in beast keeping so gotta be prepared."
she replied as she started walking to the building with amity right beside her. it's easy to assume
that the two are mates since the space between them was almost nonexistent but the smell fuming
off them was vastly different.

it's safe to assume someone made a misconception.

"is amelia with you?" luz asked as she looked up to the sky to see a few students on their staff
flying ahead in hopes to see the eldest blight amongst them. luz can always spot her black cat staff
named phantom though she didn't see her.

"no. i think she's already inside." amity replied making luz slowly nodded. the young blight can see
that her best friend has been hoping to see amelia every single day and it reminds her of someone.

"where's vali?" amity asked, looking around to spot for the eldest noceda but luz nonchalantly said;
"overslept as usual but king is trying his best to wake her up." amity chuckled to herself as she sort
of expected it.

while the two are talking and walking down the hallway, passing many students who are minding
themselves, amity stopped in front of her locker to tickle it and grab her textbooks with luz leaning
against one. careful not to awaken it.

then, luz saw something out of the corner of her eye like someone was peeking at them but they
retreated too fast for the noceda to figure out who. she shrugged it off as she ruled it as insignificant
and returned her attention to amity.

they were just about to head for their respective class when they exchanged goodbyes but they
suddenly stopped, everyone did when the floor rattled for a moment.

everyone stopped talking as they waited for another shake in the earth, trying to figure out what or
who's causing this but they didn't need to take a guess when a ginormous bull looking creature
swiftly turned a corner and charged down the hallway with its horns in the forefront like it wanted
to impale someone.

specifically luz.

"uh.. why is that bull looking like it wants to kill me?" luz asked with a nervous chuckle as she
slowly backed up the more the creature comes closer and closer with it's violent red eyes glowing
menacingly, focused on the poor alpha.

"because it does. run!" amity grabbed luz's wrist and bolted out of there, she jumped onto ghost to
fly with luz haphazardly hopping on as the horns barely missed her back from splitting it apart. the
creature suddenly halted on it's tracks when luz and amity was far from reach and sight making it
hard for the creature to follow them. it closed its eyes as it combusted into nothing but purple mist
that quickly dissipates.



the sound of a tongue clicking in irritation broke the silence in the quiet workshop, odalia has her
crystal ball sitting on her lap as she drank her lukewarm tea whilst alador worked on his next
invention that'll sell like wildfire just enough for them to recover the lost amity did on last week's
sales.

placing her half empty cup down, odalia was supposed to test luz's strength as a true alpha by
summoning a perfect illusion but with amity beside her, they made a quick getaway which isn't
what the lady blight wanted.

"the first test is a failure i presume." alador suddenly spoke up as he tore a stretchy substance out of
the abomination mess he's working on. "how did you guess?" odalia asked with nonchalance,
leaning back onto her arms as she sat on the table with her finger making a slow rhythmic swirl
atop of the crystal ball.

"i can tell without needing to look at the disdain on your face." alador simply replied without
looking at his wife.

"you're right though this was merely a dry run and since amity was with the human. she foiled the
process as usual."

"fret not, my dear. i still have alot in store for this alpha."

 

for the following days that led up to a week and a half, luz was chased by a creature or a horde of
abominations left and right without a break. she was utterly confused why this string of bad luck
was happening to her, she's been a good boy this year.

she thought it's the twins just messing around again but they swore they aren't responsible with any
of it and especially not amity as she doesn't create a few dozen abominations with the intent to kill
luz.

what kind of friend does that?

this made luz cautious about everything, valencia even suggested that she become a sort of
bodyguard for her little sister and find whoever was messing with her to have a little 'talk'. but luz
politely declined it as she can take care of herself.

it's just difficult to fend off those things as it takes alot of her glyph ammunition to hold them down,
especially when amity isn't with her most of the time those things appeared. she almost comes
home empty handed and has to spend alot of time restocking her pouch only for it to last like two
seconds.

luckily, it's friday which was great for luz to take a rest without worry of getting out of the owl
house. amity ended up walking luz home just to make sure she's safe- which was half of the reason
why she wanted to go to the owl house.

"who could be doing this? do they have a grudge against me or something?" luz asked as she
rubbed both sides of her temple, contemplating on the floor with amity sitting on the couch beside
then a sudden gasp escaped her throat as a realisation hit her.



"was it the fairies?" luz turned her head to meet amity's golden eyes, the blight wasn't expecting
that theory but she shook her head. "fairies aren't powerful enough to summon an army of
abominations so no." she replied which made sense ruling out the possibility of the fairies seeking
revenge.

"it must be another witch or demon, have you made some enemies with a demon?" amity added
though that would be dumb to ask when this is luz we're talking about and she obviously shook her
head in response.

"then, we'll search for that asshole." both perked up when they heard a voice suddenly speak up,
they looked to the side where the stairs are to see valencia leaning against the frame with her arms
crossed and her signature stoic expression dawning on her face.

"when the time is right, i'll fucking smash their head with a bat and throw them into the boiling sea
for messing with my little sister." valencia said as a terrifying growl rumbled in her throat with a
dark scowl forming. she approached the two, she dropped down beside luz with her arms resting on
the couch.

"only i can do that." she lightly pinched luz's cheek making her let out a weird but annoyed noise as
she pushed her sister's hand off her. while her other secretly caressed another hand.

"no need to be extreme."

scoffing, valencia rolled her eyes at that stupid statement. "since when did that phrase stop me?"
she asked with a deadpan expression which left luz no choice but to agree since vali always does
what she wants without putting things in much consideration.

"fair point." vali chuckled, she ruffled luz's hair making it messier than it already is. luz playfully
pushed vali away from her and mumbled annoyed phrases under her breath in spanish as she
struggled to return her hair to its original state.

amity giggled to herself as she always liked watching luz and vali mess around with each other
while she slowly intertwined her hand with the other but it was short lived when amity's scroll
popped up beside her, ringing as her mother's name was displayed making amity and vali grimace.

"i have to go. i'll see you guys later." amity stood up from the couch, she gave the two sisters a
wave goodbye with her eyes lingering at valencia longer than intended before she turned around
and stepped out of the owl house to summon ghost for a quick fly back to her real house.

it was quiet for the most part but her mind kept asking what her mother was going to ask her to do
this time. once she landed in front of the porch, she made her staff disappear as she walked up
towards the door. she stared it.

contemplating if she should really open it or turn back to her home but she squeezed her eyes shut
as she took a deep breath in, her hand tightly gripping the knob to twist it before putting on a
determined face and swung the door open.

revealing her parents were already waiting for her from the other side.

once the door was slowly closed behind amity, odalia broke the silence "we need to talk."



"maybe later. i'm tired." amity dismissed and tried to walk past her parents but a wall of
abomination blocked her way, leaving amity without any choice but to listen to whatever her
mother wanted to talk about.

"you mated with someone, haven't you?" alador asked which made amity stand frozen, she sealed
her lips as she avoided any eye contact from her parents but they aren't having that shit. especially
odalia.

"who is it?"

swallow a large lump in her throat, amity scoffed as she tried to play it cool and turned her whole
body to face odalia with a neutral expression despite her internally praying for this conversation to
be halted in some way just anything.

"since when did you get that idea? you know i don't like alphas." amity replied nonchalantly though
odalia didn't buy that.

"if so, then why do you always reek of an alpha?" odalia snarled back, placing amity into a corner
without anything to use to fight back on. the young blight's mind was frantically racing to find an
excuse.

"cut the bullshit and who is it, amity blight?" amity can tell her mother is losing her patience by the
sound of her tone and her speaking through her clenched teeth.

she doesn't want to admit the truth, she's still trying to find an excuse which ultimately failed. "u-
um.."

sighing deeply, odalia pinched the bridge of her nose as she rubbed her eyes, arranging her thoughts
together since she lets her temper get the best of her. she fixed the hair that got loose from her tie
and stared straight into her daughter's eyes and with an unsettling calm tone.

"since you don't want to open your mouth then fine. invite your alpha to dinner tomorrow night and
advise them to be punctual for us to get to know them better." odalia proposed which was worse
than admitting.

"but-" amity tried to counter but it was too late. odalia turned around to start walking away as she
had the final word.

"end of discussion."

leaving amity with no choice but to follow her mother's wish.

-----

"j- just don't try to kill them, okay?" amity asked with her tone telling as if her life depends on it.
she arrived just in time, dressed casually since family meetings aren't something special to her
when the family is shit.

"i'll try." she replied as she stepped closer to amity with their space just barely visible.

but amity shook her head, she gripped her dark green jacket to pull her face closer to her as she
whispered; "don't try. do."



chuckling, that statement hasn't stopped her before so why should it now? "i can't promise that."

 

odalia and alador sat on the long dining table that's filled with many freshly cooked food though
they aren't going to start eating once their guest arrives.

the sound of the front door quietly closing sounded so loud followed by multiple footsteps heading
for the dining room. they immediately saw amity step into their field of vision with her hand
holding on to another but the body that's connected to the dark skinned hand wasn't revealed just
yet.

taking a deep breath in, "mother, father… i think you already know vali." amity gently pulled
valencia out of the wall for her parents to see the eldest noceda in the flesh. odalia was mostly
surprised as she hadn't forethought that vali would be the one who mated amity, that's why alador
couldn't identify the scent.

"hey." vali coolly waved at the blight parents without care before amity led them towards the table,
taking the further seats from her parents. vali pulled out a chair for amity to take a seat on and
pushed it back before sitting down herself.

vali looked at the many platters presented before her but most of them were to make her stomach
eat itself. she made the right call to eat the leftover griffin eggs before coming here.

"um.. need anything?" amity whispered to her lover making vali shift her gaze to her, the alpha
seemed to ease down whenever she looked at amity. vali felt her hand hesitantly trying to hold her
again and she didn't think twice in intertwining, she can sense her omega is nervous as hell for this
dinner.

"soup would be fine." the noceda replied with a soft smile, giving her lover reassurance, making
amity slowly nod before pulling her hand away to serve vali some edible soup.

there was an awkward silence at the table while they all ate, odalia kept narrowing her eyes at the
noceda but always had to avert her eyes whenever vali spotted her. the alpha suppressed a growl
from resurface in her throat as she 'promised' to keep her composure and cool through this dinner
for amity.

she's doing this for the sake of her omega who she doesn't want to lose.

"so.." alador tried to start out a conversation making all three of them turn their gazes at him,
setting the pressure on his shoulders. "valencia. never heard of that kind of name before. where did
you get it?" he asked, starting off small.

"my mother gave it to me when i born." vali simply replied, obviously though odalia doesn't
appreciate that response as if she's talking to one of her peers.

"is your mother intolerable too?" she muttered under her breath that made vali snap her head at the
lady blight, catching her off guard as she saw the sudden glow on the alpha's eyes after she clearly
heard something come out of the shitty blight's mouth about her mama.

"excuse me?" gulping, amity wrapped her arms around vali and pressed her head on her shoulder as
she started purring to calm the alpha down which helped. thankfully and just ignored the disdained



looks on her parents' faces.

with her eye twitching, odalia rephrased her previous statement "i mean, how is the soup?" she
asked through her gritted teeth and vali can clearly hear it, she's quickly losing her patience with
this prestigious bitch.

"good."

"good? it should be great because i cooked it." odalia said and vali choked down a laughter as she
just swallowed the soup in her mouth. she placed her spoon down to the side, feeling full already,
now knowing that odalia made this. it shows.

"i can tell." the noceda muttered as she shot the lady blight a mocking gaze.

"what is that supposed to mean?" odalia asked with venom in her tone making vali let out a dry
laugh as she placed her cheek onto her knuckle while she glared at the two parents.

"take a guess. you're smart anyways." vali said as she flashed an obviously fake smile looking like
a sneer instead. amity sighed deeply to herself as everything is falling apart now and she can't stop
vali now.

"are you saying my cooking is bad?"

shrugging, "dunno. i now understand why you have cooks." vali chuckled to herself, getting cocky
and it's making odalia reach her breaking point with her irritability meter skyrocketing thanks to
vali before finally exploding.

"that's it!" odalia slammed her hands onto the table that made the plates rattle and stood up, "amity,
this is unacceptable! just what do you see in this uncivilized brute!" she shouted as she pointed at
vali who doesn't like being pointed at. she as well lets go the small thread of self control she has as
she stood up as well.

"everything bitch! i can give amity what she wants and be better at it than you two assholes
combined!" vali spat with her terrorising growls loudly rumbled in her throat as she continued to
glare daggers at odalia.

the entire dining room soon enough was reduced into a massive argument that is slowly tipping it's
way toward being an actual fight.

"i can, at least, tolerate the other one and even hoped it was the other human but this?! you can do
better than that!" amity looked away with a deep frown forming in her face, she was also standing
up while she gripped vali's jacket.

a sudden realisation hits vali like a speeding truck, her anger and her growl became one as she's
ready to fucking kill with her vision slowly becoming red. "you… you're the one who's trying to
get my little sister killed?!" she roared like a great dragon, taking the parents aback.

amity quickly pulled her lover back down when she attempted to climb onto the table to get to
odalia. wanting to rip her stomach out and use intestines to strangle her along with her damned
husband.



"see what i'm talking about?! look how uncivilised this human is! i doubt that her mother even
taught her basic manners!" odalia was only fueling the fire even more especially when the topic of
camila came up that triggered vali even more as she doesn't like people talking shit about her
family when they're the only one she have.

"vete a la mierda perra! ¡mi mamá es mejor de lo que tú nunca serás y lo único que estoy
agradecido por ti es dar a luz a mi pareja! bitch!!" vali completely retorted back in her mother
tongue that the blight parents didn't understand except amity who has been spending alot of time
with the noceda sisters.

amity knows vali is more an aggressive, short tempered brute and the things her mother said about
her made her both upset and mad just like her alpha. "say more bullshit about miss camila and i'll
gladly let vali go." amity threatened as she loosened her grip on vali's waist that made the two step
back, knowing that vali wouldn't hesitate to rip them apart just by the look of her violently glowing
red eyes that's burning holes through their heads.

"she's my alpha and i'm her omega! insult her one more time and i'll let her go!" amity continued as
she glared at her parents too. she's sick and tired of their bullshit, if they haven't proposed this
'dinner' to find out she belongs to vali. they would've set her up with some random alpha and that's
not far from reality.

"try it!"

odalia stared at amity holding vali close to her with her grip slowly loosening as she's really doing
to do it. she felt a hand rest on her shoulder, alador didn't say anything as he began pulling his wife
back and away from the crazy couple until there's no longer visible from their eyes.

sighing deeply in relief, amity slowly lets go of vali to test that she really isn't gonna go after her
parents but vali stays beside her, luckily, though she's still fuming. "come on, let's go home." amity
said as she slipped her hand to intertwine with her lover's once again and tugged her to follow
towards the front floor.

the dinner was a disaster but they were the victors in the end.

"bunch of jackasses. i can't believe they tried to kill luz twice! i just wanna-" before more anger and
hatred seeped into vali, amity stopped her from finishing that sentence. she grabbed both of her
hands as she stared at her directly in the eyes, her reddish hazel eyes held so much animosity and
she'll gladly get rid of it.

"hey hey, calm down. take deep breaths for me." amity's voice was soft accompanied by her loud
purring that battled the growls emitting nonstop and it helped the alpha calm down as her body
loosened, she took a deep breath in and sighed deeply. almost all of her anger was out but it's
enough for vali's rationale to return.

softly smiling, "thanks." vali placed a kiss on amity's forehead as she's always her remedy to her
once uncontrollable anger. like her anger management bunny but better.

then, something popped in vali's head that made a salacious smirk come on her face as she pulled
amity up against her body. "though i might need more pep talk to completely cool down." she said
with her tone trying to suggest something and amity was easy to catch on as a smirk climbed on her
lips.



"well, if you move your ass. we can reach the owl house faster than the other two can finish." amity
said as she ran her finger along vali's sharp jaw before landing on her lips and pushed her back for
her to get a headstart to hop on ghost and soar out of the blight premise.

vali groaned with her eyes playfully rolling, she grabbed her own staff and took off.

 

the next day came, amelia came back to the blight manor later in the morning as she didn't have a
schedule to follow (because she burnt it). her palisman, phantom, was out of their staff and resting
on her shoulder. their fur looked like it was ruffled by someone and smelled like a certain alpha
much like their owner.

amelia walked down the living room, not bothering to greet or give her parents a single glance as
just passed them to head for the kitchen to eat something. with that short time, odalia managed to
spot many things wrong about her eldest daughter.

she and phantom reeked of luz noceda, her clothes looked like it was haphazardly put on and the
very visible mate mark on her neck that amelia pridefully showed off as odalia could've sworn she
saw a boastful smirk on her face.

nonetheless, this made odalia break her tea cup out of anger. first it was amity with valencia now
amelia and luz?

fuck this!

while his wife was seething about her losing her grasps on her daughters, alador was just in the side
looking tired as ever with an empty look in his eyes. he just stared at a blank space, contemplating
if everything is worth living only to suffer the bad choices they made on their children as he took a
sip of hid coffee that's more like sprinkled with heroin.
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three children raced through the school hallways at full speed, passing many of their classmates and
some of their teachers as their laughter was heard along with their rapid stomping on the tiled floors
since it’s lunch time. luz was up ahead of her best friends while she held her lunch bag her mother
prepared for her with amity and boscha following behind her.

“come on, we have to get to our spot before someone takes it!” luz said as she looked over her
shoulder to see if her best friends were catching up with her. once they got into the playground
that’s quickly getting filled by other students, luz offered her empty hand to her best friends to take
and they didn’t hesitate to do so for luz to lead them towards their special spot that’s near the
shrubbery but it’s where it’s mostly quiet without anyone bothering them.

as they plopped down onto the grass, “what do you guys have for lunch? my mami bought me a
chimichurri sandwich!” luz said as she took out a big wrapped sandwich that has some of its oil
seeping onto the paper, she tore the top part open to show off its contents. “what’s a chimichurri?”
boscha asked as she and amity leaned closer to take a whiff of the sandwich since it’s their first
time seeing or even hearing the word chimichurri.

“it’s my favorite! wanna try some?” luz offered her sandwich though boscha shook her head.
“maybe next time ‘cause i got some mcdonalds.” she said with a grin climbing on her face as she
took out two boxes out of her paper bag with the familiar scent of the spices wafted the air, enticing
the two to draw closer and watch boscha open one of the boxes to reveal the two pieces of chicken
and the other was 20 pieces of chicken nuggets making the young noceda gasp in exhilaration.

“ooh! can i have some nuggies?” luz asked as she looked into boscha’s eyes, silently begging for
her to say yes and this backed boscha into a corner. leaving her with no room to say no and
eventually gave in, “sure.” boscha moved the box close to luz for her to get one nugget with amity
pulling a sneaky one.

“what do you have, ami?” boscha asked as she saw amity munch on a nugget as well.

amity was the last to open her pink rabbit bag to take out her lunch box, luz and boscha leaned
closer to see what food she brought. once the blight popped the lid open, it revealed the steaming,
creamy fettuccine alfredo. the two seemed interested as it looks so good though amity was less than
stellar, “hm, pasta again. that’s the third time this week.” she muttered, she placed the lid back on as
she wasn’t in the mood to eat another pasta when she had bolognese, tortelli now alfredo.



boscha chuckled “geez, didn’t know your mom’s an italian.” she said but amity shook her head
“she isn’t.”

she’s getting tired of pasta and luz can sense it.

“wanna swap? i promise this will awaken your taste buds!” luz said as she offered her chimichurri
sandwich to amity who’s a little hesitant but she doesn’t wanna turn down something luz loves. “i
guess.” she accepted the sandwich, took a small sniff of the slowly dripping sauce before taking a
big bite to have every flavor it had in her mouth and started to slowly chew it. amity was gradually
getting used to the new flavors dancing around her tongue until she swallowed it, she looked down
at the still whole sandwich as if contemplating if she should take another- she took another big bite.

“well??” luz asked, expecting for a review though amity nodded her head while she chewed for the
moment before swallowing again. “kinda spicy but it’s really good!” amity said making luz pump
her fist in the air as a celebration since other kids think the sandwich looked and smells funny but
dare she says they have no tastes!

“hehe! told ya it’ll awaken your taste buds!” luz chuckled to herself, she grabbed amity’s lunch box
to eat it since amity is really enjoying the sandwich.

there was a comfortable silence between all three of them as they ate their lunch, sharing a nibble
or two but amity and boscha were somewhat spoon feeding luz like boscha offering one of the
nuggets to luz to eat while amity offered the sandwich for the noceda to take a bit. luz doesn’t mind
though since this happens alot in their lunch times, she doesn’t remember when it started but it’s a
routine now.

“since tomorrow is the weekend, you guys wanna have a sleepover?” boscha asked as she broke the
silence making the two turn their gazes at the young havenstar. luz lit up at the sound of sleepover,
“oh definitely!” she replied with a big smile on her face, boscha expected luz to be the first to say
yes.

“did your parents allow you to have a sleepover?” amity asked with a quirked brow, boscha shook
her head though she explained; “they’ll be out of town for the week. they don’t need to know.”
shrugging it off since she knows how to take care of the house but it’ll be boring as she’ll be the
only one there.

“i also wanted to test out something i just learned.” boscha muttered under her breath as she
recalled a memory and this intrigued the young noceda. “ooh, what is it?”

“um…” boscha stared right into luz’s shining hazel eyes under the wavering rays of sunlight
piercing through the swaying treetops above creating an atmosphere that made luz glow and it
made her cheeks grow warm. boscha instinctively looked away, turning her gaze to amity who
seemed to be trying to tell her something.

boscha opened her mouth to say something but was suddenly interrupted by the bell, they saw their
teacher motioning everyone to come inside now that made the three stand up after they wolfed
down the remaining food. luz took the front again to lead the way while boscha and amity tailed
her, as they headed back to their class, boscha pulled amity closer to her by the arm making the
young blight confused.

“what?” amity asked but her question was only answered with another question; “you love luz,
right?” boscha asked and it was the least expected thing for amity to hear come out of her mouth.



“huh?”

“don’t ‘huh’ me. just admit it because i do too.” boscha whispered under her breath, they looked at
luz who’s talking about something but they weren’t listening. amity didn’t say anything as she
turned her gaze away from boscha but she didn't need to utter the same words when the red in her
face was evident. “and i know how to show her just how much we love her.” boscha continued that
made amity perk up, seeing this as an opportunity to have luz as a girlfriend or something.

“you do?” amity asked with hope in her tone and boscha nodded in response.

“my parents told me about it.”

 

boscha was trotting down the hallway of her house, heading for her parents' bedroom to ask them
about a sleepover with her best friends she's been wanting to do for a while.

once she got in front of her parents' bedroom door, boscha didn't bother to knock on the door as she
twisted the doorknob and pushed the door right open making the knob slam onto the wall that
alerted her parents. they hastily moved away from each other which made boscha confused,
especially noticing a white substance trickling down from the side of her mother's mouth.

"what were you guys doing?" boscha asked as she tilted her head to the side, a little curious of
what her parents were doing since she saw her mother bent down on her father's crotch which was
weird for her little brain to process.

"um.. we.. were just.." her father tried to make a reason but kept trailing off as they glanced to the
side to ask for some help from their wife while boscha was patiently waiting for a reply and would
certainly not move unless she got one.

"i was just showing how much i love your father, dear. i- is there something you need?" her mother
asked, trying to act casual as she wiped the liquid off the side of her face and flashed a smile at her
daughter.

this returned boscha back to what she came here before, "oh right. can i have a sleepover with luz
and amity?" boscha asked, her fingers fiddling as she's hoping they would say yes but all her hopes
were dropped to the floor when she heard her mother respond a flat;

"no."

a frown formed on the little girl's face, she turned around and stomped out of the room as she
grumbled "fuck you." under her breath, thinking her parents didn't hear it but she jumped when she
heard her mother yell behind her;

"where did you learn that?!" boscha quickly bolted out of there.

 

once they got to boscha's house after being dropped off by luz's mother, amity just texted her
siblings to tell their parents she's gonna stay with her best friends overnight and when the door was
closed behind them.



they looked around the empty, quiet house of havenstar, turned their heads to meet each other's
mischievous eyes before going ballistic as they had the house for the entire day and they're gonna
do everything they want without provision.

boscha led the two into the kitchen while explaining the house rules “we basically can take
everything here and i can blame my brother for everything so don’t worry about my parents finding
out.” she said as she grabbed the handle of the refrigerator and swung it open for the two to see the
array of juices, chocolates, cheeses they can much on, they turned their heads up the counter since
boscha somehow got on top when she whistled to get their attention and opened a few cabinets as
well to reveal it’s filled with junk food to drown on.

luz and amity were in awe with their mouths completely agar, boscha chuckled as she hopped off
the counter with a family sized hot cheetos in hand and ripped it open to start munching on it. “pick
whatever you want. i’m gonna set up some horror movies that’ll leave amity traumatized.” boscha
said with a manic chuckle earning a playful punch from the blight when she passed her but they
stopped when they noticed luz was trembling with her head lowered.

“are you okay, luz?” amity asked, she gently gripped luz’s shoulder to check if she’s alright but
then, luz snapped her head up for the two to see her big smile etched across her face and she
shouted in the top of her lungs “this is gonna be the best sleepover ever!!”

it wasn’t long that night came, the kitchen looked like it’s been ransacked by a pack of rabid
racoons. in the living room, there’s alot crumbs of junk food filling the carpet with a few spills of
juices and empty wrappers of candies, empty bags of said junk foods flooded the floor that was
almost not visible. luz, amity and boscha sat on the couch with a bowl half empty of the remaining
junk food that’s basically their dinner by the looks of it while they watched ‘it’, they plan to binge
watch the duology as well.

“i hate this.” amity has a pillow covering her face with her arm wrapped around luz’s arm as she
forced herself to watch the remainder of the film but kept shielding her eyes from every relatively
scary to her. “why? scared of clowns?” boscha mocked, she has a pillow case literally covering her
face, she can see through but vague and that’s enough to block out the thing from terrorising her
dreams.

 

“says the girl who literally screamed a few seconds ago!” then both of them screamed when the
leprosy man appeared and started chasing the boy. they covered their faces as they didn't want to
watch it anymore, cowering close to luz who hadn't moved or said anything for a while. this was
clearly a bad idea from the start and boscha didn’t listen to amity.

once the scene was over, they slowly dropped their pillow and pillow case to turn their heads to see
luz was focused on the film, not minding the two screaming on both sides, “is it not scary?” amity
asked which snapped luz out of her trance and met her concern yet scared golden eyes. “oh, yeah it
is.’ luz replied like it’s a matter ‘o fact, she glanced at the ongoing movie for a moment before
looking back at amity to ask “why?”

“you haven’t screamed during the movie, we thought you fell asleep.” boscha said with a small
chuckle though it sounded forced as she’s still scared shitess by this goddamn movie. “that’s
because i already saw it when mami rented a dvd copy of it when it was halloween. but i haven’t
seen the second one yet.” luz explained, she reacted the same way like amity and boscha when she



first saw the movie and had nightmares for a few days but she liked the movie that drove her to
watch it multiple times until she was desensitized.

“huh, i thought dvds are extinct.” luz giggled as she softly bumped boscha’s shoulder with hers.

as another jumpscare popped up, amity swiftly grabbed the remote for the coffee table and
immediately shut it off making boscha groan in disappointment but was internally relieved that it
was over. “alright, that’s enough.” amity sighed as she placed the remote to the side along with the
pillow, she looked at the two who’s thinking of the next thing they want to do tonight.

then, she saw luz yawn. “can we go to bed now?” amity asked and this made boscha perk up.

“good idea! last one to my bedroom is a loser!” boscha instantly sprung up from the couch and
bolted up the stairs, amity isn’t going to lose from boscha and she quickly followed after leaving
luz who was spacing out after her yawn as she became sleepy. that’s the first. she shook her arm as
she was about to ask something but she realised she was the only one left in the living room.

“guys?” luz stood up and started walking up the stairs, seeing the only door that was open so she
headed inside to see boscha and amity sat on the edge of a big bed as they were waiting for her.
“sleepy, loser?” boscha giggled mischievously, watching luz step into the room as she closed the
door behind her.

“yeah, you said something about the last one?” luz asked, tilting her head to the side once when she
stopped in front of her best friends. nodding, “yeah and you’re the last one to come to the room
making you the loser. too bad lulu.” boscha said with a grin etching across her lips though it didn’t
faze luz, she just hummed in disappointment but she’s over it.

“oh. okay.”

boscha pulled amity closer to whisper something into her ear, amity nodded and turned her gaze
back at luz with a smooth grin on her face this time as she said; “and losers have to do something
for us.” luz rose a brow with her interest slowly rising about this ‘something’, she drew closer to
get the good bits. “what is it? a game?” she asked, the two looked at each for a second before semi
shrugging and nodding their heads.

“maybe.” amity replied.

“i saw my parents do something like this before and they said they do it because they love each
other.” boscha moved right on to the real reason why this sleepover was made in the first place.
what she saw that day kept looming over her head, always wondering what her parents were really
doing and that white thing on her mother’s mouth that it’s gotten annoying but she also wanted to
try it out with luz since she does love the girl for a long while now.

standing up, boscha got in front of the noceda and she’s considerably taller than her, she boasts
about being the tallest alot especially around amity who’s the smallest compared to the other two.
boscha gently placed her hands onto luz’s shoulders as she looked at her into her shining hazel eyes
that she grew hooked on starting at it for a long while, she took a deep breath in and swallowed a
massive lump in her throat as she blurted out;

“date me!”



there was a long awkward silence in the room that made boscha think she fucked up just by the
look on luz's face, she looked shocked nonetheless but there’s other things that the havenstar
couldn’t decipher just yet. “what the heck was that?” amity whispered under her breath but since it
was so quiet, it was so loud that it felt like it bounced off the walls, boscha stared at luz as she’s
hoping for a response- just anything for her little heart to ease down, feeling like it’s going to
explode any second now.

“date.. you?” luz was brought back to reality and boscha vigorously nodded her head, “yeah.. i
kinda wanna take you to cool places and do things like take rides.. have you play with my hair and..
stuff.” it was the first time for luz and amity to see boscha become so timorous, the noceda can feel
the hands on her shoulders slowly trembling with her eyes frantically darting around while she
finds the necessary words to use.

“that would be cool, baba.” luz said with a big sweet smile on her face, boscha felt the same warm
feeling on her face rise up once again and she couldn’t help but crack a smile before pulling luz
into a big hug that the noceda didn’t hesitate to reciprocate it.

“what about me?!” amity protested as she sprung up to her feet making the two pull away, “i wanna
go out with luz too! i can get some money in my brother’s bank account and we can go to
disneyland!” she said with her tone telling that she’ll totally do it in the name of love but luz shook
her head as she drew closer to the young blight with her hand placing pats on her head making
amity immobilised.

“no need for disneyland when we already have a special place in the woods.” luz said, recalling
their small little makeshift treehouse, they used the materials from the abandoned cabin that’s just a
few miles away behind luz’s house. they always wanted to check it out but their imaginations of the
cabin being cursed by a witch from the 1600’s intervenes their craving for adventure.

“i wanna go out with you too, ami.” amity felt her heart leap from those very words, luz opened her
arms for a great big hug and the young blight didn’t hesitate to take it as she hugged luz tightly like
she doesn’t want to let her go.

she doesn’t.

then, something popped back into luz’s mind as she was reminded by the thing boscha said before
the whole confession happened. “oh yeah, you said something about seeing your parents doing
what?” she asked, turning her head over her shoulder to meet boscha’s intense lavender eyes again
and watched her circle back to what was the topic in hand.

“they do it because they love each other and it goes like this,” boscha climbed onto bed, pulled
down her pants to her ankles without a second thought in front of her best friends who seemed
relatively cool with it. luz was a little weirded out but she shrugged it off since all three of them
trust each other even if it means letting the other see her dangling privates.

“i think dad has their pants down with mom sitting right here.” boscha continued, unfazed, as she
tapped the space in between her legs. “what were they doing?” amity asked as she slowly climbed
onto bed with luz beside her who couldn’t, for some reason, tear her eyes away from boscha’s
developing dick since it is her first time seeing one.

“i don’t know. mom’s all bent down like this but i didn’t see what they’re actually doing and there’s
a white thing coming out of their mouth.” boscha kept talking about that day but luz was half
listening as she watched it slowly rise from the contact of the cold air. she can see the pink tip but



it’s still sagging, luz guessed boscha was circumcised when she was born as the foreskin was
nowhere to be seen and it made her wonder if amity is as well. though, she can take a wild guess of
yes.

“huh. maybe your mom was playing with this.” luz pointed at the somewhat erected dick making
boscha look at it, she already saw it in it’s full hard form whenever it’s morning and never really
paid attention or asked why it’s getting hard but it felt good to some extent when she touched it out
of curiosity. “i guess. you can touch it if you want.” boscha spreads her legs even more like she’s
inviting luz and she accepted it as she got in between her legs with her eyes focused on the dick.

slowly, luz reached for boscha’s dick with her small hand perfectly wrapping around it, she can feel
it slowly throb from her touch as her thumb traced the line of the tip from the whole thing and
began to stroke it though she was careful since she doesn’t wanna hurt boscha. “like this?” she
asked, asking for guidance but boscha is inexperienced as well. all of them are.

luz kept up the slow pace while watching boscha's reactions, she fluttered her eyes closed with her
head rolling back onto the pillows as her breath picked up from weird feeling that's bubbling inside
her “yeah, that feels good.” she muttered, luz noticed that the dick was harder than before and
boscha couldn't help but a groan come out of her mouth.

“i’m sorry!" luz immediately lets go of boscha as she thought she hurt her in some way. the
havenstar snapped her eyes when she realised the warm hand wrapped around her dick disappeared,
“no no! it’s okay, i liked it.” she quickly reassured luz as she gently grabbed her hand to lead her to
touch her again.

"you sure?" luz asked, hesitantly grasping boscha's cock once again and boscha gave her an
assuring nod as she watched the noceda rub her dick once again with her stagnant speed though
boscha wanted more. "faster please." she requested and luz obliged.

meanwhile, amity was watching all of this unfold in the sidelines with her own dick tenting on her
pants and she feels odd as she never felt before. she wants to know what boscha is feeling, the
sensation of luz's soft hands on her dick.

luz felt something tug on her shirt making her look over her shoulder to see amity looking timid,
“can you do me too?” she asked in whisper as she pulled her pants down just enough for her
erected dick to flop out.

luz nodded, amity brightened up and she immediately laid down beside boscha as pulled her pants
down to her ankles for her dick to be in full view. luz grasped it as well to start stroking it at the
same speed with boscha.

 

amity was caught off guard from the sudden surge of pleasure that made her body waver and
ultimately melted into the noceda's touch. “it- it feels amazing..” she muttered under her breath, her
body slowly slipping to completely lay down as she watched luz jerk off.

"faster, lulu." and with that, lulu, ami and baba ended up not sleeping that night.



After The Game

Chapter Summary

amity x luz x mean willow x nice boscha

requested smut by @Woof_woof_bitch

on the wide field of the grudgby court, the banshees are in their usual training routine for the finals
with the audience watching them, cheering them on or stare at their favorite player sweat.

in the bleachers, luz and boscha sat together as they watched their lovers work together to score the
final goal, cheering for them.

the ball was passed to amity, jumping into the air with her legs shifting to abomination to catch and
started running in full speed towards the goal, easily dodging the opponent but was suddenly
blocked by a large concrete wall. in the corner of her eye, amity noticed someone was open and
immediately tossed the ball to her before the wall was tipped over to crush her.

"ami!" luz instinctively stood up from the bleachers with her hand that's resting on boscha's
shoulder, squeezed tightly making the witch hiss in pain. luckily, amity's hand transformed into a
spiked gauntlet and punched the wall into pieces, not letting a pebble fall on her. luz sighed in relief
as she plopped back down to the seat.

amity cracked her neck and turned her gaze at her lover, seeing her give a wave that amity just
couldn't resist on returning with a soft smile before her attention shifted back into the game to
guard willow who's heading for the goal.

willow has the ball under her arm, evading the many opponents trying to stop her, she created a
spell circle that made the undergrowth emerge from the ground. whipping everyone out of the way
and propelling her up into the air, she brought the ball over her head that was ignited into flames
before slamming it down into the goal.

then, the winning horn erupted.

boscha cheered for willow from the top of her lungs while she shook luz in her seat, making her
dizzy. she watched willow and amity approach each other, both sweating profusely, they slammed
their hands onto one another and tightly gripped it as if testing each other's strength before
withdrawing with a victory fist bump.

"that's my girlfriend right there!" boscha shouted as she pointed at willow, the young park heard it
and looked up to her lover. their eyes met, nothing was exchanged for a few seconds before
shooting her suggestive wink making boscha's cheeks turn red.

"is someone blushing?" luz asked in a teasing tone as she leaned her head onto boscha’s shoulder
with a playful smirk on. scoffing, boscha pushed luz off her and she turned her head to the side,



"shut up. why don't you look at yourself." she muttered as she crossed her arms, ignoring the
noceda snickering beside her.

“hey ladies.” both witch and human perked up from the sound of amity’s deep voice beside them,
they turned their heads to see their sweaty and incredibly hot lovers tightly fitting their grudgby
uniforms that outlined the best features. luz and boscha didn’t even bother to hide the fact that
they’re staring at the tents in their pants.

“so you got someone to pick you up today?” amity asked as she climbed two two steps above luz
and sat down behind her with her legs cornering luz for her to stare and feel the slowly growing
bulge. “hm, i don’t know eda is busy with raine today so i think i’ll just walk home.” luz replied,
playing along with amity’s little game as she leaned into her small yet powerful hand caress her
cheek.

“why walk home when we can just take a ride on ghost and head to a special place.” amity
suggested with her tone becoming alluring like she’s hypnotising luz to saying yes and it always
works but luz is gonna have a small courage to fight it back for a short time as she looked over her
shoulder to meet amity’s golden libidinous eyes that mirrored her hazel ones.

“are you sure you’re not leading me into some trap, blight?” luz asked with her brow quicking
making amity chuckle, she slowly drew closer to luz with their faces just inches away from each
other.

“what if i am?”

“okay okay, we get it.” the couple turned their heads when they heard willow rudely interrupt their
moment, she had boscha under her arm who looked like a little timorous child from being held by
her girlfriend. “you’re disgustingly in love so can we please go now?” willow sneered as she really
doesn’t like watching the two act all lovey dovey in front of her.

softly giggling, amity closed the space between them with a quick peck on the lips and willow just
rolled her eyes. “yeah sure but first, why don’t we freshen up in the lockers? we can’t go home
smelling like a 16 week old sock.” amity said as she stood up, offering her hand for luz to take and
she didn’t hesitate to accept it. willow and boscha watched the couple skip out of the bleachers to
head for the lockers first while they stayed behind for a second, boscha looked at the young park in
the corner of her eyes as she wanted to give her a kiss but was too shy to do so.

willow certainly noticed this, “is there something you want to tell me?” she asked as she pulled
boscha close to her, their faces only mere inches apart that made boscha become red from the close
proximity as she can feel her lover’s hard breath hitting her. “n- no..” she muttered as she looked
the other way but willow cupped her face to make her look at her intense emerald eyes again before
she closed their space with a tender yet hungry kiss.

boscha didn’t think twice in kissing back, whimpering softly as she felt willow tease her tongue
from entering her mouth only to pull away, making her pout. willow chuckled when she saw it, she
pinched her cheeks before grabbing her wrist to start pulling her towards the locker room, “come
on, i know you’ve been dying to have me in your petty mouth.” she said with a devilish smirk,
boscha pursed her lips and said nothing as she wasn’t exactly wrong.

once they got to the locker room that’s mostly empty, luckily. willow led boscha towards the
shower stall next to amity who’s already stripped naked and getting blown by luz who’s getting
drenched by the running showerhead but she didn’t care as she kept sucking her lover off.



luz bobbed her head on amity's cock, easily taking her thick girth after the many practices she did
to get to this point. her empty hand gently squeezes her ball sacks, pulling out for a moment to give
kisses all around the phallus and her balls, sucking on it as well as she watches amity struggle to
muffle herself with the hand on the noceda's hair growing tighter.

"am i doing good, ames?" luz asked as she flicked her tongue on amity's lip, lapping up her oozing
precum and gave it a few loving kisses to make the blight even weaker. "you're doing amazing,
baby." amity groaned, she started to slowly thrust into luz's mouth, making her take everything
without complaint.

"fuck.." amity now gripped luz's head with both hands to keep her steady but she's still careful not
to trigger her gag reflex. luz was enjoying every bit of it, she maintained a lustful eye contact with
amity to watch her beautiful face contort into pleasure as her breasts lightly bounced in the process.

"on your knees." willow ordered to which boscha obliged to like an obedient dog, she waited
patiently as she watched willow strip before her. tossed her clothing to the side, she twists the
shower head open for hot water to pour down on them to create more steam for coverage before
grabbing the havenstar's pink locks and pulling her to take her cock in one swift motion.

boscha did her best to adjust for a quick second before willow started thrusting, her heavy balls
hitting the bottom of her chin while she roughly shoves her cock deep into her throat though the
potions witch doesn't mind as she has already done this several times. it was hard to adjust at first
but soon enough, boscha caught onto it and enjoyed the sight of her lover loving this as much as
she does.

"ah.. that's a good little bitch." willow crooned with her head rolling back for a moment, her hips
were relentless but boscha knows this is just the first phase and it'll be a whole different story once
she moves to her cunt. willow glanced down to see boscha's cute red face while her lips wraps
around her girth and groaned as she felt her tongue dance around her tip, lapping up the precum.

both luz and amity made an agreement with willow and boscha for a foursome. why? 'cause they
wanted to try something and they're the only nearest couple they could blatantly ask "hey wanna try
a foursome?"

then, willow lost her patience as she wanted to shove her cock in boscha right now. "fuck it! we'll
do it here!" she pulled boscha off her dick, roughly lifted her up by the hair to turn over with her
ass as willow tore her clothes into shreds. boscha gripped on the stone wall separating the two
stalls, she saw luz look over her shoulder to see what's happening with the two while amity's cock
still in her mouth.

willow firmly gripped boscha's hips before slamming her length right in making the witch moan
loudly with her head rolling back as she felt her walls getting stretched once again. she will never
get used to her lover slamming in but it feels so good to resist. "oh fuck yes! fuck me master!"
boscha moaned as she glanced over her shoulder to meet her lover's emerald eyes.

"shut up." willow snarled, she leaned down close to boscha's neck to leave heated kisses and hard
hickeys that'll last for a week or two. boscha is loving every bite she leaves on her flesh like willow
is branding to be hers.

luz looked back up to amity, her eyes asking if they could do it as well and amity just couldn't say
no to those puppy eyes. "alright. to the wall." she commanded and luz quickly sprung up to her feet,



she gripped onto the wall with her face just merely inches away from boscha. she can feel her hot
breath hitting her face with her moans resonating throughout the walls.

amity burned every piece of luz's clothing into ashes and got behind her. grinding her cock along
her ass and cunt before pushing her entire bulk inside making luz whine as she can feel herself
becoming whole again. once the blight was completely in, she groaned from the feeling of the
human's tight snatch entrapping around her again and started thrusting slowly.

luz moaned right into boscha's ears, she slowly fluttered her eyes shut to savor her lover stretching
her once again. amity pressed her body against luz's back, her hands groping her tits and pinching
her hard nipples making the noceda squeak, smirking, amity picked up her pace as she nibbled her
flesh to leave small temporary hickeys before biting her.

"amity!" luz moaned out. boscha stared at luz's agar mouth, her own lewd moans joining with hers
as the air wafting with the smell of sex and the locker room was basically engulfed in a mist from
the continuous flow of the hot water.

slowly, boscha leaned closer to luz until their lips met.

both amity and willow were taken aback by this but they didn't mind as they enabled it by
increasing their speed. luz moaned in the kiss, she reciprocated it even though she knows it's not
amity. it tasted sweet though.

as they pulled away, luz slowly opened her eyes to see boscha's intense lavender eyes that doesn't
mirror her soft attitude. "enjoying yourself, slut?" willow whispered into the potion witch's ear,
nibbling the tip, making her shudder in delight and look over shoulder to see her lover's lustful hues
glaring deep into her soul as well with her cock reaching deep.

"y- yes!"

"what, am i not getting a kiss too?" amity asked with a fake pout. softly giggling, luz pressed her
head against the blight's "of course you do." she whispered before closing their small space with a
passionate kiss, amity's tongue slithering inside her mouth for their wet muscles to erratically dance
as her thrusts became more harder and faster but not like willow who's pounding the havenstar like
there's no tomorrow.

from the outside, the sound of their moans and rapid skin slapping was faint but it was enough to
make someone to turn the other way and not be a victim to see them fuck inside the shower stalls
though it'll be hard for to see them through the thick cloak of mist filling the entire room that it
even fogged up willow's glasses.

then, boscha can feel her climax coming at full speed and she can tell willow is as well by the force
of her thrusts making her entire body ricochet onto the wall with her head sometimes hitting luz. "s-
sorry." she muttered but luz just shook it off with a smile and leaned in for another kiss that boscha
gladly returned.

"fuck!!!" willow swiftly made a protection spell before plunging her cock deep into boscha's womb
and ejaculated. boscha abruptly pulled away from the kiss as she screamed in total bliss with her
head rolling back. she came right after, letting their cums mix together inside her making a slurry.

"shit.. shit- oh titan, luz!!" amity as well created a protection spell and came inside her lover's
snatch that triggered luz to come at the same time. "yes!!" luz screamed in euphoria as she arched



her ass for amity to go deeper and she did.

there were a few seconds of silence between all four of them as they rode down their highs. slowly,
willow pulled out of boscha and easily caught her before she fell to the ground, she gave her a
softer kiss on the lips. it made boscha smile and nuzzled up into the young park's neck, her little
hiding place.

amity soon pulled out luz after she emptied out, she wrapped her arms around her waist to keep her
up and rested her chin on her shoulder. "was i too hard?" she asked as she could hear and feel luz's
rapid heartbeat banging on her chest but she shook her head. "nah, i fuckin' loved it." she replied as
she softly bumped her head onto amity.

"we should do this more often. in the purple room maybe?" willow once again ruined the moment
of the two lovebirds. they looked at each other for a short while as if exchanging silent words
telepathically before turning their gazes to willow with a smile on their faces.

"that would be fun."



Take A Ride

Chapter Summary
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up in the hills, the skies were early dark as it's peppered with multiple stars but there's no moon in
sight tonight. luz had to leave her stroll in the market with boscha and amity early when eda called
her to come back to the house to discuss something though the old pony hasn't said anything
regarding of it

yet.

luz could see a small establishment coming into view as they walked closer to it. it looked like a
typical store with wooden baskets displayed outside that held a stack of plate numbers. the store
seemed to be closed for now though luz can see some ponies trotting from the inside before
disappearing from view.

luz looked down at the basket once again, read the sign that said 'wait for your turn.' though she
still doesn't know what this means and what it's used for. "this is it." eda said, making luz turn her
head to meet the old clawthorne's two different eyes.

"what is this place anyways?" luz asked.

"a brothel."

her eyes widened at the said word, "huh?!"

"well, not really a brothel since most of the ladies are inside a cage shaped like them with only their
cunts exposed so their identity is hidden." eda nonchalantly explained while luz was internally and
externally panicking as she shouldn't be here.

"what the hell are we doing in a brothel- or whatever?! i'm not going in there!" luz turned around,
about to bolt out of there as she thinks she's gonna take a swing with the people inside this place
but eda swiftly caught her by the tail and pulled her back beside her.

"you are, that's why i brought you here. just take one client to pay off the damage you did." eda said
as she started to walk to the side of the building, rounding to the back with luz in tow who's trying
to get away as her front hooves left a trail at her wake.

once they got to the back of the building where the real operations are, eda pulled luz in front of her
to see the various cage or sort of contraption that's molded to fit a pony's body inside with the only
hole behind serving its purpose to show off their cunt of whoever goes inside. luz watched a few go
inside with something assisting them but she looked away as she doesn't wanna look at them for too
long and returned her attention back to eda.



"i thought you forgave me for crashing into your stall?" luz asked with her tone growing deeper to
be serious, she could've just taken up more errands for eda than do this bullshit.

"yeah well, money doesn't come easy but here it does." eda reasoned, making luz huff as she turned
her gaze to the side with a deep frown seen on her face. luz doesn't want to subject herself to this
level just to gain a few bucks, she keeps reminding herself there's more ways to get money than
this. eda easily saw the look in the young noceda's face making her sigh.

"hey, don't worry kid. these guys pay big bucks for a piece so if you manage to take one or two and
you'll be out of here with all debts forgiven." eda tried to reassure luz, her hoof placed her back to
give her a pat. it helped a little with the hope that she didn't have to stay here longer than intended
but luz still doesn't like this idea.

"sounds good?"

grumbling under her breath before sighing deeply, "..fine. but that doesn't mean i'll forgive you for
bringing me here." luz said and that's enough for eda to start pulling her towards one of those
contraptions.

"i'm sure you'll be over it. now, let's strap you in." eda grinned as she opened the cage thing to
reveal a few straps to hold up luz with a clean gag ball dangling right before her eyes. gulping, luz
squeezed her eyes shut momentarily before stepping inside for eda to start placing the straps on the
noceda's body to lift her for her cunt to be perfectly exposed from the provided hole.

"open wide." eda took out a potion bottle, popped it open and offered it to luz. "what is it?" she
asked as she drank it straight down without leaving anything behind.

"a plan b. keep that mouth open." eda drew the gag ball towards luz's mouth, she hesitantly opened
her mouth wide enough for the ball to fit and the clawthorne strapped the gag around her head.
making sure it's tight but not enough to hurt luz.

"alrighty, i'll see you in a bit. just relax and let it happen. i'll tell max you'll only take two." eda
patted luz's head, shooting her comforting gaze before she closed the contraption leaving luz in
total darkness. she spotted a few smaller holes that's enough to let her breath in here. she only
wishes there's some light.

"hey, maxi! make sure this one doesn't take more than two, alright? and you better give us the
money." eda said to the manager of the place who's checking if the ladies are all set, they looked at
eda and nodded.

"you got it!" they said with them giving a form of thumbs up. and with that, the signs turned red.

a few minutes after the store was finally open, a few unicorns and ponies had already arrived to
relieve themselves on a random cunt presented in front of them with max giving them the ones they
were looking for in case they were having a hard time choosing.

two particular unicorns landed behind the building, they looked around with their cocks already out
in the open without care if the others saw it. amity hummed to herself as she looked at every single
cunt available before it was taken by someone else and some they even recognise using previously.

"you found one?" boscha asked but amity shook her head as she didn't find anything that suits her
interests. then, max trotted up to her valued customers to assist them "which one do you guys want



to take tonight?" they asked, making the two unicorns turn their heads at the pony.

"we need fresher ones. do you have those?" boscha asked and max immediately nodded their head,
"oh of course! follow me." they trotted towards where luz is who is luckily still vacant, the two
ponies don't know it's her though.

"this one just came in tonight though she's only available for two uses." luz's perked up when she
heard talking outside, she took a deep breath in to prepare herself for this and listened to the
conversation.

"hm, perfect for us." a frown slowly formed, luz strangely recognises the voice but she didn't want
to get her hopes up too much that it's them. "we'll take this one. unlimited." luz was quickly taken
aback when she realised it's amity's voice, many questions started to rapidly course through her
head of why they're here in this kind of place while a scenario was playing in her head of the two
taking her first.

though it would be ideal if they did this in a bedroom. luz's fear of a random pony or unicorn taking
her immediately disappeared now that she knows it's amity and boscha, the unicorns she's been
pining for but was too scared to utter the words she has been harboring for so long.

once amity placed half of her payment and boscha topping it with hers on max's clipboard that's
certainly enough to pay off luz's debt. "have fun!" they waved the two unicorns a goodbye and left
them to their privacy in playing with a fresh pussy they still don't know belonged to luz.

"i'll go first." amity said as she hopped onto the contraction with her cock brushing against luz’s
pussy lips making her shudder, she can tell it’s bigger a big one just by feeling it that the pony is
excited of what’s to come "sure. check if it's whack or good enough to take home." boscha said,
stepping to the side to watch amity have the first taste on the newbie.

amity grinds her tip along the wet slit, getting the feel of it before pushing her entire length inside
her pussy without warning making luz squeal with her head rolling back but she was luckily wasn’t
heard by amity thanks to the ball muffling everything that uttered from her throat. groaning deeply,
amity bit her lip from the tightness as it’s exactly what she was craving for and her mind retreated
back to the image of luz being the one underneath her with her strong hips started delivering hard
thrusts.

“oh fuck yeah…” amity leaned her body even closer onto the contraption for her cock to deeper, be
consumed by luz’s tight pussy who’s taking it well for her first time. luz’s body rocked back and
forth from the relentless thrusting but she was held still by the straps, her eyes became half lid as
she became weak to the profound pleasure that violently surged through her body like bolts of
electricity. soon enough, her eyes slowly fluttered close for her to savor this as it’s simply too good
to deny it.

moans and whimpers were muffled by the ball but it didn’t stop her from groggily moaning amity’s
name even though she wasn’t heard. drool slowly accumulated around the ball as luz has been
licking it for a while making some drip down from the sides, she can feel amity hitting all of the
right spots for her while stretching her wide. it’s just like how the noceda imagined being pounded
by the blight and the havenstar soon enough, she felt like she’s reaching heaven.

“shit.. this one feels amazing!” amity moaned with a smile on her face as she continued to
feverishly slam her hips against the pussy, making sure she’s hitting that one spot. it’s perfect to let



out her fantasies she has for luz, though she knows she’s only using a random pony’s cunt but it
doesn’t have to be this good that made her think it’s luz under this thing.

wait-

“well, hurry up so i can have a taste!” boscha said, getting impatient if the pussy got approved by
amity then she wants it now. chuckling, “wait for your turn, havenstar. i’m still enjoying myself.”
amity replied as she shot a cocky expression before increasing her speed making luz squeal in bliss
as she arched herself for amity like she’s asking for more and the blight gladly delivers. droplets of
pussy juice dripped down to the ground, slowly making a small puddle as the noceda hasn’t noticed
she already came and is now working her way to her second climax.

luz mumbled amity’s name repeatedly like she’s chanting, her limbs just dangled just like her body
jolting upward from the thrusts that’s enough to make her cognitive and rationale be shut off and
become a slut for the blight’s massive cock fucking her hard just like how she wants it.

amity gritted her teeth tightly with the tip of her horn began to glow as she could feel her climax
coming close, her hug around the contraption turned into a squeeze with her thighs becoming numb
from the amount of strength and force she’s putting on the pussy but she doesn’t care. amity
continued to ram her cock deep into the cunt until she hit something that made luz scream in
euphoria. triggering her to come for the second time with her walls squeezing around the blight that
made her come soon after even though she wanted to pull out.

panting heavily, amity blinked multiple times to regain herself from her high and slowly pulled out
as she got off the contraption to see her cum leak out of the newbie’s pussy. making the blight
smirk but it dropped when she was pushed to the side by boscha who just couldn’t wait anymore.

“my turn!” boscha jumped onto the thing, didn’t bother to prepare the bliss out noceda before
shoving her entire cock inside. luz yelped at the sudden but welcome intrusion, she wasn’t given
the time to adjust to the girth as boscha started to madly thrusting. groaning, the havenstar was
surprised at how good this newbie feels wrapped around her cock that motivated her to go harder.
showing how much stronger and have much more stamina she has compared to amity.

“damn you’re right about this one!” boscha cackles, her cock reaches deeper into luz making her
moan like a little slut with more drool dripping down from to the ground as her body kept
ricocheting as if she became a ragdoll for use. luz wants to take off her gag ball so badly so the two
could hear her if only her limbs weren't paralyzed from the intense pleasure she’s getting.

after cumming twice, luz was hella sensitive and it didn’t take her long to come for the third time.
but boscha was nowhere close to the end, she kept thrusting into the pussy without regard as she’s
only using her for her own gratification and to fulfill the fantasies for the pony she has been
longing for the longest time.

after a while, boscha pushed her cock right into luz’s womb and came hard for the first time after a
while of uneventful sessions. luz rolled her eyes back from the feeling of the havenstar’s warm
seeds filling up her womb, slightly inflating her stomach even and ultimately went sag after being
used twice and fucked hard by the ones she wanted to give her firsts to.

what a serendipity.

boscha hopped off, humming in delight as that was the best one yet and amity can tell it by the look
of her face. looks like there’s only one thing left to do. “hey max.” amity called for the pony to



quickly trot over to them with their clipboard at the ready, “can we take this one home?” boscha
asked as she motioned her head at luz who’s still leaking from cum and was going to be in heaven
for a long while.

“oh, i’m so sorry ladies but she’s only available for two uses so no take outs.” max said,
remembering what eda asked them to do, the two unicorns frowned at that since they were really
hoping to take this one home and meet her to some extent before fucking her brains out again till
dawn. “that seems unfair when you know we’re gonna pay extra.” boscha said as she summoned a
big wad of money in front of them. though alluring but max still shook their head, they want to
keep their promise as they don’t wanna be kicked off the orbit by eda again.

“sorry but that’s what she asked me to do. maybe next time?” max said, giving the two a sliver of
hope. amity and boscha looked at each other in the corner of their eyes, their eyes saying the same
thing before letting out a dejected huff as boscha took back her money, “she better be here then.”
and with that, both unicorns’ wings spread wide and they took off without another word as they
were disappointed of not taking the pony, within the contraption, home.

everything was a blur after that fuck, she didn’t know she was removed from the straps by max
when eda came back and it wasn’t until that eda waved her hoof in front of her face that snapped
her back to reality. “how did it go? by the look on your face it went well.” eda said with a chuckle.

well, luz was just fucked and stuffed by the two unicorns she loves. it went better than well. “yeah..
it went amazing.”
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in the dark meeting room, only a few torches placed on the pillars were the only light source of this
cold stone tower in the east wing of the castle. a squadron of steel-covered knights stood in a circle
around the wide table that has the map of the entire isles with a few small figures to signify three
clusters that are on a thin thread of peace that’s being threatened to snap.

then, a dagger was plunged into the top part of the map that made everyone shut up and look at
their captain who has her helmet off that’s set to the side for her face to be seen under the torch
light. "the bjargs have been pillaging the northern side of our territory recently, disrupting the treaty
we fought so hard to achieve and not only that,” luz moved her hand from the north to the southern
side, tapping where the reported invasion happened two weeks ago.

“The asyotomi has been silently taking up the south." this made whispers erupt from her squad as
this is uncommon to have a consecutive raiding and invasions from the two enemy clans. "as if
they're cornering us." one said, getting the words out of everyone’s tongue and luz couldn’t help but
agree as she thought about the two clans working for each other to take over the kingdom.

though.. the asyotomis are sneaky little snakes and the bjargs are boneheaded brutes, why would
they make truce to get rid of the guild?

"the bjargs clan and asyotomi clan teaming? that's preposterous." another said which made some
hum in agreement, nodding their heads. luz nodded with the assumption but they have to know if
there’s some sort of agreement running without them knowing and they have to take it out as soon
as they can. "it is but we can't rule out the probability of it happening under our noses." she said,
grabbing her dagger out of the table to place it back to the scabbard as she began to pace back and
forth

"what do you suggest we do?" one asked as they watched their captain pace, thinking of a course of
action.

then, luz stopped and turned her gaze back to her squad, "we'll rendezvous in the north east, we'll
take out the bjargs first at last daylight and make sure everything is burned to the ground with the
half doing the same to the west." she proposes making everyone nod as they straighten their
posture. they’re going to stop this rebellion no matter what and make sure the peace in the boiling
isles is maintained.

"leave nothing behind."



-----

they rode for two days to the north on their mighty steeds, being careful not to attract attention to
any bjargs they passed by from time to time until they reached the cold northern base of the viking
clan. luz and her squadron hopped off their horses, they hid them behind the thick shrubbery with
the tall wooden entrance of the base just ahead of them.

luz motioned for the archers to in position with the half of her men going in their spots to prepare,
she has her fist raised to wait for the perfect moment to present itself before opening it for the
archers to shoot the two vikings patrolling their stations, the arrows went straight to their necks and
fell to the ground to bleed out without the rest of their comrades knowing. luz looked over to the
other half, motioning her hand for them to take the rest of the patrols as they rounded back.

it took a few seconds before the horn was blown that alerted the vikings from within but it served
as cue for luz and the others to charge towards the entrance. luz lowered her front guard of the
helmet as she rammed herself onto the entrance, breaking a hole big enough for everyone to storm
inside. the gate was haphazardly being blocked by the bjargs but it was too late when the knights
had already infiltrated their base.

“attack!!”

luz swiftly pulled out of her sword as she blocked the first bjarg that charged at her, she kicked their
shins and punched them across the face that stunned them to give luz just enough time to impale
her blade into their stomach attacking the next one who lets out a war cry with their axes raised,
ready to dig the blade deep into their body but she was quick enough to evade their violent swings
and sliced off one of their hands to drop their axe, making them scream in pure agony as blood
oozed out of their severed hand like a running river before luz chopped their head off.

the center of the village was driven into a bloodbath as vikings and knights dropped like flies to the
floor, the captain was slicing her way through the enemies to get to the chieftain of this damned
village to end this scrutiny. but the sound of the bjargs horn was heard in front of luz making
everyone stop what they’re doing to see the chieftain of the bjargs standing on top of a roof before
jumping down making a snow become dust under their heavy feet, their thick bear skin cape draped
along the ground as they dropped the horn to the side with their gaze landing on luz when the
vikings blocking her view stepped aside.

the chieftain and the captain stared at each other for a long while, slowly circling each other with
the cold nightly breeze of the north swaying the chieftain’s cape. everyone slowly formed a ring as
they watched the two leaders glare through their helmets with no words uttered from each other
until the chieftain unstrapped their belt holding their twin axes making the other bjargs gasp but it
was ignored.

luz glanced at the fallen axes and back at the viking, she proceeded to place her sword back into the
scabbard and took the belt off her waist as she tossed it to the side. making herself unarmed with
the chieftain. then, they stopped circling each other, the viking raised their fists up and luz did the
same, they beckoned luz to attack first but luz silently rolled her eyes.

suddenly, the viking charged at luz with their fist aiming to give her a kiss, she almost didn’t dodge
it until she jumped to the side and swung her fist to the chieftain, hitting the side of their body.
growling, the viking attempted to grab the noceda by the collar but she managed to avoid them and
grabbed their extended arm before they recoiled before lifting them up with all her strength to slam
them hard onto the ground.



the bjargs are astonished while the other knights were cheering their captain on. the chieftain was
quick to hop back onto their feet as they kicked luz by the ankles to lose her balance and finally
landed a punch on her making the noceda fling to the side due to the sheer force. hissing, luz can
feel her helmet dented which left her no choice but to take it off as she stood up, throwing her
broken helmet at the viking who’s getting cocky at the cheers they’re getting.

the cheers stopped as the sound of the helmet clanking on the ground, the chieftain slowly turned
around with anger brimming within them but stopped for a moment when they saw the captain’s
true face unde the light with blood rolling down the side of their head. “the fight isn’t over, chief!”
luz yelled as she cracked her neck and raised her fists once again.

chuckling, the viking grabbed the sides of their helmet and took it off letting their long wavy pink
hair flow down to their shoulders with a grin seen on her face. “well well,” boscha dropped her
helmet as she kept her eyes on luz who wasn't fazed at the sight of the real face of the chieftain. “i
admire your attempt to take us down as if losing your golden champion to us wasn’t enough.”
boscha said with her hand nonchalantly waving which was a cue for the bjargs to grab the knights
and pressed the axe on their necks.

this seemed to trigger something inside the noceda as the havenstar didn’t notice her charging at her
before it was too late with a strong fist planted on her face.

 

“what did you do to my brother?!” luz exclaimed with a dark scowl on her face. boscha stumbled
back a little, she gently rubbed her punched cheek as she felt it sting like hell but instead of being in
pain, she only chuckled. she returned her gaze back at luz with her grin unwavering, “brother? you
mean that scrawny blonde boy who has an annoying voice is your brother? well, can’t say i don’t
see the resemblance.” she said, she swiftly dodged luz’s oncoming punch until she was within
arms’ reach, grabbed her by the chestplate and slammed her head against luz.

luz dropped to the ground with her head rapidly spinning, she held the side of her head but before
she could stand up again, boscha kicked her down and whistled for a viking to get out of her crowd,
knelt down behind luz for them to swiftly tie her wrists. luz growled as she struggled to get out of
her restraints, she shot a glare at the havenstar who only returned a deadpan expression.

“where is he?!” luz yelled at the viking who rolled her eyes.

“relax he’s having a swell time with the horses.” boscha replied but it’s not the answer the noceda
was looking for. she looked at the damage the guild did to her village, making her anger rise
exponentially and snapped her eyes back at luz, bruises forming on her face with more blood
coming out, “you know i should kill you and your men right here, right now.” boscha said as she
walked over to her belt, kicked it up, swiftly caught the handle of her axe and threw the axe near
luz.

“after all, you wrecked our village!” boscha snarled, she grabbed luz by the hair, tilting her head up
to expose her clean neck as she pressed her axe onto it.

luz tried hard not to gulp or show any weakness for this viking to exploit, “i should say the same
when you raid our territory!” luz rebuked but it was the wrong course of action as boscha motioned
her men to press their axes even more onto the knights’ necks making them start to beg for mercy
and luz instinctively jumped in “wait.. let them go and just kill me instead.” she said, boscha
scoffed with her eyes rolling again.



“how noble but no.”

“they have a family to return to! just take me instead and let them go!” luz begged. they have
something to lose while luz doesn’t, she doesn’t have a family to return to or anyone really, the man
she considered as a brother is gone by the hands of these brutes. she’s nothing but an orphan given
to the guild and that’s all the life she has known for the last 22 years.

with her eye twitching, “odin, give me patience.” boscha muttered under her breath, she squeezed
her eyes shut as she doesn’t like giving merc but fuck it!

“fine! let the assholes go!” boscha shoved luz to the ground as she stood up. the vikings pushed the
knights away from them, letting the alive ones run with some picking up the either dead or severely
injured off the ground. the bjargs watched the last knight retreat out of their village leaving luz with
them, boscha started thinking about what she should do with the noceda or should she just do the
same thing like her brother?

but the havenstar’s train of thought was halted when a flaming arrow was fired at her, boscha easily
caught it and snapped it two with a single hand. she looked around to spot the archer, thinking it
was luz’s squadron but when she noticed the red torn cloth that was tied around the arrow, she
immediately knew who it was.

“asyotomi!!!”

boscha grabbed her second axe off the ground as she prepared herself for another attack from
another enemy, just when her night was somewhat peaceful, the two clans just had to ruin it, she
watched a horde of horses storm inside the village using the already made hole but they had to
make more for the rest to enter. the shogunate pulled on the reins for their horse stop in front of the
viking and tied up knight, they moved their focus at luz as they glared at her through their demon
mask.

“you sent your men to die in an attempt to pillage our village.” the shogunate sneered as they
hopped off their steed, letting their comrade hold the reins for now. “endangering the women and
children! how can you be so selfish?” they were about to approach luz to give her a piece of their
mind but boscha stood in their way with a deep frown on.

“the hell you doing here? and i sent no men to your useless village.” boscha said, the shogunate
growled at the chieftain as they shot her a glare, they clearly don’t have the patience to deal with a
viking tonight.

“not you, knothead. i’m talking to this tincan.” they spat as they motioned their hand at luz. this
made luz come to a sudden realisation, the extreme hostility of the shogunate to the chieftain who
feels the same and they seem like this is the first time they’ve seen each other. “y- you two aren’t
working together?” luz asked with her tone wavering making the two turn their attention to her,
there was a momentary silence in the village before the vikings burst out of laughter with the
samurais laughing to themselves

 

“what made you think i’ll work for this brute? if anything, i’ll cleanly slice your head off.” the
shogunate said with a huff while boscha was laughing her ass off. making luz feel embarrassed as
this mission was useless from the start.



“can’t believe i’m agreeing with you.” boscha wiped the small tear off the corner of her eyes as she
slowly calmed down from her laughter. “t- then why did you raid and pillage our territory?!” luz
refutes but her question was driven to the side when they only replied;

“that’s none of your concern, tincan.”

boscha accidentally glanced down at the shogunate’s pants, seeing an outline through the fabric
though it just might be a dagger but she noticed that they’ve been staring at luz for a long time
without anyone noticing except boscha. she can’t deny that she feels the same the moment she saw
luz’s face so maybe she can use this to her advantage.

“i know that we’re not friends but shall we reach a truce for now?” boscha whispered to the
shogunate making them recoil from her as they just realised how close the viking was to them. “a
truce for what?” the shogunate asked with their eyes narrowing at the chieftain, trusting a bjarg is
never on their to-do list so they had to approach this ‘truce’ carefully.

 

“well, you want to take this woman as much as i do and i want to take over the isles just like you.
we have the same goals and wants, so why not settle on a truce?” boscha said, she extended her axe
to the shogunate who glanced down at it and returned their gaze back up at the viking’s intense
lavender eyes. taking a deep breath in, amity moves her demon mask to the side to reveal her
glowing golden eyes and short purple hair when she lowered her hood, she took out her katana and
tapped her blade against the axe. forming a truce.

“prepare the mess hall! we must celebrate our new alliance with the asyotomi clan!” bosch declared
making luz perk up, she was confused much like everyone else but they can’t exactly question the
odd sudden alliance if it means bringing advantages to their clan.

“prepare the mess hall!” the loudest man repeated their chieftain’s orders to make everyone start
moving along with the asyotomi who silently asked their shogunate why but amity motioned them
to follow the vikings to the mess hall but never let their guard down. once amity, boscha and luz
were the only ones left outside, boscha grabbed luz by the collar to drag her towards her house
where she jumped off from with amity following suit.

as the door slammed closed, luz was tossed to the bed though she hadn't figured out what the two
were going to do to her. she glared at both of them with so much animosity though it didn’t faze
them at all, “why bother keeping me imprisoned? aren’t you just gonna kill me anyways?” luz spat
but boscha just scoffed at that statement.

“so negative." she rolled her eyes, she unclipped her cape to make it fall to the ground and began to
slowly approach luz in a predatory like manner as she kept her eyes on luz. gulping, luz doesn't
know what the viking wants but she's slowly backing away from her. though, it didn't sit well with
boscha as she grabbed luz by the chestplate to stop her.

"aren’t you overheating in that armor? let me help you take it off!”

luz's eyes widened, she tried to move away but it was simply too late. “no! wait!”

boscha ripped the chestplate off of luz, showing her black tunic but what the shogunate and
chieftain's eyes was the two mounds making an outline on the tunic, increasing their attraction on



the noceda which she now notices by accidentally looking down at boscha's crotch. seeing her
bulge only be restrained by a thin line of fabric made luz afraid yet turned on.

"wait," amity placed her hand onto boscha to stop her from advancing any further. "don't tell me
you're backing out now, shorty." boscha sneered as she looked at her over her shoulder, the
shogunate rolled her eyes in response instead and dropped her hand off the viking's shoulder.

"i was supposed to say we should know her name first. i doubt you even know mine." amity said
with her arms crossing as she backed up from boscha, returning her gaze back at luz. she doesn't
know why but she wants the noceda so badly but she can imagine that luz would be amity's if she
was born or moved to the south and doesn't have to share her with a brute.

"oh, right. i'm boscha 'the dreadful' havenstar and-" just before boscha to go on a tangent of
boasting her name, amity cuts her off again.

"ask her name." amity was growing impatient.

sighing, "alright, dear odin do you wanna introduce yourself first before you order me around?"
boscha spat with her tone clearly being tired of the shogunate's bossing around like she owned the
place.

"not that you can."

"i'm amity blight, last born of the blight family who reigned over the southern isles." amity
introduced herself to luz as she stepped in front, pushing boscha to the side. the viking growled
under her breath but she held herself from pouncing on the shogunate.

"and you?"

luz looked at the two back and forth before turning her eyes to the side as she muttered out her
name. "luz noceda."

"and?" boscha asked, pushing amity back as she stepped back in front as well.

"there's usually a title after you say your name like me being the first born of the most powerful
family in the isles and the most fearsome viking who has ever lived!" boscha finally got her time to
shine on boast her prideful name and family though it had very little effect on the other two.

boscha glanced down at luz again who's still looking off to the side, thinking about her life or
something. "got nothing, huh?" she looked at amity in the corner of her eye who shrugged as she
didn't know how to deal with the lamenting noceda.

"oh well, who cares when it's fun time." boscha proceeded to take off the rest of luz's armor, tossing
it to the side and pushed her to lay on the bed as she began planting kisses along luz's neck. her
hands feverishly roaming around her body, her legs trying to gain entrance in between luz but she
held a tight lock to keep her out.

grumbling, boscha dropped it for now as she continued to place kisses on her neck, licking her flesh
occasionally to make her let out breathy whimpers and quiet moans. she pulled her tunic up, letting
her breasts breathe and it's a good thing she doesn't have bandages tying it up.



"there's the good stuff." boscha whispered, softly groping luz's tits with her thumb rubbing,
pinching her nipples to make luz become louder but she kept holding herself. boscha doesn't like
that. so she twisted both of luz's nipples making her yelp, her body writhing from odd pleasure and
tried to get away but she's not gonna be let go that easily.

boscha leaned down to take one of luz’s nipples in her mouth, sucking on it hard for luz to moan
more to satisfy her wanting. she noticed that she’s the only one working on luz when she had an
agreement of doing this in the first place, even though she wanted the noceda to herself. pulling
away for a second to look at amity, seeing her tantalized expression to matter how much she tried to
hide it, "wanna piece?" she asked as she motioned her eyes at the vacant breasts that’s up for grabs.

sighing silently, amity took off her cloak along with her shoes before climbing onto bed to lean
down and take luz’s nipple to suckle along with boscha. it was growing hard for luz to keep her
moans in now that the two are teaming, she wanted to cover her mouth but she kept forgetting that
she’s bound, the sensation was just so hard to fall to and be consumed as she never felt like this
before until she just couldn’t hold it anymore.

“aahh!” luz moaned and it was muse to the blight and havenstar’s ears. now they want more.

the two kept sucking luz’s breasts like hungry newborns while they grind themselves against her
tight, making her feel their hard bulges that’s just begging to be inside her holes and fuck her hard
with it. pulling away with a pop, boscha stood on her knees to begin unbuckling her pants to let her
massive cock spring free under the crescent moonlight piercing through the window above, luz felt
her cheeks grow warmer when she stood in its full glory. all ready for her.

“well, go on blight. let me see yours.” boscha said as if she’s taunting amity. amity rose a brow, she
pulled her belt off her pants and wrapped it around her wrist, she lets her pants fall down, since it
was a little too big for her but it didn’t matter as her cock was out in full view for the two to stare
at. it’s pale complexion exposes it’s bulging veins with a cute glossy pink tip as it slowly oozes of
precum from the excitement. luz can guess the two are the same size but was anxious at the fact
that she had to take two massive cocks in her inexperienced body and possibly be torn apart.

“you were saying?” amity replied with a cocky look, irritating boscha and turned her gaze back at
luz that turned her on at the sight of her messy look. panting softly with her shirt raised to show off
her breasts and toned stomach, it made boscha hungry. she grabbed luz’s pants to swiftly pull it
down, revealing her wet pussy with her musk filling their noses.

“i call for her pussy.” amity suddenly said that snapped boscha back to reality with a deep frown
on. “what?! i was supposed to be the one to make her mine!” she exclaimed as she tapped her chest
but the blight just scoffed at that.

“well, who called dibs on her pussy first? you said nothing about making luz yours as i can
remember clearly.” amity rebuked coolly while luz just laid there watching the two argue of who’s
gonna fuck her pussy.

“fine.” boscha gave up as she wanted to take the noceda’s ass anyways and she’s in no mood to
argue with a damn asyotomi when she’s hella horny.

“fucking asshole.” amity clearly heard it but she ignored it as she spread luz’s legs to expose her
pussy even more but boscha snapped the rope off luz’s wrist, turned her over first and squeezed a
bottle to lube above her ass to watch it rain down on. running down on her ass and pussy as she



shuddered from the cold lube before boscha placed the bottle to the nightstand, she looked at amity
over her shoulder to motion her to take the first dive.

amity stared at boscha’s lavender eyes while she slipped under luz with her hands gripping her hips.
something tells them that the shogunate and chieftain aren’t gonna be the best of friends outside of
this.

“just relax for us, luz and this will be painless.” amity whispered as she started to push her cock
inside luz’s pussy, keeping her still as she tried to move away with her pursing her lips to keep her
moans in. “please..” luz whispered, wanting amity to go slow but she mistook it as her wanting it
inside already and she shoved the remaining portion inside making luz scream in pleasure and pain
from the sudden stretch of her virgin walls. she gripped the sheets tightly with her teeth gritting, luz
took this short amount of time to adjust to the massive girth inside her as her walls sized around
amity that made her groan in luz’s ears.

“done being a bitch?” boscha asked as she had to wait for amity to fully be inside and luz to adjust.
“yeah, she’s squeezing me now.” amity replied with her hands soothingly running along her curves.
boscha muttered a ‘finally’ under her breath, she moved in front of luz’s ass to spread her cheeks to
check if she’s lubricated enough before aligning herself on her ass “no, wait please!” luz doesn’t
know how anal is gonna turn out but she can tell it’s gonna be painful as hell.

“relax, i put enough lube for it to slide right in.” boscha reassured as she began pushing her cock
inside the noceda’s ass, she firmly gripped her ass cheeks to watch dick slowly be consumed with
her adding more lube from time to time to stop luz from whining like a little bitch it can’t be helped
when she’s severely inexperienced in sex.

“fuck.. i’m betting she isn’t as tight down there.” boscha said with an eye closed as she’s sorta
having a hard time with luz’s tight ass.

“oh yeah she is. she kept squeezing like she doesn’t want me to pull out.” amity cooed as she pulled
luz down for her to be closer to her lips to give her neck kisses, helping her to calm down which
worked to some extent as it made the job a little easier for boscha to fully insert her cock in luz’s
ass making her painfully moan into amity’s ear whom continued to plant kisses and nibble her skin
to leave temporary hickeys.

“damn you feel amazing.” boscha groaned, she gave luz’s ass a squeeze and slapped it making her
jolt. amity didn’t bother to let luz adjust to having boscha in her ass as she started thrusting into
her pussy- roughly.

“aahh- please slow down!” luz moaned out but the blight didn’t listen. she pressed her head onto
amity’s shoulder in an attempt to muffle her moans as she doesn’t wanna attract too much attention
but it was futile as amity kept ramming into her pussy like there’s no tomorrow. she can feel her
balls making a clapping noise that’s as loud as luz but it was easy to overwhelm.

boscha started thrusting, wanting to exceed past amity as she wants to prove that she’s a better
fucker than she’ll ever be. she looked down at her dick once again, watching it rapidly pull in and
out of the noceda’s sloppy ass with their clashing hips making an erratic clapping noise. their
thrusts on luz were irregular but it brought more pleasure that overrode her senses as the
aforementioned pain was quickly subdued to be replaced by pleasure only.

luz’s whining moans turned into real ones that the two loved to hear, it was a good thing that
everyone was in the mess hall or else there will be a swarm hovering outside of the window while



the three have their fun. she eventually eased on amity’s touch as she sagged onto her body, letting
the two have their way on her as there’s no point in fighting when it feels good.

“yeah, you like that huh? you want it harder?” boscha asked though she didn’t wait for luz’s
response as she was basically slamming into her ass making her squeal with her body jolting
upward now and amity didn’t back down on picking up her speed with her cock going deeper. luz
can feel both hitting all of the right spots, she couldn’t explain the feeling she likes in the anal- she
just couldn’t find the words and she doesn’t need to as her mind was completely clouded by lust, her
body quivering from the intense amount of euphoria she’s being given.

like she’s being spoiled.

over luz’s shoulder, boscha seems to be struggling to compete with amity’s speed and precision of
her thrusts that made her smirk to herself as she instantly figured out that she’s trying to outplay
her. “easy havenstar, you’re getting ahead of yourself.” amity said making boscha open one eye to
meet her sly golden eyes that she’s slowly growing to hate overtime.

“shut up blight.” boscha snarled but amity only grinned as a response to her petty insults.

sweat rolled down their bodies, intense heat radiated off them with the noise of their skin slapping
kept getting louder and louder that made the bed follow as well, creaking under them with the
sheets slowly slipping off to the side. the faint noise of music coming from the mess hall
accompanied by some singing was heard though it was easily drowned out by luz’s lewd moans
under the moonlight as she’s getting fucked by two powerful women. what more could she ask for?

boscha can feel her climax coming at max speed with amit following not too far behind. due to how
hard luz’s ass squeezes around her cock, boscha couldn’t help herself anymore. she pulled out in the
nick of time as she came onto her cheeks, letting her warm seeds slowly drip down and jiggle as
amity was still going but not for long. when amity plunged her cock deep into luz’s sweet spot
making her scream in absolution with her head rolling back as she came hard for her first time.

gritting her teeth, amity quickly pulled out of luz before she came inside her and let her shots of
cum fly out then dropping onto her thighs as all of them panted heavily from that fuck.

luz felt like she was soaring while she spaced out. it would be long for her to get her down from her
bliss from her first climax. if only she knew she was getting high from it.

once everyone got their bearings- mostly amity and boscha as they moved out of bed with luz
dropped onto the bed looking like she’s heading for wonderland while the two fixed themselves.
they looked at each other as if they’re sharing thoughts about the noceda without words being
uttered before they both left the house without worrying of luz sneaking off under their noses.

they both headed for the mess hall to see if their comrades are still alive but something crossed
boscha’s mind that made her stop walking just before they reached the doors. “how did you get
here so fast, by the way? you said you’re from the south right?” she asked as she knows the travel
would be at least 3-5 days from the south to the north and this is the first time she saw the asyotomi
clan so it’d be impossible. unless...

amity didn’t bother to look at boscha as she pushed the heavy door open, letting out the warm
yellow light of the torch and the sound of the people having a swell time.

“encampment.”





Little Baby Slut Part 2

Chapter Summary

continuation of 'little baby slut'

part q in chapter 294

as the sun rose up into the clear blue sky, it's rays gently landed on two heads laid peacefully on the
soft cushions of the pillows, the covers draped over their bodies to provide extra warmth as they
slept near each other's arms.

the little blight was suddenly awoken when she felt something slide out of her, groaning in
annoyance, her eyes slowly fluttering open for the first thing she saw was the stream of sunlight
hitting the closed door of the bedroom. she stared at it for a few seconds to get familiar with her
surroundings before slowly turning around to see her lover’s peaceful sleeping face, a smile crept
up to her face as she stared at luz for a long while to admire her.

a few weeks had passed since luz and amity became a thing and their sex life has been pretty good.
by good, they meant really good as the two just couldn’t seem to go on their day without a session.
looking down under the covers, amity saw luz’s sheathed cock out of her pussy as the noceda
stayed true in staying inside her whenever it’s time to go to bed but it can’t be helped that it doesn’t
stay in at all times.

then, an idea popped inside amity’s head that made her smirk before slithering her hand down
towards luz’s cock, she grasped it to start pumping it to make it grow hard once more as she wanted
to give luz a very good morning today. once the phallus was hard enough to the blight’s liking, she
got out of the covers and carefully turned luz over to lay flat on her back as she slowly got on top
of her.

both of them were buck naked as clothes in bed was prohibited by miss blight herself, she gave her
lover a couple of strokes as she hovered herself above luz’s cock , brushing the tip against her
wetting pussy that made her shudder before she aligned it on her hole and easily slid herself down
to take everything. a loud moan escaped the little blight’s mouth from the feeling of her walls
getting stretched once again, she always liked that feeling as it made her feel whole- become one
with luz.

amity waited for a few seconds before beginning to bounce on luz to wake her up, she initially
wanted to give her a morning blow but she remembered she’s still a noob with that so maybe next
time.

“wakey wakey, baby.. aahh!” amity moaned when she picked up her pace, she gripped onto luz’s
hips for support as her petite body bounces on the noceda. she watched luz rattle along with her
movements, low groans are heard from her throat as luz thought she’s getting another wet dream
but once she slowly fluttered her eyes open, she was suddenly shot awake when she realised amity
was riding her.



“what are you doing, slut?” luz asked with a smirk crawling up in her face, she totally loves being
woken up like this. her morning voice was deeper and raspier that made amity more hornier. she
gripped the little blight’s hip with one hand to make her rhythmic bouncing to a halt, making her
confused until everything was thrown out of the window when luz started giving out hard thrusts
into her pssy, reaching in deep as amity rolled her head back in ecstasy as she lets out loud moans
without worrying of anyone hearing them.

“f- fuck yes!” amity grabbed onto luz’s shoulders, looking down to see her pussy getting fucked
good again and no one could make her feel this good than luz. though her euphoria was quickly
taken away from her as luz abruptly stopped thrusting that brought the blight down to earth, “why
did you stop? it was getting good.” she complained and tried to move her hips down to gain friction
but luz held her still.

“it’ll be better if we take this to the bathroom.” luz said as she pulled out of amity, she pulled the
covers of her body and set it to the side, she cracked her bones to waken herself more while amity’s
watches with a pout and luz easily noticed it “you stink anyways.” she muttered under her breath
but amity heard it and punched the back of her shoulder making the noceda snicker.

“no i don’t.” amity spat and looked away with her arms crossing as she continued to pout. “says the
girl who liked being stuffed with my cum.” luz leaned closer to amity, she started placing kisses
along her shoulder for the blight to loosen up and it worked as she slowly melted on luz’s kisses.
slowly turning around, amity drew her head closer towards luz with their lips just mere inches
away. “good morning.” she whispered as she fluttered her eyes shut.

“good morning too.” luz closed the space between them with a sweet good morning kiss, she can
feel amity’s hands caress her cheeks before they pull away. they stared into each other’s hues for a
short moment, luz pecked amity’s nose and swiftly slipped out of bed. the sunlight piercing through
the window shined behind luz, highlighting her body- mostly her erected cock that turned amity on
even more as the wetness in between her legs made her squeeze her thighs shut on her throbbing
pussy.

“aren’t you coming?” amity realised luz wasn't in front of her anymore and she’s already beside the
open bathroom door. “r- right.” amity hopped off the bed, trotted her way towards luz as she
entered the bathroom first and luz closed, locked the door behind her. she placed the towel on the
metal rack, walked into the shower with amity in front of her as the water started raining down on
their naked bodies, luz was about to grab the shampoo until she froze when she felt a hand grasp
her cock.

glancing down, luz watched amity stroke her with her other hand juggling her balls, since she still
has alot to learn about giving the noceda blowjob, amity gave the tip and the sides of the cock
kitten licks. a groan uttered out of luz’s throat, she firmly gripped a handful of amity’s hair as she
slowly leaned back to the wall for support whilst the showerhead kept raining down on them.

“am i doing this right?” amity asked as she stared up at luz’s pleasured face, encouraging her to do
more since she loved the sight of luz feeling good like her. nodding, “yeah.. try to take the tip.” luz
advised and amity took it, she swallowed a big bump in her throat before slowly taking the tip into
her mouth. her tongue wildly thrashed around it, flicking the little hole that made lz moan, she
wants amity to take everything and fuck her mouth but she held herself and reminded herself to
take it slow.



amity gradually went past the tip as she continued to bob her head while her tongue worked
wonders, she’s getting the hang of having something thick inside her mouth and she wonders if she
can go further but she’ll test it out later. after a few minutes, luz carefully pulled amity out of her
cock and easily lifted her up, pressed her against the wall with her going in between her legs
making the little blight feel the erected cock pressed against her. twitching in excitement.

amity trembled in titillation, she gripped onto luz’s shoulders as she watched her lover grind her
phallus on her dripping pussy. “is my little baby slut eager to be fucked this early?” luz purred into
the blight’s ear, making her whimper and timidly nod “yes.” she replied much to luz’s amusement.
she closed the space between them once again, their kiss was deeper this time as luz slipped her
tongue inside amity, hearing her wince once luz began to push her cock inside.

amity squealed when luz shoved the last portion inside, hitting that one spot almost immediately,
she couldn't pull away from the kiss as luz tantalized her tongue that made the girl weak until they
both ran out of air. panting heavily, luz gripped onto amity's ass and began to quickly thrust into
her.

"aaahh! oh fuck yes! yes!!" amity shamelessly moaned for luz, her legs wrapped around her waist
as she didn't want her to pull out at the last second and her hands getting themselves tangled in her
curly locks. the pleasure rippled throughout her body like arches of lightning that's stuck inside her,
amity's mouth turned agar as she looked down to watch luz's cock repeatedly go in and out of her,
getting consumed by her little pussy.

"god.. why are you still tight.." luz groaned, she leaned closer to amity's neck to leave a trail of
kisses while her hips were unwavering. amity tilts her head to the side to give luz more access, she
groped her small ass cheeks before slapping one of them making amity squeak. luz darkly
chuckled, she licked a spot in the blight's neck and nibbled on it to leave a temporary hickey since
she doesn't wanna leave hickeys that lasts a week.

what if amity's family comes back and sees it? what will luz do then?

luz bit her lip, loving the feeling of her lover's walls wrapping around her so tenderly. the
showerhead continued to rain down on luz's back, the heat they're radiating off their bodies began
to fill the room- steaming it.

"luz.. faster!" amity begged for luz to go harder, faster, rougher on her and the noceda didn't
hesitate to comply. ever since the day of the first they had sex, amity has been bending over for luz
alot and sort of became an addict for luz's cum. it made luz wonder if she awakened something
that's supposed to be unlocked later on in her life but the girl was just too eager to wait like a child
wanting to be an adult already.

"god amity, you're such a slut for me, aren't you?" luz asked as she smacked amity's ass once again,
watching her writhe in pleasure and even tried to match her hips with her thrusts but the noceda
was simply too vigorous that amity almost immediately dropped that idea.

"yes, i am!!" amity moaned out with her head rolling back, hips arching as she can feel a familiar
knot forming at the pit of her stomach. her tongue rolled out with drool slowly dripping off the tip
while she watches her little pussy be mercilessly rammed just how she likes it.

luz smirked, she leaned down to take one of her nipples to suckle on while she went even harder-
going deeper to continuously hit that one spot that drove amity mad and into the edge.



"luz.. luz! oh god, i'm coming!!"

amity screamed for absolute euphoria as she came first, luz kept thrusting. wanting to come inside
since pulling out is illegal for amity, she pulled away from her breasts with a pop and plunged her
cock deep before ejaculating into her womb. luz lowly moaned from the feeling of relief of release,
she kept her dick inside amity as she slowed down her thrusts to help them calm down from their
highs.

amity bit her lip as she rested her head on luz's shoulder, she shuddered at the feeling of her
stomach getting full again and being warmed up. some dripped out from the side since it was too
much but it can't be helped, as long as luz stayed inside until she emptied out.

after a few minutes, luz slowly pulled out but didn't place amity down just yet as she glanced down
at her gummed up cunt, slowly leaking out of their mixed cums made a devilish smile etch across
luz's lips. "what a good girl." she crooned, giving a tender kiss that amity instantly reciprocated.

but it was quick as luz pulled away to ask; "who's my good girl?" she gently cupped amity's cheeks
to meet her lustful eyes. "m- me." amity replied with certainty, looking like a lovesick girl who's
most certainly addicted to her girlfriend fucking her everyday.

once they finished showering, both headed down for breakfast which is gonna be a simple one. luz
opened a few cabinets to get amity's favorite cereal box along with hers as she spotted it
somewhere while amity grabbed herself two bowls and spoons to set in the table along with milk
from the fridge.

as luz got to the table with two boxes of cereal in hand, she noticed something, "why is your bowl
larger than mine?" she asked in placing the boxes down.

"because i want more cereal." amity simply replied as she grabbed her cereal to rip it open and
began filling up her bowl. luz just shrugged and proceeded to fill up with hers.

the two have a fairly decent breakfast but it's not a breakfast without luz feeling amity's foot 'subtly'
touch her under the table, sometimes her foot resting on her leg and not so subtly tickle her crotch
while amity has an unwavering expression as she focused eat making it hard for luz to keep eating.

"you're already full, try later." luz said, amity turned her head to meet her hazel eyes with her brow
raising. "hm? what are you talking about?" amity asked as she acted dumb making luz give a
deadpan look.

"don't give me that."

amity simply shrugged as she returned back to her cereal, "i don't know what you're talking about."
she muttered and luz clearly saw the blight was trying to hold in a smile but she didn't press any
further as she's gonna punish the girl later anyways.

after breakfast, luz quickly washed their dishes since it's only two and hopped onto the couch with
amity to chill for the rest of the day since they don't have much to do until tomorrow. amity leaned
onto luz's shoulder while she skimmed through the channels to find something interesting to watch
before switching to netflix.

luz watched amity get comfortable against her, her arm draped over her shoulder to keep her close.
she's been thinking about how cute amity is whenever she's under her, looking so small and



precious just for luz to take care of her. she knows for a fact that she's the only one who could see
that side of the little blight.

luz softly played with amity's auburn hair, twirling it around her fingers before it slipped off. "who
do you love, amity?" luz asked which amity found odd as she tilted her head up to face luz and
replied with an easy answer.

"you obviously."

but it's not the answer luz was looking for, it's a good reassurance though. "no, i mean what are
your preferences? do you like a boy or a girl or both?" luz elaborated her questions, she doubts that
amity knows what a lesbian or bisexual is in this age. maybe when she gets older, she'll explain it.

amity hummed to herself as she started thinking about it, "um.. girl. since you're a girl and i really
love you." she said with a genuine, innocent smile on her face that made luz chuckle and pull her
closer as she placed a kiss on top of her head.

"you're so cute." luz kept giving amity kisses, making sure she's overwhelmed and coddled. she
traveled down to the side of her face, to her neck but luz accidentally hit a ticklish spot that made
amity giggle and tried to pull away but ended up having luz on top of her while continuously giving
her kisses.

"stop! i'm ticklish!" amity's giggles turned into laughter as she wiggled under luz, trying to get
away from her but her lover had a good hold on her. "i love you so much." luz muttered under her
breath while continuously giving ticklish kisses to make the blight weak.

luz soon stopped tickling amity to let her breathe, she leaned closer to her ears to whisper; "good
girls like you deserve a treat, you know." her hands began to roam around the blight's body before
stopping right at the rim of her shorts.

"what's in it for me?" amity asked as she cupped luz's face in her small hands, squishing her cheeks
while feeling her libido spike up once more. "what are you watching?" luz asked, turning her gaze
at the tv for a moment to see what amity was supposed to watch.

"i don't know. just a random series." amity replied with a shrug since she just clicked what appealed
to her.

"that should be enough." and with that, luz pulled amity's shorts down to start giving her a good girl
cunnlingus.

-----

the next morning came, amity suddenly left bare as the usual warm that engulfed her behind was no
longer there. slowly opening her eyes, amity turned over groggily turned over with her hand lazily
trying to find where luz drifted off somewhere until she realised the side was empty “luz?” amity
snapped her eyes open as she started to frantically search the room for the noceda.

it’s uncommon for amity to wake up without luz inside her, let alone not beside her. just when
amity was about to hop out of bed to find her lover somewhere in the manor but she froze midway
as she looked at the nightstand that has her alarm clock and luz’s phone silently ringing it’s alarm
with the date displayed.



amity grimaced as she knew what that date meant. then, the door suddenly burst open with luz
looking refreshed than the blight and already good to go. “wakey wakey, it's time for school!" she
said.

"noooo.." amity plopped down to be again, the pillows covering her face as she tried to avoid
going. luz stopped at the right side of the bed with her arms crossed, "come on, it's time for school!
you don't wanna be late for your first day back!" she said as she crawled onto bed, grabbed amity's
arms to pull her but the little blight snatched her arm back and retreated into the pillows even more.

"amity." luz's tone became serious. now she understands why her mother always complains that it's
hard to get luz out of bed.

"but i don't wanna!" amity refuses to leave manor if it means leaving luz alone with nothing to do.
luz was surprised that someone as studious as amity doesn't want to go back to school, "hm, that's
the first. come on, i'll drive you there." luz slipped her arms under amity's small body and easily
lifted her up as she got out of bed.

a whimper was heard from the little blight, "but i want to stay home with you." she whispered,
burying her face in the crook of luz's neck, gripping on her shirt as luz walked over to the bathroom
door.

softly smiling, "hey, it's not gonna be the end of the world when you don't see me." luz said as she
placed a kiss atop of amity's head, "i promise the time will fly by and you'll be home with me
again." she reassured, which got some of amity's hopes up, she pulled away from her neck to meet
luz's shining hazel eyes.

"promise?"

luz nodded, "yep. now, get your little butt to the shower and i'll warm up the car." she gently placed
amity down in front of the door and was about to leave though amity caught her wrist. "will you
join me?" she asked with hopeful innocence in her tone as she wants her pussy to be railed before
she heads to school but luz shook her head.

"not this time. we're on a tight schedule since your mom texted me you should be there precisely at
8." luz explained as she gently pulled her wrist back, amity grumbled under breath at the mention
of her mother. she hasn't heard a thing from her parents or siblings since luz got here, it made her
think that she was gonna be here permanently but it was just wishful thinking. a pretty good one.

"right." amity begrudgingly pushed the door open and went inside to take a shower. alone.

it's been a while since she showered alone.

the drive to amity’s school was quiet, amity kept glancing at luz at the corner of her eye to watch
her easily turn the wheel whenever they reach a curve as she shifted the manual gears until she
pulled something she doesn’t know what the name is after luz parked her father’s mercedes in the
furthest side of the somewhat empty parking lot.

“alrighty, ready for your first day back, ames?” luz asked, trying to cheer amity up as she can
clearly see amity doesn’t like being away from her. amity looked down at her lap, seeing her long
socks covering the majority of her legs under her skirt with the fastened seat belt resting on her lap
along with her backpack. “no.” amty muttered without making any eye contact to luz.



softly sighing, luz took off her seat belt and draped her arm over to amity to bring her closer. “come
on, don’t be like that. what can i do to cheer my baby up?” she asked as she placed a tender kiss on
amity’s cheeks, she can tell that piqued her interest by listening to her hum. thinking about it for a
moment until a lightbulb appeared above amity’s head.

“how about a quick one?” amity suggested as she returned a kiss on the cheek, her hand slowly
slithering towards luz’s crotch to grab her cock through the fabric. luz likes the idea but they’re no
longer in the safety of their bedroom and are literally in public where luz would be killed on the
spot if someone finds them doing it.

“uh.. amity, don’t you think it’s a little risky here?” luz expressed her doubts and hesitation which
amiy didn’t like, she immediately recoiled her hand and pulled away from luz as she grudgingly
crossed her arms with a pout seen on her face.

“ami, think about someone finding us out. it’ll be over for us.” luz tried to reason why amity but
she didn’t listen to her as she continued to pout, she watched amity take off her seat belt and swing
her bag onto her shoulder to prepare to get out. “yeah yeah, sure whatever. i don’t want it
anyways.” amity said, denying ever suggesting a quickie as she lost her mood just listening to luz’s
complaints. she gripped the door handle, tried to open it but it was still locked.

“open the door”

“you’re not letting this go, huh?” luz asked as she quirked a brow but amity only scoffed with her
eyes rolling, she bit the insides of her lips to stop the tears, she doesn’t know why that was welling
up in the corners of her eyes. she repeatedly tried to open the door, pulling the door handle as if
she’s trying to rip it off unbeknownst to her that luz was quietly unzipping her pants.

“i did, now open the-” amity was cut off by a yelp as she felt herself be pulled back to the backseat,
her bag dropping to her seat and was pinned with her hands intertwined with luz’s. the noceda just
couldn’t bear amity having a grudge on her, since they have like 15 minutes till the bell rings and
that’s enough time for a quickie. “since you’re bitching about it. i’ll make sure you’re stuffed by the
time you get to your class.” luz growled, giving in as they didn’t do it early. amity’s cheek lit up in
red with a smile etching across her lips, she just couldn’t help it.

amity glanced down at luz’s exposed cock, twitching from the cold air and excitement. biting her
lip, she felt her lover’s big hands slither on her socked thighs, up to her skirt to pull her panty down
to her ankles, luz spreads her legs as wide as amity can to see her wet pussy before shoving her
entire cock inside without warning making amity scream in pleasure but luz covered her mouth.

“be quiet. you wouldn’t want people to see us, right?” luz whispered and amity nodded her head.
that’s also a cue for luz to start thrusting with her hand still on amity’s mouth as she knows the girl
is a screamer, she used her other hand to lift one of the little blight’s legs to reach deeper into her
pussy. she can feel amity moan into her hand, her eyes turning half lid as her eyes were clouded in
lust with the pleasure overriding her brain. amity pulled her skirt up to see their clashing hips, she
can feel the noceda’s balls repeatedly slam in the bottom of her cunt as her whole body just keeps
jolting upward from every slam like she’s a ragdoll. it’s a good thing the backseat was wide
enough.

“fuck-” luz glanced at the clock above the radio, there’s still time. she thought to herself before
returning her gaze back down to amity who has a blissed out expression with droplets of tears
threatening to fall, luz wiped it away with her thumb and slowly pulled her hand off amity’s mouth.
just before she could make any more sounds, luz replaced her hand with a kiss. amity didn’t



hesitate to return the kiss with her arms roping around her lover’s neck, moans muffled and luz’s
rigorous thrusts kept going.

then, luz hits that sweet spot making amity squeal in the kiss. pulling away, amity covered her own
mouth this time as she rolled her eyes back at the feeling of her climax already coming at full
speed. “luz.. fill me up!” amity moaned with her hips arching, her legs desperately trying to wrap
around luz’s legs to keep her from pulling away despite the noceda not even planning to.

“i fucking will, slut!” luz pushed amity’s lifted leg back as far as she could before plunging her
cock right into her womb once she came inside. amity gasped in ecstasy at the feeling of familiar
warmth surging up in her body as both of their cums mixed inside her, both panted heavily with luz
helped to ride down their highs before she slowly pulled out. she lifted both of amity’s legs onto her
shoulders to watch their mixes cum about to ooze out of the little blight until luz scooped it up and
placed amity’s panty back on for her cum to stay in.

“thank you.” amity whispered with a blissful sigh. luz chuckled, she helped amity up to fix her
uniform, grabbed her bag from the front and opened the door behind her. luz offered her hand to
assist amity out of the car, she looked around the parking lot to check that no one’s there and the
side of the building doesn’t have a window looking out of the parking lot, that’s reassuring.

“have fun in school.” luz leaned in for another kiss. amity flashed a soft smile, she hugged her lover
before she started jogging towards the school with 2 minutes to spare. luz gently leaned back to the
car as she watched amity go inside with the knowledge of her cunt is gonna be dripping of cum the
whole day.

luz couldn’t help but smile to herself.

it took a while for amity’s dismissal to arrive, till then, luz laid in the couch with the tv on and
sometimes playing with her cock as she was bored out of her mind without amity here. but when
luz’s alarm set off, she immediately sprung up to her feet and rushed towards the garage to hop
onto the mercedes to quickly drive to amity’s school.

once luz parked up in the same spot on the parking lot, she leaned back to the seat as she waited for
not too long as she immediately saw amity come running towards the car with a smile on her face.
luz unlocked the car for her lover to swing the front passenger seat and hopped inside, she can feel
she’s in a real good mood today.

“what’s with the smiling?” luz asked with a chuckle as she pulled the handbrake down and started
driving back to the manor. amity watched the school get further and further, her legs happily
swinging back and forth, she turned her gaze back at luz once the school was no longer in sight,
“nothing, today’s just been pretty good.” she replied with her excitement bubbling inside her that’s
ready to burst at any moment, luz hasn’t noticed amity doesn’t have a seat belt on as she thought
that’s a mandatory thing for the blight to do but is oblivious of what she’s planning.

“oh really? wanna tell me about it?” luz asked while she kept her eyes on the road but unaware that
amity was slowly leaning closer to her.

“well, it started off good with you.” amity started, pulling luz’s zipper down to show her dark blue
boxers that she also pulled down to let her semi hard cock flop out. luz groaned as she felt amity’s
tongue begin to give kitten licks on the tip, she tightly gripped the steering wheel and tried to focus
on the road while amity gave her a sloppy one.



better hope they don’t crash.

-----

two weeks had passed since amity went back to school, she’s been doing assignments that luz helps
her with but amity mostly does the work but amity seemed to be getting lazy in doing her
homework which was out of character for her.

luz laid on the bed with her phone in hand, amity was sitting at her work table with a small stack of
books and finished or unfinished modules beside her but amity wasn’t doing any of it. she
continuously tap her pencil on her temple, she stared at her math book with the list of questions
before her, she repeatedly read the question that she already knew the answer to- she knew the
answer to every question but amity is just not feeling it.

amity groaned and dropped her head onto the book with her pencil rolling to the side. luz perked up
when she heard the groan “what’s wrong?” she asked as she turned off her phone, tossed it to the
side and bounced off the bed to head over to amity. “i don’t wanna do anymore homework!” amity
whined, her hands waving in the air in vain before dropping it onto her head.

“is it that hard?” luz peered down to check what’s the subject only to realise that it’s just the basics.
“come on, it’s only 5 questions and you’ll be done” she said but amity only groaned more in
response.

“i’ll do it later.” amity said with a nonchalant wave but luz rolled her eyes as she knows damn well
that amity is just acting up for another session and she isn’t gonna fall for it this time though she
would always choose the latter.

“psh- by later, you mean when it’s bedtime?” luz quipped while silently bringing her pants down,
planning to give amity some motivation to keep working on her short homework or there’s more
that she’s just hiding from luz.

 

“i get energised at night!” amity replied, unaware of what’s happening behind her until she felt
something flop onto her shoulder that made her lift her head up from the book and looked in the
corner of her eye to see her lover’s hard cock resting on her shoulder. “nope. you’re going to finish
the rest of your homework,” luz said with her arms crossed as she lets amity stare at her dong for a
good while, not taking it off her shoulder just yet.

“unless you don’t want me to stay inside you tonight.”

amity moved her gaze up to meet luz’s glowing hazel eyes, “you’re mean.” she grumbled under her
breath making the noceda chuckle. “am i?” suddenly, luz swiftly lifted amity off her chair and took
a seat down herself with amity on her lap. amity felt her cheeks turn red when saw luz’s cock in
between her legs sticking up in its full glory, she was just about to grab it, give it a stroke but luz
swatted her hands away and pulling her leggings down to her ankles, lifted her up once again only
to be brought down with the noceda going inside her.

“f- fuck!” amity moaned as she rolled her head back, she leaned onto luz’s chest with her hands
gripping onto her wrists, she was expecting luz to give her a motivational fuck but she just sat their
with her dick inside the blight. occasionally groaning and humming at the feeling of amity’s tight
walls squeezing around her but still didn’t move a muscle.



“can you move?” amity asked as she looked over her shoulder to meet her lover’s eyes again but
she also saw her mischievous grin that only spells trouble. “remember what i said about finishing
your homework?” luz reminded making amity groan with her eyes rolling as she really doesn’t
wanna do her homework but her groan morphed into an abrupt moan when luz made a sudden
thrust but it’s not enough to satisfy her.

“no buts, unless you want a week without having me inside you.” luz threatened as her hands
slithered up to amity’s shirt, feeling her developing breasts and tweaked with her erected nipples
that made the little blight writhe under luz’s touches. she simply can’t resist and she certainly can’t
go on without getting her daily dose of creampie.

begrudgingly, amity reached for her pencil and straightened her math book to stare at the question
she was stuck on for a long time despite the lesson being in basic math. she reread the question
again, easily calculating in her head as she wants to do this as fast as she can but a moan interrupted
her focus when luz thrusted once again. “read the questions. aloud.” luz whispered into the blight’s
ears, making her shudder with a stiff nod.

“j- johnny has 6 dozens worth of apples in his basket. cor- cory bought 19 apples from johnny but
william gave him 25 more. how m.. m- many apples does johnny have?” amity was uncontrollably
stuttering which luz doesn’t mind as she can bet that amity hasn’t got a dick inside her while doing
homework. she enjoys seeing amity struggles, it looks cute on her. amity already had the answer in
her head but it slipped when luz moved her hips like it rattled her brain, she gulped as she
frantically retraced back to the equation she solved but only turned up with one.

“f- fifty three..?” amity answered- more like asked as she was uncertain with that number.

humming, luz did the calculations in her head as well and shook her head, “you’re getting there,
baby.” she said with her hips wiggling, earning a petty whimper from amity as she just wants to be
rammed already. but then, luz fully thrusted her cock into the blight’s pussy, hitting her spot as she
squeezed her breasts.

“aah! 78!” amity squealed out, she accidentally dropped her pencil to the floor from the sudden
thrust. her body lightly trembled with her breath turning ragged by this foreplay that she has a love
and hate relationship of if she wasn’t forced to take this stupid homework. “good girl.” luz purred
as she gave amity’s neck a lick and a kiss, her hands rubbing her breasts to massage it after her tight
squeeze.

“now pick it up and answer the next question.” luz leaned back to the chair, watching amity slowly
bend down to reach for her fallen pencil. she almost slipped out of the noceda’s cock but she
quickly snatched her pencil off the ground and got back onto luz’s lap, amity grabbed onto her neck
from behind with one hand while she tightly gripped the pencil on the other. she tried to pull herself
up and back down onto luz’s cock but her hips were held down before luz shoved her cock deeper
making amity scream in euphoria. she went limp in luz’s arms but was luckily held up as she
removed the blight’s arm off her neck.

“finish your homework, slut.”

 

amity doesn’t know how long it’s been since she struggled to finish her homework while luz teases
her, touching her body while giving her teasing thrusts that brought her to the edge but luz didn’t let
her come during the long few hours that she had to endure until she slowly closed her science



textbook. “a- and that’s all o- of it..” she said as she placed her pencil to the side to grip onto the
edge of the table, preparing herself for the moment she’s waiting for.

“you sure?” luz asked as she slowly stood up while holding amity by the hips. “yes..” amity replied,
biting her lip in anticipation as she waited for luz to start giving out real thrusts.

she felt nothing.

“good, i’ll prepare dinner.” luz pulled out of amity, didn’t bother to stuff her cock back inside her
pants as she headed over to the front door to swing open, leaving amity out in the open and
confused. “w- wait! aren’t you going to fuck me after this?” amity asked as she stood straight up,
looking at luz with confusion like a puppy who hasn’t gotten her daily treat yet.

but luz turned her head to meet the blight’s eyes with a raised brow. “hm? i didn’t say anything but
fucking you after you finished your homework.” she said, cackling to herself before going out of
the room, really leaving amity hanging. horny and worked up, making amity angrily huff, she
stormed out of the room as she wasn't gonna go on without luz paying after she played with her for
a while.

-----

it’s been a while since the twins came back to the manor. they’ve been staying in their friends’
house to avoid their parents and babysitter as they heard that they hired a babysitter to take care of
amty. they extremely doubt the babysitter would last for a month being in the same roof with amity
so they decided to come home today and check up on their baby sister, while also seeing if the
manor hasn’t burnt down yet.

edric and emira hopped off their friend’s car, waved them goodbye as they headed for the front
steps of the manor. “do you think the place is gonna be a wreck?” edric asked his twin with his
hand resting on the doorknob, sluggishly twisting it as he’s having doubts if he should even open
this only to see destruction that they even have to clean up.

“most definitely.” emira replied. taking a deep breath in, edric twisted the knob and swung the door
wide open, expecting for a wildfire but much to the twins’ surprise, the manor was clean. spotless
even.

“huh.”

“i guess the babysitter worked.” edric muttered under his breath as he looked around the living
room like he’s trying to find a hoax or something but his eyes aren’t deceiving him. “where’s amity
then?” emira walked over to the many rooms of the first floor to search for her little sister before
both twins trotted up to the stairs while calling amity’s name in hopes of getting a response.

emira stopped in front of amity’s bedroom door, gripped the doorknob and opened it wide, just
when she was about to say amity’s name once again she froze in her tracks along with edric who
stopped behind her. they both saw amity laying on her stomach in bed, buck naked and ass up with
luz on top of her who’s balls deep into her little pussy making the young blight moan like a slut for
her.

this was the least thing the twins expected for their sister to be doing.



“fuck yes! ngh- deeper!” amity moaned with her head rolling back, she tightly gripped onto the
pillows as she buried her face onto it as she continued to raise herself for luz. “god.. you feel
amazing, baby.” she cooed, her thrusts were relentless as she pinned amity’s hands, her eyes were
closed to enjoy this before she came inside amity for the second time making amity squeal in
delight with her tongue rolling out. never getting tired of the feeling of luz’s warm seed fill her up
to the brim, some leaked out and stained the sheets but it can’t be helped.

amity slowly looked over her shoulder as she heard luz lowly groan behind her, she leaned in for a
heated kiss while she led one of luz’s hands onto her body, groping her tits.“one more.” amity
whispered in between kisses and luz doesn’t need to be told twice as she wants to fuck amity as
much as she can. make sure she feels the love.

but once luz fluttered her eyes, she abruptly pulled away when she saw two unfamiliar jade headed
14 year old twins. she started panicking as she thought she got found out and it’s gonna be over for
her.

“wow, didn’t know you had it in you, mittens.” emira was the first to snap out of the shock that
made amity snap her head to see her siblings already back from their independent vacation. “what
are you doing here?” she sneered as she held luz close to her, not wanting anyone- especially her
siblings to take luz away from her.

“we can’t go home to our own house?” edric quipped with his arms crossing and leaned against the
doorframe but amity just growled at him while luz was internally panicking as she tried to think of
a way to absolve this though the twins seemed to notice it. “also, we’re cool with you, miss
babysitter since amity really likes you.” emira reassured which brought some comfort but luz can’t
be too sure about it.

“it’s luz and you’re not gonna tell your parents?” luz asked with hope in her tone and both twins
shook their heads, making luz internally let out a relieved sigh before flipping amity over to lay on
her back and began their third round while the twins congratulated their little sister for getting
boned.

“nice job on finally getting laid, sister.”

amity scoffed, she gripped onto luz’s shoulders as she tries to get the words out of her mouth
through her moans. “i had more sex that you two ever had! beat that!” she snapped with a grin but
it was quickly dropped as the pleasure was overwhelming her body once again though she wasn’t
done shitting on her siblings yet. “luz is mine and she’s gonna fuck me everyday while your sad
asses stayed single!” she laughed before loudly moaning, she can feel her reach deeper into her
womb once again and luz wasn’t stopping her as she’s too preoccupied in fucking her lover, making
sure to give her all the love she got.

“dang she doesn’t have to be harsh about it.” edric muttered under his breath but emira just patted
his shoulder and turned around, “let’s just give them some time alone.” she grabbed the doorknob
once again and closed it to give the two their space once again.

luz has her hands gripping amity’s hips, she watched her small body ricochet from every slam in as
she lets out moans that filled the room with the smell of their sex wafting the air. she loves the sight
of amity’s tits that just kept growing over time but she also noticed something that made the noceda
well happy yet worried.

a growing bump in amity’s stomach.





Good Breeding Bitch

Chapter Summary

threesome but luz has humiliation kink

requested smut by @GoodEnd=BadEnd

a little birdy told a tiger that an otter has a kink due to the things she does and it made the tiger very
happy.

in potions class, boscha was sitting in the far back with her eyes dead set on luz who was tossing
random stuff into the mini cauldron, not really following the steps the professor said. she stared at
the human for a long while with a devilish smirk on, her mind conjuring up many bad things she
wants to do to her and how both of them are going to enjoy it.

very much.

when the professor excused themselves by using the reason of being called up by bump even
though that's not true. being a star player, the captain, of the team comes along with it's perks.
boscha watched them leave the classroom and the students took this as a cue to start talking loudly
or do random shit.

boscha stood up from her seat, her excitement barely contained as a smile crawled up to her lips.
she caught luz by surprise by grabbing her by the hair "hey, let me go!" luz complained, trying to
get the witch's hand off her but she kept a good grip on the human and pulled her along with her to
the front of the classroom.

everyone's conversations died down when they saw the, basically, queen of hexside drag luz up to
the teacher's table, struggling to be freed but she didn't let go as she turned around to face everyone.

"today, we're gonna learn something new since we now have a specimen to experiment on." boscha
said, her voice loud enough to catch even the sleepers' attention. "today, we're going to learn the
human anatomy!" she barely couldn't hold her excitement anymore as she gripped luz's uniform
and swiftly tore everything off making her squeal.

"what the hell?!" luz frantically covered herself with her face lighting up in red. she winced when
boscha pulled her up for her ear to be close to her mouth as she whispered; "fight all you want,
human but we both know you're gonna love this." those words made luz shudder in both confused
pleasure and fear.

a little birdy told the tiger, the otter has a humiliation kink and that made the tiger very happy.

boscha hoisted luz up onto the table, chains appeared as she created a spell circle and it wrapped
around both of the human's limbs, spreading her legs to give every a view. luz was getting light
headed, she tried to wriggle out of the chains but it's no use as she wasn't getting anywhere. boscha



summoned a crystal, placed it beside luz and it started to project a closer look of luz's relatively dry
pussy, but the witch knows it'll be sopping wet before the main course happens.

"for starters, human genitals are a little different from us. like for ones who have a penis has a knot
and most of us are hermaphrodites." boscha began her lesson for the day, her eyes kept glancing
down at luz's pussy as she just wanted to demolish it accompanied by the fact that the noceda will
love it.

"our human is a little dry so let's warm her up." boscha started roughly rubbing luz's clit, she
watched luz struggle to keep her mouth shut and not wanting to moan for her but her own body
betrays her. luz was becoming wet, her clit bulging out for boscha to play that made her moans
grow even louder.

"boscha.. please- aahh!!" luz didn't get to finish her sentence as boscha shoved two fingers inside
and fingered her hard, reaching deeper until the three eyed witch was able to feel that soft donut
shaped spot that always drove the females she fucked before go mad.

luz was not different as she squealed in ecstasy, her head rolling back with her nails clawing the
edge of the wooden table. she still tried to get away but all for it to be proven futile. she won't lie
that this felt amazing, better than fingering herself as she doesn't know when boscha is gonna slow
down or pick up more speed and as much as she hates being watched be toyed like this. it turns her
on even more.

"hm, finding her sweet spot was easy. i think the same goes for the other humans, am i right?"
boscha asked as she turned her head at luz, seeing her red face and teary eyes. she can tell she hates
this but her body was telling her otherwise as her pussy secretes more juices and her dark nipples
were erected, ready for sucking. it made boscha wonder if it lactates when luz is pregnant.

guess she just has to find out.

"while waiting for luz to come, does anyone have questions?" boscha asked and almost everyone
raised their hands as they got alot of questions that are actually about the human anatomy while
others are… horny.

boscha hummed, she skimmed through the many hands in the air before finally picking one, "yes?"
she pointed at the student she picked and they stood up as they asked; "how deep is the human
vagina?"

"as deep as my finger but it depends." boscha replied with ease, both of her fingers were consumed
by luz's snatch, she opens her fingers whilst thrusting to make her loosen up a little as if preparing
luz for what's coming to her.

boscha's ears were filled of the human's erotic moans that echoed throughout the classroom walls,
boscha doesn't have to worry about any adults coming in to crash the party as she consulted them
beforehand.

the three eyed witch picked another student who stood up as well and asked; "does it have small
spikes inside?"

"no, it's relatively smooth and warm. i like this one better to be honest." boscha answered, she
leaned closer to luz and licked her cheek making her shudder, since the human is sensitive after the



rough foreplay, she can feel something coming hard and fast in the pit of her stomach that's getting
hard to control.

"pl- please.. stop.. aahh!" luz cums hard, letting her juices come on boscha’s fingers before pulling
out with the projector showing just how much luz secreted on her first climax. boscha brought her
wet fingers to her mouth, sucked it all up cleanly while making sure luz watches as she saw her
face get even more redder. internally chuckling, boscha smacked her lips as she tries to find the
words of luz’s cum, comparing it from the past ones she tasted.

"human fun tastes a little different from us. sweet with a hint of bitter." boscha said and was
surprised herself that she liked this even more. then, she brought her fingers back into luz’s pussy to
finger her again and she knows she’ll come fairly quickly as the human wasn’t given the time to
calm down from her high while boscha entertains more questions.

"yes, you with the ugly tophat?" boscha pointed at the student in the far back who just yelled out
their question "do humans go through heat cycles like some of us?" boscha found that question
interesting, she hummed to herself as she thought about it and over the span of 3 years of the
human being stuck in the boiling isles, she hasn’t seen luz go through a heat cycle. she glanced at
the human who has already become a wreck just by being fingered. it’s amusing.

"that's a no."

“fuck- please please-” luz still foolishly tried to make the witch stop even though she’s starting to
like this like herself, giving in to the pleasure since she does’t anywhere to go. “boscha!!” luz
screamed at the witch’s name as she squirmed in coming for the second time, her body sagged after
having to come twice and she just wanted to rest. unfortunately for the poor human, boscha has
many more things planned for her.

boscha pulled her fingers out and licked them clean once again, she decided to move on to the next
chapter of her lesson since the bulge on her pants kept angrily twitching as it wanted to be released
from it’s confinement. “now that everyone knows the basics, it’s time we talk about human
reproduction.” boscha said and this piqued more of the witches attention, they were on the edges of
their seats with their ears peeled to listen. most have their cocks twitching in excitement just
listening to luz’s lovely moans.

“females are most fertile at this age and i think human gestation lasts for- what, 8-9 months?”
boscha said as she looked over to luz for confirmation. gulping, luz thought about it for a short
while since she already had this lesson before back in the human realm. she nodded in response, “y-
yeah.. if i’m going to have a hybrid baby, the time of pregnancy is still 9-10 months.” she answered
much to boscha’s pleasure, unknowingly setting off the bomb the witch was just waiting to drop.

“you’re damn right you’re getting a hybrid baby.” luz was about to question what boscha meant by
that but all of her words died in her tongue when she watched her pull down her pants to reveal the
two hard, erected, large cocks be flashed in front of her, leaking of precum and twitching with
excitement as it just couldn’t wait to be inside the noceda.

luz was both terrified and lustful at the sight of the twin cocks, she doesn’t wanna think that boscha
is gonna insert both in her pussy but this is boscha havenstar we’re talking about her. the bitch is
unpredictable and pathetic sometimes. boscha got in front of luz, gripped onto her thighs and
placed her cocks close to luz’s small pussy that made it seem impossible for something this thick
would fit, especially when it’s two.



boscha created another spell circle, luz doesn’t know what it does but she didn’t have time to figure
it out as boscha said; “and it’s gonna be mine.” then, boscha shoved her entire cocks inside luz’s
cunt making her scream in both pain and pleasure as she rolled her head back. the witch glanced
down, snickering at the sight of virgin blood leaking out of the noceda, “she bleeds just like the
rest.” she commented before beginning to thrust hard into luz without letting her adjust to the
gargantuan size she had to take.

“b- boscha, please! slow down!!” luz begged but it was all for nought as boscha slammed her lips
into hers, muffling her begging and pained moans, luz doesn’t know why she’s still intact while
having literally two phalluses inside her but she ignored it and kissed back to drown out the
stinging pain in between her legs. she felt a long tongue slip inside her mouth, their wet muscles
erratically dancing with each other before boscha easily defeated luz for her tongue to invade every
corner and make it hers.

luz was quick to run out of breath but boscha didn’t pull away, she tried but she couldn’t move
much and her lungs were just screaming for oxygen. her head was turning fuzzy with her eyes
threatening to roll back as she’s in the brink of passing out until, finally, boscha pulled away to let
the human gasp for air whilst letting out choked moans.

“i’m not slowing down when you’re squeezing me so tightly.” boscha groaned into luz’s ear, she
lets go of her thighs to claw the table instead as she continued her steady pace of thrusting. luz’s
moans became clearer soon enough, enabling boscha to go faster even more as she reaches deeper
into her pussy, her lewd moans was basically echoing throughout hexside with the students
watching them were jerking off or fingering themselves from this erotic sight.

the whole classroom was engulfed of the lascivious atmosphere and no one gives as shit if they’re
caught anymore when boscha havenstar is fucking luz noceda, the human.

“you love getting fucked in front of everyone, that’s how slutty you are noceda.” boscha growled in
luz’s ears, making her shudder though she sadly couldn’t reply as the pleasure overwhelmed her
body and mind to think rationality now. a grin crawled on her face while she watched luz become
illegible as drool slowly rolled down the corner of her mouth, this has to be the best look the
noceda has put on and boscha snapped a picture of her for personal reasons (probably blackmail
too).

“and i love fucking you over, so we’re a perfect couple.”

luz slowly glance down to see boscha bulging on her as she repeatedly thrusts hard, it still hurts
even though her walls was completely stretched by now but the delight of the witch hitting that spot
almost immediately when she went it overpowered the pain and she just couldn’t stop moaning as
her body went sag for boscha to easily use her like a sex doll being fucked in front of the public’s
eyes.

despite it being embarrassing to a normal person, it only made luz more horny than ever before.

“i know you’ve been dreaming of getting on your knees for me. suck me off in the back of the
school.” boscha continued to dirty talk luz and she wasn’t wrong. for some time, luz has been
noticing the ‘outlines’ and it was pretty big, now that she’s being fucked with it, she completely
underestimated the witch’s sizes. luz would see it whenever she passes boscha with any random
witch beside her that luz partly knows or not.



it made her think back about what boscha said ”she bleeds like the others. so luz wasn’t the first,
she doesn’t know if she’s jealous or what. she’s so confused that she doesn’t even know how to feel
about anything but blissful heaven.

“you could’ve just hit me up and i can fuck you better than amity.” well, if only amity would fuck
luz.

then, a familiar knot started to appear in the pit of luz’s stomach and she couldn’t hold it in even
though she tried. luz screamed, “boscha!!!” as she came for the third time, she was heavily panting
and tears streamed down her face but boscha wasn’t done. not yet until she comes and makes luz
take her knot.

“yeah, that’s it. moan my name, bitch!” boscha growled, she roughly played with luz’s clit once
again making her come closer to another climax, she gritted her teeth tightly, her claws scraping
deep into the table creating mark as she slammed her hips as hard as she can into luz until-

luz squealed when both of boscha’s knot was forced inside her, she sobbed hard from the
overstimulation as she came for the fourth time. she twisted around boscha’s knots, it felt weird as
she never took one before but she eventually lets it happen as boscha stopped thrusting for luz to
take this short time to calm down from this.

“who would’ve thought a human would get pregnant in front of alot of people. get pregnant by me
and you fucking love it.” boscha cackled and everyone cheered for the mighty boscha for making
the human hers, luz looked like she’s completely out of it as she shuddered from the warm seeds
swirling around inside her. it feels amazing.

“don’t you?” boscha asked as she cupped luz’s cheeks to meet her wanton hazel eyes.

“i- i do.”

boscha smirked, she gave luz a peck on the lips before slowly pulling out after their tie was done.
she watched their mixed cum slowly ooze out of luz’s well used cunt, her legs twitching ever so
often as a disheveled look on her face never leaving.

with all the commotion being heard just down the hall, a particular student decided to check it out
as it was hindering her studies. amity slammed the door open that made everyone shut up and turn
their heads to look at little miss perfect with her usual stoic expression, she looked around the
classroom to see every student has their pants down that made her grimace but when she turned
her gaze at luz, a frown formed on her face.

“hey blight, you just missed the first taste of luz. bummer.” boscha casually greeted amity as she
stuffed her semi hard cock back inside her pants while watching amity slowly approach luz with her
eyes focused down on her cum covered pussy.

“but hey, you’re more than welcome to take a swing at her.” boscha said as she patted amity’s back
before giving her a gentle nudge to go ahead backed up to give amity the leeway to take a turn on
luz who was able to snap back to reality once she saw the blight was in front of her.

“amity.. please, help me..” she begged for her best friend to free her but amity just stared at her
rather menacingly, her golden eyes trying to tell something before she snatched a ruler from a
random student’s desk and whipped luz’s thighs with it making her yelp. “you shouldn’t be such a



slut, luz.” amity sneered as she whipped the noceda’s pussy, her legs twitching even more with fresh
tears welling up in the corners of her eyes.

“i should’ve been the one to give you my first litter,” amity said with heartbreak in her tone,
making luz feel sorry as she did want amity to fuck her first and have her children but it was boscha
who got to her first and there’s no changing it now. amity knew that. “but i’ll still give you a taste
since i like you.” she added as she dropped the ruler to the side.

“how romantic.” boscha joked but she was caught off guard when amity grabbed her by the cowl
and snatched something out of her pocket “what the fuck?!” but the three eyed witch was set to the
side. amity held a potion bottle in hand, she popped it open and roughly opened luz’s mouth to
make her drink the unknown substance until it was empty.

amity placed the empty bottle to the side as well and waited for a few seconds before grabbed luz
by the hair, she thought was gonna be dragged again but much to her surprise, her head cleanly
popped of her neck just like eda does and amity shoved the noceda’s face into her cum filled pussy.

“i can’t get off on a dirty pussy and look like a used whore. better clean it up, luz.” amity’s voiced
sounded sweet but also commanding that made luz begin to work, licking up all of the cum off her
pussy to be clean again for amity to use as she does want her to fuck luz for a long time. luz did her
best in slurping, licking all the cum out of her while her body was trembling from the self
cunnlingus. the experience is so weird yet oddly pleasurable.

“your pretty little tongue of yours better scoop clean or else that’s the only thing you’ll lick today.”
amity threatened, making everyone cheer for the blight as she watched luz work her damndest to
lick herself clean like a cat would do. it made a smirk climb on her face.

luz began to see black spots in her vision as she’s losing consciousness after another trembling
climax, her moans were muffled by being smothered in her pussy. she barely noticed she was pulled
out and her head was back in where it should be, the last thing she ever felt was another hard thing
entering her pussy as her body was ricocheting once again.

-----

the sound of the bed creaking violently along with whiny moans and whimpers reverberated
through the bedroom walls, a dark crimson light was the only light source and it’s enough for the
three of them to see the obscenity they’re doing. groans and grunts were mixed in with the sound of
rapid skin slapping as the bed sheet was slowly draping down to the ground due to the strong
forces but it was held up by tight gripping hands.

“aahh! aah- fuck.. please!” luz moaned in broken words, excessive drool rolled down the sides of
her mouth with her eyes half lid showing those hazel hues be consumed by immense lust, she laid
on top of amity as she couldn’t move anymore but moaned for her masters’ pleasure. having three
dicks inside her pussy at once is alot of work, her masters were kind enough to make a spell to help
her.

“oh fuck that’s it, you good breeding bitch!” boscha moaned as she rolled her head back, her
thrusted her twin cocks deep into luz’s womb along with amity’s own cock trying to compete with
her. luz has her ass raised for her, amity was under her and kept a firm old on her waist to keep her
up while both of them thrusts in arrhythmic fashion. boscha gripped a handful of the noceda’s curly
hair making her look up to the darkly lit ceiling, “moan louder you slut!” she yelled as she plunged
her cock deeper into her, earning an erotic scream with luz’s climax coming at full speed.



“m- master!!”

amity rolled her tongue on luz’s sweaty neck that’s filled of several hickeys, one of her hands
slithered down to grope luz’s supple breasts as she nibbled her cute little round ears as her voice
became raspy until the blight shoved her cock deep into her like boscha that made her scream in
euphoria despite her voice already coarse and came for the- neither knows what round they’re on
as they’re only fueled by their libido.

the good breeding bitch twitched as she felt her masters’ warm shots of cum fill her up once again,
inflating her stomach in the process as a few spilled out in the sides though it couldn’t be helped as
it was simply too much for the breeding whore. a blissful sigh escaped her lips, she grew to love the
warmth engulfing her body and it made her feel complete now that she’s obviously gonna be
pregnant by her masters’ hybrid children.

“that’s a good breeding bitch.” her masters praised her making the breeding bitch flash a
quivering smile but it dropped as she felt her masters’ pull out of her after their time was up,
leaving her with the phantom of being full with the excessive amounts of mixed cums slowly
dripping out of her well used snatch, her body trembling after being used so much but she does love
pleasing her masters.

she felt a soft hand caress her red ass cheek, she slowly turned her head only her shoulder to see
master blight giving her ass a squeeze while she strokes her still hard cock that’s covered with their
juices. then, master havenstar climbed on top of her breeding bitch once again, she stayed there as
she met her intense lavender eyes while feeling her twin cocks are still hard as well, lightly grazing
her skin.

“why don’t you come for us one more time, hm?” master blight asked, she moved to the front of her
breeding bitch, cupping her face to make her look into her golden eyes as she carefully made her
lean closer towards her cock. the good breeding bitch didn’t hesitate to take her master blight’s
cock into her mouth and started bobbing her head.

“and we’ll reward you.” master havenstar whispered as she licked the tip of her breeding whore’s
ear. she pulled away from master blight’s cock, thinking about it but then again- does she need to?

with a whimper, she complied.



Only One

Chapter Summary

evil(?) alpha amity x omega luz
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luz has been stuck in the boiling isles for 2 years now. the quest of getting back home to her mother
became further and further from the first thing she had to do every time she woke up as the
question of is this really worth it? always loomed over her head. it was exhausting and hard to
admit but luz came to the conclusion she may never get back to earth when the futile attempt to
recreate the portal of philip wittebane almost killed them.

albeit, luz didn't let that pull her down to the abyss of despair as to make the most out of everything
in the boiling isles. there's always a new thing to discover, a new knowledge waiting to be sucked
up by someone like her and it may or may not be another way to get her back home but for now, it's
not her top priority anymore.

at least, not in a long while.

staying in the boiling isles gave luz one hell of a glow up. the alpha witches and demons started
recognising it immediately whenever luz goes past them. they'd stop in their tracks to admire the
human's beautiful physique accompanied by her glowing face, the smile she gives everyone
whenever a compliment comes in her way makes their hearts implode itself.

luz truly is an eye candy.

those little praises and worships were all appreciated by luz as she never got this much attention
back in the human realm. all of the alphas tailing her almost everyday, she doesn't feel anything
towards them as her heart, mind and eyes were already set on one particular alpha.

amity is having a difficult time wrapping up her feelings in a cute little bundle for it to be easily
carried but just one small spill will make the neat ribbon rip and her feelings for luz will be all over
the place. she wants to just throw it up but amity is afraid to the possibility of luz not feeling the
same and have their friendship be severed by a stupid confession.

amity can't have that. she can't handle that but she can't keep it at bay any longer.

the final bell just rang, everyone is out in the hallway walking towards the exit to head home but
some are trudging by as they talk, almost looking like they don't wanna go home yet. amity was
searching through the crowd for a familiar curly head.

she gave herself a pep talk that she's not gonna be a pussy anymore and tell luz her feelings for
reals this time. scream it even, she just has to get it out.



tilting her nose up to catch luz's scent, her eyes dilated when she caught it, she got out of the crowd
to swiftly follow it. amity jogged down the hallway full of students, the further down, the less
people there was until amity stopped in her tracks when she saw them.

amity did see the girl she's looking for but a witch she didn't expect to be so close to luz. boscha. a
frown formed on her brows as she watched the two talk, mostly boscha, with her hand pinned next
to luz's head.

unfortunately, the blight can't read lips but once she saw the omega smile at whatever boscha said.
her ears started hearing static, her nose turning dull and body becoming weak. amity tightly gripped
the straps of her sling bag as she stared at the two when her mind was telling her to look away but
she just couldn't.

her inner alpha was screaming, roaring to take control. telling that's her omega and nobody else's.
luz noceda is the only one for amity blight and she has the right to make that clear in tearing boscha
apart.

but does she really?

luz isn't truly hers. amity thinks the omega only sees her as a friend so what's the point of forcing
her to be hers. amity isn't like that unless the words she wants to hear were uttered from luz's lips.

with gritting teeth and a pained heart, amity finally got her body to function again and the first
thing she did was run.

run. just run to whatever direction. just far from here.

"so, what do you say?" boscha asked after saying she can make luz feel whole and complete if she
becomes her omega. it entertains luz but not enough to make her fall when her heart sings for the
other.

"i'm sorry, boscha but i already picked an alpha for me and it's amity." luz replied with honesty, she
gently pushed boscha back since she has been invading her space for a while now and quickly got
out of her reach as she slowly backed up towards the diminishing crowd.

boscha was confused, "what? i'm more competent than that blight! why not me?!" she exclaimed
but luz shook her head and still try to be nice as no one likes a cold rejection. even for someone like
boscha.

"i'm sure there's other omegas out there who need you. i already have mine so sorry once again. i'll
see you tomorrow." luz waved the three eyed witch goodbye before turning around to head for the
exit, planning to go home after a long day as her classes were beast keeping.

it takes alot to wrangle a serpent mole.

"your lost." boscha scoffed and turned around to head for another direction. luz ignored it as she
slowly stopped walking when she inhaled a whiff of amity's scent but something was wrong with it.

why? her inner omega was understandably worried for the alpha and luz thinks she should check up
on amity to see if she's okay. she's banned from entering the blight premises but that ain't gonna
stop her from seeing her alpha.



-----

the dark nightly canvas was bare. there's no stars freckles across the sky, no moon to shine down on
the boiling isles, not even a special event which was disappointing.

the sound of leaves and branches getting crunched under rapid running footsteps was heard across
the thick woods that's far from the owl house or any houses to be precise. amity wanted to be alone.

the nocturnal creatures watched her speed through the trees with her heavy breathing and choked
up sobs. she felt immense anger and sorrow brimming in her chest that's just waiting to erupt.
having this much intense emotions swirling inside an alpha is deadly, without a proper outlet and
consultation, it could lead into something unfavorable.

amity will kill.

once she stopped running, amity pressed the heels of her palms against her wet eyes as she tried
desperately to hold in her sobs but it'll be for nought. the memory of an alpha- every alpha who
flirted with luz started resurfacing and all it did was fuel the animosity until-

"fuck!!!" amity roared and swung her flaming fist towards a random tree that was instantly
incinerated. reduced into nothing but ashes on the ground with the stump smoking.

then, amity dropped to her knees with her hands still on her eyes as she sobs. letting her droplets of
tears fall onto the ground with her teeth tightly gritting from the anger she has towards the alphas
who dared to touch luz but she's oblivious to the spying eye from the distance until it was too late.

"what's wrong, child?" a disembodied voice spoke that snapped amity out of her woeful self and
looked around to find who or where the voice came from.

"who's there? show yourself!" amity growled as she stood up with her fists igniting into her pink
flames, lighting up her surroundings but she still couldn't see just what she was facing.

a low, almost echoing hum was heard from the voice. "i can feel indignation within you. so strong
and destructible. the anger fueled by not getting the woman you want, is it not?" it asked while
amity frantically waved her fires all around to find who the hell is talking but at this rate, she must
as well burn the entire forest down as she can't see squat.

"h- how did you know?" amity was shocked to know whoever this is knows luz. her growl grew
even more threatening and louder when the voice cackled, she shivered all of the sudden as she felt
something cold brush against her shoulder and next to her though nothing was there.

"child, i am omnipotent. i know what you want, what you despise and certainly the omega you
need." the voice said in her ears. amity can feel it getting closer or it's already right beside her but
her naked eye is unable to render what is truly there in front of her.

"i can give all of this to you, grant you greater powers you can never imagine. make you more
powerful than the emperor himself, if you only take my hand."

then, a hand from the shadows appeared in front of amity, extended for a handshake. the hand
looked clean, normal, almost human but amity knows something is wrong with it. she has second
thoughts as she does want to have her revenge on those who crossed her but the looming
malignancy of this deal is hard to ignore.



if this.. thing stays true on its word, amity will have her way with luz and she'll be hers.

looking back up to the hand, amity narrowed her eyes at it and asked "no harm shall come on my
luz if i accept, got it?" she wants to inflict damage, harm, destruction to everything but not luz.
never luz. she'd kill herself if she sees blood from a wound she made on the noceda.

if she hurts her omega, what kind of sick alpha is she when she couldn't even control herself over
luz?

"of course, amity blight."

amity raised her hand, planning to take the hand but something came to her mind that made her
stop midway. "what's your name?" she asked as it's only appropriate to know the name of she's
working with despite being unable to see them.

the voice was silent for a few seconds as if they're thinking, remembering what their name was
before replying "primus." as they said their name, their tone seemed solemn but amity didn't think
much of it as she finally accepted the hand and gave it a single shake.

"wise choice." primus said with a dark laugh and amity realised she's only holding air now as the
hand disappeared. primus' laughter echoed all around amity, even in her head as she started going
mad in trying to grasp her reality with her vision becoming blurry making all of the trees seemingly
reach for the skies that warped into indescribable.

until she dropped on the floor from delusion.

"for a blight that is."

 

"mittens, come on! you'll be late for school!" the sound of edric's yelling slowly awoken the young
blight, fluttering her eyes to see the things of her room along with her cat staff leaned against the
wall. amity closed her eyes again to get some more sleep.

"wakey wakey, little blighty."

amity snapped her eyes open when she heard that voice once again but this time, it's inside her head
now. she swiftly sat up, looking down to see she's still in her uniform with some leaves that
reminded her she passed out in the woods but somehow ended up in her bed.

"wha- what the hell.." amity gripped both ends of her hair as she couldn't grasp the fact that the
events of last night really happened. she started knocking on her head to get a response from
primus and she did with an annoyed groan.

"okay, can you stop knocking? it's making me nauseous." primus said as they sighed with
annoyance while amity was internally panicking. primus can clearly hear her but they're not gonna
question it as they know what they got themselves into when they inhabit a hormonal teenager
alpha.

amity slipped out of her bed to head over to her mirror to see her messy, but still tied, hair and her
eyes looked different from what she can remember. the irises are shaped more like a reptile as it's
thin with her hues having a reddish tint.



it's like she's looking at a different mirror but it's her. she felt normal even though she knows she's
not.

"what did you do to me?"

"nothing. i cohabit with your soul and mind now. nothing drastic will arise, at least not yet." primus
replied ever so cryptically and amity hates but she has to put some trust into primus as she still
doesn't understand what they are or what they're capable of.

"amity, did you stay up talking to luz again?" now it's emira yelling downstairs. silently sighing,
amity can do this later but right now, she needs to get ready.

would it be considered as peeping tom if an entity is inside her head while she changes?

"you better get ready for school, amity. you wouldn't want to keep your beloved waiting." primus
said in a teasing tone like how the twins teases amity about her crush to luz. a grumble escaped her
throat as she walked over to her closet to get a fresh set of uniform.

"also, i can't see your body, i only feel what you feel. hear what you hear. i'm blind. primus
reassured the weird thought amity has. amity was sort of thankful for that as she doesn't like the
idea of someone unseen to be staring at her body.

only luz can do that.

"oh. i guess that's comforting."

 

as amity got to hexside with her siblings, still fairly early since their mother always wants them to
be punctual as ever and not miss a second of class. edric and emira waved goodbye to amity before
heading off to do their thing, she walked down the hallway, passing a few students as she went over
to her locker to get the things she needed.

whilst getting her textbooks, a growl resonated within her throat when a scent was caught by her
nose when she passed by. out of the corner of her eye, amity saw boscha walking towards her
lankies like nothing happened yesterday.

she glared at the three eyed witch as she just wanted to tear her apart, bit by bit with her entrails
sprawled across the clean waxed floors acting like a new coat of paint. primus felt the animosity
brewing within amity and they loved it.

"is that the one who crossed you?" they asked, not seeing what boscha looks like but they don't
need to as they can smell the shit like amity.

"yeah. and also the one who tried to get my omega, along with that one." amity replied as she
noticed another alpha who hit on luz come into view, just walking by before disappearing.

"and that?" then, a black tendril came out of amity's nape pointing at the alpha on her left talking to
another alpha. amity's growl only grew mixed with a hum of acknowledgement as she snatched the
last book out of her locker and resumed walking, slowly coming up to boscha who hasn't noticed
her presence yet.

"just basically every alpha in this damn place except the professors."



"i see. primus hummed with that new information, the tendril retreated back on the nape and amity
could hear them thinking before what sounded like a snap of a finger was heard.

"i know just a solution to take care of your chasing alphas problem. wanna hear it?" primus asked,
amity can feel them grinning ear to ear as the malignant feeling still hasn't lifted off her shoulder
but since luz isn't here yet, she might as well have fun with her new companion.

"go ahead."

-----

luz pushed the big doors open when she arrived and she was slightly confused by the hallways
barely having any people around when she's only 10 minutes away from the first bell.

not thinking much of it, luz entered the establishment that made the heavy doors slam shut behind
her. she started walking down the hallway while turning her head at every corner in hopes to see, at
least, someone.

"hello? is this a new way to deal with tardy students? i swear i'm not late again." luz said for
whoever might be listening but no one answered her but her own echoing voice bouncing off the
ancient walls with her clicking soles against the tiles.

luz started to feel something was wrong as the air felt cold, stagnant and the echoes of silence were
unsettling her. then, she stopped in her tracks when she saw a white cat at the end of the hallway
that luz instantly recognised as amity's palisman.

the cat licked its paws to rub against their face before turning it's head to see luz, it lets out a meow
as it stood up and started running towards luz in full speed before pouncing on her. softly giggling,
luz petted the sweet palisman, scratching under its chin to make it purr.

"if you're here, where's amity?" luz asked while the cat indulged itself in the scratches, letting out
another meow that was followed by a "luz." that made the noceda look up at the end again to now
see amity but in a mess.

"ami! thank god, i thought i was the only one here." luz was relieved to see the alpha, she jogged
over to her with the palisman still in her arms and stopped in front of amity to see her purple hair
ruffled, her uniform having some patches of something with crimson on her cheek but luz didn't
think about it. too much.

"speaking of which, where is everyone?" luz asked as she still looked around to spot someone but
it's only them here.

"does it matter? it's just you and me and that's all that matters now." amity replied rather vaguely.
luz returned her gaze back to the blight, noticing her golden hues had a tint of red and her irises
resembling a reptile that made it look like she's unhinged. something's not right.

"..you're not making any sense. no, seriously, where is everyone? where's willow? gus?" luz said
with worry and desperation heard in her tone as she stepped closer to amity but she didn't react
much. she only stared at the omega's hazel eyes with lovesick in her own.

"they're fine. gus is just a beta after all. i trust willow won't be stealing you from me. so, you don't
have to worry 'cause i took care of everything." amity still replied vaguely as she began stepping



closer towards luz but she was slowly backing up with her eyes unable to look away from amity's
psychotic golden hues.

luz doesn't know what the hell amity is saying but it's starting to frighten her, making her worried
for everyone's safety.

"what?"

"i just need you to say it." amity said, then her palisman meowed once again that made luz glance
down at it to realise it's eyes are glowing. while being distracted by the cat, a pair of abomination
hands formed out of the floor and grabbed luz by the ankles. rendering her immobile, pulling her
down to the floor with goop pinning her hands to stop her from pulling out a glyph. forcing luz in a
suggestive position.

the cat hopped off luz's arms, it shifted into it's staff form for amity to grab and made it disappear as
she won't be needing it for a good while.

"say what? amity.. you're starting to scare me." tears started welling up in the corners of luz's eyes
as she's clueless as to why amity is suddenly acting like this. it's like their first meeting but amity
was more sinister.

"don't cry, love. i'm not gonna hurt you." amity hushed luz to comfort her with her thumb grazing
her cheek but accidentally wiped the blood instead.

"just say i'm the only alpha you need because you're the only omega i want, the only one." amity
said in a soft tone that always puts luz at ease but she only felt panic quickly arise inside her. her
breathing hitched when she saw amity creating a spell circle right in front of her, it faltered for a
split second without amity's notice before pushing it onto luz's face.

amity watched luz try to fight against her spell, it amused her and she can feel primus is as well.
slowly, luz's became lucid, her breathing calming down along with all of her panic and fears
disappearing. now, amity can truly start.

"who do you love?" amity asked as she softly cupped luz's face for her to look at her in her eyes,
seeing it dilated like a love drunk omega.

"amity blight." luz uttered without hesitation.

"good. now- wait what?" amity was caught off guard by the straightforward answer without
needing convincing as amity still needs to make luz repeat a phrase. she grew confused and primus
felt it, they came to aid that confusion.

"as much as i love your plan in killing those people. it'll be unjust for the girl to not let her say the
words you want to hear from her own heart." primus said but it's not the straightforward answer
amity wanted to hear though they weren't done.

"manipulating her to feel what she already feels is useless, amity. you know understand what i'm
saying, right?" then, amity got what primus was trying to convey as she slowly nodded her head
while piecing everything together.

"i do.. so, you changed it into a truth spell?" amity asked and primus replied with a simple
"precisely.". the young blight's face completely turned into a tomato from that revelation, she



looked into luz's eyes again to see that she's truly under the influence of the spell and she's willing
to spill everything now.

"i love you too, luz." amity returned those three words she wanted to say for the longest time as she
caressed luz's cheeks. watching her lean into the touch while she lets the abomination let her go.

"thanks, primus. perhaps i misunderstood you." amity muttered as she calmed down her blushing.
all this time, she's been thinking of primus as this menacing manifestation but they seem to be a
chill dude.

softly chuckling, "it happens often. i just wanted to help and besides, i can sense the girl was
already head over heels for you before this." primus teased that made amity blush again. but she
realised something as she was about to cover her face, her hands were covered in blood. mixed with
every single alpha that tried to get a taste of luz.

"oh no.. so i did this for nothing?" amity's breathing began to pick up with her heartbeat beating
faster than it should as she's starting to have a panic attack and primus was quick to act on it.

"not really. it's better to have no competition than having the entire school after your omega. and
with those souls we slain, it helped us greatly." primus reassured which helped amity to bring down
her rising heartbeat and ease her breathing but they didn't specify how a massacre could've helped
them.

"it does? how?" she asked but primus only replied with an "i'll explain later. for now, have your
way on your luz. i'll return whenever you need me." and with that, amity can no longer feel primus
in her head as they gave her control in her own body in the next phase of their plan.

taking a deep breath in, with the knowledge of luz now answering every question amity throws
truthfully. she started to take advantage of it, a devilish smirk formed on her lip as she moved closer
to luz with their space just barely there. waving hello.

"how long have you wanted me?" amity started off with a simple one as she placed one hand on
luz's lap to softly rub it, making her be ease in her touch.

"too long, amity. ever since grom." luz replied that made amity's heart leap, her smirk only grew as
she lovingly stared into the human's beautiful eyes that she certainly cannot get enough of.

"yeah? what do you want me to do with you then?" amity continued, she leaned in towards luz's
neck to start placing soft yet heated kisses as she searches for that one spot while her hands rubbed
luz's thighs, traveling up to her curved waist. shaky exhales escaped luz's lips as she melts in the
blight's advances, surrendering herself to her alpha since this is what they both wanted.

"i want you to hold me down, pin me with your abomination and make me your bitch, amity." luz
replied with her falling onto her back as amity placed her weight onto her. the blight got in between
her legs while scenting marking her, pressing her crotch against luz's making her gasp in pleasure
upon feeling her hard on.

"is that so?"

luz nodded in response as she wrapped her arms around amity's neck, "y- yes. i want you to mark
me and be the omega i'm supposed to be for you." amity withdrew from her neck to look down into
her eyes once again to see the pure love and lust for her. only her.



"i'm all yours, alpha."

amity's eyes dilated when she heard that, she leaned down to finally have the kiss she has been
dreaming of, wanting for the longest time with luz. they make sure there's no space between them
anymore as luz tilts her head to deepen the kiss with her hands stroking amity's head making a
growl like purr emit from the kiss.

an overwhelming amount of love was poured into the kiss that was accumulated for two years of
them dancing around their feelings like hopscotch until oxygen became a problem that forced them
to pull away.

luz sat up to amity to rub her face into amity's neck, scent marking her as well as a loving purr
erupted from her throat. amity smiled, she lets it happen as she belongs to luz after all before she
laid back down the floor.

"that's a good girl." amity pressed her forehead against luz's, gripped her uniform before easily
ripping it apart to expose her exquisite physique. growling lowly, amity licked her lips at the sight
of her beautiful omega and it turned her on even more as she felt it twitch in her pants, she didn't
waste anymore time in taking it off.

luz watched amity reveal her large cock with her knot prepared just for her. a whine escaped her
throat at the sight of it, she wanted it inside her, take her alpha's knot and bear her kits. she wants it
all.

"i'll give you the love you deserve, luz. you're the only omega for me and the only one i love.
forever." amity spreads luz's legs even more to what she can, she pressed her cock against her
dripping pussy, grinding as she watched her struggle since she wanted it already.

"i'm not going slow."

"i don't care." luz simply replied and amity smirked at that. ropes of her abomination started to
wrap around luz's arms, head to keep her there as her bare back was warmed up by the goop under
her and some kept her legs up while amity aligned herself before slamming her entire cock inside
making luz scream in euphoria.

amity bit her lip from the tightness of her omega but her tongue instinctively rolled out as she
started thrusting feverishly while panting like a horny mutt. her hands clawed the goop surrounding
them like a bloodbath, her lustful eyes stared at luz as she watched her face contort into pure
pleasure with her ears filled with her heavenly moans.

"aahh!! fuck.. amity! it feels so good!" luz moaned, she watched amity's cock repeatedly go in and
out of her pussy as every slam brought a whole new wave of bliss that made her body weaker than
it already is. she can't move and she didn't even notice the tendril of abomination wrapped around
her neck to choke her, bringing her more pleasure.

she fucking loves it.

"i know! shit baby- you're so fucking tight!" amity snarled, she hovered above luz for their eyes to
connect once again while her hips continuously pound her omega. due to her tongue stuck out,
droplets of drool dripped on luz's face which she licked off like a thirsty pup. it amused amity.



leaning, luz caught amity's tongue to suck on before pulling her with it for another heated kiss. the
noceda's whimpers and moans were muffled in the kiss as both of their tongues danced and tasted
each other. luz rolled her eyes back as she felt amity's tongue threaten to go down her tongue that
almost triggered her gag reflex until they pulled away with a string of saliva between them that
disappeared like the lives of the alphas who attempted to get the omega that already belonged to
amity.

luz squealed when she felt amity pick up speed, her hips rapidly clashing against hers that almost
made her knot pop it's way inside her cunt. the noceda's mind was only clouded by the immense
pleasure her alpha is giving her and she couldn't get enough of it. she knows amity feels the same
just by the look of her face.

"you like that?" amity asked as she moved down towards luz's neck with the abomination moving
out of the way as she easily found her scent gland once again. licking it which earned a pitched
whine, the alpha nibbled on it to tease luz before sinking her fangs in her flesh.

"y- yes!!" tears. happy tears started brimming in luz's eyes as she indulged in the marking she'll
show off with pride before amity pulled away, licking the small blood seeping out and lifted her
head up to see the tears in luz's eyes.

"why are you crying?" amity asked as a frown formed on her face, worried if she actually hurt luz
when she swore to herself she wouldn't but all of it disappeared when a sweet giggle was heard
from her beloved.

"i- i'm not. i'm just so happy i'm yours." luz replied with a warm smile on her face, quivering to
stay up as it's hard when she's being sent up to the clouds from in between her legs.

amity lets out a relieved chuckle, she slithers one of her hands towards luz's pinned one to
intertwine it and press her forehead onto hers once again. "i am too."

the alpha's speed became inhumane as she could feel herself getting close, luz's moans turned feral
with her claws unceremoniously withdrawn and dug into amity's hand but the stinging pain didn't
faze her. not by one bit as she continued fucking her omega like there's no tomorrow until-

luz lets out a blissful howl when amity popped her knot inside her, letting her seeds mix with the
omega's cum and ferment her. the noceda sighed deeply, feeling content and whole as she took her
alpha's knot now they're tied. mates for life.

it'll take a while for them to separate so they could use a small break.

amity made her abominations retreat for luz to move again and the first thing she does was pull her
down onto her body, not caring that the blight was heavier than her as she nuzzled up to her neck
while her legs wrapped around her waist.

"more.. m- more please.." luz whispered like a needy omega as she is. amity grinned, she doesn't
need to be told twice in fucking her omega more than once today. she's going to make sure she'll fill
to the brim of her cum and her pups are only theirs.

"don't worry. i'll make sure you'll have your face planted on every surface in this damn school."

-----



as amity slowly pulled out, a stream of their mixed cums oozed out of luz after their final knot. she
glanced over to the noceda who was blissed out to oblivion as she twitched from time to time while
her cock sheaths back.

thinking it's already late, amity pulled her pants up, placed her cowl on luz's breasts as she scooped
her off the floor. "you can sleep, love. you did alot today. i'll get us home." amity softly said, she
walked out of the front door, turning left for the woods as she headed to the direction of the blight
manor. the only reason she didn't want to go to the owl house is not wanting to deal with hooty and
luz won't be awake to help her.

it took about 15-20 minutes till amity got to the front door of her manor, she entered without
worrying of her parents seeing her with the human omega as they're out on a long out of town trip
or the twins bombarding her with teases in finally mating luz since they usually arrive home late.

once she got to her room, amity gently settled luz down her bed with the covers draped over her
naked body so she wouldn't get cold. quietly, amity changed in her casual and placed a new set of
clothing for luz when she woke up.

"how did it go?" amity was caught off guard at primus suddenly speaking after hearing nothing
from them for a while.

"i almost forgot you're in my head. it went great, thanks for asking." amity replied in a whisper as
she got onto bed, scooching closer to luz but she didn't lie down just yet. her hands gently placing
the strands of hair behind her ear while she listened to her sleep that lulled her.

"i can tell you really love this girl, huh?" primus said, they can feel the curly hairs amity is playing
with the raw, unfiltered love and adoration towards the omega. they couldn't see what luz looks like
to get the picture why mittens is so smitten.

amity softly scoffed as love is an understatement of what she and luz have. "absolutely. i'd die for
luz. all the sacrifices, all the stupid things i do is all for her." she replied, watching luz slowly turn
with her arm wrapping around amity's as she pressed her face into her stomach. amity's even grew
more, she resumed her fiddling with luz's hair as she just can't get over how soft it is.

"even if it means letting her go if she finally found a way to return to the human realm." there's a
hint of solemn in the blight's tone but she meant it. she knows luz is still searching for a way but
not as frequently as two years ago. the memories of the libraries seemed so distant now but she still
held it close to her heart as it was a game changer for the both of them.

"wait a human- never mind, just don't tell her i exist. this is only between you and me." primus
sounded shocked to hear that luz was a human, not a normal witch since they did think of that but
they didn't dwell on it too much as if not to raise suspicion.

"gotcha. now stop talking and let me sleep with my luz." amity said as she finally laid down beside
luz with her arms draped on her waist, making sure to pull her close. the blight rested her head on
luz's, placed a kiss on top before easily dozing off to sleep.

a few hours had passed with the two lovers sleeping in total comfortable silence. burying in each
other's warmth. the front was opened by emira after she and edric had a good trip down in
bonesborough, they only came home when they realised it's already night and amity hasn't eaten
anything yet as she can't cook though baking is a breeze for her.



"what should i make tonight?" emira muttered to herself as she took off her cowl, tossing it to the
side while she head for the kitchen with edric right behind her.

"a soup would do. it's quick and easy." edric suggested, stopping in front of the island to watch
emira open some cabinets to find some ingredients she could use for dinner.

"fine. i'll do canned." emira grabbed a canned griffin soup and edric made a disgusted noise as she
knows damn well her twin despises canned food, "i hate canned!" he complained making emira roll
her eyes as she placed the can back in the cabinet and started grabbing some real ingredients to
make soup.

"okay, i'll make one you big baby. go wake up mittens." emira motioned her head for edric to go
and leave her to do the cooking since the incident of edric trying to cook almost blew the manor
down.

edric went on to head for the bottom of the stairs, placed his hand close to the side of his mouth and
yelled: "mittens, dinner's gonna be ready in 10 minutes!"

this awakened both luz and amity, it took a few seconds for them to realise where they were as their
shining eyes were the first thing they saw. "hey." luz muttered, stretching her limbs to make them
pop and she can feel a bit sore down there but she can move at least.

"hey." amity caressed luz's cheeks, watching her lean into the touch with purrs escaping her throat
making the blight smile whenever her lover would purr. it's always a wonder for omegas to do that.

"how are you feeling?" amity asked as she slowly sat up while stretching her own arms after one
hell of a day they made. luz sat as well, "great." she replied, forgetting she's still naked only to
realise it when the covers dropped to reveal her breasts.

"and a little cold, can i borrow some clothes please?" luz asked while pulling the covers up to hide
her breasts again. amity chuckled, she grabbed the neatly folded clothes on the edge of the bed and
handed it to luz for her to swiftly wear it.

the shirt amity gave was intentionally big for luz's body making it seem like she's being consumed
by the shirt rather than wearing it though luz didn't seem to mind as she immediately grew
comfortable with it she sniffed the hell out of it and started putting her own scent on top. all the
while amity was watching her with endearment in her eyes.

as luz is done covering the shirt with her scent, she looked at amity that made her snap back to
reality and look away with a tint of red on her face. softly smiling, "shall we go down?" luz asked,
planning to slip out of the bed but amity grabbed her hand to stop her.

"wait. i want you to wear something." amity snapped her finger, making a collar come on her hand
that has a golden plate with the words engraved of luz belonging to amity and the blight's name in
the front.

luz's cheeks turned red at the sight of it, "if you want, that is." amity reassured as she isn't forcing
luz to wear this even though she wants to see her to wear it all around to make sure everyone gets
the memo luz is rightfully and only hers.

luz vigorously nodded her head and exposed her neck for amity to place the collar on. and she did,
amity felt her heart flutter with her inner alpha howling in pride at the sight of her omega wearing a



pretty collar on her pretty neck that has a pretty mark made by yours truly.

"perfect.

amity leaned in for a sweet kiss that luz happily repaid. pulling away, amity got off the bed and
gently tugged on luz to follow her. "come on, i bet you're hungry." she said as she led them out of
the room, walking down the hallway for the stairs with luz right beside her.

"who's cooking?" luz asked, sniffing the air to smell the dinner whipping up in the kitchen.

"emira mostly if it's just us here." amity replied while they both trot down the stairs, heading over
to the dining table to see edric setting down the plates and utensils for the three of them.

"i thought you cook?" luz asked with a raised brow but amity shook her head "nah. i suck at
cooking." both girls giggled to themselves until they reached the table with edric stopping on his
tracks, surprised to see luz here though that's not what made him stop.

"better get another plate for luz. she's gonna stay for the night here." amity ordered but edric didn't
move, even though he's a beta, he can tell luz reeks of amity and that collar is the shining light of
the obvious. when emira got out of the kitchen with the pot of soup in her hands, she stopped as
well when she saw luz and immediately caught the scent of amity on her.

"uh.. why is luz wearing a collar with your name on it?" emira was the first to ask as she settled the
pot down the mitten in the middle of the table. "and why does she smell like you?" edric added but
amity is not in the mood to entertain questions before she eats something.

"mind your fucking business or i'll shove your heads into the fucking oven." amity snarled with her
intense alpha scent looming over the table that made the two betas look away and luz instinctively
began to purr as she nuzzled up to amity's neck to help her calm her down with her firmly
squeezing her hand.

it helped. amity took a deep breath in and sighed through the nose, she excused herself to get luz
her own plate while the other three took a seat. the dinner was quiet for the most part but the twins
didn't get too comfortable in asking amity or luz about their relationship as they don't want to be
torn apart by their sister.

afraid of her sudden change though luz doesn't seem to care.



Truce

Chapter Summary

alpha luz & alpha boscha x omega amity

requested smut & fluff by @T

the things of the two alphas were suddenly brought to a stop as they perked up when they inhaled a
sweet, familiar scent that filled the house, they looked each other before they hopped off the couch
to rush towards their shared bedroom whilst pushing one another to get there faster until luz
slammed the door open with boscha pulling her back by the shirt.

luz and boscha stopped in their tracks when they saw amity buck naked on their bed, she laid on
her stomach with the sheets that only covered her ass even though it doesn’t need to be when she
lives with these two. the two alphas felt their dongs immediately rise from the sight of their
beautiful omega, amity looked over her shoulder to see her horny alphas ready to devour her as she
pulled her hair tie off to let her short hair look down.

“hey, i kinda need you guys..” amity said as she pulled on the sheets to reveal her plump ass for her
alphas. the blight acts more seductive whenever she's in heat which makes the three of them a
perfect match. luz and boscha were practically drooling but boscha was the first to snap out of her
trance, she yelled; “dibs!!” before shoving luz to the side to quickly hopping onto the bed, she
pulled amity by the legs making her yelp but silenced when she felt a soft pair of lips press against
hers.

amity kissed back, her arms slowly coiling around boscha’s neck as she arches her hips for her
begging pussy to grind against her bulge and boscha returned the gesture by pressing her angry
cock against her throbbing pussy making the blight gasp in bliss through the kiss. while that was
happening, luz just made her way to the side of the bed, feeling dejected as she wanted to call dibs
on amity’s pussy especially now that she’s in heat.

as they pulled away, boscha looked at the despondent human who’s trying to act normal. “how’s it
feel, luz? you always get to her ass and now it’s my turn!” boscha boasted with a shit eating grin
seen on her face and luz fucking hates seeing it but she kept her cool and shot a simple smile as she
can’t reak the rules of dibs. even though her omega’s first pups aren’t gonna hers but it’s fine.

“psh- i’m not gonna fight with you, i wanted her mouth anyways.” luz dismissed but boscha could
see right through it.

“yeah right.”

rolling her eyes, amity turned her attention to the noceda. she grabbed her wrist to pull her down
into a heated kiss as well, one of her hand slipping of boscha’s neck to get a feel of her hard cock
through the fabric. luz groaned in the kiss, feeling amity stroke her and meticulously slipped her
fingers inside to unbuckle her pants to expose her cute underwear that the human is not afraid to



show off. once pulling away, luz loudly groaned as she felt amity smother herself into her crotch to
get a good whiff of her pheromones, luz pushed her in to take more and which amity did before
giving it a single lick.

“you’re extra needy today. i like that.” luz whispered as she caressed amity’s head, meeting her
golden lustful eyes while her hands were getting busy. letting her go, luz looked down to watch
amity completely pull her underwear down for her cock to flop out with her inflated knot just
waiting to be shoved inside her pussy but luz knows that’s not gonna happen. amity grasped her
lover’s cock, gave it a couple of strokes before dragging her tongue on the tip making luz bite her
lip, continued to watch her give her tip some love and took almost half of it into her mouth. rolling
her head back, luz began taking her other clothing off as her hips slowly thrusted.

“fuck..” luz kept a steady pace of thrusting, helping amity’s lips just barely touch her knot.

while amity was giving luz a blowie, boscha took off her clothes as well and spread amity’s legs to
show her dripping pussy under the light. she rubs her cock against her sopping clit, watching her
body tremble from the sensation as more of her pheromones wafted in the air, amity couldn't say
much by having luz in her mouth and boscha took this as a cue to push her whole cock inside.

"oh shit baby.." boscha was caught off guard by how tight amity is. "you're tight as hell!"

the blight rolled her eyes as she felt herself getting stretched wide, this is the first time they did it in
the pussy since they talked about wanting to wait till amity's heat rolled in and luz was looking up
to this day but she may have gotten it too high.

boscha pushed through the tightness until her knot stopped her from going any further. growling,
she firmly gripped amity's thighs to keep them apart before smacking her ass, watching amity's face
contort into pleasure. moaning into luz's cock that brought pleasureable vibrations that made her
shudder.

"you ready to watch amity give birth to my pups first?" boscha glanced over to luz who was
enjoying the blowjob, amity always gives amazing blowjobs but witch knew she wanted the latter.

scoffing, "they're my pups too, you know." luz retorted and boscha playfully rolled her eyes as she
knew the human as too much pride to admit she wanted amity's pussy all to herself than boscha. she
would do the same as well.

"yeah yeah, sure." boscha just dismissed. she started thrusting hard into amity, her whole body
jolting upward from every slam. the three eyed witch watches her lover's breasts rapidly bounce,
alluring her into leaning down to take one of the pink perky nipples in her mouth to suckle on.
boscha groaned, loving the feeling of the blight's tight snatch wrapped around her, if only she could
hear her moan out her name.

one of amity’s hands gripped a handful of boscha’s hair as she slowly fluttered her eyes closed to
indulge in getting spoiled by her alphas. she continued bobbing her head on luz’s cock, her tongue
wildly wrapping around it making luz’s low growl like moans be heard, though she felt luz grab her
hair and started thrusting on her own, reaching deep in her throat and it didn’t trigger the blight’s
reflex after giving both of them a blowie since the start of their relationship.

amity doesn’t mind as she loves pleasing her alphas anyways and getting taken care of like this is
what she wanted.



pulling away with a pop, boscha gave the other one the same treatment until she conquered both
breasts. she looked up at amity’s neck, seeing her and luz’s bite marks on both sides of her neck as
she remembered them matin for the first time. both alphas shared the same mark from their omega
though they didn’t mark each other since boscha was being difficult and just dropped the idea.
beside that, they show off their marks like bling.

boscha averted her eyes from amity and looked at luz who was overindulged in making amity deep
throat her,a smirk came on her lips as she just couldn’t go on a session without messing with luz.
“hey human, bet if amity doesn’t have your dick in her mouth, she’d be screaming my name.” she
taunted which made luz snap out of her wonderland, slowly opening her eyes while suppressing a
growl as she turned her head to meet the three eyed witch’s eyes.

“don’t get your hopes up too much, havenstar.” luz replied as she kept thrusting, trying to get her
focus back to the pleasure but she only heard boscha’s cackle. “because you did?”

luz’s eye twitch, she did her best to keep herself composed and glared straight into boscha’s eyes,
“for your information, amity loves having me inside her mouth and i’m fucking her better than
you’ll ever do!” she retorted, making boscha mockingly laugh, she picked up her speed that almost
turned inhumane while keeping her glare on the human.

“ha! i’ll bet my left sack that she wouldn’t even moan when you got a turn after me!” boscha
sneered and luz isn’t holding back anymore as her anger began to surface, making it apparent on
the suddenly pick of speed and roughness though amity easily got herself accustomed to reach
maximum pleasure while her lovers argue mid sex.

“i’ll gladly make you cock on your balls!”

being together for the past 3 years, luz and boscha still haven't gotten along. they always try to one
up each other and it gets worse when they got to bed, their competitive nature seeped into their
sessions which always resulted into both of them going rough on amity- which she loves but still,
these two need to chill as it stresses amity out sometimes since she only wants these two to reach
some peace or something.

for her sake.

amity whimpered as she squeezed her eyes tight, feeling her climax coming in rapidly. she blocked
out the two arguing as she moaned loudly with a mouthful of cock, rolling her head back as boscha
shoved her knot inside, triggering her to come at the same time as her. both of their cums mixed
with each other, making amity be on her way to create those pups and both tied. luz was the last to
come, her shots of hot cum flew down amity’s throat, she did her best to swallow everything and
not leave a stray seed fall to the bed sheets.

the three of them stayed in that position for a while to calm down from their highs, luz slowly
pulled out of amity’s swollen mouth and wiped the side of her mouth off drool. she caressed her
cheeks to help the omega calm down that almost made luz forget boscha was here before she spoke
up once again.

“that was the best climax i ever had.” boscha groaned as she tried to find a comfortable way to rest
without disturbing their tie and also by not laying on top of amity and crushing her.

“yeah, i bet for your junior.” luz mocked with a dry laugh, boscha snapped her head at the noceda
with a growl rumbling in her throat. “what you say about my-” she was about to snap back but both



alphas shut their mouths when amity was the one that snapped at them.

amity doesn’t wanna hear it anymore and they really need to talk this out rather than arguing like
children. “we need to talk about..” she stopped for a moment to think of the right word she should
use before just going for it.

“your bullshit.”

luz and boscha gulped, they glanced at each other in the corners of their eyes before slowly
nodding.

-----

9 months have passed.

amity gave birth to her first pups, triplets. luz and boscha couldn't take their eyes off their kids like
they became their hyperfixations as they want to make sure they're alright along with their mate.

luz and boscha reached a truce, for now. they have to get along with each other since they have
children to take care of and a mate who is obviously tired of breaking up their bullshits. they one
upping each other for the sake of amity to not get stressed as no good thing happens if an omega is
stressed.

luz was laid on the floor with her daughter sleeping on top of her, sucking nothing but the air as a
spot of drool on her shirt slowly got bigger. she gently pushed a strand of hair to the side and leaned
down just enough to give her a kiss on the head.

she was the first to crawl towards luz than her own mom. that meant something special for her as it
proved the point that she's still luz's kid even if they're not related.

"augh- get off, you little rascal!" luz tilted her head up to see boscha struggling to get the little boy
off her head as they're clinging onto her father tightly while the other one is making their way up
like king would. luz giggled to herself as she watched the commotion with a small smile on her
face.

"amity, get your son off me! they're tearing me apart!" boscha called for amity who's in the kitchen,
still trying to get her kid to get off her but none of her efforts were working making luz laugh.

"serves you right!" she said. boscha snapped the noceda a look, glaring at her and luz knew what's
gonna happen next as a smirk came on her face.

"oh fu-" she was about to say it until amity walked out of the kitchen as she wiped her wet hands.
she looked at boscha for a single second that made the two kids get off their mom and boscha
immediately sealing her lips.

"fudge! i forgot the fudge in the oven!" boscha quickly pulled back what she was just about to say
with an awkward smile cracking on her face.

raising a brow, amity made alot of rules that her alphas may find it hard to follow especially for
boscha who has a well known sailor mouth. "right. go get it before it burns." she said as she
motioned her head for the witch to check her 'fudge' and boscha followed.



luz snickered as she has been loving this new lifestyle, if it means seeing boscha getting tortured
for not cursing for 5 seconds. "ah, she's so stupid." she muttered, wiping a small tear off the corner
of her eyes while amity took a seat down the couch.

glancing down at the human alpha with her daughter happily laying on her chest, it couldn't help
but bring a smile on amity's face. "so are you." she said making luz let out a fake offended gasp.

"you're bad." luz said as if she's really offended. slowly standing up, luz carried her daughter in her
arms while being careful not to wake her as she headed for the couch to sit beside amity.

softly giggling, amity leaned in for a quick peck on the lips and nuzzled her head up in luz's neck as
she whispered; "and i love you."

"i love you too." luz replied as she nuzzled onto her lover to return the favor.

"what about me?" boscha appeared on amity's left after she checked on her 'fudge', the kids started
climbing her again but she didn't pay attention to it. "i mean, i'm the one who knocked yo-" boscha
wheezed when amity elbowed her, preventing that sentence from ever finishing while luz was
trying to contain her laughter.

"i love you." amity, then, placed a kiss on the lips to amend it.

"i love you too, hun."



Stay Away From The Surface

Chapter Summary
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“catch me if you can!” a little mermaid swam fluidly across the open waters, her brown scales
shimmering gold under the sunlight refracting from the surface above. luz stopped, the fins on the
sides of her face were transparent, waved along with her flowy curly hair, she watched one of her
best friends swiftly swim towards her.

amity blight, her tail has the same color as her hair though it has a few auburn spots along with her
fins on the sides that were also transparent that made her look like she’s wearing a flowy dress.
unfortunate for her that luz spends alot of traveling and she’s kind of an expert in avoiding things as
amity tries to get a hold of her since they’re playing tag.

“not fair!” amity complained and luz threw her a raspberry. the blight pouted though it was quickly
dropped to be replaced by a smirk,opening her eyes, luz saw the smirk which made her confused
“what are you smiling at?” she asked but amity just giggled with mischief as she slowly backed up.
luz was just about to turn around, she yelped when a pair of arms were wrapped around her along
with weight getting pressed on her back that almost pushed her down.

“don’t tell me you forgot about lil ol’ me!” a familiar voice said behind her and luz swiftly looked
over her shoulder, her eyes brightened up when she saw boscha. boscha is a mix of a shark and a
mermaid so her tail is more smoother than the other two and has a growing fin on the back. It looks
like a bump now but boscha knows it’ll grow big just like her dad’s and hoped to also have the
same scar since it looked cool in a kid’s eye.

“boscha! it’s so good to see you again!” luz turned her whole body around to return the hug after
not seeing her best friend for 2 weeks, boscha giggled and didn’t hesitate to hug back as she did
miss this dork after accidentally tearing a historical ship apart. she thought it’s just another sunken
ship like the others and turns out, the king deemed the sunken vessel as his and having a shark kid
just tear it apart didn’t sit well for him, so did her father.

“did you find someone cool in the deep?” amity asked after the two pulled away and boscha didn’t
forget to give the blight a hug as well. “yeah, did you?!” luz added with her eyes glittered with
curiosity since she only heard stories about the deep but have never gone there and she wants to,
yet the thought of the never ending darkness scares her.

“okay okay, calm down my loyal fans. I’ll tell you all the weird shit i’ve seen but first,” boscha
raised both of her hands for the two to step away from her, there was a few seconds of silence
between them as she looked at amity and luz back and forth before booping luz’s nose, saying “tag!
you’re it!!” she quickly swam out of there, laughing along with amity who’s trying to catch up with
boscha so they’ll be both out of reach from luz.



blinking, luz just realised what happened and a grin climbed on her lips and looked at the direction
the two had gone, who's a good distance from but not enough to tire her. “hey, wait up!!”

while the three kids are playing, the adults are on the side keeping an eye on them. camila got back
from her expedition from the arctic ocean to retrieve someone with luz as she doesn’t have anyone
to look after her daughter and she certainly doesn’t wanna add up to alador’s responsibilities of
taking care of 3 kids. alador blight, he divorced his wife odalia after an epiphany and has taken full
custody of his 3 children. he’s trying his best to raise them the best he can and when he met camila
after luz befriended amity, he always sought advice from the noceda of how to take care wild
children.

“how you doing, camila. alador.” the two turned their heads to see boscha’s father, ermes stop
beside camila and looked out to see his kid roughhousing with amity and always latching onto luz
for a hug. “i’m doing good, ermes. glad to know boscha is out of the midnight zone.” camila
replied, she recently caught wind of what happened and kinda felt irked that a child this young is
being punished this way.

“i still can’t believe you sent your child to the midnight zone and even considered bringing her
down to the abyss.” alador added as he looked at ermes in the corner of his eye, ermes stared at him
back with the shark’s stare narrowing before the blight returned his attention back to his daughter
carrying luz, looking like she’s struggling a little to keep holding luz up until she was snatched by
boscha.

humming to himself, alador started rubbing his chin as he watched the three. he always found it
interesting how differently amity and boscha act around luz like they’re trying to impress her.

“hey, that’s how my nana did when i saw misbehaving and my kid should learn after what
happened.” ermes replied though it’s still not enough to convince the two,

“i agree with alador for once.” alador perked up when he heard that, his face heated up for a split
second before replaying what camila just said. “maybe you should tone it down a bit, boscha is still
5 and try other ways of pointing out her mistakes than making her swim down to the midnight
zone.” the kind woman advised as she placed her hand on ermes’ shoulder while she had a gentle
smile on. ermes pursed his lips when he saw it, he looked away as his face began to heat up and
cleared his throat to push the weird things down.

“i guess you’re right, cami.” ermes appreciated the advice.

“also what do you mean you agreed with me for once?” alador piped in making camila awkwardly
laugh.

meanwhile, luz slowed down from the roughhouse making boscha and amity go at it again as she
glanced up to the gentle waving surface with the sun beaming up above. luz wanted to go down to
the deep and meet many unearthly creatures she has never seen before but the first thing she wants
to do first is to see what’s up on the surface. what’s waiting for her above and all of these questions
only fueled the noceda to start swimming up towards the surface like she’s in a trance. her hand
extended out for her to get the first feel of the surface but she was pulled down by the two.

“what are you doing? we can’t go up there.” amity said with worry in her tone, she gave the surface
a single bad glance as she doesn’t like the thought of something bad that might happen to luz the
moment her hand was out and above.



scoffing, boscha waved her hand in dismiss “what do you mean? we definitely could," she said as
she swam towards the surface with the top of her head grazing the surface in a miniscule scale and
was just teasing to come up.

"my uncle told me he even got to land and scored a human!” boscha added with a grin across her
face, recalling the wild story from her uncle before her ears were covered by her father who scolded
her uncle.

rolling her eyes, amity doesn't believe it. “i doubt that.”

“yeah? watch this!” boscha looked around for a second before swimming away from the surface,
going down far before wiggling her tail as hard as she can and propelled herself up into the air that
made the water on her body fall or dry off making her scales retract to reveal a slight tanned skin,
her jaws turned into normal teeth and her entire tail shifted into normal human legs once boscha
dropped on the nearby barnacle rock.

“tada! humans are so ugly, right?”

luz and amity's mouths dropped at the sight of boscha's human form, they thought only sea
monsters from the distant sea could do that.

"that's so cool!!" luz exclaimed, she rushed towards the rock and popped her head up but her face
didn't become bare.

"why is this working?" luz asked, confused as she looked up at boscha for answers but she just
giggled, "because you're still in the water." she replied and pulled luz up into the rock next to her.
boscha began wiping luz's face off of water to make her transformation start, it's like a weird
tingling sensation coming from the bottom and slowly rising to the top, it made her shudder which
made the process become instantaneous.

boscha whistled at luz's human form, her complexion was dark and the sun complimented it along
with her hazel eyes staring back at the shark's lavender ones.

“worse than ugly. i didn't know we could do this." the two turned their heads back down to amity
who's still hesitant in poking her head out of the surface as neither of them have been to this point
before- well, she doesn't know about boscha but she knows luz hasn't been on the surface before.

"neither did i." boscha started as she dipped her hands down to grab amity by the arms, "what are
you-" the little blight yelped when she saw suddenly brought up into the surface and down beside
boscha. all of the water on amity's body slid off and started her transformation into a human.

"until i tested it out myself. the breathing human air smells weird, doesn't it?" boscha asked as she
took a deep breath in and sighed while coughing in the process. slowly nodding, "and i feel naked."
amity muttered, looking down at her tail- what used to her tail that's now a pair of legs that she tried
to wiggle it like she would for a tail but it's not the same.

it felt unnatural.

"how do we use these?" luz asked the thoughts in amity's head. but boscha shrugged as she didn't
try 'walking', that's what the humans would call it right?



"uh.. i guess we have to.." boscha gripped onto the rock as she shakily pulled her weight up despite
feeling her legs being practically jelly, she planted her foot onto the barnacle rock even though it
hurts and completely stood up right.

"i did it!" boscha spoke too soon as she lost her balance and fell into the water to reverted back into
her original form. boscha resurfaced, she looked at the two before bursting into laughter, soon
enough luz and amity tried to stand like they're toddlers again.

while the three are enjoying their small time in the surface, blissfully oblivious of what's coming,
the parents realised their kids are gone and they quickly swam towards where they were last seen.
they frantically looked around for their kids in the wide ocean until camila looked up, much to her
horror, saw luz up in the rock wobbly walking with amity losing her balance like boscha and
dropped back into the water.

she's the only one left.

"mija, what are you doing up there?!" camila asked as she swiftly went for the rock but was
hesitant to get a single finger up into the surface.

"i'm learning how to walk, mami!" luz replied, a happy smile was seen on her face as she's slowly
getting a hang of this 'walking' thing. not knowing the true dangers that kept coming closer and
closer, it was silent and they didn't notice it.

yet.

"boscha, get down from there!" ermes ordered as he beckoned for boscha to come down but she
just rolled her eyes, not seeing the reason why the adults are so worked up about them being in the
surface. there's nothing out here.

"geez, old man. why do you always have to tell me what to do?" boscha groaned and ignore her
father's commands.

"FIRE!!!"

suddenly, amity was engulfed by a strong pair of arms as they rolled to the side. snapping open her
eyes, she immediately saw her father's auburn hair but she didn't see his face. "papa?" amity softly
called as she gently pushed him off, then he said something that'll forever be ingrained into amity's
brain.

"it's okay, amity. you're safe."

as alador slowly pulled away from the embrace, amity's eyes widened when she saw a harpoon
pierced deep into her father's chest. his blood tainting the waters as he spat out more before he was
roughly pulled away from his daughter.

"PAPA!!!"

everything suddenly started ringing, luz looked over her shoulder to see a big wooden vessel that
she heard it's called a ship as she saw many humans on board, lifting alador's body up with ropes
and another harpoon was loaded up in the cannon by the other half of the human crew- aimed it
towards luz.



she doesn't know what to do. she became paralyzed when she saw alador's dangling body that's just
being carried like dead weight.

then, the cannon fired.

it like the harpoon was traveling at a slow motion, luz doesn't know how to use her legs so she can't
evade it efficiently. then, someone pushed luz back into the water, she snapped back to reality and
looked up to the rock of who saved her only to regret it.

luz saw ermes be impaled by the harpoon on the side, he tried to take it out and free himself but the
humans began pulling him up to the ship, hauling him in while he struggled to get out "kid, listen to
me for once and run!!" ermes said to his daughter before someone aimed a double barrel and a
booming sound made luz flinch as she watched ermes die right in front of her eyes.

"dad.." that's all boscha could muster as this was all happen too fast and too much for her to handle.

camila swiftly grabbed the two kids near her and swam as fast as she can towards luz, keeping all
three of them close to her as she swam deep and far away from the murderous humans.

they thought it was safe now since the noise of gunshots and booms from above was muffled but
something made camila stop, her once tight grip slowly loosened enough for the three to get out of
her embrace.

"mami?" luz peered down to see her mother's face but the first thing was blood. "no.." she cupped
camila's face to make her look into her eyes, hoping for signs of life but she saw nothing but dull,
lifeless eyes of her dead mother all because of a stray bullet from a greedy man.

camila began to float up. going out of luz's reach.

"no! no no, please don't leave me!" luz tried to swim up to catch her mother as she doesn't want
those humans to capture her as well but luz was held back by amity who was trying her best not to
break down while boscha's expression was undecipherable.

"we have to go." she whispered as she pulled onto luz to follow suit but she still struggle. luz can't
handle in watching camila reach the surface with rains of blood tainting the ocean as the sun was
still shining down on them but it was nearing dusk, the sky changed to red from this massacre. they
can hear humans cheering for their win as the ring up camila as well, hauling her on board along
with the rest, the kids don't know why did this. what was the reason for this unnecessary killing that
really had to take from the ones who only had so little left.

all of them are gone.

"MAMI!!!"

-----

17 years passed since that fateful day and the three rather not remember. they moved out their old
town, traveled far and wide across the many oceans just to find the right place to settle until they
found the boiling isles.

a bustling city resting next to the ring of fire, despite the dangers, alot of merpeople still lived in it
along with creatures the three has never seen before from their old home like they came straight out



of hell but were nice.

since the place is in the line between the twilight and midnight zone. no humans have seen this
oceanic city with their dated technologies so it's a perfect place to stay until one of the volcanoes
decides to erupt.

that's better than in the hands of a fucking human.

luz, boscha and amity swore to themselves that they'll never go to the surface ever again. the two
became overprotective on luz as they don't want to go through another loss. they got their own little
house on the outskirts of the city despite the annoying neighbor a few swims away, everything was
looking up for the three of them.

"ah damn, we're out of kelp." amity sighed as she closed the empty stone drawer. she was just about
to finish cooking dinner for her lovers with boscha's help to speed things up and kelp was the last
thing it needs.

"we're literally surrounded by kelp and even have a farm of it. how can we run out of kelp?" boscha
said as she pointed out of the window for amity to see the small well taken farm of kelp- more like
an empty space since there's nothing to look at.

amity scoffed, "maybe if someone would just stop eating like a sea cow then we wouldn't have such
a crisis." she sneered making boscha let out a fake offended gasp, she dropped the knife and turned
to face the blight with her arms crossed.

this also caught another mermaid's attention, in the living room, luz averted her gaze from king
who she befriended when they moved to the boiling isles along with eda. she saw her two lovers
about to go at each other like usual and she would always be the one to break it up.

"what're you trying to say, blight?" boscha asked with her brow raising. amity opened her mouth,
about to retort what's on her mind but luz quickly got in between them to make them stop.

"guys, calm down. i'll just make a quick run to the market to get some." luz suggested though the
two seemed hesitant about it as they looked at each other in the corners of their eyes.

"you sure? we can just snatch some from that bitch." boscha said as she pointed at their annoying
neighbor who has a tall farm of seaweed and kelp but luz shook her head.

"yeah, besides, i was just about to bring king back to eda." luz said, she swam over to king to carry
him like a little baby that he is as she slowly backed up towards the open entrance and exit of their
house while she kept an eye contact on her lovers.

"i'll get the kelp, ames! i'll be quick, i promise! bye!" and with that, luz got out of the house without
letting the two have the last word. luz made her way to bonesborough, waving at a few familiar
faces and slowed down when she's close to the night market.

"you can do me off here, luz." king said as he slipped out of the mermaid's arms, "i'll see you later!"
he waved at his best friend goodbye while swimming his way towards his house that's a few miles
out of town.

"bye king!" luz continued to head for the market and get that kelp as she's pretty hungry but she
couldn't help but admire the many lights making the place more beautiful. bonesborough felt like



another place when the sun sets and everyone would glow for easy travel and they wouldn't bump
into each other.

even luz's tail and scales on her face would glow under the moonlight.

looking up, luz slowed down once again as she saw the wavering moon from the waves above. she
knew well not to swim up to the surface no matter what the consequences as all three of them
learned from that day but despite the risk, luz always sees the bright side in things.

luz turned her gaze down, looked around to check if someone was following or looking in her way
before she started swimming up towards the surface. even her tail was hesitant but she pushed
herself until it was within her reach.

"just a little peek wouldn't hurt." luz muttered to her as she raised her hand up towards the surface,
her finger extending out for it to be the first to get a taste. just when the very tip of her finger was
about to touch it, she was suddenly pulled down making a light ripple on the surface and was
swiftly dragged back down to bonesborough by someone.

turning around, luz's eyes widened as she realised who it was "b- boscha?" her lover didn't look at
her and luz instantly knows she's in trouble when boscha isn't looking at her. boscha kept speeding
through the town until they came back to the house.

"guess who i found sneaking up to the surface." boscha pushed luz in front of her.

amity was waiting for the two to return after boscha said she'll check up on luz. a frown
immediately formed on her face when she heard what boscha said, her arms were crossed again as
she stared right into the guilty noceda's eyes.

"luz."

luz lets out an awkward laugh and she gave a feeble wave, "hehe.. hi, amity." amity sighed deeply
with her fingers pinching the bridge of her nose as she slowly swam towards luz who was
cowering, not wanting to see the disappointment in the blight's eyes despite having none.

"i thought we agreed on not going to the surface but as usual, you disobeyed." amity said, her tone
was normal with a hint of assertiveness. luz rubbed her arm, she tried to think of an excuse as she
slowly met amity's golden eyes burning through her soul.

"look, i just on my way to get some kelp and this um.. wooden thing passed overhead." luz
reasoned, she stared at amity in hopes she bought it, of course, she didn't.

"a likely story."

"what should we do, amity? what should we try next for her to understand the words 'stay away'?"
boscha said as she leaned closer to luz, whispering the last words into her ear making her shudder. a
pair of arms slowly wrapped around the noceda's waist as boscha pressed her body against luz.

humming, amity drew closer to luz with their space just barely there, she firmly grasped her cheeks
with her other hand slowly tracing her slit making luz shudder and tried to pull away as she's
sensitive down there but luz has nowhere to go.



a smirk came on amity's lips as she could feel it revealing itself by her touch alone. "i think we
should do it. now." she said and this made boscha smirk as well.

"ooh, i see." luz felt something hard begin to form behind her as her eyes watched amity’s pink
cock unsheath, it has a slick form and quite thick as well and in the matter of seconds, it’s already
in it’s full form along with boscha’s. gulping hard, luz knew what’s in store for her but this is also
the time when both of them wear some protection but amity just drew closer with her dick only
mere inches away from her pussy.

"w- wait! you're going raw?" luz asked as she finally figured it out. she likes the idea but is a little
scared about having a family so soon.

"what's it look like? you need to be punished. what if we lost you to the humans as well? what
then?" boscha said, her tone becoming melancholy for a moment. she rested her chin on luz’s
shoulder as she looked into luz’s eyes, hinting the growing lust inside while slowly grinding her
own cock against her.

“but.. i’m not sure about having a family yet..” luz muttered out her doubts as she looked down to
the ground, amity and boscha looked at each other before softly sighing. boscha leaned in to give
luz a kiss on the cheek to lighten her up and whispered; “don’t worry, we’ll never leave you, lulu.
no matter what.” reassuring the noceda, luz softly smiled when she heard that old nickname again.

amity gave luz a kiss on the forehead to make her look up to her once again, "so be a good girl for
us now and we'll make sure you're stuffed." she said with a devilish grin, luz’s face lit up in red as
she felt her own libido rising along with her lovers and they could see it.

“wanna go first?” amity asked as she stepped back for boscha to take the spotlight and boscha
gladly did so, she was to get in front of luz and pull her in by the hips.

 

“how courteous of you, blight.” boscha liked her lips, leaning closer to luz as she licked her neck
making a shaky sigh escape her lips. she nibbled her flesh, her hands roamed around her perfect
body and pulled up her bra to expose her breast to rough grope it, loving the whines and whimpers
coming out of luz’s throat. luz roped her arms around her lover while she felt her cock rub against
her slit, “you’re mine now.”

Then, boscha pushed her entire cock inside luz making her roll her head back and tightened her
grip around her neck as she started thrusting roughly. “boscha- aahh!” luz’s moans are a siren’s
song in both mermaid’s ears, boscha keeping a firm grip on her waist as she slams her hips hard
against her, her cock reaching deep into luz’s wet, smooth yet tight pussy that’s lovingly wrapping
around her.

“oh fuck yes.” boscha groaned, she buried her face in luz’s neck, nipping her flesh to leave hickeys
and small open wounds that’s the size of a needle for a small amount of blood to come out,
immediately be inhaled by boscha. the scent of fresh blood enticed her, made her hungry to want
more but boscha knew self control. bubbles appeared around them from the quick movements, luz’s
head was tilted up with her eyes closed to indulge in the pleasure rippling throughout her body as
uncontrollable moans filled their house.

amity was on the side, watching her two lovers fuck as she stroked herself, biting her lips to not
come so soon and waste her seeds when she wants luz to take it all.



“baba..” luz accidentally moaned out boscha’s childhood nickname that made her stop for a
moment and look into the noceda’s eyes, her cheeks tinting red as she hasn’t heard that in a long
time. “what did you say?” boscha asked, wanting to hear it again but luz shook her head and hid her
face in her lover’s shoulder.

“say it again.” boscha repeated as she cupped luz’s cheeks to make her look at her once again, her
intense lavender eyes stared deep into her hazel ones but luz kept her mouth shut. boscha can’t have
that. she pulled her cock out, making luz think boscha stopped just by not saying her nickname but
before she could complain, boscha slammed her hips hard onto luz with her cock hitting that one
spot.

“aaahh!! b- baba!” luz screamed in ecstasy much to boscha’s amusement.

“that’s it, baby. keep calling me that.” boscha growled before pulling luz into a rough kiss that she
didn’t hesitate to reciprocate, the shark’s long tongue shoved itself inside of her wet cavern,
claiming every cervice she had as both of their tongues danced erratically until boscha was the
winner. once they ran out of air, both pulled away with heavy breaths and stared deep into each
other’s eyes for a while, seeing the lust and love in their hues until luz was the first to avert her
gaze as she rolled her back from the feeling of her climax coming closer.

“boscha!”

luz hard on the first round, her walls tightly squeezed around boscha’s cock that triggered her to
come as well, releasing her warm seeds inside luz for her own cum to mix along and ferment her.
shuddering from the warmth filling her up to the brim and this is only the first round, she still has
amity to please.

once they’re down from their high rides, boscha slowly pulls out of luz without worrying about her
seed escaping as neither wants a stray seed to impregnate a random fish, now do they? “feel good,
lulu?” boscha asked, she caressed luz’s cheeks while holding on her waist to not stray away as luz
looked like she’s still in heaven before slowly descending back down to reality and slowly nodded
in response.

“y- yeah..”

“still wanna take amity on? she’ll be really sad if you pass out now.” boscha said with a soft cackle
as she looked over to amity who was on the brink of coming as well.

scoffing, amity swam over to luz as she pushed boscha to the side. “you were too hard on her, no
wonder she’s drifting.” she gently cupped luz’s face, having a spaced out expression while boscha
was snickering to herself, not really regretting anything.

“no, i can still take you. i’m alright.” luz said, making amity relieved she got back to the ground.
“atta girl.” amity gave a tender kiss that luz was happy to repay while she felt her slowly aligned
herself into her used snatch before slowly pushing herself in. amity was more gentle than boscha
but the blight knows when to become rough for luz’s liking.

luz whimpered at the feeling of her walls getting stretched once again to accommodate the blight’s
cock, she wrapped her arms around her neck just like she did on boscha and was given the time to
adjust before amity started thrusting slowly for the poor noceda to adjust after that rough first
round.



“oh i can never get tired of this.” amity groaned as she kept at a steady pace before gradually
picking it up after hearing luz’s moans becoming vivid until she went full on thrusting into her wet
snatch. luz pulled onto amity for an embrace, her moans going directly into the blight’s ears making
her cheeks light up in red. amity can hear boscha snickering behind her, she smacks the end of her
tail at boscha’s face to shut her up as her lover’s moans are the only thing she wants to hear.

“ami.. faster.” luz whispered and amity didn’t hesitate to obey. she picked up her speed once again,
luz rolled her head back before burying her face into amity’s neck to try and muffle herself as she’s
already been too loud but amity doesn’t like luz holding her moans in. “come on, you know i don’t
like that.” she gently pulled luz’s head off her neck to let her moans be heard by the neighbor, the
boiling isles if she had to as long as they know luz is theirs.

“amity!” luz trembled as she’s extra sensitive when she came the first time. her snatched tightly
squeezed around amity’s cock making it hard for her to hold in her worked up climax until it was
too late.

“fuck!!!” bubbles escaped the sides of amity’s mouth as she plunged her cock deep into luz’s pussy,
hitting her g spot precisely that triggered luz to scream in euphoria once again as she came for the
final time. amity followed suit, with the new set of eggs to ferment, her shots of hot cum filled
inside her

they made due on filling her up to the brim.

as amity emptied out, she slowly pulled out of luz’s well used pussy, she watched her pussy lips
quiver for a few seconds before it slowly sheathed back to keep all of the seeds inside along the
other two’s cocks. luz had to blink multiple times to keep herself from pacing out as she glanced
down on her flat stomach that’ll soon turn big with their children. just the thought of it made the
noceda smile.

then, luz felt amiy grab her wrist and started pulling her towards the kitchen with boscha following
beside them. “come on, it’s still dinner time.”

the kelp would’ve added more flavor but luz can’t complain when she got knocked up by the two
mermaids she loves.



Love Tunnel

Chapter Summary

instead of going apeshit, luz does something to amity in the love tunnel

requested by @Cidadell

“oh no..” as the lights were opened with a cheesy love song playing overhead, revealing the pinks
and purples of the place shined. mechanical stuffed toys having their hands or signs of love and
hearts having some cheesy writing on them, even the boat next to the docks is painted in pink,
given a glossy shine of hooty’s face.

luz’s worst nightmare. the love tunnel.

“amity’s gonna think i’m such a loser.” luz muttered under her breath as a grimace look came on
her face. this was supposed to happen, this was never supposed to happen and she knew damn well
this was all hooty’s idea but she’s kinda curious how he got this done so fast if she wasn’t so angry.
this could foil everything as this is cheesy- too cheesy for someone like amity blight.

“what is this?” amity asked as she got beside luz, confused why they’re here or how did this even
consider it as a basement. luz makes a panic noise that’s quiet enough for amity not to here, their
answers didn’t have time to be answered as the love boat hooty grabbed the both of them making
them yelp and was dropped into the seats as the boat began moving for the two to see the rest of the
love tunnel.

taking a deep breath in, “hooty!” luz yelled for the damn owl tube to stop this ride but her voice
only echoed through the long stretch of the tunnel. she sat down, peering her head to see if this
tunnel is just a few yards but she can barely see the other dock on the other end so she had to
endure this cheesy shit with amity probably hating this already. already hating her.

meanwhile, amity was a bit weirded out of this but when she turned her head to the side to see a
two mechanical animals holding up a sign saying; ’i think you’re smart, cool and classy”. she
looked away for a moment, realising something as she returned her gaze back at the passing sign as
her cheeks blew up in red with a small smile coming on her face that she just might have hope of
luz liking her back. amity proceeded to comb the sides of her hair, fixing it as she started to like this
love tunnel thing.

“god, i’m gonna be made fun of again..” luz muttered under her breath with her hands covering her
face as she didn't wanna see those cheesy pick up lines and quotes that just made her want to die.

“did you, um- did you say something?” amity asked, turning her head to face luz who lowered her
hands to meet the blight’s golden eyes but her gaze was taken away from amity when she saw a
quote; amity bee- mine! with a literal bee holding it up but instead of pouncing on it and tearing it
down but luz herself, composed her thoughts as she doesn’t wanna make herself look like a fool
than she already is.



what’s the best way to dilute a cheesy situation? make it spicy.

“no..” luz muttered as an answer to amity’s question. taking a deep breath in, luz scooched closer to
amity so that their space was nonexistent and this made the blight’s blush become worse. “wh-
what are you doing?” amity asked, she tried to move away from luz but there was simply no space
left for her to go anywhere if she considered jumping overboard.

“since this tunnel is pretty long, why don’t we make use of it, especially now that we’re alone.” luz
said with her voice lowering into something amity hadn't heard before she found it attractive. “what
do you suggest?” amity asked but it was a mistake as her breathing hitched when luz got on top of
her lap, her vision began to blur and her heartbeat was erratic that made her think she’s gonna
combust at any second.

“i was supposed to make this perfect for you because no one likes this kind of thing, especially the
cool amity blight.” luz said as she trailed her fingers along amity’s shoulders, bringing herself
closer to her body with their crotches basically pressed against each other. she can feel something
poking her though she ignored it for now.

amity’s eyes shimmered when she heard those words, fueling her thought that luz might reciprocate
the same feelings and the kiss was not for nought that she just clowned herself.“i- i’m not as cool as
you think..” she sheepishly replied with her eyes looking the other way. amity felt content that luz
would go out of her way to make this even though it was all hooty but still,

she’s happy that she got the girl.

returning her gaze back to the noceda, she leaned closer to her face as she got a good whiff of the
perfume or something luz always has on her that she hated from the beginning but grew to love it
soon enough. she stared up into their beautiful hazel eyes that she always loved seeing and getting
lost on as she whispered; “and does it really have to be perfect?”

luz can feel something was pulling her closer to amity, her eyes landing on those red, plump lips
that she always dreamt, wondering how it’ll taste or feel against her lips but she doesn’t have to
wait any longer to find out. “i guess not.”

their faces slowly came closer to each other, both wanting the same thing as it’s only mere inches
away from them. luz slowly fluttered her eyes shut as she lets her body take control as both girls’
lips finally met and a sweet celebration erupted within. colorful fireworks blew up overhead along
with flowers getting tossed by the animatronics but it was ignored as the two indulged themselves
in the kiss.

amity slowly placed her hands on luz’s hips as she tilted her head to the side. luz gripped onto the
blight’s shoulders, while being engulfed in the kiss, she finally understood the thing that was
poking her and it excited her. once they pulled away, luz leaned closer to amity’s pointed ear to
whisper “someone’s an excited blight.”

amity pursed her lips, realising what that meant and she wanted to hide it but there’s no use for that
when luz is literally sitting atop of it. “sorry.. this is really awkward..” amity muttered as she turned
her head to face the other way to hide her red face instead, luz giggled and waved her hand in this
dismiss. she glanced down to see amity’s hard on pressing against her crotch, she wiggled herself
out of curiosity making amity groan but she was quick to clasp her mouth.



it caught both of them off guard, amity was severely embarrassed while a devious plan was
brewing inside luz’s head.

“did you like that, ami?” luz asked in a husky tone, her hips slowly wiggling, grinding on the blight
but not as strong like before and it made a whimper escape amity’s throat. “want me to give you
more?” the noceda continued to ask amity to say it, torturing her in the process by grabbing one of
her hands and pressed it against her chest to make her feel her developing breasts.

amity basically ascended.

 

“all you have to do is say the word and i’ll follow you like an obedient human that i am.” luz was
internally and externally grinning that amity was struggling to keep composure, she could feel her
hand gently squeezing her breast though she was still holding back. luz nibbled the tip of the
witch's ear, making her shudder and tried to pull away yet at the same time, didn't.

luz doesn’t know how far they’ve gone in the love tunnel, the first song that played upon entering
was switched to a new one and the many hearts, animatronics were still there.

giving in, amity uttered the words luz wanted to hear “m- more, please.”

“te quiero.” luz withdrew to see amity’s cute red face, her golden eyes now mirroring the same lust
she’s feeling. she placed a kiss on the cheek before slowly slithering down in between amity’s legs,
spreading them apart for her to get a full view of her of the monstrous bulge threatening to rip
through her red leggings. luz whistled but she could admire it more if the leggings were down.

“w- wait, what are you doing?” amity asked with panic in her tone as she felt luz’s fingers seep into
the garter of her leggings.

“giving you what you asked. i was only supposed to give you a hand but since you said please, i’ll
give you a blow.” luz replied in such a nonchalant tone that it kinda scared amity.

“have you done this before?” she asked as she watched luz pull her leggings down along with her
boxers to let her cock be out in the open air, twitching from the first contact of cold air. luz’s mouth
became agar at the sight of the actual size, she completely underestimated it, she stared at the
leaking tip as the precum slowly trickled down the sides of her cock with bulging veins seen all
around.

“nope.”

luz grasped amity’s thick cock, feeling it throb in her touch and she slightly bent it that made amity
wince so she stopped testing it for flexibility as she began pumping her now lover’s cock in a slow
manner to watch what her reaction would be and it was nothing less of blissful. pleasure littered her
expression, leaning back, amity turned her gaze down to see luz on her knees in between her legs
and stroking her cock.

this couldn’t get any better than this.

“oh luz..” amity lowly moaned as she fluttered her eyes closed. “yeah, just sit back and relax,
amity. i’ll take care of you.” luz said in a comforting manner, she leaned closer to the witch’s cock
and ran her tongue along its rigid structure.



amity loudly moaned out of surprise as she rolled her head back before looking down once again to
see luz licking it up like a candy, softly kissing the dripping tip as her hand continued to rub the
lower part and her empty hand squeezing her balls.

"oh dear titan.."

luz looked up at amity, meeting her eyes before taking her licking a step further and took a portion
inside her mouth that made the poor witch couldn't hold in her moan of euphoria even though she
tried to muffle herself. she gripped the edges of the seat as she felt luz's swift tongue roaming
around her meat, mostly playing with her tip.

"luz.. take it easy, please.." amity whined but luz hummed with her cock still inside her mouth, the
vibration also brought pleasure as a weird tingle surged through her body and as a response, luz
began bobbing her head.

"s- shit!" amity instinctively gripped a handful of luz's curly locks though she didn't push her down
to take more as she doesn't wanna hurt the noceda. luz was enjoying the sight of amity's disheveled
look, becoming a wreck by her first blowjob from her first girlfriend.

it felt like heaven.

"oh titan.. it feels amazing.." amity groaned, her unoccupied hand pulled her shirt up to expose her
pale torso as she started groping her own breasts while giving in, letting luz quench her
overwhelming desire. after all, they're still hormonal teenagers.

pulling away, this snapped amity back to reality and looked down to luz, about ask why she stopped
but she beat her to it by asking; "you've thought me, haven't you?"

it was a peculiar question and which amity wasn't expecting to be asked, "w- what?"

"did you jerk off while thinking of me, am i wrong?" luz clarified her question as she slowly rubbed
amity to keep her cock entertained, giving it kitten licks to make amity answer faster as she was
certainly having second thoughts to say yes or no.

but guessing for the silence, luz tilts her head with a smirk etching along her lips, "or am i right?"

"i'll take it as a yes."

"what was i doing in those fantasies?" luz moved to another question, taking the tip back in but not
fully as she waited for amity to answer.

"uh.." amity had several fantasies that made her sheets unwashable and she didn't know what she
should choose or is this even legal to share.

"come on, spit it out, mi amor." luz pushed and amity just gave in as what does she have to lose in
sharing her sex fantasies to her lover. that's normal, right?

"i- i turned you over the table and fucked you hard, not caring if you're in pain or not because i just
wanna fuck you good and knock you up." amity told her first fantasy with her cheeks turning red in
embarrassment.

the image of her slamming luz onto the table face first, ripping her lowering clothing apart and
shoving her cock inside her snatch to begin fucking her without regard of the human being



comfortable in the position as she just wants to make her hers. fill her stomach with their hybrid
babies to start a family as that's all amity wanted.

gulping, another scenario presented itself in amity's head pertaining to the current situation she's in.
"i want to hold your hair and bring you down to my dick," amity tightened her grip on luz's hair,
slowly brought her down to take her cock back inside her mouth until it reached luz's limit.

through all of this, luz didn't complain as she took it in like a champ since she is experiencing one
of her lover's sex fantasies and hoped the first one happens to her soon.

"make you suck me off completely while i thrust into your mouth until i come.." then, amity started
thrusting though in a steady pace for luz not to choke on having too much cock. she watched her
rod disappear and reappear out of luz's mouth, engulfed by a warm, sloppy cavern just like how she
imagined it.

"yeah.. just like this."

amity kept thrusting on luz's mouth, breathy moans and groans were heard utter from her lips. her
thumbs wiped the corners of her eyes off of tears as she caressed her cheeks to help her be at ease
while taking this much meat.

"you look really cute like this." amity chuckled as she pinched luz's cheek before returning her
attention in fucking her mouth.

amity kept thrusting while being mindful not to hurt the noceda until a few minutes had passed and
she could feel a familiar knot resurfacing and coming in faster than using her own hand. probably
cause she has luz sucking her off, don't know.

"luz!!!"

amity couldn't hold herself anymore as she came inside luz's mouth, letting all of the load she kept
wasting on her sheets come into use, finally. luz caught off guard but she lets it happen, drinking all
of the cum like it's some good juice till amity has emptied out.

amity spaced out for a few seconds before blinking back to reality and carefully pulled her
sheathing cock out of luz, worry was the first thing that sets in. "oh gosh, i'm so sorry, luz. are you
okay?" she asked as she knelt down in front of luz, she softly cupping her cheeks as she wiped the
sides of her mouth.

nodding, "yeah, i think i took it well for my first blow." luz said, lightly giggling and leaned into
the gentle touches of the blight as she loved it. placing her hands on top of amity with her eyes
getting lost in her golden hues.

sighing in relief, amity nodded "yeah." she placed a kiss on luz's forehead. "you did." and leaned in
for a more sweeter kiss than before, luz didn't hesitate to kiss back but it was short lived when they
left the boat lightly bumped into something making them pull away.

luz peered her head up to see that they finally reached the docks, finally ending the tunnel of love.
"looks like the ride's over." she said as she stood up along with amity quickly pulling her leggings
up to fix herself.



luz hopped onto the docks, offered her hand to help amity get onto the platform and started heading
out of the basement to be met by hooty who has a big smile on his face. both grew suddenly
nervous as they didn't consider that hooty might be watching them do it back in the tunnel of love.

"did you guys have fun in the tunnel of love? i heard the fireworks go off but i didn't see what
happened!" hooty asked as he wiggled in excitement to know if his plan worked after completely
failing (not) the other two. the couple are basically his last hope.

luz and amity glanced at each other in the corner of their eye before looking back at the bird tube.
relief that even he didn't see what the hell they did on the boat.

"yeah, we had alot of fun in the tunnel of love, hooty. thanks."



Smitten Mittens

Chapter Summary

stray cat luz x purebred housecat amity

requested smut by @Gamergirlmoira

the sound of metal rumbling was heard in a dank alleyway, litter upon litter of trash that spotted on
the floor as more kept leaping out of one particular trash can until a brown head of a black spotted
laperm cat popped out and shook her head to get rid of the empty wrapper that was nestled atop of
her head.

hopping down, luz huffed as she didn't get any food from there and began walking once again. she's
on an expedition to find herself some grub before lunch. it's already half 10 in the morning, the
streets are bustling and she doesn't have food in her stomach.

luz would be either too late as other stray cats like her got to a full trash first and they certainly do
not like to share or it's just empty.

luz passed the busy street to get to another alleyway, she saw more abandoned crates and soggy
boxers on the side. she used the crates to leverage herself up to the already open trash can, peering
inside, the first thing luz saw was a calico who was not happy to see her.

the calico aggressively hissed and swung their open claws towards luz who was quick to evade
them. she just bounced out of there, not wanting to be in a fight early in the morning, to find yet
another alleyway to scavenge on.

luz basically foraged the entire bonesborough and she still doesn't have food munch on. did people
suddenly realise it's morally right to clean the scrapes off their plate? what the hell is going on?

anyways, luz was beginning to feel lightheaded and weak the more she goes on without anything.
took a few stops to take a sip on stolen water but it's still not enough to fill her stomach.

right now, luz doesn't know where she's going- just somewhere that could possibly lead her to food
wonderland. then, luz bumped her head onto something that snapped her back to reality, she looked
at what's in front of her to see a white painted fence and turned her attention to where she was.

she can see rows of widely spaced houses that almost look like manors, the cars that were parked
looked fancy and stacked. the woods are just beside her and the air smells almost unfamiliar yet
there's still that acidic tone that separates the boiling isles from the rest. so, that rules out that luz
accidentally wandered out of town and she certainly hasn't been here before.

luz pondered for a short while, thinking where did her empty head lead her until she reached a
conclusion.

she was in the suburbs but for rich folks.



luz wants to leave but her growling stomach said otherwise as the smell of freshly cooked
something wandered into her nose that enticed her into hopping over the fence. her little paws
landed on a neatly mown lawn, there's a small pond in the corner with lines of well kept shrubbery
and flowers were seen but luz didn't care none of that.

her nose followed the heavenly smell and stopped when she got a little too close to an open
window, it's almost transparent curtains gently waved along the breeze and it helped to make the
smell come out even more.

she spotted a slow waving mint green tail pulled luz into fixation as her eyes dilated, following the
tail, luz saw the owner of it and she could already tell they're a household cat just that black collar
with a dangling crescent moon as name plate.

the household cat is mostly covered in mint green fur with a few stripes of auburn and hasn't
noticed luz's presence as they were focused on a book. luz wants to sneak past them and get some
grub already but this ain't the city where it's easy to lose someone in a chase. beside luz doesn't
wanna be framed as a house intruder or some robber for good meals.

instead, luz lets out a soft meow. thinking it's loud enough to be heard by the other cat.

but they didn't.

trying again and a bit louder this time. luz waited for a few seconds for a response, wanting to get
the cat's attention as she's desperate to chew on something. yet again, the cat didn't even
acknowledge the noceda was here.

third time's the charm. luz lets out her last meow and that's even louder than the previous ones. it
worked as luz saw the cat finally turn their head to look at her, their eyes turning thin when they
realised there's a stray cat on their property.

they hopped off the windowsill to land in front of the noceda and let out an aggressive hiss with the
fur on their back spiked as they approached luz- circling her like a predator while she slowly
backed up with her ears pinned on her head and quickly shifted into her humanoid form with her
hands raised to signify she's not a threat.

the household cat did the same, making luz realise they're a queen.

amity blight glared at the stray cat, her sharp teeth bared as a growl rumbled in her throat with her
tail wildly whipping behind her. "what are you doing here?! don't you know this is private
property?!" she snapped at the noceda who flinched but wasn't affected much.

"i know and i'm sorry for trespassing but please, could you spare me some food? anything would
do." luz begged, her hands pressed together as she did her best to appeal to the cat but she only
sneered in disgust. figuring her first didn't work, she still tried for the cat to cave in to just give a
speck of bread and she'll be fine for the day.

"i haven't eaten all day, miss."

amity continued to glare at luz, she finds her attractive but that doesn't excuse her trespassing her
home. "god fucking damnit." she hissed as she placed one hand on her hips, contemplating if she
should give the stray cat what she asked for or not.



"if i give you some food, would you get your dirty little paws out of here and kindly leave me
alone?" amity asked with a sneer and luz vigorously nodded her head, "yes! i'll be out of your hair
faster than you can blink." she replied as a hopeful smile came on her face, her tail slowly swishing
behind her and her ears popping up again.

amity sighed, she just wants to get the stray out of here as she got a whole day ahead of her that
wasn't about dealing with this. "fine." she shifted back into her cat form and swiftly hopped back
into the kitchen to get what luz wanted.

luz patiently waited for amity, her ears twitching from the sound of something clattering for a few
seconds, she turned her eyes up to see other closed windows with it's blinds preventing anyone to
peek in. luz always wanted to know what it's like to live in a place like this, she hasn't known the
feeling of having a roof above her head since she was a runt in a small litter of her mother.

she doesn't even know her name as she died in labor nor her siblings. but she's guessing they're
living better than luz.

luz was so deep in thought, trying to scavenge her forgotten memories of her being a kitten as she
doesn't remember much of what happened before she ended up in a construction site where she was
raised till she was 5 by a group of bigger cats.

then, luz snapped back to earth when she saw amity's face appear once again. the noceda watched
her slip down the windowsill in her humanoid form now with a paper bag in hand.

"here and never come back." amity begrudgingly handed luz the paper bag. the noceda gladly
accepted the bag, opened it to take a peek and the immediate smell of a spicy curry hit her nose like
a speeding truck, it made her stomach growl even more. luz also noticed a few hundred bills on the
side which confused her.

luz grabbed the greens and handed it to amity, "um, miss. your money." she said, clueless of the
reason why amity placed the money there in the first place. amity blinked, she expected the cat to
be exalted that she was given money but this was the last reaction she expected.

"it's yours so you don't ever come back again." amity pushed luz's hand back and crossed her arms,
getting impatient that luz isn't immediately leaving.

luz gasped, she wasn't expecting to be given money when she just asked for food. this is far too
much, "oh gosh, this is too much, miss! thank you so much!" she said with a big smile climbing on
her lips, she wants to hug amity but she held herself and is eternally grateful.

"yeah yeah, just get out of here." amity waved her hand for luz to just go already but she tensed up
when it was grabbed and feverishly shook. she realised luz was shaking her hand, thankfully for her
it was quick as luz pulled away and began to slowly back up towards the fence.

"i will repay your kindness when we meet again, miss! i promise!" luz swore to herself, she waved
the household cat goodbye before hopping over the fence and bolted out of there while waving at
amity over her shoulder from time to time.

amity watched the noceda get further from her view, still in shock that she touched her. looking
down on her shaken hand, she thought of how soft and gentle luz's hands were and there's no mark
left on her.



but she shook it off and headed back inside the house, "whatever."

-----

a few months had passed ever since amity met luz, she forgot about her as she hadn't shown her
face just like amity told her to do but the blight wouldn't admit that she was hoping in the back of
her mind that she’d come to her backyard. asking for another food and money. though it made
amity wonder how someone so handsome and genuine would be homeless. the world is weird.

right now, amity was in the mall buying herself some new clothes and other things to occupy how
dull her week is. buying as much as she wanted without worrying spending too much as most of
these things aren’t enough to make a dent in her bank account. after checking out, amity stepped
out of the store to head for the elevator as she thinks she bought enough stuff today and should
drive home now.

oblivious about a clowder was tailing behind her until it was too late. amity felt a hand latch on the
back of her neck with another covering her mouth just about when she was going to shout, the hand
pushed her somewhere that she can only describe as the construction of another store that’s hidden
by a tarpaulin. the reason why no one seemed to intervene in the suspicious act is there’s barely any
people on this side of the floor, there’s a few people here and there but they didn’t see amity getting
dragged into a dark place.

the tomcat yelped in pain as amity bit his hand, causing him to let her mouth go and she started
shouting for help “help!! someb-” but she was slammed to the wall, knocking the air out of her
lungs. amity gritted her teeth tightly as she glared at the group of tomcats surrounding her with
malintent in their gazes. she knew exactly what they wanted by their disgusting scents filling her
nose, amity isn’t afraid of these assholes and she should’ve grabbed her gun from the compartment.
it was dumb of her to assume this was just gonna be a normal trip to the mall.

she tried to sneak past them but one easily caught her by the wrist and pinned her to the wall and
that’s when panic began to set in. “where do you think you’re going, girly?” one asked with his
face coming way too close for comfort, amity was wriggling, thrashing around to get out of the
asshole’s grip but he only tightened it making amity think he’s gonna pop a vein.

“just be a good girl for us and this’ll be painless.” he said as he began to unzip his pants to take it
out, more panic and terror fueled amity to quickly escape from the tomcat’s grip but she couldn't
get anywhere especially with a hand preventing her from screaming for help. she squeezed her eyes
tightly with tears prickling the corners, praying for whoever is above to not let this happen to her.

then, “hey!” someone’s voice made the tomcats stop from doing their planned horrendous act and
turn their heads to see a laperm cat wearing rags for clothes and holding some bags amity dropped
while she was being dragged here. amity’s eyes widened when she immediately recognised those
hazel hues and curly head as the light of the outside world shining behind her.

“the hell you want hobo? can’t you see we’re busy?” the leader of the clowder hissed as he lets go
of amity only for another to take hold of her.

“you better let go of my friend or else.” luz growled as she dropped the bags to the side, slowly
getting into a stance which amuses the clowder that an actual hobo is challenging them. “or else
what? you’re thinner and stinkier than a ferret.” the male cat mocked, his hand waving in front of
his nose that made the others laugh at the inferior noceda but she was unfazed by it and continued
to growl at them.



then, the laughter was halted by a single raised fist from the leader, “you think you can take us on?”
he asked with his voice lowering to a couple of octaves as he unsheathed his claws and it didn't
scare luz while amity was scared to death.

“let’s find out.”

the two sides stared at each other for a long while as if trying to pinpoint weak spots before the
male cat lets out a yowl and charged at luz, he swung his claws towards the noceda whom easily
dodged it. she grabbed his head with her claws that were also out, she dug deep into his skin that
made him cry out in pain but was abruptly shut up when luz slammed her knee onto his stomach
and shoved him to the second one charging at her as well.

before the second male could prepare himself, luz lets out a yowl and scratched his face. deeply.
she pushed the guy to the side while he wails in agony of his bloody face. luz ducked the third
male’s punch and jump back from the upper cut, she swerved back towards him to land a right hook
that made the male almost stumble to the floor. the noceda grabbed him by the collar and slammed
her head onto his, knocking him out to fall to the ground. amity was in complete awe at how
efficient luz fights and she looked hot- cool while punching those assholes’ ugly faces.

when the fourth mlae was down, the leader was the only one that remained and he’s not thrilled that
luz isn’t already on the ground. “you little shit. i’ll take care of you myself.” he took off his jacket
to be dramatic and closed his fist as he got into a fighting stance just like luz. instead of waiting, the
male charged at luz which caught her off guard though she was swift to get out of the way of the
first punch but not so much on the second.

“ha!” the male cackled, getting cocky that he managed to land a hit on luz but that’s simply not
enough as she turned her head back to face him with no bruise forming. yet. well, luz didn’t really
feel the punch.

it was luz’s turn to land a hit on the guy, her jab hit him straight into the nose and her left hook
almost made him tumble down to the floor and luz kept striking him repeatedly, leaving no chance
to strike back as his face began to bleed along with luz’s knuckles turning red.

“enough!” then, the male wildly swung his claws at luz in desperation to get her away from him.
luz yelped and quickly jumped back with her hand pressed on her right cheek, lightly hissing as she
squeezed her eyes to numb the stinging as she didn't have the time to acknowledge the pain.

amity was trying to see what happened to luz though it didn’t take long for her to figure it out as
her eyes widened once again when she saw blood seep out of luz’s fingers.

“aw, what’s wrong hobo? someone scratched ya?” the male cat mocked, he wiped the blood off the
side of his mouth as he slowly approached luz. he gazed down at the blood on his finger, he clicked
his tongue and wiped it on the side of his pants, “i’ll make you regret crossing me.” he growled
before grabbing luz by the collar and punched her hard in the stomach making her wheeze. the
male kept punching her stomach continuously, luz was starting to taste something in her mouth but
she pushed it down.

the male dropped her to the floor and aggressively kicked her in the face and spat at her “fucking
worthless piece of shit.” he sneered.

“no..”



“what was that, hobo?” the male asked as his ear twitched when he caught something from luz.

“i’ll make you regret touching my friend.” then, luz swung her claws toward the male’s ankles that
made him roar in pain as he dropped to the floor. she took this opportunity to jump back up to her
feet, rushed towards amity to grab her by the wrist and bolted out there before any one of them
stood up and chased them.

many people turned their gazes at the two running cats, confused why one is covered in bruises and
a bloody claw mark but they rushed by them too quickly to answer those questions and suspicions.

"wait!" amity pulled on luz to halt them into a stop, "miss, we have to leave! you're not safe with
them being here!" luz said as she tugged on amity for them to start running again. the blight nodded
her head but began to slowly lead the both of them in another direction.

"i know. we need to go to the parking lot." she said, luz looked around the open place to check that
no one's following them before nodding. amity led the way to the parking lot with luz trailing
behind her.

as they got to the parking lot, luz lets go of amity for her to unlock her car and hop inside. she only
wanted to get her to safety, now that mission is done, luz can step back and watch amity drive off
but that's not the case.

"what are you standing around for? get inside!" amity motioned luz to get in the car which
surprised her, "uh! o- okay!" luz rounded the front, opened the front passenger seat and hopped
inside. also making sure to strap in as well before amity shifted the gears into drive and sped out of
there.

"where are we going?" luz asked, she looked out of the window to see rapid passing streets she's
familiar with change into the unfamiliar as she hasn't explored this part of town before.

"my house." amity replied as she kept her eyes on the road though she does look at luz from time to
time in the corner of her eye. her ears flattened on her head from the sight of her wounds just to
save her from those bastards.

"what's your name?" amity finally asked the question that's been bothering her for a while.

"i'm luz noceda, miss." luz replied with her accent slipping in. amity internally chuckled as she
does found it nice to hear, she glanced in the corner of her eye see luz but it was a mistake as she
felt her heart bang hard onto her ribs when she saw that sunny smile despite having blood all over
her jaw.

"what were you doing in the mall? are you alone?" amity asked as she pulled her eyes back to the
road before she crashed them.

"i was just cooling off, the days just kept getting hotter and hotter, you know. and yeah, i'm mostly
alone." luz said, she lowered her head to look down on her lap as she slowly rubbed her reddening
knuckles. luz doesn't really mind being alone but there are particular times that made her isolated
from everything.

"oh."



the rest of the ride was silent and the two didn't have enough time to dwell on it, thankfully, as they
arrived at the blight's house. amity took out a key chain looking thing and pressed a button to make
the garage door automatically open for her to park her car inside.

"come on." amity exited the car after shutting it off, luz followed suit inside the house. upon
stepping into the living room with the kitchen next to it. the whole place was filled with
appurtenances and apparatus that luz can't determine if it's just a plastic model or an actual bulky
metal figure in the corner.

but luz didn't stick around to find out as amity grabbed her wrist this time to pull her into the
kitchen, pulled out a stool from the island and motioned luz to sit down which she obediently did
while amity opened a bunch of cabinets. searching for something.

the noceda's tail patiently watched amity look for whatever she was scavenging for until her ears
perked up when she saw a red first aid kit in her hands.

"oh, no need for that. i can just wash this all off and i'll be fine." luz said as she waved her hand to
stop amity from taking the roll of bandages and alcohol out. but amity shook her head as she
continued to take out what she needed.

"no, we need to clean that. who knows where those claws came from and it might land you into a
hospital bed if we didn't treat the infection." amity countered which backed luz into a corner as she
didn't have anything to say. she grumbled under her breath, contemplating as her ears pressed itself
onto her head, she looked at the blight whose eyes are telling her to cave in and let her do this.

sighing in defeat, luz nodded "okay."

amity popped the alcohol open and poured some on the cotton balls, she started at the claw mark
itself. lightly dabbing it on the wound, the stinging kicked in fairly quickly as luz hissed and
wanted to pull away but she composed herself to just suck it up. amity trusts luz in letting her in her
home so she should return it.

gradually, luz calmed down from the stinging pain of her wound. amity made sure to be extremely
careful in cleaning luz’s wound, grimacing just how deep it was but she sets it upon herself to make
sure luz doesn’t get sick or hurt by this. luz slowly closed her eyes to relax under the soft touches of
amity on her bruised knuckles that she leaned into the touch even, unknowingly making her poor
blight blush from the gesture.

“do you always get into fights?” amity asked as a way to distract herself.

“not really, unless they insult or hurt my friends.” luz replied, her eyes slowly opening only for her
to realise she’s enjoying amity’s touches way too much and slowly pulled away from the bloodied
cotton as her cheeks became tinted red.

“i’m surprised you’re still walking.” amity lightly joked as she grabbed a large square bandage to
gently paste it on luz’s wound, making sure no open part was left in the open and proceeded to take
out more cotton balls to take care of her knuckles now. luz softly chuckled, shrugging “well, i am a
feral cat after all. we’re hella resilient.” she replied with a toothy grin that plucked on amity’s heart
strings.

amity cleaned luz’s knuckles before wrapping it with bandages and moved to her bloodied claws
which made luz withdraw her hand, “is this really necessary?” she asked as she doesn’t like her



claws getting touched or any cat to be honest. amity just gave her a deadpan look, she crossed her
arms and offered her hand, motioning for luz to give her hand.

“do you want your claws to rot?”

luz groaned, she begrudgingly placed her hand onto amity and she immediately began to clean the
noceda’s claws, making sure no speck of blood or dirt is left behind as she doesn't have any
potential infection to occur especially when luz mostly lived in the streets. after amity was done,
she lets go of luz’s hand and she lingered in the last moment before placing her hand to the side as
if it never happened.

“there. do you wanna eat anything?” amity asked as she started putting everything away, stood up
to put the first aid kit back into the drawer where she found it and headed for the stove that has a
pot sitting atop of it. luz’s nose wiggles when amity opens the lid to check what’s inside and her
eyes dilated when she smelled the food, making her tail happily swish behind her.

but luz shook her head and cleared her throat, “um, if it’s alright with you, miss.” she said, getting
timorous with her softly rubbing her newly bandaged hands as she’s still in a stranger’s home and
can’t get too comfortable.

“just call me amity.”

luz perked up by that, she looked at amity who slowly turned around to meet her eyes with a small
smile tugging on her lips. luz felt her cheeks become even warmer as she slowly nodded, the liked
the sound of that name and it’s like honey in her mouth whenever it uttered out of her mouth.

“amity. It sounds pretty.”

-----

a few months have passed since luz saved amity from the clowder that was going to do horrendous
things to her that counted as paying luz’s debt on amity. luz has been frequently visiting the blight
through her window, she used the trees from the woods behind the house as leverage and took a big
leap for the windowsill just to hang out with amity.

amity enjoys the noceda’s company as she didn’t have anyone before she came into her life, she
offered luz meals and even joined her as they cat in the window. though she had to take extra steps
in hiding her friendship from her family as she certainly knows they don’t like the idea of a stray
cat interacting with the prestigious line of blights and contaminating the golden bloodline or some
shit.

as one of her family’s motto goes, a blight associates only with the select few.

the two thought of each other as friends though they wanted more than that. amity always wants to
be right beside luz, her golden smile always blinding her and the sound of her voice made the cat
be at ease like she’s being lulled in sweet slumber. luz has been having this fluttering in her
stomach with her brain getting filled with buzzing bees whenever she hears amity laugh which is
sweeter than honey, even though her smile was small, it’s still enough to brighten her day and she
just wants to kiss her.

both of them wanted that but they don’t know how to approach that topic without pussying out as
they say.



the sun just set, amity is in her room, laid in bed with her phone hovering over her face as she
waited for luz to arrive as usual but she did say earlier in the afternoon that she’s gonna be a little
busy today since plans she didn’t forethought of happening popped up which amity understood. she
can go on a day without luz. she hoped.

then, amity immediately sat up when she heard her door being opened. she thought it’s just gonna
be the twins planning to mess with her head but much to her surprise or worry, it’s her parents.

“amity blight, we need to talk.” odalia said with her voice in a serious tone as she and her husband
stepped into their daughter’s room, her blue eyes staring down at amity’s inherited golden ones and
she’s a little confused at this confrontation but she didn’t pay it no mind as she thought it’s gonna
be another mindless lecture of her inheriting the company- precisely alador’s place.

“okay.” amity muttered as she slipped out of her bed to stand on the other side.

odalia cleared her throat and nudge alador’s side that made him snap out of whatever world he’s in.
he looked at amity, remembering what he’s supposed to say before opening his mouth as words
escaped; “since you are of age and will inherit the blight industries soon with the twins,” amity
really thought that’s the only thing they’re gonna talk about and she’s gonna be bored out of her
mind but she was dead to assume her parents are really done as odalia spoke once again

“we have decided to arrange for you a fiance, a woman of great standards and etiquette that will
boost our numbers to rise to the top with the both of you in charge. isn’t that exciting?” odalia said
with a grin crawling across her face and acting like it’s something so great that amity should feel
the same but amity was only frozen in her place with frown forming on her face.

there was silence between the three of them, amity was trying to get her thoughts together and
turned her gaze back up to her parents- mostly odalia who is sickishly enthralled by this plan.

“you... arranged a marriage that i don’t even want? i don't even know this woman and you expect
me to take her hand in marriage and have her mate me?” amity felt sick just by saying that, her
gaze turned into a glare as her ears were pinned on her head with her tail showing her anger. though
by the looks of the parents, they don’t seem fazed that their daughter was growling at them

“that’s.. that’s bullshit!”

then, amity’s gaze was turned to the left. it took a few seconds for the pain to slowly come in on her
right cheek as she saw from the corner of her eye that odalia was in front of her.

“you will not raise your voice at me, young woman. you will be wedded with her after summer
ends and we have alot of time to prepare everything.” odalia said with her tone almost leaning to
threatening if it’s already not. “be on your best behavior when you meet your fiance. end of
discussion.” and with that, odalia and alador left their daughter’s room without letting her have the
last word as the door was slammed shut.

amity stood there for a while, her mind only coming back to luz. the chance of confessing she has
been seeking for so long that it just vanished into thin air because of her parents and if goes
according to their plan, she wouldn’t see luz anymore. how is she going to live that kind of life
knowing the one she's pining, yearning, wanting for is out there while she’s stuck in an empty
relationship.



tears began to well up in the corners of her eyes, amity rushed up to her door to quickly lock it and
sought comfort in her bed as she huddled herself into the blankets with tears rolling down the sides
of her face, sobbing hard onto her pillows even though she tried to muffle it.

amity doesn't know how long it's been as she found herself passed out with her face buried in the
pillow and some familiar meows are heard by the window but she didn't turn above to see who it
was.

meanwhile, luz made her way back to the blight house with a big smile on her face. she did a lady a
favor, namely the owl lady, who promised to give luz some money to get by as she doesn't wanna
seem like she's leeching off amity for greens.

luz did the favor well enough that eda gave luz a roof over her head. this made the street cat happy
that she got a bunch of people she can call as a family, though they're still mostly strangers to luz,
there's no doubt in her mind that they're a family.

with that great news in mind, luz couldn't wait to tell it to amity and ran as fast as she could to the
house. climbed the usual tree and took a big leap over to the window. luz started meowing to get
amity's attention whilst telling her the reason she arrived late.

hopping inside the bedroom, luz stopped her babbling when she noticed amity wasn't responding
and just laid in her bed. not acknowledging her presence.

luz transformed into her humanoid form, slowly sat down on the side of the bed as she softly called
“amity?” her hand gently placed on amity's shoulder to shake her to see if she's awake.

turning around, amity lit up when she realised it was the cat she's been hoping for, “luz!” amity
quickly pounced on her with a big hug, making the cat wheeze a little but hugged back nonetheless
as a small chuckle escaped her throat.

"geez, miss me that much?" luz asked as they withdrew slightly but her smile dropped when she
saw amity's puffy eyes and dried lines of tears on her cheeks. her ears became flat and a rumbling
growl started to emit from her as her pupils turned thin.

“what’s wrong? who hurt you?” luz asked with her voice lowering into serious as she wiped the
remaining tears in the corners of her eyes. amity shook her head while leaning into the touch, she
just couldn't risk the feeling of the noceda's warm, soft hands against her.

“no... it’s just.. my parents arranged me to marry someone i don’t know and i can’t make them
change their minds.” amity explained the situation that made luz's heart break a little, just when she
mustered up as much courage as she possibly could to admit everything was suddenly thrown out
of the window. she isn't even gonna ask the details.

”oh.”

she felt like crying as well now that the love of her life is being taken away by some bougie, dull
cat who won't even love amity as much as she does.

but luz won't let that stop her from getting her feelings across even if it means not getting the girl.

“if that’s the case.." luz hesitantly grabbed amity's hand and stared directly into her eyes though she
kept failing.



"i’m supposed to say this in a special way and at a special time but since time isn’t on our side," luz
started off, she took a deep breath in those the nose and silently sighed as she motivated herself to
continue.

"i just wanted to say i really like you, amity. ever since we met in the backyard of me asking for
food. i felt weird whenever i look at you, it’s like seeing a goddess up close and i’m so glad i met
you ‘cause you always brighten my day."

every word was sincere and came straight out of her heart.

luz said all that with her cheeks lighting up red, her heart beating hard and aggressive in her ears
that made her think she's gonna have her heart attack and her tail anxiously swishing behind her.

meanwhile, amity felt like ascending.

"it was really nice to have someone when i had no one for so long.” luz finished off her speech of
love, she stared into amity's golden eyes that were twinkling but she didn't say anything though like
she malfunctioned but luz misunderstood for something else.

drooping, luz lets go of amity's hand and turned her head the other way as she muttered “i
understand if you don’t feel the same and-”

but amity cuts her off, “i really like you too.” she, impulsively, said without a second thought until
it was too late.

luz perked up when it reached her ears, "you do?" she asked, hopeful. amity was becoming a
blushing mess as she wasn't supposed to blurt it out like that, she grabbed tail to make it stop
celebrating too much but since there's no turning back, might as well make the most of it.

amity leaned in, closing their space, for their very first kiss.

luz felt like she was reaching cloud 9 with the most softest lips in the world was on top of hers and
she just couldn't go on without kissing back. her eyes slowly fluttering shut as she leaned in even
more, feeling amity tilt her head to deepen it but it ended too quickly.

"does that answer your question?" amity whispered as she nuzzled up to luz's neck, letting her scent
cling onto her and a purr started emitting from her throat making the noceda almost break down.
she returned the gesture as she purred along with her now lover, their tails slowly tangled itself
around each other while the two cats scent mark.

"i don't want to be married if it's not you i'm seeing at the altar." amity said as she looked up to
meet her lover's hues once again.

"i want to be marked by you. mated by you. have my kittens with you." luz's eyes slightly widened
but she does want all of it to happen as a smile climbed on her face and stimulus began to circulate
someplace else.

"i want to be with you forever, luz. i love you."

"yo también, cariño." luz replied in her native tongue which amity doesn't understand but she
immediately got what her lover meant as she pecked her forehead and whispered;

"i love you."



luz leaned for another kiss with her gently pushing amity back onto the pillows as she got on top of
her. not breaking the kiss in a single beat, her hands smoothly roamed around amity's body while
her own hands traveled up to her curls to get lost in them.

once air became a problem, luz licked amity's cheek and started placing kisses all over her neck as
her hands slithered up inside her shirt to feel her lover's smooth stomach and covered breasts.

"may i?" luz asked in amity's ears with her fingers traipsing around the end of the bra, anxiously
waiting for the green light as she watched the cute ears twitch from the hot breath hitting it, making
amity's blush redder.

she only nodded in response.

with that permission, luz proceeded to take off all of amity's upper clothing and sets them aside. luz
felt amity tug on the helm of her shirt, silently asking for something "can i take it off too?" luz
didn't think twice in nodding as she lets amity take off her shirt and bra as well before leaning for
another purring kiss.

amity gradually spreads her legs as she opened her mouth for luz's tongue to enter her warm
cavern, letting their tongues wrestle each other until luz was the clear victor. her tongue wildly
thrashed around amity's mouth, making her tighten her grip on the noceda's hair as she made sure
she took everything before pulling away with a thin string of saliva.

amity panted heavily in almost being deprived from air but she loved it and squealed as she felt
something hard, and throbbing pressed against her pulsating cunt. "like that?" luz asked with her
voice gruff that only added to amity's turn on.

amity nodded once again as she whimpered, wanting to be mated by her lover already but luz
hushed her. "easy, hermosa. we have all night." she said, placing more kisses on amity's collarbone
leading down to her breasts and took one nipple in to suckle on.

"aah.." amity bit her lip as she watched luz suck on her, her hands began kneading her head with
her body getting comfortable from these odd yet pleasurable sensations surging through her body.

the nightly breeze outside entered the room as the curtains gently waved along an invisible
symphony as the breeze made her body shudder from both the cold and warm mouth engulfing
both of her nipples with a stiff object gradually grinding against her.

"luz.." amity whispered, luz uttering a 'mrrph' kind of noise as she opened her eyes to meet the
blight's dilated pupils much like hers.

pulling away with a pop, luz leaned closer to amity as she bumped her head against hers and softly
asked "yes?"

"please.. take me."

luz smirked, she gave amity another heated but tender kiss as she led her hands towards her pants to
unbuckle it and amity didn’t hesitate from doing so while luz did the same. amity pulled both of
luz’s pants and boxers just enough for her cock to flop out into her hand, letting her feel it’s
hardness with the flattened spikes that’ll be activate later, her thumb toyed with the leaking tip as
she used the precum as a slight substitute of lube.



luz groaned in the kiss at the feeling of her lover stroking it, pulling away, she pulled down amity’s
pants along with her panty that made the scent of her musk hit the noceda’s scent. she licked her
lips as she fucking loved the smell of it, she tossed the last clothing to the floor as well with her
own pants.

“you smell ready for me, baby.” luz purred, she stood up to close the window, locking it as she
doesn’t want any other cats to smell amity. she only belonged to her now. luz got back to the bed
and spreads amity’s legs her scent to fill the room along with her, looking down, she saw how wet
her cute cunt is just by sucking her titties, it amused her.

“you bet.” amity replied with a smirk on her face as well but it dropped when luz dragged her tail
along her dripping slit making her shiver.

“te quiero.” luz chuckled. as much as she wants to play with amity’s pussy tonight, she can do later
on other nights but for now, this has to be special for both of them. luz drew her cock closer to
amity’s womanhood, grazing her tip on her clit before beginning to slowly push herself inside and
amity pulled her down to grip onto her hair once again as a breathy moan was the first thing she
heard right into her ears.

biting her lip, luz gripped onto the bed sheets as she pushed her cock inside her lover’s warm
snatch that immediately engulfed her. “mierda..” she held herself from pulling out her claws and
ruining amity’s bed, then, she felt amity pull her down even more to the point of embrace with their
tails tangling each other once again as amity buried her face in the crook of luz’s neck.

“fuck.. luz..” amity whimpered, her eyes are squeezed shut as she held onto luz tightly. she can feel
her walls getting stretched to accommodate the noceda’s bulk, she was surprisingly taking it well
since half of the cock is already inside her and it’s reaching deep into her until luz just pushed the
last portion inside making amity yowl in pleasure with her head rolling back.

“how are you feeling?” luz asked, not moving from her position as she waited for amity to get used
to having such a big thing inside her.

nodding, amity slowly lets go of luz to let her move and she notices her staring at something. she
followed her lover’s gaze and realised it was her collar, amity returned her gaze back up to luz who
was still staring at it like she wants to do something with it and she can take a wild guess of what.
“you can take it off.” amity said that snapped luz out her trance.

“you sure? i thought this was important to you.” luz said as she’s hesitant on taking amity’s collar
off as everyone held meaning for every cat but not for amity. it only given to her for the other cats
to know who she is and fear her, wearing it held no love nor meaning at all.

“was.”

luz nodded, she took out one claw and slipped it inside amity’s collar to easily tear it off. grabbing
it, she tossed it to the side as it meant nothing to them. for once, amity felt the cold air against her
open neck now that she’s free, a smile climbed on her face and leaned up to give luz a lick on the
cheek as a thank you, luz returned the gesture as well with another round of purring from both cats.

“ready?” luz asked and amity nodded as a green light.

then, luz began slowly while she kept her eyes on amity to watch her face contort into pleasure with
her breathy moans gradually becoming vivid. amity kept staring at her lover's lustful hazel eyes, her



hand caressing the scar on her jaw that unintentionally made luz look like a badass and she fucking
loves it.

with amity's voice clearer, this motivated luz to pick up her speed.

"fu- fuck! luz!!" amity moaned loudly, she moved her hands down to luz's shoulder to tightly grip
onto it. she can feel her hitting all of the right spots and reaching deeper as if she's going for her
womb at every clash of their hips, luz steadily increased her pacing that soon turned into rough
thrusts.

"aahh!! shit.."

"ngh- fuck amity.. so good!" luz groaned with her head slightly rolling back, she couldn't hold it
anymore as all of her claws drew out and dug deep into the mattress for the innards to seep out but
amity didn't care as her mind was completely clouded in lust and only cared of what's happening
below her.

both cats' ears are pinned onto their heads, tails intertwined and claws out, dragging along the
mattress or shoulders. luz winced at the feeling of amity clawing her but the pleasure quickly
subdued it, droplets of blood slowly trickled down to the side though it was ignored.

amity's legs were ricocheting at every thrusts luz made, her body jolting upward. her moans
bounced off the walls, almost echoing beyond the locked doors but neither mattered if anyone
could hear them make love.

"i- i love you so much.." amity whispered, whining as she can feel some of the spikes rise meaning
luz is close that triggering her to come closer to the ledge.

gritting her teeth, luz leaned down to press her forehead against her lover's as she muttered, "i love
you too, ami." under her breath before letting out a roar of euphoria as she couldn't hold her climax
anymore.

luz came inside amity, letting her seeds ferment her queen before her spikes were triggered to get a
good hold on amity for the rest of her cum to come out. amity lets out a pained yowl, not really
liking this stage of mating but it's necessary.

"i'm sorry." luz started purring as she rubbed her head against amity to help her be at ease from the
pain and it worked to some degree but amity still hates it. "it's okay." she replied as she licked luz's
nose, earning a soft giggle.

once the spikes died down, luz slowly and carefully pulled away to not hurt amity anymore. when
she's out, luz tilts her head to the side as she watches their mixed cums slowly ooze out of her
snatch, making luz feel prideful and happy that she's gonna have her first kittens with amity.

amity meowed and shifted into her cat form, rubbing her backside against the bed sheets with a
smile on her face while her tail happily swished behind her. luz watched her though her mind was
elsewhere, thinking of something as her cock was still erected. she shifted into a cat as well and
bonked her head onto amity's.

luz meowed, asking for another round. she licked amity's face, cleaning her while amity just
indulged in it with a smile never leaving her face as she purred. the blight meowed in return and
turned over, she raised her tail to give luz the opening for another round.



luz gave amity one last lick on the face before getting on top of her, she bit onto her scruff, making
sure it's the right place, and pushed herself back inside her queen though the only difference from
her humanoid form was the spikes were already out.

amity lets out a pitched scream but luz didn't let that stop her from mating her again. she does have
to apologise later.

-----

luz and amity did it all night until they passed out in their cat forms, they snuggled up in each
other's arms. they slept well for the first time in their lives. luz getting to feel the comfort of a bed
and amity loving the warmth of her lover beside her.

their little arms were wrapped around one another with their tails still intertwined, there's barely
any space between them at all.

the sun was already up, it's warm rays entered the quiet room to see how much of a mess the two
lovers made on the bed. it's filled with scratches, the foam littered on the ground with a few
droplets of blood coming from luz's clawed back.

"amity? amity, open the door!" luz immediately stood up, still groggily, as she heard banging in the
door. she snapped her head at the locked door while amity slowly fluttered her eyes open.
meowing, asking what's going on.

luz grumbled under her breath to answer that, her ears were spiked back as she stood in front of her
mate to protect her from whatever was banging on the door before it was broken open by two
people.

odalia was supposed to wake up amity for the meeting of her fiance but she froze in her tracks
when she saw luz hiding her daughter. "who is this?! what is a disgusting cat here?!" she exclaimed
and this fully awakened amity.

luz hissed at the two parents, her back fur spiking but amity held her back. growling, alador shifted
into his cat form that was bigger than luz though it didn't faze her and tried to claw her but amity
was quick to step in, angrily yowling at him while she slowly backed up with luz.

"amity, stop this nonsense and transform back!" odalia demanded but amity only snapped at her as
she isn't gonna listen to her anymore or ever now that she's free thanks to luz.

the two lovers rushed towards the window, luz slammed her body to open it and motioned for amity
to hop towards the nearest branch of the tree to escape. alador tried to catch luz but she was quick
enough to dodge his claws and followed amity down to the bottom of the tree.

amity bumped her head onto luz before they two raced out of the blight house at full speed, feeling
the early morning winds brush their fur behind them. luz led the way for the owl house as that's
where they'll start a new family together.
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"heads up!"

a huge fireball was thrown overhead, luckily the ones in the vicinity managed to duck before their
heads were burnt off. a rogue roklious was flying across bonesborough, burning down many stalls
that'll soon turn into houses until the two mercenaries came to the aid.

luz noceda propelled herself up to the rooftop with her plant glyph, she swung her arm around in
the air that made the vines of said glyph whirl above her head before she threw it at the roklious,
wrapping it around its body and began pulling it towards her.

the roklious screeched and thrashed around it's restraints, it managed to break the vines only for it
to be replaced by even more as the creature was testing the hunter's strength. giving it all it got to
escape as luz's footing started to slip, she dropped an ice glyph to her feet to keep her steady but
even that won't hold up any long once the roklious turned its focus to spitting fire at luz.

luz gritted her teeth tightly, trying her best not to let go of the creature as they traveled far just to
find this guy and she isn't about to lose it all because of sweaty hands.

"hurry up!" she exclaimed as she didn't know how long she could hold it, especially when the fire
was burning the end of her sleeves and licking her flesh to be burnt.

in the distance, lucia noceda pulled out an arrow out of her quiver, the tip was dipped in sleeping
nettles and loaded it up in her crossbow. she pulled it back while getting a good aim at the beast,
making sure she hits just the right spot and does not actually kill the thing.

as she took a deep breath in, lucia pulled the trigger and watched her arrow soar across the air at
full speed towards the roklious. hitting it precisely in the arm. the creature stopped spitting fire to
look down at the arrow on them before ultimately falling unconscious.

luz was quick to prevent them from falling to the floor, she sighed deeply in relief as she stared at
the knocked out roklious dangling on her vines while lucia bolted towards them to catch the
creature in her arms.

"you're gonna give us big money, buddy." lucia whispered to the roklious, gently placing it down,
she pulled out a roll of bandages and carefully plucked the arrow out of it's arm making it whimper
in pain it's sleep. the nocedas are generous enough to aid the demons they're hunting after they won
fair and square.



luz jumped down the rooftop while lucia wrapped some bandages on the demon, "that's the last
one?" she asked, her sister nodded as she picked up the demon and began to head back towards
their wagon.

"yep. with all this, we don't have to worry about next month!" lucia replied with a big grin on her
face as she swiftly threw a knife out on her right side.

luz stopped walking to see what lucia hit and watched as a pale skinned guy violently convulsed
from the effects of the knife before dropping dead. face first which only sunk the knife deeper into
their chest as blood began to pool under them.

luz and lucia used to be mercenaries, well they still are but since they're under the wing of the owl
lady for a while now.

they became a vampire hunter.

certainly not the thing the sisters expected to be since they're just kids trying to get by with bounty
hunting but hey, vampires are good sources of income so why not.

"here." lucia passed the roklious to luz and walked over the vampire, lightly kicking their head to
make sure they're dead before pulling them up. since it's still day, the vampire was burning behind
lucia but she could care less though it does bother luz. sometimes.

atop of a shaded cliff, the dark forest was behind them with the treeline so thick that barely no light
was able to pass through it and lurking eyes was only seen through the darkness but it was closed
when two cloaked figures stepped out of the forest to get a full view of bonesborough below.

one took a seat at the ledge while the other just stood behind her.

amity blight took off her hood to let her short purple dyed hair flow in the winds, her golden eyes
glared down at the town to see many citizens in all corners, even in the darkest parts either minding
their business in fear or getting snatched by the hands of death. the smell of fresh blood entices her
but she already had her lunch.

the numbers of bonesborough was slowly depleting but they're generous enough to let the people
breed for a new generation of fresh meat to cut and serve. though, same could be said for the
vampires but they're not allowed to expand, not on their watch though the sisters don't know who
was responsible. yet.

amity can also see the various clans of vampires spread out, some are working together for the
strength of numbers while some are keeping to themselves as they keep the citizens in line like a
herd of sheep ready for slaughter and they plan to control a part of bonesborough. soon the entire
boiling isles but the sisters know that's not gonna happen.

the thing is, these clans are mostly composed of pure blood vampires while amity and amelia blight
are a hybrid of a witch for father and a vampire for a mother. they might as well be the rarest
species in the boiling isles since vampires tend to think witches as livestock like the rest.

the sisters' abilities exceed the normal witch or vampire, they're unfazed by the sunlight and they
have a different weakness that no one knows since it's rare to have this type of cross breeding.

they're invulnerable.



then, something caught the young blight's eyes that made her slowly lean forward to get a good
look but the ledge broke off from the weight she's putting on. amity could've just flew back up but
her sister was swift to grab the back of her shirt and pulled her back up.

"you're not usually this clumsy unless you found something of your interest." amelia said, she took
a seat next to her little sister and pulled her hood down to see the town herself.

"do you see that human?" amity pointed and amelia followed where she's looking at only to
grimace at the sight of a familiar dark skinned, curly head dropping a couple of sacks on a
weighing scale and a badly burnt body of a vampire on top.

"she seems… riveting." amelia turned her gaze at amity to see her cheeks turning rosy while she
became fixated at lucia noceda. the eldest blight rolled her eyes, scoffing in disgust as she met the
human a while ago and it wasn't a good first impression.

 

"is that all you got, fangy?" lucia mocked, she held her arm that she prays it's not dislocated while
she circled the vampire who did the same. blood trickled down the side of her face, scratches
almost off her clothing and her body was having tremors from the excessive fight but the noceda
did her best to hide that as the vampire will surely use that to her advantage.

she doesn't have any more arrows that made her resort to using her pistol but even that isn't
enough.

unless lucia just finds amelia's prime weak spot.

"i don't know if you're confident or your stupidity is keeping you alive." amelia sneered as she
wiped the blood off the side of her mouth and carefully watched lucia's actions, preparing for
what's coming. she ignored the stinging burns from the bullets that grazed her skin, she was playing
at first but when lucia managed to land a mark on her. she became serious.

amelia never had a fight this long since she doesn't have time and always does the finisher. so the
longer this goes on, the more amelia wants to rip the cocky human's head out of her neck.

"a bit of both but i'm smart enough to know you're going down." lucia declared with confidence in
her tone that made amelia wear a sinister smirk as she just wants to diminish every sense of
confidence and dignity this human has after all the wounds she inflicted.

"try it, human."

 

amelia glanced at her little sister again to see she's still transfixed at her mortal enemy. she was
about to make a point until amity asked "who's that beside her?"

amelia shifted her gaze back to the human and only realised now that another woman was beside
lucia. she has the same curly hair but shorter and her complexion was a little lighter in contrast.
with the sun finally showing its face as the dark clouds passed, it shined down on her that made the
human glow as if she's like the sundrop flower.



amelia felt her cold blood rush up to her cheeks to make it warm, it doesn't make sense but it
works. for one second, she was judging amity's taste and the next she was spellbind to keep staring
at the human. ironic.

amelia tried to move but she couldn't even wiggle a finger, she and amity were mesmerized at the
noceda sisters with the same thing swarming in their minds and they'll do it if they only learned
how to move again.

for the first time, amelia felt a thump in her chest. for the first time, she felt her black poisoned,
cold heart was beating loudly in her ears for a human.

the thought of tainting that innocence while retaining some of it. it turned the blight on. she didn't
bother to hide the growing affliction in between her legs as she's starving for the girl.

amelia wiped the drool she didn't notice that was rolling down the side of her mouth until it
dropped to her pants. she only looked away for one split second to clean herself, the noceda wasn't
there when she turned her head up.

panicked but it was quickly dismissed when amelia spotted the human going in the woods on the
east. the exact opposite where amelia is.

the blight finally regained her strength to stand up, her legs felt like jello but she created a spell to
protect her from the sun and took off her cloak to test if it worked before running off in full speed
to the noceda's direction without amity noticing her sister was gone.

seconds.

amelia arrived at the entrance of the east woods in seconds as the dead leaves that managed to
come along fluttered before her feet.

she lets out an anxious yet excited exhale, shaking her arms for the nervousness to disappear and
begins fixing herself. straightening her attire, smoothing out her mane like hair to be presentable for
a great first impression.

with confidence in her sleeves, amelia walked into the woods with confident strides as she heads
for the small clearing up ahead, following what seemed to be the human's scent though she can't
determine it's her. yet.

once amelia was almost out of the woods, she accidentally stepped on a twig that made a loud snap
than it should be. wincing, amelia slowly moved her foot out of the twig and stopped for a moment
to listen to anything she might've alerted.

"who goes there?!" amelia jumped when she heard a voice and the shrubbery in front of her was
pushed to the side by an ice spike with a barrel of a pistol right in front of her face.

amelia turned her eyes up to the one holding the gun, realizing it's the noceda. she felt her cheeks
feel warm once again as she's literally right in front of the girl she's looking for and she's more
beautiful up close.

the blight was snapped back to reality when she heard a click on the pistol, preparing to fire. "whoa
whoa, easy! i'm friendly!" she said, she raised her hands for the human to get the message of not
being a threat. unless provoked in a way amelia likes.



"oh." luz was safe enough to lower her weapon, place it back to it's holster as she dropped the ice
spike. she stared at the woman, seeing a tint of red in her golden hues and she's quite tall compared
to the noceda. luz hasn't seen this person before she finds her,

interesting.

"were you following me?" luz asked as she turned around to get back to the boulder in the middle
of the clearing she was resting on before the woman appeared.

amelia lets out an awkward laugh, she stepped into the clearing as she idly walked around, making
it seem she's totally not coming up to her. "me? psh- i don't even know you. yet." she shook her
head as she was beginning to get sidetracked.

"anyways, i'm amelia blight and you are miss..?" amelia asked, she wanted to come up to her and
shake her hand but she suddenly became timorous. that's the first.

luz glanced at amelia in the corner of her eye, seeing the awkward smile which was cute. "i'm luz
noceda." she replied. amelia nodded as the name was immediately integrated into her brain and it
sounds real pretty.

"and you should probably head back to town, this area is prone to vampires." luz advised as she
opened her satchel to take out a notebook and charcoal pencil, that has a small rope wrapped
around it for easier hold, to start scribbling something on the fresh parchment page to occupy
herself.

she wasn't really expecting to have company when she just wanted to be alone and away from her
sister for a moment.

a second of serenity.

"if that's the case, why are you here alone?" amelia asked, peering her head to see what luz was
doing in the notebook but she needed to get closer, totally forgetting she had advanced vision.

"i'm… hunting one. yeah, 'cause i'm a vampire hunter!" luz excused, stopping what she was doing
for a moment as she pursed her lips, hoping that amelia would buy the reason but a soft chuckle
was heard instead. luz turned her head to look at amelia where she would be standing but she wasn't
there.

"what a weird method of hunting then." luz was caught off guard when she realised amelia was
right beside her, she was a little baffled by how quick the blight moved from a few feet to here
without making any noise.

now that amelia is up close, she can finally take a peek of what luz has been doing while luz was
internally screamed from the close proximity. amelia instantly make out the rough outline of the
roklious, she chuckled to herself as she has an artist in her hand.

"i thought you're a bounty hunter since you caught that roklious. pretty impressive by the way."
amelia said as she leaned back to the boulder, letting luz be with her sketch of the creature while
her eyes just couldn't look away from her. not even a second.

"oh thank you. i couldn't have done it without my sister." luz replied but amelia disagrees though
she didn't vocalise it. "i'm sure you have. you seem pretty powerful yourself." she said, turning her



head to meet luz's gaze as a smile tugged on her lips.

a smile that was never seen under the sunlight for several years and the hard, protected shell was
getting tampered for the cracks to appear but not yet.

not today at least as lots of genuine words are being uttered from a liar's mouth, that's a change.

"really?" luz asked as her eyes shimmered under the sun.

amelia nodded, "uh huh. all she did was shoot an arrow but you? you held that heavy beast like it
was nothing, that's beyond impressive." she said with pride in her tone that made luz's cheeks
become more red that she had to use her notebook to hide it. amelia giggled again as she found it
adorable and just wanted to kis-

whoa there! easy blight, you don't wanna bite off more than you can chew.

"thanks. i never got this much compliment from a stranger before." luz said, placing her closed
notebook down as she rubbed the back of her neck, getting timid from all the sweet words amelia's
saying to her. it's too much for her poor heart.

amelia grinned, she scooched a little closer to luz but still maintained their space. "well, it's your
lucky day, miss luz noceda."

-----

after luz and amelia meet in the woods, they frequently see each other in secret for a couple of
weeks that soon turned into a month.

they meet up in the same spot where the boulder was. away from their sisters, their worries and
problems to have their own moments of serenity as the two do enjoy each other's company.

though it's still uncertain for her to know if the other feels the same.

"i just don't get it." luz groaned as she dropped down on the grass filled ground, feeling it's short
tips prick the back of her neck, her hands covering her eyes to not be blinded by the sun's rays
shining down on her.

amelia was sitting on top of the boulder with a few pebbles in hand as she lightly tossed it in the air,
"don't get what?" she asked, peering down to see luz keep on groaning on her hands before meeting
amelia's gaze.

"lucia and eda always uses the same excuse that 'my training isn't done' whenever i ask them if i
could come on a mission." luz explained, making amelia raise a brow as she mostly know luz has
been in some missions. don't ask why or how she knows that. she tossed a pebble towards a tree,
hearing it make a 'thunk' noise upon impact and voiced her thoughts:

"weren't you involved in, i don't know, some recent bounty?"

"yeah but that's not thrilling!" luz rebukes, she pushed herself up with a few strands of grass got
stuck on her back and began pacing while elaborating what she wanted.

"i want to be in the action, be surrounded by dozens of enemies making it seem like all hope is lost
but it's not!" luz's voice turned dramatic as a spotlight was shone down upon her, acting out the



scenes that are playing in her head like she's in a theater play.

it amused amelia. she listened to everything luz was saying with endearment in her eyes as love
was clearly evident. by titan, the blight was smitten for the girl.

"and get to use my special gun for once." luz pulled out her pistol, spinning it by the trigger before
fluidly placing it back into the holster. she has alot of tricks and moves she practiced with this gun
only for it to be wasted away.

"is that why you were ready to shoot me when we met?" amelia lightly joked making luz scoff and
turned around to face her once again. "that doesn't count. i didn't know you." but the blight only
shrugged though she was wondering why did luz readied the gun for fire but she pushed past it
when luz continued.

"now i'm stuck to doing chores and brewing stupid potions when there's morton." luz walked over
to the boulder to lean against it, crossing her arms as she tapped her foot in annoyance. amelia tilted
her head slightly to see luz was actually pouting that made the vampire's heart go haywire that
made her think she was gonna die then and there.

amelia started thinking of a way to cheer luz and one plan instantly came into mind that made her
devilishly smirk. "you know, i've been wandering around bonesborough alot and have seen many
things." she started as she slipped off the top of the boulder and landed beside luz.

"there's an abandoned manor in the right arm that's inhabited by a lone, old vampire that's been
controlling that region for centuries. no one dared to stop them until you." amelia explained, this
piqued luz's interest by the sight of the sudden stars appearing in her hazel hues.

"are you up for the challenge?"

a wide grin climbed on luz's face and she exclaimed "yes! oh thank you so much, ames!" she pulled
the blight into a hug that caught her off guard but it was a welcomed surprise as her face blew up
but luz pulled away before amelia could return the hug.

"i'll make sure to free the people of the right arm from the vampire's evil clutches!" luz swore as
she pumped her fist into the air, feeling confidence surging throughout her body. amelia smiled, she
patted luz's shoulder and wanted to do the hug again but she held herself.

luz glanced at the hand, feeling more blood rush up to her face especially only realising now that
she just hugged the blight. the close proximity they had and still do now.

oh jesus, this is making luz dizzy.

amelia cleared her throat as she circled back to the topic, "that's the spirit. now, go. prepare for a
long journey and make sure you don't die along the way" she said, pulling her hand back to her side
since her hand kept patting the noceda's shoulder.

nodding, "i won't! i'll see you later, amelia!" luz waved amelia goodbye while making her way out
of the clearing and back to bonesborough to prepare for what's ahead. amelia should do the same
and she did.

once luz was out of sight and out of ear shot, amelia was speeding across the dense woods heading
for the right arm until it's only a matter of seconds that she arrived at the very doors of the



abandoned blight manor.

swinging the door open, amelia pushed the ghouls, who somewhat became a roommate since the
sisters' can't get rid of them, out of the way as she headed for her bedroom since that's the most
vital place of her plan.

it's perfect since there's no one here, if you exclude the extra inhabitants, amity is off somewhere
doing titan only knows as she doesn't even bother to tell amelia where she's going- well, she kinda
does do the same thing.

when amelia got to her bedroom, she realised just how much of a mess it was and she doesn't have
time to clean up all of the manor as she has to focus on her bedroom to make it look nice and lavish
like it once was before this whole family was torn apart.

amelia's not going to dwell on that.

whilst tearing the ugly, rotten wallpaper down, amelia didn't realise amity came back a few seconds
ago to prepare for something just like her sister. amity didn't notice amelia was renovating her room
and amelia didn't see amity speeding by with a dress on.

the whole manor was in chaos as if the sisters were doing things at the last minute.

"i'm off to see someone! don't look for me!" amity yelled from the lobby, didn't bother to know if
amelia heard her or not as she stepped out of the manor to do what she has planned today.

meanwhile, luz panted heavily as she slowly stopped in front of the door of the owl house. she took
a long time just to get here that's already dusk. taking a moment to have a breather before raising
her hand towards the doorknob, planning to open it but it was opened by someone else.

"oh! nice suit." luz complimented as she was surprised to see lucia wearing a slick suit that has
some patches on the part of the elbow but aside from that, she looks cool and ready for something.

something special.

"do you have a date or something?" luz asked with her brows wiggling. lucia blushed as she pursed
her lips, she stuffed her hands into her pocket to grip the fabric while trying to find the right words.

"uh.. y- yeah, a date with this pretty girl i met in the night market a while ago.." lucia stammered,
her posture turning awkward like she's getting an itch until she blurted it out "her name is amity."

a mischievous yet happy smile dawned on luz's face as she crossed her arms, "look who finally
scored someone that isn't made up." she teased making lucia scoff, "you shut up." she flicked her
little sister's forehead as she passed her.

luz grumbled under her breath while rubbing her forehead.

"tell eda i'm not gonna be home for a while and keep yourself out of trouble." lucia said as she
headed into the woods to the direction of bonesborough for her very first date.

"no promises. have fun with your date, beanie!" luz waved her sister goodbye that resulted in
getting flipped off. giggling to herself, she watched lucia get further and further away from her
view until she was engulfed into darkness.



remembering why she came in the house in the first place, luz rushed upstairs to her and lucia's
shared bedroom that is technically the attic. luz knelt down in front of their weapons chest, opened
it to take out several rounds of ammo as she needs this to fight against a being of speed and blood.

luz opened her pistol to check if it's cartridge was still full before placing it back in the holster and
glanced over to the holy bible that's just sitting next to an old shotgun but she ignored it and closed
the chest.

once luz felt fully prepared and geared up for the challenge that awaits her up in the right arm, she
took a deep breath in and slicked her hair before letting out a whistle. waiting for a split second for
the owl staff to come into her hand.

then, she jumped off the window as she got onto the staff and soar off into the beautifully painted
sky, the sun slowly saying it's goodbye in the land as the moon took its place with the darkness just
trailing behind.

when luz landing just a few steps away from the manor she was looking for, she slowly hopped off
the staff and a small 'whoa' escaped her lips as she had to tilt her head up to see the roof of the
manor.

it radiates death. that lingering feeling of something is watching you and the impending thought
that something will emerge from the drag you down from where they came from with them.

it unsettles luz and the dead landscape around her along with the open holes in the ground doesn't
help.

sucking up a deep breath, luz mustered up every bit of courage she had and moved forward. she
grabbed the cold doorknob, slowly twisted it open, pulled out her pistol and quietly opened the
door which was useless as its creak was loud as hell that made luz wince but she set it aside and
carefully took her first steps inside the rotten, old manor.

luz looked around the empty, dark lobby that gave off a sinister chill that made the noceda quickly
create a light spell and noticed a room just up ahead has a faint orange light that. luz slowly
approached the room, the floorboards under her creaked and moaned in pathetic pain.

the sound of crackling wood became louder and louder until she was at the entrance of an unkempt
living room of sorts with the innards of the couch out in the open, the carpet in the middle was
somewhat clean.

luz just guessed it's the living room as it's hard to determine which room is which when this place
looked like it belonged in the 1600's.

there she saw a tall figure standing in front of the roaring fireplace, with a glass of wine- luz hoped
it was, slowly swirling it around in a hypnotising manner. fitting a long coat that looked to be a
sleeping attire but luz isn't gonna question it as she's going to kill them away and prove that she's
worth something in the field.

"your reign ends here, old feign." luz said with her voice lowering in a few octaves to sound
threatening and serious as she raised her gun, aiming directly at the vampire's head while slowly
readying it.



in just one flick of a finger, luz jumped when she heard the front door slam shut and she was
pushed inside by something as the door was closed behind her as well. despite internally screaming,
luz kept her cool.

"your parlor tricks don't scare me." she scoffed.

then, luz heard the vampire deeply cackle as a blissful sigh was heard. "i'm so glad that you came
here tonight. i have alot things in store just for us." a frown slowly formed on her face as it feels
like she heard that voice before. somewhere.

the vampire slowly turned around, letting go of their glass that just floated mid air beside them.
with the light of the fireplace behind them, luz's eyes widened as a gasp escaped her lips and almost
dropped her gun when she realised it's

"a- amelia?"

amelia smiled at the sight of luz's shocked face, though she didn't know that she was both confused
and panicked. "surprise." the blight said with jazz hands before pouncing on the noceda without
giving a chance to react.

amelia pinned one of luz's wrists, got in between her legs and licked her face to get a sweet taste of
her flesh with a hint of salty due to the sweat.

luz shrieked as she was in utter confusion and scared of what amelia was planning to do to her. she
began thrashing around, wanting to get the vampire off her before things go south but-

 

BANG

 

the sound of the wine glass dropping and crashing into the floor loudly echoed throughout the
haunted manor, the fresh blood extracted from a creature was spilled on the newly refurbished
carpet that amelia spent alot of time on cleaning.

the sound of a gunshot followed and she dropped to the ground with a loud thud.

luz was quick to return to her senses, her ears were ringing as she quickly pulled herself up, slowly
backing up with her shaky hand holding her gun. the barrel smoking.

amelia has her hand on her face, lowered it to it was covered in blood before lifting her head up to
look at luz for her to see half of the blight's face was completely blown off.

bits of flesh and the intact eyeball was on the ground beside amelia, the amount of blood that was
oozing out of it was incomprehensible as it made a puddle. the fibres of amelia's face began to
reassemble itself again, quickly hiding the bones and a small part of the brain

it made luz shudder in horror at the sight of it. she didn't mean to pull the trigger.

but it dropped when luz saw tears welling up in the corner of her good eye. it befuddled the human,
she took one small step towards amelia and she immediately flew out of there. leaving luz to
ponder everything.



luz genuinely thought amelia was just a witch, vampires don't have bile sacks and she saw the
blight perform magic like a normal witch does. should she be a hybrid? she asked herself, then if
that's the case, she's completely unprepared for this and should book it.

should she though?

luz closed her eyes to prevent herself from seeing the bits and pieces of flesh of amelia on the
ground swimming in a pool of blood. she did blow off half of the girl's face and she's just gonna dip
without saying or doing anything?

what kind of person would luz be, especially if she did that to her friend.

though, luz does want to be more than that but that doesn't matter right now.

luz placed her gun back into the holster once again, pushed the doors open as she rushed up to the
unstable set of stairs. seeing the dark hallways before her but the light glyph she summoned was
still there and provided enough light for her to begin trekking the seemingly long hallway in hopes
to find where amelia could be.

most of the doors luz tried opening were mostly locked and noticed something at the end of the
hallway just faintly seen in the reach of luz's light. slowly approaching it, thinking they might aid
her in finding amelia, she went on to ask "excuse me, have you- ah!"

but she immediately recoiled when the ghoul turned to reveal it's rotting face, luz swiftly passed the
creature and turned left, not knowing where she's truly going.

luz kept passing many more ghouls, dodging their grimy hands from getting her and even passed a
talking rat who asked "ey shorty, got some bread on ya?" but luz ignored it as she just kept going in
this crazy place before slamming into something hard yet viscous.

lowly groaning as she rubbed her head to recover from that impact, luz looked up to see an
abomination wearing a small bow tie, groaning at her like it's trying to talk to her. she half expected
the abomination to attack her but it just stared at her while holding an empty tray as the noceda
stared back.

"um, have you seen amelia? i have to talk to her." luz said, the abomination slowly nodded and
lazily waved it's hand for luz to follow them as they started to lead the way to it's creator's room.

luz stuck close to the abomination while she lit the way to memorize the halls after realising this
place is basically a maze. when the abomination stopped walking, it groaned as it motioned it's arm
towards a particular door. telling luz they're here.

"thanks big guy." luz patted the creature's back, she walked up to the door and tiptoed to make
some changes on the abomination's face that made her lightly giggle before returning to the task at
hand. she stared at the doorknob for a short while, seeing a deep claw mark near it with fresh
bloody hand prints.

taking a deep breath in, luz lightly knocked on the door.

on the other side, amelia's pointed ears twitched upon hearing the knock and she immediately knew
who it was a single whiff of luz's scent seeping through the small crack under the door.



"leave me alone, luz." amelia said with her coarse voice. i got your point.

there's an empty champagne bottle on the floor that amelia drank in one swift move. she was
supposed to share this with luz but what happened earlier only confirmed the idea that vampires are
mere monsters that aren't capable of love. they don't feel love yet they know the logical side of it.

so what's the point in trying? amelia doesn't understand love anyways.

despite explicitly telling luz to leave her alone, amelia heard her door click open and light footsteps
slowly coming up to her with another weight added on the other side of the bed.

luz stared at amelia who's literally curled up into a ball, pulling on her coat to make sure it's tightly
wrapped around her body. she winced at the sight of the blight being so defeated. no words were
exchanged from the two, they just sat there in total silence with a couple clatters from the ghouls
outside until luz found the words she was looking for.

"i'm sorry i shot you."

"that's the last thing i ever wanted to do. i just didn't know it'd be you and i got scared that you were
actually gonna eat me or.. you know." luz said as she awkwardly rubbed her arm, looking the other
way for a split second before turning her gaze back to amelia who's still laying still as a ball.

unbeknownst to her that amelia was cursing herself for making luz feel, think that she was about to
get raped at that moment.

"i'm sorry i hurt you, amelia. i hope we can still be friends, i don't care that you're the very thing my
family has sought out to kill 'cause i'm not gonna murder my own friend." luz said, her words
brought truth as she's more than willing to take the risks. amelia is the first genuine friend ever had
in the boiling isles and.. experience of love.

she doesn't wanna lose her from a bullet.

but, amelia still hasn't moved from her position, which made luz extremely worried as she just
ruined their friendship because of her impulsiveness though she does understand if she was in her
shoes.

"but i understand that you don't wanna see me anymore after this." luz's tone turned despondent,
she slowly slipped out of the bed as she figured amelia does need to be left alone and she just
invaded her space. she just needs to disappear.

"you know… i hate the word friends." luz stopped when she heard amelia finally speak, she turned
her head to see that she's slowly turning around to meet the noceda's eyes. the healing of half of her
face was nearly done as if nothing bad happened at all.

"i feel more than friends whenever i'm with you." amelia said as she stared right into luz's hues, not
wanting to look away. she always gets lost in them with the stars being put to the test just how
much she shines.

"i always feel my heart beating the loudest when you're near and for once," the blight slowly
slithered her hand towards luz's, hesitantly, but she pushed through her doubts as this is a one time
opportunity and she can't miss this. amelia softly grabbed luz's hand, getting to feel just how warm
it was.



it brought comforting.

"i actually felt the warmth of the sun 'cause you're next to me."

luz's eyes slightly widened with her mouth turning agar. she can feel her heartbeat rapidly beating
in her chest and ears as her body warmed up even more, mostly her cheeks.

amelia could feel the same though she's worried about her dead heart being so lively that it might
actually flatline itself.

she cleared her throat and pressed on, "i know i'm invulnerable but getting to be vulnerable around
you is something i never done before and.. it makes me wanna be with you." amelia finally
confessed what she's been harboring for the longest time and her poor heart just couldn't take it. she
turned her gaze away, her hand holding luz's tried to withdraw but luz was holding onto it.

"i- if you want to. i mean, you dating a vampire? psh- that's stupid." amelia began blabbering,
doubting everything she just said but luz was there to shut her up with a hug.

"no it's not. i actually do want to spend my life with you too, amelia." luz replied, her hand slowly
intertwining with amelia's as she buried her face on her shoulder to hide her red face while the
blight was left in the open to die for being so lovestruck.

"really?"

luz nodded in response. a smile slowly crept up in amelia's face and she returned the hug, giving
their interwoven hands a firm squeeze. pulling away, amelia stared into luz's plump, red lips that
made her hungry and want to get a taste. she began leaning in as their faces are only mere inches
away.

already getting the gesture, luz closed her eyes as she waited for amelia.

then, their lips finally met. luz didn't think twice in kissing back as she felt her soul ascend to the
heavens, amelia's heart soar like the mighty griffin as she tilts her head to deepen the kiss and
slowly leaned in even more.

her empty hand began roaming around luz's body. getting a feel of her curves and breasts that she
softly groped making luz lowly groan in the kiss. once they ran out of breath, forcing them to pull
away, amelia gently pushed luz to lay on the pillows.

"you're so beautiful." amelia whispered as she placed tender kisses along luz neck while her hands
were traveling around her body, one snaking up her shirt to feel her bra containing those supple
breasts and pulling it up to set them free.

"ahh.." luz trembled from the feeling of her lover's cold hands groping her breasts, watching her
pull her shirt up to expose it under the light. "it's surreal you want to be with me." amelia said as
she leaned down to take one of luz's erected nipples whilst tweaking the other.

luz whimpered with her body slightly writhing from the unique feeling, she watched the blight suck
on her as her hand slowly traveled up to grip a handful of her hair. "you're beautiful too. especially
with that on." she pointed at the lingerie amelia was wearing, she didn't notice it earlier as she was
scared shitless but not anymore.



pulling away with a pop, amelia glanced down at herself and chuckled. "oh, this? it's something
special just for you." she replied as she slipped her night robe off for luz to get a full view of her
body and the something special twitching through the thin fabric.

smirking, "i can tell."

amelia snapped her finger to make all of their clothing disappear as she doesn't have the patience to
take everything off. she spread luz's legs and leaned closer to her wet pussy, inhaling her sweet
musk though she wanted to make it wetter.

without warning, amelia ran her long tongue on luz's cunt "aahh!" she moaned in surprise and her
hand that's already in amelia's head tightened its grip. "amelia.." luz muttered but another moan
came out of her mouth as her lover began eating her out.

amelia moaned while her face was smothered in luz's pussy, her eyes slowly closed to indulge in
the heavenly taste as her cock started to ooze out precum, staining the sheets but she didn't care.

her hips instinctively grinds on the sheets, feeling luz tugging and pulling her closer to her cunt
even more. amelia didn't hesitate to oblige, listening to her lover's moans as her tongue moved in a
rhythmic fashion before pushing her tongue inside making luz arch her hips and moan louder than
before.

once luz was wet enough to amelia's liking, she pulled away with slick and slobber all around her
mouth. licking it up, amelia stared at luz's disheveled look that only turned her on and also noticed
she's looking at something. following her gaze, she realised it's her dripping cock, just begging to
be inside the noceda as it twitched.

"wanna suck it?" amelia asked as she grasped her phallus to slowly pump it, making more precum
to leak out and dripping like drool much like luz who nodded in response.

grinning, amelia stood on her knees and walked closer to luz for her dick to be right up in her face.
she gripped onto the headboard while looking down, seeing luz stare at it for a short while before
adjusting her position and opening her mouth to slowly take half of it in making the vampire groan
from the warmth engulfing her cock.

"oh fuck.." amelia bit her lip as she shuddered, she kept her eyes on luz to watch her start bobbing
her head with her tongue swirling around the girth.

luz did her best to take the whole thing without triggering her reflex, she gripped onto amelia's
thighs and picked up the pace making her lover moan in bliss. her hips started thrusting to match
luz, her claws dug deep on the wooden headboard as she held herself from going rough.

"fuck, luz!"

luz gave amelia a blowjob for a minute or two until amelia herself pulled away with her cock
covered in drool and still hard. harder actually. amelia moved back down in between luz's legs. she
rubbed her cock against the noceda's cunt, watching her shudder in excitement and stopped on her
womanhood.

"ready for the best part?" amelia asked as she hovered above luz, staring deep into her lust filled
eyes that said it all.



"definitely." luz replied, raising her hand to caress the vampire's cheeks with her thumb spreading
the side of her mouth to see those long, sharp fangs and for some reason, it severely turned her on
as she likes- loves the thought of being bitten by those fangs.

luz dropped her hand and amelia took this opportunity to lean down for another kiss as she started
to push her cock in. luz whimpered in the kiss, she roped her arms on amelia's neck and reminded
herself to relax since she's going slow anyways.

amelia gripped the sheets as she shoved her tongue inside luz's wet cavern along with her phallus
making her squeal in the kiss. their tongues clashed with each other that already had a victor.

when air became a problem, a groan immediately escaped her mouth as she could feel the tightness
of luz's warm pussy entrapping, pulsing around her cock. she fucking loves it.

"s- shit.." luz bit her lip, her walls sized her lover's bulk with her hands getting a good grip on her
shoulders. she only realised just how big amelia is compared to her and it's astonishing she was
able to take her.

shuddering in delight, "aahh yes.. you feel amazing, luz." amelia groaned. she didn't move just as
she wants luz to completely adjust to her.

it took a few minutes until amelia asked "feel good?"

luz lets out a shaky sighed as she nodded, "y- yeah.. you can move now." she gave her the green
light and amelia nodded. she slowly pulled her hips back then pushed back in. she went in this
stagnant pace for a while as she watched luz's face gradually contort into pleasure.

soon enough, her moans became clearer and this motivated amelia to start picking up her pace. her
grip on the sheets tightened along with luz tugging on her hair as her moans became louder,
clogging the blight's ears so that's the only thing she hears.

the only thing that matters.

"aaahh- amelia!" luz moaned with her head slightly rolling back, her body beginning to jolt upward
from every hit amelia made. her eyes were closed as she wanted to savor the intense feeling
bubbling in her gut which was a shame for amelia but it's alright as she went at the speed she
wanted earning a squeal of pleasure.

amelia moaned as she rolled her head back, she accidentally tore on the sheets but it was ignored
and kept thrusting hard. her cock going deeper into her pussy, hitting all of the right spots for her as
she listened to those heavenly moans. feeling her tight snatch just anchoring her to not stop and she
isn't planning to.

"fuck- amelia!! it.. it feels so good!"

amelia watched her lover's body bounce like a ragdoll, moaning for her to go faster, harder and just
make her hers. it triggered something inside the vampire, her eyes shifted red as her ears started
ringing, her claw dug into the mattress and her thrusts became rougher. aggressive even but not
enough to hurt luz.

she doesn't want that.



with her fangs becoming longer, sharper. amelia cupped luz's cheeks to tilt her head to the side,
showing her clean neck into the light as well with her veins under the vampire's keen vision. her
blood rapidly pumping filled her nose along with sweat.

hearing her stomach grumble from hunger, her mouth salivating and throat turning dry. amelia can't
hold herself, she doesn't want to. she opened her mouth as wide as she can with a monstrous growl
escaping her throat before leaning down and sank her fangs into luz's flesh.

luz moaned in both pain and euphoria with her hands continuing to grip on amelia's hair tightly. she
lets her lover have this as the pleasure below was enough to distract her. amelia moaned and rolled
her eyes from the sweet taste of the noceda's blood, she wants to drink more but she didn't want to
lose herself and accidentally suck her dry.

instead, amelia lets her poison run through the human's veins and quickly withdraws. sighing
blissfully, a small trail of blood rolled down the side of her mouth and fluttered her eyes open, her
eyes shifted back to normal as she was replenished. amelia stared at the mark she left.

two very visible red marks were seen, black veins appeared all around it like poison but luz feels
great. amazing even. runes became visible as well as it circles around luz's neck though only
monsters and witches are able to see it so they know who this human belongs to.

"i love you, luz." amelia whispered as she placed a tender kiss on the forehead. her hand caressing
her cheek to make her be at ease as she was in slight pain from the mark.

slowly opening her eyes, luz softly smiled as she replied "i love you too, amelia blight."

then, amelia gritted her teeth as she can feel her climax coming faster than she expected. the same
goes with luz as she's in the verge of falling to the ledge and the blight didn't have time to pull out
when she plunged her cock right into luz's womb. ejaculating inside.

"fuck!!!"

luz screamed in absolute euphoria with her hips arching as she came hard for her first time.
shuddering at the warm feeling swirling inside her, mixing with her own cum. amelia helped them
come down from their highs that made luz realise something.

"w- wait! you didn't have protection!" luz exclaimed, which snapped amelia out of her daze. she
took a few seconds to understand what luz just said before uttering a small 'oh' and waved her hand
in dismiss, "of course i did. look at your wrist." she said.

luz rose a brow, she looked down at both of her wrists and saw that her right one had a pink spell
circle on. "what's this?" she asked as she tried to touch it but her fingers just phased through it.

"a protection spell. i knew learning this was gonna be handy," amelia replied, she leaned down to
press her forehead against luz's with her voice becoming deeper, "because i'll make sure you're
filled to the brim with my cum."

with both of their libidos spiking back up to the rooftops, amelia doesn't feel tired and neither does
luz. "then do it, blight." luz then pulled amelia down for a heated kiss for their second round to
commence.

 



it's midnight. the sound of the bed getting abused was heard throughout the hallways followed by
muffled yet loud moans from the eldest's room. the other inhabitants of the manor paid no mind to
it as they've been practically desensitized since they came into this world.

"aaahh!!" amelia came inside luz one last time, feeling her whole body trembling and going numb
as she panted heavily after going for several rounds that luz was already out mid sex in the last two
rounds.

amelia slowly pulled her limping cock out of luz, letting their mixed cum flow out of her well used
pussy. she dropped down beside her lover, pulling her close for a cuddle with the covers draping
over their sweaty nude bodies.

amelia found it easy to close her eyes when she usually doesn't sleep or couldn't sleep. but with luz
comfortably resting at her side, she fell asleep with ease.

 

with the sun has already risen in the east, it's rays tried to pierce through the thick blinds of the dark
room. the sound of the ghouls burning from the sunlight when they mindlessly walk past the open
window but the sun alone isn't enough to get rid of them. they let out a pain roared and quickly
sought comfort in the darkness.

luz groaned awake when she heard the ghouls, she slowly fluttered her eyes open to see a single
streak of sunlight that managed to go past the blinds and hit a familiar purple head.

squinting her eyes for her vision to focus, luz saw her lover's peaceful sleeping face with her mouth
slightly agar as a big spot of drool was under her. luz softly smiled, she wiped the drool off and
slowly leaned closer to give amelia a kiss on the nose but she froze when she heard a cracking
groan.

"are the ghouls burning outside?" amelia asked, taking a few sniffs as she smelled something
burning. her morning voice was really deep and luz wants to listen to it more. the blight groggily
opened her eyes after rubbing it to get rid of the soot.

"may- oh god, your head is burning!!" luz just realised the streak of sunlight was actually burning a
side of amelia's head and she hasn't noticed it.

"oh fucking come on." amelia patted her burning head and sat up to let her regenerative abilities
restore her burned scalp and hair, her precious hair. "i should really barricade that window." she
muttered while massaging her head, narrowing her eyes at the window.

"this happens alot?" luz asked as she sat up, wincing in the process that reminded her of the events
of last night. she held up the covers on her chest with her head resting on her lover's shoulder.

unfortunately, amelia sighed in dismay. "more than it should be."

luz giggled, she leaned up to give her a kiss on the cheek to make it all better. it worked. amelia
returned the kiss on the cheek as well, she immediately saw the special mark she gave the noceda
and it made her proud of herself but also worried that she might've gone too far.

"luz, i'm so sorry for going too rough on. i just got caught up in the moment and-" amelia was
lamenting about everything and luz was quick to shut her up but pressing her index finger against



her lips.

"hey hey, calm down. i loved it so please don't beat yourself up, okay? i love you." luz reassured
her, her hazel eyes bringing comfort to the vampire and it made a smile come on her lips once
again. amelia never smiled this much in one lifetime and her life just did a full 180 when she first
met luz in the woods.

she doesn't regret it.

amelia intertwined their hands again, "i love you too." she closed the space between them for a
more sweet and tender good morning kiss. luz didn't hesitate to reciprocate as her hand gave a firm
squeeze.

as they pulled away, luz rested her head on amelia's chest to hear her heart give out faint yet hard
beats and that's enough than nothing as it made her feel at ease. amelia has her arm wrapped around
her lover with her unoccupied hand rubbing her head, twirling her curls.

the room was filled nothing but white noise from outside, the two lovers stayed like this for a
while. enjoying the silence and each other's company.

until luz whispered a question, "what time is it?"

amelia looked over shoulder to look at the streak of sunlight that burned her, determining what time
it is. "pass 8, i think." she replied and luz pulled away as she started looking around the room for
her clothes.

"what's wrong?" amelia asked, confused.

"i need to go. my sister is probably out hunting for me right now." luz said and it made amelia
grimace at the idea of luz leaving so soon but she isn't gonna force her to live in this rotten home.
she snapped her finger to make all of their clothes appear again. instead of lingerie, amelia just
wore a simple shirt and pants.

"but i'll see you later, right?" amelia asked as she slipped off the bed, offered her hand to help luz
stand while still being sore down there.

nodding, "of course. same place." luz replied, hissing slightly but she managed through the pain
and looked up at amelia. her heart ached when she saw her droop, she caressed her cheek once
again and watched her lean into the touch. knowing the blight doesn't want her to leave but luz has
to.

"i have to go." luz whispered and amelia nodded even though she didn't want to accept it. "i know.."

then, something popped up in amelia's head. "wait, before you leave." she was so quick that luz
didn't have time to ask what she meant and was back with a heavy bag full of gold.

"here."

luz was speechless. "n- no thank you?" she was in utter confusion why amelia suddenly had the pot
gold in her hands and offered it like it's nothing.

chuckling, amelia figured luz was bewildered as hell and kinda expected, really. "you probably told
your family you're out to slay an old vampire so tell them he kept his treasures in the basement and



easily defeated him."

luz hesitantly grabbed the bag and almost dropped it as she underestimated how heavy it was.
"almost forgot." amelia opened her mouth, grabbed one of her fangs and ripped it out to hand to
luz. fresh and bloody out of the gums.

luz was flabbergasted. "don't worry, it grows back." amelia reassured as she showed another fang
immediately taking the old one's place but the noceda was in shock that she's holding a blood fang
of her lover.

softly sighing, "thank you." luz tiptoed to give amelia one last kiss and began to slowly back up
towards the door, "i'll see you later, mi amor!" she waved her lover goodbye who did the same as
she watched her stop once her back met the door.

"have a safe trip back, love."

once luz out of the manor, amelia was looking over at her by the entrance. her hand continuously
waved with an unwavering smile on her face while she watched luz fly off towards the direction of
the town until she was no longer seen. even with a sharp sight.

without luz, amelia's energy suddenly plummeted with her smile dropping as she doesn't have
anyone who could make her smile like luz does. but she reminded herself it's not the end of the
world and she'll see luz later this day.

"is she the reason why the manor looked clean for the first time in years?" amelia jumped when she
heard amity's voice behind her. she turned around to indeed see her little sister already back to..
whatever she's been doing last night, amelia doesn't recall.

"i figured it needed some renovation. i'm tired of stepping in holes on the floor." amelia lied as she
look away, not wanting her relationship so early. and amity definitely bought it.

"yeah right. it's okay to say that she's your girlfriend and the one who changed your life." amity
nonchalantly said as she turned around to head for her room with a smug smile on her face. feeling
more giddy than usual- almost lovestruck and amelia instantly noticed it

"where have you been anyways?" she asked but amity just shrugged.

"i've been busy."

 

meanwhile, luz finally landed in front of the owl house and hopped out of the owl staff as she
walked inside. immediately seeing lucia passed out on the couch, her clothing had some scratches
as if she fought a vampire or something.

not minding it, luz leaned the staff on the wall and quietly trotted upstairs to their room. she made
sure she hid the gold well as she doesn't want eda stealing some to restock her apple blood. the
noceda came back down, speeding past the living room and came into the kitchen to cook breakfast
for everyone.

oblivious to the fact that lucia bore the same mark as her.



Love In My Pocket

Chapter Summary

omega amelia x alpha luz

requested by @Remiel & @SonikDC

inspiration: love in my pocket by rich brian

"are you sure there's gonna be enough rooms for all of us to sleep? i don't wanna be a freeloader for
you guys." luz asked as she's uncertain about this decision. she's sitting in the back of lucia's car
with amity, her mate, on the front passenger seat.

amity turned around to look at her best friend, flashing her a reassuring smile "it's fine, i promise.
the house is big enough for all of us." she said with lucia nodded in agreement while she kept her
eyes on the road.

"and rent is no problem. just be there to accompany a certain someone." lucia added with her tone
suggesting something and luz could already figure it out. ever since lucia and amity became a
thing, their sisters have been pushed to the side and leaving them as awkward third wheels of
having to endure their revolting display of love.

luz doesn't mind since she's happy for the two though it did make her feel lonely. she doesn't know
if the same could be said for the other.

as the car stopped outside of the house, it's fairly sized. it's smaller than the blight manor but bigger
than the noceda household. everyone stepped out of the car, the noceda sisters went to the back to
grab their stuff while amity went ahead to greet someone at the door.

luz grabbed two heavy boxes that weigh nothing to her, she turned and looked over to the porch to
see amity hugging someone before pulling away to make them come into view. revealing it to be
the eldest of the four siblings, amelia blight. with a brand new hairstyle to fit as well.

amelia has the same purple hair color as amity but her old mane like hairstyle was cut shorter with
her natural color showing off in the ends. nonetheless, luz liked the new look.

lucia softly elbowed luz's side that snapped her back to reality and cleared her throat, she followed
her sister towards the porch with the conversation between the blight sisters slowly becoming
clearer till they stopped in front of them.

"i'm just glad you guys didn't get stuck in traffic." amelia said, she seemed to be in a good mood
until she saw lucia's face poke out of the boxes. she and lucia have a sour friendship but are forced
to get along for amity's sake.

"oh we did. i just found a way to get us out of there." lucia said with a cackle as she went past
amelia to go into the house, heading up to the stairs to drop her and amity's stuff off to their



bedroom.

"the hell she meant by that?" amelia asked. both luz and amity looked to the side with their lips
pursing tightly, the young blight thinking of an excuse. "you don't wanna know." she replied instead
as she patted her sister's shoulder and slipped past her to follow her mate up the stairs.

amelia turned around to watch her sister head up the stairs before disappearing, a grim expression
was on her face as she muttered the words under her breath "if i have the chance, i'll set her on fire
in her sleep." with her fists clenching behind her crossed arms.

"hey, amelia." luz awkwardly greeted as she ignored that she heard what amelia said.

this slightly surprised the blight to realise the young noceda was here too. "oh. hey, luz. i didn't
know you were gonna stay here as well." she vocalised her thoughts. amelia now had to look up a
bit to meet luz's eyes as she had a growth spurt and it doesn't help that she's an alpha that only
increased her growth twice.

she even managed towers lucia. lucia didn't take it well when luz was supposed to be the twerp.

"yeah well, amity talked me into it." luz replied and she doesn't wanna be alone, even if it means
having to live with two people who don't know what self control is. she'll take it.

noticing that luz was still carrying the boxes in her hands, amelia stepped aside to let luz come in
and drop the boxes to the side as she watched the blight close the door.

"i like the new hair. it suits you." luz complimented amelia who gave her a single glance before
looking away.

"thanks. you're looking swell yourself." amelia returned the gesture. a smile tugged in the corners
of luz's lips "you think so?" but she cleared her throat to change the subject as amelia looks like she
has other things to do and luz is stalling her.

"so, uh, where can i sleep? the couch is fine if you don't have extra rooms." luz asked as she leaned
against the wall to seem chill about sleeping in the couch but amelia motioned her hand up the
stairs.

"the guest bedroom is just down the hall to the left. this house has plenty of rooms that are basically
useless so pick whatever you want. i don't care." amelia replied with clear disinterest.

luz nodded as she popped her lips in an attempt to break the awkwardness between them. "okay,
maybe we can.." but before she could finish her sentence, amelia walked off without another
glance. luz instantly got the memo.

"never mind."

luz lifted the boxes again to head up the stairs, following the direction amelia gave for the guest
bedroom as she decided it's a good place for her to sleep since she is a guest. she passed by where
the couple would be sleeping, the door was closed but she could hear them messing around on the
other side making luz roll her eyes and continue down the hallway.

once the door of the guest room was opened, luz lightly whistled at the size of the room. it's big,
it'll be the same size if you combine both of luz and lucia's rooms combined.



luz settled her boxes to the side and sat on the edge of the bed, feeling it's soft foam and looked at
every place of the room as she planned where she'd put what.

-----

the last two weeks in the new house have been something. luz and amelia got used to the many
eventful nights their sisters have despite the walls being somewhat soundproof.

luz found out why she was asked to be here in the first place, be the fourth wheel and
simultaneously keep amelia occupied. speaking of amelia, she has been quite despondent towards
her since she's related to the alpha who took her sister but she's not as aggressive to luz as she is
towards lucia.

which is good? luz still wanted to, at least, befriend the eldest blight. it's a massive mission to
achieve but if they're gonna be the awkward third wheels to their sisters, then they gotta make it
work.

but for now, it's laundry day and it's luz's turn to put everything up under the sun. lucia and amity
were out to do some errands so it'll just be luz and amelia here. they haven't talked since she came
here but luz wants to change that today.

as the machine lets out a beep of being done, luz turned it off and started to take the load of laundry
out then dropped it to the basket until there's nothing left. luz lifted it up to head for the backyard,
when she got to the kitchen, she saw amelia on a ladder fixing the dead light bulb.

luz quietly walked up to the kitchen, placed the basket down the floor as she watched amelia twist
the light bulb out of it's holder. "need a hand?" she offered, amelia snapped her gaze at noceda as
she was slightly surprised by her suddenly being there.

amelia shook her head, "no thanks. i got this." she replied as she got back to what she was doing
and was just about to grab the new light bulb that was resting on the top of the ladder only for it to
roll off. dropping to the ground creating a gunshot like noise and little bits of shards are now
sprawled across the floor.

"shit."

"here." amelia looked down but she realised luz was already standing on top of the island with a
new light bulb in hand to offer. the omega hesitantly grabbed the bulb out of the alpha's hand while
staring into their hazel eyes, expecting something mischievous like lucia but no. luz just wants to
help.

"..thanks." amelia proceeded to change the light until the bulb was tight enough for her to slowly let
it go, watching it stick much to her relief. she stepped down the ladder and her foot was about to
meet the cold floor but luz stopped her as she hopped off the island.

"wait, don't step there. i'll clean the shards, hold on." luz swiftly went to the stockroom to grab the
broom and dustpan as she started sweeping the floor off of broken shards of the light bulb before
throwing it in the trash.

now that it's safe for amelia to come down, she looked at the young alpha again who's putting
everything back to where it was. "thanks again." she said with her tone timorous, luz softly smiled
at that.



"no problem, ames. anyways, i'll just hang these. if you need anything, just call me." luz said as she
grabbed the basket once again, waved amelia a temporary goodbye before resumed to what she was
doing as she went in the direction of the backyard.

amelia watched luz disappear from sight, she stood there for a few long seconds, thinking to herself
but she shrugged it off and walked off somewhere she can occupy herself to.

3 days have passed since luz helped amelia with the light bulb and it gave the blight the time to
ponder on many things about luz. rethinking what she thinks about her but didn't place her hopes on
her sleeves just yet.

it's dinnertime, lucia was in charge of cooking which she whipped up the family recipe with luz
setting the table. in the distance, amelia was watching luz work as her mind began wondering while
her sister was checking on her mate.

"alrighty, it's done." lucia turned off the stove, grabbed another pot holder to carry the pot to the
table and placed it on the mat right in the middle as everyone took a seat on their chosen chairs.

lucia and amity sat next to each other as usual. amelia sat on the head of the table and luz two seats
away from her.

as everyone started eating, amelia and luz were forced to see and hear every shenanigans the couple
did at the table. the two just awkwardly ate to themselves and tried to block it out but it's hard when
they're at a close proximity.

luz glanced over to amelia who looked to be done in life as she had her elbow on the table with her
hand covering the side of her face to just block the revolting sight of love the two are exhibiting. as
they really can't escape this, luz figured she'd make the most of it.

luz silently called amelia to meet her eyes, she covered the side of her mouth for the couple not to
see what she was gonna do and started making gagging jokes as she pointed at the two. amelia
softly scoffed, she looked at them in the corner of her eyes, checking if they're still being disgusting
before replying to luz with an odious sneer earning a snicker from the young alpha.

amelia stared at luz's toothy grin, feeling something flutter in her chest for a mere second before
she shuts it down as she knew this couldn't be it even though her inner omega was telling
otherwise.

throughout the dinner, luz and amelia picked on the couple thinking they aren't gonna get caught
when lucia and amity were watching them with amusement. amity can feel something is gonna
grow between her sister and best friend, she's going to be totally on board with it.

another week has passed, luz and amelia are on equal grounds now as she realises that she's vastly
different from her sister. she's more tamed but is wild at times she's excited. amelia just found it..
cute.

lucia also wanted to be on equal grounds with the eldest blight as well since she's basically her
sister in law (now that amity is bound to be pregnant).

but lucia has a long way to go as amelia doesn't like giving things free.



after dinner, amelia excused herself early and climbed up on the roof as it's her little quiet spot just
to get away from the obnoxious couple below. her legs huddled close to amelia's chest as she stared
up at the star filled sky with the full moon shining bright across the boiling isles.

amelia used to climb the rooftops when she was a kid, she liked the nightly breeze kissing her face,
the feeling of freedom along with the distant view of bonesborough if she just ignored the blight
industry factory ahead.

but of course, it didn't last long. odalia scolds her of the probability of her falling off and alador
sealed off any possible way amelia could use.

snatching away her only freedom. much like usual.

"hey." amelia looked over her shoulder when she heard a voice behind her, half expecting it's luz
and she was right. "how did you get up here?" she asked as she watched luz pull herself up to the
roof, walked over to her and sat down beside her with an evident space between them.

"i found a ladder." luz replied as she got comfortable sitting on the roof tiles. "it's nice up here." she
looked up to the beautiful and wide canvas that twinkled in her eyes, oblivious to amelia's stares.
admiring the alpha's features under the starlight before she caught herself and averted her gaze as
her cheeks became rosy.

"it is. where's the two?" amelia asked, luz turned her gaze at the blight as she responded "already in
their room. probably on their way doing it." with her tone both suggestive and disgusted making
amelia scoff.

"dear titan, they fuck like serpent rabbits." she muttered while luz tilted her head in slight confusion
as she hadn't heard that creature before.

"i'm guessing that's a combination of snake and bunny that should never be petted, huh?" luz gave a
good guess, amelia nodded and a smile slightly tugged on her lips as a memory suddenly resurfaced
to replay in her head.

"basically. edric found a wild one when we were kids and tried to pull a sneaky one on me but it
attacked him instead." amelia said with a giggle.

luz listened to the story while staring at amelia, her eyes full of endearment. her chest suddenly
swelling in bees and butterflies as her blood quickly rushed up to her cheeks. she pulled her legs
up, making it seem she's just getting comfortable when in reality, she's hiding her blushing face.

"oh jesus. how did he survive?" luz asked, wanting to hear more of the story but mostly amelia
talking as it feels like she hasn't heard her talk much. adding more mystery to the woman that luz
wants to solve.

"ah that's a long story but all i can say is that, he didn't have a fun time in the bathroom." amelia
chuckled, slightly cringing at the memory in particular as she can faintly hear edric dying on the
other side along with the water somewhere just to make himself live.

"ew. i mean, poor ed."

amelia's smile slightly grew as she looked at luz in the corner of her eye, "but he recovered the
following week and off to do more bullshit with his twin." she said with nonchalance making the



noceda giggle to herself since it was expected from the blight twins.

then, there was a comfortable silence between them which was a massive change from their
awkward conversation almost four weeks ago. luz likes this and wants to keep it that way.

"do you think alien rabbits live on the moon?" she asked as a sudden memory of herself made itself
known.

amelia was surprised by the peculiar question. "what?"

"when i was a kid, i used to think that there were rabbits on the moon because it's shaped like one. i
wanted to go up there and meet one but as i grew older, i realise how stupid that was." luz
explained with a smile coming on her face as she stared at the individual roof tiles. thinking back to
how simple life was and believed those little myths that half of them came true when she came into
the boiling isles.

unbeknownst to luz, she made amelia blush at the sight of her dreamy smile but she tried to play it
off cool and leaned back onto her planted arms behind her as she stared up to the moon again.
trying to see where the rabbit could be until it made itself clear to her.

"no one really has gone to the moon yet but considering this is the boiling isles. they're gonna be
some man eating eldritch creatures!" amelia said with her voice lowering to instill terror in the
human who's nonetheless interested.

but amelia wasn't done. not even close. "that'll shoot poisonous spit as painful as the boiling seas
with sharp tongues to impale and suck your blood off! or will keep you alive while they feast on
your innards with their egregious faces will be the last thing you'll see!"

blinking, "welp, there goes my good sleep record." luz is surely gonna get nightmares again,
earning the omega blight giggle once again that only made the feeling in the noceda's chest get
worse.

it was luz's turn to stare at amelia in an unreasonable amount of seconds as she stared at her
glowing face under the moonlight with her golden eyes shining with something she can't read yet.
but she can't deny it anymore.

"if there is a rabbit on the moon, i wanna see them with you. even if it means getting eaten by
carnivorous bunnies in the process." luz proposed, making it sound like a date than anything and
amelia was quick to pick it up as it made her blush grow worse.

slowly nodding, "yeah, i'd like that." amelia replied with a real genuine smile now on her face.

amelia cannot hold it anymore. she has her love stuck in her pocket and she doesn't know what to
do with it anymore when luz came. "you're not as bad as i thought you were, luz." she said, she
moved towards the alpha without her noticing until-

amelia kissed luz on the cheek.

luz's eyes widened, she turned her head to face amelia who seemed to be lost in the clouds for a
minute while luz's eyes dilated as it twinkled.



"goodnight." amelia said as she stood up, planning to head down and die as she couldn't believe she
did that. her face exploded in red with her hand clasping her mouth, her head screaming why the
fuck did she just do that. leaving luz alone to contemplate herself.

luz was internally celebrating and screaming simultaneously while she sat stiffly on the roof, her
thumbs softly tapping each other while she stared out at the horizon. her face was completely red
and her heart was beating faster than a griffin could fly.

is she smitten? perhaps she is and she can't complain.

"g- goodnight."

-----

this has been awkward between luz and amelia, they couldn't keep a straight eye on each other
without being a blushing mess. their sisters can see the sudden distance and tried to ask what
happened but they denied anything that was thrown at them or just straight up bolted out of there.

once night came again, everyone was in their rooms and the house was quiet for once. luz has her
lights off but she couldn't sleep, she only stared up at the ceiling with her mind replaying what
happened on the roof and she simply cannot get over it.

she wants amelia to do it again but this time, in the lips.

luz grabbed her pillow and screamed into it as she literally just thought of that when she doesn't
know how to deal with her own conflicting feelings. but before she could loath for the entire night,
she perked up when she heard a knock on her room and watched it slowly open. letting a strip of
hallway light in her room.

it was amelia on the other side.

"h- hey, ames. need something?" luz asked, she fixed herself as she stared at the blight being in a
timid posture. she's already in her nightwear along with her two pillows in her arms and luz just
realised she has her hair down. she never saw amelia with the hair down.

she's really beautiful, it hurts.

"um.. did i wake you?" amelia asked with her soft voice to not wake the rest up if she disturbed luz
but the noceda shook her head. "no no. i just… i can't sleep." she replied the truth which could be
said the same for the blight as she nodded.

"me neither. can i sleep with you tonight?" amelia asked, hoping and luz vigorously nodded as
words weren't certainly not enough to convey how much she wants to sleep with the omega without
the sexual intent.

they aren't on that level yet. hell, they don't even know what they are.

"of course." luz pulled the bed sheets up as she moved to the further wall to make space for amelia.
she stepped inside the room, silently closing the door behind her that engulfed them in darkness but
amelia could see well and easily found the bed.

as luz dropped the bed sheets, draping over them and amelia getting comfortable. there was utter
silence between them as they didn't know what to say, only the light humming of the air conditioner



filled the dead silence.

then, luz heard amelia move around in front of her and suddenly felt something warm press against
her whole body. she had to blink multiple times for her eyes to adjust to the dark and looked down,
realising amelia was resting her face on her chest while curled into a ball.

gulping, luz hesitantly wrapped her arms around amelia and pulled her closer, the blight did without
protest. the noceda placed her face on top of amelia's head as she held the omega close, the warmth
lulled them to sleep while being comfortably in each other's arms.

they easily fell asleep and it was the best sleep they ever had.

 

the morning came, lucia was the first to wake up which was a surprise to herself but she can't help
it as she can't go back to sleep. she's in the kitchen, waiting for the hot water for her coffee while
strolling through her phone now that the portal's back, wifi's back as well.

when the hot water was ready, lucia poked the creature's eyes to shut up it's screaming and grabbed
the kettle to start pouring it over her mug. as she stirred her coffee, taking a few blows before
taking a tiny sip, she perked up when she heard a door closing upstairs. the alpha waited for
whoever was awake neck and it was luz.

wearing a rather familiar jacket.

"buenos dias." luz greeted, she immediately went straight into making her own coffee to energise
herself.

"morning." lucia replied while staring at luz from behind. examining and determining the jacket as
she knows she's seen it somewhere.

when luz finally got her first sip, she sighed deeply as she leaned against the counter while she held
her mug with both hands to warm herself up. she noticed lucia's intense look on her that she was to
ask- was about to ask until she was beaten to it.

"is that amelia's banshee jacket?" lucia asked in a suspicious tone.

"huh- oh no no no." luz was swift to deny it all. she tensed up when lucia drew closer to sniff her
but luz dodged her and lets out a nervous laugh. "this.. this is amity's. yeah, she lets me borrow it
because my old one was torn to pieces by a.. serpent rabbit." she told a weak excuse as that
wouldn't make sense.

amity is a mated omega. she would never share her belongings to any other alphas than her own
and lucia already knew bullshit from the moment luz got out of her way.

"i smell bullshit."

"haha.. ah.." luz could only awkwardly smile at her sister.

just in time, amity came down to the kitchen with morning hair."good morning, luz." she waved at
her tensed best friend, not noticing the dense atmosphere the sisters are having.



"good morning, mi amor." amity pecked lucia's cheek before taking her mug to take her own sip of
coffee. as it wakened her up, amity immediately noticed luz was wearing her sister's old captain of
the banshees jacket.

amelia was the captain before amity. she was more intense and brutal in the field but that's another
story for another time.

"hey, is that amelia's jacket?" amity asked the same thing and this backed luz into a tight corner.
"that's what i've been trying to say but she kept denying it." lucia added, she crossed her arms as
she narrowed her gaze at luz who still said nothing.

"have you and amelia mated?" amity asked the obvious, well, she thought was the obvious as luz's
face fumed with lucia betting her ass that is it not true.

"no!" luz exclaimed in pure embarrassment.

"i fucking hope not!"

without notice to everyone, a certain someone was already awake and overheard the two alphas
shouting in the kitchen. "would you stop shouting? it's literally 7 in the morning, jackass." amelia
spat, her tone groggy as she glared at lucia before moving on to lay on the couch since she's still
sleepy.

everything seemed to be in order for amelia but one thing that doesn't make sense is her wearing
luz's cat hoodie. even wrapping herself around it as she didn't want to take it off.

the couple turned their heads to luz but she wasn't there anymore. luz briskly walked out of the
kitchen and sat down on the floor, leaning on the couch. they don't know if they're talking but they
could see that being the case and lucia doesn't like the idea amelia being luz's mate.

amity heard her lover growl beside her as they stared at the newly formed couple or soon to be one.
she hushed lucia and kissed her cheek once again to help her calm down, not wanting any trouble to
stir up so early in the morning.

"let them be, love. they're only getting started."



Kisses For You

Chapter Summary

dom witch beta luz & willow x sub dog hybrid beta amity

requested smut by @Zebra manca

"amity! amity, come back!" a child's voice was heard from behind but it wasn't enough to stop her
from running at full speed on all fours while gnawing on something in her mouth.

as a small puppy hybrid hopped off the small ledge that led her down the sandy shores, amity raced
towards the little safe house she and her friends made. she scurried inside, got a corner and waited
as her tail slowly wagged behind her.

her ears suddenly perked up when she heard rapid footsteps crunching the grains of sand and
amity's excitement burst when she was willow's head peer in the tent.

"she's in here!" willow said, she walked inside the tent with luz just jogging behind her. both
heavily panting as they were forced to chase after their best friend through bonesborough to here
and they can't match up with a dog hybrid.

amity is the youngest of her litter, a runt so to say. she first met luz in the forest and willow in the
school, they really hit it off when they all met each other. every summer they spent was a memory
to remember. despite going to school, amity doesn't speak much and uses her dog half to talk.

mostly composed of whines, whimpers and barks but luz and willow understood her. took some
time to decipher what amity wants to say but they got there.

"jeez, you made us run a mile back there!" luz wheezed, wiping the sweat off her forehead as she
walked over to amity and sat down beside willow. cornering the little pup.

sighing after luz finally caught her breath, "okay come on, drop it. you already have alot of toys
than i do." she offered her hand to amity, expecting for the collar to be dropped on it but amity just
stared at it before shaking her head vigorously as she started tearing it.

"amity, drop the collar, please?" willow tried but amity only laid down with her hands tightly
gripping the collar as she chewed on it like how she chewed luz's flip flops. she almost got thrown
at by a chancla from her mami as she thought amity was a stray demon, gladly luz was there to stop
them.

luz tapped her chin as she hummed, trying to think of the methods she could use. then, one came to
mind. "who's a good girl? who's my good girl huh?" luz started scratching under amity's chin, she
watched her eyes dilate and she instantly melted in the touch with her leg slowly kicking as she
leaned into the touch.



luz continued the scratchies, her eyes motioning for willow to take the collar now while amity is
distracted. willow fixed her glasses, she silently sucked a deep breath in through her nose and
started to take the slow approach. her hand inching closer and closer to it's target till she swiftly
snatched the collar out of amity's mouth.

amity snapped her eyes open when she felt the collar get torn away from her, she withdrew from
luz's touch and lets out a whine. she tried to get it back but willow hid it behind her as she shook
her head. amity only continued to whine.

"nope. how did you even get the collar anyways?" willow asked as she turned the collar over to
find some kind of name tag but guessed amity tore it off at some point in the chase.

"i saw her pounce on a pet demon and snatched the collar of their neck. almost suffocated the guy."
luz said, she looked at the collar as well, seeing the side of it was filled with bite marks. she turned
her gaze back to amity when she heard her grumble under her breath.

luz sighed, she cupped both amity's cheeks to make her look up to her and scratched the back of her
ears in a way to make her feel better. the little blight melted into the touch again as she placed her
head's weight onto luz's hands.

"you really want a collar huh? we'll settle that." luz said, she looked over to willow. the young park
got the idea as a smile came on her face and nodded.

"oh, yep! here, i'll even make one just for you!" willow created a spell circle, closed her eyes as she
closed it on with her two hands and started concentrating on it. the circle wavered, pulsed for a few
seconds making luz and amity mesmerised at the display until a small explosion of green mist
happened and something dropped in front of willow.

willow grabbed the new conjured collar off the sand and showed it to amity to let her see the black
leather collar with a golden plate that has her name engraved to it.

as it slowly spins around, amity's eyes dilated once more with her tail furiously wagging as she saw
the words: best friends with luz noceda and willow park

"you want it?" willow asked in a playful tone. amity vigorously nodded her head as she happily
barked. both girls softly giggled at the response. "give us a kiss first." luz said with a grin, she was
joking but amity pounced on her and licked her all over the face making the little girl burst out of
laughter.

amity did the same to willow, pushing her down to the ground as she licked or kissed her in the
cheeks. "alright alright! here you go." willow gently pushed amity off her and placed the collar on
her neck, tugging it to make sure it's secure but not too tight to hurt amity.

"too tight?" willow asked and amity shook her head. she glanced down at her new collar, her
cheeks tinting rosy as she feels happy that she got a collar made by her friends. not just some rando
off the street or her parents.

amity flashed a tooth smile that made both luz and willow's heart instantly melt at the sight of it.

"you're so cute!"

-----



12 years had passed ever since luz and willow adopted amity as a pet. well, that's what they all say.
a 'pet' is but the word that has other meanings to them and that's mostly well kept in the bedroom.

as the sun rises for a new morning, it's rays are halted by the thick curtains covering the balcony of
the master bedroom. the singing of the morning creature has already awoken the early birds as well
with a certain puppy pressed in between a warm sandwich.

amity slowly fluttered her eyes open, seeing the narrow strips of beams of light on the walls. her
eyes moved to the one she has her head laying on her arm, a smile formed on the blight's face as
she stared at willow. one of her 'owners' or just lovers.

she stared at willow, watching her peacefully sleep as her chest rose and fell steadily with heart
steady heartbeat thumping near amity's ear. amity slowly turned over to see her second lover, luz
who's also still asleep but her mouth was slightly opened and a big drool spot formed on the pillow
she's on.

softly giggling to herself, amity leaned closer to luz and licked the drool off the side of her face
which helped her wake up. luz raised her head, still groggy with her hair in a wild state as she
fluttered her eyes multiple times to get rid of her eye gunk.

"eh?" luz grumbled out while she rubbed her eyes and wiped her drool off her mouth. as the noceda
adjusted, she saw amity was waiting to notice her and when she did, her tail wagged with her ears
perking up.

luz smiled, "good morning, puppy." she said in her deep morning voice as she caressed amity's soft
cheeks and pushed her strands of hair behind her ear. amity leaned into the touch with a bright
smile on, she sat up and leaned in to give luz a real good morning kiss.

luz gladly kissed back, she wants to slip her tongue in but it'll lead into something they won't finish,
especially so early in the morning. the kiss was tender and playful, almost before they both pulled
away. the blight lowly whined as she nestled up in luz's neck, rubbing herself on her to renew her
scent on her lover.

despite all three of them finishing hexside and became a force to be reckoned with. amity stuck to
her roots in speaking in her own terms, dog terms. only willow and luz can understand amity but
when there's someone else who doesn't know how to decipher amity's barks without her lovers to
translate it. she had to force words out of her mouth.

though fluently, she hates it. she's just so used to using animal communications that she forgot
english exists in her library.

softly chuckling, luz always love it whenever amity does it to them. it shows just how much she
loves them and amity's cute when she does it. "you're so cute." luz said as she pulled away to pinch
amity's cheeks, she had to hold in a laugh while staring at the many faces she made before pecking
her lips.

"what do you say if we wake up willow, hm?" luz suggested with a smirk coming on her face,
amity's ears twitched as she contemplated the idea before nodding vigorously. she knows luz is
already plotting in her head as we speak.

"watch this." luz carefully got off the bed, quietly walked over willow's bedside and looked at
amity who's anxiously waiting for something to happen. luz placed her index finger on her lips,



amity pinned her ears on her head and stopped wagging to silence herself.

luz slowly slipped her hands under willow's shoulders till it's enough for her to get a good grip. she
mustered all of her strength before she carried the young park out of the bed and placed her down
on her two feet. visibly bewildered at the action.

"what the fuck.." willow groaned, she looked around their room as if she's lost. luz laughed, she
walked in front of willow as she patted her back. "good morning, babe!" she greeted, leaning in for
a quick kiss and jumped back if willow was gonna swerve a punch at her.

"luz!"

without willow noticing, amity was preparing to pounce on her from the side before it was too late.
amity got onto willow making her slam onto one of their wardrobe. "whoa-" willow wasn't given
the time to protest when amity gave her a great good morning.

this helped fully awaken willow and reciprocate the kiss as she held on amity's hips, helping her get
off her while not breaking the kiss. it was sweet and has an undertone that amity can't explore yet
until later in the morning.

the longer the kiss goes, the more she starts to feel her body slowly rising heat along with her
instinctive needs.

does it mean..?

as they fully pulled away, willow stared into amity's golden eyes glimmering without needing the
sunlight. "well, good morning to you too." she booped amity's nose which pushed the right button
to make her smile brightly once again and started retouching her scent on willow as she nuzzled up
to her neck.

while willow lets amity do her thing, she looked over to luz who's still snickering at the little stunt
she pulled. "you're making breakfast this time." willow said, it wasn't really much of a punishment
for luz as she expected this.

"luckily for you, i already have some recipes in mind." luz said with such nonchalance as she spun
around to head for the door to do her work but willow wasn't done.

"and cleaning the house." willow added and a smirk came on her face as luz lets out a dragged out
groan. "damnit." she swung the door open as she walked out of the room, dragging her foot across
the floorboards and stairs.

giggling, willow placed a kiss on amity's head and led both of them out of the room as willow
closed the door behind them. the light coming from the open kitchen window shined upon the
whole living room, creating a mellow atmosphere as the sound of luz making them morning coffee
was heard.

amity walked over to the kitchen, seeing luz's magic adding fine ground coffee on three mugs on
the counter while the container floats along with the spoon and the sugar. adding just the right
amount without needing to check as she grabbed the ingredients she needed.

but stopped right on amity's mug when luz felt her arms wrap around her waist with her chin
resting on her shoulder. "how much sugar do you want?" luz asked as she looked over her shoulder.



seeing amity thinking for a split second before showing four fingers followed by a soft yelp like
noise. almost resembling a cat's 'mrrph'.

luz blinked before scoffing, "4? my titan. at this point if a demon eats your heart, it'll be sweeter
than mine." she said while adding four teaspoons in amity's mug before grabbing the boiling water
to pour it in all of the mugs.

"here. give this to willow too." luz handed amity her coffee as well with willow. amity nodded, she
headed over to willow who's giving her house plants their daily drink and barked to catch her
attention as she offered the coffee to her lover.

willow smiled, "thank you." she accepted the mug and blew into it to be cool enough for willow to
take her first few sips. she felt amity go beside her, resting her head on her shoulder as she held her
own mug but didn't take a sip yet.

willow didn't think about it too much and continued to have this silence in their morning as their
only noise was luz whipping up something good.

after a few minutes, the table was already set and luz came to the table with their plates in hand. a
proud smile visible on her face as she placed the plentiful plate in front of her two lovers but didn't
sit down just yet.

"i present to you: the noceda special! flavors from two realms combined to make a perfect
breakfast!" luz proudly presented as she managed to take a quick trip to the human realm thanks to
eda's door, nabbing everything that catches her eye.

amity started salivating at the sight of her breakfast with her tail wagging fast, she looked up at luz
as she silently asked if she could devour it now and the noceda heard her loud and clear.

"what're you waiting for? dig in!" as luz said that, amity grabbed her utensils and started scarfing it
all down while the two took their time. she lets out a delighted squeal, she always loves luz's
cooking- actually, she loves both of her lovers' cooking.

amity has always been a spoiled puppy since the beginning because of them and they're the best.

willow was pleasantly surprised at how good this tasted. "oh wow. you outdid yourself this time."
she commended the chef, luz chuckled as she ate a spoonful of rice and gulped before she spoke.

"ah well, i learned from the best." luz replied.

while they're all eating, amity's face scrunched up for a moment and no, she didn't get a small rock
in her rice. a swelling, heating sensation started to occur on her stomach along with something
damp in between her legs that confirmed amity's thoughts.

after they finished breakfast, luz went on to clean the dishes with amity sitting on the couch
contemplating what she should do, especially having to deal with an ever growing heat in her groin.

then, her ears perked up when she heard willow's footsteps rush out into the living, wearing her
usual black turtleneck and yellow trench coat like she's preparing to go out. amity frowned from
that thought.



"i'm making a run for the market! do you need anything?" willow asked as she both looked at her
two lovers.

"nah!" luz responded.

willow walked over to the front door, opening it and just when she's gonna leave. amity lets out a
pitched whine, she hopped over the couch to grab willow's arm and pulled her back as she doesn't
want her to leave.

willow smiled, she turned around to face amity, patting her head in the process. "i'll come back
sooner than you know. do you want me to buy some bloodberries muffins and a fairy pie?" she
asked, even though amity likes the sound of that, she still doesn't want willow to leave.

the puppy whined, pulling the irresistible puppy eyes that neither willow and luz can't say no to.

willow gulped, she moved her hand down from amity's head to her chin to scratch it to see if she
gets indulged in the scratchies but that trick only worked when they were kids.

amity can't say no to scratchies though.

"amity, i really need to go. you have luz as company. it'll be quick, i promise puppy." willow said as
she now tried to tug amity's hand off her but she wouldn't budge and continued to whine. amity
attempting to pull her willow is a sort of hug to truly not let her go and this made the young park to
quickly think of a way to get her off or else she'll never leave.

"look! a demon squirrel!" willow yelled, pointing in a random direction. amity snapped her head
over her shoulder, following where willow was pointing at and this gave the witch enough time to
slip out of the puppy's grip and left. but not before leaving with a quick peck on the cheek of
course.

amity lets out a panicked whine and banged on the doors. she whimpered like an abandoned dog,
well, she does feel like that when willow just tricked her and left without another word. then, her
ears twitched when she heard a whistle behind her.

amity turned around to see luz sitting on the couch with her arms resting on back pillows. she
quickly jumped into the noceda's side, wanting comfort as she laid on her lap, her face pressed
against luz's stomach.

"hey, calm down. willow's gonna come back so don't stress. it doesn't look good on you." luz
reassured as she softly combed amity's long, silky, mane like hair and traced the same black collar
they made for amity. she grew out of it at some point of their lives but didn't want to get rid of it so
luz and willow repaired it to suit amity's growing body.

"what do you wanna do in the meantime?" luz asked with a hint of suggestiveness in her tone.
amity looked up to her lover, seeing lust slowly seep into her hazel hues and she wants it but she
needs willow to be here as well.

luz was suddenly caught off guard when amity slipped her head inside her shirt and popped out in
the top with her tail wagging, a smile on her face as she kissed luz's lips.

"oh titan.." luz chuckled at the predicament she got herself into but there's no turning back now. "i
guess you deserve some kisses." she leaned in for another kiss, bombarding amity's face with many



kisses making the puppy smile brightly, her tail furiously wagging as she loves getting spoiled like
this.

when willow came back, amity's clinginess increased to the rooftops like she'd follow one of her
lovers and rub against them. they usually don't mind this gesture but something's different about
this one like amity is asking for something. she even tried to break down the door when luz was
taking a shit.

something's up.

luz ordered amity to stay in their room for a while as she and willow try to figure out what's going
on with their lover out in the hallway.

then, willow snapped her finger as she came to a conclusion. "i think she's in heat. she's more
clingy than usual." she said.

luz's mouth formed an 'oh' as it made sense, "oh, i thought it was her normal clingy." she muttered.
she slowly tapped her finger, thinking of what they should do but as if the answer wasn't already in
front of them. luz smirked at the plan and looked at willow straight in the eye. through that poker
face, luz knows she's thinking of the same thing.

"and there's only one thing to do with a heated puppy."

once the two witches entered the room, they're met with an erotic sight of amity already ass naked
in bed and her favorite leash in her mouth. tail wagging and eyes dilated as she can feel the
libidinous scent emitting from her lovers.

both got onto the bed, luz crawled up to amity to take the leash off her mouth. "poor girl, you
should've told us you were in heat earlier." she said as she caressed amity's cheeks, her fingers
trailing down to her jawline and chest making amity shiver from the touch before she was pushed
down the pillows.

amity whined with her body writhing from the irritation between her legs, she wants it to be
absolved and the only thing that would work in the large visible tent in luz and willow's pants.

luz got in between amity's legs, glancing down at her dripping pussy. a smirk crawled on her face
as she clipped the leash on, tugging it to make sure it's secure before leaning down. feeling amity's
hot, labored breaths with her hands gripping onto the noceda's jacket to pull her down and just get
on with it.

"are you gonna be a good pet for us tonight?" willow asked with the sound of a zipper getting
pulled down, amity turned her head to see her lover's large erected cock flop out in full view. the
blight bit her lip at the sight of it and gasped when she felt something hard press against her wet
slit.

luz's smirk grew, "good girl." she purred and proceeded to take off her everything as clothes are
nothing but a nuisance in this bed anyways. amity stared at her master's fit body, her hands
traveling across her hard stomach but just when she was about to grasp luz's cock, her leash was
pulled. lifting her off the bed and met with a hungry kiss.

amity didn't hesitate to kiss back with her arms wrapped around luz's neck, tilting her head and
whimpering as luz shoved her tongue inside her wet cavern.



both of their tongues swirled and tasting each other that made her eyes roll back as amity stroked
luz's rock hard cock, her thumb playing with the tip. earning a low groan from the noceda.

as they're finally out of breath, luz dropped amity down to the pillows again and aligned herself in
her womanhood. "ready?" she whispered. amity gripped onto luz's wrists planted near her head for
support as she spreads her legs more for luz. inviting her.

luz took that as a solid yes.

then, she slowly pushed her whole cock inside amity's tight and sloppy pussy. amity cutely whined
at the sensation of being stretched, she tightened her grip on luz's wrists as she looked down to see
more and more meat going in steadily till luz shoved the last portion in making the puppy gasp and
moaned loudly.

biting her lip as she sized her master's bulk, no matter how much they have sex. their sizes always
made amity feel it's her first time yet again.

maybe it's the heat talking.

"still good, puppy?" luz asked as she wiped the small tear in the corner of amity's eye. the blight
nodded, she turned her head to the right when she saw willow come into view with her cock
waving at her.

amity grabbed her second master's cock to start stroking it, she opened her mouth to signal that she
wants to give her a blowjob but willow didn't move as she wants luz to have amity all to herself in
this round.

"aahh!" amity moaned as luz started thrusting, slowly for her to get accustomed to her size. the
blight kept stroking willow while feeling her walls getting stretched good.

"ah.. fuck, ami.." luz groaned, she looped the leash around her hand as she stared at amity's golden
eyes that's dripping of lust. a growl rumbled in luz's throat whenever amity clenched around her, the
heat enveloping her lower half and soon climbing her body.

a whine escaped amity's lips, asking for luz to go faster and she easily complied. the noceda's pace
became rough, slamming hard into amity's pussy as she squealed in utter bliss since the heat made
her body extra sensitive, the pleasure overrode her body and sent her to heaven.

"oh good girl!" luz moaned with her head rolling back, she moved her hands to grip amity's hips as
she rams her pussy well. her energy and libido brimming with her instincts taking over.

amity whimpered loudly, drool slowly rolled down the side of her mouth as she gripped on the
pillows instead. her body kept jolting upward from the rigorous thrusts, willow became entranced
by amity's bouncing supple breasts.

her tail kept wagging and she couldn't stop it. then, she felt her leash being pulled on but she wasn't
pulled up. the familiar tightness on her throat emerged and amity's body became even more weak.

she's being choked though not to the point of literal suffocation, more drool trickled down the
blight's mouth with her tongue rolling out. she started panting like a dog that she is as she got lost
in the euphoria her master is giving her.



"who's my good girl?" luz asked with a devilish smirk on her face, she tightened her grip on amity's
leash that made the puppy let out stifled whines mixed with moans.

"who's my good girl, huh?" luz repeated the question as her thrusts became inhumane. their poor
bed was getting rocked violently, creaking for mercy and it quickly drove amity to the ledge. then,
amity managed to get out just one word:

"m- me!!"

luz and willow was pleasantly surprised that amity talked, luz's smirk widens. she loosens her grip
on the leash as she leaned down close to amity's face to feel each other's hot breaths.

"such a good puppy." luz whispered before closing in their spaces with a heated kiss. their tongues
dancing erratically once again as they can feel their knot getting closer and unbearable until-

amity was the first to pull away, howling at the top of her lungs with her head rolling back when
she came hard for her first round. luz gritted her teeth tightly, she felt her lover grip around her
cock tightly as she plunged her dick deep into her pussy one last time till she came inside.

amity hummed as she indulges in the feeling of her and her master's cum filling her womb without
any worry of her getting pregnant. she went limp under luz while they rode down their highs before
she slowly pulled out, letting their mixed cums leak out of her well used pussy.

luz lets go of amity's leash and connects her forehead against hers. "was it too much? how are you
feeling?" she asked as she turned off her dominant mode to make sure amity is alright.

softly smiling, amity rubbed her nose on luz's and kissed it as she barked in reply with her tail just
kept on wagging. luz smiled as well since it was a yes, she gave amity one more tender and
passionate kiss before withdrawing for willow to take the center stage.

"was the big bad luz too hard on you?" willow asked in an endearing tone, caressing amity's cheeks
making her lean into it as she nodded. going along with the play.

raising a brow, luz plopped down beside amity. "what? but she said she's fine." she said as she
heard her 'yes' loud and clear but the two only decided to mess with the noceda more.

"oh hush you. you know we have a delicate puppy in our hands. learn to be sensitive." willow said,
getting protective of amity as she hugged her. amity stuck out her tongue at luz making her
playfully roll her eyes.

"whatever."

giggling, willow looked down at amity to meet her golden eyes that are still very awake and
definitely active as she also saw luz and amity's fun slowly trickle down her inner thighs.

"in for another round, puppy?" willow asked and the blight didn't need any convincing to nod her
head.

"that's what i like to hear." willow leaned down for a deep kiss, biting amity's lower lip to grant her
entrance in her wet cavern for their tongues to lap each other. amity slowly pulled her master's
glasses off, placed it down the nightstand as she lowly moaned.



as they ran out of breath, willow motioned for amity to position and she easily complied. amity got
on all fours, her tail raised for the young park to see her ready pussy and ass. this time, she's gonna
keep her upper body up this whole time as she's been dropping alot.

willow got behind amity, licking her lips as she ever so lovingly squeezed her asscheeks before
smacking it hard making amity jolt as it left a visible mark. the witch aligned herself in amity's
pussy, rubbing her tip along her wet slit and watched her shudder.

then, willow slowly pushed her entire cock inside amity, hearing her sharply gasp with her head
tilting up slightly as she bit her lip at the feeling of her getting whole once more. willow groaned as
she felt her cock hugged by a pleasurable warmth, clenching around her.

despite luz already having a turn on amity, she still feels deliciously tight.

"how's it feel, puppy?" willow asked as she leaned down to see amity's tomato face. she nodded in
response. "want me to move now?" amity once again nodded as she prepared her arms to support
her upper weight.

and with that green light, willow didn't bother to go slow as she started off immediately pounding
amity. earning a surprised moan, amity bit her lip hard with her grip on the pillows tightening. she
can feel her master's cock hitting all of her right spots, her hands smoothly roaming around her
back before grasping her tail to tug on it.

"aaahhh!!"

amity trembled as her tail was tugged, she never liked anyone touching her tail especially pulling it
or else they'll be mauled to death but when it's her masters doing it. it makes her weak as a tingling
feeling surged in her pussy like the sensation of you fiddling your belly button.

her arms started to tremble, not being able to hold it anymore so early on but amity persisted and
willow can see it. her smirk turned mischievous, she leaned onto amity's back once again and bit on
her extremely sensitive ear making the puppy whimper, she tried to shake her off but willow only
chuckled.

really making it hard for her to stay up longer.

as amity's body started bouncing upwards once again, it was luz who became enticed on amity's tits
that hasn't been getting much needed attention from either of them. she figured she'd give them
some love.

luz slipped under amity, grabbed both of her breasts to grope before taking one in her mouth to start
sucking. amity whimpered loudly as she's getting double hit now, she glanced down to see luz's
enjoying herself as she looks like a toddler sucking up her mother's milk.

then, willow slithered her hand under amity's clit and started rubbing it. the blight squealed in
delight, her body trembling hard from the immense pleasure her two masters are spoiling her with
and she's grown too weak to keep standing up.

luckily, luz kept her steady even though she wanted to be enveloped in between her lover's breasts.

"fuck.. you're such a good girl, baby!" willow moaned as she sped up, her cock plunging deep into
amity's womb and her moans are simply a muse to their ears. it's intoxicating and addicting to listen



to.

it wasn't long till amity started to feel that familiar knot swelling in her stomach, one of her hands
gripped onto luz's curly locks while the other stuck on the pillows.

with one last tug on her tail, amity screamed in euphoria as she came for the second time. willow
went straight for her womb and popped inside her, filling her up once more.

amity finally dropped onto luz, smothering her with her tits which was the best. shuddering at the
feeling of their cums mixing just like luz's before willow slowly withdrew, helping her lay on the
bed properly and laid beside her with luz on the left.

all three of them heaved as they stared up at the ceiling without exchanging a word. amity knows
she's gonna be sore tomorrow but she could care less as she felt her heat disappear after her lovers
took care of her. she feels grateful.

luz sat up to grab something off the floor, her striped purple and white shirt along with willow's
trench coat. she handed it to amity for her to wear as they all don't have the energy to go back in
their clothes.

willow tossed luz her boxers to slip on before laying back down with amity in between them,
watching her bury herself in their clothes as she sniffs them endlessly.

luz pushed a strand of stray hair behind amity's ear and booped her nose. "next time, don't be afraid
to tell us you're in heat or else." she warned, she has yet to think what the 'else' will be but amity
gets it as she leaned in to lick her lips.

"come here. you're so cute." willow pulled amity into a hug, nuzzled her face into her thick hair
with luz burying her face in her chest. amity smiled, she wrapped her arms around luz, looked over
her shoulder to lick willow's lips as well and happily barked.

the same bark that luz and willow first deciphered and it'll forever stay true to them. they were
engulfed in each other's warmth as the light above them slowly died down, shrouding them into
darkness.

they held their precious amity close to them, close to their hearts with amity holding them as tight
as she could. not wanting to let any of them go. it takes alot to earn a dog's trust and loyalty,
making a dog's love worthwhile in the end. you can't let it go.

"we love you too, ami."
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amity jolted awake in the break of dawn, hot droplets of sweat rolled down the sides of her face as
her breathing was labored and heart beating hard against her ears. she was confused why she was
suddenly awoken for no reason until she looked down.

grimacing, amity only knew what this meant as her strong scent started to fill the room that it's
irritating her.

she's in her rut.

a whine like growl escaped amity's throat, she laid back down to the pillows with her hands
covering her face "fuck." she muttered, she started thinking of what to do next especially within the
next few hours, this rut is gonna hit her hard. for now, it's just there to remind her it's gonna make
itself a nuisance like always.

dropping one hand to the side, amity glanced down at her erected cock tenting her pajama pants.
the sun is out but she still has alot of time to bring it down before school and she definitely doesn't
want her mate to see her like this.

she slipped her hand inside her pants, grasping her cock made her shudder as she kept forgetting
how sensitive she gets but she pushed it aside and started pumping.

hoping this would work to some extent. amity just wants to bring it down and worry about covering
her scent later.

slowly fluttering her eyes close, amity groaned as she increased her speed with her hips
unconsciously thrusting into her hand. the tip began to leak out of excessive amounts of precum,
dripping down the sides and onto her hand but she ignored it as she just wanted to finish this as
quickly as she could.

her mind was swift to conjure an image of her mate being under her to aid her.

the surroundings were dark, only lit by the intense red glow of lust surrounding them as amity has a
steady pace of hard thrusts on the omega beneath her. her face was beautiful under the redness as
drool rolled down the side of her mouth, the alpha watched her supple breasts bounce around in a
hypnotising manner. the sound of echoing, distant yet near moans filled her ears that drove her to
pick up speed even more as the strong feeling of something in the pit of her stomach getting closer
and closer until

"mittens, you up? mom said we gotta get to school today!"



amity snapped her eyes open after hearing emira's voice out in the hallway, pulling her out of her
little escape to come but it's gone now. growling to herself, amity dropped her still hard cock and
pulled her pants up as she sat up, rubbing her face with the unused hand. she stared at her bed
sheets for a few seconds, thinking she had to go to school looking like this and letting her own mate
see her like this.

it may be ideal but her relationship with luz was fairly fresh and she doesn't wanna rush it by
suddenly jumping into the mating stage.

guess amity just have to power through it.

"emira! do we still have suppressants?" amity called for her omega sister as she just remembered
she still has to worry about her scent. she can't control how much she secretes down there and it's
much harder to hold in her pheromones.

"yeah i think so! are you in your rut?" emira replied from the other side, she can definitely smell
amity just standing at the end of the hallway. due to being family, she isn't really affected by it but
she still smells it like edric who's a beta.

"y- yeah.. can you slip in some?" and with that, emira quickly made her way to the kitchen to get a
few packets of suppressants from the drawers and rushed up to amity's door, kneeling down to slide
the packets on the tiny opening.

once seeing the suppressants, amity softly smiled "thanks."

"no prob, mittens. also, you gotta hurry up since mom's gonna be the one to drop us off." emira
reminded as she walked away to trot back downstairs. amity rolled her eyes with another sigh
escaping her lips, "that's just great."

amity slipped out of the bed, walked over to the suppressants to pop a few out and take it as she
headed for her bathroom to help it get down her throat while preparing her shower.

amity can already feel she's gonna break sooner or later as these suppressants are practically useless
to her the more she grows, the stronger her scent is that she has to take twice or thrice the dosage.

it's a miracle she hasn't OD'd yet.

 

once amity and the twins arrived at hexside earlier than the others, the twins went off to do their
things, leaving amity to wait by the doors to unlock as usual. it'll usually take just 10 minutes until
bump arrives to open the doors.

the man is always surprised whenever the blights are always punctual. too punctual so to say.

but today, those 10 minutes of waiting felt like eternity for amity as she impatiently tapped her foot
on the stone steps, her legs pressed close to each other to hide her bulge and pray to the titan the
suppressants would be enough to last her through the day or else she'll become unhinged.

amity's mind was frantically running back and forth on luz, imagining of fucking her roughly the
moment she sees her and make her take her knot. but she shook her head, driving those dirty
thoughts out as she reminded herself of not rushing this.



"oh, amity. early as always." amity snapped out of her daze when she heard principal bump's voice,
she looked down to see him at the bottom of the steps and slowly walking up towards the door. "are
your siblings with you?" he asked.

"yes. they're just.. around here somewhere." amity replied, bump nodded as he created a spell circle
against the massive walls that unlocked it open, watching it slowly agar wide enough for people to
come inside.

"sorry to keep you waiting. come on in." bump motioned his hand for amity while he walked inside
the school, heading for his office as amity stood up from the steps with her pulling her tunic down
to hide her bulge. amity doesn't know how to deal with this nuisance, maybe she could finish what
she started in the restroom?

besides, no one is here but bump so it's worth the shot.

amity scooped her bag off the floor and rushed off to the farthest restroom she could find, went
inside the further stall and locked it. she closed the toilet seat as she sat down, spreading her legs
with her beginning to undo her pants just enough for her cock to flop out. grimacing at the immense
amounts of precum that has already leaked like a runny nose. "for titan's sake.."

sighing deeply, amity grasped her cock once again and started rapidly stroking it as she wants to
end this fairly quickly. heavy breathing and strained groans escaped her throat, her legs twitching
simultaneously as she rolled her head back, letting her hips thrust into her hand once again with
more precum oozing out that's slowly becoming less transparent and turning in a whitish color.

"come on.. just finish already.." amity muttered, picking up her speed just like before but her hopes
of actually finishing this thing was once again snatched away from her when the sound of the door
creaked open that made amity freeze. she sat there for a short while to listen to the footsteps
clicking against the tiles and the scent of omegas went straight for the blight's nose.

her inner alpha immediately rejects the scents of the unknown omegas as her heart and mind only
belonged to luz.

amity lets go of her cock, pulled her pants back up again and shifted into her abomination form but
she melted into goop to slither under the bottom openings of the stalls and slipped out of the
restroom with ease without the omegas noticing her.

amity reverted back to her original form, she combed her hair back as she took a deep breath in
before dropping her hands to the side with her letting out a silent sigh through the nose. that's the
second time she was interrupted and it's making her frustrated.

amity straightened her uniform once again so she doesn't look like she's done something in the
restroom and began walking towards her abomination classroom with her tunic lowered to her
crotch and sling bag covering it.

she just prays to the titan that this day would go by fast like the others and not-

"ami!"

amity jumped when she heard a familiar sweet voice in front of her, immediately seeing her mate
running towards her at full speed before ultimately pouncing on her with a big, tight hug making
the blight wheeze but hugged back.



"oh, luz! ahaha, you're here, here! i thought you wouldn't be here until 8 or so but it's nice to see
you come early!" amity began spitballing once they pulled away, her face heating up along with her
body that made her affliction below even worse.

luz raised a brow but she ignored it as amity always does this kind of thing. "uh huh.. eda wanted to
test out her new wings so yeah, i'm here!" she replied with her hands extended into the air. though
her smile slowly dropped as her nose caught wind of something.

luz started to follow it- leading her to burying her face on amity's neck, sniffing her which made the
alpha nervous of the omega figuring it out almost immediately.

"um.. what are you doing?" amity asked, she tried to pull away from luz but she gripped her
shoulder while she continued to sniff her neck. "something smells off about you." luz muttered as
she moved down from the neck to go lower and this made amity pry away from luz with an
awkward smile etched across her face, bullets of cold sweat trickling down the sides of her face as
she tries to act natural.

"haha, what're you talking about? i smell just fine!"

but luz doesn't buy this. not even a little bit. "amity, are you in-" but before she could finish her
sentence, the bell straight up interrupted her as it screamed for everyone to go to their classes.

"oh! it's the bell! i gotta go to my class, love! i'll see you later at lunch bye!!" amity gave luz a
quick peck and bolted out of there, leaving a faint trail of rut at her wake that luz easily caught on.
the noceda hummed to herself as she rubbed her chin, thinking for a few seconds until a plan lit up
above her head that made her smirk.

it's not really a plan, more like a shenanigan.

nonetheless, luz started heading for her first class while she thought about her first course of action.

-----

when lunch came, luz sat at the same table with willow and gus, waiting for her dearest amity to
come while having a devilish smirk on her face that she just couldn't drop.

"hey, sorry i'm late." luz perked up when she heard amity's voice and footsteps coming up beside
her. she looked at her in the corner of her eye to see a noticeable wet bulge that the poor alpha tried
so hard to cover.

luz's nose took large amounts of pheromones that almost made her high, she doesn't like that the
suppressants are doing it's thing but at least it's not strong enough to cover everything.

"i got caught up with something." amity excused as she was interrupted for the third time and she's
slowly losing her shit.

luz bit down a giggle, she knew exactly what amity meant but she set it aside as she said "it's okay.
now that you're here, want me to get you something?" amity turned her gaze to her lover,
immediately seeing the mischief in her hazel eyes that made her somewhat scared.

"oh, no no. i can just-" she sheepishly said but she was cut off when luz stood up.



"but i insist. you do seem tired so i'll just," the noceda slipped out of the table, subtly brushing her
ass against amity's crotch that made her tense up. amity felt her whole world crumble by that single
contact, she didn't say anything but watch her mate's ass against her and it was done under a
second.

it felt like minutes.

"get you some food while you stay here." luz continued with the same face but her eyes told
another story and walked off to get amity her food while the alpha was frozen in place.

"o- okay.." amity swallowed a massive lump in her throat, her body was trembling to keep herself
from breaking and grab luz to knot her then and there. she slowly sat down at the long chair, her
hands tightly gripping her knees as she kept looking at luz, then the ground back and forth.

that was probably accidental. she doesn't know that i'm in a rut, yeah, she doesn't. so calm down
and just get through this titan sake day. amity repeated that mantra over and over until it was
enough to convince herself it's just that and luz isn't actually teasing her or something.

right?

it's a good thing willow and gus were at a lost of whatever was happening with the couple.

after an awkward lunch, amity was quick to say her goodbye and hurried back to the comfort of her
abomination classroom where she doesn't have to deal with luz being near her as her inner alpha
has been wailing, whining for the omega especially on how many times she was cock blocked.

sighing as she sat down on her usual table, amity slicked her hair back to clear her head and
dropped it to make it go back to its original state. this damn rut is irritating her that it's getting
painful to hold herself, especially if-

"hey, what's the rush? is there a quiz i forgot to study on?" amity yelped when she heard luz's voice,
she snapped her head to the right to indeed see her mate sitting beside her with that fake ass
innocent look on her face. gulping, amity slowly scooched away as she asked; "wh- why are you
here?"

"i got abominations on fridays, babe. did you forget or just slip your mind?" luz replied, placing her
bag on her lap to take out a notebook with the pen already enveloped within and placed it on the
table as she set her bag to the side.

"no! i just.. i just got alot on my mind, that's all." amity excused as she glanced the other way while
feeling luz's eyes from the side of her head that she tried desperately to ignore by playing like she's
getting busy.

"i figured."

what does she mean by that? amity thought but it was pushed to the side when the professor walked
into the class that made everyone shut up and began to listen for today's lesson.

amity, being a diligent student, was taking notes while ignoring her mate's gaze in the corner of her
eyes as much as she could and kept pressing her legs together to hide her affliction even though it
hurt.



"oops." amity heard luz whisper under her breath as the sound of something light clattering on the
floor was heard. amity glanced down to see luz's pen near her, she was about to pick it up for her
but luz got it herself and brushed her hand right on amity's bulge in the process that made the blight
shudder and her face lit up in red.

"what's wrong, ami?" luz asked with an innocent tone as if she hasn't done severe damage on amity.
amity stiffly shook her, flashing a forced toothy smile as she did her damnedest to hold herself from
bending luz over on the table and fuck her.

"n- nothing.." amity doesn't know how much luz knows or how did she know. did her pheromones
slip? did the twins rat her out? she's clueless but she sure can feel that she's not gonna have a fun
time in the last 3 hours of school.

once the bell screamed for the last time, amity was dying in her seat.

luz has been endlessly making up excuses of tease her that tipped her over to her breaking point.
her cock has been tortured enough, twitching angrily behind it's containment and she's just so glad
that it's finally over.

amity frantically packed up her stuff like the others, she swung her bag over her shoulder and was
about to rush out of there but she wasn't quick enough when luz called her once again. "wait, ami.
wanna have a sleepover?" luz asked that made amity freeze as she knows what the noceda is
planning and she isn't gonna fall for it.

"uh.. i don't think i can-" amity tried to politely decline but luz once again cuts her off.

"oh come on, it'll be just us since eda and king are off to find something." she and luz, alone in the
owl house? just the two of them? sounds like a plan but amity shook it off as she knows luz is
playing her.

when the noceda didn't get a response, she continued to pursue. "please amity? it's been a while
since we did a sleepover." she really wants amity to come after knowing she's in a painful rut, she
wants to relieve her from that but she just found it fun and amusing to see her alpha suffer first.

"pretty please with the cherry on top soyoucanmatewithme?"

amity didn't manage to get what luz said in the last part as she spoke way too fast, "what was that
last one?" she asked but it was a trap.

"you said yes? yey! i love you so much, mi amor!" luz celebrated, she hugged amity with her body
really pressing up against her as she gave the blight a kiss on the cheek and pulled away with her
hand holding amity's to start pulling her out of the classroom and out of hexside to make their way
to the owl house.

all the while amity was utterly confused and fearful.

-----

once night came, both girls were already in their sleeping attire. amity was sitting further away
from luz, well, she tried to stay away from her but luz just kept coming close to her. practically
pressing amity to the wall until their space was nothing but insignificant.



"so, what's been on your mind lately?" luz asked as she rested her chin on her palm with her elbow
placed on her thigh. her eyes fixated on amity who's being skittish. "nothing much.." amity replied,
not wanting to meet eye contact.

she heard luz softly giggle at the feeble response. "really? i thought there's alot swarming around
your head that it's making you dizzy." she said with her hand slowly slithering towards her, landing
on her thigh first as she tenderly stroked her as she made teases going up to her mate's crotch only
to come back down.

amity kept gulping that she thought she's getting full by eating her saliva, her breathing was
shallow and shaky and her eyes are slowly dilating but she's holding herself from giving in. not
giving what luz wants. "nah.." she muttered under her breath while she keenly watched the hand.

"you don't have to lie, baby. i know what you want from me." luz whispered as she drew closer to
amity with her hand grabbing amity's bulge making her squeal and her face blew up in red.

"this big girl has been wanting to say hi to me for a while. why don't you introduce me to her, hm?"
luz continued while she stroked her lover through the fabric, feeling it's wet tip and throbbing in her
hand.

amity was trembling violently, her breathing picked up and she squeezed her eyes shut to ignore
what luz is doing or else she'll break. but that's hard to do when her mate is literally pushing her to
the edge.

"luz.. s- stop.." amity begged for luz to stop as her inner alpha is trying to break free the chains she
set and it's not holding up anymore but luz isn't gonna listen now.

"come on, amity. i know you want to shove it in me, make me take your knot and have me carry
our pups." she whispered into amity's ear, earning a pathetic whimper as her hand continuously
rubbed her clothed cock. her fingers threatened to pull down the pants but it kept slipping.

"i want that too." luz began placing soft kisses on amity's neck, her other hand roaming up to get a
feel of her stomach and chest. giving her breasts light squeezes and nibbles on her flesh.

amity was losing it.

"i'll love it if you pin me by the hands while fucking me hard till i can't walk. go on many rounds
until your balls are shriveled up and i'm stuffed to the brim." luz said for her alpha to image the
scene of it happening, sultry was evident in her tone as she pulled away to meet amity's feverish
hues and the restraint she aims to break.

"i want that, amity. don't you as well?" luz begged, the spaghetti strap of her crop top slipped down
her shoulder to expose more skin with her breasts becoming visible for amity to stare at and it
doesn't help that luz gives her a lustful gaze.

"please, alpha?" luz raised her hand, planning to caress amity's cheek but amity caught her wrist
and she saw the chains finally breaking as her grip on the noceda's wrist was tight but not enough to
make her hurt.

"you asked for this."



with one swift move, amity slammed luz onto her sleeping bag making her groan. the blight easily
ripped all of her clothes off to expose her plump breasts and dripping pussy. both hands were
pinned by amity's clawed ones, she also ripping her pants off as it's nothing but a nuisance now.

luz's excitement grew, watching amity spread her legs as much as she can before shoving her angry
cock inside the wet, warm walls of her omega. both moaned blissfully, finally getting what they
wanted that they- mostly amity denied. luz lets out a happy whimper with her body slightly
wiggling under amity as she got accustomed to her massive bulk.

"f- fuck… amity, you're so big.." luz bit her lip as tightened her grip on amity's hands. looking
down to see there's nothing left out but the aggravated knot that's waiting for her. god, just how
much luz wanted that knot inside her.

"you knew it was coming. now you're going to regret it." amity sneered making luz shudder,
finding it hot how the alpha's voice lowered a couple of octaves with her fangs shining under the
fairy lights and the ceiling peppered with light spells.

"oh make me regret it, baby!"

growling, amity did just that. she pulled her hips back and began thrusting hard into luz's pussy, her
heavy balls repeatedly slamming. luz moaned loudly without care of anyone hearing, her back
arching as her whole body became a ragdoll from how strong she's getting fucked.

"fuck yes! oh use me, alpha! make me yours!" luz squealed, her mind was turning into mush and
the only thing she could think of was being taken by her one and only alpha. luz can feel amity's
cock reaching for her womb but her inflated knot is preventing her from doing it.

she can feel her walls stretching wide, pleasure surging throughout her body that made her weaker
than she already is. luz tried to form coherent words but she only babbled like a child.

amity bit her lip at the feeling of luz tightly clenching around her, she cursed herself for not doing
this sooner if she knew luz would feel this amazing but she reminded herself why she didn't just
turn her over and fucked her cunt right then and there.

"i fucking will, luz! after all the shit you made me put up with, you just might be right i'll force you
to take all of my knots!" amity snarled as she sped up, not really feeling her thighs turning numb as
she's motivated to make luz regret the teasing she's done but in the back of her mind, she doesn't
want to hurt luz since her knots are 10x more powerful than a normal alpha.

"oh yes please!! make me your cum slut, alpha!" luz exclaimed with her tongue rolling out,
drooling on the side of her mouth as rationality was completely out of the window and only primal
need was present. it amused amity.

"damn luz. i didn't know you had such a dirty mouth." she purred as she placed her thumb inside
luz's mouth and didn't hesitate to start sucking on it while giving amity that look of passion and
love.

"only for you, amity."

softly smiling, amity pulled her thumb out and replaced it with her soft pair of lips. luz immediately
kissed back, her free hand gripping amity's locks as she slipped her tongue inside, letting their wet
muscles dance sloppily. luz's moans were muffled as amity kept a steady pace of rough thrusts,



threatening to push her knot to get luz's hopes up only not to do it, making the omega whine in the
kiss.

this was only revenge.

pulling away, amity rolled her tongue along luz's neck- specifically her scent gland that made her
shudder in delight. she nibbled on her flesh for a short while, her free hand groping her lover's
breast and tweaking her erected nipple to work up luz.

then, she sank her fangs into her.

luz moaned in euphoria as she was finally marked by amity, her grip on her hair tightened with a
smile climbing on her lips and willingly tilted her head to give amity more.

once she pulled away, amity licked the fresh mark clean and rubbed her face on the other side of the
omega's neck to make sure she reeked of her scent before slowly pulling herself up to hover above
luz.

she stared down at her glowing hazel eyes, easily getting lost in them while she watched luz's body
jolt upward every time their hips collide. amity can feel their heats making the room hotter, their
mixing scents filled the air. it was intoxicating and their moans, growls were heard accompanied by
rapid skin slapping.

king and eda was lucky to not be here and having to listen to their lewd noises downstairs, smelling
their sex traveling down. hooty was fortunate enough to have mufflers on.

then, something struck amity that made her instantly know it's coming.

she gritted her teeth tightly as she tried her best to hold it back the best she could if she didn't
wanna risk luz taking such a painful knot. her hand clawed the sleeping bag, making it's stuffing
come out with her other hand still intertwined on luz's was trembling.

"luz.. i can't do it inside.." amity muttered under her breath as she squeezed her eyes tight, planning
to pull out the last minute but this made luz panic and exclaimed; "no! please, amity please i need
it! i want your knot, please!" she begged with desperation in her tone as she's been waiting for the
longest time to take her alpha's knot and she isn't gonna let this opportunity slip away.

"but i don't want to hurt you!" amity retorted. luz didn't say anything after that, making amity think
she's mad and isn't gonna talk to her after this. amity shook it off as she told herself they can
discuss later.

just when amity was about to pull out, she felt luz's legs tightly wrap around her legs and pulled her
back in, forcing her to push her knot inside, making both of them moan in jubilation. with a
quivering smile, luz shuddered at the feeling of her alpha's warm seeds filling her up and mixing
with her own to ferment her as they tied.

"see.. it didn't hurt." luz whispered, not noticing her stomach was inflated of cum from all the
accumulated denied release amity had to endure throughout the day.

the alpha felt a little worried about how big it was but she had nothing but pride.



"i guess you're right." amity lowly replied, she nuzzled in the crook of luz's neck as they waited for
their tie to finish. amity was soothed when luz began to purr, their hands intertwining once again as
luz buried her face on the blight's hair and heard her whisper something that made her excitement
rise to the rooftops once again.

"but we're not done."
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in the distance.

lucia sat in the bar with an empty glass in hand, raving lights frantically waving around behind her
and some hitting her face but she wasn't fazed by it. the noise of the blaring music of the club dj
with the crowd dancing in the floor behind her clogged her eyes and was tuned to only hear what's
in the distance.

she hates the smell of drunk alphas surrounding her along with omegas increasing their effusion of
their pheromones to get some action tonight. a few came up to lucia, trying to lure her but she was
stone cold, she's busy eyeing her like a hawk ready to dive down and catch its prey.

"can i get a refill?" lucia asked as she sides her glass towards the bartender, they nodded and went
on to grab a bottle of strong booze. poured it in lucia's glass before handing it back to her. she
muttered her thanks, grabbed her full glass to take small sips while staring at amelia be surrounded
by female alphas.

oh, lucia just wanted to think these women are old friends of amelia's but that's not the case. she
doesn't recognize these women and she fucking hates that they're touching her mate. the worst part
is, amelia seemed to enjoy that shit.

the noceda watched them drink, laugh and sneak a few touches on amelia like stroking her hair,
rubbing her shoulder and caressing her cheek. all that bullshit. lucia was just holding herself from
exploding and not cause another incident, instead, she swiftly finished her third glass and slid it
back at the bartender.

"another."

meanwhile, amelia was having the time of her life. well, for the most part as she doesn't care about
the alphas around her but the one across the bar.

the only reason why these alphas surround her was she doesn't have a mating mark yet, she and
lucia are together for some time now but they haven't even mated yet which was weird considering
lucia noceda, an alpha who has a high libido matching up to amelia.

they would've fucked the day they got together. amelia does appreciate lucia was taking her time
for this relationship to grow but she does wanna get boned and marked by her alpha.

and that's gonna happen tonight.



amelia knows lucia can be overprotective. do you know the reason why luz and amity took so long
to be mates? the blight is gonna take advantage of that, looking at the corner in her eye, amelia can
see lucia continuously taking shots after shots whilst glancing at her way before realizing their eyes
met and looked away.

this excited amelia knowing lucia is gonna be drunk after a few more shots, she grinned to herself
that everything is falling into place now.

"hey, what do you say about going somewhere? a motel, maybe? this place is getting boring
anyways." one of the women said, leaning against the counter with their head tilted to meet amelia's
golden eyes that's shimmering from the many flashing lights.

amelia softly giggled, "oh, i'd loved to but i kinda already have night planned." she politely
declined as she knew just what they all wanted from her and she finds it amusing this is how they
get one night stands.

"come on, amelia. just for one night with all of us. it'll be fun." another said, insisting for amelia to
follow their game but she shook her head as she lifted her half empty glass into the light, seeing her
once clear tequila be somewhat tainted, she placed it back down the counter as she knows what
these assholes are trying to pull.

"are you gonna finish that?" one asked, amelia looked at them in the corner of her eye and flashed a
smile as she shook her head "nah. i'm already sick of it." she replied.

"i guarantee but no thanks. i already have someone who could do it better than all of you." amelia
dismissed their request, she hopped off her chair as she pushed her hair back. she can see the alphas
are slowly losing their patience since she kept saying no, she looked over to lucia only to see she
wasn't in her seat anymore.

that made the blight confused as a frown formed on her face, wild thoughts started to accumulate in
her head made her think that lucia bailed on her because she thought she's actively cheating on her
right in front of her face. this made amelia drop her plan as worry sets in but she was snapped back
to reality when one of the alphas scoffed.

"psh- you're not a mated omega and i don't see your 'alpha' anywhere so come on. don't be shy,
we'll take care of you." they said as they walked up to amelia, violating her personal space like
before by caressing her cheeks but this time, she pulled away from their touches and forced a smile.

"as much as i like an orgy, i rather stick to one." she replied. amelia looked over to where lucia was,
hoping she returned but there's only an empty seat and the empty shot glass that the bartender
grabbed to clean.

"you're making me lose my patience, girlie." then, one of them grabbed amelia's wrists to prevent
her from going anywhere and pulled her up against their body. amelia deeply frowned, she tried to
push away but they only tightened their grip on the blight's wrist.

"you're either going to come with us or we'll drag your pretty little ass out of here." they growled
but it didn't scare amelia as she growled back. she's been in these kinds of situations before, this
ain't new that she began to see a pattern. she snatched her arm back as she sneered; "i'd like to see
you try."



just when things were about to go in drastic ways, someone pulled amelia out of arm's reach of
bastard alphas. amelia was a little befuddled as it happened so quickly, when she got to her senses,
she felt a strong pair of arms wrapped around her with her eyes immediately meeting the familiar
dark green jacket. tilting her head up, amelia saw the alpha she's been looking for, giving her some
relief that she didn't leave her.

amelia can smell the alcohol off lucia and the growl rumbling in her throat that made the omega
shudder in excitement. then, the other alphas behind them ruined the moment, "hey buddy, we
already got dibs on that one so why don't you-"

lucia wasn't having this bullshit today, her growl became louder and the scent she's emitting made
amelia become aroused and worried of what's gonna happen next. with one swift move, amelia
watched lucia swing her fist and it immediately hit the one talking in the face. the alpha ended up
comically dropping on the floor, knocked out from the immense strength of the noceda.

"don't fucking touch my mate ever again." lucia roared as she held amelia close to her, glaring at
every alpha she saw getting too close on her mate who began to cower before the noceda. this made
the other people look at the commotion, whispering to themselves about the one on the ground and
lucia was quick to leave the scene as she has better things to do than this bullshit.

with amelia trailing behind, she doesn't know where lucia is leading her but she knows damn well
her plan is back in business.

when they got to somewhere, lucia slammed and locked the door as the lights were flipped open for
amelia to realise they were in the restroom that's filled with neon lights to set the mood of what's
about to go down.

"i have to say, that was some nice control, babe. i thought you were gonna go ape shit on them."
amelia said with a giggle at the end. she watched lucia slowly turn around, tilting her head up that
made her red beanie fall off to the side and the blight saw her mate's eyes glowing red under the
lights. she bit her lip but amelia dug her claws onto her thigh to keep a hold of herself though it's
hard when it's the instincts controlling lucia now.

"since when did you think it's alright to pull that shit in front of me?" lucia growled as she began to
slowly approach amelia, her stance was like a stalking predator hunting the prancing prey. it
arouses the blight nonetheless.

"since tonight." amelia replied with smug, knowing it's gonna piss lucia off more.

"you know i don't like seeing you getting near a random alpha. let alone seeing them touch you."
once lucia was in front of amelia, she stared into her mischievous golden eyes looking back at her
violent red ones before latching her hand into her neck. this caught amelia off guard but a
welcoming one.

"i'm the only one who could do that." lucia snarled as she squeezed amelia's throat while pushing
her towards the sink. the horny blight was totally digging the choking, definitely have to ask her to
do more of this later.

"oh yeah." the omega lewdly agreed.

"i'm the only one who could do this to you." lucia proceeded to pull on amelia's hard that made her
moan, she bit her lip in arousal as she saw lucia eye her bare neck with a tugging smirk forming.



"aahh.. you sure? i'm still an unmarked omega so-" amelia was about to finish her sentence but she
was cut off.

"then i'm taking what's mine!"

lucia grabbed amelia's pants and easily tore it off along with her panty, revealing her sopping wet
pussy ready for her alpha to take. lucia took a long whiff of the air, lowly humming at the scent of
amelia's sex as a smirk came on her face.

"whatever you were planning, be glad it worked." lucia said, she began to unbuckle her pants in a
hurried manner and amelia watched her with anticipation until her lover's massive cock sprung into
view thar fueled her hunger even more.

with a lip bite, "oh i am." amelia purred as she willingly spread her legs even more for lucia,
wanting that dick inside her already and the noceda obliges without much needed words. she
gripped the blight's hips as she brought herself closer, tease rubbing her cock on her wet cunt before
landing precisely on her womanhood.

without warning, lucia plunged her entire cock inside amelia who squealed in euphoria as she
rolled her head back. she immediately gripped onto lucia's shoulders as she began roughly thrusting
into her without any regard. neither caring if the blight is too loud.

"aahh fuck! yes! yes-" amelia moaned in joy as she finally got what she wanted and she knows
lucia wanted this too. she looked down to see her lover's cock rapidly go in and out of her, her balls
continuously slamming against her. amelia can feel lucia reaching deep inside her, aiming for her
womb but her inflated knot at the base was preventing her.

for now.

god only knows how much amelia wants to take that sweet knot inside her for a while.

grunts and groans were heard from lucia, her claws unsheathed and are making marks on amelia
but she doesn't seem to care about the stinging as the pleasure easily overwhelmed it. lucia bit her
lip, loving the feeling of her omega's tight walls entrapping her angry cock while she repeatedly
rammed into her sweet spot after finding it immediately.

without notice, amelia already came for the first time and is working her way up for the second as
lucia is nowhere near in the finish line.

"fuck- i'll make sure you can't even walk after this." lucia growled, she stared directly into amelia's
lustful hues, watching her face contort into absolute pleasure.

"oh yes please!! fuck me hard until i can't take it anymore- aahhh.. i- i deserve it! i've been a bad
girl!!" amelia exclaimed as her whole body gave in for lucia to use her however she wants. she
tightened her grip on her lover's shoulders, her claws were digging into her flesh but the pain was
overlooked as she kept thrusting roughly into the poor omega.

make due on what she said.

"damn right you are." lucia cackles and picked up her speed as she went deeper making amelia
scream in bliss, all of the words she planned to utter died in her mouth. her mind went blank as this
is the only thing that mattered to her now. being fucked good by her mate.



lucia's eyes continued to glow and pierce through amelia's libidinous soul, she drew closer towards
her neck and started rubbing herself onto her to cover every nook and cranny of her scent. she
wants to get rid of that nasty smell the other alphas left on amelia and made sure she reeks of her
but lucia knows scent marking isn't enough. it has to be something bigger.

then, someone started knocking on the door but it's not enough for both mates to stop fucking as
they're lost in their own world though the knocking kept on coming that soon turned into banging.
people on the other side demanding for the door to open yet lucia and amelia just went on their
merry way.

lucia tilted amelia's neck to expose her neck under the mixed neon above, she easily found where
her scent gland is and lucia figured the only way for these bastards to leave is to be louder than the
music.

so, lucia sank her canines into amelia's neck to finally give her the mark she deserves and this made
amelia moan loudly than before. wailing in euphoria as she moved one her hands up to lucia's curls
to tug on it but not signaling her to stop.

in fact, she wants more.

meanwhile, lucia's plan worked as the banging and berating stopped much to her content. upon
pulling away, she gave the mark a long lick and looked into amelia's eyes once that. lost in
paradise.

"by the end of this, you'll be well used and pregnant with my pups. you want that, don't you?" lucia
asked as she looked at her up and down, seeing how much of a mess she became for lucia. sweat
rolling down from every inch of her body and her face was shining bright red like her alpha's eyes.

amelia only lets out a series of whines and whimpers as a reply. that's not lucia was asking for.

lucia roughly cupped the blight's cheeks and her speed became even more faster, more animalistic
even that's on the verge of going berserk as she shouted; "answer, you fucking slut!"

"y- yes!!" amelia exclaimed. lucia lets go of her cheeks and slammed her lips into hers, the omega
didn't think twice on returning the kiss with her hands finally letting go of lucia's shoulder to
entangle her fingers on her curly locks. indulging in the kiss, amelia groaned when she felt lucia's
tongue began to wrestle her and it was a full on clash until the lucia was the clear victor. amelia
melted under her lover as she feels her tongue take everything, every crevices until they both ran
out of breath. forcing them to pull away.

"i love you so much." amelia breathed out as she panted heavily.

"i love you too, hermosa." lucia replied, placing her forehead against her lover to enjoy the tender
moment even though what's happening below doesn't mirror that.

then, lucia started to feel her climax coming rapidly closer along with amelia. she shoved herself
inside the omega one last time, amelia was pushed against the wall even more as she took her
alpha's knot after it 'popped' inside her making her squeal in delight and came hard for the second
time.

lucia groaned loudly along with her mate, ejaculating inside with her own cum mixing and they
know what happens next.



they tied.

the lovers held onto each other, both panting heavily and covered of sweat. the glowing slowly died
down, reverting back to lucia's original hazel with just a tint of red. a purr began to emit from
amelia while she rubbed lucia's head to make her relax, making herself comfortable in the most
uncomfortable place.

lucia appreciates the rubs, she nuzzled up to amelia's neck and stared at the mark she left. feeling
prideful at the sight of it as she gave it a soft kiss that made amelia giggle, getting a little ticklish.

"next time, if you wanna get railed, you could've just asked." lucia whispered as she doesn't wanna
go through the same thing, seeing amelia off with another woman only for her to find out it was an
elaborate set up to be fucked.

but a devilish smirk came on amelia's lips that lucia couldn't see. she's going to do the exact
opposite of what lucia wants and there's nothing stopping her.

"making you jealous is really hot though."



No Light, No Life

Chapter Summary

trigger warning: abortion & suicide

continuation of 'a price you pay'

part 1 in chapter 275

5 months.

it’s been 5 months since luz noceda’s petrification ceremony happened along with a cursed
wedding. the statue of the noceda was placed right in the middle of the town to remind everyone
what will happen to them if they choose to double cross emperor belos and it just might even be
worse than petrification.

but the rebellion belos was avoiding took form two weeks prior when the emperor guards placed
the statue, disrespected her even and it sparked an all out rebellion in the boiling isles against the
emperor’s coven, the people who saw the guards mock the human were killed on the spot.

the people turned to the owl lady’s leadership for this rebellion to avenge her daughter. none of this
was supposed to happen if one's greed was kept in check. eda didn’t hesitate to take the wheel in
leading the rebellion in the name of luz though they turned into hiding as belos knew exactly what
eda and the others were planning.

5 months have passed since that aforementioned wedding. amity blight is now living in solitude
like she always has been, edric and emira were nowhere to be seen to help her and she instantly
thought they joined the rebellion. leaving her alone to live with a curse growing in her stomach,
living with the same witch who drove her into madness and despair in a mansion that’s under the
protection of the emperor.

amity felt like she’s a child again. her parents kept her away from the world or making any real
friends. or lover.

the bump in amity’s stomach has been growing everyday and she fucking hates it. she dreamt of
having luz’s kid, living in a small house or cottage in the woods peacefully, that’s the life she
wanted or could’ve had with her real lover but all of it was taken away by boscha. when amity
managed to regain a sliver of her sanity back, she absolutely hated the three eyed witch for taking
the life she wanted away along with her lover and cursed her to bear a blasphemed infant.

but on the other hand, boscha was living the best life. she got amity as her wife with their child
underway, she’s the coven head of the potions coven and was given the liberties from the blight
parents on offering a hand on their upcoming abomination technologies that would be used to scour
out the rebels trying to infiltrate the emperor’s coven. with luz out of the picture, the unlimited



resources and competent witches on the emperor’s side, this silly little rebellion would crumble
faster than their hopes and dreams.

though there are times where everything is perfect. like the time amity was able to think on her own
again after boscha thought she had full control over her. whenever she comes home tired from a
coven heads meeting, she wants to snuggle up to her wife for a good night’s sleep but instead,
amity would curse the shit out of her while beating her on the head.

boscha was confused at the sudden aggression but she ruled it out as side effects of being pregnant
as alador informed her when she asked him about it, telling her odalia was like that when she was
pregnant of amity but not when she was pregnant with the twins though.

odd.

boscha has also noticed amity has been frequently going out on unspecified times without telling
her where she’s going but she didn’t mind it as she knew whoever is left in the boiling isles
wouldn’t dare to touch her or else they’ll be burned to a crisp.

in the night, amity snuck out of the mansion wearing a cloak to conceal her face as she raced
towards bonesborough that looked like a ghost town as it’s only populated by emperor coven’s
guards. this town used to be so lively and became more livelier when luz came to make everything
complete but it’s just dead as the atmosphere feels so tense that it’s so hard to breathe. once amity
got to the middle of the town, it’s mostly desolate since no one would come here but mourn or
mock.

there used to be a fountain with a statue of belos behind it, it’s still there unfortunately, the fountain
was replaced by luz.

slowly walking up to her, amity looked up to luz’s sorrowful expression that’ll forever be there with
a single tear seen on her cheeks. the memories of that day came rushing at her in full speed making
amity look away as she grimaced, she squeezed her eyes tight to suppress it as she doesn’t wanna
think about it now.

“i’m so sorry, luz.” amity muttered.

“if only.. if only i was strong enough and didn’t fear about getting found out, none of this would’ve
happened.” amity became lamenting everything that happened, she shouldn’t have been so scared
of her parents finding out a relationship that made her so happy and should’ve fought for it if she
really cared but she was helpless back then and didn’t know any better.

amity slowly stepped closer to the foot of the statue, her hand hesitantly placed on the pedestal as
she continued to look up into luz’s empty eyes. “you would still be here by my side, everyone
would still be here and-” she was holding herself from crying but she just couldn’t keep it all in
anymore as the tears rolled down her cheeks. she just wanted to live a life with luz in a somewhat
peaceful plain, not the other being turned into stone and pregnant by a monster.

was that too much to ask?

“and i’ll be having our child instead of this.” amity glanced down at her stomach, her face
contorting in disgust by the sight of the baby bump. she would rather be thrilled if luz was the one
who gave her this blessing but no, this is just a curse that she’s forced to endure and have to go
through hell and back for the pain of labor just for this devilish infant.



why should amity even put up with this when there’s no point in stretching this longer than it
should be. maybe she should just-

“i just want you back..” amity prayed and prayed for luz’s return to come back into her arms, she
wants to do the moonlight conjuring but she doesn’t have anyone that could help her. she sought
out for willow and gus, just anyone who could lend a hand but it was all for nought and the hope of
bringing luz out of stone dwindled. no one has escaped petrification before and eda doesn’t count
as she wasn’t fully turned into stone like her kid was.

“please.”

amity stared at her lover’s face for a few more seconds, trying to spot any signs of life the stoned
face would hint that she’s still alive through the spell but the longer she waited, the more her hope
was diminished until amity dropped to her knees with her hands sliding down the template of the
same words she doesn’t want to read as she sobbed hard. pressing her head against the stone, her
hand weakly banged onto it like she’s begging for her dear lover to come back. desperate.

but nothing worked and she knew that.

amity can’t change the past but she can still change the further, that’s what luz said to herself. this
time, the blight will make do on it.

-----

the next night came, the sky was bare but the crescent moon was shining above. boscha was taking
her last hour stroll around bonesborough but she heads home for her wife, if she is even there to be
honest. she’s still wondering why amity’s attitude suddenly shifted, as much as she wants to rule it
out as a side effect of pregnancy, she couldn’t help but feel there was something more.

when boscha turned a corner, she halted in her tracks when she noticed something out of the corner
of her eye. turning her head, a frown formed on her face as she saw an abomination carrying the
human statue in a delicate manner with a black cloaked figure leading the way, boscha looked
around to check if there’s other people hiding before following the figure through the alleyway as
she summoned her staff in her hand just in case a battle ensues.

boscha kept a certain distance from the figure while trying to figure out who they could be until
they were out of the town and into the woods, the figure looked over their shoulder to check if
someone was following them before continuing their trek up the hill, heading somewhere.

boscha was quick to hide behind a small boulder, she examined the vicinity but she just couldn't
figure out where they could be going with the human in tow.

once the figure stopped their walking, boscha hid behind a tree and peered over but a gasp escaped
her lips when she realised they were in front of the grom tree, still there and glowing but half of its
leaves were withered away as one is gone and the other half was slowly wilting away. it’s such a
shame that something so beautiful hasn’t been taken care of properly and should’ve just been left
alone to live peacefully but the plague got to it.

the plague killed it.

what surprised boscha even more when the hood was brought down to reveal a mint green head,
surprise turned into anger as the three eyed witch stepped out of her hiding spot with a scowl on her



face. this was the least thing she expected amity to do by betraying her, but then again, she
expected nothing from amity of betraying her as she got her in her grasp but that hold has been
slipping overtime.

she just didn’t notice it.

“what are you doing with that human?!" boscha exclaimed as she rushed over to amity, fuming but
amity simply turned around to meet her eyes with a dead expression. the abomination behind her
was still carrying luz.

"she’s dead! get over it, now come here! we’re going home!” boscha demanded, she really thought
she won this fight and amity is all hers without the human getting in her way but she was dead
wrong to not even think amity would still linger in the dead past.

“she’s dead because of you.” amity muttered in a bland tone, her face was making an
unrecognisable expression but boscha didn't care as she was supposed to win like she always does.

she's the winner and luz was the sore loser. that's how it works.

“that’s what she deserves anyways.” boscha snapped back but it was a mistake as it triggered amity.
she raised her hand that had a spell circle around her wrist, before boscha could even react, a bunch
of abomination goop seeped out of the ground behind her and quickly snapped- twisted boscha's
legs making her scream in agony as she dropped to the ground with her staff getting taken away.

tears welled up in the corners of her eyes, boscha tried to move and create a spell to counter the
abomination but both of her arms were broken as well. rendering the coven head witch useless
against the real might of a blight.

powering through the prickling tears, boscha met amity's dull golden eyes that used to have so
much life and light in them that's now consumed by the void.

"i won! you belong to me and you have my child, amity! not luz's! me!!" she declared as she
pushed her broken body towards amity but she's moving like a slug or barely moving at all. the pain
was immense and unbearable, she gritted her teeth to not wail out like a little bitch.

amity ignored what boscha said, she turned around as she commanded the abomination to gently
place luz down to the side and start digging out a grave in front of the grom tree. she watched
several mounds of dirt be dug out and tossed next to the abomination, creating a little hill as it went
on while she listened to the potions witch struggle to get close to her despite knowing these efforts
are futile.

amity wants eternal peace and she'll have it with luz beside her soon enough.

"you'll never be satisfied by her even if she was alive." boscha spat out in spite. this made amity
snap her head over her shoulder with her hands turning into trembling fists as the animosity she's
holding began to reach its breaking point.

"i was!" amity screamed with her intense eyes glaring through boscha's soul.

"luz was my joy! my love! and you took me away from her! from our future! you know why?" she
tilts her head to the side, her tone filled with mock as she wears an unsettling yet broken expression
and never takes her eyes off the three eyed witch.



"because you're a power hungry, selfish piece of shit and i'll never love you like luz! you're nothing
like luz and this thing you forced inside me is nothing but a curse!!" tears began to make the
blight's vision blurry, she glanced down at her inflated stomach that made her just want to throw up
in disgust before returning her eyes back on boscha who was speechless and just stared.

boscha doesn't know how to feel about all the words amity said and she doesn't have time to think it
over as amity spoke once again once the abomination gently placed the statue down the made grave
and stood behind amity, awaiting for another command.

"and i have a cure for it." amity summoned a dagger in her hands, the blade shined under the
moonlight. boscha's eyes widened as she started to panic if amity was going to do what she's
thinking.

"no.." amity slowly raises the dagger, confirming everything boscha was afraid of "no no! amity
don't!!" but it was too late.

amity brought the dagger down to her stomach, sinking it deep until the blade was no longer seen.
blood began to surface and bubble inside the blight's mouth, some already trickled down the sides
but she ignored it and dragged the blade down for her stomach to open making more blood flow out
of her like rainfall, staining the once green land as well with bits of flesh and innards dropped
down.

boscha couldn't hold it anymore, tears rolled down her face as she watched amity rip her infant out
of the womb with the umbilical cord still attached before throwing it at boscha's face. the blood
painted her upon impact, the infant was dropped before her eyes and she saw it breathe for a few
seconds, opening its mouth like it was about to cry before dying completely.

the fetus looked like it's about the size of her hand or a little bigger than that. but that didn't matter
when boscha's first child was dead in front of her. killed without remorse.

did she have remorse when she raped amity? did she have remorse when she killed luz?

amity spat out an immense out of blood, she dropped her knees as she began to lose consciousness
from the excessive blood loss. she crawled herself over to the grave, dropped down beside luz with
her head hitting the ground hard but the pain of having a concussion didn't set in as her stomach
was literally open with her intestines slowly spilling out to the side.

amity turned her eyes up to luz, both of their bodies facing each other as she caressed her rough,
hard cheek. "i love you.." she whispered before impaling the blade right into her heart, piercing it
as more blood was spat out and everything began to turn black with her breathing shallow.

"without my love, no life is worth living."

amity blight is dead.

she rested next to her dead lover with the abomination, who was wavering without it's commander,
started filling the grave up to give the two lovers the peace they sought until the abomination lost
its shape and seeped back into the ground. there was more unkempt ground but it was enough to
hide them.

boscha was left alone with her fetus of the legacy she thought she'll meet soon but she was wrong.



she was so wrong about everything and for the first time, boscha havenstar felt regret.

the lost leaves of the grom tree were renewed, the wilted was brought back to what it once was as
the entire tree glowed along with the crescent moon just like the night of the two lovers sharing a
magical dance.

and they shall dance once again in the meadows.



Pool Accidents

Chapter Summary

luz fucks amity in the pool and accidentally makes everyone pregnant

requested by @King_Asher

the sound of the music blasting through almost the entire neighborhood, summer just begun and the
graduating students of hexside are partying like they're in frat now. half are inside the mansion of
the rich guy who invited everyone, busting a bone on the dance floor while the others are taking a
leap of faith on the pool to get a concussion.

nobody gives a damn when they're high off their asses. well, some.

amity wiped the droplets of water that got splashed on her face as she just saw luz jump into the
pool full of many more people on the other side. resurfacing, luz has a big grin on her face with her
bangs covering her eyes making amity lightly snicker.

"come on, ami! the water's great!" luz beckoned her girlfriend over even though she knows amity is
like a cat sometimes and hates water. scoffing with her arms crossing, "as if i want to go in a piss
pool. i think i'm good." she replied as she turned her gaze away from the pool to make it look like
she's uninterested.

besides, she's not wearing any swimming attire and luz was as she changed into a plain white shirt
with beach shorts when she realised there was a pool.

"aw come on, baby! it's not that deep." luz still tries despite already knowing her stubborn lover is
not gonna budge at all. "i rather stay dry. thank you." amity said much to the noceda
disappointment but she didn't beat herself up with it as she already devised an elaborate plan.

"psh, you're not fun. i guess i have to go to the middle where it's the deepest with no one to save me
from drowning." luz said while slowly swimming further down the pool that's actually getting
deeper. reaching 10 feet but amity doesn't know that and luz is a decent swimmer.

then, luz was suddenly pulled down and disappeared right in front of amity's eyes though she
wasn't concerned yet as she blankly stared at where luz seemingly 'sank'.

"you're not fooling anyone, noceda." she said and waited for a few seconds for her lover to
resurface from lack of air- hoping that she resurfaced as luz exceeded her limit of being able to hold
her breath.

"come on, luz. it's just 6 feet." amity still shrugged it off to one of luz's pranks as she searched for
any air bubbles around the pool to indicate someone could be under but she saw nothing but the
dark floor of the pool.



panic arose within the blight and she rushed over to the ledge near the center in an attempt to just
drop in but she was pulled in by something instead. she didn't have time to see who it was as the
cold splash of water hit her face first. amity quickly rose up to the surface, clinging onto the ledge
while a laughter was heard behind her.

snapping her head over her shoulder to see luz laughing her ass off as she wiped the water off her
face to see better while trying to hold in the rest of her giggles. "you know i can't swim!" amity
exclaimed, growling as she’s about to pull herself back up to the surface but luz wrapped her arms
around her waist to keep her here, much to the blight’s dismay.

"that's why i got you! i'll ease you into the deepest-" luz was about to pull amity towards the middle
but amity frantically shook her head as she gripped onto the walls for luz not to do it. "no! i'm
staying in the corner!" she managed to get out of the noceda’s hold to swiftly swim over to the
desolate corner, where it’s in feet comfortable for amity and away from the crowd, from luz.

luz stared at her cat like girlfriend, thinking that amity was a feline in another life but she shrugged
it off with a sigh as she dove down the water to swim over to her and resurfaced in front of amity
who’s glaring at her but it meant no hate which luz was relieved about. "if you insist. but we can go
deeper in different ways if it means you stay in the water longer than a cat." luz proposed since
they’ll be here all night if she tries to get amity to overcome her overwhelming fear of swimming.

raising a brow in interest, "what's in it for me?" amity asked as she crossed her arms, hoping it’ll be
good and it doesn’t involve of stupid pranks like luz just pulled off. leaning closer, their space was
slowly disappearing until both lovers’ faces were only inches away from each other and luz
whispered; "a kid in your belly."

amity was taken aback by this proposition, she won’t lie fucking in the swimmig pool sound hot but
it being filled of people? that’s risky as hell though luz doesn’t seem to mind that just by looking at
her eyes, it tells amity everything her lover wants to do tonight. "are you sure it's safe to do this
here?" she whispered back a question as her hand slithered down towards luz’s shorts to feel her
semi hard cock through the fabric and started stroking her.

"pfft- no party is complete without someone fucking in the pool. so far, i haven't seen anyone fuck.”
luz replied, drawing closer to amity to press her body against hers as she watched her hand work on
her. her own hand traveled up to her lover’s smooth thighs and feeling the rim of her panty, teasing
to slip in. she was glad that amity wore a skirt tonight though she didn’t appreciate the stares she’s
been getting but luz dismissed it since those bastards don’t have a chance against her.

“yet."

once one starts, there’s no turning back from here and amity is already worked up just by feeling
luz’s simple touches. maybe there was something in that brownie she ate earlier. amity glanced over
to the other people in the pool, seeing them have a fun time as some kept jumping in to make the
waters thrash against their bodies and no one seemed to pay them any mind so it’s sorta safe?

fuck it.

"fine. let's do it." amity said, making luz smirk. "atta girl." then, luz completely closed the space
between them with a kiss that amity didn’t hesitate to reciprocate as she slipped her tongue inside
the noceda’s wet cavern and both tongues started dancing without rhythm while their hands had a
mind of their own. roaming around crazily, hungrily as they grope each other’s breasts, amity was



busy briskly stroking luz’s cock for it to firm up for her to slowly pull the shorts down. letting it
spring up under the water.

upon pulling away, they stared at each other with lust evident in their eyes, luz can see amity’s
nipples already erected and tenting on the fabric that made her grin “turn around.” she whispered
and the blight didn’t need to be told twice to follow. luz drew closer to amity, gripping her hips with
one hand as she lifted her skirt to pull her panty down and quickly stuffed it in her pocket before it
floated up. amity gripped onto the ledge, feeling luz’s hands squeezing her ass cheeks and followed
by a familiar hardness pressing against her womanhood.

“ready?” luz asked even though she didn’t have to, amity nodded and prepared herself for luz to
shove it all in at once. amity covered her mouth to muffle her whimper, she dug her nails onto the
tiles of the ledge as she did her best to hide her moans with luz beginning to thrust into her pussy
without planning to slow down since she is aiming to get her pregnant.

they could’ve done this in their bedroom or in their purple room but fucking in the swimming pool
is way hotter as the thrill of getting caught always excited amity. she tried to dabble in it but she
just couldn’t find the right place or time, luckily for her, luz knows no limits.

“that’s a good girl.” luz purred, she pulled amity’s ass closer to her as she rested her chin on her
shoulder to see her redden face trying so hard to keep it in and it didn't help that luz would pick up
by the speed to mess with the blight only to bring it down. “please..” amity whined with her trying
to increase the speed by bringing herself onto luz and it amused her that luz watched amity work on
her as she’s obviously worked up from all the torturous teasing she had to endure.

“you sure do wanna be knocked up by lil ol’ me, huh?” luz cackled as she continued to watch amity
bring herself onto her cock to make it go deeper but she can’t with this position. amity vigorously
with whines escaping her throat as she looked over her shoulder to meet her lover’s eyes “yes yes..
fuck me as hard as you can, luz, please. i don’t care if we get caught anymore.” it’s the lust and
edibles she accidentally took talking now as she doesn’t give a fuck if there’s a crowd watching
them as long as she got knocked up by her lover. that’s all she asked for’

smirking like the devil, luz nibbled the tip of amity’s ear as she whispered; “your wish is my
command, bitch.” then, luz went full out on amity with her hips slamming hard on her ass, feeling
it bounce against her as her cock reached deeper into her pussy, aiming to hit her womb.

luz didn’t have a hard time finding and focused all of her strength into it.

“luz!” amity squealed, accidentally letting it slip. she quickly clasped her hand tightly onto her
mouth as she bit her lip to do her best to keep the rest of her pleasured noises in even though no
still noticed that they’re fucking in the pool with unrepentant. she can feel her body reaching the
gates of heaven from each deep thrust into her womb as her climax started to make itself known in
the bottom of her stomach.

luz’s thrusts began to create ripples in the water around them, biting her lip from the feeling of the
blight’s tight snatch wrapping around her cock. they had sex since they’re thing 3 years ago and luz
coudln’t figure out why amity was still this tight but hey, luz can’t complain. she relentless on
amity who fucking loves it as she sucked up the drool threathening to roll down the side of her
mouth back in.

“fuck, you’re gonna carry my kid, aren’t ya?” luz whispered as she can feel her climax coming in
hot and she isn’t gonna hold it back anymore, unaware of the catalyst she’s gonna cause. amity



frantically nodded her head as she leaned her head against luz to pull her into another heated kiss
that made her yelp when luz bit her tongue hard but not enough to actually hurt her.

pulling away, amity begged “yes! just knock me up already!”

luz chuckled as she rolled her eyes, “so bossy.” then, she plunged her cock deep into amity’s womb
for the last time before popping inside without a plan b or condom to stop amity from shuddering in
absolute euphoria at the warm feeling inside her cunt, swirling around as it mixed with her own
cum to get her fermeted. unknown to both of them that amity isn’t the girl getting fermented
tonight.

panting heavily, amity rested her head against luz’s shoulder while she’s still inside her’ letting
everything out even though it’s too much for her little pussy before slowly pulling out her limping
cock and holding her lover close.“feel good, baby?” she asked and amity nodded as she nuzzled up
in the noceda’s neck, taking a breather until her heartbeat calmed down along with luz before
asking; “yeah.. can we go home now?”

softly smiling, luz nodded “yeah.” and with that, she helped amity get up to the ground without any
panty on but no one noticed as both left the party fairly quickly.

------

a few months has passed since that party and everyone is confused, mostly the girls who suddenly
became pregnant when most of them are virgin and the ones who have a partner have been careful
in their nightly fun times so how the fuck did that happen?

apparently, luz and amity knew exactly what happened. they didn’t think that thing was possible yet
here they are, though they ain’t gonna go to every house to ask for an apology for unintentionally
making them pregnant like mama mary and both are sure as hell that whatever’s gonna come out of
their stomachs ain't jesus. since luz and amity are of legal ages, have registered passports, they said
their farewells to their families as they moved to an apartment to take refuge to wait until amity’s
day comes.

once that day came, amity was the first from the many girls to be in labor and gave birth to a
healthy baby girl. the new parents didn’t waste any time to start packing everything to the airport
with their baby in their arms as they boarded the plane. amity emptied out her bank account that
would last them for the next 3-4 years, 5 if you included the money luz has been saving for college,
in japan as they’ve been discussing immigrating there before this whole shit show happened.

when the other girls finally gave birth to their holy babies, they tested every single infant along
with every person who has the dick but all of them came out negative and the only one who’s left
was luz as some of them are certain she and amity came to that party. so, they came looking for the
noceda though she was already gone with her wife in japan but no one knows that.

now, the girls are left with the responsibility of taking care of the child they don’t even know or
have interacted with.



Crybaby

Chapter Summary

lucia x amber

requested smut & fluff @DrDipshit

song used: come and get your love by redbone

"come on, i'll introduce you to the blights!" luz said with excitement in her voice as usual, pulling
her older sister out of the owl house and straight into the woods for bonesborough. they should've
used owlbert for easy travel but that seemed to have slipped luz's mind.

"you mean the witch who tried to dissect you while i was trying to get away from the asshole
twins?" lucia said bluntly as she still remembers that day like it was yesterday. even though the
noceda made some sort of amends to the blights, lucia is still sketchy towards the twins, it's hard to
trust them.

a small awkward chuckle escaped luz's lips as she recalled the incident, it's forever engraved in her
head now. "well.. maybe but me and amity are good now! there's also another blight that you
missed." she immediately changed the subject that took lucia by surprise as they entered
bonesborough and headed for the direction of the library.

"they have another sibling?" lucia asked, she though there's only three of them but she guessed
wrong though the blights are popular in school so why hasn't she heard or seen their other sibling?
are they in another school like glandus?

no, that's impossible but it's a maybe.

"that's why i'm introducing you to them! formally this time." lucia chucked with her eyes rolling,
she gave in and figured to give the blights another chance to deem trustworthy since she knows luz
has been useless around a particular blight girl.

once they finally arrived at the foot of the library. lucia saw amity, edric and emira in their casual
outfits, waiting for the nocedas to come but there's one she doesn't recognise. the witch was talking
with amity, they're almost the same height as emira though their type of green hair was darker than
amity's but lighter than the twins.

like the natural auburn is trying to take back it's theirs.

"hey blights! sorry to keep you waiting." luz greeted the blight siblings as she jogged up to them
with lucia following behind.

amity perked up when she heard the familiar voice of the young noceda, a smile tugged on her lips
as she watched luz come up to them, mostly to her but tried to hide it despite lucia seeing it as
crystal clear. puppy love amuses her.



"oh, luz! glad you made it." amity replied, she gave lucia a small wave which the noceda returned
and nothing much is said between them.

"yep! hi, amber!" luz greeted the new girl, amber. lucia turned her gaze at her, examining how
different she is compared to her siblings. lucia can see that the others are more equanimous and
confident than amber who looks like she wants to crawl back to her hiding spot, her eyes won't stay
in one place as if eye contact isn't her forte and her posture is timorous.

"h- hey." amber waved back at luz and the sound of her voice rang like heaven's choir in lucia's
ears.

"since you guys already know my sister, lucia. all except for amber." luz said as she grabbed lucia's
arm to pull her closer. she was expecting her sister to say something smug but nothing was heard,
luz looked up to see lucia was transfixed on something. she followed her sister's gaze, making her
realise something that made her smirk internally.

"go talk to her, dude." luz whispered while shaking lucia to bring her senses back. blinking multiple
times, lucia was dropped back down to earth and realised everyone was staring at her.

"oh, right." she muttered and walked up in front of amber who stepped back for her space's sake.
luz waved to the other siblings to leave the two be, grabbing amity's hand without warning that
made her cheeks blow up in red and all four of them sprinted away from the library. giving the two
the needed quiet and privacy.

lucia was significantly taller than amber and the sight of the noceda's sly expression made her want
to look away yet stare into those reddish hazel eyes longer. the height difference made the blight
become more timid as she never had to deal with talking to someone for too long.

"hey, i'm lucia noceda. little runt's older sister." lucia introduced herself with her offering her hand
to amber, watching her stare at it for a few seconds before slowly raising her hand to accept it.

"a- amber blight. the third child." amber replied, she gave lucia a single handshake before being the
first to pull away. lucia didn't mind it though she did wish to hold her soft, small hand a little longer
than 3 seconds.

"wanna go inside?" lucia pointed at the doors of the library since the crowd noise started to get
louder and she wanted to give amber all of her undivided attention. the blight nodded her head
instantly, she turned around to push the heavy doors open with ease and lucia followed behind her.

lucia followed amber to one of the tall bookshelves full of knowledge that she could care less as
she kept her eyes on amber through the small gaps in between the books. watching her sort through
the alphabetically arranged books that she could find interesting to read.

"so, how come i don't see you in hexside? you from another school?" lucia asked to continue their
conversation. amber stopped for a moment before shaking her head as she grabbed a random book,
"no no. my parents would be deranged if they send one of their children to another school than
hexside." she replied. lucia slowly nodded her head as it did make sense.

kinda glad that she isn't from glandus as she heard bad things there that someone like amber
wouldn't survive the first day in.

"i just blend in easily." amber added though it was a mutter, lucia still heard it clear as day.



softly scoffing, "that's hard to believe. you're an eye candy. how can someone like you be left
unseen as if you're a background character?" lucia said, unaware that she made amber blush as she
was quick to hide half of her face with the book she got and looked the other way while both
continued to walk down the long hall, only separated by the shelf.

"well, this is your first time seeing me." amber said without giving lucia another glance or else she
might implode on herself.

"pfft- i saw you a couple of times passing by me. i just didn't know your name." lucia replied with
half truths, she does see amber roaming the halls from time to time but it's like expecting to see the
blue moon every night.

lightly scoffing, amber lowered the book from her face as she looked at the noceda in the corner of
her eye. "yeah? then name a time you saw me." she challenged, she highly doubts lucia would see
her when her attention to everything, everyone is always divided.

especially when you're the hottest human hexside has ever seen. even outshining boscha.

lucia hummed as she tapped her chin to think of the several times she saw amber but never really
had the chance to introduce herself or get to know her until now. the witch internally chuckled as
she knew lucia's got nothing which only proved her point until a snap of a finger was heard.

"on our first day! i saw you through the shortcuts telling yourself a mantra of something." lucia
said, going way back to the memory of she and luz getting detention on their first day and meeting
some good friends.

"what is it? it's on the tip of my tongue.." she tried to recall what amber was saying to herself whilst
pacing back and forth like she's preparing for a fight. amber's eyes widened as she instantly
remembered it and her brain started frantically thinking to divert lucia away from it.

"uh- name another!" amber unceremoniously shouted that made the people around them shush at
her. she mouthed her sorry and returned her gaze at lucia, hoping she didn't remember it. just her
luck, lucia shrugged and moved on.

lucia started thinking once again, it took a few seconds until she uncovered another one. "oh! in the
carnival!" amber remembered what she did in the carnival as well, though she had to sneak out with
the twins since she's been hoping to get the thing she wanted for a long time.

"i saw you shooting hoops and won that little squirtle looking guy that you seem to really love."
lucia said with a soft smile creeping up her lips, recalling the sight of seeing amber smile when she
won the plushy like she's been trying to get her hands on it for a while.

amber gulped with her cheeks tinting red even more, she looked down at her clenched book. she
can feel her heartbeat racing for a while and it's weird.

she doesn't know why she's having flutters in her stomach, her brain turning into bees and it only
started with lucia. what's so special about the human anyways?

"before i was shrunk into an ant and almost died to a miniature bloodthirsty unicorn." lucia said the
last part is like it's a normal routine, well this is the boiling isles after all. amber chuckled to herself
as she can imagine it but not the dying part.



then, lucia stopped walking and was still staring at amber through the gaps of the books. she
couldn't take her eyes off her, not even in a moment as she wanted to get lost in those golden hues
if only amber looked back.

"when grom, you looked like you were stood up since you sat alone in the bleachers. i wanted to go
up to you and have a dance with you," this made amber shift her gaze up to lucia, finally meeting
her eyes and she can no longer hide her blush though lucia doesn't seem to notice it as she was once
transfixed in her raw beauty.

"but you ran away."

the two stared at each other for a long time even though it was just seconds. getting lost in one's
maze with their body acting up from the abnormal feeling, swelling in their chests and stomachs
and manifesting into something good.

it's the first time they ever felt this way. especially for two unlikely people.

someone accidentally played a video on their crystal ball too loud that snapped both of them back
to reality and they turned their eyes to another way. "so… you've been looking at me for a while."
amber muttered as she slowly rubbed the back of her neck, her blush never her face anymore.

lucia softly chuckled with her cheeks now getting painted in red as well, "yeah. not in a creepy
stalker way, i'm a bastard but i'm not that low. mama raised me too well even though i like causing
destruction-" she elaborated- more like rambling, amber listened to it nonetheless as she likes the
sound of lucia's voice. it's deep yet comforting. she could listen to it all day and still not get tired of
it.

lucia realised she's been talking too long, she pursed her lips and pulled her red beanie down even
more to hide her face, almost ripping it. "ah shit. i'm talking too much. i'm sorry." amber's smile
grew when she saw lucia getting flustered like this. since she always heard she's the kind of human
who causes more trouble than the demons. it's a good divergence from that stigma.

"it's alright. it's.. nice to be seen and.. have a little attention." amber hasn't been the most recognised
blight like her other siblings. she tends to veer away from attention as she doesn't do well with it
and people most of the time take advantage of that but they still forget she's a blight even without
the huge confidence the twins have or the threatening aura of amity.

smiling, "well, if you're free, we can go to monty's, order a smoothie with a meal that'll make my
stomach churn while we talk some more." lucia said as she leaned onto the shelf with a
mischievous cat-like smile on her face. not noticing she's slowly making it tip forward.

"you have my full attention now, miss amber blight."

amber noticed the tipping shelf and created a binding spell to prevent a disaster. she slowly nodded
as that sounds like a good way to spend a solitary weekend. she could use a change once in a while.

"that would be nice."

-----

"are you sure this is gonna work?"



"oh definitely. this works like a charm back in the human realm."

 

night approached the boiling isles fast. amber is in her room, laid in bed with her tightly hugging
the plushy she won in the carnival while her mind wandered off to the certain noceda and
reminiscing about their lunch together last saturday.

the 'date' went great, in boiling isles standards though. but besides all that, amber discovered more
about lucia than surface level brute as she's quite a humble person with a handsomely devilish face
and she treated amber like a queen which embarrassed her alot.

amber couldn't call it as a date yet because she doesn't understand what she's feeling for the noceda
and she doesn't want to open up too early only to find out everything lucia has been doing is for
something else other than love.

who knows. lucia is quite unpredictable.

hail!

amber was pulled out of her daze when she heard something, it was faint yet close.

what's the matter with your head, yeah

amber quickly stood up, walked over to her closed window and yelped when she saw lucia down
below standing on the owl staff holding up king who's holding a bulky radio or stereo that looked
like it belonged to the ancient times that's somehow capable of playing a song she hasn't heard
before.

hail, what's the matter with your mind and your sign

"what are you doing here?" amber asked as panic slowly rose within her, she didn't get any
messages or warnings that lucia is coming over and is certainly clueless to what the hell she's doing
with the stereo.

hail, nothin' the matter with your head

"redbone! one of the classics in the human realm and one of my favorites next to billie jean!" lucia
replied with a big grin on her face, she placed king down to her side while still holding the blasting
stereo and raised the owl staff to meet eye level with amber.

"i have it on my walkman if you wanna hear it!" lucia pulled out a blue box connected with thin
headphones. amber doesn't know what that device is but she can figure it out later as lucia really
needs to leave. like now.

baby find it, come on and find it

"maybe later but seriously, you need to leave before my parents see you!" amber warned as she
waved her hands for lucia to go away before it was too late but she didn't move from her spot and
only turned up the stereo much to amber's disdain.

hail, with it, baby, 'cause you're fine



"but it's getting to the best part!" suddenly, lucia hopped towards amber's window and easily landed
on the windowsill. she closed her fist, placed it close to her mouth as she sang along the following
lyrics while letting her body move with the rhythm:

and you're mine, and you look so divine

amber felt her cheeks heat up but she turned her head away for the crazy human not to see it, then,
she felt lucia grab her hand and started twirling her around as the music went on. "come on, cariño!
dance with me!" lucia said as she danced randomly while amber was at a loss.

then, amber pulled away from lucia and wrapped her arms around her, becoming despondent as she
looked down to the floor. "i don't know how to dance.." she muttered. she doesn't know why lucia
is doing this or would go the lengths for her. what does she find so special about her when amber
has nothing to offer.

she's not amity or emira or edric.

she's just the crybaby blight.

"you don't have to." lucia said with her tone normal, soothing to the ear. not annoyed that amber
isn't engaging with her like the others do. slowly taking a step forward, "back home, me and luz
just danced in the parking lot when we were kicked out of prom." she continued to tell a fond
memory. amber figured that's the human version of grom, listened to everything lucia was saying as
her stories are wild and fun to hear.

"we sucked but it was fun! so," lucia offered her hand at amber, finally making her look up to meet
her eyes. despite the menacing red hue in the noceda's eyes, the tenderness of the hazel underneath
brought comfort. letting amber be at ease as she stared into it.

"may i have this dance?"

amber glanced over to king who gave a thumbs up and waved his little paws for her to get back
what they were doing. she turned her head at lucia once again, seeing the widest grin she ever seen,
like it's the happiest lucia has been and it shows broadly. she's hiding anything or has other motives
than having a dance with her.

slowly raising her hand, amber placed it on top of lucia's rough yet soft hand and watched her close
it before pulling her into another dance again but it was slower even though the song is upbeat. both
danced at a random in the blight's room, never breaking eye contact as their pace slowly began to
follow the tempo.

gradually giving in to the groove, amber started to follow lucia's movements though not efficiently
and flexible but she's getting there. a happy laughter was heard from lucia, "that's it! you're getting
it!" she replied as she spun amber around again with her elegantly falling in her arms before getting
pulled up to her feet again.

"you're weird, noceda." amber giggled as she's enjoying herself with this odd dancing. it's clear
neither of them are dancers but they're still having fun.

lucia snickered, "i know."

come and get your love



then, lucia pulled amber against her body as they stopped for a moment to take a breather with their
heavy breathing hitting each other's faces. they stared into the other's hues, feeling one another's
rapid heartbeats. they stayed like this for a while with the music still going but they didn't pull
away. neither wanted to as their faces slowly drew closer until-

"who is playing that horrid music?!" the door was burst open by odalia who stopped in her tracks
when the first person she saw was lucia being too close with her daughter.

"human?!"

both quickly separated to look at odalia who's fuming at the sight of the human she dearly hates
more than luz inside her daughter's room, even holding her. as if amity falling for luz wasn't
enough.

"what are you- never mind. i'll deal with you myself." odalia created a spell circle that summoned
the newest weapon she and her husband created in her hands. she cocked the big gun that has
multiple settings but it was already set on the flames.

eyes growing wide, amber was about to step in front of lucia to protect her but she was pushed out
of the way instead and fell back to her back. "lucia!!"

lucia pulled out multiple paper glyphs, slammed a few on the floor that created a big wall of ice
that blocked odalia's first fire of green flames but it easily melted. "relax. i'm just visiting after you
almost killed my sister." lucia sneered at the blight who did the same.

swiftly shifting gears, odalia fired at lucia multiple times with the sticky abomination goop to
restrain the wild human but lucia managed to dodge a few and burned the misfire that was heading
for amber. "you're good at being a terrible mother and i guess your aim is as well!" lucia taunted
with a mocking snicker.

"you little-"

lucia laughed, she rushed over to amber and gave her cheeks a quick peck, "i'll see you on monday,
mi amor!" she waved her goodbye as she backed up before turning around to jump out of the
window. lucia caught the owl staff and quickly pulled herself up to ride out of there.

"goodnight everybody!" lucia waved goodbye at the blight manor, mostly at amber who watched
her get farther and farther from sight until she was amongst the freckles of stars in the dark blue
canvas.

amber placed her hand on where lucia kissed her, reminiscing how soft it felt against her flesh. she
felt the fluttering feeling swell and grow bigger than before.

finally. everything became vivid for amber to understand what it truly meant. it brought a smile on
her face, she stared into the star filled sky as a dreamy sigh escaped her lips.

come and get your love!

-----

ever since that dance in the bedroom, lucia and amber's relationship have been progressively
getting better, going somewhere amber didn't think they'll reach because of her and she's happy that



they did.

everything is looking up to her because of lucia coming into her life in full force without hesitation
and pulling her out of her solemn, lonely shell to see the bigger picture.

under the massive tree full of red and orange leaves, sunlight pierced through the small gaps and
more leaves fell overhead as the base was starting to mount up of dead leaves. the winds gently
waved the leaves someplace else with their hairs slowly swaying. the woods are in absolute,
comforting silence with two lovers sitting under the giant tree.

amber was leaning against the tree with a book in hand and lucia laying on her lap, watching the
leaves fall around them along with the sunlight blinding her for split seconds. the blight softly
played with the noceda's hair, twirling it around her fingers.

there's something that's been bothering amber for a while now, a question that kept pestering her
head despite all the efforts to make it go away. it only came back stronger until she couldn't deal
with it anymore. besides she couldn't even focus on her book anyways.

"lucia." amber softly called as she closed the book and placed it beside her. lucia hummed in
acknowledgement, looking up to meet the witch's golden eyes with her hand raising to tuck a strand
of hair behind her pointed ears.

"why me?" amber needs to know.

"what do you mean?" lucia asked with her brow raising as she dropped her hand to her stomach.
amber pursed her lips, turning her head to the side as she thought of what to say next while lucia
waited for a reply.

"i mean.. there's alot of witches in the boiling isles to choose from that are far better than me but
you chose to settle with me. why?" amber asked. both of lucia's brow rose as she sat up and moved
to lean against the tree next to amber with barely any space between them.

"yeah? name a few who's 'better'." lucia challenged and amber figured as she already had a few in
her sleeves.

"emira. you two are the perfect mischief as well with edric. the girl from the bard track and the guy
from the night market you always flirt with." amber replied just to name a few, she turned her gaze
back at lucia's face to see her reaction and it was nothing short of confusion with slight amusement.

"pfft- okay, first of all ed has jerbo, em got viney." lucia started counting with her fingers to cross
out the said witches amber thinks who are 'perfect' for lucia. "the bard girl, i couldn't give two shits
about and i was tricking the guy to sell the potions for free." lucia finished with a prideful grin seen
on her face, leaving amber flustered but she hid it despite lucia already seeing it.

lucia tilts her head, wanting to meet amber's eyes but she only looks the other way. she can sense
doubt from the blight that made lucia remember something, glancing down at her hands to see a
few small scars due to all the action and adventures she underwent. though some aren't from that.

"the reason why i chose you is.. you're the first girl i actually love." amber perked up when she
heard that.



"back home, romance wasn't really the thing i thought of 'cause who would want to date me, they
made that clear." lucia's voice suddenly shifted into melancholy while she still stared down at her
hands, tracing the scars with her thumb as the sound of their mocking laughter began to echo within
her head. their taunts and threats.

"well, i did try but it mostly ended as a joke. a laugh for everybody." lucia dryly laughed. a frown
slowly formed on amber's face, she didn't say anything yet as she listened to everything lucia says.

"when i came to the boiling isles, i tried not to fall because what's the point." amber began to see
the cracks in lucia's persona as her eyes turned glossy and she kept gulping, clenching her teeth like
she's trying to hold herself from breaking.

this is the first time amber has seen lucia be vulnerable. she always portrays herself as self
assertive, loud about her feelings to everything.

it's like seeing the blue moon. lucia's true colors appear but disappear almost immediately.

"then i met you. you made me think i have a chance and not fuck it up. so far, i'm glad i haven't."
lucia finally turned her head to look at amber with a quivering smile and it hurts the blight's heart to
see lucia holding herself from letting it all out after holding it in for a long time.

then, lucia froze when she felt a pair of arms wrap around her and the realisation hit her like a truck
that amber was hugging her. it's usually the other way around and this greatly caught the noceda off
guard.

"hey, don't put yourself down." amber whispered as she rested her head on lucia's shoulder with her
hold gradually tightening. "relationships are complicated and we're bound to fuck up but both are
willing to fix each other.." amber tries the best she can to comfort lucia as she's willing to repay
everything she's done for her with kindness and pull her out of a bad head space.

"maybe we won't be the hardest to love." amber didn't think she'd ever reach this point in her life or
learn how to love and it's all thanks to lucia. she wants her to be vulnerable without caring what
others think because she's here for her while helping her to have more confidence in herself.

slowly pulling away, their eyes met for the last time that told them the same thing as they
understood each other. "you're right." lucia whispered, she softly cupped amber's chin and began to
lean closer to her lips, with space quickly diminishing, amber lets it happen as she slowly closed
her eyes.

then, their lips met.

it's like a massive explosion of bottled feelings and emotions came crashing down to make a tidal
wave that broke every wall down to the ground. leaving nothing but their true selves in the
forefront and that's okay.

the kiss was tender, soft with a hint of spice as lucia unintentionally bit the bottom of amber's lips
when they pulled away. amber touched it, unlocking something within her that can never be locked
it after what lucia did.

"s- sorry. i didn't mean to bite." lucia quickly apologized after realising what she did but she was
shut up when amber leaned in for another kiss.



with the sound of the door slamming against the door, the pair stumbled their way towards the bed
after she kicked the door shut. pulling away, amber was propped down onto the pillows with lucia
hovering above her before she leaned down for another round of kisses.

amber's fingers tangled itself in lucia's locks as the kiss became hotter and hotter until they ran out
of breath. softly panting, lucia pecked her lover's forehead before moving down towards her neck to
pepper it with heated kisses earning a soft gasp.

slightly tilting her head to the side to give lucia an easier access, amber felt her lover's hands roam
around her body, feeling everything. lucia pulled away, sat up to start taking off her top clothing
and discarded to the side as the blight's cheeks lit up in red at the sight of her toned stomach and
breasts. she took a massive gulp as she tried to compose herself and it amused lucia.

"want me to take it off?" lucia asked as she pointed at amber's shirt. amber slowly nodded, she sat
up and raised her arms for lucia to pull her shirt off along with her bra, she kept placing comforting
kisses all over to help amber be at ease while slowly getting nude.

"first time?" lucia asked after dropping the bra to the ground. her eyes glanced down at the blight's
breasts and it's cute pink nipples. it made her so hungry that she just wanted to lean down and suck
hard but this amber so, patience and tenderness is a must.

"no. i've been nervous before." amber replied with a shaky breath, lucia snickered but she covered
her mouth to do a terrible job in hiding it. amber was a little confused until she realised what she
said and her face just imploded on itself.

"that's not what you meant- uh, yeah.. yeah." amber covered her face in embarrassment as she
muttered "i'm so bad at this.." under her breath.

lucia giggled, she softly grabbed her lover's hands away from her face and leaned in for a quick kiss
making her yelp from surprise. "you're so cute, mi princesa." she cooed as she caressed her soft
cheeks and booped her nose.

"don't worry, you're my first too." this shocked amber. she thought lucia was more experienced in
this type of them, damn, there's always a new thing to learn about the noceda.

lucia placed her forehead against amber's and whispered, "i'll go slow on you. we'll make this night
special for you and me, okay?" a soft smile etched across amber's lips, she nodded in reply and
received a sweet kiss on the forehead before she was slowly pushed down to the pillows.

"i love you." lucia said as she moved down to amber's neck to place a trail of kisses to her breasts. a
shaky exhale escaped amber's lips, watching her love take one of her nipples and begin sucking on
it, making her let out a moan like whine.

"i love you too." amber replied, her hand firmly gripping onto lucia's hair as she slowly closed her
eyes to indulge in the feeling of her sensitive body having to get this new treatment. she felt lucia
trying go in between her legs with something hard pressing against her thigh, she knew what it was
and she was hesitant to let lucia in.

pulling away with a pop, lucia looked up to the blight as she sensed her doubt once again. "hey,
what's wrong? uncomfortable?" lucia asked, she quickly got herself off amber since she thinks she's
causing discomfort but amber slowly shook her head as she opened her eyes.



"no it's just.." amber trailed off as she thought of what to say next. "i haven't done this with anyone
before."

nodding in agreement, "i know and so have i. if you don't wanna do it, it's fine. i understand." lucia
replied, slipping off the bed as she kicked up her clothes. a little disappointed but she can't coerce
the girl into having sex when she doesn't feel like it's the right time though amber swiftly grabbed
her hand to stop her from leaving.

"no, i want to have s.. s- sex with you but.." amber completely trailed off as she ran out of words
she wants to say. her eyes kept darting back and forth at the bulge in lucia's pants, she doesn't know
if she should be doubtful about what's in store or be turned on.

lucia noticed the stare, she glanced down to look at it herself until she understood the hesitation. "i
get it." then, she started to unbuckle her pants and bring them down to her ankles but she didn't take
off her boxers yet. just letting amber see it before the actual thing.

sitting down at the edge of the bed, lucia kept her eyes on the blight as she said "we don't have to
worry about this yet." pointing down at her phallus though it was hard for amber when it's out in
the open with only a singular piece of cloth holding it back.

"i want you to enjoy this as much as i do. like i said, we'll go slow and we're still in the foreplay
so," lucia placed her hand on amber's leg, giving it a few slow strokes, suggesting something as her
eyes explicitly tells it.

"do you mind if i..?"

amber started to think this over. she does want to have her first time with lucia but just by looking
at the outline through her boxers, it's kinda difficult to not feel overwhelmed and doubt everything.
but she also swore herself to try something new with lucia, it was kinda part of the deal when she
got into this relationship so..

"okay." amber replied with the gathered confidence she had.

lucia nodded, she moved closer and gripped the rim of amber's pants to start pulling it down, off
from her ankles along with her panty. leaving her cunt in the open air. the noceda spread amber's
legs just enough before she closed it, leaned down towards her pussy to take a quick whiff that
made the blight whimper.

"you're doing amazing, carino." lucia commended, this is as far as she thinks amber can handle and
she wants her to exceed further than that since the real fun is mere inches away from her.

"just relax and i'll take care of you." then, lucia drew closer with her tongue out and dragged it
along amber's slit, stopping on her clit. amber lets out a surprise moan, shuddering in pleasure that's
foreign to her, she glanced down to see lucia keeping her eyes on her while starting to eat her out.

"lucia.." amber whimpered, her hand reaching down to grip lucia's hair as she felt her skillful
tongue lap her and it made her weak. she couldn't do much but let out feeble moans, her body
slightly arching as she lets herself loose in enjoying this new found feeling coursing through her
body like bolts of electricity that kept coming and coming. it feels amazing and lucia is getting high
at the taste of the blight’s untouched cunt.



lucia kept on eating her lover out for a few minutes until she was wet enough to the noceda’s
desire. pulling away, lucia licked the sides of her lips as she gave amber that libidinous stare that
made her cheeks be brighter than the moonlight above. “shall we move on to the next phase,
darling?” she asked with her body hovering above amber once again, her bulge more evident than
before now it’s leaking of precum and twitching with excitement. the blight felt the same but was
still nervous.

lucia could see that and she placed many more kisses around her face and neck for the blight to feel
comfortable on what’s coming until it was safe to say.

“i’m ready.”

softly smiling, lucia nodded and proceeded to finally pull down her boxers for amber to take in the
whole sheer size of the cock attached to lucia. a full 10 inched monstrosity. she couldn’t
comprehend that this was lucia’s size and would it even fit. “a- are you it’ll fit?” amber vocalised
her overwhelming concern of the size difference and lucia shrugged it off, “of course it will. that’s
why i prepared you.” lucia leaned in to give amber a kiss on the forehead and down to her lips,
instantly melting from it as it gave her assurance that she can trust lucia in taking the lead for their
first time.

“okay.” amber replied with a shaky breath. lucia kept her eyes on her lover as she guided her cock
toward her womanhood, grazing the tip long her slit that made amber tremble until she stopped
right in the entrance. there were a few moments of silence in the room before lucia started to slowly
push her cock inside, amber hissed at the feeling of her walls getting stretched for the first time and
roped her arms around the noceda’s neck as she endured the burning sensation.

“it’s gonna be okay, i promise. just relax, ames.” lucia whispered, she buried her face in amber’s
neck to hide her obvious pleasured face, gripping the bed sheets tightly as she carefully went in
with only half left to go. amber followed what lucia said, taking deep breaths through her nose,
letting herself calm down since lucia is going at a sluggish pace.

Once everything is inside, amber shudders when she feels lucia’s hot breath against her neck as she
lets out a deep pleasured groan. she tried her best to get accustomed to the one hell of a bulk she
had to take in. lucia slowly raised herself to hover above the blight once again, pulling her arms off
her neck for both of her hands intertwine, pining amber as lucia stared at her lustfully. it made
amber feel like she’s at the mercy of lucia just by looking at the gaze she’s giving her but she
knows she’ll go slow for her. right?

right?

“feeling good?” amber snapped out of her daze when she heard lucia speak, her voice seemed to
have lowered an octave or two and it sounded soothing to listen to yet tantalizing. amber gave a
green light nod for lucia to begin, slowly as her hips pulled a quarter of her cock out of amber
before going back in and she continued at this stagnant pace for amber to really get used to having
this massive thing inside her.

it worked. the blight’s moans became vivid and loud enough for lucia to hear than being barely a
whisper. amber tightly grips onto lucia’s hands as she feeds into the pleasure the noceda is giving
her though lucia was starting to get ahead of herself.

she started picking up speed without asking.



this surprised amber, her moans picked as well as the pleasure grew in her but she didn’t ask for
this. “lucia, please slow down.” amber requested, expecting for her lover to hear her and listen but
all it did was fall in deaf ears, lucia continued to increase her speed until it was in her preferred
pace but amber hates it.

“lucia?” amber tried once again, she attempted to pull her hands out of lucia’s hold but she only
tightened it to the point of hurting the blight, wincing in pain and lucia didn’t seem to notice it as
she’s lost to the feeling. it also didn’t stop her from turning her thrusts into slams. even though it
does feel good, amber expected lucia to be patient and keep it mellow for amber as this is her first
time after all but she would be caught dead to think that.

Tears started to well up in the corners of amber’s eyes, choked sobs mixed with stifled moans now
escaped her lips. She wriggled in an attempt to break out of lucia’s clutches but she can’t match
with someone who is obviously stronger than her, the hold on her hands made amber think the
noceda was gonna break her hands and it really hurts. “please.. Slow down!” the feeble blight
begged for her lover as this isn’t fun anymore but all of her efforts were for nought since lucia
seemed to have clogged her ears and kept thrusting aggressively.

only grunts and groan like moans are heard from her but no coherent words came out to indicate
that the lucia amber trusted on giving her first everything was still there. it was all lust.

“Stop this, i don’t like this anymore!” amber sobbed uncontrollably, she grew tired from thrashing
around but despite raising her voice to her limit of comfort. none of it worked and this left amber
hopeless to bring lucia’s rationale back when she didn't even listen to her. her whole body just gave
up and lets the noceda’s use her to her liking while she still cried heavily, her mind was just praying
lucia finishes her already although not inside. amber can’t create a protection spell with lucia
tightly holding her down.

when lucia starts to feel her climax coming closer with her speed almost going inhumane, it’s far
too much for amber as a continuous stream of tears rolled down her face but was unseen by the
noceda. “fuck!!!” lucia clenched her teeth tightly, doing her best to holding herself from popping
inside as she swiftly pulled out of amber, much to her relief, and came onto the bed sheets which
amber could care less as she’s just glad the human didn’t aim at her before dropping on top of her.

“Get off..” amber muttered as she finally pulled her hands out of lucia’s grip, she tried to push her
off but due being heavier than amber, she couldn’t do much and realising the human passed out
which made things complicated for her. She just laid there with the human on top of her while she
continued to sob uncontrollably.

when the night was supposed to be special, it ended in tears.

 

-----

after what happened that night, amber started to avoid lucia everywhere and it's mostly school as
lucia barely sees amber out in bonesborough anymore.

amber didn't like how fast lucia went, no matter how much she begged for her to stop, she wouldn't
as if she only cared for her gratification and everything she was about 'going slow' aged poorly.



the blight started to think that this is all just a big hoax for lucia to get what she wants, a night with
her in bed and then, poof! gone into thin air because she got the pussy and nothing else matters
because love is just a game lucia is good at playing.

amber just fell for it.

she should've looked at the waving flags and signs scattered around but there was nothing she
could've seen to predict what happened. you know why? because lucia has a way of words, she
always says that she does and amber just ignored it as one of her parlor tricks but was she dead
wrong for that.

she should be angry as she has the right to be towards that petty human.

but after all that… amber still loves lucia. she just doesn't know how to face her.

weeks. that's how long lucia has been trying to get a hold on amber. she tried calling her crow or
scroll, sending her message via different methods and even tried to catch her down the school
hallways but it always ended fruitless.

it felt like amber is purposely avoiding her but why?

lucia remembered the events of that night and she did say her sincere sorry that she lost control as
she enjoyed the fuck to the point of losing her sagacious but she doesn't think that's enough for
amber. she needs to get to the bottom of this or they'll never progress as lovers.

lucia was waiting out in the hallway for school to end since she skipped beast keeping while
avoiding the creatures that'll put her to detention. she doesn't wanna go down there again.

once the bell screamed for dismissal, lucia stepped out of her hiding spot and watched the many
students file out of their classrooms while she kept an eye for a familiar dark green head until she
spotted her in the far end of the hallway, walking the other way as she plans to take the long cut to
the exit.

lucia is not gonna let that happen.

gently pushing others to make way, lucia walked towards amber who hasn't noticed that someone is
trailing her till lucia got to the end of the crowd and amber looked over her shoulder to check if
lucia didn't see her but she jumped when she saw the same person she's avoiding just a few meters
away.

"amber!" in a fit of panic, amber bolted out of there as fast as she could but she's forgetting that
lucia has a fit build and can outrun anyone, amber is no exception. once lucia caught up to the
blight, she firmly grabbed her wrist but not too tight to hurt her and pulled her back as they slowly
stopped running.

panting softly, lucia cleared her throat and composed herself as she stared at the back of amber’s
head. “amber, can you please look at me?” lucia asked but amber didn’t follow, she pulled her
hand out of the noceda’s grip instead and started walking away without sparing a glance. a frown
formed on lucia’s as she watched her lover get further away from her “it’s about that night, isn’t?”
she saw amber slowly stop on her tracks and lucia instantly knew why amber is acting like this.



“i told you i lost control and i’m sorry.” lucia said, thinking it’s that simple of a problem requiring
a simple solution but she saw amber slowly shake her head as she lowered it to gaze down at the
ground in solemn. “that’s not it.” the blight muttered loud enough for lucia to hear it.

“then what? I’ll fix what i did wrong if you just tell me.” lucia begged for closure, she’s willing to
fix every fuck up she did as long she doesn’t lose amber from her reach. she took a small step
forward with her face contorting into desperation for amber to just look at her way again as she
uttered a pleading “please.” slowly, amber slowly turned around to finally meet her lover’s eyes
with her vision turning blurry. lucia’s eyes widened when she saw the blight on the verge of crying,
she tried to get close but amber shook her head for lucia to just stay right there and give her the
space she needed.

“you didn’t listen to me that night. i’m starting to think that sex is the only thing you’re out for and
everything you said was nothing but a lie.” amber started, she kept her head low as her body began
to tremble in the memory of being so helpless under lucia who didn't take her many no’s and pleads
for an answer and just kept going till the end.

“I tried to make you stop but you just kept going and going and i-” amber began to hyperventilate
with fresh tears rolling down her cheeks, dripping to the ground as it shimmered like broken
diamonds from the sunlight piercing through the big window beside her when lucia saw it. with
eyes growing wide, lucia was swift to come to amber's side, wrapping her arms around her for a
hug.

even though amber doesn’t wanna be touched by the noceda, she still finds comfort being in
between her arms. she sobbed onto lucia’s chest, not caring if her tears stained her shirt as she
gripped onto lucia’s backa and she started thinking through her forming headache.amber has the
chance to make it clear she isn’t supposed to be taken lightly, she was supposed to be punching,
screaming at the human and put a curse on her entire bloodline but she didn’t.

amber isn’t that kind of witch. she still loves lucia but could the same be said for the other?

lucia didn’t say anything as she listened to amber’s cries being muffled on her chest, her hands
rubbed her back in a soothing fashion to help her calm down which worked as she heard her sobs
calm down a bit but it never disappeared. she started to think about the things she wanted to say
without adding more to the problem. “i know my sorrys aren’t going to be enough to take back what
happened but i want to make this right.” she whispered, she hugged amber tight but not enough to
hurt her like she did to her that night. amber gradually calmed down as she listened to lucia while
she rested her head onto her chest to hear her stable yet somewhat off tuned heartbeat.

she doesn’t know what it meant though but she ignored the odd beat.

“from now on, you’ll be taking the lead on everything we do and i’ll follow you without
hesitation.” lucia proposed that made amber pull away to meet her eyes once again to see if she’s
bluffing but the same sincerity was seen when she said her apology. “no, you don’t have to do
that.” amber said, it’s not about her being inexperienced in having power but she doesn’t wanna
seem like she's stripping a free willed, wild spirit like lucia.

though lucia shook her head as she softly grabbed both of her lover’s hands, “but i want to so that i
don’t lose control and risk hurting you again.” she replied, giving both hands a firm squeeze while
she stared deeply into amber’s golden hues she always get lost in but she now sees the pain she
brought like the lucia noceda always did to the others before amber, “besides, this is your time to
shine in taking control.” lucia lightly joked in the end but she was quickly dropped as she slowly



lets go of the blight’s hands with her eyes moving down to the ground. she still feels guilty about
what she did, lucia would usually just chock it up and bury it all in the back of her head but amber
is different. she’s her actual first love and she doesn’t wanna lose her because she’s unable to hold
herself.

“i’m understand if you want space away from me. just know i love you without a doubt in my mind,
i don’t care about sex because being with you already makes me happy and complete. i don’t think i
can get that from anyone but you, amber blight.” lucia raised her head to flash a smile at amber
with her eyes reflecting the red of her guilt. sighing deeply, amber closed the space between them
with her arms wrapping around lucia as she burrowed her face at the nook of her neck.

she can’t stay mad at lucia when she’s really trying her best and meant well for her, if she does keep
her many promises then amber is willing to look past this as a thing of the past.

“just.. warn me next time and we won’t be doing that until i’m comfortable, okay?” amber
whispered and placed a kiss on lucia’s cheek making her smile like an overjoyed otter, she hugged
back as she returned the kiss on top of amber’s head.

“i can deal with that.”

------

things has been looking up, for real this time, for the new couple of hexside after they had that talk.
lucia kept her promises to amber especially in giving her the total power in bed when it was
comfortable for amber to go on that stage again. the students of hexside has been noticing the
hottest human being extra close with the whiny crybaby blight which confused some but most are
aggravated as they think they should be the one in amber’s place.

not the weakest blight.

amber has been noticing the spiteful stares she’s been getting the moment she entered the school
with lucia beside her. in abomination class, amber sat beside her sister, amity while being weary at
the looks she’s been getting and even amity can see it that she clenched her fist that shifted into
abomination goo as she created a blade with her giving the bastards a threatening gaze. it worked.

“hey, have you-” when amber turned her head to look at her little sister but she stopped when she
saw amity’s abomination hand, mainly her blade that she quickly reverted her arm back to normal.
“the stares? yeah, some of these assholes are planning something so stay close with lucia.” amity
advised, she knows some of the students loves to pick on her sister as they think she’s the weakest,
the runt of the family but everyone has a breaking point.
slowly nodding, amber glanced up to the clock to see there’s only 5 minutes left till dismissal then
she can go home with lucia. once the bell screamed, amber picked up her bag, waved her sister
goodbye as she plans to stay in the owl house for the weekend, when she exited the classroom,
amber yelped as she felt something pounce on her. “hey baby!” the sound of lucia’s voice happily
greeted her that made the blight smile as she looked over her shoulder to see her.

“don’t scare me like that!” amber playfully smacked lucia’s head with her notebook making her
snicker, she felt lucia draped her arm around her neck as both of them started walking down the
hallway full of students in their way. “did you tell the others you’re staying with me this weekend?”
she asked and amber nodded “yep.” she replied, she looked in the corner of her eye to see the
stares once again and she was quick to look back at her lover as she doesn’t want to think any of it.



“hold on babe, i gotta freshen up.” lucia said as she pulled away from amber to head for the
restroom. amber was hesitant about that since the stares hadn't let up but she continued to ignore it
as nothing but paranoia and nodded.

“oh okay, just make it quick.” she replied, watching lucia shoot her wink before jogging off for the
restroom. leaving amber near the lockers with many students passing by in front of her, leaning
against the wall, amber started tapping her foot as she waited for her lover to come quickly. feeling
her anxiety rise the more seconds passed without lucia beside her and she can feel something
wrong is gonna happen.

suddenly, someone grabbed her by the air and started pulling her somewhere with a hand covering
her mouth to prevent her from attracting attention. amber was shoved against the wall followed by
the sound of the door slamming shut, slowly opening her eyes, she saw students she doesn’t know
but they certainly look like they hold a grudge on her.

“you think you’re so special because you’re a blight but you’re not.” the construction coven witch
hissed. amber was confused as she did nothing wrong to these witches let alone know they exist.
“w- what are you talking about?” she stuttered out her confusion and the witches surrounding her
only laughed in mockery.

“w- what are you talking about? you sound pathetic! i don’t even know what lucia sees in you.
you’re just a useless witch!” the illusion track witch sneered. amber immediately understood why
they’re doing this but she said nothing as she won’t let these words cut her skin, that’s one of the
perks of having lucia as her girlfriend. she made her skin thicker to withstand feeble insults.

“maybe the human was just in it for the sex. i heard she’s extra special.” the bard track witch said
with lust evident in their tone that made amber cringe but she still said nothing.

another fellow abomination track witch scoffed, “psh- i doubt lucia would want to stick around
with someone so useless.” they glared at amber who only stared back, she can see great animosity
towards her that they seem like they won’t hesitate to swing a fist and they aren’t.

“this is for stealing lucia from me!” the witch raised their hand and swung it towards amber’s face
as she didn’t have time to react though she didn’t need to. when the witch’s hand was only mere
inches away from amber’s face. it was suddenly burnt, making them scream in agony as they
backed up while holding their charred hand that looked unrecognizable.

“what the fuck?!”

amber was bewildered as she didn't cast any spells to make that possible but everyone thought it
was her own doing. “you’ll pay for that!” the construction witch swung their fist towards amber’s
face like the first person did but they ended with the same result though they were electrocuted to
the point of them violently convulsing to the ground and amber doesn’t know how to stop it or why
did it happen.

without notice, amber crescent moon necklace was glowing. it was given to her by the twins after
she and amity broke the damned necklace from their mother.

“you little shit!” the bard witch summoned their instrument to start playing a deadly tune as waves
of sharp melodies was coming at amber but before one could even land on her, the necklace flashed
so bright that it blinded all of them though it was quick to disappear and amber found herself in a



protective bubble that she obviously didn’t summon. looking down, amber finally notices her
glowing necklace but before she could examine the engraved glyph on the back of the necklace.

they all hear the door slowly creaking open.

the two witches’ eyes widened when they saw it was lucia on the other side with a dark scowl on
her face and she held her familiar red bat that is covered with ice spikes. they begging for mercy to
the noceda, playing it off as a joke but lucia didn’t buy that one bit as she slow entered the
classroom like a stalking predator before violently swinging her bat at the bard witch’s face,
reducing it into bits as their skin, eyeballs, and bits of brain was sprayed to the side. mostly on their
comrade who screamed in absolute terror.

the witch was going to bolt out there as they don’t wanna die too young but messing with lucia’s
girl already sent them to a death sentence. lucia caught the back of the witch's neck and slammed
them onto the floor for her to start brutally bringing her bat down to their head until they turned
into disgusting mush. lucia stomped on the other witch’s burnt hand making them wail out in pain
but they were shut up when lucia shoved a couple of fire glyphs down their throat and let them
combust into flames behind her as she walked over to the last witch who’s pathetically hiding in a
corner.

“no please.. mercy-” but it was too late as lucia already dropped a plant glyph before her feet and
stomped on it make the thick vines shove itself right in their ass with the end coming out of their
mouth as blood pooled underneath them with a beautiful red spider lily sprouting on top.

now that everything was quiet, lucia placed her bat behind her as she walked over to amber.
placing her bloodied hand on the bubble to make it disappear and swiftly carried amber in her
arms like a princess and the blight didn’t say anything, she was terrified and relieved it was over. as
lucia walked out of the classroom, not caring if she’s covered in blood as long amber was safe in
her arms and a stoic expression never left her face.

everyone was huddled close to the door when they started hearing the horrifying screams of death
but they immediately backed up once they saw the door open and much to their surprise or terror.
lucia walked out of the room with amber in her arms as she said nothing to anyone, she didn’t need
to as her expression and the blood covering her body tells it all.

they should never be meddled with.



Animalistic

Chapter Summary

boscha and willow puts libido potion in luz's food

requested smut by @LightningDragon

"look at them." boscha motioned her head to the direction where luz and amity are. leaning against
the lockers as they talk with redness in their faces, she doesn't know what they're talking about but
she knows damn well it's not about confessing or anything regarding their feelings.

with willow, boscha's girlfriend, beside her to also see the two play hopscotch on their blatant
feelings for each other. the plant witch has a deadpan expression as she's used to seeing this
everyday, it doesn't faze her anymore.

boscha turned her gaze away from the two to look at willow. "they're useless."

"welcome to my world." willow said with a nonchalant shrug as she grabbed her textbook out of
the locker before it closed its mouth. both glanced over to the two once again, seeing them still
talking- awkwardly while blushing like beets and tomatoes.

"i can't take this anymore. we have to do something." boscha groaned as she turned around to leave
the scene with willow following beside her. before she got together with willow, she can tell the
two are subtly flirting behind her back but she had the option to ignore it until now. she can see
them every corner she turns.

"like what? pep talk doesn't work for them. trust me, i know." willow recalled giving both luz and
amity a pep talk at the same time only for it to be for nought.

boscha shook her head, she pulled willow to take cover on the corridor to be out of sight from the
two as she proposed; "talking isn't what they need. some hardcore action will do the trick." she
slammed her fist into her hand, signalling for willow to get where she's getting at. it took her a few
seconds until her eyes slightly grew.

"and how are you going to do that?" willow asked, she's a foot on board on this wagon as she
knows there has to be another alternative but just couldn't think of one and this might work if
executed well.

scoffing, boscha crossed her arms and leaned closer to her lover's face, "you're forgetting you're
dating the most powerful potions maker in hexside and using the herbs at your disposal." she softly
combed willow's hair with her fingers and caught a small flower that started shifting colors as the
three eyed witch took out a potion bottle to drop it in. shook it around a bit and willow watched the
flower get incorporated in the potion that changed in a glowing crystal blue hue.

"i can make anything."



-----

in the cafeteria, boscha and willow are sitting at another table while looking over to luz who's
talking with gus for a change since amity is doing something else. the trays of food in front of them
weren't touched, not even once as the two are focused on carrying out this mission successfully.

taking out the potion bottle that has the same color of apple blood cider which just so happens to be
the drink of the day and luz is having one. "remember the plan. i'll take care of luz and you-"
boscha was about to lay down their plan for the fifth time but willow cuts her off.

"and i'll get amity. i just hope this works." expressing her worries and doubts on this making boscha
scoff as she waved her hand in dismiss. "oh please, trust in your girlfriend." boscha said with pride
as she tossed her potion slightly before leaning in for a good luck kiss on willow's cheek and stood
up to head over to luz's table.

"hey human. nice lunch you got there." boscha said as she hid her potion, luz and gus turned their
heads to look at the three eyed witch. the illusionist narrowed his eyes at boscha since he still
doesn't trust her even if willow is dating her but she could care less as luz is her target who gave her
a small wave.

"oh hey boscha and yeah, the food's really great. too bad i can't eat most of it." luz said with a light
chuckle as she glanced down at her half eaten tray, she only ate what's closest to the human
equivalent but nothing beats griffin eggs.

boscha hummed as she sat down next to luz, taking a cheese finger, that looks like a literal severed
finger, to munch on. "right. your little intestines can't handle boiling isles grub." she muttered but
she shook her head to drop the irrelevant subject as she tossed the last portion of the finger.

"well, that doesn't matter 'cause-" boscha swung her arm too far tha knocked the cup filled cider,
letting all of its contents spill into the table. luz looked a little devastated that her drink is now gone
especially when she can't refill it as the cafeteria is out.

"oh i'm sorry. were you drinking that?" boscha asked the obvious as she grabbed the now empty
cup. "uh.. yeah. kind of." luz replied with her voice low.

"don't worry, i'll refill it for you. just stay put." then, boscha stood up to make it seem she's heading
for the counter as she gave willow a glance with her third eye, seeing the flash of thumbs up made a
smile tug on boscha's lips before returning to the task at hand.

once she was out of view, boscha took out the potion and poured all of it inside the cup. she
watched the potion swirl inside with her reflection showing, she placed the cup away from her nose
as she might go under its influence and quickly walked back to the table.

gus frowned once he saw the cup full of cider when he knew it's gone. "hey, i thought they already
ran out of apple blood cider?" he asked as he watched boscha sit down next to luz once again,
getting suspicious.

"i have my ways in getting what i want. here ya go human." boscha simply stated before handing
the cup to luz who gladly accepted it. "thanks boscha. i guess willow did change you for the good."
luz said as she took a sip of the drink with the potion maker watching her take another and another
until she was hooked on the taste.



it brings a smile to boscha's face but she can't show it.

"yeah. she did."

soon enough, the cup was empty and luz started to become disoriented with everything. her grip on
the cup loosened, making it comically tumble on the table as she swayed around in her seat like
she's losing her balance. luz's breathing became heavy, her heartbeat quickening as her head turned
lightheaded and the only thing she can feel is her blood rushing down to you know where.

"what's wrong, luz? feeling dizzy? wanna go to the infirmary?" boscha asked, standing up with her
hand placed on luz's shoulder as she watched her comprehend what's happening with her even
though the only thing coursing through her mind is amity.

"what was in that drink?" luz asked and she sounded severely drunk.

boscha patted herself in the back as she outdid herself this time, she pulled luz off the chair and
draped her arm over her shoulder to start heading for the 'infirmary'.

"come on, big guy. let's get you some remedies." boscha looked over to willow once more when she
said the cue word and willow nodded, she stood up as she's on her way to find amity.

it was a hassle for boscha to drag luz to the grudgby players' locker as she kept weighing herself
down, groaning like the undead with her hard on unable to hide from the other students passing
them. especially when it started leaking of precum.

"for titan's sake, i know you're horny as fuck but work with me damnit." boscha groaned as she
turned left to avoid the many eyes and once she finally reached the locker doors. she kicked it open
and led luz inside before swiftly locking it, luz didn't even try to bang on the doors as she's out in
the clouds now.

meanwhile, amity just finished her extra hour of abomination due to her mother's request. with
books in hand, she walked down the hallway to head for the cafeteria and have her lunch with luz
but amity slowly stopped when she saw willow running towards her at full speed.

"amity!"

a frown formed on amity's brows once willow stopped in front of her, panting heavily with sweat
rolling down the sides of her face as if she ran a mile or something. "willow, what's wrong? why
are you running?" amity asked with worry in her tone.

"luz… it's luz!" willow wheezed out as she tried to catch her breath and this only made amity's
frown deepen.

"what happened to luz?!" amity exclaimed, not caring if her books dropped to the floor as she
gripped willow's shoulders to shake the answers out of her.

"i- i- just come with me!" willow grabbed the blight's wrist and began pulling her towards the
direction of where luz is supposedly hurt. unknown to amity a smirk was seen on willow's face
telling that everything is falling into place.

when they stopped in front of the locker doors, willow lets go of amity's hand and pushed the door
open to reveal the darkness of the other side. barely any light was shone inside but amity can hear



something within the darkness. a faint breathing.

"she's in there." willow pointed into the darkness. amity nodded, she took a deep breath in and
created her light spell that floated next to her as she went inside the locker room though the spell
isn't bright enough to light up the entire place.

amity waved her light around her vicinity to find luz but she couldn't see anything as the darkness
overwhelmed her. "willow i don't she-" then, the sound of the doors slamming shut made amity
jump and snapped her head over her shoulder to see if someone entered but not.

she was locked in with something breathing shallowly in the dark.

"have fun, amity!" a muffled voice was heard on the other side followed by the dreaded sound of
the doors locking. with panic rising within her, amity rushed towards the doors and started pulling
on the handles but it's locked as suspected.

"wait! what the hell willow open the door!" amity yelled as she banged the door. on the other end,
boscha and willow are snickering to themselves, boscha created a soundproof spell to do them a
favor as the bell screamed when lunch was over. they left amity with her on devices and they're
sure she's gonna have fun with her.

"fuck!" amity hissed, it's no use banging on the door and screaming her lungs out. she has to find a
way out on her own. slowly turning to face the ever growing darkness once again, amity sucked up
a deep breath in as she repeated a mantra inside her head to get her confidence up.

she's been here million of times when she was in the banshees. amity surely knows what this locker
room is hiding if it wasn't shrouded in darkness.

"amity.." the witch perked up when she heard a familiar voice somewhere. "l- luz?" amity called
out as she swung her hand with the light orb on it to shine wherever luz could be until amity yelped
when something tackled her to the ground.

amity tensed up as she felt something hard press against her thigh, she shined the light on whatever
was on top of her that blinded up for a second and a soft gasp escaped her lips as she realised it was
luz.

once the noceda adjusted to the light in front of her face, amity noticed the drool trickling down the
side of her mouth, looking almost deranged while she grinds her crotch against amity's leg with her
hands wildly groping her breasts. amity bit down a moan as she doesn't know what happened to luz.

"i… i can't take it anymore, amity.. i need you so bad.." luz whispered, her voice strained as if she's
finding it difficult to speak anymore. tears glistened and glossed her lustful eyes. the sight of it
aches amity's heart, she slowly raises her empty hand to wipe the tears in the corners of her eyes
and luz leaned into the touch like a touch starved puppy.

"i love you.." luz whispered the three words the blight had been wanting to hear out of luz's lips for
so long. smiling with her cheeks tinting red, amity cupped luz's cheeks to pull her down closer to
her as she returned the words.

"i love you too."



amity closed their space with a hungry kiss and luz immediately kissed back. it was sloppy, wild
but it was passionate as amity's arms wrapped around luz's neck, her fingers getting tangled in her
curly locks. luz got in between the witch's legs, pressing her crotch against hers to make her feel it
throb through the fabric.

thinking clothes are overrated, amity conjured a spell circle to make every piece of their clothing
disappear as they're only ones locked in here. might as well go full out nude.

pulling away and panting like starving dogs, amity glanced down to see luz's rock hard foot long
cock ready to tear her apart as precum oozes from the tip like a broken faucet with bulging veins
seen all around. all rationale was thrown out of the window as her hidden primal need stepped into
the limelight.

amity pushed luz to her back but before luz could protest, a loud moan slipped out of her tongue
instead as she saw amity take a good portion of her cock inside her mouth with the rest being stroke
by her hands and began bobbing her head.

luz's head dropped on the floor, one of her hands gripping on amity's hair while she gives her a
blow with her tongue working wonders especially on her tip.

"fuck amity.." luz groaned, she glanced down to see the blight slurping up her cock whilst giving
her that gaze, it only turned her on even more. her hips did small thrusts to help amity take an inch
or two but she held herself as she doesn't want her to choke.

amity sucks luz off for a minute or two until the control lever snapped and luz gripped the blight's
hair with both hands as she began roughly facefucking her. not caring if it's triggering her reflex, all
the human carried is getting the maximum pleasure.

amity can feel something burning in the back of her throat along with her nose as tears welled up in
her eyes but she didn't let that stop her from enjoying this. soon enough, amity was able to adjust to
taking this much cock as she lets luz have her way on her.

"fu- amity!!" luz moaned with her head rolling back as she came deep into amity's throat. letting
her spews of seeds run down her throat, leaving amity not much of a choice to start swallowing as
much as she can. she tried to keep it clean but some escaped in the corners of her mouth.

luz slowly pulled her still hard cock out of amity's mouth with a few late spews shots landed on her
face which only added to how lewd she looked right now. luz was planning to pin amity for the real
fun to start but she summoned a pair of abomination arms to pin her instead, keeping luz in place as
amity turned with her back facing her while she held her cock.

amity knows that whatever luz is on diminishes her usual gentleness and she would slam the entire
thing without letting amity adjust, just completely ripping her apart. as much as amity wants that,
she's still a virgin. some slowness would be appreciated.

with the cock right in the wet entrance of amity's pussy, she gripped onto luz's raised knees for
support before slowly bringing herself down. a hiss followed by a stifled moan escaped her lips,
feeling her walls getting widely stretched at each portion she lets in. thankfully her slobber and
slick did her favors.

luz groaned with her hips attempting to arch though it was also held down as well. she can't do
much but watch her cock get slowly consumed by the blight. amity looked over her shoulder to see



how much she has to take, spreading her ass cheeks to give luz a mighty fine view until she
dropped herself on the last portion making both moan in unison.

"f- fuck.. are humans this big..?" amity asked, sounding out of breath as she stayed there to let
herself adjust on the girth. luz bit her lip at the feeling of tight walls sizing her, lovingly wrapping
around her and she just wants to get rid of these pesky abomination but she can't match a being
while being horny as fuck.

after a few minutes, amity gripped onto luz's knees again as she started to slowly bounce on luz.
light moans escaped her lips, she closed her eyes to indulge in the slow ripples of pleasure in
between her legs until she was satisfied to drop the restraints on her lover.

luz didn't waste any time in switching the position into doggy style and started aggressively
thrusting in amity's poor cunt, feverish and relentless like a heated otter. amity lets out a pathetic
mewl of pleasure, her arms barely did anything than give in as her face was planted on the cold
floor while the human fucks her roughly.

"luz! aahh sh- i can't.. ngh-" amity couldn't even form a coherent sentence every rationality, shame
or doubts disappeared and was replaced by pure primal needs like a heated animal. the only thing
coursing through her mind was luz fucking her harder.

growls and grunts are heard above her as luz's drool dripped on amity's back, her hands firmly
gripped on her hips as she watched her cock make a split second appearance before going deeper
into the blight's snatch. hitting her womb that made amity cry out of euphoria.

luz spreads her lover's cheeks, seeing her second hole that she plans to take after her pussy is well
used and leaking of her cum.

amity's own saliva trickled out her mouth, making her look like she's lost in heaven or high out of
her mind as a puddle of drool formed under her. her vision focused when she saw a hand intertwine
with hers and a hot breath hitting her ears, lifting up her head, she felt luz's tongue graze her
pointed ear making her shudder and move down her neck.

amity tilted her head to expose her clean neck for luz to plant kisses along her shoulders. the witch
lets out a purr like noise as she likes the love luz is giving her. the noceda was delicate on amity's
neck despite going in full speed at ramming her pussy until luz left her first hickey and the rest is
history.

without the soundproof spell, the whole school would hear them fuck like rabid animals as the
walls of the locker room resonated their wild grunts and lewd moans accompanied by rapid skin
slapping.

luz turned amity's head to make her look at her and leaned in for another kiss that was more tame
than the last one as luz slithered her tongue inside amity's wet cavern. their wet muscles dancing
without melody as they tasted each other until they were quick to run out of air.

"i.. i love you." amity breathed out as she stared deeply into luz's hazel hues that seemed to glow
under the faint luminosity of the light spell above them.

"te quiero." luz responded in her mother tongue as it's the only thing she'll speak amidst the
feverish sex but amity didn't understand it.



"wha- aaahh!!" amity squealed when she felt luz hit her womb once again and it's the only thing
she kept hitting, abusing it that brought the blight closer to the edge fast. luz could feel the same as
her grip on amity's hands tightened.

luz chanted amity's name like a spell she's trying to memorize until amity screamed in pure bliss as
she came hard for her first time and luz followed not soon after. erupting for the second time and
this time inside amity for their cums to mix as someone to create a protection spell beforehand.

amity shuddered at the warm feeling overwhelming her but her eyes started to grow heavy with her
head turning light and before she knew it, she was out cold while luz still thrusts but slowed down
to ride their highs.

once luz was completely empty, she slowly pulled out and amity's lower half dropped like dead
weight. panting heavily, luz placed her hand on her head as she blinked multiple times to make her
vision go clear and her mind became vivid once again.

luz looked around the dark locker room, she reached where her pocket was supposed to be to grab a
light spell but felt her exposed skin instead. luz's eyes widened as she realised she's buck naked
along with amity in front of her, cum oozing out of her used pussy.

luz clasped her mouth as she held in a horrified gasp, the immediate thought she had was her taking
advantage of amity. she quickly got beside the blight, placed her head on her lap and pressed her
finger on her neck to check her pulse while grimacing at the hickeys she left on her once pristine
neck.

when luz felt amity's pulse was normal along with her breathing, she realised she's just out cold as
the actual lewd memories started rushing back and it was mutual much to luz's relief.

since they don't have their clothes or anything they could use to cover their bodies, luz just laid on
the cold floor while having amity close to her, give her a good amount of warmth to get
comfortable in sleeping on her arms while luz waited for amity to wake up as she doesn't feel
despite how intense they went.

the sound of the dismissal scream of the bell awakened amity, the first thing was luz's face staring
up to the dimly lit ceiling and didn't notice amity up until she called her "luz?"

"hey, ami. are you okay? need anything?" luz asked as she sat up along with gently helping amity
up. softly chuckling, "i should ask the same. what happened to you?" amity returned with a
question that luz doesn't have an answer to yet.

luz shrugged, "i don't know. everything was a blur after boscha gave some apple blood cider." she
replied to what she only knows and amity nodded in understanding though boscha giving luz
something doesn't sit well with her. maybe it's just jealousy talking.

luz tilted her head to see amity's face as she looked down when thoughts rushed through her head.
"are you sure you're okay? does it hurt down there?" she asked, worried for the girl's well being as
she did go too rough. too rough to her own liking really.

amity lifted her head and quickly shook her head, "it's a little sore, you did take alot on me but i'm
mostly fine. i loved it." she replied, placing her head on luz's shoulder with her hand slowly
intertwining with luz's as a smile climbed on her face. the noceda smiled as well, lifted their
intertwined hands to kiss it.



"i did too."

then, something came into luz's mind that made her cheeks turn rosy and look the other way.
"amity.. are you free this saturday?" she started off, "maybe we can grab some lunch at salazar's
since eda gave me some money after completing a bounty by myself." luz's blush progressively
became worse as she continued until it was too much for her little heart to handle.

amity bit her lip, she instantly took it as a date. "luz noceda, are you asking me out on a date?" she
asked, peering to see luz's flustered face with a smirk on her lips even though she's getting flustered
herself.

"uh… uh- maybe. a little lunch in the most romantic diner in bonesborough could mean anything."
luz tried to shrug it off but she was caught dead on her tracks when amity leaned in and gave her a
tender kiss that made her heart explode with brain bees filling her head. luz kissed back.

as they pulled away, amity replied "12 noon, sharp. don't be late." she created another spell circle
that made their clothes appear once again and luz placed a kiss on the witch's forehead, "you know
i won't."

then, they perked up when they heard the doors unlock and amity was quick to stand up, she pulled
luz up to her feet as they headed for the opening doors to see boscha and willow on the side with a
knowing grin on their faces.

"so, i'm guessing you two had a blast, huh?" willow asked in a teasing tone, her eyes kept glancing
at amity's multiple hickeys. luz pursed her lips as she looked down to the ground in embarrassment
but amity is another story.

"which one of you planned this." it wasn't a question.

"boscha. it was all boscha." willow immediately placed all of the blame on her girlfriend as she
doesn't wanna die too soon just by the look of amity's dark gaze.

"what? she helped as well- hey!" boscha ducked the fireball coming right for her face. amity
growled loudly, she ignited both of her fists on fire and charged at boscha who used her grudgby
training to use as she sprinted down the hallway but she's forgetting amity also had her regime.

"bitch calm down! i did you a favor!" boscha exclaimed while dodging all the incoming fireballs
with amity just behind her tail.

"by drugging luz?!" amity roared.

"you took too damn long! the titan would've been resurrected before you got boned by luz!"

while that was happening, willow and luz watched their lovers chase each other with the other
wanting the one ahead dead. willow glanced at luz, her grin still hadn't disappeared as she nudged
luz "how was it?" she asked, giggling to herself when she saw luz turn red.

"it- it was great." luz timidly replied like a little kid discovering she actually likes the girl across the
class.

"willow help!!" boscha cried out who's now on the ground getting beaten down by amity,
relentlessly. "uh.. you might wanna get your amity before she legit kills boscha." willow said as she



is getting worried about her girlfriend.

luz was quick to go out of lalaland upon seeing the scene, "oh right. baby, stop it!" she ran towards
them, planning to break up the fight as she got behind amity. wrapped her arms around her waist
and started pulling her off boscha but the witch was somehow stronger, forcing herself to get out of
luz's embrace as she wanted to literally kill the three eyed witch.

"babe. mi amor, calm down- ay dios mio." luz sucked a deep breath in and leaned in for a quick
kiss on the lips but it was enough for amity to stop as her whole body sagged, becoming a flustered
mess ragdoll in luz's arms.

now that amity is calm, luz fixed how she carried her that's now a princess style. "sorry bout that.
i'll just take her home." she said with a flash of an awkward smile as boscha was helped up by
willow. she did well in blocking most of amity's swings but it did burn her hair.

with amity still in shock in the noceda's arms, luz turned around to start heading in the direction of
the exit as she said her goodbyes to the two while they watched the new couple walk off for the owl
house.

"see you guys tomorrow!"



Instantaneous

Chapter Summary

content warning: underage

12 yr amity gave luz a handjob under the table in the first day

requested by @Hornylittleblight

it's finally the first day of middle school. luz did alot in her few months of summer and she's
excited to come to another school, meet new people to make friends with since she didn't have
much at her last school before she moved. she's hopeful on this one.

upon entering the establishment, luz saw a whole lot of students who are basically strangers to each
other, ignoring one another as they want to get by the first day but with time, they'll be walking
along with a gang behind them and luz would be too with her own circle of friends.

puffing out her chest with confidence, luz walked down the hallway, passing many students while
giving them waves. some timidly returned the gesture before looking away and others just ignored
her which luz didn't mind.

when luz got to her locker as said from the paper given to her, she created her combination and
placed all of the things she wouldn't be needing for the first hour which just so happened to be
math.

luz isn't great at math. she's decent but she hates it.

with her textbook under her arm, luz headed for her classroom and peered her head through the
small crack of the door to see a few students already sitting down on their preferred seats with their
phones out to pass the time or sleeping.

luz opened the door just enough for her small body to slip through, some glanced at her once she
entered, she flashed a small smile and waved at them but none returned the gesture. luz didn't mind
as she walked over to a lone girl reading by herself and stopped beside her.

"hi. can i sit here?" luz asked as she pointed at the empty space beside her. the seats in this school
have one long table for two people, sometimes three if you wanna squeeze in. the girl looked up to
luz and glanced at the empty space returning her gaze at the noceda.

"uh.. i think someone already has it." she replied with her motioning at the bag under the table. luz's
mouth turned in an o shape as she slowly nodded and backed up "oh! my bad. sorry." she waved the
girl goodbye and ushered herself over to another table.

luz stuffed her bag under the little compartment of the table which was convenient so the actual
surface of the table isn't gonna be full of trash and such. she leaned back and continued her survey



around the classroom, eyeing every little thing it had as a way to distract from the dead silence this
big classroom has until the bell finally rang.

commencing the first day of middle school of hexside.

luz watched everyone pour inside the classroom, shuffling to the first seat they see till there's no
one standing anymore though luz was the only one left who doesn't have a seatmate.

luz tried not to think negatively that this is her old school all over again. this is only the first day
and someone's bound to be late. luz was late on her first day of first grade so there has to be
someone late and not leave the class in an odd number.

this made luz doubt her own words when the teacher entered the classroom with books under their
arms. everyone straightened up as the books were settled to the side, they stared at their new
teacher who stared at them back. they look fairly young and not so intimidating like luz's past
teachers but looks can be deceiving if patience is tested.

"welcome back to a new year of learning and those who are new, welcome. hexside will be your
new home so no need to be tense." they reassured in a natural tone to make some of the students at
ease but before the teacher could carry on the introductions, everyone turned their heads at the door
when a knock was heard.

slowly, the door was opened. the kids in the front were the only ones who could see who it was
while the ones behind them were left wondering who it could be.

"your name, miss?" the teacher asked as they reached over to the clipboard listing all the names of
this class. "amity blight. is this my right class?" a little green hair girl asked with her voice soft, she
opened the door big enough to step one foot in and let everyone see her.

a soft gasped luz's lips once she saw amity. she doesn't know what but she suddenly felt an odd
feeling all over her body that she simply can't explain. it makes her stomach feel all fuzzy and
weird, a good kind of weird. the more luz stares at amity, the more her affliction grows.

when the teacher finally found amity's name in the list, they said "oh yes, you are in the right class.
this is the first i see a blight being a little late but hey, i'll excuse it since it's the first day. come in."
they waved their hand for amity to fully enter the classroom as the door closed itself behind her.

amity turned to look at everyone who had their eyes on her, not really bothered by it as a simple
blank expression was only seen on her face.

"looks like everybody's occupied except one. you, what's your name, little miss?" the teacher
pointed at luz making her snap out of her trance, she was about to stand up but she saw that her
thing was awake and no one wanted to see that on their first day.

"luz noceda, sir." luz replied and the teacher didn't seem to mind that she didn't stand to answer.
"alright then. amity, why don't you take a seat next to luz before we begin." they gently ushered
amity towards luz's table since she's the only one who has an empty space left and figured she
needs a seatmate.

nodding, amity headed towards luz's table and luz immediately scooched to the far side to make
space for amity as she sat down. the noceda watched the blight grab her stuff to settle in front of
her, making sure everything was symmetrical and dropped her bag in between her legs.



"now that everyone's settled. let's start!"

luz blocked the starting lesson of the subject she despised as she continued to stare at amity who's
diligently talking notes even though, she seems, she knows these basic things already. she looks so
pretty.

clearing her throat, luz mustered up her courage and offered her hand to amity. "hi, i'm luz. are you
new here?" she introduced herself again to the girl, seeing her glance at her extended hand in the
corner of her eye before dropping her pen to accept the handshake but it was short lived.

not for luz as she just touched the softest hand in the world.

"kind of." amity replied as she returned to what she was doing and said nothing else to luz to
continue their small talks.

humming, luz placed her cheek onto her fist as she leaned onto the table to watch amity's delicate
handwriting, effortlessly making cursives like it's nothing. "not much of a talker huh?" luz
muttered.

"because i don't talk when class is starting. i need to focus." amity said which was more assertive
that made luz immediately back up and give the blight her wanting space.

"right. right, sorry bout that." she looked down and started taking out her notebook to do the same
thing as she doesn't wanna bother amity too much to the point of spite. luz already had too much of
those.

as luz started writing down some notes while adding some side drawings to make her notes less
monotonous. amity kept glancing at her in the corner of her eye, she doesn't know why she felt sort
of bad pushing luz back like that when she's being nice.

she wants to tell her she's really pretty but amity holds herself back as there's no use to making
friends when she only has one objective set upon her.

sighing internally, amity shook her head and pushed all of it down as she continued to do what she
was doing if she didn't notice a bulge in luz's pants.

somehow forgetting she still has it, amity was left flabbergast at the sight of it. all of the work she
was supposed to do in the very first day of school she had no choice of entering was halted as amity
couldn't tear her eyes off it, she hadn't seen a hard on before and especially not on an attractive girl.

amity slowly turned her head around to see if anyone's looking at them or the teacher glancing at
their table before she quietly scooched towards luz to make there's no space between them which
snapped luz's head at her.

"que-" luz was about to ask what amity is doing until she bit her tongue when she felt something
placed on top of her pants. slowing looking down, luz felt more blood rushed down and up as she
saw amity's hand on her bulge. feeling it through the fabric.

"be quiet." amity whispered as she stared deep into luz's hazel eyes. she doesn't know why she's
doing this but she has to find out what this is and what makes luz so special to her. luz nodded, she
turned her gaze back to the whiteboard to divert herself from what's happening beneath her, she
subtly moved forward to hide the fact amity is grabbing her dick.



amity gently squeezed the hard thing, feeling how sturdy it is and even throbbed faintly. she placed
her elbow on the table, rested her cheek on her open hand to make it seem she's listening even
though her other hand is busy quietly unzipping luz's pants. her fingers wiggling around to bring
down her boxers for her cock to flop out onto her hand.

luz shivered at the feeling of cold air hitting it, she faked a yawn whilst taking off her jacket to
place it on her lap for extra coverage. amity appreciates this and starts off to slowly pump the cock
with her thumb feeling the somewhat wet upper part of it, she toyed with it for a few seconds until
she felt a small hole that seemed to be the cause of the dampness.

looking at luz's expressions, she's trying hard to hide her pleasured face and it tells amity is doing it
right so she continued.

luz started gnawing on her ballpen as she did her damnedest to not look suspicious. her head felt
light from every stroke amity makes, her thumb continuously playing with her tip as it leaks of
precum she used as lube. luz has a weird urge to pee in the pit of her stomach but not the usual
kind. it's harder to hold back.

"i'm surprised it hasn't popped yet." amity strikes a conversation to help luz divert from this out of
the blue handjob. luz looked at the blight and at the pen in her mouth, a nervous chuckle escaped
her throat as she wiped her pen with her shirt and started fiddling it instead.

"oh, y- yeah. mami made sure to buy me the extra durable ones so i don't eat ink anymore." luz
lightly jokes, amity softly giggled at it and picked her speed that made luz jolt, suppressing a whine
as she bit the insides of her mouth. trying to play it off cool as if nothing happened.

"what school have you been to before hexside?" amity continued the conversation, discarding the
effect she has on luz or how she can control basically anything.

"i- i was in connecticut before we moved here in the boiling isles. weird name for a town that isn't
arizona." luz replied as she leaned against the table, making it seem she's getting tired of listening
to the mundane subject and just wants to talk with amity if she looks past the pleasure surging from
her legs.

"oh, we have other things that are boiling here. like the burning mines underneath us."

luz blinked multiple times as she replayed the sentence over and over until a simple question that
echoed through her head and out of her mouth. "what?"

amity snickered and shook her head, "i'm kidding." she waved her hand in dismiss, giggling to
herself at the look of utter confusion on luz's face.

"there used to be an active volcano here that's now in sleeping mode but the springs and lakes here
are deadly boiling since it's connected to the volcano." amity explained and this cleared up
everything to luz, making her forget what's happening behind the jacket for a split second until
amity increased for the final time.

"oohhh, that makes sense."

then, luz dropped her head onto the table as she takes deep breaths in like she's been through
hyperventilation. she's just experiencing her first height of what a true orgasm is and it'll be in the
hands of a blight in a classroom with a class in session.



"have you done this before?" luz asked as she turned her head to meet amity's golden eyes again
and watched her shake her head, "no. you're the first one. it feels so weird, doesn't it?" amity asked
but she didn't stop or slow down. she didn't want to.

luz shrugged, "kinda but it feels good too." she replied and amity took this as a cue to finish this.
luz tightly gripped the table with her teeth gritting, it's a good thing there's no pen in her mouth and
she finally erupted right in amity's hands as well on her jacket that she'll never use again.

amity felt spews of warmth come on her hand, she lifted the jacket to see a white substance in her
hand. she touched it, sticky but she didn't wipe it off immediately as she was fascinated by it and it
won't be too long for her to know what it is when the subject of reproduction comes up in both
science and health.

luz was quick to drop down from neverland, grabbing amity's hands to quickly wipe off her jizz
before anyone sees. she grabbed the small spray alcohol bottle out of her bag and started spraying it
all over amity's hand to make sure the smell- just everything was gone.

amity just sat there and watched it happen. once luz was done cleaning up with her cock now back
inside her pants again, she didn't clean it and she can feel the cum still dripping out, wetting her
boxers but it's thick enough to stop it from getting to her pants. hopefully.

"amity? amity, are you okay?" luz waved her hand in front of amity to make her snap back to
reality. she blinked multiple times, adjusting to what just happened and nodded as a response as she
arranged the thoughts in her head. wanting to create a coherent sentence.

clearing her throat, amity asked with her voice still low so nobody hears her but luz. "do you.. do
you wanna meet up in the empty classroom on the third floor for lunch?" luz's interest piqued at the
possibility of an empty classroom to be haunted and they'll be summoning a demon companion
from the darkest pits of hell.

or it's the latter.

"there's a haunted classroom?" luz asked and it wasn't what amity expected but she entertained it.
"kind of. you in?" she asked, which made luz vigorously nod her head. the back of her head is
telling her they aren't gonna summon an infernal being as she can tell something by the look in
those golden eyes and she wants it too.

this feels instantaneous but right.

"yeah."



Her Bitch

Chapter Summary
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in a long blue table of the cafeteria, a tray sat lonesome with it's contents barely touched by the
witch who got it in the first place. there was no one else at this table, most of the students sat
together even if they didn't know some but luz noceda was the only one and staring off into the
distance. watching someone.

her finger tapped on the table in a slow rhythmic manner as she watched amity talk to her friends or
whatever while looking so stuck up and full of herself that it made luz sick. it's a good thing she
hasn't eaten anything yet or else she would've threw it back up though she did skip breakfast so she
can feel her stomach growling for a while but that doesn't matter.

what matters is teaching that spoiled brat a lesson for disrespecting her.

there was an incident that happened two weeks ago about luz messing around with abominations,
practically setting up an army like her mentor did in her prime and almost succeeded until amity
showed up to ruin the fun. scolding luz that she should be better since she's two years ahead of her
and should set an example though luz can't unseen the fact amity tries to keep herself stoic in front
of her when she didn't have a problem doing it to others.

it still annoyed her that a little girl like amity blight would talk to her like that. luz needs to put her
where she belongs.

beneath her.

while luz was staring at amity with her mind conjuring an elaborate yet vile plan she's getting
excited on just by thinking of it. she spreads her legs even more to give it some space to breathe as
she lets it rise within her leggings.

amity finally noticed the noceda had been looking at her, their eyes met for a split second before
amity was the first to look away- not noticing the grim expression- as her cheeks turned rosy. she
did her best to ignore that luz, her long time crush, was looking at her even though she's screaming
internally.

amity liked luz ever since she displayed her immense power on abominations and illusions since
that's her forte though the noceda is reckless and childish at times, she still finds that endearing. she
didn't mean her words when she scolded luz two weeks ago and that was the longest, yet one sided,
conversation she had with her.

despite all that, amity wants to be with that formidable witch. be by her side and be the one to carry
her legacy as she knows damn well she's underneath her if luz puts her in place.



when she tries.

-----

once the bell lets out it's final scream, everyone stands up with their bags slung over their shoulders
with half of them listening to whatever the teacher is saying but most are just tempted to go home.

amity looked over her shoulder, checking if she left anything on her seat as she placed her bag over
her neck and followed the horde to walk out of the class. she walked amongst the other students,
not really looking at where she's going as her eyes are focused down on her scroll since she knows
all of them are heading for the exit.

turning to the left, amity lifted her gaze to see where she is but abruptly stopped when she's out of
hexside though not the way she expected as she's already inside the owl house. the blight looked
around the living room of the owl house, confusion filled her as everything looked legit until she
realised this is only an illusion that gave her some relief.

amity just had to make it disappear. she created a spell circle to destroy whoever's illusion this is
but it only crumbled into nothing. befuddled, amity made another and the same result happened.

"what the fuck.." amity pushed the rising panic down as she told herself she'll beat the shit out of
whoever made this illusion once she saw them. turning around, amity stopped in her tracks when
she saw the door open for a split second- showing the other side that she is still in hexside- and luz
was right before her.

"hey blight."

"l- luz! what are you doing here? who's illusion is this?" amity asked, taking one step towards luz
who's staring at her directly in the eyes with her usual smirk that seemed off.

"isn't it obvious?" luz began to slowly approach amity, making their height difference known that
made amity feel insignificant as luz had to look down on her once there's only mere inches of space
between them. speaking of spaces, amity just realized it and she did her best to hide her blush.

"i'm setting the mood for us. well, for me mostly." luz replied with her hand waving in
nonchalance. a slight frown formed on amity's face, she doesn't know what the noceda meant as she
still doesn't know what those hazel, most reddish, eyes held in store for her.

"wha-" before amity could question it, luz easily tore all of her clothes off leaving her with nothing
to hide herself. eyes turning wide, amity yelped as she covered herself with her arms but luz
gripped her wrists tightly making her wince.

"this is for disrespecting me, blight. no one does that to the apprentice of the owl lady." luz snarled,
she looked past amity that was followed by another pair of strong arms wrapped around the young
blight's waist. amity looked over her shoulder to see an illusion of luz, mirroring the same devilish
smirk on the original.

the illusion turned itself into a chair as it pulled amity down onto them with her arms wrapped
around her to render her unable to move.

amity tensed up when she felt something hard press against her ass and her eyes instantly landed on
the evident bulge on luz's tight leggings. twitching angrily as it wants to be out of it's confinement.



amity watched luz lower down towards her crotch, spreading her legs apart and took a long whiff of
her somewhat dry pussy that is slowly wetting itself much to amity's embarrassment that she's
getting turned on by being assaulted by someone she loves.

"hm.. virgin. as i expected. i'll enjoy this." luz cooed as she stood straight once again, pulling her
multi colored leggings down with her boxers for amity to finally see her big fat cock twitching
before her. veins surrounding it with the tip excreting precum from excitement of taking the little
blight, making her bitch.

luz kept amity's legs apart and brought her cock against her clit, rubbing itself onto it to get a feel
how wet she got. breathy whimpers and shaky sighs are heard from amity but not screaming for her
life or kicking to get luz off her.

"odd. you're not screaming or struggling when i'm about to rape you. you should be scared." luz
vocalized her thoughts. she hasn't raped anyone and amity would be the first but from all the stories
she read from the news. it's a dehumanizing experience that should never be done on someone,
depicting how the victim did their best to make it stop only for it to be futile.

but not amity. she's not begging for dear life. it seems like she's expecting it, wanting it.

while luz thinks with her dick still grinding against amity's pussy, oblivious to the younger girl's
intense blushing. her eyes are focused on the noceda's cock, thinking how it would fit for it being
so big for her small cunt and also noticed the illusion has it's cock out as well.

all of it made amity more turned on, knowing luz is going to put her in her place in an unorthodox
way. the power she has on the blight is immense and knew this would happen someday which made
her excited for what's coming.

"unless.." luz chuckled to herself as she came to a conclusion why amity's reaction to this is
unconventional. "don't tell me you have a kink for this, ami." she said with her smirk growing,
staring deeply into amity's golden eyes and seeing the redness of her face.

"n- no.." amity muttered, wanting to say the truth of her feelings but her tongue kept holding itself
back.

humming, luz gripped either sides of amity's waist and aligned herself in her untouched hole. "well,
who am i to judge, am i right?" luz pushed everything inside without regard or warning making
amity scream, the illusion did the same as luz wants the little blight to be her little bitch covered in
her cum after this.

groaning in bliss, luz licked her lip as she looked down at her cock that was fully consumed by
amity's bleeding cunt. "oh fuck.. damn, i knew you're tight but not this tight."

"luz.." amity is in pain yet in pleasure as her walls were forcibly stretched to accommodate luz's
bulk, she took this short time to adjust but it won't be enough.

"let's see how long it'll take before i break you." luz and her illusion started breaking into amity
without letting her adjust, thrusting madly into her pussy without caring whether or not she's in
agony.

amity painfully moaned, gritting her teeth to suck up the stinging in between her legs as she wants
the pleasure and the fact the illusion is fucking her un-lubed ass hurts but she kept reassuring



herself it'll all subside since this is luz we're talking about. the witch she wants to be with and be
one with.

groans and huffs are heard from luz, she placed all of her strength down on her hips as she roughly
fucked amity like intended. "fuck, blight. you feel really good for a little bitch!" luz leaned down
and slammed her lips into amity's, feeling how soft it is before biting her lower lip, earning a whiny
groan from the blight as she felt her kiss back.

internally cackling, luz slipped her tongue inside amity's mouth, her wet muscles roaming around
her wet cavern with both of their tongues wildly clashing on each other while the noceda's hips
never faltered on it's rough, high thrusts on poor amity. but seeing that she isn't struggling to be
freed, luz can come to a conclusion that she loves this.

as they pulled away, a string of saliva was visible between them for a split second before
disappearing. amity finally got used to luz's size and can enjoy this the way she wants. her moans
became more clearer, her mind clouded in lust and want for luz to make her hers became stronger,
use her however she wants.

"aahhh.. fuck me.." amity moaned and luz clearly heard it though not loud enough to satisfy her.
"what was that?" she leaned closer, tilting her head for amity to say it right into her ear but only a
whimpering moan came out.

"that's not an answer." then, luz began to slow down along with the illusion and this made amity
panic. she wriggled to signal luz to not stop when she just got accustomed to everything. "please.."
she whimpered while trying to bring herself down luz's cock but luz stopped entirely. staring at
amity dead in the eyes that told her what she wants from her.

leaving amity much of a choice as her lustful mind wants to be fucked to oblivion by none other
than luz, she screamed "fuck me, luz! please fuck me hard and make me your bitch!" luz was
amused how easy it is to break amity and make her beg to be fucked senselessly.

"oh i will, amity. i fucking will!" luz shoved her cock right up into the young blight's womb making
her scream once again in pure ecstasy. "yes!!" a quivering smile came on amity's face as she's
reaching the heavens at every rough collide of their hips, hitting all of the right spots that made her
whole body weak and turn into a sex ragdoll. the embrace of the illusion loosened, luz started
taking off her remaining clothing till she's bare like amity and lifted her up while she with her
illusion still pounds her.

luz listened to amity's lewd, heavenly moans as she watched her roll her head back to expose her
clean neck that luz didn't hesitate to violate. leaving tons upon tons of purple hickeys that'll stay for
weeks, her hands tightly squeezing her ass cheeks before smacking it to leave it red.

amity is hers now. she fully surrendered to her and that's how luz likes it.

the noceda's mouth moved down towards amity's small tits, dragging her tongue along her perky
nipples and took one in her mouth to suckle on. amity gasped, biting her lip as she watched luz
suck on her while her thrusts stayed strong. her hands slowly raised and firmly gripped a handful of
luz's hair to pull her in closer, make her take more. resulting in luz biting her nipple but all pain
became a pleasure to amity now.

luz opened her eyes, half lid, to meet amity's golden eyes full of debauchery, all rationale and
shame is lost. the once collective and miss little perfect amity blight became a bitch for luz noceda.



"oh titan i love you so much luz!" amity finally spoke out her feelings and didn't notice the shocked
look on luz as she pulled away with a pop.

"you do?" luz muttered but she shook her head and cleared her throat, reverting back to her
demeaning attitude.

"i mean- of course, you do. you're my little bitch now, amity. mine!" luz slammed her lips into
amity once again and this time, amity kissed back with her body trying to match up to luz's thrusts
as her arms wrapped around her neck. luz groaned from the feeling in the kiss as she shoved her
tongue inside again.

while in the kiss, luz moved them towards the 'couch' with the illusion still going in the blight's ass
as the kiss became more heated once they both started running out of air.

luz's tongue reaching deep in amity's throat with amity pulling onto her hair, struggling to breathe
but she still found this erotic until they finally pulled away. both of them panted heavily as they
stared into each other's hungry eyes.

then, luz hits that one spot making amity lose all control. "oh fuck yes! tear me apart, stuff a child
in me, luz! i want it so bad!!" she moaned as she dug her nails into luz's shoulder but the pain
barely registered to her upon hearing that statement. something just flipped a switch for luz, her
ears wanting to hear the blight beg again and she did just that.

"you want it badly? then beg for it." luz once again slowed down making amity whine like a little
bitch that she is. "no please.. keep going!" she whined but luz isn't gonna have that weak bullshit.

"you heard me. or else you won't get pregnant by me. you want your little pussy to be a cum
dumpster for me, right?" luz asked, seeing amity vigorously nod as a response but her pouting eyes
turned wide when she saw luz pull out. leaving her open in the cold air and the phantom of being
full.

luz bit her lip at the sight of amity's used pussy with some dried blood on the sides but it's mostly
her slick covering her entire cunt.

"beg for it, slut."

amity doesn't like begging for something but for this, she'll do anything to get that dick inside her
again. she tried to get out of the illusion's lap with it's dick still inside her ass as it also stopped
moving and once she did, she dropped onto her knees but it didn't matter as she started crawling
towards luz much to her amusement.

"please.. please i need your fat cock to fuck me, pound me until i can't move anymore." amity
began begging like a whore, she stood on her knees and grasped luz's cock that's covered on her
slick, she started to stroke it while giving the tip kitten licks, suckles to work herself up before
attempting to take the whole thing in her mouth.

"punish me because i disrespected you and have been a bad girl." amity prepared herself and took
luz's dick, taking almost half of it in her mouth to start bobbing her head while keeping her eyes on
the noceda who's enjoying every bit of this. both indulging in each other.

amity pulled away for a second to speak "i'll take all of your cum and be a good girl for you this
time, luz. please.." she tried to stand up but both of her legs betrayed her and became jelly. so she



continued to give her beloved a sloppy blowjob while tasting herself in the process.

"please.. i want it!"

seeing the lust and love in amity's eyes while she gives her head, luz was now fully convinced this
girl is her bitch now and there's nobody's going to change that.

"that's a good girl." luz purred, she gripped a handful of amity's hair to pull her back to the couch
and laid her onto her back once again. amity willingly spread her legs to grant luz access not like
she needed one but it was welcomed as she gripped, pulled onto her legs before plunging her cock
back inside her wet, warm pussy much to amity's delight and picked up where they left off.

"aah.. who's my good girl?" luz bit her lip once again as she rolled her head back, she glanced
down to see amity's lewd, pleasure contorting face that's just beseeching to be torn apart by luz.
reduce her into nothing but a good breeding bitch.

amity seemed to like that idea.

"i'm your good girl! i'm a good girl! please fill me up with your cum!" amity replied without
hesitation, her mouth became agar for drool to roll down the sides but it was replaced by the
illusion luz's cock as it was dropped on her face. amity glanced over to luz as if asking for
permission while her tongue loomed over the tip.

"suck on it." luz gave the command and amity didn't think twice on giving the illusion some head.
it's not the same like she did for luz but it's alright.

the scent of this classroom, that luz placed the illusion on, is overwhelmingly filled of sex with the
sound of feverish skin clapping echoing through the walls. despite amity being a screamer, no one
can hear her as luz initially thought she'd be a struggle to rape but no. she's already a bitch for luz
from the start.

"fuck fuck.. you wanna be pregnant, don't you?" luz asked as she could feel her knot coming closer
at full speed. amity nodded her head, unable to talk since the illusion held her in place.

cackling darkly, "then, fucking take it!!" luz did her last few deep thrusts before reaching into the
blight's womb and popping inside her pussy. amity's eyes rolled back to her head, loving the feeling
of a warm explosion of cum inside her stomach as it triggered to come as well. letting both of their
cums mix for amity to be fermented.

illusion luz came last, amity drank all of the cum like she's extremely dehydrated, leaving nothing
behind or spilling a drop before the illusion pulled out and disappeared.

luz leaned down closer to amity's face, feeling her hot breath against her and whispered "we're not
done here, blight. not even close." luz conjured up a spiked pink collar with it's pink leash, making
it snap to bring amity back to reality and see what's ahead of her.

"are you ready for round 2?" luz asked, already knowing what the answer will be. amity flashed a
sweet smile despite all that's happened to her and replied:

"yes please."

 



as luz came for the last time, she doesn't have a clue how many times she finished inside amity but
she's sure as hell it's already night and they're still at school. fucking till they're numb.

amity is caked in sweat and cum, her stomach was inflated of it making her look pregnant that
made the blight excited, happy that she's going to be pregnant of luz's children. no doubt about it.

combing her hair back, luz softly rubbed amity's somewhat flat stomach that'll soon grow bigger
with her kid in it and patted it before slowly pulling out with her almost numb dick. she lifted both
of amity's bruised legs, (that's easy heal, luz didn't break her legs), to see their mixed cum slowly
leak out of her well used cunt before creating a spell circle to make all of it stay inside amity as she
doesn't want her cum to be wasted on the floor.

amity shuddered in euphoria as her eyes told that she's lost in cloud 9. luz chuckled, she snapped
her fingers to make all of their clothes come back on their bodies and carried amity in her arms,
princess style and the illusion slowly dissipates like air to reveal the dark classroom as no
moonlight is shining through the windows.

"let's get you home, baby." luz opened the windows to get out and started walking into the woods to
the direction of the blight manor which is gonna be a long walk since luz doesn't have owlbert for
an easy fly.

"can i stay with you for the night?" amity asked as she looked up to luz. her eyes were tired, the lust
had died out but the love towards the noceda was unyielding. it makes luz wonder what did amity
see in her, it came as a shock to her when the blight declared her love for her.

she did this out of spite and because she thought amity doesn't feel anything for her and luz would
be the same but no.

none of this went according to luz's plan and maybe that's good?

softly smiling, luz leaned down to give her lover a kiss on the forehead as she whispered a soft
"sure."

it is good.

-----

few months had passed ever since amity was fucked to oblivion by luz, they established a good
relationship from here on out since, surprise surprise, she's pregnant. luz and amity have their own
world in their bed, amity loves it when luz goes rough and appreciates the slow, tender times they
have as well.

they do a bit of roleplaying too. you can guess what.

right now, amity watched her stuff get thrown into the ground and out of the blight manor by her
angry mother. her father was behind his wife and had his attention diverted some place else but she
knows he's not happy from the sight of her growing baby bump.

as everything of amity's belongings are before her feet, she gave odalia a dead gaze. letting her
know this meant nothing to her anymore. the threats from early age of her being disowned has no
effects on her as she knows has a place where she'll truly be at peace.



"amity blight. you are officially disowned from the blight family for letting that wretched noceda
get to you and have you bore a heathen child!" odalia exclaimed in pure outrage but it didn't faze
amity, not by one bit as she stared at her mother's blue eyes to see the resentment only to be
returned by nonchalance.

"good! you just did me a favor, mother. now i can truly be with luz and make a family with her. see
you never!" amity waved her hand in goodbye in a mocking manner, she saw odalia fume before
letting out an aggravated huff and retreated back inside the manor as it's doors slammed shut.
locking out the once heir of the blight industries now turned into a mistake.

sighing deeply, amity slowly knelt down and started to pick up her belongings as she plans to head
to the owl house despite all of the weight she's carrying. but a familiar voice made her stop and
look up, followed by a relieved smile on her lips.

"that was dramatic." luz lowered to the ground, hopped off owlbert to trot over to her lover and
help her pick up everything as no pregnant woman should be carrying this much luggage.

"hop on, i'll carry your stuff. you're coming home with me." luz said with a soft smile. amity leaned
in for a sweet kiss as she whispered her thank you. luz tied amity's things in front of the staff with a
blanket, she made sure amity was clinging onto her securely before kicking off, soaring into the sky
as they flew towards the owl house.

leaving the cage behind.

once they landed, luz helped amity get down and carried her luggage inside where amity was
happily greeted by eda and king, welcoming her to her new home. king bombarded amity with
questions about the baby that eda had to hold him back.

luz excused her and her lover after a long day, luz escorted amity to her old room that now has a
bed, thankfully and settled her things down the side as amity sat on the edge of the bed while luz
kicked back to relax.

"king's pretty excited to meet our baby. are you too?" amity asked as she looked over to luz. she is
exalted to have the noceda's baby but the back of her mind kept reminding her of what if luz didn't
like the idea of getting her pregnant but is just hiding it for her sake.

scoffing at the question, "of course i am! well, i didn't expect to be a parent at 16 but hey," luz
replied as she softly grabbed amity's wrist to gently pull her down the bed, she intertwined her
hands with amity while giving her loving kisses all over her face.

"we'll make this work. i promise."

amity smiled at the reassurance, she nuzzled up to luz's neck and completely relaxed under her. "i
know you will." she muttered.

they stayed like that for a little while before luz remembered something that made her smirk. she
looked down at her big baby bump, her empty hand started to slowly rub it as she thinks about how
she did this and made amity stuffed to the brim in the process.

she wants to do it again.



"i heard pregnancy causes weird food cravings." luz started with her voice low, deeper than before
making amity open her eyes as she can feel the hand in her stomach start to slowly slither down to
her crotch.

"what have you been craving for, mi cariño?" amity bit her lip, she can see the growing bulge in
luz's pants that she didn't hold back on pulling down to let her cock flop out but she didn't touch it
just yet.

"you certainly know what." amity replied as she watched luz grow hard from excitement while the
noceda's hand slipped inside her leggings to feel her sloppy pussy. amity leaned closer to luz as she
spread her legs to let her hand in, she lets out a breathy moan when she felt her lover's fingers play
with her clit.

"oh? care to elaborate?" luz purred, she licked amity's neck that has healed for a while and she
wants to leave many more hickeys that her neck is unrecognisable due to it. a low groan escaped
her throat as she felt amity finally grasp her cock and started pumping.

"gladly." and with that, amity went down.



A Good Friend Always Lends A Hand

Chapter Summary
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everyone has experienced the entire class doing the same thing like loading up pubg, getting a trip
out of town with their gang and there would be someone or two that's left behind the class' trend.

this time students in luz and amity's class who have a dick got their first blow or handjob from
someone. regardless of who and they would boast about their experience to everyone. it's a
competition of who lasts longer in a handjob, since that's the most preferred, and they don't know
what comes after that. not even the white substance.

the said only person who hasn't gotten a handjob is none other than luz noceda and the girl who
hasn't touched a cock while this is happening is amity blight. everyone knows they're the only ones
left in the class who weren't tainted yet.

and luz wants to do something about it.

it's friday and nearing the end of the last class. some of the students are resting their heads on the
desk to sleep the dragging time away till the bell rings, the others are stuck on the damn math quiz
and luz was one of them.

tapping her pen on her temple as she stared at the question she's stuck on, thinking what could the
answer be while her mind is thinking other things. what camila would cook for dinner, does she
have enough money to buy chicken nuggets, what she'll do for the weekends and a handjob.

that has been looming over luz's head for a while now, it doesn't help that she's the only one left not
getting a single stroke from someone that isn't her own hand. luz started chewing the head of her
pen as she completely lost focus now, her eyes looked over the corner to see her best friend, amity
already done on her work and was just blankly staring at dead space.

luz knows amity hasn't given anyone a handjob and that's a relief for her. she didn't want her to do a
random classmate for some reason but the thought of amity giving her one makes her stomach
flutter with her cock waking up.

luz bit the insides of her mouth as she pondered on it, thinking whether or not to go with it until
settling to a decision. ripping a small piece of paper from her notebook, luz started writing
something before folding it small enough and threw it towards amity. hitting her hand that snapped
her out of her trance.



amity hid the paper under her hand for the teacher not to notice and glanced over to luz as she's the
first person she thought who'd throw a paper during a quiz. luz was ushering amity to read the
paper before going back to her quiz- at least, tried to.

silently sighing, amity unfolded the paper under her desk and started reading the message. it said:

'can we go to the gym's locker room later?'

amity rose a brow, she glanced over to luz again to see her anxiously chewing her pen while
struggling to the last question after she just guessed the previous two and there's only 5 minutes left
before the bell rings. the blight grabbed her own pen, turned the paper over and started writing her
reply before throwing the paper back to luz.

it bounced off luz's head and she quickly hid it under her paper for the teacher not to spot them.
when the coast was clear, luz unfolded the paper to see amity's clean cursive and what she wrote.

'sure and the answer is 32.'

smiling, luz stuffed the paper in her pocket and wrote the answers on the last question just in time
for the bell to ring, making every snap awake and start packing up their stuff, hurriedly passing the
papers to the ones in front of them while the teacher tries to settle everyone down.

once they're dismissed, luz waited for amity by the door as she watches her arrange her notebooks
and textbooks in her bag before standing up, heading for the door. luz offered her hand to amity
who grabbed it and both of them walked out of the classroom, following the crowd until they
turned to another hallway for the gymnasium.

the school's sports team doesn't have practices on fridays so they're safe here since no one comes
here after school. as luz and amity got to the locker room, amity locked the doors just in case and
stayed far from the window's view of the doors.

amity sat down on the benches while luz leaned against the lockers with her hands stuffed in her
pockets as she stared at the floor. her mind internally panicking that she's gonna do this, they're
gonna do this.

"you wanna talk about something?" amity asked that snapped luz out of her daze and look at her.
"uh no. yes. maybe." luz contradicts herself as she doesn't know jackshit about this and is just
winging it.

luz took a deep breath to compose herself, fixing the words she needed to say after seeing the
confused look on amity's face. "can i ask you a favor?" luz asked, her voice low but loud enough
for amity to hear.

"ask away."

"can you.. can you give me a handjob? i wanna know what it feels like and see if what everyone
says is true." there. she said it. luz pursed her lips as she averted her eyes from the blight once again
since the wall suddenly became interesting. she doesn't know what's up with her but luz feels
extremely embarrassed asking something like this to her best friend.

this wasn't part of the deal.



"oh, okay then. let's do it." amity agreed without hesitation or falter in her voice. this surprised the
young noceda "for real?"

amity nodded, she took off her bag and placed it to the side as she stood up. "uh huh, i've been
curious how it feels holding it and i just don't wanna do it to someone random." she replied while
she walked over to luz. amity has been meaning to do this with luz, she's the only one she trusts to
and she has been doing her own research but she has yet to get a taste of it.

blinking, luz closed her mouth as she didn't realise it was open in the first place. "oh, that's cool.
um, okay let's start." she said, excited to get onto it and began unbuckling her pants after dropping
her bag beside her. amity watched luz take off her pants intently, already seeing an outline within
her boxers before it was pulled down as well to show off her big cock.

amity heard many rumors and gossips of luz being bigger than everyone, even boscha and they
want to get a piece of it but amity is the only one allowed to ascertain it, touch it. make luz hers.

"i knew the rumors were true." amity said as she slowly grasped the thick cock, feeling it's heat and
throb in her hand with her fingers loosely tracing the visible veins and rubbed her thumb on the
leaking tip. luz shuddered at the feeling of the blight's cold hand but it was warmed up by her dick.

"what rumors?" she asked.

"three guesses." amity started off slow as she watched her own hand moving up and down on luz's
cock, she couldn't believe she would be this big and it made her amused as she remembered the
ones who called her small dick when she's thrice their size. what a bunch of idiots.

luz also watched amity's hand work on her, it only turned her on more as she kept having this weird
feeling coming from her gut but it feels good. especially when amity's hand is so soft, making luz
wish she goes faster. "amity.." she whispered as she gripped onto amity's empty hand.

a small 'whoa' escaped amity's lips when she saw precum oozing out of the tip, her thumb rubbing
it that made the tip glisten. it has a sticky consistency much like a saliva. she continued to play with
it while picking up her speed making luz rasp out a whimper as her knees started trembling.

amity looked up to meet luz's shining eyes, the lights of the locker room were dim and created a
salacious atmosphere as lust was seen in both of their eyes. their faces slowly drew closer, feeling
each other's hot breaths until their space was completely gone as their lips met.

the kiss was gentle and tender despite what's happening below. luz tilts her head to deepen it as she
tastes something sweet in amity's lips that triggered her sweet tooth to need more before they
slowly pulled away. both staring at one another's lips as they want to go again.

amity placed a quick one much to luz's dismay and lets go of luz's cock that dropped her back to
earth. luz was still awfully hard and horny, she was just about to ask why the blight stopped, all of
her words died on her tongue when she saw amity pull down her pants and panty as well and got
down on her knees.

"i think you need more than a handjob, lulu." amity said as she grasped luz's cock once more.

"like what?" luz asked, curious of what the blight had in mind.



"like this." suddenly, amity sank her head down onto luz's cock, almost taking all of it. this caught
the young noceda off guard as she moaned out loud and gripped onto amity's hair with both hands.

"f.. fuck.." luz bit her tongue and slowly glanced down to see amity has really took half of her
phallus in her warm cavern of a mouth. "amity.. you can- you can stop. i'm too big.." luz said as she
doesn't wanna hurt amity even though her own body was telling otherwise.

but amity didn't listen and started bobbing her head. aiming to go deeper but amity felt something
flaming in the back of her throat so she resorted to only taking half of luz, it didn't matter when luz
was becoming a complete mess for this.

raspy moans and groans emitted from her throat, luz's grip on amity's head slowly dropped as she
rolled her head back onto the locker. letting amity suck her off with her skillful mouth that's helping
her climb up the stairs of the heaven.

once amity started whipping her tongue around, flicking her tip with it. luz jolted in pleasure as she
moaned loudly once again and her whole body ascended.

humming, amity listened to the moans while she's enjoying herself in getting a taste of her best
friend as her cunt was already dripping when she started rubbing her. she pulled out for a moment
to drag her tongue along the sides while staring up into luz's lustful eyes, giving her tip kitten licks
before going deep again and she felt an inch or two further than before. that's good progress.

"oh ami.. amity, i feel weird- i can't hold it!" luz moaned in pure ecstasy as she rolled her head back
once again when she came for the first time right into amity's throat. the young blight scrunched her
nose at the sudden feeling of warm strings of cum filling her mouth and she tried her best to
swallow it all. not waste a drop, not even a tiny one.

once amity thinks luz is finished, she slowly pulled out for last shots of cum to come on her face
though she didn't mind as she cleaned it up like a good kitten, even the tip.

luz sighed deeply, some of her hair got on her eyes to hide her blissed out gaze as she watched
amity stand up and turned around to see her plump ass. "what are you doing?" luz asked with her
voice deeper than before.

"we're going what the others couldn't." amity replied as she pressed her ass against luz, feeling it
twitch on her cheeks and started grinding herself on her. luz hummed, she slowly gripped either
sides of amity's hips and grinds her cock against her extremely wet pussy. luz was shocked how it
is.

luz stopped amity from moving as she spread her ass cheeks to see her ass hole and womanhood.
she doesn't know where to go since it wasn't part of the deal. "where should i.."

"find a hole that isn't my butt." amity advised and luz immediately concluded it's the womanhood is
the way. "oh. okay." she guided her cock down the entrance of it but just when she was about to
push in, something crossed her mind as she peered over to see amity's face.

"wait how did you know?" luz asked and amity just chuckled "it's my body, luz. now come on, stick
it in." she really must be into this as the young blight wiggled her ass for luz to get a move on.

not thinking much of it, luz started pushing her phallus in her pussy. amity winced at the feeling of
her walls getting gradually stretched, she gripped onto luz's hands on her hips for support as she



endured it.

once luz was inside, amity sighed deeply and leaned back onto luz as she lets herself adjust to her
size. "are you okay?" luz asked, resting her chin on her shoulder to see the blight's red face with her
eyes half lid.

"don't move yet." amity replied as she caressed luz's cheeks and leaned in for another tender kiss to
help her be at ease. luz's hands slowly roamed up to amity's chest, feeling her erect nipples through
the fabric and started groping her small breasts as she placed heated kisses on her neck.

after a few minutes of total silence between them while luz gives amity some love, she grew
accustomed to the noceda's bulk and wiggled her ass again as a groan emitted from luz's throat.
"you can move now." amity whispered her green light.

nodding, luz pulled about half of her cock out and slowly pushed it back in, listening to amity's
beautiful soft moans and gasps as she kept her stagnant speed for her. luz held in her moans by
burying her face into the girl's shoulder, loving the feeling of her tight walls squeezing around her
throbbing cock while she held her close.

"luz.. faster. it feels so good.." amity begged and luz didn't think twice in obliging as her hips
slammed hard into amity's ass creating a familiar clapping noise that echoed throughout the locker
room. amity moaned loudly, neither caring if someone heard when no one is here but them in the
first place.

amity's rationality was completely off the table as she could only think of the pleasure behind her as
her body jolted forward at every thrust, hitting all of the right spots for her.

"oh god! luz- aahh! yes!!" amity lowered her upper half as she pushed herself more onto luz with
her hands returning to firmly grip her hips. luz moaned along with amity now that she doesn't have
a place to hide, she watched her cock repeatedly make itself seen before going back in, deeper into
amity's hot pussy that she can't get enough of.

"ah dios.. te sientes increíble!" luz began to speak in her mother tongue that amity is still trying to
understand but for now, she doesn't know what luz is saying here on out.

amity can feel her increasing her speed, almost going inhumane for her as her whole body became
a ragdoll for luz to use. all their inhibitions, needs and wants were placed in the forefront to take
control.

despite the speed luz is going, she doesn't register the numbness of her thighs.

"eres una chica tan buena. me perteneces ahora." luz whispered into amity's ear before nibbling it,
making her whine like a little bitch as she tried to minimize her moans but being fucked good by
her best friend was hard making it hard and she was quick to give up on that attempt.

"fuck fuck- luz i feel something.." amity can feel something twisting in the bottom of her stomach
as luz kept hitting a spot that made her lose all control with drawing it closer. it was fast
approaching, amity couldn't hold it anymore until-

"luz!!!" amity screamed luz's name one last time as she came for the first time and hard with her
body twitching at every squirt. luz plunged her cock deep into amity, almost hitting her womb as



she came for the second time, letting her warm seeds fill amity to the brim. some dribbled out from
the sides but neither cared as they're locked out in heaven.

amity shuddered in bliss at the warm sensation in her stomach but slightly disappointed by luz
pulling out, leaving her with the phantom where her cock was.

"are you gonna be busy this weekend?" amity asked as she turned around to face luz while their
mixed cum slowly trickled down her thighs but they didn't bother to put their clothes on just yet.

"i don't think so. wanna have a sleepover?" luz suggested and the young blight vigorously nodded
her head. "most definitely." she responded as she leaned closer for an embrace that luz gladly gave,
burying her face on top of amity's head while she smothered herself in luz's developing breasts.

they stayed like this for a while, savoring each other's warmth as amity relaxed when luz started
playing with her hair while her other hand was gently squeezing her ass. amity can feel that it'll turn
into a habit one day.

"before we go, can we do one more?" amity asked as she lifted her head to meet luz's normal eyes
after the lust and lechery had subsided but never truly gone after they both unlocked their stage of
being hormonal teenagers early.

this triggered something inside luz as a devilish smirk came on her face, "what's wrong, blight?
already becoming a whore my fat cock?" she asked with sultry in her tone, not even trying to hide it
as she pulled amity up against her slowly erecting cock. amity giggled, she drew closer to luz's lips
with her hand traveling down towards the phallus to stroke it once again as lust was back on the
plate.

they're going to be here for a while.

"in your dreams."



What Are The Chances

Chapter Summary

content warning: underage

12 year old lumity dared to have sex
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there's this girl.

luz is a classmate with this girl, she sat in the opposite end of the classroom, sitting next to boscha
and her gang that are the rowdiest than the boys, especially boscha. she would always stare at her.

stare at amity blight while she does her schoolwork like a diligent student that she is. ignoring all of
the shenanigans her seatmate does. what a high tolerance she has.

luz barely knows her ever since day one. she was never grouped with her when a group activity
happens but she feels something that keeps growing and growing, manifesting itself within her
chest that it's getting hard to ignore whenever she stares at amity. hoping she'd look back and she
does.

their eyes would always meet for a split second before looking away. a fluttering sensation fills
their stomachs with their hearts soaring. they don't know each other but they feel something for
each other.

it's nearing dismissal, everyone is doing their stupid essays that are 500 words long. the only people
who are done are luz since the topic interested her enough to reach exactly 500 words before losing
focus and amity who was already done in a span of 10-15 minutes, she has her head resting on her
arms on the desk to get some shut eye. wanting for this friday to end already.

oblivious (or so thought), the fact that luz is staring at the young blight for a long while now since
she thought that amity is really asleep. luz does want to see her eyes again as it was enticing to look
at but then again, she always gets embarrassed whenever their eyes meet so it's hopeless for her.

when the teacher excused themselves to go to the restroom, no one really said anything as they
walked out of the classroom with their footsteps clicking against the tiled floor. listening to it until
it was gone.

a random student took this as an opportunity as they swiftly stood up from their seat, jumped onto
the teacher's desk to oversee everyone who was confused why the sudden guts to step up and stand
on the teacher's desk.

"hey guys!" they called for everyone's attention. luz quickly moved her eyes to her classmate when
she saw amity slowly raise her head upon hearing them. slightly irritated from being awoken.



"my parents are going out of town tonight and aren't gonna come back until next week sunday. i'll
make a party and all of you are invited!" they declared making everyone delighted, excited to spend
their weekends in a new way.

"is there gonna be food?" one asked as they raised their hand in the air.

the student vigorously nodded their head, "hell yeah man! it's all you can eat! there's gonna be loud
music and i know some of you want booze so there's alot in dad's stash!!" they replied with a big
ass grin on their face telling they're hella excited for tonight along with everyone who tossed their
papers into the air which isn't gonna a good idea.

"wooo!!!"

"fuck yeah!!"

luz likes the idea of going to a party since she has never been into one before, she just needs to get
her mom's permission. her eyes slowly wandered to the corner, seeing amity isn't celebrating with
the others but rather thinking about. contemplating if she should come along and luz hopes she
does.

she could use this as a chance to finally get to know her.

"what's all this commotion?" the door suddenly swung open, the teacher stopped in their tracks
when they saw the student on their desk who quickly got off to return to their seat with the others
grabbing their papers off the floor.

"detention for all of you!" this made everyone groan and the others who weren't even making a
mess were offended when they did nothing at all.

"what the fuck!" they protested.

"that's not fair!"

"i wasn't even involved!"

all the while that was happening, amity sighed internally as she's gonna have her very first
detention with this damn class but all her worries slowly drifted away when she glanced over to
luz. looking annoyed about the detention but she still manages to look stunning.

amity looked down on her work again as she caught herself staring at the young noceda too long.
she hopes that luz comes to the party, she wants to actually talk to her rather than beating around
the bush.

-----

when night finally came, the car pulled up in front of a big house that has many shining lights
piercing through it's windows with students luz recognises heading inside as mainstream music
blasts in the speakers that would absolutely wake up the entire neighborhood.

luz felt nervous but she took a deep breath in and told herself she's gonna have fun with her very
first invited party especially the back of her mind telling amity is gonna be here.



luz took off her seatbelt, unlocked the back passenger door and stepped out of the car, "call me
when you want to be picked up, okay?" camila said as she rolled down the front passenger window,
luz nodded "yes, mami. i'll see you later." she replied, waving her mother goodbye before heading
towards the house with confident strides to hide the fact her heart was racing wildly. thumping hard
against her chest and rib cage.

"have fun mija!" camila said one last time as she watched luz reach the porch. luz flashed a smile to
her mother "i will!" she waved goodbye for the last time before heading inside the dark living room
that was only lit by the feverish moving led lights as many people of her age danced wildly with
red cups in hand.

luz squeezed through the ocean of people that led her to the kitchen, seeing as many people there as
the living room. there's a cooler along with a bunch of bottles of booze sitting on the island, she
looked around the place to find the familiar green head somewhere while she headed over to the
island.

luz peered inside the cooler to only see melting ice so she can't drink anything here, not even have a
simple juice. but at least there's boxes upon boxes of pizza in the corner which luz snatched a slice
and jogged up the stairs she saw next to fridge that led her to the second floor that has less people.

most all of the doors are open, letting everyone see what's inside either dancing in their own music,
having a nightly fun or something else that luz rather not say as she quickly moved to the next door
that instantly made her stop in her tracks when her eyes spotted the mint green hair of amity blight.

amity was sitting in a circle with her eyes focused on her phone while everyone talks- argues about
something. luz must've been standing there for a long time as someone called her that snapped her
back to reality.

"hey you!"

blinking, luz moved her gaze at boscha who's staring back at her with those intense eyes. "you're
luz, right? come here and play with us!" she motioned her hand for luz to come which she
hesitantly did, the two people scooched to the side to make space for luz.

she was only one person away from amity.

amity removed her eyes off her phone when she heard luz's name, her eyes widened when she
actually saw her there that's within her reach. she thought she wasn't going to come to this party,
she's delighted that the noceda did but she never really had a plan on how she would strike a
conversation.

fuck.

"here take this." skara offered luz a red cup but she shook her head, "um.. i don't drink." she said as
she politely declined the offer of booze.

"come on, it's watered down. you're basically drinking water." skara insisted as she pushed the cup
closer to luz, leaving her not much of a choice but to hesitantly accept it.

"okay.." luz looked down at the clear contents, lightly sniffing it to smell a faint scent of booze and
slowly drew it closer to her lips to get a sip. hoping that what skara says was true.



as luz gulped her first sip of diluted gin, she pursed her lips at the taste of slightly bitterness and the
water helped to make it disappear but she's not gonna take another sip.

boscha clapped her hands together to make everyone's attention be on her. "we're gonna play spin
the bottle but there's gonna be a catch." she said with a devilish grin etching across her lips. this
made some of the kids groan but didn't complain when boscha always had a catch.

"i knew it." they muttered but it was ignored.

"instead of kissing, we're gonna have sex!"

there was a momentary silence, they all took a moment to register the word they all used as a joke
but never thought of actually doing it until amity was the first to break the silence.

"huh?!" she's in complete disbelief with her face turning red.

"oh nah, i ain't gonna be in this orgy." one was about to stand up and leave but boscha pulled them
back to the floor, it's too late for whoever wanted to leave when they got themselves into this. well,
kind of.

"hey hey, no forfeits! the moment you sit down, you can't back out!" boscha scolded, making some
grimace. luz was internally conflicted on what to feeling about having sex she doesn't know well
though she does hope it'd be amity.

but she knows well it's just wishful thinking.

"besides, i can tell most of us are virgins so this is gonna be fun." boscha dunked the contents of the
bottle down her throat as they're going to use it before placing it down in the middle.

"yeah most if you exclude mary giving max a blowie in the girls bathroom." one of the students
whispered to boscha which immediately caught wind to the girl who's right beside luz. "i did not!"
she protested only to be responded to with a scoff.

"the cum stains on your shirt say otherwise!" they argued. luz pursed her lips as she glanced down
to the floor. the molecules of the ground suddenly became interesting to her while the others
watched with amused, giggling to themselves in hearing such scandal.

"it's ranch!"

"ranch my ass! everyone knows you fucked max! they haven't been the same since then!" the
student rebukes, getting a little too passionate for a joking argument. boscha was quick to break it
up before the excitement was diminished.

"okay everybody shut up! i'll go first." boscha grabbed the bottle again and gave it a strong spin
that made the two zip their mouths to watch the rapidly spinning bottle. luz internally crossed her
fingers for it not to be her along with amity who tightly gripped her knees when the bottle started to
slow down, almost pointing at her but it continued much to relief before stopping.

stopping right on skara.

smirking, boscha leaned onto the bedstead with her unzipping her pants "come here." she beckoned
her finger for skara to come and sit on her. the girl didn't hesitate to comply as she got onto boscha,
leaning in for a kiss and started to get busy.



makes sense that the most knowable goes first.

everyone watched the two make out, boscha pulling skara's shirt down, lifting her skirt to stick it in
making the girl moan and the others quickly turned their heads away to give the two some privacy
as they just couldn't go to another room to do it.

"uh.. okay, i'll go next." amelia grabbed the bottle and made it spin once again. all of them watched
the bottle slow down, almost stopping on luz but it kept going until it stopped at the person next to
amity much to her relief.

"w- wanna get outta here?" they asked with their cheeks heating up. amelia slowly nodded, "yeah."
she stood up with the student following suit, leaving the room to do it or actually leave this
libidinous scene.

who knows but the game is still going when amity feels something nudge her arm. "hey, it's your
turn." they said.

amity looked at the bottle that's now pointing at no one, "oh. right." she grabbed the bottle and gave
it one last spin. she and luz watched it spin longer than the previous ones that only fueled both girls'
nervousness, praying for whoever is above to heed their wishes.

the bottle began to slow down, it's opening turning towards the right as it makes a light scratching
noise from grinding against the floorboards until it finally stopped precisely on luz.

their prayers were heard. now for the hard but fun part.

luz slowly scooched over to amity with their eyes not meeting as this wasn't the ideal situation of
talking for the first time ever but it could be a good opportunity for them to get to know each other.

taking a deep breath in, luz turned her head to face amity and offered her hand to her, making the
blight look back at her upon seeing the extended hand. "hi. i'm luz." luz started off simple.

amity glanced down at the hand and back up to luz. "i already know your name." she said. luz
withdrew her hand as she remembered amity is in literally the same class with her.

"oh right. of course you do, you're my classmate duh." luz shrugged it off with a light chuckle in
the end. she's so nervous that she can't form the right sentences.

there was silence between them once again with the background only filled by boscha and skara
fucking as the last two already left without notice from the two pairs. luz stared into amity's golden
eyes that was the longest she has ever been without breaking eye contact like she's trying to find
something.

"so uh.. are we really gonna do it?" luz was the one who broke the silence again. both unsure if they
really should go along with this when they're just clueless virgins.

"depends. but you really seem to be on broad with it." amity replied with her eyes traveling down
on luz's pants to see a tent wanting to be released from it's containment.

luz rose a brow, "what do you- ay dios mio!" she looked down to see her own erection making itself
known for amity, her face exploded in red and she pulled her hoodie down in an attempt to hide it
when amity already saw it.



luz looked up to amity again, wanting to apologise but she saw the half arousal and uncertainty in
her face as her eyes kept darting back and forth on luz's crotch. she won't lie that she doesn't know
the first thing about sex and whenever she asks her classmates about it, they just send some random
sites that wouldn't make sense.

"we don't really have to when you don't want to. boscha's pretty busy so she won't scold us for not
following the rules." luz reassured as she doesn't want amity to feel pressured to do what she
doesn't want but the noceda thought wrong.

"i do wanna do it with you. i want to be fucked by you, luz." amity admitted with her face
becoming red once again but this time, not from anger. she tries her best to keep an eye contact
while luz stopped functioning for a few seconds.

"que?"

luz shook her head to snap back to reality and cleared her throat, "i mean, really?" she asked.

slowly nodding her head, "yeah. let's go to another room first." amity was the first to stand up,
offered her hand to luz to hold and help herself up to her feet. they both left the couple alone in the
room as they headed for the furthest down the hall.

once they got in, luz made sure the door was locked and amity flipped the switch to reveal the
simple room. nothing too fancy as this might be the guest room. they both sat on the edge of the
bed rather stiffly without any clue in their minds on what to do next.

"what now?" amity asked as she turned her head at luz. "i guess we just wing it?" she suggested but
they're still clueless and hopeless.

amity sighed to herself, looking down to her lap as she fiddled her fingers to try and think of
something. "did you have sex before?" she asked without looking at luz's reaction.

she never got laid by someone and she hoped that luz would be her first as she's the only person
that made her feel something without knowing her much. amity feels like she should trust her with
something so invaluable.

"nope. in fact, this is the first party i was invited in but i think i should've stayed home and finished
the rest of my book." luz said with a chuckle to lighten the mood. the atmosphere between them
was tense and awkward. luz doesn't like it one bit.

"same. those guys party like it's some college frat. my sister told me all about it and how much it
sucks." amity replied, recalling the stories her eldest sister tells over the phone since she keeps in
touch with her siblings while being off to college.

luz giggled, "mine too. though she's the one that goes to the parties." she remembered one time in
facetiming her sister, she was at a party- specifically in a bathroom to get some quiet as they talked.
luz thought it was fun but her sister dismissed it for being mellow to her liking.

both girls giggled at their sisters' almost similar stories. luz leaned back onto her planted arms
behind her as she got comfortable while amity rose her head again to look at her, meeting her hazel
eyes giving her an endearing gaze that made her stomach churn and chest flutter. though she
ignored it.



"what book would you read if you stayed home?" amity asked to distract herself from the feeling of
her body morphing or something. she doesn't know what it all meant, can't really pinpoint the right
word for it.

luz's eyes brightened up when the question was asked, "the good witch azura!" she exclaimed and
amity was shocked. "i only have the fifth volume and i'm really into it! my mom gifted it to me as a
birthday present so i'm saving up to buy the full volume online." she continued, carelessly swinging
her legs on the ledges without noticing the look on amity's face.

happiness.

"maybe you don't have to." the blight muttered only for the noceda to hear.

"huh?"

"i have the complete set. well, sort of. i coincidentally don't have the fifth volume." amity said,
looking the other way as she rubbed the back of her neck. she was surprised to hear that luz has the
same interest as hers since she thought the book was obscure. she's glad that she found someone to
talk to about it.

luz's eyes grew wide at the revelation, her excitement meter skyrocketed through the roof but her
body wasn't registering. yet. "that means… we can have our own club! azura book club!" luz
declared as she rolled onto the bed and started lightly jumping in place to exhaust her energy but
she didn't wanna break the bed.

amity watched luz stim with a big toothy smile on her face, it made a smile come tug on her lips.
"as long as it's a secret club, okay?"

luz stopped jumping as she vigorously nodded her head, "oh definitely! we should do it in the
library and have a secret hideout within the walls so no one could disturb us!" she laid out her
entire plan, conjuring it in her head as she sees a small room that's lit by fairy lights and a shelf
filled with azura books along with some other books.

it'll be amazing and extremely cozy that luz already feels relaxed just by imagining it.

then, something clicked inside amity's head while she was staring at luz. everything suddenly made
sense to her, her eyes became vivid to see far ahead of what her gut was trying to tell her. she
knows what to do.

"i guess i know what to do now." amity voiced out her thoughts making luz glance down at her.

"what?" luz sat down beside amity again without breaking eye contact. her golden eyes reflect
something different now and it was easy to see what.

"we wing it."

amity pulled luz by the collar and slammed her lips against hers. luz was caught off guard by the
sudden motion before she slowly gave in, completely letting it happen as she kissed back.

the kiss was sloppy to say the least but hey, they're learning. amity softly bit luz's lower lips,
unknowingly opening her mouth to let the tongue inside her wet cavern. earning a low groan from
the young noceda as she feels amity's tongue lash around with hers. tasting each other.



all the while, their hands are getting busy themselves. luz's hand slowly traveled up towards amity's
chest, feeling her developing breasts as she gave it a squeeze and feeling the erected nipples
through the fabric. amity shakily sighed in between kisses when luz started pinching them in
between gropes, turning her on even more.

amity slithered her hand down towards luz's pants, finally get to feel her hard on as she firmly
gripped it through the pants and started moving her hands in a stroking motion. she's acting without
thinking but it seems to be the right thing as breathy gasps and whines escaped luz's throat.

once they pulled away, they stared into each other's hues for a moment before the sound of a zipper
getting pulled down was heard and luz glanced down to see her pants opened by amity. slipping her
hand in to pull out her thick cock, bigger than anyone else in their class.

amity was surprised by the sight of it, she slowly grasped her hand around it and she almost didn't
fully wrap her hand on luz's dick. "you're pretty big." she whispered as she resumed her stroking
while staring at it.

"yeah.."

luz wriggled herself to get completely her pants off, letting it fall to the ground as she watched
amity give her a hand but it wasn't gonna be enough and they both know that.

"amity," luz softly calls for amity to look at her again, her eyes now clouded in lust that's mirroring
hers. they're horny as fuck for each other and they aren't trying to hide it anymore.

"i need you now." luz pushed amity to lay on the bed with her getting in between her legs. amity
didn't say anything though her swiftly trying to take off her pants speaks numbers. once the pants
are off, luz spreads amity's legs as wide as she can, looking to see her dripping, untouched pussy
that won't be not so untouched anymore.

luz bit her lip as she can feel a sweet musk coming from the blight, she rubbed her cock as her
breathing became heavy with her bodily heat steadily rising, her eyes narrowing for her to only see
amity. nothing matters if it's not amity in her view. she drew her cock closer to the girl's cunt,
rubbing her tip on her making amity lewdly whine as she slightly arches her hips.

"i can't hold it anymore, amity. i want to-" luz was holding back, not wanting to accidentally hurt
amity from being reckless in this but the blight's patience was already wearing thin from how long
it took for them to have a conversation leading to this. she doesn't care about being slow.

"then fucking do it, luz!" amity roared as she gripped onto luz's shirt with both hands. this flipped
something inside luz. she tightly gripped onto amity's hips, aligned herself before ramming her
entire cock inside her small pussy making the blight scream in both delight and pain for being
stretched for the first time but it feels so good.

luz didn't wait for amity to adjust as she started thrusting hard. her hips feverishly, rapidly
slamming against her. she bit her lip hard once again, instantly loving the feeling of amity's tight,
hot pulsing walls tenderly wrapping around her cock.

"fuck yes! aaahh- oh luz! fuck me!" amity moaned without shame, she gripped onto the bed sheets
as her whole body jolted upwards everytime luz thrusts. she felt completely overwhelmed at this
new feeling, her cunt getting lovingly rammed by a girl she barely knew but somehow trusts.



her mind was lost and the only thing she wants, she needs is luz noceda.

"aahh god, amity! you feel so good!" luz moaned with her head rolling back. she watched amity's
body turn into a ragdoll as her face contorted into pleasure. it was a sight to behold and luz wants to
take a picture to remember it but she's too busy to reach her phone that's on the floor.

the perks of being a kid is having limitless energy and luz is filled to the brim of it.

luz picked up her pace with her cock hitting deeper into amity that made feel like she's trying to hit
her cervix. the young blight's moans grew louder with the music from the party already muffled by
the walls only for it to be drowned out by the moans and it's the only thing luz can hear along with
the bed creaking. she can't complain though.

then, amity shrieked in total euphoria when luz hits something deep. "hit it again! please do it
again, luz!" she begged as if it was her lifeline, wanting to feel the sudden surge of pleasure
resonate throughout her body. making her even more weak as she became a slut for the pleasure luz
gives her.

"your wish is my command, blight." luz replied in hitting her g spot once more, earning amity's
slutty moans that are music to her ears. luz can't get enough, she focused all of her strength in the
spot where amity wants and she loves it.

then, something started to twist in both of the pits of their stomachs. luz started slowing down but
her thrusts are still strong to drive amity off to the edge until-

"luz!!!" amity screamed luz's name with her hips arching as she came hard for her first time.
coating the noceda's cock with her warm cum before she herself came inside the blight, not having
much time to pull out as her loads and loads of hot stream of cum filled amity to the brim. inflating
her little stomach slightly, making amity shudder in bliss.

"so full.." amity felt she had reached heaven. a few managed to leak out from the sides as luz hasn't
pulled out yet and she doesn't want her to. her entire body relaxed under luz, indulging in being so
full of cum.

"sorry.." luz muttered but amity slowly shook her head. "it's okay. come here." she opened her arms
for luz who slowly leaned down to be embraced by the young blight as they slowly turn sideways
with luz still not out of amity's pussy. amity held luz close to her, her head pressed against her chest
as luz stuck amity too. leaving no space between them.

"that was amazing. i love you." amity placed a kiss on top of luz's forehead. luz's eyes widened
when she heard those three words come out of amity's mouth, a cracking smile came on her face as
she buried herself in amity's chest. getting comfortable in her embrace.

"i love you too." luz replied with absolute sincerity. though they're still kids, feelings and love are
still vague for them, they want to experience everything together from now on as it was all by
chance they ended up together.

luz and amity held each other close as they drift off to sleep. it slipped their mind that they're at a
party with the muffled music filling the dead silence while the two are engulfed in each other's
warmth, both literal and metaphorical, that lulled them into sweet slumber. finally.

"goodnight, cariño."



-----

when dawn shone down in the neighborhood, the house where the party was looked normal on the
outside if you excuse the trash on the lawn. the ones who stayed overnight passed out on the floor
filled with fallen food, empty bottles and cups and confetti. the entire house was in total silence
until one by one, their phones started ringing that slowly woke everyone up.

one old white car slowly pulled up in front of the house followed by a black luxurious one that
stopped in front of the first car. quick footsteps racing down the stairs were followed.

luz and amity were in their clothes looking like nothing happened last night as they rushed out of
the house when they were both awoken by their mothers telling them they're gonna pick them up
now. leaving their many groggy classmates alone to answer the calls of their own angry mothers.

the two separated as they go to their own cars with amity stopping to get in the black one. she
glanced over to luz one last time, giving her a small wave goodbye before getting in. hoping that
they could do this again and have that book club. once the door was closed, the black car drove off.

luz opened the back passenger door and hopped inside, pulled on the seat belt to clip it on before
leaning back as she sighed softly. looking out of the window with her mind going elsewhere.

"how did the party go?" camila asked, yawning a bit since she had to get out of bed when she
realised luz still wasn't home. luz looked over to her mother, recalling the events of last night but
she can't share that so instead, she'll say;

"it went great."



The Doctor is In

Chapter Summary

content warning: underage

9 year old lumity play doctor

requested by @HornylittleBlight

"mija, your best friend is here!" camila called from downstairs. luz swiftly swing her bedroom door
open making the doorknob slam against the wall and quickly jogged down the flight of stairs, not
caring if she tripped as long as she got down before hopping off the last two steps and got beside
her mother who's holding the door open.

"amity!!" luz jumped onto amity for a big bear hug. amity blight has been her best friend since they
met in first grade and have been growing strong along with meeting new people as their friends like
willow and gus.

amity giggled as she hugged luz back. "i missed you so much!" the young noceda said once they
pulled away from the hug, their innocent eyes glowing immensely while they stared at each other.

"we literally hung out yesterday!" amity rebukes as she playfully punched luz's shoulder making
her snicker.

"now amity, this isn't your house so be respectful and not make a mess for miss camila." a tired
man said, alador stood behind his daughter, staring back at the two children looking at him.

he drove amity here after she endlessly begged for him to do so since odalia wasn't in for the
moment, he figured he'd do what his daughter wants before odalia returns.

amity nodded, "yes father." she replied before returning her gaze back to luz.

"i'll pick you up at around four before your mother gets home. have fun." alador lets amity go to
hang out with her best friend just to give himself some time to be in his workshop. a wide smile
came on amity's face, she grabbed luz's hand as she stepped inside the noceda household.

"come on, luz! i wanna show you something!" amity pulled onto luz, leading up to the stairs and to
her bedroom. the two adults watched their daughters race up to play in their world, alador turned
his gaze at camila when he heard softly giggling. a warm smile was on her lips as she's happy that
luz has friends that aren't a figment of her imagination.

"i'll take my leave, camila. have a good day." alador bid the noceda farewell as he stepped off her
porch and headed back to his car.

"you too, alador. say hi to odalia for me." camila waved the blight goodbye, she watched alador get
in the driver's seat and slammed the door close as he drove off. once the car was no longer in her



view, camila closed the door. she walked to the living room to sit down and relax.

knowing the two girls were playing up in luz's room.

"what is it you want to show me?" luz asked as she closed the door behind her once they got into
her room. amity immediately got comfortable on luz's bed, grabbing an azura plushy to hold while
she watched luz jump around, do small random dances to exhaust her excess energy.

"i just overheard this from our classmates. it's called 'doctor'." amity said with her legs slowly
swinging back and forth. this piqued luz's interest as she stopped moving to stare right into amity's
golden eyes.

"i don't think i ever heard of that game before. let's play it!" luz declared, jumping into the bed next
to amity and was quick to sit up with a smile on her face as her eyes told of great excitement for
this new game. "how do we play it?"

"well, one of us is going to be the doctor and it's me. so you're the patient." amity said in a 'matter
of fact' kind of tone. luz rose a brow as she doesn't think that decision seemed fair at all.

"what makes you say you're the doctor?" she asked with her arms crossing.

"because i'm smart." amity nonchalantly replied making luz scoff, "i'm smart too! let's settle this the
traditional way then!" she proposed by offering her fist to amity who immediately got the gesture
and extended out her fist as well.

"rock, paper, scissors. shoot!" both girls shook their fists three times before drawing out what's in
their minds. amity made the paper and unfortunately, luz made the rock.

"ha! i'm the doctor." amity pumped her fist in the air for a small celebration before springing back
onto her feet while luz just sucked it up and nonchalantly shrugged to make it seem that she didn't
care that she didn't get to be the doctor.

"fine. what does the patient do anyways?" she asked and that's where things got interesting.

"well, they don't wear clothes because doctors need to see what's wrong with you in full scale so
clothes only get in the way." amity explained what she heard. luz slowly nodded as she understood
"oh, that makes sense." she muttered and stood up to start stripping in front of amity who said
nothing, did nothing whilst watching.

she was frozen in her place at the sight of her best friend's body in front of her, showing it all
without shame. the blight's eyes slowly traveled from luz's small chest and to her limp cock that's
gradually growing from the exposure of cold air.

"what now, doc?" amity was snapped out of her daze when she heard luz speak, she moved her
gaze back up to her hazel eyes and cleared her throat.

"oh. um, well," amity started looking around for something, she noticed a white blanket sheet that
was in a basket. she briskly walked up to it, draped it over her shoulder that made it look like she's
wearing a cape than a coat but this'll have to do.

"the doctor's in! tell me what's wrong with my valued patient?" amity said with her tone becoming
deeper to mimic what she thought a doctor would sound like.



softly giggling, luz found the voice funny but she stuck in character and faked an uncomfortable
expression. "i think i ate too many beans and now my stomach is feeling weird." luz replied as she
rubbed her stomach.

"oh, i see. you have a tumor." amity diagnosed.

"huh?!"

amity burst out of laughter when she saw the unbelievable look on Luz's face. "i'm just messing!"
she waved her hand in dismiss as she calms herself down, spilling a few laughs since she couldn't
help herself before clearing her throat to get back in character.

"anyways, let's get a closer inspection here so we can figure out why your tummy hurts." amity said
as she stepped in front of luz, their space barely visible but the noceda didn't mind the lack of space
when she and amity always stuck together like two peas in a pot.

amity placed her hand onto luz's stomach, softly rubbing it with her eyes watching her own motion
but her gaze moved down to luz's semi hard cock. she hasn't seen anyone's dick before up until
now, she does wonder what it feels like or what it really is.

her hand slithered down towards luz's cock, wanting to get a feel of it now that she has a chance.
amity gripped the phallus, feeling it's soft yet tender structure with slightly bulging veins around it.
amity grazed her thumb on the hole of the unsheathed tip and cupped the small balls to give it a
light squeeze which made luz twitch as a reaction.

amity only realised now that luz was trembling from the touches.

but she continued.

amity gripped the cock again and started to stroke it, pulling the foreskin down to expose the tip.
luz was already circumcised so it was easy for amity to see the glistening tip as luz continuously
grew hard from the stroking.

"doc.. i think i said my tummy hurts." luz muttered as she doesn't think this is included in the
procedure but she can't exactly complain when it does feel good. glancing down, she saw her
nipples erected and a drop of precum slowly oozing out from the tip now that she's fully hard.
amity still gives her handjob with her speed picking up to see what effects it'll bring.

both mesmerized as they don't want this to stop.

luz gasped from the increase of speed, a whimper escaped her throat as she held herself from
moving away. her whole body is reacting weirdly in this, it feels really good though that luz wants
amity to speed up even more.

upon hearing the whimper, amity bit the insides of her mouth as she wants to hear it again. as if
hearing luz's deep thoughts, she picks up her pace to the maximum of what she can do, earning a
full on moan but only amity can hear it.

"i know. i heard this is the remedy for that ache so let your doctor handle this." amity replied to
luz's almost forgotten question as she rested her head onto the noceda's shoulder while she lets her
hand do all the work.



"o- okay." luz resumed whimpering under the young blight's touch as her whole body surrendered
to her.

amity can feel some sort of wetness occurring in between her legs for a while now and she doesn't
know what it meant.

but before she could explore what it could possibly mean, both girls separated with their rationality
coming back in full speed when they heard camila's voice say "girls, snacks!"

gulping, both waited for something to happen before luz responded "okay mami!" she looked down
at her cock that's cold without amity's hand keeping it warm. she felt something tingle in the pit of
her stomach but it disappeared when they pulled away from each other.

amity was quick to arrange herself and collect her thoughts, she took off the improvised coat and
grabbed luz's clothing to hand it to her, booping her nose in the process. her golden eyes seemed to
hold something for the noceda, only she can understand as her dick twitched in both excitement and
agitation since she was close to having her first climax.

but she will. soon enough.

"we'll finish your checkup later, patient." amity said, she stepped back and walked over to the door
to wait for luz to clothe herself while having her dick left in the open. leaving it to need warmth.

needing for amity to touch her again but she knows she will later as promised.

"okay doc."



Eyes On The Prize

Chapter Summary

lucia x amity

requested smut by @Nikol

"hoot! luz, lucia we have a visitor!" hooty called for the noceda sisters as he opened the door to
reveal the steadily getting irritated amity blight, she doesn't wanna spend anymore time hearing his
nonstop talking.

"ami!" amity perked up when she heard luz's usual energetic voice swiftly coming down the stairs
and a smile came on her face once she saw the human come into view along with her older sister
having a nonchalant face.

amity prepared herself as she opened her arms for a jumping hug, she slightly wheezed from the
tightness but she hugged back despite her cheeks lighting up in red.

"thank you for coming! i'm surprised that your parents, especially your mom, allowed you to stay
here for a while." luz said as she withdrew from the hug, showing her big smile while she held
amity's hand that the witch obviously noticed but she didn't say anything.

"oh no, she didn't but the twins got me covered." amity replied, clearing her throat as she tries to
ignore the hand luz is still holding.

"oh, that's great. anyways, come in. you wanna drink something?" luz asked while pulling amity
into the owl house, the door closed behind them. lucia was sitting on the couch, watching the two
interact but her eyes only seemed to be focused on amity.

"we have knondiper tea and apple blood but eda doesn't like sharing." luz offered, she glanced
down to finally notice she's still holding amity's hand that made her cheeks light up as well just like
amity when she looked up. both of them pulled their hands back and tried to play it off, lucia only
found it amusing.

gulping, amity politely shook her head "no thank you. where should we start?" she asked to change
the subject and luz was quick to hop on that. "i'll just go grab my things, be right back. make
yourself at home, ami!" she quickly ran up the stairs to get what she needs, for the meantime, amity
was left with lucia who averted her eyes to make it seem that wasn't staring at her for the longest
time.

amity totally saw it.

there was a total silence in the living room, eda and king are out to head down bonesborough to do
something, probably to sell contraband of human goods they got from lucia's trunk.

 



lucia glanced at amity in the corner of her eye. she didn't know much about the blight aside their
first initial meeting was trying to dissect her little sister and now that she's gonna stay here for who
knows how long just to help luz master her abomination.

she might try to get to know her a little when her eldest sister is such a bitch towards her.

"you can sit down, you know." lucia said as amity has been standing for a long time now, she
moved to the far left of the couch to leave so much space for amity to sit wherever. amity nodded,
she hesitantly took the other end of the couch and silence engulfed them once more.

but luz was there to, gladly, break it.

"alright, i'm ready! wanna join us, lucia?" luz looked over to her sister who waved her hand in
dismissal and shook her head. "nah. i'll just watch you screw up." lucia replied with her tongue
playfully sticking out making luz roll her eyes and grabbed amity's hand again that made her
cheeks turn red yet again.

"whatever. come on, amity!" luz pulled the blight out of the owl house to be out in the open space
for their abomination practice to commence. lucia stood up from the couch, walked over to the
kitchen to grab eda's cold stash of apple blood from the fridge and stood before a window to have a
perfect view of what the two were gonna do while she took a sip of the drink.

lucia was surprised by how much this packed a punch and was kinda mad that eda kept this
from.her. "whoa that's strong."

"the way to summon your abomination, you must think hard about what shape you want it to be."
amity started her lesson as she swirled a long stream of abomination goop out of the ground. luz
watched in awe of amity seemingly playing with it while faces and eyes protrude from it.

"if you want it to be big, then you need to concentrate hard but if you want it smaller, the less you
need to concentrate." amity continued, then she dropped the goop back down to the ground making
it splatter but it didn't seep back to where it belonged.

"you already have the glyph ready, right?" amity asked as a small interlude, turning her head at luz
who nodded her head. she pulled out a stack of abomination glyphs she made herself with a proud
smirk.

it took alot of trial and error and cleaning up but she got there thanks to lilith's old books. where she
got the inspiration like the invisibility glyph.

nodding, amity got back to what she was doing. "like this." she extended both of her hands down
the splattered goop, closed her eyes and started to concentrate hard with her hands contracting. luz
watched the once splatter wriggle and slowly started to take shape as it emits a pink glow.

"abomination, rise!" amity shouted. luz stepped back slightly and watched the powerful blight
create her abomination that's bigger than the usual ones she summons. it's like 9 feet tall now.

"whoa.."

amity snapped her eyes open, she looked up at her abomination and she was shocked to see it being
bigger, taller than she anticipated. she won't lie that she felt proud of herself but she quickly
reverted back to the topic.



"now, you try." amity motioned for luz to show off her abomination glyphs which she'll gladly do.
the blight watched the human place down a glyph before her. she took a deep breath in, rubbed her
hands together as she prepared herself for it to work before slamming her hands on the paper.

watching the glyph glow under her hand, she closed her eyes to start thinking of what she wants to
bring into this world.

"behold.."

a sudden smoke screen appeared, cloaking what's happening with luz and her spell. a pair of
glowing green eyes appeared through the smoke that made lucia choke on her apple blood thinking
it's gonna be better than amity's.

though when the smoke completely disappeared, the illusion of luz's abomination being humongous
tricked the two and before them was only a sizeable abomination looking cat.

"the abomicat!" luz did some jazz hands at her abomicat as she's clearly prideful of her first
abomination who tilts it's head to the side making a droplet of goop drip beside it.

amity smiled at the cute abomination but luz wasn't done yet.

"alright, little man. let's make you bigger!" luz placed another glyph on top of the abomicat's head,
closed her eyes to concentrate in making it bigger than it is. she can feel her hand getting lifted up
in the process but she didn't dare to open her eyes until she felt like she's off the ground.

"did i do it?!" luz asked, unsure as she still didn't open her eyes.

"well, you're close. but don't worry, you get there soon enough. you can open your eyes now."
amity replied and luz did to see she made her abomicat a 7 footer when she wanted it to be a 10
footer, surpassing amity but it's okay. she's still proud of her creation.

luz pulled her hand out of the abomicat's sticky head and looked at amity again for her next lesson.
"as you know, every abomination takes orders without mistakes." she said, luz instantly got what
command she wants to do that her devilishly smirk but she did try to hide it.

"try ordering yours to do something."

luz cracked her knuckles to prepare herself, she faced her abomination who looked back as well,
waiting for their first command ever. "abomicat, snatch lucia's beanie!" luz ordered with her smirk
now showing as she pointed at lucia through the window.

abomicat didn't hesitate to follow it's creator's command and started rushing towards the owl house.
it snapped it's head at lucia, it's eyes glowing menacingly that alarmed the noceda a little as she
slowly backed up but the abomination grabbed her.

"hey- what the hell?!" abomicat acquired the beanie and immediately lets go of lucia as it quickly
returned to luz who was grinning wildly.

"yeah, that's my child, sucka! that's a good abomicat!" luz grabbed the beanie of her abomination's
mouth and started petting it. amity watched the whole thing with a smile while trying to hold her
own laughter, she stared at the abomicat indulging in the praises luz gave that in the back of her
head, she wants to switch places with the abomination.



then, amity glanced in the corner of her eye to see lucia leaning against the door frame with a
grumpy look as she had her arms crossed while she watched luz spoil the abomicat.

their eyes met for a split second before amity was the first to quickly avert her eyes and return to
what's at hand. still feeling the eldest noceda's gaze behind her.

-----

two weeks have passed since amity basically moved into the owl house, at least it felt like it.

amity sleeps with luz which was both a dream come true and a nightmare as she can't sleep like she
used to when the girl she wants is literally inches away from her face. lucia ended up switching to
the couch or by the two's feet, it entirely depends on where she wants to sleep.

the abomination classes has been going great though amity can't ignore the stares lucia was giving
her anymore, she tried but the noceda loosely throwing light flirtations made it hard and it left the
witch internally conflicted.

throughout the span of amity's stay, she learned more about lucia through luz and lucia got to know
the blight more by observing her, also engaging in light talks but that always doesn't go anywhere.

amity won't lie that lucia is quite handsome herself but she knows she wants luz. does she like
lucia? the titan only knows. this led amity to straying far from lucia, ignoring her the best she can
while she sorts everything out though she won't be having much of a time for that.

luz noticed the tension between her sister and best friend which was odd but she thought they just
had a disagreement she wasn't aware of. so, she composed an elaborate plan to make the two up.

"hey guys, me and eda are gonna head down in bonesborought to grab a bounty!" luz said as she
opened the door with eda hopping onto the owl staff and king hiding in her thick hair. she has her
abomicat ready sitting on her shoulder as they're gonna be the star player in whatever bounty
they're gonna find.

lucia and amity were sitting on the couch doing their own thing with a really wide space between
them. the eldest noceda averted her gaze from the book she was reading to look at luz with amity
stopping what she was doing.

"lucia, make sure hooty doesn't swim in shit again or one of us is gonna clean him and it's gonna be
you." eda warned, luz got on the back seat while she stared at the two. really hoping they work out
whatever's happening between them as she doesn't like having her two favorite people be drifting
away.

"i'm gonna dive into the nearest mud!" hooty intervened and everyone protested against him "no!"

softly huffing, "anyways, don't have too much fun and don't trash the house! bye!" luz waved at
them goodbye before eda kicked off, sending up to the sky with hooty closing the door. leaving
lucia and amity to themselves with nothing to do in particular.

amity slowly returned to what she was doing, her eyes darting towards lucia to check if she's
staring at her before scolding herself to just go back to her thing. lucia eventually glanced at amity
in the corner of her eye before looking down at her book to try to progress beyond the repeating
line she kept reading.



she can't focus. she can't hold it anymore. there's literally a welcoming open window lucia could
take advantage of and she's here stalling like a little bitch.

taking a deep breath in, "hey amity?" lucia called as she closed the book. amity immediately turned
her head to face the human, seeing her reddish hazel eyes staring back at her golden ones. "yes?"

"you like luz, right?" lucia asked an offhanded question. amity pursed her lips as her cheeks slowly
heats up. "um.. i- i guess." she muttered as a reply that made lucia chuckle for some reason.

"there's no use in lying when the entire boiling isles knows." this made amity look away for a
moment, coming into a realisation that everyone knows? what the fuck? but she turned her gaze
back to lucia when she continued "but aside from that, have you two gone to the next level?"

amity rose a brow, "next.. level?" she tilts her head as she didn't understand the question.

"you know, making you hers."

then, her eyes suddenly grew wide and her face flared up to full on red. "uh! n- no! no no, we are
definitely not there, i don't even know what we are but we're still friends so no!" amity blabbered
out, trying to make sense to deviate from the fact that she did think of being taken by luz but she's
not here to share her titan damn sister.

while amity was struggling, lucia only watched with amusement in her face. "you're really cute
when you panic. it's a shame luz hasn't gotten to you yet when you're so perfect in everything." she
said through her tone lowering in each word, turning into unrecognisable and hard to determine the
hiding undertone.

amity saw lucia began to slowly approach her that made her back up even though there was no
more space. "lucia..?" she doesn't know what's up with her and her fear starts to steadily rise the
closer she gets.

"i'm not usually like this, amity. you make me feel weird things that i don't understand that it's
making me angry." lucia said, slightly stifled. she stopped in front of amity with their faces just
inches away as they felt each other's hot breaths. they stared into one another's eyes, easily getting
lost into it.

"i felt the same with your sister, amelia, but never this intense with you. so tell me, ami.." lucia
leaned her face closer to amity who's getting overwhelmed by this but she couldn't move. or she
doesn't want to move?

instead of going for the lips as amity expected, lucia went for her neck to start placing heated, slow
kisses along her neck that made the witch melt from the sensation.

"what did you do to me?" lucia asked as she sounded so lost.

"i.. i don't know.." amity really doesn't know but she became indulgent on the kisses lucia gave her
as her whole body weakens under her, feeling the noceda's bigger body press against hers with her
big hands trailing across her petite body along with an ever growing hardness touching her thighs.

lucia gently pulled onto amity to have her head completely flat on the couch, she hovered above her
with their size difference showing completely. amity can see the dripping lust in the human's eyes
without needing much of words, she can feel it too.



"i know you want luz to be your first down there. so i'll just take the backdoor if you don't mind."
lucia said as she pulled her jacket off, dropping it to the ground and started unbuckling her pants
while amity watched in both excitement and slight fear of what's going to come out behind those
jeans.

as lucia's huge erected cock flopped out, amity gulped at the sheer size of the thing. seeing it's
bulging veins on the side, twitching from the cold air and ecstasy. she wants to grasp it, use her
hand as a measuring tool but she controlled herself.

"a- are you sure it's gonna fit?" amity asked as she's uncertain if it really will especially in her ass.

"of course it will. with the right person, which is me, and lubricant." lucia replied rather boast like.
she slithered her hands up to amity's skirt, feeling her smooth, milky thighs as she traveled up to
pull down her panty while she distracts her with kisses moving down to her collarbone.

lucia pulled amity's shirt up, showing off her sports bra that she easily pulled up to let her breasts
breath. biting her lip at the sight of the blight's supple tits, she got in between her legs and leaned
down to give kitten licks on her perky nipples. earning gasps and whines that became low moans
once lucia took one in her mouth.

amity slightly writhe under lucia while she sucks on her breasts like she's trying to get some milk
out, she can also feel her hard cock grinding against her exposed cunt. making her internally
whimper for lucia to just stick it in and nail her but she reminded herself she's saving herself for luz
and lucia is just gonna have her ass. that's it.

as lucia pulled away with a pop, she hummed with her licking her lips. she gripped both of amity's
legs to spread as much as it can while she leaned into her ears. nibbling it.

"you taste sweet. so delectable. i'm still surprised, you didn't have a girlfriend to rail you before me
and luz came." lucia whispered with her voice deeper than usual. amity held in her groans and
shaky moans as she feels her cock fully up against her and still grinding her wet pussy.

"you're saying we're gonna have a ménage à trois?" amity asked without thinking which pleasantly
surprised lucia as she chuckled. "hm. that would be fun. also where did you learn french?" she took
off her whole clothing now, going fully nude in front of amity who's face became tomato red. her
eyes wildly darting around lucia's toned stomach, her dark complexion seemed to shine under the
ceiling light.

and it makes amity want to pass out.

then, lucia gently turned amity over onto her knees and lifted her skirt to show off her plump ass.
she softly rubbed the smooth cheeks, giving it tempting squeezes while she pulled herself together.

"you wouldn't have happened to know some lube spells, do you?" lucia asked as she leaned down
to see amity's flustered face that she tried to hide.

the young blight slowly nodded, "the twins showed me this. i didn't think i'd ever use it." she
replied, created a small spell circle that lubricated her ass enough for lucia's liking. at least, she
hoped it's enough.

lucia withdrew to see the lube spread on amity's second hole, she trailed her finger from her
womanhood making her shudder as she felt the two fingers stop right in her hole. it's good enough



for lucia to slowly push her thumb inside, preparing amity.

"aah.." amity bit her lip as she gripped on the armrest, she knows it's just a thumb but the sensation
was weird and oddly pleasurable.

"i guess they are useful after all." lucia muttered to herself, she watched her thumb slowly go
deeper and deeper until she pulled out, thinking amity is ready for the real deal. the noceda gripped
her cock, feeling it throb on her hand as she aligned herself on amity, her grip on the armrest
tightened and prepared herself.

then, lucia started pushing in, slowly. amity hissed, she pressed her head against the armrest with
her nails digging deep into the foam that she's slowly tearing it but she took advantage of the
sluggish pace to accommodate on the wide bulk.

lucia bit the insides of her mouth as she watched her cock slowly go in amity's ass. feeling it getting
warmly engulfed that sent shivers throughout her body, she firmly gripped the witch's hips now that
only a portion remained to push in until everything was inside.

"oh fuck.." lucia hummed with her head slowly rolling back, she didn't move just yet for amity to
adjust. she wants to relish the feeling of her tight ass, knowing that she earned her prize as her
hands moved down onto the couch and leaned into amity's ears once again.

"you feel really nice and tight, ami. how are you feeling?" lucia asked, her tongue grazing the tip of
amity's pointed ear making her shudder and look over her shoulder to meet the noceda's intense
hues.

"g- good.." she replied softly.

lucia hummed in response, it was low and gruff that sent tingles all around. "can i move now?"

amity slowly nodded, "yeah.."

lucia pulled back, she looked down at her cock still inside amity's tight hole and began to slowly
pull out half of her cock then push back in. listening to amity's breathy, cracking noises in front
while she goes at a slacking pace for her.

after a few minutes or so, lucia started to gain speed as she's getting tired of the stagnant pace.
amity's moans started to become clearer, she rested her head onto the armrest while she still
scratched it from the feeling of her ass getting stretched well.

"lucia.. aahh fuck.." amity moaned but it was muffled. the odd feeling was replaced by a
pleasurable one that sent overwhelming sensations throughout, it felt surreal as she never had sex
before let alone anal. it made her lightheaded.

"feels good, huh?" lucia asked with a grin, even though amity doesn't see it, she knows the human
is grinning above her. the speed is now lucia's preferable pace, her hips slamming hard into amity's
ass that created a slapping noise slowly resonating in the living room.

"y- yeah.. you can go faster."

lucia's grin turned wide, she tightened her grip on amity's way and propelled her hips to get ready.
"gladly." and with that, lucia slammed her cock back in. her speed is going faster than before. it



made amity roll her head back, screaming in ecstasy.

she kept herself up with her shaky arms while lucia completely rails her.

"aaahh! aahh- shit.. shit-" amity looked over her shoulder to see lucia's eyes, that seemed more
redder than before, staring back at her with overwhelming lust. feeling it reflect at each slam on her
ass and amity just couldn't hold herself but to moan feverishly.

"oh god.. you feel so good, amity!" lucia moaned as she continuously ram into the young witch's
ass, making it hers. she can feel her pussy juice coming on her balls that repeatedly slammed onto it
and lucia thought amity already came when they're just getting started.

amity's whole body rocked back and forth from the rigorous, seamlessly strong thrusts that a simple
human could never but lucia was a whole another level of a human or is she even human at all? the
couch was already moaning- creaking from the two fucking hard, getting scratched by amity's long
nails as her eyes threatened to roll back from the pleasure with her tongue slightly out for drool to
slowly drip down.

you can clearly hear the noise of the abused couch and amity's relentless moans echo around the
entire owl house. hooty was lucky to have his ear plugs near him or he would be forced to listen to
the two fucking in his own house.

the pleasure completely overrides amity that she couldn't even form or make a coherent thought
anymore. her arms finally gave it but she kept her ass up for lucia to use. hitting all of the right
spots as it drove her closer and closer to the edge.

lucia noticed it from just how tight amity suddenly became, clenching around her throbbing cock
that made a twisting knot form in the pit of her stomach. getting bigger, tighter that it's getting hard
to ignore.

"lucia.. i feel- something!" amity moaned with her climax going higher and higher towards the peak
that it's difficult to hold it anymore until it drops.

"oh fuck yeah!! come for me, blight!" lucia gripped a handful of amity's hair and plunged her cock
deep into her ass making the witch scream in total euphoria as she came hard for her first time. her
first fuck wasn't even in the pussy. lucia gritted her teeth tightly, unable to hold her own climax and
erupted inside instead.

though, lucia doesn't worry since it's just in the ass.

they panted heavy as lucia helped ride both of their highs. amity shuddered in delight at the feeling
of warm seeds filling her up, it's a shame it's not in her pussy but she hoped luz would be the one to
do that. she felt lucia's finger trail up to her spine, stopping right on her sports bra that she easily
tore off to set her breasts free before slowly pulling out.

lucia spreads amity's cheeks to watch her own cum ooze out of her ass. she bit her lip and gave the
plump ass a well deserved smack earning a surprised gasp from the front.

"thanks for that, ami." lucia said as she sat down on the couch to catch her breath, not even minding
to put her clothes.



amity slowly turned herself over to lay on her back again, she stared up to the ceiling to pull her
mind of the blissful haze and looked down at her half naked self that she might as well take off her
only clothing to make it fair to lucia.

"how long do you think they'll come back?" amity asked, her voice slightly raspy but still audible.

"about an hour or two. but for now," lucia grabbed something behind the couch. a marker. she
popped it open and moved closer to write something on amity's chest who panicked if it was
permanent but lucia reassured it wasn't and continued until it was done. moving back to admire it as
amity saw another smirk come on.

"why don't we have a bounty of our own?"

amity looked down to see what was written and her face blew up in red with her libido rising once
again. she gazed at the noceda's limping cock becoming hard again. the sight of it came to revive
the dryness of her throat and she's not going to hold back anymore. she lets everything loose and
takes it from here.

amity slowly slipped off the couch, got down onto her knees in front of lucia and gripped her
wanting cock as she stuck out her tongue, drawing it closer to her glistening tip while her ass still
leaks out of fresh cum. staining the rug.

the thing lucia wrote on amity's chest read:

amity blight
wanted: alive
prize: cum

-----

"we're home!" luz swung the door wide up, the thing she saw was amity and lucia sitting on the
floor, together. pretty close to each other. in front of the coffee table with the crystal ball displaying
a sort of movie they're watching.

amity paused the movie to look at her best friend as she flashed a smile. "welcome back, luz." she
greeted back. luz returned the smile and walked up to the couch to sit down near them.

"how'd the bounty go?" lucia asked, rolling her head to rest on the couch as she looked at her little
sister. "pretty swell if i do say so myself. so, what have you guys been up to while i was gone?" luz
was happy to see that the two are getting along and she just couldn't wait what kind of mess they
made along the way to achieve this.

nonchalantly shrugging, "nothing much. just watching some cheesy movie." lucia replied, she
returned her gaze back to the crystal ball with her arm draping over amity's shoulder.

luz noticed that there was absolutely no space between them at all, a frown slowly formed on her
face but she shook it off as she and her best friends always stick together like glue so she shouldn't
take this the wrong way.

right?



"wanna join us?" amity snapped luz out of her daze and she nodded her head. "sure." she slipped
down beside amity who resumed the movie while the unwavering feeling of there was something
more here resides within luz. she just doesn't know what.
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with the flaming sun high up into the clear blue sky, barely no clouds was seen but the slowly
climbing black smoke of the burning torches was seen as she slowly walked up the stone stairs that
lead to the majestic castle of the daimyo though she's not here to confer with the daimyo about the
reason why she was ordered to travel back from her expedition.

as luz got inside the royal castle, she gave the two standing guards a bow which they reciprocated
before luz went on towards a specific direction. she has been in this castle various times that she
memorised it's turns and hallways since this is where she could only talk with her father face to
face.

and their conversations are as you'd expect.

luz passed a few keepers and helpers to keep this castle up and running, giving them a small bow as
they walked by her with them doing the same until she stopped in front of a paper thin made sliding
door. she saw a pair of footwear neatly placed before the door as well with a burning candle sitting
on a low table with a silhouette of only one person inside who's not moving. not even an inch.

silently taking a deep breath in, luz exhaled through her nose and gripped the small gripper of the
door to slide it open just enough for her to enter. seeing her father sit in a stiff manner behind the
small table, a rolled scroll was near him and luz instantly figured out whatever could be in that
scroll is going to be a new mission to tackle.

luz took off her own footwear before entering the room, she gently closed the door behind her and
stared at her father for a long time. trying to determine what he could possibly need. having a father
as a shogunate means rest would be out of the option.

luz didn't even get to meet her mother who was an immigrant and married her father but, sadly, she
died after labor of their only child.



so, she's the first latina-japanese in this era. people found it astounding for some reason.

"father." luz bowed before the shogunate and so did he.

"please, take a seat, general." the shogunate motioned his hand at the two sitting pillows in front of
luz, she obliged and took the right one. she took off her helmet, placed it down beside her and also
spotted her father's own grand, yet scary helmet but she quickly pulled her attention back to what's
at hand.

"may i ask why the urgency of my return was needed?" luz asked with politeness and seriousness in
her tone. she stared at her father in the eye, still couldn't figure out what this could be without
faltering though she did need to blink.

taking a deep breath in, the shogunate began, "as you have heard from many camps, belos' forces
are advancing further south. coming close to our territory and our lines in fukushima and niigata
have been wearing thin." luz frowned at the dreary news, she clenched her knee pads as the war
between the north and the south has been aggravating her.

the needless deaths, families mourning at their doors. demanding for their loved ones who were in
the army to come back even though they knew what was coming for them and many more tragedies
that made luz become tired. angry as she just wants peace in this new era but it's all just the same.

but luz took a deep breath once again and fixed her posture, cleared her head to be only focused at
what's in front of her. "i see. what about the owl clan? have you received a word from them?" she
asked, hoping the small clan she befriended from the isolated villages of hokkaido were sending
some reports that could assist their situation but her hopes were dropped when her father shook his
head in dismay.

"they have been silent. but, a report has caught my attention that could aid us in these times." the
shogunate finally gave some hope for luz to regain it. he grabbed the scroll and rolled it open to
reveal the map of the entirety of japan with her smaller islands as well.

"here." luz slowly leaned closer to see what her father was pointing at.

okayama region.

"a wandering troop has spotted a palace hidden in the depths of okayama. it was unknown to them
when it was built but they stated that someone still occupies the area." her father explains as he
pulled a folded letter out of his wide open long sleeves and handed it to luz to read it herself while
also checking if it's legit.

"i want you to ask for their hand of alliance as they could be a great help in taking down belos and
his advancing army." luz turned her eyes at her father then back at the letter, rereading just in case
she overlooked something but no matter how many times she read it. it's the same letter given and
read by the shogunate himself.

"the said troops have set encampments in the nearby village. you shall confer with their master to
know more details of this castle." the shogunate watched luz connect everything, nodding as she
placed the letter on the table. she looked slightly unsure but it means saving her only home from a
tyrant like belos. it has to be worth it.

it has to work to be worth it.



luz cleared her throat, grabbed her helmet to hold it under her arm and stood up, planning to leave
now as she doesn't want to waste anymore time.

"understood. excuse me." she bowed before her father, just when she was about to walk away, her
father grabbed her wrist to stop her just in time.

"but time will not be on our side, luz. you must work fast in getting them on our side. they might
even be the last piece we need that would lead us to victory." her father said and luz nodded, she
knew. she doesn't know if this 'castle' is really real or not as she doesn't want to waste her time after
a fruitless journey from tokyo to okayama.

"i understand the stakes, father and i won't let you down." luz reassured, both are unsure about this
but they could only pray to the ones in the heavens to give them aid and strength for their
impending cold war.

"知っている." the shogunate slowly lets go of his daughter's wrist and watched her leave the
room. letting him be with his silence. he still couldn't believe that she's a general now. facing many
foes when he isn't there to help but he taught luz well, he has hope in her that she can do this for the
family.

for her home.

the shogunate drew closer towards the dying candle, seeing the flame slowly becoming weaker as
the light went dimmer. figuring he should put it out of it's misery, he blew the fire out. leaving him
in total darkness.

the sound of heavy gallops of a fast steed raced through the dirt road. luz tightly gripped the reins,
she changed her armor into a more suitable style and her helmet thankfully prevented her eyes from
drying due to how fast her horse is.

they're going to follow this very dirt road for her trek to okayama to find that mysterious castle
within it's deep forestry and meet the even more mysterious keeper of it's walls.

it took 2 days for luz to arrive at the said village, she accepted hospitality from the town in hyogo
as she rested there for the night before taking off to finally reach okayama. she slowed down her
steed once she entered the village, not minding the many eyes landing on her and some stepping
aside to make way for her as she walked down the dirt aisle while she looked around for the
aforesaid camp.

"general!" luz saw a samurai coming up to her, she pulled her horse to a stop and hopped off to
greet him as he seemed delighted for her arrival. luz took a bow once the master stopped in front of
her and he did the same.

"master watanabe. it's good to see you're well." luz greeted the old warrior as she stood straight
once again.

nodding, "i should say the same. i hope your trip here was not troublesome." watanabe said, turning
around to start leading luz towards the encampment while talking on the way. luz grabbed her
steed's reins for them to follow on the side as she walked next to the old master.

"it wasn't. are your men in good condition?" luz replied, glancing at watanabe in the corner of her
eye but her gaze kept coming back to the oncoming forest that's at the edge of town. also seeing a



few set up tents with warriors being on guard as some walked out of the forest empty handed.

they must be doing a search mission? or on the same one as her?

"yes, thanks to the generous townsfolk. they offered us great conviviality." watanabe replied
making luz nod but her patience in waiting to know about the castle was growing slim, so she asked
the old samurai without hesitation.

"that's good to know. now, tell me what you know about this castle and it's keeper."

"not much, young general." luz grimaced behind her helmet, she expected this and she shouldn't be
surprised but watanabe wasn't done.

"but some of my men have spotted a woman passing by the windows and a beautiful voice singing
deep in the forest at midnight." he added which piqued the noceda's interest upon hearing the
strange occurrence and a woman.

"a woman?" she repeated and watanabe nodded in confirmation.

the old man nodded as he hummed, "yes. though it's unclear what her true purpose is or is she a
mercenary. so that's where you come in." he stopped right in front of the camp making luz come to
a halt as well, the samurais stopped what they're doing to see their two higher ups talk.

luz looked at watanabe in the eyes through the eye holes of her helmet. "i am sent here by the
shogunate in hopes to form an alliance with whoever is inside that palace to help us in this century
war. if what you speak is true," she handed her horse's reins to him, turned her head to look at the
forest once again with hope hiding in her sleeves. she took a deep breath of faith before walking
towards the entrance the men made head first into the abyss.

"私は無駄にここに来ました."

as luz walked down the faint path the men made that she presumes led straight for the castle. the
scattered rays of sunlight trying to pierce through the thick tops that has it's leaves changing color.
her footsteps creating a soft crunch everytime she steps on dead leaves along with the distant noises
of the creatures thriving in their domain.

out of the corner of her eye, luz suddenly stopped in her tracks to turn her head to the left and see a
bright red torii gate that's a good distance away from her. she can also, but barely, see something
beyond the gates that must be where the sanctuary is. luz can visit it later as she continues forward.

the noceda walked down the dirt path even further until she stepped out into a wide clearing and in
the middle is an old castle. older than what she sees today.

she started thinking about what period it was constructed, who used to live here, is the woman still
here while she slowly approached the establishment in pure awe as she took off her helmet to get a
better look.

luz wants to step inside and explore the place but it'd be rude for her to step in uninvited. she peered
her head on the sides of the castle, checking to see if someone was there as she kept hearing
something.



cautiously, luz walked towards the back of the castle with her hand resting on her sword's hilt just
in case of an ambush. as luz got to the back of the castle, she was just about to pull out her katana
before she stopped herself when she saw a mint green haired woman.

the woman in a plain white kimono stopped her cleaning the well kept garden when she saw luz.
her golden eyes meeting her hazel ones. there was a long silence between them, even though it was
just seconds, of luz staring right into the woman's beautiful eyes that she was pulled and
immediately got lost in. seeing the surprise of the sudden appearance of the noceda.

luz felt her blood rush up to her cheeks and she quickly pulled herself back to reality before her
stares made the woman uncomfortable. she dropped her hands to her sides and bowed before her.

"my apologies, miss. i didn't know someone would actually be here." luz said, trying to get rid of
her blush as she slowly lifted her head up to look at the woman's face again. now seeing a soft
smile tug on the corners of her lips made luz's heart strings pluck.

"it's alright. i never thought i'd have visitors so soon. is there something you need?" the woman
asked as she walked over to the wall to lean the broom onto it and returned her gaze at the stiffly
standing samurai.

"um.." luz cleared her throat, fixed her posture as well rearranging her thoughts since she
momentarily forgot why she's here in the first place. "are there others or is it just you here?" she
asked.

the woman tilts her head as she hums. luz watched her golden eyes look at her up and down that
only made her blush become worse no matter how much she tried to push it down.

there's something about this woman that makes the stoic general weak to her knees and she just
couldn't figure out what spell was cast on her.

"hm, for a person with the utmost respect and power doesn't seem to have manners for a high
priestess." the woman's voice suddenly became deeper and serious with her gaze turning sharp like
knives impaling deep into luz's skin. luz's eyes widen at that sudden revelation and she's here
talking to the high priestess like she's a random civilian.

luz quickly bowed once again, "ごめんなさい!!"

"i didn't know! please forgive me, priestess!" she even dropped to the floor, planting her head
against the dirt for forgiveness as she doesn't want her life to be cut short because of a
misconception. unbeknownst to luz while she's begging for mercy, the woman was snickering to
herself.

"at ease, general. i'm just messing with you." the woman said, still snickering as she walked over to
somewhere. luz lifted her head up, seeing the woman sitting right next to a tray that had a pair of
teacups and a bigger cup filled with tea.

"anyways, care for a drink?" she asked, already pouring to fill both cups. luz slowly stood up,
patting herself off of dust "that would be nice." she muttered as she approached the woman, sitting
opposite of her and accepted the cup of tea with both hands.

"thank you." luz raised the cup in the air, thanking the ones above before taking a sip of the slightly
hot green that hits the spot, making a small smile come on her face for a split second till she heard



the woman speak once again.

"so, what brings you here, general?" she asked as she took a sip herself while looking out of the
horizon, the gentle winds made their hairs slowly move to the side like the leaves on it's branches.

luz looked at her in the corner of her eye before taking a deep breath in, gathering her thoughts and
opening her mouth to say exactly what's on her mind.

"i was sent here to debunk the rumors of your mysterious castle and now that you're here, high
priestess. will you give us the power we need to win this war?" luz asked, she placed her teacup on
the tray as she stared at the woman straight in the eye. it was difficult to create a stable eye contact
but she calmed herself down since this is serious.

"war?" the woman rose a brow as she tilted her head.

luz nodded, "this war between the daimyo and a tyrant has been spanning for a century. countless
lives had been slaughtered on the battlefield all because of a man wanting power." she continued
with solemn in her tone, looking down at the ground for a moment with a grim expression before
dropping it as she looked back at the priestess as she scooched closer to her but not too much.

"i want this to end so please, will you help me, high priestess?"

luz waited for her answer but just by the look of her face made her hope slowly diminish of her
ever agreeing to this. "i don't do wars, general and like you said, countless have died but not in
vain. though i'm not going to risk my own." the woman replied as she averted her eyes from luz, the
noceda internally sighed in disappointment and lowered her head down once again to stare at the
floor. feeling dejected.

"i understand." luz muttered. she expected this kind of response as she's been through this several
times and became numb to the denials but why isn't she with this one?

the woman glanced at luz's downcast expression and she didn't like the sight of it on her face. "but
if you're willing, there's always a second option. if you want it that is." she said, giving the noceda a
silver lining that made her look at her once again. interested to take this chance as even several
hands would make a difference in this war.

"what is it?" luz asked, impatient and the high priestess found it adorable.

"you'll stay in the village overnight, right?" she asked as she didn't give a straightforward answer,
knowing that'll somewhat infuriate the noceda.

luz was a little confused at the peculiar question when she was expecting the second option. "well,
it depends but i'm not gonna stay long. what does it have to do with anything?" she replied,
confusion in her tone that made the high priestess giggle to herself. the sound was immediately
absorbed by luz's ears, her mind kept replaying the giggle of the muse and her weak heart was
being brutally stabbed yet again.

"you'll see." the woman then stood up with her tea still in hand, "it's nice to meet you luz." and with
that being the last thing she said to the general, she entered back inside her castle. luz listened to
her footsteps on the floorboards until she was left in total silence, she grabbed her tea to take
another sip and looked down at it's reflective surface.



luz wondered what this second option could be but what else added to her questions about the
woman.

"how did she know my name?"

as the sun finally dove down to give the moon it's time to shine. luz already set her own tent in the
encampment, she sat on the blanketed ground while writing a letter regarding what she found out
today with the crow she'll use, indulging itself in the food she provided before it head off.

luz placed a last dot, she dropped the writing brush on the side and reread her letter to make sure
she didn't make any mistakes before standing up to do something else as she waited for it to dry.
she gently rubbed the crow's head, watching it lean into the touch before resuming eating the raw
meat.

she headed out of her tent, seeing a few warriors out on patrol while the others took their needed
rests before they had their shift. luz slightly shivered from the cold nightly breeze, she was only
wearing normal attire, her armor resting on the armor stand as she doesn't need to wear it for
tonight but she still held her sword close just in case.

her head turned to look at the forest, seeing it's branches sway lightly along the breeze along with
the nocturnal creatures singing their song. luz wants to know and take whatever second option the
high priestess said as this could be a game changer of everything.

she can't lose this.

deciding since it's not yet too late in the night, luz would visit the priestess again. she walked inside
the tent to check if her letter had dried up, she removed the items that kept the parchment in place
and started to roll it up small enough so she could tie it in the crow's leg with a red string.

offered her arm for the crow to hop on, she grabbed the lantern off the table and stepped out of the
tent again to give the crow a boost to go into the air. she watched it soar through the dark sky,
flying for the shogunate.

as the crow disappeared from view, luz took in a deep breath of the clear air and started to head
back into the forest to confer with the high priestess once again.

luz has her lantern held out in the front, letting it shine her path as the place was entirely pitch
black. she listened to the creatures of the night roam all around the forest. looking up, she saw a
few pairs of glowing eyes sitting in the branches along with the half moon shining through the
treetops.

it was a fairly peaceful night compared to her previous ones.

then, luz stopped in her tracks right where she spotted the shrine that now has candles lighting a
path towards the sanctuary. she glanced at the original path towards the castle then at the shrine, she
did say she'd take a look so she headed for the shrine instead.

luz looked at the torii gate as she entered the gate separating the mundane to sacred. walking up the
long flight of stone carved steps, her head would oftentimes snap to the side when she heard a
snapping twig or quick footsteps that placed the noceda on high alert.



but nothing bad happened once luz reached the top which was a relief. she looked around the barely
lit shrine as she approached the entrance of the establishment. her lantern lighting the interior
slightly to see the two lit candles on both sides of the golden statue and other grand paraphernalia
mirroring either side.

luz didn't pray much until she became a general. that's saying something.

"do you pray to them?" luz jumped when she suddenly heard a voice. she was once again about to
draw out her katana to attack but she realised it was just the priestess holding a lantern as well.

luz internally sighed in solace, that's the second time she was about to mistakenly attack the
priestess but shrugging it all to the side. she got back to the question "who?" she replied with
another question.

"the fallen ones." the woman turned her gaze to see the inside of the shrine but neither of them were
entering.

luz instantly knew who she was referring to, she lowered her head to stare at her feet and ground
yet again. "i have. always." she muttered. ever since luz's first battle as a general wasn't sublime.
getting to see her own comrades that she created a bond with to fall to their deaths because of her.
she led them to have a one way ticket for above.

she didn't know how to handle that.

there was complete silence between them only filled by the background noises by the creatures. luz
lifted her head up, noticing the woman's hair wasn't held up like before. letting her flowy hair touch
her shoulders and she also noticed something else as well.

"you've been living alone, haven't you?" luz said that made the priestess turn her attention back to
her.

"i suppose so." she softly said with a chuckle. the woman took a seat down the steps of the shrine,
placing the lantern next to her feet and luz slowly followed, a space was evidently seen between
them but it didn't matter.

"loneliness always takes a toll on one's self, it cannot be remedied by leisure tasks like the families
who had to endure the fact their loved one had died." the woman continued as she stared into the
dark horizon while luz stared at her.

the noceda felt a sting from the said words.

"i know what that feels like." luz muttered, her hands anxiously twisting as she reminisced about
her mother. she knows what she looks like or what she sounds like and what she is but she's never
really there to be a mother for luz to get to know of.

can she miss someone she never actually knew?

"but it's nice to have some company every now and then." the woman gave luz a soft nudge that
helped her snap out of her gloomy mind set and looked at her to see a gentle smile on her face that
pushed all of her worries to the side.



"i hope those families do get the company they need because their loved ones' deaths are not your
fault." she reassured, it was supposed to be comforting and it is but a slight frown formed on luz's
face. she didn't tell her the reasons for her sadness though so how did she know what to say?

"how did y-" but before she could ask, the woman cut her off.

"you want that second option? you'll have to prove yourself worthy of my allegiance, general." the
woman fully turned her body to face luz, looking straight into her eyes as the moonlight shines
upon them like a spotlight. making the priestess' pale face glow, luz bit the insides of her mouth to
hold herself from getting the butterflies.

"i am not a woman who will send her men into battle recklessly." she said in a dead serious tone
and luz perfectly understood.

"you have to show me if you are to be trusted then we shall discuss."

luz nodded, determined to change the high priestess' mind for her hand in alliance. she doesn't
know how many days has here but she'll make each day count in hopes of getting her to side with
luz before it's too late.

"i shall do my best and prove my capabilities as a warrior of the daimyo and as your champion, my
priestess." luz stood up to take a bow in front of the woman as she accepted the trails while not
being able to see a smile come on her lips.

"amity. call me amity from now on."

-----

two weeks have passed since luz came to okayama to form an alliance with the once mysterious
keeper of the unknown castle residing in the depths of the forest.

luz finally figured out the castle was built during the kamakura period which was amazing how
well preserved this beauty is up until now and amity gladly shared her knowledge about this castle
whilst unknowingly bonding with each other.

luz has been documenting her experiences with amity, sending reassurance to her father about the
pending alliance.

both of them took strolls along the forest without worrying of getting lost as amity knew where
everything was and had a comfortable drink of tea out in the garden as they talked about many
things. luz is starting to love the tea amity brews, it's a remedy.

something else has been brewing between the two that's proving unbearable for their hearts to
handle yet they don't seem to realise it.

yet.

right now, luz and amity are taking a stroll along the well kept garden while talking. the sun was
basking upon them, the pond reflecting their reflections as small falling petals fell on the surface
creating momentary ripples.

"have you been visited by other people before i arrived?" luz asked as she looked at the many fully
grown flowers while amity walked beside her, watching her admire the beauty of her hard work



paying off.

"nope. it's just me and solitude. i did alot for a few years so i didn't realise i was alone until i had
nothing to do anymore." amity replied with nonchalance, she walked over to the bush filled with
pink roses that had already bloomed. gently touching it's soft petals as it waved along the winds.
she really didn't mind that she was alone as that's all she needed until luz came.

"so this garden is mostly my pastime." she added and delicately plucked a rose out of it's stem.

luz noticed the roses, her eyes twinkled at the sight of it as she walked over to admire it up close.
"wow! these are really beautiful! you grew all of these on your own?" she asked, her hand softly
cupping the limping rose to help it up with her thumb grazing it's petals. this made luz wonder what
flowers her mother liked or what she liked as she hadn't stopped to look at the various flowers
around her until now.

"of course. i don't have alot to do in this place so why not contribute to nature?" amity softly tucked
luz's hair behind her ear and placed the flower on it. the gesture surprised the noceda, her cheeks
lighting up in red just when she thought it'd been a while since her last blushing attacks.

"thank you.." luz squeaked out.

amity smiled, loving the sight of luz's embarrassed red face and the fact that she tried to hide it after
she saw it. "have you taken care of a garden before?" she asked as she continued to stare into the
noceda's shining hazel eyes that's alluring her.

luz cleared her throat, her eyes kept darting around as she desperately tried to make eye contact
with the priestess. "not really. i exactly don't have time to admire the little things, especially this."
she replied, her hand touching the rose on her ear before letting it be.

she doesn't wanna take this off now.

"so you could say i'm missing alot." luz shrugged and amity nodded, "i guess so yet here you are."
she said as she walked over to another wall of plants, letting her hand graze it's thorn surface
without getting a cut.

"i really enjoyed your company for the last few days, luz. it helps me forget some things." amity
glanced to the side for a moment with her expression turning unknown. thinking of something that
luz couldn't decipher.

it's always hard for luz to know what amity has in her mind when she can tell what other people are
thinking just by looking into their eyes but it's best not to ask if amity doesn't feel like sharing it.

"me too. i could really use this break and just relax, thanks to you." luz replied as she walked over
to the pond, peering down to see a class of koi colorful swimming about. she watched the
mesmerising movements of the fishes with the breeze suddenly picking up, making their clothing
sway along the branches and hair.

amity stared at luz for a long time, feeling her cheeks heat up as well as she couldn't take her eyes
off the ethereal sight of the human. something has been swelling inside her chest that she couldn't
figure out as she never felt this before.

what could it be?



"have people ever told you you're quite the charmer, miss noceda?" amity suddenly asked and this
really caught luz off guard. her cheeks blew up rapidly, feeling as if she's gonna explode but she
kept her composure.

"uh.. well, some." luz hesitantly replied as she rubbed the back of her neck.

"when they managed to see me without my helmet but i just wear it most of the time so people
don't know what i actually look like." she added. luz doesn't take off her helmet as frequently as
now and it's new for her without her head being entrapped by her heavy head gear.

amity rose at brow from that new information, "why? your face is handsome and i bet men and
women would chase after you. especially when you're a powerful, strong general of the daimyo."
she said with her hand rotating to emit her still nonchalance despite the underlying bitterness in her
tone. luz doesn't seem to notice it, thankfully.

"th- that's a bold assumption, priestess but no.." luz responded with a light chuckle in the end.

"no people have taken interest in me but i don't mind. i don't want them to get tangled up and risk
losing them in what i'm doing anyways." she looked down with her fiddling fingers. it never really
crossed in luz's mind of getting a lover when she's the general leading thousands into war.

what's the point of having one when she'll just drag them to their deaths.

"do you want me to be the first?" amity asked as a smile came on her lips with her cheeks tinting
rosy. the winds still haven't calmed down, making some leaves and petals fly into the air, creating a
sort of ethereal rain. her eyes are dilated and full of endearment for the young noceda.

all the while luz was frozen in place at the sight of her beauty. "何?"



"general!" luz snapped her head in the direction of the voice, seeing a samurai run towards her at
full speed with something in their hand. "what do you need?" she asked as they stopped before her,
panting heavily but quickly fixed their posture.

"no.. it's- am i interrupting something?" they asked, noticing the flower on luz's ear. luz shook her
head, "no, amity and i-" she looked over her shoulder, expecting amity to be there only for it to be
wrong.

"wait, where is she?" luz looked around for the priestess, confused at her sudden disappearance and
the samurai was even more confused "who?" they asked.

luz turned her head back to the warrior, "amity. the high priestess. she was just here. you didn't see
her?" she asked but they only shook their head.

"i don't see her anywhere. sorry."

luz glanced down on the ground for a few seconds, pondering where amity could've gone off so
quickly. she settled on the thought that she just went back to the castle when the samurai arrived.

she did say luz was the only person she talked to out of her solitude and she probably doesn't like
having more than one person outside of luz.

"it's fine. what are you holding?" luz motioned at the rolled parchment, reverting back to what's at
hand and the samurai's worried expression returned.

"an injured crow sent this just now and you might want to take a look at it." they said as they
handed luz the letter. stepping back to give luz space while she took off the string and fully unrolled
it.

the young general's eyes carefully read every sentence of the letter, the further she goes, the more
her frown deepens until it turns into an intimidating scowl. the aura around luz drastically changed,
which made the samurai uneasy, then luz rolled up the letter once again and handed it back to them.

"evacuate the townsfolk to a safer place for the night and alert master watanabe about this. make
sure no civilian is left behind before sun down." luz ordered with her voice became deeper and
commanding.

the samurai nodded, they gave their general a salute. "はい一般!" and with that, they swiftly ran
back to the camp to spread the word, leaving luz alone once again as her mind raced about what's
coming tonight.

she looked at the castle and the garden once again, silently saying her goodbye to amity before
walking out of there.

oblivious to the pair of eyes watching her from afar.

 

as the sun finally sets upon the village, engulfing it into darkness. the darkness usually doesn't
come as a threat for this quaint village but there's another kind of darkness that wants to consume
and kill everything in it's path.



luz is ready to face it. this is what she was trained for her entire life to do.

inside her tent, luz strapped in all of her armory with all of the lights in the camp had gone out the
moment the last light had disappeared. leaving only full moonlight to cast upon them. luz grabbed
her helmet from the side and was about to put it on till something caught her eye.

a shiba inu?

a light frown formed on her face while the dog just opened it's mouth for a smile with it's tail
slowly wagging. why is there a dog in her tent? who's dog is this? as much as luz wants to return
this dog to it's owner, she simply doesn't have time and it needs to stay where it is for now.

"stay here." luz commanded the dog before placing her helmet on and headed out of the tent with
her sword still in it's scabbard in hand. she looked around the camp to see a good number of
warriors along with master watanabe who'll cover the land with luz and others taking vantage
points for aerial assaults.

luz walked up to the forefront of the troops, standing next to master watanabe. both staring in the
horizon where the entrance of the village is, luz can hear a faint metal noise coming closer along
with the light pitter patters of the footsteps clinking against the tiled rooftops.

luz closed her eyes, sending her prayers to the ones above as her grip on the scabbard tightened. her
ears have heightened, hearing that metal noise just a few feet away now before snapping her eyes
open as she swiftly pulled her katana out of it's scabbard, discarding it to the side and extended it
out into the air.

"今!"

the archers started shooting the assassins down from the roofs with the warriors behind luz lets out
a war cry and charged towards the supposed ambush sent by belos. luz ran along with her
comrades, her sword prepared to taste the blood of her enemies.

luz brought her sword back and briskly swung towards the first enemy, decapitating their head with
ease as it tumbled off to the side. then, a bloodbath started.

everyone was fighting in their best, proving themselves to be competent in protecting their own
while dying in valor. knowing they did what was right.

luz was trying to find who made that metal clanking noise while slashing her way through the
horde. she dodged the swing of a blade and grabbed one's throat, drove her sword deep into their
stomach with their dying croak next to her ear and she wasn't fazed by it. she used their dead body
as a shield before tossing them to another enemy that she impaled their mouth, hitting straight to
their brain and withdrew her blood drenched sword to continue forward.

bodies fell left and right on both sides but the warriors of the light prevailed with the help of the
archers that was brought down to some from the assassins but they're still good while the enemies
are dwindling.

they'll make sure that they regret ever stepping foot into this village.

as luz snapped another enemy's head, letting their body drop amongst the others. she finally saw the
person wielding a double chain blade, spinning it at a deadly speed but luz wasn't intimidated. she



got into a defense pose as she began to slowly circle the person who did the same.

gradually, everyone stopped what they're doing to watch the two great warriors engage in a deadly
dance, preparing while searching for a weak spot either could exploit. everything was tense, the
atmosphere in the air was thick and hard to breathe.

then, they stopped.

silence. uncomfortable, unsettling silence engulfed the bloody field as both warriors met eye to eye
through their helmets.

with a quick swing of a blade, luz jumped to the side to dodge and watched it impale the ground
instead. thinking they were stuck, luz charged towards them with her sword at the ready to chop off
one of their limbs but the warrior easily pulled their blade out of the ground and swerved their
empty fist towards the noceda at full speed.

luz used her blade to block their attack and the impact made her fling back, her soles digging into
the ground till she stopped herself. luz clicked her tongue, she rotated her elbows to hear them pop
before she rushed towards the warrior once again with them doing the same.

their blades ready and out for each other's blood, both swung at the same time with their blades
clashing hard. creating a spark as both metals made a loud resonating sound that spanned across
half of the forest.

"you'll die with the rest of your men, general." the warrior cackled as they pushed all their strength
into their blade but luz pushed back, chuckling herself as well.

"i'd like to see you try."

the sounds of the night were filled with blades clashing one another, everyone watched the two
great warriors fight in their damnedest to take the other down but the match doesn't seem fair.

a punch across the face made luz flung back, slamming into someone's house. luckily no one's
inside to be hurt but her. hissing in pain, luz forced herself to stand up despite her body trembling
violently, she still pushed forward as she picked up her sword. she took off her helmet, dropping it
to the side to reveal the blood trailing down the side of her face.

it's heavily dented and useless now.

she walked out of the destroyed house to be immediately met with a blade she barely had time to
react to.

the blade managed to slice through her armor and created a deep cut on her shoulder. luz gritted her
teeth tightly as she gripped her heavily bleeding shoulder, the stinging pain and her screaming body
didn't add to the want of sitting down to regain her strength. all she could do now is back up while
keeping an eye on the enemy.

"what's wrong, general? tired already?" the enemy taunted while spinning their blades, preparing to
strike again as fog started to enter the village but it was ignored.

luz said nothing but glare at them which didn't really faze them at all. "useless." they sneered and
raised both of their blades above their head, luz lifted her blade in a futile attempt to block it as she



closed her eyes. praying for the best if this is really going to be her end.

then, the sound of a dog barking was heard which was also ignored but they wished they really did
as the fog completely flooded the village and everyone could barely see what's in front of them.

once luz inhaled the fog, her body and mind started to feel groggy. she thought it's just the blood
loss acting up on her and she can't do anything to stop it. she couldn't keep her eyelids open but she
tried.

tried as she saw something come into view. it's big yet the fog prevents her from seeing what it
truly is but she saw a stream of pink flames spread behind the thick cloak of fog but she heard one
last thing before she lost consciousness and dropped to the floor.

"stay away from my luz!"

 

a towering figure stood in a protective stance before the passed out human. an intimidating growl
emitted from her throat, both of her hands are covered of pink flames with her forearms having a
red colored fur while the rest have are purple.

her body could easily distract a simple minded man as it is what they imagine a woman would be
but the sight of her tall ears with red tips and recognisable face of a particular animal pulled them
out of their lustful mindset into pure terror.

behind the long mane of auburn was the nine dreaded tails of the angered spirit spiked as a ring of
fire appeared and surrounded the men. leaving them with no escape from entering hell early.

"狐!!"



-----

luz slowly fluttered her eyes open, first seeing the dimly lit ceiling of a room of sorts. second, she
felt something soft and wet against her skin that made her turn her head to the side. seeing the ever
so familiar mint green that brought relief within her.

"amity." luz croaked out, her voice was coarse and itchy whenever she tried to speak. amity hushed,
she placed the wet towel down the bucket and placed her hand onto her forehead, that is wrapped of
bandages, to check her temperature. in fact, luz was almost entirely covered with bandages.

"how did you get me here?" luz asked as she looked around the room that resembled where she and
father discussed and this reminded luz about the battle she dropped cold on.

"the men were dead when i got to the village. you were the only one who still had a pulse but it was
weak." amity explained with solemn in her tone as she did hoped for other survivors but she's glad
that luz made it alive. "it's a miracle you're still able to open your eyes."

"how long was i out?" luz asked as she attempted to sit up and amity helped her, gently.

"an hour. you were a hassle to carry back here. i completely underestimated how heavy you are."
amity softly giggled but luz's mind was wandering elsewhere. trying to remember what she saw
before everything went black but just couldn't quite determine what it could be. it was big for sure
but what?

"there was something else." luz muttered as she thought about it hard.

"someone.. something, i don't know what but i saw it before i passed out. i just couldn't see it
because of the fog." luz said, sounding lost from her words but she knows for sure it was there and
didn't just conjure it from her severe blood loss.

the fog.

the fog still had to be there when amity saw her on the ground, it must be. then it'll prove the thing
was there when the fog arrived. "was there a fog when you got down the village?" luz asked,
feeling slightly desperate to debunk this odd occurrence.

"no. it was clear. why?" amity replied, confusion was heard in her tone along with something. luz's
frown deepened, she looked down at her bandaged arms as she contemplated everything. none of it
makes sense though.

a typical fog would last 6 hours and i was only out for an hour or so. some thing's not adding up.
luz said in her head. she glanced at amity once again, seeing the bemused expression on her face.

how blind luz can be?

the signs were flashing brightly in front of her face yet she chose to ignore it because she was
lovestruck for a woman who wasn't really there.

"is there something wrong, luz?" amity asked.

"you're.. not real, aren't you?" luz whispered with heartbreak and this made amity internally panic
but she kept her composure and continued to play dumb.



"what?"

luz slowly raised her hand and placed her fingers in her mouth to let out a loud whistle, calling for
something. amity anxiously waited for a few seconds within this tension filled atmosphere while
luz was staring blankly on her lap, melancholy seen in her eyes.

then, a bark was heard.

the presence of a dog nearby triggered amity's instincts and forced her to shift into her fox form. her
body has an ethereal glow, all tails raised in a defensive manner as she huddled in a corner to stay
further away from the door where the dog is.

luz stared at the kitsune's beautiful form but it still broke her heart. she looked away and slowly
stood up, careful not to hurt herself as she walked over to the door. sliding it open just in time to
stop the dog from bursting in and terrorize the frightened kitsune.

luz carried the dog in her arms and walked out of the room without saying anything. leaving amity
to herself as she slowly shifted into her humanoid form, she expected this out of all the reactions
luz would have when her secret was out but she still felt the pain in her heart.

amity stayed in the corner, hugging herself with her knees close to her chest as she hid her face
from anyone seeing the first tear roll down her cheeks. she lost her first potential lover and it hurts
more when no words were exchanged.

meanwhile, luz gently placed the dog out of the castle and watched it disappear from her view as it
scurried off into the forest. she tilted her head up to see the clear dark sky with the full moonlight
and stars finally accompanying it as it peppered across the sky.

luz started thinking about the times she spent with amity. she might not be what she puts out to be
but her experience with her was genuine and there were no illusions placed to hinder her growing
feelings. she wasn't fooled, she fell for that woman and she left her alone.

luz quickly returned back to the room, hoping that amity didn't leave yet and much to her relief, she
was still there in her humanoid form. her ears perked up when she heard luz's footsteps and it broke
the human's heart when she saw the tears streaming down her face.

she slowly walked back inside the room, sat down in front of amity with a few inches of space
between them. they both stared into each other's eyes, luz still see the eyes of the woman she fell
for before amity was the first to look away.

feeling ashamed of lying straight into luz's face.

"you could've just told me from the start, amity. if that's really your name." luz was the first to talk,
glancing down to the floor as she watched her fingers lightly scratch the surface of it. she waited
for a few seconds for amity to respond but it felt like she hadn't said anything for an hour.

"it is and you would've ran away sooner if i did." amity muttered under her breath as she still buried
her face into her knees for luz not to see her messy face anymore. it's embarrassing besides, who
would want to be near a deceitful kitsune? let alone befriend it.

"well, no one could really tell that. people can change their minds and i haven't changed my mind
about you if you're a fox spirit, ami." luz said with her tone lightening with a genuine smile forming



on her face. giving amity a sliver of hope but she didn't latch onto it just yet.

"you're just saying that. there's no need to feel pity for me, mortal." amity grumbled only earning a
soft chuckle from the noceda making her ears twitch at the delightful sound.

"come on, you're the first person i befriended. i'm not just gonna straight up leave you." luz said as
a matter 'o fact kind of tone but it's still not enough to make amity lift her head and look at her eye
to eye again.

silently sighing, luz scooched over to the wall to lean against it and looked up to the same dimly lit
ceiling as the room was only lit by a lantern on the side of her futon. "no matter what you are,
you're someone special to me." she whispered and out of the corner of her eye, she saw amity
slowly lift her head off her hiding spot. this made the noceda grin, she didn't return the gaze just yet
though.

"not gonna lie, kitsunes are really cool and interesting to learn." luz added as she had been reading
many stories and poems about the yokai since she was a kid. this only rekindled her wondrous
suspicions of them being real and they really are.

amity can sense no maliciousness behind those words and it made her feel at ease, gradually. she
does trust luz but the undying feeling of something, just something would suddenly come out and
strip her from her freedom, be torn away from luz.

or maybe she just needs to relax. she is with luz after all. no bad will happen if she stop thinking
about it.

"i am a runaway." amity started making luz turn her head to look at her once more.

"i sought refuge from my family in this abandoned castle. the inhabitants just died out, guessing
they don't have any more kin to take the throne." amity said with a shrug as she didn't delve much
into knowing why this family died when all she cared about was a temporary shelter for herself just
to get the taste of what freedom is.

that was back then and she never felt so free.

"it'll take a while for them to find where i am as i hid this place pretty well. it was fine living alone,
i had the nearby village to routinely check up on but nobody really visits the place so i got lonely."
amity's tone suddenly became melancholic as her legs slowly slide down, letting luz see the rest of
her body while becoming vulnerable.

"until you arrived." luz kept her heart skip a beat.

"i meant it when i said i liked having your company, it makes me forget things i don't want to think
about." now luz finally understood everything and it was hard for the poor human to process she's
the source of happiness of this elegant spirit beside her.

she felt her heart do more skips and a few barrel rolls that threatened to stop her heart along with
her cheeks steadily heating up.

amity must've noticed luz malfunctioning, she lets out a small laugh to play it off as a joke. "sorry.
got a little caught up in the moment there." she said with a cheeky smile but her world suddenly



came into a halt as she felt something soft pressing against her with warmth surging through her
body.

then it hit her hard.

luz was kissing her.

amity's face imploded itself, she dug her claws deep into her arm to check if she's just dreaming all
of this and luz already left her but blood slowly oozed out of her arm leaving amity no choice but to
melt and kiss back.

the once cooped up feelings became a sugar rush, making them high from the pouring feelings into
the kiss that they craved more until luz ran out of breath. they slowly pull away with their eyes
dilated and soft pants are heard from them.

no words surfaced in their throats as their minds could only think about those soft lips. wanting to
taste it again. amity slowly placed her hands on luz's hips and swiftly moved both of them to the
futon again with her hovering on top of the noceda.

"do you mean it?" amity asked without needing elaboration. luz smiled, she raised her hand to
caress the kitsune's soft cheeks, her thumb tracing the twin red lines under her eyes and nodded in
response.

"yes."

amity gulped, all of her tail happily wagging with her ears pinning. she just realized that she didn't
put any clothes on luz and just wrapped her chest with bandages along with her huge wound on the
shoulder.

the fox spirit lightly frowned as she recalled the nasty wound inflicted on her luz, she made sure the
man who did it had a special meeting with jorōgumo.

"it took me a while to heal this. i was afraid that it'll be paralysed if i didn't work efficiently." amity
said as she softly touched right where the wound is, trailing the long slit that stopped above of luz's
chest. she didn't manage to completely make it disappear since luz was already stirring awake.

luz placed her hand on top of amity's, gripped it and gave her knuckles a soft kiss. "and you did. it
still works thanks to you." she reassured, leaning into amity's warm hand while she gave her that
look.

"y- you shouldn't have fought that guy. you were clearly outmatched." amity said, feeling a bit
annoyed luz would challenge someone that's drastically stronger than her.

"hey, i took on guys like them. i just gave them a head start." luz replied even though that's not the
case and they know it.

"yeah right." amity scoffed.

amity has been looking at luz's chest but kept darting away to not make it obvious but luz caught
her several times. "may i?" amity asked in whisper, then her ears perked up when she saw luz nod
her head as a response.



amity leaned down for another sweet kiss while her claw carefully tears the bandages off luz's
breasts until it's fully exposed to take a deep breath. luz bit the bottom of amity's lips, asking for
entrance and she gladly gave it as their tongues lashed around each other with the kitsune slowly
going in between the mortal's open legs.

as they pulled away, amity started placing kisses along luz's neck and moving down to her
collarbone with her hands roaming around her smooth body. admiring it. luz relaxed under the
kitsune's touche as she watched her leave a trail of kisses towards her breasts.

"you're so beautiful, you know that? even hinoenma would fail in comparison." amity said, her
hands slithered up to luz's breasts, sizing them with her thumb rubbing her erect nipples as she
watched luz slowly writhe.

"stop or else you'll summon her." luz whispered, earning a giggle from the fox spirit before she
took one of the nipples into her mouth to begin sucking her. luz lightly lets out gasps and moans
that are muses to amity's ears.

"aah.."

amity hummed while sucking, she groped the second one so it doesn't feel left out. her ears flinched
as she could feel it unsheathing, growing in between luz's legs and twitched from the contact of the
cold air.

then, amity pulled away with a pop making luz gasp. luz slowly opened her eyes, glancing down to
see amity's awoken cock at the ready with the tip glistening for the oozing precume. it only
worsened her blush. luz was brought back to reality when she saw amity continuously move
towards her pants to pull it down along with her underwear.

amity looked down at luz's adorable mortal pussy, a smirk came on her lips as she licked it
seductively making luz's face explode once again. the kitsune gripped both of luz's thighs to spread
it apart and drew closer to her pussy to take a whiff of her musk.

humming, "so cute." amity went up to luz once again to give her a quick peck before whispering
"are you ready?"

luz wrapped her arms around amity's neck, got into a comfortable position and nodded once again.
"yes." she gave amity the needed green light, watching her align her huge cock to her womanhood
and stared at luz's face, watching her expressions as she started to push herself in.

luz gritted her teeth tightly at the feeling of her walls getting widely stretched, her grip on amity's
neck tightened with her eyes squeezing shut. amity went in a stagnant pace for luz to easy get
accustomed to her bulk, she kept whispering near to her ears sweet things for her be at ease.

it worked.

luz pulled amity down into an embrace as she slackened under her, taking the entire cock in repose
with her face relaxing on amity's shoulder.

as everything was inside, amity bit her lip at the tight gripping sensation of her lover's walls
squeezing around her. she can hear luz softly panting in her ears, her grip loosening as she lets
herself adjust to the girth she had to take.



"are you okay?" amity asked as she lifted herself up to see luz's face.

blissful.

luz nodded, "you can move now." she said. amity planted her hands on the pillows, gripping it as
she began to slowly pull and thrust back into luz's untouched cunt.

not anymore.

the kitsune listened to the blissful sounds the human makes, her moans were breathy but gradually
starting to become clearer as she picked up speed.

"a- amity.." luz whimpered. a growl surfaced in amity's throat as she heard her name utter out of the
human's lewd mouth. she wants to hear it again, she picked up speed once again after sensing luz
fully became habituated on her cock.

"aah- amity! aaahh!" luz moaned without regard, she moved her hands onto amity's shoulder and
tightly gripped it, her eyes stared deep into the kitsune's glowing golden eyes dawning down on her
with unbridled lust.

"oh luz.." amity groaned with her head slightly rolling back, she barely felt luz's nails digging into
her shoulder as she easily got lost in the pleasure at each thrust she made.

hitting that one spot almost immediately drove luz to lose control of herself along with the sheer
size difference between the yokai and the human made luz's body seem so small that she always
jolted upward from every slam.

amity's upper lip curled up to a snarl, showing off her sharpened canines as she watched luz get lost
in the euphoria as her. her claws dug deep into the pillows with all of her tail furiously wagging
behind her and ears pinned onto her head.

"aahh shit! luz, you feel amazing!" amity howled as she pressed her forehead against luz's while
continuing her swift thrusts.

"fuck.. you're really big.. ngh-" luz lets out a stifled moan before pulling amity down for another
deep kiss. their tongues wildly dancing around each other and it's hard for it to last long as luz was
always out of breath from each slam amity does.

as they pulled away, both panted heavily with their faces just mere inches close to each other.
amity's thrusts never faltered with her speed and ferocity becoming inhumane making luz squeal as
she bucked her hips.

amity understood now.

she finally understood what was the feeling in her chest that kept on swelling and growing every
time she saw luz. she felt happy whenever the human was with her and she didn't want to lose that
light in her life.

"あなたを本当に愛しています." amity whispered with her dilated in both love and lust for luz.
only luz.



a smile came on luz's face, she gave the kitsune a kiss on the nose and replied "i love you too. very
much." with serenity clear in her tone.

this made amity glow. her whole body emitting a golden glowing aura surrounding her and her nine
tails spreading in a line, luz doesn't know what's happening but her worries were derailed as amity
became faster than inhumane. she can feel it coming along her noticing the kitsune's eyes became
white and her mouth opened wide.

then, amity dropped down onto luz's neck and sank her fangs deep into her flesh making her scream
in both ecstasy and pain which triggered her come hard. luz clawed the kitsune's back which was
ignored as amity drove her cock deep into the noceda's pussy till she finally came right after.

amity rolled her eyes back as she lets her warm seeds fill luz up and slowly withdrew from her
neck, licking the small oozing blood which sealed the mark but it'll stay there for the rest of her life.
the glowing slowly died down along with the kitsune's rut.

sighing deeply, amity's rationale quickly came back as it disappeared. "luz, are you okay?! i'm so
sorry!" she gently pulled out and cupped luz's cheeks to check if she's okay after that unexpected
ritual. luz looked blissed out with her thighs unconsciously twitching from the feeling of cum
slowly leaking out of her well used cunt.

she blinked multiple times after being brought back down to earth and looked into amity's eyes that
are golden once again. "yeah. yeah, i'm okay." luz replied as she placed her hand on top of amity's,
pressing her cheek onto the warmth of it.

sighing in relief, amity laid down beside luz with her form shifting into a normal human as she
wrapped her arms around her lover. "i went too hard. i'm sorry." she muttered, looking down in
shame like a regretful kitten.

luz patted the top of amity's head and moved closer for a cuddle as she lifted her head up to look at
her. "hey, i enjoyed it though it was sudden." she reassured with her hand feeling the mark the
kitsune left.

"what does this mean?" luz asked as she rubbed the mark.

"you're mine. forever." amity simply replied with love ever so evident in her gaze for luz. she isn't
sacrificing her freedom to be with this woman she felt absolute freedom by being with her and be
the one to spend eternity with.

luz was surprised but a smile came on her face instead, she nuzzled up to amity's neck as she buried
herself into the warmth. feeling contentment and happiness brewed in her chest, they finally found
someone they can be with.

"i like that."

as the two lovers laid comfortably in their futon, though naked, they had each other to keep warm
in this cold night. then, the lights went out.



Caught in a Web

Chapter Summary

spider girl lumity

requested smut by @rabidtime

"another day done, another crime solved." a vigilante sat on top of the most tallest structure in the
boiling isles, their dark purple with gold outlined suit was very visible despite the blinking red light
being the only light source up here.

the winds were cold making her shiver with her cat eared hood of her jacket wave from the side.
they looked out of the city that shone the brightest, out matching the freckles of stars above.

spider girl turned her head at her partner, dawning a dark pink suit that also has a hood but not a
complete jacket like hers and has the same spider emblem on her chest and back. she watched the
various things happening in the ground but spider girl does feel her partner stare at her from time to
time. she didn't mind though.

"nice work, partner." spider girl said as she offered her first to her partner.

amity blight met spider girl a few months ago, she thought she was the first to be bitten by that
damn spider. their initial first impression wasn't the best but they soon warmed up as they worked
better as a duo in sweeping the streets from crimes.

softly scoffing, amity looked away with her hand bending "oh please, you did all the work and all i
just stand on the side." she said with such modesty as she slowly rotated her hand but she suddenly
felt spider girl lean against her back making the blight's cheeks heat up wildly and she thanked
herself for wearing a mask.

"come on, i can't take all of this credit for myself. bring it in!" spider girl offered her fist to amity
once again for an actual fist bump now, leaving not much of a choice and she doesn't wanna leave
her hanging anyways.

amity gave her partner a fist bump, watching her pump her fist in the air for momentary celebration
as she always found it cute when she does that before springing up to her feet.

"i'll see you in the next high speed chase?" amity asked as she watched spider girl walk over to the
ledge, glancing at amity one last time with the winds getting stronger that made their clothes dance
along the invisible beat.

with a reassured nod, "most definitely. see ya later spidey!" spider jumped off the roof without
worrying of ever hitting the ground at full speeds. amity watched her partner, the swelling pain on
her chest swing from building to building as she got further away till she's nothing but a speck in
amity's vision.



amity stayed on the roof for a while, thinking. pondering about many things that are mostly spider
girl. she doesn't understand the ever growing feeling in her chest as it always overwhelmed her. it
only happens whenever she's with her partner and.. and her best friend, luz noceda.

luz is amity's classmate since high school and her heart always sings for the girl longer before
spider girl came into the picture but this placed amity in a complicated position as she doesn't know
what to do when she both likes the two women in her life. one she knew for years and the other
who can't show her face.

speaking of faces, she has been wondering about spider girl's identity for a long time now. she can't
figure it out based on her voice when they both use voice altering so she had to devise a plan that'll
only be between them. no one else.

softly sighing, amity stood up and walked over to the ledge to gaze down on the steep drop before
taking the leap of faith.

-----

the next day arrived, amity was quick to get off her bed and already be on her way to campus. she
usually goes there in a car with her siblings but she's walking today as she needs to do something
first. setting up the perfect place where everything will go down.

as amity stepped into the establishment while fixing her sling bag, she felt something heavy drape
over her shoulder making amity almost fall. a growl surfaced on her throat, about to scold whoever
rudely interrupted her nice morning but it all dropped when she heard that sweet voice.

"mornin' amity! how's the beauty sleep?" amity turned her head to be met with luz's shining hazel
eyes staring back at her golden ones accompanied by her usual smile. the blight's cheeks tinted rosy
but she looked away to hide it the best she can.

"good morning, luz. you're extra energetic today." amity said, she fixed her posture and started
walking for her first class with luz beside her, acknowledging the noceda was skipping than
walking for amity to ignore the fact that luz's arm was still on her shoulder.

but amity gonna complain about having this much contact.

"yep. last night was great, not in a suggestive way of course. it's just i did alot yesterday and i sorta
feel fulfilled by finishing it, you know." luz began rambling, explaining for no misconceptions
while amity was staring at her with infatuation in her eyes until she looked away again when their
eyes created contact for a split second.

luz pursed her lips as she realised she's spitballing again. "i've been talking for too long."

amity shook her head with a soft chuckle, "it's alright. i get it. so are you gonna tell me what this
fulfilling thing was?" she asked in a teasing tone as she nudged luz on the side. seeing her get
timorous with her cheeks lighting up like hers.

"uh.. maybe later." luz dismissed and amity knows she is never gonna hear about it after today.
when they arrived just outside of amity's class, luz had a different one today which sucked but at
least they have two classes together on tuesdays and thursdays.



"see you at lunch?" luz asked as she lets amity go out of her reach, heading for the door. she doesn't
wanna be separated from the blight because each class became lifeless without the other.

amity nodded, "our spot. don't be late." she extended her closed fist to luz who didn't hesitate to do
their secret, complicated fist bump before bumping their heads together making them groan but
they're used to it. once they drew back, their hands lingered for each other until the space between
them was massive.

amity didn't want to let her hand go as it sent electrifying tingles throughout her body that made her
want more but this wasn't the right time.

there was silence between, their eyes staring deep into one another as if they're trying to convey
something but it'll have to wait when the bell rang and everyone that was left in the hallways
started running for their designated classes.

"i'll see you later, ami." luz waved her best friend goodbye before running along the stampede,
amity watching her by the door as half of her was already inside but she waited until luz was no
longer in sight. when she fully entered the class and walked up the stairs to get to her usual seat.

 

when lunch came, amity stood alone in her and luz's private spot. she was slightly irritated that luz
hasn't became punctual for the last few years but maybe it's for the best. she didn't want her to walk
up and see her mask anyways. amity didn't have time to get her full suit on, the mask and hood was
the only thing that mattered.

amity waited for a while, shooting jocose webs at the man committing a felony down the narrow
alleyway. loving the sight of him running confused, dropping his knife to get the web out of his
eyes before amity glued him to the floor for the cops to clean up.

then, the blight perked up when she caught a familiar sense of her partner swinging by just a few
yards from here.

amity quickly jumped off the roof, shooting her first web to propel herself up into the air and did a
double to be slingshot towards the direction spider girl went. not wanting to waste anymore time.

as amity saw her partner in the distance before swinging down the place right where she wants her
to be. amity shot herself overhead of the alleyway with the 'crime' taking place, spider girl didn't
have enough time to react before amity fired her altered, super sticky web that's impossible to
remove at her partner.

only she can get it off.

amity easily landed on her feet on top of a rooftop, seeing spider girl struggling within the strong
web and even tried to use her own webs to pull her out but it was already stuck on her.

"gotcha."

the blight jumped off the roof, she waved the two hired actors to leave now as she already paid
them ahead of them to have this trap set up just for spider girl.



"geez, you could've just called when you wanted to see me." spider girl joked with a light chuckle
but deep down she's confused why her own partner is doing this and what for?

"well, crime always makes you go out of your cave so don't take this the wrong way." amity said as
she approached her partner, she stared into the white glasses for eyes. wishing she could see
through them and she will soon enough.

"i won't." her partner simply replied, inherently giving amity the green light to step into phase 2.

"then you won't mind if i see your face. we've been working together for a while now so," amity
gripped the top of spider girl's mask, feeling the hair under it and started to pull carefully as the rim
of the mask was caught on the web.

"wait-" spider girl turned to move away from amity's grip but it was too late.

"let's see who's behind mask number one!" amity swiftly pulled the mask off to finally see who's
been dawning this mask and her eyes widened with a gasp escaping her lips as never in a million
year thought it'd be her.

"...luz?"

luz was surprised when she heard her name utter from her partner, she slowly aimed her web
shooters towards amity's mask the best she can before shooting her web and pulled on it for the
mask to slip out of amity's head. revealing her ever so familiar short purple hair, this further
shocked luz.

"holy shit! amity?!" luz's jaw dropped as she never expected amity to be behind the mask and the
blight could say the same to luz.

amity quickly started to rip her webs out of luz to let her go, "god, i'm so sorry. i didn't mean to do
this. i just didn't expect.." she trailed off as she started internally cursing herself for doing this to her
own best friend yet again, she didn't know but it's still her fault for gluing luz to the wall.

as most of the webs are off, amity deeply sighed in frustration with the heel of her palms pressed
against her eyes to hide her face. "ugh, i'm so stupid.." she muttered to herself and luz clearly heard
it.

"how? when?" luz could only muster single questions without needing to elaborate. she sighed
deeply and scratched her head, trying to think that amity must've gone in the same route as her of
getting bitten or she somehow got her blood but that's impossible.

whatever the answer may be, luz was glad and terrified at the same time that her partner is amity.

softly smiling, luz shook off the remaining strands of webs on her arms and gently grabbed both of
amity's hands away from her beautiful face. "hey hey, it's alright. i do stupid things with you too."
luz reassured as she caressed amity's cheeks, she stared into her intense golden eyes again.

luz's feelings towards the blight haven't been vivid for her but her feeling that flutters in her
stomach tells numbers.

amity softly gasped, her cheeks becoming light red with her eyes slowly dilated as she stared into
luz's sparkling ones. there's a sudden force that's pulling them closer and closer until they close



onto each other's lips, feeling the undeniable softness and warmth transferring to one another.

but it was unfortunately short lived as an explosion shook their entire system and senses making
them abruptly pull away. amity growled to herself from the sudden interruption of their moment.

"what a great timing." she sneered. luz giggled, she grabbed both of their masks off the floor and
patted amity's back to calm her down as she handed her mask.

"come on, i'm betting it's just atomic machine making rounds downtown." luz leaned in to give
amity a quick peck, pulled her mask back on before starting to swing up into the buildings, heading
for downtown.

smirking, amity placed her mask back on and swiftly followed after the spider girl.

-----

as luz and amity landed on the emergency stairs of amity's apartment after another successful ass
kicking day. she bent down to open her window, stepped inside and offered her hand to help luz
come in.

"so, welcome to my apartment." amity said as she placed her mask down on her nightstand. she
looked over to luz who also has her mask off while looking around at amity's well managed room
with fairy lights that she turned on to set the mood.

"you sure you wanna stay here for the night?" amity asked and luz scoffed at that question, she
looked at the blight with a smile on her face. "you kidding? i wanna live here now! it's so much
better than mine." she said with her arms exaggerating the minimalist room making the blight
chuckle to herself and approached luz.

"if that's the case," amity cupped luz's chin for their eyes to meet, letting the noceda see the want in
her eyes as their bodies slowly pressed up against each other. with only having spandex on, they
can feel everything.

"where were we?" amity's voice became sultry that turned luz on.

"i don't know. what are you planning to do with me, miss blight?" luz replied as she drew closer to
amity's plump lips, eyeing it with such hunger.

darkly chuckling, amity led and pinned luz to her bed, leaning down to whisper "why don't we find
out?" before diminishing their space with another kiss but this time, it was more heated and
overflowing with passion.

luz slowly wrapped her arms around amity's neck, her whole body relaxing under her as she felt her
wild hands roaming around her body. getting a feel of everything until she found the zipper.

as they pulled away, amity pulled the zipper down just enough to show luz's torso and the main
highlight was her rotund breasts alluring her. she didn't fight the temptation as she leaned down to
give one of luz's dark nipples in her mouth, her hips slowly grinding against her thighs making luz
lowly whimper.

"ami.." luz loosely gripped amity's hair as she watched her suck on her nipple while she groped the
other. her unoccupied hand snake down towards amity's crotch, getting the feel of her large hard on



that's really hard in what they're wearing. luz wants to get rid of the suits and be completely bare
but amity has other plans.

when amity pulled away with a pop, she hummed and moved luz up to the pillows. gripped both of
her wrists together, when luz was about to ask what the blight is doing, she fired a web at the
noceda's wrists. gluing her to the headboard.

"remember the time you almost killed me by pushing me towards dr. thornheart's acid?" amity
asked, recalling their third mission together as a new duo in town. she started stripping while luz
watched, making it hard for her to form a coherent sentence with amity's long cock twitching in
front of her. oozing.

"it was an accident. i thought you were over it?" luz replied, she does vividly remember that night
and she was quick on her feet to help amity up before it was too late but the blight pressed her
finger against her lips, hushing her as her finger slowly trailed down from her lips to the valley of
her breasts.

amity smirked at the sight of luz's frustrated face, she tossed her suit to the ground and stared deep
into her eyes with dripping lust in her golden hues, "still. you almost killed me, luz and bad girls
don't deserve squat." she said in her normal tone but has the underlying salacity seen in her eyes.

"you're good at making bets and excuses, aren't you? so why don't you give me something good if
you want this." amity ripped luz's in between to reveal her dripping pussy, she pressed her tip
against her slit making the noceda yelp with her body trembling from amity's grinding that only
lasted in mere seconds.

luz started to think of something that amity deemed as a good reason for her to stick her dick inside
her. but the blight is making it hard for her while continuously teasing to enter her hole only for it
to be taken away.

luz can tell she's enjoying every second of it.

"ngh.. e- every win in a fight, i'll give you a blow." that's the best luz can think of right now and this
piqued amity's interest. "and if we lose?" she asked with a rose brow.

"..use my ass."

amity was taken aback by that small whisper, "i'm sorry, what was that?" she drew closer for luz to
say it again even though she already heard it.

luz whimpered that she had to say it one more time, she made her voice clearer but not louder.
"you- you can use my ass.." she repeated and that's enough for amity to push her entire cock inside
the noceda's sloppy pussy. earning a gasp followed by a moan from her.

"you got yourself a deal." amity bit her lip at the feeling of her cock getting sized by luz's pulsing
walls. she gripped her hips as she glanced down to see that she's really inside the woman she loves
and it felt so surreal.

"oh fuck.. amity.." luz couldn't hold on anything but her own wrists, the cock inside her was
stretching her wide and it sort of hurts but amity gladly gives her time to adjust from the sudden
intrusion.



"sorry. i just got excited." amity whispered as she began giving luz kisses along her neck with her
hands soothing her tensed legs. letting her relax under her once again.

"it's okay. i am too." luz rested her head against amity and they closed their space once again with
an even more tender kiss to help luz get accustomed to the blight's bulk.

after a minute or two, amity slowly drew back and got in a good position as she asked "feel better
now?"

luz nodded, "yeah, you can move." she replied. amity nodded back, she firmed up her grip on luz's
hips and started to slowly pull her cock out then back in, going at a sluggish pace for luz. watching
her scrunched up face gradually turn into a pleasured expression.

"feels good, doesn't it?" amity cooed, she can see a faint outline of her cock on luz's lower stomach.
it amused her just how big she is compared to the noceda's cute pussy.

"yeah.. aah.." luz slowly fluttered her eyes shut, letting herself indulge in the moment as she lets
amity use her body in whatever she pleases. amity took this as a sign to steadily pick up the pace,
listening to luz's moans becoming clearer and loud enough to fill the room.

did amity shut the window?

amity spreads luz's legs as far as she can, leaning in to rest her head against her shoulders while her
hips become faster. it hard into luz's cunt making her roll her head back in delight with her moan
just kept on getting louder and louder.

"amity! aahh fuck.. yes.. yes!" luz moaned shamelessly, her grip in the web tightened, threatening
to rip it off as the pleasure surged all over her body like tidal waves crashing into the pit of her
stomach then climbing up. her body began ricocheting from slamming hips, creating a familiar
clapping noise with the bed getting ready to squeak.

"augh- shit.. god, you feel amazing, luz!" amity groaned, she licked luz's bare neck and bit into her
flesh to leave a long lasting mark, creating more along her neck. luz barely felt the bite as she was
consumed by the euphoria in between her legs.

amity pulled away from luz's neck to see her work, the hickeys she left made a sort of ring around
the noceda's neck. like a collar. and amity felt proud of it though luz may need to buy some scarfs
to hide that. her eyes landed on luz's breasts again, watching it bounce from the wild thrusting with
her beautiful moans filling her ears that echoed throughout the room.

the bed finally joined in making noise with the two lovers, getting abused from the growing
inhumane speed of the blight. her thighs were burning but it was all worth it.

then, amity hits luz's g spot that drove her insane. "aaahh! fuck right there! amity please fuck me
right there!!" she screamed with her hips arching as she wanted amity to hit it one more time. amity
was shook from that sudden scream, a devilish smirk climbed on her lips and she didn't hesitate to
follow what her queen desires.

hitting that spot again for luz, bringing her closer to the edge.

luz started to feel a knot getting tighter from each slam in her spot, it's getting to the point of being
unbearable and unable for her to hold back as she screamed amity's name one last time with her



hips arched high, trembling for a few seconds until she fell limp.

amity plunged her cock right into luz's womb before ejaculating inside, letting her seeds ferment
luz. she stayed in to let all of her cum out, watching her lover shudder in ecstasy, feeling the warm
cum swirl inside her womb.

amity slowly pulled out her cum covered cock and tore the web off luz's wrists to let her lay down
the pillows to rest. she giggled at the euphoric daze luz was in, she gently pulled the rest of her suit
off her so they could cuddle comfortable before amity pulled the covers over their nude bodies.

luz moved into amity's arms, nesting up into her neck as she started to feel woozy just by listening
to her lover's heartbeats against her ears. lulling her. amity held her lover close to her with her hand
slowly rubbing her stomach as the dream of having a family with luz has always been on her mind.

now she got it.

"don't forget to make me a new suit." luz mumbled in her sleep before completely passing out in
the blight's arms.

giggling, amity placed a kiss on top of luz's head and buried her face into her curly locks as she
closed her eyes to invite slumber. resting peacefully in each other's arms after nothing beating the
villains the boiling isles had to offer for the past months.

"totally worth it."
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"that's the last box." amity dropped a small box on top of the pile of bigger boxes as it's the only
thing she can carry for now. while odalia was talking to the retailer, alador looked over to his
daughter with his usual tired expression that the kids grew accustomed to.

the blight family moved to a quaint suburban town for the summer as their manor was getting
renovated and their old summer mansion was sold to amend the mishap from their sales a few
months ago. odalia didn't like the idea of living amongst the commoners but alador talked her into
this, saying it's just for the summer and the children could alot of fun.

"you can explore the house with the twins, dear. there's a treehouse in the backyard, tell me what
you find that needs to be fixed." alador said as he softly patted amity's head and walked beside his
wife to listen to her tangent with the retailer. something about lowering the rents even though they
have enough money to last a lifetime.

amity's interest was piqued when her father mentioned a treehouse, she was quick to get out of the
living room and out into the backyard. almost breaking the glass sliding door since she was so
excited.

once she got there, amity stopped in front of a tall tree that's still blossoming with a nailed plank
ladder leading to a fairly sized treehouse that looked on the outside but could the same be said on
the inside?

amity was quick to climb the tree using the planks which was surprisingly stable from it's flimsy
look. as she got inside, a small 'whoa' escaped her lips.

the interior was nice though empty but it won't be too long that amity will move her stuff up here
for the twins not to reach. especially her dairy and would probably ask alador to make a sturdy door
since she did see the broken hinges.

amity slowly walked over to the first window that's looking at the windows of their new house. she
even sees the twins running through the hallways from the opened doors of the rooms they
scavenged. she quickly moved to the second window that overlooks the neighboring houses and she
can see right into someone's open window in the house across the street.

amity squinted her eyes to see what could be inside, the waving curtains kept blocking her view but
what made her energy shoot up to the rooftops was the posture of the good witch azura plastered on
the door. she doesn't know who this room belongs to but she already liked their taste.



"amity! come get your stuff and find your room." amity heard her mother call her, she was about to
leave but looked over her shoulder to give the window one last glance before going down the
treehouse and back into the main house.

as the sun went down, dinner was silent with a few small talks from odalia regarding the twins but
not much for amity though she really didn't care when her mind was elsewhere and she wanted to
go back to the treehouse to check if the owner of the room was back.

when dinner was finished, amity quickly excused herself and jogged back to the treehouse while
constantly looking over her shoulder to make sure the twins didn't follow her.

amity looked out of the window once again, she sees the room was lit and the curtains stopped
moving, giving amity a full view of what the room looks like and she's happy to see more azura
merchandise.

while amity lost in admiring the many azura stuff, her eyes immediately zipped towards the door
when she saw it move. she finally saw the owner of the room, they looked to be the same age as
her. amity had to squint her eyes again to see their curly head and dark complexion.

amity kinda wanna knows who they are now. she hasn't met any people who like azura so it's the
most phenomenal thing for her to see someone who has the same likes as her.

the young blight proceeds to watch the girl walk around her room, getting something and then,
amity sees her pull down her pants all the way down letting her pee pee show under the light,
standing in it's full scale. amity thought they were getting on their night attire but no.

amity watched them slowly grasp it and started bringing their hand up and down on the thing. she
doesn't know what's happening or what this meant but she couldn't look away, she continued to
observe. seeing them slowly slip their unoccupied hand up in their shirt to do something while they
stared at themselves doing it.

amity felt like she's invading their privacy and should avert her eyes but she simply couldn't. she
didn't want to. something started to swell inside her stomach, dripping down to her in between
making amity look down as she wondered what it meant.

a pulsing sensation started to make itself known, amity tried to ignore it by continuing to watch
them while her legs unconsciously rub against each other. her bodily heat rose along with the blood
in her cheeks when saw something white spew out of the pee pee making them roll their head back.

gulping, amity doesn't know what that was but.. it was something she hasn't seen before. what
could it be? should she ask the twins about it? she doubts they'll give her a straight answer and
would pry on her if she did.

amity was slightly disappointed when she saw the person pull their pants back up, walked over to
the window making amity quickly duck before they could see her and turned off the light as they
headed off to sleep.

the young blight slowly peered her head up once again and saw the lights were out along with the
windows shut. sighing silently, amity thought there could be more but maybe they'll do it again
tomorrow? she just has to hope on that.



she glanced down on her skirt once again, it felt wet and awkward especially when she couldn't
stop grinding their thighs together. amity stopped for her to stand up, rather stiffly, and headed
down to prepare to sleep.

once amity got on her pajamas, she flicked off the light only for her night light to be on and hopped
inside the sheets that covered all of her in. she tried to close her eyes and just drift off to sleep but
her mind kept wandering to somewhere else, she didn't change her underwear but now she wished
she did as the wet feeling hasn't disappeared.

grumbling in slight frustration, amity pulled her covers over her head and slipped her hand inside
her panty to check if she peed herself but what she felt wasn't pee. it was warm, slick and slightly
sticky as it covered her whole butterfly.

amity can't figure out what it is so she continued to rub, test what it is and it sent ripples of ecstasy
through her body making her shudder. she rolled her fingers up to feel a small bulb, she pressed it
making her whole body jolt with her thighs twitching.

"w.. what is this.." amity muttered to herself, she wants to stop but she couldn't because she's
starting to like this weird feeling. she moved her fingers down again, feeling a sort of opening that
seems to be the culprit of the wet situation.

it's so easy to slip a finger in and amity did. a sharp gasp escaped her lips as she felt her small
finger inside her once untouched pussy, it's so warm and wet that she thought her finger was inside
of a slime or something.

wanting to know more of this weird thing, amity pulled her finger out only for more pleasure to
surge and slowly pushed back in. she wanted more, she pulled her pants and underwear down to her
ankles for her to start fingering at a steady pace.

soft, low moans uttered from her lips as she felt wave after wave of pleasure hit her every time her
finger hits something. amity thought it was a donut since she felt a small hole but when she tried to
push her finger, a moan escaped her throat making amity clasp her hand to her mouth.

it was an odd noise but amity continued while her hand was kept on her mouth, her eyes slowly
fluttering shut with her legs kept parting. sweat started to accumulate on her forehead and her
nipples turned hard through her thin pajama shirt. she kept pumping her finger inside her pussy as
her mind replayed the obscene scene she watched which only excited her body even more.

amity didn't want to stop.

-----

the next morning came, the whole blight family was up for breakfast. while odalia was keeping the
twins occupied and spoiled as ever, amity was in her own world.

she couldn't keep her mind off of what happened in her bedroom and them.

amity clenched her thighs together as she doesn't know how to turn off the wetness of her cunt that
sort of makes her walking uncomfortable. even changing her panties doesn't solve it. she had to just
bear with it for her family not to notice it.



"mother, is it alright if we go to the neighbor's house today? we met a girl who's our age yesterday."
edric asked, he and emira wanted to get used to the suburban area for their summer long antics.

amity blocked out whatever the twins and her mother were gonna say as she continued to lazily eat
her breakfast along with her father. both spacing out.

"of course, dear. speaking of neighbors, we've invited the nocedas for dinner since they welcomed
us with open arms upon moving."

"where do they live, mother?" emira asked as she scooped her last spoonful of food.

"across the street. i think mrs. noceda has a child, doesn't she, darling?" odalia replied, she glanced
over to her husband who's not listening to a word his wife is saying until odalia elbowed him with a
clearing of throat that snapped him back to reality.

alador looked at his three children and cleared his throat, "yes. a daughter i presume." he added.
this made amity perk up, she looked at both of her parents as this might be her chance to get to
know who was that girl she saw last night.

"what's her name?" amity asked. odalia and the twins were slightly surprised that amity spoke in
the conversation for once.

"mrs. noceda hasn't stated it yet. the children came along the visit but didn't show her face to us."
alador responded to her daughter while resuming his meal. amity was a little disappointed that not
even a name was given but it's alright, she can have her chance in getting to know her tonight.

odalia watched her daughter be in deep thought, a smirk slowly came on her face as she hummed to
herself. "i wonder why our little mittens suddenly became interested in our neighbors." she started
making amity look at her with the twins quickly catching up to what their mother is on to.

"have you seen the noceda child, amity?" odalia asked and amity furiously shook her head, she
lowered her gaze back down to her food with her cheeks turning rosy. she pressed her thighs
together once again just when she thought the wetness stopped.

"no. i haven't, mother." amity replied which only fueled the fire.

chuckling, edric placed his hand on amity's head making her slightly flinch. "don't worry mittens,
you'll meet her soon enough." he reassured in a baby like tone, amity growled as she hates the
sound of it and being touched in general.

"stop." amity roughly swatted edric's hand off her.

edric and emira looked at each other, snickering to themselves before emira pulled amity into a hug
as if she's cradling a baby. a very angry baby who's cheeks started turning red because of it. "aw,
why can't we hug our little sister?" emira cooed, and amity continued to growl.

"no! stop it, get off!" amity pushed emira off and glared at her which didn't faze the eldest blight.
not one bit, she just finds it amusing and cute that amity tries to scary her.

softly giggling, odalia finally broke up the little tangent. "that's enough children. all of you must be
in your best behavior tonight so no roughhousing on the table." she reminded the three as she
watched them straighten up in their chairs.



amity narrowed her eyes at her siblings who only snickered again before she internally and looked
down at her still half eaten plate of now cold breakfast.

"yes mother."

 

when night came running by once again, everyone was best to impress the guests. amity doesn't
know what to expect but she's anxious as hell. she stood by the window, peeking every now and
then to see when the nocedas would come in while the others were setting the table.

then, amity saw a woman with someone walking beside her heading towards the house. the
nocedas. "they're here!" she quickly went for the door, planning to be the one to open it but she
faltered as nervousness got to her nerves with her hand starting to tremble that's close to the
doorknob.

"alright everyone, settle down. let us do the talking." odalia gently placed amity to the back with
the twins while she and alador stood in front of the door to greet the nocedas once the doorbell
rang.

amity took a deep breath in, tightly gripped the helm of her skirt as the door swung open, revealing
the faces of the two nocedas on the other side.

"camila, it's so good to see you made it." odalia greeted camila noceda with a quick hug. amity
peered from the side to see the woman wearing a wholehearted smile but when she tried to see the
kid beside her, she couldn't as they're hiding behind her.

"well, we do live just across the street and thank you for inviting us for dinner, odalia." camila said
with her smile never dropping.

odalia nodded as she flashed her own smile, "it's our pleasure. i see you also brought your
daughter." she glanced at the child who's still hiding and not wanting to see her face.

"of course. mija, why don't you introduce yourself to the blights." camila softly placed her daughter
in front of her, letting the blights see her face, finally. amity's eyes widened as she instantly
recognised that curly head and dark complexion from last night.

this is it.

"hello, mr. and mrs. blight. i'm luz noceda." luz introduced herself as she timidly offered her hands
to the blights for a shake with an awkward toothy smile on. odalia gladly gave luz a handshake and
alador did the same.

"nice to meet you, luz. i have someone who's so eager to meet you when i told them you were
coming." odalia said with her smile growing wide, she grabbed amity's arm and pulled her in front
for the two children to finally meet eye to eye.

"say hello amity."

luz and amity became frozen in place as they stared into each other's hues. a sudden attraction was
lit between them, their eyes were telling something as their body started to react erotically as the



stare dragged on making amity's pussy liquidating and luz turning hard which she quickly tried to
bring it down. it'll be embarrassing for it to be seen by their new neighbors.

amity was the first to snap back down to earth as the stare felt like it went over for hours. she
cleared her throat that helped luz go down from the clouds. "h- hello, luz. i'm amity." amity
extended her hand for a handshake as she showed a nervous smile.

"n.. nice to meet you too." luz hesitantly accepted the hand and started to shake it while not
averting her eyes from the young blight. she just couldn't and she doesn't know why her body was
suddenly reacting like this. this never happened before.

as luz and amity slowly pull their hands back, lingering almost. amity broke the eye contact as she
doesn't want to give signals of her already liking the noceda (despite her efforts being useless). her
eyes suddenly stopped right down on luz's groin to see an evident tent though nobody seemed to
notice it but her.

then, odalia clapped her hands together for everyone's attention to be on her. "now that everyone
knows each other. shall we?"

once everybody was settled down at the dining table, amity and luz were conveniently placed
together while the twins sat in parallel with them to get a nice view of the two being awkward and
such.

the atmosphere between them was dense and neither knew how to start a conversation especially
when amity kept glancing at luz's erection with luz peeking through the blight's dress of her
growing mounds.

"so uh.." amity tried to start something between them as she pulled her gaze away from the
noceda's groin only for it to land on something that caught her eye. a ring but it's not an ordinary
one.

"i see you like azura." amity pointed at the ring making luz raise into the light. "this little trinket?"
she asked with a brow raised, she stared into amity's golden eyes once again before nonchalantly
shrugging.

"i just bought this from the thrift store and i already feel the dark power of the bloodsurge bauble as
it was 
forged by a legendary blacksmith hiding within the depths of the lunar terrain." they ended up
reciting the same verse they memorised together. luz was surprised at this, a smile came on her lips
as amity lets out a genuine giggle for the first time.

their parents and the twins were watching them interact, though they don't know what they're
talking about but their parents were glad they're getting along.

"so you do like azura!" luz said as she fully turned her body to face amity with her elbow resting on
top of the chair. her smile became irremovable as she watched amity vigorously nod her head.

"of course i do! i have the full 6 volumes of it! well, not really, i don't have the 5th one." amity
replied, she didn't really mind missing a part. she turned body to face luz as well with the space
between them slowly diminishing.



luz lets out a gasp, her eyes twinkling and shining like the stars above. "i have the 5th volume! you
can borrow mine if you want." luz suggested and amity was taken aback from the kindness.

"really?" luz nodded her head as a response. amity softly smiled, she hasn't had anyone be this kind
to her right off the bat. this made the blight start to like the young noceda.

when luz and amity finished their dinner, they excused themselves to head for the treehouse to have
their own privacy as amity was planning something.

"come on." amity helped luz up to the treehouse before closing the newly made door by her father
and locked it. amity moved some of her things here while she was preparing for the nocedas' arrival
like her beanbags, a mini fridge along with her stack of the good witch azura books hidden in the
corner. all that's missing is the fairy lights but the lights from the backyard itself is enough to light
the place.

"oh wow! this looks amazing, amity! well, i never had a treehouse before so." luz said, she walked
over to the nearest window to peer out, seeing the empty road from here while amity watched her
as she fiddled with her fingers, getting nervous once again.

"you can take a seat. do you want some soda?" amity offered as she went over to the mini fridge to
get two bottles of sodas out.

luz perked up at the sound of soda, she trotted over to amity and looked down to see what's inside
the fridge. "oh yes please." she accepted the offered bottle from amity, twisted it open and started
chugging it down like there's no tomorrow. amity ended up staring once again, watching luz's throat
move as she gulped down almost half of the bottle before sighing deeply with content. the blight
quickly looked away before luz noticed.

"thanks, ami." luz said with a smile as she capped her bottle, she leaned against the wall with her
arm resting on the windowsill while amity sat down on the beanbag. "you're welcome." she replied.

amity hasn't opened her bottle yet as she kept pondering if she should go along with this plan and
risk her newly formed friendship all because of her inability to keep her curiosity at bay. she looked
up at luz again who was talking but her voice was muffled from the blight's ears, the tent on the
noceda's pants was still there and amity really wanted to see what's behind it.

fuck it.

"hey, do you know the game 'show me yours and i'll show mine'?" amity asked, cutting off
whatever luz was talking.

luz hummed to herself as she tapped her chin while thinking before coming to a conclusion that the
game doesn't ring a bell to her. "nope. never heard of that game before. what is it?" she asked with
her body slowly swinging back and forth while twirling her bottle around.

gulping, amity took a deep breath in and said to herself there's no turning back now. "it- it's
basically if you show me yours then i'll show mine in return then we'll go back and forth until the
game ends." she explained the best she can based on what she read as she pointed at luz's pants then
herself, specifically at her skirt.

luz took a few seconds to connect everything before snapping her finger, "oh, i get it. you wanna
see this?" she placed her bottle down next to her feet, quickly unbuckled her pants to pull it down



just enough for amity to see her erected cock. it's in it's early stage and luz is still growing but why
does it look so big?

it could be at least 7-8 inches.

amity's face blew up in red at the sight of it, "y-yeah.." she placed her bottle down on the side and
slowly stood up to head over to luz. amity grabbed luz's hand to pull out of the window and placed
her in the corner so no one could see them.

amity looked down on the cock once more, watching it grow in it's fullest form and twitch from the
mixture of cold air and excitement as the space between them was nonexistent.

"now you show me yours." luz whispered, her cheeks became beet red as well. amity slowly
nodded, she unbuttoned her blouse for luz to see her baby bra that she also pulled up to show off
her mounds and erected nipples.

luz gulped hard, before she could touch the blight's breasts, she felt amity grasp her cock and
started to slowly stroke it. feeling the slightly bulging veins with the tip glistening from the oozing
precum. amity listened to luz's breathy noises, her head pressing against luz's shoulder while she
rubbed her sensitive cock.

amity couldn't help but feel dryness in her throat as she continued to stare at the lactating tip, her
body is telling her to lap it up but she couldn't move as she picked up her pace making luz groan
with her head rolling back.

biting her lip, amity look at luz again for their eyes to see that held something only they could
understand. luz placed her hands on amity's breasts to finally feel their softness, she pulled her up
against her body so no space was left between them.

"i saw you do this last night. you didn't see me?" amity admitted in peeping on luz jerk off, as she
really had to look up what it meant. luz hummed, she moved one hand up to cup amity's chin with
the other slithering down towards her skirt.

"no but i wish i did." luz leaned in for a kiss. amity was taken aback by this but she reluctantly
kissed back with her feeling luz's tongue lash around her lips. she doesn't know what it meant as
she unknowingly opened her mouth for luz to slip in her wet cavern.

the kiss was sloppy and hungry but it didn't matter to them. luz's other hand finally reached down to
amity's clothed pussy earning a whimper within the kiss.

"aahh.. ngh.."

as they pulled away, a visible string of saliva was seen before it disappeared. luz pulled amity's
panties down to her ankles and slowly led amity to lay down the floor. they could've just went for
the beanbag but neither of them could think straight anymore.

luz spread amity's legs apart, pulled her skirt up for her to see her wet pussy making her cock
twitch even more. "i saw this somewhere on my phone. i wanna try it with you." luz said as she
raised one of amity's leg for a better view of her dripping cunt.

amity was nervous yet thrilled, she nodded "sure."



luz nodded as well, she slowly rub her tip against amity's slit, seeing her tremble from the sensation
and lined up her cock in her hole before starting to slowly push her girth in

amity gasped at the feeling of her walls getting stretched, she clasped both of her mouths on her
mouth as she stared up to the ceiling while she felt her pussy slowly widening for luz's cock.

"luz.." amity whined, she looked down to see the meat getting consumed by her sloppy pussy.
despite her extreme wetness, she still felt a stinging pain as luz continued to go in but luckily. the
noceda went slow for their firsts.

when everything was inside, amity lowly moaned with her body trembling at the feeling of luz's big
cock getting sized by her pulsing walls. she felt her let go of her leg for it to rest on her shoulder
and hovered above her as their eyes met once again. luz didn't move for amity to get accustomed to
her bulk.

"ready?" luz asked, her voice soft and soothing to amity's ears. she gripped onto luz's wrists near
her head for support and nodded for luz to start moving her hips. pulling half of her cock out and
back in, hitting that spot for amity but it's not as intense like how she did it last night.

the feeling of the girth going in and out of her felt odd. it's like her finger but more bigger and
warmer as the warmth covered her lower half that's slowly rising up. and she's not in control like
she knows when she wants to go fast.

"this feels weird.. but don't stop.." amity muttered, she cupped luz's cheeks, caressing it as she
watched the noceda lean into the touch while her hand slowly intertwined with the blight's.

"faster." amity said as her hand moved up to luz's curls to firmly grip it and pulled her down for
another sloppy kiss. luz moaned in the kiss, she didn't hesitate to comply, their clashing hips now
emitting a clapping noise with amity moaning in the kiss as well.

once they pulled away, luz leaned down for amity to embrace her as she went full out on her. not
caring to be slow and careful, she wants to hear the young blight's moans fill her ears with her
name escaping her lewd lips. amity tightly gripped luz's shirt with their intertwined hands, her leg
was still raised and now she understood why luz did so.

she goes deeper.

"l- luz! aahh! oh gods…" amity moaned but she muffled herself by burying her face in luz's
shoulder, her other leg wrapping around her waist as she didn't want to let her go. she could only
hope that her moans weren't heard by everyone and see what the hell they're doing.

"it feels so good.. i can't stop.." luz whimpered, she rolled her tongue along amity's smooth neck
that slightly tasted like sweat but she didn't mind as she suckled on it. not too hard to actually leave
a mark.

she couldn't get over the feeling of her throbbing cock entrapped by amity's tight, warm, pulsing
pussy as it hits the right spot for her. it encourages her to go faster, making her hips slowly become
numb but she could care less.

"then don't! keep going.. harder!" amity slammed her lips into luz's as she felt her hips roughly
slam into her cunt much to the young blight's liking. her eyes rolled back, getting overwhelmed by
the pleasure as her tongues mindlessly danced with luz's.



when they pulled away again, amity pulled her blouse and bra up even more for luz to feel her
breasts once again. luz lifted herself up to see them then back at amity with her thrusts never
faltering, wondering what it meant.

"can you.. can you suck on it?" amity asked as she motioned down on her attention craving pink
perky nipples. luz smiled, she nodded and leaned down to take one of the breasts in her mouth.

amity sharply gasped, her gripped onto the noceda's hair again as she felt luz's tongue flick her
nipples along with her teeth gently chewing it. she looks like a newborn sucking up her mother's
milk.

it's a good thing that the treehouse wasn't ricocheting along with their rough thrusts, they did their
best in silencing much of their pleasured noises and skin slapping for their parents not to suddenly
storm in and ruin their fun as they're so lost that they're slowly starting to care less.

can't have that happening.

luz grunted, she pulled away from amity's nipple and gritted her teeth with her unoccupied hand
scraping against the floorboards. she can feel a twisting sensation within the pit of her stomach
coming closer and closer. the back of her life tells her not to do it inside as bad things might happen
and luz doesn't want that for amity.

amity started to feel the same thing, going harder and faster on her that it's unbearable. it's hard to
stop it. she unintentionally bit onto luz's shoulder with her nails dragging on her shirt as she came
hard for her first time.

luz hissed in pain from the bite but it quickly subdued as she felt a tingle when amity's cum coated
her cock but it didn't stop her from pulling out. preventing herself from popping inside. this
dropped amity down from the clouds at the sudden lack of wholeness in her pussy.

"w- wait, why did you stop?" amity asked as she slowly sat up, she noticed that luz was still hard
and agitated that she didn't come along with amity.

"i saw girls getting pregnant if i stay in from the internet bu- but you can.. suck on it too." luz
suggested, she walked up to amity on her knees and stood on them for her to dick to be face to face
with the blight.

the feeling of thirst made a revival and amity wasn't hesitating anymore.

amity gripped luz's cock once again, opened her mouth as wide as she could and slowly placed half
of the meat in her mouth to start following her sexual instincts. bobbing her head on luz's cock with
her tongue lapping her lactating tip to satisfy her thirst while her hands juggled her balls.

"oh amity.. you're really good." luz cooed, her hand petting the young blight's head as she watched
her give her very first blowjob. since luz was already close to climaxing, it didn't take long for her
to pop inside amity's mouth. letting her take all of her warm load down her throat and she didn't
pull out until every last drop was swallowed.

amity pulled away, her tongue rolling around luz's cock. giving the throbbing veins individual
kisses and giving the tip one last lick before letting her go. luz was in complete trance from that.



"you okay?" amity asked as she leaned up to luz who was snapped back to reality. "huh- oh yeah,
yeah. are you?" luz reciprocated the question, realising that the blight's lips were close to her. she
took this chance to give her a light peck making amity back with a red face.

"mhm. that was amazing, thank you." amity replied with her fingers touching her kissed lips. her
chest kept fluttering even after they did it. what could it possibly mean? she just had to figure it out
later.

"oh no, thank you. i really enjoyed it and i kinda wanna do it again honestly." luz said with such
nonchalance that made amity's cheeks turn red once again. it took luz a few seconds till she realised
what the fuck she just said and immediately slapped both of her hands on her face as she became
embarrassed.

"i said too much."

softly giggling, amity pulled luz's hands off her face as she wanted to keep on staring into her eyes.
"it's alright. we can do it again, just not here. it's risky." she said, she hasn't felt this much rush and
anxiety just by doing it that she doesn't wanna do it again.

luz nodded in agreement, "agreed. wanna come to my place?" she suggested as she pulled her pants
up, fixing herself. she moved closer to amity for her to pull down her bra and blouse down, started
buttoning it like how she remembered before this happened.

"would your mother even allow you?" amity asked while letting luz fix her up when she's perfectly
capable of doing so but she just finds it adorable that luz is doing these little extra things.

"oh definitely! come on, let's go ask them!" luz sprung up to her feet, offered her hand to help
amity up and both of them headed down the treehouse with the two sticking close to each other like
they were glued together.

when they returned to the dining room, camila halted in her tracks as she was just on her way to
call luz that they have to go home now. "mami, can amity stay with me tonight?" luz asked as a
smile climbed on her lips with her elbow draping on amity's shoulder. amity flashed a smile at
camila as she slowly waved her hand at her.

camila was surprised that the two instantly clicked and she's happy that her daughter has a real
friend that isn't merely made up. "oh, that would be great, mija. if only amity's mother would say
yes." camila agreed, making luz's smile grow wider and both nocedas looked over to odalia who's
overhearing the exchange.

amity glanced over to her mother, hoping that she'd say yes for once. odalia hummed before
shrugging as she doesn't see the harm in that if amity keeps up a good score once school comes and
luz wouldn't be too much of a distraction for her daughter.

"well, of course she can, little one. amity, go pack your stuff for your sleepover and make sure to
not be a burden to the nocedas." odalia gave her own form of a yes which made amity internally
ecstatic, she looked at luz who's mirroring her smile.

"yes mom." amity separated from luz for a second so she can pack her pajamas and other things she
might need for this sleepover while luz waits patiently.



when luz and amity to the noceda household, luz immediately excused themselves to swiftly go up
to her room.with the reason of wanting to get this sleepover on the road and camila didn't think
much of it as she thought luz was just excited with her new friend.

as luz locked the door behind her, she jogged over to the window to close it shut. she looked over to
amity who's eyes are wildly darting around her azura themed room, not noticing luz was striping
until she heard her whistle.

amity's face became red once again at the sight of luz being fully naked before her and her cock
standing tall again. she watched luz walk over to her, bending down for their lustful eyes to meet
with their lips just mere inches away.

"where were we?" luz purred as she slithered her hand up to amity's skirt.

"i believe we stopped right here." amity pulled luz into a deep kiss and laid on the bed with her on
top. going in for another round and many more for tonight as they really like getting to know each
other even more.
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lucia and luz. the noceda sisters, they're the unstoppable and inseparable duo. though they don't
have many luxuries and privileges in the lower parts of the boiling isles, they learned to make the
most of it, especially since they only have their mother that they truly cherish.

they roamed the dirty and slightly not dirty streets of the isles, taking every small job opportunity to
get enough snails to fill the table. if it wasn't enough, lucia would mostly take the alternatives while
luz covers for her before making a run for it with an armful of delights in tow.

they're also the most annoying and endearing kind- said the townsfolk who watched the two sisters
grow into young adults. despite the nabbing and pick pocketing, they have their hearts set in the
right place. just not their class.

if you go deeper into the squalor, you'd be met with a golden gate that separates two classes.
imagine the disconnect of it all. no commoner is allowed to step foot into the wealthy class where
the 'good' friends of king belos lives their life drowning in the finest wine and meat to be self
absorbed fat asses.

king belos has mixed views. he hasn't shown his face to his people ever since he came into power.
even to his 'good' friends but a certain two intensely intimidating yet attractive figures traverse
beyond the gate with ease.

honestly, life always finds a way to bite your ass whatever class you're in.

just like what's going on with the noceda's sisters now. their bond was being wavered and the cause
was two powerful beings that sat on within that luxurious castle beyond the gate.

in a long room, there are various vintage and hard to come across furniture placed in such great
attention. paraphernalias that'll entertain a simple man for days like the heads of the rare were
plastered on a wooden board and hung for display above the fireplace.

the various torches nailed to the pillars only provided much light to illuminate the things that's
important as the thick curtains were draped over the long, big windows. shrouding the entire room
into almost darkness. the noise of the open fireplace crackled in the background.

a single masked man sat in the far end of the long meeting table, his eyes dead locked on the doors
with his thumbs slowly tapping each other as he counted the passing seconds in his head while
waiting for two people he usually distances himself from.



it's not like he isn't fond of them. they just scare him despite being powerful in his own methods
himself but they're different.

different kinds of witches that dabble on forbidden ways of magic that the titan once gifted them to
use in spectacular ways but this freedom was also poison. a plague that he wanted to exterminate
for so long and didn't realise he was killing off the wrong weeds only for it to be too late as the
darkness was just in front of him.

getting stronger without his knowledge. looming over him that made him look like a mere delicate
mouse.

easy to kill.

belos flinched when he heard the doors he was staring at for 5 minutes be pushed open to it's
fullest, letting the outside light in along with the two silhouettes of the queen and princess of the
boiling isles.

amelia and amity blight.

now, belos doesn't affiliate with the sisters as a 'suitor' or a 'lover' but as a business partner.

belos watched the sisters come towards the table, taking the seats that are furthest to him and sat
next to each other. looking at him with those predator like eyes that ominously glowed even though
they're sitting directly at the fireplace.

he knows that there should be others, twins was it? yes, they were supposed to be in power as well
like their sisters but something happened. perhaps a defect that made them run away right after
alador and odalia blight was deceased. it was said they died with unknown causes.

that's highly doubtful.

now, the only blights that remains is amelia blight, the eldest of her four siblings. a queen that
demands great respect and her little sister, amity blight. though considered as a runt within her
siblings. it's best not to underestimate the princess when the queen can have your head cut off in the
manner of seconds.

both we are beloved from their distinct beauty and ways of words that could have many bachelors
knocking at the gates and doors for their hand. but feared as they're the most ruthless duo the
boiling isles has ever seen, hell, even crueler than belos with his war on wild witches which he
disbanded after the revelation that the usage of black magic was happening with the castle.

taking a deep breath in, belos mustered up the courage as much as he could and thanked himself for
wearing this mask so the sisters wouldn't see what he's feeling. "i can tell you already know why i
called you here." he started off.

"skip to the point, belos. we don't have all day to traipse around your riddles." amelia quickly
quipped, she has her posture stern and strict though amity on the other hand is bored out of her
mind with her elbow on the table and chin in her palm but both of them are eyeing belos down.

slowly nodding, belos expected this. "of course. since i have no heirs to offer who could continue
your powerful lineage. i propose the best next option." he said as much he doesn't want to say it and



have the sisters take someone who could be proven useful for them instead. but would his guts be
even in his body if he did?

sucking up his pride for his sake, belos uttered: "choose whoever's hand you want."

this intrigued both sisters. "no matter what class?" amity asked.

"i suppose so. yes, princess." belos replied. he watched the two sisters look at each other,
exchanging small conversations that he couldn't exactly hear and he didn't want to know.

amelia already had someone in mind but she figured amity wouldn't even like her so they do need
to time someone they can equally share with. to torture with and use.

as the queen and princess reached a compromise, they turned their heads back at belos who
straightened up once again as the conversation was back on.

"if we did find our suitor, i want to make a proposition in regards to whether they're truly
competent or just a mud eating vermin." amelia said with a smirk coming on her face, same goes
with amity. this made belos worry as the sight of both of them smirking doesn't always end well for
everyone.

"tell away, your highness." belos said, nonetheless.

"in 5 months time. i want your most powerful coven member to challenge our suitor, test their
abilities. if our suitor wins, they'll take the coven seat." amelia proposed as she opened her hand for
a black fireball to appear, flickering from pink to black before settling on pink.

with their aura radiating the maliciousness of black magic. it's clearly evident in their magic just by
watching how abnormal amelia's flames acted before reverting to normal.

amelia has been aiming to get one of the coven seats, amity has as well but their ways of magic was
forbidden in their accords and restricted them from trying to enter because they're royal.

the only man who has the power to change that stupid barrier is belos himself.

if they can't take the seat themselves. they'll have someone else to take it for them instead.

"do we have a deal?"

gulping, belos feared this question would be brought up and he doesn't have a concrete answer to
give to the sisters that could satisfy them. "what if they lost?" he asked instead as he wants to have
a benefit of a doubt and assume that the suitor they chose was a useless bloke.

"then they're worthless. i don't see any use in keeping a weakling in the castle." amity replied with
such nonchalance of killing someone after forcing them into a fight with a coven head who's
thousands of levels ahead of them.

this is a game, isn't it?

"again, do we have a deal, belos?" amity leaned onto the table as she narrowed her eyes at belos,
expecting an answer now to amend their slimming patience after not getting a straightforward
response in the first try.



belos clenched his fists under the table and forced a smile behind his mask. he stiffly nodded, "yes,
your majesties. this meeting is adjourned." he said as he doesn't wanna spend anymore minutes in
the same room with the sisters or else he'll walk out himself.

their presence brings a haunting chill and a creeping thought that a blade is mere inches away
behind you. ready to drive it into your head.

nodding, amelia and amity stood up from their chairs as they patted off nonexistent dust on their
dresses. "it's a pleasure talking to you, belos. see you soon." amelia bowed to bid the king goodbye
before they both walked out the room.

slamming the heavy doors with ease without needing to use their hands and left belos in the
comfort of silence now that they're gone.

belos sighed deeply and leaned back to his chair, it was only a small conversation yet he felt so
drained after that. he doesn't know how to absolve the duel problem as all he can do now is pray to
the titan that they chose someone incompetent.

-----

it's mid afternoon and a crowd started clamoring in the middle of town, whispering or enabling
whatever is happening in the middle. they didn't stop it when boscha was in the ring with luz who's
on the ground, mud staining her back but she quickly rolled to the side to evade the oncoming fists.

"noceda!!" boscha roared as she glared at luz, her fists clenched her fists and luz was lucky that the
witch isn't using her magic or else she'll be burnt to a crisp by now.

luz quickly sprung up to her feet, backing up with her hands raised for boscha to see she's
surrendering and doesn't wanna fight. "listen, i'm sorry i stole your snails! but i don't have the
money to replace it! please i need more time!" she said as she tries to reason only to jump to the
side, dodging boscha's second attack.

clicking her tongue, boscha stood straight as her three eyes glared at the noceda with such
animosity. "this isn't about money anymore, human. you and your family only brought plague in the
isles." she said in spite, she raised her clenched fists again and started circling luz like a stalking
predator.

"let's settle this the old way." boscha waved her fist at luz, beckoning to have the first move but luz
isn't the combatant type. that's lucia. she isn't as physically strong like her sister but she's swift.

without much of a choice, luz raised her closed fists close to her face as she got into a fighting
stance. "fine."

the two women slowly circled each other with the crowd surrounding them waiting in anxiety and
excitement for the first swing to happen. then, they both stopped circling that made them parallel
and stared at each other's eyes holding only one thing in mind.

take her down.

with one brisk move, boscha charged at luz and she almost didn't have time to dodge her first swing
before raising her to hit boscha's stomach that made her curl. luz took this opportunity to land her
first punch across her face.



everyone lets out a surprised gasp that the human runt was able to take the first punch. luz quickly
backed up as she watched boscha rub her cheek, checking if her jaw was still intact and what
confused the noceda was the laugh.

"you done it now." boscha growled. she wiped her lips with the back of her hand before coming for
luz once again but this time, she isn't holding back anymore. boscha grabbed luz by the collar and
slammed her hard onto the ground, she didn't let her go as she started continuously punching luz's
face.

the people around them either cheered or turned around, not baring to watch the human being
beaten up like this.

then, lucia pushed through the crowd, grabbed boscha by the hair to pull her off luz and punched
her in the gut several times making the witch wheeze. almost spitting out blood even.

"fuck off, boscha! it wasn't luz who damn stole your money!" lucia roared at the witch, she quickly
but gently helped luz up to her feet. wiping the mud mixed with her blood off her face and
motioned luz to get behind her as she's gonna take care of this.

"to be honest, it wasn't really alot to begin with." lucia said with a sneer as she and luz only bought
like three big loaves of bread from the bakery that day. they also didn't know it belonged to boscha
until she almost rioted in their house.

boscha chuckled dryly, her hand pressed against her stomach to numb the rupturing pain the eldest
noceda caused. "easy, human. you'll have your turn after your sister's dead. in the meantime," she
snapped her finger that made her lankies get out of the crowd and grab lucia by the arms to pull her
back. they kept a tight grip on her as she's stronger behind those stick arms.

lucia struggled to get out of the bastards' hold though they only tightened their grip in response.
"luz, just run!" she yelled as she doesn't want luz to get hurt anymore but she was punched in the
gut to shut up.

lucia winced as she sucked up the pain, not minding it when the only thing that matters is luz
getting away from here.

but luz didn't move a muscle, she grabbed her shirt to wipe the blood off and got into another
fighting stance as she started this and she's not gonna back out now.

"no. i'm not running, i'm gonna finish this." luz isn't sure if she could defeat boscha in the old way
but she's sure as hell the witch and her bastards will pay for hurting lucia.

"come on!!"

 

meanwhile in the castle, the blight sisters sat in their lounging room. to whoever enters the room,
they'd feel a sudden cold chill when it's the middle of summer, the fireplace is out and it's doubtful
that the flames would be enough to heat up the room.

they've been searching for who could be their potential suitor through oracle magic. amity sat in the
table in front of a crystal ball, her all seeing eyes scouring through the boiling isles while amelia
stared out in the single open curtain window. looking out into the vast horizon.



then, amity's eyes returned to normal when she found one. she placed her hand on the crystal ball,
slowly rubbing it for the display to become clearer to see till amity finally got the picture she had
foreseen.

"sister, come and see this." amity called for amelia, she turned around and walked to the table to see
what the crystal ball was showing. "a brawl." amelia said in a dead tone as it is what she's seeing.
she can tell it's beyond the gate just by the two fighters' dirty attire.

"since when you became interested in a mindless brawl between two simpletons?" amelia joked,
sitting down in front of amity with their ball still playing out the fight though it doesn't have an
audio. which they're thankful for as they don't want to listen to their obnoxious clamors.

rolling her eyes, amity ignored what her sister said and continued "just look. what do you think
about this one?" amity pointed at one of the fighters, one with a tanned skin tone and curly hair.
their face is covered in mud and blood with forming bruises but just kept on fighting.

amelia suddenly stopped when she saw them, the person reminded her of someone she knew a long
time ago. "what's their name?" she asked, her tone lowered and softened.

"i see you've taken interest. her name is luz noceda, the last born of the first human family to ever
live in the boiling isles." amity explained, she watched luz take the final swing at boscha, landing
right into her nose and it was enough to bring her down to the ground. claiming luz as the victor.

amity won't lie that luz looks hot, her eyes roaming around her body through the clothing and
stopped for a moment right at her pants before smirking as her mind started to conjure up many
things.

"does that name sound familiar?" amity pulled herself back to the main topic before she gets too
caught up in her sexual fantasies.

amelia stared at luz, seeing her wobble as she's losing her balance after that duel and a familiar face
came into view to give the noceda aid.

lucia.

a memory that was buried deep in the back of her mind resurfaced, making her remember the time
they were children. remembering the place they first met and clearly recalls that lucia was more
reckless back then like she'd sneak in the castle kitchens, avoiding the guards to just play with
amelia.

amelia doesn't know if she's still the same troublesome girl she fell for the longest time before..
everything changed. they both grew, just not together. they never saw each other for years until
now.

"it does." amelia replied. she returned her gaze at luz who looked to be on the verge of passing out
and was slowly being escorted out of that ring to head home with lucia holding her up.

amelia didn't seize lucia but luz will make do as she sees the eldest noceda showing in the young
one when she was in that fight and they do share some resemblance.

as both noceda sisters disappeared from view and the ball went blank, amelia turned her head at
amity to see the salacious look on her face. telling what she wants to do with the young noceda was



crystal clear

"and you also seem to have taken interest in this human. perhaps you already know what i have in
mind." amelia said with a forming smirk.

"most definitely."

they finally found their suitor.

------

a day has passed after that fight in the middle of town, luz was all patched by lucia while being
scolded as well that she should've just left the fighting to her then she wouldn't have this much
bruises.

luz only refuted that she's perfectly capable in fighting now, she's not a little kid anymore.

both sisters also got a mouthful from their mother as she overheard the gossipers saying that her
daughters knocked boscha down while she was out but camila was glad that her daughters were
alright despite the dangerous lives they're living.

as everything seemed to calm down, luz sat by lucia's window while she laid on her bed tossing a
small ball into the air and easily catching it. no words were exchanged between them as the silence
was comfortable and no tension was felt in the air.

luz looked out in the horizon, seeing the large stretch of trees behind their house until, just barely,
she could see the river in the end.

she raised her hand to touch one of her bruises, she held in a hiss as she looked down at her
knuckles that were wrapped of bandages that stretched to her elbow pit. luz hasn't got this much
bandages in a while now and she's kinda getting sick of it.

"lucia?" luz called out and lucia hummed in reply, continuing her ball toss.

"do you think we'll get out of here?" luz asked as she turned her head to look at her sister, seeing
her catch the ball one last time before looking back at luz with a slight frown on.

"leave the isles? no, i made my mark here. i can't just leave." lucia replied as if that's a preposterous
and crazy question luz ever asked because it is but luz shook her head.

"no. what i meant is; are we gonna get to live beyond the gates?" luz has been thinking, dreaming
about getting to live along with the wealthy folks.

living a big mansion that has seemingly endless halls and rooms, eating the finest cuisines made by
well renowned chefs so their mother doesn't have to tirelessly cook after coming back from work
and sleep in the most comfortable bed made with the hide of wild griffins. every man and demon
wants to have that luxury. she wants to experience that, even just a taste of it.

and lucia does as well, she looked down at their creaky floorboards for a moment to think of a good
answer to give though she doesn't. "i don't know." she muttered. luz nodded as she understands, she
doesn't know what to do on how to reach that height in life when there's not many open doors that
could help her family.



lucia looked back at luz, seeing her face droop with her aura diminishing. lucia got off her bed,
walked over to her little sister and sat down with her to try to cheer her up. "besides, we're too wild
for the sophisticated and i don't think bougie looks good on us anyways." lucia said as she
mimicked a bad accent to poked fun at the wealthy with their snobby attitudes. she met some
higher witches and demons who aren't so fun to be with though one she did form a friendship with
but..

that's all in the past now. no point to constantly look back on it.

luz softly giggled, she hates hearing lucia make a random accent but she likes it at the same time. "i
guess you're right." she said as she faced her sister, seeing the smile come on her face.

lucia placed her hand on luz's shoulder, patting it softly as she became serious for a second. "hey,
where we live doesn't look great but it won't be that bad if we make the most of it." she said, giving
luz a silver lining through all this. lucia doesn't want her sister to lose hope in the idea of getting
somewhere far from the lows. somewhere good where they could have that meat and wine in their
stomachs for once.

they're gonna reach that day. someday.

"and what's good in being far from everybody else?" luz asked with a raised brow, she also
wondered why their house was separated from the main town.

they're closer to the woods and camila reasoned that the townspeople didn't like the idea of having
humans in the town before she and lucia were born so they had to build their own abode from
scratch that the nocedas now live in today.

"being away from most houses is great so those from up top don't suddenly decide to visit us." lucia
replied, having her own explanation. the farther you are the main eye of the king and queen, the
less you'd be affected by whatever they throw at the isles.

luz scoffed at that but it's not farfetched. she and lucia have been seeing alot of knights patrolling
the streets and more were out in the night as if there's a silent established curfew. the only reason
why the knights weren't able to stop the fight is because boscha bribed them.

luz started to ponder why the knighthood was suddenly swarming the town. were they finding
something, someone? what were their orders? who ordered them?

but her train thoughts was interrupted when-

"nocedas! we have come to visit you!" someone yelled outside their house, surprising the sisters.
they looked at each other for a split second, asking the same question before they rushed out of the
room. lucia had to return to grab her hat.

as they both got downstairs, they met up with camila who's about to open the door but they stopped
her just in time because they didn't know who could be out there.

"okay, is anyone expecting someone?" luz asked, both lucia and camila shook their heads.

"are you?" lucia asked and luz shook her head as well. "no." she turned around to face the door,
eyeing the door knob as she contemplated whether or not to open it without knowing who could be
on the other side before getting an arrow in between her eyes.



taking a deep breath, luz tightly gripped the knob and swung it open only for all of three of their
jaws to drop to the ground. seeing the calvary stand outside of their house, the flag of the boiling
isles held by the leading knight as their armor shined under the peaking sun and the people in the
forefront has their steeds draped in a black set of armor, the type is unknown but that's not the main
concern.

"the queen and the princess.. what are they doing here?" camila muttered to herself, trying to find
an answer in her head that could've led to the royals being suddenly at their doors but there were
none. could be their taxes? but it seems petty for the blight sisters to be out here only to demand for
them to pay up.

the nocedas watch the first blight to get off her horse and took off her helmet to reveal amelia's
young yet stoic face that held immense power. amity followed, showing off her youthful looks to
the noceda as she and luz are in the same age.

"i presume we do not need any introductions. it's so good to finally meet the rest of the family and
an old friend." amelia started off with a smile that looked forced, it's unsettling to look at but they
didn't say anything.

she gazed at lucia's direction, seeing her narrow her eyes at her as the familiarity washed over them
but everything's not the same anymore. the blight returned her attention back to luz before this
turned into something else.

"luz noceda. we have come to tell you that you have been chosen to be wedded with us and there
are no withdrawals with our decision." amity continued her sister's thought, immediately cutting
any chances of luz backing out as no one should go against the royal's wish.

luz's eyes widened in shock and impending terror, "what?!"

"que carajo?!" lucia exclaimed as she was so caught off guard as much as her family.

"okay, this is stupid. i don't know who's leg you're trying to pull but you're not taking luz!" lucia
said, she walked up towards the queen with her guts turning into steel as she just approached the
most dangerous people in the world like they're just a friend who did the worst prank ever.

but she's not gonna stand idly while they take luz when she both does and doesn't know what their
intentions are.

"so you better hop back to your carriage and fuck off, amelia."

"lucia.." luz wants to pull back lucia as this isn't the same with her standing up to boscha or some
asshole demons picking on them. she's trekking dangerous waters and if she's not careful, her head
would be rolling on the side by now.

amelia narrowed her eyes at the noceda, she still sees the flare in her eyes and seemed to have had a
growth spurt as the blight was taller than lucia when they were kids but she doesn't feel anything
for her anymore. lucia feels the same after finding out amelia learnt more dark magic when she read
that one damn book out of mock and ended up feeding into it until she was unrecognizable.

"careful, lucia. we're no longer children anymore, you're still a peasant and i became a queen. you
better watch your mouth." amelia warned with her eyes glowing menacingly, the aura around her
started to grow heavy on lucia that made her anxious but she stood her ground.



"or what? just because you and you midget can use black magic doesn't mean i have to be afraid of
you." lucia sneered even though she's screaming internally when she heard a low growl come from
amelia. she knows her patience is wavering.

"no matter what circumstance, you're not touching luz!" lucia kept going until the true temper head
strike. the noceda's windpipe suddenly constricted making it hard for her to breath. lucia gasped of
air like a fish out of water, grasping her throat as she tried to figure out what's happening to her.

but then, she saw amity clenching her fist as it emitted a dark glow. choking her. her eyes glaring
straight at the noceda with the clear intent to kill without mercy.

"she said watch your mouth, you vermin." amity snarled as she tightened her grip on lucia. she likes
the sight of her victims turning into multiple colors while getting choked, lucia is on her way to
turning blue. her gasps became stifled as she dropped to the floor, still begging for air to flow
through her screaming lungs.

in a state of panic, luz blurted out "i'll come with you! just let my sister go!" tears started to well up
in her eyes as she doesn't wanna see lucia throwing her life away just for luz to live hers anymore.
she's sick of seeing it when she knows how to fight, though not efficiently, she still knows how.

"¿que estas haciendo, mija?" camila was panicking as well but her family are humans and they're
standing before the most powerful witches. they don't know what glyph magic is to begin with
because they never discovered it.

yet.

lucia frantically shook her head, she looked over her shoulder as she silently begged for luz to not
do it. it's a fate worse than death.

luz became split and the sisters could see that.

"think about it, luz. your sister and mother wouldn't have to live in this sad excuse of a house and
be in a mansion with servants. spoiling them." amity started to butter her way in for luz to give in
as all of the promises they say will come true and make a simple man take it without hesitation.

amelia immediately got what her sister was trying to do and jumped in the wagon. "many riches
will be offered so there will be no more worrying of what you'll eat tomorrow before the rats get to
you and die from the black plague." she said with a smirk tugging on her lips as she sees luz having
a quiet meltdown.

whatever her choice may be depends on the survival of lucia who's on the verge of coming towards
the light, the longer this conversation goes.

"if you truly accept our hands in marriage, you'll get to live in the castle. be a king who ravages the
banquets and sleep without worrying if you'll wake up tomorrow." amity approached luz while still
choking lucia, she stood before the tall noceda with an inch space. height doesn't matter in this
situation when the blight exhibits terrifying prowess, luz cowered in front of the princess.

"so, what do you say?" amity held out her open hand for luz to take. luz saw her nails were painted
black, it's clean and small compared to luz's but it's not right. none of this is.



a droplet of sweat rolled down the side of the noceda's face as she can feel malevolence just by
staring at a simple hand. luz doesn't have a choice when she isn't even allowed to just run.

sighing in defeat, luz looked down with her placing her hand on amity's. both the queen and the
princess smirked devilishly at the ultimate submission of the noceda. amity finally lets go of lucia,
letting her take her big gasps of air as she wheezes heavily on the ground.

camila immediately comes to her daughter's aid, carefully helping her back up to her feet as they
backed up from the royals.

"okay, i'll be your suitor. just leave my family alone." luz said, she looked straight into amity's eyes
to make it clear that she's serious but the sisters could care less about the mother and lucia when
they already have what they want.

then, amelia clapped her hands together that got everyone's attention. "splendid! we'll guarantee
that this is a choice you will not regret." she said and it made lucia scoff as she rubbed her neck,
feeling a sort of hand mark that was left from that death choke.

"i doubt that." she muttered, her voice coarse.

luz glanced over to lucia, seeing if she's really alright. she and her sister had been together for the
longest time, they have a bond that's unbreakable and both have been dreaming of getting to live in
a mansion to get away from this mud riddled village.

it wouldn't be fair if luz gets to live in a castle, if that's true while lucia stays here. and she just can't
go without lucia with her.

"wait, can you promise me something?" luz asked as she turned to look at both sisters. they didn't
say anything so luz figured she continued.

"if i am to be wedded with you. i want to bring lucia along and promise to do everything you said
for our mother." luz said, hoping that the blight sisters would, at least, respect her wishes for the
good of her family.

amity and amelia don't seem too delighted at the fact that they have to bring lucia along but they
didn't show it in their faces and showed a smile instead.

"of course. a king's orders shall not be defied at all."

 

the wedding was held privately.

the sisters didn't want any commoners to come and crash the event as this for themselves only. luz
wasn't exactly happy when she placed the rings in the sisters' fingers but she endured it for the most
part.

but, amelia and amity didn't keep their ends in a promise that's the one thing luz begged for.

lucia.

with the thundering sound of a door slamming shut was heard echoing throughout the massive halls
of the castle. a royal room looked so normal yet so unsettling that's only illuminated by dimly lit



torches on the walls, hiding most of it's gnarly secrets.

luz was shoved onto the bed, her body bouncing for a moment but she didn't have time to recognise
how soft the mattress is compared to her childhood one as she glared at the two sisters who are now
her wives who stared down at her with empty gazes.

"you lied to me! you said lucia would be living in the castle with me if i go with you!" luz yelled,
sitting up as she's trying to be intimidating but her glare alone isn't enough to even make either of
them twitch. in fact, it amuses them.

humming, amelia tilts her head in a mocking manner. "do you recall us ever saying lucia could live
with us, amity?" she asked as she turned her head at amity who shook her head in response with an
unfaltering grin seen on her face. taking an interest in how small luz is compared to them.

"i don't think so, sister. i think our little pet got a little mixed up or became delusional from the
dependency with her sister." amity said in mock, demeaning the noceda like a little child who threw
a tantrum over a spilled drink.

luz said nothing as she continued to glare at them, a growl rumbling in her throat.

"we did what you asked, pet. we handed lucia to another royal family to play with. so in simple
terms, she is living in a castle." amelia said in a snarky fashion as she giggled along with amity.

amelia placed lucia to be with wionna park, a good friend of hers that she met years ago who just so
happen to be practicing the dark arts though in her own specialised way with plants.

luz frowned when she caught one word, "pet?" she muttered under her breath, wondering why they
called her that but she shook it off and went back to the main topic.

slowly shaking her head, "no.. no no! bring her back right n- ack!" luz was about to stand up only
to drop to her knees on the floor when something latched around her neck tightly. choking her. the
noceda struggled to get air in her windpipe, she gripped on the thing to realise it's leather with
something cold in the middle making a clinking sound.

"a queen and princess' orders shall not be defied by the likes of you." amity sneered as she and
amelia watched luz choke and gasp for air just like her sister.

"take this off! take it off!" luz screamed, she tugged on the thing as she tries to rip it off. despite luz
pouring every last bit of her strength into pulling it off, she didn't even hear a single rip from the
leather.

it's either indestructible or she's too weak to tear this.

finally, mercy. the sisters loosened the thing for luz to let out a big gasp of air as she rubbed her
throat and still felt the leather. she was hoping for it to be gone but when she touched the metal in
the middle, her thumb traced the engravings on both sides but she couldn't determine what it said.

when she looked down to check it, a grim look overshadowed her face. it read: luz noceda:
property of the blight sisters.

sighing deeply in irritation, amelia rubbed her temple as she grabbed luz by her hair, hearing her
pained yelled that was left ignored and threw her back onto the bed.



"all the shouting made me have a migraine. i guess this is the right time to test our new toy." she
said, flashing amity a knowing look that got her sister riled up as she's been waiting for this
moment.

luz's eyes widened as she watched both sisters starting to strip out of their dresses, revealing their
well developed breasts and succulent bodies that glimmered from the torches. making luz become
confusingly hungry but she pushed it all down as she reminds her why this is wrong.

as there's no piece of clothing was left. the poor noceda's face turned bright red, her eyes darted
around the room so she wouldn't focus on the big tits in front of her, bodies she wants to hold and
do so many things with. she wasn't expecting to see two naked women in front of her so soon and
her head screamed when her dick became inadvertently hard.

luz shouldn't be turned on. these bitches tore her away from her family and for what? they didn't
even bother to give her a concrete reason of why they did this.

"goddamnit, take this off me right now!" luz exclaimed as she started tugging on the collar once
again, trying to see if she can tear it off this time and it's starting to annoy the sisters.

"do it and let's see what happens." amelia warned with her tone dangerously low and the glow of
their eyes intensified as they taunt the noceda to keep going until it breaks. she'll see what the
consequences will be firsthand in their honeymoon.

silence was only heard in the room, luz held her tongue as her hands slowly dropped to the sides.
she doesn't want to be punished and die from it if she's wants to survive in this new life with her
wives.

amelia smirked in clear victory, "that's what i thought."

then, amity snapped her finger to make luz's clothing disappeared, leaving nothing but her standing
10 inched cock out in the open. the sisters were pleasantly surprised at the package, they glanced at
each other one last time as they only share one thing in their minds now.

"let's have some fun."

-----

it has been two months ever since luz was married with the queen and princess of the boiling isles.
it's not like any other fairy tale books she read as a kid that if you're married with a royalty, life
would be so much easier and fun.

this?

she's no king. she's a tool for the sisters to take their sexual frustrations out on.

at least they don't lock her in their room and let her explore the castle but step a foot out or she'll
be sent to the dungeons. she's given good quality food that she dreamt of taking a bite on if she
ignored all of the things leading up to this.

luz begged for the sisters to make her wear something than be fully bare, she doesn't want to roam
the castle with her junk and tits in full display for the maids and servants to gawk at.

with annoyance, they gave in but only gave luz boxers and nothing to cover her breasts.



great.

this made luz resort to wrap bandages around her chest that would always be torn or burned away
whenever she'd be having a session with one of them or both.

luz won't lie that the sex was good if she was asked to take control but most of the time it's them
riding her or one of them being under luz but is pulling on her collar with a leash to signal her to
speed up.

luz hated the collar with all her guts as it's embarrassing, she wanted to get rid of it multiple times
but was held back at what could possibly happen to her if the collar was no longer on her neck.

but as time continued to march on, those two months awakened something within luz that made her
more confused.

she began to fall.

that's preposterous. they're the prime reason why camila is living alone and having to sleep at the
thought of her two daughters away from her, from each other in an unknown place. they're the
prime reason why luz feels so humiliated.

but there were moments of vulnerability on both amity and amelia whenever luz was ordered to take
the lead. she doesn't know if she's doing well or their mask is cracking. luz wants to take the second
option as she likes the look of falter, the smug grin coming off their faces when luz goes right for
their wombs.

she felt a sort of pride, she wanted to see it more as it's really cute and hot at the same time but
didn't let it go in her head or else she'll be punished.

luz finally figured out what separates amity and amelia. when she's alone with amity and after their
session she would become a cuddle bug which surprised luz but she returned the gesture as she
doesn't want it to end only for amity to remember that she had to push luz off the bed to have it to
herself.

luz was a little more different than amelia. she's rougher and more active, when it's time for them to
calm down before jumping into another round. luz would feel amelia nestling up on her neck, her
hand slowly- hesitating to intertwine with hers before ultimately pulling away. leaving luz bummed
out as that could've been a good, real, intimate moment.

but who is she kidding? this relationship is nothing but one sided and fueled by lust. there's no love
in this.

though, the noceda couldn't help but feel the sisters are holding themselves back. holding who they
really are in favor of the strong head image they uphold.

aside from that, luz also watched them perform their dark magics through a slightly open door in
random rooms. she doesn't understand how to use magic when she's a human but it fascinates her
watching the darkness in their souls consume the pure magic they once had to create a powerful
spawn of spells.

she wants to learn it but she has to find a way to sneak into their contraband of spell books and
obscure history of the boiling isles no renowned scholar knows but them.



but how is she gonna sneak in when the sisters were always there when they're not messing with
luz?

maybe an opening will open itself for her someday.

"aah.. aahh!"

it's night, almost nearing midnight as the half moon was coming to it's peak along with the
twinkling stars as it's company. the town below was mildly silent, there was a group of drunkards
singing a crude shanty outside the pub causing some people to be awoken by it.

"oh fuck.. lick it harder!"

the wealthy stuck to their sleeping curfews, as usual, the lamp posts of the sidewalks were the only
thing that lit the place for whoever would be out in this ungodly hour or anyone to be awake
honestly.

up into the castle, all of the windows has no light but the torches lit outside along with the
patrolling guards but one window was filled with lights and three people were the only one awake
within the castle.

"aahhh! fuck yes! that's it, pet!" amelia moaned loudly without worrying the thought of anyone
hearing them. she bounced on luz's face as she tightly gripped her hair. growing weak on her once
mediocre tongue now skillfully lapping up her pussy, sucking her folds as luz tightly gripped her
thick thighs to hold her still.

all the while, luz worked out her hips in thrusting up on amity's pussy as she rode her hard and fast.
luz can't feel shit, she used to hate going cunnlingus but a full 180 occurred within her and now
she's loving being smothered in between the sisters' legs.

as the blights are riding the rainbow, luz closed her eyes to indulge in this with her hips having it's
own mind as she pounded the young blight hard making her scream in utter bliss. her grip on the
noceda's hips tightened to keep herself steady on luz. her hair became a mess as strands stuck on
her face with her body turning limp from the strong thrusts.

"oh fuck- aahhh! yes! yes!!" amity moaned with her head rolling back as her body bounced like a
ragdoll. amelia bit her lip as she glanced down to see luz's eyes closed, letting go of her body while
flicking her tongue around amelia's pussy.

"you learn quickly. i like that." amelia purred as she patted luz's head, watching her open her eyes
to see the lust swirling in her hues before closing it again and went harder on both of the sisters as
she could feel herself getting close.

luz scrunched up her nose, plunging her cock right up into amity's womb that's protected by a spell
so she can pop inside her without worry of getting any of them pregnant. amity squealed at the
feeling of warm cum shooting up inside her and she came soon after, she almost fell to the side if
she hadn't caught herself.

amity panted heavily, feeling exhausted after that good session. even better than their previous ones
as something was different in luz, she hasn't figured it out yet. looking down, she saw their mixed
cum slowly leak out of her pussy but she didn't get off as she likes feeling whole. feeling luz's big
dick encased around her walls.



it's hard to imagine that amity would actually like someone so simple like luz but that's the thing,
she isn't simple. her reactions on seeing their dark magic was mixed with wonder and terror. when
it's luz and amity in bed, the noceda would try to engage in small conversations like her interests
that amity found interesting.

when she found out that luz used to read the good witch azura books, amity almost lost herself in
talking about how she loved that series. amity had to hold herself from burying herself in luz's
warm embrace.

that led her to sleep in the cold and so did luz.

amelia gritted her teeth tightly along with her grip on luz's hair, threatening to rip it off her scalp
as she was the last one to come right in luz's face. luz lowly hummed as she cleaned up her queen's
pussy, lapping up her cum till she's out.

amelia has been watching luz for a long time, seeing the shift of her attitude from disconnected
from her and amity, just plain not talking to them turned to a puppy wanting to be around her
owners.

luz would also try to talk with amelia to warm up to like she did with amity but the eldest blight is
nowhere near like her sister.

amelia acknowledges the small talks luz makes but she's better in keeping her composure when luz
shares the same liking with her. though she does sometimes strike up snarky comments which luz
poked at with no ill intent and thought it was a mistake as amelia went silent.

"i love you.."

suddenly, the room went cold. both sisters were silent and didn't say anything in reply from those
three words uttered by luz in a state of bliss. for a long few seconds, luz finally snapped back to
reality when she felt amity get off her followed by amelia.

"w- wait, where are you going?" luz asked as she sat up, ignoring the numbing pain all over her
body. she watched the sisters grab a few of their clothing that was enough to cover their bodies and
neither said anything.

"did i do something wrong?" luz asked, wanting to figure out why the sudden silence that usually
meant she messed up something but she doesn't know what when she's doing everything her wives
were ordering to do.

what could've she possibly..

then, it hit her. luz's eyes widened with her cheeks heating up as she couldn't believe she let that
slip.

just when amity and amelia were about to walk out of the room, luz quickly hopped off the bed and
rushed towards them with her wobbling legs. "no, wait please! stay and let's talk about this! please,
don't lock me in again!" she begged as she clung onto both of their shirts to stop them from leaving,
she dropped to her knees and looked up to them with teary eyes.

"my queen, please! princess, don't go, please and let's talk!" amelia squeezed her eyes tightly with
her fists clenching while amity's face was undecipherable.



the queen snatched her shirt out of luz's grip and was the first to swiftly get out of the room, the
princess gripped luz's hand making her eyes turn wide as she thought amity was going to break it
but she only pulled her hand off before leaving.

and locking the door.

when the sound of a click was heard, luz stood up and started banging on the door as she called out
to the wives to come back. the words she said were true, she doesn't care if they don't feel the same
and just wants closure.

"amity! amelia!! don't leave me…" luz cried as she slowly slid back down to the floor, her hands
dropping to the sides with tears dropping on her knees. she couldn't hear their footsteps on the
other side anymore, just her sobs.

as amity and amelia got to their lounging room to arrange their thoughts and clear their heads
after that. amelia took the seat in front of the fireplace that she instantly ignited and amity stood in
front of the dark window, her expression turning iffy.

both sisters said nothing to each other, pondering to themselves as they didn't know who luz was
referring to since both of them were on top of her the time she said it.

"who could've she possibly meant?" amelia muttered to herself, but due to the deafening silence of
the room, amity heard it.

"i don't know.." she whispered but she thinks she's the one luz loves as she was on her dick. this
gave the young blight the boost her ego needed, she knows it's her luz meant when she said 'i love
you' and nobody else.

"but i can say with certainty that it's me luz loves." amity said with confidence as a smile came on
her face, her cheeks turning rosy too as her head started to conjure some scenarios with luz where
isn't a sex pet anymore but a proper king who will rule the isles with her after amelia retires.

a frown came on her face, amelia looked over her shoulder to see her little sister's dreamy face and
this irritated her. "is that so? since when you became more interested in her than sex? isn't that why
you agreed to get her in the first place?" she rebukes, reminding amity that sex was the only thing
she cared for luz and nothing else.

amelia certainly knows what she is the one luz referred to, she is the only one she loves as she can
surpass belos and her own sister.

and knows damn well that luz will be hers. they'll reign over the boiling isles and beyond.
spreading their infantry of terror across the world until the sky turns into blood.

scoffing, amity turned around to face her sister with her arms crossed. "well my interests can
change, sister. what have you been doing for the past two months?" she asked as she walked over to
amelia, watching her stand up for their intense golden eyes to meet with the need to one up each
other.

who would've thought the calculated and composed blight sisters would fight over their wife's love.

"nothing but stand in the corner and look pretty! remember the deal you strike with belos? the day
of you sending luz in the ring against the head of the abomination coven is nearing and she is



unprepared!" amity exclaimed, she was all for it to this plan as she thought she wouldn't get
attached to their suitor but fate is either cruel or giving for amity to fall.

"you're just gonna kill her and for what?!" amity stepped forward to corner amelia, making her
step back slightly but she stood her ground. "that was the idea! but.." she slowly trailed off as
realisation hits her like a stampede of griffins. her poisoned heart was beating erratically for the
human that never happened after lucia.

do the nocedas have a secret charm?

"but it changed."

amity nodded her head in a mocking manner like she already stated the obvious. "you don't love
her. you didn't even teach her a spell, not even a light spell for titan's sake!" she growled, angry at
her sister and herself that they got so caught up in messing with luz. attempting to break her that
they didn't even bother to give her a simple spell to use.

the coven head seat doesn't matter anymore if it meant risking luz's life.

amelia growled back to make amity back up to give her space. "even if i did, what good does a light
glyph do?! she doesn't have a bile sac and don't you dare say i don't love my wife when you traipse
around her feelings like a paltry game that a child would play!" she shouted, it wasn't luz she was
only watching.

"but this isn't a game, is it?" she sneered. amity's frown deepened, her upper lip raising to show her
sharp fangs and that's a sign to run but amelia knows amity well. she isn't going to attack her
though, upon seeing the sudden surge of aura coming from amity's clenched fists.

amelia doesn't know about that now.

"lies! lies! lies! that's all you spit out, amelia!" amity spat with pink embers emitting all around her
though no flames were appearing but the fires in the fireplace behind amelia started to dance in an
arrhythmic manner.

the torches started to flicker, turn dim then become the brightest that it's blinding with the things in
the room rattling as if there's an invisible earthquake. amelia narrowed her eyes at her sister as she
knows she's really challenging her now. this isn't a debate anymore.

"she is my wife as well and i'm not gonna let you get her wrangled up in your mindless schemes."
amity said with her voice suddenly became eerily calm but her death glare never disappeared.

it was amelia's turn to scoff. "maybe not but will you be enough to satisfy her everything? face it,
amity. i'm better than you, powerful than you and i am who luz truly loves." she boasted with her
chest full as she was certain that luz only loves one of them and it's her.

it's impossible to love them both.

amity flashed a mocking smile that actually hurt her cheeks due how forced she made it. "you don't
love her as much as i do, sweet flea. and luz will be mine." she said, dropping the forced smile and
replaced it with a smug smirk.



the fire behind amelia suddenly roared, charring the rest of the chimney and the couches that are
too close.

"is that a challenge, mittens?" a snapped off chair leg was suddenly shot towards amity who easily
moved her head to the side to impale the wall instead. baring missing amelia's face.

everything is losing control.

"if it means securing my love to luz. yes."

-----

it's been a week since that walk out that luz doesn't know the reason why but her wives weren't
talking to her or even glancing at her way. that made her extremely confused as to why the sudden
cold shoulder? do they really don't feel the same for luz?

luz needs to get her mind off this.

luz slowly opened the door to peer her head inside the library, checking if anyone was in there
before quietly stepping in.

"whoa.." luz muttered under her breath as her eyes wandered around the incomprehensible size of
this seemingly small library that goes far up until it stopped to a circular roof with a singular circle
window that lets the sunlight shine on something but she isn't gonna check what it is.

yet.

"there has been eons of knowledge here." luz closed the door behind her and started to aimlessly
walk around the library, coming towards a shelf to see the spines and titles of the neatly rowed
books that were conveniently in alphabetical order.

luz slowly ran her fingers across the spines, reading the titles in hopes one could catch her interest
until she got to the c section and her hand stopped right at a book titled:

clandestine of the dark covens.

luz carefully pulled the book out of the shelf, not wanting to trigger any sort of traps the sisters
created so no one would steal their records of knowledge.

she waited in silence for a few seconds, expecting for something to happen but nothing did so she
proceeded to take a seat on one of the two chairs next to a small round table that had some
parchment left behind along with a quill and ink.

this reminded luz that she hasn't written any letters for her mother and sister or gotten any from
them. the sisters forbade her from interacting with anyone outside the castle so no crow could fly
down to send help.

luz didn't look at it for now as she got comfortable in the chair and opened the door to start
reading, getting a glimpse of the true potential of dark magic. her interest and wonder steadily rose
within her the more she flipped the pages, reading all sorts of methods of magic, the people that
were caught and slain. the dangers that came along with benefits that made the caster be more
competent than they were before.



the raw power of tapping into the dark arts was really fascinating for luz. it's unhinged, arcane yet
so… beautiful in it's own way.

as luz flipped another page, she saw a drawn circle that has a rune of sorts in the center. is it a
spell? then, she turned her head to the table to see what was drawn on the parchment, it's the same
circle but has a different rune.

the noceda glanced at both spell circles back and forth, wondering if these were connected before
her curiosity overrode and she simply touched it to observe it closer but suddenly the parchment
crumpled into a ball. transforming into a ball of light, slowly raising before her eyes.

luz was flabbergasted. she cupped her hand under the orb, letting it settle on her hand as she stared
it at with awe. she never performed magic before and this was a surprise, luz poked the light only
for it to explode into glitters like tiny stars twinkling before disappearing.

"whoa." luz remembers the glyph in her head, she grabbed the quill that was placed to the side and
opened the ink bottle to dip into the jet black ink as she slid another parchment in front of her to
use. luz started with a simple circle, gotta make sure it's perfect before meticulously drawing the
runes in the center just like how she remembers.

unbeknownst to her, someone's watching her.

as luz finished the glyph, she placed the quill down and took a deep breath. she doesn't know if
this'll work or it's just another foul play the sisters did to mess with her.

but she's determined, luz tapped the glyph with her entire hand and withdrew to watch the same
effect happen with the parchment and another light orb was in front of her.

a big smile came onto luz's face, her heart wildly thumping in her chest in excitement as she stared
at her spell that she made without needing a bile sac. she wanted to scream and jump around but
she can't as this is the library after all.

gotta respect the rules.

"what are you doing here?" luz flinched when she heard a familiar voice behind her and turned
around to see the door was wide open with amity leaning against the frame, arms crossed though
her eyes didn't hold anger upon seeing luz in her and her sister's private library.

luz quickly jumped off the chair with her placing the book down the table, "uh! um, i'm just reading.
i'm sorry, i know i shouldn't be here." she said as she lowered her head in shame, she knew she isn't
allowed here and yet she still went in. luz only hopes that amity doesn't punish her too much.

amity softly scoffs, she walks in the library to approach luz. "no one said you're prohibited to enter
the library though." she said, took the seat next to luz, crossed her legs and placed her elbow on the
table as she looked at what luz had been doing.

luz was surprised that amity wasn't scolding her, in fact, the princess' attitude was different than
her usual degradation of the noceda. "please, sit down. i was searching for you." she said,
motioning her hand for luz to sit back down on her chair.

"you're looking for me? why?" luz asked as she sat down on her chair, staring deep into the young
blight's golden eyes that held something for luz. it's not malicious. did she do something wrong or



right?

"figured i need my wife's company." amity simply replied, her stares at luz are rather endearing.
this made luz's cheeks tint rosy. she tore away from eye contact and looked down at the still open
book as it became more interesting even though she kept reading the same sentence.

luz's stomach churned into mush as her ears caught amity's giggle, it wasn't forced and held no ill
intent. it's pure. then, luz perked up when she saw amity summon something in her hands.

a coat.

"here. i can tell you're cold." amity said as she handed the coat with her eyes glancing down at
luz's breasts that made her only realise now that her nipples were erected from the cold air.

"oh. thank you so much." luz happily accepted the coat to quickly cover her shame and wrapped it
around her body tightly to regain some warmth back to her. "just when i was getting used to
walking around naked." she lightly jokes, earning another giggle from her wife that made her smile
slightly.

she likes that sound.

"i see you have already discovered your first spell." amity acknowledged still present the light spell,
she found herself being at awe at the most simple spell that a toddler could do but a human?

that's certainly new.

"you can find more in these books, especially that one." amity pointed at the book in front of them.
luz was about to do the drawn glyph until amity came but it doesn't say what spell it is though.

"what is it?" luz asked as she looked back up to amity but the blight only shrugged.

"let's find out." amity tore a piece off the big roll of parchment on her side and slipped it in front of
luz. the human grabbed the quill and dipped it in ink as she started to get to work. creating the lines
precisely from the book while amity watched her intently.

as luz thinks it's done, she placed the quill down, tapped the parchment and pulled her hand back to
expect something cool to happen but the lines of the glyph started to wiggle. luz leaned down to
figure out what's up with that only to explode black substance right in her face.

"ugh.." luz wiped her face, cringing at it as the thing felt so weird to the touch though it didn't do
anything like burn her face. it's still disgusting. good thing it didn't go in her mouth.

amity snickered at the mishap, she took out a handkerchief out of her pocket and leaned closer to
luz for her to wipe off the black goop. "why wouldn't it work?" luz asked, confused when she
followed the picture exactly.

"because you missed a part. a glyph cannot perform properly if it's incomplete." amity replied, she
sat back down to her chair, burned the goo covered handkerchief as she tore another piece of
parchment and took the quill. it's her turn to create a glyph.

as amity created the circle, she started making the runes with luz slowly leaning in to get everything
and remember it exactly. "every line must be connected to one another. no space must separate



them or else," amity explained while putting in the last few lines of the glyph, she pulled away from
the table and turned over the glyph to face luz.

luz looked at amity before tapping it, hoping it'll work this time. "it wouldn't be perfect." then, a
small thick pillar of ice rose from the glyph but it was blackened. amity watched another smile
come on luz's face as she just got her new spell, the smile created a warm feeling within the
princess' chest that made her lips tug a smile as well.

"this is so cool!" luz examined the ice pillar, wondering if the reason for the ice being blackened is
that it came from a forbidden book? that's luz's best theory but still, it's awesome that she can do
magic!

luz didn't realise it until amity caressed her cheeks making her look at her again, their eyes
connecting. the atmosphere between them became light and intoxicating. she gazed at the soft hand
on her cheek, hesitantly leaning into it as she felt amity's thumb rub her.

"luz, may i be the one you love?" amity asked, her voice lowered to a whisper. luz doesn't know why
amity needed to ask that when she loves both her and amelia.

"yes." luz replied.

"then say it." amity started to slowly lean in, their space getting smaller and smaller as she stared
at her wife's plump lips. alluring her to come and place hers on top.

"i love you, amity. so much." luz said as if in a trance.

"only me, right? i'll be your only princess and be my only king." amity closed her eyes as she finally
placed her lips in luz's soft lips. the kiss was softer than the previous ones, tender to luz's liking as
she kissed back but she wants to make it clear that she loves amity and amelia.

luz gently pushed amity away to say "but i also love your sister."

this made amity stop, she looked into luz's eyes again as she wanted to see foul play. "what?" but
she saw nothing.

"i love you and am-" though before luz could finish her sentence, amity pushed her chair as she
stood up.

"amity?" she said nothing to luz and swiftly walked out of the library, not even sparing luz one last
gaze before she disappeared from sight.

amity wanted luz to be hers and no one else. she isn't going to share her lover with that lying witch.
not in a billion years as she'll make sure to have luz no matter what.

luz was surprised at the sudden walk out. again. she doesn't know what's coursing through the
sisters mind as she hasn't been seeing them together like how it used to be. she wants to know why
but how?

all these questions have barely any answers to them.

 



as night fell, luz was left alone in the bedroom without getting amity or amelia peeking through the
cracks of the door to see if she's still there like they used to in her first few weeks here. they still do
it before this.

luz felt lonely without having somebody next to her even though it doesn't come with cuddles. she
still wants her wives to sleep with her.

sighing deeply as luz sat up the bed, looking around the room in hopes of seeing any of the blight
sisters that's just watching her in the darkness but nothing. luz slipped off the bed, fixed her coat
and walked out of the room as she isn't gonna sleep anytime soon.

luz walked down the red carpeted hallway, looked at the paintings she has seen multiple times now
and turned her eyes to the dark window that doesn't have anything up in the dark canvas but she
did see the faint lights of the town. her mind started to wander to her family.

asking herself if they're alright and if her wives really did fulfil their promises of giving her mother
a good life while having to live with the fact that both of her daughters were off married to
powerful witches that were out of their control.

luz raised her hand to touch the collar. her anger with the collar slowly diminished as she got used
to her wives and is actually falling for them. her fingers traced the embedded lettering on both
sides of the golden plate and luz was so deep into thought that she didn't realise where she was
going until she hit a closed door.

luz hissed, she backed up as she rubbed her forehead to ease the slight pain and looked at the door
to see it slowly creak open to reveal a lighting from the fireplace. luz turned over her shoulder to
check no one's following her before cautiously pushing the door open just enough for her to peer
inside.

luz realised that this is the lounging room, she has been here like 2 times and never again. she also
saw someone sitting near the crackling fireplace and just by the sight of a familiar mint green, luz
already knew who it was.

"amelia?" luz softly called but didn't enter yet.

"come in, love." amelia said and luz followed, she closed the door behind her, approached the
empty seat just a few inches away from amelia. watching her stare at the fireplace while slowly
rotating her glass of wine.

amelia tore her eyes off the fireplace to look at luz, "care for a drink?" she asked as she offered her
glass for the noceda but she politely shook her head instead, she's not really a type to drink any
alcohol

"no thank you." luz declined. amelia simply shrugged and took her own sip of wine before turning
her gaze back at the dancing fire. luz doesn't know why amelia kept zoning out every few seconds,
she looked over the small table that has the open wine bottle, half expecting it to be near to the
bottom but it seemed to be recently opened.

so amelia's not drunk yet, what could it be?

"i have a question." luz said- more like asking for permission to say what she wants and amelia
hummed in response.



"are you mad at me?"

amelia stopped rotating her glass as she turned her head back at luz, scoffing at the question. "why
should i be? you did nothing wrong, love." she replied with honesty as she doesn't have anything
against luz and if she did, she would've gotten it out of her system a week ago.

"oh.. then, why did you walk out that night?" luz asked as she wasn't given the chance to ask amity
about that, hoping that amelia would give her some answers. the blight simply sighed, she placed
her glass down the table with the bottle and rested her cheek against her knuckle as she continued
to stare at luz.

"must we indulge in the past when the present and future is much sweeter?" amelia said rather
vaguely, she offered the glass to luz once again and she shook her head as she didn't want it. "just
take a sip, i promise you won't regret it." amelia insists that left luz no other choice but to accept it.

luz took the glass of wine out of amelia's hand, gazing down at the almost blood red color of the
substance made luz think if this is really something or a just normal well aged wine that's why it got
it's collar. best not to think about it too much.

luz sniffed the wine before slowly placing the rim on her lips, tilted it upward slightly and got her
first wave of tangy bitterness when it hits her tongue. as she thinks she got enough, luz gulped the
smooth wine down her throat and was surprised at the sudden sweet aftertaste.

"sweet." she muttered. amelia softly chuckled, she held herself from saying 'told you so' as she got
into a comfortable sitting position while not tearing her eyes off luz. she found it slightly
disappointing that a coat is covering her upper body now but figured she deserved it after two
months of only wearing boxers.

"i know you've been interested in dabbling into our ways of magic. i am more than willing to give
you a head start though i'm not sure if a mere human like yourself is fit for that task." amelia said
as she can't just back out on her own challenge, she wants luz to learn magic now as they wasted so
much precious time so she can cast powerful spells to win.

not just for the coven seat, but for her life as it depends on it.

luz perked up, she understood the dangers of her, a human, dabbling on black magic under the
wing of two powerful dark users but she's prepared for it. "then, i'm willing to take the risk. i
already made two spells with amity's help." she said, taking out her two paper glyphs to present to
amelia.

the eldest blight grimaced after hearing her sister got to luz first but she quickly hid it as luz
continued.

"i do have more to learn so i'll be happy to take after you. i've been dreaming of being able to use
magic since seeing it when i was a kid. it's such a beautiful yet dangerous thing." luz said in a
dream like tone as she stared into the fire with a smile tugging on her lips. the more she stares at
luz's features, seeing how beautiful she is with the light of the flames seemingly making her glow.

"yeah. beautiful."

then, amelia slowly closed her fists that made the room faintly rumble from something. "though it's
not my specialty," luz looked around to find the source, she saw a vine sprout out of the ground



below them that held a single flower on top. amelia took it and the vine immediately retracted back
to the undergrowth.

"everything is living and connected to each other." amelia said, she snapped her finger to make luz
a flower crown. softly smiling at the sight of a smile came on the noceda's face as she admired the
crown.

luz accidentally plucked a flower but the crown remained sturdy, she looked down at the flower and
noticed there's something in the disk forest but she can inspect it later as amelia continued.

"it's waiting for the precise moment to take everything back and consume us all. it's power is
immense but everything has a weakness." amelia said rather melodramatically, she stared down the
flower before crunching it and set it ablaze.

amelia watched her pink flames burn the entire flower into nothing but crumbling ashes that fell to
the ground. "one touch is enough to burn one alive and rid the entire whole into an eternal
inferno." she slowly opened her hand, while still in flames, to see it empty except for the residue of
ashes.

"you wouldn't want to get near it as it's unforgiving and hard to control. but it does need to be
understood." the fire started to slowly die down, leaving embers to float up and disappearing before
it reached the ceiling.

"just like you?"

amelia was caught off guard by that. her cheeks becoming rosy, turning her head away for luz not
to see her embarrassed face. "i suppose so." she muttered back with a chuckle. luz giggled softly,
she leaned back to her seat and placed the flower in her pocket to inspect it later.

slowly, amelia stood up from her chair and walked in front of luz. their eyes meeting once again
with something reflecting in the queen's eyes. luz watched amelia take off her hair tie and lets her
long hair flow down to her back as she sat on her lap, her hands soothingly caressing the noceda's
face while she stared up to her queen.

amelia leaned close into luz's face to whisper "say you love me, luz." she started placing kisses all
around luz's face, leaving her lips for last as she pressed her body against hers. making sure there's
no space left.

"i love you, amelia." luz breathed out, she gripped the sides of amelia's thighs though her pants,
she leaned in for a kiss that was soft like amity's though there's an added flare to it. amelia lowly
hummed in the kiss, she gladly kissed back as she tilted her head to deepen it.

"you'll only love me, luz. i love you too." amelia said in between kisses as she hungrily pecked luz's
lips, almost wanting to chew on it just how soft it was. luz got a little overwhelmed as this is the
first that the queen became so loving and she's happy to be the first to see it.

"but.. i also love amity too." luz said that made amelia stop and pull back a little with a confused
look on her face.

"what?" much like amity.



luz started to form the words in her head and translate it to her mouth. "y- yeah. i mean, i love bo.."
but she trailed off when amelia got off her lap, didn't say anything else as luz listened to her
footsteps heading for the creaking door before getting slammed shut.

"th of you.."

that's the third time her wives walked out on her and luz is getting real sick of it. she roughly
scratched her head to let out her frustration before sighing deeply, calming down and buried her
face in both palms. groaning into her.

luz started to think of what led them to this. as a conclusion came to her, the noceda became furious
and her fists clenched tightly with her eyes squeezed shut as she couldn't believe they'd think that
she only loves one of them.

i guess it's my turn to teach them a lesson.

-----

luz was walking around the castle, searching for someone with her coat and boxers still being her
only clothes as amity hasn't really introduced her to her assortment of clothing but it's alright. she
became used to this.

when she turned a right corner, luz finally spotted one of the maids and started to run up to them.
"hey, you. i need to ask a favor." she called for them to stop walking. the maid turned around, they
almost fainted when they saw the half naked madman was luz as they don't see her out of the
queen's room alot.

they wonder why.

"what is it?" they asked, their eyes darting all over the place as they wouldn't dare to look at luz
when she stopped in front of them.

luz ignored their extra actions as she went to the point, "i want you to tell everyone. maids,
servants, cooks- just everyone to not come near the queen and princess' room tonight or disturb
them no matter what. got it?" she ordered, hoping that the maid would listen to her without asking
much like the others do with amity and amelia.

the maid gave luz a weird look before slowly turning around to face where they were originally
walking. "sure.. slave." they whispered the last part under their breath with their eyes rolling.

it amused them that luz assumed they'd follow someone dressed with only two clothing and is
treated like a sex slave by the blight sisters just by the look of her collar and hickeys.

why would they listen to someone lower than them?

before the maid could walk away, they heard luz ask"what did you call me?" her voice became
lower. deeper than her normal which brought an unsettling feeling in the air.

"nothing. i'll spread the word." just when they were about to make a run for it. a blackened ice
spike suddenly appeared before them, just mere inches from impaling them under their chin. with
just one push, they're skewered meat.



they heard luz sigh deeply behind them. luz didn't want to waste an ice glyph over this but here she
is. "you know, aside from my unconventional look." she started off as she slowly circled the maid
who's frozen still with the ice spike seemingly getting closer to them.

when luz got in front of the maid, fear bubbled within them as they saw the bloodlust in the
noceda's light hazel eyes that looked so innocent on the surface. they can see the clear influence the
blight sisters made.

"i am still the king in this castle, i married two beautiful and powerful women who just so happen
to be the queen and princess of the boiling isles." luz said with a smile that felt so wrong on many
levels. it's a mixture of lust, passion and insanity. it's scary to just simply look at it.

then, luz slowly leaned closer to the maid with her smile never faltering and the color of her eyes
reflecting red for a split second before hazel was the color again. the ice spike only kept coming
closer and closer until the maid started to feel the sharp tip prickling their skin as tears brimmed in
the corners of their eyes.

they can't beg for mercy as they don't know if simply speaking out to the noceda is the final point of
her to skewer them.

"i will breed them and make them carry my children tonight. unless you want to test my patience
and your ugly cunt's tolerance, i suggest you refer to me as royalty." luz said with her voice
reverting back to normal again, giving the maid a false sense of relief as she sank the tip of the
spike into their flesh that's enough to draw out blood. watching a droplet slowly race down the
sloped base.

"understood?"

the maid frantically nodded their head as they're on the verge of breaking down. "y- yes, my king. i
understand." they replied as the first teardrop rolled down their cheek, dripped off their jaw and
fell to the floor.

luz stepped back, she tapped her foot twice making the ice spike withdraw. finally letting the maid
breathe and touching the small prick as it oozes of crimson. they have an unwavering feeling that a
prick isn't the only thing luz can do and they aren't going to stick around to find it out.

"then what are you waiting for?"

the maid didn't think twice in running away from that hallway, away from luz as she watched them
get further away till they're no longer in sight.

luz rolled her eyes in annoyance but at least she got her point across and needed her respect in this
castle. she turned her head to glance at an insignificant window that she usually doesn't pay much
mind to but she spotted something in the reflection that caught her interest.

luz slowly approached the very window she saw it in and realised it's just her own reflection but
something's different about it.

she changed. and changed for the better.

luz smirked to herself as she likes this new reflection of her. she's stronger, more in control and is
feeling like an actual king who'll have her subjects bend their knees before her for respect.



king luz has finally arrived.

 

it's time. everything is in place, luz asked for both of her wives individually to come into the room
as they really had to be on opposite ends of the castle to make it hard for luz but it doesn't matter as
it all be worth it.

luz entered the bedroom with her clothing discarded outside and her confidence really shows. she
locked the door behind her, walked up to the bed and stood in front of the queen and princess with
her arms crossed. fully nude.

"what's all this?" amity asked as her eyes shamelessly wandered around luz's body that became
ripped in the time she spent here. the space between amity and amelia are exponential that they sat
on both ends of the bed, not making a single eye contact.

"and why does she have to be here?" amelia asked, still not glancing at her sister but she could feel
her burning glare on the side.

luz hummed, she can see the rift between her wives and she can't work with that in the way. she
clapped her hands together to make the sisters look at her, "tonight i'll restore the bond you two
have but first clothes," luz drew closer to both amity and amelia, gripped their collars then swiftly
tore their clothing off in one fell swoop.

leaving nothing at all.

this caught the two sisters off guard, they glared at luz who dropped the ripped clothes behind her
with a smile as she clapped her hands clean.

"what the hell?!" both blights exclaimed.

"that's more like it. we can't have babies while having clothes on, now do we?" luz said with a grin.
she watched her wives' eyes turn wide at the mention of babies. their cheeks become red at the idea
of luz putting a baby in their stomachs turned them on but neither want to have the other be
watched as luz fucks them.

sighing deeply, luz scratched her head as she still can't believe that they think she only loves one of
them. "for someone who's really clever, you two are really stupid to not see i love the both of you if
only you stopped to listen." luz said, she walked up to them once again and pushed them to the bed,
pinning them with their shoulders pressed together. the sisters glared at each other in the process.

the noceda's cock turned fully hard, twitching from the cold air as it's starting to slowly ooze of
precum after becoming excited to ravish her delectable wives tonight.

"now, you'll regret ignoring me for the past few days." luz placed a paper glyph in amelia and
amity's chest. they don't know what the rune meant but before one could question what it was. luz
closed the space between her and amity, her hand intertwining with amity's while her hips slowly
grind against amelia's thighs as her hand gripped hers as well.

amity easily melted in the kiss as she felt the immense passion and heat coursing through the kiss
that made her kiss back. she tried to pull luz down on her but she couldn't until luz pulled away to
switch to amelia.



amelia lowly moaned, she didn't hesitate to kiss back as she drowns herself in luz's tender love with
her hand slithering towards the noceda's cock. feeling the heat just by holding it and started to
slowly stroke it with her thumb rubbing the glistening tip.

as they slowly pull away, amelia pressed her forehead against luz to whisper "fuck me first." and
amity didn't take this well.

"hey, i'll be the first to have luz's children!" amity exclaimed, she drew away from both of them with
her eyes glaring at her sister who glared back. amelia gently pushed luz off her as she sat up to
stare down at the princess, not gonna take anymore of her bullshit.

"no, i am! for i am the queen and i will bear my wife's legacy!" amelia declared, she clenched her
fist tightly for it to ignite in her normal pink flames but it turned jet black though it didn't faze amity
as she's prepared to counter her sister's attacks while luz watched them with a deadpan expression.

luz sighed deeply once more with her pinching the bridge of her nose, she wants to fuck their brains
out but she can't if they're constantly out for each other's throats.

"better yet, let's not do it then." luz is done. she got off the bed and headed for the door to make it
seem that she's actually leaving. just when luz was about to grip the doorknob, it was suddenly
covered in thorns with amelia behind asking

"where do you think you're going?" but luz didn't say anything or turn around to face either of
them.

"no wait, luz. i'm sorry, please don't leave me hanging here!" amity said as she got off the bed to
approach luz, wanting to quickly fix her mistake before luz ultimately leaves her due how childish
she's acting.

but luz didn't turn around.

amelia and amity looked at each other, having the same thing coursing through their minds as they
need to stop this nonsense of a rivalry if they want to be filled up by luz.

taking a deep breath in, amity walked up to luz and got to her side for her to see her wife's face but
she only had a blank expression on. amity coiled her arms around luz's as she pressed herself
against her with her chin resting on luz's shoulder, looking at her like a puppy asking for a treat.

"i'll be a good princess for you tonight. i- i wanna be stuffed to the brim by you so please.." amity
placed luz's hand in her pussy, letting her feel just how wet she got making her shakily exhale. luz
looked at the blight in the corner of her eye then down her waist as she felt a pair of arms wrap
around her.

pushing down their pride, amelia walked up to luz to wrap her arms around her waist, hiding her
face on luz's back as she didn't want her to see just how red she became. "i'm sorry for acting
childish and setting you aside. i'll be a good girl now so please.." the queen bit her lip as she
mustered up much of her courage to finish her sentence.

"please fuck us."

a smirk ran across luz's face, she finally turned around to face her wives. both of her hands
caressing their cheeks as she stared deeply into their golden hues that she grew to love evermore.



"promise me you two will get along?" luz asked, that's all she wants is for her wives to live
harmoniously together with her as she'll only love amelia and amity. no one else but her queens.

the blights sisters nodded in response.

"lay in the bed for me." luz said, she watched the sisters follow the order and laid on their backs,
shyly spreading their legs as they're usually the ones controlling the gears but that changed tonight.

luz walked back to the bed, her eyes focused on her wives, her cock reverting back to it's fullest
form as her cheeks tinting red like theirs. she still feels nervous but reassured herself this is gonna
turn out amazing.

"you two look so cute." luz softly chuckled, she crawled up into the bed and pecked both of her
lovers' sweet lips. her hands smoothly moved down their hairs to remove the hair ties before
withdrawing as luz became serious again.

"now, no matter who i pick first doesn't demean how much i love the other." luz said. amity and
amelia looked at each other in the corners of their eyes, asking the same thing to each other before
they nodded again as a reply.

softly smiling, luz pecked both of their noses and whispered "and i'll have a helping hand soon
enough so the other won't feel alone."

"what do you mean?" amity asked, she still doesn't know what this glyph on her and amelia's chest
is.

but luz only left them in the dark. "you'll figure it out." then, she got on top of amelia and leaned
down to give her another kiss. amelia immediately wrapped her arms around luz's neck to pull her
entire down against her, making sure there's no space left.

amity turned away as she started to feel a bubbling feeling of jealousy in her chest when she wasn't
picked first and noticed something against her lips when there's nothing there. she looked back at
luz who's still in a deep kiss with amelia but is looking at her, something glistening in her eyes then,
amity recalled the mysterious glyph the noceda plastered on their chests.

amity glanced down at the glyph, it started to glow in a purple hue before the parchment slowly
disintegrated into ashes and the rune remained on her flesh instead.

as they finally pulled away, amelia panted softly while staring deep into luz's hazel eyes that shined
under the torches. luz started placing soft kisses around amelia's neck, pampering her with her
hands running around her perfect body as she makes sure amelia feels some good lovin same goes
with amity.

amity trembled at the feeling of ghostly hands roaming around her body and heat emitting precisely
where luz places her kisses on amelia's neck. she watched the noceda's movements she does on her
sister, seeing the blissful expression on amelia's face as she loves the touches luz makes and amity
feels the same.

then it came to her and luz saw the realisation on amity's face.

"that's right." luz withdrew from amelia, got in between her legs and grinds her cock against her
sopping wet pussy earning a shaky exhale. watching amity shiver from the sensation that occurred



down there.

"you don't know how long i looked for this emulate spell, i even had to stack some books just to
reach the 7th floor." luz said as she aligned herself in amelia's womanhood and didn't hesitate to
drive head first into her warm walls making the queen scream in both ecstasy and surprise.

"l- luz!"

luz bit her lip, "aah.. fuck.." she spreads amelia's legs as wide as it can, groaning at the feeling of
the queen's walls encasing her throbbing cock. she lets go of her hips and intertwines both of their
hands together, pinning amelia to the bed as she slowly starts thrusting.

"you're tighter than i remember." luz muttered, feeling the tight grip of amelia's pussy as she went
at a sluggish pace for her to adjust. amity was wriggling beside them, the sensation felt odd to her
but it's pleasurable.

"you caught me off guard.. aahh.." amelia replied followed by low moans, she glanced down to
watch luz's rhythmic hips lightly hit against hers. after all the times she had sex with luz, amelia felt
like she became a virgin once again or maybe she feels love.

a thing amelia thought she would never have until she dies as she was never raised to feel that sort
of thing. it was proven as a nuisance to the grand scheme of things for her parents had already
forethought for her. not even giving her a chance to stay something against it.

yet here she is. she fell hard for a peasant girl who she planned to be a mere pet that dies horribly
under the coven head's hand but the unthinkable happened within the blight castle.

amelia blight and amity blight, the most ruthless and coldest rulers the boiling isles has ever seen
had a change of heart all because of that one single peasant girl from the outskirts of the isles.

who would've thought huh.

then, luz picked up her pace into her more preferred speed. "aaahh! aah- shit!" amelia moaned
with her body writhing from the pleasure running through her body, she tightly gripped luz's hands
as she stared up to her eyes again. it was clouded with lust and love, pouring her everything in
every collision.

luz bit her lip as she watched amelia's body bounce- mostly her rotund breasts bouncing before her
eyes at each slam. she about to lean down to take one of her pink, perked nipples until amity
gripped a handful of her hair and slammed her lips into hers.

luz can feel amity moaning in the kiss as she keeps thrusting in amelia's pussy, hitting all of the
right spots and amity feels everything without being penetrated yet. luz didn't hesitate on kissing
back, slipping her tongue in the princess' wet cavern for their tongues to dance in an arrhythmic
manner.

when they pulled away, amity panted heavily, her body trembling as drool trickled down the side of
her mouth with her eyes turning love drunk. luz licked amity's drool and sped up even more, making
sure she's hitting amelia's womb.

she got it as both women cried out in euphoria.



amity dropped back down to the bed, struggling to keep her posture while being pounded by an
invisible luz and moaned as loud as her sister. a smirk came on luz's face, that's what she wanted
and she wants them to lose their voices tonight.

then, luz started to feel a familiar knot forming in her stomach and this motivated her to go faster,
harder on amelia and just by the look of her blissed, lewd face says it all as she also can feel it
coming.

"aahh! you really wanna have my babies, don't you?" luz said and amelia frantically nodded her
head.

"yes! yes yes! oh please, knock a baby inside me, luz!!" amelia shouted without shame, rationale
was thrown out of the window minutes ago and her mind was only filled with the plan of her getting
well stuffed tonight.

luz clenched her teeth tightly, she tried not to break amelia's hands from her grip as she can feel it
tipping over the edge until it finally fell. "then fucking take it, blight!!" she plunged her cock deep
into amelia's womb and popped, letting her cum swell her stomach. it's not obvious but it will be
soon enough.

the eruption triggered amelia to come as well, shuddering at the feeling of both of their cums
swirling and mixing inside her. some slowly leaked out but amelia was so lost in the blissful plains
that she didn't notice. her breathing slowly stabilized with her heart calming down.

"my queen." luz pressed her forehead against amelia which helped her snap back to reality and
smiled.

"my king." amelia placed a soft kiss on luz's lips, seeing a smile come on before she kissed back and
slowly withdrew out of her cum filled pussy. luz bit her lip at the sight of it, she scooped up some to
push it in as she wants it all to stay in but since she doesn't have a spell to do that.

she still enjoyed the spectacle.

luz turned her head at amity to see her also a mess as she came as well, her juices trickling down
towards the sheets with her body twitching. a chuckle escaped her throat.

"come here, princess." luz gently lifted amity up, leaned back on the headboard with amity on her
lap. her hands slithered around her body as her eyes stared up into those lustful golden hues till her
hands stopped right at her breasts to fondle with.

"time to give you the attention you deserve." luz gripped amity's waist for her to hover above her
dick, aligning it in the sweet hole before bringing her down making the princess moan with her
head rolling back.

"aahh.. d- did you get big or something..?" amity asked, her pulsing walls sizing the dick as she
feels it throb inside. luz chuckled with a grin and she gripped amity's waist firmly to get ready.

"nah."

then, luz started thrusting upwards right up into amity's sweet spot. amity loudly moaned, a wave of
pleasure washed over her body that made her weak and had to hold onto luz's waist for support.
she became a ragdoll for her wife to use and she loves it.



"ah shit.. that's it princess." luz purred as she watched amity bounce on her like she's riding her as
a great steed. the princess' moans are a muse to the noceda' ears and it drove her to go faster,
harder for her princess.

amelia was next to them, tightly hugging a pillow with her face buried on it to muffle her moans
while being railed once again but this time, luz wasn't there to pin her.

amity glanced down to see her easily taking her lover's cock deep into her pussy, reaching for her
womb and returned her gaze back up to luz's hues that burned lechery within and burned straight
into her heart.

amity dropped herself on top of luz, feeling her hands move down to her ass to give it a loving
squeeze before slapping it earning a squeal. the young blight looked up to luz, her face fully
resembling a tomato with their lips just inches away.

"i love you.." amity whispered.

"i love you too princess." luz closed the space between them, their tongues meeting once again as
they danced without melody. the loud skin slapping filled the room along with both sisters' moand.
it soon resonated out in the empty hallway.

it's a good thing that the maid spread the word of not allowing anyone to go near their room or else
their entrails would've been sprawled across the floor.

as they pulled away, a thin string of saliva was seen between them but it disappeared quickly as it
appeared. amity rested her head on luz's neck, nestling up in there with her moaning right into her
ears while luz kept ramming hard into her pussy.

"luz.. aahh please!" amity moaned as she can feel a forming knot in her stomach, she tightly
gripped onto the pillows to push herself up but her arms were trembling. her breasts jiggled in front
of luz's face and she didn't hesitate to take one of the nipples for her to suckle on.

"fuck.. fu- aaahh! luz!!" amity rolled her head back when she came hard for the second time and
this was only for the first round with luz. the noceda shoved her cock deep into the princess' womb
and ejaculated right in there.

amity shuddered at the feeling of warm cum inside her pussy, she couldn't hold herself up anymore
and fell on top of luz once again. this time, she caught her and held her tight as she placed a kiss
on her head.

"you did so well, baby. you're such a good girl." luz whispered, her hands massaging amity's tensed
muscles as she slowly pulled her out of her cock and continued to soothe amity until she calmed
down.

luz gently placed amity down onto the pillows, pushing a few locks of her face and pecked her
cheeks. "i guess you don't need this anymore." she wiped the rune off amity's cheeks so she can rest
while she has her turn on amelia once again.

speaking of amelia, luz looked over to the queen who's also heaving after cumming for the second
time. she crawled on top of her, her cock growing hard again as she's nowhere near done in fucking
and filling up her wives.



"up for another round, ames?" luz asked amelia, she looked up to her and flashed a grin that told
her everything.

"you know it."

 

"fuck.." luz bit her lip as she watched amelia and amity take turns in licking, sucking her cock after
they tapped out from being so full now that their pussies were dripping of cum.

luz just needs to let out her last load before she taps out as well.

she stared at their gazes while sucking her off, kissing the leaking tip as amity took her in her
mouth with amelia sucking her balls. luz can feel herself easily reaching the edge after a night full
of cumming, she's extra sensitive now.

then, luz lets out a guttural moan as she popped for the last time. letting her hot strings of cum
come on the sisters' face, they continued to lap up the tip off for her cum, not minding the cums on
their faces until luz finally emptied out.

luz combed her hair back and slowly sat up properly to wipe both of her wives' faces off her cum as
they pressed their cheeks into the touch. softly smiling, luz gave their lips some tender kisses before
leading them under the sheets with amity in the middle.

all three of them didn't say anything as they caught their breaths. luz turned to look at the blights,
seeing them get comfortable in each other's warmth and satisfied.

"i don't think i can move tomorrow." luz said. amelia chuckled, "that's good so you'll stay with us in
bed." she replied as she leaned in to place a peck on luz's nose, watching it twitch lightly.

amity turned over and she noticed that the collar was still on luz's neck. "you can take this off now.
you're not a pet anymore." she said as she doesn't want luz to be seen like she's being taken as
hostage by the sight of that collar. she was about to take it off but luz stopped her.

"but i like it though. can i keep it instead?" luz asked with her pulling the puppy eyes card. the two
sisters glanced at each other, a little confused why luz wanted the collar but they didn't put up an
argument as it does show whoever wants a piece of their wife to back off or else and she looks hot
with it.

"fine." amity nonchalantly shrugged.

luz giggled, she embraced amity close to her and motioned amelia to come closer so she could
wrap her arms around her as well. "i love you two so much. i promise to never leave you." she
whispered as she gave them one last kiss for a good night before burying her face in amity's head,
spooning her while her hands rubbed amelia's head to soothe her to sleep.

"we love you too, luz."

the three lovers drifted off to sleep with each other's arms as they muttered their sincere i love yous.
after that eventful night, they finally made it clear what this relationship truly is as their love
overpowers the hunger and desire of blight sisters initially wanted.

-----



3 months have passed, the three's relationship grew into what it was supposed to be. amity and
amelia made up for luz's sake as she can't be split with her wives still out for each other's throats.

luz's title as a king has been fully implemented, despite her peasant backgrounds, the new king of
the boiling isles demands respect. she knows how to deal with those who mock her name or her
wives.

the saturday sun rose to it's peak in the high afternoon. luz stood in front of the mirror, opening a
few buttons on her dark purple tunic that had the blight insignia on her right chest. a yellow cloth
wrapped around her hips, serving as a belt and simple black puffed pants finishing with a pair of
high laced boots.

luz stared at her new self, it felt like she grew bigger and taller now. more confidence surging
through her body that made her puff out her chest with pride. then, her eyes traveled down to her
hand, seeing her golden ring that used to be a deadly everlasting oath now became a proclamation
of love.

she smiled as she traced her thumb on it's smooth surface. then, luz looked up when she heard the
door creak open, her smile widened as she saw he wives peeking in the room. "hey, ready to go?"
amity asked as she and amelia walked in the room.

luz nodded, "yep." she headed for their bed, tying shut her bag full of clothing and other things.
amelia sat down next to luz with amity wrapping her arms around her from behind as she watched
her swift fingers tie the laces.

amelia tilts her head, noticing something on luz's eyes. nervousness? doubt maybe? "is there
something wrong, love?" she asked making luz look at her, she softly chuckle and shook her head.

"no. i just.. i don't know how my mom will react to the new me." luz admitted, she hasn't written
anything for her mother and sister so it'll be a surprise for the both of them that she's suddenly at
the door with her two obviously pregnant wives.

luz felt proud seeing their big baby bumps knowing that they're hers.

"but you two can finally have a formal introduction to her as my lovely wives." luz said as she
caressed amity's cheeks, feeling her lean into the touch like a kitten.

amelia scoffed, "was our dramatic entrance not fornal?" she asked with a quirked brow. luz gazed
at her wife, giggling at the sight of her pout as it's really cute when she does that.

"well, if it includes my sister getting choked to death." luz shrugged with nonchalance. amelia
scoffed again, the noceda playfully rolled her eyes and leaned down to give her a peck.

"but i still love you." luz said and felt amity give her a kiss on the cheek "you better."

after luz packed up the last things she needed for the stay, they went out of the castle to hop in their
carriage despite the sisters wanting to go in their horses. luz insisted on them using the carriage
instead as she doesn't wanna risk them accidentally falling off and hurting themselves.

begrudgingly, her wives had to agree.



luz watched through the window, seeing the many passing manors and luxurious houses of the rich
that became the wet looking, wooden houses luz grew up seeing after they passed the gates. she
saw alot of familiar civilians walking by, trading with the others and just doing their normal
routines along with the children playing without care in the world.

also not minding if they got run over by the carriage.

luz missed this.

when they reached the outskirts of the town, luz immediately spotted two horses tied to the side
eating some hay. as the carriage stopped in front of the newly renovated house, luz was glad that
her wives did their part in the deal.

taking a deep breath, luz just needs to be herself as she hasn't seen her family in a long time. she
opened the carriage door to be the first to step out, she offered her hand for amity as she helped
her easily get down the carriage and did the same for amelia.

luz walked up to the front door with her wives behind her, she looked over her shoulder as she felt
unsure about this but the sisters gave her a silent boost of encouragement that was enough for luz
to raise her hand up to the door and knocked loud enough thrice.

there were a few seconds of silence in the porch with luz anxiously twisting her fingers until the
door swung open to reveal a well dressed lucia noceda with her hair slicked back and her hat's
gone.

"luz!" a big smile came on lucia's face at the sight of her little sister alive in front of her.

"lucia!" luz opened her arms for a hug and lucia didn't need to think twice in accepting the hug.
both sisters tightly embraced each other to the point of lucia almost wheezing as she realised how
strong luz became.

pulling away, lucia looked at luz up and down as she threw her a barrage of questions. "are you
okay? what did they do to you? what the hell is this?" she tugged on the collar making the golden
plate jiggle and she grimaced at the words engraved on either side.

"i'm alright! this is just accessories. anyways, you look great!" luz disclosed and moved on, noting
the prince like attire lucia is rocking and the golden ring on her right hand. she can feel her sister's
happiness radiating from her and she was right.

"i know right. wionna's actually a pretty nice gal if you took the time to get to know her." lucia said
with a soft smile tugging on her lips as her mind wandered towards her wife. her life with wionna
was vastly different compared to luz but that's another story for another time.

lucia snapped back to their conversation when she heard luz giggling like a little girl who got some
secrets to spill.

"aw, you finally found someone." luz cooed with a mischievous cat smile coming on. blood rushed
up to lucia's cheeks, creating a rosy tint and quickly looked away so luz wouldn't see it. "shut up."
she grumbled and this only confirmed luz's thoughts.

speaking of falling, luz looked over her shoulder once more to motion her two wives to come up
and show themselves.



"lucia, as you know the queen and princess are my wives but i want you to meet them again.
without the threatening." luz intertwined her hands with amity and amelia as a smile came on her
lips. lucia's jaw dropped upon seeing the blight sisters knocked up by her little sister and overall
healthy than the last time she saw them, which was the wedding.

lucia had to stop luz from jumping off the window that time.

blinking, lucia closed her mouth as she cleared her throat. "wow… okay, did you get hypnotised or
something?" she whispered to luz while glancing at both sisters who looked more friendly than they
first came here. well, almost as lucia was amelia narrow her eyes at her when she heard the
question.

luz giggled and shook her head, "nope. we had a bumpy start but we made up. now, we're
expecting." she said with a big smile, showing how proud she is of getting to this point. lucia isn't
gonna ruin her sister's happiness if she truly does find serenity with the blights then she won't
judge.

"congratulations, luz. mami's gonna freak when she sees this. come on, she's with wionna in the
kitchen." lucia motioned for the couple to enter the new house, leading the way to the kitchen. just
by walking in the hallway, the smell of home cooking brought so many nostalgic memories to luz
and a warm feeling in her chest appeared.

"ma, luz is here!" lucia called, she quickly trotted up to wionna to help her the first second she saw
her holding a plateful of food. camila went out of the kitchen as well and her face brightened when
she saw luz in the house.

"mija!" camila immediately placed the plate she was holding on the table, rushed towards luz to
pull her in a big hug that luz didn't hesitate in returning. she missed her mother so much, it felt like
she hadn't seen her for years when it's just 5 months.

it still felt so long.

"¡es bueno verte otra vez!" camila said as she pulled away from the hug, she cupped luz's cheeks
while looking up and down to find something that could be off on her daughter. signs of
mistreatment but camila found nothing.

luz looked better than before.

"me too, mami. i missed you." luz said, leaning into her mother's touch that she missed.

"how are you? are you okay? why weren't you sending any letters to us like lucia?" camila asked,
this made amelia and amity tense up behind luz but they didn't say anything as they kinda want to
be unseen.

"uh well-" when luz was about to come up with an excuse, camila finally noticed the blight sisters
and their very noticeable baby bumps.

"oh! i see you also brought company." camila was surprised to see the pregnant sisters and the only
culprit was the woman in front of her. she looked into her daughter's eyes once again, she knows
luz well and she can see whatever lies in her hues but all she saw was immense joy of seeing her
family again with her wives able to join the reunion.



"you should've told me you were coming now the food wouldn't be enough." she said, making luz
softly giggle, "don't worry mama, it's surely enough for all of us." she reassured.

camila hummed as she shrugged, "if you say so. come come, take a seat." motioning the new couple
to join the others in the big table that's just filled with camila's home cooking that luz and lucia
missed. they're gonna devour this in minutes.

luz quickly pulled out two seats for her wives to sit on and placed pecks on their cheeks before
sitting down in the middle. lucia watched the whole thing and lets out a snort.

"show off much?"

the visit went great as the damages that were once present after the blights took luz was amended
after proving that they changed for their wife.

they had to spend a night in the new house in luz's old room that wasn't like her old room. it was
expanded and cleaner while lucia and wionna took lucia's old room that also got the same
upgrades.

when the new morning came, amelia and amity created a cabin that is just a few walks away from
the house using the hands of servants and abominations that it was finished overnight.

luz doesn't know how long she'll be staying here in her old town as she has alot to catch up on and
see what changed.

luz splashed cold water in her face to freshen herself after she spent the day catching up with her
sister. she wiped her wet face using her tunic before stepping out of the bathroom and walked down
the hallway to reach the master bedroom.

the noceda perked up when she opened the door, a smile formed as she saw her lovely wives
cuddled together in bed. amity was awake, waiting for luz while amelia was already sleeping in her
little sister's arms.

"out already?" luz crawled up into the bed and got behind amelia as she stared at amity. "she tried
to hunt a stag in the woods to bring home as a trophy but easily got tired." amity said with a soft
scoff, luz rose a brow in disbelief but then again this is amelia blight we're talking about.

"i always told her to not exhaust herself but she never listens." luz sighed as she shook her head.

"yeah." amity agreed.

"you too as well." luz added, earning another scoff and a playful slap on the shoulder from the
pretend offense amity got. luz snickered, she caught her hand and kissed the knuckles.

"we'll return to the castle tomorrow to sort some things out." amity said, luz suddenly drooped as
she thinks that their stay was suddenly cut off short by something. she didn't even get to explore her
old town.

"oh, i have to pack up then." luz was about to get up to pack up their stuff but amity pulled her
down and shook her head. she realised that she said her words wrong, making luz confused so
quickly fixed it.



"no no, just me and amelia. you can stay in the village to explore or what not. we'll come back in
the afternoon, maybe." amity said, watching a soft 'oh' utter from luz's lips.

"are you gonna tell me what it is or..?" luz rose a brow, she still wasn't given the reason why she
was picked to be their bride. she doubts amity would tell her why she and amelia are gonna sort out
in the castle without her.

"some other time, love. goodnight." amity leaned in to give luz a long, sweet kiss of goodnight
before laying down as she held amelia close to her with luz spooning her. basically sandwiching the
sleeping queen.

"goodnight." and with a snap of a finger, all lights went out.

 

as the sun rose from the east, luz was the first to be awakened by the sun's rays hitting her straight
in the eyes and almost blinded her when she slowly fluttered her eyes open.

turning over, luz fully opened her eyes to see her peacefully sleeping wives. amelia moved in her
sleep as she was nestled in her chest with amity spooning her instead.

"so cute." luz placed a kiss on amelia's forehead and did the same for amity before carefully, quietly
slipped out of amelia's embrace and got off the bed.

luz noticed a cape placed on a chair in front of a work table, she slowly walked up to it and picked
it up. feeling the soft wool of it's black exterior and red interior, without thinking much of it, luz
clipped it on and quietly exited the room without waking up her wives.

luz tightened her shoe laces as she got out of the cabin, did some last minute fixes on herself before
heading for her old village to see what changed.

the moment she stepped into the back ends of the village, luz notices people are halting from what
they're doing to stare at her. she doesn't know if they're staring at her small jewelry, her attire or
the collar but it's freaking luz out.

nonetheless, she ignored it. for now as she walks in the direction of the market. planning to whip up
some breakfast for her lovers. the more luz goes deeper and deeper in the village, the more eyes
landed on her with a crowd started to file in behind her. tailing her and it's making her really
uncomfortable.

"hey um, you guys need something?" luz asked as she turned around to realise just how much
people were following her. they have something in their eyes that both annoyed and scared luz but
one thing is certain: they want her.

"is that really you luz?" one villager asked, stepping forward to get a good look on luz but she
backed up as she didn't want them to hold her with her already knowing what their intentions were.

"yes, it's just me so can you ple-" luz was about to politely ask for them to leave her alone and let
her have a peaceful shopping but they cut her off.

"i knew it! she is married to the queen and princess! what is life beyond the gates?!" luz backed up
once again as they excited asked what living with and as a royal is like while continuously stepping



forward. invading luz's personal space even more.

"uh.."

"what happened to you? you don't look like the petite luz i know. and i kinda like it." a woman
suddenly popped beside luz, wrapping her arms around luz's arm and pressed herself- mostly her
breasts onto the noceda thinking it'll turn her on when her cock and heart only pays attention to her
wives.

that was a fruitless attempt.

"please don't touch me." luz slipped her arm out of the woman's hold and sped up her backing up
only for the people becoming obsessed with her to follow suit.

luz doesn't know what to do with these people but her patience is wearing thin when all she wanted
was to cook something nice for her wives and the only thing to do that is get the necessary
ingredients to make it.

and she can't even do that.

then, a guy appeared on her right with his hand resting on her shoulder. "you grew alot for the past
months! shall we have a little catching up if you want?" he said in a rather suggestive tone. luz
glanced down at the hand as she felt him tighten the grip, this is the slimmest luz's patience has
gone and she doesn't wanna cause chaos so early in the morning.

"no.. just leave me alone, please. i'm married." luz snapped, she roughly shrugged the guy's hand
off her and turned back to storm towards the market as that's all that matters.

make a nice brekkie for her lovers and there's definitely no mob following her.

the market is just a few walks away. luz just has to ignore the stares and get what she needs.

"hey noceda! i thought you got mauled by a giraffe," luz felt a rush of relief upon hearing that
irritating voice. maybe boscha can be useful for once and cut luz some slack to get rid of these
people off her back.

boscha walked up to luz with a scowl on and arms crossed. luz used to think that she can never
match up to boscha and that she's always the bigger person than she is but now with the new found
confidence within luz. she realised something.

"i was about to make a nice grave for you." boscha said, luz flashed a cynical smile "how kind of
you, boscha."

boscha looked up and down on luz, noting the great attire she's fitting along with the blight crest
slightly peeking behind the one sided cape. she narrowed her eyes at it before scoffing.

"i never thought a weakling human would be wedded with the queen and the princess of the boiling
isles." she said with a hint of surprise but it's dripping of sarcasm as usual for boscha.

"i don't know if i should be surprised or feel pity for them having a terrible taste." the witch lets out
a dry chuckle. luz followed along, her movements stiff and she started to regret the decision boscha
would be the least of her worries but the people behind her did stop advancing.



just one more nuisance to go.

"i doubt you'll ever be chosen for anything." luz muttered for boscha to only hear and this seemed
to have plucked a nerve.

"well, at least i'm not a little pet that kisses the riches' ass." boscha sneered. luz rose a brow as she
can sense insecurities making themselves known, easy to exploit so she can immediately win this
nonsensical argument but luz isn't going to pull that card.

yet.

boscha stormed up to luz, their space just a few inches and glared at the noceda's nonchalant gaze.
"you're nothing to begin with and you're still nothing now despite the lavishing clothes you wear."
she hissed, sparing luz's collar a glance that further confirmed what the noceda really is to the
blights.

boscha grabbed the collar making luz's eyes widened, she gripped the witch's wrist for her to let
go. "you're a slave to them and you're the shit under my shoe." then, she shoved luz back and
almost made her stumble to the ground. luz immediately checked if her collar was still intact,
feeling relieved that it's still there.

but her mood shifted into great annoyance as boscha had the audacity to touch the king of the
boiling isles.

"you should definitely try out to be a poet, boscha. that almost made me shed a tear." luz said
blandly though boscha didn't care.

she started to slowly circle luz, making her think that she's trapped if she tries to escape but it's all
the way around. "you flaunt about being married to the blights when they're nothing but faces. no
substance at all." boscha said as she made a gagging noise.

luz's eye twitched, she's holding herself from charging and rip boscha's third eye then shove it up in
her ass. instead, one of her hands slipped inside her pockets to hide her clenched fists while she
continued to listen the witch babble bullshit.

then, boscha stopped behind luz with a smirk coming on as the human isn't rebuking. "i bet i can
even pin the princess to the ground and make her mine instead." she's basically digging her own
grave now. luz still hasn't said anything to counter that, her body was just stiff as she stood still.

something's wrong. everyone can feel it but boscha took it as a pass to keep going.

"yeah that sounds like a good plan. what do you say if we make those sisters our sex slaves huh?"
boscha looked over to the crowd that was once following luz, she saw them starting to slowly back
up while being huddled together like a scared cattle.

boscha turned her gaze back at luz who's now facing her. baring an indecipherable expression.

"what do you think, slave?"

"i think," luz started, she stared up into boscha's lavender eyes and just by the look of the noceda's
eyes made the witch be both confused and terrified. it held unbridled anger and bloodlust.

"tu deberias morir." luz snapped in her mother tongue that no one in the isles understands.



"what-" before boscha could let out her full sentence. the world suddenly became slower, luz zipped
in front of her with a thorn covered fists coming close to her face, luz's eyes told her that she's
going to enjoy this until the fists finally made contact.

boscha was sent flying off to the side, crashing into someone's house due to how hard luz made her
first hit. luz rotated her arms and cracked her neck to prepare herself for a sweet revenge she's
been dreading to have.

"come on, boscha. don't tell me a punch from wimp little me was enough for you." luz taunted as
she watched boscha slowly emerge out of the house, almost losing her balance with some blood
oozing out of her nose.

"you little shit." boscha wiped the blood off her, she took out some potion bottles she'll use as luz
started with a plant spell. they aren't gonna fight in the old way.

then, boscha ran towards luz who got in a fighting stance with her plant gauntlet's thorns started
igniting and took something out of her pocket that boscha could only see as a piece of paper. she
laughed internally as what could a paper do?

boscha propelled herself up in the air with an exploding potion, she went overhead of luz and she
started rapid firing down at the human until she landed with smoke covering almost half of luz's
side of the field.

boscha chuckled, thinking that she always won the match as usual but when the smoke cleared, a
gasp escaped her and everyone's mouths at the sight of a large abomination arm covering luz from
the attack with her own arm engulfed of dark purple goop and the other was in flames.

"i thought you're a master of potions? i guess it was a lie like everything you spew out." luz said,
she lowered the abomination arm and started walking up to boscha, loving the fear in her face. it's
not everyday luz could see and indulge in that.

the second boscha took a step back, luz swiftly ran up to the witch. giving boscha a split second to
dodge her next attack, she took this small window to another potion but an ice pillar suddenly
sprouted out of nowhere and took the damage instead. melting instantly upon impact and luz didn't
waste any time to extend her abomination hand to grab boscha's face and slammed her hard onto
the ground. creating a large crate.

"h- hey! halt at once!" one of the townsfolk yelled but it's clear in their voice that they're afraid of
the power and agility luz has now.

she's no longer the runt of the family after getting a glimpse of her wives' magic. she was trained
for something that the sisters aren't quite ready to disclose yet but it did grant her a great favor.

luz didn't listen, she gripped boscha's neck to keep her down and raised her flamed fist with her
glistening red eyes staring at boscha. hearing her raspy pleads of mercy but has she ever listened to
luz's pleads to stop?

didn't think so.

luz brought her fist down right into boscha's face, hard. hard enough to make her nose break. the
second punch knocked a few teeth out as the noceda continuously punched the witch with the spews
of blood flying into her face.



the maniacal smile luz has was disturbing.

the people had enough, luz was going too far. they rushed up towards the noceda with their
weapons and spells prepared but when luz snapped her head at them. several ice spikes impaled
their legs making them cry out in pain, falling over even to hold their wounded legs.

the undergrowth bursts out of the ground to wrap it's tendrils around the rest, tightly entrapping
them with the sharper tendrils slowly coming closer to their eyes or ears to enter and violently
pierce their brains.

luz lets out a frustrated roar before bringing down her last hit on boscha who's on the brink of
passing out with her face drenched in blood and almost unrecognisable. luz slowly stood straight,
her arms reverting back to normal but the blood remained.

she looked at the people she stopped before they wrecked her fun, she walked up to the center of the
town as she stared at them. their eyes silently asking for mercy, hoping that the old luz was still in
there.

she is here.

"i'm the new king now and it's best not to insult my family, especially my wives unless you want to
have the special treatment like boscha and your remains be thrown in the boiling seas." luz
threatened, she dropped the people trapped in the undergrowth. their bodies trembled as they
slowly raised their heads to look at luz.

"understood?"

"yes, your highness." everyone kneeled in front of their new king, fearing for their lives much like
the blight sisters did when they rose to power.

luz's eyes returned to hazel, she looked at the people kneeling before her and huffed as she walked
out of there without regret. she didn't get what she initially wanted but she got what she'd been
wishing for and headed back to the cabin.

figuring she'd cool down first before she does anything else.

as luz got back to the cabin, she still entered silently for her wives not to be rudely awakened by her
aggravated door slamming. she slipped inside the bedroom to see them still asleep.

luz took off her cape and placed it down on the same chair before starting to take off her boots.

this awoken amity. luz perked up when she heard a groggy groan and she saw the princess slowly
rising up, rubbing her eyes with the other looking straight at luz.

softly smiling, luz walked over to amity and gave her a morning kiss to help her to be wide awake.
"good morning, baby." she whispered as she cupped her soft cheeks, hearing amity mutter a good
morning back.

"when did you wake up?" amity asked, looking up to her lover as she rested her head on her hands.

"dawn. how's your sleep?" luz replied with a question, her thumb helped removed the remaining
eye gunk in the corners befores squishing her cheeks earning a weird noise that made luz snicker.



amity shook off luz's pinch, "good. could've been better if you stayed in bed." she pulled luz by the
collar, bringing her down for a full on kiss with her hands working their way into her pants.
bringing both pants and underwear down for her cock to flop out, stroking it to be as hard as it
while both of their tongues danced without a melody.

when they pulled away, luz bit amity's lower lip and smirked as she stared into her lustful golden
eyes. "well you're in luck." she whispered before grabbing a handful of amity's hair and brought
her down to her dick to start sucking.

amity didn't hesitate to do so as she started swiftly bobbing her head and her tongue lashing
around her tip

luz lowly groaned, she loosened her grip on her wife's head and petted her as she watched her
easily take her dick down her throat.

their little fun awakened someone else as well. amelia sat up, still groggy and the first thing she
sees is her little sister giving their wife a blowjob without her.

"are you having fun without me?" amelia asked with a pout, a smile came on luz's face as amelia
was finally awake.

"of course not." she replied, pulling amelia towards her while amity continued her work below as
luz gave her wife a kiss with their hands just couldn't help themselves but roam around each other's
bodies.

in the end, luz didn't need to cook breakfast after all.

-----

after amelia and amity said their temporary goodbyes to luz, they rode the carriage back to the
castle and planned to consult belos about their deal.

as the throne room doors of the king were pushed wide open by only two individuals. belos lifted his
head off his knuckle, looking at the blight sisters approaching his throne with their usual stoic
expressions.

he was surprised to see the baby bumps though he isn't going to dwell on it as he knows why they're
here.

internally sighing, belos stood up and bowed before the queen and princess as they stopped just a
few steps away the small stairs upholding the golden throne. "your majesties. what brings you to
my humble abode?" he asked as he raised his head to meet the sisters' gaze.

"we believe that luz is finally ready to take on your head coven of the abominations." amelia said,
cutting to the chase. belos stiffly stood straight and sat back down to his throne, he said nothing for
a long time as he tried to think of something- an excuse that the blights would absolutely buy.

he concluded that this bet was nothing but a bad hoax. he was dead wrong.

"it's been exactly 5 months for your frail memory to recall." amity added as the king's silence tells
many.



"i… i thought.." belos muttered to himself but in this room that has many dead spaces and no one
around to filter his voice. amelia and amity heard him, crystal clear.

"you thought what belos?" amelia tilts her head, getting suspicious about the king's integrity. the
atmosphere of the room became thick and hard to breathe along with the serpents' venom
contaminating belos' lungs, poisoned only just by the looks the queen and princess are giving him.

taking a deep breath in, belos mustered much courage and reminded him he is the king of the
boiling titan damn isles. he should have more authority over these sisters and not cower in fear just
because they practice illegal ways of magic.

"is this really necessary? i gave you permission to get some off the streets as your suitor and that is
all." belos said in a stern tone. this caught the sisters off guard, they glanced at each other with
their minds mirroring the same thing they're thinking before returning their eyes on belos as he
continued.

"i see that it came along well so what is your real reason for being here?"

"i don't understand. you agreed to this before everything and there's no turning back. unless.."
amity slowly trails off as it finally crosses her mind of why belos was suddenly in denial. amelia
was easy to catch up on her little sister's revelation written in her face.

her expression suddenly became lifeless as she stared at belos. her eyes turned dull and let out a
tired sigh. the entire place was deadly silent and belos instantly knew he fucked up.

"you see belos, our family has many mottos that i can barely keep up on but stood out to me."
amelia started as she started to slowly climb the small flight of stairs, heading for belos who's
internally panicking. it's like watching a predator getting ready to attack her prey and it's him.

"a blight always upholds the end of the deal and we did. but what did you do?" amelia stopped in
front of belos, her dull golden eyes staring down at him and out of the corner of his eye, her fists
were clenched. glowing faintly before multiple strong bonds of abomination goop were wrapped
around belos.

he struggled in the restraints, using his own magic to set himself free and even tried to summon his
staff but he stopped moving the moment he felt something sharp poke his back and before he knew
it. he's surrounded by blackened spikes made by amity that are dripping with poison.

how did a human survive with these bitches?

"we'll have that coven seat no matter what, old man. so you better get your act up if you really plan
to extirpate us because i don't see that coming out of square one anytime soon." amelia sneered,
mocking the king- hell, she shouldn't even be calling him a 'king' when he's just an honorary one.

she glared belos one last time before dropping him to his knees, the spikes withdrew as amelia
walked down the steps carefully with amity offering a hand to help her down the rest of the steps
and they both looked back at belos. seeing him flinching when they made eye contact.

"i.. i understand." belos muttered as he pulled himself up, still shaken up.

when the sisters were in front of the wide open doors again, amity looked over her shoulder as she
wanted to have the last word. "also we'll make sure the people will dethrone you if you make this



mistake once again." she said, swearing it to herself as she wants belos to be gone for so long so
luz could really be the king she's truly meant to be.

"luz will be the new king and she won't hesitate."

and with that, the giant doors were slammed shut that made a loud echo throughout his castle. even
when the dreaded blight sisters are gone, belos still feels terror brimming inside him as he doesn't
have any control anymore.

the future became uncertain for him for the first time and he felt fear for himself and everything
else as no one knew what those sisters could really do in their fullest potential along with luz added
to the wagon.

who knows what the future of the boiling isles will be.
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the dark night sky was full of clouds tonight though it was bare. there's no stars or moon to shine
down on the dark plains of the kingdom of tretidian, there's only torches and fires sent from the
heavens.

"incoming!!"

a rain of fireballs spells came down on the watchtowers, destroying it into mere cobblestones as
more tried to crumble the walls but it's fortified by many human archers swiftly taking out their
arrows out of their quivers and dipped in their barrels of poison to shoot down the witches on their
staffs before pouring it down the ones below who got too close to the kingdom.

the cavalry charged head first for the infantry of witches, their armors forged to withstand many
blows of their magic before getting thrown into the air by a griffin and eaten by it without remorse.

a war between the witches and humans had gone on for centuries. they did reach a compromise, a
treaty to just stay away from each other's territory but when a man stepped into the throne of power.
the mass land of his kingdom already had didn't satisfy him, he wished to expand further than the
coast which didn't settle to the human king, caspian and tried his damnedest to reason with emperor
belos but caspian has a fair share of unauthorised borrowing.

so it seems that this war only fell to a grey line.

there's no 'good' or 'bad' in this war. there's only power.

some witches managed to teleport up in the walls to take out every human their eyes laid upon but a
formidable knight was up in the walls along with the rest who were ordered to stand for their
kingdom.

a brisk knight dodged all of the spells that were thrown at her, blocking a power ball that instantly
disintegrated upon impact and ducked down when another one was only inches from hitting her.
she charged at the witch and swiftly decapitated them, their head thumbing off the wall to be caught
in the crossfire or trampled by the many steeds racing out of the front gates.

luz looked out in the horizon which was a mistake as she saw the bath blood out in the once
beautiful plains that are now covered of many blood and suffering. she never wanted to be a knight
in the first place but the king ordered the knighthood to pick all of the eldest children of every
home of the kingdom to fill the infantry for the war.



luz was an only child so she had no choice but to leave her mother at the age of 14. coming into a
world she wasn't prepared for. she was trained to be a ruthless killing machine, only piercing her
sword at every witch she sees.

at least, that's what the kingdom wants to see.

luz turned her gaze down on her blood covered blade, she flicked it to get rid of the blood before
running off for the other sides of the walls to give assistance. but then, an explosion that rocked the
entire place and sent some falling to their deaths.

luz almost added to that number as the floor her foot was on was chipped off but she managed to
grab onto a crossbow that was bolted in place and pull herself back to her feet.

sighing in temporary relief, luz continued to run while keeping her head low for the things passing
overhead. then she heard: "healer! healer!!" just nearby and she sped up her running before
stopping in front two knights on the floor.

one consoling the one who has their arm cleanly chopped off. they're losing alot of blood, fast.

"hold on, i have some ambrosia on me." luz knet down in front of the wounded comrade, took out a
bag full of precious ambrosia to act as a painkiller and a roll of bandages. she was about to tend to
their wound, they weakly pushed her away.

"no no… go after that witch! it got through the walls!" they said as they pointed at the castle walls
that exploded with something quickly flying out but luz isn't gonna let that happen.

luz got behind a crossbow, turned it around in the direction of the witch and just when she got a
clear shot, she pulled the trigger for the poison dipped arrow soar straight towards the witch. she
watched the arrow hit them though not precisely in the head like she hoped, it did send the witch
falling down the nearby woods.

"take them to the healer." luz ordered the knight and bolted off to catch that witch before they
disappeared.

she placed her sword back to it's scabbard to pull out a dagger instead as she hopped off the walls
and stuck the blade into it, letting gravity pull her down until she was close enough to the ground to
kick off the wall.

luz searched for where the witch would have fallen like a shooting star, then, she saw them. they
have long thick grey hair with stripes of white on either side. luz can't see their face though does it
matter?

they moved sluggishly, heading somewhere with a small bag in their hands. a frown came on her
face as she instantly thought of it filled with stolen goods.

"halt in the name of the king!" luz shouted, she pulled her sword out again as she stopped in front
of the witch. kicking the bag off their hands which made the things inside of it slowly roll out to
reveal it being invaluable artifacts under the faint light of the nearby torches.

luz's frown deepened, she placed the tip of her blade in front of the witch who's unfazed. "you
know that doesn't really belong to you, right?" they asked with mock evident in their tone.



the light also showed the wound the arrow luz shot, it has a nasty green color with veins spreading
the more time was wasted.

luz only scoffed, "i don't care. have you witches stolen enough things from us already?" she spat
back at the witch who just begrudgingly sighed, she watched them turn over to lay on their back to
face the sky through the thin line of trees and also give luz a direct shot on her heart.

"just make it quick, bucket head. kinda wanna meet someone up there and also below." the witch
said in a normal voice like they're not being literally held at point blank by a knight of precision
and dying of poison. luz was confused why they're so chill about this or it's just their pride talking.

all the more reasons to kill them.

luz slowly raised her sword above the witch's chest, right where their heart lies. this should be easy
for her as she just effortlessly, apathetically sliced a witch's head earlier so all she has to do is bring
the blade down and be over it.

bring the blade down.

luz stared at her sword, waiting for something to happen like the witch pulling a sike or a vagabond
coming to aid the witch. definitely not stalling.

bring the. blade. down.

luz's hands start to tremble as she's wondering why she's having a hard time doing a simple task,
her mind commands her body to do it but she's not following. what is happening to her? did the
witch cast a spell on her? but she didn't see any spell circles though.

bring the blade down. now.

"what are you waiting for?!" luz snapped back to reality when the witch yelled. she looked down at
them, they couldn't see what her face looked like behind the helmet but their face softened as if
they knew what's going on in her head.

"i can't!" luz backed up with her hold on her sword weakening as she doesn't know why she's
suddenly doubting in killing a witch when she was molded to do just that. she eventually dropped
her blade, took off her helmet to breathe as she held her head to keep herself level.

luz can't do it. she can't kill another being without reason, she took out her ambrosia and bandages
again "just take this and go!" she threw it towards the witch, it landed on their face but at least the
gesture was good as the ambrosia can subdue the poison before it reaches their heart.

and the witch did just that. they slowly pulled themselves up with the help of a tree, watching as luz
had an internal conflict of her duty and morals. she's the first to falter like that amongst the previous
knights they stumbled upon.

"what's your name?" the witch asked as they stood still for a few minutes to let the ambrosia take
full effect, for now, a lovely conversation wouldn't hurt with a war happening behind them.

"...luz noceda." luz whispered that is just enough for the witch to hear. she kept her head low from
shame as she couldn't do a simple job, then, her head snapped up when she heard her sword getting
picked up by the witch.



they stared at the clean blade for a moment before walking closer to luz and handed her sword
back. bewildering her more. luz slowly took her sword out of the witch's hand and flinched when
she felt them pat their shoulder as they walked past her.

"thanks kid. i'll remember this." the witch said before booking it out of this place, leaving luz alone
with the loot that was left behind on the ground. she turned around to see their grey hair get further
and further till they're nowhere to be seen.

luz closed her eyes as she took a deep breath in before sighing, she picked up the artifacts and held
one in her hands. staring at it for a long while to see many ancient runes surrounding the artifact.
some she recognises but most are foreign to her.

before she gets way too interested in deciphering what the artifacts are saying, she placed it back in
the bag and headed back for the kingdom.

guess she had to lie about her killing the witch and retrieving the loot from their evil clutches.

-----

a few days has passed after that initial meeting, luz and her squadron were told that there's an
encampment sighted near the woodlands. the territory of the fairies that are dangerously leaning
close to human territory.

they were tasked to take it out and raid it. making sure that nothing would be left in the witches'
disposal.

they didn't take their horses as it'll attract many unwanted attention in the dead of night. considering
that the camp was placed near the woodlands, luz had to guess that the witches are using the fairies
as a sort of protection and an alert whenever enemies come too close.

she doesn't wanna have any mishaps that could cost their lives.

as luz saw the light of the camp up ahead, she looked over her shoulder to see if her squad was still
behind her before waving her hand for them to quietly continue trekking the dense woods. making
sure to not wake up the sleeping fairies in their abodes.

then, luz borrowed a bow from one of her comrades along with an arrow as she took aim at the
witch who's sitting by the fireplace. just cooking their dinner but it was odd that she doesn't see
anyone but them in the camp.

nonetheless, luz was still going to fire and just when she thought this was gonna be a breeze of a
mission. a rustling of shrubbery next to her made her freeze, luz slowly turned her head to see a
pair of golden eyes piercing the darkness and she didn't need to see their own face just to figure out
everything.

this was a mistake.

"clever witch."

suddenly, an abomination lets out a roar that alerts everyone to rush out of their tents, weapons
ready and surround the humans. luz quickly shot at the abomination beside her but it was a futile



shot as it swung it's big arms to easily throw the squad out into the open for the other witches to fire
without a doubt.

"fall back! fall bac-" one of the knights was caught off as two swords impaled their head, splitting it
apart to reveal a pink haired witch with three eyes. glaring at the squadron before attacking another.

luz quickly got onto her feet, she had her sword out as she pulled the others up to fight. without an
escape horse, they're left with no choice but to face the witches head on.

it was a mistake not to take horses as well. how stupid was luz to think that shit wouldn't
immediately hit the fan?

one by one, humans dropped dead on the ground as pools of their own blood tainted the once green
grass. all of this was a mistake. luz blocked the attack spell coming at her, she turned around to see
that some of her comrades were making a run for it and she did the same.

luz retreated back into the woods, to get away from that massacre with guilt rising in the pit of her
stomach as she led those people to their deaths but before she could even lament properly. a rogue
fire spell hits luz on the side that made her fling to the left and slammed into a tree.

groaning, luz wiped her mouth with the back of her hand and looked down to see her breastplate
crumbling into mere iron bits. she deeply frowned as that wasn't supposed to happen in just one fire
spell unless..

luz forced herself up to see a witch ripping their cloak off their body, the key indicator for luz to
separate the many witches she faces is their mint green hair and terrorising golden eyes that have an
intent to kill her without mercy.

she isn't facing a regular witch.

"human." the witch sneered as they started to slowly circle luz, watching her find her balance as
half of her armor was gone from that single blast of fire.

"witch." luz spat, she firmed her grip on her sword and started circling the witch as well. she knows
damn well that she can't beat a witch of their standards but she's willing to try. die as a martyr for
her kingdom.

then, they stopped in parallel with each other. they stared at each other for a few seconds, there's
complete silence between them as the other witches waited from a distance to see whoever made
the first move.

the witch swiftly created a spell circle, summoning an abomination arm under luz to hold her down
but the noceda quickly jumped out of the way and sliced the gooey mass. she started running
towards the witch while dodging, hacking their summoned abomination limbs but not a full one.

are they playing with her?

no matter. luz saw the arm come out of the ground in front of her, about to grab her but she used it
to leverage up into the air with her blade above her head as she's coming down on top of the witch.

the witch was quick with her reflexes, they clenched their fists tightly and mustered all of their
strength to their pink fire covered fist before swinging it hard at luz. breaking her helmet almost



instantaneously and it made the noceda fly back, her back scraping against the ground that made a
trail before she hits a tree again.

hissing, luz coughed out splatters of blood with more oozing out of her nose. man, her face isn't
gonna be the same after this. she wiped the blood off her face and pushed herself back up to her
feet once more, her grip on her sword trembling but she held on. the only armor she has now is her
lower half and she doubts it'll last now.

"is that all you got? fancy lights and fire hands?" luz taunted as she flashed a quivering grin and the
witch did the same but it's not the same like luz. it's a sign of them already winning this duel.

"don't bother asking." the witch finally summoned their abomination from earlier and pointed at
luz. "abomination, attack." then, the goop boy lets out a roar before charging at luz at full speed that
makes the ground shake at every step it makes.

"that's more like it." both of luz's important internals and mind is screaming in pain and fear as she
watches the abomination come closer the longer she stands there. scared shitless but her bruised
face isn't able to convey that.

luz quickly jumped to the side, making the abomination ram the tree behind her instead, she ran
towards the hidden bow and quiver that was held by a dead body but she didn't have time to excuse
herself as the thing charged at her again.

luz dragged the tips of the arrow on the bark of a tree that ignited the alcohol and fired it towards
the abomination but arrows are useless to a creature that is made out of oobleck looking thing.

instead, she shifted her focus at it's caster. luz ignited the tip of her second arrow, placed it in the
bow's string as she ran across the woods. seeking a temporary shelter behind the trees, finding a
good angle to fire her arrow while the abomination tears every tree down to find her.

as luz got the angle she wanted, she immediately fired her arrow at the witch but the arrow stopped
midair and turned their head in the direction where the arrow came from. smirking devilishly, "your
paltry games are such a bore to participate in, human." the witch fired the arrow back into the trees,
thinking they got luz but a pain roar was heard.

the witch gasped when they saw they hit their abomination instead as they watched it fall face first
into the ground before melting back into nothing more than liquid.

then, their pointed ears twitched when they heard a war cry behind them and they didn't have
enough time to react until luz kicked one of their ankles, impaled an inflamed arrow in their calf.
breaking their leg.

the witch lets out a pained roar, they turned around to grab luz by her hair and slammed her hard
down to the ground making her cough out more blood. the witch's eyes are glowing intensely as
they glared at the human who's completely bare now.

no armor left but her ragged like clothes remained.

"you little shit!!" the witch stomped on luz's stomach, making her wheeze. they growled lowly
before spitting right at luz's face as they watched more blood come out from her nose and mouth.



the witch does commend the perseverance and the misguided confidence this human has. "tell me
your name before you meet your demise." they asked as they wanted to remember her name since
luz was the first to do damage to her.

coughing, luz can't keep her eyes open now. "luz noceda. what, am i gonna go down in history?"
she asked with a hint of playfulness and mock as she tried her best to make a grin but her face
muscles were exhausted.

the witch scoffed, "no. but you'll be amongst the list of people that were lucky enough to die in my
hands. in the hands of amity blight!" they summoned an array of abominations to avenge her and
her broken leg. luz stared at the many creatures all around her, then, the next thing she knew was a
tidal wave of pain overcoming her whole body.

all of the abominations brought their massive fists down onto luz's puny body that is getting
pounded like a meat and turned into a deflated pulp as more blood trickled down on the ever
growing crater, making a bloodbath under luz.

luz couldn't feel anything, she can only see the light closing in her and the need to sleep became a
want for her as she's inching closer to blacking out. amity has a sinister smile on her face, all of her
weight was shifted to her unaffected leg while her injured one continued to bleed as she already
took out the arrow, snapped it in half under her.

the witches who were watching this torture were either looking away or super into this, loving to
see their general beat the shit out of the human.

but two witches thought this was enough and this was already too much. even for someone who is
common sense based witch like amity blight.

"amity stop! please, they're the last one in their group! spare them!" augustus porter exclaimed as
he stormed up to his general with willow park behind him. he's afraid of her but she's going too far.

gus placed his hand on amity's shoulder but he was pushed away as the blight growled loudly, "get
away from me!" she shouted, never tearing her eyes off the almost dead human.

"amity, think about it!" willow got in front of amity and stared straight into her anger filled eyes.
"she can give us the intel we might need and kill the enemy from the inside out. so please," willow
placed both of her hands on amity's shoulder, her voice was soft to help the blight calm down from
her rage and return her rationality.

"stop."

amity narrowed her eyes at the young park before huffing, she snapped her fingers to make her
abominations disappear and shook willow's hands off as she backed up from her.

"fine. prepare the cage and get this place cleaned up." amity walked over to luz who's weakly
wheezing, she didn't feel any remorse at her weak state and punched her across her face. that was
enough to kill her lights out.

amity started limping back to the camp, heading for her tent as she needed to heal her broken leg.

"that was unnecessary." willow said as they could've just dragged luz to the said cage but amity said
nothing till she disappeared in her tent.



gus turned his head at the knocked out luz drowning in her own blood. she's still breathing,
thankfully, but it's weak. "we're gonna need alot of healing potions and some fresh clothes."

-----

splash!

"wha- what.." luz was snapped awoke when a cold splash slapped her face, she gasped for air as
she scurried to a corner like a bewildered wild animal after being rudely awakened.

she looked around, noticing the moderately sized metal cage she's in with her limbs covered in
bandages and a few weird blue stickers. also got a new set of clothes but luz froze when she saw
the same eyes she grew to dread in seeing.

amity dropped the empty bucket on the side as she slowly knelt down in front of the cage with a
stoic face on. "you're going to tell me what your king's next course of action is or else," she took
out a curved dagger that has multiple sharp teeth like ridges to make tearing of flesh easy.

"your head's gonna be served on a silver platter." amity warned as she ran her blade across her neck
with a sneer. luz gulped, her throat growing dry as her mind started to split if she should tell
everything to the enemy in order to live or just die in this rusty cage.

the other witches who woke up past wee hours, after they cleaned up the dead bodies, sat by the
newly lit campfire to roast some meat as breakfast that helped the once asleep witches walk out to
join the group. being handed a flask of wine to waken themselves up more.

the scent of the juicy meat traveled towards luz, she engulfed the smell and swallowed the lump in
her throat as she can feel her stomach starting to act up.

amity certainly noticed it. she looked over her shoulder to see her comrades chatting to themselves
whilst eating with their bare hands, she glanced back at luz before standing up to head to the group.

amity grabbed boscha's plate even though she only ate half of it along with a mug of plain water.

this caught the witch off guard as amity just nonchalantly returned to the cage. "hey! that's my food,
get your share!" boscha yelled as she stood up but the blight didn't acknowledge her, only leaving
the three eyed witch aggravated so early in the morning but she dropped it.

"hungry?" amity showed the plate at luz, letting her see the half eaten rice and meat that made her
stomach growl louder but she doesn't think it'll be enough to satisfy her.

"c- can i have more?" luz politely asked and this made her realise how coarse her throat is.

this was a mistake.

amity deeply frown, she fought the urge to just throw the food at luz as she had the nerve to ask for
more sustenance when she's just a prisoner. "hey, this isn't a luxury cabin! you're a dirt eating
human that's beneath our shoes! you're going to either eat that or have nothing at all!" she shouted,
luz winced at that with the witches behind amity watching the commotion.

willow was about to step in to stop amity again but she was held back by boscha.



luz gulped again, she slowly nodded with her head hung low. "okay! okay. thanks.." she muttered.
amity rolled her eyes, she opened the cage to slide the plate towards luz and placed the mug in
before locking it again.

amity watched luz try to take it slow and savor the food but she ended up devouring it in seconds,
licking the plate and her fingers clean. finished all of her water, she placed the mug on top of the
empty place before looking up at amity, silently asking what now.

"talk." a simple word that didn't need to be elaborated.

luz doesn't have a choice but to tell everything, she'd be deemed as a traitor and she'll doubt that
she'll be taken in by the opposing team. if she does manage to escape, she doesn't have anywhere to
go to.

she's aimless now.

"well.."

 

days, weeks have passed. has it been that long? luz doesn't know. she doesn't have a sense of time
anymore the longer she stays in this camp, entrapped in this cage.

everyday witches come and spit at her, lowering her down to their heels as they take out their anger
towards humans to luz. the frequent ones were boscha and amity. boscha was one thing luz can
slightly handle but the blight was a whole another thing.

amity would torture luz after she got the information she needed because she knows she can't die
when she's regularly treated by someone. her ways of torment were verbally and physically.

her words tore down any confidence and ego luz has but for some reason, her dignity is there and
she's afraid it won't be soon enough. the way amity hits luz hurts more than the others as if their
strikes were made of feathers.

amity has only been feeding luz leftovers by her and her comrades which wasn't enough to fully
sustain her. this caused her to become thinner than what she was. good thing they don't let her piss
or shit in the cage and take it in the woods instead with a company since they don't like the stench
anywhere near their camp.

and her company would mostly be amity.

but aside from that. luz felt lucky as her two friends had been sneaking some food for her just to get
her through the day.

there's a small few witches who don't indulge in torturing the noceda and willow and gus was one
of them. they are the ones who tend to luz's wounds while they talk and stay to talk with her like a
normal being.

it made luz happy that she made friends in this dreaded camp when she didn't have one to return to
back home.

right now, willow and gus sat in front of luz's cage, talking to her about their magic as she read a
borrowed spell book. "making a fire spell is pretty easy like this. watch." luz looked up to see gus



create a small spell circle to make a tiny blue ball of flame in his hand.

luz muttered 'whoa' under her breath as she stared at the flame that made her eyes faintly glimmer
from it. then, gus flicked the fireball in a random direction that bounced off the top corner of the
cage and was about to impact the flower willow has been meticulously summoning out of the
undergrowth.

willow quickly deflected the small fire from hurting her flower and shot gus a look making him
awkwardly chuckle with a toothy smile. "oops. almost got you there." he said as luz giggled.

playfully shaking her head, willow gently snipped the flower off it's stem and slipped her hand
through the opening of the cage. "here." she tucked luz's hair behind her ear as she rested the flower
on it. in the time she spent here, you know it's bad when luz grew a mullet.

luz smiled at the gesture, she gently touched the petals of the flower. "it's a knondiper. it's only
grown in the woodlands but incredibly rare to find." willow explained and smiled as well when she
saw the flower turn sunlight yellow.

"magic's pretty cool. i can't believe i feared it when it's beautiful." luz said as she looked down at
the book again, carefully turning every page to see a new spell that piqued her interests in learning
more since she's equipped with knowing latin and some of the witch's runes but now learning
there's a whole library of other ancient languages the witches have.

she prepared to learn everything.

"yep! especially when you don't use it for war." gus lightly joked. luz chuckled as she grew less and
less worried of who would win this war, it doesn't matter anymore she doesn't have anyone to turn
to after this.

hell, she even doubts that her warden would even keep her alive long.

"i kinda wanna learn these. can you teach me?" luz asked with hope in her tone. though willow and
gus have an uncertain look on their faces.

"uh… it's not common for a human to use magic since it comes from our heart." willow said and
luz softly gasped with her eyes twinkling like stars as she thought it meant metaphorically.

"really?"

but gus shook his head, "not in an inspirational way but we're literally born with this bile sac
containing our magic." he summoned a sort of diagram for luz to understand what he meant.
pointing at the big greenish thing that's attached to a witch's heart. luz's lips pursed, baffled and
disgusted but interested.

"oh.."

luz slowly closed her book and brought it near her chest as she pondered on that idea of not being
able to do magic but she still wants to try with or without that sac. "then i'll be the first without the
bile sac!" she proudly declared as she pumped her fist in the air with a smile.

"that's impossible to achieve but i like your confidence." gus said, at least giving luz some hope that
she can do the impossible if only she gets out of this prison.



"you mean misguided confidence?" all three of them froze when they heard that oh so familiar
voice of their general and luz's warden. willow and gus slowly turned their heads to see amity
standing behind them with her arms crossed and eyes narrowed at all of them.

"what are you doing." it wasn't a question.

"we- we were just-" luz tried to answer but amity growled that made luz quickly shut her mouth as
she doesn't want any more punishments for speaking up without permission.

"did i tell you to speak?" amity sneered and luz slowly shook her head as she hugged her book
tightly. the blight instantly noticed it but she isn't gonna bother to snatch it back when she doesn't
even know how to do magic.

"amity, you gotta stop mistreating luz when she's doing nothing wrong. like seriously, she's done
everything you've asked." gus stood up to protect his best friend, luz was shaking her head for him
to stop as he doesn't have to take the risk.

amity glanced at both human and witches for a quick second before turning around. "walk with me.
both of you." she said as she started walking away, heading for the woods.

willow sighed, she stood up as well and flashed luz a soft smile to comfort her, tell her they're
gonna be okay as they faced amity before. "you can keep that. it's yours." she said, she and gus
waved the noceda goodbye before following after the blight with luz watching them disappear into
the thick woods.

"thank you."

 

amity stopped walking when they're far from earshot. she created a light spell to illuminate the two
who squinted at the sudden brightness getting flashed before them.

"why the hell are you two talking to that human? i only let you get near her to heal her. nothing
else." amity asked as she pulled the light away. waiting for an answer to be uttered from either of
them.

"but she's a sentient being like us! luz gets lonely too and torturing her doesn't do anything." gus
was the first to speak. the first time he and willow approached luz, it came as a shock for her that
they weren't beating her and offered her good food instead behind amity's back.

it's sad that a simple kindness shocked luz as she got accustomed to the horrible treatment.

"besides, haven't you milked every intel you need from her?" he added as he crossed his arms now
with his brow raised.

"yeah. why don't you set her free? it'll be better than letting her live in a closed cage like a wild
animal." willow said, adding to gus' point as they both can prove that luz is harmless and deserves a
second chance.

amity rolled her eyes, she shoved the light back into their faces again, hearing them hiss at the
brightness and back up. "don't tell me you've grown attached." she said in a menacing tone that
never ends well for whoever hears it.



willow gulped, "no, we haven't." she lied through her teeth and did her best to make it sound real as
amity can easily find a weakness in someone's voice.

"us? attached? psh- that's the first time nonsense came out of your mouth, general." gus said as he
went along with the act. his waved his hand nonchalantly as he formed an awkward smile.

amity stared at both of them with her poker face, they can't determine what's really happening
inside her head and it's scary how unpredictable amity can be.

"then you two better get your heads out of your asses and stop pampering the human because we
have a war to win. understood?" amity said with a sneer, her sharp fangs shining from the light orb
as her eyes held daggers that made the two vigorously nod their heads.

"yes general." they both said at the same time.

"dismissed." as amity said that, she watched willow and gus give a salute before speed walking
back to camp till they separate ways for amity to follow them with her eyes and neither went to luz.

scoffing, amity popped the light spell that shrouded her in darkness. only leaving her glowing eyes
visible, creating a malevolent aura surrounding her.

as night fell, amity sat amongst her squad in the campfire eating their dinner but she wasn't really
touching her food as her eyes were focused on luz. seeing her occupy herself with the book than
sleeping in a corner.

she's really interested in that, huh.

huffing, amity slowly shook her head and turned her gaze at the crackling fire instead then at her
plate. she suddenly doesn't feel hungry anymore after seeing how thin luz became. it's a miracle
that she's still breathing after a month of nothing but leftovers.

what is she feeling? a sense of pity? impossible. a frown slowly formed on amity's face as she felt
pity for a human when a sophisticated blight like her is specifically trained to be merciless towards
humans. there's no room for remorse as it's impossible.

it's impossible.

 

a week had passed after that scolding, it didn't stop willow and gus visiting luz but in secret now.
luz has been noticing a shift in the air but she doesn't know what. is it because amity has been
staring at her like a wild predator observing her prey?

probably but it's not that. luz just couldn't put a finger on it.

"general, i have grand news." a witch approached amity and stood in front of her in a stiff posture
with their arms folded behind them.

"indulge me." amity said as she made her parchment and quill disappear before standing up to face
the witch. she was writing for the main headquarters, wondering why she hasn't received a word
from her captains in a while.



"i just received a letter carried by an owl that one of the rebellion leaders is coming to check our
status and the human." the witch handed amity a letter that has a very familiar sigil stamped to seal
the envelope. amity opened the envelope to swiftly read through the letter.

luz can hear the conversation as they were near earshot and started to internally panic when she
heard that a captain of the rebellion was gonna come over to see her? why? what are they gonna do
to her? is that why she's kept here for so long just to be beheaded by one of the superior witches?

oh gods.

the more amity reads, the more a smile came on her face before folding it back in it's envelope.
"this is grand news indeed!" she exclaimed, her smile quickly turned devilish as she glanced at luz
in the corner of her eye before returning her gaze at the witch.

"prepare for their arrival and make sure everything is in order. also give owlbert his needs before he
takes his flight back home." amity ordered as she placed the letter within her cloak. the witch
nodded and gave the blight a salute.

"yes general!"

amity didn't wait for the witch to be out of her face as she headed for luz's cage, loving the sight of
the dread on her face after hearing that one hell of a news. she knelt down in front of the cage with
her smirk never faltering.

"you hear that, human? our leader's gonna come here and dispose of you themselves." amity said in
a tone that should excite someone but all it did was add more terror swelling inside luz. she did try
to hide that though amity can see right through her and it amused her.

"bummer that i wasn't the one to do that but i'll indulge in your final suffering." amity lets out a
cackle before standing back up and heading for her tent to freshen herself up before the arrival of
her captain.

leaving luz in a silent dread with her breathing labored, her mind racing as she doesn't have
anywhere else to go. she hasn't hatched an elaborate plan when everything has been foiled by
amity.

she doesn't know what to do now.

but it's much too late. luz doesn't have any other choice but surrender.

as the time finally dawned upon them, a sight of a fleet of witches on their staffs flew overhead and
the head was the first to dive down with the rest following behind till the leader landed that created
a small wind aftershock.

amity and her squadron bowed down the owl lady herself, edalyn clawthorne along with her fleet.

the young blight stepped forward to greet eda that she unconsciously blocked her view of luz while
she looked around the camp. "it's so good to see you again, owl lady." amity said with a small
smile.

"hm, not too shabby, blight. i'm surprised this hasn't been ambushed yet." eda said as she started
walking around the camp with amity beside her, the other witches just helped themselves while the



general and captain exchanged conversations.

"oh it has but all of the attempts were fruitless as my team was strong enough to hold our ground."
amity said in a heroic fashion. eda looked at her in the corner of her eye, her mind immediately
conjuring the thought of odalia blight just by how amity acts.

but shook it off as amity made sure to separate herself from any similarities of her parents.

"right. since my sister tasked to set up a camp near the humans and also told me to come here. what
did you gather, general?" eda stopped walking to fully face amity who still has the smile, it's never
leaving like she's excited for something.

"i have a library of intels to share, captain, that could lead us to victory." amity replied with
certainty. eda's brow rose as her interest was slightly piqued by that.

"of course, i simply cannot forget to credit the human who relayed this knowledge to me." amity
looked over at the direction of the cage that made eda turn her head as well to see luz huddled in a
corner, hugging her legs closer to her and wore nothing but rags.

eda frowned at the sight of the many bandages all over her body, she slowly approached the cage to
confirm her thoughts and just one look at her healing face that is still covered with bruises and
scratches.

eda's heart wrenched when she saw tears flow down luz's face as they both recognised each other
back from that night.

"luz?" eda muttered and everyone became flabbergasted, especially amity as she hasn't introduced
the human to the captain yet. how does she know her name?

"what?"

"miss.." luz coarse out as tears continued to stream down her cheeks. she's so happy to see a
familiar face yet the looming thought that eda wouldn't have any remorse like amity and just
straight kill her.

but she was proven wrong like always.

everyone doesn't know the context of luz's tears and thought it was her final response to her
impending doom. others stared at her in disdain with the half looking away in pity who were the
same ones who didn't get involved in the torturing wagon.

willow and gus were completely powerless to match up with their captain, what they can only do is
pray for the titan for a blessing.

"oh titan, what the hell are you doing in there?" eda didn't think twice in snapping the cage door
open, dropped it to the side and offered her hand to luz to grab. luz gulped, she looked at the hand
then eda back and forth, thinking if she should trust her like she trusted her that night.

luz sniffled, she wiped her tears and placed hand on eda's pale ones. pulled herself as the
clawthorne helped her out of the cage. since luz has been dragging around the cage on her knees,
she hasn't used her legs in a month and almost fell onto herself the moment she tried to stand up.



her legs felt foreign, that's not a good sign. luckily, eda pulled luz's arm over her neck to keep her
up till they can leave.

everyone was shocked at this act, wondering what came over their captain to suddenly have
humility for a human. an enemy. amity was confused.

"c- captain, what are you doing? that's the leader of the humans who led an ambush on us! she's not
supposed to be trusted!" amity said. this wasn't she hoped for, she hoped for luz's entrails spilling to
the side with her head decapitated rolling around. not helping the human.

"but luz noceda was the knight who saved my life the night i tried to retrieve our stolen artifacts.
she gave me aid and showed me what other humans don't have." eda refutes amity's statement as
slander, she doesn't know luz well like she does even though it was one interaction but eda felt like
she could trust luz more than anyone else.

eda glanced down at luz, showing a modest smile as it told her that she's safe now. "a change of
heart."

"and she doesn't belong in a cage." eda returned her gaze back to the witches who became worried
of what their captain will do after they hurt luz.

but amity didn't care about that. her face started to slowly turn red. she's fuming.

"t- t- thank you.." luz stuttered out. amity opened her mouth to say something but eda beats her to
it.

"you can exchange your gathered intel with lilith in the war table. all of you, return to base now!"
eda commanded in a strong tone that amity cannot disobey and begrudgingly follow instead.

"aye captain!"

she turned around, planning to leave along with the others as they took to the sky but she wouldn't
until she gave luz one last glare that held so much animosity making luz flinch from the sight of it.
silently telling her this is not finished before walking off.

when everyone has mostly left, eda extended her open hand forward for her owl staff to come and
swiftly got onto it. "come on, i'll take you with me. you could use some shower. you like a
dehydrated tamale and also smell like one." eda said as she jokingly waved her hand to get rid of
the stretch coming from her nose.

luz got on the staff with the help of eda and sat behind her. "thank you, miss.." she muttered, still
not knowing what the owl lady's name is and regrets it when she's the one who saved her from
living in that cage forever till she dies of malnourishment.

"eda. just call me eda, kid." and with that, eda kicked off the ground and flew into the sky.

-----

after luz was taken in by eda, the witch took care of luz. fed her a plateful of food to satisfy her
empty stomach, drank all of the wine to wash it all down and gave her a comfortable place to sleep
in the attic under the security of hooty and kinh as they make sure no rogue witches attempts to
assassinate luz.



eda also taught the noceda glyph magic as an alternative and she grew formidable with it as she
finds, studies and learns many more spells she can combine with her four main glyphs.

eda couldn't help but feel proud.

luz wasn't accepted by everyone the first time she went down bonesborough with king to carry out
errands. she was almost strike down if it wasn't for her glyph skills but there's willow and gus to
help her though they're not always around to truly hang out.

luz encountered amity in town as well, their interactions were nowhere close to ideal. she would
always try to befriend amity or just be on equal grounds with her as she's willing to go past what
happened in that camp and start anew.

but a blight's pride is bigger than the titan. amity always declined the advances and would straight
up degrade the noceda for her to just stay away from her.

luz didn't give up though, she would offer the blight simple gifts her pocket can handle which left
amity no choice but to take it and this made luz think she's getting somewhere with amity but not
there yet.

the reason amity didn't throw the gifts into the boiling seas is.. she doesn't want to.

amity stepped into her tent of the second encampment, the whole tent was only illuminated by a
single dimly lit lantern sitting on her table that has some letters beside it and the rest of the space of
her table was filled with the gifts luz gave her.

taking off her cloak, amity tossed it to her cot and turned up the lantern to just see how much luz is
trying to befriend her despite everything she's done to her.

why would someone go through all this trouble for a witch like her?

amity looked down at the freshly baked fairy pie, watching it's limbs flay around to send help along
with muffled screams. she doubts that luz baked this herself but… it was kind of her to give her
favorite.

she grabbed a fork nearby and sliced a small piece for her to taste it, as she slowly chewed on the
soft pastry with a crunch on the side. amity scrunched slightly when she tasted a little burnt.

so she did make this herself. amity thought as she continued to chew before swallowing. she lightly
smacked her lips, tasting some sweetness too which amity liked. it's a 50/50 as she can tell luz tried
to perfect this, she appreciates that.

amity took another bite, grabbed a knitted stuff toy that she doesn't know what animal is but luz
said it to be an 'otter'. she hasn't seen any of that creature around the isles so maybe it belongs in the
human side?

she stared at it's cute face for the longest time, squishing it's soft body as it started to remind the
blight of luz so much. ever since luz was taken by the captain of the rebellion, amity can see the
significant change from what she was back in that cage.

luz became more fit, gained back her fat and fresher than ever. amity won't lie but won't say it out
loud that she found the new version of the noceda hot especially when she's not starving. she only



realised that now as she became so caught up in her anger towards humans.

amity sighed deeply, she pinched the bridge of her nose as she now regrets everything she's done to
luz. "oh titan." she muttered under her breath, dropped her fork on the side of the plate and started
to think.

amity has to find a way to make it up luz and repay her gifts but what?

she looked at the otter once again, walked over to her cot and gently placed it in front of her pillows
before turning off her lantern as she headed out of the tent to take a midnight walk to think what
she should do.

amity walked through the quiet woods, her soles crunching the dead leaves beneath her with her
hand dragging through the barks of the trees and slowly tilted her head up to see the cloudless sky
peppered by many twinkling stars with the full moon shining down the boiling isles.

"i wonder if it's here." amity whispered to herself as she knew there's a lake nearby. taking a dip in
the lake wouldn't hurt since the full moon exposes the true beauty of the lake.

the blight went in the direction of the lake and when she got there, amity immediately hid behind a
tree as she heard a splash. she slowly peered her head out to see the lake glimmering under the
moonlight, emitting an ethereal blue hue and she saw a few clothes sitting near the waters with
dispersing ripples. someone jumped in but who?

then, amity saw the person resurface with a big gasp for air and her eyes widened when she saw it
was luz. her chest was the only thing visible as she didn't swim to the shore but it's enough to make
a series of thoughts come into the blight's head.

amity stared at the noceda's supple breasts with her nipples erected from the cold waters that
created an affliction in her pants. her eyes watched many droplets of water trickle down her neck,
saliva started to accumulate in her mouth with her fangs aching to sink into her bare neck and leave
a mark.

when luz dived down once again, amity took this opportunity to start untying her tunic and pulled
down her pants as she discarded it to the side to reveal her large erection in the moonlight. she
started to circle the lake, quietly stepped out in the open as she watched where luz is gonna emerge.

as luz broke out of the surface again, she combed her wet hair back without noticing someone was
behind her till it was too late.

luz was suddenly pounced on, the extra weight pushed her into the water, strong arms wrapped
around her waist but she couldn't see who was above her even when her head was pulled out of the
water.

"w- what is-" panic raised within luz as she doesn't know who's behind her but when she feels
something hard press against her ass. she started thrashing for the person to let her go.

"you're mine now, human." amity whispered in the noceda's ear and started nibbling on her cute
little round ears with her hands groping her breasts, twisting her nipples as she listened to her held
back moans.



"amity? aahh.." luz bit her lip as she can amity started placing kisses on her neck, nibbling to leave
many small hickeys before biting on her flesh with her fangs making luz sharply gasp and groaned
as her body trembled at the sensation on both of the bite and grinding.

"i do have to apologise for everything. i did you wrong, noceda. your gifts were.. thoughtful and i
want to repay you." amity whispered, she held luz close to her and her cock now rubbing against
her pussy as she kept both of them afloat.

gulping, luz gripped on amity's arms for support. "i told you, i already forgave you." she replied as
she looked over shoulder to see the blight's face. the face she once feared in seeing now held lust.

"still. i'll make you mine to repay everything." amity leaned in for a kiss which luz happily
returned, one of her hands created a protection spell as she finally found that one hole that she
wanted and didn't waste any time in pushing her whole cock inside.

"aahh! oh fu.. nghm-" luz pulled away from the kiss as she slightly rolled her back from the
sensation of her walls getting blissfully stretched. she shuddered upon hearing amity's lewd low
groan near her ear, turning her on more.

"oh i should've done this sooner." amity bit her lip, loving the feel of her cock getting lovingly
wrapped by luz's tight, warm, pussy. she buried her face in her neck, her tongue dragging on her
flesh as she waited for luz to get accustomed to her bulk.

a few minutes had passed, amity started thrusting into luz slowly. listening to her breathy moans as
she continued to nibble her ears. once luz's moans became clearer, she slowly picked up speed
making ripples around them and the noceda's moans getting louder.

"a- amity.. aahh!" luz moaned with her head rolling back, she felt her arms getting pulled back by
amity for a better angle. then, her thrusts turned into slams that made violent ripples on the water.
luz moaned loudly without care if anyone hears them as they fuck in the middle of the lake.

"aah fuck yeah, luz! you feel so good!" amity growled, she tightly gripped on luz's wrists as she
slams her hips repeatedly on her ass. hard and fast for the blight to see the human's ass jiggle under
the water. licking her lips, amity closed her eyes as she rolled her head back.

amity does wish she's done this with luz sooner than later but hey, it's a blessing that she got to her
first.

luz kept moaning without regard, she could feel her pussy getting pounded good by the blight.
ripples became splashes as her body bounced forward from each slam. she was easily lost in the
pleasure, her tongue rolled out when she felt amity hit that one spot and kept ramming into it.

"fuck right there! amity please, fuck me there!" luz squealed. amity grinned, feeling prideful on
how easy it is for luz to beg for her. she pulled her hips back with half of her cock out, luz was
about to complain why she pulled out until amity plunged her cock deeper to reach for the human's
womb making her scream in euphoria.

"amity!!" luz's voice echoed throughout the woods, awakening a flock of hand birds as they flew
into the sky to find another place to sleep than being nearby two horny individuals fucking in the
middle of a lake.



"oh what a good. fucking. girl you are!" amity slammed hard into luz's pussy at those three words,
earning a pleasured whine. amity pulled luz back, pressing both of their bodies against each other
as the blight goes further and faster bringing a knot in luz's stomach.

"amity.. amity! amity, i'm coming!!" luz chanted the witch's name which was a muse for her ears,
she can feel the knot get bigger and bigger till it finally explodes. luz screamed amity's name once
more when she came hard for her first time.

amity bit her lip tightly, threatening to draw out blood as she felt luz's pussy clenched on her cock
and triggered her to pop inside her. luz leaned back onto the blight, shuddering at the feeling of
their cums mixing and the warmth of it swirling in her stomach.

both panted heavy with amity holding luz close to her as they rode each other's highs. amity slowly
pulled out of luz and swam towards the shore with the noceda in tow till her back met the solid
ground.

they didn't get out of the lake as amity hugged luz tightly like she doesn't want her to go anywhere.
a comfortable silence loomed over them with the moon now shining it's brightest as it reached the
peak.

luz relaxed under amity's soothing touches, massaging her tensed muscles as she watched the lake
glow even more.

"how did you know this was here?" amity asked as she broke the silence but she was curious since
few people had encountered this very lake and this was her first time seeing it after searching for it
for some time.

but luz just shrugged, "i didn't. i was out exploring till i found this. it's pretty cool but i don't know
it's name." she replied, her hand cupped to get some water that also glowed even separated from the
mass.

"it's serene lake or the moonshine lake. it's called that because it's rumored that if two people swim
in it's waters, fate has interwoven their lives for life." amity explained. luz's eyes slightly widened
with her cheeks tinting red, she looked up to the blight as she muttered "does that mean.."

with a rosy cheeks, amity nodded. "yeah." luz smiled as her stomach started to flutter at the thought
of her and amity being fated for each other.

their initial meeting wasn't good but they placed all of their mistakes in the past and kept moving
forward. become anew with this new found relationship.

luz leaned up to give amity a loving, tender kiss, amity was happy to reciprocate it with the voice in
the back of her head saying this'll be her new addiction before they slowly pulled away.

despite being in the waters, they felt nothing but warmth as they stared into each other's enchanting
hues.

"will you stay with me for the night?" amity whispered, she can't just let luz go home without
company in the dead of night and amity won't sleep without having luz next to her.

luz smiled, she nuzzled up to amity's neck and nestled there. "of course."
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"ow." luz hissed as she watched eda apply a healing potion soaked cotton ball to get rid of her cuts
and burns while she held some ice packs against her bruises.

luz was just expelled from glandus high after she almost burned the whole thing down. she was
picked up by eda, her step mom, after she got the word. luz just watched the hellhole she had to
endure in going for almost half of her high school life as she held herself steady. dripping of blood.

the students there left luz no other choice though. all the constant bullying, bringing her down
everyday all because of the disability of her not being able to transform into her wolf form.

despite all the training eda gave her, she's still rendered unable to shift.

this led her to bottle up. especially when she explicitly warned them that she's a pureblood. a being
not to be underestimated, was still punched and kicked as they thought she was bluffing.

with their ashes on the ground, who's bluffing now?

"what did i tell you to not pay attention to those assholes? they mean nothing to you." eda said, she
cleaned the remaining blood off her kid's face and arms before tossing it in the small bin as she can
start wrapping her wounds now.

"i'm sorry! it's just.. they wouldn't stop because they think i'm inferior even though i'm not.." luz
replied through her gritted teeth, her hands turning into fists as she clenched them tightly. sparks of
electricity and embers of fire started emitting from her fists until two hands were gently placed onto
hers.

luz looked up to her mami, she didn't have disappointment or anger in her eyes. just understanding
where luz is coming from, sure, she needs some scolding but not to the point that it'll drive her deep
into depression.

for now, all luz needs is comfort from her parents.

"you know how your anger can grow, luz but it's a good thing you won't be attending glandus
anymore." camila said, she was the one who enrolled luz into glandus thinking it'd be different than
the previous ones but dear titan was she wrong.

eda scoffed while wrapping one of luz's cut and bruise covered arms. "ah, i already had a bad
feeling about that school the first i stepped in there." she commented as she never liked glandus in
the first place since they were rival school.



"you'll be staying here for a while till your mother and i find what school you're gonna go to next."
eda snipped the roll of bandage, taping the end as she's done fixing luz up and stepped back to see
her work. luz's face is covered with smaller colorful bandages with king sleeping on her lap,
providing her comfort and lowering her anger levels.

though it did help but luz was still the reason why a school was almost burnt to the ground. all
because of her not controlling her anger. "it's best i don't go at all. all i do is bring destruction." she
muttered as she rolled her head, looking down the carpeted floor to see small bits of something
stuck on the fibers.

a frown slightly formed on camila's face, she firmly squeezed luz's hands to make her look up.
"mija, don't think that way. just because you're born different doesn't mean you have to bring
yourself down to be on level with those bullies." she comforted as she stroked luz's cheeks, pushing
her strands behind her ear.

"eres más fuerte y sé que puedes controlarlo."

luz closed her eyes as she sighed, she pressed her cheek against her mother's touch and slowly
opened her eyes. "but i don't know how.." she whispered with tears starting to brim in the corners.

then, eda clapped her hands to end the dreariness in the house as she doesn't like it and made the
two nocedas look at the witch. "well, that can be arranged since the school i used to go to accepted
pureblood." she suggested, helping lift luz's spirits up in this trying time.

luz gasped, "there's others? where?!" she exclaimed as she hasn't really met other purebloods other
than eda since they're so rare in the boiling isles. she's excited to meet one in person and probably
be buddies but knowing herself, that wouldn't be a piece of fairy pie.

"hexside. to be fair i was the only pureblood back in my days there but hey! there's a possibility
there could be more now!" eda said as she extended her arms, exaggerating what the amount could
be and that's enough to make luz jump up to her feet with her holding king like a child.

he was awoken by the sudden stand but instantly fell back to sleep from the noceda's warmth.

"well, if that's the case. can you make a potion that hides my scent? while also lowering my anger?"
luz requested as she wants to play it safe now. she can't pridefully waltz into new territory smelling
like a pureblood that'll surely make everyone stray away from her. downing her chances of making
long term friends slim.

besides, keeping her head low is better than kissing the mud.

camila doesn't seem to agree with that idea and was about to protest but eda intervened. "i guess we
could, though it'll take a while." she said with a nonchalant shrug. she can totally make a potion
like that and it's easy as she doesn't have to go out for ingredients.

luz nodded with a half confident smile, "take all the time you need. i'm in no rush." she said as she
planned to spend the rest of her days lamenting in her room.

that doesn't sound like a good lifestyle, maybe she could explore the isles more.

it's better to be away with people and be one with unforgivable nature.



 

it did took a while for eda to create the potion luz asked for and when she was tweaking, camila
enrolled luz to hexside. talked to principal bump asking if his school really accepts pureblood
students even though luz planned to lay low and hide what she is.

meanwhile, luz does her best to forget glandus. forget everything that happened there as nothing
was worth saving as a 'good' memory except the grudgby matches. she always wanted to play in
one but she was turned down.

per usual.

as luz trotted down the steps of the owl house, wearing a new uniform that has multiple colors. she
was thrilled to find out that hexside allowed to have multiple tracks and she gladly took them all.
with her bag draped on her shoulder that has king inside, she didn't notice yet, she's ready to go.

she stopped right in the door when she saw eda walk out of the kitchen with three potion bottles
containing a vermilion colored liquid that has little tidbits of something, luz couldn't quite make out
what it is though.

best not to question it.

"here ya go, kid. i made it long lasting for two or three weeks so your mother won't think you're
already drinking apple blood." eda handed the potions to luz as she snickers. luz placed one bottle
close to her face, seeing it glimmer and let out small bubbles.

smiling, luz placed the other two in her bag "thanks eda. this is enough." she popped the one she's
holding open and chugged it down in one fell swoop till it's empty. she smacked her lips, tasting a
hint of sweetness and slight bitterness after taste.

"though it also lowers your confidence and makes you more sensitive but not like omegas." eda
said the side effects right after luz drank the potion though it didn't come as a shock to her. in fact,
she's happy that those were the side effects.

"i guess that's ideal." luz muttered. she can smell her own musk getting fainter and fainter, eda can
tell as well. she should be proud of herself that the potion worked but it's her kid who's taking it.

"hey, you don't have to take more. you can just be yourself and trust me, there's people out there
who are gonna love you." eda gave luz assurance as she placed both of her hands on her shoulder,
flashing a soft smile in hopes of changing luz's mind but being a stubborn head noceda like she is.

luz already made her final decision.

"but being myself already led to multiple schools banning me. if i don't play it safe on this one,
what else can i do to be a full fledged witch?" luz responded with her head lowering, she's done
many damages at her wake and being in high school only makes the destruction come at full
strength as her aggression just kept growing and growing.

she doesn't want to be the type of person to lash out without reason if only they stopped harassing
her about her disability-

stop. just stop, luz.



eda sighed deeply, she pulled her hands away and crossed her arms instead as all she can do now is
be there and support her kid. "just.. don't go overboard, okay?" she said as she gently patted luz's
head and opened the door. eda snapped her finger to make her owl staff fly into her hand, letting luz
fly him to school.

nodding, "i won't. i'll see you after school!" luz stepped out of the owl house, waved eda and
camila, who's just behind the owl lady, before taking off. heading towards a new start.

as luz landed in front of the very campus of hexside school of magic and demonics. she wonders if
this'll be similar like glandus though she doubts it but it doesn't hurt to have comparisons to find
patterns to avoid.

taking a deep breath in, luz tapped the base of the owl staff and owlbert's wings spread with his
eyes glowing brightly before he took off. returning for his original owner. luz stared at the open
gates, letting many students of many species enter the establishment in their colored sleeves.
indicating their tracks.

this also made luz happy when she saw other students having their own multiple track since back
then, she was placed in potions in glandus.

but she can't raise her hopes too high.

luz walked inside hexside, passing many students who didn't really pay much attention to her but
she's still staying far, doubting the potion's effects when she can't even smell her own musk. some
did land their eyes on her since she is the new kid, aimlessly wandering the halls.

luz wasn't really paying attention to where she was going, her eyes darted around the various
paraphernalia scattered around the school until she bumped into someone which resulted in them
letting out a frustrated noise.

the noceda swiftly turned her gaze back to the front to see a witch soiled from her once intact drink
that is now just spilled all over the floor. on the first day, luz already fucked up.

"ugh! can you, at least, watch where you're going?!" the witch exclaimed as she started wringing
her uniform to get rid of the sticky drink as much as she could. she has mint green short hair with
an auburn front, her golden eyes kept glaring at luz and she can feel the daggers puncturing her
heart.

"i- i'm sorry! i'll clean it up for you." luz tried to help but the witch only pushed her away, this made
luz catch a whiff of her scent and her heart sank when she realised she's an alpha. luz pissed an
alpha off on her first day, nice going noceda.

"don't fucking touch me, knothead!" the witch hissed as she continued to wring out as much of her
drink out and flicked her hands to the side, getting the remaining liquid off. she looked at luz who's
frantically thinking of a way to make it up to the witch as she doesn't want to stir a long term
trouble with her.

just anything but that.

the witch hummed as she stared at luz, looking at her figure up and down. "i haven't seen you
around before. i'm guessing that you're new but you've heard of me, right?" she asked, expecting
her name to be uttered by a lowly sack like luz but she didn't.



"uh.. i don't think so. no." luz replied as she awkwardly looked around to see other students starting
to crowd, watching the scene unfold. then, she flinched when the scent of the witch became
stronger and more aggravated.

"pathetic and you even smell pathetic. are you really an alpha and not just some pitiful omega
who's dreaming to be one of us?" the witch taunted, approaching luz with a sneer on her face to
show off her fangs. her golden eyes piercing the poor noceda's hazel ones.

but a frown formed in luz's face as she stood taller than the alpha before her. figuring that her anger
levels were muffled, she still has to put her foot down.

"i am an alpha! a kind who isn't a jerk to others!" luz retorted. this made the students around them
gasp in both stunned and pity as luz just made a mistake.

the witch's glare intensified along with her scent, luz cowered as she inhaled it.

"oh so you know how to talk shit huh? what, are you gonna pick up a fight with me? are you gonna
do? are you gonna swing at me? the amity blight?!" amity roared, slowly stepping closer to the
noceda. not caring as she sees luz's eyes turning glossy, in fact, she's glad there's tears showing up.

all she can smell from her is weakness and she fucking hates it. her anger only grew when luz
stilldoesn't know who she is.

"doesn't ring a bell? maybe this will." amity raised one of her hands in the air, luz followed it and
her eyes widened when she saw the blight unsheathed her claws. feral was seen in her eyes as she
swiftly brought it down towards luz who closed her eyes with her arms raised to protect her face.

but she didn't feel a sharp sting. only a thud.

"stop it! go pick on someone your own size, amity!" a new voice said. luz snapped her eyes open to
see another witch in a green sleeved uniform holding up a book that amity clawed instead. there's
another one beside the plant track witch, wearing an illusion uniform this time.

luz can immediately deter that they're an omega and a beta.

"i'm betting they're not that big so you better back off now!!" a deep voice coming from the illusion
track boy said, lowly growling with his fists up and ready to strike.

an annoyed click of the tongue was heard from amity. she pulled her claws off the now torn book
and sheathed it back, her glare never faltered as she slowly walked past the three. especially luz.

"whatever beta boy. fucking useless anyways." amity spat at the boy and finally left the three alone.
letting the other students return back to what they're doing as the show's over.

the illusions boy exhaled in relief, glad to know that was over. "oh man. that was intense. you okay,
newbie?" he asked as he turned his body to face luz with the plant witch turning to face her too.

luz slowly nodded, "yeah.. yeah, thanks guys. you didn't have to do that, you don't even know me."
she muttered with her head lowering as she tightly gripped the straps of her bag. it's the first ever
that anybody would stand up to her, is it maybe they think she's a normal alpha than an apex being?
maybe it's that.



"true but you're one of the few people who got almost clawed by amity blight. we're.. kinda in that
club too." the plant witch said, then the illusion boy rolled up his right sleeve to show the
discolored claw marks that stretched across his shoulder. this made luz's heart retch from the sight
of it, her fists trembling from anger with a growl threatening to surface but she lets it go.
suppressing it.

"oh.. i'm so sorry." luz whispered but the boy waved his hand in dismiss.

"hey don't be. from now on, you're gonna stick with us 'cause outcasts stick together, am i right?"
he gently nudged the plant girl's arm with a smile.

nodding, "yep. i'm willow by the way and this is my friend, augustus." willow offered her hand for
a shake which luz happily accepted and gave augustus a handshake as well.

"augustus. that's a mouthful, i'll just call you gus." luz said and gus lets out an elated gasp with his
smile growing even more as his eyes shining like the stars.

"gus.. gus! i like that! my first nickname! gus! it sounds so nice!" gus jumped in place in
excitement as nobody has given him a nickname before. this made luz smile, thinking she can be
friends with them since they're pretty cool.

"i'm luz. by the way, are there any purebloods here?" luz asked as so far, she hasn't caught a whiff
of any purebloods when her own scent can be smelled from a mile or two.

willow and gus seemed surprised though. "purebloods? oh no, we haven't seen any purebloods in a
while. they're extremely rare." willow said, luz mouthed a small 'oh'. she doesn't know what she
was expecting to be honest.

gus nodded, "yeah and quite scary too. you don't know what's going on in their minds then the next
thing you know, destruction follows in their wake!" he exaggeratedly raised his arms in the air
though for luz, that comes as a fact. making her want to sulk but not in front of her new friends.

"though i do want to meet one and learn about their abilities." gus added.

"i read this one book that tells that purebloods are closely associated with the elementals." the
young porter swung his bag around in front, to take out an ancient looking book. he opened it in a
specific page to show it to luz.

"that's why they're the only ones able to shift into their wolf forms while we can't. then, they let out
their full display of powers! isn't that amazing?!" gus explained while luz stared at the many
drawings on the pages and scriptures she can easily read. though not everyone can.

then, gus slammed his book closed and lets out a dreamy sigh. "oh i can only imagine what it's like
to be on top of the hierarchy." he said with his hugging his book close, looking up to the ceiling to
daydream of what he could do as a pureblood.

"not great."

willow's pointed ears twitched when she heard luz mutter something under her breath. "did you say
something, luz?" she asked, snapping luz out of her daze to look at her.



luz quickly shook her head, "no. nothing. anyways, am i gonna be in the same class as you guys?"
she asked as she immediately changed the subject. not wanting to listen to anymore pureblood
buzz.

"well it depends but we can sneak you out abomination if you have it. you don't wanna be in the
same room with her." willow said, not daring to say the blight's name. they started walking to head
for their respective classes while talking about many things that they haven't been able to talk about
to anyone.

luz listened to her new friends chatter, her head couldn't help but make happy pup noises as she
finally had a pack she could trust.

it's small but luz is happy.

 

later that day, the final bell finally rang and everyone walked out of their classrooms to quickly
head home. luz just finished her first beast keeping class, she had to pat off the many feathers stuck
on her sleeves and sighed deeply as she fixed her bag.

she walked down the hallway, following the crowd to head out the front entrance. luz was supposed
to be looking for willow and gus to so they can walk home but instead, she saw amity blight just
ahead.

luz hasn't experienced anymore harassment from other witches aside from amity so she figured
she'd make it up to her and be on equal terms. it's better to quickly diminish the source than leaving
it alone and having many burning eyes on her back.

"excuse me. pardon me, just squeezing by. thanks." luz slipped through the people in front of her
just to get behind amity. she raised her hand hesitantly, planning to tap her shoulder but amity
turned around with a frown making luz flinch.

a awkward chuckle escaped her lips, "hey, amity.." luz waved her raised hand instead with a small
smile.

"what do you want now." it wasn't even a question. amity stepped into another hallway to get out of
the crowd's way, her arms crossed as she kept her eyes on the timorous noceda before her. her scent
till makes the blight irritated as a truly alpha shouldn't reek so much like an omega.

weak and pathetic.

"i was wondering if i talk to you about earlier. privately." luz said, careful to not slip anything that
might anger this aggressive alpha. and here she thought she was the aggressive one.

amity clicked her tongue once again with her eyes rolling, "fine." she started walking down the hall
with luz following in a safe distance. getting further and further from everyone as they head for a
private place they can finally settle this.

the young blight pushed both doors that led out of the grudgby field and stopped right in the middle
of the wide area. the place was quiet and no one would come here in this hour unless you're boscha
but she's not in today.



taking a deep breath in, luz started "i understand that our first impression wasn't the best and i
apologise for spilling your drink." amity listened to the apology with a blank expression, her
irritation still hasn't lessen instead her amusement only rose as she watched an alpha be so puny
before her.

"so, can you please stop the bullying when i'm literally just new here and leave me and my friends
alone?" luz said a simple request that everyone can understand but luz can only doubt amity would
just say yes then leave them alone.

amity laughed even though luz hasn't said anything funny, "finally stepping up as an alpha in a pack
that barely has anyone useful in." she spat with a mocking grin on. it's starting to wear luz's
patience thin and she just wants to choke the blight to get rid of that grin.

but she suppressed her urges of violence. took a deep breath in and returned the glare, masking the
unfiltered animosity with a veil of being pissed off.

"you better shut your trap before things head south." luz warned with her voice going threateningly
low. this surprised amity and she only laughed more. clearly unfazed at the threat. luz stuffed her
hands in her pockets to hide her clenching fists that's starting to heat up.

"amusing. just as how much i want to get rid of you. i want to make a proposition." amity proposed,
she dropped her arm cross and stared at luz straight in the eye.

"what is it?" luz asked.

"a duel. if you took me down, i'll back off. but if you lose, i'll decide on what to do with you."
amity declared, her grin was replaced by a smirk when she saw luz's expression falter before
reverting back as she resumed to stare at amity back.

"but you promise to leave willow and gus alone. just me, right?" luz asked just to make sure as she
doesn't want her best friends to get tangled into this all because of her.

"they prove worthless to me. but you will be fun to chew on." amity replied with a giggle before
creating a spell circle between them and extended her hand through it. luz immediately knew what
it is.

"with this everlasting oath, i will stray away from you and your pack after i lose in this duel." amity
said, laying down the outcomes for the oath to follow.

"but you're the one who lost, you will remain as my chew toy. you know what'll happen if you
break the oath." luz frowned, she already has been a chew toy her whole life so this wouldn't be so
bad if she kept taking the potion. but luz wants to win for a change.

silently taking a deep breath in, luz placed her hand in the circle to hold the blight's. "i accept." she
watched the spell glow along with their hands before withdrawing.

"the everlasting oath is sealed. let's see what kind of alpha you are." amity's eyes glowed as her
fangs seemed to have become sharper. luz watched her back up to have a big space between them
for battle.

gulping, luz has fought before but with the potion still having an effect on her, she could only pray
that her physical strength wasn't weakened.



as they're both in positions, luz dropped her bag to the side and slowly raised her curled fists. weary
at the amity as she can tell that she had dome various duels or big fights before just by looking at
her stance but she sucked her fear up and prepared herself.

in a split second, amity charged at luz with her claws out and luz barely had a window of time to
block it. she jumped to the side, she mustered up all of the strength she had on her fist and swung it
towards amity but something else managed to land their punch on her.

this sent luz flying to the far end of the field, her back scraping the floor till she was stopped by the
goal. hissing, luz gripped her shoulder as she felt intense pain surging through it. luz saw a
summoned abomination was the reason for the punch, a growl emitted from her throat as she
pushed herself up.

there's no rules to not use magic so luz will do just that.

her fists were ignited in flames with her body sparking electric arcs. amity's smirk widens at the
sight, she readied herself for the oncoming attack.

the noceda lets out a roar only a pureblood would have but since the potion was still having an
effect on her, amity doesn't think any of it. luz zipped through various places, making it hard for
amity to catch up before coming behind her with her flamed fists about to land it's first hit.

but the blight was quicker, amity dodged luz's attack making her punch air instead. as if time
slowed down, luz turned her head to look at amity's face that told her she already won before a big
hand engulfed her whole head and the abomination started violently slamming the noceda's body
on the ground. creating big cracks with chippings flying all around.

with all of that happening, amity only watched on the side. patting her uniform clean from
nonexistent dust before snapping her finger to make her abomination stop.

it slowly lets go of luz's head that is the only thing intact while her whole uniform was torn with
scars and bruises starting to form all around.

amity walked in front of luz, staring down at her writhing body and stepped on her stomach making
her wheeze weakly as tears rolled down the sides of her head.

"yield.. i yield.." luz croaked out. she can't feel anything, she can only move her head and it was a
miracle that the abomination didn't snap it off.

amity chuckled, "just what i thought." she got her foot off luz and almost took pity at the sight of
her.

almost.

"i am amity blight, last born of alador and odalia blight. heir of the blight industries and i'll gladly
scrape a puny little alpha like you under my shoe." amity said her name one last time for luz not to
forget as after this, she might get a concussion. the everlasting oath has now done it's part into
making luz as her personal chew toy now.

this is gonna be fun for her.

"happy first day in hexside." and with that, amity left luz alone. stuck on the floor, unable to move.



------

3 years.

3 fucking years has passed after that embarrassment of a duel. luz had to endure the constant
punches, kicks, degradation from amity every single day. luz kept drinking the potion even though
it's making her weak everyday but it's enough to keep her at bay.

king trotted down the woods, carrying an armful of stuff like fresh clothes, a roll of bandages and
others. he can hear the mountain shaking along with roars coming closer and closer till king got
into a clearing with the entrance of a cave just up ahead.

sighing deeply, king walked inside the cave as it shook from the constant punching from luz. he
looked to the side to see an ever growing pile of dead bodies just rotting away.

it's a good thing they're creatures with no good intentions or the luz he knows is already gone.

"i got your stuff." king said. luz snapped her head at the little demon, he didn't feel fear at the sight
of his best friend's angered gaze and watched it soften. luz sighed, she dropped her trembling,
bleeding knuckles and sat on the cold floor as she stared blankly around the cave.

king doesn't like this. not one bit. seeing his friend so despondent and filled with so much animosity
over one person. it hurts and makes him worry about losing her because of it.

the little demon walked over to luz, sat down in front of her with him placing the stuff he bought on
the side. he grabbed the bandage first to start wrapping it around luz's knuckles that are
miraculously still intact.

"luz, you have to stop taking the potions and fight back! so you don't have to keep coming here!"
king said as he's tired of seeing luz like this.

luz kept her head low while she watched king snap the bandage and closed it for it to stay on. "what
can i do, king. i'm bound in the oath, i can just break it! who knows what the effects would be if i
broke it." she replied, she's been afraid of what could happen to her if she ever broke that oath and
if death is the outcome.

she had to go low to want that.

but she hasn't. yet.

"but you're a pureblood! and purebloods don't kneel before lowly alphas! would a king, like me,
take orders from a peasant? no! so you should do the same!" king exclaimed with him standing tall,
his arms stretched wide as if he's trying to go in an intimidating stance.

the demon does make a point. what luz is makes her be on top of the hierarchy and rule over
everyone but she's no tyrant. "i just.. i just don't know what to do.." she muttered as she curled her
legs up to her chest, hiding her face in her knees.

king's face softened, he sat back down and placed his little hand on top of luz's. "hey, i don't know
who this blight bitch is but i can assure you if she caught a whiff of your true scent. she'll instantly
back off!" he encouraged as the potion proved nothing but a nuisance to her. suppressing what she
truly is wasn't the solution. it's clear from the start.



"so, stop with the potions. i don't like seeing you like this and having to come here everyday to drag
you back home. okay?" king tilts his head to the side to meet the noceda's hazel ones. luz softly
sniffled, she slowly came out of her ball position and pulled king into a tight hug which the little
demon happily returned.

"thanks, king. i needed that." luz whispered. king closed his eyes and indulged in the hug, whatever
makes luz feel safe and comfortable as she hasn't been able to have that in a while.

"i know."

 

the next day came, luz didn't take the owl lady to school. she decided to walk instead. her eyes are
focused on the potion, her hands tightly holding it as she doesn't wanna trip and waste her last
potion.

luz has been thinking about what king said and wanted to test it out, to see if being herself does
help her situation now or will it just make it worse. nonetheless, this is the last potion eda will ever
make for her and that's it.

taking a deep breath in, luz popped the bottle open and dunked the entire thing down her throat
before she reached the school. she placed the bottle back on her bag, walked past many students
who hadn't been interacting with luz and that's for the best.

but, luz did meet the detention track kids and that's all the other students she talked to other than
willow and gus. she doesn't complain though.

as luz got in the establishment, she was warmly greeted by her pack with a hug. willow and gus
always does that everyday just to increase the noceda's serotonin to start the day, it helped as it
made luz almost forget what's coming.

almost.

"hey noceda!" luz grimaced at the sound of amity blight's voice just up ahead. the three withdrew
from their hugs, willow and gus immediately got into a combat stance as they watched amity come
closer to them. her target is just cowering from behind.

"that's enough, amity! it's been 3 years! aren't getting tired of it?" willow said, her thorny plants
wrapping around her fists as they serve as brass knuckles. the most deadly kind.

"because we are! deadass!" gus summoned his illusion self to help them attack amity and protect
their precious friend. they won't stand by it if only luz wasn't pulling them back in order of their
safety.

amity rolled her eyes as she didn't have time to entertain paltry games. "get out of my way." she
easily pushed the two to the side, gus almost fell to the ground but willow was pushed the hardest
as she was the one who fell.

luz's eyes widened when she saw her best friend on the floor, "hey!" she quickly helped willow
back up to her feet while checking if she got hurt anywhere. luz snapped a glare at amity who only
was amused by it.



"oops. i guess i don't know my own strength. what are you gonna do, human? hit me?" amity tilts
her head, giving luz an opening to strike while knowing well she can't break the oath. luz just stood
there with a grim expression, her breathing quickening but calmed down as she pushed every
negative thing down into a bottle.

but just like glandus. this bottle has a limit and luz doesn't know when it'll explode.

cackling, amity stood straight once again and stepped in front of luz who motioned for willow to go
with gus. silently telling her that she got this for the umpteenth time.

"i recently noticed there's no man in your family. i wonder why." amity said as she got a scoop from
someone that luz doesn't have a father.

luz, however, learned to numb herself whenever her father was brought up. she never knew the man
and camila wouldn't share anything regarding him so it's better to leave that part of their lives
behind.

"whatever you're gonna say. it won't affect me." luz said in a firm tone but amity still manages to
find weakness.

"well then. do you ever wonder why fathers never stick around?" amity continued and luz can
already take a few wild guesses.

"because yours is embarrassed by just how weak you are. you're a humiliation of the family and
that's why he left you!" amity pushed luz hard that almost made her fall to the floor but she held her
ground and said nothing. she didn't let those words hurt her all from a man she didn't even get to
meet.

"you live with the owl lady, right? that explains why you lack manners. you're raised by a
criminal!" amity continued to insult the noceda's family, now moving her mentor and mama. even
though she doesn't have a father, eda was the one who filled that gap in her heart.

luz held herself from clenching her fists as she doesn't like whenever someone calls eda a criminal
when all she did was not join a coven. not letting a stupid system suppress the true potential a
witch.

criminal my ass.

but luz still hasn't uttered anything.

humming as amity tapped her chin as if she needed to think. "you know i should turn her in now
that you're unable to disobey me." she internally laughed when she watched panic and horror come
on luz's face.

"no! eda hasn't done anything wrong to you so leave my family alone!" luz yelled as she stepped
forward only to be pushed back again. she'd do anything to not let eda be captured by the emperor.
who knows what he'll do to her as a punishment.

amity sighed with her finger slowly rubbing her temples. "always shouting. i doubt that you're
related to the owl lady and i doubt your mother even cared about raising you well." she moved to
where it hits the hardest.



luz suddenly stood frozen. the people who have been watching the whole thing unfold like it's the
theater noticed the sudden change of tone in the air that made them reconsider siding with amity
and becoming worried. they don't know why though.

"i mean, look at you. you look like you live under a bridge, lacked mannerisms and a brute. i guess
i now know where your stupidity comes from." amity continued as she hollered at her own words
and no one laughed along. she didn't care though, wasn't even expecting it as she's only doing this
for pleasure and stress relief.

it's been amazing torturing this 'weak' alpha.

"take it back." luz muttered, her voice lowered with her fists finally clenching but it didn't strike
fear to amity.

"why should i? i thought whatever i'm gonna say won't affect you?" amity taunted as she flicked
luz's forehead though she didn't react or even flinched from it.

nonetheless, amity is having fun. "you and your mother are both humans who aren't even supposed
to be here." she said, not noticing the hesitancy and ever growing fear mixed with confusion on the
other students' faces as the air around them became thick. it's suffocating.

with the two of them just an inch apart, amity whispered: "i bet she's a little bitch like you. maybe i
can shove your mother's face into the mud next to yours."

there was a deadly silence in the middle of the hallway, some of the students already left as they
didn't want to see the outcome of this while others watched luz stand like a statue.

then, amity noticed sparks of lightning and fires emit from the noceda's fists along with the whole
place turning cold so that a smoke breath was visible. she was about to comment on luz planning to
strike her but her tongue was pulled back.

luz raised her head, letting everyone see the tears streaming down her face along with her hazel
eyes violently glowing. red seeped in from the sides to take over as spikes of dark fur started to
come out.

nothing is holding her back anymore.

"take it back."

then, an explosion.

the aftershock sent everybody to their backs with the cold and hot temperatures clashing together as
smoke cloaked luz but a terrorising bellow was heard. the explosion made principal bump quickly
rush down to see the damage.

luz felt sharp pain all over her body as her bones rearranged themselves with her face contorting,
whole body growing bigger and bigger. but she didn't let out a pained noise.

instead, relief.

when the smoke clears, everyone's eyes widen as they stand before a pureblood in her fullest form.



luz snapped her eyes open, still violent red. her whole body exponentially grew, even bigger than
eda's beast form, she's covered of dark thick fur with her claws long and sharp as it emits all of the
magic she mastered.

then, luz squeezed her eyes tight as she felt something wanting to burst from her head. causing her
a massive migraine making her let out a stifled roar as she got in all fours, shaking her head
vigorously with her paws scratching her head.

she can't speak in this form. hell, luz didn't even dream of going into this form when she couldn't do
it before.

everyone around her was in total shell shock as they never thought luz noceda, the 'weak' alpha to
be an apex pureblood. reigning in the top.

luz lets out a full fledged roar that shakes the entire place and a singular sharpened horn bursts out
of her head with blood coating it's white exterior. she panted softly with her eyes slowly opening as
blood slowly trickled down her face. her eyes were set.

precisely at amity blight.

a growl rumbled in the noceda's throat as she stared at the fallen blight. amity started to regret
everything now that she's before a pureblood, that she angered nonetheless. then, her eyes
immediately caught the unsheathing cock of the pureblood.

she needs to leave now.

amity quickly sprung up to her feet, planning to run away but luz was swift with her hands as she
caught amity's neck and slammed her face first into the floor. the moment amity was hurt, the oath
tried to detain luz but a simple spell isn't enough to control a feral pureblood and luz made it
disappear.

the witch groaned in pain, she tried to push herself up but luz kept her hand on her while her other
claw tears every clothing she has.

revealing her small pale body compared to the wolf's giant form.

"no no.. luz please! i'm sorry! i take it all back! please don't do this!" amity started begging with
tears brimming in her eyes, she shivered when she felt something wet drip down on her cunt. luz
hung her long tongue out to let her drool drip on the witch's relatively dry pussy.

she's not gonna go dry on amity despite doing this out of revenge.

luz then switched her hands to pin amity's wrists, careful not to break her bones as she leaned down
to her neck and sank her fangs into her flesh. precisely on her scent gland. amity screamed in both
pain and pleasure as she was marked by a pureblood, don't know if that's in the bucket list.

while luz marks the blight, she starts to push her big cock inside her small pussy. she's far bigger
than the rest of the alphas in this place who just stood in place, afraid to do anything and a fool
wouldn't even consider combating an angered pureblood.

"ah.. luz! please i'm so sorry! don't do this! i'll do anything, please just stop!!" amity continued to
beg as she clenched her teeth tightly, feeling her walls getting widely stretched by luz's cock. she



can already tell she was bigger than anything else she's seen on the internet and it hurts even though
luz lubricated her.

luz watched her cock disappear inside the blight's once virgin cunt, a growl kept rumbling in her
throat and her tongue rolled out with her eyes closing before she started thrusting without letting
amity adjust.

"aaahhh!! aah- fuck! luz, please slow down!" but it's futile to request that. had amity ever slowed or
stopped her torment on luz? didn't think so.

luz barked at amity to shut her up, it worked as she's more domineering over a simple alpha. she
didn't care that there's other people here, watching them while she shamelessly pounds her bully.
this is all for the public humiliation she caused on luz.

choked sobs are heard from the blight as hot tears caked her face. amity can feel pleasure and it
would be amazing if only she grew accommodated to the size. she hasn't taken this much dick as
it's her first time.

a visible mark is seen on her stomach, the noceda's cock kept hitting her womb that sent violent
ripples of pleasure throughout her body that kept jolting upward everytime luz slams hard into her
as if she turned into a ragdoll.

"aah.. aahh! luz.. i can't.. i can't take it.." amity whimpered, her mind is telling her no but her own
body betrays her as she became weaker under the beast. taking in her thrusts more when she
couldn't.

drops of saliva fell onto amity's back, luz licked her lips as her tongue was still stuck out. she lets
go of amity's wrists, she couldn't get away anyways and held her hips instead with her pulling half
of her cock out. making amity think it's done only for luz to plunge back on and pick her pace.

amity's screams and half moans echoed throughout hexside. her trembling arms tried to pull herself
up for support but she's already too weak to even move, then, she saw luz's left furred covered paw
plant near her face with her hot panting just inches away as more drool rained down on her.

amity was split.

she doesn't know if she should hate this or want more. she found it odd that luz lubricated her first
when she could've just winged it and shoved her dong up to her cunt that is dry as mattholomule's
attitude. does she really want her to hurt?

amity doesn't know.

the blight's hand slowly reached for luz's, getting a feel of her soft fur before their hands were
intertwined and luz's other hand lifted her up to lean in for a rough, hungry kiss as she kept up with
her strong thrusts.

those who already left after they noticed the shift of atmosphere were lucky to miss this. to those
who aren't so lucky was so shocked and frightened that some passed out, some were either turned
on or terrified at the display. they just stood there, motionless. if not, crying.

gus was holding onto willow's arms as he cried hard like amity, confused and scared as to why his
best friend would do this kind of thing and she's been lying the whole time. hiding the fact that



she's a pureblood from her own best friends.

willow was also scared but a small smug smile was faintly seen on her face as she knew karma
would bite amity's ass soon enough. she just didn't expect this kind of karma.

bump just stood there amongst his students, terror on his face. he wants to stop this immediately but
he's no pureblood and luz is another type of pureblood.

a type who wouldn't hesitate to snap your head off and feast on your fresh corpse if you cross her
path the wrong way.

amity moaned and whimpered in the kiss as she could feel the noceda's tongue lap every crevice of
her wet cavern. both of their tongues laced around each other before luz pulled away after noticing
amity was out of breath.

she panted heavily with a string of saliva between them just visible for a split second, amity was
placed back down to the floor as luz amped up her speed.

like a miracle, amity was starting to adjust to the noceda's size with something squirming in her
stomach that just kept getting closer and closer.

luz's growls became aggressive, her hold tightening and her horn igniting as her tail frantically
wagged behind her. she can feel the similar squirm in her stomach coming at full speed.

then, luz drove her cock deep into the blight's womb one last time before letting out a deafening
roar as she popped inside amity, making her take her knot.

"luz!!!" amity screamed her name one last time as she came at the same and they tied.

a female alpha doesn't have a high probability of getting pregnant like omegas but luz would be
happy to do more rounds to make amity carry her litter.

amity twitched and shuddered at the feeling of her cum mixing with luz's warm cum that made her
so full that it slightly inflated her stomach. she became limp under luz, her eyes wanting to close as
she felt so drained.

luz crooned, she carefully fixed both of their positions with amity sitting on her as they waited their
knot out. luz can't move much as it'll hurt them both, she doesn't wanna cause more pain than she
already had.

without much of a choice, amity leaned her head back on luz's hard but fluffy chest that almost
lulled her to sleep until luz lets out a threatening growl.

she opened her eyes to see some students attempting to approach them but luz isn't gonna let that
happen as her arm wrapped around amity, protectively. amity slowly looked up to see luz's snout,
her upper lips curled with a growl as a sign to fuck off or else.

"h.. hey.. calm down.." amity whispers as she slowly rubs luz's arm that's around her. this made luz
stop her threats and look down at the blight, the reds in her eyes were gone and it reverted back to
her familiar hazel eyes.

they both stared at each other for a long time, drowning in their hues with luz slowly leaning closer
to luz. amity thought she was gonna get another kiss but she felt luz sniff her neck instead,



checking if the mark was alright while her paws gently traveled around the blight's body and
noticed all the wounds she inflicted.

luz grimaced at that.

"luz? are you still there?" bump asked as he slowly stepped out of the circle, trying to see if he
could talk sense into the pureblood. luz turned her eyes to him with a disinterested look in her eyes.

"please put amity down, now. we can talk civilly about this." bump said with his hands raised
though the space between him and luz was still big as he's afraid of what she'll do now.

luz lets out a huff, she slowly pulls amity off her cock as their knot finally ends but she didn't hand
her to bump though. she carried amity in one arm and turned around to face a wall.

"luz.. luz where are you-" bump was cut off as luz punched a big hole to swiftly bolt out of hexside.
leaving everyone behind with amity in tone. she ran through the trees at full speed, the winds made
their hairs fly behind and amity closed her eyes as it irritated her.

then, luz slowed down when she came out into a clearing and in front of a cave. she ducked down
as she entered the cave, luz created a few light spells to fill the ceiling before gently settling amity
down on an open blanket. she licked amity's cheek before rushing out of the cave, heading
somewhere.

amity looked around the illuminated cave, seeing the bones in the furthest corner and the crumbling
side of the wall. she doesn't see other cracks like that so she came to the conclusion that is where
luz comes to cool off.

if only she knew, amity severely regrets ever picking on luz. she didn't deserve to have to endure 3
years of pain and suffering all because of what? amity couldn't keep her anger and ego at bay? she
feels so stupid in angering a peace full pureblood who's just trying to get by but she comes running
to knock everything down.

amity lowered her head down in shame as she tightly twisted her fingers. she wants to kick or
punch herself but she can't move right as for now. her legs are still numb but doesn't matter when
she was the reason luz almost went rogue.

horns on a pureblood is a cool add on but the reasons for it to appear is not ideal. luz's reason was
pure, unchecked, bottled up anger and insulting her family was the last draw.

nice going blight.

meanwhile, luz raced back to the owl house to get as many necessities as she could. she stopped in
front of the front door, hooty withdrew from the door to greet luz as he already knew from the
scent.

"hey luz you're home ear- oh my hoot!!" hooty exclaimed as he saw the noceda's true form before
him, his jaw dropped in both awe and fear. luz huffed with her head shaking, she got down in all
fours and opened the door to enter the owl house- more like squeezing in.

she doesn't know how to shift back so she just has to hope that she doesn't cause too much damage
that it would seem that the boiling rain passed here.



king, who was sleeping in his kingdom like fort was shaken awake when luz entered the living.
"who goes there?!" he jumped down and was about to charge with a dagger on his little hands but
stood frozen as he saw a pureblood in the house, slowly walking into the kitchen to ransack the
fridge.

"uh- eda! camila, there's a pest in the kitchen!!" king called for the two adults, he grabbed francois
for mortal support and fixed his grip on the dagger as camila and eda finally got downstairs.

"what pest?" eda asked, turning her gaze at the demon who's visibly frightened but hiding it.

"go check yourself!" king motioned his dagger in the direction of the kitchen but luz was already
done getting the snacks amity could eat to sustain herself. the three were flabbergasted at the sight
of the pureblood, they watched her drop the food near the door and walked up to them.

eda was about to jump into action, protecting her pack as a warning growl was heard from her. luz
lets out a whine, she didn't stop approaching them though and licked the top of eda's head making
her hair spike up. the clawthorne became confused.

luz went pass eda, she pressed her head against camila as a low purr emitted from her throat and
this was enough for camila to figure out who this wolf is. "mija." she hugged her daughter who
whined again as she hugged back but it was short lived. luz still had something to do.

she went past the three and progressed up to her bedroom to get some clothes and first aid stuff.

"how..?" eda muttered but camila was equally as confused as her hubby. they both thought luz
wasn't able to turn in her wolf form yet here she is but that horn. it concerns them.

as luz got back down with many stuff in her arms, she pressed her forehead against camila once
more and did the same to eda. she glanced down to king who was still fearful at the giant size of his
best friend, luz gently patted king's bone head as a sign that the real luz was still in there before
rushing out.

heading back to the cave with all the stuff amity could possibly need.

amity perked up when she caught the familiar scent of the noceda and saw luz slowly jog into the
cave with an armful of things that she settled to the side and got in front of amity.

they both stared at each other for a short second before luz slowly placed her hand on one of
amity's face and leaned close to start licking her face. cleaning her. amity doesn't know how to feel
about this but she knows luz shouldn't be this caring when she's out for revenge.

luz moved down to her neck, licking the mark she felt to clean off the small drops of blood that
oozed out and down on her chest to take care of her scars along with her arms till she reached to her
legs.

"wait.." amity gently pushed luz's head away from her, luz looked up to meet the blight's golden
eyes while she held her thighs. "why are you doing this?" amity asked, luz tilts her head as she
doesn't seem to understand the question.

"i mean, you're doing this for revenge, right? then why did you bring me your stuff and licking my
wounds?" amity rephrased her sentence, luz can't really speak but she lets go of amity's thighs and
draws closer to her. licking her lips as an answer.



luz didn't really mean to hurt amity. she deeply regretted what she's done when she snapped back to
reality back in hexside.

amity stared into luz's hazel eyes once more, seeing it glimmer under the many lights spell that
allured her. she never really took the time to realise how handsome luz is, she beats herself up for
hurting this peaceful person.

fuck.

the space between them disappeared as amity leaned in for a kiss, luz happily reciprocated it. the
kiss was much slower, softer than their initial one now that luz is calm.

amity can feel the wolf's big hands soothingly travel around her body with her own hands rubbing
her head and scratching the back of her ears as she tilts her head to deepen the kiss.

it was sweet and lust was still there.

as they pulled away, luz licked amity's face again with amity rubbing her cheeks making the wolf
lean into the touch. "you're not so bad after all." the blight whispers. she's literally holding a
pureblood in her hands and she got so caught up with the fear of the beings above her that she
didn't realise they're just like us.

like luz. so gentle and peaceful.

"i'm sorry." amity muttered and luz nodded, accepting her apology as she booped her nose with hers
before resuming her work. amity watched luz lick the wounds on her thighs, spreading her legs
apart to show her pussy.

amity's cheeks heated up when she saw luz stare at it and squealed as she felt her long tongue give
her clit a long lick. luz continued, she kept the witch's legs apart while she laps up their cums, her
blood of innocence to make sure she's all clean and alright.

"aah.. ngh-" amity bit her finger, she gripped onto luz's fur as she felt her tongue dancing all over
her slit, sucking on her folds with her nose just pressed against her pussy. a growl rumbled in her
throat as she inhaled amity's scent. it's getting her high like a dog accidentally eating an edible and
aiming for the clouds.

as amity is wet enough to luz's liking, she withdrew and stood straight on her knees. she held
amity's legs apart with her cock unsheathing once again, letting amity truly marvel at the sheer size
of the pureblood. it has a darker shade than the rest of luz's body, she watched it twitch from the
cold air, the tip turning glossy as it oozes sticky precum from excitement.

luz rubbed her leaking tip against amity's wet pussy, seeing her tremble. amity wants to push luz
away as she's still not used to her size but when she looked into her eyes again, she was reminded
that this is luz noceda now. not the pureblood instinct talking.

luz aligned herself in the blight's womanhood, she made sure she was careful as she pushed her tip
inside then continued slowly from there. she leaned down for amity to embrace her, her nails
digging into her skin but it was left unnoticed.

"luz.." amity buried her face in luz's shoulder, her eyes squeezing shut as she felt her walls getting
stretched again but this time, she can finally adjust.



when everything was in, luz stayed still for amity to let her adjust on her bulk. her walls sizing it as
it engulfed her with warmth, a visible bulge was seen in her stomach to show just how big a
pureblood truly is compared to an average alpha.

it's astonishing and terrifying.

amity lets out a shaky exhale, her grip softened as she melted under luz. she gave a small nod for
luz to start and did so carefully, half of her cock pulling out and slowly coming back in. luz listened
to amity's stifled groans and moans until it became clear.

luz took this as a sign to pick up speed while retaining to be gentle. "aahh.. oh luz.." amity moaned
as she gripped onto the noceda's board shoulders, the pain she once dread disappeared and got
replaced by blissful pleasure.

once luz picked up speed again, amity's choked sobs now turned into pleasured moans. "luz!"

luz growled, she lifted herself to hover above amity with her paws planted on the blanket, almost
tearing it with her claws as she started to go in her preferred speed.

amity's mouth turned agar as she slowly let herself go, lewd moans escaped her lips with her whole
body surrendering under the noceda. she stared up to her eyes as she gave her a lustful gaze,
enticing her and she didn't fight it back.

the blight pulled luz into another kiss with their tongues swirling around each other as luz really
started pounding into her making amity moan in the kiss. her small body bouncing upward
everytime their hips slam with luz's heavy balls hitting amity's lower pussy.

as they both ran out of air, amity panted heavily with her cheeks turning redder than a beet. luz
licked her cheeks before her head rolled back with her tongue rolling off down the side, getting lost
in the euphoria like amity as her cock reached for the depths.

hitting her womb once again. amity was still sensitive after their first, she can already feel the twist
in her stomach coming closer, harder. then, her instincts kicked in as she went for luz's neck and
sank her fangs into her thick flesh just hard enough to leave a mating mark on her gland.

luz roared in pleasure from the mark, she rammed her dick straight into amity's womb and came
inside her again. hoping she's fermented enough for her to carry her pups.

amity moaned out her name with her claws scratching luz's back, leaving multiple marks.
shuddering in delight at the feeling of her mate's cum inflating her again like a cum pulp as they
tied went limp under her arms again.

luz purred as she rubbed her head against amity, scent marking her and kept herself up since she
doesn't wanna crush her under her weight. amity returned the gesture, relaxing under the pureblood
while they waited out their knot.

as luz was finally able to slowly pull out, she immediately went to grab a few bandages and healing
rub ons to tend amity's wounds.

luz cleans amity's wounds, placing bandages around her body and even giving it kisses. amity
watched all of it happen, wondering why luz is taking care of her. "i'm sorry. for everything i've
done. you don't have to be nice when i deserved it." she muttered with her head turning away to



stare at the dark corner. in the corner of her eye, luz shook her head while she's focused on applying
the potion.

"why are you forgiving me so easily? you have a horn because of me." amity said as her head
turned back to look at luz. she didn't want to glance upward to see the horn, reminding that it's the
manifestation of all the pain and torment she caused the noceda.

"i pushed you too far." tears started to well up in her eyes but luz wiped all of it with her thumb.

then, luz started speaking- well, more like growling mixed with whines as her hand moves
randomly but it's conveying something. amity listened to the animal noises and slowly nodded,
understanding luz.

amity sucked a deep breath in and flashed a small smile, "okay." luz's tail wagged happily behind
her, she grabbed the fresh clothes to slip on amity before laying down beside her and pulled her into
a bear cuddle.

amity rested her head on luz's fluffy chest, hearing her calming heartbeat next to her ear that helped
her instantly fall asleep as she forgot how tired she was.

luz has her one arm under amity's head as a pillow with the other holding her close, she has a smile
on her face with her eyes slowly fluttering shut in welcoming a sweet, warm slumber.

-----

as the new morning sun rose, the light from the east cast upon the demon realm to show the chaotic
event of last night in bonesborough and the moon retreating to give the sun it's shift.

the rays entered a cave, shining on an exposed tanned back. two fully naked women laid on the
cold cave floor but slept soundly with the blanket giving them enough comfort as they slept in the
warmth of each other's arms.

luz was the first one to wake up, her eyes squinted slightly from the last light spell that survived the
night before popping into little stars. she looked at her hands to see it's back to normal. everything
was back to normal but what's in her arms isn't.

her eyes widened as she saw amity still in her arms, nude and filled with bandages.

"oh no.. oh no no no.." luz started panicking, she quietly pushed amity off her arms and sat up, her
breathing turning heavy as she gripped the sides of her hair, frantically thinking of what she should
do. she knows by the moment amity wakes up, her head's gonna off her shoulders.

amity must've heard the labored breathing just near her, she turned around, slightly groggy but she
can tell that luz is on the brink of having a breakdown. she quickly sat up and rushed in front of luz.

"i'm sorry. i'm sorry. i'm so sorry." luz repeated two words as she trembled violently with tears
almost spilling. amity grabbed both of luz's hands, giving it a firm squeeze as she stared right into
the noceda's eyes with her only objective now is to comfort her mate.

"hey hey, calm down. what's wrong?" amity asked, she placed her cheeks on luz's hands as she
croons to put luz at ease.



it seemed to work, partly but luz was still in that bad headspace. "i- i hurt you. i'm sorry! i didn't
mean to.. i didn't mean to, i'm sorry!" she kept repeating the phrase as she's starting to break down
with tears streaming down her face and dropping to the floor.

"luz!"

amity yelled luz's name that made her flinch, it made her instantly regret it so she stepped back and
wiped the tears off her cheeks. the blight softly sighed, she stared straight into luz's eyes as she
reassured her. "it's okay. i liked it anyway and you took care of me so please, calm down. it's
literally daybreak." she said, chuckling softly.

luz was surprised to hear that chuckle and even amity liking it when she forced herself on her. "you
did? bu- but i still hurt you and i wanna make it up to you!" luz persisted. she won't lie that she's
still afraid of the alpha despite the fact that she finally unlocked her true potential as a pureblood.

amity's gaze softened, she caressed luz's cheeks as she said "it's alright, i kinda deserved it." before
leaning in for a tender morning kiss. something popped into her head that made her pull away,
holding the smirk that's trying to come on.

"but i do have one thing you could do." amity said and luz perked up from that.

"anything!" she exclaimed but it was a mistake.

amity snapped her fingers, conjuring up a black leather collar that has a golden plate with luz's full
name engraved in the front and on the back says: owner: amity blight.

luz's cheeks flared up in red at the sight of the collar but she didn't complain. "there. is it too tight?"
amity asked as she tugged on the collar to see if there's space for luz to breath. she shook her head
in response.

smirking, "that's a good puppy." amity patted luz's head like a dog. for some reason, luz liked being
called that from amity. a good puppy when she is as her phantom tail wagged furiously.

"you'll wear this collar at all times, let everyone show who you belong to and i'll show mine." amity
tilts her head to the side to let luz see her mark, luz felt a sense of pride seeing that as it'll never
come off. amity is hers and she belongs to amity.

"got it?" amity asked and luz nodded. "got it."

"good girl. now, can you take me home? we can freshen up in the shower." amity said with a
suggestive look on her face. luz chuckled, she nodded once more and stood up, she closed her eyes
to concentrate into going into her wolf form before snapping her eyes open.

luz dropped in all fours after shifting into her titan like form, picked amity up and placed her onto
her back for her to grip on her scuff before she rushed off to the direction of the blight manor.

 

as the front doors of hexside was pushed wide open, everyone turned their heads to look at who
entered. it was amity blight. walking on her still intact legs with a confident smile on her face
despite the events of yesterday.



the students who were stuck on the floor, forced to watch the display snickered to themselves as
they watched amity walk down the hallway with her stance faltering at each step but the smile was
still there.

one of the students approached amity and was about to say that luz really put her in her place but
their tongue was held back when luz noceda came into view with a leash attached on her collar.

luz's scent was no longer hiding behind the veil of the potion and she seemed to have hit her second
growth spurt as she towers over everyone. luz glanced at the many students around them with a
bewildered look, confused as to why a pureblood was being held on a leash by the same alpha she
swore in 'putting in her rightful place'.

but luz just gave an awkward wave and continued to walk side to side with amity. her mate.
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rapid thumps against the undergrowth, loud crunches of dead leaves under a pair of soles echoed
throughout the thickening forest as a shout became obscure in the background the farther and
farther she ran.

the moon was at it's peak with a flock flying across the sky, the nocturnal creatures were wide
awake as they watched her run deeper into the woods despite the noise of someone coming after
her was long gone. she won't stop until she's sure she is far from them.

amity had enough living in that manor. just when she thought she's picking the pieces to restore her
life to what it was, they just up and came to ruin it all and she's done. she should've ran away years
ago but she was scared back then of what the consequences would be if they found her sleeping in
the gutter or something just to get a sense of freedom.

but no more. amity won't take shit for them anymore.

as amity finally ran out of breath, she stopped in a small clearing to catch her breath. leaning
against a tree, she looked up to the canopy to see the clear dark sky accompanied by the moon as
the forest is only illuminated by the moonlight. amity should've brought her phone with her as
another light source but then again, her parents own a multi-billion tech company.

they could easily track her within seconds.

amity takes in wherever the hell she stopped at, all she can see was an array of old trees with
shrubbery along with a fog clouding her sight for what could be ahead. she went way too deep into
the forest, she and her siblings knew this forest but never dared or even allowed to go beyond the
blight premises.

this part of the forest was dense like someone could easily have a claustrophobia and she's getting a
tingle at the back of her head that something is watching her.

not in a way that the animals are but something else.

suddenly, a loud rustling of the bushes made amity jump, she frantically looked around for
something she could use for defense but all she got was a broken twig. with no other options to
spare, amity raised her twig in a defensive position as she turned a full 360 since she could hear
rustling all around her.

is she in for an ambush? this made her grow anxious but she sucked it up and prepared herself.



then, something came out of the bushes in front of her and amity took a deep breath in, closed her
eyes before letting out a war cry as she charged at whoever was going to attack her. she violently
swung her stick in all directions even though she can feel she isn't hitting anything.

it's better to confuse the opposition, a worthy distraction that'll only work if she has a well thought
out plan. nice going blight.

"what are you doing?" a voice in front of her voice, it sounded deep yet high. amity slowly opened
her eyes only for it to grow wide, she dropped her stick and backed up, almost tripped doing so as
she saw two 7-8 foot tall women with a dark complexion in white attire, their eyes were completely
white as well and their bodies giving off an ethereal glow. small critters and birds land on their
shoulders and horns.

the first woman has horns of a ram who has a frown on her face while the other has her head tilted
slightly and she has antlers of a stag that is being nested by cardinals, they must be the one who
asked the question.

"w- who are-" amity was about to ask who these people are but she was rudely interrupted by the
woman with antlers.

"you have set foot into the sacred grounds without adequate." she said as she returned her head
back to it's original place, both of them stared at the blight blankly and it's slowly freaking amity
out.

"with that violation you must be sacrificed to repay your carelessness, human." the woman with
ram horns now spoke, a frown formed on amity as she didn't have a clue that this was a private
ground.

"b- but i didn't know this was sacred grounds! who are you people?! i'm not in the mood for cults or
some weird shit right now!" amity exclaimed which was a horrible idea as she saw the woman with
ram horns frown deeply, the animals on her horns and shoulder quickly scurried off as she stared
right into the blight's eyes. as if she's glaring right at her soul.

"silence!"

the entire earth shook from that yell, amity lost her balance and dropped to the ground, making her
realise just how small she is compared to the two ominous women before her.

"your ineptitude will not be tolerated for we are the guardians of this forest that has been well
preserved and away from you mortals' laxity hands!" fear and terror rushed throughout amity's
body as the woman continued to shout at her, almost making her want to cry but she isn't a little
bitch. scared but she isn't a bitch.

the woman with antlers looked a little uncomfortable from the side, she cleared her throat and
patted, who looked like her sister's shoulder as they do look alike. the one with ram horns just looks
rougher on the edges.

"um, excuse her temper. that's right, we are, indeed, the guardians of the forest and i'm luz noceda.
this is my sister lucia. what do you go as?" luz asked, her tone more welcoming that lucia who's
slowly calming down as she crossed her arms and continued to stare down at the fallen human.



amity doesn't know just what the fuck is going on in this place or if she got a concussion after she
accidentally slammed into a tree mid run now she's seeing hallucinations of big women?

"..amity blight. and what sacrifice?" amity hesitantly asked, now careful with her words. she saw
luz walk up to her, thinking she was gonna attempt to hurt her, amity closed her eyes with her arms
blocking her face as she prepared herself for a strike.

but nothing came.

"get up. it won't be fun washing the mud off your pants especially since someone has been gnawing
all of our stuff recently." amity opened her eyes and slowly lowered her arms to see luz had her
hand extended for her to take while her eyes were narrowed to the side like she's eyeing someone
behind the bushes.

"yeah, don't think we don't know gerald! we can see you!" lucia said, amity doesn't know who these
two are talking about but she didn't question and gladly took luz's hand to pull herself up back to
her feet.

"thank you." amity muttered, luz flashed a warm smile that plucked a string inside the blight's
heart. hard.

"what was i talking about again?" luz asked as she forgot just what she was about to say to amity
when she helped her up.

"she's getting there." amity looked over luz's shoulder to see lucia looked chill right now which was
a relief. when she's not angry, amity finds her rather attractive along with luz.

then, luz snapped her finger when she finally remembered. "oh yeah, sacrifice. you see, the way we
have kept this place untouched for many centuries is we sacrifice those who severed the barrier for
their energy that is enough to restore it." she explained the best way she can without making it
overcomplicated.

amity slowly nods her head as she understood, "in order to get that energy, we could either kill you
or mate with you." lucia added, giving the blight the only options she'll ever have.

her cheeks turned red when she heard the word 'mate'. amity getting fucked by two giant women? is
this a dream or what? she feels like she's gonna pass out and dying isn't going to be an option for
her. she still has something to live for.

"i'll.. i'll mate with you." amity replied with nervousness in her tone but it was ignored as the two
sisters nodded at the given response. they started to walk, heading to go deeper into the forest.

"well, shall we get going?" lucia looked over to amity as she motioned her head for her to come
along with them.

"go where?" she asked, she slowly approached the two goddesses with her going in between them
to make the obvious difference be seen as they started walking.

"where you'll be sacrificed. don't worry, no one's gonna watch us." luz reassured which was a sort
of relief for amity that no peeping toms would be in the bush getting off. "that's good to know." she
muttered.



"speaking of watching, remember the francis guy?" lucia asked as she looked over to luz who
hummed, recalling for whoever this francis is till it came to her. "oh yeah, the frenchman? he was a
thorn in the side." she said with a grimace.

"you know the douche was spying on us when we were bathing by the nearby river and lucia didn't
hesitate to pound him to a pulp." luz looked down at the human, telling amity the encounter as she
looked back up to luz like a child listening to her parents' stories.

"he's one with the mud gremlins now." lucia pressed her hands together with a smug smile before
giggling when luz elbowed her side.

"there were others before me?" amity suddenly grew interested about the people that went here and
what happened to them. well, probably dead.

"oh of course! a whole library of them and most chose to mate with us which we don't really mind
since no one gets pregnant." lucia replied as she waved her hand dismissively. she looked down
when she saw something rush down from the corner of her eye to see a bunny in front of her.

lucia stopped walking for a moment and opened her arms for the bunny to hop off her legs and
caught into her arms before continuing. amity watched the once thought was gonna be someone she
isn't gonna have a hard time with, is lovingly petting a bunny in her arms and being easy to talk to.

what's it like to be in her a-

"yeah, we don't want anyone to carry our offspring after breaking our barrier. that would stupid."
luz scoffed, she softly scratched the cardinal's chin who's sitting on her shoulder. amity saw the bird
lean into the goddess' touch with it's feathers fluffing up, luz has a warm smile on her face that
made amity slowly smile too.

she didn't know why she was afraid of these people when they're so gentle and caring for every
living thing.

"but some of these mooncalfs were more than stupid." lucia muttered with an eye roll and amity
was quick to catch on what she meant.

"is it because they were driven by sex?" she guessed and the two goddesses were pleasantly
surprised. "you are wise but dumb enough to get yourself in this situation." lucia teased making
amity groan as she also rolled her eyes.

"cut me some slack. i was running away and didn't know i entered your grounds. should've put up a
sign to tell everyone to wipe their shoes before going in." amity joked. the two sisters bursts out of
laughter, the atmosphere became light and cheery between them. gone with the all the fear and
anger that was happening before.

"oh oh! and offer a nice cup of coffee, madam?" luz started impersonating a horribly acted royal
like tone as she made a holding a cup gesture. "put a little sugar in there, dear." lucia got into the act
of an old woman as she placed her hand on her sister's shoulder before all three of them roared in
laughter again.

"oh i haven't had a good laugh since the dark ages. i really like you, ames." amity looked at luz and
lucia both simultaneously with her cheeks heating up the more she stares at them. seeing just how
beautiful they are made her look forward in mating with them.



then, they stopped right before a clearing that had a circle of odd rocks that had engraved runes on
it's surface and a log supported by stone slabs stood in the middle.

"we're here. get yourself comfortable on that log, you can take off your clothes whenever." luz said
as she gently pushed amity to go towards the log. she did. amity stopped before the log, she also
saw that the entire thing was covered with archaic runes that she doubted anyone could decipher
but the noceda sisters.

amity started to strip, taking everything off and discarded it to the side before bending over onto the
log. her face started to resemble a tomato that she had to go in this position while luz and lucia
watched from behind before she saw her in both sides of her vision.

"alright. the ritual will start the moment one of us is inside you. your virginity will be enough to
restore the barrier and will end when all of us reach our climax. understood?" luz explained how
everything's gonna go down, just by staring at the suggestive position the blight is in, an outline
started to appear in both luz and lucia's pants but neither hid it just for amity to see the large tent in
their pants.

it aroused her greatly.

"you're a virgin, right?" lucia asked as she placed the bunny down and it hopped away, probably
knowing what's about to go down. she walked behind amity, getting a good look of her plump ass
and her slowly lubricating pussy. amity could only nod as a response since her tongue was bit back
when luz stood in front of her, letting her be up close to the hard one of the goddess.

"then, i'll be the one to take you." lucia declared which didn't sit well with luz "what? why can't it
be me?" she asked, wanting to have a go at amity's pussy but lucia shook her head.

"because you had your way with the other girl before her. it would only be fair if it's my turn to take
amity." lucia replied, which left luz no choice but to let it as she is right and they agreed on doing
things simultaneously to create harmony. that what's most important.

sighing in defeat, lucia puffed her chest in pride as luz sad "fine. i wanted her mouth anyways." she
grumbled and started to unbuckle her pants, pulling it down just enough for amity to see the big
monstrosity that was awaiting for her along with another sound of a zipper opening behind her.

amity stared at the noceda's thick, large veiny cock, seeing it twitch from the exposure. it's thicker
than her forearm and she's afraid if all of that meat couldn't even fit inside her feeble mortal pussy.

"a- are you sure all of that would fit?" amity asked as she looked up to luz. the two sisters noticed
just how small amity is, they could rip her apart if they're not careful.

"trust us but i guess you could use some foreplay." lucia said, her cock is fully out in the open while
luz. her hand softly rubbed amity's ass cheeks, giving them tight squeezes before spreading them
apart for lucia to see her wet pussy.

lucia bit her lip, her finger slowly rubbed the blight's slit, testing the waters and slowly slipped her
middle finger inside as she stroked herself. watching her finger amity while she's preoccupied in
front.

"aah.." amity trembled as she feels lucia's finger go in, her walls clenched around it with her
glancing over her shoulder to see the goddess rub her cock as it secretes precum.



she turned her eyes back to luz when she caressed her cheeks, easing her as she lets out low moans
and groans. her hand holding up her cock as she inched closer towards her mouth. amity opened her
mouth as wide as she can for luz to place about a portion in for the human to start suckling on.

"aah.. careful. i don't want your jaw to go unhinged." luz jokingly whispered, she didn't move her
hips as she lets amity suck on her. her tongue swirling around the girth and toying with her tip to
lap up the oozing precum.

amity hummed, she slowly fluttered her eyes closed to savor this as it's not everyday that you'd be
having sex with two extremely hot and handsome goddesses. the blight lets go of her body, moved
her head to take in more of luz's cock earning an erotic groan as she firmly gripped her hair. luz's
finger easily snapped the hair tie off to let them see the human's natural auburn color underneath
that sea of green.

"you're doing great. it almost looks like you wanted this to happen." lucia whispered with a chuckle
in the end, seeing amity take in more of her sister's cock, her hand stroking the remaining meat and
the other rubbing her balls.

amity couldn't answer though.

lucia looked down to the blight's damp pussy, she's wet enough to take her so she pulled her finger
out and replaced it with her phallus. amity opened her eyes when she felt the noceda rub her tip
against her wet slit, she prepared herself as she continued to give luz pleasure.

"here goes." lucia fixed amity's position, raised her ass before pushing her tip inside. despite her
being prepped for this, amity's face scrunched up as she still feels pain but she can put her trust on
lucia that she'll go slow.

"sh shh, it's gonna be okay. relax, ami." luz reassured as she tenderly caresses amity's cheeks, she
pulled out for a moment to let her breath and hear her moans.

"aahh.. fuck.." amity clenched her teeth tightly, her nails scraping the log making some chippings
go inside her fingers but it was left ignored as she feels herself slowly getting widely stretched the
more lucia goes in carefully.

amity whimpered with tears accumulating in the corners of her eyes as she started to doubt that
everything would even fit. then, luz cupped her cheeks and leaned in to give her a soft kiss.

this surprised amity greatly but she didn't complain as she immediately melted into the kiss. the kiss
felt ethereal like this is going to be the only time that amity would get this kind of kiss as she
focused on this kiss, almost forgetting the seething pain behind her.

amity was quick to run out of air and luz noticed that leading her to having to pull away. she gives
her pecks all over her face to help her be at ease while whispering sweet things and praises for the
blight.

when lucia was finally fully inside amity, she exhales deeply through her clenched teeth as she feels
amity's walls tightly wrapping around her girth. sizing it. she slowly leaned down to amity's ear,
giving her a kiss on the side of the head as she whispered "that's it, amity. you're doing so well. tell
us when, okay?"



amity slowly nodded, she felt lucia leave kisses on her neck and back as her hands roamed around
her body, silently praising it with her big hands stopping right on her breasts to start kneading.

the blight raised herself from the log, looked over to lucia with her eyes focused on her lips that
looked so inviting. as if hearing her thoughts, lucia closed the space between them with a kiss while
her hands resumed to be curious and feeling the outline of her cock in amity's lower stomach.

lucia slowly slipped her tongue inside amity's mouth making her groan in the kiss as she felt the
goddess' skillful tongue invade her wet cavern, making sure everything was taken by her. amity has
her hand on luz's cock, rubbing it as she feels lucia slightly move her hips but didn't do anything
much. yet.

as they pulled away with a thin line of saliva visible from the moonlight that provided them a sort
of spotlight for the ritual. lucia gently placed amity down to the log, held her hips but still didn't
move as she watched amity lick luz's dick like a candy, giving the tip a kiss along with a temporary
suckle.

"i'm ready." amity muttered before taking luz's cock again.

lucia nodded, she firmly gripped amity's hips and slowly pulled out about half of her cock before
pushing back in. listening to the blight's muffled pleasured but strained noises, she continued to go
in this pace for some time while amity gave luz a blowjob. her tongue swirling around her girth.

"aahh.. you're pretty good, ami." luz commended as she twitched when she felt amity playing with
her tip.

as lucia noticed the shift of tension of amity's body and her moans, she knew she completely
adjusted to her. the goddess started to pick up her pace while being careful not to lose herself.

"damn, you feel amazing.." lucia muttered as she bit her lip again, she watched her rod go in and
out of the human's pussy easily now with her ass slightly bouncing every time her hips hit it. she
gave it a squeeze before slamming hard into amity making her squeal with luz moaning from the
vibration and started thrusting in her preferred speed.

"fuck! you're so good!" lucia moaned, she tightly gripped amity's hips with her ramming her pussy
hard that made her whole body jolt forward that gave luz more ecstasy as amity is getting
overwhelmed at the pleasure.

taking this much dick was something amity didn't think of happening, especially taking a heavenly
beings' dick..

amity gripped onto luz's pants for support as she tried her best to bob her head, her eyes closed
again with her raising herself more for lucia. her mind was getting clouded by intense lust, her
bodily temperature rising and her senses became static.

luz rolled her head as she can feel her cock reaching for the blight's throat and was surprised that
she's not choking by now. "oh amity… this is amazing!" she tightly gripped amity's hair and her
hips started thrusting in her wet cavern, with the worry of amity's jaw breaking slowly diminishing
as all three of them were consumed by pure gratification.

amity was completely stretched good as she got fucked good by lucia hitting her spot and womb.
surges and violent waves of bliss took over her body. she can feel her jaw getting tired but she



keeps going as she wants to give the noceda sisters maximum pleasure and forgets why they're
doing this in the first place.

the sound of their rapid skin slapping and erratic moans resonated throughout the forest, there was
absolutely no one in sight, even animals nearby the ritual site as this is a private session after all.

without notice, both luz and lucia's eyes suddenly glowed bluish white along with the rocks around
them and the carvings on the log as they can feel their climax speedily coming.

amity feels the same as she squeezed her eyes tight with her gripping on luz's pants. the twisting
feeling in her stomach getting unbearable, some parts of her body started glowing as well.

then, amity lets out a euphoric scream.

lucia roared as she plunged her cock deep into the blight's womb when she finally came. her loads
were excessive that it quickly filled amity up, inflating her slightly with some slowly seeping out as
it was too much for her. she was slightly disappointed as she wanted all of it to stay in but she didn't
ponder on it too much when luz came in her throat.

amity did her best to swallow everything and not let a single drop go to waste as she was slowly
pulled away from the noceda's cock. amity lapped up the remaining cum off luz's tip with some
came on her face.

she shuddered in delight as she feels lucia's once animal like thrusts tone down to help both of them
ride their highs down before slowly withdrawing.

amity looked up to the two goddesses, watched their eyes slowly revert back to normal with
everything around them. she's well stuffed of cum that is just trickling down her thighs and onto the
grass with her face having remnants.

"the ritual's complete. you can go home now." luz said with a hint of melancholy in her tone but she
hid it well as she fixed herself. lucia helped amity to get on her feet after she picked up her
clothing, keeping her steady after that one hell of a ritual. it made her legs become jello.

"but.. but i have nothing to come back to. i wanna stay." amity muttered as she tried put her clothes
back on but realised she became too weak and lucia gladly scooped her up, carrying her in princess
style.

"i don't see a problem with that. you'd be the first to stay with us." lucia said and placed a kiss on
amity's forehead, her chest fluttering as she stared up to the goddess holding her. this is so much
better than being under the same roof with the people she despises.

luz walked up to them and kissed amity's cheeks, squishing them as she rubbed her nose against
hers. "we've been pretty lonely for a while so it'd be nice to have you as company." she said in a
loving tone, amity smiled at that. happy to know that she'll be safe and content with them now.

"your horns. they're pricking my eyes!"
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lucia and amelia became a couple 2 years ago. no one thought the rivals of hexside would get along
so well together but then again, it was already evident that these two jackasses liked each other for
a while.

luz perked up when she heard the front doorbell ring, she hopped over the couch and rushed
towards the door to open it. swinging it wide open to see amelia blight standing on her porch.

"oh hey amelia! lucia is just upstairs." luz said as waved the blight hello. it became a routine for luz
to see amelia come here to see her sister, she doesn't know why but it happens frequently and when
she does, they're pretty noisy.

"thanks luz." amelia patted luz's head as she walked into the house, she waved the younger noceda
a temporary goodbye before heading up the stairs. she basically memorised the layout of the house
when she got to lucia's door, she opened to be met by a dimly lit room.

"hey sweetheart." lucia was laying on the bed that is surrounded by rose petals, her covers draped
over her nude body and the room was only lit by a few candles on the side.

"what's all this?" amelia asked with a grin, she closed and locked the door behind her as she started
to approach the bed. taking off her shirt along with her bra and tossed it to the side, amelia got onto
the bed with lucia laying back as she held her girlfriend's waist.

"figured i'd treat my girlfriend today." lucia replied, she watched amelia get on top of her as she
took off her hair tie, letting her long mane like hair down. the noceda's hand dragged along the
many mint strands and cupped amelia's chin to pull her down for a kiss.

lightly giggling, "it's so weird for you to set up something so fancy." amelia said in between kisses
with a smile. lucia scoffed as she rolled her eyes "shut up."

lucia tilted her head to the side as she slipped her tongue in amelia's wet cavern, earning a low
groan from her. her hands slithering up to the blight's pink shirt, pulling her panty down and rotated
on her finger.

as they pulled away with a thin string of saliva connecting them but it disappeared immediately.
amelia looked at her panty getting swung around and she knows what she's in for today.

"ding ding ding."



whenever amelia comes here, she and lucia would be pretty noisy which hinders luz's daily shows.

luz trotted towards the kitchen, opening the pantry to grab the already open bag of chips. she
removed the rubber bands and quickly jumped back to the couch when she heard the commercials
ended.

as she munches on her snacks, luz tries to focus on what she's watching with the thuds and loud
crashing noises upstairs that are followed by something that luz couldn't really make out but it's
annoying.

luz pursed her lips as she still attempted to stay focused on the show but they just kept getting
louder and louder till it's unbearable now. "man." she dropped her chips down to the side, clapped
her hands together as she walked upstairs.

luz sighed deeply when she stopped in front of her sister's door, raised her hand and knocked on her
door which made the noises stop "hey, can you guys lower it down a little? i'm trying to watch
here." she said. poor girl didn't know what lucia and amelia were doing.

"yeah, sorry." lucia was the one who responded, they stopped their session for a moment when luz
knocked. amelia was under lucia, clearly irritated that they got interrupted as she was so close to
coming.

they listened to the soft thumps outside the hallway before sighing deeply "sorry." lucia muttered,
she slowly pulled out and dropped down beside amelia who placed her arms above her eyes as a
groan escaped her throat.

then she brought her arm down and turned her head to look at her lover, "okay, she needs to stop
interrupting us." amelia said, she scooched closer to lucia as she placed her head onto her shoulder.

"well, luz doesn't know jackshit what we're doing anyways. besides, she can't open the door unless
you forgot to lock it." lucia replied with a raised brow as she glanced at amelia in the corner of her
eye and saw her roll her eyes at that statement.

"oh please."

this has been going on for far too long and amelia can't go on anymore having to live like this when
she can't come in peace for lucia.

"i'll bring amity here tomorrow." amelia said as her fingers slowly trailed around lucia's chest and
looked up to see the uncertainty in her face. "you sure? your sister didn't really like me when we
first met, i doubt she'll like luz." lucia muttered, grimacing slightly when she recalled the first time
she met amity.

she almost followed her eldest sister's footsteps by trying to commit arson.

"do you have a better idea to solve our knocking situation? then, i'm all ears." amelia waited for a
few seconds for an answer to come out of lucia's mouth, watching her eyes dart around as she
thinks of something but an irritated tongue click was only heard.

amelia chuckled as she knew she won, leaned in to give her girlfriend a tender kiss and nuzzled up
to her neck as lucia held her close with her nose buried in the blight's head.



"come on, they're the same age and have alot of similarities. they'll instantly click i'm telling you."
amelia reassured, slowly drifting off in lucia's arms with her hands rubbing her head to help her
anxious lover calm down and close her eyes.

sighing softly, "i hope so."

-----

the next day came, both luz and lucia were sitting on the couch watching whatever's on the tv. lucia
has been checking her phone alot, asking where amelia is every 5 minutes till the doorbell rings.

"i'll get it." luz said as she stood up and headed over to the door to answer it, lucia followed suit
behind. when the door was open, luz expected it to be amelia and she was right but she was
surprised when she saw another girl having the same hair but shorter than amelia's and looked to be
her age.

"hi! i'm luz noceda. are you amelia's little sister?" luz excitedly introduced herself as she offered
her hand for a shake, the little blight backed up a little almost hiding behind amelia as she had
never met someone this flamboyant before. it made her timid and.. enticed.

"yeah, she is. this is amity, say hi to luz back." amelia said, she gently pushed amity to the front and
motioned her eyes to give the girl the handshake as luz had been holding it out for some time.

hesitantly, amity slowly raised her hand and grabbed luz's hand for her to give a shake. "hello.." she
replied and that's enough to make luz smile brightly as she thinks she got another friend.

lucia was standing behind luz, watching the two kinds interact with each other. she has a sort of
relieved yet worried expression, when she looks up to amelia, she's giving her reassurance that
everything will work out.

"you guys can come in." lucia said when the two finally stopped shaking hands and she pulled luz
to the side to let the blight sisters come inside the house.

as the front door closes, amelia walked over to lucia and coiled her arm around hers. "well, we'll
leave you guys to get to know each other. we'll be in lucia's room watching some.. movies." the
blight excused themselves, waved their little siblings goodbye as they walked up to the stairs but
soon turned to bolting when they're out of sight.

luz hummed to herself as she found them acting odd but she didn't question and turned her head to
amity who had been looking at the young noceda but kept darting away.

she stared at amity longer than intended as she admired her golden eyes, it's mellower than amelia's
intense ones and she can feel something brewing inside her that she couldn't quite deter.

then, she snapped back to reality when their eyes met, she quickly looked away with a small tint of
red on her cheeks.

"come on, i'll show you my room." luz beckoned amity to follow her as she trotted up the stairs
with the little blight slowly following her. luz widely opened her bedroom door, steps to the side as
she lets amity in first before kicking the door half closed.



"these are my good witch azura action figures. i also have gildersnake, hokly and hecate!" luz
rushed past amity to get to her windowsill, grabbed her four valued figurines and presented them to
amity as she handed it to her.

amity looked at the figurines in her arms, surprised that luz knows the good witch azura. the ever
growing feeling in her stomach and chest started to swell but she doesn't know what it is. she
watched luz carry a stool from the side to step on to grab a hidden book on top of her closet.

then, luz returned in front of amity with a big smile on as she held a familiar hard covered book.
"and this is my prized treasure. my only book from the good witch azura series!" she said. amity's
eyes slowly widened when she realised it's the fifth book she has been searching for.

"i'm planning to save up to buy the rest of the series but for now, this is the best book yet!" luz said,
she sat on the edge of the bed as her fingers traced the design of the cover. amity placed the
figurines to the side when she sat down beside luz with a small inching space between them just
wanting to disappear.

"i have the full set, just not the fifth book." amity said as she started to slowly warm up to the
noceda.

"then we can swap? oh oh! we have our own azura book club here or in school! or both! wait, are
you in my school?" luz bombarded amity with so much things as she moved closer to her. the
younger blight was left with no room to answer everything than the last one.

"well, i guess." amity muttered as she looked down with the redness of her cheeks getting darker.

"neat! oh, we're gonna do great things together, ami! you and i! just like azura and hecate battling
the odds of defeating the war lord!" luz said ambitiously with her arm wrapped around amity which
made her blush get worse and she cracked a smile.

suddenly an idea came to amity if she wants to get to know luz better. "do you know 'play doctor'?"
she asked as she looked at the noceda who looked back, hummed for a moment to remember if she
ever played that game before shaking her head.

"nope! what's that? how do we play it?" luz asked with curiosity and excitement in her tone. she
lets go of amity as she leaned back onto her arms while she listened to amity explaining the game.

"well, i just watched some of my classmates do it. basically if you show your thingy to me and i'll
show you my thingy." amity tried her best but not really elaborating.

luz tilts her head, a little confused of what this 'thingy' is. "thingy- oh! you mean my pee pee?
sure!" she snapped her finger when she got it. she jumped up to her feet, pulled down her pants to
her ankles. revealing her small limp dick to amity.

amity stared at the dick, it has a darker complexion than the rest of luz's skin. watching it slowly
rise and unsheath to show off it's light brown tip. luz must've been gone through circumcision.
twitching in it's final state from arousal and exposure from cold air, luz's cock stretched from 6 or 7
inches but inheriting genes of a noceda, it's bound to be bigger the more luz grows.

luz only got hard when she realised amity was staring at her pee pee, now she's both embarrassed
and turned on.



then, amity stood up in front of luz, they're about the same height and their space started to slowly
diminish as they stared into each other's hues with their hearts beating erratically. something inside
them is turning unbearable and the only ones here in this house are them, forgetting their sisters
were also having a funtime just down the hall.

without warning, amity pecked luz right in the lips making them both blow up in red with luz's
cock twitched in excitement. amity looked to the side as she grew timid once more, her eyes kept
looking down at the phallus but she held herself.

for now.

"can you do that again? but slower." luz asked, wanting that kiss again and amity happily nodded.
she leaned in once more, this time without chickening out in the last second as their lips connected
once again.

explosions of emotions filled the kiss and their insides churned into slushy as they can't explain
what they're feeling but it feels good. luz slowly tilts her head to the side to deepen it, her tongue
started to get curious as she pushed it inside amity's mouth.

this caught the blight off guard as she whimpered through the kiss but didn't pull away, letting their
wet muscles dance with no rhythm. amity's knees trembled as she feels luz's tongue travel around
her wet cavern, leaving no corner untouched till they're out of breath.

"that was my first kiss." luz whispered with a small chuckle.

"me too." amity replied as she smiles and she made sure there's no space between them with her
feeling against luz's dick and her nuzzling up to her neck.

amity finally gave in to the temptations and gently grabbed luz's cock, earning a pleasured exhale
from her just by the touch. she pressed her forehead against luz's as she looked down, watching her
hand slowly stroke it with her thumb rubbing the glossy tip. listening to the young girl's strained
groans and hums.

"y- you know, i've been doing this thing lately." luz muttered, her cheeks intensely red just by
feeling the blight's soft hand rub her. it makes her feel weak, a good kind of weak.

"what thing?" amity asked as she turned her eyes up to luz.

"the thing lucia usually does this stuff whenever she's in her room and forgets to lock her door. it's
when i do this," luz grabbed her own cock this time, amity pulled away to watch her rapidly stroke
her dick as her balls ricochet at each motion making luz moan.

"and white stuff comes out when it's just usually pee. wanna see it?" luz continued rubbing herself
as she wanted amity to see what she meant after she found out her rod has other properties than
peeing.

amity watched luz masterbate before her, her blush couldn't get anymore darker than it already is.
she saw a whitish liquid started to secrete out of luz's tip, she thought it's urine but when she
touched it with just a fingertip. it has a slightly sticky consistency, this must be precum then.

the young blight continued to watch luz swiftly stroke her cock as she lets out moans. then, her
hands started to get frisky, slipping it up to luz's shirt to feel her small breasts with her nipples



erected. amity tweaked the nipples as she kneaded the small mounds, adding more moans with luz's
knees quivering.

luz pulled her shirt up, bit onto it to stay up and let amity take in the full view. amity leaned down
for her to take one of luz's nipples, letting herself go now as lust filled her mind.

"amity.." luz bit her lip as she watched amity suckle on her while she rubs herself, picking up her
pace when she felt the familiar twist in her stomach. she slightly rolled her head back, the pleasure
violently washed over her till she finally popped.

luz lets out a guttural moan when she came, shots of white cum flew towards amity's pink dress and
some fell to her knees. amity pulled away to look down at the white stuff coming on her.

"i- i'm sorry! i'll clean it up." luz was quick to grab the nearby tissue box and started to wipe her
jizz off amity's dress, making sure it doesn't stain as she doesn't wanna ruin such a beautiful dress.

"it's alright. what is it?" amity reassured as she pulled luz back up to her feet. luz just shrugged, she
tossed the used tissues to her bin and looked down to see her cock is still hard "i actually don't
know but i'll ask lucia about it later." she replied.

amity also looked down at luz's still erected dick, the wetness in between her legs made her
uncomfortable that she took off her dress along with her panty and discarded to the side before
cupping luz's cheeks to pull her into another kiss.

"mhn.."

luz held amity's waist as she pulled her body up against her, tilted her head again for their tongues
to slither inside their mouths, tasting each other. amity groaned in the kiss, it felt so good despite it
being sloppy, her hands rubbed the noceda's curly head with her balance slowly compensating till
she was pinned to the bed.

luz's hips seemed to have a mind of it's own as she slowly grinds against amity's thighs with her
hands roaming around her petite pale body and stopped right on her boobs for her to grope.

when they pulled away with a string of saliva between them, softly panting, luz pecked amity's
little nose earning a soft smile from her. "i.. i also started doing this too when i heard about it. it's
called fingering." amity said as she spread her legs, she tapped luz's shoulder to signal for her to get
off.

luz sat beside amity, watched her hand travel down to her dripping cunt and started rubbing her
slick folds. feeling just how wet she became just by watching luz masturbate and slowly pushed a
finger in.

"ah.. nghmn.." amity bit her finger when she began pumping her finger in and out her pussy with
her legs spreading more for a better view. luz tilts to the side to see small curls of pubic hair on the
hood but it was obviously shaved. the noceda's cock twitched again with more precum started to
ooze out as she licked her lips.

amity saw the hunger in luz's eyes, she pulled her finger out and said "you can touch me too."

luz gulped, she slowly moved her hand down towards amity's pussy and gasped when she realised
just how wet she was. she looked over to amity who turned into a tomato basically.



amelia does that too when lucia does something luz doesn't quite understand. maybe it's hereditary.

luz got on top of amity again with her hand staying on her drenched pussy, "can you touch me too?"
she asked, she found an opening and without thinking, she inserted her finger in making amity
whine as she nodded.

"okay." amity wrapped her hand around luz's cock and started doing the motion she was doing
earlier with the noceda fingering her. the blight bit her lip to hold in many moans as possible, not
wanting to be too loud but it proved itself to be futile when luz is doing a great job.

it's not like how amity does it, she knows when and how fast she's gonna go but with luz, it's
unpredictable now.

"oh luz.. it feels so good.." amity moans, she quickened her pace in stroking luz's cock earning a
groan from her resulting for her finger to speed up.

"yeah.. can i- ahh.. can you fuck me?" amity asked, she heard amelia say 'fuck' a couple of times
and doesn't get reprimanded by their parents but the twins do tell her to shut the fuck up when she
curses next to amity. she doesn't know the actual meaning of it but it felt.. appropriate for this
scene.

"sure." replied luz, also not knowing the meaning of it as well.

luz pulled her finger out, looking at the slick covering her finger and she stuck out her tongue out
of curiosity to lick her finger clean. it has a slight bitter taste but is sweet. amity gulped when she
saw luz lick her slick off, she lets go of her dick when she saw in between her legs.

"have you fucked before?" luz asked as she looked at her cock and amity's pussy back and forth,
clueless on what to do now.

amity shook her head, "you're my first everything." she said, which gave luz a sense of pride that
she's this beautiful girl's first everything and she's luz's first too.

"you too."

as comfort and trust filled the atmosphere, creating a light tone for them. luz planted her hands on
either side of amity's head, watched herself pressing her dick against the girl's vagina making her
shudder.

luz started moving her hips, her cock grinding against amity's wet slit. the friction they're creating
brings ripples of pleasure coming from the ground up, the slick slowly covering luz's cock with
more precum oozing out of her tip.

"aahh.. luz please.." amity muttered as she gripped onto luz's wrists, feeling it contract.

"what is it?" luz breathed out, she continued her grind against her pussy as low groans and moans
escaped her throat.

"please kiss me." amity didn't need to ask, luz leaned down to give what she wanted. their kiss is
filled with ecstasy and greed as amity wrapped her arms around luz's neck with her hands rubbing
her head again. luz felt a surge of energy take control of her body making her thrust against amity,
moans are heard in the kiss.



they abruptly pulled away when they ran out of breath, amity held luz down for an embrace as she
moaned right into her ears. luz bit her lip, she tightly gripped her bed sheets and nuzzled up in
amity's neck as she lets out her own pleasured noises.

without notice, lucia and amelia just finished their own session and was about to check how their
sisters are doing, expecting something welcoming like a new found friendship but they walked in
on the alternative.

"what are they doing?" amelia whispered to her lover as she saw luz without pants and amity's
clothing just neglected on the floor as they grind away.

lucia pursed her lip as she held in a laughter, she leaned against the door frame with her hand
covering her mouth to keep herself from slipping a cackle as she watched their little sisters do it
wrong.

"taking their first steps but little ol' luz doesn't know how to stick her dick in mittens. it's hilarious."
she muttered under her breath, just loud enough for amelia to hear.

"seriously? i thought they already knew reproduction or sex ed." but amelia saw lucia slowly shook
her head. "please. i remember when i was 12 i sword fight the air with my dick. just flopping it
around like a propeller." she said as she does a swirling motion making the blight cringe and
playfully punch her girlfriend's shoulder.

"you're disgusting."

lucia snickered, "fuck off, you've done weird shits before you got dicked down by me. don't lie."
she shot amelia a knowing look as she crossed her arms, cornering her.

amelia scoffed and looked the other way, recalling the weird thing did when she was just a naive
teen made her cheeks red in embarrassment "i guess have but i'm not telling."

"oh come on." lucia groaned.

luz and amity went on for a few more minutes till they started to feel the familiar twist in their
stomachs. "l- luz.. aah!!" amity screamed in euphoria when she came for her first time. she felt luz
tremble above her before letting out a moan as well, coming at the same time with amity as her
shots of cum landed on her stomach and the hood of her pussy that was slowly trickling down.

both panted heavily as luz lifted herself up despite her arms trembling after that climax. they stared
into each other's hues as they calmed down from their eyes but one question remained in amity's
head.

"does this mean we're a thing now?" amity asked as she softly caressed luz's cheeks who leaned
into the touch. "yeah, if you want." luz replied with a smile, happy that she has a girlfriend. so
much better than just friends.

"hey, lovebirds. did you enjoy that foreplay?" amelia finally broke the silence, making the two
panic as they saw their sisters standing there with a grin on their faces. luz quickly got off amity
and crossed her legs to hide her junk while amity pulled on the covers to hide her nude body.

"f- foreplay?" luz asked.



"yeah, twit. that's not how sex works so what you guys basically did was a long foreplay." lucia
explained as she snickered, she made an okay sign and raised her index finger. amelia instantly
knew what her lover was about to do.

"it's like corn going into a donut." lucia rapidly inserted her finger in the hole of the sign making
amelia wheeze and slap the noceda's back, but their little sisters are still confused.

"or a carrot going for the rabbit's hole." amelia decided to join in as she covered her mouth, still
trying to hold in her laughter.

"a dildo-"

"okay, that's enough." amelia pulled lucia's beanie down to shut her up before she went too far. luz
watched her sister get manheld by her girlfriend, glanced towards amity who is also sharing the
same thoughts then she remembered the hole her finger went in before they started having 'sex'.

"so.. i should've placed it there?" luz innocently asked as she pointed at amity's lower region
making the two stop their banters to give the girl an answer.

"yes."

luz made a small 'oh' sound as she scratched her head, cursing herself for being dumb. she looked
over to amity again, she silently asked if they should do it again but the right way this time and
amity gave a small nod.

luz crawled over to amity, giving her a quick kiss and just when she was about to push her back
down to the bed, a ring from someone's phone interrupted them. they looked to see it was amelia's.

amelia fished her phone out of her pocket and grumbled something under her breath before placing
it back in her pocket. "sorry guys, you can try it out some other time. come on amity, get dressed,
mother's looking for us." she said, she grabbed lucia by the collar to pull her into a kiss before
walking off. heading for the front door.

quietly sighing, the young blight looked over to luz, "i have to go. we can do this again if you
want." amity said, she got off the bed still holding the covers and picked up her clothing off the
floor.

luz vigorously nodded her head, "oh definitely. so, i'll see you in school? or some other day if you
come over?" she asked the possibilities of them meeting again as she watched amity put on her
clothes, fix her hair till she's all tidy like they did no obscenity.

amity nodded with a smile, "sure luz. bye." she grabbed luz by her collar and pulled her in softly
for a goodbye kiss unlike amelia's way. it was sweet and tender just the way luz likes it before they
pulled away.

luz waved her now girlfriend goodbye as amity walked out of the room, passing lucia who clapped
her hands at luz when she went in. "blights, am i right?" she said, giggling to herself and she
dropped down onto luz's bed, seeing the droplets of stains on the covers but she ignored it.

when they both heard the front door close, luz drooped a little as already missed having amity's
company here and lucia noticed that. "don't be too sad, luz. you'll knock up your little girlfriend
when they both come by again." she reassured rather dismissively as she patted luz on the back.



luz rose a brow, looked at lucia and asked "what's knock up?"

lucia sighed, she just patted her little sister's back again."you have alot to learn and don't tell mami
what you did. she'll kill me."
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"alright, kid. those blights have been real shifty lately and reports say they have something hidden
in their catacombs." eda, luz's adoptive mother, unraveled a parchment paper across the table in
front of them. their only light source in this secluded carriage shook back and forth as the carriage
rocked, heading for their destination.

luz looked down at the paper, seeing the layout of the castle along with it's dungeons but the said
catacombs were not available. her silver armor glistened everytime the lantern swung in her
direction as she held her helmet on the side, a serious look was plastered on her face.

"i need you to find out what it is and this'll be our ticket to dethrone those tyrants." eda said as she
rolled the paper again to hand it to luz for safekeeping and help her traverse the wide area of the
castle.

luz accepted the paper and placed it in her sling bag, "do i have anyone that i need to look out for?"
she asked as she leaned back on the chair with her armor making a clunking noise whenever she
moved.

luz is a well trained knight under eda's wing, she started early when she was 5 since she aspired to
be one after seeing the squadron march through town but she didn't make it through the training
since she was too 'puny' to even be fighting. instead, eda took her in and luz is on her way to shove
the people who doubted her to the mud.

eda only shrugged and leaned back as well with her arms crossed. "that's up to you if you're going
to stir up trouble in there but so far, just keep an eye on the blight twins. the town is weary about
these mischievous bastards." she said, earning a soft scoff from luz.

"why? they're like 14 or something." luz said with a chuckle as she just couldn't believe that she
had to keep an eye on her back for two kids but eda shook her head and asked:

"do you remember what you were when you were 14?"

luz opened her mouth, planning to say something witty to counter eda but nothing came out which
made the clawthorne smirk as she shot the noceda a look that made grumble under her breath.

"okay, fair point but still, they're kids. what harm can they do." she still thinks that these two
wouldn't cause her too much trouble once the mission's gears are in motion.



then, the carriage suddenly halted with the horses whining in front followed by knocks from the
coach. they're here. luz took a deep breath in, she grabbed her helmet and started scooched towards
the door to open it but eda placed her hand on the noceda's shoulder to give her one last word.

"good luck, luz." eda said as she flashed a smile at luz making her smile as well and nodded.
"thanks, eda. i'll make you proud." she patted her mentor's hand before putting her helmet on and
got out of the carriage to stood before the wide open ages of the blight castle.

luz looked at the things in the massive front garden of the kingdom as she passed many knights
who stood in a clean line on both sides. when she's coming closer to the main doors, luz saw a
woman standing on the top steps, waiting for her to get to the doors already.

when luz finally did, she stood straight before the woman as she can tell she's a woman of high
status just by the look of her dress. she had a rather disinterested look as she looked at luz up and
down before staring straight through her helmet's eye holes.

"luz noceda?" the woman asked and luz nodded. she didn't wait for anymore response as she turned
around to start walking down the grand, red carpeted halls "come with me." she waved her hand for
luz to follow.

they walked hallways that has painted murals of someone significant that luz doesn't know. but one
painting caught her eyes that made her slowly stop walking, it's a painting of a family of 5.

the father, the mother and the three green head children.

no, one is different. the girl sat in the middle of the family, she has a rather stoned expression like
she doesn't want to be here. had a different shade of green that matched the mother's but her roots
were showing in the forefront. looking much like the father's while the other two are in a darker
shade of green, like jade.

so, this is the blight family.

then, a clear of throat snapped luz back to reality and turned her head to the rest of the hallway, the
woman was waiting for her to move on from the painting and resume the walk. luz gave the
painting one last time before jogging to catch up to the woman, just getting to her back in a
reasonable space.

"my name is kori, the royal family's right hand and the childrens' caretaker." the woman finally
disclosed her name for luz who nodded in acknowledgement. she can tell she doesn't need to
introduce herself since kori already knows her.

"i was informed of you being drafted in the kingdom's barracks from your excellent performance in
combat." kori commended, a smile slowly appeared behind the mask as her walking slowly turned
to skipping.

"well, tha-" just when luz was tell all of the stories that helped her get here, kori intentionally cuts
her off.

"though i don't see it. perhaps i may need to reread your papers."

luz's skipping reverted back to normal walking as she glared at the woman through her helmet. the
audacity of the bitch but luz didn't say anything to counter that since she doesn't wanna hear her



nasally voice anymore and just wishes they would arrive at the throne now.

when they finally stopped before the golden doors leading in the blight throne room. kori turned to
face luz one last time to inform and by the praises of the titan, her voice seemed to have gotten life
again.

"the moment you go in those words, respect and submission before the royal family is mandatory.
you are to serve them now till your death and interacting with the children is prohibited unless they
allow you." luz hummed while nodding, making it seem that she's listening when she just wants to
get in there and get the blights' prestigious asses off their thrones.

oh, she does wish it was that simple.

"okay but where will i sleep?" luz asked, disregarding what kori just said. irritating her but she
composed herself as she knows a knight won't live long in this kingdom with that attitude.

"your sleeping quarters will be in the royal knights' barracks." kori replied, she shot a look at the
two guards standing on both sides of the doors, silently ordering them to push both heavy doors
open to reveal the royals sitting in their thrones on the end of the massive room.

luz can only guest this is where all of the big banquets are held.

luz sucked up a deep breath before quietly exhaling through her nose and walked in the throne
room with confident strides. she stopped before the royal family, took off her helmet and placed it
under her arm as she got down on her knees with her head lowered for a bow.

"your majesties, i'm luz noceda, the mountain dragon slayer, great traveler of the west and a student
of sir belos." luz introduced herself with false titles coming out of her mouth. she can't exactly tell
that she was trained under eda when she's a very wanted woman.

"at your service."

"it is so good to have your presence here, master noceda. we were doubtful that our crow would
even reach due to the far distance." the king, alador blight, was the first to speak as he stared at the
kneeling knight. after hearing the knight rising to frame when she slain a terrorising beast, he knew
he had to put her in his barracks.

luz raised her head with a small smile on her face. "oh, it's no trouble, my lord. your crow has been
well taken care of before it takes it's flight back home. i have also read about this probable spy in
the castle?" she asked the obvious but her gaze shifted to the far left, seeing the same girl from the
painting staring back at luz.

there was a silence between them as their eyes were locked on each other. something was slowly
brewing inside their chests, the longer luz stared at amity's golden eyes that glimmered from the
rays of sunlight going through the side windows. she saw for a split second of red before her
attention was brought back to the task at hand when odalia spoke.

"indeed. just three weeks ago, one of the knights had descry about a handler wandering the castle
halls believed to be searching for something. we concluded in the kingdom of the south playing
espionage with us." odalia explained, luz slowly nodded as she understood and knew just what the
queen was referring to. the failed plan b but at least they left an influence to make it easy for luz.



"i see. any features that were discerned that would give us clues?" luz asked but the royals shook
their heads.

"so far none but the spy is still amidst the castle as we speak, master noceda. i suggest you take a
stroll, familiarize yourself." alador replied as he motioned for luz to rise to her feet. placing a small
sliver of hope on this new knight.

the noceda stood straight with expression turning stoic "of course, your highnesses. excuse me."
she gave one last bow, her eyes glanced at the girl one last time before turning around as she placed
her helmet back on and left the throne room to, indeed, explore the castle.

luz looked over her shoulder to check if someone is behind her before she started running down the
hall, she took out her map for a peek to see if she's going the right way before turning a quick right
that has a spiral staircase and she followed it till she stopped before a closed trapdoor.

luz slowly pushed the trapdoor open, peering in to see if someone's there and climbed out. as she
dropped the trapdoor, a terrified yelp was heard behind her making luz jump and swiftly pull out of
her sword as she turned around.

"wait! friend! i'm a friend!" another knight said with their arms raised as they wearily eyed the
sharpened tip of the sword.

luz sighed deeply, "are you alright?" she asked as she placed her sword back to the scabbard. the
knight exhaled in relief and dropped their hands, "yeah yeah, that doesn't matter. are you the new
guy?" they didn't bother to exchanged pleasantries and proceeded to the mission.

luz nodded, the knight pulled the trapdoor open with their foot placed on the first steps and gave the
noceda a single pat on the shoulder. "good luck and don't fuck it up. i gave you a head start in the
barracks, all you have to do is prove yourself." they advised as they placed all of the responsibilities
on luz, hoping she'd be the last one to finish everything before leaving.

luz watched the knight go down the steps and closed the trapdoor, leaving her alone in the tower. as
the cool winds were resisted by her armor, luz looked out of the horizon to see just how big this
castle is and she has alot of cover if she has to find a way getting down those catacombs.

no matter, luz will make sure these blights are rightfully exposed.

 

it wasn't long till night came, amity managed to sneak out of kori's eye as she doesn't want to be put
to bed yet and started wandering aimlessly around the castle. searching for something, someone.

amity couldn't get her mind off that new knight, she vividly remembers those soft yet intense hazel
eyes staring back at her that made her chest and stomach feel something. she doesn't know how to
explain it but she wants to see her again.

"barracks.. knight's barracks.. she must be there then?" amity muttered to herself, she tapped her
chin. trying to recall which direction the barracks is as she knows she and the twins explored the
entire castle and it's alot. she stopped in the middle of the hallway, seeing the options she has to
chose what corridor she's taking.



north heading for the front doors, south leading back to whence she came. the east probably goes
into another stretch of hallways so it must be in the west corridor.

amity went with her gut and followed the west corridor, she quietly opened the door that reveals a
spiral staircase leading down to what she hoped to be the knight's barracks.

as she got to the bottom steps, she sees many closed doors but only one is slightly agar for a small
strip of lantern light to escape. amity cautiously walked over to the, her back pressed against the
wall as she listened to the voices.

she mostly heard men talking about something that she could care less, amity waited for a few
seconds to hear that precise voice she's looking for but nothing came up which sadden her that the
knight wouldn't be sleeping here. perhaps she's placed in the keep?

"oi, are ye the newbie the king was dire to meet?" a male knight asked with a gruff voice.

just when amity was about to leave, she halted in tracks when she heard "what if i am?"

amity poked her head in to see luz off her armor only leaving her with a black pants and white
sleeveless tunic to show off her defined muscles and faint scars from her previous adventures. the
young blight felt her cheeks heat up with her body started to react weird the more her eyes traveled
around the noceda's ripped body.

"we don't tolerate your cockiness here, girl. unless you can prove you're truly a man in the armor."
the old knight said as he raised his balled fists, beckoning for luz to be at the ready. she just lets out
a humored chuckle with her brow quirked.

"seriously?" she asked as if the man was joking.

the old knight growled, amity can tell that he wants to take the first swing but he's holding himself
back due to the ethics of a duel. "damn straight! come on, the only true way to settle this is the old
way!" he said, he placed his arms on guard as he started circling luz who did the same.

the rest of the knights made a sort of ring for the two, rendering amity unable to see luz.

the noceda stared at the man, her arms were rather relaxed as she examined the possible weakness
she could use to her advantage before raising her closed fists.

"alright then. could use some stretches before i go to bed." luz nonchalantly said and she just barely
dodged the first attack of the old knight. that was the dirty move since she wasn't ready.

the knights around them cheered the old man who's cackling, being cocky from his sneaky attack.
luz narrowed her eyes at him, she started to become more serious as she puts her arms on guard
while they circle each other again.

"the rules are simple, kid. you can't fight dirty here." the man said with a grin. just when luz was
planning to kick his balls but that's alright, she'll fight cleanly on this one.

in a few seconds of nothing, the old knight swung his fist towards luz who easily dodged it. she
held the extended arm just long enough for her to land a hard one across the man's facde making
him stumble back with the gasps are heard from the crowd.



amity wanted to see that punch but her view was being rudely blocked. growing irritated and
desperate to see luz take the guy down, she grabbed a stray pebble off the floor and threw it at a
random person's nape before quickly hiding. the person looked over their shoulder as they slowly
rubbed their nape after feeling something hit them, they hoped in seeing someone messing with
them but they saw no one. they slowly turned their attention back to the brawl.

amity peered in the room again to check if her plan worked, the person just moved an inch, leaving
just a small window for amity to see what's happening and that's enough.

luz jumped back when the man tried to kick her heel, she ducked the oncoming over hand but she
was tricked and the man landed an uppercut making the noceda stumble back with a pang of pain
surging from her jaw.

a small gasp escaped amity's lips when she saw that, an instinct inside her is telling her to drag luz
away but she stayed where she is.

luz shook her head as she checked her jaw if it's fractured now before chuckling. "i thought you
said we're gonna play fair." she said with her shoulders rolling to hear them crack and her gaze
turning unreadable.

"was that not fair? was a little uppercut enough to make you out?" the man taunted making luz
growl before raising her arms again as she wanted this to be over with. "whatever."

just as amity watched luz charge at the man, she saw the slow rising anger and determination in the
noceda's eyes with her muscles contracting. she swallowed a lump in her throat, her legs pressed
against each other as she kept feeling something was flowing down.

then, she saw the door suddenly close in front of her. she grew confused but when she looked up at
the doorknob, seeing a hand grip it and follow the arm, it led to the last face she wanted to see.

"princess, what are you doing here?" kori asked as she lets go the doorknob and looked down at
amity, her eyes silently demanding answers.

"uh.. i was just watching a brawl." amity replied as she can't find an excuse.

kori grimaced at that answer but she hid it even though amity already saw it. "you shouldn't be
watching these.. unscrupulous and childish things. you are the princess of the boiling isles, you are
more than these amoral knights." she reminded her what amity really is and the responsibilities
she'll be soon having. the young blight lowered her head with a frown forming on her face. there
are certain times that she hates being a princess and this is one of them as her small hands
trembling from holding herself from turning it into fists before sighing in defeat.

giving kori the satisfaction of victory.

"now, come along, it's time for you to sleep." kori grabbed amity's hand and started pulling her out
of the barracks with her looking over her shoulder, giving the door one last glance before it went
out of her view.

luz rushed towards the table, gained enough height for her to jump off with her fist brought down
the old man's face, her punch packing enough force to him to finally fall to the ground and
everyone cheered for the victorious noceda.



panting heavily, luz rubbed her knuckles as she felt it getting numb and shook it to make it
disappear. "are you okay, sir?" she asked, carefully pulling the old man back up to his feet and he
lets out a hearty chuckle.

"ha, old terry was right about your arrival. nice to see you made it, friend." the man said as he
smacked luz's back making her wheeze and lightly chuckle. "my name is enoch and these are the
finest soldiers who are ready for your command." enoch introduced himself and his hand presenting
the many knights before them.

the noceda looked at the barracks that she's going to lead to victory with a small smile that told her
they're the ones she was looking for.

"this was an odd introduction but nice to meet you all too."

 

meanwhile in the princess' room, the lights are out with the curtains blocking the little moonlight
going in, shrouding amity in darkness as she laid on her bed, restless.

maybe that's what she needs. darkness.

amity can't sleep when her head keeps coming back to luz whenever she tries to think of other
things. she thrashed around her bed, not knowing what to do now when she was unable to sleep and
not allowed to go back down to the barracks.

amity was also uncomfortable as she could feel something wet in between her legs. she pulled her
night dress up under her covers, feeling her own smooth skin as her ghost like fingers trailed up
towards the seam of her panty. her finger hesitantly pressed against her clothed cunt and indeed felt
it being damp.

why? she didn't pee herself so what's this?

curious, amity slipped her hand inside her panty and she felt her cunt extremely wet like this liquid
covered her entire pussy and dampened her underwear. she still doesn't know what this is but she
shakily exhaled when her finger touched a sort of nub.

it brough electric charges throughout her body. amity gripped onto her covers as she contemplated
what to do now that her hand is inside her panty and has a wet situation to deal with. could this be
luz's fault?

the only thing in her mind is that knight and this only happened when she arrived in the kingdom.

amity started to rub her finger against her pussy, her breath turning hollow as she slowly closed her
eyes and legs spreading more. her head started conjuring an image of luz on top of her, shirtless and
is the one rubbing her which turned her on more.

then, the young blight found something- like an entrance. she slowly pushed her middle finger
inside this entrance and she lets out a tiny moan, quieting herself while her body was experiencing
a foreign feeling. the more her finger goes in, the more ripples of pleasure circulated around her
body.



"aah.." amity bit her covers as her finger was fully inside, she opened her eyes slightly to see a pair
of hazel hues attached to a massive dark silhouette hovering above her. this made her hand start
moving, making her feel her own slick as she fingers herself for the first time.

amity closed her eyes again, she savors the feeling of her finger being inside her but she does wish
it's luz's. she picked up her pace, earning a whimper. she pulled her panties off completely with her
hand going as fast as she can, thinking this was luz doing to her.

"oh luz.."

-----

for a week and a half luz was scheming and still trying to find the passage leading to the catacombs
while putting up an act that she's searching for that elusive double agent.

through the midst of luz's busy work, she also noticed that a certain blight has been eyeing and
following her around the castle in a far distance. she worried it was the twins but when she only
caught a small glimpse of the blight.

it's the youngest.

now, luz doesn't know how to approach the youngest blight or what to do with her as she never got
much information about her.

when amity isn't following luz around, luz would see her at the long dining table having dinner
with her family or just so happened to cross each other's paths.

luz always caught amity staring at her and she caught herself as well. she knows something is
brewing inside her and is trying all of her might to not take it over but she won't lie that she finds
the young blight rather attractive, her small body looked so easy for her to just lift her off the
ground and take her.

but she won't. considering it'll put luz in a tight position especially that she has a mission to carry.
luz tries to ignore the stalking the best she can but she can't. she has to know what this girl's up to.

amity was once again following luz around the castle as she has been trying to find the right time to
tell her but she always hesitates and she knows her stalking is creeping the noceda out.

she saw luz turned right, she quickly tried to catch up with her but when she turned that corner, luz
was nowhere in sight. a frown slowly formed on her face, confused as to why luz isn't here.

"hey."

amity yelped when she heard a voice behind her, she turned around to see luz standing there with a
small smile on.

"oh.. h- hi." amity shyly greeted back as she eyed luz, taking in how tall she is compared to her.

"i don't think i caught your name when i first arrived." luz said as she took off her helmet, shook
her head to make some of her hair get out of her face and placed it on her waist.

amity gulped when she watched that, she shook herself to come back down to the clouds and
replied "i'm amity blight, the princess of this castle."



luz hummed as she slowly nodded her head, "i see. well princess, i just wanna know why you're
following me for some time now. did i do something wrong?" amity looked away when the noceda
asked that very question, her mind started to frantically think of an excuse she can use while she
stalls.

"no no. i was just.. um, uh.."

"yes?" luz raised a brow as she stepped closer to amity, watching her struggle to think of
something.

when nothing comes to mind, amity goes on to just say it. she really needs to up her game in lying
if things like this are always kept coming at her. she took a deep breath and blurted out "..i really
like you and- and i wanna be with you, miss luz."

oh no.

luz froze as her fear came true, she cleared her throat as she gulped. it's now her turn to find the
right words for amity not to be heartbroken. "that's.. really sweet of you, amity but you're the
princess and i'm jus-" amity already knew what the noceda was gonna say and she isn't going to let
her finish that sentence.

"i don't care if i'm a princess! i'm sick of being told that i'm the princess when i didn't want to be in
the first place!" amity yelled which caught luz off guard. she saw the deep frown on the younger
girl's face with her eyes turning glossy making panic and immediately retracting what she said.

"okay okay, calm down. what i meant to say was we can't." luz rephrased her words as she bent
down to meet amity eye to eye. "i'm 16 and you're what, 11? if your parents found out about us,
they'll have my head." she explained. amity lowered her head as she didn't consider it but she still
clung on a thin thread of hope.

"i'm 12. are you saying you don't like me back?" amity asked when she raised her head.

but luz shook her head, "no, amity. i do like you. it's just.. it's a little too early for us to be a couple
so, i'll wait for you when you're older, okay?" she tries to give amity more hope in waiting for the
right time for her and luz to be together like they both wanted.

"but i don't want to wait!" amity protests, she grabbed luz by her armor and pressed her lips against
hers. luz's eyes widened, she was shocked to be pulled into a kiss by a 12 year old. losing her first
kiss to someone 4 years younger than her.

as much as luz wanted to push amity off, she kissed her back for the blight to see her feelings aren't
a hoax to make her feel better before pulling away as she held amity by her arms. luz stared straight
into her golden eyes with seriousness in her tone.

"amity, listen to me. we will be together soon but you have to learn how to wait because you're still
too young. will you do that for me and i'll make sure to reward you for your patience?" luz said as
she caressed amity's cheeks, watching her lean into the touch with her eyes closing for a moment.
indulging in it.

when luz devastatingly pulled her hands back, amity opened her eyes with her pout never leaving.
luz finds it extremely adorable. "what's the reward?" amity asked with hope.



"it wouldn't be a secret if i told you. so, do you understand?" luz booped amity's nose as she tilts
her head. amity sighed deeply and slowly nodded "okay.."

softly smiling, "that's a good girl." luz pecked amity's cheek to, at least, give her something before
she stood up and walked past the blight as she still has work to do.

"i'll see you later, ami."

after that conversation, amity has been with luz longer than anyone in her family and she made sure
she isn't caught by anyone, especially her siblings or kori.

with amity always tailing her, luz has been careful of how they both interact with each other in
public and when they have a window of privacy. amity lets luz feel up to her developing breasts
while she stares at the tent on her pants, wondering what treasure lies underneath it and gives each
other soft kisses before separating.

they've been doing it for two weeks and amity's wetness kept getting worse and worse that her
finger isn't enough to pleasure her anymore. she needs more.

when the night came, amity was quick to slip out of her caretaker's reach and rushed towards the
barracks again as she had barely any time before kori came chasing after her.

amity jogged down the flight of stairs, stopped right in front of the same door where luz and her
garrison sleeps. she was about to knock on it but her hand stopped midway when she heard muffled
exchanged on the other side.

"any signs of where the catacombs are?" amity can make out it's from luz. she pressed her ear
against the door to listen to whatever she's discussing.

"still nothing, boss. this place is massive like it has a mind of it's own." a knight replied and there
was a moment of silence in the room before a loud thud was heard making amity jump but quickly
calmed down.

"damnit! the day of unity is upon us, the king is on my ass and we still don't have any lead! this is
hopeless!" luz yelled out in frustration, amity looked down for a moment as she started piecing
everything together till the full picture was presented in front of her.

amity opened the door and everyone inside froze when they saw the blight princess right in front of
them. obviously heard everything.

"i know where it is." amity said.

she slowly approached the small table the knights were surrounding and looked down to realise it's
a layout of her castle before looking up to luz. "i accidentally came across it when i was little and i
think i can still remember the passage." she wanted to help luz in exposing the many dark secrets
her family stored within these walls; the voices had been bothering her for a while.

luz and the other knights glanced at each other, exchanging the same questions before luz looked
back down at amity with determination seen in her eyes.

"will you lead us to it?"

-----



finally.

the throne room doors were finally busted open with the townspeople rushing in, they had a dark
expression on as they stormed up to the king and queen who were confused.

"what is the meaning of this?! let my family go!" alador exclaimed as he was torn away from this
throne and dragged down to the ground by many men that overpowered him. ropes started to wrap
around the king and queen while the three children were just held by their hands behind them.

"oh sure, alador. let the kids go, they got nothing to do with this." a familiar voice ordered as clicks
from a pair of shoes was heard behind them and soon luz came into view without her armor on.
though she has a smug look on her face.

"noceda?"

"yep. your secrets' out, your majesty or should i say former?" luz snickered, she walked past alador
as she shrugged "eh, i don't know. it's not like anyone would miss you anyways!" then, stopped
before amity who has a smile on her face as she looked up to the noceda.

"you will stay as a princess along with your siblings while your parents are stripped of their titles.
unless you do one thing for me." luz whispered as she softly cupped amity's cheek, squishing it.

"what is it?" amity asked.

"be my bride."

amity's eyes glittered like stars, her heartbeat quickening and blood rushing up to her cheeks. "i
will!" she answered without falter as she nodded her head vigorously. it amused luz.

luz lets go of amity and walked up to the throne, sitting down on it. she leaned back on the hard
surface as she spread her legs to get comfortable and looked down at the blight family along with
kori, mostly amity.

"come here, princess." luz waved her finger for amity to come up to the throne. amity happily
followed the noceda's order but kori was able to catch her wrist and pulled her back.

"what are you doing?! you can't listen to that traitor!" kori exclaimed as she attempted to bring
amity back to them but the blight already made up her mind on who she wants to go with.

"let me go." amity said, her tone disinterested.

"can't you see that your entire family is at pearl because of her?!" kori still tries to convince amity
despite the obvious. luz was watching this whole exchange, bemused, she never liked kori the
moment she got here and never will.

growling, amity snapped her head at kori who was surprised to see the anger brimming from the
young girl's eyes. "you can't order me around anymore, kori. you're out of commission. luz is my
lover! now let me go!" she snatched her arm back and gave the woman one last glare before
resuming her walk to the throne.

a smirk came on luz's face as she watched amity come closer to her and when she's in arms reach,
she pulls her to her lap, slamming her lips against her.



amity was pleasantly caught off guard, she kissed back nonetheless as she placed her hands on luz's
cheeks, caressing them with her head tilting to make the kiss deeper. she lowly groaned when luz
pushed her tongue inside her mouth, their wet muscles lashing on each other with luz claiming as
the victor.

luz's hands traveled all around amity's body, praising her small lithe frame as she slowly pulled the
zipper of her dress down to reveal her small corset that luz didn't hesitate to unravel while not
breaking the kiss.

after being promised of this happening, amity wants this to last now that she's going to be a
powerful knight's bride. she poured her emotions in the kiss with her love for the noceda placed in
her sleeves.

everyone was forced, especially alador and odalia, to watch their youngest daughter be ravished by
the double agent. the satisfaction of both parties is evident but they're willing to doubt it. willing to
think amity was just lulled, manipulated to participate in this.

when luz and amity finally ran out of air, they stared into each other's eyes that seemed to glow
with lust against the sunlight piercing through the open windows of the throne room. luz kissed
amity's cheeks with her hands successfully pulling her dress down to show off her flat chest but it's
developing, that's what matters.

luz stopped for a second as she pulled amity's body to press against her, "are you sure you're ready
for me, ami? you're still young." she asked, wanting a clear affirmation from the princess before the
real thing really goes down.

amity nodded, she cupped luz's cheek as she stared deeply in her brown eyes that looked like rare
gems that she is so lucky to stumble upon on. "yes, i wanna do this, luz. make me your bride like
you promised." she replied and pressed her forehead against luz's with her hips slowly grinding
down her hard crotch, earning a low groan.

"how can i say no to you." luz muttered as she started placing kisses along amity's neck while
leaving hickeys making the blight tremble.

"never." amity gripped luz's hair as she feels her hot lips moving down towards her perked nipples,
she looked down to see luz took one of her small breasts and started sucking on it while never
breaking eye contact. amity lets out breathy moans, her face severely red as she continues to grind
against luz's bulge. growing to love how it feels against her.

"get your disgusting hands off our daughter, you appalling heathen!!" alador suddenly shouted,
fuming at the sight of his daughter getting defiled by this nobody knight. the two lovers halted their
session for a moment to look at the once king and queen of the boiling isles.

both having a rather displeased expression after being disrupted like that.

"somebody summon the royal guards!!" odalia exclaimed as she has a sliver of hope that someone
would intervene this insulting and revolting scene but no one came to aid which made luz
devilishly laugh with amity smiling as she rested her head on her lover's shoulder.

everyone became confused, as expected.



"and what? what are you gonna do, alador? the guards was working with me, they already stemmed
enough hate in the town to officially behead you. you're not in the position of a king anymore." luz
mocked as she uttered a fake whine, it only pissed alador and odalia off but she didn't care. her
attention is better someplace else and it's taking the sweet princess of the boiling isles who's just
impatiently waiting for her to be fucked.

"i am."

then, luz finally got the stupid dress off amity's body off completely to send raptures for luz's
pleasure. she bit her lip at the sight of amity's lithe frame, prepared for the taking as her hands
slithered all over her smooth waist and thighs.

"and amity will be a rightful queen, ruling by my side. we'll be better rulers than you two
combined." luz said as she leaned in for another kiss, passion was tasted more peppered by extreme
lust for each other as their bodies were grinding hungrily onto one another. their kiss was quick to
turn greedy, their lips clashing as saliva started getting on the sides of their mouths.

"i love you so much, amity." luz breathed out in each kiss, she can feel amity taking off her tunic
and her hands immediately latching on her breasts for her to fondle, squeezing with such neediness.
amity gasped when luz dryly thrusts up, she bit her lip as she shuddered in delight, her eyes
completely clouded in lust that she can't take this foreplay anymore.

"please, i want it now, luz. i want it, please!" amity begged and luz chuckled as she finds it cute that
a princess of sophistication is begging to be pounded by a knight.

to be fair, a knight who'll soon be king and be married with her.

"no need to tell me twice, mi amor." luz stood up to change their position, she placed amity down to
lie on the throne with her legs spread for her to see her dripping pussy. luz took her time in untying
the knots of her pants, making amity whimper in need as she arched her hips like she's waving luz
over to take her now.

but luz didn't stop her excruciatingly slow paced till the thread was finally off and she pulled her
pants down just enough for her thick, long, erected 11 inched cock to flop out in display for amity.
the blight's eyes widened at the sight of the monstrosity, she slowly raised her hand to grab it.

her hand almost didn't fully wrap around the thick cock, her thumb slowly rubbed the glistening tip
that is oozing of liquid. amity's throat suddenly became coarse as the urge to taste that liquid
washed over of her but foreplay is out of the course now.

they want it now.

"all of this.. for me?" amity innocently asked as she looked up to meet luz's eyes. luz smiled, she
leaned down to place a loving kiss on her soft kiss with her rubbing her tip against amity's wet slit
making her shudder and felt her lover stop right on her hole.

"of course. i'll go slow." luz whispers, her one hand held her enormous cock while the other is
planted on the throne, amity held it for support as well the armrest as she watched luz started to
push inside her virgin pussy.

luz clenched her teeth tightly as she feels how tight amity is, she makes sure not to rush this
because if she did, she'd rip amity apart due to how small she is compared to her and taking this



much dick shouldn't be allowed for her in her age but amity wanted this.

amity hisses in pain, she unintentionally dug her nails on luz's arms as she feels her getting slowly
stretched wide by her lover. tears pricked the corners of her eyes, she tried not to let one escape. she
doesn't want to let luz know she's weak and can easily take this despite her body saying otherwise.

"hey, it's okay. just relax and calm down for me, amity." luz whispered with tenderness in her tone,
she noticed that amity has been holding herself from uttering any pain filled noises. luz wiped the
tears off amity's eyes and pecked her nose. "it's gonna be okay. i'm here for you. i love you." she
said in hopes that amity listens and ease her body.

she did.

luz took this opportunity to resume her insertion as amity has about half left to take, with the
natural wetness, it won't be long. she continued to give her praises and pampers to help amity in her
first time, especially in front of her parents who are protesting behind them but was left ignored.

it's a real nerve wrack.

when the entire cock is finally inside amity, she shudders once again at the feeling something so big
made her so full. she loves it. "ah.. aahh luz.." she shakily moaned, her grip loosened as she lets
herself get used to the girth in her not so virgin pussy.

luz waited as long as amity needed while her hands moved her body, rubbing the small tent in her
lower stomach. her cock did that. it's amusing to see that occur as luz never thought it'd be possible.

as amity exhaled with her body falling limp, luz asked "how do you feel?"

"amazing." amity says with her body completely comfortable as she shifts slowly to make her
position be more favorable before gripping on luz's wrists for unmovable support.

softly smiling, luz caressed amity's cheeks for a moment, seeing her press her head against the
tender touch of her lover, loving the rough yet soft feeling of luz's hand before placing it back to
where it was. "that's good to know. can i move?" she asked and amity didn't think twice in giving a
nod of approval.

luz slowly pulled her hips back, getting much cock out as much before pushing back in and
continued from there. she watched amity's crinkled expression, listened to her shaky exhales and
moans with her grip tightening again but it slowly loosened as the stinging pain was subsiding.

now completely replaced by pleasure.

"luz.. luz, faster please." amity requested and luz didn't hesitate on complying. she started picking
up her pace, coming close to her preferred speed as she continued to watch amity's reactions. her
moans turned clear and she needed more.

"harder.." amity muttered, thinking luz would just follow her but the noceda decided to play a small
game.

"what?" luz asked as she leaned closer to hear amity clearer when she already did.

"fuck me harder." amity repeated, a bit louder than before but it's not enough to satisfy luz and she
stopped moving which made amity panic.



"say it louder. let them hear it and know you're mine!" luz yelled as she wants amity to be this loud
if she wants her to be fucked by her.

"fuck me harder!!" amity cried out, her lust ever so evident in her tone as she arched her hips again
for luz to start moving again.

smirking, luz brought her hips back "as you wish, your majesty!" then, she propelled her cock deep
into amity's pussy, making her scream in ecstasy as she rolled her head back. her body was not
ready for that surge of pleasure and she wants it again, good thing luz listens this time.

luz continued her thrusts, she goes harder and faster on amity now. watching her body jolt forward
every time her hips slam against her, the little blight moaned lewdly and shamelessly as her whole
mind and body was overpowered by strong thrusts of the noceda.

"aaahh! fuck yes- aahh! luz yes!!" amity squealed as she bit her lip with drool rolling down the
sides of her mouth, she lets herself go and let luz use her to satisfy their primal needs. her hands
slowly snakes up from luz's arms, stopped on her shoulders to look down and see herself getting
railed good. her small mounds bouncing but it's hardly seen when her body is.

luz groaned loudly but it's no match for amity's. her balls rapidly slammed hard against the blight's
ass, contracting, she rolled her head back with her eyes closed. it feels so good that luz can't get
enough of amity and she feels lucky that she lost her first on her. she brought her head back down
as she licked her lips, her eyes hungrily eyeing amity's body while she fucked her real hard.

"god… you feel amazing, amity!" luz moaned, she could feel her legs turning numb from her
rigorous thrust but she didn't care as her cock went deeper into the young blight. reaching for her
womb.

"i love you, luz!!" amity shouted, her voice cracking slightly with drool continuously trickling
down the side of her mouth as she's completely lost in the pleasure. the only thing she wants now is
this.

"i love you too, baby." luz leaned down, her lips connected amity's again though this kiss wasn't
long lived as they're so short of breath and ended up gasping while moaning without regard for the
people who unluckily had to watch them reach their climaxes.

amity can feel something twisting in her stomach, it's getting tighter and tighter every time luz hits
her womb. the thought of her bearing the noceda's children made her fuzzy with her cheeks already
blushing harder than it was. she wants that to happen and make a family.

"aaahh shit!!" luz clenched her teeth tightly to hold in her load as amity wailed out a euphoria when
she came for the first time. her warm cum coating luz's cock, she swiftly pulled out of amity,
furiously rubbed her dick till she came as well. her warm seeds shooting on amity's stomach and
chest, almost reaching her face even.

this disappointed amity, wondering why luz pulled out. "why.. why didn't you stay in?" amity asked
as she pouted, luz tried hard not to fall for it. she dropped her slowly sheathing dick with some of
her jizz trickling off to the side of amity's body.

"if i did, you'll get pregnant. what, you wanted me to come inside you?" luz asked and her worries
were confirmed when amity nodded in response.



"i want to have your children, luz. if i'm going to be a queen and your wife, i want to be a mother of
our children." amity said like it's her one true dream. luz won't lie that she does want to have a
family with amity but they still have alot of time in their hands and need some room to grow, learn.
so jumping into this parenthood wagon won't be a good idea right now.

sighing deeply, luz leaned down to give amity a loving kiss on the lips. "you're too young to think
about motherhood, love." she said as she lifted amity off the throne so she could sit down and
placed her back onto her lap, letting her rest against her chest as she listened to her calming
heartbeats with crying filling the background for ambience.

"soon you will carry my heirs but you're still a baby, my baby and i want it to stay like that for a
while." luz said, she knows amity's a smart girl and she'll understand soon enough. she wrapped her
arms around the smaller girl, making her hug back as well and placed a kiss on top of her head.

"okay." amity simply replied and luz doesn't like her tone.

luz pulled away from the embrace to look at amity straight in the eyes, seeing her pout makes her
want to melt but she held her ground though she does want the sadness to disappear off amity's
face.

"hey hey, don't be sad. what do you say about us continuing this in your room, hm? we have a party
to host tonight as well." luz said with her tone lowering to sultry, she placed her head against
amity's chest as she dragged her tongue along her flesh making her shudder and let out a trembling
exhale.

amity gripped onto luz's hair again, rubbing it. their libidos rising once again as amity can feel luz
getting hard, she started grinding again to make it go in it's full size again. luz hummed, she tilts
amity's head with her tongue marking her neck before left a hickey that would last for days.

amity lightly moaned from that and leaned closer to luz's ear to whisper "that would be great."
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with the sun no longer in the sky as darkness covered the land, only lit by a dim moonlight that was
sheathed by a thick layer of clouds. only lanterns outside of rickety old wooden houses are seen
below.

screams of a woman filled the town as many onlookers watched through the covered windows to
see the laboring woman in her bedroom. the local doctors were at the edge of the bed, trying their
damndest to get the baby out alive.

blood oozes out at every push camila takes, her body caked of sweat and nonstop tears rolled down
the sides of her face as her breathing keeps getting heavier and heavier.

"just get them out!" she screamed, not being able to take the pain anymore. this is her second child
from her estranged marriage with someone who's background is rather obscure.

at least, to the public and they aren't here in this homemade baby labor.

on the other side of the locked door, a 2 year old girl was carried and being distracted by a woman
accompanying the doctors. trying to get her away from all the chaos and noises that a girl shouldn't
be hearing but lucia mumbled out incoherent words as she reached her little arms out towards the
door.

like she wants to be in there. unbothered by the sounds on the other end.

what seemed like eternity, the doctors slowly pulled the last portion of the baby out of the mother
and lifted the blood covered child, that is now the one making noise as camila turned silent, into the
light to determine what they are.

a girl.

"congratulations, you.." the doctor trailed off when they realised that the light in camila's eyes was
gone and her breathing stopped. the others became downcrest as they got another dead widow after
conceiving in their hands.

"we lost her." the other doctor muttered as they took off their bloodied gloves and sighed deeply.
the two doctors proceeded to clean up the infant as she continued to cry but when they got to her
head, they noticed a small twin looking tumor just barely visible but it's odd.



"what do you think this is?" the first doctor asked as they softly tapped the protruding tissue of
sorts, it's hard so must it be a tumor then? the child doesn't seem to respond to any sort of pain
whenever they press it.

so what is it then?

"cancer?" the second suggested which was far fetched.

"this early? impossible." the first doctor shook their head on that but they do need to determine
what the hell is this thing. "we may need to study this to prove this isn't lethal to the child. get the
book." they ordered.

the second doctor nodded and just when they were about to grab their notes inside their briefcase.
both heard a loud thud on the hallway and a shout from their partner "doctor! doctor! i need
assistance now!!"

the first doctor wrapped the infant in a purple blanket, placed her in a wooden crib before both
immediately rushed out of the room to see a violently convulsing lucia on the floor with froth
coming out of her mouth as the woman was at a lost on what to do.

"what happened?!" the second doctor asked as they tried to hold lucia still but for some reason, the
child was stronger than a grown adult.

"i- i don't know! she just fell from my arms and started doing this!" the woman replied. panic
started to rise quickly as lucia started wildly coughing with her blood mixing with the froth and
more blood coming out of her ears and eyes that covered the whites in crimson as her pupils turned
gold-ish.

"get the poison kit!" the first doctor exclaimed and the second one didn't waste any time in swiftly
running back into the room to get their kit.

the first one wiped the froth off lucia's mouth and forced it open for her to easily take the drops of
medicine to just make her calm down and the poison, if there's any, to subside while the doctors
find the right supplements to get rid of the poison.

"goddamnit what did this kid eat?!" the first doctor thought out loud as they were still trying to
open lucia's mouth, they didn't want to apply too much force and ended up breaking her jaw but she
sure is putting alot of effort in keeping it close until a misstep happened.

"open your- aaahhh!!! shit!" lucia unintentionally bit the doctor's finger off clean and she coughed
the severed finger out for it to plop comically to the side. her convulsing continued despite that the
second doctor finally started giving lucia drops to antidote but nothing was working.

more blood came out of her eyes, ears, the froth was gone and was replaced by more crimson
making an ever growing pool of blood. with the mother gone, a defenceless newborn still crying in
the crib and a seizure filled child on the floor, bleeding for unknown reason.

it's like the worst night for the nocedas.

lucia gasped for air as she clenched her shirt tightly where her heart was, she stayed in that position
for a few seconds till she dropped flat on the floor.



no longer twitching. no longer gasping for air. only more blood flowing out of her.

the doctor leaned down and pressed their ear against lucia's chest to hear not beat. their eyes
widened, they gently shook the little girl to get any response but lucia just fell limp in their arms.

"no.. no no, come on!" the doctor started to give cpr to lucia while not noticing the flickering of
lights. the people who were outside turned around to see their houses' lanterns flickering for a
moment before whiffing out as if a shadow has entered the town.

the doctor sighed deeply as it's no use anymore, they gently placed lucia down and hung their head
low. "we lost another one." they muttered for the second doctor to write down.

suddenly, all the lights of the house went out leaving everyone in total darkness. "get the lantern.
we have to, at least, give the two a proper burial." the doctor said, they carefully lifted lucia in their
arms while the infant in the room was still crying.

"joseph, the lantern." the first doctor called, their lantern was just at the foot of the bed so they were
confused that they're not back by now.

then, a massive thud was heard.

"joseph?" they slowly walked back inside the room but halted at their tracks as they saw the lantern
start to gain light till it's in the fullest setting. bright enough to reveal the decapitated head of joseph
on the floor, staining the floorboards.

the doctor gasped in horror, they turned around and were about to bolt out of here with the woman
as they grabbed her arm only to notice how light she was.

they turned around and saw they're only holding a severed arm of the woman. they let out a scream
as they dropped the arm, wiped their hand on their shirt as their breathing became hitched and heart
racing in fear.

"what is going on?!" they exclaimed as they slowly backed up from the room and two new dead
bodies on the floor as the baby was still crying in her crib. they want to leave but their morals are
telling them to grab the newborn then run.

they don't know what to-

the doctor froze when they felt ghostly fingers graze their face before it was tightly gripped and
their head started to forcibly turn to the side. they started pleading for mercy to whoever is behind
them but it all fell into deaf ears as their head completely snapped in 180 degrees.

the doctor fell to the side with the entity swiftly grabbing lucia before she was crushed by the dead
man. a tall horned demon and big majestic black wings stared down at her first born dead from the
inability to control her half demon blood from taking over.

she expected this.

"hey, kid." eda softly placed lucia back down to the ground, wiping the blood off her kid's face and
patted her head "i'll take you and your mother with me now." she said, she held lucia's head tight
but not too much as she started to mutter out spells with her eyes turning dark. the house started to
rattle for a moment till



a breath escaped from lucia's mouth.

eda lets go of lucia's head and her eyes return to normal as she watches her daughter take her first
few breaths before the floorboards start to open up with the undergrowth encasing lucia in a cocoon
for protection for the journey down to hell.

eda stood up to head for the room, passing the dead body and stood by the bedside of her dead
wife. she grabbed camila's hand, placed a soft kiss on the back of her palm "i'm sorry i'm late, my
love. you're coming home with me now." she said as she leaned towards camila to give her a kiss of
death.

she and camila met 5 years ago with eda posing as a lost traveller when in reality, she's just going to
damn in whatever town the souls of the gullible noceda take her but ended up falling for her and
found out what she truly was. but the human didn't care if she's dating the literal devil.

eda was there in the birth of lucia but not this one, she regretted it.

with the bed burning under camila, the undergrowth burst through it and started wrapping around
her just like what happened to lucia.

eda turned her head towards the crib, she walked over to it to see her second born daughter with the
human. the baby stopped crying when she sensed the presence of eda just above her.

softly chuckling, eda lifted her child up and instantly noticed the small bumps in her head. "oh look
at you, already developing your horns. you're coming with me now, little one." she said, she placed
a kiss on top of her kid's head making her laugh with limbs kicking and punching in her blanket.

eda hums as she stared at her child, thinking of what her name will be.

then, she got it. "i think i'll call you luz."

 

present era

the ceiling of the fiery depths opens letting a damned soul fall through, heading down towards the
flame filled floor as they passed the many internal beings on their way down before slamming hard
to the ground.

groaning, they slowly pushed themselves up as they heard footsteps approaching them and stopped
right in front. they saw a pair of well shined black shoes, black pants, their eyes looked up to see a
demon in a suit topped by a red beanie.

the demon has longer horns than actual demons, their wings spread far and larger than the rest, tail
swishing around like a curious cat as the demon pulled the sinner by the hair to make them stand on
their feet.

"hey, sup. i'm lucia noceda, first born and heir of satan's throne, my mother." lucia bowed as she did
a quick introduction of herself before continuing.

"i'll be your guide since ruth is on her break, if you need anything just ask 'cause this is your
forever home now. no guardian angel will save you from your impending doom." she snapped her



finger to make a burning roll of parchment paper to appear in her hand and hummed as she read it.
grimacing slightly but she brushed it off.

"i don't have a guardian angel." the guy blankly said, making lucia laugh.

"that's the spirit, sinner. alright, you'll see my uncle shortly since you're placed in lust." lucia
motioned for the guy to follow her as she started leading the way out of limbo and for the right
level the human was supposed to be on.

"hm, wonder why."

as they walked down the isles, lucia effortlessly trekking the unimaginable lands while the human
kept stumbling and swatting away the many gremlins coming close to him.

"considering that you are placed with my uncle. i have a few succubi and incubi friends there who
could cut you some slack." lucia started as she turned around, her wings softly flapping to hover in
the air. her signature smirk never comes off.

"and that is?" the human asked while he swings his hand around to get the gremlins but froze when
lucia swiftly flew towards him with her eyes glowing malevolently and her smirk turned to a
sinister smile, showing off her sharp fangs.

"eating you at first sight."

lucia stared at the fear in the man's face that made her laugh once again and roughly slapped his
back making him wheeze. "oh don't be too wimpy. besides, you had fun in the mortal realm and
someone wouldn't be too fond of your atrocities if she finds out." she said as she sighed deeply and
returned back to the front to lead the way again. chuckling to herself, sensing the fear rising in him.

"hey, lucia!" a cheery voice was heard above making the two look up and see another demon flying
towards them. waving the other infernal beings a quick hello that they happily turned.

demons aren't this friendly to each other but when the two noceda sisters settled in hell and grew up
to embrace the demon in their blood. one made the place be worth living and the one made the
punishments be more… enjoyable.

they made hell more habitable than what's above.

"speaking of which, hey twit. what do you need? i'm on tour right now." lucia said as she watched
her little sister drop down beside her, luz was a tad bit shorter than lucia. her horns are smaller
along with her wings and there's a ray of sunshine radiating from her that no other demons possess.

she's basically the polar opposite of the first born of satan.

or commonly known as edalyn clawthorne.

luz shook her head, "no no. it's not that, i just wanna tell you something. also hi." she waved at the
damned human behind lucia who stopped walking and started staring that lucia obviously noticed.

"this is my sister, luz," lucia proudly introduced as she wrapped her arm around her neck but her
aura shifted drastically and her appearance turned dark as she gave the human another deadly look.



"and if you dare place your disgusting man hands on her, you'll be more than welcome to join the
harpies in their magma baths. understand, you pathetic waste of flesh?" lucia threatened with her
voice lowered, her claws unsheathed as she held luz close to her. luz just lightly chuckled, a little
embarrassed and flattered that lucia is still overprotective of her when she's almost 500 years old.

it's amusing to see the difference between a literal prince of darkness standing next to a princess of
sunshine. unfazed at lucia's demonic half transformation and softly patted her head to calm her
down.

"easy there, beanie boy. you don't wanna kill him the second time. so, what's he got?" luz asked,
she tried to grab the parchment but lucia reverted back to her humanoid form and placed the paper
high above, not wanting for luz to read it.

"that's off limits. you know you can't stomach reading these." lucia said as she hopped into the air,
getting away from luz when she flew towards her to snatch the paper.

"i'm a big boy now! i can handle it!" luz rebukes, she swiftly flies at the paper while lucia easily
dodges her in the air with a smirk on her face. then, a hand to plant on her face, stopping her from
advancing any further while lucia made the paper disappear.

"yeah right and you'll vomit everything you ate when you read it. so nope." lucia said, popping the
p in the end as she lets go of luz's face and swooped back down to the ground as she clapped her
hands together to get rid of the nonexistent dust.

"oh come on! little peep!" luz begged when she landed beside lucia, grabbed her arm and shook it
but her sister still declined all of her pleas. "nuh uh. anyways, i wanna give our guest a little
commemorative thing for all the atrocities he's done." lucia said as she turned her head back to the
human who backed up a little.

"what is-" before he could ask what lucia meant by that, lucia lets out a whistle and shouted "hey,
hooty! i got you a new toy- i mean friend! come and get it!!"

the ground shook as something was getting closer, the human became more terrified, not knowing
what's coming till it's too late. a massive brown tube bursts out of the ground making debris fly
across the plain.

"hoot hoot! thank you so much, lucia! now i can talk about what happened to me in the bungalow
the noceda family and i had a vacation that burnt down in the wild west!" hooty happily said as he
wrapped his snake like body around the human for him not to get away. though he did struggle but
he's no match for a powerful demon that was born at the same time with eda.

while that's happening, lucia turned to face luz. "you wanted to talk to me about something?" she
asked and luz got back to what she went to find her sister in the first place.

"oh yeah, tell mami and mom i'll be going up to the island." luz said and lucia rose a brow, started
to get suspicious at this. "again? it's the fourth time this month. are you sure you're not seeing
someone?" she quipped as she leaned closer, trying to sniff out the lies but she didn't get any.

"psh of course not. not even a stray angel. anyways tell mami i'll be back before dinner, bye!" luz
created a spell circle for a portal to appear, it showed the white sandy beach on the island luz found
to have a little hot girl summer in when it's devoid of any humans.



that's a good thing.

lucia grabbed luz's shoulder when she heard one word that she grew to hate ever since her first
meeting with one was not ideal. "it better not be an angel or else you're fucked if mami finds out."
she warned and luz just scoffed, she patted her sister's hand for reassurance before slipping it off
her shoulder.

"i swear it's not. just cover for me if mami gives me a chore or something." she said as she stepped
into the portal with lucia watching her, sighing deeply that she knows there's no way in changing
her little sister's mind.

"yeah sure. just be careful." lucia bid, not wanting for anything bad to happen to her even though
she's completely capable of herself. luz nodded and stepped into the portal, leading her out of the
beach as the fresh winds blew her hair back with her wings spreading slightly.

with the portal closing behind her, luz walked down the shore, her demon attributes retracting as
her hands folded behind her as she stared at the vast blue ocean on her right with the seagulls just
flying right by.

luz found the right spot for her to seat down and leaned back to her arms to watch the mellow
waves reaching for her feet. she's the one in her family who mostly goes out in the human realm to
see all of the things they've done which is not good.

revisit all of the places she gone into that is now reduced to a faint memory. the perks of being a
half blood is being able to go to all holy places just to see the beautiful and intricate designs those
roman christian churches have.

she liked those.

luz stayed there for a while till it's nearing sunset, figuring that her mother would be cooking their
dinner now, she stood up and stretched her limbs to make them pop as grains of sand trickled off
her back.

"alright, time to go home. mami's probably whipping up something good." she muttered to herself
as she created her portal again to make her home appear, the castle of satan and she's just a few feet
off the front door.

just when she was just about her leave, luz's small pointed ears twitched when she heard a noise
behind her. she turned to see a pair of white clothed women with mint green hairs and a hint of
auburn walking out of the jungle without getting any dirt on them as one gripped a golden whip.

"um, hello." luz greeted, uncertain as to why there's humans here when she knows it's illegal for
them to be here. unless..

"hello to you as well. i'm amelia blight at your service." amelia introduced herself as she bowed
down while she and the other continued to approach luz.

"i'm amity blight, her sister and you won't be taking any step further, demon." amity said as she
cracked the whip making sand fly into the air with small sparks of electricity coming out of her
knuckle.



luz stepped back a little, her senses going haywire as she knew these two are angels and angels are
more bad news than demons. she stood her ground and said "okay, first of all. i'm luz noceda and
second, it's fritada friday. i ain't missing that."

luz took one small step towards the portal to leave now which was a cue for amity swiftly charged
at her as she threw the whip towards her.

the noceda dodged to the side, she noticed a little too late that amelia isn't beside amity anymore as
a strong pair of arms wrapped around her and the ropes finally caught up to her. rendering her arms
completely useless as amelia held her tight.

"you demon scum! do you know all of the sins you've committed?!" amelia exclaimed, luz became
confused as she struggled to get out of the angel's and whip's grip.

"wh- what? i don't know! i think you got the wrong demon, now let me go!" luz shouted back but
she was slammed face first into the ground instead with amelia still holding her down.

"shut it! you have no right to speak before us archangels!" amity hissed as she approached the
wriggling demon, she stared down at her with unfavorable intent in her eyes. luz tilted her head up
to look at the blight's golden eyes.

"just let me go! i did nothing wrong ever since the great depression! i know you just got the wrong
demon so please!" luz snapped, she still continues to try and get out of amelia's grip as the sun fully
recedes behind them, getting replaced by the full moon shining upon them that made the two angels
glow.

"not until you repent."

luz finally noticed the obvious tent in amity's white pants and she tensed up when she felt
something hard grind against her ass followed by a hot exhale near her ears that twitched.

"you'll be good to us, demon and this'll end quick." amelia whispered before ripping off all of luz's
clothing making her horns and tail pop out instinctively. the angel used that to her advantage as she
tightly gripped luz's tail and tugged on it making her squeak. trembling when she felt something
press against her second hole.

luz looked up to amity to see her unbuckling her pants, showing off her big, thick 12 inches cock
waving her hello. amity knelt down before luz, grabbed one of her horns to make her come closer,
hummed as she slowly rubbed it. luz bit her lip to hold a pleasured noise and amity chuckled at the
reaction.

"hm, your horns are shorter than the rest." she commented, she cupped luz's mouth to force it open
and placed her tip inside. letting the noceda taste the oozing precum, luz blushed furiously as she's
split to either lick or pull away.

she never had sex in her half eternal life and never thought she'd be taken by a pair of angels.

luz hesitantly licked amity's tip, slowly kissing it as she took a portion to suck on. amity chuckled
to herself, instantly knew that a demon like luz clearly can't hold one's self in taking a dick or two.

"must be half baked from the womb. no matter, you're still a demon." amelia spat at luz's second
hole, rubbing it with her thumb along with her cock to lubricate it as she pushed it in for a small



foreplay. but the sisters are too impatient for that.

then, amelia aligned her cock right in luz's ass and started pushing in making the smaller demon cry
out in both pain and pleasure "aaahh! no.. no please stop!" she whimpered but she was shut up
when amity pushed her whole cock inside her mouth as she gripped her horn tightly, as if she's
threatening to chip it off.

"oh hush, we know you like this." amelia cooed, she tightly held on luz's hips as she watched her
cock disappear in luz's ass. she squeeze her rotund ass as she kept on tugging her tail, smirking at
the small twitches the demon makes while sucking off her little sister.

amelia bit her lip as she's loving the tightness of luz's ass, she shoved the last half in making luz
arch with her moans muffled by having a mouthful of dick. the elder blight groaned in bliss when
her cock is fully inside and smacked luz's ass, leaving it red.

"ooh.. good girl!" amelia growled as she started thrusting into luz. not even bothering to take it
slow after not being inside something for weeks, she and amity are gonna take it all out on this poor
demon without god striking them.

besides, why would god care for a demon when all of his focus is set on the puny humans?

luz can't support her upper body than amity holding on her horns, small tear pellets of tears rolled
down the sides of her face as she can feel ass getting stretched wide by amelia, relentlessly
ramming into her. she thought that these angels would only be using her ass but she doesn't want to
settle on that too early.

her face is extremely red, luz looked up to amity who's also thrusting after her sister started. lust
and depravity filled those enticing golden hues accompanied by a devilish smirk which was ironic.

luz wants to hate this because she's being fucked by literal celestial strangers but, it must be her
genes acting up, she wants more.

luz slowly fluttered her eyes closed and started bobbing her head as she's truly sucking amity off
now with her bringing it back for amelia. this pleased the blight sisters greatly.

"see? you're loving this, aren't you slut?!" amity cackled as she hardened her thrusts, making sure
luz's lips are hitting the base. she rubbed the demon's horns as she knows they're sensitive just like
her tail, luz groaned on amity's cock with her twitching in response.

"aahh.. she just might be the best out of the others, don't you think?" amelia asked as she flicked
her hair to the side, her eyes focused on luz's bouncing ass every time her hips slammed against her.

amity hummed, "we'll see. i still have to take her pussy but yeah," she caressed luz's soft cheeks
and looked up to her sister who's licking the demon's tail, teasing her before biting on it earning a
squeal on her cock which made the vibrations bring the angel pleasure, biting her lip as she
shudder.

"she seems special."

"indeed." amelia purred. she ran her fingers on luz's smooth back, seeing light smoke emit from her
burning skin as two opposites shouldn't be interacting but here they are anyways.



the blight leaned down to luz's neck, leaving hot trails of kisses as she kept her merciless pace
before nipping her skin to leave a temporary mark and withdrew.

luz can feel amelia reaching for her depths as she starts to feel her hitting that one spot despite
using her ass. she continued giving the younger blight a blowjob, her eyes opening once again to be
met by the same eyes but something changed.

she can taste amity getting close.

"aahh… oh shit i'm coming!" amity moaned out, she shoved her cock deep into luz's mouth, almost
hitting her throat as she exploded in her mouth.

luz tried her best not to choke now, she can feel her mouth getting full leaving her no choice but to
swallow the warm angelic seeds down her throat but some still managed to drip out although amity
doesn't seem to care if luz swallowed all.

she does appreciate it though.

as amity slowly pulled out, she made luz look up to her once again to watch her throat work on
swallowing her cum with a light trail trickling down the side of her mouth.

"good girl." amity crooned, she wiped the excess cum and offered it for luz to lick off clean. she's
still hard but amelia has to finish before she moves on.

amelia clenched her teeth tightly as she can feel herself getting closer with luz hugging her cock
tightly only brings her closer faster.

"oh fuck!!" amelia rolled her head back in euphoria as she plunged her cock deep into luz's ass. her
body glowed with her wings spreading wide as she finally came after long weeks of teasing.

luz moaned loudly, her body almost went limp if it wasn't for amity holding her up. she trembled at
the feeling of warm cum filling up her ass with her thighs quivering from it.

amelia slowly pulled out of luz's ass, sitting for a moment to watch her cum slowly ooze out and
roll down her thighs. she always liked that sight, then, amity pushed luz to lie on her back with her
going in between her legs.

"you like that, huh? don't worry, you'll be well stuffed when we're done with you." amity said as
she rubbed her cock against luz's wet slit before pushing all of her in her pussy. luz moaned with
her head turning to the side, her face couldn't get any redder than this.

"aahh! aaah please.. slowly.." luz whimpered, she looked down to see the angel's cock enter her
virgin pussy. amity seemed to have listened to the demon's pleas as she slowed her pace, just this
once, just for luz to quickly try her best to adjust to the girth of the angel.

when everything is inside, amity stared at luz while she gets accustomed to the big cock in her not
so virgin pussy. she feels something she hasn't felt in a long time the longer she stares at luz's face.

it's more human than demon. odd.

"you're cute for a demon. i don't sense much malice from you." amity said as she caressed luz's
cheeks. the noceda opened her eyes a little, wondering why there's a moment of mellowness
between the angels rather than thrusting away.



"do you?" amity looked over to her sister who shook her head.

"nope. i guess she's in the 1% percent who hasn't committed many atrocities. quite rare nowadays."
amelia replied as she stared at luz with her cock twitching in anticipation but had to resort to
stroking herself.

amity returned her gaze back to luz, the moment of slow disappeared quickly as she started rapidly
thrusting into the noceda making her squeal while the blight asked "how did you even become a
demon anyways?"

"i.. i can't tell you- aaahh!" luz struggled to reply. her mothers told her and lucia not to tell anyone
outside of hell who they really are or what their bloodline is unless domination is needed in the
room.

"oh come on, just a little hint? you say you haven't done anything sinful after the great depression,
right? then, you must've gone on long before that. were you cast out?" amity continued, trying to
get a sliver of information out of luz but she already made up her mind in not opening her mouth.

"give it up. you know demons aren't too fond of reminiscing about their pasts and i doubt little luz
would even disclose when she was born." amelia said. amity grumbled under her breath but she
didn't press anymore and focused on relieving herself on the demon who's clearly enjoying it.

amity moaned lowly, she thrusts hard on luz's pussy, loving the tightness she's giving her cock. she
watched luz's breasts bounce before her with her nipples waving the blight over, beckoning to take
one.

and didn't hesitate to follow the voice.

"aaahh.. ngh- ugh.. aahh!" luz arched her back when amity bit her nipple, she still attempts to break
free from the whip she's tied in but being weakened like this doesn't do much for her. she can feel
the angel's cock reaching deep into her pussy, aiming for that spot.

as amity pulled away with a very audible pop, she licked luz's dark nipple with her eyes watching
her expressions before withdrawing. hovering above luz as her cock consistently railed her pussy.

"you're ours, luz. say it." amity whispered as she cupped luz's cheeks to make her look at her
straight in the eyes.

"i'm… i'm yours." luz croaked out but amity isn't pleased by it.

"louder."

"i'm yours." luz repeated without stutter this time and in her normal voice but it's still not enough
for the blight.

"louder!" amity yelled as her thrusts became faster and harder with her wings spreading wide
behind her. she can feel the familiar sensation swell in her stomach getting closer.

"i'm yours!!" luz practically screamed it out, her hips arched once again as she can't help but come
for the second time right before amity. the blights smirked at that deceleration, amity drove her
cock right into luz's womb and came hard inside.



"then fucking take it!!" amity roared, letting her tidal waves of cum flow inside luz's pussy which
inflated her slightly. the demon whimpered and shuddered of being so full, she's stuffed but she
knows amelia has to have her turn.

"ha.. that felt good." amity sighed blissfully as if she drank a refreshing drink after she ran a
marathon or two. she slowly pulled out of luz's oozing pussy, her balls happily emptied out and
stepped back for luz to be available.

"your turn." amity motioned her hand for amelia to step into the plate. the eldest blight got in
between luz's legs, spreading them apart to see her little sister's leftovers still leaking out.

amelia looked up to luz who's eyes are half open, tired but she still has another angel to help
relieve. "i think i can squeeze some of mine in there." she said before pushing all of her cock back
into luz's warm insides.

after a while, the two sisters were finally satisfied after using luz as a cum dumpster. wee hours are
almost ending, amity pulled out after her last climax in luz's now well used pussy.

the whip was finally removed from luz's body but she's too tired to even move and all she can do
now is close her eyes as she wants to sleep now after an eventful night.

"that was fun." amelia said as she stood up while pulling her pants back on. she stared down at luz's
tired, nude body just spread on the shoreline, unbothered if the sun was just a few hours in rising.

amity stood up as well, coiled her whip around her arm. she looked at her sister who has the same
smirk on her face before looking back at luz who's already out.

"see ya later, noceda." then, both angels flew off.

-----

six months ago, luz woke up in the beach with the sun shining down her face. she felt extremely
sticky, especially down below and the trainwreck of a memory of what happened last night hit her
at full speed.

six months ago, everyone in the noceda family instantly noticed the baby bump luz can no longer
hide. lucia and eda almost went berserk if it wasn't for camila and also scolded her daughter for not
telling this to them sooner.

luz didn't tell her family who made her pregnant but the scent on her easily told them it was an
angel which made them more infuriated.

those damn 'angelic' beings made hell look more like a cottage home.

hell returned to it's hellish demeanor after the news of the youngest noceda being pregnant by an
angel broke out. every damned soul was tortured, whirlwinds of rage scourged the land and every
demon clamored and ganged up, wanting to declare a war for tainting their sweet luz.

eda even considered proposing that but she didn't. she needs to be more rational about this without
making her daughter worried than she already is at this pregnancy.

and now, lucia decided upon herself that she'll stick close to luz in wherever she goes now as she
doesn't want anything bad to happen to her little sister anymore.



they still have yet to figure out what to do with the baby in luz's womb but her family knows she'll
keep them no matter what convincing they do.

luz is resting against the tree in the same island where it all happened, she watched the sunset while
slowly rubbing her big baby bump. lucia lay beside her morphed as a panther with her head resting
on luz's lap while luz almost rubs her head.

"i know what you're trying to do. stop it." luz said, sensing something threatening to enter her bump
and it quickly disappeared when it was foiled. lucia lowly growled but didn't put up a fight as she
stopped her attempts in trying to figure out who this brewing baby belongs to.

they sat there in peace with the faint crickets filling the background while the sun fully set, getting
replaced by the crescent moon but the serene moment was shattered when lucia's ears perked up,
her head lifted off luz's lap as a growl rumbling in her throat.

luz looked in the shorelines to see two familiar glowing figures landing and their glow disappeared
to reveal the blight sisters. lucia doesn't know it was them responsible but she isn't taking chances
on letting these feral angels get to luz.

lucia jumped into the open, lets out a roar as her form reverted to her humanoid one. her claws out,
parts of her body having patches of flames as she glared at the two.

"go back to your cesspool called heaven, assholes!" lucia yelled with her stance at the ready to
attack.

both sisters rose a brow at the unknown demon who looked rather similar to another certain demon.
"and who are you supposed to be?" amelia asked as she crossed her arms.

"lucia noceda! first born and heir of satan herself, defeater of the seven princes of hell, conquer of
holy lands and the blasphemy of snakes!" lucia declared who she is without a second of a doubt.
she is superior to these angels and she proudly knows it.

the blight sisters were surprised and a little worried as they stood before the actual offspring of
satan. also, noceda?

"so like i said, fly back up to heaven and kiss someone else's ass!" lucia roared once more and
charged at the two angels, about to rip their throats off but luz quickly rushed out into the open to
shout:

"it's them!"

lucia abruptly halted making sand fly as her soles sunk deep into the sand and looked over her
shoulder. "what?" she's confused and half hoping that luz was just messing around but the look on
her face says it all.

"they're the one who made me pregnant. don't kill them, lucia." luz slowly walked over to her sister,
carefully. amity and amelia's eyes widened when they both heard the word pregnant and luz's baby
bump.

"i'm sorry but pregnant? h- how is that possible? you're a demon, aren't you? you can alter your
ovaries to not let that happen." amity said, she knows angels and demons have the same ability to
prevent any mishaps since pullout game don't exist in this realm.



this shouldn't happen or luz just forgot? but it's impossible, she should've altered her ovaries
because amelia took her ass first. that should've given her enough time to do that.

"i can't do that." luz replied as she lowered her head.

"why? do you have a condition or something?" amelia asked and lucia immediately lost it from the
denial these angels are doing. it's doing more harm than good.

"she's half demon and half human, dumbass! our mother was a human and got pregnant by our
second mother!" lucia spat, throwing her arms up in the air out of frustration with her black wings
flapping. it's bigger than the angels' which established the true power dynamic the prince of hell
and two feeble archangels have.

amity and amelia's faces turned red but they quickly hid it as they looked over to luz who slowly
nodded her head, still not looking up. "it's true. our mother and lucia were resurrected as demons
the night of my birth. i was the only one who wasn't fully turned because i was raised in hell. it
helped my half blood be more controllable."

luz explained, this made the two grow more worried as they never thought they'd fuck the actual
princess of hell out of pure blindness of lust.

"i'm a demon but i'm also a human."

they're in deep shit now.

"i'm sorry." just when the two sisters were about to leave, a dark portal suddenly appeared in front
of them with the heat and screams of the tortured souls coming out. the blights' heart sank as their
minds started going frantic on who's gonna come out.

luz walked closer to lucia for protection, lucia wrapped her wing around her little sister as she
stared at the portal. waiting for whoever is going to step out.

"well well," a deep malevolent voice is heard. a shoe was the first thing that was seen and soon
followed a whole body with a second one beside her.

amity and amelia gulped as they watched the king and queen of hell step into the mortal realm with
fire at their wake. they were looking down at the two angels with disdain in their faces. especially
camila.

"well."

"bailing out, i see?" eda started as she sneered at the two, her teeth bared. "you know, i have alot
things to hate but the one i mostly despise is people leaving after the fun without acting on the
consequences!" she roared that made the entire island rattle.

she can do better than that.

luz covered her ears from the shout with lucia keeping her close, not wanting for her to be caught
in the soon to be crossfire as she anticipates the blights to be burned alive after what they've done.

there's nowhere to run when the most powerful family targets you.



"wouldn't you call this as a blessing? especially after knocking up my daughter! you're just gonna
leave her with your 'blessing'?!" eda continued, letting her rage seep into her veins. she never got
this angry before since her banishment but these two angels got to her pride and joy. she will
unleash something hell couldn't even contain.

as her body started to shift into her real form with the darkness overtaking the island. threatening
to engulf the night.

"ma!" luz shouted as she got out of lucia's embrace and stood before her parents to stop them from
taking any unnecessary casualties tonight. she hugged eda tightly, wanting her to go back to her
humanoid form as she squeezed camila's hand.

"look, we're sorry! we didn't know she was half human, okay! we'll stay and take care of her!"
amelia said as she and amity had their hands raised for a sign of surrender. their heads are lowered
before the rulers of hell, they're no match for the powerful aura the noceda family was emitting.

"you better or else your wings won't be the only thing missing tonight." camila warned as her
chancla was risen, making the three's eyes widen and panic started to skyrocket.

"oh shit.." eda started backing up from her wife as camila is another whole new level when the
chancla is out. her power proceeds to make hell shake and the earth tremble from it's immense and
devastating power.

"take cover!!" lucia immediately flew high up into the sky with eda just following behind her.

amity scoffed, amused at the obviously was used for a while wooden flip flop looking thing. "what?
you're gonna whack us with a flip flop?" she tested which was a mistake as luz turned her head to
look at them and shook her head without needing to say anything until-

"¿te atreves a desafiarme?"

camila's eyes turned pure glowing white as she started levitating off the ground with a whirlwind
surrounding her. the waves that was once slow and softly hitting the shore turned to rough waves
taking in more land with the winds getting harsher as arcs of lightning struck the once peaceful,
cloudless skies.

"nice going, cabbage heads!" lucia shouted in both fear and excitement.

luz flew up to her mother as she started trying to stop her before the apocalypse happened. "mami,
stop! detener! they said they're gonna stay and take responsibility! you mean it, right?" she looked
down at the blight sisters who vigorously nodded their heads as they want this chaos to stop before
drastic measures are needed to be done.

"that ain't gonna work, twit! get away from them now!" lucia yelled for her little sister to come up
to their little safe space but maybe it's either the heavy winds or her not listening, luz didn't move
from her spot.

"you don't wanna risk getting your face smacked by that!" eda added but it's not enough for luz to
move.

"you will swear on your lives that you will!!" camila's voice boomed with other thousands of voices
behind her like a morbid choir as she slowly lowered the chancla but the chaos it brings is still



rampant and makes it seem like it'll never end.

luz frantically nodded her head, "yes they will! now drop the chancla please! we don't want another
reset, por favor!" she begged for her mother's reign to just stop before things got out of hand and
camila finally listened to her daughter after hearing her almost cry.

"oh i guess it worked."

both mother and daughter landed back down to the ground with the blights. shaken. their hairs in a
frenzy as they silently swore to never anger another noceda ever again.

only suffering and eternal pandemonium will come after that.

luz's family gave her a single glance that was enough to tell them that she needs some space to talk
with her now two wives. she does need to explain how demon marriage works.

the young noceda slowly approached amity and amelia who snapped back to reality as they saw her
stop in front of them. "i need to explain something." luz started, the two didn't respond as they wait
for luz to carry out.

"it's not like you have a choice since you got me pregnant and us demons only fuck those we want
because it's a forever thing. so that means, i'm your wife and you're my wives now." luz explained,
she has always been weary about finding her right partner for centuries now but instead, she got
amity and amelia.

it's not a bad thing but it was sudden.

the two grimaced internally, they never really committed to anything especially in marriages. they
don't know if this relationship could even work if they don't know how to stay but they have to for
luz and their children.

they have to.

"do you really promise to stay?" luz asked, growing timid as she fiddled with her fingers. cute.

"we'll try."
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frantic lights flashed all around her as the shuttle rattled violently from the force of entering an
atmosphere. with the shield and defences gone, a horde of what looked like comets rains down
towards the planet, it's every being for itself now. the front of the shuttle turned soaring white hot.

she tried her best to stay calm to get everything up and running again but she went through the
clouds revealing a dark surface of the planet and failed to notice something incoming on her left till
it was too late.

the plasma blaster from the enemy shot through the exterior of the shuttle making everything be
sucked out due to the sheer force of air. she was almost sucked out as well but her elastic arms
swiftly gripped onto the edges of the hole and propelled herself back inside.

with the shuttle still heading inbound, she wrapped herself with her arms for a last ditch of
protection until impact.

-----

"what do you think this is?" a scientist asked as they shined the light down on the creature. it's 8
feet tall, barely fitting in the bed they placed her on. her tail dangled on the edge, two pairs of arms
were strapped on the edge of the bed.

she has a dark complexion, curly hair. the scientist opened the alien's mouth to reveal it's sharp
rows of teeth, they tried to reach for the tongue but almost lost their fingers in the process. they
opened one eye amongst the three pairs instead to see a golden brown hues.

"an extraterrestrial being, that's what." one sassed, they grabbed the scalpel off the tray and tilts
their head to find a good spot to slice through. they slowly placed the tip of the blade on the alien's
stomach, instead of pressing something soft.

it's hard though they still proceed for the experiment.

"now let's see what you're hiding." they muttered under their breath as they dragged the blade down
the alien's stomach only for it to scrape against the shell of it. as suspected.

"damn. need a bigger knife." they dropped the scalpel and offered their hand for a real knife to be
placed on it. they tried to slice through the shoulder, the stomach again and even the wrists but



nothing worked as the creature was born with an impenetrable armor that no feeble blades can
scratch.

sighing deeply, they knew their efforts were futile. they dropped the knife back on the tray and took
off their mask as they softly pant, staring at the alien before them who's still sleeping soundly.
oblivious to the strange creatures trying to dissect her.

"well, write down the shell being indestructible and place it in a shell before it wakes up. we'll
commence further research later." they said, they took off their gloves and walked out of the
surgery room. leaving everyone else to clean up.

 

lights.

that's the first thing luz saw as she opened her eyes, her body laid flat on a cold face. her scales
flapped open for a moment to breathe before she shook her whole body awake as she slowly stood
up on her feet.

looking down at her webbed hands, she retracts the webs on the first pair for easy grips. she
checked if everything else is okay before looking up to realise that she's surrounded by many lights
and on her right, there's a giant rectangular glass plastered on the wall.

luz doesn't know where she is or who are the people behind that glass but being taught with respect
even towards the enemy for bloodbath. she gave a small wave and a quick bow as her eyes darted
around the confined area she's in.

everything's so white or is it just the lights?

luz slowly approached one of the lights, she stopped below it and it started to blind all of her eyes
making her irritated. a growl emitted from her throat, her scales turned to spikes as her thermal
colors shifted into orange leaning to red.

luz lets out a yowl, she swiftly turned around and whipped the lights. destroying it as small shards
of glass fell to the floor. the bulb flickering for a moment before completely dying.

beyond the double glass, three scientists stood before it as they watched the alien interact with
things and destroyed it out of pure annoyance. though it's understandable as anyone would be when
someone flashes a bazillion led lights at them.

"are you sure this isn't just a kid in an alien costume?" one scientist asked, a little amused to the
childlike behavior the alien exhibits.

sighing with their eyes rolling, "if it is, then i would be able to dissect it earlier. withdraw the
lights." they sneered and ordered. before luz could destroy them all, the lights went back into the
walls, only leaving the original ones to shine down on the alien.

"blight, our guest must be hungry from it's crash arrival. would you be so kind to bring it
sustenance and be it's moderator till we figure out how to open it's shell." the second scientist asked
as they turned their head to look at the mint head blight who's watching the alien's actions ever so
meticulously and looked in the corner of her eye to meet her colleagues gaze before sighing.



"fine. you owe me one." amity replied, she glanced at the creature one last time before walking out
the room as she heads for the cafeteria to get something edible for the alien with her colleague
saying in the background "you're the best."

as amity got the food she held the tray filled with sloppy joe, her clipboard in between her arm and
stopped right in the metal door. she looked up to the control room, silently telling to open the door
and a beep is heard followed by a release of air.

amity pushed the door open, stepping into the white room and when it closed behind her, she was
suddenly pounced on and pinned to the ground making the tray drop and it's contents slide across
the floor.

the blight groaned, she looked up to see the alien on top of her with feral eyes as it opened it's wide
mouth. it's tongue slithering out, coming towards amity. her eyes widened, she started struggling to
get out of the alien's grip but it pinned her wrists hard and it's second pair of arms held her head
still.

"wait wait w-" before amity could protest, the creature's tongue shoved deep into her throat but not
actually choking her as it only reached something before withdrawing. the alien quickly got off
amity, giving her space as they stood on all fours.

"are- are you alright?" luz stuttered out which surprised the people behind the glass as well as
amity. luz slowly approached the blight again, stood in her feet again as she offered her hand for
amity to take and pulled her up.

"what did you do? you know english?" amity immediately asked, she lets go of luz's hand as she
patted herself, rubbing her throat. checking if she's missing something after that… whatever just
happened.

"i touched your vocal chords. it's my people's way of learning new languages." luz replied as she
stuck her tongue out again, letting amity see the faint glow on the tip before rolling it back in.

"oh, i see. are you hungry?" amity asked and luz's eyes immediately landed on the spilled food
making her ears droop as she's the reason why it dropped in the first place.

slowly shaking her head, "no. i'm sorry." she muttered with her head lowering and her body slowly
turning to blue.

amity noticed the glum expression on the alien, she brushed the accident off "it's alright. someone
can clean it after but for now," she took out her clipboard and pen as she started circling luz.

"who are you and where is your homeworld?" she asked, she got behind luz and poked one of luz's
ears with her pen to make it twitch. luz doesn't mind, this is the first time she has seen a human and
this one is fairly attractive.

she looked over her shoulder and replied "well, my crewmates usually call me-" she made an
animalistic noise that caught amity off guard and luz easily returned to her normal tone.

"and it can be roughly translated in your language as luz. so, nice to meet you, i'm luz from the
planet terion in the umbra system." luz turned around, extended her hand for amity to shake. the
blight hesitantly lifted her hand and grabbed luz's to slowly shake it.



"amity blight and who are these crewmates of yours? are they around?" amity asked after the
handshake, she tiptoed to reach for luz's head and the alien thankfully knelt down for easier reach.

"hm, i don't think so. i don't sense any of them but you'll meet them soon since we can always sense
each other coming." luz replied while she watched amity ruffle her curls, testing if it has the same
components like a human does. just by texture, it's extremely soft.

amity didn't notice luz's ears are flapping while touching her hair and just by looking from afar.
their height and size difference is laughable.

as amity has finished, she stopped tiptoeing and luz can finally stand properly. "are you connected
to a hivemind if that's the case?" she asked as she wrote something on her clipboard. she gently
grabbed one of her hands on her second pair, tracing the intricate lines on her palm and webs.

"hehe, nope. my homeworld doesn't have those, unlike the kepler planets. the keplerians, you know
them? i never liked those guys, they always give me the heebee jeebees." luz shuddered a little and
lets out a chuckle. amity looked back up to luz, she always knew there's life in the kepler system
and this creature can be a source of many knowledge that could last them eons.

and if she could just open that armor, it might unveil something worthwhile.

amity shook herself back to reality as she was staring too long. "oh, well no we haven't exactly met
any aliens and you're the first to land on the planet." she said. luz was genuinely surprised, she
really thought that other creatures visited earth like the martians who's just next door.

have they even seen them? they're pretty cool.

"well, it's an honor then! i heard alot of things about earth before me and my crew sets off for a
crusade but.. bumped into some trouble that led us separated in your atmosphere.." luz's cheery
tone slowly depletes, she remembers the uncalled for ambush from the enemy that they didn't know
it was there once they entered the system that destroyed their ship and-

"i'm sorry." amity muttered, this helped luz snap back to reality as she was too deep in thought and
quickly reverted back to her happy mood for the human not to worry too much.

it's kinda too late for that.

"but it's okay! we'll always find our way back to each other, no one leaves a mate behind." luz said
with a toothy smile, making sure to hide her worry and anxiety of where her friends might be.

amity shouldn't feel any sort of sympathy for a creature she doesn't even know of what it's
capabilities are and luz is just another toy that scientists are gonna play tests on. but why does she
have the urge to comfort her and stay near her?

-----

as time became days then turned to weeks. amity has been doing daily check ins on luz, doing her
routine interrogations about luz's species and world.

turns out, their planet's atmosphere is composed of heavy methane and carbon monoxide that no
human should even inhale but it's quite healthy for luz and her people.



she even commented about how low the methane levels on earth are. that she had to reform her
lungs to get used to the new air she's getting.

luz can be both a mammal and reptile as she can freely form in what body she wants her parents
granted her to have. basically, right now, she is a mixture of both which is odd to look at.

but that's what they are. out of the world.

the mandatory interrogations and demands of answers became more like a hang out between luz
and amity as they started blossoming something.

everyday amity would bring something other than a pen and a clipboard. like one her favorite
books and luz instantly became fixated in the good witch azura series that she would read it back to
back.

amity also gave her own phone to help luz get a taste of the human's technology and learn all of the
vast array of cultures in exchange for more knowledge of her own world.

right now, amity is sitting next to luz as she read a book while the alien flips through the magazine
pages the blight gave to her earlier to get a sense of what the many cultures humans has.

"whoa, what's this thing?" luz asked as she pointed at the sentence on the magazine displaying
many colorful pictures of what looked like a festival and people wearing big masks with feathers.

amity removed her gaze from the book she was reading and glanced down. she easily identified it,
"that's a language. spanish, mostly spoken in the carribean, south america and the country itself,
spain. it's the second most spoken language in the world." she explained as she stared at luz's
multiple glimmering eyes, clearly awestruck from all the things she's learning.

"do you speak spanish, ames?" luz turned to look at the blight, she gave her nickname out of
instinct a few weeks ago and now it's stuck. amity slowly shook her head "uh no. but i do know
french." she replied.

luz nodded, she returned her gaze down the magazine and blurted out. "¡esto es genial!"

"how did you do that?" this caught amity off guard as she heard a complete, spanish sentence
without falter come out of the alien's mouth.

"well i just read the sentence long enough till i understand and speak the language! i really like
spanish, it's so easy and tiene un buen sonido!" luz explained with another spanish in the end.

it's like it's her native tongue as it easily comes out of her mouth with ease and amity noticed how
deep luz's voice became just speaking spanish.

she finds it oddly alluring.

"i guess i have to put that in here." amity muttered, she grabbed her clipboard and pen just sitting
beside her to start scribbling the fact that luz can easily learn new languages without difficulty.

while writing, luz tilts her head as she has been wondering for a while why amity always has that
damn clipboard with her and whenever she tries to check out what it's written on it, amity would
easily be defensive towards it as if it's her lifeline.



"hey, ami." luz softly called and the blight hummed in response, placed in one last phrase before
looking back up to the alien.

"what's the reason for you recording everything i tell you? how come you're the only human i see
and it's not i'm tired of you, it's just.." luz asked all of the questions that's been bugging her for a
while now. she looked up to the window, seeing nothing but the reflection of the room but she
knows what's beyond that. "i see alot on the other side."

amity gulped, she started to get worried that the operation might get compromised due to the ever
growing curiosity of luz and being confined in this small room can drive someone mad for weeks
that will soon turn to months.

it wouldn't be a surprise if the alien started acting unhinged. if so, they need that armor opened now.

speaking of the impenetrable armor, amity noticed that it's cracked open to let her see the true skin
tone of luz and she thinks it's wide enough to fit something in but it's way too narrow and easy to
make a misstep that could also be the downfall of this mission.

that's the last thing they need now.

"well.. you'll meet the others soon enough and this? this is just for research since all of us want to
study and learn about your people, your culture like these." amity pointed at the pictures and started
explaining as best as she can. luz's ears flapped for a moment, signalling that she's listening.

"we record and learn about them and engage in these cultures. but since our technology is still
unable to break the boundaries of the speed of light. us experiencing it will take a while." amity
looked at luz to see if she's getting everything that she's saying, hoping that she doesn't follow it up
with another question about seeing more people.

luz tilts her head once again, her tail unintentionally popped out behind it and started to slowly wag
before nodding. "i understand. and i have a small hint about traveling wide distances. you don't
need to 'break' the speed of light, you have to bend it." she suggested with a small smirk on her
face.

raising a brow, amity asked "in what way? how can we do that?" but luz didn't give a
straightforward answer as she already gave a free hint.

"well, you are a scient.. scientist and pretty smart. you can figure it out." luz said as she tapped
amity's forehead. the alien always struggled to say 'scientist' and it's pretty cute.

relieved, amity dodged a bullet there and luz resumed to reading one of the good witch azura books
as the blight leaned back. looking down at her clipboard that is filled with the information luz has
given her. it's 5 pages full back to back.

then, a familiar bell rang signifying the time amity has with luz is over. she started gathering
everything and stood up. "thanks luz. i'll see you tomorrow." she waved the alien goodbye as she
walks over to the only entrance and exit of the room.

luz waved amity back with a big smile on her face "see ya, amity! tomorrow, we'll talk about the
connection azura and hecate have. spoiler, they aren't subtle!" she said with a giggle. she watched
amity glance at her one last time before leaving luz alone in this lonesome room.



the room feels much bigger now without amity. luz looked around the empty wide space, there's
some postures pasted on the walls but it's still not enough to fill the emptiness this place has.

luz fiddled with her fingers as she popped her lips making a rhythm before officially declaring she's
bored. her body slides down to lie on the floor, looking up to the ceiling that has the same palette of
the room.

luz stared at the lights for a while as her mind easily wandered back to amity. thinking how
beautiful she is, her voice always soothes luz like a lullaby and she always feels a serotonin boost
whenever amity enters the room. she wants to be with her forever.

as if her body replied to her thoughts, luz groaned and curled. her arms wrapped around her
stomach as her bodily heat started rising immensely with something unsheathing on her in between.
luz pressed her legs together tightly as she turned into a heavy armored ball and rolled to a corner
to ask why now

then, the lights went out.

-----

the next day came, amity pushed the door open as she entered with a handful. "good morning, luz. i
got your breakfast." she greeted the alien who hadn't left her corner since last night.

amity noticed it. she placed the items down to the side and slowly approached the alien "luz? what's
wrong?" she asked, kneeling beside luz to gently nudge her. wondering why she's curled up all of
the sudden.

"ami?" luz slowly unraveled as she looked over her shoulder, a few eyes having different colors
than her original pair as if she's getting feral. amity doesn't want to think about that.

"hey, did something happen? why are you in the corner?" amity asked, genuinely worried.

luz lets out a quiet whimper, she gulped as she mutters out a coherent sentence as much as she can.
"my.. my rut unexpectedly came last night and i can't mate with anyone.."

amity listened to every word till she heard that one last phrase "you're the only one i trust, amity…"
the blight's brain must've malfunctioned as she became frozen for a few long seconds before she
slammed back to reality when she figured it all out.

her cheeks turned undeniably red and sprung up to her feet "i- i need to think this over. please
excuse me." she stuttered but didn't even take her time to bolt out of there, leaving luz alone again
to her heat.

amity rushed towards her superiors, stood in front of their high chairs, panting softly with a red
face. they've been watching the whole ordeal ever since she entered the room a few weeks ago.

"you clearly heard what luz just said. what do we do?" amity asked as she fixed her posture.

"what else? you have a responsibility in taking care of that creature, miss blight. i think all of us can
agree." the first superior said rather nonchalantly like this is a common occurrence with the two on
either side nodded in agreement.



amity's cheeks became more red at that order, she cleared her throat and put on a more professional
expression "you're proposing i should give my body to luz and for what? she has a name, colleen
and it's luz." she replied to her first superior.

she never liked luz getting called a 'creature' anymore when she obviously has a name now.

"well, you can gather it's orgasmic secretion, it would contain all of the fibres and information we
need or," her second superior suggested, giving amity a false sense of options as they raised a flask
to fill.

"you can take the alternative but it still involves you relieving the heated alien. so, what do you say,
amity?" and the third superior said, handing amity something that she knew she would hold at some
point but she never thought it would be now or in this kind of circumstance.

amity closed her eyes, she took a deep breath in and started thinking about it. she finds it odd that
she's getting turned on just by the thought of luz dicking her down and she's lucky that it's luz, not
something else.

sighing deeply, amity opened her eyes with determination on her face. "fine."

as amity came back into the room again, she has her coat hanging on her arm. she stopped before
luz, "hey." she called for the alien look over her shoulder again.

then, amity dropped her coat for a second as she pulled her shirt off to show her simple black bra
and toned stomach. luz's eyes turned wide as she watched amity strip right in front of her, proving it
to be unbearable for her already tortured cock.

amity unclipped her bra, dropping it on top of her coat and shirt, exposing her fully developed
breasts for luz to gaze at and everyone behind the mirror who are shocked as luz at this stunt.

some almost spat their coffee in the controls the moment the blight took off her shirt. "s.. should we
stop this?" one asked, embarrassed at this unethical way to get something out of a test subject.
especially from a professional scientist.

but one of the superior halted any further actions that could compromise this stunt amity is going to
successfully pull off, no doubt.

"no. miss blight has something prepared for her luz. let it happen."

as amity pulled her pants down along with her underwear, she sets all of her clothes to the side but
placed her coat back on. luz doesn't care as she knows a simple coat wouldn't be a cuckold.

"well? i'm all yours, luz." amity said as she opened her arms for luz to take her. luz slowly
uncovered as she approached amity in all fours, sniffing her, circling her before standing up with
her body curling around amity like a snake and stopped in front of her.

amity felt like luz grew taller, when her eyes landed on what's below. she gulped at the sight of luz's
dripping, dark bluish cock with a pink gradient that went up to the tip. it has a twist like design but
it sure is thicker and bigger than humans.

her eyes went back up to luz's multiple glowing eyes staring back at her. they drowned in each
other's pools, their breathing turned hollow as luz started to lean closer.



then, luz's second pair of arms gripped amity's waist and she leaned into her neck to start rubbing
against it, scent marking her as she placed kisses across her collarbone with her pulled amity to
press onto her.

making her feel her hard cock against her thighs. feeling it twitch.

"that's it.. don't hold back." amity hummed as she gripped onto luz's shoulder and hair. she rubbed
her arms, getting the feel of her contracting muscles as luz got lower till she stopped right on her
breasts.

luz gently settled amity to lay down to the ground with her going in between her legs, her first pair
slowly intertwined with amity's as she continued her trek around the blight's body.

her tongue slithering out of her mouth, licking amity's nipples making her shudder before luz took
it whole in.

"aah.. ahn.." amity lowly moans, she rubbed luz's head as she watched her suckle on her nipple
while kneading the other. when luz pulled away with a pop, she lets out a purr as she rubs her face
against amity like a cat showing her affection.

luz gripped amity's thick thighs to spread them apart, she looked down at her wet pussy and gulped,
getting a little nervous if you excuse her tail wagging furiously behind her. she glanced up to amity,
seeing the red on her face as she asked "can i.. breed you?"

amity softly smiled, she cupped luz's cheeks to pull her close to her. their lips just mere inches
away, "soon, mon amour. i just want to know how you feel." she whispers and closed the space
between them, their lips pressed against each other as they felt the explosions of emotions course
through the kiss.

amity's disgust slowly died down as she wrapped her arms around luz's neck, feeling her multiple
hands roam around her body with her tail coiling on her leg. she opened her eyes slightly to see that
luz was completely pink and some of her eyes were filled with hearts.

amity hummed lowly as she feels luz slip her long tongue inside her mouth, invading every nook
and cranny, leaving no corner untouched as she tasted the blight before pulling away to let her
breath.

luz lets out a noise, like a purr mixed with a growl, saying something that amity doesn't understand.
"what?" she asked as she caressed luz's cheeks making her lean against the warm touch.

"i love you."

amity's eyes slightly widened when she heard that, her mind started frantically thinking if she
should return it when she's being held back by the mission she was entrusted to pan out but fuck it.

"i love you too." amity replied and luz smiled at those three words being reciprocated. she
continued placing kisses on the blight's neck, finding the right spot for her to lick, marking it
temporarily.

luz gripped her cock, stroking it slowly as she rubbed on her slit before aligning her tip on amity's
womanhood. "hold onto me." luz whispers, amity gripped on her shoulders again, preparing herself
till luz started to push in.



amity hissed slightly, her eyes closed and her grip tightened. "aahh.." she pulled luz down into an
embrace as she continued to slowly enter her. the blight can feel herself getting stretched wide with
half of the girth already inside, she buried her face in luz's shoulder as she tries her best to adjust
fast.

luz groans under her breath, she holds onto amity's hips. she stopped for a second to let her adjust
halfway before shoving the last portion in making amity squeal. shuddering as she feels so full and
exhaled shakily.

amity calms down in getting accustomed to the alien's girth as she listens to the little purrs
rumbling in her throat. she scratched the back of luz's ear making her purr louder and licked her
cheek. amity softly giggled at that and it helped her be at ease for luz to start off slow.

"is this good?" luz asked as she looked down at amity, her hands planted on both sides of her head.
amity nodded, she leaned her head against one of luz's hands as she gave her that look that made
the alien's blush grow worse.

"yeah, keep going." amity said, she groaned as she can feel more pleasure than a sting. luz noticed
this, she started picking up her speed while keeping watch at the human's expressions turn from
wincing to pleasured.

soon enough, luz pulled her hips back and started slamming hard into amity making her head roll
back as she moaned loudly. "oh fuc- aaahhh! aahh luz!!" she dug her nails into luz's shoulder who
didn't even notice it.

amity looked down, seeing her pussy getting fucked good by an alien as she watched her hips be
relentlessly rammed. her mouth became agar for her lewd moans to endlessly come out, her mind
getting foggy that she almost forgot why she was doing this in the first place.

almost.

"amity.. augh- aah yes!" luz rolled her head back in ecstasy, loving the tight feeling of amity's pussy
gripping her cock as she drove her cock deep into the human. luz brought her head down, she
rubbed amity's cheek with her thumb tracing her red, plump lips before amity willingly took it and
started sucking on it.

luz growled as her tongue rolled out as she lets her mating instincts take control, drool dripped
down to amity's chest but she didn't care. the human's body kept bouncing upward at each slam
along with her tits.

the people on the other side were fixated at this scene, some were trying their best not to watch as it
might trigger something inside them while the others were eagerly waiting for it to happen.

luz pulled her thumb out to replace it with another deep kiss, this time amity's tongue danced with
the alien's as they tasted each other and saliva mixed.

amity's eyes threatened to roll back with her legs spreading wide for luz to go deeper into her, she
can feel the cock hitting that spot as luz's tongue almost slithered down to her throat before pulling
away with a long string of saliva.

"luz.. oh god i love you, luz!!" amity moaned out with her hips arching, her eyes staring up to luz's
glowing eyes silently telling something as she felt it getting closer.



luz clenched her teeth tightly, she lets go of amity's hips as her claws unsheathed. her thrusts
became more inhumane, her growls getting louder as she can feel it coming.

"i love you too, amity- aaahh!!!"

both screamed in pure euphoria that echoed throughout the room, amity arched her back once more
as she came hard for the first time, her cum coating luz's cock.

she held herself from popping inside, luz leaned down to amity's neck and finally marked her. her
canines tore deep into her flesh, getting a taste of her blood as the alien's pheromones covered
amity. telling whoever comes upon her, she's luz's mate.

amity hissed from a slight pain but it didn't hurt much before luz pulled out.

luz panted heavily as her cock twitched every time a string of her cock shot out and landed on
amity's stomach, almost reaching her chest. amity slowly scooped up a trail, seeing it's almost
sticky consistency and without thinking, she licked it.

amity was surprised when she tasted sweet with a hint of sour.

"thank you." luz mutters as she rubbed the mark she left, feeling prideful that she finally has a mate
and the feeling of comfort, security with amity made her shell finally retract. exposing her sensitive
skin.

amity's eyes instantly landed on the opening, making her remember why she's here in the first place
"no.." she whispered with her hand slowly slipping towards one of her coat's pockets.

luz tilts her head as she waits for what amity is gonna say, then "thank you!" amity pulled out a
syringe filled of a paralytic serum made for luz and jammed the needle into her neck making luz
hiss slightly and quickly got off the blight.

amity sat up, watched luz take the syringe off her and looked back at her to see the devilish smirk
on the human's face but it slowly dropped when she saw the pain, confusion and betrayal in luz's
face as she dropped the syringe.

luz opened her mouth as she was about to say something but the ceiling suddenly opened to let out
an array of metal claws coming down towards luz. clamping down onto her limbs, luz tries to
struggle free but another needle was injected into her neck making her weak and she was pinned to
the ground.

unable to fight back as the serum worked fast on her body, rendering it useless.

"well done, amity. you can leave the room and the others will take it from here." a voice on the
speaker said, the door was opened for a file of scientists to enter and one dropped a blanket on
amity to cover herself as they all rushed over to the weakened alien.

as amity watched her colleagues swarm luz, she couldn't help but feel her heart wincing as she
knew what they're going to do to her but she simply looked away and walked out of the room.

letting the long awaited experiments commence.

-----



a week has passed.

a full week has passed of amity deeply contemplating if this is really worth it as she watched her
colleagues perform many surgeries on luz. it shouldn't be a problem because has a fast regeneration
but after being injected countless times by the serum, all of her wounds are still bleeding.

luz's skin and hair were no longer tan, they were sickly white and it's just hard for amity to see luz
look so devoid of everything. she caused this and she can't do anything to stop this.

she's the last thing that placed everything in motion that led up to this.

right now, luz was left alone in a cage as every scientist was called in for a meeting. she's on the
ventilator while being held up by the mechanical arms, a pool of blood is visible underneath her
and her fibres are just working as hard as they can to close up all of the wounds.

amity stood before the window, staring at the weak state of the alien. she squeezed her eyes close
tightly, she kept telling herself that this is for the best.

but failed to notice a faint glow on her neck as she slowly opened her eyes and headed over to the
wide table where all of the scientists were clamored in.

"in the span of a week, we have gathered enough information that tells us that this creature's species
is invaluable for us." one scientist started as they placed a few papers down the table to view. amity
didn't bother to look at it, her mind was somewhere else.

"see, the alien's organs are capable to absorb and release immense amounts of nuclear energy due to
inhaling it's planet's atmosphere which also caused it's bones to be nearly indestructible but," the
other said, though they stopped as they were about to bring up the downside of the research.

"but?"

"it has the consistency of a jello by being exposed to many injections." they reported. amity
grimaced at that, she looked away as she looked on the other way and hugged herself.

"well, that wouldn't be much of a problem. we'll move on to phase 4 and harvest everything the
alien can offer. also, how is the search for it's crewmates?" one of the superiors asked as they stood
up, getting rather excited for the many good news this morning.

"still nothing but the serum is ready for usage." one of the scientists placed a briefcase on the table,
they placed a pair of gloves on first before popping it open to reveal a syringe with a clear
substance inside it.

amity's eyes widened at the sight of it, she started panicking as she knew what it's purpose was.

"excellent. then we shall be-" just when the superior was about to give a green light for phase 4 to
happen, amity shouted:

"wait! you can't kill luz!"

everyone turned their heads to amity from her outburst. "what if her crewmates sensed her dying
then they'll be bursting right at our door! or- or what if the serum only makes her feral?" amity said
the possibilities as she doesn't want them to go ahead with this ridiculous plan of killing a sentient
being for her organs just to upgrade the already oversaturated military forces.



"well, we'll be prepared for their arrival and it's impossible when this serum is specifically made to
disable the heart without causing too much damage to any internals." the superior simply provided
the answers to all of amity's worries rather nonchalantly.

"simple problems require simple solutions, miss blight."

"but this wasn't the plan-" amity was about to interject but she was the one that was cut off.

"don't tell me you've grown attached to the creature after it did you a favor of not dying as a virgin.
we have strict rules here, amity and we have a mission to serve humanity, the greater good of
everyone. understood?" everyone kept their eyes on the blight, waiting for her next refute.

amity's breathing turned hollow with her heart kept on racing, she wants this operation to stop but
being in the minority on this argument doesn't make it easy.

she won't admit that she became attached because she is.

amity didn't say anything but they didn't wait for her answer as they clapped their hands together to
get everyone's attention back to them. "now, prepare the subject for the last injection!" they said
and everyone headed out with the leading scientist taking the syringe out of it's case.

just when they were about to pass amity, they whispered into her ear "you can watch your little pet
die thanks to you, ames." they patted her shoulder only for it to be aggressively twisted making
them cry out in pain.

amity glared at them as she kept holding their twisted arm, ignoring the guards who aimed their
guns at her. "only luz is allowed to call me that." she growled before letting the asshole go as they
groaned and rotated their arm.

"crazy bitch." they sneered before walking out, leaving amity alone in the meeting room. making
her lament everything she has done.

as the scientists loomed around luz once again with their hazardous suit on for protection. the
leading scientist held the syringe, pressing it to make a testing squirt come out before tilting luz's
head and quickly placed the needle into her neck for all of the serum to go into her body and
recoiled when luz lets out a pathetic whimper as she shook her head.

"that's right. just give in to the serum and this'll end quickly." they said to luz, trying to lull her to
death. they waited for a good minute or two, listening to luz's labored breathing with more blood
coming out of her nose and body sagging

but she's still alive. slowly leaning to barely.

"wha… it should be fast acting! are you sure you used all of it?!" the superior asked through the
speakers, the leading scientist turned around and raised the empty syringe into the light.

"yes! i guess we just have to wait until dusk." they said, also confused as to why luz is still
breathing when her heart should have stopped by now but they're willing to give the benefit of the
doubt that the serum is taking it's time.

in the sidelines, amity was relieved that luz didn't die immediately but also worried that she'd spend
her last few days in this miserable lab, impaled by many contraptions while her mate stood by and



watched.

without noticing the glowing turned faint.

three days has passed and luz was still breathing, this baffled everyone as to why she was still alive.
that serum should be the endgame for her but she's still fighting.

for what though?

amity quietly slipped inside the same room where it all happened and soon end. she walked up to
the cage, gripped the cold metal bars as she looked at luz's weak body with the pool of blood
getting bigger by each passing by.

"i'm so sorry, luz. i did this.. all of it." amity whispered, she held in her accumulating tears. she
regrets everything, she shouldn't have gone along with this plan if she only knew that this was the
real intention of this mission was.

she slowly reaches her hand inside the cage to touch her mate's face but was taken aback when she
realised how cold she was.

"luz-"

BOOM

amity snapped her head to the side when she heard an explosion in the lab and it was followed by
rapid gunshots till someone was thrown onto the window, breaking it as the person dropped bloody
on the ground.

amity slowly backed up, she looked up and her eyes widened when she saw another alien like luz
standing on the panel controls. they have a frenzy pink hair and a more bulkier, wilder look.

boscha's eyes landed on the cage, seeing her friend on the brink of dying made her fume. she lets
out a deafening roar as she started massacring every human in sight with her mate, willow.

skara rushed pass the chaos as she started erasing and destroying every technology the room has.
making every information the humans gathered on luz be lost. they were never worthy of knowing
their species' capabilities.

another alien with a darker complexion jumped down, hissed aggressively at amity to back up as
gus angrily smashed every machinery surrounding the cage.

he and the others have been scouring for luz for a while. when they sensed their friend in pain for
weeks, they didn't waste any time in traveling far just to get here and nothing angers them more in
seeing luz all bloody and filled with wounds.

gus ripped the cage open, carefully removed all of the needles injected in her body and carried her
out. "luz, come on. we have to go." he muttered as he jumped back up into the lab, leaving amity in
shock but she doesn't feel bad seeing her colleagues die at the hands of luz's crewmates.

they had it coming.

luz weakly shook her head, she extended her hand towards amity as she managed to croak out "i'm
not.. leaving.. without my mate.." she looked over to the blight with her chest faintly glowing.



she wanted her to be close.

"what?"

as no human is left alive, boscha and willow's claws are covered in blood. boscha walked over to
luz, frowning deeply at her condition, her ears stood straight as she snapped her eyes at amity who
tripped over a wire.

growling, boscha jumped down the room and got on all fours. her teeth bared and bloodlust evident
in her eyes before she charged at amity who covered her face, preparing for her fate.

when boscha was about to claw the blight's face off as she roared, a spark of electricity surged
around her body. then, an electric arc zapped boscha, sending her back with her body smoking a
little.

"what the hell was that?!" willow exclaimed as she jumped down towards her mate, checking if
she's alright. skara rushed up to amity, latched her hand onto her neck as she slammed her against
the wall making her groan.

skara tilted amity's head to the side to reveal the glowing mark and it answered everything. "you're
luz mate, yes?" she asked as she slowly placed amity down.

"um.. yes." amity replied.

"you know that you are bonded with luz after she marked you. she's so frail right now and the only
reason why she's still alive is your bond because you're her mate for life." skara explained her
species' way of having mates. amity felt her heart drop with tears welling up in the corners of her
eyes but she held it in as she clasped her hand to her mouth.

she's the one who got luz to keep on fighting despite her of being the sole reason why she had to
endure all of this suffering in the first place.

boscha wasn't too far behind on that.

"then why didn't you do anything?!" boscha yelled as she stood luz, aggravated. a mate should look
out for their mate whenever they're in pain or trouble and amity did none of that.

"leave her alone!" luz shouted, catching everyone off guard. they stopped arguing as it'll only cost
luz to be more stress and pain than she already is. gus went back down to the room, walked over to
boscha to hand over luz as his fists started to ignite into flames.

"we have to leave before more humans arrive and luz needs immediate medical attention. now."
willow ordered, she gave gus a simple now, a cue for him to start setting everything on fire. she
clenched her fists tightly, her eyes focused on the wall in front of her before charging towards it
head on.

skara pulled her and amity out of the way for willow to make them a new escape. bursting right
into the wall as debris flew all around, when the smoke clears, the dark acres of empty desert land
with the noise of sirens coming closer.

"you're coming with us." willow said, she pulled amity up to her back and started running with
skara just beside her.



boscha held luz tightly close to her, luz already passed out in her arms and the serum was still in her
body. they need to get rid of it as soon as possible. she followed right after the two, catching up to
them while gus stayed a little longer in setting the entire establishment on fire.

making sure leaving nothing to salvage.

Chapter End Notes

due to the many cool comments and requests you guys sent through my hiatus, i figured i
should add 10 more chaps to reward you for your patience :))

but dont count on me to post daily anymore since i have school to now though i'll still try
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lucia and hunter walked out of the detention class after lucia made a mess in the cafeteria that also
somehow got hunter involved. since they had to stay in school for a while, they figured that luz
already headed home as there’s literally no one left in school but them, the hallways were barren
like all life was sucked out overnight.

just when they were about to leave, lucia noticed something at the end of the hallway that she
lightly nudged hunter’s shoulder who just grumbled in reply and didn’t bother to turn around as he
just wants to go home to rest. lucia hardened her nudging that it turned into a literal slap on the
shoulder making hunter cry out from the sudden slap.”what the hell?!” he exclaimed as he snapped
his head to look at his step sister who had a deep frown on her face.

at the end of the hallway, lucia and hunter saw their little sister be surrounded by three green
headed witches. the eldest had her hand pinned near luz’s head as she was pressed against the wall
while the middle and youngest child talked to her about something the two couldn’t hear but they
didn't care as their instincts kicked in. they don’t really like seeing luz talking to witches who are
like the blight sisters.

“hey hey, back off!" lucia yelled that made the four snap out of their little world to see the two
storming up to them with frowns on their faces.

amelia backed up from luz, placed her hands on her hips as she narrowed her eyes at the two,
mostly lucia. "what? we're just talking to your sister." she nonchalantly said like it’s no big deal, the
two eldest stared at each other, their eyes were telling something that’s best unspoken of as their
eye contest became intense. amity and emira got beside their sister with luz behind them as if
they’re gatekeeping luz from her siblings, they didn’t take that well.

"exactly! i don't want your dirty hands touching our sister!" hunter spoke up as he stepped forward
with his finger pointing at their faces, his crimson eyes glaring at the sisters’ golden ones. a sneer
formed on amity’s face the longer she stares at hunter’s annoying face that she had to turn her head
to the side to stop looking at an eye sore.

"you're not even related." amity stated the obvious making hunter angrily click his tongue, what
irritates him more is how smug these blights were acting like they aren’t taking them seriously.
"that doesn't matter!" he shouted, feeling his blood pressure rise that lucia had to pull him back and



hold his shoulder tightly before he does something drastic with lil rascal just by the look of how
hard he’s gripping his staff.

there was a tense atmosphere between the nocedas and blights, their eyes piercing through their
skin like they’re trying to pinpoint each other’s weakness to exploit with low growls emitting from
their throats, trying to establish who is the true victor in this silent battle. then, lucia noticed
amelia’s hand flexed with a sudden surge of heat erupting from it as pink embers began to appear
but not full flame that’s burn lucia and hunter into a crisp if provoked even more.

“uh, guys. can we just calm down for a second?” luz finally stood up to stop the impending fight as
she peered her head over the blights’ shoulders to see her sister and brother looking like they’re
prepared to engage in battle. emira hummed in agreement as she clapped her hands to make
everyone snap out of their daze to look at her, “luz is right. we can't force her family to let luz hang
out with us so let's just go." she said with a hint of disappointment in her tone, she grabbed luz to
be beside her as she gently patted her head and pinched her soft cheeks. looking in the corner of her
eye, she can see the two are giving her death glares.

then, emira spun luz around to land into lucia’s arms as hunter stepped in front of his sisters with
his staff prepared for whatever the blights were gonna throw at them but they just turned around
with their heads over their shoulders to look mostly at luz.

"see you later, luz." amity shot the young noceda a wink before she and her sisters walked off,
leaving the nocedas to themselves "see you never!" lucia yelled with her voice echoing through the
hallway just for the three to hear until they watched them disappear from their view.

"what was all that about?" luz asked as she pulled herself out of lucia’s hold, she narrowed her eyes
at her siblings who only returned a neutral expression. "those blights are shady, i'm telling you. so
it's best to stay away from them before something nasty happens.” hunter reasoned, he glanced over
his shoulder to check if they’re listening to them from a distance while lucia nodded in agreement.

luz was confused, "but they're fine! you guys are just paranoid." she said with her arms crossing but
her siblings just dismissed it with a scoff. "no we're not. come on, let's go home." lucia motioned
her head to the exit as she turned around with hunter not far behind.

"wait, i need to shower first. i smell like hot sweat after my training for the next grudgby season."
luz just remembered she was supposed to head for the locker room before she was sidetracked by
the blight sisters. hunter chuckled at that, "more like hot garbage." he whispered to himself with a
snicker and lucia groaned with her head lazily rolling around as she turned around to face her little
sister.

“fine, just hurry up.”

luz nodded, she took off her yellow sling bag to throw it at hunter making him wheeze as he didn’t
anticipate it to be this heavy. “also, can you guys guard the door?” she asked before she goes off to
the nearest locker room, not wanting to race back to the grudgby player’s actual locker room as it’s
too far for her lazy legs. her siblings gave a thumbs up and started following luz when she started
jogging to the locker room.

luz pushed the doors open, seeing the already open lights of the empty locker room, someone
must’ve forgotten to turn it off before they left. she looks over her shoulder to see through the
portrait windows on the doors, lucia and hunter standing outside on guard to make her feel safe. she



went over to the middle cubicle to turn on the hot water to fill the room with enough steam to start
taking off her uniform, placed it on the bench and stepped into the running showerhead.

luz rubbed her head as warm water rained down on her fit body, dripping to the tiled floor and
running down the drain. a low hummed melody lightly reverberated from the walls while luz
rubbed the soap on her body, being oblivious from the eyes staring at her from the corner like an
ominous looming figure that’s just a few inches away from her. unseen.

until she washed the soap off her face along with her entire body and saw a patch of something- a
space that isn’t being affected by the water as it’s being deflected.

luz slowly raised her hand, planning to touch whatever it was but she instead felt something cold on
her wrist with it gripping tight like she doesn’t want her to go. “what the-” just when she was about
to call for her siblings, the thing dropped its cloak of invisibility to reveal a mint green head. “shh.
it’s just me. i was just on an invisibility spell.” amity explained with her hand clasped on the
noceda mouth and turned her head to look at her again.

this brought luz some relief that it’s just amity but another problem arose as the question of why the
hell is she doing here?

amity slowly lowered her hand from luz’s mouth as she trusted that she wouldn’t blow her cover.
“oh, jeez. what are you doing here, ami?” luz immediately voiced her question, she stared at the
blight to see her now getting wet from the running water as it drenched her uniform for it to hug her
body tightly to show off some parts but luz quickly snapped herself back to reality before her eyes
went down.

“better question, what should we do now that we’re alone without your pesky siblings being a
cuckold.” amity said with her tone seemingly had gotten lower as she slowly approached luz,
letting her body be even more wet, her gaze telling something that luz couldn’t decipher from a
single glance. she continued to come closer to luz until her back was pressed against the wall, her
breathing hitched with her heart skipping a beat when amity pinned her arms on either side of her
head as she can feel her heat rise exponentially just by the lack of space they have.

“do you want me, luz?” amity asked, getting real for a second as she wants luz to say those words
she’s been dreaming to hear from the woman she loves. luz stared into the blight’s golden eyes,
seeing the pure genuine and anticipation as she waited for her reply.

“i do..”

a sweet smile came on amity’s face and she didn’t waste anymore time leaning in for their first kiss.
luz was engulfed by a soft pair of lips with their harboring feelings becoming undone as it was
pushed into the forefront to them to realise just how long they’ve been delaying this moment. luz
kissed back, her eyes fluttering shut with her arms slowly roped around amity’s neck, her fingers
pulling her hair tie off to let her already wet locks down as the witch burned off her clothes, adding
more to the steam, and pressed her wet body against luz for them to get a feel of each other.

luz gasped in between the kiss when she felt her erected cock pressed against her stomach, feeling
it throb from want.

pulling away, luz’s eyes became half lid as she stared at amity’s enchanting eyes once again as her
body unceremoniously became weak like she fell into the witch’s love spell. amity lifted her by the



thighs before she fell to the floor, gripping her firmly as she got in between her legs for her cock to
grind against her dripping cunt. it’s not the water’s fault why she’s sopping wet like this.

amity created a spell circle that luz doesn't know what it did but she wasn't gonna question it. “be
quiet or else our diversion won’t work.” she whispered as she placed kisses along luz’s neck, her
hands soothingly rubbed her thighs and ass while continuously grinding against her cunt making
luz let out shaky moans as she felt an odd sensation brewing within her that’s hard to explain.

that’s why amity is here to help her take care of it.

“what diversion?” luz asked with her brow raised, curious of what amity meant by that though she
didn't have time to think about it when the blight began to slowly push her cock inside making her
yelp. luz quickly covered her mouth to muffle herself while she felt amity continue further.

on the other side, lucia and hunter were still waiting for luz to finish showering but was slowly
getting bored. lucia already sat down on the ground with her phone out to entertain herself while
hunter was still standing, being in complete guard mode as he doesn’t wanna miss any potential
threat that might hurt luz.

“does she usually take this long?” hunter asked, turning his head to the right to look at the eldest
noceda who lightly scoffed and replied, “you should time yourself when you shower.” hunter
grumbled under his breath as he looked away, he turned his attention to anything to occupy himself
with while waiting but a gasp escaped his throat when he saw amelia and emira coming back.

“why are you still here?” hunter asked through his gritted teeth as he readied himself with lucia
immediately springing up to her feet.

"better question is what are you still doing here?" amelia returned the question when she and emira
stopped in front of the two siblings who reverted back to glaring at them.

"none of your business." lucia spat, she instantly noticed that it's only the two of them when they
usually walk around in three. "where's the juvenile?" she asked with her arms crossed, not wanting
to give our signals that she's actively searching for amity when her interest was someplace else.

amelia bit the insides of her mouth, wanting to say it, she truly does but she held herself back and
lets emira continue the talking. "oh she went home early. she was disappointed that she didn't get to
finish talking to luz." she replied like she's trying to make the two regretful of their rude
interruption of a great conversation early but they were unfazed by it.

"she should and you two should take your asses home." lucia said, she leaned against the doors
with hunter backing up to make sure the doors are inaccessible from the blights as they kept up a
stiff, prepared stance.

chuckling with her eyes rolling, "aw, come on. a little chat wouldn't hurt besides you two are
looking bored." amelia suggested, she took a small step forward but it was enough to trigger lucia
to take out her glyphs and the eyes of hunter's palisman began to glow.

"we don't need company. go away."

amelia recoiled her foot, she looked at her sister in the corner of her eye, silently saying something
that made both of them smirk before turning their gazes back at the overprotective human and half
witch.



back inside the locker room, luz tried her best to keep her voice down once amity was completely
inside her. she didn't move for a while to let her adjust to the massive girth she had to take. the
blight bit her lip from the sensation of her lover's tight walls clenching, sizing around her.

amity can hear her sisters' voices on the other side of the door along with the other two, the doors
haven't been opened yet so they still have time to savor this. "feel good, baby?" amity asked as she
kissed the side of luz's head, she nuzzled into her warm neck to place comforting kisses to help her
be at ease in her touch. luz only nodded in response.

the heat of the room kept climbing that some sweat was appearing only to be washed off from the
continuous flow of the shower head with more fog thickening it's cloak, barely making them visible
from the glass.

perfect.

"can i move?" amity asked, looking up to see luz's expression. twisting in pleasure with the pain
from such a wide stretch subsiding. gulping hard, luz gripped onto amity's shoulders for support
and nodded once again as words weren't getting out of her mouth.

with that green light, amity fixed her position, tightened her grip on luz so she wouldn't
accidentally slip out of her grasp before slowly pulling her hips back. half of her dick out in the
open air only for it to carefully come back inside the noceda's tight snatch, amity continued at this
plodding pace as she listened to luz cute whimpers and low moans.

amity stared at luz's flushed face, she looks really adorable while getting prepped up to be fucked
by yours truly but she's taking her time to admire her for a second. her eyes wandered down to her
rotund chest, her breasts lightly bouncing from each impact with droplets of water dripping off her
hardened nipples.

amity just couldn't help herself and leaned down to take one of her nipples while her hips slowly
began to keep up speed by the sound of luz's moans and breathing becoming steady. she brought
luz's ass down at the same time with her thrusts to make her reach deeper whilst still being at a
mellow speed.

"nghm.. amity.." luz whined in the blight's chest as she gripped her shoulders tighter. glancing
down, luz watched amity's rhythmic thrusts, feeling her heavy balls repeatedly hit her ass along
with her phallus going deeper until something snapped inside amity when luz whispered: "more."

amity didn't hesitate to comply as she turned her stagnant pace into complete wild thrusting that
caught luz off guard making her scream in pure ecstasy. amity slammed her lips into her lover to
shut her up before she catches their attention.

she pushed her tongue inside, letting their tongues lash around as they get a taste of each other until
amity was the clear victor, she invaded every corner and crevice of luz's mouth while the noceda
rolled her eyes back from the pleasure overtaking her whole body that she almost went limp.

once they pulled away with a thin thread of saliva between them that quickly disappeared when
amity bit her lip tightly, threatening to make it bleed as she's slowly becoming addicted to how
lovingly luz squeezed around her, ignoring the digging nails on her shoulder as she stared into her
hazy hazel hues that's covered with intense veil of lust and passion only for the blight.

only for her.



"amity.. oh fuck!" luz moaned through her hand as she clasped her mouth again after realising she
was hurting amity though she didn't seem to mind. her thrusts were consistent and unwavering, it's
like she's only getting stronger by the minute with her dick reaching deeper, making sure she's well
used after this before the other two get their turn.

"shit luz.. i can't get enough of you!" amity groaned with her head rolling back, she buried her face
into luz's neck as she did one deep thrust that hit that one spot making her squeal, really making it
hard for luz to keep her voice down. something has been bubbling inside luz since the beginning
that's been steadily rising until it became unbearable to ignore, especially when amity kept
ramming into that sweet spot.

"i- i feel weird.." luz whispered, her breathing turning hitched with her mind becoming foggy that
it's hard to form a coherent thought now that she can feel her climax coming in full speed to ram
her over.

"yeah, that's it, baby. come for me!" amity exclaimed, she plunged her fat phallus right into luz's
womb that triggered her to come at the same time as her. luz suppressed her scream of euphoria
hard, she wrapped her arms around amity's neck again to pull her into an embrace while she feels
her stream of hot cum fill her up and mix with her own cum, thinking she's gonna get pregnant
without knowing that the protection was doing it's work.

but luz doesn't mind amity making her pregnant with their child.

they held onto each other for a long while, both riding down their highs as they listened to their
heavy panting calming down. "that was amazing.." luz whispered, her voice became raspy from her
trying hard to keep it all in as she nuzzled into amity's neck to inhale her faint scent that's getting
washed off by the still ongoing rain of the shower head.

softly smiling, amity placed a gentle kiss on top of her head as she held her lover close to her like a
tender teddy bear that she doesn't wanna let go of. "i love you so much."

luz didn't hesitate to follow the words from her heart as she replied; "i love you too, ami." both of
them leaned in for another kiss that's softer than the previous one but it was sadly cut short when
they heard hunter yell from outside.

"alright, i can't take this anymore! luz, hurry up in there so we can leave! these bitches won't leave
us alone!"

"looks like we're out of time." amity slowly pulled out of luz who shuddered from the loss of
feeling whole, leaving her with a phantom of amelia's cock inside her. gently placing her feet back
down to the ground, amity made sure luz didn't slip and fall due to her wobbly legs and gave her
one last kiss on the lips.

"see you tomorrow, luzy." amity waved the noceda goodbye before putting another invisibility spell
onto her once again, disappearing in front of luz, leaving her gumed up with cum with her legs
becoming utterly useless.

-----

the next day came, luz had to force herself to walk out of the locker room with her bambi ass legs,
looking clean for her siblings not to raise any suspicion that she got fucked in there.



it worked for a most part, they're just pissed that she just took so long to shower.

once the bell screamed for lunch time, luz walked out of her potions classroom and planned to head
for the cafeteria with willow and gus if it wasn't for her bladder acting up. she separated from most
of the group, walking towards the nearest restroom she spotted a few walks away.

"where you going?" luz jumped when she heard someone speak up beside her, she turned her head
to the right to see hunter walking coming up to her side.

"oh, i'm just gonna go to the restroom." luz simply replied, not knowing why hunter needed to
come with her. "i'll guard the door." he said in an almost robotic manner, his eyes focused in the
horizon as he kept an eye at the few students passing them who could be giving luz the eye.

"it's a public place, no need to guard it." luz tried to dismiss the idea as there's no real use for him to
guard the door when there's alot of people gonna use it but hunter, stubbornly, shook his head as
both of them stopped in front of the restroom door.

"no. lucia tasked me to keep an eye on you before amelia pissed her off and ran after her." hunter
explained. luz hummed to herself as she recalled the first time lucia and amelia met, they got off the
wrong foot that turned them into rivals. neither could stand each other's annoying faces.

their rivalry is so strong that they would bicker when they're 5 miles apart.

"hm, i wonder when those two are gonna get along." luz muttered and hunter only scoffed with his
eyes rolling, knowing for a fact that'll never happen. "probably never."

"just hurry up more than last time. i got a table that's waiting for me to sit on." hunter reverted the
subject back to luz going to the restroom as that almost slipped her mind.

sighing deeply, her brother isn't really gonna let this go once the order has been said. "fine. i'll be
out quick." luz pushed the door open to enter the well kept restroom that has a few marker writings
on the walls, she tried to open the first cubicle.

locked.

second cubicle. locked as well.

it was the third cubicle that was only open for use, she slipped inside and locked the door, looking
over her shoulder to see that the toilet was open. luz was about to pull her multi colored leggings
down to take a sit on the cold toilet. once her thumbs were inside her leggings, she heard a voice.

"hey."

luz swiftly turned around to find that voice but she won't have a hard time as she immediately saw
an open hole on her left with emira leaning against the frame, her leggings were..

"h- hey emira." luz greeted with a small wave as she quickly pulled her eyes off from down below.

emira gladly returned the wave, "how's your day, luz?" she asked ever so nonchalantly, as if her
baby blue leggings weren't down to expose her large hardened cock before her eyes.

"um.. good?" luz shook her head as she stopped the charades and quickly got to the point. "okay,
what are you doing in the secret rooms of shortcuts?" she asked, feeling her want to empty her



bladder dissipated now that a new thing she wants to do was presented in front of her. making her
throat feel tight and something was certainly beginning to drip in between her legs.

most certainly not piss.

"better question is, are you gonna help me with this small problem?" emira motioned her eyes
down to her cock that twitched like it's trying to say hello to the noceda. she turned her gaze back
down to stare at it, comparing it from amity's just by memory and emira is sorta bigger than the
young blight but she's not certain with those measures.

does it matter though?

"it.. it's not exactly small but sure." luz walked over to emira, slowly got down onto her knees to
grasp her thick phallus, feeling it throb in her touch as she stared at it's glistening tip before starting
to giving it kitten licks all over, earning a humming groan from the second eldest blight.

"aah.. thanks luz." emira purred as she looked down to watch luz lap up her leaking precum and
slowly try to take the cock inside her mouth with her tongue wildly lashing around. her hand also
stroked the lower half of it with the other gently squeezing her balls as she kept her eyes on the
blight's golden ones.

emira softly grabbed a handful of luz's hair with her hips giving slow thrusts, "i'm guessing you
already know what we'll do today, don't you darling." she said as she caressed the noceda's cheeks
with the other hand, seeing her now half almost half of her cock in her mouth without triggering her
reflex.

luz only nodded in response. she feels a little overwhelmed by how much meat she wants to take in
but no matter. she'll love this as much as emira does.

and the blight can see that. "yeah, just keep at it and i'll reward you by filling up your pussy again."

 

once the door was finally opened, hunter jumped up to his feet to see luz slowly stepping out of the
restroom looking disheveled as if she wrestled a toilet eldritch being in there. "what took you so
long?" he asked, looking at luz up and down, her legs were slightly trembling with her face
incredibly flustered and he doesn't know why.

luz shook her head, dismissing all the questions while shaking herself awake as she felt like she's
on the brink of passing out after that round with emira. "uh.. i- i guess so." she simply replied
before walking away like a penguin.

-----

after luz got a round with amity and emira, she was kind of expecting that amelia would be next to
catch her by surprise and pound her pussy into a pulp.

luz managed to slip out of her siblings' radar and headed for the grudgby field, she doesn't have any
training today, she just figured the woods is much more faster than having lucia and hunter loom
over her while threatening everyone to shove their body 16 feet under who dares to come at luz in a
20 feet radius.



luz walked on the outside of the field with the bleachers on her right, not noticing the hidden pair of
eyes staring at her not too far away as she focused on what's up ahead and beyond the woods,
thinking what she'll do today.

until she was pulled out of her train of thoughts as she felt something wrap around her, tying her
arms together. she looked down to see a recognisable abomination goop coiling on her body before
giving her a whiplash.

luz yelped, she squeezed her eyes shut as she thought she was being thrown in the air but she
snapped her eyes right open when she heard a deep, soothing voice call her name.

"hey, luz."

meanwhile, lucia and hunter were searching and scouring the entire school for luz. checked every
classroom, hidden rooms lucia has the knowledge of and even asked bump if he has seen their little
sister anywhere but they still couldn't find her. not even their principal.

this only fueled their anxiety of the thought of blight having gotten away with luz already and are
off to do something to her. it just doesn't go well for their panicking minds.

"where the hell could she be?!" lucia punched the wall that really did nothing though it created a
loud thud from the impact and her fist became numb but she ignored it. she paced back and forth
around the hallway, her brain wracking to figure out where luz could be. in the blight manor?
maybe. if only they weren't banned from entering the vicinity.

then, the noceda snapped her head to the side when she heard footsteps coming in her way though
lucia relaxed a little as it was just hunter returning from his little scout around the campus.

hunter stopped in front of lucia, placed his hands on his knees for a moment to take a breather
before standing straight to look his sister in the eyes. "i haven't seen any blights during our search.
they must've run off with her in tow by now." hunter reports and it doesn't really help at all, he
knows it well as lucia lets out an aggravated groan with the heels of her hands pressed against her
eyes while resuming her pacing.

"damnit!"

this only left the two three choices on where to look. they'll either rip bonesborough apart, flip the
owl house upside down or break the blight manor just to find luz again.

they just need to choose where which one goes where.

"did you check the grudgby field?" lucia asked and hunter nodded in response, "yeah. nothing."

while lucia was having a tangent in her spanish, hunter looked over his shoulder, expecting to see a
few remaining students that stayed in school for whatever reason to look at them in an odd way but
a frown immediately formed on his face when he saw three individuals running out of a corner with
one having a striking resemblance of lucia's curly hair.

"there!"

lucia perked up when hunter quickly pointed at amity and emira running off with luz. a growl
emitted in her throat with her hands balling into tight fists, she began chasing after them as her



great endurance and stamina came into full play as she yelled: "hey, give us our sister back,
dipshits!"

hunter did his best to catch up lucia but he remembered that he had a staff to fly with. he hopped
onto rascal and zoomed past lucia, offering his hand for her to take without hesitation and pulled
her up to the back of the staff.

"why don't you catch us first?" emira taunted as she summoned her staff and grabbed 'luz' to ride
along with her. amity threw the two a raspberry as she hopped onto her own staff to catch up on
emira who's up ahead making the wild chase to retrieve 'luz' began.

returning behind the bleachers, luz saw the stunning face of "amelia." the blight withdrew her
abomination making luz's feet meet the ground again, her golden eyes couldn't tear away from her
hazel ones and she doesn't seem to plan to.

"i'm guessing it's your turn huh?" luz asked with a brow raising, amelia lightly chuckled as a cute
smile tugged on her lips.

it's just so weird to see amelia blight, the first born of the blight family, born to be a leader that
inherits the industry and cold to the ones below her. it's rare to see someone like her smile and that
only happens when luz is near.

"you know it." amelia placed her arm around luz's waist to pull her up against her body, getting a
feel of her through the thin layer of fabric that's been a nuisance between them. luz sighed in bliss
as amelia began placing heated kisses on her neck, she tilted her head to the side to give her more
space while her empty hand roaming around her small body.

the size difference between them was not much but them being this close to each other. you can see
who has more of the upper hand here.

"have the girls taken good care of you?" amelia asked as she moved her trails of kisses up to luz's
jaw, stopping for a moment to see her single nod as a reply making her smile grow even more that's
suggesting it.

"that's good to know."

 

"are you sure you can still walk?" amelia asked, helping luz to stand properly while a line of cum
streamed down inside her leggings. her wobbly legs were still not used to being fucked this good
even though she's been railed thrice by the blight sisters. nothing can get better than that.

"yep! yep… just need to make this work." luz pushed herself to stand up with amelia's help, she
glared at her shaky legs until it stopped, to some degree, but it was enough for luz to start walking
towards the woods once again as the blight followed suit.

they talked while heading for the owl house, amelia keeping a close hand on luz for her not to
accidentally fall when her legs finally gave up on life. amelia suggested taking a flight as it's much
easier but luz insisted on just walking, saying it'll awaken her legs to stop having tremors.

once they arrived at the door of the owl house, amelia stopped behind luz as she couldn't go too
close to the door without waking hooty up and alerting everyone about her presence. "we'll see you



tomorrow, love. take a well deserved rest, okay?" amelia saia as she placed a loving kiss on the
noceda's lips making her toothy smile which was the most contagious of all.

"i love you." luz whispered, her eyes stared into amelia's gold that mirrored the love and passion
they have. neither can get enough for it as they're brimming that their glass will never be empty
even if a lifetime has passed.

"i love you too." just when amelia was about to lean in for another kiss, they were stopped when
they heard the door suddenly open to reveal lucia holding amity by the back of her collar with
hunter having emira tied up with metal sort of binds and both of them have a deadpan expression.

"mind explaining, luz?" lucia asked in a bland tone, her eyes narrowing at amelia who became
cocky as she draped her arm around luz's shoulder to pull her in for kiss that was sadly interjected
making luz become jello while amelia wore a smug smirk that irritated the two siblings even more.

"that's a great question."

Chapter End Notes

i like the fact that requests of hunter being luz's paramour are pouring in. it's interesting so to
say ;)
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with the violent winds of an oncoming storm, it made the sails of the many chained up boats on the
docks wave along with the thrashing water, colliding on the walls as heavy rainfall created a
deafening noise upon impact on the ground. muffling the cries of an infant and a mourning mother.

"you monster! give me back my daughter!" the mother yelled as she chased after a man carrying a
cradle that has a cover above to shield the child from the cold droplets of the rain though that's not
the reason why she's crying.

"i'm sorry, camila but i have no choice! i promise i will take good care of my little girl!" the man
yelled back, looking like he's in a hurry as he avoided her. he jumped onto a boat, gently placed the
cradle down to quickly pull up the tarpaulin roof, not noticing how run down this rickety boat
looked but he didn't care as he pulled the rope off the docks to push the boat out of the mother's
reach.

the man watched the docks get further and further, her screams and shouts were no longer heard
through the loud rain. he squeezed his eyes shut as he turned around, he walked over to the engine
to start it up and began to sail through the violent ocean, braving the big jumps from the various
waves coming in his way with the lights of the boat was not enough to pierce through the unyielding
darkness.

then. the big one appeared.

the man felt his heart sink to the bottom of the boat, his tears mixing with the rain. the immense
feeling of guilt and regret swelled within him as he dropped to his knees, feeling helpless now but
he grabbed the cradle once again and opened the cover to see his second born baby girl who
stopped crying for a moment when she saw her papa."i'm so sorry, little one.. i promise i'll come
back for you but for now, i need you to be brave for papa, okay?" her papa said with his voice
quivering but kept it strong for his child.

he looked up to see the wave was coming closer with time never really being on his side up until
now. he bit down a sob as he grabbed something out of a compartment, placed it right beside the
baby and along with a plastic thing on her mouth. he tugged a metal thing from his neck that shined
from the striking lightning and tucked it in the side.

"just remember papa, mama and lucia will always love you luz." that was the last thing she heard
her papa say before the cover was brought down once again. engulfing her into muffling darkness.



 

"is this the place?"

a young woman stood on the front deck of the boat, gentle sea breeze waves her hair back as she
stared at the oncoming island from the horizon, her ears were focused to only hear the light
thrashing waves on the bottom of the boat. unable to hear that someone was calling her.

"lucia?"

lucia noceda snapped out of her daze when she heard her name be called behind her, looking over
her shoulder, she saw amelia blight, the one who called her name. the one who asked was gus,
asking from a megaphone as he was the one manning the boat. literally the only one who knows
how to drive this and edric seemed interested to learn.

boy's got a fascination with boats.

"oh. yeah, yeah. i'm sure." lucia replied, she turned her head back to look at the island to see it
coming closer than before. amelia walked up to lucia's side, placing her arms onto the metal railing
to lean against it as she looked at the melancholy omega, the scent she's emitting tells it all.

"are you okay, lucia?" amelia asked and lucia just simply nodded. ever since she knew the truth
why her father ran away with her little sister in tow, she sets it upon herself to find either of them or
both if she's lucky as she wants to find out why. what led her father to go mad and is her little sister
even alive after all these years?

"yep. i just wanna find some answers." lucia replied, she only has a baby pictures of luz which isn't
alot of to go off of though she has a strong gut feeling that she'll know who exactly luz is once she
found her but the looming thought of her and their father already being dead in this island just
wouldn't leave her alone.

it made the eldest blight's instincts step in to try and make the noceda feel better with this mission.

"hey, we're here for no matter what, okay?" amelia reassured, wanting to lift lucia's spirits as she
draped her arm on her shoulder. "we'll find your family even if it means flipping the entire island
upside down." she jokingly added as softly shook lucia making her giggle and playfully pushed the
blight off her to pat off her scent that got on her clothing.

"i doubt you can even step foot in the forest," lucia sneered with her arms crossed, she looked the
other way to see that they're in reach of the island but she softened a little as she could see amelia's
smug face in the corner of her eye.

"but thanks amelia."

amelia smiled pridefully, she leaned onto the railing once again and tilted her head to the side to
stare at the noceda's beauty shining under the rays of sunlight. she forgot when she first fell for
lucia since they used to be prone of arguments and disagreements before but they settled on middle
ground when something- someone bends.

both were oblivious to another pair of golden eyes staring at them from a distance. a boiling spite
threatened to brim to the top of her small cup that's about to burst if she wasn't careful.



amity was brought along the trip with her best friends willow and gus. the twins were here as well,
accompanied by their own mates, notability viney and hunter, lucia's adoptive brother.

once gus stopped the boat at the shores, the wooden stairs were dropped down onto the clear white
sands and everyone walked down into the beach, carrying their supplies. the feeling of the hot sun
dawned down on their heads as they looked around the serene island with a few flocks of seagulls
flying about.

lucia stared into the entrance of the jungle, it's covered of thick shrubbery with the canopy
completely shrouded the place in darkness despite the sun being at its highest point. she can feel
someone is hiding beyond that darkness, whether it's hostile or not, it's not going to stop her from
finding her family no matter what.

turning, lucia clapped her hands to make everyone's attention come on her. "alright. me, goops,
willow and amelia are gonna set camp and the rest scour the beach for anything." lucia initiated her
first course of action, everyone seemed to be onboard with that.

all except one.

amity grabbed willow by the arm to pull her closer for her to whisper into her ear, the young park
listened intently before replying a nod. she shot a thumbs up at her best friend and extended her
hand to tap lucia's shoulder before everyone moved on to do their tasks, the noceda turned around
with a questioning hum uttering from her throat.

"why don't we include amity 'cause she can carry alot of weight and the two lovebirds can search
the vicinity?" willow suggested, making it sound as natural as possible. she knows that amity has
something for lucia since she's mostly the one amity poured everything out. lucia hummed to think
about it for a short while as she didn't see any problem with it and just shrugged.

"sure." amity internally smiled with that approval. now she swore to herself that she's going to
make the omega be swooned by her excellence in this mission and prove that she's a far better
alpha than amelia.

lucia returned her attention to the two couples, most especially her brother as he's prone to get into
trouble no matter how diligent he is. "just make sure to come back and don't be stupid in wandering
into the jungle." she reminded.

"yeah yeah, we got it." hunter waved his hand in dismiss as he turned around, he grabbed edric's
hand and started to walk away to take laps around the beach with emira and viney, just in case they
spot something that could be related to lucia's lost family.

"and also, my name is not goops. how many times do i have to remind you?" gus protested as he
and the rest began to walk a good mile to find that perfect spot to set encampment where they don't
have to worry about the waves getting on their tents or being too close to the jungle.

"what do you know about lucia's lost sister?" edric asked to preoccupy themselves during the walk
as he knows it's gonna be long and boring. he knew he should've brought his buggies to make this
trip easier with the wind refreshing him as he's sweating like amity when she tries to talk to lucia
but gus said it'll add to the weight that'll just bring the boat down like titanic.

what a dramatic man.



hunter hummed about it before shaking his head, "not much really." he recalls the nights when he
would just wake up all of the sudden, he usually goes down to get a midnight snack like any kid
would do but he would just sit on top or halfway of the stairs, listening to his mother's sobs and
prayers in spanish.

he would also see camila in the kitchen or living room with the tv on though it's muted and she
would hold a family portrait. telling, praying for her little girl to come back home.

"mom didn't really delve into too many details of the night of their disappearance. she's still not
over it after all these years." hunter added, his tone becoming solemn as he lowered his head down
to stare at the grains of sands he's stepping on making a faint crunching noise under everyone's
soles.

"it's understandable. the woman just lost her second child to a delusional man." emira said as she
feels sorry for what happened to the noceda family but something kept bugging her when lucia told
the story to them early on before the trip was planned.

"isn't it odd though? i mean, lucia said her dad was a good man but then suddenly ran off with a
baby in the middle of a storm to never be seen again." she added making everyone agree that it was
odd but they just can't jump into conclusions of what was going on the man's head as they were
never there in the first place.

"i know right. something must've scared him or probably got involved in some nasty stuff." viney
theorised but at the end of the day, they don't know what the real reason is except the man himself.

"whatever it is, it won't be a surprise if we found his bones on shore. dragging his secrets to the
grave without-" edric was starting to ramble, not noticing that everyone stopped walking until
emira elbowed his side, making him wheeze.

"shut up, ed."

edric was about to retort to his twin sister but he held his tongue as he saw she was staring at
something along with everyone. he followed her gaze and his eyes landed on a shipwreck.

the front of a white fisherman boat was completely torn apart and unable to recognise due to the
seeming impact on the massive jagged rocks. it has a few spots of rust all around, signifying its age
and a few barnacles sticking on the sides.

"is.. this it?" viney asked, uncertain as she looked at the others in the corner of her eye.

"let's find out." hunter was the first to step forward and began to approach the shipwreck with
caution as he didn't know if something was living in there or not. once they got in a good proximity
from the ship, hunter grabbed a chipped wood with a sharp end to use as a weapon as he peered
inside the cockpit.

as he saw nothing was hiding inside, he gave a green light for edric to slowly step inside the back
deck to check if there's something of value while the girls did the same. hunter stared at the crash,
pulled out his camera from it's pouch and took a few good pictures as he wanted to document
everything.

while he skimmed through his pictures to see if he missed anything and he certainly did. he zoomed
in on the third picture he took as he noticed something in the distance, it's small, almost looking



like a basket of sorts.

hunter took his eyes off the camera and narrowed his eyes in the far distance to see the same basket.
he quickly rushed over it and the closer he got, he realised it was a torn up cradle. hunter stopped in
front of the cradle, the cover was open to show it's empty but only two things remained.

m4 oxygen tank connected with a tube that has a mask to use by patients and a purple blanket.

he slowly knelt down in front of the cradle, hearing the others jogging towards him to see what he
found as there was nothing left in the ship. they stopped right behind hunter, their faces telling two
emotions, stunned and worried.

"do you think it's.." emira asked but she trailed off as all of them can take a wild guess of who this
belongs to.

hunter lifted his camera into his eye once again, getting a good angle to get everything before
snapping a picture.

meanwhile, everyone was working to get their camp set up. gus was off to find some firewood for
tonight, willow and amelia were setting the second to the last tent, amity was bringing in more
supplies from the boat while lucia did the last tent on her own.

amity placed the things down near the spot where the campfire would be, she glanced over to lucia
who's struggling to keep the tent up that made her instantly come to her aid.

"let me help you." this caught lucia by surprise, she chuckled in relief that she had a helping hand.
"thanks, amity." the blight softly smiled as she provided foundation while lucia placed the nails
down until they're done.

lucia stood back up with her hands clapping to get rid of the sands along with her pants. she took
out a picture of her family, seeing her little sister being cradled in their mother's arms with a purple
blanket wrapped around her while their father's hand was resting on lucia's shoulder as she wore a
big smile.

lucia doesn't know if she should feel anger or anguish for the man, the emotions she was supposed
to feel were a jumbled mess that it's hard to figure out what she wants to feel.

she wants to punch her father in the face when she first sees him for taking her little sister away but
at the same time, she wants to break down.

amity stared at the emotions contorting the noceda's face, she slowly raised her hand in an attempt
to comfort her but she was hesitant. she looked in the corner of her eye to see willow giving her a
silent encouragement and amity pushed herself to gently place her hand onto lucia's shoulder that
snapped her back.

shaking her head, lucia glanced at the younger blight's hand and gave her a small smile as she
placed the picture back into her pocket. "have you ever thought about it?" lucia asked, reverting
back to her usual attitude as she lightly leaned onto the tent with a smirk forming on her face.

amity felt her cheeks heat up just by the sight of that signature smirk of hers, it never fails to make
her trip on her words. "t- thought about what?" she asked, mentally cursing herself as her voice was
being inconsistent like she's going through puberty again.



"you know, you seem to like your best friend." lucia said with her tone suggesting something and
amity instantly figured out what she was trying to say.

"o- oh! no no no! willow already has an alpha."

this seems to surprise the noceda, "she does? huh, i didn't notice." lucia chuckled at her
misunderstanding as she shrugged since it can't be helped to think that amity and willow are a thing
due to their closeness. "oh well, it seems like we're the only ones single on this island." she jokingly
said as she softly nudged amity's shoulder making her laugh, feeling like she's gonna die from this
simple contact.

"y- yeah.. bummer." amity muttered. lucia pulled away from the tent, she shot the blight a friendly
fire of a wink before heading off to start popping some cases open to take out their equipment that
could help them take a good look of just how massive this island is and could they even go into the
jungle bare footed?

while amity felt like she's gonna combust at any moment. what was that wink about? did it have a
meaning or was it just an impulse for lucia since alot of people did find her attractive? well,
whatever it was, it's engraved in the young blight's mind now and will never disappear for a
lifetime.

then, they heard someone call; "lucia!"

everyone perked up, they saw the two couples quickly racing back to the camp looking like they
uncovered blackbeard's treasure with a mound of remains atop of it. lucia stopped what she was
doing and got in front of them as they stopped running to take a breather after that long ass run.

"did you find anything?" lucia asked, hunter raised his finger to hold for a second as he panted
heavily and stood right up once again, took a big gulp and offered the cradle to lucia who was
understandably confused.

"we only found this."

lucia slowly took the cradle out of her brother's hands and looked down to see what's inside. a small
oxygen tank that has a breathing tube and a purple blanket covering the bottom of the cradle. her
eyes grew wide as she instantly recognised the blanket, the blight sisters and willow slowly got
behind the noceda to see what were the contents.

tears began to well up in lucia's eyes that caught everyone off guard, the noceda never really liked
to be emotional in front of alot of people or even dare to show tears when necessary. only hunter
and their mother were allowed to see her vulnerable side but today was simply too much for her.

"she's here." lucia muttered with her voice cracking, she gently grabbed the purple blanket out of
the cradle and placed it close to her chest as more tears brimmed in her eyes until it was too late for
the stream to roll down her face.

it made amity's heart wince from the sight of lucia crying, she tried to step up and give her comfort
but she was beaten to it when she saw amelia step beside lucia with her face showing genuine
happiness and worry for the noceda. amity narrowed her eyes at her sister with her fists clenching
tightly but she bit down her vexation and returned her focus back to lucia.



"if luz is here, then she must be alive! we need to find her now!" lucia declared, she was about to
bolt down into the jungle without anything on but a basket out of desperation to have her family
again and amelia was luckily quick enough to catch her before she got herself lost in there.

"let me go! i need to find my family!" lucia protested as she thrashed around in amelia's hold but
the alpha blight was stronger than her. she easily turned her around with her hands firmly gripping
lucia's shoulder to make her stop and look her in the eyes.

"lucia, i know you want to be reunited with your sister already but we need to prepare first. the
camp is almost done and we still need to unpack our equipment." amelia reasoned with the frantic
noceda, her tone soothing to her ears that slowly made her ease down as tears continuously flowed
down while she choked down her sobs.

letting everyone see her cry was enough.

amelia lets go of lucia's shoulders, gently cupping her cheeks to wipe the tears away with her
thumb as she flashes a gentle smile. this gesture was so unnecessary, to amity's eyes, that it feels
like she's being purposefully irritated by her own sister.

"we will search for your sister tomorrow at first light when our equipment is ready for use." amelia
said, continuing her gentle tone as she kept an eye contact on lucia's stunning reddish brown hues
that glistened through the tears. "so we don't haphazardly go into the jungle only to be tagged by
something." she lightly jokes, pinching the noceda's cheeks, she let out an annoyance noise making
the blight snicker.

"sounds good?"

lucia took a deep breath in with her eyes closed for a moment before opening it again as she
exhaled. she nodded, "yeah. you're right."

there was a long silence between them, they just stared into each other's eyes as if they wanted to
say many unspoken things yet no words uttered from their mouths. to amity, it's getting irritating as
fuck that they're staring for this long while she barely has time to admire lucia's eyes for fuck sakes.

"okay!" amity clapped her hands that snapped the two back to reality and amelia immediately
recoiled her hands while lucia played it off cool as she wiped the remaining tears on her eyes. both
having reds on their faces.

"this is so cool, um, can we, like, go back to what we were doing? please? right now." amity said
with a sense of desperation and aggrieved in her tone that only a few detected. amelia looked at her
little sister, seeing the crossed expression that she's trying hard to cover but the mask slips
oftentimes for her to see, making amelia feel a sort of.. rue.

but she pushed it down. all of it.

as everyone did return to what they were doing, edric and hunter went to the campfire to help gus
set it up and rest for a while after that long trek along with emira who joined them for a chat.
leaving viney and willow beside amity who's watching lucia and amelia intently, seeing them go off
somewhere together that puts her off.

amity wants to follow them but she stops when she hears viney say; "you know, you're like a cat."



the young blight snapped her head over her shoulder to meet the older woman's emerald eyes with
her brow quirking, the reasons were not ideal. "excuse me?" she piqued, her tone telling viney to
spit it out or else something nasty will happen between them.

though viney wasn't fazed by it. "hey, i mean no offense. it's just you act like a cat sometimes," she
started, amity narrowed her eyes as she waited for her to let out every word she had to say. she does
have a cat but that doesn't have to do with anything.

"like you let out excessive pheromones for lucia to notice you and you always wanna be close to
her." viney stated some examples as she waved her hand in front of her to get rid of the aggravated
pheromones from getting in her nose making amity's eye twitch.

"like a cat."

"your point?" amity spat as she's losing her patience.

"my advice to you is to act like a feline. initiate the first touches and always make sure your scent is
always on her." viney got to the point, she placed her hand onto amity's shoulder to softly shake her
like she's a parent giving her child a life's advice that doesn't make sense.

"besides, animal flirting is much more romantic than ours." the woman added with certainty
making amity's face contort in confusion. she looked at willow, asking what the fuck did she mean
by that and even willow doesn't know.

"trust me. it worked with your sister."

"thanks i guess.." amity muttered as she slipped viney's hand off her shoulder and backed up from
her hair. she whispered to willow that she's gonna take a walk to clear her mind before walking
away from the conversation, passing the other 4.

"we need to celebrate now that we know luz is here! i'll make some smores!" gus declares as he
finally ignited the fireplace, he grabbed a random stick nearby and shook the sand, patted it clean as
he planned to stick a few soft boys in them.

"isn't it a bit early for smores?" hunter quipped with his brow raising, making gus scoff as he waved
his hand in dismissal.

"it's never too late or early for smores!" gus said, he rushed over to grab his bag, take out a few
chocolate bars and a case of biscuits. there should be a marshmallow in there as well but he couldn't
seem to find it.

"yeah, hunter. i'm betting you haven't done camping before." emira said with a grin as she pressed
her cheek against her knuckle. she'll never get tired of teasing hunter as he's such an easy target.

hunter rolled his eyes with his head shaking, "uh i have and we usually do desserts in the night after
mom cooked us her specials." he snapped back as he leaned closer to emira, feeling a sense of pride
when he saw the blight's expression falter meanwhile edric was caught in the middle of this
impending feud once again.

"oh right, you don't know what true home cooking tastes like." hunter finished his burn with a smug
smirk dawning his annoying face and that triggered emira. she attempted to grab hunter by his stray



dangling hair on his face and drag him to the floor but edric quickly pushed his boyfriend and sister
away from each other with a tired expression.

hunter stuck out his tongue, flipping her off while emira looked like she wanted to kill the man and
shot back a middle back.

"amity, can you please get the marshmallows in that bag?" gus unintentionally broke the argument
as she called amity who's not too far. the blight stopped to turn around, following gus' finger to see
a bag leaning against a tent.

amity went on to grab the said bag, obviously to what was happening just mere inches away from
her and grabbed the back to open it but she froze.

slowly turning her gaze to the left and she really wished she hadn't.

there she was.

lucia and amelia having no personal space at all, the deafening crash of the waves hitting the shores
filled her ears. the sound of the bag dropping back down to the ground creating a faint thud though
it wasn't enough to pull them out of their momentary thud.

amity watched lucia kiss amelia.

her small bubble of happiness was burst wide open, torn into miniscule pieces and set on fire.
leaving it no chance to recover from this. amity's vision began to turn blurry with her breathing
becoming heavy as she felt like she was paralysed by this.

she wants to move, to run, to scream, to rip amelia's face apart and throw her into the ocean for
taking the omega she wanted, yearned, longed for.

but she just stood there. broken.

then, amelia finally noticed amity's presence and quickly pushed lucia away, which snapped her out
of her blissful plain.

"amity, wait. i can explain." amelia said as she stepped forward to approach her little sister but
amity only took a step back with even more tears brimming in her eyes, her heartbroken
pheromones wafted in the air that caught everyone's attention as they huddled from the sidelines.
trying to figure out what's happening.

well, they don't need to guess really.

amelia knew the harboring feelings amity has for lucia, she loves her sister though she also loves
the omega and this can be resolved if amity just finds another but she just couldn't forget the things
lucia made her feel. amelia doesn't want to move on either if she chose to give lucia up for amity.

it's a deadly double edged sword that both kills the sisters and was unknowingly held by lucia.

amity furiously shook her head, no words were coming out of her mouth as they weren't enough to
convey the true emotions that's overwhelming her. she turned around, gave lucia one last glance of
despair before running as fast as she could, passing everyone and hopping over the thick shrubbery
to go into the jungle without anything but herself to fend with.



"no, amity! amity, come back!" but amity ignored their calls and screams to come back. she just
kept running where her legs can take her as violent tears streamed down her face. amity was aware
that amelia wanted lucia as well, she was willing to ignore that since she wasn't posing much of a
threat to her advances.

or so she thought.

her sobs mixing with her heavy pants, her blurry eyes can just show where she's going until she
tripped on a stray root making her slam hard onto the vegetated, fertile ground.

just what she needs.

amity didn't bother to pick herself up for a moment as she lamented on the dirt, her tears getting
soaked up as nutrients. a good contribution for mother nature. she planted her hands onto the soil,
her fingers dug deep into it with a few getting into her hands as she slowly pushed herself up. she
tightly gripped the soil inside her hands before aggressively throwing it back into its original place
and punched the nearest tree.

there's so many things her mind and body wanted to process but the only thing that was clear to her
was pure, unbridled anger.

amity began punching the tree, abusing it to vent out her unresolved anger and bottled up feelings
to finally burst as her punches were chipping away a few old barks but the tree was still intact and
no leaves were falling despite how hard her blows were.

once her knuckles began to bleed, amity lowered her hands back to her sides, trembling from the
shockwaves and numbing pain but she didn't a shit about it as she violent kicked the dirt, rocks,
pebbles and all sorts of things at her wake as she continued to walk down the invisible road she's
following while muttering- no, screaming out profanities about amelia without worrying of being
heard.

she used to hold everything in as her room was literally right next to her and school was not a good
venting. so this place is where she could let her sailor mouth go wild.

it took a while for amity to realise that everything was going dark. she stopped her rage rampant
and looked around, seeing every direction was getting engulfed in darkness as the sun was quickly
setting to the west until it was no longer seen.

not even the moonlight was enough to light her way.

"fuck.." amity tugged both sides of her hair as she cursed herself for being so reckless and this isn't
the boiling isles anymore. this place is completely new to her and shouldn't just run head first into
but here she is, lost without anything to use but her barely used phone that gladly has a full battery.

amity pulled out her phone, turned on it's flashlight and started to walk the opposite of where she
was going, hoping if this is really the right way back to the beach. her steps were cautious now as
she didn't know what could be lurking within the darkness, getting ready to pounce and devour her
at any moment.

she flashed her flashlight in every direction where she heard a snap of a twig or a rustling bush, just
anything to make her paranoia and anxiety act up. then, amity remembered that she's a powerful



alpha with even more powerful pheromones, if she releases a good amount of her scent, the others
would easily find her and save her.

and amity did just that.

amity continued her trek down the jungle whilst emitting her scent, she knows that this may also
attract other things but it's a risk she's willing to take if it means getting back to safety with the
others. her frantically darted around the vicinity as she swore something just past her view, hearing
monkeys?

or it's just her mind playing sick tricks to make her more paranoid than she already was.

it took a few minutes of total silence of walking, amity's shoes stepping on dead leaves and sticks
that made her cringe as she can feel she's attracting every creature in this jungle by each step she
takes.

it's also been a while her 'amazing' plan hasn't given such great results as no one has found her so
she stopped secreting her scent before troubles truly came her way as mother nature seemed to be
in a good mood tonight and it wasn't long till hunger and dehydration began to arise.

amity may have not been found by the people she hoped but she is found.

 

in a not so far distance in the jungle, a hairy, unrecognisable and unnameable beast swung through
the various hanging vines of the thick trees along with her tribe to head home.

despite the landscape being incredibly dark, her eyes became accustomed to the pure darkness and
managed to keep up with her family until something hit her nose that made her let go of the vines
and easily landed on a thick branch, making the leaves shake off.

one of her family halted as well, asking why she stopped and she replied, asking if they smell it too.
there was a pause between them before they said it smells horrid. she turned her head to the side,
looking off to nothing but plain darkness but she knows something is out there that's calling her.

the smell. a strong scent that's strangely sweet despite her friend saying it smelled weird. it's
nothing like anything she smelled before and she wants to know who or what was making that.

the scent was doing something weird to her body like it's making her throat run dry and tight as if
she hasn't drank alot of water today with her heartbeat accelerating beyond anything, it feels like
she's going to die if she doesn't find this source of the scent now.

and she quickly began to search for this heavenly scent as fast as she could, her friend watched her
swiftly make her way to whatever she was after. they didn't really mind much seeing that she likes
to go out of the tribe alot to explore, they grabbed onto the vines again and followed the tribe once
more.

she was a good distance away from where she was and found where the scent is the strongest. she
stopped on another tree, peering down to see darkness for a few seconds, she sat down on the trunk
and patiently waited until a shine of light almost made her blind appeared.



hissing from the brightness but it luckily didn't last long, she looked down once again to see
someone walking ever so slowly as if they're aware that they're being stalked when she just got
here. she continued to watched them come closer just enough for her to see their face through the
light that's oddly shaped but no matter as she became fixated on the stranger's face.

they looked like her!

well, sort of.

she doesn't know.

but, another species as her! they have alot less hair and their clothing seem to be vastly different
than her own, she does wonder what are the things on their feet though she was mostly focused on
their face.

it was glistening from the strange light, highlighting their golden eyes that seemed to glow and
they're the most beautiful person she has ever seen in a long time. she wants to meet them though
she doesn't know how to approach people who are the same species as her but her instincts are
telling her she can pass up this too good of an opportunity as they might be a potential mate.

not really understanding her true genetics.

she has seen her friends' friends mate with the ones they chose to spend their entire lives with. it
sounds weird but she feels like it might be one of those, she wants to experience those with this
person.

the stranger kept walking without stopping and she didn't wanna waste anymore time from being in
trance of their beauty. she jumped off the branch, heading for the stranger and both of their bodies
collided making them let out a groan as they fell to the ground.

before amity could quickly get up and fight whoever finally pounced on her, she felt something
grab on either side of her head with a sudden force of pain erupted in her cranium that made her
eyes roll back as she dropped unconscious on the floor.

 

slowly fluttering her eyes open, amity hissed from the fast acting headache coming to torment her,
she laid down for a while as she wanted the headache to pass but she just couldn't when realised
she's sleeping on animal hide with a few scattered leaves all around. she carefully sat up, groaning
from the headache that just got worse as she gently rubbed her temple, checking if it's bleeding
first, and her temple.

amity looked around the small hole or cave, it doesn't have much to go off with than just a flat
bedding and berries along with water. it's tempting to take a bite off those berries but she doesn't
know if they're poisonous or if the water is safe to drink to replenish her throat.

"i gotta get out of here.." she muttered to herself as she crawled towards the vine covered exit.
pushing it all aside, amity stopped in her tracks when she came face to face with a hairy beast
holding a branch full of berries.

amity shrieked as she immediately recoiled away from the creature. she initially thought she's in the
world of witches and wizards and she's facing hadrid but hadrid's dead and has more finesse than



whatever this is.

the thing slowly entered the house, making the blight panic even more. "get back!" she exclaimed
as she frantically waved her arms at them to make them scared or just make them get away from
her. the 'creature' just placed the berries along with the rest, also realising that it wasn't even
touched which saddened her a bit but she quickly didn't let that pull her down as she grabbed a
berry and ate it to show amity it's safe.

but there's other things concerning the blight than berries.

she stared at amity for a while, wondering if she should just wing it on with the mating process or
wait for her to settle down but her being her, she always chooses the first option. she pounced on
amity in an attempt to pin her down but it backfired as amity roughly shoved her off and kicked her
back while scurrying off to the side.

"fuck off!" amity spat, her hands frantically searching for something she can use until feeling a
stick and threw it at the 'creature' straight in the face which really didn't do anything as she tried
once again. pulling amity closer to her by the ankles, crawled on top of her but she winced when
the blight slammed her knee onto her stomach.

okay, this is making her lose her cool. she tried to pin amity's hands but amity refused by catching
her hands and the struggle of power began. amity realised just how strong the 'beast' was, hell, even
stronger compared to an average alpha but she isn't going to let that intimidate her as she freed one
hand to grab a handful of mud from outside to slap it onto the 'creature's face, it even covered her
eyes.

while they were distracted, amity didn't hesitate to punch her across the face making her drop to the
right for amity to push out of the cave.

amity saw that it was still night and she couldn't find her phone even before the struggle so she
can't travel without anything to aid her and raise her number of survival to a bare minimum.

so she's stuck here for the night with this thing.

great.

the 'creature' was really having a hard time communicating to amity through actions what she
wanted to do but she wasn't being pulled into getting in the mood for this endeavor so she promised
to herself that she'll wait this out as neither of them seemed to have a choice since it's only them
here.

then, an idea came to her mind. she began to make noises similar of a monkey or gorilla while her
hands moved around like a form on asl. amity knows a few words but this kind of asl is a bit janky
and loose so it's a little confusing. "i don't understand." amity spoke, making the 'creature' stop and
droop as the only thing they're good at wasn't work either.

"partially." she added. the 'creature' slowly perked up, she doesn't know what that meant but she can
feel like it's something positive.

"do you have a name?" amity asked, this made her stop for a moment to admire how soft yet strong
the blight's voice was even though the things she's saying was alien to her. she just tilts her head a
little like a confused pup making amity groan as it's like she's talking to a brick wall.



"do you even understand what i'm saying?"

"u.." amity froze when she heard something crack out of her lips. "un.. unders- understand?" the
creature muttered out a complete, almost, word and that's something.

"understand." she repeated with more confidence and strength in her voice making amity feel a sort
of relief that she wasn't having a one sided conversation when everything has been one sided
already.

"if that's the case, then i want you to listen carefully." amity's voice suddenly dropped in
seriousness as she looked through the 'beast's thick locks and still mud-covered face, hoping she's
staring at her eyes. the 'creature' sat up in a stiff position to make it seem that she's actually
listening which was appreciated for the blight to continue.

"i can't go back to the camp because it's dark and i need to sleep. i'll leave at first light so you better
not anything stupid, you.. oscar the grouch bootleg looking ass." amity sassed, knowing that the
creature doesn't know two shits about what she was talking about but the other things are easy to
comprehend for someone like them.

"understand?" amity asked and the creature nodded her head.

"understand."



Wish Upon A Star

Chapter Summary
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Chapter Notes

this ones a long one and a bit odd but bear w/ me okay?

RING

as the final bell of school rang, everyone rushed out of their classrooms to quickly head out to
spend every minute of their oncoming weekends and make it count as days passed by like flying
cards recently.

some walked out into the parking lot to have a chatter while kick starting their motorcycles. the
sound of a roaring engine was heard, attracting some needed attention to whoever the driver is to
show off their hot ride but nothing can compete with the flaming woman walking past them.

her clicking heels seemed to muffle to revving engines with everyone's attention fixed on the first
born of the prestigious blight family. their eyes never left on her wondrous, dream-like body that
they daydreamed to hold and being inside of her though some didn't have to dream as they were
given the honor to get the blight laid though their records were mostly seconds if not milli.

the blight has special wants and everyone wants to be crowned of being the sole person and the
reason why she was finally satisfied.

but that's only a mere dream as amelia blight was never satisfied.

amelia stopped in front of her black mercedes benz, the other two parking lots on both sides were
empty, figuring that ed and em had already left to do their own thing. she locked the car, turned on
the ac to cool it down, and waited for the youngest to come out since she's the only one left who
hasn't gotten a driver's license yet.

for the meantime, amelia pulled out her phone to dial a familiar number as she leaned against the
front of her car. she listened to the ringing while plucking out a few dirt that got inside her well
manicured black polished nails until she finally picked up.

"hey." amelia greeted a groggy voice on the other end. wionna didn't come to school today for some
reason but she isn't going to dwell on it as it's none of her concern. she listened to wionna's voice,



sounding like she blew a pound or two with her mind reminding her once again the time she spent
with her.

wionna used to be a friend, a lover then a stranger only to pick up once again as a friend. they were
confusing and so is amelia's entire motive. some envied the older park as she was the longest that
stayed with amelia. they really had it going until the fall out.

amelia was spacing out, staring at the cracks the blacktop ground as she barely listened to whatever
wionna was saying in her ear until she was snapped out of her daze when she heard her loudly call
her name.

amelia internally groaned, rubbing the corners of her eyes as she cursed herself for staying up late
again. she hasn't really gotten any good sleep recently like she became sleep deprived without
reason. is it her high libido preventing her from closing her eyes or the brewing feeling of utter
loneliness that she's so desperately trying to ignore?

nonetheless, amelia cleared her throat and continued the conversation. "no no, i'm just gonna head
home." she responded wionna's previous question as she watched amity pushed the back doors,
hopped down to the parking lot and walked over to amelia who motioned her to get in while
listening to wionna.

"this is the first time the amelia blight doesn't have plans." wionna chuckled from the other side
making amelia sigh in despondency as she pulled the driver's door open and hopped inside after
amity already strapped in without saying much. she leaned against the window, staring out in the
crowded parking lot while half listening to amelia's conversation.

"believe me when i say nothing much is happening in this idle town." amelia replied with her eyes
rolling. wionna said something that made her groan as she started up the car, "ugh." her groan even
matched the revving car. amity lightly chuckled at that.

"yeah i wanna talk about it." amelia placed the phone on a holder attached on the dashboard,
putting it on speaker as amity doesn't really mind listening in to her sister's phone calls when she's
just used to it.

"it's like everyone in the isles had gone vanilla as fuck. i can't get off even if i got the rougher
ones." amelia ranted, she pulled the joystick into drive as she applied pressure in the accelerator
pedal with her hands smoothly turning the heavy wheel to the left for the exit. ignoring the people
knocking on the windows, asking for a night with amelia and amity just watched their feeble
attempts with amusement.

it does humor her to watch how desperate they are.

as amelia drove into the street, she took the usual route to the manor, easily overtaking the
somewhat empty inner road and resumed her conversation when she heard wionna ask; "ever
considered just choosing one and settling down for once?"

amelia scoffed, never in her life did she ever think about settling on one girl after everything and
she doubted that only one would satisfy her immense appetite. "seems tedious."

while amelia has her ongoing phone call, amity muffled it out as she watched the passing buildings
with some catching her attention but most were short lived. her fingers idled on the button of the
window, her index finger teasing to push it down but her middle was preventing to do so.



amity wants to toy with the window to preoccupy herself but she knows amelia easily loses her
cool whenever she does that.

once the car stopped at a red light, amity noticed a small pet store paralleling the car. she saw
through the window a spinning rack of treats and smaller toys that can be hanged. she can barely
see what's beyond the racks.

amity has been meaning to go shopping for her cat ghost but school and her parents haven't been
kind enough to give her the time to do so.

maybe she can take this opportunity.

"hey, can you make a stop at that pet store?" amity asked as she pointed at the establishment like a
child asking her babysitter she wants some midnight cookies. having her conversation be
interjected, amelia turned her head to follow where she little sister was pointing at, it made her
brow rise as she questioned why.

"doesn't ghost have enough toys to mess with that isn't my wardrobe?" amelia asked, grimacing as
she remembers the cat has been tearing up her expensive clothing like it's their personal scratching
post when they already have two. one in the living room and one in amity's room.

"i just wanna check if they have treats for them. ghost got tired of kibbles." amity reasoned,
ignoring her sister's comment. amelia looked at the store then her sister back and forth before
sighing deeply in defeat as she flicked the blinkers on to the right.

"fine. it's better than going home early anyways." amelia muttered under her breath, slowly turning
the car out of the road and into the small parking lot. once she found a good spot, she looked over
to her shoulder to see where she's backing up before pulling the e brake and placing the joystick
into parking.

"go ahead. i'll catch up." amelia said for amity to go inside first as both of them pulled the seatbelt
off. nodding, amity took out her wallet first to stuff in her jacket before stepping out of the car to
head inside the well conditioned pet shop.

she looked around the fairly big place compared from it's outside appearance, she gently waved at
the barking puppies and meowing kittens, looking excited to see another human than just their
caretakers but amity went on towards the racks she saw earlier and began to skim through it,
finding the right treats for ghost as the cat seemed to have the same taste like their owner.

while the youngest blight was searching, amelia finally entered the pet store and was still on the
phone. she ignored the various animals that tried to capture her attention, she slowly paced around
the place while she waited for amity to find that treat and get on with it without noticing something
was preparing to pounce from atop of a cage.

until was too late.

"yeah, i'm just waiting for my sister to-" suddenly, amelia felt something heavy land on top of her
head causing her to shriek as she doesn't know what the hell was on her, causing her to accidentally
drop her phone in fright making it clatter on the ground as she began to try pry this thing off her.

amelia managed to get it off, feeling it's soft fur and squishy, almost slippery body. she brought it
down to see a long body of a dark furred otter with reddish brown eyes, it has a lighter underbelly



and tipped tail. the little guy didn't like to be held as they squirmed to get out of the blight's hold,
letting out angry yet cute squeaks.

then, there was a moment of silence between them as the creature and amelia stared into each
other's eyes, swearing she hasn't seen eyes this alluring before until she yelping from the animal
biting her hand causing her to promptly drop it to the ground, easily landing on their stub feet and
began running at full speed.

"fucking hell!" amelia roared as she hissed from the bite, it doesn't hurt that much but it's still a
bite, who knows of that thing has rabies. "come back here!" she began to chase after the animal
who's speeding away though due to the floor being well waxed, their little paws are having a hard
time getting traction.

amity was listening to her sister's screams, not really minding it as she thought she saw a bitch
outside she wants to beat the shit out of. she turned around to see what the fuss was about and
immediately noticed, out of the corner of her eye, something passed under her legs. she swiftly
turned around to see a flabby body quickly running away with amelia passing by, looking like a
raging bull as she isn't really the best role model for self control.

internally sighing, amity followed the chaos.

when the animal cornered itself, it leaned against the wall with it's chest rapidly rising and lowering
as it watched amelia stop a few feet away from it with a deep frown on her face.

"where do you think you're going, you little shit?" she spat, she watched the little guy roll into
somewhat of a feeble ball but she didn't care what the thing was trying to ask mercy as she was just
about to grab it, wanting to feel it's soft fur again but the creature pulled something out in front of
her.

a smaller version of the creature, a pup. it's eyes were more hazel than the bigger one and has a
lighter underbelly. it lets out a squeak, trying to divert amelia's attention to what she was going to
do as she stared at the pup.

amity finally caught up to amelia, she stopped behind her and peered over her shoulder to see the
two creatures. one holding up the little one like a diversion. amity instantly recognised this
behavior belong to an otter and that's exactly what they are. but something's different as they look
like a mix of a sea otter and a river otter or many more.

interesting.

amity stared at the little one, looking unsure why there's two giant creatures cornering them and
they look really adorable so to say.

blinking, amelia was confused where that little one came from and how did she not see it
beforehand.

but she shook her head and immediately grabbed the two otters from their scruffs making them
squeak out their displeasure. especially the bigger one as it tried to claw the blight, snarling at her
while the little one just whimpered with their tail wrapping around their lower half in fear.

amity's gaze lingered at the pup, her instincts were telling her to take it and make it feel better than
being in her sister's grasp. she was about to question why the hell amelia was chasing the otters and



how did they get out?

before amity could even voice out her thoughts, a loud voice, that made them jump, yelling;

"LUCIA, YOU LEFT YOUR CAGE AGAIN AND YOU STILL BROUGHT LUZ WITH YOU?!"

the blight sisters looked in front to see a woman in a uniform, guessing she's an employee of the
store. the woman stopped in front of the sisters with a worried and apologetic look on her face,

"i'm so sorry for the troubles, miss. i'm viney, the caretaker here." viney extended her hand to
amelia who has her hands full, amelia just blankly stared at the vacant hand befor amity took it and
gave it a few shakes. "amity. that's amelia." she returned a quick introduction before both pulled
their hands away.

"i'll be taking them from here." viney's hands looked like she wants to take the otters from the
blight's hands but that's not gonna happen. "this little monster jumped on me, broken my phone
which was brand new! and even bit me!" amelia listed down the things the larger otter did while
shaking their dangling body with an unamused expression dawning their face.

"i'm sorry! i can assure you that both of them are vaccinated and i will pay all of the damages."
viney said with reassurance in her tone as she tries to take the otters out of amelia's grasp but she
easily dodged her attempts making the caretaker frown.

"can you please give me them to me? i need to check if they have injuries." she said as her tone
became serious. amity elbowed amelia making her look at her, seeing her eyes motioning to viney
to follow what she says. with her eyes rolling, amelia handed the two animals to viney who carried
them like an infant as the pup moved into the larger one's arms for safety, knowing that they're in
trustworthy hands now.

viney walked past the counter to end the backrooms which looked more of a place for veterinarians
with the blight sisters not too far behind. both watched viney grab a temporary cage from another
table to place it down the main steel table and gently placed the two otters inside before swiftly
walking out of the room for a second. leaving the otters under the blights' supervision once again.

amity hasn't torn her eyes away from the pup since she laid her eyes on her. her name was luz, was
it? she finds her extremely cute- well, all animals are. she's really fond of animals, she always
pestered her parents to giving her puppy or a hamster but they didn't really bother to give her one.

it was only books and imagination that kept her desire to get a pet on her own at bay as she studied
them. it wasn't until amity was 14 that her siblings gifted her a white cat named them ghost and
amity made sure ghost is loved, well fed and given the best life though something was always
lacking that ghost just couldn't provide for her.

she just doesn't know what.

amelia also kept her eyes on lucia, watching her tend to the pup while time to time, looking over
her to meet the blight's eyes and she could've sworn that otter was mocking her until the door was
clicked open making the sisters turn their head to the direction of the noise to see a small man with
glasses, fitting a suit and top hat but all of their attention was placed on his unusually large ears.

"hello, good afternoon." the man stopped in front of the blight sisters to give them a tip of a hat and
tilted his head up to meet their golden eyes.



"my name is timothy turpin but you can call me tibbles, miss amelia and miss amity." tibbles
introduced himself, offering his hand to them for a shake that only lasted for a split second.

"i am so sorry about what happened today. lucia doesn't really like cages no matter how big it is and
has a tendency to jump out with her little sister on broad." tibbles apologises while viney went on
to carefully pull the otters out of their cage, placed them down on the blanketed table and started
checking if they sustained any injuries from that endeavor.

amelia looked at the procedure in the corner of her eye before returning her gaze down to tibbles to
ask "why are you selling otters? you know that's illegal."

"oh very much so, miss but what you don't know is that they aren't your normal otters. they're
hybrids!" tibbles happily denounce which surprised the sisters.

"they're genetically arranged and have selective breeding using the dna of the mustelidae family to
create these wonderful species." the little man explained, grabbing one of the stools to step on to
see viney carefully rubbing luz's spine to check if there's any abnormalities while lucia tentatively
watched with her long, thick tail slowly wagging like she's waiting for one wrong move before
striking.

"they're the first ones to ever see the world and live to their adulthood. well, one is on her way."
tibbles held out his hand to softly scratch luz's head but lucia doesn't really like having people,
excluding viney, touching her little sister. she snapped her teeth at tibbles, just barely missing his
finger before he recoiled.

"how come scientists don't know this?" amity asked, if they're really hybrids. they should be at the
care of professional scientists but tibbles only laughed it off with his hand waving in dismiss.

"who needs apathetic scientists when all these animals need is a caring veterinarian."

this really caught amity's attention as she listened to the man attentively while amelia was more
focused somewhere else. her arms crossed, her eyes staring at lucia who's finally hugging her little
once again after the checkup was done and viney didn't bother to place them back into the
temporary cage as they're going to be placed back to their own after this.

she doesn't know why but she wants that otter.

"so they're classified as domestic animals. they're quite much your everyday cats and dogs with a
few different characteristics." once tibbles finished his explanation about these hybrids, there's so
much more but they simply don't have the time to tell all.

"who much for her?" amelia, almost immediately, asked. this baffled amity as her sister was never
really known to take care a pet, hell, she never even had one unlike the twins who had their knock
off goldfish from a carnival before dying in four weeks and amity having ghost who's very much
alive.

so this is out of the blue for her to do.

"oh um, i understand that it's quite tempting to buy these animals but they're not for sale, miss
amelia." tibbles said as he tried to approach this carefully and cautiously, not wanting piss off the
already aggravated woman. "even if they are, they would be more expensive and require special
care."



rolling her eyes, amelia repeated "i said who much?" as that wasn't the answer she was looking for.
tibbles opened his mouth, about to repeated the same thing with a stern voice but amelia isn't gonna
have that bullshit and slammed her hand on the table, making a loud bang that surprised everyone
in the room.

"listen, little man. i am amelia blight, first born and heir of the blight family. i'm guessing you
already know what the blight industry is because i can see alot of my parents' products laying
around here." amelia's tone was dangerously low, her eyes seemingly glowed menacingly under the
light above as she drew closer to tibbles who slowly backed up, gradually feeling overwhelmed.

"your little brat bit my hand and that would cost you a lawsuit even more expensive than whatever
price tag you put on them. so you can say bye bye to your frankenstein-esque otters unless you give
me that one."

there was an uncomfortable amount of silence looming over the entire room, amity was shaking her
head in embarrassment as she literally cannot take amelia around anymore when she should be the
one saying that to amity.

"are we clear, mr. turpin?" amelia asked with her voice became unsettlingly calm and tibbles
doesn't know what's worse. he looked over to viney, also looking unsure with this proposition, he
cleared his throat and stood up straight as he realized he's been leaning back like he's going to make
himself fall.

"y- yes, miss blight. right away. viney, please prepare lucia for this kind lady." tibbles ordered.
amelia smirked, she stepped back to give the man his needed space to finally breathe clearly
without having this massive weight of terror over his shoulders.

sighing deeply, viney can't oppose her boss and she certainly can't go against a big corporate's
daughters. she grabbed lucia as she began to attempt the hard part, she tried to pull the two sisters
away from each other but lucia lets out an disapproved squeak and kept a strong hold on luz while
luz whimpered.

"come on, dude. don't make this harder than it already is." viney muttered. this behavior is usually
seen from mother sea otters with their pups, they kept their baby afloat on their topside and kept
them warm when they drifted off to the north. but since lucia and luz didn't have a mother to latch
on to, they latched onto each other instinctively until luz reached her adulthood.

as viney finally manages to separate lucia, she placed her back inside the cage while luz stays
outside. the pup became stressed and desperate almost immediately as she whimpered out,
scratching the cage to let lucia out. she even bit on the metal to try and pry it open but she wasn't
strong enough.

amelia doesn't seem to mind the distressed pup but amity is. "i'll take her as well. can i also have a
complete chart of what they need and characteristics?" she said, viney nodded. she immediately
placed luz inside the same cage with lucia and she instantly went quiet as both of them latched onto
each other, finally getting a momentary peace.

once everything was sorted out and paid, viney handed amity the cage and the list with the otters
peacefully sleeping in each other's arms with a purple blanket draped over them. there's also a small
packet inside that could be their form of kibbles. viney can somewhat trust amity that she can take
care of the otters since she asked for the list while amelia was just idling and she doesn't like that.



"if anything happens to lucia or luz, please call me immediately." viney said and amity nodded,
"got it. thank you again." she waved the woman goodbye as she and amelia headed out of the store
with the otters in tow. the sisters returned to their car, amity placed the cage on her lap with the
paper in hand.

while amelia started up the car and drove away from the pet store, amity stared at the sleeping pup,
her eyes slightly opening when the car ran over a bump but luz mostly slept soundly with lucia. she
doesn't know why she suddenly wanted this otter like something inside her told her to and she did
without considering the consequences.

now both amity and amelia are forcibly placed in the position to take care of this highly important
new species or else they'll be the prime reason why society can't progress.

but one thing just really irked amity.

"why did you impulsively buy a new species of otters when you know next to nothing about it?"
amity asked with a deep frown, she knows her sister is an impulsive person but she never thought
she would go this far.

they also settled on calling the hybrids as otters. it's much easier and they do resemble more like an
otter than other animals in the mustelidae tree.

"because i always get what i want." amelia simply replied without giving amity a single glance. the
youngest blight grimaced as that was extremely unprofessional and irresponsible even for amelia.

she shook her head with a deep sigh escaping her lips. she can't change the past now. "whatever."

amity unfolded the paper to occupy herself in the long trip back home and began reading it aloud.
"if you're reading this, it means you acquired the rarest species in the mustelidae family." that intro
was so cheesy that it made amity want to roll her eyes back far until she sees her brain.

"these animals are highly social, just like their ancestors, and must be given an extensive amount of
attention because they will easily get lonely." she skipped the rest of the intro as it basically
repeated what tibbles just said and read the first paragraph.

"with attention comes great energy. much like the asian short clawed otter, these lovely creatures
have high energy levels and would play all day. the only way to exhaust them is to take them for
long walks, runs or play times with the neighbors."

"they're considered to be greatly intelligent as they can easily solve puzzles within seconds and can
easily understand it's owners, yes, understand your words or actions." this made the two sisters
perk up when they heard that. it's no surprise that animals can pick up their owner's mannerisms
and one word commands by training but how far can these otters go by understanding them?

"so you can say they're better than your average dogs and cats."

"oh i'm betting on that." amelia muttered under her breath. time to time, she would look in the
corner of her eye to see lucia's sleeping little head before returning her attention back to the road,
she just couldn't keep her gaze off her and she doesn't understand why.

"the only thing that truly separates these wonderful animals from the rest of their family tree is that
most of the females have phalluses."



this made amity freeze while amelia inadvertently kicked the brakes making them almost slam into
the compartment and wheel if it wasn't for their seatbelt.

"wait what? for real?" amelia asked, bewildered from that random information dump.

amity reread the same sentence many times before coming to a conclusion that it's real information
and she isn't going to check. "yeah. huh."

chuckling, amelia placed her hand on her mouth, still bewildered. "i guess little man was right
about these guys being special." she said with her tone sounding like it's suggesting something.

"bet they peg the poor males like how male sea otters do it, right? you said something about them
biting the female's nose. brutal!" amelia cackled as she kicked the accelerator after realising she's
holding up a line making amity grimace even more.

"can you not?" she can tolerate amelia's sex jokes but come on.

"what? i'm just messing. maybe it's true and they got big dicks." amelia continued just to fuck with
amity and it worked as she lets out an irritated groan with her head lazily rolling and shot her sister
a deadpan look for her amusement.

"i fucking hate you."

when they finally arrived at the blight manor, amelia called dibs to have the otters in her room for
the day and didn't even give amity time to argue before she rushed up to the stairs, trotted to her
room and kicked the door closed.

amelia placed the cage down her work table that's next to her bed, she slid the things on the table
off to the side to give room. she knelt down to see the two otters were now awake, luz was hiding
her face in lucia which she didn't really care as her attention chose the bigger otter.

"got your beauty sleep, lucia?" amelia asked, she waited for a response in a few seconds. her eyes
was fixated on lucia's enticing reddish hues. then, the blight noticed her upper lip was slowly
getting crinkled like she's preparing to snap.

"i know you can understand me." amelia whispered as she stuck her finger through one of the holes
in the cage, she watched lucia's eyes follow the slow approaching finger before she touched her wet
nose and quickly recoiled. this made the otter's pearly whites gradually pop up with a terrorizing
growl emitting from her throat.

it would be terrorizing if she wasn't squeaking.

"welcome to your new home." amelia went on to give the otters a welcoming sentiment which
doesn't really amuse the pissed older otter. "you'll be living in that cage for the meantime until
amity buys another cage for your sister." she said, grabbing a chair to sit in front of the cage to
admire the otter more who's not having a fun time looking at amelia's annoying face.

"come on, don't give me that. show me a smile for once." amelia beckoned as she watched lucia's
snarl grow even more. it's so strange that she felt accomplished that the otter's attention was all on
her and nothing else.



"you're never fully dressed without a smile." amelia still tried, she flashed a smile for lucia to copy
and this only aggrieved her even more.

"so smile."

then, lucia completely bared her teeth as a form of a twisted smile before snapping at the blight
with a high pitched squeak and it made amelia's smirk grow even bigger.

"that's more like it."

-----

a few months had passed and alot happened after the blight sister took in the otters as their pet.
since luz couldn't bear being separated from lucia longer than 30 seconds, amelia and amity had to
take turns like amelia would have them for a week then same goes with amity.

the twins were curious about the new animal in the house and pitched in to take care of the otters,
though amity had to give them extensive lessons about what they need, want and don't make lucia
mad.

but one blight doesn't follow that stupid rule.

whenever amelia has the otters, she would tease, get lucia's attention on her and nothing else. she
felt a sort of fulfillment when the otter looked at her way just to snarl at her with much animosity.
she would reach her hand inside the cage to pat lucia's head and give her some good scratches
which the otter didn't want at first.

as much as amelia finds luz cute, she's more into lucia's aggressiveness.

when it was time for amity to have her turn, she didn't reach inside and risked being bitten by lucia
no matter how much she wanted to pet luz. the pup just looked so fragile that one wrong move
would hurt her severely in one way or the other so she took care of the otters accordingly and made
sure to pay close attention if something was wrong.

but in a month or two, amity noticed some changes like luz would go out of lucia's embrace
(willingly) to stand up, gripped on the metal mesh whenever amity entered the room. happily
squeaking like she's greeting her and she found that really adorable.

once the day of separation came. luz was now capable of being in a cage alone without lucia
hogging her. so it was a good day for amelia to level up her teasing and touch on the otter.

she would frequently take lucia out of her cage and place her on her bed to watch her sniff around
the mattress, slipping inside the pillow and made it her little hiding place but that won't be enough
to get away from the blight's touches.

it's annoying but lucia just settled on the fact that she can't make it stop, no matter how much she
hates getting her nose booped. amelia has never been this touchy to anyone before, let alone an
animal. she just feels that she has more freedom to mess around and boop the otter's nose so many
times.

it feels like lucia is her escape.



"what are you doing?" amelia asked, laying on her bed as she watched lucia burying her face into
the pillowcase once again. she sounds like she's digging into the pillow or mattress making amelia
lowly grumble.

"are you ripping my pillow again?" she asked as she doesn't wanna place all the stuffings in and
stitch her pillow back up. lucia pulled away from the pillow, she stopped for a moment before
letting out an adorable sneeze. amelia snickered at that. the otter shook her head and body, her
reddish eyes met the blight's golden ones to stare at each other for a while.

lucia walked over to amelia, she slightly leaned closer to take small sniffs and amelia tried her best
not to move away as she watched the otter's nose wiggle.

then, her small hands lightly patted her face before bumping her head against her owner's and laid
down beside her.

amelia was in utter shock from that gesture, that was the first time lucia returned any sort of touch
and it made her want to thrash around to celebrate but she gently pulled the otter closer to her
instead as both of them drifted off to sleep in midday.

in the other room, luz was vastly different from her sister. instead of refusing her owner's touches,
she craved it as whenever amity took her out of her cage or just stuck her hand inside, she would
instantly latch onto it. it's like luz became glued to amity.

luz would climb amity like she's the everest, give her excessive licks on the face and head bonks.
she wouldn't even notice that the otter was clinging on the back of her shirt until one of her siblings
pointed it out.

ghost has been locked out of amity's room for a while now, she could hear them scratching,
meowing loudly on the door to be let in but she wouldn't as she's unsure how ghost would react
when they saw luz out of her cage and vice versa.

"okay luz, i want you to meet someone." amity said as she planned this would be the day luz would
meet ghost and she just have to be ready to separate either one of them before a fight breaks out.
she placed luz on the bed, motioning luz to sit down which she did so diligently and stood up to
head over to the door.

amity grasped the doorknob, she looked back at luz who's patiently waiting her tail slowly
wagging. softly smiling, amity took a deep breath in and swung the door open for ghost to finally
enter the room. the white cat rushed inside the room, hopped onto the bed as they hoped to get
some good cold spot on their owner's bed but they suddenly stood frozen when they saw another
animal with them.

"uh, ghost. this is luz, she's your new roommate. luz, ghost." amity introduced the two animals,
approaching them and knelt down in front of them as she watched them stare at each other without
much movement.

luz cutely tilts her head to the side, she finds the white cat since they don't really look like what she
is and that's cool. slowly, she crawled over to ghost who watched her without moving with their
back fur slowly rose. when luz was a good inches away, she dropped onto her back as she stared at
ghost's blue eyes and thinned pupils.

amity doesn't know what's happening but she doesn't want to intervene just yet.



luz slowly raised her small hands up, bringing it close to ghost and softly tapped their head with a
happy squeak from the otter. there was a momentary silence in the bedroom until ghost's back fur
lowered and sat down in front of luz. they leaned down close to her face to begin grooming her.

amity lets out a relieved sigh that ghost didn't attack luz, she reached out her hand to scratch her
cat's head to commend them for accepting luz and she has to admit that luz seemingly has a charm
of sneaking into people's, even animals' hearts.

then, luz suddenly had a burst of energy as she sprung up to her feet, she lightly tagged ghost
before jumping off the bed to start running around the room while the cat speedily chased her.

amity giggled as she watched the two animals run around, she stood up from the floor to sit on the
edge of the bed to not be caught in the crossfire. there were instances where ghost catches luz,
tackling her to the ground and giving playful bites on the neck, making the otter squeal before
letting her go again for another run.

but then, luz accidentally knocked a half used canister of blue paint under the worktable over
making their fun suddenly come to a halt. curiously, luz placed her paw on the spilled paint to take
a sniff of it only to cringe as it really reeked and she hated it.

"no no, don't step on it! back away!" amity quickly rushed over to them making the two animals
jump back, she placed the canister upright to stop the spillage from adding more, she looked at the
amount of paint on the wooden floor. it's not much so she just needs to clean it up fast before it
dries.

amity perked up when she heard a whimper from the side, she looked to see luz's head was
lowered, ears folded back and her tail tucked close to her.

softening, "hey, it's okay, luz. it was an accident. it happens." she reassured as she gently rubbed the
otter's head making her slowly raise her head for their eyes to meet again. the golden hues only held
the gentleness and endearment, making luz's guilt disappear as she leaned into amity's touch.

amity noticed that one of luz's paw has paint that made an idea pop in her head. she stood on her
knees to grab a piece of paper from her table and placed it in front of luz, "here. try this."

luz sniffed the paper, she tilts her head as she didn't understand what this was supposed to do until
she remembered that she dipped her paw on the paint. connecting the pieces, she pressed her paw
on the paper and lifted it to see it left a perfect mark. the otter's tail happily wagged with her eyes
dilating, she pressed her paw on the paper once again to leave another mark, a happy squeak was
heard as she began to dab her front paws on the spill paint to make an artwork.

"i think this will be a new obsession."

and an obsession it became.

amity intentionally left her art supplies in the open for luz to tinker at, she mostly uses paint to
leave perfect paw prints for amity to paste on the walls like it's an art exhibit for her siblings to
admire if they enter her room.

it's a religion now.



but there was a time where luz was suddenly despondent, unmovable inside her cage and wouldn't
even bother to eat the food amity offers. she exhausted the options that would usually get the otter's
energy levels to the roof but today just wasn't it.

amity immediately dialed the only person she knows what the reason could be why luz was like this
and viney arrived faster than the blight parents learning something in parenting 101.

while viney was tending to the sick otter, amity was outside of her room with her three siblings
standing stiffly with a confused look on their faces. the twins were just minding their business in
their rooms until they saw a wild beauty and amelia was doing her usual messing around with lucia
who's sitting on her arms, watching the younger blight pace back and forth.

"alright, i don't know what's going on with luz but i want to make sure she springs back to her usual
self soon!" amity said, her tone sounded like she's the general giving her soldiers a monologue
about they just popped out of the vagina to die in a battlefield serving the sickly otter.

"if miss viney needs something, all of you shall stand guard and prevent anyone from entering this
very room while i get the thing that could help luz." amity continued, desperation slipping in. she
got like this when ghost ate spoiled cat food alador gave, making amity never trust anyone of
feeding her cat ever again but herself.

she's even worse now.

"got it?"

all three of them slowly nodded in response but it wasn't enough as amity stood in front of amelia
with her eyes narrowed at lucia. "squeak twice if you want your sister to come out of there alive."
she said, her voice deepening as she stared into the otter's reddish hues. surprisingly, it scared her a
little, making lucia let out two meek squeaks before hiding herself on amelia's chest.

"don't fucking scare, lucia. the hell is wrong with you?" amelia pushed amity back as she cradled
lucia close to her, giving her the safety and warmth away from the big bad mittens.

"why do you need us anyways? it's not like luz is on the brink of death." edric said but he
immediately zipped his lips when amity snapped her head at him with her eyes burning with
immense determination and intimidation.

"she could be if we don't act fast! i am an awesome owner and i shall prove it for my luz!" amity
proudly declared, she knows she's an awesome owner and she's gonna prove it to everyone because
she's the right person to have luz and take care of her! (excluding viney 'cause girl's got a
professional background)

"my luz?" emira muttered under her breath with a grin crawling up on her lips.

then, everyone stopped when the door clicked open to reveal viney slowly slipping out of the room.
"uh, hey. sorry to interrupt." she said as she sheepishly waved at the blight siblings but it wasn't
long until amity grabbed her by the shoulders and started bombarding her with questions.

"is luz okay?! do i have to make a quick run to the store for medicine?! what does she need?!"

"calm down, luz is fine." viney reassured that made amity stop shaking her which was appreciated
as she was getting dizzy from it. amity lets her go, backed up for personal space and cleared her



throat as a signal for viney to continue.

"right. it's normal for her species to be 'sick', it just means she entered the stage of adulthood. the
same thing happened to lucia." viney explained which brought relief to the blights, especially
amity.

"totally normal. no life threatening symptoms or anything?" amity asked, wanting to make sure and
viney shook her head.

"nope. it's just a natural process."

"for now, just let her rest and don't take out the small tablet inside her mouth. it numbs the intense
pheromones from taking control and leaves a strawberry flavor in her mouth when she wakes up."
viney advised, amity diligently nodded her head as she felt extra relieved that her luz was alright
and was just going through a rough kind of puberty.

"thank you again, viney and sorry about panicking." amity said, getting timorous as she rubbed the
back of her neck while the three just stared at their little sister blankly. they know for a fact that was
beyond just panicking.

"hey, it's no problem. i appreciate the extra mile you're taking for luz, i can tell she's a lucky otter to
have an owner like no otter." viney unwittingly placed an otter pun that she seems to be proud of
but amity made an indecipherable expression along with amelia as they just awkwardly stood there.

what the fuck.

all the while, the twins saw this as an opportunity. they pushed amity to the side to get to viney,
sandwiching her as it's their turn to bombard her with questions. "viney, right? are you free this
next weekend when you're not saving the animals?" emira asked, not being subtle at all.

chuckling, "maybe." viney replied with a grin.

as the three of them slowly walked away, leaving amity to sit by the door since amelia returned to
her bedroom. amity doesn't want to go inside and risk disturbing luz but she also wants to check if
she's doing well.

it took about a week for luz to finally be up and running once again, energised as ever as the first
thing she did was climb onto amity to give her kisses and chase after ghost to make up for lost time.
now that viney's job was done, she left the blight manor with a fat paycheck and two phone
numbers.

 

one day, amelia wanted to go out in the weekends and she totally would but it won't be right if she
didn't bring lucia along with her in the mall. sure, there's a rule that dogs should wear some diapers
to prevent it from to leak out an excitement and should be on a leash.

but lucia is no dog and she doesn't like leashes. so fuck the rules.

"amelia, we're seriously gonna get fined for this." amity whispered, she walked beside her sister in
the mall, her arms cradling her handbag as she had luz inside. she thought amelia meant a private
theater because they wanted to bring the otters along but she didn't expect it to be in a fucking mall.



amelia scoffed with her eyes rolling behind her lavishing glasses, "so what? they don't give a fuck
as long as you got money." she replied, lucia was inside her fur jacket, peeking out to see the many
things that caught her eyes and feeling the cold air conditioner on her fur.

luz popped her head out of amity's bag to see where they're going while nibbling the food amity
gave her earlier. having two otters out in the open captured the people's attention as they would
glance at the blight sister's way, showing off the otters like it's their poodle.

no, even better than poodle.

they rode the escalator up to the third floor where the theaters are. everyone on the escalator was
now looking at them as lucia slipped out of amelia's jacket to sit on her shoulder instead with luz
squeaking in awe at the many things her eyes could see, brimming with excitement.

as they got to the third floor, they were about to head for the theater amelia rented but amity was
stopped when she felt amelia grab her by the arm to stop her.

"can lucia eat popcorn?" amelia asked as she looked at the snack area. luz and lucia seemed to
catch the scent of the fresh popcorn, making their eyes dilate and tail wag furiously.

"yeah. just get the buttered one and make sure it's unsalted." amity advised, amelia grinned at that.
"nice." both sisters walked towards the stand to buy a big sized unsalted buttered popcorn. the
employee stared at the odd animals the blights have while packing up the popcorn and lucia was
kinda getting sick of it as she snapped at them making the worker jump.

amelia hushed lucia to calm down as she scratched her under her chin, the otter liked it whenever
the blight would scratch her there. "got a problem?" amelia asked with her menacing gaze and lucia
baring her teeth added to it. the two emitted a destructive aura that no one wants to get involved
with.

"n- no ma'am. here you go." they placed the two bags of popcorns on the counter for amelia to take
and slammed a full hundred dollar bill, she turned around as she didn't bother to take change.
amelia saw lucia was leaning down to sniff the deliciously smelling popcorn, wanting to get a taste
but she didn't want to fall.

softly giggling, amelia picked a piece and offered it to lucia, watching her sniff it for a second
before taking it. the sound of the kernel crunched inside her mouth, amelia watched the otter chew
it, gulped it down "like it?" she asked.

then, she saw her eyes grow wide with her tail furiously wagging. lucia tried to dive down into the
bag but was stopped by the blight as she laughed. "whoa whoa, easy big girl. you gotta learn to
share." amelia said as she gently pushed lucia back to her shoulders and gave her another piece to
munch on.

meanwhile, amity was leaning against a pillar with her bag still in her arms as she gently rubbed
luz's face, squishing her whiskered cheeks while she stared at the blight as if her hazel eyes wanted
to tell something yet didn't have the words.

"i'm sorry you got overwhelmed, i didn't think amelia would pull this kind of stunt." amity
whispered, she slowly slid down to sit down on the ground and placed her bag on her lap. luz
lightly squeaked in response, she placed her small hands onto amity's stomach as if she's reassuring
her that she's having fun.



then, a mother and daughter was about to walk past the blight but the little kid stopped when she
saw luz making her gasp in excitement at the sight of an unknown creature. "mommy, mommy! can
i have that weird puppy, please?" she begged as she tugged on her mother's hand to make her stop
and look at luz who hadn't noticed their presence yet.

humming, the mother stared at the otter who's indulging the touches and scratches amity gives
before stepping up to her to ask; "how much for it?"

this caught amity off guard as she turned her head to meet the middle aged woman's face.
"pardon?" she blurted out, wanting to hear it again just in case she wasn't hallucinating from
hearing it as she slowly stood up with the bag pressed even closer to her.

"how much for your purse dog?" the woman repeated as she didn't know what luz was and she
doesn't have the right to know.

"she's not for sale." amity blankly stated like it's the clear obvious but the woman doesn't seem to
get it.

"but my daughter wants it! so you better give me that thing or i'll call security for sneaking in that
rabid animal!" the woman threatened with her hand extended, beckoning for amity to simply hand
luz to them. the blight stared at the ugly hand, turned her gaze at the pouting little girl that
reminded her something when she was a little girl herself.

this girl reminded amity the dogshit she found in her school playground.

ugly and ungrateful little shit much like her mother. a spitting image really.

"are you tone deaf or did your mother drop your head in 7 flights of stairs when you were fresh
out?" amity sneered with her tone leaning into malicious as she's losing her patience fast with this
family when she saw supposed to be watching a movie.

"excuse me?!"

amity wasn't going to repeat what she just said when she knew this woman was born with ears as it
shows or maybe she just doesn't know how to use them. that's why it's so difficult to reason with
stupid.

"fine. if you don't want to give it to me, i'll take it!" the woman grabbed the strap of the bag and
attempted to snatch it out of amity's hold but she kept a good grasp on the bag. luz listened to the
entire conversation and she really didn't like this woman, she raised herself towards her hand and
bit her hard enough just to let go as she lets out a shriek.

"hm, looks like luz already knows who she belongs to." amity mocked with a cocky smirk dawning
her face, she patted luz's head and approached the little girl to bend down slightly as her tone
shifted into a taunting childish one.

"sorry little girl, just get a stray cat that looks like it has it's hot girl bummer if you want to have
rabies so bad." amity said, she made an annoying expression to add to the insult before her face
reverted to stone cold and stood straight once again as she began to walk away with her hand
dismissively waving overhead.

"have a nice fucking day."



amelia and lucia watched the entire exchange and the eldest could never be even prouder than this.
as amity caught up with amelia, both sisters began walking for the rent theater while amelia was
giving her this proud expression out of the corner of her eye, making amity confused.

"what?" she asked.

"and here you were complaining about if we got caught." amelia replied, amity groaned with her
eyes shifting down to the carpeted floor to stare at it's moving patterns.

"the bitch was trying to take luz and i ain't gonna let that shit fly." she said. luz is something special
to amity, she isn't going to hand her over to a family who doesn't even know how to take care of her
so she can be their centerpiece. bullshit.

amity is luz's awesome owner. no one else.

"damn right."

upon entering the quiet theater, the blight sisters and their otters sat in the middle rows. the otters
sat on their owners' lap as they began snatching some popcorns to munch on while the big screen
began to flicker until the movie began to show with the loud intro music blaring at all sides that
made luz and lucia flinch but they were intrigued.

the two otter sisters stood on their hind legs to see the things getting displayed on the big screen
while eating their snacks. amity and amelia watched them with endearment in their eyes.

once the movie ended, luz and lucia were mostly the ones who ate through both bags of popcorn
while the blights just sat back and watched their otters enjoy their first time screening. now, both of
them are going to have their own plans for today.

"i think me and luz are gonna check out the rest of the mall. we'll meet you back in the parking lot."
amity said, she waved her sister and lucia goodbye as she walked the other direction from their
sisters to make their way to amity’s favorite clothing line, wondering if she can fit some clothes on
luz. “we’re gonna buy you some comfy clothes, okay?” amity whispered to luz who’s hazel eyes
glimmered at the sound of that and lets out an excited squeak in response.

they walked inside the store, amity ignored all the stares she’s getting as made her way towards the
baby clothes section, she slowed down her walking for luz to see the various clothes presented
before her. she leaned out of the bag to get a closer look, amity pulled her out instead “go ahead.
you can pick whatever you like.” she encouraged as she placed the otter in front of the hanged
clothing as she watched her sniff everything before letting out another squeak to make the blight
stop.

“this one?” amity asked as she grabbed a green hoodie that has a pair of long dangling ears in the
hood, luz nodded her head and motioned for a blue sweater with the imprinted ‘UWU’ in the
middle. chuckling, amity grabbed it nonetheless and continued to take whatever luz pointed at until
she has like 20 or something clothes in her hands but she didn't mind when the otter was happy.

“let’s see if it fits.” amity headed over to the fitting room, she took the furthest stall and locked the
door behind her before gently placing luz down on the bench next to her small pile of chosen
clothes. the blight grabbed the first hoodie the otter pointed at, luz stood up with her arms raised.
she gets this action from amity whenever she changes her uniform to something more comfortable.



amity took it off it’s hanger and began to carefully place it onto luz, guiding her little arms through
the sleeves. straightening the ends, she placed the hood onto her head as well, amity stepped back
to see how it looks on luz. she almost disintegrates into ashes as she saw how fucking cute the otter
looks with this fit, without hesitation, the blight took out her phone and began snapping pictures
while luz did some small posing to make her owner grow weaker

after that photoshoot, luz rummaged through the small pile of clothing to pull another one out in
front of amity. it’s a half indigo and half white sweatshirt with short sleeves, it, unfortunately,
doesn’t have a hood. “you wanna try this one next?” amity asked, she placed her phone back inside
her pocket and gently pulled the hoodie off luz to replace it with the sweatshirt.

she won’t lie that this one suits luz more. it just feels right whenever she looks at it.

suddenly, whimpers and crestfallen whines were heard from the otter making amity snap out of her
blissful land and worry was the first thing that kicked in. “what’s wrong? is it too tight?” she asked,
she was about to take the sweatshirt off but luz backed up, she bit on the previous hoodie by the it’s
hood and shook her head then lets go of it for one of her hands to reach the back of the sweatshirt.

she’s telling amity something and she took an extra few moments until she figured it out.

lightly nodding, amity lifted luz into her arms. "hm. i think we can make that work."

on the other end of the mall, amelia was skimming through the racks on racks of clothing to see if
she finds something new that isn’t already in her wardrobe or torn by the hands of ghost. lucia
moved down to be cradled in her owner’s arms, watching the various clothing move past her vision
before going to another rack.

then, something caught the older otter’s eyes as she perked up when it swiftly moved out of her
field of view. lucia wriggled out of amelia’s arms to go after it “lucia! where the hell are you
going?!” the blight exclaimed as she watched the otter disappear from her sight for a few seconds
but swiftly came back with something in her mouth. she happily trotted towards amelia before
stopping in front of her with her tail cutely wagging.

“what do you have there?” amelia asked as she slowly knelt down to see a red bonnet in lucia’s
grasp. her brow rose in confusion, not knowing why the otter suddenly went off just to grab this
and nothing else. “why do you need that for?” lucia only snorted back at her owner, telling her to
just buy this thing for her.

amelia grabbed the beanie and attempted to tug it out of lucia’s bite but she had a strong grip that
only tightened when she tried to take it away from her. leaving the blight without much of a choice
but to submit.

“fine, we’ll buy it.” amelia gave in much to the otter’s delight as she lets out a happy squeal with
her tail now wagging furiously, she climbed onto her owner to sit on her arms once again as they
headed for the cashier since their shopping’s done.

at the end of the day, luz and lucia were spoiled and the things the blight sister’s bought for them
with their credit cards barely made a dent.

a few weeks had passed since their shopping, amity made a self knitted hood for luz’s now favorite
sweatshirt that has a pair of cat ears which luz really loves and ghost would be caught playing with
it whenever the hood was on and luz wasn’t paying attention. amity was out to take a walk around



the neighborhood with ghost and luz in leashes, the twins were also out doing their own thing that
left amelia alone in the manor.

she isn’t exactly alone when lucia is always with her.

watching her tumble around the bed with her red beanie covering almost her whole body, lucia
became hooked with this beanie and would absolutely throw a fit if amelia intentionally left it
behind if they would do something together. “lucia.” amelia softly called for the otter who perked
up upon hearing her name with the beanie slipping out of her head as she looked over her shoulder
to look at her owner.

amelia opened her arms, signalling lucia to come to her and the otter didn’t hesitate to pounce onto
the blight making her let out a wheezing giggle. she hugged lucia close to her as the animal nuzzled
into the blight’s neck, indulging the given warmth with her body easing on top of amelia’s body
who softly scratched her head.

it’s a shame that amelia can’t really sleep with lucia on the bed as it might risk her getting crushed
but she shouldn’t be this cuddly like a live stuffed toy then.

both of them snuggled up onto each other, the warmth slowly lulled them to sleep as lucia fluttered
her eyes close with amelia’s eyelids slowly fluttered shut and was about to drift off to sleep with
lucia carefully moving up to bury the blight’s face in her stomach until they both jumped when the
loud intercom of the front door suddenly rang. alerting them.

sitting up, amelia looked over to her computer to see the cameras on the porch displaying
someone’s at the door. due to their mother’s paranoia, she doesn’t like having servants or waitresses
around as she thinks they’re going to steal the family’s precious wealth so their father hooked up a
doorbell within an intercom that, when pressed, creates an annoying blare as if it’s the end of the
world and placed the camera footage in everyone’s computer so they could see who’s at the door if
everyone is out and just one remained.

and that’s amelia.

sighing deeply, amelia begrudgingly stood up with lucia in her arms, both looking over to the
screen to see an oh so familiar pink haired bitch that made amelia grimace.

amelia opened the speaker of the intercom, “the fuck you want now, havenstar?” she snarled as she
stared at boscha’s older sister’s irritable face when she looked into the camera after noticing it was
there.

“i just wanna get my stuff. you kicked me out last time we had a night remember? or did you burn
it?” the havenstar jokes but amelia was nowhere close to flattered as she emptily stared at the
monitor. i fucking wish i did. amelia said in her head as she rolled her eyes.

lucia looked at her owner, the girl in the monitor back and forth to see her annoyance in her eyes
that made the otter become annoyed as well as a growl came to the surface in her throat as she
stared back at the monitor.

“fine, i’ll throw it out the window.” amelia said, she stuffed delilah’s clothes she left in the corner,
garnering dust and smells like hot sweat that made it tempting for her to burn it. she was about to
get it but she heard delilah speak up once again. “actually, i kinda wanna talk about something.”



amelia also has a past with delilah heavenstar though instead of it being resolved like she did with
winona, their relationship is more of a hit or miss as one day amelia kind of likes delilah and wanna
make it work and the next she fucking despices the girl. they kept jumping back and forth like it’s a
routine. it became tiring quickly and she quickly cut the meaningless relationship off before it truly
became a problem.

“can you let me in?”

amelia can exactly make her leave because she can’t move a big rock and just wanted to take this
horrid smelling clothes out of her room already.

“fine.” amelia turns off her monitor, walks out of her room to head down for the front door with
lucia still in her arms. she swung the door open, meeting delilah’s signature smug face but the
blight didn’t bother to give her a formal greeting as she just turned around to lead the way back to
her bedroom with the havenstar trailing behind.

“what’s up with that weird thing you got there?” delilah asked upon entering the eldest blight’s
room once again, noticing a small head was peering over amelia’s shoulder with her eyes narrowed
at her but amelia ignored the comment. she walked over to lucia’s cage to gently place her back
inside along with putting her beanie to the side before turning around to face the havenstar.

“wow, never seen you taking care of an animal before. did someone get you into it?” delilah asked
with her tone sounding as if dismayed yet curious at the same time but amelia's didn't delve into it
too much with her eyes rolling to signify her displeasure of having the havenstar in her house.

“just tell me what you want and leave.”

delilah raised her hands as a surrender, the opponent is weak so why bother pushing her face into
the ground further? “something's different. the old amelia wouldn’t give two shits about a goldfish
and wouldn’t even bother to feed it.” she said rather crudely about what amelia would do if she
actually had a pet before lucia.

if only she were interested in it when she was a child. but there's another thing that made amelia
realise something.

she hasn't gotten any sex from anyone ever since she brought lucia home.

“did somebody finally tame your cold, cold heart?” delilah asked, her brow quirking in curiosity
and irritation, amelia could clearly see it but she ignored it as she shook her head, denying all of it.
she didn't want to say that an otter was the reason why she hadn't gotten any activities in bed, her
head lowered as she started pondering, asking herself why?

was it really lucia or she just lost interest?

“people just became too vanilla for me.” amelia lied through her pretty little mouth and delilah
didn’t catch a thing of it, she crossed her arms to make it her disinterest clear with her head turned
to the side. looking in the corner of her eye, she saw lucia staring at her, doing nothing but giving
her a look that she doesn’t really understand as the otter was harder to read than luz.

“if that’s the case,” amelia snapped out of her daze when she heard delilah speak once again. she
watched her slowly approach her with a hungry look in her eyes, she didn’t take a step back as she



waited for her next move which was to pull the blight by the waist and make her body press up
against her.

this triggered the otter somehow as the mood was temporarily disrupted when they heard lucia
snort loudly, amelia looked over her shoulder to see lucia was still staring at her but she can tell
she’s biting down a cheeky grin. oh how amelia only wished the otter snorting was enough to send
delilah home.

scoffng, delilah was quick to push that aside and reverted back to what they were doing. “i’ll gladly
show you i can fuck you like an animal.” she cooed, her voice dragging out and lower in a few
decibels which would kickstart amelia into the mood but this just wasn’t it. “go ahead. i’m hard to
please.” amelia puts up a fake challenge which turns the havenstar on even more as she might be
wrong about the queen stepping down her throne.

but, she has to know. “not anymore.”

then, delilah pushed amelia to her bed, positioning her for a missionary as she began to unbuckle to
let out her craving cock.

amelia doesn’t really like the session if delilah is it but for the sake of her unwavering reputation as
the only girl who can make other girls bend to her will while the boys perish under her wrath.
amelia blight is the queen of hexside.

once the pants were off, delilah dropped her pants and underwear to the floor, she hastily took off
amelia’s own lower part clothing as that’s the thing only thing that matters and spreads her legs to
see the gates of heaven open up to her just for the sake of proving the blight’s point. delilah didn’t
bother to give a foreplay when she shoved her entire cock inside amelia’s lubricating vagina.

the blight twitched from the sudden stretch and intrusion but all of it was pushed to the side fairly
quickly as she adjusted to delilah’s girth. once she started moving her hips, giving out hard and
precise thrusts making amelia’s body jolt upward with her head slightly hitting the headboard,
pleasured groans were heard from the havenstar yet there was nothing uttering from amelia’s throat.

amelia wasn’t mcloving it. not even a happy meal kisses on the neck and suckles on her breasts
weren’t enough to spice it up.

something was always missing whenever amelia has sex and she doesn’t know what. she tried
everything to resolve it but nothing worked so she stopped trying, ignored it the best she could as
she wanted to enjoy the free thrill. it worked. for a while at least until now.

it’s stronger than ever that it’s not enough to just ignore it.

while amelia’s head was someplace else but heaven, delilah noticed the distinct lack of noise and it
irked her as she took this as a mockery of her capabilities when she knew she can make amelia
moan out of her name. then, the havenstar flipped the position into all fours but delilah pushed
amelia’s upper half down onto the bed, she firmly gripped her hips before slamming her cock deep
into eher pussy making the blight twitch but still nothing.

it wasn’t long that frustration sets in as amelia wasn’t getting off by this. she turned her head to the
right, wondering if she should just fake her moans as she’s getting pretty good at it but when she
looked up. amelia’s mouth slightly turned agar at the sight of lucia standing on her hind legs with
her little hands gripping on a row of steel as she watched them.



it’s no secret that either luz or lucia does this if they’re asking for attention or wanna be let out of
the cage but once amelia lowered her gaze even more, she saw the otter’s phallus completely
unsheathed.

amelia couldn’t look away. she just couldn’t as if she was pulled into a sort of trance, a spell that
created a sudden surge of pleasure throughout of her body making her moan loudly and it wasn’t
from delilah learning how to fuck her right.

delilah misinterpreted the moan of it occurring because of her. it picked up her broken pride as she
picked up her pace to make amelia moan for her again much to her delirium.

the blight continued to stare at lucia, it brought her waves upon waves of euphoria with her that no
one ever seemed to give her as he moans bounced through the walls, her mind began to conjure
things she shouldn’t be even thinking as she’s not that deplorable of a person. amelia lets out a
squeal with her body arching from the sudden climax she wasn’t prepared for and all it did was
feed boscha’s ego.

all of that happened because of an otter.

panting softly, amelia barely felt delilah pulling out of her pussy and came onto her hand instead as
she knows how worked up the blight can get if a stray drop of cum got on her sheets. amelia tore
her eyes off lucia for a moment, not bothering to give the havenstar another glance as she grabbed
her clothes off the floor to fix herself.

once both of them were dressed once again like nothing happened, delilah opened her mouth as she
was about to talk about the school’s championship finals since amelia used to be both a star player
in her junior years and the lead cheerleader last year before she stepped down.

but amelia didn’t bother to listen to whatever the havenstar was going to say as she grabbed her by
the arm, roughly pulled her up and dragged her out of her bedroom before completely slamming the
door shut in her face. she leaned against the door for support, her mind was racing to figure out the
reason why she was suddenly acting like this so out of the blue.

it just came out of nowhere.

amelia pushed herself off the door to slowly walk over to lucias cage, seeing her standing on all
fours now but her phallus was still out under her making the blight feel something bubbling in the
pit of her stomach with the dreaded question popping into her mind.

is she really attracted to lucia?

-----

summer finally arrived, thank god for that.

everyone has their thing to do in their summer like the twins going on a road trip to the neighboring
city to waste their nights away with a few friends tagged along. their parents are out most of the
time so they don't really matter.

that just leaves amity, amelia, luz and lucia in the manor, having it all to themselves. they're on the
top balcony that has a great view of the small woods separating the blight manor to bonesborough's



glimmering skyline that's twinkling amongst the stars above but it wouldn't be a fair fight if they're
compared together.

amelia brought up a cooler containing a few bottles of light beers with the otters sitting on their
laps. lucia grew curious about the beer that she would sometimes come close to amelia's lips
whenever she takes a sip as if she's planning to catch a drop but amelia was careful.

amity, fortunately, doesn't drink and she ate the nachos she ordered earlier. the box was placed in
between luz's legs, lapping up the salsa while she happily nibbled on the chips.

"now that you're graduated, are you still going to community college?" amity asked, remembering
that amelia used to tell her that she's going to go for the community college in the isles because she
doesn't wanna get homesick.

humming, "maybe." amelia took another gulp and sighed deeply. "bitch wanted me to go harvard
instead, which was tempting," she replied as she turned her head down, seeing lucia try to reach for
the beer bottle but it's too far away for her little hands to reach.

"but i can't leave lucia. no one lets in a dog on campus, let alone an otter. so i'm thinking bout
stopping for a year, figured i could use a break." amelia added with a careless shrug, she leaned
back to the chair as she pulled lucia away from the edge before she hurt herself.

amity chuckled, "how did mom react to that?" she asked as she scratched luz's head, her fingers
gently rubbed her tiny, flappy ears to get a feel of her soft flesh.

"take a guess."

of course the bitch refuses. when was the last time she ever agreed to anything her children wanted
to do? 'cause neither amity or amelia remember shit.

"she's so.." amity trailed off as she's trying to find the right word and amelia has one. "bitchy?"

amity nodded, "yeah. like there's no other way to say it but bitchy." she said, her tone sounding as if
it's her first time saying a swear. "i just wanna slap that woman in the face for everything she's done
to me, to us."

neither of them, not even the twins can forget the abuse they had to put up with in order to be
'perfect' in their mother's eyes. their neglectful father doesn't really matter much since he was 'too
busy'.

"same with that man. i can shove his hairy ass into the furnace when given the chance." amelia
spat, she brought the bottle to her lips once again but nothing came out, sighing, she placed the
empty bottle to the side and tilted her head up to stare at the beautiful night canvas.

"i'm just glad i'm not gonna see her ugly face for a while. it's nice to have some quiet here."

"i kinda glad i'm here 'cause i got to meet this little shit." amelia said as she lowered her head down
to see lucia sleeping on her head, she replied with a low growl that meant nothing malicious, yet it
was strangely endearing making the blight's smile grow.

"don't give them too much credit." amity muttered, amelia bursts out of her laughter making amity
laugh as well.



a comfortable silence sets in when their laughter dies down. both sisters stared off to the void as
their minds ran rampant of whatever came to first, which was mostly the otters, that reminded
amelia that day.

she didn't have anyone to vent about it because who would awkwardly talk about amelia getting
turned on by her otter's phallus? that sounded predatory when amelia says that in her head and she
fucking hates it.

amity is the only one amelia always turns to so maybe she can tell her.

"hey.. can i tell you something weird?" amelia asked as she turned her head to the side to avoid eye
contact.

amity nodded as she hummed, "hit me."

after amelia finished her story, amity was stunned at what her ears picked up. she opened her mouth
to try and say something but she kept faltering. the youngest blight cleared her throat and tried once
again.

"i- i must confess too." amity said as her eyes darted around the balcony with her mind racing if she
should really tell her. but she took a deep breath in and began to tell the things she's been feeling
towards luz.

but before she started, she covered luz's ears.

the strange allurement and attraction amity never had for a human nor any other animal she met.
she also saw luz's phallus one time. the otter was grooming herself as she picked it up from ghost
and she was licking it clean.

this made the blight feel something so illegal that she had to take long walks downtown to clear her
head.

but despite her efforts to forget it. amity fingered herself that night.

there was an uncomfortable silence that loomed over them, feeling something heavy befall on their
shoulders as they pondered about the question why. just why. but those feelings were hard for them
to ignore as they kept growing, kept festering, kept manifesting into something unbearable.

"what the fuck is wrong with us?" amity muttered as she buried her face into her hands.

both of them want to know what is truly wrong inside their heads but alas, amelia doesn't have an
answer for that.

then, something made both otters look up into the dark night sky. the sisters gazed up as well,
noticing a shooting star soar across the starry heavens as it flew amongst the celestial bodies,
leaving a trail of stardust in its wake.

isn't it a bit too early for a meteor shower? but, they can't deny the beauty of it.

amelia glanced down, seeing the two otters were staring at the shooting star, their eyes fixed on it
as if they're silently saying their wishes for the star.



"what do you think they wished for?" amelia lightly jokes, making amity giggle, she stroked luz's
head as she watched her stare at the wondrous event until it disappeared.

in the middle of the night, amelia lay soundlessly asleep on her bed with her sheets covering almost
half of her body, revealing that she wasn't wearing any shorts or underwear for that matter.

sure the weather is hot, the real reason is she fingers herself so much to make her fall asleep that
she tends to forget to pull it back up.

unbeknownst to her, a thud on the floor wasn't enough to wake her up as well with another added
weight slipping on the edge of her bed. a big bump was seen under the covers followed by
something wet grazing her crotch making her gasp in her sleep.

the thing kept licking her until it finally awoke amelia, her eyes barely adjusted to the total
darkness when she pulled her bed sheets up to see a figure was in between her legs and she couldn't
tell who but she isn't gonna get shitted on tonight.

amelia kicked the stranger in the face, she flung the sheets to the side and was about to make a run
for it though the stranger caught her by the shirt to pull her back down to the bed making her
scream as that might awaken amity but a hand was clasped onto her mouth.

amelia thrashed under the stranger's grip, she tried biting the hand but the sound of a deep, gruff yet
soothing voice made her stop.

"amelia."

her whole body went sag just from hearing it but she can't let her guard down too easily. once her
vision finally adjusted to the darkness, amelia froze when she saw a pair of reddish eyes staring
back at her golden ones.

it held.. familiarity.

those reddish brown eyes.

the blight only knows one person who has these beautiful, bewitching eyes yet it's so unbelievable
that she doesn't want to believe her own fantasy.

fantasy. that's all this is, right? a perfectly woven dream to suit her unyielding desires. that's all this
is, a fantasy her heart made to feed her ever growing hole in her chest.

she just needs to embrace it.

slowly, lucia removed her hand from amelia's mouth as she felt her hand caress her cheeks making
her instinctively lean into the touch. she feels so real. her warmth, the texture of her skin, her breath
hitting her face- just everything feels so real but she knows she shouldn't be fooled by this illusion.

just indulge it while it lasts.

"i know this isn't real but you're going to make me feel good tonight." amelia whispered as she
roped her arms around lucia's neck. she looked confused for a moment from what the blight said
but she pushed it to the side as nothing matters anymore except the two of them.



"that's the plan." lucia replied before completely tearing amelia's shirt to shreds, exposing her
plump breasts for her to smother herself in. her adventurous hands roamed around her smooth body,
she took one of the nipples in her mouth as her hips slowly grinds against her.

amelia gasped at the feeling of lucia's erected cock grazing her wet pussy. she watched her suckle
on her boob rather hungrily, her hands slithered up to her thick, curly head, tangling her fingers in
her locks as breathy moans escaped her lips.

"lucia.." amelia muttered. lucia perked up by the sound of her name, she pulled away with a pop
and lets out a questioning chirp that sounded exactly like her otter counterpart that just further
proves that this is all a figment of amelia's sex imagination.

"kiss me."

without any doubt, lucia slammed her lips against amelia who immediately kissed back. the kiss
was sloppy but it felt amazing, it felt so.. enchanting like amelia was reverted back to being a
rookie kisser. she felt lucia slip her long tongue inside, letting their tongues clash as they taste each
other.

amelia tasted a hint of crab? which was coincidentally lucia's dinner as she had a few crustaceans to
break open with her favorite rock.

nonetheless, amelia thought that she reached the real gates of heaven and she didn't want to be
locked out anymore.

she wants it now.

pulling away, both softly panted as they stared into one another glowing eyes filled with intense
lust. "what you waiting for?" amelia asked, sounding out of her breath when they just barely
started.

"aren't you gonna break me open, otter?"

lucia saw the opportunity and took it. "otter believe it." she replied with a grin amelia always
thought of what it would look like and it looks.. she's out of words to praise lucia but the puns ain't
one of them.

"fuck off." amelia playfully punched lucia's chest, making her giggle. lucia gently bumped her head
onto the blight's, kissing her nose to give her reassurance as she aligned herself in the womanhood.

"ready?" lucia asked and amelia vigorously nodded her head as she's born ready for this moment.
that is a dream.

"always."

with that confirmation, lucia began to push her cock inside amelia's pussy though she wasn't slow.
she's somewhat copying what she saw delilah, she didn't go slow but not too fast as she doesn't
wanna hurt amelia.

the blight lets out whimpers and shaky moans, feeling her walls getting widely stretched as if she
became a virgin again. she bit her lip in attempt to muffle herself, looking down, she watched lucia



push the rest of her the rest of her girth inside before thrusting the last portion in making amelia
moan loudly with her body trembling from that force.

"fuck.. you're so big.." she muttered with her quivering voice.

lucia took pride of that, she leaned down to amelia's neck, took a sniff of her sweet perfume getting
mixed with her hot sweat. her tongue dragged along her flesh, earning whine before lucia bit her
neck hard yet not enough to cause harm as she started thrusting.

amelia squealed in both pleasure and pain. she tightly gripped onto lucia's shoulders as she feels her
mercilessly pound her pussy, her speed went from 0 to 300+ within a split second, giving amelia no
time to prepare and she's here for it.

"fuck yes! oh god.. lucia!" amelia moaned with her head rolling back, she loosely wrapped her legs
around lucia's hips as she didn't want her to pull out. not even for a second. the pleasure from each
strike made her body grow weaker as she easily succumbed to it and more of her moans escaped
her lips.

lucia kept her eyes on amelia as she doesn't have anything that would pull her attention away from
her. she watched her whole body bounce at every collision of their hips. groaning from the feeling
of her tight walls clenching around her bulk, lovingly sizing it and she continued to reach deeper to
make amelia's moans echo throughout the entire manor.

"shit.. fuck me like that, lucia!" amelia moaned as all of her good spots were hit. her tongue rolled
out on the side of her mouth, her mind became fogged up by intense lust as the pleasure overtook
her body, making her be at the mercy of lucia's rigorous thrusts.

never slowing down, never faltering.

then, lucia leaned down to amelia's ear to whisper; "from now on, i'll be the only one to take care of
your heat, amelia. i'm all that you need." she still has the thinking and mannerism of an otter. lucia
thought the reason why amelia was bringing home random girls every now and then along with her
masturbating every night, it's almost religiously, was being in her heat cycle.

amelia nodded. "y- you're the only one who can satisfy me.." she replied making lucia smirk before
she gave her another long lasting hickey or mark in her own terms as she picked up her pace even
more, almost turning animalistic making the blight cry out in delight once lucia hits that one spot.

"fuck! yes yes! fuck me right there, please! lucia!!" amelia wailed out but she was silenced by
another kiss that she didn't hesitate to kiss back on. her limbs desperately wrapped around lucia, her
nails clawed her back that left a harsh mark but the stinging pain was ignored. amelia could feel
herself coming while their tongues lashed around each other once again and she was quick to run
out of breath.

abruptly pulling away, lucia growled loudly as she gritted her teeth tight from the feeling of her
knot coming at a much faster rate. she gripped onto the bed sheets, her hungry pants and groans
mixed with amelia's moans until she made her one last thrust deep into amelia's womb making her
scream in absolution with her body arching as she came hard for the first time.

amelia fell limp under lucia, her body twitching from time to time. shuddering blissfully at the
feeling of lucia's warm seeds filling her up and mixing with her own cum. she wants more of it and
lucia gladly delivers as she whispered;



"i'm going to fucking breed you tonight."

-----

as the sun's rays hits the closed curtains, the morning birds sang their song to greet everyone a
pleasant morning that made a certain mint green head slowly flutter her eyes open when she felt
something slip out of her and the first thing she saw was the face of an angel.

amelia stared at lucia's sleeping face that seemingly glowed under the sunlight. her eyes traveled all
around her body that easily turned the blight with her biting her lip as she remembered the hot night
they had. she hasn't been this sore for years.

that's saying something and amelia likes it.

staring at her good looking sleeping human face that she just had to slap to make sure she's still not
dreaming.

lucia slowly fluttered her eyes open, she didn't do anything for the moment as she's still groggily
waking herself up before she looked up and finally met who woke her up.

"you really can't get your hands off me, can you?" lucia asked as she slowly turned her body
upright, stretching her limbs to make them pop in the process while amelia watched with an
endearing look on her face.

"i certainly can't." amelia replied, she leaned down to give lucia a good morning kiss which was
gladly reciprocated and her hands were just about to grope her supple breasts to enact a quickie for
the day but both of them pulled away from each other when the door was suddenly slammed open.

"amelia!"

lucia and amelia sat up to see amity by the door, looking frenzied. "i- i think i need to go to rehab!"
she blurted out so randomly that it confused the two greatly as they glanced in the corner of each
other's eyes, asking the same question.

amity began pacing by the door as she ranted about luz just magically turning into a human and
was found slipping on the foot of the bed like how ghost or luz the otter would do.

"i saw luz on the bed with me as a human! a human?! i don't know what to do or am i going crazy?
is this what being horny is like-" amity stopped for a second when she realised there's someone
sitting behind amelia who's sharing a worried look that only made her brain hurt as it took a while
for her to realise that this girl was lucia.

"lucia too?!"

"amity, calm down before you pass out!" a new voice said that's running down the hallway before
stopping behind amity. her short curly hair bounced along with her movements, she has the same
dark complexion like lucia though she was a lighter and did i mention buck naked?

luz was trying to calm the young blight down while a pretty little red spot sat on her face, amity
probably kicked her from the surprise by seeing a literal naked girl sleeping in her bed and her otter
missing only to find out that this is her otter.

what a world.



"oh, good morning, lucia. amelia." luz waved at her sister and amelia who both reluctantly returned.

"hey." lucia greeted.

"wait, i knew those sounds were familiar!" luz realised that both of them were naked and she heard
their sex noises better than amity due to her heightened ears. "are you guys gonna have puppies and
can i take care of them??" luz excitedly asked with her eyes sparkling like the stars of last night, her
tail would be wagging by now but she's only left with a phantom tail.

human body feels so weird and so.. hairless. maybe that's why the blight sisters always wore
multiple layers of cloth to keep warm.

but all of luz's train of thoughts were derailed when she saw amity suddenly pass out and she
quickly caught her before she hit the floor. "amity?!" luz gently shook amity in her arms, trying to
make her wake up but she wouldn't that made her panic rise exponentially.

"uh- what should i do?!"

"go back to her room and wait for her to wake up. she'll come by and so wear something while
you're at it." amelia advised as her little sister couldn't handle seeing girls naked, she doubts that luz
would be any different especially with this context in mind.

luz nodded, she easily carried amity up in bridal style and quickly retreated to her bedroom with
ghost not too far behind as they were wondering why their roomie suddenly became so big and so
hairless.

lucia slipped out of the bed, she cracked her neck for a moment and was about to walk out of the
room to help luz but her wrist was swiftly caught by amelia making her look over her shoulder to
meet her golden eyes.

"wait, where do you think you're going?" the blight quipped with her brow raising.

"to my sister?" lucia replied as if it's an obvious answer but amelia shook her head.

"luz can handle amity. i wanna have my morning call first." amelia said as she pulled lucia back to
bed.

lucia playfully rolled her eyes though she didn't see why not so she hopped back onto the bed,
pulled amelia down with her as she lets out a delighted squeal.
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“yeah, can i have it as a deluxe maybe? it’s a special day after all.”

“perfect! we’ll be there at.. let’s say 6 or 9 pm. it just depends if my girlfriend doesn’t get involved
in an exuberant adventure with her family.”

“thank you so much. i’m looking forward to it!”

as amity ended the call with her the register of a restaurant she’s been meaning to check out with
luz, she checked off the restaurant’s name while having a ton more above like a suite room of an
expensive hotel, a private ride in a rented boat for them to sail off the boiling sea to have a moment
of serenity away from everything that might potentially ruin her day and do some fishing along
with a place they can let their childish fun come out.

just everything!

amity just wanted to make her 18th birthday to be perfect for her and luz. not really considering it
as her day when she plans to mostly make luz feel special and loved.

amity read the list again to see what’s next she should do before ringing up her scroll again to be
answered by another receptionist asking what she wants. “hi, can i make a reservation for two? and
tell me the most expensive package you got.”

-----

today’s the day.

amity hasn’t been excited for her own birthday before. it usually starts with the twins teasing her of
getting older and her parents throwing a half assed party which made amity hate this day, she
wanted to treat it as a normal average day without needing a party to celebrate that she’s gonna die
at old age but not today.

she puts on the best outfit she can find in her closet and all of her clothes were black that got amity
thinking that she needs to spice up her palette more but then again. nonetheless, amity is excited for
the day ahead of her and she’s going to spend it with luz, no one else and her attention will be
undivided for her girlfriend.



“how do i look, ghost?” amity asked as she turned around to face her palisman who’s sitting on the
bed, watching their owner prepare since amity needed someone to comment on her outfit so she
doesn’t look stupid in front of luz and she doesn’t want to call on her siblings or else they’ll ruin it
if they found out what she had planned.

 

“think i’m gonna make luz fall in love with me even more?” ghost meowed in response with their
tail slowly swishing behind them as amity smiled at that, “thanks.” she did one last fixing over her
attire before lifting ghost off the bed, placing them on her arms to be cradled like a little baby as
she headed out of the room.

while amity walked down the stairs, ghost meowed once again making her make a deadpan
expression. “okay, no need to be pessimistic.” her palisman just stared at her dead right in the eyes
as if to say they weren’t kidding but amity isn’t going to believe it and today is gonna go great.
amazing even.

as amity got to the living room, she made her way to the front door and fly off to the owl house to
pick luz up without worrying about her sister and adoptive brother getting in the way of everything
as she meticulously thought everything out. just when she was about to open the door, something
screamed a blood curdling;

“HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!!”

amity shrieked from what sounded like the gates of hell opening as it’s hellish choir invited her in
but turning around, even ghost jumped out of her arms in fear. she saw alot of people including her
siblings, lucia, hunter and luz in the middle of it all having the biggest smile dawning her face.
amity flinched by the sound of confettis going off with a bunch of balloons getting thrown in the air
and gently floated down to the ground as luz skipped her way over to amity.

“happy birthday, mi amor!” luz said and gave amity a big hug, oblivious to the confused yet
dreaded expression on the blight’s face as she hid it so well while she stared at the many people
behind luz, greeting her a happy birthday.

“o-oh.. what is this?” amity asked as luz pulled away. the blight didn’t consider this to happen, she
was supposed to be the one who does a surprise, not the other way around.

 

“a special surprise party just for the special birthday girl! do you like it?” amity returned her gaze
back to luz, seeing her eyes sparkle in hope that her girlfriend liked this surprise as she planned this
last week ago. poured alot of her time and effort to make it the best she can make it for amity and
made everyone cooperate, especially her siblings who were being difficult.

not wanting to bring down luz, amity flashed a smile and nodded. “yeah, this is awesome. thanks
luz.” she replied. the noceda squealed in happiness, she jumped onto her once again with her arms
wrapping around her neck to pull the blight into a kiss, making everyone whistle at luz’s confidence
though two people weren’t so fond of that display.

this remedied amity, sort of as she just wanted to take luz away and go someplace else where it’s
only them but luz pulled away. “come on, let’s have some fun on your birthday!” she declared,
grabbing amity’s hand to pull her into the party with everyone cheering for the couple. not noticing



the displeasure in her face but amity reminded herself that luz made this for her and should be
grateful that someone even threw a party for her. maybe she’ll have fun.

 

amity wasn’t having fun.

she was stuck in the corner of the living room with a cup of drink spiked by the twins, she watched
the people dancing to the music accompanied by their lovers. a visibly annoyed expression was
seen in the blight’s face, intense irritation radiated off her that when someone came up to her to
have a small chat and they would immediately turn the other way to try again later.

amity just wanted to have a day off with luz, especially on a special day. she doesn't mind
cancelling all of the reservations she made as long as luz was right beside her but even that amity
couldn’t have all because of her dearest brother and sister in law being huge cuckolds. hunter and
lucia has been doing their damndest to keep amity away from their sister who is also her girlfriend
like what the fuck.

she appreciates the things luz does for her, she really does as it makes her feel special in a genuine
way rather than being a centerpiece. but being sidelined like this so other people could have a time
with luz than amity pisses her off in a way unimaginable.

as she drank the entire cup, amity tossed the cup to the side and stormed out of the dancefloor,
wanting to leave this party when there’s no use for her to be here when she’s not enjoying it. just
when amity was about to exit out of the front door, emira stepped up on a small table, summoned a
illusion megaphone and cleared her throat before speaking through the megaphone;

“what do you guys say about playing a game?”

this made everyone perk up by the mention of a game, they stopped dancing for a moment to listen
to what the second eldest blight had to say. viney stood beside the table with a smirk seen donning
her face which kinda concerned some of the witches while amity stopped right at the door, half
interested in what this game could be or else it will be the catalyst for her to really leave the manor.

 

“this better not be fucked up.” lucia muttered under her breath and emira clearly heard it, “oh don’t
worry. i’m betting my money that you’ll enjoy this. literally.” then, the jade haired witch created a
big spell circle that made a sack of something drop before her feet, creating a loud thud against the
table and she kicked it to make snails upon snails spill out. this got everyone hooked at the sight of
the large sum of money in front of their eyes.

“in celebration of my sister’s birthday, why don’t we play love booth?” emira suggested and the
game rang unfamiliar to everyone, even her siblings but they do know the jail booth which got
them thinking if this would be similar to that.

“what’s that?” luz rose the question emira has been hoping to hear, making her grin devilishly
which isn’t a good sign. “i’m so glad you asked.”

“so, the game is simple: make your partner cum faster than anyone else inside the love booths and
the winner gets to take this sack home. simple enough right?” emira laid down the simple premise



of the game though some were still hesitant about the game as they’re cautious about being fucked
silly by their lovers and use it as blackmail or something but this only made amity interested.

turning around, amity immediately saw luz within the crowd, specifically next to lucia and hunter.
this might be her chance to get some alone time with her, though not really private as she would
have hoped, seeing that the booth has a glass facing out into the living room for a perfect view of
whoever is gonna be pressed against it while being fucked from behind.

that’s ideal.

“i’m not doing that.” hunter said as he crossed her arms, even though in his head it sounds kind of
nice. he can feel edric burn a pair of holes behind his head that made him become worried of what’s
gonna happen to him. lucia swallows a large lump in her throat as she can feel an ominous presence
behind her that’s prepared to just snatch her down to the void without any chance of escape while
luz was getting excited.

“hm, i don’t know about that hunter. it’s either getting your intestines slurped up like spaghetti by
puddles or sitting on edric’s dick.” emira said with such nonchalance making hunter’s cheeks
become red, some people giggled to themselves as they saw the poor boy’s embarrassed face.
growling, hunter snapped at them to shut up and lowered his head to avoid his boyfriend’s gaze
over his shoulder, flashing him a suggestive look

“but we’re not gonna force you to make a decision against your will. just know puddles haven't
eaten yet.” viney reminded, just in a nick of time for puddle to burst through the door, flew over
everyone’s heads and landed right beside her companion, nuzzling her head against viney as she
happily chirped. this may look innocent but this cutie is gonna do a full 180 if provoked.

amity was exalted by this that her excitement levels rose back up though not how it was before as
there was a still looming frustration that she needs to resolve. she pushed pass the many people in
her way to get to luz, she grabbed her hand making the noceda whip her head around from the
sudden contact and a smile came on her face when she realised it was her lover.

“we’re gonna do it.” amity declared, surprising everyone- well except her siblings, they expected it.

“we are?” luz asked, almost uncertain as it was so sudden and she wasn’t given a proper answer
when amity began to pull her towards the small row of love booths. “oh! i guess we are!” luz
doesn’t mind though since she did plan to give amity some good times in bed after the party, guess
that present was gonna be given early.

but lucia and hunter aren’t going let that slide.

“oh hell no you’re not! you aren’t gonna fuck luz in front of everyone, asshole!” lucia shouted as
she and hunter began to go after the two before they reach the booth, lucia was about to place her
hand on the young blight’s shoulder to stop her but ghost suddenly appeared before them and
jumped on her. clinging onto her face with her walls digging into the sides of her face making the
eldest noceda scream in agony but it was sadly muffled by a furry belly as she desperately tried to
get the cat palisman off.

hunter ignored what’s happening behind him for a second as his priority was set on his little sister,
“blight! as luz’s brother and the golden guard, i command you to-” hunter must’ve forgotten that
his title of the golden guard has been revoked ever since the defeat of emperor belos but he just
couldn’t himself as he was so accustomed to that title than being called by his real name.



“ex-golden guard.”

then, amity stopped right in the entrance of the booth with luz stepping in while watching the
exchange. turning her head over her shoulder to meet the boy’s crimson eyes that made hunter halt
in his tracks as he stared at the vexed expression held within her soft yet intense golden eyes.

“you don’t get to tell me what position i can take luz, bitch boy.” amity spat making hunter flinch
from her words but he shook it off and was about to charge at amity but she entered the love booth
and slammed the door right on his face.

“you little shit-” hunter banged on the glass, he could see amity was blocking luz’s view from
seeing him and that irritated him more. with lucia still preoccupied of taking ghost off her face, it
left hunter no choice but to whistle for little rascal who was chatting with phantom until he heard
hunter. quickly flying towards him, rascal shifted into his staff form in hunter’s hand.

he brought his staff over his shoulder, his eyes looked so unhinged that it’s starting to concern
everyone but luckily, before hunter could even swing his staff, he felt his legs suddenly press
together. looking down, he saw blue chains wrapped around his ankles, attached with another roll
of chains behind him and he didn’t get to see who was at the end of the chain as he was pulled
down to the ground.

groaning, hunter slowly rolled over as he heard a pair of footsteps clicking against the wooden
floorboards and grimaced when he saw another pair of golden eyes looking down at him.

“what?” hunter asked in a dead tone.

“don’t you think you’re going a little overboard? they’ve been together for 4 years, huns. why don’t
you trust her?” edric asked, he found it cute that hunter was being a real brother for the noceda
sister though he does cross the line whenever it means protecting their precious sunlight from any
danger. most specifically amity.

“i don’t care! luz is my sister and your sister still hasn’t apologized since that day! how am i
supposed to trust her when she’s fucking aggressive?!” hunter exclaimed as he looked up to the
window of the booth though he couldn’t see them from this angle. referring to the day he had an
epiphany and went to the owl house for reconciliation but was instead almost killed by a 14 year
old. again.

“well you did threaten amity back in eclipse lake, remember?” edric reminded hunter that dreaded
memory he tried so hard to suppress only for it to be brought up again.

 

“all of you aren’t going to let that go, are you?”

giggling, “nope.” then, edric began to drag his lover towards one of the booths making him panic
and told little rascal to get out of his staff form which he did as he floated above him, following
them as he awaited for another command.

“w- wait! let me go! attack him!” hunter pointed at edric, expecting his cardinal to start pecking or
tugging the middle blight’s hair though rascal just landed on the floor and watched hunter be
dragged into the booth.



“betrayer!” then, the door was slammed shut and locked.

as lucia finally got ghost off her face, she glared at the cat before letting them go for them to run off
to god knows where but it’s better than being on her face. she looked around, realising luz was
nowhere to be seen and was already inside the middle love booth with amity along with hunter who
was practically dragged in so that leaves..

i need to get out of here. lucia turned around and was about to make a bolt out of there before she
gets her too but the noceda yelped when she realised amelia was already behind her.

“where do you think you’re going?” amelia asked in a curious yet cold tone as she stared down at
the noceda’s eyes, her glowing gaze seemingly telling her that she found her attempted escape but
lucia just laughed it off. trying to play cool, “uh- i need to take a shit.” lucia reasoned although the
blight doesn’t buy that stupid excuse when she kept using it.

then, amelia grabbed lucia by the collar and belt before easily lifting her up into her shoulders
making lucia squeal in terror as the blight began walking towards one of the love booths. lucia did
her best to get out of amelia’s hold, she banged and punched her back but it was simply not enough.

“no no no! por favor envíe ayuda!!”

within the love booth, luz stared into the blight's golden eyes and seemed to be keeping something
in. without any words being uttered, amity switched their position with luz's back pressed against
the glass.

"this day was supposed to be for us." amity whispered, her hands began to roam around luz's body,
getting a feel of her as she pressed her own body against her making luz whimper from the feeling
of her hardening cock.

"i had so much planned for us," amity continued as she stared dead right into luz's hazel eyes. she
slipped her fingers inside her jean shorts and leggings, wanting to pull it down already and take luz
in the spot, that's kind of the whole point but she didn't just yet.

"i love you for doing this for me but those assholes always ruin things." amity said, if she's being
honest, she doesn't like having the two as her siblings in law when she takes luz's hand and she
doesn't have a doubt they'll try to crash the most important day of all.

"hey, no need to be harsh. and you already planned a day for us?" luz asked, surprised though not
really as she sort of expected it but she didn't listen to that thought since she really excited to
prepare this party for her beloved.

luz stared into amity's eyes, telling it all and she turned away with guilt. "i'm sorry. i'm so stupid.."
she muttered under her breath, her thoughts began to swirl around her head that told her many
things than bring a good girlfriend for amity.

immediately noticing the dropping mood of her lover, amity tries to fix it the best she can. "hey
hey, it's okay. i just didn't expect this but thank you." she said, her voice was soothing for luz to
calm down and softly cupped her chin for their eyes to meet again.

"but for now, at least i get to have some alone time with you, finally." then, amity leaned in for a
sweet kiss she has been dying to have if she wasn't repeatedly sabotaged by the two idiots. luz



didn't need to think twice in reciprocating as she wrapped her arms around her neck, shimmying
herself to help amity take off her shorts conpletely when she pulled it down.

luz groaned as amity pushed her tongue in, letting their wet muscles dance and taste each other
with the their hips lightly grinding, throbbing from the unbearable need that needs to be resolved.

now.

pulling away, both panted softly as they stared into each other's hues for a short second but it was
enough to know what they wanted. amity turned luz around, pulled her rotund ass back for her as
she spreads her ass cheeks to expose her puckered hole and pussy that's been well used by the
blight only.

"no foreplay this time." amity said as she slowly rubbed her thumb on her lover's cunt, getting a
feel of her wetness. luz shuddered with a low groan escaping her throat when she felt amity push
her thumb in though it was only a tease.

"i don't care."

chuckling, amity began to unbuckle her pants to let her apprehensive cock to spring out with the tip
slowly oozing of precum. she stroked herself a little as she aligns herself in luz, placed her hands
on her hips.

there was a few moments of silence that confused luz why until the blight pushed her entire dick
inside without warning making the noceda moan loudly with her head rolling back.

luz gripped onto the locked doorknob since that's the only thing she can latch onto for support. she
did her best to adjust as much as she can even though they had sex countless of times and she
should totally be used to the blight's girth.

but she's still not apparently.

amity bit her lips from the tightness clenching around her cock, she listened to luz's shaky sighs as
her body trembled from that single thrust. she gave her a few seconds to adjust before she started
thrusting.

"aahh!! aah- amity!" luz moaned once again, it would be useless for her to try and hold her moans
as she feels amity go deeper than before at every thrusts.

it brought immense pleasure throughout her body, rendering her weak from each slams that pressed
her upper body even more onto the glass but she didn't care about the faces she's making for
everyone else to see when she's being fucked good.

there's barely a few people left outside of the love booths. all of them were being supervised by
emira and viney to make sure no one is cheating to make their partners come faster with a spell. all
of their moans filled the entire living room and echoed throughout the second floor, the doors were
rattling violently due to the rigorous thrusts.

amity wasn't holding back in luz as she knows her girl can take it. with every slam she makes, the
more of her stress and frustration lowers as the noceda's moans were music to her ears that she'll
never get tired of.



"f- fuck! amity, it's too much.." luz whimpered as she slowly looked over her shoulder to see
amity's lustful gaze. a low giggle uttered the blight's throat that brought tingle, she leaned down
with her chin pressed against her shoulder as she feels her hot breath against her face and moans
closer to her ears.

"come on, baby. we've done this before, you should be used to it by now." amity whispered, one of
her hands slipping inside luz's top to pull one side of her bra up to grope her breast, tweaking her
erected nipple as she nibbled her cute round ears.

her thrusts just kept getting harder and faster, almost beyond human capabilities that it's
overloading luz's brain and her body was just unresponsive to whatever commands she gives.

"it's just.. you're just so big.."

amity smiled, "thanks." she tilts her head to capture luz's lips against her once again and it wasn't an
option for her not to return it. the kiss was much more softer than before with a hint of spice in it,
not really mirroring the animalistic thrusts happening below.

"fuck you, amity- aaahh!" lucia yelled only to be caught off by amelia as it's really hard to talk, let
alone curse the youngest blight when her own blight girlfriend was being ruthless.

"when i get out of.. when i- ah.. i'll kill you!!" hunter stumbled in his words and he can tell the jade
haired blight boy behind him was having a blast on fucking him over. both literal and figuratively.

amity was having a good time hearing the two struggling to keep up their charade and it was
satisfying to listen to.

then, she found the golden ticket.

luz abruptly pulled away from the kiss to let out a cry out of delight, "right there! oh please, amity-
shit!" luz was losing her mind and that's a good thing.

"oh fuck.." amity quickly created a protection spell as she didn't beforehand. she kicked it up to
high and final gears, pouring all of her strength into her hips as she watched luz's ass jiggle rapidly.
her teeth gritting from the tight clench around her pussy that it made it hard for the blight to keep it
all in.

with one final shove, luz wailed in euphoria as she came hard onto amity's cock and it wasn't long
after that she followed. letting their warm fluids mix and churn to make luz fermented though that's
another topic for another day.

both stayed like this for a while to ride down their highs, their heavy breathing was only heard
within their booth while the rest was still going at it.

"i.. i can't move.." luz croaked as she lets go of the doorknob for her face to be pressed against the
glass, she feels drained yet in a good way and the strength in her legs aren't gonna be enough to
keep her up anymore.

amity carefully pulled out "and scoop." she said as she swooped luz off her feet to give it some
needed rest. not noticing the redness on the noceda's face since she had to kick up her leggings,
shorts and placed it onto luz's crotch, that's leaking of cum, to hide it before kicking the love booth
door open.



"well, i should've known. congrats mittens!" emira cheered, amity grumbled under her breath at the
sound of her stupid pet name but ignored it as she already got her de-stress remedy.

the two lovers watched the their brothers and sisters finish inside their own booths after a few
minutes behind them. lucia and amelia was the first to come out, amelia was keeping her lover
steady as she walked ever so wobbly to amity's amusement.

then, hunter stepped out of the booth looking like he fought the slitherbeast in there with edric
trying to help him but he refused to take his hand. when he saw the youngest blight carrying his
baby sister in her arms, he fucking lost it.

"you!" hunter tried to charge at amity but having his bambi legs coming back for revenge, he fell to
the floor face first with little rascal landing on top of his head as he stared down at his owner in
pity.

with amelia stopping next to amity while she held lucia down from attacking and edric stood on
amity's left, carrying hunter in his arms though a chain was wrapped around his arms for extra
precaution.

the blights were feeling prideful of what they done to their lovers, rendering their useless for a
while which was funny to see. amity gave her sister and brother some high fives while lucia and
hunter grimace but luz was the one getting embarrassed.

once everyone who participated in the love booth was done, emira grabbed her megaphone once
more to speak with it. "alright, i think we already know who the winner is in the love booth. amity,
step up and take your prize."

amity walked over to the table, she snapped her finger to make the bag of snails disappear and this
will make a good addition to her bank account. "thanks for the extra allowance now get out." amity
said in a flat tone as she stared at the crowd with a nonchalant gaze. it caught them off guard, most
especially the two.

"oh come on, we'll be in our rooms and totally wouldn't bother you." edric said, trying to make an
exception as he can take a wild guess why amity wanted to get them out of here but amity shook
her head.

"no. get outta here. all of you."

lucia was getting tired of hogging over luz and she isn't going to stand for it anymore, "you better
give me back my sister then! she isn't gonna spend a night in this sick manor with you!" she
exclaimed but she winced when amelia twisted her ear, bringing her down to where she belonged as
she became too cocky. again.

"can you just shut up?" amelia was the first to walk out of the manor with lucia in tow, they hopped
on their staff to make their way to the owl house. soon enough, the others followed along with the
twins saying their goodbyes and good lucks for luz since she's gonna need it tonight.

as the doors were finally closed, amity sighed deeply and began to head up the stairs with ghost
trotting behind her. amity glanced down to meet luz's beautiful hazel eyes once more, now seeing
her red face that made her smirk as she leaned in for a quick kiss.

"you've been such a good girl for me. i promise i'll take care of you tonight."
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amity slowly fluttered her eyes open, lowly groaning from the headache that was storming down to
ruin her way the more she opened her eyes. she placed her hand onto her spinning head as she
slowly pushed herself to sit up, looking around her mundane room with ghost curled up beside her.

amity turned her head to grab her phone to check what time it was; 3:55PM.

the blight was taken aback from the sudden jump of time, how did she sleep through the rest of the
day without hearing her alarm go off? amity frowned as she looked down to the bed, trying to recall
what she could've done to make her sleep this long unless..

she didn't.

turning her gaze back up, amity's eyes widened when she saw luz wasn't in her cage. "shit shit shit."
she quickly got out of her bed, accidentally disturbing ghost from their sleep but she didn't want to
waste any more time as many things began to circulate her mind about where luz could be or what
might happen to her if she didn't get to where she was.

as the blight gripped the doorknob, she was about to swing it inward but someone pulled the door
open outward to reveal a tall, dark skinned girl with curly locks wearing a half indigo and half
white sweatshirt making the blight instantly recognise it.

she held a tray full of food. what struck amity frozen was the pair of oh-so-familiar hazel eyes
gazing back at her.

"it's okay, it's just me." a gentle voice snapped amity out of her trance and tried to open her mouth
to say something but only a cracking noise was uttered.

"can i come in?" luz asked with a soft smile, stepping back a little as she doesn't want to be kicked
in the face again since she already has a patched bandage on her cheek to hide a.. bruise.



amity was bewildered that this was luz, her otter, who was supposed to be the size with ghost- not a
few inches taller than her!

slowly nodding, amity stepped to the side to let luz enter the room and wagged her backside like
she's trying to do something or she just forgot that she actually doesn't have a tail anymore, only
leaving a phantom feeling it. amity was a little confused at the motion but luz just shook it off with
an awkward laugh before kicking the door close with her foot and continued inside.

luz walked over to the worktable, she placed the tray to the side for a moment to bring down her
cage to the ground to make space for the tray. turning around, luz jumped onto amity for a hug that
completely caught her off guard but she hesitantly returned it.

"i'm so glad you're awake." luz whispered as she pulled away slightly for their eyes to meet once
again but amity couldn't handle being this close to luz yet. her hands on luz's shoulder lightly
pushed her back the otter was quick to pick the memo and gave the space the blight needed.

rubbing her arm with her gaze wandering down to the floor than creating more eye contact. "h- how
long was i out?" she asked.

"almost the entire day. i was worried why you weren't waking up but amelia told me will soon. and
you did!" luz replied, feeling relieved that amity was still standing and breathing in front of her
though not giving her another glance which luz didn't mind.

i really don't. she reminded herself.

amity slowly nodded her head as she still wouldn't bat an eye at luz, still. there was silence between
them, they could feel a heavy pressing against them at each passing second they're not saying
anything but how can they do that when everything changes so drastically and without warning.

it didn't give amity any time to process everything.

breaking the tense silence, "you can eat while it's still hot." luz offered as she pointed her thumb
over her shoulder for the food. she kind of hoped that amity would be stoked that she was turned
just like how amelia and lucia were but the other half of her expected this reaction since she was as
ambivalent as she was.

amity just nodded again, "thanks luz um.." feeling uncertain of what to do next or what to say to
luz, no statements were forming in her head no matter how hard she tries to. making the otter think
that the blight might need some time alone.

"i think i should give you some space." luz said, turning her body around to head for the door as
that might be the thing the blight needed if she wasn't going to talk to her and she understands.

just as luz was about to open the door again, she felt a hand grab her wrist to stop her. looking over
her shoulder to see amity right behind her with her head still lowered but was now attempting to
make some eye contact.

"no stay.. i'm just.. i- you.." amity stammered at her words, trying to form a coherent sentence but
just when she thought her train of thought was placed on the right track, it was derailed once again.

"i don't know anymore."



turning back around, luz pulled her wrist out of amity's hold and intertwined her hand onto hers
instead, making the youngest blight's cheeks turn rosy as she finally turned her head back up to
meet the otter's beautiful hazel eyes. bringing a sense of comfort for amity with a smile coming on
her lips again.

"it's okay. i'm confused too but.. aren't you happy?" luz asked in a genuine tone with a hint of
solemn as she might not be right of what really wanted but.. this was what she wished for.

to touch amity like a human, feel the softness of her skin and finally be at eye level with her.

amity was quick to catch on from the sound of luz's tone. "i am!" she quickly said, her grip on her
hand tightened with her quivering mouth still trying to utter something of significance for luz to
know this was what truly wanted but there were so many things that led up to this moment left
unanswered. hindering her from saying it.

"i am. but, all of this is happening all at once and i don't know what to do." amity muttered lowly,
almost sounding like a whisper as her grip continued to tighten that made luz lightly wince and she
instantly lets go.

silence consumed both of them but it wasn't as bad like before, they kept their hands intertwined
with a bubbling feeling gradually swelling in their stomachs yet neither didn't understand what it
meant. yet.

taking a deep breath in, amity looked up into luz's eyes once again as she asked; "okay. what
happened last night?" starting small before everything else. she walked back to her bed with luz
right behind her and both sat down though there was a noticeable space between them.

nodding, luz hummed to herself as she recalled the events of last night except her sister fucking
amelia and making a big noise that didn't wake up amity for some reason. "when you were
sleeping, i snuck out of the cage to snuggle with you and ghost but.."

 

luz quietly and carefully opened the lid above her cage, gripped the ledge to wobbly pull herself up
before accidentally losing her balance and fell to the cat bed that was supposed to be used by ghost
but they weren't feeling it.

she stepped off the bed, looking around the dark room as her vision was quick to adjust to it and
noticed ghost sleeping on top of amity's face, looking like they were suffocating her. luz tried to
jump up into the bed, wanting to be close with amity but the bed was too high for her little body to
reach.

letting out a frustrated snort, luz didn't stop trying. determined to sleep in her owner's arms until
she finally managed to get onto the bed though something felt different.

when did she become taller and awkwardly naked?

then, amity groaned in her sleep as she gently pushed ghost down into her arms instead. luz just
ignored her suspicions as she laid down at the foot of them since there was no space left.

 



"that's all i remember until i woke up to you screaming."

amity pursed her lips as she vividly remembered that, she turned away with her blushing face from
embarrassment and even kicked luz in the face.

luz tilted her head to try and see it again but amity kept turning her face away from the otter's
vision. she's pretty cute. luz said in her head as her smile continues to grow.

slowly, she scooched closer to amity, gently bumped her head against the blight and rested on her
shoulder.

this caught amity by surprise with the redness of her cheeks getting worse by the minute. looking in
the corner of her eye to see luz trying, hesitantly nuzzling up to her neck as a purring like noise
escaped her throat making the blight's heart melt.

this is wrong. amity said in her head, reminding herself that this is luz the otter who's been
magically transformed into a human for unknown reasons. she shouldn't fall for an animal yet, she
does wonder if luz will ever revert back to her old form or stay like this.

but i love her.

taking a deep breath, amity squeezed her eyes shut to mentally prepare herself before opening them
once again to turn her head back to face luz. "this is gonna sound so weird but.."

luz pulled her head off amity's shoulder to look at her again and listened.

"i don't know what's gonna happen in the future my parents already made but i want to spend my
life with you and make the most of it." amity said, her words brought sincerity and genuineness
from the heart as she wanted to get her point across while keeping her eyes on luz, even though she
felt like combusting here and then.

"i really like you, luz. i really do."

luz stared at amity for a long while, her eyes were glimmering from the confession as she can hear
her heart rapidly beating against her chest and ears with her brain letting out the celebration
fireworks. almost making the otter go overload from the emotions swirling around her that she was
so caught up in the moment, she didn't say anything.

amity became worrisome that she wasn't feeling the same thing or worse.

then, a heavenly giggle broke amity out of her thoughts. "how is that weird?" luz asked as her smile
continued to grow bigger, "i like you too, amity." she leaned closer to amity with her gaze
switching from her red lips to her hypnotising golden eyes. amity's eyes widened as she
immediately figured out what luz was planning to do though she couldn't move.

she doesn't want to move.

then, luz's lips gently pressed against amity, feeling the emotions she pours into it making it
irresistible to not kiss back. slowly closing her eyes to indulge into their first kiss as it was soft, a
little sloppy but it can't be helped.

luz pushed her weight onto amity for her to fall onto the pillows without breaking the kiss. the
blight placed her hands onto luz's shoulders, slowly traveling up to cup her soft cheeks until they



pulled away to breath.

their eyes glistened from their love, now roaming free to let them feel it firsthand and they fucking
love it. amity gets herself lost in luz's eyes that tells so many unspoken things for her, making her
smile as she moves her hands up to her hand to tangle her fingers in her fluffy hair and rubbed her
head.

luz fluttered her eyes shut as she leaned into the blight's touch, enjoying it so much that she pushed
herself in between amity's legs, both their crotches pressed together as luz laid on top of her to
continue the scratches.

while amity bit down a moan when she felt something hard against her as she continued to give luz
her scratches though it's hard to keep focus on this tender moment when something tender was
twitching on her clothed cunt.

"luz.." amity whispered and luz hummed in reply, turning her head up with a questioning look on
her face. "i feel your.."

luz rose a brow, she took a few seconds to figure out what the blight meant by that before quickly
pulling herself off amity to give her space. her hands raised in surrender, "oh sorry! i didn't mean to
make you uncomfortable." she said as she lowered her head in dismay, thinking that she ruined the
mood from her stupid mistake.

though amity shook her head. "no no, it's okay." she reassured as she grabbed luz's hand once again,
lowering the other one with her thumb gently rubbing her knuckles. amity flashed a smile to make
the otter be at ease as she led her back close to her, then, she finally noticed the bulging tent on
luz's tight fitted pants since she was wearing amity's clothing.

thoughts. dirty thoughts began to swarm with the blight's mind, making her body begin to slowly
tremble with her breathing became labored and everything was just white noise for amity as her
eyes just couldn't look away from it.

"can we..?" amity asked though she trailed off, half expecting luz to get it.

following amity's gaze down, luz realized what she was after and it made her cock twitch right
before her eyes. "you want to mate with me?" luz asked, wanting confirmation and amity was quick
to respond with a nod.

"yes!" luz yelled in celebration as she threw her arms into the air, surprising amity.

luz quickly calmed down and cleared her throat. "i mean, yey." she rephrased it. amity giggled from
that cuteness, making her fall even more for luz as she wrapped her arms around her once again to
pull her in for another kiss.

but this time, their lust was seeping in.

luz slowly tilts her head for the kiss to be deeper, her hands gripped onto amity's waist to come
closer and tried to push her down again but the blight abruptly pulled away. "wait.. s- should i take
off our clothes?" amity asked with uncertainty in her tone.

"if you want to." luz replied, she doesn't mind if their clothes stay as in her head: mating is mating.



"c- can we just leave the top on for now? i'm a bit unsure.." amity said, turning her head to the side
as she gripped her arm once again. it's kind of ironic that she wants to have sex but doesn't want to
show her body just yet and luz doesn't seem to mind that.

"then, we don't have to do it if you are. it's fine, we can mate at another time when you're
comfortable." luz reassured as she doesn't want amity to feel obliged to mate with her. this brought
the blight some comfort just by the softness of the otter's voice but she still wants it.

"no no, i want to do it now. i just want to keep my shirt on for now. is that okay with you?" amity
turned back to look at luz once again who has a never changing look on her face. no
disappointment or anger was seen on her face, just understanding.

nodding with a smile, "yeah."

amity smiled, she gave luz a sweet peck on the lips. luz cupped her cheeks and started bombarding
her face with kisses making amity burst out of giggles as she dropped down onto the bed while luz
continuously kissed her. "stop!" amity tried to push luz off amidst her giggles but her efforts were
futile.

but luz lets her off the hook. for now.

as luz stopped torturing amity will kisses, she lets out a squeak followed by a snorting huff. amity
thought she was being threatened as otters usually snort when there's a certain danger.

"what was that?" amity vocalised her thoughts.

"i love you."

those words hit amity like a truck riding a freight train. her face ignited in red as she stared into
luz's shining eyes with her hand tenderly caressing her cheeks. making it hard for amity to not lean
into the touch and let out a shaky, relieved sigh with her smile growing bigger.

"i love you too." amity replied with a light giggle to stop herself from letting the water fall. luz
bumped her head onto her mate's forehead once again and leaned down to give her a loving kiss
before recoiling to start unbuckling her pants.

bringing it down to let her hard, thick cock spring out. she tossed only her pants off the bed since
luz doesn't have her own boxers yet and edric's didn't really fit neither of the sisters.

amity gulped from the sight of that twitching dick before her that's all ready to take her.

luz gripped amity's shorts, she didn't pull it down just yet as she stared into her eyes for
confirmation. "can i take this off?" she asked and amity returned a slow nod for luz to slip her
shorts down, tossing it to the floor along with her pants.

going in between her legs, luz smoothly rubbed amity's milky thighs as she looked down at her
lightly shaven hood. she slightly raised her thighs to see her wet cunt, her nose caught the smell of
her sweet musk that made her cock twitch again as precum began to leak out.

"stop staring." luz snapped out her daze and looked up to amity's flustered face. grinning, she
placed a kiss on her thighs as she moved closer to her pussy. her cock just mere inches from grazing
the lips.



"i'll go slow. i promise." luz said, she moved her hands up to amity's hips and aligned herself on her
pussy, making sure she didn't give her a bad entrance. she kept her eyes on the blight as she slowly
pushed in.

amity whimpered at the feeling of her walls getting slowly stretched for the first time. she gripped
luz's wrists for support as she looked down to see almost half of her cock inside her, feeling it's heat
swell the more it went in.

"luz.." amity whines.

"almost there, amity. just a little more." luz whispered, biting her lip as she stared at amity's
flustered face with her expression contorting in a mixture of pleasure and pain.

she looks really cute. she said in her head. she internally grinned, her heart picking up its pace as
she's almost completely inside.

once luz was inside, she leaned down for amity to immediately wrap her arms around her neck as
she adjusts the best she can to her girth. amity buried her face into luz's neck, light groans and
whimpers escaped her throat as her walls pulses around luz's own throbbing cock.

"feel good?" luz asked, biting down a groan from the feeling of her cock being lovingly clenched
around her. she moved her hands down onto the bed sheets to grip it.

slowly nodding, "yeah.. y- yeah.. i just need more time." amity replied as if breathless. luz nodded,
she slowly lets more of her weight onto the blight's body as she waited for her to get accustomed to
her bulk.

"of course."

after a few minutes of nothing but comfortable silence between them. amity lets out a sigh and
lightly tapped luz's back to give her a green light, she slowly pushed herself up to hover above and
glanced down to watch her hips carefully pull back a quarter of her phallus before pushing back in
gently.

luz continued at this pace, turning her gaze back up to amity to watch her face twist into pleasure as
the pain subsided and wasn't gonna go fast unless said so.

she bit down the instincts telling her to pick up the slack but she's not an animal now. she isn't
going to pin her to the bed, bite amity's nose and fuck her mercilessly until she shot a baby inside
her.

luz listened to amity's moans, it was an afflatus to her ears and she wanted to hear more of it even
louder than this- hell, even scream it but luz controlled herself and resumed her slow thrusts for
amity.

"faster please.." amity whispered as she finally got used to having this much dick. luz perked up,
she nodded and began to steadily speed up as she worked her way up to a moderate speed though
it's kind of different to amity.

"aah! l- luz.. oh god!" amity thought luz already jumped into the slamming part when it was just a
moderate for her though she didn't mind it. her arms were kept around luz's arms, her nails were
starting to dig into her flesh but luz didn't even notice it as her only focus was placed on her mate.



and her mate alone.

"are you okay?" luz asked as she doesn't know what the things are usually said during mating.

amity vigorously nodded her head, "yes! yes! just keep going!" she half yelled, half moaned before
her head rolled back from the immense pleasure coursing throughout her body and overwhelming
her in a good- the best way possible.

luz didn't hesitate to take these words to heart and kept going in fucking amity. her 'moderate' pace
soon turned into slamming that amity was hoping for making her moans become louder and luz
gladly indulged on it as she bit her lip once again.

"fuck! yes.. oh luz, you feel amazing.." amity can feel herself getting wider for the second and each
slam brought a new wave of bliss throughout her body. resonating hard to make her weak as every
strike hits a spot to another, proving it hard for her to last longer in her first.

it feels so surreal to her that she's getting fucked by luz. it's like all of her fantasies and wet dreams
were coming into life right in front of her eyes that she initially thought this was another illusion.

but no, luz was giving all the love amity needs.

"yeah.. you too." luz groaned with her head rolling back as well though temporarily. looking down,
she noticed how clean and pristine it looked, remembering that amelia has a mark created by lucia
and it made luz think if she could do the same thing.

luz continued to listen to amity's salacious moans that bounced off the walls and was slightly heard
out in the hallways but no one's going to complain when they're downstairs. having their own time.

"i love you.. so much, ami." luz said in between her groans as she leaned down to amity's neck,
taking a long sniff of her succulent scent. she dragged her tongue along her flesh, tasting the slight
bitterness of her sweat rolling down and as a way to mark where she's going to put it.

"i love you too, luz- aaahh!!" amity was cut off when luz sank her fangs into her, leaving a mark to
officially be luz's mate. amity clenched her teeth as it's still painful with her nails now actually
digging deep into luz's back but the thing happening in between her legs was enough to make her
forget and overpower it.

the thought of luz being amity's girlfriend or mate made her feel giddy as a trembling smile ran up
to her lips. she tightened her wrap around luz to hold her close, wanting to let go as she never felt
significant to anyone outside of her family before. not that she felt any different here.

she doesn't want luz go and lose her like everything else.

pulling away, luz utters a purr like noise as she rubs the side of her head against amity which she
can only assume that it's her own way of saying those three words. amity returned the gesture.

then, luz hits that one spot making the blight wail out in ecstasy with her hips arching back as she
rolls her head back again. "fuck right there! please luz! i can feel it!" amity exclaimed, her brain
was haywiring from each slam luz makes and it's hard to keep it in when she's so good.

"i can feel it too!" luz moaned as she kept delivering rigorous and unfaltering thrusts, making amity
bounce from each slam. she felt a soft hand be placed on her cheek, luz turned her gaze to meet



amity's golden eyes once again as it glimmered under the ceiling light of intense passion.

"pull out, okay?" luz nodded before kicking into high and final gear.

with one final thrust, amity screamed in total euphoria as she came for the first time and it was
harder than she previously anticipated. her thighs spasmed for a short second from the climax until
she ultimately fell limp.

luz clenched her teeth tightly to stop herself from finishing inside, she swiftly pulled out and lets
out a guttural moan when she came not soon after. letting her shots of hot cum land on the bed
sheets, staining it but amity could care less about it.

dropping next to her, luz panted heavily along with amity as they stared at the ceiling in comforting
silence and their heartbeats loudly drumming in their ears. their hands intertwining once again.

it was quiet for the most part for them to calm down from their highs until amity broke the silence;
"can we go another round?"

 

down in the living room, amelia and lucia can clearly hear their sisters were having fun yet neither
commented but the visible smirk on their faces. the tv was playing a random show for them to half
listen to, amelia has her head laid on lucia's lap while she gently rubs her head.

amelia turned her head around to see lucia's disinterested look on her face. "now that i can take you
around. legally." she started, taking lucia's attention off the show and down to the blight.

"what do you say bout coming to school with me?"

lucia quirked a brow from the sudden suggestion, she thought about it for a second before
chuckling to herself with her head shaking. "just because i'm human now doesn't mean i have to go
to school. i'm pretty smart without it." lucia said with a hint of her hubris showing that she is and
doesn't need to be enrolled into a school.

tt sounds boring whenever amelia mentions or talks to her about it.

"i guess you could say i'm otterly smart." lucia said with a cheeky grin crawling up onto her face.

"ugh, stop it!" amelia playfully threw a pillow at lucia's face, making her snort in laughter.

scoffing, amelia backed off since lucia seems so confident about her brain capacity though that's
not what she's really after but she can't force a wild girl like lucia to go to school. "whatever you
say. bummer those assholes won't be able to meet my girlfriend." amelia said as she shrugged and
this made lucia stop.

"girlfriend?" lucia repeated, baffled.

"who's your girlfriend?" amelia was bewildered at the question that she had to sit up and look at
lucia's face to see if she was bluffing but no. she's dead serious about this and amelia just couldn't
help but burst out laughter. it didn't help as lucia was expecting an answer.

"amelia, answer me!" lucia grabbed amelia's shoulders as she shook her making the blight fall back
onto the bed while laughing her hardest with lucia on top of her having the most worried and



anxious filled face she had ever seen. through her wheezing, she yelled back;

"you, dumbass!"

lucia stopped and stared at amelia for a good while as her brain was processing everything with the
blight watches with amusement in her face. then, "oh."

"you could've just said so!" lucia exclaimed and started tickling amelia's sides making her roar out
in laughter once again. her body thrashing, rolling around with her hands trying to push lucia off
but the otter wasn't easy to move.

"stop it!" amelia wheezed with small tears prickling the corners of her eyes and lucia stopped her
tickles to let her breath though she isn't off the hook just yet. leaning down, lucia bumped her head
onto the blight's as she lets out a squeak followed by a snorting huff.

blinking, amelia rose a brow as she asked "what the hell was that?"

"it means i love you." lucia said before closing the space between them with a tender kiss. this
caught amelia off guard. she hasn't been the type of this affectionate to people, it just never clicked
to her. she tried once but it failed miserably and that's where lucia came along.

she changed her life so drastically that she didn't even notice the change until she was thrown into a
confrontation. making her recognise it. it felt like serendipity when they found each other at the
right time.

without any more hesitations, amelia kissed back with her softly cupping lucia's cheeks. once they
pulled away, amelia pressed her forehead against lucia making a low purr rumble in her throat, she
smiled at that and returned those three words with sincerity; "i love you too."

lucia flashed a smile as well, she rested her body on top of amelia to let her weight her entire
weight crushing her but she couldn't exactly complain about it. her hands immediately latched onto
her head to begin rubbing her for lucia's indulgence.

"you need a surname and it has to fit on you and luz." amelia muttered, realising the sisters doesn't
really have a full name to go off with and it would be awkward if someone asks their entire name
then just say their first.

humming, "got a list?"

-----

"who are they?"

"why are they with amelia? is she smiling?"

"amity has one too??"

many murmurs and whispers were heard all around them as eyes landed on the noceda sisters
walking along with the blights once they entered the school. their arms wrapped around the two
strangers' (at least to them) arms with a prideful smile etched across their faces like they're silently
saying;

look at me, now look at you.



lucia wore a purple and white striped shirt topped by a dark green parka even though it's in the
middle of summer accompanied by a red beanie that brings out her reddish hazel eyes that also
brought out an intense feeling of threat that made some instantly look away.

luz wore her favorite sweatshirt as usual but instead of jeans, she wore jean shorts with leggings
inside. it's a simplistic look but she likes it very much, especially the hood.

some were shocked by this though most weren't fond of seeing those two being so close to the
blights, most especially amelia as they had a long line to wait on and this guy just sneaked to the
front to have her hand? bullshit!

while the stares continue, luz was uncertain why all of the students were giving her a nasty eye,
making her instinctively pull amity close to her as she grew wary of when one of them strikes at her
will happen. luz was keeping an eye on the suspicious students, amity was digging into this.

lucia was feeling the same thing about these stares but she isn't so subtle about it like luz. she
draped her arm on amelia's neck as she pulled her closer, making sure she doesn't get anywhere
close to those freaks who don't seem to understand personal space.

amelia's smile grew wider, she leaned onto lucia's strong arm while continuing to rub it in and piss
people off as that's always a good day to start the day, besides a quickie.

"we'll see you two later." amelia said as she can see her first classroom coming up a few doors
ahead. amity nodded, she tugged on luz's arm to follow her to their own classroom.

luz and amity stepped into their first classroom and as expected, many eyes landed on them.
following them to the back of the classroom to take a seat near the window, whispering to
themselves of how the cold, dissonant, single amity blight got a partner in summer?

and they couldn't? blasphemy!

luz chose to ignore the gaze on them as she looked out of the window with her hand still firmly
latching on amity, not wanting to let her out of her grasp if she's not looking.

seeing the lightly swaying trees from the gentle breeze outside, letting a few leaves inevitably fall
off it's branches and drop to the concrete ground. outside the school campus was the row of houses
stretching a good mile or so with vehicles passing every once in a while and beyond was
bonesborough's skyline making luz wonder when are they going to explore the rest of the city.

while luz has her head soaring up to the clouds, amity was watching her with adoration and
fondness in her eyes. as the sun's rays pierced through the glass, landing right onto luz that
highlighted her beautiful face and made it seem that she's glowing under the sunlight making the
blight want to pull luz into a kiss and bite her.

"can we go somewhere after this?" amity was snapped out of her trance when she heard luz speak
as she turned her head back.

"what do you have in mind?" amity asked as she brought her seat closer to luz, making both seats
connect to make sure there's no space between them at all.

"i don't know. i just wanna see the rest of the city than the mall. it's not that the mall is bad, we
already went there twice and i kinda wanna see more." luz replied, lowering her head down to look



at the scratched filled wooden desk as she fiddled with her fingers, hoping for amity to say yes.

but this is amity we're talking about. she can't say no to that cute face of luz, especially when she's
asking for something.

amity softly grabbed luz's tensed arm to pull her into a soft kiss on the lips which caught the noceda
off guard but she lets it happen and kissed back before amity pulled away, whispering; "sure, baby.
i'll borrow amelia's car."

even though amity doesn't have a license yet, she knows how to drive an automated car. kind of.

luz flashed a bright smile with that confirmation, she roped her arms around amity as she whispers
her thank you and amity just indulges on it. both not noticing the figure approaching them until it
was too late.

"well well, looks like someone's following in her sister's footsteps."

the two lovers snapped out of their paradise to see a pink haired girl standing in front of them with
a slight frown dawning on her face. her lavender eyes looked at luz and amity back and forth before
settling on amity to ask; "who's this, amity? your walking sex toy?" a sneer ran on her lips making
amity narrow her eyes at her.

"the hell you want, boscha?" amity spat with a growl beginning to surface in her throat. luz looked
at her lover and the girl, not knowing if something happened between them but she's siding with
amity's frustration towards boscha.

"just wanted to know if baby blight is finally gonna be a woman." boscha replied with a shrug, then
she switched her gaze at luz who's staring back at her with something in her eyes but she couldn't
make it out yet.

"i'm boscha havenstar. what's your name?" boscha asked as she offered her hand to luz. the noceda
stared down at the hand before her, the stench traveled up to her nose and made her grimace as it
smells like tamod. she leaned back onto the chair, signalling she doesn't wanna touch that nasty ass
hand.

"luz noceda."

after getting no handshake, boscha recoiled her hand rather slowly as she stared at luz like she's
trying to find an error she can exploit and embarrass her on her first day but she dropped the idea
when she spotted nothing.

"did you know there's alot girls waiting in line to get a taste of amity?" boscha asked with a smirk
slowly coming on her face as she kept her eye on luz to watch her falter.

amity's eyes widened from that lie. she was about to intervene and stop boscha from spewing out
more erroneous statements.

"did you know i'm the first one to get her?"

there was silence in the entire classroom, everyone was watching the silence with intense fear and
intrigue as they know firsthand how harsh boscha is in their first days here. all eyes were landed on
luz who hasn't said anything but hasn't exactly tore her eyes off the havenstar or even blinked.



it unsettled boscha a little.

then, luz lets out a sigh "for your information," she stared as she stood up. her height completely
towered over boscha but she didn't let that height difference intimidate her.

"there's no such thing as a line to get amity's love and i don't think she has ever mentioned you
because you're irrelevant." luz quipped as she began to slowly approach boscha with the aura
radiating off her brought even more menace as her eyes were becoming dull and her voice was
going lower than before

everyone was astounded that the noceda was standing up to boscha who was caught off guard as
well as she was slowly backing up.

"amity is my mate and not even a mean, shitty person like you can jeopardize it." luz glared at the
havenstar with a growl rumbling in her throat, if it wasn't for amity holding her back, things would
escalate fairly quickly. the blight was blushing hard from being called luz's mate making her fall
harder for this otter.

twitching in vexation, she wasn't going to stand by and let this bitch embarrass her. "you-" boscha
was about to attack luz making amity immediately spring up from her seat to protect her lover but
all of them stopped when the sound of the door opening. everyone was quick to return to their seats
once the professor entered the classroom.

"we'll settle this later." boscha whispered, giving luz one last glare before heading back to her own
seat with luz watching her until she sat down. amity pulled for luz to sit down with her, she
squeezed her grip on her hand to signal for luz to calm down which worked as she lets out a sigh.

"that was something." luz said as she turned her head to face amity.

"welcome to high school."

 

in another classroom, lucia and amelia were already in their seats but lucia was keeping an eye on
the ones daring to look at her the wrong way or attempt to pull a sneak on amelia. some of them
would even walk past her to whisper "you're not perfect."

lucia caught a few, almost crushing their wrists by her grip alone as she snapped at them as a threat
before letting them go. watching them scurry away to their seats like a pathetic being and rubbing
their wrists to soothe the pain, some reconsidered about messing with the noceda though the others
only returned with more numbers.

not that lucia can't handle them.

"they're fucking stupid." lucia muttered under her breath as she lets out an aggravated huff. amelia
has been watching the entire thing to her amusement, she loves seeing lucia getting all worked up
and pissed, it makes her look extra hot to be honest.

"don't mind them, love. they're just jealous of us." amelia said, she softly cupped lucia's cheeks to
turn her attention back to her and caressed her to help her calm down. lucia sighed deeply as she
slowly fluttered her eyes shut, she leaned into her mate's touch without acknowledging the stares
anymore.



"what do you want to do after this?" amelia asked, still caressing lucia's cheeks to completely lower
her anger levels. as much as she loves seeing lucia fuming, it won't be healthy for her to be angry
all the time.

"i don't know. figured i just sleep." lucia replied as she slowly opened her eyes to meet amelia's
shining golden eyes. she hummed about it, thinking of another alternative than that as she softly
tapped lucia's nose, watching it crinkle slightly.

"or, we can do something more fun than sleeping in the bed." amelia suggested making lucia perk
up with her lips forming a smirk as the blight mirrors the salacious smirk.

"oh? what do you have in mind, miss blight?" she doesn't need to ask but hearing it straight out of
amelia's mouth sounds so much better.

"well-"

"hey, cutie! wanna ditch that bitch and ride with me instead?" someone suddenly interrupted their
conversation. lucia tensed up when she felt unfamiliar hands grip her shoulders, looking at the
corner of her eye, she saw a girl looking like she's on it and the look she gave lucia made her feel
uneasy. not to mention that she was too close for comfort.

"i promise i'm tighter than this slut."

amelia narrowed her eyes at the bitch who's invading her lover's personal space and even had the
audacity to call her a slut? well, she doesn't really care about that but no one has the right to touch
lucia except her!

"this cutie is mine so you better fuck off, bitch!" amelia exclaimed as she stood up and pushed the
whore off lucia making her comically stumble back. if it wasn't for the chairs holding her back, she
would've fallen and broke her skull.

amelia was hoping that would happen.

amelia wrapped her arm around lucia, keeping her close while she glared at the bitch attempting to
stand up again with a few other girls getting out of their seats to help the whore. but this didn't
intimidate the blight, the challenge excited her.

"ames-" lucia became worried about what amelia is gonna do next, she wanted to stand up to take
care of this herself but she was pushed back to her seat.

"shut up, lucia! i'm trying to defend you!" amelia snapped making lucia purse her lips, her cheeks
turning red from that and it didn't leave her much of a choice but to just sit down and be a good girl.

"o- okay."

-----

after the homeroom was an absolute disaster, alot of girls were sent to the infirmary due to the
heavy blows on their pretty little face that included amelia as her nose was bleeding but not broken,
her lower lip was cut and got a few bruises.

lucia just didn't sit there and looked pretty. no, she took down most of the boys that tried to help
while amelia was clobbering the girls. they were the perfect partners of crime.



right now, lucia was feeling up a few ice packs in the drinking fountain as she doesn't know where
to get cold water.

she was just ordered by the nurse to fill up the ice packs with water or ice as they're busy treating
the students and she was the only one standing next to amelia's bed. doing nothing but holding her
hand for comfort.

once every ice pack was filled, lucia sealed the last one tight and started heading back to the
infirmary with the packs in her arms. the hallways were completely empty as it's still class hours
and she's the only one out, well, almost.

"you know you're not special, right?" lucia stopped in her tracks when she heard a voice behind her.
it sounded familiar somehow like she heard it somewhere, it's in the tip of her tongue though
nothing was coming to mind.

turning around, every thought lucia ever had disappeared as she came face to face with delilah
havenstar. both stared at each other with an empty expression, the atmosphere between them was
hard to breath and perturbing to even be in a radius from them.

"is that so?" lucia dryly asked.

"i fucked amelia better than you." delilah said as she began to approach lucia, both never breaking
any eye contact. "i'm betting you two didn't even make it to the second round." she cackled, the
space between them was wearing thin and it wasn't enough to make lucia to step back as her
reddish eyes continued to perforate through the lavender ones.

then, she stopped just a few inches away from lucia. both stared at each other down as if trying to
establish who is the far dominant here when the answer was axiomatic.

"hm, then how come she's going to have my pups?" lucia responded with pride in her tone. she's
well aware that she didn't pull out that night and she doesn't regret it as amelia is the only girl she'll
ever love and would have a family with.

this made delilah frozen in place, giving lucia ample time to strike even more.

"if you really knew how to fuck my amelia well, then you would be in my position." lucia sneered,
she lets out a threatening snort making delilah flinch for the noceda's amusement before whipping
back around and resumed walking to the direction of the infirmary.

"if you'll excuse me. i have a girlfriend to take care of."

leaving delilah to watch her go further and further, seeing her take pride at each step she makes
with an unwavering smirk on lucia's face.

leaving her defeated.
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the lights hanging over their heads, creating a comfortable atmosphere within the hidden room
inside the walls of the library. two bean bags were pressed together from side to side, luz and amity
sat next closer to each other with the blight’s head resting on the noceda’s shoulder as they read the
new volume of the good witch azura. they’re almost finished the entire book in one sitting that they
didn’t notice the sun has already set.

“oh, shi- no way!” luz suddenly sat up straight as she and amity read a battle scene between the
hero and her archnemesis, hecate. amity jumped from the sudden exclaim but she calmed down, a
smile climbing on her face as she watched her lover read the book with intensity, her eyes rapidly
moving from line to line that the blight could barely keep up- well, she can but her attention was
now mostly placed on her.

she and luz has been dating for 4 months now, they often had their monthsaries and that’s one of
those days where they’re the most annoying couple across the boiling isles. amity doesn’t give a
shit about it as she wants to show off her awesome girlfriend and rub it into the bitter one’s face.

while luz has been having those nights where she’d lay awake thinking of amity though not in a i
love her so much that i can’t get her out of my head way she’d expect. the flow has been more
frequent than before that luz had to change her underwear so many times that it’s getting tiring. the
rising heat of her body made it seem like she’s getting the mold again but it’s just her being
irritably, frustratingly horny for amity blight.

amity continued to stare at luz for a long while, watching her swiftly skim through the pages like a
madman. her golden eyes glimmering from adoration and endearment for the noceda that she just
couldn’t help herself but lean in to give luz a kiss on the cheek, catching her off guard. luz snapped
her head away from the book to see amity looking away from her, trying to act like she did nothing
but she can see trying to bite down a grin.

“what was that?” luz asked as she quirked a brow and amity just scoffed in response, still not
looking at her.

“what do you mean?” amity asked ever so innocently which the noceda obviously didn’t buy but it
seems that the blight isn’t going to come clean anytime soon. luz placed the book to the side,
keeping a close eye at amity before attacking her with a kiss on the cheek.



amity yelped but the kiss was quick, unfortunately. she giggled with a grin stretched across her
face, making her eyes close as her hand pressed against where she was kissed, unknown to her, luz
was staring at her with the look in her eyes that's telling something as she watched her lover cutely
giggle from her little antic.

noticing luz hasn't said anything for a good while, amity opened her eyes to see luz staring at her
though it wasn't just a normal stare. her eyes were telling something amity should be wary of,
making her grin slowly die down.

her hazel hues seemingly glowed under the fairy lights as she gave the blight a tantalizing gaze and
her cheeks slowly turning red.

then, she began to draw closer.

"luz?" amity was backing up as well, not knowing what's gotten into her girlfriend though she was
grabbed by the shoulders, making her stay where she was. "luz, what's-" but before she could finish
her sentence, luz leaned in to kiss her cheek again.

moved her hands up to her cheeks to kiss her on her forehead as well. amity's face was quick to turn
red from the kisses she's getting even though pulling a sneaky one was not new to them but amity
was still caught off guard by it.

amity slowly opened her eyes once more, seeing luz's lovely hues that's holding an alluring gaze
making it hard for the blight to grasp control as she can feel her hot breath gently hitting her face
though she can feel something else that's growing within.

"te quiero."

then, without a warning, luz closed the space between them with another surprise kiss. her weight
was leaning into amity who didn't have much balance to go off with making both of them fall to the
ground, luz was slightly inside the blight's legs as it twitched simultaneously from the intense yet
soft kiss.

luz tilted her head to deepen the kiss, her hands slowly traveled down to get a feel of her lover's
body. trailing her hips, feeling her slightly stubbly tummy then her hands moved up to her breasts
to softly size it making amity grow weak from this touch and it triggers something inside her.

amity was born with something others witches have also. it can only be triggered in certain
conditions but for the most part, it naturally occurs like how other girls that have a vagina do with
their time of the month. though instead of excruciating pain in the abdomen, she can feel an
unbearable urge in between her legs that's rising at exponential speeds.

amity pushed luz off her and quickly scurried to the corner of the room, huddling as a ball and tried
to close her legs but it's too late to do that now as it'll only hurt her more.

luz snapped out of her daze, she sprung up to her feet and looked over to amity with worry in her
eyes of why she's suddenly like this. "amity, what's wrong?" she asked with disquietude in her tone
as she slowly walked over to amity but she frantically shook her head, her hands raised to stop the
noceda from taking one more step towards her.

"n.. i don't- you leave.. now.." amity spoke in jumbled words, her libido was rising in her head and
it's getting hard for her to form a coherent sentence. the only best thing luz could do right now is to



leave but in the back of her mind is saying that she doesn't.

this didn't stop luz from getting closer until it was too late. she saw amity's hardened cock bulging
in her pants, it looked painful in the noceda's eyes and just by looking at her lover's red ignited
face, there's only one thing she could do for her.

"you could've just said so." luz giggled, she stopped in front of amity, knelt down before her and
cupped her bulge making amity's breathing hitch, biting her tongue to keep her moans in. glancing
down, she watched luz begin to caress her bulge while staring at it intently before switching her
gaze up to meet her golden eyes and the only thing amity can make out in luz's eyes was;

i want you.

"is my little mittens having some trouble?" luz asked with a lustful grin crawling up to her face. she
continued to caress amity's crotch, keeping an eye on her flustered face as she felt a sense of
amusement and pride.

amity whimpered, her body trying to stray away from the noceda's touch yet she didn't want to.
“luz.. stop.” she whispered in a futile manner and as expected, luz didn’t stop as she leaned closer
to amity’s ear. making her feel her hot breath against her sensitive pointed ears to see her shiver
from the feeling.

"i can help you, ami. i know some stuff that could relieve you." luz whispered with her grin
growing bigger, she pulled back just a little to see amity’s flustered face and golden eyes getting
overwhelmed by lust though she’s trying to push it back not to lose control but from what luz’s
doing. it’s getting harder with each passing second.

"i'm betting you wanna pin me to the floor right now and fuck me hard, don't you?" luz asked,
sultry evident in her tone to make her lover even weaker with her knees quaking from every stroke
she makes. as amity didn’t utter a word, luz didn’t need to wait for an answer when she could
already see it.

she moved back down in between amity’s legs to lift her blouse, pulled her leggings down to her
ankles along with her boxers to let her cock out of it’s confinements. luz whistled in amazement at
how girthy amity is with precum making her reddish tip glisten under the fairy lights. she glanced
up to see her covering her red face in embarrassment making luz giggle as she grasped the hot cock
to start lazily stroking it while watching amity’s reactions.

“you’ve been dreaming of this, haven’t you?” luz asked as she leaned down towards the dick,
giving the tip a long lick making amity yelp.

amity lowered her hands from her face to see luz slowly giving her a head, her tongue rolling
around her cock to get a good taste while the hand in the base strokes her while the other massages
her balls. her legs were drooping to the sides, giving luz more space before she attempted to take
the entire thing in her mouth, though halfway, it caused amity loudly moaned with her nails
scraping onto the floorboards.

luz hummed as she started to bob her head, her tongue wildly lashed around amity’s tip to lap up
her precum. she felt a sense of gaiety at the sight of amity’s lustful gaze, her labored exhales with
her eyes telling her something that she should be careful at every bobs she takes but she merely
ignored it and continued giving her the head luz has been wanting to do ever since she saw that
bulge a few months ago.



at each bobs luz made, she went lower and the blight’s sanity was wavering thin along with her self
control that her last thread of it was barely holding on until- luz gave a teasing bite.

amity snapped.

she grabbed the noceda’s head, stood on her knees before she started ramming her entire cock
inside luz’s mouth without caring if it triggered her reflex as the pleasure was the only thing that
drove her. luz was caught off guard but she didn’t complain, she squeezed her eyes tight as she tried
her best to get accustomed to having this much dick in her mouth and not trigger herself in gagging.

growling groans were heard resonate out of her throat as she rolled her head back from the feeling
of her lover’s wet cavern wrapped around her cock with her drool giving it a new coat.

dropping her head back down, amity glanced down to see luz’s own flustered face as she watched
her balls hit under her chin. droplets of tears brimmed in the corners of luz’s face but not in pain
with drool slowly trickling down from the side of her mouth, amity wiped all of them off yet she
didn’t stop her mad thrusts. she wasn’t planning to.

as amity got a sliver of her sanity back, she immediately warned luz. “i.. i won’t be able to stop
after this.. i’m sorry..”

luz gripped onto amity’s thighs to push herself off her cock for a second, her breathing heavily as
she gulped hard. “don’t be. i love the sound of that.” she replied confidently with a grin returning
back to her face, “i just can’t wait to be taken by you, ami.” she grasped amity’s cock once again,
rubbing her cheek against it as she stared right into her eyes with no lies detected. giving the blight
some relief.

amity is no longer in commission.

another one took her place as she created a long lasting spell for luz as she doesn’t know when
they’re going to drop tired on the floor.

before grabbing a fistful of luz’s hair, tilting her up to open her mouth as wide as she can for amity
to delicately place her cock back inside her warm cavern, watching luz close it to start bobbing her
head as the blight resumed her rapid thrusts.

amity rolled her head back once again when she lets out a guttural moan when she finally came
inside luz’s mouth, letting out her big load for luz to savor on as her eyes rolled back in bliss.

she didn’t pull out just yet and waited for luz to swallow everything, watching her throat constrict
at each gulp she made until it slowed down as a cue for amity to slowly pull out.

luz licked the remaining cum off her lover’s tip like a good kitten before sitting down with her feet
facing outward as she stared up to amity, waiting for the impending pounding she’s anticipated for.

amity found the position adorable, she created another spell circle that burned all of their clothing
off but her belt dropped on her hand. snapping it, amity eyed luz’s plump breasts with the nipples
already excited for what’s to come.

“put your hands behind you.” amity ordered and luz didn’t hesitate to comply with her wrists
pressed onto each other in her back. the blight roped the belt around luz’s wrists, tied it as much as



she could and tilted her head over her shoulder to see her face, “not too tight?” she asked though
luz shook her head, she tried to wriggle out of the belt and she couldn’t get it off.

amity smirks to herself as her hand softly grasps the noceda’s nape, getting a firm grip on it for luz
to think she’s going to get some choking.

“good.” then, amity slammed luz down to the floor with her ass up and upper half pressed against
the floor. she comes closer towards her dripping cunt as she spreads her ass cheeks, licking her lips
from the delicious sight of it and lined herself up to her womanhood with her tip just grazing her
wet lips before the blight shoved her entire length inside.

catching luz off guard as she screams in pure ecstasy with her head rolling back yet ultimately
dropped once again on the floor. her body trembling from the intensity of the sudden wave that
overwhelmed her body. “fuck..” luz groaned.

amity bit her lip from the feeling of her lover’s tight snatach gripping around her cock ever so
endearingly, she held a firm grip on luz’s hips as she watched her body continue to tremble from
the sheer girth she had to get accustomed to. she internally chuckle as luz looks so small under her
now though she didn’t wait for her when she began to slowly thrust.

the blight listened to the human’s meek moans, looking down, she watched luz’s ass lightly bounce
from each contact and it wasn’t long for those moans to become louder that it’s reverberating off
the thick walls of the hidden room. amity made a good call in making these walls thicker than it
should’ve as she’s been extra cautious about the twins eavesdropping.

“fuck- amity! tómalo con calma..” luz moaned as she can feel amity was basically pounding her
much to her liking, amity was completely subjugating her without bothering to take it slow for both
of their first times though it doesn’t sound like a bad thing either when she fucking loves it. loving
the feeling of her cock reaching deeper as she kept thrusting, hitting all of the right spots for her to
submit on the spot.

as if she hasn’t already.

“i told you i’m not slowing down. didn’t you hear me?” amity spat, grabbing another handful of
luz’s hair to lift her head up to see her wreck of a face.

her golden eyes pierced througher lustful hazel ones as her hot moans hit her face with her getting
louder by the minute like she doesn't have any worries or shame that someone would overhear
beyond the door. then, amity slammed her lips against luz who didn’t hesitate to return the kiss.

lowly humming in the kiss, amity bit on luz’s lower lip hard making her yelp, giving her ample
time to slip her tongue inside for their wet muscles to dance an arrhythmic fashion as they hastily
tasted each other with their mixed drool slowly trailing down the sides of their faces, making a big
mess yet they could care less about it.

pulling away, luz panted heavily as she stared at amity with half lid eyes and her pleasured noises
filling amity's ears. "esto se siente increíble.." she whispered, amity doesn't know much about
spanish but this made her smirk grow bigger and gave luz a quick peck.

amity placed luz back down again, her left cheek pressed against the floor with her face contorting
into the most lewdest face she has ever seen as her tongue dangled up and eyes began to roll once
again.



amity felt heat rise within her face along with the rest of her body, she felt a sense of pride just by
staring at luz's sex face. she's the only one who could make luz look like that and no one else.

as a form of reward, amity picked up her speed with every collision, making luz jolt forward and
their feverish skin slapping was accompanied by the noceda's libidinous moans. she can feel
something bubbling in the pit of her stomach that's growing bigger and bigger by the minute and
she doesn't know how to stop it.

"master.." luz accidentally slipped and this flipped a switch within amity as she leaned down
towards luz's cute round ear. shuddering from her breath against her and heard her low, almost
growling voice whisper;

"say it again."

"wha- aahh!" luz didn't get to ask as amity cuts her off with a hard smack on the ass.

"you heard me, whore." amity said with a growl like she isn't going to say it again until luz obliges
and she didn't take long to do so as she shouted;

"m- master!"

amity smirked to that, she planted a soft kiss on the side of luz's head and whispered "that's my
good puppy." before recoiling back to resume her merciless thrusting with her climax that's just a
growing bubble around the corner that's becoming harder and harder to burst.

this awakened something inside luz she never knew she had before. "please.." she rasps as she
looked at amity in the corner of her eye, her upper half was just too heavy for her lift on her own
especially that she's gotten weak over this good fuck.

"please what bitch?" amity sneered, giving her lover's ass another smack.

resulting into luz blurting out the words; "fuck puppy's pussy harder!" luz's body quivers from the
pleasure surging throughout her body as that's the only thing she cares about with her getting used
like a sex doll by her master. that's all she needs.

chucking darkly, "oh, you're digging this, huh? fucking slut!" master spat as she watched her puppy
whimper and moan out in bliss, continuously bombarding her poor pussy with heavy thrusts was
amusing to watch.

"yes! yes.. puppy is loving this!" puppy replied with confidence in her tone. that's what master likes
to hear.

figuring puppy deserves a treat for being a good pup, master conjured a leather collar with a
dangling golden name plate as the name luz noceda engraved on the front side and the other
"property of amity blight with a few runes under it, indicating to call her scroll if puppy, somehow,
got lost. before finally strapping it around her neck, making sure it's secured but not too tight.

"puppy loves it." puppy wasn't afraid to vocalise her thoughts as she savored the feeling of the
collar wrapped around her neck since she couldn't touch it just yet.

"good puppy."



then, puppy was so caught up on the collar that she didn't realise how close she was to finishing
until it was too late. "master!!!" she screamed in euphoria, coming hard for her first time with her
head trying to roll back but she was simply too weak to do anything without assistance.

tightly gritting her teeth, master plunged her cock deep into luz's womb and ejaculated hard inside
making puppy whimper out as she shuddered at the feeling of her master's warm seeds filling her
up, mixing along with her own cum yet they're not ready to have puppy fermented just yet.

master slowed down her thrusts as she rode down both of their highs before carefully pulling out to
see how much damage she made. watching their mixed cum slowly ooze out of puppy's trembling
pussy with both ass cheeks red from the smacks which gave master an idea.

standing up, master walked over to her table to open a drawer, watching her own bottle of lube roll
into view to grab and return back to puppy.

puppy perked up when she heard the bottle getting popped open, then, something warm yet cold
sensation trickled down right on her ass hole making her shudder and felt her master's soft hand rub
her ass as if massaging it, puppy couldn't help but enjoy it without knowing this was lube and she's
getting prepped for another round.

puppy snapped out of her daze when she was suddenly lifted off the ground and was sitting on her
master's lap instead as she sat back on the bean bags with her cock just right in front of her ass hole.

"i'll make sure my puppy's gonna be well fed after this." master whispered before her cock inside
puppy's ass, making her lose her ability to speak fluent english as her mind went blank.

"joder si!"

once everything was inside her again, master didn't waste anymore time on start ass fucking her
puppy who was loving every second of it as the feeling was surreal and hard for her to explain.

"¡por favor, llene el culo del cachorro también!" puppy moaned with her eyes rolling back as she
bounced on master's big cock, stretching her as wide as her pussy and she fucking loves it.

master smirked devilishly, she leaned closer to puppy's ear once again to whisper; "that's the
fucking plan, puppy."

-----

as master came inside puppy for the 15th time, both were extremely exhausted. puppy was on the
brink of passing out and master was still active yet her heat was dying down.

slowly pulling out, master summoned an abomination goop to mold it into two solid plugs with
strings in the end, she gently pushed one in puppy's well used pussy and the other in her ass.

amity stared at luz's state for a long time before finally reverting back to her own self to realise
what she has done. "oh no.. no no no no.." she clasped her mouth as she stared in disbelief of what
she's done to her lover.

brimming in cum, red hand prints on her ass cheeks and bite marks all over her shoulder.

"luz i'm so sorry!" amity frantically snapped the belt off luz's wrist and cupped her cheeks to make
her blissed out face look at her. "i didn't mean for this to happen! i'm sorry, i lost control!" as amity



babbled out her apologies, this brought luz back from heaven and snapped out of her daze to see
amity having a breakdown being the first thing she sees.

"hey hey, it's okay." luz cupped amity's cheeks to stop her rambling as she stared into her worried
golden eyes. "i wanted to do this with you for a while so i'm happy." she reassured as she flashed a
smile that brought some relief though it's not enough to make amity convinced that luz liked her
being rough.

"you sure? you don't feel any sort of pain or anything?" amity asked but luz shook her head.

"well, the only pain is you not cuddling with me." luz quipped with her smile turning into a playful
grin making the blight giggle. she scooped the noceda of the floor once again to return to the
comfort of the bean bags.

amity gently placed luz beside her as she scooped her with her arms firmly wrapped around her
waist, burying her face at the crook of her neck as she stared at the many bites she left on her
lover's once clean neck.

getting a mixed feeling of pride and concern.

"i love you." luz whispered, helping amity's negative thoughts to push to the sidelines and bring a
soft smile on her face as she fluttered her eyes shut. knowing that she'll be loved no matter what by
luz and there's no other person who could do that to her.

"i love you too."
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'september 1st, 1989. 
dear diary,'

"i wish i could sit at their table so the other boys finally notice me." a boy said amongst the crowd
of students as they made a clear, wide way in the hallway for them to walk on like the red carpet.
some gawked and others admired their supremacy and beauty as it is outmatched.

"that would be beautiful."

"wish one of them would date me." one girl said in a dreamy tone as she hugged her textbooks
close to her, dreaming about that day that is so fat out of reach along with everyone.

"that would be beautiful."

"i wish i could kidnap one of them, make them like me and be together forever with our child."

silence.

as the havenstars passed most of the students, they still watched them from the end of the hallway
until they disappeared from sight and everyone returned to what they were doing before they
arrived to make everything stop to take a moment to praise them and let them see for themselves
just how inferior they all are compared to them.

in the girls' restroom, amity was leaning against the wall, holding her bag close to her as she
mindlessly stared down at her book. not minding the wretched noise of skara puking her guts out in
one of the cubicles while boscha fixed herself in the mirror and amelia doing her best to comfort
her friend.



"ugh." skara groaned, lifted her head up from the toilet as she wiped her mouth. slowly standing
back up to her feet, she flushed the toilet for her barf to go down already as she doesn't wanna look
at it any longer. with her hand pressed on her stomach to feel it churn, amelia grabbed her arm as
she carefully guided her out of the cubicle with a worried look on her face.

"father's going to assume that i'm having it." skara muttered under her breath, taking a few deep
gulps to lower the feeling of something sour and stingy bubbling in her throat once again.

"are you having a baby?" amelia asked with worry and a hint of joy in her tone.

"no! jesus fuck." skara scoffed as she snatched her arm back and patted her outfit clean. sighing
deeply, she looked over to the silent blight who hasn't said anything throughout this endeavour as
she just continued to stare at her book.

walking up to her, skara snatched amity's book that snapped her back to reality "hey!" she tried to
get it back but the girl was fast enough to evade the blight's attempts as she giggled in amusement.

"amity, would you be so kind as to write me a prescription?" skara asked in an innocent tone that
struck an annoyance to amity, she said nothing and quickly made a move to get her book back in
the safety of her hands as she narrowed her eyes at skara.

"get over, skara. bulimia is so '87." boscha said without bothering to look at skara as she retouched
her lipstick, smacking her lips to evenly apply it on both lips and smirked at herself.

rolling her eyes, she turned her gaze to boscha who's attention was only focused on herself. "what
do you know? you could be dying on the floor if you were in my shoes." skara quipped as she
crossed her arms, giving the havenstar a deadpan look when she looked at her in the corner of her
eye.

"i have more tolerance than you. how do you think i managed 3 years with samson?" boscha
retorted, dropping her lipstick back on her make up kit as she fully turned her body to face skara
with a bland expression though her lavender eyes were telling everything.

"oh boy.. here we go again." amelia sighed, she stayed near amity as the two began to argue and
neither didn't want to be involved. amity just watched boscha and skara fight, the argument
reducing into 'who's the best' as that seems to be important to both of them.

skara wanted the power of being the top havenstar of hexside yet boscha always wins, obviously.

"when do you think they're going to make a truce?" amelia asked as she looked at the blight who
scoffed with her eyes shaking, being rather skeptical of that ever being a possibility.

"in their graves." amity muttered under her breath.

"i somehow doubt that."

both girls snickered to themselves without the two noticing as they're so into barking at each other's
face that it wouldn't be a surprise that this'll devolve into a cat fight.

then, the sound of that restroom door clicking open, making all of them stop their arguments as
they saw ms. fluming entered the restroom with a not so surprised face.



"ah, boscha, amity, amelia-" ms. fluming was cut off by skara puking once again as it forced its
way up to her throat though she didn't have time to go to the toilet and just threw up in the sink
making all of the girls grimace from the horrible sound of her, as if, dying along with the wet drops
of what she ate for breakfast.

"and skara." ms. fluming sighed in dismiss.

going past that horrid noise accompanied by a stench, "perhaps you didn't hear the bell over all the
vomiting and gossiping. you're late for class." ms. fluming said as she crossed her arms, staring at
all of the girls like she's waiting for a grand excuse they'll use.

"skara wasn't feeling well. we were trying to help her." boscha reasoned as she patted skara's back,
doing the bare minimum to assist her.

"not without a hall pass, you're not. detention."

before ms. fluming leaves the restroom, she was stopped by amity speaking up. "actually, ms.
fluming. all of us have a hall pass." she took a paper out of her bag and offered it to ms. fluming
who rose a brow at the paper, getting a little suspicious of it.

"yearbook committee."

ms. fluming snatched the paper out of the blight's hand and skimmed through it before folded it in
as she looked at the four girls. "i see you're all listed. hurry up and get where you're going."

"thank for that little forgery of yours, mittens." skara said as she wiped her mouth off of puke once
again, giggling at the sight of amity getting irritated by that stupid pet name.

boscha as well chuckled, she walked over to the blight to pet her head, "i knew that talent would
come in handy." she said in a baby-like manner, amity quickly slapped the havenstar's hand off her
and glared at the girl's annoying hues but that didn't faze her by one bit.

the two stared at each for a long while as if trying to silently assert their dominance but amity
couldn't keep her eyes open for too long and had to, sadly, blink. giving boscha the overused and
oversaturated title as the leader of this gang.

"come on, i don't wanna be caught by another clydesdale." boscha said as she pushed the door open
widely with the two girls following at her tail. amity sighed deeply, she placed her book back in her
bag, feeling thankful that it wasn't read by skara but she isn't letting any of them off the hook for
touching her stuff.

unfortunately, she can't do anything other than scolding them for rummaging through her bag for
whatever excuse they have.

fixing her bag's straps, amity combed her mint green dyed hair smooth and straightened out her
uniform before exiting the lavatory as she doesn't know how long she's going to take in anymore of
skara's puke scent wafting the air.

amity was the only one walking in the empty hallway as everyone was already in class. she gripped
the straps of her bag, getting an unnerving feeling that she's being watched and followed but when
she looked over her shoulder to check, there's no one behind her. not even hearing any steps than
her own.



amity smacked the side of her head, cursing herself for being too paranoid and sleep deprived
causing her to have hallucination bullshits. shrugging it off, she resumed to head for her first hour
classroom and quietly opened the backdoor as the class was already starting.

she took her usual seat in the back row, amity took out her textbook and pen to write down some
notes though she already knew the subject so she might as well spend her time running some pages.

while scribbling on the printed pictures on the book, amity kept hearing someone whistling for her
or 'pst-ing' to get her attention. she tried her best to ignore it as much as she could and continued to
doodle but the persistence of the bitch was ticking the blight off making her snap her head up to see
just who was trying to be an attention whore.

amity saw a girl giving a blowjob motion before laughing to herself and her gang. the blight only
gave a deadpan expression at them with the grip on her pen tightening, threatening to break it but
she just shot a middle finger making the gang gasp in offense with some laughing their asses off,
resulting in detention.

amity just returned to what she was doing and prayed to god this day doesn't reduce her into
insanity.

'today, isn't much different. but i'm hoping this doesn't get any worse than it already is.'

once lunch came, amity managed to get away from boscha and the others as she just wanted to get
some time to herself without them hovering over her, craving for internal peace despite the
cafeteria being a total mosh pit of absurdity and degradation.

"hey blighty, why don't you sit with me, eh? reserved it just for you!" someone shouted across the
room, waving their hand in the air to get amity's attention which she just straight up ignored as she
went on to find a decent place to eat the lunch emira made for them.

since someone wasn't even bothered to make the siblings one.

when the person didn't get their way, they snapped; "skank!" but was immediately silenced by a
tray getting thrown at their face by another student standing.

everyone on their table snapped their head to see another table with the student holding the second
tray in their hand as a deep scowl dawned on their face like they had a grudge on this person.

which everyone does if you think about it.

"can you stop screaming for 5 minutes?!" the second person yelled in a heavy italian accent with
their empty hand's fingers pressed together to express just how much anger they have for this
asshole.

"shut the fuck up, pasta bitch!"

amity squeezed her eyes shut as she tried to block out the noise of fighting, screaming, shouting
that's most cheers for whoever prevails as the winner.

everything used to be so simple. the only fights they had was one student eating someone's crayons
and not sharing a toy. nothing severe to this degree that someone would be on the ground knocked
out with their face on a pool of blood from their broken nose.



everything used to be so lighthearted and ditzy.

but they grew up.

"hey."

amity snapped her eyes open when she heard a soft voice clogging out all of the nasty out from her,
she turned her head to the right to see a familiar pair of black rounded glasses with a soft smile that
brought light to her miserable day.

"oh, willow! i'm sorry i didn't get to talk to you earlier." amity said, feeling rather guilty that she
didn't get to come and talk to her best friend. not with boscha looming over her.

"it's cool, i know how it is. anyways, are you free this weekend?" willow asked as she quickly
hopped into a new subject, not wanting to dwell on it too much when both of them never wanted to
talk about it.

"it depends who's paying for the popcorn." amity said with a light grin coming on her face. they got
to the edge of the west cafeteria which was somewhat quiet for them to have a decent conversation,
amity leaned against the wall with her arms crossed and willow right beside her.

the space between them wasn't so visible to the naked eye that some of those students in the nearby
tables stared at the two old best friends who've been together longer than any of these ragtag
couples. some wondering what's really going on with them.

"you don't have to worry about it. papa brought a mini popcorn machine and i already have the
kernels ready to be poppin'." willow replied as she gently nudged amity's arm with a smile.

chuckling, "dope. oh and let me guess, it's the nightmare on elm street again?" amity easily
surmised what they're going to watch tonight when they watched it a bazillion times already yet she
doesn't seem to get tired of it with willow even though it kept giving her nightmares that might also
be a contributing reason why she's sleep deprived.

"what can i say, i'm a sucker for death and horror with a little bit of a happy ending." willow said in
a dreamy type of way as she reminisces about something that amity isn't going to delve on too
much.

a frown slowly formed on the blight's face as she suddenly began to feel the same feeling she had
earlier but this time, it was much closer as if it's breathing down her neck and is waiting for her to
look it's way. amity couldn't help herself but quickly turn her head to the left to see no one was
looking at her, with a few glances from the other students but no one gave off that unnerving
feeling and it's concerning amity.

"i have your favorite as well." amity snapped back to earth when she heard willow speak up again
who instantly noticed that the blight seemed out of it, willow asked "are you okay?" as she's
concerned that her best friend wasn't feeling good.

blinking, amity slowly nodded her head "uh.. yeah yeah. i feel great." she looked around once again
to make sure she didn't miss any creeps that's stalking her before turning her gaze back at willow to
flash her a reassuring smile.



"to be honest i haven't watched the entire series of friday the 13th. only the first and that was
enough for my weak little kid brain." amity replied as she softly giggled to herself making willow
giggle along too and placed a hand on her shoulder, giving her a shake with her voice seemingly
went deeper as she spoke in a prestigious tone.

"well, my friend. you're in for a treat."

the two were having a swell time of talking longer than their previous conversations, enjoying each
other's company as they didn't even notice that their stomachs were growling, craving some food to
be dropped down especially that they only have 20-15 minutes left of free time.

but good things always end sooner.

"well well well," both of them froze when they heard an oh so familiar voice in front of them yet
neither wanted to look and see who it was. the other students around them were quick to get out of
their seats to make way for their three queens.

"look who we have here." amity clenched her fists behind her arm as she turned her head to see
boscha right in front of them with skara and amelia just behind her. skara held a cynical look as she
threw an empty paper cup at willow, making a little bit of whatever she was drinking spill on
willow’s head while amelia was just neutral.

“hey!”

"half a bitch willow being buddy buddies with amity blight." boscha said in a derisive manner as
she looked at the two of them like it's an odd sight in front of her and it should be.

"didn't mommy already tell you not to hang out with a spaz? thought you knew better, mittens." she
clicked her tongue multiple times with her head slowly shaking as if she's scolding amity for a bad
decision that'll affect the industry like her mother used to but is more ill fitting.

"come on, amity. you're better off with us." skara said but amity isn't going to stand for it anymore
as this was her only moment of happiness and they just had to ruin everything.

amity stepped forward with her eyes staring deep into the havenstar's eyes, mustering up as much
courage she had within and spat; "do you ever learned how to shut your mouth?" boscha's eyes
slightly widened as amity was beginning to speak out but she was somewhat willing to hear what
the puny blight has to say.

"willow is my friend, better than you'll ever be so stop dictating who i can hang out with." amity
said with strength in her voice to match up to boscha once again and this time, she’ll make sure
she’s the one winning this game as she narrowed her gaze at the havenstar who did the same. the
atmosphere between them was so unsettling and the lack of response from boscha made it worse,
like something bad is bound to happen.

and willow can see it, "amity, it's okay. i can just leave." she said, trying to deescalate the situation
as soon as she can though amity isn’t going to back down just yet.

"if you're so eager to follow my mother's orders then why don't you have a round with her?" amity
sneered, making everyone gasp in horror and awe at the words uttering from the blight’s mouth,
skara was taken aback by the statement but was quickly replaced by repressed anger that’s
threatening to burst out with boscha’s expression darkening and hard to read.



while amelia was wary, “hey, i know you don’t mean that, amity. right?” she tried her best to stop
this before something drastic happened but she was shut down by skara. as per usual. “shut up,
amelia!”

“sorry.” amelia muttered as she lowered her head.

"you had a sugar daddy so why don't you add a mommy to make a big happy family?" amity
mocked, taking things a little too far but she didn’t notice it until boscha finally reacted though not
the way the blight expected it to be.

she laughed.

“oh, that was a good one, amity.” boscha said, laughing dryly at everything amity said, disregarding
it as nothing but a little ploy of her built up anger. mocking it to derail what little amity had named
as courage. everyone else started to join the fun, laughing along on amity’s mistake to ever standing
up to their queen, throwing a couple of names and slurs to stab into her already open and deep
wound just for them to watch her bleed out to death while trying to salvage help.

 

“what?” amity was utterly confused.

as boscha abruptly stopped laughing, she stared at amity with a head look in her eyes but she
looked at willow for a moment who’s still beside the blight. scared. "willow. i think you should
leave." she said in a sickly sweet tone making the young park grimace though she didn’t move from
her spot as she’s in this shit now and she isn’t going to abandon her friend in the most dire time.

seeing that willow hasn’t moved an inch, boscha doesn’t have the patience span to deal with her
right now but she isn’t going to take excessive effort to make this bitch leave. "now." boscha’s
voice became deeper, silently giving willow a threat as her gaze tells it all making willow frantic
with her trying push the resurfacing fear down and she turned her head to amity when she heard her
name be called with a softer voice.

“i can handle this. go.” amity muttered in reassurance. she gently pushed willow to the sidelines to
ensure she doesn’t get hurt by the havenstars anymore.

once willow wasn’t a problem anymore, boscha grabbed amity by the arm and quickly dragged out
of the cafeteria with a sea of eyes following them on the way out until they’re no longer seen.

amity was dragged far away from the cafeteria to be out of earshot before she was slammed onto
the wall, making her groan and boscha grabbed a fistfull of her hair for her to look into her eyes
once again. this time, boscha wasn’t holding her anger back.

"you're a blight and you better act like one or mommy would be sad that you'll never go to harvard,
duke or brown." boscha growled as she glared at the blight’s golden eyes, amity just deeply
chuckled with a mocking smile coming on her lips.

“too bad i’m going to stanford.”

but amity’s smile was immediately dropped when boscha punched her stomach. the blight wheezed
hard, biting down the feeling of wanting to wrench and was dropped to the ground as she held her
punched stomach. gritting her teeth hard in an attempt to numb the pain as she rose her head to see



boscha’s sardonic grin with skara covering her mouth to hold her laughter and amelia also had her
mouth clasped but not from finding this funny.

“what’s your damage, boscha?!” amity exclaimed.

huffing, boscha clapped her hands clean and turned around to face the other two while amity was
writhing in pain from that unnecessary punch."now, that's out of the way. you're coming with us
tonight." she said, completely switching to another subject as she looked at the other girls’ reaction.
looking to be on board and that leaves amity to make the call.

"where are we going now?" amity asked as she carefully pushed herself up back to her feet,
wincing from still feeling the sting rupturing through her stomach. she doesn’t like the sound of a
party at school night even though tomorrow’s friday but still.

boscha looked over her shoulder to meet the blight’s golden eyes once again with a smirk etching
across her face.

"let's have some big fun."

-----

amity was practically dragged into someone's house against her will in a neighborhood she doesn't
know, saying this were most of the glandus high lived and this really shouldn't have shocked the
blight.

“dad said we should 'act our age'. you heard the man, it's time rage!!!” a loud ass jock from glandus
high shouted at the top of their lungs as they stood on top of the marbled counter with a guy beside
them, making the others cheer and scream along with them as amity was caught in the middle of it
all. she thought she was going to deaf with all these shouts and loud music, it wouldn’t be a
surprise that she’ll go home with a bloody ear.

amity pushed her way out of the crowd, she looked around to see a ton more people screaming their
larynx out with red cups in hand. there's a hallway to the right, no idea where it leads but amity was
quick to decide to go there in hopes of getting away from the madness.

as she rounded the corner, only to instantly regret it when she saw it's still filled with drunkard
bastards with boys and girls either getting submissive against the wall or high. though she does see
a silver lining at the end of the hallway, the backyard pool, maybe she could sneak out through the
fence and end this nightmare.

before amity could start walking down the unchaste hallway, she felt someone grab her shoulder
making her flinch and quickly whipped her head around to see skara holding up two plastic
tankards of beer.

"hey, why so blue? take this!" skara basically shoved the tankard that's brimming with frothing
booze, leaving amity not much of a choice but to accept. her hands feeling it's cold exterior and the
strong scent hitting her nose, making it crinkle.

"this is a party, in case you didn't notice so have fun!" skara said, patting amity's shoulder once
again before walking down the hallway herself with ease. no one even batted an eye on her.



amity glanced down at her booze, watching the froth slowly bubble away before cautiously lifting
it up to her lips and tilted it a degree for beer to seep into mouth. first leaving a horrid, strong bitter
taste but she pushed herself to gulp it down carefully as it burns her throat until it, somewhat,
subsides and is bearable.

lowering the tankard, amity smacked her lips as she tastes a bit of apple but she won't lie that this
does awaken her. she began to walk down the hallway, avoiding any sort of eye contact from
anyone and the method worked as she's almost halfway there until someone roughly turned her
around to see that stupid face again.

“amity, i would like you to meet someone.” boscha said as two people walked up to her side. amity
noticed it's the two folks from earlier causing this massive choir screech making the neighbors
think satan has been summoned from the depths of hell.

amity immediately noticed that one of them is a guy and she was quick to turn it down. “i’m not
interested.” she turned around, wanting to resume her escape as she has more than one reason from
doing so but boscha isn't so keen of that decline and grabbed by blight by her arm to pull her back,
rather harshly, making her hiss but it was ignored.

“but you don’t even know them yet! this is rudy and rock. they’re step siblings.” boscha swiftly
introduced the two, finally giving amity the names she can instantly forget when she's out of here
but she does beg the question.

“what kind of name is rock?”

the two step siblings glanced at each other with their eyes telling something that amity couldn't
understand though boscha did as a smirk was crawling up to her face.

"oh, i think she can take a wild guess." rock said, cackling like a broken record. a frown dawned on
amity's face as she still doesn't understand but she isn't going to try to dumb herself down to be at
the level of their intellect with these jocks.

"rudy lane." rudy offered her hand for a shake to amity who was hesitant to take it. as their hands
made contact and began to shake, "nice to meet you, amity. i heard you like to party." rudy added
with a smile though that smile doesn't exclaim that she's welcome in this party to be loose or have
some fun. she's here for another reason making amity recoil her hand in abhorrence.

then, all of it suddenly made sense.

'dear diary,'

'i want to kill and you have the believe it's for more than selfish reasons. more than just a spoke in
my menstrual cycle. you have to believe me.'

"come on, let's leave these two for a while." boscha said as she roped her arm around rock's to pull
him away from the two, giving them some time alone together which amity wants to do the
opposite.

"have fun, baby sister." rock patted rudy's back, earning a scoff from her as she swatted his hand
away. both of them watched the 'couple' walk away in the other end of the hallway, leaving amity at
the hands of this jock who probably doesn't understand the meaning of the two letters.



figuring she's going to have rudy at her tail all night, amity might have to postpone her attempts of
breaking out for now and have to figure out a way to get her off trail.

leaning against the wall, amity wrapped her arm around her stomach as she continued to drink her
beer, taking a few light sips as she stared aimlessly at the wall before her. feeling rudy's presence
beside her with her shoulder touching the blight.

personal space punctured.

"so, what do you plan for tonight?" rudy asked, leaning closer as she tilted her head to see amity's
face that remained stagnant and didn't bother to look at her. amity said nothing as she turned her
head to the side to resume her consumption before noticing that she already took half of it.

rudy pursed her lips in awkwardness from the lack of response, she withdrew and took a big gulp of
her own beer while amity was just hoping for her to leave her alone. but of course, god is a lie and
rudy is still here, talking.

"maybe thinking of a course?" rudy asked, her tone was suggesting something but amity didn't
bother to pick it up and stayed silent making rudy completely recoil from the blight and entertain
herself in other means as amity wasn't willing to do that.

'oh christ i can't explain it but i'm allowed and understanding my parents that these glandus high
assholes chose to ignore. i understand that i must stop boscha.'

amity managed to get away from rudy as she found herself in an empty room with dark red neon
lights littered across the ceiling and postures that's either about football or sex. or a mixture of both.

she took a comfortable seat on the couch as she felt woozy from all the beer she drank, her stomach
was churning harshly with her vision blurring but she fought herself to stay awake as she couldn't
be caught passing out in this brothel.

amity noticed a box of matches on the coffee table in front of her, she grabbed it and took out a
stick to flick it alight. staring at the mesmerizing glow of the flame atop of the stick that's slowly
burning down and wanting to burn her own fingers.

carefully, amity lifted her hand up above the flame, feeling it's heat touch her palm and increase
when she lowered her hand only to recoil when it was too much for her.

yet she persists in getting to that flame like how people in the movies and operas do it or were they
licking their fingers first? amity can't recall.

seeing that she wasn't getting anywhere, amity dropped the idea as well with the stick on her half
empty tankard. thinking it'll extinguish the flame only for it to suddenly catch on fire, surprising
amity though it shouldn't when she knows science.

nonetheless, amity placed the burning tankard away from her and chucked it out of the window. not
bothering to see it drop into a trash can filled with used, crumpled papers and leaves. setting the
mess on fire.

by the door, rudy poked her head inside the room as if checking for someone to be in here until
noticing amity was the only one. bringing a smile on her face, "how's my little cheerleader, huh?"
she asked as she entered the room yet amity still didn't reply.



judy approached amity with her tone still suggesting it as she dropped down beside her with her
arm draped her shoulder. "i know everyone in your high school isn't so uptight. come on." their
space was small. too small for amity's comfort and lane tried to pull her down to the couch with her
but she quickly shook her off.

"rudy, i don't feel so good, okay!" amity said as she scooched away from lane, feeling revolted that
this bitch even dared to touch her but rudy doesn't see that or she chose not to.

"hey but at least this coat will be excellent, huh?" rudy chuckled as she shook the furred coat under
them, she tried to pull amity down once again but she sprung up her feet and backed away from her.
glaring at the bastard who thought this was just a bit of the blight acting hard to get when she
'wants it desperately.'

"you know, i prepared a little speech i tell my suitor when she likes more than i liked to give her."
amity sneered as she watched rudy lay down on the couch with a hand behind her head, looking at
her like she's waiting for the good stuff to happen already.

"'gee blank, i had a really nice'-" just when the blight thought that she had the spotlight on her, rudy
interrupted her.

"leave the speech for malcolm x. i just wanna get laid." rudy said with a salacious grin.

amity dropped her sneer as she gave the jock a dead gaze, "you don't deserve my fucking speech."
she spat, she snatched her bag out of the couch and stormed out of the room though she didn't make
it far when the dizziness kicked in.

amity bumped into someone but she didn't bother to apologise or that person acknowledging her as
she leaned against the wall for support with her body seemingly battling against her. she feels like
dropping dead to the floor after barfing out her insides.

it was a bad idea to be drunk in this place but then again amity really didn't have a choice.

'willow park was a true friend and i sold her out to swatch dogs and diet coke heads. killing boscha
would be like offing the wicked witch of the west. wait east- west! god, i sound like a fucking
psycho.'

in the distance, rock and rudy were talking to boscha who doesn't look too pleased of what she's
hearing before turning around to start searching for amity which didn't take her long as she stayed
where she saw.

"what's your damage? rudy said you're being such a real klutz." boscha said as she made amity turn
to look at her, seeing her in a nauseating state but she could care less about what amity is feeling.

"boscha, i feel really sick and i feel like i'm gonna throw so can we, please, jam now?" amity said,
desperation in her tone. she's trying to restrain herself as she can feel something swelling up in her
throat and it's getting harder and harder to keep it in the longer they stay in this narrow hallway.

boscha's face contorted in confusion at that statement. "no. hell no."

then, amity couldn't take it anymore and bent down to finally throw up on the carpet. creating a
disgusting splattering noise with the blight retrenching that went unnoticed to the people as the
horrid smell began to watch the air.



some spilled onto boscha's feet making an unsettling smile come on her face as a strained laughter
uttered from her throat.

'tomorrow i'll be kissing her sewer donkey sized ass but tonight, let me dream of a world without
boscha.'

amity was swift to finally go out of that damned house and out into the alleyway littered with
stacks of trash but this is far better than smelling the pot and puke in the air. she took a deep breath
in while boscha followed her out with a dark scowl

"you stupid fuck." the havenstar sneered

amity clenched her bag tightly, she turned back around to mirror her scowl. "you goddamn bitch!"
she snapped

"you were nothing before me. you were playing barbies with betty finn. you were a bluebird. you
were a girl scout cookie." boscha said, her tone condescending yet so sweet to the deaf ears but
amity wasn't letting up. not this time or anym

boscha took a step forward as she said "i thought you were into glandus party and what's my
thanks?" with the burning trash can creating a red and blue gradient between the havenstar and
blight.

"it was in the hallway carpet! i got pissed and puked!" boscha exclaimed as she pointed back into
the house, her lavender eyes piercing deep into the blight's golden eyes but amity only returned a
mocking sneer as she repl;

"lick it up baby. lick. it. up"

here was a momentary silence between them, boscha's body composure calmed down as she
continued to stare at amity. "monday morning, you're history. i'll tell everyone tonight." her tone
changed to neutral, not exactly reflecting the words coming out of her mouth and amity doesn't
know what's worse.

"transfer to washington, to jefferson. no one at bonesborough is gonna let you play their reindeer
capes." amity's scowl dropped, she started to become sober that made worry and anxiety quickly
seep in, making her wish that she's drunk again.

she didn't want to admit that she's scared that boscha would be the prime reason that her future
would be jeopardized but she and her family were influential across the boiling isles.

so is amity's family but when was the day they ever listened to her?

seeing that her words got into the blight's nerves, boscha turned around with a smirk etching across
her lips and walked off.

leaving amity alone in the cold alleyway filled with trash and was only comforted by the warmth of
the burning trash.

'a world where i am free.'

amity flung her diary to the wall, creating a loud thud as she tightly gripped both sides of her hair
and clenched her teeth to stop herself from screaming her frustrations, risking everyone to wake up.



if her throwing her notebook wasn’t enough to raise some alarms. lowering her trembling hands to
cover her face as she muffled her aggravated screams with something cold grazing before
completely dripping down on her palms.

-----

when friday came, amity came to school as early as possible so she can mostly avoid the havenstar
from spotting her walking down the hallway and might as well quicken in killing her. she was wary
of every student that passed her who returned a weirded out gaze as they never saw the blight this
apprehensive before but they didn’t dare to question it.

she slipped inside the library, her only sanctuary for now since she doubts that they would even go
inside this ‘boring’ place. amity looked around the peaceful place, not many students were in here
as expected as they’re mostly glued to their textbooks to study about their upcoming tests with
them seated far away than everyone else. she was about to go to the furthest table to avoid any
possible peekers through the door if they’re looking for her.

though she saw something that made her stop. in an empty table that had it’s seat pulled out, there
laid atop, placed on the side were 2-3 books named: the good witch azura

'what’s this doing here?’ amity wondered to herself as she approached the table, she looked around
in hopes to find whoever was sitting here though she saw no one so she assumed that they left and
didn’t even to place these back to it’s shelves but then again, why would a high school have a kids’
book? before attempting to grab the one on top, the 5th volume, a new voice stopped her.

"salutations and greetings

amity jumped by the sudden voice, she swiftly turned around to see a tall girl with short dark curly
brown hair. she wore a thick, long black trench coat, under it was a shirt that was also black and
pants. did amity mention the girl adorn a beautiful tanned face that seemingly shimmered under the
sunlight’s rays coming from the window, creating a sort of limelight.

like an angel manufactured by god’s own hands, descending from the heavens.

noticing that amity hasn’t said anything to this girl, "oh, hello." she replied in a quivering tone.

the girl walked past amity, her gaze looking at her up and down as if she’s examining her before
placing down a book she was holding in her arms. "aren't you a havenstar?" she asked but amity
was quick to shake her head.

"no.. i'm a blight. amity blight."

the girl smiled though tried, barely, to bite it down as she grabbed the only seat the table had and
placed it in front of amity to take. “well, i’m luz noceda. pleasure to finally meet you, amity.” luz
said, offering her hand to the blight as she took a seat on the offered chair. amity accepted the
bigger hand, feeling her soft palm against her own as she kept her eyes fixated on luz’s face. she
just couldn’t look away even if she wanted to.

there’s a sense of familiarity radiating off luz that amity couldn’t quite explain.

“haven’t i seen you before?” amity voiced her thoughts as they pulled their hand away though they
lingered for some reason. luz chucked, she leaned against the table with her hands gripping the



edges for support as she locked her eyes on her golden eyes, not planning to look away any time
sooner.

“maybe. i’m a transfer student from gravesfield.” luz replied and this surprised amity, “that’s a long
drive from here.”

nodding, “yeah well, it’s alright since we took alot of stops on 7/11.” luz nonchalantly shrugged it
off, this gave amity a small insight of luz’s likes that returned her to the azura books placed on the
side like she’s planning to get skim through these in one sitting.

“why do you have a collection of these books?” amity asked out of curiosity and interest as she
never seen someone reading this series than her but she noticed luz’s expression turning sour,
glancing from the corner of her eye to see the stacks she got from the back shelves. thinking to
herself. before returning her eyes back at the blight.

“if i answer that, you would be the 508th to say this is a blar.”

amity was quick to amend the misconception, “no no, it’s just.. i’ve read them too up until now.”
she admitted, growing timorous as she found it ridiculous that she’s still into that kiddie shit but did
that ever stop her from getting the entire series on her shelf along with the other consumables?

this pleasantly surprised luz as she perked up, a smile crawled up to her face again and this time she
wasn’t trying to hide it anymore. amity found it adorable, it’s like she's looking at a smiling, cute
otter she cursed herself for not looking at her way sooner, she wants that smile to be in her life as it
brought a sort of serenity within. “how very.” luz said with a small chuckle, still profound at the
news amity blight knows and reads these ‘dorky, nerdy stuff’.

it’s comforting.

then, an idea popped into luz’s head. “what do you say about ditching this place and getting some
slush? then, i’ll tell you all about the secret codes littered in these books.” she suggested since they
still have time to go out somewhere though it’s a blur if she’d let amity go back here after.

“you solved them?” amity asked, astounded. luz nodded in response, “it took a while but yes.” she
opened her bag and began taking the azura books to place it in her bag except the math book she
got earlier. this concerned amity, thinking why the noceda was wrongfully taking the books, a
library property, while no one batted an eye on them though luz can quick to clear up the bad air.

“don’t worry. i used my library card.” she reassured, opening one of the book’s back cover to reveal
the paper pocket was empty. indicating someone borrowed it and it’s luz.

amity looked over her shoulder, seeing a few heads passing the library door and she’s still worried
that one of boscha’s lankies caught her out in the hallway, especially skara and there’s no doubt that
she’ll rat her out to have her head sit pretty on a basket. she’s also fascinated by this girl, more than
anyone else she met and she wants to know her more.

turning her head back to face luz who’s patiently waiting for a response. “i don’t see why not.” this
made her grin, she offered her hand to amity once again and she didn’t hesitate to accept it as she
stood up only for luz to bolt out of there as fast as she could, making the blight yelp from the
sudden speed that almost lost her grip on luz.



they swiftly passed many students, not minding their following gaze as luz was focused on what’s
up ahead while amity was staring at the noceda’s bounce curly locks. the sunlight piercing from the
windows they passed made it seem that luz was pulling amity to her stairway of heaven. was she
already dead?

with the grip on her hand tightening as she didn’t wanna let go of this hand, amity did her best to
keep to luz until they’re out of the school. they ran across the street, dodging various cars that
beeped at them to get out of the road. amity was scared to death with this stunt though luz seemed
to be having a blast as she laughed out loudly in front of her, immediately washing her anxiety
down the drain as that was the best sound she ever heard in her entire life.

as they finally got to the safety of the sidewalk, amity lets go of luz’s hand for a moment to take a
breather and calm her rapid beating heart. luz turned around to see amity looking like she’s on the
brink of a heart attack, “you good, blight?” she asked and amity just nodded her in response,
earning a giggle.

"sorry had to scare ya. the nearest 7/11 was just two blocks down.” luz said, motioning her thumb
in the direction they needed to get to. amity lifted her head up to follow her thumb and straightened
herself up as she took a deep sigh of relief that they didn't have to cross the road again.

but then, amity heard the school bell ring along with seeing the scurrying late students going as fast
as they can to reach their classes. “wait, i think we should do this later.” she said, looking at luz
who didn't look concerned about it and met her gaze with a brow raised.

“come on, we’re already out. doesn’t matter now plus it’s friday so it’s technically a weekend.” luz
shrugged nonchalantly though it wasn’t enough to convince the record pristine amity blight from
cutting classes. might as well bring out the big guns, “i’ll buy you whatever you want.” luz
suggested as she gently nudged amity’s shoulder with a playful grin coming on her face.

“they got spicy hotdogs in wet buns or the machine probably has my favorite flavor.” amity giggled
at that statement, she looked at the campus once again. it's already quiet and they're the only
students left outside before turning her gaze back at luz, seeing her anticipating a grin as she
slightly jumps in place.

"fine. i guess i could use some break." amity replied, making the noceda pumped her fist happily
before motioning for amity to follow her, beginning to trot her way towards the 7/11 like a cheerful
pup as amity watched her with a smile crawling up to her face.

once they got to the store, luz pushed the door open making the bell ring and the scent of something
steamed immediately hits her nose. she took a deep breath in and sighed deeply before stepping in
with amity behind.

"hey johnny boy!" luz greeted the man behind the counter as she leaned against it, her eyes already
telling what she wanted and the cashier didn't bother to react when he greeted back.

"hey luz klutz."

"you got something good for me?" luz asked, glancing down to her nails to check if they're clean as
amity stopped right beside her. listening in the conversation.

"yeah man. boss fixed up the machine and added cherry 'cause you wouldn't stop napping about it."
the man replied, resulting luz into perking up with her hands lightly drumming the counter that's



progressively getting louder by each second until she couldn't contain it.

“finally! i was getting sick with coke.” amity felt luz grab her hand once again to pull her towards
the slurpee machine, grabbing the biggest cup it has to fill it to the brim that almost spilled due to
the noceda's excitement.

as she paid for the drink, got the lid to not make a mess and a straw she dropped in to start slurping
up that cold delight. with amity watching her, intrigued, luz hissed from the freeze brain but it was
quick to subside much to the blight's surprise.

sighing deeply, luz offered her slurpee to amity as she asked "care for a hit?"

amity lightly chuckled, she accepted the drink. feeling it's cold exterior sweat in her hand, peered
down through the plastic lid to see luz took about a quarter of it. "does your mommy know you're
drinking all this crap?" she asked in a joking manner as she waved the cup around though it had a
different effect on luz.

"not anymore." luz muttered as she walked over to the snack counter and leaned against it, stuffing
her hands in her pockets with her gaze turning someplace else.

amity was quick to pick up on her mistake. "oh. i- i'm sorry." she looked away, she didn't know she
struck a sensitive topic and regret immediately bubbled inside her for now being careful.

but luz shook her head, "nah, it's cool. we lived halfway normal but now it's just me and my dad.
we're less.." she trailed off when the subject jumped to her father, she shook her head once again
and instantly changed their conversation.

"and i learned alot in the past years." luz said, extending her hand to amity who walked over to her
as she returned the slurpee and pressed her back against the wall. their space almost not visible
from the naked eye though it's still there, hiding.

"i learned to cook pasta, to pay rent," luz began listing off what she can do as amity listened with
her ears focused on her only, "and know the world doesn't owe you a cent." her expression
darkened for a split second though her tone didn't change, amity found it peculiar but didn't bother
to question it.

"you're planning your future, amity blight will be the big name displayed across bonesborough,
even the world," luz said as she waved her hand overhand, imagining the fancy lights flashing
before their eyes, having the blight name on billboards and vegas. she's gonna be a hotshot, the
pride of bonesborough.

amity doesn't seem too stellar about that vision when that is the future her parents forced her to
strive for.

"and marry a lawyer." luz said that last part in a bittersweet tone and amity found it amusing.

"i doubt that

luz scoffed at that as she dropped her hand to her side, saying "i doubt you're doubting." making
amity snicker. the noceda stared at amity, watching her nose crinkle whenever she snickers and her
hand trying to cover her smile, she found it odd when she looks beautiful with that smile.



"you shouldn't hide your smile. you're real pretty with it." luz thought out loud. this caught amity
off guard, she looked into the noceda's light hazel eyes, it's hypnotising to stare into as her cheeks
unceremoniously grew hotter when those words were repeated in her head.

both finally registered what they were doing, especially luz making them quickly look the other
way with their faces lighting up like fireworks. amity hugged her bag tightly as she feels her heart
pound hard against her chest and let out deafening drums in her ears with luz internally panicking
though she tried to play it off as she regained her posture.

nothing was said to each other. the only thing heard in the store was the outside noise of the revving
cars and motorcycles with the doorbell ringing when someone entered.

amity cleared her throat to get rid of the silence between them, "is this your first time moving to
another town?" she asked as she turned her gaze back to luz who did the same, their faces slowly
calmed down.

"nope. i've been to manhattan to florida then i ended up here. i don't think i'd be staying here for a
while," luz replied, unbeknownst to her that the blight's face shifted when she said she won't be
staying here for a year or just enough for amity to get to know her well.

"so don't cry when i'm suddenly gone." luz joked as she lightly nudged amity's shoulder, snapping
her out of her daze and scoffing in response.

"i won't."

unknown to them, the person who entered the store and bought a pack of cigarettes was watching
them. their eyes were mostly set on amity as a grin crawled up to their lips, they ripped the plastic
off their cigar box to tap out a stick and placed it in their lips as they approach the two.

"good morning, little girl. shouldn't you be at school?" they asked, tipping their cap to amity
making the two stop their conversation and look at them with confusion mixing with disgust.

"shouldn't you be in jail?" luz quipped as she looked at the person up and down. they looked at the
noceda in the corner of their eyes with their face showing a blatant disinterest that luz is even
talking.

"geez, buck. just tryna be nice to your girl. ain't that right?" they said as they turned their gaze back
at amity with their hand moved closer towards her thighs as a malicious grin dawning their sickly
face though they were blocked when luz stepped in front of amity, protecting her.

"alright, i'm in a good mood today so why don't you step off and leave us alone, hm? we're having a
nice time before you came." luz politely said as she doesn't wanna make a mess so early in the
morning though the stranger wasn't having that.

they stood up straight, making their height difference evident but that's not enough to make luz feel
intimidation. their eyes focused on each other that told many things but one thing was clear, one of
them was gonna be on the ground if neither backed off.

"how about a no. fuckface."

there was quiet between them, the suspense was killing amity as she doesn't know what's going to
happen to luz but she doesn't want her to get hurt by this asshole.



then, the noceda was the first to strike as she smashed her slurpee into the bastard's face. blinding
them for a second though this gave her ample time to deliver the second punch, making the guy
stumble back as they became dazed, hitting one of the linoleum shelves to cause some bags of
chips to fall.

amity was taken aback by how strong luz was, she felt her heart take various leaps and somersaults
as she watched the noceda approach the bastard with the aim to protect her. no one does that to her
and it made her cheeks become red once more.

luz didn't give the guy time to wipe off the slush on their face as she grabbed their collar and
slammed her head against them, hard. knocking them out. she dropped them to the floor, letting the
rest of the fallen slurpee stain their bootleg leather jacket.

panting softly, luz cracked her neck and shook her had to get rid of the coming headache as she
bent down to snatch the pack of cigarettes along with the lighter. she shook a stick out to take it
with her lips and struck it alight. stuffing everything in her pocket, she looked over her shoulder to
see amity starstruck at her power and motioned her head to follow as she headed for the door.

amity obliged, she swiftly passed the guy, passed out with a face full of slush and slowly forming
bruise on their cheek. she stopped right beside luz as they exited the 7/11, leaving johnny to clean
up the mess.

"you really showed them, huh." amity said as she looked up to luz, watching her puff out smoke
through a small gap of her mouth and took the stick out of her lips.

"the extreme always seems to make an impression."

both stopped on the edge of the street, looking out on the slightly busy road as they thought of what
to do next. amity still kept her eyes on luz, watching her take interval inhales of the cigar and let
out a strong stream of smoke into the air, she has to admit that the smell was horrid but she doesn't
know how to explain it but luz really.. hot and it made her wonder how it feels to take a stick.

it wasn't long that luz was already done with her cigar as she dropped the butt to the ground and
stomped it. "now that's out of the way, wanna hit downtown?" she asked with a few smoke coming
out of her mouth while she talked like a dragon after letting out her final blast of fire to turn all of
the innocents into charred bodies before disintegrating into ashes.

"don't tell me we have to walk." amity grimaced but luz snickered as she shook her head.

"pfft- why would we when i got a hitched ride?"

"stay here, i'll get it." luz motioned for amity to stay right where she is before bolting off, running
fast across the street as she headed back to the direction of school much to amity's confusion but
she did what she was told and waited for the noceda's return.

it took a few minutes or so until a roar of a revving motor made the blight look at the end of the
street to see a harley-davidson fxrs-sp low rider motorcycle being ridden by luz and stopped right
in front of her to see her smug smile.

"hop in, darling. wear this." luz tossed a helmet for amity to hastily catch and motioned for her to
get in the back. amity whistled at the sweet ride as she approached the motor, admiring it's shining
parts that reflected her face.



"didn't know you're a hotrod." amity said as she turned her gaze back at luz who's leaning onto the
fuel tank with her cheek pressed against her palm, returning her gaze that held something that
wasn't clear just yet for the blight to understand.

"there are many things you don't know about me, miss blight." luz replied mysteriously yet alluring
for amity to want to know more. smiling, amity placed the helmet and carefully hopped behind luz
with her arms hesitantly wrapping around her waist.

"first time?" luz asked as she found it amusing that amity was shaking behind her.

"no, i've been nervous before." amity replied with a trembling chuckle. then, she felt a hand placed
on hers and softly rubbed her knuckles to help her calm down for amity to tighten her wrap around
her waist so she wouldn't fly off before luz kicked the ignition.

 

they spent the entire day together, causing havoc in downtown was not something amity anticipated
but it was the most fun she ever had as she was.. free to do anything with luz beside her.

as luz stopped her motor in front of the blight house, it's pretty big compared to the other
neighboring houses. "so this is your house." she said as she kicked the brake pedal down, humming
to herself as she looked around it's exterior.

having two balconies in the front, a wide porch that has two small tables and chairs, a well kept
lawn that has a few decors that screams typical prestigious family living within those walls.

"yeah, thanks for the ride, luz." amity said, she handed the helmet back to luz as she was already off
the motor while luz was observing the house.

taking the helmet, luz waved her hand in dismiss, "no problem. today was fun. more fun than trips
in the desert." she replied with a soft smile, amity has been noticing that whenever luz smiles, her
cheeks always get puffy and big. she found it adorable that she just wanted to pinch it.

"i think we should do this more often, if you have time, of course." amity can feel that luz is her
ticket of feeling freedom and caused something inside her that has been swelling, manifesting
overtime yet she's uncertain what. she never felt before from other people. luz is different, strange
but nice.

"i always have time for you." luz said, inherently causing the blight to blush. then, amity perked
when she felt something was watching her, looking over her shoulder, she noticed the right curtain
of the living room was swaying while the others remained stagnant. as if someone was looking out,
making her frown as she can take a wild guess of who it was.

"i need to head inside."

luz nodded in understanding, she placed the helmet on the back as she doesn't plan on wearing it.
"later." amity waved the noceda goodbye as she turned her body sideways and slowly backed away.

"definitely." luz said as she returned the wave. she watched amity walk down the stoned path,
glancing over to check if she was still there from time to time until she got onto the porch. amity
waved one final goodbye before slipping through the small space she opened.



sighing blissfully, luz kicked up the brake pedal and rode out of there with a dreamy smile across
her face.

as she closed the door, amity sighed deeply in bliss with her back pressed against the door as she
held her bag tightly, her mind was traveling back to the time they spent downtown. not noticing the
twins were peering their head from the living room until it was too late.

"ooh, is someone finally getting laid?" amity turned her head to the side when she heard emira,
finally saw them making her frown return and quickly stand up straight.

"who was that?" edric asked but amity's not in the mood to entertain them.

"shut up."

amity walked past her siblings as she headed for the stairs to get to her room but emira continued.
"school called. they said they didn't see you anywhere and were asking if you were sick." though it
wasn't enough to make amity stop in her tracks, she gripped onto the railing as she took the first
step.

"i think i should've said you ran off with your danny zuko." the eldest blight added, snickering
along with her twin causing their little stop halfway.

"ugh, she's so much more than danny." amity snapped as she turned around to look at her siblings,
"she's more badass, handsome, more.. romantic." she got a little sidetracked in listing all the things
of much better luz is compared to danny zuko, she was about to add more until she noticed the
mischievous looks on the twins' faces making her cheeks light up in red.

"uh oh. someone's smitten." edric said in a teasing tone as he covered his mouth along with emira.

"i am not! i- you don't- ugh! just shut up!" amity blurted out before racing up to the second floor
running as fast as she can to her bedroom and made sure to lock it. she dropped her bag to the side
as she jumped into her bed, hugging her pillow close to muffle her squeals with her legs wildly
thrashing around to make her bed sheets become a ruffled mess.

while ghost watched her, baffled.

amity never felt this way before and she loves it.

though her night of not being able to sleep as she thinks of luz didn't last long when she
remembered her execution on monday. once the clock strikes 12, the grandfather clock downstairs
rang throughout the house though mostly everyone was used to it and wasn't awakened.

but it was a sign for amity that she only has 30 hours to live with her life at the mercy of boscha
havenstar.

 

amity mostly spent her entire saturday in worry once more, her mind rapidly thinking of a way
where she can avoid this yet it feels inevitable. no options were presented before her and it just fed
her hopelessness even more.

amity managed to get out of the house in the dead of night without alerting her parents with the
creaky floorboards and hopped onto her bike to take a ride in the neighborhood to ease her



panicking mind.

feeling the cold gentle breeze of the evening hit her face, the sleeves of her black blouse flowing
behind her as she peddled along the empty blacktop road. looking at the many dark houses with the
porch light open.

amity knows she shouldn't be out at night when there's news about rampant serial killers across the
country, hopping states to states for new lambs but amity doesn't care.

unknowingly for her, she rode out of her neighborhood and got into a new street she isn't familiar
with. amity slowly stopped her pedalling when she noticed a house having it's lights on other than
the porch, looking up, her eyes widened when she saw luz.

amity watched luz rubbed her head, drying it with a towel before tossing it out of view. her gaze
lowered which was a mistake as her cheeks turned undeniably red by the fact that luz was only
wearing a bra though she didn't have time to look at it longer when luz stepped away from the
window and turned off the lights.

amity turned her eyes back down to the ground, contemplating what she just saw. should she just go
home and die in her sleep as she thinks about it nonstop or… no no, i shouldn't.

amity should definitely just head back home and forget she ever saw luz half naked. she shouldn't
be out here in the first place! she could maybe ride up to seattle and change her name so boscha
wouldn't have her head but then again, she doesn't have a ride unless..

if amity is really going to be dead then she won't die like a loser down there. besides, it's better to
spend her last hours getting freaky than sulking.

getting off her bike, letting it fall on the lawn. amity began her plan.

within the room, luz laid comfortably and slept soundly on her bed. though she wasn't a fast sleeper
as she slowly opened her eyes when she heard her window lock click before snapping with
something thudding on her carpeted floor followed by a looming shadow behind her.

luz slipped her hand under her pillow and snapped her head around only to realise it's amity.
blinking, luz pulled her hand out of the pillow to rub her eyes, checking if she's dreaming before
asking, "amity, what are you doing in my room?" her voice groggy, muddled by what's happening.

"sorry, but i really had to wake you." amity started as she sat down on the edge of the bed.

"see, i decided i must ride you 'til i break you." her tone unwavering though the look in her eyes
were telling luz something that made her cheeks grow warm with amity looking at the flustered
noceda up and down, her gaze always landing on her black, smooth bra before turning back up to
her eyes.

"'cause boscha says I gots to go." amity said as she began to approach luz, not acknowledging the
frown on her face when she heard that statement.

"you're my last meal on death row so shut your mouth and lose them tighty-whities." then, amity
grabbed the strap of luz's bra to pull her into a confident kiss even though she's writhing inside as
she doesn't know what's coming into her.



yet she likes it.

luz's eyes widened at the feeling of the blight's soft lips against hers, so many things were surging
through them back and forth that it's hard to discern a single thing but she dropped every rational
thought she had and kissed back with her hand caressing her cheeks.

amity moved closer as she tilted her head to deepen the kiss. luz dropped her hands onto her waist,
giving the blight a chance to slowly get on her lap as she pulled the covers off her lower half and
gripped onto her shoulders.

pulling away, both stared into each other's eyes that mirrored the same lust they have that's
radiating off their heating bodies. their hands seemed to have a mind of their own as amity
delicately slid luz's bra straps down and luz slowly slipped her hands inside her shirt but was
hesitant.

"how'd you find my address?" luz asked, wondering how the blight figured out where she lived
when she could recall correctly she didn't give her that info but amity pressed her index finger
against her lips, hushing her.

"shh. no talking. i'm all yours tonight." amity whispered. she knows she's taking things a bit too far
but her time is limited so might as well enjoy it while she can.

gripping the bottom of her shirt and slowly pulling it up over her head as luz watched with a
drooling expression. her eyes were focused on the blight's smooth looking pale skin that shined in
the moonlight through the broken window and revealed her plain beige bra, confining her
developed breasts to luz.

every thought and words died in her throat as her instincts took control and grabbed the mound that
perfectly fitted her big hand making amity gasp from the sudden contact but she lets it happen.
watching luz gently squeeze her breasts, fixated it by it before turning her gaze back to meet her
golden eyes as if asking for confirmation.

amity placed her arms back to unhook her bra, letting it drop down and threw it to the floor. luz
gulped as she stared at her exposed breasts, her cute pink nipples erected from arousal that she just
couldn't help herself but grasp the boob and took the nipple in her mouth.

the blight whined at the feeling of her tongue lashing around her nipple, suckling it with her other
hand groping her other boob. her grip on her shoulders tightened as she watched luz suck away and
she could also feel something hard pressing against her ass.

amity pushed herself back onto it as she didn't know what it was but it made luz abruptly pull away
and groaned loudly. the groan made amity freeze on the spot with her blush getting worse by the
second as she stared into luz's lustful yet flustered face.

they didn't do anything for a split second but stared at each other as if contemplating. suddenly,
amity yelped when luz flipped their position with her laid under as she hovered above, amity
watched at luz taking off her own bra and stood on her knees to let amity see a bulge tenting her
pants, making the blood rise and boil along with her libido only for it to get worse when luz pulled
it down for her erected cock to spring out.

gulping hard, amity stared at the expose dick, lightly twitching due from the exposure of cold air
and sex drive. all riled up to tear her rail and she's all for it, maybe.



luz seemed to sense the hesitation within the blight. "are you sure about this?" she asked, snapping
amity out of her daze and pulling her gaze up to luz's concerned eyes.

softly smiling, amity nodded and replied "definitely." luz returned the smile, she leaned down for
another kiss that amity didn't hesitate to return it as she wrapped her arms around her neck, her legs
slowly splitting apart for luz to gain access in between. her body melted by her mere touches, the
noceda just seemed to know where her weak spots were.

as they pulled away, luz looked down to align herself in amity's pussy. she saw her shudder from
the tip grazing her wet pussy lips with her breathing hitching. luz placed a reassuring kiss on the
forehead before slowly pushing her girth inside.

amity yelped at the feeling of her walls becoming wide by the second of luz pushing in, her nails
unceremoniously already digging into her back as she gritted her teeth tightly to attempt to numb
the burning pain swelling in between her legs.

luz bit her lip from the sting on her shoulders and the tight wall clenching around her cock, making
it a little difficult for her but she kept going. she gripped onto the edge of the bed and watched
amity's face contort in pain that's slowly shifting into pleasure until everything was finally inside.

softly panting, luz didn't move just yet and laid on top of amity with her face buried up into her
neck. "how's my little darling?" she whispered, she started placing gentle kisses along her flesh as
she cupped her cheek once again, caressing her for amity to lean into the touch and expose her neck
more.

"i feel good." amity replied, squeezing an eye for a moment as she tried her best to get accustomed
to the girth she had to take. she pulled her hands off the noceda's shoulders to latch themselves onto
her curly head and softly rubbing it, tangling her fingers on her fluffy locks.

luz lowly hummed in the treatment, reminding amity of how ghost purrs whenever she rubs their
chin making a smile come on her lips and planted a kiss on top of her head.

slowly slithering her hands up to amity's to intertwine, pinning her before lifting herself up again,
luz fixed her position as she kept her gaze on her lover's beautiful golden eyes. "great."

she slowly pulled her hips back as she raised one of amity's legs for a better angle, having about
half of her cock out only to push back in making amity whimper with her body slightly writhing
though she couldn't move much as luz had her locked. the noceda stayed at this pace for amity to
completely get used to her, earning a few moans from the squeezing.

amity's whining and whimpering changed into full fledged moans that are muses in luz's ears and
she wanted more. thinking that amity was already used to her, she began speeding up making
amity's moans become louder.

"fuck!" amity dropped her hands onto the rocking bed to grip instead as she rolled her head back
from the profound feeling surging throughout her body.

looking back down to see luz's eyes seemingly glowed with bullets of sweat slowly rolling down
from the sides of her face. her tongue rolled out on it's own as she savored the powerful thrusts,
clashing against her hips that made her body jolt upward. clashing against her hips that made her
body jolt upward.
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"luz.. oh shit- aaahh!!" luz moved her hand to her lover's hips as she kept picking up her speed with
amity's moans filling the entire room now and clogging her ears for it to be the only thing she
hears. biting her lip hard, luz watched her breasts bounce rapidly along with her body.

"oh god, amity!" luz moaned as she rolled her head back, loving the bliss consuming her body and
overtaking her brain that she couldn't straight anymore. "i fucking love you.." she whispered under
her breath though amity managed to catch it.

with her heart rejoicing by those three words alone, she pulled luz back down onto her body again
as she leaned closer to her ear to whisper; "i love you too."

luz smiled, she pulled her head up to slam her lips into amity for a sloppy yet hot kiss with their
tongues lashing around wildly, tasting each other only for luz to be the claimed victor to invade the
rest of the blight's wet cavern making her groan.

the noceda's pace almost became inhumane for amity, unfaltering.

once they're out of breath, both panted heavily as their libido fogged up their heads. rationale and
sanity was out of the window a long time ago making amity scream;

"fuck this dead girl walking!"

darkly chuckling, luz combed her hair back to make it slick back, rendering the blight paralyzed by
her lover's god-like looks as if she was carved by god's own hands. "that's the plan." she grasped a
handful of amity's hair, pulled her head back to expose most of her neck to start leaving hickeys all
over.

with the bed rocking relentlessly, it accidentally knocked the portable radio off the nightstand,
making it switch on upon impact as the midnight station started playing P.Y.T for the two lovers.
suiting as a background noise to muffle their wanton evening events.

luz pulled away a little to see the work she left on amity's neck, giving her a sense of pride swell in
her chest as she smirked. but then, amity leaned up to bite her neck that caught her off guard, "ow!"

amity quickly pulled away, her face turned into worry that she might've gone too far but luz shook
it off. "i'm okay." she reassured her with a peck on the lips.

it wasn't long for amity to revert back to the mood when luz hits that one particular spot making
amity cried out in delight once again with her back arching. "shi- right there! please, luz i think i
can-" amity kept losing her words as she's being pushed to the edge with a knot in her stomach
getting tighter in each slam.

"i know, mi amor! ugh-"

amity screamed in rhapsodies when she came hard for her first time, she hardly felt luz pulling out
as she was lost in her euphoria with her legs spasming from the intensity for a split second before
she went limp.

luz was quick to pull out as she doesn't want to bear the responsibility of having a kid at 17 because
her pullout game was wack. she rapidly stroked her cock before letting out a guttural moan when
she came soon after, letting her hot streams of cum rain down on her poor ruffled bed sheets with
amity watching the display.



after letting out her last bits of cum, luz dropped beside amity with her arm draped overhead for
amity to lie on as she pulled her close once she pulled the covers over their naked, sweating bodies.

amity wrapped her arm around luz's waist as she watched her grab a cigarette box and the lighter.
not bothering to pick up the fallen jukebox that's playing another song now. tapping out a stick for
luz to take and offered it to amity as she noticed the interested look.

"want a cig?"

shrugging, "sure." amity slightly opened her mouth for luz place the cigar on and covered the side
as she flicked the lighter on. amity stared at the small, single flame burning the end of the cigar
until smoke began to come out and luz recoiled the lighter.

placing the box and lighter to the side, "take it easy. treat it like you're breathing but slowly and let
it out before it burns your mouth." luz advised as she watched amity inhale the smoke in her mouth,
she grabbed the stick in between her index and middle finger to quickly let out a small cluster of
smoke that floated up into the air before slowly dispersing.

smacking her lips as she caught a bit of flavor in the smoke. "minty." luz smiled, she planted a kiss
on the side of her head and fixed the stray hairs out of her face as she watched amity quickly get the
hang of smoking.

puffing out her last smoke, amity handed the cigar back for luz to take a hit and she took it with her
lips. she lets out a bigger cloud than amity's, she leaned back against the headboard with amity still
in her arm, getting comfortable.

there was a pleasant silence between them as they enjoyed each other's warmth and company while
sharing the cigar, though luz remembered something that broke the silence.

"you said something about havenstar killing you off?" she asked as she turned her head to face
amity.

sighing deeply, amity took a turn on the cigar again as she began to explain her situation. "i got on
her bad side by puking in a glandus party and now, my execution is set for monday at 8:30 in the
middle of the hallway." she said in such a monotonous voice, her previous worries and nervousness
disappeared now that luz is here.

"yippy."

humming, luz tapped the bed as she began to think of something that might absolve this than
having her girl be extirpated in the middle of school.

then, it came to her.

"you know, we can make her change her mind." luz started with her brow quirking though amity
doesn't seem to thrill about that idea.

"change boscha's mind? impossible." amity scoffed as she didn't see anyone change the demon
queen's mind before and she doubts they will.

"hear me out. why don't we give her some hungover breakfast or coffee tomorrow," luz said,
starting to relay her little devious plan with amity being all ears though dubious about it. "but we'll



rig it with something nasty that'll make her regret everything."

amity was surprised by the end of the plan, "like a prank?" she asked with her brow raised as this
piqued her interest.

vigorously nodding her head, "yeah! you're catching my drift. so, you in?" luz asked as she grabbed
the now useless cigar out of amity's lips and reached for her nightstand, without tearing her eyes off
her lover, to crush the cigarette butt in the ashtray. or what she assumed the ashtrah was.

amity started thinking about it. she wanted to see boscha get a taste of her own medicine as she barf
out the stuff they're gonna feed her, making her want to die and also hope that she forgets about
coming to monday if she gets sick with the thing.

oh this is gonna be good.

"yeah, that sounds stellar."

luz smiled, she leaned in for a kiss though this one's more slower and sensual that amity indulges in
as they both know they're sunday was going to be fun than meeting god at the altar as the devil will
soon rise.

-----

with the sun breaking into the horizon to expose the twinkling, smoking skyline of bonesborough
as the gradient of the sky shifted it's tones to dark purple to warm blue along with the early flock
soaring above.

the roosters let out their morning clucking for some people to wake up in the comfort of their beds
with the morning dew of the freshly mown lawn of a backyard being trampled by a pair of feet
slowly making their way to the glass sliding door.

amity showed the direction to boscha's house when they woke up in the crack of dawn as planned.
she quietly pulled the sliding door open for them to step in the empty, well kept red kitchen of the
havenstars with their dining table just on the right.

"she always skips trips to grandma's even if she's not hungover." amity said as she headed over to
the kitchen with luz right behind her. she swung the refrigerator open to see what it holds they can
make use of.

"we'll conjure her up with a hangover cure. induce her with some red, white and blue then." luz
said, she opened a cupboard to see its contents. a few glasses and fine china in the back though
what captured her eyes was a particular blue bottle that she didn't falter in grabbing.

"how about milk and orange juice? have you tried that?" amity asked as she grabbed the cold carton
of half empty milk and orange juice. she looked over to luz to see her reaction when she also turned
around but she has another thing in her hand.

"i'm a bit of an expert at mixing chemicals myself. ask the 5 year old in the bathroom." luz said,
holding up a liquid drainer bottle as she gently shook it to hear the liquid sway inside, indicating it's
still full.



amity chuckled, she kicked the fridge door closed to place the two cartons on the island. "don't be a
dick, that'll kill her." she said with a small smile, thinking luz was just messing around though her
smile slightly dwindled as she saw her lover looking almost disappointed in some way before
clearing her throat and turned around to face the counter again.

amity bent down when she noticed there's another cupboard under the island, she opened it to
reveal stack upon stacks of canned soup which gave her another idea. "i know! we'll cook up some
soup and put in coke. sounds pretty sick, huh?" she said, her smile returning as she could already
see it in her head.

she grabbed two cans and placed them on the marble top, "but should we use chicken noodle or
beef with bacon?"

"ah, don't use chicken noodle. that's my favorite." luz dismissed, she grabbed a clear glass with a
handle from the same cupboard and turned around a little for amity to see the glass, "are we gonna
use this?" she asked but amity was tentative about it.

"she's not gonna drink it when she sees we're trying to make her hurl."

nodding, luz placed the glass back, humming to herself as she searches for something that isn't see
through. she found one in the very corner of the cupboard, a white cup that won't foil their little
plan with a nub lid. it's perfect. "then, let's use this."

luz uncapped the laundry cleaner, removed the cup's lid to pour about half of it into the cup as
amity went beside her with the cartons in hand, tiptoeing to reach for another opaque cup. not
noticing what luz did as she quickly placed the lid back on.

"we'll do orange juice and milk." amity said once she propped the new cup before her, she opened
both cartons to begin pouring both at once with luz watching the creation of a disgusting
concoction until it reached the brim.

"think we add some glob?" amity whispered as she looked at luz.

both began to snort, gargle in their throat to make some phlegm surface but nothing arose.
"nothing?" luz shook her head with amity humming in slight disappointment since she wanted to
add that one last disgusting thing like a morbid cherry on top but she shrugged it off.

"oh well, this'll do just nicely."

amity lightly yelped when she felt luz pull her in by the waist, seeing her mischievous smile until
she closed the space between them with a sweet kiss that she gladly reciprocated.

her hand was placed on the counter to find the cup. grabbed it firmly before prying away from the
noceda as she trotted off, feeling excited for this prank to commence but not before cleaning up to
not be suspicious.

luz was about to follow amity but she noticed the cup amity used for the orange milk mix was still
here and the other..

"uh, amity." she called her lover who returned with an innocent;

"what?"



luz opened her mouth to say something but she quickly shook her head, "never mind. it slipped."
she watched amity nod and began to quietly make her way up the stairs until she's out of view. luz
grabbed the cup only to pour it all down the drain, washed it and settled it back into the cupboard
before racing up the stairs to catch up with amity.

once they got to the very door, behind lies boscha's bedroom. amity gripped the cold doorknob with
her heart racing as she feels nervous but still wants to go along with the prank. then, she felt luz
grab the cup from her trembling hand and intertwined it to give a reaffirming squeeze.

a soft smile formed on her lips as she stared into luz's comforting hues. amity took a deep breath in
before twisting and pushing the door open, both entered the red room of boscha havenstar.

seeing her sleep in her queen sized bed with her silk covers draped over her body as she wore her
red nightgown. oblivious of the two slowly approaching the edge of her bed with their eyes holding
mischief- well, amity but luz was.. undecipherable.

"morning boscha." amity said, causing boscha to flutter her eyes open and slowly sat up to see the
couple before her. boscha looked at amity and luz with a rose a brow, humming to herself.

"amity. luzer nobody." she greeted the two a pleasant good morning. "i'm surprised she stuck with
you for more than a day. was it the girth?" boscha asked as she tilted her head, like it's a form of
mockery for the new couple. luz was unfazed by it though amity was a little annoyed as the subject
was already about sex.

"would it hurt for a simple good morning than immediately going to sex talk?" amity asked,
making boscha laugh dryly as she lazily rolled her head around to make her neck pop a little.

"well fuck me gently with a chainsaw. do i look like mother teresa?" boscha sneered.

luz cleared her throat for amity returned the gaze in the corner of her eye, silently telling her to get
on with it and amity quickly went back to why they're here in the first place. "boscha, i think we
said alot of things we didn't mean since friday." she said.

slowly nodding, boscha shot a condescending "did we?" she shifted her attention to luz who hadn't
said anything in a good minute as she just watched the exchange that made her almost forget she
was here.

"how the hell did you get in here?" boscha asked as she crossed her arms, waiting for luz to quickly
give her an answer or else she'll ring up the police for trespassing.

"um, amity said you'd be in a hangover today so i whipped this up for you." luz said as she offered
the cup to boscha, "it's a family recipe." she added though the havenstar only gave it a single glance
before scoffing once again.

"did you put a phlegm glob in there?" she asked unknowingly, making the two hold in their
laughter despite not being able to drop the cherry in there for fun.

"i'm not gonna drink that piss."

"i guess this stuff is too intense for her." luz shrugged as she recoiled the cup, "i mean, amamos
todo lo intenso." she said with her voice lowering when she spoke in her mother tongue. capturing
amity off guard by the sudden spanish as she didn't know luz could do that.



and sounds hot, not gonna lie.

"intense." boscha repeated satirically as she rolled her eyes.

"grow up. you think i'm gonna drink it just because you call me a chicken." she stood up from the
bed and approached luz who didn't move a muscle from her spot, only waiting patiently for the
havenstar's next move. both stared at each other's vastly different eyes, one showing the irritation
that she had the audacity to be in front of her with the other.

dull.

"just give me the cup, jerk." luz obliged as she offered the cup once again only for boscha to snatch
it from her hand, took the lid off and began chugging it down without bothering to look at it's
contents until she finished it all.

odd.

something odd seeped down into boscha's throat as she gulped the last bit. the taste was nothing
like she ever tasted before, it was weird and.. unnatural that made her throat suddenly seal up,
tightening to make it hard to breathe. her stomach began to react violently with the temptation to
puke it out but her tight throat was preventing her from doing so.

boscha tried to cough but only a coarse wheeze came, she slowly walked past luz in an attempt to
head for the door and the bathroom as the two watched her struggle to utter something. she gripped
the throat, trying to let it out with her tongue being visibly blue but it was all too late for her.

"corn nuts.."

then, boscha dropped to the floor, breaking her glass table in the process with the shards
surrounding her and prickling under her. while the two only stood there, staring at her motionless
body with their breath becoming heavily, especially amity having a horrified expression dawning
on her face.

while luz smiles.

"oh god.. i just killed my best friend." amity muttered under her breath as she covered her mouth
with her other arm wrapping around her stomach, feeling it churn violently that made her think
she's going to hurl herself.

"and your worst enemy." luz added.

"same difference."

amity slowly went over to the dresser, passing the unmoving body as she took a seat at the cushion
chair with her hand still clasped to her mouth. her mind going at a rapid pace to think of what to do
but all of her thoughts were getting jumbled and messed up as she couldn't stop thinking about
what's lying on the side. daunting her.

"what have we done.." she whispered as tears began to well up in the corners of her eyes.

"what, she can't take a joke, sarge?" luz tried to make light of things, she went over to amity, her
hand resting on her shoulder to give her some comfort but this wasn't a thing to take lightly and
both of them knew it.
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"no.. i can't- this can't be my life. this is worse than being ridiculed in the middle of school! what
have we done?!" amity exclaimed, she doesn't want her life to suddenly turn a complete 180 and
become fugitives. she turned around to face luz, hopping she'd have an answer but she just cupped
her cheeks. hushing her as she whipped the tears threatening to flow down her face.

"hey hey, take it easy, darling. at least you got what you wanted, though." luz said, making a frown
form on the blight's face as she pulled away from her arms.

"got what i wanted? it is one thing to want someone out of your life and it's another to serve them a
cup full of liquid drainer." amity spat, she sighed deeply as she turned back around to have her time
to think and arrange her thoughts.

"she-" luz bit her tongue to hold herself from saying it. a growl surfaced in her throat before
shaking her head as she turned around.

luz sharply inhaled with her hands combing her hair back, tightly gripping it in the end as she
slowly paced to think something that'll get them out of this shit.

luz looked over to boscha's body once again, noticing the foundations were still standing and
holding up a few magazines though one caught her attention. slowly walking over to it to get a
better view, the cover of the boiling isles hits says:

64 teenagers found dead in their bedrooms. could this be suicide or the infamous cabin reaper still
on the loose?

then, an idea popped on luz's head.

looking back at amity who's still sulking in a fetal position, "shit hit the fan, i get it but it was an
accident so what if this is a suicide thing, you know." luz suggested their plan b making the blight
turned her gaze back to her.

"a suicide thing?"

"yeah." luz went behind of amity with her fingers feverishly tapping on the table, "you could
boscha's handwriting as well as your own, right?" she asked, meeting her lover's golden eyes as she
looks at her over her shoulder. amity was rather hesitant with this plan b but she doesn't have
anything to counter that.

opening a drawer that has a notebook along with a pen underneath. amity placed the notebook on
her lap, pushed the pen open and began to quickly think of something that'll sound like boscha but
melancholy.

"'you might think what i've done is shocking,'." amity said while she wrote down the words, her
handwriting perfectly capturing boscha's own. messy but could still be considered as cursive. she
looked over to luz who nodded as she was also thinking of what to ass.

"um.. 'to me, though, suicide is a natural answer to the myriad problems life has given me'." luz
said, amity was about to write that down but she stopped upon hearing a word that doesn't really
suit in boscha's library.

"that's good but boscha would never use the word myriad."



"the last thing she wants to write is to cash in as many 50 cent words as possible." luz replied, it
made sense to amity but she shook her head. this has to be perfect, it has to encapsulate the truth of
boscha havenstar within these words or else the cops would be on their trail.

"yeah but she missed myriad on the vocab test 2 weeks ago." she refutes.

"that further proves my point. the word is a badge of her failures in school." luz replied, she stared
at amity who stopped for a moment to think about it before she slowly nodded.

"oh. okay, you're probably right." amity muttered and wrote it down as well.

"'people think just because you're beautiful and popular life is easy and fun. no one understood i
had feelings too.'."

"i died knowing no one knew the real me.'."

"that's good. have you done this before?" amity asked as she placed the final dot at the end, she
ripped the paper off the notebook and placed it on the desk of the dresser along with the pen
meticulously placed at an angle.

though luz didn't answer the question.

then, there was a silence between them as they don't know what to do next. the body was there still
there, the damage was not magically fixed and boscha is not standing to bombard them with
profanities. that told them everything was alright.

"hey, why don't we go back to my place and have a few cans? we can't be caught hanging here
when the parents come home." luz said, she went in front of amity, kneeling down before her as she
grabbed both her hands to give them squeezes that brought amity back to earth and look into the
noceda's still soft hazel eyes.

"everything's gonna be okay. i promise." luz leaned up to plant an affirming kiss on the forehead
and flashed a small smile.

"do you trust me?"

amity wouldn't know what to do if she got into this situation alone, she has to stick with luz if
anymore bullshit like this gets thrown at them to derail their somewhat ordinary lives. she's the only
person who could protect her, fight for her.

"i do."

 

they rode back to the noceda household, luz parked her motor in the lawn and hopped off with
amity. she stopped for a second she noticed a red cadillac deville parked in the garage with the door
wide open for everyone to see, she squeezed her eyes shut before jogging towards amity who was
waiting by the porch.

opening the door, luz peered inside to see the living and the kitchen up ahead was empty. it's quiet
enough for them to step inside, headed over to the couch to plop down with a deep sigh after a long
morning.



amity sat down next to her lover, her head leaning against her shoulder with luz's arm draped over
her to pull her in close as she turned on the tv to occupy themselves for a while.

but amity was still thinking about it.

no matter how much she tried to convince herself that this is all going to be resolved overtime once
everyone found the body and consider it as a suicide just like luz said. then, no one would even
look at their direction. simple.

that's easier said than done.

then, amity was pulled out of her thoughts when she heard another voice, a deeper one say; "hey
son."

both girls turned their heads to the left to see an old man, seemingly in his late 50's walk past them
with his eyes looking at luz and amity back and forth.

"hey dad. what are you doing here?" luz asked in a monotonous tone as she laid back on the couch
even more, not bothering to look at her father. she turned up the volume of the tv before resuming
to flip through each channels to watch something interesting.

"i got a day's off, boy." luz's father replied as he got on the treadmill, setting it in a slow pace before
getting on, making it seem like he's going on a leisure walk as he stared at the rapid flipping
channels before shifting his gaze at amity.

"oh. who's this wonderful lady here? care to introduce her to your old man?" he asked. luz stopped
abusing the upper arrow button when she heard that, she silently took a deep breath in and cracked
a smile as she turned her attention to her father.

"amity, this is my dad. dad, amity." luz made a quick introduction, almost sound like it's a chore.

"nice to meet you, sir." amity politely said as she offered her hand to luz's father who only returned
a wave of acknowledgement. she slowly dropped her hand to her lap and scooched closer to luz.

"you know, you should've told me you'd be racking up some good legs then i would have agreed
with this metamorphosis of yours." luz's father cackled to himself. luz chuckled along through
lazily as she turned her gaze away from him and looked down on the floor instead as neither the tv
or him was interesting to look at.

amity never seen luz this despondent before. it's worrying.

"yeah. i bet you would." the young noceda muttered under her breath.

looking at the two nocedas simultaneously she got herself into, feeling the radiating awkwardness
and- something else that just felt off between these two that made her want to walk out and let them
settle whatever this is.

amity drew closer to luz's ear as she whispered; "what does your dad do?"

"he's a demolitionist. got his first big break in taking down the old betsy workshop in queens." luz
explained, regaining some life in her tone as she's now talking to amity though the subject is
draining it.



"yeah, even got a recognition for it. your old man's in the big leagues." luz's father said with pride,
he pointed over to the fireplace for amity to follow and see a big plate congratulating him for his
successful demolition which she found odd as amity didn't know awards were given to that degree.
bur she didn't dare to question it.

then, luz's father stepped off the thredmill and sighed as he clapped his hands together. "i'll see you
later, boy. i might order us some mcdonalds tonight." he said as he walked in front of them, ruffled
luz's hair and completely walking out of the living room.

but not before saying: "oh, i don't mind letting pretty girl to stay overnight."

amity listened to the man's footsteps until the only thing she could hear is the tv. looking over to
luz, she seemed out of it as she didn't even bother or notice her messy locks and just blankly stared
at the floor, concerning the blight.

"are you okay?" amity asked as she gently shook luz, snapping her out of her trance and looked at
her lover's perturbed gaze.

blinkling, luz slowly nodded "yeah. yeah. why'd you ask?" she questioned, she looked around for a
second to check if the man was no longer in sight, bring her ease.

"it's just.. you.. never mind. it slipped." amity shook her head as she shouldn't be even question
something sensitive. she wrapped her arms around luz's instead and snuggled up to her comfort, luz
giving her a tender kiss on the head while they both aimlessly watched what's on.

forgetting about what happened today.

-----

everyone in school found out the apparent suicide of boscha havenstar and they're in mourning.

well, it depends on the person what kind of mourning they have on the plate.

the teachers were baffled by the sudden death of the queen bee and 'tried' to get students pour out
their emotions, feel each other for the sake of getting involved with the already mass suicide rating
in this town as this formed a crack in hexside's picturesque image.

all the while they enjoyed the view.

a few weeks had passed, her parents proposed a funeral in the grand cathedral in the middle of
bonesborough and everyone in hexside was invited for the last ceremony for boscha to make her
way to heaven before they sent her to the cemetery.

as the pastor recites his prayers over boscha's dead body, peacefully laying on the casket with a rose
in hand as she wore the best dress her family could buy while they mournfully cried in their pews
silently for the pastor to not be disturbed.

behind the parents' pew, the students sat quietly and watched blankly at the altar. some truthfully
solemn though most were just bland faced, thinking of when this was going to end as they want to
do their own thing now that the rest of the week has been cancelled or you're skara langston.
dressed at best in a funeral that's supposed to have boscha to be the main center of attention.



further back, that's where luz and amity sat at. luz has an arm resting on the back with amity having
her legs crossed as she held her purse, both were just like everybody else. bored to death and they
need a distraction.

luz cracked her neck, groaning from the good release of tension and looked around to see the many
folks just idling by as they looked like they're on the brink of falling asleep. then, an idea came to
her head, making her grin as she leaned closer to amity's ear to whisper; "i bet i can guess what
these dopes are thinking of."

amity chuckled in challenge, she quirked a brow when she looked in the noceda's eyes as if telling
her to do her best since this is their only entertainment for the reminder of this ceremony. luz, of
course, didn't back down from that challenge.

luz began to search for a potential victim while the pastor continued his lecture about issues or
something, neither of them were listening once she found the first suitable target.

a stoner who looked really out of it as they looked around like they don't know why or how they
got here in the first place. their clothing was in a mess and had a few smears of what they could
only assume was coke. then, they turned their head down to see the girl beside them was wearing
heels that exposed her polished toenails and a weird, crooked smile came on their face.

"that's some sick feet, bro." luz mimicked a laid back yet gruff voice causing amity snicker and had
to cover her mouth to stop herself from creating too much noise.

grinning, luz looked for another target and it didn't take her long when she spotted an unsuspecting
jock with their gang. she cleared her throat, smoothed it a little to get a better result before;

"wonder how much pussies i can get now that boscha's gone."

amity elbowed luz's side for her to stop as she couldn't hold in her laughter anymore. luz was
snickering to herself as she felt prideful of seeing her girl suffer from trying to hold it in as best as
she can and with those puffy cheeks made her look irresistible from pinches.

but before luz could ever do that, both of them straightened up when they heard the pastor raise his
voice that made the others snap awake.

"i blame not boscha but rather a society that tells it's youth that the answers can be found in the mtv
video games." the pastor said as his eyes wandered around the many students sitting before him
now wide awake.

"we must pray that the other teenagers of the boiling isles know the name of that righteous dude
who can solve their problems." he continued, he placed his hands up into the air in order to give
praise of the lord as the bits of sunlight managed to pierce through the gaps of the covered color
tinted windows.

"it's jesus christ and he's in the bulk."

luz's face contorted in confusion with amity turning her head, asking the same question of why as
the others mumbled and groaned to themselves before the pastor spoke up once again to list down a
select few to stand and walk up to the altar to pray for boscha havenstar.



amelia tamarin was the first to step up into the altar and slowly kneel down beside the casket with
her hands intertwined for a prayer as she closed her eyes. 'oh god, this is a tragic thing and
sometimes i had a hard time dealing with it. please send boscha to heaven and all that stuff.'

a boy took amelia's spot and did the same position as she did before praying; 'dear god, please
make sure this doesn't happen to me because i don't think i can handle suicide and please make
them accept me in harvard faster. thanks.'

a jock took a step up into the alter, kneeling down with their hands pressed together though they
didn't bother to close their eyes when they started to pray; 'jesus god in heaven, why did you have
to kill such hot snatch?' they cackled within their head until they noticed a few people were
watching them 'pray'.

it's a joke, man. geez, people are so serious. hail mary in heaven, pray for all the sinners- so we
don't get caught. another joke!'

skara took the jock's spot, she took off her big hat for a moment so she doesn't cover the pastor's
view and started her own prayer without closing her eyes as well. 'i prayed for the death of boscha
havenstar many times and i felt bad everytime i did it but i kept doing it anyway. now, i know you
understood everything. praise jesus. hallelujah.' she smiled to herself, she felt as if a weight on her
shoulder was finally lifted and she never felt so free.

noticing a particular scrunchy on the side of the casket, skara looked around to check if no one was
looking at her before grabbing the red scrunchy of boscha havenstar as she stood up. leaving the
floor empty for one last person to have her prayer.

when it was amity's time, she slowly stepped up into the altar, hesitant about why would she be a
part of giving boscha a final farewell when she was the first to do that with the-

'hi. i'm sorry. technically, i did not kill boscha havenstar but hey who am i trying to kid, right?'
amity cracked an awkward smile for a moment as she looked down at boscha's body, she looked
serene with the fact that she isn't going to wake up anymore.

bringing amity some comfort with a twist of morbidity. maybe she did deserve this after all the
bullshit she made the blight put up with.

the more she repeated it in her head. the more.. neutral she feels.

'i just want my school to be a nice place. amen.' as amity ended her prayer, even before she stood
up, she cringed her last words when she could've said it better.

'did that sound bitchy?'.

as the ceremony finally ended, luz was first to go outside with amity about to follow suit but she
was stopped when she heard her name be called.

"amity!"

turning her head to the direction of where she heard someone call her and saw skara by the holy
water stoup, dipping her finger in to use the water to fix her puffy hair with amity walked up to her.

"what are you doing tonight?" skara asked as she watched amity stop in front of her.



"i don't know. mourn and watch some tv." amity replied, shrugging, her gaze landed to the carpeted
floor to think about what she should do tonight with luz without noticing skara placing the red
scrunchy on her wrist, wearing it like a medallion before walking away, expecting for amity to
follow.

snapping out of her thoughts, amity quickly got beside skara as they both stepped out of the
cathedral, "why?" she asked. they passed a few people as they loitered in the front entrance either
waiting for a ride or planning the rest of their day.

"a guy from glandus asked me out tonight but he wants a double with his sister and she doesn't
have a date." skara explained the situation making amity frown as she stopped walking with
langston walking ahead of her only to stop when she noticed the blight wasn't following her
anymore.

"skara, i have something going with luz." amity said, she just can't go on random dates when she's
already being faithful to her first love. she isn't like them and it's been clear since day one.

"please, amity? you can put that on hold for tonight. just once. promise this'll be a one time thing."
skara swore though amity was tentative whenever she promised about something.

seeing her doubt, skara stepped closer to amity and looked at her directly into her golden eyes,
"please? for your best friend?" her tone was trying to be sweet but it just came off as unsettling and
her gaze doesn't help one bit. giving amity no choice but to reluctantly comply.

skara giggled, she grabbed amity's hand and started pulling her along, going off somewhere without
even getting to say goodbye to luz though she didn't need to when she already left for something.

 

they drove to the outskirts of town. skara turned off her car as she parked it beside a black mustang,
she pushed the door open and slammed it shut with amity unbuckling the seatbelt to step out as
well.

there's nothing much out in the open field of the outskirts of bonesborough except a few sleeping
cattle up ahead beyond the fence. there's barely any light giving guidance as there's no moon nor
stars tonight, just a pair of headlights that illuminated the dark woods behind with ominous red and
the front making a house a few miles ahead visible from here.

amity wrapped her jacket- one of luz's thick jacket, which she stole a few days ago, tighter as the
night was chillier than usual. well, it is the beginning of the ber months after all and the coldness
will only consume the town overtime as impending doom awaits.

then, both girls heard footsteps crunching the dead leaves and twigs laying around the grass. amity
watched two figures come closer, getting bigger by the second until they stepped out of into the
darkness to reveal who they really are but it only aggravated the blight as her arms dropped to her
sides again as she instantly recognised-

"evening ladies." rudy greeted with a generous bow.

“sorry to come off scary, we know how sensitive you could be to smelling smoke.” rock said,
chuckling as he lets out one last puff of smoke from their little smoke break. he and his sister’s eyes
looked at the two girls up and down, checking them out, most especially the goods for tonight.



those gazes reminded amity that night and she wanted to get out of here but not before punching
the assholes in the face.

amity roughly grabbed skara by the arm, making her yelp as she was dragged to the other side of
the car to get some privacy. “the hell’s your problem, amity?” skara asked as she snatched her arm
out of the blight’s hold, seeing her annoyed expression greater than ever.

"you should've told me it's them." amity hissed. if she only knew. she should’ve been at home
asleep by then or binge watching some bad movies with luz as they drink beer. not this bullshit of a
‘date’.

raising a brow, skara looked over the hood of the car to see the siblings whispering to themselves
before snickering and quickly rushed off to hop over the fence to do something without the girl’s
knowledge. then, returned her gaze back at amity when it came to her. "oh right, you already met
rudy and rock.” she giggled, she grabbed amity’s wrist to begin pulling her along to follow
wherever the two went. “this is gonna be fun." half acknowledging the grimacing look on her
friend’s face as she’s being practically forced into this now.

"this is gonna fucking suck."

as they caught up with the lane siblings, skara and amity stopped beside them with a sleeping cattle
that’s standing up while they whispered to themselves. their posture is messy, making them look
like 5 year olds plotting something about going to the ladies’ restroom without getting caught by
their teachers. amity rolled her eyes at the childishness as she crossed her arms with a begrudging
sigh.

“think we could do it?” rock whispered to his sister who was barely holding her giggles of
malicious fun.

vigorously nodding her head, “yeah yeah. when i run, you run.” rudy replied as she got ready with
her brother but not before turning to face him with a grin on her face. “punch it in!”

then, both of them punched each other in their stomachs, making them groan, muttering out words
like “not so hard.”, “ow dude.” as they curl slightly. amity pinched the bridge of her nose as she
internally sighed in despair as she really could be something else that’s better than seeing two
siblings act like her own- no, the twins are much better than these two douchebags. looking in the
corner of her eye, she noticed that skara wasn’t also having a fun time as she anticipated which
made the blight feel a little better

“1..” they got into position with their hands placed forward.

“2..” their bodies slowly swayed as if preparing to run or something else.

“3!!” then, the two pushed the cattle to the mud making it let out a distress moo from the sudden
action and upon impact, the mud splattered at amity and skara’s direction, ruining their perfect
clothes with some getting on their faces. amity froze on her spot when she felt the cold, disgusting
mud on her right cheek and eye, luckily she blinked at a mere millisecond before this.

rudy and rock burst out in laughter as they looked at the girls’ situation before running off.

with her eye twitching, amity gripped her shirt to wipe the mud off and checked if it got on her
girlfriend’s jacket as she can’t have it be ruined by these assholes. luckily or not, it’s just a single



splatter that she can just swat off but she had enough.

“i’m going home.” amity said as she turned around with her hands raised in the air to start walking
away. heading back to the car with skara being left behind who’s still in shock to have mud on her.
amity climbed over the fence, she fixed her attire as she approached the car that still has it’s
headlights open but before she could get inside, she was stopped by a voice behind her that’s
uncomfortably close. as if it’s breathing down her neck.

“hey, amity. remember me?” rudy asked in a purr, making amity internally groan with her eyes
rolling. turning around to see the two lane siblings behind her, staring at her with the look in their
eyes that seemed to tell something but amity isn’t going to stick around to figure it out.

 

“i wish i couldn’t.”

“i was wondering, what are your preferences?” rudy asked as she and rock began to come close to
amity who slowly backed up in response towards the car, unbeknownst to her that someone already
got inside before her and locked the door. “i mean, i ain’t the one to shame. just curious.” she added
for clarification, not like amity needed one.

“why bother? i’m leaving anyway.” amity sneered though the lane siblings quirked a brow at that as
they glanced at each other in the corner of their eyes. like they’re sharing something they knew
amity didn’t.

“that’s funny. the fun’s barely getting started.” rock cackled with an ugly grin coming on his face.
amity glared at the lanes, she wrapped the jacket around her body even more until she felt her back
hit the car for her to quickly turn around to grip the door, pulling it open- tried to pull it open but it
didn’t budge no matter how much force she pulled on it.

peering inside, amity saw skara inside staring at her rearview mirror while retouching her makeup
with the radio blasting.

“skara, open the door.” amity said as she tapped on the window.

“oh no no no no no.” skara replied while singing along with the song on, not bothering to give
amity a single glance as she applied her eyeliner. amity stared at her with the look in her eyes, a
frown quickly deepening as she looked over her shoulder to see the two are coming up to her.

“open the door!”

then, amity felt a hand grasp her shoulder to force her to turn around and yelped when she was
pinned to the hood of the car by rudy with her going in between her legs,a malignant smile etched
across her face as rock stood beside her, enabling it. amity tried to wriggle out of lane’s grip but
only winced when she tightened it, as if threatening to make her vein pop.

“why do you always have to make my balls so blue, amity? they’re hanging sadly whenever you
leave.” rudy said as she pouted, making the blight growl loudly with her golden eyes intensely
glaring at her, she still attempted to get out of her grasp despite feeling her hands slowly becoming
cold.



“you can make them feel better if you just,” rudy whispered, she took one hand off amity but even
just one was still enough to keep amity down as she began to take off her pants with the horrible
sound of the zipper being brought down made the blight resort to other means of getting out of this
as her strength was getting drained by thrashing.

“luz!!!”

amity screamed for her lover to come and save her, she prayed to the man above to hear her prayers
as she doesn’t want to be dehumanized like this. tears brimmed in the corners of her eyes while
screaming her lungs out in calling luz, hoping just someone would hear her but even that wasn’t
enough when rock clasped his rough, nasty hand on her mouth. muffling her futile attempts of
escape.

skara, who’s still inside the car, now held a video camera with it filming the entire thing as a
twisted smile was seen in her face.

“shut up and have fun.”

rudy grabbed the end of amity’s pants and was about to roughly pull it down to commence their
sick prank on the blight as she lets out muffled cries, pleading for them not to do this as she used
the last bit of her strength to kick them off though they didn’t even budge.

but, all of it was suddenly hindered when they all heard a sudden roar of a motorcycle. resulting in
the lane siblings to quickly get off amity as they thought it’s the cops on nightly rounds. amity took
this opportunity to get off the car hood quickly, fixed herself in a haste before running towards the
direction where the motor was heard. wishing it’d be the cops or just someone who could help her
out of this nightmare.

"color me stoked, darling.” amity stopped in her tracks when she heard that voice she has been
wanting to hear for a long time.

“i finally found you." luz said as she stood in front of her motor’s lights, blocking it, while she held
a red bat that had a few papers pasted around it, on her shoulder. she flashed a soft smile at her
frozen lover as she lowered her bat and opened her arms making the blight’s tears finally breakout.

“luz!” amity didn’t waste anymore time rushing into luz’s arms. the impact almost made the noceda
fall onto the road but she wrapped her arms around amity tight and close as she buried herself in
her warmth that brought her comfort and safety. thanking god for answering her for letting luz find
her, somehow, but she isn’t going to question it when she came just in time before shit hit the fan.

luz planted a kiss on amity’s ahead, digging her face into her soft hair as she inhaled her sweet
scent she got addicted to before slowly opening her eyes to see rudy and rock still there with skara
who was surprised by luz’s sudden arrival but she isn’t going to stick around here anymore as the
plan fucking flopped.

starting up the car, skara shifted into immediate gears to drive out of here before something drastic
happened. almost running rock over in the process but she could care less about it.

when skara left, luz gently pulled amity off her and looked into her glossy golden eyes. she wiped
the remaining tears that hadn't been soaked up by her shirt. her eyes told everything luz needed to
know and she isn't going to let that shit fly.



“stay here.” she whispered as she placed another kiss on amity's forehead before walking past her.
amity turned around to watch her lover descend down the small slope with her bat returning into
her shoulder as she headed over the lane siblings who watched her every move, a visible deep
frown adorning their faces once luz stopped in parallel with them.

"you know, i’m feelin’ a little superior tonight," luz started as she tilted her head to the side like
she's trying to get a good look on them before smashing their brains out. if they even have one.

"so don’t you do me a favor and get out of my face." luz dropped her bat on the ground, creating a
loud metal thud against the earth as she firmed up her grip around the bandaged handle with her
eyes seemingly turned dull.

and for some reason, amity suddenly left off like something minacious was approaching from all
corners. caging her like a wild animal, deranged but she shook it off and gripped the ends of luz's
jacket as she watched the three stare down at each other.

“who the fuck are you?” rock spat but they only get one response of luz.

no answer.

in one swift move, luz charged at them with her bat over her shoulder to strike and didn't get the
siblings to dodge until the bat hit rudy at point blank range a the side of her side, making her
stumbling to regain her footing before ultimately falling to the ground with a rattling brain. soon
enough, blood slowly began to ooze out of her nose as she was greatly dazed from that hit.

"rudes!" rock washed his sister's fall to the ground from that surprise hit. he snapped his head at luz
who's flashing a sneering smile, mocking them as she got into a stance. "you asshole! you'll fucking
pay for that!!" he rushed up to luz head on without considering the latter.

luz watched the elder lane come at her at full speed with his fist getting thrown to kiss her face but
she swiftly dodged to the side.

their eyes met for a split second though it was enough for rock to see the mendacious within the
noceda's dull hazel eyes before she kicked his ankles to lose his balance and struck him in the back
that knocked the air out of him as he fell to the floor.

"what's your name by the way?" luz asked as she stared down at rock. listening to his heavy
breathing while trying to get back up to his feet, though was struggling due to the amount of force
landing on his back.

looking over his shoulder to shoot luz a glare that's filled with pure animosity. "you'll know the
names rocky lane and rudy lane when i bury you to the ground!" he declared but that only fueled
luz's amusement as she chuckled to herself before raising the bat over her head with a look in her
eyes that made rock feel.. fear.

but before luz could even bring her bat down, she was suddenly tackled to the ground. groaning
upon impact, her head was forced to the left and she wasn't even given time to address the sting
when another landed on her cheek.

rudy managed to get out of her daze and got up just in time to stop luz as she started bombarding
her with rapid punches to the face. wild huffs and grunts were uttered out of her throat while she
beat the noceda.



luz tried to reach for her bat that rolled away when she fell but rudy only kicked it away, going out
of reach. rendering her defenceless or so she thought as one of her fists was caught before it landed
with the other hand grabbed lane's collar and slammed her head against hers.

rudy hissed with her eyes squeezed shut but it was a mistake as luz still held her collar and began
throwing punches of her own. delivering heavier, aggressive lands across her face as something
began to take control inside and it's not planning to stop.

so is luz.

with her nose dripping of blood and bruises slowly forming as she mercilessly beats up rudy. in
amity's eyes that's filled with terror and concern, luz looked..

luz was about to deal the final blow until a pair of arms wrapped around her own and roughly
pulled her up. looking over her shoulder, she saw rock holding her up from behind and said; "come
on, finish her off!"

luz began to struggle in rock's arms, trying to get out of his grip as fast as she could and even tried
to kick his crotch but he just held her even tighter.

once rudy stood up, wiping her mouth off of blood as she looked at luz with murderous intent
before striking her in the stomach making her wheeze and tried to curl but she didn't even move an
inch from where she's standing before lane gave another punch in the gut.

she kept throwing punches at luz, barely giving her face attention as she mostly focused on her
stomach as if she's trying to make her have a miscarriage or something. but rudy was loving the
sight of the noceda's blood coming out of her mouth with her body going sag but she still held on
and remained conscious as she attempted to kick her though failed miserably.

amity can't stand this anymore. she isn't going to stand back idly while her girlfriend is being
beaten up. rushing down the small slope, she grabbed a stray broken off branch that she snapped
with a kick to get a stick she can carry from the side and charged at them at full speed with her stick
raised over her shoulder.

then, the blight brought down the stick at rudy's head that instantly broke from impact and she
shoved lane to the ground. she looked at rock who's still holding up luz and she didn't waste
anymore time in starting to punch him the best she can despite knowing he's far more competent
than she is.

"stop it! let her go!!" amity yelled as she kept throwing feeble punches at rock who's unfazed but
was getting annoyed.

"please, let my luz go! you did enough, asshole!" amity continued to try with new tears streaming
down her face while rock looked over to his sister who's already back in her feet, she gave a single
nod for rock to finally drop luz to the ground and amity almost instantly latched onto her to check if
she was alright.

"that's how glandus do it, baby." rock spat as he and his sister fist bumped before literally spitting at
luz, the glob almost landed on her but dropped in front of her instead.

"fucking asshole."



once the two siblings walked away, leaving the lovers alone to their despair. amity cupped luz's
face as she gently turned her head up for their eyes to meet, she wiped the blood and sweat off her.
luz looked so pale and worn out like she's on the brink of passing out but was still holding on.

"please.. get up and let's go home." amity whispered with a quivering voice, she slowly stood up as
she gently pulled luz up to her trembling feet until both of them were up.

not being able to bear the sight, amity pulled her into an embrace, burying her face in her chest as
she lets out choked sobs with luz slowly wrapped her arms around her lover. returning the gesture
as she stared off the dark horizon.

empty minded but one thought remained.

"i'm okay." luz muttered.

pulling away, amity deeply frowned at the bullshit her lover was saying that she just couldn't hold
her mouth from saying; "how can this be okay?!" but she wasn't wrong when luz looked like a
beaten up grape.

luz sighed deeply, "7 different states and 7 different schools." she muttered, she pulled out her box
of cigarettes to take one sticking in her lips and began to strike the lighter with amity softening as
she stared at luz's unwavering expression.

"the only thing that changed is my locker combination."

as luz kept striking the lighter, it only lets out flickering sputters or nothing happened at all. with
her eyes rolling in disappointment, luz stuffed the useless lighter back into her pocket and was
about to put the stick back, she perked up when she heard a lighter strike alight.

amity held an open flame in her own lighter since she bought her own box, she drew the lighter
closer to luz with her hand covering the side for the breeze to not extinguish it. both of them
watched at the end of the cigar flicker before catching it's flame and began to emit smoke.

luz took a deep breath in as amity backed up a little, watching her girlfriend take a big amount of
smoke in before grabbing the stick to let out a large cloud of smoke that filled the air, almost
covering their vision to each other.

"our love is god. let's go get a slushie." luz offered her hand to amity with a warm smile forming on
her face. amity glanced down at the hand then up to her lover's bloody yet still handsome face.

she did her damnedest to fight for her, to protect her and no one in the world would do that for her
but luz.

amity smiled as well before placing her hand onto luz's.

-----

"hi rudy. this is amity blight."

amity over the telephone as she sat on her bed, leaning against the headboard. luz was laying on her
side just below her, listening in with a playful grin on her face.



"i didn't expect to be calling you either, i guess my emotions took over. i was wondering if we
could finish what we started last night." amity continued, almost barfing at her own words but luz
was barely keeping herself together as she giggled too loudly making amity grab a pillow and
threw at her face with a smile on both their faces.

luz dropped her patched up face onto the pillow to muffle herself as she resumed to listen in.

"i'm sorry luz intervened and ruined everything. it's always a fantasy of mine to have two guys at
once."

"cool. i'll see you at the graveyard, at dawn. don't forget rock." and with that, amity slammed the
receiver back onto it's base as both girls lets out a hard laugh. unknown to the one on the other side
they're being laughed at.

then, luz hopped off the bed for a moment to grab something out of her bag and dropped down onto
the bed, making it bounce along with her plopping on the edge of the bed.

amity grabbed the extra pistol to start filling up the barrel as luz easily flicked the barrel open to
place each bullet into its chambers. she likes the plan of them getting back at the lane siblings
though one part didn't make sense to her.

"i don't the point of me writing a suicide note when we're just gonna be shooting them with blanks."
she vocalised her thoughts as she looked at luz, watching her spin the barrel once it's full before
pushing it back in.

"we're not gonna be using blanks." luz simply replied.

amity went silent from that, "you can't be serious." she said in a dead serious tone only for luz to
look at her with a look telling her she's not bluffing.

"listen, my bonnie and clyde days are over." amity said as she dropped the gun, she swore to herself
that she isn't going to this suicide bullshit when it actually hurts someone. she was going to move
out of the bed but luz caught her wrist.

"wait wait, do you take german?" luz asked, her tone genuine.

"french."

"alright." luz pulled amity back down for her to stay a while and grabbed a bullet to place it close to
their faces to get a good look of it.

"these are ich lüge bullets. granddad scored a shitload of these in WW2. they're like tranquilizers,
only they break the surface of the skin, causing a little blood but no real damage." luz explained a
bullet amity never heard of. she isn't a gun fanatic herself so maybe she's just missing alot more
bullet names that aren't just american.

"so, it looks like the person has been shot but really they're just lying there unconscious?" amity
said in a questioning tone, just summing up what these bullets do though she's still a little skeptical
but what does she know.

luz looked to be more experienced and well rounded about this stuff.



nodding, "yeah, you're catching my drift." luz stood up from bed and began pacing, "we shoot rudy
and rock, making it look like they shot each other," she made a shooting gesture with her arms
crossed while amity listened to every word she said.

"and by the time they wake up, they'll be the laughing stocks of the entire glandus."

"and the note's the punchline. how did that turn out?" luz asked as she placed her hands onto her
waist, seeing a smile come on amity's face when the note was mentioned. she grabbed the paper
under her pillow and proudly presented it to luz like a child showing her mother her artwork in
kindergarten.

"first, tell me the similarities are incredible." she said, feeling prideful of herself.

luz leaned closer to try and read the messy, chicken stomped handwriting of rocky lane based on
the sources they gathered. it's hard to read but good enough to make out some words making her
grin and turn her gaze up to her lover. "well, color me impressed, darling."

amity giggled, "okay." she cleared her throat as she turned the letter around for her to read with luz
returning to her pacing while listening.

"'rudy and i died the day we realised we could never reveal our incestuous forbidden love to an
uncaring, un-understanding world. the joy we shared in each other's arms was greater than any
touchdown yet we were forced to live the lives of sexless beer juggling assholes.'."

amity pursed her lips, holding in her laughter as she looked at luz whose grin was unmovable. it
just perfectly encapsulates the entire motif of the lane siblings and "it's perfect." luz said with a
chuckle.

then, she moved back to the bed to grab a paper shopping bag she brought in and placed it on the
bed. "let's take a look at the incest artifacts i dug up." she said as she dug her hand inside to get the
first item.

"an issue of sexual fantasies, renaissance edition." luz waved a magazine that still has it's plastic on
before dropping it on the bed as amity lets out a wheezing laugh. she knew all too well about the
nasties in the renaissance, "someone's taking their history classes seriously."

"a photo of daniel lee siebert. candy dish and here's one perferto thing i picked up." luz dropped
every single thing onto the bed for amity to examine until she took out a glass bottle of

"mineral water."

lightly scoffing, "oh come on, alot of people drink mineral water. it came a long way." amity said as
she doesn't know what's wrong with mineral water.

"yeah but this is the boiling isles, if you don't have coke in hand, you might as well fuck a cattle."
luz quipped, she placed the bottle back into the bag. oblivious to the blight's stare that held
endearment and immense love for the noceda.

the kind of love she'll never get from anyone else.

"oh, you're so smart." amity stood up, roped her arms around luz's neck to pull her in for a kiss that
she didn't hesitate to reciprocate. luz pulled her body close up against her, making sure no space



was left between them.

before the kiss could devolve into something they can't stop, luz pulled away with only a minimal
space between their faces as she stared into those beautiful golden eyes she'll never get tired of
seeing.

then, luz raised her pistol as she cocked it, emitting a click and said; "let's go hunt some jocks."
making amity smirk before leaning in for one last kiss.

 

as dawn came, luz took the cadillac instead for a quick getaway and drove up to the graveyard
before the lane siblings got here first. “you got the plan, right?” luz asked, she and amity climbed
over the closed fence as she helped amity get down in front of her for them to continue walking
down the graveyard, passing through many headstones to find the perfect place to commence this
plan.

amity hummed in hesitation while gripping the gun in her back. even though she’s trying to hide it,
luz sees through her. she stopped walking for a moment as she turned around to grab both of the
blight’s hands, luz kissed her knuckles and started into her nervous golden eyes. “you can do this,
hermosa. just know i’ll always be with you.” she reassured, flashing a confident smile that made
amity smile as well as she nodded in response.

“i love you.” amity said.

“i love you too.”

then, they heard another revving of an engine, guessing it’s the hunted jocks, luz motioned for
amity to head over to the tree in the east side of the graveyard that has a big tree that the noceda
could use to hide in while amity stood in front of the tree as she waited for them.

"hey, amity." rudy cooed though she seemed to be cautious as she kept turning her head from side
to side like she’s searching for something or keeping an eye out. "you sure your crazy girlfriend
isn't here to ruin this again?" she asked with her brow raised when she turned her gaze back at the
blight who giggled with her head shaking.

"nope. just me and you." amity replied as she gave an innocent look for rudy and rock to drop their
antsy and jumped into the mood.

"then, should we just wing it or what?" rock asked, slowly approaching amity along with his sister
but amity just stood there, watching them with a grin coming on her face as she softly scoffed at
their lack of patience.

"take it slow, sport. strip for me." amity said in a libidinous tone. the two siblings looked at each
other with grins coming on their faces as this was really happening.

"uh, okay!" rudy and rock proceeded to take clothes off, not minding seeing each other’s underwear
which rang odd to amity but she didn’t say anything as her smirk grew bigger.

“what about you?”



“well, i was hoping you could rip it off for me.” this caused the two to blush on either being heavily
drunk or definately wanting that ordeal to happen, they let out drunk like giggles as they vigorously
nodded their heads and replied; “oh yeah we could do that.”

"on the count to 3." amity said as she prepared herself, she slightly looked over her shoulder to see
if luz was still there but she wasn’t peering out until the siblings began to count.

"1.." they sounded really excited for this ‘sex’ in the graveyard to happen as it’s one in their
bucketlist or, with a better name, sex crusade.

"2.." amity tightened her hold on it with her index finger looming on the trigger as she watched
them in pitiful amusement once they got to the final number.

"3."

two shots.

two bullets.

two smoking chambers.

luz stepped out into the open with her gun, aimed at one of the lane siblings with a morbid smile
etched across her face and amity did the same before pulling the trigger. both shooting rudy first.
the first bullet went straight to her chest and the second to her lower abdomen, she instantly fell to
her brother’s lap who lost his balance from the booming sounds of gunshots rippling through the
cold morning air.

rock clasped his hand to his mouth as he looked down at his shot sister. “holy fuck!!” he quickly
sprung up to his feet and started running away from here as fast as he can, not bothering to grab his
things as none of it mattered now. not now nor ever.

“stay here. i’ll get him.” luz said before beginning to chase after rock, yelling for him to stop.
amity’s smile of mischief dropped as she looked down at her gun with the barrel now stopped
smoking but it suddenly became heavy on her hand, she turned her gaze down at rudy’s immovable
body with blood flowing out of where she was shot.

going continuously and it’s not stopping at any moment when it should only be a small amount like
luz said.

like luz said.

“rudy.”amity dropped down beside her.

“you killed my sister!!” rock exclaimed with hot tears rolling down his face, running and hopping
over gravestones as a way to lose the noceda but she kept a close tail on him with the look in her
face telling the only thing she wanted to do with him. making the boy scared for his life as a
madman chases him down without uttering a word while carrying a weapon.

“rudy, you’re just unconscious right?” amity asked as she gripped rudy’s shoulder, softly shaking
her in hopes to get a response or just something that’ll indicate that she’s just messing around just
like everyone else. nothing.



“last night was a joke! i swear! it was all langston’s idea!!” rock yelled just for luz to stop coming
at him but that was a mistake as this only fueled the noceda’s unbridled anger and madness.

“rudy!”

“i don’t understand!” then, rocked ended up being cornered in the fence, he gripped onto the the
cold metal bars in attempt to climb over it like how he and rudy did earlier but in his state of
hysteria, he couldn’t get a good grip on the fence as he’s just flaying around like a distressed kitten
trying to climb out for his safety until he ran out of time.

“get off the fence. GET OFF THE FUCKING FENCE!!!” luz shouted at the top of her lungs that
pierced throughout the graveyard, not giving two shits if someone hears them when they’re out in
the middle of the most desolate part of the isles. no one likes to live close to a graveyard because
why would they? her hazel eyes that held murderous intent glared at the panicking lane with her
breathing heavy though despite her shout, she’s relatively calm much to rock’s displeasure and he
couldn't take it anymore.

“I DON’T UNDERSTAND!!”

luz stopped her tangent as she blankly stared at rock, watching the violent tears flow down his ugly
face. she approached the boy who cowered with his trembling hands raises out of fear and self
defense but one of his wrists were roughly grabbed and luz tossed him into the open, his back
scraped against the wet grass as he began to back up from luz. just when he was about to stand up
and make a run for it, rocky lets out a horrid scream of agony.

amity followed where the two went as she felt rudy along with the gun that’s being tainted in red.
no heartbeats were heard from her that gave the blight a rude awakening of the real reason why
they’re doing this in the first place but she stopped in her tracks when she heard that scream. just up
ahead, she saw luz holding out her gun once again.

almost shooting rocky in the head without a reaction.

“you asked me who i am and i’ll gladly tell you.” luz said as she took her foot off rocky’s ankle,
keeping her eye on him while he thought of an escape but was doubting himself he’ll ever move
out of this spot without getting shot at point blank range. without intentionally missing this time.

but rocky wasn’t going to go down without a fight, even if it’s verbal. “stop being a dick!” he spat
as he shot a middle finger at luz who was nonetheless unfazed by the attempt.

“i” luz began to approach rocky who’s backing up as brisks as he can in fright but he winced when
his ankles were stomped.

“am.” she raised her gun once again, aimed directly at rocky whose head was shaking rapidly as he
begged for mercy and forgiveness though all of it fell in deaf ears with a silent melody began to fill
the air.

“god.”

“what does that mean-”

before he could even finish his sentence, he dropped. dead.



luz pressed the heel of her palm in her ear as she could hear something, a melody that came out of
nowhere. she rubbed her ear to dull it out but it didn’t, it only got louder.

luz dropped the gun as she covered both of her ears with her eyes squeezing shut, shaking her head
to make it disappear- aggressively banging her temples in attempts to get rid of that melody as she
doesn’t want to hear it anymore. it just wouldn’t leave. it kept going louder and louder and louder
and louder.

what is this song? it feels familiar to her and she doesn’t want it. she doesn’t want to hear it
anymore. she wants it gone. she wants to make it to combust, to fall, to break, to explode and to-

SHUT UP

"what the fuck!" luz snapped her eyes open when she heard amity scream, tilting her head up to see
her in front of rocky’s dead body with a frightened but angry look she gave luz. why?

"they deserved it." luz muttered under her breath.

"why did you kill them?!" amity continued as she went up to luz, pushing her back. she wants to
think this was all just a sick trick by luz and the lane siblings are in this bullshit but she doesn’t
want to cling into a thin veil of fantasy anymore when she can see right through it now.

"they deserved it." luz only repeated it but amity shook her head as she knows this isn’t right.

"i didn't ask for this!"

“yes, you did! you wanted these assholes dead!” luz rebuked, she stepped up closer to amity who
backed from the sudden advance. she stared at her lover, seeing the change of look in her eyes
that’s no longer shimmering with life and light, it’s glistening with something else she doesn’t want
to admit.

“i did not want them gone!” how can i be such a fool? amity internally cursed herself when she
should’ve seen the red signs but she was just too caught up to even notice it.

“did to!”

“did not! did not! did not! did not!” amity repeated the same word for luz to understand the memo
but it also felt as if she’s trying to convince herself that this was not what she truly wanted.

with her eyes rolling, luz took another step forward to amity but this time, she grabbed both of her
wrists so she wouldn’t go anywhere as she shook her. “stop lying to yourself, amity!”

but amity furiously shook her head, she pried herself out of the noceda’s hands and covered her
ears to not listen to the rest of the shit luz tried to feed her with. “lalalalala! mary had a little lamb,
little lamb, little lamb!” she sang and sang to block luz out though that wouldn’t be enough to stop
luz from continuing.

'dear diary, my teen angst bullshit has a body count.’

"they deserved it! all of it! even boscha! they made you cry and hurt you! she knew she had it
coming when she kept acting like a bitch and pushed everyone who's like me, like you down!" luz
exclaimed, she kept her eyes on amity as she paced in front of her with the anger manifesting itself
into something undesirable in the blight’s eyes anymore.



’the most popular people in school are dead.’

"all of them deserved to be 6 feet under! now look at this, everyone is happy because the popular
kids are gone! they're not going to be tormented anymore and go back to cry themselves to sleep!"
luz said, the memories and scenes began to play in her head as she recalled how every state she
landed to and in every school she goes to always has the same song everyone is forced to play, even
her but that’s not going to happen this time. not anymore nor ever.

’everyone's sad but it's a weird kind of sad.’

"we have something special, amity and i know you know it! we can make a change for the boiling
isles! that’s what these people need!" amity slowly opened her eyes again to see luz pacing like a
wild animal, aggravated and carving for flesh to wolf down on. this was not luz noceda anymore.
there’s something else that has been taken over by her lover but amity wants to try and get rid of it
before it’s all too late.

’suicide gave boscha depth, rudy a soul and rock a brain.’

"you're a lunatic." amity spat.

luz stopped pacing as she lets out the most driest laugh she could ever muster, her hair becoming
disheveled the more this goes on along with her sanity. "yeah i am and so you are. you understand
what i'm trying to do and you are going to help me make it happen." she said in her delirium,
bending down to pick up her gun once again, opened the barrel to check how many bullets she had
left before closing it and returned her gaze back at amity.

seeing her distraught face, her golden eyes begging for the answer of why.

but there’s no why for luz. there’s only when.

’i don't know what it's given me but i've got no control over myself with luz.’

amity shook her head once again, she stepped forward to luz with the sun beginning to rise behind
them to reveal the horrors they’ve done to this place. crimson mixing along with the morning dew
on the once clean grass though it was only by the means of feeding their garden. "no no no! this
isn't right! boscha, rudy, rock- they don't need to die and you don't have the right to say they did!"
she refuted, she knows luz has some sort of sentience in there that could help her see the travesty of
all this.

but luz only shook her head, ignoring everything amity said as she turned around, looking out into
the horizon as she thought of what place she should place the bodies.

"when is it gonna end, luz?!" amity grabbed luz’s shoulder to make her turn around and she did yet
she roughly swatted her arm off her, the look in her face scared the blight enough that made her
stumble back, flinching as she shouted:

"when every asshole is dead!!"

'are we going to prom or hell?'

silence.



both lovers stared at each other with their breathing heavy, their hearts beating in an erratic and
their eyes reflected vastly different things. amity gripped her trembling arm, the same one luz
swatted off as she turned her head down to look at the still green grass but the image of rudy’s
blood seeping into the soil with the puddle just kept getting bigger and bigger haunted her mind.

she can’t do this anymore. the consequence of her blissful ignorance is this manslaughter crusade
that is deemed with great reverence and a destiny that has been waiting to happen. at least in luz’s
twisted mind.

"fine. we're breaking up." amity said, her tone was dead serious.

"excuse me, what?" luz doesn’t believe the shit that’s coming out of amity’s mouth but this has to
be the greatest bullshit she ever heard yet.

"we're breaking up. i can't have this relationship anymore! i can't take this killing and bullshit, luz!
we were supposed to be normal! do normal teenager stuff, not this!" amity said as she pointed at
rock’s still dead body with his wound letting out flows of blood that trickled down his side and into
the grass once again. luz only gave him a single dead glance, unbothered, and only to return her
attention back to the blight.

"so please, it's not too late to fix this.” amity hesitantly stepped closer to luz, gently grabbed her
hand with her own shaky ones as she looked into her hazel eyes that somehow became reddish. or
maybe it’s just the light having an effect but nonetheless, she searched for something salvageable
for amity to cling onto out of pure desperation.

“if you just come with me and we'll turn ourselves in." her tone was soft and soothing into the
noceda’s ears, hoping she’d come to her senses and revert back to the girl she once knew.

the one she met in the library who has a weird fascination with the good witch azura books like her,
the one who made her feel special when no one can, the one who gave her the best nights of her
life, making her life worthwhile even just a little bit and the one who she loved the most.

amity pulled her into a hug, burying her wet face into her shoulders as she just wanted luz to come
back and go home to have some breakfast while talking about the latest installment of azura but the
truth is always the harbinger of despair.

"no.”

with only one harsh word uttering out of luz’s throat was enough to shatter amity’s hopes and
illusions. burning it alive and stabbing it multiple times to make sure it doesn't recover from it’s
moral wounds and will have 0 chance of ever getting built up again. amity was gently pulled away
as she meant luz’s gaze, it was much more softer yet the harsh reality was still there and it’s
reflecting in the new gradient of her eyes.

“come on, help me get these bodies to their right position.” luz said in such a sweet tone like she’s
calling for amity to come down and eat the dinner she whipped up. it made the young blight sick to
her stomach that she pushed luz off her, she shot one final glare before running as fast as she could
away from this psycho. she should’ve done that the moment she saw the fucking gun.

luz watched amity get further and further until she ultimately left the graveyard, sighing deeply, she
scratched the back of her head as she placed her gun into her pants with the handle just sticking out



in the front. she took out a pair of latex gloves to wear before she grabbed rock by his ankles to
start dragging this heavy load by herself back to where rudy was.

hexside is a good couple of miles from the graveyard, amity used to be into sports before quitting
but she still has her stamina and good legs to keep on running for god knows how long. as long as it
gets her away from luz, that’s better than nothing. turning to a curb, amity can feel her abdomen
beginning to sting as she didn’t have the best exercise before doing this but none of that matter as
she pushed herself through the sting and heaviness of her lungs getting a surprise run.

then, amity heard an engine behind her that told her she should run faster though her legs were
already at its limit and she can't really outrun a car. to her side, amity saw the damned cadillac
cruising with the front passenger window rolled down as luz kept her eyes on the road while
watching amity run away from her like she caught the pox.

"need a ride?" luz asked, stopping the car for amity to get in but she just rushed past her without a
word or even a glance. luz sighed once again, she combed her hair back before stepping out of the
car and didn't bother to close the door as she chased at full speed after amity.

amity didn't have time nor stamina to get away till luz caught up to her, her arms wrapped around
her arms and waist, "now you're just being difficult." luz whispered as she lifted her up and began
to carry her back to the car.

"no no! put me down!" amity thrashed around, tried to wriggle out of the noceda's strong grip but
all her efforts were futile.

luz pulled the front passenger door open to roughly dropped amity inside and slammed the door
shut, she slid across the front hood to swiftly get inside the driver's seat and kicked the accelerator
making amity press hard against the sweat as luz was going beyond the necessary limit.

"just because you started this doesn't mean you can end it!" luz yelled through the angry roar of the
car, she pulled the ebrakes when she saw a turn and began to drift, amity screamed in absolute fear
of dying in a car crash as luz was driving so erratically that it's making her sick.

"open the fucking door!!" amity pulled on the door handle, wanting off this horrible ride but luz
only locked it on her side panel everytime she tried. trapping her inside with a madman.

"you're coming with me and we're going to do great things together, amity!" luz replied with a wide
grin donning on her face as she looked at amity in the corner of her eye before turning her full
attention back to the road.

"i can feel it!" luz added as she lets out a maniacal laugh.

feel.

amity watched luz laugh though it was slowly being drowned out by her ears as the voices in her
head began to say something in tongues. overlapping each other to make it hard for amity to
understand what was truly being said.

her eyes traveled down to the front console, the radio was off, there was a bunch of empty mint
candy wrappers littered across, an open box of cigarettes in the cup holder though no lighter in
sight.



then, she saw another way to light a stick.

amity pushed the cigarette button, leaned back onto the chair with her arms crossed as she waited
for it to heat up, she looked out of the window to watch the various houses be sped by with a few
cars getting ahead of them. she could feel luz gaze at her when she pushed the button though she
didn't question it.

once the car hits a red light, just in time for the cigarette button to pop back out. amity grabbed it
the heated metal, she stared at it for a second as she felt the heat radiating off of it before pressing
the hot surface in her left palm making her scream in anguish as it sizzled her flesh.

luz was quick to react, she grabbed amity's wrist as she snatched the button to drop it to the floor,
grabbed a cigar to place it in her lips before sticking the end into the burning skin causing amity
more pain as she pressed her head onto her shoulder before both of them pulled away.

one burnt. one with a lit cigar.

nothing was said between them as their gazes did all the talking although it was brief since the light
had switched to green for luz to floor it once more. all the while amity was wincing in her seat as
she rubbed around her burnt skin.

they didn't drive to school nor to amity's house. luz immediately drove up to her garage, parked the
cadillac inside and got out with amity in tow behind her as both of them got inside the house.
passing the kitchen to get to the living room and amity managed to pull away from luz's grasp as
she propped down to the crotch with luz walking over to the radio sitting atop of the bulky tv.

amity watched luz turn to many stations with half of the small headphones pressed against her ears.
but she isn't just going to sit there and watch her fiddle with the radio while there's two bodies in
the graveyard that are probably found by now.

"today was chaotic. fucking chaos!"

this made luz stop what she's doing, "what are you talking about?" she asked, pulling the
headphone plug off as she placed it on top of the radio and turned around to see amity's deep frown.

"today was great. chaos is great! chaos is what killed the dinosaurs, darling." luz replied with such
smugness that it irritates amity so much that she just wants to- no, she's better than this. she has
more control and morality that's better than luz.

"our way works. we scare people into not being massive assholes." luz added and amity couldn't
agree less with that statement, "our way is not our way." she corrected as she wasn't the one who
came up with such a plan but luz only found it amusing that she was denying all claims that she
was ever involved.

"tell it to the judge. tell it to rudy lane. oh god, amity..." luz mimicked a dying sound as she placed
her hand onto where was shot, angering the blight.

"i'm telling it to you!" amity exclaimed, standing up as she grabbed the remote from the side to
throw it to luz who easily caught it. she clenched her fists tightly with her eyes squeezed shut as she
can't take this much anger boiling inside her but she can't really forgive all the shit luz had done.

"god, i fucking hate you."



luz chuckled, she placed the remote on top of the tv as well and walked up to amity. "no, you
don't." she muttered under her breath, stopping in front of amity with her hands gripping her hips to
pull her for a kiss but amity was, fortunately and unfortunately, saved by luz's father walking in.

"hey, what's all the ruckus, eh?" he asked, passing the two as he walked up to the tv with a cassette
tape in hand.

"oh great. now, there's two beavers in the house." amity said with her eyes rolling as she dropped
back down to the couch.

"got a little present for you, boy." luz continued to stand and watch her father push the tape inside
the player with the tv switching on. letting out a low humming for the video began to play out.

"this was back down in georgia. the landlord filed his report to court but they said he can slurp up
shit and die." her father cackled darkly, he stepped back a little for both girls to see them video of a
seemingly normal looking building with luz watching it with intent even though nothing much is
happening. yet.

"i put a norwegian in the boiler room and when that blew, it set off the pack of thermals i stuck
upstairs." then, smoke emitted from the bottom of the building before it began to crumble down
like a house of cards as more smoke was seen from the blown building.

the father smiled to himself, being prideful of his work. "masterful." he looked over to luz who's
slightly smiling as she continued to watch the video until it ended in static.

he grabbed the tape once the player ejected it, luz's father lets out a blissful sigh as he placed the
tape close to his chest. "there are just some great things about being alive." he muttered before
walking out of the room to leave the two to themselves once again.

amity watched the whole thing and she wasn't near impressed, she couldn't see what luz's reactions
though but she can take a wild guess to figure it out. "do you like your father?" she asked, snapping
luz out of her daydream as she took a seat next to her.

luz looked over to the right, seeing a small table that has the lamp along with a full ashtray and a
picture frame. she grabbed the latter, staring at it as it displayed a beautiful woman wearing a pair
of glasses with a bright smile on her face. she has the same skin tone as luz, same curly hair but
nothing is the same when it comes to the smile.

camila noceda.

"never gave the man much thought. much like my mother." luz started as she kept her eyes on the
only remaining picture of her mother with amity softening and took this moment to listen as she
never heard anything about luz's mom before.

"they said it was an accident but she knew what she was doing. she walked into the building, waved
at me before he set it off. crumbling the building to nothing."

there was an eminent silence between them with luz spacing out once again as she kept staring at
her mother's eyes, wondering if hers looked like that now with the voice in her head telling her
something, making her grip on the picture frame tighter.



amity watched luz's inner turmoil manifest in silence though the emotions conveyed in her face told
it all for her to feel.. sympathy once again. she slowly raised her hand as she was about to reach out
to luz, hesitant but she was cut off when the radio suddenly spoke up.

'you're tuned to the fm radio geeks and the next song is pretty young thing by michael jackson.'

"oh hey, that's our song." luz reverted back to normal as she heard the beginning instrumental of the
song they made love to. she placed the picture back on the table and stood up, walked over to the
radio to turn it up as the chorus came in.

'i want to love you (P.Y.T.) 
pretty young thing'

luz started dancing along to the song but amity wasn't getting in the mood as she can feel
something's off especially seeing how stiff her movements were as she dances her way back
towards the couch.

'you need some lovin' (T.L.C.)
tender lovin' care
and i'll take you there'

then, luz stopped her ridiculous dancing to take her gun out of her jacket's inner pockets. amity's
eyes widened at the sight of the gun as she watched her aim at the radio.

'i want to love you (P.Y.T.) 
pretty young thi-'

sparks of malfunction and smoke came out of the shot radio as the song was, sadly, cut off.

"that's it. i'm fucking leaving." amity had enough of this bullshit. she pushed herself up off the
couch and was about to head out of there but luz swiftly caught her hand to pull her back.

"you know you can't bring 'em back." luz said as she pulled amity back down with her.

"i'm not trying to bring anybody back except myself." amity sneered, she attempted to stand up
once again but luz only pulled her down even more and roughly cupped her cheeks to turn her head
to slam her lips against hers.

luz was harsh with the kiss as her hands tightly gripped her waist to keep the blight from going
anywhere, she tilted her head to the side to deepen it and attempted to push her tongue in but amity
pushed her off with all her might.

trying once again only to fail.

luz pushed amity completely onto the couch, her hands pinning her down as she slammed in for
another rough kiss. it was dry, difficult and violent. it was nothing like the other kisses they did
prior but then again, has amity ever felt loved by a psychopath? or was it all just her mere illusion
of wanting to be loved.

the noceda attempted to push her tongue in once again and got in between her legs as well but
amity was denying all access to everything and she isn't going to be subjected into this situation
again.



amity knee kicked luz into the crotch, precisely hitting her growing bulge causing her grunt and
curl. this gave amity ample time to roughly push her off, making her fall onto the floor, creating a
hard thud.

she quickly got off the couch and stepped far away from luz who's holding her crotch as she shot
the blight a glare she could care less about.

"and to think there was a time i actually thought you were cool." amity wiped her mouth off the
remnants of the feeling of luz's lips on her. she was so wrong to think that luz was just a cool rebel
she can revel with but she could be caught dead before that comes true.

"if you can't deal with me right now, just stay home to shoot your tv and blow up some toasters for
all i care." amity watched luz slowly pull herself back up the couch with her getting in a
comfortable position as both of their eyes met once again and she can tell she wasn't taking every
word she says seriously.

but she wasn't going to stop anyways.

"just don't come to school and don't mess with me." and with that, amity stormed out of the noceda
household while luz watched her swing the door open before slamming it, making the boom echo
throughout the house.

"you'll be back." luz quipped with a devilish smile.

 

once amity returned to her own house, there's no one in the house as her parents are out along with
the twins still in school. she needed this peace and quiet after a long day, she trudged her way up to
her bedroom- basically dragging her feet across the hallway until she got there.

amity locked the door behind her before completely dropping onto the bed, her face planted on the
pillows as she placed herself into a more conventional position that doesn't have her skirt sliding
up.

she grabbed the extra pillow to hug it tightly, wanting to get some comfort to console her through
all this but she doesn't have anyone anymore. she would be stupid if she hit up willow to make her
listen to everything she pours out, she doesn't want her to be involved and be hurt by luz in the
process.

everything was just crumbling down around amity that she couldn't handle it anymore.

she wants to breakdown.

she wants to escape.

she wants to-

maybe a good sleep would help amity forget and numb all of this, even for just a while. exhaling
softly, amity hugged the pillow close to her and slowly fluttered her eyes shut to try. hoping her
dreamscape would take her somewhere unknown but would help her feel better.

 



"my son loved his sister, his little eskimo."

the color tinted windows shone down the altar, creating almost a scenic look to it as various
flowers were placed on the sides of the pews with even more being seen the more steps she took.
many people filled the pews, all wearing white though they also wore a pair of 3d glasses.

odd.

amity watched while she slowly walked up to the holy water front, placing her elbow onto the edge
as she pressed the side of her face onto her fist. a little bored at this ceremony.

"but not the way you expected. it's still love nonetheless despite their problems being myriad.." a
man said up in the altar with tears coming down his face. he stood beside two caskets that held
rudy and rocky lane's bodies, wearing their football uniforms one last time with the balls resting in
their arms.

"i was having my period."

amity jumped when she heard a voice beside her. she didn't even notice they walked up to her or
something but her eyes widened when she realised just who it was before her.

"i love my pseudo incestuous son and step daughter!" the father exclaimed as more tears burst out
of his eyes, he couldn't keep himself up anymore and fell to his knees while he held rocky's cold
hands while the rest of family members in front were balling their eyes out as well.

until, amity saw a little girl look behind her with their eyes meeting for a split second before she
turned away. but those split seconds were enough for amity to stand the tears. the sobs. the wails of
begging.

"is this turnout weak or what? there's at least 70 more people at my funeral." boscha quipped as
she scoffed at the lack of audience this funeral has and continued to watch. she wore a rather
peculiar outfit, it's all black and red, covered with the feathers with the same color though what
really stood out was dead crows plastered all around.

still dripping with blood.

"boscha?"

boscha finally turned her head to face amity, her face flashing a melancholy but almost mocking
smile. "god, amity. afterlife is so boring. if i have to sing kumbaya one more time,"

amity cuts her off as she asked "what are you doing here?" she's confused why id the dead was
suddenly talking and walking? there's just so many questions amity wanted to ask and answers but
boscha wasn't being so vivid nor helpful.

"i made your favorite. fettuccine alfredo with lots of shrimp." she said as she grabbed the cloche
amity didn't know that it was covering the front. then, the havenstar spoke in a voice that didn't
belong to her.

"dinner!"

boscha grabbed luz by the hair and pulled her down into the front, instead of coming face first into
holy water. she, instead, saw a gnarly looking version of a pasta as if it's been doused in dry pig's



blood before she was consumed by the darkness once again.

 

"amity, dinner!"

amity snapped her eyes open when she heard emira's voice from downstairs, calling for her. slowly
sitting up, she looked around her room to see nothing was touched or out of the ordinary.

but now, with her mind clear and motives on point. amity slipped out of her bed, ignoring her
sister's calls for now as she went over to her work table to take a seat.

amity grabbed a glass case on the side to take out her reading glasses to put it on. snatched a pen
out of the old pen holder as she opened her diary, skimming through the various pages she already
wrote on before stopping at a thin side of the book as there's only a few pages left.

but she wouldn't have to worry about getting another diary.

amity pushed the pen open and began writing down the thoughts that had been looming over her
head.

'dear diary, last entry. no one could stop luz. not the fbi, the cia or the pta. she once told me the
extreme always makes an impression. well now it's my turn. let's see how the son of a bitch reacts to
a suicide she didn't perform herself.'

then, amity hears something outside her window resembling a metal hitting against her windowsill.
she knew who it was but she wasn't going to just stand there and let luz fire a bullet into her chest,
she closed her diary with the pen just rolling off the side as she quickly stood up to grab the bed
sheets before luz sees what she’s trying to do.

with the window being forced right open, luz slipped inside amity’s bedroom with her gun already
in hand, she looked over her shoulder to check if her ladder was still there and didn’t accidentally
kick it off. as she turned her head back, she froze in her place when she saw amity’s body slowly
dangling in the air, her limbs immovable and a white cloth was seen wrapped around her neck
connected up to the foundations of the ceiling.

luz slowly walked up to amity’s dead body, speechless. she doesn’t know how to feel about staring
at her lover’s hanged body, great? sadden? heartbreak? luz doesn’t know. she gripped her hair on
both sides of her head, pulling it while she paced with her breathing becoming heavy as hot tears
began to well up in her eyes.

dropping her hands to her side to look at amity once again with teary, red eyes as she sighed deeply,
not minding the tears that managed to escape to roll down her face. “can’t believe you did it.” luz
muttered under her breath, her voice almost trembling, she bit her lip to stop herself from sobbing
as she placed the gun against her head and pulled the trigger.

but only a click was heard that made luz burst out of laughter. a.. hardly sane one as she didn’t
actually load the gun to plan on killing amity but she did her favor in doing her own sucide and luz
was happy.

no, she was sad.



she is happy.

why am i not happy?

luz shook her head to get rid of her conflicting emotions as she doesn’t want to deal with it right
now, she placed the gun in her pocket with her hands combing her hair back to tightly grip it while
pacing once again. “you know i can’t do this alone. i was teasing, i loved you!” she said, knowing
well that she isn’t going to get any answers now as she stared at amity’s body slowly rotating to the
side, her hair was down that covered most of her face.

“you and i are meant to be! you were all i could trust!” luz continued, she reached out of her hand
to grab amity’s hand but she faltered before completely recoiling with her eyes squeezing shut as
she made most of the tears to dry off and stepped back.

“we could’ve roasted some marshmallows over the rumble of what’s soon to be called ‘the boiling
isles’ greatest failure’!”

“i was going to try and convince you with my amazing petition but,” luz cackled while taking out a
few papers that stapled together and turned a few papers over to get where the important part was.
“it’s a shame you wouldn’t get to see what these fellas actually signed.” she fixed her posture,
cleared her throat and fixed her posture before reading;

“’we, the students of hexside, will die. our burning bodies would be the ultimate protest to society
that degrades us. fuck you all.’.”

a grin slowly climbed in luz’s face, feeling rather proud with her own writing without amity
creating a note for them now. “it’s not very subtle but we’re just blowing up the whole school
anyways.” she admitted that she could’ve written more eloquently but who gives a shit when
they’re going to die nonetheless. she isn’t hesiod.

“when our schools blows up on monday, right at the start of the leagues the lane siblings
unfortunately couldn’t attend, it’s going to be the kind of thing that’s going to affect generations!
it’s gonna be a woodstock for the 80’s!” luz declared with her arms extending on both sides like
this is gonna go down in history and amity is missing the fun of it all but her arms dropped down
once again as the reality of the blight being dead was still right in front of her.

luz sighed as she folded the paper to place it back into her pocket, she stared at amity with great
solemn and disappointment. “goddamnit amity. we really could’ve been bonnie and clyde,
liberating the second generation from another great depression. we’re heroes.” she said as she lets
out a small but dry chuckle, her mind perceiving everything wrongly but she was willing to take
that falsehood if it means being the town’s hero of ridding the school of assholes.

“amity! are you up?” luz heard another voice beyond the door, she didn’t plan to stick around for
much longer as she got out of the same window. hopped off the ladder to quickly make a run for
her motorcycle, leaving the ladder and leaving edric, unfortunately opening the door to reveal his
hanging sister. out of pure shock and distraught, he lets out a shriek like a woman.

emira quickly rushed up to the second floor when she heard his twin make such a horrid noise, it
irritated her. “what the hell are y-” but once she got beside edric, seeing the anguish in his face and
followed his gaze into amity’s bedroom to see her still hanging on the ceiling. not moving, making
her scream as well in unison with edric that echoed throughout the manor.



it was enough for amity to snap out of her playing dead and quickly pulled the noose off her neck,
opened her blazer to unwrap the extra bed sheet on her waist that helped her to not actually die on a
noose. she landed back on the floor and rushed up to her siblings who were balling their eyes out,
“no no no! it’s a joke, it’s not real! i swear, please stop crying!” she said in reassurance that she
wasn’t actually dead and it worked.

to some extent.

“it’s not funny!” emira exclaimed as she slammed her fist onto the door frame before pulling amity
into a hug along with edric joining in, surprising amity and that’s the first time she ever heard that
phrase come out of her sister’s mouth but she slowly returned the hug nonetheless as she listened to
her siblings muffled sobs.

as the blight siblings pulled away, emira gripped amity’s shoulder as she stared into her eyes with
her own tearful ones. “why did you do that? do you need someone to talk to? you know we’re here
for you, amity.” she said, wanting to help her little sister if she’s going through something. amity
appreciates this but she has to stop luz before she truly blows up the school.

“no time. where does father keep his pistol?” amity asked and this took the twins aback.

“what- amity, what is going on? why are you suddenly acting like this?” edric asked as he’s in an
utter lost of the sudden change of their sister but that’s the thing. amity has always been like this.

“it’ll make sense once i stop her. now where is the pistol?” amity persisted that left edric not much
for a choice to give her the answer.

“in his office, under his table drawer.”

“edric!” emira smacked the back of her idiot twin’s head making him yelp with both of his hands
holding his smacked head as amity walked past them to head for the direction of their father’s
office but she stopped halfway to look at her siblings over her shoulder with a soft smile coming on
her face.

“it’s okay. just know you guys are pretty cool and i love you.” amity said before rushing down
towards the office to get ready for what’s to come while luz prepares something big that’ll make the
boiling isles think it’s the vietnam war all has come to them.

emira was grateful though she couldn’t shake the unnerving feeling that amity’s tone almost
sounded like a farewell.

-----

monday morning.

amity walked into school with confident strides, passing the rows upon rows of locked lockers as
the hallway was completely barren, only the heels of her soles clicking against the tiled floor were
heard along with the sounds of cheers and chanting only bounces on the walls from the gymnasium.

she pushed a door open, peered inside to see everyone in the entire school filled the bleachers and
the floor as they watched the cheerleaders perform with the head teachers behind them, sitting in
their own stage. slipping inside, amity began to look around for a door that could tell her luz went
into to initiate her fucked up plan.



but then, she suddenly stopped when someone blocked her way, “amity?” she looked up to see ms.
fluming before her with a shocked expression as if she’s seen a ghost, “luz noceda said you
committed suicide.” she said, in disbelief that the blight was actually standing in front of her and
walking with ease but amity doesn’t have time to entertain her.

“yeah well, she’s wrong about alot of things.” amity muttered.

“it’s a shame. we already made a memorial for you.” ms. fluming pointed over to a corner in the
gym that has a small table with a white cloth draped over it with a small picture frame of her on top
that has a single flower next to it as a loosely hanged banner with the words saying; WE’LL MISS
YOU before falling down on one side.

amity grimaced but she didn’t bother with it and returned her head back into the mission, “ms.
fluming, what’s under the gym?” she asked.

“the boiler room.”

“right.” amity walked past fluming to head for the door of the boiler room, ignoring her teacher’s
calls behind her as it was easily drowned out by the wild cheers of the students. she stopped in front
of the door that has a silver plate with the words where she needed to go, she looked behind her for
a moment to see the crowd wilding for the cheerleaders and amity easily spotted willow within the
crowd in the right bleachers, a small smile came on her face when she sees her best friends.

amity feels like everything that happened used up several years in her life and she hasn’t seen
willow for a long while.

but she still around for too long as amity finally entered the boiler room, a small stone staircase was
the first thing that met her that led to the low humming boiler room. with the door closing behind
her, amity took out her gun from her blazer’s pocket as she began to slowly walk down the stairs,
her footsteps barely making any noise from every step she made until she reached the last stone
step.

in front of her, amity saw a figure knelt down in front of one of the tanks with the sound of clicking
and mechanical beeps. she continued to approach her in silence to not grab her attention too soon,
her gun aimed right at her till she was a good distance from her, “may i see your hall pass?” amity
asked, making luz stop what she’s doing. her hands dropped from the side as she lets out a deep,
almost annoyed sigh while she stood up.

“i knew that noose was too loose.” luz muttered under breath as she turned her head to look at
amity, seeing her gun out and aimed but she was barely fazed by it. “i should’ve shot you back
then.”

“like father, like daughter.” amity sneered, they both glared into each other’s eyes with the same
intent to take one another one down. she slowly took a step towards luz, she kept her hands steady
as she didn't want her to see she’s anxious with the gun and exploit it. “okay, let’s start on putting
the bomb down.” she ordered in the most stern voice she can muster through her nervousness as
she can sense luz is on the brink of exploding on her at any moment.

“i can hardly call this a bomb.” luz chuckled as she opened her jacket on one side, making amity be
in sudden alert and watched her take out a bulk remote connected to the bomb behind her. “it’s a
switch for the thermals upstairs! those are bombs!” she explained ever so extravagantly with a



sinister smile etching across her face and it never fails to unsettle amity as the noceda’s face looked
so innocent, used to be so handsome now it’s been tarnished.

“just drop the damn thing down!” amity yelled. as if responding, the bomb wasn’t taped on the tank
properly when she arrived and it dropped behind luz, creating a thud on the floor. luz looked at
amity with her expression unwavered, the blight gulped and slowly nodded.

“o- oh. right.”

“now, put your hands to your head and let go of the remote.” amity continued to command luz, in
hopes she’d make this easier and just follow her so nothing drastic happens between them or the
school.

but luz has other plans, “you didn’t say simon says.” she said in a soft tone. confusing amity but it
was a trap as luz rushed up to her, smacked the gun out of amity’s hand as grabbed her by the hair
to pull her head back and slammed her onto one of the tanks making the blight groan.

hissing from the tight grip of her hair as she gripped luz’s wrist with both hands, but before she
could even fight back, luz violently brought amity’s head down onto her knee causing her to lose
consciousness temporarily.

luz dropped amity to the floor, walked over to the gun to grab and place it in her pockets before
going back to resume what she was doing.

slowly, amity managed to regain her consciousness with a horrible headache coming in but she
pushed through it as she carefully and silently crawled away which luz didn’t really pay attention
to. amity pushed herself up with her hands gripping the metal barrel, she squeezed her eyes shut as
she tapped her temple to make the pain disappear.

then, she saw a crowbar leaning against a corner, she checked if luz was looking at her before going
over to grab it. amity tightly gripped the crowbar, slowly backed into the open as she heard another
beep. the bimb began counting down.

her slow approach didn’t last long as she brought the crowbar down onto luz’s shoulder, a pained
grunt was heard as she lost her balance, making the gun skid across the floor.

amity dropped the crowbar to go for the gun though luz kicked her ankle that made her fall down as
well but she didn’t spend her time crawling and tried to get back on her feet.

luz wasn’t on board with that idea, she pounced on amity and grabbed both of her wrists while she
struggled to get out of her grip. she kept a tight hold and pulled amity up to slam her against the
same tank once again.

luz grinned before slamming her lips against amity who was trying to get this psycho off her but the
kiss only got rougher the more she becomes difficult to the noceda, resulting into forcing herself in
between her legs to make her feel it but it was a mistake on luz's part as amity knee kicked her dick
once again. hard and bit her lip.

luz quickly pulled away from amity, wincing slightly but she ignored the pain the best she could as
she wiped the blood off her lower lip. looked down at her bloody thumb with a chuckle, she looked
back up at amity who spat out the small remnant of blood that seeped into her mouth.
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amity didn't waste anymore time in running for the gun, she slid across the floor towards it and
grabbed it to take aim on luz. though luz quickly sought cover, pushing the stacked paint canisters
into the ground and amity backed away from the spilled paint.

then, there was a sudden unnerving silence now that luz is in hiding and the bomb was already
down to 2 and half minutes.

amity raised her gun up and front again as she walked over the canisters and started to quietly walk
down the boiler room, checking every turn and corner for luz.

the chants and drumming of several foot from upstairs were muffled by the thick walls, blocking
out the commotion down here. there's only the light hissing of the warm pipes and the humming of
the engine that kept her company yet on edge.

amity turned to the third to the last row when she heard something that could be footsteps, she saw
luz with a feeble knife in hand and a crazed look on her face as blood on her lips made it worse but
amity wasn't scared anymore.

"help me turn off the bomb, please." amity said in her normal voice, though quivering, she's giving
luz one more chance to turn and make this right for them but she shouldn't really get her hopes up
when she's talking to a lunatic and murderer.

"i say tomato, you say tomato."

tightly gritting her teeth, "i'll kill you. i'll fucking kill you, i swear to god!" amity exclaimed as she's
losing her time and patience.

"how do i turn off the goddamn bomb, asshole?!"

"fuck you!!" luz shot a middle finger at the blight only for her to shoot it off completely. luz looked
down at the nub where her finger was as blood bubbled out and continuously flowed down her
jacket. she didn't feel it until now, she cried out in agony as she gripped her bleeding hand and
dropped to the floor.

"shit.."

"it's all over, luz now help me stop it." amity said, keeping her smoking gun on luz as she watched
her grab a dirty old towel hanging from one of the pipes to use as her makeshift bandage to stop the
bleeding to some extent.

wincing from the pain with her breath heavy, almost shallow, "you wanna clean the slate as much
as i do, right?" luz started through her gritted teeth with her red eyes glaring at the blight's golden
ones.

"so maybe i am killing everyone in this school because nobody loves me!" amity took offense on
that but she didn't utter a word as she kept listening to the things coming out of her lover's mouth
even though they don't have much time.

"let's face it, alright! the only place for different social types can genuinely get along is in heaven!"

"which button do i press to turn it off?" amity asked, getting painfully impatient as there's only 30
seconds left.



"try the red one." luz replied and amity tilted her head to the side to see all of the buttons as the
noceda lets out a breathy laugh, irritating her even more.

"seriously," luz started again as amity turned her gaze back down on her.

"people are going to look at the ashes of hexside and say 'now there is the school that self destructs
not because society didn't care but because the school was society!'." luz said with her voice falling
into insanity as a grin formed across her face. she kept staring in amity's eyes like she's trying to
convey something but amity wasn't going to fall for it anymore.

"it's pretty deep huh." luz chuckles as she tried to push herself up.

"which red button?!" amity cocked the gun once again, threatening luz to spill it out already as she
glared at her with great animosity. and luz sighed as she dropped her head down to look at the
bloodied floor.

"press the middle one if that's what you really want." luz finally muttered out though she said made
amity scoff.

"do you know what i want, babe?" amity asked with spite when she said 'babe'. luz raised her head
to look at her once again, her breathing hitched as she clenched her fists tightly, making more blood
ooze out of her missing finger.

"what?!" luz quickly stood up and amity instinctively pulled the trigger, hitting luz in the abdomen.
the force made her almost fall back but she held onto a stuck screw atop of the bomb, creating a
creaking noise and she shot her once again to let go.

she tried to cling onto something but she only pulled down a wire that made gas escape before
ultimately falling to the ground.

"cool guys like you out of my life."

amity slowly lowered her gun as she stared at luz's body, barely giving a twitch. she clasped her
hand to her mouth to hold down the sobs as she closed her eyes, wanting to keep the tears in.

amity doesn't want to cry for a murderer but this girl used to be the girl she loved. she thought she
was the one she'll ever want and need but everything was just too good to be true and she was just
foolishly in love.

opening her eyes, she glanced over to the bomb to see it stopped in 4 seconds. softly sighing in
relief, amity placed the gun back into her blazer and began to ascend back up to the gym, leaving
luz there for dead and for the police to find.

amity got out of the boiler room, seeing everyone was still okay and enjoying themselves. she
doesn't know why but she does put a smile on her face as she watches the cheerleaders perform to
hype up the quarterbacks for the leagues and win.

she turned around to head out of the gym as well, amity looked around the same empty hallway that
somewhat felt new to her like when she first entered hexside as a first year junior.

where everything was sort of normal. the only thing that remained the same was her locker
combination.



before amity could even take a step for the exit to head home, she felt a presence rush past her
followed by rapid footsteps. snapping her head to the left, amity saw luz running down the hallway
though awkwardly due to her injuries as she fell down to the floor only to quickly get back up to
resume running.

"hey!"

amity chased after luz, seeing her push the back doors open that led to the football field. she didn't
get far before falling over once again but she didn't bother to stand up as she panted heavily, so
shakily while she held her hand pressed against her side with her body trembling from the gunshot
wounds.

when amity stopped right beside her, luz pushed herself up and flashed a smile despite her
predicament. the smile seemed normal and genuine which made amity suspicious as her guard was
raised once again.

"haha.. i didn't know you got power. you really fucked me up, amity. color me impressed." luz said,
sounding weak and frail like an old woman who's waiting for death to come pick her up at 7.

"the slate is clean." she opened her jacket for amity to see she strapped the bomb around her waist
making amity frown as her eyes frantically looked up and down at luz's neutral expression and the
bomb while she set it up one more time.

this time, in 45 seconds.

"stick around here, make things better." luz said, following the melody that's been playing in her
head all this time while she kept up her smile as blood slowly trickled down the side of her face.
"'cause you beat me fair and square."

"please stand back now." amity hesitantly obliged.

"little further." luz waved her hand for amity to go back even more until she was a good distance
away but still in earshot. "wouldn't want you to be blown away too." she lightly joked as she
giggled only for more blood to come out, staining her teeth as it leaves a horrible copper taste in
her tongue and made her spit the blood mixed saliva to the ground.

amity's eyes widened when she realised what luz was planning to do. "no.. no wait, hold on!" she
tried to run towards luz to make her reconsider but the noceda raised her hand to stop her. not
wanting her to take another step for her safety.

"and once i disappear, clean up the mess down here, okay?" luz said, begging for amity not to
follow her and fix all of the damage she caused in this town. she caused on amity.

what could happen if camila stuck around a little longer? would a monster be nurtured? or would
she be raised as a normal kid, have a normal life, have a partner and settle down?

only god knows.

5

"not this way!" amity cried out as more tears welled up in her eyes and she didn't try to make the
flowing stop.



4

"do you love me, amity?" luz asked, her tone sincerely but amity was caught off guard by the
question. her mind was conflicting on both options but the silence was enough of an answer for luz
as her head drooped for a moment before shaking it off.

though her own body betrayed her mind as painful tears rolled down her face too with her smile
hardly being kept up anymore.
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luz sighed as she can't blame amity to say it back, she closed her eyes with her arms spreading out
like she's prepared to embrace death and fly down to the depths of inferno.

"our love is god." she said. one last time.

2

amity tightly gripped the ends of her blazer as she just stood there and watched luz welcome the
face of death with the increasing beeping noise coming from the bomb as it reached its final
number.

a flock of crows landed in the score, watching the mayhem below, knowing full well they will have
their lunch early. amity noticed the flock just waiting from afar behind luz and it made her grimace
even more.

leaving no chance for the both of them to make it out as tears of acceptance rolled down the
noceda's face for her true fate while tears of..

"say hi to god."

1

 

a sudden boom made the entire hype come to a breaking halt, everyone shut their mouths as they
looked at each other, they stood still like sitting ducks. wondering what just happened. the other
teachers along with principal bump were confused but worried as they hoped it was not what
they're thinking about.

almost immediately, everyone stood up to rush out of the gym to check out what exploded or just
some jackasses accidentally setting off a rough firework.

as they ran down the hallway, following the direction where the sound came from though they were
baffled to see amity blight trudging down the opposite direction with her hair down, disheveled. her
lower lip bruised, her clothes ruffled or scratched by something as soot almost covered her once
white dress shirt.

her face held nothing of emotions and dry tears marks were only seen.

she didn't bother to return their odd glances as she continued walking towards the exit. she's tired
and she wants to see her bed again. but, skara was late to come out of the gym and stopped at her
tracks when she saw amity about to walk past her.



"amity, you look like hell." skara said as she looked at the blight's state up and down. amity could
say the same to langston fitting that red blazer that's awfully similar and reminiscent along with that
red scrunchy holding up her dyed ash hair.

"yeah. i just got back." amity replied, she took out a half empty cigarette box that already has the
lighter in it. she took a stick out and did a single strike on the lighter to make the end of the stick
burn enough for her to let her first light puff out in a corner of her mouth.

skara was astounded to see amity blight, the amity blight who opposes smoking, rolling a blunt or
just anything bad in general. what's with the sudden change?

then, amity turned skara around to take the scrunch out of her hair making langston exclaim; "what
are you doing?" before amity rubbed the burning end of her stick, creating a burnt hole for her
fingers to easily slip in and rip it. rendering it useless as she dropped it on the ground.

"skara, my love. there's a new sheriff in town." amity grabbed skara's shoulders again and placed a
kiss on her cheek, leaving a soot smear. as she walked away, skara turned to watch amity with still
bewilderment in her face as she doesn't know what's happening inside the blight's mind anymore.

"hey." amity stopped beside willow who was arranging her locker and was taken aback by the
blight looking like a wreck but still somewhat in piece and that's good to know.

"hey. you look swell." willow greeted back, closing her locker door with her fully turning to face
her best friend. amity lightly giggled as she rubbed the dirt off her face though she barely made any
difference.

"my prom date flanked out on me," amity said, she softly wrapped her arm around willow who
gladly did the same as they began to head for the exit while the others remained in the football field
to try and figure out who the unrecognisable, small bits of remains were.

"and i don't have much to do anymore." amity continued as she and willow stepped closer to the
light, leaving the darkness that once shrouded them, kicked and pushed them down to the ground
with no way of ever coming back up. but they did. though not together but they did in their own
ways.

"is movie night still on the table?"

for once in her life, amity was free.

Chapter End Notes

(sorry this took a week, it was pretty long and exhausting and i can say the same for the artist
as they did an amazing job with these pieces. thank you again for another great collab!!)
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the smell of fresh, untouched, savory food always filled her nose. it always entices her enough to
want to let all her inhibitions lose and run rampant to follow what she's been craving for and satisfy
it. the feeling of acid boiling within her tremendously with the bubbling copper seeping into her
mouth, tingling her thorned tongue as a trill escaped her throat as she ripped a chunk out of its host.

do you know how it tastes?

do you know how a herbivore tastes like?

while her sharpened fangs chewed the cooked meat from a prisoner gazelle, amelia's tongue
consumed the glaze as she tasted it's sweetness. the meat has been marinated for a good while with
a handful of spices to give this disgusting meat a personality.

she isn't the type to deny meat as it is a predator's source of energy but she isn't the type to eat it
either.

but what choice does she have when the pantry was mostly stocked up on meat. wonderful.

as she swallowed the piece in her mouth, amelia grabbed her glass of wine and looked at her family
silently eating their own piece.

they're all purebred leopards that have the highest line of prestige. their influence is strong in this
city and ruled with an iron fist as their extremely successful industry consumed almost half of the
marketing world. everyone knows them from the moment a single word escapes their mouths and
shall be regarded with respect.

the blight family.



"so, how is the situation with the sea bearer, amelia?" her mother asked as she placed her utensils
down, lightly dabbed the corners of her mouth clean. amelia placed her glass down, not noticing
she already drank it all though fortunately, the servant was ready to give her a refill. she looked at
odalia, her blue eyes are nothing like her cubs' as all of them inherited their father's golden ones.

it's a shame that amelia and amity had to amend that by dousing their hair in chemicals.

"the qualms of the sea has been resolved. tony the vaquita was reluctant to be in arms." amelia
replied with ease. recalling the trip she took earlier at dawn as compromises always work when it's
the first thing in the morning, amelia wasn't a fan of getting her fur wet in order to talk to tony as
they wanted it down below but she's an excellent swimmer anyways.

"that's wonderful, my dear. keep it up." odalia commend before resuming her meal along with
amelia. her father and siblings half listened to the exchange as the only thing odalia was ever
interested in amelia was her being the beastar.

a title that has the utmost responsibility needed to be delivered to make this town, not just cherryton
high, a working society. amelia was seen as a praiseworthy, respectable and lusted over figure,
everyone wants to either be close to her to be a friend or ally or be inside her. she has been a beastar
for 3 years despite her recurring rebellious tendencies and remained untouchable. with that time
spent, she did what she could to make the boiling isles a decent place for people who are decent.

with amelia as the beastar, she kept two factions in check for no conflict to arise in the city while
another, amity; the youngest of the 4 blight siblings, kept at cherryton in check as per orders from
her sister since she is planned to take her place once amity was ready.

ensuring the blight line will always reign supreme over everything.

the breaking news of a carnivore going berserk and eating a herbivore has lowered though not
entirely gone. there was hesitation about a carnivore being the new beastar, most complaints came
from the herbivores but amelia can't blame their paranoia when they always have a looming
shadow on death and these cases always stemmed in secrecy. hiding in plain sight though hard to
spot.

there's a funny irony in all of amelia's accomplishments and rules established in this town. she has
an overview of everything that the sun touches but not what the moon, shrouding the only place she
couldn't touch into forever darkness.

the black market.

amelia could give two shits about the several yakuzas conquering their own territories for fun,
hearing the hubbub about a herbivore leading a pride or something but that's none of her concern.
her attention was focused on the meat addicts frequented the market that the alleyways became
their new homes basically.

she can't have those people roaming around the open city and causing havoc, ruining everything
she has built just because one couldn't tolerate the taste, the thrill of blood flowing down their
throats.

unfortunately for her, her parents made a deal with her once she became the beastar to not even
delve into the industries' true schemes of why they're getting this much money in the first place.



they're not making this easier for amelia when she wanted to expirate those heathens a long time
ago.

but then again, when have they truly given anything easy to amelia?

"i'm full. excuse me." amelia pushed her chair back as she stood up, leaving her plate slate clean
since she can't waste food here. she fixed her attire, grabbed her full wine glass to take with and
walked away from the dining room, passing the many servants who had a neutral or bored
expression dawning on their faces.

she headed for her room, passing another figure whom she didn't recognise. looking over her
shoulder, amelia saw a warthog leaning against the wall, fitting a suit with the loose tie and fedora
hiding their face. amelia didn't bother them as she resumed walking down the grand hallway of the
blight manor.

the walls hang the same old various paintings and caricatures of the family or the ones before them
along with the abomotons, created by their father's genius and skillful craftsmanship, standing
stiffly still like how you'd see empty knight's armor loitered around a castle. but these serve a true
purpose of protection.

as amelia took a left turn, she slowly stopped walking with her ears twitching when she caught
something, the sound of heavy doors followed by footsteps muffled by the carpeted floors but still
distinguishable as amelia already had a knack in figuring out who's footsteps belongs to who when
she was a cub.

that's saying something.

amelia walked over to the nearest opened window that let in natural lighting this manor craved so
desperately, taking small sips of her wine in hand as she kept her ears attentive to the multiple
footsteps now traveling down the hallway.

"status report." amelia's pupils thinned when she instantly recognised that voice belonging to her
mother.

"madam, my men have been spotting a hooded figure roaming around the market for the past few
months and we don't know what they're really after as they always appear in a random place."
amelia could only guess the second voice was the warthog from earlier, she should've known the
man was working under the syndicate operating behind the industry's pristine image.

she kept listening as this might help her in the long run.

"we've tried to track them but to no avail, even tried capturing them but they're just too quick and
we easily lost them." the warthog continued their report, showing odalia the widescreen of the
tablet displaying the dark picture, barely visible silhouette but it was large. very large.

giving it a single glance, "and you couldn't identify this thing?" odalia asked, her tone had an
underlying annoyance and sneer as she glanced down at the petty warthog who became
apprehensive after picking up their boss' tone but they sucked it up and cleared their throat.

"it's been pending but we'll figure it out soon and rat them out!" the warthog said with
determination, amusing the lady blight as she couldn't help but let out a dry chuckle, rolling her
eyes. she stopped walking that made the warthog do the same, seeing the bligh's thinned gaze back



down at the warthog. making them feel a sudden rise of chill travel up their body as it's never a
good sign whenever a blight gives one such a gaze.

"you better or else they might as well be handling priceless information about our operation and
your head served for my children to feast on." amelia rolled her eyes as well as she found it
disgusting and unethical for them to eat someone so dirty, even for her mother. she took another sip
of her wine, her gaze fixed on the wallpaper's design while her mind runs off to somewhere.

thinking about the aforementioned hooded figure, wondering what could they possibly be doing if
what's said about them going in a random location in the black market is true. are they in an
operation? the yakuza?

"are we clear?"

"y- yes, madam. crystal." the warthog stammered as they furiously nodded their head, not wanting
to get in the blight’s bad side when they’re already one foot into that stepping that plain. sensing
and smelling the fear emitting from the warthog that made odalia smirk to herself, her fangs shining
under her curled upper lip that brought more uneasiness and anxiousness, exciting her even more
but she’s not going to hold the little warthog for too long in her manor.

"off you go then, little warthog." odalia said in a sweet tone, almost mother like but amelia knows
better. the warthog nodded, they gave one last bow before the blight before they rushed out there as
fast as they could while they could feel odalia burning holes behind their head no matter how much
they tried to ignore it until they finally turned to a corner to disappear from view and get peace.

softly sighing, odalia’s ear twitched then she heard a faint sound of the glass clinking as it’s been
placed down, turning her head to the side to see her eldest daughter in another hallway looking out
of the window with a woeful expression with her chin resting on her palm, staring out into the
woods behind the manor that stretches far but no far enough as her sublime vision could see a
clearing up ahead.

an untouched prairie.

amelia has never been to that prairie before, she always wondered what's on the other side yet she
was hindered by her parents to not go beyond the blight premise. she knew damn well she can fight
and run faster than anyone, she could even outmatch a cheetah if she wanted to, so she doesn't
know why her parents always forbade her.

were they afraid of amelia running away? though now that she thinks about it..

“try not to drink too much, amelia." odalia said from the end of the hallway, snapping amelia out of
her daydream to turn her head to face her mother in the dead center of her eyes. she couldn't really
tell if she was joking or serious just how unpredictable the woman was and so is amelia.

"wouldn’t want you to stagger in your work.” and with that, odalia walked to leave amelia with
herself and thoughts looming over her mind. she let out an annoyed growl at her mother's direction
before returning her gaze out into the window, her long, sharp claw slowly traced the brim of the
now empty glass as she wandered.

amelia only wanted to become a beastar because she wants to get rid of that market ever since she
found out about it when she saw a cub.



so reckless, she wandered off too far and utterly clueless of what's happening right in front of her
eyes as her sensitive nose was overwhelmed by the exposure of fresh or not meat placed out in the
open air, suffocating her. it smelled disgusting yet alluring. tempting but nauseating.

that was the day she swore to herself that she'll burn every square inch of this vermin infested
market to the ground and no one would even notice they're gone.

that's why amelia wants to meet that mysterious hooded figure once she figures out their next
whereabouts and perhaps from an allegiance just like what her parents did to the meat addicts. and
kill them from the inside out just like how predators always tear them apart first to start with the
guts, the chewy liver and the succulent, juicy, fatty heart of a healthy, delicious herbivore.

"don't worry, mother. i won't after i finish this." amelia whispered under her breath with a smirk
coming on her lips. she grabbed the empty glass once again, backing away from the window to
resume walking down the hallway as she already forethought what their meeting and agreement
would be until she disappeared once turning a corner.

-----

beep! beep! beep!

as the morning alarm annoyingly blared from the nightstand that just so happened to be right next
to her ear, making her small ears twitch from the noise. slowly raising it from the ground as it
dangled aimlessly, she dropped her heavy hand on the alarm clock only for her to slip back down
the ground.

the sound of the morning birds singing their song outside gave a more beautiful and gentler wake
up call for her to sit up. lucia opened her jaw wide as she lets out a deep yawn, exposing her
developed, big and sharp teeth. tilting her head to the side, lucia hummed lowly when she heard a
nice crack and did the same to the other side.

she looked around her same old room. posters of things lucia may or may not have forgotten over
the years are still glued to the walls since she's had this since she was a young pup. it's mostly the
good witch azura series and some football?

damn, lucia doesn't remember ever liking football in the first place.

scratching her furred neck as she slipped out of bed, her massive height made her look incredibly
intimidating especially her stature alone would be enough to make both species turn the other way
and make a run for it. lucia wouldn't have to imagine that it happens often that she becomes
desensitized by it.

heading over to her bathroom, bending down a little as she entered and stood in front of her mirror.
even that she had to crotch a little to show her ruffled, uncut fur and even messier hair. lucia is well
over 2 meters tall, she heard something about bears taking medication or something to keep their
real strength at check but she never had those things.

not that she cared about it anyways.

she'd still be opposed by everyone even if she takes those meds to be more.. what's the word?
presentable? acceptable to society?



staring into her reddish brown eyes, it reminds her a little of her father- just a speck of memory of
the man before he ran off to find a herbivore to bone, she doesn't care as the hazel was much more
visible just like her mother's. lucia blinked, she sighed deeply and shook her head as she started off
into space again, she grabbed her toothbrush off the cup and lightly squeezed a good amount of
toothpaste for her to start freshening up.

as lucia left her room, wearing a simple white and purple striped shirt under a dark green jacket that
has a furred end hood and her signature red beanie on her head. she trotted downstairs to the dining
room to see luz, her little sister, eating the morning crustaceans at the table as her hand and jaw
easily broke it open.

"morning." lucia greeted as she walked past the table for the counter to make herself some coffee.

"good morning." luz happily greeted back. as she waited for the water to boil in the automatic
kettle, lucia turned around with her back leaned against the counter, her eyes focused on luz whose
tail was slowly wagging from the deliciousness of the lobster meat she's eating.

unlike her older sister, she isn't a hybrid which gave luz a pass to having an easier life than lucia.

crossbreeding has been a subject that's continuously been deemed as controversial because people
think it's odd and incapable of producing a 'right' offspring. much like venom wielders, hybrid
children are considered a threat and should be monitored to not cause irreparable damage. most
especially when the crossbreeding happened between two carnivores.

that's what lucia is. half bear from her father and half otter from her mother.

in other words, a menace to society.

once the hot water was done, lucia poured herself a steaming hot coffee and sat down at the table
with luz to grab herself a plateful. gotta have her stomach full before she goes out as she's going to
have a long day ahead of her.

"how's the first month? heard you've been getting into trouble." lucia asked while chewing her
food, she looked around for a little bit to see if her mother was still here but, as expected, she
already left for work.

luz stopped chewing for a second to look at her sister before slowly resuming, "no i haven't. i just..
i just had a bumpy start with someone in my class." she replied, making lucia grow suspicious of
her tone as she curled a brow and leaned onto the table as if they're exchanging confidential stuff.

well, at least to luz.

"she's a mean but sad bean." luz muttered under her breath, her gaze turning down to the table as
she began to think of something, making her mind be taken out of the dining table to someplace
else. all the while lucia's ear twitched, confused as she stared at her daydreaming sister.

but a smirk climbed on her face, "what?"

luz quickly snapped out of her daze upon realising she was off to neverland again. "uh- nothing!"
she blurted out as she sprung up to her feet, pushing the chair back, she rushed past lucia with her
hands covering her face to prevent her from seeing the red.



"i gotta go, see you later lucia! good luck at the job interview!" luz grabbed her bag off the couch as
she waved at her sister goodbye before heading out of the house to make her way to cherryton high.
leaving lucia alone in the now empty and quiet house, only broken by the cracking of shell open
that seemed so loud now.

lucia never really liked the silence. it forces her to be left alone and listen to the voices in her head
that's telling her things- bad things about what to do to a herbivore. she did best to block it out,
remind herself what camila taught her and she isn't going to submit to those inhibitions.

though, there are times where those desires are being the most difficult.

as lucia tossed the last lobster leg into her mouth, she grabbed both plates that's filled with crushed
shells and threw them into a plastic bag. she cleaned the table so it would be spotless and washed
the dishes.

after that, she grabbed the plastic bag to throw it outside, along with the things she needed on the
island to slip inside her pockets before she left the house. making sure it's locked and secured.

once lucia got off the tram upon reaching the main city, she ignored the many gazes landing on her.
looking at her with the looks in their eyes that she doesn't bother to figure out, the distance they
make to get away from her speaks itself.

lucia softly took a deep breath in, clearing her mind as she took out a small spiral spine notebook
that has a pen stuck on the spine. slipping it out, she opened the notebook for the latest page that
has a checklist that's almost finished but none of the checked ones are considered fulfilling or great
to be crossed out honestly.

lucia hoped that the last two would be a changer but not too much hope.

the first thing on the list was a cafe. kind of odd that lucia didn't put it way at the top but then again,
she did list all the possible jobs she could have from a newspaper and it lists odd jobs she didn’t
know existed but none worked out so far.

they don’t really cover for hybrids.

nonetheless, lucia began to search for a cafe with the signs saying 'wanted help' while shrugging
past the gazes as she had better things to do. crossing the streets and rounding a block, she found
herself heading downtown while her eyes were keen to the signs until she managed to spot one just
on the other side of the road, quickly dodging the busy road, she came to a full stop in front of a
cafe named stardust cafe.

‘must be new’ lucia said in her head as she had never seen this before. through the glass, she could
see the tables were filled by mostly herbivores and barely any carnivores which made the noceda
skeptical about this being an interspecies business like every other business in the city really but
she shook it off. telling herself she doesn’t have to worry about it if she wants this job to help her
family.

taking a deep breath in, lucia gently pushed the glass door open making the bell from above ring.
the cold air from the two open ac’s made her body shudder from the sudden hit of coldness along
with the freshly ground coffee entering her nostrils that placed her in temporary ease as she
approached the counter that’s being manned by flemish rabbit doe with a few other herbivores
behind.



lucia looked down at the lady who’s ears dropped when she realised there was a predator in front of
her and had to tilt her head up just to meet the noceda’s intimidating reddish eyes that really meant
no harm but herbivores always had a different view of things. primarily carnivores.

keeping her poise, the lady hesitantly greeted lucia "h- hello, welcome to stardust cafe. how may i
help you?" she asked, lucia’s ears easily picked up the tremble and subsequent fear within the rabbit
but she ignored it for as she just has to be herself if she wants to get a job after lots and lots of trial
and error but not too much that would cause her to trigger.

"i was wondering if i could get a job." lucia said with her voice mellow to not alarm the rabbit as
she instinctively knelt down to be at eye level as she’s been opted to do this since.. forever to be
honest. she flashed a small smile without showing her fangs, her eyes focused on the rabbit as she
waited for a response.

"oh, we don't offer jobs here. Sorry." the lady was quick to say. bizzarring lucia when she clearly
saw a paper taped on the glass door with the words: ‘wanted barista & janitor’ and another one was
seen on the side of the counter that made it hard for the rabbit to lie in front of the otter bear’s face.

"but you have a sign that says so. in need of a barista." lucia said, confusion in her tone as she
looked into the lady’s eyes to see her discrepancy but was trying to hide it the best she could in
front of the hybrid’s astuteness.

"what sign, miss?" the rabbit asked innocently and right in front of lucia’s eyes, she had the
audacity to pull the sign off the counter and hid it under. both of lucia’s ears folded back with her
eye twitched in annoyance, she stood back up to empathize and remind the rabbit of the hybrid’s
true height that brought immense daunt with her eyes gazing down at the smaller animal as the
atmosphere drastically shifted.

"you're fucking with me, right?" lucia asked, though she didn’t even utter a growl, this still terrified
the rabbit along with the others who stopped what they’re doing to see the predator ‘terrorizing’ the
poor lady.

“hey, fang face! get out of our safe space! can’t you see we’re having a good time without you?” an
antelope yelled as they stood up in defense, lucia looked at them in the corner of her eye but mostly
ignored them as she returned her gaze back at the rabbit who backed up while her attention was
divided for a split second.

“yeah, scram freak!” an elk joined in. lucia didn’t pay attention to them.

“look, i just wanna get this job to-” lucia tried to explain herself that getting this job is vital to her
but the rabbit didn’t let her finish.

"miss, i may have to ask you to leave. we do not tolerate that kind of behavior in the stardust cafe."
she had the guts to say that in her face when she did nothing of damage, not even a single growl but
being outnumbered like this made it hard for lucia to testify that she didn’t ‘threaten’ this lady and
it won’t be long when the cop rang up.

without much of a choice, "you should quit then." lucia spat as she turned around, she stuffed her
hands into her pockets, she pushed the door open with her shoulder while being thrown profanities
behind her which caused the other people just passing to give her a side eye. whistling to
themselves, giggling in mock as lucia can take a wild guess that they’re insulting her and when she
turned her gaze at them, they would quickly run away. laughing.



"fucking bitch." lucia growled under her breath, she looked at the cafe over her shoulder one last
time to see some of the herbivores flipping her off, thinking they’re safe behind that glass barrier
when lucia could easily punch her fist through the glass and impale the hards in their fucking fa-

lucia dug her claws into her stomach through her jacket pockets, snapping her out of her thoughts
before it took control. before she walked off, she gladly returned two and didn’t bother to stick
around longer to see their surprised and disgruntled expressions. swearing to never step foot into a
cafe ever again.

lucia has been walking around the city, scouring for a long while for a job she can just stay in for a
week until she gets the paycheck before getting fired for something she probably didn’t do or not
purposefully. that’s how it always works. then, she stopped in her tracks when she spotted a
construction site just up ahead, she took out her list once again to check her last option and it’s
precisely the construction.

this is her last chance.

speeding past everybody as fast as she can till she came to a full halt in front of the entrance of the
construction site. peering in, lucia would bigger mammals working without breaks, a few carried
single beams on their shoulders and walked over to the platform that’s hooked to the crane before
getting lifted up by a boar, some even just slides down the provided rope when they don’t have time
to make a trek down to the bottom floor.

the building was still in it’s foundation state, making lucia wonder what’ll this be for.

“larry, pick up the pace! we don’t have all day!” lucia perked up when she heard a voice suddenly
speak up, she looked around to find the person as she thinks they might be the one who’s in charge
of the operation though she didn’t see them.

until she looked down.

 

“jackson, try picking up more than one this time. double time, people!” a long tailed weasel ordered
and everyone said their yes in response, they watched them work like a hawk while slowly walking
a good distance away as they held a clipboard. lucia slowly stepped inside the construction site
which immediately caught the weasel’s attention.

“hey, this is a construction zone, kid. go back to your mama.” the weasel said, waving their hand
for lucia to leave but she didn’t move from her spot and sat down on the ground instead.

"um.. hi, i was wondering if the job opening was still available." lucia said in her gentle tone,
making the weasel quickly get in front of the noceda with their clipboard and pen at the ready for a
possible new hand to make this operation go faster and make ends meet for the executive who isn’t
exactly the best with patience and tolerance of tardy works.

"oh yes! we need a capable lifter for those beams. we've been short on men nowadays and we have
much to carry." the boss weasel said, pointing over to the stacks upon stacks of metal beams on the
ground that’s slowly getting decreased. lucia followed the finger to take a look at it, humming to
herself, she has been working out for some time now so maybe she can take that chance that made
her tail unconsciously wag behind her.



"i can do that."

"excellent. how old are you, kid?" the boss asked as they turned over a paper for a new page and
pushed the pen open. "19." lucia replied.

nodding as they wrote it down, "did you graduate high school? any accomplishments there?" they
asked the second question lucia wasn’t prepared for, her tail stopped with a frown slowly forming
on her face as she turned her head away. she didn’t think this question would be asked here but who
is she trying to kid, right?

"um.. i.. i don't." she muttered and it was enough to be heard by the boss.

"oh. well then, i'm sorry, kid. you need credentials to land this job, even for a lifter,” the weasel
explained which made sense to lucia but all of that vanished when they added “and you're a.." they
did trail off to not anger the noceda but it was enough for her to stand back up as she isn’t going to
stick around here any longer when that’s how everyone feels about her.

a threat. an anathema. a monster.

"no, it's okay. i understand. thank you for your time." lucia bid the weasel a goodbye and walked
out of the construction site, keeping a straight face while she let her legs take to whatever it makes
it to be while her mind was going to the dark clouds and getting lost in them without any hopes of
making a return.

it’s not her fault that she chose to drop out when she turned 14. it’s not her fault that they were
pushing her to the limit, shoving her to the ground and kicking her until her body bruises, the scars
healed yet stayed to remind her. the taste remained in her mouth even after 5 years.

lucia didn’t have control. they tore it away from her.

her memories. her mind was in a blur, she couldn’t remember what she was doing. did she push
someone? or was the.. person- a zebra, who’s on the ground in front of her, put something in her
mouth?

she couldn’t remember but she was crying. something warm was in her hands, spreading on her
arms that stained her uniform and smeared all over her face that’s getting mixed with her bitter
tears.

the taste was something she hadn't encountered before and wanted to take another bite though her
stomach was reacting so negatively that she had the urge to throw up. looking around, she saw
everyone was mortified while they stare at her, tears were also seen rolling down their face with
their hands clasped to their mouths as they couldn’t believe what was before them.

they had it coming yet they were still shocked when they pushed lucia to the breaking point.

she was supposed to be consoled by an adult, a teacher that this wasn’t truly her fault but instead,
she got muzzled. the herbivores were advised to turn around and no look at the gruesome scene
anymore, they were the ones that were comforted while lucia was roughly dragged away with harsh
words blaring in her ears but she barely heard a single thing as a ringing consumed her hearing with
a new voice she didn't know existed- almost sounding like her told her: this was supposed to
happen.



“rough day, huh?” lucia snapped back to reality when her left ear perked upon hearing a voice. she
was baffled why her fist was in the wall of an alleyway when she was just walking- she blacked out
again, didn’t she? slowly pulling it out for bits and pieces of destroyed stone crumbled before her
feet, she turned her head to where the voice was heard to see a long furred buck in a suit. their
horns stood long and elegant with their grey eyes gleaming of misconduct.

“i heard you wanted to get a quick buck.”they said, lucia watched them begin to approach her with
confident strides and an unwavering smug look on their face that’s unconsciously irritating her for
some reason. “i’ll bite your dick off.” lucia snapped as she curled her upper lip to reveal her
threatening jaws though the odd deer didn’t seem to be terrified of it.

“oh please, no need to be hostile, my friend. you and i are the same.” the deer said, lucia rose a
brow in query until they opened their mouth to show their own sharp jaws making the noceda’s
eyes widened, you wouldn’t normally see it in a herbivore’s mouth and it’s smaller compared to the
otter bear but nonetheless, they’re a hybrid too.

“name’s kofi.” the deer introduced themselves with a bow before offering their hand to lucia who
was hesitant to take it and was careful not to break their hand in the process as they both shook
hands. “lucia.” she returned the gesture which kofi nodded in acknowledgement before both
separated.

“and i have a preposition for you, big fella. do well and i’ll pay you bigtime.” kofi said as they
quickly jumped into the reason why they’re here in the first place but lucia doesn’t have the
patience for long monologues.

“i need a number not words.”

chuckling, “figured. 20?” kofi offered what they have at the moment, they watched the otter bear
think to herself about it.

lucia doesn’t know what kofi does or what they want from her, maybe she’s just being scammed
and just signed her papers to the black market but she needs the money to contribute something for
her family now that there’s three of them in the house. camila always goes for overtime just to pay
off their bills and luz’s tuition, lucia didn’t want to waste away in her bed and be a freeloader in her
own home.

everything was against her and this is the only opportunity that’s presented before her for one last
try. she’s not going to waste this. “make it 30.” lucia said, making kofi grin at the expected
response. they turned around, motioning for the noceda to follow them out into the alleyway though
not completely as if they’re trying to stay hidden from something. someone.

“okay. see that store over there?” kofi asked as they pointed out in the street, lucia followed the
direction they’re pointing at and saw the massage store of sorts that had a couple of people entering
and leaving with a refreshed look on their faces. it seemed fine in lucia’s eyes though kofi had
another thing in mind.

“i need you to bring the owner to the back. i’ll be waiting.” kofi gave a simple instruction they
hoped that lucia would follow but the noceda was a little curious of the reason for needing the
owner of the store to be dragged out during business hours.

“why?”



“do you want your 30k or what?” kofi spat, making lucia shut her mouth. sighing softly, kofi
scratched the back of their head and turned to look at lucia right into her eyes despite needing their
neck to ache just for it. “if you do your job well, i’ll make it 60.” the noceda brightened by the
sound of that. it would be enough to last for a month or two and her mother wouldn’t have to keep
working overtime.

“fine. but you better pay up.” then, lucia walked out of the alleyway to make her way to the
massage store. pushing the glass door open which wasn't able to see through as it's covered in
tarpaulin, she stepped inside the store with the cold air brushing her fur once again though it's not
as strong back in the cafe.

the smell was peculiar. lucia hasn't been into stores like this and kind of expected it to smell like
chemicals from hair dye and something was steamed by it but no. it has a combination of scented
candles mixing along with the thin red ceremonial sticks that created an odd concoction in the air,
accompanied by something underlying.

as if it's trying to hide under her nose.

nevertheless, lucia didn't like the smell. looking around, the store was barely lit at all, only the
natural light entered the lobby, mellow music played in the background while she's surrounded by
pictures of carnivores and herbivores alike laying on their front side to get their massage and
looking swell about it.

then, she noticed the cashier sitting behind the counter. lucia walked over to them, placed her arms
on the cold counter and cleared her throat to make them look up at her. "where's your boss?" she
asked, getting straight to the point.

"um.. he's taking care of another client. you can have other masseuse to t-" lucia didn't bother as she
walked away from the conversation, passing the counter to walk down a narrow hallway that has
thin papered sliding doors and most of them don't have any lights on but one at the end of the
hallway.

ignoring the calls of the cashier not to go there, this only fueled the noceda's curiosity as she
reached the last door, seeing the silhouette slowly moving but she couldn't guess what's going to
meet her once she slid the door open.

in the massaging table, a bared koala with half of their body pressed on the table while the lower
half was being rammed by a blue jay. lucia didn't expect this but she had it coming when she heard
the word 'masseuse' come out of the cashier's mouth.

the clothes of the koala were neatly folded on the side and the only thing that was on the floor was
a single, small cloth.

noted the koala looked to be out of it or unconscious that gave lucia a clue what this blue jay did
and it pissed her off.

only now the blue jay noticed the hybrid's presence, "who are you- ack!" but it was too late as lucia
grabbed them by the neck, pulled their dick out of the poor koala and dragged the blue jay out of
there with her claws threatening to sink into their flesh.

"let me go!!" the blue jay attempted to wriggle out of the otter bear's grip though it didn't work as
they were dragged out into the back before getting thrown onto the floor. skidding slightly, the blue



jay was about to stand and attack lucia but they laid frozen when they heard a familiar chuckle.

"well that was quick. bet you saw how he does his massages, huh?" kofi asked as they pushed
themselves off the wall, they tossed a cigarette butt to crush and stopped in front of the blue jay, not
acknowledging him yet.

"i wish i hadn't." lucia muttered, making the hybrid laugh though it didn't last long as kofi lowered
their gaze down to the blue jay who's avoiding their eyes.

"hey, joseph."

"k- kofi.." the blue jay hesitantly looked up to meet kofi's intense eyes that's telling everything they
wanted to do with him without uttering a word. "i swear this time i'll repay you, i promise- agh!"

sadly, kofi didn't let him finish as they kicked his face, almost breaking his beak, to make them fall
onto his back and dropped their foot on his throat, rendering them unable to call for help as birds
are always a nuisance with their voices.

"i'm losing count of how many times you keep telling me that and it's getting annoying." kofi said
as they pushed their foot more onto joseph's neck, abusing their larynx before withdrawing to let
him breathe.

"it's not my fault you kept spending the money- our money, on your brothel. i'm surprised no one
has sued you yet." kofi turned their head up to look at lucia again who stood back, watching with
mixed emotions visible on her face of how the hybrid deals with someone who hasn't paid their
debts for 5 months.

"what did you see back there?" they asked, the noceda turned her gaze away from joseph and
looked back at kofi.

"a knocked out koala. possibly on chloroform." lucia replied, making kofi let out a gasp though it
held no surprise.

"uh oh. that's not good. what are you gonna do now that you have a witness? tss tss, joseph." kofi
clicked their tongue as they shook their head in disappointment without an actual emotion.

"as if anyone would believe a hybrid!" joseph blurted out but it was a mistake as both otter-bear
and wolf-deer snapped their eyes down at the feeble bird. making him cower under their predatory
gazes that burned through their body and the thought of being devoured right then and there,
terrified him.

but neither lucia or kofi showed any interest though. it was amusing to joseph tremble.

"no.. please, i can give you the money just don't ruin my only income! i have a son!"

with their eyes rolling in disinterest, kofi suddenly pulled out a gun with a silencer aimed right up
in joseph's head, which caught lucia off guard as she backed up even more. "tell that to satan." kofi
sneered before pulling the trigger.

the gunshot wasn't as loud as normal guns, the silencer did it's job to an extent but it luckily didn't
attract any outside attention. lucia stared at the blue jay's now dead body, motionlessly laid on the
floor with a newly made third hole on their forehead slowly oozing blood.



“you passed the interview. well done, kid.” lucia flinched when she felt kofi pat her shoulder,
looking down at the hybrid, they looked nonchalant and unbothered by this which only told lucia
one thing.

“you’re.. one of the yakuza, aren’t you?”

 

kofi smirked when lucia finally figured it out. “ding ding ding." they made a winning lottery noise
as they placed their gun back into their blazer.

"but don’t worry, i won’t kill you unless you rat us out. you proved yourself to be a valuable asset."
kofi reassured as they walked past lucia to open the back door, waving their hand for her to follow
suit inside. the counter was empty, assuming the lady already left to save her ass.

"that’s hard to come by nowadays.” kofi opened the cash register, grabbed all of the dollar bills
inside to start counting. after reaching the last bill, they hummed as if it wasn't enough, placing the
cash down for a second to bend down. looking for something.

"aha."

lucia tilted her head to see what kofi was trying to pull out and saw a decently sized safe. kofi
turned the locked safe over to face lucia and sighed deeply after managing to drag this heavy thing.

"think you could bust it open?" kofi asked. lucia hummed, she closed her fist hard and pulled it
back as she placed all of her strength on the fist before delivering a quick yet violent strike at the
safe door, instantly crippling it and ripped it open to let a few stacks of bills flow out.

lucia stood back as she rubbed her numbing knuckles. kofi stood in front of her to see the money
that's practically stuffed in the safe, bewildering them to an extreme.

"holy fuck! that motherfucker was loaded after all!" cackling, lucia watched the hybrid rake up all
of the loot they got in their pockets though only so much could fit in there. then, they handed the
noceda 6 thick stacks of greens.

"as promised." lucia slowly accepted the money and placed it inside her jacket, making sure it's
secured as she doesn't want to lose this.

"now you can go home to your wife and kids."

blinking, lucia was caught by surprise by that statement. "i don't have a wife or kid." she said as if
it's obvious.

"oh, sorry for assuming. kids your age always get each other knocked up." kofi took it back,
chuckling to themselves as they shook their head but then, something popped into their mind that
might just be the best idea they ever had.

“what do you say about joining the sumiyoshikai?" kofi offered, making lucia's ears perk up. "we
could use a brute like you to raise us up the ranks and we'll pay you even more than 60k if you keep
that attitude up."

lucia didn't need to think about it as this gig is paying her more than working for a month in a
normal job. not that she likes to shortcut, this is the only opportunity she had left and it checks out.



she doesn't need to think about it anymore but only one thing she had to make sure when working
with the yakuza.

“just leave my family out of this.”

kofi smirked at the response, they offered their hand to lucia once again to seal the deal and lucia
took it.

"the boss would be pleased to meet someone like you.”

-----

a few months had passed since lucia accepted the offer of joining the back alley yakuza. she didn't
get placed in the cartel and trafficking sub unit, fortunately.

kofi advised their boss, a black jaguar who lucia can sense she wants something to happen between
them, that she'd be in the cleaners sub unit.

a clean name for assassination.

she'd been given orders from the boss herself or kofi to take out loose ends, loan sharks that crossed
them, debtors who have been off radar to avoid their prying eyes.

they're littered across the dank alleyways and rundown apartments of the market but lucia was able
to utilize all of her senses in finding the target before splattering their brain matter on the ground.

kofi became her adviser to keep her in check, especially in her first week and they also became a
sort of older sibling to her.

lucia doesn't mind as most of her targets are carnivores and have done illegal things. this has also
been improving her physical health and with the money they gave her as a reward all goes back to
her family.

camila was happy that lucia got a job though a little skeptical as to why she already had a large sum
in over a month but good thing the eldest noceda knows how to get around her words.

lucia wants to continue working with the sumiyoshikai as they've been like a second family to her.
it's a more mixed organization than having one species like the shishigumis and the others. a good
number of animals she worked or interacted with were hybrids, making her feel less lonely in this
godforsaken world.

though not everything lasts as lucia was reminded that her mother wouldn't be so proud of her
daughter being in a crime syndicate and when she finds out, a whole new problem would arise.

lucia sat in front of her boss' table, both having their legs folded back with the other members
standing in an equal file on both sides. she took out a slip of paper from her pocket and pushed it in
towards gouma.

"i'm resigning."

gouma's eyes widened at the sudden proclamation from the noceda which caused an uproar.
"what?!"



"lucia!" kofi dropped down beside lucia and cupped her face to look at them, seeing the
desperation, confusion and worry in their eyes.

"did something happen on your last mission? did you get blackmailed?! why are you leaving so
soon?!" they bombarded the poor otter-bear and didn't give her time to answer everything when she
was pulled into a tight hug, saying they didn't want her to go while the others voiced out their own
queries and begging.

"enough."

with a single word from the boss, kofi lets go of lucia and returns back to their original spot as
everyone shuts up.

softly sighing, gouma slipped the paper back to lucia and flashed her a small smile. she would be
lying that she wouldn't be sad after the otter-bear leaves, especially when she didn't even get the
chance to get a taste.

lucia changed alot of things here and it is too soon for her to leave.

"whatever your reason for leaving the sumiyoshikai would be, i know it will be your family. they're
your drive and motive to keep going. and i can understand that."

"whenever you need a hand. you know where to find us." gouma said, watching a small smile come
on lucia's face. "thank you, gouma." she took a bow and stood up, turned around to see everyone
trying to keep it together, most especially kofi.

lucia walked up to kofi and both didn't hesitate to pull each other into a hug. both patted their backs
for one last time before withdrawing with a reassuring smile on lucia's face telling that their misfits
in the black markets aren't going to stop here.

"see you later, everyone."

after lucia left, she managed to land a job in a mall she had never heard of before as a storage
checker. it helped her strength, stamina and tolerance of meat to increase.

she never really left the black market when there are times the boxes being loaded in are filled with
trafficked meat, drugs and it would be one or two of her coworkers saying they'd take it from here.

yet she didn't rat them out as long she's getting her paycheck.

tonight, lucia was the last one left to check out while everyone else got off early since it's a friday.
after turning off the warehouse lights, lucia walked over to grab her card to punch in and placed it
back to the holder though before she could even head for the exit.

she froze when she saw a pair of legs standing beyond the roll up doors though that's the only thing
she could see from here.

suspicious, lucia cautiously stepped out of the warehouse and pulled down the roll up doors before
turning her gaze to the right to see a leopard with a long, almost mane like mint green hair that has
front streaks of auburn.

the leopard finally noticed that lucia was looking at them, they took a few steps forward though still
a wide space between them and that's for the better.



"you're lucia noceda, right?" amelia asked as she looked at lucia up and down, examining her buff
built and intimidating gaze seemingly glowed from the dull street lamps.

"who's asking?"

"i need a favor and you're the only animal i think i can trust." amelia said, she was about to get to
the point of why she's here. "i'm-" but lucia suddenly raised her hand to stop her.

"no thanks." lucia turned around and began to walk away, leaving the blight baffled by the audacity
to cut her off. a frown formed on her face as she lets out an annoyed huff.

"you didn't even let me finish." amelia started to follow after the noceda who continued walk away
from her without bothering to give her a single glance.

"i'm not going to be a pawn in your family's fucked up industry. find another animal but me, i'm
doing just fine now." lucia replied with disinterest as she waved her hand over her shoulder for
amelia to go away but the blight didn't acknowledge it. she knew the blights are sketchy folks due
to all the talk about them garnering a massive amount of meat trade in the market.

and she despises it.

"you're aware of my parents' iniquity is all the more reason why you need to help me cleanse the
black market of the meat addicts." amelia explained her motive that made lucia come to a sudden
halt, giving her the time to talk about the proposition properly.

"and you're the first predator i've seen that lasts longer than anyone else, not to mention you're a
hybrid."

scoffing, lucia looked over her shoulder to meet the blight's piercing golden eyes. "'cleanse' the
black market? you can't kill a monopoly overnight and i've done too much already in this lifetime
so thanks but no thanks." she declined the offer once again, no matter how much money the blight
throws at her. she isn't going to stoop low to be a blight's lapdog.

"i said nothing about achieving this overnight. this is for the better of the city. for everyone." amelia
still tried to convince the noceda but she wasn't having it anymore, she turned back around and
resumed her walking with amelia just staying there.

her tail angrily flicked behind her, she wasn't willing to take 'no' as an answer, amelia hopped on
the best option to make lucia reevaluate her choices.

"there have been several reports of missing animals in the news lately. have you been keeping up
with that?" she asked as she crossed her arms, watching lucia slowly stop walking and that made
stop a devilish smirk come on her face.

"then, are you familiar with someone named james mcreen? a 25 year old coyote. or minerva goud,
perhaps? a 32 year old hyena." amelia could list down even more but two was enough. it's no
coincidence these two animals have a hidden record. she has been keeping track of lucia since she
found her.

but lucia said nothing.



"i can look past this and not turn you in for manslaughter if you just accept my offer. you can do
more good and i can pay you better than these bastards." amelia said, hoping this would be enough
to turn the tides for lucia to reconsider.

"you wouldn't want your dear mother to find her daughter was actually a murderer." she added and
that struck a nerve as lucia whipped around with her fists balling tightly. a menacing growl emitted
from her throat as she glared at the smug blight.

the otter-bear was about to charge at the leopard for aggravating her and bringing her family into
this. but she quickly quipped; "do you want to be the reason why your sister drops out?" making
lucia freeze at her spot.

"luz noceda. i've seen her records. she seems to be a very dedicated student who's willing to
graduate and enter her dream college. do you want to be the cause why she didn't reach her
dreams?"

lucia gulped hard. she didn't want luz to suddenly stop her studies because she didn't accept a
stubborn blight's offer. luz has been dreaming of entering and finishing in cherryton since the day
she heard about it but lucia didn't want to work with a blight.

"she could've unlocked her full potential but you hindered her growth because of your selfishness."
amelia threatened with a dark scowl dawning her face though, internally, she likes the sight of lucia
having a mental conflict.

"tick tock, noceda. what will it be?" amelia offered her hand to the hybrid with a smug grin
plastered on her face as she stared into the noceda's vulnerable red eyes, knowing she won't be able
to slip herself out of this one and the blight surely knew how to exploit. lucia just wants to tear the
shit eating grin off her face.



lucia squeezed her eyes shut, she didn't have anything that could help her get out of this and that
only left her with one choice. "i'll do it. just leave my family alone, blight." she responded through
her gritted teeth.



amelia's smirk only widened and clapped her hands together, ecstatic that the otter-bear finally
came around. "splendid. meet me at rizo street. we'll start tomorrow night, don't be late."

and with that, amelia walked off into the darkness to get inside a parked car in another street before
driving off. leaving lucia with a sour taste in her mouth.

-----

looking down below at the dimly lit alleyway, there's two carnivores walking funny and looking as
if they smoked a pound or three. mumbling things that's barely audible or understandable for that
matter.

lucia thought they'd be the ones down there but she and amelia are up on the roof of an abandoned
building that's deemed to be their hideout.

lucia was watching the two said carnivores with the scent of fresh blood from the sack they dragged
in here. the smell irked her, despite being a carnivore herself, the meat was something rotten and
shouldn't be eaten. control and morality was pulling her back.

amelia stopped beside, unfazed by the intense smell of herbivore meat that's just laying there,
waiting to be eaten as they only wanted to be given peace.

"the plan is simple. go down there, knock out those addicts and i'll take them to the station." amelia
said, keeping her eyes on the two with lucia looking at her in the corner of her eye to check if she's
serious. not like she wants some credit too if the blight was just gonna sit pretty while she does the
hard work.

"you're turning them in?" she asked in an almost bluffing tone.

"why wouldn't i? these assholes need to be locked up by not being able to resist and for being here
in the first place." amelia replied harshly, making lucia frown as she thinks she just wants to boost
her title as the beastar. she shouldn't be surprised at all when that's all a blight wants after all.

"shouldn't they need proper help though? like a doctor or therapist. i know a guy-"

"just do what you're told." amelia snapped, cutting lucia as she doesn't have the patience or
tolerance to listen anymore of her complaints when a cub could easily do this job better than her.

the hybrid and leopard stared at each other's eyes, amelia's tail swiftly swished behind her while
lucia's kept still. telling unspoken things with a growl rumbling in their throats as if they're trying to
establish who's the real domineer in this.

then, lucia couldn't keep her eyes open as she needed to blink and she did that made her lose the
standoff. giving amelia the temporary title of being in charge in this business exchange, as she
should.

amelia crossed her arms as she motioned her head for lucia to get down there and do the work.
without much of a choice, lucia took of her jacket to hang it on the metal railing, leaving her plain
white shirt that's tightly wrapping around her beefy body.

making her suddenly feel things.



but amelia wasn't given the time to admire it before lucia jumped off the 4 story building, easily
landing on her feet and in front of the stoned carnivores who were confused at the sudden
appearance of the noceda but they don't plan to be batman'd tonight.

lucia stood straight with her eyes staring deep into the carnivores' eyes and it brought them fear.
commencing their first course of action in cleansing the black market and back alleyways.

after a few months of working with amelia, her work place hasn't been this stressful and she hates
it. lucia hates amelia for making her take out 6-10 carnivores a day just so she could her delicate
ass to the police station, claiming all the credit as she is the adorned and righteous beastar. not to
mention the blight kept giving lucia the attitude when she's the one doing literally everything while
she sat there and looked pretty.

but at least she pays well so lucia just had to tolerate the damn leopard until this ugly nightmare is
over.

the rumors about missing and locked black market carnivores spread like wildfire and this made
everybody worked up as they don't know why these people are suddenly going missing, being
turned in or who was the one responsible for it. the eldest blight's plan worked as gradually
everyday, everyone was leaving the black market for their own safety.

making the industry's numbers slowly decline just like amelia planned.

amelia doesn't give two shits about what lucia feels about this as long as she is told then nothing
has to go between them that would turn drastic though that changed tonight.

amelia was comfortably sitting on the couch with a book in hand, waiting for the noceda to arrive
before 10 so she could go home early. once the clock strikes 10, amelia turned her gaze up to the
front door as she expected for the hybrid to come in any second now.

a minute had passed. nothing.

5 minutes, still nothing.

10?

it's been 30 minutes and lucia was supposed to be back by now. amelia growled deeply in
annoyance with her ears folding back, thinking the noceda bailed out on her, she placed the book
onto the coffee table as she stood up. 'guess i have to deal with that-' amelia internally said while
heading for the door.

as she swung it open, amelia bumped onto something hard when she was supposed to walk out of
the apartment with ease. backing up, amelia realised it was lucia in front of her, her loosely white
shirt stained in blood along with her hands and mouth.

her left eye was scratched and a deep, long gash from her shoulder ran down to her hips. both were
still bleeding, amelia was bewildered that she's still standing.

"the hell happened to you?" amelia asked as she stepped aside when lucia slowly entered the
apartment, unbothered by her wounds and simply replied;

"got into a fight."



amelia watched lucia head over to the couch and dropped down onto it as she let out a sigh of relief
that she's finally getting some rest, she took out her own box of cigarattes and placed it lit in her
lips. but when amelia saw a single droplet of blood fall onto the couch's clean coves, she flipped.

"don't stain the couch! get off! you need to get that treated!" amelia said as she stood in front of
lucia who didn't give her a single glance, her head was just dangling over the couch.



"no thanks. i just need water and a towel." lucia muttered out a reply and tried to close her eyes to
get some sleep but amelia wasn't going to shut up anytime soon.

"you're insufferable. are you really just going to sit there and bleed out? on my couch?" amelia
asked, crossing her arms as she stared at the otter-bear but her eyes wandered to some place else.

landing on lucia's ridged, toned abs with the side of her sports bra was completely torn to let her,
almost, see a boob. two deep lines stretched from her hips and down to her groin, not to mention
she has her legs spread to let the blight see something heavy slightly tenting her pants.

amelia gulped at the sight of it, she never saw lucia's skin under all the clothing. she wonders if that
dark, long fur would be smooth to the touch, how hard can those abs get that she could easily take a
bite off of it and she wants to know what's below.

something began to boil inside her that made her body become strangely hot but she was snapped
back to reality when lucia replied a dragged out "maybe."

blinking, amelia shook her head to make those thoughts disappear. "i can't believe this." she
muttered under her breath, she was mostly referring to lucia but also to herself for thinking those
salacious scenarios. she pushed it down and went off to grab something.

lucia didn't acknowledge the blight going off somewhere as she took this time to finally get some
rest. with her eyes closed, she was quick to doze off but it didn't last long when her ears twitched,
hearing something be placed on the glass table before a sudden sound of tearing fabric snapped her
eyes open and looked down to see amelia ripping her already ripped shirt. leaving her almost nude.

"what're you doing?" lucia asked as she covered herself with her cheeks turning rosy but amelia
swatted her arms away and began wiping the blood off her body, being extra careful on the actual
wounds.

"what's it to you?" amelia spat. once the towel was mostly covered in blood, she dabbed the alcohol
on the cotton ball and leaned closer once again. "now stay still and don't try to bite me." and lightly
pressed the cotton on the wound making lucia hiss but she sat there and let the blight do her thing.

"since when i hadn't?"

amelia stared at the deep wound, her mind jumped into a new thing as she's worried that she
might've been too hard on lucia.

as she's done disinfecting both wounds and patched it up, amelia recoiled as she could hear her
heart drumming hard on her rib cage from the close proximity. while lucia was.. speechless but she
was pulled out of her trance when she heard amelia clear her throat.

"you need to be more careful now. these folks are quick to know what's happening before everyone
else." she advised, grabbing the first aid as she stood up, her golden eyes met the reddish hazel ones
that held something she didn't know.

"just wear a mask next time and use that brain of yours sometimes." amelia quickly rephrased what
she meant before storming off, biting her lip as she tried to push all the sudden feelings bursting out
but it was merely futile.



lucia couldn't speak. couldn't move. couldn't feel the pain of her wounds but she feels something
with amelia.

after that night, lucia began to notice the stubborn beastar was warming up to her. though in her
own kind of way as she made gestures covered under a thin veil of annoyance for the noceda but
she knows.

she knows.

lucia would sometimes feel amelia's tail brushing against hers when she passes behind her or under
her chin just for fun as she likes seeing lucia get all confused and flustered at the gesture with her
rapidly wagging like a hyper dog.

lucia wanted to return the gestures. first sharing her meal with amelia that's made by her mom, tried
to become closer to her than just business that made both predators vulnerable. but in a good way.
as amelia's true colors were starting to take shape than being a cold, isolated beastar facade as she
placed upon herself.

soon enough, lucia fell and she doesn't regret it. neither does amelia but all good things always need
to come to an end when amelia is struck by disheartening news.

in the living room, lucia and amelia sat together on the couch with barely any space between them
while they watched a random show. amelia told lucia could use a day off but since she's already
here, they figured they'd just spend a night together.

lucia's arm was draped on the couch head, amelia curled up to her side as her head was resting on
her broad shoulders and a blanket covering. everything was comfortable and they're both cozy in
having not much of a space between them but something has been plaguing amelia's mind that it's
preventing her from enjoying this.

looking up, amelia saw lucia's eyes glistening from the tv and comfort was always brought by those
reddish hazel eyes. she doesn't know why but she felt safe with those hues near her. she has to come
clean tonight.

"lucia, can i tell you something?" amelia asked, mentally prepping herself as she heard the noceda
hum, nodding her head to usher amelia to spill it out.

"go ahead."

taking a deep breath in, amelia gripped her arm with her claws slowly beginning to dig into her
flesh as she did one last check on herself before uttering three words that's enough to make a hybrid
fall to their knees and break.

"i'm getting married."

lucia froze when she heard those words, she knew she shouldn't be acting so surprised when she
knew damn well that she'll never have a chance with a blight anyways. so why was she still unable
to accept it? "congrats." lucia muttered out, strained and it hurt amelia.

"not right now but soon and i don't want to mate with someone i barely know. i don't want to inherit
this corrupt industry." amelia said as she turned her gaze down to the floor, progressively made her
grip tighter and tighter to make sure she's feeling something during this.



"then, let's run away."

amelia's ears perked up by the sound of it but didn't move her eyes off the floor yet. "you and me,
out somewhere that's better than being here and we wouldn't have to worry about anything." lucia
said with hope in her tone, she turned her head to see the blight's melancholy face and her eyes
shining from the tv's light to highlight solemn.

"you know i can't. i'm the beastar and i have responsibilities." amelia replied. she's stuck to commit
to this rule that's been placed on her for 3 years and she needs to live up to it or else she'll never be
a true blight but at the same time, she wants to run away with lucia and leave everything behind.

but it's hard to choose.

"what about amelia? the beastar right now is someone about to be sent off in a stupid marriage and
inherit a shitty company but what about you? what's your responsibility without having this title
over you?" lucia said, spitting out the question amelia hasn't been questioning herself for a long
time.

does she even have responsibilities, wants without being proclaimed as the beastar everytime?

"i.." amelia got nothing if she were to be honest. turning her gaze back up, both predators stared at
each other as if their eyes were trying to convey something without needed words.

it's true that amelia has nothing before but that changed when a certain hybrid was brought into her
dull life and brought color even though she's a little insufferable.

"at least i have you."

lucia's mouth slightly as she didn't expect that answer, making her cheeks become hotter and hotter
by the second as they continued to stare into each other's hues. everything became suddenly clear
and they began to truly understand each other.

slowly, the space between started to diminish as they feel their hot breathing each their faces with
their gazes focused on their lips until the space was completely closed with a kiss.

the kiss was heated yet tender. amelia's hold on her arm loosened as she indulged in the kiss, tilting
her head to the side to deepen it with lucia slowly slipping her hand on her waist. only noticing now
that the blight didn't have a shirt but a tight fitted crop top that really complimented her breasts.

as they pulled away from the lack of air, amelia dropped the blanket over her body and got on
lucia's lap. her tail lovingly brushing under her chin as she leaned close to her face once again and
whispered; "i want you."

the otter-bear and leopard's tails slowly wrapped around each other while they both continued to
stare. the rising heat in their bodies made it hard to resist temptations and they aren't holding back
anytime soon.

"i want you too." lucia replied as she licked amelia's cheek making her let out a loud, deep purr
that's almost like a bellow in lucia's ears. nonetheless, she found it adorable. amelia turned a lick on
lucia's eye scar, the papillae were down as she didn't want to accidentally tear off her flesh.



lucia slipped amelia's hair tie off before she completely ripped her crop top open to let her big
breasts out and be admired. biting her lip, amelia clawed every top clothing the noceda has and
pulled her into another kiss.

it was rougher and hotter as their heated bodies pressed, rubbed against each other with the blight
grinding herself on lucia's growing bulge under her.

pulling away, amelia trailed down to her neck as she leaves hot trails of kisses all around and down
to her collarbone. going in between the valley of her breasts, she stuck out her tongue as it traveled
up to take one of her nipples in her mouth.

lucia lowly groaned from the feeling of her almost sandpaper tongue swirling around her hardened
nipple with the other being groped as amelia turned the grinding into bouncing with her musk
starting to slip into her nose. intoxicating her and she loves it.

as the blight pulled away with a pop, amelia cupped lucia's cheeks to see her flustered and lustful
face. as much as she wants this night to be slow and tender so they can explore what they really
meant for each other but fuck that.

"fuck me, you son of a bitch." amelia sneered as she squeezed lucia's cheeks.

grinning maliciously, "no need to tell me twice, whore." lucia grabbed amelia by the hair to pull her
down to the couch with her head resting on the pillow. tearing off her skirt and panty, she dropped it
along with the rest of their ruined clothing and went in between her legs.

exposing her dripping cunt with her intense aroma clogged her nostrils, making her smell only
amelia. nothing else.

amelia didn't waste anymore time in ripping lucia's pants off to let out her fat cock, twitching from
arousal with a thick knot on the base as precum trickled out of the glossy tip. veins bulging around
it and her heavy balls dangling, waiting to be emptied out inside the blight.

she can't wait.

lucia gripped both of the blight's legs, placing them on her shoulders as she came closer to her
pussy. the tip gazed on her pussy lips making the leopard twitch her with her breathing becoming
hitched. lucia kept her eyes on amelia once she began to push herself in.

"fuck.." amelia bit her lip at the feeling of her untouched walls getting stretched for the first time
and she's loving it. she looked up to see lucia's expression, her nose was scrunched with her upper
lip curled to show off her large fangs as she watched her cock slowly be consumed by the blight's
tight, warm walls.

once everything was inside, amelia tightly gripped the edge of the couch with a nonstop stream of
purring-bellow rumbled from her throat as her pink walls sized around the noceda's girth. earning a
groan that made the blight's body tremble.

amelia didn't like the lack of action happening even though lucia was waiting for her to completely
adjust. "st- start moving!" she said, her voice unsteady due to that she had to take this much dick
but she doesn't complain when it feels good.



lucia chuckled, "bossy as always." she gripped amelia's hips as she pulled almost half of her dick
out before ramming the entire thing in one swift motion making amelia cry out pure bliss with her
head slightly rolling back.

"fuck yes!!"

lucia delivered aggressive and brisk thrusts, her cock going into amelia's pussy as she hit all of the
good spots, making the blight unable to stop herself from moaning loudly. shamelessly as it filled
the entire apartment and the tv alone wasn't enough to cover their libidinous noises.

"god.. you feel amazing.." lucia bit the inside of her mouth with her ears folded back along with
amelia's. loving the feeling of her once virgin walls clenching around her and she could feel herself
getting addiction to it.

amelia kept moaning lewdly for lucia, her body kept jolting upward from every collision with her
breasts wildly bouncing along with her. her claw dug deep onto the couch as her tail wrapped
around the noceda's once again.

one of amelia's legs dropped from lucia's shoulder, she kept one up as she went deeper into her
cunt, repeatedly hitting that one spot. "you're such a slut for this dick, aren't you?" lucia asked as
she latched her big hand on amelia's throat, squeezing it in a moderate strength to not snap the
blight's neck.

amelia rasps out lucia's name with her tongue half rolled out though it wasn't enough for lucia so
she tightened her grip.



"come on, i know you could do better than that. louder, kitty." amelia whimpered when lucia called
her kitty, she would be annoyed if someone called her that in public and they would be on the
ground seconds later but with words rolling out of lucia's tongue.

she's a whore for it

"lucia.." amelia moaned a little louder as she stared into the hybrid's salacious eyes but it still wasn't
enough when she felt lucia tightening the grip even more.

slowly becoming air deprived but amelia was loving the choking as she screamed "lucia!!" at the
top of her lungs, her tongue completely rolled out this time with her eyes rolling back in intense
bliss. the pleasure was nothing like she ever felt before.

it was surreal as it surges throughout her body that made her think she's reaching for the pearly
gates.

neither noticed that amelia already came as lucia kept ramming into her, going past that one spot to
hit her womb. "that's better." lucia cooed before leaning down for a kiss while she kept her hand on
her neck.



both of their tongues lashed around with each other, muffling amelia's moans. her free hand clawed
the noceda's back as she was quick to run out of breath, making crimson slowly drip down the side
but lucia barely acknowledged the stinging.

at this position, their size difference was evident as lucia looked like she could crush amelia under
her with her muscles flexing that helped her bring abnormally strong thrusts, making amelia writhe
under her. giving her the good shit.

once they pulled away, a thin string of saliva was seen between them but it was quick to disappear.
lucia stood straight once again and shifted her thrusting into high gear, the creaking of the abused
couch was enough to overpower the white background noise and not give a shit of the yells from
outside for them to shut up.

"you're mine now, amelia.. i'm gonna make you carry my pups!" lucia moaned as she could feel her
climax getting closer and harder for her to hold it back.

amelia likes the sound of that as she screamed "please!!" before she came for the second time and it
was harder than the last. lucia plunged her cock right into her womb, pushing her knot in before
ejaculating, letting her warm seeds fill her up and make her feel fuzzy inside.

it was a little too much for amelia to take all the cream in as some slowly flowed out and stained
the couch but that didn't matter.

amelia sighed deeply in delight, she plucked her claw off the couch and wrapped her arms around
her mate's neck to pull her down, nuzzling up to her neck as a low purr escaped her throat with her
hand slowly rubbing her head.

carefully, lucia pulled out of amelia after her knot deflated. their mixed cum slowly oozed out of
her well used pussy.

she planted a kiss on her forehead as she indulged in the scratching that she slowly lowered her
body on amelia, making sure she didn't get crushed. both lovers slowly dozed off in the comfort of
each other's arms with their loving scratches lulled them to sleep with the assurance that nothing
will separate them now.

"te amo."
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alone in the woods. a white kitten with spots of auburn wandered around the forest all alone though
she wasn't panicking as she leisurely walked around. her tiny paws crunching the dead leaves and
her head looking around the giant tree before her, making the kitten curious if she could scale that.

but she doesn't want to try when there's no one going to help her come down.

amity managed to escape her owner's manor just for a little while to let herself breath than being
constantly bombarded by the woman. telling her she shouldn't roughhouse, she should stay away
from trouble to not ruin her perfectly groomed fur or be more eloquent and well behaved if
someone comes to the manor. especially when another feline was brought in.

like for christ's sake, she's a kitten. a being brimming with energy.

amity shook her head as she doesn't want to think about it now and returned her attention to the
woods around her. her sharp ears can detect noises that are decently far from her so she wouldn't
have to worry about any predators springing on her.

then, she saw a butterfly come into her field of vision. flapping it's small colorful wings in front of
her, she froze when the butterfly landed on her button nose as it's wings made her eyes dilating.

slowly, amity raised her paw in an attempt to touch it but the butterfly suddenly flew off rather
quickly than before. she let out a meow for it to come back as she started to chase after it, leaping
from the ground to catch it with her paws though it kept getting away.

the kitten jumped once again, not looking where she's going, made her paw slip and came crashing
down into a hole. amity quickly stood up, she jumped to climb out of the hole but slipped once
again, she tried the second time and only to end in the same result.

it wasn't deep though as little as amity can be, it felt like she fell in a 16 feet hole.

amity couldn't get out despite her claws digging into the soil, she kept slipping. that made her
scared that she's going to be stuck here forever as the manor was a good distance away and no one
was around to save the poor kitten.

but she lets out a cry for help even though it's almost useless. amity kept meowing, crying the
loudest she could just for someone to save her.

when 5 minutes passed, nothing arrived, making the kitten succumb to hopelessness as she dropped
to the ground with her ears folded back. tired and helpless as she thinks that's going to die here all
because she couldn't stay in one place. maybe amity should've just listened to her owners.



then, a squeaky bark made amity's ears perk up. looking up as she listened to something coming in
her way, thumping against the undergrowth until something big loomed over amity making her
stand up with her back fur spiking.

there stood a big dark furred puppy. a leonberger. it's ears drooped flat on the sides of their head
and gentle hazel eyes staring at amity. she has a black leather collar with the tag engraving a name;
luz.

luz stepped down into the hole, slowly drew closer to amity who's tentative at the puppy. she hissed
at luz making her stop advancing and sat down in front of her instead. luz whined as she huffed
with her paw raising- waving, telling amity she's here to help.

amity was still skeptical at the puppy though luz doesn't mind. she resumed leaning closer to the
kitten, taking sniffs to familiarize herself with amity's scent.

this seemed to make her calm down upon realising luz was no threat, luz took this chance to take
amity by the back of her collar, carrying her with ease as her small body just dangled and stepped
out of hole.

luz trotted in a direction, heading somewhere amity doesn't know but it's better than returning to the
manor so soon. once they got out of the woods, amity saw an oddly decorated house while the other
neighboring houses were somewhat normal.

luz pushed the back fence door open with her body and slipped inside the doggy door that led into
the kitchen. the scent of home cooking immediately hits both animal's noses, making their
stomachs grumble. amity looked up to see two humans preparing the food before she was gently
placed down in front of luz's food and water bowls.

amity looked at the bowls and up at luz who's sitting down next to her, staring as if she's waiting for
the kitten's next move. feeling her throat dry from all the meowing she did, amity slowly drew
closer to the water bowl, took a light sniff before she began drinking to replenish.

amity looked at luz again, she meowed to tell her name making the puppy smile with her tail
wagging behind her and replied with a soft bark to her own.

raine stopped their chopping of ingredients when they heard the meow, turning around, they were
taken aback that a random kitten was inside their house. "wha- luz! did you steal a cat?!" they
exclaimed making amity jump and instinctively hid behind luz who stood up in a defensive posture
as she barked back.

raine was baffled, "first you brought home a branch, then a baby deer. now a cat? where do you
keep finding these?" they asked as they wanted answers even though luz can't really give it to them.

eda looked over her shoulder to see what the puppy brought in this time, she shouldn't be surprised
when luz always brings in random stuff whenever she goes out but she still was.

"think she can bring home loose change?" eda lightly joked but raine only returned a deadpan
expression.

"eda."



snickering, "sorry sorry. anyways, who's cat is that?" eda asked as she and her old time lover
watched the two animals interact.

luz turning around to reassure that amity was safe, she guided her out of the kitchen and towards
her bed. amity looked at the wide circular bed of the puppy. she looked up as if asking if it's alright
which luz ushering her to rest after a long day.

"i don't know. i have never seen it before." raine muttered as they watched the kitten step into luz's
bed and laid down. luz was about to leave amity alone to rest but she heard her meow, she turned
back to see amity sit up with her paw waving for the puppy to come in the bed with her to feel safe
in a new environment.

with her tail wagging once again, luz didn't hesitate to oblige and dropped behind amity. there's
barely any space between them as amity turned around to curl up under luz's chin with her warmth
consuming her body that helped her be lulled into slumber as luz gave her little head a lick.

all the while raine and eda watched as if these two knew each other for life. they can't separate the
two now. "well, it doesn't matter. luz seemed to like her so i'll allow her in here." eda shrugged and
turned back around to resume what she was doing.

"you sure? the cat belonged to someone judging by her collar." raine said, a little uncertain if they
really should be taking a random person's cat in the house. who knows what'll the owner do when
they found out their cat was sneaking out to come here.

"that won't be a problem, she can visit luz anytime. i mean, what damage can a dog and a cat do?"
eda replied nonchalantly, she's chill in luz bringing random animals as her friends in the house as
long as they don't make a mess.

raine hummed to themselves though they couldn't help but agree with their lover. "i guess you're
right." they let this one slip, seeing that their little friendship might bloom into something special.

neither of luz's understanding owners wants to take that away from her.

-----

amity didn't expect luz to grow massive.

after luz found amity in that hole, they became the best kinds of friends as they spent most of their
days together while growing up. amity always comes to the owl house just to be next to luz,
whether it's a lazy day and they just sleep next to each other or play around the lawn, tackling one
another as they playfully bite.

luz would always be there for amity, protecting her from any dangers coming their way like a
guardian angel sent from heaven.

amity always asked her siblings to cover for her before she heads off to see luz. she was
affectionate to the puppy more than anybody else and there are times where she tries to groom her
thick coat of fur and always hides under her floppy ears.

now that they've in their young adulthood along with their bodies. amity didn't anticipate for luz to
grow so massive, don't get her wrong, luz was a big puppy from the start but she's almost as big as
a great dane though the cat wasn't afraid of her giant friend.



but other things changed within them as well.

right now, the two best friends are in a park being watched by eda and raine from a distance. they
were going to the woods instead but guessed this might be a change. while other pets are running
around, playing with each other despite hardly knowing them.

luz was just sitting on guard next to amity who's licking her paw to brush against her head to fix her
well groomed fur. making the cat look like a queen being guarded by her royal guard and some
reconsidered from approaching.

looking down, luz watched amity rub herself. acknowledging how small the cat is, still, compared
to her and she knows how to be careful now. though luz just couldn't seem to help herself from
dropping to the floor with her eyes fixed on amity.

enticed.

amity stopped for a moment to look luz, lying on the ground and staring at her. she tilts her head
with a questioning 'mrrph' uttering from her throat but then, luz takes her entire head in her mouth.

it's not uncommon for luz to rest around with amity and this is one of them. luz's tail was slowly
wagging, feeling amity wasn't moving since she got used to it but the only part she wasn't was her
fur getting ruined.

amity quickly tapped luz's face to get off which she did, the cat hissed though with no malice as
she's just annoyed that she had to clean herself again. luz shot a smile with her tongue rolling out
and amity just couldn't stay mad at that cute face.

shaking her head to rid of the drool, she walked up to luz to bump her head against hers and gave
her cheek a soft lick making the dog's tail feverishly wag as amity's own tail happily swished
behind her with her eyes always seemed to dilate only when luz was in front of her.

though their alone time suddenly came to a halt when a dragged out meow in front of them making
luz spring up to her feet and looked down to see a male pixie bob cat standing before them with his
eyes mostly focused on amity.

the male cat meowed once again, asking what's a cat like amity hanging out with mutt, as he
approached amity though luz placed her front paw in between to stop him. luz stood up and sat in
front of amity to block the cat's advancements on her best friends.

the male cat wasn't so fond of that.

he hissed at luz to step aside but the gentle giant stayed where she was. not wanting any males of
any kinds to come close to amity, she doesn't know why her instincts were telling her this but it felt
right like she's protecting her queen.

the male cat continued to hiss at the dog to step off but those threats only went through deaf ears as
luz wasn't going anywhere. amity peered her head from the side to the aggravated, looking up, she
saw luz's most stoic face she had ever seen and it.. did something to her.

soon enough, the male cat lost his interest and left the two alone to return to his owner who was
watching everything.



letting out a huff of relief, luz turned around to check if amity was still there. amity meowed,
thanking her as she rubs her body against the dog's strong legs. luz licked the top of the feline's
head as a response, getting back to what they were doing before they were rudely interrupted.

it's cute to see cats and dogs hanging out with each other even though they're mostly depicted as
enemies. but eda and raine can sense there was something more between luz and amity or it's just
animals not knowing what personal space is.

they chose the latter.

amity meowed once again, asking they could leave this dank park for the woods as she stared deep
into luz's bewitching hazel eyes. the dog replied with a cute growl sounding like bark, it's a maybe.

and that's all amity needs to tug luz by the collar to stand up again and both were about to race off
to the exit but they were pulled into a sudden halt when a poodle rushed in front of luz. almost
getting trampled by her.

the poodle barked luz with their tail wagging, making the leonberger confused and slowly shook
her head to show no interest. she tried to walk around the poodle but they kept persisting that she
might be the one who could breed her.

saying all kinds of things about how big and strong she is. shaming all the female dogs for not
noticing luz and that she could just sh-

amity snapped at the poodle to make them shut up. all of her back fur was spiked with her pupils
thinned, she doesn't like all the bullshit that's being told on her best friend and she certainly doesn't
like the bitch.

her growl progressively gets louder the more the poodle stays longer in front of her face as she's
prepared herself to pounce if it wasn't for luz holding her back by the collar. whimpering as she told
amity it's enough.

and it was enough as the poodle cried while running back to their owner.

luz lets go of amity and utters a soft whine, telling her she didn't have to do that. the cat only huffed
loudly as she turned her head away, her throat rumbling out a low growl, saying luz did the same to
that male cat and that backed the dog into a corner.

luz lets out a sigh through the nose, she lightly nudged amity with her snout making it hard for the
cat to resist. seeing that her efforts of restrain was nothing but futile, she gave in and rubbed her
head against luz as a purr escaped her throat.

both animals smiled now that they're even, luz motioned for amity to follow as they headed to eda
and raine with their eyes telling all what they needed right now.

"ready to go home?" eda asked as she took out two leashes, luz replied with a bark and amity with a
meow.

"that's the first time you two didn't stir up trouble here. good job." raine commended, petting luz's
head and scratching amity's chin. they tend to cause alot of trouble whenever they're in public
places that would get them banned or kicked out.



eda clipped the leash on luz's collar and raine did the same on amity before both of them stood up
from the bench and walked out of the park to head home.

luz and amity were walking up front, their space was almost nonexistent as they walked alongside
each other all while eda and raine watched with smiles on their face as they had never seen this
wholesome of a friendship before.

"did you see them frighten the other cats and dogs? boots scared that poodle good!" eda cackled,
feeling pride for a pet she doesn't even own.

raine chuckled as they did see the two protect each other though when they looked over their
shoulder, they saw the same poodle with it's own following them along with the pixiebob cat's
owner walking on the other side. both glaring holes at them.

"yeah.. let's run."

once they got home, luz guided amity to the manor but she could only go so far as neither wanted
to be spotted by amity's uptight owners. when they got to the point where they had to separate,
amity turned around and happily meowed as she had fun today like every other day with luz.

she'll never get tired of this dog.

luz smiled, she booped her nose against amity's buttoned nose and the cat returned a lick on the
cheek as a goodbye.

amity slowly backed up, wanting their final gaze to last longer before turning around to make her
way for the manor while looking over her shoulder from time to time, seeing luz just sat there and
watched until amity disappeared from sight.

sighing, luz and amity always hated this time of day.

luz walked back to her house, drooping now that everything is so quiet and empty without amity
near her. going through the doggy door, she saw her food bowl was filled with her dinner but she
didn't have the appetite.

she didn't see eda or raine anywhere but she could smell them from upstairs. a strong musk of
something but she wasn't going to investigate.

she dropped down onto her bed and just wanted to sleep the entire night for tomorrow to arrive so
she could see amity again.

it's odd, isn't it?

they're the only dog/cat friendship that's being mistaken as an interracial relationship. some found it
weird though others were nonchalant as breeding of animals with different species is not so
uncommon nowadays but not really practiced.

but still, luz just couldn't stop being conflicted by her own thoughts and instincts. flashing her
licentious images of what it would be like having her small body underneath her, clawing the floor
as her petite stature writhes in euphoria with her tight walls squeezing around her thick, unhinged
knot and making her have their pups.



as the mutt daydreams of mating her own best friend, luz's cock unsheathed under her with her
breathing turning ragged as she stuck out her tongue. needing relief, luz can't go to sleep with this
out in cold air.

grabbing one of the bears she and amity used when they used to sleep together but since luz
became too big, she slept on the floor instead as she doesn't wanna crush the poor cat.

luz ripped the bear's tail off first and placed it under her and began thrusting. her knot was formed
with pre staining the pillowcase but she kept going until she managed to slip her dick into the hole
and began picking up pace.

it's not really giving her much pleasure but her mind came to the aid. showing what it could be like
inside amity's little pussy, wondering if she could really fit inside her and how much she can feed
her in one go. oh fuck, how hot will it be at the sight of amity brimming with her cum? her stomach
bloated and stuffed like no other cum pillow.

then, luz clenched her teeth tightly as she did her last thrust into the bear and lets her steady stream
of hot cum inside, mixing the stuffing with creamy whites before taking the bear off her still
shooting cock. she lets the rest fall until she begins to sheathe back.

panting softly, luz looked down and saw the remaining cum landed on the bear's face that made the
horny mutt think flash a daydream of this being amity. cum flowed out of her abused pussy, her
eyes dilated as she stared at luz with her cum covered face. asking for more.

oh amity…

 

amity laid alone in her cage, curled up into a ball on her bed while she stared out of the glass
sliding door. showing the enticing dark woods that she just wants to get up and run back into luz's
arms.

amity has been.. craving for luz in a long time now. she wants luz to be someone she could love for
the rest of her life, lay with and mate to whenever and she wants that someone to be luz.

the leonberger gave amity her owners couldn't give from the getgo.

love.

it's no secret that luz is incredibly physical and affectionate. making amity think if her gentle giant
won't be so gentle the moment she's under her but amity wasn't going to complain when she wanted
to be used.

to be filled. be pounded into oblivion. be mated by luz and nobody else.

she doesn't know when this infatuation started, maybe when she accidentally walked in on luz
being on heat in their adolescence stage. humping a pillow and made the cat her just how big the
leonberger really was.

and she wants it inside her untouched cunt. stretching her wide with that fat cock of hers,
mercilessly railing her poor pussy while she pinned her to the ground. using her as a play thing and
she pathetically mewls in bliss.



amity immediately noticed that she's getting wet just by imagining getting mated by a big dog. who
would've thought she'd have a knack for that.

without much at her disposal, amity used one of her pillows to start grinding her cunt. quiet mewls
and purrs were heard though she tries her best to keep it down as she grinds harder.

her mind became heated as she kept thinking about having that knot inside her, stuffing her up with
her delicious cum like a thanksgiving turkey as she really would be thankful for using her until her
abused walls became worn out.

amity bit her tongue as she held in a loud mewl when she came on the pillow, squirting and staining
on it. she made a large wet spot though that's none of her concern for now when her brain was only
thinking about one thing.

oh luz…

-----

the next morning came, the two met up with each other as usual like nothing happened last night.

they went inside the house, not worrying about luz's owners intervening as they went out for
groceries and entrusted luz to man the house.

both animals laid down on the couch with amity sticking close to her, they planned to just stay in
for the day and have each other's company to relieve their craving of being near to one another with
their scents filling their noses and it brought comfort.

amity tried to cuddle up into her neck though luz whined and backed up. not wanting to
accidentally hurt her best friend because she couldn't hold herself. this slightly upsetted the cat
though she didn't let that bring her down when she prepared alot of things under her sleeves.

amity moved back closer to luz and bumped her head against hers, rubbing it as she purrs loudly
without needing to hold back to show just how much she loves the dog. she rubs her body on her as
well, scent marking her.

luz returned the gesture, she always liked whenever amity does these kinds of things whenever
they’re alone, it makes her feel special since the cat barely shows any affection to anyone else.

then, amity switched the rubbing into licking her all over her face with her little paws cupping luz’s
face to keep her still and her purring just kept getting louder.

luz’s tail was rapidly wagging behind her as the pampering was too much though she couldn’t
exactly complain though it devolved into something else she didn’t expect for someone like amity.

as amity one last lick on the nose, she stepped back from luz a little bit to roll over to her back with
her legs spreading and tail swishing on the side for luz to get a good look on her wetting cunt
without shame.

her golden eyes watched the dog’s intense staring at her little pussy, mewling for luz to get what
she’s trying to do though with a new wave of hormones began to fill the air.

luz was salivating though she tried her best to keep her posture and be calm as she continued to
stare at her best friend’s exposed pussy that looks so cute and small that she just wants to ruin it.



and soon enough, her cock was unsheathing under her, twitching in arousal and leaking of sweet
pre as her heating mind began to think of many bad things about her best friend. making her split if
she should go with her instincts or hold back.

she chose the latter as she shook her head with her eyes squeezed shut and hopped off the couch to
trot upstairs to get away from amity before she does something she’ll regret.

leaving amity baffled.

she turned right up to her feet to look at the direction luz went, the cat was confused why the dog
suddenly upped and left though her perverted mind thought that luz was just messing with her and
wanted to take this in her owner’s bedroom which turns amity on even more. she meowed for luz
before rushing up to the second floor as well.

 

the plan didn’t work.

amity was pissed that they didn’t do anything the entire day, not even an action that she could
consider as sexual happened and she’s mad at herself and luz.

when eda and raine finally came home with many bags of groceries in their hands, while luz was
busy greeting her owners a welcome back. amity took this time to rush out of the house through the
back door without saying goodbye as she doesn’t wanna see her stupid yet beautiful face anymore
to head back to the manor to get some time alone to think.

when luz’s owners went on to fix the stuff they bought, luz looked around for amity around the
living room and kitchen since she went down to the first floor with her though she couldn’t find
her. luz sniffed the air to easily spot amity’s scent trail leading out of the house, luz instantly
concluded that amity already left without giving her a goodbye.

luz knew something was wrong. she wants to fix it before it makes a rift between them and she
knows just a thing to amend it.

luz run over to her new neighbor’s fence, seeing a lush backyard that has it’s lights open for her to
easily spot a tabby sitting in the windowsill next to a plant and seemed to enjoy it’s company. she
doesn’t know who this cat was as she has been entirely focused on amity but having this much
garden. they might have something luz sought for.

luz barked to get the cat’s attention, making them open their eyes to reveal their emerald hues
glowing in the dark and turned their head to see the leonberger standing out on their fence. looking
back inside the house for a moment before dropping down to the ground to make their way over to
the dog who’s waiting patiently until the cat stopped in front of her.

the cat meowed, introducing herself as willow and asked what luz needs. luz barked in response,
telling her name first before wondering if she had some catnip she could use. willow was taken for
a moment but was happy to help, she rushed back inside the house for a moment to grab some
catnip stored by her dads before returning in a split second with a packet in her mouth.

willow dropped the packet of catnip on the ground and pushed it under the fence for luz to grab, the
dog happily thanked the cat for the help and swore to repay her someday before rushing off towards
the direction of the blight manor at full speed. praying that she wasn’t too late to apologise.



once she got to the gates, luz had to stay low and quiet to not attract anyone that isn’t amity, she
managed to slip through a broken chicken wire and trotted her way over to the sliding door where
she can smell amity the strongest. luz stopped in front of a locked sliding door, she tilts her head as
she can see a cage that has a blanket draped atop of it but not the animal inside.

luz scratched the glass in hopes of getting whoever was inside the cage their attention, hoping that
it’d be amity but no response. she tried once again that’s even louder that would surely wake them
up and this time, she got an answer though not the one she was expecting.

luz was surprised to see two jade furred cats, tilting their heads in curiously at the same time. the
dog slowly dropped the catnip for a second and bellowed, motioning her head at the cage which the
twin cats looked over to check before turning their golden gazes back at luz.

'their eyes strongly resemble amity so maybe they're the siblings she kept talking about.'

emira stepped forward to look at luz up and down, inspecting her before she meowed at her twin
brother to get up to the nearest window and motioned for luz to follow them.

obliging, luz grabbed the catnip once again and got to the window as she rose on her hind legs.
edric managed to pull the window open, he meowed at the dog as he leaned down to see what she
had with emira hopping beside him.

luz placed the catnip in front of the twins, uttering a soft bark to tell her sorry to amity and accept
this as an apology gift.

both cats sniffed the catnip that instantly made their eyes dilate, emira was about to take it though
the sound of the oh-so-familiar heels clicking against the floorboards made the twin cats rush out of
there with the catnip in tow.

luz was confused why they suddenly left but she quickly dropped back on all fours when she heard
a woman yelling followed by a broom aiming to hit her but luckily missed. with her tail tucked in
between her legs, luz retreated back to the owl house while hoping tomorrow would be okay
between them.

when the morning came, amity managed to sleep through all the fiasco last night until she was
awakened by the sound of her cage door opening. thinking it's one of her owners telling her it's
breakfast but her ears folded back and eyes thinned when she saw the twins enter her safe space
without permission.

amity hissed at the two as she lowly growled. emira stepped forward and dropped something in
front of the young cat, she meowed before she and edric stepped out of the cage to give amity her
needed space back.

amity huffed, she looked down at the thing her sister dropped and it was a pack of catnip that made
her instincts kick in as she pounced on the plastic to bury her nose into it. her tail furiously
swishing behind it, she tried to claw it open but she caught another scent.

amity took a sniff of the pack, excluding the drug-like smell of the catnip until she immediately
realized it was luz's drool. she must've gone here last night and she didn't even bother to wake up.

the cat was so caught up in trying to seduce luz into mating, when this is luz we're talking about. a
big oblivious goofball that amity loves so much.



growled at herself but amity doesn't have time to ponder on her mistakes as she has to make it right.
she grabbed the catnip to hide it under her bed before dashing out of her cage, out of the house to
make her way to the owl house without anyone noticing she was gone.

once she stopped at the backdoor, amity tried to go through the doggy door but it was locked for
some reason. she went over to the front door to try but it was locked as well.

this made the cat panic, thinking that luz was locking herself in there as she doesn't wanna see her
again or her owners found out what's happening and is locking amity out for hurting luz.

amity began to loudly meow and scratch the door, praying that luz would answer. nothing. yet she
still persists as she wants to see luz again.

with something beginning to boil inside her stomach no matter how much she pushes it down, it
only comes back stronger and her bodily heat steadily rises.

when she still hasn't gotten an answer from the other side, amity's ears perked up as she heard a
back behind her. turning around, her ears dropped back down as it wasn't luz.

neither of them are.

 

luz was frantically searching for amity everywhere, hoping they'd cross paths but the sun was
already in the sky and she spotted nothing in her futile search. not even a drop of her scent was
caught.

eda and raine were out of town for a few weeks, they bid luz to take care of the house until then and
this only gave the dog ample time to look for her best friend without being scolded for missing
breakfast all because of amity.

but luz hasn't gotten any clue of where amity could be, she doesn't want to go back to the manor
and risk being smacked by a broom again. she rushed back to her neighborhood and resorted to
asking.

luz went for the park's house, she saw willow in the garden with a man with eyeglasses watering
the plants. the dog barked for the cat's attention though it also grabbed the man's.

willow trotted towards luz and meowed, greeting her a good morning and asking what she needed.
luz whined as she asked if she, maybe, saw a cotton candy furred goddess cat passing by and this
made the tabby's ears perk up.

willow meowed as she explained there was a cat with a similar description scratching luz's front
and back doors, crying to be let in before she was taken.

luz felt as if her time was suddenly frozen when she heard the last word. her mind was only
coursing around the question is amity okay. with a growl resurfacing in her throat, she lets out a
terrifying bellow as she asks who and where they've gone.

 

in an alleyway, amity ran as fast as she could to get away from the pack of stray dogs that found her
upon smelling her heat. racing through bonesborough in hopes to lose them but when she turned a



corner, she ended up in a dead end.

cornering her as the dogs finally caught up to her and began to slowly advance with sick toothy
grins on their faces.

amity backed to a corner with her chest rapidly rising and falling as she watched them get close.
she snapped at the dogs with all of her fur spiked, swinging her claws for them to back up but
neither of them were fazed.

instead, they're amused at the useless attempt.

the leader of the pack barked at the others to stop as they wanted to be the first to get a taste of the
tabby with their prick slowly unsheathing as they could smell the intense musk from amity. fueling
their hunger.

amity continued to hiss, growl and try to claw the dog but her heat was getting to her head and
weakening her body, betraying her. with fear overwhelming her, she began to cry out for help- for
luz to save her in this horrible predicament.

if she wasn't so selfish and stubborn, amity couldn't be in this situation. she would be next to luz by
now but no. she's going to be raped by these bastard dogs.

the dogs scoffed at the attempt. the leader was about to bite amity by the neck and use her as a little
fleshlight but something let out a terrorizing roar that made them stop, the bark could be compared
to a lion's or cujo's.

turning their heads to the end of the alleyway, a leonberger was charging at them at full speed
before crashing onto the leader. tackling them to the ground and aggressively bit off their left ear
making the dog cry out in agony and roughly pushed the big dog off them to scurry back to the
others.
luz spat out of the torn ear, her teeth were bared as she stood in front of amity to protect her from
these assholes who were growling back but she wasn’t afraid after what they tried to pull on amity.
she won’t forgive them.

without hesitation or waiting, the leader dog snapped at the leonberger for their lankies to attack.
luz dodged the first one trying to bite her neck along with the second one but she bit their tail and
roughly tossed them back to the others to make them fall down like stacks of dominos before she
bit the first one’s neck to put them down without actually killing them.

the third dog was the first to stand up, they angrily barked at the bigger dog with drool escaping the
sides of their mouth that made luz think they have it.

when they lunged at luz, she quickly dodged them and kicked them on the side with her hind legs
as she doesn’t want to be bit by them if they truly have rabies. the dog slammed onto the garbage,
hard enough to knock them out but the last minion managed to land a few scratches on luz making
her howl in pain.

amity meowed in distress, even though her body was weak she still wants to help her friend but luz
barked for her to just stay there to be safe as she can handle this.

luz didn’t even see or hear them coming. growling loudly, she hard smacked the dachshund across
the snout with her clawed paw that made them fling to the side and slam onto another garbage to



knock them out.

with the other dogs either knocked out on put down, that only leaves the leader still bleeding from
their torn off ear. the jack russell terrier barked and growled at the leonberger, despite their sheer
size difference, the smaller dog was more aggressive than luz will ever be. both dogs slowly circled
each other with their eyes glaring at each other, teeth bared as a tense atmosphere loomed over
them until they stopped in parallel with each other.

they stared at one another for a long time- well, it left like a long time. and before the smaller dog
could charge at luz, she grabbed amity by the scuff and started running away as fast as she could
with the terrier barking furiously behind them. luz took a hard curve, heading back to the house
while looking over her shoulder to check if the dog was still behind them until she turned enough
corners that they finally got tired and stopped chasing.

amity looked up to see luz’s stoic face, her right side was scratched along with her shoulder that
made her feel immense guilt mixing with her libido. once they got back to the house, luz went to
the very back of the house and placed amity down for a second to go over to the basement and
pulled the heavy metal door open for amity to go inside first. luz followed and closed the door
back, locking it as well.

luz led the way up to the first floor, pushing the basement door open with her snout and grabbed
amity by her scuff once again to make her way up to her owner’s bedroom for the cat to be
comfortable. the dog whined as she licked amity all over to help her calm down and know that
she’s safe now with luz, rubbing her head against her small body to make sure her scent replaced
the nasty ones.

as amity eventually felt safe enough, she meowed in thanks of luz saving her. again. she returned
the rubs as she purrs, slowly standing up to rub her whole body against luz as she let herself be
comfortable but she forgot that she was in heat with her musk filling the air and made it easy for luz
to instantly catch it.

even though the cat’s musk was much stronger and evident, luz can still smell the other dogs on
her, making her feel a sense of.. jealousy as her who scent marked amity.

with her feelings for amity mixing, swirling along with her mating instincts amplified by inhaling
her sweet scent, luz couldn’t help herself anymore and grabbed amity by her scruff making the cat
yelp.

looking up, amity saw luz on top of her with her eyes getting overwhelmed by red until her nose
was violently hit the smell of the dog’s heat that made her easily submit to luz as she raised her ass
for her with her tail excitedly swishing around as the day she’s been most anticipating on finally
arrived. meowing in excitement.

luz made sure she didn't bite amity too hard when her mind was getting consumed of wanting to
mate, with her unsheathed cock twitching in the open, she moved her hips closer until she could
feel something wet touching her tip with amity shuddering from the touch. without restraints, luz
shoved her entire length inside the sweet, tight pussy making the cat mewl loudly with her head
rolling back.

amity’s claws stuck out and dug deep into the mattress to keep her small body still while luz
pounds of her small cunt, luz’s cock was bulging in her stomach to see just how big this dog can
really get. mewls and feverish meows were heard from the cat, her dilated eyes were rolled back as



she took all of the rough thrusts hitting her cervix that brought immense waves of pleasure and her
whole body writhed.

luz scrunched up her nose, loving the feeling of her mate’s pulsing walls clenching around her
throbbing dick. she also dug her claws into the mattress as she fucks amity like there’s no tomorrow
as she has been waiting for this in a long time.

purrs and growls rumbled in both animal’s throats, amity slowly tilts her head up to look into luz’s
glowing red eyes once again, letting out a strained meow for luz to slowly let go of her scruff as she
wasn’t going anywhere anyways. luz leaned down and amity began bombarding her with licks all
over her face whilst mewling in pleasure.

luz indulged in the kisses as her own tongue rolled out, continuing to thrust into her cunt and going
deeper to hit her womb that made the cat mewl loudly even more.

amity’s mewls sound so beautiful that made luz wonder how she would sound like as a human but
she likes this even more.

the dog’s pounding became faster, more aggressive with her balls repeatedly slamming onto amity.
creating a loud clapping noise along with their animalistic noises.

she tore amity apart even more and the cat liked it. she can feel the dog's massive knot threatening
to be shoved in and fill her up, amity mewled so loud just by thinking about it that other cats
outside joined in.

it was unknown to luz that amity already came a while ago and was wondering what was coating
her cock but the tight squeezes of her pink walls were enough to drive her to the edge. her
breathing turned ragged as she shoved her dick deeper.

luz tightly clenched her teeth with her upper lip curling before she plunged her knot right into
amity, making her take it as she rolled her head back in bliss. both animals let out a howl and a
euphoric mewl as they came at the same time.

amity fell limp on the bed, trembling and purring hard from her first mating as she felt waves upon
waves of hot cum from her mate stuff her up and bloat her stomach. it was a little too much as some
oozed out.

luz slowly blinked as she processed what just happened, it'll take a while for her knot to die down
but for now, she licked amity's head and grabbed her by the collar to carefully guide them towards
the pillows without disturbing their knot.

laying down, luz began giving loving licks for her mate to help her settle down and amity gladly
returned the licks with her, her meows were now coarse from all the screaming she did and purred
nonstop for luz only.

after the knot died down and amity was asleep with their mixed cum still leaking out of her used
hold, luz made sure to clean that luz. while licking her cunt clean, she had to hold herself before
she fucks her mate in her sleep.

she has a job to do first.



luz left the house, confident no one will steal her mate, she made her way to the blight manor and
scratched the glass door for the twins to quickly appear before her. both meowed in sync, asking
what she needs this time.

luz barked, telling them that she needs amity's stuff which took the twins aback and quickly
followed the question of why.

luz simply replied they're going to have nieces and nephews now. edric didn't seem to understand
but emira did, she's glad that her little sister finally got a mate after all this time of nothing.

she went on to grab most of the needed things from amity's cage before handing them to luz.

luz happily barked as she took the stuff in her mouth before racing back to the house to return into
her mate's side once again now that she'll be living with her.

with her owners out of town for a long time, luz and amity made sure to spend it fucking in every
room and corner this house has. and without a doubt, amity is having luz's pups.

-----

a few weeks had passed.

eda parked the car in their open garage, she and raine stepped out with the case of violin on their
shoulder. both lovers stepped into their porch with eda fishing out their house keys for a second.

"oh, welcome back! hope your trip home wasn't much of a hassle." miss jackson, the neighbor on
the right, said. she the one who was asked to look after luz and the dog knows the lady since she
was a puppy.

"it wasn't. though i'm sorry if luz became a bit of a hassle, miss jackson. especially when she has
her friend over." raine said while eda was still finding the key, pulling out various junk she forgot to
throw out.

"oh no, the dog was well behaved and you mean the cat, right?" miss jackson asked as she leaned
closer and raine nodded.

"i don't think that cat can be considered as a friend though." she said in a tone with a smirk coming
on her face which confuses raine, in the background, eda finally found the key and slipped it in the
hole and looked at the ongoing conversation.

"what do you mean?" eda asked.

"you'll see. your dog really brought a few surprise welcome back for you two." miss jackson
giggled, she waved the two goodbye and walked back inside her house. leaving the two confused at
the lady's cryptic words.

"that was weird." raine muttered under their breath as they turned back at the door.

"ah, she's always have a loose in the head but she's a nice lady." eda shrugged it off, she unlocked
the door, twisted it and swung it open to reveal something they never expected.

raine almost fainted if it wasn't for eda catching them as they stared the litter of puppies!



half were wobbly walking their way to the end of the sofa while others were drinking their milk
from their mother who said nothing but stared at the two flabbergasted humans before resuming
giving her children tongue baths.

luz was in the corner with her ears pinned and tail tucked close to her, she was embarrassed that her
owners had to come home to this and she's also still not allowed to come close to her own pups
which sucks for her as she wants to play with them already.

eda pulled raine back up to their feet and walked up to luz to give her a deserving pat on the head
for being patient for her kids without needing to be separated in another room. "that's a good dog,
luz." luz licked eda's hand before returning her focus on her mate and pups.

"i can't say i didn't see this coming." eda chuckled as she softly pinched luz's cheek, she went over
to the couch to kneel down in front of amity and the pups. watching them learn how to walk on
their own and at the little ones getting their milk.

"hey momma. can i hold them?" eda softly asked, slowly reaching out of her hand to softly rub
amity's head for the cat to lean into the touch and licked her. granting her permission.

eda carefully grabbed one of the puppies who's just laying down, seeing their eyes were already
open revealing two hues. hazel and gold. their fur was extremely soft, a bit dense too and they
mostly resembled a dog like the other half with the others looking like their mother.

in the corner, luz was slowly wagging her tail as she watched a smile come on eda's face while she
inspected the healthy pup before gently placing them down again with raine coming down next to
her.

they really shouldn't be surprised as they kinda saw it coming yet here they are. bewildered.

"well, should we start naming them?"
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the twins are up to no good as usual.

they were in the kitchen preparing their own breakfast like they always do. edric pulled out a potion
bottle that contains a swirling pink sugar color, twinkling with dots of glitter as the potion they've
created is quite special.

emira placed a plate full of food in front of them as edric popped the bottle open, the two
mischievous twins giggled to themselves when the middle blight slowly tilted the bottle to watch
the concoction slowly run to the end until it began to pour on the food.

edric made sure it's evenly distributed until the potion seeped into the food and became invisible to
the naked eye. "oh, this is gonna be good." he chuckled to himself as he placed the bottle back into
his pocket.

then, emira perked up when she heard footsteps coming down the wooden steps. "shh shh, she's
coming." she grabbed the plate and rushed back to the dining table where all the rest of the food
was and placed the plate down.

the food must've gone cold by now just waiting for amity to come down.

as amity got down, she's wearing her usual black blouse and crimson leggings with her new
crescent moon necklace. her little sling bag was also with her, making the twins curious if amity
was going out today.

"good morning, mittens!" the twins happily greeted their little sister though amity only growled
under her breath at the mention of the stupid nickname but she ignored it and sat down at her usual



seat at the table to begin eating as if she got a meeting to attend to.

"what's with the get up? going somewhere?" edric asked as he and emira sat down at their own
seats to start munching down though their eyes were focused on amity already taking half of the
food. oblivious to what they've placed.

"yeah, i'm going to the owl house today. don't know when i'm coming back so don't bother telling
mom." amity replied while she easily wolfed down the rest of the food as if she hasn't eaten in
months. clearing her throat as she wiped her mouth clean before dunking her entire water down her
throat and stood up.

she really seems to be in a hurry, huh?

"w- wait what?" the twins didn't foresee this and now they fucked up.

before amity could even make her way for the door, she gave her siblings an odd look as if she's
asking why they're suddenly surprised that she's heading for the owl house.

"i'm going to the owl house to spend the day with my girlfriend. is there a problem?" amity asked,
edric opened his mouth to say something;

"ye-" but emira was quick to pinch his side hard to shut him up. the boy spring in pain, hissing as
he held his pinched side, not to mention he slammed his knees onto the table. adding to the pain.

"no. no, nothing's a problem. we're just.. uh.. we just couldn't get used to you always going out of
the house but it's a good thing." emira reasoned as she flashed her little sister a smile to make it
more believable while edric was wincing in pain beside her.

amity looked at the two back and forth, her eyes narrowing as she could detect something was fishy
between them though she wasn't going to play detective and find out when she heard her
tamagotchi go off. pulling out her tamagotchi, tilting it in an angle to read what luz sent.

softly giggling, amity sent back a message and looked back at her siblings who's giving her an
awkward smile but she didn't ask. "gotta go. bye." she bid them a quick goodbye before
summoning ghost in her hand as she rushed out of the house to make her way to her girlfriend's
house.

while the twins were left alone at the dining table with their minds racing as they're regretting
everything. "we're so dead tomorrow."

once amity landed right at the door of the owl house, she got off her staff and let ghost out of the
staff as well as owlbert could use some company.

before hooty could even greet her a good morning, the door suddenly burst open with a sweet voice
ringing in her ears "amity!"

then, she was tackled to the ground.

amity instantly knew who it was as she wrapped her arms around her sweet lover, burying her face
into her shoulder with luz squeezing her tight as if she hasn't seen her in years. tight enough to
make the blight wheeze.



"geez, babe. it's only been 10 minutes since we last texted." amity rasps as she gently pushes luz off
so she could breathe.

luz sat in front of her with a cute pout that amity couldn't get enough of. "it felt like centuries!" the
noceda whined.

amity chuckled at her adorable girlfriend, she leaned closer to give luz a pinches on the cheeks.
"big baby." she whispered before leaning in to give the pouting noceda a soft kiss on the lips, luz
was quick to return it before it was sadly short lived.

luz helped amity back up to her feet and both headed inside the house with ghost behind them
before separating to go to the kitchen for owlbert while the lovers continued up to luz's room.

making sure to lock it of course.

though that won't be needed when it's only them in the house.

luz plopped down to her sleeping bag, patting her vacant side for amity to sit down with her which
she happily obliged to. she took out her phone along with amity bringing out a new volume of
azura for them to start talking, gushing about as their book club now starts.

their discussion went on for a long while, they didn't know what time it was anymore but they
didn't care as they're too busy with their new fixation. after they finished the new volume in one
sitting, they turned to the internet to read some fanfics that's already up.

amity was the one holding luz's phone, skimming through the written pages of the fanfic while luz
has her head resting on her shoulder and reading what she can make out in this angle.

there was a comfortable and quiet atmosphere between them. almost too quiet for luz's taste,
thankfully, she knows how to make this room be noisy just like how it was in the morning.

"amity." luz whispered as she drew closer towards the witch's pointed ears, watching it slowly turn
red from the sudden contact of hot air brushing her tiny baby hairs that brought her tingles rippling
through her body. amity shuddered at the feeling, making the noceda smirk to herself and moved on
to give her lover some kisses all over her smooth neck.

trailing soft yet heating kisses as she listens to her breathy groans with her body leaning back to the
little pillow fort they made, her grip on the phone slipped and dropped to the side to be ignored.
amity watched luz slowly get on top of her hands resting on her shoulders, lowly moaning when
she felt the blight softly grope her breasts while she nibbles her flesh.

luz withdrew for a moment and looked into her lover’s golden eyes with lust, slowly beginning to
slip in along with her own. the heat radiating off their bodies and their minds seemingly have one
thing in their minds, luz can feel it twitching below her with amity feeling and also seeing the
evident bulge tenting her lover’s jean shorts. wanting to be released.

just before luz could even ask if they could take this to the next level, amity suddenly started
wincing in pain. luz was quick to hop off of amit with her mood shifting into worry why her
girlfriend was writhing.

amity has her arms wrapped around her stomach as she squeezed her eyes shut, gritting her teeth
tightly and trying to figure out what the hell was causing her great pain in her stomach. bullets of



sweat were rolling down the sides of her face with her breathing turning labored, luz grabbed amity
to place on her lap as she wiped the sweat off her face while she continued to squirm in agony..

she didn't know what to do as she kept asking what the blight needed but she wasn’t answering any
of her questions, amity forced one eye open to look into luz’s stunning hazel eyes that always
brought her ease.

it did help amity calm down for a split second before she disappeared. her clothes dropped on luz’s
lap, flat with the blight nowhere to be seen.

luz was baffled. “amity?”

luz frantically looked around her room, wanting to think that this was just a prank amity was
pulling on her but she felt something move on her lap. glancing down, she noticed a bump within
amity’s blouse, she slowly lifted it to reveal a lilac colored cat with golden eyes- those eyes luz
always knew was staring up to the noceda’s shocked face.

“amity?!”

the cat only meows in response as amity can’t really talk right now.

this made the noceda devolve into panic mode even more as she began to think that someone
cursed her lover just like eda's curse.

though she’s a little confused why a normal cat but she wasn’t going to question it when the only
thing concerning her right now is how to shift amity back.

while luz was having an internal panicking, amity was just sitting on her lap patiently while she
watched her as if she wasn’t bothered that she’s a cat.

instead of worrying on how to shift back, her eyes traveled down towards luz’s crotch to see her
still visible bulge. despite her predicament right now, amity still wanted to be dicked down by the
human.

amity sat up, she placed her paw on luz's bulge to start kneading it with a purr emitting from her
throat as she tried to get luz's attention back to her and letting all of the worries subside for now.

luz bit down a moan, bewildered that amity was still in the mood at this state, she grabbed her by
the scruff to stop her but the cat only growled of disdain making luz let her be. watching her little
paws continuously kneading her groin.

"a- are you sure you wanna do it? like this?" luz asked, uncertain at the circumstances as she
doesn't to break amity by having sex like this. but, amity meowed in response, resuming to her
kneading as she played with the human's zipper.

telling her what the cat really wants.

without much of a choice and her own body betraying her. luz laid back to the pillows, unbuttoned
her jean shorts and shimmied herself as she pulled it down along with her boxers to let her fat cock
spring before amity.

towering over her small body, twitching from the growing arousal, many veins were visible and
bulging. amity stared at the dick in front of her as she marveled at it though was feeling nervous if



that size would even in her small pussy but she shook it off and drew closer to it.

taking a few light sniffs before she began to lick luz's cock, making sure her thorn tongue wouldn't
hurt her lover as she can't really take the dick in her tiny mouth.

luz bit her lip as she felt the cat's soft yet rough tongue licking her all over, trailing her bulging
veins with her paws continuously kneading her sides while a loud purr was heard emitting from her
throat. looking down, she saw amity lapping up the secreting beads of precumm

"fuck.. ami." luz placed her hands onto her face as she wasn't expecting in her entire life to have her
girlfriend be turned into a cat and blow her. that sounds so wrong yet..

why does she want more?

"ah.. faster, amor.." luz whispered and amity didn't hesitate to oblige. her paws dropped down to her
tensed balls to continue kneading, her picked up her pace while making sure to suckle the tip as
much as she can for that dripping nectar with her cunt quivering and dripping behind her

the musk began to fill the room and it was intoxicating. the more luz inhales, the more she gets into
this as she moans with her head rolling back.

then, luz came. letting her shots of hot whites fly out and drop on amity, the cat did her best to get
what she could in her mouth though most of it landed on her head.

watching her lover's twitching, ejaculating dick in awe as she lets a happy meow and began to clean
herself to get as much as cum she could while she stared at the still hard phallus in front of her.

amity mewled as she rubs her head against the dick that soon turned into rubbing her entire body on
it as she wants luz to get the memo.

luz watched the cat asking to be bred with her small pussy exposed and dripping. she grabbed
amity, lifted her up towards her mouth to start eating her out.

the cat happily mewled with her tongue rolling out, she planted her front legs on luz's stomach as
she let her eat her. feeling her wide tongue swirl around her pussy lips, flicking her clit making
amity mewl louder as her purrs became nonstop.

luz hummed at the taste, it's sweet with a hint of bitter though she still likes this.

she continued until amity was wet enough to her liking, in a haze, luz wasn't thinking straight
anymore as her only objective now is to rip this pussy apart.

"i love you." then, luz shoved half of her cock inside amity's tight cunt making her mewl out in
pleasure followed by luz moaning. both rolling their heads back with the cat's tongue dropping out
the side.

luz looked down at amity trembling body but she wasn't in pain just by feeling how much she
clenched around her throbbing cock. noticing that there's still a good chunk still out, she slowly
began to push the rest of her cock inside.

when everything was inside, the tip completely touched the cervix that brought the cat a new
sensation. they haven't even started but amity was already drooling.



luz slicked her hair back and started thrusting, feeling her cock be lovingly wrapped around amity's
tight pink walls, pulsating to give more pleasure. amity's eyes rolled back with her claws
unconsciously unsheathing while she claws the air.

the sensations of hard waves of unbridled pleasure surged throughout her body without stopping.
making her weak for her lover to just use her as a fleshlight

and neither of them wants to stop.

"oh fuck!" luz bit her lip, glancing down to see she's making a bulge on amity's stomach from each
thrusts she makes, her small body hard jolting if it wasn't from luz holding her still.

mewls and uncontrollable purrs filled the background of the room with luz's moans as she couldn't
get enough of her cat.

luz lifted her jacket to bite onto it, revealing her stomach and a better view for her cock getting
easily consumed by amity's pussy.

amity's mewls were unstoppable, meowing a little as she calls out luz's name but she knows the
human doesn't understand her. the blissful wave was overwhelming her body and it only got better
when luz shoved her way up to her womb making the cat cry out in euphoria.

neither she nor luz noticed that she broke her. everything was uncontrollable now and her rate of
coming was one of that.

"shit amity.. i can't- we're gonna make some beautiful kittens, are we?" luz asked, tilting her head to
the side to see the cat's expression and it was lewder than she could've ever thought of. encouraging
luz to go deeper, shoving her cock right into amity's womb to make sure she gets nicely stuffed.

amity's mewled were louder than before, her squirting showered luz's thighs though she can feel
herself driving to the edge.

"oh god- amity!!" luz thrusts deep into her cat girlfriend one more time before coming for the
second time, letting her cum spew inside and mix along with amity's.

some squirted out as her little pussy couldn't take it all with her tummy bloating from all that cum,
making her feel warm and whole as she went limp under luz.

once both of them calmed down, luz slowly and carefully pulled out of amity to let all of their
mixed cums flow out of her used pussy and rain down onto the sleeping bag but luz didn't care.

laying down to the pillows, luz gently placed amity on her chest to rest. she softly rubbed the back
of her ears, lowly purring as she indulges in her lover's touch.

"te amo, mi princesa. i'm sorry if i was too rough." luz whispered as she gave a tender kiss atop of
her head. amity lightly meowed to dismiss it when she actually liked it more than she expected.

it might've even awakened something.

amity slowly scooched closer to luz, bumping her head against her nose before she started to
bombard her lips with licks as kisses. softly giggled, luz returned some of the kisses on her button
nose.



amity let out a 'mrrph' noise as if she's happily chittering while she nuzzled up to luz's neck and
both lovers were easy to fall asleep in each other's warmth. not minding the mess and the stench
they left.

 

the next thing in the morning amity woke up sore and sticky and she's back to her old form again
while crushing luz under her. amity had to separate from luz for a while as she needs to head back
for the manor to try and figure out just what the fuck just happened to her.

as amity entered the manor, she immediately saw the twins sitting anxiously on the couch with their
bodies barely containing any restraints as they're worryingly pace around about something.

with the sound of the door closing behind amity, the twins snapped their heads to see their little
sister in her normal form.

"something weird happened to me last night and-" before amity could even finish her sentence, the
twins rushed up in front of her face to check if she's alright or hurt in some way.

"we're so sorry, amity!" edric cried as he has his hands pressed together like a prayer that amity
doesn't do anything drastic to punish them.

"we didn't know you were going and we-" even before emira could explain what they did, amity
held up her hand to stop them as she had other things she wanted to discuss.

"i'm gonna stop you right there. the potion, does it have other versions?"
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as the clock strikes midnight, everyone in the owl house was already asleep while the outside was
shrouded in darkness and dead quiet as the moon shines above it all.

nocturnal creatures ran across the woods to hunt for prey, chirping or bellowing of seething demons
but it was certainly not enough to awaken the inhabitants of the owl house.

though, only one remained awake and was not rudely awakened by the noise of the boiling isles.

it was something else.

amity was invited for a sleepover by luz, they talked about alot of stuff about the new upcoming
volume of azura and watched a few movies. that's probably one of the factors why she can't sleep
but the true reason why she couldn't even close her eyes is luz.

their space was not seen, luz's arm was draped on the blight's stomach and pulled her close to make
sure she didn't get out of her grasp, her head rested on her shoulder while drooling. amity doesn't
mind that she's getting drooled on, she would be overjoyed that luz was this close to her if it wasn't
for her annoying affliction before.



tormenting her to address it when she knows she can't move without disrupting the small sanctum
before her. so she remained stagnant throughout the night until the night struck midnight.

amity really needs to pee and come.

amity intensely stared at the dark wooden ceiling, watching a few flashes of light outside speed by
only to return to brooding darkness.

the moonlight only provided so little but was enough for the witch to look around and see, out of
the corner of her eye, the sleeping human.

luz just looks so peaceful and.. ethereal when she sleeps. just by looking at her gentle expressions
that she's being transported into another plain of existence while her own body was behind to be
meddled with as she transcended beyond comprehension.

amity continued to stare at luz's relaxed face, seeing a streak of moonlight dawning on her face
though it doesn't highlight her true majesty compared to the sun. it's like luz was a sundrop child
and amity is the moonchild, two beings apart a couple of lightyears and it's not a distance they're
able to leap.

unless the moonchild changes that tonight.

just for tonight, while luz was enjoying her own dreamscape, amity would be the first to meddle
with the beautiful young latina's body.

for tonight and amity would be satisfied. that's a pinky promise.

slowly, amity gently gripped luz's wrist to carefully lift it off her stomach but didn’t turn her over as
she slowly sat up, keeping her eyes on the noceda as she simply couldn’t take her eyes off her. the
blight knows well that luz is a heavy sleeper, no matter how much you try to wake her up, she’d be
sleeping like a corpse unless she makes herself up or king bit her to make sure she’s still alive.

taking a deep breath in, amity raised her hand in the air with her finger out as she began to think
about the spell she’s about to do before making up her mind and formed a spell circle between
them. as it glowed in a pulsating manner, she said;

"body swap."

suddenly, amity's eyes rolled back and dropped down to the sleeping bag once again, nearly
missing luz. both girls laid silently, seemingly asleep now as the room was much quieter than
before though it didn't last long.

luz slowly opened her eyes, first seeing the same old wooden ceiling that has hanging fairy lights
that were off a few hours ago. amity feels weird in her body, or so she thought was her body when
she turned to the side to see herself passed out.

amity looked down at the body she has now, realising the spell worked now that she's in luz's body.
luz's body. things were quick to course through the blight's dirty head making her- or luz's cheeks
become hotter.

amity continued to stare down at luz's petite body, she looks like amity could carry her in one full
swing but the noceda's the one to do that. slowly, she slipped her hand inside her grey spaghetti



strap shirt to feel her not wearing any bra and her nipples were already hard.

how much amity didn't notice that?

nonetheless, amity began to grope luz's moderately sized breasts but she's not the one to complain
when she's been crudely dreaming of getting her hands to squeeze these milkers ever since she saw
luz in grugdby uniform.

soft exhales and hums were heard from the blight, tweaking her hardened nipples and giving them a
slight pinch to make herself wet though she needs more.

amity quickly took off all of her clothing and placed them to the side, letting her body be exposed
to cold air as she returned her gaze back at luz, fast asleep in her own body.

it's kinda weird that she's still asleep after all this.

but amity is gonna take advantage of it. her eyes wandered down towards luz's crotch- er, her own
crotch that's still making a tent on her pajama pants. slowly, amity drew closer to luz to pull her
pants down and let her cock stand out in it's full glory.

luz shifted in her sleep a little, making amity recoil and cover her mouth to hide her breathing but
the human only continued to sleep with her arms raised over her head as if she's stretching though it
only made amity's job easier.

amity completely took off luz’s pants, along with her shirt before she got onto her lap with the
twitching cock in front of her. grasping her own cock to start stroking it, making sure it’s
completely erected before it was taken, watching droplets of precum slowly ooze from the top and
trickle down to the sides with some getting on amity’s hand.

while she gives it light strokes, amity watched luz’s expressions contort slightly but it wasn’t
enough to wake her up much to the blight’s relief. once the cock was fully erected, amity lifted
herself up to hover above it with the tip aiming for her dripping pussy as she’s ready- luz is ready to
ride her.

then, amity dropped herself down to her cock making her yelp out in pleasure but she quickly
covered her hand to her mouth as she didn't want the others to hear her when luz alone couldn’t
wake up. she continued to push herself to take the entire length, letting her walls be widely
stretched as her eyes slightly rolled back until everything was inside.

"oh shit.." amity groaned as she deeply, letting her walls adjust to her own girth, she gripped onto
luz's waist for support with her hips slowly rolling. wriggling the cock inside making both girls
groan in bliss with one in her sleep.

once amity got accustomed, she didn't waste anymore time to start bouncing on luz, letting her
stifled and held back moans out. her breasts bounces along with her body as she watches luz jolt
from the bouncing.

"fuck.. luz.." amity bit her lip, she flicked her hair to the side as she leaned closer to plant some
heated kisses along luz's neck, not planning to leave hickeys on her own neck when she wants luz
to do it for reals.



she kept bringing her ass down onto luz's groin, creating a wet slapping noise that resonated in the
bedroom walls but amity wasn't surprised that luz hasn't awakened from this yet.

then, amity felt a small movement behind her. she stopped for a moment to feel that luz was
unconsciously thrusting back, making the horny blight smile. she impulsively kissed luz on the lips
before resuming riding the human like her life depends on it with her moans becoming louder.

"luz.. oh luz, i fucking love you.." amity whispered as she gripped onto the noceda's shirt tighter
with her cock reaching further, deeper the more she feels luz thrust on her.

the sensation seemed to effervesce within the pit of her stomach, growing larger by each drop she
makes and it's getting difficult to hold it anymore.

then, luz hands dropped from her head and gripped onto amity's his to quicken her pace, causing
the witch to let out a sudden cry of delight but she doesn't complain when she's this close to
climaxing.

luz goes deeper, completely shoving it right into her womb as she drives the blight to the ledge,
tipping her over to fall and luz doesn't spare her a second before giving her one last thrust, one last
push up into her pussy making amity come hard.

amity clasped her hand onto her mouth, muffling her wailing as she came hard onto luz's cock, her
pink walls clenching around it to trigger her to come soon after. shooting her cream inside, letting
all of their fluids mix and create a concoction that'll probably show itself in a few weeks.

amity panted heavily as she slowly swayed left and right, looking like she's drunk in cum before
ultimately falling on top of luz. not bothering to pull her cock out of her as she wants their cums to
stay in.

both of them were easily lulled into sleep, giving the owl house the silence it needs to sleep once
more now that the horny blight has finally been subdued. just for tonight.

in the morning, luz's nose scrunched up as she felt a sudden chill that made her body shiver. not
knowing why she's freezing all of the sudden but she was thinking the winter of the boiling isles
was coming.

though, when luz opened her eyes and the first thing she saw was amity's cute sleeping face being
basked under the sunlight. it took the noceda a few seconds to notice that she's literally on top of
her and completely naked while amity was half.

luz doesn't know how or what happened last night but when she tried to move off of amity, she
groaned as she felt something inside her preventing her from doing so and created a sudden urge of
pleasure making her tremble from it.

looking over her shoulder, luz saw amity's cock was inside her pussy and showed no signs of going
out at all. with a heated face, luz gently shook, pushed amity to wake up "amity. wake up, it's
morning." she whispered, continuing to shake amity in hopes of seeing her groggy golden eyes
again and get her dick out of her.

though, luz wouldn't lie that it does feel good. especially when she squeezes.



the blight showed no signs of waiting up and she's still breathing. that left luz without much of a
choice as she laid down down onto amity's chest once again, her arms wrapping around her as she
nuzzled up to her neck, engulfing her radiating heat to help her go back to sleep.

amity, unconsciously, wrapped her own arms around luz as she moved a little only to make both of
them groan from the disturbance of their love knot. the witch buried her nose onto luz's fluffy, curly
locks to inhale her sweet scent of shampoo that easily placed her back to slumber.

in hopes of seeing amity in the realm of dreams.
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everything was perfect.

the emperor was gone, a new trustworthy leader took his place in the throne that improved the
lifestyle of the boiling isles than belos ever did for this place.

everyone settled down to have their successful shops like willow with her lovely plants. gus went
out of his way to be an ambassador of both the demon and human realm thanks to the used to be
doomsday portal belos made but was recalibrated to make interdimensional travel much easier for
whoever wants to visit the human world.

as for everyone's favorite couple, luz and amity have been together for 8 years, which was
surprisingly long. even longer than the standard dating in the boiling isles. their relationship has
been growing since then, they're the most ideal couples and the most loving ones as you'll always
see them coddling each other in the streets as if saying: "look at my awesome girlfriend. she's better
than you."

but what's a relationship when you don't have arguments? sure, the two do fight over something
though they mostly sort it out at the end of the day.

when it's their 4th anniversary, amity surprised luz of the very spot where they'll build their own
house for their family when they're ready but amity wasn't done surprising luz just yet as she got
down on one knee, took out a velvet box to open it before luz's tearful face. revealing a shining
ring.

luz didn't hesitate to scream yes at the top of her lungs when amity finished her speech. and they
went off to be married days after their 5th anniversary.

they went on to build their own house in the middle of the woods which was a small flight away
from the owl house if eda, king and hooty wanted to visit them and vice versa.

amity did become an abomination head council but not the way her parents planned her to be. the
old system of covens was banished now that everyone was free to do any kind of magic or they
choose just one they specialize in. that's their choice.

she helps any way that she can with her powerful abomination magic alongside with her even more
powerful wife.



everything was perfect between luz and amity. their life was great, sex was great as they're
practically the most active people anyone has ever seen which makes them perfect for each other.

amity has a habit of creating a protection spell in a split second before both of them deflate. luz
doesn't mind it as they're still planning out the right time when they'll have some kids.

amity doesn't mind the surprise visits they get from their friends and families (except alador and
odalia, amity doesn't really care). but there are times where she'd be annoyed by the guest getting
comfortable in their own house.

hunter.

the magicless witch always gets under amity's nerves more than anyone could ever. since their
confrontation in eclipse lake, the blight barely gives hunter the trust everyone seemed to give him
after he proved himself to everyone that he changed for the better.

amity is dubious if she should drop the grudge on him and absolve everything since luz sees him as
a brother but hunter always made it hard for the blight to ever consider him as a friend when he's
fucking annoying and always frequented in coming to their house for some titan damn reason when
it's supposed to be a day of just luz and amity.

other than that, amity is content with the life she has now that she's officially married to the woman
she loved since 14.

with the front door clicking open, followed by heavy footsteps of boots stomping against the
wooden floors. "i'm home." the proud leader of the abomination's council called out as she
shimmied her socked foot out of her shoes and placed it to the side before she was almost tackled to
the ground by her beloved.

"welcome back." luz greeted, her arms tightly roped around amity's neck to make sure there's no
space between them. smiling, amity didn't waste any time in reciprocating the hug from her wife.

indulging the warmth they're exchanging, the familiar scents seeping into their nostrils that
welcomed each other home before luz was slowly pulled away.

"how's the meeting?" luz asked as she stared up into amity's striking golden eyes that always shines
when she's looking back at those beautiful hazel eyes that told many stories only the blight could
see.

"boring as always. i went home as fast as i can to be with my awesome wife." amity easily replied
as she watched luz unbutton her cloak to let it drop to the floor, leaving amity with her black frilly
blouse and the familiar crescent moon necklace resting on her chest.

"careful. you might get fired because of me." luz softly giggled as she booped amity's nose, the
woman's giggle was always a muse to the witch's ears and it made her smile grow.

the fallen cloak floated from the ground and placed itself on the rack before amity pulled luz up
against her body once again.

"nah."



amity leaned in for a kiss, an instant deep one with her hands rubbing luz's waist and she could feel
her own hands traveling up to her hair to pull the hair tie off, letting her shoulder cut cotton candy
hair flow down.

luz hummed as she felt her wife's hands move down towards her ass, getting a good grip of them
with their groins just wanting to grind onto each other. she can tell amity just wants to pull her
pants down and do it right here, right now just by the steady growth of intensity on her grip.

as they pulled away when they ran out of air, both lovers panted soft while they endearingly stared
into each other's eyes with lust slowly seeping into their gazes.

"let's take this upstairs." amity whispered as she softly groped luz's ass, listening to her low hums
making a smirk come on her face.

"what about dinner? i made your favorite." luz said with a small pout but amity dismissed it as she
leaned down to her neck, coming close into her ear and whispered once again;

"i already have one in front of me."

before amity could go any further, luz pushed her off and stepped back with her hands placed on
her hips. "nope. you're not skipping dinner this time, hermosa." she said as she stuck out her tongue
at amity, making the blight be the one to pout.

luz headed for the kitchen, leaving amity with no appetizer, "come on." she waved for to come
over, luz smirked to herself as she heard a dragged out groan coming from her wife as she trudged
her way over to the kitchen.

amity got behind luz, her arms wrapped around her waist once again with her chin resting on her
shoulder as she watched her heat up dinner and prepare a plate, wiping off the water from the
utensils.

luz listened to the humming amity was making while she placed a good amount of rice on the plate
and lots and lots of amity's favorite food as she knows how much she likes them. she always hears
this song whenever amity is doing something mundane like skimming through a book, washing the
dishes or just lulling luz to sleep.

though she doesn't know what it was.

"what are you humming?" luz asked as she turned around to see amity's face again with a plate full
of food in both hands.

"just an old song i know since i was a kid." amity replied, grabbing the plate from her wife's hands
and placing a kiss on her forehead. she walked towards the dining table to take a seat with luz
sitting in front of her.

"what's it called?"

amity just shrugged, "i don't remember and all i know was the tune of it. why?" she returned a
question as she wondered why luz was suddenly interested in it.

luz just nonchalantly shook her head as she placed her cheek against her palm, watching amity as
she mixed the rice with the food for better incorporation of flavor. "nothing. it sounds calming



whenever you do it." she said with a gentle smile making the blight chuckle before placing a
spoonful in and started chewing.

"how is it?" luz asked as she stared at amity throat flex when she swallowed it down.

"amazing as always." amity responded with a smile and continued eating her wife's divine cooking.

there was a few seconds of silence between them that was only muffled by the nocturnal creatures
outside but all in all, the night was quiet.

amity appreciates the silence rather than having to listen to metal clanking echoing from the
basement all night as her father works. the sound of harsh whirring of booting up abomatons and
the annoying cheers from the nearby show in the factory.

"you know we've been together longer than anyone else, right?" luz asked, breaking the silence.

amity hummed as she nodded her head, "of course."

"then, i was wondering if we could.. you know." luz vaguely said, her gaze was telling the hint for
amity to catch what she was referring to. the blight stopped for a moment to look into her lover's
eyes once more, trying to figure out what she's throwing.

"did i forget something?" amity guessed, getting a little nervous that she might've forgotten
something important as work has been growing to be a pain in the side and extra time consuming
for amity.

"no no. you forgot nothing." luz reassured as she waved her hand in dismissal, making relief wash
over and drown the worries amity had.

"i was kinda hoping we could have a kid now. i'm ready."

silence.

amity stared blankly at luz's eyes to check- triple check if she's bluffing. the bomb dropped so
suddenly that she didn't have time to prepare for it, all of her thoughts were crumbling down into
one massive cluster of everything feeling could muster.

jubilation.

luz was grew anxious at the long silence between them and amity's lack of movements made her
feel uneasy until her spoon slipped out of her fingers, creating a loud noise from the impact
followed by amity suddenly springing up from her seat as a giant, jouissance grin was plastered
across her face.

"yes! oh titan yes!" amity jumped up and down in happiness at the news they're finally getting a
kid. she wants to ensure that she'll be the best parent, better than her own, for her first child with luz
and could possibly grow stronger- stronger than their own parents to be the next leader of the
council. or whatever they chose to be.

then, amity came to a realisation that she should've come home early and could've prepared their
bedroom for this special night. "wait, we'll do it tonight?! but i need time to get ready!" she
exclaimed, as she was about to rush upstairs to prep the things that'll get them into the mood but luz
swiftly caught her wrist and pulled her back.



"hey, easy big gal. we can do it tomorrow." luz soothed amity's wracking nerves which worked like
a charm as her voice was soft and calming to listen.

amity took a deep breath in before sighing, "you sure?" she asked and luz nodded as she pulled
amity closer to her with space barely seen between them.

"well then, i'll make sure tomorrow night will be special. just for us." amity swore on that, she
pressed her forehead against luz's with their hands slowly intertwining. watching a smile come on
the noceda's lips as she knows well amity will carry that till the end of days.

"i know you will."

"i love you." amity whispered as she placed a tender kiss on luz's forehead, leaning down a little to
aim for her plump lips that's just so inviting and hard to resist from kissing. bombard luz with all
the love her body could secrete to make sure she's loved and cared for by her wife.

"i love you too." luz replied and immediately closed the space between them with a loving kiss.
amity was internally celebrating that she's finally going to breed luz and start their own family
while the other was unreadable.

-----

tomorrow night came, amity had to clock out early and came home before luz got off from work.

she mainly focused on prepping up their bedroom for this special night. she fluffed out the pillows
to ensure maximum head support and made sure the bed was still on life support because tonight
will be it's retirement.

she spread out petals of roses, making sure the sheets and covers are in it's most comfortable state,
placing down a few scented candles and dimming down the lights to create that atmosphere she
wanted.

amity, absolutely did not forget, to place two glasses and a big bottle of the finest wine she could
buy across the boiling isles.

she got on her night robe, hiding her black laced lingerie underneath as she laid down on the bed in
a sexy position while she squeezed the excitement down there with her thighs.

all amity had to do was wait for luz to get home and she didn't have to wait long when she heard
the front door unlock subsequently followed by footsteps before it suddenly halted.

amity listened carefully to the light footsteps downstairs, guessing that luz was now following the
rose trail she laid down just for her with a light spell to light the way. then, she perked when she
heard her name be called down the hallway.

"amity?"

the blight saw her wife stop at the end of the hallway, her jaw became agar at what's ahead of her,
making amity bite down a grin.

"hey, baby." amity cooed, she slowly waved her finger for luz to come closer. once luz stepped
inside their bedroom, a stream of abomination goop closed the door for them. locking it.



amity slipped out of the bed, she meticulously pulled on the ribbon tied around her waist as she
approached the stiff luz. "how's work, my love?" she asked with her voice seemingly having gotten
lower, her tone was seductive as she got behind luz.

her robe dropped and amity pressed her body against her back as her arms around her waist kept
her there. unknown to amity of the apprehension and peccant look on luz's face.

gulping hard, luz's breathing turned shaky as she can feel her wife's hard nipples brushing against
her back through a thin layer of cloth that she could only presume was lingerie and her large
erection pressed on her ass, down to her thigh.

"pretty good. y- you're really excited for this huh?" luz said with a trembling giggle, bullets of
sweat were rolling down the sides of her face which amity thought that she was just nervous which
she could completely understand.

"of course. why wouldn't i be?" amity replied as she ran her tongue along luz's cheek, lapping up
her bitter sweat before turning her around and pushed her to the bed.

the blight created a spell circle to burn all of their clothes, not wanting it to be a nuisance as she got
on top of luz with her predator golden eyes reflecting the immense love and lust she has for her
wife.

"hm, i love you so much." amity whispered. she began to give luz hot trails of kisses all over her
neck as her hands traveled around her body, sizing her curves before coming to a fall stop on her
breasts to give them a loving knead.

amity's pointed ears twitched as she listened to luz's breathy groans and stifled moans, trying so
desperately to bite it down but the blight knew it was futile when she knew every weak spot.

she left various hickeys left and right, making sure she'll have to wear an out of place scarf in the
middle of the hottest summers.

her hips seemingly had a mind of it's own as she grinds against luz's thighs, drooling out beads of
precum to stain the sheets with some coming on the noceda's thigh to slowly trickle down.

as amity got down to the valley of her boobs, she pulled one hand away to give the nipple a long
lick making luz yelp at the sudden cold contact before amity took it in her mouth. sucking it hard as
if she's trying to get some early milk while her other hand was still groping her tit.

"amity.." luz whimpered with her head rolling back a little and back down to watch her lover
continuously suckle on her breast before pulling away with an audible pop making luz gasped.

amity licked her lips as she eyed the wet tit with light teeth marks she left around the skin. she was
about to take the second one to give it the same treatment but amity felt luz grab a handful of her
hair to pull her up for a kiss.

amity hummed in the kiss, tilting her head to deepen it as she slowly moved inside luz's legs. she
felt luz bite her lower lip for entrance which she gladly gave with her hands sid down from amity's
breasts, one of her hands grasped one and the other continued down.

feeling her ridged stomach until she got to her twitching cock and started stroking her.



the blight groaned in the kiss, her hips unconsciously thrusting in the hand as she felt luz's thumb
rub her glistening tip and using her slick pre as a small substitute of lube.

"fuck.." amity sighed in between the kisses.

both of the lovers' tongues danced and tasted each other, clashing as drool dripped down from the
sides of their mouths until amity was deemed the victor.

once they finally ran out of air, they abruptly pulled away with a thin thread of saliva seen as luz
continued to rapidly stroking amity.

when the thread disappeared, luz pushed amity to stand on her knees with luz sitting up. she drew
closer to her fat cock, her mouth open as she licked up the oozing precum making amity bite her
lip.

then, luz took the whole thing in one fell swoop, earning a loud groan. the blight instinctively
grabbed a fistful of her locks as she watched luz slowly pull her head back before going back,
trying to get accustomed to the girth even though she's been taking this dick for 8 years.

once she got used to it, luz didn't waste any time in bobbing her head on amity's cock. her tongue
swirling around her bulk, feeling her thick veins and lapping up her sweet yet a little bitter precum
while she kept her gaze up on amity's eyes.

loving the sight of her bright red face, her eyes glowing of lust and she could feel the grip on her
hair tightening with her hips slowly railing up to fuck her mouth.

it wasn't long when amity started thrusting in luz's mouth, not really worrying about gagging her
when the woman's reflex improved over the years. she loudly moaned in bliss with her head rolling
back, looking down once again as she felt luz's tongue kept swirling around the girth.

"you're such a fucking slut for this dick, huh?" amity cooed, she gave out strong thrusts for her
cock to go down luz's throat making her groan though not in pain.

grinning, "hm, you like that?" amity asked as she pulled onto luz's hair earning another groan that
encouraged amity to go ever faster. her balls repeatedly hitting under her chin with the covers
becoming disheveled from all the rough motion.

then, "ugh- luz!!" amity clenched her teeth tightly as she shoved her cock deep into luz's mouth
before letting her hot cum out. with her eyes rolling back, luz tried her best to swallow as much as
she could, though it couldn't be helped when a few managed to slip out.

when amity emptied out, she carefully pushed luz back to let her swallow the rest and some
trickling down the sides of her mouth with the look on luz's face. as if she's both drunk on cum and
love, making the blight grow hard once again.

"you look so pretty." amity purred as she softly cupped her wife's cheeks with a soft smile on her
face before squishing it with her tone turning dangerous once again.

"all fours. now."

luz didn't hesitate to follow amity's orders, she crawled over to the pillows and dropped her upper
half onto the bed while she raised her ass up as much as she could for amity.



amity got behind luz, she humming at the sight of her ample ass. her small yet powerful hands
gripped it, giving it a few squeezes before spreading it to behold her puckered ass hole and dripping
cunt. leaning down, amity took a deep breath in to smell her thick musk before stuffing her face
onto her pussy to begin eating her out.

"aahh! a- amity!" luz moaned out loudly as she gripped onto the pillows, trying to muffle herself
again by burying her face onto the pillows though it was unavailing when she just couldn't hold
herself.

amity's skillful tongue lapped up her slick and rolled around luz's pussy with her empty hand
groping her ass cheeks and the other was torturing the poor woman's clit making it hard for her to
hold her moans anymore.

amity has her face completely shoved into luz's pussy to make sure she gets all of the good stuff as
she suckles her folds and thrusts her tongue in every once and a while to make luz be easily on
edge. she just couldn't get enough.

and it wasn't long until luz came as well, squirting at amity's face though she gladly cleaned her
wife up. making sure she gets every inch of her sweet nectar and nothing goes to waste before
slowly recoiling.

luz panted heavily with her vision slowly becoming clearer once again after that climax as her
breathing calmed down. an ever growing spot of drool was seen under cheek and she knows she'll
ruin it even more as she feels amity's hard cock against her cheeks.

"ready?" amity asked in a softer voice and luz could only reply with a nod as she braced herself.

amity aligned herself on luz's vagina, firmly gripping her hips before shoving her entire length
inside making luz scream her total delight as she rolled her head back. she slightly lifted herself up
to see amity's salacious face as she started thrusting hard without restraints.

"oh fuck!"

amity slicked her hair back as she can't keep flicking it to the side when it only kept coming back to
stick in her face. she turned her gaze down to watch her cock repeatedly go out only to be
consumed by her lover's tight snatch.

now matter how much they had sex, luz always remained tight for amity just how she likes it.

her breathing became ragged with the heat and libido clouding her mind. she could only think of
breeding luz as her grunts almost sounded animalistic.

luz didn't even bother to hide her moans anymore, she lets it out shamelessly as it bounced off the
walls and echoed down the hallway. soon enough, the entire house accompanied by the bed
violently creaking under the sheer power of the couple.

every hit amity made brought tidal waves of pleasure that made her body tremble violently from it
but she loves being used like this especially when she's gonna be bred by her one and only.

luz attempted to raise her upper half, wanting to balance herself though she became too weak from
all the slamming. violent surges rippled through her body that made her drop back down to the bed
and resume her lewd moans for the blight.



grabbing another handful of luz's hair, amity pulled her up and turned her head around for another
kiss. it was more tender than the last two as the blight kept reaching deeper and deeper, going past
for that womb to hit with one of her hands groping her wife's bouncing breasts again.

she can hear luz's muffled lewd moans in the kiss. slipping her tongue in once again for their
tongues to dance in an invisible rhythm before they were quick to run out of air and pulled away
with a brief string.

amity stared into luz's half lid eyes, her hues were telling it out as her mouth was completely agar
with drool rolling down the sides. she picked up the pace even more, placed down loving kisses on
her hickey filled neck as she can feel a familiar knot beginning to swell at the pit of her stomach.

"i love you." amity whispered and kissed her cute little round ear she always loved.

"i- aah.. i love you too.." luz replied. her body kept jolting forward with something twisting inside
her that's growing bigger and bigger, getting difficult to hold it back but she wasn't really good at
holding things back.

soon enough, luz came hard for their 1st round as she screamed amity's name before squirting,
coating her dick as her tight pink walls clenched around it. triggering amity to come soon after her,
not knowing if she created a spell beforehand or what but amity doesn't care as she made sure to
have her cum right up into luz's womb.

making sure she'll truly be pregnant with their child.

as their cums swirled and mixed with each other, both lovers panted heavily with their bodies caked
in sweat and a little numb. their bed was more of a mess than themselves, the sheets were
completely on the floor with a few stray rose petals left on the sides.

when amity emptied out, she slowly pulled out to their cums slowly ooze out of luz's vagina before
flipping her over to lie comfortably on the bed this time and grabbed her legs to rest on her
shoulders with her still hard cock ready to demolish her pussy one more time.

"ready for round 2?"

 

a week had passed since their night of passion.

amity had to be on leave from work to take care and spoil her wife who's having trouble walking
since they did it all night nonstop until they both passed out.

amity managed to convince luz that she needs to rest and heal up her numb legs but as usual, the
noceda was stubborn though promised that she won't go out. especially when she walks like a baby
comically attempting to walk.

there are times where amity had to leave to do some errands or groceries and when she comes back,
she'd always find luz panted heavily, sweaty on the couch or their bed. but amity thought none of it
as she thought luz tried to do something despite her current predicament.

though, amity began to notice something weird.



amity was not a fast sleeper. she had to take some apple blood or meds to knock her out quicker
than you can punch a baby but without those, she'd mostly stay up until the silence eventually
lullaby'd her to sleep. luz doesn't know that.

there were certain nights that amity laid wide awake in their bed with her back facing luz. she'd feel
her slowly move around in bed until it suddenly became lighter followed by the sound of the door
clicking open, creaking slightly with a strip of hallway light coming in before disappearing as the
door was closed.

she must've thought that she was asleep but amity was willing to overlook it as she concluded that
something must've come up in the owl house in need of luz's help.

at least, that's the only reason luz gives her.

when luz became 3 months pregnant, amity laid down the rules of her not going aware from any
bed or couch and not even going out of the house as she doesn't want her or the baby to be hurt.

but luz always defied her rules and wanted to go out so badly as if she's missing something when
she should be out there than being stuck in bed.

but amity forethought the little tricks and sneaks luz would pull when she wants to get out. always
reminded her that she needs to stay and rest so she couldn't hurt herself and the baby.

amity understands that the thrill of an adventure was still in luz's veins and she, too, wants to go on
wild escapades with her lover though not this time.

but, this time, after amity returned to restock their cabinets again since luz has been getting weird
pregnancy cravings lately. she went up to their bedroom to check if luz was still there and asked her
what she wanted for dinner.

as amity opened the door, she was suddenly embrace by luz who was sobbing hard with her strong
stream of tears staining her shirt.

blinking, the blight was at a lost why luz was crying, she coiled her arms around her as well and
looked around the room to see if something was turned or someone broke in and did something.

though, nothing was out of the ordinary.

"luz, what's wrong? did you get hurt?" amity asked with clear worry in her tone as she softly pulled
luz away to see her tear face, trying so hard to wipe the tears yet it kept coming down.

"amity, i'm sorry. i'm sorry. i'm sorry.. i didn't mean to, i'm sorry! please forgive me, mi amor. i'm so
sorry!" luz profusely apologized for something amity has no idea of.

she doesn't recall her doing anything remotely bad to her or to anyone- like come on, this is luz
noceda. the nicest person in both realms so why this all of the sudden?

"for what?" amity asked as she genuinely wants to know. she watched luz open her mouth,
expecting words to come out but only a cracking noise was heard.

she tried several times to say the thing she wanted- to admit everything but her words kept dying in
her tongue.



seeing that luz was struggling to get the words out, amity decided to drop it and forget about it.
"hey, it's okay." she reassured as she softly gripped luz's shoulders to make her look at her in the
eyes.

"i forgive you for whatever you did wrong."

as more tears streamed down her wife's face, amity softly sighed "come on, you know it hurts when
i see you cry." she said, wiping the tears off with her thumb and gently cupped her cheeks while
squishing it from time to time.

"how about i make you your favorite this time? i bought the right meat this time thanks to gus. what
do you say?" amity suggested with a smile. it's only fair she returns the favor for her wife,
especially now that she knows how to make her favorite.

sniffling, luz cleared her throat and returned a small smile as she started into amity's eyes that
always calmed her, eased her mind and always made sure that she's okay. "t- that sounds good." she
replied.

"wanna come downstairs?"

luz slowly shook her head, "i think i'll just stay here for a while." she said which amity nodded in
understanding, she placed a kiss on luz's forehead and bent down to kiss her ever growing belly as
well.

she watched luz make her way back to the bed, sitting down at the edge before she silently closed
the door and headed back down to the kitchen to whip up some good chimichurri for luz.

as amity hopped the last step down, even before she could make her way to the kitchen. she was
stopped by a deep voice she never wanted to hear yet was always there to make her day like shit.

"where's luz?"

standing by the couch, amity saw hunter having a nonchalant look on his face with his hands
stuffed in his pants pockets while his cardinal sat on his shoulder. happily chirping to see the blight.

the palisman sure is cute if it's owner wasn't such a horseshit of a witch.

'can i even call him a witch?' amity always asked that in her head.

"what are you doing here?" amity asked in an empty tone as she crossed her arms, her intense gaze
pierced through the witch and he did the same.

"what a way to greet a friend. a hug would be nice." hunter sneered making the blight lowly growl
to herself. he had the audacity to come into her house without announcement and expected a warm
welcome from amity? he's even more delusional than she thought.

"you're not my friend. what are you doing here?" amity repeated one last time as she wasn't going
to ask again.

with his rolling in annoyance, hunter walked towards amity who didn't move from her spot and just
watched him get closer till he stopped just a few feet away from her. "i came to visit. is it bad for
me to visit while everyone's allowed?" hunter said with an obviously fake pout.



"have some sense, blight."

"the only sense i'll make for this day is you walking out of my house and leave us the fuck alone."
amity spat at hunter, her fists began to tighten with her vex rising steadily as her patience was
always thinned whenever she saw his irritating face.

amity was never this irritable until she met hunter.

hunter just blinked at amity, still giving her a blank stare. "that's a little biased of you, isn't it?" he
quipped before scoffing to cut off whatever the blight was going to say as she opened her mouth.

"whatever. i'll just say my hi to luz and leave since that's what you wanted." hunter was about to
walk past amity and head upstairs to see her wife but she was quick to block his way.

amity had noticed a drastic rise of his visits when luz became 3 months pregnant. telling her that
he's only here to greet luz and that's it. why?

why go out of his way just to see amity's wife? doesn't he have anything better to do than seeing luz
every few weeks and loitering in their own home?

"no. she's pregnant with my child and she needs her rest." amity simply states but the reaction she
got from hunter surprised her and out of place.

he laughed.

amity watched hunter laugh his ass off, trying to hold himself together but kept failing in doing so
as he kept laughing at amity's face. only triggering the blight even more, "what's so funny?" she
asked in an ominously calm tone but the gaze she gives him doesn't mirror the 'calmness' of her
voice.

as hunter regained some composure and air, he sighed deeply with his finger wiping the small
droplets of tears welling up in the corner of his eyes. remnants of giggles were heard but he bit it
down to say; "you."

there was a tense silence between the two witches as they just stared at each other point blank in the
eyes without ever blinking or emotions to tell what they're truly feeling. amity wants to tear hunter
apart but it'll be too much of a hassle to clean up the mess on her newly waxed floor.

instead, she chuckled it off. "laugh all you want, hunter but i am the one who got luz pregnant and i
will have my first born with my other children." amity said rather proudly with a smile etching
across her face.

pride was seeping into her words as she slowly approached hunter in an intimidating manner even
though she's shorter than him.

the blight can strike fear to those daring to even glance at her way, making hunter unwillingly step
back when amity pierced through his personal bubble.

"so do me a favor and get out." amity growled with ghost suddenly coming out from nowhere and
hopped onto their owner's shoulder, hissing with their back fur spiked as their blue eyes shifted into
harsh pink glow. reflecting the aggression of the blight on the poor magicless witch.



it's a well known fact that amity can easily topple hunter. especially as the years went on, she only
became stronger while hunter remained in her shadow of strength and mastery of abomination
magic.

the deadliest kind. next to willow's unparalleled plant magic.

"don't make me say it again."

hunter continued to stare at amity with his crimson hues telling something but she wasn't going to
decipher it when his face gave a blatant answer.

sighing deeply, hunter turned around to face the door. "fine. maybe next time. see ya later, blight."
he nonchalantly waved his hand goodbye over his shoulder as amity watched him walk towards the
door. swinging it wide open before finally leaving.

giving the house the silence it needs for amity to calm down and put her mind at ease now that the
nuisance was gone though the vexation still remained as she angrily combed her hair back and
began to pace around.

"titan fuck. i hate him so fucking much!" amity angrily said as she wildly moved her arms around,
looking like she wanted to strangle something and would accidentally hit someone unsuspecting of
her flailing arms.

ghost meowed, telling their owner to calm down which she listened to as she slowly stopped pacing
and took a deep breath in.

clearing her mind of hunter since that's irrelevant now and placed her focus back to her pregnant
wife. trying to recall what she was about to do before hunter went and almost ruined her night.

"what was i doing again?"

ghost meowed once again, reminding amity she should've fed luz a long time ago. "oh right.
chimichurri." she smacked her head forgetting her task and headed for the kitchen, taking out the
needed ingredients she needed from the groceries bags and settled them down on the counter.

her palisman hopped off amity's shoulder, landing next to the goods while she grabbed the utensils
and spices luz brought from the human realm in the cupboard.

the cat leaned down to take a sniff of the stuff and attempted to take a nibble but amity stopped
them with her hand covering their furry face. ghost meowed in response and tried to take their
owner's hand off.

"you wanna help, ghost?"

-----

a few more months had passed and luz's belly progressively gets bigger, her drive to go out has
lessened, thankfully since amity doesn't have to set up alarms whenever she had to leave luz alone.

though, the only downside was hunter's visits became more often than it should be resulting in them
always arguing in the living room while luz was upstairs.



luz tried to absolve the tension between her wife and brother but the two were too stubborn to come
to a truce. leaving luz without much of a choice but to endure the two berating at each other's faces.

how childish. but she still loves them.

today was a saturday, september 17 and the boiling rain was pouring down the isles but the house
was thankfully protected by a barrier set up by amity. the sound of muffled acid rain furiously
dropping on the barrier gave off a soothing background noise.

it was a lazy day for the couple as they just lounged on the couch with luz reading her good witch
azura book aloud for their child and amity listened with an unmovable smile on her face. her arm
was draped over luz, fingers lazily swirling her somewhat long curly hair while luz rested her head
on her shoulder.

"..and azura saved the land of witches once again. the end." luz slowly closed the book after she
read the last line. she placed the book on her lap, staring at the hard cover with it's design that could
easily capture a child's intrigued eyes.

luz can vividly remember getting this from a random store and it was a treasure she'll cherish till
generations pass.

"do you think our child will like azura?" luz asked as she tilted her head up to look at her wife's
golden eyes. giving her an endearing gaze that she'll only get from amity 'alone.'

"i hope so 'cause they have a wonderful storyteller in bedtimes." amity replied, pulling her close to
place a kiss atop of her head making luz softly giggle and nuzzled up in her neck, planting light
kisses on her flesh while she's at it.

amity softly cupped luz's chin to pull her a tender kiss with her hand slowly rubbing her tummy in
circles. pulling away, luz kissed her lover's nose as well and placed her hand atop of amity's, she
looked down at her stomach to see just how big it got.

it was heavy as hell making luz think she's carrying twins or triplets.

"what should we name them?" luz asked, watching both of their hands rub her belly.

"callisto?" amity suggested. luz hummed, thinking about it as callisto does sound like a good name
but she has other names that's now coming into mind.

"maybe. how bout something cool, like sage or skylar?" luz said with a soft smile coming on her
face, watching amity think about it as her head slowly nodded before shifting into a half and half as
if she's a little conflicted about the names.

but then, luz began to feel something aching.

"sage is a little on the nose. how about-" amity was about to suggest another name but she stopped
when she noticed luz was having troubles in breathing with her eyes squeezing shut as she held her
stomach.

"luz? luz, what's wrong?" amity asked with panic and worry in her voice, she firmly grasped both
her wife's hands as she looked at her face contorting in pain. "baby, what's happening?" she asked
once again as she cupped luz's cheeks to make her slowly open her welling up eyes.



"i.. i think my water broke.."

amity's eyes widened, she looked down to see strong streams of blood trickling down from her
shorts and the rest of her legs. the sudden burst of adrenaline mixed with panic shot amity up to her
feet, her heart heavily pounding in her chest.

her heart was painfully beating hard and her brain turned into flight mode with one object in mind.

"oh sh- hold on!" amity quickly created a spell circle to summon her staff, coming to a full stop
between them for amity to carefully yet quickly lift luz onto it.

created an abomination armor to protect luz from the boiling rain and keep her on the staff before
swiftly taking off. amity doesn't care if she's getting burned, the adrenaline was kind enough to
numb the shearing pain as the only thing on her mind was to get luz to the healers as fast as she
can.

amity summoned her scroll as well, instantly ringing up willow's number while she minded the
debris falling from the sky. once willow finally picked up, she yelled her name as she couldn't hear
shit out here. or was it just her ears getting burned off?

"willow!"

"oh, hey amity. what's-" the cheery woman happily greeted her old friend, willow was about to ask
what amity needed but she was cut off by her shouting from the other end with the harsh sound of
the boiling rain surrounding the call.

"meet me in the hospital right now! it's today!" amity exclaimed that was followed by luz
screaming in agony behind her.

willow was taken aback by the sudden news. gus, who came by to help willow get all of her plants
in before they were burned from the rain, was also surprised from overhearing the call.

"seriously?! in this weather?! willow placed her hand onto her forehead as she looked out of the
window to see that the rain won't be letting up anytime soon.

out of all the weathers the baby could've chosen to come out from the womb. they chose the boiling
rain. how timely.

oh dear titan.. i'll be right there. make it there safe amity."

"i will." as the call ended, amity looked over her shoulder to see if luz was still there and breathing.
she's trying to hold it in the best she can until they get to the hospital and she could see it in her
face.

then, amity finally spotted the building she's looking for. she briskly dove down, easily penetrating
through the protective barrier. "coming through!" she yelled as she flew inside the hospital before
coming to a full stop.

amity was steaming from all the rain poured on her body but she didn't care as she hopped off the
staff and carefully carried her wife into her arms. "i need ER stat!" she called for the healers who
came rushing down the hallway to assist her, since she is their leader and should be top priority.

"mrs. noceda, what's-" before the lead healer was about to ask what amity needs, she exclaimed:



"MY WIFE'S GIVING BIRTH!!" the main leader instantly understood what’s at hand, they waved
their hand for the others to roll in a bed and placed it in front of amity to gently place luz down, her
slightly burnt hand placed on her forehead to feel her temperatures as excessive sweat ran down the
sides of her face.

that made amity’s anxiety rise as she doesn’t know if that’s supposed to be normal.

with the healers beginning to lead luz towards the emergency room to be immediately treated,
amity was about to follow them as she wanted to be right on luz’s side to help her get through this
though the leader healer stopped her. "mrs. noceda, those burns need to be treated. you have to stay
here while we take care of your wife." they said as they motioned their finger to make amity look at
her spots of red burns from the rain, her clothing had burnt holes though she still felt nothing but
fear for her wife.

"what? no no! i need to be with luz!" amity protested as she attempted to go past the healer but they
blocked her path once more and repeated the same statement they just said. it only irattated the
abomination leader.

”you dare stand before me and my wife?” amity’s voice became lower in octaves, almost having an
echoing touch to it. her eyes suddenly became dim as darkness seeping in to cover her whites and
that only left her iries to glow violently with abomination goop began to increase her height,
abomination goop was oozing out from the bottom of her heels and slowly trailed up to her body.

petrifying the healer.

before anything drastic happens, “amity!” the blight heard a familiar voice echo down the hallway
making her look over her shoulder and saw willow and gus quickly running towards her. she shrunk
back down to her original size with the abomination goop disappearing as she watched both of
them stop in front of her. the healer took this time to quickly run away, not wanting to be killed by
their leader.

“where’s luz?” gus asked, looking around for his best friend while panting softly.

“ER. and i can’t go in there because they kept blocking me!” amity said, she looked over her
shoulder to see the head healer though they already left and the ones she laid eyes on were the
nurses who quickly retreated from the scene as they didn't want to be caught up into the drama.

 

willow was also panicking but not as much like amity who looked like she’s about to wreck the
place if she remained unchecked. “well duh! you’re burnt from the boiling rain! you didn’t even
bother to shield yourself!” she retorted, trying to get some sense back into amity’s head as she
seemed to be a little too caught up in her wife’s pregnancy that she forgot to take care of herself.
that’s the one thing willow hated the most to see her friends doing. neglecting themselves.

“all i care about is luz’s and the baby's safety, okay!” amity only confirmed willow’s thoughts
making her sigh deeply with her fingers pinching the bridge of her nose. she motioned the
worrisome blight to come and sit down with her in the benches as they’re going to be here for a
while.

 



“and i understand that but you can’t just run out of the most intense boiling rain without protection!
think, amity, think!”

amity lowered her head as she does understand that she’s risking her life and being absolutely
reckless but this is her wife we’re talking about. the woman amity will and forever love in her
entire lifetime, she always made sure that luz was always her top priority even though she has work
to do. she still values luz more than anything and would die for her if asked.

luz is everything to amity. people say it’s unhealthy to get too attached with your spouse but when
has that ever stopped amity from loving luz with all she can and stayed together for 8 years and
counting.

“hey, just calm down, okay? luz can do this and you don’t have to be in there when you’re the one
who brought her here. she knows you’ll be there for her.” willow did her best to reassure amity as
her hand softly rubbed her tensed back. amity nodded though she didn’t say anything as her mind
was someplace else, focusing on what’s happening inside the ER and she won’t be there to comfort
luz when she desperately needs it.

amity placed her face into her hands, reminding herself that she needs to calm down and repeated
willow’s words to keep herself from breaking from the stress.

“we also called eda and the others. they’re on their way when the rain calms down.” gus added with
added some additional relief that eda would be here shortly but for now, they just have to wait
while the procedure goes on without amity right by luz’s side.

 

it took a few hours until news finally arrived, eda brought along her sister, lilith, her old time lover
raine with king sitting on one of the benches with amity while they waited for a really long time.
they don’t even know how long it took as neither were keeping track.

but when a new head healer was came out of the ER to inform the noceda family, (since the old one
didn’t want to face amity anymore), amity almost instantly sprung up to her feet and willow quickly
grabbed her wrist to prevent her from suddenly running away to see her beloved.

“is my wife okay? is my child alright? where are they?” amity bombarded the healer with questions
that they easily have answers to.

“yes, you wife and daughter are in perfect condition. mrs. noceda is already in her room to rest and
the child is in the infirmary, being cleaned up by the other healers before being handed back to her
mother.” the healer replied with ease, giving amity the relief she has been looking for and now she
can finally let out the air she has been unconsciously holding in. as well as the others.

“can i see her? my daughter.” amity requested which the healer nodded to, motioning their hand for
the others to follow as they led the way to the infirmary.

upon getting there, amity peered through the window to see lots and lots of cradles with babies in
them either sleeping or were being fed by the healers to return to their slumber. in one particular
cradle, there are 2-3 healers surrounding a cradle and she felt a soft tap on her shoulder making her
turn her head to the head doctor who’s beckoning her to follow her inside the infirmary while the
others watched from the outside.



“alina noceda.” the healer said, making the others turn around to face them with a kicking and air
punching baby in their arms. amity immediately saw the small pointed ears the baby has, she
doesn’t mind it as she did expect a few differences of her child compared to other purebred
witchlets.

nonetheless, this little girl is still born a witch. no denying that.

“alina?” amity was a little confused why the baby suddenly had a name.

nodding, the healer replied “that’s what your wife decided to call her.” amity returned her gaze back
at her actual first born right in front of her and the sound of the name brought a soft smile to her
face as she knew what it exactly meant. alina has the same messy dark curly hair just like her
mother’s, making amity wonder what those eyes could hold. treasures, she hoped.

“can i hold her?”

the healers nodded, they grabbed a blanket for a moment to wrap around little alina and it was a
crimson colored blanket that made the blight grimace as the color reminded her of a certain
someone that she shouldn’t be really remembering during this special moment. shaking off the
annoying choice of color, she extended her arms for them to take her daughter in her arms.

alina cried from the sudden change of arms, wriggling around a little but amity softly hushed her
and began to hum a tune she knows but doesn’t remember it’s title of while she slowly swings her
arm back and forth to help little alina to get comfortable in her mama’s arms with the tune
effortlessly working in lulling her to sleep.

even though amity wanted to see what’s behind those thin eyelids.

when alina stopped crying, amity looked back at the healers with the two having an odd on their
faces while she was humming but she ignored it as she’s too much in a good mood now that she’s
holding her precious little one in her arms. “is it okay if i take her to see the others?” she asked and
the healers nodded without much of a response.

without hesitation, amity walked out of the infirmary for others to see her baby alina and almost
instantly they flocked around her to see the baby with sparks of joy evident in their eyes.

“wow, congratulations amity!” they all acclaimed for the blight biggest successes and amity knows
for a fact that no other accomplishments will ever top of her little alina coming to the world. alina
squirmed in her mama’s arms a little from their shouting, amity quickly soothed her back to sleep
and hushed the others to keep it down.

“anyways, lemme hold my little granddaughter.” eda said as she stepped in front, offering her arms
to amity as she wants to hold little alina though amity doesn’t seem to like that idea for now and
backed away with her hugging alina close.

 

“uh- maybe some other time, eda. alina needs to get used to being in my arms.” amity excused,
hoping that’s a viable reason than her being protective of her daughter though it’s just natural
instincts to have as a young parent.



though eda just rose a brow at her as she blankly stared into the blight’s golden eyes, clearly seeing
what she truly meant with her statement. “or you just wanna hog your kid to yourself.” the others
softly laughed and chuckled to themselves, making sure they weren’t too noisy to awaken the baby.

all of them were having a great time, especially amity as they had never seen her smile this wide
since their wedding day. though good things just always had to end as the sound of rapid footsteps
clapping against the tiled floor was heard making them turn their heads to see who it was and the
immediate sight of a stray blonde made amity’s smile drop almost instantaneously.

hunter stopped beside the others, panting heavily with his hair and shirt in a mess as if he got the
news late and came here barely dressed up accordingly. as he caught his breath, he turned his head
up to see amity carrying her daughter that made him scowl with his posture straightening and aura
completely changing from light to.. something else.

amity gladly returned the scowl that’s more ferocious and aggressive with a growl surfacing in her
throat as she held alina closer, making sure her daughter doesn’t fall at this man’s hands. both
witches glared at each other, gold and crimson clashing to show who really is a victor here.

with the atmosphere they’re projecting ruined the once cheery mood everyone had and it’s just
making them severely uncomfortable with the quarrel that’s been 8 years in the making.

finally, willow was the one who took the initiative to stop the eye contest before it devolved into
something dire “hey hey, let’s not make a scene here. the baby, amity.” she whispered to the blight,
making her return to her senses as she took a deep breath in and softly sighed to simmer down since
willow was right.

wouldn’t want to cause a massive crawl in the middle of the hospital.

then, the lead healer stepped out of the infirmary with the others behind them. “mrs. noceda, i’m
sorry but the child needs to be with her mother now.” they said as they carefully took alina from
amity’s arms making her be in distraught at the sudden loss of her child from her arms. she tried to
grab alina back but willow held her back and slowly shook her head as the baby did need to rest
after a long night.

“but i didn’t even get to see her eyes open.” amity muttered under her breath as she pouted,
watching the healers head off to what she could only assume was the direction of luz’s room. now
that she remembered, she hasn’t even visited her wife since delivery. what kind of wife is amity
who doesn’t see her first?

not noticing hunter’s rapid change of demeanor as his left cheek was pressed in as if he’s trying to
bite down something.

as much as amity wants to dash off to see her lover and thank her for all the treasures she gave her
to cherish but she was practically dragged away by willow and gus with the others leading the way
to the exit. “you can do that tomorrow. come on, let’s go home.” willow said in a bland tone, tired
from all the stress and waiting they had to do while sitting at a hard chair that made her ass numb.

“yeah, luz might be asleep by now and we should definitely do the same.” gus added with a
dragged out groan as he couldn’t feel his legs anymore from all the walking and standing he had to
do since he had to give up his seat for lilith to sit. how gentlemanly of him.



without much of a choice presented at her platter, amity gave in and promised to herself that she’ll
visit tomorrow to see her little girl and wife until they’re okay to be discharged. with a woeful sigh,
amity replied “okay then.”

unbeknownst, to everyone when they all went home, in room 360. the air conditioner on was
blowing out cold winds that easily made the entire room be freezing, there’s a cushioned chairs and
a coffee table in one side of the room that has a small stack of the latest and youngest grudgby star
on the cover and in the middle of the room laid a thick bed with thicker sheets, vital machines was
seen next to it as small wires led up to a half awake woman laying in said bed.

looking to the right, watching the man gaze down at his daughter while her small hand gripped his
bigger finger. hunter’s smile just kept growing and growing at the sight of his real daughter in front
of him, bore by the woman he loved so dearly.

alina is the living embodiment of their love together.

slowly, alina opened her eyes, squinting a little to adjust to the lighting until they finally saw the
little girl’s true genetics. her hair was just like her mother, curly and wild yet fluffy to the touch, her
eyes are just like her father’s. crimson with no remnants of golden in sight making hunter feel
prideful of himself that alina is truly his first born.

“she’s beautiful.” he whispered, he softly placed a kiss atop of his daughter's head and turned his
gaze at luz who’s also smiling with her hand intertwined with his only vacant one.“thank you.” he
leaned closer to his lover to give her a sweet kiss on the lips, making both of their smiles bigger
before hunter slowly recoiled to look down at alina once again who’s wide awake now unless he
gives her to luz to fall asleep again.

as much as he wants to take luz and alina away from everyone else, they talked about this before
and her girlfriend and daughter will stay with amity to pose as a perfect family while he only
remained on the sidelines again. besides, with all the power the blight has, she could easily track
them down if they ran away and have his head served on a golden platter.

it’s hard but they have to make this work. for alina.

hunter took out an illusion glyph from his pocket and gently placed it in between alina’s eyes,
watching the spell be absorbed by the baby with it’s effects quickly appearing. his eyes were
washed over by the color of gold, the ones he hated so much as all of the things amity did to him
always came rushing back to torment him but it has to be done to avoid suspicion.

though these golden eyes were the ones luz truly loves.

-----

the following days amity visited luz and alina everyday with better food for luz to restore her
energy than the ones the hospital gives along with the others accompanying her sometimes.

amity was always seen holding her little girl in her arms, admiring her as she couldn’t get enough
of the fact that she finally has a child with the woman she loves ever so dearly.

once luz and alina were finally ready to be sent home, amity was more than thrilled and their family
welcomed them back as they promised they’ll all pitch in to take care of precious alina which the
couple gladly accepted.



both were great parents to alina, inexperienced but they have friends to turn back on if things gets a
little overwhelming. amity, due to not having much real parental figures in her life until she was
accepted by eda when she was accepted in the owl house, did her best to raise her daughter. better
than her own mother could do to her.

and with this caring nature of the blight, this resulted in alina growing more attached to her mama
than her mommy.

alina turning 3 this year, she’s beginning to show some tendencies of getting in trouble that amused
everyone as they wondered where she got that from.

right now, amity was left alone in the house with alina while luz went off to do some errands. she’s
on the couch with a cup of tea in hand, ghost peacefully sleeping on her lap and watching alina
improve her walking around the living room as she holds on amity’s floating empty staff.

alina lets out an excited noise as she swayed around while keeping a tight grip on the staff, making
amity giggle to herself. then, the 3 year old turned her head to see her mama that made her smile to
reveal her growing baby teeth as a light giggle escaped her throat in seeing her mama was there to
see her become better at walking.

amity perked up when she saw alina stretching her arms to amity as if she’s asking her to come to
her. “what is it, little boop?” she asked as she placed her cup to the side and stood up. amity has a
bad habit of always booping alina’s nose whenever she gets the chance, even luz noticed it and
jokingly called their daughter the nickname because of that and it’s forever stuck.

amity carried alina off the ground, placing her in her arms and grabbed her staff before returning to
the couch for ghost to automatically hop onto her lap once again. the 3 year old giggled once again
at the sight of the cat palisman, she reached out to give them a pet which ghost happily gave as they
leaned up to the little one’s hands and purred.

the blight watched her daughter play with her palisman as a smile etched across her face. then, alina
turned her head up to look at her mama’s golden eyes that are the same as hers. “wha.. what is your
first spell, mama?” she asked with her head tilting in curiosity.

humming, amity began to think about it as she goes back to the day when she learned her first spell.
“let’s see.. i think it was a light spell just like your mother’s.” she replied, seeing the stars of
wonder sparkle in alina’s eyes.

“can i see?”

 

softly chuckling, amity nodded “of course, sweetheart.” she created a spell circle in front of them
and slowly pulled her hand back to watch the spell circle waver for a moment before it shifted into
a bright ball of light. they watched it slowly float above them with alina staring at it in awe, her
eyes shining ever so bright along with the light spell.

“cool..” alina muttered under her breathe as she continued to stare at it. slowly, she turned her gaze
at her mama who's also staring at the ball of light, her eyes seemingly looking like she's
reminiscing about something.



“can i do it too?” the little one asked, making amity glance back at her daughter and smiled once
again.

"sure, pumpkin." amity gently placed her down to stand once again and knelt down beside her as
she got into a serious mood, though not too serious that’ll scare alina.

"i want you to take a deep breath in and focus. focus on what you want to conjure." she advised
with her tone soft, her hand placed on her back to help her calm down and take a few deep breaths
in before exhaling loudly.

"that's it."

"now, keep yourself steady and stand your ground." alina fixed her posture and did the same arm
extension her mama did with her finger. slowly closing her eyes, she began to concentrate on
creating a light spell as a steady flow of strength and power within her veins.

having the blood of a powerful glyph master, not to mention a student under the clawthorne who
also turned into a teacher mixed..

"release." amity whispered as she watched with anticipation. alina followed the cue and created a
somewhat perfect circle though it doesn't need to be perfect when the command was properly
given.

she waited for a few seconds for something to happen, even alina peeked through the small gap of
her eyelids to check if she did it right.

nothing.

alina went on to try once again, thinking it was her circle that was a bit wonky. both mother and
daughter waited for something spectacular to happen though that moment didn't arrive.

with her hand slowly dropping back to her side, alina was confused of why. "mama.." she muttered
under her breath, her tone shaky as she stared at nothing.

"what's wrong?" amity asked, concern evident in her tone as she tilted her head to look at her
daughter's distraught expression.

"i.. why can't i do it?" alina returned a question as she slowly turned her gaze at her mama, her eyes
beginning to become glossy with her body trembling as she tried her best not to cry of not making
amity proud on her first attempt of magic.

amity's eyes widened, she didn't mind much of why alina couldn't do traditional conjures of magic
but seeing her daughter be on the brink of crying breaks her heart.

"hey hey, it's okay. it doesn't have to be perfect at your first try." she comforted as she pulled alina
into a much needed hug, softly patting her back while she listened to her stifled sobs with droplets
of tears dropping onto her shoulder.

once alina's sobbing calmed down, amity gently pulled her away to see her tear stained face. "in
this house, we have alternatives of making magic." she reminded while wiping the tears off her
cheeks and the corners of her eyes as alina continued to stare at amity.



"have you seen your mother's glyphs?" alina slowly nodded, remembering the times when luz
would take out a few glyphs from her pocket if they're in some kind of trouble though she didn't
understand what they were at the time.

"wanna try them?" alina profusely nodded with her mood changing, making amity chuckle.

then, she felt something bump the side of her thigh, looking down, amity saw ghost with paper and
a familiar looking pink diamond glowing pen in their mouth.

amity smiled, she grabbed the pen and paper but not before petting, scratching her palisman under
their chin for a good job.

"now, i'm not an expert like your mother but this is what a light glyph looks like." amity said as she
clicked the pen open, placed the paper in the middle and began to draw the glyph by heart.

amity cleanly ripped the first glyph to place it to the side and started once again on a new one.
"then, ice."

"fire."

"and plant." as amity placed the last glyph on the neat line of glyphs before them, she settled the
pen and paper to the side and looked at alina who's examining the types of glyphs before her.

she looked up to her mama, silently asking what she needed to do but amity just gave her
reassurance and for her to try it herself.

hesitant at first but alina mustered up all of her courage as much as she could and slowly extended
her hand to the light glyph first. she's uncertain what will happen next but she trusts her mama.

then, alina gave the light glyph a single tap with her entire small hand and recoiled when the glyph
crumbled itself into a ball. floated up into the air before it transformed into a ball of light making
alina gasp in awe.

alina stared at the glowing orb in front of her with amity doing the same though she was staring at
her daughter's eyes.

it reminded her of the sweet memories when she and luz were still kids. alot of shit happened back
then but they were still kids trying to figure out what is love and the limits of their magic.

"i did it!" alina springing up to her feet with her arms raised into the air as a victory. "mama, look i
did it!"

smiling wide, "yes, you did it, my love! i'm so proud of you!" amity exclaimed as she swiftly
carried alina off the ground. both mother and daughter couldn't contain their excitement as they
laughed along with each other.

then, their happiness only added when they heard; "i'm home!" as the front door was swung open to
reveal luz carrying some bags of stuff.

"mommy!"

amity placed alina down and watched her rush up to luz with open arms which luz gladly
reciprocated as she knelt down to tightly hug her daughter. "mommy look! i made my first spell wi-



with glyphs!" alina said, pointing over to the still floating light glyph with a big smile dawning on
her face.

luz looked at the orb making a gasp escape her lips with her eyes widening as she turned her gaze
back at her daughter. gleaming with pride of her achievement.

"¡¿lo hiciste?! ay dios mio, i'm so proud of you, mija!" she pulled alina into a hug once again with
alina giggling and happily hugged back.

amity watched her wife and daughter celebrate alina's attainment of magic with an unwavering
smile though it was threatened to be dropped when she saw hunter behind luz. carrying the rest of
the stuff she brought down the market.

"what is he doing here?"

luz perked up when the question was asked, she slowly pulled away from the hug and stood back
up as she cleared her throat.

"we met up when i was in the market to buy some groceries." luz replied with ease for the blight to
not become suspicious as a falter could mean something else with her sometimes. "figured we'd
have him for dinner if that's alright."

amity narrowed her eyes at hunter who only returned a blank stare. she can't strike up an argument
here, especially when alina's around. "fine." she muttered as she doesn't have much of a choice
when luz will only persist if she said no.

softly smiling, luz lifted the bags once again and asked; "care to help me with the groceries, amor?"
amity nodded, she went over to grab the heavy bags out of her wife's hands and both of them
headed for the kitchen with hunter walking into the living room.

while luz and amity were busy in the kitchen, hunter propped down to the couch and watched alina
walk back to her glyphs with her hand guiding the orb back to her.

"hello alina." hunter greeted the girl and looked at him over her shoulder.

"hi uncle hunter." alina greeted him back.

"i see your mama taught you the basics. have you tried the other ones, pumpkin?" hunter asked as
he noticed the other 3 glyphs weren't activated yet. hiding the underlying bitterness.

alina stared at the man, feeling a sense of familiarity though not because he's her uncle. it's
something else. though she shook herself out of her thoughts and answered the question.

"no. not yet."

"you know, there are limitless ways in making a new glyph just by using those. want me to teach
you?" hunter offered with a soft smile on his face.

his mind and body was telling him to hold his daughter, he was annoyed that amity was the first to
see alina make her first spell but he needs to keep his cool.

but alina shook her head and politely declined the offer. "no. i'm good, thanks uncle."



slowly nodding, "no pressure, little boop." hunter reassured as he softly patted alina's head, calling
her by the name her mama always called her though she didn't mind it. too much.

alina returned her attention back to the glyphs and began practicing in drawing each one of them.

after dinner, amity guided alina upstairs to her bedroom. dinner which was fairly quiet than their
usual ones as the blight didn’t engage much with the conversation luz and hunter had.

after alina finished brushing her teeth, she ran to her bedroom, giggling, and hopped onto the bed.
tumbling around in the process, amity chuckled at her daughter’s antics as she sat down at the right
end of the bed to help alina get under the covers and be comfortable.

"mama, can mommy read me a bedtime story?" alina asked as she looked up to her mama with
hope in her eyes.

"mommy's a little..” amity trailed off for a moment, turning her head to the agar door to overhear
her wife and hunter talking downstairs though she can’t understand what they’re saying from here.
she doesn’t want to disrupt whatever conversation they had before returning her gaze back to alina.

“busy right now but mama can tell you a bedtime story. what story do you like?" she asked as she
wanted to forget the brooding thought of how weird luz and hunter are really close with each other
lately and focus on her daughter.

"azura!"

the sound of an old name made amity perk up, "you like the good witch azura too?" she asked with
excitement began to spill into her tone, she couldn’t believe her prediction of her child liking the
good witch azura was right. the blight didn’t waste anymore time in grabbing- or teleporting it here
with a snap of a finger.

the first azura book she ever read and she wants to share it to her daughter tonight.

"this is my all time favorite series when i was a child. maybe even now." amity said as she giggled,
making alina giggle as well. she scooched herself down into the bed and hugged her stuffed otabin
close to get real comfortable as this is gonna be a good story she’s gonna listen to, especially when
her mama’s going to be the one to read it.

once alina was ready and anticipation was seen on her cute face, amity cleared her throat as she
opened the old book to it’s first page, revealing it’s first lines that she probably can recite by heart.
then, she began to tell the tale of how azura set out to be her town’s greatest witch in defeating
galder, the duke of demons.

 

"and that's how azura became the town's hero. the end." as amity closed the book after she read the
last lines, she looked over to her daughter to see her sound asleep with light snores heard from her.

softly smiling, amity placed the book down on her nightstand and turned off the lamp, but did turn
on a nightlight as she doesn’t like complete darkness in her room. she gently brushed the small
strands of hair to the side, leaned down to give her daughter a kiss on the forehead as she
whispered; "sweet dreams, alina."



amity slowly stood up from the bed and quietly made her way out of the room, she glanced at alina
one last time as if checking that she wasn’t going anywhere before silently closing the door for her
daughter to sleep at peace.

once the blight got down to the living room, she saw luz sitting on the couch in front of a crystal
ball and a glass of wine in hand. amity looked around the house, checking if that bastard was still
around, she sighed in relief that he finally left before plopped down next to her wife.

“thank titan, he’s gone.” she said, looking down at the crystal ball to see what luz was watching.

a telanovela amity guessed as she recognises the melodramatic acting. luz introduced her to this a
few years ago but this one was mixed with humans and demons from the boiling isles which was
neat.

“when are you two gonna make up? it’s been forever since eclipse lake.” luz said, turning her head
away from the ball to look at her wife who’s aimlessly watching the series.

“probably when i’m dead.” amity scoffed.

luz playfully rolled her eyes, placed her glass down on the coffee table and moved closer to amity.
“so dramatic.” she muttered, cupping amity’s chin to turn her head to face her before closing their
space between them with a tender kiss. amity tilted her head to the side as she lowly hummed in the
kiss, indulging in it.

luz slipped her arms around her wife’s neck with her fingers entangling in her auburn hair since she
hasn’t been retouching her dye for a while now.

as they slowly pulled away, luz kissed amity’s cheek making it squish as she whispered “think we
could give alina a sister?”

amity’s eyes widened as she was completely caught off guard by the question though she didn’t
detest the idea. she’s been wanting to have a night like before again though luz hasn’t been in the
mood since alina and she doesn’t mind.

“why not?” she replied with her libido beginning to rise before pushing luz down to the couch.

-----

alina was blessed with a baby sister named harper, who’s now most definitely the child of amity and
luz.

they became the bestest of friends as alina would teach harper glyph magic even though she was
able to do traditional magic and they would always be together whenever they would go out down
in bonesborough being accompanied by their owl family. many people would admire the half blood
sisters, asking various queries that a 3 year old and newborn wouldn’t understand.

their favorite demon uncle was king as they would always climb him and reach his horns but he
always caught them. gus and willow were always the first option for the nocedas when they needed
someone to babysit their kids but those days would be the best days for alina and harper because
their aunt willow and uncle gus always allows them to do whatever they want.

burn a house even though they weren’t going to do that. yet.



whenever the sisters would visit the owl house, lilith would take care of harper while alina was
wilding around the house with king. it reminds them what used to be when luz was newly around
the owl house, alina almost resembles her mother with a twinge of amity though her blood doesn’t
lie.

but it seems that happiness never lasts for too long with them as when alina turned 5 years old and
harper, 2 years old. tragedy struck.

amity was informed that alina would have her parent-child day in hexside baby class, since luz was
busy in taking care of little harper back home, she promised to alina that she'd be the one to go with
her. making the girl excited.

who wouldn't be when your mama is an abomination master, not to mention has a renowned seat in
the council. that'd be cool to show off.

amity got off work early, not wanting to miss this event as she flew to hexside with a smile on her
face. landing on the same stone steps of the school, making her remember the fond memories she
had in this school. especially when luz gave color to her melancholy life.

she hopped off her staff and began to walk inside the same halls that reminded her so much of the
past. hitting her a tidal wave of nostalgia that made her want to return as 14 again to experience
hexside once more.

as amity continued to walk down the hallways, she temporarily stopped when she saw a rather
familiar face about to pass by. "principle bump!" amity called with her hand raised in the air,
waving for the old principal to notice her.

bump perked up when he heard his name, turning his head to amity's direction that made a smile
come on his face as he instantly recognised her. "oh, amity! it's so good to see a familiar face."

amity trotted towards her old principal who looked somewhat the same. "i could say the same, sir."
she said, making bump softly chuckle and turned the other direction for them to walk alongside
each other.

"here to see your daughter?" bump asked and amity hummed in reply.

"she's doing quite well in her class, i must say. though, a bit troublesome but nothing we can't
handle. especially with the 4 of you." bump lightly joked as they both vividly remember all the
chaos she, luz, willow and gus ensued in this school.

most especially the time when luz first came here. amity tried to dissect her to fuck's sake.

amity rubbed the back of her neck as she awkwardly chuckled. "i'm glad you still recall that." she
said.

"of course, i do! how can i forget my own students?" bump softly laughed. then, both of them
stopped at one of the closed doors of the baby class section.

"well, it was fun talking to you again, mrs. noceda. have a great day with alina." he waved amity
goodbye as he continued to walk ahead with the blight returning the wave until the old witch turned
to a corner and disappeared.



amity turned her body to face the door, hearing the noises of the children on the other side and the
only thing she recognised was alina's voice. with the smile still on her face, she knocked on the
door before swinging it open that made everyone become silent as they saw their leader in their
presence.

amity looked around the room, seeing various witchlings with their parents. searching for her own
daughter, she spotted her next to a red horned little demon, talking to one another that made amity's
smile grow even more.

as she stepped into the classroom with the door closing behind her, amity was about to head over to
her daughter until she saw hunter sitting just a few inches away from her. watching over alina with
a small smile on his face.

"what are you doing here?" amity asked, her voice pierced through the silence that made hunter
turn his gaze at the frozen blight.

alina also turned around to reveal to amity the illusion was dropped.

showing her true crimson eyes. perfectly resembling hunter's as if..

"why is her.." amity trailed off as she tries to process everything when all of it was just coming at
her at once. “what game are you playing, hunter?!” she snarled at the magicless witch who looked
rather annoyed that amity was here to ruin everything.

hunter slowly stood up, patting his pants down as he narrowed his eyes at amity. "you shouldn't
come here, amity." he bellowed with his upper lip curling to an almost snarl but amity was not
having that bullshit.

"what did you do? what happened to my daughter?!" amity snapped as she stormed up to hunter
who didn't move from his spot, he just watched her come to him until there was still a wide space
between them.

but their immense tension, the aggressive repugnance for each other was showing for everyone to
see and make them uncomfortable.

especially alina.

"your daughter? this is her natural eyes! don't tell me you hate her for it. do you?" hunter
insultingly quipped, sneering as he thinks amity would dislike a child just because they don't look
like what she hoped.

'i'm nothing like my mother.' amity reminded herself and she knows she's better than her mother.

she didn't answer hunter as she turned her gaze down to her daughter, who was confused and scared
of what's happening as she was holding onto her friend for comfort.

"alina. let's go home." amity said with her voice softening as she offered her hand for alina to come
to her. it's best if she takes alina home than have her listen and watch this dispute, then she'll have a
word with hunter. privately.

along with luz.



but hunter swatted amity's hand away, "no. she stays with me. this is a parent-child day and i don't
want her to miss this." he had the audacity to say that when he wasn't even a parent making amity
snap her gaze back at the man with her golden eyes burning holes in him.

it's obvious that the blight was losing her patience, making the other parents quickly leave the scene
as they don't want their child to watch this.

"exactly! i am her mother and you're just a magicless witch who wants to leech off my family, my
wife! you're no parent of my child, hunter so get out!" amity berated hunter, growling at him who
growled back.

gold and crimson began to clash each other with pure animosity. amity's hands tightly curled into a
fist as she was prepared to punch this asshole back to the savage ages and hunter wasn't going to
back down without a fight with his own fists at the ready.

even if amity is a woman, she's a woman with immense power and shall not be underestimated. he's
just a man who could only do magic with a staff, without it, he's useless.

"or what? punch me with your abomination? do i look like i give a shit about the tricks you do?
please." hunter scoffed with his eyes rolling to empathize that he wasn't scared of amity's expertise
on abomination.

"oh i fucking will, you fucking asshole." amity whispered under her breath in absolute spite. her
grip on her staff was tightening, almost threatening to break it as abomination goop began to ooze
out. slowly covering her arm with bubbles of darkness covering the whites of her eyes.

alina gasped as she watched her mama slowly starting to shift into an abomination, growing taller
and emitting a menacing aura. the intent of murder and death for hunter. that made some of the
remaining children start to cry.

trying to hide the fact that he's becoming frightened of the form amity was taking, he puts up a
confident face and blurted out; "blights should be a synonym for delusional. you thought alina was
your child, she was never your first child with luz. i am!"

"i am her father!!"

then. the whole room became the void.

everything went cold as everyone can feel a death like chill coming onto their bodies. the remaining
parents stared at their leader with solemn and anger towards hunter.

amity stopped her midway transformation as she stared at hunter blankly, her expression blank and
all of the emotions radiating off her suddenly stopped leaving nothing an empty shell shocked of
what she was.

she didn't say anything as she slowly backed up from the hunter who was unnerved by the sudden
silence.

amity didn't say anything but started to walk away, heading for the door and walked out without a
word. alina looked at hunter, glaring at him that made his heart suddenly sting harder than amity
did before watching her stand up and rushed out of the classroom to go after amity. leaving hunter
to ponder about everything.



"m- mama!" alina called for amity as she ran as fast as she could behind her even though amity was
at a normal pace of walking. once she was finally able to catch up, she pounced on one of her
mama’s to stop her as she tightly hugged her leg.

“i’m so sorry, mama! i don’t see uncle hunter as my father! only you! you’re my only mama!” alina
said, her voice trembling as she couldn’t hold herself from breaking down to a sob. strong streams
of tears rolled down her face with her grip on amity’s leg tightened by the second as she didn't want
her mama to leave her because she wasn’t really her daughter.

parent-child day was supposed to be fun and improve the bond between a parent and their child
but..

with abomination retreating for her hand to return to normal as she placed her hand onto alina’s
head, making the little girl look up to meet her mama’s still gold yet dull eyes looking down at her,
meeting her real crimson eyes. though, amity doesn’t feel a sense of disgust whenever that certain
color lands in her field of view.

she doesn’t feel anything.

“don’t apologise, little boop. let’s go home now.” amity said, her voice was light and tone held no
malice. just tired. alina gulps down her sobs as she sniffled, she can feel something wrong with her
mama but she didn’t want to make her more angry by asking and just nodded.

she wiped as many tears off her face as she could before she was lifted by amity to sit in her arms
with her wiping off the tears and a bit of snot while they walked out of hexside. amity hopped onto
her staff and quickly flew out of there to make their way home.

when amity landed in front of their door, she slipped out of the staff with alina still in her arms and
opened the door to step inside. the smell of familiar home cooking filled both of their noses, the
sound of something getting stir fried in the kitchen gave them the idea luz was prepping their lunch.
amity could only guess harper was upstairs asleep as she would be greeting them a welcome back
by now.

luz perked up from the sound of the door opening, she turned off the stove for a moment and wiped
her hands on the arpon as she walked out of the kitchen to greet hunter and alina back from their
parent-child day.

she and hunter agreed that hunter would be the one to take alina as they thought amity wouldn’t be
available.

but when she stepped into the living room, luz froze when she realised it was amity holding alina
who’s eyes were crimson making her internally panic. amity didn’t bother to look at her wife as she
gently placed alina down to the ground for her to quickly rush upstairs to be with her little sister.

“i- i can explain..” luz tried to talk and explain a shitshow but amity only passed her as she headed
for the kitchen, stopping for a moment to look at the stove to see what she cooked before opening
the refrigerator door to take out a box of bottled apple blood from the lower drawer.

the extra strong ones.

luz doesn’t drink much of this but amity does whenever she’s stressed at work, at that bastard or
just want some drunk sex.



amity kicked the fridge door closed, placed the box down on the island to open it as she took out
the first few bottles and popped them open with nothing but her hands to begin drinking her first
bottle with ease.

luz was nervous of amity’s eerie silence while she drank her second bottle of apple blood as she
took out under the island and stared off into nothing while she popped another. it’s like a massive
demon was just looming behind her, waiting for her to turn around and devour her. leaving no
traces that she was there with the unnerving quietness of the house, she wants to make a noise but
that seems like a bad idea.

the noceda opened her mouth, wanting to say something though she had to quickly duck when she
saw a bottle coming her way.

almost squaring her in the face but it hits the floor instead, scattering various shards behind her as
she looked at it over her shoulder before turning her gaze back at amity when she heard her say;
“butter fingers.”

amity cracked her neck, making a satisfying yet terrifying crack as it sounded more like her bones
snapping and she popped another bottle to easily empty out. her dull golden eyes looked at her wife
in the corner of her eyes, her expression was holding nothing but the intent of making luz feel what
was swelling, a blistering pain puncturing her insides.

and she’ll make sure she feels everything.

 

hunter frantically rushed to the noceda household after he called the others to help him as he
couldn’t take amity down when she was 14 and he doubts he’ll stand a chance with her in the
breaking point.

once he got to the front door, he began banging on the door “luz! luz, open the door!!” he yelled,
hoping for some response from the other side as he did fleeting attempts of opening it but it was
locked.

so he resorted to slamming his entire body onto the door, unhinging the lock until he did a kick that
was the last damage needed for the door to fall flat to the ground with the others stopping behind
him.

all of them looked around the wrecked living room, the couch was torn with a few stuffing on the
ground, the wooden floorboards were punched through and there was a smidge of blood on the wall
that made hunter worry for the worst. his eyes looked around for any signs of luz or the kids until
they spotted her huddled to a corner.

luz was violently trembling in the corner with a cloak and a stray shirt belonging to amity covering
her body, though it wasn’t enough to cover her gut wrenching bruises and scars littered across her
body with excessive cum leaking out of her abused holes. she was dismantled, ruined, desecrated
without mercy.

“luz!” hunter was quick to rush over to the noceda, hugging her close as he ignored the odd stares
burning his back when they returned to the ruined house.



luz didn’t hesitate to wrap her arms around him back, wincing but she muffled herself by burying
her tearful face in his shoulder as she continued to tremble even in his touch. giving her the comfort
she needed after what happened.

“what.. happened here?” willow muttered under her breath as she and others looked, wondering
why this was the state of the house. eda went over to luz, checking all of her wounds and sickly bite
marks as she took out a potion to possibly remedy it. to some extent.

“does it matter? find that asshole and the kids!!” hunter yelled for the ones who were just standing
there while he continued to hold luz close to him, watching eda work on her severely fucked up leg
that looked like it'd been stabbed multiple times by a knife or something.

then, they heard rapid footsteps rushing down the stairs, gus came down empty handed as he shook
his head.

she took them.

“i swear to the fucking titan, when i find that little shit i’ll-” when eda was about to riot as clumps
of feathers began to pop out of her arms. her claws sticking out, wanting to slash amity across the
face for hurting her daughter and for what?

but she was suddenly cut off when edric asked with his head tilting in curiosity. “wait, what’s a
crystal ball doing here?”

everyone slowly approached the crystal ball with emira accidentally activating it, making a
holographic screen appear displaying a right side view of the kitchen.

showing amity next to a box of apple blood, countless bottles were already on the side and she kept
chugging them down like it's nothing. while luz, on the far left, was sobbing hard. stumbling her
words as she tries to explain herself but she keeps getting tongue tied.

but amity didn't bother to look at her wreck of a wife as she kept drinking. not sparing a single
glance even.

"a- amity please, you have to listen to me.." luz said with her voice quivering, she tried her
damnedest to wipe the tears off to see better though they just kept coming and amity not saying
anything nor giving her a look from the corner of her eye.

she just sat there. motionless. like a broken porcelain doll, cracked and abandoned as she'll never
be what she once was after she was, unfortunately, wasted. replaced, while she rots in the garbage
to be one with the rats.

or, maybe it's the other way around.

luz was getting irritated that amity wasn't giving her a chance to explain herself and the wrong
things she's done behind amity's back.

"mi amor!" she raised her voice but her confidence dropped when the sound of amity slamming her
half empty bottle down on the counter was louder. reverberating through the walls of the first floor,
might even reach the second.

everyone was confused by amity's cold demeanor and drinking bottles in broad daylight.



what made them wonder what happened, what dispute occurred between the two that made them
end up out like this. because luz and amity only get into arguments over little things and usually
lighthearted.

this.. this was different, especially when it was luz crying.

then, all of their questions when amity finally spoke up.

"you know that we've been together longer than everybody else." amity said, her voice was stable
even after drinking an entire box of apple blood which was impressive for eda if she wasn't the
reason why luz can't walk now.

"you know that i gave and did everything for you. just for you." amity continued with a cracking
smile that began to etch across her face. it hurts to see.

"and you know i fucking love you and our daughters so much that i would die for you. so why?"
amity turned her head to look at luz's tearful face, not giving a shit about that as she stared into
those same hazel eyes she once loved. she once endeared and yearned for.

but now, it has given her nothing.

"wasn't i enough? i came from a powerful line of witches, i gave you everything you could possibly
want. i can do that but what does he have, huh?" amity asked as she stood up, starting to approach
luz who slowly backed up from her wife with weary.

"a bigger dick? because he's a male? you want a big dicked male in your life, luz?" her eyes
narrowed at luz, sneering. something ominous was emitting off amity that made the atmosphere
between them much more toxic and harder to breathe.

luz tried to answer but her words were caught in her throat.

with frowns forming on everybody's faces, they glanced at each other as if exchanging thoughts
though before they could come to any conclusions. amity spoke once again, slowly clearing up the
confusions.

"i loved you so much, luz. i really do. and i love my daughter, even if she isn't really mine but at
least she bears some resemblance to you. the only problem was he gave her his eyes." amity
laughed at the last sentence but wasn't a normal one. she sounded like she was on the brink of
breakdown but not before ending it all as the world caves in.

her world caves in.

"what could hunter possibly have that i don't, luz?! what made you think tricking me into thinking
alina was my first child was okay?! when you did you think it was cool to fuck a lab rat looking
piece of shit behind my fucking back?!"

willow and gus looked at each other in shock, the twins were taken aback by the revelations and the
clawthorne sisters were in utterly speechless but all of them turned their gazes to the two and glared
at them with the questions of why.

only why was circulating through their minds.



but hunter ignored the glaring as he resumed comforting luz, cleaning up the wounds with a now
bloody cloth as gentle as he can. luz may need to see the healers after this.

"but i still love her. she's my kid, after all." amity chuckled as she took a deep breath in with her
hands combing her hair back. calming down her nerves the best she can with her eyes closed for a
split second before opening them to meet her wife's scared and regretful hues once more.

then, amity reminded herself of what alina said earlier that was worth noting. "do you wanna know
what she said about him?" she asked, her tone almost playful but her gaze was.. maniacal. luz
didn't try to answer that though, amity didn't need her to.

"she said; i'm better than hunter. he's not her father when he does the fucking bare minimum and
she chose me over him." amity said with clear pride in her tone, she's glad all of her efforts of
raising a child didn't go to waste and she wasn't going to stop now.

hunter tightly gripped his knees when he heard that, his nails dug deep into his skin as he pushed
down the sting beginning to swell in his chest and the urge to.. he shook it off instead and returned
his focus on his lover.

"a 5 year old understands the right and wrong better than you. so weird, isn't it?"

the blight chuckled for a second before it instantly dropped with her gaze turning inscrutable. she
resumed walking up to luz, ignoring how she kept backing up until she caught her by the neck.

tightly squeezing her, making her wheeze slightly. luz became terrified of how tight amity was
gripping her neck though she couldn't help, despite her situation, be aroused by this.

"how long has this been going on?" amity asked, ignoring that luz was getting turned on by the
implication of her wanting to… let's say, teach luz a lesson of failed long term relationships.

when luz still hadn't answered, she tightened her wrap even more. luz snapped out of her horny
mind and realised the real travesty of her situation right now.

"how long?" she repeated with a deep voice threatening to spit it out or else she'll go into extreme
levels early and that wouldn't be fun.

biting her lip, luz rasps out "thre.. three and a half years.." but she earned a hard slap across the
face making her harshly fall to the ground as amity lets her go, creating a loud that made
everybody cringe.

luz winced once more as she buried her face into hunter's neck, hiding. she already knew what's
going to happen as it'll be forever engraved in her mind. amity got what she wanted on this one.

amity sighed deeply, she retreated to the island and grabbed the ignored bottle of apple blood to
finish it so she could return to luz who's holding her slapped cheek.

looking back up to the blight, luz felt a great sense of fear just by staring at how amity stares down
at her. like a predator finally catching up with it's prey and it'll be no time for her demise as her
gaze alone tells it all.

with one swift motion, amity broke the bottle onto luz's legs that made a few shards seep into her
flesh as she screamed in pure agony.



everyone looked away at the scene, especially eda as she glanced back at the noceda who's clinging
onto hunter with her legs still in a critical condition and it's a doubt that she'll ever walk again with
that kind of damage but they'll make sure that won't happen.

eda knew the pain of the curse, it was hard to live with it but she can never imagine the severity of
what happened to luz at the hands of the psychotic blight.

"how's your legs?" amity had the audacity to ask that question as she watched luz try to back away,
get away from the manic blight but she was caught by the same injured leg. making the shards sink
deeper into her skin, severing some nerves before she stabbed the other one with the sharp end of
the bottle.

luz cried out in anguish with a new batch of tears streaming down her face as both legs have been
rendered useless and she doesn't want to move it as it'll only cause a massive ripple of pain that'll
only make it worse.

looking down at her now bloody legs, luz wants to pull out the shards so bad as she can feel herself
getting paralysed.

but her thoughts were cut off when amity tossed the blunt bottle to the side and knelt down in front
of luz, flinching when amity extended her hand to give her loving strokes.

the touches give off mixed feelings and luz hates it. she tried to pull away from amity but she was
held in place as she gripped a fistful of her hair, almost threatening to rip it out of her scalp just by
how hard she gripped it.

"do they feel fragile? like they're going to break at any second with the weight of the lies? the deceit
made my legs feel like they're nonexistent." amity continued as normal like nothing in between
happened at all.

"i couldn't move but i'll make sure you won't as well."

luz mustered up the last bit of her courage, "why are you doing this?!" she exclaimed, her teeth
gritting as she stared at her 'lover's empty gaze.

it's so hard to know what's coursing through amity's head now, those golden eyes no longer hold
the comfort she always looked for whenever it's been a stressful day.

just horror.

"because you deserve to feel the same pain you forced me to feel. it's simple logic, really, my
darling." amity replied in a nonchalant tone, as if it's already obvious.

then, she began to hum the same tune with her hand stroking the noceda's head again.

"st- stop it." luz said. she despises the song now after what amity's done to her though she wasn't
bothered by it.

"why? i thought you loved this song." she asked, almost sounding disappointed if it wasn't so fake.

then, amity slammed luz's head onto the floor, almost breaking it, and shoved her to the ground
once again. ignoring her wailing and crying as she stared down at her slowly bleeding forehead,
leaving trails of blood in between her eyes.



amity curled her fist, a good amount of abomination goop wrapped around her fist to create a
spiked gauntlet before swinging it down, aiming for luz's face but the noceda was quick to roll to
the side even though it hurt like hell.

though luz wasn't so lucky on this one as she was aggressively kicked in the stomach making her
spat out saliva mixed blood but amity didn't stop there as she stomped on the glass shards to
completely embed into her feet for luz's screams to echo throughout the house.

luckily, amity spared her daughters of hearing their mommy cry out for help.

"p- please, amity! i'm sorry! i'm sorry! i- i'll break up with him, i promise! please just-
AAAAHHHH!!!" luz tried to beg for her wife to stop as she already got the point but amity was
nowhere near done in making sure she gets to feel every wrench, every bruise all over her body.

as amity kicked and punched luz around like a ragdoll, nasty purple bruises began to form. she
brought down her fist once again, precisely hitting luz's stomach as she spat out blood that
splattered across the broken floor and some on the walls.

luz's face was almost drowned in blood as her nose was bleeding, blood trailing off the side of her
mouth with her bruised lip and cheek. she looks like a beaten up pulp that amity wouldn't stop
crushing.

"amity.. please.. stop, you love me.."

but all of her begging reached deaf ears.

willow, gus and emira turned their heads to look at luz. willow and gus were disappointed why their
best friend would even stoop this low for someone like hunter.

emira was fucking revolted and insulted at the crime luz committed on her little sister. amity was
right about giving luz everything she wanted yet she threw it all away for a man who wasn't born to
do magic without his staff.

just why? why would she choose him over amity? both of them were so happy together. amity was
the happiest she's been whenever she's with luz so why chose over a woman who loved you so
much for a guy like hunter?

it.. it doesn't make sense.

"why did you do it?" willow asked, her tone was soft yet pain and confusion was heard as the scene
of the blight continued to beat up luz behind her.

"luz, why?" emira repeated the question but with her gritted teeth as her anger began to seep in that
edric had to hold his sister back before anything more drastic happened.

hunter clenched his fists tightly, getting aggravated by the questions when they should first worry
about luz's wellbeing and mental as he can feel luz trembling under his hold again.

"can you-" but before he could retort at them. the sound of a zipper opening cuts him off.

"you know, i always wanted to leave a permanent mark on you for people to see who you really
belonged to because he doesn't seem to understand the meaning of a wedding ring." amity said as



she unzipped her pants to let out her erected cock, she won't lie that luz's screams of distress turned
her on.

she roughly grabbed luz by the legs once again to bring her close, easily tearing all of her clothing
off while she ignored her pleas and cries for amity not to do.

even attempted to punch her face and exposed cock but that only ended in amity snapping both of
her hands.

hunter looked over his shoulder to realise that luz's hands were swelling in a nauseating purple and
crooked in an unimaginable angle.

while luz was trying to recover from her newly broken limbs, amity spreads her legs wide to expose
her dry pussy making the noceda fear for the worse.

"when you get knocked up, i'm going to take the children and they'll be automatically in my
custody." the blight said as she drew her cock closer to luz's vagina.

luz frantically shook her head, "n- no! no no no, please! amity, you can't do this!!" she begged for
the blight not to take the children. she can do whatever she wants with her body as long as luz can
still see her daughters.

she doesn't want to lose them after losing the woman she loved and was replaced by a psychopath.

but amity ignored everything. "you'll never see them again when you can't keep your pants on to
hunter." she sneered, making luz flinch along with hunter outside of the recording as he and
everyone else watched the horror of amity's true intentions unfold.

"so you can say goodbye to ever having children again."

without any warning, amity shoved her entire cock inside luz's dry pussy without any spit to serve
as lube. just bare and dry making luz scream for bloody murder.

everybody's eyes widened at the horrid scene beginning to play out, they all turned away as they
didn't want to look at it anymore. gus covered his ears with tears prickling in the corners of his eyes
along with edric.

willow has her head down, squeezing her eyes shut as she does her best to block all of her friend's
screams. emira has her hand clasped to her mouth to hold the feeling of throwing up, her body
completely facing away and the clawthorne sisters looking off to the side with undecipherable
expressions.

hunter softly hushed luz as she began to break down in his arms with the vivid memory being
presented for everyone to gawk and watch till the very end.

"a- amity.. please.. s- slow down!!" luz still begged and it began to ring, irritating amity's ears. she
grasped luz's throat with both hands, tightly squeezing on it as her pleads turned into wheezing.

rasps for amity to stop but not as loud as before to give her some peace while she roughly.

blood continuously flowed out of the noceda's vagina at each aggressive thrust amity makes,
serving itself as their lube.



growl like groans were heard, overpowering the struggling noise of luz trying to breath. "oh fuck.."
amity moaned with her head rolling back, she forgot for a moment that she was choking luz as she
got lost in the pleasure.

the sounds of each clash has never been this disgusting in luz's ears, wishing for it to be gone-

though she didn't have to wait long as her vision began to blur with dark spots popping in and out
of her vision as her body grew weaker and weaker.

she couldn't do anything.

once amity finally lets go of luz's throats to let her breath, watching her take big gasps of air but
her pained wails always intervened.

tears made her vision glossy as she felt herself detecting herself from anything. yet she still feels
everything. her body was violently jolting upward with her injured legs just dangling on the sides
and her broken hands laid lifeless on the floor.

unable to do simple commands that made luz think she's never going to make glyphs again in this
state.

"amity.. i know you love me so please! please.. stop this!!" luz resumed begging once again, hoping
there's still some consciousness within the blight for her to realize what she's doing.

she knew what she did was wrong but does she really deserve this maltreatment from her wife?

but amity being amity. she doesn't listen to those words as she leaned down towards luz's clean
neck she used to pepper with hickeys. leaving her temporary mark but now that she knows hunter
shares this neck.

she's left with no other choice.

"when will you ever fucking shut up?" the blight snapped before sinking her teeth into luz's neck.
hard. her fangs punctured her flesh enough to make blood draw out, making luz once more despite
her sore throat.

"amity!!!"

as amity pulled away, she only went down once again to leave another ghastly mark and another
and another-

until her whole neck was almost covered with grim hickeys that had a few droplets of blood oozing
out.

amity withdrew from luz's neck to see the damage she caused, she neck was completely fucked up
along with her messy, bloody and teary face.

amity felt a sense of pride in that as she only picked up her pace. her cock ramming hard and deep
in luz's cunt, going for her uterus.

it would be pleasurable if she wasn't so aggressive that she might as well tear her womb.



luz finally understood that begging and pleading for amity to stop what already began was useless.
even their safe words were futile. instead, she just laid there motionless with an empty expression
on her face while she stared at the ceiling.

the pain was still there but she was trying to numb it. numb down her entire body to fall into a false
sense of comfort that she's having a normal session with amity.

yeah, that's it. amity tends to be rough when she's really in the mood so this is normal.

this is normal.

this is normal.

but why can't she feel loved?

then, amity plunged her cock deep into luz's uterus before finishing inside. groaning loud as she
rolled her head back in bliss, letting all of her cum fill up her womb until she emptied out.

luz bit her lip as she squeezed her eyes tight, enduring the warm fluids swirling inside her and
that's it. thinking amity was truly done but she forgot just how much libido her wife has.

pulling out, amity's dick was coated in cum and blood, luz's vagina has seen better days though she
didn't mind it when she's still visibly hard and in need of another release.

she grabbed luz to turn her over on her stomach, spreading her legs again as she ignored her
whines about her wounded legs getting pressured in this angle and rubbed her tip against her
bloody folds.

"ready for round 2?" amity asked with a malicious grin.

"no.." luz cried.

"that's the spirit."

for what left like it went on for hours, amity managed to completely tear luz's uterus. rendering her
incapable of ever getting a child ever again as even more blood flowed out of her abused vagina
when amity pulled out.

amity stood up, wiped her sheathed cock off blood and cum with her cloak before stuffing it back
inside her pants. patting herself clean after the horrendous endeavor while luz sat there in the
corner, shell shocked.

taking off her cloak, amity tossed it at luz along with a stray shirt of hers. "cover yourself. have
some decency for the children." she said as she straightened her ruffled blouse, tucking it in her
pants and combed her hair back to tie in a neat tail.

luz followed her orders as she slowly and carefully slipped the shirt on and draped the cloak on her
body but it did the bare minimum of hiding her gruesome bruises and injuries donning her once
beautiful body.

"please don't take them away from me.. i'm their mother too!" luz exclaimed, not wanting her
daughters to be taken away from her when she gave all the love she has for them but amity wasn't
bothering to listen to her fruitless pleads when she already made up her mind.



"like i said, alina and harper would be under my care without you or hunter intervening in their
lives." amity replied as she narrowed her eyes at her 'wife' that made luz immediately zip her lip,
not wanting another beating because of her insolence.

amity suddenly remembered something that needs to be done before anything else, "and before i
forget," she headed over to luz who quickly huddled back to the corner even more despite already
not having any more space.

amity snatched luz's hand where the ring was, hearing her wince from the aggressive handling. she
created a spell circle around their hands that pulsated for a moment until the blight said those 4
dreaded words;

"the oath is unbound."

as their everlasting oath was gone, amity dropped luz's hand. she dodged her attempts in grabbing
her leg and began to head upstairs while she dismissed the fleeting cries of luz to forgive her. "i'm
sorry! i'm so sorry, please amity! forgive me! please don't leave me alone!"

she made up way to alina's room, softly knocking on the door before opening to see alina laying
next to her now awake little sister though they don't seem to know what truly happened downstairs
as they're just peacefully reading the good witch azura.

much to amity's relief that the spell worked.

"girls, pack your stuff. we're.. going to stay in a castle for a while." amity said as she entered the
room, making the two look at their mama with their heads tilting in question.

"why? is mommy coming with us?" alina innocently asked, watching amity come to bed and sat
down on the edge.

amity stared at her two daughters, seeing harper has hazel like eyes and alina's still red eyes but
she isn't going to discriminate against her own child for something that isn't her fault. amity's so
much better than odalia and she made sure she proved it.

even if she isn't really her own. amity still loves her little boop.

"mommy is a little busy right now and i couldn't take her along since this just came up. come on, i'll
help you pack up." amity replied, waving her hand for her daughters to scooch out of bed for them
to start packing up their stuff from the closet with amity lending a hand.

she looked over her shoulder, staring right into nothing but to everyone still watching the display of
the crystal saw amity was directly looking at them before turning her head back.

all of them were silent.

the only white noise defeating the silence was the creatures roaming about in the woods that meant
no harm.

neither of them said anything as they questioned how amity knew there was a hidden recording
within alina's room. though that's one of the least thing they're worried about as there are so many
questions swarming through their heads that it hurts.

but before those questions could be answered.



 

the crystal ball shatters.

Chapter End Notes

now thats over. i'll be putting the erotica on hold bc i have a new story me and rabid has been
working on. it'll drop later or tomorrow so look out for it!



Solemn Consequences

Chapter Summary

-continuation of 'as the world caves in'

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

“ASSHOLE!!!”

emira exclaimed, throwing her fist at hunter as she punched him across the face making him
stumble from the immense strength of the eldest blight.

hunter hissed as he held his punched cheek, he snapped his head at the blight twins who were
glaring daggers at him and edric wasn’t holding his sister anymore now that they know, everyone
knows what they did.

“the fuck was that?!” hunter yelled back as he returned a glare at the twins. they made their way
back to the owl house after everything had been revealed, luz was placed on the couch to be tended
by the clawthorne sisters and willow just enough for her to stay conscious to make their way to the
hospital.

“fuck you! you even had the audacity to ask that?!” edric retorted, this man was always associated
with softness and clumsiness that it’s not common for him to lash out unless the subject of the
matter was his family. and he has never been so pissed on two people in his entire life like right
now.

“your ugly ass was the reason why everything went to shit! our sister and nieces are nowhere to be
found because you fucktards!!” emira added as she was the one who’s the most angry in this room.
her golden eyes held so much animosity towards hunter that he never thought someone could ever
have and emira didn’t hesitate to swing another punch across his annoying face to make him finally
fall as blood began to trickle down his nose.

edric spat at hunter’s head as he looked down at him with enmity and lack of empathy when this
man deserves nothing after everything he and his mistress did to their family.

“ed, em stop it!” luz pitifully said, trying to sit up but she winced when eda only pushed her down
as her sister and willow continued to treat the treatable wounds, leaving the severe ones to the
professionals.

emira snapped her head at the injured noceda, “and you!” she wants to inflict pain on her as well
but she’s already fucked up so much that she’ll probably need a wheelchair yet that won’t stop her
from letting her know what’s on her mind.

“you fucking piece of human shit.” emira sneered with her voice becoming unsettlingly calm as she
slowly approached luz, giving the noceda a severe deja vu just by looking at those predator-like



gold eyes that’s going to swallow her hole into the eternal darkness. luz instinctively raised her
arms in self defense when emira got too close but the blight didn’t grab her broken wrists.

she had another means of hurting luz.

“amity loved your pathetic ass so much since we were kids and this is how you pay her? is this how
you repay our family?!” emira screamed right into luz’s face, watching her flinch from the sound of
her voice booming through the house that silenced everything that was creating white noise in the
background.

gus and king were on the side with grim looks on their face, the young porter had his gaze on the
carpeted floor while the grown demon had his clawed hands clenching into a fist.

emira can hear luz’s sobs behind her arms, she wants her to cry louder and harder after cheating on
her sister who did everything right for her and children only to wrong her like that for a man like
hunter, a witch born with no magic. how more fucked up does this get?

though, that may have to wait as lilith stood up in between luz and emira. looking right into the
vexed blight’s eyes, the old witch can understand emira’s pain and anger but she has other outlets
they can use than luz.

“take this outside, emira. we’ll be taking luz to the hospital now.” she said in a stern voice, leaving
emira no room to argue but to nod and turned her head over her shoulder to look at her brother.
silently exchanging with only their eyes before edric nodded and roughly grabbed hunter by the
hair to pull him out of the house, king and gus followed along.

emira looked at luz one more time, her gaze held nothing for luz to see herself redeemable before
she turned around to follow her brother outside.

as edric threw hunter to the ground, he was quick to stand back up with his hands raised in
surrender for the 4 to know he’s not going to do anything anymore. the sound of the other witches
took off in their staffs to make their way to the hospital, leaving the owl house to themselves and
hooty who has been awfully quiet since they arrived.

“wait wait wait. come on, aren’t we all friends here? we’re like siblings, remember?” hunter said as
he slowly backed up, his eyes glanced at edric in hopes that he would have more sense than his
twin but the middle blight only returned a gaze of spite and held nothing else for him.

“shut up.”

with his breathing turning hollow, hunter turned his head to the side to see gus in the far back as he
contemplated if he should join this berate or just stand back and let the others let their frustrations
out.

“gus, you’re still my friend, right? help me out here!” hunter said with clear desperation in his
voice but he yelped when sparks of a powerful spell began to emit in the twins’ hands.

“y- you got it all wrong. luz was the one who approached first, not me. maybe your sister wasn’t
treating her right and cho-” though before hunter could finish that sentence, edric was the first to
strike as he landed a hard blow right into his stomach making him wheeze and spit out a
combination of saliva and blood to the ground.



gus winced at the sound of the impact, he turned his head away as he didn't want to watch this as
tears made his eyes glossy. he felt humiliated, fooled by hunter as he really did treat him like a big
brother he never had. everyone trusted him. and he doesn’t know where he should even start with
luz, his own best friend.

why does everything have to end like this?

emira was the second one to attack right after her brother, she struck an uppercut that flung hunter
back and dropped onto the floor. trembling hard as hunter slowly turned his body to the side, he
rubbed his aching jaw with his other hand holding his wrenching stomach as he bit down the urge
to throw up.

hunter looked back at the twins whose eyes only held the intent to kill him, bringing fear within
him as he pushed himself to stand up with his hands shakily raised. “look! i’m not the bad guy
when i wasn’t the one who made a move first!” he still tried to frame himself as innocent despite
the twins not listening to anything he says anymore.

“ask her and she’ll tell you!”

but suddenly, something grabbed the back of hunter’s head and aggressively slammed him, face
first, onto the wall that made the entire house shake from the impact.

king, who had pure resentment donning his face, growled “a worm will always and inevitably
become a snake.” his voice almost sounded like a bellow just by how low it was and his eyes held
inferno with nothing but the want to ruin his life after ruining his family.

“how pitiful.” king sank the tip of his claws into hunter’s head, listening to his muffled pleads on
the wall but he didn’t let go until blood oozed out and dropped him back to the ground with blood
painting his face. hunter looked like he’s on the brink of passing out due to the excessive blood
oozing out his broken nose, mouth and his head but these 3 are nowhere done in letting out their
anger.

king grabbed him by the hair, making him cry out as a strong stream of tears mixed with his blood
as he gripped onto the demon’s thick wrist. he looked at king and the twins, he silently asked for
their mercy, not wanting to die so early in his life and he vocalised it “please.. mercy, i’ll make
myself disappear so you wouldn’t have to worry of seeing me in the isles anymore. so please-” he
tried to plead for mercy but he wasn’t able to finish when emira cut him off.

“will that bring back amity and our nieces?”

hunter opened his mouth though no words came out as he doesn’t have a precise answer to that and
it was expected. “i.. i don’t-”

“that’s right, you don’t know because you fucked everything up.”’ emira spat with her fangs
showing as her eyes seemingly glowed more intense and it’ll soon engulf hunter into flames. she
slowly approached him, making hunter instinctively try to back up with his breathing becoming
ragged but he was held still by king.

emira stopped just a few inches away from him and the look she’s giving him wasn’t letting up.
“everything was perfect but you just have to get in our lives.” hunter winced from those words as
he turned his gaze to the side but they didn’t give a shit about making him feel bad. in fact, that’s an
accomplishment.



“it’s all your and luz’s fault.”

 

after they rushed luz the hospital. eda, lilith and willow waited for a long while as the healers tried
best to tend to every injury she had. with that time in their hands, they just sat there in silence with
their minds clouded in deep thought as they tried so desperately to figure out what made luz do
something like this.

was she led on? doused with love potion or what?

then, they perked up when they heard the main healer come up to them with a clipboard in hand
and a weary look on their face.

eda was the first to stand up and approached the healer to ask; “how is she?” concern was evident
in her tone with a hint of tiredness. the healer flipped a paper over to see the results they gathered
on luz, reread it once again before returning their gaze back up to the owl lady.

 

“mrs. noceda is in a stable condition though with broken arms, severely injured legs due to the
several nerves pruned and fractured pelvis. she may need to undergo therapy or in a wheelchair. our
scans also showed that her uterus has been torn, rendering her unable to conceive a child anymore.”
the healer denounced all the bad news making their faces twist in a grimace expression though
none of them commented as they just quietly dealt with it.

slowly nodding as she gulped, eda asked another question “can we see her?” and the healer nodded
in response, “the first door on the right.” they said as they pointed to the said direction for the
witches to follow and headed for the noceda’s room.

eda gripped the cold doorknob, she stopped for a moment and stared down at the stainless knob that
slightly reflects her image as if she’s preparing herself for what’s on the other side before twisting
the knob and pushed the door open to reveal luz wrapped in bandages, her arms covered in a thick
cast being held up strings. she’s wide awake, just staring at the vacant ceiling.

they slowly rounded luz’s bed to take a seat on her side, the clawthorne sisters sat together on the
right side of her bed with willow taking the left. they stared down at luz for a short moment, her
hazel eyes that used to hold so much light and love have been replaced by dull and the bleakness of
everything.

“how are you feeling?” willow softly asked, luz slowly turned her head to face her best friend.

“fine.” luz simply replied, she averted her eyes from willow for a second to look around the
somewhat barren room, the provided couch was empty with the coldness from the running ac made
her body shudder that she just wants to turn it off if only she could reach for that remote in the
corner.

though, luz’s concern didn’t dwell on the cold for too long when she realised why the room was so
quiet.

“where’s the kids?” luz asked, everyone seemed to have stopped by the sound of the question and
said nothing that made the noceda worry. she looked at the clawthorne sisters and willow for some



answers for her daughters as that’s the only thing she’s worried about. she just wants to see if
they’re safe.

“we.. don’t know.” lilith muttered and it made luz deeply frown.

“what?”

“we don’t know where alina and harper are. there has been no word regarding amity’s
whereabouts.” lilith elaborated, luz glanced down on her lap for a second as she tried to recall
where or why her children were taken.

it took her a few seconds to remember just about everything that happened in that house, the
memory was still fresh and bleeding yet it feels like it happened years ago.

she really did a number on her. and that’s an understatement.

luz attempted to pull her arms off the supports but willow was quick to stop her “what are you
doing?”

“i need to find them.” luz replied while she still tried to stand up despite her critical condition,
every little movement she made would agitate her injuries even more and willow wasn’t going to
let that happen.

“why? you’re practically paralyzed and you don’t even know where they are.” she reasoned as she
pushed luz to lay back down to the bed though being a stubborn noceda that she is.

she won’t listen.

“i don’t care. i have to find them, my children need me.” luz resists but willow doesn't have the
patience for it anymore as she pushed luz hard down onto the bed though not hard enough to
damage. just shocking her.

“but do they, really?” luz was taken aback by that question as she stared into park's emerald eyes
looking back at her with solemn and disappointment.

with her eyes narrowing at willow, luz quipped “excuse me?”

“why did you do it, luz?” willow snapped back as she and everybody else wanted to know the
reason that caused luz to cheat on the woman she loved for so long. or, did she even really love
amity and just used her for leverage?

luz turned her head away as she lightly clenched her fist within the cast. “not now, willow.” she
muttered under her breath but the room was so quiet that it sounded like a normal voice and the
room seemed to get colder by the minute.

“why? just why? amity did everything right for you and you just threw it away. i know you, luz but
i never thought you could be this selfish.” willow genuinely asked, pain was heard in her almost
cracking voice as she continued to keep her eyes on luz. her hands tightly gripping the metal bars
on the side of the bed.

“amity is my best friend since childhood and i know damn well that she loved you so much that it
hurts so much then what did you do?” the witch's grip on the metal bars increasingly tightened at
each passing second luz didn't answer the question and kept her eyes away from her.



with her patience dwindling. it was rare considering willow is one of the witches who has a high
tolerance but this is new. the wound was fresh and still bleeding, not to mention her cr.. childhood
friend was the one who got hurt the most.

yet luz still didn't answer nor give her a slide glance.

then, willow snapped the metal bar making luz flinch as that was out of pure strength. eda and lilith
looked at park to see her eyes begin to glow in violent green, tears rolled down her cheeks as she
gritted her teeth.

“answer the fucking question.” willow's voice was calm yet there was an underlying threat just
looming and waited to strike once the prey landed on it. like a venus flytrap.

and luz hasn't turned to face her.

pissed, willow yelled a loud and echoing “now!” thorn vines slowly sprouted out below her and
were snaking up to grab luz, making the clawthorne sister stand up to stop willow from doing more
damage.

"fine." luz said, making everyone stop as her eyes anxiously darted around before hesitantly turning
her head up to look at eda first.

"i'll tell you everything."

 

3 and a half years ago.

"hey, it's so good to see you again!"

hunter's expression lightened up when he saw the bright luz noceda on the other side of the door as
he opened it. he didn't know she was coming to visit today but it was a nice surprise.

he wheezed a little, catching him off guard by a surprise hug of luz's as always and he didn't
hesitate to return it.

"i could say the same. you look good!" hunter replied as they withdrew from the hug, he looked at
the woman before him. it's obvious that luz grew alot since 14 and he never anticipated for her to
be this..

hunter stepped aside to let luz in the owl house since the owl lady is the only one who could offer
him a home until he gets a stable job.

"where's eda?" luz asked, taking a seat down on the old couch that brought her so many memories
from the first day she came here. she placed her small pouch on her lap as hunter propped down
beside her with a clear space between them.

"oh, she and king went out. something came up, i don't know." hunter responded with his hand
slowly rotating in nonchalance as he leaned back, his right arm draped on the back of the couch
while he stared at luz.

"so it's just you and me here, huh?"



hunter glanced down for a moment to see the golden wedding ring, he grimaced at the sight of it.
"guess so." he said as he returned his gaze to luz as he didn't want to be reminded.

there was a momentary silence between them until luz opened her pouch, searching for something
inside and turned to look at hunter once again as she asked; "think you're up for a game?"

quirking a brow, "hm? what game specifically?" hunter returned the question as he leaned closer to
hear this 'game' the noceda speaks of.

"hexes hold'em!"

luz pulled out a stack of cards with a smirk coming on her face, she spread them to see familiar
eyes on the back of the cards.

hunter was baffled to see those old cards, it feels like centuries since he last saw them. "thought
they were disbanded?"

"yeah but some washed up to the human realm and vee gave it to me since she doesn't need it
anymore 'cause you know." luz replied with a light shrug, she placed the stack in between them and
took about 5 for herself, hunter did the same before placing down the starting card for them. luz
took out of her pouch to place it behind her, preparing to win this round even before it started.

hunter found it cute whenever luz gets competitive, it makes whatever game they’re playing more
fun. both of them engaged in a quick round of simple rock, paper, scissors that hunter won, making
him pump his fist in the air with a grin coming on his face as he placed his first card.

he threw a raspberry which luz playfully returned before she placed her combating card to easily
beat hunter.

they went back and forth with each other, using their strategies for easier wins while throwing a
couple of taunts. though hunter has been focused on something that’s more than just the game
they’re playing, “say, how come it’s only you here?” he asked mid game as luz placed down a card
that eat just one of hunter’s cards.

“oh, something came up in the office that had to be dealt with.” luz said, she’s a little disappointed
that amity wasn’t able to come along with her but she didn’t let that get over her head and
understood. though hunter’s caught something else that made him internally smirk devilishly.

“hm, has she given you the time and attention like before?” hunter continued to throw various
queries as he rested his cheek onto his closed knuckle, his crimson eyes staring back into luz’s
glistening brown hues that he just wanted to look at all day long.

luz was a little confused why hunter was suddenly asking these kinds of questions, yet she still
answered them as she doesn’t have anything to hide. much. “yeah, not as much as before but amity
has been pretty good in balancing things.” she replied as she stared back at hunter’s eyes that
looked like it’s telling her something she should be wary of.

"that won’t last long."

“pardon?” luz was taken aback by the sudden assumption, offended even.



despite that, “think about it, when you guys have kids, it’ll be no doubt that amity would work even
more just to put food on the table.” he carried on to plant seeds of doubt within the noceda’s mind
with his voice ever so soothing to her ears and his gaze was beginning to clear up for her to see
what his true motives were.

“and you would be stuck in the house taking care of your child.” luz slowly shook her head, not
wanting to believe all the lies hunter was saying to her as she knows amity. she knows her wife
who’s a hard working witch, impulsive yes, but luz knows she’s more valued than any work amity
does and will do that same if they’re ready to make a family.

“can we go back to the game?” luz said, she only wanted to play a card game with her brother and
not have a conversation like this.

then, hunter dropped his cards and began to slowly approach luz, still keeping his eyes on her. that
brought a sense of a lion slowly charging up towards his victim without notice even though he’s
right in front of her.

“you don’t have to go through that if you're with me, luz.” he said with a soothing tone, luz backed
up in response. her pouch slipped down to the floor with the cards simultaneously dropping as well
without care to pick it up.

“you’re doubting about the future,” hunter closed in on luz once her back was pressed against the
armrest, he placed his hands just next to the noceda’s hips with his upper body gradually leaning
closer to her. luz turned her head away, she could feel her rapid heartbeat banging on her ears with
her breathing turning ragged just how close hunter was.

“but you wouldn’t have to when you’re with me.”

“i- hunter, i’m married.” luz whispered as she pushed- tried to push hunter back but the witch
stayed where he was. luz knows she shouldn’t do this when she’s obviously married to the woman of
her life but the feelings she thought she repressed and buried began to resurface and torment her
once more. this time, it hits her harder.

“so? It’s not like she’ll be coming back from work anytime soon.” hunter said so casually, he
slowly went in between her legs as he leaned down onto luz’s smooth neck with his hot breath that
made her shudder. luz still tried to push him off yet the witch was heavier than her, the small kisses
he planted on her neck turned her weak as her body trembled from the contact.

“hunter... stop..” luz whimpered, she squeezed her legs on his waist tight to make him withdraw but
it wasn’t enough even if she was pushing hard. hunter gently cupped luz’s cheeks as he pulled away
from her neck and looked her in the eyes once again to see the longing lust transudes into his
crimson hues while luz was conflicted with her feelings and it hurts..

“come on, luz. i know you love me too. i can give you the love and attention amity couldn’t give to
you.” hunter said with sincerity in his voice. he can feel luz was insecure about the things between
her and amity changing after they got married, he knows she’s craving for her wife’s attention that
simply couldn’t be given when she’s focused on work, and hunter knows what luz wants and he
could give it to her without hesitation.

she just needs to say it.



“say it.” hunter whispered, his eyes landing down on luz’s plump, red lips that he’s been dreaming
of what it could taste against his own before looking back up to luz’s discordant expression, her
morals and feelings were clashing to see who wins this battle but hunter wasn’t going to wait for an
eternity as he closed the space between them with a kiss.

luz’s eyes widened at the kiss yet she didn’t attempt to push him off anymore, the sensation of their
lips brought a sense of.. warmth and the feeling she was missing that she has been craving needing
for amity yet it was hunter who was giving her the things she wanted for the past months.

luz hates herself for giving in but she reassures herself that she can have both worlds and
everything would be okay. everything would be okay between her, amity and hunter. oblivious to the
true intentions of the magicless witch as he internally smirked, feeling as if he won and amity
would be the sore loser for the first time.

as they pulled away, luz’s body relaxed under hunter as she stared into his eyes and whispered the
three words she thought amity would be the only one to hear “i love you.”

 

luz bursts into tears after she finished disclosing her long kept secret to her best friend and parental
figures, everyone was silent in the room while the noceda was just sobbing to fill the white noise.
lilith has her head turned to the side, her expression unable to be read with eda staring down to the
ground as her mind races. thinking about where, what she did wrong.

what would camila say, how could she react when she finds out about this?

“i- i really thought we could reach a compromise and all 3 of us would be together! i tried telling
amity but.. but i-” luz tried to explain herself but willow already knew enough, everybody in this
room knew enough. “you couldn’t.” willow cuts her off as she doesn't dare to look at her anymore.

her actions are made by her inability to grasp the true reality of the situation and choose to live in a
fantasy. throwing away the truest of relationships she’ll never recover and revive by just kneeling to
pray for the titan.

“you couldn’t. you couldn’t because you’re selfish.” willow spat, her glasses were covered by the
sunlight from the open window reflecting off. luz saw her fist was clenching despite her trying to
hide it, making her become worried that they wouldn’t believe her even though she told her true
intentions. she didn’t mean to hurt amity this way, she was just waiting for the right time to tell her.

“n- no.. it’s nothing like that.” luz tried to amend the words that she said but it was too late, willow
turned around to head for the door. “i had enough. excuse me, miss eda and miss lilith.” she bid the
clawthorne sisters a goodbye before leaving the room to go home while she ignored luz’s calls for
her to come back.

“willow, wait!” but the door was shut with willow’s footsteps quickly receding down the busy
hallway. luz sighed deeply as her head drooped, tears continued to stream down her face and
dripped onto her hospital gown.

she turned her head to look at eda and lilith in the corner of her eye, thinking they’re the ones who
can understand her but she placed her hopes too high.



“we have to go, kid. gotta make sure the house is still standing.” eda said as she slowly stood up
along with her sister who’s still not giving luz a single glance.

“get well soon.”

and with that, luz was left alone in the cold, empty hospital room without anyone to be in her
company now. no wife, no children, no family. nothing.

she got too confident that everything will go her way now that this is the future, but she was just
living another dream. her cries were muffled by the dreary sound of the air conditioner humming in
the background and the outside noise.

constantly reminding her that she’s alone again.

-----

the golden cracked walls of the castle rang broken memories and the dark past it held. the emperor's
castle was supposed to be renewed to house the homeless but no one wants to live in a grim place
and there have been changes in plans.

the soft crackling of torches were heard all around her to fill the tiring white noise, it did a decent
amount of lighting in the place as multiple abominations worked to make the place look less of a
war zone with a few servants to help.

light footsteps were heard trotting down the bleak hallways with cutlery clinking against a heavy
fine plate, they made sure that it didn't spill while also walking fast to get where they needed to be.

alina and harper stopped right at the big closed doors their mama told them where she'll be. alina
held the plate herself since harper can't carry it as it's heavy.

both girls looked at each other and nodded before they pushed the door open just enough with their
shoulders and slipped through the small gap. entering the ruined sanctum of the once emperor
belos.

crumbled remains of the interior were swept to the side, not bothered to clean it up with pillars
holding somewhat lit torches to keep the entire place dim and in the end of the room.

alina and harper saw amity sitting on the throne, her chin resting on her knuckle while she stared
blankly at the floor. due to the dim lighting, they were unable to see her tear stained face and
bleeding arms that's left untreated.

slowly, they approached their mama while looking around the place. getting a sense of uneasiness
and they don't know why. once they reached the bottom of the small steps of the throne, alina
cleared her throat as she called "mama?"

amity snapped out of her deep thoughts and looked down at her children. "yes?" she softly replied,
just noticing how coarse her voice was but she'll deal with it later as she grips her wrist, emitting
shearing heat to seal it up and did the same to the other.

"we asked the maid to make you your favorite since you didn't join us at dinner." alina said as she
offered the plate full of amity's favorite, the smell reminded her of.. home and so many emotions



began to bubbling inside her, surfacing in her throat that made her want to just throw it all up but it
was tears that dripped down her glossy, broken eyes.

amity thought- she really thought that everything was perfect. she did everything right for her
daughters, to her and she knew what she did to her was wrong but she's split on whether she should
reassure herself that she deserved it or break down further into despair.

alina and harper's eyes widened when they were their mama starting to cry, "did we do something
wrong, mama?" harper asked, thinking they're in trouble but amity shook her head as she sniffled
and wiped her teary eyes with the heel of her hand.

"no.. no, you did nothing wrong, my loves." amity said, her voice cracking and was threatening to
break. she slowly stood up, walked down and knelt before her daughters to look them in the eyes.

one holding the hazel eyes she once loved and the other having crimson that she's slowly growing
to love only because of her daughter. amity pulled them into a hug, squeezing them but not too
much to hurt them as she swore to herself that she'll take care of them the best she can alone.

she doesn't need anybody.

"thank you." amity whispered. the hug lasts long though the girls didn't mind as they hugged back
before slowly withdrawing.

"don't cry anymore, mama. we're here for you!" harper said as her tiny hands wiped her mama's
tears away and flashed a bright smile to make her happy and smiling again like before. amity
returned a small smile, she booped the little girl's nose that made her giggle and did the same to
alina who giggled along.

"yeah! and we found alot of cool things here too!" alina added, offering the plate once again for
amity to accept as she stood up.

"it better not be dangerous." though the girls only smirked to themselves making amity playfully
roll her eyes.

"care to join me at the dining table?" amity asked and the girls nodded in response, she's getting
tired of sitting alone in this stodgy sanctum anyways.

both mother and daughters walked out of the throne room to make their way to the dining room
while passing the various abominations sweeping and reattaching the fallen foundations back to
their place.

"who's chair was that?" harper asked while she held amity's hand as they walked down the carpeted
hallway with alina skipping beside them.

amity frowned slightly as she rather not have the kids delve into the twisted history of this place
when they're only staying here temporarily. maybe. until she finds them a suitable place where
nobody would find them.

"it's not a chair, it's a throne that once belonged to a bad man. it's best you won't know anything
about him." amity said in a serious tone, making them drop any questions regarding the throne.



instead, alina hopped into a different question to shift the brooding atmosphere. "mama, can we
visit grandma camila this weekend?"

amity tensed up when alina mentioned camila, she didn't think she had to face her mother in law so
soon but she can't cut her daughters off from family.

just those two.

"sure."

when the weekend came, amity managed to go through the portal, which was placed in the middle
of bonesborough, without being noticed by anyone. they walked out of the rickety old cabin and
made their way for the old noceda household.

amity kept looking around, checking if any familiar faces were roaming around with the kids
jogging up to the porch and alina lifted harper up to spam the doorbell until the door was opened.

"grandma!" both girls said in unison.

"¡mis nietas! ¡qué bueno verlos a todos de nuevo!" camila instantly lit up when she saw her
granddaughters on the other side whom immediately hugged her with her daughter in law just
behind them, wearing a cloak as if trying to conceal her presence here.

"how are you? have you been doing well in school?" camila asked, she pulled away from the hug.
she stopped for a moment when she saw alina's eyes weren't gold but red. but she'll ask about it
later to their mama.

"yep! well, sort of." alina hesitated in the end as she rubbed the back of her neck with an awkward
chuckle escaping her throat. not wanting to admit that she single handedly caused a mass ghoul
outbreak that made the school temporary.

at least it gave them 3 weeks without school.

camila sort of expected this, "ah you two are such troublemakers. just like your mother," she softly
laughed as she patted both girls' heads, unknown to the sorrow flashing on amity's face.

"come, come in. i already made maduros and empanadas just for you."

alina and harper gasped at the mention of their favorite snacks, they looked at each other with big
smiles on their faces. "empanadas!" alina exclaimed, she slipped her shoes off first before running
inside to head for the kitchen.

harper followed suit, hopping like a bunny with her arms raised in the air as she yelled;
"maduros!!"

amity softly sighed while camila giggled at the girls antics, "sorry for the sudden visit, camila."
amity said as she took off her hood though she didn't step inside.

"oh no, this was a pleasant surprise. these days have been such a drag. where's luz?" camila asked
after instantly noticing it when she opened her door and that's what amity was afraid though she
doesn't have a choice but to face it head on.

"can we talk? privately."



camila raised a brow at that though she nodded and stepped out of the house to follow amity to the
side, preparing for whatever the blight had to say.

after amity denounced everything to camila, except what she did to luz, she stared at the elderly
noceda with distraught in her face. asking herself what she did wrong in raising luz to make her do
something so horrible like this but it wasn't her fault.

it was luz's own choice and decision.

"dios mio.." camila muttered with her hand covering her mouth and with that shock turned into
anger as she turned her head to the direction of the woods. "cuando veo a esa chica-" she wants luz
to learn her lesson via old fashion though she doesn't need to when amity already did that.

"no. it's okay, camila. if she wants to be with him then let them." amity quickly stops camila before
she charges into the boiling isles to find luz and drag her back to the human realm by the ear.

unbeknownst to amity and camila. alina stepped out onto the porch with an empanada in hand, she
noticed neither her mama and grandma weren't with them and decided to go out to call them.

but she stopped when she saw amity trying to keep it together as her fists were clenched tightly and
her body was trembling to hold her fresh tears while camila looks at her solemnly.

"if luz is happy with hunter then fine, let them waste away together." amity can't believe those
words were coming out of her mouth but she's right, she doesn't want to be like him and intervene
in a 'relationship' luz so desperately wanted.

the words left a bitter taste in her mouth as if there's poison seeping out of her tongue, waiting to be
spat out.

taking a deep breath in, amity sighed. "we live in the emperor's castle for now and i'll do my best to
raise my girls. even without luz." amity promised to herself and to camila that she can do this alone.
she doesn't know if she should keep in touch with the others other than camila as they'll probably
reveal their location.

she just doesn't want luz and hunter to see them again.

"hey, what's-" harper came out to check why her sister was taking so long but alina hushed her as
she covered her mouth. she was focused on the conversation, her little heart was beginning to break
now that she knows her mother left them for a guy like hunter.

alina and harper shouldn't be listening to this but.. neither wanted to move.

something began to bubble inside alina, creating an intense concoction that she doesn't understand
for now but she still does think hunter isn't her father. she doesn't understand why her mother chose
him over her mama who was so much better.

with her vacant hand curling into a fist, alina headed back inside the house with harper following
behind and was quick to notice it. "what happened?" she asked as she came up beside her and
looked up to her sister's unreadable face.

"mommy left us."



camila walked up to amity and gave her a needed hug, her hand softly rubbing her back to help the
witch be at ease. "you're a good parent, amity and i'm sorry luz did this to you but it's best to move
on and forget than to dwell." she advised, she's certain it's easier said than done but she knows
amity is a strong woman and she can get through this. no matter what.

amity bit her lip to stop the tears from breaking loose the barriers she set up for days and just
hugged camila back, burying her face into her shoulder as the smell of home of what it once was
filled her nose. making her both nostalgic and homesick.

as they pulled away, camila softly rubbed amity's shoulders and flashed her a comforting smile.
"come on, let's head inside and i'll make the tea you like."

-----

years had passed and things just progressively kept going downhill for luz. after she was
discharged, she ended up in a wheelchair as therapy simply wasn’t enough to recover her mobility.

she and hunter did end up together just like they wanted but everyone else separated themselves
from them, mostly luz as the twins cut ties with her, no word was said on willow and gus’ end so
that leaves eda.

eda is the only person who takes the two in whether or not they deserve it.

the inhabitants of the owl house have been tense around them. king has been avoiding them, glaring
at hunter in the corner of his eye and frequently went out with the excuse of hanging out with his
father. eda has been despondent.

hunter really did think that he won against amity for the last time now that he has luz but that
psychopath took away her ability to have a child and luz has been trying to cope with that the best
she could.

but with him always being by her side, luz doesn't know if she should feel spite towards him as he’s
the reason why this happened to her or lean on him because he’s the only person left in her life she
doesn’t want to lose.

eda was mostly the one providing in the house though with additional to two more, her income isn’t
sufficient to keep stable food on the table that resulted in eda and hunter always getting into an
argument about him manning up and get a damn job to help around for once now that they don’t
have amity’s financial stability to leech on.

with another argument happening downstairs, luz wasn't bothered to listen to it from her bedroom.
it hasn't changed much since she left and it does feed her homesick yet not the hollowness in her
chest.

she continued to stare out the singular window of the room, looking out of the widespread woods. a
weary hope occupied her mind that her children would run out of the woods and come to the owl
house.

but that day never came after months of aimlessly looking out of the window with nothing to do as
she's stuck in this wheelchair.



the argument seemed to have stopped, luz wasn't paying attention, as the sound of the door softly
creaking open and closed followed by light footsteps against the floorboards were heard coming
behind her.

hunter stopped behind luz's wheelchair, staring the back of her head with neither of them saying
anything for a good minute until he was the one who broke the silence.

"how are you feeling?" he asked.

"fine." luz replied, her voice sounded dragged as if she's forcing herself to answer him.

"do you want to eat? i bought some griffin eggs." hunter offered, thinking that would make luz
come down from this barren room after being cooped up in here for months yet she still answered
the same excuse she used since day one.

"no, thanks. i'm not hungry."

frowning, hunter knows that's a lie just by looking how thin luz had gotten as she wasn't eating
regularly when there's an abundance of food here a human can digest now. "but you are. you need
to eat, luz." he said as he's worried of luz keeping this up and it might not end well for them.

"i'm fine, hunter. i just.. need some time alone for now. please." luz said, the strain in her voice
twisted hunter's heart as he saw her turn her head over her shoulder just a little for him to see those
hazel eyes again after a long time.

but they were devoid of life.

without much of a choice on his end, hunter sighed deeply and turned around to walk out of the
room. the sound of the door softly closing once again was the last thing luz heard before blacking
out.

hunter has been trying to get a job to provide for luz but he’s only able to get back end jobs that
only paid like half of what eda gets from her bounty hunting since her human artifacts gig has run
out of business because of the portal.

everything was just falling apart for luz.

though on the other side, amity and her girls decided to just stay in the castle due to her not being
able to find a suitable place to build another home and the girls got so used to the massive structure
of the castle that they would run around more freely than in their old house.

amity maintained her clean slate and prestigious pride within the council, hiding her tiredness with
hostility but never snapped at her daughters as they’re the only ones that’s keeping her sane. she
kept her promise of giving them the best life, training them to excel in their magic, giving them the
freedom she never had as a child though with supervision from time to time and all the love she can
give that she thought she was drained of.

but alina and harper were there to return the favor for their mama and gave her the love she needed
as they’re the only ones who have each other now.

amity has been keeping in touch with willow, gus and the twins since she trusts them enough that
they wouldn’t expose their location to those two. king has been keeping in touch as well since he



missed his favorite nieces and the girls do too.

right now, alina blight is 16 years old, she’s in abominations and beast keeping track. she’s rather
popular in school along with her little sister though it’s not mostly because of her powerful prestige
now that her mama was the head of the council. she’s known to cause alot of trouble and is quite
outgoing for everyone to easily approach her.

the crimson eyes everyone thought she had disappeared and reverted back to her original golden
eyes when in actuality, she wore eye contacts to hide any traces that she was ever related to that
man and took the blight name with pride.

harper blight is 14 years old, took the potions and oracle tracks. she always accompanies her older
sister whether it be causing trouble or just walking down their class, they’ve been really close with
each other since childhood and that hasn’t changed since then.

although what separates harper from alina is that she's more studious, she doesn’t go out to search
for danger like her sister with her friends as she has a clean record to keep.

much like her mama in her age.

both blight sisters didn’t forget what happened in the past. the pain they watched their mama suffer
silently while they lived in blissful ignorance. they would see amity be in the old sanctum to lament
everything while she sat in that throne.

they grew to hold enmity towards luz and hunter despite amity taught them to never hold a grudge
but how could they not when they’re the prime reason why their mama was scornful of the idea of
having another.

amity tried so desperately to move on from that woman, constantly reminding herself that she didn't
need her then, she doesn't need her now. but her poor heart still belonged to luz after all these years
and it hurts to keep living like this.

but they’re just glad they won’t be seeing them anymore.

when the bell screamed for one final time, alina sighed in relief that her abominations class finally
ended. she tilted her head to the side to make her neck let out a satisfying crack before grabbing her
bag under her desk to haphazardly shove her stuff inside as she wanted to go out already since it’s a
friday.

then, someone slammed their hands onto her desk making her look up to see her girl... friend.

“you free today?” the red one horned demon, blair, asked as her eyes stared right into the blight’s
golden ones.

softly scoffing with her eyes rolling, “how could i not be?” alina quipped, she slung her bag over
her shoulder as she stood up and started to walk out of the classroom like the rest with blair beside
her. “is everyone coming to the cabin?” alina asked as she looked at her best friend in the corner of
her eye though she just replied with a shrug.

“nah, i think it’ll be just half of us.” blair said with slight disappointment but it can’t be helped,
then, she suddenly remembered something that she rapidly tapped alina’s shoulder making her
think she’s going to break it.



“ow stop it. what?’ alina shook blair’s hand off and stared at her with a confused expression.

“is harper coming along? sandra has been looking for her.”

alina’s eyes slightly widened at that but it quickly changed into a devious smirk, “oh? i’ll let her
know then.” she cooed with a deep chuckle surfacing in her throat. she knows who sandra was, also
knowing that she’s smitten on her little sister who’s dense as fuck about it even though it was
obvious in broad daylight makes this 10x times better.

the sound of swift footsteps were heard behind them before alina was almost tackled to the ground
with an arm draped on her shoulder, “sup. i heard my name” harper asked, looking at her sister and
best friend, she was lucky to find alina still here after she finished the last bit of work for today.

“oh nothing.” alina replied as she looked at blair at the corner of her eye who’s trying her best to
hide her grin before looking at harper, “say, why don’t you ditch homework for today and come
with us in the cabin.” she suggested with her arm also wrapping around her little sister’s neck, their
space was barely seen to show how close and strong their bond is.

people would sometimes mistake them as lovers even which was stupid.

 

“well, i don’t really have anything to do so why not.” harper replied with a shrug making alina's
grin grow wide and looked at blair once again who immediately caught what she's trying to do.

 

“oh you little shit.”

alina giggled as blair playfully punched her shoulder, she leaned closer to the demon to whisper "go
get sandra." once they stepped out of the building, blair shot the blight a thumbs up with a
mischievous smile before taking off to find the bard.

both sisters walked down the stone steps, talking about how their class went which was a little
stagnant for their taste but it's after hours is where the true fun begins.

before they could make their way for the cabin that's way down in latissa for better coverage from
any adults trying to pry on their privacy. they saw two people staring at them at the end of the
concrete walkway, one was in a wheelchair and the other was pushing it.

“uh.. ali, you see that?” harper asked, getting a little freaked out why there's creeps staring at them.
her arm on alina's neck dropped down to wrap around her arm instead as she grew wary of those
people.

but alina caught sight of a familiar blond triggering her impulses to turn around. “let’s leave. now.”
she muttered under her breath, she made sure harper doesn't get fallen behind by firmly gripping on
her as she began to swiftly walk away.

ignoring the calls coming from a familiar mouth she thought she'd never hear again.

"alina, harper! wait!" their mother's voice was heard behind them, the sound of desperation mixed
with happiness was easily identified but alina didn't stop walking away. they made a promise that
they would never speak of these two or see them after what they did to mama.



"hunter." luz looked up to hunter, her eyes were telling him to go as he can't keep up with them
when he's still pushing her.

nodding, hunter placed luz on the side and chased after the two girls, easily coming up behind
them. "wait! we just want to-" he placed his hand on alina's shoulder that resulted in alina swiftly
turning around with spiked ice aimed under his chin.

"don't touch me." alina hissed as she glared at the man who's responsible for it all. hunter's hands
were raised in a surrender as he eyed the spike cautiously, he looked at alina's face that matured
overtime and with those golden eyes. she looks more like amity.

"it's been 11 years since we last saw you and this is how you greet your father? your mother?"
hunter said with his eyes narrowing at alina who was unfazed by it as she kept the ice spike on him
and harper was prepared to back her up.

"you're not my father, hunter. never was. now what do you want?" alina spat with clear impatience
in her tone as she slowly lowered her ice spike, reassured with the fact harper has a spell prepared
for them to make a quick escape if things went south.

luz rolled her way towards her now grown daughters as she stopped beside hunter. "mija. look at
you, you're all grown up." she said, she opened her arms like she's expecting a hug from them but
alina and harper did nothing.

"we don't have all day." alina changed the subject, seeing in the corner of her eyes the pain come on
luz's face as she dropped her arms.

alina didn't let that affect her. "what makes you think finding us now is a good time?" she and
harper have been doing great without anything regarding luz and hunter, as if their names were
filtered in their lives until they actually stood before them.

face to face after 11 years since the fallout. and alina could only feel frustration.

"i just want you two to come home. i miss you alina, harper, we've been searching for you across
the boiling isles." luz replied, her voice indicating that her daughters would come along with them
back to the owl house and make up for lost time but neither girls were interested in living under the
same roof with backstabbing cheaters.

"where have you been?" luz added.

"it's none of your concern." harper was quick to answer that with alina nodding along.

"right. are we done now?" they were supposed to be in latissa by now, not getting caught up with
dishonest family members.

hunter didn't like the responses the girls were making just by the looks on luz. "what happened to
your eyes? did am-" he asked though she didn't get to finish as alina cut him off to gladly clear up
the misconception.

"i changed it just to be like mama. she's a better parent than you two combined." alina sneered as
she tore her eyes away from the two, ignoring the indignation with an underlying sorrowful look
forming in hunter's face.



he expected a way nicer reunion than this. what has amity been teaching these kids?

"alina." hunter said her name in a warning tone but that doesn't mean shit to her.

"what? you think we don't know the shit you two did to our mama?" alina quipped as she turned her
gaze back at them, her golden eyes glaring at the two that held the animosity that began to burrow
it's way up to the surface.

remembering the disastrous parent-child day, the melancholy days- months that followed after that
as it took a toll on their mama the most while they were just clueless children.

"you tore our family apart for a witch like him!" alina exclaimed. making the remaining students,
who stuck around to wait for their detentioned friends, to look at them and watch the scene unfold.

"why does it have to be him, mom?! mama was the one who has been there for you no matter
what!" alina wasn't holding back anymore, her teeth were grinding, her body was gradually
trembling from the immense feeling overtaking her body.

she was fuming

"why, huh?! why?!" luz looked away to the side, not wanting to make anymore eye contact with her
daughter as the intensity of those golden eyes were pulling the memories back to the surface she
tried so hard to bury. yet it didn't help her to be framed as a 'good guy' when she didn't utter a word.

"alina, that's enough." hunter scolded the girl as he placed his foot down but he doesn't have any
authority over her. never in a million lifetimes.

"answer me!"

there was silence between them for a few seconds but those few seconds were enough to confirm
every question the sisters had been wondering about for a long time. harper's grip on her sister's
arm tightens as the memories of her childhood in that home.

she was 3. 3 year olds don't exactly have the most precise and reliable memories but she knew
everyone was happy. mom, mama, alina and her. all of them were happy.

but now, mama is.. somewhat happy but they know there's a hole within her heart that just keeps
growing and growing no matter how much she occupies herself at work. no matter how many
bachelorettes come to her door.

nothing can replace the love luz gave her nor heal the pain she also gave to her.

with her teeth gritting to hold back the stinging tears, alina looked down as she firmly held harper's
hand to give each other the support they needed right now. "fucking knew it."

"everything was perfect until.. until.." harper tried to finish her sentence but she ended up choking
on her words as she was trying her best not to break down in the open. it hurts luz to see her
children struggle like that.

"mija.." luz attempted to approach the sisters, her hand extended to reach harper but both of them
backed up.



"no! don't come close to us anymore! we're better off without you bringing mama down!" harper
yelled at luz, making her feel her heart beginning to break once again but this was more painful
than the damage amity did to her body when her own children despised her.

she watched harper hide behind alina with her body trembling from the emotions they bottled up
and was left unchecked suddenly bursts out to make everything complicated.

her breathing turned shallow as her mind began to race, luz didn't want to lose alina and harper
again when she just found them after all these years.

"please, let me explain!" she said as she rolled forward a bit that only resulted in them to back up
once again.

"you don't need to when the truth is already in our faces." alina jeered with her glossy eyes fully
seen in display for the two, "hell, i'll gladly let the whole isles know the bullshit you did!"

she's surprised that the affair hasn't been fully leaked into the public considering her mama and luz
are both very significant public figures but she just guessed amity didn't want to draw anymore
attention to the family.

"¡no entiendes nada!" luz unintentionally yelled back but it was too late for her when she covered
her mouth. the noceda looked at her daughters' empty expressions.

she can only hope that they don't understand what she said as they didn't learn much before they
were taken away.

"i- i didn't mean to.."

"no. it's fine." alina said as she shook her head, she turned her back at hunter and luz with her head
almost hung low. "tienes razón. pero sé lo suficientemente bien para no mirarte como si fueras mi
madre." she replied in fluent spanish and this caught luz off guard followed by a severe blow to the
heart.

harper gave luz one last look in the same eyes she inherited til she turned her back as she muttered;
"hasta nunca."

before either luz or hunter could make amends to the sisters, alina lets out a piercing whistle that
was almost instantly responded by blair and the rest of their gang to appear on their staff. blair and
sandra dove down to take alina and harper on board without any words said.

as all of them are in the skies, blair looked over her shoulder to see and instantly recognise the
legendary human that saved the boiling isles from a tyrant and some blonde witch she's not familiar
with.

"who was that?" she asked alina who's looking rather bleak compared to a few minutes ago.

alina didn't bother to look at blair as she just clung onto her waist and stared off to the wide city of
bonesborough below, making their way to the grimy latissa that would bring her comfort knowing
these two won't be looking for them there.

"i don't know." she simply replied. alina doesn't feel good that she's the direct outcome of her once
mother and hunter's infidelity against her mama. she doesn't know how luz wound up in a



wheelchair but she doesn't care to look into it.

her family was something ideal and a perfect picture because everyone loved each other but in that
one mere moment of clarity. a force of revenge and greed ripped this picturesque family apart into
scattered pieces that will never fit together again.

everything used to be perfect.

Chapter End Notes

im confusing. i know but dont question it just embrace the madness
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the night was dark, grimy and cold as the chills of winter were slowly creeping in every passing
day.

the quaint suburban neighborhood was eerily quiet, there’s no footsteps of drunken teens, who just
finished one of their wild summer nights, roaming down the asphalt road creating an audible
crunch in every step they took as their sailor mouths went off like tornado sirens and no old man
was shouting at them to shut up because there were people trying to sleep.

the woods were shrouded in total darkness with no nocturnal creatures roaming about and creating
a sort of calling to know they're there. and they're hungry. it was odd to have a silent night,
especially in a full moon of the scariest time of the year.

though, the night was rather bleak so to say but a great manor that held an even greater name would
say otherwise.

the shunned windows visibly showed the open lights of the living room, it’s thick walls muffled
just enough noise happening from the inside which was a good thing as most of them were
screaming and laughing their asses off.

bottles of empty beers were seen laid on the side of the couch with the box hanging wide open for
anyone to take, pieces of kernels were littered across the carpeted floor as they all munched in
anticipation for the big finale.

“she’s gonna die. she’s so gonna fucking die.” a pink haired woman said under her breath, staring at
the wide tv flashing the scenes of a horror movie that’s in the good stuff now as the main character
runs around the place with their love interest in hand. everyone else was fixated in the movie even
though they can predict half of what’s going to happen.

“shut up.” willow elbowed boscha’s side as she was diverting her attention to the movie, scooching
closer to the edge of her seat as she waited for the running to stop and get to the good part all of
them have been anxiously waiting for.

then, the killer finally caught up to the love interest and drove their bloody knife in their back. the
horrid screams of the lady pierced through the manor followed by another scream that made
everyone turn their heads to the right to see it was gus.

"damnit, matt!" gus slapped mattholomule's shoulder, earning a great chuckle from the boy as he
even snorted at his prank making the young porter pout.



king, who was beside them, had a deadpan expression as he watched the soon to be couple mess
around. it was a disgusting sight.

boscha clapped her hand in victory as she won the bet between the twins. “called it! where’s my 10,
ed?” she asked with a grin coming on her face, her hand extended to edric who doesn't look too
pleased at his recent loss.

“ugh. fine." edric dug his hand into his pants' pocket with an unsavory look on his face,
begrudgingly took out a handful of snails to drop on boscha's hand. "you only win this time." he
said as he crossed his arms with a pout on his face.

boscha only rolled her eyes and leaned back to the couch once again with her arm draping over
willow as they all continued to watch the rest of the movie. matt and gus were teasing each other in
the corner with king being sick of it, the twins laughing how stupid the main protagonist was as
they just ran into the killer once again.

it was a great night.

especially for the couple sitting comfortable in their beanbags with a blanket covering their bodies.
amity has her head resting on luz's shoulder while the human's fingers slowly twirled her lilac
locks, whispering to each other many things, giggling at each other.

while the others don't understand but they're annoyed how much PDA was emitting from them.

"get a damn room!" boscha threw a pillow at luz's head that ended up bouncing off to the side,
making the noceda look over her shoulder to meet the three eyed witch's annoyed expression.

"what's your problem?" luz asked though her tone held no malice.

"we're trying to watch a horror movie, not you two getting all over each other." boscha replied, she
grabbed another pillow beside her and threw it right into luz's face this time. "get outta here!" a few
giggled at their little tangent as they watched luz grab one of the thrown pillows with her eyes
narrowing at the witch.

"fuck you." luz threw one of the pillows back at boscha who easily caught it, the two shot each
other raspberries and sore eyes as if they're little kids again until their girlfriends stopped them.

"i wish this movie could end sooner." amity sighed, she placed her head onto her lover's shoulder
once again and aimlessly stared at the displayed action within the movie, all the dialogue was going
into her ear and straight out in the other as the only thing she wants to do now is lay with her
awesome girlfriend.

"where are you sleeping tonight?" amity tilted her head up to see luz's glistening hazel eyes that
held so much light, passion- just everything that amity loves. her face structure was stubbly though
a little thin from all the wild happenings that kept occurring in the owl house.

she loves that and she loves luz no matter what. some say she's madly in love that it could be
unhealthy but what's wrong in pouring every fiber of her being to the girl she yearned and longed
for for a long time thinking she doesn't reciprocate what she feels.

amity doesn't listen to those words as luz easily dulled them out for her.



"in the couch. why?" luz replied as she turned her head to meet her lover's endearing golden eyes
that are hard to resist and look away once you landed on it.

amity grumbled at that, "come to my room instead." she suggested that made luz raise a brow and a
smirk climbing onto her face.

"hm? are you suggesting something, mi amor?" luz cooed, leaning closer to amity as her arm on her
shoulder pulled her in even more. feeling each other's heats radiating, the scents of their freshly
showered bodies was overpowered by the smell of alcohol and cheese popcorn though they can
smell something new in the air.

softly smiling, amity playfully pushed luz away from her as she can feel her body was reacting ever
so weirdly. "maybe." she muttered, turning her head to the side to avoid the noceda's cheeky smirk
donning her face.

they weren't really good at hiding; they wanted to pin each other.

amity glanced at the corner of her eye to see luz was still giving her that look making her blush
grow redder, "stop looking at me like that." she playfully elbowed luz’s side, earning a soft giggle
as she turned her head back to look at her once again yet the noceda still persisted.

"you're so cute when you get all red." luz said, softly pinching amity’s squishy red cheek but the
blight clicked her tongue and pushed her lover’s hand away.

"no i'm not.” she denied the fact that’s already been debunked, luz rolled her eyes with her head
shaking as she doesn’t believe that. she still didn’t stop leaning closer to her and began placing
kisses on amity’s face that trailed down to her neck, making her face blow up in complete red.

“stop it!" amity tried her best to push off someone who’s 2x heavier than her and it doesn’t help
that she felt luz’s hands slip down to her hips, threatening to tickle her to death while smothering
her with kisses. it’s not a bad way to go out if they literally weren't in front of everyone else.

“but you like my kisses.” luz said in an almost whiny tone, continuing her torture on the poor blight
with her fingers easily finding her weak spots to make her squirm and wheeze out giggles
combined with begs for her lover to stop.

all the while the others were watching them with a deadpan or disgusted look on their faces, the
movie already finished and they’re still going at it without care that they’re being watched.

"i feel like i’m gonna throw up.” boscha groaned with her eyes almost rolling back to see her brain,
she grabbed herself another cold one and easily popped it open with her thumb. she stood up to
walk up to the very front of everybody, loudly clapping her hands to make the two lovebirds finally
stop their antics and look at the three eyed witch.

“since the moon’s still high, wanna hear something cool?" boscha asked with a grin climbing on her
face and it was received with mixed emotions.

on the other hand, the twins with the boys exclaim; "hell yeah!"

while amity yelled back a hard "no."



"tough luck.” boscha stuck out her tongue at the youngest blight, ignoring the burning glare at her.
she took one big gulp of her beer before letting out a big sigh and cleared her throat as she prepared
herself to tell the story.

 

“there have been rumors that bodies in the graveyard have been disappearing for the last few
months, no one knows who and why they only take parts.” boscha started, this made everyone perk
up and began to listen in to the continuing story with new found interest, it made the witch smirk to
herself before continuing.

 

“the emperor’s coven has been on the case for a while now but nothing has surfaced, not even a
probable suspect.” boscha resumed, her tone delved into a mysterious one to fit the mood as she
leaned back to the stone fireplace with her hand slowly rotating her half empty bottle. the lights in
the living room seemed to have gone dimmer yet no one notices as they’re engrossed at this
mystery looming over the boiling isles.

the isles wasn’t exactly a bore of a place but this was more interesting than a demon gobbling up a
witch for not paying their due.

“they concluded that someone was practicing necromancy after finding a ritual circle in the woods
that dates back to the savage ages.” this made everyone gasp, much to boscha's pleasure. the news
about this alleged necromancy hasn't been out in the public to know.

after all, if the emperor's coven can't figure out who was the culprit. it better not be live on the
crystal ball.

“what’s wrong with necromancy?” luz suddenly asked, making everyone, even amity, snap their
heads at the human. luz jumped from the sudden synchronized motion, freaking her out and it
doesn't help that their gazes as if asking if she was bluffing with that farce and kind of obvious
question.

though by the look of luz's face, she's serious.

“it’s the most illegal form of magic. it goes well beyond any wild magic you and eda do." amity
gladly took the initiative to inform luz as everyone turned their gazes away from her lover.

she only heard a few scary stories about necromancy and read a few books that just vaguely delves
into the real nitty gritty details of who a ritual works. but in modern times, even the word
necromancy was barely used unless it was for gags.

"no one does that shit today, not even the emperor because it takes alot of magic for the
summoner." boscha said, pulling amity and luz's attention back to her.

her now empty bottle floated itself towards the same box she got it from and dropped it along with
the others, creating a loud clicking noise upon impact.

"it’s just fucked up if you think about it.” boscha added with her arms crossing as she leaned back
to the stone top of the fireplace. her eyes looking into the noceda's intrigued hazel eyes though



there was something hiding behind that thin veil yet boscha shook it off to the alcohol quickly
kicking in.

which was odd when she has a high tolerance. was there something in the drink?

“like why the hell do you want someone who’s already dead to come back? you gotta be mental or
you want a freaky sunday.” boscha said with a drunken laugh, snorting halfway. her body began to
sway as her center of balance was losing its grip, it made her look like she's going to fall to the side
and pass out.

“ew- fuck off!” emira exclaimed with clear disgust in her voice.

scoffing as she lazily turned her head to glance at the eldest blight, "hey, don't judge people's kinks
when you should look at yours." boscha quipped with a grin, she's tipping side to side while trying
to do her best to stand still.

"at least mine is alive and not 16 feet under." emira flashed the three eyed with a sneering smile.
boscha only stared at her blankly before bursting out of laughter, her tone was groggy and the
alcohol was seeping into her head to make her feel a massive headache coming on but she still feels
like she could go for another party night.

it kinda concerned the others that she might be going insane though didn't much of it when this is
boscha we're talking about.

"stop laughing like a maniac and move out of the way." willow said, swatting her hand to the side
for boscha to just move away from the tv as she wants to watch the next movie but boscha didn't
move her spot and kept laughing when there's nothing funny.

then, the lights suddenly went out, the low hum of the power slowly drowned out with the darkness
and silence quickly setting in the entire manor. everyone remained quiet, their breaths were the only
thing audible, followed by the light creak of springs on the couch as someone moved just a little.

"the hell?" amity muttered under her breath, confused why the sudden blackout when her family
literally makes machinery that is well beyond advance thanks to her father's genius.

amity held luz's hand tight as all of then just waited for the power to come back on since this
usually takes a few short seconds.

even within the darkness, luz can still see amity with a hint of anxiousness in her face. she didn't
hesitate to give her hand a reaffirming squeeze that she's still here and will always be.

"you damage the fuse box again?" emira was quick to blame this being edric's doing and the middle
blight didn't take that too kindly.

"what? no! why do you always assume it's me?" edric fought back with a good point though the
possibility of him breaking the fuse box for spooks isn't out of the question just yet.

suddenly, the lights went back on to everyone's relief but that solace didn't last when they heard a
thud, making them all look back to the found to see boscha face first on the ground.

tt first, they thought she was just knocked out from all the alcohol she drank, so willow stood up to
take responsibility in dragging her ass back home.



walking over to the passed out three eyed witch, willow knelt down in front of her and gently shook
her to see if she could wake her up to make the job of getting home easier. but boscha wasn't
moving. softly sighing, "alright, let's go home no-" just as willow was about to lift her girlfriend's
body to carry onto her shoulder.

the sight of crimson slowly rushed out under her to become visible under the limelight, glistening
as it's fresh and the smell of strong copper filled the young plant witch's nose.

willow lets out a piercing shriek as she rushes back to the others who instantly shoot up from the
couch and beanbags. "what happened?" amity asked since she was the nearest to willow. her hands
resting on her shoulders to gently rub them for comfort as she stared at her best friend's terrified
expression.

"she.. she's-" willow tried to blurt out the words she needed to say but she kept tongue tying herself
and it doesn't help that she's on the verge of breaking down as she did her best to hold back the sobs
bubbling within.

slowly, emira took the lead in approaching boscha though with caution. she slowly knelt down
beside the witch, her hands pressed onto her side and carefully rolled her body over only to fall
back with utter horror donning on the eldest blight's face with her breathing became heavy.

edric had to pull his sister back and console her before she broke down along with willow. everyone
looked in shock and freight at boscha's body that has a large gaping bloody hole in her stomach
with a good portion of her intestines were there yet aren't in a fitting condition to function.

more and more blood oozed out of her wound like it's a fountain, her mouth was slightly agar as if
she was about to say something before getting cut off and her three lavender eyes no longer held
mischief.

it held no life.

"everybody upstairs!" luz was the one who made the call and everyone didn't hesitate to race up the
stairs and make their way to the twin's room as it was bigger and the nearest they went into.

the last person to enter the room was luz who slammed the door shut and made sure it's locked
before grabbing a few pieces of furniture they could drag and place it in front of the door.

ensuring it'll be hard for whatever was inside the manor with them wouldn't take the door down so
easily.

panting heavily, everyone looked at one another with looks having the same question. "just what
the fuck happened there?" matt was brave enough to vocalise everyone's thoughts, he stuck close to
gus who was visibly shaken at the sight of a dead body along with willow who's being comforted
by amity.

she just saw her girlfriend lying dead in front of her eyes. how can she not be shaken up by that?

"i don't know." emira muttered as she slowly repeatedly shook her head while edric softly rubbed
her back to help her calm down and he added; "the lights don't just go out like that unless there's
someone manually messing with it."



this made everyone begin to think if someone among them turned off the lights and murdered
boscha while they were utterly clueless of what's happening. that made a few begin to question the
others' alibi and motives that might put a strain on everyone.

"wasn't luz the nearest to boscha? not to mention the two had a rivalry until they suddenly 'got
along'." matt raised his suspicions about the noceda with his arm crossing and eyes narrowing at it.
the allegations were so out of the bag that amity was quick to get on her feet to defend her
girlfriend.

luz was taken aback at this and turned her gaze at the construction witch, "are you seriously pinning
this on me?" she asked with the expression on her face mirroring it. just by the look of
mattholomule's gaze, he wasn't bluffing about this statement.

"luz didn't do it, mattholomule. i know because i was literally beside her while the lights were out."
amity defended her girlfriend with a stern and commanding voice that left matt no room to argue.

besides, he would be no match to a blight even if he tried. instead, he averted his gaze from the
noceda and huffed in slight irritation that no one even considered his suggestion.

"then, you're saying there's somebody really in this manor other than us? i thought this place was
high-tech?" gus said as he raised his brow with skepticism. he won't be the one that typically
questions an invention and machinery that is well beyond his expertise but someone just died from
lax security.

"it's a possibility but it doesn't make sense that the alarms didn't go off if someone entered the
premises." amity was the one to answer that and the twins agreed that it would be odd for
something that's highly operational and tinkered to perfection would suddenly be ineffectual.

deafening silence was swift to overtake the entire room as they all just stood there, their minds
racing to figure out what happened during the seconds of darkness whilst observing everyone's
actions. as if they're trying to rat each other out once they make one slip up.

but luz was the one who, thankfully, broke the silence as she said; "we just need to be careful and
stick together." that's their top priority now if they want to survive the night and they can't go out
there if the killer is still roaming the manor.

though they might get lost in the tremendous hallways, the twists and turns that'll take them a while
to find them. but they can never be too sure unless..

"wait, are there cameras in the manor?"

"yeah! hold on." emira created a spell circle that summoned a wide tablet in her hands, everyone
slowly drew closer while she tapped and swiped a couple of times to get the feed of every camera
littered all over the manor.

once emira got the feedback of the cameras, all they could hear and see was static. "shit! all
surveillance is broken." emira clicked her tongue in annoyance as she tossed the tablet to the side,
disappointed like everyone else.

"that's just great." matt whispered under his breath with his eyes rolling.



humming, edric glanced at the discarded tablet and grabbed it to check himself. he swiped a few
moments through the various cameras that are simply too much but in a place this massive, it's
necessary.

then, he got something. "not everything. look." he pointed down at the tablet now displaying a
working feed that has a wide view of the backyard.

emira and the others leaned closer to see the backyard that's just lit enough to expose it's beds of
flowers getting separated by the concrete ways, well kept grass with a small working fountain in
the middle of it all with a gazebo behind it.

in the far corner, emira tapped to zoom in and revealed a dug out portion of the ground just near the
fence like it was caused by a demon mole. "someone dug their way in so that's why the alarm didn't
go off." she said with confidence as that's the only possibility why the intruder got in.

"i'll investigate it." edric announced as he handed the tablet back to his sister and stood up though
his sisters didn’t seem to be on board with that plan.

"no! we don't know what's out there so staying put is the best option." emira detests with that idea,
she catches him by his arm to stop him from going out without a contingency plan in his belt
though after edric already made a plan he wants to do. not even his twin could make him rethink it.

"i'm not waiting for the intruder to just help themselves out after killing boscha. we're going to find
them and make sure they'll pay."

emira and amity were still dubious about this as they looked at each other in the corner of their
eyes, exchanging the same thought that only the blight siblings understood while the others are just
standing there. watching the scene unfold before them.

"plus no need to be a worrywart, i can handle myself.” edric reassured with confidence in his tone,
a mishandled confidence in this type of situation but the boy’s got guts.“and gus would help me.
right, dude?" he glanced over to gus who was caught off guard by his name suddenly getting called.

"huh? oh yeah, sure. matt, do you-" gus was hoping matt was still beside him but he was nowhere
to be seen. confused, he looked around for his friend around the room and he should’ve easily
spotted him since there’s only 7 of them now here.

"matt? where did he go?" he asked himself as well with the others yet neither of them even noticed
he moved from his spot but they can deal with that later as they got an intruder to catch.

"ah, forget about him. he probably took a piss or something. come on.” edric dismissed the worries
of the young porter as he motioned him to come over, heading for the barricaded door. but not
before they left, edric turned his head over his shoulder to give everyone one last look and said: “if
we don't come back in 30 minutes, call for help."

then, edric easily lifted all of the furniture with his magic for him and gus to easily walk out of the
bedroom before the door was slammed shut once again with the furniture placed back down. all
they have to do is wait in here for something to happen as they don’t have eyes to predict or help
the hunt.

and it better be the good end.



everyone was on the edge, they hadn't heard anything from downstairs or anywhere around the
manor which was unsettling. the blight sisters were the ones who were mostly worried about their
brother and gus, matt was still nowhere to be found, willow sat in a corner of emira’s bed while she
hugged herself for comfort as she’s still processing everything and luz was just looking out of the
window like she’s keeping a look out since they don’t have technology at their disposal.

amity looked up to her lover, seeing she wasn’t moving much from her spot and there’s a thick
layer of tension covering the entire room that it’s hard to strike up a conversation with anyone
without it immediately falling flat. standing up, amity headed over to luz and stopped right beside
her, tilting her head a little to see her stoic, spaced out expression.

“hey.” amity gently nudged luz’s side that helped her snap back to reality and look at her mildly
concerned lover.

“oh, hey. need something?” luz asked, blinking multiple times to complete be back to reality after
staring off to space for too long.

softly shaking her head, “no. what were you thinking about?” amity asked as she pressed her back
against the windowsill, her arms stuffing into her pants’ pockets with her eyes focused on the
noceda’s hazel eyes that shined under the full moon’s light. it could even substitute the stars of the
barren night skies though it held something that shouldn’t normally be there.

“nothing.” luz easily diminished the idea, not wanting to delve into it as she waved her hand in
dismiss. “just a small memory of back home. nothing important.”

though the mention of the human realm instantly got the young blight hooked and her curiosity was
only fed of wanting to know what’s in her lover’s mind. she created a spell circle that pulled two
chairs from the corner of the room, amity took a seat down on the first one and kicked back as she’s
ready to listen to luz’s stories to quicken the sluggish drawl of time.

“you really wanna know huh?” luz chuckled as she can already tell that amity wasn’t going to let
this go anytime soon.

“if it’s something about your world, then i want to know everything if i’m gonna visit it soon.”
amity replied, optimistic that she’s going to visit luz’s hometown once the portal was finally fixed.

luz softly sighed, not having much of a choice, she sat down at the provided chair and kicked up
her leg for it to rest on the other. amity waited patiently and with anticipation, watching luz prepare
herself before starting. “i had sisters.”

this took amity by surprise and this made her lean closer to luz, intrigued to learn more about these
mysterious sisters that are just brought up now. “there were 3 of us, lucia was the eldest. luca, the
middle one and there’s lil’ ol me.” luz continued as her hand lazily rotated before pointing to
herself for a half assed grand introduction.

“oh? you didn’t tell me you had sisters. when can i meet them?” amity asked, resting her chin on
both of her palms with her eyes holding fascination.

but luz turned her head to the side, her face turning almost undecipherable. “you can’t.” she
muttered.

“why not?” amity innocently asked.



“because they’re dead.”

this one greatly caught amity off guard as never in a million years she thought that would be the
answer. her mood returned to dready, just by looking at her lover’s face. “i- i’m so sorry.”

“all i could remember was the searing heat, i don’t know who caused the fire nor knew i had sisters
until i found an old family photo.” luz continued without giving amity a side glance, her hands
were tightly gripping her knees as she reminisced the so little memories she had about them.

“it was the reason why we moved to gravesfield, i always visited our old house in queens when
mom had the time because.. they could’ve been my best friends..” luz’s head slowly drooped as she
leaned back even more to the chair, her leg dropping with her grip on her knees loosening and her
head finally turned back to face amity.

letting her see the noceda’s shattered gaze.

“this is a stupid question but is it possible to miss someone you didn’t even meet?” luz tried to
laugh it off, snickering even as she waved her hand in dismiss once again but her quivering lips
didn't help her in hiding her tears threatening to fall down her face. amity, almost instinctively,
pounced on luz with a tight hug to comfort her.

what hurts more is seeing her girlfriend on the brink of crying. it’s so rare to see luz cry so it breaks
the blight’s cold little heart even more.

 

“i’m sorry for asking.” amity whispered, cursing herself in causing this as she should’ve just kept
her mouth shut but luz shook her head and hugged back without uttering a word.

“just know that they’re in a better place and don't have to be cooped up in here.” amity lightly
joked to make the air between them lighter and it worked to some extent as she heard luz softly
chuckle right into her ear which was a sweet music to her ears.

“yeah, that’s what mom always told me.” luz replied in a somber tone, amity hummed in
acknowledgement as she buried her face into her shoulder. she stayed like this to make sure luz
feels better after this with her hands smoothly rubbing her back as she feels luz’s own hands getting
tangled in her short locks but the mellow atmosphere between them didn’t last long.

“and she was wrong.”

luz’s voice becomes deeper in a few octaves, making her sound like she’s a different person for a
split second and it made amity recoil away from her with a confused look dawning on her face. she
stared into the noceda’s eyes, wondering- asking what was all that about and she vocalised it. “what
do you-”

but before she could even finish that sentence, a loud scream that sounded like it belonged to a
woman resonated throughout the manor that got everyone to their feet. they all looked at each
other, having the same thought coursing through their minds, emira was swift to shove every
furniture to the side and make way, she took the lead as they all headed downstairs to see gus in the
living room.



gus turned around and was relieved to see the girls but was not completely out of the freight yet.
“what happened?!” willow asked as they all rushed towards him.

“the body!” gus exclaimed, he took a step to the side for everyone to see the very spot where
boscha used to be was empty and only a huge puddle of blood was left. no marks, no trails of blood
that would help them know where the body could be- just nothing for them to go off with.

“the first time we went down, boscha was still there but now she’s gone!”

emira shook her head, grabbed the young illusionist by the shoulders and made him look at her
straight into the eyes as she asked him in a dead serious tone: “where’s ed?”

gulping, “i- i don’t know.” gus admitted and was quick to add onto that as he saw the look of the
eldest blight’s eyes shift, “he went off to chase a cloaked person. i tried looking for him but i
couldn’t find him on the grounds. i came back here and-” gus tried to tell everyone the full story of
what happened during their scavenge hunt but he was cut off when a loud thud was heard.

everyone was driven into silence, they didn’t utter a peep nor let out a breath as this might attract
whatever was in the manor with them. there was an aggravatedly long second that passed them by
until amity was the first to break the build up silence as she asked; “what was that?”

 

“don’t know but i think over there?” emira whispered in a whisper as she pointed at the glass
sliding door that leads out to the backyard. the first thought that came to mind is that edric was
investigating the dug out hole in their yard and managed to chase the intruder out, that was just
wishful thinking.

neither of them moved despite wanting to inspect what was that noise. luz took the gambit and
began to warily approach the sliding door as she took out a glyph, preparing herself for a possible
attack from the side. once she got to the door, luz glanced over her shoulder to see the others were
ready to back her up. that gave her some solace and looked back at the handle of the door.

she stared down at it for a long second before taking a deep breath, grabbed the handle and swiftly
opened it to the fullest that it slightly bounced back with the glass trembling from the impact. luz
slowly peered her head out, looked at both sides where the killer could be hiding to surprise her but
the only surprise she got was on the ground.

luz yelped, shocked at what she saw that she fell down to the ground. amity and the rest rushed up
to the shaken noceda, “what happened? what did you see?” amity asked as she dropped down
beside her lover, her hands gripping her shoulders to keep her violently trembling body steady as
she attempted to console her.

 

“it’s.. it’s-”

while luz stammered at her words, finding it hard to form a coherent sentence after what she saw.
emira walked over to the sliding door, stuck her head out and it was a mistake as she saw her twin
brother laid motionless on the grass. stomach first, his legs were twisted in an abnormal angle and
his head was snapped in a full 180 degrees that made his eyes bloodshot, crying in blood as more
oozed out in the side of his mouth.



“edric!!” emira screamed bloody murder at the sight of her brother’s mangled body, she dropped
her knees with her hand clasping her mouth as hot tears streamed down her face. amity gulped with
her expression darkening, she didn’t plan to check what emira and luz saw as she just helped luz up
to her feet and motioned willow and gus to grab emira as they all headed back to the room.

as the door was closed, willow used her thorny vines to barricade the door. everyone was disturbed
by what happened and this is the second casualty tonight, they need to get serious if they want to
survive the night or have this killer dead before it gets them and staying here stagnant is not an
option.

amity stuck close to luz, her hand was intertwined with hers while she did her best to comfort her
sister who’s hyperventilating hard as her body quivered from the repeating memory of her brother’s
dead body. his bloodshot eyes were engraved in her mind and haunted her till the end of days.

then, the sound of another door creaking open was heard and everyone got into a fighting stance
that made mattholomule stop in his tracks as he held up his pants with a stray ply of toilet paper
stuck on his sole.

“did the shots finally kick in?” he asked, cackling as he walked out of the bathroom, shook off the
toilet paper off his shoes as he fixed his pants before plopping down to one of the chairs amity and
luz sat on. he kicked up his legs with his arms folding behind his head, getting into a comfortable
position and acting normal like nothing happened for the past hour.

of course, everyone was suspicious.

“where the hell were you?” amity asked with her eyes narrowing at the construction witch who
gave her a glance in the corner of his eye, humming in question only close his eyes as he replied:

 

“the bathroom, duh. didn’t you hear me suffer in there?” matt made it sound like it’s a matter o’ fact
that they should’ve known already but they didn’t any of that bullshit when he just went up in left
the room without any word and suddenly came back after edric was murdered. the timing couldn’t
get more fucked up than that.

“you took a shit for 1 fucking hour?!” emira stood up from her bed, shaking amity’s grip off her
wrist as she walked up to matt who quickly got off the chair to avoid the blight with his hands
raised and confusion contorting his face,

 

“i had diarrhea!” he retorted but that only helped him dig his grave even deeper.

“a likely story. you fucking killed boscha and edric!” emira accused the wvyernbrace who was
offended.

he stopped backing up from emira “what?! where the hell are you getting this?!” he exclaimed,
standing tall on his feet as he stared into her burning gold. without holding back, “if anything, it’d
be you who killed your own brother!” this made the entire room devolve into painful silence and
matt didn’t realise the travesty of what he said as he only continued.

“yeah, i’ve seen how you treat edric, you lying bitch!”



 

and this was the last straw for emira, “the fuck you say to me, you piece of shit!” she was about to
jump on matt and kill him if it wasn’t for the 3 holding her back. all the while luz was watching
with a bare face, she just stood there with no intent of helping until she realised something.

“wait, where’s king?” she made the fight temporarily stop as they all turned to look at the noceda
progressively becoming distressed while she scoured for the little demon. but he was nowhere to be
found.

that only leads luz to think that king was out there with the killer, “oh no.. i need to find him!” luz
rushed over to the door but she was quickly hindered by amity who caught her by the back of her
jacket and turned her around.

“luz, no! we can’t go out there!” amity said, not wanting her lover to be next in this massacre. “but
i-”

“we’ll come with her.” gus volunteered as he pulled away from holding emira back along with
willow. luz flashed a small smile, glad to know she’s gonna get some company while exploring to
find the little demon that managed to slip through everyone’s minds.

“i’ll be fine, amity. i promise we'll come back, so just stay here and keep safe.” luz pressed her
forehead against amity’s, her hands intertwining hers for a short moment just to feel each other’s
warmth. amity just couldn’t help herself and closed the space between them with a kiss, luz didn’t
hesitate to kiss back.

the kiss was bittersweet as they had to, unfortunately, separate.

“i love you, amor.” luz whispered, her smooth voice brought the blight her needed comfort. she
doesn’t want to let her go as her hand lingered from the warm touch but she doesn’t have a choice
but to go along when luz can be hard to reason with if the subject matter is her friends’ life.

“i love you too.” amity replied as she watched luz walk out of the room after willow pulled up the
vines, both lovers shared a look before the door was closed between them.

almost instantly, luz’s demeanor changed, the 3 of them traveled down the hallway with luz leading
the way. “so, where should we start looking?” willow asked, not noticing the shift of tone within
luz as she could barely see what her expressions were and she was walking a little too far ahead
that they had to keep up.

but they didn’t question it since luz was eager to find king and bring him back to safety.

“we need to move the furniture downstairs.” luz responded in a dead, monotone voice which was..
odd.

as they got to the stairs, willow and gus were being careful with their footsteps, not wanting to
attract any unwanted attention but luz only proceeded to trot down the stairs rather loudly. “luz, be
quiet or you’ll bring the killer to us!” willow hissed as this is not the time for jokes, once luz
hopped down the last step, she turned around to look at them with a smile on her face.

but that smile. there’s something off about it and it was far too late for the both of them.



“luz?”

 

30 minutes had passed, there’s no word about luz or the others, it’s nothing but silence for a long
time and it’s driving amity insane. emira and matt are still on edge with each other but they were
kept on the bench by amity who wasn’t going to deal with their bullshit.

“alright, i can’t take this anymore.” emira and matt perked up when they heard amity say that and
watched her stand up from the chair as she lost her patience when she knew her lover was out there,
risking her life while she sat here comfortably. she headed for the door, swinging it wide open to
make her way downstairs.

“wait, amity no! get back in here right now!” emira called for her little sister to come back but
amity didn’t listen to every word she said and continued to walk down the stairs, convinced enough
that she’ll be able to take on this murderer and she isn’t going to let them hurt her luz.

emira didn’t hesitate to go after amity to make sure she’ll be okay, matt rolled his eyes and went
back inside the room as he wasn’t going to be stupid and impulsively go out there to look for
people who are already dead yet his sliver of conscience was stopping him from looking the door
so he can stay safe.

matt tried to force himself yet he simply can’t do it which irritates him. “ugh! fine.” he stepped out
the room, slammed the door shut before following after the blight sisters who were already halfway
down the stairs. he stopped just a step behind emira, noticing they’re looking at something so he
bent down a little to get a glimpse and it was a mistake.

amity couldn’t believe what she’s seeing.

she doesn’t want to believe even if the truth was already right before her eyes while emira felt sick
to her stomach with bubbling anger rising within her.

the furniture of the living room was moved to the side to make a big space, the carpet was also
thrown to the side to be replaced a bloodied ritual circle they don’t know the use for, it was
surrounded like severed body parts and both ends of the circle has two decapitated heads of the
people who were killed.

even willow and gus.

and the only one standing before this cursed circle is luz whose hands were soaked and dripping of
blood along with half of her pants drenched in crimson. she slowly turned around, easily noticing
the three watching her with horror on their face but something made her smile, making her look so
innocent if it wasn’t for the blood smeared on her cheek.

“hey.”

then, matt lets out a stifled gurgling noise that made the two sisters turn and look to see his throat
was sliced deep as blood spewed out, splattering all over amity’s face.

matt tried to turn and see who was responsible though he didn’t get the chance when a knife was
dropped deep into his skull as if it’s made out of butter, his rolled back as blood trickled out of his



eyes and he dropped, tumbled down the stairs before falling limp on the floor. with a shaky hand,
amity slowly wiped the blood off her cheek like she’s checking if this is real.

“amity!” amity wasn’t given the time to assess what just happened as she was pushed to the side,
almost falling just like mattholomule but she caught herself just in time and she watched her sister’s
throat get impaled by another knife.

emira hoarsely coughed out blood, her throat spewed out more as it tainted her blouse. dousing it
with her own crimson. there was a good portion of the blade out so the figure grabbed her by the
head and sank the entire blade, skewering her. followed by the sound of something breaking before
she was let go. letting her body comically roll down the stairs and drop down next to matt’s
bleeding body.

amity’s breathing quicken and labored as she just watched her family die right in front of her eyes,
she looked up at the top of the stairs to see two cloaked figures looking down at her. she couldn’t
see any discernible features that she could use to figure out just who they are rather than one's taller
than the other.

then, the taller one grabbed amity by the arm, tight as they dragged her down to the living room,
not caring if they stepped on the bodies of emira and matt. amity punched and kicked the person to
get them off yet they held onto her tight, the grip felt like they’re going to break her arm.

as they got in front of luz who was watching it all with an unwavering, amity glared at the girl she
thought she loved with tears brimming in her eyes. “why?!” amity exclaimed without needing to
elaborate after all the shit that went down, she couldn’t believe luz was the reason for all this which
begs the question of why?

just why?

but luz still gave her that shit eating smile as she took a step forward on amity with her head tilting
in a sort of mock. “is that how you’d greet them after saying you wanted to meet my sisters?” she
asked in an offended tone, pouting even and it would work for amity if it doesn’t sound so fake.

amity followed luz’s gaze over her shoulder and watched as the two figures took off their hoods to
reveal the faces of lucia and luca noceda. half was charred and the other half was somewhat fine.

amity can imagine them looking as handsome as luz but she can't fuck with crazy and undead
people. just how did a human pull off this kind of magic.

luz seemed to notice the confusion through amity's anger and she'll gladly answer that.

"it took me a while to get all of the needed parts since some are.. you know." she started, her eyes
motioning at her sisters' discolored and bits of their skin needed to be replaced due to how their old
bodies were so charred that camila couldn't give them a proper burial. she regretted it though she
didn't have a choice.

"though i do need to thank you for getting into the forbidden stacks so easy for me, ami. if not, i
wouldn't have found this little gem." luz chuckled as she pointed over to the thick, wide book just
sitting atop of one of the moved furniture.

amity couldn't make it out since it was far but knows just by the barely readable runes told amity
this was well beyond her time. and it's a shock for someone like luz, a human would be able to



translate it.

or she didn't.

"necromancy was hard to master, i won't lie and it did cost me." luz lifted the side of her jacket for
amity to see her blackened hip that looked like it's been horribly bruised or infected by something
as black veins surrounded and spread out throughout her stomach. yet luz was still functioning just
fine.

if you don't count her mental health.

luz dropped her jacket back down and clapped her hands to help amity snap back to reality as she
has been staring at the wound for too long even if it's not there anymore. her mind racing of why
would luz hurt herself for something that's temporary.

"but it was all worth it just to get them back." luz's smile returned and she looked back at her sisters
once again, seeing the same hazel in their eyes but it had different variations that separated them
from each other.

lucia and luca returned a smile for their little sister yet it wasn't too big for their skin to suddenly
fall off. "mama would be thrilled to see you guys again." luz added with a blissful sigh, her
expression shifted into longing as she reminisced about her old home.

her mother, that's been waiting for her only daughter's return after losing her first and second. the
longer she stays here, the more camila grows more disquieted. thought that was only a mere guess
on luz's part.

"but why did you have to kill our friends?! my family?!" amity snapped at the youngest noceda
who doesn't show any sort of remorse of what she's done. the light in the same hazel eyes the blight
fell for turned dull and bleak of life. making her drown without a lifeline to hold on.

and luz simply replied; "it was necessary to bring back mine." she walked past amity, watching her
from the side and stopped beside luca.

"i never met lucia and luca before they died and i was right about us becoming best friends." luz
draped her arm on her sister's shoulder, granted that she had to tiptoe to do it since reviving them
did come at a cost in enhancing their abilities.

"so, i'm going to make them stay longer than waiting for the full moons. i just need one last
ingredient." luz said with her tone becoming excited as she hopped back in front of her lover. that
only fueled amity's anxiety of what's to come next, feeling lucia's grip on her shoulder gradually
tighten and that's telling her something.

"you."

then, lucia ripped all of amity's clothing without any hesitation. the blight shrieked as she was left
bare for the nocedas to stare at, she attempted to create a spell circle to combat "abomination! ri-"

though, before amity could finish her spell, luca grabbed both of her hands and easily snapped them
in one fell swoop. leaving her wrists be twisted in an abnormal way, amity looked down at her now
broken hands with a grim look on her face but she wasn't even given the time to cry in agony as she
was pulled back to press against lucia's hard body.



feeling her hardened phallus on her ass.

“no no! what do you want from me?!” amity screamed as the tears she'd been trying to hold back
couldn’t hold it back anymore and rolled down her cheeks, dripping to the edge of her jaw.

but luz only giggled as a response, she sighed deeply with her head shaking like she couldn't
believe she had to spell it out. “oh come on, amity. you’re a smart cookie, you can figure it out.”
she said, staring right into her terrified golden eyes, telling her the obvious answer as the sounds of
zippers being simultaneously getting pulled down was heard.

“especially when you’re always begging for it.” luz, then, pulled her own zipper down to let her
pants fall by itself and reveal her erected cock that’s ready to tear her apart. amity vigorously shook
her head, her eyes pleading for luz not to do this though it’s too late to change a noceda’s mind now
when she’s hellbent about this.

“don’t worry, princesa. we’ll take good care of you.” lucia spoke up for the first time, her voice was
far deeper than luz’s and it brought chills throughout amity’s spine. she tries her hardest not to be
turned on by her predicament as she feels lucia lean down onto her neck, her lips grazing her flesh
and begin stippling her with heated kisses while she slowly grinds her crotch on her ass.

luca got in front of amity, her eyes telling her one thing she wants to do to her. the middle noceda
softly cupped amity’s chin, tilting her head up to be at her level as amity watched a smirk come on
luca’s pretty yet burnt face. “just be a good girl for us and we’ll have fun for eternity.” she said
before leaning in for a kiss that caught amity off guard.

the kiss was light and amity wants to indulge into it but she knows this is so wrong, she isn’t
supposed to get into this. but why is the kiss of death so tempting?

luca held amity’s hips with one hand and pulled her crotch to press onto her exposed cock, amity
whimpered in the kiss from the feeling. she still tries to push them off her but, as if they’re sucking
her life, her magic out of the kisses and marks they’re leaving, she grew weak and it doesn’t help
that her hands were broken.

“you seem to be enjoying yourself.” luz chuckled at the lewd scene before her, she continued to
strip and toss her clothes to the side as luca finally pulled away from the kiss that left amity
breathless and lucia looking down at the work she left on the blight’s once empty pale neck. feeling
proud of herself for it.

lucia carried amity by her arms wrapped around her waist, she headed over to the middle of the
ritual circle with the two right behind her. lucia knelt down with amity sitting on her dick, making
her gasp by the sensation, luz got in front of her with luca on the side. she gently cupped her cheeks
with her thumbs wiping the remaining tears.

“now for the fun part.” luz whispered as a devilish smirk came on her face.

“please.. luz, don't do this..” amity still begged, she knows luz wouldn’t do something is abhorrent
but does she really know luz at all anymore? luz only flashed her a sweet smile as she lets go of her
cheeks, she gripped both amity’s thighs to align herself right in her cunt. ignoring her pleads before
pushing her entire cock inside the blight without any sort of warning.

amity lets out a piercing scream as she feels her walls getting widely stretched from the sudden
intrusion, she didn’t have time to prepare for any of this and her virgin blood leaked out from the



sides of her pussy to drip down onto the floor. mixing with the other’s blood to create a reaction
though it’s nothing too serious.

yet.

“after this, you’ll see the true significance of why i’m really doing this.” luz whispered right into
amity’s ear, the pain in her crotch was already enough but her eyes widened as she felt lucia’s cock
force itself up in her ass, making more blood ooze out and flow down to the ground.

the pain almost made the blight immoblie, her tears kept streaming down her face as her gaze
moved to the ceiling. not wanting to look at their faces anymore.

“solo se una buena chica y esto terminará más temprano que tarde.” they said to her in their mother
tongue that she doesn’t understand completely but she wasn’t even going to try to decipher it as she
did her best to numb out the pain surging through her body. but the only noceda who’s left in the
open was luca, she felt her hair be grabbed and a thick cock was shoved inside her mouth once the
two began to simultaneously thrust into her.

luz and lucia lowly moaned from the tightness of amity, her pulsating, bleeding walls lovingly
clenching around their throbbing cock. luca slicked her hair back, biting her lip as she watched her
dick go in and out of the poor witch’s inexperienced mouth with her tongue staying stagnant.

amity’s cries are muffled by having a mouthful of luca, her tears are continuously streaming down
her face with black streaks of her eyeliner getting ruined. her body bounces on from the rigorous
thrusting as she can feel both of them digging into her deeper like they’re aiming to turn her insides
into mush.

“use that tongue of yours for something good.” luca sneered as she tightened her grip on amity’s
locks, pushing her deeper into her cock that her balls were touching under her chin. gulping, amity
had no choice but to follow, her tongue danced around luca’s veiny cock, lapping up the precum
oozing out and just did her best to apiece the noceda.

lowly humming, luca sighed deeply as she caressed amity’s cheeks and purred; “good girl.” it
brought nothing but disgusted goosebumps but she just followed what luca wanted to lessen the
pain. she glanced at luz whose head was resting on her shoulder with lucia on the other, listening to
both of their erotic moans were muse yet it feels so wrong.

she doesn’t want to enjoy this. how can this ever be enjoyable to someone, really?

the pain gladly numbed down there, amity could feel luz reaching for her womb and lucia going so
far up with their girths just forcing her to accommodate them, she doesn’t know how much blood
she already lost. her vision was getting blurry from the brimming tears and the urge to pass out.

“fuck, she feels amazing..” lucia grunted, she gripped amity’s hips in one hand and the other
squeezing one of her breasts since the second was being suckled by luz. she watched the blight
struggle under her and sisters’ brutal treatment that made her want to do more bad things to her.

amity whimpered in luca’s cock, her body was trembling from the immense painful pleasure
surging through her body. should she really be enjoying this?

luz pulled away with a pop, her wet lips grazed her lover’s hardened nipple and started to trail
kisses all over her chest, moving up to her hickey filled neck to leave even more before going for



her pointed ear to nibble. her tongue tracing the edges as she picked up her pace along with her
eldest.

“i love you so much, ami.” the noceda whispered in her ears that made her shudder. amity wants to
believe those three words as she was truly the first person to ever say that so sincerely, she wants to
cling on those words and believe it’s true despite her situation right now. this is all for love and this
was just another way for luz to convey that, why else would she be so willing to share with her
sisters?

the pain, the deaths, the blood spilled and wasted. this are all the things that are necessary for love
because what is life, what is love without one suffering for its consequences. amity would gladly
take that chance just to be with luz forever, she doesn’t know about lucia or luca but they could be
her part time lover, the more the merrier as the saying goes.

oh things we do for love.

slowly, amity got used to the pain and began to like it, her moans vibrated on luca’s cock that made
her moan and it encouraged her to go after with the blight’s body submitting to the nocedas to use
in whatever they please. all 3 noceda sisters noticed this and they couldn’t help but let a smirk run
across their faces.

“look who’s coming around.” lucia cackled as she sped up her rigorous thrusts with her sisters.
letting amity’s muffled moans be heard throughout the living room to know the devil she’s enjoying
this new kind of loving given by her lovers. shamelessly..

the purplish glow of the blood drawn ritual circle was left unnoticed by the lovers, it absorbed all of
the blood to create a neat circle with ancient runes beginning to engrave on each limb as the moon
was now in its highest peak.

then, all of the nocedas’ eyes glowed in a violent hue the same with the circle, incoherent words
was uttered out of their mouths but amity didn’t bother to be worried about that as the bliss in
between her legs consumed her mind and body to only care about that. she fluttered her eyes shut,
blocking out the many words she doesn’t understand as she can feel a knot getting tighter and
tighter from each slam in her womb.

as the final line of a spell was chanted, the sisters shoved their cocks deep into the blight before
cumming hard to make sure she’s filled up with their warm jizz. amity did her best to swallow as
much of luca’s cum, though it can’t be helped that some spilled out, shuddering at the warmth
overtaking her body that she was lulled to sleep by it.

panting heavily, luz slowly opened her eyes and looked at lucia who’s examining herself along with
luca. their burns were gone, their rotten flesh was replaced with a fresh one and they feel.. alive. but
the only thing that stuck with them was a small burnt flesh on lucia’s jaw and on luca’s temple
though it can be easily hidden.

“it worked.” luz whispered with a smile climbing on her face. happy that her efforts didn’t go to
waste.

reasserted in a forbidden way because one couldn’t handle the grief of a lost one she hasn’t even
met. they’re filled with scars of their sins that cannot be hidden yet, they’ll let their scars dance
with each other and live a life after salem. for eternity.



“we’re back.”

Chapter End Notes
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smooth, low trombone played in the background's empty, dreary white noise to keep her company.
the sound of the falling snow accumulated on the windowsill. coating the entire land white and
green from the various pine trees stretching from miles.

 

every woodland creature is off in their hibernation and staying warm during the cold winter months
as long as they can, huddled together or solo in a cave with food that shall suffice till spring. but not
a particular noceda.

 

granted that she is planning to return after she does one last slide on the typewriter with a familiar
<i>'ding'</i> noise echoed within the barren room.

 

lucia noceda was in her zone as she typed away in a swift pace, writing what she previously
planned before writing and did a few changes that suit the tone of the last chapter of her newest
book better than her cash cow of a series.

 

once she typed the final word in her paper followed by another ding, lucia unscrewed the paper
from the typewriter as she leaned back to check what she wrote along with the backside before
sighing deeply.

 

placing the last paper atop of the growing stack of paper, she turned it over and tapped it onto the
table to be in a neat, uniform manner before slipping it inside an old brown case and placed it down
on her chair for a moment to stand up.

 

looking to the side, lucia stared out of the snow covered window to see and it’s really hard to tell if
something was coming to ruin her trip to the airport. 



 

<i>”wonder if i can make it to the overlook hotel if there’s a storm.” she thought to herself as she
made her way over to the small table. remembering a story the manager of this hotel told her of a
certain hotel that was probably burned down by a deranged caretaker but who is she to convict
reality?

 

lucia grabbed the single stick of cigarette from a tray that has a cute little knitted cup holder sitting
next to one stick of match and a fine bottle of champagne of bollinger la grande annee brut with a
pristine glass the hotel can offer. she struck the match with her thumb in ease and brought the lit
match to her cigar before waving it out.

 

“felicidades.” lucia muttered before popping the champagne bottle open, letting the bottle fire off to
the other side of the room though she didn’t bother to go after it as she poured herself a good
amount.

 

just enough to keep her sober while driving though she sometimes wishes she was in connecticut
but it can’t be helped that the snow was too much for the plane and had to make an emergency
landing in boulder.

 

she never been to colorado before so this is a nice change of pace.

 

lucia took one swift dunk of her champagne down like it’s water, lightly smacking her lips to
indulge in the aftertaste it gave her and placed her cigar back into her lips as she began to pack up
her stuff. snatched her dark green coat with a furred hood off the coat rack and stepped out of her
room with the key dangling on her fingers.

 

as she trotted down to the lobby, the manager stood up from the front desk when they heard lucia
making her way down till she appeared before them. “leaving so soon, miss noceda?” they asked as
lucia placed her bags down for a moment to hand the key back to them. 

lucia hummed in reply as a thin line of continuous smoke emitted from her cigar, “gotta drop this
off in new york and head back to gravesfield before christmas.” she said with a soft chuckle, taking
out her wallet to pay for the things she bought and the days she stayed here with an extra.

 

“can’t have mama waiting.” she added, slipping her wallet back to her pocket and grabbed her bags
once again.



 

she can’t afford to lose another christmas with her family when that’s the most important thing to
her other than this job.

 

the manager chuckled along with her, “certainly not.” they muttered as they wrote down the
noceda’s name on the tracker book of what time she checked in and out before closing it and
flashed lucia a genuine smile. “have a safe trip, miss and merry christmas.”

 

“merry christmas.” lucia returned the gesture as she tipped her hat at the manager, she turned
around to step out of the boulderado hotel and made her way to her parked car.

 

flipping the car’s trunk open to drop her bags inside, took out her cigar and dropped it into the snow
to let it extinguish itself. she stepped inside her freezing car, shuddering at how cold it was. she
automatically turned on the heater as she started up the car and rubbed her mittened hands to
prepare for a long, annoying drive to the airport.

 

just praying that a storm won’t ruin her day.

 

lucia flicked the radio on for a mainstream song to start playing as she pulled the car into drive,
firmly gripped the wheel and started to drive down the barely visible road yet she's confident
enough to know where to go.

 

the song was slowly getting into the noceda that she began to slowly tap her hand onto the wheel
while she kept her eyes on the white slate like road though her mind was drifting off about what
she'll do when she comes home to her old town.

 

people used to think lucia was just a deadbeat rebel who wasn't going to go anywhere. always
going off to cause everyone trouble but they were wrong. so wrong.

"that's a nice case. where'd you get that?" lucia stopped taking another chip from the bowl and
turned her head up to look at her agent who's leaning against their wide desk with two small
glasses and a bottle of whiskey sitting just beside them.

 



lucia followed their gaze, landing on her old leather case that brought back some memories
whenever she looked at it. "in my mom's closet." she replied.

 

"it was just sitting there collecting cobwebs, so I took it and carried my first entry when i was
looking for a publisher." lucia grabbed her bag to place it onto her lap, her fingers trailing the
small cracks around the surface yet it's still useful no matter how old this was.

 

her agent chuckled, "it's got character.” the agent said, turning around a little to pop the bottle of
whiskey to begin pouring themselves a drink along with the second glass and headed for the couch
where lucia sat on. “you can tell it carries many stories made by the great lucia noceda." they
praised the young writer as they handed her the glass, dropping down on the small chair just
parelling her.

 

earning a soft laugh, lucia rolled her eyes. "i won't be so great once i finish this thing." she
muttered as she took a sip of the smooth booze, sighing and leaned back to get comfortable.

 

"i wanna be known more than 'the guy who wrote the cycle of yesterday'.” lucia said, staring at her
agent who’s listening to every word she says.

 

her mind was trailing back to the old memories of her childhood home, keeping herself cooped up
in the basement while she tried many gigs to get some money and writing was just a happenstance.

 

who would’ve thought she’d start in a crummy old basement to a high class tower in new york. but
all of it made her.. lonely, tired.

 

“you know how that feels, right?"

 

the agent nodded, "i do but people are so used to you making the cycle of yesterday's series that,
i'm betting my leg, it'll be the only thing they want." they said, a little worried about where this
conversation is going considering lucia has always been hard headed about the things she wants to
do. especially for work.

 

"then i won't give it to them." lucia scoffed as if the answer was already there.

 



"what will the people think? the critics?" they refuted, their worry turned into mildly increasing
concern as they watched lucia place her barely finished booze and stood up with her bag clutched
under her arm, jacket draped on her shoulder.

 

"i'm going to put something more phenomenal in my grave than just yesterday." she proclaimed
with pride and assurance that her agent doesn’t doubt it.

 

"i'm betting my life on it."

then, lucia lost control.

 

the snow was raining down heavily on her car, blocking her view from anything even if her wipers
were up, she could barely see anything- most especially the curve she had to watch out for but she
wasn’t fast enough and her car was sent barrelling down the slope.

 

lucia tried to regain control but all she could do was cling onto dear life with her bag in her
clutches.

 

the car tumbled and rolled in the snow, snapping a few trees on the way down until it finally
stopped with the car turned upside down. snow continued to fall, coating the entire vehicle with it
as if it’s trying to conceal she was ever there.

 

her ringing ears were only filled with the harsh whistling of the blizzard, lucia couldn’t feel
anything but a numbing pain pulsating on her head as her vision began to display throbbing black
dots. blood slowly trickled down the side of her head and out of her nose.

 

never thought she'd go out like this. kinda expected something grander.

 

the only thing that’s left in her mind was to get out of this because she doesn’t want to be late to a
christmas party but lucia was losing her consciousness and fast.

 



the blizzard continued and more snow was building up to the car, lucia laid there motionless with
her breathing becoming hollow as her body slowly slipped off the seatbelt.

 

then, the sound of metal against metal, scraping and creaking as something was slowly prying the
sealed car door open with a crowbar.

 

lucia can hear it though muffled by her clogged ears, it continued for a good chunk of seconds until
the raucous sound of the driver door getting snapped open to let the cold, quick breeze of winter
come in to make her shiver even though she’s wearing layers upon layers of clothing.

 

forcing her eyes to open, the first thing she saw was the blinding lights. she first thought it was an
ambulance but it can't be.

 

lucia tried to adjust with the light drawing closer to her face. in her jumbled mind, thinking it's the
heaven's gates accepting her with an angel guiding her now to the afterlife.

 

she finally blacked out with the last thing she ever heard was a voice saying;

 

"oh poor you.”

 

-----

 

lucia loudly gasped as she snapped her eyes open, looking around the unfamiliar place she's in. it's
a moderately sized room with very little furniture outside the norm and the windows were wide
open to overlook the frigid landscape.

 

the driveway was covered in a smooth slate of pristine white snow, thinking to herself that she must
be on the first floor of someone's house. she better thank than for taking her in though is a little
confused as well.

 

glancing down to her body, she instantly noticed the sling holding up her right arm. she tried to
move but only a massive wave of pain overwhelmed her body making her hiss and drop back down
to the bed.



 

lucia stared at the ceiling for a few long moments, thinking to herself just where the hell is she?

 

slowly, she raised her somewhat okay hand and softly grazed her cheeks to feel her bruised, scarred
face from the crash. her left eye was somewhat bruised too as she wasn't able to see much with it.

 

then, lucia perked up when she heard the door, that was facing her, creak open to reveal a young
woman who looked to be the same age as lucia.

 

she has long mane-like mint dyed hair with streaks of auburn in the front, she carried a tray inside
as she kicked the door closed and her face brightened when she saw lucia was finally awake.

 

"oh thank the gods, you're awake. i was beginning to worry that the crash took you out." the woman
said as she quickly made her way to the side of the bed. placing the tray down onto the nightstand
and began checking if lucia's alright.

 

lucia flinched yet was quick to relax as she felt just how soft the woman's hand was, so warm
against her rough face. she was about to lean onto it and indulge the feeling but the woman pulled it
away too soon.

 

"h.. how long was i out?" lucia asked, just realising how coarse her voice was.

 

"2 weeks and don't try to talk too much." the woman replied, she grabbed a full glass of water and
brought it close to lucia's mouth with her other hand slipping under her head to lift her up, slowly.
with the brim of the glass in her lips, the woman tilted it for lucia to begin drinking the delicious
water.

 

she's been in a coma for 2 weeks so she's bound to be dehydrated as she now thinks water is the
most delicious thing she ever had.

 

after lucia almost finished the entire glass if it wasn't for the woman pulling it away. clearing her
throat as she gulped, trying to make herself sound better than a croaking old frog.

 



"where am i?" lucia asked as she looked up to her once again. meeting her gentle golden eyes, she
had never seen this kind of eyes before. maybe it's a rarity.

 

no matter because lucia couldn't seem to look away.

 

"my house, silly. in silver creek" the woman softly giggled that made lucia tingle as her ears never
felt so blessed before. "how are you feeling?" she asked, returning her attention back to the
noceda's state.

 

"i don't know.. i can't move much."

 

the woman hummed as she nodded, "figured since you fractured both of your legs, almost with
your pelvis and dislocated your right arm." she dropped the injuries lucia sustained in that crash. it
was a hard drop, it's a miracle she's still living and breathing.

 

"it was difficult but i got back in time." the woman sounded proud of her work on tending lucia, she
gently tapped her shoulder with the back of her hand. lucia flinched from the impact but it wasn't
enough to cause pain though why did she have to do that?

 

"t- thanks.. but shouldn't i be in the hospital?" this just came into her mind. she thought that
whenever someone found a body almost buried in the snow they'd immediately take them to the
hospital to be professionally treated.

 

not take an absolute stranger in their house.

 

"oh no. the roads are still blocked and the phone lines are down, i couldn't risk it during the
blizzard." the woman easily replied as she walked away from the bed to grab one of the chairs that
is near the window and sat down next to the bed with her golden eyes piercing deep into lucia's
reddish hazel ones.

 

"oh." that made sense and she isn't going to complain when this kind lady goes out of her way to
help. "i'm lucia by the way." lucia tried to extend her semi alright hand only to wince as she felt her
shoulder wanting to snap.

 



"i know, you're my favorite novelist who wrote my all time favorite series." lucia raised a brow
when she heard that. it's not uncommon for someone as famous as her to hear that statement but it's
the kind of people who say it. it's surprising to say the least.

 

"it's kind of serendipitous that i found you." the woman said in a sort of dreamy like tone, bringing
a soothing melody in the noceda's ears.

 

"or else you will be long dead out there without no one even noticing you're gone." though that
thought was hindered when she added that. lucia blinked, thinking her ears were just clogged as the
woman sounded rather.. off.

 

there was a short silence between them before the woman was the one who broke the silence. "oh,
where are my manners? i'm amelia blight, by the way." she finally told her name as amelia gently
shook lucia's strapped hand and flashed a sweet smile.

 

"i'm your biggest fan."

 

"that's great to hear." lucia muttered as she slowly nodded, returning a soft smile.

 

"oh before i forget. take this." amelia turned to face the nightstand and turned back around to face
lucia again with something in between her fingers. lucia stared at the two red pills in the blight’s
fingers, her face contorting into confusion and hesitation without needing to utter the words for
amelia to understand.

 

"it's novril. it helps with your pain." amelia informed. lucia hasn’t heard of that kind of painkiller
before but she doesn’t have medical knowledge so she just obliged and accepted the two pills inside
her mouth to be doused down by the remaining water.

 

sighing deeply, lucia swallowed the last bit of water down her throat as she was gently placed back
down to the pillows. the scent of strawberries and a little hint of old like this room hasn’t been used
for a long while, she kinda likes it as it reminds her of the smell of old books she’d open whenever
the scenery wasn’t enough to inspire her.

 

“thank you again, amelia.” lucia said, she’s eternally grateful that someone really found her and
nursed her back to health. she doesn’t know how she could ever repay her once she’s able to get



back on her feet.

 

amelia giggled once again as she waved her hand in dismiss, “no need for that.” she said. “i just so
happened to be in the right place at the right time.”

 

“though that got me wondering why a genius writer like you would go out for a drive in a
snowstorm.” she completely exposed lucia’s stupid move that day with her hand covering her hand
as if she’s trying to hold herself from laughing. lucia doesn’t have much of an excuse for that than
the skies being clear.

 

“i didn’t know there was a blizzard coming.” lucia fought back as the weather completely deceived
her though that’s not a strong enough case and she knows it.

 

“you have to learn to be careful, lucia. everything is unpredictable.” lucia watched amelia grab a
bowl from the tray with both hands. those words dug deep in her mind that got her thinking about
what the blight meant by that but she pushed it aside as the whiff of fresh chicken noodle soup
entered her nose

 

“care for some soup?”

 

for the following weeks, lucia was tended by amelia that slowly healed her back to proper health
with her face scars covering without the need to use bandages anymore. she’s able to move her
upper half gradually, also minding herself to not move too much that might irritate her still hurting
legs.

 

“glad to see you’re moving again though you still need to stay in bed.” amelia said after she just
gave lucia her needed novril, lucia was already sitting up but she can barely feel her legs, not even
trying to move it as it hurts like a bitch if she does single movements down there.

 

“wanna see your legs?” amelia walked over to the end of the bed, gripped the sheets to pull it right
up for lucia to see her legs for the first time and it wasn’t pretty. her legs were covered in sickly
purple, bandages were wrapped though it wasn’t enough to hide the nasty sight. she thought it
rotted and withered away without her entire body.

 



it made her feel sick to the stomach and looked away, not wanting to gaze at it any longer. “they’ve
seen better days.” lucia sighed as amelia placed and fixed the covers back onto her.

 

“are the phones working now?” lucia asked as it suddenly rushed back to her head, remembering
that she has a party she doesn’t want to miss but her sense of time here has been long gone since
the moment she woke up and the small calendar in the room doesn’t help her one bit.

 

“i need to call my agent or just my family to let them know i’m alright.”

 

lucia looked up to amelia, hoping that she’d give her the response she needed but she spotted
something else. the same unsettling feeling revisited. she doesn’t know how to explain it but it’s off
until the blight’s eyes were seemingly brought back to life and replied; “sadly, no. the lines were
cut during the storm but i’m sure it’ll come back on soon enough.”

 

lucia slowly nodded in response instead, lowering her head as she looked down at her lap to watch
her left finger play itself. she wants to tell her mother and little sister that she’s okay considering
how worried they can get if she doesn’t call them from time to time, but she doesn’t have a choice
but to wait for the phone lines to come back.

 

“looks like you’re going to be staying here for a while.” amelia said with her tone sounding almost
singsong. lucia didn’t bother to look back up to her as she was seeping into her deep thoughts.
“yeah, i guess so.” she muttered back.

 

sensing the dropping atmosphere within the room, amelia was quick to strike up another
conversation in hopes to get lucia out of her current brooding thoughts. “hey, i was wondering
about something.” she started, earning a soft hum from her favorite author as she watched her
slowly tilt her head up to look at her once again.

 

those red eyes always enamoured her even if she’s just staring at a black and white photograph.
there’s an allure she just can’t pry away from and she wouldn’t

 

“i was wondering about what’s inside the little case you were holding onto since that’s the only
thing i could salvage.” amelia said as she walked over to the vanity in the far left with lucia
following her, she grabbed the familiar leather case and returned right beside the noceda.

 



it’s smooth yet rough texture grazed the surface of her fingers as she slowly rubbed it’s exterior. a
little reminiscent of lucia herself to be honest.

 

“it’s certainly not a bomb.” lucia joked, making the blight laugh. she watched her big smile and
pearly whites shining upon the sunlight coming from the open window, her golden eyes glowed
even more that hypnotised lucia once again to never look away and just watched her laugh until she
stopped.

 

the two stared at each other for a short moment before instantly averting their gazes with tints of
rosy coming onto their cheeks as a thumping feeling began to emerge deep within lucia and it
confused her. in a good way.

 

clearing her throat, lucia picked up where they left off. “it’s um.. it’s a new thing since the last book
of cycle of yesterday was already out.” she said though this news came as a surprise to amelia than
lucia previously anticipated.

 

“huh? it is?!” 

lucia was a little baffled to know that amelia hasn’t gotten her own copy of cycles of yesterday’s
end “yeah, it releases this month. haven’t you heard?” she asked, tilting her head in confusion as
she stared at the young blight looking down at the floorboards for a moment with a look on her
face, saying it all. 

“oh no.. i guess it slipped my mind.” amelia muttered, her hand slipping in the side of her head as
her fingers combed her hair. her expression was indecipherable to lucia, not knowing what’s
coursing through her mind but she didn’t delve into it too much and brushed past it.

 

“it’s alright.” she dismissed, snapping amelia back to reality and shook her head, rounding back to
what they were talking about before.

 

“mind if i read your new novel? you don’t have to if it has to remain a big secret.” amelia said her
tone coming back as playful that made lucia smile.

 

“actually it doesn’t matter if it’s you. It’s the least i could go to repay for all the things you’ve
done.” lucia replied with a shrug, not minding that amelia would have an early access to her new
work since she can feel the $500 she deposited from her bank account this morning won’t be
enough to pay the blight for all the hospitality she gave.



 

“oh wow.. getting to read lucia noceda’s novel before anyone else? this must be a dream. oh, please
tell me this is a dream so i can wake up. no wait, don't!” amelia was certainly panicking from this
opportunity she never had before.

 

lucia watched her jump around with a wide smile stretched across her face. she’s just like a little
girl who’s exhilarated from winning a prize stuffed toy in the carnival.

 

“you’re cute.” lucia thought out loud. suddenly halting amelia from her celebration when she heard
that, lucia just realised what the fuck she just said and her cheeks began to heat up as well with the
blight as they stared at each other. their eyes telling something that wasn’t clear for now. 

 

“i- i should get going now. have alot of readin’ to do.” amelia broke the silence between them as
she backed up from the bed, hugging the case near her chest with her eyes darting around every
corner of the room than lucia which she can understand as she’s just staring down at her lap.

 

lucia hummed in reply with a nod and that’s the best she could do since there’s no words forming in
her mouth “you sure you don’t need anything?” amelia asked with her just a turn away from the
door and lucia shook her head in response once again.

 

before amelia leaves, she called the noceda one last time “lucia,”

 

“yes?” lucia immediately turned her head up like an obedient puppy.

 

“thank you for trusting me.” and with that, amelia swung the door open and stared at lucia through
the thinning crack of the door until it was closed shut. lucia listened to the muffled footsteps
walking down the hallway and away from her room followed by another sound of a door closing.

 

she sighed deeply and dropped back down to the bed with another smile coming on her face. lucia
never had this type of feeling before and it feels… good. she wants more of it and that won’t be a
wishful thinking considering the state of her shattered legs.

 

she hopes she gets something going with amelia once everything is back to normal with her body.
maybe they could visit some good coffee shops and what not.



 

the following two nights have been relatively tame with amelia continuously giving lucia the novril
in two fixes and some good food, though lucia couldn’t shake the taste of it being industrial like
this would normally be served in a hospital and the cooking seemed to have reflected that.

 

no matter, lucia was always grateful with the things amelia had done and she’ll forever be in her
debt.

 

lucia finished dinner an hour or so ago, laying comfortably in bed with her vacant arm just placed
on the side while her strapped arm still needs time to recover.

 

the background noise of the house was mostly the raining freckles of snow with the occasional
sound of an object falling but it wasn't enough to cost alarm.

 

the hallway light was open, seen under the small strip under the door. though no footsteps were
heard walking about.

 

or so she thought.

 

unknown to the sleeping noceda, a figure slowly unlocked the door and slipped inside without
creating much noise. their footsteps against the old floorboards were light as a feather. lucia doesn't
know what'll hit her.

 

the right side of the bed was pushed down with her covers slowly slipping off her body to expose
her torso and half of her lower half. lucia shuffled in her sleep, she was quick to get cold and tried
to lazily grab the covers to pull back up yet was unsuccessful.

 

eventually, lucia just gave up on it for now and resumed in her slumber much to her delight. the
hands rested atop of the noceda's stomach, feeling her soft yet rigid stomach through the thick
fabric of her sweater before slowly trailing down in a hypnotising manner.

 

lucia lowly hummed in her sleep, the feeling gave her tingles though it still wasn't enough to wake
her up. yet.



 

the hands stopped right at the crotch of her pants, luckily, she's wearing sweatpants so she can
easily pull it down just enough to show off her black boxers in the darkness.

 

feeling it's cotton fabric wrapped on her sheathed package, she gently stroked and squeezed the
thing while keeping an eye on the still sleeping lucia. seeing her face twitch and slowly contort to
the sensation, her body trying to move yet was unable due to her condition.

 

lucia's breath hitched with bullets of sweat beginning to roll down her face. she watched her grow
hard right before her eyes, making sure she's completely unsheathed and hard as a rock for her to
pull the boxers down to let it loose.

 

humming to herself in delight, she grasped the thick, long cock of lucia noceda and started
pumping it once again with her drawing closer. her tongue slowly licked the tip, getting the small
drops of pre too. oh, her sweet precum.

 

she kept her eye on lucia who's now struggling to stay asleep. she could feel something was
touching her yet she couldn't figure out what, she's cold, most especially down there.

 

without holding it back anymore, lucia fluttered her eyes open to first see the dark ceiling only
being illuminated by the little lights from outside. she slowly turned her gaze down and her eyes
widened when she saw amelia dragging her tongue along her hardened cock while she pumped the
base, lapping up her oozing precum like it's a sort of milk.

 

"w- what are you doing?!" lucia exclaimed as she wasn't expecting this surprise. she won't lie that it
does feel good but should she be pissed or just let it be? she feels like they're going a little too fast
here.

 

"i'm on page 40 now and i must say it was pretty good." amelia said, diverting lucia's attention to
the book instead of literally getting blown. lucia whimpered as she tried to move away from
amelia's gasp but she flinched when the blight gripped her dick a little too hard. making her locked
in place.

 

"though, there's only one problem." amelia continued as she placed kisses across the tip and
traveled down then back up again like she's tracing the various bulging veins with her golden eyes
staring deep into lucia. seeing the lovesick in her hues.



 

"what..?"

 

"the profanity. i mean, i'm not used to seeing you curse in the cycles of yesterday's series." amelia
said, peeved that she read a couple of curse words within just page 1 though she still continued to
suck lucia off that turned into taking her whole.

 

having half of her inside her warm mouth earning a sudden moan with her hips bucking.

 

"w- well.. it's- ah.. it's something personal to me, alright?" lucia replied, having a hard time keeping
herself together as her hips are involuntarily thrusting. she tightly gripped the sheets with more
sweat littered on her face and rolled down to her chest.

 

amelia only hummed in response, considering that she has a mouthful of lucia, she bobbed her head
up and down on her with her tongue wildly lashing around. her empty hand fondling with her
clenched balls.

 

"fuck.. amelia.." lucia breathily moaned out, she buried her face into the pillows to hide her
flustered face and muffled her needy noises. amelia was amused by this and what it did was
encourage her to go deeper, taking in more cock until her lips almost grazed the base.

 

the blight is a little inexperienced in terms of blowjobs but she does her best to please her favorite
novelist for all the hard work she's done and as a small thank you for staying here.

 

lucia wasn't as inexpert as amelia. she held up with many women and guys before. that was before
she got her act up after getting cocky with the money she can spend and began working for real.

 

though that was a few years ago.

 

when lucia finally busted her nut inside amelia's mouth after a long time without a proper outlet.
she bit her lip to hold in her moans as she twitched from the spews of cum filling up the blight's
mouth but it was simply too much as some dripped out from the side of her mouth.

 



amelia didn't pull away until lucia was completely emptied out. slowly, she pulled herself off the
noceda with her hand catching the falling droplets of cum as she easily swallowed what's in her
mouth before licking the remaining cum off her hand clean.

 

amelia looked at lucia's flustered face as she breathed heavily, her eyes half open. a smirk couldn't
help but climb onto her lips, she stood up and fixed lucia's pants, placing the covers back.

 

"goodnight." amelia whispered, she leaned down to give lucia a light peck on the lips and headed
for the door. looking over her shoulder to look at lucia one last time, shooting her a wink before
leaving the room.

 

leaving lucia alone to think to herself through her blissed out state. the whirring sound of the
ongoing snow filled her ears with the slow footsteps going away from the door and the flick of the
hallway light going off.

 

but there's only one thing in her mind.

 

what the fuck?

 

lucia had alot of time to think over what happened that night as more days had passed and she still
wasn't over it. she likes it, though it was out of the blue that it could be considered an invasion of
personal space if she wasn't so doubtful.

 

amelia finished lucia's new novel just in time for the stacks of the final book of cycles of yesterday
to finally be distributed in the store of the nearest town. she went out to buy one herself, but not
without giving lucia her fix and some snacks.

 

lucia just laid there, motionless and aimless as she just stares at the ceiling mindlessly while her
mind wanders up to the clouds. wondering when will her damned legs be healed so she can go back
home.

 

as much as she likes staying here with amelia's company. she still wants to go home to her old
house to see her family rather than having to waste her entire christmas in her new york penthouse
or in her california summer house.



 

it sorta became a tradition now.

 

lucia lifted her head up slightly when she heard the revving of a car outside, she pushed herself to
sit up and lean back against the headboard to look out of the window to see a classic red cutlass
driving up to the snowy driveway and watched an excited amelia hop out of the car with a
particular something in hand as she rushed inside the house. hearing the sound of the front door
clicking unlock followed it slamming closed.

 

the guest room door swung open to reveal amelia on the other side with a massive smile etching
across her face while she held the hard book cover of cycles of yesterday's end.

 

"i got it!" amelia happily declared, waving the book around as she entered the room with the door
staying open. lucia flashed a smile though she has another thing she wants to ask than the book she
swore she's done with. then, something unexpected rushed inside the room, easily passing amelia
and hopping at the edge of the bed before abruptly stopping when it saw her.

 

a black cat.

 

“phantom, don’t just charge in like that!” amelia scolded as she went over to lucia’s bedside,
looking down at the black cat with her eyes narrowing and the cat just replied with a cute little
meow. sighing deeply as she can’t really get mad at the cat for too long when she’s just too
adorable,  amelia sat down at the edge of the bed with her placing the cat on her lap.

 

“sorry, she’s a little scamper.” amelia said, scratching phantom under her chin to make her purr and
lean in more into the touch with her tail happily swishing behind. “lucia, this is phantom just like in
the book!” she introduced the cat with her waving one of it’s paws.

 

lucia flashed a smile, “ah. hey, little guy.” she waved back at the cat though she’s a bit awkward
considering that she’s done with <i>phantom elrod</i>, the main character of this long chapter of
her life.

 

"oh, i can't wait to read this and tell you what i think of it. i'm certainly going to lose sleep over
this." amelia said with a giggle as she played with phantom’s little paws, her expression seemed to
be beyond the clouds and the noceda could tell she couldn’t wait to spread the pages open to smell
that new printed press papers.



 

"i wouldn't want that. sleep is important." lucia said with a light chuckle making the blight giggle
once again as she sat at the small space at the end of the bed. the gaze she was giving lucia could
only be described as besotted.

 

then, lucia was caught off guard when amelia caressed her cheeks in a gentle- <i>almost
motherly</i> type of way and all she could do was just accept it with an awkward smile etched
across her lips.

 

"not in this context.” amelia said, her voice sounding so smooth into lucia’s ears that it’s a siren’s
song. so beautiful yet so deadly to listen to. her was once again pulled into a trance by those golden
eyes that’s when she only calmed down to her insistent touches and just help it happen

 

“i just know this is going to be the best thing i'll ever read." amelia said as she continued to
lovingly stroke lucia’s face while keeping her eyes focused on her, trying to discern something
through her reddish eyes before recoiling her hand and stood back up, leaving lucia with a craving
feeling for wanting more of amelia’s warm touches.

 

"do you need anything before i go?”

 

lucia seemingly snapped out of the spell, bringing her thoughts and rationale back into the picture.
she was confused by the sudden blackout but she didn’t question it.

 

"um, yeah. are the phones working in town? the roads are cleared up, right?" she bombarded amelia
with questions, as much as she doesn’t want to admit it, she’s getting desperate and her legs seem
like they're not getting any better with each passing day.

 

dwindling her patience.

 

amelia’s aura shifted into dull with her excitement dropping and her bodily actions told it in broad
daylight. "barely. it took me a while to get to the nearest town and no, the phone lines were still out
but the people are working on getting it back on." she answered all of the questions with clear
disinterest in her tone but that went unnoticed as lucia pressed her head back onto the wall.

 



"i'm missing out on my family.. my agent is gonna have a manhunt on my ass.." lucia whispered to
herself with her brows furrowed as she blankly stared at the ceiling once again while amelia was
less than stellar that they’re talking about this again.

 

without notice, amelia made her way back to the door and didn’t bother to look over her shoulder
as she said; "hey, no need to be a downer. you'll get your precious phone call sooner or later." and
with that, amelia closed the door, made sure it’s locked and left lucia alone once again to be with
her forlorn thoughts of will she ever come back home?

 

and there’s a feeling that something is looming over her whenever amelia’s in her room and that
worsens if she leaves. lucia doesn’t know how to explain it but it’s irritating her.

 

since amelia got her last book of the series, things have been relatively quiet around the house
except a few small talks here and there though her attention was mostly devoted to the book. lucia
feels lonely without having amelia here as much as she used to but she doesn’t let that bother her
considering she did say she’ll read the whole thing without bothering to sleep.

 

though that’s a little worrisome if that was actually true.

 

for now, lucia laid and slept soundly in her bed with the white noise easily lulling her into deep
slumber without noticing the hallway light was open once again along with phantom's muffled
meows on the other side until the door suddenly burst open that snapped lucia awake.

 

she quickly sat up, muddled at her surroundings as she was rudely awoken by someone. once her
vision cleared up, lucia rubbed her eyes to see better and saw amelia standing right on the door with
a not so pleased look on her face.

 

"how could you.." amelia said in a low tone as she slowly stepped inside the room with her eyes not
moving away from lucia. looking at her dead center and it's uncomfortable to maintain eye contact.

 

"they can't be dead. phantom elrod can't be dead!" amelia said as she stopped at the foot of the bed,
her slow approach was something like a lioness would when confronted with her prey. her golden
hues piercing deep into lucia, paralysed her.

 



"many wars took alot of lives in the past years, amelia. at least their spirit lives on." lucia tried to
give her the bright side but that was a mistake as that struck a nerve.

 

"i don't want their spirit!" amelia yelled, she gripped the metal bars at the end of the bed and began
violently shaking the entire bed despite having lucia laying there. "i want them! and you murdered
them!"

 

lucia clenched her teeth tightly, she gripped onto the sheets though they were not much of a support
as she was rocked along with the bed that almost made her fall due to the sheer force the blight had.

 

once everything looked like it calmed down, lucia croaked out "no. i didn't."

 

"who did?!"

 

"no one." lucia blurted out, "t- they just slipped away. that's how life works." she said in hopes
that'll put amelia's grief over a fictional character at rest but she would be caught dead of ever
thinking that. literally.

 

amelia stared at lucia with shock and distraught, she looked around the room as if she couldn't
believe  what she's hearing right now. "slipped away?!" she exclaimed, her tone sounding mad that
it's.. terrifying to witness.

 

"they didn't just slip away! you did it!" amelia jabbed her finger at lucia, feeling like a knife was
stabbed into her. lucia watched the blight rush over to the side of her bed as she repeated the words
<i>'you did it!'</i> over and over while grabbing the pitcher of water from the nightstand.

 

"you murdered my phantom!" amelia screamed with a crazed look on her face as she lifted the
pitcher over her head. aiming right onto lucia's face with her actions telling that she wasn't going to
falter.

 

the noceda's eyes widened at this, she raised her usable arm to cover her face with her eyes
squeezing shut as she yelled; "amelia!" in a begging manner not to do it.

 



then, the pitcher was instead smashed against the wall overhead, making bits of broken glass and
cold water to rain down on lucia's head but she ignored all of it as she kept her arm up and slowly
peeked through the small gap of her eyes to see amelia's now calm, bleak expression compared to
her previous ones.

 

"i thought you were good, lucia." she muttered blankly as she stared back at the noceda, "but you're
just everybody else."

 

"it's unwise to stay with you now." then, amelia headed back to the door like nothing happened with
her walking more slow and almost lazy.

 

"w- where are you going?" lucia hesitantly asked, not wanting to anger the blight more in one night
as she cautiously lowered her arm from her face to look right into the woman's dark gaze.

 

"to my laughing place." amelia replied without needing to elaborate as she turned around to face
the hallway. lucia wouldn't question what her 'laughing place' was but it's her last words that always
catches her off guard and leaves her the entire night to think about. whether it'd be good or bad.

 

"and you better pray nothing happens to me." then, amelia grabbed the doorknob and slammed the
door shut, locking it as well. lucia listened to the loud footsteps thumping on the floor, she watched
the lights under the small crack of the door turn off followed by the sound of the car revving into
ignition.

 

lucia listened to amelia driving off in the middle of the night with thick snow covering the entire
road just to head for her laughing place.

 

abandoning her in an empty dark room with nothing of use now that her water source was just
smashed to the wall, her flight or fight was spiked and still is. as what happened almost made her
jump out of the bed despite her shattered legs and that got her thinking.

 

is this really the same woman who she considered as a friend?

 

-----

 



2 days.

 

it's been 2 whole days since amelia left lucia alone in the house without anything to sustain herself.
she couldn't move her own or have any phone lines where that could ring up anyone to help her get
out of here.

 

just nothing but herself.

 

lucia fell into desperation that she chose to drink her own piss to keep herself hydrated and alive.
she sometimes regrets and thanks at the same time the summer camp she went to as a kid.

 

It wasn't bad if she just thinks it's just counterfeit apple cider though that doesn't remedy the
increasing pain overwhelming her body.

 

she needs her novrils.

 

the sun illuminated the room to expose the mess surrounding the bed. there were puddles of piss as
there were times lucia doesn't want to drink her own piss anymore along with vomit from the
aforementioned piss and pain.

 

as lucia silently cries in her bed, she's a mess. suffering from the pain that makes her just want to
succumb to it and get over it but she wasn't going to give up now. she has a family to return to and
she doesn't want to die unless she sees or talks to them one last time.

 

what hurts more is never getting to say goodbye.

 

lucia kept reminding herself that, powering through her want to close her eyes as her breathing has
been labored for a while now and it's getting difficult with each passing minute.

 

she was crying out amelia's name over and over, hoping she'd just come back home. she needs her
even if her outburst was..

 



though she didn't have to wait long anymore when lucia heard the familiar sound of an engine, she
tried to sit up and see if that was really amelia's car finally pulling up but she was too weak to do
simple things herself anymore.

 

so, she just continuously calls out for the blight's name in a coarse voice until the door is opened by
amelia looking far better than the last time she saw and far better than lucia's state.

 

amelia just stared at the noceda writhing in agony as she entered the room, leaving the door open.
"amelia.. please, i need my fix.." lucia rasps out, watching her go by her side and stops to look
down at the mess she made though she wasn't fazed by it as she returned her gaze to lucia.

 

"i've done alot of thinking lately." amelia said as if she wasn't concerned at lucia's state, covered in
sweat, tears and bile, smelling like piss along with the entire room. this could be a rat's den for fuck
sakes.

 

"have you as well?"

 

lucia rigorously nodded her head, just agreeing to whatever amelia says if it means getting her pills
as she needs it now so badly. amelia could see that.

 

"oh, poor baby." she coos, wiping the remnant vomit off the sides of lucia's mouth and leaned down
to kiss her forehead.

 

"we need to talk after i give you your medicine, okay?" her voice was soft and calming that helped
the noceda be at ease to some extent as she leans into amelia's touch. missing the warmth she gives
after being left in the cold for so long.

 

it's like she never seen the sun when the window was wide open.

 

"good girl." amelia purred, she went out of the room for a moment and quickly returned with a
stack of novril and a new glass of water in hand and a bucket in the other.

 



she got back on the bed, popping out two pills and helped lucia raise just enough for her to take the
pills, also washing it down with something that isn't piss for a change.

 

as amelia placed lucia back down to the pillows, she cleared her throat and coughed a little with her
body calming down as the pills immediately began to take effect. "thank you.." she whispered.

 

amelia only hummed in acknowledgement while she wringed the wet cloth for the water to drip on
the bucket and began cleaning up the puke and sweat until lucia smells decent now.

 

"i need to get something. i'll be right back." amelia said and left the room once again, lucia didn't
mind as she finally got her needed fix. she stared up into the same old ceiling she's been looking at
for a long time that she memorized the cracks and pore like holes littered around.

 

then, lucia heard a metal-like object rolling down the hallway that made her look and saw amelia
pushing in a barbecue grill with it's cover. she watched her bring it right beside her, took off the
cover to drop a stack of paper- not just a random stack of papers.

 

it's lucia's new untitled work.

 

a frown formed on her face as she watched amelia pour a generous amount of gasoline on the
papers before taking out a box of matches from her pocket and offering it to lucia.

 

"what is this?" lucia asked, lightly chuckling as she thought this was some kind of joke.

 

"i want you to rid this world from this monstrosity and start anew." amelia started as she stared
right into the noceda's baffled gaze, offering the matches once again. "the only thing in doing so is
to burn it."

 

lucia was bewildered at this statement, she looked at amelia and her work back and forth,
contemplating if she should really go along with this madness by sacrificing her 2 years of work.

 

"there's other options, you know. i can just hide it so no one else has read it. it's just you and me
who knows it exists." lucia tried giving herself options in a game that's only one sided, she doesn't



want to go through this bullshit just because a fan doesn't like her new work.

 

but this is different.

 

she's in the presence of this fan, quite literally in front of her and is the reason why she's still alive
to this day. amelia has lucia's life on a thin thread, easily bending it to her will.

 

"exactly."

 

"as long as it exists, you'll never be free from this and i know you, lucia." amelia said as she began
to slowly round the bed while <i>mindlessly</i> waving the canister of gasoline around, making it
splash onto the covers and it's making lucia concerned.

 

"when an idea comes to your mind, you're persistent to get it done." amelia continues, still pouring
the gasoline on the covers until she stops right back at the grill and stares down at lucia once again
who's trying her best to hide her fear.

 

"but i know there's still good inside you. you still can repent and change your ways by starting right
here. right now." then, amelia stuffed the matches into lucia's hand as she wasn't going to wait for
her to take it anymore.

 

lucia glanced down at the matches with her frown growing deeper and darker, she looked up to
amelia once again and glared into her golden eyes that held no remorse. "you do it then!" she
yelled, wanting to give the matches back but she didn't accept.

 

"no." amelia replied flatly.

 

"why not?" lucia quipped through her gritted teeth.

 

"as much as i want to do it myself. you made this out of your freedom then you should do the same
with this." amelia said in her own twisted logic, she didn't do anything else but stared down at
lucia. watching her crack and break behind the veil of toned down anger.



 

there were no other options that could save her now.

 

lucia hesitantly drew out a single stick, slowly closing it as she blankly looked down at the box
before striking the match. watching the small flame dance atop of the stick and slowly traveled
down, then, a thought came to mind.

 

what if lucia does have an option?

 

she can still smell the gasoline on her covers if she lit it up then she'll go down along with this
house and amelia. can she do it though?

 

lucia still has many things to live for. to lose.

 

her family. those stacks of papers are just papers with words written on them at the end of the day,
it's all meaningless as she can make another. a far better one.

 

right?

 

lucia's demeanor seemed to have shifted and she tossed the lit match to the papers, instantly
igniting it. the fires consumed the paper easily as burnt pieces began to fly up and make a mess.

 

amelia pulled the grill away and placed the cover back on while it continued to burn within.

 

all the while lucia was just staring off in the distance. blankly. listening to the blight pulling the grill
out of the room, planning to clean up the remaining burnt papers later.

 

"you did good, lucia and i know you'll thank me for it." amelia said in a sickly sweet tone as she
stared at lucia with the look of endearment in her eyes. though, lucia didn't bother to return a single
gaze but it didn't matter as amelia left the room to have lucia alone to her quiet thoughts. 

 



no word was mustered as if all of the voices in her head were silenced and replaced by an
impending eternal darkness that consumed her mind. driving her into complete isolation even
though she's with someone.

 

that work of hers was the only copy she ever had. lucia didn't believe that someone would steal a
couple of papers and didn't think that she'd ever need a backup copy.

 

now she regrets it. purely.

 

though was it really regret that she's feeling?

 

until lucia was greeted by amelia once again, not leaving alone for too long to be with herself after
doing just that for 2 days.

 

the noceda watched amelia push the door wide open with a big smile on her face as she entered the
room, pushing a wheelchair in.

 

"surprise! told you you'd thank me." amelia said as she placed the wheelchair right next to the bed,
looking down at lucia who still had a bleak look on her face yet she didn't seem to care about that
as she clapped her hands together to snap lucia out of her daze.

 

"come on, lazy bum. let's test out your new wheels." amelia slipped her arms under lucia and
carefully pulled her up, ignoring her hisses and yelps from the sudden jolts of pain. mostly on her
legs.

 

as amelia placed lucia on her wheelchair with her splinted legs raised. "comfy?" the blight asked,
her hand softly rubbing lucia's greasy head as she hasn't gotten a proper shower than just scrubs
with a wet towel.

 

amelia may need to change that.

 

"are you gonna let me go?" lucia asked with her tone almost dull and dragged on as she began to be
pushed out of the room for the first time and was led into a small tiled bathroom.



 

she heard the door behind her click shut and shuddered when she felt amelia lean down right next
to her ear with her hot breath against her skin.

 

"you speak as if i'm keeping you prisoner, lucia." she whispered, her voice lowered to a few octaves
before she giggled as she pulled away to let lucia breath though that brought chills down her spine.

 

"you know i love you so much, lucia." amelia asked as she steps in front of lucia, kneeling down to
be at her eye level and cupping both sides of her cheeks.

 

"i'm only doing what's best for you." she said, slowly inching closer while she held lucia still with
her gaze fixed down at her plump lips that she's been wanting to know how it tastes like against
hers for a long while.

 

"for us." until both of their lips softly pressed against each other, amelia felt a sudden explosion
within her that drove her to want more.

 

her hands slithering up to lucia's hair once again as she tilted her head to the side to go deeper but
they're not ready for the next level.

 

not yet.

 

once they pulled away, amelia stared right into lucia's half lid eyes with so much love held within
for her. "you understand, right?" she muttered as she gently caressed her cheeks, letting lucia
indulge in temporary temptations as she leaned into her touch once again.

 

she's beginning to love the touches amelia gives her. it reminds her of home.

 

"yes."



the following day, lucia was shaken awake by amelia who's visibly in a happy mood. "wake up. i
made you a special breakfast." she said as she slipped a tray in front of lucia, giving her a good
smelling breakfast in bed.

 

lucia stared down at the food in front of her, scrambled eggs with small bits of veggies sided by a
few strips of bacon and spam, some bread placed on another plate and a tall glass of orange juice.
she flashed the blight a grateful smile “thanks.” she said, grabbing the utensils to begin digging in
while amelia watched her with an unwavering smile.

 

“good, isn’t it?” she asked and luca could only nod in response as she had a mouthful. 

amelia softly chuckled at that adorable action, “so cute.” she cooed as she pinched lucia’s cheek
and stood back up with her hands placed on her hips. “well, keep eating while i grab something just
for ya.” she said, booping lucia’s nose first before she headed out of the room to get whatever she
was referring to and lucia continued eating.

 

the food tasted more decent now though lucia got so used to the taste of the hospital that she didn’t
notice it at first.

 

then, amelia walked back inside the bedroom with a foldable table under her arm while she held a
bulky, black and gold typewriter in both hands with thick stacks of papers sitting atop of it. lucia
watched amelia place the typewriter on the bed for a moment to set up the foldable table right next
to the window and looked back at lucia with the same smile on her face.

 

“well? what do you think? you got a fine view you could use as inspiration.” amelia said as she
looked out of the window to see the empty white slate of snow that’s covering the entire field, little
to no greenery was seen in sight or any animals that just so happened to pass by came into view as
nothing goes out in this kind of weather.

 

amelia went over to lucia to help her get on her wheelchair once again after she finished her
breakfast, “what would i do with it?” lucia asked even though she already knew what amelia
wanted. she was pushed to the table and there sat before her the typewriter she never worked on

 

a royal 10 typewriter.

 



“you, my love, will write a new cycle of yesterday's book.” amelia said as she cupped lucia’s chin
to turn her head to make her look at her, seeing the thrill in her golden eyes but all lucia could see
was madness. “cycles of yesterday’s revival!”

 

“and it’ll be your payment to all the things i’ve done for you.” amelia added, being rather
nonchalant about it but the noceda could tell she wants this new book to be dedicated to her and she
will make sure she does it whether she likes it or not.

 

”oh.”

 

“well then, let’s get started!” amelia excitedly clapped her hands together, rubbing them together
for a moment and pushed the first stack of paper to lucia. glancing down at it, she immediately
noticed it’s corrasable bond and due to the small lessons she learned to herself, it’s better to know
your paper than picking a random one off the shelves.

 

“um, i can’t write with this paper. it smudges.” lucia said as she looked up to amelia, seeing her
smile slowly drop in real time and it’s unsettling to watch but she isn’t going to use this paper if
what she’s writing is something important. 

“what?”

 

slowly nodding, lucia opened the first pack to take out a piece of paper. “here, look.” she beckoned
for amelia to come beside her while she slipped the paper into the typewriter, securing it before
typing the words <i>smudge</i> as the keys made a loud audible click. she snatched it out, placing
it on the table for lucia to rub her finger on the words.

 

the friction alone almost erased the words as the black ink spread on the once pristine white paper.

 

frowning, amelia did the same on the remaining words that weren’t smudged yet and it ended in the
same results.

 

“huh. it does smudge.” she muttered under her breath, she stared at the messy words for a short
while as if she’s having a moment to herself until it was ruined by lucia speaking.

 



“yeah, is it okay if you could go back to town and buy me some white long mimeos?” lucia asked,
sounding genuinely sorry that this had to be a nuisance and amelia had to drive back to grab
another stack for her.

 

“sure.” amelia only replied, despondent as lucia watched her walk over to the door but stopped for
a moment as she turned around to look at her once again.

 

“anything else you want me to get while i’m in town? any crucial requirements that need
satisfying? would you like a tiny paper quarter or how about a deluxe writer’s cotton slippers?”
amelia asked ever so sourly with her gaze on the noceda turning more intense and lucia just wished
she’d stop looking at her like that as she feels… bare whenever amelia gives her that look.

 

“just.. the paper would be fine.”

 

“you sure? ‘cause if you want i could bring the whole store to you.” amelia sneered as she
narrowed her eyes at lucia who’s getting concerned at her growing temper, lucia tried to play it off
and wanted to calm the blight down before things took a turn for the worse.

 

“amelia, what’s the matter?” lucia asked with her tone soft and soothing to the ears as she rolled
away from the table a little. it did work to some extent but not enough to defuse amelia. 

“what’s the matter?!” amelia repeated, fuming. “i go out of my way for you! i do everything just to
make you happy and this is the thanks i get?!” she exclaimed as she slowly approached lucia again,
her eyes stabbing deep into her sockets and began mimicking lucia in a crude imitation.

 

“’oh, you brought the wrong paper, amelia. I can’t write on this paper, amelia.’.”

 

“I’ll get your fucking paper, alright!” amelia grabbed the box of the typewriter as she continued to
glare at lucia whose hands are impulsively wanting to raise to cover herself for protection. 

 

“but you better start showing me, a blight, some respect, big shot!” then, she slammed the hard box
onto lucia’s still aching legs, making her cry out in agony but was left ignored as amelia stormed
out of the room and headed out to get her damned papers.

 



lucia hisses to herself as she slowly rubbed her legs, tossing the box back to the table as she
watched in the corner of her eye of amelia driving away for the nearest town until she’s out of
sight. sighing deeply, lucia has been calculating that amelia usually takes 15 minutes to go back and
forth to the town,

 

which was ample time than having none at all.

 

she began thinking what she should do to escape while she has time, does she even have a way out
of this closed off room? sure, she could throw this 15 pound typewriter to break the window but her
arms were still frail and practically useless. for now, she needs to think of another way than just
reckless brute force.

 

then, something was caught in the corner of her eye, lucia glanced down  to the floor to see a stray
bobby pin that must’ve fallen off of amelia during her tantrum.

 

lucia slowly pulled her strapped arm off it’s cloth and began rolling the wheels to head towards the
bobby pin, bending down to the side using her perfectly conditioned arm to reach down and began
grabbing the pin with her nails.

 

good thing it was long enough to help her scoop it up.

 

proceeding to go over to the door, leaning closer towards the keyhole as she bends a part of a pin in
an angle and carefully inserted it right into the hole to start wiggling.

 

she’s not really an expert and just wriggled the pin around until a click was heard, baffled, lucia
pulled the pin out with a breathy chuckle.

 

“didn’t think that would work.” she muttered as she twisted and swung the door open. but just
before she could roll out of the bedroom, lucia’s eyes widened when she saw amelia standing in
front of her with a shotgun aiming right on her head.

 

“no!” lucia instinctively raised her arms for protection, hoping no shots were fired at her as her
heart was loudly beating in her ears with her breathing picking up.

 



but nothing happened.

 

slowly, lucia dropped her arms to realise there was nothing there in the first place and she was just..
lucia rubbed her eyes, forcing herself to focus and stay awake. she first tried to twist the front door
open but not much to her surprise. it was locked.

 

turning around lucia looked up to the stairs, wondering what could up in the second floor though
that wouldn't really matter due to her state. she'd take forever just to crawl to the top.

 

she travels to another room instead of her own for the first time. the living room.

 

she looked around the modest designs littered around the place and a peculiar red book sitting on a
pedestal with words engraved in gold saying <i>’memory lane’</i> though she didn’t pay much
mind to it.

 

lucia rolled her way towards the black phone line, planning to call someone for help or even ring up
her old house to hear her mother’s voice once again.

 

she grabbed the receiver and placed it right into her ear, wanting to hear the familiar hum of the
machine though she heard nothing even if she pressed the numbers. she grabbed the entire thing,
turning it over to reveal that she was listening to an empty shell, “shit.” she muttered under her
breath as she placed the receiver down.

 

with her tongue pressing against the side of her cheek in annoyance, lucia resumed her search for a
way out and something made her lose her focus once again that she bumped into a small wooden
table with knitted cloth covering it’s top.

 

there were various small porcelain cat ornaments sitting on the table and the white cat that was in
the far front fell from the bump, almost breaking into pieces but, with lucia’s quick reflexes, she
caught the things just in time.

 

lucia squeezed her eyes shut, cursing herself to be fucking careful in a place like this. she placed
the cat back onto its place and headed for the thing that caught her eye earlier.

 



she stopped just in front of the empty dining table and behind it was an altar of her written books of
cycle of yesterday’s series, both normal and hard-covered, with two vases holding a few roses and a
large picture frame of her in the middle that has a signature.

 

lucia gulped down the unsettling feeling that began boiling within her and turned the other way, not
wanting to look at it anymore. exiting the living room, she went down the hallway even more and
easily opened the door with her feet.

 

peering inside the small stockroom to see the plethora of medicines stacked on top while the
cleaning equipment were on the bottom. 

 

she was quick to notice the small box where the novrils were kept. lucia rolled herself inside,
reached her hands up towards the box though it was a little too high for her that she had to lift
whole body up just to snatch the pills in the front and did it again just to lean the second pills
forward so it doesn't seem suspicious.

 

lucia inspected the pills though it doesn't even have a name on the back. wary, she stuffed it inside
her pants before backing out of the room and closed it to head for another door that she kicked
open.

 

the kitchen.

 

the noceda instantly saw the second door that could lead out of the backyard and she could finally
be free from this nightmare. fueled by thrill, lucia quickly rolled her way towards the kitchen as she
thought it'd be a breeze getting through the door but she quickly ran into a problem.

 

her wheelchair couldn't fit the door.

 

lucia tried to push, shimmy her way inside the door with her wheelchair but the door frame was too
narrow. "fucking hell." she muttered under her breath as she looked at the backdoor once again.

 

thinking how good it'll feel to have the fresh air be inhaled and the warmth of sunlight piercing
through her skin as she rolled free and away from this wretched house.

 



she has to do this.

 

she needs to do this.

 

without much of a choice, lucia gripped the sweatpants on one of her legs and carefully lifted it up
to be placed atop of the other for her to fold the supports. she did the same for the second one
before dropping.

 

lucia yelped in pain, gritting her teeth as she pushed it down, not really having the time to
acknowledge it now when she has better things to do. she slowly dropped her whole body to the
ground, stomach flat and began crawling her way to the backdoor like a worm.

 

once she reached the door, she turned herself over and began to reach out for the doorknob. her
head was pressed against the door, continuing to reach for the knob with her torso arching slightly
until she managed to have a good grip on it.

 

lucia twisted the door, hoping that it would easily unlock and swing open but she's forgetting that
she's in amelia blight's house.

 

everything is locked.

 

with her efforts proved futile, lucia lowered her hand back down on her forehead as she stared up to
the ceiling once more. her brain was churning and racking of thinking for another course of action.

 

but would it really be worth it?

 

could she really escape this place without losing a limb?

 

does she really want to escape this place?

 

amelia has been kind to her, tempered, but still kind as she's still the reason why she's still living
and breathing so why would she want to escape her caretaker?



 

then, she heard the sound of the engine coming closer to the house.

 

lucia quickly turned back onto her stomach and began scurrying back to her wheelchair, lifting
herself up to sit and placing the supports back down for her to drop her legs onto it, ignoring the
pain she caused.

 

amelia pulled up on the side of the house, turned off the engine to take the keys out and stuffed it
inside her pocket. she grabbed the papers lucia asked for, a little annoyed that she spent the most
money on the first one she bought but as long as it makes lucia happy. she's happy.

 

lucia roughly pushed her wheelchair out of the door frame, her wheels leaving a skid mark though
it was left unnoticed by her as she made a mad dash down the hallway.

 

the blight stepped out of the car, inhaling deeply to take in the fresh yet spiking cold air before
sighing with her breath visible in the cold air as she headed for the porch.

 

the crunches of the snow emanating from her soles, she looked at the window of the guest bedroom
to see lucia wasn't by the window.

 

the frantic noceda reached her bedroom, she turned her wheels to the right and got inside. quietly
closing the door behind her, swiftly took out her pin to begin attempting to lock the door.

 

as amelia took her first two steps for the porch, one of the packets of papers slipped from her grasp
and accidentally fell onto the snow covered steps. rolling her eyes, amelia bent down and lifted it
up, sweeping a bit of snow off the plastic before placing it back on the stack.

 

lucia was just mindlessly wriggling the pin around the lock, she didn't have time to be precise until
she heard a click.

 

amelia stopped right in front of the door, took out her house keys and easily found her main key to
slip it inside the lock, twisting it for a clicking noise to occur before swinging the door wide open
to reveal the empty. quiet house.



 

though, something seems off.

 

pulling the pin out, she tested if the door was really locked. it was, much to her relief before she
moved near the table and turned around to face the door.

 

lucia heard amelia calling out her name on the other side, she looked down at herself. seeing her
shirt was covered in sweat as she's practically dripping of it and saw the pills sticking out of her
pants. 

 

"lucia?" lucia flinched at the sound of the door opening, she hid it with both hands and leaned back
on the chair as she winced in pain once she saw amelia enter the room in just one step.

 

amelia stopped in her tracks when she saw lucia’s state, "oh my- what happened to you?" she asked
with concern in her tone as she walked towards her, placing the papers down on the table first and
softly cupping lucia’s cheeks to wipe her excessive sweat rolling down her face.

 

"i.. i'm in so much pain, amelia. please, make it stop." lucia wheezed, squeezing her eyes tightly as
she pressed her cheeks against the blight’s warm touches while she held her stomach ever so tightly
to make sure amelia doesn’t see the pills, making sure her short time in theatre class would come in
handy now.

 

"jesus. come on, let's get you back to bed and i'll bring you some novrils." amelia said, attempting
to raise lucia out of the chair but she didn’t let her as she added more weight to her body and
continued brooding in pain.

 

"no. i need it now!"

 

"but it'll only take a second." amelia tries to reason with the noceda but she’s in so much pain that it
doesn’t even matter as she just needs her fix right now. she watched her slowly lift her head up to
look at her right into her golden eyes, her hazel ones becoming glossy from the tears brimming in
her eyes and crying for help.

 



"please.. mi amor, i can't take it anymore.." lucia whispered. amelia froze for a moment when she
heard the words ‘mi amor’ come into her ears.

 

"mi amor?" she repeated under her breath, it’s no secret that lucia lets her spanish slip whenever she
speaks, especially in interviews and this made amelia want to learn more of the language to be a
step closer to lucia.

 

and hearing those lovely words come into her ears made her heart melt and face get all flushed just
how good it sounded out of lucia’s own tongue that she forgot she’s in pain.

 

softly chuckling, amelia took out a handkerchief and wiped lucia’s face off of sweat as much as she
could with an endearing smile coming on her face. "of course, love. anything for you." she said,
leaning down to give her a kiss on the forehead before walking out of the room. lovestruck than
ever before that she failed to notice the relieved look on lucia’s face when she’s out of sight.

 

lucia shoved the pills back into her pants, disregarding the prickling pain on her groin as the end of
the pills were poking her.

 

once amelia came back with two novrils in hand, she gave it lucia before moving her to the bed to
take some rest and maybe start her writing as soon as tomorrow since she passed out from the pain
and the effects of the pills once her body met the bed.

 

-----

 

lucia stared blankly at the typewriter, glaring at it from time to time as she doesn’t like how it’s
teeth are looking at her, the new paper was already in place for her to start writing though that
doesn’t seem to be the case right now as no new ideas were coursing through her mind like before.

 

maybe it’s because of her predicament but it’s just a thought.

 

turning her gaze away from the typewriter, she looked out of the window to see the same yard
covered in snow and there’s nothing of interest to look at really. the trees were covering any line of
view of what seemed to be the main road, the stead in the far left was seen empty except for a few
pigs walking around to scavenge what they could eat out of the snow.



 

lucia really hates winters even before this bullshit.

 

the only thing she’s looking forward to in this season is christmas but even that she missed.

 

lucia pressed her head against the cold window, her eyes drooping as her fingers typed something
out without her bothering to look until her hand ached slightly. she looked at the paper in the corner
of her eye to see the words: <i>fuckfuckfuckfuckfuckfuck</i>

 

poetic. 

 

sighing deeply, lucia sat up straight and pulled the paper out to crumple it, replacing the old with a
fresh paper to start writing something. just anything that’ll be deemed okay for her captor- critic,
she meant critic, for this new cycle of yesterday’s book. if she wants to get out of here, she has to
be in amelia’s favor and do what she says.

 

lucia typed and typed the whole day that turned into days that soon became weeks, amelia
oftentimes comes to the room to check up on her and give her thoughts about the recent chapter or
just stay with her for a while as she reads the entire manuscript.

 

also scolding lucia about being fair or something but she wasn’t really paying attention much when
her thinking hat was spinning rapidly as she gets inspiration out of nothing though it’s not much.

 

lucia also laid off from the novrils, stuffing it instead inside the hole in the side of the bed as well
with her pin that’s under since that’ll easily get lost within the stuffings. and this was a good thing
for her as this increased her productivity to the max with no disburbings that’s much of a problem
to lose track and start all over again.

 

for now, lucia laid in her bed wide awake and her head full of ideas and had the urge to write but
her mind was also loomed with the thoughts of the skid marks she leaves on the kitchen door
frame. she needs to fix that before amelia notices it.

 

and she has another thing to do.



 

lucia opened her stolen pills, letting it lay on her stomach along with the ones she stuffed in the
bed. folding the torn paper into a sort of pocket and placing it under her blanket to  be lifted by the
paper. she grabbed one of the pills, splitting them open and drew the capsule that held the powdered
substance to her nose to take a sniff though she didn’t get anything.

 

odd but she proceeds to pour the powder into her makeshift pocket of paper until nothing is left
except the capsules she had to clean up. lucia folded the pocket closed, flinching and impulsively
slipped it under the bed along with the mess when she heard the sudden knock on the front door.

 

she tried to peer out of the window to see who it was, though that was cut short as amelia burst
through the door with a cloth and a pair of handcuffs in both hands.

 

before lucia could ask what she was going to do, amelia quickly handcuffed lucia’s arms on the
headboard and shoved the cloth into her mouth to prevent her from crying out for whoever’s at the
door. “be a good girl while i deal with them, okay?” she said in a sort of motherly tone though her
gaze and expressions doesn’t mirror that.

 

lucia called out for amelia to remove the damn thing in her mouth but she was, of course, muffled
and began trying to pull her cuffed arms out but the arm amelia included was her once dislocated
one causing her great discomfort when she tried to move.

 

the noceda could hear amelia shouting from the other side at whoever was at the door, lucia was
trying to hold herself from vomiting due to the chemicals seeping into her tongue that subsequently
started choking her no matter how much she tried to prevent it. the voices she’s hearing were
getting clogged by her muffled choking noises, her hands still attempting to break free but she
wasn’t strong enough.

 

all she could do now is to pray that she doesn’t end so pathetically.

 

once amelia stopped arguing with the person as the door slammed shut in front of them, she went
inside lucia’s room once again and began pacing while she didn't see that the noceda was having a
hard time breathing, on the brink of passing out even. forcing lucia to listen to her silent ranting in
front of her.

 



lucia turned her head to the window to watch the man, who looked to be the tax collector, step back
inside the car and drive off without giving a single glance in her direction. her chance of escaping
once again slipped from her grasp.

 

she didn’t care to look at lucia suffering as she was mumbling in a furious rage about a 10% percent
tax increase, a lean on her house and a fee while she waves a paper around. until she finally went
over to lucia to take off the gag, letting her breath and dry heave to recover from that.

 

“i need to go back to town again.” amelia said as she removed the handcuffs as well. clearing her
throat, lucia asked in a rough voice “w- why?”

 

"i missed a tax payment for the house. but i don't have any.." amelia trailed off in her sentence,
giving lucia the paper she held for her to read and it is about tax though it's a little odd that
someone could forget their taxes 5 times.

 

but she withdrew her questions and just went along with it.

 

"you can take my spare $500 in my wallet." lucia said, not minding for her deposited money to be
used for payment; she doesn't have anything better to do with it.

 

amelia stopped for a moment to look at lucia, rather surprised at this offer that she had to ask;
"really? you'd do that for me?"

 

nodding, "of course since i'm technically living here now." lucia replied as she flashed a smile,
hiding it being forced and this enthralled amelia into jumping in joy that lucia thought was cute.

 

it still is but she doesn't.. feel anything.

 

"thank you! thank you so much!"

 

but just before amelia could leave the room, lucia called her for a moment to make her turn around
and turned to look at her. "can you put me in my wheelchair? i want to write more." she said,



amelia doesn't see no wrong in that and followed the noceda's request, pushing her to the table to
presumably continue writing the next chapter.

 

"i'll be back." amelia leaned in to give lucia a kiss on the lips before ultimately leaving the room.
she listened to the front door closing, the cart starting up and then leave until there was only silence
within the room with her. lucia made her way for the door after she grabbed the pin under the bed,
she slowly inserted it into the keyhole and began wiggling it in a collected manner this time than
her frantic efforts.

 

then, she heard the same click noise as it unlocked.

 

lucia slowly opened the door for her to easily slip out, making her way for the stockroom to grab a
bottle of kleenex and a cloth before going over to the kitchen door frame. spotting the two marks
her wheels left before swiftly cleaning it as much as she can in a short amount of time.

 

once the mark was no longer seen, lucia placed all of the items back into the stockroom and was
about to head back for her room until she noticed a spot of red come across in the corner of her eye.
she stopped for a moment to look to the left to see the same red book she saw last time that’s now
sitting in a small round table, open for anyone to read.

 

lucia looked at the front door, contemplating if she should risk getting caught out in the open once
again? last time was lucky but she doesn’t know if she could say the same this time even though
she’s been meaning to take a look at what's inside that book.

 

with her eyes squeezing shut, both sides of her mind were conflicting and making her be split on
what she should do. she’s afraid of getting caught out here but not only that, she has an act to keep
up so her captor doesn’t notice her growing strength- then, she finally came to a conclusion herself.

 

fuck it.

 

lucia made her way over to the living room, she stopped in front of the book, carefully grabbed it.
she underestimated the weight of this scrapbook when she lifted it and placed it down on her lap to
see the page it was left on, it was the first page like amelia was only starting to read it until the tax
collector came and interrupted her.

 



no wonder she’s in a bad mood.

 

there’s was an old picture of a family of 5. the mother, the father, 3 girls and 1 boy. amelia was
quick to be recognised as she stood in the middle of her siblings whom she doesn’t know the names
of and she doubts she’ll find out soon.

 

below the picture were the words: <i>the blight family. circa 1962.</i>

 

lucia moved to another page, thinking this’ll be just a family album and she could get to know
amelia’s family members though she was surprised that it was a cutout from an old newspaper
article reading: <i>’odalia blight found dead in the bottom of the stairs, the eldest may be placed
into questioning.</i>

 

and just by looking at the header of the article, lucia denounced this was from oregon.

 

with a raised brow, lucia wanted to shrug it off as an accident since this woman may be in her late
years but considering this is amelia.. lucia moved to another page which was another snippet of
another article about her graduating with high honors in high school along with her siblings whose
names are thankfully listed below;

 

emira blight

edric blight &

amity blight

 

with their photos of graduation displayed. lucia chucked up to herself that these kids were mostly A
and E but she doesn’t complain when both of her and little sister are both Ls.

 

anyways, there’s another article attached on the backside but it wasn’t about the joys of graduating
and being done with that stage of hell.

 

it was a news report about a 17 year old girl who was top of her class- the same class with amelia,
was found naked in a dumpster as rats and raccoons feasted on her corpse, there were multiple stab



wounds sighted on her body and her skull was almost broken open from the tremendous force of
whatever bashed her in the head.

 

lucia can easily visualize it and she doesn’t like everything.

 

and the last text was that the killer was never found.

 

gulping, lucia pressed on to go to another page and quickly noticed the change of articles as if this
moved to the neighboring state, idaho. it’s another found murder but this time in a hospital, two
lead nurses were killed in the parking lot of the hospital they work out. they were bludgeoned to
death by a crowbar and stuffed under someone's car, causing the unsuspecting driver to run over
their bodies and crush them.

 

lucia clasped her hand to her mouth, her face contorting in disgust as she read through the snippet.
it says that the driver was first suspected to be the one who killed these women but it was overruled
and the police searched for the killer, but just like in oregon, the killer was never found.

 

after the death of two lead nurses, amelia was promoted to be the lead nurse for the next 5 years.

 

lucia was beginning to see a pattern.

 

she moved to another page, still in idaho, another murder but this time was a man. no records or
distinct features that could tell her what he could but it was stated that he was a wanted man for
several cases of aggravated assault, sexual assault and attempted homicide. he was found in a ditch,
mangled as if a pack of wolves torn his body apart yet no investigation was conducted like the two
nurses.

 

lucia doesn’t know why this man had to be here but she could only guess the man got on her bad
side and got to see satan early.

 

she continued to read through the articles that were still in idaho, cases of elderlies dying
unsuspectedly though it wasn’t so out of the blue since they are old people and these totaled in 15
deaths until lucia turned to another page with a new article design, figuring it out as amelia moved
once again to and this time to las vegas.



 

lucia noticed that the new case was another hospital so amelia never left the nursing career, she
went on to read more deaths of elderly people that either have a long or short term illness. she
skimmed through the pages of horrors and monstrosities amelia had done across the state of
nevada, wyoming, utah, south dakota until she reached boulder, colorado.

 

there’s another case though about a couple who was found murdered in their home, stabbed to
death. their names were anthony perez and matilda blight. lucia froze when she read the name
blight that got her thinking if this was.. <i>no no, don’t think about it. don’t think about!</i>

 

amelia’s atrocities didn’t stop at co-workers and random people in their death beds though. lucia’s
eyes widened when she read the article of amelia becoming the new maternity nurse and it wasn’t
long after that several newborns of that infantry began dying.

 

the first ones she took her wrath out on the one with defects, at least in the blight’s twisted mind,
and she moved to the healthy ones.

 

there’s even one case of a baby girl who was lucky enough to be named by her parents but wasn’t
lucky enough to live for another day as she was killed with a visible handprint around the infant’s
neck. 

 

and fortunately, amelia was finally arrested to the murder of sky christopher, which filled lucia with
euphoria though that didn’t last long as the jury made their verdict and amelia was found innocent
much to the people’s and lucia’s dismay.

 

there’s also a photo in the bottom, amelia sitting comfortably in her holding cell with her legs
crossed while she read a copy of cycle of yesterday’s labrinth. she looked so calm, nonchalant
about everything as she had her own world secured in a bubble and the nickname people had given
her was the dragon lady .

 

it’s sickening to look at.

 

then, lucia finally reached the end of the memory lane and it was an article of herself. stating that
she has been missing since december 15, she looked around the living room to spot a calendar but it
was still in november. her sense of time here was warped as she doesn’t know how long she’s been
stuck in this fucking house.



 

glancing down at the article once again, as if reading her own obituary. lucia had enough of this,
she knew just enough about what amelia truly is, she closed the scrapbook and placed it back on the
table, turned around and headed back to her room without a word uttering in her throat as her mind
has nothing to offer now.

 

lucia locked the door, stopped in front of the old typewriter as she looked down at it’s missing N
though it’s annoying that it’s missing a character but she grew out of it since amelia agreed to fill in
the Ns. she placed her fingers onto the keys, trying to think of something as she needed to have, at
least, write something before amelia came back or else she’d be suspected of doing nothing.

 

or worse, gone out of the room.

 

the noceda closed her eyes, wanting to cleanse her mind of the things she just saw as that was a
rude wake up call but a needed one. taking a deep breath in, lucia slowly opened her eyes as she
silently exhaled before beginning to type out the next chapter the best she can with her bare boned
ideas.

 

with the crimes amelia committed looming in the back of her mind.

once night fell, lucia wrote about 10 chapters, 2 chapters shorter than her usual number. amelia
already got back, commended her for writing so much already that the book was halfway done at
this point. thank god for that as lucia just can’t wait to get out of this hellhole.

 

lucia looked up from her typewriter when she heard the door creak open as amelia stepped inside
with a small smile harboring on her face. “hey,” she greeted, walking over towards lucia to peer
down to check the last chapter she’ll be working on and went behind her.

 

“hey.” lucia simply replied before going back to her work, not minding the blight’s arms wrapping
around her neck as she rested her chin on her shoulder to watch her briskly type away with letters
breezely forming on the paper.

 

there was a momentary silence, only filled by the quick taps of the keys of the typewriter until
amelia broke the pristine moment between them. “you’re so perfect, you know that?” she



whispered right into lucia’s ear, her hands began to rub the fabric of her short in a slow manner as
she nuzzled up onto lucia’s neck.

 

uncomfortable in an understatement.

 

“no, i’m not.” lucia replied, she tried to get back on track as she’s nearly done but she completely
lost her mojo when she heard amelia’s spine chilling voice when she said the word;

 

“liar.” 

 

lucia bit the insides of her mouth, fighting the urge to gulp as that might be a seen as a weakness in
amelia’s eyes but the way amelia said that word felt like she’s seen her deception and lies through
her veil of protection though that doesn’t seem to be the case. thankful but then again this is amelia
blight.

 

“you and i are so different.” amelia continued as her hands moved on from her shirt to begin
playing with her hair and without her red beanie, she never felt so bare before but she grew into it
that she forgot about it until now. “you’re rich, lucky with people and so beautiful while i’m a little
nobody.” she buried her face into lucia’s neck, inhaling her aromatic smell that sent her to the gates
of heaven.

 

lucia closed her eyes for a moment, telling herself a mantra that she just has to endure this weird
thing and it’s far better than being threatened or not being fed for days. “but we have one thing in
common.” amelia said as her soft lips grazed lucia’s skin, shuddering at how cold it was.

 

“which is?” lucia dared to ask.

 

“love.”

 

then, amelia cupped lucia’s chin to make her turn her head to face her and leaned in for a kiss.
lucia’s eyes were open watching amelia was indulging in the kiss, her lips were gentle against hers
that progressively got needier, hungrier as she tilted her head to deep the kiss. Internally pushing
herself to kiss back, this was received well from the blight as she got brave by biting her lower lip.

 



lucia granted her access, letting the blight’s snake-like tongue invade her mouth and tasting every
inch that she can, earning a low hum from the noceda that did something to amelia. lucia kept up
with the act and returned the same thing to her, she let it happen as she melted from the feeling of
the noceda’s slick tongue roaming, tasting her until they ran out of breath.

 

slowly pulling away, lucia looked at amelia tomato like face as she felt her soft yet hot breath hit
her face. she has to admit that she’s enticed by this woman before her. if she wasn’t a mass
murderer.

 

amelia could’ve been the perfect girl she has been looking for her whole life after having so many
shitty relationships.

 

but even that, none of her previous lovers compares to this degree.

 

“what do you say about you and i having dinner?” lucia asked, breaking amelia out of her trance
and looked right into her half lid reddish hazel eyes that looked duller than before.

 

“for what?”

 

“well, the revival is almost done and i figured a perfect dinner would do for a special girl like you.”
lucia replied with her voice sounding so smooth to the blight’s ears, luring her and making her fall
even more, oblivious to the spell lucia placed on her. all she needs to do is accept this charming
offer of dinner with her one and only.

 

“lucia..” amelia muttered under her breath, bewildered that this is really happening as her face
progressively grows hotter with her heart madly pounding against her chest that it’s threatening to
leap out.

 

“what do you say?” lucia cooed as she gently cups amelia’s chin to pull her in a little closer,
amused at the sight of her getting so flustered by her words and touch alone. she won’t lie that she
does have that effect on people, mostly women.

 

“yes! that would be lovely!” amelia exclaimed with a big smile on her face, she cleared her throat
when she thought she may have come off too excited and backed up. “and thank you.” she added in



a more stable tone, making lucia chuckle as she softly pinched the blight’s cheeks “no need for
that.”

 

“for now, let’s get some sleep. tomorrow’s gonna be a big day.” lucia said as she flashed a smile,
amelia nodded and stood back up once again to push her to the bed. helping her to get on and
tucked into the sheets, she placed one last kiss atop of lucia’s head before walking over to the agar
door.

 

amelia held the door, about to close it but not before looking over her shoulder to look at lucia for
one final time to say "goodnight."

 

-----

 

tonight’s the night.

 

the determiner what lucia’s fate will be.

 

lucia’s rather squirmy in her seat as she waited for amelia to arrive. two plates were already set, a
big slice of meatloaf with mashed potato on the side and vegetables, everything smells so good yet
it was set aside from her anxiety of how this night will go.

 

then, lucia perked up when she heard amelia walk into the dining room fitting a good looking dress
with her once wild hair was now tied neatly and offered a basket of garlic bread which lucia
happily grabbed some. “how is it?” she asked, watching lucia take a bite out of the bread.

 

nodding as she chewed, “wonderful.” she replied and she meant it as the bread tasted pretty good, it
reminds her of the garlic bread from shakey’s. “and so are you.” lucia added as she shot amelia a
wink that made her giggle and weak once again but she did her best to keep up her composure.

 

amelia settled the basket on the table and took a seat on the only vacant seat, lucia was quick to
notice the bandages wrapped around her left arm. “what happened there?” she asked, mildly
concerned at what might’ve happened  to her which was strange. even for herself.

 



“oh, phantom got a little wild and accidentally scratched me but it’s fine.” amelia nonchalantly
shrugged it off as nothing, probably just another thing cat people always endure. good thing that
lucia’s a dog person.

 

they looked at each other for a short second before they grabbed their utensils to start digging in,
lucia sliced the meatloaf with her fork and stabbed it to take a bite while amelia was watching
before taking her own bite. as lucia chews, she feels the ground beef easily dissolving in her tongue
along with the tiny bits of carrots and such.

 

there must be some other kind of beef here other than ground, it’s gummy and a bit odd to the
mouth but she swallowed it all nonetheless.

 

“this is really good. what did you do to it?” lucia asked after she swallowed, lightly smacking her
mouth to get the aftertaste. 

“well, i always use the tomatoes my aunt grew, never canned and to add a little zip, i used a
surprise meat for a bit of sweetness.” amelia explained with a proud look on her face as she took
another slice of the meatloaf along with lucia.

 

“hm, will never find this in new york.” lucia jokes, making amelia giggle softly.

 

“may i know this surprise meat?”

 

“then, it wouldn’t be a surprise anymore, would it?” amelia quipped as she shot lucia a look that
made her snicker. both of them had a comfortable silence, almost comfortable, while they ate with
the background only filled by a light tune of chopin: mazurka no.51 in F minor op.68 no.4 .

 

lucia doesn’t favor classical music though this is quite soothing. there was one part where the music
suddenly slowed down, engulfing the room in total silence before reappearing once again.

 

after lucia swallowed her last bite, she looked at amelia who’s just about done before she said;
“let’s have a toast.”

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l_NRqHlCYro&list=LL&index=2


amelia was a little surprised at the proposition, “a toast?” she repeated to which lucia nodded in
response.

 

“yes, to phantom. let me pour you some wine.” lucia grabbed the newly bought wine, popped it
open and offered her hand for amelia to give her glass to begin pouring. amelia waved her hand for
lucia to stop, ushering her to have more than she usually has until the glass was full.

 

amelia softly laughed as she doesn't drink much wine but this could be a nice change. once lucia
filled her own, she raised her glass in the air with a sly look on her face to hide her underlying
trembling emotions.

 

“to phantom.”

 

"to phantom." as they were about the clink their glasses together for a toast, lucia remembered
something and stopped them for a moment.

 

“wait, let’s do this right. do you have a candle?” she raised the question as no dinner would be
complete without a candle to sooth the mood.

 

amelia hummed to herself, she thought about it as she lowered her glass back down to the table,
"oh, i don’t know but i’ll go check.” she excused herself, pushed her chair out of the table and
headed for the kitchen to look for a candle for the celebration of this special night.

 

while that's happening, lucia peered her head to see the kitchen if amelia was looking over her
before taking out her paper pocket that’s half full of the powder she got from the novrils. "did you
take up arts class or you just got a flare?” she asked, trying to occupy amelia as much as she could
while she grabbed her glass to dump everything in and slowly swirled the wine to mix in the
powder. 

“it’s just natural.” amelia replied followed by cupboards creaking open only to be slammed back
close.

 

“i see. it really screams you.” lucia looked within the glass, trying to see there’s any clumps that
could possibly ruin her plan but so far, everything was looking perfect just like her forethought
plan.

 



“you really think so?”

 

“uh huh.” lucia hummed in reply as she placed the glass back down on its original spot and stuffed
the paper pocket back inside her pocket like she did nothing malignant.

 

“you know, if there’s no candle, it’s okay.” lucia called for amelia to come back for her plan to truly
commence, she watched her walk out of the kitchen with a long candle sitting on a plastic holder in
her hand and settled it in the middle of the table.

 

“If i knew i was gonna have a candlelit dinner with lucia noceda, i would’ve checked both legs of
which was being pulled.” amelia giggled as she struck the match alight in a single strike, she drew
the small fire to the wick before waving the match out for her to sit back down to her chair. raising
her spiked wine for the toast to resume with an unwavering smile donning her face as she watched
lucia grab her own glass again.

 

“for phantom and everyone that came back.” lucia said with a smile and drew her glass to amelia
for their glass to clink though that was interrupted once again when something ran across amelia’s
feet that made her yelp in surprise, causing her to accidentally drop her wine. letting it slip all over
the table and grip off to the side.

 

lucia stared at the wasted wine with a blank expression on her face but she was internally losing her
shit with her heart already sunk far down to the earth.

 

all the while amelia was searching for whatever ran on her feet, she knew it’s not phantom as the
thing was lighter than the cat, she bent down to get a better look and she easily noticed a little rat
cowering in the corner. as if she’s a feline herself, amelia pounced on the rat as it squeaked and
wriggled violently in her grasp.

 

the blight watched it struggle in her hand, sitting back down to her chair with lucia eyeing her
cautiously. feeling the sudden shift in the air that made her more uncomfortable, she waited for
whatever’s coming next as amelia continued to stare down at the helpless rat being held so tightly
by it’s captor with no means of escaping than just cry out for help.

 

but nothing came to the rescue and amelia didn’t give it a chance to live longer than lucia.

 



amelia squished the rat with her bare hand.

 

blood spewed all across the table with a few bits of what could be called the remains of the rat
before amelia dropped it’s pulped body to the ground for phantom to either play or dispose of.

 

with her bloody hand, amelia sighed deeply as she wiped her crimson hand on her cheek, leaving a
smear though she doesn’t seem to mind it. “where were we?” amelia asked with her voice returning
back to normal but the small comfort lucia once had for this dinner was instantly turned off when
she saw the rat guts just beside her.

 

literally and they’re near food even.

 

silently taking a deep breath in, lucia hesitantly grabbed her glass for the fine time as she prays
nothing would interrupt them now that amelia was physically and mentally disheveled. “uh.. a
toast..?” she replied, almost sounding questioning now that she’s a little unsure of what to do next
when she’s sitting with a ticking time bomb.

 

“why so nervous all of the sudden, darling?” amelia asked in a cheery tone, leaning closer to lucia
to hear what she’s going to say next clearer even though it’s just the two of us. “are you hiding
something from me?” she added with her gaze going deep into the noceda, telling her something
that she should be afraid of.

 

“no, no. of course not. why would i do that?” lucia easily denied this claim with an awkward laugh
for this awkward situation and amelia laughed along though it sounded forced to lucia’s ears. she
went to laugh for a while even though the joke was not that funny, she recoiled and leaned back to
her chair as she licked the rat’s blood from the same hand.

 

lucia was mortified at the deranged sight of it. for a nurse like her, she should know that the rat may
be littered with diseases that she just has made lucia’s work easier or not considering this is amelia
blight.

 

the most unpredictable.

 

“you’ll never leave me all alone like the others, right lucia?” amelia asked with a pout coming on
her face, tilting her head as she stared deep into lucia’s beautiful yet dull eyes. lucia doesn’t know



how to understand than just agree to stay alive.

 

“of course not.” lucia replied, making the blight’s smile grow bigger.

 

“i love you.” amelia purred, shooting the noceda a wink that was returned with a forced smile.

 

“i love you too.”

 

the dinner had to end early due to the atmosphere being too tense to continue and amelia saying she
should check if there’s more rats that somehow got into the house so she’s commencing a general
cleaning of all except lucia’s room.

 

lucia laid wide awake in her bed, her hands folded while she stared emptily at the ceiling as she
thought about what happened on that table.

 

amelia was fine the first half of the dinner, happy and excited for the toast until the rat came, it
suddenly changed everything. her once cheerful demeanor and attitude drastically shifted to..
merciless. 

 

it’s so hard to figure out what’s wrong with amelia when she’s so hard to read.

 

lucia rubbed her eyes with both hands, telling herself that she should stop thinking about it and go
to sleep after this long night. as she dropped her hands back onto her sides, she froze when she saw
a pair of shadows standing right behind her door, lucia knows damn well it’s amelia but what is she
doing standing on her door.

 

not moving.

 

not saying anything.

 

just nothing and it fueled the fear lucia never thought that existed until now.



 

she stared at the door for a long time, screaming in her head for amelia to move, just go away to do
something better than this. the silence doesn’t help lucia at all as it tells her outright that she doesn’t
have anyone to turn to for help once amelia opens that door.

 

what it seemed like hours that she’s been staring at amelia shadow until she finally walked away

to do something else, much to the noceda’s relief. lucia dropped back to the pillows, silently letting
out a sigh of small relief but she can never be sure in this house so she had to take out the steak
knife she snuck out of the dinner and hid it inside her strap.

 

lucia tested her growing strength by swinging the knife multiple times until she’s sure enough that
she went to sleep. oblivious of what’s in store for her tomorrow.

“good morning.”

 

lucia snapped her eyes open when she heard amelia right beside her, she turned her head to the right
to see amelia right at the foot of the bed and tying something down. not to mention that she’s
wearing red lingerie in broad daylight which is odd and should definitely not be turned on by the
sight of her perfect curved body.

 

she looked down on her body instead and realised that she’s been tied down to bed. she tried to
move her yet that was useless and she couldn’t feel the sharp blade of her knife anymore.

 

that made her worry grow.

 

“wh- what the hell is this?” lucia asked, still a bit groggy but she didn't have to be when fear was
rising.

 

though amelia didn’t answer the noceda’s question as she moved on to something more important
for them to discuss. “i know you’ve been out.” she started, stepping away from the bed after she
finished up tying the last piece of rope on the bed. securing there’s no loose ends lucia could easily
find and exploit.

 



“asleep?” lucia tried to act dumb but amelia wasn’t gong to fall for that. 

“my little ceramic white cat always faces north so why did i find it facing the other way?” amelia
quipped the question, making lucia instantly remember the time she almost broke the damn thing
and she didn’t exactly return in it’s right position but she only continued to play clueless in this
game.

 

“i don’t know what you’re talking about.” lucia replied with her head shaking in disbelief that she’s
ever accused of something she didn’t even do while she slowly dipped her left hand down to the
side, searching for another weapon she could use.

 

but amelia was already two steps ahead of her. “looking for this?” she pulled out the steak knife and
an actual knife that served as a backup after lucia snatched it from her second time being out of the
room. lucia didn’t say anything though her silence was very telling for the blight.

 

“you might be wondering how did i know about the second time? it’s simple really.” amelia
continued as she walked over to the table to place the knives down, not really needing them
anymore and returned to the very end of the bed to stare directly into lucia’s eyes where she can see
the true terror seeping out of her skin and it’s so satisfying to see.

 

lucia watched amelia pluck out a few threads of her mint hair with the ends were auburn. “i taped
them all around the house and i know it’s hard to spot them even if they're dyed.” she explained,
rather prideful in seeing that lucia’s confident walls she built up were beginning to crumble down
as she thought for so long that she was being careful but amelia has always been 2 steps ahead of
her.

 

“at first, i couldn’t figure out how you did,” lucia looked back up to amelia to see her pull
something out of her small pocket and waved it around as if it’s a prize from a game she lost. “until
i found your key.” the bobby pin. lucia didn’t say anything once read and only watched her snap the
pin in half and uttered a fake “oops.”

 

“i know you read my scrapbook, i was a little worried about what you’ll think of me but that’s all
okay.” amelia said, her voice becoming genuine once again as she slowly walked towards the left
side of lucia, her eyes never wavering off her own.

 

“i realised you needed more time to accept that you’ll never leave this place, you’ll never leave
me.” she drew her hand closer to lucia who flinched just like before from the touch alone, but her



fear of the unknown, fear of the blight was much more stronger now.

 

“you said it yourself.”

 

amelia almost looked solemn and regretful of what she’s about to do but her eyes weren’t exactly
saying the same things.

 

“lucia, do you know the early days of the kimberley diamond mines?” amelia suddenly raised a
question that caught lucia off guard. she didn’t reply as the only knowledge she has of that place is
in africa. 

“where the workers would tend to steal the diamonds, do you know what they did to them?” lucia
grimaced as things began to circulate in her head of what might have possibly happened to the
people working there. and it made amelia giggle from the reaction, “don’t worry, if they were
caught, they weren’t killed since they still need to work and mine out all the diamonds there.” she
reassured, kind of. 

“the operation was called hobbling.”

 

then, amelia pulled her hand away from lucia’s cheek and knelt down for a second to grab
something. a big rectangular wood that she placed in between her feet, making sure that lucia
wouldn’t be able to close her legs or even seek for shelter if she plans to..

 

“amelia, please. whatever you’re trying to do, please don’t do it.” lucia began begging for mercy
and forgiveness for the blight as she doesn’t want her already healing legs to be abused this way but
all of that fell into deaf ears when she saw amelia lift an axe off the ground, dropping it on her
shoulder for a second to find the right position.

 

“i swear to god..” lucia’s voice cracked as she shook her head, not wanting for amelia to go along
with this.

 

“it’s gonna be okay, lucia.” amelia hushed her with her tone sounding ever so mother-like though it
failed to give lucia the comfort she needed once she watched the blight raise the axe over her head
and her terror of what’s about to happen skyrocketed.

 



“for god’s sake!”

 

then, amelia brought the axe down to easily slice lucia’s foot off her leg as if it were butter making
lucia scream bloody murder, her foot was completely severed off. excessive blood was flowing out
of her stump, the chipped bone was visible as amelia’s cut wasn’t perfect due to lucia’s futile
attempt of evading her, the skin beginning to shift in agitated red and purple. not really knowing
what to do, really.

 

lucia thrashed around in bed with her back arching. she screams profanities in spanish, pleading for
the blight to stop in the language she understands but she didn’t listen as usual.

 

amelia said “one more.” her voice sounded so normal despite the horror she’s doing to the
undeserving noceda, her movements were seen as cheery when she moved to the other leg. lucia
profusely shook her head for her not the other one too but it won’t be fun if she just cuts off one
leg, now would it?”

 

amelia raised her axe for the last time and brought it right down onto lucia’s second foot, severing it
off more cleanly than before. lucia was beginning to lose consciousness from the immense pain
that’s violently coursing through her body that it’s the only thing she feels and the blood loss, her
blood was making rivers of red but amelia was nowhere near done with this endeavor.

 

amelia dropped the bloody axe, it’s blade was tainted in the poor noceda’s blood after not tasting it
for years. she grabbed another thing, a blowtorch, she proceeded to burn both stumps until they
blackened while lucia’s screams, cries for her mama to save her were a muse to ears and seeing her
writhe in pain.

 

once amelia turned off the blowtorch to get the bucket of water she prepared and dumped it on
lucia’s burnt stumps, as well as extinguishing the burning bed sheets.

 

“now, that wasn’t so bad, huh?” amelia asked as she giggled at the sight of lucia. she’s covered in
sweat, her breathing was so shallow that it’s hardly heard at all and her eyes were fluttering close to
get some rest after this torture. perhaps an eternal one so she could escape this hellish place, get
away from this maddened woman.

 

amelia rolled her eyes as she listened to lucia’s cries, it’s slowly becoming more annoying and
melodramatic than endearing. “oh come on, stop being a pussy. you have osteomyelitis so i did you



a fucking favor.” she sneered with her golden eyes narrowing at lucia’s dwindling ones as if she’s
barely clinging on for dear life why the blight lectures her.

 

she roughly grasped her cheeks, earning a half assed whine as lucia tried to move away but was too
consumed by the pain that she didn’t even move a muscle. “so be thankful.” amelia whispered in a
domineering tone before letting her go.

 

then, amelia remembered something. “oh right, i forgot about this.” amelia grabbed her axe once
again to grasp one of lucia’s hand to place on the nightstand, she raised the blade over her thumb
before bringing it down to cleanly slice her thumb off. lucia didn’t even scream that time, just jolted
from the sudden rise of another pain yet that’s nothing compared to her feet that are no longer there.

 

sad.

 

“it’s always annoying whenever you request things and complain about the missing N. then, let’s
see if you like this.” amelia tried to justify her action of cutting lucia’s thumb which was fatal when
her livelihood depends on her fingers but she can’t really raise her complaints when she’s too tired
to even open her mouth.

 

amelia picked up the severed thumb, humming to herself as she examined it like it’s a rare artifact.
“this could be a perfect birthday candle, don’t you think?” she said, licking the blood off the thumb
that brought her a twisted form of excitement as she bit her lip from the copper like taste left on her
tongue.

 

she can’t wait anymore.

 

"god, i love you." amelia said in such a lovesick tone as she watched lucia drift off into painful
sleep. hoping to get serenity in this short moment while amelia does things to her.

-----

boulder police department has been on the missing case of lucia noceda after a sheriff from a town
found it turned over and perfectly hidden in the snow if it wasn't for the tires just slightly sticking



out.

 

they've been on a manhunt for lucia for the past 5 months but only small bits of bread crumb trails
were followed and led into dead ends. that is, until the same sheriff conducted their own search and
noticed a woman who frequented a store.

 

never knew her name as she never really stuck around that much but she does bear a resemblance
to the dragon lady the townsfolk thought had gone under radar or just died, really.

 

with the police department on the scene, they visited the blight's residence to be greeted by an
outdoor black cat who wasn't pleased in seeing them though was ignored and got to the porch of the
house.

 

the lead officer was the one who knocked on the door, asking if someone's there but was met with
silence. though, when they pressed their ears against the door, the sound of a tv was heard so there
had to be someone in there.

 

after the third attempt, they were left with no choice but to bust the door open and enter the house
with a warrant. that didn't really matter when they got into the living room, they saw a completely
confusing yet horrific sight before them.

 

there sat amelia blight on her couch with her stomach having a visible baby bump that a thumbless
hand slowly rubs in a circular motion. the curtains were shut so the only light source in the living
room was the tv playing a sort of game show and the woman beside her was the one they're looking
for, leaning against amelia's shoulder as they watched the show.

 

unbothered by the presence of the police.

 

not to mention they saw lucia's missing feet and severely burnt stumps along with the surrounding
skin but she wasn't fazed about. not a single twitch.

 

in a single heartbeat, the lead officer and sheriff took out their guns to aim at amelia while the
others stood their ground, ready for anything.

 



"step away from miss noceda!" the lead officer ordered, narrowing their eyes at the blight who
slowly turned her gaze away from the tv to look at them.

 

as if she's mocking them but that's uncertain.

 

lucia also glanced at the officers, letting them see her skeleton-like state as her skin was tightly
pressed on her bones and growing eye bags with weary, dull yet dilated eyes like she's under the
influence of something.

 

"who are you?" she asked as she scooched closer to amelia, getting unnerved from the drawn guns.

 

"we're the police, ma'am and we're here to help. please, come with us." the sheriff replied, they took
a step forward and offered their hand for lucia to take though she only stared at it before looking
back up to the owner of it with a confused look.

 

"help me?" lucia repeated with her brow raised, "why would i need help? amelia already did that."
she replied, her tone implying that it should be obvious from the start and this took everyone
aback. 

 

"but-" the sheriff tried to say something but was cut off by lucia.

 

"she's the one who saved me from the car crash and helped me recover so i don't see why you have
to be here. let alone break into our home." lucia said, her tone becoming more stern and bolder as
these guys did break into the house with any sort of warning or permit.

 

all the while amelia just sat there beside her, her arm draped on her shoulder and her biting down a
smirk from forming though there's still one more thing the officers could use to get the noceda
away from her.

 

"then, what happened to your feet?" the lead officer raised the question that's in everyone's minds
and lucia answered it with ease.

 



"they became infected within beyond repair so amelia did me a favor and amputated it so it won't
kill me." her tone was stable and it was credible as there is such an infection in that level of travesty
that would need amputation yet why are the stumps burned?

 

"what's going on, sir?" one of the officers whispered to their leader who was as clueless as they are.

 

"i'm happy that i'm with amelia. i don't need to be saved when she's here and anything else other
than her." lucia added before flashing everyone a smile but even that looks off. everything in this
damned house radiated all sorts of emotions no single human can muster.

 

the atmosphere in this living room is suffocating and hard to wrap their heads around of why is
someone so nonchalant about her predicament?

 

"so, officers. is there a viable reason for you to break into my house without a warrant?" amelia
finally spoke up, catching everyone off guard as they thought she'd stay silent in the remainder of
this.

 

"or do i have to file a report for this violent misconduct and invasion of privacy for barging into a
pregnant woman's home ?" she threatened even though her tone was gentle and soothing to the ear.

 

as much as they want to take lucia away from amelia who's an equally off putting woman, they
can't forcibly take her away without any sort of evidence to back up that she was kidnapped and
possibly tortured when lucia's words were enough of an evidence to call this case off.

 

"n- no, ma'am. we apologise for this uncalled for intrusion." the lead officer was the one who
apologised, bowing as they tipped their hat before going out of the house and placed the almost
broken door back in its place.

 

they're skeptical of what could be happening in those closed doors so it's best to keep an eye on the
blight's house. most especially amelia but for now, they have to draw back and wait.

 

just wait until the right moment comes.

 



“come on, let’s head to bed.” amelia said as she switched off the tv, she looked over to lucia who
was still shaken up from the encounter. “hey, they’re gone now. you’re safe with me.”  she
reassured, pulling her lover closer to plant a kiss on the side of her head that seemed to give her
comfort.

 

“i know.” lucia hummed, she leaned her head against amelia’s shoulder as she intertwined her
hands to her lover’s. though the blight could obviously see she hasn’t settled down entirely, she
watched her vacant hand flick her fingers and lucia only does that whenever she’s antsy about
something yet she didn’t want to tell.

 

it peeves amelia when she does that sometimes.

 

“you’re still jittery though.” amelia said, cupping lucia’s chin to make her look at her in the eyes,
her golden hues pierced through her dull red ones as it held no life but all the love she could give
for her dear sweet amelia. with her face drawing closer to lucia’s face, making her feel her hot
breath hit her that would send tingles all over.

 

“i know a way to get rid of that.”

 

then, amelia stood up and picked up lucia from the couch like a little toddler, she carried her in her
arms as they headed for lucia’s bedroom. she kicked the door closed behind her, gently settled lucia
down on the pillows as she got atop of her to begin taking off her clothes right in front of lucia’s
eyes.

 

gulping as excitement began to course through her body, mostly traveling down to her groin, a
wavering smile came on lucia’s lips at the sight of her beautiful wife’s body shining from the
natural sunlight coming from the window. her hands rested on her smooth waist, sizing it and
rubbing her growing baby bump.

 

“you’re so beautiful.” lucia whispered, instantly forgetting all of the things that loomed over her
mind that made her worry and replaced with her wife’s stunning physique. 

amelia giggled at the compliment, she leaned down for her growing breasts to press against lucia’s
as she booped her nose “you’re such a flirt, love.” she said in an endearing manner with a cheeky
smile before closing the space between them with a kiss that lucia didn’t hesitate on giving back as
she tilted her head to deep it.

 



the blight’s hands roamed around the noceda’s body, slipping inside her shirt for her fingers to trace
the vague scar lines on the sides of her stomach and there’s more as she traveled up to grasp both of
her breasts and begin groping them. amelia smirked when she felt lucia hum in the kiss with her
own hands moving down to her thighs, tugging on her pants to be taken off.

 

as they pulled away, amelia licked her up as she stared down at lucia’s flustered face with her
breathing picking up a little. “so cute.” she whispered before taking off lucia’s shirt to let her
breasts hang out like hers and swiftly pulled down her pants, lucia hissed a little from the sudden
wave of pain but it easily subsided.

 

amelia hummed with her smile growing wider at the sight of lucia’s erected cock standing in it’s
full glory before her. someone’s clearly eager to get her treatment. “ready for your fix, baby?” she
asked as she shimmied herself out of her pants, slowly revealing her milky thighs for her lover
whose eyes turned almost lovestruck at the sight of it.

 

it made her want amelia to choke her with it again.

 

“y- yes please..” lucia rasps out as if she hasn’t been fed for a month, it amuses amelia just how
long and low lucia had come just to be the perfect woman she wanted. she got on top of her once
again, her hands planted onto her hips as she aligned herself above lucia’s hardened cock to her
snatch, lowly moaning at the feeling of her tip grazing her wet folds before pushing herself down to
take the whole thing inside.

 

“aahh! oh fuck..” amelia moaned, biting her lip as she feels lucia’s thick cock stretch her wet pussy
once again, no matter how much she uses lucia, she still can’t get used to her girth and that’s
probably a good thing that she will ensure that she’ll stay tight for her favorite author.  she didn’t
move to let herself adjust to her throbbing cock while she watched lucia whimper and squirm. 

“amelia..” lucia said ever so breathlessly even though they haven’t even started yet, she can feel the
blight’s clenching lovingly around her dick and just wants to start thrusting but she knows her
mistress wouldn’t be too pleased of her disobeying her rules.

 

once amelia adjusted, she positioned herself in a better angle to pull herself up before dropping
herself down making lucia moan loudly along with amelia as she started riding her like it’s the
rodeo. “amelia- aah! ngh.. fuck..” lucia bit her lip to try and suppress her moans but when does that
has ever been effective for her?

 



but she kept trying to make it fun for the blight.

 

“come on, moan for me, baby.” amelia said as her thumb traced her pursed lips, liking the sight of
lucia breaking and giving into temptations but this time seemed to be a little different. lucia didn’t
follow her orders immediately, which made the blight’s mood shift into playful lust into something
else as the same hand giving her heated touches latched onto her throat, surprising her.

 

“i said moan.” amelia repeated, her voice was eerily calm despite her hand applying pressure to her
throat as she began suffocating her, making her moans come out strained but lucia pushed on to
give her mistress the moans she wanted even if her air was quickly dwindling away.

 

“amelia!!” 

 

her grip on her throat loosened but not didn’t let go of her neck just yet, lucia took deep breaths in
through her shameless moans as she watched her lover rapidly bounce on her and her bountiful
breasts bounce along with her. lucia grew hypnotised with the motion it’s going like it’s waving her
over to come closer and be smothered by those supple boobs.

 

“what’re you looking at?” amelia asked as she noticed lucia’s staring, she grabbed a handful of her
locks with the same hand, pulled on it to make her look up to the ceiling for a moment before
pulling her up to be mere inches away from her breasts. “you want this, huh?” she pushed lucia in
between her mounds to be smothered just like she wanted.

 

lucia’s moans seemed to have grown louder as her hands moved up to begin kneading, “you
fucking pervert.” amelia sneered, watching the noceda indulge so lewdly as she picked up her pace
in riding her. she didn’t make her pull away though, even if she tried, amelia kept her locked on her
breasts since that’s what she wanted.

 

lucia didn’t raise a complaint even if she’s lacking air, she didn’t want to make her mistress be
angered by her noncompliance and just laid there, receiving the immense pleasure that’s
overwhelming her body amelia gives along with the air that she takes away. leaving her breathless
and almost passing out from suffocation if it wasn’t from her letting go as if she knew what the
noceda needed.

 

lucia forgot what she needed when amelia always gives it to her, she doesn’t need to think for
herself as her wife is always there whenever she needs her and she’ll always be right by her side no
matter what.



 

no matter what. 

 

“you’re mine. say it.” amelia commanded once again as she dropped lucia back to her pillows, her
golden eyes piercing hers yet again but lucia didn’t try to fight back this time. 

“i- i’m yours!” she happily declared before arching her back as she cried out in euphoria when she
came inside amelia, letting her shots of hot white fill her up. lucia ended up staring at the ceiling,
trying to calm down and catch her breath while her lover continued to bounce.

 

she ended a little too early for amelia but she didn’t judge when they’re going for many more
rounds than one anyways. 

“good girl.” amelia purred as a devilish smirk crawled across her face.

december 26 1990. queens, new york.

 

"i heard there's a new story from noceda." a young girl told her best friend as they walked down the
busy streets of the borough to take a stroll with no particular destination in mind as freckles of
snow accumulated atop of their beanies.

 

it's better than being stuck at home, doing nothing.

 

passing several people who are either in a hurry or in a leisurely stroll around the block just like
them with cars on their left that were stuck in traffic.

 

through the blaring beeping of the cars, the girl, harper, heard what her friend said and was exalted
at the news.

 

"really? then we have to check it out!" she said as she grabbed harris' hand to begin running down
the streets, rounding the turns as they headed in a familiar route of theirs.

 



until harper stopped when they're a few walks away from the bookstore they frequented. as they
walked, harris jigged right beside harper after that run that she almost fell behind.

 

"what do you think it'll be after her first series ended?" harper asked, excited that this new book
she'll probably lose sleep over just by reading over and over until she gets tired of it. but that's the
thing, she never gets tired of lucia noceda's novels.

 

"don't know." harris shrugged as she pushed the glass door of the bookstore for them, letting harper
get inside first. "probably some fantasy novel like what the other authors are doing." she said and
they both stopped when they realised how packed the bookstore was.

 

well, it is christmas and the new novel just so happens to release a day after christmas itself.

 

"it's impressive that she's able to pump out two books this year. i wish i could be that proactive."
harris said as they squeezed through the sea of people swarming the stacks of newly shelved lucia
noceda books that were easily emptied out. the cycle of yesterday shelves were a little stacked but
the last book of it was nowhere to be seen.

 

"yeah, have you heard the news that she went missing for a while?" harper asked, remembering the
wild spread of news of the noceda going missing after a blizzard then the case went silent.

 

"yep but it was already solved." harris replied, ending their little conversation until she spotted
what they're looking for. "look, there it is!" harper turned her head in the direction harris was
pointing at to see a table of stacked books from lucia that was quickly dwindling as it was swarmed
by many people.

 

"quick! we can't lose this one!" they rushed up to the table, lightly pushing the people out of their
way and snatched the two remaining hard covered book written by lucia noceda named;

 

despair

 

harper turned over the book to read it's synopsis and harris was right about this being in a fantasy
novel but there's a twist. a princess kidnapped by a dragon hybrid while their love interest scoured
the entire world for them.



 

but harper still wants to know a little bit more of what she's about to read. glancing to her right, she
saw another girl reading her own copy of 'despair'. she lightly tapped her shoulder that snapped her
out of her trance from the novel.

 

"hey, what's the book about?" harper asked and the girl happily answered.

 

"it's mostly focused on the girl trying to escape her captor in a fantasy setting." she said, watching
both harper and harris nod as they listened with interest. "it's really good, you should read it! the
realism is so…" the girl trailed off, humming to herself as she began to think of the right word.

 

"what's the word again?" she muttered to herself which was heard by harper.

 

"immaculate?"

 

the girl snapped her finger as that perfectly fits the description. "exactly! like you can feel it
actually happening, you know?" she said, gushing about the book as this may be lucia noceda's best
works yet due to how real it feels, making any readers be hooked by it and read what will be the
outcome.

 

harper and harris looked at each other in the corner of their eyes before harper raised the question;
"are you a fan of lucia too?" and the girl seemed almost offended by the question but didn't make a
scene as she exclaimed a prideful:

 

"duh! i'm her biggest fan!" 



Camp Eclipse Lake

Chapter Summary
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summer of 1989

 

a large carved sign was swiftly passed by as you shook me all night blared on the radio. the words
etched across the wood were: welcome to camp eclipse lake .

 

as a black ford maverick pulled up in the entrance, the sound of the brakes was heard creaking
followed by the doors unlocking. a long haired beauty was seen stepping out of the car with her
fresh soles touching the small rocked ground, she flicked her mane-like hair to the side as she
grabbed her duffle bag from the seat to sling on her shoulder.

 

“have fun and don’t try to burn anything.” emira poked her head out of the front passenger seat,
amelia only gave her a glance in the corner of her eye without uttering a word before she slammed
the door closed, making the car rock slightly.

 

she looked inside the passenger seat to see her little sister being in her own world, holding her
walkman as her foot tapped along with the beat while she looked out of the window with her chin
resting on her palm.

 

amelia knows it’s not a good idea to have the twins drive her here but she doesn’t have a choice
when her motor was confiscated after her parents found out she was riding to the outskirts with
‘shady folks’ she deemed as friends and she has a school record to keep clean.

 

amelia passed the car, silently praying that they just drive off. she looked ahead, seeing several
children running around the field while being monitored by the camp counselors who got here early
and a particular blonde boy just so happened to be there.



 

edric didn’t waste his time when he noticed him leaning against a tree with a book in hand, not
really focusing on the children much.

 

“hey, sugar plum! last week was fun!” edric yelled as he poked his head out of the car window,
waving his hand fanatically to get the poor wittebane’s attention, garnering unwanted attention in
the process. amelia’s face turned red in anger as she snapped her head at her brother who flinched
and quickly retreated back into the car.

 

“don’t you have a house to fuck up?” amelia sneered at the twins through the front window of the
car, making the two cower in their seats while amity was unfazed.

 

she’s clearly not in a good mood after being forced to get up from bed to get ready for this damned
camp she never wanted to participate in, in the first place.

 

but as her mother always tells her, "it’s for the family”.

 

sighing deeply, amelia resumes walking inside the camp while she hears the car turn around and
drive back to the city, leaving amelia all alone in this camp with a small few people she knows but
she doesn’t talk to them up until to this point.

 

as amelia passed hunter, who was embarrassed from the display earlier. he watched the eldest blight
who is well regarded due to having the blight name on her gold plate and everyone wants a piece of
her. he never cared for the blights really, he was just unfortunate enough to be the scapegoat of the
dreaded blights.

 

though, hunter does plan to make it through this summer and perhaps befriend a blight for once.

 

ignoring the several gazes in all conceivable angles and she knows where they’re all looking at.
amelia wanted to wear jogging pants provided by the camp itself but had to resort to wearing short
shorts as she remembered she had to move around alot here, not to mention that this is gonna be the
hottest months of the year.

 



amelia pushed the doors of the mess hall open, seeing the other teenagers younger than her in a few
years were sitting down on the long vacant picnic tables, talking to one another or just staying in
the corner to read a book, maybe just doing nothing as that seems like fun. more eyes landed on her
now accompanied by whispers between each other about having a blight in their camp.

 

though, amelia stopped in her tracks when she realised she isn’t here when they’re supposed to
meet here, as specifically stated, once she arrives. turning her gaze to one of the 14 year olds and
asking them “hey, where’s havenstar?”

 

they were a little speechless that the amelia blight was talking to them, they stammed to get their
words out while amelia patiently waited for a response. “boscha havenstar. ever heard of her?” she
elaborated, thinking the reason why they’re struggling is not knowing who she was talking about.

 

then, their friend smacked their face to finally blurt out the words, “o- oh, yes. i think we saw her
go to cabin 13 with miss skara.” they flashed a smile, hoping that their info was enough to satisfy
amelia’s question.

 

amelia looked out of the nearby window, seeing a few more prepubescent children running around
the field, one was waving the flags that’ll be used later. she searched for the aforementioned cabin
13 until she spotted it to be the last cabin that seems like it’s almost in the woods even.

 

“thanks.” amelia said to the kids before walking out of the main hall to make her way to cabin 13.
she can feel the heated rays of the sun beaming down on her head and back, sweat began to trickle
down the sides of her faces but at least the shearing heat would be amended by the scenery.

 

especially eclipse lake as it slowly reveals itself to her right before her eyes.

 

she was swiftly passed by the kids, giving her a wave and a hello even though they don’t know her
though amelia happily returned the gesture with a small smile etching on her face before quickly
dropping as she got closer and closer to the cabin.

 

as amelia got to the door, gripped the war doorknob and twisted it open to expose boscha havenstar
getting down with skara langston on the table under a window. both stopped their little fun when
they realised they’ve been caught, they’re have naked and looking like they’ve gone many rounds
even before amelia got them.

 



“i thought you were going to show me around the camp, not have private swimming lessons.”
amelia said as she crossed her arms, her gaze turning deadpan at the two separating from each other
to begin fixing themselves. skara said nothing to boscha and amelia, she just went past the blight to
tend other things that were hindered by their urge.

 

leaving amelia with boscha who’s both annoyed that she didn’t get her daily pussy and glad that
amelia was here.

 

“you’re earlier than expected.” boscha said, taking out a half empty box of marlboro red along with
matches. she took out a stick with her lips, stuck a single match on the rough sandpaper and drew
the small flame to the end of her stick until smoke began to emit from her mouth.

 

boscha waved her hand to extinguish the flame, crushing it into ashes for good measure since
they’re literally in the most flammable place.

 

amelia wasn’t so pleased of this though, “this place has kids, boscha not the fucking morgue. we
have responsibilities here.” she said, tried to snatch the cigar out of boscha’s lips but she easily
dodged her and blew a thick cloud of smoke right into her face.

 

“oh please, it’s not the end of the world if a kid sees us grabbing a blunt and fuck.” boscha said
with her eyes rolling as she placed her box and match back in her pocket, leaning back to her table
to continue letting out smoke like she’s a damn car pipe. good thing amelia is used to the smell of
strong tobacco, she waved her hand in front of her face to get the smoke out of her way and
narrowed her eyes at the havenstar.

 

“but still! you’re the camp president for god’s sake.”

 

boscha groaned as she lazily rolled her head along with her eyes, the horrendous noise scrapes
amelia’s ears making her eyes twitch. “they’re in a summer bliss, they don’t give a fuck.” the
havenstar said to put it in bluntly, she clearly doesn’t give a fuck about the children that made
amelia’s mind wonder just how the hell did she become a councler.

 

“unbelievable.”  amelia hissed under her breath, she turned her back on her as she began to rub her
temples to sooth her oncoming migraine forming from this bullshit. not noticing that boscha pushed
herself off the table, made her way to her with her arms snaking around her waist before closing
and pulled amelia up against her body.



 

amelia didn’t do anything though as she feels boscha’s face lean down onto her neck, “hey, don’t be
like that on your first day. relax and have fun here.” she whispered right into the blight’s ears, her
voice was low and suggesting what she wants to do with amelia. it sent a small shiver as she
glanced down to see her hands wanting to slip inside her tucked in shirt but amelia stopped it. 

 

with no access of what’s under amelia’s shirt, boscha shifted her focus up to amelia’s face as one of
her hands gently cupped her chin to make her turn her head for their eyes to meet once again.
lavender against gold. lust compared with nothing. 

 

“that’s what summer is all about.” then, boscha leaned in to give amelia a crude kiss but she didn’t
kiss back as she lets it happen. watching boscha indulge in her sweet, soft lips with her hand
continuously making rounds around her body as if she’s trying to leave a mark before slowly
pulling away.

 

both stared at each for a short period of time until boscha was the one who pulled away, licking her
lips to savor the remnants of amelia’s taste and placing her half burnt cigarette back into her lips.
amelia turned around again, unapologetically wiping her lips in front of the havenstar’s face but she
was unfazed by it.

 

boscha blew another big cloud overhead, dispersing in a few seconds. “hunter can give you the
grounds.” she said, seeing that she wasn’t going anywhere with amelia for now. amelia hummed in
acknowledgement as she fixed herself, shaking off the phantom hands still latched on her body and
watched boscha head for the door.

 

“this is your room by the way.” boscha cackled before slamming the door closed and ran away, off
to do more bullshit.

 

amelia looked around the cabin, it’s a relatively sized place with four individual beds with two on
both sides and the only problem she had was that painted scribbled words on the wall just right
above the bed on the further left. the words were too blurred from age to make out what it used to
say but that didn’t matter as she’s going to scrub it down later.

 

for now, amelia placed her bag down to the edge of the bed, took out her own walkman and took
out her portable radio but before she could switch it open for her to begin taking out her stuff, a
knock was heard at the door.

 



“go away, boscha.” amelia said, not bothering to see who was actually at the door as she resumed
taking her things out to place on the bed.

 

the door was heard creaking open with a head peering inside, “it’s hunter.” amelia looked over her
shoulder to see the blonde boy on the other side of the door, though she didn’t care about what
wittebane could possibly want when she’s obviously busy. “go away, hunter.” she blankly said as
she continued to take out the rest of her clothes and other things she nabbed.

 

though that didn’t stop hunter from completely opening the door open, letting a big stream of
natural light inside but he didn’t take a step inside the cabin as he stated “um, boscha told me i’d
show you around the camp to get, you know,” he gave his reasons why he’s here, watching the
blight slowly turn her head around to finally look him in the eyes.

 

“familiar with the place.”

 

amelia sighed, she dropped whatever was in her hand and said “let’s make this quick.” she headed
up to hunter who moved out of the way for her to get out of the cabin.

 

hunter trailed after her with a clear space between them, he was.. wary of what he should do now
that he’s with a blight who’s, not for once, picking on him but he does need to talk otherwise amelia
would think he brought her out here for nothing.

 

“so, uh, the 12 cabins are divided for teens and kids.” hunter began as he pointed at the scattered
rows of cabins that’s being entered and exited by the campers, “1-6 for the kids and 7-12 for the
teens.”

 

“the counselors’ cabins are near the woods but it’s full as i’m informed.” hunter said, moving his
hand at the direction of the said cabins, amelia followed the wittebane’s hand to see the bigger
cabin compared to the previous ones. she doesn’t see anyone coming out that led her to believe that
they’re either off to mandate the campers or fuck around.

 

“figured.”

 

“that’s the infirmaryl-” just as hunte was about to continue, amelia intervened.



 

“why are the cabins an odd number?” she asked, seeing the 12 cabins were enough to suffice for
what, 10-14 kids inside? why need an extra unless that’s used to lock the misbehaving kids then she
can probably understand.

 

“oh, i don’t really know but it's from a myth.” hunter replied with a bit of uncertainty in her tone
and that piqued amelia’s interest as she turned her head to look at him once again.

 

“a myth?” amelia replied to which hunter nodded.

 

“there’s a story that kept circulating around the camp where a serial killer would come out and
slaughter the inhabitants of the camp as revenge for what happened to them in the past.” hunter
explained with his tone turning mysterious to fit the story. amelia found that intriguing as she never
heard this myth before though there’s something that peeves her.

 

“that’s ridiculous.” amelia said ever so bluntly.

 

with his brow raised, hunter asked “how so?”

 

“if there is such a killer then the police would still be on the case and this place would be shut
down.” amelia answered with logic, thinking no one would be dumb enough to keep this camp
operational when there’s an ‘alleged’ killer on the loose. not even a madman would.

 

“who would be stupid enough to keep coming back to a place where you’re mostly killed?” she
added as she dryly chuckled.

 

“yeah, you’re right.” hunter agreed, softly chucking as he rubbed the back of his neck. amelia
always noticed the massive scar etched on his jaw, it made her wonder where he got that along with
the other ones on his exposed arms but they’re not too close to jump into those kinds of questions.

 

“but a cool campfire story to stop the kids from sneaking out.” amelia said deviously as she wants
to give the kids a good scare if there’s a campfire tonight.

 



then, there’s a silence between them without tension or awkwardness surrounding them while they
walk in a random direction with the lake on their left, shimmering from the shining sun above and
the gentle breeze hitting their faces. with occasional greetings from the children and shoddy
compliments from the horny teens that the two just laughed off too.

 

hunter soon broke the silence and asked; “have you been to eclipse lake before?” 

shaking her head, “no, i went to another camp when i was a kid in latissa.” amelia replied as she
remembers the little memories she had of that camp. it wasn’t the best yet not the worst camp she
ever been to when she mostly ignored the counterfeit getting passed around like a hot potato.

 

“you?” amelia returned the question to hunter, not wanting to elaborate further.

 

“i’ve been here since as far as i can remember. so i kinda know all the routes and secrets here.”
hunter said, making the blight’s interest rise once again though she heard a hint of solemnity in his
tone that made her curious why he stayed here for so long.

 

“what do you usually do? why are you even here?” amelia didn’t hesitate to vocalise her thoughts
that surprised hunter as if he’s not usually asked that question before but he willingly answered
them.

 

“nothing much really. my uncle told me i should become the head counselor for god knows what
reason but i don’t want to.” hunter said with his gaze turning down to the ground, staring at the
freshly mown grass while amelia listened to his story

 

“so, i’m bound to this camp until i’m elected to be the new counselor.” huner sighed, he turned his
gaze back up to look at what’s in front of him, his crimson eyes looking melancholic before he
shook his head and glanced at amelia once again with a forced smile “fucking amazing, right?” he
said through his gritted teeth.

 

though the smile was quick to drop as well with the subject to switch for another one, “but other
than that, i’m mostly available to do errands and help the kids prepare for the games.”

 

“i’m guessing the games here aren’t so different in latissa.” amelia spoke for the first time after that
tense period between them, hunter chuckled at that.



 

“well, did you have color war?” he asked though amelia got the wrong message as she stopped
walking, making hunter stop too and turn to see the frown forming on her face.

 

“no need to get political with me.”

 

hunter was bewildered but immediately understood the blight’s misconception, “no i mean-” he
clasped his hand to his mouth to stop himself from laughing while amelia just stared at him with a
confused expression before he shook his head and waved his hand in dismiss.

 

“the events that usually take place are hide and seek, capture the flag, who could swim the furthest
down the lake and color war.” hunter explained, amelia’s mouth formed a perfect ‘o’ as she nodded.

 

“never heard the last two before.” amelia said, continuing walking alongside with hunter. at this
point, they made several rounds around the main camp without notice.

 

“swimming down the lake is what you assume, someone places a flag for the campers to get and
come up before anyone else. the lake is clear enough for visibility and there’s always someone on
guard so they’re safe.” hunter elaborated on the two games amelia wasn’t aware it existed up until
now, the blight listened intently with her head conjuring images where she’d win these kids’ games
with ease.

 

never though being forced into things would be useful in the long run.

 

“and color war is like capture the flag but with paint guns.” hunter basically dumbed it down as it’s
not that these games aren’t so complicated in retrospect.

 

a smirk came on amelia’s face when her ears caught the word paint guns, she cracked a thumb as
she can already see herself pelting down every opponent team. “sounds fun.” she said, hunter
nodded at that,

 

“it is but that only happens on the last day of camp.” hunter, sadly, said though that didn’t really
bother amelia much since she has many opportunities to let everyone know she’s the best out here
and summer would just fly by.



 

as amelia and hunter continued to talk and walk together, minding where they’re going to not hit
anyone while they’re preoccupied with their conversation until it was someone who bumped onto
amelia’s shoulder. there’s alot of force placed into the bump that it felt like it was intentional.

 

amelia stopped walking once again and looked over her shoulder to see a blonde girl walking away
along with her lankies who’s giggling to themselves until they noticed the blight was looking at
them.

 

with her eyes narrowed, “what’s her problem?” she muttered as she was about to walk up to the girl
and ask if she had something to say to her but hunter dropped his hand onto her shoulder to stop
her. 

“she’s stephanie wilson.” hunter said, his tone of voice becoming serious as he gently pulls amelia
back from approaching the blonde who just kept walking away with a single glance over her
shoulder. “she’s a bitch and a sucker for the head counselor.” wittebane added that made something
click inside amelia’s head.

 

“she’s been here as long as me, it’s best to ignore her.”

 

“a sucker you say?” she repeated as she turned to look at hunter to see a confirmation before
looking back at this stephanie wilson who finally decided to look over her shoulder for both girls’
eyes to meet and clash with one another.

 

gold against blue.

 

“i think i’m gonna have fun here.” amelia said with a visible smirk she wasn’t even trying to hide.

when night fell, everyone was called to gather around the campfire which amelia already
forethought. she took a seat down on the remaining logs, she saw hunter jogging towards them with
a few giant bags of marshmallows in his arms with the others behind him carrying the other
ingredients for s'mores.

 



amelia scooched to the side for hunter to sit down, “thanks.” he said, a little out of breath but
proceeded to rip one of the marshmallow bags open as someone distributed forks for them to use
though some decided to go with the traditional nearest sticks they could find.

 

hunter offered the marshmallow bag to amelia “thanks.” she replied as she impaled the big fluff of
marshmallow before handing it out for everyone to get some.

 

amelia leaned over to the fire to begin roasting her marshmallow just like the others, until it was
burnt enough to her liking and took out a bite of it, causing sticky strings of goo to form until it
snapped off for her to start chewing the hot marshmallow. watching everyone eat it straight or
sandwich it in between the crackers with chocolate and banana.

 

no one said anything out loud as they kept their conversations to themselves until one of the
counselors spoke up to raise the question, “who here came from glandus? raise your hands.”

 

everyone followed the request, almost half of the campers raised their hands with the remaining
were from hexside like amelia and hunter. the numbers seemed to have surprised the camp
counselors but that changed into pleased, seeing this is a good change of pace for whatever’s in
store.

 

“this summer is not gonna be like the one before.” the same camp counselor said as they stood up,
they must be the spokesperson as boscha was just sitting down and watch the whole thing unfold.
“in fact, this is probably gonna be the best summer we’ll ever have in camp eclipse lake!” they
exclaimed with their arms raised in the air, hyping up the campers as they clamored along while
chanting their towns’ names.

 

amelia grabbed another marshmallow from hunter as the bag was brought back to him after making
a full circle and took a bite of the new one, disinterested in this being the ‘greatest summer in camp
eclipse lake’.

 

she noticed the same blonde, stephanie was giving her a few side glances that made her think the
bitch was trying to convey something but they’re too far away from each other to say. there’s
always an option to just yell it out loud.

 

“and we planned alot of things for all of you so be ready.”

 



then, boscha scoffs, making everyone’s eyes land on her, “but that wouldn’t be too hard when
hexside never lost the games.” she said with such certainty and pride, the other hexsiders nodded
and cheered that on as they agreed with their head counselor’s words. 

 

though the glandus spokesperson was more than welcome to be presented with a challenge, “we’ll
see about that.” they replied before sitting down at their original seat, making the campers mutter a
low ‘ooh’ as they could feel a forming tension between their leader and spokesperson, waiting for
something interesting to happen.

 

one of the campers began chanting “fight! fight! fight!” that quickly made everyone join in though
a fight between camp counselors are going to happen for another time as boscha quickly shuts it
down with a question;

 

“have you guys heard the story of the eclipse lake reaper?”

 

every camper was suddenly driven into silence but amelia leaned closer as her interest was grabbed
by it. it doesn’t matter whether the campers are intrigued to listen to the story or too afraid to say
anything other than shake their heads, boscha started to lay down the story of the eclipse lake
reaper.

 

“in the summer of ‘69, one of the campers went crazy and everyone in this camp was killed in one
night by them. their evil spirit continued to haunt the camp after 20 years.” boscha said in a
mysterious tone, her eyes darted at the many campers who were tensed yet still wanted to listen to
the story just to show how brave they are.

 

“saying goes; you would be killed on the spot when you’re caught out of your cabins late at night.
the eclipse lake reaper feeds on it’s victims body until you’re only bones, especially if you’re a
child.” boscha continued as she stood up, looking over the entire campers with a grim look on her
face. the story was scary enough but the expressions she’s giving adds to it.

 

“did i mention they-” suddenly, a blade pierced through boscha’s stomach causing everyone to
scream in total horror, some stood up purely from shock and they wanted to run if they weren’t
paralysed from fear. blood was spewed out from boscha’s mouth with more oozing out of her
wound though only amelia and hunter remained unfazed by this stunt.

 

before anyone started crying, boscha bursts out of laughter with the ‘killer’ stepping beside her
who’s also laughing while the ‘blade’ was still inside her stomach until the killer took off their



mask to reveal themselves to be skara making everyone be confused and was on the brink of crying
on that crude prank.

 

“you should’ve seen your faces!” boscha wheezed as she easily took the plastic blade out of her
stomach and wiped her mouth off raspberry sauce. “aw, don’t give me that look.” she chuckled,
taking a seat back at her log with skara taking the empty space next to her. 

 

“the story isn’t true, hell, the camp wasn’t established until ‘72.” boscha reminded the campers with
a blank look on her face while she’s getting pampered by skara. amelia raised a brow at that
information, she lightly elbowed hunter’s arm making him hum in response.

 

“was this really built in ‘72?” amelia asked, turning her head to look at wittebane, seeing him shake
his head without averting his gaze from the crackling fireplace while he held out his empty stick for
it to sizzle and burn.

 

“she’s just trying to mess with the kids. you know, the usual.”

 

amelia lightly scoffed, she muttered under her breath; “they’re so easy to scare.”

 

hunter chuckled at that, “especially when they see nurse wilson.” he added. amelia glanced down at
the ground for a second, thinking to herself as she was once again brought back to the myth of the
camp ever having a killer still on the loose to this very day. wondering to herself if this is really a
true unrecorded tragedy that somehow went under the boiling isles’ rug?

 

but then again, she shouldn’t really be concerned about a fake story in the first place.

 

sighing through her nose, amelia looked back up to the roaring flames, her ears getting clogged at
the ongoing conversation she wasn’t so interested in. her eyes darted at the various campers before
stopping at the dark woods behind them, she swore she caught something moving around the dark
canvas for a split second.

 

with her eyes narrowing at that area, she tried to focus her eyes and adjust to the darkness to see
better- hoping to just make out something but the sheet of darkness was too thick for any sort of
visibility than the vicinity of the campfire.



 

blinkling, amelia shook her head and turned her gaze away from the woods as she rubbed her eyes,
thinking her mind was just making stuff up.

 

after the campfire, everyone headed back for their cabins to have some rest, amelia got inside her
cabin and locked the door behind her. she walked over to her bed, took out a box of her own
cigarettes with the matches before dropping her bag to the side as she’s going to finish unpacking
tomorrow.

 

amelia took out a stick, placed it on her lips while she’s grabbing a match but something made a
loud crashing noise just outside of her cabin that surprised her too much, causing her to drop the
match box.

 

growling in annoyance, “fuck off!” amelia roared, she stood there in silence for a few seconds as
her shout reverberated through the night before rolling her eyes and knelt down to grab her match
though she noticed something under her bed. she completely went down on her knees, lifted the
covers to see a small abandoned bag that’s caked in dust and covered in cobwebs.

 

“what do we have here?” amelia muttered to herself as she leaned closer to pull it out of the bed,
coughing a little from the excessive dust it had and waved her hand before her to prevent more
coming into her nose. she finally struck the match for set her cigar alight, after placing her match
box on the nightstand, amelia sat on the edge of her bed with the crusty bag on her lap.

 

it’s incredibly light but that wouldn’t be a surprise if everything turned into dust.

 

slowly, amelia opened the bag and peeked inside to see a few books and a block of wood that’s on
the bottom. she reached her hand in to grab the first book, feeling it’s smooth yet rough texture with
dust covering it’s entire body, once she took it out, the smell hits her almost immediately.

 

it smells like a combination of rotten eggs that’s been watered down, like it’s been thrown into the
sea, though it didn’t help in getting rid of the bad odor. amelia tried to open the book only for it to
crumble right before her eyes, only her with a small mound of stinky dust.

 

amelia sweeped the dust off her lap, she may have to clean that tomorrow as well.

 



for now, she went on to grab another book, hoping this one wouldn't crumble on her as she tried to
open it. her prayers were heard yet she still wouldn’t be able to read it since the words on the old
paper were faded and almost seemed like it was washed away but she’s able to make out
something, she just needs to decipher what the hell the writer is trying to convey and she’ll do that
later.

 

as she grabbed the final book in the bag, it’s an older version of the good witch azura book. volume
5.

 

pleasantly surprised, amelia turned it over to see it’s synopsis that ties to directly to the previous
books before it but the series was discontinued in 1961 but was luckily getting picked up by a new
publisher and revamped for the new era.

 

so this book is basically a priceless treasure and amelia has been meaning to get her hands on the
complete set if the people weren’t buying it solely to place it in a glass jar as a collector’s item.

 

excited to see what the book could hold, amelia carefully opened the door on its first page,
expecting to see the first line of text picking up on where volume 4 left off but instead, she’s met
with a small polaroid photo. the face of the person was marked out by a red marker, cautiously
grabbing, amelia turned the photo over to see the words:

 

“noceda.” 

 

the name sounds... familiar even though she hasn’t met any person named noceda or did she?
whatever it is, amelia couldn’t make out the first name but at least the book was still readable to
some extent.

 

for now, amelia placed the photo in the back of the book to become a sort of bookmark and placed
the book near her pillows before finally grabbing the final item in the bag. a carved owl.
miraculously, the wood was still in its fresh state like it’s never been touched by the years and
water.

 

not to mention amelia doesn’t feel any coat of resin on the wood. interesting.

 



amelia stared at it for a long while, examining it’s features as her burnt cigar trickled down her lap
with lapses of smoke puffing out in the side of her lips. she noted how well carved it was before
deciding that she’d keep it and placed it on her nightstand next to the box of matches, facing north.

 

amelia checked the bag once more to see if she missed something but there was nothing else to be
salvaged, she settled the bag down to the side, planning she could at least clean it and revert it back
to what it once was.

 

she has alot to do tomorrow, she could go to sleep early to get a headstart but she still has a book to
read.

 

the blight got comfortable in bed with the book in hand, she took her cigar out of her mouth for a
moment to let out a big cloud of smoke that quickly dispersed overhead as she leaned back onto her
wooden wall with her legs crossed and opened the door once again to begin reading the good witch
azura.

 

-----

 

a few days had passed ever since amelia got to camp, amelia did alot in these times. she befriended
the scrawny wittebane, she doesn’t see anyone aside from hunter she can consider as a friend here.

 

when she’s not doing anything relatively important, she took the leisure to stay in the library where
it’s the most quietest and her room to continue reading the fifth volume of the book she’s been
searching for far too long that she almost forgot what made her latch onto this literature, a
children’s literature, but nonetheless, she loves it.

 

and if she’s not doing that as she wants to save the best parts for later, amelia would scour around
the many shelves of the library for history books of the boiling isles in hope she’d get a real speck
of something tragic happened in ‘69 but nothing came up that’s related to the camp other than an
attempted assassination down in owl street.

 

amelia doesn’t know why she’s so invested in finding out who and what truly happened in the myth
when it’s clearly in the name.

 

a myth. it doesn’t exist and is just a make believe to scare children which worked.



 

other than that, amelia tried to forget the looming thought in her head and do other things that are
certainly not related to that story in any way. she was in her room, laying down on her bed with the
book in her hands as it’s a lazy day. the only problem was she couldn’t focus, many things were
distracting her and it’s getting annoying.

 

closing the book for the 3rd time, she placed it to the side and turned to look at the nightstand to
notice the same wooden owl was facing her with it’s dented sockets staring back at her. amelia
didn’t think much of it and fixed the owl’s direction to face the north once again, she curled up into
a semi ball with her clenching her pillow close as her mind began to drift.

 

she doesn’t know why she’s so caught up in proving that the scary story was real when there's
clearly nothing in the records saying so why bother? ever since she arrived to eclipse lake, she’s
been feeling something was off about this place and the fact that it has a tale of a camper going
crazy and killing everyone doesn’t help.

 

amelia wasn’t afraid of it but she just couldn’t shake the feeling that she had to look over her
shoulder every night just to make sure nothing was following or watching her. but not everything is
creepy, just... confusing.

 

then, a knock made the blight perk up and watched the door be opened by a familiar blonde boy
who poked his head inside the room. “what is it?” amelia asked as she slowly stood up.

 

“i was just wondering if you’re joining the first game.” hunter said as he pointed over his shoulder,
he completely pushed the door open to reveal that he’s just in his white shorts with imprinted
cardinals peppered across it. there were several scars that are now seen by the blight and the
prominent one was the two large gnash under his chest with a few others.

 

amelia immediately figured out what the first game was just by looking at the wittebane’s attire and
the few campers speeding on their swimming attire. 

“we’re in the lake. it’s fine if you don’t wanna join, you can watch.” hunter informed, he turned
around as he closed the door and went off to the lake, leaving amelia the choice to either come to
the first game or just stay in this bed to be a lazy bum?

 

the sun was at its peak, bringing down the warmth on everyone’s heads with the breeze cool
enough to provide cool air.



 

some of the campers were jumping into the lake head first, practising before the actual game begins
and some were just leisurely swimming by, acting like a sea otter as they drift but not too far from
the docks and the others were standing on their makeshift boats, declaring that this is their territory.

 

the sun’s rays made the clear lake shimmer like several diamonds twinkling in the sky, the blue
canvas was clear and no clouds were in sight. it’s the perfect day to go out for a swim.

 

as she strutted confidently towards the lake, once she saw hunter sitting by the docks just looking
out for the kids who were on their inflated rafts, amelia headed for him as she didn't have anywhere
else to go.

 

ignoring the many stares glaring all around her as she knows she looks hot in her black two piece
swimming suit.

 

once she got to hunter, she took a seat down next to him, seeing his feet splash the surface of the
water while he meticulously tapped his fingers on his knees as he continued to look out of the
horizon. looking like he hasn’t had much in his mind that he doesn’t even acknowledge the blight’s
two piece.

 

that’s good.

 

“are you going to participate?” amelia asked, breaking the silence between them that made hunter
stop his little hand mannerisms to look at the blight. 

“maybe not this year. i already did last year and it sucks.” hunter replied in a grim, disinterested
tone as he’s certainly not fond of the memories about this. with her brow raised, amelia was about
to ask hunter why he disliked the lake games until someone interrupted them with a new voice
behind them.

 

“maybe because you’re a loser against me?”

 

amelia looked over her shoulder to see who dared to intervene in their conversation while hunter
kept his eyes averted from the same blonde girl who bumped amelia on the first day. now that she’s
up close, the blight instantly notices that there’s a single streak of pink on the side of her hair.



 

“if i knew a blight was gonna be here with us, i should’ve brought my best suits.” the girl said with
a light giggle, her other lankies were just standing there behind her and just tried to look
intimidating that supposed to work when amelia was just blankly stared at them with a bored look
on her golden eyes.

 

clearing her throat, the girl held out of her hand to amelia for a shake “stephanie wilson.” amelia
stared at the extended hand then back up to stephanie’s face. there’s something the blight just
couldn’t explain but it gives her great annoyance the longer she stares at her.

 

amelia accepted the handshake that ended far too quickly much to the blight’s pleasure, “so good to
finally meet a blight up close though i was expecting more..” stephanie trailed off as she looked for
the proper word for her sentence, amelia knew how to wait but she noticed how she gave hunter a
side glance behind his back and it made a frown form.

 

“more what?” amelia asked, growing impatient. 

though stephanie shook her head, “never mind that.” she waved her hand in dismiss, dropping what
she was about to say on that last thing. “what do you say about coming with us, hm? faggot boy is
too useless to catch your drift, anyways bestie.” stephanie said in such a sicky tone that amelia had
to fight the urge from barfing and that one word entering her ears was the last straw.

 

“i’m sorry, what did you just call him?” 

“what he is. a faggot.” stephanie replied ever so nonchalantly like it’s something that’s supposed to
be obvious and amelia wasn’t going to let that slide. 

“well, fuck me gently with a chainsaw.” amelia sneered as she slowly pushed herself up, her body
facing wilson with her eyes narrowing at her. she began to approach her, ignoring hunter’s calls to
drop it as it’s not worth it, amelia stopped in front of stephanie who hasn’t moved from her spot
though her lankies did prior.

 

“i think you’re forgetting who you’re really talking to.” amelia said with her tone of voice going
deeper, her gaze darkening on wilson’s blue eyes and she could tell she wanted to look away but
didn’t want to break any eye contact.

 



“you think you’re so pretty when a mollusk is more attractive than your stupid ass.” the ones who
noticed the dispute gasped to themselves as they continued the scene unfold in front of them, hunter
kept calling for amelia to stop but his begging went into deaf ears as she swore to herself she’ll be
at the top of this camp until the end of season.

 

and she isn’t gonna let someone like stephanie ruin it.

 

“say it again one more time in my face and i’ll make sure your body will never be found.” amelia
threatened as she grabbed one of wilson’s bra straps to pull in her close with her gaze still burning
the gates of inferno into her eyes that she couldn’t move, let alone utter a word. 

“got it,<i>bestie?</i>”

 

stephanie stared into the blight’s eyes as if trying to find something before she nodded her head in
response, amelia lets go of her bra strap and pushed her to give her a head start of running away
from them, it’s mostly her lankies pulling her away until they couldn’t make more eye contact. it’s
a good sight for the blight.

 

amelia returned beside hunter who was conflicted with her confrontation, “you didn’t have to do
that.” he whispered to her though amelia didn’t show any remorse to her actions as she leaned back
onto her planted arms behind her. 

“she’s a bitch anyways.” she simply replied and hunter can’t argue with that truth.

 

then, the camp counselors finally appeared and stood atop of a wooden pedestal, “alright,
campers!” boscha called everyone’s attention to land on them “who’s ready for the first game?!”
she yelled that caused everyone to scream along with their hands raised in the air.

 

“here’s what you’re doing to do,” boscha clapped her hands together as she overlooks the entire
lake filled with campers who’s awaiting for the instructions “in each 10 feet, there's a flag the other
counselors have already placed and you have to swim down to grab it then go back to give your
second the signal.” she said, giving out clear and easy instructions for the younger ones to
understand.

 

“the last feet you have to swim is 17.”

 



“does everyone get instructions?” boscha asked and everyone immediately responded with a roar of
yes, making a smile come on the havenstar’s face. she gave the other council members a nod for
them to walk away and prepare something while she called; “hexside and glandus, get your
swimmers!”

 

amelia glanced down at the clear waters, seeing the ridged rocks below her feet and the deeper she
looked down, the floor became hazy but the flags were bright enough to see through the inner fog
of the waters.

 

hunter lightly tapped amelia’s shoulder to make her look at him, he simply motioned his head to got
off the docks since the swimmers are going to use this as their platform to take off. as they walked
off the docks, amelia looked over to two campers from hexside jog onto the docks and talked to
each other as if they’re talking about a strategy.

 

amelia tilted her head to the side to look at the glandus’ side on another docks, they already have 3
swimmers prepared and one of them is wilson. her eyes narrowed on the bitch who’s preparing for
the challenge and it didn’t go without giving the blight a nasty side eye, amelia began thinking
about her many possible options she could use to make sure the bitch gets the memo of staying
away.

 

“hey, can i join you?” amelia asked as she stopped right in front of the two campers who
volunteered to the game, they were caught off guard when they realised the blight was near them.

 

“oh! s- sure, why not.” one of them agreed since they don’t have other people that could fill their
last spot. “dope.” amelia smiled at her team, she listened to the strategies- she tried to listen to the
strategies coming from the two but amelia was slowly drifting off. the voices were getting muffled
in her ears as she stared off to the woods on the other side.

 

amelia doesn’t know why she’s staring off to the woods in the first place but she froze on her spot
when she saw something standing just at the edge of the shrub and just stood there. watching them
from afar with a sheet of darkness covering their entire body, making it impossible to see though as
the canopy wasn’t thick enough yet they’re still hard to make out.

 

something is clearly off here, she can feel this person wasn’t looking at the many people in the lake
but at her.

 



then, amelia jumped when she felt a hand land on her shoulder and averted her gaze from the
woods for a split second to see her two teammates’ worried, confused looks on their faces. “did you
see that?” she asked as she pointed at the direction of the woods, making both of them turn their
heads at the direction of it.

 

“see what?” they asked as they looked back at amelia

 

“there was just a person there, stalking us.” amelia said with a hint of annoyance that they didn't see
it, she glanced to the woods once again only to see the person was nowhere in their spot anymore.
in fact, they’re nowhere to be seen at all.

 

was amelia just imagining it all? she swore she got enough sleep when she got here or maybe it’s
her mind playing a crude way of preparing for the game. 

“are you okay?” 

amelia squeezed her eyes tight, she took a deep breath in and nodded as she opened her eyes once
again. “yeah.. yeah, what were you saying?”she asked, wanting this conversation to be away from
whatever she saw in the woods already.

 

“we were asking if it’s okay for you to take 17 feet.” one of them gave her a definitive answer and
she doesn’t really care which feet she’ll dive into as she’s confident enough with her swimming
skills.

 

“sure. whatever.” amelia muttered back, her arms wrapped around herself as she warily looked
around the lake, just hoping she didn't see that creep anywhere in the camp anymore and prayed it
was all her imagination going rampant.

 

once the other counselors finally came back with the needed medical emergency supplies, boscha
called in the selected players to get ready for the 10 feet dive and both sides stepped to the edge of
the docks.

 

amelia watched the first player shake their heebie jeebies off as they placed their goggles on, she
looked in the corner of her eye to see stephanie still giving her the side glances and it’s amusing,
really.

 



“on the count of 3!” boscha yelled as she raised a starting gun into the air, the two swimmers
prepared themselves with them getting in an almost sprinting position with the countdown now
starting.

 

“1!” everyone counted along with their head counselor, cheering for their representatives to do their
best to win this.

 

“2!”

 

then, the sound of the gun being fired was an instant cue for the two swimmers to jump into the
cold waters of the lake and begin swimming down as fast as they could towards the bright neon
green flag stuck on the bottom of the 10 feet marker. everyone’s cheers grew louder, the chants of
each swimmer’s names mixed along as they watched them through the crystal clear view of the
waters. 

 

it wasn’t long the team of amelia’s quickly snatched the flag for them to quickly swim up to the
surface while the opponent was lagging behind. the second swimmer took a step forward to the
docks and watched their teammate get closer to the surface until they burst through with the flag
raised over their head which was the cue of the second to dive.

 

amelia helped the first diver up the docks once again as they were given towels to dry off before
they caught the cold. she watched the second swimmer do the same thing in 14 feet with the first
diver just coming up for their second to finally jump in, surprisingly, their second swimmer was
flexible and more agile than their first swimmer to catch up though it wasn’t enough.

 

the blight prepared herself to the edge of the docks as she watched the second swimmer grab the
neon orange flag and began to swim up but they staggered, they didn’t seem to anticipate how deep
14 feet really was but they didn’t stop. especially when their opponent just grabbed their own flag
and began swimming back towards the surface.

 

once the second swimmer finally broke through the surface, amelia immediately jumped into the
cold deep waters of the lake with the opponent not too far behind and the bat was relayed to wilson.

 

both girls swam with all their might down to the 17 feet mark, they were on each other’s tail, the
sunlight was starting to waver and lessen the deeper they go yet they strived on as amelia could see
the neon red flag below.



 

amelia reached the flag first with wilson just a few feet away from her, she grabbed the flag and
was about to swim up to the surface as she could feel her lungs beginning to tighten but something
caught her eye that made her stop in her tracks. there’s still some specks of light that’s able to reach
down and reveal a red bat almost concealed by the sand.

 

whose bat is this?

 

as if something was controlling her, amelia impulsively tried to grab it and bring it back up to the
surface. but when her hand made contact with the cold metal bat, her vision then was engulfed by
red.

 

crimson.

 

crimson shrouded her eyes as she sees through someone’s eyes, beating a face she doesn’t
recognise with the same bat before wildly shifting into a page of a book she doesn’t recognise as
it’s littered with symbols that made no sense then the scene was changed to a burning house.

 

all the while her ears were filled by piercing, horrid screams of someone that it’s so hard to figure
out what these voices were saying and it feels like her ears were bleeding because of it. a deafening
ringing noise followed making her eyes squint shut.

 

then, amelia managed to snap out and return back to reality.

 

though, is this real reality?

 

she saw a woman right in front of her. in the waters standing so upright but she doesn’t see her feet
touching the sandy floor. amelia doesn’t know what to do or know who this woman is, there was an
unnerving silence in the water.

 

until the thing snapped her head right at amelia with her mouth spreading wide open for a jarring
scream that didn't belong to any human or animal echoed through the waters.

 



it caused her to frantically begin swimming up to the surface to get away from that maddened
woman but it felt like something was pulling her down and making her sink than float up to the
surface. no matter how hard she tried to reach the surface, she was only being pulled down.

 

the air in her lungs was only getting depleted by the second, the more she struggled, the more water
entered her nose.

 

all the struggle soon turned into worthless desperate thrashing as strength seeped out from her body.

 

her vision was beginning to blur with her body growing weaker from her struggles until she
stopped. letting the waters take her down to it’s depths as her grip on the flag loosened for it to float
up, the last thing she saw was the waving, shimmering surface of the lake only to be disturbed as
something was thrown into the water. ripples fluttered over the surface distorting the light from the
surface till it all faded into emptiness.

muffled voices filled her ears as she was slowly coming to, amelia fluttered her eyes open to see the
familiar yet foreign wooden ceiling above her and stared it for a long while before shifting her gaze
to the side to see hunter sitting next to her bed with his finger resting on his upper lip, staring off on
the floor as his foot anxiously tapped in a swift speed.

 

amelia opened her mouth and tried to say something but only a croak was uttered, but it was
enough for hunter to snap out of his thoughts and look at the blight. relief came on his face, “how
are you feeling?” he asked as he’s glad that amelia was somewhat okay after what happened in the
lake. 

amelia cleared her throat and attempted to talk again, “where am i?” she asked, looking at the
unfamiliar place around her that has other two beds on the right, same with the other side before
looking back at hunter when he replied; “the infirmary.”

 

“what happened back there?” he immediately asked. it was the lifeguard who jumped in retrieving
amelia before she completely sank to the bottom of the lake.

 

the event had to be cut short as she almost drowned despite amelia showing that she was a
competent swimmer and everyone said they saw her stay in spot for a long moment before trying to
reach for the surface yet struggled.

 



it was odd.

 

“i.. i was doing fine until i saw something at the bottom.” amelia said, her mind was racing as she
tried to form the words of what she saw down there “there was a red bat and when i touched it,
things started appearing and i..” she was about to talk about it the best she can until she saw the
look on wittebane’s face, making her trail off.

 

“you don’t believe me, don’t you?” amelia asked with her voice becoming low, withdrawing from
the subject as she doesn’t see any meaning in continuing when not even the only person she trusts
believes her.

 

“no no, it’s just.. it’s a little out there but i do want to know what you saw down there.” hunter said,
trying to get amelia to start once again but something caught the blight’s eyes just over the boy’s
shoulders and her mood was dropped, not wanting to talk about it anymore and dismissed him.

 

“maybe later. i need some space to think.” amelia said as she turned her back on hunter who was
dismayed but he understood the blight needs time to recover after the incident. he nodded as he
stood up from his chair, he glanced at amelia one last time “i’ll see you later.” he said before finally
leaving the infirmary to give her the asked space.

 

once she heard the sound of the front door closing shut, amelia turned over once again to look
beyond the agar door to see another open room with half of the desk seen. slowly, she slipped out
of bed and began to cautiously approach the room, peering her head inside to check if someone’s
inside before taking a step in.

 

amelia looked around the minimalist style of, what she presumed, the nurse’s office. she stopped in
front of the desk, seeing various items that are what you usually see in the nurse’s office. a few
medical tools on the side, stacks of medical papers that are scattered across the table with pencils
that seemed to have been snapped in half which was odd.

 

underneath that mess, amelia noticed a notebook just poking it’s end out of it. she pushed the
papers aside, seeing it was open for her to see an old photo that had a big line of kids that amelia
assumed was the old camp and it’s campers. though the only problem is that one face was crossed
out by a red marker.

 

the blight doesn’t know these people but the year is something she recognises. it was placed on the
lower right of the picture ’69



 

amelia turned to another page, she thought this would be a memory lane of sorts with the owner of
this having a grudge on one of their campmates but what she’s met with was scribbled texts of;

 

’where could it be?

’i need to find it!’

’i have to end this!’

 

and on the other side was a folded paper, when she opened it. amelia was taken aback as it was a
map of the entire boiling isles littered with several marked spots.

 

the outskirts, the center of bonesborough, the blight manor and the camp itself.

 

there were x spots on the outskirts, that made amelia confused and wonder what were they looking
for and why does it have to involve the manor? she looked down at the nameplate sitting in front of
her with the name engraved: amanda wilson .

 

this creeped the blight out as what could they possibly be doing. so many questions with no
answers.

 

before amelia could turn any more pages to find out, a voice was heard behind her.

 

"excuse me." amelia jumped as the voice startled her, she whipped her head around to see the
nurse, who she presumed, is nursed wilson. the nurse bore resemblance to stephanie, making the
blight think this was her mother though she looked tired despite her young appearance. her posture
telling her so with visible deep eye bags harboring under her eyes.

 

“i’m sorry, i shouldn’t be here.” amelia excused herself as she tried to move past the nurse but she
was blocked instead.

 

“how are you feeling, miss blight?” nurse wilson asked, her voice was voice yet with an underlying
tiredness that’s reflective of her appearance. 



“i’m doing fine. thank you.” amelia quickly replied, flashing the nurse a smile to make it seem that
she’s alright now so she could leave. not wanting to spend anymore than one second here.

 

“the counselors told me you almost drowned. did something happen in the lake?” nurse wilson
asked, her tone sounded like she’s half expecting amelia would give her the thing she’s been
searching for though amelia wasn’t willing to give it to her.

 

“no. i just ran out of air, that’s all.” amelia lied through her teeth.

 

amelia could feel nurse wilson staring at her in the corner of her eye until she heard “i see.” nurse
wilson sighed and opened amelia’s path again for her to step out of the office. “well, you may go
now and be careful not to dive too deep now.” she advised while the blight just nodded her head
without giving another glance as she headed for the door.

 

she stopped in front of the door with her hand raised to grab the knob but stopped. amelia wants to
leave and never come back as the nurse unsettles her yet she wants answers. answers of what could
she possibly want in the manor, what is she looking in the outskirts, what does she know about the
camp that it’s history seemed so suspiciously elusive?

 

“nurse wilson.”

 

nurse wilson hummed in response as she turned around to look at amelia once again. amelia slowly
turned back to face the nurse, her face serious and golden eyes deadset on her, “are you at the camp
in 1969?” she asked, immediately seeing the nurse’s expressions shift into multiple emotions before
replying.

 

“why yes. what made you ask?” the nurse returned a question.

 

“um.. i found you on one of the camp photo albums.” amelia was quick to make up an excuse, she
cleared her throat as she doesn’t want to elaborate further than outright say she read through the
nurse’s diary. 

“i see. yes, i was in camp in ‘69 and there were 34 of us, including the counselor. you can imagine
how our summer went.”



 

slowly nodding, amelia remembered the one camper who had their face crossed out that it was hard
to determine who they could be.

 

“i saw one of the campers have their face crossed. who was that?” she asked and she watched nurse
lane’s face drop, her gaze landed on the floor as she began pondering about the said question
though seemed to be having a hard time.

 

“i.. i don’t remember their name, it’s been 20 years, miss blight." nurse wilson replied with a soft
chuckle as she rubbed her arm. amelia nodded, understanding that remembering something that
long ago would be difficult.

 

"but what i recall is that they’re incredibly energetic, always helped around the camp and always
carried a red bat around for some reason.” she added, making amelia fall frozen in her spot as the
red bat was mentioned.

 

this may give her some insight into why the bat is at the bottom of the lake and what she saw down
there.

 

“did a red bat happen to be in the lake?” amelia quickly asked as she took a few steps towards
nurse wilson, surprising her from the sudden interest though was reluctant to answer.

 

“um.. no, i don’t think so." that simple response threw all of any sort of hope of amelia ever
knowing what she could have about this place and nurse wilson saw it as she watched her back up
to the door.

 

"i’m sorry dear, my memory is all jumbled up after an incident.” nurse wilson apologised solemnly
but amelia shook her head as she didn't blame her for not giving her anything, understanding what
she's going through.

 

though, one thing piqued her interest one again. “what incident?” she asked. 

“my parents told me i had a concussion but i don’t know where i got it. oh well.” nurse wilson
nonchalantly shrugged, no matter how much she tries to recall anything.



 

she only gets pieces and fragments.

 

then, the door was open, making amelia be pushed forward with the knob adding more to the pain
on her back. snapping her head over her shoulder to scold whoever was on the other side but was
half surprised for it be stephanie.

 

"mother i-" stephanie stopped when she saw amelia in front of her. the expressions on her face
turned bleak as their eyes met.

 

she was the first to avert her eyes and push past amelia as she said, "out of my way, blight."

 

amelia glared at the bitch as she watched her walk towards the nurse. the blight wasn't going to
stick around anymore, she exited the infirmary with the sun now at its highest peak and there's
barely any campers outside but she could hear a clamor in the mess hall.

 

amelia looked at the direction of the lake, seeing it's beauty that's unmatched to any lakes she ever
saw. it's hard to believe that she almost died in it's waters though, beyond that pizzazz, she knows
secrets are held in the bottom.

 

she just needs to dive deeper.

 

-----

 

a few more days had passed after the incident of amelia almost drowning. that didn't hinder another
game from taking place, this time, it was the simple hide and seek in the woods.

 

of course, amelia didn't participate this time and just stayed inside her cabin to finish the remainder
of the 5th volume.

 

laying comfortably in her bed with her legs crossed as her book rests on her thighs, her eyes read
through the lines with ease and speed while she listened to the songs playing on the radio right



beside her. 

 

she was having a swell time alone in her cabin as she reached the final page, she took a moment to
savor each line she read until her eyes reached the final lines for her to slowly close the door. left
feeling satisfied with the ending, she was about to place it on the nightstand only to see the same
owl carving was facing her once again.

 

humming, amelia placed her book down and grabbed the owl, she leaned back more onto the
headboard and examined it once again. trying to see if this thing was rigged in some way by creeps
to watch her in her sleep, but she saw nothing. even if she shook it, she heard nothing in the
presumed hollow inside.

 

so how is this even turning directly in her direction without any possible third party controlling it?

 

then, amelia was snapped out of her thoughts when she heard a knock on the door. she settled the
owl back in the nightstand as she stood up, fixing herself while she approached the door. the
knocking became more persistent the longer amelia headed for the door that it became demanding
“alright, alright! i’m coming!” she yelled but that didn’t stop the insistent knocking.

 

internally groaning, amelia swiftly swung the door open and was about to snap at the kid disturbing
her though she stopped herself when she realised she wasn’t standing before a child but a woman
who looked to be in her age or older.

 

amelia stood frozen in front of her as she looked at her up and down. her dark, curly hairs were in a
mess, her entire body was covered in soot and dirt with her clothes in tatters. a visible mark was
seen around her neck that looked agitated yet healed at the same time. the woman towered over the
blight with those reddish eyes pulled amelia to stare but it was dull as if it held no life at all.

 

amelia snapped herself out of her trance and asked, "uh.. who are you?" as she closed the door
slightly just in case she needed to shut the door in their face if things went sour.

 

the woman turned her gaze down at amelia, a frown formed on her face as she muttered out the
words; "you're not gus." confusing the blight but that confusion turned into shock when the woman
fell face first to the ground with half of her body inside the cabin.

 



“oh my god!” amelia exclaimed, she peered her head out of the cabin for a moment to check if
anyone was back from the game but the camp was mostly empty. sucking up a deep breath, amelia
scooped the stranger up from the ground, roping their arm on her neck as she began dragging their
body towards the infirmary.

 

she doesn’t mean to drag them, they’re just too heavy for her to lift even if she’s holding them
steady.

 

“shit shit shit..” amelia muttered under her breath as she made her way to the infirmary, she looked
at the stranger passed out beside her. it made her wonder where they had been and what happened
to them but all of these questions have to subside for now as this needs this person to be treated.

 

as amelia kicked the door open, she shouted “nurse wilson! nurse wilson, i need your help!” her
voice echoed throughout the entire cabin but no one immediately responded to her calls of distress.

 

“fuck!” not waiting for anyone, amelia quickly dragged the stranger’s body to the beds, settled
them down onto one of them to the best of her abilities before stepping back as she caught her
breath. 

gulping, amelia began to access her situation to formulate a more consistent plan, she wracked her
brain to think of what she needed to do first until she got it. amelia raced to get the medical kit in
the room, sat down next to the bed and started cleaning the person up, bandaging up their wounds
and trying to figure out what she needs to do with that odd mark on her neck.

 

but she ended up just wrapping it up with bandages, making sure it’s not too tight.

 

when everything was done, the stranger’s clothes were still in ruins but amelia wasn’t going to try
and change them. she stepped back once again to look at what she did so far, feeling good that they
look better than the first time they came to the door and it shows their true looks.

 

she found herself staring at them once again, seeing how peaceful they look as they sleep with their
mouth slightly hung open like they’re sleeping soundly for the first time. amelia closed her eyes,
taking a deep breath in and sighed quietly as she sat down on another bed, continuing to stare at
them.

 



thinking they weren’t gonna wake up anytime soon, amelia might as well sleep while she waits for
them to wake up and answer her many queries.

 

as the time passed, amelia fell on the bed next to the stranger’s, she must’ve been sleeping heavily
since she didn’t notice something was walking about around her until she felt something softly tap
her shoulder, amelia groaned as she shook whatever was on her but the taps kept going and that
slowly awoke her.

 

slowly, amelia opened her eyes and the first thing she saw was those same reddish brown eyes
staring down at her with no light coming on their face.

 

amelia was taken aback by the sudden sight of someone tall towering over her, she rolled to the side
and accidentally fell off the edge, making a hard thud as she grunted loudly.

 

“hello.” the blight heard the stranger say, she slowly pulled her head up to look at them once again
and this time, there was sunlight donning down on their face. making them more friendly looking
than before.

 

"oh. hi. sorry about that, you startled me." amelia said as she took a sigh of relief, she pushed
herself up to her feet and looked at the person right into the eyes once again without moving her
spot with the bed only separating them. 

 

"oh, my bad." the stranger muttered, flashing a small smile as they rubbed the back of their neck.
they turned their attention to the place they’re in, looking around for a short while with their face
contorting in unfamiliarity before turning their gaze back to amelia.

 

"may i know where i am?" they asked ever so politely.

 

"in camp eclipse lake. you came to my cabin looking like a mess and passed out." amelia easily
replied, watching the stranger’s face become a relief when they heard her mention the camp’s
name.

 

"oh then, where's gus?"

 



with a brow raised, amelia returned the question "who's gus?" as far as she knows, she doesn’t
know anyone going by the name gus around here.

 

"augustus porter. you know him? or willow park? they're my cabin mates." the stranger gladly
explained though amelia hadn't heard those names getting passed or called around the camp so she
assumed there’s no one named gus or willow here.

 

"i'm sorry, i don't know anyone named augustus or willow." amelia vocalised her thoughts, trying to
sound as polite as possible when she saw their face fall into more confusion. their body slowly
turned to the side with their hand clasped on their mouth as they stared to the ground.

 

"what.."

 

this made amelia worried for them,"are you okay? i can call the police to search for them." she said
and was about to head for the phone outside the room yet she was stopped by the stranger who
raised their hand as they were about to follow amelia if she was really going.

 

"no. no need for that. thank you." the stranger said and flashed another smile for reassurance. they
looked around once again longer than before, they peered through the window to see nothing but
the wall of forestry and turned her gaze back at the blight who’s waiting what they’ll do next. “what
year is it again?” 

“mid 1989.” amelia replied and the stranger slowly nodded their head in response, saying nothing
else.

 

amelia pursed her lips, she gripped the ends of her shirt and cleared her throat for the stranger’s
attention to be on her once more as she asked, "may i know your name?" though they don’t seem
too keen in telling their names first as they just stared at her blankly, waiting until she was the one
who took the initiative.

 

"i'm amelia blight and you?"

 

“lucia.” that’s the only thing lucia says and amelia doesn’t mind even though a mention of a
surname would be nice.

 



there was an awkward silence between them now as they didn't know what to talk about next.

 

lucia continued to stare around to get herself familiar with the infirmary and amelia was staring at
her as the sunlight continued to shine down on her face that made her seemingly glow. highlighting
her handsome features, despite the small gashes on her cheeks, it only added to the girl’s sharp
looks.

 

but amelia pulled out of her trance when lucia turned her head to look at her once more, catching
her in the act before she looked away. without noticing the grin slowly forming on lucia’s face
though it was bit down before she could ever see it, “it seems like the camp has changed more than
what i remember.” she said, shoving her hands into the pockets of her ripped jeans as she slowly
rocked back and forth. 

“mind showing me around, miss amelia?” lucia asked, a smile coming on her lips as she stared at
the blight’s golden eyes, bewitching her with those red eyes that held mischief and smugness that
isn’t irritating to see.

 

“o- oh sure.” amelia said, more than willing to give lucia a tour though they still need to sort out
their clothes. “are you sure you don’t want to change into more suitable clothes?”

 

lucia looked down at herself as if this was the first time she saw how hole filled her outfit was that
her stomach was showing. humming, she looked back up to amelia and asked; “is there clothes for
me to borrow?” 

amelia doesn’t know if she has clothing that’ll fit lucia’s stature but it’ll be worth the try, “uh.. i’ll
check.” she motioned for her to follow as she led the way out of the infirmary to head for her cabin
that was left open after her state of panic. both of them went inside with lucia slowing down while
amelia went to her bed to start searching for some big, baggy clothes.

 

lucia slowly approached the bed, her eyes stared at it’s new state and noticed that the walls were
cleaned but there’s one thing that struck her the most.

 

“where did you get this?” amelia looked over her shoulder when she heard lucia ask and saw her
holding the carved owl. 

“under the bed. don’t know who it belonged to.” amelia replied as she turned her head back to what
she was doing while lucia was staring at the old thing without another word uttered. she stared at it



for a long time, her grip unceremoniously tightening around it. it wasn’t until amelia was the one
that snapped her out of her daze as she stood up with clothes draped on her arm.

 

“here. this is the biggest one i got.” amelia handed a simple white shirt with her letterman jacket
and baggy jeans. lucia accepted the clothes for her to unfold and checked what it’s size was, “i hope
that’s enough.” she said but her eyes widened and lips were sewn shut when lucia took off her shirt
in front of amelia without hesitation.

 

amelia stared at lucia’s well built body, her abs covered in remaining dirt and sweat from the hot
summer sun, bullets of it trickled down in between her black bra but she was quick to return to
reality once lucia placed the shirt on. covering her entire body once again and amelia just pretended
that she didn’t see anything as she turned her head to the side.

 

“it’s perfect, thank you.” lucia said a smile and the blight only replied with a hum of
acknowledgment as she hid her pink tinted face even though lucia already saw it but she said
nothing. 

 

staring at the blight’s features, her almost perfectly white skin was slowly getting tanned under the
exposure of the sun with her wild mane of hair neatly combed back behind her and beautiful is
more than an understatement if lucia had to summarize everything she sees.

 

she can feel something is going to grow beautifully between them soon enough.

 

when the campers finally returned after they gained a winner, everyone was surprised to find
amelia brought another person in the camp without any sort of notice and both of them were
brought in for questioning though that didn’t go anywhere as lucia claimed she doesn’t remember
anything. not even her home address, making her stuck here until the end of camp.

 

now everyone is huddled in the campfire, telling stories while they munch on s'mores and other
foods they made. amelia sandwiched her roasted marshmallow onto her crackers before taking a
bite as she glanced in the corner of her eye to see lucia letting out her marshmallow on a stick over
the flame for far too long until it was inevitably burned.

 

lucia looked down at her burned marshmallow, humming herself though she didn't seem fazed
about as she tossed it into her mouth. amelia frowned slightly, “you need to watch it before it gets
burned.” she advised as she took another bite of her s’mores. 



lucia looked at amelia and gulped down her burnt marshmallow, “but i like burnt marshmallows.”
she said with a smug smile across her face though amelia only rolled her eyes as she shook her
head. she grabbed another marshmallow to hand to lucia for her to try again.

 

“then, that would taste more awful than a bitter gourd.”

 

lucia scoffed at that, “pfft- don’t disrespect marshmallows like that. they’re soft.” she said,
squishing the marshmallow with her smile turning into a grin. the blight stared at her for a short
moment where everything was silent until she snorted, unintentionally as she knows these puns are
shit but she can’t help herself.

 

lucia’s grin grew wider as she watched amelia laugh at her stupid joke, trying to stop herself by
covering her mouth as she shook her head. but once she calmed down, she sighed deeply and
looked back at lucia with a smile of her own “god, save me from this torment.” she ever so
dramatically said, making lucia chuckle.

 

there was a comfortable silence between them now as they looked at campers around the fire who
has their own world, hunter was on the side who didn’t mind amelia making friends with another
camper but he insisted that he would sit far from them. especially lucia without any specific reason,
that reminded amelia how despondent nurse wilson acted when she saw lucia though she didn’t
think of it much.

 

“everything changed so much. what happened to me?” lucia muttered under her breath as she
aimlessly stared at the crackling flames, watching embers make dark spots on her roasting
marshmallow before she pulled it away and placed it in between her crackers with chocolate.

 

“where were you before you came here?” amelia asked even though she can already forethought
what her answer will be.

 

“i don’t remember. i just woke up with you sleeping on the bed next to me.”

 

lucia glanced down at her s’mores for a second, thinking of what other options she had than to
spend this summer camp right and forget about it for a while. “but that doesn’t matter now when i
have you to help me.” she said as she turned her head to look at amelia once again, her smile was
softer and warmer like the roaring campfire, making the blight’s cheeks subsequently get hotter as
well.



 

camp might not be as bad as she thought it’d be.

 

“yeah.” 

 

-----

 

lucia and amelia were a match made in hell.

 

they caused havoc in the camp, pulling pranks on people- that's mostly stephanie and amelia
wouldn't be able to pull this off as she doesn't know anyone here to trust but lucia?

 

it's like they're meant to be together.

 

amelia had to admit that their troublesome games do get a little extreme. there's this one time where
lucia mixed red paint and water with plastic bugs.

 

they locked stephanie inside the outhouse and dumped it over her head, there was a meeting that
night to figure out who did it but lucia managed to dodge a bullet with her snark words.

 

aside from those pranks, they bonded more than that as they would go on walks around the
perimeter. talking about many things about their life, though mostly amelia as lucia can only tell
bits and fragments of it.

 

no matter how close the two are bonding, amelia knows nothing about lucia other than what she is
now so she has to lean on the books to give her a speck of knowledge of who lucia is.

 

amelia sat down on the empty library with stacks of books beside her, it’s only she and lucia left in
the camp since everyone else went to their 3rd game in the woods. capture the flag.

 

https://youtu.be/GgnClrx8N2k


she skimmed through the history of the camp and the town itself. reading through the articles way
back to when the camp was established.

 

it doesn't help that her need to solve the myth of the eclipse lake reaper has increased exponentially.

 

so far she's only getting the achievements of the campers and useless rumors of a murderer. nothing
regarding lucia.

 

"hey,"

 

amelia yelped when she heard a voice right in her ear, she looked over her shoulder to see lucia
bent down and peering over to see what she's reading.

 

"stop sneaking up on me like that." amelia said as she softly pushed lucia, earning a soft chuckle.

 

"it's not school yet. what are you doing here?" lucia asked, taking the seat next to the blight as she
grabbed one of the books to see what she's been fixated on lately. flying through the pages without
reading much until she stopped on one particular page.

 

"i'm just looking up the camp's history." amelia replied, she turned the pages of the book in her
hand and placed it in between them.

 

"did you know this was built precisely on the original settlement before hexside and glandus
separated?" she pointed at the map of gravesfield 1666 that looks similar to the camp.

 

lucia only hummed in acknowledgement as she nodded, "yep. learned that from day one here." she
said, closing the book she held and leaned back to her chair, watching amelia resume her research
without saying much after that. lucia listened to the sounds of pages rubbing against each other as
they were flipped, stared at the blight’s face holding intense interest in whatever she was studying
for but all of this bores her.

 

"come on, ames. let's ditch this place and do something fun." lucia suggested as she leaned closer to
amelia, their shoulders brushing against each other that made the blight’s cheeks get progressively



redder.

 

amelia pushed her away with her arms crossed as she didn’t bother to give lucia a glance, "like
what? throw another bucket of insects at wilson that would definitely get our asses kicked out?" she
quipped, she could see in the corner of her eye that she’s clearly smirking as her intentions were
laid in the forefront.

 

she isn’t going to fall for it.

 

"hm, no. i know a place we can check out not too far from here.” lucia said, turning her gaze to the
nearest window to look out of the bright green stretch of land before stopping at the wall of woods
they’ve all been advised not to wander too far in. “you're gonna like it."

 

amelia was piqued at the mentioned ‘place’ though she’s still doubtful, "what if something bad
happens?" but lucia confidently dismissed it.

 

"psh- impossible. i'll always be right here for you, i promise." lucia reassured as she gently nudged
amelia’s shoulder, making her finally turn her head to look at her to see the same smile that always
makes her weak with basic rationale escaping through her ears as both of them stared into each
other’s eyes.

 

telling something that wasn’t clear yet it was slowly turning vivid to understand. just not yet.

 

“well?” amelia flinched when she heard lucia suddenly speak up, blinking light as she stared into
her red eyes that glistened from the sunlight behind her.

 

“fine. but we better be back here before dinner.”

 

“deal.” lucia said with her smile grew, she sprung up from her chair as she patted her shirt straight
and offered her hand for amelia to take which she did without hesitation, helping her get up to her
feet. “shall we, mi senora?” amelia felt a shiver down her spine when she heard lucia’s deep accent
roll out of her tongue as she watched her place a kiss on her hand.

 



“shut up.” amelia playfully pushed lucia as both of them were about to head out of the library but
they stopped in their tracks when they saw nurse wilson blocking their way.

 

“oh, hey nurse. what’s up.” lucia greeted her with a waving hand at her though she didn't seem to
be pleased about it.

 

“i know what you’re doing and i’m not going to let you get away this time.” nurse wilson said, her
voice was deep and almost threatening as she glared at lucia specifically that made both girls
confused. they looked at each other in the corners of their eyes, asking the same question. 

“what?” amelia muttered with her arm slowly gripping around lucia’s as she watched nurse wilson
beginning to approach them in a menacing manner and they walked back in response.

 

“i know what you did that summer. don’t think i forgot the curse.” nurse wilson only continued
saying nonsense the girls don’t understand and it’s freaking them out. amelia doesn’t know what’s
happening to the nurse but she knows something must’ve triggered her. maybe under the influence?

 

but then again, she’s a nurse who should know the stuff she intakes.

 

“nurse wilson, what are you talking about-” but all of them went silent when they saw nurse wilson
take out a large kitchen knife out of her back and her eyes looked merciful for some reason as it
turned glossy from the forming tears.

 

“i’m sorry. i have to do this.”

 

then, nurse wilson charged at them- at lucia, who was quick to push amelia off the side for safety
and dodged the nurse’s first attack. she jumped back to avoid her erratic swings, lucia was backed
up onto the table, she rolled over the table with the blade sliced her shirt.  just barely missing her
stomach.

 

amelia watches in horror as nurse wilson attempts to kill her best friend who’s trying her best to
avoid the crazed nurse. lucia grabbed one of the books to begin throwing it at nurse wilson who
dodged the most of it as she was rounding the table, with a single book in hand, lucia flipped the
table over to hinder wilson though it wasn’t enough until the last book managed to hit her square in
the face.



 

dazed, amelia sucked up the fear in her gut and charged at wilson, both of them dropped to the
ground. amelia did her best to pin nurse wilson down with all her might, her hand trying to snatch
the knife away but from their turbulent struggle slashed the blight's wrist making her yelp in pain
and recoil. giving wilson the upper hand to elbow amelia in the face to get her off.

 

at the sight of amelia’s blood profusely oozing out of her wrist as she held it tight to stop the
bleeding, something snapped inside lucia. she grabbed wilson by her collar to lift her up, she
grasped both of her wrists ever so tightly to make all of the blood stop flowing, causing pain for
wilson to release her weapon.

 

all the while she had to stare into those empty sockets for eyes. she couldn’t scream.

 

then, lucia threw nurse wilson to the ground that caused her to hit the tipped over table with the
back of her neck and her body fell limp to the ground.

 

lucia was quick to react to amelia's wound, she knelt down in front of her and ripped a portion of
her sliced shirt to begin wrapping it around her wrist securely. amelia hissed from the tightness but
she endured it, she turned her head to look at nurse wilson who’s lying motionless on the ground
that made her worry.

 

“is she okay?” amelia asked as she turned her head to look at lucia who’s shaken as well, bullets of
sweat rolled down the sides of her face with her eyes wildly darting around like she’s trying to
create a swift plan.

 

lucia shook her head, she grabbed amelia’s alright wrist to help her up to her feet. “let’s get outta
here before someone-” but before they could even make a run for it out of the library, the front
doors were pushed open completely, making them stop in their tracks as they watched the camp
leaders only enter the library in a few steps until they saw nurse wilson.

 

they looked at lucia and amelia with deep frowns on their faces, “what did you do?”

 

the ambulance and the police were called in, amelia’s injury was treated and lucia was pulled away
into questioning while nurse wilson’s body was being taken away with a stretcher. every camper
was out to watch the scene, murmuring to themselves.



 

“you sure there are no grudges between you? any sort of disagreements?” the police asked while he
wrote down whatever lucia says in his small book. lucia, who’s sitting down at the bottom of a
small set of stairs, shook her head as she hugged herself after that fatal incident, 

“no. this was the first time i ever spoke to her.” lucia replied truthfully, she looked at the direction
of amelia who’s staring back at her with the same look of worry in her eyes before looking back at
the cop who’s humming at the response the girl gave.

 

“hm, well. seems like the trauma caught up to her.” the cop concluded, clapping his notebook close
with his pen placed in the spine as he crossed his arms, staring at lucia’s confused expression until
amelia jogged back to her side after hearing what he said.

 

“what trauma?” she immediately asked.

 

“you know, the massacre of ‘69.” amelia’s eyes widened when she heard that oh so familiar year.

 

“amanda was the last survivor. it’s no doubt she still had some nightmares about it and went crazy.”
the cop replied nonchalantly, shrugging it off as nothing while the two- mostly amelia ponders
about that new information.

 

so the massacre of ‘69 was real yet how come there’s no recorded news about it, no newspapers
exaggerating the true story? is it really only the cops who knew about this but why? why keep it
from the masses?

 

as amelia and lucia watched nurse wilson’s stuff getting carried out by the camp leaders after she
was loaded up to the back of the ambulance with the first responders trying to make her regain
some consciousness through ventilators.

 

“what’s going to happen to her?” amelia asked but the cop just shrugged.

 

“don’t know. probably in a rehab to fix her but just don’t think about it much and enjoy your
summer.” the cop tipped his hat to the girls before walking away, taking out his walkie talkie to
inform the other cops of the very little entail he got but it’s enough for them to start packing up and
head back with amanda wilson in tow.



 

then, stephanie stormed up in front of them with a deep frown on her face as she glared at the two
with such great animosity in her eyes. “i don’t know what you did to my mother but i’m going to
make you pay.” she threatened through her gritted teeth, she narrowed her eyes at lucia who said
nothing and just stared back before she walked off with her lankies giving them the same look.

 

huffing, lucia discarded what she just said and turned her attention to amelia. tilting her head to
look at amelia’s dreary expression, she draped her arm over her shoulder and pulled her in close as
she rubbed her arm for comfort.

 

“hey, ignore what she said. she isn’t going to do anything to you while i’m here.” she gave
reassurance as her hold on amelia tightens, she looked out in the open to see people staring at them
with undecipherable looks before turning away after being spotted. 

“everything is gonna be okay. he said she got into a phase, she’s gonna be alright.”

 

amelia doesn’t seem to be convinced with that, “are you sure?” she asked as she placed her head
onto lucia’s shoulder, her hand slowly rubbing her bandaged wrist.

 

“there’s nothing about what happened in ‘69 and the one who knows about it doesn’t remember.”
she added, feeling as she lost her only chance of ever knowing what happened at the night of the
massacre. lucia said nothing and just listened, giving the blight the needed comfort in this incident.

 

despite many questions circulating in her head, there’s only one question that remained prominent
in amelia’s head.

 

“just what happened back there?”

 

later that night, amelia insisted they don’t join everyone in the mess hall for dinner as she doesn’t
want those judgeful eyes looking at them in all directions. she and lucia just got their own trays of
food and sought temporary peace on the shores of the lake, watching the surface shine from the full
moonlight above while they ate in silence. the only noise was the mess hall behind them.

 

as lucia munched on her half corn, she glanced over to amelia who barely even touched her food
and just stared off in the distance. aimless. “are you okay?” she softly asked even though she knew



the answer already but she just wanted to make sure.

 

then, amelia turned her head to look at lucia directly in the eyes with her gaze showing desperation.
“is there really nothing you remember?” she asked the same question that’s always getting asked
and the answer will always be the same but amelia hoped whoever was up there to heed her for a
change. “not even your last name?”

 

softly sighing as lucia stared back at amelia woefully, “i’m sorry but i don’t remember anything till
now.” she replied, just like how amelia anticipated it.

 

there was once again silence between them with not many words being uttered to each other and
they don't know how else they’ll continue a conversation.

 

after lucia finished her meal, she stood up and took off her shirt to toss to the side, rolled up her
pants and looked over to amelia once again whose face was red, confused as to why she’s suddenly
striping, “care for a dip?” she offered with her hand extended for the blight to take though she can
quick to decline.

 

“i almost drowned there so no thanks.”

 

lucia rolled her eyes, she jumped into the water without hesitation that made some of the water
splash onto amelia. she waved her wet arms off to dry she used to protect herself and watched lucia
spring up to the surface. 

 

“come on! the water’s great!” lucia beckoned as she turned over her back and began floating with
ease like a sea otter with her hands slowly propelling her to the direction she wanted to go.

 

“nope.” amelia still refused to step into that water after what happened. it gave her a sort of fear
that she just doesn’t want to seep her foot into there. luckily, lucia didn’t push and just continued
drifting as a raft, enjoying the cold temperatures while she stared up to the star filled night sky.

 

“i can see a walrus if you connect that one to that star over there.” lucia said, pointing up to the sky
as she looked amelia, trying to see if she saw what she saw but all the blight sees were scattered
burning bots in the sky that’s lightyears away.



 

with her head shaking, amelia said “you’re really cute,” lucia’s eyes widened when those words
entered her ears, she lost her balance on her little self raft. all the while amelia watched her “but
stupid.” she added with a giggle, her cheeks turned rosy as lucia regained her flamboyance and
stared at amelia as her own face tinted rose.

 

“isn’t that part of the appeal?” lucia said ever so snarkily, a grin coming on her face as she drew
closer to the shower with her arms placed on the dry land. amelia giggled at that once again with
her eyes rolling, “in your dreams.”

 

they stared into each other’s eyes, telling something so vivid yet neither of them took the initiative.
a bubbling feeling was surfacing in amelia’s stomach that has grown bigger, more heated and
agitated like she’s going to explode if she doesn’t address it already but how? amelia never
confronts her feelings for anyone she likes but she wants to change that tonight.

 

“do you ever wonder why it’s called eclipse lake?” lucia asked, breaking amelia out of her thoughts
and scoffed. 

“does it have an overarching mythos created by the dumb people from the 1600’s?” she quipped
with her brow raised though lucia shook her head and pulled herself closer to the shore with both
girls’ space <i>just</i> there to be visible. “it’s something more simple.” she said before clearing
her throat in foretelling a tale long long ago.

 

“there were two lovers that always met up in the lake, this was the place they loved and found each
other. the two would dance the night away without any worries but being on both opposite sides of
land, good things don’t last long. one night, one of the lovers arrived at the lake only to see their
lover hadn’t arrived until a total solar eclipse happened.”

 

amelia was intrigued by the story, she asked “what happens next?” as she wanted to know more,
drawing closer to lucia to show her interest though she was only given a shrug as a response.

 

“don’t know but i think it’s best to leave it at that.” lucia said, satisfied with it but she also forgot
the remainder for the story. it’s been not to admit it as she watched amelia lean back onto her arms
planted behind her with the sight of a displeased look on her face.

 

“no it’s not. we should know what happened to their lover and not just end it right there.” amelia
rebuked, feeling a little too passionate about a myth but she just couldn’t help herself with it when



the story was good and it got her hooked. but unfortunately, she may never know it’s end. “i hate
cliffhangers.”

 

lucia only chuckled as she tilted her head to the side, keeping her eyes on amelia who did the same.
she stared into the girl’s red eyes she doesn’t get enough of and she wishes this is the only thing
she’ll ever look at for eternity. “but to be real, you’re really cool to have around, you know?”

 

lucia was caught off guard by that sudden statement, “oh?”

 

amelia laughed to herself as she can’t believe she’s admitting but she needs to resolve the bubbling
feeling in her stomach, “i feel free for once without anything related to my family holding me back
to do something shitty and..” she said, her eyes averting to look at place else other than lucia to
hide her embarrassed red face despite her already seeing it.

 

the blight squeezed her eyes tight as she took a deep breath in and prayed for the ones above to not
embarrass her further than she already is, “i like you.” amelia blurted out with as much confidence
she could muster within and didn’t open her eyes just yet as she waited for something to happen.

 

just say something.

 

amelia was starting to doubt that this was a mistake until she heard something pull out of the water
with a hard splash before her and something was dripping on her thighs, making her slowly flutter
her eyes open to be met with those reddish hazel eyes. holding the same things her heart and body
wanted to say in a long time.

 

“i like you too.”

 

then, lucia closed the space between them with a kiss to which amelia didn’t need to think twice in
reciprocating. one of her hands behind her wrapped around lucia’s neck, entangling her fingers in
her wet curls as the emotions she once held turned into a bottle of molotov. searing and explosive
yet amelia wanted more.

 

she wanted it all.

 



lucia pushed her body against amelia, about to push her back to fall onto the grass but amelia
pushed her away and pressed her finger onto her lips. hushing her. “let’s take this somewhere else.”
she whispered with a grin etching across her face and lucia easily understood where she’s going.

 

standing up, she easily scooped the blight off the ground making her yelp and began heading back
to their shared cabin.

 

once they got there, they made sure to lock the door before lucia dropped amelia to the bed as they
both giggled, getting whipped of what’s to come. she watched lucia crawl on the bed, approaching
her like she’s her prey tonight. amelia wrapped both of her arms around her neck as she was pushed
down to the pillows, they closed their space with another kiss.

 

this time, it was more heated, passionate as she lowly moaned at the kiss. they indulged in it with
their hands wildly roaming around their bodies, amelia rubbing lucia’s hard abdomen as she gasps
in the kiss at the feeling of lucia’s big hands slip inside her shirt and grasp her bra’d tits.

 

as they ran out of air, forcing them to pull away, both lovers stared at each other with love and lust
in their eyes. “i love you.” amelia whispered with pure sincerity in her tone, her hands kneading
lucia’s head as she watched a smile come on her face.

 

“i love you too.” lucia reciprocated the same words but it sent waves upon waves of pleasure
throughout her body that made her stomach feel giddy and her smile became unwavering.

 

lucia leaned down once again, going for amelia’s neck as she started placing heated kisses on her
flesh. soft, breathy groans and moans with her upper body slightly arching to get more of those
kisses, then, she gasped once again when lucia easily tore her shirt off to expose her well developed
breasts being contained by her smooth black bra.

 

“you’ll pay for that.” amelia growled as she narrowed her eyes at lucia who only nonchalantly
rolled her eyes as she went down to her bountiful breasts with a devilish smirk on her face.

 

“don’t hope on that.” she said with a chuckle before ripping the bra off without falter, lucia dropped
both clothing to the floor and leaned down to take out of amelia’s hardened nipples with her eyes
fixated on her golden eyes having lust seep into her hues. watching her already red face get redder
as she began sucking, her other hand kept the vacant one in company.

 



“lucia..” amelia trembled from the cold yet warm sensation wrapping around her sensitive nipples,
feeling lucia’s swift tongue roll around and play like she’s using her as a pacifier while continuing
to take in more roughly. seemingly like a hungry toddler sucking the hell out of her mother’s
breasts to get an ounce of milk.

 

biting her lip, amelia also feels something hard grinding against her left thigh as she slowly opens
her legs to let lucia in. her hands gripped onto her slow drying hair, bucking her back for her to take
more as her moans grew louder without any shame holding her back. “oh fuck, lucia.. i love you.”

 

lucia hummed at that, she slowly fluttered her eyes close to indulge into this while amelia kneaded
her head, she continued to grind on her clothed cunt now that she gained access. then, she felt the
same hands move down to her back to unclip her bra, letting the straps fall down her shoulders and
tossed it off the bed.

 

“see. could’ve done that instead.” amelia said through her breathy exhales, lucia opened her eyes
though half lid as she was intoxicated by the lust wafting through the air. a pop was heard, making
amelia whimper with her grip on the bed sheets tightening for a quick second and watched lucia’s
frame loom over her, completely covering her from the light above.

 

“are you really still mad over a piece of cloth?” lucia mocked, amelia only narrowed her eyes and
stuck out her tongue but that didn’t last long when lucia thrusts hard against her clothed pussy,
making the blight let out a sudden pleasured yelp.

 

“how cute.”

 

amelia bit her lip, her breathing turned heavy as her body quivered from that sudden surge of
pleasure she wasn’t prepared for, the feeling of lucia’s erected cock against her was doing
something to her. she wants more of her. “i- lucia please..” she shuddered, not wanting to wait
anymore if lucia was going to do her like this.

 

lucia raised a brow, “please what?” she asked in a singsong manner, she gripped amelia’s milky
thighs to place onto her shoulders with both of their crotches just one scooch away but she didn’t
move and just watched amelia suffer from this small space that could easily disappear.

 

“just do it..” amelia muttered under her breath, trying to move closer to lucia but she didn’t let her
even move a muscle. her whimper grew louder and needier much to lucia’s amusement, enjoying
seeing the blight struggle to achieve what she wanted even though the only words she needed to



utter were simple enough. 

“hm? mind elaborating, princesa?” lucia beckoned, wanting amelia to say it already but being a
blight that she is. she kept her lips sealed tight.

 

“escupirlo.” lucia’s voice suddenly became deeper and almost threatening that it send shivers down
the blight’s spine, she wants to hear more of that roll out of her smooth tongue. without much of a
choice, amelia squeezed her eyes shut with her grip on her bed sheets tightened once again before
blurting out the words;

 

“please fuck me, lucia!!”

 

amelia kept her eyes sealed as she waited for something to happen, not wanting to see lucia’s
annoying face to embarrass her. then, she flinched slightly when she felt a rough yet gentle hand
caress her cheek that encouraged her to slowly open her eyes to be met with the same eyes that
gave her immediate comfort as a smile appeared on her face.

 

“tu deseo es mi comando.” lucia cooed before completely pulling her pants down along with her
boxers to reveal her large erected cock out in the open air, prepared to demolish her tonight.

 

amelia gulped at the sight of it, she couldn’t take her eyes off it’s thick veins bulging around it, she
didn’t even notice that lucia took off her pants until a finger was snapped in front of her eyes to
bring her back to earth with a tomato face.

 

she watched as her lover aligned herself to her exposed, wet cunt though she didn’t move any
further than that yet.

 

lucia looked up to amelia’s slightly anxious face while she kept her eyes on the dick, she continued
to caress her cheeks for the blight to not resist in leaning into her warm touches like a feline.

 

“just relax for me, hermosa and everything will be okay.” lucia reassured in a soft tone.

 

amelia stared into her eyes and she couldn’t help but let her body relax under lucia as she took a
deep breath in. amelia repeated herself a mantra inside her brain before looking at her right in the



eyes to give her a nod of green light.

 

lucia leaned down to place a kiss on her lover's forehead that moved down to her sweet lips once
again, amelia kissed back with her arms wrapping around her again.

 

distracting her from the feeling of lucia's tip grazing on her sopping wet lips, though it was proven
difficult as amelia gasped in pleasure from the contact alone.

 

lucia continued to give her kisses all around her face and neck as she began to push herself once
she aligned herself. the blight bit her tongue with her hands gripped on her shoulder that gradually
grew tighter.

 

amelia can feel her walls getting stretched for the first time, her breathing hitched and her body
progressively turned weaker the more girth entered her snatch to accommodate it. 

“ah- fuck.. lucia..” amelia buried her face in lucia's neck, trying her best to adjust while she's going
in at a sluggish pace. lucia lightly hushed her, she closed the space between once again with another
kiss.

 

when everything was inside, lucia laid still for amelia to take this time to adjust. biting the insides
of her lip from the sensation of her hot, pulsating walls encasing her cock and she just wants to start
ramming the blight to be hers.

 

but she didn't.

 

amelia lets out a shaky exhale right into lucia's ear, making her shudder, as she thinks she got used
to the girth. "i- i'm okay now." she whispered and lucia only nodded in response.

 

lucia lifted herself up to watch her hips slowly pull back then go back in, watching it be consumed
by the blight's tight cunt with her breathy moans filling her ears.

 

turning her gaze up to look at her flustered face, her eyes staring up at the ceiling aimlessly as
ripples of pleasure began to wash over.



 

it made lucia smirk.

 

"kinda hard to believe this is your first time." lucia said as she brushed the stray hairs off amelia's
face to let her shine under the ceiling light. she got lost into those golden eyes once again, she
instantly fell for those treasures of gold and she knows she's on top of the world whenever she's
with this woman. 

 

money was never on her mind. it was never the wealth of a blight that allured her to amelia. it's
something stronger than printed papers that goes well beyond life and death.

 

everything became vivid when amelia appeared before her in that door. she can see everything now
that she's with amelia.

 

"shut up and fuck me, stud." amelia spat as she latched her hands back onto her head to grip her
locks of hair. pulling her down closer for their hot breaths to hit each other's faces.

 

lucia chuckled, licking the drool rolling off the side of amelia's mouth and whispered "so bossy."

 

then, lucia began to pick up her speed with their bed now rocking along amelia's body as her moans
grew louder. her grasp on lucia's hair made her think she's going to rip it out her scalp but she kept
going.

 

it felt like a voltage of euphoria coursed through the lovers' bodies the faster, the harder lucia goes.
amelia rolled her head back with her mouth completely agar, more drool rolled down the sides out
her mouth with her body submitting to the bliss.

 

"i love you! oh god- i love you so much!" amelia screamed with her hips trying to match lucia's
rigorous thrusts but she was halted by lucia grabbing her hips and roughly slammed into her,
making her cry out in bliss.

 

her heavy balls repeatedly clapped her ass, mixing along with the noise of the rickety old bed. lucia
noticed how clean amelia’s neck looked and she went ahead to gladly change that, she leaned down



towards her neck once again and sank her teeth into her flesh firm yet not too hard to make her
bleed.

 

"te amo, mi princesa!" lucia moaned back, her teeth clenched tightly and head rolling back. she
glanced down at amelia, seeing her breasts wildly bounce around at each ramming and her golden
hues now entirely consumed by lust.

 

the atmosphere between them smells like a sweet line of drugs, hooking them in without any
escape- it's not like they want to escape their dream world.

 

they want to stay in this bliss forever.

 

then, something began to swell amelia’s stomach that’s growing harder and harder for her to hold
back, the strong thrusts her lover gives doesn’t help that she feels like she’s going to explode.
"lucia.. lucia, i think i'm- aaahh!!" but before she could even finish her sentence, she came hard
onto lucia’s cock with her thighs convulsing for a mere second as her spews coaxs it.

 

lucia clenched her teeth tightly as she squeezed her eyes, trying to hold herself from coming inside
and attempted to pull out but the grip on her hair prevented her, losing precious time until- 

 

"shit! amelia!!" lucia howled in utter pleasure as she plunged her cock inside the blight one last
time, letting her warm spurts of cum fill up amelia’s walls to be gummed up and letting their cums
mix with each other as the feeling alone sent them to the gates of heaven.

 

once lucia pulled, amelia shuddered from the sensation of their excessive cums leaking out of her
used pussy and with her tiredness of their first time, she was easily lulled to sleep. leaving lucia to
slowly return back to earth and realise what she had done.

 

"oh fuck."

 

but they can’t do anything about it now when it’s already done. lucia sighed deeply as she combed
her hair back, she leaned over to the nightstand to grab a few tissues to clean up amelia’s leaking
pussy. she looked up to the nearby window that’s been shone by moonlight and the camp was
relatively silent after their session.



 

carefully, lucia got out of bed as she neatly placed the covers on her body and planted a sweet kiss
on her forehead. “i’ll come back for you.” she whispered to her lover.

 

-----

 

swift and silent.

 

it’s open.

 

the moonlight continued to shine bright in the now barren canvas named as the night sky, only
leaving the poor moon by itself once again as the stars drifted away. the light provided was enough
to have leisure walks around, the lake from afar was cold yet welcoming for another dip in it’s deep
waters.

 

the sound of a slow creaking door opening was heard yet it disturbed no one. light footsteps
stepped on the old wooden floorboards that have been replaced and refurbished over the decades
though it fails to erase what truly happened in the night like this.

 

walking over to the nearest bunk beds out of the four, it held one sleeping child on the bottom and
another at the top. all of them slept soundly without noticing a giant shadow looming over their
bodies. one managed to slowly wake up though, they slowly sat up from their bed with their hands
rubbing their stingy eyes as they yawned.

 

through their grogginess, they stared at the shadow with their head tilting to the side as they tried to
make out who was in front of them. all the while, the shadow just stood there and watched the little
boy figure out who they were until uttering an innocent guess; “peter pan?”

 

“wrong.” the figure bellowed as they raised their hand above their head, the little boy didn’t know
what they were holding for a split second until the moonlight shone upon the curved blade with
jagged razors as teeth. the little boy’s eyes widened. he stared into those eyes he didn’t know but he
trusted stared down at him without a hint of emotion.

 



he trusted these eyes as they were older. stronger. more knowledgeable than him but what did he do
to deserve this? 

was it a little mishap from hide and seek? but then again, they weren’t there.

 

and the last thing the boy saw was those eyes that’ll forever be ingrained in his brain with the blade
being brought down in one brisk motion as he screamed; “MAMA!!!”

 

but it was abruptly cut off.

 

-----

 

amelia snapped awoke from the echoing sound of something howling in pain in the winds, she
sprang upright with the covers quickly slipping down to expose her bare torso though she didn’t
mind it too much as she looked around the camp. trying to make sense of her surroundings while
her left hand was aimlessly patting her bedside.

 

once her vision was clear, amelia turned to the side as she expected her lover would be there,
sleeping next to her. “lucia-” but she didn’t see her there.

 

confused, amelia slipped out of bed and grabbed all of the clothes that would fit her for now, she
opened her drawer to take out a flashlight and headed out of the cabin to look for her lover or might
as well see what caused that noise that was so loud that it might as well be right next to her ear.

 

amelia made her way to the mess hall first, figuring lucia just went off to steal some hidden stash in
the kitchen but once she entered the establishment, amelia almost dropped her flashlight.

 

her eyes grew wide as she stared at the horror that welcomed her so warmly in the mess hall floors,
big pools of blood were seen with marks of something being dragged and she can easily guess it
was the dead bodies of children scattered around with their faces looking like it was mauled like a
coyote, some of their limbs chopped off to be toyed with the rest of their bodies.

 

some arms and legs were shoved in places where it shouldn't be, teeth replaced by fingers and toes
while the teeths itself were punctured through their skin like acupuncture.



 

whoever did this had a sick, twisted fun doing this. just the thought of it made amelia want to hurl
but she pushed it back and turned around to leave, wanting to find lucia first as she doesn’t want to
leave her behind. before she could even take the first time, the sound of pots and pans clattering
against each other were heard, making amelia quickly turn off her flashlight as she sought to hide in
the darkness.

heavy footsteps loudly made a thumping noise against the old wood, the blight tightly gripped her
flashlight while she covered her mouth to stop herself from breathing too loudly. she listened to the
continuing footsteps that got close with each passing second until it suddenly stopped.

 

right behind her.

 

amelia closed her eyes as she internally prayed to not meet her demise so early, she clenched her
flashlight even tighter- threatening to snap it in half. she waited for what felt like an hour had
already passed when it’s only been a minute until they resumed moving again. the steps growing
fainter and further by the second.

 

much to amelia’s relief but she didn’t celebrate too early as she listened to the killer’s footsteps
outside till only the deafening silence filled her ears. slowly, she peered her head out of the long
table to check if the coast was really clear before rushing past the dead bodies to head for the
kitchen.

 

amelia had to watch her stomach as she hopped and went over the victim’s mutilated bodies that
she passed until she rounded a corner where the sacked and canned foods were placed. tears welled
up in her eyes, “hunter!” she went over hunter’s side who’s applying much pressure on his
wounded chest, despite his best efforts of wrapping it up, he already lost too much blood as the cut
was so deep.

“fucking hell..” hunter hissed under his breath, gritting his teeth as he leaned back to the cold hard
cemented wall, tilting his head up to look at the dimly lit ceiling that’s caked in dust and cobwebs.

 

he took in deep breaths in an attempt to stabilize himself, “didn’t think it’d be this way, huh?” the
light chuckle he gave resulted in him spitting out more blood that stained his clothing, splattering
some onto amelia as well.



 

“wh- what- who did this?!” the blight asked through the tears now streaming down her face, she
tried to stop it as she roughly wiped the cold tears away but it’s no use. she wanted to do something
to stop the bleeding in some way but she knows there’s nothing.

 

“god- i need to call the police.” amelia stood up and was about to run for the nearest phone lines to
call for help but hunter managed to catch her wrist, his weak arm tried to pull her back down but he
simply couldn’t.

 

“it’s no use. she sabotaged the lines. there’s nothing for us, for you to do but to run.” hunter said,
his breathing turned shallow with his hold on amelia’s wrist shaking and losing his grip. 

 

“she? who’s she?” amelia asked, hoping she’d get a speck of idea of who this killer might be but it
was too late. 

“hunter?” amelia stared at hunter wittebane’s lifeless body sitting motionlessly on the ground with
a pool of blood ever so growing under him, the sound of his hand dropping on the cold dirty
concrete floor created a hard thud as she stared into those soulless crimson eyes that looked back at
her. his mouth was agape, wanting to tell her the dire detail of who was the killer until death
snatched him away far too early as blood slowly dripped down the sides of his mouth.

 

his face never looked so pale under the warm old yellowing light.

 

the stare alone made amelia want to look away immediately.

 

amelia sucked in sobs and hard cries as she clenched her teeth and flashlight tightly, she doesn’t
have time to mourn over the loss of the first friend she made in this damned camp as she needs to
tend to herself and the other survivors out of here. in the corner of her eye, she noticed a break
action shotgun right next to hunter.

 

slowly, amelia walked over to it and also saw a set of keys hiding under the straps.

 

she grabbed the straps to see the bloody fingerprints left on the body, there’s a box of shells next to
it that she emptied out to see she got only 6 shots. she has to make that count.



 

the blight loaded 2 shells into the barrels while she placed the others in her pocket, remembering
the small training with her father about their own firearms that she thought she’ll never use and yet
here we are.

 

after amelia cocked the shotgun, she placed the strap on her shoulder and glanced at hunter one last
time before heading out of the stockroom with half confidence in her sleeves.

 

she stepped out of the mess hall to begin looking for survivors while being careful where the killer
would be lurking, she checked every cabin that was now painted in blood with the bodies of
campers.

 

amelia made sure to check every crevice while being as quick as possible till she reached the last
cabin. silently opening the low creaking door, she slipped inside and waved her flashlight around to
spot any survivors.

 

"kids? are you here?" amelia called in a whisper as she slowly made her way to the middle of the
cabin until a little girl suddenly popped her head out of the restroom door, surprising amelia but
was quick to be washed over by temporary jubilation.

 

"miss blight?" the little said, seemingly in disbelief that the familiar name made the rest of the
remaining children come out of their hiding place.

 

amelia's heart breaks at the sight of some of their faces being smeared with blood accompanied by
dried stains of tears but she didn't pay attention to that as she knelt down for the kids to quickly
come to her.

 

"thank god you're safe." she sighed in relief, hugging them close just to give each other the hugs
they needed right now but that didn't last too long as amelia pulled away to see the rather small
numbers.

 

"is this everyone?" she asked and the kids exchanged uncertain gazes with each other.

 



"we're not sure, miss blight. our friends might still be out there with the boogeyman!" one of the
kids said as their eyes began to turn glossy but amelia was quick to calm them down.

 

"hey hey, i'm going to make sure the boogeyman doesn't get you, okay? that's a blight's promise."
amelia swore it with the entirety of her being and wiped the stray tear that managed to escape.

 

"who's the oldest one here?” she asked, looking at every single child before and only one raised
their hand which was enough amelia to wave them over to come up front.

 

"here." amelia grabbed one of the kid's hands and handed them hunter's car keys, she knows what it
looks like as he showed it before.

 

"take the others and look for a red nissan sentra just outside the entrance, it's automatic." amelia
ordered the kid, she knows this is a big responsibility to carry out but neither of them have a choice
here.

 

she closed the kid's hand and looked them directly in the eyes. seeing their bubbling fear within but
she kept up a strong gaze.

 

"when i don't come back in 10 minutes, drive as far away as you can back to the city."

 

"do you understand?" amelia asked, there was desperation and anxiety in her voice but she didn't let
that be heard by the children as she gave them a reassuring smile.

 

the leader kid looked down at their closed fist where the car keys were held, they tightened their
grip on it and returned a nod to the blight.

 

amelia returned a nod, she silently took a deep breath in and stood up with the kid waiting for the
next course of action. "i'll make a distraction while you sneak out." she said and the kids
immediately nodded in response as she turned around to face the door.

 

but before she could even walk her way to the door, it suddenly busted open with the door being
snapped off its hinges as it flew to the side. almost tipping a 150-200 pound bunk bed.



 

a tall, lean, black clothed figure entered the cabin with a sickle coated in various victims' blood.
amelia glared at the thing as she aimed her shotgun at them, the kids were hiding in horror behind
her but she can't risk them getting hurt in this.

 

"run to the backdoor!" amelia commanded, to which the leader didn't hesitate to follow. they took
everyone to head for the backdoor and out of here. leaving amelia with the killer who just stood
there, motionless without uttering a word.

 

she can't figure out what they look like when they're out of the light but amelia wasn't going to play
this bullshit anymore.

 

“who the fuck are you?!” she exclaimed as she aimed her gun even higher. only to earn a low
chuckle that rang familiar to amelia but she didn't lower her guard.

 

she watched the tip of their bloodied shoes come into the light followed by their lower half, torso
and..

“three guesses.”

 

"lucia..?" amelia was in complete shock at the person she saw before her.

 

"oh looks like we have a winner tonight!” lucia spoke as if they’re in some kind of game show,
“congratulations." but amelia wasn’t playing around, her mind was racing to find one good reason
why someone like lucia would do this horrendous thing though nothing came up than a blank
space.

 

"why did you do this?!" amelia screamed at her lover as tears began to well up in her eyes, lucia
just stared blankly at her with her gaze already telling the answer but the blight didn’t understand or
she just didn’t want to listen to a murderer. either way, amela doesn’t feel comfort in those glaring
eyes anymore. 

 

"it's for the family, ames. i thought you understood." lucia simply replied, those words brought back
the memories of odalia saying that to amelia that made her tense up with her breathing hitching but



amelia shook it off as she continued to glare at the killer, her finger inching closer to pull the hard
trigger.

 

"fuck you!" amelia finally fired her shotgun at lucia, point blank on the face, making her stumble
back. as her ears painfully ringed but it wasn’t as intense back in the lake as it wavered out seconds
later, she watched the smoke from the blast slow disperse to reveal lucia was still standing even
though half of her face was blown off.

 

all it did was expose the black pulsating mass within, her blown off right eye popped back out from
the mass to give the blight a side glance as the rest of her flesh regenerated itself in inhumane
speeds to revert to lucia’s original face.

 

lucia clicked her tongue as she shook her head, disappointed. “that wasn’t even nice.” she said
before charging at amelia who barely dodged her first swing of her blade, she can’t waste her
bullets if the result is that freaky thing. just what is lucia?

 

though the answer may need to come later as lucia tried to grab amelia by the shirt but she was
quick to deflect it with her shotgun. she kept her eyes on her while she silently took out an extra
round while they slowly circled each other like two predators and the role of prey was yet to be
decided.

 

lucia bumped over a nightstand that held a lamp and a portable radio that turned itself on after
hitting the ground. it crackled as it tried to catch a good signal until it settled to one station that
began playing an old tune.

 

with the blade raised over her head, amelia shot off lucia’s arm before she could land another strike
and rushed towards her to kick the sickle out of her reach as she loaded up the single round she
took out but lucia caught amelia by the hair, raised her up as she screamed from the stinging pain
from her hair getting roughly pulled.

 

amelia thrashed around to be let go, though she was pulled close to her face as she whispered “you
really wanna know who i am, babe?” she glared at the thing she thought was her lover with a sick,
twisted smile adorn on her face, she only felt sick just by looking at her. 

“eat shit!” the blight shoved the barrel into lucia’s mouth, making sure it stuck in the back of her
mouth before cocking it and pulling the trigger once again. the blast blew off her entire jaw with

https://youtu.be/d0lgswGOgrs


the bullet flying out of the back of her head, warm blood splattered across the blight’s face but she
was unfazed by it.

 

why would she feel remorse for something that isn’t alive.

 

the grip on her hair loosened for her to be dropped down and make a run for it while lucia was
stalled with her face healing once again.

 

amelia could hear lucia’s gurgle scream of her name behind her but she ignored all of it as she
continued to run for the entrance gate, her hands haphazardly taking out two rounds to load in the
barrels, leaving one bullet to spare in her pocket.

 

she made her way to the gate but she wasn’t paying attention to the time had already past and
slowly stopped running with her final steps kicked the small pebbles forward as she watched the
nissan sentra drive away on the dirt road that would lead them back to bonesborough.

 

swallowing a large lump in her throat, the realisation of her not having anything to get away from
here hits her like a freight train.

 

amelia shook that thought out of her head as she knows there’s other vehicles she could use. there
has to be. her eyes frantically darted around the dark woods as her flashlight shines on it, praying
she’d spot a motor, just anything that gets her 60 miles away from here.

 

then, she spotted a silver honda GB500 just barely seen from her view, without hesitation, amelia
ran towards the motorcycle. it’s not the brand she’d usually ride but she’s confident she can start
this up without the keys, amelia settled the flashlight beside her as she took off the headlights to
expose the motor’s internal wires.

 

amelia grabbed both wires that’s used to start the motor with the key, she turned the receiver plug
above the light and saw multiple combinations of colors. with the things her father taught her
coming back since she was his outlet of knowledge before edric came, she knows what she needs to
do.

 

she took out her hairpin and carefully inserted it in one of the holes to jumpstart the motor. waiting
for a few seconds until she saw a light appear above, amelia sprung up to her feet to see her guess



worked. she didn’t waste any more time than hopping onto the motor, she kicked off the brake
pedal and turned the front to the right to begin riding out of her.

 

once the bike was picking up speed, the rapid sound of footsteps against the rocky ground made
amelia’s adrenaline spike once more and attempted to go into instant maximum speed but
somehow- for the love of god, lucia managed to catch up and pulled amelia off the bike.

 

the force of the tug flung her back to the entrance of the camp, her back slammed hard against the
wooden wall that knocked the air out of her lungs.

 

the now rogue motor was sent to a frenzied drive across the dirt road until it rammed itself into a
tree, it’s front light flickered for a few moments until it sputtered out. “no..” amelia croaked out
under her breath, she squeezed her eyes as she forced herself up despite her aching back that might
as well be broken.

 

the shotgun was still strapped around her, she doesn’t have time to go back for her flashlight when
she knows lucia is just right behind her. tears rolled down her face as she couldn’t hold it back
anymore, amelia wanted to run as fast as she can but lucia caught her with her arms tightly wrapped
around her waist.

 

“no! no, let me go!!” amelia screamed at the top of her lungs as she thrashed around under lucia’s
hold but she was kept there with lucia’s chin resting on her shoulder.

 

“please..” amelia stopped for a moment as a fragile ‘please’ entered her ears, she glanced at lucia in
the corner of her eyes to see tears also rolling down her face with open wounds left untreated but
instead of blood coming out. it was just a hollow, socket hole of nothing.

 

“just come with me and everything will be perfect, i promise!” lucia sounded so desperate that
made amelia wonder what she meant by that though she doesn’t plan to stick around with someone
who didn’t hesitate to mutilate those bodies. she can feel her bared body covered in blood staining
the back of her shirt and it irks her. 

“fuck you!!” 

 

as if a switched was flipped, amelia’s back was slammed onto the ground once again that made her
scream in agony and she began pushing lucia off her. her eyes widened when lucia brought down



her sickle to slice amelia’s face but she was swift to use her shotgun to block.

 

it became a game of strength as they pushed their weight onto their weapons and with one slip up
would end fatality.

 

“you saw her, didn’t you?!” lucia shouted, her hues intensely glaring at amelia as she poured all of
her strength to overpower amelia but she’s holding up. though how long would that last?

 

“i met her too.” amelia doesn’t know what the hell lucia is saying but she didn’t bother to listen to it
as she needs to think of another way to get herself out of here than be stuck until her arms gave in.
“she was just saying hi to you and i know why her lover didn’t come to the lake.” lucia continued
with a crazed laugh escaping her throat and added more pressure for amelia to struggle as her arms
began trembling violently.

 

she can’t hold it up anymore.

 

“you say you didn’t like cliffhangers. i’ll give you an ending.” a malignant smirk came on lucia’s
face as she tilted her blade in a certain angle, making the tip hover on amelia’s neck and she added
more pressure for the tip to begin burning the blight’s flesh. slowly sinking deeper and deeper with
blood started to trickle out, amelia shrieked in searing pain but she bit her up and glared at lucia
who’s obviously blissed at the sight of crimson.

 

amelia could only think of one option presented in her panicking mind; it’s risky but she has to do
it. she raised her knee to give a hard kick on lucia’s groin, it made her wince though it wasn’t
enough to make her curl like how a normal person would react but it lightened the pressure just
enough for amelia to pump her shotgun and fired at lucia’s face once again, letting her bits of rotten
flesh and black mass come on her face.

 

disgusted, amelia pushed lucia off her that caused the blade to slice on her neck and quickly stood
up to run, nearly dodging lucia’s hand trying to catch her. “i’m getting sick of this, amelia!” lucia
roared as her face was crudely morphing, as if something was threatening to come out of the rotten
mass.

 

her hand pressed on her wound, hissing as it hurt like a bitch but she sucked it up. reassuring
herself there’s some bandages to spare and ran for the camp leaders’ cabin for a temporary shelter
while lucia was regenerating once again as she heard the thing yell behind her “where are you
going now?!”



 

amelia pushed the cabin door open with her shoulder, she halted in her tracks for a second as she
saw the dead bodies on the camp leaders but she ignored it and stepped over them to grab the box
of first aid conveniently laid out in the open, she hid behind a desk before beginning to treat her
wound.

 

amelia leaned back onto the desk as she closed her eyes to catch her breath, her mind began
wandering back to why. why does this have to happen and why does it have to be lucia, she thought
she finally had the sense of normalcy with lucia but everything just have to go to shit like
everything goes.

 

in a cruel irony, amelia began missing her parents as she’d do anything to see them again.

 

she wants to hear her mother sing her that lullaby again when she was a kid as her voice alone
soothes her and whisks her worries of the boogeyman away, or even her scolding. listening to the
sound of her father tickering away at night in the basement to make another product for their
industry to skyrocket that also contributed to why she hasn’t slept much.

 

amelia wants to listen to the twins plotting to screw over someone, she wants to be beside amity as
she tells her stories and worries about everything really.

 

she wants to see her family again but will she?

 

she bit her lip to stop the sobs as more tears streamed down her face with her grip on the gun
tightening. she wants to say that this is all a bad dream. just a nightmare she could easily wake up
on and see that lucia was just sleeping right beside her after their night of passion.

 

then, something struck amelia. with a frown, her gaze lowered to her stomach, remembering that
she didn’t pull out so she’s bound to be pregnant with that monster’s child. amelia doesn’t know
how to feel about that but she isn’t going to let her child near that demon, she’ll protect them no
matter what.

 

she will get out of this no matter what.

 



the sound of a feedback made lucia perk up with half of her face already healed, she slowly stood
up from the bloody grass as she grabbed her sickle once again. a song she doesn’t recognise began
playing and it sounded like it was sang by amelia herself ,  "you know this is stupid." lucia said
loud enough to be heard through the lullaby.

 

she listened to the song carefully as she began determining where it’s originating until her gaze
landed at the camp leaders’ cabin whose door was completely agar. scoffing, lucia entered the cabin
without a doubt in her mind, she stopped for a moment and looked around the suspiciously empty
cabin if she ignored the dead bodies before her.

 

where are you, lucia internally said as she searched for her lover in the room. but all lucia saw was
a voice recorder sitting next to the open intercom, then, the door behind her was slammed shut and
amelia emerged from the desk with a dead look in her eyes as she stared at lucia.

 

there’s no love left in those eyes for her to relish.

 

“you want an ending?” amelia asked in an almost dead tone as she stepped up to the desk,
overlooking the sea of dead bodies and lucia below. “i’ll give you a better ending.”

 

this confused lucia as she narrowed her eyes at her, she took a few steps forward without giving a
shit of her soles stepping on the limbs and heads of the camp leaders. “what are you doing?” she
asked but before she could take another step, the smell of something strong, so pungent that it made
her stop in her tracks and cringed at the odor.

 

lucia looked down the floor covered in a pool of crimson, wondering what could possibly make that
mephitic scent but that had to stall for a second as amelia spoke once again.

 

“you and me,” lucia looked back up to amelia to see her take out a box of matches, her box of
matches and watched her open it to grab one single stick out before closing it. it took a few seconds
until the realisation hits her, amelia struck the stick alight that illuminated her lower face with the
smell of gasoline heightened as it was spread all around the cabin.

 

“amelia!” lucia cried out for her not to do it and charged at her to stop but she was a second too
late.

 

https://youtu.be/BDMmj5WgB8c


“burning in hell.” and with that, amelia dropped the match to the floor.

heat.

 

it came hard and swift as it immediately consumed everything in its vicinity. the things that were
wet evaporated and burned alive, the hellish scene of red and orange danced together in a roaring
blaze with the screams of hell’s choir filled the night.

 

papers burned, metal melted, the flesh of the damned was deliquesced with her screams of mercy
and another chance rippled through the air until the sound of glass breaking ruptured it.

 

amelia threw herself out of the cabin before the fires could get to her, she patted off the small fire
that managed to the ends of her pants and started running. running like a madman in the middle of
the night with a big smile stretched across her face as she knows she’s going to escape this hellish
place.

 

the blight made her way to the gate once more, ignoring the cries behind her as she planned to just
run back to the city and ring up her siblings once she got there. she can already imagine how the
conversation would go into them being groggy as hell to absolute terror, it’d be funny as it helps
amelia to cope.

 

but without her notice, the screams and cries stopped during her momentary bliss.

 

everything is momentary and temporary now as there’s nothing that’s forever. nothing is eternal in
this transient world.

 

just the love between a noceda and a blight.

 

before amelia could even set a foot out of the gate, something sharp entered her body that made her
stop. as if the time had slowed down, amelia turned her gaze down as she watched the curved blade
of the sickle slice through her stomach and left lumbar, letting her entrails spill out with excessive
blood watering the grass below.

 



slowly turned around, amelia saw lucia still standing yet her skin was burnt to a sickening black
char. she shouldn’t be alive but she doesn’t even know what she really is. amelia shakily raised her
shotgun and fired the single bullet left in the barrel, hitting lucia right in the face but she didn’t fall.

 

as she backed up, amelia scurried to take out her one last bullet and loaded it up to place the barrel
in her mouth. she doesn’t want to be killed at the hands of a murderer but she wasn’t even allowed
to do that as lucia swatted the shotgun to shoot the tree over her shoulder instead, wasting her final
bullet.

 

she’s empty.

 

lucia grabbed amelia by the shoulder and plunged the sickle into her stomach once again, blood
spewed out of her mouth as her breathing turned weaker and weaker with each passing second. she
rested her chin on lucia’s shoulder, whispering a coarse “why..”

 

black spots began to appear in her vision but amelia fought to stay awake. for what? she doesn’t
have any choices left anymore, what could she possibly be staying awake for than be greeted by the
darkness she’s getting dragged in.

 

or was she being dragged on the floor?

 

the final thoughts her dying mind could muster was the family she wanted to get away to but in the
end, she wanted to go back to their cold arms than be engulfed in the freezing waters with the slow
wavering surface displayed the dark and empty canvas of the night sky except the full moon
escaping its peak.

 

her ears were clogged in a mumbled silence, the voices in her head were overpowered by her own
with her surroundings turning darker and darker but she continued to stare at the moon.

 

she always wondered as a kid if there really is a rabbit on the moon and it sparked her dream of
flying up to deep space in a cool rocket ship, getting to pet those moon rabbits, hell, even take them
along for the ride as they explore and find new worlds. it’d be awesome.

 

with the once clear waters becoming tainted in red, her eyes fluttering closed as she succumbed to
her extreme wounds. amelia wished the lake wasn’t so cold.
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1930's. boiling isles.

 

the skies were covered in a thick veil of darkness. no stars nor moon was seen. an overwhelming
gush of rain overtook any sound of bar fights in the nearby tavern of tibbles.

 

heavy drops of rain drummed the roofs of the sleeping houses and the metal helmets of strolling
guards with the lightning crackling that illuminated the entire quaint- or, somewhat quaint town.

 

every crackle created a loud boom that could easily be mistaken as a bomb, shaking a few people
awake though they promptly went back to sleep after the reassurance that it was just the lightning.

 

just the rain.

 

sparks of embers twinkled despite the rain, the sounds of something heavy dropping on the ground
was muffled by the puddles of mud and rain.

 

"WOOO!!!”

 

a swift black ford sedan raced through the streets of bonesborough, it's wheels creating massive
splashes onto the puddles.

 



with a big grin etched across her face, lucia popped her head out of the window to see several
emperor's guards' cars getting on a chase behind them.

 

their side passengers shooting their pistols and hoping that one of the bullets managed to hit her.

 

but it only left a few holes on the car.

 

lucia dropped back inside and looked to the side, seeing half of her lover's body out of the car as
she fired several rounds at the guards before going back in to load up her semi automatic shotgun.

 

“how many you got, amor?” lucia asked as she handed amelia her last two boxes of shells with one
half empty.

 

amelia dug her hand onto the box, took out a few rounds to quickly reload before cocking her
firearm as she replied, “just enough.” and started firing once again.

 

her first few shots were amiss due to the lefts and rights they take but she manages to take one
drive down, sending their car into total chaos and flip. amelia got a few of the side passenger
guards, making their bodies comically slip out of the car and tumble across the road.

 

"how's it looking back there?!" amelia heard lucia ask behind her, she retreated back inside the car.
flipping her wild, untamed hair to the side as she shifted in her seat to get comfortable.

 

"didn't even stand a chance." amelia replied, she leaned closer to her and left a soft peck on the
cheek before opening a compartment to take out a map. resting it on her lap while her shotgun was
placed to the side, not minding the chaos happening behind.

 

with amelia busy looking for a road for them to take, lucia took out her own pistol and started firing
out of the window, taking out the remaining people without bothering to look before turning left as
they headed for the outskirts of the city.

 

“take a left to get to the freeway.” amelia said, folding the map back into its original form and
looking up to the rearview mirror to see there’s a few more after them as the sounds of greens



clattering in the backseat, some bills spilling onto the floor. 

“what? no we’re going down route 68.” lucia detests, applying more pressure onto the accelerator.
amelia snapped her head at the noceda with her brow raised in question, “the freeway is a shortcut.”
she reminded as that route always works for their getaways though lucia has a different plan
tonight. 

“yeah but we could lose them in '68! i know my roads, ames!” lucia replied, glancing at her lover in
the corner of her eye. telling her to trust her words as she knows what she’s doing. 

amelia stared at lucia’s reddish eyes for mere seconds before sighing in defeat as they don’t have
time to argue like wives whilst getting pursued. “if you’re wrong i’m going to kill you.” she
sneered, grabbing and loading up her shotgun once again with lucia lightly chuckling.

 

"trust me."

 

then, lucia made a hard bank on the right that led them into the open cold desert with the guards
still after them. amelia frantically looked around the barren vicinity veiled in absolute darkness as
the city lights became further and further behind them- she doesn’t see shit than what’s ahead being
shone by the headlights.

 

“what the hell are you planning, lucia?” amelia asked, looking back over to lucia to see a
determined look on her face as the car was speeding up. even though the sounds of gunshots were
dying down, the blight doesn’t feel any ease by it when she knows lucia is planning something that
may or may not end well for them. 

“just sit tight, love.” lucia did the bare minimum to give comfort to whatever the hell she’s
planning, only sparking the fire of worry and anxiety in amelia.

amelia turned her gaze to the front, seeing nothing but an endless vast sheet of sand and rocks
scattered all throughout the land. though she spotted something up ahead, fast approaching.
“lucia..?” she muttered the noceda’s name under her breath but no response.

when the headlights finally flashed whatever was coming up to them, the blight’s eyes widened as
she realised it was stacks upon stacks of tnt placed on either side of the road.

 

“there’s a fucking tnt!!” amelia exclaimed, she tried to make the car swerve away from seconds of
doom but lucia was stronger than her and pinned her onto the car seat while she continued to drive
full speed ahead.

 



amelia squeezed her eyes tight as she screamed in bloody murder, gripping onto the seat as well
with lucia’s arm. clinging onto dear life. but for a split second, she heard something click.

 

after a few seconds, a massive sound of explosion happened behind them. shocking amelia to snap
her eyes as her whole body rocked from the wave of aftershock, she looked over the back and saw
a massive formed black smoke with embers of flames surrounding it as multiple cars flipped to the
side and some just straight up exploded.

 

clogging her ears with the explosions and lucia’s maniacal laughter.

 

then, the car came to a sudden halt once they’re far enough from the wreckage. lucia cackled to
herself as she happily tapped her hands onto the steering wheel before stepping out of the car to
look at the fire they- no, she caused with a big proud grin on her etched across her face.

 

“you shithead! you could’ve gotten us killed!” amelia yelled as she angrily stepped out of the car,
she got in front of lucia who only returned a smug ass look as she giggled.

 

lucia swiftly scooped her off the ground making her yelp but the blight was silenced as lucia
slammed her lips against hers. amelia, who couldn’t resist, kissed back with her softly cupping her
lover’s cheeks as she tilted her head to deepen it while the fire in front of them continued to roar on
before they pulled away for air.

 

lucia bumped her head against amelia’s with an unwavering smile still on her face, “or get them
killed. it was cool, wasn’t it?” she whispered as she gave a single side glance at the wreck she
created and looked back at her wife, listening to her low hum in thought.

 

amelia clicked her tongue and pushed herself out of lucia’s hold to return her feet on solid ground,
her golden eyes glaring deep into those murderous yet handsome red eyes she fell for.

 

“how did you even set this up?” she asked as she crossed her arms but lucia just shrugged with her
stuffing her hands into her pockets. 

“well, i didn’t do this all on my own.” she simply replied which raises more questions than
answers, really and lucia knows that. 

“wanna grab a drink? i know a place nearby.” lucia deviated from the subject, she walked over to
the front passenger seat with amelia following close behind her and opened the door for her.



 

“you still haven’t answered my question.” amelia said blankly, she watched lucia offer the open
seat to get in but she didn’t budge from her place.

 

“i’ll answer it on the way.”

 

the two wives stared at each other for a long time, as if having a silent staring contest that amelia
lost to, making her let out an irritating sigh and plop back inside the car for lucia to finally slam the
door shut. she hopped inside the driver’s seat, kickstarting the car once again before doing a full
turn around and drove past the fiery display to head for another location after their success.

 

they also could’ve sworn they heard pained screams within the flames.

 

once lucia pulled up the car, amelia ducked to see where the hell did they arrive and realised it’s the
old tavern. the owl house. just being in front of it brings back alot of memories before the coven
found out about them.

 

the couple got out of their car with lucia carrying the heavy load of cash over her shoulder while
she led the way. the sound of smooth jazz was heard through the thin wooden walls overlaid with
chatter and various cars were parked all around.

 

kicking the door open, "king, where's your finest seat in the house?!" lucia shouted that brought
everyone into a halt. everyone turned around to look at the couple with the band up front and
stopped their music.

 

then, someone from the back shouted, "hey! it's the blight gang!"

 

their silence didn't last long when they began clamoring around lucia and amelia, cheering their
names as they walked inside the tavern.

 

people don't seem to question how the couple got their large sum of money as they kept cheering
and praising for the things they've done to make the boiling isles habitable for once.

 



as they got to the bar, amelia turned around to look at the crowd with her eyes narrowed at them.

 

"alright alright, get out of here." she spat, her arm wrapped around lucia's with her gaze becoming
more intense, making them back up as they don't want to get on the blight's bad side.

 

once everyone was out of their way, amelia sighed in relief as she and lucia sat down. a little man
approached them behind the counter, stood onto a stool to reveal who it was with a recognisable ‘
nyeh!’

 

“so what are we having tonight?” king asked as he took out a clear glass from under, wiping it
clean before setting it down on the counter. 

“good ol’ whiskey for the lady and i’ll.." lucia trailed off as she's reading through the menu above,
humming to herself with her finger lightly tapping her chin till she settled on a decision as she
returned her gaze at king "have tonight’s special.”

 

“you’re not drinking?” amelia asked and lucia shook her head which was a surprise when she's a
heavy drinker as she is. 

“nah, gotta stay awake if we’re gonna make a run for it.” lucia replied with a chuckle, she spun on
her seat and leaned back onto the counter to look out of the slightly swinging doors after someone
just went out. 

“i doubt the coven can find us." amelia said, "come on, just for tonight.”

 

lucia hummed to herself once again though it didn't take long for her to make a decision. “make it
two whiskeys.” she said as she raised two fingers over her shoulder.

 

“aye! eda, they’re back!” king shouted for the owl lady and her accomplice to rush out into the
counter to see the couple getting their booze slid towards them. 

 

"how'd the heist go, kid?" raine asked as they stopped in front of them while fixing their attire and
flashed a smile.

 

they look rather red as if they were doing something prior but the two aren't going to question the
very visible lipstick kiss mark on their neck.



 

lucia cleared her throat and dropped the hefty bag of cash that was stolen from the people by the
coven so they stole it back in return.

 

"pretty swell."

 

raine sighed in relief of that news, "no injuries? casualties?" they continued as they wanted to make
sure that no one got hurt, especially the two.

 

amelia only chuckled at that question and continued drinking her booze. "well, if you include the
assholes she shot down and we exploded." lucia replied nonchalantly as her hand slowly rotated her
now half empty glass.

 

"you mean, you exploded." amelia corrected, still bitter that she hasn't gotten any answers about
that.

 

"ah! good thing to know the tnt worked!" eda suddenly popped beside raine, surprising all three of
them. she equally looks like a mess. 

 

"wait , you're the one who set up the tnt?" amelia asked, rather surprised that eda would have a
hand in something this radical. but yet again..

 

"yeah but it's mostly this bastard who planned all of this." eda replied, she leaned onto the counter
to roughly ruffle lucia's head causing her red beanie to fall off and mess up her once neat hair.

 

"ugh! stop it!" lucia pushes eda’s hand off her, making the old woman snicker to herself while the
young noceda grumbles under her breath as she fixes her hair.

 

but eda got serious as she placed both hands onto lucia and amelia’s shoulder with a soft smile
forming across her face, “you two did good and we’re proud of you.” she said ever so sincerely,
making a smile run along the couple’s lips.

 



king climbed onto the counter, handed tonight's special towards lucia and sat down with a glass of
booze in his hand as well. listening to the conversation, 

“thanks eda.”

 

then, eda grabbed herself a full bottle of vodka that’s strangely labled as apple blood, her arm roped
around raine as she handed them another bottle of apple blood and raised her hand into the air,
declaring: "cheers to another success in fucking the emperor over!" 

 

lucia’s smile widens, she raises her own glass with her other arm draped around amelia who also
has her glass raised and both clinked that spilled some of the booze but that didn’t matter as they all
dunk it down their throats in one go.

 

the blight gang placed their empty glasses down the counter with a heavy sigh though that wasn’t
enough to take them down.

 

as the band continued their music of the night, lucia ate her tonight’s special while her and amelia’s
glasses were refilled. eda and raine were having their own conversation as well that the two barely
listened to, amelia leaned against her lover’s shoulder as she took another sip of her smooth
whiskey.

 

“have you gotten in touch with willow and gus recently?” amelia asked as she tilted her head up.

 

lucia nodded, she swallowed her food for a second before replying; “oh yeah, they’ve been hanging
out downtown keeping things in check for us.” she turned her head to look at amelia right in her
golden hues, seeing her eyes staring off to space and that lucia wonder. 

“why?”

 

“what if..” as amelia was about to say something, she quickly changed her train of thought “no,
nothing.” and just completely dropped it, forcing lucia to get hooked on what she was going to say. 

“come on, don’t leave me hanging. what is it?” lucia asked, turning her body to face amelia who
pulled away from her and averted her gaze to resume drinking. 

“it’s nothing, darling. seriously.” amelia simply dismissed it even though she knew the noceda
wasn’t going to let this go too easily as she feels her gaze glaring holes behind her head but she was
luckily saved by eda when she raised the question;



 

"have you considered getting the masses on your side?"

 

the couple glanced at each other in the corners of their eyes before lucia replied "not really. we're a
duo, remember?"

 

"yes, but think about the possibility of how much power you two will have leading a rebellion
against belos." raine said, they leaned closer onto the counter with their voice having gotten softer
for only them to hear.

 

"everyone in the isles has been miserable since he came into power, i don't think it'll be too much of
a hassle to get them on your side." they added, watching the couple think about the probability of
their word and motives spreading throughout the isles.

 

raine backed up as they weren’t going to pressure the two into spitting out their answers already.

 

"listen to the veteran, kids." eda cackled as she waved her hand holding the bottle around before the
two.

 

raine rolled their eyes, they pushed their lover’s arm off their shoulder and said "i'm not that old.
but yeah, think about it, okay?" lucia and amelia slowly nodded their heads, still uncertain about
this suggestion of a new plan.

 

“how’s camila by the way? still throwing flip flops when you guys visit?” eda asked as she
snickered, snapping lucia out of her deep thought and softly chuckled. the memory quickly
resurfaces of the first time camila found out what she and amelia was really doing, that day wasn’t
the best to put it simply.

“pfft- no, ma got the hang of us so we’re all cool.” lucia replied, waving her hand in dismiss as her
mother somewhat got the grip of her daughter and daughter-in-law being the biggest criminals in
the city since they’re already too deep into this and can’t change their minds.

 

after catching up, the couple rented a room for one night. lucia loudly yawned as she hopped onto
the bed, making it loudly creak from the sudden force of her weight with amelia sitting on the side,
taking off her shoes.



 

lucia watched her lover change out of her long, almost dirty black dress to her night gown. before
covering her elegant body, the noceda's eyes ran all over her smooth back with a few visible healed
scars seen on her sides.

 

her black laced bra straps drive lucia to the point of wanting to just rip it off.

 

"babe." lucia called once amelia was done changing, she hummed in reply as she crawled her way
onto the bed and lay on her lover's open arms.

 

lucia cuddled amelia close to her, planting generous amounts of kisses all over her face, making
amelia giggle as she tried to wriggle out of lucia's hold.

 

as they calmed down, a comfortable silence wafted through the entire room as the two laid together
in each other's arms.

 

lucia's fingers tangled themselves in amelia's wavy mint green locks while she lowly hummed a
tune, almost lulling amelia to sleep.

 

though lucia broke the silence as she asked; "what were you gonna say earlier?"

 

"i think you heard what raine said." amelia simply replied, snuggling up even more into lucia's neck
with her wrapped around her waist grew tighter.

 

lucia quirked a brow at that, she turned her head to look at her lover who's prepared to sleep.
"you're planning about it, huh?"

 

the blight hummed as she shifted in her position, "i mean, it's not a bad plan if we do this right." she
said, not seeing this as a bad plan when they got the firepower and will to take down that
prestigious bastard.

 

she's getting an odd sense of deja vu.



 

"how are we gonna go with this? march down bonesborough with a big ass parade?" lucia asked
rhetorically as she kicked off her own soles to mindlessly slipping off to the side.

 

amelia just rolled her eyes and let out a scoff, she sat up to look down directly into her lover’s eyes,
"you are so dumb." she said so blandly as she whipped her hair to the side with her hands slowly,
lovingly roaming around lucia’s chest, her fingers subtly unhooking her buttons.

 

"ouch.” lucia muttered,she slowly raised from the bed but was only pushed back down as amelia
got on top of her instead with her hands continuing to take off her dress shirt.

 

opening it to expose her bra, the blight’s hand slowly ran through the valley and caressed her
smooth yet hard stomach.

 

sighing softly, lucia watched her wife's feather light hand travel around her body with her own
hands gripping onto her waist.

 

“shouldn’t i be treating you tonight?” lucia asked but amelia only hushed her to be quiet and let her
do what she wanted tonight.

 

amelia moved herself further down to lucia's crotch, her hand rubbing the forming tent on her pants
before painfully slowly unbuckled it to let her aroused affliction to proudly rise before her.

 

the blight giggled to herself as she lightly flicked the cock, watching it wobble back and forth.
"stop." lucia clicked her tongue, only making amelia giggle even more.

 

then, she grabbed the base of the cock, sizing the bulk, feeling it throbbing it’s heat against her
hand and began slowly pumping it. watching the various veins bulge through the skin with the
oozing precum made the reddish tip glisten under the light.

 

amelia dragged her tongue all over, lapping up the pre, making lucia moan though she didn’t let it
all out as she covered her mouth. annoying the blight a little. her tongue continued to lap all over
her lover’s thick phallus, slowly pumping the base with her other hand massaging her heavy balls
as she watched lucia indulge in the pleasure.



 

“ah.. fuck, ames..” lucia muttered under her breath, she reached down to grab a fistful of amelia’s
locks with her hips gradually thrusting as if she’s silently telling her to put it in and she didn’t
hesitate to do so.

 

her mouth easily consumed lucia’s dick, her lips almost touching the very base. her warm cavern
sent shivers down lucia’s spine, her grip tightened as she felt her tongue start to wildly thrash with
her head bobbing. “god..”

 

lucia bit her lip, her arm rested on her forehead as she watched amelia suck her off ever so
endearingly with her golden eyes staring back at her. taunting her with every lick and head bobs she
makes, it gets in the noceda’s nerves but in a good way.

 

groaning, amelia pulled away with her tongue fiddling her tip before giving it a kiss that tipped
lucia to the edge. “you were waiting for this night, huh?” amelia asked, giggling to herself as she
sat up once again after completely pulling lucia’s pants off, discarding it to the floor. 

“shut up.” lucia spat, watching amelia slowly, seductively bring her nightgown down her shoulders
to flaunt her bare breasts with her cute pink nipples all perked up and ready for her before getting
atop of lucia once again. feeling her wet cock against her ass.

 

lucia didn’t wait one more second with her hands instantly latching on her plump ass, raising her
for her cock to easily slide in her wet pussy making the blight whimper from the girth stretching
her once again.

 

"ngh.. mm.." amelia held a firm grip on lucia as she took this time to get used to her, watching lucia
bit her lip at the feeling of her clenching warm walls. making a smile coming on her lips.

 

soon enough, amelia started bringing her ass down on lucia's lap, emitting a loud clap and she
repeated it for the thrill of watching lucia break down right before her eyes.

 

her stifled moans were a muse as she tried too hard to keep it in but ended up being futile. amelia
darkly giggles, she picked up her pace with every slam creating a louder clapping as she repeatedly
dropped her ass one her wife.

 



"ugh- fuck.. ames!" lucia loudly groaned with her head rolling back from the sheer pleasure. she
roughly gripped amelia's cheeks, squeezing them as she split them to expose her puckered hole
before giving her ass a hard slap that resonated throughout the room.

 

amelia trembled from the stinging, yet euphoric sensation that just kept rising at each drop she
made.

 

"hm yes! god, you feel amazing, luci!" she moaned as her eyelids finally dropped, letting her body
take full control while she rode lucia like there's no tomorrow.

 

the bed rocked along lucia, despite how torn down this bed was, it still manages to keep standing
through the constant abuse.

 

the only downside is the unbearable creaking noise it makes, even the slightest of movements but
neither of the couple were trying to be quiet tonight.

 

then, lucia managed to halt amelia before shoving her entire length deep into her vagina- her balls
almost getting consumed. sending violent waves of pleasure that easily overwhelmed amelia,
making her drop atop of lucia.

 

the noceda took this opportunity to start thrusting ruthlessly, her balls rapidly hitting her ass hole as
she repeatedly hit that one spot so easily found.

 

"aahh! aa- fuck yes… yes, lucia!!" amelia moaned right into lucia's ear, her nails sunk onto her
shoulder as she tried to now mask her heaves and shamelessly needy moans.

 

but lucia is as cruel as her and kept plowing into her without rest.

 

"vas a ser una buena chica y tener mi hijo?" lucia whispered with one of her hands moved up to
lovingly stroke her lover's head and nibbled her ear, earning a cute whine as she uttered a meekly;

 

"y- yes.."



 

chuckling lowly, lucia shifted into the last gear that sent amelia into an overload and screamed
"yes!! oh- i'm coming!!"

 

a blissful tidal wave overcame amelia, spasms were momentary as she came right into lucia's
throbbing cock. feeling her own warm seeds fill her up, leaving no space empty and didn't pull out
yet to ensure it.

 

both panted heavily, amelia continued to lay on lucia as they laid there in silence, trying to catch
their breaths. the sound of the busy counter downstairs was muffled outside, filling the background.

 

lucia fixed the stray hairs that's covering amelia's face as she planted a loving kiss on her forehead
and held her close.

 

amelia nuzzled up into her wife's neck, groaning when she felt her cock slip out of her pussy as
their mixed cum slowly oozed out though she didn't pay no mind to it.

 

both drifted off into sweet slumber.

 

-----

 

after the two had their fun night in the tavern, the couple had to say their goodbyes to the family
and headed back to bonesborough where everything seemed peaceful at hindsight until you looked
harder, deeper to see what’s really going on with its people.

 

slowly driving through the damp streets, lucia and amelia looked out of their windows to see the
many barricaded buildings and houses or some just straight up decimated. a handful of people were
helping with the repairs and some sitting aimlessly on the side of the streets, wondering when will
this torment end for them as it feels like it’s been happening for eons.

 

the atmosphere was suffocating and grey. everything is so despondent that it just makes whoever is
unfortunate enough to come here want to die.

 



nothing looks lively anymore. this was not the boiling isles they grew up when this city was
bustling with life and it was great to live here until he came into power that drove the middle class
into absolute despair after raising the numbers of taxes, prices of everything became impossible for
a normal person to buy that stealing was the only way to get the necessary things to live. 

 

the whole city killed itself overnight after the people attempted to raise a riot but it was stopped by
the emperor’s armada and almost ended in tragedy.

 

no one deserves to live like this while those prestigious motherfuckers get to drown themselves in
their stolen money that belonged to the people. no one is going to stand up anytime soon until they
all rot.

 

lucia and amelia aren’t going to just stay stagnant when they have every will in attempting to
dismantle the emperor’s reign.

 

then, a voice echoing through the street that snapped the two out of their thoughts and stopped the
car for a moment. in front of them, there’s a forming crowd surrounding the large wooden stage in
the center of the street with two emperor’s guards keeping the people at bay with another one
stepping up to the stage.

 

“people of the boiling isles, lend me your ears for the emperor!” the guard said though the couple
noticed his uniform was gold with small changes that deviates him from the normal emperor’s
guardsmen so whoever this person must mean he’s all important and powerful in earning that
golden suit.

 

interesting. 

the couple stayed in their car as they watched the golden guard take out a roll of parchment,
opening and clearing his throat before speaking loud enough for the people at the back to hear.

 

“i have a message from emperor belos himself regarding the two infamous criminals named lucia
noceda, an illegal immigrant and murderer along with her accomplice amelia blight, a serial
arsonist and murderer.” he read based on what’s written on the paper, his tone stern and unwavering
as he placed the parchment under his arm to take out two wanted posters of the two wives.

 

in their wanted posters, lucia was seen having a relatively normal smile as if telling everyone that
she doesn’t regret anything and would do it again. meanwhile, amelia looked somewhat normal



until the background was seen to be burning while she just stood there with the cameraman taking
her picture- hell, they might even be dead by that point.

 

but after all that, lucia and amelia can’t seem to take the man seriously. though, they had to admit
that they do look good in those mugshots.

 

“can you believe this?” amelia muttered, holding in her snicker as she turned her gaze over to lucia
who’s holding it back.

 

humming in agreement that this is stupid, lucia looked at her lover as well with a grin slowly
forming on her face. “wanna teach him a lesson?” she suggested, watching a similar grin come on
amelia’s face with her answer already evident without even telling it. 

the blight gang stepped out of their car, fixing themselves as they approached the crowd. lightly
pushing through them to get to the very front while the golden guard continues to babble about
them.

 

“they have committed various crimes against the emperor by murdering countless men, shedding
needless blood in this peaceful era. so, the emperor has placed a great bounty on heads and
whoevers turns these criminal scums in will be paid handsomely of..” the golden guard trailed off
for a mere second.

 

lucia looked up to see if he saw them before grabbing one of the guard by the neck and fired right
into their stomach, muffling the gunshot. she and amelia took out the nuisances later till the golden
guard spoke once again. 

“1 million dollars.”

 

this rose everyone in a gasping fit, looking at each other like asking if this is true with their faces
lighting up with the sound of the large sum of money being given arouses them.

 

the golden guard knows that the townspeople wouldn’t be able to resist when they truly have
nothing left to lose. but he didn’t even notice that something went array until it was too late.

 

“wow, that was a great speech right there.” the golden guard flinched when he heard a voice, he
whipped his head to the side and saw the blight duo right in front of him with their firearms sitting
in it’s holters yet so visible in the open.



 

“but i do have to let you know that a few things were kind of ridiculous.” lucia said, trying not to be
too harsh with her criticism as she and amelia approached the golden guard, watching him try to
stand his ground but ended up taking a step back.

 

“yeah, you might need to update our quota.” amelia added, glancing down at her nails to check if
there’s something caught under it before flipping her hair and returned her gaze at the golden guard
with a hand resting on her waist.

 

the couple stared down the golden guard, their eyes telling what they intended to do with him after
this.

 

“wha- how did you get past the guards?!” the golden guard exclaimed, clueless to how two women
managed to get through at least 10 men fortifying the surrounding stage yet here he is, left alone up
in the center stage with the two most wanted criminals across the isles. 

“they took a day off.” lucia snickered but she stopped when she heard amelia call her by a whisper.
turning her head to look at her, her golden eyes were shifting to the side making the noceda glance
over to the crowd.

 

the greyness, lifelessness in their eyes were ever so visible as their hands hovered or already held
their knives and guns to take them down just for that money in order to get by.

 

a light frown formed on lucia's face as it reminded her of the same eyes her family had before she
placed herself at risk in doing this.. mission.

 

can she even call it a mission rather than a revenge crusade?

 

then, a hand softly rested on her shoulder and she gazed at the corner of her eye, seeing her lover
standing right next to her with a gentle smile donning her face.

 

"they need a voice." amelia said, the hand on the noceda's shoulder slipped down to her hand and
gave it a reassuring squeeze. giving her the strength she needs.

 



"what are you doing- ack!" the golden guard tried to take a step forward but amelia was more
vigilant than him as she grabbed his extended arm, twisted it and easily slammed him to the ground
with a loud thud. earning a low pained groan escaped his lips.

 

amelia held her grip on his arm with her foot pinning him back, rendering him immobile. she
looked up to lucia once again and gave her a nod.

 

taking a deep breath in, lucia took a step forward at the end of the stage as she overlooked the many
people. if this is what gets the people to stand up, then so be it.

 

"you're thinking about shooting me and my wife down for that money." lucia started, "i get, i'd do
too." she just have to hope that some of these people would listen. 

lucia looked over her shoulder, narrowing her eyes at the golden guard as she watched him struggle
under amelia’s grip, trying to get a word out of his mouth but the blight only shoves him down
further to the floor with the wood under him creaking from the force.

 

“but do you really think a guy from belos would make do with his word?” lucia continued, turning
her attention back to the people before her who’s listening with full ears. "you've seen the lies they
spat out.” her adrenaline began pumping into her veins as her voice became louder for those at the
back to completely hear her. 

“they continue to shit on us for doing what they asked!" agreeing murmurs and mutters were heard
below her though she wants them to get louder.

 

"people like him took everything from us!” lucia said, pointing directly at the golden guard as she
slowly paced back and forth. “we perish while he sits pretty with everything we once owned!" the
people’s heads started nodding, turning their heads to look at each other with their gazes landing on
the pitiful golden guard then back to the noceda.

 

"are we just going to stand idly while he gets away?!"

 

"no!!” the townsfolk exclaimed. lucia could feel their anger, their desire for justice, the things
they’ve been bottling had begun exposing itself out into the limelight and she understands them.

 

"no more! we were afraid of them before but now, we’ll make them fear us!” lucia yelled as she
tapped her chest, the people clamored in agreement with their curled fists raised into the air.



 

amelia, still keeping the golden guard down, watched her lover move the people in bringing the
spirit they once lost. the heat in her cheeks steadily rose as she couldn’t but be at awe- making it
hard for her not to fall even more. 

“we still stand against this tyranny!” lucia said as more people raised their fists into the air, the
numbers increased for the rebellion. “we'll show him that this is our city! our home!"

 

"we'll show him together as one! for the revolution!" lucia pumped her fist into the air with a wave
following after as they all shouted at the top of their lungs;

 

"for the revolution!!"

 

lucia swiftly took out her gun and fired multiple times into the air, hitting directly a billboard that
has belos’ masked face displayed. everyone cheered for the blight gang, chanting their names even
as they watched the billboard crumble from the several shots until his face was no longer seen.

 

they’ll make sure that man’s head will be served on a silver platter.

 

without noticing, the golden guard spotted the line of guards coming from the side with their rifles
already out and aimed for the couple, he just needed to give the command. he squirmed himself out
of the blight’s foot a little, hissing from the pain of her heels piercing into his back but he didn’t let
that falter him as he lets out a loud command.

 

"fire!"

 

in a heartbeat, the guards on either side of the streets began firing at the blight gang. lucia quickly
pushed amelia down, covering their heads as she tipped two lecterns to cover both sides. everyone
fled the scene while a few bravely drew out their guns and began gunning down the guards.

 

“you’re crazy and idiotic for doing this.” amelia grumbled as she took out her dual pistols, cocking
it before she started shooting right at the guards who’s falling effortlessly and ducked once again
when the flying bullets got too overwhelming.

 



“well, at least we got the people fighting now.” lucia replied while she’s shooting down her own
side of the fight, she glanced at the corner of her eye for a mere second to see many people had
taken cover with the parked cars and behind buildings as they fired at rapid pace though casualties
cannot be helped in a battlefield.

 

for a split second of lucia not looking at the enemy lane, a bullet managed to graze her shoulder
making her yelp and fall back to cover. hissing, lucia pressed her hand onto her shot shoulder as
heaps of crimson began to stain her hand though she didn’t panic that much.

 

“and it’d be stupid for you to die now.” amelia clicked her tongue as she swatted lucia’s hand off
her shoulder, hastily wrapped a torn piece of her dress to be a makeshift bandage. her lover grunted
when amelia tightened the wrap but calmed down, sucking up the stinging pain resonating deeper
and chuckled as she looked up into her wife’s golden hues. 

“impossible.” lucia whispered, she grabbed amelia by the collar and pulled her down for a quick
kiss with both of their hands reaching for each other’s pockets before pulling away.

 

lucia bit off the pin ring of a grenade with amelia pulling it off and both threw it towards the guards
without needing to look as they continued to stare into each other’s eyes. both grenades tumbled
and rolled to the side, without most of the guards’ knowledge there’s a grenade already below
them.

 

until one noticed but it was mere seconds too late, “grenade!”

 

then, a massive explosion overtook the entire plaza, sending the people back as they watched the
massive dark cloud consume the street as the guards were blown into bits with some getting sent
flying from the sheer force of the explosion and fire beginning to spread. it’s getting to the parked
cars that were covered in bullet holes, resulting in another wave of explosion.

 

the people left in the battlefield were flabbergasted at the destructive display the blight gang
exhibited, they turned their gazes towards lucia and amelia.

 

watching the eldest blight, who once held up a prestige and wealth only to throw it away, helped up
the eldest runt noceda as they slowly walked down the stage and approached them.

 

besides from utter fear of what the couple are capable of, they’re awestruck and lowered their heads
as they passed them. lucia and amelia looked over their shoulders, their eyes held the madness that



drove them here and.. joy.

 

“spread the word.”

 

-----

 

after the success of the events in the plaza a few weeks ago, willow and the others gave the newly
formed rebellion a better place to serve as a hideout and a headquarters than the lonesome tavern
outskirts of the city.

 

the rebellion has been carrying out various missions of burning down villas of the emperor’s
friends, getting back the money they’ve once had as they’re slowly making their way to the castle
itself to let him know that they’re coming.

 

belos responded to this of getting more more and more guards were sent out into the streets to sniff
out the rebellion, it’ll be a little difficult to carry out their missions along with a few proxies
thinking they’d get away in ratting them out but it’s nothing with lucia and amelia were at the helm.

 

how would’ve thought a murderous duo would be able to form a rebellion against belos. lucia
could’ve sworn she was themselves doing this all alone until they died.

 

yet here they are at the long table, sitting amongst the jolly people of the boiling isles. laughing
along with each other as music filled the background, almost getting overwhelmed by the chatter.
they ate and shared stories, making joyous cheers as they clinked their bottles of booze, spilling a
bit.

 

they never looked so lively before.

 

“not used to this view, huh?” lucia and amelia perked up when they heard a familiar voice come sit
beside them, lucia softly smiled as she glanced over to eda who’s holding a tall glass of everything
in hand though she still looks fine.

 



the blight softly scoffed as she watched the people having a fun time, “it feels like a dream.” she
muttered under her breath, she’s not used to seeing the people of the boiling isles be so lively at a
time like this but she relishes it.

 

“well, it’s not. both you did this and you don’t even know how thankful these people are for what
you’ve done.” eda said, leaning back with her arm rested on the empty chair beside her but lucia
lightly laughed at that. 

“pfft- we’re not heroes, eda. you know what we do for a living.” lucia replied cynically as she
grabbed her own bottle of booze to take a small sip, not wanting to be completely drunk on this
kind of night. she doesn’t like the word ‘hero’, it brings a bitter taste in her mouth. 

“you’re right. hero or murderer, either way you’ll go down in history.” eda patted lucia’s shoulder,
shaking slightly. “you did good, you two. you deserve this.” she commended the two

before standing up to do head off somewhere other than here. leaving the couple to themselves

 

amelia glanced down at her empty plate, thinking deeply of the things the clawthorne said as she
never really considered they’re heroes. can you really consider a murderer a hero?

 

“are we heroes?” she asked without looking up to her lover who was snapped out of her daze and
turned her gaze to her. 

lucia glanced down at amelia, noticing the aimless look on her face as she continued to stare at the
empty unclean plate since they just ate alot of things earlier. she doesn’t have a definitive answer
though she replied, “it depends who you’re asking, love.”

 

though it wasn’t the answer they were both looking for but it was enough. 

lucia looked up when she noticed the sudden shift of music, she looked up to the people still in the
dance floor who’s now holding their lovers close or just having a fun time by themselves as they
slowly swayed. it reminds her of a lost memory she never thought would resurface, letting off a
warm bubbling- almost giddy feeling within her stomach as a smile slowly etched across her face.

 

amelia perked up when she felt lucia stand up, seeing her fix herself before offering her hand to her
with a warm smile donning her face. “may i have this dance?” she asked in a soothing tone, striking
a memory of their old highschool days when the times were much more simpler than today.

 

her own smile ran up to her face, amelia placed her hand atop of lucia’s as she was pulled out of her
seat to head to the dance floor. lucia’s empty hand rested on her lover’s waist while amelia held on



her shoulder as they began to sway along with the slow trumpet, their eyes never looking away
from each other.

 

their movements were in sync as if they’ve played in music before.

 

“wow.” amelia breathed out a chuckle, making lucia raise a brow, “what is it?” she asked as they
slowly occupied the entire dance floor with other folks staring and watching them have a tender
moment like they have their world, their own worries and desires.

 

nothing exists but them tonight. 

amelia gently rested her head onto lucia’s chest, hearing her steady heartbeat bang on her chest with
the music barely noticeable to them now.

 

“i can barely remember the last time we had a proper dance.” she whispered though it was loud
enough for lucia to hear it. she’s right. so much stuff happened that they simply buried them, never
to be remembered the simple times till now.

 

lucia placed her chin atop of amelia’s head, her nose getting filled up by her sweet scent, she held
the woman close to her as she didn't want- neither of them want to let one another go in this
moment of serenity.

 

they wish they could stay like this forever. 

“let’s make this last then.”

 

-----

 

a few more weeks had passed, things had been going swell for the rebellion as they’re only mere a
few steps away from the emperor’s front doors, despite the overwhelming increase of the guards
patrolling the streets and killing everyone that didn't have their uniform.

 

they couldn’t wait to kill that bastard.

 



a gloved fist slammed onto the wooden table, making it’s content jump or be rattled from the
sudden impact. angered huffs and murmurs filled the dimly lit, almost claustrophobic room as he
repeatedly paced back and forth with his hands folded back once again.

 

there were many scattered papers littering the floor that was left unacknowledged, even stepping on
it. most of these papers were mugshots and wanted posters of lucia noceda and amelia blight.

 

newspaper clippings pinned to the wall, stating they’ve sighted the blight gang roaming the streets
though that failed to lead him to where the rebels’ base was and certainly failed to help him track
them down.

 

it has been weeks ever since that plaza incident. the golden guard will not and will never let it go
until those murderers were caught by him and executed for causing mass destruction to the city.

 

“where could they be..” the golden guard muttered to himself as he stopped pacing, he glanced
down at the paper filled table with his hands tightly gripping the ends. he stared down the two
pictures of the couple in a newspaper, them walking hand in hand in the ruined streets of downtown
though their faces were hidden from the caps, he’s certain it’s them.

 

who else had the gall to walk outside in a heavily patrolled area? 

they’re testing him and he knows it. he’s not going to fall for that old trick in the book, “they’re still
in the city.” he said to no one as there’s only two guards outside his door, perhaps listening to him
breaking down. 

“they have to be!” the golden guard crumbled the newspaper clipping and threw it right into the
burning fireplace, roaring momentarily as it was fed with a few harmless embers floated out of the
fires only to dissipate mere seconds later. 

“they couldn’t have just disappeared right under my nose! where are they?!”

 

voices started clogging his ears as they chant the same words over and over like a broken record;
‘where are they?! where are they?!’

 

the golden guard covered his ears as he squeezed his eyes tight behind his mask, internally
screaming and pleading for it to stop but it only got louder in a way of responding to him. it was
torment.



 

tormenting to finding the blight gang with so little clues to work with and he wants to make sure he
finds them before anyone else. no one but him then maybe he could finally be recognised by him. 

oblivious to what was happening inside the golden guard’s quarters, a regular emperor’s guard
opened the door without knowing with a paper in hand, “sir-” 

 

“what?!” the golden guard shouted, finally muffling the voices and it made the guard jolt from the
outburst, making them regret ever coming in here.

 

the stench of rot immediately hits their nose as if someone hasn’t thought showering was supposed
to be routinely, the gas lamp only being the light source within the room, the golden guard’s mask
was the only thing they could make out.

 

the guard stammered in their words, trying to get it out as fast as they could, especially when their
superior was eyeing them down like a predator to a useless prey. then- 

 

“i- we found them.”

the blight gang laid low for a while with gus and willow taking the helm since they’re mostly the
ones the armada was looking for. they’re in their old apartment that has been ransacked, typical, but
no valuables were stolen when it's so well hidden and no one would suspect of coming back to this
wreck of a place.

 

it was a perfect temporary hideout.

                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                               



                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                      right now,
amelia was sitting on the somewhat okay couch with an old book in hand. the good witch azura. the
memories of her finding out lucia also liked this dorky yet fun book, it was the first step of their
rocky relationship and eventual marriage.

 

who would’ve thought.

 

lucia was out, saying that she has to get something which she didn’t explain what. she always does
this. it makes the woman feel both anxious about something happening to her and she wouldn’t
know but there’s a side of her that accepts it since lucia always comes home and kisses her.

 

there were a few minutes of deafening silence within the room, only being somewhat broken by the
sound of amelia flipping through the pages even though she practically memorized the entire
manuscript of the entire series. but she simply couldn’t stop from returning to it when it held such
significance in her and her wife’s lives.

 

then, amelia perked up when she heard the front door noisily creak open, she closed the door with a
light thud and looked over her shoulder to see lucia step inside after closing the door. she also
noticed the stupid smile on her face with her hands folded behind, hiding something from her.

 

“hun, i got something for you.” lucia said, her tone sounded like she’s holding herself from
breaking as she slowly swayed back and forth with her feet meticulously tapping on the old wood.

 

if it’s supposed to be morse code, amelia doesn’t understand shit. 



“what is it?” amelia asked as she stood from the couch, rounded it from behind and leaned back
onto it. her eyes staring deep into those red, dangerous yet endearing ones as she tries to figure out
what the noceda was planning though she couldn’t. 

“i know this place has been in high demand lately and i managed to nab a table for us at..” lucia
trailed off as she slowly- painstakingly slowly took whatever she was holding out of her back to
reveal two tickets. but it wasn’t any other tickets once amelia realised what it was.

 

“but that place is hard to book! how?!” amelia exclaimed, she even pushed herself off the couch
and approached lucia. shocked that she even got these tickets in one place they always wanted to go
to, even planned on saving up cash just to get there- well, before this happened.

 

“don’t ask how! are you in?!” lucia asked and a smile crawled on amelia’s face as if her excitement
wasn’t evident enough.

 

“fuck yeah i am!” she pounced on her lover with her arms tightly wrapping around her for a deep,
almost bear hug like hug to which lucia happily returned, adding a kiss on top of her head as she
buried her face into her thick mane hair. 

“so, when are we going?” amelia asked, slightly pulling away to look into those eyes once again. 

lucia’s smile widens that her cheekbones must’ve hurt by now. “right now.”

 

in a matter of minutes, lucia and amelia packed up their stuff for their trip, hopped into the old car
before driving out of the parking space to head out of the town to get to their destination without
worry as the rebellion could function without them.

 

unknown to them something was tailing behind them.

 

as the radio played , smiles were unwavering. amelia intertwined her hand with lucia’s who’s hand
is resting on the joystick though she didn’t push her off since they’re just driving in a sort of rocky
straight dirt road leading out of bonesborough.

 

their sides were covered in shrubberies and trees, giving no view of what could be happening
behind those bushes. lucia hummed along with the song, her thumb softly rubbing her lover’s hand
with their cold golden rings grazing their rings.

 

https://youtu.be/Q5fe5vC1Qpo


she glanced at the corner of her eye to see her woman looking out of the window, staring up to the
cloud peppered blue skies with her chin resting on her palm.

 

a warm feeling surfaced in her stomach as the noceda couldn’t over how beautiful her wife was and
how she belonged to only her.

 

considering there isn't much on the road, lucia tore her eyes off the path and raised their intertwined
hands to place a kiss on her hand, making amelia snap her gaze away from the scenery to look at
her.

 

"keep your eyes on the road." amelia jokingly said as she softly punched lucia to turn her head back
to the road but she didn't budge and just kept staring at her with the look in her eyes.

 

lovestruck.

 

"there's nothing here, amor." lucia replied as she continued to place gentle kisses on each finger,
earning a giggle from the blight.

 

amelia rolled her eyes, she pulled her hand away from lucia's hold as she said "i doubt that'll lower
the chance of us crashing." lucia chuckled at that, she did return her eyes back on the road though
she didn't stop on giving her wife a few side glances and she wasn't having it.

 

"stop. is there something on my face?" amelia asked, wondering why lucia got suddenly all
infatuated in staring at her. she didn't mind though when her wife was weird, in a good way.

 

"your beauty."

 

amelia quirked a brow at that response, there was a momentary silence between them while it was
filled with the tires crunching on the small rocks and with the car slightly rising after running over
a few larger ones.

 

with her cheeks turning rosy, "you suck." amelia spat, making lucia snicker that turned into a laugh.
amelia couldn't contain herself in laughing as well.



 

the atmosphere between them was light and comfortable, they're in a good mood as they finally got
to visit the place they've been dreaming of getting to with the sun shining down their roof.

 

still not noticing it.

 

once they calmed down from their laughing fit, lucia sighed and turned her head to look at amelia
one last time with her hand snaking towards hers.

 

"i love you. so much." lucia whispered, taking amelia's hand to give it another kiss as she stared
deeply into those golden, starry eyes of hers that she swore to always love and take care of for
eternity.

 

amelia's smile softened, she pulled onto lucia to bring her hand closer and planted her own kiss. "i
love you too." she replied.

 

though before any of them could say anything else, lucia suddenly kicked the brakes that sent them
forward if it wasn't for their seat belts. a thin veil of dust covered them, beyond that, lucia could see
what looked like a car blocking the road.

 

parking horizontally and they blocked most of the road, giving no space whatsoever for them to
squeeze unless they want to ruin the rural area.

 

"what the hell?" amelia muttered under her breath, she stuck her head out of the rolled down
window to get a better look at the dumbass that parked their car in the middle of the road.

 

"hey! get your car out of the road!" amelia yelled at the driver visibly sitting at the front but he
didn't do anything and just stared off to nothing.

 

"what's his deal?" amelia dropped back inside the car, her eyes narrowing at the driver while lucia
was figuring out what the hell could be the problem of the car being parked like that.

 



there's no smoke if the reason was the car breaking down. gas? then why the unreasonable
parking? 

 

"don't know but he better get that car off the road before we miss our flight." lucia doesn't have the
patience to help whatever this person's problem was when they have other things to attend to.

 

lucia pulled her foot off the brakes and placed the drift stick into neutral as she began to slowly
drive towards the car. planning to just go through the wide rural area.

 

in a matter of split seconds, amelia flinched by the sound of a gunshot followed by a glass
shattering. she snapped her head to look at lucia, about to ask what was that but she froze.

 

amelia sat there frozen as she stared at her. her hands slowly slipped down the steering wheel,
dangling emptily on the sides as she stared at the lines of crimson trickling down from her forehead
to her jaw.

 

dripping slow droplets of red on the car seat.

 

a large hole now inhabits her head with more blood oozing out of her wound. lucia sat there
motionless, the life, the color of her eyes disappeared almost instantly and was now replaced with
empty grey.

 

devoid of everything.

 

with her breathing turning heavy, hot tears began prickling her eyes as she slowly shook her head
that only increased with each passing second.

 

she can't be dead. her mind tried so hard to deny it all, play it off as a practical joke but she
couldn't.

 

amelia's breathing hitched and trembled violently before she lets out an ear piercing scream.

 



a cry for a lost one that could easily be mistaken for a mother losing her child. the shrill echoed
throughout the empty planes until it was abruptly silenced.

 

multiple rounds of a semi-automatic rifle rained down on the car, breaking all of the windows on all
sides that sent the small crystals of shards to pepper the ground and their laps.

 

amelia went limp just like her lover after 3 bullets entered her body, her once glimmering golden
eyes drained out of life.

 

more bullets were shot at them, abusing and filling their cars with bullet holes in all sides. his men
weren't planning to stop until they're sure.

 

the two lovers sat lifelessly on their respective seats as the car began to slowly drift forward while
they just kept on firing.

 

both bodies were covered with various bullet holes as more blood oozed out of their mouths and
abused wounds.

 

soon enough, the storm of bullets slowed down as the men were simultaneously running out of
bullets with the car finally hitting the parked car in a feather light fashion until the last one fired his
last bullet.

 

the golden guard.

 

and all of that happened in under 20 seconds.

 

he unloaded his empty cartridge to replace it with a new one. the golden guard motioned his head,
sending the first men to inspect if the couple somehow survived the wave while he, as well, stepped
out of his hiding spot of the bushes.

 

after getting an entail from the connecticut airlines that someone fitting lucia noceda's description
booking a flight to sweden.



 

it's obvious why the noceda didn't attempt to book a flight here though why her own hometown?
does she think she'll be let off just because she's born there? and why sweden? what are they going
to do there? run away?

 

that seems unlikely, even for these two.

 

all of these questions loomed over hunter's head as he stopped in front of amelia's door. ignoring
the many wounds riddled across her body but he instantly noticed something peculiar.

 

he turned his head away and placed his rifle onto his shoulder. "get a tow truck." hunter ordered his
men who only nodded in response and went off to do his command.

 

no other words were uttered, no cheers as there's nothing to celebrate.

 

after seeing amelia's hand stretched out to take lucia's hand.

Chapter End Notes
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“mija! wake up!”

 

the sound of her mother yelling her name echoed in the house, the scent of home cooking wafted
through the air that pushed her to slowly sit up from bed with a groan. she stared at the empty space
for a few seconds, slowly waking herself before her eyes widened as she realized what day it is.

 

with a big smile donning her face, luz shot up from bed like a bullet and rushed out of her bedroom
to head for the bathroom to freshen herself up. getting ready for the big day ahead of her.

 

“luz!” camila called for her daughter once more as she placed down a plate full of food down the
table, she looked up the stairs when she heard the rapid footsteps rushing down the stairs and down
came luz with her bag slung on her shoulder.

 

“i’m here!” luz happily responded right in front of her mother with a big smile, she looked over to
the dining table to see her family already eating. lilith, a corviknight, sat next to her sister eda, a
noctowl alongside king who’s a zorua- just wolfing down every food that’s on his plate at the
moment before asking for seconds.

 

luz trotted over to the table and sat next to king for her to fill her own plate, not minding it’s big
proportions when she’s in high spirits today. they all can see that. “someone’s excited.” king
chuckled to himself as he took another big bite off his food, leaving almost nothing left. 

“how can i not be?” luz giggled, placing down a good chunk of meat on the side of the steaming
rice filling her nose and vision. “i’m ready to meet new people and other pokemuses!” she said
with such high hopes as she’s been waiting for this day to come ever since she was a kid.



 

it’s a tradition for a child, after turning 18, they could go out into the world and explore. do
whatever they want and make choices whether it be good or bad, it’s all up to them now. along with
that privilege is getting to meet pokemuses either to be their companion on the road or something
more.

 

pokemuse. the darlings of the isles and the ones who once suffered under the torturous rule of the
late champion.

 

but after belos and his clan defeated the old champion, he abolished the use of pokeballs as it was a
prison for the pokemuses and they were forced to fight their own kind or friends just for the sake of
entertainment. just sick.

 

though times have changed and people adapt, there are still people who cling to the old rule that
pokemuses are nothing but lower beings that should be controlled by humans, the majority ignoring
their futile protest.

 

everything is perfect.

 

after everyone had finished their breakfast, luz was just about to take her leave but eda called her
over. “what is it, eda?” luz asked as she stopped in front of the noctowl, looking right up into her
piercing golden eyes. it is intimidating if you stare for too long but she got used to it. 

“i was wondering, since this is your first time ever traveling alone, i could give you a starter.” eda
suggested, making luz’s brow quirk at the sound of that and it gave the clawthorne the signal to
continue. “like what?” luz curiously asked, expecting something like a pokedex but she doubts it
when it’s extremely expensive. 

“you could take the town’s squirtle or charmander.”

 

it took literal seconds for luz to understand what eda truly meant, she hummed to herself as she
started thinking about it. having a starter pokemusu to bring along the trip doesn’t sound so bad if
they could bond along the road but this seems a little unfair. 

“that’s a good offer, eda but i want to find and befriend my own pokemusu.” luz replied, confident
with her answer. eda stared at the young noceda for a few short seconds before chuckling to herself,
she gently rubbed her head as she watched the girl’s smile grow wide. 

“fair enough.” eda said as she knows there’s nothing she could do once luz makes up her mind. just



like her mother. “be safe out there, kiddo.” 

flashing a big smile, “thanks eda!” luz waved the clawthorne goodbye, headed out for the front
door with everyone else right behind her. all were waving goodbye whilst reminding luz what does
and doesn’t need to do out in the wilderness.

 

“bye everyone! i’ll call you when i reach another town!” luz returned a final wave at her family
before turning around for the town’s gate. she knows this won’t be the last time seeing them even if
she’s on the other side of the world, she’ll always come back for her family.

 

luz walked through town, waving the people she grew to know a goodbye along with the town’s
young maidens bidding her a farewell and safe travels with some wanting to accompany her till
she’s at the gates.

 

luz did take her time in walking through the town of boiling isles. it's been 5 years since she moved
from kanto. she still can't get over the beauty and the view of it all.

 

"have a good trip luz!" a bulbasaur waved luz goodbye as she headed out of the gates, along with
her friends. watching the soon to be trainer walk off into the unknown while she waved at them as
well.

 

"thanks guys! i'll see you later!" and there she goes off into the forest.

 

luz met a few forest type pokemuses to which she was nothing short of friendly, there were weedles
and caterpies on the way, trying to attack her but they're manageable.

 

at this pace, she can reach the nearest town in no time.

 

-----

 

after 2 days of traveling, foraging, sleeping on the ground and a couple of beedrill attacks. luz
finally arrived at her destination.

 



bonesborough.

 

as she entered the welcoming gate of the town, luz couldn't help but be at awe at the many things
happening. she saw machamps carrying a few construction supplies, growlithes and arcanines
patrolling about.

 

luz turned her gaze to the right to see an abras meditating on the rooftop and below that was a
meowth bursting out of the store, being chased through the plaza.

 

"whoa." luz muttered under her breath as she walked around the place, her eyes darting all over as
there were just so many pokemuses she may or may have not seen before in the boiling isles.

 

after belos and his team took out the production of pokeballs, pokemuses are once again free to do
whatever they want and be a society with humans.

 

some of the pokemuses noticed the noceda's stares of awe at them, they happily gave her a wave or
an awkward one and luz gladly returned it with a big smile.

 

she wants to meet everyone.

 

"oof!" then, luz groaned as she bumped into someone. she turned around to see two kids who
looked to be her age and noticed the fallen books on the ground.

 

"oh! i'm sorry!" luz immediately apologized and kneeled up the books into her arms, though
stopped for a moment when she saw a clefairy kneel before her to pick up with her alongside a
ivysaur.

 

"uh.."

 

"no need to apologize, miss. it's okay." a sweet voice spoke, making luz look up to see a pair of
shimmering emerald eyes behind the glasses. she must've noticed the look on luz's face to which
she clarified; "also they're our companions."



 

a small gasp escaped luz's lips after realizing that, she glanced at the two pokemuses once more
who gave her a friendly wave.

 

"you got your own pokemuses? are you off to travel too?" she asked as she sprung back up to her
feet and handed the books back to the girl.

 

"oh yeah! we're just on our way to latissa because that's where the wilder ones are." a boy beside
the girl replied, luz's eyes widened in wonder and interest as she started to lightly jump in place.

 

this could be her chance to have some company on the road.

 

"cool! can i come along?" luz excitedly asked. the girl and boy looked at each other in the corner of
their eyes before returning their gaze back at the noceda, a smile etching on their lips as the boy
first took out his hand to her.

 

"i'm augustus porter by the way, but you can call me gus." gus gladly introduced himself and luz
took his hand for a shake, "this is my best friend willow park." gus pointed at willow as he pulled
his hand away for luz to shake her hand as well. 

 

"nice to meet you two. i'm luz noceda." luz replied with a big smile before pulling both of her and
willow's hand away.

 

they started talking about the many pokemuses, what region they've come from and what they
could possibly do even though it's vague.

 

"well, before we head off, should we grab some lunch? you look like you've walked a long way."
willow offered, noting that luz looks a little tired from her trip coming here.

 

"yeah but it's alright, i don't have much on me right now." luz politely dismissed the offer and it's
kinda true that she doesn't have much money in her pocket left.

 



though that doesn't stop the two from insisting, "no no, it's alright. it's in the house." willow said as
she turned around to head for the place where they can chill and eat.

 

"come on, we know a good place to chill!" gus grabbed luz's hand and all three of them started
running through the streets, heading for the nearest diner with willow and gus’ pokemuses right
beside them.

 

—--

 

once luz and her new friends got down to latissa, it’s a grim and dowry kind of place as they came
across various unsavory people who’d give them a nasty eye though they didn't take the initiative in
attacking them.

 

despite all that, luz remained positive and confident as she sees this as a new place to explore and
meet new people. she met gus and willow in bonesborough, so what’s the difference here?

 

all three of them set up their biggest tent they packed as it’ll be easier to pack up than having
multiple tents out. willow and gus are on either side of the tent with luz in the middle of it all, she
thought they’d be sleeping soundly since they have a long journey ahead tomorrow but that’s not
the case tonight,

 

"aah.. aahh fuck.."

 

"ugh yeah.. just like that.."

 

luz laid awake and staring at the ceiling of the tent, her grip on the sheets steadily tightened as she
listened to willow’s moans while getting sucked off by her ivysaur and gus grunting, thrusting into
his clefairy. it doesn’t help that both pokemuses are as loud as their companions, leaving luz no
room to sleep whatsoever.

 

with a loud groan escaped their lips as both of them coming inside in both of their pokemuses,
causing luz to lose her cool and get up to her feet to head out of the tent, not bothering to hide the
fact that she was awake the entire time while the two overindulged themselves.

 



luz doesn’t blame them that pokemuses are really hot but goddamnit, give her some sleep.

 

luz walked far from the tent so she wouldn’t hear them go at another round and take a breather,
hands combing her hair back as she took a deep breath in before letting out a deep exhale.

 

she leaned against the grimey wall, not minding the sort of wet feeling coming on her back and
began to look around the vicinity that might distract her from what's happening just a few feet
away.

 

the air of latissa was thicker than what luz inhaled back in bonesborough or even the isles. is it the
fumes filling the air or the toxins evaporating? whatever it is, luz had to take a few deep breaths
just to get her lungs used to this atmosphere.

 

good thing they won’t be staying here for another night.

 

luz listened to the noises of the town, hearing a few distant chatters and something blowing up
though that didn’t really matter to her when she felt a sudden chill run up her spine, making her
shiver and quickly whip her head around. checking her surroundings once again as it feels like
she’s being watched.

 

by something. someone. 

 

as luz turned around, she stood frozen when she saw a pair of glowing golden eyes staring at her in
the darkness. luz’s breathing hitch, she wants to figure out what kind of pokemuse is right in front
of her before potentially getting scratched in the face- if only she has a pokedex.

 

gus is the only one who has that device due to being professor bump’s assistant and it’s hella
expensive.

 

no matter what it was, luz wasn’t going to stick around to figure it out anymore as she felt the
intense intimidation radiating from the darkness. she was about to take her repel out and make a run
for it, but a timorous and small voice emitted from the darkness that made her freeze.

 



“you’re.. really cute.” 

luz blinked several times at the sudden comment, “uhm..” she was utterly speechless with heat
running up to her face, she watched the person slowly step into the light. the first thing luz noticed
was she didn't have feet yet a beautiful, almost hypnotising pattern of scales met her eyes that
glimmered like the stars above.

 

luz’s eyes widened when she realised this was no person at all- an ekans wearing a quivering smile
with her posture shy, cowering almost as she stared at luz with those dangerous yet enamoring
golden eyes that told comfort but she knows it’s far from that when she knows what these
pokemuses are capable of.

 

the ekans mint green scales shimmered with her patterns looking like a rare constellation.

 

they have a tendency of getting overly jealous and clingy on something they got their sights on
something, someone and one wrong move, you’ll end up on the floor. writhing and frothing
violently though luz pushed that warning aside as she watched the girl’s hand stretched out for her
to take.

 

luz glanced at the extended hand then back at the ekans, seeing the anticipation in her golden eyes
but she didn’t say anything else. there’s something about those eyes that told her more than just
comfort yet she can’t place a finger on it.

 

should she be worried? why would she be when she’s faced with the most beautiful pokemuse she
has ever seen.

 

the noceda approached the ekans, walking like a zombie with her hand slowly raising to take the
alluring hand until-

 

“luz! where are you?” luz snapped out of her trance when she heard willow’s voice echoing
through the woods, she looked over her shoulder for a split second to see the young park heading
her way and when she turned her gaze back to the ekans.

 

she wasn’t there anymore.

 



luz rubbed the back of her neck, wondering where the pokemuse could've gone but she didn't have
time to go on a hunt despite a half of herself telling her to go after the girl.

 

she turned around and saw willow just a few steps ahead of her.

 

“what were you looking at?" willow asked as she tilted her head, trying to look over luz's shoulder
to see if there's something she saw but luz just shook her head.

 

luz shook her head "nothing." and began to head back to the camp with her head kept returning to
that ekans.

 

when luz, willow and gus left latissa to go on with their travels. luz kept looking over her shoulder
as she felt that something was watching her and her suspicions were most of the time confirmed
true.

 

she would notice something was poking out of a tree or within the darkness just enough to be
shrouded only to retreat when she realised the noceda was looking at her.

 

a cold air rushed up her body, luz doesn’t understand why the ekans chose her- out of all the people,
why was she chosen by a fucking obsessive pokemuse?

 

it’s creeping her out though she should’ve expected this the very moment their eyes met. luz tries
several times to corner the ekans, but she easily slips away from her even before she gets a chance
to even form a conversation.

 

but that one night is when luz had enough.

 

with willow and gus asleep in their tents, luz took this opportunity to sneak out with the pokedex in
hand. cautiously and quietly walking through the woods, keeping a sharp eye for the ekans nearby
until she froze on the spot when she saw the familiar pair of golden eyes in the corner of her eye.

 

slowly, luz placed her entire body at ease, she kept her gaze at the ekans not too far behind hiding
behind one of the trees. “hey.” she waved at the girl though she didn’t say anything. luz didn’t



mind, as she took one step forward, this made the pokemuse quickly turn around and make a run
for it.

 

“hey wait!” luz swiftly followed after the girl, dodging the branches attempting to hit her along
with the debris getting thrown at her. luckily, it wasn’t venom. 

 

“i wanna get to know you! slow down!” she kept calling for the ekans to stop and just listen to her
but that’s proven futile as she only got farther and farther from her. leaving the noceda no choice
but to use it.

 

luz opened the pokedex, swiping through the things she doesn’t need right now and gus’ private
pictures, she finally found the thing she was looking for.

 

she looked up to check if the ekans was still there, far but still in her line of sight, taking a deep
breath in and tapping the ranger net icon that opened a hole atop of the dex. shooting out the net at
such high speeds that luz didn’t even realise it came into contact with the ekans till she heard
distress and cries from her.

 

“oh no..” luz placed the pokedex inside her bag and rushed over to the ekans, pushing her prior
objective to the side and dropping down to her side. she stared at the pokemuse struggling within
the net, seeing her eyes turning thin when luz raised her hand in an attempt to help her.

 

“hey, it’s okay.” luz said in a comforting tone, slowly continuing to extend her hand out to the girl
who was visibly trembling and tried to back away but luz quickly grabbed the net to keep her from
making the net’s grip on her tighter.

 

“i’m not gonna hurt you.” luz reassured, she got to work in taking off the net while the ekans stared
at her until the net was off. expecting for the wild pokemuse to run away but she just stayed there
and kept her eyes on luz, her head slightly tilting to the side that plucked a string in luz’s chest with
her cheek growing warm.

luz shook her head as she cleared her throat, “i’m luz noceda.” she offered her hand to the ekans for
a shake, “sorry bout all of this, i just wanted to talk to you.” she admitted, it’s not the best tactic to
get a wild pokemuse in getting to talk to you but she doesn’t have much of an option when she’s
always slithering away so quickly.

 



the pokemuse glanced down at luz’s offered hand, she slowly leaned closer to the noceda with her
own hand raising to take it. though cautious, those gentle hazel eyes provided warmth she never felt
before and it made her sink deeper into those pools.

 

“m.. my name’s amity.” amity replied as she placed her hand onto luz’s hand, letting the noceda
realise how soft her hand with her scales shining under the crescent moon above. luz’s fear of the
wild pokemuse immediately disappeared, there’s something boiling in the pit of her stomach that
she couldn’t put a finger in yet but she’s certain she’s not pulling anymore of her trance at her.

 

with one question remaining in luz’s head, she pulled her hand away from amity who still lingered
for that contact. “why were you following me?” luz asked as she completely sat down in front of
amity curling up as if she’s covering herself and turned her head away. 

“i just thought… you’re really pretty.” amity muttered under her breath, with the night almost
completely silent, luz clearly heard her. she leaned her head to the side, trying to see the
pokemuse’s face once again but amity only hid herself even more. 

luz softly chuckled to herself, she leaned back and tilted her head up to see the clear dark blue sky.
the moon was out yet there’s no stars to accompany the lonely celestial. she did swear to herself
that she’ll meet and make friends with the pokemuses she encounters, even if it kills her in trying. 

 

just by the look into those lonely golden eyes, perhaps amity needs her stars.

 

“and you’re cute.” amity’s eyes widened when she heard those words come out of the noceda’s lips,
she returned her gaze back to luz as her cheeks blew up in red and breathing turned heavy. she saw
the warm smile donning her lips as their eyes interlocked once again. telling something that wasn’t
clear just yet but they can feel it.

 

manifesting. festering. 

“wanna get outta here?” luz suggested as she motioned her head to the direction of the camp. a
smile climbed on amity’s face as well, her eyes dilated and vigorously nodded her head as her tail
rapidly rattled.

 

she watched luz stand up, patting herself off before offering her hand to amity to which she didn’t
hesitate in taking and pulled her up as they headed back to camp.

 



luz still held amity’s hand while they walked back to camp with no more words exchanged, she
glanced in the corner of her eye when she felt her head on her shoulder and her other arm coiling
around her. not wanting to let go.

 

luz just hopes willow and gus doesn’t freak out in seeing an ekans in the morning.

“i’m freaking out!!”

 

“gus just calm down! amity is harmless!” luz tried to reason with the two while holding amity
behind her who looks like she’s prepared to lunge at the two, especially when the clefairy and
ivysaur jumped in their trainers’ defence. 
“harmless?! have you read the biography and history of ekans?! they’re the furthest thing from
harmless!” gus exclaimed, he gave amity one fair glance only for the pokemuse to angrily hiss at
him, making him yelp and hide behind his clefairy while taking out his pokedex he snatched from
luz prior.. 

while the intense growling was occurring, willow has been watching amity’s mannerisms. how
tightly she held on luz’s shoulder and arm as she was held back, golden eyes thinned with her fangs
out in full display and her tail aggressively rattled.

 

a sign to back off from her and her human.

 

“is she the same one from latissa?” willow asked, striking luz off guard and made her snap her gaze
at her. 

“wait how did you know?” luz curiously asked as she swore willow hasn’t seen amity until now.
considering how swift ekans get away.

 

though willow only replied with; “just a guess.” she returned her eyes back to amity who lowered
her growl but she’s still on edge on whether or not to attack them if it wasn’t for luz holding her
back. 

“since, amity was it? she chose you to be her..” willow started, she was about to say something but
by the look on luz's face, she wasn't ready to know what it means to be chosen by an ekans. that
would only cause more trouble and would lead into something unfavorable. 

“just make sure you keep her in check.” willow said instead, she turned her back on the two as she
grabbed her ivysaur’s arm and began to walk away from them along with gus who’s whispering
something to the young park though it was difficult to catch anything now.



 

when the 4 are out of earshot, luz turned around to look at amity who instantly calmed down when
she faced the noceda. her eyes returned to dilated with her tail now softly wagging, “that went
better than expected.” luz said with a small chuckle as she rubbed the back of her shoulder, feeling
a slight sting.

 

but she didn’t mind it too much.

“what does this mean for me? for us?” amity asked, moving closer to make sure there’s no space
between. nothing. 

“it means,” amity watched luz’s arms slowly rise with a grin crawling on her face, she rose a brow
as she doesn’t understand why the noceda was trying to act menacing till-

 

“welcome to the crew, ami!” luz roped both arms around the ekans tightly, bringing her in a bear
hug. amity was severely confused at the gesture but she didn’t try to stop luz, the warmth
transfering to her body made her weak and melt into luz’s arms. eyes slowly fluttering shut, amity
nestled her face into luz’s neck to inhale her sweet scent.

 

the smell of heavy forest came off of her, but the thing she focused on was her sweet blood
circulating within her veins.

 

it’s intoxicating. 

“..ami?” amity muttered under her breath, remembering the little name luz said.

 

“you like it? i just made that on the spot!” luz replied as she pulled both of them away, snapping
amity back to reality. a low growl mixed with a whine vibrated in her throat, she wasn’t done
savoring luz’s warmth and her body left an imprint on her own- like a phantom tail.

 

slowly nodding, her own face began to heat up slowly as she said; “yeah. i like it.” 

“come on, we gotta get ready for the road. the nearest town is a few miles from here.” luz jumped
to another topic, making her way to the tents while amity stayed behind as she watched her with
infatuated eyes. 

“if the weather is good, we should…” the things luz was saying was getting drowned out in the
ekans’ ears, the only thing she’s focusing on and deemed important is the noceda.



 

watching her body move as she sort through her stuff, bending down to pick up something that
gave amity a view that made her gulp hard. the heat in her face grew along with the boiling
sensation swelling in the pit of her stomach, steadily becoming a nuisance or a reminder.

 

either way, this is going to be fun.

 

=====

 

willow and gus were hesitant in trusting amity as they think luz was being hypnotized into letting
her tag along but after so much convincing and proof that their friend wasn’t being coerced into
this.

 

they’re slowly warming up to amity, making her feel welcomed to the crew.

 

the two pokemuses tried to make friends with amity but she wasn’t interested and only had her
sights on luz. only luz.

 

with no space between them at all, luz and amity began to grow closer and closer everyday. telling
each other stories in their travels, luz exposing amity to human cultures and technology to which
the ekans really seems to like along with amity telling her life wandering alone as she ran away
from her parents a few years back.

 

she hasn’t made any connections to anyone till luz.

 

soon enough, that connection became something more.

 

luz would always catch herself staring for too long at the ekans while she was either inspecting the
pokedex or staring at herself in her reflection in the lake's surface.

 

watching her beautiful, shining scales glimmer under the sunlight with her hair softly waving by
the winds and her eyes.



 

god, her eyes.

 

there's just something enamouring, so bewitching about amity's golden hues meeting hers. it made
her want to just look at her all day and look she did.

 

though, luz had to avert her eyes in a split second when amity glanced at her. she doesn't know if
she saw her staring but she wasn't going to find it out.

 

after luz left the lake to take a breather as her face was severely red from being caught being a
freak. amity just watched her walk away before letting out a small chuckle, she returned her gaze
down at the lake’s surface. staring at her reflection being lit up by the warm sunlight.

 

though, nothing compares to luz’s warmth that’s for sure.

 

as she stared at herself, her mind was beginning to wander to different places yet all of them have
one thing in common as if she couldn’t escape her anymore nor wanted to escape her.

 

luz noceda.

 

amity watched a smile slowly climb up her face as she kept thinking about luz, thinking how tender
and soothing her touches are against her rough exterior. imagining how those same hands would
wrap around her body, squeezing her tight as the heat of her body transfers to hers while-

 

slow down!

 

amity backed up from the lake, leaning back against the nearest tree to recompose herself with her
hands covering her red face. feeling her heart rapidly bang against her chest as her breathing
gradually turned heavy, her brain and body is in shambles all because of one human girl.

 

correction: a human girl that no one would take away from her.

 



“oh luz.” amity muttered under her breath, standing back up and looking in the direction where she
last saw luz before heading off to find her.

 

with the sun already down, everyone huddled up in the campfire for dinner gus whipped up for
them. a lazy boy stew that tastes phenomenal. everyone was talking about the things that happened
in the recent few days along with hopes that the nearest town would be a day away.

 

all the while, amity was just sitting there. partially listening to what the others are saying but her
eyes are solely focused on the girl right beside her, eating and talking though it’s not her usual
talking. luz was less chatty tonight which is odd for someone like her.

 

as luz gulped down her spoonful of the stew, she looked in the corner of her eye and noticed the
ekans’ stare. “is there something wrong?” luz asked, snapping amity out of her daze. 

softly shaking her head, “no. no, nothing’s wrong.” amity replied as she turned her head to another
direction, luz tilted her head to the side. wondering what could be in the pokemuse’s mind though
she didn’t have to raise a question when amity continued. 

“but i’ve noticed something.” 

“what is it?” luz curiously asked. 

“you’re more meek tonight. did something happen?” amity asked, not turning her head back to look
at the noceda but her eyes looked in the corner to watch luz’s expression turn from neutral to
realised embarrassment. 

“o- of course not.” luz quipped, clearing her throat as she tried to remain calm despite her heart
beating ever so rapidly. “why would you think so?” 

“just a guess.” amity simply shrugged, she looked away from luz once again and stood up with her
back facing her. “thought i could help you with it but i guess my help isn’t needed.” then, she
slithered towards luz’s tent without another word or letting luz explain herself.

 

luz watched the ekans get away from her, “w- wait!" she called out as she slipped inside the tent,
only seeing a small glimpse of her tail before disappearing.

 

she rushed after her without hesitation, pushing the curtains to the side and saw amity standing with
her back facing hee.

 



"what kind of help?” luz curiously asked as she tilted her head. oblivious to the growing smirk
coming on amity's face though dropped it before slowly turning around.

 

meeting the noceda's shimmering hazel eyes that's softly lit by the dim lantern.

 

it enamours her to push further as her own golden eyes were locked in place.

 

“something like this.” before luz could process what's happening, she suddenly felt something
warm and soft pressed against her lips.

 

her body went stiff, mind turned blank as she could only feel amity's lips and she took her precious
time in savoring it before she pulled away for some air.

 

"i.. i didn't know you were a good kisser." luz breathed out a small laugh, continuing to stare back
at amity. feeling her tail slowly wrap itself around her legs, lightly squeezing her as she was pulled
closer with their bodies now pressed. 

 

amity giggled, leaning closer once again as she whispered in a soft hiss; "you should see me do
other things."

 

in one swift action, luz was shoved onto the bed with amity right on top of her. her breathing
hitched as she felt her tail slither all over her body along with her hands moving in an almost
rhythmic fashion.

 

for a pokemuse, clothing isn't a worry of them as they go with or without it.

 

the noceda's eyes wandered down to her breasts, nipples erected that made her affliction grow and
throb. amity noticed it, her smirk became bigger as she grabbed one of luz's hands and brought it
onto her boob.

 

luz's eyes widened, her hand engulfed by a soft warmth and she looked up to amity once again as if
asking for approval. just by the look of her eyes, it's obvious.



 

swallowing a large lump, luz proceeds to squeeze and slowly knead the boob. feeling it's tenderness
as she listened to amity's breathy groans, it's like a lullaby easing her into this with her arousal
growing more and more.

 

with inhibitions pulling the chains, luz decided to say fuck it and took off all of their clothes,
tossing it to the side before flipping both of them over.

 

now, luz is at the top.

 

"take it easy, luz." amity said with a giggle, though deep down, she wants this seemingly innocent
human to break her and make her hers.

 

"i don't guarantee it." luz replied as she drew closer to her neck, planting kisses all over and
inhaling her sweet musk. dragging her tongue on her scaly flesh, making amity gasp as she gripped
on her shoulders.

 

lowly humming, luz trailed her tongue down from her collarbone to the valley of her mounds.
moving up to one with her hand caressing the first as her mouth took in the second.

 

"mmhn.." amity raised her back slightly, watching luz suckle on her breast as her tail rattled behind
luz. twitching slightly, feeling her teeth play with her nipple before tugging it as she pulled away,
making the ekans yelp.

 

luz stared down at amity's cutely red face, her body looking so frail that one touch could end her
though that's far from the truth when it could be luz.

 

nonetheless, her ghostly fingertips traveled down to her lower hips, tracing her beautiful markings
till she reached her exposed slit. luz bit her lip as she stared at her, her cock twitching and throbbing
excitedly at the sight of her juices flowing out.

 

"is this all for me?" luz asked in an innocent tone as her thumb rolled on her clit, earning a squeak.

 



"y- yes, luz.." amity whispered with her body trembling from the contact as more moans escaped
her pretty little lips. she watched her writhe under her, her tail wagging even more as she secreted
more juices, intoxicating the human with her scent.

 

it's hard to hold herself back but then again, why would she?

 

with her breathing becoming heavier, luz leaned down to amity's pussy and shoved her face into
her, lapping up her juices. “l- luz!” amity moaned with her head rolling back, she latched her hand
on luz’s head, tugging on her curls to pull her in closer. deeper into her cunt.

 

luz moaned into her cunt, rolling her tongue on her clit as she slurped all of her oozing juices out
with her hands smoothly caressing her sides. she tasted like absolute heaven.

 

then, luz slowly pulled away and she licked off the slow dripping juice on the side of her mouth.
she stared down at amity’s disheveled self, "you're so beautiful, mi amor." she whispered, moving
closer to her with her face just mere inches from her as she grabbed the ekans by the chin and
pulled her into another kiss.

 

amity instantly melted into the kiss as she wrapped her arms around her neck once again. feeling
something hard pressed against her cunt, already knew what that was and rolled her hips up to gain
more friction though luz only pushed her down by the hips before drawing back.

 

"me siento tan afortunada de tenerte." luz whispered in her own tongue as she pressed her head
against hers and aligned herself down to her clit, rubbing her leaking tip against her soppy wet
pussy before pushing her entire cock inside. making the ekans moan ever so loudly with her head
rolling back and hips arching.

 

“fuck- luz!!” amity screamed her name without a filter. luz bit her lip in arousal as she savors the
feeling of her tight snatch clenching around her cock.

 

"so tight.." the noceda groaned, she stayed there for a while to let amity adjust to her bulk till she
gave the green light nod for her to begin moving her hips as she slowly pulled half of her cock out
before pushing it all back in.

 



amity's mouth went agar with her body lightly bouncing on each gentle thrust luz made. her grip on
luz's shoulder tightened as she lowered her gaze from the ceiling of the tent to her eyes once again,
shining with lust and.. love.

 

luz couldn't help but lean down and give amity another kiss to which she didn't hesitate to
reciprocate. feeling her bite the bottom of her lip, asking for an entrance and amity opened as luz's
tongue slipped inside.

 

moaning into the kiss as both of their tongues lashed together, tasting one another with luz steadily
picking up the pace.

 

once they pulled away, a thin string of saliva connected them for a split second before disappearing
as it appeared. luz leaned down to amity's neck and began leaving marks with her thrusts turning
into slams.

 

amity cried out in pleasure, the massive waves of delights coming from below overwhelmed by
body and feeling luz leaving more than just one bite marks on her made her give in even more.
loving her even more.

 

though something within her somehow doubts that.

 

as luz pulled away from her neck, amity watched her lips opening with a groan escaping her throat
as she squeezed her eyes shut. her hand caressed her cheek again with luz rubbing her slick
serpentine body, giving her all of the praises.

 

"do you love me?" amity asked and it seems like a dumb question but she wants to know. she wants
to make sure.

 

"i do." luz didn't hesitate to reply.

 

"then say it."

 



"i love you, amity." luz said, her mind getting clouded by ecstasy though she still means those three
words by heart. amity smiled as she heard the sincerity, relaxing her and more moans were heard.
filling the night.

 

luz gritted her teeth when she started to feel something growing within the pit of her stomach. her
grip on the sheets tightened, almost tearing it as she poured her last sliver of strength and ramming
in amity hard.

 

"luz!! aaahh-" amity dragged her claws on the human's back, streaks of blood rolling down the side
as she rolled her head back and hips arching.

 

"te amo, amity!" luz moaned out, letting out her one last shove before ejaculating. her warm wave
of cum made the ekans shudder at the sensation as it stuffs her up till a few spewed out.

 

the two stayed there for a while, catching their breaths as their cums mixed with each other.
carefully, luz pulled out, amity trembled and dropped right next to her.

 

amity turned her head to look at her lover, watching her try to catch her breathing till she noticed
the pokemuse's gaze.

 

a smile climbed on luz's lips, she scooched closer to her and brushed the stray strand of hair on her
face. amity leaned into the touch and placed her hand atop of hers, "i love you, luz." she whispered
as her eyes twinkled in passion.

 

her smile grew even more and pulled amity into a warm embrace as she buried her face into her
hair. "i love you too, ami." amity nuzzled into the noceda's chest, her tail coiling on her legs to
make sure she doesn't go anywhere.

 

as they both dozed off into sweet slumber in each other's arms.

 

-----

 



after luz and amity lost their first with one another, things began to shift and amity became..
difficult.

 

the ekans would become obsessive over luz even though there's nothing that could potentially take
her away from her.

 

there's this time when willow simply hugged luz and amity almost clawed her face off.

 

amity could absolutely not give luz space even when she's taking a piss. she needs to be there next
to her lover.

 

she has to be there for her.

 

nights are somewhat peaceful as amity would only latch herself on luz with her tail coiled on her
legs.

 

though luz doesn't see any harm in that, despite the troubles, she still loves amity and nothing can
change that.

 

when they got to the next town, luz had been planning something during their travels and she told
willow and gus about to which they're both on board.

 

it's a little something for her lover. she just has to think of a diversion.

 

luz shot the two a look and they nodded in response as they turned their attention to the ekans who's
looking around the plaza whilst having her arm wrapped on luz.

 

"hey amity!" gus called for amity, snapping her head to look at the boy who jogged towards her
with willow behind him and placed the pokedex in front of her.

 

"did you know there's a new feature in the pokedex where it can projectile poisoned lasers?" gus
said with a big grin on his face, amity rose a brow as that sounded preposterous though intriguing.



 

"what? how?" amity could only question and find an answer.

 

"lemme show you. so you.." as gus began explaining the 'new feature', willow looked over her
shoulder to give luz the green light now that amity's distracted.

 

luz carefully and quietly slipped her arm off her grasp before rushing off to find that store, hoping
it'd be close by as she doesn't want to stray too far. 

 

though, buying some lunch for everyone would be good.

 

after only 10 minutes of amity being interested in the 'new features' of the pokedex. it quickly
deteriorated. she tore her eyes off the pokemuse, expecting luz to be there beside her only to realize
she wasn't there anymore.

 

"where's luz?!" amity began to frantically look around the plaza for a sighting of her but all of the
roaming pokemuse only blocked her view. "luz?!"

 

then, she looked at both willow and gus who flinched at the sudden eye contact the ekens made.

 

"where did she go?! did you see her?!" she bombarded them with questions, her mind was
beginning to race as she worried where luz could've possibly gone.

 

but the two seemed hesitant in telling amity a speck of information.

 

"uh.." amity lets out an aggravated huff at the lack of answer but she wasn't going to stick around
and wait for one.

 

she started roaming the plaza, calling out luz's name as she checked every store, ignoring the odd
looks other pokemuses gave her till she reached a diner.

 



amity burst through the door, the bell violently rattled overhead making some eyes land on her. her
sharp eyes scanned the entire establishment for her beloved till she finally spotted her.

 

"luz?"

 

instead of being filled with joy that she's just here for lunch but amity stopped in her tracks as she
saw luz sandwiched between two growlithes who's saying how cute the human was while she just
stood there with an awkward smile.

 

then, luz finally noticed amity by the door and her eyes widened as she could tell what she thought
of this situation but it was far from that. "amity! oh no.. this isn't what it looks like!" she said,
trying to make amends before things escalate.

 

the two growlithes turned their gazes at amity, tilted their head in curiosity as it's their first time
seeing a rare type of ekans.

 

"an ekans? is she with you, luz?" one of the growlithes asked. amity lowered her head, her hands
curling into fists as her breathing became heavy. 

 

"yeah, she's my-" but before luz could finish her sentence, amity bolted out of the diner without
another word.

 

"amity!"

 

the ekans pushed through the other pokemuse as she stormed into the woods. she stopped in front
of a tree, pressing her head onto it as hot tears began to stream down her face and dripped to the
grass.

 

her claws dug into the thick bark as she gritted her teeth, trying her best to hold it all in but it was
simply too much to handle.

 

what did she do wrong? where did she go wrong? she did everything right.



 

right?

 

why does she have to replace her when she's so much better than those dogs! is everything she said
just a lie?!

 

amity lets out an angered scream as she claws the tree, leaving a large mark across. she gripped her
hair, tugging on in as her vision was blurring from tears and darkness consuming the whites of her
eyes with her head throbbing hard as if there's something attempting to burst out.

 

amity dropped to the ground with the pain surrounding her body becoming too much but, somehow,
it felt right.

 

so, she embraced it.

 

a blinding light caught luz's attention, she shielded her eyes for a split second till it disappeared.
worried as something might've happened to amity, she rushed over to the epicenter where the light
was.

 

luz came to a full halt when she saw her on the ground. her everything changed but she knows
damn well that this is still the amity she fell in love with.

 

"amity, i'm so-" luz was about to approach her lover but amity whipped her large tail at her, sending
her flinging back and slammed hard against the tree.

 

"you." the arbok hissed as she narrowed her eyes at the human. watching her push herself up and
stagger back, taken aback at the action but she brushed it aside.

 

she raised her hands, showing that luz doesn't intend to hurt her as she swallowed a large lump in
her throat and opened her mouth, wanting to say something but amity wasn't having it.

 



amity charged at luz, grabbing her by the collar and tossed her to another tree. knocking the wind
out of her as she dropped on her ass, luz raised her arms to protect herself when amity got in front
of her and started swinging her claws, punching her.

 

"amity- please stop!" luz begged, she knows amity wouldn't do something like this to her but then
again..

 

amity didn't bother to listen to her lover's pleads of mercy, she pulled one of her severely scratched
arms away from her face and brought a hard punch across the cheek, bringing luz falling to the
side.

 

"please.. amity.. i'm sorry! i'm sorry!" all of those pleas went into deaf ears as amity continuously
rained down her claws and punches on her.

 

her anger and hatred controlled over everything as she is that very force now.

 

never realizing the severity of what she's done. though, luz just couldn't fight back because it's
amity.

 

she loves her.

 

amity abruptly stopped for a moment as her ears caught wind of multiple footsteps coming her way.
she looked at luz, her once handsome face left almost unrecognizable with the blood oozing out on
all sides.

 

she's like a broken pulp.

 

clicking her tongue in annoyance that their session was interrupted. amity stood up, not minding the
warm blood cloaking her hands, she leaned down to her ear and whispered; 

 

"this isn't over."

 



amity opened her mouth, her long and sharp fangs loomed over her flesh and bit hard. letting her
venom seeping into her veins with small traces of blood bubbling into her mouth, she listened to
luz's sweet painful screams before she pulled away.

 

"see you later, my love." amity said in a sickly sweet tone as she giggled and slithered away.
leaving luz writhing on the ground with froth escaping her mouth.

 

willow and gus, along with the two growlithes finally arrived at the scene. willow covered her
mouth in shock at the sight of her best friend all mangled and potentially poisoned by the very girl
she loved and trusted, gus was trying to keep his gut in as he tore her eyes away from the grisly
sight.

 

the two growlithes were the only ones strong enough and have the guts to carry luz without making
things worse.

 

they all walked out of the woods with the bleeding noceda in arms, heading for the nearest hospital.

 

neither felt the dark presence watching them leave.

 

-----

 

once luz was discharged, almost her entire body was wrapped in bandages and the poison amity left
wasn't lethal but it left it's effects.

 

luz still hasn't regained consciousness for the past few days in traveling back to the isles. gus
skimmed through luz's info to find where she lives and bring her back to her parents.

 

at the fence, they were greeted by a feral noctowl bursting through the door but she was halted by a
woman who bore resemblance to the young noceda.

 

camila asked what the two needed, neither willow and gus said anything as she instantly saw luz's
unconscious body in their arms.



 

she didn't hesitate to let the two inside with the clawthorne sisters bringing luz up to her room and
king stayed behind. curling up next to her, giving her company while camila asked what happened
to her daughter.

 

and so they did.

 

with the sun setting, it's a little too late for willow and gus to travel back to bonesborough. camila
prepared the guest room just for them and the two couldn't be more grateful.

 

beyond the main gates of the boiling isles, a swift body raced through the woods at lightning speed
without disturbing the fallen dead leaves. her precise nose sniffed the air, catching many scents that
rang unfamiliar and only three- no, only one she focused on.

 

she followed the trail of her scent inside the new town. avoiding the patrolling pokemuses,
checking from time to time if the coast is clear before making a run for it till she arrived where she
needed to be.

 

amity took a deep breath in and sighed as she smelled luz inside that house. she slithered to the
back to climb for the window where the scent is the strongest and easily broke it open by pure
force.

 

the arbok slipped inside the room, her sharp vision tore through the darkness and looked around for
luz though she took the moment to admire the little things her room had to offer.

 

in bed, king was groggily awoken by the sound of something breaking. he slowly fluttered his eyes
open, adjusting to the darkness only for it to grow wide as he saw an arbok right before him.

 

"eda-" he was about to warn the others, but amity clasped his mouth and hushed him.

 

"i'm only here for luz. i want to see her." amity said, her tone pleading and tired after wandering,
following luz's scent for days after she...

 



"please."

 

king stared at amity's eyes, seeing the sincerity it held though he's still doubtful of her true
intentions on his best friend but having an arbok, especially a rare one, could cause more than
trouble.

 

the zorua slowly nodded, amity released his mouth and stepped away from him for king to hop off
the bed though didn't leave the room. 

 

amity looked down at the noceda, her body sagged with her heart ached at the sight of her lover.
she bit down the tears as she got into bed and carefully coiled herself on luz. not wanting to hurt her
even more.

 

she squeezed her eyes shut, droplets of tears bubbled in the corners as she buried her face into her
neck. "i'm so sorry, luz.." she muttered under her breath.

 

regretting everything that she's done to her lover. the only person she ever loved and has loved her.
how stupid can she be?

 

amity began peppering light kisses all over luz's face, caressing her bandaged cheek as she
remembers that's where she slapped her during the fallout. leaving a deep gash.

 

what has she done?

 

crying.

 

that's the first thing luz ever heard through her ringing ears. her eyes slowly cracked open, seeing
the dark ceiling that's only lightly lit by the half moon and she slowly turned her head to the side to
see that familiar mint green.

 

panic first boiled inside her though, it quickly died down as she saw how vulnerable amity is right
now. tears looking like diamonds streamed down her face, wetting her bandages a little though she
didn't mind.



 

it's still her. it always has been.

 

"amity.." luz coarsely called out.

 

amity perked up when she heard her voice, her eyes glimmered as she saw that luz finally awake.
she immediately hugged her, luz slightly hissed though didn't complain.

 

"oh luz! i'm so sorry! i didn't.. fuck.." amity tried but she trails off. she wants to make amends and
recover what they have but what if there's nothing?

 

luz sensed the doubt, she softly sighed and lightly petted her head to reassure as she shot a smile.
"hey hey, it's.. okay. let's just talk about this tomorrow, alright?" she said as she doesn't have much
strength yet and amity understood.

 

she curled up to her and still hugged her close with luz trying to wrap her arms around her as well.

 

"i love you and goodnight." amity whispered in her ear.

 

luz smiled at the little sweet things the arbok whispers, though she has to prepare for a very
uncomfortable conversation tomorrow. especially her mama is gonna meet girlfriend.

 

it was supposed to be soon but tomorrow might be the day.
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“amity!” 

 

the sound of the eldest blight’s shout for amity as she ran straight into the jungle with nothing just
herself.

 

everyone stopped whatever they were doing, and was immediately alarmed after seeing amelia run
after her little sister along with lucia who’s not too far behind- trying to get amelia back before she
gets too far.

 

“what the hell happened?” hunter asked, looking at everyone for answers though they’re just as
clueless as him. well, just him and viney.

 

the twins gave each other a single side glance of worry before taking off as well, hunter scoffed
with his hands raised in annoyance and dropped it on his side.

 

“oh great. just ignore me then.” he muttered his breath with a click of his tongue.

 

willow and gus looked at each other, knowing full well what happened and decided to run after the
others, hoping that amity doesn’t get too far from them. especially when the sun is nearing to set.

 

as the two disappeared through the bushes, hunter and viney were the only ones left in the camp,
still clueless as ever though they weren’t going to stay there while the others had a manhunt.

 



“come on.” viney motioned her head for hunter to follow suit, hunter sighed deeply with his eyes
rolling as he’s clearly not in the mood for this shit but he doesn’t have a choice, does he? hunter
grabbed a lantern from his back just in case and went head first into the thick jungle with amelia’s
voice heard nearby.

 

“amity!! come back!!” amelia yelled as loud as she could, letting her voice resonate throughout the
jungle that must’ve disturbed a few creatures. the sounds of twigs snapping placed everyone on
high alert, looking at every corner where something could potentially jump on them as they
continued to follow amelia down an nonexistent path while she hopelessly calls for her sister.

 

the young alpha’s scent of painful fury agitated their noses and they followed it in hopes this could
really lead to amity.

 

“why did she even run off in the first place? this place is unmapped.” they heard hunter from
behind as he looked around the vicinity to find something to remember, like a bookmark.

 

lucia watched amelia worryingly follow the trail of scent with a deep frown visible on her face, she
was walking faster than anyone else- almost leaving them in the dark. she wants to find amity
already before she gets lost.

 

she opened her mouth, tried to strike up something but no words uttered from her lips when one
was obviously occupied and the other was confused though felt guilty as it feels like she caused
this.

 

"shit.." then, amelia suddenly halted in her tracks with her eyes glued to the mudded ground as if
she's searching for footsteps but there's simply nothing.

 

"amelia?" lucia took a step forward with her hand softly resting on her shoulder, wanting to turn her
around and see if she's okay.

 

“the trial ends here.”

 

there was a momentary silence within the party. amelia slowly turned herself around, letting the
light of the open lantern expose her distraught expression donning her face with her closed fists
trembling.



 

the eldest blight's intense pheromones made the omegas cower, but lucia, with the other alphas
taking a step back.

 

lucia was the only one that had the gall to take the initiative and grabbed one of amelia's fists,
giving it a squeeze that helped her calm down to some extent.

 

"amelia, we should go back." hunter raised the thing that has been hovering in his mind ever since
he stepped beyond the shrubs.

 

"we can search for amity next thing in the morning." he said but he flinched a little as amelia
snapped her head at him with a not so pleased look.

 

"no! i'm not leaving my sister out there alone!" amelia protested with the twins agreeing with their
sister, though hunter stood strong on his suggestion.

 

"then we'll be the ones to get lost. this ain't jumanji, blight." hunter blankly stated, he understands
the urgency of finding amity and dragging her back but they'll be the next ones to get lost if they're
not calculated.

 

they can't take that risk.

 

"we're not turning back unless we have amity." edric raised his voice alongside emira.

 

"we'll look for her without you." emira added.

 

but the blight siblings' argument would be overruled as viney stepped in to defuse the possible fight
just by looking at the way the siblings are looking at the poor omega.

 

"i'm with hunter." she said, making everyone turn their attention to her.

 



"i get it, we all need to find amity but we can't do anything when it's night." viney raised a few
points that were strong enough to corner the siblings despite their desire to argue more for their
little sister's sake.

 

but they got tongue tied as more spoke up.

 

"viney's right. who knows what's beyond the darkness." gus said, giving willow a single glance at
the corner of his eye as he and she have the same thing in their minds.

 

"and it'll be ideal if we make a plan before we do anything." willow was the last one to add the nail
in the coffin of the blight siblings' plan of diving head first into the unknown.

 

majority wins. 

 

lucia felt amelia's grip on her hand tightened with her body trembling even more, she returned the
squeeze and let out some comforting pheromones to help the alpha have a cool head.

 

"it's best to stay calm and not run into the woods." viney reminded the exact words amelia said
earlier and she was right.

 

amelia took a deep breath in and nodded with a silent sigh. with the lantern bright enough to light
the same path they walked in, hunter led the way back to the camp with the others staggering
behind him while lucia and amelia were trailing behind. having their own bubble.

 

lucia looked at solemn blight with her scents reflecting that, she gave her arm a light tug to make
her look at her.

 

it's always hard for someone to decipher which blight is which by just looking at their eyes, but
amelia has something that makes hers unique and lucia could swear she couldn't get her eyes off
them.

 

and it hurts seeing how much sadness those eyes held tonight, making her instincts kick in to take
care of the alpha.



 

"amity's going to be okay. she's a tough one." lucia did her best to reassure amelia, her thumb softly
rubbing on her knuckles as she kept her eyes on gold.

 

a small smile tugged on the blight's lips, appreciating the little things lucia does for her though this
was the prime reason why amity ran off in the first place.

 

as much as she loves amity, lucia is hers. nothing can change that.

 

"i know." amelia replied with a sigh escaping her lips as she rested her head onto lucia's shoulder.
the noceda's cheeks suddenly became heated though she pushed it down and both continued to
walk, their hands still intertwined.

 

all the while willow and gus watched the two interact, they had the feeling that they would make it
official and yet a part of them really thought that amity could take her shot. as being her best
friends, they helped her.

 

look at where that got them.

 

maybe it wasn't meant to be. maybe it was fate that lucia and amelia would be together while amity
is off… somewhere to find someone else.

 

-----

 

the light chirps of the morning birds reverberated throughout the jungle, daylight pierced the thick
canopy to expose the lush green grounds as little critters slithered or wandered about to find their
breakfast to start the day.

 

slowly, she fluttered her eyes open as a beam of light hit her right in the eyes. a low hum escaped
her lips, she turned herself over to lay on her back as she completely opened her eyes to see the dry
leave covered ceiling only tied up by vines. amity chuckled to herself as she thought that
everything was just a dream.

 



her seeing lucia kiss amelia was just a mere dream, knowing that lucia doesn’t really show any
signs of ever liking her sister and a beast capturing her, taking her to it's hut or some shit.

 

as amity turned her head to the side of where the sunlight was beaming on her face, hoping to see
the bright sands of the beach outside along with the sounds of the waves crashing on the shore.

 

but she didn't see any of those. the sounds she hoped were replaced by the morning crickets
echoing through the vast place and a figure hovered before her.

 

amity's eyes widened "fuck!" she instantly shot up and backed up to the wall as she eyed down the
beast. in the corner of her eye, she grabbed the stick and began waving it around to keep them at
bay.

 

though she just stood there. watching the blight have an early panic in the morning. she tilted her
head in curiosity of the various profanities spurting out of amity's mouth.

 

it's a good thing she doesn't understand a thing.

 

she does admit that watching the girl asleep, despite the wacks on her head and ignoring her for a
long time, was adorable.

 

the beast happily chirped, as if saying a good morning, and slid in a handful of berries towards
amity to eat. amity checked the state of the berries, not recognising some outside the usual but she's
not going to take it.

 

she's not hungry anyways.

 

amity looked past the beast, seeing that the morning wasn't the only thing fake and a plan-
somewhat of a plan popped into her head.

 

she slowly pushed herself up, cautiously sticking close to the wall as she began to round her who
didn’t move and simply just watched with amusement before amity bolted out of the cave to get
away from the beast.



 

amity ran as fast as she could, never tempting to look and check if she was following her.

 

she stood up from her place, watched as amity got further and further away till she disappeared
from the various greenery covering the ground.

 

she won't see anything at this latitude.

 

she quickly ran up to the nearest tree, grabbing onto the vines to pull herself up and easily got up to
the highest branch that overlooks the entire land below.

 

she also sees amity slowing down from running and starts swinging to other trees, already speeding
towards the blight.

 

amity panted lightly as she began to walk more casually though still alert of her surroundings. after
all, this is an uncharted island. looking around, seeing various plants that she never seen in
textbooks or back in the city before and has yet to be documented- willow’s going to have a fun
time studying them.

 

other wildlife were seen stalking her behind the trees and bushes with the eyes were the only ones
visible, unnerving amity before they were spotted by her and fled. sighing deeply, amity fixed her
neglected messy hair, only to almost trip on an overgrown exposed root, with her tongue clicking in
annoyance, amity muttered curses under her breath as she continued forward.

 

tripping on various things, making the blight slowly lose her patience as she kept murmuring her
profanities until she tilted her head up to realise the beast was following her all along. lowly
growling, amity glanced down to see her foot dipped in a small mud puddle. ruining her favorite
shoes even more.

 

since she wasn’t in a clear mood today, amity bent down and took a big scoop of the mud in hand
before throwing it hard towards the beast, squaring her right in the face, making her abruptly stop
in her tracks.

 



amity chuckled to herself as she watched the mud slowly drip down her face, once the beast’s hair
covered face was somewhat seen again, she noticed she just sat there at the branch as she wiped off
the gunk off her face and made a noise- almost sounding like she’s ready to play.

 

the blight narrowed her eyes at her, she resumed her walking but not before scooping another
mound of mud to throw at the beast at a perfect time.

 

which is always.

 

despite amity kept chucking her with mud balls, she kept following her just to make sure she’s safe
though she wonders if the things she kept muttering were some kind of enchant or incantations for
mating.

 

and she also wonders why amity kept circling around like a jaguar chasing its tail.

 

after finally getting tired, amity sought to retire behind a big boulder that’s just up ahead and sat
down on the ground to recollect herself before taking another mile or two while she stopped right at
the tree glancing down the boulder.

 

leaning back to the somewhat smooth surface of the boulder, amity tilted her head up to look at the
canopy with open spots for sunlight glaring down the ground as her mind began to drift off to many
things of what she could possibly be doing right now than being stuck in a wild jungle and stalked
by a crazed.. whatever. 

 

amity began to think back about lucia and her sister, wondering woefully if they’re really meant to
be and she’s just a forceful road block for the two to easily hop over.

 

the more she thinks about it, the more that twinge of pain returned in her chest- haunting her once
again and amity shook her head, trying her best to forget about when she had other things to worry
about.

 

like that beast.

 



moving her gaze away from the lush green veil covering from ever seeing the bright blue sky, amity
instantly noticed she was staring down at her in silence, making her grimace. while both of them
stared at each other without uttering a word, amity took this time to see what the creature’s features
were.

 

there wasn’t alot to go off of as she’s sitting in a sort of animalistic manner, how an ape would so
figuring out what her height could be is out of the picture.

 

 her face completely shrouded behind a thick clock of unruly hair that was sprinkled with broken
branches and leaves stuck within those locks along with a cake of dried mud- not counting the ones
the blight threw at her earlier.

 

her clothes were simplistic, just covering the areas that needed to be covered. amity was wrong in
thinking that the creature wore animal skin, it was only her cloak looking like a terry cloth in
amity’s angle. her two piece were a sort of thick leaves fiber.

 

shivering to herself, amity averted her eyes with a huff and ended up with the decision to look at
other things as she rested for a short while. remembering all the horror movies edric convinced her
to watch, she’s going to beat that boy’s ass when she comes back.

 

but for now, she just wants this person to stop hovering over her and get lost.

 

with amity distracted with other things, she continues to stare at the alpha. observing her. as
sunlight shone down on her face to expose how sharp her jawline was, her messy grass colored
chair tried to retain some class. her eyes were shimmering stones she used to see in the deeper
regions yet hard to obtain, she swore to never look away from such an enticing beauty.

 

the alpha’s skin glittered under the sunlight, exposing her bullets of sweat trickling down all over
her body as the heat was starting to get to her and it bares some resemblance to her own skin but
contracts in color alongside with less hair. she was undeniably smooth and clean to the eye with no
scars tainting her, if you ignored the dirt and mud.

 

amity’s scent was still something she cannot understand nor fathom of what it really was but she
wanted it.

 



it’s like a calling for her to get close to the alpha and this was meant to be. she just has to figure out
how.

 

she wonders if she could hunt the biggest beast here and impress amity with its hide.

 

that might be a good idea.

 

amity sighed to herself, reminding herself that there isn’t a jungle terminator assassin inhabiting a
lone island out and decided to find out who this person really is and what they want from her.

 

standing up, amity patted herself clean as she turned around to look up to the tree where the beast
was last seen though the branches were left empty with her nowhere in sight. “what the..” she
muttered under her breath as she slowly looked around the place in hopes of finding her.

 

why? when amity could just simply leave with the idea that she just got tired of aimlessly following
a lost girl around.

 

but when amity turned around, she let out a loud yelp of surprise after suddenly seeing her right
from behind that caused her to fall back. peering down, the girl snickered at the reddened state of
the blight making her blush of both anger and embarrassment rise with a growl surfacing her throat.

 

springing back up to her feet, amity grabbed the girl by her ‘shirt’ and began shaking her while she
asked “who are you? what are you? why did you kidnap me?! i want answers!!” she exclaimed,
demanding her to say something as she thought her inability to speak was simply an act as she
watched the girl shake like a ragdoll though she doesn’t seem fazed by it when she doesn’t
understand the questions.

 

she didn't know what was truly happening and just let it happen with a small smile on her face,
hiding behind her thick wild hair.

 

then, a sudden wave of aroma entered the blight’s nose, catching her off guard. amity’s shaking
slowed down as she took a moment to determine these scents, lemon, wood and fresh rain. there
were other things she smelled yet couldn’t quite put into words, the feeling of unfamiliar yet
familiar bubbled at the pit of her stomach as if she had smelled this before.



 

nonetheless, this told amity that this girl is an omega.

 

after realising that this was going nowhere, amity lets the girl go and stepped back, her eyes stared
deep into the covered ones. she doesn’t know what to do next with this beast but to let it be? no,
she’ll just follow her to the camp that might risk everyone from an attack, she doesn’t want to cause
any more trouble than she already did.

 

the omega was still standing before her with a small smile donning her face, as if taunting the blight
to do better with her threats.

 

amity knows a couple of tough omegas in her lifetime, primarily luica who doesn’t take shit with
any authorities telling her what to do and boscha who consistently establishes her dominance to
everyone else by threatening them.

 

though boscha’s demeanor would change whenever willow is around and lucia.. don’t think about
her.

 

if there’s an alpha who can challenge that omega, the alpha always wins and amity is going to show
who is the real one in charge between them.

 

figuring the girl doesn't know how to speak, amity will try the old fashion way.

 

pheromones.

 

amity took a step forward, feeling confidence of her being a strong alpha, she began to let out her
strongest of pheromones that wafted the air as she stared deep into the girl's eyes- hoping she's
actually looking at her eyes.

 

her confidence didn't waver as she knows she can make this wild omega submit to her. her growls
boiled in her throat, trying her damnedest to make the omega cower before her.

 



the thing is, after spending almost her entire life in this wild place, she grew accustomed and almost
numb to many animals who are bigger, stronger than her trying to establish dominance over her yet
failed to do so.

 

what amity is doing was measly yet adorable to watch.

 

her appearance doesn't come off as intimidating, it reminds the pups trying to challenge the elders
and the scent she lets off was intoxicating. she likes it.

 

then, she realised that amity might be showing intimidation when necessary, making her smile grow
wider like she figured out where the gold mine is.

 

amity grew confused as to why the omega wasn't lowering or cowering before the obviously
threatening alpha, she just stood there with a fool's grin on her face. reacting unfazed by all of the
efforts the blight let out.

 

what the fuck.

 

suddenly, it's like the tables had turned against her and it was amity who began to back up when the
girl slowly stood up on her feet, standing tall yet not tall enough to tower over her.

 

despite the evident height difference, amity watched in fear as she approached her in a slow manner
while she backed up, trying her best to keep down her boiling, blistering fear of the beast finally
losing her cool and is now planning to strike.

 

her hair must've been moved while she was walking as amity could see the light, to some extent,
through the hair thanks to the light. amity could tell she wasn't so happy of her pulling off a stunt
like that as a menacing growl emitted from the omega.

 

it wasn't anything she ever heard of. lucia's growl is strong, yes, but this was different. as if she's
facing a big cat instead of a human omega, her growl was surreal and visceral.

 

it's enough to make her inner alpha whimper pathetically.



 

once amity's back met a tree since she's been backing up in a random direction just to deter the
omega from coming close to her. she pressed herself against the tree, as if trying to merge with it,
the girl got closer and closer until there's no space between them and her growl was so near to her
ear.

 

the vibrations rattled her organs.

 

invisible binds appeared to tightly tie amity onto the tree, paralysing her as the omega leaned closer
to her face. feeling her hot breath pepper her sweating face as she turned her head to the side, not
wanting to make any eye contact.

 

then, amity noticed the beast's hand slowly raise with it closing as if preparing for a punch. she
quickly squeezed her eyes shut, awaiting for that hard blow to kiss her face as she clawed the
rough, moss covered barks creating a satisfying crunch.

 

amity felt a sudden swift movement right beside her head, like a quick rush of wind when a car
sped past you. she snapped her eyes open to see the girl's hand recoil to reveal a snake that was
ready to bite her if she wasn't so caught up by the girl.

 

the snake wrapped itself around the girl's arm, shifting it's attention to her and attempted to strike
but she opened her mouth, showing her sharp canines before biting down on a precise spot on the
snake's neck. making blood spew out from the hard bite wound, it hissed in agony that abruptly
stopped when she completely ripped it's head off.

 

throwing the useless body away, the girl spat out the barely alive head of the snake as it continued
to bleed out, trying to find salvation but the only thing the omega could offer now was eternal
peace and slumber.

 

she stomped on the snake's head, crushing it. sparing the suffering if she leaves it like that.

 

all the while, amity watched it all in cold sweat as she could feel more fear rise within yet she didn't
let a fragrance of terror escape.

 



the beast turned her gaze back at amity, her lips were tinted in crimson from the recently killed and
had the gall to flash the blight a big, wide toothy smile that exposes her sharp teeth and strong jaw
that's now stained in blood.

 

amity definitely gave up on bullying this girl after the things she's seen.

 

the only logical thing here to do after seeing that grotesque scene was..

 

run.

 

the girl watched amity shoot off at a specific direction, she tilted her head, wondering where she
could possibly be off to. maybe she's thirsty? she hasn't drank anything after deciding to go out,
maybe she should follow her just to make sure she's safe.

 

after coming to a conclusion, the girl began walking towards the direction where amity ran off to
since she already took the trees, she might as well use her legs for a leisure stroll.

 

as she ran fast as much her legs could take her, she looked around the omega trailed behind.
walking slowly like the killers from those stupid movies but she wasn't going to die at the hands of
a crazed murderer in the jungle.

 

fuck that! fuck her! fuck edric and his horror movies!

 

aside from the mental torment the blight was enduring, she unconsciously lets out her worrisome
pheromones.

 

the wave of anxiety whiffed through the air as she ran, hitting her nose immediately and it made her
worry about the alpha's state.

 

she's slowly getting the hang of what each scents meant and the sense of wanting to reassure the
blight, the urgency of it spiked up making her walking speed up.

 



though, that increase of speed was misunderstood, resulting in amity to freak out even more.

 

it's a laughable sight for an alpha, let alone a blight to run for her bloody life while an omega chases
after her. it's pathetic for others, especially when her parents see what their youngest daughter is
doing.

 

it's all her fault for getting lost in the first place, due to her inability to accept and suck it up, she
acted alone on her unbridled feeling.

 

blurring her common sense, making her incompetent to figure out where, when- how is she going
to get back to camp just to return to her friends', family's.. lucia's arms.

 

but she wasn't going to go down without a fight. amity snapped a branch off a passing tree and
tossed it towards the girl, it barely did anything as she kept chasing her.

 

the beast was making grunting, trilling noises that amity doesn't understand. "leave me alone!" she
yelled over her shoulder, though it was futile when she didn't even understand what words meant.

 

amity could feel her lungs and legs burning into intense inferno, her once stable stamina began to
quickly waver away. leaving nothing for her violently trembling, tired body.

 

she should've eaten those berries. amity mentally slapped herself. 

 

then, amity didn't notice she was nearing a slope and it was too late as she missed her footing,
making her fall instantaneously and disappear into the bushes followed by various thuds alongside
a few branches snapping, rustling of shrubs as the blight continued to roll down.

 

the girl tried to catch amity before she fell but she was a millisecond late. the mossy ground was
wet enough prior to the morning dew, she'll get down quicker and might catch up to amity before
she cracks her skull.

 

without wasting any time, the girl began to slide down the slope like a professional ski player,
discarding the various leaves hitting her straight in the face and hopping over the many debris that



might ruin her run.

 

she listened to the thudding sound of amity barreling down the slope getting closer till she was fast
enough to pass her, she pushed herself off the slope and trotted at the spot where amity would
perhaps come out.

 

when amity landed at the bottom, she managed to push herself back before hitting that one rock in
front of her.

 

"ugh.."

 

amity laid back onto the moss covered slope, panting heavily as she stared up to the canopy once
again- seeing the light become brighter the more she stared at it.

 

is she dead?

 

once that thought occurred, a shadow loomed over her body. now covered in bruises and scratches
all from that tumble, small droplets of blood were slowly oozing out of the wounds and trickled
down the sides.

 

amity's eyes gradually adjusted as the aftermath of the fatigue and adrenaline rush was subsiding.

 

"lucia?" she muttered under her breath, in her desperate mind thinking that this shadow might be
her stolen passion.

 

but her brain rode on high alert once again when she realised it's still the beast.

 

she was impressed how fast she got to the bottom though that's not a concern right now.

 

amity hissed as she felt her wounds sting from the exposure of cold air, she tried to shift or even
move a muscle but she's too tired to even do that.



 

the girl was happy to see that amity was alright, impressed that she didn't bang her head on the way
down but her mini celebration had to be cut short when she immediately noticed the wounds
peppering her limbs.

 

she took it upon herself to try and heal what she could. standing back up to her feet, she made her
way over to the blight but not without tripping on the overgrown roots, making amity snap out of
her thoughts and realise the beast was coming at her once again.

 

oh for fuck sakes! amity cursed in her head. she doesn't have the patience for this. she's exhausted,
hungry, angry and hurt in all aspects but her pride as a blight hasn't been tarnished and it's probably
the only thing she has left.

 

amity is the strongest, most skillful and smartest alpha out here. she isn't going to be taken down by
a serial killer in the jungle so fuck edric and his scary movies! she isn't going to die as a virgin out
here!

meanwhile, back in the camp. everyone is setting up the needed equipment for the search for now
two missing people.

 

gus and viney were checking if they have enough supplies to last for a week or so. hunter and
willow were ensuring that their battery powered gears were enough to suffice for a day along with
it charging through the night, ready for another use without hassle.

 

lucia and amelia were.. somewhere.

 

the twins were off mapping out the area and edric kept sneezing so hard that it might've rattle his
brain, making emira worried if he caught a flu out here.

 

"are you okay?" emira asked her little brother, placing her hand onto his shoulder to stop for a
second.

 



edric groaned as he rubbed his nose, scrunching it. he slowly nodded his head with a stifled sigh,
"ugh.. yeah. i think someone's thinking about me." he replied as he looked over his shoulder, seeing
his boyfriend carrying the equipment towards the barrier of shrubs alongside willow.

 

all the while, emira stared at him with a deadpan expression. "that's not how it works, ed." she said
only for edric to let out a loud one.

amity's ear twitched when she heard something in the far off distance. the sound of rushing water
nearby was set aside for her to focus on what made that familiar noise.

 

it sounded like a squeal of a dying animal, and she instantly recognised it to be edric. a wave of
relief washed over her as this meant she’s close to getting back to camp.

 

but first she needs to get her off her back.

 

then, the fact that there's some kind of running body of water somewhere near her area popped up
once again, giving her an idea. not the best one but it’s the only thing her frantic mind can make up
right now.

 

amity glanced back at the beast who was still approaching her, a frown form on her face as she
stared right into her face before her quickly pushed herself up to her feet, ignoring the rush of pain
hit her legs like a speeding truck and made a run for the river while the girl chased after her,
uttering incoherent noises the blight didn’t understand nor tried to.

 

once she got to the very edge, amity looked over her shoulder to see the girl was steadily
approaching her. taking a deep breath in, amity jumped off the ledge and crashed into the running
surface of the river while a distinct scream of ‘noooo’ was heard behind her though was muffled by
the harsh sounds of the fast river.

 

panting heavily, the girl watched at amity sped off down the stream, leaving her behind. it left an
impression on her, amity regretted her once again.

 

with her head hanging low, she began to contemplate what she was doing wrong to make amity not
like her. they’re the same species, right? so that makes them compatible yet why does she keep



avoiding her, ignoring her advances to be a mate? what is she missing?

 

she isn’t missing anything! she just needs to learn what the alpha wants from her then everything
would be swell. the girl took a deep breath in to recollect herself after that little pep talk, she just
needs to find amity and-

 

the girl froze when she smelled something off in the air. her heartbeat increased along with her
adrenaline once again, worry and anxiety began to bubbling in the pit of her stomach as she knew
just what that scent meant.

 

she needs to find amity now.

 

as amity rode the swift tides the best she could, she looked around for something to grab on before
she hits or falls from the inevitable waterfalls that are soon to come. noticing a branch that was
sticking out to the river, she quickly latched onto it and held onto it tightly though her grip slipped,
making her rush down the stream even faster.

 

shit shit shit. amity could barely see what’s up ahead and she wasn’t going to stick around for it.
she lunged herself towards the rocks, hugging it hard to not slip once again even if it’s jagged
surface were pricking her stomach and chest, she endured it as she caught her breath.

 

amity gripped onto the edge of the nearby land and pulled herself up, dragging her heavy body up
to the dry and safe land. she dropped onto her back, staying there for a while as she stared at  the
same yet different canopy with her breathing coarse and ragged, her mind getting blurry alongside
her vision but she pushed herself to not sleep.

 

if she did, she might never wake up.

 

slowly, amity pushed herself up to her wobbly legs, wincing as she made her way to the nearby tree
but not before checking if there’s any snakes preparing to strike her and sat down, leaning back as
she tried to figure out what to do next if she wasn’t so tired.

 

she’s everything she never expected to be on this trip. maybe she should’ve just stayed home like
what amelia advised then their mission of finding lucia’s long lost sister wouldn’t be hindered by
her.



 

it made amity wonder what her siblings and friends think about her for being much a hindrance and
nuisance to the group, they’re probably thinking of just leaving her behind and continuing their
original mission.

 

what would lucia think of her now?

 

would she be spiteful of the young alpha for ruining the mission of finding luz?

 

i bet she would be after all i’ve done. amity said in her head though there’s a part of her
disagreeing, reminding her what kind of person lucia really is.

 

brash, yes but understanding despite her harsh and intimidating demeanor. the eldest noceda always
has a soft side for various things yet never bothered to show it until.. until amelia came along.
amity would always be there on the sidelines while the two did many things together but lucia
didn’t completely ignore her.

 

she treated her as a good friend, almost like a sister.

 

sister. suddenly, amity wasn’t so angry at amelia anymore. after everything she’s done for her
siblings that their parents couldn’t, she couldn’t be more grateful and amity feels like a fool for ever
hating her sister when she’s the only one that’s been there for them for god knows how long.

 

amity wants to get back to her arms once again.

 

as she sat there alone in the jungle, noises of many things reverberated throughout and she couldn’t
really make out what it was.

 

amity ended up chuckling to herself as she began dreaming of the twins finding her to annoy her
once they found her, missing the comforting things willow would say to her to encourage her
pursuing lucia. she misses the stupid little magic tricks gus would do, she had to admit it was
impressive.

 



hell, she started thinking about her parents scolding her for getting lost, even that obnoxious
boscha, to help her get out of here and return her back to the warmth she ever so missed.

 

though that was just wishful thinking and she knows it. amity turned her attention down to her legs,
seeing the minor injuries she got from the fall though a new injury presents itself in her right ankle.
red and slightly swollen, amity softly grazed the surface and barely felt anything but when she
applied pressure to it, a huge sting overcame her, making her loudly hiss.

great. a sprain, just what i need. amity internally and externally rolled her eyes as if things couldn’t
get any worse from here. she doesn’t have to move, risking the injury to worsen but she needs to
keep traveling for the beast not to catch up with her.

 

the sooner she gets going, the better her chance of getting back to the camp before sundown.

 

so many things were swirling inside her head that she rather ignored and thought of something else!
please!

 

amity wishes she brought along her good witch azura book if it wasn’t for amelia taking it away
back from the boat, saying it’ll be lost if she didn’t place it in the right place. well, she might be
right if she did bring it here. remembering the time lucia found out that she liked those kiddie
things, burning the young blight in embarrassment and she beat the twins’ asses for exposing her.

 

however, lucia didn’t ridicule her for it. she found it cute, in her very own words.

 

amity swore her mind and body just reseted after that.

 

then, a growl snapped the blight out of her trance and she looked around the vicinity, praying that
the girl didn’t find her so soon but she saw something slowly step out of the bushes that both
relieved her that it wasn’t her yet wished it was.

 

massive, orange and striped cat. a tiger slowly stepped out of its hiding spot with it’s piercing eyes
never faltering away from the blight’s golden ones. despite feeling great terror within, amity didn’t
back down from the stare as she watched it slowly pace before her, as if wondering where could be
a perfect spot to strike on.

 



the tiger’s bellowing drummed amity’s ears, almost rattling her bones. amity knows, ever so clearly,
that she won’t stand a chance taking down the king of the jungle but she wasn’t going to go down
without a fight as foolish as that sounds.

 

sucking up a deep breath in, amity pushed herself up to have a stand down with the tiger despite her
bruised ankle. she narrowed her eyes at the beast who did the same, it’s bellows turned into loud
growls that shook her to the core but she didn’t let up.

 

amity leaned back to the tree for support as she couldn't keep herself up and had to place her weight
on the somewhat alright leg. she lets out the best growl she could ever muster in her tired state, but
alas, it was a feeble one to the tiger’s ears as it scoffed at her attempt of intimidation and it was
done playing around with it’s meal.

 

the tiger lowered itself to prepare for an attack, it’s claws dug deep into the earth with its tail wildly
swishing behind in excitement as it revealed it’s large, sharp fangs to the blight. fueling her fear but
death seemed inevitable in this place, didn't it?

 

as the tiger was about to strike, another voice made both of them suddenly stop. then, something
landed right in front of amity, bent down with it’s thick cape of animal hide covering who this
might possibly be though amity didn’t have to guess as the scent that hit her nose told her so.

 

the tiger stared at the new challenger, a little confused yet they weren’t going to falter over some
other human it can easily dispose of. it lets out a horrifying roar that shook the entire jungle to its
core, amity trembled from the sound of it as she pressed herself onto the tree even more.

 

the girl audibly sucked in a deep breath, her cheeks and chest puffed out before releasing her own
ferocious and powerful roar that caught both the massive feline and amity off guard just by how
powerful it was.

 

it was nothing like she ever heard of coming out of an omega. the sudden heat rose up to amity's
cheeks as she stared at the girl's back, watching her slow and meticulous movements.

 

circling the tiger who snapped out of it's surprise and returned to preparing to strike.

 



then, in a split second, the tiger lunged towards the girl with such speed and ferocity. swinging it's
giant clawed paws at her yet she quickly jumped to the side to evade.

 

with a split second of an open window, the girl came hard and quick with her own strike. she
jumped into the air, brought both of her fists up over her head and slammed it down onto the tiger's
head that dazed it.

 

shaking it's head to snap out of it. it growling loudly, the tiger swung its claws at the girl who easily
dodged it, swiftly backing up to get the tiger away from potentially hurting amity and placed it's
focus on her.

 

the tiger was clearly losing its patience that it wasn't already having its meal, it didn't take its time
to attack now as she swiftly charged at her with a roar and the girl started running.

 

confusing amity, but that confusion quickly turned into flabbergast when she watched her climb the
tree and propelled herself off of it to land right on the tiger's back.

 

she gripped on the tiger's fluffy ears and pulled onto it, making the tiger groan as it slowly backed
up. it began shaking itself to make her get off.

 

amity watched in pure awe as the girl challenged the tiger and fought back with such precision, her
body was flexible in evading the tiger's attacks and strikes like a snapping serpentine. giving no
room for the tiger to land any hits on her.

 

then, the girl managed to lift a 180 pound tiger off the ground and carried it onto her shoulder after
weakening it long enough with punches and precise hits before tossing it ahead of her. making its
body create a loud thud upon impact.

 

the girl let out another terrorizing roar, she's the one challenging the tiger now as she stood tall and
proud with power radiating off her. the tiger slowly pulled itself up though its head hung low, ears
folded back as it slowly backed away before fleeing.

 

finally leaving the two alone.

 



amity bit the insides of her mouth as she feels something throb below, cursing herself for finding
arousal in this yet her body, the alpha just couldn't help it as she continued to stare at the girl.

 

listening to her heavy pants, her back rising and falling in a steady pace as she stared at the
direction where the tiger scurried off, checking if it's truly gone before slowly turning her gaze at
the trembling blight.

 

amity realised how completely soaked the girl was, making her wonder if she jumped into the river
to come after her. with her drenched hair curled back, amity finally saw what she really looks like.

 

a young face shined under the dimming sunlight, her brown eyes screamed familiarity yet she
couldn't quite figure out what. her thick cloak draped heavily on her back though she moved ever
so swiftly during the match.

 

it made amity swallow a large lump in her throat as she had to admit she is beautiful.

 

her demeanor almost instantly shifted, her dangerous eyes became delighted to see that amity was
alright though that didn't last too long as amity dropped to her ass, not being able to hold herself up
anymore.

 

amity hissed as she tightly gripped her bruised ankle, muttering profanities under her breath for
acting up at the wrong time. in both ways.

 

the girl was about to rush to help but she learned her lessons the hard way. slowly, she got down on
all fours once again and started to approach amity carefully, not wanting to make her panic.

 

amity can feel her breathing picking up along with her heartbeat, she watched the beast slowly
come up to her like a preparing predator but she can tell she's vastly different than the one just
occurred.

 

yet, she's still hesitant about her true intentions. after all, they don't even understand each other.

 

she couldn't move as she watched the omega come closer. her alpha has never been so quiet before.



 

once the girl was within arms reach, she stopped right in front of amity with her hand slowly rising,
aiming for her face. amity tensed up as she watched the hand get closer and closer, her scent of
doubt seeped into the omega's nostrils making her want to calm the alpha down but she had to take
her time.

 

then, the hand made contact on the blight's cheek. amity's pupils slightly dilated with her cheeks
turning rosy as she realises how soft it was.

 

the scent coming from the omega was calming- ushering her to lean into the touch.

 

the girl tilted her head as she watched amity place her head onto her hand, her thumb softly
caressing her smooth cheek with a low croon escaping her throat making her let out a purr as a
response.

 

without notice, amity was letting out quite inviting pheromones for the girl to take a few more steps
with her hand slowly moving down to her chin to make amity look into her eyes.

 

the gold against the burnt umber.

 



 



then, her hand moved once again to brush amity's stray locks sticking to her face and tucked it
behind her ears. noting how soft and silky it was compared to other fur she touched.

 

both stared at each other without a word uttered, their scents filling their noses that made them
wonder what this could be. what does it mean for them?

 

amity tried to mirror what the girl was doing as she raised her hand, wanting to know how those
curls feel through her finger but she reevaluated her decisions and was about to recoil her hand
before her slowly heating mind goes too far.

 

but the omega noticed the attempt and leaned her face into the blight's hand, letting out a cute purr
in the process.

 

amity felt her heart jump, doing multiple somersaults. she stared at the girl's shining dilated brown
hues that's half lid as she stared back and kept her cheek onto her hand.

 

amity hates how she's looking at her, reminding her the same eyes her cat ghost had when she buys
them a new toy or the sparkle in the children's eyes as she read them their favorite stories.

 

it makes her want to explore.. know more about her and it hurts.

 

was it because she reminds her of the one she used to admire?

 

nonetheless, the information seemed insignificant enough for her to easily push it back, focusing on
what's in front of her now as her inner alpha took the forefront.

 

slowly, amity leaned forward and rested her head onto the girl's shoulder with her hand gripping the
other shoulder, squeezing lightly as she stared aimlessly at the dirt like she's in trance.

 

both of them were.

 



unconsciously, amity applied pressure onto the girl's body. she was a little confused at this though
something instantly clicked in her mind, making her think this gesture is amity finally accepting her
to be hers and she'll no longer be alone.

 

not anymore.

 

carefully, she lets herself be laid down to the ground with amity hovering above her, her hands
planted on either sides of her head to keep herself up while they both stared at one another once
again as amity pulled herself off her shoulder.

 

amity stared down at the girl with an obviously red face, not really trying to hide that fact as she
watched her tilt her head. like she’s asking what they are doing now, amity could almost laugh at
her obviousness and her sanity.

 



 



the girl can feel something hard nudge against her thigh as amity leans closer, giving her a new
feeling of something getting wet than her entire body. feeling her hot breath caress her skin, making
her whimper, making a smirk come on the blight’s lips as she leaned back down to her neck again.

 

to which the girl instinctively exposes, she doesn’t know why but it just felt right.

 

amity hummed, appreciating the reluctance before dipping her nose into the neck, inhaling a
copious amounts of sweet scent of hers that’s taking effect to her body. filling her this new urge she
never felt before, never thought it’d be stronger here- what does it mean?

 

as amity sniffs her, the girl decides to return the favor though still careful to not ruin this moment of
theirs. her hands softly gripped amity’s shoulders as she drew in to her neck, she took one deep
breath in and she swore she almost passed out to how good she smells now that she’s up close.

 

it was nothing like she ever inhaled and it makes her want more. brewing her once locked desires. it
wants to be relieved yet she doesn’t know how, but maybe amity knows what to do.

 

impulsively, the girl wrapped her legs around amity’s waist, earning a groan of approval from the
alpha that sent shivers down the omega’s spine with her cheeks turning a brighter shade of red.

 

amity planted light kisses along the omega’s neck, slithering closer within her space as her
affliction grew hotter and harder to manage. her scent, her body language, her gestures were
enough of a sign for the alpha to press on.

 

but with the circumstances not on their side.

 

amity tried to adjust in a more comfortable position but that triggered her ankle to act up, making
her cry out in agony. snapping the girl out of her haze and easily pushing her primal needs to the
side, she shot up with her hands still gripping her shoulders as she helped her sit back down to stop
the pressure coming to her ankle.

 

the blight’s inner alpha growled in annoyance and embarrassment for not taking the chance with the
omega but she can’t do anything with a bruised ankle, now can she?

 



the girl quickly assessed what caused amity such pain and that was quickly answered as she
watched her hands wrap around her ankle, hissing under her breath along a few curses. she
approached her, wanting to take a look at how bad it really was.

 

all the while, amity stared at her once again, feeling a slight sense of solace whenever she’s near
her as she watched her hesitantly attempt to touch her.

 

this reminded that amity that she never really goes to properly introduce herself and it’s even more
embarrassing the more she thinks about it.

 

taking a deep breath, amity might as well try to communicate with her as a human now that it’s out.
she tried to open her mouth to say something yet her tongue kept getting rolled up on itself, pulling
back but she pushed herself to utter the simple words; “my name is amity.”

 

the girl raised her head to look back up into those golden eyes once again, her mouth cracking open
as she tried to say it. her voice cracked slightly at the first attempt but she got it this time in the
second, “amity.” she repeated, a smile came on her lips as she said amity’s name. it has a nice roll
off the tongue.

 

amity gulped, liking the way her name sounded coming out of her tongue but she shook herself out
of the gutter when she had other things- better things than whatever she was just thinking.

 

“i.. need.. to get back.. to camp.” amity said in pieces as she gestured her hands for the girl to easily
make sense of what she was talking about while she stared at the hands, focused and interested.

 

but after all that, it didn't help the fact that she doesn't know where the camp would be, much less
the girl does.

 

sighing from the futile effort, amity dropped her hands back to her lap only to hiss at the sudden
surge of pain in her legs once again but she pushed it aside as her expression turned glum.

 

the omega lowly whimpered at the sight of the alpha's despondent face and trembling body, she
wanted to make her feel better but a soaked cloak would barely do anything good.

 



she backed away from amity and got on all fours once again, letting out a deep yet smooth
animalistic noise as her head motions something on her back. telling her to get on.

 

amity raised a brow, "what are you doing?" she asked, confused but the final light of the sun had
ceased so did the girl's patience dwindled.

 

with a swift motion, the girl snatched amity off the ground and threw her over her back. "hey, put
me down, wretch!" amity complained as she tried to get off the omega but that went in deaf ears
once she began scaling the nearest tree without hassle.

 

amity wrapped her arms around the girl's neck, hanging onto her for dear life as she got atop of one
of the branches. the girl scouted the area, grabbing on the multiple vines dangling from the sides
and held a good grip on it before she started swinging at such a speed despite having the blight on
her back.

 

the screams bubbling her throat, wanting to be let out but couldn’t as she was whiplashed with the
girl jumping into a tree for the next like a professional olympics athlete. she was effortlessly doing
it even and it amazed amity, leaving her speechless as she could only muster a feeble squeak.

 

the brisk air kissed her face hard and cold as the night rolled in, their surroundings quickly getting
darker though the omega’s vision quickly adjusts to the darkness. night always comes quicker out
here.

 

after a few minutes of traveling, they finally returned to where they started. the cave. instead of
fear, amity felt relieved that they’re back here again. entering the cave, she lowered herself next to
the makeshift bed made in big leaves and fur and amity got the motion. slowly, she slipped off the
girl’s back and sat down in the middle of the bed.

 

with amity comfortable and settled, the girl went deeper into the caves, leaving amity to her
thoughts for a short while as she wondered what she was going to do now or what would happen
once she stepped out of the darkness.

 

when she did, amity noticed the pile of cloaked fur on the girl’s arms along with a few plants that
she instantly recognised in willow’s books. as she remembers, most of them were used for healing
that clicked something in her head as she watched her place the things before her and patted the
top, gesturing for amity to pick whatever she wanted before backing up.



 

amity appreciates this with a light warm feeling filling her body, just the thought that the girl really
meant well and was trying to help her to heal her own idiocy. it makes her regret how harshly she
treated her. softly sighing through the nose, amity was about to grab from the fur pile as she feels
like she’s going to freeze to death now.

 

but she froze. not from fear of whatever was in front of her- it was the total opposite.

 

her once warmth suddenly surged throughout her body, most especially her face and crotch when
she saw the girl undressing right before her eyes. she was facing sideways, giving amity a half view
of her rotund ass and plum breasts along with a few scars though amity didn’t look too long as she
quickly averted her eyes.

 

feeling her dick twitch within her pants once again, amity squeezed her eyes tight as she prayed to
whoever is above that the girl would just quickly get some clothes back on. hearing something
heavy be dropped somewhere but she didn’t bother to look- she didn’t want to look yet a part of her
does.

 

amity felt movement, thinking that the omega had some clothes on for her to safely look but was
she easily wrong for thinking of that? she can feel herself almost passing out as she’s literally
inches away from her with her body still completely exposed for her eyes to arouse.

 

she can feel herself getting harder with her libido rising despite her fleeting efforts to do so but held
on to the little restraint she has as a lifeline, not getting too comfortable.

 

her breathing grew heavier and heavier the longer she stared at the omega’s physique that it’s
becoming a mental strain for her to stop herself from pouncing on her and exerted much strength to
look away again.

 

the girl tilted her head in confusion why amity was all red and fidgety, grabbing her thickest cloak
from the pile and offering it to amity but she didn’t accept as she kept her eyes closed. didn’t notice
the offering, making the girl worry that the cold was caught on to the blight.

 

“amity?” the sound of her sweet voice utter her voice once again made amity slowly open her eyes
to look at the omega though kept her gaze right into her eyes, nothing less, nothing more.



 

slowly accepting the offered cloak, amity cleared her throat as she looked around the interesting
cave she didn’t get to stop and look at the various paraphernalia all around. it’s better than being
pulled into a trance of the girl’s body.

 

“c- can you please wear something?” amity muttered under her breath though the girl didn’t
understand it. after a few long seconds of the two just sitting there in the darkness, uttering nothing
with one staring and the other just dying.

 

figuring that she wasn’t going to do anything unless she wears the cloak, amity internally and
externally sighed. not that she has much of a choice. “turn around. please.” amity said, hoping that
the girl would listen to that but as half expected, the girl just continued to stare at her and did
nothing.

 

as if she’s waiting for something cool to happen.

 

“turn around.” amity tried once again, using her hands to motion what the girl should do as she
doesn't want to be next to be naked, especially in front of this girl when she doesn’t even know
what shame is.

 

it took amity a long while to finally make the girl turn around, without peeking of course, so it’s
finally safe for her to take off her soaked, dirt covered clothing to be replaced with a dark green
ripped shirt that strongly reminded her of someone yet her mind didn’t process it too well after
being extremely exhausted.

 

then, amity grabbed the thick hide of an animal she didn't know what could be before it was
skinned. it was well maintained, soft yet rough to the touch and a little heavy too.

 

making the blight even more impressed how the girl still manages to swing effortlessly through the
trees with such weight holding her down.

 

upon wearing it, amity was immediately hit by the scent of the omega, bringing her peace in her
otherwise perverted mind, thinking she’d knock some seeds into her- though can she? they’re all
alone in a jungle with nothing holding them back except her morals.

 



how would that end?

 

no, amity is not that deprived.

 

amity turned her gaze back to the girl and was reposed that she finally got something to cover
herself once again, bringing down her libido to some degree but her mind kept replaying that
moment like a broken record.

 

amity has still yet to question what this fur is made of- rather, what animal it belonged to but before
she could even answer that, the girl suddenly carried her in a bridal style. catching the blight off
guard as her cheeks became red even more.

 

“what are you doing?!” she exclaimed, trying to get out of the girl’s grip but she was paralysed in
the spot when she felt the girl rub her chin atop her head. purrs emitted from the omega while
endearingly rubbing on the alpha, her scent was calming and.. loving.

 

amity doesn’t understand the motive of this omega but does it really matter now?

 

maybe she will soon.

 

or maybe now.

 

-----

 

amity doesn’t know how or comprehend how she fell for the omega- but she did.

 

the little things she does amuses her and makes her feel more into this endless pit of adoration for
this girl. the attraction felt sudden yet at the same time, it doesn’t. it sort of reminded her of the
things viney said to her about hormones and situations but she wasn’t really listening back then.

 

amity tried to take this the traditional approach of trying to talk to her, wanting to get to know her a
little better than surface level but the talking part is still a pending mess. with the girl, actions speak



louder than words.

 

the girl would swing around the jungle with amity on her back, still not getting used to it, and she’d
show her many things like a hidden lagoon deep within the jungle. the water was beautiful and
untouched, it’s pristine waters exposing the deep bottom with various fishes and crustaceans
inhabiting it.

 

both of them took a quick dip in the natural pools after the girl literally pushed her in.

 

they also explored a few caves, saw a few scriptures from late civilization, hunter and gus would
have a good time documenting this unmarked piece of history.

 

the omega did also try to introduce amity to her tribe though that didn’t go so smoothly as one of
the gorillas disapproved of the blight and tried to attack her but the girl was quick to get into the
gorilla’s path, huffing loudly as if warning him to back off.

 

amity had to admit that she felt great fear for the girl as the gorilla is 2-3x bigger than her yet here
she is standing tall and unwavered by that fact. there was a long stare down of them both before the
gorilla let out an aggravated scoff before turning around, returning to the rest of the tribe as he
shook his head.

 

the girl sighed, a little disappointed from that but that didn’t stop her from showing many of the
many wonders the jungle could offer. just from looking outside, it looked like a fairly sized island,
yet here, it’s like a whole new world she entered.

 

she loves it.

 

especially her.

 

after their eventful day of exploring, they returned to their sanctuary cave though didn’t go inside
just yet as the girl pulled themselves up to a vine to take a good look at the vast jungle illuminated
by the crescent moonlight.

 



amity gripped onto the vine and the girl rather tightly while she stared out in awe of it all, the cold
breeze hitting her face, making her forget her earthly troubles and worries away as she headed for
the clouds. a small ‘wow’ escaped her lips before turning her gaze up to the girl who, she didn’t
notice was staring at her for a while now.

 

no word was said between them as they both stared into each other’s eyes, twinkling like the stars
above. a small smile tugged on the girl’s lips, earning a soft tint of red on the blight’s face as her
gaze kept switching back and forth on her eyes and lips- not knowing which one to focus on.

 

with their faces just mere inches away, their breathing and heartbeats slowly synced as if they have
the same thing lingering in their minds. amity unceremoniously asked “how long have you been
alone?” she wasn’t hoping for an answer to come out of her mouth as her getting closer was enough
of an answer.

 

“amity..” the girl whispered, her eyes becoming half lid and she kept coming closer, feeling amity’s
hot breath kiss her skin with her heart rate quickening at an extraordinary rate. she doesn’t want to
stop as if an unseen force is pushing her to keep going and she follows it.

 



 

with the world seemingly stopped, their lips finally met with a sweet collection of fireworks and
firecrackers exploding all at once inside, making their internals feel fuzzy and warm. it was an
unprecedented kiss yet it felt so right tonight, the feelings that were once kept in a small bottle was
now released and pouring out into display.

 

heats began to take over their bodies, engulfing them into inferno as their faces kept turning red. the
girl’s grip on the vines almost loosened after admiring the blight’s hues, getting consumed by lust
and love, so she quickly brought them down to safe ground and hurriedly entered the cave with one
objective in mind.

 



mate. 

 

amity gently pushed the omega down to the makeshift bed, her legs already spread as a welcoming
entrance for her to take and leaned down towards her neck, planting soft yet heated kisses on her
flesh as she listened to the breathy groans emanate from her.

 

she can smell the growing intensity of her musk, driving her mad as she feels her hands grip on her
waist. amity gave her neck a long lick, getting a small taste that made her audibly moan with her
cock twitching harder in it’s thin restraints. she pressed her crotch against the omega, making her
cutely moan from the contact and it made amity smirk devilishly.

 

the omega wrapped her legs around amity’s waist, she’s getting the likely sense that she and amity
are finally going to mate as she did witness a few animals mating rituals. she doesn’t understand the
heat overcoming her body yet she accepts it, letting the alpha take advantage of her and she loves
the intimacy she’s receiving.

 

noticing that their clothing was becoming more of a nuisance, the girl took off amity’s cloak, letting
it drop to the side and easily ripped off her shirt- exposing amity’s developed breasts with nipples
erected from the sudden cold air and arousal.

 

amity pulled away from the omega’s neck, after scent marking her, to look down at her now topless
torso. a growl surfaced in her throat as she stared deep into her lustful hues, the omega didn’t
hesitate to lean in and took one of amity’s breasts to suckle on. amity lowly moaned, biting her lip
as she watched her sucking intensely like a pup wanting her mother’s milk, turning her on even
more.

 

amity took off her clothing as well, gently pulling her way for a second to make her look into her
eyes in a split second before leaning down to have another kiss. a proper yet a little sloppy one, her
hands cupping her soft cheeks as she pushes her back down to bed. the girl moved her arms up to
the blight’s neck with her fingers tangling itself in her smooth locks as amity deepens the kiss.

 

pulling away after getting deprived of air, both panted softly and amity didn’t waste anymore time
in planting kisses down the omega’s collar and trailed in between her mound before stopping right
above her untouched pussy.

 

her inner alpha howled at the strong musk of the omega filling her nose, her ears twitching from the
sound of whines and whimpers. she wants it now.



 

and amity gladly didn't stall any longer as she pulled her shorts down, letting her entrapped cock
out of it's confinements. the girl stared at the alpha's massive cock twitching before her, prepared to
ruin her wetting pussy with her enlarged knot.

 

biting the insides of her mouth, amity pulls the girl's shorts off in an agonising slow manner while
she watches her expression contort from needy to desperate annoyance, making her snap at the
alpha to hurry up.

 

amity just checking if they're on the same page, especially when she can't speak much.

 

though, amity didn't like the omega snapping at her. her golden eyes seemingly glowed within the
dark, intensely staring down at her as she drew closer.

 

the omega only stared back, excitement returning as amity gripped both of her thighs to spread
them to show her sopping wet pussy under the moonlight entering the cave.

 

she shuddered from the cold air passing, she watched the meticulous fingers smoothly grazing her
skin before aligning herself into her cunt. leaning down for the omega to embrace her once again.

 

amity nuzzled her face into her neck once again, "hold onto me, okay?" she whispered. with a small
purr being a response and her hand intertwining with hers.

 

softly smiling, amity intertwined their other hands and took it as a green light before slowly
pushing her dick in.

 

the omega yelped in surprise and pain, underestimating the true size of the blight as she felt herself
getting widely stretched. she squeezed her eyes tight with her grip on amity and tears pricked the
corners of her eyes.

 

noticing this, amity stopped herself from going any further and started comforting the omega,
letting out croons for her to calm down. she rubbed her head against hers, placing kisses on her
forehead and lips to make her feel safe with her.



 

"hang in there. be good for me, alright?" amity whispered, lifting one of their intertwined hands and
kissed her palm. she did her best to get rid of the pain of the omega, it hurts for her already fragile
heart.

 

once she calmed down, she gave a nod for the alpha to continue after realising that amity won't
move unless she responded and did so slowly.

 

giving the girl needed reassurance every now and then until amity was inside, her knot just
preventing to push everything in.

 

"mm.. good girl." amity groaned, shuddering at the feeling of her tight, succulent pussy clenching
around her throbbing cock.

 

she turned her attention back down to the girl, seeing her trying to adjust to the bulk she had to
take.

 

though, something made her squint as if there's something shiny hit the moonlight bounced off
from, amity tried to access the thing as she remembered the strange metallic taste she got earlier.

 

but she didn't have the capacity to think outside other than mating the omega.

 

her omega.

 

pushing it to the side, amity leaned in for a loving kiss and pressed her forehead against hers.
"ready?" she asked, while waiting for an answer, she slipped down to her ears and gave it a light
nibble, earning a cute squeak.

 

the girl purred, unintentionally rolled her hips that made both of them moan.

 

"aah fuck.." amity bit her lip, she pulled one of her hand off hers to cup her cheeks before
slamming her lips against her sweet ones. letting her inhibitions break free, giving in to the lust



overtaking her body as the alpha took the forefront.

 

the omega instantly melted into the kiss, letting her body relax as she lets amity's tongue slip inside
her mouth. letting their wet muscles dance in a messy fashion, drool began to roll off the side of
their mouth but that didn't matter as amity started thrusting.

 

with her eyes rolling back, her free hand gripped onto the blight's shoulder with her nails slowly
digging into her back as she felt waves upon waves of pleasure overwhelming her body with each
thrust and the kiss muffled her moans.

 

after pulling away, a string of saliva between them before quickly disappearing as it appeared.
amity watched the girl's face twist in bliss as moans escaped her pretty little mouth with her body
bouncing lightly at every slam.

 

"oh god.. you feel amazing!" amity moaned with her head rolling back, with their hands separated
once again, she gripped onto her hips to keep her steady with her speed gradually increasing as she
went deeper.

 

more drool rolled down her mouth as she watched her breasts repeatedly jiggle, pulling her into a
trance.

 

with her eyes half lid, she could only stare up into amity's libidinous gaze. her moans were
uncontrollable but she didn't try to stop herself when it was an overload for her, a good one.

 

a really fucking good one.

 

her grip on her alpha's shoulders sank deeper and began to claw, though it was hardly noticed as
amity kept going strong with her almost animalistic grunts reverberating through the cave alongside
the fervorous skin clapping.

 

"yeah, good girl.. that's my girl." amity growled as she lovingly caressed the girl's cheek for her to
instantly lean into, purring loudly mixed with her moans.

 



"aahh! ami.. ngh- augh!" biting her lip in wanton, amity bent down to plant a generous kiss on the
cheek and whispered;

 

"feels good, doesn't it?"

 

the girl only responded in broken calls of her name as she kept getting cut off by her own moans.

 

"you're so cute." amity giggled to herself before turning her thrusts into ramming, the girl's moans
became louder that the whole jungle must've heard them.

 

"amity.. amity!!" the girl chants her name as her tongue rolled out on the side like a heated mutt.
amity's grin grew wider, exposing her sharp canine as she fucks the omega hard with a hazy cloud
of euphoria covering their minds.

 

"fuck! that's it! moan my name, louder!" amity growled and the omega didn't hesitate to follow.

 

then, she cried out in delight when amity hit that one spot, making her arch her back. amity started
slamming into that particular spot, nothing else as she felt her walls tightening around her cock.

 

there's something big bloating in their stomachs, making it hard to resist or even hold it back. amity
squeezed her eyes and clenched her eyes tight as she could feel herself nearing the edge, hissing
from the clawing on her back but it was easily subdued by the rush of euphoria.

 

"fuck yes!"

 

amity shoved her knot in the girl, making her scream in pleasure as she arched her back once again.
the spur of hot seeds filling her up triggered her to come soon after.

 

her body trembled from the aftermath of her first climax and it was amazing. 

 

both were in a deep haze of their climax, the girl's hands slipped off the blight's shoulders while she
was staring off the darkness with their bodies dripping in sweat and smelled like intense sex.



 

amity can't feel anything.

 

turning her gaze down to the girl, she was also catching her breath as she stared at the ceiling like
she's seeing the stars. softly chuckling, amity brushed the hair that got on her face and leaned down
for a sweet kiss that was happily reciprocated.

 

figuring their knot would take a while to let up, they could do something else to pass the time.

 

"i love you." amity muttered out without much thought and it was only merely too late when she
realised what she just said.

 

her face blew up in red, but before she could correct herself, she heard her say something.

 

"i.."

 

amity pulled back a little to see what the girl might be trying to say, waiting in excitement and
anticipation. she's struggling to let it roll off her tongue but she's trying hard.

 

"i.. l- love.. yo- you.." amity's eyes widened when she heard those three words be returned. 

 

"i love you!" the girl exclaimed with confidence in her words. amity felt herself wanting to explode
in cuteness and embarrassment but she didn't deny it as her heart wildly fluttered.

 

her heart sings for this girl. it makes amity realise when was the last time she was this smitten for
someone?

 

the blight was so caught up with her omega saying those three words that she didn't notice that their
knot already ended, but the girl did and she didn't hesitate to take advantage of it.

 



amity was snapped out of her thoughts by a whiplash and the next thing she knew she was pinned
to the ground with the girl on top of her. her hazel eyes holding more lust than what she ever
anticipated as she seductively licked her lips.

 

"w.. wait, what are you- aaahh!!" amity couldn't even finish her sentence when her girl decided they
should have another round and dropped herself onto her rock hard cock once again. making both of
them moan ever so loudly as amity arched her back, pushing in deeper.

 

without needing to adjust, the omega started bouncing in a rapid pace as she gripped on amity's
waist for support. her tongue stuck out once again, her moans more lewder which was absolute
music to the blight's ears.

 

"aah.. aaahh! s- slow down, please.." amity begged as she was tired and slowly turning numb, yeah
she needs to step up her game, but that fell into deaf ears as she's succumbing to the pleasure the
omega was giving her, making her roll her head back as she loudly moaned.

 

"i love you, amity." the omega moaned.

 

"oh fuck yes.."

 

------

 

with the morning birds singing their symphonies for everyone to wake up to greet the new day. the
sunlight entered the cave, illuminating it's somewhat messy state after last night.

 

the smell of sex still lingered in the air though it's much less than last night.

 

the two lovers slept soundly in their bed, wrapped in each other's arms with the thickest hide
serving as the covers for their still nude body.

 

the girl was nuzzled up amity's neck while her face was buried into her thick, mane-like hair as her
scent always helps her sleep.



 

a stray sunlight hits amity right in the eyes, irritating to slowly flutter her eyes after she just had a
really good dream. though, amity can't be too mad when she already has a dream sleeping right in
her arms.

 

after amity's eyes adjusted and got rid of the gunk, she looked down at her girl's peacefully sleeping
face, her original scent now mixed with her own, making the blight feel pridefu.

 

amity does have to admit she never went so many rounds before, numb but satisfied and felt so
rejuvenated. she might have also discovered a new kink.

 

placing a soft kiss on her forehead, amity didn't pry away from her lover's embrace and just laid
there as she stared- waited for her to wake up so they can do whatever she pleases for the day.

 

while admiring her lover's sleeping face, her attention was averted to look down at her neck and
instantly noticed the same shiny thing she saw last night but this time, with a cool head, amity
realised it was a military looking dog tag.

 

slowly, amity reached for the cold metal surface and turned it over, hoping she'd get some tangible
name for her as she can't keep calling her random things. the rest of the engraved items were dulled
out but one thing remained.

 

noceda.

 

amity took a precise 3 seconds to realise everything.

 

she almost flew back if she didn't hold herself, risking in waking her up- waking luz up.

 

amity looked at luz's face once more, immediately connecting the dots she has already been seeing
together. recognising the face looks similiar to lucia but softer along with her scent as well her wild
nature strongly reminded her of the eldest noceda.

 



after all this time, the reason why everybody went to this island in the first place, the driving force
for her once passion to keep going and search for a possibly dead family member was with her all
along?!

 

and she mated with her?!

 

it sounds amazing but scary.

 

what is amity going to do now that she actually fucked lucia's long lost sister, granted she didn't
know what she really looked like and didn't recognise her- but still!

 

amidst her panicking mind, she somehow found solace on the idea that she's luz's mate. no one else.
no amelia to fight against for her love, just her and be a sensible alpha.

 

she knows what she did last night and she'll take full responsibly for it, as long as she has luz. that's
all amity needs.

 

does that make a bastard for taking advantage of her innocence? yes, albeit a happy one.

 

then, amity shook herself out of her thoughts when she saw luz was starting to wake up. watching
her slowly flutter her eyes open, rubbing them as she sat up with the cloak slipping off her body to
expose her chest in broad daylight.

 

yawning as she stretched her arms, making them pop before turning her gaze down to amity who
was watching the whole thing with a hint of arousal in her eyes.

 

but, it's still early in the morning.

 

"good morning." amity greeted as she sat up as well, though held onto the cloak.

 

luz happily chirped as a response, she pounced onto amity for a morning hug though it's maybe
more of an excuse to sleep more. odd, considering she's always the one up first thing.



 

amity chuckles, she tried to comb her lover's hair though due to the so many matting and debris
stuck in her head, it's a futile attempt.

 

"shall we gotta have breakfast?" she asked, making luz perked up as she understood what breakfast
means by now. she shot up from the bed, grabbed her cloak to conceal herself and motioned her
head for amity to follow.

 

softly smiling, amity wrapped the cloak on her naked body once again as she stood up before both
of them set off to the trees and began scavenging for food.

 

as luz swung in a swift pace, amity was on the lookout for possible breakfast but something made
luz stop for a second after hearing from a far off distance.

 

she looked around the vicinity, searching for it while amity was a little confused why they stopped.
"what's wrong?" she asked as she turned her gaze up to her.

 

luz let out a low rumble in her throat, then, perked up when she heard it once again. she didn't
hesitate to start swinging towards the direction of the noise, wanting to find out what's happening
while amity just hangs there.

 

stopping in another tree, amity peered down to check what caught her lover's attention but her eyes
widened as it wasn't what she expected.

 

she saw lucia and amelia back to back with a leopard cornering them, the look of fear dwelling in
their eyes with the two trying to hold off the big cat but it’s clear they’ll be outmatched.

 

luz intensely stared at the two, watching their movements along with the leopard as she tries to
access who could they possibly be. turning her head to amity, about to ask who they were but she
saw the pensive look on her face that gave luz the signal she needed.

 

without hesitation, luz dropped down to the ground and gently placed amity to the side before
charging full speed ahead of the two. her nose immediately inhaled a twinge of her alpha from
those two, giving luz the idea that they must be amity’s pack.



 

that makes them in luz’s pack as well.

 

"luz wait!" amity called out, trying to stop the omega before she does something stupid that might
hurt herself but, of course, she heed her warning and amity could only watch in the sidelines as luz
takes care of this.

 

the sound of a familiar name getting called out made lucia snap her head all around, trying to see
who uttered that voice and the leopard took this chance to strike with the enemy distracted. it let out
a terrifying roar as it jumped towards lucia, about to topple her to the ground but another roar was
heard and the leopard was flung to the side.

 

startled at the new potential threat entering the fray, lucia stepped back with amelia right behind her
who’s admittedly scared and confused as both of them stared at the person slowly standing up right
with her attention fixed on the leopard who postured itself once again and snarled at her, only for
her to snap back before lunging towards the feline.

 

the leopard came at luz in sheer speeds, raising its paw to slash luz but she easily dodged it and
tackled the beast back to the ground, giving the two ample time to make their escape though lucia
was frozen in spot as she watched the person take down the animal larger than her with little
difficulty.

 

somehow, she feels like she met this person before.

 

“go back to the others!” lucia lightly pushed amelia to head back to the camp, amelia was about to
complain that she wasn’t going to leave her but no words uttered from her lips than a scream of
pure terror when she noticed the leopard changed it’s attention to them.

 

lucia shoved amelia to the side, letting the bushes cushion her fall and dodged the incoming feline.
she landed right next to a large rock that isn’t embedded to the ground, looking over her shoulder,
the leopard slowly turned it’s head to her with it’s upper lips curled into a threatening snarl before
charging at her for one last time.

 

without hesitation, lucia grabbed the rock as she stood up, backing up to get a good shot. pushing
all of her strength into her arm and throwing the rock as hard as she can the leopard, watching it



propel through the air before hitting the wild cat right into the head, causing it to be in a daze and
dropped to the ground.

 

it’s clear it’s going to have a concussion.

 

softly panting, lucia averted her gaze from the knocked out leopard and saw luz on the ground,
wincing on the ground as she curled up. she's hurt.

 

with lucia being the nearest to her, she walked over to luz to check if she's alright. kneeling down
beside her, lucia gently turned her around as she asked "hey, are you.." 

 

"..okay?"

 

but the eldest noceda trailed off when she noticed heavy tears streaming down luz's face. luz doesn't
know why she's suddenly crying, feeling as if she knows this person even though she only met her.

 

the two stared at each for a short second, wondering why there's a phantom connection sparking
between them till amity broke it.

 

lucia was pushed aside by amity as she headed straight for luz, dropping beside her "luz! god, are
you alright?!" she asked, carefully carrying her into her arms.

 

"where does it hurt?" amity muttered, watching luz's arms tightly wrap around her chest as she
nuzzled up to her neck, giving amity the idea she broke some of her ribs.

 

all the while lucia was watching the scene unfold, trying to process everything as she stares at luz
being coddled by the young blight. "what..?"

 

then, the others finally arrived after hearing the commotion, edric asked "what happened? what did
we-" amity interjected him as yelled;

 

"help me take her to camp! she broke something!"



 

everyone was relieved to see that amity is alive, a little scuffed but alive though happiness led to
confusion when they saw luz on the blight's arms.

 

"wait, who's-" gus was about to ask but amity doesn't have the time nor patience to answer when
luz is in critical condition after delving straight into a right without a plan.

 

"just help me goddammit!" amity snapped, her golden eyes intensely glaring at the others that made
them back up from the sudden aggression. they glanced at each other as if checking if they have the
same thoughts though no one bothered to utter a word.

 

without much of a fuss, they headed back to camp with amity whispering reassurance that she's
going to be okay before she passed out from pain and exhaustion.

 

once they're back, viney led amity to the infirmary tent and see what she can do for luz. amity
lightly placed luz down to the bed, she was supposed to be there for her when she wakes up but
viney insisted that she'd wait outside and it'll be over soon.

 

not wanting to argue, amity stepped out of the tent and dropped down to the sandy floors with her
knees tucked close as she rested her head on it. praying- no, she knows luz is a tough one to beat,
the blight just couldn't help but feel anxious.

 

"who was that?" amity perked up when she heard lucia's voice followed by her sitting down beside
her.

 

amity looked at her in the corner of her eye, almost forgetting how handsome the eldest noceda was
though she doesn't feel any old feelings resurfacing. the only face she could ever love was luz now,
only here.

 

"your sister. luz." amity replied, not point of hiding the truth and she watched lucia's face contort in
shock, surprise and contemplation.

 

"how- where-"



 

she struggled to utter a question when there's so many swarming her mind, overwhelming her.
amity could say the same.

 

"deep in the jungle. she was raised by the apes, it's a miracle she got this far." amity said with a soft
chuckle, leaning back on the tent as she looked up to the blue sky. little to no clouds were in sight.

 

lucia was enthralled by the news that her sister has been alive all this time and they can finally be a
family. "and dad?" she asked in a hopeful tone but she wasn't entirely as she saw the hesitation on
amity's face.

 

amity shook her head as an answer.

 

lucia turned her head down, facing the millions upon millions of grains below her as a light frown
formed on her face but she lets it go with a sigh. she shouldn't be sad when she knew this was
coming, though a sting was still felt in her heart.

 

"it's to be expected."

 

amity took another glance at lucia one last time, feeling empathy for her but she's right. an old man
can't live too long out here, so luz is really lucky and they found her- well, amity found her.

 

"love your fit." amity turned her head up and saw the twins in front of her.

 

she doesn't know what they're feeling as either they're snickering to themselves because of her
makeshift outfit or happy as tears prick the corners of their eyes.

 

"you really look like king kong's bride." emira said, giggling to herself and her brother while amity
just rolled her eyes. she almost forgot how insufferable these two were but she can't hate them
when she dearly misses them.

 



"shut up. it was the only thing i got." amity spat but suddenly yelped as she was almost tackled to
the ground by someone. she took a moment to realise that it was amelia tightly hugging her as if
she didn't want to let her go ever again.

 

"i'm glad you're alive." amelia muttered under her breath. she couldn't see it but amity could feel
the cold tears dripping on her, she slowly hugged back and rested her head onto her shoulder.

 

soon enough, the twins joined the hug as they dropped their joking demeanor.

 

after the warm reunion with everyone else, amity returned to pacing and worrying about luz's
health while the other went on to do other things but amelia and lucia stayed with her.

 

waiting for a painfully long time till viney finally stepped out with a sigh. 

 

"how is she?" amity immediately went up to viney who was taken aback by the sudden approach
but reposed herself.

 

"luz is fine. her ribs are fractured but not too life threatening. she just needs to not exert herself."
viney replied, making amity sigh in relief that her mate was alright.

 

"heh, i doubt she will." amity chuckled to herself as she turned her gaze down to the ground but she
didn't notice the look on viney's face.

 

"and.." amity returned her eyes back to viney when she heard her start again "i caught your scent on
her."

 

there's a sudden cold chill in the air when those words left viney's lips, it made amity shudder and
the roaring shout of the eldest noceda behind her was the answer.

 

"you mated with my sister?!"

 



as amity whipped her head around, wanting to talk with lucia but her face was met by a hard punch
across the face, making her drop to the ground.

 

"you fucking shit! how dare you take advantage of luz!" lucia snarled at the young blight, her
intense reddish eyes glared at her slowly getting up with viney's help and her hand pressed against
her punched cheek.

 

"i'm sorry!" amity yelled back, though lucia didn't easily take that stupid apology as a growl
surfaced in her throat that amelia had to get behind her and hold her back.

 

"you were gone for two days and you came back with my sister you fucked! you're an alpha!" lucia
tried to get out of amelia's grasp, her fists wanting to kiss amity's face again but amelia didn't dare
to let go.

 

"i know! god.." amity hissed through her gritted teeth as she got off viney's grasp, aggressively
rubbing her cheek from irritation and stared right back into lucia's eyes. fearful of what she might
do but placed her foot down.

 

"i know i messed up but i'm not gonna run away. i love luz and i'm willing to take responsibility for
her." amity said, her tone sincere and she knows lucia knows but she's still mad for fucking her ever
so innocent little sister.

 

"bullshit." lucia sneered.

 

"you have to trust her, lucia." viney spoke up, turning everyone's attention to her. "now that luz is
bound to have pups, amity isn't going to turn her back on her." she said as she knows amity isn't the
kind of alpha who sticks it in and bails.

 

"yeah. i thought you knew her?" hunter quipped as he stopped right beside his sister looking like
she's ready to tear the blight apart. lucia looked at hunter and viney back and forth before letting out
a huff.

 

then, the dispute was halted for a second when all of them saw luz stepping out of the tent looking
like nothing happened. everyone's surprised that luz got up to her that easily.



 

without wasting a second, lucia called out to her "luz, come here! get away from her!" luz turned
her head at her sister, watching her motioning her hand for her to come to her. she was, slowly,
about to do so but she heard the voice she was expecting.

 

"no, luz come here!" amity knows what lucia is trying to do and she isn't going to let her take her
mate away. she gestured for luz to come as she opened her arms for a hug to which the young
omega didn't hesitate to run towards her with a big smile before pouncing onto her.

 

wheezing, amity chuckled and happily hugged back as she stared at the others watching the
interaction of the two.

 

lucia was still glaring back at the blight but she knows she can't do anything to change what
happened, let alone make another scene now that luz is out in the open.

 

"we can't take her back to the city or else it'll hurt her in the long run." viney said, switching her
gaze to the others. since luz hasn't had anything outside the jungle, taking her home would put her
in a warshock and might contract diseases.

 

"we gotta make sure she's ready."

 

till then, they just have to accept everything and lucia will keep a close eye on amity from now on.

 

-----

 

luz was a little nervous getting to meet the others as she never saw so many people who are just
like her, likewise, they don't know how to approach a wild teenager but amity.

 

though soon enough, one by one was slowly warmed up to the stout starting with gus who showed
luz some of his magic tricks that bewildered the young noceda.

 



luz willingly accompanied willow deep into the jungle for her to examine and record the various
plants that have never been recorded by any humans. until now.

 

she also took edric on a hunt for bats in the nearest caves and taught him to walk along the trees
despite almost falling multiple times.

 

hunter tried to interview luz about everything, documenting her antics along with viney and
snapping a few pictures before luz snatched his camera and made him run after her around the
shore till his body couldn't keep up from the noceda's prowess.

 

emira took it upon herself to try and get rid of the nest in luz's hair. shortening it till her thick hair
exhausted all of the scissors they had. she did ask what style luz wanted, only to point at lucia who
was surprised and smug.

 

"ha, she has good taste." lucia cackled to herself as she watched emira snip off the thick clumps of
hair, dropping like a black snow on the ground till she's satisfied with how it looked.

 

luz really looks like lucia's twin if they got the same haircut.

 

though that fresh cut didn't last long as luz was inspecting the scissors and grabbed one of the tuffs,
wanting to hear that almost crunching noise again. it was satisfying.

 

and snipped both right off.

 

"luz really has a good taste." amelia said with a giggle, making everyone laugh to themselves and
luz was watching them having fun, cehrishing this moment.

 

lucia and luz got along fairly quickly, their sibling bond instantly clicked and lucia would tell luz
how much their mother missed her after all these years. she wants to know what happened to their
father but, alas, luz doesn't remember.

 

leaving the question hanging but it's most likely he's dead and it's best to leave it at that. even
without a proper burial.



 

luz would take amelia out in the area where most birds perched since she already saw the ones in
the beaches. she could stay with her, watching her sketch out all types of birds and be amazed at
how skillful the blight was with her fingers.

 

just like her little sister.

 

amity was a little jealous that her own mate wasn't spending too much time with her, though that
dropped as viney explained that luz wants to impress everyone to be in the pack.

 

it brought her relief and joy that luz was trying to get along with everyone though, it was her turn
now to spend some time with luz.

 

avoiding the prying eyes of lucia, amity and luz were in the boat's sleeping quarters. it was
consumed in darkness though amity set up some fairy lights to accommodate the mood.

 

they watched movies in which edric smuggled in the boat and amity read the good witch azura
whilst teaching luz how to speak.

 

amity can see the wonder and childish awe twinkle in luz's eyes as she read out the words that held
magic, hazel hues twinkling like stardust. luz has her chin resting on the alpha's shoulder, not
noticing the lovestruck look in amity's eyes.

 

it makes her heart pound loudly and couldn't help but feel prideful for having luz as hers.

 

she got lucky with this one.

 





Surprise Comes in All Sizes
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the house was empty.

 

there’s no sound of the open tv rambling about random stuff, no whirring of the fan that has been
set to 3 due to how hot the weather has become that it’s almost normal to see the freezer be left
open for the cold air to fill the kitchen.

 

her owners were out for an errand, giving her ample time to do whatever she wanted around the
house and wouldn’t get persecuted for it. squeaks and shuffles were heard roaming around the
kitchen, metal objects were slowly dragged around the tilted countertop until something fell to the
floor, creating a loud, cringing sound.

 

shit, a little rat clicked her tongue as she peered down to glance at the fallen pot but ignored it to
resume to what she was doing. she’ll deal with that later. lucia returned her gaze up to the
cupboards with her little noise wiggle, catching the scent of her snacks just behind those wooden
doors.

 

getting excited at the surprise that’s awaiting her, lucia pushed the pots and pans to align below the
cupboard before climbing to the top her makeshift ladder just to reach the handles just enough for
her to place her whole weight into swinging the door open and swung herself inside the cupboard to
be embellished all of the food she landed on.

 

delighted squeaks and sniffs uttered from lucia’s throat as she shuffled around the cupboard to
search for the right snacks she wanted to munch on for a while before it was taken away. she
pushed the other food away, digging her nose into the plastic bags and wrappers until she spotted it
just hiding under the rest.

 

lucia grabbed the bag to begin gnawing open with her sharp enough teeth and dug her little hands
inside to take out the small nibble bits for her to start scarfing it all down without hesitation. even



though knowing that her owners wouldn’t be too pleased to see her get into the snacks again, they
shouldn’t hide it from her anyways.

 

after lucia had her fill, she laid on her back against one of the still full bags of chips with the few
last nibbles of her snack placed on her chest as she leisurely ate them. she doesn’t know how long
her owners would be out since she wasn’t listening from her cage but hopes they’ll be out long
enough for her to stash them.

 

but that plan won’t happen as both of her ears shot up when she heard the front door click open, in
a state of panic, lucia sprung up to her feet and ran down the pots that lost its balance when she
landed on them, making her little tower tip over the edge before crashing down to the floor. 

 

it made a loud enough clang that gave her owners the idea of what the hell she was doing without
supervision.

 

“lucia, are you going through the snacks-” raine asked as they entered the house alongside eda
who’s holding something inside her coat, “she went through the snacks.” raine cut themselves off
with a deadpan expression, they watched as the little rat slowly lifted the pot over their head before
hiding from her owners again. 

“never mind that. come here, we got something for you.” eda dismissed the mess in the kitchen.
lucia looked out in the open once again, seeing eda kneel down to the ground while still holding
something hidden from view, slowly, she stepped out of the pot to make her way to her owner and
stood in front.

 

“don’t freak out, okay but we got you a little sister!” then, eda took her coat off from whatever she
was hiding. lucia’s eyes widened and immediately stepped back as she stood before a lion- well,
not really but she doesn’t know what this thing is!

 

a leonberger puppy tilted her head as she stared at the rat, wondering what kind of breed they are
when they’re so small. the pup has a black and golden coat with a few streaks of purple around
their body as if it was haphazardly thrown into the mix.

 

“lucia, this is luz. luz, that’s your new sister, lucia.” raine introduced the animals to each other,
watching both of them stare at each other in both curiosity and fear. luz’s tail slowly wagged behind
her as she continued to stare at her new sister, she slowly stood up to cautiously approach her while
lucia held her ground even though she’s terrified at what this thing could do in her juvenile state.



 

not to mention if she grew into full adulthood. this is gonna be a nightmare.

 

once luz was in a safe distance away from lucia, she raised her paw in attempt to pat lucia’s head as
a sign she isn’t a threat but the rat only hissed at the poor pup that made her flinch and back up
before lucia took off to be somewhere else where luz isn’t.

 

raine and eda looked concerned at the initial reaction at the two though it was sort of expected
when you put two vastly different animals in the same roof. “are you sure they’re going to get
along?” raine worriedly asked eda as they turned their head to look at eda.

 

“they’ll get there.”

 

-----

 

things didn’t go so smoothly with lucia and luz for the first few weeks of living under the same
house, lucia would be distant from the dog and went to the extent of ignoring her presence in the
house as she went off to do her own thing.

 

while luz, on the other hand, was trying to befriend the mouse but that has proven difficult when
she’s always avoiding her.

 

it wasn’t until one day, their owners were out again and lucia was supposed to take this time to grab
a few snacks but she saw luz standing on her hindlegs, trying to reach her snacks that were out in
the open yet she’s still too small to reach it.

 

getting annoyed with the whines and cries, lucia easily climbed luz’s body and got onto the
countertop rather quickly than laboring herself in pushing pots and pans. she grabbed the snacks
and threw it at luz, expecting her to leave her alone now that she has her snacks but the pup stayed
with her tail slowly wagging as she stared up at lucia.

 

the rat squeaked, asking what the dog wanted now and luz replied with a bark, saying she’ll stay to
help just in case lucia needs it, adding that she’s pretty cool. this unknowingly started to form a



bond the two are oblivious of, lucia would use luz as leverage to get her to higher places where the
snacks are and they’d share their nabbing.

 

the scene of a rat and a dog getting along, playing with each other is an odd one but that doesn’t
stop luz and lucia bonding like they’re actual sisters, much to their owners’ delight. even if luz
grew big and could easily squish the rat under a paw, she learned to be gentle with lucia who’s
always sitting on her head like she’s her loyal steed.

 

for now, lucia is having her classic me time out in the backyard with luz somewhere inside the
house. she basks in a warm sunlight donning on her dark furred body as she laid along with the
flowerbeds, she doesn’t need to worry about the neighbors getting too nosey on her whenever she’s
outside when she.. taught them the value lesson of messing with her.

 

though lucia did notice the change of air of the house on the right, she overheard from other
animals that the old man who used to live there for years finally died and the house was sold. the
man was known to be a bit of a loose screw in the head though did die naturally.

 

she didn’t know who her new neighbor was and she wasn’t going to care when it’s me time.

 

lucia laid on her back with a small sunglasses adorn on her face, she got into a more comfortable
position on her little folding chair and she doesn’t pay attention to what’s happening around her as
she’s too consumed on her relaxation after a long day of an ransacking the kitchen and wreaking
havoc in the park earlier since luz didn’t have her doggy school today.

 

while lucia was dozing off, she didn’t notice something hopping over the fence and dropping right
into her backyard. it’s footsteps were light against the newly mown grass, their eyes fixated on the
oblivious rat laying so comfortably on her folded chair and it wasn’t until something blocked her
view of the sunlight, shrouding her into darkness.

 

confused, lucia lifted her glasses off her eyes and her eyes slowly wandered up to the sky to see a
tabby standing over her with their pupils thinned as they stared down at her. those golden eyes hold
the only intent of hunting her.

 

the two animals stared at each other for a short moment before the cat took the first strike at lucia
but she was quick to dodge those claws as she hopped out of her chair that got sadly torn apart.
lucia began running as fast as she could from the cat who’s chasing her tail, it’s annoying to be
chased around in her own backyard but, at least, she can have fun with this newbie.



 

as the rat made a sharp turn on the right, she looked over her shoulder to see the cat was still behind
her. smirking, lucia climbed onto the rake that was leaning against the west fence and the tabby
didn’t have time to stop themself from as they slammed against the rake for the rat to land atop of
their head.

 

the cat let out a shrill, wildly shaking themselves around to get the rat off them but lucia held a tight
grip on their long fur and started pulling on it to control them just like that one move she saw
though that doesn’t seem to work as the cat continued to wildly thrash around.

 

trying to reach her with their claws but lucia evaded them with ease but she wasn’t minding where
her tail was dangling on until she felt something sharp grab her tail and was thrown to the ground.

 

her little body skipping across the grass till she was stopped by a stray empty pot. lucia slowly
stood back up to her feet, shaking her head to get out of her daze and watched as the furry predator
began to approach her with their strands of fur now made in a mess on their face. she stood her
ground, not wanting to be seen as a lousy rat who’s afraid of the big.

 

they’re nothing to her.

 

lucia let out a challenging squeak as she got into a fighting stance, the cat seemed amused at this
but that won’t stop them charging at her in full speed with the motive to kill for dinner.

 

but then, everything was driven into silence when a roar like bark pierced through the quiet
neighborhood, the cat immediately stopped in their tracks with their ears folded back as they
looked around to spot whoever made that noise but a smirk returned on lucia’s face as she knew
who that was.

 

luz rammed through the doggy door, she noticed the cat was cornering her sister that made her
quickly run towards lucia and stood above her in protection as she stared at the maine coon who
lowered their body, ears folded back even more and their back fur began to spike as they came face
to face with a large dog that could easily maul them.

 

luz tilted her head at the sight of the tabby, wondering who could they be but before that, she
looked down at lucia to see if she’s okay, giving her little head a small lick and looked back at the



cat who grew confused at the sight of the dog taking care of the cat. it’s certainly their first time
seeing this.

 

the dog lightly barked, telling the two to knock it off as the cat was still glaring at her sister with
their back fur raised and lucia had her tongue stuck out, provoking them under luz’s nose- thinking
she wouldn't be noticed but luz saw everything. 

 



 



as everyone has somewhat settled down, luz can tell the cat is still unsure and still wants lucia in
her mouth. she looked down at lucia once again, the rat looked up to meet her little sister’s gaze
that was telling what she wants and it made her expressions turn deadpan, she shook her head but
luz whined and huffed. begging for lucia to allow her before pulling out the big guns.

 

the puppy eyes.

 

much to the rat’s dismay, she can’t say no to those eyes.

 

sighing, lucia rolled her eyes that meant yes for luz. the dog took the first few cautious steps
towards the cat who backed up a little, feeling intimidated at the size of the k9 even though luz was
not posing any threat. she stopped with a good enough space between them and softly barked at the
cat, introducing herself as luz and asked if they could be friends.

 

luz does have friends. willow and gus in her doggy school though she wants to have a friend in this
neighborhood since she’s been living here for a while now.

 

the cat seemed hesitant at first, they let out a small meow, telling her name is amity as she tilted her
head to expose her black collar with a dangling crescent moon as the name tag had her name and
owners’ name engraved. this excited the dog even more as her wagging increased.

 

amity stared into luz’s soft hazel eyes that held innocence she’d see in a dog but this was different,
looking over luz’s shoulder, she saw those same red intense eyes of the rat. lucia only stared at
amity blankly but her eyes alone were enough to provoke her into charging if it wasn’t luz blocking
her way. there’s nothing comparable between the rat and the dog so she doesn’t understand the
bond between these two.

 

as if sensing the question in the feline’s mind, luz barked once again that snapped amity out of her
daze from glaring at lucia and looked back up to her. the dog explained that lucia is her sister, amity
slowly nodded as now everything made sense.

 

though she went back to grab her by her straps and carried her towards amity, lucia squeaked in
dissent, trying to get out of her little sister’s grip but she’s simply overpowered by luz.

 



luz placed lucia back down in front of her and flashed the two a big smile that would put the sun in
shame, lucia looked back at amity to notice that she’s staring at luz’s smile, eyes become dilated
before thinning once again with a low growl surfacing her throat when she saw the rat in front of
her again.

 

the rat was confused at the whole dilation thing but she didn’t think about it too much. they have to
introduce themselves or else they’ll upset luz.

 

lucia lets out a single squeak and huff, telling her own name to which the tabby returns sounding
rather in disdain but lucia didn’t care. 

 

now that everyone knew each other, luz was about to ask amity if she wanted to go inside their
house than stay out in the hot opening yard but all of them flinched when they heard a loud voice
call out “amity!”

 

amity bid her goodbye to the sisters, mostly luz before running back to the same fence she hopped
over to return to her home before her owners see her already in someone else’s yard. lucia rolled
her eyes once again, she headed to the door as she wanted to rest after her afternoon was ruined but
she stopped when realising luz was behind her.

 

luz still sat in her spot and stared at the direction amity went as if she’s waiting for her to come
back. lucia called for her little sister to come on already, bringing the dog back and trotted back
inside the house.

 

lucia looked back at the house for a few seconds, thinking, before heading back in.

the next day arrived, luz and lucia were laying on the couch cuddled up with each other as they laid
peacefully asleep. raine got a new gig downtown and eda went ahead to give her lover a surprise,
so it's just them once again.

 

not that it's a problem when they got an ample amount of food to devour on.

 

lucia was curled atop of luz and her almost hidden from the excessive fur. it's perhaps a lazy day for
the sisters as they don't have much to do than just sleep throughout until their owners come back.



 

until a scratch was heard from the back door that made luz shoot up and hopped off the couch,
making lucia roll off and drop to the pillows.

 

shaking her head, lucia watched luz trot to the back door and peered her head out of the doggy
door, her tail wagging furiously as if she found a big bone to chew on but it wasn't what the rat
expected.

 

luz pulled her head back in, barked for someone to come in. just by the sight of that particular mint
green leg stepping through the door, lucia instantly knew who it was as a frown formed on the rat's
face.

 

luz's tail continuously wagged as she watched amity slowly step inside the house, happily barking
and jumping that the tabby decided to visit them again.

 

amity watched the energetic dog bounce around before her, huffing as she meowed. she walked
over to luz who instinctively bent down in a playing position but the cat slowly placed her paw on
her head, as if petting the dog.

 

lucia popped out of luz's thick back fur with her eyes narrowed at the feline, she literally came out
of nowhere and it surprised amity, making her recoil. almost hissing at the damn rat before
reminding herself this was luz's sister, an estranged one.

 

the two stared at each other, amity doesn't really like the gazes lucia was giving her but it's not like
she's here for her anyways. the only reason why she came back here is to get to know luz better
when she's the first dog that's actually nice to her.

 

luz doesn't know what the head pats meant but she likes it, she stood back up and walked up to
amity to start sniffing her, getting to know her scent better before giving her a small lick that
surprised the little cat.

 

amity shuddered from the lick, she backed up to shake her body to get rid of the drool on her highly
groomed fur. though, lucia only snickered as she leaned back onto luz's head, fixing her small
beanie as if she's mocking the tabby.

 



but all amity did was ignore, she looked back at luz and meowed, making the dog smile with her
tail wagging once again. she barked while bouncing, lucia had to hold on to her fur to not fall off
before luz skipped back to the living room with amity following suit.

 

luz grabbed one of her squeaky toys from her bed and offered it to amity. it's an otter stuffed toy, it's
filled with stitches but still in a good shape. amity tilted her head as she looked into luz's
glimmering hazel eyes, asking what she has to do with it.

 

lucia squeaked to get the cat's attention, she motioned her head for amity to take the toy as it's a
sign of being friends.

 

glancing back down to the stuffed toy, amity approached luz and took a sniff of the toy. her eyes
dilated as she was hit by a strong scent of the dog mixed with the rat's, she didn't like that lucia's
odor was there but she accepted it anyways as luz's scent overpowered.

 

her tail happily swished behind her as she held luz's stuffed toy, her eyes still dilated with the scent
fillijg her nose. she happily meowed in thanks all the while lucia stared at the maine coon.

 

there's something about those golden eyes that she both hates and loves at the same time. it's easy
yet difficult to explain to understand herself yet something within was telling her to let up on amity.

 

maybe the cat won't be so bad.

 

-----

 

after amity's first time entering the house, she kept coming back to bond with luz throughout the
day without their owners suspecting the feline frequented here. lucia tried to be more approachable
to amity, attempting to engage in small conversations but amity didn’t even give her a single glance
at her direction.

 

lucia understands that amity was still bitter with the whole hair tugging thing but it’s been several
fucking weeks since that incident. she exhausted all the available options she has but neither of
them was enough to get on amity’s good side.

 



while luz and amity were getting along so well, too well in fact, that luz would share a spot in her
bed that she grew too big to fit in with amity cuddling next to her given otter stuffed toy. lucia
always noticed that the cat would always carry it around as if it’s her lifeline and it’s especially odd
when she found amity sitting out in the backyard, crestfallen.

 

lucia stepped out of the house, slowly approached amity to sit beside her, tilting her head to the side
to see her bleak expression. she let out a soft chitter, asking what’s wrong though the cat only
responded with a low sigh as she continued to look out in empty space.

 

lucia didn’t say anything else after that, she figured amity just needs some silence and company,
she stayed where she sat and stared at the small cracks on the concrete meeting the grass. observing
the caterpillar slowly passing them by, pushing small bits of dead leaves out of it’s way and
climbing down onto the grass to easily blend in.

 

then, lucia was snapped out of her trance when she heard amity meow, telling she lost it. with her
brow raised, the rat squeaked in question to which amity replied with another solemn meow and
lucia listened intently as she wanted to know what got her into this mood.

 

for the first time, the cat finally turned her head to look at lucia. though not the way she hoped as
her instincts almost instantly skyrocketed at the sight of those golden eyes turning glossy from the
tears welling up. she stood up to get in front of amity, her little hands rested on her smooth furred
front legs as she stared right into her eyes and squeaked, chittered to tell her it’s going to be okay
and tell where it was.

 

amity looked back at those red eyes, shining in determination to get the grim atmosphere away
from her. that gave her an idea where luz got that. she meowed, answering the rat’s question that
made her look at the direction of the cat’s house, her eyes narrowed at it as she already had a plan
formulating in her head. turning back to amity, she flashed a toothy smile.

 

lucia squeaked, reassuring that she’s going to get it back no matter what and she’ll just be right
back before running off towards the fence.

 

she burrowed in the already made hole by luz, she used to dig inside the old man’s flowerbed to
pluck out his dandelions just for kicks but this was, thankfully unnoticed by the new owners and
wasn’t blocked off for her to easily enter their front yard.

 



lucia had to stop for a moment to examine the many things filling the yard, there’s a few plastic
pink flamingos hanging around a small pond with a few cat toys littered around the grass and
there’s a big car parked in the side of the house. brushing past the decors, she rushed to the rain
pipe to begin climbing to the top which was easy since the insides were dry.

 

once she got to the roof, lucia tilted her head up to start sniffing out where it could be. luz’s scent is
strong so it could overpower a house that’s doused in cats, she doesn’t have a concrete idea of what
this house really smells like but she knows the scent of strawberries belonged to. she followed that
first as she couldn’t pick up luz’s.

 

as lucia was just above it, she walked over to the edge to peer down and saw an open window just
below her, her sharp ears perked and listened for a long second just to make sure if someone was
inside before dropping down on the windowsill.

 

the rat’s button nose wiggled furiously as she intakes large amounts of amity’s scent wafting the
entire room along with other scents that don't really matter. she looked around, presumed to be
someone’s bedroom, a large bed took up almost the entire room with a few chairs placed on either
side and a white cloth draped over something big.

 

lucia took a leap to land at the armrest on one of the chairs, she hopped down to the carpeted floor
and instantly noticed the shift of tone of this place compared to her home. the room felt
claustrophobic even though it was big enough to fit a dozen people and it was cold, for some
reason.

 

is this even a house?

 

she doesn’t like it here.

 

ignoring the unsettling feeling bubbling in her stomach, she walked over slowly to the cloth with
her nose detecting a huge increase of amity’s scent and pushed it up to realise it was two cages.

 

she saw two beds in the biggest one and just one bed inside the regular size and it reeks of amity
that she just wants to bury her whole body onto the bed but she snapped out of it as she has a
mission to do.

 



backing away from the cages, lucia started sniffing once again to find luz’s scent in the room as she
slowly walked around the room, rounding the bed till she got to another side and abruptly stopped
as her entire body pointed straight at the nightstand.

 

that must be it.

 

lucia climbed up to the bed, sneezing for a moment due to the intensity of whatever the hell
perfume these owners use and scurried to the nightstand to push it open the best she could. she
managed to open a crack but it was enough for her to slip inside to begin searching for it,
rummaging through the gun in front of her as she dug her nose deep to find it.

 

pushing through the obscenity tool and a gun, lucia’s eyes widened as it dilated. she found it.

 

the otter stuffed toy.

 

lucia didn’t hesitate to grab, dragged it alongside with her as she trotted towards the only opening
of the drawer but once she popped her head out, expecting the room to still be empty but there was
two jade furred maine coons with familiar yet unknown golden eyes staring back at her in the
corner of her eyes.

 

she doesn’t need to look at them directly when she knows what they want.

 

lucia didn’t move for a long while, contemplating what she should do as she kept looking back at
those eyes piercing through her skull while listening to their low growls. she doesn’t know who
these cats are but she can guess they’re amity’s siblings or parents- she doesn’t care.

 

as she slowly turned her gaze to the right, both cats’ growls grew louder with their bodies getting
ready to pounce on her but that’s not gonna happen today.

 

fuck it.

 

lucia quickly jumped off the drawer, landing on the floor and just bolted it towards the window, not
caring if the two cats were on her tail as the sounds of their pitches hisses and yowls were enough.



 

she swiftly hopped onto the same chair, her tail getting nearly chopped off by one of the jade cat’s
claws but managed to dodge it. with the stuffed toy being bit tightly, the rat climbed the windowsill,
she didn't have time to backtrack as the cats made her lose her balance and sent her falling over the
ledge.

 

with her mind racing as she’s falling in a 2 story house, in a rat’s eyes, that’s going to feel like a
skyscraper. lucia took a chance with fate and placed the stuffed toy under her, hoping there’s
enough stuffing for her to survive the fall, she squeezed her eyes shut as she prayed for this stunt to
work- she wants to prove to amity that she’s someone to be trusted with.

 

she wants to be with amity.

 

then, a soft thud was heard on the undergrowth, lucia tumbled a few inches away from the impact
but otherwise, fine. cracking her eyes open, the rat was flabbergasted that her plan worked though
she could celebrate later as she quickly got onto her feet to make a run for it back to her dug out
hole without the cats nor the owners noticing where she’d gone.

 

panting heavily as lucia squeezed her way through the hole, popping out unscaved and still having
the stuffed toy in her grasp. she stopped for a moment to take a breather, looking around the same
old backyard she grew used to but right now, she’s relieved to see it and turned her gaze to the door.
half expecting amity to be there though she wasn’t.

 

as lucia calmed down, she pushed through the doggy door and entered the house, wanting to get
some rest but she stopped in her tracks as she spotted amity pacing back and forth in the kitchen,
looking really anxious with luz attempting to calm her down.

 

lucia squeaked through the toy, asking what’s wrong, making amity come to a halt and her eyes
widened as she saw the rat finally back. she charged at lucia who thought was gonna attack her, she
braced herself for a strike but she was pinned to the ground instead with a heavy body.

 

it took a few seconds for lucia to figure out amity was hugging her, rubbing her head against her
smaller one as a purr erupted her throat as a thank you for the effort she went through just by
retrieving her gift from luz. lucia, despite her insides getting warmer, told her it’s nothing but amity
doesn’t see it like that and gave the rat a lick on the side of her face.

 



it shot lucia to the stars that she almost passed out from that sudden gesture but she didn’t
complain. she returned the gesture with a gentle lick as well and scratched the cat’s chin to make
her purr grow even louder, continuing to rub against lucia.

 

all the while luz watched this with an indecipherable look on her face.

 

-----

 

since that day, luz, lucia and amity have been growing closer everyday that it would be odd to see
the two without the other.

 

luz and lucia’s owners noticed this though they didn’t mind the three animals together though the
same thing can’t be said with amity’s owners as they’re completely against the feline even stepping
out of the house so her visits have to be a secret and extra careful after her stuffed toy was
confiscated.

 

aside from that, they’ve been getting into alot of shenanigans together rather than just looting the
kitchen. they expanded their chaos into the neighborhood that either got some people to ride along
with them or created some enemies they’ll have to worry about later.

 

with the days flying by, the sisters’ feelings for the cat have been rapidly changing and morphing
into something they don’t understand yet it feels right. they’re allured to stay close to amity, giving
her the rubs and licks she could ask for since that’s what she needs, they’ve grown protective of her
whenever a random pet would come up to them just to say hello.

 

they don’t know what’s happening to them but with the idea of amity not being their side scares
them that they had some difficulties in letting amity go back home when she could just stay for the
night even though it’s prohibited.

 

they just want to spend more time with their favorite cat. unknown to themselves that they’re her
own favorite dog and rat.

 

amity hasn’t really been known to be confront of what she’s truly feeling though the things she
feels with lucia and luz is something different and difficult to comprehend yet.. does she really need



to? there’s this boiling feeling inside her stomach that’s hard to keep in check from erupting
whenever she’s around the sisters, they’re stupid yet.. charming.

 

maybe that’s the appeal.

 

nonetheless, amity just have to relearn the teachings she taught to herself and control. that’s what’s
important.

 

amity meowed, telling the two that she needs to go home as it’s nearing sun down before her
owners start looking for her. once those words hit the sisters’ ears, luz began whining and lucia
squeaked in disagreement as neither wanted amity to leave so soon but amity just playfully rolled
her eyes and huffed.

 

she does want to stay too and have a sleepover for once but she can’t risk getting her friends into a
mess they don’t need to be in.

 

amity stood up, gently grabbed luz’s big face with her paw to pull her closer to plant several
goodbye licks across her face, making the dog smile as her tail briskly wagged behind her, creating
a deliberate tapping noise when her tail hit the leather armrest. then, amity turned to lucia and
leaned down to give her licks as well, which made the rat weak to her little knees, indulging into
the licks though everything ended so quickly.

 

amity meowed through her purrs, her tail happily swishing behind her that’s ‘unknowingly’
brushing under luz’s chin. luz watched the tail smoothly brush against her, it sent good tingles
along her spine and she doesn’t want it to stop. it felt like the cat was trying to tell her something
though she didn’t grasp that immediately as amity switched her tail to lucia.

 

lucia ran her little fingers through amity’s thick tail fur as it brushed her, noticing the small glance
over her shoulder amity hopped off the couch. once she got to the door, she meowed them a
goodbye for one last time and stepped through the doggy door with the sisters’ watching her until
their sharp ears couldn't catch anything other than the creaking crickets.

 

sighing deeply, both sat back down and just laid there thinking what they could possibly do now
after amity’s gone. it feels like the atmosphere between them has drastically changed without the
only thing keeping them balanced, luz lowly whined into her pillow as her mind drifted off to the
feline and lucia did the same.



 

turning her head with a sigh, lucia doesn’t like the coldness instantaneously consuming the entire
house when amity left, it’s not comparable to the house but it’s getting there the further this
continues. her gaze turned up to look into her little sister’s melancholic hazel eyes spacing out as
she stared at nothing but her mind taking her to places.

 

lucia chittered to snap luz out of her trance and glance back at her, the rat scooched up towards
luz’s side for her to lean back onto her warm belly before looking back up to ask a rather peculiar
question of if she ever liked someone.

 

the dog stayed silent for a few seconds, pondering about what she had to say with lucia watching
her every eye movements darting around the living room before turning her gaze back to lucia to
reply with a bark. telling her about this particular girl, this piqued lucia’s interest as she pushed luz
to elaborate on this girl.

 

hesitant, luz did so as she started describing and giving hints of this girl that sounds so much like
amity.

 

chuckling, lucia began sharing about the girl she likes and has her eyes on her for a while now. it
started off light as she was just chucking up her feelings as nothing but temporary but that doesn’t
seem to be the case as it soon turned into her pouring her feelings for luz to listen. telling luz how
much she loves her that she would do anything just to be her mate despite their obvious differences.

 

luz expresses her own bottled up feelings for this girl, telling her how she doesn’t seem to stand a
chance when there’s someone way cooler than her who can easily take her away and she’ll never
get the chance to tell her what she really feels when time never seemed to be on her side.

 

as the sisters lament on their hopeless romance, sighing with each other as they stared off to space,
their minds drifting off the girls they wanted.

 

but something clicked inside lucia’s head, it may seem like superstition but she has to find out.

 

lucia pulled away from luz and squeaked to make the dog look back at her, looking dead straight
into her eyes. they stared at each other for a long while, making luz feel uncertain of what her sister
was going to say as was about to task till lucia beat her to it.



 

“ do you like amity?”

 

luz froze on her spot and just stared at lucia blankly, not uttering a single word but it seems silence
was the only hard answer lucia needed as a frown formed on her face with her anger boiling up to
it’s tipping point. she began berating luz with furious chitters and squeaks as she charged at the big
dog, instinctively, luz hopped off the couch to avoid her vexed sister and began avoiding her while
she’s on her tail.

 

it’s weird when someone as big as her is terrorized by a rat but this rat is her eldest sister and she
doesn’t want to hurt nor underestimate her.

 

luz profusely begged for lucia to stop and have a civilized conversation with each other but lucia
didn’t listen and proclaimed that amity is supposed to be hers not luz’s as she’s been going out of
her way to make the feline happy to which the leonberger stopped running and rebuked, telling her
that she has been the one making the sacrifices for amity.

 

lucia narrowed her eyes at luz, her upper lip curled to expose her small yet deadly teeth as she
slowly lowered herself to prepare into a springing attack but luz was having at when she only
wished for a decent conversation. resulting in her doing something she had never done before.

 

she snapped at lucia.

 

lucia was taken aback by the sudden snap, she dropped her stance as the intensity of her gaze
softened and took this time to look at luz right into her eyes, seeing her need of having a civil talk
with her. taking a deep breath in, the rat slowly approached her little sisters once again who didn’t
move from her spot and sat before her without breaking their eye contact.

 

the rat softly squeaked for luz to speak what she had in mind before she was rudely interrupted.
prepared to listen now and luz appreciates it.

 

luz laid down to make it easier for lucia and whined, telling her sorry for what she said earlier but
lucia shook her head. her little hand soft patted luz’s nose, reassuring her that she was the one who
started this so there’s no reason for luz to be sorry.

 



whimpering, luz licked lucia’s face- due to how big the dog’s tongue was, she licked the rat’s entire
body with her fur getting slicked up and luz though it was funny while lucia displayed a deadpan
look before playfully tugging on one of luz’s whiskers making her recoil.

 

getting playful, luz knocked lucia down with a single paw to which lucia quickly sprang back up to
jump on the dog, her entire body covering her entire face while the dog was shaking her head,
using her paws to get the rat off until she surrendered in defeat and dropped to the floor with the rat
prevailing as the victor.

 

with a comfortable silence wafting in the entire room now, lucia lay atop of luz’s face and both are
at peace with the knowledge of liking the same cat. though something popped into luz’s head,
making her tail slowly pick up speed in wagging as she softly barked, telling lucia something that
might interest her.

 

lucia quirked a brow as she’s all ears of what luz has in mind.

 

----- 

 

after the sisters reach a compromise, something came up that could both of be good or bad

 

amity hasn’t been visiting for them after a week which concerned them, instinctively, lucia went
over to the house to check if she was okay though almost got killed again by her siblings, she was
dumbfounded at the news of the feline’s heat has already struck.

 

normally cat heats lasts a week but a week without luz and lucia by her side is something both
sisters can’t bear. especially the thought of something already getting to their amity under their
noses, they don’t want to see amity suddenly bring an estranged kitten in the house and be like
‘surprise!’

 

they need a plan or else they’ll lose amity. they know how the other neighbors, even street cats,
look at her.

 

but they were quick to devise a perfect plan to avoid that tragedy.

 



luz stood in front of the fence and just started barking until someone, hopefully amity answers her
calls.

 

she doesn't know if her owners were out like hers or she's probably sticking her neck out for
nothing.

 

lucia was inside the house, preparing and luz just needed to lure amity out though she didn’t have
to wait any longer when she finally saw amity slowly hop off the window, looking rather annoyed
that the dog was making so much noise.

 

amity pounced up to the fence, dropping right in front of luz who’s practically jumping up and
down with her tail rapidly wagging as she barked, telling the feline to come with her. she tilted her
head, asking why but the leonberger didn’t bother to give her an answer as she rushed inside the
house.

 

huffing, amity was about to turn around and head back but she stopped midway. her owners are out
of town for a couple of days, she and her siblings are being taken care of by a business partner. it’s
not that they’re not good at maintaining them, they just kept brooding and hovering over them and
it’s got annoying really quick.

 

amity glanced over her shoulder to see the door that’s just agar for anyone to step right in before
looking right back at the fence, thinking to herself if she should really go back being locked in or
spend more of her free days with her best friends?

 

the evidence speaks for itself.

 

amity headed inside the clawthorne household, tilted her head up to take a sniff to easily find luz’s
musk wafting in the air and followed it like a cat enthralled by the scent of catnips. she trailed up
the stairs, her nose was almost touching the floor as she continued to follow the dog’s scent until
she found herself in a room.

 

a sizable bed stood before her with the blinds sheathing the windows, only a bare minimum of light
shines and there she saw lucia standing atop of the bed with a smug look on her face. amity was
about to ask what’s going on, she flinched when she heard the door behind her slam shut, she
turned around and saw luz.

 



the cat meowed as she finally asked what they were doing but her ears flattened when luz slowly
approached her, her gaze alone was telling her something. pupils dilated with drool slowly dripping
out of the sides.

 

then, luz grabbed amity by her collar to easily lift her up from the floor and started dragging her
towards the bed, hopping onto it with lucia coming up to them. amity yowled, swung her paw at luz
and she was quick to dodge that paw, causing her to let the cat go.

 

amity backed up from them with her back fur slowly raising as she could feel her body getting hot
just by being in the same room with luz and lucia.

 

luz cautiously went up to her once again and lightly bumped her head against amity as she uttered a
low croon of reassurance and licked her face. though it wasn’t a normal playful lick.

 

it was affectionate. it felt like you would give it to someone special, making amity’s body grow
hotter.

 

a mate.

 

while amity was fixated on the lick, she felt something mount her that made her look over her
shoulder to see it was the rat with an unwavering expression on her face. lucia held a tight grasp on
her thigh with her unsheathed cock slowly grinding against amity’s bare cunt, the cat tried to
wriggle away but lucia shoved her entire length inside without warning, causing amity yowl in
pleasure.

 

her head rolled back with her mouth wide agape, she could feel the blood rush up to her face as her
upper half slowly slipped onto the bed with her claws out in the open, digging into the bed sheets.

 

her meows quivered from her purrs vibrating off her throat, she squeezed her eyes closed as she felt
lucia’s large cock for her size.

 

amity didn’t try to escape from lucia’s hold though, she was caught off guard by everything and
wasn’t prepared for this day to come.

 



her mewls bounced off the walls along with her purrs getting louder by the second. lucia chittered
and squeaked as she madly thrust into the cat, her little hands had a firm grip on amity’s legs, not
bothering to go slow when she’s been craving for this day to finally arrive.

 

she’s going to make every thrust count.

 

lucia’s tongue rolled out with her grin growing wider as she can feel amity’s tight walls lovingly
clench around her dick. her hips were going in a wild pace that her tail was practically whipping
behind her and her mind was clouded in a thick mist of lust with the smell of the cat’s heat stuffing
into her nose, making her high for this.

 

amity slowly opened her eyes once again when she felt something lightly tap her head, looking up
to see luz watching her getting fucked by her rat sister with more drool dripping out of her mouth.
then, something caught the blight’s eyes as she turned her gaze down to see a large red twitching
cock of the k9- just waiting for it’s turn on the cat.

 

luz started giving amity licks all over her face, letting her know that she’s safe with them. amity
fluttered her eyes closed, indulging in the kisses as she rubbed her head against the dog’s head but
was cut off with another yowl as lucia started hitting that one spot, making amity weak on her
knees.

 

whining, luz nudged amity as if she’s telling her she wants to get some love too. she dropped onto
the bed, rolled on her back with her cock completely right up into the cat’s face, yet she didn’t
complain. her breathing heightened as she stared at luz’s cock in front of her, twitching from the
exposure of cold air and arousal.

 

with lust consuming her body and mind, amity just gave into the pleasure lucia was giving her and
leaned closer towards luz’s dick with her tongue stuck out. she minded her papillae as she started
licking the dog, her tongue grazing around the thick girth and lapping up the leaking tip.

 

she can’t take the entire thing in her mouth when she’s so big.

 

luz closed her eyes, she rolled her head back with her tongue stuck out and dangling on the side of
her mouth, her hind legs twitched from time to time as she felt amity’s soft yet rough tongue licking
around her cock with such hunger and lust. 

 



 



amity slowly closed her eyes as she continued to lick luz off while lucia kept ramming her from
behind. feeling her hitting that one spot over and over, making a tightening feeling form in the pit
of her stomach. it grows harder for her to hold it back as the rat’s pace becomes inhumane until
lucia gives out her last thrust.

 

her cock plunged deep into amity’s pussy, hitting that one spot precisely that made the feline yowl
out in pleasure as her head rolled back with her hips arched more to lucia who chittered loudly as
she popped inside amity.

 

letting all of their cums mixed with each other, amity shuddered from the warmth filling her
stomach.

 

both of them stayed there for a while, amity’s purrs became nonstop with her tongue hanging out in
the open as excessive drool trickled down to the bed sheets. once they calmed down, lucia hopped
off of amity, their mixed cums oozed out of the cat and onto the sheets, staining it even further.

 

lucia groomed herself, fixing her messing beanie with her unsheathed, dripping cock still out
though she didn’t bother to address it. she glanced back at amity’s cunt once again, a smirk climbed
on her face that she got to amity first and they’ll be mates for life.

 

she switched her gaze at her little sister, seeing her lust riddled face as she panted heavily and her 
cock was just pleading to be inside of amity right now. lucia squeaked, telling luz she can have her
turn now, much to the dog’s delight, she quickly stood up and went behind amity.

 

luz leaned down to take a sniff of her used cunt and licked off the excess cum, making the cat
tremble from the sudden contact. in the corner of her amity’s eyes, she could see both of luz’s front
legs planted on either side with her hot breath against her neck and brought her hips closer to her
pussy.

 

amity prepared herself for another round, her body trembling as she felt luz’s big cock graze her
lips before slowly pushing inside, making her loudly meow yet hissed. her walls became stretched
once again but wider than lucia did.

 

she could feel luz’s thick girth go deeper by each passing second, a bulge in the cat’s stomach was
seen until her wide knot prevented her from going in any further. they stayed like that for a while,
letting amity adjust to the dick she had to take in, luz nuzzled up to amity to help her be at ease and
she reciprocated it.



 

after a few minutes of adjusting, luz started thrusting carefully as she didn't want to rip amity apart.
listening to her heavy panting, her claws dug more into the bed sheets with her back arching more
for the leonberger like she’s asking for more.

 

luz saw this and didn’t hesitate to comply. she began picking up her pace, hitting all of the right
spots as she listened to amity’s muse like yowls. it brought a warm feeling inside, encouraging her
to go faster, harder to make the cat moan more for her.

 

slowly closing her eyes, luz started to let go of her temporary restraints to actually mate her
beloved cat.

 

luz’s tongue rolled out with her eyes shut, indulging the ecstasy of amity’s tight snatch clenching at
each slam she made. her tail rapidly wagged behind her while amity’s tightly wrapped around her,
as if never wanting her to pull out.

 

amity was happy that it was the sisters that got to her first than the others who kept scratching her
window, her eyes rolled back as she was lost in the pleasure of it all. loving every second of it.

 

suddenly, her head was pulled down and something was stuck into her mouth. small yet thick, it has
a slight bitter taste yet sweet. once she opened her eyes, she saw lucia taking her mouth with a
devilish grin donning her face. amity accepted and began sucking lucia off, her tongue lashing
around her girth and suckling lucia like she’s a pacifier.

 

with luz’s balls hitting amity repeatedly, emanating a loud clapping noise that echoed throughout
the room. tears pricked her eyes though not in pain, her golden eyes stared back at lucia’s red ones,
giving her the look mixed with love and lust as the clear line between was visible.

 

lucia laid on her back, her little hands caressed the cat’s soft face, wiping the tears threatening to
fall as she watched her suck her off. the feline’s purrs gave off tremors of pleasure throughout
lucia’s body, making her grind her teeth. bruxing.

 

luz gritted her teeth tightly as she can feel her knot becoming harder to resist, growing bigger by
each slam. amity could feel the same boiling feeling swelling in the pit of her stomach once again,
she squeezed her eyes as she tried to hold it back though it was far too late for that.



 

the mutt plunged her knot, amity couldn’t scream as lucia kept her right there and popped inside her
mouth, letting her taste her bittersweet cum to roll down her throat as her body shuddered from the
warm wave of cum filling her up, bloating her up and she tied with luz.

 

amity’s vision began to blur as she became exhausted after getting mated twice though she didn’t
really complain when it’s the ones she truly loved. her body slowly sagged before completely
dropping to the bed as she can’t hold herself up anymore, her eyes dropped- instantly getting
knocked out.

 

luz and lucia panted heavily with silence quickly consuming the room now that they’re worn out,
mostly amity. they looked at each other, their gazes alone just about told them everything now that
they’re officially amity’s mates.

 

they’re living the highest of their lives.

 

-----

 

it doesn’t take a few days for amity’s owners to find out where amity has been and the sight of the
state she’s in shocked and disgusted them.

 

they saw amity under luz, still tied and passed out on the master bedroom with lucia on the side,
also asleep after their session. they didn’t bother to bother the horrendous sight of what their perfect
cat got herself into.

 

they just left a note for eda and raine to read before storming out of the house. waking up the 3 in
the process though didn’t care too much to figure out who was in the house.

 

it’ll take a few more weeks until eda and raine finally came home but for a while, the trio took this
time to make sure that amity will have their pup and have some fun.

 

as eda pulled up the car to the driveway, she turned off the engine while raine grabbed their
instrument on the back before stepping out along with their lover. “i hope the two are okay after



being gone this long.” they said, clearly worried after leaving luz and lucia alone for a long time
while both of them walked up to the porch.

 

“psh- they can handle themselves just fine.” eda dismissed as she waved her hand, she stopped in
front of the door and slipped her hand into her pockets to fish out the house keys. “besides, they
probably just bothered the neighbor’s cat all day.” she said with a chuckle, though that didn’t last
long as her hand moved to another pocket and her search became tizzy. 

raine crossed their arms with their brow raised as they watched their lover become increasingly
frantic in searching for the keys, “you lost the keys, didn’t you?” they muttered but eda shook her
head, trying to defend herself when she certainly knew she got the keys.

 

“i did not. it’s... around.. here- aha!” finally, eda took out the house keys and shot raine a smug look
only for them to playfully roll their eyes. chuckling to herself, the clawthorne placed the key to
quickly unlock the door and swing open, about to greet their fur babies but they stopped in their
tracks when they saw something they didn’t expect coming home.

 

there sat amity being in between luz and lucia in the couch with a small pup in front of the cat,
getting groomed while the two sisters just watched with endearment in their eyes.

 

eda caught raine just in time before they completely fell to the ground, she stared at the pup then at
luz back and forth as she thought it was the dog that got the cat knocked up.

 

the three finally noticed the two’s presence, luz smiled with her tail wagging as she’s happy to see
her owners back though she didn’t get off the couch to pounce on them and just placed her head
down to the couch to watch amity clean the pup. same goes for lucia, she stuck close to the two
while she kept her eye on the pup.

 

as eda approached them to get a good look at the pup, she easily figured it’s a chimera but not the
fire breathing kind. the little pup snuggled up to their mother, their first coat of fur was darker much
like resembling luz and the underbelly has a lighter tone of auburn with their eyes still closed,
figuring they’re just taking a nap from all the pampering.

 

“goddamn. i should’ve seen this coming.” eda muttered under her breath, she pulled raine back up
to their feet once they regained consciousness.

 



they looked at the pup, they have to admit that the pup looks really cute and they’ve never seen a
crossbreed like this since crossbreeding it’s a common thing for now. “did luz mate with her?” raine
asked as they looked at eda who thought of the same thing.

 

until the pup shifted, laying down onto one of amity’s laid out arms to expose the small rat like tail
of the pup that instantly gave them an explanation.

 



 



 

“oh.”

 

both glanced over to lucia who’s already looking at them with a smug ass look on her face as if
she’s telling them outright ‘yeah i fucked her too. what about it?’

 

“i knew that rat was a bastard.” eda sighed, she was right about having a hunch of lucia the first
time raine got her but since they persisted to have something small for now, eda had no choice but
to let them have the little rat.

 

“i- wha- what are we going to do with this?!” raine asked, looking at eda for answers as they can’t
possibly feed 4 mouths now. 

“what else? i think we should name it.” eda replied instead, not really bothered that they now have
an extra family member. in fact, she’s enthralled with this homecoming present but one thing
remained in her mind. “that reminds me. where are her owners?” 

out in the corner of their eye, raine saw a single paper on the dining table and they walked over to it
to see what was written down. raine pursed their lips as they read through the lines of amity being
given to them without any consolation or even a text that they’re handing their cat to them.

 

it peeves them just how irresponsible their decision was but they can’t do anything now. “i’m
betting we’re not gonna see them again.” raine said and that’s enough of an approval to greet amity
and their pup into the family. 

“well, that settles it! welcome to the family, amity and little one.”
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“the crime rates of night city has been skyrocketing for the past weeks by the hand of someone
called; dealbreaker. the NCPD has yet to come to a conclusion. now for the-”

 

a tired sigh escaped her lips as she flicked off the radio, drowning her in silence. only to be
accompanied by the light rumbling of the engines of her quadra, speeding through the somewhat
quiet streets of san domingo though that didn’t matter.

 

her eyes stared at the dimly lit street, her mind wandering to the comfort of her bedroom where she
hoped to fall into its warm embrace and pass out on her pillows to start anew tomorrow as she
turned left.

 

wanting to come home to her dog, king, who’s thankfully being taken care of by eda and her
mother. wanting to get herself some fine brandy, maybe order some pizza while she watches a
series has been meaning to catch up on but she turned another left on the street where the lights
began to get brighter.

 

that would usually be the kind of night luz would want to have after a long day of work.

 

she just wishes she just stopped in watson.

 

right in front of her, luz saw a massive club with it’s music blasting through its walls and lights
escaping the curtained or boarded windows. there were several vehicles parked up front since the
parking lot was already taken, yet she proceeded to drive ahead the lot and stopped inside the sole
empty space conveniently left for her.

 



as luz pulled up, she leaned back and looked up at her dark ceiling for a second. telling herself
something as she took a deep breath in before taking off her coat and tossing it to the passenger seat
with her cop badge shining under the throbbing lights of the disco.

 

stepping out of the car, the noceda headed inside the club to be greeted by the strong scent of weed
and the strobe lights violently flashing around, making luz had to cover her eyes to not get a
headache with the loud music for the people to wildly, drunkenly dance along to in the dance floor.

 

luz had to squeeze herself through the sea of people till she popped out on the left side of the club
with a buff woman standing below the elevator, guarding as nobody is allowed to go up. she turned
her gaze down at the noceda, accessing her for a split second before stepping aside to let her travel
up the top.

 

once the metal doors slid open, she looked around the top most floor, seeing distinguished
individuals indulging themselves and luz just walked by, ignoring their gazes as she headed in a
specific direction till she found herself in front of the door that didn’t have any guards.

 

who needs it when she knows the person beyond this door is more deadlier than anything.

 

taking a deep breath in, luz gripped the cold doorknob, twisted it and pushed it open. the first thing
her eyes adjusted to was the purple filling the entire room with a few reds catching her eyes, a desk
was sitting on a levitated platform with a wide window overlooking the entirety of night city
glowing.

 

and a black chair was turned back with the person sitting on it seemingly looking at the marvel of
the city.

 

luz slowly approached the desk though she stopped at the first small stair with the tip of her soles
tapping on it. she cleared her throat, wanting to get her attention though she didn’t bother to turn
around. not that luz was expecting it as she went on to state what’s on her mind.

 

“your sales and followers has increased to 40% after your last.. project.” luz started, her fingers
fiddling with her breathing slowly began to grow heavy as she recalled the incident that happened
in city center. “the department is pinning the blame on the tyger claws and 6th street.”  she
continued her report, she looked at the still turned chair and it didn’t move an inch while she talked.

 



is she knocked out again?

her hands curled into fists as she continued to stare at back facing chair. “is that enough already?”
she asked with her tone exhausted. “i’m doing everything you’ve asked and i don’t know how long
i can do this anymore.” her voice turned shaky as she looked down at the open holographic news
displaying the latest chaos in westbrook.

 

a kidnapping. 

“would you please look at me!” with luz losing her patience, she grabbed the head of the chair and
spun it around only for something to drop flat to the floor, making luz recoil with a yelp.

 

luz peered her head to the side, her expression grimaced as she saw a bloodied, bludgeoned face of
someone she doesn’t really remember their name of but she wasn’t going to stick around here with
a dead body.

 

before she could even turn around and bolt out of her, she felt a pair of arms wrap around her waist
and pulled her back against a warm, soft yet hard body that made her tense up.

 

“where do you think you’re going?” a low, threatening yet soft voice was heard above her. luz
swallowed a massive lump in her throat as she felt the grip grow tighter with her presence growing
overpowering. 

“just messing with ya." then, she lets luz go and a silent sigh of relief escaped her nose with
dealbreaker rounding her, stopping in front of her desk as she leaned back. "did i scare you?” she
asked in a playful tone. 

her long mane mint green hair smoothly flowed down behind her, fitting a lavishing red suit,
trimmed with gold. her face showing her augments though the thing that annoys the noceda is the
menace, the deceit and the thrill she had for it.

 

“you should’ve seen your face, it was stupid.” amelia blight giggled as she shook her head though
luz didn't laugh. she pushed herself off the desk, making her way to a small round table where her
ice bucket of booze was chilling till she grabbed a bottle of brandy and two glasses next to it.

 

“want some? I heard it’s your favorite kind.” amelia offered, easily popping the bottle open as she
returned to the desk but luz still didn't answer. 

with the lack of answer, amelia just poured one for herself. “could’ve said no.” she rolled her eyes



as she took a sip of the smooth booze. ignoring the irritated look on the noceda's face. 

“i know you heard what i said.” luz spoke at last. 

“said what?” amelia asked with a raised brow as she took another sip. 

luz deeply furrowed her brows, her gaze narrowed at the blight's golden eyes staring back. “i’m not
repeating myself for you, amelia.” she placed her foot down as she had enough of this bullshit and
want out.

 

“hm, maybe you should because i wasn’t really listening.” amelia only dismissed it as she leaned
back on her desk even more. making the noceda notice the suit was hugging her body too tight and
luz knew what the blight was trying to pull. 

“i swear to god-” 

“what?” amelia hissed, making luz bite her tongue. she settled the half empty glass on the desk,
straightening her blazer as she approached luz.

 

backing up, luz tried her damndest to not make any eye contact with the blight, feeling a searing
heat burning her flesh.

 

“you got my attention so spill it out.” amelia pushed luz to a corner as the devil's eyes loomed
overhead. judging her for her sins.

 

growing frustrated at the lack of answer, amelia grabbed luz by the hair and pulled her closer as luz
hissed from the force. her eyes finally met her gaze, burning through her.

 

“what’s wrong? knife caught your tongue?” then, she pushed luz down to the couch and watched
her body tremble as fear began to spill. 

 

“i- i want to quit. i can’t do this anymore.” luz spat it out, she attempted to put a strong forefront as
she glared at amelia though, all it did was amuse her.

 

a little prey trying to be intimidating. adorable. 

“why is that?" amelia sat down beside luz, her hand cupping her cheeks as she didn't want those
hazel eyes to be looking at anything else than her anymore.



 

"did you find someone better than me, luz?” her voice became softer, alluring luz in comfort and
security. a false one. it's difficult not to fall for it every single time. 

amelia moved closer with the hand cupping luz moving down to her breasts. the warm hand made
her tremble as the touch was meticulous. “no.. please stop..” she whispered.

 

amelia didn't listen, her cold, metal hand caressed her cheek only for luz to move away as she
continued to glare at her.

 

the hand continued down, stopping for a moment at luz's crotch only for her to slip inside her shirt
and pull up her bra to play with her breasts. luz tried to squirm out of the blight's grip but she was
pushed down to the arm of the couch as amelia completely exposed her breasts.

 

luz squeezed her eyes shut as her face flushed in red of embarrassment. of this and herself for
getting aroused. she tried to let her mind wander someplace else, hoping to forget that she is even
here.

 

yet she couldn't help it. her body reacts to amelia kneading her breasts, her nipples hardening for
her to twist, making the noceda whimper. 

“i need you, you know." amelia muttered, watching luz try to deny the pleasure. she slipped in
between her legs, pushing a knee against her cunt.

 

"aahh-" luz accidentally moaned and her hands instinctively covered her mouth.

 

"i need someone like you or else we wouldn't be here, darling." amelia continued as she rubbed the
noceda's cunt even more and swatted her hands off her mouth. wanting to hear her moans once
again.

 

"aah.. amelia-" luz bit her lip, she wants this to stop as she doesn't feel any significance or anything
for this woman yet half of her wants the blight to go further.

 

and amelia could see it.

 



"and i love you for it." amelia purred before pulling both pants and underwear off luz, dropping it
to the side as she spread her legs. exposing her undeniably wet pussy under the purple light.

 

amelia lowly hummed as she moved down to her pussy, inhaling her musk. her thumb rolled,
played with her clit and moved down to spread her pussy lips to see her naughty gushing hole.

 

smirking at the sight of it, amelia leaned in and began eating her out. "amelia!" luz gasped only for
it to devolve in a slutty moan, her hands gripped hard onto her hair though she couldn't decide if
she should pull her in or push her away.

 

what does she want? everything is confusing.

 

amelia toyed the noceda's clit with her tongue, gnawing on her folds as she teased her hole with her
tip. she listened to luz's muse-like moans with her hips unconsciously grinding for more.

 

she's so predictable.

 

then, amelia pulled away. licking her lips off the excess, she loomed over luz as she breathed
heavily with her hair now in a disheveled state.

 

"you can't leave me when i'm all that you need." amelia said, her tone almost motherly as she
caressed luz's cheeks once again and she still doesn't accept her touches.

 

amelia slightly pouted from it, "i give you everything, don't i?" luz didn't reply though amelia has
other ways of making her talk. 

 

"don't i?"

 

amelia shoved two fingers inside, curling them deep. earning a cry of pleasure as luz arched her
back, clawing onto the fine leather of the couch though amelia didn't mind.

 



she started pumping her fingers in such rigor, curling and wriggling inside the poor noceda as she
could only moan in the pleasure.

 

luz's face contorted in regretful delight, drool slowly trickled on the side of her mouth with her
mind getting clouded by the purple haze as she stared up in amelia's glowing golden eyes. staring
her down, mistakenly thinking she's meeting god.

 

with the entire room getting filled by luz's moans, the music muffled and drowned out as the world
only revolves around them. the lights shone on their bodies, exposing the clean luz noceda's true
self.

 

"y- yes.." luz muttered under her breath yet it was so loud for amelia.

 

the blight's smirk grew even more, she picked up the pace as she went deeper into her pussy in an
inhumane speed. hitting that one spot, making luz scream in euphoria.

 

a massive knot manifested inside in the pit of her stomach the more amelia thrusts her fingers in her
nasty cunt till-

 

"aaahh!! amelia!!"

 

luz screamed at the top of her lungs as she arched her back, her juices squirted out and on amelia's
fingers. some dripping on the couch, creating a puddle before her body went limp.

 

amelia pulled her cum coated fingers out, inspected it and licked it all clean. leaving nothing behind
as she stared at luz's blissed out expression.

 

she's never going to get out of this and she knows it. amelia knows luz all too well, and luz knows
too much what amelia can do.

 

she drew down to her ear as she whispered; "you belong to me."
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the warmth of darkness.

 

it was the first thing she felt as she slowly regained consciousness, the whirring noise of something
was muffled in the background accompanied by incoherent whispers.

 

her eyes fluttered open, momentarily seeing nothing till her eyes adjusted to the lone darkness with
blood red winds soaring through the sky. embers peppered the blank canvas like stardust.

 

where is she?

 

pushing herself up slightly as she looks down, seeing a patch of ash. grabbing a handful to feel it's
warmth as it slips through her fingers. though it wasn't fresh.

 

she placed her hand on the side of her head, feeling it throb as she attempted to remember how she
got to this place or what even her name is but nothing came to mind.

 

why?

 

sighing aggravatedly, she stood tall on her feet and looked around the vicinity. hoping to see
something of familiarity- just anything that would explain why her mind feels so blank yet so full.

 



so full of boiling, chained emotions that's mere moments of breaking free. the anger, the vexation,
the temptations of wrath swelled within her as her bodily heat began to steadily rise. she doesn't
understand why she has so much exasperation yet it feels right somehow.

 

"awaken, young one."

 

she gasped at the sound of a bellowing voice echoing through the darkness, she whipped her head
around to see where this voice emitted from yet she saw nothing.

 

"embrace your temptations,"

 

then, a dark silhouette sprouted out from the fog though it was hard for her to make out it's
physique or anything to be precise. she backed up slightly as she kept her eyes on them, going in a
fighting stance.

 

"let it consume you." the thing zipped towards her in an aboriginal speed, stopping right beside her
making her recoil. despite the close proximity, she still couldn't make out what this person is.

 

"this is who you are now. you belong down here with us." the thing said, drawing closer to her but
this time, she didn't back away anymore as those words held weight to her. she stared right into the
silhouette's empty sockets, expecting an answer of what her true purpose here is.

 

"in hell."

 

agony.

 

a hellish pain, an abnormal agony tore through her body as it burned her alive. her mouth went
agape for a scream, while her body contorted in a crude manner, yet no sound was heard as her
center of balance began to waiver but didn't fall to the ground.

 

her bones snapped and cracked as her body shifted into something a mere human meatbag cannot.

 



streams of blood dripped down her body as horns burst through her skull, tearing away her skin to
grow anew. her once good set of teeth fell like flies from her gums to be replaced by a new row of
sharp, deadly fangs. another appendage sprouted out from her back, a dark tail doused in blood
swished back and forth as it's sharp ended tip gleamed under the blood red sky.

 

everything is painful yet, somehow, it feels right. something allures her beyond the pain as she
closes her eyes and embraces everything.

 

a large sphere of pink flames consumed her, glowing ever so bright in the darkness as the winds
only picked up even more with embers swirling around her till the flames dispersed.

 

revealing a new body. a new woman. leaving whatever past she had before this yet none of that
matters anymore as she takes the first breath in of the burning toxins of the air before snapping her
eyes open.

 

her golden eyes piercing through the darkness.

 

"welcome home, amara."

 

-----

 

decades had passed since amara's awakening. it gave hell a permanent boost as her presence and
power overwhelms the ones above, though for her, this is all just a game.

 

a thrilling one. playing with moral lives and doing immoral acts on them gives her joy. she couldn't
help but have a smile on her face as she watches the chaos and destruction she makes on humanity's
worthless lives with their blood coating her hands.

 

after all, they're just as immoral as demons. popping out children left and right, no wonder it's a
game killing them.

 

they're expendable.



 

despite her obvious happiness of ruining humanity and her atrocities keep piling up, amara feels as
if something is missing. a piece she doesn't even know what puzzle it belongs to.

 

or it's just her not doing enough damage on these humans. fueling her rage of bloodlust even more,
wanting to absolve this odd sensation in her chest as she slaughters, tortures every petty mortal she
could find.

 

it seems endless. along the river of red, amara still doesn't feel content.

 

what the fuck is happening to her?

 

her acquaintances aren't much of a help either in solving whatever is her damage. a three eyed
serpent named boscha is too unsophisticated to care and skara, a siren, is a bit of an airhead.

 

leaving amara pretty much on her own to this baseless, probably meaningless search of this missing
piece.

 

but she has better things to do than ponder on it, repressing it deep in the back of her mind till she
forgets about it for a while.

 

"please.. let me go- ack!" a man begged only to be silenced as a blade slices his thigh, making more
blood pour out. creating a large puddle under him. his body violently trembled with several scars
riddled all over him, he barely kept his balance if it wasn't for the bind holding him up.

 

"hm. you're more whiny than the others." amara, in her human form, said as she tilted her head.
watching the man's face twist in fear and agony, the two things she loves to see.

 

"that's good." before striking her tail onto his neck, coiling around it tightly as she chokes him.
listening to his pitiful gasps of air, his hands attempting to tear her tail off him but he was simply
too weak.

 



"god please help me!!" the man screamed for god to aid him from the demon's wrath but she knew
the truth all too well.

 

"go ahead. scream for your god ." amara mockingly said, she lifted the man's head with her tail still
tightly wrapping around his neck. his face began to visibly turn blue, it was amusing.

 

"he doesn't give a shit about you. you know why?" the man fruitlessly gasped for air- just anything
as dark spots began to fill his blurring vision all the while the demon indulges.

 

she narrowed her eyes at the mortal's bloodshot ones, "because you and your kind are worthless
pieces of shit." amara sneered before dropping him to the ground as he could finally get the needed
air in his lungs and fell flat on his back to get some rest.

 

"omnipotent my ass." she rolled her eyes. it's laughable to think that mortals worship someone who
does the bare minimum for them. pathetic .

 

amara was about to drag the human back up to his feet as she still has some leftover to spare but
she abruptly halted when she heard a new voice yell out;

 

"leave the poor guy alone!"

 

the demon was willing to ignore the concerned citizen since she already has her toy but the idea of
torturing two in one day entices her.

 

with a smirk coming on her lips, she turned around, expecting another human but she froze on the
spot as her eyes landed upon a woman.

 

a tall, lean woman. her skin tanned, complimented by the sun shining behind her. her short curled
hair softly waved along the dancing winds and those eyes. fuck, those hazel eyes stared back at
amara's dangerous golden ones.

 

amara can sense that this woman was no human. an angel no doubt.



 

but then, a sudden flash of bright light blinded her for a split second. her vision somewhat cleared
up yet everything seems so blurry as if she's brought to another plane of existence.

 

the warmth felt familiar but she doesn't remember what. something cleared up before her, she had
to squint her eyes just to make a sliver of it.

 

a cottage?

 

then, amara snapped back to reality.

 

she looked around the alleyway, befuddled by what just happened and her gaze landed right back at
the angel. a frown formed, she shook off her daze and lunged towards the angel, she isn't going to
have a stupid angel ruin her day.

 

but the face the angel made was not fear. rather, it was shock. but of what? amara isn't going to get
an answer as the angel swiftly jumps to the side, avoiding the demon's attack and stunned her on
the side.

 

amara hissed from the voltage surging through her body, twitching but she sucked it up and went
after the angel to have her head for pulling that stunt on her.

 

but she disappeared almost instantly amongst the bustling streets of the city. leaving amara irritated,
her anger was fueled even more as she clenched her fists tightly.

 

the feeling resurfaced to make a renaissance and this gave amara the idea the angel is, somehow,
connected to whatever the fuck she's feeling.

 

amara overlooked the entire sea of people walking along their routines, she knows the angel is still
within the crowd but she isn't going to waste her time finding a needle in a haystack.

 

she'll find her soon enough. she just needs to squeeze out those answers from her.



 

and answers she'll have.

 

-----

 

weeks soon turned into months, amara has been searching for that angel only for it to turn into an
obsession.

 

amara became more and more restless, frustrated as she couldn't get the angel in her grasp.

 

she has been devising plans to get the angel's attention by using fatal transgressions on humans at
her whim. it does work for to some extent but when it's time for her to catch her, the damn angel
always slips in between her fingers.

 

making amara start all over again and she won't stop until she has that angel.

 

visions has became more frequent than ever before. first it was the cottage, second was a book,
third were sparkles? and her last encounter with the angel showed her a bright flash of red.

 

these flashes would distract her from her mission, rendering her dazed and confused for mere
moments which is enough for the angel to fly away. as if her own beauty wasn't enough to leave
amara dazzled.

 

amara doesn't understand or what to make of these visions are but one thing is for sure that this
angel is the cause of her tribulation.

 

driving her with unbearable anger, borderline psychotic as her obsession became more evident for
boscha and skara to notice.

 

but amara isn't obsessed. she just wants answers. is that so hard to understand?

 



when boscha and skara tried to offer assistance as having a one man mission of capturing an angel
seems a little too much for amara, all they got was a threat to stay away from her and from the
angel.

 

"she's mine!" amara said in her own words before taking off to perform her next plan that she
knows it'll surely work this time.

 

it has to.

 

during her endeavors, hell has been taking notes of everything she's dome and recognises her
power, her potential which granted her a new title. rising to be an overlord.

 

the other inhabitants of hell already had their respects on amara, either be in admiration or fear and
others think it's a mistake raising her rank.

 

but amara has other matters to worry about. she can hang their mangled bodies once she has that
angel.

 

news about amara being an overlord wasn't so well received in the heavens along with the atrocities
she's been committing since the angel's appearance. this caused an uproar and the line of angel
won't tolerate her existence any longer.

 

as per command by the great lord and savior, the angels sent down their greatest champion who
was rumored to be up to par with michael.

 

the princes caught wind of this somewhat declaration of war, they composed a plan to take down
heaven's champion to get a message across to which amara willfully volunteered.

 

after all, she wanted to test out her new powers as an overlord.

 

"i don't understand why i just can't kill the champion on the spot." amara said as she entered her
mentor's lair, her eyes darted around the various paraphernalia, insignia from past and future cults
as the entire lair was riddled in crimson.    



 

"because that angel could be of use for us." edalyn replied, stopping in the middle of the lair where
a burning cauldron sat with shelves upon shelves of potion bottles and noticed a little imp sitting on
the side, staring back at her with his ghoulish eyes.

 

amara rose a brow at the imp as she can feel he's testing her. king narrowed his eyes at her before
letting out a huff, he hopped off his little stool to swiftly climb up edalyn's shoulder.

 

"we may never know so it's best to be prepared." edalyn foraged through the ample amount of
potions she had that doesn't even have labels, some even dropped though she didn't pay much
attention to it. worrying amara slightly as fumes of the fallen potions began to mixing and it doesn't
smell pleasant.

 

once edalyn finally found the potion she's looking for, she offered the bottle to the overlord. "take
this." she said, amara glanced down at the bottle. holding a neon green substance with the cork
completely embedded in the top.

 

as if edalyn doesn't want anybody to mess with this potion.

 

"what is this exactly?" amara asked as she accepted the bottle, slowly twirling it around for the
substance to swirl. she looked up to edalyn once again only to realise she's right behind her with
king still staring at her.

 

what's his deal?

 

"a toxin i just made for this occasion. it could weaken any angel but not enough to kill." edalyn
said, she grabbed her staff where a brown owl sat on the top and tapped the end of it on the floor,
emitting a large, resonating echo throughout the lair.

 

then, a portal opened before them. the mortal realm. "use it wisely. i only have one so make it
count." her mentor affirmed, giving amara a stern but almost motherly look that gave her some
confidence.

 



amara softly chuckled, she placed the bottle in her pockets again and stepped in front of the portal.
she gave edalyn one last look as she said; "don't worry, edalyn. i'll take care of that angel." with a
smirk before stepping through the portal, the cold breeze of the mortal realm almost instantly met
her skin and the heat of her home behind her disappeared as the portal closed.

 

amara looked over shoulder, seeing that she’s in an open field of the woods with the skies covered
by a dark line of clouds. the woods seem familiar to her but that doesn’t matter. looks like a storm
is coming or something else.

 

taking a deep breath in, amara spreads her wide black wings, feeling the cool winds ruffled her
feathers before taking off to the skies to start her first course of action.

 

after rounding up as many innocent mortals as she can, amara placed them in the opening where
she expected the champion would land. begs and pleads to be released were heard from the
humans, wanting to return to their families though she has her other focus on somewhere else.

 

amara stared up at the darkened sky, narrowing her eyes at it before turning her gaze at the poor
mortals with a smirk climbing on her lips. “thank you for your service.” she said in a sweet tone,
watching excessive tears flow down their pathetic faces with their hands pressed together as if
asking for their god to help them from the demon before them.

 

then, amara charged towards the humans with their screams of terror was abrutply cut off as she
sliced their heads off. thumbling to the grassed ground, tainting the once clean grass with blood as
their bodies fell like useless dolls to fertilize the earth. it’s a give or take with mother nature, if you
will.

 

amara stepped back from the dead bodies with her hands coated in blood, dripping to the grass
though she didn’t mind the warmth it gave. she looked up at the sky once again, waited for a few
moments till a single cloud parted revealing a spotlight of heaven’s light beaming down and a
comet-like body fell through the sky before dropping right in front of her.

 

smoke veiled the champion though their silhouette was seen, amara waited patiently for the smoke
to disperse. her eyes widened as she realized the champion was the same angel she has been
chasing for all these months.

 

now she finally has her.



 

amara swiftly whips out her unholy binding that was doused of edalyn’s toxin and throws it
towards the angel without giving her time to react, it coiled around her waist in a lightning speed.
the angel yelped in pain as she dropped to the ground, the toxin taking effect with her holy glow
slowly dimming as her power weakened.

 

“i finally have you, you fucking bitch.” amara sneered as she dragged the angel closer, ignoring the
pain contorting on her face. her once perfectly white outfit was smeared with the blood of the
innocents, drawing her closer till she was right below her.

 

“you put me into alot of bullshit and i should kill you on the spot for it.” amara tugged on the binds,
the angel hissed as it coiled tighter on her body- practically squeezing her though she didn’t say
anything. yet.

“but you look useful enough.” the demon stared at the angel’s defeated look on her face, it’s a
pleasure to see it. 

amara slowly knelt down in front of the angel, staring right into her hazel hues. reminding her
something yet she couldn’t put a finger on it. “those visions. what do they mean? why are you
making me see it?” amara asked though the angel only just stared back at her without uttering a
word and she didn’t spend all of this time just to have a staring contest.

 

with her patience dwindling, amara’s eyes glowed violently red with a growl rumbling in her throat.
“you better answer my fucking questions.”

 

then, a sigh escaped the angel’s throat as her head lowered to see the blood now in her hands but
she didn’t cause this. didn’t she? she shook it off and returned her gaze back up to the demon.
“come closer then.” she said as a sly smirk came on her face.

 

amara did so, just a small sliver of space was seen between them though it wasn’t enough for the
angel. “closer.”  the demon frowned at the request and by the look of that smirk, she can sense she’s
playing with her.

 

“what are you trying to-” but then, amara was cut off as the angel closed the space between them
with a kiss. her eyes widened, the contact alone burned as surges of electricity riddled her body
then, all of her suppressed memories came down on her like a speeding truck.



flashback

 

everything was perfect.

 

amity had her life planned out right in front of her. she has a stable job as a teacher, all of her
friends and siblings she cherished. the best decision she ever had was leaving her suffocating life
with her parents and her love, the light of her life, luz was there with her all the way.

 

as cheesy as it sounds, amity is living the best life.

 

both lovers bought their own cottage in the woods, luz created a scrapbook that carried all of their
memories together since they became the sweethearts of hexside and many more memories to
come. 

 

the quaint woods come with beautiful scenery for them both, the sunset and sunrise never cease to
amaze them as they watch it from their porch with a warm cup of coffee and tea. 

 

the stars twinkling above them while they have their midnight walk, not worrying if a wildlife
pounces on them, talking about many things. their near possible future together till they reached an
opening where the stars shined the brightest alongside the full moon.

 

as amity was admiring the beautiful canvas while she didn’t notice luz was already down on her
knees with a ring comparable to the stars above.

 

proposing to amity blight with her life and everything she could have.

 

with tears rolling down her face, amity didn’t hesitate to say yes.

 

everything was so perfect now that amity is married with the love of her life.

 

till tragedy struck them in the middle of the night as if having a simple life was simply too much for
god. 



 

amity and luz were dragged out of their cottage by masked men as their home burned behind them.
despite her blurring vision, amity screamed and kicked them to be let go as they threw several
molotovs through the windows while they were dragged deeper into the woods until they’re in a
makeshift camp with a large open bonfire.

 

they berated them, insulted them for being together as they shoved many verses on their faces to
which amity could care less of, she stuck close to luz. swearing to protect her from these bastards
as she shot them a deadly glare, though, she was shoved to the ground with a foot against her back
to keep her down while they grabbed luz by the hair.

 

“no! please let her go!” amity yelled for the men to stop and do whatever they want with her, just
not luz. but her begs fell into deaf ears as they began beating her lover up, the blight thrashed and
screamed for them to stop with luz’s face becoming more bruised, bloodied as tears dripped down
her face.

 

all the while amity was utterly helpless.

 

then, the men made luz face the fire. the screams that’s been bubbling in the noceda’s throat was
finally let out, rippling through the night and something snapped inside amity.

 

the adrenaline. the rage. the bloodlust.

 

amity managed to push off the man pinning her down, making him fall to the ground, she
immediately snatched the crowbar off his belt and began beating him by the head with it till his
skull almost split open as blood splattered on her face and clothing.

 

snapping her head at the remaining men, amity gritted her teeth tightly with her eyes glistening in
full fury as the gold shifted into dangerous red. she charged at them, swinging her crowbar madly
as she hit them right in the heads, the end digging into their skulls as more and more splattered into
her face.

 

amity killed them all with their bodies covering the whole ground with their filthy blood, panting
heavily, she turned her head to the bonfire and saw luz on the ground. not moving. she dropped the
bloodied crowbar, hurrying beside her lover and turned over her on her lap only to realize that
she’s far too late now.



 

“no..” amity bit her lip as she squeezed her eyes shut with more tears escaping, dripping down on
luz’s burnt face that’s beyond recognition now.

 

amity took a painful deep breath in, she gently placed luz down and away from the bonfire as she
slowly stood back up.

 

“i’m so sorry, my love.” she whispered before turning around, taking a gun from one of the men’s
holsters and stared down at it for a short while. staring at herself it’s polished exterior before
checking if it still has any ammo in it.

 

“i’ll find you.” amity lifted the gun up to her temple and cocked it. she closed her eyes to embrace
the darkness before pulling the trigger.

 

end of flashback

the demon pulled back in shock with her hand covering her mouth, amara- no, amity finally pieced
everything together as she stared at the angel. she’s no enemy, her long lost light was the woman in
front of her.

 

tears welled up in her eyes as a meek, faint name escaped her lips, “luz.”

 

a smile came on luz’s face, she remembers everything that happened prior though that doesn’t
apply the same to demons. amity withdrew the unholy binds, restorting luz's glow and powers
while she takes everything in.

 

luz was about to approach amity, wanting to embrace the lover she longed for so long. she was so
lost when she awoke in the kingdom above, she hoped she'd see amity there though that wasn't the
case.

 

but a sudden storm emerged out of nowhere, strikes of lightning tore through the dark veil of
clouds. amity and luz watched the lightning strike the trees, getting closer and closer till-



 

"luz!" amity rushed towards luz, swiftly catching her as she was struck. she leaned down to her
chest, listening to her heartbeat. it was faint, if she lingers, it'll be fainter and she'll..

 

she'll lose her again.

 

amity gritted her teeth tightly as she looked up to the dark sky, glaring at them. "amity.." she
returned her attention back to her lover, her breathing turned heavy with her eyes struggling to stay
up.

 

"luz, hang in there. i'll find us a safe place, alright?" amity reassured, she gently combed the stray
hair behind her ears. "please, don't close your eyes.." she planted a kiss on her forehead with tears
growing harder to contain as she held her close.

 

luz did her best to hug back, clinging tight onto amity's shirt. "let's.. let's go home." she whispered
as she weakly nuzzled into amity's neck, the smell that she missed brought nostalgia while ignoring
the scent of blood.

 

"home?" amity was confused by that, pulling away slightly, only to see luz passed out from her
fatal wounds. "luz?!" she leaned down onto her chest once again, her heartbeat was still there. faint.

 

the only home amity could think of is.. their cottage.

 

maybe that's it.

 

amity  poured half of her power to heal luz the best she can before racing back to their old,
rundown home. knowing the path like it's the back of her hand. there's a few foundations just
keeping it up before gently placing luz down on the side.

 

not wanting to get hurt in the crossfire before returning to the opening.

 



as the skies cleared up, god sending more of his angels dropped down with the mission to finish
them both off though they were a little confused as they only saw amity.

 

"hand over luz, foul feign and there shall be no needed violence." an angel said, stepping forward
as they 'try' to create a civilized exchange but amity scoffed them off.

 

"you call yourselves righteous yet here you are. striking your own." amity sneered, her eyes
piercing through the angel's holy demeanor but they weren't fazed by it.

 

"you're as nasty as us."

 

"don't you dare compare us to yourself, demon." the angel said with their eyes narrowing at the
blight and all she could do was mockingly laugh at their face. laughing at their weak facade of holy
and just.

 

it's admirable how stupid they can be.

 

but amity was done playing games now that she has something to lose. again. "you'll fucking pay
for hurting my luz." she snapped.

 

darkness seeped into her eyes, covering her whites as her body began to shift into liquid and solid,
contorting in many in unimaginable ways into something incomprehensible as she stood tall over
the angels.

 

a growl rumbled in her throat as she stared down at the now frightened angels. they should be
happy since they'll be the first to experience an overlord's power.

 

amity lets out a terrifying gargantuan roar that rattled the whole land before she raised her giant
claw and swung towards the angels who quickly dodged it, taking to the skies only for one of them
to be caught by the demon's jaws.

 

the angel screamed in horror before amity bit their body in half, their torso dropping to the ground
while the creature swallowed their other half as their blood smeared on her lips.



 

the rest of the angels were mortified at the gruesome fate of their colleague though they weren't
going to back down without a fight.

 

much to their idiocy of challenging an overlord.

 

after amity shamelessly chewed the last angel's carcass into mush and spitting it out. she looked
around the blood riddled field, she turned around and planned to return to her lover only for another
angel to land before her.

 

with her patience almost reaching its limit, amity was about to attack the stupid angel but they
raised their hands in the air. surrendering.

 

"i'm not here to fight!" the angel said, keeping their hands up though they weren't making any eye
contact. amity can sense the fear, she didn't put her guard down but she listened.

 

"i.. i just wanna help luz after what they did."

 

amity huffed, shifting back to her original form and took a step forward the angel though they
stepped back. "make it quick." she spat, making the angel vigorously nod their head.

 

"take this." the angel took out a small pouch of something but amity didn't accept it as she doesn't
recognise the scent of its contents.

 

"it's ambrosia, it can heal any wounds though it may not be enough." the angel said as they could
only grab so much before they were caught by the other angels.

 

amity hesitantly grabbed the pouch, carefully opening it while she kept her eyes on the angel to
catch if they're trying to pull her leg before looking down to see pure gold.

 

despite being in a liquid state, the ambrosia didn't leak out and the smell reminded her of.. luz,
home.



 

"but there's another way." the angel said, piquing amity interest once again as she looked at them.
"turn her into a fallen."

 

amity lightly frowned though she understood the risk, she just wanted her lover to be alright.
"thanks." she gave the angel a single nod before spreading her wings and took off at a frightening
speed to get to luz.

 

amity landed right beside luz, she opened the pouch once again and drew it closer to her. “here,
take this.” she offered, raising luz to sit up, her heart wincing as she saw pain in her face. she
helped her take the entire ambrosia till there’s nothing left, amity dropped the empty pouch and
watched it take effect.

 

luz’s breathing turned somewhat stable with her wounds healing but the angel was right. it wasn’t
enough.

 

amity pulled luz into a hug, comforting her as the pain ensued within her. another flame burned
inside the demon, it was more than rage and bloodlust now.

 

the future they planned was taken away in one night, aching amity's dark broken heart. she was
pulled out of her thought as she felt luz nuzzle up on her neck once again, her flame changing with
a smile coming on her lips.

 

"i missed you so much, mi amor." luz whispered as she wrapped her arms around amity's waist to
which she returned.

 

"i missed you too. you should've told me sooner, you know." amity said, earning a soft chuckle.

 

"then, it wouldn't be dramatic." luz replied with a giggle and amity couldn't help but playfully roll
her eyes.

 

"you're so stupid." amity kissed the side of luz's head and buried her face in her curls. inhaling her
sweet scent.



 

the two indulge themselves in the warmth they've been missing for a long while. though, a
lingering reminder stayed in amity's head.

 

softly pulling away, amity looked right into luz's hazel hues. the noceda saw the worry and
hesitation in her eyes, "you know what we have to do, right?" amity said and luz knew just what
her lover was referring to.

 

luz is getting weaker by the passing minute and ambrosia alone isn't enough to heal everything
now.

 

"if you turn into a fallen then you'll no longer be an angel." amity warned, she knows the
limitations they'll have if luz stayed as an angel but she’s not willing to take her away from her
lavishing life above.

 

though, that doesn't seem to be the case.

 

"i'm willing to take that chance. for you." luz replied with a smile, she slowly closed her eyes and
succumbed to her 'sins'. amity watched her white wings withered into black from the bottom up
with a few feathers falling and burning instantly into ashes.

 

the gentle warmth of serenity consumed her, rekindling within and overwhelming her as a shackle
was removed from her ankles to let her fly free.

 

flying free right into amity's arms as she pounced at amity into another embrace. the blight didn't
falter in reciprocating with tears, happy tears brimming in her eyes which she didn't try to hold
back as the hole in her heart finally felt whole.

 

she finally has her luz back.

 

"we'll be alright."



 

Chapter End Notes

this will be the last chapter for now as my schedule has been hectic and i'll be taking another
hiatus, for real this time. i dont know when i'll be coming back but rest assured that i'll come
back with alot of shit for you horny bastards :)))

happy holidays guys! take care
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it's not uncommon to see one of the children from grade school be separated from the rest of the
class. the teachers watched them over in the distance as the class had their lunch though worryingly
watched one child.

 

a lone girl was crouched in the playground's edge, a line of shrubs and bushes serving as a border
for the kids to not walk into open roads though something caught her interest.

 

luz lightly scratched a small stray kitten, she offered a piece of her lunch since she has no one to
share it with. she watched the kitten get used to her touches while it chowed down on the food, low
purrs rumbled it's throat. she can feel it, making her giggle.

 

no teacher understands why the girl is always left alone by the others. idiosyncratic but she isn't
hurting anyone. yet.

 

on the flip side, her twin sister, vee seems fairly popular and well rounded with the people around
her.

 

what makes luz so different?

 

despite luz clearly not minding of being alone since she really isn't when she has vee. camila
doesn't like to see her daughter become despondent and alone all of the time, she needs someone . 

 

as a veterinarian, camila sees and meets alot of animals that are in need. listening to the owner's
odd requests of what to do on their companions which can be a weekly thing.



 

in this particular day, camila was cleaning after a monthly check up from a regular. the door
opened, followed by two people- looking like a couple and the man held a kennel.

 

"are you the veterinarian?" the woman as she stopped in front of camila, the man was just right
behind the woman and placed the kennel down the cold metal bed.

 

camila could only see a portion of what's inside before the woman spoke, turning her attention to
her.

 

"yes ma'am." she replied swiftly.

 

"i know i should've set an appointment for a check up but this just occurred." the woman glanced in
the corner of her eye, her tone indicating annoyance. the man opened the kennel door, letting a shy
little auburn paw slowly step into the light before completely getting out.

 

it warms the noceda's heart as she looks at the puppy, she's guessing that it'd be 6-7 weeks old. the
puppy looked around, sniffing the air and turned to camila with it's golden big eyes.

 

it had a dark auburn coat with an odd mint green color, is this puppy dyed? camila thought before
raising the question as she put her gloves on.

 

"is there something wrong with the puppy?" she asked, carefully inspecting the pup.

 

then, the woman replied with a blank; "everything."

 

this sent camila aback a little, "p- pardon?" she glanced at the man and the woman to see if she
caught them bluffing but they stared back at her seriously.

 

"and it would be a waste of time and food to be taking care of this mistake so we would like you to
organise a euthanization." the woman said so coldly and monotonously, it irks camila how could
someone be this heartless.



 

"you can't just euthanize a perfectly healthy puppy." the noceda shot back.

 

"then, what do you suggest? i doubt anyone would take that in."

 

camila glanced back down to the puppy whose ears are flat and tail tucked tightly on itself as if it
knows what's occurring in the conversation. she isn't going to let this puppy's life be thrown away
like it was nothing, she knows this pup's worth.

 

she knows.  

 

taking a deep breath in, camila placed her foot down. "with all due respect, animals and especially
this puppy are capable of feeling emotions. if you won't take care of her then i will." she fought
back firmly as she held the puppy in her arms.

 

the two were rather surprised with the motion though that didn't change their thoughts on the
puppy.

 

"suit yourself. i won't be surprised if it gets mauled or run over." the woman whipped around,
heading for the door. the man didn't bother to take the kennel with him and the door slammed shut.

 

with silence consuming the entire room, camila lets out a sigh and looked down at the puppy.
noticing it's tail was lightly wagging.

 

"let's go home."

 

the two girls who were sitting in the living room, watching a late afternoon show, after they were
dropped home by the school bus.

 

both perked up when they heard a familiar revel of a vehicle, luz and vee rushed to the front door to
greet their mother a welcome home as luz swung the door wide open.

 



"welcome home mama!" the two greeted which camila greatly appreciated after what happened at
work.

 

as camila stepped into the house, she bent down to give her daughters kisses on the head. "thank
you mis mijas."

 

luz was first to notice her mother was holding something in her arm, covered in a soft sheet and
slightly shuffling under it. "whatcha got there?" she asked, curiously tilting her head.

 

a small smile came on camila's lips as she was hoping for that question to be asked. "a small friend.
i figured you could have one." she said, taking off the sheet to reveal the puppy tucking into her
arms as she slowly raised her head to look at the two children.

 

luz gasped at the sight of the puppy, her eyes shined brightly as the stars with vee surprised and
excited of the puppy though not as much as luz.

 

"here. be careful with her." camila gently handed the puppy to luz's grasp to which she responded
accordingly. holding the pup like she's the holy grail as she stared at her cute little face, a confused
one.

 

"no way.. she's mine?" camila simply nodded.

 

with excitement brimming at its tipping point, "gracias mama!" luz embraced the puppy as she
twirled to the living room.

 

"you're cute with your chubby little cheeks! i wanna squeeze you!" she glanced down to see the
puppy's face again, seeing those golden eyes staring back at her with such interest.

 

her nose wiggled to get a whiff of every new scent, getting used to the smell of the new human
holding her.

 

she smells nice.



 

"cool fur too!" then, the puppy lunged forward and began leaving licks, kisses across luz's face,
making the little girl roar in laughter. she plopped down the small couch while the puppy continued
to lick her with her tail rapidly wagging.

 

lightly pulling away, luz settled the puppy down her lap and cupped her fluffy face as she stared
into those enticing golden eyes. she never saw anything like it .

 

"i think i'm gonna call you.."

 

-----

 

" amity!"

 

as the last bell rang, commencing summer. the sound of the car door unlocking was followed by a
series of happy barks.

 

with her arms wide open, a large body of fur came bolting at her in such speeds before pouncing on
her that made her almost fall with a yelp.

 

“jeez, don’t jump on me like that.” luz lightly groaned as she carried a golden retriever sized dog
though she really isn’t one since neither of her family knows what breed she is.

 

amity happily barked at her owner’s return from school, she was forced to endure a grueling wait at
the front door for what feels like decades till camila brought her along to pick luz up. she licked
luz’s face multiple times, her slobber almost coating her entire face as her tail wagged profusely.

 

“amity, stop it!” luz said as she giggled through the kisses. she lightly placed amity down to the
ground, ruffling her soft, fluffy fur and never forgetting to boop her nose.

 

“you missed me that much, huh?” she knelt in front of the dog, rubbing the sides of her face. “don’t
worry, i would never leave a special girl like you.” luz reassured, she always reminded amity that



before she leaves for school though it seems like amity wants to come with her as well.

 

amity replied with a bark, giving her a big ol’ smile that warmed the noceda’s heart. luz wished if
she could only understand what she’s saying.

 

the students who were passing by them watched the adorable display of the friendship between a
girl and her dog. amity comes to hexside with only one purpose only, she would growl at the people
who just wants to get a pet and ignore them if they’re calling her.

 

it’s amusing that the dog would automatically respond when it’s luz giving commands.

 

some of her classmates would even joke around that the two act like a couple and are always
together. but there were some people who think this closeness is too much.

 

“now, who wants some ice cream?” the moment luz mentioned those two words, amity started
barking and spinning madly with her tail turning into a propeller. 

 

with a big grin coming on luz’s face, “you do? are you sure? who’s a good girl, huh?” she asked to
which amity happily barked in response, whining a little as she’s begging for a cold serve already
and luz simply can’t deny those puppy golden eyes. 

“come on!” then, luz bolted off down the street with amity easily catching up to her and ran right
beside her. they heard camila yell from the back, asking; 

“mija, are you sure you’re going to walk home?” 

luz promptly replied with; “yeah, mama! i got amity!” they continued to run through the blocks,
making their way to the ice cream parlor she and amity liked. swiftly passing the several
pedestrians and dodging the speeding vehicles even though it’s a red light, all the while amity barks
and luz laughs.

 

once they got to the parlor, the two burst through the glass door with the bell ringing above them.
the man behind the counter only took one glance at the two and immediately knew who they were.

 

"lemme guess, the usual?" the man asked as he leaned against the counter.

 



luz hummed, her eyes scanning the menu above. she looked down at amity for a second, as if
asking what she wants before coming with her decision. "actually, can we have today's special?"

 

the man nodded, he replied "right away, miss." and began serving the two their ice creams with luz
sliding 5 dollar once she got the two cones.

 

they went outside, taking a seat in one of the benches with amity hopping up. moving closer to her
owner as she stared at the creamy, cold delight. luz offered the ice which the dog didn't hesitate to
devour while she took her time with hers.

 

"this is pretty good." luz commented, licking off the small bits that caught in the corners of her lips.
her tongue grazed the soft serve smoothly, her lips wet and sticky from the melted cream as she
went for another.

 

all the while amity watches.

 

she didn't even notice that she stopped eating her own ice cream, letting it drip as she continued to
watch luz. her drool began to slowly drip from the side of her mouth, mind turning hazy but she
was snapped back to reality.

 

"are you done with your cone?"

 

when both of them got back home, luz greeted her mother and sister before jogging up to her
bedroom with amity trotting behind. luz closed the door behind her, she dropped to her bed as she
planned to sleep till dinner after a long day.

 

amity climbed up her owner's bed, nudging her snout into luz's head. raising up, luz scratched the
dog's head and leaned in to give her a kiss on the head, making amity lean in for more.

 

fixing her position, luz leanes back onto the wall and pulled out her phone to leisure herself for a
while. since she puberty hit her after getting to high school, things got a little odd when it comes to
amity.

 



luz doesn't understand why but she shrugged it off. for now.

 

amity laid on her back, leaning her head on luz's shoulder to see whatever she's doing on her phone.
luz lightly rubbed the dog's belly, noticing in the corner of her eye of one of amity's hind legs
wiggling as she's being tickled.

 

with her hand lowered till she felt something hard, luz rose a brow and turned her gaze to the dog
only to realize that she's holding the unsheathed, large, red cock of amity's with the base swelled
up.

 

luz's mouth turned agar, she wanted to immediately take her hand off amity’s cock though
something is preventing her from doing so as she continued to stare at it. almost at awe how big it
is, feeling it throb against her hold with droplets of pre oozing out and trickling down on her
fingers.

 

something is prompting her to pump it. luz’s breathing turned heavy, her heart rising with her throat
turning dry even if she swallowed hard. she slowly fully grasped the cock, sizing it’s thickness and
started jerking amity off, she watched more precum ooze out with a scent hitting her nose making
her inherently squeeze her legs together.

 

waves of unknown, confusing feelings washed over her as she gives her dog a handjob, a part of
her mind is telling is so fucking wrong yet why isn’t she stopping herself?

 

amity watched her owner pump her dick, getting stimulated more than ever before as her tongue
rolled out. panting heavily as her hind legs twitch, growls rumbled her throat as if asking luz to not
stop.

 

this is better than grinding on her master’s underwear.

 

luz rubbed amity’s leaking tip, her throat kept getting drier and drier with her body motioning
herself to move down and get a taste of that leaking nectar. she listened to amity’s whines sounding
more like human moans as she rolled her head back, her hips thrusting into her hand to get more
pleasure till she came.

 



spews of white came out, luz hissed as she felt amity bite her shoulder making her move away. she
looked down at her hand, feeling the stick, hot cum as amity’s cock twitches from the aftermath and
the knot slowly deflates but not entirely.

 

luz’s brow furrowed once she realized what she had done, she quickly wiped the cum off using an
old cloth she randomly grabbed from the side. she got off the bed, rushing out of the room so fast
and without a word.

 

leaving amity alone.

 

luz locked herself in the bathroom, profusely washing her hands as her breathing hitched. she
doesn’t understand what happened to her, why did she do that and why does it feel right yet so
wrong?

 

she squeezed her legs together, feeling her crotch throb. her mind thinks back to the feeling of
amity’s hard cock against her hand, wondering what it would taste like and that swelling would feel
inside..

 

luz clasped her hand into her mouth as she stared emptily at the sink. feeling repulsed by herself
that she would think those things about her dog and just why?

 

what the fuck is wrong with her?

 

-----

 

after her 16th birthday, summer vacation ended and it’s time for another year of school, luz did her
best to not think about what happened between her and amity. she can’t actually confront her about
it since she can’t talk and she isn’t really around like she used to anymore.

 

it makes luz worry a little since amity was mostly a homebody and would rarely go out herself, but
the noceda doesn’t fret too much since she knows this neighborhood. 

 

she just wishes she’d come home before dinner.



 

the neighbors and her classmates jokingly said that the dog found herself a lady partner and already
has puppies by now, though some took it literally. luz doesn’t want to believe it, it peeved her just
by thinking that. she doesn’t know why but she doesn’t want to think of it as a possibility.

 

she won’t.

 

as luz closed her locker door, she held her next class’ textbooks and she was about to head to the
classroom but she noticed a crowd of students rushing on the opposite way. seeming excited as if a
superstar has appeared.

 

“what’s going on?” luz asked one of the scurrying students to which they quickly replied before
running off to get to the entrance first; 

“there’s a new transfer student.”

 

it’s not uncommon for a transfer student to appear in the first week of school, so what’s the
difference now?

 

with her curiosity getting the best of her, luz caved and followed the stampede of students.
squeezing through them with slight ease till she got to the very front and got a good look of the
transfer student.

 

“hi.” 

 

a girl. she’s probably an inch or two taller than luz, has a fine physique and a handsome face which
luz now understands why there’s such a crowd surrounding her. her short rufous hair flowed wildy
down her shoulder with streaks dyed in mint green and those eyes.

 

those golden eyes shined ever so brightly and it stared right back at her.

 

“h- hello.” luz replied rather timidly. 

“i’m amity blight, pleased to meet you miss..?” amity introduced herself as she offered her hand to



the noceda who was still flabbergasted and in awe of the blight. 

“noceda. luz noceda.” luz muttered out, her eyes trying to look away from those eyes but something
oddly reminded her of it. she took the still extended hand and shook it. 

with a warm smile forming on the blight's lips, she pulled her hand back as she said; “i hope i can
get along with you this year, luz.”

 

then, amity walked past her which the crowd amusingly followed after her. bombarding her with
questions that are only met with a cold shoulder.

luz watched the transfer student walk away with the swarm and she was the only one left behind.
something bubbled inside has yet to comprehend though she likes this girl already.

 

“yeah.. likewise.”

 

a few months had passed since amity came to hexside, her popularity with the girls has continued
to rise and this made the boys grow rather envious though wouldn't dare to challenge amity when
she's the star player of the school's baseball team.

 

she's swift in catching the ball and no one has beaten her ever since.

 

despite the ever growing fame within the school, amity spends most of her time with luz. talking
and walking with her in the halls, accompanying her during lunches and almost escorting her back
home till luz told her to stay since she can walk home herself.

 

the other students found it quite odd why would someone having this high status be hanging out
with someone like luz? out of everyone, why the weird outcast?

 

luz found it surprising as well but she doesn't mind it too much, in fact, the girl reminds her alot of
her despondent dog.

 

"you know, you remind me so much of my dog." luz thought aloud. it's lunch time, she and amity
are in their classroom with a few students as the majority is either in the cafeteria or going to 7/11.

 



"oh? who are they?" amity asked, taking a bite of her beer jerky.

 

"her name's just like yours and she's a really good dog but.." luz said but she trailed off for a
moment, turning her head to the side to look out of the bright window before returning her attention
back to amity.

 

"she hasn't been coming home frequently now."

 

amity stared at luz's forlorn expression, her voice turned low and soft as she asked; "are you
worried?"

 

which luz immediately said "of course i am!" her knuckles closed as she turned her gaze down the
messy floor. "i'm constantly thinking where could she possibly be and people said she already had
puppies with some lady dog but.." she bit her lip with her fist growing tighter, amity tilted her head
to the side to see the noceda's expression.

 

"but?"

 

"i don't want to believe it." luz said.

 

amity slowly nodded, lightly humming as she tossed the last piece of jerk into her mouth. "you
seem to really love her, huh?" she said, munching.

 

"how could i not? i love my amity." luz didn't think as she said those words. amity almost choked
on the salty jerky, patting her chest to force herself to swallow it and cleared her throat once it
traveled down.

 

luz was a little confused at the sudden reaction from the blight till she retraced what she just said.
"my dog, i mean." she quickly cleared up the possible misunderstanding.

 

amity nodded as she cleared her throat once again, "yeah yeah. got it." she replied with an awkward
smile.



 

of course she meant the dog.

 

the two were driven into silence, luz continued to eat the food her mama packed whilst amity
watched her without uttering a word. not a single thought is seen behind those eyes.

 

"are you free this weekend?" luz broke the silence between them, snapping amity out of her trance
and quipped with a question;

 

"why?"

 

"figured we could check out some movies downtown," luz offered, she's been meaning to hang out
with amity for a while now. whenever she's with her, she almost forgets the things that dwells on
her.

 

she needs that more than ever.

 

"or something." luz shrugged as she averted her eyes from the blight with her cheeks getting warm.

 

amity blinked, her mouth slightly open as she felt her face getting hot. she suddenly sprung up from
her seat that surprised everyone including luz while profusely nodding.

 

"yeah, that would be great!" she blurted out.

 

luz softly giggled at the blight's stupidly cute reaction with the blush of her cheeks becoming more
evident though she had to pull up her hood and pulling the strings, covering her like a cocoon.

 

"cool."

 

once luz got home from school, she jogged up to her room and when she opened the door. her
mood brightened as she saw her dog laying on the edge of her bed.



 

"amity!" she rushed over to her dog, petting and kissing her head though no action was
reciprocated. making the noceda dismayed at the dog's dejected demeanor.

 

"i get it. you're tired, i'll let you rest." luz sighed, she laid on the further side of her bed with amity
still not moving to move closer or do anything. she just laid there without even a bark.

 

what's happening to you, amity? luz thought.

 

she curled up into a ball, pulling out her phone and just stared at her home screen. she doesn't have
anyone to talk to, her family doesn't know the reason why her dog is acting like this. neither amity
since she doesn't have any device.

 

which was odd but she did mention having very strict parents.

 

"you know," luz started, she spotted amity's ears perked up. indicating that she's listening.

 

"there's this girl who has the same name as you," luz said, telling the dog about her newfound
friend though she doesn't know if she wants to take it further than a friend.

 

"she's pretty cool and good at everything. but she always wants to hang out with me, i don't know
why." she continued, slightly chuckling. she hugged a pillow tightly, covering half of her face on it
as her mind wandered back to that golden eyed star.

 

"she's dumb sometimes but.. it's cute."

 

luz didn't notice she's rambling about the blight like a heathen fangirl till she felt her cheeks have
gotten hotter. sighing deeply as she pressed the heels of her palms on her eyes. internally
screaming.

 

"i don't know what to do. this is all new to me." luz whispered under her breath, slowly pulling her
hands down to rest on her stomach as she stared at the blank ceiling with her cheeks unwaveringly



red. her head was filled with swarms of thoughts about the blight that it’s getting messy.

 

filled with the blight’s dorky smiles, the laugh that seems to intoxicate her ears and place her in a
trance. her beauty was no other, making every girl fall on her knees. despite being rather elusive of
the topics of where she came from or her family, luz couldn’t be helped but be pulled into the
witch’s enchantment.

 

"should i go for it?" luz asked, turning her head to look at her dog who still didn’t move an inch
from her spot and the only noise that came out of her was a huff.

 

luz extended her hand to softly pat amity’s head and sighed deeply once again. for some reason, she
feels an odd tingling feeling whenever she intertwines her dog and the blight.

 

maybe it’s just her mind playing with her.

 

"maybe not now. but soon."

 

-----

 

a year has passed since the arrival of amity in hexside, things have been doing more than great
between her and luz. after moving up to senior and luz’s 17th birthday, the two really hit it off and
officially became hexside’s number 1 love couple.

 

luz fell for the blight really hard since their first hanging out downtown and amity won’t make a
second pass without the noceda blushing hard of what she said. amity was extremely caring and a
gentleman when she’s with her girl though when it comes to other people, she would be cold and
serious.

 

the shift would be jarring sometimes.

 

there are a few against the star player of hexside to be dating luz but neither minded those
judgemental eyes and luz is happy with her girlfriend.



 

amity is, after all, a really awesome girlfriend for luz.

 

even though things were going well with amity, luz is fed up with her dog not coming home for
most of the time and she wants to find out the reason what’s happening with her dog.

 

it’s an hour away from dawn, luz was already awake since 3AM and she listened carefully to the
little noises throughout the house. the weight at the edge of her bed slowly got lighter and lighter
till the spot was only a warm dent.

 

luz didn’t move a muscle, she couldn’t hear the light footsteps of amity though the familiar click of
her door was heard and a slow creak as it opened. but she didn’t teach her dog how to open doors.

 

once it was silent once again, luz sprung up from her bed and began to quietly follow close behind
amity. she saw the doggy door slowly swing and forth, she opened the door to a small degree and
slipped through the small crack.

 

the noceda easily spotted amity trotting in a predicted direction into the woods which made luz
confused and scared that the things people said about her finding a mate is going to come true right
before her eyes. but she shook her head, throwing that thought to the back as she doesn’t want to
think like that.

 

yet the thought still lingers.

 

luz continued to follow amity out further into the woods, it made her wonder what could she be
hiding deep within these woods which fueled her curiosity even more till she stopped at her tracks
when she saw her dog walk inside the abandoned cabin.

 

it looks shady as hell that she hesitated if she should push forward or not. but if it’s finding out why
amity is constantly leaving the house without notice, then, she headed inside.

 

minding her steps on the old rotten wooden boards and hiding behind a wall separating the barely
recognisable living room to what looked to be a kitchen.



 

luz slowly peered her head out, noticing a bed that was just blanked over by a sheet, a familiar
looking backpack settled on the side and neatly folded clothes at the edge of the bed.

 

for who are those for?

 

amity looked around for a split second and luz pulled her head back just in time till a blinding white
light almost made her lose her vision. once the light had died down, she slowly dropped her arms
and peered out once again, expecting to see her dog though what she saw was not what she ever
imagined.

 

nor dreamed of.

 

her girlfriend, amity, now stood at the spot where her dog was and ass naked. luz felt her cheeks
grow hotter as she stared at her beautiful body that her thoughts deactivated.

 

admiring every inch of her skin till the blight turned around and her cock was completely exposed
with a swelling on the base that made luz remember what amity, her dog’s cock looked like when
she jerked it off before.

 

instead of going out of her hiding spot, luz continued to watch amity take her collar off and the
sound of the jiggling bell made her ear twitch. she bent down to grab the folded clothing along with
her bag and began dressing.

 

once amity was almost completely dressed, out of the corner of her eye, she noticed someone
watching her which made her instincts kick in as a terrorizing growl surfaced her throat. this scared
luz, making her quickly turn around and headed for the door.

 

amity’s eyes widened when she saw that familiar curly head and cat hoodie, “luz! wait!” she swiftly
chased after luz before she could even get to the front door, tackling her to the ground and catching
both of her arms as she attempted to push her off.

 

“i’m sorry! i’m sorry for lying about everything but-” amity rapidly said, trying to calm luz down
but she kept struggling to get out of her hold.



 

“you’re not my amity!” luz exclaimed, pulling her arms back and trying to slither away from the
blight yet she was easily pulled back and held by the shoulders as those golden eyes stared down at
her, seemingly glowing. 

“but it’s the only way for me to love you!”

 

the entire cabin turned silent as their heavy breathes were only heard, they stared at each other for
the longest time, asking the questions that had been plaguing their minds. amity cleared her throat,
breaking the quiet as she pulled herself off luz and offered a hand to lift her up.

 

amity walked back to the bed, sitting at the edge as she let out a big sigh. luz fiddled with her
fingers, not knowing if she should just head home or figure out just what the hell is this now that
she’s with amity.

 

both her girlfriend and her dog.

 

luz walked over to amity, slowly sitting beside her though there's still space between them. looking
at her in the corner of her eye, she took a deep breath in and asked; "what are you?"

 

amity simply chuckled at that, "i don't know either." she replied, shrugging.

 

there was another silence between both of them, trying to decipher what they should do or say next.
luz reminds herself that this is amity, despite the idea that she can shift into a human to a dog, she's
still the girl she poured everything on.

 

"i always thought you were my imaginary friend when i was a kid." amity perked up as luz started,
she turned to look at her, listening intently.

 

"i would tell mom that the dog is a kid like me but she wouldn't believe me." luz said with a
chuckle, amity chuckled as she reminisced the day she was taken in by the nocedas and days where
she and luz would run around the backyard, tumbling and falling onto each other.

 

amity remembered something as well.



 

"oh god." amity groaned, covering her face with luz raising a brow of confusion. "i feel dirty
whenever i get a hard on around you, even as a pup and.. you would-"

 

"i would jerk you off." luz completed the sentence despite the intense redness of her face, she
turned her head to the side to save some face as she muttered;

 

"yeah. you are a dirty dog."

 

amity bit the insides of her mouth as those two words rolled out of luz’s lips, her phantom tail
rapidly wagging with a boiling sensation wanting to erupt in the pit of her stomach. but she didn’t
say anything.

 

"i act like those fangirls chasing you when you're a human, don't i? i'm so stupid." stupidly in love. 

 

"no you're not." amity replied, not really seeing that as stupid. rather adorable and amusing that her
owner, her girlfriend, would be head over hell for her.

 

lightly chuckling, luz returned her gaze back to amity, meeting those golden eyes once again. the
ones they loved for the longest time. "but you did make your way into my heart fully." she said
under a whisper, as if she only wanted amity to hear it.

 

her flexible ears twitched again as she tilted her head in interest. "what do you mean 'fully'?" she
asked.

 

luz bit her lip, she doesn’t have any reason to hide behind the veil anymore and replied those 3
words she’s been wanting to say. “i love you too, amity.”

 

amity’s eyes widened as she heard those words, she felt a wave of happiness wash over her but she
couldn’t utter a word due to her shock and same goes for luz.

 



silence consumed them only for a few seconds until amity began to slowly lean in, her half lid eyes
stared at luz’s hypnotizing hues. the noceda drew closer as well, like she was drawn in by a spell,
feeling each other’s breaths hit their faces as they’re only inches away.

 

then, their space disappeared once their lips collided. Luz lowly hummed as she roped her arms
around amity’s neck with her fingers rubbing her head like how she would do to her dog. amity
held on her lover’s hips, pulling her closer for their bodies to grind with their kiss becoming deeper.
hotter. 

 

this isn’t the first time luz and amity made out like this, the noceda would give the star player of the
baseball team a winning kiss after the finals and things would try to go further though there are
always cockblockers around.

 

but this time, they don’t have anyone to worry about walking in.

 

luz groaned as amity’s tongue slipped inside, twirling inside her wet cavern and toying with her
tongue, lacing around it as both danced in an arrhythmic beat. they can hear their racing heartbeats
in their throats, their bodies becoming hotter and bothered.

 

the blight’s hands smoothly roamed around the noceda’s body, making her weak to her legs before
she pulled her hoodie off, leaving her in her bra.

 

once they pulled away, luz gripped and pulled on amity’s dress shirt earning a growl. “if this rips,
you’re paying.” amity muttered with one of her hands resting on luz’s thigh. she doesn’t wanna go
through snatching hanging clothing throughout the neighborhood again.

 

luz rolled her eyes and smirks, making the blight’s blush worsen before she got pounced by her
lover into another heated kissing session with luz grinding herself on amity’s body. feeling her hard
phallus tenting her pants and erected nipples. their hands wildly taking off each other's clothes until
they were left in only their underwear.

 

amity grabbed luz by the hips, placing her in a doggy position and immediately got behind her,
rolling her hips against her clothed ass. her tongue rolled out as her heated instincts began to take
over, grunting and growling like a dirty mutt as she loved the feeling of luz against her cock. her
mind succumbing to her primal needs of knotting her mate, wanting to be inside yet she can’t
function right now.



 

luz was bemused by the humping and how amity is acting, but her needs must be met as well.

 

“amity, sit.” she said in the same commanding voice she would use on amity when she’s in dog
form, the command internally conflicted with amity to whether or not to obey despite her heated
predicament.

 

the dog whined in obedience as she sat behind luz for her to sit back up again, turning around to
look at her lover, her eyes dilated in lust and heavily breathing as the way she stares at luz tells her
everything.

 

luz grabbed the collar that was on the side, clipping it back on amity and lightly tugged on it
making her growl, annoyed by the fact she isn’t inside the girl right now. the growl scared luz a
little though she’s confident that amity wouldn't dare to harm her.

 

she just needs to learn to be patient.

 

glancing down, the tent in amity’s boxers angrily twitches and a wet spot was seen, it’s just begging
to be released. as luz pulled the underwear off, she bit her lip in ecstasy as she stared at the fat,
girthy cock that’s bound to be inside her soon, stretching her wide to accommodate that size.

 

fuck.

 

not wanting to waste anymore time, amity tried to do the same maneuver but luz wasn’t having it
and roughly tugged on the leash, making amity accidentally moan though she didn’t bother to hide
it.

 

“be a good girl and you’ll get this pussy.” luz said in a tone amity has never heard before and she’s
loving it. she kept a tight grip on amity’s leash with her other hand grasping her dick, sizing it as
she felt it throb in her hand and began stroking it ever so lovingly. her thumb rubbing the leaking
tip, she listened to her lover’s breathy moans with her head slightly rolling back.

 

“l- luz..” amity whines, she joins the handjob but she needs more. she bit her lip, feeling her soft,
wet lips lay kisses all throughout her collarbone and traveling down to her breasts. kissing around



the nipples before completely taking one in her mouth, sucking on it tenderly with her tongue
twirling the nipple. “mmgh.. ahh fuck..”

 

every stroke luz makes drives amity to the breaking point, her body trembles from her mere touch
alone and luz knows it.

 

she fucking knows it.

 

seeing that amity is well pent up, luz pulls away. pulling her underwear in a rather lascivious
manner and places herself in the same position, but not before licking off the trail of drool on the
side of the dog's mouth.

 

amity didn't waste a moment. eagerly grabbing both of luz's waist, pulling her closer to her dick as
she can't think straight right now and her hips would have to find it's hole.

 

but she yelped as her cock was roughly grabbed and was pulled down by the leash. “this is your
punishment.” luz whispered, making amity gulp and aroused for what's in store for her punishment.

 

then, luz followed up with; “you wanna breed me so bad, don’t you?”

 

something triggered inside amity, making her loudly growl with her instincts and musk getting
stronger as she haphazardly thrusts in luz's hand. just wanting to be inside that tight pussy already.

 

it amuses luz. 

“you’re such a horny fucking dog." luz bit as she guides her lover's cock inside and without
warning, amity shoved everything in with the knot staying out. for now.

 

"fuck!!" luz screamed in both pleasure and pain, gripping the leash hard as she did her best to
recompose herself.

 



amity snapped out of her trance, instantly noticing the discomfort on the noceda's face, making her
whine as she doesn't like seeing luz uncomfortable.

 

especially in their first.

 

amity has no choice but to obey and be a good girl. planting loving kisses all over luz's face while
she slowly pulls in and out of her, for luz to adjust and get used to the girth.

 

luz hums softly as her walls grip and clench around the throbbing cock. she grew accustomed to it
with her breathless panting turning into soft moans.

 

warm walls enveloped amity's cock, putting her in a state of bliss as her tongue rolled out to the
side and began thrusting without regard.

 

luz moaned loudly, gripping the sheets and the leash as she felt her lover's strong thrusts go deeper,
her girth stretching her.

 

"a- amity!" pulling on the leash, dragging amity down whom didn't hesitate to lean in for a deep
kiss. her tongue invading the noceda's mouth, twisting and playing with her tongue. both of their
moans were muffled, vibrating in their mouths as the dog's thrusts became harder, faster.

 

upon pulling away, a thin string of saliva connected them before immediately disappearing. luz
started into amity's lustful golden eyes, feeling her hot breaths hit her face as sweat began to trickle
down the sides of her face.

 

"fuck luz.. you feel so good.." amity heaved. her balls repeated slammed on luz's pussy lips, their
skins grinding on each other as the air fills with heavy sex.

 

it wouldn't be a surprise if someone were to venture into these woods and would immediately turn
back.

 

luz whined as she pushed herself back even more in amity's dick, earning an aroused growl. she
leaned on luz's neck, licking her sweet flesh, making her shudder before the dog sank her fangs in



neck.

 

the noceda screamed in pleasure with her head slightly rolled back, whimpering as she arched
herself and her grip on the leash began to loosen.

 

with both hands, amity intertwined her fingers in luz's as she pulled away. admiring the large mark
she left on her.

 

she's mine.

 

she licked it to make sure it didn't get infected and picked up the pace.

 

"ah fuck- dios mio.. amity!!" luz tightened her grip on amity, her whole body trembling and getting
weak under her lover as her mind began to get dizzy with a gargantuan sensation swells within her.

 

it's getting harder to hold back.

 

"gh- i love you so much!!" amity moaned, burying her face in luz's neck once again to leave
another mark. making sure no spot is left unturned.

 

her thrusts got harder and so is their panting, amity's knot swells every passing second she rams
into luz until-

 

"fuck!!"

 

her knot slipped inside, making luz scream out amity's name. her pussy clenched hard on her cock
as it throbs, letting out all of it's juices out and mixing with hers. tying.

 

both panted heavily as they rode their climaxes down, luz laid limp under amity who's still in
euphoria land before shaking herself back to reality. looking down at her worn out lover, amity
pulled luz up and laid down in a comfortable position without disturbing their tie.



 

amity gently brushed luz's messy hair back and planted a soft kiss on her cheek, nuzzling up in her
neck as she inhaled her after sex scent. luz pats her lover's head, making her lean in more to the
touch and blissfully sighed.

 

"we missed school." luz muttered, not that she's worried about having an absent remark on her card.

 

amity hummed lazily, her arms wrapping around luz to keep her close. their bodily warmth
provided comfort in this cold morning.

 

"good. i just wanna lay with you." amity whispered sweetly into her lover's ears, making her tingle
and giggle as she returned a kiss on the cheek.

 

the two laid comfortably and quietly, enjoying the company they had together in this isolated cabin.
they'll only need each other now.

 

"you're gonna have to carry me back."

 

after their first fuck, they headed back to the house as quietly as possible. they laid in bed together,
not minding if they skipped school.

 

they just need a good excuse for camila.

 

people had also noticed that amity, the dog, reverted back to what she was before and nobody was
fazed by it. though some begged to differ.

 

luz's classmates were fucking lucid when they found out she got laid by amity blight, since neither
of them bothered to hide their evident hickeys. but the couple didn't mind.

 

luz and amity would fuck almost every single day, in both human and dog form, making the noceda
a slut for that dick. amity made sure that her lover would be stuffed and knocked up.

 



and they know they'll be expecting some puppies. but neither are worried as they know they could
handle anything that comes in their way.

 

no matter what.

Chapter End Notes
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That One Winter Afternoon

Chapter Summary

you know that BBC wolf documentary you would see in your recommendations?

that one winter afternoon.

 

the sun was high, temperatures growing more or less tolerable with the snow piling up to knee
height and some trees are only left as a long standing twisted twig.

 

crunching footsteps are heard against the thick snow, her eyes following the several footprints
engraved on the ground with her own beside it. her nose twitched at the scent of something.. sweet .

 

without much of a thought, lucia followed the footsteps into the unknown till she found herself in a
clearing. she backed near a tree, hiding from the sun as she looked out in the distance.

 

spotting a pack.

 

her nose did most of the work figuring out who is who and are they friendly.

 

the answer is no. 

 

lucia watched the pack of wolves approach a buffalo to which it immediately sensed their presence
and began swinging it's long, sharp horns at the wolves. luckily or not, they dodged it.

 

her eyes darted through the alpha and his mate being on other ends, surrounding the buffalo. three
pups. a male and two females but one manages to catch the lone wolf's senses.

 



lucia watched, what looked to be the youngest of the pack, land a few bites on the ankles to weaken
the buff animal. her coat rose with her growls rippled through the cold air as their smoked breathes
were visible with each exhale.

 

she needs to know who this wolf is.

 

she has to.

 

with a smirk coming on her lips, lucia shifted into her wolf form and ran to the furthest west of
where the pack was, keeping her distance for her scent to not easily be detected. she climbed a
small snowy hill, looking over the progress of handling the buffalo.

 

not much.

 

giving lucia ample time to devise a plan. she let out a loud, booming howl as she tilted her head up
to the skies, her voice heard throughout the forest that was used as an alarm to other creatures but at
this case:

 

the pack simply ignored the call but one couldn't.

 

turning her head to the side, amity spotted a great brown wolf looking over them. more precisely,
over her. the unknown wolf and amelia stared at each other for what seemed like minutes before
they retreated.

 

prompting to know what this wolf is up to, amelia silently abandoned her pack for now to quench
her curiosity of this wolf and who they are.

 

she trotted towards the direction where she thought the wolf went, looking around the empty white
fields for any sign of them before she whipped her head to the right when a low bark was heard.

 

the two wolves jogged, colliding their bodies as they began to sniff each other. getting familiar with
their scents, confirming lucia's suspicion she is the sweet little thing.



 

it makes lucia's want more.

 

amelia doesn't know who lucia is but her smell is comfortable and almost home. she feels like she
met this wolf before at some other time or day? or maybe it's just her who's acting up?

 

either way, they both want each other.

 

both wolves rushed to get as far away from the pack as possible, nearing the forest. lucia comically
rolled down the small slope, her coat covered in snow with amity easily sliding down in front of her
with their cold, wet noses just brushing each other.

 

lucia was the first to lick amelia's nose and moved all over her face, to which, amelia returned the
same favor. circling each other with their noses taking in their ever growing musk.

 

amelia nibbles lucia's face with her whines rumbling her throat, the lone wolf kisses her face as
their tails wagged profusely. her sheathed cock began to open in the cold air, twitching in arousal.

 

lucia swiftly got behind amelia, earning a needy whine, she got on top of her as her hips aligns
itself in her throbbing pussy. with her tongue rolling out, the wolf didn't hesitate to shove it all in
her tight, wet pussy and started thrusting hard.

 

amelia crawled the snowy ground, heavily panting with her tongue dripping of drool. eyes dilated
in lust and body taken over by quick waves of pleasure all throughout.

 

her walls tightly wrapped around lucia's cock, squeezing. lucia lowly growled at the feeling, loving
it, as she picked up her pace with her growing knot slamming hard on her and her front legs
gripping her hinds to not let her go.

 

amelia whined, twisting her head to look at lucia. seeing her hot breath under the sunlight as more
drool oozed down. both of their minds clouded in ecstasy.

 



the thought of breeding this bitch fuels lucia even more as she starts slamming her unbearable knot.
wanting it inside.

 

amelia's whines got louder, her upper body lowering as she couldn't keep herself up with such a
tremendous force behind her. ramming her without remorse but she likes it.

 

loves it.

 

as lucia shoved her fat knot in amelia, earning a pleasurable howl with her head rolling up and hips
arching back. gritting her teeth tightly, lucia made sure every inch of her cock was inside.

 

amelia's fur bristled, feeling a hot rush of cum flow inside. mixing with her own. a low grumble
emitted from her as she looked over her shoulder, seeing lucia slowly get off her.

 

both panted heavily, trying to catch their breaths as they're tied. it'll take at least an hour for them to
separate again and they don't have to worry about-

 

then, a howl was heard from a distance.

 

with panic rising, lucia wiggled to get herself off amelia but that wouldn't work. "get off!" she
growled, continuing to wriggle as she doesn't wanna get caught like this.

 

"you get off! you got me in this situation!" amelia snapped back, also wanting to get off from lucia
but the more they do so, the more painful it's becoming. making both wolves whine in desperation
and pain.

 

"i knew i shouldn't have followed the pussy."

 

rolling her eyes, amelia lightly barked; "and who's fault is that?" lucia rose a brow at her, huffing
as she shook her head with her head slowly shaking. bemused.

 

but the barking isn't ceasing and it's getting closer. making the two panic even more.



 

till a large auburn wolf came into view, running towards them at full speed with his golden eyes
beaming right into lucia's. she lightly gnawed on amelia's hind leg, wanting to be set free right
fucking now but it's too late.

 

alador pounced on lucia, growling and barking madly. his jaws nearly missed her neck as she
wiggled, evading his attacks in a haste. all the while amelia was caught in the mix, crying out for
her father to stop.

 

but neither listened.

 

their knot was starting to become undone, slowly slipping away from each other. it was painful yet
not as painful as literally fighting for your life against your mate's father.

 

both wolves cried out in agony of their knot ending early and lucia didn't waste any time running to
the opposite direction with alador following suit not too far behind.

 

as the lone wolf was driven into the dense forestry with her tail between her legs and cock sore as
hell.

 

"fuck off, old man!"

 

alador stopped his chase, huffing in aggression as he slowly turned around, giving the forest one
last look before heading back to his family.

 

amelia was helped up by her siblings, her cunt painfully numb and sore from the forceful
separation. she glanced over the direction lucia went, still smelling her raw scent in the air. she
knows she's still in there, looking over her.

 

it makes her wonder if she'll ever get this encounter with lucia again? though, with a little more
privacy. either way;

 



it certainly made both wolves' afternoon a winter to remember.



Wild Ones

Chapter Summary

continuations of 'good kitty'
part 1 in chapter 259

"the potion, does it have other versions?" amity asked the twins who thought they were going to
have their heads stuck up their asses again.

 

"what?" edric confusingly asked.

 

"did something happen while you were-"

 

amity shook her head with her finger pinching the bridge of her nose. "just tell me if there is
damnit." she quipped, crossing her arms as she impatiently waited for an answer.

 

all the while, edric and emira glanced at each other. mirroring the questions looming in their heads,
wondering what could've happened before turning back to look at their demanding little sister.

 

"um.. yeah, we just need to make it with a few certain ingredients." emira replied. amity nodded,
humming to herself as she thought about the time it would take the twins to create such a potion.

 

she doesn't mind waiting. for long.

 

"then make it." with that, amity swiftly walked past the twins and headed upstairs to her bedroom.
leaving the two befuddled from the interaction and behavior of amity. it's not everyday to see her
asking something from them.

 

"that was weird."

 



—--

 

a week had passed and the twins finalized their little sister's requested potion to which she repaid
them of her covering their ass for a week.

 

not really paying attention to what she just agreed to, amity hopped on her staff and zoomed her
way to the owl house with the bottle in hand.

 

with excitement rising within, amity briskly flew through the open window in luz's room, the
windows rapidly swaying left and right from the harsh wind.

 

luz was surprised by her girlfriend's sudden arrival, she wasn't informed but she's happy that she's
here.

 

"amity! what are you doing here?" luz asked as she settled her phone to the side, standing up and
watched amity get off her staff, making it disappear for now. she noticed the big smile on her cute
face as well as the potion.

 

she tilts her head in curiosity, wondering what the twinkling liquid does.

 

"i got it." amity wheezed through her excitement, she walked closer to her lover as she asked;

 

"remember what happened last week?"

 

luz pursed her lips, remembering it vividly with her cheek slowly turning red. "uh.. yeah-" she
muttered under her breath.

 

"and i loved it!" amity exclaimed, taking luz aback.

 

"i- i don't know how to explain it but i love it." amity gripped the ends of her shirt, her face slowly
turning red as well since that sounded better in her head.



 

shaking it off, amity continued; "so, i got this potion for you. it'll do the same thing but i think it's
gonna be different." she offered the potion to her lover who slowly accepted it, tilting it to the side
a little as to examine it.

 

"where did you even get this?"

 

"the twins made it." amity bluntly replied.

 

luz chuckled, "that makes more sense." she muttered as she shook her head, she wasn't surprised
that the twins would pull this kind of thing out of their ass

 

 though, she grew curious of what she'll turn into if what amity said was right. since eda and king
went down to bonesborough for something, this would be the perfect moment.

 

pulling the cork off, "bottoms up." luz made a small 'cheers' gesture before chugging it all in one
go. amity watched the shimmering liquid go down luz's throat till there's nothing left.

 

sighing deeply, luz wiped the side of her mouth and both waited for a few seconds for something to
happen. but luz feels nothing yet.

 

"maybe it hits in a fe-" before luz could finish her sentence, the bottle clattered to the floor and
rolled to the side. she dropped to her knees, gritting her teeth as she held her stomach, feeling it
twist and turn in painful many.

 

like something is attempting to get out.

 

"luz!" amity immediately dropped down to her lover's side, catching her in her arms and holding
her close. "luz, take a deep breath, okay? calm down, i'm here." she did her best to reassure her,
petting her head and planting gentle kisses all over.

 

"i'm here."



 

after a few more agonising seconds for luz, a puff of purple smoke erupted in front of amity,
making her cough as her hand waved the quickly clearing smoke away. she looked down on her
now empty arms, only filled with her lover's clothing and a large bump under it.

 

slowly, amity pulled the purple and white cat hoodie off the bump. the first thing she saw was a pair
of tiny round ears, followed by a cute furry face as her thick tail wagged behind her. emanating a
squeaking noise.

 

"oh no, she's cute!"

 

amity felt her die inside at the sight of luz's animal form. a giant river otter. though, the blight
doesn't know what an otter is.

 

"what is this creature? i haven't seen anything like you." amity said, lifting luz up. realizing how
flabby and flexible her slick furred body is as she easily swayed her left and right.

 

luz replied with a squeak, her little hands gripping on one of amity's fingers as she was placed
down on her lap. a smile etched on the blight's face as she stared into those ever so familiar hazel
eyes.

 

"either way, you're still pretty cute." she scratched luz under her chin to which the otter gladly
accepted and leaned in more to her touch. lightly squeaking as the touch almost drove her to doze
off.

 

-----

 

after an hour of cuddling and playing with the otter, the two laid on the pillows with luz laying on
her back while amity rubbed her belly. it tickled a little as her foot would kick from time to time.

 

amity still couldn't get over how adorable her girlfriend had become in this form though something
still looms in her mind as her eyes wandered lower even more.

 



as well with her hand.

 

her grazed the otter's sheathed cock, jolting luz awake and watched her go down towards her balls.
she started playing with her balls, luz snorted and squeaked at the feeling as she leaned her head
back on the pillow.

 

the otter chirped with her hips slightly rolled. amity takes it as a moan, she watched the once
sheathed cock begin to drip and reveal itself.

 

amity moaned at the sight of it, she bent down to lick her lover's cock. without much hesitation, she
took it all in one go and started bobbing her head, her tongue laced around her throbbing cock as
she listened to the otter's chirping with her hand still toying her balls.

 

then, luz fueled with instincts, shot up and gripped amity's hair to pull her down even more on her
dick. amity got the memo, laying flat on the bed while the otter rigorously face fucked her with her
tongue still doing some work.

 

amity's muffled moans vibrated on luz's cock, making her chirping and squeaks louder. her tongue
rolled off to the side, eyes almost turning back as getting pleasure being an otter hits different.

 

it feels so good.

 

as luz felt herself coming, she pulled out and scurried behind amity. peeking within her skirt only to
realize she's wearing no underwear. a win for her.

 

luz dipped her face in amity's wet pussy, dragging her tongue along her slit making amity moan and
weak to her knees. biting her lip as she gripped the pillows, the otter’s movements were erratic and
almost animalistic.

 

luz kept her face buried in amity’s pussy, lapping up and sticking her tongue inside her for a mere
second just to hear her cute little yelp until she squealed as she squirted on the otter’s face. slowly
pulling away, she cleaned her face off her lover’s cum and licked it all up.

 



not leaving a drop behind.

 

the otter stared at amity’s still dripping cunt, the smell of her musk fogged up her mind and made
her cock twitch hard, dripping more of pre as a squeaking growl rumbling in her throat.

 

with nothing in her mind but to stuff that pussy with her cum, luz plummeted her cock inside amity
without warning, making the witch scream in utter pleasure with her head slightly rolling back.

 

“l- luz.. oh fuck!!” amity moaned as luz started thrusting without filter, acting more of a heated
animal than human. but amity loves it. she moaned loudly, screaming her lover’s name as she held
onto dear life on the pillow, backing up her ass even more on her dick till the only thing preventing
that is her swelled up, thick knot.

 

“mgh- oh titan yes..” amity listened to luz heavy huffs and snorts behind her as she hits her deeper,
harder making the witch forget that’s getting dicked down by an animal. her legs slowly slipped to
the sides, trembling at each slam she made with excessive juices traveling down the edges. 

her teeth aching as she stared at amity’s exposed neck, her mind pushing her to come closer and
ruin that perfectly clean neck with her nasty mark but not being as long as being human, she had to
keep it in for now. gripping amity’s ass with her claws, almost digging into her skin as she sped up
her pace.

 

amity gasped at the action, she began begging towards the otter as a sensation began to arise. “oh
luz! fill me up, please!!” she moaned, looking over her shoulder to see luz thrusting into her madly
with the sound of their skins slapping seemingly echoed throughout the owl house and the
sensation within amity’s stomach continued to bloat.

 

“please.. give it to me, luz!”

 

without needing to be told twice, luz shoved her aggravated knot inside the needy witch’s cunt,
earning an erotic scream of euphoria.

 

amity shuddered as her walls sized the large knot, her lust filled mind engrained this feeling as this
unlocked a new kink for her.

 



luz dropped limp on amity's back, trying to catch her breath as her mind slowly clears up. she can't
pull out for now and amity doesn't mind. she takes her sweet time clenching on her cock as their
cums mixed with some dripping down her legs.

 

"let's.." amity hummed, cutting off what she was going to say as luz moved her dick, the otter
deviously squeaked.

 

sighing deeply, looking over her shoulder again to meet those eyes again. both of them know what's
coursing each other's mind, it doesn't take a genius to figure it out just by feeling amity's loving
clenches.

 

"let's do this again but i'll be a cat again."



That One Pic

Chapter Summary

teacher amity x student luz
requested smut by @WolfieTheFearless

she’s at it again.

 

staring from a distance while she stood at the very front of the room, her mouth babbling something
of somewhat interest yet her mind seemed to wander back to those eyes.

 

she sat at the very end of the class, most of the people in front of her covered her from her view but
they always seemed to catch each other's attention.

 

lightly tapping the tip of her pen on the side of her chair as she stared at the lone paper before her.
displaying questions some she understood but others didn't seem to appear in the prior lesson,
making her already convoluted mind confused.

 

luz rested her head on her palm, trying to think of the possible answer but her focus was easily
tarnished once she noticed her teacher was surveying how the class was doing on the mock.

 

surprise surprise, 'nobody' seems to get it.

 

luz couldn't help but roll her eyes internally as she watched one of her classmates ask a question
they already know just to make amity blight come closer.

 

amity blight. a perfect woman. everybody wants her yet continues to be aloof from their attempted
advances. she's the youngest out of the most teachers here and it doesn't help that her outfits, even
if simple, highlight her heavenly physique.

 



she got the looks, the power.. just everything.

 

luz just wishes she could be standing next to a goddess, hold her hand and-

 

"are you having a hard time as well, noceda?"

 

luz snapped out of her daze as she heard that sweet voice just right next to her. slowly, she turned
her head to the side and confirmed her thoughts as amity was beside her. a little closer than the rest.

 

"oh! uh.." luz quickly pulled her gaze back down to the paper, her barely written on paper, the
questions she once thought she had an answer on suddenly disappeared. turning her head into a
frenzy.

 

"y- yeah, on this question. i don't get it." luz said as she pointed at a random question. amity leaned
closer, bending down a little to see what could be causing her troubles.

 

"hm. i see, you just have to.." with amity in such close proximity, luz was internally screaming as
her eyes kept darting back and forth down at her teacher's crotch. showing a lightly evident bulge
through the jeans.

 

luz did her best to stop looking, averting her eyes back to the paper but she simply can't. she began
to wonder what it would feel like in her hands, better yet, inside her.

 

her breathing turned heavy, the noceda's mind became a blur and one of her hands twitched in want.
just wanting to slip her hand inside those pants and feel that rock hard cock everyone's been
drooling for.

 

"do you understand now, miss noceda?" luz, once again, snapped out of her trance and turned her
gaze up to amity's soft golden eyes. she reluctantly nodded with a shaky smile.

 

"yes! yes, thank you, miss." she replied, not wanting to admit that she didn't get a single thing she
said as she was extremely distracted by her bulge.



 

with a small smile, amity said; "pleasure to help." before leaving to attend to other genuinely
struggling students.

 

with the back of amity's mind knowing that luz has been staring at her crotch mid explanation. she
knows the position and predicament they're in isn't ideal, she might lose her job just by holding her
hand or boning luz but amity doesn't feel this way to any other.

 

just luz.

 

why her?

 

nonetheless, the stares alone turn her on.

 

once the lunch bell rang for the students to quickly burst out of their classrooms for freedom, some
headed for the cafeteria and some snuck out to hang in the nearby convenience store.

 

amity walked down the student-filled hallway with her small stack of papers and folders held under
her arm. she made her way to the restroom, opening all the cubicle doors to make sure no one's
inside before going in the furthest from the door. locking it.

 

sighing deeply, amity settled down the closed seat toilet and leaned back, glancing down on her
aggravated cock tenting her pants. it's always been like this since luz was sent into her class, her
body and mind was allured to that noceda without explanation nor reason yet it feels right.

 

yearning for her every single day they pass the same hallway together. share the same classroom
together. something just drives her to come closer and pull her in, make her hers.

 

but all she could do was watch from a distance.

 

amity pulled out her phone, thinking posting something new on her side hustle would be a solution
to calm her libido down. pulling her zipper down to whip her cock out, standing tall and hard as



bits of pre drip off to the side.

 

gripping her dick at the base, lightly stroking it as she thinks what it would feel like to have luz jerk
her off. but her goal isn't to get even more turned on.

 

after fixing herself up, amity stuffed her phone back into her pocket and stepped out. just in time
for luz to enter the restroom.

 

both stopped at their tracks, staring at each other for a split second before amity was the first to
regain her composure and cleared her throat. "hello, miss noceda."

 

"hi. da- um.." luz bit the inside of her mouth, cursing herself for not forming a coherent sentence in
front of blight and almost slipping yet she really didn't expect her to be here. "didn't expect you to
use the same restroom." she said with a small laugh.

 

"where else do we teachers take a piss?" amity quipped, moving over to the sink to rinse her hands
after what she did in that cubicle.

 

luz chuckled as she rubbed the back of her neck. "fair point." she muttered. then, there was silence
between them, not really knowing how to keep the conversation going though their presence was
enough.

 

"you did well on the test, better than the rest actually." amity suddenly said, catching luz off guard. 

 

it's a miracle that she even managed to pass after where her mind had been for the past hour. "i got
a great teacher, after all." she replied with a soft smile, giving amity that look that easily made her
heart and knees weak. feeling her cheeks beginning to grow warm.

 

"that's sweet of you, luz."

 

as much as amity wants to close the space between them, she holds herself back and grabs her stuff
once again. "i'll see you later, noceda. wouldn't want you to miss lunch." she walked past luz,
lightly patting her shoulder which is the only way she could touch her before exiting the restroom.



 

leaving luz to have a mental breakdown of how soft amity's touch was with all of her blood rushing
up to her nose. threatening to burst. oblivious to the fact that amity wants to kiss her.

 

badly.

 

-----

 

once luz got home, camila wasn't home till dinner and her older sister was somewhere around town.
leaving the house all to herself.

 

she trotted up to her shared bedroom, tossing her bag to the side and ultimately dropped down her
bed. screaming into the sheets, pondering how is she going to shoot her shot when she's this much
of a chicken in front of amity.

 

can she even be with her?

 

In an attempt to drown her sorrows, luz slithered up to the pillows and leaned back to the wall,
grabbing one of her plushies to hug while she opened only fans.

 

scrolling through the recently posted of the people she followed, all the while she mind wanders
back to amity. envisioning her as these pictures and videos though, nothing beats the original.

 

once luz got the proper contestant of what amity could possibly look like buck naked, she slipped
her shorts and leggings off, discarding it to the side. feeling the cold air on her aroused cunt that's
been a bother since she entered that classroom.

 

luz rubbed her sopping wet slit, her legs twitching when she grazed her clit with her breathing
turning ragged as her mind formed several scenes of amity above of her, using her own hand to toy
with her.

 

putting her in her spell of submission.



 

"amity.. oh fuck.." luz bit her lip as she slipped two fingers inside and started pumping, her grip on
her phone loosened with her eyes squeezing shut.

 

her moans grew in volume just like her speed. her other hand started groping one of her tits,
twirling and twisting her nipple as she spread her legs even more.

 

"good girl."

 

"fuck me harder.. please, daddy!" luz begged, picking up her pace with her hips rocking to gain
more friction and pleasure.

 

it's a bummer she didn't get to buy something thicker, bigger than her fingers but she's doubtful
about 'discreet packaging'.

 

"that's it. ride my fingers, you fucking slut."

 

her phone slid to the side, completely ignored as luz continued to finger, curling her fingers inside,
playing with that one spot as she went deeper.

 

feeling a ghostly hand roam around her sweaty body, traveling in between her breasts and stopping
right on her throat, a tight grip held her yet not enough to suffocate her.

 

"you're mine."

 

"aahh-" luz gritted her teeth tightly as her hips bucked and legs trembled hard. panting heavily, luz
dropped limp in bed, shakily pulling out her cum coated fingers and raised it above her to see just
how much it was.

 

she hasn't come this hard while thinking of anybody but amity.

 



just what is she doing to her?

 

wiping the cum off her shirt, took it off since it was just as sweaty as everything and tossed it into
the laundry basket. sighing deeply, luz stared at the ceiling of the bunk bed above her, partially
naked as she caught her breath.

 

remembering that her phone still has only fans open, luz grabbed it and continued strolling through
the feed to clear her mind. not really clarity if she's going to get turned on again.

 

then, she stumbled upon a rather familiar picture of a user she hadn't heard of before. luz tapped the
picture of a large, perfect looking, leaking cock of someone who's obviously proud of it just by
their smirk in the background.

 

though, the more she inspected the picture even more. the more familiar it came, the background
was similar to the school's messy, written and dick drawn restroom walls.

 

not to mention the person themselves.

 

white dress shirt, partially opened to show a little bit of her black laced bra underneath. crescent
moon necklace on their neck and tight black jeans.

 

soon enough, luz connected everything.

 

"no way.." she couldn't believe it.

 

"no fucking way!"

 

luz found amity blight's only fans.

 

-----

 



the next day, amity noticed that luz has been eyeing rather intensely than before once the class
started. specifically her crotch.

 

amity was enjoying the attention the noceda was giving her, though the only problem was popping
a boner mid session. she had to constantly sit down, using her desk to hide it while her gaze kept
coming back to luz.

 

their eyes constantly meeting, making the blight a red mess.

 

the straw was in lunch.

 

luz 'accidentally' dropped a pen in front of amity, making her bend over to pick up. though amity's
eyes were focused on the noceda's ass before she walked out of the classroom like the others.

 

amity swiftly headed for the restroom, ignoring the greeting of the students as she just wanted to
clear her head after the things luz had been doing to her all day.

 

once she got there, amity didn't bother to check the cubicles and just locked the main door as she
plans to crank one out but when she opened the furthest door.

 

amity was taken aback to see luz already there. sitting patiently on the closed toilet.

 

"hey amity." luz innocently greeted, doing more damage on the poor blight.

 

"l- luz.. what are you doing here?" amity asked, her tone unstable and breathing shaky as the
affliction in between her legs becoming more riled up.

 

"i just wondering," luz ignored the question as she stood up, drawing closer to her nervous teacher
until the space between was only seen as mili-inches.

 

luz quickly looked up and down at amity, noticing the large tenting of her phallus. it’s amusing that
she was able to do this much damage to amity in just half the day, she likes seeing amity being



undone. "which family member gave you such a package?" she asked, confusing the blight further.

 

"w- what?"

 

"i saw it.” luz finally disclosed, amity’s eyes widened at that revelation. she thought that her career
would be over once one of her students found her side hustle but why doesn’t she feel the fear she
anticipated? yet, it's a relief that the one who found out first was luz.

 

“and i know there's more but i'm kinda empty right now." luz full heartedly admitted that she tried
to access amity’s libraries of nudes in her account but due to her bank account suffering from her
mindless spending on that website, she hasn’t seen anything other than that one.

 

a smirked formed on the blight’s face, "did you like it?" amity asked, wrapping her arm around
luz’s waist to pull her in closer. with a lip bite, feeling the hard on press against her own crotch, luz
timidly nodded with a hard blush.

 

then, amity pulled luz into a heated kiss to which she didn’t hesitate to return with her arm roping
around her neck. slowly backing up inside the cubicle, pulling amity along who closed the door, she
pushed luz against the drawn walls without separating from the kiss. grinding her dick against luz,
earning a low moan in the kiss.

 

luz, finally, held amity’s bulge and smoothly rubbed it, feeling it throb in her touch as she felt
amity’s groan vibrate in her mouth. she shuddered at the hands roaming around her body, showing
how easy it is for amity to hold luz down with just one hand.

 

she slipped her tongue inside luz's cavern, finally tasting her. their tongues danced together, lacing
on each other as they continued to grind till they ran out of breath.

 

upon pulling away, amity began placing hot kisses all over luz’s neck, listening to her heavy
breathing while she unzipped her pants, bringing her underwear down to let her erect cock out in
open air. luz glanced down, seeing the exact same thing from the picture, she bit her lip in arousal
as she thought of it being inside her after a long wait.

 

"you don't have to pay when you can see it everyday." amity whispered, grabbing one of luz’s
hands and making her hold it. feeling each throbbing vein, how hard it became, her thumb rubbed



the leaking tip, earning a breathy groan making her look up to amity's expressions.

 

this encouraged luz to slowly start stroking her cock as she listened to the blight's quiet moans. it's
a muse. she quickened her pace, more pre oozed out that she used to lubricate every part.

 

"ah fuck.." amity groaned, her hips unceremoniously thrusting in luz's hand but she needs more
than this.  

 

"kneel." amity ordered in a commanding tone, making luz immediately drop to her knees as she's
both scared and turned on of what happens if she didn't follow her.

 

amity gripped a handful of luz's hair, tilting her up and pulled her head closer to her twitching cock.
she doesn't need to spell out what the noceda needs to do as she happily started licking the drooling
tip.

 

working her way down, getting a taste of the blight till she got to her balls. playfully suckling on
them as amity groaned mixed with a small chuckle.

 

then, luz took half of it in one go and went ahead to bob her head, her tongue laced around her
cock, not giving the tip a break as she likes the taste of it.

 

"fuck, that's it." amity bit her lip as she watched luz suck her off diligently, petting her head,
prompting her to take more till her lips reached the base.

 

luz can feel her reflex threatening to trigger but she swallowed it up and continued blowing her
teacher, her hand lightly squeezing her balls. she can feel herself dripping more than ever as her
legs rubbed together for friction.

 

intoxicated at how good, how wet luz's mouth is. "you're such a slut." amity growled, luz felt entire
body malfunction and melt at how those words rolled off so smoothly.

 

it had an effect on her and she loves it.



 

then, amity started thrusting with her grip tightening though not enough to hurt her. a guttural moan
escaped her beautiful mouth as she rolled her head back.

 

luz's lust filled eyes watched amity while she fucks her mouth, not minding her numbing jaw. she
gripped on her pants for support, her nose picking up her intense smell of sex that fogged up her
mind. neutralizing every common thought and replaced by lechery fantasies.

 

"that's a good fucking girl." amity moaned. she fucked a few girls back at high school, some were
decent at giving her blowies but nothing could par with luz's mouth. it's certainly something and
she can't get enough of it.

 

"oh luz," amity caressed luz's cheek, watching her lean into the touch and wipe the small tears at
the corner of her eye. "you're so perfect."

 

then, amity picked up her pace, almost reaching down luz's throat as she felt herself getting closer.
luz whined, immobilized as what she could only do is wait for what's to come.

 

"ugh- fuck!" amity buried her cock deep in luz's throat, rolling her head back in pleasure as she let
out her first load. luz's eyes rolled back, her mouth flooding of cum which she did her best to
swallow everything yet some dripped off to the side.

 

panting heavily, amity combed her messy hair back and slowly pulled out of luz. letting her
breathe. wiping the excess cum off her lips, amity knelt down and pecked her lips.

 

"are you okay?" she asked and luz only nodded in response, feeling her throat going sore after that.

 

softly smiling at the affirmation, she helped luz back up to her feet and ordered; "take them off."
luz didn't need to be told twice, briskly taking off her lower clothing. she didn't get to take off her
hoodie as amity immediately carrying her by the legs, slamming her against the wall.

 

luz gripped on amity's shoulders, watching her rub the tip on her slit, making her shudder before
aligning herself. amity nuzzled up on luz's neck, peppering her with kisses as she began to push her
cock inside.



 

luz moaned painfully, gritting her teeth to suck it up as she felt her walls getting stretched slowly.
amity went slow on her, biting her lip upon realizing just how tight the noceda was but that didn't
stop her.

 

once everything was inside, amity didn't start moving just yet. letting luz adjust to the massive bulk
she had to take, she pressed her head on the blight's shoulder, catching her breath as her walls
clenched, sizing her cock till she's somewhat okay.

 

"can i move now?" amity asked in a soft tone.

 

"mhm.." luz replied with a hum and a nod, enough of a green light for amity to start moving her
lips. slowly pulling her cock out and going back in. she went at that pace for a minute or just for luz
to get used to it till her shaky breaths turned into stable moans.

 

prompting amity to slowly pick up speed, watching luz's lewd expressions at each thrust she made.
turning her even more.

 

then, amity went full throttle without warning, making luz almost scream in pleasure but the blight
was quick to shut her up. slamming her lips against hers, feeling her moans in the kiss as she
slipped her tongue in once again, letting them dance without rhythm.

 

gripping her ass tightly as she pounds her tight pussy mercilessly, going deeper in reaching her
womb. luz yelped when amity slapped her cheeks, her nails dug into her shoulders, making the
blight inherently bite the bottom of her lip.

 

pulling away, luz stared blankly at amity's golden eyes, hazed in wanton. she did her best to hold in
her moans, remembering that they're still at school. neither of them heard the second lunch bell ring
but there are still roaming teachers that might catch them in the act.

 

but luz just couldn't help it when amity is fucking her good.

 

with a hard pound, luz accidentally mewled out; "aahh daddy!"



 

amity was surprised by that but it didn't stop her, it actually motivated her to breed this girl . "oh
fuck yes.." the blight growled, leaning down on luz's neck once again, licking her flesh before
sinking her teeth into her. leaving a harsh mark.

 

"daddy-" luz clasped her mouth, silencing herself as she felt her neck getting numb from the bite
but it was easily subdued by the feeling in between her legs.

 

waves of pure sensation overcame her body, sending her mind into heaven once amity hits that one
spot.

 

drawing away, amity licked the mark clean and moved up to luz's ear. whispering; "you're a fucking
slut, aren't you?" luz shuddered at how erotic that sounded and all she could do was moan.

 

smirking devilishly, amity pecked her lover's lips. "you're mine." she listened to luz's needy moans
that are music to her ears but she wants words to come out of that slutty mouth of hers.

 

"say it."

 

amity slammed deep, making luz howl in pleasure with her head rolling back. her body weaker
than before as she now only relies on amity holding her up.

 

"i'm yours!" luz moaned.

 

"is somebody here?"

 

the two suddenly halted when a second voice echoed through the restroom. luz quickly clasped
both hands, she prayed that whoever that was doesn't bother to check the cubicles or they'll be
fucked.

 

not in a good way.

 



but that isn't going to let that stop amity. she continued rocking her hips, she watched luz's
expressions just begging for her to stop which she found adorable. she wonders if she could break
luz even more.

 

after a long excruciating minute, whoever that was at the door muttered to themselves; "must've
been the wind." before leaving the restroom.

 

amity listened to their footsteps getting further and further till it's no longer heard anymore which
was a cue for her to resume ramming the noceda.

 

"daddy, please.. aah!" luz begged, biting her finger. feeling a swell feeling at the pit of her stomach
grow and grow till she's unable to hold it in anymore.

 

amity hummed in response, kissing luz's cheek as she asked; "what is it, baby?"

 

"i'm close!"

 

"yeah.. fucking take it, baby!" with one last deep thrust, both came at the same time. luz twitched at
the feeling of a tidal wave of hot cum fill her up to the brim, mixing with her own.

 

amity sighed deeply, feeling woozy after that climax. she never had one that hard and so fucking
good before, she loves it.

 

the two stayed like that as they rode their highs down. amity gently pulled out of luz, humming at
the loosing the feeling of being whole as some of their cum rolled at the side of her legs.

 

then, amity realized something.

 

"wait, are you-"

 

"i'm on plan b." luz reassured, out of breath. she held on amity for support as her wobbly legs aren't
much of a help right now. relieving amity that she didn't fuck up too early.



 

chuckling at the predicament she placed her lover in, amity dressed luz up and carried her princess
style. "wanna head back to my place?" she asked for after school.

 

she can make the excuse luz got sick so she can rest in the infirmary while amity goes back to her
regular schedule.

 

as if nothing ever happened.

 

"yeah." luz gladly accepted the offer.

 

-----

 

it's been a week since luz and amity got together though secretly. it's been the best for the both of
them now they have each other.

 

the 'tutor' excuse always works whenever luz wants to go to amity's place, spending a night there of
passion.

 

though someone was quick to catch that small act.

 

"luz!"

 

luz jumped at the sound of someone aggressively calling her name, she pulled her headphones
down and turned around to see lucia at the door with a livid look.

 

"did you sleep with your teacher?" lucia asked. luz frowned at that, she doesn't know how lucia
managed to get that idea but it's best for her not to slip up now.

 

"what?" luz tried to act dumb.



 

but lucia isn't a dumbass. "did you sleep with your goddamn teacher?" she repeated the question
with more aggression as she stepped inside the room.

 

"miss blight?" luz only realized what she just said when it came out of her mouth and it was too late
to take it back.

 

"blight?" for some reason, it rang familiar to lucia but that isn't important now.

 

"no i didn't!" luz immediately refuted.

 

"yes, you did!"

 

"lucia, i swear i didn't!" luz denied everything, pushing herself off the bed and slowly approached
her sister.

 

lucia pinched the bridge of her nose as she took a deep breath in before snapping back; "mama ain't
busting her ass at work just for you to be a slut, luz!"

 

"i was failing chemistry!"

 

then, there was silence between the sisters as they stared at each other. tears began to well up in
luz's eyes while lucia wasn't having it. "you're sleeping in the backyard tonight."

 

the eldest noceda turned, leaving the room and was about to slam the door shut but not before
adding; "and stop using my laptop!"

 

"fuck you!"



Song of the Sea

Chapter Summary

pirate captain lucia x selkie amity
idea from AWriterHiddenAsGuest

as the harsh waves of the sea crashed at the hull of the ship, the sails wavered at the rapid winds
making their travels across the watery desert swift.

 

seagulls chirped overhead, flying along the winds. she stared off the never ending stretch of water
ahead with no land in sight, the strong scent of salt irritated her nostrils yet she's used to it.

 

"raise the net!"

 

her gaze going down as she watched her men pull up a massive net dragging along the water. more
than several fishes, octopuses and juvenile creatures were hauled up before dropping on the deck
with a few escaping, flopping helplessly on the now wet wood.

 

the men sliced the fishing net open, letting their catch ooze out in front of them. some whistled at
their bountiful catch which can be sold off to the market and pay off that debt.

 

"looks we hit the jackpot!" one of the men said as he grabbed a juvenile shark by the fin, pulled it
out of the pile and stepped on its muzzle to prevent it from biting anyone.

 

they laughed in glee and began sorting the useless to sellable, all under the watch of lucia noceda.

 

then, one of the men jumped back with a pained look on his face as he held his now bleeding hand.
"ow! fucking shit!" he cursed, instinctively pulling out his pistol, aiming at the heaping pile of dead
fishes with his mates looking at him in confusion.

 



"what happened?" someone asked.

 

as the fishes slipped off to the side all by itself, a head slowly poked out into the open, surprising
everyone as a pair of golden eyes stared back at them. their eyes wandered up and down at her bare
body the more she raised out of the fishes.

 

"a woman??" one of them pointed out, befuddled why a woman ended up in their catch. moreover,
why is she in the sea in the first place?

 

"maybe it's a siren?"

 

"it doesn't have a tail though." a man scratched his head, tilting it to the side in an attempt to see
where the tail would be but the woman glared and growled at him.

 

"it's hidden under the fishes, dumbass." the person next to him slapped the back of his head,
making him lightly yelp.

 

"how did a curious little thing like you end up down here?"

 

everyone stopped in their tracks, looking over their shoulder to see their captain stepping down the
forecastle deck and walking towards them.

 

her striking reddish hues stared at the woman, the aura of the ship drastically changed at each step
the captain made till she stopped in front of the woman.

 

she stopped in front of the creature, her gaze never faltering no matter how loud or 'threatening' the
growl becomes. lucia looked down at her feet and saw, what seemed to be a coat. she heard the
woman gasp when she saw it, quickly kicked it up before the woman could snatch it away.

 

lucia inspected the cloth, her fingers rubbing its smooth, wet furred material. she took a moment
before figuring it all out as a smirk etched across her face.

 



humming softly, lucia knelt down in front of the woman as she placed the coat on her shoulder.
easily dodging the futile attempt in taking it out of her grasp, instead, lucia caught her wrist and
pulled her closer with their faces only inches away.

 

"this ain't no siren." lucia declared, "it's something more special than that." she lets go of the
woman's wrist and stood back up, patting the coat as she looked at her crewmates who's just
waiting for an explanation.

 

"a selkie."

 

gasps filled the air and realisation what a find they just made. the selkie began to cower, the
crewmates' gazes changed into something else as they all stared at her with lucia's smirk growing
bigger.

 

"what do you think, boys? we'll finally have some fun here." manic chuckles and laughter emitted
from the crewmates. lucia watched the fear seep into the selkie's golden hues, it's amusing to watch.

 

"tie her up and take her to my quarters. she'll make a good trade with the british." lucia ordered, the
crew quickly got to work in getting the selkie out of the pile of fish. she yowled and bit the first
hand that tried to grab her.

 

"you little-" the man was about to do something drastic but froze when he heard his captain speak
once again behind him.

 

"careful. you wouldn't want to ruin our ticket to riches."

 

lucia gave a single glance over her shoulder, seeing her men pulling the selkie out of the pile and
began tying her arms back with the rope while she struggled and kept biting their hands.

 

bemused, she walked down the small stairs and pushed the door open that led to her captain's
quarters. she took the coat off her shoulder, staring at it for a second as she contemplated before a
chirp snapped her back to reality.

 



lucia looked at the bird cage, seeing her black parrot with white markings on his face that
resembled a skull. she opened the cage, offering her shoulder for the bird to hop on.

 

"you're never gonna believe what we found, king." lucia said as she hid the coat where the selkie
could never find. king chirped as if asking what she meant by that but he jumped when the door
was slammed open and the woman was shoved inside, tied and mouth stuffed in cloth after all the
biting.

 

lucia chuckled, she grabbed a bottle of booze and poured a good amount on her glass. "rum?" she
offered to the selkie who said something though it was muffled by the cloth.

 

"oh right." lucia went over to remove the hindrance and almost immediately, the selkie spat at
lucia's face as she glared with such animosity towards the noceda.

 

king squawked at the selkie, his wings open as he prepared to attack but lucia held him back.

 

"i don't drink your disgusting human commodities." the selkie sneered.

 

both of them stared at each other, no words were uttered as their gaze alone was enough to convey
their distaste for one another.

 

scoffing, "could've said booze." lucia wiped the spit off her cheek and drank everything in one go.

 

"where is it?" the selkie asked as she looked around, looking for something that made the noceda
internally laugh.

 

"where is what?" lucia teased, placing her hands in her pockets as she watched the panic rise and
reveal itself in her face.

 

"where is my skin-" she demanded as she used her body to push lucia but it was a mistake. a grave
one.

 



then, lucia pushed the selkie to the couch and before she could push herself back up, she halted as a
cold, hollow barrel of a pistol was aimed right in between her eyes.

 

"we're days away from the land of assholes." lucia said, cocking the pistol with a click. she knows
herself that she won't kill something so precious but it wouldn't hurt to see something precious be
tainted.

 

slowly leaning closer to the selkie, "till then, i'll make you presentable." lucia whispered, lightly
nibbling her ear making her whine and pull away from her. growls emitted from her though it did
everything but threaten. 

 

she's going to have fun with this.

 

-----

 

after a week of sailing, the crew of cursed marauders arrived at the port of british lands and were
welcomed with warm muskets.

 

"devil's eye." a golden suited man narrowed his eyes at lucia who wasn't fazed at the several
muskets aimed at her and her crew. they confiscated their weapons, so no tomfoolery.

 

"golden guard." lucia greeted back if it didn't sound so fake. she held the selkie by the rope
wrapped around her neck and intertwined with her wrists. she wore a baggy white linen shirt and
pants haphazardly handed to her when they arrived. 

 

"should've known you'll come crawling back with your pack of swines." the golden guard spat as
he only took a single step forward, staring up into lucia's eyes since she towers over him.

 

"hm, not really." lucia nonchalantly replied, "just here to make a trade. wouldn't want your people
to starve and start cannibalism in the caribbean." her crew lightly laughed behind her but quickly
shut up.

 



the golden guard began to weigh out his options but lucia knows damn well this place is a wreck
and prison looked better than out here.

 

sighing silently, he accepted the proposal. "what are your offers? no follies, this time." the golden
guard warned, remembering the time he foolishly trusted the pirate which led to the entire market
burning down and gold stolen.

 

lucia looked over her shoulder, nodding to signal her men to bring out what they caught for the past
week.

 

while that's happening in the background, leaving their captain and the golden guard to themselves.
lucia struck up a conversation for the waiting to not be dull.

 

"have you heard the news of creatures getting hauled up?"

 

lucia noticed the selkie tensed up when she brought up that question, she softly chuckled as she
heard the golden guard's reply; "those nonsensical stories are not my forte."

 

"oh the crew of trinity were swallowed up by a sea serpent when they were on the hunt for the
treasure of lima." lucia started telling a tall tale with a voice fitting the tone, the guards weren't so
blithe though one was interested in knowing what happens next.

 

"rumor has it, the ship is still out there. manned by ghosts." the golden guard lazily clapped at the
end of the small story, disinterested in the mythos the pirates created to drain their loneliness in the
sea.

 

"what an interesting story." he said, 'commending' the captain of her story.

 

softly laughing, "what's more interesting is what i have here." lucia said, pulling the rope making
the selkie take a step forward. she looked at the noceda and the golden guard back and forth, unsure
of what to do in this predicament.

 



golden guard rose a brow, "you're offering a slave?" he asked, uncertain if the captain would go this
far to sell off a young woman but this shouldn't go as a surprise for him.

 

"not just any slave." the selkie twitched when she felt lucia's empty hand slip on her back. slithering
slowly and stopping right on her pelvis. she didn't try to move away from the pirate's soft as she
doesn't want to be shot dead.

 

"a dead man."

 

then, lucia pulled out a gun from the back of the selkie's pants and shot the golden guard right in the
chest, making him drop if he wasn't caught by the other guards.

 

"grab everything and go!" lucia yelled, she lifted the selkie with such ease and carried her over her
shoulder like a runaway bride whilst shooting down the other guards before they could fire.

 

the crew men shoved the fishes up in the guards' mouths, shooting them without mercy and stole
anything that's of value. even a dog was taken along.

 

the selkie watched the bodies drop like flies, smoke began to fill the port and the smell of
gunpowder thickened the air. she glanced at lucia who's gunning her way towards the ship with the
other men behind her, carrying the loot.

 

"bloody blighters!!" she heard the golden guard yell out behind them as he stood back up to his feet
with a pistol in hand, aiming for lucia and fired.

 

lucia didn't notice that the golden guard was back on his feet until it was too late as she felt a sharp
pain on the side of her hip. her running slowed down as she gritted her teeth tightly, pressing her
side to numb the pain long enough till they're out of here.

 

ignoring the familiar warmth coming on her hand.

 

"captain!" one of her crewmates offered their hand to help, worried for their captain but lucia shook
her head and pushed them ahead of her.



 

"i'm fine! head for the ship!" she commanded. lucia fixed how she's carrying the selkie and sucked
up deep breaths as she started running once again, shooting down everyone's tailing them.

 

"after them! don't let them escape!!"

 

as everyone got back to the ship, lucia was the only one left behind. she stopped in front of the
landing platform, looking to the side to see the guards are closing in on them.

 

she needs to cut them off.

 

"take her!" lucia tossed the selkie up to the crew and removed the landing platform, screwing
herself but she had a plan in mind.

 

"captain, what are you doing?!" one of the crewmates cried out but lucia only relayed an order;

 

"raise the sails!"

 

everyone looked at each other in uncertainty if they should follow when their captain is in peril
right now but they've gotten this far with her. "raise the sails!" one of them repeated the captain's
order to which they began working for the ship to get out of british docks.

 

"how courageous of you to let your little rat friends go." lucia turned to look at the golden guard
who was given a facilely bandage with a cloth. what a pampered bitch.

 

"and you're a fool for it."

 

lucia turned her gaze over to her crewmates who's watching in worry and fear for their captain but
she returned a smile, tipping her hat before loading up her gun.

 



"am i?" then, lucia aimed at the direction where there's nothing hit and fired. completely missing
the golden guard and his guards who laughed in mock.

 

"is your blood lost making you lose your aim, pirate?" the golden guard derided but lucia was the
last one to have the last laugh. confused, he looked at the direction where the noceda shot.

 

his eyes widened as he saw smoke emit from the barrels of gunpowder.

 

"no-"

 

then, the entire dock was shrouded in a blinding light and a massive explosion tore the wooden
docks into splinters with a shock wave almost pushing lucia to the water but she held on to the rope
still tied on the dock.

 

quickly slicing it, lucia was pulled away from the ruined docks. watching the emperor's guards pull
themselves up with the golden guard hella pissed.

 

"i'll hunt you down, pirate and have your head for the emperor! even if it's the last thing i do!!"
golden guard declared as he watched the cursed marauders sail away with lucia hanging at the back
of the ship.

 

"i'll see you too, rat boy." lucia waved the guard goodbye and sighed deeply though this only
triggered her wound as more blood oozed and soaked up by her clothes.

 

"captain made it!" as crew pulls her up, they brace her with hugs while telling her how scared
shitless they were as they thought they're going to leave her.

 

as sweet as this is, lucia is in immeasurable pain. "okay okay, enough hugs." she lightly pushed her
crew off and walked past them, heading for her cabin. "i'm going to bed."

 

the selkie watched the captain trudge her way to the cabin, she looked around, seeing the crew
assessing the loot they garnered, giving her the opportunity to slip inside the captain's quarters.



 

she hid within the darkness, halting as she saw discarded clothes on the ground. her eyes followed
the trail of clothes till it landed on lucia who's half naked.

 

the selkie froze on the spot, staring at the captain's fine physique yet full of scars. standing in front
of a mirror, showing the bleeding wound as lucia attempts to take the bullet out though the thing
that caught the creature's attention is she is, in fact, not wearing anything .

 

"why don't you take a seat. must be tiring to stand." lucia said, not bothering to look at the selkie as
she carefully, slowly aligned the tweezers in her wound.

 

the selkie reluctantly did so while keeping her eyes on the noceda. watching her every move.

 

lucia bit her lip as the tweezers made the slightest contact on the embedded bullet. seizing the
foreign object, she began to slowly pull it out of her body, she bit on one of her clothes to muffle
herself and squeezed her eyes tight. enduring the blinding pain overwhelming her body till she
pulled it out.

 

sighing deeply, lucia dropped the bloody bullet and tweezers on her desk. wrapping her waist with
bandages, she combed her hair back as she turned around to face the selkie who's still speechless at
what she just watched.

 

the selkie only snapped back when she heard a match striking as lucia lit her smoke pipe and let out
a refreshing smoke after pulling out that damned bullet.

 

no one planned to start a conversation, even a small one as lucia kept smoking while having her
eyes glued on the selkie.

 

she doesn't know what's happening inside the noceda's head but she wants to know one thing.

 

"why didn't you sell me off? isn't that the reason why you kept me?" the selkie asked, breaking the
silence.

 



lucia hummed to herself, letting out another puff as she replied; "yeah well, i have better things
considered as treasure than british money."

 

the selkie raised a brow at that, it made her think this pirate would have some kind of humility. it
doesn't hurt to hope in these times. "which is?"

 

"better money." lucia said, to put it bluntly.

 

"you're unbelievable."

 

of course. what did she even expect for a low life, dirty mongering, cheating pirate like her.

 

"i know, right?" lucia chuckled, she slowly walked towards the selkie, cornering her once again as
smoke filled the air. almost suffocating her.

 

the selkie was backed against the wall, lucia slammed her hand just beside her head as she pulled
out her smoke pipe and leaned closer. "and you ought to believe that you're going to my compass in
finding dead man's chest." with every word, smoke was puffed in her face.

 

the strong stench of the tobacco almost made her want to throw up.

 

"i don't know where that is." the selkie muttered as she turned her head to the side, averting her
eyes from the harsh red staring down at her. a gaze she'll never get used to no matter how long she's
trapped here.

 

"if so, then you won't be able to find your precious skin." lucia nonchalantly says, her tone as if
trying to convince a child to come along without buying what it wants. she saw the selkie's
expression, her head hanging low though she said nothing.

 

"you can't return to the water without your skin." lucia continued to close the space between, their
bodies almost pressed together as she went down on her neck.

 



"so you have to do this for me." she started placing soft, bitter kisses on her clean flesh with her
empty hand smoothly grasping her waist. pulling her closer as their bodies pressed against each
other.

 

then, the selkie grabbed lucia by the shoulders and pushed her off. the look in her eyes were
different from the ones before, more assertive and serious as her golden eyes glared deep into the
noceda's hues.

 

"you humans are all the same." she sneered in spite, completely pushing lucia away from who
didn't argue back."it's always what you want and never takes the time to understand."

 

"no wonder you're reducing yourselves."

 

she brushed past lucia, her shoulder bumping against hers and headed for the door. it's better to be
with the crewmates than being caged here with someone she'd rather die than to be with for more
than a second.

 

"what's your name?" lucia asked.

 

the selkie stopped in her tracks when she heard the question. "what?" befuddled.

 

lucia turned, she doesn't know how to make this right between her and the creature before her.
conflicted if she should even try or continue with her plan though letting her know her name is a
start. "i'm lucia noceda. what's your name?"

 

"amity.. blight." amity just guessed her supposed last name, remembering the peculiar word the
golden guard said during the mess at the port.

 

she doesn't understand why the pirate told her name but at least she can call her by it now rather
than 'motherfucker'. it depends.

 

softly smiling, lucia took a half bow for her wound to open and said: "nice to meet you, amity."



 

-----

 

after a month or so had passed since the havoc of merlin port, the captain had indeed used the
selkie to find treasures no man ever imagined of finding.

 

amity came to warm up with the crew of cursed marauders who were great people, morally grey
but empathetic. she would more often hang out with them, listening to their wild stories and
shanties while cleaning the deck.

 

amity hates working with lucia but she has to if it means getting her skin back no matter how slim
that chance is. despite all that, her time on this ship has changed some of her views towards lucia
with the things she does to her and what the crew tells her.

 

there are many instances where lucia would stumble upon an 'old friend' whether it be at sea or
land. these confrontations don't always end well, resulting in a massive gunfight just like in merlin
port.

 

lucia would always place herself on amity, protecting her from the spray of bullets and swinging
blades. even if it almost makes her a dead man.

 

even if she's only doing this to keep amity alive to find treasures, she couldn't help but feel
something begin to boil within the pit of her stomach.

 

she couldn't understand it. she's supposed to hate this woman for keeping in captivity for god
knows how long yet her hatred, her enmity diminishes as she stares at her bloodied face with a
toothy grin on.

 

"cheers!"

 

everyone clanked their glasses in the air, some spilling before they took a large gulp, almost
finishing it as they all sat down on the small crates. they're in one of the beaches of lucia's
hometown, having a celebratory drink after raking up a good sum of goods from the brits once
again.



 

"another successful plunder." a crewmate said, leaning forward into the small fire in a barrel as
embers flew freely into the air. "the emperor oughta be pissed on ye."

 

lucia scoffed, "let him. he can kiss my ass once we get his precious crown." she spat, her chest
pumped out with pride as she took a sip of the rum. amity was right beside her with diluted booze
at hand, listening to the crew and the captain's conversation.

 

"think he could control us, he's even stupider than dying fish!" the crewmates lets out a roaring
laughter.

 

"we'll show those tea stuffed bastards who's the real king of the seas!"

 

"to the captain!" the men raised their glass for their captain, drinking every last drop of their drink.

 

amity glanced at the corner of her eye, seeing a soft smile on lucia's lips as she watched her crew,
her family have a fun night together and booze.

 

"who was that woman earlier?" amity asked, remembering the encounter they had at sea on the way
here with a general who really was hellbent on striking lucia down. filled with rancor.

 

lucia hummed with a raised brow, not expecting the selkie to join in though it's welcomed. "which
one?" she quipped with a sly grin that used to annoy amity. used to.

 

"oohh, this is gonna be a good story. tell her, captain." her crew ushered, wanting to hear this story
since their captain's stories are always the best but lucia isn't too fond about this one.

 

"come on, fellas. it's baggage. a really pain in the ass kind." lucia muttered the last part under her
breath but amity easily heard it. she only has bits of the puzzle in figuring out lucia and this could
be another piece of what she needs to know.

 



"now, i'm interested." amity rested her chin on her palms as she looked up to the noceda's hues.
astounded.

 

"ho ho! see? even amity wants to hear it! come on, captain, just once!"

 

with her crew now begging and amity eagerly waiting for her to spit it out. lucia sighed deeply in
defeat, "alright, you swines." she cleared her throat, everyone prepared themselves to listen to their
captain.

 

"it was a night like this," lucia started, her voice lowering to an octave or two as she leaned
forward.

 

"i was young bastard when i met boscha havenstar, thought i hit the jackpot 'cause she's loaded but
it didn't take long when she attempted to poison me." light chuckles were heard with amity
weighing out the two options of what 'loaded' could mean though she didn't say anything and
continued to listen.

 

someone leaned closer to amity, whispering as they snicker: "alot of women tried that."

 

"turns out, the bitch was in the brigade for the emperor." lucia rolled her eyes as she took a bigger
gulp of her drink and sighed deeply. "should've seen it but ye ol' lad was merely blinded by that
rotund ass." she said in a melodramatic tone.

 

"you knew she was with the emperor?"

 

"no. only knew about it when she almost stabbed her while i'm inside her. couldn't say it was good
though." lucia snickered to herself.

 

"imagine having an emperor's guard as a partner. i wouldn't be surprised if you shot yourself in the
aisle!" lucia chuckled lowly along with her crew laughing madly as they slapped their knees.

 

she grabbed one of the unopened bottles of rum, popping the cork off and almost immediately
drank the half in one go.



 

"take it easy." amity worryingly said but lucia waved her hand in dismissal.

 

"relax. i'm practically immune to getting drunk." she excused, wiping her mouth off dripping
liquids and stood up with the bottle still in hand.

 

"gotta check on king." lucia walked out of the fire camp and headed for the ship. as amity watched
the captain step up the landing platform, she can tell something's wrong though she would usually
ignore it.

 

amity followed.

 

spotting lucia on the other side of the deck, looking out at the dark ocean horizon with the crescent
moon shining down. creating a shimmering canvas below. the night is peaceful and the air is fresh,
relieving the stench of rot.

 

hesitantly, amity took a step forward and asked: "are you okay?"

 

amity heard lucia sigh but it was small. "why did you want to know about that?" she asked, not
turning around to look at her and finished the bottle of rum. her grip loose as if she's going to drop
it any second.

 

"i just.. i figured i'd know you better since you're not letting me go anytime soon." amity replied,
shifting her gaze to the side for a moment. she doesn't understand the motive that's keeping her
locked in place to find out what's up with the noceda.

 

"i feel like you're not telling everything that happened." but she wants to be there for her.

 

lucia clicked her tongue, she turned around with her eyes narrowing at the blight. "why should i?
it's in the past and it's none of your concern." whether drunk or not, she's not going to slip up.

 

"but it feels like you're running from it."



 

lucia squeezed her eyes tight as she clenched the bottle, everything started to rush back into her
mind. her breathing became heavy and chest aching.

 

"i am not a nice guy, okay?!"

 

"i don't stay in one place." lucia couldn't stop herself as she stared into those glowing golden hues,
pulling her without ever coming back out. this has been happening for a long time and she just
couldn't help it. "it goes the same with people."

 

"everything comes and goes so why bother sticking around. it wastes my time." lucia said as she
threw the bottle far before landing into the far waters. she began approaching amity, the thoughts
clouded her common sense making her head throb.

 

amity didn't back up this time.

 

"living is easier when you got nothing to constantly lose." lucia stopped in front of amity, their eyes
interlocked as their heartbeats banged their earlobes with the smell of strong rum emitting from the
captain. space was never really an option between them.

 

"you're so beautiful, do you know that? it hurts whenever you look at me that way." amity was
caught off guard by the pained softness in lucia's voice as she caressed her cheek, her warm yet
rough hand triggered something inside her.

 

she wants to lean into the touch yet lucia pulls away too soon.

 

amity watched lucia went into her quarters, leaving her there to think for a split second of what's
happening before she stepped out with something in hand.

 

her eyes widened as she saw under the moonlight, her skin neatly folded and in perfect condition.
lucia handed- more like grabbed amity's hands and gave it.

 



"go home."

 

"what?" amity was bewildered.

 

"get out of here! go on, leave!" lucia yelled, pushing amity towards the side of the deck. acting
irrational but in her own mind, she's doing what she can to get amity out of harm's way.

 

"you got your damn skin back so go." lucia cornered amity at the edge, the look in her face made
her heart twinge of tribulation and she doesn't understand why. she doesn't need to.

 

"lucia, why are you doing this?" amity asked, the pain in her words tells it all. lucia stopped for a
moment, but a moment to take a long good look at amity. realizing how much had changed from
the wild creature they caught to someone she cares about. deeply.

 

it hurts.

 

"i don't need you anymore."

 

and it fucking sucks.

 

lucia looked away, not wanting to see the torment she caused on the selkie. listening to her strained
sigh as if she's holding it back, the shadow that loomed over her disappeared with the moonlight
casting on her.

 

the sound of something splashing into the water was heard below and lucia knows as she saw the
ripples moving farther and farther till it mellowed and disappeared.

 

leaving her alone. once more.

 

lucia clasped her mouth, trying to keep herself together as her stomach churned and eyes watered
for the first time. she squeezed her eyes shut, blinking them away yet she felt weak on her feet.



 

"captain, what's wrong? we heard shouting." her crew rushed up to the deck, ready for whatever
could be happening but all they saw was their captain alone. they were certain someone had to be
here with her.

 

"where's amity?" one of them asked but lucia shook her head. recomposing herself as she looked
down at the glimmering waters, tempting her to jump in.

 

"she's left."

 

'whats' and 'whys' were the recurring questions but lucia was not in the mood to answer as she
walked past them, heading back to her quarters.

 

"and we're leaving first thing tomorrow. don't bother me." then, lucia closed and locked the door.
she leaned back, her hands covering her face as her whole body slipping down to the ground.

 

cold bullets of tears escaped, streaming down her face, reminding her how long it's been since she
felt her own tears.

 

cursing herself for fucking everything up yet again.

 

'why do you have to be so stupid, noceda?'

 

in the distance, amity, in her original form, looked back at the lonely ship of the cursed marauders.
tears blending in the waters before swimming back into the cold deep.

 

-----

 

it's been god knows how long since amity left the crew, leaving the ship feeling like it's a husk of
what it once was. crestfallen loomed over the entire crew, everybody was despondent and miserable
but nobody had it worse than the captain.

 



locking herself in her quarters, consumed in dismal and disconsolate as she barely went out to do
anything than waste away. her only companion now is loneliness that neither tobacco or rum could
wash away easily.

 

this is different and she hates it.

 

lucia would sleep the entire day but she can't escape amity in her dreams or nightmares, haunting
her with that look in her eyes that made her regret everything.

 

she wants to forget. she wants to forget everything that ever happened between her and amity as it's
bound for her to let her go. right?

 

there are times she wished she didn't. wishing that she kept her here longer, wishing she'd be here to
accompany her and scoff at the reckless decisions she plans on their next heist.

 

but lucia is left with nothing like how it's always been and ever will be.

 

lucia doesn't know if it's night or not, she won't even bother to check. she stood in front of her desk,
staring down blankly at the map showing the vast, empty sea with locations where these mythical
creatures rest and islands to venture.

 

but no matter how long she stares at the map, the location of the selkie will never reveal itself.

 

lucia sighed deeply as she felt a pair of warm arms slowly pull her into embrace, she knows it's her
mind playing a dirty trick but she indulged in it. her hand gently grabbing one of her smooth hands,
missing how soft she felt against her rough exterior.

 

biting the inside of her mouth, lucia slowly intertwined her fingers on the phantom of her love. she
swore to herself to never fall, it'll cost her greatly if she ever forms a committing bond yet she's
yearning.

 

carving for someone to hold. to love.



 

"i missed you." lucia whispered, lifting the hand up and placing a soft kiss. then, her eyes widened
as she heard a voice she would do anything to hear again.

 

"i missed you too."

 

swiftly turning around only for a soft pair of lips, lucia instanously melted in the kiss and
reciprocated without hesitation. feeling her hands caress her cheeks as she tilted her head to deepen
it, her warmth pulled her out of the frozen river.

 

pulling away, lucia stared into the woman's golden eyes. the hues she longed for. she leaned into
her gentle touch, biting down the urge to breakdown in front of amity.

 

"you came back." lucia said in a cracking voice.

 

"i'm sorry i took too long." amity apologises but lucia shook her head, she doesn't see this as her
fault as the ship has been drifting off the sea like it has a broken sail.

 

"i'm so happy you're here. hell took over this ship without you." lucia wrapped her arms around
amity's waist tightly, not wanting to let her go anymore. her presence unwinds her like a string of
rope, tangled to everyone yet she easily opens her.

 

"i can see that. in my travels to you, i realized something."

 

lucia rose a brow, curious. "which is?"

 

"i love you." amity confessed, the tint of her cheeks were as red as crimson rose. her heartbeat
banging in her ears, awaiting for the noceda's response who was too frozen to reply. she broke her.

 

lucia's mind stopped functioning for a moment after she heard those 3 words she never thought
she'd hear anymore. her heart leaped in jubilation with an unmovable smile coming on her lips.

 



"me too." then, lucia lifted amity by the hips and placed her on the desk, going in between her legs
as she leaned in for another kiss. amity lowly hummed, her arms coiling around the noceda's neck,
pulling her in closer to her.

 

the kiss was deeper than their first, lucia biting the bottom of amity's lip, asking for entrance to
which she gladly gave. the blight groaned as their tongues lashed together, tasting each other with
lucia pressing her crotch against amity, lightly grinding.

 

amity was completely naked when she arrived, her skin placed on the couch as she won't be
needing it at this time.

 

as they pulled away, amity gasped. feeling something hard against her, tilting her head to the side as
lucia began peppering her neck with kisses, her hands smoothly roaming around her body and
stopping right on her tits.

 

groping her bountiful mounds, twisting and rubbing her erect nipples. lucia's lips continued
downward, listening to her heavy breathing and light moans as she took one of her breasts. sucking
feverishly, her tongue toying her nipple while she played with the other.

 

"oh lucia.." amity bit her lip as she watched lucia suck her off, her hand kneading her head with her
body slightly arching forward. giving herself to lucia.

 

then, lucia changed their location to the couch with amity sitting atop of her. she easily slipped her
shirt off, tossing it to the side and leaned back for amity to stare at her breasts, nipples aroused.

 

amity squeezed them, earning a groan from the noceda, prompting her to continue. her hands
moved down to her scarred abs from many battles she had, noticing how lucia was trembling at her
touch. making her smirk.

 

her hands stopped at the helm of lucia's pants, tugging on it for her to take it off which she did.
pulling it down enough for her cock to stand tall right before amity's eyes. watching the tip ooze of
pre and dripping off the side.

 

lucia lifted amity above her dick, her tip just brushing her slick slit. she shuddered at the sensation,
gripping on her lover's shoulders for support as she felt herself getting lowered.



 

"ready?" lucia asked, amity nodded in reply and prepared herself as she was slowly pulled down
onto lucia's cock. moaning loudly as she feels her throbbing member be enveloped her once
untouched cunt, clenching to adjust.

 

lucia bit her lip at the sensation, groans escaped her lips at each clench amity makes. they stayed in
that position for the selkie to accommodate her cock before she started rocking her hips.

 

amity rolled herself on her lover's lap, every move she made was enough to make her come right
then and there. she looked up to lucia's face, seeing the love and passion in her eyes, encouraging
amity to pick up her pace. 

 

"lucia.." amity whimpered as she moved to bouncing, she felt the phallus go deeper that made her
mind become hazy. soon enough, her bounces turned into full riding.

 

lucia leaned back with her hands gripping amity's hips, watching the blight ride her like a stallion
with her moans filling the room. her watched her breasts as she bounced, enticing her to lean closer
with surges of pleasure electrifying them.

 

"oh gods, you feel so good." lucia moaned with her drawing closer to amity, going in for her neck
once again. her tongue dragging along her flesh, tasting her and bit onto her skin making amity
yelp.

 

lucia hummed as she bit and sucked on the selkie's skin before pulling away, leaving a red mark
that'll remain for a week. amity rolled her head back as she rode her cock harder, going deeper.

 

"aahh fuck! lucia!" she pressed her body against lucia, pulling her head down onto her breasts as
she picked up her pace. almost suffocating with titties though lucia doesn't mind it, burying herself
as she thrust her hips, matching her lover.

 

swathed by each other's warmth and passion, the smell of sex wafted the room with amity's needy
moans. her voice strained as she chants her lover's name.

 



"god- i fucking love you amity.." lucia muttered though muffled, gritting her teeth tightly as she
feels amity's nails dug into her shoulder with her moans getting louder. it wouldn't be surprised the
crew would suddenly be awaken by their captain having a fun time.

 

"i love you too, lucia!" amity can feels the pit of her stomach swelling as she feels herself coming
closer. her whole body trembling in libertine consuming her body, enwrapping her ever so lovingly.

 

"l- lucia!!"

 

amity came hard on lucia, her body quivered as her cum drips and coats her member. lucia gritted
her teeth before letting out her hot shots of cum inside, mixing into one thick slurry in her cunt.

 

panting heavily, lucia leaned back with amity slowly pulled the cock out of her. sighing deeply as
she watched their cum dribble out of her and fall on lucia's lap before she collapsed onto her.

 

lucia kissed the side of amity's head, hugging her as they both catch their breath. "i'm still glad you
came back." she whispered, nuzzling up in amity's neck with her hands massaging to ease her
tensed muscles.

 

"i don't know what i'd do without you, ami." lucia doesn't know if she could move on like what she
did before she came into her life. amity changed her life.

 

"you won't have to worry about that now." amity nestled in lucia's soft, curled hair as she hugged
her. slowly dozing off from exhaustion, listening to her stabling heartbeat that lulled her to sleep.

 

"i'll be with you forever."



And they were roommates

Chapter Summary

roommates lumity
requested smut by @ImperfectLunatic

it has been 2 years since luz and amity became roommates of the apartment they share since they
were limited rooms and the landlord doesn't bother to address it.

both have their own jobs to sustain themselves and live together stably. they're comfortable with
each other's presence despite the rocky start and think of themselves as friends.

though, deep down. there's something more.

with thoughts circulating their minds of what if i'm not good enough? that question lingers every
time whenever luz or amity finally has the courage to speak up only to be dwindled by that
annoying recurrence.

but what if it's right?

the sun just set and the street lamps began to turn on, illuminating the still bustling streets of the
city. luz came home late that night, parked up her car in the parking lot and trudged her way up the
stairs till 3rd floor.

she's tired and wants some rest, she knew amity would be asleep at this time since she has work
tomorrow. luz hopes there's still leftovers to heat up.

pulling out the apartment keys out of her pocket, luz twisted the door open and immediately as she
took a step inside the room, she heard;

"ahh!"

luz froze at the sound of moans reverberating in the apartment, she could easily deter who it was
and a striking pang shot into her heart as she slowly fully entered the apartment with the door
silently closing behind her.

swallowing a big lump in her throat, her heart banging on her chest as the moans kept getting
louder and louder with each step she takes. passing amity's room, heading for hers.

luz knew this could happen, she knew. much to her disdain. she didn't want to think this would
happen soon, yet what did she expect for holding off for this long? she didn't even get to say what
she truly feels for the blight.

each step she took, the harder it was to take another. it was, as if, a force was trying to pull her back
for her own sake but she didn't want to. even if it hurts.



stopping in front of her cracked open door, luz loves how amity sounds like. it makes her feel fuzzy
with the boiling desire seeping down there as she craves for more but it won't be her who's doing it.

it hurts even more as she thinks the reason why they're doing it in her room is to spite her.

taking a deep breath in, luz took a peek inside, wanting to see who took the woman she yearned
only to be taken aback at the sight happening in her bed.

inside, with her back facing the door, amity laying stomach flat, completely bare, on luz's bed with
a dildo pumping in her sopping wet pussy as she buried her face in the pillows. inhaling its scent of
luz.

"aah fuck.. luz.." amity whined, drool rolling down the side of her mouth and created a spot on the
pillow covers. her mind was engulfed in the pleasure that she didn't even hear the front door nor
notice luz's presence behind the door.

luz listened to amity's calls of her name, sounding so lewd and it's music to her ears to hear it roll
out of her sweet tongue. every thought she had prior was quickly replaced as her face heats up at
the sight of the blight's perfect body.

thinking how perfectly she'll fit in her hands. biting her lip as her eyes traveled down to amity's
cunt, who knows how many times she already came on her sheets, just thinking how tight she'd
wrap around her made her shudder.

with a wet spot forming in her pants, twitching in excitement within. pushing the door open as her
body began to take control, her legs pulling her inside and towards the bed.

luz couldn't take it anymore.

before amity could come for the 5th time, she stopped when she felt the end of the bed grow heavy,
swiftly turned around and backed up till her back felt the cold wall as she pulled out the dildo. her
mind frantically racing of who could possibly be behind her. especially when she didn't hear the
door open.

for better or worse, amity realized it was luz with a look in her eyes as she stared at her down. her
face was embarrassingly red after getting caught by the woman she's getting off to, she was
expecting to be thrown out of the room or something along those lines.

but they just stared at each other in silence. listening to each other's heavy breathing as one is
extremely frustrated after being held back for so long.

turning her gaze down, amity spotted a massive tent in luz's crotch that made her face grow redder
before getting pinned with her hands lightly held down as luz slipped in between her legs. pressing
it against her drenched pussy, making her whimper.

"do you want this?" luz asked in a low tone, unzipping her pants and pulling it down along with her
boxers. showing her large, erected cock oozing of excitement, twitching as it lightly grazes her
cunt.

"yes please.." amity whined, arching her body to gain more contact but luz kept her down. she
watched the noceda take off her shirt, tossing it to the side. her golden eyes stared at her developed
breasts with her mouth turning dry as she longs for one of her hardened nipples inside her mouth.



"luz please! fuck me till i can't walk and leave me stuffed!" amity begged without shame, arching
herself even more as she just wanted to be stretched and taken by luz. she's been dreaming of this
day happening and she isn't going to waste anymore time waiting.

luz has the same idea though there was one problem.

"are you on plan b right now? should get a-" luz bombarded amity with questions as she doesn't
wanna knock her up without thinking ahead but amity cuts her off.

"we'll deal with it later. luz, please.. i need you so bad.." amity continued to beg, growing impatient
at each passing second luz isn't inside her.

luz thinks about it for a second or two, contemplating, but the look on the blight's eyes makes her
weak. making her comply, much to amity's pleasure.

slamming her lips against amity's lips, finally getting a taste of her. humming in delight, luz's grip
on amity's hands loosened as she switched to gripping the sheets with the blight roping her arms
around her neck. pulling her down even more into the kiss.

luz tilting her head to the side, deepening the kiss as she bit her lip, asking for an entrance to which
amity happily opened her mouth for luz to slither her tongue inside. twirling their wet muscles like
dancing serpentines, tasting each other as they pressed their bodies. grinding.

amity's light moans vibrated within the sloppy kiss, her body trembling at the feeling of luz's cock
brushing against her.

pulling away once air became a nuisance, both stared at one another with lust tinting their hues as
they panted heavily. luz leaned down on amity's neck, peppering her with heated kisses as her
hands roamed on her sweat filled body. she reeks of her old scent and cum, though she didn't mind.

she indulges.

luz continued, slowly moving down from her collarbone to her breasts. kissing them ever so fondly,
earning a light giggle from the blight. perking up, luz felt a hand rub her head which she couldn't
help but lean into the touch and turned her gaze up to the blight.

those golden eyes she admired and desired, she would do anything just to get those eyes to meet
hers.

now, she's all hers.

drawing back slightly, luz spreads amity to her extent as she holds the base of her cock. rolling her
leaking tip along the blight's slit, watching her shudder in pleasure with her eyes just pleading.

it amuses the noceda.

then, luz pushed her entire thick cock inside amity's sopping wet pussy. easily going in, both
moaned in pure ecstasy with their mind engulfed in pleasure.

amity tightly gripping on luz's shoulders as she adjusts to the girth of the noceda, trembling at the
sensation of her throbbing cock inside her that made her vulnerable.



luz bit her lip, loving the feeling of the blight's tight, warm walls clenching on her. wrapping
around her member as if she doesn't want her to move out. she stayed in that position to let amity
get accustomed to her size, listening to her hitched breathing and the looks she gives from time to
time.

it makes her wonder how much she could take in her little cunt of hers.

once amity adjusted, luz began off slowly. taking slow outs before slamming back in, making amity
moan out in surprise. "l- luz!"

luz groaned lowly, almost like a growl as she heard amity's moans, encouraging her to gradually
pick up the pace till her hips slammed against the blight's.

her heavenly moans echoed throughout the room, even in the whole apartment. they could have
noise complaints later but none of that really matters when amity is finally experiencing her
fantasies.

the noceda's name escaped her mouth as if she was enchanting her, repeating it like a broken record
as her brain no longer functions to only enjoy the euphoria between her legs. she could feel luz
going deeper into her pussy, hitting that good spot that made her moans louder.

luz watched amity's face contort in several ways of pleasure, leaving her bemused and engraving it
into her mind. keeping it locked away like it's her most valued treasure.

amity is her most valued treasure and she'd be the only one to hear those moans, see those
expressions twist her face.

she's all hers for her taking.

"oh god, ames.. you feel so fucking good.." luz groaned rolling her head back as she sped up, her
grip on the sheets tightened alongside feeling amity's nails began to seep into her flesh though she
didn't mind. she actually liked the sting.

amity's body gyrates under luz, her breasts bouncing in an enticing manner that hypnotizes luz to
come closer till she takes one hardened nipple into her mouth. messily sucking on it as she gave out
hard thrusts, going deeper into the blight.

whimpering, amity moved one of her hands up on luz's soft curls, kneading them as she watched
her tenderly suckle while lowly humming to herself. enjoying the taste though it made her wonder
how much better it'll be if some milk comes out.

"i love you.." amity whispered faintly, though it was enough for luz to hear it as she pulled away
with some drool on the side of her mouth. staring up into those glimmering golden eyes, luz knows
from hell and back that she wouldn't get tired of looking at them nor of amity.

leaning closer to her face with only mere inches of space between them. luz whispered back; "i love
you too, hermosa."

tingles surged within amity's stomach as luz called her hermosa. she pulled her down for another
kiss, more intimate and softer than before.



luz was practically ramming her cock in amity now, going hard and deeper that made her throat
hoarse from all the moans and screams. the sounds of their repeated skin slapping filled the room
with the strong stench of sex in the air.

their sweaty bodies grind on each other with a swelling sensation blooming in the pit of their
stomachs. slowly becoming unable to hold it back, yet again, it's not like they're trying to.

"oh fuck! luz, i'm so close!" amity moaned, gritting her teeth tightly as she could feel herself
bursting at any moment.

luz feels the same till she popped "agh- fucking take it, amity!" she drove her cock deeper into the
blight's womb before coming inside her. triggering amity to come soon after as she cried out her
name with her hips arched.

a white tidal wave washes inside amity, mixing with her own cum that made her shudder at the
warmth it provides.

both women panted heavily, trying to catch their breaths before luz slowly slipped out, their mixed
cum oozed out of her used pussy and dripped into the sheets. amity groaning at the loss of being
whole. leaving a phantom mark.

they stared down at each other, their minds thinking of the same thing.

"wanna go again?"

-----

dropping onto the bed, their entire bodies feeling numb as they attempt to catch their breath. they
don't know how long it's been or what time it was after going for several rounds till they couldn't
feel their limbs.

but it was a pleasurable exhaustion.

luz was staring up at the ceiling, eyes growing heavy as she wanted to doze off but she snapped out
of her trance when she heard amity call out her name.

"could you get the pills in my room?" amity asked.

luz nodded, "oh yeah, yeah. sure." slowly pushing herself up, she hissed as she could feel her
muscles contracting at each movement she made but she pushed through it. slipping out of the bed,
luz wore her boxers before leaving the room.

it wasn't long for her to come back with the plan b and a glass of water in hand. luz offered them to
amity which she happily accepted, "thank you."

luz laid back down beside her while she gulps down the pill with water before settling the glass
down on the nightstand. she cuddled up in the blight's arms, burying her face into her chest as the
warmth lulls her into slumber with amity patting her head. arms wrapping around the noceda,
keeping her close as she nuzzles on her.

she whispering softly into her ear; "i love you."



Dancing in the Moonlight

Chapter Summary

collector luz x amity
not requested angst
it's a short idea i wanna get out

a slow, mellow music played in the background with the gentle breeze kissing their skin under the
full moon. the moonlight dawned on them like a spotlight, making them the center of attention
despite no one coming to see them.

 

two shadows danced together under a lively tree as its petals rained down on them. surrounded by
thick forestry would make it difficult for any cries or yells to deter and yet it's the most ideal for
tonight as her hand held her waist. pulling her in close against her body.

 

her hand gripped her waist while the other held her porcelain hand. interlocking as they danced
under the moonlight. her eyes staring right into her golden ones, shining, unwavered.

 

they spun through the open fields of the grom tree, almost all of its leaves dead with twigs getting
crushed under them. in each step, the twigs get louder, crunchier that at every snap resemble
something else yet neither bothered to look down.

 

"is tonight such a beautiful night?" luz asked, taking a deep breath in the fresh air and sighed
deeply. she spun her around so effortlessly, in much ease, almost doll-like . before she dropped into
her arms precisely when the music ended, leaving them in total silence in the night.

 

"we can take another spin if you want, hermosa. i'll always be here for you." luz suggested, her
hand caressing amity's cheek. her pale complexion shined under the moonlight, highlighting the
crimson tainting her flesh yet left undeterred.

 

a low, manic chuckle escaped luz's lips as she leaned down for a kiss on the lips. her warm lips
against cold ones. "always."

 



"i'm sorry."



Her Bite

Chapter Summary

vampire amelia x monster hunter luz
*if i already made an au like this before then it aint connected
not requested

as heavy rain poured on the speeding horse, it's heels thudding along the mud. the grey skies gave a
glum atmosphere, a lone rider made her way to the remote town of bonesborough.

 

shrouded in mystery and darkness within its alleyways that she passed, eyes set upon her without a
sound uttering their lips. tilting her head up, letting the droplets of rain coax her face in cold as its
scent clouded other smells.

 

making it impossible to smell anything else.

 

luz looked around the ghost town, grey and almost rundown houses went along the streets with
only a few redeemable establishments such as the pub and the inn.

 

she pulled her horse towards the direction of the inn. hopping off, luz tied the reins on the wooden
poll where other horses were parked and ate their stacks of hay.

 

as she entered the inn, a few torches were the only illumination of the place. the stench of thick
beer and sweat wafts through the air, making her nose twitch.

 

luz pulled down her soaked hood and entirely took off her cloak to hang on the rack. patting her
tunic clean as she made her way to the bar, ignoring the looks she's getting and taking a seat on the
lone chair.

 

her eyes traveled behind the counter, seeing the several paraphernalias hung on the walls and
bottles of booze neatly displayed on the shelves. then, her observing was put into a halt as a curly
head boy stepped in front of her.



 

"what do you need?" he asked in an intimidating tone- trying to be intimidating.

 

"a cold one and what you know about this." luz pulled out a folded napkin out of her pocket,
unfolding it to reveal a fresh, bloody piece of skin of someone. something.

 

the boy's brow contorted in a sickened one but was quick to return to his original expression. "is
this supposed to be your payment? i've seen worse." he said nonchalantly, grabbing a dirty beer
glass to begin cleaning it.

 

"there have been reports of travelers, particularly hunters and knights, missing in this town." luz
started, placing down the handkerchief in front of her. not covering it up, letting everyone see it in
either disgust or curiosity. "townsfolk have been silent about it."

 

the boy took a single glance down at the flesh, he placed down the newly cleaned beer glass as he
grabbed a bottle of booze. "then, what are you doing here?" he asked, skeptical at the traveler in
front of him as he pulled the cork off the bottle.

 

"you know you could've stayed away but you're just as foolish as the rest." the boy sneered, pouring
cold booze into the glass without anything on the side before sliding it towards luz who easily
caught it. a drop almost spilled off the brim from the momentum.

 

"yet, you're not kicking me out."

 

his narrowing at the woman, he watched luz take a sip of the drink without breaking eye contact
with his hand hovering on his back. "i'm giving you a warning," he said.

 

"this place ain't a tourist spot for people like you so you better leave before the sun goes down." luz
looked at the hand behind the boy's back, she could take a wild guess what he could be hiding there
but she didn't act out of the ordinary.

 

"what happens at night?" luz asked.

 



"bad things." luz turned her head to the left as she heard a deep, gruff voice speak. a large man
sitting beside her with a half empty glass and half of his face hidden in the darkness.

 

"bad things that make everyone lock their doors and pray to god they're not next." he sounded
frightened of the things in the night and didn't dare to hide it.

 

with her brows furrowing, luz pushed the chair back as she stood up and looked around at every
person in the inn who already had their eyes glued on her.

 

"if you people are being hunted then tell me their name! i'll take care of them so you can experience
a night of peace!" she proclaimed though that didn't really give people any kind of hope as they've
heard those words a million of times and none were able to succeed to their word.

 

"i doubt it."

 

"what's your name, outsider?" the boy asked, leaning his elbow onto the counter as luz turned to
face him.

 

"luz noceda. and you, sir?" luz replied, earning a soft chuckle from the boy. lightly waving his hand
in dismissal at one particular word.

 

"please. sir is too formal. just call me gus." gus offered his hand to luz for a shake which she
happily accepted and sat back down on her chair.

 

taking another sip of her booze, she sighed deeply as she placed the glass down and stared into gus'
grey hues, mirroring the clouds outside. "so are you going to tell me the things happening in this
town?" she asked, slightly hopeful that she'd get something this time.

 

gus sighed in defeat, knowing that he can't do anything to stop a traveler's insatiable want of
answers and probably get themselves killed in the process. but it won't be his fault that they're dead.

 

"the only thing i could say is: stay away from the golden eyes."



 

luz raised a brow at the mention of the two words, "golden eyes? what are-" but before she could
even finish her sentence, gus' face turned pale as he looked at something over her shoulder along
with the entire lot becoming silent.

 

"do you need a place to stay? here's a key for room 6. have a good night's rest, luz." gus shoved a
key at luz, pushing her off the chair and motioned her to head up the stairs.

 

confused as hell, luz wants to question what's happening with gus but by the look on his face, he's
begging for her to go up the stairs and notices his whole body turned stiff.

 

without much of a choice, luz headed upstairs where the sleeping quarters are. she walked down the
hallway, the floor creaked loudly at each step she made with dim torches lighting only so much of
the hallway.

 

stopping in front of room 6, luz slipped the key in the hole and twisted the knob open. as she
pushed the door open, the smell was nothing of significance since the room was well kept with a
solitary oil lamp sitting lonesomely on a drawer.

 

closing and locking the door behind her, luz sat at the edge of the bed to take off her shoes as her
feet had been cramping after an almost half a day walk and ride. leaning back on the cold wooden
wall, luz turned her head to the singular window with no light entering whatsoever.

 

everything is so dark and dingy, it feels like she's trapped in an overpacked cage that's about to
overheat before exploding.

 

bullets of sweat began to form.

 

even if luz opened the window, she doubts there would be any wind to come in and she doesn't
wanna risk getting something entering through the window.

 

sighing aggravatingly with the heat of her body rising steadily, luz had no choice but to reduce her
clothing. leaving her in her white shirt and slightly unbuckled shirt before laying down with her
arm resting on her forehead.



 

luz stared into the ceiling with her eyelids growing heavy, she doesn't know why she suddenly got
sleepy. she's not a light drinker. or maybe it's her trip here? either way, she'd have to start her
investigation first thing in the morning.

 

"i'm going to unravel you bonesborough. even it takes me months to do so." luz muttered to herself
as she began to doze off, eyelids getting harder to keep open with darkness consuming her vision.

 

a figure formed at the corner of her eye. staring down at her before the noceda was completely
knocked out. 

 

"i'll find you.."

 

-----

 

after waking up in the ass crack of dawn, luz began her exploration of the desolate town with its
people waking up for their daily routine.

 

which is stand and watch as she roamed the streets. 

 

ignoring their looks, luz looked for someone she could talk to for an answer than being stared at for
5 minutes. while she talks with the sensible folks, telling her the town was nothing like it's prior.

 

bonesborough used to be a lively town with many visitors harboring the gate as it's always treated
as the pit spot of adventures and wanderers before setting off.

 

the disappearance began when an odd group entered the town. the people gave out their hospitality
to them only for misfortune to follow as travelers were being swept under their noses.

 

it's like darkness has swallowed the town and its people to a point of no return. they can't leave
even if they're begging to be let out and escape.

 



as she listened to their stories, luz couldn't help but feel like she's being watched. she would
frequently look over her shoulder but she couldn't pinpoint it.

 

feeling it burn in the back of her head, luz has never been at ease the longer she's outside. the air
around her became cold even though the sun was high and out in the open.

 

at the corner of her eyes, she noticed something standing either behind a wall or on the rooftops and
when she completely turned to look at it, it's gone.

 

shuddering in uneasiness, luz planned to head back to the inn. she doesn't feel safe anymore as she
speed walked in the direction of the inn without paying attention to what's in front of her.

 

till she bumped into someone.

 

luz yelped at the force of the bump and almost lost her balance but a hand swiftly caught her.

 

"easy there, stranger."

 

luz blinked, she took a moment to recompose herself and looked at the person before her.
immediately seeing the long, mane-like mint hair, pale white skin that shimmered under the
sunlight and striking blue eyes of a woman.

 

"oh! i- i'm sorry. i wasn't looking where i was going." luz apologised as she pulled herself up to her
feet again, her eyes never letting off those hues. she doesn't know why but she's immediately
enticed and enamoured by it like a spell was placed on her.

 

or a curse.

 

"it's alright. you seem to be in a rush, anything wrong?" the woman asked, her tone gentle and
soothing. the unsteadiness within luz diminished the more she listened to her voice.

 

"oh no, everything's.." luz trailed off, she can't really say everything's okay when it's obviously not.



 

"somewhat."

 

the woman hummed as she lightly nodded, "i can see that. things hasn't been the same in this little
town." she said, loathsome as she seemed to have dazed off to another space of mind before
snapping back to reality.

 

as well with luz, remembering neither of them know each other's names yet. "i'm luz, by the way.
luz noceda." she introduced herself, offering her hand to the woman who gave a single glance at the
hand before taking it.

 

luz slightly shivered at the coldness of her hand though she can't blame her when the weather here
is often confusing.

 

"amanda. it's nice to meet you, luz." amanda replied with a smile, warming the noceda's insides
with it.

 

"say do you know anything regarding of the travelers here?" luz asked, thinking this was the
opportune time to know more of what's happening to this place with amanda.

 

"hm, not much." amanda responded with a small shrug, "i just met some of them before
disappearing. it's odd, isn't it?" luz slowly nodded, tapping her chin as she continued to question the
woman.

 

"noticing anything suspicious lately?"

 

"everything is suspicious in the boiling isles, luz." amanda lightly laughed.

 

everything is luz's body stopped functioning as she heard that laugh, that sweet sound entering her
ears sent waves of dopamine into her brain.

 

she wants to know more about this woman.



 

"mind if i buy you a drink?" luz offered, setting aside her search and interrogation as she did
enough of it for today.

 

with a smile, amanda took the offer; "that would be nice."

 

-----

 

it's been weeks since luz had arrived in bonesborough and her search started. she has been
documenting everything in her diary as she's been getting the answers she needs to piece everything
together now that she has a helping hand.

 

this aforementioned 'odd group' that entered the town before everything went to shit were the
blights.

 

no one knows who they actually are or what they are as they're rarely seen out of wherever they're
living in but there are rumors that the manor on the hill is where they reside and there would be a
blight dwelling amongst us.

 

how aptly named.

 

nonetheless, luz plans to head to that manor on the hill but for now, she has her own crisis to deal
with as everything has been conflicting in the noceda's mind.

 

amanda.

 

luz just doesn't know how to function around her, she'd stop moving whenever those blue eyes land
on her, her brain would go static once she spoke and her entire body shutting down when she hears
that muse like laughter.

 

the once dull and foreboding atmosphere of bonesborough has now been replaced with something
lighter for luz to breathe. she feels.. comfort whenever she's with amanda and she doesn't know



what to do without her.

 

though, there is still a looming feeling of being watched has intensified. feeling as if something is
now breathing down her neck, a ghostly hand grasping her waist and attempting to pull her into the
darkness with whispers filling her ears.

 

it's getting harder to sleep at night.

 

after a few rounds of beer tonight, luz unintentionally let out a drunk confession which led to the
door slamming open with the floorboards creaking at each haphazard footsteps.

 

low groans escaped the noceda's lips as it wildly danced with amanda's. their tongues laced around
each other, getting the taste of alcohol and lust as she pressed luz against the wall.

 

her hands gripped on her soft, thick mane with her legs wrapped around her waist as she kissed her
deeper. shuddering at the feeling of her hands rubbing her thighs and moving up to her ass,
squeezing them, making luz moan.

 

pulling away, both panted heavily as they stared into each other's eyes. glistening in lust, no words
were uttered as their bodies alone were enough to convey what's needed to be said.

 

luz bit her lip, feeling something hard press against her crotch. without notice, she was swiftly
dropped down onto the bed with her hands smoothly roaming her hips and pulled her down closer
to her crotch.

 

"hey, easy there. we got the night to ourselves." luz whispered as she caressed her cheeks and
pulled her down at the same time. she leaned in for another kiss, breaking off as they took off their
clothes, tossing it to the side till they're ass naked in bed.

 

amanda went down on luz's neck, planting soft yet cold kisses. she hummed as she tilted her head
to the side, exposing more of her skin, earning a growl that made the noceda shudder.

 



"i've meet alot of people in my lifetime." amanda said, moving further down. her lips grazed luz's
collarbone and traveled through the valley of her breasts as her hands kneaded them, thumbs
twisting and pinching her nipples making her lowly moan as she arched her hips.

 

"but you.." she pulled back, her half lid eyes staring down at the messy noceda with her hand
gripping the base of her throbbing cock. excited to be inside her warm, leaking pussy hole and luz
can't wait to envelope it. 

 

"there's something in you that's different." luz gripped the pillows as her breathing turned ragged,
she watched amanda brush her oozing tip against her sloppy slit and stop right at her hole.

 

"please.." luz whimpered as she grinds her hips against amanda but she pushed her down with a
single hand. a grin formed on her face as she continued to stare her down but something felt off
about it though luz was willing to overlook it.

 

"it catches my attention."

 

then, amanda pushed her entire dick inside luz. her moans filled the entire room as her head rolled
back slightly, her thighs twitched as her walls clenched on the hot, throbbing cock.

 

"c- could've warned me next time.." luz said breathlessly. she did her best to adjust to the girth,
making its mark in her walls.

 

she stared up at amanda, seeing her dishevelled hair as she panted heavily, sweat rolling down the
sides of her face with a glistening grin etched on her lips.

 

with her brows furrowing, luz noticed a sharp pair of fangs and once amanda raised her head for
their eyes to meet.

 

luz felt her heart drop.

 

golden eyes.



 

her breathing picking up, luz tries to push down her fear and panic but the gaze amelia is giving her
tells her it's not working one bit.

 

"i thought you'd be more forgiving." amelia said, moving closer as her body completely shadowed
over luz with her striking, cold golden eyes staring down at her frightened hazel ones.

 

"but then again, you're still a human." then, amelia began thrusting without regard to the noceda's
pleasure or comfortability. one of her clawed hands pushed luz's leg forward, going deeper into her
pussy with her pained moans soothing her ears.

 

"please.. stop!" luz tried to push amelia off her but the blight was heavier and didn't move a muscle.
she frantically looked around she can use to get the vampire off her, the rigorous thrusts rendered
her immobile with her left hand limply slipping off the bed.

 

luz kept her eyes on amelia, the surges of pain and pleasure became almost indistinguishable for
her as her somewhat drunken body wanted to give in and let the vampire have her way to her.

 

but she can't let it happen as she grabbed her revolver out of her pants, loaded with silver bullets
and fired.

 

with her ears ringing from the gunshot, luz sighed deeply as she stared at the blown off face of
amelia blight. streams of blood and brain matter rained down on luz's torso with some getting on
her face but she didn't care.

 

thinking the nightmare was over now, luz was about to try and get the corpse off and out of her but
a voice made her blood run cold as she froze in spot.

 

"should've aimed for the heart."

 

just when luz was going to shoot her again, amelia caught her wrist and gripped it hard, making her
yelp in pain as all of the blood circulating was instanously cut off. she dropped her gun, tumbling
off to the side and away from her as amelia pinned both wrists with chain tight grips.



 

luz did everything she could; kick, scream as amelia's face began to reform back to what it was. all
of it's veins and tissues assembling itself back together, even forming new pairs of eyes that'll haunt
her forever.

 

the bullet she shot was pushed out of her temple, dropping coldly on her blood coated stomach as
the blight's thrusts began to pick up speed once again.

 

amelia held up both of luz's wrists with a single hand as she used her unoccupied one to roughly
cup her cheeks. watching the river of tears roll down her face, she wiped it away with her thumb.
taking a moment to admire the terror clouding her hues, pleading for this to end but this has just
begun.

 

amelia's going to have her fun as she forcibly tilted luz's head to the side. exposing her neck.

 

she took a big deep breath in, smelling her sweet blood running furiously within her veins.
adrenaline pumping and mixed with fear is one hell of a concoction that excites the blight. her
fangs ached, tempting her to sink into her clean flesh and suck her dry.

 

nothing is stopping her from doing so.

 

"this won't hurt a bit." amelia whispered sweetly in luz's ears that made her shudder in disgust as
she leaned down to her neck.

 

"i fucking hate you.." luz said through her gritted teeth, earning a cheeky chuckle.

 

her thrusts become harder, rougher. luz's moans became strained, almost gasping for air. it's
conflicting to whether or not to enjoy this as she never felt this good before yet again, her life is in
peril while getting fucked good.

 

is this how her sister always feels?

 



then, amelia bite hard into the noceda. her fangs seeping deep, puncturing a vein as her crimson
candy began to ooze out which she hungrily lapped and sucked up.

 

luz lets out a blood curdling scream that must've been heard throughout the inn and the town. more
tears streamed down with her body growing weaker and weaker the more amelia sucked the life out
of her.

 

but amelia knows when to pull away. she can't drain her new plaything just yet.

 

sighing deeply, amelia wiped the side of her mouth. smirking devilishly as she admired the mark
she left, nastily red with two hollow holes.

 

luz wasn't making any noise anymore. she was paralyzed in the spot, the pain outweighs the
pleasure with the light in her eyes slowly dimming, mindlessly staring at the cracked wooden
ceiling while her body ricochets at each thrust amelia makes.

 

"aahh fuck.. you're better than the other ones." amelia moaned, she dropped luz's wrists as she now
held her hips. pulling her body down, colliding for a wave of pleasure consume her body.

 

"you should take that as a compliment."

 

amelia bit her lip as she felt the noceda's walls clench on her, telling her she's close. a knot formed
in the pit of her stomach, becoming unbearable for her to keep it at bay as she slams her cock deep
and hard into luz's womb

 

"ugh- fuck!"

 

gritting her teeth tightly, amelia buried her cock deep as she came inside luz. spurs of hot cum made
her twitch at each shot, shuddering in disgust but luz knows she can't do anything now.

 

helpless and useless.

 



she shouldn't have ran away.

 

slowly pulling out, amelia sighed deeply as she watched in pride at their mixed cum oozing out of
luz's hole. she cupped her cheeks once again, this time, much softer as she gently turned the
noceda's head to face her with a smile forming. aggravating luz. 

 

luz doesn't know what's going to happen to her or what amelia wants to do with her but she can still
hope she'll find a way out of this fucking mess.

 

she has to.

 

"you're mine now, luz noceda."



Midnight Smoke

Chapter Summary

lucia x amity
not requested fluff
just wanted something soft between these two

a silent night.

 

no moon nor stars were in sight, small animalistic noises were heard yet not enough to awaken
anyone. the buildings far ahead shined, acting as the very stars themselves tonight.

 

letting out a deep exhale, accompanied with a cloud of smoke quickly dispersing in the air. lucia
leaned on the metal railing, her empty hand pressed against her while her other held a newly lit
cigarette.

 

there are times lucia just couldn't sleep, she doesn't want to wake her lover for a quickie or drink
when she has nothing to forget. she just wants to clear her mind before attempting to go back to
bed.

 

lightly shuddering at the cold gust of wind coming at her, lucia placed her cigar in her lips to take
another puff. the heated clouds swirled up in her mouth before traveling up and escaping through
her nose as she exhaled quietly.

 

lucia tapped the burnt ashes in the tray, she turned around and took a seat in one of the chairs with a
small wooden table in between. holding the ashtray.

 

then, perked up when she heard the glass sliding door scratch against the threshold. she looked and
saw a familiar lilac haired woman, dishevelled as she has just awoken from her deep nap and lazily
walked over to lucia before plopping herself onto her lap.

 



"can't sleep?" amity muttered, nuzzling up on lucia's neck with her arms wrapping around her
waist. lucia placed the cigar away from her lover to not irritate her as much.

 

"mhm." with her once unoccupied hand started softly twirling, playing with amity's short locks as
she listened to her stable heartbeat against her chest. soothing her.

 

"did i wake you?" lucia asked, concerned that she might've been too loud.

 

amity shook her head, "no. i just miss you in bed." she replied, looking up to lucia as their eyes met
with the street lights shining on them, twinkling with gentleness and love.

 

"i'll be there in a minute. go back to bed, mi amor." lucia kissed amity in the lips softly and moved
her head away to take another puff, letting it out to the side as she doesn't want to inhale the smoke.

 

though, amity shook her head. "i'll wait for you."

 

then, amity snatched the cigarette out of lucia's hand. "hey." lucia complained but she didn't try to
take it back as she watched her lover take a puff herself and let it out, the cloud hitting her face.
inhaling the scent of tobacco and amity.

 

"do you remember the first time you handed me a cigarette?"

 

lucia hummed, trying to remember that certain time though nothing had come to mind yet. "i don't
remember that far back." she responded with a small laugh.

 

"you dared me to do it and thought i was going to pussy out." amity said, reminding the noceda of
the events that transpired back when they were in highschool. alot of shit happened that time before
they somewhat mellowed in college.

 

"but didn't expect i'd take it away from you." lucia watched a grin form on her girlfriend's face as
she took another puff of the cigar. finishing it.

 



as amity blew out her smoke into the air, lucia stared at her with a look in her eyes. "i don't know if
that's when i fell or fell harder." she said, sounding almost lovestruck but she couldn't help it when
she's got an awesome girlfriend.

 

amity laughed, the sound was music to lucia's ears as she continued to stare. in love. the blight
crushed the cigarette butt on the ashtray, leaning closer as their lips were merely inches away
feeling each other's hot breaths against their face.

 

"idiot." then, they closed in for a kiss. the taste didn't bother them as they're enticed by the tang
sweet of their lips, poisoning them for a ride under the cool twilight.



In Command

Chapter Summary

submissive alpha luz x dominating omega amity
requested smut by @Noir01

it's the common idea that the alpha is the head of a relationship and always in command of their
omegas. their sheer power to easily overwhelm and overpower makes them at the top of the
hierarchy.

 

it would be an insurmountable disappointment for an alpha to lose with their inflated egos as the
size of their fragile confidence to be broken.

 

and it would be embarrassing to lose to an omega.

 

from hindsight, luz and amity are the perfect couple the boiling isles have ever witnessed. their
prowess combined was unbridled that no one would dare to test them. it was unlikely to see an
alpha human in the demon realm though no one bats an eye when she upholds what an alpha is.

 

her strength and capabilities outweighs the rest. her charms that lured a blight- one of the most
powerful lines of witches to be as her mate. 

 

though, the same doesn't apply behind closed doors.

 

groaning loudly as a loud thud reverberated in the bedroom after getting slammed against the wall
in such a force. instead of pain, she felt tingles of pleasure crawling up her body.

 

"i can't take it anymore." a growl emitted from the omega in front of her, drawing down on luz's
neck to place heated kisses on her flesh with her hands slipping inside her hoodie, grasping her
breasts through the bra.

 



whining under her touch, "amity.."  luz breathes as she could feel herself getting weak with the heat
beginning to cloud her mind. it was like a serpent coiling itself around her body, hypnotising her to
her knees while she played her. not that she minds.

 

lowly humming, "what is it, baby?" amity asked, pulling away from her mate's neck to look up and
meet her hazy hazel hues. her hands continued to fondle her breasts as she awaited for a response
from her alpha.

 

watching her face twist in pleasure that made her shudder in excitement as she couldn't wait to
desecrate her. she's so easy to play at her hands and she loves that about luz, especially how gentle
of an alpha she is compared to the rest.

 

"please.. i need you, ami.." luz whispered ever so faintly. amity glanced down, noticing a large
bulge making itself evident on luz's pants, she could see it throbbing through the fabric. it's
amusing to see her struggle.

 

"not until i have my fun with you," amity cooed, leaning closer to her face. cupping her chin to
make luz look at her even more, eyes glimmering of intense lust that one might think she's in heat.
though, this is just a common occurrence. 

 

"pet."

 

luz jolted in pleasure at her pet name rolling out of amity's tongue, she watched as strips of familiar
purple abomination goo began to emerge out of nowhere. tendrils looming behind amity in a
menacing manner but all it did was turn the noceda even more.

 

"take it off. slowly." amity commanded, taking a luxury seat in one of the couches with the tendrils
still visible.

 

luz lowly whimpered as she just wanted to get rid of this affliction between her legs but if it meant
doing so, luz had to follow her omega's orders.

 

gripping the ends of her shirt, luz began to pull it up slowly, revealing her toned stomach and bra
that is slightly lifted from the fondling prior. she took it off as well, dropping it to the side.



 

luz glanced at amity, seeing the bemused and almost predator-like gaze she's giving her. prompting
her to go further.

 

she started unbuckling her pants to slowly bring it down, discarding it with the rest of her clothing.
leaving her with only boxers on that has a large wet spot, her member twitching through the thin
layer of fabric with a pathetic whine escaping her throat.

 

the smell of thick musk of the alpha wafted the air, welcoming into the omega's nostrils as she grew
hungry for her mate. her throat rumbling a growl while keeping eyes on her.

 

"hm? is there something you wanna say, pet?" amity asked, her pointed ears perking up when she
heard the whine though luz shook her head.

 

"n- no." denying ever making that noise as she's afraid this won't go the way she likes, especially
with each passing second grows harder for her to hold back. it's painful.

 

humming as she leaned back even more to the couch, "well, continue for me." amity insisted with
her kicking and enjoyed the show. watching her alpha shimmy herself out of her boxers, lightly
shuddering at the contact of cold air against her now exposed, leaking cock with the knot looking
angry.

 

"come here." amity mused, twirling her finger to beckon luz over. as if in a trance, the noceda
walked over to the blight without complaints and stopped right in front of her. her musk grew
heavier and it became hard to breath from intoxication.

 

"poor, mi amor." amity grasped luz's sensitive cock, making her jolt but immediately relaxed as she
began to jerk her off slowly. her thumb rubbing the glossied tip, using the pre as lube.

 

"do you want me to take this?" she strokes the hardened phallus, feeling it throb in her hand as she
stared up on luz's face. struggling to keep a straight expression, her heavy pants escaped her lips as
her hips involuntarily thrusts in amity's hand. wanting more friction, more warmth enwrapped
around her. 

 



"yes please.. amity, it hurts.." luz begged for release yet that seems like a distant dream as the
abomination tendrils she forgot existed began to coil around her body.

 

"i know."

 

pulling her down by her knees, the tendrils roped luz's wrist behind her, keeping her legs apart as
one twirled around her cock. shiver when she felt one graze her ass, her cheeks were cupped once
again to look at amity's smug expression.

 

"but remember, you have to do something for me first." amity cooed, stroking her cheeks before
snapping her finger. a wave of pink flames scoured over her whole attire, burning it into ashes
though she didn't mind.

 

luz's eyes frantically wandered on her mate's succulent body, making her breathing grow heavier
and dick drooling even more. her hands twitched behind her, just wanting to break free to hold
those mounds but the abomination restraints were far stronger than her raw strength alone.

 

conjuring a collar just for luz, perfectly fitting her neck with the leash wrapped around her hand as
amity spreads her legs. watching luz take her sweet time to admire her soaked cunt with saliva
oozing from the side of her mouth. starving.

 

"go on, pet. make me feel good." amity tugged on the leash, bringing the alpha closer to her pussy.
making her have another whiff of her musk that clouded her mind and she didn't waste a second
later in shoving her face in.

 

amity moaned loudly as she felt luz's tongue while lashing all over her cunt, hungrily sucking on
her folds. she gripped on her locks to keep her there, leaning back onto the couch even more as she
bucked her hips on luz. drowning her in her pussy.

 

diligently lapping up amity's juices that turned her hazy, the taste brings her along in a ride that
couldn't get off yet she doesn't plan to. she could feel the slick serpents cascading on her body,
feeling her, it held her breasts to begin groping with its tips toying with her erect nipples, making
her whine on amity's pussy.

 



"that's it. that's a good girl." amity purred, relishing at the sight of her abomination making its way
on her mate while she eats her out. one tendril feverishly strokes her cock as more pre oozed out
with the other teasingly gives her ass deviant licks.

 

then, it shoved itself deep into her without warning, it started pumping in and out rapidly, making
luz let out a moan as her head rolled back a little only for it to be brought back down onto amity's
pussy.

 

"did i tell you to stop?" she growled at the whimpering alpha who shook her head and resumed
suckling her clit. amity sighed blissfully, moaning softly, her ears were blesses of luz's muffled
moans as she did her damnedest to pleasure her omega while getting jerked off and fucked by an
abomination tendril.

 

"ah fuck.. you're doing so good, luz." amity praised as she pats her head.

 

luz turned her gaze up to the blight, her eyes filled with desire and love as she indulged in the little
praises amity gives. driving her to serve her mate even more as she slipped her tongue inside her,
earning a squeal from the omega.

 

arching her hips a little, luz watched amity begin to roll on her face with her moans filling the
room. feeling it wriggle inside her, she whimpers as the pleasure surges through her body. her grip
on luz's hair tightened, pulling her in even more.

 

luz mewled on amity's pussy, her cock throbbing on the tendrils as it kept at in on stroking with the
other continuously pumping into her ass. her eyes almost rolling back from the pleasure and the
taste of her omega as her nose was rendered broken from the thick stench of their mixed musk.

 

"ah shit.. luz, i'm so close!" amity moaned, feeling something bubbling at the pit of her stomach.
luz picked up the pace with the tendrils speed up, going deeper into her ass to make it unbearable
for her to hold back.

 

then, amity came with her back arched. howls of pleasure echoed throughout their room as she
squirted right into luz's face, the alpha didn't waste any time in lapping her pussy clean.

 



while doing so, she came soon after as the taste hit her tongue. hot streaks of cum shot into the air,
treating the floorboards as canvas, she twitched at each release till she was empty.

 

though, it didn't fall limp.

 

the tendrils slowly retreated, pulling out of her before disappearing as luz's head was tilted up to
look at amity once again. both faces flushed from their first climax.

 

amity motioned luz to stand up, leaning back on the couch as she pulled her in closer. "you did so
well, baby." she whispered, her half lid eyes stared deeply into luz's dreamy hues then down to her
lips that's been left ignored.

 

let's change that.

 

closing the space between them with a kiss, luz didn't hesitate to kiss back as she pushed herself
onto amity. deepening the kiss, she tilted her head as she slowly sat down on amity's lap, arms
wrapping around her neck.

 

lowly humming, amity held luz by the hips to bring her in closer. her still hardened phallus pressed
up against her stomach as they indulge in the kiss.

 

once they ran out of air, luz noticed amity's eyes motioning over to the direction of the bed. without
needing words to explain, she got off her. amity walk over towards the bed while pulling the leash
to keep luz at her tail.

 

luz watched amity get on all fours on the bed, she tugged on the leash for the alpha to hurriedly hop
on the bed and went behind her. gripping her hips, she rubs her cock against her cheeks as she
aligns her tip against her still soaked cunt.

 

biting her lip hard enough to make it bleed. amity looked over her shoulder, seeing luz couldn't
contain herself anymore as a growl surfaces. she isn't going to restrain luz much tonight as she
deserves this.

 



think of it as a reward.

 

then, she shoved her entirety inside the omega making move them moan in harmony. luz started
pounding without falter, her knot is the only thing preventing her from completely be inside amity.

 

"oh luz!! aahh.. oh dear titan, yes!" amity moaned, gripping the sheets as she kept herself up with
her shaking arms. her body repeatedly ricocheted at each slam the noceda made, pleasure washing
over like a massive tidal wave that made her weak.

 

the pheromones of the alpha overwhelms her nostrils, triggering her inner omega to submit but she
didn't just yet as she tugged on the leash again. her ears twitched at the sound of luz's growl right
next to her ear, shuddering.

 

amity leaned in for another kiss, it was hotter than before. groaning as luz pushed her tongue inside
her mouth, violently lashing her own tongue.

 

luz loves the sounds her omega emits, her whimpers and moans muffled in the kiss as her thrusts
got rougher, harder and deeper into her pussy. making sure to desecrate it, leaving it leaking of her
cum soon enough.

 

both gasped for air as they pulled away, luz pushed amity's top half onto the bed to make her life a
little easier and grasped the back of her neck as she rams her cock deep into her tight pussy.

 

keeping her there to use as a toy.

 

"god, you're so fucking tight!" luz growled, rolling out her tongue as she loves the way her warm
walls encases her and pulsates around her dick. her mind went from heaven and back. 

 

amity's face was flat on the pillows though that didn't muffle her screams of ecstasy, she could feel
herself getting stretched so widely and so good. pulling on the leash once again, drawing luz down
onto her with her sweaty body pressed behind her.

 



her sensitive ears twitched at the contact of her hot breath. luz let go of her neck and assaulted it,
leaving several marks on her flesh with beads of blood pricking and licked it up clean as she
listened to her strained squeals.

 

"i fucking love you." luz whispers, embracing amity. chanting that rhythmed of her thrusts.

 

"i love you too."

 

the sound of their rapid skin slapping filled the room with their mixed scents, inebriated by it as a
familiar spike in the pit of their stomachs began.

 

luz growled loudly, pushing her cock deep with her knot threatening to just pop in. amity got louder
as she's on the edge of it all till-

 

"luz!!"

 

amity came for the second time, squirts onto luz, coating her cock with her cum which served as
another lube. pushing her large knot inside with a pop, making the omega scream in total euphoria
with her alpha howling.

 

spews of cum filled amity up, some oozed out from the sides and dripped onto the bed sheets.
ruining it.

 

both of them rode their highs down, panting heavily as they calmed down. luz was the first to snap
back to reality, she grabbed amity and carefully laid down beside her without disturbing their knot.
it'll take a while for them to separate.

 

her arms wrapped around her so tightly yet enough to make her breath, amity looked over her
shoulder to see those eyes glancing down at her before earning a kiss on the side of her head.

 

"was i too rough?" luz asked, nuzzling up on amity's neck as she thought their session went a little
overboard just by looking at the marks she made.



 

but amity shook her head, caressing her mate's cheek to reassure her. "no. you're perfect."



Put Your Mind at Ease

Chapter Summary

14 year old green haired amity, 16 year old purple haired amity, 6 year old amity x 16 year old
luz

(this is before the events of elsewhere and elsewhen. i forgot who requested this, please drop
your name in the comments)

ever since the failure of her first attempt of creating the door back to earth, luz has been downcast
for the majority of the week. despite her attempts making it seem that everything's fine, amity could
see her through the smiles.

 

being an awesome girlfriend that she is, amity began scouring for something that could help luz.
surveying through every single book in the library, even the forbidden ones where they found
wittebane's diary. of course, without her supervisor's notice.

 

amity is risking her job yet again for the human yet it'll be worth it once she tells her what she
discovered.

 

in the owl house, luz laid still on the couch. staring up on the mural ceiling with the only
illumination in the living room was a few lit candles, no noise to disturb her peace and pondering
thoughts.

 

eda and king went out for some errands, luz asked hooty to leave her be for a while as she doesn't
want to talk to anyone at the moment.

 

she just laid there for god knows how long as her mind began conjuring seeds of doubt in a familiar
voice.

 

till she snapped out her trance when she heard a bang on the door, luz slowly sat up as hooty
opened it, letting the sunlight inside for a moment followed by a shadow looming over her.

 



"luz!"

 

perking up at the sound of a sweet voice calling her name, "amity? what are you doing here?" luz
asked, watching amity enter the house with the door closing behind her and noticed something
under her arm.

 

"are king and eda here?" amity only returned a question as she sat down beside her on the couch.
slightly grimacing at the dreary state of her lover, her hand instinctively caressed her cheek which
caught luz off guard but calmed down into her touch. 

 

luz shook her head as she leaned into amity's hand, "no, they went out. why? what do you have
there?" motioning at the peculiar book resting under amity's arm, prompting the blight to pull away
and place the book in a better light.

 

"i found this in the forbidden stacks, it took me a while but i got!" despite the cheery tone of her
lover, a frown formed on luz's face as she heard that with worry rising.

 

"you went there again? but amity, your job." she said, wondering why she would risk her job for
her once again. it hurts to think that she'd be at fault for this.

 

she'd blame herself for this.

 

as if noticing the change of atmosphere between them, amity quickly picks where she's getting at.
"it's fine! i wasn't seen, anyways, i found this spell that could help you with the door." she said as
she opened the broken, letting the book moths out and fly freely.

 

luz watched her skim through the fragile pages that were on the brink of turning into dust till she
found what she's looking for. amity turned the book to face luz, letting her see the contents of the
page.

 

"a time spell?" luz read aloud.

 



"if we go back in time, we could retrieve the door to what it once was." amity proposed her plan,
it's not foolproof and several things could go wrong that would alter reality.

 

this is a shot in the dark but it's the only thing they got if the door is going nowhere.

 

luz was skeptical at the idea of messing around in time, so is amity but it's worth the shot. "we go in
and out before the whole paradox thing happens." she added before standing up.

 

"do you wanna do this?" amity looked over her shoulder, making sure that luz is on board. she
hasn't done something this massive of a scale, not to mention an unknown spell before.

 

luz doesn't need much convincing. what more options does she have?

 

"do it."

 

nodding at the command, amity took a deep breath in as she gracefully spun to create a massive
spell circle surrounding her. it glowed in bright pink hue, amity pulled luz into the circle with the
entire house began to rock, voices filled their ears.

 

amity was unfazed by it, luz was unnerved.

 

with the light becoming almost blinding, both of them shielded their eyes as the spell took action
with a thundering sound of lightning overhead almost made their ears bleed.

 

once the light has died down, blinking multiple times to adjust their vision and seeing that they're
still in the owl house. in the same state where they left it, or tried to leave it. 

 

"did it work?" luz asked, turning her gaze to amity who's expression turned undecipherable.

 

"no.. we're still in the present."

 



slowly shaking her head, in disbelief as to how it didn't work. "did i do something wrong? did i
mess up the spell?" she bombarded the questions of why, how did it not work when she did
specifically how the book instructed.

 

her mind raced as she tried to think up a solution but she felt a hand on her shoulder, making her
turn to look at the noceda. 

 

"amity, it's alright. it was worth the try." luz said, she does admit that she was hoping for this to
work but this spell is both foreign for them and it'll probably take them a while to figure it out
together.

 

"but the door.." amity hung her head low, disappointed at herself for getting both their hopes up of
this functioning as it intended to. only to fall flat.

 

brushing the stray hair out of her lover's face, "i'll get it fixed soon, don't worry too much, amor."
she reassured as she kissed her on the forehead, making the blight lightly smile as she leaned into
the touch.

 

then-

 

"human!!"

 

both jumped at the sound of an oddly familiar voice beside them, turning their gazes in their
direction to see a younger version of amity. the one luz first met with her hair dyed in its original
green, glaring at luz.

 

beside the green haired amity was a really younger version of herself. it reminds luz of the amity
she saw in willow's memories upon witnessing the meltdown of their friendship. her hair in its
natural auburn, tied up a little bun.

 

"what the-"

 



"where am i? what is this place? who are you?!" green haired amity bombarded the two lovers
questions as she looked around the owl house, it's all unfamiliar to her while the young amity
inspects things rather curiously.

 

"to be perfectly crystal, i am you but 2 years into the future." current amity replied, trying to calm
down her younger self though that didn't work as she backed up from.

 

"then, who is she?" they all glanced down at the youngest, pointing at luz.

 

softly smiling, "this is luz." amity gladly introduced as she wrapped her arms around her waist to
pull her closer. "my girlfriend."

 

this ticked the green haired amity as her face blew up in red, furious. "you chose a human?! this is
sacrilegious! you could've chosen something else but no! a titan damn human is what you're gonna
bone!"

 

amity watched her younger self spat out heresy and bullshit with a twinge expression on her face as
she leaned closer to luz, whispering;"was i this annoying?"

 

luz quietly snickered, she perked up when she felt something tug on the edge of her hoodie, looking
down and saw the youngest blight innocently looking at her with a light blush on her cheeks.

 

"hi, i'm amity blight. pleased to meet you, miss." she introduced herself even though it wasn't
needed, extending her hand for a formal shake.

 

"pleased to meet you too, amity. i'm luz." luz replied as she took the handshake.

 

hands pulling away, the young blight's fingers fidgeted as she meekly uttered; "you're.. really
pretty."

 

"oh, thank you. you're pretty too." as luz said that, the young blight's blush worsened and quickly
retreated behind the green haired amity to hide the redness of embarrassment.



 

scoffing, the green haired amity crossed her arms as she narrowed her eyes at the 2 lovers. "can we
go back to our time now? i doubt i can spend any second watching you two." she said, it's ironic for
her to say that.

 

"but i'm you."

 

"just fucking take me back." she snapped.

 

"watch your tongue, there's a kid here." current amity scolded as she motioned at the youngest
who's in the middle of it all.

 

"but she's us!"

 

"ladies, ladies. calm down." luz got in between her girlfriend and soon to be girlfriend from the
past.

 

"i'm sure we're going to figure out a spell to bring you both back in your times. for now, let's just
cooperate and-" luz was about to finish her sentence till she felt a pair of arms wrap around her
waist, making her jump with a warm breath brush against her ear.

 

"and have some fun." amity whispered.

 

looking over her shoulder, "ames?" luz was uncertain what her girlfriend had in mind in the
meaning of her fun.

 

"i know what's going inside your mind, amity 2." amity said, her tone turning into something else
as she rested her chin onto her shoulder. glimpsing the smug smile on her face.

 

"i know you want to feel her, get a taste of her and i'm not judging when this human looks so.." luz
gasped as she felt the blight's tongue lick her neck, shuddering.

 



"luscious."

 

the two stared at them in complete silence, watching their older self begin to play with luz. her
hands tantalizing as it roamed around her body, getting a feel of her, luz leaned back for support
with her breathing turning heavy.

 

"amity.." luz whimpered under her breath, watching her hands travel around her. wanting to see it
slip inside her hoodie and feel her cold hands make contact on her warm body.

 

"what is it, amor?" amity continued to pepper her neck with hot kisses as her eyes started at her
younger selves. watching them react in a way desirable.

 

"they're watching.."

 

"so? you're not gonna let me touch you?" then, amity finally slipped her hands inside her and
started groping her bra'd breasts though that isn't much of a hindrance as she pulled it up for the
two to stare at awe at her lover's developed breasts. nipples erected from the touches alone. 

 

luz whimpered as amity began groping her, her fingers twisting her nipples making her twitch
under her touch.

 

"should we show this human who she really belongs to?" amity summoned her tendrils of
abomination, wrapped it around her, lifted her up to her room with the two following suit. her bed
is still her roll up camping bed. though that didn't bother them.

 

placing the noceda on the somewhat soft cushions, purple head amity grabbed luz by the hair and
pressed her face against her hardened crotch. making her inhale the repressed musk in her pants.

 

nuzzling and rubbing against amity's groin, luz took big whiffs of her scent that clouded her mind
as she wanted to just rip it out.

 

"you like this, don't you?" amity cooed, watching her lover rub her face against her on her own. she
received no reply but it wasn't needed when silence speaks for itself.



 

"such a little slut."

 

slowly approaching besides her, her eyes focused on the noceda hungrily, eagerly rubbing on the
tent of her pants. "are.. all humans like this?" green head amity asked, feeling herself starting to
become hot and bothered with a growing affliction in between.

 

"only her. that's what makes luz so special." purple head amity replied. she pulled luz away for a
moment, staring deeply into her hazel hues hazed in lust. noticing her thighs were pressed hard
against each other, yearning for friction.

 

"you want it so bad, don't you, baby?" amity slipped her thumb inside luz's mouth, prompting her to
suck on it without needing to be commanded.

 

chuckling, "so cute." then, purple head amity pulled away her thumb and began to unbuckle her
pants. luz watched her lover pull both pants and underwear off intently before it was tossed to the
side, letting her gaze upon her large, twitching cock prepared to take her.

 

turning her gazes at the two, amity rose a brow as if silently asking if they want a piece of their luz
or not. she'll gladly take her by herself though.

 

hesitant, green haired amity slowly approached luz in front of her. her golden eyes stared in
curiosity of how the human would react with these advances as she latched her hand onto her
breast. giving it a light squeeze.

 

luz lowly whimpered under her breath as a reaction. with her breathing turning heavy, amity 2 drew
closer and leaned down to her neck to start placing soft kisses while her hands felt her tender tits.
fingers twisting and pinching her nipples.

 

amity 1 smirked as she listened to her lover's breathy mewls, grinding her crotch against her ass
though she needed more stimulation. all of them do.

 

with a snap, instantly burning all of their clothing, reducing it into ashes, purple haired amity
pushed luz and green haired amity at the same time onto the bed. raising luz's hips, tightly gripping



her ass cheeks before giving it a hard slap, making her moan.

 

leaving a red hand mark, amity 1 spreads her cheeks, tapping her hardened cock against her
puckered hole though she noticed amity 2 isn't moving a muscle. probably in shock.

 

"come on, look how wet she is. are you not gonna take care of it?" amity 1 persuaded, running her
middle finger along luz's wet slit, watching her tremble from contact as her breathing hitched.
twitching when she pinched her clit.

 

amity 2 looked up at her future self and down at luz who gave her a heated look, cheeks red and
eyes half lid. how can she ignore that face? biting her lip, she grinds her dick on her cunt, coating it
with her juices till her tip kisses the entrance.

 

"you're gonna be a good girl and take all of us." amity 2 growled, firmly gripping luz's hips as she
teasingly rubbed her tip. making the noceda whine for more contact, she wants it inside now but
none of them would  move unless she says the right words.

 

"what will you say, baby?" amity 1 reminded her that, tugging on her hair for luz to respond
promptly;

 

"y- yes mistress."

 

smirking devilishly, amity 2 pushed her cock inside slowly. with every inch, she moaned along with
luz as she felt her tight snatch lovingly clench her. she hasn't experienced anything like this before.
it made her wonder why she didn't take luz from her time a long time ago?

 

"fuck.." amity 2 bit her lip, lowly groaning as she lightly rolled her head back in pleasure. luz
gripped the sheets though her arms were trembling, she can't withstand pulling up this long.
especially when she's going to be fucked twice.

 

once amity 2 was completely inside, her mind turning into a haze as she felt luz's walls clenching
and squeezing on her cock. she didn't start yet as she waited for the noceda to adjust and amity 1.

 



purple head amity chuckles, watching the faces her past self makes in feeling her lover's pussy. it's
amusing. soothingly rubbing her ass as she aligns herself at her hole and begins to slowly push
inside, stretching her.

 

luz is no stranger to anal though it's not her always go to. either way, amity 1 loves the tightness her
ass gives as she pushes in deeper. listening to luz's moans and squeals, a mixture of bliss and pain
but she knows damn well she loves it till her cock was no longer in sight.

 

biting her lip, amity 1 carefully pulled her hips back then pushed back inside. she went at this pace
to which amity 2 followed, going at their own pace of going in and out as luz moaned between
them.

 

her body hasn't been taken by 2 cocks before, it was certainly going to be difficult for her to keep
herself stable as her mind turns into a haze.

 

once all of them had adjusted, amity 2 began to give out full on thrusts, making luz's moans grow
louder that reverberated throughout the owl house.

 

amity 2 watched the noceda's breasts bounce at each slam her future self, the heat in her body rose
as it lured her in to take one in her mouth, sucking tenderly, with her hips rolling up onto luz's
pussy. thrusting as ruthlessly as her lover.

 

luz rolled out her tongue with her eyes threatening to roll back as pleasure surges all over her body
like harsh tidal waves. clogging all of her senses for her to only focus on this and she willfully
accepts it.

 

noticing luz's arms are about to give out, amity 1 summoned some abomination tendrils to keep her
steady while she and her past self took both her holes. though, not all of it.

 

amity 3 was standing on the side, unmoving while she watched her future selves fuck the human
who's moaning erratically. body repeatedly ricocheting with each rough slam. she could feel her
own bare cock twitching, leaking. she wants to do what they're doing but she doesn't know how.

 

"don't just stand there." snapping out of her trance, amity 3 looked at amity 1 as she called her out.
"make use of her mouth." grabbing luz's hair once again, lifting her to reveal her wide open mouth



that's drool and perfect to fit a cock in.

 

hesitantly, amity 3 approached luz with her fingers tapping each other. she timidly brought her hips
closer to her, clueless how this works but luz didn't complain as she leaned down to take her dick in
her mouth, catching amity 3 off guard as she gasped.

 

whining, she watched the human suck her off, feeling her boisterous tongue lap up her leaking tip.
amity 3 moaned, a line of drool rolled down the side out of her mouth as she never thought of
experiencing this pleasure before. it's addictive.

 

luz is special.

 

"you like this? getting used by me?" amity 3 asked, biting her lip as she watched luz suck her cock
while she's getting her holes stretched.

 

"you're such a fucking slut." amity 2 growled, licking luz's neck and leaving red marks all over as
she thrusts deep into her pussy. hitting that spot, abusing it.

 

"fuck you!" amity 1 roared, plunging herself deeper into her ass, making luz cry out though it was
muffled by amity 3's cock. the vibration sent tingles all over, shuddering in pleasure as she began
thrusting as well.

 

the sounds of unhesitating rough thrusts echoed in the walls of the owl houses with growling
groans and muffled moans. the intense smell of sex filled the room, intoxicating them. bullets of
sweat rolled down their bodies as they used luz like their little sex doll and she doesn't mind a
thing.

 

helping her forget the thing that stressed her out in the first place and focused on the pleasure
surrounding her.

 

a growing knot began to rise in the pit of luz's stomach, getting unbearable with every thrusts the
amitys did though she didn't need to hold back as amity 2 shoved deep into her womb, being the
first one to come.

 



luz shuddered at the warm sensation, getting filled up in shots of cum that slowly trickled down her
thighs. she looked up to amity 3's face, scrunching up as she began to tightly grip her hair before
burying her hips into her face once she came.

 

lowly humming at the bittersweet taste of the young blight's cum rolled down her throat as she
easily gulped it down.

 

that leaves amity 1. her thrusts turned almost animalistic, luz whimpered as she felt her hit another
side of her womb, arching herself even more for her to come inside her already.

 

bemused, amity 1 leaned down onto luz's neck and bit her flesh hard, making her howl in ecstasy as
she plunged deep before finally coming hard. filling up her ass.

 

all of them panted heavily, overwhelmed from the strength of their climax. the amitys slowly pulled
out of luz, letting their excessive cum flow out of her. leaving her in this wrecked state.

 

"good girl." amity 3 patted her head, commending luz's endurance which made her lightly smile.

 

"you look pretty getting used like this, don't you think?" amity 2 chuckled as she wiped the droplet
of cum off the corner of luz's lips. softly kissing the side of her face out of instinct but she was still
in a haze to realize what she just did.

 

luz felt a shadow loom behind her, glancing over her shoulder to see her pink haired goddess with
that unwavering smirk still on her face. she can tell what's coming next.

 

"don't pass out on me now, amor. we're just getting started."



Don't Make Me Say It

Chapter Summary

dominating amity x submissive luz

just an idea

the sound of her stable heartbeat unparalleled to her rapid banging heart. threatening to burst out of
her chest.

 

her hands smoothly roaming, slithering as a versatile snake. waiting to wrap around her in a tight
coil.

 

her sickly sweet voice brought tingles throughout her body, making her weak as words rolled out so
deliciously from her tongue that made her melt into her grasp so easily.

 

so predictable.

 

"amity.." luz rasps, trembling as her lover twists and tugs her clothed nipples while she places
heated kisses along her neck. suckling from time to time, marking the spots she wants.

 

lowly humming, her other hand held the noceda by the hips to pull her in closer against her body.
pressing their luz on her hardened crotch, making her bite her lip as she tilted her head to the side to
make more room for amity.

 

then, luz was whipped onto the bed, almost making her lie down but saved herself as she sat with
her arms behind her. supporting her. she stared at amity's attire- for what's left of it.

 

sporting a transparent off shoulder, completely exposing her breasts and hardened nipples with
nothing hindering below. her eyes grew transfixed at the sight of amity's twitching affliction. it
looked angry.



 

"strip for me, baby." amity commanded, grabbing a black leathered flogger from the side of the
bed. its hilt tapped luz under the chin, making her look up rather than down below. her golden eyes
stared deeply into her hazed hazel ones, she had no choice but to comply diligently.

 

one by one, luz took off her shirt to her underwear in a slow manner. enticing the blight as her eyes
glanced up and down at her physique. her buxom breasts grew in the past years, rotund ass
bouncing at each motion she made, making it twitch more eagerly.

 

once every piece of clothing was discarded, luz looked up to amity like a puppy. waiting for her
next orders.

 

it placed a smile on the blight's face, "you're such a good girl." she said so sweetly as she caressed
luz's cheeks, watching her lean into it almost instantly. indulging in the tender touch till she
abruptly pulled away.

 

"now lie down and don't make me say it again."

 

amity's mood shifted so dramatically but luz didn't complain.

 

"yes mommy." she did what she was told and laid down on her stomach, raising her ass for amity as
she looked over her shoulder timidly. watching.

 

shuddering at the feeling of the many tails of the flogger grazing her ass cheeks before she was
suddenly whipped, making her moan shamelessly with her hips bucking. asking for more.

 

bemused.

 

"you're such a fucking slut." amity clicked her tongue, snapping at luz's ass once again. earning
another moan.

 



watching her legs tremble from the force but the blight knows damn well luz can take more than
this, "bending yourself over like this for me. how does it feel?" whipping her once more.

 

"so good, mommy!" luz blurted out.

 

chuckling lowly, amity snapped at her lover's ass. "fucking whore." she got closer to her, dropping
the flogger to the side with her hands now gripping her hips to pull her onto her crotch.

 

her dick pressed up against her cheeks, tapping it while it reddens from the smacks. her leaking tip
along her wet slit before aligning it down onto her pussy hole.

 

"i'm going to break this pussy, you hear me?" amity growled, teasing her for the noceda to whine in
anticipation for her to get on with it.

 

"y- yes.." luz whimpered as she presented herself more for amity. appealing appetizing for her
though she doesn't need to when she already is.

 

it's entertaining for the blight seeing luz like this.

 

"you're all mine, human." then, amity shoved her entire cock inside luz's pussy making her scream
in pure bliss. arching her back as she rolled her head back but amity grabbed her by the back of her
neck and pinned her down once she started thrusting.

 

with her mouth completely agar, drool rolled down the side of her mouth and created a growing
spot on the pillow casing. gripping the sheets for support as her body repeatedly ricochets at each
hard slam with her eyes threatening to roll back.

 

getting lost in euphoria.

 

amity bits her lip, watching her hips collide luz's ass for it to bounce. her tight warm walls lovingly
enveloped her throbbing cock as she pounds her pussy hard and deep. her pointed ears happily
twitching at the sound of her lover's moans.



 

the best muse across the boiling isles.

 

"fuck luz.. this pussy is so fucking good." amity groaned, giving luz's ass a hard slap making her
jolt and her handprint immediately formed on the cheek.

 

"ah.. god, mommy.." luz whined, rolling out her tongue. her mind completely turned into mush and
the only thought she could conjure at this very moment was getting bred good by her mommy.

 

lowly humming, amity slowly lets go of luz's neck and draws closer to her neck. "you're taking me
well, darling." she whispered as she nibbled her ear. her tongue running along the lines from top
and down to her neck where she began leaving real marks.

 

all were red and long lasting.

 

"do you love mommy's cock inside you?"

 

"yes! please, fuck me mommy!" luz yelled out, yelped as amity bit on her flesh. feeling a strong tug
within her when she heard the blight lowly chuckle right into her ear.

 

"that's my fucking slut." then, amity sped up the pace. her cock going deep into her luz's womb,
pistoning it constantly as she turned restless. wanting to make sure luz wouldn't feel anything till
next week.

 

"i- i'm so close!" luz whimpered, feeling an ever growing feeling within the pit of her stomach.
getting unbearable for her to hold it back as her walls clenched amity tightly, not wanting to let her
go.

 

"then, come for mommy, baby." amity shoved her cock right into her lover's womb which was the
final straw for her that triggered her to come. screaming her name in ecstasy.

 

"amity!!"



 

the blight bit her lip harder, thrusting one last time before coming inside the noceda. filling her up
with her warm spews of cum, making her sigh blissfully with her going from heaven and back as
their cums mixed though amity isn't planning to pull out soon.

 

dropping her whole body atop of luz's back, she kissed the side of her head as she pats her. easing
her out of her high. luz leaned back onto amity, loving the small kisses peppering her face.

 

"good girl."



Something In the Water

Chapter Summary

jotunhel luz x auraron amity 

most of you probably don't know what i'm talking about here but if you do then congrats

the frigid winds blew delicately with the sky white blue as clouds formed in trinkets. the dots of
fluffy snow slowly rained down the arctic lands that are roamed by many creatures. furs puffed,
arms and feet folded on each other to keep themselves warm as they sat on the piling snowy
ground.

 

some are unaffected by the winter's wrath as they would dive into the gelid waters. swimming deep
to scour sustenance in this weather.

 

swiftly passing by several creatures swimming above, trying to find their prey. going down into the
depths where it gets colder, darker, heavier with only air bubbles and a menacing golden glow
seeing through the darkness.

 

a lone reveiiaton who strayed too far from warmer inland, found itself stuck in the void with no
light to aid itself. aimlessly looking around for any sign of life or salvation to save them.

 

then, a shrill echoed throughout, catching the reveiiaton's attention as they called out to it. thinking
whoever it may be could help them.

 

they sat in darkness for a long time, the doubt of the noise just being a hoax to get their hopes up,
they can't afford getting pulled into false hopes when the water continues to get colder.

 

when suddenly, their vision suddenly came to a blur. only in mere moments but it was enough time
for a jaw to latch onto their neck. rows of sharp teeth sunk deep into their scaly flesh, letting blood
begin to seep out and mix into the water.

 



the reveiiaton lets out a roar, wriggling themselves to get whatever is attacking them off which they
successfully did. backing up, they looked at the attacker, thinking it was another kendyll to ruin
their day but kendylls don't travel this far north.

 

as they stared at the creature before them, their hazel- almost golden 4 eyes stared back at them in
the darkness. before they could ask who they were, their vision blurred once again and another
sharp pain surged on their body before succumbing.

 

the last thing they saw was the creature's haunting eyes. it secured its prey.

 

the harsh sound of the surface breaking as something pulled out of the water and launched into the
sky. fur bristled at the sudden sensation of the wind, her long wings giving powerful strides towards
the direction of icy land.

 

upon coming to land, she folded her wings back with her webbed feet coming in front as she came
closer till easily landing in front of an atulyth, a baby hellion warden and her mother sitting under a
glacial roof. 

 

"whoa, you caught something big!" the hellion, king, said as he hopped towards the large bloody
carcass when she dropped it in front of them.

 

"yep. a lost revei. don't know who they got here but it was a mistake on their part." luz shook
herself dry, flapping her wings to let the remaining water off before sitting down before eda and
camila while they watch king devour the hunk of meat.

 

"this should last us the whole day," eda said, raising her brow as king ripped a chunk off the bone
and easily swallowed it. "if king doesn't eat it in one go."

 

king huffed, turned his head at the owl as he retorted; "i'm a growing child!"

 

lightly chuckling, "it's alright, i can always get some more." luz calmed down the little hellion,
patting his head which he gladly accepted before continuing on feasting.

 



"there's been alot of creatures from the lower regions coming up here recently." the elder jotunhel,
camila, said as she stared off to the vast blue horizon. winds brushing both jotunhels' fur, dancing
along.

 

"yeah, i've noticed that too. do you think something's driving them out?" eda asked, tilting her
mechanical head inquisitively.

 

there has been a rising number of creatures from the warm regions either swimming or flying up
north which was unlucky for them as they would be easily shot down from the air or mangled in the
depths and it was fortunate for them. though, the bodies grow so does their concern.

 

"perhaps."

 

while the adults talk, the teen jotunhel's mind wandered someplace else. luz always wondered what
it's like to be in the other regions but she knows it'll be difficult for her kind to travel far from the
poles as their bodies would easily overheat and would have to dive constantly into the water.

 

yet she still wonders.

 

"i know that look." luz snapped out of her daze, turning her head to look at the atulyth, shooting her
a knowing glance. "you wanna know what's going on down under, don't you?"

 

immediately shaking her head, "what? psh- nah, why would i? i don't have anything to do there
anyways." luz denied whatever untold claims eda would have but with her extra pair of eyes, she
could still see her giving her that look. leaving her little to no choice as she sighed deeply. wings
drooping.

 

"could i?" luz muttered faintly, glancing at her mother whose expression is indecipherable.

 

"well, you could already hunt. your breath is developing and-"

 

"and it's not enough." camila cuts eda off, standing up as she walks closer to luz. her tall stature
completely overshadows luz's small body, making her cower as she turned her head the other way.



 

"but it would be wrong of me to not let my daughter see the world." this completely caught luz off
guard as she tilted her head back up to look at camila once again. there's still doubt but she was
willing to accept the thought that luz is capable of handling herself in this world without her
supervision now.

 

"really?!" luz was elated.

 

"make sure to come back every winter, mija."

 

luz happily squeaked as she jumped on her mother to hug her tightly, whispering; "i promise
mami." which camila returned.

 

once both jotunhels pulled away, camila rubbed her head atop luz. king suddenly jumped onto luz's
wing, clinging on. "make sure to bring home some boreal meat!" he said, his tail rapidly wagging
behind him.

 

the meat luz brought prior was already bones which was no surprise.

 

"i will, king." king happily squealed and licked the side of luz's face, making her giggle as he
hopped off.

 

"good luck out there, kid. and be safe." eda said, patting luz's head with her heavy wing. the young
jotunhel lightly purred.

 

"thanks eda." luz shot a bright smile at her family as a final goodbye before spreading her wings. 

 

with a single flap, she was propelled into the air, leaving a large gush of wind and turned to the
direction of the other warmer regions while her family watched her get farther and farther till she
was a speck in their vision.

 

then, gone.



 

-----

 

after traveling for a few days and repeatedly dives into the ocean to cool off her heating body as the
climate grows warmer and pulls out some grub.

 

squinting her multiple eyes in the horizon, land was just up ahead with a massive lake that's
connecting to the ocean. 

 

luz took a deep breath in, smelling the new scent of air entering her nose with several more smells
she needed to familiarize herself with. scents of creatures from inland as she gets closer and
something down in the water.

 

glancing down the dark blue surface of the ocean, luz could use a meal before landing in foreign
lands. tilting herself up, going higher into the air before turning into a nose dove as she folded her
wings back. followed by a loud splash, bubbles and white lines blurred her sight for a moment once
she was in water.

 

luz looked around the beautiful floral of the ocean, towering seaweeds and glowing sea lanterns.
she sniffed once again to find what she smelled prior though her fur spiked when what she heard
instead was a terrorizing, echoing roar that sent shivers down her spine.

 

head swiftly looking around, trying to find the source of the roar. her guard and instincts were
heightened the longer she didn't spot anything till she perked up and quickly propelled herself up
close to the surface.

 

sensing something from behind, luz watched a long, slick mint green with spikes protruding from
their back. slowly turning around, the creature stared up at the jotunhel with a narrowed glare.

 

"who are you and what are you doing here?!" the creature snapped at luz as they approached her.

 

luz stood her ground, her eyes wandering all around this creature's stature, her mind taking notes of
every little feature they have yet she doesn't recognise them from anything she has ever seen.



 

"uh- sorry, did i do something wrong?" luz asked, confused why they're aggressive when she hasn't
done anything. yet. 

 

"you made my prey run away." the growled, "yeah, you did something wrong." their glowing
golden eyes gave a single glance up and down at luz as they began to slowly circle her.

 

"what are you even? i haven't seen anything like you." luz watched them circle and sniff her though
she didn't protest as she wants to show that she isn't a threat.

 

as the jotunhel remained still, the creature could smell a strong whiff of ice which gave them the
idea they weren't from here.

 

"you're like the other annoying fliers but different." the creature muttered as they stopped right in
front of luz once again. their eyes interlocking.

 

"i should say the same thing to you." luz doesn't know if it's the sea lantern making them glow but
it's mesmerizing to look at. like pulling her into a spell to come closer that brings her to her demise.

 

"except the annoying flier part of course."

 

there was a deafening silence between them as luz and the stranger just stared at each other but she
could tell they're slowly getting irritated the longer this drags out.

 

"oh right, we've been talking for a while and you don't even know my name." she took a single
movement closer to the creature only for them to growl though it didn't faze luz. that much.

 

"i'm luz by the way." offering her wing for a shake.

 

but the creature just scoffed as they turned their back on luz. "doesn't matter. just don't get in my
hunting grounds again, unless you want to be my prey." they took a single glance at the jotunhel
over their shoulder before swimming away, devouring a fish in the process.



 

this made luz ponder, "was that your only meal?" she asked, watching the creature make do with
the small school of fishes.

 

"leave." that was their only reply as they strayed further away from luz.

 

lowly humming, luz gave a powerful flap that made her swiftly rise beyond the surface and headed
in a direction. leaving the stranger to watch her fly away, huffing as they returned to what they were
doing.

 

then, another splash made them snap their head over their shoulder to see luz back once again but
with something in her mouth.

 

"i could only grab so much. i hope this is enough." luz dropped a large carcass of a polymonstrum
in front of the creature as they swam towards her again.

 

luz lowered her head, backing away from the meat as they continued to come closer till they began
feasting on the carcass. easily ripping the meat off the bones and gulping it down with ease.

 

sighing deeply in relief, satisfied. "thanks." they muttered, licking off the remaining blood off their
lips.

 

luz nodded, appreciating the 'thanks' as she watched them continue to eat away. "so, what's your
name?" she asked, genuinely wanna know who and what they are as she thinks she discovered
something monumental at this moment.

 

the creature looked up at luz again, their golden eyes held no more irritation or annoyance. just a
hint but they must've felt the same about luz.

 

"amity."

 

-----



 

as seasons pass, several winters go by. the winds got warmer while the ocean grew colder.

 

luz kept her word in visiting her family during winters though it pains her that she has to leave
amity alone as she could only return once winter ends.

 

they spent the majority of their time together underwater, rarely resurfacing to only take a breather
or kill whoever tries to annoy both of them.

 

amity doesn't dare to swim over to the lake despite luz's requests to explore that part of the waters.
that only made luz curious why though she doesn't push the auraron.

 

luz was right about finding something special with amity as aurarons are rarely seen in the wild and
if you do, you'll be it's next meal. there were only a few reports of sightings and luz got herself
lucky to stumble upon one.

 

as luz dove back down into the cold waters of the ocean, the surface reflecting the warm colors of
autumn leaves. she just got back from her exploration into the farther inland and is excited to see
amity again.

 

heading for the cave they deemed as their spot, she let out a low echoing noise that alerted the
auraron that she had returned.

 

luz stopped when she saw a head peek out from the entrance of the cave. gasping as her eyes
twinkled in watching the large purple auraron exit the cave.

 

"luz!" amity charged at the jotunhel for an embrace, mindful of the spikes. lightly chuckling, luz
happily embraced amity, her eyes following the glowing lines of her grown back spikes.

 

as they pulled away, amity leaned closer to inspect the jotunhel's larger face with luz's fur having
grown thicker and stature. "you grew a beard." she said, pointing out the several puffs of fur on
luz's face and under her chin, making her grin.

 



"not really." luz shrugged it off, what interests her the most is the new color scheme of the auraron.
"and you also turned purple! how?" baffled.

 

"aurorans shed their scales when reaching adulthood." amity explained, her tail swaying slowly as
she grew modest of her new grown body.

 

luz was just staring at her, mouth slightly agar with a growing heat within the jotunhel's body which
was left unexplained as amity cleared her throat that snapped her out of her daze.

 

"do you like it?"

 

"of course! you look beautiful!" luz replied. there was always something about amity that allured
luz in such a way, it's not an allurement of a predator, it was something else she couldn't figure out.

 

nonetheless, both of them grew alot in such a short time together.

 

after a quick catching up, night has set that engulfed the entire surrounding in darkness. though
completely as amity's vision has improved along with luz, they made their way back to their cave
where they laid together.

 

listening to the little noises echoing in the ocean, watching the smaller aquatic life pass by them
without threat. it was a serene night.

 

"did anything else interesting happen when i was away?" luz asked, watching amity get in a
comfortable position to lay on solid ground.

 

amity scoffed as she shook her head, "things are boring without you here." she replied softly,
slowly closing her eyes though not to doze off as she listened to whatever luz had to say.

 

luz chuckled, "come on, there's gotta be something." she pressed, she doesn't believe that amity
hasn't done something over the past months of winter than just sit there. that's not how she rolls.
"maybe you learned something?"



 

amity opened a single eye to look at luz before sighing. "i got one. just don't laugh." she stood up
and swam out of the cave.

 

with the sea lanterns shining behind her, her natural bioluminescence twinkled like the stars above
as amity began moving her body in a certain way. so fluid, flexible as she flawlessly maneuvered in
water. mesmerizing the jotunhel.

 

"what are you doing?" luz asked but she didn't want her to stop.

 

"a dance."

 

luz watched amity dance in front of her, it began a struggle in her mind to whether or not just sit
back and watch or join in. her eyes followed every move the auraron made with the heat in her
body growing, progressively becoming unbearable.

 

amity looked at luz, noticing the way she's looking at her, triggering a sensation that blew all over
her body. promoting her to continue presenting herself to the jotunhel.

 

it's a rare sight to see an auraron dance in front of a different species and luz isn't going to pass up
that opportunity.

 

"mind if i join?" she asked, slowly exiting the cave as she approached amity who smiled and
motioned her head to come.

 

amity began to circle luz, grazing the tips of her spikes carefully against her as she brushed her
head and underbelly. caressing under her chin by her tail as a smirk came on amity's face.

 

luz shuddered at the feeling, she started circling amity as well. her wings moved a little off from the
rhythm as she swam but none of it mattered as their bodies collided.

 



lightly giggling, luz slowly coiled her tail around amity's as they stared deeply into each other's
hues glimmering in the darkness. almost instinctively, she rubbed her chin atop of amity's head,
purring.

 

amity accepted the gesture and leaned into the jotunhel's touches, lowly bellowing before licking
the side of luz's face.

 

luz's fur spiked up at the sudden lick, turned her head to face amity who's face exhibited something
else as she continued to rub under her chin. calming down, luz bellowed as she led both of them
back to the cave.

 

amity laid down on the ground, glancing over her shoulder to watch luz get behind her with a
heated look on her face. it became crystal clear what they both want tonight.

 

planting her wings on her sides as she placed her hips under her tail, rubbing her bulging knotted
cock on amity's unsheathed cunt, making her shudder with a whine escaping her throat. she’s
begging for it though luz still wants to taste her.

 

leaning down, luz took a whiff of amity’s pussy that made her stomach growl, starving with her
cock twitching in excitement as she watched it drip.

 

without hesitating to run her tongue along her slit, earning a squeak like moan, luz chuckled to
herself as she found the sound cute before continuing to lick her cunt. lapping up all of the juices
she secretes, digging her nose deeper as she gets high of her lover’s scent with her tongue prodding
her entrance but she didn’t push it in.

 

amity grew frustrated at that as she snapped at luz, growling without the intention to hurt her, the
only thing that’s in her mind is to feel that knot inside. the jotunhel, however, didn’t take that so
kindly as luz growled back, louder and overpowered the auraron as she pinned her down even more
to the ground and bared her teeth onto her exposed- willfully exposed neck.

 

sharp rows of fangs pricked the auraron’s scales, it’s no brainer that she can easily topple luz over
but in times like this, there could be only one apex predator.

 



the jotunhel continued to apply pressure on the auraron’s neck, just breaking her protective coat
though it wasn’t enough to hurt her, just yet, before pulling away and pulled back once again,
aligning herself on amity’s pulsating cunt.

 

lowly growling, luz licked amity on the cheek to ease her as she slowly pushed her cock inside.
earning a roaring moan, amity clawed the floor with each push inside, moaning softly as luz
continued to pepper her face with licks and kisses.

 

with a growl rumbling her throat, luz gritted her teeth as she feels her tight walls enwrap her
fittingly till she's completely inside. leaving the knot out. both of them stayed in that position,
taking the time to adjust to each other as they gave reassuring kisses. mostly luz.

 

 

after a minute past, the jotunhel began to slowly pull in and push back. listening to amity's breathy
moans, her tail rapidly wagged behind her as the feeling of her warm, tight walls sent luz to heaven.

 

the heat surged to exponential levels within the auraron, amity has been experiencing these heats
when she reached adulthood and it always gets worse whenever luz is beside her.

 

it was unexpected but crossbreeding isn't uncommon.

 

amity howled in pleasure when luz hit that one spot, slightly rolling her head back as she arched her
hips more for her. lowly growling, feeling luz nuzzle onto her neck as she took a deep breath in,
savoring her scent.

 

the jotunhel licked the side of amity's neck with her thrusts growing erratic, plunging herself deep
as she sank her fangs into the auraron making her roar in both pain and pleasure with her claws
running deep on the floor, scraping it.

 

luz sped up the pace, her cock going deeper as she repeatedly hit amity's womb. her knot just
begging to be plunged inside those slippery walls, claiming the auraron as hers. her tongue rolling
out from the side, the bliss clouded her mind with each clench on her cock.

 



"oh amity.." luz growled, nuzzling her head onto amity as she went deeper. loving the sensations
that run throughout their bodies with the sounds escaping their throats, reverberating in the waters
for the other creatures to hear them.

 

"luz.. give it to me, please.." amity whimpered, rubbing her head against luz's as she raised herself
even more. completely overridden in euphoria.

 

"i will. i fucking will!" luz roared as she gave out hard thrust ins and slow outs, earning mewl from
amity with her tail wildly thrashing behind her, making the cave rattle at each slam. almost
matching luz's animalistic thrusts.

 

then, the knot popped inside, both jotunhel and auraron roared in ecstasy. perfectly fitting as luz
knots amity, shooting her warm load and letting it mix with amity's flowing cum. fertilizing her
with their spawns.

 

though, they have to stay in this position for a while. not that they mind.

 

sighing deeply in bliss, luz rested on top of amity. humming as she continuously licks amity's face,
showering her with love. purring in the process. amity happily chirped as she reciprocated.

 

they laid together in comfort and in warmth as they held each other with the light of the moon
shining down accompanied by the mellow sea lantern that lulled them to slumber.

 

-----

 

with spots of the surface getting frozen over once winter arrived, luz has not only experienced one
blessing but two when amity laid their eggs.

 

though, it's unorthodox to birth in the harsh winter but at the very bottom of the seafloor; there's an
active thermal vent which the couple used the heated rocks from it while luz surfaces to fly to the
volcano for its rocks as well.

 



luz also found a suitable place for them to place their eggs, a cave having a connection into the
ocean. lit by glowing geodes and the small pond leads back into the ocean that's near the hunting
grounds of the couple.

 

"i got more rocks!" luz proclaimed with her mouth full of molten rocks she got from the base of the
volcano. it hurts her mouth but she's able to handle it. she stopped in front of her mate who was
trying to figure out where she'll put the heated rock while it's in her mouth.

 

luz dropped what she brought beside amity, looking at the meticulous nest her mate made which
provided enough heat to incubate their eggs with heated sand covering all of them and the rocks
surrounding it. a smile crept up on the jotunhel's face as she watched her mate.

 

she's proud of amity.

 

"do you think it's enough?" amity asked, turning her head to luz with a look of worry if her efforts
would be enough for her children.

 

luz hummed as she nodded her head. giving amity a kiss to reassure her, "i wonder what they're
gonna look like." she said, staring at their eggs and couldn't hold her excitement of the time they'll
hatch.

 

she could imagine mini luz and amity swimming around or flying, even. either way, it's gonna be
amazing.

 

amidst the harsh winter weather, luz couldn't return to her home now but she'll explain herself to
her mother once the time has come. watching a pack of moonelles hesitantly walking into the cave
with their children in tow.

 

neither luz and amity minded as these creatures couldn't cause any harm to their offsprings even if
they tried.

 

at the corner of her eye, luz noticed the uncertainty in the auraron's face as she stared at their eggs.
the jotunhel instantly knew what it was. "hey, they're gonna love you. you're gonna be a great mom.
i promise you." luz rubbed her chin on amity, purring.



 

amity hummed, leaning into the touch as she replied; "so are you."

 

"i love you, luz." amity kissed luz on the cheek, making her tail furiously wag as her fur bristled
from the sweet tingles. luz kissed with their noses booping, both giggling.

 

"i love you more, ami."



Just Once

Chapter Summary

alpha luz x alpha lucia
requested smut by @Bumbly

"this fucking sucks.." a groan escaped her throat as she leaned back onto the couch, slouching with
her hands covering her face. growling lowly with a relentless pain surging throughout her body.

 

the air of the house grew thick of alpha musk every passing second, it would knock out a couple of
omegas if one would enter.

 

"i'm betting they planned this." luz was curled up to a ball beside her sister, lucia, resting her head
onto her shoulder as they both suffered from their rut. it just had to come up and ruin their
weekend, not to mention both their omegas were out of town for something.

 

they weren't listening since their mind turned blank when it struck them.

 

groaning, lucia tightly gripped the couch as she took one glance down at her crotch. seeing the
damage it already caused in under an hour. "i didn't think we'd rut at the same time." she chuckled,
grimacing slightly as she thought she'd last longer than this.

 

luz let out a single, strained laugh. "me either. it's like something's hinting from the universe for
us." she said in a mysterious tone, waving her hands for an effect in front of lucia's face, causing
her to swat it away with a scoff.

 

"that's fucking stupid."

 

neither sisters can smell the thick travesty of their musk filling the entire house and that's probably
the best. being both alphas and related, it's not the most ideal situation and could do less to nothing
unless they find a substitute that could satate their needs.



 

unless.

 

glancing at the corner of her eye, lucia stared at luz. seeing the pain twisting her face as she hugged
herself in an attempt to numb it all but it was for nought. lowering her gaze, she immediately
noticed the large bulge tenting her pants with a big wet spot that continued to expand.

 

she may not be able to know what luz's rut smells but all of this is getting harder to handle
anymore.

 

she needs relief. both of them do.

 

lucia snapped back to reality when she felt her jacket getting tugged, it was luz. looking up at her
with teary pleading eyes, as hot breaths escaped her lips. "lucia.. i can't take it anymore.." she
whimpered, subtly grinding her thighs together for friction.

 

biting her lip as she looked to the other side, thinking about it though she didn't need to think much
when their only goal was to achieve relief. despite it being taboo.

 

slowly nodding, "just once, alright?" lucia agreed. she knows damn well they shouldn't be doing
this, as she pulled off her pants and underwear before slipping off the couch to get in front of luz,
but what choice do they have?

 

no one's looking anyways.

 

"take them off for me." lucia said, tugging on luz's pants. with a gulp, luz followed as she shimmied
her lower clothing off and set them aside. hesitantly spreading her legs for her knotted cock to stand
in full glory. leaking, twitching in anticipation and in dire need of help.

 

grasping the base, feeling it throb in her hand. lucia sighed as she drew closer, running her tongue
along the veiny ridges. luz gasped at the warm feeling of her sister's tongue, instantly covering her
mouth as she watched lucia lick her. their eyes interlocking.

 



using her empty hand, lucia began stroking herself. rubbing her pre all over her cock, acting as a
lube. her tongue rolling along the thick veins, pulsating before slowly making her way up to the
oozing tip. lapping up luz's salty pre yet she didn't mind it.

 

watching luz's face contort in contemplation and pleasure, it's like a back and forth battle between
her morality and primal needs. it's amusing to watch when its her needs winning.

 

lowly humming as lucia took the tip in, her tongue feverishly licking it all up. her hand that held the
base traveled down to luz's balls, squeezing, messaging it before she completely pushed herself
down onto her cock. taking it whole.

 

the heat in lucia's face rose when she heard luz squeal in ecstasy, arching her hips yet she held
herself. lucia wants to hear more of those sounds, her moans brought a tingle in her body that was
unexplainable.

 

luz bit her lip to prevent anymore moans escaping but that has proven futile as lucia started bobbing
her head. her tongue wildly thrashed around with her hand fondles her balls and the other growing
restless as more pre trickled down.

 

"l- lucia.." luz grasped the exterior of the couch like it was her lifeline as she watched lucia
deliciously suck her off. she wouldn't be that crazy to compare it to amity's blowjob. it sent electric
current throughout her body that she couldn't ignore and savor.

 

it's something else.

 

eyes growing half lid, lucia picked up the pace along with her hand. listening intently to luz's
moans as her hips unconsciously thrust into her mouth.

 

with a swelling growing in the pit of her stomach, luz growled through her gritted teeth with her
hand twitching as she's itching to grab lucia by the hair and pull her down onto her dick even more.
yet she held herself. moaning breathily as she could feel herself getting closer till-

 

"fuck!!"

 



lucia pushed herself down onto luz's knot, moaning as she felt and tasted her little sister's hot cum
spew inside her mouth. streaming down her throat, gulping it all down with not a drop wasted.

 

her body twitched with every release of her own cum, coating her hand with it and the floor.
rubbing it to ride her high down as she slowly pulled away from luz, sighing deeply. wiping the
drool off the side of her mouth as she looked up to luz.

 

seeing her sweaty, dishevelled state, it made her internally chuckle. she has her arm over her eyes,
panting heavily with her shirt slightly pulled up to reveal her bra underneath as bullets of sweat
rolled down her toned stomach.

 

their high was good but not enough.

 

standing up, lucia gently pushed luz back to lay down as she got on top of her and in between her
legs. what's good about luz is that she naturally lubricates herself which amity obviously takes
advantage of and now it's lucia's turn.

 

holding both of her legs, lucia pushed it back a little to show luz's puckered hole that's glistening
under the ceiling light. both their cocks twitched with their knots inflating back in their prior state
as they waited for one to make the move.

 

swallowing a large lump in her throat, lucia held her cock and aligned it right on luz's ass, her tip
kissing it. "ready?" lucia looked at luz for confirmation to which she responded with a nod as she
prepared herself.

 

lucia began to slowly push her cock inside luz, making sure she didn't hurt her in the process. she
watched her cock slowly be consumed and disappear. biting the insides out of her mouth as she
hears luz's whines and moans.

 

there were times lucia would hear luz moan in her room, it didn't affect her as much before till now.

 

it's different when she's moaning for her.

 



"fuck lucia!" luz exclaimed once her sister's completely inside, feeling her throb inside as she
clenches around her warm cock. she gripped the mini pillows she laid on, letting herself adjust to
lucia's girth.

 

lucia took her time to let luz adjust on her while she stared down at her face. mainly her plump,
rose lips. she wondered what it would taste like against her own lips but why would she even think
of that?

 

why?

 

once luz was finally able to get accustomed to lucia's size, she gave the green light. prompting her
to slowly pull out a half of her cock before pushing back in, she continued at this pace.

 

wanting to go slow and soft as both are foreign to these taboo temptations. both kept reminding
themselves that this is for relief and have no double meanings whatsoever.

 

right?

 

as luz's moans became clearer, this gave lucia the idea to speed up. lowly groaning at the feeling of
her little sister's ass clenching around her ever so tightly as if she doesn't want her to pull out.

 

planting her hands on either side of luz's head, drawing closer to her with their faces only being
mere inches apart. lucia could feel luz's hot breath hit her face as their same hazel eyes yet so
different stared at each other.

 

unknowingly mirroring the same thing but lucia dropped her face onto her neck instead. nuzzling
up as she continued to give out hard yet tender thrusts.

 

"oh luz.." luz didn't hesitate to wrap her arms around lucia, holding her close as she let her body
become undone, relaxing under her sister's hold with her moaning right next to her ear.

 

she became torn within as she's becoming to like how lucia fucks her, she knows she's holding back
and something in the back of her mind wants her to go feral yet she's unsure how lucia would react



or should she really be feeling this way.

 

then, the same feeling arose once again at the pit of their stomach. luz clenched her teeth with her
grip on lucia tightening; "lucia.. i- i'm.. aahh!"

 

lucia doesn't need to ask what she meant by that when she can feel it too. "me too.. me too-" she
muttered under her breath as she let out her last piece of strength. her cock going deeper into her
little sister, hitting a spot that made her cry out in euphoria as her balls repeatedly slap her ass.

 

the sound of their colliding skin echoed through the living room though they didn't need to hold
back.

 

with a final deep thrust, luz called out her sister's name as she came. shooting her spews of cum
onto her stomach, her cock twitching at each shot the farther it went.

 

"mierda!" lucia was swift to pull out before she came inside, letting her cum stain the couch,
creating a small puddle.

 

both sisters panted heavily, catching their breaths as they rode down their climaxes without
exchanging a word. lucia slowly pulled away from luz, letting her fix herself and wipe off the jizz.

 

she opened her mouth, wanting to say something but she retracted and stood up. putting all of her
clothing back on before heading to her room. luz did the same.

 

with the smell of sex in the house begins to disperse, neither luz and lucia slept as they just laid in
their beds in silence with their minds plagued of one burning thing that may never leave alone.

 

'just once?'



The Warm Hand of Death

Chapter Summary

anubis luz x noble amity
something light

in the scorching dunes, what lies ahead is an endless sea of sand that travels along the plains of the
desert to reach unknown locations yet that's none of the utmost importance.

 

the relentless heat of the beaming sun above, amity wonders why the people have to endure such
harsh weather as they cultivate their crops and livestock. pulling the ropes that's attached to a large
ton brick that would build the one of many pyramids.

 

though, the answer is always in front of her face as she stood under a marble roof tainted in gold
and quartz. the higher winds drafted into the open surrounding pillars that's rigged of pure gold,
funded by the pharaoh himself as her family found a sweet spot to lay and leech on.

 

mostly her mother.

 

as the winds coolly brushed her hair to the side, amity turned around when she heard someone open
the door. realizing it was the twins, she was about to ask what brought them to her room till emira
beat her to it.

 

"mother requests your presence, sister." amity's neutral expression switched into a grimace as she
thought of the plausible outcomes of what her mother may want to talk about now.

 

the mind of that woman is always running but her head is far deep in her ass.

 

sighing deeply, amity nodded as she walked out of her room with the twins leading the way to the
throne room. walking down the long red carpeted hallway that seemed to drag on for ages with the
silk curtains waving along the drafting winds.



 

stopping in front of a guarded twin door, the guards opened it for the youngest blight to enter while
the twins stayed behind as they're no longer needed beyond the doors before it was closed behind
her.

 

amity looked around the throne room that's blinding of riches and gold that would make one
nauseated from prolonged exposure. the sickly gold tint on the coins and jewelry twinkled at the
corner of amity's eyes as she walked down the continuing red carpet till she stopped in front of the
large single monarch where odalia sat.

 

wearing a shit eating expression.  

 

"mother." amity coldly greeted, meeting her similarly cold sky blue eyes.

 

"amity, please take a seat." odalia said, motioning her daughter to take a seat at virtually nothing. it
irked amity but she didn't utter a thing and just waited for whatever her mother is going to spew this
time.

 

and odalia could see that. clearing her throat, she placed her leg to rest atop her other one as she
stared down at her daughter's cold gaze. "you're brought here to discuss your soon marriage." she
said in a rather normal tone as if she expected this to happen.

 

but for amity, it was a tragedy as her eyes widened in horror.

 

"pardon?"

 

odalia sighed as she rolled her eyes, "you will be sent to marry the pharaoh's son under a solstice
moon." she clarified, expecting amity to already know this knowledge but that doesn't seem the
case nor amity wanted to know of.

 

"you will be meeting him by the following week." tightly clenching her fists as she's forced to
continue listening to her mother, amity used all of her might to not lash out to odalia as anger
surged within.



 

she knew she should've seen this coming but why is she still surprised?

 

"this can't be!" amity protested, "mother, i cannot just marry someone i never knew nor liked!" she
pointed out the obvious problem if she were to marry this son of pharaoh- hell, she can't even
imagine a life living with a man. that's torturous.

 

"and why is that?" odalia replied, crossing her arms as she rose a brow of suspicion. 

 

"i.. i have a preference." amity timidly admitted, she hasn't told her parents about whom she liked
outside her small circle of friends. she didn't think this would be the time she'd tell her mother.

 

as amity waited for a response, listening to her hum thought made her anxiety rise exponentially as
she didn't know what's going to happen next till odalia came to a conclusion;

 

"then, why didn't you say so? that can be easily arranged dear, don't fret." she said, carelessly
waving her hand as she brushed it off. it wasn't as much as a relief for amity though.

 

she needs to cancel or postpone this marriage somehow.

 

"mother please, reconsider. i'm not prepared to have a marriage." amity reasoned with her mother,
begging for some reappraise. "give me some time to find someone whom i want to set vows with."
she said, her hands intertwined for her prayers to be heard to the ones above for her mother to hear
her out. just for once.

 

odalia narrowed her eyes at amity, thinking this over but the looming sense that she might decline
the proposition, amity was quick to come up with a solution; "and i promise i'll follow whatever
you propose."

 

this seemed to buy odalia, clapping her hands together as she came to a final cessation. "very well
then. you have until the new moon." she said.

 



amity felt a small relief flow within as she can now breath, patting herself in the back for saving
herself though her breath stilled when odalia wasn't done talking.

 

"if you fail, you will marry someone of ranks. understand?" amity stared into her mother's sky blue
eyes once again, she knows damn well she's laughing at her internally and she can't do anything
now after pulling all her cards.

 

all she can do now is comply.

 

"yes mother."

 

after amity was dismissed, she swiftly whipped her cloak on and stepped out of the mansion to take
a breather through the heated sand air but it's better than suffocating within the walls of her own
home.

 

amity doesn't have a particular destination in mind but to get farther from the mansion as possible.

 

walking down the streets of the town, she pulled her hood up closer to her face to avoid being
detected or recognised by the townsfolk. noticing their glances at the corner of her eye as they
worked on their daily routine under the searing heat of the summer sun.

 

despite the harsh beam of the sun, people were still able to make due with it all. it's admirable
really.

 

as amity continued to walk farther from the blight estate, the fewer the houses became as the desert
came closer that led to an endless ocean of sand and debris where no man could trek through.

 

it made amity think of running through those valleys of sand as she stared off to the horizon till she
bumped into someone, snapping her back to reality.

 

"pardon me, miss." a soft voice spoke before her. amity backed up to get a good look of their rather
tall physique with tan skin that shined under the sun. they wore black linen skirt with another linen
wrapped across their torso.



 

despite wearing all black under the heat, they wore no head caps whatsoever that could protect their
curly head from burning.

 

but amity paid neither attention to that as she pushed the person aside, clicking her tongue; "ugh.
don't get in my way, peasant." she spat, walking past them to continue her walk to nowhere.

 

"this is certainly a welcome after not stepping foot in this land for a while." the person said with a
chuckle, putting the blight into a halt. looking over her shoulder, the stranger examined the town
with piquing interest.

 

slowly turning around, amity asked the stranger; "are you new here?"

 

this brought their attention back to them and smiled as they replied; "i am but a lonely traveler,
miss." lightly bowing before continuing "trekked through the desert to discover cities and towns
apart from here."

 

"but this is certainly my favorite."

 

"who are you, if i may?" amity asked, her brow raising as she continued to converse with this
stranger. none of their features fit a civilian of this town, especially their monumental height. it
brought interest as to where this person possibly came from.

 

"luz noceda. at your service." luz proudly introduced herself and offered her hand for a shake. "and
you?"

 

amity only took a single glance at the extended hand before introducing herself, "amity blight. third
born of the noble blight lineage." she replied with the same pride in her name, smirking as she saw
a surprised look on luz's face.

 

"if what you say is true, how come i have not seen you till now?" amity asked, skeptical.

 



"perhaps you haven't stepped down here till now." luz only responded blatantly, disregarding the
respect amity thought she'd have after telling her name to this woman but that didn't go as planned
and that infuriates her. 

 

"excuse me?"

 

holding up her hands in a sort of not wanting a dispute, "not be blunt but you are the first noble
who actually went down in the slums." luz replied as she placed her arms behind her back as she
took a step closer to the blight who was caught off guard by the sudden closure.

 

the noceda's height completely overshadowed amity, intimidating her but she didn't let it show.
"quite admirable." she muttered.

 

yet luz brush past amity as she continued; "but it'll only be a matter of time where you'll be
disgusted enough and rush back to your preppy mansion, drink some of the finest wines to wash the
sand down your throat." waving her hand effortlessly as she states unreasonable things amity would
do if she were really pretentious but she does see the point in the stranger's words as it engraves
into her mind.

 

she sees it everyday with her mother.

 

"can't blame you, things haven't been looking too good here." luz hissed as she looked at the state
of living of some of the people. covered in sand and sweat as they continuously pulled a trolley to
cultivate their only source of livelihood. they look like they're going to pass out any moment.

 

sighing silently, amity turned around to face luz once again. "you say you travel?" luz returned her
gaze at the young blight with her smile still etched on her red lips before offering her hand again. 

 

"shall we have a walk?"

 

amity looked down at her hand yet again, seeing her smooth looking palm with bits of discolored
scars around her fingers and side of her hand. taking a deep breath in, amity took luz's warm hand
that led her back to the bustling town but not nearer to her mansion, thankfully.

 



they walked hand in hand down the market to not be lost, the conversations all around them
became incoherent as they overlapped and competed with each other, though the background noise
didn't disturb what questions amity had in mind for the woman next to her.

 

thinking that talking amidst this noise, amity pulled the taller woman down at her height and asked
right into her ear; "so, what places have you been?"

 

luz chuckled, "cairo, thebes, hermonthis, even the edge of the world." she replied lightly, casually
saying the end of the world but that pulled amity aback in shock.

 

looking up to the woman's rich hazel eyes to call her bluff, but, with the sun beaming down behind
her head, it's hard to tell. "the edge of the world?" she repeated, bewildered.

 

"it's a place no man nor god can enter within its room of treasures. it's a fairly hard place to go to."
luz said in a rather mysterious tone but her choices of words made the young blight rethink and
piece everything back in a different view.

 

"then, why did you say you've been there when no man or god could?" amity asked skeptically as
she pulled herself away from luz, stopping at the middle of the busy market. crossing her arms as
she narrowed her gaze once again at luz whom stopped as well, "you're contradicting yourself,
noceda."

 

luz sheepishly smiled, rubbing the back of her neck as she realized her mistake. "indeed i am. to be
honest, all it came from was tavern stories of drunkards." admitting the poor words and hinting lies.

 

as much as amity hates people lying to her, the subject in hand did interest as she began to think
about it. the possibilities, the adventure, the things she'll encounter along the way. it's an endless
daydream. if only it weren't. 

 

"but is it possible to reach the end of the world?"

 

luz hummed, tapping her chin as she became engrossed in deep thought for a moment before
smiling so brightly that puts the sun to shame. "with a curiosity like yours, you just might." she
responded so vaguely yet optimistically. it brings some hope within the blight.



 

yet before amity could continue her enquiries, luz hissed and slapped the back of her neck. pulling
it back, amity grew confused why did a beetle bite the neck out of all places. and do beetles even
bite?

 

"i have to go. it was nice meeting you amity blight." luz said in a hurry, perhaps she needed some
place else, amity thought to herself as she watched the noceda bow down before her.

 

"till we meet again?"

 

amity softly smiled at luz, she doesn't know when but she's willing to hope it'll be soon as she still
has much to know about her. bowing as well, replying; "till we meet again, weird traveler."



Confession of Sins

Chapter Summary

priest amelia x luz

arriving in the sanctum of gold and ivory, she traveled down the lengthy red carpet along the aisle.
surrounded by several rows of benches that harbor few civilians on their knees, hands intertwined
as their eyes focused on the wooden cross.

 

luz stopped at the very front of the altar, staring up to the cross and did the sign of the cross before
turning left. heading for a distinct direction till she saw what she was looking for.

 

the confessional.

 

taking a deep breath in as she has never done this before till now. grasping the knob of the door
that's filled with clover designed holes, letting the sunlight burst through before she swung it open,
creaking as it went and sat down on the flat bench.

 

luz looked around the box that's only lit by dots from the door's design. on the left, a wire mesh and
a thick cloth of sorts was used as a separator from the confessor and the priest whom she waited for
not too long.

 

hearing the door from the other side creak open, luz straightened her posture as a silhouette
appeared beside her, accompanied by a small sigh. she doesn't know how these things go, she'll just
roll with whatever the priest tells her.

 

they're always right after all.

 

"what is it you seek, my child?" the voice of the priest was mellow and soft, putting every worry
and uneasiness away from the noceda. comforting her.

 



"i came to repent, father." luz replied, her grip on her knees loosened as she heard the priest's low
hum. prompting her to continue, confessing the sins and tragedies that has come to her life, it is
taking a toll on her and she doesn't know what to do.

 

she has no one to turn to and this is her final option.

 

"i don't know what to do anymore, father." luz bit the insides of her mouth, recollecting everything
that has happened to her so painfully. it hurts to look back and the priest understands it.

 

"these challenges you've been facing were tests by god. do not fret." the priest reassured, their voice
still soft and comforting to listen to.

 

"all of it?" luz was a little skeptical of that reason. why would a benevolent, omnipotent being toy
with its own subjects and call it a test?

 

perhaps she's looking at this rather literally and take the priest's word to a grain of salt.

 

"then, what would i have to do to overcome it?" luz asked, hopeful. but then, she heard something
unlock below her, causing her to look down and notice a small latch on the separator that was
lightly pushed open.

 

"step through." the priest claimed and so luz did.

 

she crawled through the small opening, entering the priest's side of the confessional only to come
upon a sight luz never expected in the house of god.

 

the priest, a woman with vivacious locks of mane like hair with her golden eyes staring down at the
noceda. almost condescending as she has her legs spread to get a good look of her raised, thick,
twitching cock. waving luz over to come get a taste of its leaking tip.

 

swallowing a large lump in her throat, luz started to have second thoughts about all of this. "uh.. is
this part of the confession?" she asked, unsure as she slightly backed up from the priest whom only



smiled in return, resting her hand on luz’s shoulder. grasping it with the pressure progressively
tightening as she pulled her back closer.

 

"indeed. you must satiate the messenger of god for him to receive your prayers." the priest replied,
her tone still soft but it didn’t have an effect on luz anymore as everything turned null for her initial
feelings of comfort she had with this woman.

 

"and that messenger is me."

 

with a frown forming, luz slowly shook her head. she can’t go on and do this kind of thing,
especially with a priest when it’s illegal and against the rules the church itself set upon. as if seeing
the hesitation in the noceda’s face, the priest cupped her cheeks for their eyes to meet.

 

burning gold. "go on, girl. don't make me wait." the priest’s tone grew irritated from each passing
second without anything happening which left luz no choice but to comply as she drew closer to
her crotch, hesitantly opening her mouth while mentally preparing herself for what’s about to
happen.

 

though she wasn’t given that time as she was grabbed by the hair and completely pushed down onto
the priest’s cock. her tongue could feel it throb, it’s reaching at the back of her throat with the girth
threatening to unhinge her jaw. then, the priest began bringing luz’s head up and down, using her.

 

“it’s been a while since i had this.” the priest groaned, resting her head against the wooden wall as
she watched the noceda suck her off with the look on her eyes only turned her on.

 

she’s seen many girls like her prior, so eager little bunnies hunger for a singular carrot that they
kept coming back for though temptation of the devil soon caught up to them. leaving amelia alone
till a prey presents herself and that so happens to be luz. she can never be thankful for the blessings
god gives her.

 

luz is partially thankful that the priest isn’t some old man but this isn’t excusable.

 

amelia kept luz in a tight hold, making her keep her cock inside her warm mouth, encasing her with
her drool as her balls lightly tapped luz’s chin at each thrust. though, their moment of pleasured



peace was interrupted by the creak of the door on the confessor’s side and luz thought this was a
chance for her to escape.

 

luz tried to pry herself off amelia and call out for the person but she underestimated the priest’s
strength as she was kept in place like she didn’t even move a muscle. looking up, amelia gave her a
look that made her cower, eyes fueled by inferno.

 

“forgive me father, for i have sinned.” the person on the other side said, it sounded like a male. 

huffing, “so try to be quiet and you’ll be rewarded. understood?” amelia whispered down to luz,
shoving her deeper on her cock with her lips now kissing the base, rendering her unable to speak
and move just by her lock hold.

 

with amelia speaking to the confessor like normal as if nothing is happening down below, luz wants
to punch the priest across the face but she’s completely powerless. leaving with no options, she
began bobbing her head to satiate the priest’s twisted needs which made amelia internally and
externally smirk as she felt it.

 

barely listening to what bullshit the confessor spews.

 

this went on during the confession, baring to listen to the things the confessor experienced and has
done whilst luz sucks the priest off. once they finally left, amelia groaned as she brought luz’s head
down even more before finally receiving the relief she’s been craving for a long time.

 

shooting her shots of cum inside luz’s mouth, forcing her to swallow all of it till amelia was
emptied to which is when she’s finally released. luz took deep breaths, coughing as she wiped her
mouth, she glared at the priest whom returned a nonchalant expression.

 

“if you dare tell anyone about this,” amelia started fixing her clothing, placing her now deflated
cock back inside her pants as she stood up, not bothering to help her up. right now, that’s where luz
belongs as she looked up to amelia hopefully, helplessly. nowhere to run. “we’ll see who the people
believe in.” 

“a man of god or a slut?”



Proposition

Chapter Summary

wyvern amelia x wandering merchant luz

there are many stories spilled in each tavern or accomplice she meets. stories of mythical creatures
inhabiting the heavenly clouds, down to the depths of the oceans.

 

but the most prominent ones were dragons.

 

gargantuan creatures varying in species that roam the earth, though it's hardly believable for that to
be real. people have to see it to believe it as the saying goes.

 

though, believing in such fairy tales whilst knowing reality doesn't hurt anyone. unless you
accidentally wandered inside one of these creatures' den. hopeless on what to do next.

 

that's the current situation of luz noceda. standing, quivering in front of a sleeping giant. it's scales
glimmered like falling gold against the sunlight above, it's bellowing snores vibrated throughout the
cave along its sharp intakes of breath.

 

luz doesn't know what to do. if she moves from her spot, she'd be at risk in waking up the beast and
if she doesn't move; sooner or later, it'll wake up and eat her alive.

 

she doesn't really have many options.

 

the longer she lingers in this cave, the higher her chance of dying goes. luz settled the argument
inside her head as she silently took a deep breath in, twisting her body to turn around to face where
she came and was about to take her first step of escape though frozen when she heard the bellowing
turned into a menacing growl behind her.

 



a shadow began to loom from behind, completely covering her with a hot breath blowing above.
followed by a low, deep voice whispering into her ear- at least, that's what luz thought;

 

"human."

 

gulping hard, luz's body was stiff and didn't want to turn around as she knows that the beast has
now awoken and her end is guaranteed tonight. "it seems that you seek death when entering my
domain." at the corner of her eyes, she saw clawed wings corner her on both sides. scraping the
rough cavern floor.

 

"i.. i didn't mean to. i thought it was an empty cave!" luz tried to save herself, not bothering to turn
around and face the creature as she felt its glaring gaze burn the back of her head.

 

"then, your foolishness is your demise." luz saw one of the claws was removed from the ground,
following by an addition of another shadow and doesn't spell good as she whipped her body
around, finally facing the terror behind her.

 

"wait!" luz begged with her arms raised in surrender, eyes squeezed shut as she prayed to not be
sliced in half.

 

silence. the noceda slowly opened her eyes and saw a large scaly body towering over her with a
daunting gaze from its shining golden eyes. it really shows how small humans are compared to
everything else.

 

so miniscule to what's really above.

 

luz opened her mouth, expecting words to come out but it was a feeble squeak. she cleared her
throat while looking at the creature who's impatiently waiting for her to speak just by the look she's
giving.

 

"i propose a proposition, great.. dragon."

 



scoffing, "wyvern." the creature corrected rather harshly, "and what is this proposition?" she asked,
intrigued, staring down at the scared human. it amuses her.

 

"i'll do anything you want during the duration i'm here as long as you let me leave in one piece." luz
claimed her offer to the great wyvern before her whom began to think about it as she lowly
hummed.

 

"this offer.. is risky for a puny human like you." the wvyern warned though luz was willing to take
the risk if she really wants to see another day.

 

"i- i can take it." she replied, not heeding the caution which the wvyern expected with such
smugness. "just let me live and i'll serve you."

 

lowly chuckling, "very well then." wyvern, then, swiftly swung her claws at luz who cried out as
she covered her face, thinking she was fooled into thinking she was spared but she still feels her
heart drumming in her ears.

 

and cold.

 

she feels cold.

 

luz opened her eyes once again only for it to widen as she saw herself ass naked after all of her
clothing was slashed. the wyvern grabbed the noceda like a ragdoll.

 

"wait this isn't what i imagined!" luz exclaimed, she thought of many things in serving the wyvern.
so many things other than this being the very first option.

 

"too bad i can't turn into a human to fit your standards." the wyvern snarky replies as she tightened
her grip on the human's delicate body. if she applied more pressure, luz would just pop like a pulp.

 

before the wyvern does anything rash, luz pleaded out; "no no! wait, please!" this, temporarily,
made her stop and listen to the human's last words.



 

"what's your name?"

 

the wyvern's brows rose in surprise, it's not something she'd see everyday and it amazes her how
peculiar this human is compared to the rest.

 

"amelia." the creature responded before bringing luz down towards her crotch once again. letting
her stare at awe and horror at the sheer size she has to take for the first time, twitching from cold air
and arousal as it drips out pre that could shower her with it.

 

amelia splits luz's legs apart, staring down at her small cunt that's quivering. it's cute. she gently
grazed it with her thumb, smoothly rubbing along her somewhat wet slit before pressing on her clit.
earning a yelp.

 

her keen eyes wandered up and down at the human's body, examining her at every inch while she
played with her little cunt. her ears twitched at the sound of her moans filling the cave. rippling
through the air.

 

break her.

 

growling avidity, amelia grew tired of the long foreplay even though it didn't last 5 minutes for luz
to completely get used to the wyvern's touches. she brought her down even closer to the tip, kissing
her entrance that made the noceda whine in dismay as to whether it'll really fit.

 

"be thankful that you're the first to experience my mercy." amelia snarled, she tightened her hold on
luz and began to push her down into her cock. slowly with every inch slipping inside, luz's face and
body contorted in agony as she did her damnedest to adjust quickly for this unpredictable dragon.

 

how could this be considered as mercy?

 

growls continued to rumble in amelia's throat as she pushed luz further down her cock, forcing her
to take it. she watched her stomach tent from her dick without her breaking. just yet.

 



a durability of a human is unreliable and fragile. amelia wants to see that moment of
demoralization. she can't wait.

 

streams of tears rolled down her face as luz could feel insides getting arranged the further it goes
till her hips collided on the base.

 

she's mildly surprised that she hasn't passed out from the sheer pain below but she doesn't have
time to pat herself on the back as amelia pulled her up for a moment before bringing her down.

 

going at this pace with each thrust arranging her insides- well, at least, that's what she feels like.

 

"amelia.. please, slow down.." luz rasps, tightly grasping on amelia's fingers as she watches the
wyvern's cock repeatedly slip in and out of her pussy as it bleeds. dripping down her thighs mixing
with her juices. her body lightly ricocheting as her heavy balls slammed against her body.

 

amelia didn't reply, she kept thrusting in luz with her member now easily fucking her small hole
that's getting widely stretched so much that she could see her pulsating insides. her stomach
enlarging, it makes the wyvern feel giddy as she didn't expect it luz to last so long.

 

it's such a treat.

 

then, amelia picked up the pace. her hips slamming hard against her with such vigor. luz cried out
in both pain and pleasure, her nails now digging deep into her scaly flesh though it didn't faze the
wyvern.

 

luz's eyes wandered up to meet amelia's golden hues, filled with lust and intent. the ongoing pain
begins to subside as she stares up at her eyes, it's almost comforting with the pleasure overtaking
her body.

 

the wyvern's tongue rolled out her tongue from the side, drool dripping down to the ground. loving
the feeling of the human's pussy, she's started to consider this proposition could escalate into
something else.

 



she's in for it.

 

noticing the noceda's gaze, she tilts her head in curiosity before ramming her cock farther into her.
abusing that one spot with a rising heat bubbling at the bottom of her stomach.

 

luz was getting overwhelmed, she doesn't know if she already came from so much simulation. drool
slipped down the side of her mouth. she feels her body getting sent to heaven.

 

then, the wyvern roared loudly as she rolled her head back in bliss that could be heard throughout
the land as she brought down luz, a warm flush washed over her body like a tidal wave.

 

she arched her body with spews of hot cum squirt out of her, there's so such for her puny body to
handle. amelia chuckled at the sight of the waterfall before pulling out. letting all of it flow down
out of her now wide hole.

 

amelia fixed luz's dishevelled hair and smirked at her ruined body, she leaned down towards her
hair to whisper; "you're going to stay with me till your proposition expires."



Little Kitty Cat

Chapter Summary

lucia x cat amity

lucia was given a cat, thinking it would help contain her impulsive nature, it did

“mija, this can’t go on anymore.” 

lucia plopped down onto the couch as her mother closed the door, slouched with her legs wide open
without regard to manners since this is her house. nose dripping of blood but clogged of tissues to
soak it up with her face filled with bandages.

 

“you got sent to the principal’s office 5 times this month. it’s getting worse.” camila stopped in
front of her eldest daughter with her arms crossed though her gaze isn’t anger, instead, it’s worry
and concern. lucia hates seeing those looks on her mother, half heartedly expecting her to be mad
and slap her across the face for the shits she’s getting herself into that causes stress to camila.

 

she deserves it.

 

“what’s your reason this time?” 

“those assholes were hurting luz, almost killing her!” lucia was quick to her say, practically telling
the truth of what really happened before the teachers and principal got in the way of her rampage.

 

“and your solution is also almost killing them?” lucia opened her mouth, planning to retort but
instead, closed her mouth and hung her head low. staring down at her bandaged up knuckles that
have spots of crimson, rubbing her palm as she realizes how rough it has become from everything
she’s been doing. 

“i doubt the teachers would really do anything.” lucia said, returning her gaze back to her mother,
“do you really think sending them to detention for the weekends is enough for them to turn
around?” asking camila if this system is really fair for everyone.

 



the system that has repeatedly failed children that it would be unreasonable to count how many
took their lives in bathroom stalls.

 

“malditos pendejos.”

 

lucia crossed her arms as well, slipping down more to the couch with her eyes now looking to the
side. staring at nothing. she can feel her nostrils drying up with blood as her headache began to
either subside or become worse. she couldn’t tell.

 

sighing deeply, camila took a seat next to her daughter and took a good look at her, noting how big
she’s gotten and it feels like she only got her 15th birthday yesterday. “lucia, i know that you mean
well.” she started, softly taking lucia’s beanie. remembering the very day she started wearing this
and would never take it off her head, she would even wear this while sleeping. 

“your heart is in a good place but the choice you make,” camila lightly brushed a strand of hair
behind lucia’s ear, “do you really think them through?” lucia didn’t reply, calming down on her
mother’s touch as she listened to everything she said. 

“tell you what, instead of moping around in the house during your suspension. why don’t you
accompany me at work?” camila suggested, handing the beanie back to lucia who looked down at
her red knitted beanie and slowly nodded. 

“i guess. i have nothing better to do anyways.” she replied, it was her plan to just lock herself in her
room but this could be a good change of pace of her several suspension. 

camila kissed the side of lucia’s head, “gracias mija. we’ll start tomorrow.” she stood up and
headed upstairs to her room to rest after a long day, entrusting lucia in making dinner later on.
meanwhile, she just sat on the couch, sighing deeply as she tilted her head up to stare at the empty
ceiling.

 

thinking. 

 

-----

 

the following day, lucia was brought along to the vet to help her mother in some way during her
shift. she’s seen how camila would handle struggling animals and calming them down, she’s been
tasked to do just that.

 



“now, no matter how much they struggle, it’s important to still be careful of them and do your best
to calm them down.” camila advised as she opened the door for lucia while she carried a carrier. 

“and if they don’t?” lucia settled the carrier onto the cold metal bed, earning a growl from inside
the carrier but she didn’t mind it too much. 

“they will. just trust them.”

 

that didn’t really give the answer lucia wanted but she’s going to take her mother’s word for it, she
unlocked the carrier door and almost immediately a puppy rushed out, attempting an escape though
lucia swiftly caught it. grabbing it by the scruff firmly, setting them down on the bed while it
furiously growled, whipping its head back in an attempt to snap at her.

 

“what now?” lucia asked, looking at camila.

 

“hold them still while i prepare their vaccine.” camila said, heading for the tray to grab a syringe
and a bottle of vaccine, lucia guessed. the young noceda could feel the puppy slipping out of her
grasp as it wriggled like a slippery snake, she still held it by the scruff and clamped her index and
middle finger on its snout to prevent it from trying to bite anymore.

 

“come on, little guy, it’s my first day on the job.” lucia whispered to the puppy, her thumb softly
rubbing its head. the growls and whines of the puppy began to slowly die down, relaxing in lucia’s
hold as it loudly exhaled as if to say it’s grown tired and it’s just going to rest on lucia which was a
good start.

 

after camila injected the puppy it’s needed vaccine, lucia gently placed it back into the carrier with
its provided blanket, covering it. she handed it back to its owner while thanking her mother till they
left.

 

“that wasn’t so bad.” camila commended her daughter as she patted her back, “let’s bring in another
patient.”

 

throughout the entire day, lucia was handling animals in varying size and ferocity though she was
able to manage them. the ones she liked are the calm ones that she didn’t have to handle too much
and just kept them in place while camila gave them their needed medicine or vaccines.

 



after the last pet was taken back by its owner, lucia looked over to the wall clock and realized the
shift is about to end. she can finally go home and rest. but it was wrong for her to think that the job
was already done as the door was pushed wide open, it’s one of camila’s colleagues holding
something small in both of their gloved hands.

 

“mrs. noceda, this kitten was outside and i think it has scabs or mange.” the colleague said, lightly
setting the estranged kitten onto the metal bed. lucia frowned at its condition, it’s almost hairless
with patches of exposed, dry skin. it’s body curled up and shaking, feeble, with its eyes attempting
to close. 

“it’s mange. quick hand me one of our treatments.” camila only took a single glance of the kitten’s
condition and gave the order to which the colleague quickly got to work. “mija, open some cat food
by that shelf.” lucia nodded and briskly made her way over to the pointed shelf.

 

“va a estar bien. you’re safe now.” camila whispered to the kitten as it violently trembled, its body
weak and wavered like paper. god knows how long it’s been in that state till it was finally found.

 

after the food and the treatment was prepared, camila did her damndest to help this kitten, all the
while lucia stood back and watched. staring at the kitten as it lets out broken meows, barely lifting
a paw as it lets it whatever’s happening, happen.

 

it’s like it knows that the elder noceda is trying to help it.

 

camila wrapped the kitten in a blanket, rolling it up like a little burrito and turned her gaze to the
daughter who was still staring at the now dozing kitten as it slept during the procedure. “we’re
taking this kitten home and making sure it recovers.” she spoke, breaking lucia out of her trance.

 

“and you’re going to be in charge of taking care of her.” camila handed the wrapped up kitten to
lucia who was hesitant of being the one responsible for this little thing’s well being when her
mother could do the job 10x better but by the look camila was giving to her, there’s no way in hell
for her to reconsider. 

sighing, lucia didn't really find herself in taking care of a kitten, especially when she's not known
for the best touches and holds.

 

“fine but luz better have a split in this.”

 



once they finally arrived home, lucia headed up to her room, placed the kitten onto her bed.
kneeling down in front of her, resting her chin onto her arm as she stared at the kitten beginning to
wake up. watching it look around the room as it sniffed the air, familiarizing itself.

 

“you’re an ugly one,” lucia booped the kitten's nose, making it sneeze. she won't lie that she found
it cute but she's just doing what her mother told her to do and it's bound the kitten would be
fostered. 

“but i’ll make sure you’re in tiptop shape before summer, amity .”

 

-----

 

lucia has been doing her best to take care of the kitten for the past months. slowly, her fur began to
return and amity's true personality began to seep through as she got better.

 

amity would always stick close to lucia, attached to her like glue. no matter how many times she'd
lock or push the cat away from her just to get some peace and quiet. she, somehow, finds a way to
be beside her always.

 

eventually, lucia grew onto it and lets the cat climb on her like she's some scratch post and rub all
over. her jackets and black shirts are never the same again.

 

there are times where lucia would stowaway amity into school, having company in this hellhole is
better than nothing like she's been for the past years. she'd have amity sit inside her bag that's now
always worn in front of lucia to make sure no asshole snatches her cat away.

 

some girls liked the idea of the noceda bringing a cat, this draws attention to her, especially the
popular ones and attention has a good pussy.

 

there were instances of lucia bringing a girl home without neither her sister or mother's knowledge,
locked in her room to let all of their noises echo throughout the household as she has one of her
best nights.

 

though, amity was there to hear all of it.



 

lucia doesn't actually think this affects the cat, she doesn't even allow her inside the room when
she's about to bend a bitch over. but when she brings a girl over to fuck, amity would ignore her for
the rest of the day or even an entire week.

 

it was odd but lucia didn't pay attention to it too much till a certain night approached.

 

lucia was laying in her bed, wearing a thin black sleeveless shirt with short shorts while she
scrolled through her phone. amity was laying by her legs, her eyes glued to the noceda as she
watched her. intently.

 

it's the weekend and for the first time, lucia isn't at school for detention. she hasn't gotten into any
major catastrophe. it's been a good change since amity came.

 

really good change.

 

standing up as she stretches, amity meows to grab lucia's attention. she began to scale the noceda,
balancing on her thighs, her front paws imprinting onto the fabric of her shirt though her hind legs
landed on somewhere that triggered lucia's body to a jolt.

 

"fuck- careful where you step." lucia hissed, grabbing amity away from her crotch and closer to her
face as she rested her body atop her chest. the cat meowed once again, bumping her head against
her owner's, earning a soft chuckle.

 

"yeah yeah, i love you too." lucia responded to the feline, kissing the side of her small, furry head
and began to softly rub the back of amity's ears. starting a purr.

 

as lucia listened to amity's purring, watching her relax at the small treatment. "things have been
different since you came." she started, "it's gotten better thanks to you. it's like you were sent by an
angel for me." the noceda lightly laughed at that statement.

 

"that's stupid."

 



amity opened her eyes, staring right into lucia's reddish hazel eyes as she continued to scratch her
ears. "you're weird but special to me." lucia kissed her atop of her head this time.

 

the cat slowly pulled herself out of her owner's hold. going back down to her shorts with her paws
now intentionally landing on her crotch. kneading.

 

"w.. what the hell are you doing?" lucia hasn't seen this kind of behavior from amity before. her
face blowing up in dizzying red as she tries to pry amity off her.

 

"amity.. stop. get off.." though it was futile as the cat continues to knead her now growing bulge,
twitching at each contact of amity's soft paws.

 

lucia bit her lip, watching amity work on her with her breathing turning heavy, senses
malfunctioning as this both feels good and horrible.

 

no one's going to know if lucia actually fucked her own cat and no one would believe that her own
fucking cat solicited her. either way, lucia isn't to pass it up when amity isn't letting her go.

 

she doesn't want those daggers on her dick.

 

lifting amity off for a moment for lucia to pull her shorts down, letting her thick member rise as it
twitches from confusing arousal. "what the hell am i doing.." lucia muttered to herself, following
amity's movements as she laid back.

 

the cat sniffed the oozing tip, the strong musk of the noceda did something inside amity that drove
her mind into auto pilot. her sandpaper tongue began to lap up the running pre, paws resumed
kneading her balls this time.

 

lucia lets out soft, low groans that's slightly muffled by her hand, gripping her bedsheets as she held
on for dear life with her head questioning her sanity though she doesn't want to deny that it does
feel good.

 



so good . despite the roughness, she began to grow into it and wants something more plausible than
the kitty's little mouth.

 

as if a switch was quickly flipped, "is this why you're avoiding me when i bring in a girl?" lucia
said, softly caressing her kitten's head as she prompts her to keep going, bringing her head down
ever so slightly though she'd be killing her if she forced her whole cock inside her mouth.

 

"you wanted to be the one to be dicked down by me? huh?" lucia sneered, earning a gurgled mewl
as the cat looked up to her, golden eyes glistening of lust and heat. it made the noceda scoff, she
pulled amity away from her dick making the cat whine and tried to get back in licking.

 

lucia found it amusing, "who knew a cat could be a slut." she settled amity onto her lap with her
back facing her. growling at the sight of her swollen lips, her thumb ran down smoothly before
slowly pushing inside, making the cat mewl as her body trembled.

 

feeling how wet, hot she is for her, it makes her cock twitch happily. holding the feline's underbelly,
lucia bit her lip as she began to bring her down with the tip kissing her lips before she began to
push it in.

 

slow and steady.

 

amity mewled with her tongue rolled off to the side as she felt herself getting stretched by her
master at each push. it feels like she's rearranging her inside, her stomach bulging from her sheer
size once she's completely inside.

 

"ah fuck.. you truly are special, ami." lucia groaned as she rolled her head back, loving how tight
and warm her pussy is. it's nothing like she ever tasted.

 

looking back at amity, the noceda began moving her hips, lightly thrusting in as she listened to her
pathetic mewls, her purrs loudly rumbling her throat. the hand that held her belly, she could feel her
own cock repeatedly going in and out of the kitten.

 

lucia watched her cock getting consumed by amity, her walls clenching lovingly around her cock.
"feels good, doesn't it?" smirking as she noted the look on her face, completely lost in bliss and
euphoria.



 

"so cute."

 

if this is amity's plan for lucia to not look for other girls anymore, it's certainly working. her hips
began to have a mind of their own, her thrusts picking up as she pounds the cat deeper, getting lost
in the pleasure with her.

 

"shit, amity.." lucia grabbed the base of amity's tail, yanking it every now and then that brought the
feline extra stimulation that almost drove her to madness.

 

all of amity's mewls were, thankfully, not heard by anyone as luz and camila were out to do
whatever. lucia wasn't listening.

 

they have the house to themselves till dusk.

 

her heavy balls repeatedly slammed at the bottom of amity's stomach, the noceda's prowess was
unparalleled. lucia groaned when she felt amity clench on her, she could feel a familiar rise at the
pit of her stomach.

 

the option to pull out was far back in the noceda's mind. besides, it's no use to pull out when there's
no risk.

 

"take it.. take it, you fucking slut!" lucia roared as she plunged her cock in one final thrust, spewing
her seeds inside amity. flowing inside her, stuffing her immensely that she might have been
mistaken as pregnant by how much cum lucia let out.

 

she hasn't let out this much before.

 

this cat is doing things to her.

 

"good girl." lucia cooed, patting amity's head as she carefully pulled out, letting excessive cum
flow out of her used pussy. body twitching as she let out a measly meow.



 

she placed her back onto her chest, not caring if her cum stains her shirt as she kissed amity's head,
earning a purr, lightly bumping her head in response.

 

after that session, something was unlocked within the young noceda that turned unhinged.

 

the routine of bringing amity along for school hasn't changed though lucia wouldn't let anyone give
her cat pets anymore. not a single touch. even amity has grown hostile to whoever approaches her
master or attempts to touch her.

 

pushing everyone away as they have their own world.

 

whenever there's freetime, lucia would always rush to the restrooms or even not be seen by students
the entire day after lunch. during these disappearances, both the cat and its owner relief themselves
after a long grueling day of not being inside each other.

 

slamming the restroom door close and locking it, she rushed to the furthest stall, locking it as well.
lucia sat down on the closed toilet, opened her bag for amity to step out, the cat whined as she
rubbed her body against the noceda.

 

she can't wait anymore.

 

"i know, baby." lucia whispered, opening her pants and pulling it down just enough for her erected,
agitated cock to pop out. "come here." amity didn't hesitate to comply as she raised her swollen,
dripping cunt for her master to which lucia brought down without warning.

 

amity was about to mewl in pleasure but lucia muffled her, standing up a little as she began
thrusting rapidly. she can't be caught out here fucking her cat but they have to do a quickie as they
simply can't get enough of each other.

 

"that's a good girl."



Secret Ingredient

Chapter Summary

baker luz x princess amelia
medieval au
just a short one

once the sun rose, deeming a new morning which also means the town of bonesborough will get
fresh, newly baked batches of the baker's bread.

 

the baker, luz, always bakes the finest pieces of dough that almost the entire town would line up to
her door just to have a loaf or two. and in that line, a princess also waits and she has become luz's
regular.

 

princess amelia blight, the eldest of the blight dynasty and in line of the throne. everyday, she
would leave the castle grounds unattended and would line up at the noceda's bakery for her daily
bread.

 

of course, this didn't go unnoticed by the townsfolk. some were astounded to see the princess in
broad daylight due to her not frequently leaving the castle and it's a rare sight indeed. however,
there were a few that's skeptical.

 

what makes luz's bread so special?

 

"and a loaf of milk bread." luz placed the last ordered bread inside the bag with the rest of the
bread, she sealed the bag shut as she looked up to amelia who was waiting patiently.

 

"hosting a bread party, are we?" she lightly quipped.

 

softly giggling, amelia grabbed the bag and held it close to her. "perhaps. i simply cannot get
enough of it." she replied, shrugging nonchalantly earning a light laugh from the noceda. 



 

"that's modest of you, princess but thank you."

 

scoffing, "how can i be modest when it's true?" amelia quipped back, her eyes interlocking with
luz's hazel ones that always shined and she didn't want to pry away from them though she had to.

 

breaking the eye contact as amelia cleared her throat, "these are nothing like i had before. what's
your secret?" she asked, she's always curious as to what luz does to make these bread taste so
special.

 

humming, luz leaned onto the counter with her cheek resting on her palm as she kept her gaze at
the princess. a sweet smile etched across her face as she said, rather cryptically; "let's just say i
always put something extra just for you princess."

 

amelia half expected that response, "whatever you say, noceda. have a great day." she bid the baker
goodbye, planning to head back to the castle with all the goods she cradles.

 

luz watched amelia get further and further, sighing almost dream-like as she pressed her hips onto
the counter, slightly grinding against it and her apron as it dripped rather excessively than prior
releases.

 

though, she doesn't mind it. it adds more excitement.

 

"enjoy the bread!"



Big Bad Wolf

Chapter Summary

red riding hood amelia x wolf lucia

inspired by @_noir01_ 's art on twitter, check em out

"oh big bad wolf, come out."

 

a singsong voice called out to the woods, few little birds were disturbed from the call as it flew
away from the noise. there was impenetrable deafness that followed for a few seconds till the sound
of brush rustling from movement.

 

turning around, facing the separating bushes as a large, dark furred creature stepped out into the
open. her sharp eyes stared back with one lighter than the other as a scar ran down on it.

 

"red. what do you want this time?" the wolf's voice was rough yet soothing, she looked at amelia up
and down with annoyance starting to grow. remembering the mishaps days prior. 

 

"i think we both know what." amelia started, nonchalant with little to no fear evident in her gaze as
she stood before the wolf. "especially when you almost killed grandma and ate all of the food."

 

lucia scoffed, turning her head to the side. she saw an opportunity of having a feast that time and
couldn't afford to pass it up. a hungry wolf must make due if she wants to eat.

 

"i suppose i deserve a reward in saving you from the woodsman." amelia continued, her approach
towards the wolf was slow, almost mimicking how lucia would slowly wait for the opportunity to
strike though she paid no mind to it.

 

"what 'reward' do you want?" lucia sneered, not looking at the hooded girl till realizing her body
was pressed up against her with her hand slithering down to her crotch.



 

"it's standing right in front of me." amelia whispered as she grasped the wolf's exposed cock. she
watched the wolf grow stiff, ears folded back with her tail contemplating whether to wag or not.
she could feel it throb in her hand as she slowly moved it in an inch.

 

as her breathing labored, a growl rumbled in her throat. her eyes glued to amelia. "we can stand
here and do nothing or please me, wolf." she whispered right into her ear that twitched.

 

a heat began to rise in her body as her mind fumbled though it didn't take her a full second to come
to a decision.

 

"what will it be?"

 

the wolf growled at the girl, her clawed hands grabbed amelia by the hips, bringing her in closer as
she backed up towards the shade of the thick forestry. burying her face onto her neck, inhaling the
familiar scent of the girl as she began peppering her neck with heated kisses.

 

amelia hummed as she bit her lip, her continued pumping lucia’s thick cock, watching the wolf’s
contorting face despite her efforts of keeping it straight. her lips grazed her soft flesh, dragging her
tongue across for a taste before she took a modest bite, nibbling her.

 

“harder..” lucia’s ears perked up hearing that, her growls got louder as she bit the blight’s neck hard
enough to make her bleed, earning a moan right into her ear. with her tail uncontrollably wagging
behind her, the heat consumed her head and common sense as her body began working on its own.

 

amelia watched the wolf’s hands grasp her waist, highlighting how small she actually is to her but
at her rutted state, she can take advantage of that as she shoved lucia to the ground. her back
collided with the tree that caused a few leaves waver down, before she could attempt to stand again,
the blight took a seat on her lap with a smirk.

 

firmly cupping the wolf’s cheeks for their eyes to meet, “the moment i saw your face,” amelia
whispered, drawing closer with her lips almost grazing the wolf’s as the beats of their hearts
banged in their ears. distracted, while the blight’s empty hand trailed smoothly down lucia’s
abdomen, feeling her toned stomach. 

“i knew something special came to me.”



 

letting go of her cheeks, amelia slithered herself downwards to lucia’s dripping knot that’s angrily
twitching at her. the longer she’s not on it, the more irritated the wolf becomes and amelia can see
that. “aw, is someone needy?” she asked teasingly. 

“is the big bad wolf going to eat a poor little girl like me?” amelia continued, her tone almost
condescending as she watched the wolf break her form even more. has grown more agitated with
the look in her eyes burning of lust and desire. 

“i will if you don’t fucking start riding me.” lucia snapped back, her fangs out in full display as her
growls got louder. at this point, the entire woods can hear it reverberating. 

rolling her eyes, “so demanding.” amelia removed all pieces of clothing- rather, what bare clothing
she had, and left her hood on though that didn’t matter as the wolf’s hands latched on her hips once
again to lift her above her member.

 

without warning, the wolf slammed amelia down all at once, her walls stretched wide as the cock
was warmly enveloped.

 

amelia cried out in pleasure, her nails sunk on lucia’s shoulders, biting her lip as she tried to adjust
though she wasn’t given that liberty when the wolf began thrusting at a rapid pace.

 

tightening her grip on the girl’s hips, lucia howled out a moan. liking the feeling of her tight pussy
clenching on her dick hard with the sounds of her juices squelching as it spills on her, her knot just
begging to be shoved inside as it repeatedly hits her folds. her eyes watches her tits bounce briskly,
mesmerized at the sight of them with her nipples erected.

 

drawing down, lucia took one of amelia’s breasts, her tongue toying with her nipple, frisky. her
empty hand plays with the unoccupied one, twisting and tugging on the nipple while she
relentlessly propelled her hips, lacking restraint.

 

moans and shaky whines escaped the blight’s lips, her grip tightened as she felt herself getting
wider at each slam inside. the wolf was merciless to her, her thrusts were ceaseless, fucking her like
a rabid mutt though that’s something amelia doesn’t inherently dislike.

 

the pleasure was going up to her head, consuming her as her own hips began rolling to match the
wolf’s rhythm. barely. 

 



“fuck yes! harder, you fucking mutt!” amelia moaned, bit her lip as a string of saliva rolled down
the side of her mouth. eyes glimmering in salacity, growing high from the clogging scent of the
wolf’s musk. everything around her became overwhelming.

 

the wolf pulled away with a pop, her gaze going up to meet the blight’s golden ones, mirroring the
same feeling they exhibit. she sneered at her face twisted in pleasure, prompting her to go faster,
harder than before as she leaned down to her neck and left another bite mark that oozes crimson,
making the blight whimper with her head tilting to expose more.

 

“you said, you knew something special was coming for you?” lucia whispered, tightening her grip
on amelia hips with her hazel eyes turned into a violent red hue as she roared; 

“fucking take it then!!”

 

amelia knew what the wolf meant by that, she braced herself as she exerted a final thrust deep into
her womb. she screamed in pure ecstasy at the top of her lungs, feeling a massive wave of warmth
filling her up with some spewed out as the mutt’s knot popped inside her. tying them.

 

the girl fell limp onto lucia as she breathed heavily, trying to catch her breath, shuddering and
twitching after that hell of a session. this might as well be the best session she ever had with a wild
animal.

 

“let’s do it again.”



Golden Opportunity

Chapter Summary

golden guard amity x luz
retelling of ‘hunting palismen’
requested smut by @vodkabite

as luz feels the home of palismen rattle, she could see the ascending clouds and skies. they're being
lifted up but who?

 

all of the palismen were visibly frightened, luz took it upon herself to safely bring them back to the
ground. "you guys stay put." she exited the nest, pulling out a plant glyph that wrapped around the
bone claw grasping the nest and began climbing.

 

but not before snatching a leaf off the vines.

 

luz peeked inside the ship, it was relatively empty and being manned by a rather familiar white
cloaked, golden masked individual. a smirk came on the noceda's face as a scheme began brewing
in her head.

 

carefully and quietly, luz slipped inside the ship while keeping an eye on the golden guard before
charging at them with a war cry. she slapped the leaf onto their back, making them turn around with
a small;

 

"huh?"

 

in a split second, the fire glyph luz placed activated and began propelling, rocketing the golden
guard all around the cockpit as they screamed before they completely flew out of the ship and into
the clouds.

 

as luz watched all of it, she reassured "they'll be fine." and began fiddling with the controls of the
ship.



 

"come on, how do i land this thing?" she muttered to herself as she tried to figure out the
configurations.

 

"oh, just pull that cord above your head."

 

"oh thank- eep!" luz jumped when she saw the golden guard right in front of her, laying atop the
cockpit with bits of abomination goo scattered on their cloak. she didn't expect them to come back
so fast.

 

"hi." the golden guard greeted cynically, they waved their cat palisman at the noceda making a
purple aura envelope luz's body and she was sent at the far back of the ship with the aura shifting
into abomination binds. 

 

"hey!" luz snapped, brows furrowed as she narrowed her eyes at the golden guard jumping back
down on the ship.

 

"good to see you again, human." the golden guard patted their cloak clean and turned to look at luz
who was glaring back at her while trying to wriggle out of her ropes.

 

"why are you stealing palismen, golden guard? " luz sneered, earning a light scoff from the right
hand man of the emperor.

 

"frankly," with a blink of an eye, luz watched them melt into a pile of abomination goo and was
taken aback when the golden guard materialized in front of her.

 

"you should be more concerned about your well-being for the crime of rocketing me off my own
ship!" they exclaimed, luz just snickered to herself as she kept her eyes on the golden guard's blank
mask. there's no possible way for her to see through a thin line where they're supposed to see.

 

"you'll be severely punished in the confines of the conformitorium."

 



luz scoffed as she rolled her eyes, "psh- i already escaped that place twice." she retorts smugly, it
won't be much of a problem for her to escape for the third time. it's basically her exercise routine.

 

"then, i guess it won't be a problem for my abominations to tear you apart." the golden guard's tone
lowered, serious as they gave her a dead look through the mask.

 

luz was a little unsettled by it, a single drop of abomination goo fell on her shoulder though she
didn't bother to shake it off.

 

she didn't respond, which was enough of an answer for them.

 

"good." they pulled away and headed back to the cockpit to control the ship back to its original
course. all the while luz continued to wriggle out of the binds as her feet scraped the floor, she
stopped when she noticed her feet were creating marks on the floorboards which struck an idea.

 

"say, how did you get here so quickly?" luz asked, stalling.

 

"staff." the golden guard nonchalantly replied. luz glanced at the staff just leaned on the side of the
cockpit, unattended.

 

"cool." then, luz stomped the floor, summoning several ice spikes that went for the golden guard's
staff for it to be knocked away but the spikes went through it before dissolving into a dark purple
mess.

 

meow.

 

luz snapped her head back to the golden guard, seeing a white cat sitting atop of their head. looking
down at her with those condescending blue eyes, thinned pupils.

 

"do you think i'm a fool?" turning around, luz saw the golden guard was holding the staff itself and
the palisman was sitting above her head. how did she not notice the exchange?

 



seeing the look on the noceda, it made the golden guard chuckle as she approached her once again.
"your tricks are useless here, human." they said, tapping the base of the staff under luz's chin to
make her look up to her. "i'll make sure your punishments won't just be locking you up."

 

then, a sudden boom rung through the sky that rattled the entire ship. the golden guard whipped
their head around, looking for the perpetrator though the only thing they saw was a spot of greenish
blue scales fly past before the balloon burst, sending the entire fleet out of the sky.

 

the golden guard clicked their tongue as the ship started a nosedive towards the fogged ground,
they know they don't have time other than evacuate. the cat palisman hopped back onto its staff and
the guard hopped onto it.

 

"wait wait wait! take these off!" luz called out, she doesn't want to think they'd actually leave her in
this ship. the golden guard stopped themselves, as if contemplating before growling as they shook
their head and retracted the abomination binds.

 

yet there was simply not enough time for them to escape together before the ship finally crashed to
the ground of unknown lands.

 

as the smoke clears with remnants of the ship scattered all around with patches of fire consuming
the wooden parts. slowly standing up, luz groaned with her hand holding her head rattling her head,
she looked around to figure out where the hell they crashed into. the air was thick, there were bulbs
of what looked like sacs that she wouldn't dare touch.

 

this has to be latissa eda has been talking about.

 

luz steadied herself, glancing around the rubble as she searches for the golden guard. pulling,
throwing the pieces of the ship away till she finally found them and their mask was missing.

 

a girl. disheveled mint green hair that covered half of her pale face that looked so peaceful under
the soft moonlight beaming down on her. she laid perfectly on the bed of sacs. carefully, luz
approached the girl, almost mesmerized by her glimmering beauty before slapping her which
shocked her awake.

 



“what the fu-” the golden guard was about to snap at the noceda but her mouth was clasped with
luz shushing her as her eyes motioned over to the side. voices were heard, a familiar one that made
the golden guard grimace.

 

“finally, now that pesky golden guard is out of the picture, the emperor would surely recognise my
achievements.” a small, squeaky voice said followed by a bellowing. luz and the golden guard
looked at each other as they continued to listen to kikimora’s self rumbles. 

once there was silence with the large flaps of wings disappearing from a distance, the golden guard
pushed luz off and stood up, patting herself off cleanly as they looked around the place they’re in.
she took off her torn cloak, tossing it to the side that revealed her black and dark purple attire that
resembles the normal guards though luz saw something that made her frown.

 

“geez, does kikimora have a grudge on you or something?” luz asked, trotting behind the golden
guard who was heading in a certain direction. 

“don’t know, don’t care.” the golden guard blankly replied, snapping their finger which called their
staff back to their hand that barely missed luz on the head. 

sighing in relief that the high speed oncoming staff didn’t give her a concussion, luz looked at the
golden guard with worry. “but you should care. she almost killed us back there.” 

the golden guard could only scoff at that, responding; “no shit. everything’s trying to kill
everything.”

 

as they exited into the open market of the place, a shady block, the golden guard scanned the area
for something of use before spotting a pair of emperor guards patrolling the area to which she
immediately ran to. leaving luz, ignoring her calls to come back.

 

"guards. i request one of the fleets to be prepared at this instant and find kikimora." the golden
guard ordered, thinking the guards would immediately follow what she said though that was the
complete opposite as both guards gave her a confused look.

 

"what the hell?" the first guard muttered to their partner.

 

exhaling exasperatedly, "go back to your parents, kid. you're not authorized to be here." the second
guard waved the golden guard off, thinking it was another child trying to act one of their superiors
and this didn’t sit well with her.

 



"you dare talk to me crudely? i am the g-" before the golden guard could unleash hell on the two
guards as her golden eyes shifted momentarily into black but was halted with a sudden sharp pain
erupting on her abdomen.

 

hissing, she glanced down to see a sharpel managed to imbed itself onto her during the crash and
didn’t even notice till now.

 

right on cue, luz, with her hood up, rushed up towards the golden guard and held her up. she
flashed the two guards a smile, "i'm sorry, she's just having a rough night." she excused, slowly
backing up from them and the guards took the lie, heeding her to look after her ‘friend’ for it to not
happen again.

 

luz brought them to a secluded alleyway, away from the guards’ line of sight before the golden
guard pushed her away again with a grunt. she held her bleeding abdomen, feeling the warm, sticky
substance staining her hand yet she pushed herself to endure all of it.

 

"i'm trying to help you." luz said, seeing the pain contorting the golden guard’s face despite her
efforts to hide it though she didn’t listen as usual.

 

the noceda turned her glance up to the roofs of the houses, she placed down a plant glyph that
leveraged her high enough to see the entire roofs of latissa and the sanctioned station of the
emperor’s guards with a few ships parked up front.

 

"it's clear that the guards haven't seen the real face of the golden guard.” luz started while she
counted the guards coming in and out of the station, “so, it's useless trying to command them."

 

"what's your plan of action then? sit and wait when there's a vacant ship we can stow?" the golden
guard called her bluff though that plan isn’t too bad as luz shot her a grin.

 

she slipped back down to the ground, their eyes interlocked with each other, "now, we're thinking
alike."

 

the golden guard scoffed as she crossed her arms, "no. we are not."

 



luz chuckled, "we'll wait this out. there's too many guards.” she relayed her plan to her, leaving the
golden guard not much of a choice as she doesn’t have anything better and that crash did take a toll
on her. “we'll strike when their numbers are manageable."

 

"what did you say about thinking alike?" the girl retorts with a small grin climbing across her lips.

 

"whatever, golden guard. "

 

luz held the girl by the hips to keep her on her feet while she led the way for an establishment with
people entering and exiting without paying them much attention. as they entered, the smell was
vastly different from outside and the atmosphere was.. comforting.

 

"where are we?" the golden guard asked as she looked around the designs impaled on the walls.

 

"an inn. we'll spend the night here." luz replied, they stopped in front of the counter and she asked
for a room which the owner went to get a key from the bulletin behind them.

 

“why?”

 

“you’re not actually thinking we’re gonna wait out the night in a dingy alleyway.” luz shot the
golden guard a look with a quirked brow, making her look off to the side. guilty.

 

once they got the key and paid, luz led them to the room down a narrow hallway and stopped in
front of the room number similar to the given key. “don’t worry, a room always has 2 beds so we
don’t have to sleep together.” she reassured, sharing the similar fear the golden guard had in this
idea while she unlocks the room.

 

as she opened it, they were greeted with a normal looking room but the very thing they were
expecting was a lie.

 

there was only a single bed. 

“you were saying?”



 

luz grimace, grumbling under her breath as she entered the room and gently placed the golden
guard down at the edge of the bed. she headed for the bathroom, opening the mirror cupboard that,
thankfully, has a first aid kit, she grabbed it and returned in front of the golden guard.

 

kneeling down before her as she opened the kit and tried to lift her soaked shirt up but a hand
swiftly grasped hers, halting her before she could even touch her shirt. “i’m fine. don’t touch me.”
she tried to push luz away but she held her ground and gave the golden guard a look that made her
stop.

 

“please, just let me do it.” 

 

the golden guard stared at the noceda’s hazel hues, glimmering under the dim ceiling light, filled
with concern and worry. she doesn't have much of a choice but slowly retract and let luz take care
of her wound.

 

luz lifted the shirt up, revealing the deep gnash of the wound as a piece of shrapnel was embedded
deep. she created a ball of light to aid her, grabbing a pair of tweezers and began to extract the
foreign object out of her abdomen.

 

the golden guard hissed, she bit her finger with the other hand tightly gripping the bed. she watched
luz carefully, slowly taking out the shrapnel. beads of sweat ran down her face as she shakily
exhaled, the pain was making her vision turn blurry.

 

till, it was finally out.

 

luz dropped the blooded shrapnel to the side, she cleaned the wound and began wrapping bandages
around her waist.

 

there was silence between them while luz tended to the golden guard, which she filled in; “i never
got your name.” 

“my name is not important.” the golden guard replied as she turned her head to the side. 

“since we’re going to stay here for a while, i might as well." luz said, shrugging as she tightened
the knot from behind and stood up. tilting her head to check if she did enough. "other than to call



you ‘golden guard’ all the time.” 

“unless you wanna be called goldie.”

 

the golden guard groaned as she rolled her eyes, luz snickered. she dropped down beside her, her
eyes glancing at the girl who's gaze was tired and deepened by eye bags.

 

“amity." luz perked up, the golden guard returned the look to her; "my name is amity.”

 

softly smiling, luz held out her hand to amity for a shake. “nice to meet you, amity.” the girl
glanced down at the extended hand and up to luz whom patiently waited for her to take her hand.

 

hesitantly, amity accepted the hand and luz swiftly shook it that almost rattled the girl before
pulling away. "let's get some sleep. especially you." she said, pulling the sheets off and crawled
onto the pillows with her hands folded behind her head.

 

"i don't need sleep" amity scoffed.

 

"your eye bags say otherwise." luz quipped, she patted the empty space beside her that perfectly fits
amity. "come on, a good few hours of sleep doesn't hurt anyone."

 

amity looked over her shoulder, seeing the empty space just for her, waiting for her to lay down and
finally have a comforting rest after weeks, months of not getting a good hour of sleep.

 

she caved in.

 

luz watched amity lay down beside her slowly, her back facing her as she curled up into a small
under the covers. a little uncomfortable that she has to sleep with someone she tried to kill several
times but this is their only choice at this moment.

 

luz stared at amity's short, soft locks. she doesn't mind the coloration of her hair though she does
notice hints of auburn underneath it. it makes her wonder why she colored it.



 

shrugging it off, luz bid amity a good night and turned off the lamp on the desk beside her.
consuming the entire room in darkness, the room itself turned into a quiet den, the only noise was
the muffled commotion outside as the two just laid still in the bed.

 

stiff and immobile.

 

for what seemingly hours had gone by, amity couldn't sleep. she carefully moved around the bed,
trying to find a comfortable position though she simply couldn't.

 

turning over once more, amity faced luz's sleeping face. peaceful despite their current condition, it
made her wonder how she could so easily sleep at night with targets impaled behind her.

 

does she have a safe home? the owl house is an easy contender for that. a family within that owl
house.

 

tightly gripping the sheets covering her body, amity narrowed her gaze at the human. thinking how
much good she had since she came here when she had nothing going good for her when she was
born.

 

how can fate be so cruel?

 

sighing quietly, amity turned back around with her back facing luz as she curled up to a feeble ball.
squeezing her eyes shut in an attempt to get a shut eye, this might be one of the first times of her
getting some sleep. might as well.

 

not too long after, amity was snapped awake with an arm suddenly dropping over her waist. slowly
looking over her shoulder, she realized it's just luz's arm which calmed her down a little. she
relaxed herself, thinking that the human just randomly flailed her arm whilst asleep.

 

yeah, that could be the only logical explanation. for now, amity let it go though she didn't close her
eyes as she waited for another movement.

 



as the sounds of the bed sheets shuffling with something heavy moving about till amity felt a warm
body pressed from behind. another arm slipped under her waist as both locked her in place, pulling
her closer.

 

amity doesn't know what's going on, she tried to get out of luz's embrace but a grumble was heard
with the arms tightening. she hissed as it squeezed her wound.

 

looking over her shoulder once again, luz's eyes were still closed with her head resting on her back.
is this how she sleeps?

 

amity yelped as luz pressed her crotch against her ass, feeling something hard grinding on her. luz's
low groans whispered right into her ear, making it glow hot red as it twitched.

 

she kept grinding her hips, the riveting sensations ran across her body at each pump. amity bit her
lip, trying to deny how good it felt but she couldn't move. both literally and figuratively.

 

then, one of luz's hands slipped down and proceeded to pull down her pants down to her knees,
exposing her lower half to luz's warm, smooth yet rough hands that trailed along her scarred thighs
before retreating back to hold her by the waist again.

 

she could feel what's been grinding against her be fully in the open, slipping in between her legs,
earning a gasp. amity gripped luz's arms, trying to pull her off before anything drastic happens.

 

"w- wait, luz- ah.." but amity was too late as she felt her throbbing member slip in between her
legs, grinding against her heated slit. biting her lip to hold down a moan, she held onto the sheets
with her gaze lowered down to somewhat see it.

 

she was embraced tightly with no potential escape, all she could do was hope luz won't be so rough
as she felt it align to her hole and began slipping inside. slowly, luz pushed her cock in with her
thick girth stretching the blight's walls.

 

"shit.." amity whimpers, her body trembles at each gentle thrusts luz makes. her hips bouncing off
her ass at each push drives her deeper. hitting that special spot everytime that made her weak.

 



every touch the noceda made was enough to make the golden guard weak down to her knees as the
tidal waves of sensations, the pleasure erupted that clouded her mind. her moans were a raspy
whimper now became clearer as amity inherently arched her hips backward.

 

biting her collar as she began to relish the pleasure, eyes rolling back as she could hardly contain
herself. amity knows luz is asleep to even comprehend what she's doing but she doesn't want her to
ever wake up.

 

or it's the latter. 

 

then, luz's speed began to pick up with her thrusts getting rougher, harder as she went deeper inside
her pussy. squeaking in delight of the noceda almost hitting her womb, kissing the entrance as she
pushes herself back even more.

 

"fuck luz.." amity moaned, muffled by her gnawing on her shirt that's now drenched in saliva as she
lets herself get fucked over by a human. how shameful for the golden guard.

 

but no one's looking, no one's there to see what truly happened in this room within the dark. only
the two of them.

 

luz pulled amity closer against her body, holding her tight like a doll as she continuously rams her
hips onto her without remorse. amity whined as she felt something growing within the pit of her
stomach, getting harder to maintain as luz kept hitting that spot.

 

"shit luz! please, pull ou- aahh!!" but it was too late as luz shoved herself deep into amity and
came, shooting her spews of hot cum inside and into her womb. amity shuddered at the feeling, her
body trembling violently from the aftershocks.

 

panting heavily, amity fell limp onto luz's arms as she tried to catch her breath. sighing deeply once
luz pulled out, letting their mixed cum flow out and stain the sheets below. the noceda lowly
hummed, nuzzling into amity's neck but she didn't have the energy to push her off as her eyes
became heavier.

 

they're definitely not gonna get the palismen anytime soon. 



🐜🐜🐜🐜🐜🐜🐜🐜🐜🐜🐜🐜🐜🐜🐜🐜🐜🐜🐜🐜🐜🐜🐜🐜🐜🐜🐜🐜



Sun's Gaze

Chapter Summary

demon slayer lucia x demon amelia

a bastardly demon slayer.

 

that’s one of the names lucia noceda would be called but that’s hard anything when that spoke the
truth which she embraced pridefully.

 

taking up jobs across the country to take care of miscellaneous demonic activities that she easily
took care of, instead of returning to headquarters, the noceda would rather make her visit in that
little town longer to find some potential remaining ‘demonic presence’ .

 

it’s not a well kept secret that lucia is one of the salacious kinds of demon slayers that has ever
succeeded and entered the demon slayer corps, despite her joking mannerisms, she’s a formidable
force to be reckoned with after her training with the elusive owl lady.

 

right now, lucia was sent off for another mission to rat out a demon or two that has been causing
numerous disappearances and unexplained deaths.

 

all in the red district. lucia’s favorite place.

 

aptly accepting the mission, lucia swiftly headed off for the red district to find that demon whilst
having fun. doing the complete opposite of a normal demon slayer would do if there’s a demon in
the vicinity. letting their guard down.

 

“a cold one and make it strong, doll.” lucia said, slipping a few bills onto the counter as she took a
seat and leaned onto the counter. watching several people enter and exit the tavern with men or
maidens in arms or just drunk off their asses, their chatter filled the air with the scent of thick booze
clogging her nose that masked any other scents that could be there.



 

“it’s rare to see new faces here.” lucia perked up at the sound of a smooth voice, she glanced to her
side to see a fair woman sitting just one chair away from her. she wore a rather elegant red dress,
mint green hair tied to a tight bun as her piercing golden eyes stared right back at lucia’s reddish
ones. 

a light smirk came on lucia’s face, the bartender placed her ordered drink beside her and went off to
attend to another customer without minding the two much attention. “i should say the same for
you.” she replied, resting her cheek onto her palm as she grabbed her perspiring glass to take a sip
while keeping her gaze on the woman. 

“shall i offer you a drink?” lucia offered, since the night is still young, she might as well. “i’m in a
good mood tonight.” 

the woman softly chuckled at that, “is that so?” her tone sardonic, with her gaze seemingly glowing
under the lantern overhead but it just must be the lightning messing with lucia’s vision. “what’s
your name?” 

“lucia noceda. how about you, bonita?” lucia, rather, didn’t hesitate to give away her name as she
took another sip of her drink. the noise around them began to turn incoherent and muffled with her
ears just solely listening to the woman’s words. not that she has any particular complaints.

 

she likes the sound of her mouth, like smooth honey running down her neck.

 

“amelia blight. pleasure to meet you.” amelia held out her hand to lucia whom accepted it for a
swift shaky that lingered .

 

lucia ushered the bartender to make the same drink as hers for amelia, while waiting, they began
their small chatter. as they talked, lucia noticed amelia's gaze lowered down to her waist. giving her
the idea. 

“that’s a pretty sword you got, how did you get it?” amelia struck up the conversation as she
pointed at the sheathed katana.  

raising a brow, lucia grasped the case of her katana with her thumb resting on the hilt; “oh, this? it
was forged using a rare material given to me after i passed an exam." the noceda explained rather
nonchalantly as she took the blade out, revealing its blackened exterior.

 

"it’s not that special.” 

amelia hummed, listening to every word as she leaned onto the counter. her arms crossed on the
table with her chest pressed against it. making lucia take sights on it.



 

“wow. so long and sharp, i’m betting that it can cut through anything.” amelia said, suggesting as
she deepened her gaze on lucia. 

grinning devilishly, lucia took a sip of her drink before responding; “this isn’t the only thing that’s
long and sharp.”

 

“what a bastard, you are.” lucia snickered at that sentiment, she could only shrug as a reply and
stood up, chugging down her booze in one flew swoop before slamming her empty glass on the
counter. 

 

“wanna take this to a room?” lucia offered her hand to amelia who gave her a smile and didn't
hesitate to take her hand for her to pull her away from the tavern.

 

both of them made their way to the second floor, entering their rented room and lucia locked the
door behind her as she was slammed onto it.

 

"you've been waiting, have you?" lucia cooed, her gaze turning salacious as she stared into amelia's
golden eyes that seemed to glow even more. there's no lights bright enough above them.

 

"longer than you know." amelia drew into lucia's neck, peppering her skin with heated kisses.
shuddering the sensations of her hands roaming around her body.

 

while lucia was preoccupied, amelia took a deep breath in, remembering her scent as this is the last
time she'll ever smell someone like this as she opened her wide agape mouth. stretching beyond
human capabilities as several rows of sharp teeth drooled on the thought of tasting flesh once again.

 

not to mention a demon slayer flesh.

 

but before amelia could sink her fangs into the noceda's flesh, she froze when she heard a piece of
cloth tear and she was suddenly lifted by the thighs.

 

"what the-"



 

"i told you, i'm in a good mood tonight." lucia said as she settled the blight down on the edge of the
bed, her dress was completely ripped apart, leaving her bare but that's nothing of concern as amelia
watched lucia go between her legs to start eating her out.

 

amelia moaned unintentionally, she bit her lip to keep her voice in as she tightly gripped on the bed
sheets. "fuck.." with her unoccupied hand, she grabbed a handful of her hair to pull her in deeper
into her cunt.

 

humming as she rolled her hips, "that's it big boy.. keep going." amelia sighed, keeping lucia deep
into her as a black scorpion tail began to loom over lucia behind her. the blade aiming precisely
where her heart is.

 

just when amelia thought she had lucia right then and there, she exclaimed in pleasure when she
felt the noceda bite her clit. making her body contort with her tail faltering. 

 

"hm, you're quite sensitive." lucia lowly hummed, nibbling and toying with amelia which began to
fume her as her plan isn't going according to plan.

 

recoiling, lucia pushed amelia further into the bed with her hands pinning the blight's as she trailed
her lips from her collarbone to her breasts, taking one of her hardened nipples into her mouth to
suckle on.

 

lowly growling as amelia wriggled under the noceda, her eyes began to shift into something else as
her golden hues glowed violently. she didn't even bother to put her attacks discreetly anymore as
she strike her poisoned tail on lucia's back.

 

but the demon slayer was quick to react and caught the tail, amelia's eyes widened at the lightspeed
reflex. yelping as she was flipped onto her stomach, lucia using her tail as a restraint for her wrists.

 

"what are you doing?!" amelia exclaimed as she looked over her shoulder, seeing lucia unbuckle
her pants. dropping it to the side along with her katana. discarding it despite having a demon
completely exposed in front of her.

 



"having a fun night." amelia's eyes landed on lucia's thick cock, hardened and excited for what's to
come as she drew closer to her. grasping her hips and pressed her dripping tip on her sopping wet
hole.

 

"wait, lucia. i- aahh!!" before amelia could finish her sentence, lucia shoved her entire length inside
the demon. forcing it deep down as her body trembled from the aftershocks.

 

not wasting any time, lucia started roughly thrusting into amelia as she firmly gripped her waist to
keep her in her place. low groans and moans escaped her lips, loving the feeling of her tight pussy
walls entrapping her so nicely.

 

lucia hasn't fucked a demon before but she'll gladly take this first time.

 

"l- lucia, slow down!" amelia pleaded for the demon slayer, her body repeatedly ricocheting from
each thrust lucia made. tidal waves of pleasure overcame her, feeling her cock pushing deeper into
her.

 

she didn't expect this night to turn out like this yet a part of her is liking this.

 

lucia listened to the demon's moans, unfiltered and unable to hold it back. it was music to her ears
just hearing how needy and slutty it was no matter how much she tries to strain it.

 

she can see right through her.

 

"you seem to enjoy this." lucia said, grasping a handful of amelia's hair to make her look up to the
ceiling. letting her see the mark on her right eye.

 

upper moon 3.

 

"what a fucking whore." the demon slayer spat before picking up pace, kept her hold on amelia's
hair as she glanced down to watch her hips feverishly slam onto her ass, making it bounce.

 



as the bed violently rocked from their harsh thrusts, it'll be no surprise that the people below and
next door could hear them fucking like animals. amelia grew louder as lucia now only targets that
one particular spot that pushed her to the edge.

 

"lucia!!"

 

amelia screamed the noceda's name at the top of her lungs as she came hard onto her dick. lucia
moaned, biting her lip as she slammed deep in her one last time before swiftly pulling out to let her
jizz fly onto amelia's back.

 

sighed deeply, lucia combed her hair back as she watched the demon's body droop, trembling as
juices leaked out of her cunt with her own cum dripping down her back.

 

amelia was completely passed out.

 

"done already? pathetic." lucia scoffed, stepping off the bed to make her way to the window. not
bothering to cover her lower half as she pushed it open before whistling.

 

summoning her crow who immediately responded as she watched it fly into the night sky. barely
seen till it landed right beside her.

 

"tell them the demon is subdued but i won't be returning soon."



Personal Trainer

Chapter Summary

former grudgby player amelia x luz
requested smut by @vodkabite

grudgby isn't an easy sport. there are chances of the players getting sent to the infirmary or getting
one of their limbs chopped off. it's not an easy sport to take part of, not for the faint of heart and
only for those who have the guts to spill.

 

especially when you're a human.

 

"come on! i got what it takes to be a player!" a voice echoed throughout the empty grudgby field. it
was after school, most of the students were off to go home or take a leisurely downtown whilst luz
followed the current grudgby captain's tail.

 

"i'm fast, flexible. can knock out someone." luz listed down her abilities and attributes, hoping that
would please the captain into agreeing with her. "what more do you want?"

 

then, the captain stopped walking and let out a sigh as they turned around to face the noceda with a
down expression. "your magic. you have a limited roster while our opponents have endless." they
responded, tone downcast as their only concern is not letting someone who's incapable into the
sport and risk everything.

 

"what are you gonna do then when two spells come at you at once?"

 

luz frowned as she clenched her fists tightly, her gaze turning to the cracked ground. the grudgby
team had a practice earlier while she stood in the sides lines to watch their moves and strategies.
she has been interested into the sport ever since she heard it, her first taste of grudgby was rather
rough and almost broke her arm but that mishappening only fueled her drive to play the sport.

 



after all, every sport, even on earth, could cause some injuries. though, things are always taken to
the extremes in the boiling isles.

 

turning her head up to the captain, "at least give me a chance." she begged but, as expected, they
shook their head and walked past her.

 

"sorry, luz. the decision is final." they left luz alone in the field, letting her lament on the decision
and her options to just quit her relentless chase of this game or do the latter.

 

as luz watched the captain disappear from her view, she clicked her tongue in annoyance. she might
not have a chance in getting in through them but she has one last option she has yet to exhaust.

 

rushing back inside the main building, bolting down the hallway and getting scolded in the process
but it was left ignored as luz ran a specific path. taking sharp turns that almost slammed her into the
lockers before stopping in front of a closed door.

 

luz panted heavily after all the running, she sucked a deep breath in and cleared her throat as she
recomposed herself. her hand gripping the cold doorknob, twisting it open and pushed to see an
empty classroom though someone still remained despite almost everyone being gone.

 

a certain mint haired senior, 3 years older than luz, her golden eyes averted from the papers on the
desk. she's the right hand of the abomination's professor, it's no surprise that she'd stay here later
than the rest.

 

"amelia! just the witch i need!" luz jeered as she jogged inside the classroom.

 

"need something, luz?" amelia asked, watching the noceda come up to the desk and slammed her
hands onto it, making it rattle with it's contents atop almost topple if it wasn't for amelia's swift
reflex. she grimaced at luz for that.

 

dismissing the frown, luz asked; "yes! you're the former grudgby captain, right?"

 



quirking a brow yet unsurprised, amelia always gets this question followed up by the question of
why she left and the sentiment of the game not being the same without her. all that cheesy stuff
she's grown tired of hearing.

 

"uh.. yeah but i resigned years ago." she replied, crossing her arms as she waited for the foreseen
question to come.

 

"i know and that's why i want you to teach me!"

 

"pardon?" this caught the blight off guard. she certainly didn't expect that.

 

luz began to explain her situation to amelia, pacing back and forth in front of her as she rambled
before realizing she strayed too far from the initial subject.

 

clearing her throat, luz recollected her thoughts, "so, i really need you to teach me how to play, the
true way from the legend herself!" she said, hoping this would work but by the look of the blight's
hesitant face, she could only see the worse.

 

"sorry. i left grudgby behind a long time ago." amelia said, turning down the noceda's offer. "i'm not
fit to tutor you, you can find someone else who might take you under their wing." she slipped out
of the desk, grabbed her bag off the chair and headed for the door but luz wasn't so keen on giving
up.

 

"but you're amelia blight!" luz declared that made amelia stop at her tracks, "there's no one better
than you! the devil on the field! the golden shooter! the abominable blight!" continuously feeding
the blight's ego with the familiar names she has heard before that once rang through the field and
struck fear to their opponents.

 

"you're the best grudgby captain ever hexside had!"

 

luz's little speech, there was a good minute of silence of amelia saying nothing and that made luz
grow worried if she did something wrong till she looked over her shoulder. their eyes meeting once
again.

 



"do you always do this to people just to get them to do things for you?" amelia said, confusing the
human but sighed as she doesn't have much of a choice now. giving in.

 

"meet me in the field at 7 sharp. don't be late." she set their time and place to meet which elated luz
who jumped in victory. luz rushed towards amelia, bringing her into a tight hug that made her
wheeze.

 

"oh thank you, thank you, amelia! you won't regret ever teaching me, i promise!" luz happily said,
her nose picked up the sweet fragrance of the eldest blight that immediately engraved itself in her
mind.

 

"yeah yeah, don't hug me." amelia lightly pushed luz off her, straightening out her uniform after
getting ruffled. sighing, she looked at luz again as she added; "just make sure no one sees you or
else, i'll cancel this."

 

luz nodded profusely and gave amelia a salute before rushing out of the classroom with a giddy
giggle like a lovestruck child, amelia watched the noceda jog down the hallway before turning a
corner.

 

sighing deeply as she rubbed the back of her neck, this isn't what she entirely planned to spend her
weekend but might as well.

 

she likes the determination and drive luz has. it reminds her of the simpler times.

-----

once the sun has set and the time struck 7, luz flew over to the grudgby field with owlbert and
landed just underneath the bleachers. hopping off, luz looked around the vicinity to make sure
there's no one around before stepping out.

 

"don't tell eda what we're doing here, owlbert." luz whispered to the palisman as owlbert shifted
into animate, he chirped at the noceda and reverted back to his original form.



 

taking a deep breath in the fresh air of the night, luz waltzed down the field as she began to search
for amelia while cautiously calling out her name for the noise to not attract any attention.

 

"amelia!"

 

"i'm here. you don't have to yell." luz snapped her head to the side to see amelia stepping out of the
darkness with the same nonchalant look on her face.

 

"oh! did i make you wait?" luz asked, a little worried that she made the blight wait for her though
amelia shook her head as she took a step closer.

 

"no. you're just in time." she replied, taking out her staff behind her back despite luz never seeing it
poke out overhead.

 

"get on your staff, i'll explain the basics." luz watched as a black cat, with heterochromia eyes, one
of amber and the other being sky blue, hopped onto amelia's shoulder and jumped down onto the
staff, returning into its inanimate form. 

 

"aww, what's their name?" luz asked, tilting her head as she stared at the palisman, it reminded her
of a certain someone just by the look of its pose. it looked almost vulnerable yet kept a stance.

 

"that doesn't matter, i need you to focus if you really wanna get into that team." amelia dismissed
the noceda's question as she kicked off the ground, swiftly catching one of the balls from the rack
and flew pretty high up.

 

luz quickly hopped onto owlbert and flew after the blight, stopping in front of her as they both
overlooked almost the entire field.

 

"the first thing you need to remember in grudgby is you gotta be fast." amelia's lessons had begun,
luz listened attentively to the words the blight said as she didn't want to miss anything vital. and she
wants to hear her voice.

 



"once you get the ball, everyone is your enemy and you gotta make sure it stays with you till you
score." then, amelia tossed the ball towards luz who haphazardly caught it. 

 

"try scoring."

 

luz glanced at the ball and amelia simultaneously, she just has to get this ball to the other side of the
field and strike a score. simple enough if it wasn't for the fact that she's facing off the renowned
captain blight.

 

but it wouldn't hurt to try.

 

tucking the ball her arm with her empty hand tightly gripping the staff as luz bowed, contemplating
whether to circle amelia or take her by surprise.

 

then, luz took a nosedive towards the ground and pulled back up just in time before she crashed to
the ground. speeding across the field as she heads for the goal at a breakneck speed with the wind
deafening her.

 

but what luz didn't notice was something coming at her from her peripheral vision. she didn't see it
till a streak of mint zipped past her at a split second and there was no longer nothing under her arm.

 

frantically looking around, luz saw amelia took the ball as it spins atop her finger. "you can do
better than that." she tossed the ball back to luz for her to easily catch it this time.

 

"again."

 

luz huffed, she looked at amelia to make sure she's still there before taking off once again. making
incoherent turns as she tries to shake off the possibility of the blight chasing after her but when luz
looked up, she saw a glimpse of gold before she felt the ball slip from her grasp.

 

abruptly halting, luz turned around to see amelia holding the ball again with a slightly amused look
on her face.



 

"no fair! you're too fast!" luz complained, amelia raised a brow of that.

 

"am i? i'm going at a moderate speed and what was that maneuver?" amelia quipped, leaning back
onto her arm as she stared at the aggravated noceda. it's rare to see luz get so worked up like this,
she wonders if she could push that. "are you trying to disorient the opponents or make yourself look
stupid?"

 

luz averted her gaze away, huffing in irritation. amelia watched the noceda's actions like a pouting
child who didn't get what she wanted, sighing softly, she flew down towards her.

 

"you need to mind every corner, every blindspot." amelia said, pointing her finger at all sides as she
stared at luz who began to listen. "you can't call it unfair when they snatched the ball because you
weren't paying attention." she tossed the ball back to luz, swiftly catching it this time.

 

"let's go again."

 

nodding, luz tucked the ball under her arm once again and glanced at amelia who's waiting for her
mark before zooming down the field. her eyes frantically looking around to find the blight before
spotting her at her right flank.

 

luz watched amelia speed towards her with the intent to take the ball again but taking note of what
the blight said to her. luz pulled up, rolling overhead as amelia watched in surprise before she
rushed towards the goal in full speed.

 

amelia watched the noceda throw the ball through the goal, followed by a bell of victory. luz
howled in victor as she raised her arms overhead, turning around upon hearing a clapping.

 

"there you go. you're a fast learner." amelia commended, luz toothily smiled as she modestly
rubbed the back of her neck.

 

"well, i'm learning from you." she replied, unbeknownst to the human to the redness of the blight as
she turned her head to the side, clearing her throat to return to what they were doing in the first
place.



 

"let's continue."

 

-----

 

with the moon now reaching it's peek, luz and amelia has been practicing till midnight before
declaring it has enough for tonight.

 

"thanks again for teaching me, amelia. i could have a chance all thanks to you." luz said, gulping
down her packed bottle of water till it's empty to the bottom. sighing deeply, wiping her lips as she
leaned back against the wall.

 

they sat under the bleachers, resting. since the locker rooms are locked and no way for them to, at
least, take a shower before heading home.

 

"that was the bare minimum." amelia scoffed, pulling her hair tie off to let her long, mane hair
down, finally releasing it from it's confines as she wiped the sweat off the side of her face. "next
time, we're doing the same thing but with magic." luz perked up to that.

 

"i'm looking forward to it."

 

as silence took over the two of them, luz glanced over to amelia at the corner of her eye to see her
looking aimlessly through the gaps of the bleachers with moonlight seeping through it.

 

it made the noceda think of something as her body began to grow hotter. luz didn't have the time to
see how pretty blights are, she had a hunch when she met the twins.

 

"i'll see you on monday. remember what we agreed on." amelia said, pushing herself up as she
patted herself off from any dirt. this snapped luz back to reality as she watched the blight start to
walk out of the bleachers, her mind racing as she doesn't want her to leave just yet.

 



"wait." luz rushed towards amelia, grabbing her by the wrist. "i.. i want to repay you for what
you've done for me." she said with her head lowering, avoiding the blight's golden gaze that always
made her vulnerable.

 

"you don't need to. the only payment i need is you getting in the team." amelia tried to pull herself
out of luz's grasp but her grip only tightened as she tugged on her to come a little closer.

 

"please.." the human muttered lowly.

 

as amelia saw the look of luz's face once she tilted her head up, her face turned the same shade of
red as before with both of them heating up.

 

"only for tonight. please, amelia?" luz begged for amelia to just stay a little longer, not leaving the
blight much of a choice but to respond with a slow nod.

 

elated, luz pulled amelia back towards her with their eyes interlocked as she lightly pushed the
blight onto the wall. luz was slightly shorter than amelia but that didn't deter her from making the
first move.

 

her hands grasped amelia's waist as she drew down onto her neck, leaving hot trails of kisses along
her smooth skin. the smell of the combination sweat and the remnants of her perfume whiffs in
luz's nose as she buries herself deeper. indulging.

 

amelia pursed her lips, trying to keep her wavered sighs and groans in as she feels luz's warm lips
against her going lower and lower till she's right on her collarbone as her hands slithered along her
side like a serpent, slipping inside her shirt.

 

shuddering at the sudden contact, amelia glanced down to see luz sliding down to her torso as she
continued to leave loving pecks all over her body with her hands getting busy on her breasts.
fingers teasing to go under her bra.

 

"you know your mouth can do other things, right?" amelia said, not she hates the kisses luz gives
but there's alternative ways for that mouth to work on her.

 



tearing her focus from the breasts for a second as the noceda looked up to her with those same
hazel hues that used to hold innocent childish dreams to a desire of a woman.

 

"sorry. i just like leaving my mark." luz replied, her tone deep as she shot amelia a cocky grin that
made her face grow even more redder and this time, luz catches it.

 

it was undeniably adorable.

 

"may i?" luz tugged onto amelia's shirt, signalling her if she's allowed to pull her shirt off. since
they're already too deep into this, amelia nodded as a response to which luz immediately pulled off
and dropped it beside.

 

basking at the sheer size of the blight's developed tits, luz swallowed a large lump in her throat as
she stared at it. the longer she does, the harder she becomes with the heat overwhelming her head.

 

taking her gaze down to luz's crotch, seeing an aggressive bulge just begging to be released from its
confines. twitching through the thin layer of clothing as a growing desire to just rip it off grows
frustratingly.

 

noting the look amelia was giving, luz proceeded to remove her bra before grabbing one of amelia's
hand and pressed it against her crotch. letting her get a hold of it as she groans lowly.

 

"take it off." luz whispered right into the blight's ear, their bodies colliding as she leaned down onto
her breasts. engulfing herself, her hips unceremoniously rocked on amelia's hand as she began to
suckle on one of her tits.

 

breathy whines escaped amelia's lips, biting it as she watched luz tenderly suck her nipple. feeling
her feverous tongue toy with her, biting from time to time that brought out the blight's sensitive
side.

 

squeezing the hardened member, amelia unzipped luz's pants and let it flow down to her knees. her
sized its thick girth as it twitched excitedly in her hand, she watched its tip leak out pre like a
drooling, hungry animal.

 



slowly, amelia started pumping luz, her thumb rubbing her dripping tip as it glossed under the
moonlight behind them. her pointed red ears twitch as she hears the noceda's low moans, almost
sounding like a muffled growl while she gets suffocated in between her breasts.

 

luz lightly thrusts into amelia's hand, her temptations and desires getting out of hand. she didn't
want to hold back anymore, pulling away, luz grabbed amelia's thighs and carried her with ease,
pressing her against the wall, surprising the blight.

 

"hm fuck-" amelia yelped, breathing heavily as she watched luz slip in between her legs with her
aggravated cock resting on her thighs.

 

"you're stronger than you look." amelia said, chuckling as she gripped onto luz's shoulders. the
noceda softly laughed, smiling toothily as she placed a light peck on amelia's cheek, whispering;

 

"good to know that all that practicing paid off."

 

quirking a brow, amelia was a little confused on what luz meant by that. "what do you- aah.. mm.."
as she was about to ask what that meant, luz pushed a quarter of her cock inside her, making the
blight squeal.

 

tightly gripped the noceda's shoulder as her walls adjusted to the profound size. feeling it throb
harder inside that it sent waves of pleasure that made her shudder.

 

"god, you're so tight, ames.." luz groaned, continuing to push the rest of her member inside after
letting amelia become accustomed. biting her lip as she loves how tight amelia envelopes her.

 

"shit luz!" amelia squealed once everything was inside, her nails dug deep into luz's shoulders but
that stinging pain was brushed off. she waited for amelia to get comfortable in her arms before she
began pulling her hips and slowly thrusting back in.

 

listening to the blight's moans, enrapturing her. pulling luz into a trance, her eyes locked once again
as her thrusts began to pick up pace. reaching deep inside the blight, her delicate walls enwrapped
so tightly as her hips rolled with such rigor.

 



her heavy balls slapped amelia's cunt repeatedly, so hard that a clapping noise began to echo
throughout the grudgby field.

 

amelia was completely lost in bliss, her moans were relentless as her whole body trembles at each
hard thrust. she can feel waves of euphoria clouding her mind, eyes rolling back with her grip on
the human's shoulder grew tighter.

 

"luz..!" amelia moaned.

 

luz bit her lip at the sound of her name rolling out of amelia's lustful tongue, prompting her to pick
up the pace.

 

slamming her hips against her at full force as she watched the blight's ragdoll body collide onto the
wall multiple times. her moans were heaven to her ears, a symphony as she went deeper into her
sopping cunt. the sounds of it squelching made her tingle.

 

"fuck yes luz!" her tongue rolled out on the side of her mouth, drooling. she could feel something
growing tighter, harder to hold back as luz hits that one spot over and over till she can't hold herself
anymore.

 

luz clenched her teeth tightly as she feels herself getting closer to the edge, she watched trinkets of
sweat roll from amelia's neck, down in between her breasts with her nipples stiff, glistening with
drool.

 

then, a sharp electric current suddenly burst throughout amelia's body, making her scream out in
euphoria with her head rolling back. "oh fuck titan yes!"

 

luz moaned in chorus as she felt the blight's walls entrap her. her warm flood of cum coated her
cock, she swiftly pulled out before erupting. letting her shots of cum land onto amelia's stomach,
painting her with it.

 

a fine masterpiece.

 



once luz was emptied out, both tried to catch each other's breaths. their bodies reeked of sweat and
sex, it would be much better if the showers were open right now.

 

slowly and carefully, luz settled amelia down onto the ground and she sat right beside her, sighing
deeply. there was silence between them, taking comfort in that as the only noise was the blood
crickets chirping in the far off distance till luz was the one who broke the silence, asking a
question: 

 

"i'll see you next practice?"

 

amelia, still disoriented from their session, turned her head to face luz with a soft chuckle escaping
her lips. "sure."



Shot out of the Sky

Chapter Summary

drake amity x dragon luz

ive been fixated on dragons recently and im not sure why

under the thick canopy of the jungle, barely any sunlight piercing through its structure though there
are shadows. shadows of the winged ones, the ones who dance along with the wind and clouds,
undisturbed by the rain and thunderstorms with lightning fueling their intent.

 

but amity is never one of those, she roamed the soaked marsh and tangled veins of the grounds
below though it wasn’t a hassle to tackle. not for amity.

 

she traveled many lands but always came back in the untamed jungle, meeting and defeating those
who attempted to cross her but a sugar rush for her ego isn’t what her true motive was being in this
damp environment.

 

as a shadow swiftly flew past overhead, amity tilted her head up to watch it fly by followed by a
roar that could be terrifying in hearing it for the first time but the lone drake knows what that roar
signifies of.

 

amity has been observing a particular dragon that has been making rounds in the jungle, rarely
landing which is common but with the rare instances of her catching a glimpse of this dragon, it
was like meeting god for the first time.

 

their glow, their aura was overwhelming with their scales shining like ivory under the morning star
with lines of hazel and their eyes almost comparable to the celestial bodies above.

 

no, it’s so much more than that. 

 



amity has grown determined to find out who this dragon is and figure out why they kept calling in
that peculiar tone.

 

in one late afternoon, the sun was more grueling in the midsummer year but the canopy came to aid
the creatures below, cooling themselves off as best of their abilities and the same goes to the
dragons. all shapes, sizes and elementals drove down below the canopy and into the nearest water
to cool off which was a mild irritant to the wyrms and drakes alike but they have no choice when
they have the same problem altogether.

 

amity awaited under the shade, the watering hole was just a few studs away from her but getting
refreshments were the least of her concerns as she watched the several shadows just below the
canopy. waiting patiently as her tail slowly wagged behind her, being able to climb these trees is a
great skill when traversing or planning an ambush.

 

as above so below.

 

with a familiar shadow finally loomed over her head, eyes turned thin and the drake immediately
jumped out of the canopy with her mouth wide open. once her fangs latched onto a scaly neck,
followed by a howl, she dropped back down under the darkness of the canopy and began dragging
the heavy body back to her place that’s largely unknown to everyone.

 

as her capture whines out and tries several times to attack her, amity would tighten her bite on their
neck with her fangs cracking their protective layer of scales and begin to sink into the vulnerable
part of their skin. rendering them immobile.

 

once amity was sure they’re deep into the cave, she finally let the dragon go whom let out a
terrorizing roar that would make one cower in fear but amity only stood before them with a blank
expression.

 

examining the dragon before her, amity is now certain that they’re one of the sun dragon’s
offsprings. one of the most powerful line of kin of dragons, following that with the moon dragons
that are even rarer in finding. moreover sighting.

 

but she didn’t expect a sun dragon to be leisurely flying around or searching for something.

 



“who are you?!” the sun dragon snapped at the drake, slowly backing up towards the wall with
their posture similar to a hatchling as their striking hazel, almost golden eyes glared at her. for some
reason, amity didn’t back away, she doesn’t feel any sort of fear yet allurement, curiosity. 

the drake began to approach the dragon slowly, this triggered the sun dragon to hiss and snap at
amity; “stay back!!” spreading their massive wings with their throat beginning to glow, heating up
the reservoir of sun’s fire. 

“isn’t this the reason why you’re calling?” amity finally spoke up, her golden eyes interlocked with
the dragon who was caught off guard. “i hear you everyday calling out in the sky but no one
answered.” she continued while she approached the dragon once again, their eyes widened with the
heat that was once in their throat moved up to their cheeks as they began to back up once again. 

“till me.” when the sun dragon’s back was met against the wall, amity seemingly towered over
them as they cowered below her. “you were calling to be mated, weren’t you?” the drake’s tone
shifted into sultry, lightly placing her clawed paw onto the dragon’s tail that quickly pulled away,
making her chuckle.

 

“d- do you seriously think you could overpower me? one of the sun dragon’s children?” the dragon
attempted to scare the drake despite the clear nervousness in their voice, this has proven
entertaining to amity and decided to play along. 

“not really, unless i know your name.” amity replied, hiding her growing smirk as she watched the
sun dragon’s expression change to almost relaxed but there’s a looming knowledge that something
might go south. 

“it’s luz.” 

softly smiling, “nice to meet you, luz.” then, in a blink of an eye, the drake tackled the sun dragon
to the floor, making luz yelp. she didn’t have time to process what just happened in the span of
milliseconds before amity was completely on top of luz with a shit eating grin across her face. 

“name’s amity.” the drake replied, luz growled loudly with her eyes turning into a menacing glow
as her heat now simultaneously moved to her face and down to her throat. before the sun dragon
could make the first move, amity dropped down onto luz’s neck and bit her once again.

 

but it wasn’t the bite like before, it was different. more harsher, rougher, sensual that made luz
unceremoniously moan out.

 

“admit it.” amity cackled as she slightly pulled away from luz’s neck, her eyes meeting her teary
ones, ”you were calling out because you want a wyrm or drake like me to pin you down.” she
watched luz contort and twist under her, trying to wriggle out of the smaller drake’s hold as she
whined but amity didn’t let it. 

clicking her tongue with her eyes narrowed, “you’re such a pathetic dragon.” amity spat, luz’s ears



folded back as she stared at the drake above her. the way those words escaped amity’s lips dripped
of something, flipping a switch inside her that made her large stature grow insignificant.

 

she hasn’t encountered such menace before nor ever really, she never dove down once till she was
shot out of the sky.

 

seeing that her words got through the sun dragon, amity took advantage of this as her claws scraped
along luz’s scaled chest, leaving light marks before suddenly digging into her skin, making her roar
out in both pain and pleasure as her long tongue dragged across her neck.

 

golden blood oozed out of the clawed wounds while amity licked her bite marks clean, luz
shuddered at the warm tongue’s contact with her breathing hitched. she couldn’t move a muscle
despite there’s nothing keeping her down other than her own inhibitions, her thoughts and body
conflicting with each other to whether or not to burn this damned drake to ashes.

 

yet, her body became immobilized. indulging in the roughness of the drake as she watched her lap
up her dripping blood with that look on her eyes that triggered even more switches within the sun
dragon that made her weak. susceptible to amity’s touches.

 

giving in.

 

smirking internally, knowing that her influence got to luz, amity leaned closer and whispered into
her ear; “now, be a good wyrm and you’ll carry my kin.” as she pulled away, instantly seeing the
sun dragon’s grave expression yet there’s expectancy?

 

“present yourself to me, wyrm.” amity growled, finally getting off luz as she knows she won’t run
away. she watched the sun dragon reluctantly shift and lay on her stomach, hips arched, wings
folded tightly onto her back with her tail tucked closely to her body as she’s grown incredibly timid
as her face turns redder the longer this stretches.

 

a low growl rumbled in the drake’s throat, her eyes focused on what’s down below. staring at the
exposed, glistening, dripping slit of the sun dragon that’s twitching from excitement and the cold
air. the intense musk luz was emitting could easily be smelled throughout the entire jungle, amity
wouldn’t be surprised if a herd came passing by to see this wreck of a dragon.

 



the longer the drake stares at the sun dragon’s slit, her own slit began to open up, letting her spiked,
elongated twin cocks to emerge. leaking of pre, excited at the meal before her to which she didn’t
prolong in waiting anymore as she pounced on luz with both tips just kissing her entrance.

 

luz pursed her lips, trying to keep any noise inside as she doesn’t want to seem that she’s enjoying
this. shuddering at the feeling amity rubbing it along her slit with a low chuckle heard behind her
and she heard the drake threateningly say;

 

“say your prayers, wyrm. i’ll make sure you won’t be able to mate with anyone after this.” feeling
her breath down her neck, making her look over her shoulder to look at the drake, but that was just
her imagination.

 

amity’s sinister grin was the last thing she saw before everything turned white, followed by a rapid
incoming of aggressive thrusts. luz cried out in pleasure with her head slightly rolling back, her
claws dug into the hard cavernous floor, creating a deep gnash into the earth as she felt the drake’s
twin cocks stretching her insides widely.

 

it’s thick girth was overwhelming but no matter how much the sun dragon cries for amity to slow
down and take it easy as it was her first time, all those words fell into deaf ears as she continuously
pounded the dragon with such rigor and tenacity.

 

groaning, amity dug her claws into luz’s thighs, hard enough to draw out blood once again as she
spoke in such a soft tone; “you talk too much.” as in an attempt to soothe luz into this though her
thrusts don’t mirror that soft demeanor, delving in deeper, moaning in chorus as she feels the
dragon’s tight, warm walls that endearingly enveloped her.

 

panting heavily as she watched the sun dragon twitch at every slam, taking in the view, the scent
that's clogging her nose and filling the entire cave. it's divine.

 

"this is my first time having to taste a god dragon." amity said, pressing herself onto luz's back, ears
perked as she listened to her pathetic  moans and squeals. her scales have grown exponentially
hotter, overheating with lust and ecstasy.

 

"and this is probably your first time getting fucked by a drake." amity noticed luz glance over her
shoulder once again, her hazel eyes fogged up by desire that was once hesitation.

 



amity grinned at that swift progression.

 

"i guess we're both lucky."

 

then, amity gave out a quick hard thrust and slow pull out, making luz mewl with her tail turning
stiff before doing the same thing. repeating as she watches the young dragon writhe under her,
bouncing from their hips colliding as the sound of their scales slapping echoed alongside her
feverish moans.

 

the drake revels in it.

 

everything was completely overpowering the sun dragon, her smell, her mind, her touch- her entire
body is now completely in amity's control.

 

the entire cave reverberated the sounds of their moans and roars, amity drew down onto luz's neck
once. inhaling her strong musk before sinking her teeth deep into the dragon's flesh, earning a deep
roar as she arched her back.

 

the drake made sure she leaves her mark well and deep for it to never leave luz's neck.

 

pulling away, amity licked her lips as she felt a knot beginning to grow in the pit of her stomach.
inflating, getting unbearable for her to hold it in though she doesn't plan to as she plummets her
cocks further inside luz's slit.

 

"take it! take it!" amity's hips became relentless with the ecstasy flooding her brain as one thing
made itself clear for her to do.

 

knot.

 

"fucking take it!" the drake roared as she shoved her twin cocks inside the sun dragon for one last
time before bursting her cum inside. luz screamed in euphoria as she feels the warm flood of cum
flow out, filling her to the very brim as they locked for no seed to be wasted and the young dragon
is surely to be fermented.



 

"such a good wrym you are." amity praised, tilting her head to see if luz was still awake after that.
snickering at the wreck of a sight she was now.

 

she wonders what will the others thing- what will her father think if he ever finds out that one of
his offspring mated with a lowly drake.

 

this is exhilarating.

 

"are you happy that you're getting my hatchlings?"

 

luz lets out a croak; "y- yes.." making the drake's smirk grow even wider and drops her smaller
body onto the dragon's back as she feels her body begin to cool off while they wait for their knot.

 

but for now, luz is stuck with amity.



Photograph

Chapter Summary

luz takes a picture of her girlfriend

"smile!”

 

a sudden flash of the polaroid camera caught amity off guard as she was just admiring the
overseeing view of the boiling isle. “what was that?” she turned her gaze to her snickering
girlfriend who held the camera with a toothy smile.

 

“sorry, couldn’t help but capture the beauty of the scenery.” luz replied smoothly, placing the
camera on the blanket floor and scooched closer to her girlfriend to lean her head onto her shoulder
as they both stared at the breathtaking view of the isle. ever since luz has seen this view for the first
time, she hasn’t gone over it. 

playfully rolling her eyes, amity scoffed; “yeah right. are you gonna delete it? i don’t think i looked
good there.” she attempted to grab the camera beside luz but the noceda was quick to slip it out of
the blight’s reach and shook her head. 

“of course not! i’m gonna develop this and add it to my stock pile.” she proudly responded, amity
sighed deeply and just gave up on trying to get the camera since they’d be here all day if she tries to
change luz’s mind on something she’s certain on. she relaxed on luz’s shoulder, resting on it with
her hand slipping to intertwine with hers as they watched the sun begin to set in the horizon as the
winds ruffled their locks along with their picnic.

 

they went home after the sun was no longer seen, amity went off to take a shower while luz was in
the red room to develop the photos she’s taken throughout their picnic day. dipping the photos in
the solution and clipping them up in the string overhead to let them dry up before she checks what
she captured.

 

the first few photos were of the scenery with some containing the pixie that tried to snatch the
camera before getting burned by amity. the third portion was now pictures of amity taken with
either of her knowing or oblivious till it was too late.

 

these were the ones luz was mostly excited about.



 

she waited for a few minutes till the pictures she wanted to see dried up before removing them from
the string and laying them out in the perfect line. luz turned off the red light, switching to a normal
one for her to see it better, aside from her vision adjusting to the normal lighting, luz sees nothing.

 

she sees the terrain in the background, the skeletal remains of the titan but the thing luz wanted to
see was nowhere to be seen.

 

amity. 

 

confused, luz thought that the first photo didn’t develop correctly but when she checked the rest of
the photographs. she didn’t see amity anywhere in them. she double- triple checked everything if
there was a ruse, a hoax that her camera somehow messed up in capturing her girlfriend in the
photos but none made itself known to her.

 

how?

 

with her confusion turning into terror as luz’s breathing hitched, backing up slowly from the table
but stopped when she felt a pair of arms wrap around her waist. making her stiff and didn’t dare to
turn around as a voice whispered right into her ear that made her shudder;

 

“what is it, hermosa?”



Good Grades

Chapter Summary

18 yr old lucia x 12 yr old amity

"lucia, lucia! i have something to show you!" the eldest noceda perked up at the sound of a familiar
pitched voice. looking to the side, seeing amity knocking on the front passenger door which lucia
unlocked to her in.

 

as amity shuffled inside, lucia noticed  a piece of paper in the young blight's hands that made her
brow quirk, "what's that?" she asked, pointing at it to which amity aptly replied;

 

"my final grades! check it out!" she handed the paper to lucia for her to examine it, skimming
through the subjects that had a perfect line of A's. as expected.

 

"oh, great job, baby." lucia congratulated amity, giving her light head pats that she enjoys by the
growing smile across her face. instead of driving off to buy some ice cream to celebrate, lucia has
something else in mind. 

 

"since you passed, might as well give you a reward." lucia said, her tone shifting lower as she
leaned closer to the young blight with her hot breath hitting her sensitive ears, making her twitch.

 

"good girls deserve gifts, don't they?" her rough hand lightly stroked amity's smooth, small thighs
underneath her skirt with her fingers just lining the seam of her panty. she listened to amity's breath
turning rugged as her face became redder by the second.

 

so cute.

 

amity couldn't form a word and just gave a light nod. a devious smile etched across the noceda's
face, she slouched on the car seat and began unbuckling her pants, opening the zipper and slipped
her girthy, hungry cock out. letting amity take it all in.



 

"come here, baby." lucia beckoned, shaking her hips to make her cock wag as she leaned back to
watch amity slowly bent down. grasping it from the base, sticking her tongue out to lick the slightly
bitter tip as it leaks of pre.

 

lowly groaning, lucia soothingly combed amity's hair while she gave her cock kittens licks. looking
out the window, she knows this is hella risky since they're still in the school packing lot but that's
part of the fun.

 

"come on, i know you can do better than that." lucia gripped a handful of amity's locks and pushed
her down, shoving her cock into her mouth. biting her lip, she looked down at amity as pellets of
tears began appearing.

 

despite how many times they've done this, amity still can't get used to the noceda's sheer size.

 

"that's it, amor." lucia purred, holding amity's hair firmly as she began to pull and drag her down.
loving the sensations of her fanatic tongue lashing along her ridges with her warm mouth
enveloping her so nicely.

 

holding onto lucia's pants, amity glanced up to see the noceda's feverish expression with an
irremovable smirk. she can feel the tip just grazing the back of her throat, amity doesn't remember
when she's grown addicted to this since lucia became her babysitter and would be the one to drive
her to school when it started.

 

the thrill of them doing it in the clear of someone seeing them excites the young blight despite her
common sense telling otherwise. the temptations were simply unbearable.

 

squeezing her thighs tightly, something wet flowed effortlessly that made her uncomfortable.
slowly, amity began bobbing her head without lucia's aid with her empty hands massaging her
heavy balls, earning a delighted groan.

 

"such a good girl." lucia bit her lip as she leaned back once again, watching amity suck her off with
her rubbing picking up speed.

 



lucia knew she scored something special when she took up the job of babysitter for the blights.
amity's parents weren't in the manor most of the time and she hasn't properly seen the rest of her
siblings so that leaves poor, little, vulnerable amity to a bastard like her.

 

it's no surprise amity has grown attached to her.

 

as lucia began to reach her peak, she tightly gripped on amity's hair before shooting her load inside
her mouth with a guttural moan. taking the blight off guard but letting the warm waves of cum seep
down to her throat before she was pulled away. the remaining cum landed onto her face, painting
her.

 

lucia cackled at amity's cum soaked face, lightly cupping her cheeks to pull her into a kiss to which
amity reciprocated as she tilted her head to deepen it. pulling away, they stared into each other’s
hues that’s rose tinted with lust and desires, unbridled as the smell of sex engulfs their nostrils

 

"are you ready for your reward?" lucia asked as she grabbed amity by the waist to place her onto
her lap, her still hard cock pressed against her stomach, twitching in anticipation. amity’s face
became more redder as she stared at it, she returned a furious nod which lucia expected and lifted
her once again.

 

raising the little blight over her dick, her tip kissing her wet pussy lips, making her shudder at the
sensation before lucia began pushing inside. she listened to amity’s feeble squeaks and moans as
she shoves her remaining girth inside the little girl’s quim, catching her by surprise as she cried out
in pleasure only to be muffled by lucia’s hand.

 

“shh, be quiet, baby. you wouldn’t want us to be caught, would you?” lucia whispered, she gripped
amity’s small waist with one hand to keep her steady as she slowly removed her hand from her
mouth.

 

amity did her best to keep her lips sealed as she gripped onto lucia’s shoulders to support herself,
turning her glance down to see lucia pull half of her cock out before pushing back inside with such
force that made her whole body rock and the noceda began thrusting in such a pace that made
amity lose herself.

 

“daddy.. you’re too rough..” amity whimpered, droplets of tears pricked the corners of her eyes.
biting her finger as she shuddered at the feeling of lucia’s rough hands slipping through her blouse
to toy with her small breasts. fingers twisted and tugged on her nipples that made her whine out. 



lucia lightly hummed as she asked; “am i?” watching the young blight struggle in her grasp, mouth
agape as her heavenly moans filled the car but it had to be muffled if amity became too loud. “you
should be used to me by now.” she snickered, shoving her cock deeper as she aimed to hit her
womb.

 

“tan linda.”

 

the car rocked at each thrust with the smell of sex becoming irresistable as lucia continously rams
her hips into amity without remorse. the young blight felt no pain but intense waves of euphoria
that took over her body in such a feat that she couldn’t form a coherent thought nor words as she’s
completely lost in the pleasure.

 

lucia always liked that look on her face, she can never get over it. the look of sensitivity, her mind
losing into the pleasure that’s washing over her like a massive tidal wave as she moans relentlessly
that lucia now has to constantly keep her mouth shut to avoid unwanted attention despite a part of
her mind telling the latter.

 

“fuck, that’s it, hermosa. scream my name.” lucia growled, her hand still clasped on amity’s mouth
as she drew closer to her neck, leaving heated kisses across her smooth skin. her lips feeling her
rapid pulse that made her smirk, seeing just how vulnerable amity is at the palm of her hands. 

“tell me how much you like my cock ramming inside you.” lucia whispered right into the little
blight’s ears, nibbling the tip as she harshly rocked her hips that made amity whine even more onto
her hand, drooling on it.

 

amity tried to say something but it was muffled, realizing the cause of it, lucia temporarily lifted
her hand off her and listened to her sweet, shaky voice say; “i- i love it so much, daddy!” 

grinning devilishly, lucia kissed amity’s cheek as she nuzzled down onto her neck once again,
“good girl.” she muttered before picking up her pace once again as she went straight for her womb,
hitting it hard and rough with the bulge of her cock tenting on the pit of her stomach.

 

it’s a sight to behold.

 

with the familiar knot forming rapidly inside her, amity couldn’t hold it in anymore as she arched
her back, moaning out; “daddy!” before coming hard onto lucia’s cock, coating it. in one last deep



thrust, lucia gritted her teeth tightly as she popped inside amity, letting her cum spew inside the
blight. bloating her with it.

 

both panted heavily, amity dropped onto lucia as she tries to catch her breath, shuddering at the
feeling of remaining cum shooting out till the noceda was completely emptied out. relaxing from
lucia’s gentle head pats and her fingers running through her hair before she was carefully pulled out
of her cock easily like a sex doll.

 

settling the young blight back on the front passenger seat, lucia placed a kiss on her forehead and
switched the car on as it roared into life. 

 

“let's go home.”



Blood, Sweat and Tears

Chapter Summary

angel luz x troubled amity

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

always down on her knees.

 

hands always pressed ever so tightly, clenching onto something that’s never there.

 

mouth, tongue whispering soft deceptions to aid her delusion mind as she stares up to the single
wooden copy of the cross. bleeding as she is.

 

exhaling her last breath as she was thrown onto the bed without regard, hissing upon impacting her
head onto the headboard that shook her brain. amity soon snapped out of her pain once she saw a
stream of light come upon her, it was so bright that she thought she went permanently blind till she
felt a soft pair of hands caress her.

 

caress her so softly that’s enough to make her submit, subdue, melt into her hands so easily as she
craved this sensation after years of nothing but suffering.

 

her cold breath, shuddering as amity feels against her ear with a gentle whisper. stating;

 

“give it to me.”

 

uncertain what that meant but her body says otherwise as it began to take hold of something she
didn’t have for a long time- control. controlling how she shifts under her, how her arms hesitantly
holding onto her burning arms and how her mouth utters the words; “take me.”

 



as if the devil were smirking down upon her, amity was struck with a sudden sting on her lips. it
burned, the kiss hurts like there’s poison seeping into her veins at the very moment for it to swiftly
make its way to her brain. boozing her as the taste of strawberries and whiskey filled her.

 

kissing back as tightly, as hard as she could with her hands that once held her arms moved up to
rope around her neck to bring her down closer onto her body that seared her skin alive but all that
pain was replaced by the smell of peaches and cream. ushering her to kiss her even more despite
her lungs getting deprived of air.

 

once pulling away, amity panted heavily as she stared up to her bright hazel, almost golden eyes
that looked down upon her with such superiority that she couldn’t even fight back nor plan to fight
back as she felt her clothing become undone, leaving her bare.

 

moaning at the sensations of her soft yet rough hands groping, toying with her breasts so
vigorously. with each touch landing on her skin, it both stings and brings euphoria. as the hands
roamed her body, admiring it like a place of worship, amity could feel herself coming closer just by
the feeling of her hands on her.

 

she’s that pathetic.

 

though she pulled away, leaving the blight a whining mess as she wants to be touched even more.
she wants to held. she wanted to be needed but was quickly silenced when she felt something poke
in between her legs. she knew what it was.

 

drinking the holy grail, amity accepts without a word being uttered and she didn’t plan to stagnate
as she shoved everything inside making the blight cry out in bliss. desire and avidity clouded over
her mind’s judgment as she lets her take everything.

 

with every thrust she makes, amity could feel herself losing grip on everything as she could stare
into those eyes that engraved itself into her mind as she wants to remember, wanting this moment
to last the feeling in between her legs could easily send her to heaven. or hell.

 

then, amity watched her lean down onto her neck this time, planning heated kisses along her skin as
her hips repeatedly slammed against her, making the woman ricochet onto the headboard. knocking
her head multiple times.

 



despite her head throbbing, amity yelped with her hips arching when she felt her bite so hard till it
left an evident mark. feeling it pulsate as a warm substance began to trail down her neck only for it
to be licked away by a smooth tongue, shuddering.

 

then, she whispered into her ears once again; “give me more.”

 

slowly nodding, amity cracked out a smile as she rasps out; “yes.. just for you..” she doesn’t want
to hold back anything now, she wants to give everything- whatever she has left as she rolled her
head back with her moans getting louder that surely would’ve been heard by someone by now.

 

her mind, body and soul

 

her blood, sweat and tears.

 

take it all away. only for tonight.

 

amity could feel something surging in the pit of her stomach that she didn't want to stop, her fingers
entangled itself on her hair and tightly gripped it as she glanced down to watch her body constantly
bounce from each shove she made. seeing how easily that member ram into her cunt repeatedly.
abusing it.

 

then, a thunderous roar rumbling the room and she shoved her cock inside the blight for the final
time before the surge of something warm, sticky flow out into her pussy making amity scream in
total euphoria as she arched her back even more, feeling herself come harder than she ever did
before.

 

almost squirting onto her stomach.

 

despite her hips slowly stopping to let the blight take a moment’s rest, they were nowhere done till
the moon reached its peak.

 

she’s wanting more and more



 

and more

 

and more

 

and more

 

and amity is here to give it all to her without hesitation.

Chapter End Notes

there's something special coming for these last 3 chapters, stay keen for it!



Dark Clouds I

Chapter Summary
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"am i going to see you again?"

 

"i'll come back for you. always."

summer of 1994

 

darkness overtook her vision, only illuminated only by a feeble light source exposing the bare
emptiness of the wilderness yet that doesn’t seem the case. dried, dead twigs snapped under small
pressure and branches slapping the roof of the black ford taurus, its tires emitting a crackling noise
beneath the gravel pathway.

 

the sterile radio played in a low tune, barely hearing any sound from it as the volume wheel was
spun to almost 1. leaving the entire car in a total silence with only the outside noises breaking the
unwanted stillness.

 

a tired, exasperated sigh escaped her lips that was met with no attention as she begrudgingly leaned
back to the driver’s seat. her arms lazily hanging low while she held on the steering wheel, barely
turning it to make a left or right in this bumpy road as her eyes followed the red pickup truck in
front of her.

 



the metal plate annoyingly shining right into her eyes that she had to squint from time to time to
avoid going blind.

 

“remind me again, what are we doing again?” her voice finally broke the quietness, her golden eyes
looking up at the rearview mirror to see two familiar faces she didn’t really expect to be in this kind
of endeavors.

 

the car rocked lightly after driving over a bump, amity clicked her tongue in irritation as she
wonders if that scratched her vehicle in someway or else she’d be fucking pissed in repairing it.

 

with the sound of clearing throat, a deep yet somewhat squeaky voice replied to her almost
forgotten question; “we’re gonna investigate an abandoned camp.” augustus, amity barely talks to
the kid, said. even in school, this might be the first civil conversation they have. “i believe you’ve
heard of camp reality check?”

 

amity ponders about that name, it rang familiar to her yet so foreign. the story about this camp
seems relevant and popular enough that she didn’t even hear its full story anywhere. turning her
gaze back to the seemingly endless road, she responded; “i think so.”

“that’s where one of the camp counselors went crazy?” amity followed up with a wild guess and
gus politely shook his head, he opened his mouth for words to come out but it came out of a
different mouth.

“it’s the opposite. it’s one of the campers.” willow joined the conversation, gus nodded with that as
he pointed at his best friend. silently saying what she said. 

amity looked up the rearview mirror once again, now looking at willow park sitting at the right end
of the passenger seat. diligently and formally sitting despite the whole car being a rocky ride the
deeper they went in these woods, the headlights aren't enough to penetrate the thickening darkness
as if it’s trying to veil something.

 

“then, why are you two hanging out with boscha?” amity asked, her golden eyes meeting softer
emerald ones. she was puzzled to find out prior to the drive that willow and gus were coming along
this trip, it came off as peculiar and out of character for both of them.

 

this is boscha we’re talking about. yet she didn’t immediately question it till now.

 



she has to know.

“we aren’t.” willow calmly said, putting the blight’s thoughts and suspicions at a rest. though
there’s still one question that isn’t answered yet to which willow continued;

 

“we just got dragged into this because we, well, gus know alot about this stuff.” gus nodded once
again, confirming the young park’s words as they earned a light chuckle from amity.

“you and me both.”

 

her brows furrowed, spotting something in the distance overhead. the light of the pickup aided
amity to see what it was as it drew nearer, it’s a rundown arched wooden gate with a large sign
hanging- haphazardly hanging in a rusted chain.

 

the sign says; welcome to camp reality check.

 

her frown deepened, her grip on the steering wheel became tight. amity doesn’t understand why but
passing through that gate sent an unnerving feeling within. her breathing turned labored with her
heartbeat beginning to pick up pace, she began to feel dizzy- almost nauseous the more they drove
inside this nightmarish of a campsite.

 

after a long time of driving in the middle of nowhere, the red pickup truck finally squeaked to a
halt. amity pushed the brakes to stop just behind the truck, swallowing a large lump in her throat to
stop herself from throwing up in her own car and took a deep breath in, wanting to stabilize herself
before anyone could notice.

 

the sound of multiple vehicle doors slammed shut, making amity raise her head to see boscha,
skara, amelia and kat walking over the sides of her car with small smirks, some aren't confident, on
their faces.

 

boscha knocked on the right passenger window, bending over slightly to see the two. "hey nerd. is
this the place?" she asked, stuffing her hands in her pockets and stepped back after hearing the
doors clicking unlocked by amity.

 

"uh yeah." gus stated the obvious as he stepped out of the car alongside willow on the left side.
"yeah, we're certainly in the right camp that's the only camp in bonesborough." he closed the door
after willow was out and crossed his arms, his gray eyes coming into contrast with boscha's blue.



 

an unspoken conflict was sensed between them, gus narrowed his eyes at the havenstar with willow
grabbing him by the arm as if to hold him back while boscha just stared back blankly. incurious.

 

though she doesn't like the look gus is giving her. "don't sass with me, porter." she said, rolling her
eyes as she turned away from him. finding no more interest in proffering attention.

 

amity pulled the handbrake, turned up the volume of her radio to a minimal amount and attempted
to tune in her desired station. only to be met by scratching static.

 

clicking her tongue in displeasure, she continued to try to get something just when she needed some
music to occupy herself while the others engrossed themselves in a dead scavenger hunt.

 

maybe she should've brought her walkman.

 

"hey," boscha knocked on amity's side of the window, she raised a brow and questioned what she
could possibly want now.

 

"what?"

 

"come on. can't have slackers here while we do all the work." boscha said, easily opening the
driver's door. amity mentally slapped herself for not instantly locking the door after gus and willow
got out.

 

"i'm not going in there. you can have all the loot if there is one." amity sighed, uninterested and
returned her attention to the now useless radio. 

 

it's both odd and normal that it's hard to get any reception here in the woods but the nearest radio
tower is a few miles off, so there should be at least an obscure radio channel she can tune into. 

 

"but-" boscha tried to make an argument but amity wasn't having it.

 



"bye." the blight grabbed the door, pulling it to close and finally have her privacy. but the door
didn't move an inch, she hardened her grip on it and pulled it once again only to end in the same
result.

 

amity was about to do the hasty option but she was grabbed by the arm and forcibly pulled out of
the car. the blight was befuddled by the sudden action, only snapping out by her door being
slammed close.

 

"what the fuck, havenstar!" amity snapped, she pulled her arm out of boscha's grip and straightened
her polo. she snapped an aggravated look at boscha though that went unnoticed as her objective
was fulfilled.

 

"seriously amity, live for once." boscha draped her arm on the blight's shoulder. bringing her close
to her body as they walked- more like pulling amity to walk along with her towards the others.

 

"this is the closest thing to a thrill for you and you wouldn't even try." she said as if that's the most
tragic thing.

 

"because i don't like grave robbery?" amity sneered, glancing at the dark, enervated cabin for the
campers and counselors that used to provide them safety. comfort.

 

she wants to think that this place was once a bright one but the same uncanny feeling swells inside
her the more she thinks about the fallout. sending shivers down her spine and did her best to shake
it out of her mind.

 

best not to think so morbidly so early, blight.

 

then, amity resigned from her dreadful thoughts when she heard boscha burst out in laughter and
began shaking her as if she weighed nothing.

 

"you're so funny sometimes." boscha sighed as she wiped the nonexistent tear off the corner of her
eye.

 



amity rolled her eyes and pried herself out of the havenstar's grasp once again, stumbling back a
little next to willow and gus.

 

"split up. we'll cover more ground that way and get everything that might be good." boscha
commanded, taking the spare flashlight from skara.

 

switching it open to lay bare the barrenness of the camp with litter scattered about and barricaded
by the almost thorn looking shrubs.

 

as if it doesn't want them to leave.  

 

boscha led the way with her group following suit behind, amity could see the hesitation of entering
the first building in the three and she can't blame them.

 

this place gives off so much dread, trepidation that it triggers your fight or flight but there's nothing
here. there's nothing there that could possibly harm them.

 

it's just an abandoned camp that's already, probably, ransacked by other people stumbling upon it.
so, they're here for nothing but exploration.

 

"are we really doing this?" gus asked, the uneasiness was heard in his tone. amity understood why.

 

"do we have a choice?" willow took out three flashlights from gus' backpack, handing it both to
him and amity. regardless of willow's stable voice, she's unsure if they should go along with this
when they have the choice of bailing.

 

but they're already here and wasted gas.

 

"let's just get this over with." amity huffed avidly, she opened the flashlight. shining around the
open area. the wild, unkempt grass grew in uneven lengths and there were bald patches
everywhere.

 



amity pointed her light towards the second nearest building from the driveway and collectively
agreed to head there.

 

their bodies pressured the old creaky porch of the cabin, all of their lights aimed at the cracked,
dust coated door before amity pushed it open. swinging in an irritating whine till it was stopped by
the wall, thankfully.

 

they all entered the cabin, looking around for anything that might be of use. her eyes scanned the
area, noting the rot and begrimed state of the entire cabin. trash covered the decayed wooden floor,
she minded her step as she didn't want her boots to burst through.

 

amity stopped in front of the multiple bunk beds, spotting the multiple nasty molds forming around
the bedding and sheets torn into shreds by a rabid animal. or something else. she pulled her collar
up to not inhale any pores and continued forward till she reached the very end of the cabin.

 

looking over her shoulder to see willow and gus searching through the items with great caution,
amity tried to push the bathroom door open only to realize that this one was completely closed. she
glanced down at the dulled out silver knob, barely reflecting anything.

 

her mind began to race what could possibly be on the other side of the door, imagining an empty
bathroom filled with mold but her imagination began to take a darker turn that recurred the same
feeling.

 

amity closed her eyes for a moment, calming herself down as she’s clearly overthinking about this.
her mind always tends to make up so many things and there’s nothing inside the bathroom that
could potentially scar her, right?

 

lets get this over with it.

 

she took a deep breath in, grabbing the door knob tightly and twisted it open in a swift manner, her
hair lightly swayed from the wind with her eyes immediately scanning the dark bathroom as her
flashlight swung around.

 

the tiled walls were covered in extreme mold and decay, the smell of rot overwhelmed the blight’s
nose and she had to press her collar on her nose even more



 

her light reflected off the glass surrounding the shower head that is also coated in rust and tetanus.
small droplets dripped from the several holes, the drop loudly echoed through the small yet
seemingly so large bathroom.

 

amity can sense something is awfully wrong with this place yet she doesn’t have anything she can
put the blame on.

 

seeing nothing interesting here, amity turned around to leave as she saw the two were already at the
door, waiting for her while examining the perimeter. she raised her foot, hoping to leave the cabin
with the others but a sound behind her made her frozen.

 

several things began to swarm inside the blight’s head. she swore there’s nothing else inside that
bathroom, nothing to consider as a threat so what else could be there than just trash? without any
hesitation, amity swung around with her prepared to use her flashlight to batter someone.

 

only for a large, furry gray body to rush past her legs, it’s mangy tail being the only thing that was
revealed under the light before disappearing to the comfort of darkness once again. only hearing it’s
squeaks and nails tapping the floor.

 

amity almost fell on herself at the sight of something that huge of a rodent, “fucking rat.” she
hissed, shivering in disgust as god only knows where and how long that rat has been in there.

 

the blight quickly got out of there, not wanting to find out just how many more of those rats are
harboring within the cabin’s walls.

 

as amity got out onto the porch once again with the two, willow was the first to notice the almost
pale look on her face. “are you okay?” she asked, her tone displaying clear worry of what might’ve
happened in there.

amity nodded in response, shaking it all off before continuing. “yeah, let’s go to another one.”

 

the three every cabin, finding close to nothing of value unless it’s a small smidge of history of what
this place was though nothing about the massacre. amity still found it odd that a story this big isn’t
getting much coverage that, even her, doesn’t know bonesborough has a camp till now. 



 

however she understands the town doesn’t want any bad feed from outsiders.

 

“is this the last one?” willow asked as she and the two stopped in front of the two doors of the mess
hall, it’s in the same condition with the other cabins though the smell. the stretch it reeks by just
standing in its front doors was different from the ones prior.

 

they all smell it but are willing to look past it if it means getting out of here sooner. the longer they
stayed here raised a feeling that they’re not truly to themselves, prying eyes loomed and watched
every movement, every breath they took but amity was willing to dismiss it as paranoia since gus
has been telling the story of the massacre on the walk.

“thank god.” amity sighed as she took a step forward towards the front doors, she didn’t bother to
pull up her collar anymore after getting used to the rotten scent of the entire site but the feeling still
never left her stomach.

“aw, but i wanna explore more.” gus whined, wanting this adventure to last longer despite the
obvious discomfort on both women as well as him. ironic.

“you can explore in the morning.” willow reassured as she gently patted her best friend’s back, she
turned her head to look at amity who’s been staring at the doors for an indefinite amount of time.
slowly, she walked over to her and lightly nudged the back of her shoulder that snapped the blight
out of her trance.

 

“we can turn back and wait for the others to come back.” willow suggested which sounds really
good right now, goosebumps ran through her body. gradually growing in more cabins they entered
and exited.

 

neither understood the unnerving feeling overwhelming them but now, it's getting harder to ignore
like a beeping metal detector after finding a piece of treasure.

 

they, indeed, found something.

shaking her head,“no, i’m fine." amity refused to turn back now when they're so close to the finish
line. taking a deep breath in and said "let’s just go in.” before pushing the doors wide open, letting
the headlights shine behind them and lighting up parts of the mess hall.

 

but it was enough.



 

it was enough to shed light on what’s on the floor of the mess hall.

 

they all stood there frozen, unable to move even an inch as their eyes followed the messy trail of
dried and fresh blood seeping into the rotten wooden boards. shattered phones that helplessly
blinked for salvation before inevitably dying with a deafening silence.

 

the silence was only broken by the sound of their labored breathing, booming heartbeats banging
their ribcage. their lights trembled as their eyes continued to follow the trail, the bloodier it gets.

 

with her eyes widening, amity clasped her mouth as she saw a familiar hardback laying lonesomely
amidst the river of crimson.

 

good witch azura.

 

her chest tightens at the thought that children were no exception during the massacre of this camp
as she and the two saw their bodies stacked like useless meat.

 

their dismembered limbs and heads were littered all around the main hall, bot flies buzzed and laid
their eggs within the decomposing bodies, adding to the ever growing numbers of maggots with
rats gnawing on the still good enough flesh.

 

her whole insides twisted and churned at the sight of it, the two felt the same thing. willow turned
her head to the side, not wanting to look anymore and gus was trying his best to keep his dinner
inside his mouth.

 

the smell of the rotting, some fresh corpses emitted a strong foul scent that is enough to make
anyone queasy. no one has attempted to give these bodies a proper burial, that means no one has
ever gone this far into the camp or.. they did.

 

clearing his throat, gus gathered his bearings and glanced down to stop himself from looking at the
horrendous sight of the dead anymore. only to notice a few pictures dispersed with an odd metal
lunch box next to it just a few feet away.



 

hesitantly, he made his way over to the items and picked them up aside from the lunch box.

 

“hey, come look at this.” gus called, willow and amity stopped on either of his side, looking at the
bloodied pictures on the boy’s hands. skimming through every last one of the pictures till they
ended with the very first one, all of it has one particular similarity.

 

a girl.

 

the girl is probably at the same height as amity, with short curly hair and dark skin complemented
by the sun in the photos. there were some pictures where she’s just by herself in the woods,
oblivious to the camera or a group picture.

 

this made the group wonder if she’s the culprit.

 

willow grabbed the top picture, inspecting it herself before turning it over out of curiosity. a name
written in bold letters occupied the back. she read the name aloud: “luz noceda.”

 

with that name uttered, amity's eyes widened. her head began throbbing with memories she didn't
know she had started to flood back in a disarray, leaving her with a massive headache as gus talked
beside her.

 

gus perked up and snapped his head to look at the two women. catching them off guard. “oh! the
noceda? i know an old lady a couple blocks from my house.” he said, his tone becoming a full turn
of what was prior. 

“camila noceda, she might be this girl’s mother.”

 

willow rose a brow as she listened to what gus has to say intently, immediately wanting to know
more about the old woman if she has some kind of relationship with this girl or has an involvement.
“what has she been doing?” she asked, grabbing one of the photos from porter’s hands, a group
photo.

 



it has most of its people crossed out by a red marker.. or blood.

 

all except the girl.

 

“that’s the thing, i don’t know. no one does. she mostly stays inside and only looks out the window
on certain nights to look at the stars." gus replied rather mysteriously, the two glanced at each other
in the corners of their eyes as if exchanging silent thoughts before looking back at gus.

 

that sure is an odd behavior though they won’t discredit it if the woman is truly the girl’s mother.

 

"do you think that might have to do with the girl?" willow returned another question though they’re
all equally clueless of what the truth is. gus could only shrug as a response.

 

with her head still feeling like it's going to burst in half, amity glanced at the photo once again. the
look on the girl's face rang all too familiar to her but, it was as if, her mind had repressed any
recollection of her.

 

why?

 

she pondered on that question with her hunger, her drive of wanting to disclose what happened to
this place boils her. and that woman is the only lead they have at the moment.

 

"perhaps."

 

willow and amity handed the pictures to gus who stuffed it all in his backpack with careful
precision for it to not wrinkle in the journey. his eyes landed on the almost forgotten lunch box, he
picked it up and presented it to the two who were similarly curious and hesitant of what could be
inside that box.

 

“should we open it?” gus challenged with a grin coming on his lips but willow was quick to turn it
down.

 



“no. leave it and let’s head back to the car.” willow said, making porter droop slightly as he placed
the box back to the floor. noting the downcast expression on gus, she patted his shoulder and
comforted; “we explored what we can, the others are probably back by now.” 

 

willow might be right about that, amity looked over to the wide open doors with the lights of
boscha’s truck illuminating the entire mess hall yet beyond that lies the thick, void like darkness
consuming the woods.

 

the thought of something stepping out of the darkness almost resembles the nightmares she had as a
child, scared of the darkness and what’s under her bed.

 

but she’s grown now and she knows full well that there are no monsters that could her.

 

yet if it wasn’t a monster who got these people, then what?

 

then, a sudden scream pierced the cold night air, made the three alert and turned their attention to
the front doors. amity and willow were the first to rush out of the mess hall, gus followed suit and
without thinking, he snatched the box before following after the two.

 

they ran towards the sound, coming to another cabin with it’s windows flashing in a frantic fashion
with more screams heard inside. the front door was almost broken after boscha kicked it open,
skara was just behind her with kat. all of them looked distressed as if something chased them.

 

“what happened?” amity asked, stopping them from running past them with the light shining on
their torso. bullets of sweat trickled the side of their faces, panting heavily and disheveled to almost
looking manic. 

 

“she’s dead!” skara yelled at the top of her lungs as tears violently rolled down her face.

 

what she said took the group aback but the girl wasn’t given the time to explain, boscha lifted her
off the ground and placed her on her shoulder, carrying her like she’s nothing but a sack of
potatoes.

“shut up! let’s go!” boscha bolted off to her truck with kat sticking close behind who neither gave



an explanation. the three looked at each other in confusion as to why the sudden hurry of leaving
this place when havenstar was the one who forced them to be here.

 

as if they’re heard by the ones above, the once closed door of the cabin boscha and the others just
came out of, was abruptly turned into splinters with a sudden force, making the large chippings of
wood fly and almost hit them in the face.

 

all of their flashlights were shining towards the porch of the cabin where a figure stood in a
terrifying height. their head grazing the roof of the porch, their heavy footsteps stomped the earth
as they began to walk towards the three in a menacing march with a loud heavy breathing.

 

their height and large figure seemed like they could crush a skull with horrifying ease and snap a
neck in one flick of a finger.

 

their light gave enough details of this person's intentions. they wore an all black attire, carrying a
blood drenched axe with a machete and hoe strapped on their waist. a peculiar dark purple shawl
was wrapped across their torso.

 

all of it was a terrifying sight. gus was shaking to his knees, willow couldn't move a muscle and just
stared at the entity with a trembling light.

 

while amity also stared, the feeling that has been pestering her this entire endeavor finally hit its
breaking point yet there's something familiar about them.

 

till they saw the person's head covered by a sack. even if they turn off their lights in hopes of not
spotting them, it'll be fruitless as they keep coming closer and closer.

 

they only have one option.

 

"run!!"

 

all three of them bolted for the car, willow and gus hopped in the back with amity jumping into the
driver's seat but due to the excessive rocking of the car, the loosely placed car keys slipped off its



socket and dropped to the floor.

 

"shit!" amity quickly bent down and began feeling the rubber floor for the keys, her eyes kept
darting out of the window, checking the person was just mere feet away from them and boscha
already took off without them.

 

"hurry up!" gus yelled, getting agitated at the slimming distance between the psychopath and the
car. he watched them raise their axe, preparing to bring it down on their heads.

 

clicking her tongue in frustration and panic, "flashlight!" amity ordered to which gus switched his
flashlight once again, shining down on the blight's feet to now easily spot the keys.

 

amity shoved the cold metal front, twisting it for her car to roar into ignition. the headlights
blinking on, amity looked in the corner of her eye and saw the person was now outside the car,
bringing down their axe on the front passenger seat door.

 

the car rocked from the force. it shattered the glass, making the broken shards fly everywhere. they
all screamed in terror, followed by a cringing creak of metal being bent was heard as the
psychopath pulled their axe back and extended their hand to reach for amity.

 

her breathing hitched as she watched the hand slither closer, it reeked of dried blood and death as
it's filled with markings and... rot.

 

"go go go!!"

 

amity snapped out of her trance, pulled the gear stick to reverse and stomped the accelerator. the
tires screeched against the hard gravel path making dust fly before taking off at full speed.

 

the car backed up from the psychopath, passing the arch gate. amity swiftly turned the car around in
it's proper face and drove the hell out of there, she looked up at the rearview mirror to see them
standing at the gate.

 

watching them get farther away.



 

once they're out of sight, all of them sighed in relief. willow and gus slumped back into the seat,
taking big gulps of air as if they were suffocated before while amity stared at the empty, illuminated
dirt path with her mind wandering back to that person.

 

who are they? were they the cause of this much death? why does she feel a sense that she knows
them somehow?

 

all of these questions yet nothing is resolved.

 

“what. the. fuck. was that?!” gus blurted out once he got his bearings together, frantically looking
over the car window to check there's nothing chasing them. but he knows no one can give him a
direct answer.

 

they remained in silence, only their calming down heavy breathes were heard throughout the small
span of the drive till the radio buzzed into life, tuning into the station she unintentionally set on.

 

amity realized she didn't turn off the radio before she stepped out- more like dragged out .

 

"you're tuned in to 97.5 midnight radio.."

 

as late night music begins to play, they don't really know the song but none of that matters when
swarms upon swarms of questions melted their brains just to be answered.

 

yet none came.

 

"i don't know.."

 

-----

 



a week later has passed since the incident, everyone has been thankfully quiet about what happened
and none has reached out to have a conversation about it till boscha called everyone up.

 

as amity parked her car by the gate, she slammed the door shut and headed to the havenstar’s large,
lavishing door, that shined rather brightly in the night, was opened by a butler for her. ignoring the
many gold trimmed items getting shoved in her face as she already saw it several times and made
her way to the living room.

 

stopping for a moment to see almost everyone is here, willow and gus waved for the blight to come
over and sit beside them which she gladly took. she sat right next to willow, noting how stiff her
form was along with gus.

 

her eyes darting from skara who’s sitting in a singular couch with her head down and hands
intertwined, she could see her mouth move yet nothing was heard.

 

amity noticed that kat was nowhere in sight, probably stayed home, which was a better idea than
coming here.

 

boscha sat a little far from the rest, her leg resting atop of the other and hand clasped onto her
mouth as her lavender eyes stared blankly at the carpeted floor.

 

there was an immense silence looming over the entire room, everyone was tense and on the edge as
there’s only one thing that’s on their minds yet no one dared to be the first to strike the talk.

 

till the bubble popped.

 

“why didn’t you tell us there was a psychopath hiding there?” boscha asked, her hand slowly
dropping on the armrest as her gaze turned to willow and gus. the two glanced at each other in the
corners of their eyes as if asking the same damning question before looking back at boscha.

“i didn’t know.” gus simply replied, the truth but that wasn’t enough for boscha.

“were you trying to set us up?”

gus frantically shook his head, denying the allegations “i- i’m not! i swear, i don’t even know that
person!” he said with his hands raised in surrender and he’s telling nothing but the truth.



 

amity watched boscha try to accept that fact yet something inside her completely discarded that
with an aggravated shake of head before standing up.

“well, this is just fucking great.” boscha hissed as she began pacing back and forth in the middle of
the living room, her fingers pinching the bridge of her nose “skara is broken,” she pointed over to
the girl who’s hasn’t moved a muscle since she got here.

“amelia is dead and her parents probably called up the cops to look for her.” boscha continued, she
returned her attention to the three with a deep frown on the blight’s face as she approached them
from a good distance.

“if they knock on that door, i’m going to say it’s all your fucking fault and you led us to a death
trap!”

 

in the corner of her eye, amity saw the tears bubbling in porter’s eyes while willow held him for
consultation. her hands curled into fists, she isn't going to sit there while the two get shitted on.

 

besides, she got a bone to pick with boscha anyways.

“enough!” 

 

amity stood up in between them, her golden eyes glaring deeply into the havenstar. “as if you aren’t
the one who forced us to come into that hell!" she exclaimed, slowly taking steps forward that
made boscha back up.

 

"you knew that camp was dangerous and didn’t want to go alone so you brought us for slaughter to
save your ass!” amity continued through her gritted teeth, backing boscha in a metaphorical corner.

 

neither of them wanted to go to that camp in the first place till it was boscha who was forcing them
to come along.

 

and she has the gall to put the blame on the innocent. how pathetic.

“you’re the one who killed amelia!”

 



that ticked a vein in havenstar, she pounced and grabbed amity by the collar, slightly lifted her off
the ground. “you fucking bastard!” she growled, her eyes burning in inferno as she pulled her fist
back for a punch and amity was prepared for it.

 

with boscha's fist coming down to knock out the blight, “that’s enough! both of you!” in a nick of
time, willow pushed the two away from each other and acted as a barrier between them before any
catastrophe occurred.

“all of us didn’t know the person was there." willow said in a gentle tone, "it’s no one’s fault of
amelia’s death and blaming doesn’t help.” she looked at both of them, boscha turned her head to the
side as she crossed her arms.

amity nodded as she took a deep breath in and sighed, “willow’s right. are we going to report this?”
she asked, thinking that would be the next logical option if the cops are reliable enough to catch
that person.

“what are we gonna file? 'elusive camp reality check killer is still on the loose and killed my friend'
?” boscha replied in mock, amity only rolled her eyes in response.

 

this is what she gets after contributing an idea, great.

“it’s been a decade since the massacre and the asshole probably turned to dust by now.” boscha
added, she headed back to her couch and plopped down with her head resting on her knuckle as she
stared at the two. waiting for another idea.

“then, how do you explain what happened?” amity quipped, raising a brow as she returned the gaze
at havenstar.

 

she opened her mouth to answer it, but before she could utter a word. the doorbell rang. everyone
turned their heads to the sound of the front door opening followed by footsteps against the fresh
wood boards.

 

an officer stepped into view, making everyone grow fretful.

 

"good evening, i apologize for the sudden visit." the officer said, taking off their hat. showing their
short blonde hair and blue eyes. they didn't take another step after not being given permission.

 

"i'm officer amanda bright and i'm here regarding amelia turpin disappearance." everyone greeted
the officer with a welcome which was appreciated before returning to the subject at hand.



 

but amity said nothing and just stared at the officer.

 

clearing her throat as she took out a small notepad and a pen, "are any of you aware that miss turpin
has been gone for the past week?" officer amanda began her queries and they all didn't have a
choice but to answer truthfully.

 

"we.. have noticed." boscha was the first to reply. amanda took note of it.

 

"all of you are her friends, correct?" she asked and all of them nodded in response.

 

"were you with her on the night of her disappearance?"

 

"ye-" skara was about to expose the veracity of the events till boscha roped her arm around her
neck and pulled her close, shutting her up. amanda noticed the odd behavior, quirking a brow as she
looked at all of them for something.

 

willow cleared her throat, turning the officer's attention to her. "no, officer." she said, her mind
racking to think of something liable for the officer to take as evidence.

 

"the last time we last saw her was at the end of school, we kept in touch then nothing." amanda
nodded from that response, she flipped her notepad close with the pen sandwiched inside before
stuffing it back in her pocket.

 

it seems like it was enough evidence for the officer.

 

"i see. i will inform you if we find anything but if it's the other way around," amanda said, she took
out something as she walked over to the group. particularly amity.

 

then, she offered a business card with a small smile. "don't hesitate to call."

 



amity returned a smile as she accepted the card. "thanks, officer." she replied in a kind tone.

 

amanda tipped her hat to them, "have a good night, kids." she bidded goodbye before heading out
of the door.

 

with the sound of the front door closing, all of them can finally breathe in relief as if they were
being strangled to keep their breath in.

 

amity looked down at the business card, reading through the officer's number and location to
somewhere.

 

she ponders how peculiar it was for the officer to trust their words so easily and readily. planting a
seed of suspicion on amanda.

 

she hopes she doesn't see her again.

 

an irritated sigh was heard beside her. in her peripheral vision, amity saw boscha walk past her. "i'm
going for a drive. you losers better not mess up my house." she said, snatching her jacket from the
house and stormed out of the living room.

 

"wait boscha! it's not safe to go out at night!" willow warned but that fell into deaf ears as the front
door was slammed shut, echoing through the empty large house of havenstar.

 

willow sighed in defeat as her head drooped, amity walked over to her and lightly patted her
shoulder. "let her be. she's not a kid anymore." she reassured, both of them sat back down the couch
and waited for something.

 

they don't know what they're waiting for but there's nothing much this house could offer.

 

at least, not an answer to a large puzzle.

 



then, gus suddenly raised a question that caught both women off guard. "are you ladies free
tomorrow?"

 

"i don't go that way, gus." amity said in a serious tone.

 

gus raised a brow in confusion of what the blight meant, "what?" he immediately shook his head as
that's not what he's after. "no, i mean, can we visit the old woman tomorrow?" the two uttered a soft
'oh' as they nodded in realization which ushered the boy to continue.

 

"she's the only lead we have who can tell us what happened to that camp, hopefully."

 

willow hums as she thinks about it though she's uncertain of this next course of action. "i don't
know gus.. what if she doesn't help us?" she asked the possibility, after all, they're dealing with a
woman who's never seen out of her abode.

 

who knows what'll happen.

 

with one wanting to go to the old noceda for answers and one is doubtful, they need a tie breaking.

 

"what do you think, amity?"

 

amity listened to every word the two said, she stared at the carpet with her foot lightly tapping as
she thinks. deliberated about the odd feeling of familiarity when the killer was just inches away
from her.

 

and that name. she won't rest until she uncovers why that name sounds so familiar, alluring yet
foreign.

 

coming to a conclusion, amity slowly nodded her head as she turned her gaze at the two. "let's do
it." she said. "it's a shot in the dark but at least let's try."

 



amity, suddenly, jolted when she felt a hand drop on her shoulder. she quickly calmed down after
realizing it's only willow with her gaze alone gave her comfort.

 

"i'm not going to die next! amelia isn't dead!" skara blurted out of nowhere, surprising the three yet
they let her be.

 

gus pumped his fist in the air, doing a silent victory though that was quickly pulled to a halt when
the house phone rang.

 

the blight was the one who stood up, headed over the small round table on the side of the living
room, she pulled the handset off its base and placed it on her ear.

 

"hello?"

 

"they're right behind me!"

 

amity's eyes widened in horror as she heard boscha's heavy breathing on the other line
accompanied by a rough background noise. like there's something heavy behind her.

 

"boscha, where are you?!" amity asked, she placed the call into the speaker as she tries to get
something out of boscha before it's too late but it's no use.

 

all they could do was stand there and scream for her to run.

 

the sound of the woman yelp, the phone seemed like it was dropped as boscha's voice got farther
but the stomps got closer and closer till-

 

heavy breathing emitted from the speaker.

 

amity backed up from the table, willow and gus holding onto her with skara barely listening to
what's happening as she drove deeper into her delusion.



 

the heavy breathing rang into her ears, invading without consent as it engraved itself into her mind.
knowing well that she'll hear that breathing more than this.

 

then, they spoke in a low, gruff voice into the phone with only four chilling words:

 

"i.. find.. you.. blight.."

 

a painful, blood curdling scream was heard before the call ended.

 

the call ended.

 

amity dropped the handset, tumbling on the ground as the cord recoils over and over. she gave the
two frantic looks as the line beeps like a cardiac monitor flat lining.

 

"h- how do they know me?! what do i have to do with them?! wh-" things ran rampant in amity's
mind, questions zoomed all over that she couldn't think of anything else other than the words the
killer rasps. 

 

luckily, willow was quick to be at her aid. she grabbed the blight by the shoulders, turning her to
face her.

 

"calm down, amity, calm down." she said in a soft voice, soothing the panic within amity and
gradually brought her back to her senses as her breathing steadied.

 

"we'll find a safe place to stay tonight." willow said, glancing at gus who nodded. skara is also out
of her delusion and looking at the three with worry. "the killer might figure out where boscha lives
and we'll be next."

 

"does anyone know a hotel?"

 



amity drove the others to the farthest hotel from boscha's house after they messaged and called their
parents they'd be having a sleepover .

 

she paid for a room of two beds but gus insisted that he'd sleep on the couch while the girls took the
bed. they all washed up and calmed down after the events of tonight.

 

skara was the first to sleep out of the four of them, willow and amity sat together at the edge of the
bed with gus carrying a large chair to place it in front of the door as a barrier before he settled down
with a sigh.

 

no one wants an unwanted visitor at night.

 

"you got some guns in your car?" willow asked, remembering that the youngest blight is the heir of
the blight industry.

 

amity nodded as she replied; "just enough."

 

"we'll leave at dawn and ask the old lady what she knows about the camp." willow laid down their
plans for tomorrow and everyone agreed to it.

 

"but we have to be precise with our words. she's our only hope if we want answers." gus reminded
and the two nodded in acknowledgement.

 

then, amity recalled the sibylline box from the mess hall. "hey, did we leave the box at camp?" she
asked, the question was mostly targeted at gus as she looked at him alongside willow.

 

gus perked up at the mention of the box, he shook his head with a cheeky grin. "oh no, i left it in
your trunk." he replied, his thumb pointing out of the glass sliding door.

 

"gus."

 



"hehe, sorry." gus lightly giggled as he rubbed the back of his neck, earning a sigh from the two
with their heads shaking.

 

"it's alright. we might need it tomorrow." amity lets it pass, she's actually glad that gus took it along
with them. all that remains is the killer.

 

two already dead and one is on the brink of it all. they need to be mindful about what they say
around skara but she needs to understand the travesty of the situation.

 

amity and willow laid on the second bed as skara already took over the other, gus still has some
energy to stay awake while the two slowly doze off into deep, cold slumber.

 

with the whirring of the old air conditioner pulled her to deep sleep, the cold enwrapping her body
like a loving embrace into the darkness.

 

amity has her back facing willow, curling into a fetal position as her breathing began to grow heavy
once again and her dreams began shifting, warping into a scene with faces looked so familiar yet a
stranger.
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as the morning bell rang throughout the small village of bonesborough, the muddied streets grew of
civilians and greeted them a good morning as they went off to their daily routines.

 

the second ring of the church bell made her turn over the bed, creaking from the movement as she
did so. streaks of sunlight shone through the open window above, landing precisely onto her face.

 

softly groaning, she fluttered her eyes open and the first thing she saw was the stone ceiling with
slight cracks visible.

 

this isn't the hotel.



 

carefully sitting up, she rubbed her eyes as she yawned before slipping out of the bed. walking over
to the standing mirror, capturing the white nightgown she wore with small tied ribbons on her
chest. her auburn locks were hung low till she tied it up in an almost similar fashion.

 

the items of this place were different compared to the things provided at the hotel. everything was
old fashioned as if amity was taken back to the late centuries. is she even ‘amity’ here? looking
down at ‘her’ body, she tell- feel it was different.

 

this isn't my body. where am i? what is this place?! who am i?!

 

then, a knock on the door snapped her out of her crippling thoughts followed by a muffled woman’s
voice from the other side. "young miss, your parents wishes your presence at the table."

 

"i will be right out." amber quickly replied, her voice was softer and soothing to the ears. she hums
a melody as she begins to change out of her nightgown and into her formal attire, glancing out of
the window for a moment to see the many people walking about, having a swell day as they carried
and pulled their wagons through the thick mud.

 

a series of barking and a voice behind the rushing dog was heard coming closer till they appeared at
her sight. a small smile climbed on amber’s face, her chin resting on the palm of her hand as she
watched a ruffled looking young woman capturing a black dog with white streaks who didn’t
hesitate to lick it’s owner’s face.

 

the woman placed the leash on the dog and stood up, she turned her gaze up to notice amber’s stare
who didn’t bother to look away. a small smile came on her face as well, giving a wave to which she
returned before recoiling away from the window with an almost dreamy sigh.

 

who is she?

 

after amber cleaned her bedroom in an orderly fashion, she headed down the long flight of wooden
steps to end up in the main hall of this somewhat labrinth abode. she walked in a memorized path
that led to the dining area where a long table resides with her family sitting on one side as a large
amount of food laid before them.

 



“good morning, amber.” her father greeted as he took a sip of his glass of morning wine.

 

amber bowed before her family and greeted; “morning father. mother.” she sat down next to her
siblings, edmund and emerie, ignoring the side eye they gave her as she served her own plate with
the breakfast she favors. 

 

the table was relatively quiet with a few small talks that are often between her parents and siblings,
leaving her isolated in the conversation though she didn’t mind about it too much. she ate in peace
with her mind traveling in places only to wander back to that woman, bringing a light smile on her
face.

 

yet that didn’t last too long.

 

“is there something that enlightened you, amber blight?” the mother asked, snapping amber out of
her thoughts and turned her gaze to her mother. she shook her head in denial, prepping her lips
clean after taking a bite and spoke;

“no. nothing at all, mother.”

lightly humming, the mother continued. “then, perhaps you would be enthralled to hear that your
father and i have found you the best of bachelors that are.. aligned to your preferences.” she said
with excitement evident in her tone but amber doesn’t seem too thrilled with that idea as she
glanced the other way for a moment.

 

“i don’t know, mother.” amber muttered under her breath but her mother didn’t hear it.

“i do not think i caught what you said, dear. speak up.” amber gripped the edges of the table cloth
as she turned her head the other way, thinking of her next set of words to say before looking back to
her mother’s intimidating golden eyes staring back at her.

“i.. appreciate the effort of finding me a suitor but i am simply not ready for marriage.” amber
replied to put it simply, her tone low and soft as she doesn’t want her parents to take her tone
differently and have another misunderstanding.

both her parents glanced at each other, exchanging unspoken thoughts through their snark
expression and turned their gaze back to their challenged daughter. edmund and emerie continued
eating their breakfast whilst giving their sister side glances as if attempting to convey something.

 

“nonsense. you are of age and will be taking the blight name higher than any nobles.” the mother
countered, finding this resolve unsensible as her gaze narrowed at amber. the young blight felt the



urge to avert her eyes though she wouldn’t dare do so. she listened to her barrage of words and only
said nothing.

 

her mind wanting to wander someplace else that is better than in this dining room. just anything to
take her away from this place.

 

then, she heard her father speak up. his low voice booming and rendering her mother into silence
along with the children; “be sensible, love.” he said, his hand softly resting on his wife’s shoulder
and looking down at amber as he continued “our daughter needs time to take all of this in.”

 

amber looked back at her father, it made her wonder what he could possibly mean with a little hope
though this is her parents we’re talking about. things aren’t always what they seem and it hurts to
hope.

 

“that's why we will give you 2 weeks to think this through and by the first light, you will tell us
your decision.” the father proposed, his tone would not consider a reconsideration of his verdict.
leaving amber in a corner without a choice and only had the option to comply.

 

as if anything is going to change. 

“do you understand?”

amber looked right into her father’s eyes, intimidation is now an old way of fear and no longer has
an effect on her anymore yet that doesn’t give her enough power. silently taking a deep breath in,
she gave a resigned nod as she muttered a small; “yes.”

 

after that disastrous breakfast, amber mostly confined herself in the safety and privacy of her
bedroom as she didn't want to face her family or even go outside. what is she doing to do there
anyways other than..

 

once the night strikes, the streets become quieter with the low grumbles and rumbles of the animals
in the stables. little to no people were seen out in the streets which were mostly drunkards having a
full tab.

 

the moonlight entered through the large open window of the blight’s bedroom, a single candle lamp
was lit atop of a dresser that illuminated the soft, comfortable bed next to it.



 

she sat at the edge of the bed, her hair down as she brushed it straight to untangle any clumps of
hair that formed throughout the day. amber, once again, wore her nightgown, she glanced out of the
window to stare at the full moon shining down the small town of bonesborough.

 

many things are associated with the moon, whether it be good or bad. mythos are formed
circulating about the magic of the moon to which the people related to witchcraft though amber
know better than that childish assumption.

 

then, the sound of something coming into contact on the stone wall alerted amber. slowly standing
up, she quietly settled her comb on the drawer as she started to approach the window with caution.
once she's a good distance away from the window, peered over in an attempt to see whatever that
attempts to enter the safety of her room.

 

after a long grueling second had passed, a head popped into view, surprising the blight though that
shifted in relief as she saw the face below the short curly locks. “hey.” a soft voice greeted with a
gashing smile, making amber smile as well.

 

“hey.” she walked over to the same woman she saw earlier that day and pulled her up inside the
room. 

“sorry i had to come earlier than usual.” luca said with a small chuckle though amber shook her
head, dismissing it as this is one of the most perfect times for her to come actually. “also don’t tell
mr. gillmore about the ladder.” she added, catching the blight off guard.

 

“what ladder?” she curiously asked but she noticed something cradled in her arm that made her
change the subject almost immediately.

 

“what did you find this time?” amber asked, motioning her eyes down on luca’s arms for her to
follow and be reminded by it.

“oh, right!” luca smacked the side of her head for almost forgetting the very reason why she had to
come here early.

 

“i found these in the old cabin just outside the town, there are so many books about science and
things i have yet to decipher.” she ecstatically explained, pacing back and forth in front amber who
walked back to her bed while keeping her eye on the woman.



“oh?” 

 

nodding furiously, luca trotted over her lover and plopped down right next to her to present an open
book. the two read through the pages, easily reading the old dead languages till a page of various
symbols and inked illustrations with runes they don’t really understand. rendering them confused.

 

“what do these symbols mean?” amber asked, looking at luca who’s focused on the page. she finds
it adorable whenever she’s intrigued by something.

shrugging, luca turned her gaze back to the blight. “i don’t know but i will figure it out.” she replied
with pure centerty, amber lightly smiled and nodded as she had faith in what she said.

“you know, you could be a great spymaster.” luca, though, doesn’t seem to be on board with that
proposal as she closed the book and placed the rest on the side as she turned her whole body to face
the blight.

“but these people aren’t so.. favorable for something new. let alone science. they’ll probably
mistake it as witchcraft.” luca said, grimacing as her eyes looked to the side for a moment.
reminding her of something, without words, amber already knew what she was referring to before
her hazel hues returned to meet her golden ones.

 

grabbing her empty hand to give it a tight grip of silent reassurance, luca pulled the hand up close
to her lips to kiss her knuckles. amber’s soft smile as she stared at the woman slowly wavered when
a thought flashed in the front of her mind and the sudden shift of mood was instantly noticed by
luca.

 

“what’s wrong, amor?” luca worryingly asked, though amber just shook her head and turned her
gaze away from the noceda to not see the look in her eyes.

“nothing. nothing.” amber dismissed but that’s not going to work with luca.

 

softly, luca cupped the blight’s chin to make her gaze return to her and met with a lovingly smile
that brought her wincing heart and swarming mind at ease. “that look on your face doesn’t say
nothing.” she said in such a soft tone that made amber easily melt into her touch.

“don’t be afraid to tell me anything, amber.”

with the reassurance and small drive given to her to disclose what happened, amber took a deep
breath in as the first 3 words rolled out of her tongue. “it’s my family.”



luca grimaced but she didn’t say anything and let the blight continue. “they want me to marry
someone from the far lands and.. i only have 2 weeks time to decide.”

her frown only grew at this point, “have they considered a reappraisal?” luca asked, hoping to grasp
a sliver of something but amber shook her head.

“as if.”

amber latched her arms around luca, not wanting to let her go as she buried her face onto her chest.
inhaling the scent of cattle yet sweet. “i don’t want to marry someone i don’t even know, luca." she
muttered under her breath shakily.

 

"i want to spend my eternity with you but..” luca stroked amber's head as she continued to listen to
her, her arm wrapping around her waist to keep her close.

“but that just seems to be a distant dream.”

as droplets of tears seeped into her shirt, silent cries were heard that made her heart wrench and
twist. it hurts. “what if it wasn’t?” luca whispered.

 

"we can run away. my family is scattered, we can get away from this place." amber slowly tilted
her head up to meet the noceda's dark hazel hues once more, hopeful yet blurred by the welled up
tears.

 

"this prison."

 

"i don't like to see you get hurt and i'll do anything to make those tears go away." her thumb gently
wiped the tears away, making sure it wasn't getting in the way from letting her see those golden
eyes.

 

"but what if i can't?" amber asked the questions that plagued her mind as she tightly gripped on
luca's tunic for dear life. as if she doesn't want her to leave her alone.

 

"we can. you can." luca planted a soft kiss on the blight's forehead, softly rubbing her smooth
cheeks to make the tear stains go away.

 



amber leaned in for more of luca's touch, giving her the comfort and warmth she needs in this cold
night.

 

the peculiar thoughts inhabiting her were now silenced, no longer asking odd questions. only
watching what unfolds between the two lovers of the night.

 

"you always think of the most ridiculous ideas." amber muttered with a giggle.

 

"and most of them work." luca, pridefully, replied earning a light punch on the shoulder that made
her softly laugh. "so what do you think?"

 

it took amber a few seconds of thoughts and consideration before coming to her conclusion. she
slowly nodded her head as she rested on luca's chest, hearing her stable, comforting heartbeat
drumming her ears.

 

"let's run away."

 

a soft smile etched on luca's lips, her fingers cupping amber's chin to make her look up as she
began closing the space between them. without holding back, amber leaned in and her lips collided.
the sweetness of her lips pulled her into a spell she couldn't escape nor she tried to.

 

luca tilted her head to deepen it, her hands slowly snaked down to her lover's waist, grasping it.
amber coiled her arms around her neck to pull her down along with her without breaking the kiss.

 

luca went in between amber's agar legs, feeling a low groan against the kiss as they pulled away.
leaning into amber's touch, she watched her ivory hands slowly trail down from her neck to her
chest to pull the small lace of her tunic and luca was the one to take it off, showing her breast and
erect nipples.

 

shakily exhaling, amber grasped her tits to begin groping with her thumb rubbing her nipples. she
listened to luca's groans, biting her lip as she feels something gradually getting hard in between her
legs.

 



"ames.." luca huskily whispered, tugging on the blight's dress as she silently asked for permission.
amber gladly aided her lover to take it off, pulled the entire thing down to her legs and dropped it to
the side with the rest of the discarded clothing.

 

amber lightly pushed luca up to her knees for her to see just how hard she became, amusing her
how it excitedly twitches within her pants. without wasting much time, she removed it for her cock
to raise in its full glory.

 

leaning in for another kiss, luca cupped amber's cheeks as she shoved her tongue inside, earning a
moan vibrating in the kiss while amber strokes her throbbing cock. gasping softly, their tongues
twirled on each other with their slobber dripping to the sides of their mouths.

 

once they pulled away, luca pinned amber back to the bed. she drew down to her neck, planting soft
kisses all over with her hand gripping the base of her member to align in amber's pussy.

 

shuddering at the feeling of her rubbing her leaking tip against her wet slit, amber glanced down to
watch luca slowly push her cock inside while she continued peppering her neck to calm her down.

 

amber moaned as she felt her walls getting stretched once again, she gripped luca's soft curly locks,
kneading them with her head tilting to the side. exposing more skin.

 

it's not the first time for them to make love under the moonlight, amber just has to manage how
loud she can be. 

 

luca groaned as her cock was completely inside, she stared at her lover's red face. the feeling of her
walls clenching on her cock and the look she gives makes the noceda just want to fuck the hell out
of her woman. breed her.

 

other people would see fucking a royalty or noble is a score of a lifetime, having to touch their once
unreachable wealth and the sex.

 

but luca is nothing like that.

 



she wants to love amber till they die together, to which she reciprocates.

 

luca started moving her hips, her hands planted on the pillows so she kept herself up. watching her
lover's face contort in pleasure with each thrust in, then, her gaze lowered to her bouncing tits.

 

she would like to thank her parents for giving amber their finest genes. that's the only thing she's
thankful for.

 

"oh amber.." luca took one of amber's nipples and started sucking with her tongue toying with her
nipple making her arch her back.

 

"luca.. aahh- mmh.." amber rasps, she muffled herself as she doesn't want her cursed family to hear
her getting fucked good. her unoccupied hand gripped her shoulders, she looked down to see how
sloppily luca sucks but it turns her on even more.

 

the gaze she gave when she looked up to her, so full of lust and love with the intent to make her feel
good tonight. it made amber unceremoniously moan with her hips attempting to match her rigorous
thrusts.

 

luca withdrew from the blight's slobber coated nipples, letting it grow harder even more in the
exposure of cold air. she grabbed her hand clasped on her mouth, "let me hear you." she muttered
as she pinned it and intertwined her fingers.

 

"but they'll hear us.." amber whined, worried but luca shook her head.

 

"they won't. i will be the only one to hear you like this." luca intertwined pulled amber's other hand
and intertwined it as well, she kissed her forehead for reassurance. asking for amber to trust her in
this one.

 

then, luca picked up her pace as she bit her lip. she can't get over how amber's still tight no matter
how much they fuck, the way she envelopes her cock just brings her whole body weak and her
moans.

 



it was, as if, luca was being taken into another plane of euphoria with her lover's heavenly moans.

 

"aahh! god.. luca!"

 

biting her lip, amber can feel herself getting closer with each hard slam, going deep to her womb.
she wrapped her legs around luca's waist, not wanting her to pull out and luca doesn't intend to
either.

 

"oh god i'm close!" amber tightened her grip on luca's hands, feeling a tight twist in the pit of her
stomach get harder to contain till-

 

amber arched her hips, her mouth agape though no sound came out as she held it in. she came hard
on luca's cock, her walls preventing her from pulling out till she came as well with a strained groan.

 

the blight shuddered in delight, her legs slightly twitching as luca shot her remaining cum until
she's tapped out. they stay in that position for a while as they catch their breaths, their cums mixing
with each other and ferment the blight.

 

they have no regrets.

 

slowly pulling out, amber sighed deeply as she felt her hole leave a phantom engraving of her cock.
she watched luca laid down beside her, her arm draped on her waist as she pulled her closer for
embrace.

 

amber wrapped her arms around her lover, letting her bury herself in her chest as she played with
her hair.

 

"you are the only woman i would die for, you know." luca suddenly said, surprising amber.

 

"i know but we don't have to be extreme." amity huffed as she continued playing with her hair,
planting soft kisses on her head.

 



softly chuckling, luca looked up to meet her lover's golden eyes shimmering in love. "but still, my
heart and body only belong to you, hermosa." she whispered, nothing can ever change her mind for
her love of amber.

 

"and i belong to you." luca lulled both of them with a lullaby with warmth enwrapping their bodies
for sweet slumber.

 

-----

 

after their night of passion, amber had to wake up alone in her bed as luca had to leave before either
of her family members found her.

 

amber changes into a new dress, fixing her dishevelled hair and did her best to get rid of the smell
of sex on her before she opened her door to head down to the dining table.

 

but she stopped when she saw the twins were on the other side of the door.

 

"is there anything you need?" amber asked, noticing the looks they're giving her which doesn't sit
right with her though she kept a straight face.

 

"we had the suspicion that our little sister would be so odious." edmund said in a tone, his
expression a mixture of disgust and devilish. confusing amber.

 

"what are you talking about?"

 

"we heard your affair with a runt named.. was it luca? the farmer." emerie continued, she watched
amber's once stoic face be broken down in an instant when she mentioned her name. confirming the
twins' beliefs.

 

"out of all of the things you could have chosen, you chose a rat for a bride." edmund spat,
narrowing his eyes at amber with his arms crossed. emerie smirks as her gaze belittles.

 



amber was utterly speechless, she didn't know how to respond as her mind was going at a million
miles per hour. only one thing that is clear is keeping luca out of this.

 

"what could mother and father do if they find out?"

 

"please, don't tell them. leave luca out of this. i'll do anything!" amber pleaded for her twins to do
one good thing in their pathetic lives but that would be futile for her to even hope.

 

both scoffed in mock, "be careful, dear sister. there would be consequences for your selfishness."
then, the twins walked away, leaving amber in a state of pure panic as she had to figure out what to
do in keeping luca's name out of the rope.

 

she knew this day would come but not too soon.

 

-----

 

"my son! please help my son!"

 

in the middle of the night, an outcry was heard down below that awakened everyone. even amber
who groggily stood up from the bed despite wanting to sleep more.

 

amber rushed to the window to see a man running down the muddied streets with a boy in his arms,
a woman close behind. everyone gathered with their torches out, illuminating the boy.

 

"what happened to him?" one of the townsfolk asked as the man slowly and carefully settled the
boy onto an empty wagon. amber narrowed her eyes as she saw a white froth ooze out of the boy's
mouth.

 

"i don't know! me and my wife found him on the floor convulsing then he stopped moving!" the
man explained in a frenzy, not knowing what to do. amber remembered the things luca talked about
many illnesses with its symptoms.

 



poison could be one of the causes in the boy's case.

 

the town's doctor stepped in front of the boy, placing their finger on his neck to check for a pulse
before they slowly turned to face the parents with hopeful yet fearful expressions.

 

"he's dead."

 

the mother cried hysterically into her husband's arms, asking god why did he take their son too
soon. everyone surrounding them stood in silence for the lost son of gilmore.

 

amber found it strange that the doctor didn't do anything other than checking the pulse. though, it's
just like what luca said.

 

speaking of luca, amber instantly noticed her running towards where she heard the sound with king,
her dog, trotting beside her. she stopped just near the crowd, confused of what's happening.

 

"everyone to the town hall!" one of the emperor's guards ordered everyone to which everyone
followed without a word of objection. the parents still carried their dead son, mourning as they
headed for the town hall behind the crowd.

 

luca, wanting to know what happened, jogged to catch up with the others. without her notice, the
twins were following closely behind which alarmed the young blight.

 

amber swiftly headed down and out of the mansion, wanting to make sure nothing happened to her
lover.

 

once everyone was in the town hall, amber was just outside. peeking through the window, she could
see luca near the door, leaning against the wall as she listened to whatever the guard behind the
podium.

 

"any postulations of what might've happened to gilmore's son?" the guard asked, letting the people
form their speculations of the events that transpired leading to his death.



 

"the plague?"

 

"rats?"

 

"it looks like the boy was poisoned." luca offered her idea to the ring as she only took a single
glance at the boy though no one acknowledged it.

 

then, someone stood up from the benches and with a booming voice, she said; "this is the work of
witchcraft. a witch, i say!"

 

everyone was both skeptical and almost unconvinced at this verdict since there are alot of reports
circulating about witches spewing about though they were going to hear the madman out as she
continued.

 

"he managed to sneak into our peaceful town and began his rampage for blood! dwindling our faith
in god!"

 

luca watched the townsfolk slowly buy into the woman's words, she found it irritating and sad that
they would have such a narrow mind to believe such fairy tales when the truth is right in front of
them. yet she didn't speak out.

 

"are we just going to stand about while the witch runs about in our town?!" the woman exclaimed
as she stepped out into the aisle, slowly making he way to the front with the people agreeing with
her words. clamoring in the banishment of the 'witch'.

 

"no!!"

 

as everyone stood up, prepared to create a riot for a sign of justice to be served. the guard that was
once behind the podium was pushed aside for the preacher to replace his spot.

 



luca sighed deeply as she shook her head, she doesn't see the point of staying here anymore when
the meeting has devolved into a fruitless witch hunt. hearing the news from neighboring towns of
said witch hunts, she can tell it'll go south soon enough.

 

before she could leave, the twins suddenly stepped out into the light with their usual expressions.
"then, we have a witch for you." emerie proclaimed, glancing at the corner of her eye to meet the
noceda's gaze that made her smirk grow wider.

 

"blights. who do you suspect of murdering gilmore's son?" the preacher asked with the people
turning their heads to look at the twins. awaiting for an answer.

 

"luca noceda."

 

luca and amber's eyes widened at the false promulgate. luca looked over her shoulder to see the
townsfolk began to turn their heads at her, their eyes burning holes at her as it held animosity and
pure anger.

 

"you must be mistaken. i'm not the witch." luca told the truth, nothing but the truth as she tries to
convince the people though her words were unable to get through their thick skulls.

 

"i knew it! that outsider was up to no good with those serpent words she spews to the children!"
one of the people said, making the others agree with an outcry as they slowly began closing in on
luca who's backed against the door.

 

"think about the children!" a woman cried.

 

"what? no no, i was teaching children basic knowledge that was forgotten!" luca tried to be sensible
with the mere truths and evidence but it was useless as she was overshadowed by the preacher
speaking once again. now putting everyone of bonesborough in her hands.

 

"do not listen to the witch's lies!" she declared, "do not let her fool you! we are the supreme
creation of god that will not falter at the devil's manipulation!"

 



luca looked up to the preacher, staring at her vehemently while she smirked in pride. thinking she's
doing the right thing as she told all these lies that held no weight to a sensible person yet it held the
world for the foolish.

 

"hang the witch!"

 

then, two men grabbed luca and began dragging her out of the town hall as they pushed the door
wide open, almost hitting amber in the process.

 

"let me go! i did nothing wrong!" luca exclaimed, struggling to get out of the men's grasp but every
move she made, the tighter their grip was as if threatening to break her bones.

 

"havenstar!!" luca glared at the preacher who was not too far behind the crowd chanting for her to
be hanged.

 

amber watched in horror, seeing her lover be taken away from her. getting shoved to the ground,
many people were keeping her still as if she's a rabid animal with her hands tied up behind a
stallion.

 

"no please! don't take her! luca!" amber ran towards her lover with tears bubbling in her eyes,
praying to god if he's really real, to save luca. she doesn't deserve this. none of this.

 

luca gasped, her mind ran rampant due to this predicament that it makes her head hurt but the last
thing she wants is amber getting involved in this and potentially getting hurt.

 

"amber, stay away!" luca yelled but was immediately silenced with a punch across the face.

 

gritting her teeth from the throbbing pang of pain on her cheek, she can taste an awful copper flavor
rising in her tongue but she endured it as she looked up to the people surrounding her with a look
on their faces.

 

remembering them.



 

as the rider whipped the reins of the horse, luca started to get dragged along the rough, pebbled
road with the townsfolk following closely behind.

 

amber watched luca get dragged away, her heart pounding and mind racing to think of something
she could do to help. but is there really anything she could do to prevent an execution?

 

nonetheless, amber followed the parade with a horse. the sky turned unexplainably dark crimson
with bits of embers leaving a trail to the hanging grounds.

 

once they got to the tree they planned on doing the execution, they released luca's wrists and
forcibly pulled her up. showing her bloodied, bruised back after the long travel from the town to the
outskirts.

 

they pushed and shoved luca to go up to the front of the tree where the preacher was waiting with
the noose at hand. she never let her eyes off the havenstar as she never wanted to kill a woman so
badly in her life till now.

 

luca didn't struggle anymore while the preacher placed and tightened the rope around her neck. the
happiness she wore on her sleeve was gone and replaced by something else. awakened.

 

"any last words, witch?" the preached asked in a pitiful tone but luca was unfaltered by it as she
continued to stare at her with a single intent in mind.

 

"i will curse you and your bloodline till the end of times. i will make sure the real crime you've
committed will be known and your children's blood will pay the price." luca said, her tone low and
deadly. some were surprised as she had never spoken in such a tone. anathematizing every person
right in front of her, waiting for her impending death.

 

"remember my name."  

 

then, the rope was pulled up, bringing luca along. her feet no longer touched the ground, only
helplessly flailing around the air with her hand gripping the rope on her neck. wanting to pull it off
but her body and the rope contrasts what she wants to do.



 

leading to a hollow attempt.

 

amber arrived at her lover getting hanged, she pulled the horse into a dead stop as she watched, she
only watched. incapable to do anything now as tears knowingly rolled down her face while the
people cheered for the 'witch' getting hanged.

 

seeing the pain in her face with the air getting thinner in her lungs, her body slowing down in
moving.

 

for the last time, their eyes met almost instantly, luca uttered nothing but stared at her lover's golden
eyes she fell for the moment she saw her at the same street she'd look down from her window. she'll
never forget it.

 

she hopes she doesn't either.

 

then, she stopped moving.

 

luca stopped moving.

 

amber couldn't scream, she just couldn't as she stared at luca's lifeless body hanging on the tree.
slowly rotating from the remaining force of her struggles, her head hung low so she couldn't see her
face anymore.

 

amber couldn't scream in pain, in agony, in grief at the lost of her beloved. the only person who can
make her happy in this god forsaken world has been taken from her by the people blinded in the
beliefs of myths and false gods.

 

why? just why? has god really abandoned humanity?

 

"well, that's one less problem." amber certainly knows whose voice it belongs to and she fucking
despises of ever hearing it.



 

amber turned her steed around, giving her siblings a singular glance of hatred riddled across her
face as she spat the three words she's been wanting to say for a long time.

 

"i hate you."

 

amber left the scene, heading back to town. she squeezed her eyes shut as more tears streamed
down, dripping on her dress. her joy in this world is now dead, replaced by the thirst of blood and
revenge for her luca.

 

they want a witch, i'll give them a witch.

 

-----

 

after the hanging, amber obtained luca's library of books in forgotten knowledge before her house
was burned down.

 

she skimmed through what she salvaged, searching for something that could aid her in the revival
of her dear beloved.

 

amber doesn't want to let her go, how could she? she's the only reason for her to live, she wants to
be with her till they die together.

 

she found the book she was looking for, it was the same one she and luca couldn't decipher.
regardless of her small knowledge of latin, amber still pressed on, did what could to understand to
find what she desires.

 

for 13 days, amber finally found what she needed. during that span of time, it has been confirmed
that she's pregnant with luca's child much to her joy but it isn't much of a happy news for her
family.

 



they wished death upon a child that hasn't even been born as well with amber though she ignored
those threats. focusing on the only thing that matters.

 

amber rose back up where she still hanged, slowly walking up to luca's badly eaten body as it rots.
it was a repulsive sight that made her want to turn back though, somehow, she still found her
handsome. there's only so much amber could go.

 

opening the book and began reciting the incantation as amber pulled out a dagger, slicing the palm
of her right hand slowly. hissing at the stinging pain, she watched her blood ooze out of the wound
and held her lover's mangy hand.

 

amber continued the incantation with her eyes closed, feeling the sudden harsh gust of wind waver
the ends of her dress. praying this would work as she just wants her lover back.

 

though, as she opened her eyes, amber looked up to luca hoping she'd open her eyes. waiting for a
minute or 2 till she realises that it didn't work. it was her fault for hoping for something so trivial.

 

she was wrong to ever think she'd bring luca back. she needs to learn how to deal with the grief of
it all.

 

yet amber just couldn't hold the tears as she trotted her way back home, ignoring the annoyances
her siblings made when she got back home and locked herself in her room.

 

for the next 13 days, amber has kept herself isolated from anything outside other than her friends
who provided her needs and for her unborn child which she's thankful for since her family was
wishing for their both's demise.

 

and in those 13 days, catastrophe strikes.

 

there was a massive famine as the crops died out despite the right conditions the farmers did, cattle
dying unexpectedly. creating a crisis within the town.

 



it doesn't stop there. people would begin wounding up dead in their homes, looking like they're
mutilated by a pack of wild animals or twisted to beyond recognition.

 

that made everyone question, grow suspicious of everything though that doesn't help one thing as
whatever's massacring the townsfolk wasn't able to be taken down by the emperor's army.

 

there was a recurring pattern of the killer, they only strike at particular people that made the streets
of the town painted in blood.

 

the spared ones weren't targeted by the killer, leading to frantic folks to jump into conclusions of
the killer amongst them and have them be killed in broad daylight.

 

bonesborough was falling apart.

 

there was a loud crash below followed by screams that were abruptly cut off. above it, amber didn't
do or move from her spot in her chair facing the window as she stared out at the sinking sun with
the skies turning a familiar crimson.

 

listening to their torment.

 

once the noise had stopped which had lasted almost the entire day. the sound of the door creaking
open behind her. amber hummed the tune luca sang for her as the sound of metal clattered on the
ground, heavy footsteps made the wooden floorboards awkwardly groan at each step.

 

a large shadow loomed over the blight yet she's still unfazed.

 

the smell of fresh coppery blood invaded her nostrils, the thing stepped in front of amber and
slowly sat before her. instantly recognising the eyes she fell in love with and will forever love
eternally.

 

she opened her arms to which it rested its head on amber's lap and cradled her with such relief.
feeling the coldness made her shudder though she didn't mind as she finally got to hold her again.



 

she listened to the blight's stable heartbeat and her beautiful humming, putting her at ease as she
placed her head closer to her growing belly. knowing what's coming up ahead in the future and
they're looking for it.

 

very.

 

"welcome back my love. it isn't over."

love veiled in anger, will rage on forever.
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"-ity!"

 

"amity!"

 

"amity!!"

 

she snapped her eyes open, gasping for air as she immediately sprung up. listening to her heartbeat
aggressively drumming in her ears, sweat rolled down the sides of her face as she panted heavily
like she ran a mile all night.

 

amity turned her head to look at the three gazing down at her, giving her worrying looks which
confuses her. "what's wrong?" she asked.

 

"amity.." willow started, she glanced over gus who was also perturbed. "your heart stopped beating
for 5 minutes."

 

amity's eyes widened when she heard that, her once stopped beating sank to the bottom. she hangs
her head low, staring aimlessly at the ruffled sheets with spots of sweat all around. her mind pulled
back the vivid memories she never had through the eyes of a woman who looked just like her but it
isn't.

 

remembering every word they said, every sensation they had, every emotion they felt. for better or
worse.

 



"welcome back my love.. it isn't over."

 

amity doesn't know what to call what she experienced as a dream or a nightmare. everything felt so
surreal, so visceral that it's hard to distinguish the reality of it all, the truth that she doesn't
understand. yet.   

 

"i don't know. i.." amity trailed off, wondering to herself if that dream could really mean something.
what those final words meant, it feels so important and she wants to know more yet there's only so
much for her to piece things together.

 

it's difficult when you're working with pieces scattered in time.

 

"excuse me." amity pushed herself off the bed, wobbly made her way towards the bathroom and
locked the door behind her. sighing deeply as she slightly slid down against the door, she felt tired
which was odd when she just awoke from her almost comatose.

 

but everything she's seen in her dreams and the fact they're being hunted down by a phantom
menace takes alot from the young blight. draining her energy though she has to keep going.

 

amity walked over to the sink, flipping the faucet open and as she was about to fill her cupped
hands with water to splash in her face, amity noticed something in her hand. under the bright
florescent bulb, amity was horrified to see her right hand bleeding.

 

there's remotely nothing that could've sliced her hand in that bed. without lingering in the question
of why, amity opened the mirror cabinet and took out a roll of bandages from the first aid kit to
wrap around her wound before freshening herself up.

 

once amity exited the bathroom, she did herself to appear aloof of what transpired earlier despite
the obvious disillusionment of the 3 of her facade though they didn't press when they felt the same.

 

clearing her throat, willow asked the group; "do you wanna have breakfast first before we go?"

 



after she mentioned breakfast, amity felt her stomach grumble, making her realise she hasn't eaten
dinner since yesterday. no wonder she feels iffy and starving.

 

"a cheeseburger would be nice." gus muttered, having the same problem as amity and the rest.

 

for the first time since yesterday, skara spoke without having a mental breakdown. "i know a joint
we could go to. it's open 24 hours." she suggested, her voice was calm and well rested which was a
relief.

 

everyone collectively agreed to head to the aforementioned eatery to have their breakfast before
paying the woman a visit. while on the drive, no one spoke a word to each other as the air was still
dense after what happened to amity.

 

no one knows why or how it happened and neither does the blight.

 

after everyone got their cheeseburgers, amity drove to a quiet side of the town. a suburban area
with surrounding forest on farther sides. few little houses on each street, lawns are filled in dog shit
and unkempt grass. it seems like nobody lives in this place anymore or no one gives a shit.

 

she followed the directions gus gave and stopped right by a small house that had its multiple
windows shunned. it's the most clean lot compared to its neighbors which indicates someone still
lives here.

 

"is this it?" amity asked, looking up to the rearview mirror to see gus and skara in the back.

 

gus nodded, "yep." he unbuckled his seatbelt along with the others as amity pulled the car into
parking before stepping out. the young porter grabbed the lunchbox from the trunk, eagerness was
seen in his face.

 

"alright guys, let me handle the talking." gus said as he led the way up to the porch, their footsteps
making the floorboards creak rather loudly like one jump could end it all.

 



"whatever you say." willow dismissively said, letting gus carry on to which he did as he pressed the
doorbell. it rang throughout the house, disturbing some birds and someone, the group waited for a
minute for an answer till the door cracked open to a mere inch.

 

they couldn't clearly see the features of the woman through the darkness within though that didn't
matter for now. "hello, mrs. noceda. may we spare a few minutes of your time? it's about your
daughter." gus kindly asked the woman.

 

as half expected, the door was slammed in front of his face much to porter's displeasure though the
3 girls behind him were snickering to themselves. only dropping when gus snapped a look over his
shoulder, they all looked to a random direction acting as if nothing happened.

 

huffing, gus turned back to the still closed door. as much as he doesn't want to disturb the woman's
isolated living, he wants answers to his many questions and she's their only hope of getting it.

 

gus knocked on the door, the doorbell would be useless to spam. "please, we got something that
might belong to her! we believe her name is luz noceda?" he said, taking out the lunchbox from
hiding within his jacket and presenting it before the peeping hole.

 

hoping this would work for the woman.

 

and it did as the door was opened once again, still just a crack. "what are you to my mija?" the
woman asked with a hint of an accent.

 

everyone looked at each other with a similar thing in their minds and gus continued; "please ma'am,
we just want to know what might've happened to her because things.. got a little messy ." he
mumbled out the last part as he doesn't know the appropriate way to say 'we almost died at the
hands of a ghost' .

 

the woman wasn't too satisfied by the response but her eyes kept wandering down to the lunchbox,
tantalizing her till she caved in. reluctantly, the woman opened her door to the group and stepped
aside to let them in.

 

"come in."



 

as everyone entered the house, amity was at the very back. when she walked past the woman, she
noticed the hard stare she gave which unnerved her. she ignored it yet still feels her stare burning
the back of her head.

 

she followed closely behind the rest. holding onto willow's arm just in case.

 

"i apologise the mess. i wasn't expecting visitors." the woman said as she picked up the small mess
in the living room to make a little more presentable though the group didn't mind.

 

amity looked around the homey living room, it's small compared to the blight manor's. at least it
doesn't feel suffocating. her eyes caught the various picture frames hanging in the walls and atop a
mantle shelf.

 

she wants to inspect it though there are more important matters at hand.

 

"my name is camila noceda." camila introduced herself once everyone sat down. "and yes, i had a
daughter. luz." they could hear the pain in her voice at the mention of her name.

 

"i'm gus porter. these are my friends, willow, skara and amity." camila nodded, acknowledging their
names but said nothing else as she waited for the box to be opened, which gus didn't waste time in
doing so.

 

gus flicked the rusted lock and pulled the lid open for him to start taking out its contents, placing
them down in a clean line for everyone to assess what they are.

 

a torn purple and white cat hoodie, polaroid pictures and a book of good witch azura. specifically
book 5 which was the only part missing from amity's collection.

 

"we found this at the abandoned camp. camp reality check, does that ring a bell?" gus said as he
placed the now empty box beside him, watching the woman's expressions shift into multiple
emotions.

 



shock, happiness, grief and regret.

 

slowly, camila grabbed the hoodie and let itself unravel to see the damage it sustained with the
memories still intact. "oh mija.. lo siento." she muttered in a shaky voice, she hugged the hoodie as
if it were her real daughter in her arms.

 

as tears streamed down camila's face, mourning for her lost daughter whom never deserved it. she
didn't deserve it.

 

"luz used to beg all the time to have this whenever we passed the store selling this." camila said,
remembering vividly how luz could plant her face onto the glass window and stare at the displayed
hoodie. relentlessly begging for her to have it.

 

"she wore this everyday since and didn't wear anything else. when she got bigger, her creative mind
turned it into a crop top to keep wearing it." everyone listened attentively to camila's story.

 

amity stared at the hoodie, wondering what luz would have looked like in that despite not even
seeing her face. but she was willing to take a guess.

 

"she loved this hoodie."

 

there was silence between everyone after camila finished her story, till amity was the one who
broke the quietness. "your daughter seems like a great person." she said with a small smile though
the gaze camila was giving her doesn't seem to be pleased with her talking.

 

"i doubt you'd be as considerate as you are now if you saw her then." amity frowned at that
statement, she didn't know what the woman meant.

 

"what do you mean?" amity asked, her tone trying not to sound offensive. it makes her wish she
didn't come along if it wasn't for her hunger for answers.

 

"don't you remember? out there in that yard, that's where you met luz." camila replied, her hand
motioning over towards the sliding door behind her that displayed the backyard that's still well kept



compared to the neighboring houses.

 

a deep frown formed on her face as her gaze slowly dropped to the floorboard, her hands holding
her head as it began throbbing hard once again. squeezing her eyes shut, wanting to numb the pain
but it feels like something is threatening to come out of her skull with each tidal wave of forgotten
memories coming back.

 

haunting her.

a few years ago

 

under a bright sunny day, the summer breeze blew in the peaceful suburban neighborhood with the
people either having a potluck together, the kids selling their lemonades or just basking in the sun
with a cold one.

 

sounds of a small squeak-ish voice foretold the words written on fresh paper as she held a small
cardboard pole that is supposed to be a wand. swishing it around as she spoke gibberish, making it
sound like an incantation.

 

"'as azura stumbled upon the lonely heart, hecate, she offered her hand for salvation after this
gruelling battle. she said-'." a little girl read the words on the book aloud, standing atop a small
chair she pulled out from the kitchen though it wasn't high enough to see over the fence.

 

"'i need not your pity, azura! for i am far more capable than you! hecate cries out as she swatted
azura's hand away!'." another voice was heard on the other side of the fence in the same type of
tone the girl was using.

 

"'you shall perish!'."

 

"'no! I have been defeated by my nemesis!'." the curly headed girl made dying noises before
jumping off the chair, falling flat on the grass ground.

 



"are you okay? did you fall?" the girl on the other side of the fence asked, her tone changing from
the character she's portraying to worried. if only she could see beyond this damned fence. 

 

"yeah, but i'm okay!" the young reassured, sitting up as she stared at the fence. she knows she's
there on the other side, if only she could see her under the sunlight.

 

"i really wish i could see you." she sighed, leaning back onto her arms planted behind her. "i don't
really like this fence."

 

"me too but.." she heard the girl trail off which piqued her and quickly asked;

 

"what's wrong, amity?"

 

there were a few seconds of silence between them with only the faint noises of their neighbors
having a good afternoon, the winds whistling in her ear before it was replaced by her voice.

 

"my family is moving out. they say it's better for us to live upstate than here.." amity explained what
she only heard, she didn't understand the exact reason why but she doesn't need to figure it out
when they have only a week or less together.

 

she can never make too many ties in a place where she'll stay temporarily. it always hurts to look
back. she hates it.

 

"but.. what about our book club?" the girl's voice became soft, almost defeated as she asked that.
though amity doesn't have an answer for it.

 

"am i going to see you again?"

 

almost immediately, she got the response she only needed to reassure her. a promise she'll bring
close to her heart with hope.

 

"i'll come back for you, luz. always."



 

-----

 

silence loomed over the entire living room, everyone had nothing to say, especially amity as she
finally understood the daunting familiarity she's been experiencing ever since she entered that
camp.

 

she knew luz. she met her before yet she remembers as a stranger.

 

willow gently placed her hand on the blight's shoulder, attempting to comfort her during her
epiphany though amity brushed her off and stood up.

 

"excuse me." amity took a random direction in the house, walking into the narrow hallway and left
from everyone's view. leaning against the wall, amity sighed deeply with her hands covering her
face as she attempted to piece everything together.

 

recalling the day of her family moving out of this neighborhood, she swore she could've seen luz's
face outside of her house. waving goodbye.

 

neither didn't know each other's house numbers so no contact was made and soon enough, luz
became a distant memory as amity grew.

 

till now.

 

a pang of guilt surged in her chest that made it grow heavy and tight. the promise she made. she
never got to fulfil it nor got the chance to then and now.

 

she failed luz.

 

"miss camila, there's something you need to know.." amity heard willow begin telling the events
that happened for the past few days which terrified camila.

 



"it's all my fault." camila muttered, she understood why all of this is happening though her
knowledge is limited. this caught the group's attention with amity listening intently.

 

"what?"

 

"in 1984, it was when i sent luz to that god forsaken camp and.."

1984

 

everything is hell.

 

no matter what she does or makes in this camp is looked down upon and shoved to the ground. just
like her body.

 

"how many times do i have to tell you to stay away from us!" they yelled as they kicked her after
getting pushed down into a puddle of mud. she curled into a feeble position while getting
continuously kicked, enduring it all.

 

"don't bother. she's never gonna learn but she makes a good punching bag." one of them said,
cackling like a choked seagull just like the rest.

 

"fucking freak!" they spat right on her head, they laughed as they walked away from the scene. luz
slowly unraveled herself, looking around to check her surroundings but before she could relax that
they're gone, she tensed up when she saw one girl was left behind. staring down at her.

 

none of them said anything to each other and just stared till someone called her.

 

sighing deeply, luz slowly pushed herself up and patted herself off from mud which did close to
nothing. she needs a bath, thinking that could cool her down as she's been feeling under the
weather lately.

 



ever since she entered this camp.

 

this was nothing like what her mother told her. luz, of course, doesn't blame camila for bringing her
here as she might be fooled into believing this was a good camp for children like her.

 

but no.

 

everything's against luz. even the people who were supposed to keep her safe, make her feel
welcomed are in with the bullshit getting thrown at her.

 

luz couldn't speak up when she's always silenced, she can't escape into the woods when it's always
patrolled and she'd be easily spotted. she doesn't want to go through another 'disciplinary session'
after her failed attempt for freedom.

 

everything is hell in this camp but luz wasn't going to break till she reached the breaking point
despite losing an immense amount of sleep since day 1 and her confidence turned nonexistent with
all the berating she was forced to listen and endure all because they didn't like her weirdness.

 

she wants to scream. she wants to let all pent up emotions out. she wants to grab someone by the
neck and gradually increase the pressure till they stop struggling under her.

 

but luz kept it all in.

 

she had to.

 

as luz entered her shared cabin, it was empty since the majority is outside preparing for next week's
games. leaving muddy footsteps behind her, luz opened her duffle bag to take out another fresh set
of clothing and grabbed her towel hanging on her lower bunk.

 

luz stopped in front of the bathroom door, gripping the cold metal knob and slowly pushed it open.
peeking up to check there's nothing awaiting to drop on her but thankfully, there's nothing though
she's not comfortable just yet.



 

she inspected each nook and cranny of the bathroom, hoping to catch any foul play afoot.

 

there's nothing.

 

sighing in relief, luz was safe enough to strip and step inside the shower. once she rolled the knob
open, letting, expecting, cold water to rain down on her dirty body. only to be met by a searing heat
pelting her skin, surprising in a not good way as she screamed in pain.

 

luz quickly turned the shower off before the entire bathroom was covered in fog, she held shaking
herself after getting burnt by hot water. she knew the water here is always cold and there's no
setting for it to be hot so why-

 

"have fun showering!"

 

luz heard a voice outside and it didn't take her long to realise this was the foul play they placed. she
doesn't need to question how they managed to alter the piping.

 

the noceda chose not to continue with her showers and did what she could with the lukewarm water
of the sink before stepping out. not as refreshed as she hoped.

 

nothing is safe in this camp. it's hell.

 

for the following days, luz experienced more 'pranks' than usual. playing it off as a playful banter
rather than saying relentless torture of an innocent. she can't do anything, if she did, she'd be
facing those assholes of a camp counselors.

 

luz would always lay awake at night, listening to the crickets outside and the horrendous moans on
the next bunk. it doesn't bother her nor turn her on when her mind was in another place, in another
time.

 

this time was the final straw.



 

a group of girls decided to approach the downcasted noceda who was sitting lonesomely under a
tree and away from everybody. deep eye bags were visible and she was thinner compared to when
she first arrived, she stared off into nothingness till a bunch of bodies blocked her view.

 

the girls offered to befriend luz who was desperate to have a connection. just one person, she would
be satisfied.

 

she eagerly accepted the offer without thinking it over as, in her blind state of longing for
friendship, she didn't see anything wrong with the group.

 

at twilight, luz received a letter getting thrown to her window. she read through it, stating that the
girls wanted to hang out in a cabin not too far off from the main site to which she didn't hesitate to
follow.

 

but it was the worst mistake luz ever made.

 

through her trek to the cabin, luz faced one or two raccoons that relentlessly chased after her
though they were faster than her and pounced on her back to begin scratching her all over.

 

claws digging into her face, neck, shoulder whilst unintentionally ramming into trees as she
couldn't see in the darkness after dropping her lamp.

 

then, luz dropped through a leaf covered hole with the drop breaking her arm making her cry out in
agony. she didn't care that she crushed one of the raccoons under her weight, she had to hastily
claw out of the hole with a broken limb and bleeding, possibly infected wounds.

 

luz held her arm, wincing whenever she made a move. every inch of her body just wants to give in
to the pain and just lay there, waiting for it to subside before she could move properly again.

 

but she wasn't going to stop now when she's so close to the cabin. a sliver of hope she has for
salvation.

 



once she got to the destination, seeing the girls waiting for her outside. luz never felt so much
relief. she rushed over to them, limping almost.

 

"guys, i think someone tried to kill me. there were traps everywhere on the way here!" she said,
heavily panting as she stared at their individual faces but they didn't seem too shocked or
surprised. 

 

"i.. i think i broke something when i fell down that hole." luz feels the pain in her broken arm
getting worse the longer she lets it be. "think you could bring me back to the infirmary?" she asked,
hoping as she can't go back on her own in this condition.

 

"too bad it didn't kill you."

 

"what?" luz was bewildered.

 

"you're so stupid to think we'd be friends with a freak like you." the leader of the bitches shoved luz
down to the ground, she yelped in pain as her arm was pressured. "you were pretty easy to toy
with."

 

then, they began beating up the already wounded noceda. kicking every spot where it hurt,
worsening her wounds. luz couldn't hold the tears back anymore, letting it trail down her face as
she sobbed hard.

 

"please stop!" luz begged only for it to fall in deaf ears.

 

"why are you doing this?!"

 

all of her begging, her questions of why. just why. something within the noceda was harboring,
waiting for the right opportunity to strike, especially with the dreams. they're hardly even dreams.

 

then, she saw something in the corner of her eye. she doesn't know if it was her blood loss and
insomnia acting up but she didn't care as she called out;



 

"amelia!"

 

"what did you just call her? piece of shit!" they laughed at luz's delusion and kept beating her till
she's a dilapidated pulp of flesh and they got tired of it as the sun was beginning to rise higher.

 

"come on, girls. let's head back. we're done here." the leader said as she cackled, engraving itself
in luz's mind. they all walked away from the scene to make their way back to camp, leaving her
there almost paralyzed from top to bottom while bleeding out.

 

with the sun already nearing its peak, luz got back to camp covered in blood, dirt and her broken
arm being a nasty purple after being left untreated for hours. everyone looked at luz's state though
no one gave any aid as she just walked by and made her way to the infirmary.

 

with a smile.

 

in spite of all of this, luz noceda's joyous attitude didn't falter.

 

the final week, the games have started. a few teenagers were tasked to take care of the children,
guide them on the basics of the first game and those selected just so happened to be luz.

 

the children were no less of a bitch to luz, they would mock her scratched up face and casted arm
while kicking her legs though she was numb to it all and only responded with a smile.

 

unnerving the children.

 

once the games had begun, distracting everyone with fun while luz was a no show throughout but
no one bothered to search for her. even the camp counselors.

 

but something happened in those woods.

 



at the last 2 days of the camp's games, it's unfortunate that tonight's game was hide n' seek.
spreading out everyone across the acceptable draw distance from the camp to the woods. but
fortunate for her.

 

every. last. one.

 

were picked off like needles in a clean row. silencing their futile attempts of help with a deep slice
in the throat, letting their blood coat the old barks of the trees before letting their lifeless body drop
and move to another prey for slaughter.

 

unbeknownst to everyone that the hiders have been sought, the same group of girls were having a
night to themselves as well after not participating in the game.

 

they pushed the door open of the same cabin they set up the noceda.

 

the leader flicked the light switch up and down though nothing happened. "what the fuck.." she
muttered under her breath though that would be least of her worries as one of her lankies tapped
her shoulder and pointed at something in front of them.

 

bringing her attention in the middle of the cabin.

 

"hey, this isn't your cabin, you know." the leader said, scanning the rather tall, large figure
shrouded in darkness. neither of them knows who this is despite wearing the camp's official shirt.

 

the figure didn't speak nor move which both irritated and made the group uneasy.

 

"speak! she's talking to you, weirdo!"

 

this made the figure respond as they slowly turned around and a single flicker of the broken light
bulb, they saw a bloody axe and a familiar face that made their hearts drop.

 

"luz?"



 

as the night was now filled with more screams than snickers and laughter, she ran rampant
throughout the camp with a single intent in mind.

 

she targeted the easiest to kill, the children's small, frail bodies were easily broken in half and
sliced with a single swing of her axe. the ones who tried to fight back with makeshift weapons had
their heads shattered into multiple pieces.

 

next were the teenagers. she can smell their hormones wafting in the air which disclosed their
location, she swung her axe down on the male's back, instantly killing him while the girl below
screamed in utter horror, she pushed the blade deeper, splitting the boy's spine till the axe impaled
both of them.

 

at least they died doing what they love and in embarrassment in hell.

 

dealing with the adults was a bit of a challenge though it was nothing she couldn't handle. she
found it fun as she decapitated them, shoving their limbs up in their ass after they fingered each
other while she got every bad luck the world had to offer.

 

all she could do now is embrace it.

 

she lets her anger out in every poke out of the eyes, every choke, every swing she makes as she feels
their warm blood coating her clothing and face.

 

it was therapeutic.

 

the sounds of their cries, their screams were music to her ears.

back to 1994

 



camila was about to burst into tears once again when she finished her retelling of what happened
that night. gus was quick to grab the nearby box of tissues and handed it to the noceda who gladly
accepted it.

 

"thank you." gus nodded as he sat back down on the couch, seeing the other's grim expressions
while listening to the story.

 

it felt like a little scary story to make your child listen to you but no, all of this is real and it
happened under the veil of secrecy of this town.

 

amity stepped back out into the living room though didn't sit down just yet as she and the others
were thinking if the thing they saw from the camp would be luz.

 

willow was the first to strike up the question; "miss camila, is there anything on luz that night?
anything distinguishable?"

 

camila hummed to herself, trying to think back as far as she could to recognise something to nitpick
off to be recognisable though nothing came up. "i don't think so.." she replied, dejected.

 

then, amity remembered something. "how about a shawl? a purple one. or something similar to a
rebozo?" she asked, the image of the figure was still fresh in her mind that she could remember the
features that night. it's kind of hard to forget it.

 

"i'm surprised you're able to catch something like that." willow lightly joked.

 

amity scoffed, she replied; "i am observant in stressful situations."

 

everyone had a good laugh, changing the tense atmosphere all around them though it still lingered.
but it doesn't hurt to lighten up through how deadly serious the predicament they placed themselves
in.

 

"are you children hungry?" camila offered as she was about to stand up to make the group
something to eat but they all politely declined.



 

"no thank you, ma'am. we're still full of cheeseburgers."

 

amity walked back to the hanged and displayed photos of the noceda family, a few contained with a
man which she assumed was luz's father and camila's husband.

 

what she mostly focused on was luz.

 

staring at what she looked like as a child and growing up. lightly chuckling at the school picture of
her having messy braided hair yet a big smile accompanied her face.

 

the photo beside it was her with shorter hair, leaning against a window, hands intertwined, with a
smug smile on her face.

 

as if she's copying the author's pictures behind their hard copies.

 

amity knew how much fun it was to be with luz. if only it wasn't cut so short.

 

trudging back to the couch, she sat down next to willow once again who rubbed her hand. giving
her a silence reassurance which the blight gladly appreciates.

 

amity grabbed one of the photos, inspecting it along with the others. seeing the state of luz after the
incident yet she's still smiling. unfortunately enough, they were quick to find something peculiar in
the pictures.

 

gus placed a picture in front of them, it's the camp counselors but their faces were crossed out by a
red marker. willow found the same kind with the campers this time as well with skara.

 

the targets.

 



amity skimmed through her stack of pictures, ignoring the multiple crosses on everybody's faces
with some having holes as if it was stabbed till she stumbled upon a different marking.

 

a girl.

 

multiple circles were dotted around the features of the girl with messy text on the side.

 

on her blonde hair: auburn!

 

her blue eyes: golden! bright, beautiful gold!

 

her skin: pale! soft! perfect!

 

skara perked up when she pieced the descriptions to the young blight, "hey, why is this describing
you?" she asked, tilting her head in curiosity.

 

amity's eyes widened as she realized it just now, she reread the words over and over till she
memorized it. making sure she wasn't hallucinating this with her panic, fear rising of what this
could mean.

 

"h- huh? no.. no no.."

 

gus and skara examined the photo of the girl, camila did say someone managed to escape the
massacre though no one remembers who it was. then, it has to be her. they just need to figure out
how to reach her.

 

"no no.. i can't be the target.. some had to write this. did you do this?!" amity snapped at the 3,
hoping this is all just a sick prank they pulled to make her more paranoid if the phone call and
being hunted down is not enough.

 

luckily, willow was there and pulled her hands off her hair, gripping them tightly. "amity, calm
down. calm down, neither of us did this. take deep breaths for me." she said in a comforting tone



which helped the blight to slowly regain her cool head and sighed deeply as she held her friend's
hand for support.

 

all the while everyone was worried for the blight's well being. "maybe we should stop-"

 

"no!" amity suddenly blurted out.

 

"no. we have to find out why." amity hung her head low, staring at the floor as she pondered on the
question of why. "why is all of this happening to us?"

 

everyone was driven to silence as they thought about that question. they all stayed in the noceda
household till sundown since they researched and called every house that could possibly have the
girl they needed but it came out fruitless.

 

"i apologise. there's only so much i could tell you." camila said, feeling sad as she couldn't provide
more information to the group though it was more than enough for what they needed.

 

gus shook his head, "it's no worries, miss camila. we got what we needed. thank you." he said,
thanking the old woman and the others kindly followed.

 

then, a phone suddenly rang and they thought it's the house phone which the group didn't think of
listening into the woman's private business as they began thinking of what to do for tomorrow.

 

though, it wasn't the house phone that was ringing.

 

it was amity's.

 

all of them looked at each other, silently questioning who it could be as amity slipped her vibrating
out of her pocket. she checked the name atop though all it said was 'unknown'.

 

with her heart racing in both anticipation and worry, amity answered the call and slowly placed it
right on her ear. "hello?"



 

"hello, miss blight."

 

fortunately and unfortunately that it wasn't the killer yet it was amanda bright on the other end of
the call.

 

"officer amanda?" amity was a little surprised and suspicious as she doesn't remember giving her
number. she placed the call on speaker for everyone to hear it as they huddled behind the blight.

 

though nobody noticed that camila left the living room

 

"i apologise for the sudden call but i need to question you about amelia turpin and boscha
havenstar." amanda stated on the other end with her tone being rather serious compared to their
first meeting.

 

lightly frowning, amity internally cursed as she couldn't pick of a more perfect timing for an
interrogation when they were have alot on their plate.

 

"uh.. can we move this to ano-" she tried to slither out of this without making herself suspicious but
amanda cuts her off.

 

"i'm not taking no for an answer."

 

there was a moment of silence within the living room, the group glanced at each other. hesitation
was evident but they can't turn down an actual police enforcement. hell, they might even go to jail
for lying of murder and grave robbery.

 

"where are you now, miss blight? i'll drive there." without much of a choice, amity disclosed the
address of the noceda residence before the call ended.

 

amity aggravatingly groaned as she pressed the heels of her palm onto her eyes, there's so many
things that's happening to her right now that it's hard to keep up.



 

maybe she gotta deal with the cop first.

 

"do you think there's something in the cop's tone?" skara asked, sensing something rather off with
how amanda spoke.

 

"you heard her. she isn't taking no for an answer." amity replied though that doesn't seem to make
the girl convinced as she headed to the kitchen and returned in a split second with knives at hand.

 

"what the- why do you need that for?!" gus exclaimed as he backed up a little, worried about what
skara would do with it.

 

"i have a bad feeling about this. we gotta be ready." skara handed amity and willow one which they
accepted as she was right about having a bad feeling about the sudden call of amanda, demanding
to see them.

 

gus can't deny that as well. he's still wary of the women hiding the knives at the back of their pants
though he didn't press them to put it back and just anxiously waited with the others for amanda to
arrive.

 

for what felt like hours of sitting on the couch, they still didn't notice that camila was missing till
the doorbell rang, making everyone jolt up to their feet.

 

amity was the one to head to the door, gripping the cold knob as she took a deep breath in before
pulling the door open to meet officer's amanda's blue eyes gazing down to her golden ones.

 

"may i come in?" amanda asked. without saying anything, amity stepped aside to let the officer
inside and closed the door behind her. she stared at her back, her hand feeling the wooden handle of
the knife as she slowly rounded back to the others.

 

as if sensing the distrust from the group, amanda went straight to the point of why she's here. "can
you tell me what really happened?" she asked, her tone low and soft as she isn't going to dismiss
whatever they will say. if they say anything that is.



 

"we found miss turpin headless and miss havenstar having all of her bones shattered with a deep
cerebrum wound." amanda told them what the search team and forensics have found as the bodies
were discovered in the far side of the woods. a few miles off the town.

 

skara, who couldn't hold it in anymore, stepped forward and began her retelling of what really
happened that night in the camp.

 

"all of us were at the abandoned camp. me, boscha, kat and amelia were at the mess hall and saw..
carnage ." she remembered the bloody state of the mess hall ever so vividly, the horrid smell of
dried, rotted flesh decaying at insects and animals gnawing on its remains.

 

the doors were already open as her group came after amity and the others explored it.

 

"oh god.."

 

"we were about to leave because we've seen enough until a figure, which now we think is luz,
appeared and started attacking us." everybody listened to the girl's story, willow and gus were there
to comfort her as her breathing began to turn heavy. "taking out amelia first."

 

"what did this luz look like?" amanda asked, making the blight lightly perk up.

 

"distract it!"

 

"she was.. young and handsome. like she was about our age." skara began to describe the face of
their murderer the best she can, despite the violent swings of their flashlights, she could recall bits
that are distinguishable. "she has alot of scars and a burn around her neck."

 

amity averted her gaze to the side, feeling an odd feeling swell in her chest and began to enlarge
throughout her body. it's just skara describing what luz looked like, she doesn't understand the
reason why she's feeling this way and tried to ignore it.

 



yet there's a part in her mind wishing it were her who could've seen her face.

 

"let's fucking get outta here!"

 

with amanda writing down the given description, skara continued; "me and kat tried to suffocate
her with a sack while boscha attempted to take her down with a machete but nothing worked so we
ran." and the rest was history as her group stumbled upon amity's.

 

"she's dead!!"

 

suddenly, amity remembered the girl they've left alone from their cursed escapade. "do you guys
have kat's number?" she asked, cutting off skara as everyone turned their heads to the blight. "we
should check on her if she's alright."

 

without needing much convincing, skara shared kat's number to everyone to simultaneously call in
hopes one of them could get a hold of her if one didn't.

 

it took them several times to finally get something on the line, gus was the one "hello? hello kat, are
you there?" he called and waited for a few seconds for a response though his blood ran cold when
heavy breathing was what he heard.

 

gus quickly ended the call, shook his head as kat was also gotten too. silence overtook the entire
living room, not knowing what to do now when they lost another tonight which also means that luz
is now roaming outside of the camp.

 

as if this couldn't get any worse.

 

"we have to move. the killer could be hunting you lot as we speak." amanda said, breaking the
silence as she placed her notepad back in her pocket and took out her car keys though they weren't
going to follow her so easily.

 

"we already know that and where do you suggest we go? we already have a plan in mind." amity
spoke up, taking a stand before the officer as the blue and gold clashed. the three were a little



uneased by the stare down between the two.

 

"you kids aren't supposed to be even involved in this case." amanda replied with her arms crossed,
amity doesn't feel intimidated as she's going to find out the truth no matter what obstacle presents
itself. 

 

"well, we are and it's too late when we're already in too deep."

 

before the heat between the two could escalate, skara looked around the living room as it felt empty
for some reason and realised what was missing.

 

"wait, how long has miss camila been gone?" all of them just realised it now and were swift to start
looking for the old noceda.

 

they first went to the kitchen which was the right choice as they saw camila standing rather stiffly
in front of the backdoor.

 

"miss camila?" amity called out as she approached camila, she didn't respond though and just kept
staring out of the glass part of the door. looking out at the dark backyard.

 

they could hear her muttering something under her breath that was incoherent to their ears. amity
has her hand extended in plans to tap her shoulder to snap her out of whatever daze she was in.
"what's wrong?"

 

once the blight's hand made contact on camila's shoulder, the door was suddenly snapped off of its
hinges with a familiar massive figure standing over them.

 

amity's eyes widened as she stared up to the figure- luz , hoping she's looking at her eyes through
the sack. she didn't utter anything other than her heavy breathing, amity's eyes wandered down to
her blood coat hands holding the axe.

 

the two stared at each for god knows how long till luz tried to snatch amity away but willow was
quick to pull her back and all of them rushed out of the kitchen with luz grunting as she entered her



old home.

 

amanda got in front of them as she pulled out a gun. "run to the car!" she tossed her car keys at
amity who almost didn't catch it from her frenzy and began shooting luz once she came into view.

 

in spite of bullets having no effect on her whatsoever, she kept shooting to give the kids enough
time to escape.

 

all of them rushed out of the house, amity emptied her car first with two pistols in the drawer which
she placed on herself and tossed the other to willow.

 

easily spotting the officer's vehicle as it was parked next to amity's. unlocking the doors, she
hopped inside the driver's seat and turned the ignition, the car sputtered the first time.

 

amity tried once again only to end in the same result.

 

they could hear commotion coming inside with gunshots long gone. "fucking come on!" amity
yelled at the stupid car that won't start up, she twisted the ignition for the third time and it finally
roared to life with the headlights blinking awake.

 

sighing in somewhat relief, amity honked the car horn as she turned the car around, hoping that
amanda wasn't struck dead by luz. they all waited anxiously for a sign. just something.

 

"should we go back?" willow asked, fretful.

 

amity was thinking over if they should or just drive as far away as they can from here. but before
she could come to a conclusion, a voice was heard outside, yelling;

 

"go to the back!"

 

amity looked to the side and saw amanda running towards the car at full speed, holding her
shoulder with a small amount of blood seen on the side of her face.



 

without a second thought, amity slipped to the back of the car with willow and skara for amanda to
swiftly hop into the driver's seat. locking the doors before kicking the accelerator to the floor,
putting the car at 0 to 100 in a matter of seconds.

 

despite the increasing speed of the car, luz manages to catch up with her horrifying speed.
slamming her body against the side of the car, denting it and threatened to make it flip.

 

"damnit." amanda clicked her tongue as she watched the killer do everything to make the car stop.

 

amity was unnerved by the daunting look luz was giving her while she rams the car, rocking it with
the left wheels on the brink of giving up. she'd tear this car apart if she has to just to get to amity.

 

"i'm getting tired of you!" then, willow cocked her gun and fired at luz's face, shattering the closed
window with bits raining to the ground and almost to their faces.

 

this hindered the killer as the bullet went in her head, making the car speed away till they're only
just a speck in the distance. she watched them get away as black blood oozed out of her shot
temple, trickling down her face though it was ignored.

 

the smoking bullet clattered onto the asphalt road as the inner tissues and flesh easily pushed it out.
it was an annoyance of them getting when she's so close to having her though there will be more
opportunities that will present itself.

 

soon.

 

amity looked over her shoulder, checking if there's nothing following them before she could sigh in
relief. leaning back on the seat, she patted willow's shoulder as she lightly chuckled at her badass
move back there.

 

"that was one hella move, willow." skara commended with a grin but willow waved her hand in
dismiss as she placed the gun back in the pocket of her jacket.

 



"oh it was nothing. i was just trying to get her off our tail."

 

gus was doing his best to treat amanda's wounded shoulder after getting beat up back there. bright
gave the boy a thankful look. "thanks, kid."

 

the drive spanned for an hour or two which grew hard for the group to ignore since they just
narrowly escaped luz and their guard hadn't completely dropped.

 

"where are you taking us?" skara raised the question with the others holding their weapons next to
them, unable to be seen by amanda or behind their backs. just in case.

 

"somewhere luz would take a while to find." amanda simply replied, sensing the group were
suspicious of her from how long she's been driving with less to no houses were seen as well with
cars barely passing them by.

 

they didn't buy that reason just yet and waited for the officer to act on her word. the remainder of
the drive was silent till amanda stopped right on a driveway, she turned off the car and took the
keys as she slowly stepped out of the car. minding her fresh injuries.

 

amity and the others got out as well, watching amanda walk up to the porch, taking out another set
of keys to begin testing which one opens the door before unlocking it, pushing it agar for them to
see the inside of the house.

 

proving that she wasn't lying.

 

"um.. mi case es su casa i guess." amanda shrugged as she entered her abode, the kids followed
close behind with the door locking shut. bright proceeds to sewn shut everything to the windows to
the back door, making sure nothing enters during the night.

 

they settled in the living room's couches, their ass finally relaxed on something soft after being
clenched the entire night.

 



amity stared up to the lit ceiling, wondering to herself where her summer got this fucked up. she
never smoked before but she never had the urge so strong to have a lit stick. she combed her messy
hair back, pulling her hair tie off to let it flow down freely.

 

"that should be enough of a barricade." amanda walked into the living room, patting her hands
clean after patching herself and sealing any possible blind spots in her house. for extra security.

 

"you guys should rest, i'll take a shift." 

 

amity tapped her fingers on her knee apprehensively, contemplating if she should inform everyone
what truly happened earlier that morning. it couldn't get out of her mind along with her experience .

 

"i should tell you something." she wants to get it out of her chest.

 

amity told her dream, the reason why her heart stopped for 5 minutes. amber, luca, everything. the
3 were both confused and intrigued as they listened intently though amanda had a horrified
expression.

 

skara was taking down notes of things that might be important, gus asked amanda to borrow her
laptop and began conducting his research regarding that era. willow was there to console amity.

 

living a life she wasn't even born in.

 

"i can't find anything about 1666 though i did find something in the late 1800s." gus reported, amity
stood up as she went behind him. seeing the article he opened having a huge wall of text that didn't
interest her to read when her attention was drawn to a particular black and white photo of two
people.

 

two women smiling together in the middle of the woods.

 

"there's one woman named lucia noceda from 1879." gus highlighted the part of the article
regarding the aforementioned woman.



 

"a serial killer with motives unknown till she was shot dead by a deception from the police." amity
listened to every word, a frown forming as gus scrolled down to see another picture of the
aftermath. the woman now laying dead on the floor, bleeding.

 

gus switched to another tab, showing another article. "there's also a report of amelia blight burning
her home down." he said, highlighting another stanza of text. "it was rumored she went crazy and
killed her family inside before disappearing. never to be seen again."

 

amity took a moment to let all of that information sink in. a serial killer and an arsonist. what else?
at this point, she won't be a surprised if the fucking moon fell down and destroyed them all like the
dinosaurs.

 

that would be a better end than this.

 

"blight. so that means you're related to her just like that amber lady." skara said, noting the
recurring last names from the women of the past and the blight they have now.

 

"i.. i guess?" amity muttered, unsure though there's something at the back of her mind that's telling
her otherwise.

 

"then, noceda. there must be a pattern between you and the noceda family like a.." gus tapped his
chin, thinking of the right word that would sum up everything that's been happening to their
anathematized predicament.

 

"a curse."

 

"does amelia have any siblings?" willow asked to which gus quickly searched for an answer in a
split second before coming up with a result.

 

"oh yeah. edward and esmeralda blight, she was the youngest." gus replied, only proving
everyone's statement that both families have dipped their toes into something beyond reality.

 



it's not always a good inheritance.

 

"see? amber was the youngest out of her own siblings, you as well. there is a curse when a noceda
comes close to the youngest blight." amity slowly nodded as everything they've said so far has been
making sense, she remembers the book that amber used before all went to hell after 13 days.

 

"it isn't over."

 

those 3 words still ringing endlessly throughout her mind like a broken record. haunting her as she
began to understand what it meant, sending cold shivers down her spine.

 

"we just gotta wait for your next dream, i suppose. see what we can make out of it." gus stood up
from the couch with the now closed laptop under his arm, stretching after a long day. a very long
day that made everyone beat.

 

"yeah. we should get some shut eye." amity agreed, stretching her limbs to make them pop. leaning
back on the couch with her arms crossed, hugging herself as she watched the rest set up the offered
sleeping bags by amanda.

 

even with the lights switched off, amity still sat awake, staring at nothing but dark, empty space.
she couldn't sleep nor even close her eyes, her adrenaline is still pumping with her mind racing as
she craves for more information from the women of the past.

 

but the only way she could do that is sleep.

 

getting annoyed that she couldn't sleep, amity stood up and quietly slipped out of the living room
for the kitchen. there's a small under cabinet light open that illuminates a good portion of the area.

 

amity quietly opened some cabinets, grabbing a packet of tea as she figured she'd have something
to drink while she stays up. while waiting for the water to boil in the kettle, amity sat down at the
small dining table that had a metal basket full of fruits with a few sheets of paper pinned under it.

 



amity grabbed the papers along with the pen that was stored next to the fruits and began scribbling
random things that could occupy her now.

 

the now she scribbles, the more she wonders what luz's face looked like behind that sack. going off
with the bare bones descriptions, she began sketching what she has in her mind while taking sips of
her piping hot tea.

 

amity doesn't know how long she's been sketching. she didn't notice someone came into the kitchen
till they spoke right in front of her.

 

"nice drawing." amity perked up and saw amanda before her, she covered her drawings with her
arms as her cheeks began to turn rosy though it was too late when bright already saw it.

 

amity cleared her throat, "what are you doing?" she asked, changing the subject as she flipped the
paper over.

 

amanda pulled herself out a seat, grunting as she sat down with a newly popped open beer in hand.
"just checking up on you and your friends." she replied, taking a gulp of her drink and sighed
deeply.

 

"couldn't sleep?" amity only nodded in response.

 

the two didn't indulge in the conversation for too long, amity played with the pen in her fingers
while she placed her mind to another place rather than being in an awkward one.

 

"i never expected luz to turn out this way but i couldn't blame her." amanda muttered with sadness
clear in her tone, this caught amity's attention as she turned her gaze back at the officer.

 

"what do you mean?" amity asked, wondering what amanda could've been in luz's life.

 

as amanda foretells her side of the story from that incident, the more nauseous amity came upon
realising that she was one of the girls that made luz's life miserable.



 

even after luz was left for dead, that didn't stop the little shit heads from tormenting her though
something was different with luz now. she became more durable to punches and kicks, it would
take a swing of a bat to give her a bruise and she became stronger.

 

unnaturally strong.

 

there were instances where luz would call amanda 'amelia' or 'amber' which confused bright.  at the
night of the massacre, she was the only one left out of the entire camp to escape and lived to tell it. 

 

amity clenched the pen with her blood boiling the more she listened. "you're sick." she spat, eyes
narrowing at bright who had a blank expression though her look in her eyes tells it all. she regrets
it.

 

"i had no choice." amanda replied. "becky had me in the ropes all because i'm the daughter of the
sheriff. i wanted them to stop but.." she trailed as she averted her gaze to the side, amity knows
what she's going to say without needing to spit it out.

 

"then why didn't you? you could've done so much more for her." amity hated the fact there were
actual people that were worried, cared about luz but none of them even made a move. just like
amanda. it angers her so fucking much.

 

"yet you just watched."

 

amanda returned her gaze back at the blight, yet she didn't falter no matter how intimidating she
may seem. "you would do the same if you were in my shoes." 

 

clicking her tongue, amity responded firmly; "i won't."

 

then, she stood up and left the kitchen. leaving amity in her solemn, she sighed deeply as she leaned
back on the chair. pinching the bridge of her nose as she took a deep breath in, planning to push it
to the back of her mind but not forget.

 



amity flipped the paper once again, staring at the progress she made so far. tilting her head to the
side, thinking if she could add more to make it more defined.

 

figuring she should, amity started once again. besides, she has enough time as the grandfather clock
rang when it struck midnight.

 

-----

 

as the sun rises, its beams burst through the curtains and land on everyone's faces. forcing everyone
to wake up, willow and gus were the first ones to be awake with skara still catching the sleep she
needs.

 

stepping inside the kitchen, planning to whip themselves up some morning coffee. both
immediately saw amity leaning against the counter with a hot cup of coffee in hand, she stared off
at empty space while she took a sip of her drink.

 

"how's your sleep?" willow asked, snapping amity out of her daze to look at her.

 

"it was fine." amity half heartedly replied, taking another sip of her coffee. the caffeine energizes
her burnt out brain and body to function for this day. who knows what might happen.

 

"wow, i didn't know you could draw." gus noticed the drawn papers, slipping one of the papers
close to him. seeing portraits of 3 women.

 

2 were in love in spite of the darkness, and the other dwells in it.

 

one was a half/half portrait of luca, perfectly capturing what she actually looks like as a simple
farmer without needing photos as reference when it's fresh in her memories. while the other side
shows the monster she became.

 

amity drew amber as well, a blight head over heels for the noceda. the couple looked so simple, so
happy together though everything just had to go to shit.



 

turning their attention to the second paper, seeing several studies of the newest noceda. the what ifs
of how luz would have looked if she wasn't involved in this and what she could look like under the
sack.

 

scars filled her face yet still manages to look handsome with the burn around her neck as if
something was wrapped around her for a long time.

 

they were both impressed by how much emotion was placed in the lover's portraits, though
unsettled by how close the drawings looked to the real one.

 

from her lack of sleep, amity has been frequently staring off into nothing while the two admire her
pieces. it wasn't until a tap on the shoulder brought her back to reality, startling her.

 

"hey."

 

amity jumped and almost punched whoever made contact with her only to realise it was skara. "oh..
hey, skara." she greeted, relaxing her tensed knuckle as she sighed deeply.

 

"this is the first i ever had a peaceful sleep since this started." skara said, dismissing the blight's
over heightened reaction from her shoulder tap as she leaned against the counter to her. taking a
break for once in the warm morning. 

 

"you know, without the constant fear of potentially getting killed in our sleep."

 

"wish i could say the same." amity chuckled dryly, she tilted her cup to finish it in every last drop
before sighing deeply. she stared down at her now empty cup, wondering if she should brew
another batch.

 

then, amanda was the last one to enter the kitchen, looking rather rugged as her hair and sleeping
attire was a mess. she did take a bottle last night though amity didn't expect her to be this
lightweight.

 



stopping near the dining table as she rubbed eyes, looking down at the drawings in its fullest form
which surprised her by how good it was.

 

whistling, "damn, these are some nice paintings, blight. ever considered being an artist?" she
complimented the blight who's cheeks turned pinkish, she turned her head to the side though
everyone already saw it.

 

"did you dream of anything, amity?" willow asked, remembering that something always happens
when amity sleeps but she shook her head in response.

 

"actually, i didn't get any sleep." amity admitted, the 3 nodded as they understood why. part because
of the drawing and the other part having a looming sense of impending capture by something.

 

"it's alright. we can try again later." gus dismissed, he walked towards the stove and went on to
prepare the others some breakfast since this would be one of the rare moments where there's peace
in the morning.

 

before never having it again.

 

while gus cooks breakfast, the women sit in silence at the dining table. neither engaged in any
conversation as one's mind is wandering off to a particular noceda, one still needs to be sober and
the two keep to themselves, figuring something out.

 

it was awkward but it's better than trying a futile talk about your morning.

 

but a sudden sound kicked everyone's adrenaline into high and pulled out their weapons. willow
and amity having their guns, skara with her knife and gus with his still searing pan.

 

amanda laughed at the group's poses, she stood up and walked towards the refrigerator. "sorry, it
was my alarm." she said, tiptoeing slightly to reach the alarm clock atop the fridge and turned it off.

 

"i gotta clock in."



 

everyone sighed in relief, they sat back down as they placed their weapons back. amanda went on
to prepare for her job while the group had their breakfast after gus placed the cooked food on the
table.

 

as they ate, amanda returned, now in her uniform. she placed down a duffle bag next to amity who
stopped for a moment, watching bright open the bag and her eyes widened at the sight of several
guns inside it.

 

"take these. it may not be enough to stop her but it'll buy you some time." amanda said, taking out a
rifle and a shotgun for everyone to examine.

 

the blight instantly recognised who made these weapons, she doesn't need to inspect how much
power it carries in one shot.

 

"thanks amanda." amity was grateful they were given more weapons and bullets, she doesn't think
her single cartridge pistol would be enough to last a day. 

 

amanda smiled, she placed the guns back in the bag and stood back up with a grunt. "good luck
guys! see you later." she waved the group goodbye as she headed out of the house.

 

the sound of her revving vehicle was heard outside till it was no longer audible. leaving them all to
themselves in a home they're not familiar with.

 

after their quiet breakfast, willow was the one in charge of washing the dishes, the rest resting in
the living room. examining the artillery that's left in their disposal.  

 

"amity, you came from a gun making family, right? is this a good one?" skara asked as she took out
the shotgun, handing it to amity to check its specs.

 

skara and gus watched the blight run her hand on the shotgun's slick body, swiftly unloading in a
blink of an eye for its shells to drop to the ground. she made a shooting pose, aiming with the small
fin atop the gun before coming to her conclusion.



 

"this is a standard grade blight industry 10 gauge NKH-469 shotgun." amity explained as she
placed the shells back into its chambers, the two listening intently. "it packs one hell of a punch."

 

gasping, "then i'll take it!" skara snatched the shotgun back to her hands and she looked rather
excited to put the gun to a test drive. wanting to shoot something with it. it kinda scared the two but
shrugged it off.

 

"what about this one?" gus gave the rifle for amity to assess next.

 

lightly humming as she did the same assessment to the shotgun though her response was quicker
than before. "it's a magnum golden boy rifle." cocking the gun for ready fire before opening it's
chamber, letting its golden bullets rain down

 

"one of the finest rifles we got."

 

"dope." gus grabbed the rifle, getting familiar with the weight it has and began placing the bullets
back in.

 

willow sat down next to skara who was hugging the shotgun like it's her new best friend.

 

"me and skara were talking about the potential weak spots luz could have." willow said, pulling the
two's attention to her. she has been keen to observe the little details since their second encounter
with luz while everyone was distracted by staying alive.

 

"it won't probably take her down but it'll slow her."

 

-----

 

everybody placed their hats on what weakness they could use advantage on luz though it didn't hurt
to wind down and have a good laugh as the sun once again sets, putting the whatever neighborhood
this house is in darkness.



 

barely illumination was seen outside as there were little to no street lamps. nonetheless, the 3 said
their goodnight after realizing how late it was.

 

with willow, gus and skara now sounding asleep. amity was the only one left awake with no such
temptation of sleeping, or it's just her body refusing to experience that dream again.

 

either way, she doesn't mind staying up when she has the freedom to roam the house now.

 

amity stopped next to a small round table in a corner, holding up a picture frame. curious, she
grabbed it to see a group photo of the entire camp members though the one she drew attention to
was luz at the further left.

 

her grip looked tight on the child's shoulder next to her who was wincing when the photo was
captured. amity shuddered, disturbed how dark her eyes were, how she looked ever so menacingly
into the camera as if she was going to jump out and choke hold her.

 

it disheartened her at the same time.

 

turbulent, amity settled the photo back in its original place and continued her small stroll
throughout the house. the grandfather clock from the living room rang, it didn't disturb the ones
asleep.

 

but each ring began to distort her.

 

ding.

 

amity walked down the narrow hallway, her vision blurring for some reason. she leaned against the
wall, blinking multiple times to make her vision clear once again but while doing so, she spotted
something past her peripheral vision.

 

ding.



 

amity shrugged it off as nothing but a figment of her imagination, continuing down the hallway. she
passed a window that didn't have it's curtains down, figuring someone just forgot to do so, she
walked up to it to bring it down.

 

ding.

 

once she was close to the window, a sudden apparition appeared before her. a grinning face staring
right at her with the devil's eyes glaring deep into her eyes. amity yelped as she fell back in shock,
her heart beating rapidly in fear.

 

ding.

 

amity rubbed her eyes before looking back to the window only to see there's nothing but darkness
beyond the glass pane. gritting her teeth as she tapped her head, trying to get a grip of reality and
stood up.

 

ding.

 

the way she stood up must've been too fast as it felt an unwanted force was dragging her down.
amity's eyes rolled back with her mind going blank like something switched every circuit of
thought off as her body dropped to the ground.

1879

 

ding.

 

the sound of church bells rang outside as the day had reached high noon, echoing through the
newly developed town of bonesborough, arising from it’s predecessor’s attempt of establishing a
name for itself.

 



it did make a name within its lands though not the way its founders had hoped.

 

standing in front of a mirror, reflecting a different body she had hoped to see. amity was supposed
to have a deep eyeliner, a single piercing at the tip of her ear, hair shorter- hell, she should be
shorter but this is no body of hers.

 

it’s another blight of the past.

 

she has a wild, thick mane of an auburn hair, her cold golden eyes staring back at the mirror as she
pulls the laces of the dress she would be caught dead in wearing. noticing the scars under her
cleavage before the collar of the dress hid it from view, it made amity wonder what could’ve
happened there.

 

though she doubts that she’d get any answers as she cannot meddle with the events that already
happened. all amity could do is sit and watch, move on from her time as she feels the clear
disinterest within amelia blight.

 

“another day, another misery.” amelia combed her hair back, smoothing it out.

 

her eyes wandered down at the small book without a title nor a name of its author. her fingertips
grazing its leather cover before opening it to reveal several pages cleanly written of her days. a
diary.

 

the most recent pages talked about the feeling of something watching her at the back of her back.
amelia couldn't find a reason nor formulate an idea of what or why this was happening.

 

for now, she could only document it.

 

stepping out of her room, her heels thumped muffledly against the carpeted floors, at the end of the
hallway, amelia saw her father’s study which prohibits all of the children. she wasn’t the one who
would constantly sneak in and snatch their father’s prototype guns.

 



walking down the long flight of stairs that led to two massive rooms, the living room on the right
and the dining room to the left which she headed for. immediately spotting two jade haired twins
sitting at the long table next to each other with a decent amount of food laid before them.

 

“morning dear sister.” edward was the first to notice amelia’s presence, “or should i say afternoon?”
he lightly snickered to himself as he ate a portion of the sliced steak in, amelia just gave her brother
a deadpan expression. stopping beside her eldest, esmeralda who was reading the latest newspaper,
as she eyed the several options of lunch she could take. 

“coffee?” esmeralda offered, sliding a cup of newly brewed coffee in front of her little sister.

 

amelia gladly took the cup as she pulled the chair out, taking light sips of the piping hot coffee, she
grabbed herself some food since she kept herself in her room since morning. not wanting to dine
along with her parents, at least with her siblings, they don’t bother asking how her sex life is going.

 

the lunch went about as silent as amelia had hoped with a few small talks of what could happen
tonight . when amelia was halfway done with her food, esmeralda suddenly gasped, catching both
siblings' attention as they turned their heads to face her.

 

“oh christ, again?” she muttered with a deep frown forming, her eyes glued to the newspaper but it
didn’t really offer much of an explanation for the two as they just stared at their sister in confusion. 

“what is it?” amelia asked. 

“the night killer struck again. it was mr. gilmore and his family. poor man.” esmeralda explained,
leaning back against her chair as she lets out a sigh. amelia pulled herself back, counting mr.
gilmore and his family the 10th victim of the night killer since the slayings had begun which was
coincidentally the time amelia experienced it.

 

she’d rather not think or speak about it. ever.

 

no one knows who the killer was, some speculated it’d be jack the ripper though that would be
impossible. how would a profound killer from another land suddenly jump here?

 

“he was an asshole to begin with but i don’t think his family deserves it.” esmeralda added, noting
how rude the man was to the siblings they were just going about their day, especially amelia who
was desensitized about it all. 



edward hummed as he nodded, “so that explains the police making rounds in the crack of dawn.”
he quipped, remembering the wailing sirens that awoke him earlier than usual speeding down the
street to get to whatever their destination was which is now known to the gilmore house.

 

“excuse me.” amelia dabbed her mouth clean after finishing her plate, she pushed the chair back
and headed out of the manor to get some fresh air as carriages were being pulled in a pace in front
of her.

 

she looked around the street, barely recognising any faces that she passed by, amelia doesn’t really
have any places she wants to go to other than be out of that manor every now and then.

 

as she passed the road to get to another street, amelia couldn’t help but feel something burning at
the back of her head. seeping deep without repair. even if she looked over her shoulder, trying to
catch who was unnerving her, amelia saw nothing but empty space and confused looks on
bystanders’ faces.

 

getting annoyed at the game she’s getting played at, amelia sped up her pace of walking to get the
feeling off her head. while doing so, the blight wasn’t looking where she was going till she bumped
into someone, she yelped from the impact and backed up only for her wrist to be held.

 

with her instincts spiking, amelia was about to punch the hell out of the person who dared hold her.
glancing up only for her to realize she’s standing before the person she never wanted to stumble
upon while out here.

 

“a pleasure to see my darling out in the sun.” beatrice greeted with a shit eating grin plastered on
her face.

 

amelia grimaced, “havenstar.” she growled, snatching her wrist back as she rubbed it, getting rid of
any remnants of beatrice on her skin. out of all of the people she could be facing right now, why
does it have to her?

 

the havenstar cackled, “what? no afternoon kiss after seeing your wife?” she faked pouting as she
pulled the blight into an alleyway, pinning her onto the grimy wall with their faces almost
nonexistent. 

“you are not my wife.” amelia sneered, the lack of space between them makes her uncomfortable,
especially as she feels one of her hands slither from her waist then slowly up to her chest. it doesn’t



bring her ecstasy, it’s disgust. 

“yet.” the havenstar reminded, “remember, you’re fated with me, darling. you can’t escape it.” that
only deepened amelia’s grimace.

 

vividly recalled the conversation at the dining table between her and her parents regarding a suitor
fitted for her to carry on the blight legacy. there was a massive fall out that night resulting in amelia
getting slapped that made her cheek bleed and some heirlooms being burned.

 

ignoring the kisses planted on her neck with a hand groping her breast through the fabric, she
doesn’t feel a cent of jubilation. her body rejecting the attempts of turning her on with beatrice’s
actions, it’s just not it when her mind and soul lingers for something else.

 

someone more favorable.

 

luckily this anguish didn’t last too long as beatrice pulled away with a satisfied look, “it’s been fun
catching up, ames. i will see you at our wedding!” she shot the blight a wink that recovered no
reaction before leaving her in the alleyway with a disgruntled expression.

 

she wants to scream and punch the living hell out of beatrice but that would only lead to more
conflict between her parents. as if having a fuck ton isn’t enough.

 

amidst her internal arguments of how much she wants to fuck up the havenstar, amelia didn’t sense
something that was coming closer behind her, slowly creeping up like a panther shrouded within
the darkness, awaiting for the perfect moment before striking.

 

“lunam chordarum ictus.”

 

amelia jumped at the sudden voice behind her, whipping over her shoulder, she was about to punch
the living hell out of the person though stopped herself when realizing it's a familiar.

 

“what the fuck, noceda.” amelia hissed, giving the snickering woman before her. 

“good to see you too, blight.” the woman tipped her trilby hat with a big grin smeared on her face.



her reddish eyes held mischief that the blight shouldn't involve herself to but they're all too alluring
for her to back away from.

 

amelia rolled her eyes in response, she turned around and about to take a step forward out of the
alleyway before saying;

 

“lunam chordarum ictus.”

 

a surprised gasp was heard from lucia, “oh? you’re attending tonight?” she asked, sounding eager
as she jogged right next to amelia while they walked out into the street.

 

they don't have any particular worries of being seen together or thought of as a couple when they
don't even know each other too well.

 

though one may wish otherwise. 

“of course." amelia stated in a matter of fact, "if it means getting away from those bastards, i would
do anything.” her gaze turned to the side of the street, watching the various carriages getting pulled,
small vendors and beggars loitering on the sidewalk.

 

amelia took a deep breath in as she smoothed her hair out once again before sighing. she doesn't
like thinking about problems when she wants to get a taste of everything and the way she could do
that is standing right next to her.

 

turning her gaze back to lucia, noting the somewhat of a mess her suit is. tie missing, blazer agar,
few buttons off her dress shirt open that almost exposes her cleavage. not that amelia minds.

 

“i see you’ve been busy.” amelia lightly jokes through her sour tongue. 

lucia chuckled as she rubbed the back of her neck. suddenly, two women walked past them and
within a second, both shot the noceda flying kisses with a wink. tempting something.

 

“you could say that.”

 



amelia snapped a look at the two women at the corner of her eye. her eyes becoming inferno as she
just wanted to burn these bitches.

 

after noticing the look, they quickly leave the sidewalk they're on, unnerved by the blight's death
gaze and they certainly don't wanna die.

 

gripping the side of her dress, amelia repeats a phrase within her mind in hopes that calm her
unbridled rage that's always been a challenge to control.

 

noticing this, lucia roped her arm around amelia's shoulder and pulled her closer against her.

 

“say, i couldn’t help but overhear the conversation you had with havenstar.” she asked, switching to
another subject. not realizing the damage she did on amelia's now red face.

 

growing hotter at their close proximity, she did her best to ignore it and put it simply as friends. 

“oh please, that fucktard would do anything to get a pussy on her dick." amelia scoffed, she knows
full well what the havenstar is truly after to her family. to her the moment her godforsaken parents
agreed to this. it infuriates her.

 

a deep frown formed on the noceda as she stared at amelia's aggravated expression. as much as she
wants to comfort her, she won't lie that she looks cute whenever she's mad, it's illegal. 

 

"that’s what she only wants in this accursed arrangement.”

 

“do you want me to take care of it?” lucia offered, her tone seeming to suggest something though
amelia pulled away from her and gave her a questioning look as she crossed her arms. 

“and what do you suggest of doing?” amelia asked with a raised brow, doubtful that the noceda can
come up with something grandeur to mess with beatrice.

 

“hm, i don’t know." lucia quipped as she began to slowly circle the blight with her hands folded
behind her. acting as if she's a snake not wanting her to leave till she has her fill.

 



"devise a little bit of tomfoolery that would cause her fetid groin to fall till the next plague,
mayhaps.” she stopped behind amelia, looking down at her nails with a smirk on her lips as she
waited for the answer.

 

amelia scoffed as she shook her head, not seeing how this would turn out good. “you’re insane."
she looked over her shoulder, meeting lucia's knowing eyes.

 

amelia could potentially get herself imprisoned in her own room if she was caught with lucia doing
whatever the noceda thinks of and make the marriage earlier than usual.

 

but fuck it.

 

"what do you have in mind?”

 

-----

 

hidden behind a tall trimmed brush within the havenstar residence, lucia and amelia easily waltzed
inside using the 'blight card' to the guard for easy access.

 

amelia knows beatrice's schedule since she was forced to spend a week with her in the first days of
the contract. to get to know her better.

 

both set up the traps for beatrice and they just have to wait till it strikes 3 for her to step out of the
house for her ritual to the brothel. why are they not surprised?

 

amelia kept looking over the brush so they wouldn't miss their golden opportunity. her ear lightly
twitches when she hears something click, turning her head to look at lucia who's sitting down with
a gun in her hand.

 

"why do you have that?" amelia asked, her voice becoming low as she stared at the, she thinks,
loaded revolver. out in the open, unfazed. she doesn't have a problem with unless, though she didn't
expect this plan to have one which worries her.



 

"huh?" lucia looked up to amelia then down to her revolver, as if realizing something, she slapped
her forehead with a small 'o' utter from her. "right. right. pulled out the wrong thing." she chuckled,
placing the gun within her blazer and replaced it with a slingshot instead with a rock in hand.

 

"there we go." lucia gave amelia small smile as if to reassure her and it helped in some way though
the blight was still confused. before she could question her about it, both perked up when they
heard the front doors slam close.

 

peeking out, the smirk on lucia's face grew as she saw beatrice stepping off the stone steps of her
abode and began walking down the pathway.

 

a trapped pathway.

 

lucia placed the rock on the string and pulled it back the furthest it could, closing one eye as she
took aim right down at the havenstar's vulnerable crotch. she'll never know what'll hit her, literally.

 

amelia was right behind her, waiting anxiously for the tension to drop with each step beatrice
makes down the path. her heart beating loud against her ears, grip tightening as she glanced down
at lucia to see her focused. determined at the little prank.

 

then, she fired.

 

lucia's aim was precise and accurate. upon release, the rock was catapulted directly down on
beatrice's crotch and it was a hard hit.

 

and right where she wants her to be.

 

"fucking shit!" beatrice wheezed as she bucked with her hands held her precious crotch, whipping
her head around to find whoever is responsible for pulling such a stunt.

 



"show yourself, dumbass! i know you're here!" lucia snickered to herself, drawing back to the brush
and looked up to amelia. seeing the amusement on her face, she glanced down to her again and the
noceda gave a single nod.

 

amelia knew what to do. she pulled the rope she was tasked to hold onto till the right time. just on
the other side of the pathway, a bucket tipped off the tree from the pull and fell right on the
havenstar's head.

 

red, orange-ish dye soaked her attire and hair. beatrice was silent for mere seconds, looking down at
her hands and at herself to see the mess she was in.

 

both eagerly watched the look of horror slowly contort her face before letting out a scream of both
aggravation and pettiness.

 

"guards, search the entire perimeter! find the ones responsible for ruining my most expensive
outfit!" beatrice barked at the nearby guards just passing by and was about to take their break.

 

"that's our cue." lucia grabbed amelia's hand, gripping it as she led them out from beatrice and the
guards' line of sight.

 

she easily lifted amelia by the waist whom yelped at the sudden action, glancing down, she saw
lucia signalling her to climb up the spiked fence to which she did. easily avoiding the pointed ends.

 

"now!!"

 

they ran as fast as they could after hearing that outburst behind them. they both laughed in mock
the havenstar's unfortunate afternoon. it always feels good seeing her get a taste of the bad side of
luck.

 

orchestrated by them.

 

turning to a corner and stopping in an alleyway, both stopped to catch their breath as they leaned
against the wall.



 

lucia wheezed out a small laugh, fixing her hat as she tilted her head up to see amelia checking to
see if no one was following them.

 

"i think that's gonna leave a stain for a while." lucia chuckled, standing straight as she fixed her
attire. feeling a sense of pride that she managed to pull that off with amelia, she can tell she liked it.

 

"that was stupendous!" amelia blurted out, her tone brimming with energy and delight. that's the
first. lucia looked at her, blinking like she was trying to figure out what she meant by that.

 

"are you happy or calling me stupid?"

 

lightly scoffing, amelia pushed herself off the wall and slowly approached lucia. "you did
something no other people in the isles would do." she started, knowing full well that no one would
bother standing up to a nobility when it means having your head in the basket.

 

or shot down.

 

"it's both dumb and.. admirable." stopping in front of the noceda, their space grew almost
nonexistent. chests almost grazing, hearts beating in sync and their eyes never averting from each
other.

 

"hey, you can always kick that ass in the balls. make sure it'll be amputated next week." lucia
muttered jokingly, she didn't take her eyes off the blight. hands twitching as she wants to hold her
and pull her in even closer though she had restraint.

 

it took all of the restraint she has.

 

"oh i'll make sure of it." amelia slowly leans closer, feeling lucia's hot breath hitting her face. it
feels like something, a force was pulling her close and she wouldn't stop it. nor wanted it to stop,
her heart singing for the woman before her yet the circumstances weren't so ideal.

 



not right now. 

 

clearing her throat, amelia took a step back and broke their gaze as she looked in another direction.
lucia turned her eyes down to the ground, rubbing the back of her neck as she bit the insides of her
mouth. neither knew what to say after.. that.

 

"i- i guess i'll see you later. tonight." amelia said, completely backing up as she can feel her cheeks
begin to grow hotter yet she didn't dare let lucia notice.

 

"yes! yes. i'll be there." lucia replied with a smile, feeling the insides of her stomach rumble as she
watched the blight leave the alleyway and into the open streets. amelia waved for the last time
before turning to a corner, disappearing from sight.

 

amelia sighed deeply as she leaned against the wall again for support, covering her mouth. staring
down at the ground with her mind racing, swarming with thoughts that's hard to give answers to.

 

the blush across her face was hard to hide. why did she do that?

 

-----

 

nightfall.

 

with the sun gone, the moon took it's place to shine above. gleaming down on the thick forestry
surrounding the old town of bonesborough.

 

above, dots of lit fires slowly made it's way deeper into the woods. unfazed by the nocturnal sounds
created by various animals till they reached a larger fire sitting in the middle of a small clearing.
encircled by familiar and unfamiliar faces.

 

amelia stepped out of the woods, lowering her hood as she looked around the area. immediately
seeing winona park chatting with augustine porter, it's a surprise they'd be here.

 



she continued to look around the campfire, searching for someone within the crowd.

 

"whoa! amelia blight, right here. in the flesh!" amelia jumped when she heard a voice, turning her
head to the direction of the voice and saw the two approaching her with big smiles. happy to see
her here.

 

"it's good to see you too, gus. winona." amelia replied with a soft smile.

 

"what made you come this year? did the twins drag you in?" winona joked, amelia playfully rolled
her eyes as she scoffed. she has been frequently asked by the twins to come here since the
beginning and has since denied them till now.

 

not that she gave in. she wanted an escape that the twins could offer.

 

"no, not really." amelia muttered a response, taking a step back to lean against the free with her
arms crossed as she stared at the dancing flames of red and orange, it's embers floating away into
the dark sky. the heat it emits kisses her skin, prickling her if she ever tries to come closer.

 

reminding her of it.

 

amelia squeezed her eyes shut for a moment as she turned her head away, "i just want to know what
shit the twins have been doing out here."

 

"oh, you'll see right now." winona motioned her head towards the campfire once again though
amelia didn't look just yet.

 

"ladies and gentlemen," amelia perked up when she heard a very familiar voice, tempting her to
turn her head.

 

seeing edward and esmeralda standing before the campfire, wearing nothing much common
clothing compared to what they usually wore in the manor and without anything of a hindrance for
their appearance. no illusions.



 

"we are glad and honored that all of you made it tonight." edward spoke, his voice stronger than
amelia ever heard of him before.

 

"there will be no laws, no expectations, worries will be swept away tonight." everyone was all ears
to the words he said, for the ones who came before the newcomers knew what he meant.

 

but for amelia, she grew curious about it.

 

"to old friends and newcomers, we welcome you to tonight's moonlight dance." esmeralda
commenced the night as everyone clamored together with something in their hands before taking it
in, confusing the young blight.

 

she looked at winona and gus, their arms twisted around each other before tossing something into
their mouths.

 

"take a berry." amelia snapped her head back in front of her, esmeralda has her hand out with a
single berry sitting atop and edward was right beside her. looking rather excited of what the
outcome would be.

 

hesitantly, amelia took the berry. "what do i do with this?" she asked, not understanding the
significance of a singular berry.

 

"take the berry and let the moon do the work." edward explained rather vaguely, his hand gesturing
up to the moon but all this did was make their youngest suspicious.

 

"how does that even work?" amelia quipped.

 

"it just does."

 

then, the twins left swiftly to attend to other matters, leaving amelia to ponder over the berry in
between her fingers as she glanced down at it again.



 

she looked around, the other people here were having worlds of their own and she couldn't see
winona or gus anywhere. neither does her.

 

"this is so stupid." amelia grumbled with a sigh, she tossed the berry into her mouth. as she chewed
its soft contents, tasting its somewhat sweet and tangy juices. her gaze loomed off to another
direction, jumping back and forth from hazy to clear as her mind began to elevate.

 

ecstasy began to course throughout her body with her balance wavering. she tried to lean against a
tree for support as she was overwhelmed by several sensations washing over her.

 

but she wasn't near a tree.

 

as amelia was about to drop to the ground, face first. something caught her by the arms, pulling her
back up to her legs though not completely as a wall of warmth was behind her followed by a
chuckle.

 

"first time huh?"

 

blinking multiple times, amelia looked up with her vision blurry. barely making out who was
holding her, "lucia?" she murmured as she squinted her eyes, able to recognise that puff of curly
hair and skin that shimmered against the dancing flames on the side.

 

"yeah, it's me." lucia fixed how she carried the whizzed out blight, placing her arm over her
shoulder as she held her body close. "come on, let's move out of here." she led both of them out of
the main party, heading somewhere none of the people here knows.

 

trudging through the unknown path going deeper into the woods, their footsteps crunching on the
dead leaves and twigs with nocturnal creatures howling in the night as moonlight pierces dots on
the treelines.

 

once they came out in a small clearing, amelia hissed as the moon shone brighter here. blinking
several times for her vision to adjust, she was in standing awe as she saw the main spectacle she
had almost forgotten.



 

"you're.. taking care of it?" amelia slowly pulled herself out of lucia's grasp as she approached the
tree. it has grown bigger than her expectations with its leaves having a beautiful pink color, shining
alongside the moon compared to the rest.

 

"figured, since we unintentionally set it on fire, it's the right thing to do." lucia said, watching
amelia be awestruck as she placed her hand on the rough exterior.

 

remembering the night they drank more than they handle and almost set a wildfire.

 

"did winona put you at gunpoint to say that?" amelia joked as she turned around to face the noceda,
crossing her arms and leaned against the tree. though, tonight brought out something different
within lucia.

 

"probably. i just wanna preserve it since we took care of it."

 

amelia stared at her, mind still blitzed out by the berry but she could deter the look on lucia's eyes.
all it does was make her more confused of what kind of person she really is as neither takes the leap
of faith.

 

"you're confusing." amelia scoffed as she turned her head to the side.

 

"i always am, miss blight." lucia lowly chuckled, approaching the blight with the space between
them growing minuscule, making amelia unreasonably queasy as she can feel those reddish hues
staring down at her with her stature almost covering her.

 

glancing back, her eyes now staring up at lucia. "i don't know if you're good or bad." she muttered
under her breath for only lucia to hear, her hands twitching and fiddling as if it wanted to hold
something. something of warmth.

 

"you send very mixed signals."

 



lucia has never been vivid of what's happening inside her mind and she'll never plan to be, even if
it's for the woman in front of her. "i'm neither." she replied, almost solemnly.

 

"what about you, amelia?" lucia asked, seemingly changing the subject.

 

"what about me?" amelia quipped with a raised brow though it dropped as the noceda drew closer
to her, their faces only inches apart. she could feel her hot breath grazing her face as her eyes stared
deep into her.

 

"what do you want?" lucia rephrased her question as she leaned down to amelia's neck, placing soft,
hesitant kisses on her skin with her hands gently grasping her waist.

 

her breath hitching, amelia shuddered at the sensation of hot lips against her flesh as she leaned
back more onto the tree. "i don't know.."

 

she doesn't know what she wants when everything is given from the start whether she likes it or
not. does she have to need anymore?

 

lucia continued placing kisses all over amelia's neck, teasingly traveling down to her collarbone
only to go up to her ear. nibbling it, making the blight lightly whimper, the sound alone elated her.

 

"if only.." lucia sighed, her fingers dancing along the laces of the blight's dress as she wanted to just
pull it all down. though she was uncertain if this was really true or the berries doing the work. their
time is limited even if the night is young.

 

"if only, i could hold you longer."

 

amelia knows there's no escape from what's coming tomorrow, but she wants to focus on tonight as
she pulls the laces off, letting the entire thing fall to the ground. leaving her completely exposed
right in front of lucia's eyes.

 

"then, make this night seem like our last." amelia wrapped her arms around the bewildered noceda's
neck, pulling her down to her height that snapped her back to reality.



 

breathing turning ragged, lucia swiftly carried amelia by the thighs and knelt down on the ground
with the dress used as a blanket. slipping between her legs, she continued peppering her neck with
kisses, now licking and suckling to leave marks that won't be too hard to cover.

 

"lucia.." amelia groaned, the feeling of lucia's heated kisses were enough to make her weak on her
legs as her hands roamed around her body.

 

it was like lucia was holding a porcelain doll, should be handled with care yet she hasn't been. she
could see scars that were once hidden under her thick facade.

 

she wants to be first.

 

her lips wandered down to her bountiful mounds, lucia sighed blissfully as she came face to face
with one of the blight's breasts. nipples erect from cold air and excitement, with one hand grasping
the other, lucia didn't hesitate to take it in her mouth.

 

amelia moaned with her back slightly arching, she grabbed a handful of the noceda's hair as she felt
her tongue twirl and toy with her nipple. suckling it tenderly as the heats of their bodies began to
blur everything.

 

lowly hummed, lucia opened her eyes slightly to look at the expression on amelia's face. she knows
damn well that she'll be the only one to see amelia like this, savoring this moment as her hips begin
to have a mind of their own. grinding against her crotch, earning a mewl.

 

triggering something within the noceda.

 

pulling away with a pop, lucia licked her lips at the dishevelled blight with her nipple soaked in
drool though it wouldn't be too fair to her being the only one naked.

 

she started to unbutton her dress shirt, with amelia watching, discarding it to the side and was about
to pull her pants down but stopped as amelia grabbed one of lucia's wrists.

 



"if you want me to stop and i shall." lucia slowly lets go of her pants, thinking that amelia's not yet
ready though that's not what's entirely true as she sat up with her golden eyes focused on her.

 

"you ask me what i want, right?" amelia repeated the question that's been dying to answered. then,
without warning, she pulled lucia with such force to slam against the tree, making some leaves fall
onto their faces.

 

sitting onto her lap, her hands caressing her cheeks as lucia slowly melts into the touch. "this is
what i want."

 

closing the space between them a kiss that collided their two worlds that was once separated from a
far orbit. the sweetness of her lips makes her crave as she tilted her head, leaning in, wanting more
of her taste.

 

lucia lightly suckled on amelia's lower lip, earning a low groan as she asked for entrance in her wet
cavern. slowly, amelia opened her mouth to which the noceda quickly took advantage of.

 

her tongue meticulously roamed around the blight's mouth, leaving no nook and cranny untouched
with their tongues swirling around each other to get a taste.

 

the blight's hands turned adventurous, roaming around lucia's tone physique as her upper half was
completely bare. her fingers twisting her hardened nipples, making her groan in the kiss as she
jolted.

 

simultaneously bucking her hips.

 

once they pulled away, feeling each other's heavy breathes against their faces as they stared deeply
into their lust filled hues. having the same thing harbor their minds.

 

amelia bites her lip, feeling something hard pressed below her. "tell me what you want." she said,
planting kisses on her neck and slowly traveled down towards her breasts. giving both tender
kisses.

 



"god, amelia.." lucia breathes, watching the blight make her way down to her pants showing an
evident bulge.

 

"tell me." amelia grasped the hardened affliction, slowly stroking it through the fabric. she watched
the poor noceda struggle to keep her groans in as she tries to find the words she wants to utter.

 

lowly growling, "i want to see you ride me tonight." lucia replied, her voice strained with
frustration and libido rising to the rooftops. she has the temptation to just pin amelia again to the
ground but she wants to see through.

 

"i'll be your steed to heaven."

 

smirking, amelia pecked lucia's cheek as she whispered into her ear; "i'll make sure to buckle up."
before completely pulling lucia's pants off, tossing it to the side that left her large cock rise out in
the open. drool with precum oozing from the sides.

 

her intense musk clogs her nose and senses, leaning in to get a closer inspection of it under the
moonlight. amelia dragged her tongue along her veiny side, lapping up the pre as she grasped her
balls and began squeezing it lightly like a stress ball.

 

listening to her husky moans and groans though it wasn't as loud as amelia wanted it to be.

 

rolling her tongue upwards the source of leakage, she suckles on the glossy tip with her tongue
teasing the hole. she kept her eyes on the noceda, watching her face contort in pleasure. her grip on
the soil tightened as if she were holding hair.

 

bemused, amelia proceeds to take the whole thing into her mouth, making lucia moan with her head
rolling back.

 

"shit.." she gasped, clasping her mouth as she watched the blight start bobbing her head with her
other hand continuing to squeeze her balls.

 



"god, ames.. you're so good." lucia moaned, gasping everytime as she watched amelia sink herself
deep till her lips almost grazed the base of her groin. she wonders how she got that talented mouth
of hers.

 

hesitantly, her hand rested atop of her head. fingers entangling itself along her smooth locks before
gripping a handful of it. pulling amelia out of her dick, she looked drunk as slight drool rolled
down the sides of her mouth.

 

"i've waited long enough for this night to come," lucia muttered, her voice slightly crackling as she
begs for amelia.

 

"so please."

 

but all of this amelia found so amusing, she crawled back up towards lucia as her hold on her hair
loosened. "so impatient." she lightly kissed her nose with a giggle before sitting back on her lap,
feeling her cock just pressed against her ass.

 

slowly grinding against her, "what are you waiting for, noceda?" amelia cupped lucia's face to make
her look at her. only her. feeling her hands slither down to her hips, grasping it tightly.

 

lucia could easily lift amelia over her anticipating cock. the blight shuddered at the feeling of her
tip grazing her wet slit before she was pulled down, taking the entire thing inside in one go.

 

both moaned loudly in ecstasy, amelia rolled her head back and lucia leaned back even more
against the tree as she feels her tight, warm walls wrap around her throbbing member. fitting ever
so perfectly.

 

"oh shit, you're so big.." amelia muttered under her breath, trying to adjust the best she could.
luckily lucia gave her time to do so as she admired the blight's body before her. her supple, milky
breasts shined under the moonlight with her pink, perky nipples.

 

once she got accustomed to the noceda's bulk, gripping on her shoulders for support as she slowly
raised herself. having half of lucia's cock outside before coming down again.

 



amelia continued at this pace, their mismatched groans and moans filled the air as the rode the
steady steed of pleasure consuming their body.

 

gradually picking her pace, "gods, lucia.." amelia bit her lip as she watched her pussy now easily
take the noceda's cock. loving the feeling of it throb inside with each drop.

 

soon enough, amelia was riding lucia. her ass bounced at each slam on her lap, bringing her cock
deep inside her as she hit that one spot that sent waves upon waves of pleasure that overid her body.

 

lucia listened to the blight's heavenly moans, blessing her ears as she grew the confidence that she'll
be the only one to hear her like this. no one. not even boscha even if she's betrothed to her.

 

it'll be only her.

 

her eyes wandered on her scarred chest yet her bosoms still stood out so beautifully through the
scars. pulled into a spell, lucia drew closer towards and took one of the mounds in her mouth.

 

lowly humming as she suckles on her nipples ever so tenderly. her tongue lashed around her breast,
teeth lightly chewing on her pink nipples as her hands ran along her waist, feeling her perfect
curves where she could easily fit in the palm of her hands.

 

slightly opening her eyes as she feels a soft warmth caress her cheek, amelia pulls her in closer to
smother her in her breasts though lucia didn’t mind it. her moans getting louder, her hands slithered
up to her curly locks and grasped a handful of it. the smell of the noceda overwhelms her nostrils,
clogging it with the scent of the night barely there as it’s filled with sex.

 

she could feel something at the pit of her stomach began to swell, lucia managed to pull away from
amelia’s smothering though didn’t completely as she rested her head onto her breasts with her arms
wrapped around her as her hips began giving out hard thrusts, earning a delighted squeal from the
blight.

 

“ah fuck yes! lucia!” amelia moaned, her grip on the noceda’s hair tightened as her whole body
became a complete ragdoll for lucia to use. not that she minded. with each thrust she made, the
deeper she went, feeling the tip kiss her womb.



 

“shit, amelia..” lucia moaned, bit her lip as she glanced down to see amelia rapidly coming down
on her cock with the sounds of their skin slapping filled the air. euphoria was irrefutable with so
many things filling inside their bodies, their minds clearing up for only a moment as the sense of
something wants to know yet remains an enigma.

 

“l- lucia!!” amelia cried out her name once she came, feeling a large rush of liquid flow out of her
in bits, coating lucia’s heated cock with a few squirting out from the side, dripping onto her thighs.

 

lucia tightly bit her lip that she almost made her bleed as she could feel herself getting close as
well, "i lo- fuck, amelia!" before she could slip up, she swiftly pulled out, letting her shots of hot
cum fly onto her lap and amelia’s stomach instead, it’s a mess but it’s better than creating a mess
for amelia.

 

they held onto each other, trying to catch their breaths as they rode down their highs. lucia sighed
deeply, keeping her head resting on amelia’s soft cushions while she held her close. the blight
didn’t complain as she kneaded her head like a feline finding a good spot to be comfortable on,
eventually, she reciprocated the embrace with her head atop of lucia.

 

after a minute or so of them indulging in the comfort of their own silence, lucia was the one who
spoke first. “can you still move?” she asked, her tone playful though sincere.

 

lightly scoffing, “you underestimate me much, noceda.” amelia carefully pulled herself off lucia’s
lap, slightly wincing though managed. she looked down at herself, groaning at the warm cum that
slowly trickled down her stomach to her thighs.

 

“look at the mess you made. you have no such decency whatsoever.” amelia clicked her tongue in
dismay as she shook her head in disdain but that quickly changed as she felt lucia softly kiss her
lips, shutting her up.

 

stunned at the sudden action. she stared at the noceda, she watched her diligently clean up her gunk
with the back of her dress shirt and grabbed her dress off the ground, handing it back to amelia.

 

lucia waited patiently for amelia to dress up after her, helping her with the laces which she loosely
pulled on just enough so it didn't fall off while they were walking.



 

standing up, lucia offered her hand to the blight. “let’s head back.” to which amelia didn’t hesitate
to accept as she was pulled back up to her feet, a little wobbly but lucia was there to assist as they
made their way back to the main area of the party.

 

once they’re arrived, it’s exactly like they left it would. people still high as fuck from the berries
though there was one difference. they saw a camera set up near the open campfire with someone
within the cloth behind the camera as they held the shutter button. both were confused as to why is
there a photographer here though that wouldn’t matter as they called out:

 

“smile!”

 

-----

 

a week had passed since the events of that night, things between lucia and amelia had been.. swell. 

 

in that sense, lucia’s contacts and interactions with amelia have lessened. their meetups became
sparse that left the blight to wonder if something happened to lucia or what. with no answers
coming her way soon, this left her alone for the most time with her once desire to go out of the
manor diminished when she had nothing to look forward to.

 

not that she has anything here either.

 

to add on to this, the feeling of amelia getting watched has intensified and made her grow paranoid
with each step, each corner she turns that something is watching her in the far distance yet
whenever she turns around, there is nothing there. she would document this in her diary that could
serve as evidence.

 

she hoped it’ll serve as evidence once whatever was tormenting her was outed.

 

the bodies that had fallen victim to the night killer kept piling up at an almost rapid pace that the
police couldn’t seem to keep up at this rate though the tables had been returned one day.

 



it was a cold morning with dew coating the roofs, the sun had barely risen with darkness still
loomed over bonesborough. the streets were silent as a dead mouse, no activity in sight but all
except one.

 

a phantom briskly moved along the empty streets in a haste, their footsteps inaudible despite the
asphalt and bits of gravel that could be crunching against their footwear. nonetheless, they stopped
in front of a house amongst a row of houses, their gloved hands pressed against the presumed
closed window only to slowly, carefully lift up, creating a space good enough to crawl through.

 

as they watched their perpetrator enter the house of the next target, several bodies emerged from the
darkness and began surrounding the perimeter with muskets at hand.

 

there were a few seconds of silence in the air before aggressively kicking the door down, making it
fall flatly onto the floor with everyone’s weapons aimed right at what's in front of them.

 

“police! hands in the air!”

 

but they were too late.

 

the woman they were supposed to protect, a woman who has a striking resemblance of amelia
blight, is now dead on the floor with a pool of blood underneath her. the one above her was a
hooded figure welding a blood coated machete, before they could attempt any escape, the chief lets
out a cry:

 

“fire!!”  

 

rain of bullets upon bullets, smoke began to cloud the view of the police and within the house as
ear piercing noise of every pull of a trigger of a musket that must’ve reverberated throughout the
town and had awakened everyone from their once peaceful slumber.

 

gradually, the shots died down until the final shot was made. the policemen waited for the smoke to
clear out, hoping in their minds that they finally got who they were hunting down for the past
weeks so this town can finally rest at ease once again.

 



once the smoke dispersed, a few numbers of policemen cautiously entered the house with their
weapons at the ready just in case of anything that might come as a bluff. seeing now two dead
bodies sprawled on the floor with the most recent spilling out blood that stained the intricate
patterned carpet, their coat covered in holes with the hood off to reveal the identity of the elusive
night killer.

 

with gunshot came the citizens demanded to know what’s going on with the rest of the police trying
to hold them back to not make the scent messier than it already was. within the crowd, amelia, the
twins and others were all confused and driven to know what happened beyond those doors.

 

rather than fighting a sea of people trying to find out the same thing, amelia rounded to the side of
the house to see the windows were left exposed and she could clearly see what’s happening inside
despite the obvious neglect of ever wiping the accumulated dust. she leaned closer to the window,
her hands covering the sides of her face for the slow rising sun to not be a nuisance.

 

“now, let us see who’s responsible for all this death.” one of the policemen said, using the end of
their musket to slowly turn over the body of the night killer. their bodies covered in multiple bullet
holes as blood oozed out from all of them, staining the floor. once they were turned back side flat,

 

a familiar hat fell on the side. 

“this is..” the other policeman uttered in disbelief as their mouth turned agar.

 

“lucia noceda.”

 

amelia’s eyes widened as she heard that name be uttered, she looked at the body that lay motionless
on the ground that strongly bared resemblance to the woman she.. longed. she shook her head,
wanting to deny that was just a lookalike, a doppelganger of lucia with the real one sleeping
peacefully in her bed.

 

hot tears began to prickle her eyes, she didn’t want to think that the same woman she laid with, the
woman who was gentle yet abrasive is the same woman that laid lifelessly on the floor, swimming
in her own blood as the light in her eyes was nowhere to be seen. amelia just couldn’t accept it.

 

though, at each look she took at the body. it still remained the same.



 

it’s still lucia.

 

“that’s no lucia! she wouldn’t do this!” amelia exclaimed, she was going to rush inside the house if
it wasn't from the cops hindering her way.

 

this caught everyone’s attention, making all of them look at her with a quizzal and suspicious look
on their faces though she didn’t care what they thought when her mind was still stuck on what's
inside that damned house.

 

"let me go!" amelia spat, shoving the cop holding her back off her as her glossy golden eyes glared
at them though they weren't fazed when there's pressing matters to worry about.

“do you know her, miss blight?” the chief was the one who raised the question that loomed over the
town folks' minds. they stared at amelia as a heavy stream of tears rolled down her face, her
siblings and friends were behind to console her though it wasn’t enough. 

“she’s my..” amelia’s gaze wandered back inside the house, she couldn’t see her body too well now
that everyone was blocking her view but she knew she’s still there.

 

she could feel the growing gazes burning on her body as it surrounds her. eating her from inside out
to spew out the truth.

 

but she didn’t even get to sort herself out for lucia.

 

admitting what has been plaguing her mind for so long and now, she didn’t even get a chance to do
it anymore.

 

now, lucia noceda is deceased.

 

“she was my friend.”

 



after a win for the civilians of bonesborough for finally bringing down the night killer, it was a
tragedy for amelia.

 

they buried her body in a random secluded area, no headstone to honor her name. no family
member came to mourn and see her be lowered- no, tossed into the pit they call grave.

 

amelia wouldn't accept that kind of disrespect.

 

she and the others carried her body to the fabled tree, burying her beside it with her lost hat placed
atop of her chest. in the distance, lucia looked like she's just sleeping under a tree.

 

looking so peaceful before they finally buried her.

 

even if the others left, amelia stayed behind. her eyes sunken as she aimlessly stared at the freshly
dug up soil, her hand resting on it beside her as she attempted to feel. feel what  lucia's hand atop of
hers is.

 

the warmth, the escape it gives to get away from this world.

 

why? just why does this have to happen?

 

amelia will never know the reason or motive that drove lucia to do this act, taking it along in her
grave. her head ponders as she thinks back of what could've been the root of it all yet came to none.

 

her hands scooped a handful of dirt, gripping it tightly with a few slowly falling from the open
ends. body trembling with fresh tears beginning to well up once again.

 

she wants to turn back time and just run away. run away from this godforsaken place with lucia.
they knew well they won't have a future here unless either did something to change that.

 

and one did.



 

leaving the other all alone.

 

"i fucking hate you.." amelia muttered through her gritted teeth, her tears dropping on the soil. she
flicked the dirt out of her hands, her mind thinking if she should join lucia down below.

 

but she couldn't. she wants to make due with her late lover's wishes.

 

noticing a large rock sitting at the side of a tree, amelia thought of something.

 

she grabbed the rock, placed it on her lap as she took out her pocket knife to start to carve on its
rough exterior. flipping her knife close after she's done, she began digging on the side of the grave
with her bare hands and settled the stone down.

 

once she covered the entire thing from sight, amelia slowly stood up as she stared down at the
grave of her once lover.

 

clouds above turned gloom with a muffled bellow within the sky, feeling the small droplets of rain
begin to drip on her head as she could smell a big one coming.

 

as much as amelia doesn't want to live, she needs to go back to that wretched town and to that
wretched manor. she took a deep breath in, ignoring the rain picking up pace as it drenched her
dress slowly from shoulder down.

 

"i'll see you around."

 

-----

 

a year.

 



a year has passed since lucia was gone. each passing day, month has been hell for amelia to trudge
through.

 

her arrangement with havenstar hasn't changed, not even her friend's death could alter her parents'
decision. why would it?

 

and they couldn't pick a better day to set the wedding which is the death anniversary of the noceda.

 

amelia is absolutely livid with this poor choice of marriage day, she wanted to crash this venue so
badly if she wasn't so mentally and physically exhausted.

 

she hasn't been sleeping and eating right ever since. she would always keep to herself in her room,
the efforts of the twins trying to cheer up their sister isn't enough.

 

she has been getting frequent dreams of a particular book, haunting her every night with whispers
becoming daunting and demanding. telling her to seek it though no directions were given.

 

amelia tried to ignore it, thinking it wasn't recurring though it became the partial reason why she
couldn't take a single shut eye. 

 

walking down the red carpeted aisle with her thin, white veil covered her tired face. holding the
bouquet that's filled with her favorite flowers, at the corner of her eyes, winona, gus and the others
are here on the benches with solemn looks.

 

as the pianist plays a redundant song of 'here comes the bride', amelia reaches the altar. the priest
wearing a shit filled smile as he held the bible and her bride to be standing in front of her, her face
tells it all that she won.

 

amelia internally chuckles to herself as she remembers a small memory of lucia. her hate with
religion was crystal clear, her reason is always the same;

 

"you can't distinguish a cult from a religion."



 

amelia could see that now.

 

once the two recited their vows in a rather lackluster manner and said 'i do', the ring bearer stood up
with a pillow carrying the two golden rings.

 

beatrice grabbed amelia's and amelia hesitantly took beatrice's off the pillow.

 

the havenstar offered her hand to amelia who looked down at it, contemplating- no, imaging if this
were lucia's hand. slipping the ring on and they'll be official just like what she dreamt.

 

but as she slipped the ring on beatrice's ring finger through her delusion. without wasting any time,
beatrice snatched amelia's hand to place the ring deeper on her finger. slightly hurting her in the
process.

 

"you are now bride and bride under the eyes of the lord!" the priest declared, the people who are
paid to be in the venue rejoiced at the union of havenstar and blight.

 

forced union.

 

amelia didn't want to be kissed in front of many people and she's glad that beatrice didn't push as
she immediately stepped off the altar to attend to another thing- which is another woman.

 

she didn't care. amelia ignored the many people that congratulated her when she knew all too well
they're leeches.

 

the sound of howls and other noises echoing from the woods though it went through deaf ears.

 

amelia silently snuck out of the reception while her 'bride' attended to others, leaving without
catching anyone's attention.

 



despite hearing what sounded like the whines of animals in pain, she still went into the woods,
striding through the branches. going in an unpaved path, her body follows what her heart seeks.

 

ignoring the footsteps.

 

pushing the brush to the side, amelia stopped in an opening. the full moon's light shone down on
the slow decrepit tree. it's as if reflecting the hollowed feeling of the blight with its beautiful pink
leaves diminishing.

 

slowly approaching the tree, amelia pressed her hand on the rough bark and leaned back on the tree
as she slipped down to the ground. her legs pressing close to her, hugging herself as she remembers
the times she and lucia had under this tree.

 

the love they made under this very tree now stolen from her as she stared at the cursed ring on her
finger.

 

she took it off, her impulse is telling her to just throw it away but she just dropped it on the ground.
she's just tired and want someone to lean on, comfort her in this hopeless world.

 

yet she doesn't have her anymore.

 

"when can i see you again, lucia?" amelia muttered to herself, gripping her dress as she buried her
head into her knees. praying for whoever's above to just give her a sign. just anything.

 

"amelia."

 

amelia perked up at the sound of her name getting called by a familiar voice. "lucia?" she can never
forget that voice.

 

standing up, she looked around the dark surrounding woods in hopes of seeing the one she thinks it
is but thickness of the darkness made it difficult to deter even with the help of the moonlight.

 



"please, where are you?" amelia whispered, her tone almost breaking as she doesn't want her hopes
to be set up like this.

 

was it just her lonely mind conjuring it up just to mess with her even more? could be.

 

amelia growled as she slapped her forehead, cursing herself for falling to such foolish plunder.
sighing deeply, there's no more use to be here, she picked up the ring yet didn't wear it.

 

as she was about to leave the clearing, something stepped out of the woods, crunching the brush
under it's heavy feet. amelia backed up as she looked up and down at the person's sheer height and
size.

 

amelia became comparable to an ant.

 

amelia continued to slowly backed up, seeing either sides are open for her to run. despite the moon
shining overhead, she couldn't clearly see their face.

 

but then, it charged at her before she could react and swiftly placed her onto it's shoulder like a
mere ragdoll.

 

"oi, let me down, you fuck!" amelia exclaimed, punching and kicking the perpetrator. her screams
echoed throughout the woods but left unheard. no one is around to save her as she's getting
abducted.

 

she stopped when she was going to tug on their hair, realizing those curls, confusing her.

 

panic surges within her with her mind getting clouded in fear of what this thing would do to her as
they ran out of the woods. amelia's confusion heightened when she realised they were heading for
the blight manor.

 

many thoughts circulated in the blight's head as the door was busted down. she continuously cried
out for help, punching the thing's head in hopes it'll stun them enough to let her go though they
were unfazed.



 

kicking down the door of amelia's room, she was pinned onto her bed the thing getting on top of
her. looming over her as the bed creaks from the weight.

 

their large, calloused hands pinned her by the wrists. "no! no, please stop!!" amelia struggled under
the person, still kicking them even though it proved futile to fight back.

 

within the darkness, amelia could see a pair of harsh glowing reddish hues piercing her golden. it
rung familiar yet not, she slowly stopped struggling as she grew tired and knew that this is only for
nought.

 

she watched the figure lean into the sliver of moonlight beaming from the window. as the skin
touches the light, the impurities and hollowed holes disappeared to make way for a face she
couldn't forget.

 

amelia's eyes widened in shock and horror to see the person in front of her. she couldn't
comprehend the how is this possible as she stared in pure bewilder.

 

"lucia?"

 

right in front of her, amelia stared at lucia's face that looked like she never been shot multiple times
in every direction. the glimmer in her mischevious eyes remained.

 

she looked perfectly fine yet her attire was worn and torn.

 

this is the woman who loved her like no other, despite being responsible of a few people's deaths,
she's still the one amelia yearned and loved.

 

but this?

 

this is not her lucia.

 



one of lucia's hands lets go of her wrist to caress her cheek, amelia twitched away from the contact
as she's still conflicted of what she should feel about this.

 

happy? horrified?

 

"it's okay." lucia softly spoke, amelia was surprised to hear no alters of her voice. it's just lucia. "i'm
here now." she gently caressed her cheek despite her rough hand.

 

amelia missed this warmth, missed this contact. she couldn't help herself as she leaned into the
touch. "i missed you.." she whispered, her other hand slowly intertwining on lucia's.

 

getting the constant reminder that this is real.

 

this is real.

 

"i did too." lucia replied, slowly laying down beside amelia. pushing a stray hair behind her ear as
she stares deeply into her beautiful golden eyes.

 

"i told you, i'd always come back for you." amelia bit down her tears as she leaned in, resting her
head onto lucia's chest despite being covered of dirt and blood.

 

lucia began humming a rather familiar tune which soothes the blight as she relaxes onto her arms,
slowly dozing off after a long night and finally getting her lover back.

 

though, lucia has other things in mind.

 

amelia snap awoke as she feels lucia's tugged on her clothing, implying something to which she
instantly knew. "lucia, please.. i'm tired." she muttered, pulling away from lucia though she couldn't
get anywhere with her holding on.

 

"let's recreate that night." lucia said, persisting.



 

"i know you loved it, so did i." amelia was rather hesitant about this though the thought of it turns
her on. but her short time to think was cut off when lucia easily ripped her dress, discarding to the
floor.

 

"no, wait lucia!" amelia feared of she thinks lucia would do as she watched her rip her own clothing
off, instantly seeing her cock also grown in size with her body.

 

lucia leaned closer to amelia, their lips only mere inches apart from each other though she didn't
proceed as she went down on her neck. planting soft kisses on her flesh, hands smoothly roaming
around her sensitive body.

 

spreads the blight's legs as she got in between, her breathing hitched in feeling the throbbing
phallus against her cunt. shuddering as she feels her tongue roll from her neck and down to her
collarbone.

 

amelia finds assurance that lucia won't hurt her too much even with her body change. she hopes.

 

with the noceda's patience wearing thin, she gripped her lover by the hips and began to push her
cock in. amelia whimpered, her nails began digging into lucia's shoulders as she felt a searing pain
below, walls getting slowly stretched.

 

"lucia.." amelia gritted her teeth tightly, her whimpers getting louder with each moving inch inside.
lucia slammed her lips against hers, shutting her up temporarily.

 

shoving her tongue inside her wet cavern, lucia listened to amelia's muffled moans as their tongues
wildly thrashed around each other. the grip on her shoulders tightening that it'll actually be enough
to make her bleed. a small trail of blood oozed to the side.

 

black blood.

 

once the entire thing was inside, amelia did her best to adjust. beetles of tears welled up in the
corners of her eyes, her grip still threatening to rip a chunk of the noceda's shoulder.



 

pulling away, a thin string of saliva was seen between them under the moonlight. lucia stared at
amelia's red face, wiping the tears off her face as she caressed her cheeks, silently assuring her.

 

this calmed the blight, somewhat, till lucia slowly pulled her hips back with half of her cock out
and pushed back inside. she continued at this pace for a few, watching amelia's face contort in
many emotions.

 

bemused before speeding up without warning.

 

"l- lucia!!" amelia cried out, her body repeatedly ricocheting with each thrust. she could feel her
walls getting stretched even more than their session last time, which was a year ago.

 

she hasn't been touched like this for a while. it's understandable she couldn't adjust so easily.

 

but none of this doesn't feel right yet at the back of her mind, it's telling her otherwise.

 

"oh ames.. how i missed you." lucia groaned, gripping the sheets as she rolled her hips. her cock
sinking deeper into the blight's pussy, almost hitting her womb.

 

leaning down onto her jiggling breasts, "missed this." lucia took one in her mouth and started
sucking tenderly, tongue flicking around her erect nipple. teasing as she lightly gnaws on her,
internally chuckling upon seeing that look on amelia.

 

lucia never felt so alive to see, feel, hear amelia once again.

 

"don't you feel the same?"

 

contemplating if this is really the right thing, she saw right before her eyes, her dead, unmoving
body on the floor with a pool of crimson underneath.

 



but here she is, above her and thrusting deeper into her. amelia was severely conflicted, heart and
mind clashing with this fact.

 

yet she muttered a faint; "i.. i do.." she watched a smile etch across lucia's face, the same smile that
held so much warmth and is the lucky one to see that true smile. a privilege indeed.

 

"i love you, amor."

 

lucia wrapped her arms around amelia, keeping her close as her thrusts got increasingly rougher,
faster, harder. amelia's moans got louder, reverberating throughout her bedroom and echoing down
the hall.

 

neither knows if there's anyone left in the manor but it doesn't matter as they're both lost in their
own euphoria and confusion.

 

the bed creaked under the furious movement above, it wouldn't be a surprise if it broke during this
considering how rough lucia was. her grunts became almost animalistic, leaving several large red
marks on her neck like she's a little doll to play.

 

placing amelia at her mercy.

 

amelia bit her lip as she could feel something massive begin to swell within her, getting larger by
each deep thrust the noceda makes that it became unbearable.

 

"lucia!!" amelia cried out her name as she arched her back, feeling a wave of relief wash over her
when she came. tingles of delight surged through her body, making her shudder.

 

"oh fuck!" lucia plunged her cock into amelia's womb, deep before coming inside her. hard. her
spews of hot cum overflowed the blight with some leaking out, staining the sheets but it didn't
matter.

 

lucia leaned down once again, closing the space with a passionate kiss. amelia slowly kissed back,
melting into the kiss, thinking it was over.



 

till she felt lucia roll her hips.

 

-----

 

she didn't know how long.

 

amelia didn't know how long they've gone on throughout the night as the moon reaches its peak.
she couldn't feel her body, lest her legs, that's twitching with every little movement she made.

 

her pussy was used, filled to the brim of cum from the noceda. it's no brainer that she'll be pregnant
with their child, much to her dismay but much to lucia's joy as she lovingly rubbed her stomach as
she laid beside her.

 

"i have to attend to some matters, amor. stay and rest." lucia whispered, kissing amelia on the side
of her head before leaving. leaving the blight alone sweaty and exhausted with alot of things in her
mind.

 

after a while, amelia regained some feeling on her body, she slowly slipped off the bed and used her
bed sheets as a sort of makeshift robe since she doesn't have the time nor patience to find her actual
one.

 

as amelia walked down the barely lit hallway, she couldn't help but feel uneasy. the feeling of her
being watched worsened somehow and she fucking hates it.

 

stepping down the stairs, amelia plans to find lucia and figure out what these 'matters' are though
she stopped at the very last step of the stairs when the front door was open.

 

somewhat hoping that it'd be lucia on the other side but only a deep frown formed on the young
blight's face once she saw who stepped into the blight abode.

 

"amelia!"



 

the voice amelia dreaded to hear, especially this night. her mother. she watched odelia approach
her- stomping towards her, vex clouded her baby blue eyes that glared at her and she glared back.

 

"where have you been?!" odelia yelled as she stopped in front of amelia, her eyes wandered up and
down furiously at the state she's in. "you dare leave your own wedding and for what? be salacious
under my own roof!"

 

amelia could care less about being prurient in this house. her golden eyes continued to glare at her
mother, vehemently, without uttering a single word till the opportune moment. 

 

"wait till your father sees the indecent state you are in." odelia shook her head, hand resting on the
side of her hips as she sighed in a bleak fashion of disappointment.

 

"you're a disgrace, amelia."

 

this ticked the young blight. "let me ask you this, who forced me into choosing things i never
liked?" amelia started, inching closer to her mother as the boiling hatred was beginning to reach its
breaking point.

 

"this marriage i never wanted?" pouring out the things she didn't get to say after being silenced for
so long. "who forced me to become like you?

 

"but guess what, your efforts are for nought!" it didn't matter to amelia that the sheets fell after she
lost her hold on it as she pointed at her mother, pointing out the things she overlooked as something
good for her daughter.

 

"i'm sorry that you have a sob story with my grandparents but i couldn't give two shits!" amelia
blurted out without thinking though she didn't need to as she felt a prime satisfaction at the face
odelia made.

 

"i'll never be like you!"

 



"you ungrateful-" amelia watched her mother's hand raise overhead, immediately knowing what
comes next. but she's not afraid anymore.

 

grabbing the nearby vase sitting on a small round table and swiftly smashed it onto odelia's head.
bits and pieces of the once ornate vase were now scattered across the floor followed by a loud thud
in before her.

 

heavily panting, amelia glanced down at the same hand that held the vase, still holding a phantom
remnant of it before turning her gaze down to see her mother's body sprawled on the floor.
unconscious.

 

watching a slow line of blood trickle down on the side of her head.

 

amelia couldn't help but chuckle.

 

her whole mind went static as she grabbed the sheets to cover herself once again and headed back
to her room. leaving her mother by the stairs.

 

closing the door, locking it would be a futile effort, amelia walked over to the window. as she
looked out, seeing how quiet the streets are with the massive clusters of light seen in the distance.
the venue of the wedding.

 

she wonders if the party over there would be a drag enough for her mother to storm back here and
not talk to her stakeholders. though, she didn't really care.

 

she didn't know how long she'd been standing there till she heard her door click open. not bothering
to check who it was as she felt a pair of arms wrap around her waist with a heavy head rest on her
shoulder.

 

"why are you out of bed?" lucia's low, soft voice whispered into amelia's ear as she pulled her
closer against her body.

 



"just wanted to look out of the window." amelia replied, monotonously. hearing a light hum behind
her, she was, then, turned around to face lucia though her eyes were averted.

 

"look at me, ames." lucia tried to turn amelia's gaze towards hers but her efforts were zilch. this
made the noceda grow progressively irritated.

 

then, lucia cupped amelia by the chin and forcibly made her look at her, their eyes finally meeting
that placed her at ease. she leaned in for a soft, tender kiss which made the blight melt into her
hands.

 

reciprocating the kiss, amelia tilted her head to deepen in with her hands forgetting to hold up the
sheets, letting it flow down to their feet. not that lucia minded as she rubbed her once again, proud
of herself and happy that she's going to have her first born with amelia.

 

the only woman she'll ever love.

 

as they pulled away, amelia slowly opened her eyes. staring deep into her lover's reddish hazel eyes
looking down on her, she's still conflicted on what to truly feel about this.

 

her gaze turned to the side, eyes turned wide as she saw someone standing behind lucia that made
her back up.

 

lucia raised a brow in confusion, looking over her shoulder and saw a woman. she and this woman
could easily be mistaken as siblings with how much similarities they have.

 

lucia did take alot from her ancestor.

 

"lucia." amelia gripped lucia's arm, confused why she's seeing two lucias with an odd feeling that
she'd seen this person before they stared at her. it unnerved her as if something's bound to happen
tonight not worthwhile.

 

the woman looked at lucia, only nodding at her direction, not uttering a word.



 

"it's alright, hermosa. i need to attend some things. stay here, okay?" lucia pecked amelia, sounding
in a hurry to do whatever.

 

humming only as a reply, amelia watched lucia leave the room once again with the woman right
behind her. she gave her one last glance before closing the door, letting amelia to be with her
thoughts.

 

which was a mistake.

 

an hour has passed, lucia returned to her lover's room with her hand severely staining the door and
knob as she twisted it open. expecting to see amelia either by the window or on the bed, fast asleep.

 

but she saw no one within the room.

 

"amelia?" lucia called out, not panicking just yet as she looked around the room. surveying if
something occurred while she was gone though nothing was amiss, she opened several wardrobes,
thinking amelia was playing hide and seek without her knowledge.

 

but nothing came out.

 

"amelia, where are you?!" lucia began rummaging the entire room in hopes of finding her love just
hiding as a little game.

 

with minutes passing and results coming for nought, her panic surges and her mind becomes a
frenzy to find amelia.

 

"shit." rushing out of the room, lucia started searching the entire blight manor. leaving fresh
bloodied footprints at her wake.

 

another hour has passed, lucia was growing tired and frustrated in finding amelia as she calls out
her name in hopes for some response while she desecrates every room.



 

the only remaining room to check was the living room. it would be too much of an obvious place to
hide in so lucia didn't bother to check till it was the very last thing.

 

pushing the doors of the living open, she saw amelia sitting on the blight monarch throne, wearing
casual clothing, with a lit fireplace behind her. she held a cigar in between her fingers, a glass of
iced whiskey beside her as she stared at the noceda with a look.

 

lucia frowned when she instantly noticed the rifle and a box of matches next to amelia.

 

amelia took a single puff off the cigar, letting the thick smoke float overhead and slowly disperse.
she napped the rifle from her father's study along with the matches.

 

she glared at her lover with such hatred, animosity as she now understands everything.

 

amelia kept her eyes on lucia who did the same, those eyes she once knew were not the ones she
fell in love with.

 

it's something else entirely and she wants to get rid of it from her sight.

 

the sound of multiple footsteps thumping the floorboards broke their staring as the doors were bust
open, revealing the frantic twins still in their suit and dress as they rushed back to the manor after
realizing the entire venue was eradicated.

 

"amelia, where-" both stopped at their tracks when they saw lucia standing before them, in the
flesh. baffling them. they looked over to their little sister only to see their father's rifle beside her
with a nonchalant expression, baffling them even more in not an ideal way.

 

something's to trigger a fallout.

 

"how the hell?!" edward exclaimed, standing in front of his sister as he kept his eyes on lucia.

 



"whatever this is, it's not the one we knew. it'll never be." amelia hissed, narrowing her gaze at the
noceda which infuriates her. she looked at the twins at the corner of her eye and clicked her tongue
as she turned her attention to them.

 

lucia attempted to grab either of the twins, despite edward pulling out his pistol and shooting the
noceda multiple times. she remained unwavered in her approach.

 

esmeralda pulled edward back to get away though they were abruptly stopped as they bumped onto
something behind. looking over their shoulders, the twins yelped at the sight of luca blankly staring
down at them.

 

"what is happening?!"

 

"a curse that should never have been set upon us, all because one couldn’t handle the grief." amelia
met luca's sour gaze at the reference of her wife though she didn't care when she's the root of this
pain and misery.

 

how could she?

 

tossing the cigar on the ground as she stood up, amelia lifted the gun and cocked it, aiming right in
between lucia's eyes with her finger looming over the trigger.

 

"listen you two and listen well," amelia started.

 

"run away from bonesborough." the twins' eyes widened as they listened to amelia's words, unable
to believe the kind of predicament they're all in. "run as fast as you can and never come back to this
wretched place."

 

"but-" esmeralda tried to speak reason with amelia but she was quickly silenced by a single click of
the rifle as she continued to place lucia at gunpoint.

 

"i got nothing to lose anymore." amelia muttered through her gritted teeth as the fires behind her
loudly crackled. she doesn't have anything to live for anymore, no lover, no home, the only thing



she could do is get her only family away from here.

 

"now go!"

 

this was unfavored by the two as they attempted to capture the twins before they could leave.
edward fired his last shots at lucia and luca to deter them though it didn't even slow them down.

 

then, another shot was heard behind them, the bullet striking through the nocedas' head.

 

"look me, you bastards!!" amelia yelled as she gripped her smoking rifle. she popped open the lock,
letting two used golden bullets with the blight crest embedded on it and briskly shoved new ones in
as she cocked it once more.

 

amelia kept her steady aim at the nocedas slowly circling her after getting their attention, letting the
twins escape. "yeah, that's it.",  lucia went to the right while luca took the left, planning to corner
the blight.

 

"amelia, you're being reckless again." lucia spoke, trying to reason with amelia while she continued
to circle her. "how about you put down the gun and head for bed? i know you're tired, love." amelia
could only scoff as a reply.

 

"i am tired, love. " venom was sensed at how amelia said the last word, stinging lucia a little. "and
i'm going to end this tonight." amelia, then, fired at luca who was trying to gank her while she was
distracted by lucia. shooting her directly in the face, bits and pieces of flesh scattered on the floor
with black blood tainting the boards.

 

amelia stared at luca's blown off face, watching as how her tissues and veins repaired itself anew.
backing up a little as luca stood once again, her picture perfect face facade was dropped to reveal
her true, horrid face.

 

decay. depravity. death.

 

"may god have mercy on this hellish land."



 

once amelia ran out of bullets, she bashed lucia on the side of her head with the empty rifle and
rushed to get the matches on the monarch without the two's notice.

 

getting extremely annoyed as thus has dragged on long enough, "enough with these games,
amelia!" lucia roared, her eyes harshly glowing as she and luca cornered amelia.

 

"just come with me and we'll have eternity!" desperation was heard in her voice, offering her rotten
hand to amelia. without the moonlight masking their appearance, the nocedas are walking corpses
and it's a disgusting sight.

 

"i want to spend eternity with lucia." amelia muttered, hanging her head low with her hands behind
her, pressed against the wall.

 

"but you're not my lucia." as much as it hurts her to say, but no matter how good this imitation is,
amelia can see through the devil's works and know this isn't the woman she fell for amidst the
roaring flames.

 

gripping the box of matches tightly, amelia raised her head to look at lucia directly into the eye
that's pleading for her to take her head.

 

"you'll never be my lucia!"

 

this angered lucia. she attempted to grab the blight only to fail as amelia threw a lit stick at her.

 

it didn't burn her alive but it did catch her off guard as she patted herself down before getting set
aflame, giving amelia an opportunity to make a run for it.

 

luca took charge in chasing down the young blight, her monstrous speed easily caught on amelia's
tail as her feet rapidly thumped the floor. she dodged the several lit matches getting thrown at her
which was a futile attempt to slow her down.

 



unaware of the darkened line below her.

 

upon reaching the balcony, amelia was at the very edge, leaning against the stone rail as she
dropped the empty match box once luca was before her.

 

amelia looked over her shoulder, seeing the steep drop before looking back at luca who's
approaching her with a rather displeased expression.

 

"why?" amelia asked.

 

"why does she have to curse both families?! all of this suffering doesn't only cost the lives of the
townspeople, luca!" luca became progressively angered as she listened to the words spewed by
amelia, her temptations to grasp her by the neck to silence her made her hand twitch.

 

"how long has this curse been taking?!" amelia continued to lean back further and further onto the
railing as luca became dangerously close to her. she was considering making a leap of faith.

 

"how long has amber been taking?!"

 

though, she was grasped by the neck roughly and raised above ground. amelia gasped for air as her
gaze went up to the dark skies with the moon blocked by thick clouds.

 

she gripped luca's hard hand, wanting to pry it off as the pressure on her throat began to increase.
the noceda's anger was unbridled after amelia spoke ill of her late wife.

 

luca was going to put amelia down once she stopped talking, not wanting to bear any second to be
in the same area with her and lend her back to lucia but she halted when she heard amelia chuckle
which turned into a manic laugh.

 

there's nothing to laugh about.

 



confused, luca looked at amelia whose face slowly turned red from asphyxiation with beads of tears
welling up in the corners of her eyes but she continued to laugh as if the dire situation finally
snapped her.

 

once her laughter somewhat died down, amelia looked at luca directly in the eyes with her golden
hues piercing through her undead dark hazel ones. stabbing into her soul, at least, what's left of it
by how intense the gaze was as the heat behind them came to a crawling increase.

 

"with years past and years to come, the nocedas will only be seen as the devil."

 

without warning, amelia pulled out a pistol from behind her pants and shot at luca in the face again.
this caught luca by surprise, making her inherently let amelia go, letting her fall off the balcony.

 

but that's what amelia wanted. she planned this.

 

feeling the winds howl her ears as she watched the balcony get further and further.

 

amelia always wondered what lies beyond the sky after hearing the scholar men spew about
celestial bodies amongst the stars. though, she could only eavesdrop and listen to her brother's
stories.

 

if only things turned out differently, amelia always wondered what future that'll never happen but
it's nice to dream.

 

to dream.

 

a warm substance slowly rose within her mouth as amelia continued to stare at the sky. thinking if
she saw venus or is her vision doubling and blurring.

 

she felt cold. so cold.

 



her heavy hand grasped the sharp object punctured through her abdomen, feeling something warm
and sticky coating it but she didn't try to pull herself up when she's so tired.

 

so tired as she slowly fluttered her eyes close to greet the warming darkness' embrace.

 

from above, luca stared at amelia's motionless body in silence. her words repeating in her head like
a broken record. she slowly turned away to leave the balcony as the fires burned her feet, it spread
throughout the manor.

 

bursting through the front doors, lucia stumbled back as she watched the blight manor be burned
ablaze. burning the heritage and the memories along with it as spots of ember flew in the air like
twinkling infernal stars.

 

lucia doesn't know where amelia or luca are, she thought of going back in to find them and make
sure that amelia is okay but when she turned around, she saw something peculiar.

 

slowly approaching the high metal fence that has multiple pointed arrow ends to thwart any
possible force entries. lucia stared at a body atop of the fence, laying with one of the arrows pierced
through her stomach.

 

no no no no no no no

 

the body was static.

 

she wants to hope.

 

to hope this was another person's body that someone got itself impaled on the fence. to hope that
this was not the one she's thinking of as she blankly stared at the body.

 

but with the unforgiving light of the fires illuminated the ever so familiar auburn hair that hung low.

 



dropping to her knees, lucia gripped onto the cold metal for support as she looked up to her lover's
lifeless body with uncontrollable tears beginning to stream down her face, the slow drip of blood
came on her rotten hand.

 

she wants to scream in profanity of the unfairness of this world yet she couldn't.

 

she's so tired.

 

leaving the blight estate to burn, luca and lucia walked in silence into the woods. passing the
hanging tree.

 

they walked with not pride and happiness, a thick veil of distraught loomed over both of them as
lucia carried amelia's body. holding her close with her head pressed against hers, tears dripping
onto her face as she silently sobbed.

 

not that lucia lost amelia tonight, she lost their first born as well.

 

as if the world couldn't get any crueler.

 

"i'm so sorry, amelia.." lucia whispered.

 

"i should have never returned." luca looked at lucia at the corner of her eye, listening. she led the
way to somewhere but lucia could care less where they're headed.

 

"i should've stayed dead.." then amelia would still be here, living her life. not the one she wanted
but alive and breathing while she stayed 16 feet under. lucia truly wished she never came back if
she knew this tonight would cost her to lose it all.

 

an overwhelming feeling of guilt swelled within luca's stomach as she watched lucia mourn over
her dead lover, wishing for her to be dead again so she could join her beyond this wretched plane.

 



she knew this wouldn't be much of a big deal when she knows what will happen next but she
couldn't help but feel.. irked by her doings.

 

as they reached their destination, the last thing she could make out was a rundown cabin before the
memory faded into darkness.

for lives to come and lives ahead,

hate that we suffered you will dread.
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she awoke upon feeling a sudden rush of cold hit her face.

 

amity gasped as she sprung right up, panting heavily with her vision trying to quickly adjust to her
surroundings though it was blocked by a thin translucent substance that she easily wiped away.
realizing it was water.

 

noticing that she laid in one of the couches though she vividly remembered walking down the
hallway before everything turned dark. she looked around, the living room was still in one piece
though she saw it was still dark out through the window.

 

why did these 3 wake her up in the dead of night?

 

looking up to see willow, gus and skara giving her worried looks with skara being the one holding
the bucket that was once filled with water. “what the hell was that for?” amity asked as she wiped
her face dry with her shirt, not noticing what happened to it in the duration of her slumber. 

“what do you mean? we found you passed out in the hallway, didn’t wake up for almost the entire
day and-” gus was about to finish his sentence till skara pulled the words right out of his mouth as
she exclaimed: 

“bleeding!” 

a frown formed on the blight’s face, she glanced down on her shirt that she’s still gripping and
instantly saw the large spot of crimson blood staining her shirt. eyes growing wide in worry and
fear that something must’ve happened to her while she slept.

 

“you dreamt again, didn’t you?” willow hypothesized, judging the dreading looking on amity.



 

amity looked at the three simultaneously with her breath getting heavier at each passing second till
she couldn’t take it anymore. “excuse me.” she quickly rose from the couch, walking past them as
she made her way to the bathroom, locking the door behind her.

 

shakily exhaling, amity rushed over to the mirror to see the spot was right on her abdomen. lifting
her shirt, a portion of her stomach was only coated in blood but no visible marks or potential
wounds that could’ve explained why she’s bleeding.

 

or, is this really her blood?

 

amity took off the bloodied shirt and tossed it to the trash, she turned her gaze down to the same
hand that bled prior. the mark remained despite not even cutting herself.

 

flipping the faucet open, letting the running water flow into her cupped hands before splashing it
onto her face to awaken her and rinse her stomach clean.

 

just like her hand, a mark was seen. a large one as if something stabbed her.

 

amity looked at herself in the mirror, seeing how her hair became disheveled with eye bags getting
darker. her mind wandered back to the memories of amelia blight, the only one who attempted to
make this nightmare end yet, unfortunately, failed. experiencing her memories are as visceral like
amber’s but she felt the rage, the pain, desperation to make this end like it was her own emotions.

 

she could still feel lucia’s phantom hands roaming around her body as they made love that night.

 

amity’s not sure if she should even call it ‘make love’ considering the fallout.

 

it made the blight wonder how luz would hold her but that isn’t important now.

 

sighing deeply, amity combed her hair back and proceeded to take a shower to get these ickiness off
her body. even just for a while.



 

after changing into amanda's baggy clothing that amity had to make due of, she returned to the
living room to see everyone having their dinner whipped up by willow this time. willow motioned
amity to sit beside her and handed her a fresh plate of food which amity was thankful for before
devouring it all.

 

“how are you feeling?” skara asked, she was equally concerned when she and the two saw the
blight was bleeding without a source. it was a worrying and confusing sight, she didn’t have a
choice but to give her an early bath. 

slowly nodding as amity placed her empty plate on the coffee table, she was the first one to finish
after not eating the entire day. “somewhat.” she replied, intertwining her hands, applying pressure
on her right thumb ever so slowly as the scene replays in her head over and over like a fucked up
tape.

 

as much as she dreaded to not recall everything that she experienced back there, the revelations she
found just might be the thing they need. “i dreamt of amelia blight this time and.. lucia.”

 

as amity foretells everything that happened in amelia’s memories, willow was always there to
comfort her while gus and skara took down key notes that might prove essential to them. amity
skipped the part of the times they laid together, it’s something personal despite her being a century
late and she didn’t want to think how lucia’s hands felt on amelia’s body which she simultaneously
felt.

 

“a- and luca was there, i don’t know how or why but she was there with lucia where everything
happened.” amity is reaching the end of her story, this made the 3 raise their brow in bewilderment
when they heard the name of the first noceda. 

looking at each other as if asking whether or not they got a hypothesis of why though nothing was
thought off as this was a new thing they have to figure out. till gus tossed his hat into the ring, “i
think this might be the curse’s doing. not only it curses the entire land, it only brings back the past
nocedas to help the current.”

 

there was silence in the living room after gus finished, he waited for some sort of reaction from the
women though they were in deep thought which kinda made the boy worry as he added; “but that’s
just my speculation.”

 

though willow shook her head, “no no, you might be onto something, gus.” she said, slowly
connecting the dots in her head as this theory could prove a piece of the never ending puzzle they



have to solve on their own. 

“but we haven’t seen either lucia or luca the times we encountered luz. how can that be?” skara
provided the other side of the argument, giving some leeway as the idea does have some holes.

 

as the three contribute their ideas on the theory, amity was left once again, listening to them as they
do make sense in their own ends though she doesn’t have much to offer on the table. grabbing the
lonesome tv remote on the coffee table, she flicked the tv open and immediately pushed the low
volume button till it was 0 to make sure they weren’t suddenly blasted.

 

the channel that was one was the local news station, amity expected boring old bullshit as nothing
much happens in this town. until now, at least. as she was about to change the channel into
something she might wanna watch, the ‘breaking news’ headline suddenly popped up with the
reporter standing on the sidewalk with the only light source being the cameraman as the streetlamps
were extremely dim.

 

amity raised the volume to a minimum, just enough for all of them to hear what the reporter had to
say which caught everyone’s attention.

 

“breaking news; as of tonight, there has been many reports of residents being murdered in cold
blood in their own homes by an elusive murderer making rounds around bonesborough. the
murderer attacks at random and might have more than one. so it is advised for everyone to fortify
your homes, ready your ammunitions and pray to god you’re not next.”

after the camera was shifted to the anchor, thanking the reporter for their warning and relayed the
same precautions before effortlessly moving on to the next thing as if the info of possibly two or
more killers are on the loose was nothing but a trivial news report that’ll blow over tomorrow.

 

if only it were that way.

 

“gus is right. all 3 of them are out there.” amity muttered, swallowing a large lump in her throat as
she now had more things to worry about. great. 

“we gotta call amanda.” skara quickly suggested, she dialed the police department using the house
phone with amity remembering the card, using that number in hopes it’ll be answered on the other
side.

 



after several rings and being straight into voicemail, amity’s attempts were for nought. she shook
her head as she turned her attention to skara who placed the phone back on its base with a
perplexed look on her face.

 

“well?” 

 

“her partner said she went crazy and ran off without a word. it’s.. weird.” skara replied, the
behavior the cop said was rather out of character for amanda which puzzled them even more. just
what made a level headed cop go ‘crazy’ at a night like this?

 

“we have to find her. she might be on the run from them.” gus suggested though that idea didn’t sit
right with the women as they contemplated whether or not they should when they’re all at the risk
of getting caught by them, especially amity.

 

“and we are too.” amity spoke up, she knows that it’s her who’s their main target but she can’t
afford getting her friends hurt for her sake. “it would be impossible to find her and we can’t even
reach her.”

 

sighing deeply, gus nodded his head as the blight did make a point. “then, what do you suggest we
do? it’ll be sooner or later till one of them finds us here.” amity hummed at that, remembering the
last parts of the memory while she overhears lucia’s cries that broke her though it made her wonder
how was she able to hear it?

 

perhaps her mind was still conscious despite being dead? how is that possible?

 

“i saw a cabin where amelia is potentially buried before i woke up. it’s somewhere in the woods.”
amity said, thinking that the cabin she saw was something of importance when it’s the location luca
led them to.

 

she looked at the others, awaiting their response. there was nothing much of an option for them
really, it’s either search for amanda and be hunted down along with her or find something that could
potentially make this end.

 

“we’ll head there, then.” willow spoke for everyone as she readied her gun and placed it on her hip
with the rest gearing up. amity softly smiled though there’s still one thing they need to do before



heading for the cabin.

 

“first, we gotta make a detour and some shovels.”

 

after getting the few shovels and mini ones from amanda's garage, they took amity's car once again
for transportation after a servant drove it to their location.

 

her eyes frequently marked the things and places that looked familiar to the dreams despite having
centuries of gap. she can still see this was of value as she drove to a rather familiar unmarked road
that led back into camp reality check.

 

this made the others confused and terrified as the thought of 3 nocedas would come out of the
darkness to kill them. though, amity was determined as she stepped out of the car with a flashlight
and shovel at hand.

 

"why are we back here again?" willow muttered under her breath as she stepped out as well, the
rest following. with the entire woods being silent as the dead, the only noises they hear is the dead
leaves crunching under their soles and their breathing.

 

skara held tightly on willow's shoulder, breathing hitched when she spotted a hanging body in a
nearby tree, reminiscent of her best friend's body. amelia turpin.

 

willow and gus were there to help her stay calm.

 

amity surveyed the cabins, remembering what truly happened to this place. just like how they left
it. she feels glad that they got what they deserved and disheartened at the cost of the bullshit they
did to someone so innocent.

 

at the back of her mind, she wished something else happened in the past for her and luz to still be
together.

 

but amity knows that's what the curse wants her to desire. as much as it hurts.



 

"to uncover everything." amity switched her flashlight open that illuminated a good portion of the
dishevelled woods and the decay of some of the cabins. she led the way with the others following
closely, keeping a keen eye out on possible ambushes within the darkness.

 

with each step she took, the further she strayed from the camp, her head began to throb once again
just like back in the house. but she can't risk passing out again. not now.

 

hissing at the growing pain in her temples, amity tapped her head to subdue only for awhile as she
continued to follow a rather forethought path the others are curious what and how amity knows
where she's going.

 

"burn the witch!"

 

amity gasped when a voice suddenly shouted into her ear, she covered her left ear as she looked
around with her flashlight lighting up the side of the woods. half hoping she'd spot something at the
same time, she doesn't want to.

 

though she saw nothing.

 

"are you okay, amity?" amity jolted at the touch of willow's hand rest on her shoulder, she glanced
at her concerned expression and slowly nodded as she dropped her hand from covering her ear.

 

"yeah.. yeah. i'm fine." sighing as she brushed the eerie feeling off but it wasn't completely gone.
"come on, we're close." amity motioned for them to continue down the path.

 

voices of the past continued to scream into her ear, almost rendering her deaf but she pushed on.
she can hear a mixture of amber and amelia's voices, both happy and in despair as she gets closer to
her destination.

 

till they stumbled into an opening, revealing a massive, writhed tree in the middle of it all.

 



amity frowned as she stared at the very spot where luca was taken, she shuddered at the cold
atmosphere that loomed around them. the memories flooded back in like a massive tidal wave she
never wanted to be submerged in.

 

"oh shit, your nose!" gus exclaimed, which snapped the blight out of her trance. she wiped her
nose, feeling something wet, warm against her fingers and looked down to see blood. trickling
down to her upper lip as a faint copper taste stung her tongue.

 

quickly, amity pulled out a handkerchief and cleaned her nose. stuffing a rolled up portion in to
clog any more blood from coming out as she shook herself out of daze.

 

sighing deeply, with all of these things now occurring, it means she's in the right place.

 

as they stopped in front of the fabled tree, amity knelt down and placed the flashlight on the side.
"keep a lookout while me and skara dig." she told willow and gus as she started digging using her
mini shovel.

 

"why are we digging a tree?" skara asked, digging in a hesitant fashion.

 

tossing the heap of dirt out of her shovel, she dug the blade deep into the earth as amity looked up
to skara. "because this is where it all happened."

 

once both shovels clinked when they hit something, amity and skara looked at each other as they
know they found something before swiftly brushing the remaining dirt away and pulling a hefty
object out of the ground.

 

with a grunt, they dropped it in the open and realized it was a boulder as they flashed their lights on
it. everything around this tree and itself has writhed and faded in obscurity, but the deep marks on
the boulder's exterior remained as if it was carved yesterday.

 

the words were as amity read it aloud;



blood of those who wronged my heart,

my love for years will tear apart.

for lives to come and lives ahead,

same as how we suffered you will dread.

there was silence between all of them, wondering the same thing in their heads. "what does it
mean?"

 

amity removed her bloodied handkerchief out of her nose as she glanced over back to the hole they
dug. she knows a corpse is lying there next to it but she isn't going to uncover it. not tonight.

 

"it means we're close."

 

standing up, amity led the way away from the hanging tree though they went deeper into the
woods. all of them stuck close together as there was no moonlight that could shine upon them, no
stars were visible either.

 

it's just them and the overwhelming darkness as the oppressive feeling of being stalked, the feeling
of something breathing down your neck becomes almost unbearable.

 

unbeknownst, there is something within the darkness.

 

"this is it." amity proclaimed when they finally reached what they're looking for, but upon reaching
it, it only worsened her headache.

 

"this is the cabin." the cabin itself has seen better days.

 

it's surprising that its wooden structure was still able to hold after centuries past though age and
nature has made itself evident in some spots. with an inhumane smell of decay that made them
want to puke.

 



"me and gus will search the inside. you and skara watch our backs, okay?" willow suggested as she
walked past amity with gus trudging behind her.

 

amity was having second thoughts of staying out in the clear dangerous open but internally sighed
since it's needed for some of them to guard. "be careful in there." she said, watching the two enter
the cabin.

 

both amity and skara stood just a few feet away from the cabin, the excessive creaking of the old
floorboards were heard at each step the two made inside. they kept an acute eye on their
surroundings to catch whatever that could be lurking as they held their guns at hand.

 

while waiting, skara decided to strike up a conversation to pass the time. "so, what are you gonna
do after this?" she asked.

 

amity looked at skara at the corner of her eye and shrugged, she replied; "probably grab a cold
one." making the other woman scoff.

 

"make it an entire box. i can't even begin to explain how i'm going to explain this to everyone."
amity lightly chuckled at that, her once tensed body began to slowly loosen up though her guard
isn't completely down.

 

softly sighing, skara got the muzzle of the shotgun facing the ground as she leaned onto the stock,
almost using it as a cane. "can't believe shit really hit the fan, huh."

 

amity didn't really expect this shit to escalate so much, thinking it was just a simple abandoned
place raid turned into something else entirely. she wished she was oblivious to the curse and
everything yet she doesn't.

 

"yeah. people from the past fucked up, they had to bring this shit to us." she wants to end it.

 

"but i'm confident we're gonna get through this." skara said, hopeful. it's been a while since amity
heard that.

 



"how so?" amity quirked a brow.

 

shrugging, "i'm not sure but i'd like to hope. that's something, right?" skara turned to look at amity,
the blight could see the uncertainty within those grey eyes but it also gave her a sliver of hope
through the dark silver lining.

 

"it's a good thought."

 

engulfed in a comforting silence, the only sound was behind them with the two still searching
whatever they could find worth the expense of venturing out here.

 

"also, do you think the nocedas' got dick cheese?" skara suddenly asked a peculiar question that
caught amity off guard.

 

"what?" the blight was baffled.

 

"you know, since they're dead and probably got alot of holes in their bodies. do their dicks have that
too?" skara sounded genuinely curious with no licentious in her tone with further confused amity.

 

"where are you getting these things?" amity blurted out, she knows skara could be a hell of a
surprise sometimes but she didn't expect this. not in a million years.

 

shrugging once again, "just a random thought."

 

amity lightly laughed as she shook her head in disbelief with skara laughing along, she didn't mind
it. it helped her lay off the things swarming in her head, she needed this little deviation.

 

but nothing seems to last too long.

 

amity became paralysed when she heard a tune that she'll never forget. the same one that tried to
lull amelia back to sleep back in 1879 and the same one sung by luca from 1666.



 

"oh no.. skara-" but before amity could warn skara about it, a chilling crack resonated throughout
the woods.

 

it sounded so satisfying yet alarming due to how loud it was and it was as if there were more bones
cracked than it seemed to be.

 

then, it was followed by a thud.

 

with a shaky hand, amity aimed her flashlight down to the ground and saw skara laying stomach
flat. motionless with her head twisted in an abnormal angle, the last expression on her face was..
joy .

 

amity wanted to scream in horror, turning her light in front of her as she expects one of the nocedas
to be responsible for her friend's death but much to her surprise and anger. it was neither.

 

amber blight. in the living dead flesh. her face held no such emotions with her golden eyes duller
than amity's. she looked just like amity saw her before she woke up, still wearing an old dress yet it
had multiple holes. signifying stabbings. 

 

with her anger becoming unbridled from all the loss she experienced for the past few days, she's
getting tired of the bodies falling at her wake while she stays alive all because of her.

 

she did all of this.

 

briskly, amity grabbed the shotgun off the ground and started shooting amber without mercy.
spraying without much of a thought as the only thing in her mind is killing this woman who caused
all of this misery.

 

"go back to hell, you fucking bitch!!" amity yelled at the top of her lungs, her vision getting blurry
from the welling tears and blinded by anger.

 



once she spent all of her shells, amity swung the shotgun across amber's face, resulting in her
falling to the ground, unconscious. the young blight didn't stop as she kept bashing amber's head,
making sure she stayed down.

 

blood splattered across amity's face. she watched the woman's head slowly become unrecognisable
with each slam but she didn't stop.

 

all she could see was red.

 

till she felt a hand pull her away, "amity, that's enough!" willow's voice was the first thing she heard
that snapped amity out of her manic rampage.

 

blinking multiple times for her vision to finally adjust and saw willow's warming emerald eyes
staring back at her. her grip on the blood coated shotgun dropped as her tears streamed down her
face, uncontrollably.

 

"skara.. sh- she's.." amity tried to explain what happened though it was deemed useless as she's still
shaken up from everything. luckily, willow makes her stop before she could break down even
further.

 

"i know, i know. calm down, amity. we're here." willow reassured as she pulled the blight into a
hug. amity was hesitant at first before immediately giving in, sobbing onto her shoulder.

 

stopping right beside, gus gasped at the fucked up sight before them. "oh god, that's her?" he
questioned as he stared at the bloodied first blight, amity really did a number on her.

 

slowly pulling away from the hug, amity wiped the tears off as she looked down at amber and
noticed that her right hand was missing. which just so happened to be the same hand that started all
of this.

 

where did it go?

 

if amber is here, this means amelia is here as well. things just kept getting better.



 

but amity doesn't have time to concern herself about it as she asked the two; "did you find
anything?"

 

gus nodded, "yeah, there was something hidden under a board. you may need to see it." he replied,
leading the way back to the cabin with willow and amity close behind him.

 

"right here." gus tapped the loose floorboard with his foot, amity could see something peeking
through if she tilted her head. she has to know what's under it.

 

gus proceeds to pry the board open, making it fling off to the side and under it revealed a skeleton
with an object resting atop of it. neither of them knows who this potentially could be.

 

slowly kneeling down, amity realized it was a diary. grabbing its leather cover, the smooth yet worn
out texture of it instantly brought her back to amelia having a diary. documenting her stalker and
writing something on it before the fallout.

 

"this belonged to amelia." amity said, she gazed at the others who's awaiting for her to open it's
pages to which she did and reread the entries that were bittersweet to go through.

 

there are pages about her 'stalker' that always seemed closer every time she went out. though, there
are pages telling how much of a dork lucia noceda is and there is always contemplation, hesitation
and almost determination whether she'd confess or not.

 

it was the latter.

 

once amity reached the very last page, it was shorter than the rest and it read;

love veiled in anger,

will rage on forever.

if blight will not spill,



till the end of time they'll kill.

amity deeply frowned at those words, she reread the 4 lines repeatedly to make sure she's reading
this correctly or find something amelia was suggesting.

 

what is she referring to? the curse?

 

what does-

 

a sudden crash forcibly pulled amity out of her thoughts.

 

snapping her head over her shoulder, amity's eyes widened as she saw the 3 nocedas standing right
behind them with the gaze of bloodlust when their eyes landed on amity.

 

firming the grasp on the axe, luz charged towards the blight but she stopped when gus fired right at
her face, stunning her only for a while.

 

"amity, run!" willow stood in front of amity as she took out her gun as well, shooting the nocedas
repeatedly while amity makes her escape.

 

amity snatched the diary and before she could even get out of the cabin, a body suddenly collided
on her from the side that made her fall onto the dug hole and her hand unintentionally landing on
the bones when she tried to hand.

 

a white, blinding light suddenly engulfed the young blight's vision with a piercing headache painful
enough to make her pass out.

 

the last thing she heard were screams and shouts fading away into dead silence. being replaced by
something else.



the overwhelming darkness surrounds her entire field of view with muffled noises filling her in
every corner with something hard yet cold enveloping her body.

 

as her vision became clearer, amity, through someone else's eyes, saw a crimson coated axe drive
deep into someone's chest. a camper.

 

roughly pulling it out of their chest, creating a disgusting noise of bones breaking with splatters of
blood spraying across their face and drenched clothing growing heavy from it.

 

amity is not in her ancestor's memories anymore.

 

her heavy breathing rang throughout her ears with a slow thumping heartbeat despite the
adrenaline pumping in her veins. her mind was clouded in a violent red mist, fueled by rage and
despair that could only be remedied by one's spilled life.

 

she's watching what truly happened that night in luz's eyes.

 

running laps around the camp, catching the many victims that tried to get away from their
inevitable demise as they were tackled by luz's heavy body before their head split open.

 

there were a few that managed to escape via stowaway vehicle, not bothering to bring the others
who's begging to be brought along. though, luz let them go for now.

 

the goal in the girl's mind focused on one thing as luz turned around, shifting her attention to the
massive lake behind her. the dark blue surface glimmers under the moonlight's gaze, twinkling with
smooth waves running along the shore.

 

luz's running slowed down to a cautious walk as she approached the shore, keeping her eyes on the
water like she's expecting something to emerge from it. watching the small waves calmed her down.
only for a moment.

 

then, the sound of footsteps startled the deprived noceda and instinctively about to swing her axe
down on this person's brain but quickly held herself back upon realising who's right in front of her.



 

a girl with blonde hair and a single pink streak, blue eyes that matches the ocean. the young
amanda bright approaches luz in such a calm manner, confusing both luz and amity.

 

she watched bright come closer and closer till she's right in front of her, their sheer height
difference completely overshadowed amanda but luz didn't move a single muscle. conflicted.

 

despite the clear corpses displayed all around her. the calmness in amanda's face is unnerving as if
she doesn't even see them.

 

a hand was raised, luz expected her to be hit so she braced herself but she felt the opposite. warm
sensation consumes her cheek, taking the noceda aback as she realised amanda was caressing her
cheek in such endearment. tender.

 

comfort.

 

she doesn't deserve this kind of kindness amidst the horrendous acts she's done in this place. luz
doesn't deserve to be held in such a careful fashion yet why is she being given one?

 

amity was flabbergasted at the sight. confused, thoughts clashing into one another as she tries to
deter if the girl before her is actually a good person. could she be an accomplice of this crime or
something more?

 

but on the other hand, amity was relieved that luz calmed down.

 

then, amanda spoke; "you didn't want to come back but what happened centuries ago forced you,"
her voice was gentle, exhibiting no caution in the words she said as she didn't need to hold back in
telling the truth of the roots of misery.

 

"didn't she?"

 



luz said nothing as she continued to indulge in the touches with amanda continuing. "you want to
go home."

 

the word 'home' struck luz hard. she does want to go home to her mother but she knows she can't.
she doesn't want camila to see how much of a monster her only daughter has become.

 

luz lowly hummed as she nodded, her grip on the axe loosened with her mind becoming clearer.

 

the night slowly turned still with the smell of death dissipating, though it'd be short lived as both luz
and amanda snapped their heads to the side when a snapped bone was heard.

 

lucia.

 

lucia's eyes widened when she set eyes on amanda which shifted into sorrow, almost longing while
amanda glares at the noceda. contrasting the attitude she had towards luz.

 

hatred was the first thing in bright's eyes with little hints of love and longing. flickering like
dwindling stars.

 

pulling her hand back, luz snapped out of her trance when she could no longer feel amanda's
caress. she watched her begin to approach the second noceda that fell victim into this accursed
fate.

 

lucia grew hesitant with her body stiffening as she watched amanda get closer, her grip on her
machete tightened till a soft, small hand lightly lifted her heavy, calloused one. she stared at
amanda, awaiting for her next move.

 

luz watched as amanda planted a kiss atop lucia's hand, her body began quivering. biting her lip to
hold back a sob with glistening tears beginning to form in the corners of her eyes. trying to hold
herself from breaking down.

 

she doesn't understand the significance of it. yet.



 

luz saw amanda look off to the distance, the thick woods enclosing the already claustrophobic
campsite. she knows what she saw within those trees, they're watching and she fucking hates it.

 

after that small interaction, amanda soon turned around and began to walk away from lucia as she
made her way towards the body of water. though, lucia doesn't want to end this just yet.

 

"wait! come back, please!" the pain, the desperation was evident in lucia's voice as amanda got
further away from her.

 

as lucia calls out for bright only to be ignored, luz watched her beginning to sink into the water
with each step. rippling the once serene water.

 

a thought started to form in her mind, thinking none of this mattered to her, her crimes were
already beyond forgivable. perhaps she deserves an end.

 

just an end.

 

she doesn't have anything to lose.

 

with her body following her mind, luz trailed after amanda into the water with the intention of
ending this all though the stillness of the night and her delusion was shattered by a sharp pain on
luz's side.

 

glancing at the corner of her eye, luz realized it was lucia with a look in her eyes, holding pure
anger and bloodlust as she pushed her machete deeper into luz's abdomen.

 

gritting her teeth tightly, she pushed lucia's face off with one hand and by the body on the other.
using all of her might to get her off, leaving the machete stuck in her abdomen but it didn't bother
luz as she easily pulled it out and charged at lucia with her axe at the ready.

 



with all the commotion happening behind her, amanda remained unfazed and continued to
submerge herself into the water till she's nose deep.

 

the voices began to pick up volume, overlapping with the conflict behind till a voice overpowered a
legion. saying;

 

"get back here, amelia blight!"

 

the voice only got louder at this point, distorting and twisting into something unrecognisable. it's
making amity's head hurt and it's making luz turn mad while blood ran down her face, unable to
fight back anymore with the voices becoming unbearable.

 

falling into her knees, luz covered her ears with her bloodied hand, her vision turning blurry once
again. she doesn't know how to make it stop, she doesn't know how to block them out.

 

the only thing she could do was run.

 

run away as fast she could away from this wretched place with the voices now blaring into her
ears;

 

"MAKE IT END!!!"

 

-----

 

the sudden cold pang awoken amity, the consuming darkness was the first thing she saw then
followed the lack of air quickly depleting from her lungs.

 

looking up, a single bright beam of moonlight shimmered on the surface. amity propelled herself up
towards the top, swimming as hard and as fast as she could before she ran out of her breath.

 

breaking through the surface, amity took a big gasp in the air. grunting as she made her way over to
the shore, coughing out the water that forced its way in and sighed deeply.



 

amity blinked to let her vision adjust to the new surrounding, body shivering from the frigid
temperature of the water that it almost feels like she's going to get hypothermia.

 

she looked around, realizing she's back at the camp though everything is quiet. still. too quiet for
her liking as she feels a looming presence just mere inches away from taking her away but she held
her guard up.

 

there were no signs of willow and gus anywhere, raising her worry as she slowly pushed herself up.
patting the side of her hip to feel something. she planned to find the two before she could figure out
what to do next but all abruptly halted when she heard footsteps crunching the wilted grass.

 

stepping into the moonlight, amanda- no, amelia, held her arm that's horribly contorted in such a
way with her face trickling of blood. somewhat limping her way towards amity who just stood and
watched. undecipherable.

 

"amity-" amelia was about to say something but amity didn't give her a chance as she briskly pulled
the gun out of her side and aimed point blank at amelia, making her come to a halt.

 

"stay there. don't come any closer." amity said, her voice stern yet quivering despite her efforts.
everything has been too much, the things she saw makes her wish to have blissful ignorance but a
part of her wanted this nasty history to come into light.

 

"just what the fuck is happening?!" amelia scoffed at that question, almost laughing.

 

"you already know what." amelia said, her intense golden eyes staring right back at amity. piercing
deep into her soul, telling the ill-fated knowledge they share.

 

"we're forced to play this game by her. she's out there watching us play hide and seek with those
bastards." amity watched amelia's eyes zip from left and right as if she's keeping a lookout on
something, her bruised body on edge.

 

a lookout on amber.



 

but one thing still concerns amity, never bringing her gun down at amelia's face with her finger just
looming on the trigger. "where are my friends?"

 

"amity, i need you to listen." amelia took a single step towards amity but the young blight pulled
the trigger. firing at the ground, making a small patch of dirt fly momentarily with the gunshot
echoing through the night.

 

amelia froze on the spot, she stared at the frightened yet angered look on amity's face as she knew
damn well she can't trust people who came back from the dead. she can't blame her.

 

amity will make sure the second shot will not miss.

 

"where are my friends?!"

 

"even if you shoot me, i'll always come back!" amelia exclaimed, cutting of amity. "they all will!
it's a never ending cycle that only causes nothing but agony!" she has seen many years, decades
passing in a single blink of an eye only for it to open to an endless parade of the dead and living
with the ones who doomed you. eternally.

 

all for carrying out a dead promise.

 

why does god have to punish us like this?

 

"if they get to you, it'll be over for all of us. this will never end till the end of time." the quivering
fear and seriousness of amelia's tone was enough to make amity listen, her gun slightly lowering.

 

"i never wanted this. neither did you."

 

amity gritted her teeth tightly, eyes frantically scouring the ground as she formulates some kind of
plan or idea how to end this. "what should i do? can i put their bodies to rest? is there something to
kill? where's the book?!" she bombarded amelia with queries though she wasn't fazed by it. 



 

"i don't know." amelia shook her head, "that bitch hid it somewhere good that her own wife couldn't
find it." clicking her tongue in annoyance as she had attempted in finding the cursed book yet came
for nought.

 

luca wouldn't even let her successors try to search for it. 

 

"their bodies won't be able to rest with the curse still active." amelia continues, "all of our first
borns have turned to dust, they're not a part of this. thank god." listening to the relieved yet tired
sigh at the end, amity grimaces at the thought of this all going to shit.

 

nobody wants their own child to be wrapped in their parents' issues.

 

"then what?" amity asked as their options have become scarce and limited. though, there was still
one they hadn't considered.

 

"talk to luz." amelia said so simply yet so vaguely.

 

"what? what do you mean?" before amelia could have a chance to explain what she meant, the
sound of rustling scrubs and snapping twigs made the air grow thick as both of them knew what
that meant.

 

amelia motioned her eyes for amity to make a run for it, she didn't hesitate to do so as she dashed to
the opposite side of the noise and ran into the woods.

 

with her footsteps thumping the earth rapidly, so does her mind races as she tries to figure out
where luz could be. how does she know the possible end for this?

 

snapping her head on either sides and over her shoulder to make sure nobody is following her,
amity slows down to a jog to clear her head. thinking though she didn't need to as the obvious is
already in her face.

 



amity started running again but this time, she headed in a specific direction.

 

slowing down as she came upon the cabin again, amity noticed there were now two freshly dug
holes. when she took a peek down, realizing it was skara and the second hole had the remains of
someone.

 

glancing up at the entrance of the cabin, she could feel someone's in there though that didn't waver
her as she took a deep breath in before heading towards the nonexistent door.

 

only taking a step inside the darkness of the cabin is when she heard heavy breathing that made her
stop and followed by a sigh. amity had to blink multiple times for her vision to adjust till she saw a
large figure with their back facing her.

 

"did you see the hole where i died in?"

 

amity instantly knew who that voice belonged to but she didn't say anything as she kept her eyes on
luz, despite having no light at all to highlight her features but her sickle and hoe still glistened from
her belt.

 

"after they left, i kept thinking to myself; will i ever see you again? or will you even remember me
after all these years?" luz said, her voice soft yet cracking with each word she spoke like she was
holding back a sob.

 

"but thinking that was a mistake." amity watched as luz slowly turned around with her potato sack
finally off for her to see luz's face.

 

discolored from scars yet is still handsome, it was close to what she sketched but better. the only
thing that breaks amity's heart is the lack of light or life in those hazel eyes and after seeing,
experiencing the things the noceda went through, it breaks her even more.

 

"do you still know me?"

 



feeling her heartstrings be painfully pulled, "luz..” amity took a deep yet quick breath in as she
mustered up the guts to approach luz with her eyes kept on her, glistening of welling tears and
tiredness that she didn’t bother to hide. the smell of rotten and fresh blood reeked off her but that’s
not important now.

 

as the blight stopped in front of luz, she softly grabbed one of her large hands. so rough yet so
smooth, so warm yet so cold. “i'm sorry. i.. i should've been there." amity muttered, squeezing luz’s
hand as she rested her hand onto her knuckle, she resented herself for not even bothering to contact
luz after they separated. it’s all her fault.

 

seeing the guilt in amity’s face, luz gently caressed her face with her other hand to which she
hesitantly leaned into. "there was nothing you could do. i'm just so happy to see you again, ami.."
she said, her lips breaking into a smile as she can finally talk and hold her after all these years.

 

"i missed you so much.." amity looked up to luz’s eyes once again, remembering the such short
time they spent together, it made her wish she could’ve done more but is there really something she
could’ve done. it seems like fate always wanted to drive them apart.

 

amity embraced the noceda, her arms almost wrapping around luz’s waist but didn’t make it. luz
was taken aback by it though slowly warmed up as she reciprocated. enveloping into the warmth,
lulling them into comfortability though there are still worries and regrets looming but they’ll take
this moment of peace in each other’s arms.

 

"we will end this. tonight." luz snapped out of the trance when she heard those words, pulling away
a little as she asked to call out her bluff;

 

"what?"

 

"the book.” amity clarified, “do you know anything about it? or where is it?"

 

luz glanced off to the side, thinking for a moment and replied; "there are times i saw amber go
deeper into the woods but i don't know what since either luca or lucia would stop me."

 

she doesn’t spend the majority of her time with her ancestors, she barely sees amelia around so she
mostly stays in the cabin. she’d see amber pass by here without a word and go deeper, never to be



seen again along with her wife.

 

slowly nodding, "the book must be hidden there then.” amity said, pulling away from luz
completely and ahead out of the cabin though halted when she realized luz wasn’t behind her.
looking over her shoulder, luz stayed inside the cabin with a look of a kenneled dog, “come on."
she offered her hand.

 

but luz shook her head, "i can't."

 

"i can't risk hurting you if you're near. she'll.. she controls me."

 

this finally answered amity’s suspicions and it made her more enraged, clenching her fists tightly.
"then fight it. the luz i know is relentless and would never give up." she said, trying her best to
encourage the already downcast noceda as this could be a chance for them to finally end this.

 

but luz didn’t reply.

 

amity approached luz once more, standing before her large stature that doesn’t scare her anymore,
taking her hand to intertwine it with hers. luz’s eyes widened with a heat surge coming up to her
face but she didn’t say anything as she saw the determined look on the blight’s face.

 

"i promised i'll see you again.” she started, “ it doesn't matter how shitty this is, i finally got to see
you and i’m going to make this right for us." amity tightened her hold on luz while she stared at her
with a look in her eyes, it made her smile and returned a light squeeze.

 

"is the book club still alive?" luz asked, amity looked up to her again, seeing a small glint of light in
luz’s eyes for the first time and the smile on her face felt so genuine. giving both of them hope.

 

"it's a date then."

 

together they exited the rickety cabin with luz leading the way and amity covering her back as she
held out her gun at the ready. footsteps crunching the dead grass and leaves below, the trees getting
thicker as darkness continues to consume the entire vicinity.



 

it's getting hard for amity to see, she jolted when she felt something grab her shoulder but quickly
calmed down upon realizing it was just luz, keeping her close. her gaze focused on what's ahead of
them, not noticing the look on the blight's face.

 

slowing down, luz looked around as she took a deep breath in before letting out a sigh. "i think it's
here. i can feel it." she whispered, letting go of amity's hand. she sees nothing as far as her eyes
could reach yet she feels something lurking nearby.

 

but what?

 

"let's search the area. i'll take this spot." amity proposed, heading to the west side of the area to look
for some clues while luz takes the east. shining her flashlight along the dirt ground, her feet tapping
every once and a while in case there's something hidden.

 

as they searched for potential hiding spots of the book, the peculiar feeling luz picked up prior was
right.

 

“luz.”

 

after amity cleared the entire western side of the small clearing, she glanced over to luz who was
just standing there with her head hung low. "hey, you found something over there?" she asked,
thinking she found the book without saying anything as she approached luz.

 

but once she's close enough, amity noticed something was off. luz was twitching, unresponsive, the
look in her eyes looked dead as she continued to stare down at the ground. her grip on her sickle
tightened progressively.

 

"luz, are you okay?" amity asked, cautious now as she slowly extended her hand towards luz's
shoulder, praying that her suspicions aren't true. but then, luz slowly turned her head to look at
amity.

 

this isn't luz anymore.



 

luz began to walk closer, her breathing became heavy as she slowly raised her sickle, glistening
from her flashlight.

 

"wait.. wait wait, luz! stop it!" amity tried to calm the noceda but it was futile as luz swung her
sickle towards her in such speed, almost missing her by the neck. amity quickly backed up from
her, aiming at her with her finger looming on the trigger. shaking.

 

tears began to bubble in amity's eyes, a nuisance when luz continued to approach her. just when she
thought she finally had luz back, it'll only be taken away from her in one blink. she fucking hates it.

 

"please, don't make me do this.." she muttered, backing up as luz came closer. she doesn't want to
pull the trigger and put another bullet in luz's abused body. she doesn't want her to feel any more
pain than she already has.

 

but luz almost grabbed amity, forcing her to shoot, stunning her momentarily. this gave amity
enough time to make a run for it, she doesn't have any destination in mind other than get out of
there. taking a swift glance over her shoulder to see if luz was following her was her grave mistake
as she was definitely behind her.

 

whiplash. amity was grabbed by the hair making her scream in agony as luz pulled on it roughly,
threatening to rip it off her scalp. easily lifting her off the ground, amity punched and kicked luz to
get her off but instead, she was thrown in a random direction.

 

impacting the ground- a wooden plank instantly broke upon impact, sending amity rolling down a
set of stone stairs till she dropped at the very bottom.

 

groaning, amity looked up from where she tumbled down as she shakily pushed herself up. she
wiped the blood beginning to trickle down the side of her face, hissing when she tried to stand fully.

 

she might've broken something but that doesn't matter now as she saw luz coming at the very top.
taking a step down was enough for amity to run into the foreign darkness.

 



switching her flashlight on once again, tapping it as it flickered for a moment. grazing her hand
along the rigid walls of this narrow cavern, it makes the blight grow claustrophobic. at the end of
that short hall, amity realized there were turns she'd had to take.

 

"fuck." amity hissed to herself, looking at the left and right, contemplating what she should take but
the sound of luz's footsteps coming closer behind her.

 

fuck it!

 

amity took the left, speed walking down the tunnel while listening to luz though it's proven to be
useless as everything echoes. droplets of water, crunching footsteps, heavy breathing, it's hard to
navigate and amity could only hope luz is as well.

 

twists and turns made her dizzy, it made amity wonder who made this? natural reasons can't be
possible for this intricate network of caverns. though, the blight began to grow dizzy with her body
weakening the deeper, the longer she went in.

 

her ears turned null, the only thing she could hear now was the sound of her heartbeat. a voice
spoke so softly yet ominously, ringing a single word in her head repeatedly like a broken record. 

 

"amity."

 

amity stopped, she easily recognizes that voice anywhere. it makes her body be overridden by
anger, hatred. "get out of my head!" she tapped the side of her head, trying to numb her headache as
she resumed forward.

 

but it didn't stop. saying her name over and over with only a few coherent words said but most of
the time it'd be unintelligent. it kept going despite the blight's efforts to block her out.

 

then, it all abruptly stopped when amity entered a sanctum. amity cringed at the strong stench of
death, covering her nose as she looked at the place. 

 



seeing veins- roots spread across the floor with some on the wall. there's a single opening above
that's shone down by the moonlight above, beaming on what's in the middle.

 

amity doesn't know how to explain what she's seeing in the middle of the sanctum.

 

an amalgamation of sins. a manifestation of damned souls. a reflection of greed and disillusion that
breathes and takes whatever it's in its path.

 

pulsating as if it speaks to her but all of the voices were overlapping with the buzzing of the
swarms of flies surrounding it. becoming incoherent.

 

something within the darkness stepped out into the light, presenting herself in such pride that it
makes amity want to shoot here right then and there.

 

the devil herself.

 

amity wasn't surprised that amber survived what she did prior but not this time. 

 

"where's the book?!" she exclaimed, cocking her gun and took aim at the unfazed amber but she
only chuckled in response which irritated the young blight even more.

 

"there is no book." amber replied though it wasn't what amity expected. the first blight began to
walk, rounding the thing, making amity fire a warning shot by her foot.

 

"stay back!" she warned yet amber proceeded to approach her with an almost motherly look on her
face.

 

she stopped in front of her, resting her hands on amity's shoulder. she tensed up and tried to shake it
off but amber didn't move an inch. "this is centuries of my labor paying off." she continued.

 

"and you are going to finish it."



 

amity's eyes widened by that, before she could even pull the trigger, amber snatched it out of her
hand and threw it to the side.

 

amber roughly cupped amity's cheeks while she held both of her wrists with one hand, tilting her
head up as if to examine her features while amity struggles.

 

humming, "i can see why luz loves you." she said with a small smile, "you're just as feisty and a
pain like amelia." but that smile didn't last too long at the mention of amelia's name, she let go of
amity whom pulled away from her and wiped her face.

 

the texture of amber's hand wasn't ideal.

 

"take her." amber spoke to someone behind her, amity froze as she felt a pair of arms wrap around
her waist and before she could even react properly; she was slammed onto the ground with her
heavy body above.

 

luz easily ripped the blight's polo open, sparing her bra. her hands began to roam all over her
smooth body as she leaned down onto her neck to place kisses all over. amity shuddered, not liking
this one bit as new tears streamed down her face.

 

"luz! luz, please stop!" amity cried out, wanting to push luz off but she's easily overpowered by her.

 

"please snap out of it! it's me!" amber watched as amity gets desecrated by the woman she loves,
crying and begging for her to stop. amity thrashed around, doing everything she could to stop this.

 

but she's growing tired.

 

helpless. useless. weakly looking up to luz's face, she knows damn well what amber is doing to her
with her eyes looking dead. neither wanted to do this but one doesn't have a choice and one is held
down.

 



feeling something cold slither onto amity's right hand that's extended near the abomination that's
pulsating, quivering as it attaches onto her. spreading higher, it stings as it moves on her skin but
amity doesn't do anything.

 

letting it all happen.

 

is there really a point of fighting it anymore?

 

fate is cruel.

 

using her empty hand, amity caressed luz's cheek, making her draw away from her momentarily as
she stared down at her. almost confused. silently asking why the blight is holding her so gently
despite the act she's about to do.

 

how can you forgive the unforgivable?

 

softly smiling, amity continues to caress luz's cheek, focusing on her dim hues. the noceda slowly
melted into the touch, leaning onto her soothing hand but it began to slither down. traveling from
her shoulder to her waist, gripping it.

 

amity slowly drew in to luz's ear and whispered; "i'll see you on the other side."

 

in one swift motion, amity pulled luz's sickle out of her belt and sliced her slow consumed hand.
blood splattered on her face from the sudden slice, she screamed but sucked it in as adrenaline
aggressively pumped in her veins as blood rained down, creating a pool of crimson.

 

as the abomination took her severed hand, amity forced herself up, wobbly, ignoring the searing
pain coursing throughout her body. she glared at amber in pure fury before charging.

 

amber dodged amity's attempted slice but the tip of the sickle was embedded onto her dress which
she was pulled back and amity shoved her onto the abomination that immediately started taking
her.



 

"no! no! i've created you! you can't do this to me!" amber screamed, trying to wriggle herself out of
the mass but she was way too deep in to get out. her screams and cries vibrated on the walls, calling
out for luca.

 

then, silence.

 

the mass bellowed, rumbling the entire cavern as it began to sink down to the earth and whence it
came. the veins seeped back to its roots, leaving the sanctum in a clean slate except the blood it
brought. 

 

there was silence. the night shone. the air became.. clear.

 

it's over.

 

panting heavily, amity dropped the sickles and to her knees, hisses as she held her arm, bleeding
excessively. she leaned onto the wall, thinking dying from excessive blood loss seems vanilla
compared to everything she's experienced.

 

amity began to slowly close her eyes, thinking she'd take a rest before going out of this place. but
she snapped her eyes open, looking down and saw luz wrapping her arm with her purple shawl.
crawling her way towards her as she began to disappear. bottom to top.

 

"luz.." amity pulled luz to rest onto her lap, panicking on what she should do but there is nothing.

 

"i don't think i could stay longer." luz chuckled to herself, hissing as she tilted her up to look at
amity's glistening golden eyes.

 

she never really took her time to admire it, especially when she's always surrounded by gold.
varying of emotions but luz likes this one the most.

 

relief of this finally being over.



 

"you can rest now." amity said, brushing a strand of luz's hair behind her ear. watching her lean into
it like a touch starved kitten. half of her body is now gone.

 

they don't have much time.

 

"i promise we'll have that book club." amity reassured, laughing along with luz. she felt her thumb
wipe her tears away and used her last bit of strength to lightly kiss her on the lips. their first and last
kiss.

 

it was bittersweet.

 

slowly pulling away, luz smiled for the last time as the deterioration spreaded to her neck. "it's a
date then." she whispered, closing her eyes to embrace the peaceful end she deserved.

 

amity held no one in her arms.

 

the warmth was gone and her body began to turn cold. she rested her head onto the rough wall once
again, sighing deeply as her eyes began to grow heavy. getting blurry and her hearing turning null,
grounded.

 

the last thing amity made out was two colorful orbs coming towards her with sounds getting
muffled. she doesn't understand but it doesn't matter as she wants to sleep after a long night.

 

-----

 

after that one hellish night, the sun rose once again on bonesborough after the storm passed. the
body count wasn't bothered to be listed as they zipped up the bodies, heading out for the morgue.

 

everybody knows the curse has struck again.

 



the police went on a manhunt to find whoever would have caused this midnight killing spree, amity
just sits and laughs at their futile efforts getting broadcasted live. it's funny.

 

summer has ended rather quickly in a blink of an eye. amity, gus and willow went on their separate
ways for their selected college, promising to keep in touch with each other. the memories of this
town will never leave their minds, it's both a burden and a blessing as they'll be the only ones that
knew what truly happened.

 

amity would always visit camila whenever she could, connecting with her. she always wore the
purple shawl, that's the only remnant of her remaining and she's not going to ever let it go. she also
uses it as a strap to hold her amputated arm.

 

walking down the cracked stone path, footsteps creating a rhythmic click with the wind whispering
to her gently that carried dead leaves dancing mid the air. she stepped onto the well kept grass,
passing several stones- tombstones as her eyes were only set to one.

 

luz noceda's grave.

 

amity proposed in giving luz a proper burial she never had, transferring her bones here along with
whatever remains of her ancestors and luz's to be buried.

 

kneeling down, amity placed down a bouquet before completely sitting down. "hey luz." she struck
up a conversation as if luz is really here but she knows she's listening to every word she says.

 

telling how she moved out of town for her college but always visits, telling how college is alot
different, difficult than high school. laughing at how strict some professors are though amity is
doing amazing.

 

"but you'll make everything there 10x better." amity muttered, trailing off as she reread the carved
name and date on the stone countless of times that she memorized it.

 

she wishes luz was here to experience everything with her but she has to live for her sake, for luz.

 



slowly standing up, amity patted herself off of prickling grass and took a deep breath in the fresh
air gushing in with gray clouds rolling in. seems like it's going to rain. "i hope you're doing great
wherever you are."

 

then, amity halted when she heard footsteps coming behind her and stopped on the side. glancing at
the corner of her eye, seeing it was the twins whom persisted in tagging along. both stared at the
noceda's grave, wondering the same questions in their heads.

 

"was that someone you knew?" emira asked, glancing at her little sister. amity lightly smiled at that
question, shaking her head with her empty hand clenching the polaroid picture, correcting emira;

 

"someone i love."



Sheriff in Town

Chapter Summary

alpha thief luz x omega sheriff amity
requested smut by @sweetbatata

there’s a small quaint town stranded in the middle of nowhere, the sun always beaming down on it
as it scorches the landscape. clouds of dust filled the air but despite all that, people still lived in this
little town with a population of a handful.

 

even in a small town like bonesborough, there’s still crime roaming about to cause the civilians
trouble. though, the sheriff in town is always there to clean up the mess. amity blight, the lead
sheriff of the town’s police, granted that she does most of the job here but the only criminal
everyone in the police joint can’t capture than amity is the notorious luz noceda.

 

wrecking havoc amongst the small stores, stealing their goods and money whilst holding them at
gunpoint. at least those were the criminal’s claims after she was captured by amity. the thief was
always smooth with her words, seemingly worming her way out of capture again and again which
frustrates the blight with each failed confinement of the thief.

 

from an outsider’s perspective, the sheriff and the thief seemed to be playing cat and mouse,
brewing an unorthodox chemistry between them as amity struggles to get luz behind bars while luz
smooth talks her away from everything.

 

though, one day, amity was struck by her heat. rendering her unable to even get out of bed, her heat
was far severe than a normal omega’s and she wasn’t sure why but she knows she can’t go out like
this. pushing herself up the bed, holding onto the wall for support as she made her way to the
bathroom, opening the mirror cabinet and searching for her fix.

 

but she found none.

 

clicking her tongue in annoyance as she closed the cabinet, amity groaned into her hand. asking
why it has to be today. she found it odd that her supplier for medication, the owl lady, has grown



stagnant. she visited her store a couple of times to see if she’s still alive and all the reason she gives
her is that the meds are taking longer than usual to transport.

 

amity doesn’t mind waiting, unless her heat comes.

 

without any more options, amity sprayed herself some cologne in hopes to drown out the scent of
her heat as she left for work. upon entering the police station, she was greeted by her colleagues a
good morning which she didn’t reciprocate as she made her way over to her table to tend to some
paperwork.

 

as she sat down on the chair, the sound of the front doors slamming open followed by a rushing
police entered the building in a frenzied state. they stopped, panted heavily as they wheezed out a
string of words; “she.. she’s at it again..”

 

it was enough for amity to know what they meant by that, she internally sighed as she couldn’t
even get a break for a second in sitting down. pushing herself to get up from her desk, strapping her
gun on her waist as she headed out of the station to take care of the nuisance as usual.

 

it wasn’t long till amity spotted the store the thief decided to mess with this time. walking over to
the entrance of the store to see luz ransacking the shelves while the owner was frozen behind the
counter with their arms raised as they watched the thief take everything.

 

amity wasn’t in the mood to play with luz as she immediately tackled her to the ground, folding
both of her arms behind her back and placing the handcuffs, tightly. “oh no, you caught me again,
sheriff.” luz groaned as she looked up to amity in the corner of her eye, her smug smirk still
unmoveable despite her face planted on the floor. 

“and you’re not going anywhere this time.” amity hissed, she pulled the thief off the ground and
dragged her out of the store as she apologized to the owner on the way out. 

luz hummed as she leaned back, pressing her body onto amity to make her carry her weight even
more. “hm, sure but i wouldn’t mind if we took this somewhere else.” she said, her tone became
lower which triggered something inside the omega but she tried her damn hardest to brush it aside
as she pushed luz off her. 

“stop talking.”

 



“you seem to be more grumpy today, princessa. mind telling why?” luz asked, looking over her
shoulder to meet amity’s golden eyes but her gaze was immediately torn away with amity forcing
her to face forward.

 

“i’ll be happier if you stop talking and keep walking.” amity coldly replied, she continued her way
to the police station with luz on tow and led her to her own private office, away from the others.
unlocking the cell and swinging the cold metal bar door open before she pushed luz inside, amity
locked the door tightly as she slowly backed away from the cell. staring at luz who stood still, her
eyes following the omega as if assessing her.

 

huffing, amity combed her hair back and finally sat down at her chair. dropping the cell key right
beside her, she decided to preoccupy herself with paperwork while her heat seemingly numbed
itself without noticing that she was emitting it in a haste. filling the room. but she noticed real quick
that luz wasn’t uttering a word for the past minute when she’s usually talkative and gets on her
nerves.

 

then, it suddenly hit amity. the smell of another pheromone wafting through the air, triggering her
heat into full swing as her body began to react to it violently. she looked over to luz who sat on the
cold floor, eyeing the omega intently. amity was sure that the sweet, strong scent was coming from
the alpha, intentionally messing with her.

 

amity gritted her teeth, wanting to stand up but her body had completely turned stagnant as she
could only watch luz’s hands run along her thighs, her fingers meticulously grazing the zipper to
pull it down and let her erected cock spring out. letting the scent intensify that clouded the poor
omega’s mind as her eyes became deadlock on the alpha’s dick.

 

luz grasps her cock and begins stroking it while keeping her eyes on amity, fixated in watching her.
more and more of her pheromones filled the room that would’ve surely overwhelmed the omega by
now and she should be. her cock twitches as amity watches her, she’s been waiting for this day to
come and it feels so good for it to finally arrive.

 

“oh amity.. it hurts, doesn’t it?” luz said, her voice was nothing like amity ever heard before and it
sent tingles throughout her body, making her tremble even more. she couldn’t take her eyes off the
noceda, it hurts the more she didn’t move out of this chair and be taken by the alpha she despises.

 

but does she really hate luz? 

luz quickened her pace, droplets of pre cum oozed out from the tip and rolled down the sides of her



cock as her breathing turned ragged. “open the door, baby and i’ll give you what you want.” she
crooned, leaning back onto the wall more with more pheromones tainting the atmosphere. 

amity was itching to get off the chair and open the cell, something inside was preventing her in
doing so. was it dignity? nonetheless, the instincts within her began to overpower more of her
senses when she heard luz moan out; “fuck amity i’m so close..”

 

in a haste, amity grabbed the key off the table and frantically tried to open the door, though failing a
few times as she dropped the key out of frustration till she finally unlocked it. expecting her to take
the reins, the alpha instantly grabbed her by the neck and pinned her onto her own desk, letting the
paperwork fall to the floor.

 

“you don’t know how long i’ve been waiting for this, amity.” luz whispered into her ear, she held
her down with one hand while the other ripped her pants off, revealing her soaked pussy for her to
gawk at. amity struggled under the alpha, trying to get her hand off her and flip both of them over
but the omega within her strains her from doing anything.

 

without taking a second thought, luz plunged her cock inside amity with such ease. amity cried out
in pleasure and pain, luz bit her lip as she savored the tightness of the omega as she started
thrusting in her pussy. stretching her wide, indulging in amity’s sweet that she’ll never forget.

 

amity claws the desk as she feels luz’s thick cock relentlessly thrust inside her, she won’t admit that
it feels good. feeling how widely she’s being stretched, so deeply though she wasn’t able to adjust
to the girth of the alpha as she kept ramming her walls.

 

“fuck! please.. slow down!” amity begged, she knew she can’t escape luz’s grip by the looks of
things but she hoped luz would listen to her pleas.

 

luz hummed right into her ears, causing her to shudder. her hand slipped onto her neck once again
as she pressed her body against her back, “oh amity.. how could i when i’m going to fucking breed
you?” she whispered that sent rivets of electricity throughout the blight’s body as luz quickened the
pace, going deeper as she’s going balls deep into the omega.

 

amity’s moans filled the room, echoing along with the sound of the desk scraping against the
concrete floor as it’s being moved at each hard thrust, causing more and more things to fall out. luz
held amity’s neck tightly, gradually adding pressure as she continuously rams her pussy, low growls
vibrated in the alpha’s throat, rumbling right into amity’s ears that made her instinctual omega to
submit even more.



 

more than she wanted to.

 

luz grew more relentless, her thrusts turning animalistic with the grip on amity’s neck was tight
enough for her to start gasping in between her lewd moans. the waves of pleasure coursed
throughout her body violently, trembling at each slam as the noise of their skins slapping echoed in
the walls.

 

“fuck, you feel so good, ami.” luz moaned, nibbling the tip of the omega’s ear, making her shudder.
then, luz pulled out for a second that made amity think they were finished but the alpha flipped her
over in one swift motion before she shoved her cock back in. tears rolled down amity’s face as she
looked down, seeing luz’s inflating knot forming, preventing her from completely pushing in with
her hand still holding on her neck to keep her still.

 

leaning down, luz licked the tears off the omega’s face with a cynical grin plastered on her face. “i
love how you clench on me so hard.” she whispered, using her unoccupied hand to raise one of
amity’s thighs, resting on her shoulder as she thrust deeper into her. amity’s mouth was agar, her
sweet moans filled the noceda’s ears in glee as drool dripped from the side of her mouth.

 

luz hovered above amity’s face, their lustful eyes interlocking as her head slowly dipped closer and
closer till she closed the space between them with a kiss. amity was completely torn on how to feel
about this. should she hate luz for doing this to her or be thankful that she’s here to help her with
her heat? whether it’s her omega talking or her consciousness, she can’t escape and could only
enjoy this as much as she could.

 

amity reciprocated, tilting her head to deepen it as luz pushed her tongue inside, their wet muscles
entangled with each other as luz kept ramming her squirting cunt. juices flew onto her hips with her
pants completely lowered to her knees. hesitantly, amity raised her trembling hands and gripped a
handful of luz’s hair, feeling her smooth curls run along her fingers.

 

pulling away with a string of saliva between them, luz dipped her face into amity’s neck as she let
her go. leaving trails of heated kisses along her skin, in taking deep breaths to get addicted to the
omega’s scent before biting down on her gland, leaving a mark that would last her weeks.

 

amity let out a scream of pure ecstasy, her legs convulsed as she felt a wave of warmth wash down
in between her legs. she came in the first round though luz was nowhere done. the alpha slowly



pulled away from the bite mark, licking it clean as she loomed above amity once again, her growls
were deeper, louder with her bronze hues giving off a hunting crimson.

 

luz could feel her knot becoming unbearable for her to hold back, her mind was completely clouded
with the only need to knot this pathetic omega and she wasn’t going to hesitate in doing so. the
speed turned inhumane as luz was balls deep inside amity before she plunged her knot inside her
cunt, burying it deep inside her with amity’s euphoric cries took her up to heaven.

 

waves after waves of the alpha’s cum inflated amity to the brim as she came for the second time,
amity’s body twitched at each load getting stuffed inside her. she couldn’t feel anything but pure
pleasure. she laid still, taking it whole with the intense scent of sex and pheromones clogs her nose
as they tied.

 

it’ll be a while till their tie dies down but that isn’t going to stop luz from playing with amity as
much as she wants.

 

switching their area, luz walked back inside the cell with amity in her arms, kicking her pants off to
the side, she sat on the seat bolted on the wall as she placed her omega on her lap. she started
groping her rotund breasts, twisting and twirling her pretty pink nipples as she listened to amity’s
whimpers and whines.

 

luz looked up to amity, keeping her gaze on her golden eyes as she took one of her nipples in her
mouth, suckling it eagerly and tenderly with her hips slightly rolling that teased their tie, earning a
husky moan as amity watched.

 

this is going to take a while.

 

------

 

everyone in the police station were convinced that amity kept the thief locked in her cell for good
this time as there hasn’t been a single reported crime she orchestrated though their certainty were
thrown out of the window as they watched luz walk out of the chief sheriff’s office like nothing
happened. with a rather noticeable mark on her neck.

 



luz walked past many police officers but before she left, she said to them; “mind calling sheriff
blight’s siblings to pick her up, would you?” this left the officers confused though they did it
anyways in a precaution that the thief planted some kind of trick.

 

once edric and emira arrived at the police station, they were led to amity’s office only to stumble
upon a wrecked sheriff out cold in the cell with fresh cum oozing out of her pussy and the smell of
the alpha reeked from her.

 

pasted on her back, there was a paper that read;

 

fuck the police.



Little Warrior

Chapter Summary

a little something
not requested

as the new morning dew dripped down the leaves before falling, mimicking the pitter patter of
rainfall. the sun slowly took the moon's place, illuminating the entire forest, exposing whatever
could've happened during the night.

 

though the sky doesn't seem to be clearer than before.

 

a certain bronze furred apprentice has awoken, stretching her limbs before shaking herself awake.
trotting out of the apprentice den, she inhaled the new morning air and exhaled deeply in content
with a small smile etched on her face as she headed for the warriors den that's somewhat empty.

 

hopping over and avoiding the other still sleeping warriors till she reached the very back of the den
where a large darker furred feline slept with her back facing her.

 

"lucia! lucia, come on, wake up!" luz patted her little paws on her older sister's head, lightly
shaking her to wake up with her strength barely moving her from her spot.

 

the warrior groaned and shifted in her place as she curled with her ears pinned. wanting to drown
out the noises but it didn’t work. "it's training day!" luz continued to shake lucia awake that resulted
in the rest of the warriors to wake up, muttering to themselves as they begrudgingly walked out of
the den.

 

"five more minutes.." lucia groaned though luz wasn't going to take that excuse as she moved down
and clamped her mouth onto her tail, not too tightly, as she began tugging on it.

 

"come on! you promised me." the young apprentice was persistent as she was just recently made an
apprentice like the other kits and fortunately, lucia was chosen to be her mentor though an



unfortunate for lucia.

 

sighing deeply in defeat, lucia rolled over to see her little sister still tugging on her tail before she
grabbed her by the scuff and locked her in a tight hug. “quit pulling on my tail or i’ll pull your leg
off.” lucia joked as she squeezed her, making luz let out a wheezing laugh as she squirmed to get
out of the warrior’s hold.

 

once luz managed to get out of lucia’s embrace, she shook herself and stuck her tongue out at her.
“you won’t do that.” she proclaimed without worry as she knew that her own sister wouldn’t do
that, earning a huff.

“do that again, i will.” lucia stood up, stretching before leaving the warriors den. both sisters
noticed that all of the thunderclan cats were all gathered below the high rock with the leader and
deputy above, waiting for everyone to come below though lucia doesn’t seem to interested in
joining as she trotted to the exit of the camp with luz following suit. 

“wait, lucia. shouldn’t we go to the meeting first?” luz asked, glancing over her shoulder as she
worried if the leader or deputy would reprimand them from skipping the clan meeting. 

scoffing in response, “they won’t even notice we’re gone.” she said, hopping on top of the several
rocks with luz barely making it if lucia wasn’t there to lift her up by the scruff as they headed off
deeper into the forest. “let’s get our breakfast first.”

 

once the sisters found a good spot to hunt, they hid within the thick shrubbery, their bodies lowered
as they keenly watched several critters pass them by without suspecting they were ever there.

 

this could also serve as luz’s training.

 

“see that little rabbit?” lucia nudged luz to look at the lone rabbit sitting out under the sunlight with
a small piece of food for it to munch on without noticing that there were 2 predators stalking it in
just a near distance. luz nodded in response, not speaking as she doesn’t want to scare off their prey.

 

“make it think it’s safe, make it let its guard down and..” luz listened to lucia’s words, watched her
body lower down onto the ground even more as her tail swished in anticipation. claws drawn out
that dug deep into the soil till her ears shot up. 

in one swift motion, lucia jumped out of the bush and pounced on the rabbit who didn’t have
enough time to react till it was pinned to the ground with the cat’s fangs sinking deep into its neck.



the taste of blood taints her tongue, the rabbit cried out for salvation till the sound of a single bone
snapping made the entire forest grow silent.

 

dropping the now limp body of the rabbit, a flow of crimson oozed out of the poor critter that
glistened under the sunlight as luz stared at it. lucia licked her slightly bloodied lips, glancing over
to her little sister who stood perfectly still of where she is till she snapped out of her daze when she
heard lucia say;

 

“wanna try?"

 

luz tried to mimic what her sister did, attempting to take down a rabbit which she couldn't do
quickly like lucia which ended up with a fluff in her mouth and a kick on the face.

 

it took her several futile attempts till the sound of thunder made them halt everything. looking up,
lucia grumbled as she saw how dark the sky had become, she didn't even notice it before they left.

 

“we should head back before it starts to rain.” lucia called off the hunt as it was going nowhere, luz
can try again in another time. she motioned the smaller feline to come with as the skies got darker
and darker the more they spent being out in the open.

 

speeding through the forest with lucia leading the way back to the thunderclan camp with luz
chasing her tail as best she can. hopping over fallen logs and jumping over a stream of the river.

 

though it was too late as they weren't even near the camp as it started to pour. “shit.” lucia clicked
her tongue, she grabbed luz by the scruff and easily carried her weight as she rushed through the
woods, looking for a roof to rest as the rain came down on them.

lucia noticed a small hole on the ground, it's not enough but it's better than nothing. she headed
inside, gently settled luz down who's a little wet but not much like lucia. the older cat furiously
shook her body, making the freckles of water get off her fur, drenching luz even more.

 

"jerk." luz grumbled, earning a snicker. lucia sat down next to her as they both watched the rain
pour down, making many ripples on the river that reflected nothing but the gray clouds above.



 

"when's the rain gonna stop?" luz sighed with her ears folding, she was expecting this day to be her
training as a great warrior but it was stunted by the stupid rain.

 

on the other hand, lucia seemed more lax. "i don't know. it's better than doing shifts." she said as
she cleans her rain drenched fur.

 

looking at the warrior in the corner of her eye, luz knows lucia is different from the other warriors
of the clan, her methods are.. unconventional but they worked to some degree.

 

"hey lucia," the older feline hummed in response as she didn't stop from cleaning her fur.

 

"did you dream to be a warrior?" luz asked, the question caught lucia off guard but easily
recomposed herself.

 

"it's every kit's dream." lucia chuckled as a response, "but yeah, i did but i didn't expect to be a
babysitter."

 

luz rolled her eyes at that, she lightly punched lucia's shoulder, "shut up." then, without warning,
lucia pulled her closer with the sides of their bodies touching as she began licking the top of her
head. grooming her.

 

luz doesn’t seem to mind this, letting lucia do what she wants as she listens to the somewhat
relaxing pour of rain outside with a few raindrops splashing her but it lets her calm down. though,
the licks went down from luz’s head, going to her face and down from her neck.

 

lucia’s breath turned heavy as her mouth was slightly agar, her fangs loomed over luz’s neck with
her rough tongue dragging along her fur. the spikes of her tongue pricked the apprentice’s skin as
she pulled away for a moment, looking up to her sister, saying; “that kind of hurt.”

 

“it won’t if you just relax.” lucia whispered as she continued to lick her neck, luz doesn’t know
what’s happening but she trusts her sister. feeling her push more of her weight onto her till luz was
planted to the ground with the older feline right on top of her.



 

it’s made clear how small luz is compared to lucia, her entire body covered by her shadow with her
paw placed on either side of her head looked strong enough to swipe her down in relative ease
though lucia rubbed her chin atop of her head with a low purr rumbling her throat.

 

“calm down, it’s just me.” lucia said in such a gentle way that made the apprentice melt right in
despite the back of her mind screaming confusion as she doesn’t know what’s really happening
right now. 

“you know i wouldn’t do anything to hurt my little warrior.” the intense smell of the rain drowns
out the musk emitting within the hole, clogging luz’s nose with wet soil and petrichor that made her
entirely oblivious of lucia's intentions.

 

with lucia’s mouth looming over luz’s neck as her hot breath made her shudder, “relax yourself for
me.” she whispered, biting down onto her scruff as she pressed her crotch against the apprentice
that made her jolt at the sudden feeling of something sharp.

 

luz looked over her shoulder, looking at lucia with slight worry “what was that?” she asked though
it was ignored as lucia pressed her spiked dick onto her, like she’s trying to find something with her
hold on her scuff growing tighter.

 

“w.. wait lucia..” luz tried to squirm out of the warrior’s hold but it’s too late to back out now as
lucia let out a terrorizing growl that made the young cat cower with her ears folding back hard on
her head.

 

then, lucia finally found what she was looking for and didn’t hesitate to push her barbed cock inside
luz that made her yowl in pain. her claws unsheathed, digging into the soil as droplets of tears
pricked the corners of her eyes. she tried to get out of lucia's hold but she was pinned down hard
onto the ground with lucia growling right into her ear, threatening her.

 

“stay still and it won’t hurt as much.” lucia grumbled as she started moving her hips, her thrusts
were relentless as she repeatedly slammed hard against luz’s inexperienced cunt. digging it deep,
the spines scraped her insides so violently as bits of crimson dripped out of the sides of her.

 

“please! it hurts!” luz cried out, squeezing her eyes shut as she doesn’t like the pain erupting below
her at each thrust lucia makes though she would be lying if she didn’t say if the pain felt..
pleasurable as the feeling pulsating throughout her body like rivets of guilty indulgence.



lucia chuckled to herself as she listened to her little sister’s wails, it didn’t have an effect on her as
she kept ramming into her cunt without ever thinking of slowing down. “i know you like it.” she
said, almost breathless as wrapped her arms around luz’s waist to bring her hips up even more with
the pleasure getting into her head that she couldn’t straight anymore and only had one intent in her
mind.

 

to mate. 

“i know you’ve been dreaming of being used when one of the warriors went into heat.” lucia
recounted the way luz acted that day. the warrior was sent away from camp for them to not affect
the other cats but lucia saw the slight disappointment on luz’s face when it happened and acted as if
no one saw it.

 

oh, was she wrong to assume.

 

“am i wrong?” 

there was silence between the two sisters, the sound of their bodies slapping was muffled by the
pouring rain that didn't seem to let up anytime soon. lucia’s ears perked up when she heard a small,
meek; “n.. no.” utter from luz as she stopped struggling under her, letting her body relax at the
things she does to her.

 

it was amusing to see for lucia. “you’re such a fucking dirty kit.” she tightened her bite onto luz’s
scruff with her thrusts speeding up, pushing deeper into her pussy, making the older feline groan in
pleasure at the way she felt her clench on her. “you like being used like this, huh?” she asked,
loving how quickly luz accepts this as her hold on her cock tightens to her liking. she doesn’t want
to pull out from her tight snatch either. 

letting out a feeble whimper, “yes..” her tongue rolled out from the side of her mouth as her entire
body ricochet at each thrust of her sister, the pleasure overdriven her entire body to make her go
into submission just like how lucia likes it.

 

“good girl.” lucia cooed as she shoves her cock deeper into her little sister with their moans and
yowls being drowned out by the rain, thankfully along with their scent. something began swelling
in the pit of lucia’s stomach as she sped up her slamming till she shoved her cock into luz one last
time.

 



making the young cat yowl out in pleasure as lucia came inside her, letting her stream of warm cum
fill her cunt to the brim without thinking of the damage this may have caused but none of it
happens for now as her mind is still fogged up by lust and heat as she wants another.

 

glancing down on luz, seeing her body has completely fallen limp on the ground, panting heavily
with her tongue still stuck out. slowly letting go of her scuff, she licked the side of her face and
leaned up to her ear, whispering; “i’m going to make sure you’ll carry my kits. Mine.”

-----

a few moons had passed, the entire thunderclan were gathered outside of the medical den with their
ears pinned onto their heads as they listened to the pained screams and cries of the dame inside. the
medical cat along with their apprentice did their damndest to help luz who laid on her side, teeth
bared and claws unsheathed that scraped the leaf bed below.

 

there were whispers surrounding the outside of the medical den as a few that managed to get a full
view of what’s happening despite the other warriors blocking the entrance. the first kit to come out
didn’t have a breath nor pulse, along with the second kit. the third one only lived for a few seconds
while luz was cleaning them.

 

it’s not uncommon for kits to up and die after being birthed though the thing that baffled the
thunderclan cats was who is responsible for knocking up the young apprentice? 

the leader and deputy conducted an interview with every cat but nothing came up to give them an
answer.

 

further away from the rest of the cats, lucia sat amongst the surrounding scrubs while she watched
the commotion happen outside of the medical den. she can’t go in there as much as she wants to,
she could only just wait till the labor ends then she’ll check on her mate and kits.

 

if there’s any left.

 

her ears twitched when she felt a presence come beside her, out of the corner of her eye, she saw a
large figure sitting right next to her with their ivory pelt making them distinguishable in the
darkness. “kinda weird when the only warrior luz been with for the past moons was you.” the elder



cat said, not bothering to give the warrior a single glance as they stared at the commotion as well,
her words sinking deep into lucia’s skin though she didn’t let it be seen. 

“what did you do, lucia?” 

with her claws digging into the dirt, lucia finally turned her head to look at the elder, eda, adorning
a forced smile across her face. “aren’t elders supposed to have their early night’s rest?” she said as
she stood up, standing tall in front of the elder with her eyes giving off such a condescending gaze
which eda stared blankly back. 

“your imaginations just get weirder and weird, eda.” with that said, lucia walked away from the
elder as she made her way to the medical den after noticing that the cries stopped with some cats
now dispersing from the crowd.

 

squeezing through the wave of felines getting in her way, lucia popped out in the front and
immediately saw luz tending to the final remaining kits that managed to live past 5 seconds as they
suckled on her nipples for milk while she cleaned them off. the medicine cat and their apprentice
carried a rolled up piece of leaves in their mouths as they walked out of the medical den, 3 of them
to be precise.

 

2 out of 5 survived.

 

that’s enough of lucia as she watched her mate and her now kits relax after the labor. it warms her
heart to watch the scene, she wants to lay before luz and embrace her along with their kits though
not everyone's gaze is on them. she just has to wait.

 

once everyone left the entrance of the medical den and the coast was clear, lucia sat down beside
luz, licking the side of her face with a low purr rumbling her throat. “i didn’t think one would
survive..” luz muttered with a small, tired chuckle as she glanced down at the two kits beside her
now fast asleep after having their fill.

 

the one is smaller than the other, the runt of the litter. the second one doesn’t seem to have any
differences though luz wants to see them with their eyes open. 

“think on the bright side, luz. we made them.” lucia said, smiling as she rests her head atop of luz,
watching the little kittens twitch and lightly squirm in their sleep, uttering small whimpers that
could melt even the coldest hearts.

 

“i love you, luz.” though, luz didn’t say anything back.





Extra Curricular

Chapter Summary

12 year old luz x lucia
requested smut by @Wedenes

“ahhh fuck! yes, harder!!”

 

a voice echoed throughout the house, the sounds of something violently creaking was heard down
to the living room where a lone child sat at the couch, listening to various screams that came from
upstairs. she doesn’t know what it meant as she was told to stay down here while her sister’s
girlfriend was invited over since their mother was out late for work.

 

luz had the tv on, watching one her favorite shows, the volume was at a minimal to preoccupy
herself till she heard a door open and close that made her perk as she looked over from the couch to
see a familiar mint green head speedily trot down the stairs and out of the house. she doesn’t
understand why amelia always leaves so quickly though she can’t really ask the older woman since
she’s cooped up with her sister.

 

speaking of which, luz quickly turned off the tv and headed upstairs, stopping in front of lucia’s
closed door. taking a deep breath in, luz held the doorknob and was about to swing it open but the
door was opened by itself, followed by a large shadow completely covering her.

 

tilting her head up, luz met her sister’s crimson eyes looking down at her. “oh, what are you doing
up here?” lucia asked, scratching the back of her head as she leaned into the doorframe with her
arms crossed. luz looked at her from top down, she only wore her large green jacket that covered
her torso and her boxers having a mellowed dent.

 

“um.. i just wondering what were you and amelia doing? i heard screams and i thought something
bad happened.” luz said, tapping both of her fingertips together as she timidly met lucia’s
intimidating eyes, she doesn’t know why lucia’s eyes always make her look down in submission. 

lightly chuckling, “you really wanna know?” lucia quirked her brow at her little sister, watching her
head vigorously nod. she motioned her head for her to get in her room, closing and locking it
behind her as she made her way over to her bed. 



“nothing really bad happened. in fact, amelia was enjoying her time with me.” lucia replied,
plopping herself down onto the bed, leaning back on the headrest with her arms crossed behind her
head. 

“what do you mean?” luz asked, still not getting what her sister meant as she sat down at the edge
of the bed. 

“well, we were doing some extra curricular activities. i’m not sure you’re ready for it though.” lucia
shrugged, watching luz’s expressions shift into determination when she heard those final words. 

“i’m ready! hit me!” luz exclaimed as she wanted to know what lucia meant by extra curricular
activities and she wanted to do it with her. the older noceda snickered, pushing herself off the
headboard as she interlocked her eyes with luz’s gleaming bronze ones.

 

“come here, mi hermanita.” lucia crooned luz to come closer to which she did, luz sat in front of
lucia, patiently waiting for what’s to come next like an anticipating puppy without realizing what
she’s gotten herself into.

 

lucia caressed luz’s cheek, letting her lean into her touch as she slowly pulled her closer to her.
“first, it started with this.” she whispered, closing the space between them with a kiss. luz was
confused as to what this means but she went with her gut, kissing back, rather sloppily with her
smaller hands holding onto lucia’s thick wrists that held her.

 

the kiss was sweet. sweet innocence that lucia savors.

 

slowly, they pulled away. no words were uttered by the young noceda and it wasn’t a complaint for
lucia as she proceeded to go further. her slightly rough hands slipped inside luz’s shirt, the warmth
made her shudder as she felt her fingers rub and twist her nipples, making luz lightly whimper with
her body twitching ever so slightly. she doesn’t understand this feeling yet it feels good.

 

lucia carefully lifted luz’s shirt off her, letting her gaze at her still developing chest. a low hum
rumbled in her throat as she continued to grope her little sister, her fingers toying with her erected
nipples with luz twitching in place. her skin is so smooth, her hands could run along it all day and
her body is so small, she could hold her with just one hand.

 

leaning down onto luz’s chest, lucia took one of her nipples in her mouth as she started suckling on
it. a small cute yelp came out of luz’s lips, lucia’s warm tongue caught her off guard, she bit her
finger as she held a handful of her sister’s hair and watched her indulge. shuddering at the
sensations of her hands roaming around her body, feeling it slither down to her legs as she rubbed it
sensually and slipping in between to make her spread.



 

lightly fluttering her eyes open, lucia looked up to meet luz’s eyes, listening to her breathy pants
and whimpers which was a glee to hear. the way lucia gives luz that stare does something, she
could feel something wet welling up in between her legs, she thought she pissed herself though that
wouldn’t be the case as something throbs alongside it.

 

pulling away with a pop, lucia hummed as she leaned back onto the headboard with her hands
holding luz’s hips. “take it off.” she said in a sultry tone. luz didn’t hesitate to slip her shorts and
underwear off, tossing to the side as lucia stared down at her leaking untouched cunt that made her
twitch under her boxers.

 

“you’re this wet after that? cute.” lucia purred as she rubbed luz’s slippery slit, luz gasped at the
sensation and trembled as she watched her sister run her fingers along her cunt. pinching her clit,
earning a feeble moan, luz gripped onto lucia’s shoulders for support as she felt the same sensation
becoming more and more harder to ignore.

 

lucia prodded her middle finger on luz’s hole, watching her adorable reactions before she slowly
slipped it inside. luz’s moans made her twitch even more under her boxers, just seeing her so
vulnerable and easy to turn over makes lucia stop holding back and fuck her sideways though she
doesn’t want to see her little sister cry in her first time.

 

pulling out of her finger, lucia pulled her boxers off and tossed it off the bed, letting her girthy cock
spring free. luz stared at it in awe, the veins that wrapped around its sides twitched along with it in
excitement. slowly, her body was lifted off of lucia’s lap and hovered above her dick, the tip
leaking of pre.

 

lucia would be lying if she hasn’t fantasied of fucking luz.

 

“this is gonna hurt, hold onto me, amor.” lucia warned, luz nodded as she firmed her grip on her
shoulders before her body was brought down onto her sister’s thick member. hissing as she feels
herself getting stretched at every inch of her cock pushing in, hot droplets of tears begin to well up
in the corners of her eyes.

 

lucia wiped them away, pulling luz into another kiss to distract her as she continued to push inside
till her entire cock was completely enwrapped by her tight pussy walls. groaning in the kiss at the
feeling of her warmth encasing her in such tightness, she thought she couldn’t move from how tight
luz held her.



 

as they pulled away, luz did her best to adjust to her sister’s girth as the panging pain slowly faded
in each passing minute till lucia noticed she was fine. slowly, the older noceda pulled her hips back
and pushed back in, light moans and heavy breathings were heard from her little sister as she held
her trembling body still.

 

biting the insides of her mouth, lucia firmed her grip on luz’s hips as she began to pick up the pace,
her balls slapping luz’s cunt creating an audible sound. the taste of her pussy tenderly held her cock
as her thrusts began to grow harder, faster, going deeper into her little sister.

 

“l- lucia!” luz moaned out her name, rivets of pleasure coursed through her body as her body
bounced from each slam. she’s growing the love this type of feeling lucia is giving her, it feels so
good and she can’t get enough of it. her body completely melted onto lucia, pressing her bare chest
onto her as she leaned in for another kiss to which lucia didn’t hesitate to take.

 

slipping her tongue inside her mouth as their tongues danced without rhythm, luz’s moans vibrated
in the kiss with slight drool rolling down the side of her mouth. the kiss was longer than the rest as
lucia indulges herself in the taste of luz’s lips while she takes her virginity, just the thought of her
being luz’s first turns her on even more.

 

the air in her lungs began to diminish the longer the kiss stretches, making luz deprived of air until
lucia finally pulled away to let her breath. luz panted heavily in between her sultry moans, her
tongue rolled out as she rode her sister’s cock, feeling her reaching deeper inside her at each slam.
her balls slapping her cunt harder as she quickened the pace.

 

“shit, luz.. you feel so good on my dick.” lucia whispered, dipping her face onto luz’s neck,
inhaling her scent with her tongue rolling along her flesh as she started leaving dotted marks all
around, though made sure it wasn’t visible enough for their mother to notice.

 

“you’re so big.. you’re stretching me.” luz whimpered, her mind was completely taken over by the
pleasure as she submitted herself to her sister. lucia chuckled, softly kissing her cheek as she
quickened the pace once again, making luz cry out in ecstasy.

 

“that’s good.”

 



luz’s hold on lucia’s shoulders began to dig her nails into her skin, though it was easily subsided by
the pleasure. a smirk ran along lucia’s lips as she watched her little sister jiggle on her cock
shamelessly, riding her to match her pace the best she could. she doesn’t know when this desire
started to arise but she blames her puberty for it as she simply couldn’t help herself.

 

luz could feel something swelling at the pit of her stomach, gradually getting harder and harder for
her to hold back as if it’s going to burst. her moans filled the entire house now, the light creaking of
the bed mixed along with it as the smell of sex wafted the air of the room.

 

“lucia.. i feel something..” luz muttered, lucia knew what she meant and her thrusts turned into
ramming as she plunges her cock deeper into her making it harder for luz to hold herself with her
moans has gotten louder.

 

“come on, baby. come on my fucking dick.” lucia growled through her gritted teeth as she did
heavy slams and slow outs till luz couldn’t hold it in anymore as she came, moaning out her sister’s
came in the process.

 

lucia groaned at the sensation of luz’s warm cum coating her cock, it wasn’t long after she followed
suit but had to pull out and let her stream of cum shoot onto luz’s stomach, letting it trickle down to
her legs.

 

both of them panted heavily with bullets of sweat rolling down their face, they stared into each
other’s lustful hues. lucia softly cupped luz’s chin, bringing her in closer for another kiss. softer,
more tender as her hands massages her tensed body while they both calmed down from their highs.

 

both of them pulled away when they heard the front door unlock followed by their mother calling
their names, lucia dressed herself and helped luz in standing up as they walked out of the room like
nothing happened. though, luz is still sore that she had to hold onto lucia for support.

 

lucia is most definitely going to keep this from her mother and girlfriend, but for now, luz is a good
substitute.



Just Business

Chapter Summary

intern luz x boss amelia
not requested

luz doesn’t know how she got this job in the first place. she just walked into the building in hopes
of getting hired and she did, though not the position she expected. by all means, the job isn’t a bad
one as her every expense was covered on a whim by her boss and the treatment was almost a luxury
for an intern.

 

who is this boss?

 

well, she just so happened to walk into one of the biggest companies that controlled bonesborough
or maybe the entire world without her knowing it. the blight industries, the main head that sits at
the very top of the building was the eldest out of the 4 blight siblings.

 

amelia blight.

 

a stoic woman who ruled over her company with an iron fist. if she doesn’t like something, she
would likely fire out without a second thought. nothing is good enough to please her, every tried
their damndest to do that one thing and yet no one has succeeded. until luz to which she
unknowingly did.

 

within the golden office of the ceo, luz was provided her own desk to work on just right beside the
big boss herself. she sat engrossed in the insurmountable paperwork she needs to do, she wants to
take a break and refill her mug some coffee though she doesn’t want to get up and have her boss
have the impression that she’s going to slack off after seeing several employees being let off
because of it.

 

from time to time, luz would sneak glances at the desk of her boss. seeing her neatly tied mint
green hair, adorning a well kept suit as she wore glasses while she read through another set of
paperwork until she met her golden eyes, causing the noceda to immediately look away though it
was too late.



 

placing the paperwork down along with her glasses with a sigh, “do you need some coffee?” amelia
asked as she turned her head at luz who was hiding behind the various papers. she returned with a
nod. 

“go get me and yourself a cup. make sure you don’t add anything to mine.” amelia ordered, luz
nodded once again as she quickly stood up from her desk and headed over to the coffee machine.
grabbing a pair of cups, prepping the coffee while she added some sugar and creamer on her mug
with the other having none.

 

as the smell of freshly brewed coffee began to waft the air in the office, luz grabbed both cups after
stirring them and carefully made her way over to her boss’ desk as she gently placed her cup of
coffee in front of her and returned to her own desk to drink her own.

 

as both of them have a small coffee break, luz watches amelia blow her hot drink before taking a
small sip of the bitter coffee. she had that kind of coffee before, the taste of bitterness offsets her a
little. there was silence in the office, only interrupted by the muffled horns of the vehicles below
and the soft whirring of the air conditioner that made the office quite cold, making it easy for
someone to fall asleep.

 

then, amelia asked a question that broke the silence; “are you free tomorrow night, miss noceda?” 

“it depends. why’d you ask, if i may?” luz returned a question rather carefully. 

“you’re going to be my plus one for a conference meeting of the other ceo’s.” amelia replied,
leaning back onto her chair as she held her cup, lightly spinning it as she waited for it to be
tolerable enough to drink straight. “it’s going to be a drag but having you might make the night
tolerable.” luz hasn’t been in these kinds of meetings before, only office meetings within the
building and she can tell it’s going to be a big deal that doesn’t require fuckups.

 

if amelia is the only person personally inviting her, luz would aptly accept it; “oh, i’ll happily
accept the invitation. thank you, ma’am.” 

amelia hummed at the response, “good. you can go home, i’ll finish this up myself.” she said as she
took another sip of her coffee. luz lightened up when she heard that, she quickly finished her coffee
even though it burnt her tongue and grabbed her bag off the floor as she stood from her desk once
again. 

“thank you, have a good night, ma’am.” she bidded amelia goodbye after placing her mug on the
sink and left the office, leaving amelia to herself.

 



standing from her chair, she walked over to the wide window that’s fogged up but with only a snap
of her finger, it turned clear that overlooked the entire city that glimmered under the night sky and
various cars speeding by the street.

 

looking down, she saw a familiar curled head walking out of the building and stopped by the
sidewalk for a moment before halting a cab. amelia watched the cab drive down the street till it
became indistinguishable to the other cabs.

 

-----

 

tonight’s evening finally arrived, luz pulled out her best in the closet. she double checked if she got
everything in her little purse before stepping out of her apartment, planning to just take a cab to the
venue but she stopped at her tracks when she saw a long, jet black limousine was parked in front of
the small apartment complex parking lot.

 

luz slowly walked down the metal steps and approached the limousine, wondering who owns this
car as it’s basically blocking the way for everyone. the passenger window was rolled down,
revealing a familiar golden eyes that glowed through the darkness within the limo. “miss blight?”
luz called her name as if unable to believe it was her.

 

“get in. we only have 20 minutes before it starts.” amelia opened the passenger door for luz,
moving further inside to let her sit and closed the door behind her for the driver to start heading for
the venue of the conference.

 

looking at the corner of her eye, luz saw amelia wearing a luxurious suit tied with golden link
chains with the scent of her cologne was mild and pleasant. the lights that pass by highlights the
pale beauty of the blight till she had to quickly look away when she heard her say;

 

“you look nice.”

 

that caught luz off guard, amelia was mostly known for her insults and not her compliments but she
isn’t going to spoil it as her face slowly turned warm. “oh- um.. thank you. you look great as well.”
she returned the compliment, earning a soft hum from the blight and it was enough of a recognition.

“if you don’t mind me asking, what do we do at the conference?” luz asked as she still doesn’t
know what they’ll truly do at the conference meeting whether it’d be another normal meeting but
for ceo’s and their plus ones or what. 



“it doesn’t concern you.” amelia quickly shuts down the conversation to which luz didn’t try to
fight back. 

“right, right.” 

there was an awkward silence between them as the muffled revving of the engine continued and the
mellow sounds of the open radio, “but you will keep me company throughout the night by all
means, do you understand?” amelia glanced at luz at the corner of her eye, the gaze of a blight is
always enough to make everyone follow their orders and luz is no exception. 

“yes, ma’am.” she replied.

 

once they arrived at the venue, both of them exited on their own sides of the limo. amelia fixed her
blazer as she stood right beside luz with the limo driving off behind them till they’re called again
after the party. luz watched several well established people enter the golden gates of what looked to
be a manor, starting to feel sort of out of place by all this.

 

but she noticed amelia offering her arm, luz looked up to her, silently asking if it was okay before
slowly coiling her arm around hers as they began to walk towards the guarded door. there were no
introductions needed for the bouncer to let them in. in an instant, luz was hit by the lavishing
interior of the manor, the main hall filled with many people that chatted to themselves and a large
banquet of food laid out on the side.

 

luz tightened her hold on amelia’s arm as she didn't want to get lost in the fray, she followed her
through the crowd and turned right, leading them into a wide dining table that’s occupied by many
people she doesn’t recognise. all of them stopped talking and eating once she and amelia entered,
without saying a word, amelia made her way over to the only unoccupied chairs and pulled out
both for them to sit on.

 

as luz scooched the chair further in the table, the conversation resumed that she didn't really
understand and amelia didn't seem too fond of joining in as she served herself some food to occupy
herself. luz did the same thing, placing all of the food that caught her eye on her plate and started
devouring them as if she hadn't eaten dinner yet.

 

“where did you get your plus one, blight? the dumpster?” a man from the other end of the table
snarked as he saw how luz was eating rather ‘barbarically’. 

“fuck off, wyvernbrace.” amelia immediately snapped back, her golden eyes glaring at the man
who quickly shut his mouth and turned his gaze away from the two of them. luz wiped her mouth
with the napkin, feeling rather disdained after that though amelia proceeded to pour her glass some
fine wine.



 

“keep eating.” she said as she poured herself some too.

 

a small smile came on luz’s face, appreciating the gesture and kept eating to her heart’s content as
it’s only rare for her to eat these kinds of food.

 

it seems like a few minutes have gone by, both amelia and luz were done eating and were left with
their glassful of wine, drinking in sips to savor its richness while aimlessly listening to the
meaningless conversations the people at the table have.

 

“why do you attend these kinds of meetings?” luz asked, watching the other prestigious people as
she lightly swirled her wine in her glass. 

“it’s mandatory.” amelia replied, deadpan as she drank her whole glass of wine, pouring yet
another. luz lost count how many she already drank but she doesn’t show any signs of drunkenness
yet. 

“even if it's boring?” 

lightly huffing, “even if it's boring, yes.” amelia nodded, she turned her head to face luz, their eyes
interlocking as their ears began to drown out the unbearable conversation happening at the table.
“that’s why you’re here to entertain me.” then, amelia pulled luz off her chair and let her sit on her
lap, luz was bewildered by this and was confused by this action.

 

“miss blight?” luz tried to get out of amelia’s lap though her arm was coiled around her waist,
keeping her there and pressed against her body. her face blew up in red as she felt the blight’s chest
press on her back and something hard poked her from below. 

“you will keep me company by all means, miss noceda.” amelia said, her voice becoming lower as
her lips grazed luz’s neck, “i’m sure you can pick up on what it means.” the sound of a zipper
lowering was heard below, luz looked down to see the blight’s large, erected cock into view. its
veins roamed around its pale girth with a red gradient coming up to the tip.

 

luz doesn’t know how to feel about this especially when they’re going to do it in a public area but
amelia doesn’t seem to be concerned about it though.

 

grabbing one of luz’s hands, amelia guided it down to her cock, letting her touch it. feeling it twitch
in her hand, the warmth radiating from it as she watched beads of pre slowly ooze out from the tip.



luz swallowed a large lump in her throat, thinking how she’s going to take this in her virgin pussy,
not exactly how she envisioned her first to be.

 

amelia’s hand began to unbutton luz’s dress shirt, opening it till her bra was exposed to which she
lifted for her to roughly grope her breast. luz whined as she wriggled on amelia’s lap but she kept
her still with her fingers twirling with her hardened nipples, “amelia..” she breathed out her name
without thinking as she watched her boss’ fingers toy with her.

 

amelia didn’t mind luz calling her name, she wanted to hear it roll out of her mouth more.

 

her hand slithered down from her stomach to the helm of her pants, unbuckling it as she pushed her
pants down to her knees with amelia’s member pressed against luz’s wet cunt. luz bit the insides of
her lip, her face completely red at this point as she stared down at it, twitching from the cold air and
anticipation.

 

amelia lifted luz up for a second before dropping her down onto her cock, making the noceda let
out a loud, long moan. somehow, that didn’t interrupt the ongoing conversation, maybe that’s a
good thing as amelia started thrusting without bothering to let her adjust to the thick girth.

 

“p- please, slow down..” luz muttered, her arm wrapped around amelia’s neck as her body turned
weak, feeling her walls getting widely stretched for the first time. each heavy drop of her body on
her boss’ cock brought waves of pleasure, moaning without shame as the only thing she could do
was hold onto amelia for dear life.

 

her body bounced at full display for everyone to watch, amelia doesn’t care as she’s only after the
company and pleasure luz provides her, making this dull meeting worthwhile for her to sit through.
though, she has to admit that luz feels.. different, more satisfying than her former plus ones as
every thrust, she clenches on her like she doesn’t want her to pull out.

 

the sounds of luz’s moans were heavenly to her ears, her lips placing soft kisses around her neck
while her hand was occupied in playing with her tit and the other holding her still. pulling away
from her neck for a moment, amelia looked to the left to see a woman strike a stick alight, she
whistled to get her attention and motioned her brow at the cigar to which the woman took out
another stick.

 

giving it to her on the lips, the woman covered the side of the cigarette so it doesn’t get blown off
as she strikes it alight. amelia leaned back onto her chair, puffing out clouds of smoke through a



small gap in her lips as she kept thrusting into luz, picking up the pace, going deeper as her moans
grew louder.

 

the smell of smoke clouded luz though that’s the least of her concern, already used to the scent of it
as she started to roll her hips. bouncing on amelia’s cock to match with her pace the best she could.
a small low chuckle was heard behind her as she saw the lit cigar in between amelia’s fingers,
gripping the end of the table as she felt her lips once again on her neck.

 

now leaving marks, visibly red marks that would last a few days that would force luz to wear a
scarf and a jacket. “you’re doing great, luz. make me come and we’ll leave this place.” amelia
whispered right into the noceda’s ears that sent tingles throughout her body, prompting her to
bounce harder. bringing her ass down onto amelia’s cock hard enough to make the chair they’re on
to rock.

 

luz could feel herself getting closer at each hard, deep slam inside her and it didn't help that amelia
was twisting her nipples but she had to make her boss cum first before anything else. biting her lip,
the burnt ends of the cigar was slowly burning the table though that was none of her concern now
as amelia could feel a familiar knot in the pit of her stomach growing harder to keep in.

 

“gh- fuck!” amelia clenched her teeth tightly as she plunged her cock deep into luz’s pussy, letting
her load of warm cum fill her up to the brim.

 

this brought luz to the tipping point till she couldn’t hold herself anymore. “amelia!!” she cried out
her boss’ name when she came as well, letting their fluids mix with some flowing out and stain the
chair, not that they can’t help it.

 

both of them panted heavily, they stayed in that position for a minute or two to calm down. amelia
carefully pulled luz out of her, her cum filled pussy oozes of their mixed cum and the blight wants
it to stay inside. slipping her softening cock back inside her pants, amelia stood up as she carried
luz in her arms, covered in her blazer.

 

she excused herself to the table and walked out of the meeting without looking back. the eldest
blight called for her driver, ordering them to drive for her estate as she has some unfinished
business with her intern tonight.



Fitting Room

Chapter Summary

that one scene in s3 ep1 where they change clothes
not requested

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

after they saw vee change their appearance, breaking free from looking like luz’s sibling. luz
noticed that everyone was here with the outfits they wanted except her own girlfriend, they looked
around the store to look for her but noticed the shoes she wore under the curtain of one of the
fitting rooms.

 

huffing softly with a smile coming on her face, luz pushed the curtain to the side with her head just
poking in. “knock knock, you ready to check out?” she asked, seeing amity wearing the last outfit
she showed to everyone though there’s another set on the bench that she’s contemplating on. 

“not quite yet. can you come in here for a sec?” amity grabbed luz’s hand to pull her inside the
fitting room with her, ghost was sitting just below the bench to keep an eye on whoever comes
close to their fitting room and alert amity immediately about it. 

“what do you think fits best? this or this?” amity asked, pointing at the current outfit she’s on and
the other she grabbed the other set of clothing. a dark magenta shortalls with a mellow purple long
sleeves and star speckled leggings. 

humming, luz tapped her chin as she thought about it. both outfits fit her girlfriend alot but if she
has to be the one to chose, “hm, i think this one.” she pointed to the latter. amity nodded as she
proceeded to switch for the chosen outfit while luz watches, it’s clear that the blight is being taken
well care of as her body is growing significantly since the last time they were in the boiling isles.

 

this was a plus for luz as well.

 

her pure white bra was in stark contrast with her pitch underwear. luz slowly walked behind amity,
watching her wear the long sleeve and the shortalls first through the mirror with amity looking back
from time to time as if she knew what the noceda has in mind as she slowly wears the new clothing,
letting the cloth smoothly slip down her body.

 



luz wrapped her arms around amity’s waist, pulling her in as she has yet to put on her leggings but
she prefers her not to. at least, not now. she ran her lips across her neck, planting tender kisses as
she earned a soft moan with amity tilting her head to give her lover more access.

 

“luz, i still have to wear this.” amity said, still holding the leggings.

 

luz dismissed it as her hands began to act on their own. groping the blight’s breasts through the
clothing, “you look good even without clothes.” she replied, nibbling her skin to leave a few red
marks as one of her hands slithered down towards her crotch.

 

“what about the others?” amity’s breathing hitched, shuddering at the feeling as luz’s fingers trailed
along her clothed slit. 

“they can wait for a few minutes.” luz continued as she slowly lowered amity’s panties down to
half of her thighs, her fingers leaving a ghostly trail along her thighs that made her shudder. amity
bit her lip as her face began to increase in heat, gripping onto the sleeves of luz’s jacket, feeling her
fingers run along her soaked slit, twirling her clit in the process.

 

“l- luz..” amity gasped, leaning back onto her lover as luz pushed two fingers inside, her legs
trembling at each pump inside her. with her unoccupied hand, luz cupped the witch’s cheeks, lifting
her gaze up to the mirror in front of them.

 

“don’t you just look so beautiful, hermosa?” luz said with a grin, loving the look of amity’s
reddened face as she tried her best to hold back her moans to not draw any attention from anyone
outside. but luz loves to make it hard for amity as she picks up the pace, pumping it deeper in her
pussy.

 

amity clasped her hand to her mouth, muffling herself as she squeezed her eyes shut, engulfing
herself in the pleasure if only they were doing this somewhere private. “my sweet batata.” luz
purred, nibbling her lover’s pointed ears, her thumb rolled her clit without rest to bring amity closer
to the edge faster as they don’t have much time after hearing her mother call for them outside.

 

“fuck.. fuck- luz!” amity screamed into her hand when she came, hard squirts flew and landed onto
the mirror, letting it slowly dribble down as she calmed down from her quick high. luz pulled her
coated fingers out, sucking it clean of amity’s juices while giving her that look through the mirror
that made it hard for the witch to control herself around the noceda.

 



amity turned around to face luz with her wobbly legs, as time passed within the human realm, luz
grew taller than amity. almost matching hunter’s height that the young blight had to tiptoe a little to
reach for a kiss. “i love you.” she whispered, earning a bright smile as luz reciprocated the kiss.

 

“i love you more.”

Chapter End Notes

i'll be posting 5 chapters at a time while i prep 'first bite', lets hope i stay consistent on the
update schedule more lol



Sleep Paralysis

Chapter Summary

succubus luz x tired college student amity
requested smut by @SweetBatata

it's been a while since amity has had a good dosage of sleep ever since she entered college, it
reminds her that high school was so much simpler if not bitchy due to the people she’s always
classed with.

 

she sat alone in her dorm singular bed dorm with only the desk lamp open to illuminate the
insurmountable amount of work she has to do before its deadlines, amity isn’t usually the type of
person to be on crunch time but after being bombarded of work on top of work, it makes the blight
grow frustrated at everything and easily tilted if she doesn’t finished something on her messy
schedule.

 

amity planned this night to be like the rest, doing her projects till she passes out on her desks with
cups upon cups of coffee stacked beside her. her usual weekends.

 

but the sound of knocking on her door made her halt on her work for a moment, listening to
whoever it could be outside and when she heard nothing, she was about to resume till she heard a
single word she didn’t want to hear tonight.

 

“mittens!”

 

amity silently groaned as she heard her siblings profusely knocking outside, calling to her to open
the door and let them in. even if she stays silent, she knows they won’t be leaving anytime soon.
forcing herself up and walked over to the door, as she swung it open, she's met by a pair of grinning
faces that she would love to slap.

 

"why are you here?" amity asked with tired eyes, not exactly elated to see her siblings visit her as
she wants this night to finish her work and they would just be a distraction.

 



"it's been a while. are we not allowed to visit our mittens?" edric and emira pushed past amith to
enter her dorm, amity just internally sighed as she turned to watch her siblings examine her door as
she closed the door behind her.

 

"i'm nearing 20, stop calling me that." amity spat as she crossed her arms, it annoys her the most
when she's called by that stupid nickname. it grows old on her since the first time she was called by
that.

 

"how are you holding up here?" emira asked, noticing the flooded desk just out in the open for
everyone to see.

 

exhaling softly, "it's fine. just need some rest." amity replied, her voice dragged out as she lightly
rubbed her eyes. it's been awhile since amity has touched her bed if not to use it as a layout of the
various projects she needs to do.

 

"then, chill with us! we bought some trinkets from the nearby antique shop." edric claimed, he sat
down on the floor and placed his bag on his lap to start taking a few things out to place on the floor.

 

some were just antique glasses and utensils, some were obscene that amity doesn't know what it's
supposed to be. "don't tell me you two bought another prehistoric sex toy." she groaned,
remembering the time the twins mailed her an oddly shaped toy, she didn't want to use it or be near
to it so she gave it to the student just a dorm down who likes to collect weird things.

 

edric scoffed, "psh- nah, something better. though, that was kinda funny." he lightly snickered as he
continued to take out miscellaneous items till he took out a lamp. 

 

"what the hell is this supposed to be?" amity asked, tilting her head as she looked at the lamp from
top to bottom. it seems to be made in the late or early 1900s though what baffles her is how it's still
intact while being inside edric's small backpack.

 

"the owner said it's used to summon a demon. much like that board but this one is more
guaranteed." edric said as he placed the lamp amongst the other items he and his sister got.

 

"you say 'it's guaranteed' like you're advertising a goddamn fridge." edric snorted at that comment.



 

"but it's true! here, test it out." edric waved amity over to sit down to which the young blight
reluctantly complied as she sat across him and grabbed the lamp.

 

"what am i supposed to do? rub it?" she tilted the lamp from side to side, feeling its rough and aged
exterior. amity was holding it firmly for it not to fall and it feels like it's going to break in her
hands.

 

"i don't know, maybe."

 

amity chuckled to herself, an unorthodox place for a genie to be stuck in but since she's already
holding it, she rubbed the surface of the lamp. till something pricked her palm, almost causing her
to drop it.

 

"ow. what the fuck.." amity looked down at her hand, see it was sliced across with fresh blood
slowly seeping out. a few droplets fell onto the lamp, trickling down to the base of it. the surface of
the lamp was smooth, there could possibly be nothing that could've sliced her hand like that or she
just didn't notice it.

 

amity would rather choose the latter.

 

with the other hand still holding the lamp, amity's thumb rubbing along an engraving at the very
base of the lamp. she turned it over for her to see it, it was barely readable and it was in another
language.

 

a dead one.

 

"morsus diaboli et corpus angeli, nunc meus es."

 

amity recited the barely illegible phrase out loud without really knowing what it meant.

 



then, the lights suddenly flickered. amity looked up to her ceiling, thinking it was just another
student a floor above hosting another party but there was complete silence in her dorm and the floor
above. the only noise being the muffled ruckus outside.

 

"well, that was weird. who wants a drink?" emira immediately shifted the mood as she pulled out a
few cold cans of beer. amity accepted a can, planning to cool down her wound but when she was
about to, her hand was completely fine.

 

no blood, no marks, no wounds. nothing.

 

amity blinked, thinking it's her insomnia acting and just dismissed it as she cracked the beer open to
take a sip.

 

amity doesn't know what time it was when her siblings left, she was extremely weary and slightly
drunk. they packed up the antique items except the lamp, edric must've forgot about it. nonetheless,
she placed it on her work desk for now as she just wants to get a shut eye.

 

collapsing on the bed, amity laid on top of her sheets with the pillows stuffing her that lulled her
into a quick slumber. embracing the warm darkness, it was softer than she remembered, prompting
to nuzzle into the fluffy pillow.

 

"you're cute."

 

amity snapped her eyes open when she heard a giggle and a voice. she had to blink multiple times
to adjust to the pushing darkness of her dorm, looking around to find whoever that might've broken
in.

 

till she spotted a pair of glowing crimson hues in front of her, a figure shrouded in darkness
standing just a few feet away from her feet. amity wants to move, she tried to move but it was as if
she was glued on the bed and couldn't even feel her muscles.

 

"w.. who are you? what are you?!" amity exclaimed, hiding her fear of someone actually being in
her dorm.

 



the voice giggles once again, "lets not limit ourselves to questions." they said, their voice was sultry
and silky with a hint of an accent. amity doesn't recognise it.

 

the figure began to approach the bed as they continued; "i want you to tell me how much it hurts to
hold it." amity watched their shadow contort and twist in front of her, making her panicked as she
tried to desperately move out of her paralysis.

 

"i want you to tell me how hard you want it to be." their voice changed into more rough yet
retraining that sultry tone as the outline of their shadow loomed over amity but that form didn't last
as they began to shift again, continuing to approach the bed. 

 

"i want you to beg how much you want it." amity was caught off guard when she heard a familiar
voice that resembles one of her female professors. then, she saw a pair of hands pressed against the
foot of the bed being illuminated by the moonlight from the window in front of the work desk.

 

"because i can be whatever you want." finally, the figure uncovers themselves under the moonlight.
exposing her youthful face that certainly caught amity off guard as she ended up being caught in
those gleaming bronze hues.

 

"you don't know how thankful i am to you. i've been stuck in that godforsaken lamp for a long
time." the girl said as she crawled up onto the bed, slowly approaching amity like a predator with
her eyes interlocked with the blight’s golden ones.

 

amity looked at the girl from top down, seeing how she’s not a normal woman. her hands almost
looking burnt with curled horns on her head and a tail lightly swishing behind her. she cursed her
siblings for making her summon a goddamn demon in her dorm now she’s going to die to this
surprisingly hot demon.

 

"i may as well repay you for it. you're pretty cute anyways." the demon cooed as she sat on amity’s
lap, she pinned her hands on either sides of amity’s head with her eyes staring down at her feeble
face. there’s a hint of mischief and malice in those eyes that makes amity hesitant about this demon
whether to be turned on or scared.

 

"what are you.." amity muttered, repeating the question that hasn’t been properly answered.

 



the demon clicked her tongue as she slapped the side of her head, "oh, where are my manners?
name’s luz. how ‘bout yours, darling?" luz introduced herself, leaning down even more with her
bare body pressing against amity’s body that caused the blight’s face to highlight in red. she tried to
move once again, straining herself in the process as she wanted to move an inch of her finger but
ended for nought.

 

luz easily noticed it, a smirk climbed on her lips as she dragged her long tongue along amity’s face,
making her shudder. "what's wrong? can't move?” she teased with a snicker, she nuzzled under
amity’s chin as she inhaled the sweet aroma of the human that intoxicates her. “just be a good girl,
don't make me ruin that perfect little neck of yours."

 

as luz pulled away, her body started to shift for one final time. her demonic parts became hidden,
leaving her only human like attribute with her breasts and cunt in full display in front of amity
without holding back. the blight pursed her lips as she felt herself becoming lightheaded, she tried
her best not to be extremely turned on by this but it was to no avail as she saw luz’s smirk grow
bigger when she felt it grow hard under her.

 

“hm, what’s this?” luz purred as she slipped down in between amity’s legs, spreading them apart
for her to see the visible bulge on amity’s pants. “this hard already? but we haven’t even started
yet.” her fingers laced along the seam of the pants before pulling it down along with her underwear,
letting the blight’s large erected cock spring free with the smell of her thick musk entering the
succubus’ nose.

 

humming, luz grasped the throbbing base and started licking the tip, lapping up the dripping pre as
she kept her eyes on amity’s wavering face. low groans vibrated on the demon's lips as she slowly
pushed her head down, taking amity's thick cock with ease.

 

amity's breathing hitched, bullets of sweat rolled down the side of her face as she watched luz suck
her off. her tongue was phenomenal, feeling its long slick stature lace around her cock, her mouth
was smooth and warm that perfectly encasing her dick, making her at complete servitude to the
demon but a half within her head is telling her to fight back no matter how good this feels.

 

"s- stop.. stop it.." amity rasps out, still attempting to break out of her paralysis but to no avail.

 

"hm? what was that?" luz pulled away, much to the blight's dismay. she crawled on top of her once
again, sitting on her lap with her still twitching cock resting on her ass as she leaned closer to
amity's  whispering; you want more?"



 

amity swallowed a large lump in her throat as she stared right into the demon's alluring hues that
she couldn't look away no matter how hard she tried.

 

luz giggled, she caresses amity's cheek causing her to flinch at first but slowly calmed down into
her touch. her hand was soft, slightly calloused and it gave off such mixed signals that the blight is
getting confused even more of her feelings.

 

"what a needy mortal, you are." then, luz closed the space between them with a kiss, catching the
blight off guard. her eyes were as wide as dinner plates but slowly calmed down, indulging in the
toxically sweet taste of the succubus' lips. groaning in the kiss as she feels her tongue slip in her
mouth, their wet muscles coiling on one another.

 

with amity preoccupied in the kiss, luz grinded her slit on the human's cock before aligning it at the
entrance of her pussy. in one swift motion, the succubus dropped her ass onto amity's lap with her
dick plunging deep into her pussy.

 

amity moaned loudly in the kiss, her fingers twitched . she could feel the air in her lungs was
slowly diminishing the longer the kiss lasted, her eyes slightly rolled back when luz started
bouncing. her cock stretches her tight pussy, the warmth lovingly enwrapping her as each drop
makes her go deeper.

 

as they finally pulled away, a thick string of saliva connected their tongue with a devious look on
luz's face. she gripped onto amity’s shoulders as she kept a steady pace, bringing her ass onto her
cock. amity’s eyes were all over the place, first her seemingly glowing eyes and down to her
bouncing tits flashing right in front of her. her mouth suddenly became dry, her throat turned coarse
with a growing drive to get closer to it if she wasn’t in this kind of predicament.

 

luz noticed the intense stare the blight was giving, making her grin grow even more, she groped her
bouncing breasts, her fingers twisting and pulling on it that got a reaction out of amity as she felt
her cock twitch inside her pussy. “someone’s thirsty.” she drew her breasts closer to amity’s face,
stuffing her in between them that brought her closer to heaven.

 

luz moaned, she looked down to watch amity hungrily suckle on her breasts. biting her lip as she
pets the human’s head, her walls tightly clenching on her cock at each drop sends waves of pleasure
throughout her body. it’s been a while since she’s had this kind of fun on a human, her body would



be fun for her to play with as long as amity could last though she has to control herself if she wants
her to stay alive longer.

 

amity has her eyes shut, completely lost in the pleasure and the intoxicating scent of the succubus
causing her leg to twitch . pulling away with a pop, her tongue was rolled out as she started panting
like a needy dog much to luz’s amusement.

 

picking up the pace, luz shoves her hips ass further down onto amity’s cock, both of them moaning
in unison. amity bit her lip as she looked up to meet luz’s eyes, even though her feelings for the
succubus is still mixed, what’s important right now is pleasure for the both of them as she could
feel herself getting closer to the edge with her dick going deeper and could feel she’s hitting
something that made luz cry out in ecstasy.

 

“oh fuck.. fuck, this feels amazing!” luz moaned, her hands dropping down from amity’s shoulders
to her hips as she rapidly bounced onto her, both of their bodies rocked with the bed creaking
underneath them. the noise complaints amity would be getting tomorrow would be piling but that’s
not important to her right now as the knot forming in her stomach grows harder and harder to hold
back

 

as luz shoved herself balls deep into amity’s cock, triggering her to come, making her arm twitch .
letting her spews of hot cum fill the insides of the succubus who came not a second later. both of
their fluids mixed with each other, creating a forbidden concoction though hindered by a spell for
precaution.

 

luz stayed there as she caught her breath, before she could do anything else, a hand suddenly
latched around her neck. blinking multiple times, she realized amity got out of paralysis, somehow,
and swiftly flipped their position as she slammed luz’s face onto the pillows with her behind.

 

“w- wait!” luz attempted to reason with the blight but it was too late as amity shoved her cock back
inside her cum filled hole, luz let out a harmonious moan. the sudden penetration caused her to shift
in her true form, her tail feebly coiled around amity’s thigh as she rapidly thrust into her, widening
her even more.

 

“f.. fuck! who would’ve thought you’d be bold?” luz said in between her moans, her body
ricocheted with the top of her head hitting the headboard by just how hard amity is fucking her.

 



“shut up.” amity roughly tugged on luz’s tail, causing her to yelp with her hips arching. luz looked
over her shoulder, seeing a new side of amity she didn’t think she'd ever see as she thought she’d
have the reins all the time. it was a change for luz, and a pleasurable one.

 

the sounds of rapid skin slapping on each other reverberated throughout the dorm walls, the
neighbors surely would’ve heard it by now but neither cared for their sleep as amity picked up the
pace with luz’s moans getting louder much to the blight’s ears glee.

 

amity’s eyes wandered along luz’s smooth, copper skin that shimmered under the moonlight and
landed right up to her horns. she grabbed both of them and pulled on it, causing luz to lift her head.
her moans becoming slightly strained with drool rolled down the side of her mouth, luz’s horns and
tail were extremely sensitive than her other parts, with amity holding onto her horns brought the
succubus into submission.

 

“h.. harder.. fuck me harder!” luz exclaimed, her mind was clouded by pure pleasure that consumed
her body that bounced at each hard slam. 

amity chuckled to herself as she watched the demon breakdown right before her eyes, she tightened
her grip on luz’s horns. “i just might keep you around, luz.” she said, she doesn’t really know how
to banish luz but she will keep her company for a while even though she might cause a ruckus of
being a demon.

 

“yes! oh fuck use me, human! fucking bloat me!” luz cried out, earning a smirk from the blight as
she picked up the pace once more. pushing balls deep inside luz as she could feel the familiar knot
forming at the pit of her stomach.

 

then, amity drove her cock right into luz’s womb once again as she pumped out a flood of cum
inside the succubus. luz shuddered, biting her lip as she savors the feeling of herself being filled
with so much cum, she loves this feeling.

 

slowly pulling out, amity dropped luz on the side of her bed and laid on the empty side, catching
her breath as her cum coated cock slowly deflated. she felt an arm slowly wrap around her arms, at
the corner of her eye, she saw luz move closer with her head resting on her shoulder. acting like a
puppy as if what led up to this didn’t happen.

 

“why were you trapped in the lamp anyways?” amity asked, finding it out that a demon used to be
trapped inside a lamp out of all things. 



“i think you already know why.” luz replied, not really answering the blight outright as she nuzzled
up to her neck and curled up into a ball beside her, starting to doze off. amity lightly sighed through
her nose, she looked up to the ceiling as she tried to lull herself to sleep though it’s difficult now
that her weariness is gone and a literal demon is sleeping next to her.

 

what a night.



Loathing Silence

Chapter Summary

lucia x demon amity
not requested

lucia doesn’t know what happened in the span of a few minutes.

 

completely disoriented and detached from reality as strobing lights flashed her right in the eyes to
make her blind and stumble upon herself. her body feels heavy yet light at the same time, just
wandering through what seemed to be an endless floor of tight spaces with her ears growing numb
to the loud noises that surrounded her.

 

lucia doesn’t think it already has been a solid minute.

 

as she manages to escape through the tight spaces of wherever she was in, her jumbled mind
pushed her to walk down a dimly lit hallway. passing by not really notable faces, her eyes half lid
as she looked up to a single ceiling light that looked like it’s about to give in due to how dim it was
yet her eyes could barely adjust to it.

 

hissing from the burning strain in her eyes, she rubbed them out causing lines to appear in her
vision and blinding her for a moment till something morphed in front of her.

 

a girl. looking a few years younger than her, she has mint green hair with stripes of auburn showing
under the dying light. she’s far shorter than lucia yet wears a grin that she couldn’t understand
though lucia doesn’t mind the odd girl staring at her like a spotted prey.

 

lucia watched her lips move, she’s speaking but she couldn’t hear anything. maybe her ears are
broken now and the girl notices it as she just stared at her blankly, without saying anything else, the
girl grabbed her by the wrist and started leading her somewhere. pulling her deeper down the
hallway till it’s no longer illuminated by the light, turning a corner to go further until they stopped
in front of a door to which the girl opened herself to reveal a single bed room.

 



the room was entirely lit by purple with hints of pink, lucia still couldn’t hear anything except the
growing noise of ringing as she was pulled inside with the door closing shut behind her. the girl
stepped in front of her once again, her odd golden eyes seemingly glowed under the light as it
interlocked with lucia’s.

 

the girl still held her wrist before she pushed her down onto the soft bed, her body lightly bounced
upon impact. lucia continued to stare up at the girl, her mind wondering what she was doing as she
watched her lift her shirt up, showing her smooth stomach and breasts. with the shirt getting
discarded to the side, lucia raised a brow when she saw a pair of sharp horns protruding out of the
girl’s head yet she continued to watch her strip.

 

the girl gripped the helm of her pants, still keeping an eye on lucia as she began to pull her pants
down along with her underwear at a rather painfully slow pace. watching the human’s curious
expression turn into a bothered one as she watched the pants just reach her knees, when lucia tried
to make it go faster by grabbing the girl’s pants but she was quickly pulled back with something
wrapping tightly around her neck as she was pinned onto the bed.

 

lucia gasps for air, gripping whatever’s holding her down. it was firm, she felt the surface of the
thing was smooth like skin yet couldn’t see what it truly is and tried to rip it off several times
though it wouldn’t come off.

 

the girl slowly climbed on top of lucia, her lips moved once again, she’s saying something but her
ears aren’t picking it up, not only that, she’s slowly being deprived of air with her head turning light
and vision starting to blur out till finally, the thing on her neck loosened though it didn’t let her go
just yet.

 

roughly, the girl cupped lucia’s cheeks to make her look at her face once again. even in this state,
lucia wants to remember this face.

 

remember those golden eyes, remember that grin plastered across her face, remember the feeling of
her hands slipping inside her shirt as it slithered along her toned stomach and up to her bra to
completely pull it up. lucia bit the inside of her mouth as she felt her oddly cold hands fondle her
breasts, twitching every time her fingers twisted and pulled on her nipples. her empty hand
continued to hold her cheeks, gradually loosening it with her ghostly fingers trailing along her jaw
and down to her neck, making her shudder as it felt like she’s using her claws.

 

in one swift swing, both lucia’s shirt and undergarment was torn in two to completely expose her in
the open cold air. lucia looked up to the girl, the grin was unwavering with her eyes continuing to



glow, the noceda had an undying urge to wipe that grin off her face if she wasn’t held down tight.

 

she watched the girl’s hands carelessly make its way along her stomach down to her hips, she
stopped for a moment as her eyes caught something of interest. one of her hands caressed the
growing bulge on the noceda’s pants, lucia pursed her lips to hold down her noises with her body
twisting as she tried her best not to let the girl know she’s enjoying this.

 

but that doesn’t seem to work.

 

similar to her shirt, her pants were quickly torn away, leaving just her boxers having an evident
bulge that’s hard to miss. the girl cupped the bulge, earning a soft groan that lucia accidentally
slipped but it was too late to deny it now as the girl started stroking it through the fabric with her
thumb pressing on the leaking tip, causing it to drool even more as it soak the boxers.

 

lucia bit her lip as she watched the girl’s hand work on her, squeezing to get a rise out of the noceda
yet at the same time, delicate as she pulled the cloth down just enough to let it out of its
confinements. springing in front of the girl as she eyed the large girth of it all with thick veins
wrapped around it.

 

lucia saw her lips move once again, saying something that she couldn’t understand as she watched
her get on top of her with her just hovering above her cock. she still held it by the base, stroking it
as she laced the tip along her soaked slit, watching lucia’s expressions contort in pleasure that she
still attempts to hide.

 

the girl wasn’t too merciful as she plunged herself down onto lucia’s cock, pushing it deep inside
her, causing both of them to moan out in unison, at least, that’s what lucia thinks as she watched the
girl’s mouth grow wide open with her head slightly rolling back. the coil around her neck grew
tight once again as the girl started bouncing.

 

lucia watched the girl’s body bounce, especially her breasts that tantalized her with her eyes being
completely focused, her mouth went agar with groans and moans escaping her lips as she felt the
tight snatch encase her ever so tightly that it's almost hard to move again.

 

“fuck..” lucia muttered, pleasure completely overtook her in a tidal wave. it's a loss for her in not
hearing the girl’s moans as she looked up to her flustered face, her mouth was agar as well with her
eyes half lid in ecstasy. it makes the noceda wonder what she sounds like if her ears weren’t shit
right now but all she could do right now is enjoy this.



 

lucia doesn’t know what happened in the span of a few minutes to be in this situation.

 

but lucia isn’t complaining as she loves the feeling of the girl’s tight, warm pussy bouncing on her
with each drop plunges her deeper to hit that sweet spot. the thing around lucia’s neck grew stiff,
the girl gripped onto lucia’s hips as she picked up the pace. a thin line of drool trickled down the
side of lucia’s mouth, fixated at the girl with pleasure clouding her head as she gripped onto the
sheets under her.

 

it wasn’t long that the thing around lucia’s neck pulled away, revealing itself to be a slim, black tail
that lucia doesn’t understand why it’s there but she doesn’t want to think as she saw the girl lean
down onto her chest with her ass still backing it up on her cock, maintaining the pace. both of their
faces were mere inches away from one another with their hot breathes hitting their faces.

 

they stared into each other’s eyes before the girl closed the space between them with a kiss, lucia
didn’t hesitate to reciprocate as she tilted her head to deepen it. lightly groaning as she feels her
tongue slip inside her mouth, getting a taste of her as both of their tongues laced and danced
without rhythm.

 

the taste was sweet, intoxicating. toxic.

 

pulling away, the girl squeezed her eyes shut with her mouth growing wider as she drove herself
balls deep down on lucia’s cock that’s bringing her to the edge. lucia bit her lip hard, on the verge
of making it bleed as she watched the girl continue to bounce on her with her hot breath hitting her
face.

 

she could feel herself getting closer with a knot growing tighter and tighter that’s hard to hold back
till it breaks.

 

then, lucia comes as she lets out a guttural moan. letting her load fill the insides of the girl, the girl
rolled her head back with her body convulsing as she came not too long after. a warm flood of cum
flowed inside the girl as her body dropped on top of lucia, both of them took a moment to catch
their breaths as they calmed down from their highs.

 

there was a moment of silence between them, the air completely smelled like hot sex. despite the ac
being on, they’re still covered in sweat. lucia looked down at the girl, seeing her gaze looking out



on the side of the room before she regained her consciousness and pulled out of lucia, she looked
down at the noceda for the last time without uttering a word. not that it would make a difference.

 

in a blink of an eye, the girl was gone just like that.

 

lucia sighed deeply as she laid back down on the bed, she doesn’t know how to feel about this as
she was just on the dance floor for a second and the next she’s in a random bedroom with a hot girl
that disappeared into thin air. but one question still remains in the noceda’s head;

 

what’s up with the horns?



Kitty Sandwich

Chapter Summary

s1 amity x current amity x luz
requested smut by @LightningDragon
(i'll be calling s2-3 amity- current amity and s1 amity- past amity)

sitting on the floor with a bunch of papers sprawled about around her, amity skimmed through
many spellbooks to find what she’s been looking for for a few weeks now ever since she found out
that such spells exist.

 

then, amity stopped at a page that caught her attention, she read through the lines of explanation
and caution before confirming it was the spell she was looking for. amity held up the book in her
arms as she stood up with her finger held out in front of her, she double checked the spellbook to
make sure she’s doing the spell correctly before actually drawing it out.

 

sucking up a deep breath, amity took a step back as she watched her magic circle gradually get
bigger and bigger with the lines wavering for a split second before stabilizing with the glow getting
brighter till a flash of light blinded the blight.

 

once the light slowly died down, amity lowered her arms that covered her face as she thought there
was gonna be an explosion that indicated she failed the spell but she stopped when she heard a pair
of footsteps step on her wooden floor and a familiar figure stood in front of the portal that quickly
disappeared.

 

the spell worked.

 

amity from the past, who still has her hair dyed mint green, looked around her room that looked
similar yet foreign at the same time. the current amity slowly approached her past self, trying not to
scare her as she takes it slow for her.

 

"where am i? who are you?" the amity from the past asked with her guard up as she looked at the
current amity up and down. she looks like her yet different as well.



 

"hey, easy. i'm your future self." current amity reassured her past self, "i just wanna tell you, you
can be yourself and you don't have to listen to that woman. and that human? she's the sweetest and
amazing girlfriend we'll ever have." she explained, trying to make her past self redeem her mistake
that she regrets doing and this is her chance in doing so but past amity doesn't look too fond about
that information.

 

a frown formed on past amity's face as she crosses her arms, "i didn't realise i would be this weak in
the future." she clicked her tongue in disdain.

 

current amity's eye twitched by that response, "pardon?" she didn't realise how much of a stuck up
she was before she met luz, it makes her want to strangle her past self but that would just be killing
herself.

 

"and a blight always places the weak in her place." past amity added, her tone shifting into
something, making current amity raise a brow as she questioned what would that mean?

 

"what do you me-" before current amity could finish her sentence, past amity summoned
abomination chains that wrapped around current amity and strain her with her arms folded behind
her. past amity pushed current amity to her knees as she created another spell circle that ignited
current amity's clothing, leaving her bare.

 

a low chuckle was heard from past amity as she placed the finishing touch on current amity. a collar
and a leash wrapped around past amity's hand along with a pair of cat ears and a tail.

 

"a good pet doesn't speak, do you kitten?" she asked as she tugged on the leash, jolting current
amity closer to her. current amity wanted to say something but a part of her is liking this kind of
treatment especially to herself. seems weird but this is the boiling isles after all.

 

past amity strips herself as well, she pulled on the leash for current amity to crawl her way towards
her like a pet. past amity sat with her legs wide open for current amity to stare at her somewhat wet
cunt, she stared at it as she swallowed a lump in her throat.

 

"stop staring and start working." past amity ordered rather impatiently as she tugged on current
amity's leash roughly. current amity drew to past amity's cunt, inhaling the musk emitting before



she trailed her tongue along her slit. suckling on her folds with her tongue fiddling her clit, earning
lewd moans as past amity held the leash tighter.

 

she watched her future self eat her out, her moans were breathy as she pulled on the leash to bring
her in closer. stuffing her deeper in her pussy.

 

"that's it kitten, spoil yourself as much as you can." past amity cooed as she grinds her hips against
current amity's mouth. her moans increased in volume when she felt her future self's tongue
prodding on her entrance as she vigorously laps up her dripping cunt with a red tinted face.

 

when past amity feels herself getting close, she pulls current amity away, causing her to whine as
she wasn't done. past amity chuckled at that, she conjured another spell circle and summoned a
large, girthy cock that slapped current amity across the face.

 

"like what you see, kitten?" past amity asked as she tapped the heavy cock onto current amity's
face, her face was entirely red with her breathing hitched as she eyed the massive cock she knows
she's going to take.

 

her reaction alone was enough of an answer for past amity as she ordered; "get on the bed." to
which current amity obliged immediately, she laid on her stomach at the edge of the bed.

 

past amity got behind current amity, she held the base of her cock as she rubs the tip along her
soaked quim before she shoved her entire length inside without warning, making current amity to
cry out in both pleasure and pain as past amity started pistoning her hips into her without holding
back nor letting her adjust.

 

past amity was going so deeply with her hard, rough thrusts made current amity's body ricochet
with her ass cheeks bouncing upon every impact. past amity tightening her grip on the leash as she
watched her future self let out shameless moans with her body completely giving in to her.

 

"s- slow down.." current amity mutters but gasped as she felt her past self roughly tug on the leash.

 

"did i tell you to fucking speak?" past amity hissed, making current amity shut up immediately as
she takes her past self's thick cock with her walls tightly clenching around it to make memory of it.



 

"you're so tight. i love it." past amity purred, her balls repeatedly slapped current amity's cunt as
she continuously rammed her pussy without stopping. 

 

"hey, amity. how's your.." a new voice soon followed with the door being pushed open. luz was
visiting her girlfriend finishing her errands for eda and went to help her with her spell but stopped
at her tracks when she saw what's happening in front of her.

 

"..study."

 

"l. luz.." current amity muttered- moaned out her girlfriend's name with her past self fucking her
from behind. luz had to blink several times to see if she was dreaming or not.

 

"oh, so this is the amazing girlfriend you've been talking about." past amity said, looking at luz
from top down and she has to admit that the future luz looked more fit than the past. "well, human,
aren't you going to join in?" she offered the noceda to which she reluctantly accepted as she walked
over to the bed.

 

past amity did the same thing to luz's clothes, disintegrating it into ashes as she gave her a similarly
sized cock. past amity pulled away for a moment, lifted current amity to sit on her lap with luz
standing in front of her.

 

"lets spoil our little kitten, shall we?" past amity was the first to penetrate current amity, this time in
her ass which was far tighter yet she kept pushing herself inside. tears bubbled in the corner of her
eyes with the searing pain below her.

 

"shh, you're okay, mi hermosa. i'm here." luz quickly reassured her current amity, caressing her
cheeks as she leaned in for a tender kiss that helped her calm down till past amity was completely
inside.

 

slowly pulling away from the kiss, lingering for a moment before it was luz's turn to go inside.
aligning her own cock at the entrance of current amity's pussy and took her time to push all of her
girth inside while letting her lover adjust till it's all in.

 



there was a moment of silence between the three of them before past amity was the first to thrust,
groaning at how tight current amity's ass was as her speed gradually increased with her body
bouncing on her.

 

gripping her hips firmly, luz rolled her hips. her thrusts were more merciful than her past self as her
lover held her ever so lovingly with each thrusts bringing her waves of pleasure through her body
along with her past self being more rougher which she equally likes.

 

"oh, you feel so good, mi amor." luz groaned, biting her lip as she began to quicken her pace. being
fucked in both holes quickly overwhelmed current amity with her head clouded in pleasure and her
body surrendering to the two girls' for use. her tail wildly swished behind her as her slutty moans
filled the room.

 

it wasn't long that the two started to fuck their kitten roughly, stretching both of her holes widely as
they could with current amity's moans being heavenly to their ears. drool trickled down the side of
her mouth to which luz licked clean and pulled her in for another kiss. it was deeper and passionate
with their tongues entangling, savoring their favors as current amity moans in the kiss till they
pulled away from the lack of air.

 

with both girls' thrusts becoming almost inhumane, current amity cried out in euphoria with her
head rolling back and hips arching. her hips tried desperately to match their differing thrusts but
past amity gripped her by the waist as well and started dropping her down onto their cocks that
plunged them deeper inside her.

 

"fu- fuck!" current amity moaned out.

 

biting her lip hard, threatening to make it bleed as luz could feel something swell in the pit of her
stomach that's getting harder for her to hold it in.

 

till both of them burst.

 

current amity let out a scream of pure ecstasy when both of their knots popped inside her, filling her
up with their warm fluids that flowed inside her. the knot prevented any spillage.

 



all three of them took this time to catch their breaths and calm down from their highs as they waited
for their knots to deflate.

 

once it was, past amity pulled her future self off and switched the position once again with current
amity laying on her back this time and her head dangling off the edge.

 

past amity lifted current amity's legs up her shoulders and easily slipped her still hard cock inside
her cum filled pussy. luz opened her lover's mouth, letting her suckle on her thumb before she lets
her take half of her cock and started sucking her girlfriend off while past amity began ramming her
pussy without regard.

 

current amity moaned on luz's cock with the vibrations bringing pleasure to the noceda. luz gripped
a handful of current amity's hair as she pushed her entire cock inside her mouth as she fucks her
mouth well and deep.

 

at this rate, there's no thought coursing through in current amity's mind as she simply takes
everything the two were throwing at her as the pleasure consumed her entire being. she doesn't
need to think but feel good.

 

past amity's thrusts were more rougher than her lover's sensual thrusts as both of them fucks her
well deep in her holes and it wasn't long till the familiar tying feeling began to swell in the pit of
their stomachs.

 

"gh- fuck!" past amity moaned as she plunged her cock deep in current amity, letting her heavy
load of cum rush out into her already cum flooded pussy. luz came not too long after, letting her
wave of cum be swallowed in every inch. not wasting a precious drop before both of them pulled
out.

 

"well, that was fun but i need to head back to my timeline." past amity said as she pulled out of
current amity, letting all of the excessive cum flow out of her used pussy. 

 

"right. uh.." luz grabbed the books off the floor and searched for the spell till she found it. she read
through the text with a slow frown forming on her face.

 



"it says here only the summoner can undo the summon and amity is kinda.." luz trailed off as she
looked over to amity who's rolling and rubbed on the bed like a cat who just got fucked. well, she
was. and in a totally submissive state that she can't do any task correctly at the moment.

 

sighing softly, "i guess i don't mind spending more time here." past amity shrugged. she and luz
both fingered hard current amity till she came for the final and it was enough to knock her out. the
three of them cuddled under the sheets with current amity in the middle as they were quick to fall
asleep after their hard session.



Augmentations

Chapter Summary

augmented luz x noble amity
steampunk au
not requested

it was dark.

 

the sun had just set in the smoky horizon, leaving the town in darkness for a split second before
every light in each building, each house was opened that illuminated even the darkest of alleyways.
the noise of the nearby factory and the passing vehicles filled the streets with noise, a thick cloud
hovered above the rooftops with a waning moon shining along the dots of stars above.

 

she makes her way out into the busy streets that never seem to die, a hood shrouded her face as she
passes several people making a turn into a dingy alleyway. completely disconnected to the pristine
streets outside. she walked down the soaked alleyway, the sound of her soles stepping on the wet
concrete reverberated off the walls before she stopped in front of a metallic door.

 

knocking on it hard with her knuckle and waited for a response. there was silence for a few seconds
before a shutter was open with a pair of eyes peeking through to see who it was. “what do you
want?” a gruff voice asked on the other side of the door.

 

she lowered her hood, letting her face be fully seen by the person who didn’t say anything else as
they closed the shutter, followed by the sound of the door opening with a click. the bouncer stepped
aside to let her in, she traveled down the steep set of steps, going further down into the abyss with
the bouncer following not too far behind her.

 

at the very end of the stairs, another door obstructed her way to which the bouncer immediately
opened to reveal a mass of people and machinery scattered around. loud music and a thick veil of
smoke filled the enclosed space of the place, the door was closed behind her as she entered with the
bouncer staying out to keep any outsiders and trespassers from entering.

 



amity looked around to place, seeing both people she recognises and not sitting in a massive couch
with a large tube sitting on the table alongside cans of beer and burnt ends of cigarettes. though it
wasn’t the only thing emitting smoke as she spotted some people augmented themselves to breathe
in smoke and let out massive amounts of it to cloak the room.

 

the smell of smoke doesn’t bother her like it used to, amity just makes her way through those
people and walks over to where most of the people are clamoring. pushing her way to the very front
of the fixed fence that overlooks a brawl arena. the floor was covered in blood and littered with
broken metallic parts.

 

the people around her were screaming and shouting their bets on who was going to win. the
opponents in the ring were augments. people who were picked off the streets and tested upon by
several engineers by plugging in their latest invention to test out and compete against other
engineers, her father is no exception to it.

 

the one that looked to be winning has a pair of augmented hands that resembled more like golden
brassed gauntlets that are covered in blood. they threw their hard punches across the opponent’s
face, rendering it almost unrecognizable as droplets of their blood tainted the floor before they were
tackled to the ground and started being beaten to a pulp. not even getting a chance to attack
themselves.

 

the onlookers cheered for the killing machine, prompting the victor to raise their arms in the air as
they begged for more praise. amity huffed to herself, she couldn’t understand why people would go
the extra mile for an entertainment like this.

 

“and just like that folks! the hand has claimed another victory tonight! please escort gilbert’s failed
experiment out the door.” a voice spoke over the intercoms, supposedly the announcer as they
sound alot like one amity would hear over a game. several bodies entered the ring, dragging the
loser’s body out of the arena with ‘the hand’ being left. 

“now, for the last contender. there were rumors that this is his magnum opus but we already heard
that kind of talk and it usually doesn’t end well, don’t it folks?” the announcer laughed to
themselves along with the people awaiting for the next round of bloodbath. 

“nonetheless, please welcome alador blight’s latest experiment; the angel!” amity watched the door
on the other side of the ring open completely, her eyes widened as she saw what stepped out into
the light. a girl, no less older than her, half of her face was covered in melded metal with an ocular
enhancement that let out a burning red hue. she wore nothing, just a patched jacket and pants, not to
mention the jacket was open to show a little of what’s underneath that gleamed.

 



‘the hand’ scoffed at the sight of the angel, “you’re gonna fall not so gracefully after i’m done with
you.” they said, though the angel didn’t offer a response as they went in a fighting stance. ‘the
hand’ cracked their neck with a grin coming on their lips as they raised their bloodied gauntlets
before being the first to strike. throwing their fist aiming for the angel’s face though it was easily
dodge, the angel caught their wrist and in one fell swoop.

 

she broke their arm with a loud crack that made the entire audience grow silent. the hand cried out
in agony, they backed up a little as they held their twisted arm. it was twisted in an unimaginable
angle that it would make it hard to relocate it back in place.

 

the angel slipped their jacket off their shoulders, letting it drop to the floor beside them to reveal the
true work alador did. half of the angel’s body was embroidered in metal and gold, pockets of steam
popped out as veins of red were visible running along the organic. a fine hand worked on the
experiment.

 

the hand growled at the angel as she beckoned them to try again, triggering the hand to charge at
them with their working hand. their gauntlet charged up, letting out a blue hue as it came in close to
the angel’s face but it was quickly blocked by something. the sound of metal against metal echoed
through the now quiet room as everyone was too stunned to speak. even the announcer as all they
could do is watch the show.

 

the hand gasped, they immediately backed up when they saw what stood in front of them. a pair of
elegant, blade-like wings slowly unraveled from covering herself from the hand’s attack and it
spread wide for everyone to look upon awe as it gleamed under the stagelight like starlight.

 

amity was rendered speechless by the display, she knew her father was capable of many things and
somehow, she was still surprised.

 

she watched the wings flap, lifting the angel up as she looked down at the hand who was frozen in
place, their mouth agar as they looked up to the angel. looking as if ready to repent though it was
too late with the angel charging towards them. grabbing them by the neck with their augmented
hand, their squeeze made the hand immediately turn in multiple colors before the angel snapped
their neck with a loud crack.

 

the angel dropped the hand’s lifeless body to the ground, landing in front of them as she grabbed
their gauntlets and easily ripped it out alongside the hand’s arms. she looked up to the audience
who was still flabbergasted, she lifted the ripped out gauntlets, letting a rain of blood fall onto her



face as she looked upon the audience. remembering till her gaze stopped right on amity’s, their eyes
interlocking for a split second before the announcer finally recovered themselves.

 

“what an expected turn of events! the hand was defeated by the angel!” the announcer said, their
voice sounded like they couldn’t believe it. “the angel, everyone!” everyone surrounding the fence
cheered for the angel who remained emotionless and speechless to the praise she was getting.

 

“that’s all folks! i hope you didn’t lose your life savings by betting on the hand!” the announcer
roared in laughter, the ones who did lose their life savings immediately left the scene to avoid
embarrassment. though, amity didn’t leave just yet as she watched the angel drop the disembodied
arms to the side and stepped out of the arena, passing and ignoring the escorts.

 

amity has to know who that was that her father experimented on but she doesn’t know where the
experiments are kept. pulling away from the fence, she started her search for the further
underground, evading security as she managed to slip inside a door and trotted down the steps to be
met by a long winding hallway with cells filling the walls.

 

amity kept her distances to the experiments as some were unstable, slamming themselves onto the
metal bars with their hands reaching out in an attempt to grab her. a few knocked their heads onto
the wall till their head was completely flat with blood flooding their feet and some of their own
augmentations backfiring. killing them.

 

once amity finally found the cell she was looking for, she stopped in front of the cell and noticed
there’s a line of caution. within the darkness of the cell, amity saw the body of the angel standing
with the augmented parts still shining despite the bloodshed earlier. “hi.. my name’s amity blight.
what’s yours?” amity introduced herself to the angel, the angel turned her head a little to look at her
with her high ocular enhancement glowing a faint red before mellowing down as if she just
accessed her.

 

though, the angel didn’t reply. 

amity thought she did something wrong, she opened her mouth and say something else but she
halted when she heard a deep voice speak behind her. “she didn't talk much when i found her. i just
assumed she didn't know how to speak but could understand.” amity quickly turned around to see
her father standing behind her, his tired golden eyes looking down at his daughter’s similar hues.

 

“what did you do to her?” amity asked, both concerned at what her father did to the angel and
intrigued at what augmentations he made. 



“most importantly, what are you doing here?” alador asked with a deep frown, he thought none of
his children would ever find this place but that protection failed. 

“i.. i just wanted to see what you’ve been doing.” amity muttered out a response with her head
lowering. alador slowly softens, he sighed deeply as he rubbed the back of his neck, he turned his
head up to the angel who was listening over the conversation though still didn’t let out a single
word.

 

“you asked what i did to her.” alador started, amity returned her head up to look at her father.

 

“i gave her life.”



Little Baby Slut Part 3

Chapter Summary

final part of ‘little baby slut part 1 & 2’
part 1- chapter 294, part 2- chapter 318

sitting on the edge of the bed, luz buttons up amity’s uniform blouse though she left two buttons
open so her growing baby bump doesn’t get too suffocated. a smile grew across luz’s lips as she did
this, a part of her kept reminding her that this is wrong but she couldn’t help but feel proud that
knocked a child inside amity.

 

luz rubbed the baby bump as she looked up to amity, their eyes meeting that held a similar feeling.
amity was quite happy that she’s carrying luz’s child and was proud of it. her small hands lightly
cupped luz’s face, her thumb softly rubbing her cheeks as she leaned closer to her face before
closing in for a kiss.

 

luz didn’t hesitate to reciprocate, her hands sliding down on amity’s hips to bring her in closer and
tilted her head to deepen the kiss. “i love you so much, ami.” luz whispered in between kisses, she
doesn’t have any words to explain how much she loves amity and their soon to be child.

 

“i love you more.” amity replied, she sat on luz’s lap while still being in the kiss.

 

as they pulled away, luz drew down onto amity’s neck as she started leaving hot trails of kisses with
her hands smoothly roaming around her waist. amity easily melted in her lover’s touches, feeling a
familiar hard on rise underneath her that she slowly grinds on, earning a low groan.

 

luz’s fingers slithered underneath amity’s skirt, pulling her panties down to her ankles as she pulled
out her greedy cock that’s aching to be inside amity already. she lifted amity’s light body to hover
above her dick with amity aligned it at the entrance of her pussy hole before she slowly brought her
down, letting her walls be stretched once again despite their many rounds before..

 

luz moaned deeply, biting her lip as she started thrusting in amity without waiting for her to adjust.
her pussy felt nice and tight around her cock, she couldn’t get over how good amity feels as she



bounced her body on her lap like a toy. gripping onto her shoulders, amity’s mouth was completely
open with her moans gradually raising in volume just for luz’s ears to hear.

 

“i’m gonna be late..” amity muttered, they were supposed to be in school right now but luz doesn’t
want to let her go just yet when she wants to double tap and make sure that child is truly hers. or
it’s just an excuse for her to fuck her lover before heading to school. either way, amity doesn’t mind
as she loves getting fucked by luz. 

“we’ll be quick.” luz replied, tightening her grip on amity’s as she brought her down onto her cock
faster, driving it deeper inside her, making the young blight moan out in pure bliss with her core
throbbing at each slam. her small breasts bounced underneath her cloth as a small line of drool
rolled down the side of her mouth.

 

luz buried her face in between amity’s breasts, her arms coiled around her waist as she picked up
the pace. colliding her hips onto her lover’s cunt with her heavy balls clapping her ass cheeks,
“fuck, ami..” she groaned under her breath.

 

luz could feel herself getting closer and didn’t try to hold herself back since they’re both in a rush,
ramming her cock deep inside the young blight’s cervix as she came inside her. letting her large
flow of warm cum fill up amity’s small pussy with a few managed to flow out down on luz’s pants
but she didn’t mind it.

 

amity twitched and shuddered at the familiar feeling of cum filling her up though she just couldn’t
get over how good it felt. it makes her feel whole.

 

both of them panted heavily with light droplets of sweat rolling down the side of their faces. luz
kissed amity’s cheek as she slowly pulled out of her, letting their mixed cum flow out of her used
quim, she quickly slipped her underwear back on to keep the cum inside just like how amity likes
it.

 

“come on.” luz helped amity get on her feet as she stuffed her partially hardened cock inside her
pants, both of them headed for the car with luz driving her lover to school. it’s going to be a long
afternoon with amity but luz learns to bear with it. the teachers and her classmates were none the
wiser in realizing the young blight’s growing belly isn’t a normal one.

 

after luz fucked amity in the first time, amity has been wanting to try that again. she doesn’t know
what it’s called but the thought of being caught is both scary and exciting for her.



 

underneath the sheets, the night was deep and the only light source of the room was nothing but the
faint moon tainting the curtains. “ahh.. oh luz!” amity moaned, her nails digging into luz’s
shoulders as she felt her cock going far deep inside her. this is how luz puts amity to sleep, her
always loves being stuffed before heading to bed and luz doesn’t mind it, she loves it.

 

luz exerts her hips as she roughly fucks amity with her body repeated ricocheting onto the
headboard, gripping on the bedsheets with her gaze focused down on her lover. watching her face
contorted in pleasure while being completely red, her moans were harmonious to luz’s ears and her
legs loosely wrapped around her waist to keep the noceda from pulling out.

 

bending down, luz nuzzled up onto amity’s neck, leaving red marks that would last just a short time
as she doesn’t want amity going out with hickeys as much as she wants that. her lips smoothly ran
along her ivory neck and up to amity’s ear, whisper; “when your belly’s all big, i’m gonna fuck you
in front your class and show them you’re mine.” 

amity shuddered in pleasure at the thought, “y- yes!!” she moaned out as she arched her back to
which immediately took and held firmly as she picked up the pace, thrusting balls deep in the
young blight with her tip hitting that sweet spot that brought amity closer. the thought still
circulates her mind of being fucked in front of everyone, telling everyone in the face that she
belongs to luz and luz alone.

 

in one last plunge inside, amity rolled her head back in euphoria as she felt luz’s warm jizz flow
inside her once again. sighing in relief, amity calmed under luz, she looked up to her lover,
watching her calm down from her high though she didn’t pull like she promised as she shifted
amity to lay on her side with luz laying beside her, her arm resting on her waist to bring her closer.

 

amity nuzzled up on luz’s neck, getting comfortable in their warmth with luz’s chin resting atop of
her head. “luz?” amity lightly calls, earning a low hum in response. 

“do you mean it?” she asked, referring to what she said. luz opened her eyes for a moment, she
didn’t think amity would take it seriously though it does turn her on in the thought of claiming
amity as hers but it’s too risky.

 

“it’s too risky, ami.” luz said, amity huffed as she looked the other day. she knows the dangers of
being caught but it still upsetted her that she wouldn’t be fucked in front of everyone, the twins
could more or less count.

 



noticing the dreary look on her lover’s face, luz thinks to herself to make amity happy till an idea
pops into her mind.

 

pulling out of amity, luz got off of bed which confused the young blight. "what are you doing?" she
asked as she sat up a little, watching luz open the outdoor door that led out into the balcony,
overlooking the garden below.

 

"compromise." luz carried amity out into the balcony, the cold nightly breeze made amity shudder.
the noceda position amity to rest her arms on the balcony with her hips backed up on her.

 

luz held on amity's hips firmly, aligned her cock right on her lover's core before pushing it all in on
one go. amity moaned loudly without holding back as it rippled throughout the night, she held on
the edge of the stone railing as luz started her heavy thrusts in and slow pull outs.

 

with each plunge being deeper than the last. amity's body shook, a new round of pleasure surged
through her body from luz's slams and the fact of them being out in the open being shameless.

 

"shit luz.. faster.. fuck me harder.." amity muttered under her breath and only luz was the one who
heard it. luz clicked her tongue, she grabbed the back of amity's neck as she pulled head back and
slammed her lips against her lover's.

 

amity moaned in the deep kiss, her eyes slightly rolling back as their tongues laced around each
other. luz hummed, indulging in the taste of her lover with her head continuously ramming deeper
in her pussy. what she’s doing is dangerous but who would be awake in this kind of time anyways,
besides, the blights wouldn’t believe a random stranger if they did see them fuck in the balcony.

 

once they pulled away, amity panted heavily with their tongues connected by a thin line of saliva
for a moment before disappearing. "you're such a slut, baby." she whispered in her lover’s ears as
she held her neck firmly, her tongue licking up her drool as she nipped the tip of her ears.

 

“l- luz!” amity was extremely sensitive after their first round, she couldn’t hold herself in coming
too soon but that didn’t stop luz from continuously ramming into her deeper.

 

in last slam, luz erupted deep into amity’s core, stuffing her up once more with her body trembling
from each burst of her load inside. her legs could barely keep her up so luz had to hold her up while



still being inside her, emptying out.

 

“good girl.” luz cooed as she ran her hands along her lover’s sweaty back, listening to her light
pants as both of them caught their breaths but they’re far from done tonight.

 

it’s been a few weeks since luz fucked amity on the balcony, amity has been convincing her lover to
take her in more riskier places. from the car to her own school’s bathroom which they were almost
caught because the sound of their skin slapping was too loud, amity was the one who reasoned to
the teacher who kept the door closed, thankfully since they were fucking out in the open, while luz
kept thrusting in her.

 

at this point, luz is certain that it’s gonna be her kid coming out of amity.

 

"luz, look!" luz perked up when she heard her lover call her from behind, she looked over her
shoulder and froze as she saw amity with her shirt up showing her growing breasts but it wasn’t just
that that made her stop.

 

"you're lactating.” luz thought out aloud, her eyes wandered down to amity’s hardened nipples as
milk oozes out and trickled down her chest. her throat suddenly felt dry as it closed up, craving for
something to lubricate it. “i wonder what it tastes like." she muttered as she motioned amity to
come closer to her to which the young blight didn’t hesitate to do.

 

she sat beside luz, looking up to her lover as she kept her hold on her shirt. “do you wanna know
how you’re going to feed our baby?” luz asked,, amity shook her head in response as she’s clueless
when it comes to motherhood but luz would be there to help her, thankfully.

 

“you’re going to feed them like this.” then, luz laid down on amity’s lap, taking one of amity’s
lactating tit in her mouth and started suckling on, drinking the milk like an infant. the taste was
sweet like honey, she hasn’t had breast milk before so this is certainly new and she likes it.

 

amity lightly moans at the feeling of luz’s tongue desperately lapping up her milk, she patted her
lover’s head as she watched her feed on her milk, looking blissful. she leaned closer, letting luz
take more with one of her hands slipping down inside her pants to start stroking her partially
hardened cock, her thumb pressed on the leaking tip and used the pre like a rub as she strokes
faster.

 



luz moaned while having a mouthful of tit, her hips unceremoniously thrusting up in amity’s hand
as she drank her milk harder. she couldn’t get over the taste, she would be rather jealous if she sees
her kid drinking her lover’s milk though she would have to hold herself if that happens.

 

amity looked at the hardenden cock completely erected in her hand, twitching from the cold air and
the warmth as the noceda’s hips continued to thrust into her hand. “aren’t you a hungry baby?” she
giggled, watching luz drink milk as much as she could till she finally pulled away with a line of
milk rolling off the side of her mouth.

 

“here, have a taste.” luz pulled amity down for a kiss, letting her taste her own milk as their tongues
danced with each other before they pulled away.

 

“taste good, doesn’t it?” luz grinned as she pecked amity’s lips.

 

“it only tastes good with your lips.” amity replied, squeezing luz’s cheeks together and planted a
kiss on her nose. 

lightly chuckling, “since when you became a flirt?” amity rolled her eyes and leaned in for another
kiss to make luz shut up to which the noceda didn’t complain as she savored the kiss with the
young blight’s hand continued to stroke her though their tender moment was interrupted by the
sound of the front door opening that made both of them immediately separate.

 

luz looked over the couch, her eyes widened when she saw it was amity’s parents who were back
from their vacation. she didn’t get any messages that they were returning so soon, luz quickly
stuffed her cock inside her pants, wiped amity’s still lactating tits and brought her shirt down as she
stood up to greet the blight parents with an awkward smile.

 

“miss noceda, was amity too much of a burden to you while we were away?” odalia asked as she
walked up towards the two with alador just behind her. 

luz shook her head, “oh no no. amity was well behaved.” she replied, still wearing that awkward
smile.

 

while luz and odalia were talking about amity’s behavior while they were away, alador looked over
to amity who stood beside luz and noticed a pair of spots soaking her shirt along with her stomach
that’s abnormally large than he last saw her. “why is your shirt wet? and did you gain weight?”
alador asked, making the conversation stop and turned their attention to the young blight.



 

amity didn’t open her mouth, taking a single step back behind luz as she didn’t foresee this would
happen so soon. alador looked over to luz as well and noticed the evident bulge on her pants that’s
hard to miss, it wasn’t long that alador pieced everything together.

 

“you impregnated our daughter?!” 

for the first time, amity saw alador being more furious than his usual dead expression due to his
work. “i’ll have the police informed by this indecency, you absolute heathen.” he took out his
phone and was about to dial the police, planning to report luz but amity doesn’t want that to happen
as she immediately took a step forward. 

“wait! if anyone finds out i’m pregnant by the babysitter you hired, it wouldn’t be a good image for
you, would it?” amity reasoned, mostly aiming for odalia as she knows the woman values numbers
more than her own children to which worked like a charm to the woman. 

“pack your things. you’re living in the summer house from now on with your.. babysitter.” odalia
ordered rather quickly as she wanted to get the two out of her sight though alador didn’t take this
too kindly as he looked at her wife in disbelief.

 

“but odalia-” he tried to state his reason but odalia stopped him. 

“my decision is final. now get out of my face.” odalila swatted at the two like a pair of flies, luz
looked at amity, bewildered that the odds seemed to be in their favor due to amity’s quick thinking.
without saying any other word, both of them rushed up to their shared bedroom to pack up before
odalia changed her mind.

 

the car the blight parents rode was used to drive them to the summer house which wasn’t used for a
long time and it was somewhat far from bonesborough which was perfect. luz has enough to sustain
her, amity and their coming child for a year or two from her bank account but she has to get another
job in order to keep it that way. amity had to drop out of school for a while though the young blight
doesn’t seem to mind as she’s happy to finally live with luz together and alone.

 

after a few months, luz and amity’s first born was conceived via c-section to keep the young blight
nice and tight. the thought of making another child plagues luz’s mind and amity wasn’t too far
behind with that thought as well.



Hell on the Field

Chapter Summary

baseball team rivals lumity

not requested small fluff

"aand amity swings, landing a solid hit on the ball!" the commenter, gus exclaimed as he and the
audience on the benches watched the prolific athlete and the star of the opposing team; amity blight
landed a square hit on the ball and started sprinting to the next base.

 

"oh, it's flying across the field with the entrails rushing towards it!" one of the members got their
eye on the soaring ball with their glove at the ready to catch it, all the while amity sped through
every single base at lightning speed. it looks like the ball isn't coming down anytime soon.

 

"but will she make it against the clock?!" there's only 15 seconds left at the timer and amity is so
close to the final base as she touched the second to last. with only a few seconds remaining and a
trail of dust opaquing almost half of the field, amity was seen diving before being consumed by the
dust.

 

"she dives.." gus trailed off, leaving the audience at a standby as they waited for the dust to settle.

 

once it did, amity was completely on the ground with the tip of her sole touching the final base,
creating a cheering uproar amongst the benches. "and she scores! looks like the banshees and the
emerald entrails are neck and neck once again!" gus snapped his finger towards the scoring board
which changed into a tying number with the opposing team.

 

it's a tough battle and everyone is hyped to see who wins in the end.

 

"that was quite a show, ain't it folks? we'll take a break with a word from our sponsor." the
commenter, thankfully, gave both times to rest a little and recollect themselves.

 



amity pushed herself up, patting her clothing off of dust and gravel as she recklessly dove into the
base just to get that score but it was worth it, nonetheless.

 

heading back to the benches where her coach and other teammates reside to rethink their strategies.
amity accepted the water bottle skara handed to her, easily downing it to the bottom with a relieved
sigh as she listened to her coach relay the next plan for the upcoming match.

 

but amity became distracted as in the corner of her eye, she could see another player- from the
opposing team- having her little huddle with her own team. the sun always graces her, leaving her
in a dream-like state as she shines whatever states she's in.

 

"amity..?"

 

amity was completely transfixed at the woman, watching her little movements as she twirls her cap
with her finger. spinning the bat with the other hand only for it to slip and hit her right on the head.

 

"amity."

 

she doesn't know what made her so enthralled with this woman but she isn't complaining. though,
there are things that annoyed her to the point that she wants to punch her across the face.

 

"amity!!"

 

the young blight jumped as she didn't realize someone was calling her till they shouted right into
her ear. "w- what?" she asked, discombobulated.

 

"coach asked if you could sub for kat since her leg got twisted." skara repeated what their coach
said, she and the entire team were looking at amity with confused looks on their faces.

 

blinking, amity cleared her throat as she fixed her posture. "uh.. yeah sure." she replied. the others
returned to their conversation, leaving amity to herself once more but an arm coiled itself around
her shoulder, followed by a voice that took her out of the solitude of her mind.



 

"what's wrong with you? you've been dozing in and out lately." boscha asked, taking the space
beside amity and closing it even more to make her uncomfortable.

 

"no, i'm not. maybe it's the heat getting to me." amity withdrew the arm around her and pushed
boscha to the side, giving her the space that she needs. hearing a scoff beside her as a response.

 

"you're an awful liar, blight."

 

amity didn't give any more response to boscha as she leaned back onto the wooden foundations
with her arms crossed, eyes aimlessly looking at the ground since she can't look at her anymore
with boscha now on her neck.

 

"is that noceda messing with you again?" boscha quipped, but amity shook her head with a sigh.

 

"this has nothing to do with her, boscha." as if right on timing, a shadow was casted that shielded
amity from the sun with a familiar voice making her turn her head to look at them.

 

"hey, blight." luz greeted with a smug grin, she held on the wooden frame over her head and leaned
onto it with her uniform having its buttons open to reveal her gray undershirt.

 

it would be reasonable to do so since it's really hot out but amity has a feeling she's doing this to
mess with her as she can see more warmth rise to her face the more she looks at her.

 

"nice save back there. too bad it won't be enough once i get on that field." luz sneered, the grin on
her face never flattering as she looked at the banshees' team. though, mostly at amity.

 

"you mean when your teammates tap out and your coach doesn't have a choice but to let you in?"
amity snapped back, earning a small chuckle from the star player of the emerald entrails.

 

"i wouldn't say the same for your team." luz motioned her eye at the other players, one of them had
her leg twisted and the others worn out by the excessive heat of the day and the match. "by the



looks of it, we got the upper hand."

 

both blight and noceda narrowed their eyes at each other, gold and hazel clashing. they've been
rivals on the field since their first match back in their junior years and that rivalry has grown along
with them, the fires never ceasing and burning hotter.

 

"yeah and we're gonna drag you across the mud with those shit stain faces of yours." a new voice
suddenly intruded their conversation, luz lightly wheezing as a hand repeatedly slapped her back.
looking to the side, only to realize it's another member of the emerald entrails.

 

specifically, hunter wittebane.

 

lowly growling, luz pushed hunter off him and shot him a glare. "the fuck, dude? why are you even
here?" she hissed which took hunter aback, a little confused by the noceda's notion.

 

"oh, i thought we were trash talking the banshees?" he innocently asked, thinking that's the reason
why luz is hanging here in the first place.

 

"you're gonna get us in trouble with what you're saying. go back." luz sighed as she motioned
hunter to go back with the others. he did so with growing confusion, leaving luz alone with amity
once again but the atmosphere has been ruined already with boscha amplifying it.

 

"ha. looks like your team is all talk! looks like we got an easy win against these retards."

 

"shut up, boscha." amity snapped. she stood up, leaving boscha alone on the bench again as she
grabbed her bat resting on the side with their break time soon to be ending.

 

"what? i was just- ugh! you never let me have fun!" boscha whined behind her, only to be ignored.

 

as amity brushed past luz, she heard her whisper; "see ya on the field, hermosa ."



-----

after one hellish match against the banshees, at the end of it all, the emerald entrails reigned victory.

 

amity was more or less thrilled that the entrails won and she could finally go home to rest. leaving
the field, she went inside the locker room, planning to take a shower before going home as she's
completely caked in sweat.

 

as amity takes off her uniform, leaving her on her sleeveless shirt. she perked up upon hearing the
door closing with the person who entered was luz herself.

 

"leaving so soon?" she asked, walking over to amity as she took a seat on the bench in front of her.

 

"thought you'd be at the afterparty?" amity tossed her dirty, sweat drenched uniform at luz who
easily caught it.

 

"i'm spent." luz replied, placing the uniform to the side with her cap to let her curled locks flow
down as she stood back up again. their eyes interlocking with no one to disturb them now. "might
as well lay down with the world's squishiest pillow." she wrapped her arms around amity's neck
with their bodies being magnetically pulled into one another.

 

amity let out a dramatic pained noise, "you wound me. am i just a pillow to you?" she held luz by
the hips, closing the space between their bodies with their lips only mere inches away from each
other.

 

"how bout you find out?" luz leaned in, kissing her rival right in the lips as both of them indulged
in the sweet taste. amity hummed, turning around as she pressed luz against the lockers with her
hands slithering down to her thighs. lightly grinding her crotch against luz with her inhibitions
revealing itself.

 

pulling away with a gasp, luz giggled as she booped amity's nose. "easy there, gato . we're not in
your room yet." she said as her own hands trailed down amity's body, betraying her words.

 



"you've been teasing me long enough." amity whispered, lifting luz by the thighs as she pressed in
between her legs. earning a soft moan from her lover.

 

"have i?"

 

but before both of them could get any further, the door of the locker room was suddenly busted
open with the rest of the emerald entrails entering. their chatter stopped when they saw luz and
amity sitting a feet apart on a bench with reds on their faces.

 

"oh hey, amity." viney waved at the blight which she returned with a stiffer one.

 

"luz, there you are. everyone's looking everywhere for you." willow said as she walked up to her
friend, giving amity a side glance as she did.

 

"a- ah.. well, i was just freshening up before the afterparty, you know?" luz replied with an
awkward toothy smile, trying her best not to be too obvious despite the hard flush of red on her
face.

 

with a raised brow, willow looked at luz and amity simultaneously before shrugging. "i see. well,
hurry up or else eda is gonna ditch us with the trophy." she said as she led the team out of the locker
room to leave the two alone, only for a few moments as luz apparently can't skip the afterparty.

 

"i'll see you later." luz said as she stood up but before she could take another step away, amity
grabbed her by the wrists and pulled her into one last kiss.

 

"you better."



Burning Metal

Chapter Summary

continuation of 'augmentations'

part 1 chapter 409

after leaving the fighting ring, alador drove himself back on his airlift to his warehouse with amity
sitting in the backseat and the angel next to her.

 

once the airlift safely landed on a wide open area, alador was the first to get off and open the door
for his daughter, leading the angel out along with her. there were several lights peppering the dark
canvas of the night and they weren't stars. it's best that they head inside quickly. 

 

"take this." alador handed a sizable remote to amity who was holding the cloth covered angel as her
father didn't want the prying eyes to see her and hatch a plan on stealing.

 

amity lets go of the angel, taking the remote as she hesitantly pressed the middle button which
caused the warehouse door to rise open. both of them quickly entered the warehouse as the lights
within began to flutter open, illuminating the once dark place.

 

as the doors has been sealed shut, alador gently placed the angel in a small infirmary-like bed as he
removed the cloth covering her.

 

"mittens, mind handing me my box?" alador asked as he grabbed a stool from the side, sitting in
front of the angel with his work goggles now lowered. amity aptly complied, taking the tool box
from her father's workbench and handed it to him.

 

opening the tool box, alador took out a plier as he began to slowly open the chest of the angel
where her glowing reactor resides.

 



"what are you doing?" amity asked as she watched her father tinker, remembering the times where
she'd watch her father work within a place in their house before he moved out into this warehouse
for more space to conduct experiments and research. though, some of his schemes and blueprints
still remained in his old workshop.

 

"recalibrating the coolant." alador replied, taking every screw out delicately. "it seems she draws
out more power than i anticipated. nevertheless, this shows how much potential she holds." while
he works on recalibrating the coolant within, the angel only sat still with her eyes looking outward
into nothing.

 

her ocular enhancement emitted a mellow glow as her reactor has lost a bit of its power before
returning to normal.

 

"you're turning her into a weapon, aren't you?" amity muttered. it's not like she doesn't see the angel
as already a weapon but with a machine melding into human flesh, she could see something more
than just a weapon.

 

"she already is a weapon, amity." alador bluntly replied. he did the last fix on the coolant, the
reactor let out a low humming noise as it glowed brighter. "but i have noticed that she has displayed
more emotions than prior." he added while placing every single screw back in its place.

 

amity lightly pursed her lip, "where did you say you found her?" she continued her string of
questions to which her father doesn't seem to mind.

 

"under the bridge leaving bonesborough. half of her body has been blown off and yet her brain
remained intact." alador tossed his tools back into the box, pushing his stool a step back as he
raised his work goggles onto his head once again. the angel looked down at herself, moving her
mechanical arm to form a fist and rotate her wrist while her organic arm stayed motionless.

 

"but it's not to say she lost her memories of sorts and her way of speech."

 

"only relaying her thoughts through simple actions." amity watched as the angel got familiar with
her motor skills. in those real hazel eyes, she couldn't help but stare.

 



"now, you'll go home to your mother and swear to never talk about this around her." alador said as
he stood up, pushing the stool to the side with his foot.

 

"no! i.." amity blurted out, not thinking her words through but she knows what she wants this time.

 

"i want to stay in the warehouse and.. work with the angel. i want to know more about her."

 

alador looked at his daughter for a moment before letting out a small laugh, "i remember the times
when you were just a little one. you wouldn't leave the warehouse even if i try to drag you out." he
recalled the years amity used to sneak into his warehouse, those were the simpler days that he
misses.

 

without much of a choice, alador lets out a whistle for a speeding box on wheels rushes up to him,
stopping by his feet. "i will grant you full access to my workshop and you will be responsible for
the angel. from upgrades to full repairs." alador declared, a huge smile came onto amity's face
when she heard those words.

 

"just say your name to this as evidence." as amity said her name to the robot, it let out a happy
noise before speeding off once again into the depths of the warehouse.

 

"thanks dad." alador smiled back as he patted amity's head, he walked past her to head out of the
warehouse but he stopped halfway. saying;

 

"oh and she told me her name was 'luz' before passing out. take it as you will."

 

amity looked over to luz , she's still in her motionless state with her only movements being
blinking. it's a name she hasn't heard before and would never forget.

-----



"feeling better?" amity sighed as she took a step back from luz. her mechanical parts moved like the
waves of the sea, adjusting to the body with her reactor retaining its bright glow through her chest.
amity changed the old metal into a newer, refined one which was difficult for her to obtain but
nevertheless, it was worth it.

 

amity watched luz assess her parts, her sharp talon-like wings spread behind her that shone under
the ceiling lights. a small smile formed on the young blight's lips, seeing how comfortable luz was
getting to her new body.

 

"glad to see you like it." amity stood up as she packed her tools back inside the box, returning to
her father's workbench to resume her smaller works. she's been in the warehouse ever since alador
gave her access, practically living in it like he is as she conducted her upgrades and research on luz
to make her body more flexible and comfortable for her.

 

mostly, her research has been about finding out how luz truly was before she was turned into what
she is now. so far, there were no records of her name in the bonesborough archives but that didn't
discourage the blight into digging further down into the rabbit hole.

 

then, amity felt something beside her with a shadow taking up the side of the workbench. looking at
the corner of her eye, seeing luz standing up beside her with her gaze focused on what she's
tinkering. "oh hey, do you need something?" amity asked, dropping what she's doing.

 

luz didn't say anything as she kept her gaze on the metal thingamabob in the young blight's hands.
"this is nothing. just a little thing to pass the time." amity added as she placed the thing to the side,
looking up to meet those hazel eyes staring blankly right back at her.

 

lightly clearing her throat, "i've been researching about you and all of them were inconclusive."
amity said, striking a conversation between them even though she knows she'll be the only one
talking but it's better than not trying. "has your memories recovered somehow?"

 

luz lowered her head, indicating an answer to which amity understood. "i suppose not." she
muttered under her breath but she didn't let that lose their faith as she grabbed luz's organic hand,
giving it a firm squeeze. "but don't worry, i'll help you recover till you remember." she reassured
the angel and what motivated amity to act on her next move was completely out of her control.

 

amity leaned in, planting a soft kiss into luz's cheek. there was silence within the warehouse, a
deafening one. slowly lowering back down to her chair, amity took a moment to realize what she



has done before her entire face blew up in red.

 

"s- sorry!"

 

amity sprung up to feet as she made a mad dash out of the warehouse, leaving the frozen angel
alone.

 

slowly raising her hand to touch the cheek, feeling the warm remnants of her lips against her skin
as luz looked over her shoulder to see the closed warehouse doors but she can see amity is not too
far away.

 

for once after a long time, luz opened her mouth as she uttered her first words; "amity.."



Play Along
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"is this really necessary?" amelia asked as she sat within a glyph circle, naked. she watched her
lover engrave it on the floor of their bedroom with chalk with stringbean slithering in the air beside
her.

 

"come on, it won't be that bad, ames." lucia reassured, she closed the circle of the glyph and backed
up a little.

 

"let's see if this actually works." taking a deep breath before lucia slammed both of her hands onto
the glyph, causing it to emit a bright glow that consumed amelia and the entire room for a few
seconds.

 

once the light died down, lucia dropped her arms from shielding her eyes. her eyes sparkled as a
small gasp escaped her lips upon seeing what beauty was in front of her.

 

amelia adorning a pair of floppy dog ears and a slow wagging tail behind her.

 

a flush of red rose up in the blight's face as she crossed her arms, turning her head away with her
ears folding back. "this is stupid." she muttered under her breath, lucia smirked as she approached
her love.

 

"stupidly cute. such a good girl." lucia scratched the back of amelia's ear with stringbean playing
along as she bumped her head onto amelia, letting out a delighted, almost amused hiss, making the
blight growl.

 



"argh! stop! take this off right now!" amelia slapped lucia's hand away but that didn't stop the
noceda from cupping her cheeks, giving them a squeeze while the blight continued to growl.

 

"aww but you like it, don't you?" lucia's tone dropped a few octaves as she stared into her lover's
golden hues, feeling the heat in her cheeks gradually grow in her hands.

 

"i do not."

 

lowly chuckling, lucia pulled amelia to a kiss as she pulled her body to press against hers. amelia
lightly whined in the kiss but reciprocated nonetheless as she melted into lucia.

 

as they pulled away, lucia pecked amelia's cheek. "you'll warm up to it." she said, walking over to
the door with stringbean nestling on her shoulder.

 

"besides i don't know how to reverse the spell, so you'll be stuck like that for a while." amelia's tail
spiked up when she heard that, a sudden eruption of pink flames came out of her fist as she threw a
ball of flames towards lucia who quickly closed the door. her laughter was heard just beyond the
now burnt door.

 

"lucia!!"

-----

it's been a few weeks since amelia had to get accustomed to her lover's house rules as a pet out of
all things. she roams the house ass naked and would only wear clothing whenever they're going out
together but the collar stays on wherever.

 

amelia would often bite lucia's hand whenever she tugged on her leash if she were to pet her or rub
her belly. but eventually, she caved in the small affections her lover gives and there would be times
a bark would slip from her mouth.

 



but lucia loves it as she lathers amelia with pets and cum like a good pet she is. she already knew
the reverse spell was upon her research for the spell and she isn't going to take that away. at least,
not yet. she's going to have a little more fun.

 

her ears perked up at the sound of the front door opening, amelia hopped off the couch and greet
her lover who just got back from an errand.

 

"welcome home, master." amelia said with a big smile, her tail wagging profusely behind her.

 

a small grin came on lucia's face, she rubs amelia's head as she greeted back; "hey there pet."
amelia leaned onto her touch, slowly standing onto her knees as she pressed her cheek onto lucia's
stomach.

 

"can i have my bone now?" amelia asked, looking up at lucia with a gleaming pair of puppy eyes.
lucia chuckled, knowing she can't resist such cuteness, especially coming from her pet.

 

"since you asked so nicely." lucia pulled out a red rolled up leash from her pocket, clipping it onto
amelia's collar.

 

amelia watched intently as lucia started unbuckling her pants, lowering it just enough for her semi-
hardened cock to jump out and slap her across the face. "here you go, baby."

 

without needing to form a second thought, amelia took lucia's cock in her mouth as she lavished at
the taste of her master. her tail wagged fervently behind her as she started bobbing her head, her
smooth tongue lathering the thick girth.

 

lucia groaned, rolling the leash around her knuckle as she watched her pet easily take her. leaning
back on the door, she used her empty hand to softly rub amelia's head, encouraging her to go
deeper.

 

"oh fuck.. that's a good girl." lucia cooed, seeing her lips kiss the base of her crotch as she pushed it
deeper down her throat. a brow quirked when she noticed amelia's thighs were quivering with lines
of wetness dripping down to the floor.

 



"hm.. you're taking me so well, amor." lucia grasped a handful of amelia's hair with her hold on her
leash tightening as she started thrusting.

 

amelia whimpered, vibrating on her cock as she looked up to see her lover's reddish hazel eyes
staring down at her with lust and passion. beads of tears pricked the corners of her ears only for it
to be wiped off with a thumb.

 

lucia quickened her pace, her balls repeatedly slapping under amelia's chin as she could feel herself
getting closer to the edge and she wasn't planning on holding back.

 

"fuck.. fuck- take it!!" lucia gritted her teeth tightly as she pushed her cock deep into amelia's throat
before finally coming. letting her pet gulp every single drop of cum down her throat with a few
drops dripping off to the side of her mouth.

 

sighing deeply, lucia patted amelia's head as she slowly pulled her hips back. the blight lightly
coughed, taking deep breaths as she swallowed the remaining cum in her mouth.

 

pushing a thumb inside, lucia stared into amelia's mouth. her canines were sharper than hers as she
pricked her thumb on its sharpened end.

 

"speak."

 

amelia replied with a bark, much to her master's pleasure.

 

lucia led amelia back to the couch, tugging on her leash to get on all fours as she spread her legs to
reveal just how wet she became just by sucking her off. trailing her fingers along her dripping slit
before aligning her cock right into her soaked hole.

 

amelia whined as she shook her head, been waiting the whole day for lucia to breed her caused her
patience to dwindle. lucia chuckled, she grabbed the base of her pet's tail and tugged it, earning a
pleasured yelp.

 



"is my puppy needy?" lucia cooed as she continued to tug on amelia's tail, her upper body slumped
onto the couch with her ass being held up. only whines and whimpers were heard from the blight,
much to the noceda's amusement before shoving her entire length inside.

 

amelia cried out in pure ecstasy, her ears folding back on her head as her tail fervently wagged in
lucia's hand. tightly gripping on the edge of the couch with her body ricocheting upward at every
thrust.

 

pleasure surged throughout her body, continuous flow of moans escaped her lips as she felt lucia
reach deeper and deeper inside her.

 

"l.. lucia!" amelia moaned, her face was in complete red with a line of drool rolling down the side
of her mouth. being in this role for how many weeks now did something to her head as she drools
over lucia and yet she doesn't see that a bad thing.

 

"aah.. fuck, you're still so tight.." lucia bit her lip, watching amelia's body be easily rocked as she
slammed her hips hard, plunging her girth deeper to hit her pet's womb, making amelia moan
loudly with her hips arching.

 

the sound of their heavy skin slapping filled the walls of their living room along with amelia's
harmonious cries of euphoria.

 

it wasn't long that lucia could feel herself getting closer again, a familiar knot rising at the pit of her
stomach as she picked up her pace. ramming her thick member inside amelia till she popped inside
her womb.

 

amelia screamed her master's name as she came hard at the same time with her, letting her cums
mix together as more filled her up to the brim.

 

sighing deeply, lucia leaned onto amelia's back as she planted a kiss on the side of her head. "good
girl."
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they did it.

 

the collector has been safely taken into the family with their celestial powers being mellowed due
to king's own ability. the boiling isles have been saved from utter destruction and are on their way
to being rebuilt for the better.

 

willow and gus returned to their families, happy and relieved to know they're alive after being taken
out of their puppet stasis. hunter was taken in by willow's fathers, amity also reunited with her
father and siblings with camila choosing to stay in the isles for a while to sow unfinished business.

 

the owl house has been rebuilt, eda and raine settling down within it. of course, the house wouldn't
be complete without the kids and their friends taking up the space.

 

everything is looking brighter for the isles but one loose end has remained.

 

within the now abandoned conformitorium, it has been planned for this place to be demolished as
this just served as a reminder of the past. being locked away all because you don't conform to
society wants or what the emperor wants.

 

no lights illuminated the dark place, each cell was devoid of life with only the echoes of slow
dripping water echoed through the rundown establishment.

 



that was all the noise that vibrated through the walls, till a scurry of metal scraping against the
ground broke the eerie silence that was soon followed by footsteps. echoing stone at each step
taken.

 

a ray of light highlighted the cells only for a moment as it passed by before stopping in front of a
particular cell.

 

"hello, miss blight."

 

amity narrowed her eyes at the chained figure shrouded in darkness, the ball of light beside grew
brighter just enough to completely expose what's truly behind these bars.

 

luz. her clothes were in tatters, dried blood and mud covered her body. a pair of muddied horns
protruded from her head, with her arms chained to the wall. fortified chains were used, making it
difficult for her or him to tear it apart. it was her wish to have it be used on her.

 

"i want to speak with luz." amity said in a stern voice. keeping her eyes on her once lover, those
gleaming hazel eyes that she fell in love with were gone. replaced by a husk of what it once was
and her left being consumed by the menacing glow of blue.

 

"i'm afraid she's not available right now. perhaps you could-" before he could finish his sentence,
amity's eyes let out a violent purple hue with the abomination mud rising behind her as she clasped
her hands into a tight fist.

 

"i want to speak with her. now." amity repeated only once and the blue glow in her left eye
disappeared, reverting back to those beautiful hazel.

 

"amity..?" a groggy, strained voice that the blight missed hearing came out of luz's lips.

 

"mi hermosa." amity dropped to her knees as she watched luz slowly fix her sitting, wincing as she
did. 

 



"what are you doing here?" luz asked, her voice was raspy and her breathing was ragged as if she
had been screaming for a long time. amity's chest tightened at the sight of this.

 

"i came just to check up on you." amity replied, "i also bought some food. your mom said it's your
favorite." she took a paper bag out of her bag, extended her arm inside the cell and placed it in
arm's reach for luz to take.

 

as luz took the bag, her nose was immediately hit with the smell of chimichurri sandwich that made
her eyes watery and her stomach growl. she doesn't remember the last time she ate one of these. "is
she still here?" she asked, looking back up to amity.

 

solemnly nodding, "your mom refuses to leave till you come back home." luz sighs as she lowered
her head to look at the cracked ground. she's been begging for her mother to return to the human
realm but it seems to have done the opposite.

 

"i can't. not until he dies. even if it means dragging me along with him." luz muttered as she
clenched her fists. she can feel her inside deteriorating with each passing day, his voice torments
her mind as he slowly takes control of her body whenever he wants to.

 

it's painful and it makes luz just want to end herself right here, right now and take the bastard with
her in hell. 

 

"stop saying that!" this snapped luz would her headspace as she looked back up to her lover. "i'm
not letting that happen! i swear we're gonna find a way to get that bastard out of you!" amity
exclaimed, clenching her teeth with tears welling up in her eyes. she and the others have been
working on finding a cure for her everyday only for it to come inconclusive.

 

but she isn't going to give up. not now, not ever. it's luz.

 

"till then, i miss you, luz." amity gripped onto the cold metal bars, pressing her head against it as
tears started to fall. unable to hold it in anymore.

 

"i miss you too, amity." luz replied, solemnly. she raised her hand, wanting to reach out to amity.
wanting to touch her face, she forgot what she felt like but her hand dropped to the ground as she
started to cough violently.



 

"time's up."

 

a mixture of mud and blood was spat out as luz continued to cough, tears streamed down her face
with her body beginning to contort and swell. looking up, she saw amity stand up with a pained
horrified look on her face, she doesn't want her to see her this way.

 

she doesn't want to see that look on her face.

 

"amity.. leave now!!" a loud roar rumbling through the chambers as her eyes shifted into a violent
glow of blue. her body consumed by sickly green mud as other mouths and eyes emerged, the lost
souls of the damned palismen. slamming her twisting, writhing body against the fortified bars as
amity took off on her staff.

 

continuous screams and roars were heard behind her as hard tears dripped down. she's going to find
that cure and save luz no matter what it takes.

 

no matter what.
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"i didn't know there was a basilisk in the basement!" luz exclaimed as she held onto a ledge,
narrowly escaping a massive basilisk's deadly fangs. the huge snake hissed at her only for a bolt of
lightning to spew out beside her, hitting the creature right in the face.

 

the basilisk screeched, retreating for a while as it slipped into the waters, disappearing for now.
awaiting for the opportune moment to strike again.

 

"goddamn it, mudblood! you're gonna get us killed!" amity snapped as she turned her glare down at
luz who's holding the side of her leg. her frown softened upon realizing she was grazed by the
snake's fang. with just one slice, its venom is already in her veins.

 

"i- i'm sorry. i just wanted to help." luz muttered, looking away as she covered her bleeding leg.

 

the young blight sighed deeply, kneeling down as she took off her scarf to tie it around the wound,
hoping it'd be enough to last till they got out of here. "just focus on finding a way out. there has to
be." amity said, tying the knot tightly as she stood back up, looking around the vicinity for any sort
of way for them to get out of this hellhole.

 

"do you see that opening?" luz pointed to which amity's eyes followed, a single light enters through
the small opening and it was enough to formulate a plan within the young noceda's mind.

 

"i got it! okay, so here's the plan.." luz pulled amity's sleeve for her to kneel down again and
whispered into her ear for the plan.

 



after she was done, amity looked hesitant as she looked back at luz with a raised brow. "how will i
know you won't get us killed with this plan if the basilisk doesn't get to us first?" she quipped but
luz returned a blank stare.

 

"well, do you have a better plan?"

 

amity grumbled under her breath as she turned her head away. "besides, this is the only shot we
got." luz placed her hand onto the wall for support as she began to push herself up despite her
weakening legs. amity flinched when luz almost lost her balance. "do you trust me?" luz offered her
hand to the pureblood blight.

 

softly scoffing, "do i have a choice?" amity accepted luz's hand as she watched her take out her
wand before reciting a spell;

 

"accio!"

 

it took a few seconds till something broke through the ceiling, amity's eyes widened as she saw
luz's nimbus 2000 come flying towards her. luz caught it with her body that flung her back a little if
it wasn't for amity catching her.

 

luz hopped onto her broom with amity riding behind her, she took a single glance at the blight for a
moment before she kicked off the ledge with her normal foot. circling the wide area where the
basilisk once rested.

 

it wasn't long that the basilisk broke through the surface of the water with its mouth wide open,
prepared to swallow them whole. but then, luz aimed her wand at the snake as she recited;
"petrificus totalus!"

 

freezing the basilisk in place which gave amity ample time to barrage the ceiling using several
destructive spells. wavering the foundations of the chambers, the pillars crumbled as the entire
place began to shake.

 

luz kept an eye on the petrified basilisk and she noticed little bits of movements, breaking out of the
spell gradually with its eyes locking onto her like death.



 

"uh amity, are you almost done?" luz asked, never looking away from the snake.

 

"just one more.." as amity was about to land her last spell, luz maneuvered the broom, evading the
creature when the basilisk finally broke through the spell and lunged towards them. amity yelped,
accidentally letting the last spell go that hit the last foundation that's keeping the ceiling afloat.

 

the entire ceiling collapsed onto them, luz dodged and weaved through the several rubble coming
down on them with the basilisk screeching behind them till it's buried under.

 

once they finally escaped the chambers, both of them panted heavily as they tried to catch their
breaths after that one ride through hell.

 

"you okay?" luz asked as she looked over her shoulder to check on amity who nodded in response.

 

"what about you?" amity returned the question, luz shrugged as she shook her head with sweat
profusely coming down her face. amity knows it's the poison taking effect as the scarf grew more
redder.

 

"just a little dizzy. let's head back to our rooms before-" before luz could finish that thought, almost
all of the professors and the janitor stopped in front of the broken entrance of the lavatory, in shock
at the sight before them.

 

"miss noceda and miss blight! what is the meaning of this?!"

 

luz was taken to the infirmary while amity was lightly patched up as she's being interrogated. she
explained why and how they got down in the chambers but she took the fall for luz, she doesn't
regret it as she sees the girl laying in bed, in pain from the venom.

 

despite it being taken out of her system, the side effects are still active. she might be bedridden for
a while.

 



once all of the professors left the infirmary, the nurse was busy getting the treatment for the noceda.
amity walked over to the side of luz's bed, taking a seat as she hesitantly took her hand.

 

"are you feeling?" amity asked, her thumb softly caressing luz's knuckles.

 

"like crap. but it's not the worst i've experienced." luz lightly joked but stopped as she hissed at the
sudden sting of pain erupting in the side of her body.

 

amity winced at the sight of luz in pain. she was told that a basilisk's venom is potent enough to kill
a person under a minute and yet luz is still living and breathing. only suffering the side effects, that
shouldn't be possible considering that she's a human.

 

sighing deeply once the pain died down, "i heard what you said to the professors. why did you take
the blame?" luz asked, turning her head to look at amity in the eye.

 

amity lightly shrugged, "i don't know.. i just thought we're both at fault so it's not fair pinning it on
you alone." she muttered under her breath as she turned her gaze down to the bed sheets. luz easily
heard her as it's only them in the infirmary.

 

lightly smiling, luz leaned back onto the pillow as she looked up at the ceiling. "i'm gonna miss so
many classes." she groaned, realizing that tomorrow's monday and she's gonna be stuck in bed for
god knows how long. not to mention her quidditch training.

 

"i'll help you with them." amity almost immediately offered, "besides, it's the least i could do after
you got us out of there." her grip on luz's hand tightened, still not returning her gaze at luz as her
face began to grow in heat.

 

luz squeezed her hand back, feeling her chest swell and warm up as she kept her eyes up to the
ceiling. "thanks amity."

-----



"hey."

 

luz perked up at the sweet sound of amity's voice vibrating off the bathroom walls, a smile climbed
on her face as she watched her lover walk over and take a seat next to her. all with a single towel.

 

"still haven't figured the egg out?" amity lifted the hefty egg off the floor, seeing her reflection off
it's golden exterior as it's fogged up by the heat of the bathroom.

 

"nope. and i think matt dislodged my elbow or something." luz hissed as she rotated her entire arm,
feeling it starting to go numb after it being pulled roughly when her entire house celebrated for her
win.

 

amity moved behind her, started to massage her lover's shoulders to help her be at least. luz sighed,
relaxing under amity's touch. "i've heard you've been making rounds with the beauxbatons girls."
amity spoke, breaking the silence.

 

luz rose a brow as she tilted her head back, "where did you hear that from?" she asked, wondering
how amity got that thought when she's mostly doing her training in the quidditch field or in her
rooms with amity.

 

but amity doesn't seem all too convinced as she squeezed luz's shoulders making her yelp. "ami, i
swear i'm not hitting on any of them!"

 

just like that, amity lets go of her shoulders with a laugh. "you're so easy to scare." amity snickered,
kissing the top of luz's head as she pouts.

 

"don't do that to me."

 

amity took off her towel as she slipped inside the tub, sitting onto luz's lap with her arms wrapped
around her neck. "but i don't like the looks they're giving you." the blight muttered, nuzzling onto
luz's neck as her fingers entangled itself in her hair.

 



softly chuckling, "you need to calm down, mi batata." luz whispered as she kissed the side of
amity's head, "you know i always have my eyes on you." holding on amity by the waist, pulling her
closer against her body as she continuously placed kisses all over her face and down to her neck.

 

"eres linda cuando estas celosa, mi gato." luz whispers as her hands roamed through amity's
smooth body. feeling herself grow hard as amity started grinding against her thigh, low groans right
into her ear.

 

amity cupped luz's cheeks, pulling her into a kiss as she rubs her cunt against her lover's erected
shaft, earning muffled groans in the kiss. pushing her tongue inside, their wet muscles danced
without rhythm as luz completely took control of amity.

 

shuddering at the sensation of her fingers running along her slit as they're locked in a deep kiss. luz,
then, aligned herself under amity's cunt before easily pushing her entire length inside.

 

"ah fuck.."

 

luz lowly groaned as she started thrusting, creating small ripples in the water. her arms still tightly
wrapped around amity to keep her there. "i'm surprised how tight you still are." she muttered,
nibbling on amity's neck to leave light marks.

 

amity bounced herself onto luz's lap, the ripples in the water grew into small waves with small
bubbles resurfacing to float around them as they fuck in the public bathroom, out of all places.

 

but before both of them could go any further, luz and amity jumped when they heard something
crash into the water beside them. looking over to the side, seeing the golden egg has fallen into the
water as if someone in the walls wanted to break it before it devolves into something else.

 

that would be a peculiar thought.

 

"what the-"



The Neighbor's Cat

Chapter Summary
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i think you know what this is about
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it's a warm sunday morning. the neighborhood was relatively quaint as most of the neighbors were
having their potluck or chilling in their houses.

 

in one of the houses, luz laid on her lower bunk bed as she read through her good witch azura book
with the sound of the running fan cooling off her loosely dressed body. she was the only one in the
house, her mother was off for work and wouldn't come back till dinner. her sister is also attending
college but it's summer, she might come home for the break.

 

but who knows when she'll arrive.

 

the window in the room was open as well in aiding the room so as not to be too hot.

 

though, that's not the only reason why the window is open.

 

luz perked up when she heard a familiar meow, she closed her book and sat up to see a white pelt
cat with stripes of purple as her golden eyes looked back at luz.

 

"amity!" luz smiled as she opened her arms, prompting the feline to hop inside the room and rush
up to the young woman's arms. luz hugged the cat, scratching the back of her ear as she bombarded
her small head with kisses.

 

amity isn't really luz's cat, she's the neighbor's cat but she and lucia have been taking care of her
since she was a kitten. better than her original owner and it's not uncommon for the cat to sneak



inside the noceda residence to see her favorite humans.

 

luz finally lets amity go, settling her on her stomach as she leaned back against the wall. the cat
looked around the room, meowing as if she's looking for someone.

 

"lucia is coming back for summer break." luz explained, rubbing amity under her chin as her other
hand ran along her smooth furred body. "let's wait for her but till then," luz leaned in to give amity's
little pink nose a kiss, her hand taking hold of her tail as she gave it a little tug.

 

"why don't we pass the time?"

 

amity meows in response, knowing what's coming as she rubs her body against luz's face and
stopping once her rear was right in front of the young noceda. biting her lip, luz stared at the
feline's open cunt, leaking with each passing second.

 

grasping amity by the hips, she lowered her shorts in the process to let her growing erection rise
right before amity's eyes as she ran her tongue along her cunt. low mewls and meows were heard
from the cat, luz groaned at the sweet taste of her and her tongue started licking the sides of her
cock.

 

luz can't remember how this started, she was lost in her own heat as she found herself balls deep in
a cat. but, neither she nor amity couldn't get enough of it.

 

amity rolled her rough tongue on her lover's thick veins, her paws unintentionally kneading her hips
as the strong musk clogs up her nose and mind. turning everything hazy with her cunt getting
wetter by the second.

 

rolling it up to her tip, lapping up the oozing pre so desperately till luz pulled her away. amity was
confused a moment but she was turned over, facing the young latina with her body hovering over
the fully erected cock, aligned atop of her quivering twat.

 

"sorry, ami. i couldn't wait any longer." luz muttered before she pushed amity down onto her cock.
amity mewled loudly with her tongue rolling out as her eyes rolled back in euphoria, luz bit her lip
at the sight of her dick denting on the cat's stomach.



 

it's been a week since she last fucked amity all because of her finals so she isn't going to waste
anymore time filling this cat.

 

luz started thrusting deep, pushing what's left of her cock inside the cat completely as she stretched
her tight, velvety walls at each shove. mewls and strained meows emitted from the cat, her body
bounced and used like a fleshlight as her tail lashed out behind her.

 

"aah.. fuck amity- how are you still tight?" luz moaned, keeping amity's body still as she pushed
her balls deep inside her, missing the feeling of how she clenched around her dick. her muse-like
mewls were always a delight to hear.

 

the sound of the bed creaking along with wet skin slapping soon enough filled the entire room. luz
sat up a little, peppering amity's face with kisses and nibbling her ear as she plunges herself deeper.

 

then, the sound of the front door caught both of their attention but that didn't let luz stop her from
making love to her cat. "anyone home?" a familiar voice spoke from downstairs that made amity
perk up and let out a squealing mewl when luz hits her cervix, repeatedly abusing it at every thrust.

 

footsteps followed, getting closer to the bedroom till a tall red beanie head noceda made herself
known. "well well, having fun without me?" lucia scoffed, watching the scene with amity happily
meowing upon seeing lucia as drool dripped down from her rolled out tongue.

 

lucia entered the room, closing and locking the door behind her as she began taking off her jacket
and unbuckling her pants. "hey there girl. has luz been using you alot?" lucia asked as she knelt
down at the bed, scratching amity under her chin. the cat could only respond in mewls and meows,
if only she could speak but this is better if you ask lucia.

 

"that's a shame. i guess there's nothing left for me." lucia kissed amity by the side of her head with
amity reciprocating with licks. she pulled her pants and boxers just enough to let her cock out as
she began stroking herself.

 

standing up, lucia held her cock in front of amity, letting her remember the musk the eldest noceda
had before she left for college. "why don't you give me a welcome home gift, amor?" lucia cooed to
which amity didn't hesitate in taking her tip in her mouth. minding her fangs as she rolled her
tongue on her leak.



 

lucia hummed in pleasure, missing the way the cat sucks her off. she couldn't take her cock entirely
but it's better than the ones she had before. "did you miss me or my dick?" she joked, stroking
amity's head as she watched her pussy get wrecked by her little sister with her mewls muffled by
her member.

 

"atta girl. that's it, take it."

 

luz moaned as she gritted her teeth, feeling herself getting closer with her thrusts turning rapid, her
heavy balls slapping amity's back. "fuck.. i'm close.. amity!!" the young noceda plunged her cock
right into amity's womb before coming inside her. letting her thick cum bloat the cat's stomach with
some spilling out onto luz's thighs.

 

amity lets out a cracking meow before turning limp, lucia catches the feline and slowly pulls her
out of luz's cock, letting a river of mixed cum stain the sheets. lucia kissed amity atop of her head
as she gently rubs her slowly retracting stomach once every ounce of cum was gone.

 

"that's our good girl. still up for me, baby?" lucia softly asked, her fingers rubbing amity's abused
slit as she stared into those golden slit hues filled with lust and passion for the two sisters.

 

amity meows in response, bumping her head against lucia's. that's enough of a response for the
eldest noceda. "good girl." she gave her lover another kiss on the nose before settling her down at
the edge of the bed and began pushing her own cock inside her cunt, stretching her once again.

 

lucia moaned along with amity, gripping the sheets as she watched her dick slowly disappear inside
the cat's twat. warmly enveloped by her walls and started thrusting roughly. amity's tongue rolled
out once again, her claws digging into the sheets as she raised her ass even more for lucia to which
she found amusing and tantalizing her even more.

 

"shit amity.. you don't know how i've missed you.." lucia muttered, looking down at amity's sleek
body laid down below her. her mewls were a delight to hear again. in the corner of her eye, she saw
luz sitting up, stroking her dick while she watched the scene.

 

"come here. i missed you too." lucia beckoned, luz crawled over to her sister before she was pulled
into a kiss. luz hummed in the kiss as she tilted her head, deepening it with her hand continuing to



stroking herself. the sisters' tongue danced recklessly in lucia's mouth but was easily taken over by
lucia as she pushed her tongue deep in luz's, making her whimper.

 

as they pulled away, lucia could feel a familiar knot form in her stomach, making her quicken her
pace. amity rolled her head back with a loud mewl, earning a response from the other cats outside
but was ignored with the euphoric high filling room.

 

"amity.. amity! esta coño es mio!" lucia shoved her balls deep inside the feline once she came,
bloating her once again as she stayed inside her till she was completely empty.

 

slowly retracting her hips, lucia panted heavily as she watched her and amity's cum flow out of her
well used cunt. her body twitching ever so slightly. leaning down, lucia kissed amity's head once
again, "you did amazing, mi amor. te amo." she whispered, earning a low purr from her love as she
rubs her head against lucia's face.

 

lucia wrapped amity with her jacket like a little burrito, letting her rest on the side but she wasn't
done. after all, college is the perfect vessel to make you pent up.

 

lucia grabbed luz by the hair, pulling her down to her knees and shoved her still hardened cock
right into her face.

 

"you're next." she growled, luz smiled as she happily took her sister's cum coated dick in her mouth
and started bobbing her head. the eldest noceda groaned, stroking her little sister's head, her hips
slowly thrusting in as well as she started to fuck her own sister. all the while amity watches them.

 

this is the ideal homecoming lucia wants.



Dangerous Obsession

Chapter Summary
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she shouldn't be doing this. this is so wrong and against her morals but what is morals anymore?
what is truly right and wrong when it comes to love?

 

stopping in front of the wall, she knelt down and placed a plant glyph beneath her that glowed as a
tower of vines raised her up.

 

love makes you do stupid and great things, whether it'd be good or bad for some people but why
should you listen when you could just listen to your heart?

 

pressing her hands against the glass, pushing it up with her might as it seems to be sealed shut.

 

love is the most beautiful thing to have and why deny it?

 

with wavering patience, she broke the glass window, shattering it as bits and pieces fell to the
ground. crunching under her soles as she entered her room.

 

love is powerful.

 

a small gasp escaped luz's lips as she came upon the sight of multiple pictures of her plastered
across the walls. some were torn, some had knives and abomination goo on them.

 

her original plan of making amity hers, hers alone has shifted as she took a step back, letting the
broken glass be heard as it crunches under her.



 

it wasn't long before a silhouette rose behind her, completely cloaking her in the shadow. luz didn't
need to turn around as she knows who's right behind her. 

 

"like what you see, babe ?" she asked before a sudden strike of pain came at the back of luz's head,
her body feel like a ragdoll on the floor as her consciousness started to slip. her vision turning
blurry, though that, she could see a pair of shoes stepping in front of her as an echoing laugh fills
her droning ears.

 

"you just made my job a whole lot easier, luz."

 

that was the last thing luz heard before she completely passed out.

-----

for what seemed like hours, luz finally fluttered her eyes open. her grogginess was whisked away
as she found her tied tightly with her arms tied behind her back, her mouth covered in cloth and
legs bound and spread by a pair of abomination arms.

 

not to mention that she was completely naked.

 

luz struggled to move, she couldn't even feel her arms, let alone prompt it to save herself.

 

she isn't panicking as much as she knows she's still in the blight manor, specifically in amity's room
though her pictures were gone and replaced by empty walls yet despite how spacious her room was,
it felt claustrophobic as the only light in the room was only centered on her.

 

the sound of a door opening and closing caught her attention, luz looked over to the side, listening
to the footsteps against the wooden floor before she saw who stepped into the light.

 



amity blight.

 

"you should've told me you were coming. i would've prepared myself." amity said, rather
nonchalant, that she tied luz up on her bed. luz said something in the cloth but it was muffled but
amity didn't remove it.

 

"no no, you'll have that on during our session. speaking of which," amity created a spell circle,
causing all of her clothing to disappear and letting her erected cock stand in its full glory.

 

"you don't know how long i've waited to have this body." amity started to climb onto the bed. "to
touch it." her hands ran along luz's thigh, up to her stomach, in between her breasts and stopped as
she grasped her by the throat. "to feel it."

 

amity stroked her dick along luz's slit, surprised as she feels how wet it got but nonetheless, she
doesn't care if it was wet or not. "now, you're mine." without hesitation, the young blight shoved
her entire member inside luz, her screams muffled as her body arched.

 

the pain and pleasure mixed and swirled with each other as amity roughly thrusts into her, making
her pussy bleed despite how wet she was before.

 

"ah fuck, luz! this feels better than i imagined!" amity moaned, gripping the wrinkled sheets below
as she watched her hips repeatedly slam into luz's reddened pussy, the sound of their skin slapping
filled the room along with the noceda's muffled cries and moans.

 

biting her lip, feeling the tight clench of luz's pussy around her cock excites her.

 

amity leaned down as she began leaving marks all over her neck, making them bleed as most of
them would take weeks to disappear. lowly moaning at the taste of her blood staining her tongue.

 

slithering down, amity took one of luz's tits in her mouth, roughly suckling on it. luz arches further,
moaning through the cloth though she doesn't try to fight back.

 



maybe exhaustion took over? or she simply gave up? whatever the case may be, amity likes it as
she has her way with luz.

 

pulling away from her nipple of a moment, meeting the young latina's teary hazel eyes while she
kneads her breasts. "i can't wait to taste your milk. after all, you'll be carrying my kids." amity said
with a wicked grin, she picked up her pace, plunging her cock deeper and deeper inside the human.

 

eventually, amity finally came inside luz, filling her up with her cum. luz shuddered at the sensation
of its warmth filling her up. she couldn't feel her arms now she couldn't feel her pussy but that
doesn't mean she isn't happy.

 

as amity pulls out, her cock completely coated in blood and cum. she pulled luz into a hug as she
laid beside her, "i love you so much, luz . " she whispered, planting a soft kiss on her cheek as she
nuzzled under her bruised, bleeding neck as she drifted off to sleep.

 

after finally getting the thing she loves.



A Cold Room

Chapter Summary
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it was a cold rainy night just like any other. the pitter patter of every raindrop drummed the
rooftops as the cloud's tears rolled down on the windows. despite the harsh weather tonight, lights
filled the streets and illuminated the buildings.'

 

'bonesborough has always been a busy town filled with busy people. sometimes, there are some who
are busy doing the wrong things within those streets, thinking there wouldn't be a prying eye that
could catch them.'

 

'they were dead wrong.'

 

'lists upon lists. posters upon wanted posters that displayed their faces and seemingly ornate names
plastered on the board. there was none that would strike interest more than the fangs syndicate.
people say they came out of nowhere but they've been in this town as far as records say.'

 

pressing her hand against the rough board as she stared down at the multiple posters pinned.
displaying their faces that are clear as day but none of the authorities are capable of finding and
apprehending them.

 

'i've been striving to capture one of its members, get some intel of what their true intentions are and
who is the ringleader of it all.'

 

then, her ears perked up when she heard the front door open. turning her head to see an elder owl,
bearing a small smile followed by a smaller creature beside her as they entered the office.

 



"you can continue your inner monologue later. king got us some intel." eda said as she closed the
door behind her, locking it just to make sure no one eavesdropped on them.

 

taking a seat on the long couch, luz took the smaller one that paralleled them. king cleared his
throat as he took out what looked to be an envelope as he spread its contents across the coffee table.

 

"so our whistleblower told me, one of the members of the syndicate is a regular at gus' bar." king
started, laying out the map of the entire bonesborough with the location of gus' bar being encircled.
"specifically this one." he dropped a polaroid photograph on the map.

 

it's a white coated feline with mint green hair and golden eyes seemingly sharp enough to kill
someone.

 

quirking a brow, luz grabbed the photo as she examined the peculiar cat. "her name is amity blight,
the youngest out of the 3 and a spawn of odalia blight." a frown formed on eda's face upon hearing
that wretched woman's name.

 

luz hummed to herself as she remembered her first encounter with the woman and it wasn't a
favorable one. who would've thought someone like her would have a brood.

 

"what time does she usually go to the bar?" luz asked, placing the photo in her pocket.

 

"'round 8-9 and stay there till midnight or so." king answered as he began to fold up the map to fit
inside his bag once again. "god knows what her business is or she's just having a night drink." he
adds, shrugging.

 

luz nodded, she stood up to grab her coat from the hanger and checked if her clip was still full
before placing it back in. but before she could leave, king snapped his finger as he remembered
something, "and as a little bonus, they said they saw her get in the bar tonight." a small smile
formed on luz's lips, it seems that the stars have aligned for her tonight.

 

"thanks king. i'll be back before dawn." the young latina waved her pseudo mother and brother
goodbye as she left the office. fixing her hat that obscured anyone looking at her face as she made
her way to the bar.



 

once arriving at the bar, it was bustling as every night with gus working behind the counter along
his other co-workers tending to every order of their customers.

 

walking over to the counter, taking one of the last seats as she leaned onto the newly wiped counter.
her fingers slipped inside her pocket, feeling the photograph as she gazed at something in the
corner of her eye before being pulled away when she heard gus speak.

 

"luz! good to see you out tonight. want your usual?" gus offered as he grabbed another glass
underneath.

 

a small smile came on luz's lips, "yes please. thanks gus." she replied, leaning onto her crossed
arms resting on the counter. while waiting for her drink, she looked to her left to see a few
drunkards passing out with a few still hitting more rounds and on the right, she saw a woman.

 

a young, feline woman adorning a dazzling yet simple purple dress with golden earring dangling
from her ears. she watched her take out a box of cigarettes from her pocket along with a lighter, but
once she tried to light the cigar, the lighter only let out a faint spark. 

 

the woman tried to light it multiple times only to end in the same result. "need a light?" luz offered
her own lighter, the woman turned her gaze at her with a raised brow. cautiously accepting the
lighter, with a single stroke, a flame emerges and finally lit up her cigar as a cloud of smoke
escapes at the edge of her lips.

 

"you know, i haven't seen you around here. you new?" luz started, taking the lighter back.

 

the woman lowly groaned as she rolled her eyes, "why are you talking to me?" she quipped,
narrowing her gaze at the young bat who held up her hands as a sign she isn't going to do anything
foul. yet .

 

"ah, a drink won't taste as good without a conversation." luz responded, gus finally slipped her
glass of booze to which she thanked with a tip of her hat before returning her eyes on the woman.

 



"what about you? it's my first time seeing you as well." the woman returned the question as she
took another hit of the cigar, letting out a larger cloud of smoke that hit luz's face but she was
unfazed by the intense smell. 

 

waving the smoke out of her face, "work's been holding me hostage. it's one of the rare nights i get
to have a drink." luz said as she took a sip of her drink, her round hazel eyes staring back at the
feline piercing golden slitted hues.

 

"but enough about me. what's your story, miss..?" luz trailed off, even though she already knows
who this woman is but she isn't going to blow her mission by not asking the woman's name.

 

a small scoff escaped the feline's lips, "amity and why should i tell you? i don't even know your
name." she sneered.

 

"oh, how klutz of me. name's luz." luz promptly introduced herself as she tipped her hat at the
woman. grabbing her glass, raising it towards amity with a small smile, "night's gonna be long so
why don't we enjoy the drinks?" amity looked at the raised drink then at luz, staring into her
mellow eyes before softly chuckling as she toasted her glass with luz.

 

after several rounds, both of them were wavering in their seats, blabbering almost nonsensical
things that they were eventually ushered out of the bar to make room for other customers awaiting
their turn.

 

luz held amity by the hips to keep her upright, "who knew you'd match up with my drinking?"
amity cackled, her walking was wobbly as she held onto luz's shoulder with her intoxicated brain
doing its best to keep her awake.

 

"i'm full of wonders, miss amity." luz replied with a chuckle. in all honesty, luz isn't that intoxicated
as she leads amity towards one of the warehouse eda and their whistleblower owns.

 

but a sudden urge to throw overcame the feline as she pushed luz off her, stumbling in the process.
"hold on, i think i need to-" then, she rushed over to the nearest alleyway and threw up. luz softly
sighed, she walked over to amity to check if she's doing alright.

 

till, a click was heard.



 

luz lightly chuckled as she slowly raised her hands up, "so the jig is up, huh?" she muttered,
looking at amity who held her at gunpoint as she pulled her gun out of the strap of her thigh.

 

"that's the longest play pretend i had to do. unfortunately, i'm tired of playing." amity sneered,
fixing her posture as she kept her aim on luz. her golden eyes glaring right through the bat's.

 

"that's unfortunate. the night is still young, miss amity." luz, then, tossed her hat right into amity's
face. stunning her only for a moment, she took the opportunity with that moment to blend into the
darkness of the alleyway as there's little to no light illuminating.

 

a growl rumbling the feline's throat as she dropped the bat's hat, stomping it under her heel. amity
looked around, sniffing the air to catch where luz would strike as the hold on her gun tightened
before firing a loose shot to the wall upon hearing something scurry.

 

"i know who you are, luz noceda." amity said, uttering luz's name through gritted teeth as her ears
twitched at every little noise that surrounded her. making it difficult for the feline to pinpoint where
luz is exactly. "apprentice of the owl lady."

 

"didn't know i was that well known." amity fired her second shot where she thought she heard the
voice but she shot the wall once again with the footsteps scraping against the gravel ground and
walls continued. it's like luz is moving at light speed at this rate.

 

with her patience dwindling, amity firing at random with every shot emitting a short spark of light
that exposed luz's location. at every spark, she drew closer and closer till amity was tackled to the
ground, the hand that held the gun was stomped making the feline yelp, prompting her to let it go.

 

"how about we take this conversation somewhere private, hm?" luz cooed with her glowing hazel
eyes staring down at her condescendingly before she kicked amity in the head. knocking her out.

-----



"log 60, march 22. 2:34am. i've successfully captured one fang syndicate member, a blight no less.
she's sitting in front of me unconscious. for now, i'm waiting for her to wake up for my questions to
be answered."

 

luz spoke to her recorder, she sat on a cold metal chair in a moderately sized blank room with a
massive, thick, high grade glass on the left. but luz didn't call in eda or king, she wants to perform
this interrogation alone.

 

she watched amity across her with a table being the only division between them. her head hung
low, arms and legs tied onto the chair long with her claws being covered in mittens.

 

it's a small precaution in case she sliced the ropes without luz's knowledge.

 

thankfully, luz didn't have to wait too long as amity started to stir. luz pressed her recorder once
again, following up; "scratch what i just said. she has awoken."

 

she placed the recorder to the side, keeping it on to record the whole session.

 

amity groaned as she slowly raised her head, looking around with fluttering eyes. adjusting to the
brightness of the room till her gaze finally settled at the bat sitting ahead of her.

 

"what the fuck did you do to me?! where am i?!" amity snapped, her lips curling to a snarl as she
struggled under the restraints. she moved her wrists, her claws protruding but she can't seem to
claw through the ropes. looking over her shoulder, amity grimaced upon the sight of mittens.

 

"comfortable?" luz asked as she removed her coated, hanging it behind her. she crossed her legs,
leaning back against the chair with her eyes focused on the feline.

 

with her ears folded back, amity returned her gaze at the bat. "are you mocking me?" she growled.

 

"not really. just wanted to ask a few questions, amor ." luz replied, her tone was rather calm and
soft while the cat snarled at her. at any moment if she breaks her restraints, she wouldn't hesitate to
slice her throat.



 

"i ain't saying a word. even if you torture me, you're just wasting your time." amity spat. luz huffed,
she loosened her tie, unbuttoning a few buttons to let her breath with the cool air conditioning
cooling off her heated body.

 

"figured you'd say that." standing up as she tossed the tie on her chair, walking behind amity with
her hands gently massaging her shoulders.

 

leaning down, luz whispered into amity's ear; "but, i have my ways for people to talk."

 

ear twitching, amity snapped at luz as she shook her off. the young bat only took a step back but her
hands ultimately landed back on the feline's body, continuing to massage her shoulder. "let's start
simple. does hunter wittebane ring a bell?"

 

"i know nothing." amity muttered, not giving luz any eye contact as her eyes were focused on the
hands slowly slithering away from her shoulders. fingers fiddling with the straps of her dress,
running it down her shoulders to expose her collarbone.

 

"come on, you aren't even trying. i know there's something in that noggin of yours." amity
shuddered as luz pulled her hands away for a moment, unbeknownst to her that luz unbuttoned the
remaining buttons to open her dress shirt. completely exposing her covered breasts and tone
stomach as she pressed it behind amity's head. 

 

"after all, you're a smart kitty."

 

with the young feline's face erupting in red blush, she shook luz off her once again as she finally
looked over her shoulder to look at her. "what are you.. stop touching me!" only for her to regret it
as her eyes dilated at the sight of the bat's toned stomach and tits.

 

though, luz didn't stop her interrogation. "there have been reports of that wittebane boy being
responsible for multiple coups." she cupped amity's chin, making her eyes look up to her eyes
rather than focus on what's below.

 



"ranging from shipment hijack to almost killing a friend of mine." luz narrowed her eyes at the cat,
her lip showing her sharpened fangs as she squeezed amity's reddened cheek.

 

"is that true?" amity didn't utter a word as bullets of sweat rolled down the side of her face.

 

luz isn't going to take silence as answer, she shoved amity's face right onto her clothed crotch.
letting her feel it throb through her pants with a strong musk plaguing the cat's nose, overwhelming
her. "is that true, mi gato ?" she repeated, keeping amity there.

 

"..yes." amity answered meekly, swallowing a large lump in her throat. her head turning dizzy as
she's conflicted whether to like this or be disgusted.

 

"are you a part of it?" luz continued, rubbing amity's face on her growing bulge. she wouldn't lie
that she wants to get a taste of the cat but her work must come first before a little fun.

 

"yes.."

 

a small grin came on luz's lips, seeing how reluctant the cat is answering now. might as well ask the
big question. "who's the head of your syndicate?" but this time, amity held her tongue, looking
away.

 

"hm? answer me, gato. " luz tightened her grip on amity's hair but she isn't opening her mouth, at
least, luz hasn't tried her flawless method in a situation like this.

 

"it seems you caught your own tongue. let me help with that." then, luz unbuckled her pants,
making an opening for her large, thick cock to spring out of its confines and slap amity across the
face.

 

grasping a handful of amity's hair once again before pushing her mouth to take her entire dick as
she started thrusting deep in the feline's warm mouth.

 

luz groaned, licking her lips as she watched her member disappear deep inside amity at each thrust.
enveloping it in slobber with her tongue seemingly hesitant to play.



 

amity's eyes turned half lid, her body twitching at the odd sensation that rippled through her body.
her core throbbed in heat, her thighs rubbed to ease her needs but she needs something more as it
continuously drips into her underwear.

 

looking up to the bat's eyes, elevated by the pleasure of the cat's mouth and by the looks of it, she's
done this before to whoever's unfortunate or fortunate enough to be interrogated by luz.

 

picking up the pace, luz slammed her hips into amity's face with her heavy balls repeatedly hitting
her chin. lines of saliva trailed down the side of amity's mouth with beads of tears welling up in the
corners of her eyes.

 

luz's nose crinkled, letting out a growling moan as she plunged her cock deep in amity's throat,
forcing her to swallow her entire load with a few spewing out and dripping to the floor.

 

sighing deeply, luz combed her hair back with her fingers as she slowly pulled out once she
emptied out. amity gasped and coughed, swallowing the remaining cum as she caught her breath.

 

"belos.. it's belos.." amity muttered raspily.

 

softly chuckling, "hmm.. good kitty." luz wiped the tears in amity's face as she leaned closer to her.

 

"see? that wasn't too hard, was it?" her voice became lower as she licked the drool off, her tongue
slipping inside amity's mouth, locking her into a kiss. amity was taken aback by this but it's not like
she can do anything about it now.

 

luz hummed in the kiss, her tongue rolling along amity's rougher yet smooth tongue, tasting her
own essence on her mouth before breaking away with a string of saliva and cum.

 

"now, you're going to tell me, who else is in that syndicate?" luz said, cutting off the rope on
amity's legs and arms from the chair though kept the ones on her wrist as she slammed her onto the
metal table, causing the record to rattle a little.

 



"w- wait.." amity tried to say something to luz but both her wrists were pinned over her head as luz
loomed over her. her eyes shone menacingly under the light, causing the feline to cower with her
tail wrapping around her thigh.

 

"stay still and i won't be so rough, hermosa ." luz snarled, closing the space between them as she
dove down into her neck. getting a good whiff of her while her hands tended to what's below.

 

luz rolled her tongue across amity's pelt, her teeth nipping her skin as her fingers trailed along her
thighs after lifting her dress to rip her underwear off. exposing her leaking cunt.

 

without much of a warning, luz bit onto amity's neck and shoved her cock inside her pussy at the
same time. amity screamed in pleasure and pain, twisting under the noceda but was held still as she
started pounding her.

 

"start talking."

 

with each thrust, amity moaned out her colleagues' names from boscha havenstar to lilith
clawthrone and all of it was recorded.

 

luz licked the mark she left on the feline clean while she ruthlessly rammed her cock. pushing
deeper to hit her cervix, earning a strained moan as she arched her body, her tail wildly swished
behind her and wrapped around tightly on luz's thigh.

 

"aahh fuck.. you're so tight, ami. i could just fuck you everyday." luz moaned, tightened her hold on
amity's wrists over her head as she nibbled her ear. listening to her moans and cries was such a
pleasure to her ears, half glad that she recorded this but half fucked that she has to present this to
eda and king as evidence.

 

but that's gonna be future luz's problem.

 

at this point, amity's dress was torn into shreds. her tits out in the open for luz to suckle in her
mouth.

 



feeling a knot bloat in the pit of her stomach, amity whimpered as she could feel herself getting
close. "please.. pull out.." she muttered in between gasps and moans.

 

pulling away with a pop, luz hummed as she ran her tongue along amity's erected nipple. "i'll think
about it." she replied, causing the feline worry as she twisted and turned under her.

 

not wanting to be pregnant this early, not now.

 

"luz- please!" unable to hold it in anymore, amity mewled as she came hard on luz's cock. luz
wasn't too far behind, once she was close to popping, she swiftly pulled out and rapidly stroked her
cock before letting out her spews with a guttural groan. landing on amity's body with a few
reaching her face.

 

sighing deeply, elated as luz never had such a good relief before this. "it's fun messing with you."
luz snickered, stuffing her deflating cock inside her pants and snatched the recorder to stop
recording their session.

 

amity couldn't move a muscle as she caught her breath, "get comfortable, gato . you'll be staying
here till further notice." luz said, grabbing the coat that was on her chair and wrapped it around
amity's trembling body before leaving the interrogation room.

 

leaving amity in the cold room alone. alone with her thoughts, her throbbing cunt and conflicting
feelings.



At Gunpoint

Chapter Summary
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as an explosion shook the entire port, every unit of marines went to their stations behind the
cannons and outside the port where a battle had begun. shots rang through the air, smoke filling the
atmosphere as ash and embers covered the sky.

 

"weary not men! these pirates have nothing against us!" one of the commanders assured the recruits
as they hid behind a wall while firing their shots at the incoming onslaught of pirates raiding the
port of bonesborough.

 

amidst the fight, a young man was seen shooting down several marines with his musket. "eat lead
motherfuckers!" first mate; king clawthrone has entered the fray. once his bullets ran empty, he
swung his heavy musket across the recruits faces that knocked them out cold as he jumped over
their walls and swiftly pulled out a dagger, pressing it against the commander's throat.

 

walking through the chaos, a cloak swung along the rough winds with a hand holding onto a hat,
preventing it from being whisked away. a golden pair of iron nestled in her waist and a hidden
blade.

 

stepping over the walls, a pair of deathly golden eyes looked down at the commander who's hubris
and ego dwindled at the sight of the devil before them.

 

"where is the owl lady?" she asked in a low tone.

 

"p.. pi- pirate king blight!!" they exclaimed the wretched name but both king and the pirate king
knew the commander wasn't going to spill a word. without wasting any more time, king sliced the



commander's throat, letting them gurgle to death to the ground as he stood up, not before grabbing
another pair of firearms.

 

"search the port. rip it apart if you have to." the pirate king commended, king nodded as he hopped
over the wall once again to join the fight. pushing the marines back into their fort but the cannons
above have started their rain of fire.

 

taking out her single blade out of its scabbard, the pirate king pushed through the sealed doors and
drove her blade into a marine's chest. pushing through the horde of them as she used it as a shield
while the rest of the crew poured in to take every single marine down on sight.

 

turning a corner, the king dodged an incoming blade and made a swift slice on another
commander's neck, letting their body fall to the ground along with their head.

 

getting further and further away from the fight as she goes deeper into the fort till she takes a left
turn is where she halts in her tracks upon hearing a click.

 

soft panting, her blade slowly lowered as she stared at the person in front of her. the sun always
seems to shine on her despite the grim outlook of the day.

 

"didn't think you'd bring a whole fleet." she said, keeping her hold on the flintlock aiming right for
amity.

 

"didn't think you'd be stationed here." amity replied, sheathing her blade back as she took off her
hat. her eyes gleaming at the sight of her luz, it's like she's becoming more beautiful as the days
past though the uniform she wore doesn't fit her one bit.

 

"well, who else is going to send that letter?" amity was surprised by the response luz gave. she
began to walk towards her, with each step made the noceda grow nervous as she lowered her gun.

 

"she's in sector 4. at the very end of the cell." luz disclosed but amity didn't turn around until she's
right in front of her. their eyes interlocking, it's been a long time since the last time she and luz met
eyes.

 



"what are you doing? you know we can't be caught like this.." luz muttered, amity didn't utter a
response as she wrapped her arms around her. pulling her into a hug. luz turned frozen in the
blight's embrace, her trembling hand slowly returned it as she buried her face into amity's shoulder.

 

"i miss you."

 

amity planted a kiss atop of luz's head, missing the warmth she once had as she held luz like this.
slightly pulling away, a deep scowl formed as she saw a bandage taped on luz's left brow. "what
happened to this?" she asked, gently touching it but luz turned her head away.

 

"it's nothing. just go, you don't wanna waste time." luz pushed amity off her, returning her gun back
in its holster as she hugged herself. keeping her gaze away from the young blight.

 

amity could see the state of her lover being deteriorated by this place and it's hurting her. "luz, if
you just come with me-" she tried to offer her once more but it was quickly shut down.

 

"you know i can't, amity. i can't even leave this port without him breathing down my neck." luz
spat, a deep frown formed on her face as she tightened her grip on her shoulders.

 

she has to fight tooth and nail just to be stationed here. it's the furthest port from bonesborough and
she thought it'd be the perfect way to get him away from her but it turns out, he was under her
caravel as 'per requested by the emperor.' .

 

"but it's okay.. i just have to bear with it so my mother doesn't get involved in this." amity bit the
inside of her mouth, her head hung low as she clenched her curled fists. she knows she can't change
luz's mind, it's always a shot in the dark when she tries to take her in but she is trying.

 

amity turned her head up, looking into her lover's eyes once more. her hand gently caressed her
cheek as luz leaned into her touch. "te amo, mi amor." she whispered as she began to slowly close
the space between them.

 

"i love you more." luz replied, closing the space with a bittersweet kiss. the last kiss they'll share
before an annoying voice ruined it all.

 



"blight!"

 

both of them pulled away from each other, the golden guard pulled out his flintlock and was about
to fire point blank at amity only for luz to kick him by the shins, making him completely miss the
pirate king as he pulled the trigger.

 

"just go!" luz exclaimed. amity picked up her hat off the ground, giving her lover one final look
before she turned to a corner to head for the owl lady's cell. the reason why the entire fleet and the
pirate king is here.

 

growling as he pushed luz away from him, "what were you thinking?!" the golden guard exclaimed,
"may i remind you that she is the most wanted and dangerous woman to be kept alive in the seas?!"
he glared at her through his mask, smithed in gold. no matter how intimidating the golden guard
lets himself on, luz knows who he really is behind that mask.

 

"i'll be making sure that the emperor will hear about this." he sneered but a humored snort was
given as a response. followed by another massive explosion that rumbled the fort.

 

"may i remind you that the reason why i'm still alive is that the emperor realizes how valuable i am
than ye ol golden guard." luz rolled his name out of her tongue with venom, she turned her back on
the golden guard as she looked out of the window to see the ketch sail out of the port with the owl
lady in tow.

 

within the ketch, she could see the pirate king looking back solemnly back to the port.

 

"but i am still your superior, admiral." the golden guard spoke again, "i suppose your death by
crossfire wouldn't be so inconspicuous in the report." luz looked over her shoulder, seeing him
slowly back away into the darkness with his reddish eyes glaring back at her.

 

luz doesn't know when she'll achieve freedom or will it come at all, but she'll do her damnedest in
keeping her amity and the crew of these rats' clutches. 

 

"watch yourself, noceda." 
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as the rough waves of the salty waters crashed against the hull of the small sailboat, riding along
the rising tidal. instead of turning back, the sea has proven enough of a distraction and a veil to
create distance from the light and blaring bells of the ship behind her.

 

wallowed by the waves.

 

the rain heavily poured onto her, soaking up her clothing though the cold didn't faze her as she
steered the sailboat as far from land as possible. rocking violently along with the waves, some of
the water got inside the boat but it was disregarded. despite the roughness of the waters, she held
faith that she'll survive through the storm.

 

the ship that chased her was no longer visible behind her, completely lost in the storm which was a
relief for her.

 

though, that relief didn't last too long as amity looked in awe and terror upon seeing the most
massive wave she has ever seen emerge before her. strikes of lightning illuminated the blue wall
with a silhouette of a body riding along the wave before it came crashing down on her and her
sailboat, completely tearing it apart.

 

the waves thrashed her body back and forth like a ragdoll, she held her breath as her ears were
filled with the low, muffled rumbling of the storm above before she quickly swam up to the surface.
breaking out with a gasp as she frantically looked around for something to hold onto, a stray wood
to stay afloat but nothing came into view before she was consumed by the waves once more. going
under with the impending darkness covering her sight.

 



amity kept breaking through the surface, catching as much breath as she could before being
dragged down under the waves and eventually her strength began to waver, her swimming turned
lax as the weight of the water and her lungs unable to adapt to the pressure at each wave.

 

her eyes grew heavy as she looked up to the frothing surface of the ocean with the light of the
moon shone through the thick clouds. amity could've taken a sturdier boat to set sail in but her
strive for freedom came at a cost, she didn't regret running away but she wished she could've done
more in this life.

 

nevertheless, she felt the winds of freedom and the sea till the end.

 

as her eyes slowly shut, being completely taken by the coldness of the sea and darkness enveloping
her.

 

then, a pair of arms slipped under her body, carefully placing amity onto their shoulder before
swiftly rising up to the surface as they rode through the waves in ease while holding the
unconscious blight firmly.

 

soon enough, they swam away from the eye of the storm and reached the nearest land where they
could settle the human. upon reaching the sandy shores, they gently settled amity down with her
head resting upon a fallen log.

 

they stared at amity's pale complexion under the light of the moon, seemingly shining with it.
hesitantly, they raised their hand, lightly grazing the blight's soft cheeks which caused her to stir a
little, causing them to back up a little.

 

amity groaned as she slowly opened her eyes, squinting a little from the moon then her gaze landed
upon the most alluring pair of hazel eyes staring back at her.

 

she must be still dreaming as her sight was still blurry, unable to recognize the face she's looking at.
her eyes traveled further down to see rivets of patterns on their body that seemed to twinkle like
stars and a tail?

 

it has to be a dream as a massive headache suddenly surged, causing amity to hiss as she squeezed
her eyes shut. but when she opened her eyes again to look at the person that saved her, there was no



one in front of her.

 

sighing deeply as she shook her head, pushing it aside as another dream by almost dying.

 

slowly, amity pushed herself up and leaned onto the nearest wall to aid herself from her growing
headache. she needs a hot drink and a bed to rest after this one hell of a night.

 

leaving the beaches, amity found herself stepping into another town, it seems. it's different from her
hometown and further away too, which she was relieved of. looking around, there's many people
that roamed the streets even though it's late at night and some of the shops are still open.

 

one in particular caught her eye. a tavern.

 

entering the establishment, music filled her ears as the band played for the night. the young blight
saw most of the tables were occupied by civilians with a few odd looking fellows though she didn't
question as she walked up to the counter, meeting a nice young man running the tabs.

 

"good evening, miss. what can i getcha?" the young man asked as he placed a clean empty glass on
the counter.

 

"something warm would do." amity replied, rubbing the side of her temple to ease the headache.
the young man softly chuckled while he made her drink.

 

"ah, tryna get rid of a hangover?" amity rummages through her pockets, taking out a few bills-
soaked money and placing it onto the table to which the young man doesn't seem to mind.
especially when he saw her walk in completely drenched.

 

"more or less."

 

the bartender placed a hot cup of tea which is what amity needed, before she could even take her
first sip, she jumped when she heard a booming voice behind her. "augustus! one more round for
ye!"



 

a large man appeared beside her, slamming a wooden cup on the counter, making the items rattle.
they wore a heavily furred coat despite the weather and a horned helmet. "king, isn't it a little too
much? you already took around 10 now." gus replied, rather worried that his customer had taken
way too much booze for his good.

 

"no one can beat the king of pirates' record! now give me your entire stock!" the man, king,
exclaimed as he snatched a bottle of booze from gus' hand and there's nothing much he can do
about it now. 

 

"that bugger will never learn." gus sighed, shaking his head.

 

amity has grown more and more confused in regards to this place and its ethics. "what is this
place?" it's what she should've asked in the first place as she looked around, spotting a small sign
behind gus that says;

 

'bonesborough, nothing like home.'

 

"oh, i'm guessing you're a traveler. this is bonesborough, the boiling seas' pit stop. " gus gladly
introduced the young blight to the humble town. "we serve pirates to british. we don't get ourselves
involved in their feud and just serve a good time."

 

though, amity grew worried about the mention of pirates. she never really had any interactions with
any pirates and she doesn't want it to start now, especially if one of them recognises that she's a
blight, her head would be served on a silver platter.

 

a snorting laugh was heard on her right, "make sure that'll be his last drink. wouldn't want the boy
to puke all over the deck again." it was a woman that spoke this time. looking at the corner of her
eye, amity saw a rugged old woman adorning red clothing and that familiar red pirate hat. her
single golden tooth shined under the lanterns and amity immediately identified who was sitting
beside her. 

 

"yes, miss owl lady. also please stop calling me 'goops'." gus grimaced at the mention of that
nickname, earning a chuckle from the lady.

 



"and just call me eda. we've known each other since you're a wee baby." eda replied, snatching a
cup that still had some booze in and drank it in one fell swoop.

 

sighing as she placed the cup down, the owl lady noticed amity's gaze that made her quickly look
away. "what're you lookin' at, boots? mesmerized?" eda snickered as she turned her body to face
the young blight.

 

"it's not everyday you'd be sitting next to the greatest and most powerful pirate in all of the boiling
seas!" the woman exclaimed, creating a clamor amongst the other people in the tavern.

 

"but me and my crew needed a good drink before setting out."

 

"who are you?" amity shouldn't be really asking who this person is but she did it to not be so
suspicious.

 

"eda, the owl lady. what about you? what's your story?" eda quipped, pouring herself another round
in her cup.

 

amity turned her head to the side, "just a runaway. nothing too interesting." she muttered under her
breath, despite the loud music drowning out other conversations, eda heard her.

 

"yet you sailed through the biggest storm yet and survived? i wouldn't call that nothing." eda
cackled, after hearing that a storm is coming at the direction they were heading, she had to turn the
ship around and hunker down in bonesborough till the storm settled.

 

"got a family? loved one?" amity shook her head. not anymore .

 

"then, what do you say about joining my crew? i've been needing some extra arms to work on
deck." eda offered, but amity was having second thoughts. she doesn't know what she'll do when
she escapes that manor, she never really thought ahead and joining the most infamous pirate crew
wasn't in her wishlist.

 



"i don't know.. i never really thought about joining a pirate crew. the most wanted nonetheless."
amity said, hesitant. thinking over the possibilities this could give her yet sailing along this crew
could cost her life. either from crossfire or the crew itself.

 

seeing the hesitation in the young blight, eda shrugs as she can't exactly force someone to join her
crew. "like i said, this is a once in a blue moon offer. are you really gonna waste it?" she reminded
amity, seeing as this might be their first and last encounter before setting off by first light.

 

if amity really wants to wipe every remnant of her past and become her own person, she'll take the
risk

 

"i'm in."

-----

joining eda's crew was the best decision amity has made. though at first she had to do dirty work in
cleaning up the hull and deck from shit and barnacles. the crew taught her how to fire a gun and set
up the cannons whenever a fight took to the sea.

 

her skills behind the gun were outmatched, her speed was hellishly swift and could outgun most of
the crew and british. all except eda of course. not to mention her wits when it comes to coups, she
was responsible for planning out in blowing up the marine prison that took down one of the
emperor's leading henchmen.

 

overtime, amity has proven herself a valuable asset in eda's crew and amity, herself, is enjoying the
life she never dreamt of becoming but here she is.

 

and she loves it.

 

leaning onto the rails of the ship as it's sails were drawn to keep them more sailing in uncharted
waters while they sleep. most of the crew were in their sleeping quarters though amity decided to
stay up for a little while longer. looking over the reflection of the half moon on the surface of the
calm waters along with a few stars.



 

"amity?" the young blight turned her head to the direction of the voice, seeing king exit the sleeping
quarters as he rubbed his eyes.

 

"oh, hey king." she greeted the young man, despite his size, amity's older than him by a few years
and the youngest one in the crew.

 

"unable to sleep?" king yawned as he leaned onto the railing beside amity.

 

"suppose so. you as well?" amity replied to which king nodded in response. there was a momentary
silence between them as they both looked out into the wide open ocean, stretching endlessly with
no land as far as the eye can see.

 

"it's rare to have peaceful nights like this." king muttered.

 

"don't jinx it." amity quipped, earning a small laugh from the young man.

 

"hey, i've been wanting to ask you this." amity hummed, ushering king to continue to his question.

 

"did you leave behind a family when you joined us?"

 

amity softly sighed, she turned around with her back now pressed against the railing as she crossed
her arms. "more or less. but it's not a decision i regretted. i've never felt so alive in all my years of
living." she replied, she wasn't lying as she could've never done this back home where she would
just sit and look pretty married to someone she didn't choose for the rest of life.

 

she'd rather die in the sea than have that life.

 

"seems like your old life is shitty." king scoffed.

 



"that's because it is." amity turned her head at both sides, seeing nothing but the vast ocean ahead
of her though she froze when she saw something coming up behind the ship.

 

"wait.. do you see that?" amity pointed behind them, king turned his head to see another ship
coming closer and closer till they caught up to them, paralleling them.

 

there seems to be a standstill in the air as both ships stared at each other till a faint yet audible
popping noise was heard. within the darkened skies, dots were raised in the air and began to
descend above them at abnormal speeds.

 

"oh fuck!" king pushed amity to duck down as they covered themselves from the impact of multiple
cannonballs bursting through the edge port side of the ship, causing one of the cannons to drop into
the sea.

 

"marines!!" king yelled at the top of his lungs, alerting everyone on the ship. amity quickly raced
up to the wheel, turning the ship to evade another volley of cannon that barely missed their stern.
king used one of the ropes to swiftly climb up to the top and started lowering the sails as fast as he
could.

 

the door of the captain's quarters was kicked open, eda entered the deck, seeing her crew still in
their pajamas but that's not their concern at the moment. "prepare yourselves, you swines! load up
the cannons and lower the sails!" she ordered, some scurried to their positions behind the cannons
and the others climbed up to aid king with the sails.

 

eda looked up, seeing amity steer the ship. its not everyday she lets a random crewmate man the
ship but the owl lady entrusts on amity she can sail them out of this one. "think you can steer this
thing good, kid?"

 

amity's grip tightened on the wheel, as the sails were finally dropped, the ship began moving along
the marine caravel. "i'll try."

 

eda commands the volley of cannons, two people usually man a cannon with both of them carrying
the heavy artillery and one lighting the match. rest of the crewmates were tasked in keeping the
ship afloat for a while as it's impossible not to be hit by the caravel under.

 



slowly, amity inches up on the marine caravel, giving the crew more advantageous shots on their
ship and crew however it comes with a risk of one of the crew being shot point blank by a bullet.

 

"keep it steady!" eda held back some of her crew and king from jumping on the enemy caravel as
they loaded up their cannonballs with the other marines shooting as much of them down.

 

at the corner of her eye, a deep frown formed on amity's face as she saw a familiar golden mask
behind the wheel.

 

then, the marines fired their cannons to which hits the stern of the ship though it wasn't much of a
damage the crew could sustain. with their cannons loading up, eda took this opportune time to
strike.

 

"lower the planks on the starboard! go go go!" multiple planks were dropped on the port side of the
marine's caravel and most of the crew hopped in, punched the marines manning the cannons before
a shootout began.

 

amidst the gunfight, the remaining crew that stayed in the ship continued their volley fire at the
caravel as most of the marines were preoccupied.

 

as amity watches the bloodbath, her eyes widened when she saw a glimpse of a person tied up on
the pole in the middle of the fight. a civilian taken hostage by the marines?

 

how bold and hypocritical.

 

"king, take over for a minute!" amity called out king to which the young man aptly obliged, taking
reign over the wheel as the blight jumped into the marine caravel without a second thought.

 

pushing through and shooting marines to get to the civilian, she was stopped by a white and gold
cloaked individual standing in her way.

 

"blight." a familiar annoying voice spoke behind the mask as they pulled out a flintlock from their
holster.



 

"golden guard." amity quickly pulled out her dual flintlocks, aiming it both at the golden guard to
which they did the same.

 

"it's nice to catch you on this fine night." golden guard sneered as they slowly circled the young
blight like a prying predator with both of their guns never leaving each other's aim.

 

"how romantic, romeo." amity spat, staring to circle the guard as well. in her peripheral vision, she
saw a woman half dressed and tied on the pole with her mouth sealed by a cloth.

 

"taking in innocent civilians now as bait? how hypocritical of you." amity spat but the golden guard
shook their head as they began talking about what the woman is.

 

"you don't know what this woman really is. stories time of old proven itself to be true if only you
witness it." they explained rather cryptically but amity isn't going to humor the sea madden guard
as the last volley of cannonballs has been fired, making the caravel crumble under the weight of the
people on deck and the heavy damage it sustained.

 

"i don't have time for this." amity fired both of her flintlocks, wounding the golden guard's shoulder
and abdomen before she placed it back in its holster as she took out her dagger in replacement to
slice the ropes restraining the woman. amity carried the woman with both arms as she jumped over
to the ship when the last piece of plank was pulled back from the sunken caravel.

 

"you'll regret this decision blight and it'll cost you and your crew's life!" the golden guard cursed
the young blight as she and the crew watched the marine caravel be taken by the waters.

 

"what's he blabbering about?" king asked, confused while he's still the one on the wheel.

 

"don't know. let's scram before anymore comes." eda ordered everyone to do repairs on the ship
which isn't much thankfully but they have to sail away as far away as they could from the scene.

 

amity gently placed the woman down on her feet, she was an inch or two taller than amity and
those eyes.. those hazel hues felt familiar to her somehow. "hey, where did you get that woman?"



one of the crew asked as they swept the chipped off wood from the deck to avoid anyone
barefooted to have splinters.

 

"she was captured by the marines, don't know why though." amity explained, unsure what could be
the correlation of the woman being taken hostage by the marines and what the golden guard said
but nonetheless, she plans on dropping this woman off to the nearest town they find.

 

for now, she has to know the basics about this woman. "do you have a name?" amity asked. she
stared into the woman's eyes again, giving the same feeling like she saw these eyes before. her
curly hair moved gently along the wind and her copper complexion shone under the moonlight but
before she could get an answer from her, the woman bolted off and threw herself overboard.

 

"hey- what the fuck?!" amity rushed over to the edge, looking down into the pitch black waters as
ripples were left behind from the woman jumping off.

 

"guess you were that unfavorable." some of the crew laughed to themselves but amity isn't going to
have it. she took off her coat and boots, leaving herself in a linen shirt before diving in the water
herself.

 

"stop the ship!" eda's voice was heard above as amity swam through the waters, looking for the
woman in the darkness though she saw no one. but that's impossible, no one should sink that fast in
calm waters and she still should see her if that's the case.

 

but then, she saw a glowing pair of eyes staring back at her in the darkness. amity didn't panic
though her body was frozen, she kept her eyes interlocked with it as she's unsure what's truly
staring back at her.

 

slowly, the eyes began to approach her. never breaking eye contact till, under a sliver of moonlight,
showed a shark.

 

it wasn't like any shark amity has ever seen.

 

stripes of copper and gray ran across her body, her arms have seemingly sharp fins protruding from
the sides, tail fin swayed along the gentle waves with the slits on the sides of neck mimicking
breathing from the surface.



 

and the shark had the same hazel eyes.

 

with the oxygen in her lungs running out, amity lets out a gurgled yelp and quickly swam up to the
surface. the shark opened her mouth as she held out her hand, attempting to say something but she
drew back, only watching as amity broke through the surface to take a deep breath.

 

"hey kid, how you doing down there?" eda asked as she looked down at the young blight along
with the crew.

 

"fine.." amity replied, softly panting as she looked down and under the surface, she could see the
shark looking back at her. within the darkness, those glowing eyes unnerved her a little. it's like a
sea monster waiting for her to notice it.

 

"hey um.. i don't know what you are but i swear i'm not gonna hurt you." amity reassured, half
convincing herself the shark's intentions aren't malicious as she vividly remembers what she did for
her.

 

"i'm amity. you?" amity held out her hand under the water for a simple shake. she watched the
shark slowly rise up with just her eyes breaking through the surface and hesitantly took the blight's
hand, giving it a small shake. amity feels through the shark's scaled hand, it's soft yet slippery.

 

"luz."

 

but it didn't go unnoticed by the crew above, "amity, what is that?!" one of the crew exclaimed in
horror as they just saw a sea monster.

 

"hey, you stay away from our mate!" king pulled out his musket, about to fire but amity yelled out;

 

"hold your fire!"

 



standing in front of luz, shielding her from any stray bullets that might come after her. "she's
harmless." she assured the crew though they don't seem convinced by it.

 

"but she's a goddamn sea beast!" one of them pointed out, "i don't know what the ocean has been
doing to these creatures but that beast ain't looking right!"

 

"me neither but.. she won't harm us, i promise." amity took a little time in wrapping her arm around
luz's shoulder as she's unsure if she's allowed or luz would bite, but luz lets it as amity outstretched
her arm overhead. "now, please lower the rope. i'm freezing my ass here."

 

after the crew pulled amity back up into the ship with luz in tow, everyone backed away from her as
she shifted into her human form with her attributes gone, even the gills.

 

"her name is luz, a tiger shark. and she's the one that helped me make it out of the storm." amity
introduced, not noticing that her arm was still around luz as she looked at everyone's baffled
expressions.

 

"a beast helped you?"

 

"how would we know that you don't have ulterior motives?" eda stepped in with her arms crossed,
her eyes narrowing at the tiger shark who stood her ground as she stared back at the captain.

 

"because she wouldn't be alive to tell the tale if i planned on eating her during the storm." luz
replied forwardly, amity bit the inside of her mouth when luz said that as she might've had a chance
in surviving the storm but another challenge would face her and it would make her stay dead.

 

eda scoffed, "she's free to stay as long as she picks up the slack." she said, walking past amity and
luz as she heads for her quarters but she stopped for a moment, adding;

 

"but if you dare cross us, we will blow up every inch of the ocean to find you." luz looked over her
shoulder, seeing the old woman's heterochromia eyes that seem to hold no bluff before closing the
door.

 



amity cleared her throat to break the silence and tension in the air, "well uh.. this night has been
something. how about we take a rest, eh? and figure this out tomorrow." she said to which the crew
agreed, they headed back into their sleeping quarters with amity and luz following suit.

 

the blight plans on giving luz her sleeping bag for a while as she doubts one of the crew would and
hunker down next to the barrel of rum after she gives the shark some clothes.

-----

it took some time for the whole crew to warm up on luz, eventually, she proved herself to be the
crew's impeccable navigator and led them to riches many had sought for decades, knowing when a
harsh storm would come their way.

 

luz isn't just a navigator though, through her agility in both water and land, she's quick with a blade
rather than an iron as she could easily take down the most opposing foes with one slice.

 

it wasn't long for amity to spurt something within her, confusing her for a while as she doesn't
understand what she's feeling towards the shark and yet she has grown inseparable with her.

 

their combo together could easily take down a fleet of marines. they've become the most deadly and
made a name for themselves across the seas. striking fear to those that hear it.

 

they returned to the warm town of bonesborough, everyone along with eda leisured themselves in
the tavern to have a good night's drink while amity and luz stayed at the beach with drinks of their
own.

 

"and then, jackson thought it was a good idea to enter the cannon. he said, it's a perfect way to
launch an enemy ship if they're too far away."

 

"rest in peace, jackson." luz laughed at the story amity was telling, the cold waves hitting their feet
as the full moon shone above them. it's been a while since amity has returned to bonesborough,
sitting at the same beach where she was saved by the woman sitting next to her.



 

"i've always wondered. why did you save me?" amity asked, looking over to luz as the question has
always plagued her mind.

 

"i'm not sure either. i guess, you interest me, blight." luz replied, returning a gaze at amity who's
face began to grow red before she turned her head away.

 

a small smile formed on luz's lips, she stood up as she walked over to the edge of the shore. "i got
something to show you."

 

"you know i can't hold my breath for too long." amity placed her booze onto the sand as she stood
up as well, walking over to luz with their space manageable.

 

"don't worry, just wear this." luz took something out of her pocket, offering to amity. it what looked
to be a necklace embedded with tanzanite that twinkled. amity isn't much of jewelry so it confused
her as she reluctantly accepted it. 

 

"it's a relic that allows the wearer to breathe underwater infinitely." luz explained its purpose,
prompting amity to wear it.

 

"where did you get this?" amity asked, tracing her fingertips along the embroidered metal that held
the gemstone within as she felt something radiate from it. peculiar.

 

"i'll show you." luz offered her hand to amity to which the young blight aptly accepted it before she
was dragged into the waters.

 

luz shifted into her original form, swimming through the water at graceful speeds and the necklace
started to take effect as it glowed, letting out a low droning hum that soon died down.

 

amity took a deep breath and was surprised that she didn't feel water entering through her lungs. a
smile crept up to her lips as she looked around the reef that glowed under the moon, her vision
seemed to have brightened as well as she could see everything.

 



amity watched schools of fishes swim by them or scurry away upon seeing them. at the edge of the
reef, a ravine that seemed to stretch thousands of miles deep into the sea bed.

 

"do you trust me?" luz asked, amity looked at the ravine, she couldn't see what's at the very bottom
even with her enhanced sight. she's unsure about this but it's luz.

 

"i do."

 

and with that, luz dove down into the ravine with amity in tow. the speed the shark was going was
making the blight waver through as the pressure began to increase, her hold on luz's hand started to
loosen but luz pulled and wrapped her arms around amity, coiling around her as they broke through
the sea bed.

 

amity had her eyes shut, buried on luz's chest with her ears listening to her drumming heartbeat.
"hey, you can look now." luz said, amity slowly opened her eyes followed by her mouth turning
agar as she saw a glowing town illuminated in bioluminescence and extraordinary types of fishes
roamed its vicinity.

 

"i didn't know this was under bonesborough." amity muttered as she stared in awe at the town,
though she noticed some of the structures were broken. perhaps due to age?

 

"that's because he didn't want you to know." luz said as she swam over to the town. raising a brow,
amity followed suit.

 

"'he'?"

 

"well, this used to be a thriving town for both humans and sea monsters but your emperor declared
our race was too impure and shouldn't live amongst man." luz explained, swimming through the
ruined remains of the town with its signs and stones crumbled to the town.

 

"so, they sank the island and made another atop of its grave." luz stopped for a moment, kneeling
down as she picked something up from the ground. amity stood behind her, looking over her
shoulder to see what luz was holding only for her stomach to turn.

 



"this was bonesborough."

 

a sign that has the words engraved; 'bonesborough, nothing like home.'

 

"i wasn't alive when it sank. it happened around 50 years ago.. so, i don't really know what kind of
life people had in this town." luz settled the sign down as she stood back up, she turned around,
seeing amity's grim expression.

 

"it's okay. i don't blame you or the crew." luz reassured, thinking amity thought she was going
through a mutiny but that doesn't seem to be the case as amity enveloped her in a tight hug.

 

slowly, luz reciprocated the hug as she buried her face into amity's neck, no words were spoken
between them as they held each other's arms.

 

slightly pulling away, amity has her arms wrapped around luz's neck with her forehead pressed
against hers. "amity?" the young blight lightly hummed in response, looking into the shark's
glowing hazel eyes that seem to tell something without needing formed words.

 

"let's go somewhere private."

 

luz led amity out of the town, far from it and within a cave that's hidden in a forest of kelp. the
stripes of luz's body began to glow, lighting up the cave and the heats in their faces.

 

"amity.. i don't know what's happening to me but i only feel this way whenever i'm around you." luz
explains what has been happening to her over the course of the time they're together, the days she's
part of the eda's crew, it's all overwhelming.

 

a smile formed on amity's lips, feeling the same as she roped her arms around luz's neck once more.
"so why do we figure it out together?" before closing the space between them with a kiss, luz was
taken aback but quickly melted in the taste of her lips, reciprocating it as her hands held her hips.

 

slowly pushing back, luz pressed amity against the wall with their kiss unbreaking. her hands
slithered around the young woman's body, earning a low groan as she bit the shark's lower lip.



 

pulling away, luz licked her lips, simultaneously revealing her sharpened fangs that made her legs
tremble. luz's hands slipped within amity's shirt as she placed tender kisses along her neck, her
smooth tongue savoring her taste making amity shudder as she lightly moaned.

 

luz easily ripped amity's shirt apart along with her bandage covering her succulent tits. she grabbed
a mound of her breasts, giving it a squeeze as she took the other one in her mouth, suckling on it.

 

"ah.. ha.. mmgn- luz.." amity breathed out, her finger entangling on luz's curled locks as she stared
into her lust filled hues. jolting at the sensation of her sharp fangs pricking her hardened nipple and
her tongue toying with it.

 

luz hums, pulling away with a pop as she leaned back up on amity's neck, whispering; "have you
ever laid with a sea monster before, amity?" nibbling her ear while she held her hips, grinding her
clothed cunt against her growing bulge, causing an eruption of red to come on amity's face.

 

she could only reply with a nod. a smirk came on luz's lips as she licked the rim of amity's ear.
"that's good."

 

luz started leaving marks all over amity's neck, some slightly bled though it's nothing that luz can't
lick clean while her hand continued to have a mind of its own. pulling amity's pants down to her
knees, her fingers left ghostly trails along her smooth thighs before lifting her up with her thighs
resting on luz's shoulders.

 

"i'll have a delicacy with you." luz cooed, taking a deep breath as she inhaled amity's sweet musk.
her tongue rolled along her slit from bottom to top, amity gasped at the sensation, she bit her finger
as she watched luz take her sweet time.

 

amity bit her finger harder, feeling luz suckle on her lips with her tongue playing with her clit. she
arched her hips as she lets out a pleasured yelp, her leg twitched with her empty hand grasping a
handful of luz's hair.

 

"fu.. fuck, luz.. your tongue feels so good." amity muttered under her breath, her moans echoed in
the cave walls as she felt luz's tongue go lower and lower till she found her entrance. luz groaned at
the taste of her seeping juices, her hardened member twitches in delight and anticipation with a
bead of pre oozes.



 

amity gasps as she moans at the feeling of the shark's tongue prodding her entrance, teasing her
with an inch of her tongue entering only for it to leave. making the young blight grow agitated and
needy.

 

"please.."

 

luz hummed with a raised brow as she looked up at amity's red face. "what was that?"

 

"please, just do it.." amity whispered, looking away as she didn't want her face to be redder as it is.

 

"i can't hear. can you say that again?" luz continued even though she can hear 5 times better than a
human, she likes seeing amity become undone and beg for it.

 

"just fuck me already, you stupid shark!" amity exclaimed with her voice loudly vibrating in the
walls.

 

"that's better." luz lets amity down from her shoulder, their eyes being leveled once again as the
shark resumed on leaving as much marks as she wanted on amity.

 

"you're mean." amity said in between her gasps, a low chuckle was heard.

 

"am i?" luz cupped amity's cheeks to pull her into a kiss, deeper than the last as her tongue rolled
along amity's. the young woman moaned in the kiss, feeling luz's tongue dominated her completely
as she melted under her, letting her take control of her as she felt herself being lifted up once again.

 

pulling away before amity became air deprived, luz held her firmly by the hips as she felt
something hard graze her lips. glancing down to see a thick, cock protruding out of its flaps,
twitching and leaking of pre.

 

"ready?" amity only responded with a nod before luz began to slowly push inside. amity let out a
strained moan, feeling just a quarter of luz's cock is inside her and it's enough to stretch her.



 

luz took her time pushing the rest of her member in as she could see amity was trying to adjust at
every inch being inserted till all of it was inside. the shark didn't move a muscle, listening to amity's
shaky breaths slowly calming down.

 

slowly, luz pulled her hips back, letting half of her dick be out before pushing back in. she
continued at this pace till amity was comfortable to which she didn't hesitate in going into full
throttle.

 

"aahh! shit- fuck- luz!!" amity cried out in pleasure, her hands gripped onto luz's shoulders for
support as her body bounced at each deep thrust the shark made. feeling the hot cock throb inside
her walls as it pushed deeper inside her.

 

"fuck amity.. you're so good to me.. so good.." luz moaned, biting her lip as she stuffed her face
onto amity's bouncing tits. lavishing the feeling of her tight walls clenching on her as if she doesn't
want her to pull out, her warm walls sent her in the land of euphoria.

 

amity's moans were as if an angel's choir in luz's ears, echoing through the cavernous walls. then,
luz groaned as she felt her hair being pulled for her to look up and meet the blight's lustful golden
eyes.

 

without needing to say a word, amity dove into luz's neck and began leaving marks of her own as
she brought down her own hips, matching luz's speed.

 

"shit, mi amor.." luz moaned louder, in chorus with amity as her hold on her hips lowered down to
her ass cheeks. giving them a good squeeze before slapping it hard to leave an imprint.

 

the sounds of their skins slapping and moans blending together in the walls. amity pulled away
from her lover's neck for their eyes to meet, filled with lust and passion. closing the space between
them with a tender kiss as luz continuously rammed her cock in amity's pussy, pushing it deep to hit
her spot.

 

amity moans vibrated in the kiss, her nails dug into luz's skin but it was left unrecognized and her
thrust became wilder by the minute. feeling something grow within, getting harder to hold back at
each deep thrust.



 

as they pulled away, amity pressed her forehead against luz's again, her hot breath hitting her face
as she felt herself getting closer and closer.

 

"luz.. i'm close.. please, i'm close!" amity moaned out, luz bit her lip tighter as she felt the same
with her thrust plunging deep in the young blight's womb.

 

then, amity came hard onto luz as she screams her name in utter euphoria. she didn't give luz any
chance in pulling out, letting the shark come inside her for their juices and mix inside her.
shuddering from the warm filling her womb.

 

both of them panted heavily, holding in each other's arms as they caught their breath. slowly, luz
pulled her cock out of amity after she emptied out, letting a few of their mixed cum flow out.

 

sighing blissfully, amity pecked luz's lips, whispering; "i love you." as she nuzzled under her neck.

 

a smile crept up on luz's lips as she held amity closer, tighter. "i love you more."

 

it took them a while to get the strength to resurface and once they did, they were given eda's
scolding with luz being smacked at the back of her head while the crew snickered in the back.

 

nonetheless of what eda says of luz running away after knocking up amity. luz isn't that kind of
scumbag to do such a thing as she found someone worth living for and fighting for in these war
ridden seas of the boiling isles. no matter how different they are to each other, they still love one
another.

 

till the end.

Chapter End Notes

as much as it hurts for me to say this but i am officially ending lumity erotica. i never thought
nor dreamt this would become so big as it is now but thank you for all of the readers and the
people that have supported and reached till the very end with me in this lewd adventure.



this will not be the end of me though as i will try to update my remaining ongoing works but
not as regularly as before. and yes, it will still be the owl house despite the end of it nearing
too. i might expand in other franchises but till then, toh is still the love of my life.

thank you once again and have a good day/night.

harpy out.



Please drop by the Archive and comment to let the creator know if you enjoyed their work!

http://archiveofourown.org/works/29512179/comments/new
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